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Speaking of Circulation
HERALD

The
and

admits, with pleasure

satisfaction, that for

years

has industriously

it

interest

more them
worked for

and attention of

ten

owners
in the smaller communities who comprise a big factor of the motion picture
industry and whose support is essentied
to the success of emy trade publication.

HERALD

does not

make

now

contends that while

it

find itself compelled to

a desperate effort to win the sup-

port of these small-town exhibitors, by

putting out a second-run publication or

any

by

— because
support—

similar

already has their

means

its

of

among every
theatre

in

circulation

industry,

first-run,

second-run and third-run.

may

be

roughly divided into three classes:

The

ready buyers of trade papers, subscribing,

on the average,

two

for

or three

papers.

Theatres in the third group are the

most exacting buyers of

As

all.

a rule

they subscribe for only one trade paper

—and they want

Our

the best.

best

none too good for them and
we would not insult them or humiliate
ourselves by offering them anything

efforts are

we

are able

to produce.

There

is

no question of the value

to

advertisers of these exhibitors as subscribers to a trade paper.

More than

any other group, they read,
rely upon and buy pictures from the
trade paper to which they subscribe.
exhibitors in

Circulation in this industry

(1)

Theatres in the second group are also

short of the best publication

other class and kind

the

reader interest

it

also comprises proportionate representa-

tion

is

subscription.

the

small-town

exhibitors, the individual theatre

The

of value to advertisers

—and not

larger circuits and

larger individual houses.

The reader interest of the HERALD
commands the interest and attention of
every kind and type of exhibitor.

The medium-size
and medium size individual
(2)

(3)

circuits

houses.

The small-town groups and

the small-town individual houses.

—

—

And very important to note
HERALD’S circulation to

the

kind and type of exhibitor

—

is

all

of

every

verified

and attested to by the Audit Bureau of
Theatres in the

first

group represent

the easiest kind

of circulation to be

obtained

industry,

in

the

practically

within the reach of every publication.

These theatres subscribe for three and
four trade papers and here the best test

Circulations.

!
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Riding the Crest of the
The

Gloria Swanson.

on

attraction

the

mer records
when it took
Sunday.

at

in

It is

every town

it

today!

And

the finest

money

screen

‘‘The Coast of Folly”
picture she ever

greatest feminine

made!

is

sumthe Rivoli, New York,
over $7,000 the opening
broke

It

establishing

plays.

new

all

highs in

Office

Wave!

In Columbus, Ohio, “The Coast of Folly”
played to the biggest Swanson week they
ever had there,
the summer

and the highest week of

Columbus critics agreed
with the New York reviewers, who yelled
“Bravo, Gloria Swanson!” (Telegraph)
and “Gloria is a revelation” (Mirror).
The, public and critics alike love her in
this big 1926 society romance, boys

The Greater Forty Tide
Member Motion

Box

3

!

is

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

at Its Height!
H. Hays, President
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The man

Who

gets

A good meal
Only once in a while
Soon starves to death/

The exhibitor

Who
V

r?ict^

gets
A dood picture
Only once in a while
Soon flops ,

There are
Plenty of companies
That can give

e

You
A good

VtVT

picture
Once in a while.

There

is

One company:

PARAMOUNT
That can
And does
Give

you

Good pictures
AIL THE TIME

lieNM#*'

Book PARAMOUNT

*?OU.Y
OF THE

"77/£
/

anew
VENUS'

And

feast
/
of
Land
Plenty/
In the

DOUGLAS
MacLEAK
IN

'HfcS A,

pRINCt/

"7
_

SWANSON

HEGRl

KEYS

TO

GLORIA

POLA

"

BAiDpATE

STAGE
Oh
U//
STRUCK'

"FLOVVfcR

N\°cVj!

£rfi FfT
Member Motion

Picture Producer, and D.stnbutors of America,

Inc.-WiU H. Hays,

President
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€/tn©ti
Puts

and

PEP

Your Program
Cash in Your Till

in

EXTRA

There is no comedy star in all Filmdom who
can be relied on with greater confidence
than Bobby Vernon for a performance of
pep and snappy, vigorous action in every
picture he makes.
“Bobby Vernon, whose

and

stuff I like better

. . seems to
better every time I see it
have
found the well De Soto looked for,” says
T. O. Service in Exhibitors Herald.
.

Watch Bobby’s smoke

in his

new

series of six two-reel

He’s

set

a fast pace for himself
in the first one

“Watch Out”
But don’t worry. He’ll keep
Bobby always does.

it

up.

“Here’s one of the best Bobby Vernon Comedies in
a long time. It moves fast and furiously, and there
are more than the usual assortment of gags.”

— N.

“It

moves along

at a

remarkable

Y.

Morning Telegraph

clip.”

— M. P.

To say “Bobby Vernon Comedy”

News

in your ads

is

inviting extra dollars to your box-office

Produced by Christie

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President
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Playing to
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GUNS say about
y niversaiPpicture
i

entedby

CARL LAEM M LE
~

r.'x

—

is will

X.

/I

ASTOR Theatre
ill

IlfilS

Bro

y

"tXe

e

York

,n y
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^HAROLD MacGRA
Cast Includes

DAVID BUTLER
ALICE CALHOUN
HELENE COSTELLO
Directed by Charles Chuck Reisner
Scenario by Charles Logue

September

26, 1925

September

26, 1925
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When You Pay Good Money
vertising Space
Is

for Ad-

—See That the Space

In a Publication That Is Read.

Exhibitors Herald receives and prints more

communications from Exhibitors than

all

the

other papers in the field combined.

There’s

READER INTEREST

—Great

and Proven
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CHARV™
CHAPLIN
gold rush

AS$

a Dram

John

h.

Kunsky

nEATRICAL EM TER PRISES
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
TMMTBE SUILOING

MADISON

JOHN

H.

KUNSKY

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
August 25, 1925.

Mr. Hiram Abrams,
United Artists Corp.,
729 Seventh Ave.,
Hew York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Abrams
I wanted to take this occasion to congratulate you upon having broken all records at the Adams
Theatre on the opening week with the Charlie Chaplin production, "The Gold Rush". This picture played to 8,266
more ^eople on the opening week than "The Hunchback of Hotre
Dame", which has held the record for attendance at the Adams
Theatre ever since its opening
some seven years ago, and
I felt that you should know it.
,

With best wishes,

I

am.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘Mary Pickford

Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
Jiiram Qbrams, President.

D. W.

Qriffiih

Joseph MSchenck, Chairman, Board of Director
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Hits Hie Bulls-eije
“Fairbanks kas kill the bulls-eye again.
A perfect example o{ showmanship, and
it’s {or everybody {rom seven to seventy.

Some

picture.”

— Daily

Hews.

“One o{ tke most entertaining films
came from tke studio.” Post.

—

tkat ever

DON

“Tke

best picture Feirbanks ever made, for
skeer entertainment.” --Journal.

Film

patrons will gorge tkemselves on tkis
T elegram.

picture.”

—

“Certain to be a cleanup {or tke exhibitors
everywhere.” Variety.

—

.

SON OF ZORRO”
Now Booking
et*

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin

‘Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Ttiram Qbrams, President.

D. W. Qriffifh

Joseph M.Jchenck, Chairman, Board of

Directors.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Laughs for Hie Box-office
“A fine film comedy release that must get over
A cinch for the picture houses.” — Variety.
“This film makes ’em laugh;

“By

‘Sally*

— Chicago

D.WGItfFFITH
presents

SALLY OF THE

SAWDUST
with

CAROL DEMPSTER
and W.C. FIELDS
FORREST HALSEY jW a
DOROTHY DONNELLY

story by

>i

rectors.

M.

P.

any theatre.

Post.

Griffith picture;

a picture that appeals to the fans

is

bring box-office receipts.”

Adapted ha

aim.”

odds the gayest, most delightful
most popular.”— Photoplay.

all

of his

“

its sole

at

Today.

and

is

and one

certain to

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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eJ Drama of

and
r
Romance in

Conflidt

old

Mexico
Scenario by

EVE UN SELL

EMMETT FLYNN
production/

XOU

^^

John Qolden’s play hit

Fox Film Corporation.

September
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WILLIAM FOX

15

presents

OtmiTllkc
<%t YAN KEE
SEN OR
and

TONY,

the ‘wonder horse, in

UJlith

Margaret Kingston -Olive Borderv
Ulec T5. Tmncis ~ Mlartha Mattox
c
Tmncis
Donald

M

From the novel “ Conquistador
Katharine Tullerton

IttM

\wm\

msm,

vmm

*

iNsmM.

”

bp

mll

hunjaus

fox Film Corporation.

mm'xou
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WILLIAM FOX
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presents

HENRY

COMEDIES

“Shoes”
and

“Transients in

Arcadia”
Directed by Daniel Keefe

Supervised by

George Marshall
O.

HENRY’S GEMS OF FICTION
GIVEN TIFFANY SETTINGS
ON THE SCREEN

WILLIAM FOX

presents

EARLE FOXE
IN
VAN BIBBER
Polite Society Comedies
By Richard Harding Davis

Now Ready
The Big Game Hunter
“The Wrestler”
!

Directed by Robert P. Kerr
Supervised by George Marshall

“The Sky Jumper”
Directed by George Marshall

(mill

ail

IN

imnpmmmmmm
_

urn

...

n

_

Pox Film Corporation,

1

!
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WILLIAM FOX

presents

THE MARRIED LIFE
OF HELEN

AND WARREN
by Mabel Herbert Urner

Now Ready
“A Business
!

Engagement”
and

“All Abroad”
Directed by Albert Ray
Supervised by George Marshall

KATHRYN PERRY
HALLAM COOLEY

Featuring

and

WILLIAM FOX

presents

IMPERIAL
COMEDIES
Now

Ready

!

“On The Qo”
“Sweet Marie”

“Love and Lions”

“A Cloudy Romance”
IMPERIAL COMEDIES ARE
THE CLASS OF THEIR FIELD
'

'-' T

VA

fox film Goijiciratioa,

18
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WILLIAM FOX
JOHN GOLDEN

September

presents

success

THUNDER

fox film Corporation,

26, 1925

September 26, 1925
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Fox Film Co pi a rati on
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.— Will H. Hays, President
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TOD BROWNING’S
Aileen Pringle — Conway Tearle
production of his

Scenario by

“Director Tod Browning whose ‘The
Unholy Three’ created such a sensation
scores again with an excellent crook

melodrama.

Good

attraction

— Motion

house.”

for

Picture

any

News

“

own

WALDEMAR YOUNG

an absorbing film by Tod
Browning whose ‘The Unholy Three’
stamps him as a master director. ‘The
Mystic’ is well worth seeing and will
guarantee you an entertaining, absorbing
‘The Mystic’

is

— N. Y.

evening.”

Qraphic

“Of greatest

interest is the disclosure of
the methods utilized to fake spiritualism.
This scene is intensely interesting. Strong

drama.”

— Moving Picture World

“Tod Browning who produced ‘The
Unholy Three’ has another original and
stirring production. There is no doubt
keeps one enthralled during its
showing. A fascinating story.”
N.Y. Times
that

again. Mr. Brownfor his crook pictures

“Tod browning scores
ing

is

now famous

and he turns them out fine. ‘The Mystic’
is good entertainment. You never weary
of

it.”

— Eve. Telegram

story with

it

—

“

‘The Mystic’ is bound to prove very
popular if only for its revelations of
fraudulent tricks employed at seances.”
-Eve. World

“An enthralling crook drama with a refreshing new touch. Aileen Pringle and
Conway Tearle feature captivating crook
melodrama.”
N.Y. Mirror

—

melodramatic entertainment by Tod
Browning, the man who made one of the
best pictures of the year, ‘The Unholy
Three.’ You’ll get a lot of fun out of this
“It’s

— Eve. Journal

film.”
“

‘The Mystic’

is

worth

“

seeing.”

— Eve.

Sun

‘The Mystic’
ment.”

is

rattling

Produced by METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
who have given you this season “The
u
Unholy Three,” Pretty Ladies,” “A Slave
of Fashion,” “Sun*Up,” “Never The Twain
Shall

Meet” And

that's just the start!

good entertain-

— N. Y.

American

breaking winning- streak with

Written
and
Directed

By
The

Man

Who
Made
“The

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Foreign Rights Controlled
Ftrsi NinonaJ Picture* Inc

Madison Avenue

New

'fork

Wr^ B^/7
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*3iiat

national Pictures

Members

<f

Motion Picture Producers ami Distributors of America

Inc.-'-Wlll

Hays President
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"HOT DOG DICK
,

is

a

WOW in

this one

“

Says Indianapolis

r

hmes

after viewing the picture and
hearing the audience reaction

at the

CIRCLE THEATRE.

Inspiration Pictures Inc.

presents

SHORE LEAVE
with

Dorothy Mackaill

HUBERT OSBORNE
fas produced by
by DAVID BELASCO
ont the play

Scenario by

A

JOSEPHINE LOVETT

John 5. Robertson pivduction

les Sir/ There’s no end to those
Foreign Highti Controlled

<

First

National Pictures In

Madison Avenue

&

New Ywk

TirM notional
Members

f Motion

Picture Producers amt Distributors of

America

HITS I

!nc.~-W!ll

Hays PmuUnt

(F

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
independent ^'Blm Srade

QJie

Martin

Publisher

Qiiigley,

J.

tf^aper

Editor
Jj

Wyoming

Form Association and

—

Lynch President Moberly City Council
Fox Film Capital Stock
Fails to Set Aside Mayor’s Veto of Sunday Opening Bill
Admitted to Trading on Stock Exchange in New York Ralph Graves Injured.
Lasky Signs “Miss America” for “American Venus” Role Bandit Trio Gets $2,800 in
Wichita Theatre Hold Up Warners Enter Stage Field; Buy Stories Fifth Kansas
City Theatre Victim Found -Burglars Get $3,500 Theatre Equipment in IndianExhibitors

Elect

—

—
—

—

—

—

apolis

Robbery.

—

Wisconsin Exhibitors Get “Independence Week” Call
Fox Seeks Site for Two Million
Dollar Hollywood Theatre
Zambreno Buys Interest in Progress Exchanges in Ohio
California Censor Board Cuts 600 Feet from 13 Pictures
Grainger, Fox, Home
From Abroad With Many Bookings.

—

—

—

—

Chandler Appointed Director of First National Publicity Greta Garbo, Swedish Film
Star, Arrives to Work at Metro Studios
“Graustark” in New Record at Capitol,
New York Valentino Injured by Horse.

—

—

—

$45,000,000 Reduction in Tax on Admissions Result of New Law John Grierson, English Showman, Addresses Paramount Theatre Managers School
Plans for Grauman’s $5,000,000 Theatre Near Completion.
Allvine Elected A. M. P. A.

Hudson

—

—

—

Date Set for Golf Tourney A1 Rockett New Aid of
$500,000 Improvements Made at Metro Studios in Holly-

Head

National

at First

—

wood.
SPECIAL SELECTIONS

Short

‘THE STUDIO”

41

Paramount Long Island Studio Closes Fifth Year with Six
Units Producing
Ignorance No Longer an Excuse
Silent Glory in Good Printing
“Where They Are” Casting Directory
Pictures Exhibitors Don’t Write About
“You’re Working for Old Man Public”
“What
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“The Coast of Folly’*
“The Golden Princess”

.

West”

.

.

.

Motion

.

pictures”
Director
.

.

.

.

They’re

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

Me”

Pictures
“The People

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Advertising
Theatre Construction and Equipment

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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70

:

88
67

.

.
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Martin J.Quigley

Tremendous

Play Date Bureau
Facts Still Hidden
In a recent issue

we asked

the question,

“What has

happened to the Play Date Bureau?”
Last week Mr. Sydney S. Cohen put out a lengthy
statement concerning the bureau which says, in effect,
that the Bureau has accomplished its purpose.
The reason for our inquiry was that as far as our
observation revealed the Bureau was still in a formative
stage, that it had not as yet got going and that there
seemed to be reasons for prompt and vigorous action
if the whole proposition were not going to quietly pass
out of existence.

Hence,

it

is

now

surprising, indeed, to learn that

the Bureau has “accomplished

its

purpose.”

The “purpose” which is attributed to it, and the
“purpose” which it is now said to have accomplished,
as explained by Mr. Cohen, was simply to act as a
means of publicity to influence exhibitors to keep play
dates for independent product.
We do not think we shall be alone in declaring that
this certainly falls far short of what the Bureau was
expected to do and what it could have done and should
have done in the face of the emergency which has
threatened and still threatens independent theatres and
independent product.
As a matter of fact, if this was all that the Bureau
intended to do and intended to be, then something
hardly short of misrepresentation has been practiced
upon all parties concerned. This publication, in view
of the support which it accorded the Play Date Bureau
proposition, does not intend to sit back silently at this
time and assume any part of the responsibility for this
misrepresentation.

As the situation now stands it appears that the Play
Date Bureau has failed not failed, perhaps, in any
accomplishment whatsoever but at least failed in the
program originally outlined for it. It may be freely
recognized that it was a hard and difficult undertaking
and one which might even have been impossible of
accomplishment. If this is the case there would be
no disgrace in admitting it and, as we see it, this would
have been a far better course than an attempt to lull

—

interested parties into a false sense of security.
It

is

interests depend upon the proper orand proper direction of the independent
campaign. If nothing or practically nothing has been
accomplished for this cause since the Milwaukee convention, then independent exhibitors and independent
producers are entitled to know where they stand. If
the Play Date Bureau has proven to be an impracticable
solution of the problem, then the effort in some other
form should be undertaken.
Let’s face the true and unvarnished facts!

ganization

reported that some of the contributors to the

*

The Board of Governors of the New York Stock
Exchange last week admitted to trading shares of the
capital stock of the Fox Film corporation. This means
that Fox stock is now being dealt in on the “Big Board”
alongside of the greatest industrial concerns in America.

This action is another significant piece of information attesting to the growing financial recognition of the
motion picture industry. The future course of the
industry depends upon this recognition. Without the

support of the financial world the development of this
industry would be seriously handicapped. The listing
of Fox alongside of the other substantial film concerns
now on the New York Stock Exchange should be a
matter of satisfaction to the whole business.
*

*

Sentiment in Connecticut

is

*

Sentiment Building

For Tax Law Repeal

necticut problem.

While this sentiment is building the industry should
he very careful to avoid any word or act that might be
interpreted in the New England state as outside dictation. If the law is repealed it will be due to popular
disfavor of the measure in Connecticut and entirely
irrespective of

thinks about

the original program for the Bureau has been
found impracticable and if the contributions offered
to finance the proposed work have been returned
indicating that the proposition has been abandoned or
turned into a different course why is it now said that
the Bureau has “accomplished its purpose?”

ciation

—

building for a special

which the new tax law,
affecting motion pictures, would be considered. As far
as this law is concerned, the outcome of a special session of the legislature would be practically certain.
This would be a most desirable solution of the Con-

session of the legislature at

It is also reported that all of the
tributions in full.
contributions received have been returned.
If these
things have taken place there must have been a reason
and we would like to inquire why these facts have
been kept secret to the end of continuing the impression that the Bureau was proceeding satisfactorily?

—

*

Fox. Co. Stock Now
on N. Y. Exchange

Play Date Bureau fund declined to complete their con-

If

*

what the industry outside of that

state

it.

*

*

*

Industry Assists
Friend’s Campaign

New York

City has shown an appreState Senator James J.
Walker, candidate for mayor. The industry has lent
enthusiastic support to Senator Walker in the primary
In doing this it has discontest decided this week.
charged an obligation to a real friend of the industry.
And this is an encouragement to other friends.

The industry
of

its

in

obligation

to

,

:
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City Council Fails to
9
Set Aside Mayor s Veto
of Sunday Opening Bill

Exhibitors Form
Association, Elect Lynch

Wyoming

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MOBERLY,

MO., Sept. 15.—At its
September 10 meeting the city council here
failed to muster enough votes to override

Mayor

M.

J.

O. W. McCutchin, Sikeston,
man who had himself arrested

Mo., show-

to test the
law, has been released on
will appeal his case.

Sunday closing
bond.

He

Fox Film Capital Stock
Admitted to T rading on
Stock Exchange in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

September

15.

—The board

New York

stock exchange admitted to the trading list last
week the 400,000 shares of capital stock of
Fox Film Corporation outstanding. The
shares previously were traded in on the
New York Curb market.
In its statement filed with the New York
stock exchange the company reported net
profits of $535,352 for the 12 weeks ended

of governors of the

March

21,

1925,

the

latest

official

figures

This report was compiled at the
time the stock was introduced by a Wall
Street banking syndicate.
For the full
year 1924, the company reported net profits
available.

of $2,000,004, against $1,808,165 in 1923.

Chaudet Begins Cody
Film ; Completes Custer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 15.— Louis Chaudet
has just finished directing Bob Custer in
“Forty and Found” for Independent Pictures Corporation. He starts this week on
another feature, “Shooting Straight,” staris

Cody

for the same company, and
also preparing a super-production which

ring Bill

he will direct.

to

Brothers plan to enter the stage field, according to Harry Warner, who arrived
here last week. Dramatic rights to several
stories have been purchased and the first
two stage productions will be “The Woman
Tamer” and “The Florentine Dagger.”

Fifth Blast Victim

Found

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

—

—

Marks Opening Sessions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CASPER, WYO., September 15. — Wyoming exhibitors are
the Wyoming Theatre Owners and Managers Association,

CITY, MO.,

Sept. 15.— The
City, destroyed by

Kansas
an explosion June 25, yielded another body
this week, which makes the fifth.
It was
found at the side of the balcony railing at
the bottom of the debris. It was that of a
youth about 20 years old. Nothing could
be found about the body which might lead
Gillis theatre of

to identification.

Rothacker

Man Robbed

George Kilgore, director for the Rothacker Film company, Chicago, was confronted with bandits and robbed of $80
recently.
He was with his bride of two

organized in

formed

last

week as the climax of a two-day gathering, with 18 exhibitors as a nucleus.
The fostering of the display of high class, clean motion pictures is the aim
of the new body. James Lynch of Laramie was elected first president and
M. T. Todd of the Rialto theatre, Casper, was chosen secretary and
treasurer.

Perfect Accord Registered
Perfect accord and unanimity of all delegates signalized the birth of the
new organization. Delegates made the acquaintace of their fellow exhibitors from other points in the state at the opening informal sessions
Thursday.
At the next day’s meeting the by-laws were read and approved, the official name of the association was decided upon and officers

were

selected.

Besides the choice of Lynch and Todd
the delegates also elected the following
executive board and trustees
Thomas
Berta, Rock Springs; Fred Besold, Sheridan; Earl Nye, Cheyenne; E. J. Schulte,
Casper; Thomas Love, Parco, and John
Bangs, Rawlins.
:

May Join M. P. T. O. A.
was considered likely that the organization will affiliate with the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Cheyenne
It

has been designated the place for the next
session, during Frontier Days.
Following is a list of the delegates, the
theatres they represented and their cities
Thomas Berta, Rialto theatre. Rock Springs;
Mrs. W. R. Logan, Rex Basin; J. S. Ward,
Princess, Douglas; Mrs. M. M. Young, Bison,
Buffalo; John Bangs, Strand, Rawlins; P. J.
Johnson, Strand, Rawlins; Mrs. LeMote, Acme,
Riverton; Geo. Stewart, Bishop-Cass Co., Capser;
M. H. Todd, Rialto, Casper; E. J. Schulte, Rialto,
Casper; Fred Bezold, Lotus, Sheridan; Earl Nye,
Princess and Atlas, Cheyenne; O. P. Fish, Grand,
Lander;
Florence
Ward,
Midwest,
Midwest;
Esther Ward, Edgerton, Edgerton; Chas, Reeder,
Castle Creek, New Lavoye; James Lynch, Empress, Laramie; John Lynch, America, Laramie;
Mr. Lee, Empress, Glenrock.

By Laws Adopted by Boards

of

Albany and Buffalo Zones
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Warners Enter Stage
Field; Stories Bought
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— Warner

months.

Eighteen Theatre Owners Provide Nucleus for New State Body
Todd Chosen Secretary and Treasurer Perfect Accord

Jefferys’ veto of the ordinance

repealing the law under which theatres are
Six votes
forced to close on Sunday.
were needed to set aside the veto, and only
W.
five councilmen voted favorably.
J.
Cotter, owner-manager who started the
fight for Sunday shows, has announced his
intention of opening on Sunday to test the
closing law.
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ALBANY,

N. Y„ Sept. 15.— There was
a meeting in Syracuse last week of the
respective boards of directors from the
Albany and Buffalo zones. The meeting
was held at the Hotel Onondaga. William
of Ithaca, president of the New
State M. P. T. O., presided. Others
present included William Callahan, Rochester; Jules Michaels, Buffalo; Charles Heyman, Niagara Falls Louis Buettner, Co-

Dillon,

York

;

Lasky Signs Miss America
for ‘American Venus’ Role
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK

,

Sept.

15—Jesse

L.

Lasky has signed Miss Fay Lanphier of Oakland, Cal., who was
named Miss America in the beauty
pageant at Atlantic City, to play
the title role in “ The

Venus".

American
Miss Adrienne Done was

awarded a free scholarship
Paramount Actors School.

in the

Scenes of the beauty contest
be shown in the picture,
which is based on the Atlantic
City pageant. Miss Lanphier as
the American Venus will play the
will

part of Miss
tion picture.

Alabama

in the

mo-

hoes; Ben Davis, Gloversville, and Robert
Wagner, Little Falls. A set of by laws
was adopted after considerable discussion.
Among other things, the by-laws provide
that the state officers shall consist of a
president and two vice presidents, as well
as a secretary, each to hold office one year.
The by laws also provide that the board
of directors shall meet at least quarterly
and that each zone shall operate apart
from the other in so far as expenses are
concerned.
A recent editorial by Martin J. Quigley in the
was so pleasing to the directors that a
resolution was adopted ordering 500
copies of this editorial distributed
among the exhibitors in New York

EXHIBITORS HERALD

state.

Merchants , Exhibitors
Unite on Movie Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Sept. 15.— Motion picture exhibitors of South Philadelphia and the Business Men’s Association of
Philadelphia are cooperating to make a
success of a “Special Movie Week” scheduled for the latter part of the month.
This is the first time business men here
have tied up with motion picture men in a
Reciprocal
sectional boosting campaign.
advertising is a large part of the plan.

Daring Trio Gets $2,800
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA,

KAN.,

Sept.

15.— Three

youthful bandits held up the Miller theatre,
one of the largest downtown houses, Saturday night and escaped with $2,800. The
robbery was the most daring attempt in
Wichita in several years.

$3,500 Equipment Stolen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND., Sept. 15.—
Thieves broke into the garage leased by
W. M. Elliott, Famous Players-Lasky salesman, one night recently and stole $3,500
worth of film and other motion picture
equipment.
The film was of the picture
“A Daughter of the Gods.”

Ralph Graves Injured
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

OAKLAND,

CAL., Sept. 15.— Ralph
actor, and three other persons

Graves, film
were injured here

which

Graves

another car.

when the automobile in
was riding collided with

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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N EW YORK.—

Will Murphy of Warner
Brothers, after a vacation which he
spent riding horses, is back and calls
Abe
“whoa” to the elevator boy.
Warner, of same, arrived from abroad
.

.

.

his office with a nautical
also of same,
Coast just in time to miss

and walks about
roll.

.

.

for

left

Harry Warner,

.

the

Lou
Brother Abe’s homecoming.
Jacobson has moved in from the country,
but forgets he isn’t still a commuter and
goes to the Long Island station, to get a
.

.

.

start
for home on 86th street.^
Joe Dannenberg has gone to the Coast so
we’ll soon know everything about the film
Dr. W. E. Shalmaking industry.
lenberger likes himself as a favorite for
winning one of the prizes at the golf tournament, and is going to have his clubs
.

.

occasion.

on his annual visit.
Schwalbe, while no longer

Harry

.

.

.

.

from Los Angeles,

New York

in

.

.

for
the
polished
up
Harry Carr, film writer
is

.

.

.

.

con-

nected, is a frequent visitor at First NaPaul Perea is
tional home offices.
.

.

.

back from London and can

how

all about
guard feaWilliams is in
tell

soldiers to

to get British
films.

ture

Ross Fisher (on Jacqueline Gadson’s right) is cameraman for Fred Thomson (right), who is starring in “Ridin’ the Wind,” just completed at the
Thomson is just giving Fisher and Miss GadF. B. O. studio in Hollywood.
son, who also is appearing in the picture, some pointers on the shooting of
the next scene.

a scheme to make British picfor a world market, and likely he
Will H. Hays ancan show them.
nounces the acquisition of a two-gun man
to his organization, the William S. Hart
Company having been elected to member-

London with

tures

.

.

.

Roger Ferri is in Cleveland
ship.
handling publicity for Fox Films.
Charles Davis, 2nd, is back from the
J.
Coast with contracts for a lot more pictures, and won’t he ever quit signing them
.

.

.

.

up?

.

W.

.

.

J.

Morgan,

•

.

manager

sales

Producers Distributing Corporation, is
busy appointing new branch managers, havHenry
ing added two last week.
Bate, looking over the capacity crowds at
the “Phantom,” remarked that it was pretty
good for hot weather, and so say others.
I. Maynard Schwartz, Chicago film
man, is in New York buying product for
George Gerhard,
a new exchange.
popular film editor of the Evening World,
has resigned and is succeeded by Palmer
Burton King is here from
Smith.
the Coast on a visit and will return to
make more pictures there.
S. Barrett McCormick has turned out a press
book on “The Freshman” that is attracting
Lee
a lot of favorable attention.
Marcus, F. B. O.’s fast traveling sales
manager, left for Des Moines.
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Larry Kent’s advent to stardom reads like the fiction writer’s dream of
motion picture romance. Larry was picked up on the lot to play the leading man in “The Adventures of Mazie,” opposite Alberta Vaughn (center),
for Film Booking Offices.
Jacqueline Gadson is in “Ridin’ the Wind,” also
an F. B. O. picture.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Doc” Willat arrived last week from a
European trip and not having enough of
travelling, started by motor for the West
Coast.
Arthur Beck is here from
the Coast with a couple of good pictures
for Arrow.
Abe Carlos returned
to Los Angeles last week for speed-up
.

.

.

.

production.
eral

.

.

.

.

W.

.

R.

gen-

Fraser,

manager of the Harold Lloyd Cor-

is a New
York visitor.
W. H. Rabell is given credit for arranging
for the Winged Foot Golf Club as the

poration,

scene of the

.

fall

.

.

carnage of the film golf

Harvey Day cables
from Red Wing, Minn., that he will return
in time to vote for Al. Smith for mayor of

tournament.

New

.

.

.

York.

SPARGO.
Lancaster Heads Casting

LOS ANGELES, CAL. —John

Lancaster

was

recently appointed head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio casting bureau, succeeding Robert McIntyre, resigned.
William Gulick has been made
financial
controller
of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios.

Maurice (Lefty) Flynn seems to be literally in the midst of trouble but it
doesn’t appear to be worring him. This is a scene from “Heads Up,” for
F. B. O.
It is a comedy-melodrama of the burlesque type, set in South
America. All but two of F. B. O.’s 60 -picture schedule are melodramas.
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Controlling Interest
S. Bank
of Federal T.

&

Cohen Play Date Statement
Consternates Independents

Acquired by Schenck
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 15.— Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of directors of United Artists, has acquired the

Inference That Bureau

ings

and

Sav-

Bank,

local

(

13.

Federal
and

Trust

Sav-

ings Bank was org a n i z e d several
years ago by C. E.
Toberman and a
number of other
local business men
who wished the
city to have a bank

Joseph M. Schenck

that

would be

rest

Producing Company With
Two Other Stockholders
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
is

15.— Confirming a
motion picRudolph Valentino

Sept.

to enter the

production end,
two other stockholders has filed
articles of incorporation with Secretary of
State Frank Jordan. The capital stock is
valued at $25,000 divided into 250 shares.
S. George Ullman, Beatrice M. Ullman and
Rudolph Guglielmi (Valentino’s family
name) are the original subscribers. The
papers state the company is formed to
produce pictures.
ture

with

this

belief

:

attempt to make pictures, nor to sell
them to the exhibitors, nor to the public.
It is an intelligence bureau or pubstation.”

Enthusiasm Tumbles
drawn from this by the
producers and distributors is that the
loudly acclaimed Play Date Bureau,
from which they had expected so much,
was simply purposed to be a publicity
stunt and as the result of the disillusion-

The

inference

enthusiasm has suffered a
severe tumble.
The first concrete action on the subject since Mr. Cohen’s explanation of
the functions of the bureau, was taken
last Friday by the Independent Motion
Picture Association when a resolution
was adopted seeking the return of the
portion of the $25,000 turned over to the
Play Date Bureau that still remains unment, their

spent.

Ask Return

Arthur Kane Resigns as
“U” Contact Executive
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 15.— Arthur S. Kane
to

has resigned as contact executive of Universal and is again to become a producer
on his own account. Though no official
announcement has been made, it is understood that Kane’s productions will be released through Universal.

F. N. Party

Goes Abroad

YORK,

Deutschland

sails

the
Thursday a

Money

is

dates and generally advance the interests of the independents.
According to the independents about

Cohen,

$7,000 of the $25,000 has been spent in
getting out literature and general propaganda, and it is said they prefer to have
the spending of the remainder of the
money themselves and along lines decided upon by themselves.
Hence the
adoption of the resolution which instructs the play date committee of the I. M.
P. A. to see the officials of the Play DateBureau and arrange for the return of the

money.
At the outset, when the idea of the
Play Date Bureau was first advanced,
besides the $25,000 given outright by the
I.
M. P. A., $50,000 was subscribed by
Universal and $15,000 by F. B. O. The
failure to put the Play Date Bureau in
operation along the lines originally laid
out caused both the Universal and F. B.
O. to refuse to complete the payments
promised.

The

Prepare
(

NEW

New

Three Payments Made
from Universal was

$50,000

to be

paid in instalments of $10,000 each, and
it is said that after three payments had
been made the officials of Universal refused to continue.
The $15,000 from F. B. O. was to be
paid in five instalments of $3,000 each.
Of this only the first $3,000 had been
paid and it is said by officials of the

company that no more will be paid.
Rumors have been current for the past
two weeks that the money paid in by
these companies would be returned, but
so far no such notification has reached
the companies from the Play Date

Bureau.

First National Franchise

—When

15.
Sept.
for Europe

of

said that the $25,000 donated by
the association was with the understanding that the bureau be made a corporation separate from the M. P. T. O. A.
and that the money was needed for the
purpose of putting 25 “high powered
men” out in the field to secure the play
It

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

sets

with the announce-

ment
“The Lord helps those who help themselves.
The Play Date Bureau did not

licity

Valentino Incorporates

that he

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The statement from Mr. Cohen
at

Mr. Schenck, besides being chairman of
United Artists, also is head of Joseph M.
Schenck Productions, making the pictures
of Norma and Constance Talmadge and
Buster Keaton.

rumor

P. A. Asks

Thought Function to Secure Play Dates
While the method of operation, since the idea was sprung at the Milwaukee convention, has always been rather hazy and vague to the independents, the belief held in many quarters was that the function of the
bureau was to secure the play dates from the theatre owners and to actually book independent pictures into these theatres.

dis-

own.

tinctly its

M.

printed in last week’s Exhibitors EIerald, that the Play Date Bureau had
fulfilled the purpose for which it was promoted, has caused no small
amount of consternation among the independent producers and distributors.

to

The

I.

Be Publicity Stunt

NEW YORK, September 15. —The official statement of Sydney S.

anan
nouncement that
was made September

—

to

Return of Money

institution, accord-

ing

Was Purposed

Makes Enthusiasm Tumble

intercontrolling
est in the Federal

Trust
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Holders

Distribution System

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

YORK, September

—

National officials who are
to make an extended European tour will
be aboard.
In the party will be Mr. and
Mrs. Richard A. Rowland, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lieber and M. L. Finkelstein, Minneapolis franchise holder and member of
the executive committee.
Rowland is expected to stay abroad about six weeks the

15.
First National exhibition interests are working
on a new nationwide alignment which, if present plans are consummated, will place
distribution of First National pictures in the hands of six companies instead of
the 26 franchise holders under whom this distribution is now operated. An arrangement of this general nature was decided upon at the meeting of franchise holders
and officials at Indianapolis about a month ago and since then the working out of
the plan has been going forward, and, according to information considered reliable
even though unofficial, the new alignment will become effective about the first of

others will

the year.
This plan, according to information obtained, divides the country into six districts, one company in each section to absorb the franchises in that territory either
by purchase or amalgamation. The acquisition by the Stanley Company of America
of the major interests in the Harry Crandall theatres in Washington, it is said,
is but the first step by the Stanley Company to acquire the franchises from and
including New York South to the Virginia line. It is said there is a likelihood of
the Stanley Company also handling New England.
The section of the country South of the Virginia line is to be handled by Saenger
Amusement Company, of which E. V. Richards, Jr., is general manager. The
Middlewest territory will fall to Balaban & Katz, with the West Coast Theatres
caring for the Western territory, Skouras Brothers operating the Southwest territory and Jensen & Von Herberg the Northwest.

party of

First

;

stay longer.

Famous Pays Dividend
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, Sept. 15. At the meeting
of the directors of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation held today the regular quarterly dividend of $2.00 a share on preferred stock payable Nov. 2, 1925, to stockholders on record at the close of business
Oct. 15 was declared.
The books will not
close.
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All Wisconsin
Exhibitors Get

September 26, 1925

Fox Seeks

Re-Takes

Independent Call
( Special

to Exhibitors

^ID GRAUMAN

Herald)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Sept. 15.— Every
motion picture theatre owner in Wisconsin
receiving a card exhorting exhibitors to
“show independent pictures for seven
straight days’’ as a part of the Wisconsin
M. P. T .0. campaign to put over Independence Week, starting October 18. “Set
Your Play Dates Now,” says the card.
Independence Week was endorsed by the
state organization at its recent convention.
is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Sept.

15.

— With

the

grandstand where newspaper men may
gather and watch the pouring of concrete,
at his new theatre in Hollywood, according
to Sid’s own press agent.
Won’t the copy
hounds get an awful kick outa that. But
that’s not all
“Jazz bands will play music
and other entertainers will provide divertissement for the spectators.”
There’s an
:

original idea. Let’s see some other exhibitor match that one.
*
*
*

new

Time

*

most sales
territories,
James
tricts in

Grainger,

R.

eral sales

busy

is

up

*

gen-

18

after

*

*

folks drive cars but never have
wrecks, others drive wrecks but never have
cars.

*

vania; Butterfield, Michigan, Hoblitzell, Southwest; John Hamrick and Charles McKee, Seattle

and Tacoma; Skouras Brothers and William
Goldman, Missouri; Albee & Murdock, Providence and other Eastern cities; William James,
Columbus, Ohio; L. H. Abrams, Canton; Mandelbaum, Toledo; Himmelein, Sandusky; Dolle &
Sterle, Kentucky.

In Progress Exchanges
In Two Cities of Ohio
YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

15.

—Frank

Zam-

breno, president of Progress Pictures Corporation, has purchased an interest in two
exchanges owned by J. S. Jossey of Cleveland and Cincinnati, the exchanges also
being called Progress Pictures Corporation.
This gives Zambreno a substantial
interest in five exchanges and he is said to
be probably the largest exchange holder in
the country.

Negotiations are pending with Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow Pictures
Corporation, for the 24 Golden Arrow features

for the

territory

controlled

*

and Indianapolis, owns the Golden Arrow
franchise of

first

*

*

Lotta Bull
There’s a fellow in Hollywood who
claims he can tell the sex of an egg and
just by pressing against the band of a
hat he can tell whether the leather came
from a cow or a bull. Yes, they locked
him up.
*

*

*

What’s Wrong Here
Hersholt was referred

Jean
to in a
horoscope column the other day as “A
famous motion picture character actress.”
*

*

Famous Last Words

“My moving

picture

company

is

not in-

solvent.”
*

*

*

You

Tell ’Em, Henry
Henry Ford has suggested that a scientific cow be invented to give synthetic milk.
He thinks that ought to be easy after inventing a synthetic automobile.
*

And

then came

*

*
R.

Fall.

M.

Censors Cut 600 Feet
of Film from 13 Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PASADENA,

CAL.,

Sept.

15.—The

censorship board, according to its
figures of activity for August, during that
month ordered more than 600 feet of film
local

stricken

from

13 pictures.

run features for this ter-

The Montreal

poster censor bureau, acannual report, recently
published, rejected more than 10 per cent
of all theatre posters, window cards and
placards examined.

cording to

its

first

the

last

that Fox is seeking a site for erection of a $2,000,000 motion picture theatre

wood

in the heart of the

downtown

district.

The

of Eighth and Flower streets is
under consideration.
Fox also plans to
build a theatre in San Francisco to cost
$1,500,000 at Market street near the Municipal auditorium, it was announced by A. P.
Giannini, chairman of the board of the
Bank of Italy.

corner

The new $2,000,000 fireproof Ocean Park
Ocean Park, Cal., opened August
29, includes the Dome theatre and is owned
by Ocean Park Realty Corporation, whose
officers include Adolph Ramish, A L. Gore,
M. Gore, George Cleveland, Arthur Bernstein

A

and

others.

Louis syndicate has purchased the
Northwest corner of Eleventh and Pine
St.

streets in that city as the site for a 22-story
and theatre building to cost $6,000,000.
The Shuberts have signed a lease on the Empress theatre, in St. Louis. Construction starts
soon at Springfield, Mo., on the $150,000 Gilloz
theatre, which is to have a $40,000 organ. Steve
Kaiman, owner of the O’Fallon Park and Baden
theatres in St. Louis, is to put up a $50,000 house.
A contract has been let by Theodore Gray of
Springfield, 111., for a theatre which will cost
$250,000, it is reported. A new house at Sullivan,
will cost $30,000.
J. M. Ensor, operating
111.,
the Crescent in Little Rock, Ark., plans a $25,000 house. T. W. Sharp is to build at Pulaski
Heights, Mo.
A new motion picture theatre, to be called the
Paramount, will be opened in Indianapolis, it
was announced by Oscar Markun and his son,
Louis, owners of several neighborhood houses, the
present building to be remodeled at $150,000 cost.
Golden Brothers have opened the Franklin in
Detroit, Mich., and Henry S. Koppin has started
operating the Piccadilly there. A new Paramount
house has opened at Ogden, Utah. H. R. Roth
Realty Company has completed plans for a theatre building at San Jose, Cal.
9

Arrow s Board Elects
Beaudry as Secretary;
Golden Lauds Bookings
( Special

NEW

by the

Cleveland and Cincinnati office. Progress,
through its offices in Chicago, Milwaukee

ritory.

*

Ocean travel via hydroplane will never
become very popular until they establish
more filling stations.

*

Zamhreno Buys Interest

*

Too Few

Fox

pictures were
booked include the Criterion, in Los Angeles, St. Francis, California and Granada
in San Francisco, Jenson & Von Herberg’s
Liberty in Seattle and the Majestic in
Portland. Other bookings include:
Acker & Harris, Oakland, Cal., T. & D. Jr.
Sacramento and other Northern CaliCircuit,
fornia towns; Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis,
St. Paul and Duluth; I. Libson, Cincinnati, Dayton and Louisville; Rowland & Clark, Pittsburgh
and East Liberty; Mike Comerford, Pennsyl-

which

to

*

*

Some

Francisco, as far
South as El Paso
and as far North
Big
as Montreal.

( Special

*

Can’t Fool ’Em
I read in the paper the other day where
a director seeking atmosphere for a sea
picture is planning an ocean trip.

Film Corporation.
His latest trip took
him to Los Ang e 1 e s and San

into

*

theatre projects listed

week Fox Film Corporation
heads the list with the report from Hollyin

office

Hollywood actresses are having their
husband’s portraits hand-painted on their
stockings.
It looks like a busy season for
the dry cleaners.

loose

joined Fox

NEW

*

gathering

out of his 25 since

houses

*

Easily Erased

weeks on the road
he

*

What’s all this worrying about a coal
strike anyway.
Why don’t they light the
gas log and give them miners the laugh.

manager,

the

threads

*

Exhibitors Herald)

to

Among many new

Pier, at

Doubt

“Politicians Begin to Doubt Wisdom of
Connecticut Tax”— headline in Film Daily.
They’re quick down East, aren’t they?

Fox product assured

representation in every
key city and booked solidly for entire dis-

to

( Special

a

when

Many Sections Listed
NEW

erect

to

I

With
Record Bookings for

Million

Hollywood House
going

is

dare say the cheering of the reporters
the cement men begin to pour will
easily be heard in the next county.
* * *

Home

Grainger

Two

for

Site

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Sept. 15.
At a meeting of
the board of directors of Arrow Pictures
Corporation, W. E. Shallenberger, president, held September 9, Louis L. Beaudry
was elected secretary of the company.

Reports were received from franchise
holders of the Golden Arrow first run pictures for 1925-26, which indicated the most
prosperous year in the history of the Corporation.

Special interest was attached to a report
from Edwin A. Golden, president of Gold-

en Distributing Corporation, who stated industrial conditions in New England were
better than they had been at any time since
the war, and that the booking for the
Golden Arrow at this time exceeded by
several hundred per cent his fondest expectations.
9

Public s Approval of
Cliffords Pleases Hirsh
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

Nathan Hirsh,
president of the Aywon Film Corporation,
is enthusiastic with the results of his sales
of Gordon Clifford Outdoor series.
“The
public has been very pleased with the features,” he said.
Southern Enterprises has
bought the rights for the Texas, Oklahoma,
and Arkansas

Sept. 15.

sections.

—

:
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Chandler Appointed Director
of First National Publicity
Exhibitors Service Department Head Succeeds Mark Kellogg
Harry Brand Leaves for Coast Blumenstock and

—

Shreck in

New Posts

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Chandler

C. F.

Swedish Star Arrives
With Her Director to
Make Metro Pictures
( Special

to Exhibitors

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

new

Herald)
15.

—Continuing

Metro-GoldMiss
Greta Garbo and her director, Mauritz
Stiller, last Thursday, direct from Sweden.
Miss Garbo has appeared in European films
and has had a meteoric rise to stardom.
Mr. Stiller has directed several successful
pictures abroad, “The Story of Gosha” and
“Song of the Blood Red Flower” being two
its

efforts to get

wyn-Mayer welcomed

of his

talent,

the arrival of

latest.

Louis B. Mayer discovered Stiller during a trip abroad and also witnessed the
work of Miss Garbo. He immediately offered them contracts to appear in Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer productions.
The two Swedish screen luminaries were
met by prominent members of the Los
Angeles Scandinavian committee and are
being entertained by their countrymen. Mr.

Los Angeles, greeted his brother
he had not seen in 30 years.

Stiller, at

whom

—

YORK, September 15. C. F. Chandler, popularly known throughout the industry as “Chan,” has been appointed director of advertising and
publicity of First National Pictures, Inc. The official date of “Chan’s” elevation is today, but he has been holding down the job for the past two weeks.
Mr. Chandler, succeeds Mark Kellogg, who has resigned after occupying the
Mr. Kellogg has not yet made known his plans
post since January 1, 1924.
for the future, but he is considering connections with two national advertising
concerns.
Associated With First National Since 1919
Mr. Chandler has been associated with First National Pictures since 1919,
when he became a member of the advertising department under the direction
of C. L. Yearsley. For the past two years he has been in charge of the Exhibitors Service Department.
He has been notably successful in this capacity
and is directly responsible for the high quality of First National’s poster work
during the past year.
Walter Everhardt, Fred Shaffer, Charles Moyer,
Before his connection with First National,
the entire cast of Earl Carroll’s “Vanities,” memhe was for five years advertising manager
bers of the cast of “Big Boy,” Gene Piker, Moe
and director of publicity for Essanay Film
Streamer and many others.
Manufacturing Company in Chicago.
Brand was formerly president of the
Mr. Chandler was born in Foochow,
Wampas Club of Los Angeles. He leaves
China, the son of Rev. Dr. David W. Chanby boat for the coast Thursday.
dler and Mary E. Stanley Chandler.
He Blumenstock, Shreck in New Posts
received preparatory school training at Mt.
Morton B. Blumenstock, who has been
Union College at Alliance, Ohio, preceding
Players-Lasky Corporation
four years at the University of Michigan,

where he was awarded a B. A. degree.
Immediately after leaving college, he went
into newspaper work, becoming a reporter
on the Cleveland Plain Dealer, later associate editor of the Cleveland Press, associate night editor of the Philadelphia North

American, on the rewrite and copy desk of
the New York Evening World, foreign
editor of the New York World, head of
the copy desk of the Chicago Examiner and

managing

editor of the Cleveland Neivs, a
post that he resigned in order to join the

Essanay company. Mr. Chandler married
Mary Jane Tallman, daughter of Judge
James Tallman, Southern district of Ohio.
Brand Leaves for Coast

Harry Brand,

“Graustark” Establishes

New

Record at Capitol

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
First

YORK,

National

George

novel

by

which

Norma

madge
broke

Sept. 15.— “Graustark,” a
picture from the famous

is

starred,

all

one-day

records

at

Barr

McCutcheon,

in

Tal-

street.
It was probably the most unusual gathering and party ever staged on Broadway,
inasmuch as Jack Lannigan turned over his
entire night club to the party and the room
was packed with notables from the big
street who came to bid Harry Brand good
luck and to show their appreciation of his
genial hospitality and kind words during

the

Capitol theatre here
on Labor Day according to an an-

nouncement made
by Major Edward
Bowes, managing
director.

The

two months sojourn with United ArJulius Tannen and “Bugs” Baer made
testimonial speeches and there was dancing
until dawn.
Flere are a few of those who gathered
to wish Harry good luck
Julius Tanne, who acted as master of cerehis

pic-

tists.

ture has been held
over for a second
week’s run.

Though Miss
Talmadge was not
here on September
11,

gave a theatre party and a midnight supper
Many society,
in her honor on that date.
stage and screen notables were present as
guests of the management.

SAN

Arthur (“Bugs”) Baer, Mrs. Baer, Harry
Buckley, Arthur Kelly, Ted Healey, Ross Gorman
and his entire “Vanities” Band, Arthur Zellner,
Marc Lachmann, Curtis Melnitz, George Bradley,
Betty Jewel, Dagmar Godowsky, Alfred San tell,

monies

manager Bowes

Whitbeck

recently resigned exploitation director of LInited Artists, has conquered Broadway and he did it with a two
months invasion. This genius of smiles
and personality returns to the West Coast
and the Schenck forces next week and last
Friday night a group of his friends headed
by Marc Lachmann and Curtis Melnitz decided to give him a testimonial party at
the Owl Night Club, 125 West Forty-fifth

in

New

Post

FRANCISCO, CAL., Sept. 15.— Frank
Whitbeck, formerly publicity director of Loew’s
Warfield here, has been made publicity director
of the Loew circuit.

;

Hackathorne, George Archainbaud, Tom
Geraghty, Jim Tully, Milt Gross, George Gerhard,
Rose Pelswick, Mildred Spain, Eddie Dougherty,
Joe Moskowitz, Charlie Moskowitz, Nat Dychess,
Mary Williams, Bobbie Folsom, Flo Lewis, Martha
Wilchinski, Bessie Mack, Jack Newmark, Neil
Kingsly, Frank Hughes, Garrett Graham, Milton
Howe. Ted Lewis, Jack Wilson, Emil Jensen,
Beulah Livingstone, Victor Shapiro, Lyne Denig,

George

with

Famous

for the past two years, is leaving to join
the advertising department of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.
Blumenstock’s trade paper publicity post
will be filled by Jay Shreck, who has been
with the Exhibitors Herald for the past
While with Famous Players,
five years.
Blumenstock was responsible for the inception of “The Close-Up,” official organ
of the Famous Players theatre department,
and for the publication of the bulletins
of “The Showmen’s Manual,” which is published in co-operation with the Paramount
advertising and exploitation departments.

$45,000,000 Reduction
in T ax on Admissions
Result of New Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

— Exemption

of not over 50
cents has resulted in reducing the collections from the admission tax by over
$45,000,000 a year, it is indicated by figures just made public by the bureau of

from tax of admissions

internal revenue.
Total collections from the admission
tax during the fiscal year 1925, the first
full year under the present revenue law,
were $30,907,809, the bureau reports, as
compared with $77,712,523 during the
preceding fiscal year.
The heaviest collections were in the third New
York district, which includes New York City,
where $6,113,904, or 20 per cent of the country’s
Other heavy collections retotal, was collected.
.

ported by the
Illinois
$1,723,602 in
first

bureau include $3,018,337 in the
which includes Chicago;
$1,429,907 in the
Massachusetts

district,

;

district; $1,395,939 in the first
district ; $1,362,333 in the first. Pennsylvania district $1,064,133 in the first Michigan
district and $998,120 in the first California disfirst

California

New York

;

trict.

Valentino Injured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept.

15.— Rudolph

Valentino was injured at Lankershim, near
here, recently, when a horse he tried to
stop ran for some distance and dragged
him along the ground.

—
;

:
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Briton Addresses Paramount
Theatre Managers School
John Grierson Discussing Conditions of Popular Appeal, Calls Box
Office Returns Better Guide Than Newspaper Comment
,

N

—

EW

YORK, Sept. 15. Many interesting lectures of a constructive
nature have been delivered at the Paramount Theatre Managers
Training School, now in its fourth week, but few if any have met
a more welcome reception than one delivered last week by John Grierson,
M.A. of Glasgow and Durham universities, on the subject, “The Conditions of Popular Appeal.”
Mr. Grierson, who is also a Fellow of the Laura Spelman-Rockefeller
Memorial Foundation, is giving a series of these lectures at the school,
by invitation of Director John F. Barry, to supplement the work being
done at the school on “The Theatre and the Community.”

T

HE

distinguished Englishman is on a
two years visit to America studying
public opinion as formed and controlled
by the newspaper and the motion picture.
In this lecture Mr. Grierson outlines the
points that popular newspapers can give
theatre managers.
Following is the lecture in part

“When

came to this country a few
was on much the same quest
I
yourselves.
wanted to study this
I

months ago,

I

as
question' of public appeal get to know the
conditions of it how it was made and

—

—

how

was held.
Big Personal Factors
“Now, it struck me that easily
it

—

Institutions in Public Life

“But there

is a second point which is
equally vital. These men are important as
a guide for you because, like yourselves,
they were in the position of handling a new
instrument in public life.
The popular
newspaper came along because there were
new conditions of life and new publics that
needed it. But whilst there were many who

recognized in a vague way that something
was missing in the body politic, it was
these men who diagnosed the matter. Despite their very different personalities, they

came in on the
public want, they
all

same

knew

tide.

They

felt the

—

consciously and
they shaped their instruments under their
hand and polished them to meet it.

I

would

like to

it

emphasize

this

point because I think it is important for the moving picture busi-

realize

to

meeting

a

that

new want

it,

in

too,

the

is

body

politic.

The popular
“I shall put it in this way.
newspapers were necessary and they were
inevitable, because by the new conditions of
life there wasn’t any longer a village green
They were necessary, also,
to gossip on.
because of the rise of democracy and the
demand for more information—necessary
because with the growth of industry one’s
personal interests grew as wide as the
That, at least, is part of the
institutions could not meet the
new needs, and the popular newspaper
arose to fill the gap.
“And when I say that the moving picseven seas.
story.

the best
place to study the conditions of public appeal was in the newspapers of America.
And I still think that the rise of popular
journalism is the greatest guide to the
public mind there is.
So I have been trying to make a record of why such papers
as ‘the New York World,’ ‘New York Sun,’
the old ‘Herald’ and Mr. Hearst’s ‘American’ rose and prospered when other papers
fell by the wayside and died.
“There are several things I would like
to say about the rise of the popular newspaper which I think affect you very nearly.
The first thing is that in every case I could
mention there was no very great accident
about it. There was, to begin with, a big
personal
factor somebody
who could
start with nothing and just by dint of his
own energy and his own foresight create
an institution which the public wanted and
wanted vitally.
It was
a single man,
Pulitzer, who made the ‘World,’ and he
started off by swimming ashore at Boston
without a word of English to get along
with.
It was a single man, Bennett, who
made the ‘Herald,’ a single man, Dana,
who made the ‘Sun.’ And of course you
know William Randolph Hearst, the man
who in my opinion, is the greatest newspaper genius of them all. All of them, I
would emphasize, started in the dark just
as you, somewhat more literally, are starting in the dark.

New

ness

Old

industry is meeting a new want I
it in exactly the same sense, that it
It,
too, is
has a part in social history.
setting out in the dark to fill a gap in
modern life which a new set of social conditions has made, setting out if you like,
to appease a new hunger, almost a new
kind of hunger.
ture

mean

Realistic Psychology

“Here

you the

first of the
of these great
newspaper men. Above everything, they
had a bond of sympathy with the common

keynotes

shall give

I

to

the

success

people. They made their circulations massive because it was the masses they knew
and the masses they were writing for. They
never lost sight of the common desires and
the common dreams. They were, first and
last, realists in psychology.
They saw the
people thirsting to death as it were, and
they didn’t make the foolish pass of offering them Benedictine and then because the
people refused it, complain of their vulgar
taste in the matter of liquids.
They were
original enough to give them the simple
water that they wanted.

“Now there is a great deal of nonsense
talked about what one’s attitude to the public

should be.

People talk glibly about up-

and educating it and what-not. But
if there is any lesson to be learned from
the history of the newspaper it is this, that
he who attempts to uplift will soon be in
a position to be uplifted himself, and uplifted dead.
There was the old ‘Sun’ and
lifting

it

the ‘Evening Post’ before the Philadelphia
it over.
They died with uplifting, and, dead, there wasn’t a chance of
anybody at all reading them. The people
liked neither of them, and I can’t say that
I blame the people.
There is a lack of
proportion, a lack of the sense of humor
about uplifting that carries its own reward.

people took

“I think indeed that you have to play
very strongly on that idea of getting the

public realistically, of giving it the simple
water that it wants. In the middle of all
the heavy talk about ideals, it is supposed
to be a disgraceful thing to give the people
what they want. But is it, really? To my
mind, it is much more idealistic than the
idealist stuff itself, and for that matter a

September

26, 1925

great deal more difficult. You need to have
a great deal more sympathy for that. You
need to keep keyed up to the imagination
of the people, to their very actual joys and
their very actual sorrows, to the things
they dream and the things they regret
and you need to keep patient with them.
You need to see the show as it is, as a
tough process where the real need is not

heavy

moralisms

and

stale

preachments

simple and cheerful things rather,
where there is -a great deal of relaxation
and a great deal of rest.
Human Interest
“Whar Pulitzer and Hearst found was
that big audiences in these days have small
stomach for severity. They don’t really
ask much. They are simply people looking for a ride, asking for a bus that will
take them where there are no clocks to
punch and no dishes to wash.

but

And here is an important point.
That bus isn’t going to be a bit of
use to them unless it has a step
they can climb up by. And anyconsumption,
thing
for
public
whether it is a newspaper article
or a photoplay isn’t going to be a
bit of use unless it has something
the average public can catch on to,
a theme familiar enough and simple enough for them to follow, a
point of human interest that conThe
nects with their own lives.
first thing about an audience anywhere is that the people in it are
more interested in themselves
than in anything else in the world.
“Now the phrase I used a moment ago
human interest indicates roughly the element that changed the entire face of the
newspapers toward the end of the nineteenth century and made them really popular.
From the days of the yellows to these
less exciting days of the peach pinks, unless

—

a story had the texture of life in it, the
and appeal of common sentiments
Will
and common emotions, it failed.
Irwin summed the matter up a few years
ago, and I recommend his formula to you.
The secret of human interest was ‘sport
and adventure for the men, romance for
the women.’
“But there is rather more to it than that,
because there are more emotions back of
an audience than merely the love of adventure and the love of love, and man}'
more ways of touching the heart. There
are such elemental keynotes as conflict,
greed, war, peace, hunger,
love,
hate,
shelter, riches, poverty, misery, jealousy,
envy, liberty, achievement and sacrifice,
and by striking on any one of them, you
are reaching far into the common experience.
Of course, people tend to charge
single ideas with an infinite amount of
magic. There are words like mask, bandit,
caveman, poison, heiress, millionaire which
cast a disproportionate but very comprehensible spell over the masses. And these,
For
in the main, are your chief guides.
the majority, they divide the world of
mystery and suspense, the world of curiflicker

and romance between them.
Need Not Lower Standards
“All this, of course, is to emphasize the
one original point and it is that unless you
have a very real sympathy with the imagination of your audience, you are going to
fall.
People are what they are and they

osity

What they want, acare generally tired.
cording to old James Gordon Bennett, is
a lot less instruction and a great deal more
Mr. Hearst put
of what is entertaining.
the same point when he said that ‘a feature
which entertains the average right-minded
reader is more valuable than the academic
This, indeed,
discussion of a statesman.’
is the bare truth of the matter.
“And there is nothing sinister in this
position.
As I suggested before, it de( Continued on page 86 )
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Chaplin’s “Gold Rush”

Makes New Record at
Mark Strand New York
,

( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

15.

— Making

a

new

on Broadway, Charlie Chaplin in
“The Gold Rush” sets up figures that have
never been equaled at the Mark Strand
record

Connecticut Sentiment for
Tax Repeal Session Grows

play

four

Broadway

the first picture to
straight weeks in a first run
motion picture house. Harold

tion Asks Special Legislative

in

picture theatre.

Herewith are the figures
First week,
$72,500 gross; second, $54,730; third, $43,400 fourth, $42,000, making a gross total
of $212,630 on the entire four weeks’ en-

State

—Theatre Prices Remain Same

is

“Safety Last” comes nearest to
this mark with three weeks at the Strand.
Chaplin, however, played to more business
than any big picture to play a regular

Lloyd

— Labor FederaMeeting — $55,210 Due

Exhibitors Bring Pressure on Governor

theatre.

“The Gold Rush”

33

(

NEW

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

—

YORK,

September 15. Sentiment favorable to the calling of a
special session of the Connecticut legislature, for the purpose of repealing the obnoxious tax and censor law, is rapidly crystallizing, and many
of the exhibitors of the state are hopeful that Governor Trumbull will
be persuaded to issue the call.

:

;

gagement.

On the first week $72,500 gross represents the biggest week’s business ever recorded in any theatre on Broadway or in
fact the entire world.

Neufeld

Re-elected by
Philadelphia Film Board
Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Sept. 15.—Oscar

Neufeld, president of the De Luxe Film
Exchange and one of the leading independent exhibitors in Philadelphia, was reelected president of the Film Board of
Trade for the fourth successive year at
the September meeting of the board.
Mr.
Neufeld has been an important factor in
eliminating many evils of the industry that
prevailed in Philadelphia prior to the functioning of the board. Percy A. Bloch, manager of the Philadelphia exchange of
Famous Players-Lasky, was re-elected vicepresident Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece
;

Film exchange was elected treasurer; and
Jack Greenberg, secretary.

Garin, Metro Midwest
Sales Manager, Resigns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
sales

YORK, Sept. 15.—Pat Garin,
manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

the Middle West, has resigned, the
resignation becoming effective last Saturday.
Garin intends to take an extended
vacation before announcing his plans for
in

Herman

Starr

Weds

Miss Jean Geller
NEW

number of the members of the legislature who voted
for the Durant measure, as it was rushed through on the final day of the
session, have publicly declared they would have voted differently had
they not been misled as to the ramifications of the bill, it is believed will
have a considerable influence on the Governor in reaching a decision as
to a special session.
fact that a

Exhibitors all over the state are bringwhat pressure they can to bear to
cause the governor to call the special session, and ifi this they have the support of
practically every prominent newspaper in
Connecticut.
ing

Labor Federation Asks Session
The State Federation of Labor, in convention last week in New Britain, adopted
a resolution asking for special session.

meantime Tax Commissioner
In
the
Blodgett and his staff have been working
hard to arrive at the amount due the

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Sept. 15.

— Herman

Starr,

one of the most popular of the officials of
Warner Brothers, last week married Miss
Jean Geller, formerly of the contract department of the company.

state

taxes since the bill became operative.
In this they have had the co-operation of
C. C. Pettijohn, of the Hays office, and
late last week it was figured out that the
amount due the state up to and including
in

Saturday was $55,210.
There has been a pretty widespread belief that the theatre owners would shift
the burden of the tax to their patrons

last

through increased admissions, but this will
not be done, for the time being at least.
At a meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Connecticut held last week this question came
up and it was voted to continue the present
scale of prices for the present.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Sept. 15.

—Gloria Swanson,

who has been making

scenes for “Stage
Struck” for Paramount here, announced
yesterday that she will leave Friday for
Paris with her husband.
The picture is
unfinished but an effort is being made to
complete camera work on her scenes before she leaves.

Dennis Fineman Dead
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. — Dennis Fineto

15.

man, father of Bernie Fineman, died unexpectedly at his

Fineman
in

is

residence here.
Bernie
studio manager for F. B. O.

Hollywood.

comprise the Class A division, each house
contributing $30 weekly or a total of $960. Theatres listed under this heading are first-run houses
in the big cities.
In Class B are 42 theatres,
each of which pays $20 per week or a total of
$840.
These houses play subsequent runs in the
large cities and the first-runs in the smaller
cities.
Class C comprises 48 theatres and each
pays $15 per week, which amounts to $720 collectively.
This class consists of the smallest
houses in the big cities and the first runs in the
All of the above classes apply to
small towns.
houses operating every day in the week.
Class D represents houses operating less than
There
six nights per week but more than two.
are 26 of these theatres, each of which pays $5
Class
E
comprises
52
houses
or a total of $130.
running one or two nights per week. Each house
contributes $3 which totals $156.
Under this system the 200 theatres in the state
contribute $2,806 weekly.
The plan now in effect places a generous portion of the burden upon the larger houses which
are in a better financial position to carry it when
compared with the smaller theatres. However, if
an assessment was made on a footage basis or
by a charge of so much per reel, the same as the
tax is levied, the smaller theatres which change
their bills daily would then be required to pay
seven times as much tax as the large houses
which change their bills but once a week.
atres

Film

Men

to

Ask

how

the theatre owners
For this purare contracted for product.
pose he has appointed a special committee
which has sent out blanks to every exhibicheck up of the retor in the state.
turns of these cards will enable the association to form an accurate idea of the

A

situation, and to determine fairly definitely
just how many theatres will be compelled
to close and when.

State Right

Men Submit

Lists

situation in regard to a number of
state right exchange men working out of

The

Gloria Sailing for Paris

planation, copies of which have been sent
to every exhibitor in the state
As arranged by the special committee 32 the-

President Walsh of the Connecticut
M. P. T. O. is making a survey of the
state to learn just

the future.

(

Exhibitors Bring Pressure on Governor

The

Boston, against whom Tax Commissioner
Blodgett had threatened prosecution, has
number of these were
been cleared up.
slow in lining up with the national distributors and taking advantage of the revolving fund supplied by the Hays organi-

A

zation.

Failure to get from these exchanges the
lists
of prints shipped into Connecticut
since the law became operative caused
Commissioner Blodgett to threaten immediate prosecution for non payment of tax
assessments already due. All of these have
either submitted lists, or notified Mr.
Blodgett they would do so without delay.
In order to correct any misunderstanding
of the revolving fund payments, President
Walsh last week issued the following ex-

of Britain
Aid of State

for National Studio
( Special

LONDON,

to

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

15.

— Representatives

of British film producers, renters and
exhibitors agreed to submit a detailed
petition to the government for a national
studio which has been a long awaited
development. It is the hope of the British film people to revive the almost
ruined British film industry to meet the
competition of American films. If the request is granted the government will
guarantee the studio under the trade
facilities

act.

The Federation

of British

Industries

has put forward a scheme to help British film production.

Four

New Companies

Enter Picture Business
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ALBANY,

N. Y., Sept. 15. Four comincorporated in New York State
last week to engage in some branch of the
motion picture business. These, with the
amounts of capitalization, are
panies

Van Wyck Amusement
Cohen

Weidberg

Self-Protection

Theatre

Pictures,

and Rogowsky Amusement
$ 10 000
,

.

Corporation, $420,000;
Corporation, $20,000;
Incorporated, $10,000,
Company, Incorporated,

;
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Plans for Grauman’s $5,000,000

Theatre Near Completion
Amador Case Ends
Be Called “ Chinese Theatre — Chaplin
—Metropolitan Makes Change
With Decision
”

To

vs.

for Plaintiff

By

H

RAY MURRAY

A

HE

new Hollywood theatre will seat
and in it Grauman will present

4,000

the world’s finest screen productions
Another
with elaborate presentations.
feature of the new theatre will be a hall
of fame containing paintings of screen
celebrities done by world’s famous artists.
*

*

M. and

G. B.

Sanford for a new

or a change of judgment, and ended
the case of Chaplin vs. Amador.
trial

An injunction was issued recently by
Judge Hudner restraining Amador from
posing as “Charles Amador” in pictures
in which he as leading character imitated
Chaplin in dress, manner, makeup or acting.
Attorneys Morris, Goldman and
Liberman, representing Amador and the
Sanfords, declared Amador, dressed in
a costume resembling Chaplin’s, was pot
an imitation, but was his own original
The court held that when the
work.
imitation reached the point where audiences might be deceived into entering
a theatre expecting to see a Chaplin picture, a definite right was being encroached upon.
“The Race Track,” a “Charles Amador” comedy in which Amador starred,
was introduced by the Sanfords as evidence during the trial, and in the order
filed Judge Hudner stated he believed
the defendants planned and executed the
picture as an imitation of Chaplin’s work.
He refused to modify the judgment so
as to permit the defendants to release
the film.
*

*

*

There has been a reorganization of the
publicity department at the Metropolitan Studios (old Hollywood Studios),
with Phil Gersdorf, formerly with Hunt
Stromberg, and Dave Forrest, now
knocking out copy alongside Billy Leyser, in the department of public information.
*

*

*

Henley Remains With M-G-M
Hobart Henley put at rest all doubt
as to what he is going to do next, when
his contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
expired last week. He promptly signed
a

new

one.
*

*

*

Frank L. Newman, director general of
Paramount theatres, has a ballyhoo that
is attracting no little attention in the tall
boy walking around town advertising

The youth is
“Sally of the Sawdust.”
Fred Wolff, who stands 7 feet 2 inches.
He is 17 years old and weighs 200
pounds.
Lucile

officials at

to

difficult

The

to pro-

nounce.
*

Under

*

*

the guise of

making

a motion

high powered rum
runners put one over on the prohibition
officers last week.
A “location” was
chosen near a beach city between Huntington Beach and Balboa Beach and a
petition was presented to the town’s
trustees for permission to make scenes
for a rum running episode. Several selfstyled directors and actors not only got
the necessary permit but the volunteered
protection of the police department.
They worked all night “taking scenes”
while two motor boats brought case
after case of Scotch ashore from a vessel
anchored off shore. When the cargo
was landed the film company left “location

a

in

gang

of

several

motor

trucks.

It

is

estimated they landed wet goods to the
value of a million under police protection.
Afterwards it was revealed there

was no

film in the cameras and the
“kleig lights” were ordinary incandescents.
Col. R. E. Frith, regional prohibition director, is looking for the fake
directors and actors.
*
*
*

Edmund Lowe and

his bride of a few
Lilyan Tashman, are back from
their honeymoon, spent in San Francisco
and points North.

days,

*

*

*

Peter Mole, Jr., electrical engineer of
Creco, Inc., motion picture studio illumination manufacturers, is hard at work
on a new lamp, which, according to Bert
Sylvester, president of the Creco organization, is expected to revolutionize as
well as startle the motion picture

mination

illu-

field.

*

*

*

Allison planned to return to New
York city upon completion of her work
in “The Viennese Medley” but now it
appears from present negotiations she
will be kept on the West Coast indef-

May

initely.

*

*

*

Paid Audience W'atches Fanchon
Dimitri Buchowetzki, the Universal
director, paid an audience of 500 people
over $5,000 to witness a ballet staged by
Fanchon, on a Universal stage last week.

The

picture under Buchowetzki’s direc“The Midnight Sun” and the “extras” in the audience each received
a check for ten dollars.
* *
*
tion is

Work
large

Le Seuer, who was loaned

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

name was declared

picture

*

Chaplin Case Ends
Superior Court Judge John J. Hudner
has denied the motion of Charles Amador, F.

Jackie Coogan for “Old Clothes,’* has
been named “Joan Crawford” by studio
old

Fox

is

It

rapidly on a
building on the
being built of brick and

progressing

executive
lot.

two stories high, standing out above
the bungalows occupied by the stars, directors and writers.
is

*

*

*

Mary

Pickford’s director, “Bill” Beaudine, staged a bathing girl scene on the

Pickford set of “Scraps” last week.
Every one of them was under eight
years of age, however, and the scene was
supposed to be in a drab corner of Florida.

OLLYWOOD,

Sept. 15.— Work on Sid Grauman’s new $5,000,000
motion picture theatre on Hollywood boulevard and Orchid drive,
will begin October 7. It is to be known as Grauman’s Chinese theatre. The plans for the new building are almost completed and it is said
when completed it will be one of the show places of America.
The building will occupy an entire block and will be 12 stories high.
It will be modern in every particular and contain the latest innovations
Among the features planned are an aquarium,
in theatre equipment.
aviary, chauffeurs clubhouse, day nursery, and botannical garden to be
“sacred wall” will surdesigned and laid out by Luther Burbank.
round the theatre patroled by Chinamen day and night.
'T'
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is

office

*

*

Levee

to

Clean

*

Up

Mike Levee is going to have one of
the cleanest studios in Hollywood when
he gets through paving the streets of the
United Studios. But with plows, road
scrapers
and teams working and the
dust flying it’s about the dirtiest lot just
now.
*

*

*

Robert G. Vignola has

left

New

for

York

City to direct scenes for “Fifth
Avenue,” a new Belasco production.
*
“

*

*

Faction ” Taylor Device

Sam Taylor, director for Harold
Lloyd, has devised a new use for the
word

There was no term

“faction.”

in

the film making lexicon to describe the
various phases in the progress of production, so Taylor adopted “faction” as
best expressing the idea he wanted to
convey. The new film, which will follow

“The Freshman,”

is

now

in

its

second

faction.
*

*

*

Dr. Webster Robinson, professor of
business administration at University of
Cal.,
has been
Berkeley,
California,
chosen by the executive committee of
association of Motion Picture Producers
For
to head the free casting bureau.
the present headquarters will be at 6712
Hollywood Blvd.
*

*

*

Fred Beetson, secretary and treasurer,
A. M. P. P. is on his annual business trip
He will make his offices
to New York.
with Will Hays and expects to return to
Hollywood about the middle of October.
*

*

*

Charles
G.
President
Vice
spent an interesting Saturday

Dawes

on the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Famous Players
and Fairbanks-Pickford lots.

$500,000 Improvements

Made at Metro Studios
Many Buildings Added
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

15.— More

than

$500,000 worth of improvements is being
made at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios
Many new buildings are
in Culver City.
dotting the 45 acres of studio space while
others are being remodeled. Stage No. 14
is now under construction and will meas-

ure 210 by 330 feet. The new mechanical
has just been
fire extinguishing system
completed, which will save hundreds of
large
thousands of dollars in insurance.
Roman plunge for employes is another new
feature, as well as a theatre which is to
be built for previews and special vaudeA large gymnasium is to be
ville bills.
opened within 30 days.
The remodeled cafe in equipment and
comfort might be favorably compared with
any well run hotel, automatically cooled ice
boxes, special dishwashing machines and
gigantic ovens being the last word in
kitchen improvements.
magnificent studio has been built for
Erte, where he may comfortably create his

A

A

and costumes for screening. The
wardrobe has been remodeled and another
A series of
floor added to the building.
new cutting rooms and offices has been

ballets

built.
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Horace Wade (center), the boy reporter, met Raymond Griffith, star,
and Edward Sutherland, director (right), of the Parmount picture
cast “He’s a Prince,” during Wade’s recent visit to the studios. Wade
is

connected with the Hearst newspapers.

Robert Z. Leonard, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director, discovered
recently that Thelma Salter was working among the extras in his cast
of “A Little Bit of Broadway.”
Thelma worked ten years ago under
Leonard’s direction as a child star. At that time she was under contract with Thomas H. Ince.
Inset shows Thelma ten years ago.
Left:

Here is the staff of the Liberty Films, Inc., Omaha, Neb. Left to right:
Gertrude Hoirwich, L. R. Von Dollen, Helen Petersen, Mayer H. Monsky,
S. J. Rollo, Stella Horwich. The photograph was taken by Harry Nichols,
staff photographer of the EXHIBITORS HERALD while on his Western
swing through Nebraska.

Larry Semon has been signed to appear in a
comedies for Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,
He entered
it
was announced last week.
upon his new contract at the same time
Harry Carey joined Pathe.
series of
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Rin-Tin-Tin with his wife in the garden of their Hollywood home.
Mrs.
Rin-Tin-Tin is known as Nanette. The dark haired animal is the Warner
Brothers’ wonder dog, Rin-Tin-Tin.
One of his late pictures in which he
fills a hero’s role is “Tracked in the Snow Country,” which brought much
favorable comment.

Mrs. Wallace Reid has sefor “The
Red Kimono” for distribution by Davis Distribution Division.

lected the

cast

Johnny Arthur
the

is

one

of

handsome comedians

starred

in

Educational

Tuxedo Comedies.

September

Ben Amsterdam
tractions,

of

26, 1925

Masterpiece Film

Philadelphia,

At-

welcomed “Krazy

Kat” (Flo Kennedy) of the “Follies” into
“Krazy Kat” comedies
by M. J. Winkler.

the films recently.
are being distributed

When Monta

Bell began directing on “Pretty Ladies,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, it was
necessary for him to have constructed a huge kitchen cupboard.
It
was mounted on a
stage which was one of the sets for a scene with the chorus of “pretty ladies.”
In the cast
Zasu Pitts and Tom Moore have leading roles. Ann Pennington is one of the toe dancers
featured in the picture.

William
liant

Wellman,

among younger

brildi-

rectors, has signed a contract with Columbia Pictures Corporation.

Harry Carey has signed a
contract with Elmer Pearson to appear in Westerns

made
he

for Pathe in

will star.

which

Sumner

Gethell (“Cudgy”)
has been signed for a threeyear contract to make two
films a month for Davis
Distributing Division.

September
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Emil Shauer, director of the foreign department of Paramount, has recently returned
to London after a visit with Lasky executives in New York.
He announces a new
exchange opened in Rosario, Argentine.

37

Colleen Moore at the wheel!
Richard A. Rowland, passenger! Colleen
took the First National general manager for a quiet spin down Hollywood
boulevard.
Everything indicates an enjoyable time.
Colleen has just
completed “We Moderns” and has begun another production already,
“Irene,” a former stage play, which will follow her “Sally.”

Horace Wade, boy reporter, who is on special assignments from a Chicago newspaper, is
listening to the use of an hour glass in 17th century sequence of “The Road to Yesterday,”
which Cecil De Mille is explaining to him and Vera Reynolds. The picture is being made
by De Mille for Producers Distributing Corporation.
De Mille’s most recent release is
“Hell’s Highroad,” starring Leatrice Joy.

Percy

Marmont has been

given

a central
“Lord Jim,” to

duced by Famous
Lasky Company.

role

be

in

proPlayers.

Margaret Morris has been
signed

to

Paramount
She is in “The
a

Esther

has

Ralston

striking

role

in

contract.
Best People,” a Sidney Ol-

Trouble with Wives,”

cott production.

Lasky release.

cent

Famous

a

“The
re-

Players-

Pola
star,

Negri,
as

she

Paramount’s

Paramount
appears
“Flower

in

of

Night ,” her latest picture
to be released.

Lawrence Gray

“Stage

Gloria

is

Swanson’s leading

man

Struck,”

in

new

Paramount picture being
made in the East.
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Hedda Hopper has

completed

September

26, 1925

duction, “The Silver Treasure,” directed by Rowland V. Lee at the

William S. Hart has been pressing on towards the completion of his most recent
production, “Tumbleweeds,” which will be his first under his lately signed contract
with United Artists. Bill appears here as in one of his scenes in the film with his
trusty steed that is such an aid in the roles of the grim Westerner.
He is working

Coast studios.

in his

an important role

just

in the

Fox pro-

Jess, manager of the Strand and
Palace, Des Moines, la., and Harry
Mitchnick, manager of Rialto theatre, Des Moines.
Harry is the one
with the broad smile.
J.

A. G. Stolte, manager of
theatre, Des
Moines, la., is a showman
of distinction.

the

Capitol

Mrs.

own

J.

F.

studios.

with

showmanship and a

successful business

Harry Hiersteiner is the
enterprising owner of the
Family
Moines,

C. H. Young (left) and T. E. Van Dyke (center) have sold their Alamo theatre, Pella, la.,
The outgoing proto Chris Nelsen (right).
prietors have announced no plans for the future
except a good vacation.

Richards, Royal

theatre, Panora, 111., is an
exhibitress deeply endowed

theatre,
la.

Des

woman.

A. H. Blank

is

president

Miss Lena Disalvo
of the Y.

&

of the A. H. Blank Theatrical Enterprises in Des

Moines,

Moines,

knows the

la.

la.,

I.

is

owner
Des

theatre,

and one who

industry.

September

Tom Mix
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“shots” at the Fox West Coast studios. He
now making “The Yankee Senor,” a

Patsy Ruth Miller was the hostess of her father recently at the Warner
Brothers studio, where she has been busy for some time making pictures.
Her father is reported to have seen all the “ins” and “outs” of Hollywood’s
well noted studios.
And he proved an enthusiastic guest, who was eager

Western

to learn

the

does a song and dance act with

now grown up Lee

is

film.

sisters

between

about

films.

William Fox director, who has just completed
an art connoisseur of experience. This urn, which
graces his garden in Hollywood, is said to have come from the Valenzi
palace in Italy, which was dismantled to be refurnished in English. Some
pieces dated back to the Renaissance.

Victor

Schertzinger,

“Thunder Mountain,”

is

Margaret Livingston has a principal role

Show You

in

Town,” Universal Jewel
picture in which Reginald Denny has
scored a success. The production now is
“I’ll

the

appearing in theatres

all

over America.

)
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Allvine Elected A. M. P. A. Head;
Date Set for Golf Tourney
Other

Officers

—

Rittenberg

of Advertisers, Inc., Are Eherhardt, Einfeld, and
Marcus Discusses “What the Picture Did for Me”

By

N

EW

YORK,

September

JOHN SPARGO

—The

annual election of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., held Thursday, September 10, at
the Hofbrau Haus, Broadway, resulted in the following choice of
officers:
President, Glendon Allvine; vice president, Walter F. Eberhardt; treasurer, S. Charles Einfeld; secretary, A. S. Rittenberg.
To service on the board of directors were the officers: Charles Barrell,
E. O. Brooks, Gordon White, Charles P. Cohen and A. L. Selig.
15.

AUDITING

committee: Sam Palmer,
chairman, H. C. Bates and Hal

Howe.
Managing Editor of the Bulletin:
William E.

Mulligan.
Business manager of the Bulletin:

Ed McNa-

mee.

Trustees

of

A.

M.

Botsford

Treasurer’s fund:
Paul Gulick, three
Victor
years
:

Shapiro,

Glendon Allvine

two

years; P. A. Parsons, one year.
Councillor
o f
the Chamber of

Commerce: John
C. Flinn.
to serve

Brooks was chosen
on the
finance committee with the president,
secretary and the board of directors’
senior member, Mr. Barrell.
A. M. Botsford, retiring head of the
A. M. P. A., presided in his most effective manner and had the membership
convulsed with laughter and applauding
enthusiastically as he reported “fifty-two
weeks of progress” in his final message.
He read a communication from the retiring treasurer, Allvine, his successor in
the presidential chair, who was at the
itime in Atlantic City and unable to attend the election which made him the
head of the organization.
The report of the treasurer for the
year disclosed the resources of the A.
M. P. A. on hand to be the greatest in
the history of the organization.
A motion calling for a future A. M. P.
!A. affair with a view of raising funds to
establish a permanent home for the A.
M. P. A. was unanimously passed by the
membership. Details will be worked out
by the new administration. It is likely
that the proposed entertainment will take
the form of the highly successful affairs
that have been given in the past by the
W. A. M. P. A. in Hollywood.
The retiring vice president, Mr. Barrell,
made a short presentation talk
which carried with it the gift of an imposing and highly efficient cowbell
(which he labeled a bullbell), to be delivered to the incoming president and
to be handed down to succeeding chief
executives of the A. M. P. A. for use
during their respective administrations.
“In presenting this bullbell,” said Mr.

Barrell, who professed to be a farmer as
well as a press agent, “I feel that a long
felt want has been filled, and that in
the effortts of future A. M. P. A. presidents to preserve order, the crockery shall
be spared.”
On motion of P. A. Parsons, the outgoing A. M. P. A. president, Mr. Botsford was tendered a vote of thanks from
the organization for his efficient administration and “for the best speech of the
year.”
And, incidental to that A. M. P. A.
election there were pre-happenings which
might lead some people to think that
the local political campaign was having
a vicarious effect in unexpected places.
Following customary procedure, a nominating committee presented a ticket several weeks ago.
This was headed by
Harry Reichenbach, then in Europe.
At the first meeting after his return,
the attendance at which was one of the
largest of the year, Reichenbach declined the honor, pointing out in a neat
speech that he was too busy to attend
all the meetings, and he felt that he
could do the organization more good by
remaining a private in the ranks.

down a motion was made
members pay no attention what-

After he sat

that the
ever to the request of Reichenbach that
his
ried

name be withdrawn. This was

car-

unanimously by a rising vote, every
member present standing.
“Seeing that it is unanimous,” said
Reichenbach, “If everybody wants it, I’m
willing to do the best I can, so go ahead
and I’ll be your president.”
So that was that, and for a few days
everything seemed set. Then something
else happened again.
A new ticket the
one elected last week was presented, by
petition. But seven names are required
The Reichenbach
to file by petition.
opposition ticket bore 25 signatures.

—

—

Glendon Allvine, who headed the opticket, was away and knew
nothing of the honor conferred on him
position

He immediately got in
touch with Reichenbach and explained

until his return.

the situation.

“Never mind,” said Reichenbach. “You
will make a better president than I
I will again withdraw my name
would.
as a candidate, which I never was. And
while I am about it I will also resign
from the organization.”

Which he

did.
*

Details of Golf

At

*

*

Tourney Fixed

industry
can lie down and have a peaceful night.
No longer need they lose sleep figuring
and wondering when and where the fall
last the golfers of the film

tournament would be held, if any.
announcement was made last
week by “Film Daily,” sponsor for the
tournaments, that October 13 is the date,
and the Winged Foot Golf Club is the
golf

Official

place.

September

26, 1925

This

is generally considered one of the
and most exclusive clubs in the
and is used almost entirely by

finest

East

members
Club.

It

of the
also gains

by being located
is

New York

Athletic

no modicum

in

the habitat of a
'

of fame
Mamaroneck, which
large party named

Jim Beecroft, although

it

is

not

known

that this influenced the selection.
That October 13 date, while falling on
a Tuesday and not on a Friday, is caus-

ing considerable perturbation throughout the industry, as it is feared that the
13 may provide an alibi for players who
lose.

*

*

*

Marcus Follows “ Herald

”

Lee Marcus, affable and peppy sales
manager of F. B. O. talking: “I read the
trade papers and the part I read first and
most carefully is “What the Picture Did
for Me” department in Exhibitors Herald. Naturally these reports give me a
real line on the box office value of pictures, as they are what the pictures do
and not what they are going to do.
“I watch these reports carefully in
every issue of the Herald and in addition
to the box office value I frequently get
a line on the condition of the prints.
Whenever I notice that an exhibitor has
any criticism of the condition of an F.
B. O. print, I lose no time in getting after
the exchange that has supplied him.”

Is New Aid of
Hudson; Close Studios

Rockett
in

East

( Special

NEW

Till

October

Exhibitors Herald )

—

YORK,

pletion of
ing, First
close until
about the
big plant
this

to

Sept. 15.
With the comthe two pictures now in the makNational’s Eastern studios will
about October 1. All of the help
studio has been laid off and the
will go dark about the end of

week.

The

laying off of the employees was the
cause of rumors that First National would
abandon production in the East, but this is
denied by officials of the company, who
state that the closing down is but temporary and is for the purpose of “cleaning
house” preparatory to a vigorous fall campaign of picture making.
There have been many rumors of other
changes in the studio personnel, but the
only one so far effective is the retirement
of Herman Bruenner, assistant to Earl
Hudson. Bruenner has resigned and A1
Rockett has been moved up from the down
town offices to take his place at the studio.
While no official verification could be obtained, it is said that Ray Rockett is due
at First National offices at an early date to
succeed to his brother’s position as right
hand man of General Manager Rowland.

W eisbaum, Moore and
Matthews Step Up in
F. B. O. Sales Ranks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

NEW

YORK,

—Major

H. C. S.
Film
Booking
Offices of America, Inc., has announced the
following changes in the exchange per-

Thomson,

sonnel

Sept. 15.
of

president

:

E. S.

Weisbaum, manager of

the

Denver

exchange, has been promoted manager of
the San Francisco exchange; W. E. Matthews, manager of the Portland exchange,
has been promoted manager of the Denver
exchange H. F. Moore, salesman out of
the San Francisco exchange, has been made
manager of the Portland exchange. Each
of the men has been with the company for
a number of years.
;

September 11 was the fifth birthday of Paramount’s Long Island studio. Eighty pictures
have been completed at the plant since its opening in 1920. Six units now are at work
there. (Story on page 49.)
i
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Ignorance of Demand
No Longer an Excuse
OU who make pictures, you who write them, direct
them and act in them, turn now to page 43 and

Y

begin reading. Your old reliable alibis are about to be
shot from beneath you and you should know about it
before those to whom you account. This book will come
to them by the same mail that brings it to you and if
you hurry you will just have time, if you’re quick at
such things, to frame a new act. Beginning now, you’ve
got to deliver.
Page 43 contains the first letters to “What Showmen
Want in Motion Pictures.” It continues on page 52 and
you must read that one also. Then, if you still think
ignorance of public demand will serve you as an excuse
for unprofitable product, don’t say you weren’t told.
“What Showmen Want in Motion Pictures” gives the
utter lowdown on that old riddle about “what the pubPinned
lic wants,” which proves to be no riddle at all.
down for examination, it isn’t a bit mysterious. It de-

velops that the public not only knows what it wants but
tells the exhibitor exactly that thing without reservation.
The exhibitor, speaking for the public, now tells
you. It’s your turn to do something.
Those among you who like to feel that you are exalted
creatures endowed with a sixth or seventh sense entitling you to coasting privileges will be especially interYou will learn that no sixth or seventh sense is
ested.
required. You will discover that the beautiful theories
you have been selling are exactly the blah you suspected
they were.
Exhibitors forwarding the demands of the supposedly
“fickle” public employ plain language. They expose the
hokum. They kick the props from under the pretender.
They reveal the show business as just another department of commerce, just another big branch of human
endeavor wherein buying and selling proceeds along the
They make some of you look
accustomed channels.
pretty ridiculous.

Others among you will find encouragement in confirmation of the policies which you have applied to your
work. You will find that the public does not change
over night, that the public in Maine is not essentially
diffierent to the public in Texas, that merit is merit here,
there or elsewhere and rot likewise is well known as rot

throughout the wide world.

Good Printing

J

OSEF HOFFMAN

tells his students,

who know

their

technique never is perfected until it is
forgotten, yet perfection of technique is the mark of the
finished artist. Prints and printing are like that. If they
are perfect nobody notices them. If they are imperfect
nobody wants them. Theirs is silent glory.
ivories, that

Well equipped laboratories cost huge sums of money
and operate. Laboratory technicians are experts
Likewise, they
in the full sense of that abused word.
work. Their objective is to conceal the result of their
efforts.
Their success in attainment of that objective is,
in a degree seldom realized, the success of the motion

to build

picture.

‘Where They Are”
Casting Directory
HERE They Are and What They’re Doing,” inaugurated last month as a department of “The
Studio,” seems to have met with instant welcome in the
picture camps. The urge to know the whereabouts of
acquaintances prompts perusal of the list columns. The
lists

impart information not elsewhere available.
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The department has gone a long way toward stabilizing
for reference purposes the necessarily floating population
of the production field. It has proved a practical casting
directory, not for casting directors alone but for all who
wish, for one reason or another, to know where this or
that director or player may be reached.
“Studio Information Coupons” printed in the departlast month have been signed and returned by many
of the leaders in both directorial and actorial ranks.
The lists as presented in this issue contain all of these
received up to press deadline.
Individuals mailing
coupons too late for inclusion this month are requested
to provide further information in case of change in
assignment or location.

ment

Pictures Exhibitors

Don’t Write About
T is only proper that

a section dedicated to the studio
should provide studio workers with the hitherto unknown but always important facts about the pictures

I

exhibitors don’t write about.
(If distributing organizations listen in, well
it’s their busness too.)
No one
who has read the Herald for any great length of time
misses the fact that a certain few pictures simply do not
show up in the reports to “What the Picture Did for Me.”
The truth is that most of the pictures which do not
appear in the report columns are just plain rotten. If
there is a single aspect of the picture so redeemingly
good or bad that it will sustain a comment, the picture
is in.
It is the picture which is not even sensationally
bad that is left out the kind of picture most charitably
described as “so-so.”
Another type of picture seldom reported is the incoherent story. When an exhibitor has tried to make
head or tail of the thing, then has tried to explain it to
his similarly puzzled patrons, he has had enough.
The lesson back of this is plain. It teaches that pictures must he definite.
Those that are not definite are
not anything.
And they get nowhere, for exhibitors
know them by the dense silence which envelops them
after the first run campaign.

—

—

You’re Working for
Old Man Public
OU cannot read “What Showmen Want

Y

Silent Glory in

September

in

Motion

Pictures” without learning that, whether you like
it or not, you are working for Old Man Public and nobody else. Regardless of the signature on your pay
check, he’s the fellow who foots the bill. He’s the keeneyed individual who gives your work the serene up-anddown and decides whether or not he cares to have you
go on.
A contract is a contract. If it’s for
It’s easy to forget.
a term of years, it’s easy to loll back and take it easy.
But it doesn’t mean anything. The years simply do slide
away. And even contracts shrivel up on occasion. Coasting is possible only when the coaster is headed downhill.
Yet the public is not a hard task-master. Its demands
All it asks is that which it wants,
really are simple.
and it doesn’t want the impossible. In fact, it wants
the possible, and more producers have gone broke providing the impossible than in any other single way. The
Normalcy is
Don’t forget that.
public is normal.
nothing more or less than public standard applied
to the quantity in hand, be it morals, manners or
motion pictures. A little obedience to public dictates
is
about the best
thing the motion

picture
tempt,
time.

can

now
More

at-

or any
is pro-

portionately better.

—

—
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A Theatr e-Studio

Service Whereby Exhibitors Tell Studio People “What the Public

Wants” According to the
Box Office.

Westerner Tells
Western Needs
am

61 years old and never been out
of Texas so am hardly competent to comment on anything but Western pictures. In
the old West people didn’t carry guns for
show or to hold up somebody, but for protection, and the idea of a Western man
fist fighting a half dozen doesn’t apeal to
our idea of the old West. He would shoot
or wham ’em over the head with his gun,
and he wouldn’t hold the barrel, either, as
the other fellow could easily grab and twist
it out of his hand.

Arizona Exhibitors Say
Three Credit Names

Are

More good feature comedies. Less costume stuff more action pictures. Mrs. O.
M. Shaw, Marathon, Tex.

—

;

What

who supervised it and Maude
Soakum who wrote the art titles. From
close study we see that this stuff is getting on the nerves of the people, and we

“What the Public

W ants”

got this by visiting eight different theatres
and hearing languid remarks followed by
energetic condemnation of this big waste
of films to show all that stuff.

is

knowledge. Without
it, production can be nothing
more certain than a gamble.
With it, production has at least
the advantage of a definite tarbasic

made so we can wham ’em over the head,
anyway.—J. W. Lumpkin, Cupid theatre,
Miles, Tex.

get to shoot at. Necessarily,
the proportion of hits is larger.

Wants Clean Pictures With
Action Not Sex Stuff;

“What

,

in
exactly

Pictures” is
the Public Wants.” The
public tells the showman in
plain words sometimes pain-

“What

What the public wants in pictures is a
good clean story with plenty of action and

fully plain.

The

director, actor,

hibitors

on

Pictures, Lloyd,

What Public Wants
and What It Doesn’t
Want in Pictures

Our patrons want chiefly outdoor
and comedy dramas. We fully

tures

well.

Our patrons ask
you show a two

ture of 7 to 12 reels, where, oh where,
the room for the news reel?
Give us
shorter features. Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.

Costume Stuff Out; Public
Wants Favorites in Types
That Made Them Popular

Texan Doesn’t Want Smutty

I

Theatre Patrons
Patrons of my theatre want stories true
to life with a good moral to them.
They
like the story told at a rapid pace, with
action.
Vamping, kissing and sex pictures
disgust them. John D. Brunsberg, Issaquah theatre, Issaquah, Wash.

—

My

public wants clean pictures, pretty
pictures, interesting pictures; pictures that
are entertaining.
The most popular pictures for the past six months have been

Sex Stuff; Likes Strong
Character Portrayals
tion,

want clean pictures with plenty of
nothing smutty or suggestive.

I

ac-

don’t

like the soft, slushy love story or the filthy

sex pictures.
I want pictures fit for the
whole family to see and go home and talk
about.
I like good character actors, such as
Ernest Torrence, Lon Chaney, Tully Marshall and Hobart Bosworth. They are real
actors. Also Theodore Roberts, Vera Gor-

—

for news reels, but when
comedy with a fea-

reel

is

:

Vamping, Kissing and
Sex Stuff Disgusts

be-

features.
Harold Lloyd feature comedies
are sure good drawing cards with us as

this subject follow-

;

mont, Neb.

pic-

lieve that northern pictures with beautiful
scenery will draw the best of any regular

—

What the public doesn’t want in pictures
Not too much sob stuff no killing scenes
not any or very few kissing scenes.

News

Reels, Less Footage

ing printing of the suggestion
There
in the August 29 issue.
is no individual in the production branch of the business, nor
any other for that matter, who
can afford to miss reading them.
T. O. SERVICE.

Tells

questioned two people in each of four
different towns, in the lobby of four different theatres, and they all expressed
themselves as not caring a whoop for anything else but what we have indicated. So
that’s that.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

Nebraskans Want Northern

author does not hear the remarks of the ticket buyer. They
are not the remarks written in
scented notes which reach the
dressing room.
In this department this week
“The Studio” prints some of
the letters received from ex-

A

the story of an author but written for the
picture by another scenario writer, then
in that case three names are permissible.

—

—

not too long a picture. The sex pictures
are worthless to me and my patrons. They
will kill the motion picture business if they
keep making them.
My idea of a good picture is, first, to
have a good story; second, they should
pick players that fit the parts well.
little
comedy mixed in, and not longer than
seven reels.
Will directors ever learn not to put an
automobile in a Western picture which was
supposed to take place in 1880? Kerns
Spears, Randle theatre, Randle, Wash.

There are just two things wanted by the
public, the name of the original writer of
the story, and the director, and in some instances, where the screen version is from

We

Showmen Want

Motion

Brevity Necessary

will say that there is one little thing that
will improve them greatly, if observations
taken in several cities by us lately are
correct, and that is if the producers will

eyed Johnson

Wants
{jj

Sufficient
The producers are always asking “How
can we improve our pictures?” Well, we

cut out all the bunkum they hand out about
the individual who wrote the art titles,
the fellow who directed it and old sleek-

the

PUBLIC

And the Western girls in emergency
would not stand aside and wring their
hands and squall while their husband’s
father or sweetheart was fighting for their
lives, but would get something and go to
Let’s have some cork guns
the rescue.

What the public wants
Pictures that
are clean and entertaining, good clean comedy pictures, and clean outdoor action pictures.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair-

43

What Showmen Want
In Motion Pictures
Wants More Feature
Comedies and Less
Costume Stuff

Sixty -One Year Old

I

—

:
;

don and Mary Carr. Thos. Thompson,
American theatre, Perryton, Tex.

comedy dramas, adventure pictures and
high class Westerns and out of the ordinary pictures. They do not want costume
pictures, regardless of who makes them or
who stars in them. In fact some of my
biggest stars have killed themselves here
by their costume sprees.

They like to see their favorite stars in
the class of pictures that have made them
favorites.
have found that almost
every time a star gets near the top some( Continued on page 52 )

We
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“WHERE THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY'RE DOING” was introduced
in the

August 29

issue,

meeting with immediate welcome.

It

September

26, 1925

as a service feature of “The Studio”
appears greatly amplified in this issue on page 50.
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Comedy Places Big Responsibility
Upon Director
are the right types
for the bits they
portray than because they possess
any feature name
value or any great
acting ability.
*
*

By SAM TAYLOR
During five years with Harold Lloyd’s producing organization
Mr. Taylor has been, consecutively, gag man, scenario chief,
The
co-director and is now sole director of Lloyd productions.
(][

director’s

Taylor
drama.

part

states,

in comedy making involves responsibilities, Mr.
not experienced by directors of drama and comedy-

The good comedy director

T

HE

marked improvements in
the field of comedy making
have brought with them an

Consider, on the
other hand, the
multiplicity of the

ever-increasing responsibility for the
director of these pictures.
First of
all, there is, of course, the increased
responsibility of the larger sums of
money represented in the production
of the feature-length comedies of the
present day.
Far more important,
however, is the fact that the new
comedy films demand much more of
their directors
more than these men
ever had to shoulder before and, if
the truth may be told, far greater
burdens than fall to the lot of the

tasks which are the
everyday job of

—

average dramatic director.
In the old days of the one and tworeelers, when slap-stick reigned supreme, the director’s task was just
one stage and a small one above
that of the gag man.
He could use
anyone on the lot or take people from
“the bullpen,” as it was once called at
the comedy studios, because all he had
to do was to motivate a chase and
then time it for the maximum of
laughs. He was a sort of sublimated
foreman over a group of actors and
actresses, who could have turned out
their comedies without him just as
well as with him.
He protected the
producer by saving footage and by a
slight planning of the work from day

—

—

to day.

The dramatic director of today
enjoys the comparative simplicity of
a concentrated task.
His story is
largely worked out for him by others,
even if he does collaborate on its
preparation. His actors are recruited
from the stock companies at the various studios or are engaged, as far as
possible, from the ranks of the popular free lance players, who are chosen
because of name value and, from his
viewpoint, he knows he has competent
artists

for

the

roles

in

his

picture.

His

production schedule is often
worked out for him to the minutest
detail and in every way there is a
consistent effort put forward to relieve

him of

all

worrisome

detail,

so

that he can consecrate himself, so to

story

and

own

individual job. His
is to get the maximum
acting from the material

speak, to his
contribution

which has been handed

to him.

comedy

the
rector.

more

organexpect
him to shoot on a
producer’s

—

—must

The feature
timing,
one of

approved by Lloyd, himand the

a marvelous story teller
possessor of a rare instinct

for the

dramatic as well as the comedic, we
set about shooting this faction. While
this work is going ahead on the set,
the group of gag men
always under

—

—

supervision of the director is
preparing the detailed action for the
second faction and so on, until we
have shot our whole story.

—

Outside of the star and the leading

woman,

comedy director picks his
from players of bits and
even from the ranks o"f extras. At
this point I want to go on record with
the

cast largely

the declaration that it is the all-around
acting genius of Harold Lloyd which

has contributed the most effective
item in the growth of box office popularity which his films enjoy.
Miss
Jobyna Ralston plays her share, in
contributing beauty, sweetness and a

dramatic talent to her characterand we usually have one or

izations

two

;

actors in addition to these
two.
Outside of them, however, the
players are chosen more because they
real

planned

be worked
out largely on the
set and rehearsed
and re-rehearsed,
time and again.

the director’s task is to supervise the
efforts of the group of gag men. Our
practice is to work out together the
basic dramatic story which will underlie the entire comedy and which will
knit it together in a logical, coherent
narrative form, thus serving to weld
the different individual gag episodes
into a coherent whole. Then we plot
out the first “faction,” or sequence.

the

most

carefully

which Harold
Lloyd has built up,

is

In-

herently, comedies
even the

tion

this

to

rigid schedule.

going to film.
In
some companies,
the director has to
do this practically
unaided; in the
splendid organiza-

fine

for the

possible

di-

ization

self

no

than the good dramatic director, but
it is manifestly im-

Far more than
any of his dramatic
confreres, the comedy director puts
in active work on
he is
the
story

After

is

wasteful

alone,
the

of
is

prob-

which is
lems
unique to the comedy director’s task.
Then the fact that his players have
been chosen as they have, often
makes it necessary for him to use the
utmost patience, tact and generalship
to get the various bits of action all
simultaneously as near perfection as
he can attain.
Lloyd and his executive staff have
surrounded the star with a remarkable
organization, admittedly the best in
the comedy field, but even here the
work

of the director includes scores
which are foreign to the
experience of the maker of dramatic
of

details

pictures.

There have been a number of instances, within the past year, of comedy directors who have gone into the

making of dramatic

films,

and with

invariable success. The wonder is not
that they have succeeded as consistently as they have, but rather that
producers of pictures have not recognized before the versatility of these
men and the fact that such a change
means a simplification of their task.
After a director has successfully made
feature length comedies, the making
of a comedy-drama or even of an outand-out dramatic story is comparaIt presents as large
tively simple.
and as important a task, to be sure,
but one whose ramifications have been
boiled down to permit the director a
concentration of effort which is like a
walk among even fields of green grass
after a climb over mountain peaks.

—
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September

Glenn Hunter working in a scene from Oscar
Price’s “The Punch Hitter,” which Associated Ex-

Hoot Gibson, Universal, beside dugout camera
position from which point of vantage are shot the
plunging steed closeups shown in strip of film.

hibitors

distribute.

will

Murray’s Column

Spargo’s

H OLLYWOOD,

N EW

15.

Raymond

Griffith has finished work

in his first

Sept.

slarring vehicle, “He’s a Prince,” at the Lasky
Studios on Vine Street. Mary Brian plays the
leading feminine role and Griffith, it is said,
has introduced many more new bits of busi-

ness in this new picture than have been seen
in any picture produced in years and years.
Well, let’s hope so. Raymond is funny. He’s
just as distinct a type with his high hat and his

immaculate attire as Chaplin with his derby
and baggy pants. “Buddy,” the canine actor,
also plays a prominent part in “He’s a Prince.”
*

Those who

*

this

rule.

This

is

all

William Beaudine, Mary

Pickford’s director, who is vice president of a
smart tailoring shop, the Crescent Laundry,
Sunset Toggery, a haberdashery, “Patsy Inc.,”
a musical comedy, and owns and manages a
half dozen apartment houses and bungalow
courts.
On the side he’s president of the Motion Picture Directors’ Association and holds
Yes,
offices in numerous clubs and societies.
Bill is quite a busy man, both on and off the set.
*
*
*

Leslie

Mason

of printers’ ink.

Corp.

just can’t keep his

The Producers

hands clean
Distributing

West Coast production manager,
all.

just has

A

Do

you believe in signs? Well, there are a
new signs around Hollywood. There’s a
new one over the old Garson studios on Glendale boulevard which reads
“P. A. Powers

lot

of

:

presents Marshall Neilan Productions,”

all

which Mr. Kane

is making for First National.
tentative cast now is Blanche Sweet, Alice
Terry, Dorothy Sebastian, Trini, Dorothy Gish,

The

and Ben Lyon.
*

Holly-

wood

Stu-

dios. And on
( Turn to page 53 )

*

*

Lorn a Duveen, who

rose from the ranks of
the extras to the position of leading woman for
in

Sills

“The Knockout,” has an imSills picture

portant role in the

now

in produc-

“The Unguarded Hour.” The other day
she walked onto the set of “The Scarlet Saint”

tion,

and, learning that Director George Archainbaud
was having difficulty securing a comedy maid
for a hotel room scene, volunteered to try it.
One rehearsal and Archainbaud asked for her.
Now she is doing that in addition to her work
in

“The Unguarded Hour.”
*

*

Thomas Meighan and

*
a large

company

re-

turned to Paramount Long Island Studio from
Ireland on the Leviathan last Monday, feeling
Company feeling
fine and looking the same.
and looking likewise. They made scenes for
“Irish Luck” abroad.
* *
*

Herbert Brenon,
Barrie’s

“A

directing

Sir

James H.

Kiss for Cinderella” at the Para-

mount Long Island

Studio, had trouble in rousing the enthusiasm of 200 extras to satisfactory
vociferation in cheering. He hit upon the de!”
vice of shouting: “Jimmy Walker’s elected
Thereafter he had no more trouble with cheer-

has purchased the motion
Mud Turtle” in which
playing at the Bijou
is
now
MacKellar
Helen
It is understood that Miss MacKellar
theatre.
has been offered the leading role in the screen

Famous Players

picture rights to

“The

treatment.
*

in

green and red, and up on Santa Monica boulevard, “Metropolitan Pictures” in great big letgraces
t e r s
the

YORK,

Sept. 15.— Robert T. Kane
production of “The Dancer of
Paris,” starring Dorothy Sebastian, at the Cosmopolitan Studios, which he has taken over for
Seven prominent women stars
a long period.
will appear in “Seven Wives of Bluebeard”

He

got the bug while in the
East where he was editor of a trade journal
and now he has taken over “The Dotted Line,”
a magazine published by P. D. C., which he
calls a “Weekly Sales Barrage,” published for
the sales staff of Producers Distributing Corp.
He gives the boys who call on the exhibitors
hot news from the studios about new productions and livens it up with a lot of nifty pictures.
great idea.
*
*
*

to edit, that’s

Column

will start

Milton

*

screen artists and directors are poor business folk will be surprised
to learn that there’s at least one exception to
believe

26, 1925

*

*

Doris Kenyon spent the greater part of. one
afternoon this week tossing lumps of soft, sticky
mud at the
nose of Milton Sills. It

was
(

Turn

a

comedy

to

page 53 )

;
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Director, Exhibitor, Public

Share Burdens

T

^HERE are
that go into

making

the

By SIDNEY OLCOTT

three factors

Making good

pictures is not a one-party business, according to
the director of “Little Old New York,” “The Green Goddess,”
“Salome of the Tenements,” “Monsieur Beaucaire,” “The Charmer,”
“The Only Woman,” and other productions. Director, exhibitor
and public are inter-dependent and share the burden together.
“Not So Long Ago,” Paramount, is Mr. Olcott’s latest production.

of

motion picture success and prosperity
for director, public

and exhibitor. The
depends
director
upon two arteries,
the public and ex-

director’s

treat-

The critic,
ment.
perhaps having
seen the play or
read the book the
story was adapted
from, cries, “Noth-

hibitor; the exhib-

looks toward
director for
entertainment, and the pubIt is
lic to him.
our aim as directors to meet the
itor

the

good

ing like the original.”

The

critic

demand, but we
have to overcome

perhaps fails to
realize that books

many

obstacles

or

do

Chief

so.

to

cellu-

loid entertainment.

The

public today

super-critical

s

that

is,

“educated” in a way to better

cinema fare. The exhibitor who
has run “specials,” pictures that have
class

money

produce,
cost considerable
finds it a difficult problem to follow up
these bigger pictures, for the public,
to

after all, demand the best, and the
exhibitor does his best to meet that

demand, but he cannot

if

bigger and

better pictures are unavailable.

director

strives

to

make

his

Every
work

praiseworthy, even though his story
material is trite, but he cannot do the
impossible.

one fault

So

simmers down

it

—lack of good picture

to

stories.

men would have us bebook or play that reads
good or looks good will make a great
picture, and they purchase the property, as a consequence paying a huge
sum for the rights. This book or play
Some

film

lieve that a

given the scenario writer, who in
turn gives his work to the director,
the man that is expected to turn the
printed word into an evening’s entertainment. Oftimes the director will
burn the midnight oil, deny himself
is

recreation and his friends’ society, to
labor over the scenario in hopes of
bettering it, by injecting bits of byplay,

comedy

situations,

and heart

interest.

He
finally

does his best.

wrong with

it

When

the film

whatever

released,
is

do

not

as they
printed
word builder, the
author, may have
used beautiful, descriptive language
in
depicting h i s
plot, but all that
may be lost in the
this is what the critic
read.

out good stories we
cannot hope to

i

plays

screen

among

these is the story
question, for with-

make good

“flops.”
I could cite many
cases to prove this contention. Little
pictures in the making have made big
stars overnight of unknown people,
while big pictures have dethroned big
stars overnight just as quickly. It’s a
peculiar game.
terrible

attributed

is

may be
to

the

film version
misses.

and

The

It is my contention that if
a competent director a good
will make a good picture.
that gets a good story also
incentive to work and derives

you give

story he
director
gets an
pleasure
and food from his work. Give him a
weak story and he loses ambition, just
as does the man or woman that is
forced to take employment in a place
they dislike. It all depends upon the
surroundings and the state of mind of
the individual, and yet none of us are
infallible; sometimes we are wrong.
If writers take chapters from hu-

A

man

life,

everyday happenings, whip

into a worthwhile story, a good
picture is eventually the result of the

them

A

novel or play to be a screen sucmust be all plot, action and of
human interest. The well written
novel, though a “best seller” and a
sensation, has nothing to recommend
it for screen recognition unless it has
plot, but few take this into consideration.
They buy the book or play for
its title, discarding the plot and creating their own. This in a way is asinine and misleading.
Yet I have
heard of such cases and in each instance the producer “cleaned up.” So
did the exhibitor. And yet the picture
was as foreign to the original story as
night is to day. But the title brought
in the customers.
Some tell us the public is gullible.
cess

Put a favorite star in a weak story,
dress the story up with lavish settings,
give it a big ballyhoo when released
and the exhibitor does a record box
office business.
At any rate no one
seems to know what will go over big
or what will be a frost. If they did,
no one would lose money in the film
business, or the show game, either. In
some respects it’s a gamble, taking
chances as it were, matching wits and
hoping you are on the right track of
public opinion.
Insignificant stories
have turned out to be sensational
money-making successes, while big
stories, literally speaking, have proven

But it appears many writers
follow the footsteps of the successful,
in that they attempt to create a plot
analogous with the overnight “best
seller” with the result that fifty per
cent of the stories are somewhat
effort.

similar in plot

and construction.

Occasionally the producer will purchase the author’s brain-child for its
This
title if the book has a big sale.
title the director gets all dressed up
and embellished to make a screen
He makes the attempt.
play from.
That’s about all he can do.
The director is generally the “goat”
of the critic’s sarcasm, the critic nine
times out of ten blaming the director
for “not following the book,” a thing
he never had to start with. If some
of the critics were to sit beside a
director while he is filming one of
these “best sellers” and read the script
he is trying to make a picture from,
they would soon realize that the man
behind the megaphone is not as bad
as he

is

.

to

all

painted. There are two sides
arguments and the director

should get his version credited occasionally.
I sincerely believe that the screen
writers of the future will be news-

paper reporters.
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West Coast Producers Promise
Full Schedules for Fall
By

RAY MURRAY,

West Coast Manager. Exhibitors Herald

H

ollywood,
15.

— Although

sept.

Ballet.” Mildred

Davis (Mrs.
Harold Lloyd) starts work
this week on “The Two Soldiers,” after an absence from

the

past season has been
one of the busiest in the history of the film capital of the
world, several companies announce there is to be no letup in production. Most of
the studios have caught up
with production schedules

the screen for two years.
F. B. O. is one of the most
active of the independent

and it will not be necessary
to maintain the fast pace set

started on several features
and two-reel subjects.

companies.

Autumn.

is

estimated that $6,000,-

Waters.”
Thirteen

Hordes of men,
children, Indians and
colored folk have been employed on
season.

companies,

tions in widely scattered areas.

Jimmy Gruen.
The F. B. O.

Famous Players announces a new
production schedule to follow one of
the biggest booms in the history of
that organization. Eight pictures
are now in the cutting room, including “Vanishing

Edward Sloman, Universal,
making up Rosa Rosanova with water
color, a new process.
Director

Highway.”

America n,”

“Lord Jim” and “Mar-

‘‘Pony Ex-

tinique” are about to reach the final
stages.

press,” “Flower
of the Night,”
“He’s a Prince,”

James Cruze will commence work
on “The Moving Finger,” the Fan-

Prin-

cess,” “The Best
1

AT WORK OUT WEST
staff,

:

new

M.
Schenck plans a
busy season

ess” Raymond Griffith is to make
‘Stage Door Johnny” and Bebe
Daniels will appear in “Polly of the

ki,”

Harry Pollard, Universal director,

Edwin Carewe,

(See story.)

First

National,

features.

Joseph

with

;

P e o p e,” and
“T h e Ancient
production
Pauline Caron.

Garon,

Norma

and Constance
Talmadge. “Ki-

adapted
from the fa(

Turn

to

page

55 )

Pathe, with
Harry Langdon, Sennett
unit, John Ford, Fox director, and

shown with

lot is a

busy one,

with B. P. Schulberg, Howard" Estabrook, Spitzer-Jones, Larry Semon,
Douglas McLean and Monty Banks
all working on

Hurst story that won the $50,000
magazine prize, and Pola Negri’s
next will be “The Tattooed Count-

nie

“New Brooms,”

his

Pauline

Tyler, another Western star, is just
completing a picture under the codirection
of
Bob DeLacey and

and many independents take immense bus loads of extras to loca-

“Golden

di-

a railroad melodrama, “The
Midnight Flyer,” while Fred Thomson is at work on “All Round Frying
Pan,” under the direction of Dave
Kirkland.
Dick Talmadge is making a stunt drama and Maurice
Flynn is starring in “Between Men,”
a Harry Garson production.
Tom

The William S. Hart comFamous Players, Universal,
National

this

been

make

every lot in Hollywood and many
big productions are under way at
the present writing that will provide work for many hundreds of

First

up

has

Mary Carr and Malcolm
MacGregor have leading
roles.
Tom Forman is to

scenario writers, members of the Universal
writing staff, pose for a unique photo.

women,

pany,
Metro,

let

rected “Drusilla With a Million,” is to make another Associated Arts special for F.
B. O., a melodrama of the
oil industry called “Flaming

000 was expended on mobs,
“atmosphere” and fill-ins this

others.

Work

Harmon Weight, who

during the early summer.
The year 1925 will pass
into history as one of the exceptionally good years for
both actors and extra talent.
It

They announce

there will be no

September
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Units Work Through Paramount
Studio’s Fifth Birthday
By JOHN

New York News

N

ew

YORK,

S.

SPARGO

Editor, Exhibitors

Herald
are included

Sept. 15.

— Paramount’s

George

pictures

at

work.

Some

ors and players

fore.

Thomas Meighan’s

call

of the direct-

who have

and transferred to the West

be-

Coast.

even know that there
years
an anniversary.
The old rivalry between Eastern and

will not

Western plants has

The

ceased.

in

New York

been

else-

where, and it has come to be accepted
as an important factor in the business.
Much of the credit for this is given
by persons familiar with picture making to Edwin C. King, general manHe has performed the difficult
ager.

He

thetic

attitude

toward the
claims of

and

men

women

with

world

the
think about

thoughts

dal,”

into picture form without
motion or waste.
And at the
same time he must run a large business institution with the same rigid
regard for economy that any other
large plant might use.
That this can be done is proved by

sympa-

the

to

and
dream about,
and to put their

4

studio

Swanson’s

record.
Some
best pictures

of

and

“Manhandled,” “Her
Love S t o r y,”

“Wages

of Vir-

“Madame

tue.”

Gloria

Sans-Gene” was
done in France

also

with supervision

Thomas Meighan’s have been made
there, and many other big successes

from
(

Turn

to

Long
Page 54)

WORKING AT PARAMOUNT on the Fifth Anniversary of the studio were Betty Bronson, Lois Wilson,
Richard Dix, Greta Nissen, Adolphe Menjou, Esther Ralston, Thomas Meighan and Gloria Swanson.
(See story for details.)

of

lost

C. KING, general manager
of Paramount Long Island Studio, at
his work desk.

is

onquest

at the Long Island studio.
Gloria Swanson’s greatest successes
during the past two years have been
Her first effort
eastern productions.
at the Long Island Studio was “Zaza,”
started in May, 1923, under Allan
Dwan’s direction. Since then she has
made “The Humming Bird,” “A
Society Scan-

EDWIN

compelled
to take a

“The C

Luck”

feat of combining the functions of a
business manager and efficiency engineer with the imagination of an

artist.

:

Canaan,
‘Cappy Ricks,” “Back
Home and Broke,” “The Ne’er Do
Well,” “Homeward Bound,” “Pied
Piper
Malone,” “The
Confidence
Man,” “Tongues of Flame,” “Coming
Through.”
Meighan has just returned from
Ireland and is
completing “Irish

enor-

as

Some of Meighan’s well
known pictures made at the
Long Island Studio have

old September 11, where six units are producing.

mous, armory-like building in Astoria,
first of its kind to be designed especially for picture-making, has demonstrated that pictures can be made as
successfully

picture,

“The City of Silent Men,”
was begun on October 18

companies

come accustomed to commuting back and forth between
New York and California
is

produc-

abeth,” with Billie Burke,
followed immediately.

There was no celebration of

The

Fitzmaurice

was started shortly be“The Education of Eliz-

tion,

list.

the anniversary.
sheet showed six

sets

the studio in

have been
completed and several more
soon are to be added to that

eighty

the stu-

were begun in
August of 1920.
“Sentimental Tommy,” which
was directed by John S. Robertson, moved in on September 18, and “Money Mad,” a
Actual

Island
birthday on September 11 in the midst of the
busiest production schedule it
has had in the five years since
In that period
its opening.
fifth

its

among

dio’s product.

Long
Studio marked

—
——

—
-
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the Activities and
Whereabouts of Directors and Players Currently Producing.

First National.

and

of directors

of pic-

upon which they are working, together with name of producer or distribFor studio
utor, are given in this list.
tures

see “Pictures'”

location,

list.

ABRAMS, LEAON— “Nocturne” — M-G-M.
ADOLFI, JOHN G.—“Pals”—Wm. Russell Prod.
ARCHAINBAUD, GEORGE — “Scarlet Saint” —
National.

First

BACON, LLOYD— (Ralph Graves)—Sennett.
BAGGOTT, KING—“Tumbleweeds”—United Artists.

BARKER, REGINALD— "Johnstown Flood”—Fox.
BEAUDINE, WM.—“Scraps”—Mary Pickford—
U. A.

BELL,

MONTA—“King

—Para—
—
Pathe.
Archer”
SPENCER “Green
—

mount.

on Main Street”

BENNETT,
BERGER, HENRY DIAMONT

“Sixth Degree”

Associated Exhibitors.

BLACKTON,

STUART—“Gilded Highway”

J.

O’Grady”— Uni-

Rosie

versal.

BRENON, HERBERT— “Kiss

Cinderella”—

for

Paramount.

BROWN, CLARENCE — “Lone
Artists.

BROWN,

H.

J.

Prod.

BROWN,

H.

—“Broadway
— "Racing

J.

Eagle”

Billy”—H.

— United
J.

Romance”-

Brown

— H.

J.

Brown Prod.

—

BUCHOWETSKI, DIMITRI— “Midnight Sun”
Universal.

TOM— “Ladies

BUCKINGHAM,

Leisure”—

of

Waldorf.

CABANNE, WM. CHRISTY— “Masked Bride”—
M-G-M.

CAREWE, EDWIN—“Joanna With

a Million”

First National.

CEDER-WILKINSON—Mazie

Series—F. B. O.

CHRISTIANSON, BENJAMIN— (Unnamed)

— M-

G-M.

EDDIE— “Old Clothes"—M-G-M.
CRAFT, WILLIAM—“Power of Weak” — IndeCLINE,

pendent.

—

CRINLEY, WM. A. — (Western) Universal.
CRUZE, JAMES— “Pony Express” Paramount.
CUMMINGS, IRVING — “Caesar’s Wife” — First

—

National.

DELACEY-GRUEN — “Let’s
Tyler Prod.

Gallagher”

—

Co.

DEL RUTH, ROY— “Broken
wood”

Go,

—Warner.

Hearts

of

Holly-

"Backwash”—Thos. C. Regan.
DE VONDE, WM.—
DILLON, BOB— “The Flame Fighter” — Beacon
Prod.

DILLON,

JOHN FRANCIS— “We Moderns”—

First National.

DWAN, ALLAN — “Stage Struck”—Paramount.
EDWARDS, HARRY— (Harry Langdon) — SenFITZMAURICE, GEO.— “Dark Angel”—First National.

FLEMING, VICTOR— “Lord Jim”—Victor Fleming.

FLYNN, EMMETT— “Yankee Senor”—Fox.
FORD, FRANCIS “Radio Detective” Universal.
FORD, JOHN “Three Bad Men” Fox.

—

—

FRANKLIN, SIDNEY — “Paris

— —
After

Dark”

— “Wives for Rent”—Universal.
HARRY—“One Glorious Adventure”

United Artists.

GADE, SVEND
F. B. O.

GASNIER, LOUIS— “Other Woman’s Story”— B.
P. Schulberg.

GLYN, ELINOR— “Only Thing"— M-G-M.
GOULDING, ALF— (Alice Day)— Sennett.
GOULDING, EDMUND— “Sally, Irene and Mary”
—M-G-M.
GRANT, JOHN —Plum Center Comedies—Murray

GREEN, AL— “Spanish Sunlight”—First National.
GREGOR, ARTHUR— “Count of Luxembourg”
Chadwick Pictures.
GRIFFITH, D. W “That Royle Girl” — Paramount.
HALE, ALAN— “Braveheart”—C. B. DeMille.
—
HENABERRY, JOSEPH —
Prod.

“Clodhopper”

Asso-

cated Exhibitors.

HENLEY, HOBART— “Free Lips”—M-G-M.
HIGGIN,

Preferred”

Hour” —
—Metropoli-

tan Piet. P. D. C.

HOWARD, WILLIAM K

“Martinique”— Para-

mount.

HURST, PAUL— “Texan’s Oath” — State Right.
HUTCHINSON, CHAS “Pirates of the Sky”—

—

Chas. Hutchinson.

JOHN — “Great

INCE,
Prod.

JEFFERSON,

FRED

—John

Adventure”

—

—

“Novelties”

Ince

Standard

Prod.

Faces

East”—C.

B.

DeMille.

KEEFE, DANIEL— “The

HOWARD — “New

First National.

Commandment”

—

^ ;n

li

l

w.

r\ r. ,

— “La

Boheme”

— M-G-M.

VIGNOLA, ROBERT— “Fifth Avenue”—Belasco
Prod.
VON STROHEIM, ERIC— “East of Setting Sun”

— Constance

Talmadge.

WALLACE, C. RICHARD— (Comedy) —Universal.
WALSH, RAOUL— “Hassan”— Lasky Studio.
WATSON, WM. — 2-reel Comedy— Christie.
WEBB, MILLARD — “Sea Beast” —Warner.
WEIGHT, HARMON—-“Three Wise Crooks”—F.

WM— "Penalty

B. O.

WELLMAN,

WILLIAMSON,

R.

E.

—Waldorf

Jazz”

of

— “Feud

Women”—Mary

Carr Prod.

Hypothesis of Failure”

—Fox.

BURTON —“Counsel

— Para-

WYLER, WILLY— (Western) —Universal.
YOUNG, JAMES— “The Bells”— Chadwick

Defense”

the

for

WILLAT, IRVIN — “Ancient Highway”
mount.

KENTON, ERLE— “Love Toy”—Warner.
KENTON, ERLE — “White Chief”— Warner.
KING,

>

VIDOR, KING

Studio.

RUPERT— “Three

JULIAN,

Pic-

tures.

Asso. Exhibitors.

KIRKLAND, DAVE—"All Around

— F.

Frying Pan”

LEHRMAN, HENRY—“Fighting Edge”—Warner.
LEONARD, ROBERT Z— “Little Bit of Broadway”

Studios

O.

B.

LA CAVA, GREGORY — “Womanhandled”— Para-

— M-G-M. —
FRANK "The

LLOYD,

Road” — First

Splendid

Addresses of the principal studios,
East and West, are given below for purposes of cross-reference in locating individuals named in the “Players” and “Directors” lists.

National.

ERNST—“Lady

LUBITSCH,

—Warner.

Windermere’s Fan”

LUDDY, EDWARD — “Account

—Bischoff.

EDWARD — “Keep

LUDDY,

Monte Cristo”

of

—Yaconelli
— Malo-

Going”

Prod.

MALONEY, LEO —“Win,

Lose or

Draw”

ford Prod.

McGOWAN,
Gowan

J.

P

“Silver

Fingers”—J. P. Mc-

Prod.

McGUGH, WILBER— Marilyn Mills Prod.
McRAE, HENRY—-“Strings of Steel”—Universal.
MELFORD, GEO. — “Rocking Moon” — Geo. Melford.

MITCHELL, BRUCE — “Speed

Madness”

—Hercules

Prod.

MOORE, VIN — (Western) —Universal.
MYERS, ZION— (Comedy)—Universal.
NEILAN, MARSHALL— “Great Love”—M-G-M.
NELSON, JACK— “Prince of Pep”—Richard Talmadge.

NEWMEYER, FRED— “Seven

—Douglas

MacLean.
NIBLO, FRED— “Ben

Keys

Baldpate”

Hur”— M-G-M.

O'CONNOR, FRANK— “One

the

of

Renaud Hoffman.

OTTO,

to

HENRY—“Ancient
ALBERT —

Bravest”

—

—

Mariner” Fox.
"Black
Pirate” Douglas

—
—
“Valdivia”
Donald
Parker
PARKER, DONALD
—
Prod.
—
POLLARD, HARRY “Two Blocks Away”—UniPARKER,

Fairbanks-U. A.

Esta-

—

HERMAN “Jazz Bride”—Warner.
RAYMAKER, —
ROGELL, AL— “Deadwood Dick” —Universal.
ROGELL, AL— “Red Hot Leather”—Universal.
ROSS, NAT "Transcontinental Limited” — EmROZELL, AL— “Deadwood Dick” Universal.
RUGGLES, WESLEY—“The Plastic Age”—B.

—

SANTELL, ALFRED — “Seven

P.

Schulberg.

Wives

Blue-

—First National.
SEDGWICK, EDWARD—“Under Western Skies”
—Universal.
SEITER, WM. — “What Happened to Jones”— Universal.

PAUL— “Made for Love”— C. B.
Mille.
SLOANE, PAUL— “Red Dice”— C. B. DeMille.
SLOANE,

De

—

SMITH, DICK (Comedy) Universal.
STAHL, JOHN M. “Memory Lane” M-G-M.
ST. CLAIR, MALCOLM— “The Tattooed Count-

—
—Paramount. —
STRAYER, FRANK "Lure of Wild”— Waldorf.
STROMBERG, HUNT — “Last Frontier” — Hunt
ess’^

Stromberg-P. D. C.

SUMMERVILLE, SLIM— (Comedy)—Universal.
TAYLOR, SAM—Harold Lloyd Feature—Paramount.

THOMSON,

FRED — “Riding

Thomson Prod.

the

Gower

1432

St.

CASWELL STUDIOS, 1107 N. Bronson St.
CENTURY FILM CORP., 6100 Sunset Blvd.
CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS, 1416 LaBrea
Ave.

CHRISTIE STUDIO, 6101 Sunset Blvd.
CECIL B. DE MILLE STUDIO, Culver City
EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS, 7250 Santa Monica
Blvd.
F. B. O.

STUDIOS,

Gower

780

St.

FINE ARTS STUDIO, 4534 Sunset Blvd.
FOX STUDIOS, 1400 N. Western Ave.
PHIL GOLDSTONE PRODUCTIONS, 955

GOODWILL PICTURES,

INC.,

Seward

Beechwood

1442

Drive.

GROSSMONT STUDIO,

HOLLYWOOD

San Diego.

STUDIO,

6642 Santa Monica Blvd.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES, 6070 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT STUDIO, 1751 Glendale Blvd.
BUSTER KEATON STUDIOS, 1025 Lillian Way.
LASKY STUDIO, 1521 Vine St.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO, Culver
City.

MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO, 1845
Blvd.
PATTON STUDIOS, 6046 Sunset Blvd.
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIO,

Glendale

PICTURES

CORP.,

7100

Santa

7250

Santa

Monica Blvd.

CHARLES RAY STUDIO, 4376 Sunset
HAL ROACH STUDIOS, Culver City.
SELIG STUDIOS,

MACK SENNETT

Drive.

3800 Mission Road.

STUDIO, 1712 Glendale Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose Ave.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, Universal City.
’CiTAGRAPH STUDIOS, 1708 Talmadge St.
WALDORF STUDIO, 5360 Melrose Ave.
WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO, 5842 Sunset
Blvd.

of

beard”

— —

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS,

PRINCIPAL

RAY, ALBERT—Helen and Warren Series—Fox.
RAY, T. J. — "Prosperity”
— T. J. Ray Prod.

Pictures.

1442 Beechwood

Drive.

Monica Blvd.

versal.

PRATT-MOFFITT— (Billy Bevan)— Sennett.
POWELL, PAUL— “North Star”-—Howard

bassy

West Coast
BUD BARSKY PRODUCTIONS,

Ave.

brook Prod.

nett.

GARSON,

HOGAN, JAMES— “Steel

mount.

Warner.

BRABIN, CHAS.— “Sweet

LAMBERT — “Unguarded

HILLYER,

Directors
Names

26, 1925

Where They Are and
What They’re Doing

Personal Informa-

tion Service Detailing

titles

September

Wind”

— Fred

WESTWOOD

STUDIOS,

1745 Glendale Blvd.

East Coast

BIOGRAPH STUDIO, 807 E. 175th St.
COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO, 127th St. and

Second

Ave.

DIAMANT STUDIOS, Fort Lee, N. J.
FOX STUDIO, 55th St. and Tenth Ave.
GLENDALE STUDIO, Glendale, L. I.
JACKSON STUDIO, Bronx, N. Y.
LONG ISLAND STUDIO, Astoria, L. I.
PARAGON STUDIO, Fort Lee. N. J.

PARAMOUNT

STUDIO,

Astoria. L. I.
44th St.
Miami, Fla.
STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.
STUDIO, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TEC-ART STUDIO,
TILFORD STUDIO,

UNIVERSAL
VITAGRAPH

344

WHITMAN BENNETT

W.

STUDIO, Yonkers, N.

Y.

.
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Players

Pictures
Titles of pictures in
this

list,

where production
“Studios”

work are given

together with
list

is

name

Names

in
in

of studio

See

being made.

this

AGNEW, BOBBY— “Great Love.”
ALEXANDER, FRANK— “Ton of
ASTOR,
BANKS,

Road.”

COLMAN, RONALD — "Lady

CRAWFORD, JOAN

Story.”

Windermere’s Fan.”

and Mary.”

CUMMINGS, DOROTHY— “New Commandment”

—First

“Sally, Irene

National.

CURRIES,

FRANK— “Great

Love.”

DANA, VIOLA—“Great Love.”
DANE, KARL— “Sally, Irene and
DANIELS, BEBE — "Martinique.”

GALLAGHER”— F. B. O.
BROADWAY”— M-G-M.
“LONE EAGLE”— United.
“LORD JIM” — Lasky.
“LOVE TOY”— Warner.
“LURE OF WILD”—Waldorf.
“MADE FOR LOVE”— DeMille.
“MARTINIQUE”— Lasky.
“MASKED BRIDE”— M-G-M.
“MEMORY LANE”— M-G-M.
“MIDNIGHT SUN”—Universal.
“NEW BROOMS”— Lasky.
“NORTH STAR”— F. B. O.
“LET’S GO,

—

DEMPSTER,
DENNY, REGINALD

—

Royle Girl.”

"What

to

Jones.”

National.

DOWLING, JOSEPH— “Lord Jim.”
EARLE, EDWARD— “Splendid Road.”
ERROL, LEON — “Clothes Make the Pirate”—
First

National.

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS— “Black Pirate.”
FAZENDA, LOUISE— “Broken Hearts of

“PALS” — California.
“PARIS AFTER DARK”—United.

wood.”

“PENALTY OF JAZZ”—Waldorf
“PIRATES OF SKY”—Fine Arts.

FIELDS, W.

C.

— “That

Royle Girl”

Holly-

—Paramount.

EMILY— “What Happened to Jones.”
FLYNN, LEFTY—
Up.”
—“Heads
LEFTY
FLYNN,
“One Glorious Adventure.”
FRAZER, ROBERT— “Other Woman’s Story.”
GARON, PAULINE—“Splendid Road.”
GILBERT. JOHN— “La Boheme.”
GILMORE, DOUGLAS— “The Only Thing.”

“PLAY SAFE”—F. B. O.
“POTASH & PERLMUTTER”—United.
“PRICE OF PEACE”— California.
“PRINCE OF PEP”—F. B. O.
“PROSPERITY”— California.
“RACING ROMANCE”—California.
“RADIO DETECTIVE”—Universal
“RED DICE”—DeMille.
“RED HOT LEATHER”—Universal
“RHYME OF ANCIENT MARINER”—Fox.
“ROCKING MOON”—Hollywood.
“SALLY, IRENE AND MARY”— M-G-M.
“SEA BEAST”— Warner.

GIRARD, JOSEPH

W — “Other

Woman’s

Story.”

LILLIAN—“La Boheme.”
GORDON, VERA — “Two Blocks Away.”
GRAVINA, CESARE— “Midnight Sun.”
GREGORY, ENA— “Deadwood Dick.”
GREGORY, ENA—“Red Hot Leather.”
GRIBBON, EDDIE— "Under Western Skies.”
GISH,

—

LARKIN, GEORGE— “Valdivia.”
LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN— "Tumbleweeds.”
LLOYD, HAROLD— Untitled.
LONG, WALTER— “Steel Preferred."
LOUIS,

WILLARD— “Love

Toy.”

LOVE, BESSIE — “King on Main

Street.”

LOWE, EDMUND— “Only Thing.”
LYON, BEN — “New Commandment”—First NaLYTELL, BERT — “Lady Windemere’s Fan.”
MacDONALD, J. FARRELL— “Three Bad Men.”
MacDOWELL, MELBOURNE — “What Happened
to Jones.”

MacGREGOR, MALCOLM— “Caesar’s Wife.”
MACKAILL, DOROTHY— “Joanna With a

DOUGLAS—“Seven

MacLEAN,

Keys

to

Mil-

Bald-

— “Win, Lose or Draw.”
MALONEY, LEO
MARKS, ABE —“Two Blocks Away.”
MARMONT, PERCY— “Lord Jim.”
MARTINDEL, EDWARD — “Lady Windemere’s
pate.”

Fan.”

MASON, SHIRLEY— “Lord

MAYNARD, KEN—
— “Texan’s

Jim.”
Oath.”

McAVOY, MAY “Lady Windemere’s
—

KATHRYN

Fan.”
"Hypothesis of Failure.”

MEIGHAN, THOMAS —“Irish Luck”—Paramount.
MENJOU, ADOLPHE — “King on Main Street.”
MERRILL, FRANK — “I’ll See You Later.”
MILLER, CARL “We Moderns.”
MILLER, PATSY RUTH— “Fighting Edge.”

—

MILLS, MARILYN— “Three Pals.”
MIX, TOM “Yankee Senor.”

—

MONG, WM. V. — “Steel Preferred.”
MOORE, COLLEEN— “We Moderns.”
MOORE, MOTT— “Jazz Bride.”
MOORE, OWEN —“Sixth Degree” — Associated
Exhibitors.

MOORE, TOM —“King on Main Street.”
MORGAN, FRANK —“Scarlet Saint”—First

Na-

tional.

MLTRRAY, CHARLIE — “Two

MURRAY, MAE — “Masked

GRIFFITH, CORINNE— "Caesar’s Wife.”
GRIFFITH, RAYMOND— “He’s a Prince.”
HAINES, WILLIAM— “Sally, Irene and Mary.”

O.

Na-

Sun.”
LA MARR, BARBARA "Spanish Sunlight."
LANGDON. HARRY—“There He Goes.”
LA PLANTE. LAURA— “Midnight Sun.”

McGUIRE,

FITZROY,

B. O.

— First

KOSLOFF, THEO.— “Midnight

lion.”

Happened

DESMOND, WILLIAM— “Radio Detective.”
DOUGLAS, EARL— "Keep Going.”
DUVEEN, LORNA — “Unguarded Hour” — First

O.

—

tional.

tional.

Mary.”

D’ARCY, ROY— “La Boheme.”
DAVIES, MARION “Lights of Old Broadway.”
DAY, MARCELINE— “Splendid Road.”

CAROL— “That

Na-

tional.

CONKLIN, CHARLES— “Fighting Edge.”
CORBIN, VIRGINIA LEE— "North Star.”
CORTEZ, RICARDO — “Martinique.”
COSTELLO, HELENE—
— “Love Toy.”

“LITTLE BIT OF

Price.”

KENYON, DORIS “Unguarded Hour” — First

First National.

“LA BOHEME”— M-G-M.

BUCK— "Desert

KEY. KATHLEEN— “Ben Hur.”
KING, CLAUDE “Unguarded Hour”

Wise Crooks.”

CLARY, CHARLES — “Other Woman’s
CODY, LEW— “Free Lips.”

“LADIES OF LEISURE”—Waldorf.
“LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN”—Warner.
“LAST EDITION”—F. B. O.
“LAST FRONTIER”—Hollywood.

JONES,

CALHOUN, ALICE— “Other Woman’s Story.”
CAMPEAU, FRANK—
—“Three Bad Men.”

EVELYN— “Three

CARR, ALEXANDER "Partners Again.”
CARR, MARY— “Feud Woman.”
CASSINELLI, DELORES— “Unguarded Hour”—

“JOANNA WITH A MILLION”—United.
“JOHNSTOWN FLOOD”— Fox.
“KEEP GOING”— California.

National.

JOHNSTON, JULANNE— “Pals.”

BROOK, CLIVE “Lady Windemere’s Fan.”
BUSHMAN, FRANCIS X "Ben Hur.”

—

“INVISIBLE WOUNDS”— Biograph.
“JAZZ BRIDE”— Warner.

JEWELL, BETTY “New Commandment” —First
JOY, LEATRICE— “Made for Love."
KAHANAMOKU,— DUKE— “Lord Jim.”
KANE, DIANA “New Commandment.”
KEATON, BUSTER— “Go West.”
KEEFE, CORNELIUS— “Unguarded Hour”— First
National.
KELLY, PEGGY— "Stage Struck” — Paramount.
KENT, LARRY— Mazie Series.
—

BROCKWELL, GLADYS—
“Splendid
—

“IKE’S HOLIDAY”— Universal.
“I’LL SEE YOU LATER”— California.

Sky.”

MARGARET— “Clodhopper.”
JAMES, GARDNER— “Gilded Highway.”
—
IRVING,

BOARDMAN, ELEANOR “Memory Lane.”
BORDEN, OLIVE— “Three Bad Men.”

“GREAT ADVENTURE”— California.
“GREAT LOVE”— M-G-M.
“HEADS UP”—F. B. O.
“HELEN AND WARREN SERIES”—Fox.
“HYPOTHESIS OF FAILURE”—Fox.

—

HURLOCK, MADELINE— “Lord Jim.”
HUTCHINSON, CHAS “Pirates of the

BUCK—“Pals.”
HOLBROOK— “New Commandment”—
First National.
BLINN, HOLBROOK— “Sixth Degree”— Associated Exhibitors.
BLUE, MONTE— “White Chief.”
—
BRENT,

:

Blocks
Bride.”

Away.”

MYERS, CARMEL— “Ben Hur.”
NAGEL, CONRAD — “Memory Lane.”
NEGRI, POLA
(

—

“Tattooed Countess.”
Continued on page 54)

.

\

1

Studio Information Coupon

I

I

Mr. T. O. Service,

“TATTOOED COUNTESS”— Lasky.
“TEXAN’S OATH”— Warner.

I

|
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“VALDIVIA”— Berwilla.
“VANISHING AMERICAN”— Lasky.

“WE MODERNS”—United.
“WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES”—Universal.
“WHITE CHIEF”—Warner.
“WINKING IDOL”—Universal.
“WIN, LOSE OR DRAW”—Horsley.
“WIVES FOR RENT”—Universal.
“YANKEE SENOR”—Fox.
“YOUNG AMERICAN”— California.

tional.”

ciated Exhibitors.

Bros.

HART, BILL “Tumbleweeds.”
HARTIGAN, PAT— “Fighting Edge.”
HASBROUCK, OLIVE— “Two Blocks Away.”
HATTON, RAYMOND— “Lord Jim.”
HERSHOLT, JEAN— “To the Brave.”
HOLMES, HELEN —“Silver Fingers.”
HOLMES, STUART—
“North Star.”
HOLT, JACK ——
“Ancient Highway.”
HOWES, REED— “Racing Romance.”
HOXIE, JACK "Deadwood Dick.”
HOXIE, JACK — “Red Hot Leather.”
HUGHES, LLOYD —“Scarlet Saint” — First NaExhibitors.

BLACK,
BLINN,

“FLAME FIGHTER”— California.

HAMILTON, MAHLON — “Other Woman’s Story.”
HAMMERSTEIN, ELAINE— "Ladies of Leisure.”
HARLAN, KENNETH—
“Fighting Edge.”
—
HARLAN, OTIS
— “What Happened to Jones.”

HUNTER, GLENN—“Clod Hopper” — Associated

BENNETT, CONSTANCE— “Sixth Degree”— Asso-

“FIFTH AVENUE”—Hollywood.
“FIGHTING EDGE”—Warner.

“TUMBLEWEEDS”— United Artists.
“TWO BLOCKS AWAY”—Universal.
“UNDER WESTERN SKIES”—Universal.

Safe.”
Eagle.”
Preferred.”
“Sea Beast.”

NOAH— “Hassan.”
NOAH— “Lord Jim.”

BEERY,
BEERY,

“DESERT PRICE”—Fox.
“EAST OF SETTING SUN”—United.
“FALL OF THE ALAMO”— Sunset.
“FEUD WOMAN”— Selig.

“THREE BAD MEN”— Fox.
“THREE FACES EAST”— DeMille.
“THREE WISE CROOKS”—F. B. O.
“TRANSCONTINENTAL LIMITED”— F.

Fun.”

Saint”— First National.

BARRYMORE, JOHN— —
“The Bells.”
BARRYMORE, LIONEL
BEDFORD, BARBARA — “Tumbleweeds.”

“CAESAR’S WIFE”— United.
“CALL OF HAZARD”—Universal.
“COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG”—Independent.
“DEADWOOD DICK”—Universal.

“SEA WOLF”— Fine Arts.
“SCRAPS”— Pickford-Fairbanks.
“SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE”— F. B.
“SILVER FINGERS”— California.
“SPANISH SUNLIGHT”— United.
“SPEED MADNESS”— California.
“SPLENDID ROAD”—United.
“STEEL PREFERRED”—Hollywood.
“STRINGS OF STEEL”—Universal.
“SWEET ROSIE O’GRADY”—Universal.

MARY— “Scarlet
MONTY— “Play

BANKY, VILMA—
“Lone
BARRIE, NIGEL— “Steel

ner.

“PLASTIC AGE”— F.

studio location, see “Pic-

list.

ADOREE, RENEE— “La Boheme.”

“ACCOUNT OF MONTE CRISTO”— California.
“ALL AROUND FLYING PAN”— F. B. O.
“ANCIENT HIGHWAY”— Lasky.
“BACKWASH”— Regan Studio.
“THE BELLS”— Independent.
“BEN HUR”—M-G-M.
“BLACK PIRATE”— Pickford- Fairbanks.
“BRAVEHEART”— DeMille.
“BROADWAY BILLY”— California.
“BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD”—War-

“NOVELTIES”— California.
“OLD CLOTHES”— M-G-M.
“ONE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE”— F. B.
“ONE OF THE BRAVEST”—Hollywood.
“OTHER WOMAN’S STORY”—F. B. O.

For

list.

tures”

for address.

“GILDED HIGHWAY”— Warner
“GO WEST”— Keaton.

of players and titles of pictures
which they are working are given in

51

I

St.,

111.

|

You may

list

my name

in the

“Where They Are and What They're Doing”

I

department of your next issue as follows:
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What Showmen Want

in

“Motion Pictures Told
by “ Herald ” Exhibitors
(

The

them by attempting

kills

make “bigger and better pictures.”
They do not want advertising in
pictures.
They do not want church

to

We

want better paper with less detail in
the backgrounds press sheets that are designed to help me sell the picture and not
I

;

better
the picture to me
to see the credit lines on
the paper and the titles cut down or eliminated.
The paper in most cases should
have the stars’ names, the name of the picture and the producing company.
In the
case of a famous author, that name could
also be used. But who cares a whoop who
the director, or the cameraman or the
scenario writer or the property man or the
I don’t and my people don’t.
janitor is?
They take up valuable space and are not
worth 15c at the box office. But above
all,
deliver me from high pressure film
salesmen and tricky sales methods. Also
I do not like to have the exchanges attempt
to boss my theatre.

box

sell

office titles

;

—

above covers the ground
I thought it
best to unload all of it while I was about
it.
M. W. Larmour, National theatre,
Graham, Tex.
believe

I

the

from one end

to the other.

—

Wisconsin

Man

Finds Clean

Outdoor Pictures Best;
Swansojis Not so Good
What we want

motion pictures is a
can tell you the sort
of pictures that bring the best results.
Pictures that have story value invariably
bring me more at the box office than a
picture with just a single thought back
hard question, but

it.

though
patrons

in
I

For instance, “Single Wives
it had
some favorite players,
did

not turn out after the

al-

my
first

day.

Nor do we care for pictures with a foreign plot, unless it is some big picture with
historical interest. For instance, “The Redeeming Sin,” while a number of people
turned out to see Nazimova, they were disappointed and didn’t hesitate to tell me so.

My

patrons prefer clean outdoor and action pictures. Society pictures with a good
story back of them are O. K., but such
pictures as Gloria Swanson has appeared
in don’t go here.
My patrons were disgusted with “Zaza,” “Her Love Story” and
“Wages of Virtue.” They don’t come out
to see her now if I have a good one.
Eugene Pellettieri, Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto, Wis.

Six Reels

Any

Enough

for

Picture; Wants

Action and

Humor

No

picture should have more than 6,000
feet.
Eight, nine and ten reelers are entirely too long and are a waste of time
and money. Should be short, snappy and
to the point.
Titles should indicate in some way
the picture is about.
Many titles
nothing.

public in general wants two kinds
pictures
action and humor.
There

of

;

should be more comedy mixed with all picJ. R. Kersey, Ozona theatre, Ozona,
Tex.
tures.

their
pic-

tures of any kind, especially pictures with
a lot of Catholic stuff. They want shorter
pictures.
have seen very few pictures
in the last few years of over seven reels
that could not have been improved by cutting.
The long pictures drag and are tiresome. People come to my theatre to enjoy themselves, not to be bored or disheartened.

designed to

the picture and never a couple just kissing,
as are many of the posters that are being
put out. They mean nothing and are disgusting to sober-minded people. Too much
of that mush in most pictures.

from page 43)

Concluded,

one invariably

of

—

what

mean

Paper should exhibit the high points

in

—

Good

Stories, Titles

and

Direction Vital; Public
Likes

Human Element

players mean a whole lot.
However, a director can make or break a player,
good or bad.
Some directors can make
snappy action pictures, full of pep, that will
go across. Others again drag ’em out too
darn long and kill everything.
People

Good

want
good

something

action,

interesting

to keep ’em awake,
good
story,
lots
of
clear
pictures,
life-like

good
comedy,
photography, and new subjects, such as the
animals in “The Lost World,” which will
cause them to study, think and talk.

Good

titles

mean everything

in the world,

good pictures have flopped on account of title and lots of poor pictures
went over with a good title (but for short
lots of

runs only).

They

don’t last long.

Players should not act like machines. Be
natural,
imagine there is an audience
watching you, give a look and a smile once
in awhile and they will sit up and take
notice of you.
For an example, I just
played “The White Outlaw” and the thing
that struck me the most as well as my
patrons was where Jack Hoxie comes out
on a stage, makes a bow, smiles and makes
an announcement about his horse and dog.
That was so human, natural and true to
life, that a person could not help but fall
in love with him and the animals right at
I just felt like going up there,
the start.
shaking hands and saying, “Hello, Jack,
That’s the way it
you old sonofagun.”
appealed to me and everybody else that
saw it. It’s got that human touch.
Get away from the machine-like stuff.

Make

the

People also

human

pictures
like to see

and clean.
good animal players.

My

patrons are head over heels in love
Fred Thomson’s wonderful horse
They can’t help but fall in
Silver King.
love with such a beautiful and clever animal. That horse is one of the biggest attractions I have today and people will come
for miles to see him. People love animals

with

is no getting away from that,
so use more of them and we will have
Rin-Tin-Tin, the dog, has
better pictures.
been going like wildfire. His pictures are
shown in the best theatres and the people
are crazy about him, the highbrows as
well as the lowbrows.

and there

Another

thing

is

good

stories.

They

mean anything

unless they are put
across and put across right. Some of our
best stories have been murdered right and
Then again some no account story
left.
has been put into a wonderful picture. It
all depends upon the director, the players,
the photography, scenery and so forth.
Good photography and scenery will sometimes put a picture across, even if the story
Good photogis rotten or no story at all.
raphy is absolutely half the picture. Above
all,
see that you get good photography.
You can’t make a good picture without it.
don’t

Get that photography and get it
Lots of darn good big pictures have lost
out on account of poor photography. We
right.

in
the picture business and good
photography comes first or we haven’t got
a good picture.
The best thing in the
world is no good unless you can show it
and show it up right. E. C. Accola, Bonham theatre, Prairie Du Sac, Wis.

are

—

September 26, 1925
Says Advertising Material
Must Be Reduced to Cost
Permitting Wide Use
It is not

my

intention to try

and

tell

the

industry anything in the way of
production, or anything else for that matter, as to what they should do, but I do
want to say that there is one thing that is
sure at fault and that is the hold up price
for the advertising matter that we are compelled to pay in order to get our show “put
over” after we have bought the same. I
will take you back to the time before the
war when we were buying the advertising
matter at about one-third of the price we
are now paying for it.
picture

During the war it was common to pay
any price that they might ask for this,
but other commodities have been reduced
in price since the war and I do not see
any reason for the advertising matter to
stay up and even go higher than at that
time. The rest of the people seem to know
that the war is over but the advertising
departments or the film concerns do not
seem to know this. It possibly might be
the lithograph companies, this I am in no
position to say.

The

great cry

is

to

exploit the picture

and you will fill your house.
Now let me tell you if we did this at the
cost we have to pay for the photos, onesheets, three-sheets, etc., we would not
have a house large enough to pay the advertising bill that we would have, and then
we would have to pay for the picture also.
It is a fact that every showman would
like to advertise his shows as much as possible, but I want to say that I have been
unable to do it and buy the advertising
matter from my exchanges. I have had to
resort to sidewalk and home newspaper
like a circus

advertising nearly altogether
shows before the public.

to

put

my

I think this is a subject that should be
taken up and discussed. As it is now, you
buy a picture for about ten or fifteen dollars and if you want to put it over right,
it will cost you more than the film to let
people know what you are going to show.
So when you have a small house and have
to take all the ups and downs and the uncertainly of the weather, heat and cold, etc.,
I would like to know how the small exhibitor is going to exist? I would like the
opinion of others on the advertising matter.
C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre, Oakdale, Neb.

—

Washington Exhibitor Says
Zane Grey Stuff Is Best
Attraction for

Him

Pictures mostly appreciated and patronized in this community are stories by writers of the Zane Grey type, good clean
comedy dramas that contain not a lot of
silly matter but comedy action, also love
dramas with a very small amount of mush
and slush. Good action dramas, such as
“The Storm,” “The Signal Tower,” etc.
Love stories that are deep and not silly.
Five per cent of silly stuff is plenty. Suggestive and immoral pictures are not appreciated.
D. J. Beattie, Empire theatre,
Granger, Wash.

—

Good Acting, Good Stars,
Good Scenery and Good
Looks Demanded Here
My patrons desire a picture with plenty
of action, mixed with good scenery and
good looking clothes. They also like good
acting and good looking actors. Carl
Johnson,
Tex.

Pershing

theatre,

Floresville,

September
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Ray Murray Says This That
and Other Things About the
,

West Coast and
(

Its Peoples
Concluded from page 46)

the front of the California studios is this,
“Bischoff, Inc.”
It makes work for the
painters.
%
:js

Major Rupert Hughes says writers
come to Hollywood for two reasons. “The
The other
first of these is to make money.
I’ve been here six
is to learn new vices.
years,” the Major added, “and haven’t even
been able to practice any of the old ones.”
^

Jjl

Vilma

Banky,

star
captivating
discovered on the
other side of the pond, saw herself in her
first American-made picture the other night
at Venice (Calif.) and got the reaction of
an American audience when “A Dark
Vilma
Angel” was given its preview.
gurgled, laughed and wept in turn as the
reels
unwound and then was nearly
brushed off her feet when a crowd of enthusiastic officials and friends pressed forOutside, a
ward to congratulate her.
bunch of reporters was waiting for the
show to end so they could interview
“Rudy” Valentino, who attended the preview, in regard to his family troubles.
Rudy was equally enthusiastic over the
work of Miss Banky, as she is in his picture also, “The Lone Eagle.”

the

#

*

built an extensive line of
trenches out in Westwood for scenes

“war”
for “Havoc” and as they had no water nearby had to pipe it for two miles in order to
get the “rain” necessary for the “No Man’s
Land” stuff. Then, when everything was
in readiness for

taking the scenes,

for two days and they

it

rained

need the artificial moisture.
In fact, they had too much
of it and the leading man nearly got pneumonia working in the trenches.
*

*

didn’t

*

ments for the evolution theory. His name
is “Jiggs” and he looks like the individual
The other day Jiggs
in the funny strip.
was heard to remark, while swinging back
and forth in his cage: “I see the funniest
people around this lot. I’m glad they can’t
*

*

my

act.”

*

Walter Long will never reform, I fear.
Eight years ago he burned Geraldine Farrar to the stake in “Joan the Woman” and
last week 1 saw him burning Jetta Goudal
in the Seventeenth Century sequence of
“The Road to Yesterday” out at Cecil De
Mille’s film foundry.
*

*

*

They’re going to get “Skinner’s Dress
Universal is to make
Suit” out of hock.
the popular story in which Bryant Washburn scored such a hit back in the days
when you could get a good seat for a dime
in

any movie

theatre.
*
*

Matt Moore

—

*

*

*

Joseph M. Schenck, although the posseveral fine automobiles, walks

sessor of

to work every day.
He usually has Sam
Goldwyn for company, as both producers
produce on the United lot. They do it to
fit.
And they have the darndest time
refusing rides from wealthy press agents
and others going to their work who want

keep

to give

them a

lift.

cry,

and

cry,

and

cry,

when

the scene calls for crying, while the
stage music comes trickling in.
Just now
Bebe Daniels is playing a half-caste girl in
“Martinique” with Ricardo Cortez, Wallace
Beery, Arthur Edmund Carewe and others
opposite her.
It’s
early California stuff
and looks like an awfully good picture,
just from the side lines.

John Spar go Sends the News
About Motion Picture Folks
Currently Working in East
(

directing?

directors do
Well, here’s

when they’re not
how Marshall

Neilan improves each shining hour. He
went over to the Jackie Coogan set where
Eddie Cline was putting Jackie Jr. through
his paces in “Old Clothes” and said, “Eddie, I bet you $500 I can make you laugh.”
“I’ll take that bet,” said Eddie, and wrote
out his check for five hundred berries.
Neilan posted a like amount, then went in
to the Metro-Goldwyn barber shop and
had his head shaved, all but a little tuft
of hair on top.
He walked back to the
Coogan set, confronted Cline and then took
And if there’s anything to
his hat off.
the maxim “laugh and grow fat,” Eddie
Cline put on about ten pounds. “Mickey”

Concluded from page 46)

scene in “The Unguarded

Ben Lyon has

And

speaking of “Mickey” Neilan, he
about elephants, or at least one
elephant, the “heavy” of his present picture, “Great Love.”
The elephant is a
all

member of the all-star cast of the MetroGoldwyn production and faithfully follows
the hero, Bobby Agnew, through the picture and through everything else, garden
fences, over lawns, through French windows and whatnot, much to the discomfiture of the hero.
It’s a great life being
chauffeur to a five toed proboscidian mammal, sez “Mickey.”

many

bee pictures being

made

around Hollywood to suit the comedy directors on the Educational lot. They wish
the

Fox

who made

director

“Lightnin’

”

and Leo Meehan, who made “Keeper of
the Bees,” would keep their bee extras
housed up on their own lot. And this is
why. Right in the middle of the big punch
scene of a comedy which involved a lion,
a monkey, a parrot and an elephant, a
flock of bees entered the grounds and
proceeded to mix it with the actors and
They were playful bees and
the animals.
kept just out of reach until somebody hiding under a coat would shout “camera”
and the poor cameraman started cranking.
Then they’d descend and take an active
part in proceedings.
A couple of smoke
pot were called into play, which dispersed
the bees but somewhat clouded the atmosphere for a while (along with the “blue”
remarks of the directors, who lost a couple of hours good sunlight.)
*

Conway Tearle

*

which he

is

just finished the leading

*

*

Monta

For years and years Conway has supported
and short stars, thin ones and fat, but
never had his name in electric lights. Now
E. M. Asher is to put Conway in that old
Drury Lane melodrama “Good Luck,” and
let us hope Conway’s luck has changed.
tall

^

Lew Cody

>{?

introduced a novel game at a
house party the other night that made an
instant hit.
It consisted of a round board
with four pockets, a little cork ball and
four atomizers.
The game was to blow
the cork ball into the other fellow’s pocket.
Lew is quite expert at it. Bill Russell and
wife, Helen Ferguson, have one in their
Venice home and many a visitor goes home
with blood blisters on his hands from overworking the blowers.

in

co-starred with Blanche Sweet.

who

Bell,

*

recently arrived

from

the West to direct “The King on Main
Street,” spent the last week-end at Coney
Island riding on roller coasters and eating
hot dogs.
Riding and eating with him

were Adolphe Menjou, who plays the role
of the King, and Bessie Love, as the little
American girl with whom the King falls
in love, and also Oscar Shaw, of musical

comedy fame, who

batting in the movies,

is

between stage rehearsals just now. The
roller-coastering and hot-dogging were incidental to the camera-grinding of Jimmy
Yong Howe, the only Chinese cameraman
in captivity.
*

*

Gregory LaCava is having an outing in
Central Park where he is making his bow
as a full-fledged Paramount director in
filming “Womanhandled.”
Mayor Hylan’s
people's public park and playground is also

being enjoyed by Richard Dix, as the star
of the picture, who has just discarded his
feathers and war-paint as an Indian of
the Painted Desert in “The Vanishing
American,” and Esther Ralston, fresh
from the West Coast on a hurry-up trip
specially to play the fairy godmother in
“A Kiss for Cinderella.” She was drafted
immediately as the woman to do the handling in “Womanhandled.”
*

*

*

Mae Murray

has received no less than
six offers to appear in American made productions, but insists that she is going to
Germany to appear in four pictures for
during the forthcoming year.
Mae

UFA

Murray’s work in “The Merry Widow”
gave the American producers an opportunity to see that improper direction during
the past seven years has prevented Miss
Murray from doing the kind of work that
makes her most attractive. She has been
forced into all sorts of bizarre enterprises,
but at last achieved her best work in “The
Merry Widow,” now current at the

Embassy.
Everett and R.

*

*

S.

Riskin, the two young

*

who are responsible for “The
Turtle,” soon to be made into a movie,
may start a producing concern to act in coordination with one of the big film organizations in the same capacity that Gilbert
Miller now works for Famous Players.
producers

Mud

*

*
to be starred at last.

is

which

New Commandment,”

“The

in

*
s{!

in

is

collected.
s{c

Hour”

starred.
Doris had to hit him on
the right side of the nose just below one
eye.
She declared after landing a handful
of mud in Sills’ mouth that it is harder
than one thinks to hit the nose every time
with a pellet of mud.
*
*
*
Sills

part

*

play opposite Marie
Prevost in “The Jazz Bride,” according to
Charlie
Warner Bros, advices.
latest
Logue adapted the story, which ran serially in several newspapers throughout the
country.
It’s
all
about a modern wife
whose idea of living is to remain beautiful at all costs
said costs being assumed
Can’t you just picture
by the husband.
Matt in that role?
will

where they make

(see

off-

There’s too

Universal has one of the strongest argu-

get in here ’cause they’d crab

and Pola Negri

knows

The Fox company

lot,

adv. in Satevepost) the players emote to the dulcet tinklings of grand pianos on every set. Most
of the studios employ the portable organs,
which groan and wheeze, but Bebe Daniels

What do

whom Sam Goldwyn

*

Over on the Lasky
Paramount pictures

oo

Jed Prouty,

*

*

who

plays one of the principal roles in “The Scarlet Saint,” in which
Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes are to be
co-featured by First National, sprained a
tendon in his right leg last week and spent
several days in bed.
Production was not
help up for fortunately the scenes on the
schedule did not include Prouty.
*

*

*

Madame LaMarquise

de la Falaise de
la Courray, otherwise Gloria Swanson, is
back from New Martinsville, West Virginia, where scenes for her new picture,
“Stage Struck,” were filmed in a floating
river theatre.
She is now working under
the direction of Allan Dwan on a large set
in the Paramount Long Island Studio.
*
*
*

The tremendous ball room set of “A
Kiss for Cinderella,” which was the biggest

—
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set ever built under the roof of a studio,
has vanished from the Paramount Long
Island Studio.
Steve Seymour, as a result, is busy trying to think what to do
with the fifteen-gallon tea kettle and the
twelve-foot gas meter which were a part
of the set. He said he could think of no
use for the kettle unless the world’s series
might by some chance be held in London,
and his gas bill looks like he already had
the meter installed in his own house.

*

*

*

beseiged by motion picture producers to
write original stories for them. However,
Mizner has become one of the opulent
land-holders in Florida, being associated
with his brother Addison in Boca Baton
near Palm Beach. The latest producer to
endeavor to annex his pen is Jesse Lasky,
but Mizner rejected the offer on the

grounds that if he made any more money
he would be unhappy.
*

*

*

Alfred Santell, who directed Corinne
production, will begin work
on “Seven Wives of Bluebeard” at the Cosmopolitan Studio. It is a Kane-First NaGriffith’s

last

tional release.
*

*

*

M. W. Palmer, Paramount’s chief electrician, bragged that he had enough candlepower flooding the Cinderella ballroom set
to light the Great White Way every night
for a week. Somebody disputed him, and
he called up the Edison Company, got the
figures,

and proved

it.

*

*

*

Dan Doran, Paramount

prop man, was

Working on an
a hero the other night.
out-door set, he heard several women
scream. He looked around just in time to
stop a twelve-foot light shield which the
wind was blowing over on Betty Bronson.
*

*

Blanche Merrill,
vaudeville

responsible for
is

adapting

Dancer from Paris” for the
*

*

many
“The

Famous Players to join Robert T.
Kane’s production staff, are at work on a
script to be called “Technique” from the
Saturday Evening Post story of the same
name.
left

*

*

watched

*

William

Cohill,

casting director at the Paramount Long
Island Studio, struggling with about 800
extras the other day and commented on
what a strenuous job he had. As the visitor left, Jack Mullin, stage doorman, said,
“Mr. Cohill’s got a cinch. I’m the guy that
holds the mob back.”
*

*

*

Diana Kane, sister of Lois Wilson, will
in all probability appear in a stage play
shortly, having recently refused a Los Angeles picture engagement until her decision
has been arrived

at.

*

*

*

screen recently in “The Unguarded Hour”
a First National picture, has completed
work in this production and will shortly
begin work in another.
*

*

*

Peggy Kelly has returned from Virginia
where she went on location with Allan
Dwan, who is making “Stage Struck,”
Miss Kelly is
starring Gloria Swanson.
now working at the Famous Players Studios in Astoria, L.

I.

“ Where They Are and What
They’re Doing” Concluded
( Continued from page 51)
NILSSON, ANNA Q.—“Splendid Road.”
NISSEN, GRETA— “Hassan.”
NISSEN, GRETA “King on Main Street.”
NIXON, MARIAN “What Happened to Jones.”

—
—

NOVAK, JANE— “Lure of the Wild.”
NOVARRO, RAMON— “Ben Hur.”
O’BRIEN, GEO "Three Bad Men.”
—

OGDEN, VIVIA
tional.

O’HARA,

"Unguarded Hour”

—First

Na-

Beast.”
“Caesar’s Wife.”

OLAND, WARNER—
O’MALLEY, PAT— “Midnight Sun.”
PANZER, PAUL—“Rhyme of Ancient Mariner.”
PATRICK, JOHN— “Jazz Bride.”
PICKFORD, MARY— “Scraps.”
PITTS, ZASU — “What Happened to Jones.”
“Jazz Bride.”
PREVOST, MARIE—
—

PRICE, KATE "What Happened to Jones.”
PROLTTY, JED “Scarlet Saint” First National.
PROUTY, JED "Unguarded Hour” First Na-

—

MARGARET— “What

QUIMBY,

—

Happened

RALSTON, BESSIE— “King on Main

to

Jones.”

Street”

*

RAWLINSON, HERBERT—
“Flame Fighter.”
RAY, CHARLES— “Little Bit of Broadway.”
RAYMOND, JACK—“Scarlet Saint”— First National.

DOROTHY— “Penalty

REVIER,

of Jazz.”

REYNOLDS, VERA—“Steel Preferred.”
RICH, IRENE — “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”
ROBARDS, JASON —
-“What Happened to Jones.”
LA ROCQUE, ROD — “Braveheart.”
LA ROCQUE, ROD—
“Red Dice.”
ROMANO, NINA — “What Happened to Jones.”
ROYCE, RIZA — “Other Woman's Story.”
RUSSELL, WILLIAM— “Pals.”
RYAN, MILDRED — “Clodhopper” — Associated
Exhibitors.

SAINPOLIS, JOHN—“Martinique.”
SANTSCHI, TOM— “Three Bad Men.”
SCOTT, MABEL JULIENNE— “Jazz Bride.”
SEIGMAN, GEORGE— “Midnight Sun.”
SHANNON, EFFIE “New Commandment” First

—
—
—
SHAW, OSCAR “King on Main Street.”
SHEARER, NORMA——
“Free Lips.”
SHERMAN, LOWELL
“Love Toy.”
SHORT, ANTRIM — “Clodhopper”—Associated
National.

Ex-

hibitors.

SHORT, GERTRUDE— “Other Woman’s Story.”
SIDNEY, GEORGE— "Two Blocks Away.”
SILLS, MILTON— “Unguarded Hour”— First National.

D. W. Griffith is in the house-wrecking
business again.
He blew away an entire
English village in an Astoria ball park last
week with a tornado manufactured by the
The pubpropellers of twenty airplanes.

SIMPSON, RUSSELL— “Splendid Road.”
SPARKS, NED — “Little Bit of Broadway.”
STANLEY, FORREST— “Penalty of Jazz.”
STARKE, PAULINE “Little Bit of Broadway.”
STONE, LEWIS “Spanish Sunlight.”

will get the benefit of the spectacle in
“That Royle Girl,” which is Mr. Griffith’s
first Paramount picture.
*
* *

Para-

lic

William Powell

left for California last
will make a picture with
Bill completed work on

week, where he
Lewis Moomaw.
Saturday in the
Dick Barthelmess

role of heavy, opposite
in “The Beautiful City.”

New

He

will return late in September to
City, where he will begin work on a
picture to be made at the Famous Players
Studios in Astoria, L. I.

York

*

*

*

of the duties of W. C. Fields in the
Griffith picture was to stand in the storm
and let a wall blow down on him in such

One

—

—

STRONGHEART (canine) — "North Star.”
SWANSON, GLORIA — “Stage Struck” —
mount.

SWEET, BLANCHE— “Invisible Wounds.”
SWEET, BLANCHE — “New Commandment”

—

First National.

SWICKARD, JOSEF—“Three Pals.”
TALMADGE, CONNIE —East of Setting Sun.”
TALMADGE, NORMA—“Paris After Dark.”
TALMADGE, RICHARD— “Prince of Pep.”
TASHMAN, LILYAN— “Little Bit of Broadway.”
TEAGUE, FRANCIS— “Last Edition.”
TELLEGEN, LOU— “Three Bad Men.”
THOMSON, FRED—"All
Around Frying Pan.”
TORRENCE, DAVID— “Other Woman’s Story.”
TORRENCE,
ERNEST—
“Hassan.”
—
TRINI

“Sixth Degree”

— Associated

VALENTINO, RUDOLPH—"Lone

Exhibitors.

Eagle.”

VAUGHN, ALBERTA—
Mazie Series.
WALES, ETHEL— "Penalty of Jazz.”
WALTHALL, HENRY B.— “Plastic Age.”
WHITE,

LEO— “Masked

Bride.”

WHITMAN, GAYNE— “Fighting

Edge.”
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Paramount Long Island Plant
Marks Fifth Anniversary With
Six Units Producing Pictures
(

Concluded from page 49)

Island.
She is now doing “Stage Struck”
at this studio with Allan Dwan directing.
Richard Dix’s first starring effort for

Paramount,

“Manhattan,” was a Long
Since then he has done

Island product.

“A Man Must Live,” “Too Many Kisses,”
“The Shock Punch,” “The Lucky Devil”
and at the present time is working on
“Womanhandled,’ with Gregory LaCava
directing.

Bebe Daniels has
series

in

the

also

East.

done a successful

Among them

are

“Dangerous Money,” “Argentine Love,”
“Little Miss Bluebeard,” “The Crowded
Hour,” “The Manicure Girl,” “Wild, Wild
Susan” and “Lovers in Quarantine.”
Two of Rudolph Valentino’s last Paramount pictures, “Monsieur Beaucaire” and
“The Sainted Devil,” are included.
First National Schedule Full
Lunatic at Large,” with Leon
Errol,
famous stage comedian, in the
starring role of the lunatic, will be placed
in production within the next few weeks
by the Earl Hudson units of First National at their

GEORGE— “Sea

—
—

September

“The

Paramount.

screen.

*

Howard Higgin and Sada Cowan, who

visitor

*

Dolores Casseneli, who returned to the

tional.

*

sketches,

a manner that an open door in the wall
came down over him and saved him from
being hit, which ,as he said, was “a good
trick if he did it.”
Griffith was surprised
when he asked to be allowed to do the
hazard stunt all over again.
“The only
way I can get away from the mosquitoes
out here,” Fields exclaimed, “is to stand
in that storm of yours !”
Another victim
of the storm was Carol Dempster, who is
“the girl.”

*

Wilson Mizner, who was responsible
for a number of stage successes a decade
ago, is now in New York and has been

A

:

New York

studios.

“The Lunatic at Large” is being adapted
from what have been called the three funniest books published in England in a
quarter century. They are “The Lunatic at
Large,” “The Lunatic at Large Again” and
“The Lunatic Still at Large,” from the pen

When the first of
written, it swept England
like wild fire.
The public demand was so
great that Clouston wrote the second vol-

of

J.

Storer Clouston.

these books

was

ume. This was even more wildly acclaimed
and a third volume soon appeared.
All the laughs of these three books will
be packed into the lunatic picture and Errol
will be given the opportunity to put them
over. The screen adaptation is being written by Ray Harris and Eugene Clifford.
Errol, who made his screen debut in
“Sally,” is now working in “Clothes Make
the Pirate” which Sam Rork is making for
First National in New York.
As soon as
that picture is completed he will start on
the lunatic picture.

“Mismates” from Stage Play
Another

picture scheduled to go into
production under the supervision of Hudson is “Mismates,” a screen adaptation of
Bvron C. Fagan’s stage play of the same
title.
This is a powerful melodrama. The
featured players have not been selected for
it
yet.
The script is being prepared by
Earl Snell and C. M. Yearsley.

Work on “The Scarlet Saint” and “The
Unguarded Hour,” both in production by
the Hudson units, is going on rapidly and
“The Scarlet Saint” is expected to reach
the cutting room within a few weeks.
“The Unguarded Hour” has Milton Sills
in the starring role and Doris Kenyon as
the featured feminine player.
In the cast
are Claude King, Jed Prouty, Dolores Cassinelli,
Vivia Ogden, Cornelius Keefe,
Lorna Duveen and Charles Beyer. Lambert

who

has directed Sills in all of his
pictures is handling the megaphone. This picture is laid almost wholly
in Italy and last week was spent in shooting
exteriors at the famous Commodore Benedict estate at Greenwich, Connecticut. The
magnificent buildings and grounds fit perfectly with the story and could not have
been better had they been built for the set.
Hillyer,
starring

Beaumont Directs “Scarlet Saint”
Scarlet Saint.” adapted from GerBeaumont’s magazine story, “The Lady
Who Played Fidele” is being directed by
Mary Astor and
George Archainbaud.
Lloyd Hughes have the featured roles,
supported by Frank Morgan, Jed Prouty

“The

ald
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and Jack Raymond.

is

It

a fast moving

story with locale laid in New Orleans.
Last winter a photographer was sent to
New Orleans during the annual Mardi
Gras. He photographed some magnificent
scenes of the Big Mardi Gras ball which
will be used in the Mardi Gras scenes in
the pictures.
During the past week more
than a hundred extras worked at the studio
in other Mardi Gras ball scenes and some
very colorful sequences were shot.
This
week and probably next will be spent at
the Empire and Belmont race tracks where
exteriors packed with action will be photographed. Three hundred extras will be
taken along to furnish the proper atmosphere.
Other pictures scheduled to go into production by the Hudson units in the near
future include “Men of Steel,” the big
super-special which will be a starring
“Mademoiselle
vehicle for Milton Sills
;

“The Savage,”
“Bed and Board” and “Atlantis,” the big
sequel to “The Lost World.”
Robert T. Kane, having completed “The
New Commandment” (changed from “In“Pals

Modiste,”

First,”

recting

Wounds”) with Howard Higgin diBen Lyon, Blanche Sweet, Hol-

brook

Biinn,

Dorothy

Jewel,

Diana

Kane,

visible

others,

for

is

the

now

Cummings, Betty
Shannon and

Effie

busily engaged getting ready

camera’s

to

production

“shoot”

the production with Mildred Ryan playing
opposite as the pretty small town girl who
loves the “clodhopper.” Leaving home for
the city, the boy stumbles upon a rehearsal
of a musical show and is engaged by the
manager to do a clodhopper dance. Thus
he wins fame, a press agent, and supposedly, much cash.
His father’s bank
fails, and the “clodhopper” rushes home in
a borrowed limousine with imposing bags
representing money for the bank depositors, saving his father from ruin.
It develops that the “clodhopper’s” resources
are largely faked, and he is in a dire predicament until the final denouncement
when his salary is sufficiently increased to
enable him to marry and live in comparative luxury.
The cast of “The Clodhopper” includes
in addition to Glenn Hunter and Mildred
Ryan, the well known screen players Antrim Short, Margaret Irving, Citana Kamp,
Beryl Halley, W. T. Hayes, William Black,

Marion Stephenson, Edward Poland,

West Coast Producers Promise

Heavy Schedules for Fall; All
Companies Working Big Crews

number two.

(

Kane Begins Second
His

second production will

be

mous

“Seven

Wives of Bluebeard” with Alfred Santell,
fresh from mighty laurels with the recent
Corinne Griffith productions, handling the
megaphone.
“Seven Wives of Bluebeard” is an original scenario suggested by Bob Kane himself.
It is a modern story dealing with the
night life of New York and a modern
Bluebeard. Blanche Marrall adopted Kane’s
suggestion and Sada Cowan and Howard
Higgin and working on the continuity.
Ben Lyon has been cast to play the
“Bluebeard” and he will be supported by
seven of the most beautiful leading women
on the screen. As this issue goes to press

no definite line up has been selected, although it is a certainty that Blanche Sweet
and Dorothy Sebastian will play two of
the wives. The following have been menas likely candidates for the other
roles but as yet no confirmation has been

tioned

announced Barbara La Marr, Nita Naldi,
Dorothy Gish, Diana Kane, Alice Terry,
:

A

Trini.
decision will be reached this week
for the balance of the cast.
The unit will again use the Cosmopolitan Studios at 127th street and 2nd avenue,

where Mr. Kane made “The New Commandment.” It is planned to make “Seven
Wives of Bluebeard” on an elaborate scale
that will offer the most novel feature of
the cinema year for First National release.
Upon his arrival in New York, the first
business
transaction
made by Michael
Arlen was the closing of a deal whereby
Robert T. Kane acquired the screen rights
to
his prize
story “The Dancer from
Paris,” a story which Arlen states is his
best and
suroasses “The Green Hat,”
“These Charming People.”
Mr. Kane is already busily engaged getting ready to give “The Dancer from
Paris” the rarest kind of treatment for his
screen oroduction.
It is
intimated that
Alfred Santell will also direct “The Dancer
from Paris” and will start on the Arlen
story
immediately after he
completes
“Seven Wives of Bluebeard.”

Hunter Doing “The Clodhopper”
scenes on “The Clodhopper,” the

Final

Associated Exhibitors’-Oscar Price production, starring Glenn Hunter, were filmed
last week at the Universal Studios. Fort
Lee, N. J., under the direction of Joseph
Henaberry.
The picture is now in the
hands of the film editors and cutters, and
will be ready for release in the near future.
Glenn Hunter appears in the title role of

Isobel

Vernon, George Graham, and the dancing
team, Bishop and Lynn.

Concluded from page 48)

play, will be Norma’s next
will start October 1.
Constance Talmadge will be starred in
“East of the Setting Sun” a Joseph M.
Schenck production for First National.
Erich von Stroheim will make the picture as well as play the uniformed villain
of the piece.

stage

Work

vehicle.

Buster Keaton has just completed “Go
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The
frozen-faced comedian directed this one,
which is a comedy of the great open
spaces, using 5,000 steers as actors.

West”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios always
present scenes of lively activity.
Norma
Shearer’s next vehicle will be “Free Lips,”
an adapted original story by Carey Wilson.
Lew Cody appears opposite the pretty star
and Hobart Henley

will direct.
Marshall
Neilan has a unique film in “The Great
Love,” which features many well known
players, Vera Steadman having been borrowed from Christie Studios for a big
part.
Robert Agnew has a leading role
and will also play the lead in another
Neilan production “Up and Down.”
Other pictures in course of filming at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s plant, Culver City,

are

:

“Sally,

and

Irene

Mary,”

“La

Boheme,” “The Masked Bride,” “Little Bit
of Broadway,” “The Great Love,” “Noctourno” and “Ben Hur.”
Fox Studios Active
The Fox studio also presents a busy scene
with seven productions being rushed to
completion for the Winter season
These
are “The Desert’s Price” with Buck Tones,
“The Ancient Mariner,” directed by Henry
:

Otto, “Wages for Wives” a Frank Borzage
production, “Over the Border” a Tack Ford
special
“Failure,” “East Side, West Side”
and “The Best Bad Man,” Tom Mix’s
next starring vehicle.
At the Metropolitan Studio, formerly
;

known

as

Hollywood

studio,

one unit

is
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Out at Universal City, Dimitri Buchowetzki is directing a super-Jewel production
“The Midnight Sun” with one of the season’s largest casts of well known players.
Pat O’Malley, Raymond Keane, George
Seigmann, Arthur Hoyt, Theodore Kosloff,
Nina Romano, and Earle Metcalfe are a
few of the principals. Reginald Denny is
finishing “What Happened to Jones” with
another large and popular cast of players.
“Two Blocks Away” has been finished
by Harry Pollard and Edward Sedgwick
has returned to complete interiors for a
western production starring Hoot Gibson.
Jack Hoxie and company are back from
Deadwood, South Dakota, where director
A1 Rogell took exteriors for two western
pictures.

Smith Directing Acord
Smith is directing Art Acord in “A
Sage Brush Sherlock” and Edward Sloman
has just finished “His People” with RuCliff

dolph Schildkraut.

One of the season’s big productions from
Universal will be “The Man Who Laughs’’
featuring Mary Philbin.
According to John McCormick, general
manager of all west coast production for
First National, there will be no let up in
work this year. Several millions of dollars will be invested in additional pictures

on the Coast. Six features have just been
completed and four are in process of production at the present time. Six more are
scheduled
next
for
filming
beginning
month.
The four now being finished are “We
Moderns” with Colleen Moore, “The
Viennese Medley” with an all star cast;
“The Splendid Road” a Frank Lloyd picture and “Memory Lane” being made by
John Stahl.

“Irene” Colleen Moore’s Next
Moore’s a next picture will be
“Irene,” while Corinne Griffith will be
Barbara Lastarred in “Caesar’s wife.”
Marr and Lewis Stone will appear in
“Spanish Sunlight.”
Edwin Carewe will
contribute “Joanna With a Million” and a
feature to be produced by M. C. Levee
will be added to the First National program. Carewe’s last picture, which was
formerly called “The Sea Woman” will be
Blanche
released as “Barriers Aflame.”
Sweet plays the leading role.
Warner Brothers have just completed
and are editing “Compromise,” “The Love
Toy,” “Clash of the Wolves” and “Hogan’s
Colleen

Alley.”

The companies actually working at
present are “Lady Windermere’s Fan,”
“Jazz Bride,” “Fighting Edge,” and “The
Early production will comSea Beast.”
on “The Cave Man” with Matt
Moore, and “The Agony Column” which

mence

Syd Chaplin
will feature Monte Blue.”
will next appear in “Nightie Night Nurse,”
John Barrymore in “Don Juan,” J. Stuart
Blackton will make “My Maryland” and
there will be a big special “Broken Hearts
of Hollywood.”

New

A

Star Appears

new

star has appeared on the film
horizon, in the person of Earle Douglass
former Orpheum Vaudeville player. Earle
slipped quietly into Hollywood and played
two juvenile roles in preparation for his

putting the finishing touches to “Steel Preferred,” a picture with important sequences
made in Pittsburgh, Pa., around the steel
mills.
Tames Hogan directed which numbers Hobart Bosworth, Vera Reynolds,

starring career and he was immediately
signed by Yaconelli Brothers to star in
six thrill melodramas which will be released by the Sierras Pictures Corp. of

William Boyd, Walter Long, William V.
Mong and others in the cast.
George Melford will make “Rocking

first picture featuring Earle Doughas just been completed at the California
Studios under the direction of
All
Francis Corby loaned by Universal.
productions in the coming series are to
be personally supervised by Frank Yaconelli who recently ceased his legitimate ac-

Moon” at Metropolitan
Tashman in the leading
will next direct “The
icap” adapted from

“Thoroughbreds.”

studio with Lilyan
Scott Sidney
Million Dollar HandW. A. Frazer’s book
role.

New

York.

The

lass

tivities

for the motion picture

field.
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Children Exploit Your Pictures

ONE THEATRE
OWNER made these
boys and girls his guests
during the showing of one
of

the

pictures

“Play Ball”

series

in

the

made by

Pathe from the story by
John J. McGraw, big chief
of baseball, who also asdirecting the
sisted in
The children enseries.
joyed the novelty of being
entertained as guests and

became very enthusiastic
for the pictures
exhibitor.

and the

Prorlurtri

by

HARDY TOD" BROWJMINGOtCutajiny ^Director

OLYMPIA THEATRE
i?r*scnted.in

Coyunckan With.

DIN-TIN-TIN
§mrkat

in.

S naw Qo ixni rtj f

ANOTHER JUVENILE
follies

this

the Snow
a Warner
Brothers picture featuring
the canine star Rin-TinTin. The pleased expressions on the children’s
faces indicate that they
have as much fun as do
their audiences. Browning’s
letter appeared in the last
o u n

issue.

of

the Riviera, Los Angeles,
staged a costume contest
in
connection
with the

“The Great
Mystery,” Universal picture. The youngsters in costume paraded
in the neighborhood of the
showing

of

Circus

Riviera

and worked

much enthusiasm
him.

This

alive

up

for the

exhibitor

is

to the exploitation
value of the “let’s pretend” instinct that all chil-

dren have.

in his

time in a prologue to

“Tracked

C

JOE RUBENSTEIN

group used

presentations by Browning of New Haven, Conn.,

t r

in

y,”

—
September
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One Thing More
In your

modern motion

picture house

every detail of projection, decoration, ventilation,

temperature, seating, has been carefully

worked out

to

make

the theatre attractive

and comfortable.

But
and

it’s

one thing more you can do
factor from the box office point

there’s

a real

of view: make sure the picture

Eastman

Positive

is

printed

on

Film, the film that safe-

guards for the screen the quality of the negative so

your public may enjoy

it.

Eastman film is identified in the
margin by the black-lettered
words “Eastman” and “Kodak”

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

M

1
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A Complete Evening'.
Entertainment From 6
12 tor One Admissio

iBSE

r« L sa%sss .“*»
,

[NDUSTRY^W U.T'^OPEn’ T1HE N’EW'SE^SQN—
The Ventriloquist

i
T>w

Dwarf

Banded

LON

.CHANEY

together

Amazing Partnership

Mae

Busch

Matt moors
\ a TOD
\ BROWNING

THE BRILLIANT RUSSIAN CONDUCTOR

DiojuJiioz
Sensation ol the East Will Direct the

a

Menard, Sept. 3-4J
Adams Greater
.

Tower Symphony Orchestra
IS Master Musicians

AhawW

FEAT6RING

BONOMO
The World's Strongest Man

V-

OVERTURE
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|

\

Of

Dil/J/
Slavische Rhapsodic (Friedcmannl

.

COMICAL CHARLEY CHASE
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n

Father to Guide

"jsjo

Evenings
I

2 Versatile

PREPARED TO HEAR MUSIC EXCEPTIONALLY
.

11

yF 40c
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1

25c
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MACKINAC BENEFIT
SUNDAY AT LEROY
promises success

\1NE

r

MELODRHMf1 THRT ROHRS
storm of sizzling Thrillsr

LIMITED

MAIL”

SPECIAL NOTICB

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE DOING TO GET BUSINESS:

1.

(Upper

left)

House organ printed by

Ft.

Ad

theatre, Rock Island, 111.
contributed by Frank Burke, Orpheum theatres, Minneapolis,
2.
Minn. 3. (Upper right) House organ of Harry Browning, Olympia theatre, New Haven, Conn. The Olympia
Screen Review and the Fort O’ Grafs both carry Herald copy as will be noted on close examination. 4.
referred to by Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex., in his letter.
from the Majestic theatre
5.
paper published in Grand Junction, Col. 6.
from Chicago paper in which Portland Cement is exploited
with Jackie Coogan.
7. Kentucky News, printed by Earle Hall Payne, Kentucky theatre, Lexington, Ky.
8. Lenora Opera House, Lenora County, Kas.
9. N. L. Royster, New Broadway, Charlotte, N. C.
10. Don
Nichols, Durham, N. C.
11. Harry Storin, Leroy theatre, Pawtucket, R. I.

Armstrong

Ad

Ad

Ad
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The theatre
iSDepartment of Practical Showmanship

“MOVIE SEASON” GAINS REPORTED
and Small Reap
Harvest from Exploitation Bowes
Lauds and Explains Prologues

Exhibitors Large

THEATRE
House Organ Idea
Continues Spread

A PPROACH

of Fall sees the house organ
idea continuing with quickened pace
In the past
its spread among exhibitors.
week letters from exhibitors requesting
copies of theatre publications for use in

planning contemplated ventures of this
kind have exhausted this department’s
It is plain that by far
files of the same.
a greater number than ever before will
publish theatre papers this season.
It is especially pleasant to note that all
such letters include mention of intention
to cooperate with other members of the

House Organ Exchange when publication
begun. It is this type of cooperation
that has brought the theatre publication
to its present important place in the theatre scheme of things. Continuation of
the same will carry the house organ as a
is

theatre fixture far along

A

way.

its

—

Letters received from practical showmen in large cities and small ones indicate conclusively that the “Greater Movie Season” campaign has established unexpected and enthusiastic influence on business for the beginning
of the new year. Major Edward Bowes, managing director of the Capitol
theatre, New York, has emphatically vouched for the campaign as a
stimulant to the Capitol’s increased business.

The Capitol has had 40 consecutive nights of standing room business, he stated to
representatives of Exhibitors Herald September 14.
“This amazing condition,” he
declared, “coming at the season of the year when the heat is expected to be responsible
for a business depression, is believed to create a new record in the industry.”

Reports from practical showmen representing other cities indicate that the
campaign was a great boon to the motion picture theatre in cities of any

and

size

location.

Henry Reeve, manager

of the Star theatre, Menard, Tex., has contributed a letter
printed in full on another page of this week’s issue in which he explains that
as a result of his exploitation efforts recently in his town of approximately 1,000, matinee
performances have increased more than 25 per cent. Reeve adds that “we do have fun
and we do good business running every night in the week except Sunday.”

which

is

presumed upon reading the letter from Harry F. Storin, Leroy theatre, PawI.
(which is likewise printed on another page) that the advertising effort
mentioned by him may be traced directly to the “Season’s” campaign. The effort was
a good will stunt which resulted from the combined efforts of all the local theatre managers to raise relief funds for sufferers in the Mackinac disaster. A benefit show was
held August 31 at the Leroy theatre. About $5,150 was realized.
Storin declares that
newspapers which are ordinarily “tight on theatricals” devoted front page space to the
affair, and “in a small town like this it created a monument of good will which will
It is

Word About

tucket,

Announcements
N

HIS

original

announcements

for

screen display, whether printed on film
as in the big houses or on slides as in the
smaller ones, the exhibitor can do his
theatre much good by attention to the
simple rules of grammar and composition.
Specifically, he should not imitate the
style of the subtitle, which is bad more
often than it is good.
Simple, brief statements, quickly readable and modest in tone, are effective.
Deviation from this plain rule is detrimental in the degree of its intended effect.
Hollywood title writers get away with
murder of the Mother Tongue, but that’s
because they are far away. The theatre

I

owner

supposed to know better and

is

held to accountability

if

his

work

is

indicates

he doesn’t.

that

English

Showman

Hall, Hexham,
England, announces in his highly developed house publication, “The Tyndale
Tattler,” that he will stage “Taka-Chance
week” shortly. Mr. Scott is an earnest

T

SCOTT, Queen’s

“Herald” reader and supporter. He
first

showman

the
over there to use the ideas

found so profitable in

this

is

country and

announcement of
it in this department by H. E. Jameyson
and Stanley Chambers, Wichita showmen,

Canada

last for years.”

Don Nichols, Durham Amusement company,
“business in the South is very good.”
Chicago houses are standing them

Durham, N.

says in his letter that

it was concluded after
week of September.

in front regularly,

a general tour of the theatres during the second

A

C.,

McVickers, Chicago loop house, revealed that a line formed before six o’clock
evening performance. The line was longer for the next performance. At
the Chicago where “The Coast of Folly” was shown the line formed shortly after six,
and was repeated. “Don Q” was being shown at the Roosevelt theatre for its fifth week
in that house.
On Saturday night of the same week at the new Uptown theatre it was
learned that at 8:30 it would be useless to fall in at the end of the long line standing
before the house because after the long wait of the available seats there would probably be little choice.
In the same neighborhood the Pantheon, operated by Lubliner &
Trinz, was showing Romola to a capacity house.
Another Balaban & Katz house,
Riviera, across the street from the Uptown, boasted a line four abreast in front of the
doors at 8:30, a line more than 300 feet in length.
visit to

for the

first

Major Bowes,

“Takes a Chance”

OM

R.

since exclusive

responsible for its development.
Last week Reginald Ford, Paris theatre
owner, told how “Herald” service was extended to French exhibitors Again the
universality of service is shown. Knowledge of it all makes the day’s work seem
somehow more worth while, doesn’t it.
W. R. W.

—

in explaining the efforts of exhibitors in improving their programs, has stated that “while the new season has been admirably represented at the Capitol with excellent pictures, the surrounding programs
have set a new high standard in motion picture presentations.”

“Beyond a certain number of minutes
you cannot hope to hold the interest and at“And
tention of your audience,” he said.
before you know it they are squirming in
their seats.

“Every number must be

built

on a

defi-

dramatic idea,” says the Major. “It
does not matter how slight the thread, there
must be a story behind everything. Otherwise it must necessarily fall flat. Take a
chorus, bring them out on the stage and
just have them sing, and it means nothing.
nite

But give them some definite idea, some atmosphere or story that they must carry
out, and the presentation immediately takes

Putting a little thought in pantomime,
arranging the groups with an eye to composition a consideration of the psychologlife.

;

on the audience, means all the
difference between a success and failure.

ical

effect

“We try to be natural; we try to use
our own taste as a criterion. We have to
remember always that we have a great
audience to please, an audience that is
made up of every walk of life. We try
to

strike

will be

a

happy medium

human and

—

a level that
entertaining, that will
for each spectator.
it

have something in
A
all the time we try

to

keep our fm~

—
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vertising; got practically every business
in town tied up on it
and got their

—

—

windows
Fresh
Screen
Note*

I^eafrcijcmkl

Late
Film
Nevrs

3

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

4
I

T HAT

was a

results are as

Ray in Familiar Costume
ITT OLLYWOOD. — Charles
Ray

show up

Hawaii right after
Col. Mitchell had charged
their deaths to incompetence
on the part of the navy offiin

alive

to

ful pictures.
Z. Leonard’s

Ailene Pringle is said
have started a new fad in
the motion picture colony by
This
uncovering one ear.
may lead to rolling one
sock, plucking one eyebrow
and rouging one cheek, or

Terry Druggan, one of the
foremost bootleggers, broke the nose of a

newspaper reporter who was
assigned to see if he was acjail

sen-

reporter’s

city

tence.

The

editor

his

Mix Proves

morning

to

Now

for

who mows

his

wake
the

lawn

Scouts Idol
at

HOLLYWOOD— Tom Mix,

bird

film star, became the
of Avalon, Cal., Seascouts through playing the
role of big brother in their
gloom.
greatest
of
hour
Several days ago a fine big
whaling boat arrived from
the government for Avalon
Eagerly the boys
Ship 1.
unpacked the boat, excitedly
discussing sea adventures in
Then out
store for them.
popped a little gloom imp
and spoiled all the fun. It
came in the form of a
freight bill, which took all
the wind out of the Seascouts’ sails.
Just at this

at

5

Sunday morning and
milkman who whistles

light opera.

Time clocks have been

in-

stalled in the schools of Chi-

cago and from reading the
newspaper accounts of the
furore this has caused we
have come to the conclusion
that the teachers cannot decide whether to punch the
or the general super-

intendent.

Fox

idol

moment, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Mix hove in sight around
Sugar Loaf on board their

on the pulse of public taste and modify
and alter our programs accordingly.
also nec-

necessary; novelty is
And to
essary, as well as imagination.
each program we try to bring a freshness
and spontaneity that will make each week’s
entertainment an adventure in the theatre.”

“Variety

is

Musical Director
up-to-date showman with a
wide reputation and 20 years’
experience (age 36) who can
produce prologues, presentations and novelties

An

Will Accept Engagement
in high class theatre.

of one of
Canada’s finest symphonies.
Completing second year with large
first-run Chicago house.
Large repertoire and plenty of first

For three years conductor

class references.

—

Sea Shore

a

o’clock

clocks

Weinberg Enters Lists
of House Organ

I.

Little

Publishers
would appreciate very much any information concerning, and samples of other
house organs that you may be able to let
I

I am contemplating a house
my chain.
When my initial house organ is completed, I will gladly submit my name for

me

have, as

organ for

your House Organ Exchange.
Wishing you continuous success
praiseworthy publication, I am

Very

in

your

truly yours,

WEINBERG,
Lexington, Va.

Robert Rockcastle of Chicago was fined $5 for tooting his auto horn early in

the

sincerely,

Lenora, Kansas.

Robert

in

“A

final

find out.

reported to be in

is

friend.

it

of

I

I.

the best of health.

the

wearing

Broadway.”
Ray’s wardrobe has never been superfluous, and in this picture, he has but
One, the old straw hat
three changes.
and overalls, another his Sunday best,
and the third, his idea of the way a city
This last is a distinct
slicker dresses.
departure from anything he has ever
donned heretofore.
Supporting Ray and Miss Sparke are
Lilyan Tashman, Lawford Davidson,
Ned Sparks and Eugenie Besserer.

country’s

serving

is

production

soon as
Yours

is

Bit of

what have you?

tually

He

Season.”

C. H. BILLS,
Mgr. Opera House,

again wearing the kind of costume
in which he won his fame.
In fact it is the same “ensemble” that
he wore in several of his most success-

cials.

pennants,

“Paramount Week.”
“Take a Chance Week.”
“Better Pictures Week.”
will let you know what the

dirty trick of

those flyers to

with

“A Greater Movie

1

2

By George!

decorated

strings of letters, window cards, etc.
I
am not in a position to say just
what the results will be, but this season
is to have four big events:

—

Address Musical Director, 314 6246
South Park Avenue, Chicago, 111.

We

They noted the
cruiser.
group of sad-faced boys.
“What’s the trouble, boys?”
asked Tom.
A check to cover the
promptly folbill
freight
lowed the explanation.
“Wasn’t I a Scout once?
How about that ‘do a good
Just because
turn daily?’
a fellow grows up doesn’t
out of that scout
let him
motto,” grinned Mix as the
crowded around to
boys
thank him.

Earle Foxe to Have
Lazy Vacation? Nay

HOLLYWOOD.
Foxe

is

on

— Earle
He
—

his vacation.

nothing to do other
has
than attend the details of
furnishing an 11-room bungalow and in his spare time
assist at laying out a beautifully landscaped garden.

Are Eager

How

to Learn
Bills

Mr.
Succeeds

It has been some time since I contributed anything to the Herald and I
t
feel like I had been slacking a little,
am inclosing a two-page spread which I
got the merchants to tie up on a “Greater

Movie Season.”
It was late when
this and when I did

I
I

decided to go into
had trouble getting

paper and accessories.
In order to give
it the proper publicity campaigns I had
to set my starting date for the last week
This, of course, is late time
in August.
to start, but the two days’ business since
the opening shows a marked increase in
business.
I used 24 and three sheets for two
weeks previous to starting dates together with teaser adds for three weeks.
Used a good newspaper story covering

“Greater Movie Season” each week. Published President Coolidge’s indorsement
and listed about 100 other indorsers.
Came out the last week with a flood of
''"p sheets,
Used
banners, pennants.
with merchants tieup ad-

Nichols Chooses

Copy

for

HERALD

Use

in

His Paper
I have been a little behind lately in
sending in exploitation stuff, but the
truth to tell is I have been sure enough
busy getting ready for the season’s opening, and will from now on get suff in
more promptly. I am enclosing a few
ads and a few lobby displays which I
trust will meet with your approval.
I am also now working on my house
organ and hope to have same in shape
for publication in the very near future.
Some of the boys have been mighty kind
to me and have sent me copies of theirs,
which I certainly appreciate and which
favor I shall be more than glad to return in the very near future.
I
have
filed all the Heralds for use in my organ
and will more than make good use of
the data in the different issues.
Business in the South is very good and
I hope it is the same with all you people

in that section as well as in all sections.

Thanks many times
of

my

stuff,

which

I

for the publication

have noticed

in

your

am

glad that same was good
enough for you to make use of. I am
Very truly yours,

issues.

I

DON NICHOLS,

Manager, Durham Amusement

Durham, N.

Co., Inc.,

C.

Managers Combined

in

Goodwill Stunt,
Says Storin
For the first time in the history of
the city the local theatre managers combined their efforts and resources in a
gigantic goodwill stunt.
The enclosed
clippings tell the story.
The total amount raised was $5,150,
not one penny was expended in
putting this show across.
Ordinarily the newspaper is tight on
theatricals.
In this case we received
front page stories nightly and free ad-

and

vertising.

The

committee

included

Harry

F.
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House Organ
Exchange
E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
A. R., Olympia theatre, Cleveland.

BAIR*

BENDER,
Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

All for One:

theatre, Nevr

Haven. Conn.

BUBERT,

E.

Metropolitan
Va.

H.,

Morgantown, W.
BURNS, FRANK H.,

Orlando

One

for All

theatre,

Enterprises,

Orlando, Fla.

DALEY, THOMAS

Schine Amusement Co.,

S.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House.

City

MoConnelsville, O.

FAWKS,

E.

Photo Phone

L.,

Gra-

theatre,

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

B\ “Ernie”

Orpheum, Neosho,

T.,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.»

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

If the picture fits

Strand theatre, Honey Grove,

A.,

your

style

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

Tell us.

theatre, Fairbault,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

Circle

If you're

Port*

theatre.

happy

all

the while

land. Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

Valentine

theatre.

De-

Tell us.

O.

fiance,

KOBLEN,
LITTLE,

M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
T. L., Majestic theatre, Camden,

We’re but servants

at

your

call,

S. C.

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Trying hard

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

Texas theatre, Killeen,

D.,

Pleasing you will please us

Tex.

MEREDITH,

E.

Virginia

E.,

theatre.

to hit the ball.
all.

Box

1190, Fairmont, W. Va.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street theatre, Phila-

Tell us.

delphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR

Marion

A.,

News,

Theatre

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
J. H., Orpheum theatre, Scotts-

If

you do not

like the

show

OSTENBERG,

Tell us.

Neb.

bluff.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

HOWARD

PIERCE,

If

Kunsky Theatrical

O.,

it’s

poor we want to know.

Ent., Detroit, Mich.

Tell us.

POPE, CLEM, T & D theatre, Oakland, Cal.
RANDALL, E. H., Liberty theatre, Condon,

We

Ore.

EDWIN

RIVERS,

South Main
Los Angeles, Cal.

are striving for the best

1718

B.,

Street, Royal Theatre,
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth

theatre,

And

Duluth,

there’s just this final test:

Minn.

SNYDER,

E.

Rialto- Virginia

A.,

Champaign,

SOLOMON,

Let us

theatres.

Jefferson

H.»

J.

;

we’ll

TELL

Strand theatre, McComb,

Miss.

SORG,

know

do the

rest.

III.

H.,

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro

theatre,

US.

Fort

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Amusement

J. H., The Dalles
Dalles, Ore.

STILES,

The

WEINBERG,

New and

I.,

Lyric

Co.,

theatres,

Lexington, Va.

WESKIL.

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.
Ohio theatre, Cleveland,

A.,

Ohio.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West
134 Leavenworth

Inc.,

Coast

Theatres.

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

S.,

WOODWARD,
Amusement
Entry

KENNETH

Penn-State

V.,

Co., Uniontown, Pa.

name

of

in

above

Exhibitors may clip the above and use at will. It is provided with the purpose of
aiding in the publication of exhibitors’ house organs.

list

Burke Sends Sample of
signifies

Effective Ad for
the Tower

willingness to exchange theatre publications
with ether theatre publishers.
(

Name )

(Theatre)
(City)
(

I

Storin, chairman, Martin R.

Somes

ting

you the enclosed sample

think to be rather effective

I

Payne
of the

Toohey and

advertising.

organization about the only real opposition in

the

Leroy,

James
Strand, Thomas Marsden
of

the

and Walter Hartford of the Imperial,
Frank Linehan of the State, H. C.
Cheneweth of the Music Hall and Walter
S. Davis of the Star.
In a small city like this it created a
of goodwill which will last

monument
for years.

Cordially,

HARRY
Manager,
Leroy
Pawtucket, R. I.

F.

STORIN,

Theatre

Company,

city.

Very

truly

yours,

FRANK W. BURKE.
Publicity

Director,

Hennepin-Orpheum

and Seventh Street theatres, Minneapolis, Minn.

Teaser Ad Pulls ’Em
Says Reeve, H. O. C.
No. 203
am

in,

enclosing copy of a teaser ad
our weekly paper a' week before
starting “The Great Circus Mystery;”
I

run

in

new

prints

from the

city.

We

don’t

claim anything very original, but I do
know that little towns of 1,000 popula-

As you probably
know, Joseph Freidman, owner of the
Tower, offers the Finkelstein & Ruben
theatre

State)

Charles

what

of

:

..

ain sending

also a set of photos that were very
badly printed by a local man. Am get-

tion don’t go in for exploitation as much
as they could, or would if they knew it
paid.

The

type ad surely made plenty of talk.
put the front up the night before
show day and did the biggest start off
on a serial we’ve ever done. The Ford
ballyhoo is used on all big pictures and
matinee days with good result. Matinees
increased over 25 per cent since using it.

We

I
promised you a picture of a real
small town show. It may give the boys
a hearty laugh but we do have fun and
we do good business, running every night
in the week except Sunday.
Best of luck from H. O. C. member
;

203,

HENRY REEVE,
Manager, Star theatre,
Menard, Tex.

(Note: Photos of the Star theatre showing how
it
up for the serial will appear
Herald issue of September 26.)

Reeve dressed
in the
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SILVER SHIELD offered Australian,
New Zealand, exhibitors by Sydney, AusParamount office for best
show of Paramount Week.

tralia,

tion

WHEN

exploita-

FOX production, was shown at the
Minneapolis, this exploitation combination of banners, posters and pennants was arranged.
A
similar display was arranged in the lobby.
New

“LIGHTNIN’,”

Aster theatre

in

DE WITT CLINTON
rade staged by
they took over

REGINALD FORD OF THE CAMEO,

WALTERS

engine

in the pa-

Warner Brothers when
houses

on

Broadway.

donkeys with ads for “The Lost World.” The placards
read: “All the world has seen ‘The Lost World’ except

F. E.
of the Temple theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, arranged this lobby display
for the showing of the Pathe production

me

“Sunken

because

I

am

a

Paris, placarded

donkey.” First National distribution.

Silver.”

September
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MASKED RIDER WHO

MALE AND FEMALE SINGERS

from

New^rK,

advertised

the

Pathe picture “Black Cyclone” during the
week of its showing at a Loew’s State

prologue to
“The Fool,” Fox production, that was arranged for the
showing of the picture at the Mark Strand theatre in
Brooklyn.
in the

theatre.

contains ih<?

newspaper story of
’

Trfc
-

_

UNHOLV THREE
see

particulars

IHorning Democrat
KLBurK pays $ YJ — postage.

MAYOR BROUGH OF TOLEDO,

K. L. BURK, Baker, Ore., used the
package containing the serialization of
“The Unholy Three,” sent by air mail, to
exploit this Metro picture. It was a direct
tieup with the newspaper as the story
was printed in regular installments. Mr.

Ohio, in the cab, helped
exploit “The Iron Horse,” Fox picture, when it showed at
the Temple theatre. The Ballyhoo attracted much attention
in the downtown section of Toledo.

Burk gladly provided postage charges for
the newspaper.

Ann Pennington.

TONY-

UfNCO c+
loo

MOTOR
The

OIL

Jasons Supreme
theatre
Scre en
J*EEK of AUC.I5'

Serisafior\

WHEN “THE LUCKY
shown

at

used.

Tom

was

picture was
Louis, this display was
cut from a 24 sheet and a hat

Mix’s face was

St.

it.

LEFT: TIEUP WITH LITENING
the John
nin’ ”

gasoline effected with

Company by the manager of the New
Minneapolis, when the Fox picture “Light-

Hancock

Aster theatre,

Dovs

HORSESHOE,” Fox

Kings Theatre Garden,

built over

Billie

was shown

Oil

at this house.
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Every Comedy a Feature Production

?

That exhibitors are alive to the realization of the value of advertising for short features is evidenced not only
by signed pledges being received by this department but also by a statement this week made by Major Edward
Bowes, managing director of the Capitol theatre, New Y ork, in which it is emphasized that “every unit is an essential
unit of the program and deserves proportionate space inadvertising.”
A statement made by Maj. Bowes appears in part on the first page of The Theatre department.
Exhibitors have reason to regard producers as aids in the campaign for short feature
advertising insomuch as producers of comedies are making many efforts to encourage
exploitation of the short features for the exhibitors.
Jack White, producer general of J'ack White Productions and the comedy genius
in charge of productions at the Educational Studios, Los Angeles, has instituted the
slogan, “Every comedy a feature production.”

“In the advertising,

“There has been too much discrimination in the use of the word Feature,” stated
Mr. White recently. “It has been applied to the longest picture on the exhibitor’s pro-

gram regardless of the quality or its entertainment value.
“Mere footage does not make a feature. This theory was exploded two years ago
A feature is
at the time when directors were making subjects in ten and twelve reels.
Entertainment
the outstanding item of the program whether it is one, two or ten reels.
is the sole standard of value or quality.
“This year’s product of the Educational Studios will be all ‘features,’ for they will
be outstanding points of merit on any program. With our increased stage space, electrical equipment and other facilities at our command this year, we are in a position to
make better productions than ever before. The increased facilities and equipment have
already effected a considerable cutting down of production costs, which would enable
us to get better comedies at the same cost, but, in addition, we are spending more on this
year’s productions than ever before, for we are determined to live up to our slogan,
‘Every comedy a feature production.’ ’”

value

the

“The sooner

that exhibitors

come

to realize

additional patrons as well as benefit the motion picture business as a whole,”

he said.
Mr. Roach cited vaudeville as proof of the value of short numbers in the creation
of an entire program. “There,” he said, “all acts are listed.” His mind coincided with
that of Major Bowes in the regard that a spectator will often be dissatisfied with one number when the knowledge that the remainder of the program may be entirely to his liking.
It is the belief of both these men that short features often save spectators from leaving
a theatre when the longer number proves not to their satisfaction.
Mr. Roach proceeds to say: “Vaudeville has always prospered because it offers
a diversified program a variety. Every program is so booked that there is something to
appeal to all tastes, and, consequently, the vaudeville theatre has prospective patrons

—

everywhere.

I

Cooperation Pledge

i

I

I
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Chicago,

So.

Dearborn

St.,

received equal billing with the
other acts.
The Hippodrome exploitation
and advertising of Hal Roach comedies is
typical of that being carried out in all the
Keith houses.
“Another point can be proved by reference to vaudeville that is, that length
does not govern the entertainment value of
a particular amusement unit.
Exhibitors
need not feel that the two-reel comedy is
not entitled to equal billing with a feature
running five or more reels.
If the subject has entertaining qualities length is
beside the question.
A rapid-fire vaudeville act may run ten minutes, while a
mediocre playlet may run twenty-five minutes, yet no theatre goer would say that
he liked the playlet better than the comedy
act merely because the latter took up more
time.
Feature production is being given
every two-reel comedy on the Hal Roach
lot,
and I mean specifically what I say
when I say ‘feature production.’ In stories,
directors, casts and sets the feature element
is present.
In giving the two-reel comedy
its due recognition and exploitation on a
par with the feature, the exhibitor adds
further prestige to the screen as a whole,
whereas, if the comedy is hardly mentioned,
patrons gather the idea that the comedy is
not as good a movie as a feature, and any
idea that gives the impression that any
poor pictures are produced and shown is
detrimental to the status of the screen
as a whole. The exhibitor will find it good
business to recognize the good two-reel

—

just what a good two reel comedy means to a theatre program the sooner
will they properly exploit this unit of their screen entertainment and attract

I

|

comedy

111.

the acts are listed

comedy

Hal Roach, producer of comedies for Pathe, declared staunchly for
campaign for advertising short features in a recent statement to

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

all

and the theatre-goer will usually find at
least one act to attract him.
If motion
picture exhibitors would follow some of
the vaudeville advertising ideas they would
add to their clientele. That big time vaudeville realizes the ‘draw’ of good two-reel
comedies is evidenced by the B. F. Keith
booking of two-reel Hal Roach comedies as
acts in all houses of this famous circuit,
including the Hippodrome and Palace in
New York. On the opening bill of the
season at the Hippodrome, an ‘Our Gang’

at

its

real

worth and exploit

it

!

accordingly.”
I

|

|

|

|

GENTLEMEN:
Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value
of short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until I shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.

|

i

.

*

(Exhibitor)

j

|

(Theatre)
J

(C*ty
|

-

-

_....

(State)

!

Fox Plans New House
Opposite Own Theatre
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 15. — Directly across
to

the street from the Crotona theatre, a Fox
house on East Tremont avenue near Park

avenue, here, will be built a

new

theatre,

seating 4,500, by the Fox circuit of theatres. But there will Je no opposition, said
William Fox, head of the circuit, as the
theatres will run entirely different kinds of
entertainment.
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department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
a service

—

—

That the picture

is

the

undoubtedly

way

to

many months

to
is

but in just what

significant,

difficult

is

it

Paramount

first

play the Chicago theatre in

say without informa-

tion not generally available.

“Drusilla” One of
Those Pictures
“Over the Hill” was “one of those
pictures.”
So was “Mickey.” You
know the kind I mean, the kind you
marvel

at but

stand.

The

do not try to underkind the people, for

like. “Drusilla With
Million” is another one.
I saw “Drusilla” at the Oak Park
theatre last Wednesday evening, returning thrice to the box office before
finally entering, a waiting line from
7:30 to 9:00 disheartening me on the
first two visits.
It was a one-day
booking, or I’d have waited until
another day. (I shall always wonder
why pictures that produce waiting
lines get one-day bookings at a theatre like the Oak Park.)
“Drusilla” is the kind of picture
the old folks like, the young folks
like and the in-between like, according to the Oak Park record at least.
They cried, laughed, applauded and
cheered. And I’m told they do that
everywhere. If I thought pictures
could be made by recipe I’d recomment this one for general directorial

whatever reason,

a

'pAULINE STARKE in a scene from “As No
Man Has Loved ,” a Fox picture that played
at the

the

Monroe

theatre in the Chicago loop during

week beginning September

6.

GLORIA SWANSON ACTS IN
“THE COAST OF FOLLY’’

GlOKIA SWANSON

acts in “The
Undoubtedly that is what
most exhibitors want to know about it.
What Miss Swanson does in any Swanson
picture is the most important thing about

Coast of Folly.”

that production.

Tears ago it was customary to complain
Miss Swanson couldn’t act, with which
claim went the inference that the pictures
would be all right if she could. That was
when they called her “clothes horse.” Heeding their complaint, Paramount put Miss
Swanson to acting, whereupon a new comthat

was voiced in a louder tone.
admitted that she could act, but

plaint

pictures weren’t quite

all

right.

It

was

still

her

The com-

was against costume stuff, foreign locales, etc. As if in answer to that,
she is placed here as American daughter
of a pseudo-French mother. She does sterling work in both characters, and wears the
plaint then

“clothes horse” outfits in addition.

The principal locale is Palm Beach, with
excursions to New York and Paris. The
others act as well as the star, which is well
enough.

Reports on the picture will be extremely interesting.
Highlights are the twenty-years-ago seat the beginning, the Palm Beach

quence

study.— T. O.

SERVICE.

‘THE GOLDEN PRINCESS”
TENNESSEE’S PARTNER”

"

T

HE GOLDEN PRINCESS”

is “Tenunder blankets. The blankets are so dense and all-concealing that
it’s just as well to forget what they cover.

nessee’s Partner”

The new

title

probably

is

a better one, any-

way, and the picture is better by that name.
Betty Bronson is the girl and so far as
I'm concerned it doesn’t matter what the

nor what she does in it. I like
this little person about as well as any who
make their living by the lens, and in this
picture

SWANSON

is

seen in the stellar role

“The Coast of Folly,” Paramount produc-

of

opened at the Chicago, Balaban
house, September 6 for a one-week run.
this

week

to write

is

evaporation.

kind of

down

&

Katz

the fact of their

She's just a

bit

little

of the

right the screen needs.

all

“LOST WORLD” FOUND,

SEEN AND APPROVED

FTER

months,

these

all

World” was

finally

traced

to

“The Lost
the

Frolic

Chicago neighborhood house, and
seen by these eyes. Everyone else who says
such things having said them, I am able
not to add my stamp of approval.
It is
all right, and then some.
You’ve heard all about the picture. You’ve
heard the by-and-large endorsers endorse
it,
and you’ve heard the piece-meal commentators pick it to shreds bit by bit. Both,
theatre, a

of course, are right in their contentions.

The

picture

is,

primarily, a splendid flight

of the imagination.
it

is

great.

It

achievement.

For

that reason alone

also a splendid technical

is

That's additional reason for

is

she’s just as pleasant to look at as in “Peter

Pan.”

She’s a real enough person in this,
an orphan grown up in the West to
the age of romance.
The story’s about gold mining and there
is enough plot for two or three pictures.
There also is action. The thing is evenly
too

s^LORIA
tion that

But

setting

it

sons

the audience that beholds the thing.

is

They

apart.

gasp,

picture that

the biggest of all rea-

fear and applaud.
makes ’em do that is all

thrill,

Any
right.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS
SHOOT BOTH BARRELS

;

“W HAT
ture?”

is,

did you think of the pic-

as stated, the question this de-

ball, wherein famous film roles are depicted
and Miss Swanson takes a wicked slap at
those who called her “clothes horse,” and

Hamilton and
Phyllis Haver have much to do with the

being interesting as are any such.
This
week, however, it is my pleasant duty to

the “wild party” preceding the finale.

reality of the thing.

forward to you many more than the usual
number of answers, affecting more than the
usual number of pictures.

It’s

superbly done and a Chicago theatre
audience seemed to think very well of it.
all

developed
Rocklifle

I

had

Bronson.

and

ends

Fellowes,

my

doubts,

with

proper

effect.

Neill

I’ll

admit, about Miss

The most welcome

of

my

tasks

partment

sets out to

answer, said answers
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A

comedy that is better than “passing
is “Somewhere in Somewhere,” featuring Charles Murray and Lucien Littlefield.
It is a two reel feature made by
Hal Roach and distributed by Pathe.
fair”

First of all it is a story consisting of
the escapades of a couple of doughboys
in the trenches during the war.
One is
peculiarly dumb and the other pretends not
to be.

Neither

As good

as

manner

foundered with courage.

is

comedy

the

which

in

the

picture

has been proIt has evidently been made in a
duced.
studio, but Mr. Roach has succeeded in
staging battles, flying torpedoes and explosions which are highly realistic.
is

the

in

H«

it

*

H1

An

TUfONTY BANKS

is the water fearing inventor
featured in “Keep Smiling,” an Associated Exhibitors picture that opened on September 6 for a week’s run at the Stake-Lake theatre.
Further information was published in the New
Pictures department of the August 8 issue.

who

is

Douglas Hodges, Ernest Rovelstad and
A1 Barr, three sturdy musketeers of the
editorial department, had a full picture
week. Their comments on the many pic-

opportunity presented itself last week
for me to see another chapter of the serial
“Wild West,” produced by Pathe in co-operation with the Miller Brothers 101 Ranch.
As I reported two weeks ago after having seen the first two chapters of this
serial play, it is well done and unusually
Seeing the third chapter only condone.
vinces me the more that the picture is better than other serials that I have seen.
Jack Mulhall is a realistic cowboy, who
is the hero of the picture.
He will undoubtedly marry the girl later in the story.
The girl, by the way, is Helen Ferguson.
Contrary to old custom, she does very likely
things and so far has not been captured

saw are appended, each identifact that some of the pictures
were seen by all of the gentlemen makes
theii remarks that much more interesting,

and hidden

disagreement occurring in about the

pen

tures they

The

fied.

human proportion.
Read what they

logical,

say:

^

%

HODGES TALKING:
I

he Limited Mail,” as the name would

have you

believe, is a fast moving railroad
picture. Monte Blue is in the leading role,
first as a hobo, later as a locomotive engineer.

kind of picture, where fast
dash through the dark, rounding,
dangerous curves and daring fate.
It’s
all in “The Limited Mail,” which is full
of thrills and whole-souled excitement.
Then there is a great head-on collision
when the airbrakes of one of the trains
fail on a grade.
Comedy is well distributed throughout
the picture. Willard Louis is the creditable
comedian who appears as a vagabond but
also as a philosopher.
He sees no reason
I

like

this

trains

work for his bread, yet when his friend
in trouble he adds what of comfort he
can to the fellow.
to
is

Warner Brothers has taken something
of the old fashioned Helen Holmes railroad. story, revised it and dressed it with
convincing causes and consequences with
the result that a picture is now on the marthat is certainly unusual and worth
while.

ket

H:

H*

H1

“Our Gang” has made a picture called
“Your Own Backyard,” this time with the
plot centering about Farina instead of Joe
Cobb or Mickey.
May the gang make

in a den by any villains.
So
far there has been no flashing of guns, no

secret
sages.

spectator in his wonder of what will hapin the next chapter. At least I wonder.
* * *

“The Freshman,” the picture which
opened this week at the Roosevelt, Chicago,
is a Harold Lloyd and nothing less.
His
director, Sam Taylor, who has been with
him five years, understands comedy
and understands Harold Lloyd.
A sort of delicate direction has been put
on the comedy incidents of “The Fresh.

man”

“Nanny Goat”

drawing

a

small

wagon

loaded with fireworks and toy balloons. So
that is evidence of a load of human interest in that child’s acting.
Not particularly new, but

seeming

so,

the sequence where Mickey and Joe get
squirted in the eye with a water gun when
they think they are to have their pictures
taken by one of the gang.
And as has often been said, the titles
worked into these Roach laugh storms are
responsible for a deal of comedy.
is

that

distinguish

most remarkable of

.

the picture as

.

the

kind I have ever
seen.
The slapstick anguish that comedies
often use as a consequence of some prank
of the comedians has been cut out. It is
presumed that the audience will laugh at
the prank with more enjoyment than at the
consequences.
That same delicacy of production is detected

in

the

fact

its

that

on

“The Freshman”
not overdrawn

lifelike incidents,
possibilities, in building up

relies

human

interest

binds Lloyd to his public like few
other comedians. It is natural that a young
man just entering college with many false
notions will place an ambition for popularity above all else.
Then to gain that
seeming proximate popularity it is characteristic that he will stand before the boys
and upon provocation say “I’m just a regthat

—

ular fellow- step right up and call me
‘Speedy,.”
stage play that he had
seen convinced him that such a remark
was prudent.
But despite the hardships that fall his
way Harold proves the style setter of the

A

campus.
*

many more

before it “grows up” and comes
to a fate in adolescence that has met other
juvenile comedians.
I felt an immense amount of joy in seeing Farina in the end triumph over poverty to come strolling leisurely home with
his figure clothed in a sport suit and his

passageways and no blackhand mesYet there is a great suspense of the

*

*

ROVELSTAD TALKING:
You

all

know Point-a-Minute Rockne

his Four
last
football

and

Horsemen
season.

of Notre
also

You

Dame’s

know

Laugh-a-Minute Lloyd.
But in “The
Freshman” he’s even more than that, and
wisely, too, because a laugh a minute for
seven reels would leave a ragged pair of
vocal chords.
With the good help of
Jobyna Ralston, Harold Lloyd skillfully
alternates situations for chuckles and we

—

almost said sobs.
It’s not a thrill picture, as was “Never

Weaken,”

there is a succession of
shrieks in the climatic football battle. It’s
not just a laugh picture, as were some of
his earlier comedies.
There’s a tinge of
“Merton of the Movies” running up to the

but

MOORE

j\/rATT

principals

in

and Dorothy Devore are the
the

Warner Brothers

picture,

“His Majesty Bunker Bean,” that showed
chestra

Hall,

Chicago

beginning September

house,

during

the

at

Or-

week

6.

climax, which permits much of the pathos,
but what makes it entirely different is that
comedy is the punch of the finale in “The
Freshman,” even the swaggering coach
teaching the students the funny little step
that the college newcomer thought necessary to win the campus popularity sweepstakes.
And- the subtitle “Two Minutes to
Go” reminded us how much this picture
excels Charles Ray’s of that very title, in
that serious handling of the theme fell
just short of making Ray a convincing
hero whereas comedy twists accomplish
the purpose for Lloyd.
Of course there are slight inconsistencies, but retrospect shows they not only do
not detract but actually are essential to
the picture.
Except for the football game
the campus activities depicted are exaggerated, as the students worshipful welcome to the hero of 1924, and the college
is more like a girls’ finishing school than a
he-man’s coed institution.
All that was
undoubtedly for the purpose of emphasizing the Freshman’s uphill fight and the
game itself. The stretchers pass with almost burlesque frequency in carrying the
maimed gridiron gladiators off the field,
but all to make it possible for the Freshman (carried as a “sub” though in reality
a waterboy) to get the chance to make
the winning touchdown.
And, finally, thanks to Lloyd and the
writers for omitting the shopworn book-

worm.
Hj

H*

^

Farina, the piece de resistance of Our
Gang comedies, gets the most individual
prominence we’ve ever seen accorded him
in “Your Own Back Yard,” and the eyesmakes excellent use
rolling child of
call it the best
of the opportunity.
“Our Gang” we’ve seen, and that’s taking
The reason for
in considerable territory.
the superlative seems to lie in Farina’s
Some of the situations are too
work.
obvious; for example, it’s too easy to see
ahead that the squirtgun-camera which
drenched Farina will be reversed on him
when he tries it out on another.
There’s an excellent laugh in this one;
Farina’s mammy becomes frightened when
she sees the Mexican jumping beans and
“Spills the beans” (literally) into the barnyard. Immediately there’s a hurryup meal
for the barnyard and then the hens, mule
and even the eggs do an uproarious
Charleston.
“Somewhere in Somewhere” is a reversion to war pictures with Charles Murray

Ham

We

and

Lucien Littlefield doing some high
dodging of shells in a fairly realistic
man’s Land. The action drags in spots

class

No

to resort to repetition of
that were funny the first time,
on page 69 )
( Concluded

when Murray has
gestures

g
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their parents consider the wrong persons. Investigation proves their error.

Nancy

Preston

HIGHLIGHTS: Motor

Producer: Hunt Stromberg
Productions

Street fight
.

Sol Polito

PLAYERS
Nancy Preston. .Marguerite De La Motte
Mike Horgan
John Bowers
Bubsy
Frankie Darro
David Butler
William Y. M on

Preston
Pasquale
Tierney
Bill

Anthony Et'hier
Ed Kennedy

Gloomy Gus
Agnes

Gertrude Short
Ray Gallagher
Jackie Saunders

Texas Darcy
Hazy Mazie

TYPE

:

THEME
acters, a

Drama
Two

:

man and

go straight and

of underworld

underworld chartry hard to
the end succeed.

a

in

life.

woman,

HIGHLIGHTS:

Death of Preston.
Mike’s escape from the detectives.
Tierney’s discovery of
Nancy and Mike at Milford.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rapid action.

STORY

:

Bill

Preston and Mike Hor-

prisoners at Sing Sing, become
friends, and while Bill dreams of the day
when he will be with his wife, Nancy,
and his boy, Busby, again, Mike studies
medicine so that he can go straight when

gan,

released.
Bill goes to
gets out, but “Gloomy
operative for the Tierney
is

work when
Gus” Cole,
Detective

Agency, chases him from one job to
another until he is forced to robbery
again to support his family and is killed
while breaking a bank.
Mike receives
the dead man’s request that he care for
Nancy and the boy, and when he is released he goes to them.
Cole shadows
Mike also, and when a robbery is committed at the factory at which Mike
works he is accused. He escapes, but
when he is discovered in Nancy’s flat he
and Nancy are arrested. In the detention
home Nancy meets Enrico Pasquale, who
goes her bail.
At the trial Nancy is
found innocent and Mike guilty.
Pasquale attacks Nancy in her room and she
is rescued by Cole, who locks Pasquale
in the room.
Here Pasquale is murdured, and Nancy is accused.
She escapes and communicates with Mike, who
breaks prison and goes with her to a
small town where he begins the practice
of medicine.
The pair is discovered by
Tierney, who orders Cole to come on with
a warrant for them.
While they wait
Tierney becomes ill but is saved from
death by Mike and Nancy. Cole when
he arrives swears to Nancy’s innocence,
and a short time later she and Mike are
married.

vs.

Nancy Pres-

Producers Distributing Corporation picture, Marguerite De
La Motte has the leading feminine
ton,”

role.

The Best People

.

.

.

Bertie Lenox loves a chorus
Alice O’Neil, and Bertie’s sister
Marian, loves her chauffeur, Warner
Baxter. But Alice really is a modest, refined quiet girl and the chauffeur is of
good family, but is in straitened circumstances since the World War. Bertie cares
nothing for society and much for drink,
and Alice is the only beneficent influence
in his life. Marian also has no liking for
society and finds her greatest happiness
in going to the movies with her chauffeur sweetheart. The parents do not
know their children, and therefore decide
to break up their love affairs. A meeting
in a night club is arranged for. Here the
parents learn that they hold mistaken
opinions of the chorus girl and the chauffeur and in the end almost beg them to
marry their children.

Producer: Paramount
Distributor: Paramount

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

Souls for Sables

SIDNEY OLCOTT

David Gray; Avery Hapwood
Bernard McConville

Authors
Adaptor

Producer: Tiffany Productions

James Howe

Cameraman

.

.

he
he

In “The People

Mary Gordon

Mrs. Tifft

.

STORY:

John A. Moroso
Marion Orth

Cameraman

.

settings.

girl,

TOM FORMAN

Author
Adaptor

car crash

Gowns and

.

Meeting of parents with the
persons their children love.

Producers Distributing
Corporation
Length: Undetermined

Distributor:

DIRECTOR

.

.

Distributor: State Right

PLAYERS
Mrs. Lenox

Kathlyn Williams
Edwards Davis
Bronson Lenox
William Austin
Arthur Rockmere
Larry Steers
George Grafton
Warner Baxter
Henry Morgan
Millie Montgomery..Margaret Livingston
Esther Ralston
Alice O’Neil
Joseph Striker
Bertie Lenox
Margaret Morris
Marian Lenox
Ernie Adams
Taxi Driver
TYPE Drama of American family
life among the wealthy.
THEME: Son and daughter of
wealthy parents are in love with what
:

Length: 7,600 feet

JAMES

DIRECTOR

C.

McKAY

David Graham Phillips

Author

PLAYERS
Claire Windsor
Eugene O’Brien

Alice Garlan

Fred Garlan
Helen Ralston

Claire

Adams

Edith Yorke

Mrs. Kendall
Mr. Nelson

George Fawcett

Esther Hamilton
Harrison Morrill
Jim Hamilton

Anders Randolf
Robert Ober

TYPE

:

Eileen Percy

Melodrama of married

THEME

life.

Woman’s

love of fast life
:
and fine clothes almost precipitates a
tragedy.

HIGHLIGHTS:
tings.

.

.

.

Windsor,
Anders Randolf.
Claire

STORY: Fred

Gowns

and

Characterizations
Claire

Garlan

set-

by

Adams and

devoted to his
time and not too
much money to lavish on her. She seeks
diversion outside her home and finds it
with a crowd of fast people that includes
Esther Hamilton and Harrison Morrill.
She does not know the evil in Morrill nor
the life of deception with her husband
She admires
led by Esther Hamilton.
Esther’s sable coat and expresses a desire
to have one like it. Morrill contrives so
obtains
enough
money
that
Alice
through winning at poker and in speculation to buy herself a sable coat. But
her husband believes that Morrill bought
the coat for her and he and Alice sepawife Alice but has

rate.

However, there

after which

home and her

Alice
life.

is

little

is

a reconciliation,
satisfied with her

is

:

:
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Marquis de Beaumont.. ..Raymond Hatton
Lillian Leighton
Mother Defrayne
Edythe Chapman
Mother Melnotte
Richard Arlen
Dumas Dufrayne

TYPE Romantic comedy
THEME: Man returns to
:

drama.
his native

land and finds that his boyhood sweetheart has grown wealthy and socially
aspiring and sets about to woo her
again.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Attractive settings.

Acting of Greta Nissen, Ricardo
Fight
Cortez and Wallace Beery.
between Cortez and Beery.

.

.

.

.

.

.

STORY Raoul Melnotte returns to
France from the United States to claim
his boyhood sweetheart, Marie Dufrayne.
But she is wealthy now and has social
ambitions, so he opens a garage in the
village, conceals his identity and makes
love to her and causes her to reject a
poor nobleman and a wealthy brewer.
Raoul enters into a plot with the ousted
:

In this scene from “The Live
Wire,” First National production,
are Johnny Hines, Mildred Ryan
and J. Barney Sherry.
1

He

pretends to be the Prince of
to expose him but
he is sharper than they and weds Marie.
Then the real Prince of Como appears
and exposes Raoul. A scene ensues, but
Marie is mollified when Raoul proves to
her that he is her childhood sweetheart.
She saves him from death at the hands
of her brother and everyone excepting
the losers, is happy.
suitors.

Como. The two intend

The Live Wire
Producer: C. C. Burr
First National
Length: Undetermined

Distributor

CHARLES HINES

DIRECTOR

Washburn Child
Adaptors.. ..John Krafft, Victor Grandyn
Richard

Author

PLAYERS
Johnny Hines
J. Barney Sherry
Bradley Barker

The Great Maranelli
Harry Langdon

George Trent
Mildred Ryan
Dorothy Langdon
Edmund Breese
“Sawdust” Sam
TYPE Farce with fast action.
THEME : Circus performer turned
salesman has a series of adventures that
lead to love and business success.
HIGHLIGHTS: Poker game played
:

Meeting of
by circus freaks.
The
Maranelli and Dorothy.
.

.

.

.

Maranelli’s
tramps’ banquet.
rescue of Dorothy.
STORY: The Great Maranelli, who
does a head slide on a wire for a circus,
He beis forced to give up this work.
comes a salesman for an electric light
and power company owned by Harry
Langdon. Langdon has started an amusement park in partnership with George
.

.

who seeks to gain entire control
by telling Langdon that he cannot sell
the concessions. Langdon gives his stock
to his daughter, Dorothy, who engages
Trent,

Maranelli and “Sawdust” Sam to help
her. Maranelli soon disposes of the concessions. Trent, in an endeavor to force
Dorothy to sign her stock over to him,
takes her prisoner. Also he instructs one

of

Garcia and the Princess.
between Garcia and Amos.

between these two
in the dungeon.

William A. Locke
Adaptor.. ..James Creelman, Garrett Fort
Arthur Miller
Cameraman

PLAYERS
Rod La Rocque

Princess Nadia Ramiroff

Ramon

Garcia

David Fontenay
Bendyke Hamilton
Dowager Duchess of Parth

TYPE:
European

Jetta Goudal

.Noah Beery
Richard Carle
Arthur Hoyt

Trixie Friganza
Clarence Burton
Ruby Lafayette

Pedro Valdez
The Nurse

Drama

of

intrigue

in

society.

THEME:

Wealthy

unsophisticated
young man in love with a mysterious
Russian princess surmounts many obstacles to

win

her.

HIGHLIGHTS:

.

.

Duel

Battles

garden and

sheep ranch in Australia.

richest

leaves his

home

He

for

that of his uncle,
David Fontenay, who lives on the Continent.
The uncle, fastidious, wealthy,
high in social circles, is distressed by
the ingenuous and uncouth Amos. Fontenay’s friends, with the exception of the

Princess Nadia, are amused by Amos.
The Princess favors him, however, and
Amos woos her, ignorant of the tales of
the

each of her
the tutelage of
the aesthete Hamilton, Amos becomes a
gentleman so far as externals go and
progresses well with the Princess. Then
out of the past appears Garcia with a
threat of suffering for the Princess if
she does not redeem a promise made to
him.
The Princess, fearful of Garcia,
puts off payment until the night of the
Rose Carnival. Garcia swears to take
her by force on this night if she fails
him.
To escape Garcia’s wrath the
Princess pretends loss of interest in
Amos. Follow hectic days for the two
men and the woman, involving duels and
hair-fine escapes from death.
In the
end Garcia is killed and Amos and his
Princess are united.
disaster

former

that

suitors.

befell

Under

Fox News No.
R.

J.

Scene

between
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NEWMAN DRIVES CAR

SIX DAYS WITHOUT
MAKING A STOP
*

BOSTON COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM USES
UNIQUE METHOD OF CONDITIONING FOR
COMING SEASON’S STRUGGLES

Fox News No. 99
GOVERNOR AL SMITH AND MAYOR HYLAN
SPEAK FROM SAME PLATFORM IN
LABOR DAY CELEBRATION
*

PAUL TARASCON AND FRANCOIS COLI, FRENCH
AVIATORS, TO TRY TRANS ATLANTIC FLIGHT
*

Pathe News No. 73
GREAT SQUAD OF ARMY FOOTBALL PLAYERS
GOES INTO PRACTICE AT WEST POINT
LAST VIEW OF SEAPLANES LEAVING ON NONSTOP FLIGHT TO HAWAII
*

Pathe News No. 74
LAWYERS FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY’
ATTEND BAR ASSOCIATION MEET
AT DETROIT
*

HOBBY JONES BEATS WATTS GUNN FOR NATIONAL AMATEUR GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP

Kinograms No. 5116

henchmen to wreck the plant that
to furnish light for the opening night

of his
is

.

.

:

Author

Amos Burden

.

.

Amos

PAUL SLOANE

DIRECTOR

in the

26, 1925

STORY Amos Burden’s mother dies
and leaves him 50,000 pounds and the

Producer: Producers Distributing
Corporation
Distributor: Producers Distributing
Corporation
Length: 5,677 Feet

.

.

.

The Coming

September

STAGE FAKE PASSENGER TRAIN HOLDUP TO
AMUSE DELEGATES TO CONVENTION OF
FOREIGN WARS VETERANS

of the park.
In making the connection
from the main plant to the park plant,
Sam sees Dorothy imprisoned.
He
notifies Maranelli, who rescues Dorothy.
She makes Maranelli and Sam her partners in the business and gives her hand
to Maranelli.

*

CHICAGO LOOP TRAFFIC HALTED WHILE
DANCERS DEMONSTRATE CHARLESTON
*

Kinograms No. 5117
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA, HOLDS FETE IN HONOR
OF OFFICERS OF AMERICAN BATTLESHIPS
*

In the

Name

of

Love
U. S.

Producer: Paramount
Distributor

Paramount

#

HOWARD HIGGIN
Edward Bulwer-Lytton
Sada Cowan
C. Edgar Schoenbaum

Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Raoul Melnotte
Marie Dufrayne
M. Glavis

...Ricardo Cortez

Greta Nissen
Wallace Beery

IN

PACIFIC COAST TROTTING AND PACING RECORDS BROKEN AT CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON, RACE MEET

Length: 5,862 feet

DIRECTOR

International News No. 74
DIRIGIBLE SHENANDOAH BREAKS UP
STORM AND FALLS, KILLING
MANY OF CREW

*

Ricardo Cortez as Raoul expresses
satisfaction with his affairs in this
scene from “In the Name of Love"
by Paramount.

International News No. 75
CROWDS SEE WHIPPETS RACE AT HAMILTON,
MASSACHUSETTS, MEET
*

CIVIL

WAR VETERANS IN ANNUAL NATIONAL
ENCAMPMENT AT GRAND RAPIDS,
MICHIGAN

;

September
(

and
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doesn’t use discretion in proper
music is playing with fire, and
no pun intended. At the Crocker in Elgin
the other night Fox News pictures of the

overdraws some of

selection of

his sit-

uations.

many

There’s a real kick in

of the lines

Shenandoah wreck were being screened and
while the captions told of the dead and
injured the organist played a lively march.
Surely newsreel shouldn’t spell march to
a musician, nor did it necessarily in this
case, because the organist started on a
ballad when pictures of a construction projHad she reversed the
ect were shown.
two selections she would have come much
closer to console propriety.

in the situation where a 75’s explosion
catapults Littlefield, apparently headless,
Eventuinto a shellhole beside his buddy.
ally we find he’s just pulled his head into
his coat like a mudturtle draws his into

and

his casing.

*

When

will

*

directors

*

learn

to

cease

of-

fending the professions by technical slipups that admittedly are not noticed by the
casual theatre goer but which destroy
the illusion for the persons who know? A
producer will go to the expense of sending
an expert overseas to get the last detail
of costuming correct, then permit a bit of
action that is impossible. The point is not
that a picture must be an encyclopedia of
information, but that the error nine times
out of ten can be avoided without effort
or expense. A case in point. The circus
rider (Helen Ferguson) in the third chapter of “Wild West” falls from the horse.
Before there has been time for swelling to
get a fair start the physician decides it’s a
“bad sprain.” We’ve seen hospital scenes
that made our nurse companion close her
eyes in disgust.
We’ve been at a picture
with a dentist who derided the setting
because of its falsity. And so on.
“Wild West” is a good serial notwithstanding, with lots of action and a runaway elephant scene that’s readymade excitement for the children.
Miss Ferguson
makes her debut as a Patheserial featured
player in this picture, playing opposite Jack
Mulhall.
*

*

*

All the elements of a fast-moving comedy melodrama are in “Zander the Great”
and Marion Davies is the motivating force,
with the good assistance of Harrison Ford.
Orphanage tyranny, the escape with the
motherless child, the deserted ranch, liquor
smuggling, banditry, sandstorm, gun battle,
rescue, love.
That’s the lineup and Director George William Hill has introduced
sufficient comedy bits to ward off the danger of too much blood-and-thunder.
It was a happy choice that gave little
John Huff the part of Zander (the orphan
girl’s short for Alexander).
Besides an
appealing way about him there is also a
brand of intelligence so often missing in
cinema youngsters. Zander himself almost
runs off with the show as far as we were
concerned.
The picture in general took well, however.
True, Miss Davies’ makeup for the orphan
role is so perfect as to be almost unreal
that is, she looks too did for the part, and
overly abbreviated skirts may account for
that.
True, there is too much repetition
of crying scenes when the smuggler threatens to separate Mamie from Zander. True,
it is not made clear how the
fall of the
blazing tree burns away the rope with which
the bandits tied her.
Despite these slight
blemishes it’s a clean piece of work.
Besides the attraction which little John
Huff holds there is a revelation in the way
Harrison Ford uses his eyes to bring out
effects.

His fixed stare

the

fiercest

and

it

in this picture

The farther toward
man” goes the funnier
comes

Paramount.
Vidor,

just

for

In the cast are Florence

Tom Moore, Ford

Sterling and

Esther Ralston.
closeups Hiers is at his best,
to bear out the thought that
he is not to blame for the general effect
of stretching out the comedy until there
In

the

which seems

is

little

left.

And Duane Thompson

falls

Howa victim of the same misfortune.
ever, things brighten up considerably when
the race begins after the rescue of the kidnaped child. And there’s a welcome comic
bit in the lines when the citizens tell the
hero to name his reward and he replies,
“Liniment,” with a creaking and groaning
exit.

*

*

*

doesn’t take a large orchestra to put
over a picture in a small city but the orIt

is

edy scene and then
waiting for it to end.

becoming impatient

.

The fun

in this picture is cumulative, like

the tenseness in the football
Those last
the big feature.
were a scream.

game

that

is

minutes

ten

But Lloyd can be more than funny. Let
anyone who doubts this see him make that
move toward halting the ambulance that
passes him on the day of his return,
smashed and weary, from his first ordeal
on the football field. There is humor in
the
the gesture; but behind the humor is
deepest pathos.
Jobyna Ralston, as the
heart,

winsome sweet-

and Pat Harmon, as the coach, also

They get altogether into
are very good.
In fact there is
the spirit of the picture.
nothing in the picture from first to last
that jars.
* * *
“Your Own Back Yard,” one of the

“Gang” comedies, is Farina’s picture. He
weeps and laughs his way to a triumph
over the others that is based on the accident of his falling asleep in the wrong
place.

,

.

,

.

,

and the ability ot
not
the director of these pictures is second
He and
even to the ability of the kids.
hat 1S
the youngsters form a combination J
productive of some of the most enjoyable

The “Gang”

is

great,

short pictures I have ever seen
Farina in ‘‘Your Own Back

Yard

has

troubles enough to fill an entire childhood,
a shooting
especially when he is involved
dogs.
affray with many policemen and more
he
But he gets out of all scrapes and, after
the
dresses up, struts his stuff before

m

others,

much

chagrin.

to their

*

*

“Somewhere in Somewhere,” Hal Roach
and
comedy featuring Charlie Murray
comedy.
Lucien Littlefield, is good war

soldier who does all the
trenches,
things a soldier shouldn’t do in the
Murray, as the so dier
is hated and loved by
who does all the things a soldier should.
The two are sniped by snipers and
that
bombed by bombers until one is certain
will get
disaster in some rushing form
and in
them in the end. But it does not,
the avoidance lies the fun.
* * xseen in
jack Mulhall, whom I have not
Helen Fergua long time, is featured with

Littlefield, as the

_

*

capitalizing on it. The result
to have the patrons laughing at a com-

Over

saw.

I

I

vulsion.

“The Trouble with Wives” has
been released by Mai St. Clair

is

much

laughed much over the

;

“Tender Feet” didn’t strike us so well
and there was no record for laughs from
the audience.
We like Walter Hiers, but
overdoing a scene deosn’t help him any,

too

I

laughed more. And over
“The Freshman” I laughed until some of
my muscles cramped. This, to me, is the
certain indication that Lloyd’s work has
and if it continues to
steadily improved
improve, if he gets funnier as time passes,
the day mav come when I shall be afraid
conto go to see him, lest I have a serious

Goldwyn-Mayer.

is

that

Harold Lloyd picture

the next one

many

even if the fault may be the director’s.
Despite a good situation the start is slow
and when the action does warm up there

end “The Fresh-

gets, until laughter

quick explosions, one after anis as it should be, consider-

remember

I

first

does some
he portrays.
“Zander the Great” was produced by Cosmopolitan and is distributed by Metro*

in

its
it

Which
other.
ing history.

role

*

*

*

*

BARR TALKING:

a moon
splendid service for the

we’ve seen in

who

ganist

Concluded from page 66)

Littlefield

69

“Cupid’s Boots,” for which these scenes
were taken, was set for release July
Ralph Graves was
26 by Pathe.
featured by Mack Sennett in this
action picture.

made
son in “Wild West,” a Pathe serial
Oklaon the Miller Brothers’ 101 ranch in
of
homa. I have not seen the first couple
only
chapters of the serial, and probably
for this reason the chapter that

I

did see

seemed disconnected the first half seemed
halt.
not well enough tied to the second
;
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Gotham

September

comedies, which will be released some time

November.

in

“Shadow on Wall” Completed
“The Shadow on the Wall” has been
edited and titled. This is the last picture
in the

.

Start Six

half of the season’s schedule,

first

Educational

Comedy

Series

Six series of two reel comedies will be
in production by the end of September,
with one or more subjects in each group
already released.

which was completed well ahead of the
time

26, 1925

set.

Announce Cast
Ralph Lewis will star in “One of the
Bravest,” and will be supported by Claire
McDowell, Edward Hearne, Pat Somerset,
Sidney Franklin and Marion Mack. Frank
O’Connor will direct.

Adams Comedy Release Date Set
The first Jimmy Adams comedy, “Be
^
Careful,” is scheduled for release September 27.
This is the first of the former
Christie star’s own productions.

First National
Working on Thirty-Three

Helen Foster Plays With Lane
Helen Foster, formerly with Johnny
Arthur in Tuxedo comedies, has been se-

At

the beginning of the current month
were nine pictures in production,
seven in the cutting room or just coming
from it, and seventeen in preparation.
Included in this list of 33 are “We Moderns,” “The Viennese Medley,” “Memory

lected to play the leading feminine role in
Lupino Lane’s next picture.

there

Lord Signs With Sennett
Del Lord has signed a new contract with
Mack Sennett and will begin a new series

Lane,” “The Splendid Road,” “The Unguarded Hour,” “The Scarlet Saint” and

of comedies about the middle of October.

“The Beautiful

New

Busy

City.”

A

Two new

pictures are scheduled to go
into production at the Eastern studios in a
short time.
These are “Mismates” and

“The Lunatic
To

Start

;

at Large.”

scene dock.

Four More

Filming

Columbia

soon on “Joanna With
Riley,” “Just Suppose” and “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives.”

a

is

to start

“Rainbow

Million,”

Buys “Dancer From Paris”
Robert T. Kane has bought Michael
Arlen’s story, “The Dancer from Paris,”
on which he will start production as soon
as “The New Commandment” is finished.
Colleen Moore in “Irene”
“Irene,”

comedy,

from the well known musical

will be Colleen

ring vehicle after

“We

Moore’s next
Moderns.”

star-

Ethel Wales Cast for Part

Ethel Wales, who scored in “The Covered Wagon,” has been chosen to play
with Dorothy Revier in “The Penalty of
Jazz,” forthcoming

Betty Compson plays the part of Molly
Jones in “The Pony Express,” which
James Cruze has made for Paramount.
Vice-President Charles G.

Dawes was an interested spectator
during the shooting of some outdoor

Graphic

Syndicate

under

“The Wrongdoers,”

first

which the
Macfadden

production, will be syndicated to newspapers to run before or during the showing of the pictures.

Associated Exhibitors
Moomaw in Portland
Lewis H. Moomaw and company
Portland, Ore., making “To the
almost all scenes of which will be
and near that city.

“To

are in

Brave,”

made

in

the Brave” Cast

the cast of “To the Brave” are
Eugene O’Brien, Cissy Fitzgerald, Bryant
Washburn, Boris Karloff, Jean Hersholt
and George Nichols.

In

F. B.

O.

Ten Releases on October Schedule
“The Keeper of the Bees” heads the
list

the

release.

title.

“Thrill Hunter”

To Syndicate “Wrongdoers”
Arrangement has been completed with
serial

Waldorf

Get Title Changed
Universal has informed president Brandt
that it will not use the title “The Thrill
Hunter,” as previously planned, because
Columbia has proved priority of right to

scenes.

Astor

the_

Stage Under Construction

new

stage measuring 80 by 100 feet is
under construction at the Hollywood studios.
It is unique in that it is on the second floor of the building in which it is
located
the first floor is to be used as a

in the East

of 10 pictures on the October release

“Three Wise
“Heads Up,”
Goofs,” “Maizie Won’t Tell” and “All
Around the Frying Pan” are other titles
schedule.

on the

list.

Richard Talnuidge in New Picture
“The Prince of Pep” is the title of the
In
picture Richard Talmadge is making.
this he is called on to perform some of
the acrobatic feats he used to perform on
the vaudeville stage and in circus rings.
Kirkland Succeeds Andrews

David

unit

Thrill Hunter,” in which Dorothy
Revier is starred, is ready for release.

Good Season

for “Snapshots”

Harold Rodner reports that the past

“Midnight Flyer” Starts Soon
J. Grubb Alexander and Fred Myton are
preparing the scenario for “The Midnight
Flyer,” which is expected to go into production in a short while.

Andrews
Andrews

Ready

“The

Kirkland
as
will

has

succeeded

Del

Fred Thomson’s director.
resume work with another

shortly.

Marcel Perez Signs Contract
Joe Rock has secured Marcel Perez to
third
the
of the Blue Ribbon
direct

sea-

son was the best that “Screen Snapshots,”
intimate studios of film personages, has
had.

Fox
Van Loan Writes “Streets of Sin”
H. H. Van Loan has just completed an
original

which

story

will

called

“Streets

of

go into production soon.

Loan has written

Sin,”

Van

several other stories for

Fox.

Keefe Finishes Second O. Henry
Daniel Keefe has finished “Transits in
Arcadia,” in which Mary Akin and Hugh
Allan have the leading roles. The picture
was adapted from O. Henry s story of
the same name by Beatrice Van.
1

Directors Complete on Schedule

With

the

completion of “The Winding
producing

Stair,” each of the 12 directors
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under

duction

on the schedule for the new season has
John Griffinished one or more pictures.
fith Wray directed “The Winding Stair.”

the

direction

of

Jack

Conway.
Swedish Star Under Contract
Lars Hansen, well known

Barker Believes in Economy
Reginald Barker, director, believes that
before filming work on any picture begins

to

European

picture audiences, recently signed a long
term contract. Until his coming to America
Hansen had been connected with the largest studio in Sweden.

the scenario should be perfect to the last
detail, in order that speed may be insured

and production expense kept down.

Comedy

Ginsberg

Titled

Dunlap Will Direct
Scott Dunlap has been selected to direct
“The Checkered Flag,” a story of autoScott

“All at Sea” is the working title of the
Imperial comedy that was recently put in
production at the Hollywood studios. Lew
Seiler is directing and Sid Smith and Judy
King have the leading roles.

mobile racing.

Pathe

Universal

Helen Ferguson Featured
Helen Ferguson is featured opposite
Jack Mulhall in the serial “Wild West,”
which is being made on Miller Brothers’
101 ranch in Oklahoma.

Morrison Under Contract
Pete Morrison, Western star, has been
placed under contract to produce two-reel
Westerns in which he will be featured.

and Eddie Clayton.

“Freshman” Release Date
September 20 has been announced as the
national release date for Harold Lloyd’s
“The Freshman.”

Schuessler Succeeds Datig

More Releases Announced

Set

Kennedy to Direct Lake, Clayton
Edgar Kennedy, director and actor, has
signed a contract to direct Arthur Lake

Fred Schuessler has been appointed casting director to succeed Fred Datig, who
recently resigned. For the last three years
Schuessler has been Datig’s assistant.

McRae Works on Crutches
Henry McRae, who broke an
Winking

directing “The
the studio, but

preparing

is

is

ankle while

Idol,”

back at

is

working on crutches.

“Strings

of

He
the

for

Steel”

screen.

“Two Blocks Away” Cast Filled
The cast for “Two Blocks Away” has
been

with

filled,

Murray,

Charlie

Gordon and George Sidney

Vera

in the featured

roles.

Pro-Dis-Co
Changed

Title

A1 Christie’s “Madame
Lucy” has been changed to “Madame, Be-

The

of

title

The

have.”

picture

stars

September 20

Hours,” a Columbia
picture released by Tiff any -Truart
and featuring Elaine Hammerstein
and Lou Tellegen, opened at B. S.
Moss’ Colony theatre. New York.

“ After

Business

paratus facilitates
bodies of people.

the

handling

of

large

Vera Steadman Borrowed
Vera Steadman, Christie leading woman,
has been borrowed to play a part in Marshall Neilan’s “The Great Love.”
Chaney’s Next Picture Selected
“The Mocking Bird” will be Lon
Chaney’s next starring vehicle. The picture will be directed by Tod Browning,
who directed “The Unholy Three.”

Film Another Verne Story
“The Mysterious Island,” from the story
by Jules Verne, is scheduled for early pro-

Eltinge

Julian

to

used

also the release date for

Somewhere

“A Home

Plate Wedding,” final chapter of the “Play
Ball” series; and “Hurry Doctor” and “A
Rainy Knight,” Sennett comedies.

Semon

Comedy Feature
Look and Listen” will be Larry
Semon’s first big comedy feature.
The
Selects

“Stop,

adaptation has been completed and
go into production soon.

it

will

Secure Holy Land Films
Acquisition of a series of 20 one reel
pictures of the Holy Land, the first six
of which deal directly with scenes of
Christ’s activity, is announced.

United Artists
“Eagle” Nears Completion

Photography on “The Eagle,” the name
for Rudolph Valentino’s latest picture, has been finished, and it is expected
fixed

Used Much Negative
For the filming of “Stella Dallas” more
than 50 reels of negative were exposed.
In the next few weeks the picture will be
edited and titled.

has used in “The
Yesterday” the largest sets he has

“The

making

since

is

in

that the picture will be released soon.

Ann Pennington.
Uses Huge Sets
Cecil B. De Mille

and

Road

“Somewhere

Ten

Com-

mandments.”

S tumor Photographs “ Tumbleweeds ”

“The Jester” Being Edited
George Milford has completed filming
work on “Simon the Jester,” and the picture is now being edited. Lillian Rich and

John Stumar is the chief cameraman in
the production of “Tumbleweeds,” in which
Bill Hart is starred.

Henry Walthall

Strong Cast Supports Hart

are featured.

“Wedding Song”
“The Wedding Song,”

Supporting Bill Hart in “Tumbleweeds”
Lucien Littlefield, Richard R. Neill,
Gertrude Claire, Lillian Leighton, J. Gordon, Russell, Jack Murphy, James Gordon,
George Marion, Captain T. E. Duncan,
Fred Gable, Turner Savage and Monte

Cutting

are

starring Leatrice
Joy, is in the cutting room. It was directed
by xMan Hale, who recently signed a long
term contract with Cecil B. De Mille.

Hale

“Braveheart”

to Direct

Alan Hale

will direct

“Braveheart,” which
in a short time.

is

Collins.

Rod La Rocque in
to go into work

Schulberg
To

“Lew

Players Carefully Selected

The

who

players

Fan”

The

list

Paramount

includes

May McAvoy,

Bert Lytell,
Ronald Colman, Edward Martindale, Helen
Dunbar, Carrie Daumery and Etta Lee.
Irene

Rich,

to

huge broadcasting
instruct

scenes

of

the

extras

outfit is

used

the

The

Pacific

comedy from which scenes

being used

in

“The Big Parade.”

Loughborough Handles Publicity
James Loughborough has arrived on

Jimmy Aubrey, who made “Book Bozo,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Broadcaster Used in Filming

A

Tyler’s

Other Woman’s Story” has been completed.

appear in “Lady
have been carefully

will

chosen for their parts.

.

Wives” and “Eden’s Fruit”
will go into production soon.
The cast
for neither picture is completed yet. “The

Warner Brothers
Windermere’s

Two

Start

mob
ap-

are shown,
has now finished “Saving a Safe,” the
24th Jimmy Aubrey comedy which
was released on September 15 by
F. B. O.

Coast

to

take

charge

of

the
theatre

publicity.

“Vanishing American” Almost Finished

The last of the filming work on “The
Vanishing American” is under way. The
picture has been almost six months in the
making.

;%
;

;
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PUREIY PERSONAL
Lake City

Salt

Runs

First

(Week Begining August 29)

AMERICAN

“California
Rarin’

:

TNDIANAPOLIS,
A

IND.— Hugh

Flan-

manager of

PANTAGES

Managers' Association and left South Bend
B. F. Moore, who
September 1.
was in charge of the Palace during Flan-

VICTORY:

.

.

nery’s
paign,

purchased a large property at 301 Lincoln
in

that

He
for $30,000.
made for investment

city

said the purchase was
Maurice Fox, manager
purposes.
of the American theatre at Terre Haute,
The theInd., is planning a fall opening.
atre will be brushed up and a few changes
made, including the rearrangement of the
new orchestra of the jazz
orchestra pit.
and novelty type will be installed, with
The InPaul Johnson as director.
diana theatre at Terre Haute, Ind., opened
for the fall season August 30. The season
will continue the Indiana policy of last
year of presenting five Keith vaudeville
acts in conjunction with feature photoplay
productions, newsreels and screen comeAmong the pictures will be Metrodies.
.

.

.

A

.

.

.

Goldwyn-Mayer,

First National
products.

and War-

Police in
Brothers
Indianapolis are trying to guess the motive
of a thief who broke into a garage leased
by W. M. Elliott, a salesman for the Famous Players-Lasky Film Corporation, and
took several thousand feet of a motion
picture film, “A Daughter of the Gods.”
Elliott reported that other motion picture

ner

.

.

.

equipment was stolen from the garage the
total loss

being estimated at $3,500.

.

H. E.
Los Angeles.
Brooker, has resigned as salesman for the
local branch of Fox Film Corporation. He
has for many years been visiting exhibiCharles
tors in the state of Wyoming.
Kreiling, well known booker for the Fox
Denver branch, has also resigned.
The film row of Denver was honored by
the visits of prominent exhibitors during
Included among these
the past week.
were Fred Lee, veteran exhibitor who
owns and operates the Victory theatre,
Lamar, Col. W. H. Cook and wife of the
Dawson Opera House, Dawson, N. M.
R. C. Greeting, who owns and manages the
Lyric theatre, Chappel, Neb.; and William
Ostenburg, Jr., manager of the Orpheum
Charles
theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb.
Klein, former Denver film exchange manager and now exhibitor operating a chain
of. theatres in the Black Hills of South
Dakota, has returned to Deadwood after
spending several days visiting his friends
among the film exchanges of Denver.
R. J. Garland has just returned
from a sales trip to all towns between DenEugene Gerver and Ft. Collins.
base also made a short sales trip to all
points between Denver and Boulder during
the past week.
terion theatre,

.

.

;

.

.

D ENVER, COLO.—
North

to

Platte, Nebraska, holding a business

The new
en
route.
State theatre, formerly the Strand, located
at 1628 Curtis street, is scheduled to open
with “Hell’s Highroad” September 18.
The theatre was closed on August 30 and a
large force of men immediately set to

conference

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Henry, representative of the New York
office of United Artists, is here for a few
weeks.
H. F. Lefholtz and salesmen on the Omaha Universal staff were
.

among

.

.

present

those

at

a

theatre

party

by Universal at Cherokee, Iowa,
September 8.
Many new features were

given

shown
.

.

.

nected

at the Empress theatre to exhibitors.
W. C. Wallace, who has been con-

Warner Brothers

with

for

some

time, severed his connections and has gone
August Herman, asto Florida.
.
sistant manager at the Rialto, is managing
the Tivoli in South Omaha. This was formerly the Majestic, wffiich has been re.

.

modeled.

.

.

.

.

They accompanied him from Cheyenne

.

.

.

.

work redecorating and remodeling. FJarold
Horne is in charge of all remodeling and
Something entirely new in
decorations.
the way of theatre decoration as far as
the city of Denver is concerned will greet
the patrons of this new first run house.
The manager of the new theatre will be
Floyd Rice, former manager of the Cri-

.

M. S. Wilson, manager of the local branch of Fox Film
Corporation, and Joseph Roth, manager of
the local Fox theatres, made a hurried
trip to
Cheyenne, Wyoming, last week
where they met James Grainger, general
sales manager of Fox Film Corporation.

O. G. Dutton, manager of the Exhibitors’ Supply Company, has returned from a flying trip to
Wisconsin.
F.
M. De Lorenzo,
manager of the Producers’ Distributing
Corporation, expects to leave at the end
of this week to attend a managers meeting
in St. Louis.
L. Kelley is a
J.
new member of the staff of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a salesman covering part of
Iowa.
Ned Marin of the Universal New York office dropped in a few days
ago.
Our own Harry Nichols,
representing the Exhibitors’ Herald, was
welcomed up and down film row this week,
spending busy days meeting film folks and
recording many of them on the films of
his camera.
Two local men, L. J.
and J. A. Goodall, have been added to the
staff
Y.
of United Artists.
T.
.

of the
Pathe Review.

“Sally

.

Frank D. Hartzer, heavy stockholder in
the Tivoli theatre at Mishawaka, Ind., has

Way West

“The Unholy Three," Metro-

:

Sawdust,” United Artists;
“The Beggar on Horseback,”
Paramount: “Change the Needle,” Pathe
Pathe News.

vacation, will arrive from Cham111., to take charge of the house.
.

OMAHA, NEBR.—

Goldicyn-Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:

.

.

In-

“Baree, Son of Kazan," Warner
Brothers; ‘Cupid’s Victory,” Universal
Pathe Review; International News.
:

the Palace theatre in
South Bend, Ind., since its opening in 1922,
has been given an executive position in the
Chicago offices of the Western Vaudeville
nery,

Ahead,"
Educa-

Fun," F. B. O.;

tional; ‘Newspaper
ternational News.

KINEMA

Straight

Romeo,”

“A

Universal;

Chicago

.

First

Runs
(Week Beginning September 13)

CHICAGO

Ladies,”

‘Pretty

:

Metro-Gold-

ucyn-Mayer.

“The Freshman,”
ROOSEVELT
MONROE: “The Timber Wolf,”
:

ORPHELIM

“The

:

Gold

Rush,"

Pathe.

Fox.
Untto*

PHILADELPHIA,

(5th week.)

MCVICKERS:

“He’s a Prince,” Paramount.
“Hell’s Highroad,”
HALL:
Distributing Corporation.

ORCHESTRA
Producers

STATE-LAKE

:

First National.

“The Pace That

Thrills,"

—The

new

arbi-

for four weeks is composed of Jerome
Safron, Jay Emanuel and C. S. Goodman.
Beginning with the second Friday in September meetings will be held every Friday.
A nominating committee consisting
of Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece, C. S.
Goodman of Electric Theatre Supply ComJ. Heenan of First National,
has been appointed to suggest names to be
voted on for president, vice president, secretary and treasurer for the coming year.
Jack McFadden, assistant manager
of the local F. B. O. office, spent his vacation at Delaware Water Gap.
S. Witman, manager of the local Universal
office, motored through New York state
The Howard
during his vacation.
theatre, Front street and Lehigh avenue.

pany and W.

.

Artists

PA.

committee appointed by the
Philadelphia Film Board of Trade to serve
tration

.

.

.

.

.

;
:

September
will be
ber.
.

opened the
.
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The

.

latter part of Septemstate department has

Philadelphia

granted a charter to the Penn Production
.

.

(Week Beginning August 31)

.

STANLEY: “Shore

la Mode,” Scenic ; “Ko
Seal; Stanley Magazine
“Mignon,”
Stanley TheOverture,
|
“When You Smile,”
atre
Orchestra;
Free,”
“Heart
That's
Selection
Organ
;
“Rose in the Bud,” “My Little One,”
Junior Prim a Donnas; musical adaptation
of “Moth and Flames;” Dance
Divertissement.

Ko Nuts,” Red

.

.

.

.

.

Sam

treasurer

of

.

Cadillac look fine.
spent some

with

“A

PALACE:

Metro-

Fashion,”

of

Slave

Goldwyn-Mayer.

VICTORIA: “The Unholy Three,” MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.

CAPITOL:

“Just

Woman,”

a

moved

all

its

week-end change
now going on as usual.
Rowan, Standard mana-

effects in a

and business is
Robert J.

the tragedy will be reopened soon.
Metro’s trackless train got much publicity
here this week. The visit was successful,
and the only unpleasantness was a run-in
with a hardboiled traffic officer.
E. J. Lime, proprietor of a non-union
school for motion picture operators, run in
conjunction with the M. P. T. O. of Kansas
and Missouri, has filed a charge of assault
.

.

.

.

.

men

.

with $2,800.

.

.

.

theatre in Brightmoor and are now building a second house in that section, opened
their new theatre, the Franklin, on Gratiot

avenue
.

.

.

new

at

Seven

Henry

S.

mile

road

last

week.

Koppin has opened

his

theatre at Fenkell and
Livernois avenues. This house seats 1,000
Piccadilly

is modern in every respect.
Charles H. Miles has posted a large sign
over his Ferry Field property at Grand
River avenue and West Grand boulevard,
offering it for sale.
A short time ago he
announced it would be enlarged, but evidently has changed his plans.

and

.

.

.

the

The

publicity.

and

about
.

.

.

the

.

The Charleston conOrpheum theatre

house a great deal of
newspapers ran stories

the
winners.
of
Reichert, formerly Pro-Dis-

pictures

Loms

.

.

at

gave

town

.

.

held

tests

week, and was at his desk all day as usual.
The employes of the exchange presented
him with a beautiful leather pocketbook.
Golden Brothers, who operate a

.

.

.

here

.

Aug-

entered his school

and threatened him and that Bradley
Three youthlater assaulted him.
ful bandits held up the Miller theatre,
Wichita, Kans., September 4 and escaped
ust 31

ger in Detroit, spent several days in Cleveland last week conferring with Jess FishThe Park
man, general manager.
theatre safe was broken into one night last
week and yeggs made away with about
$200 in cash besides some valuable papers.
E. R. Reed, bookkeeper at the
celeexchange,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
brated his seventy-eighth birthday last

.

Co branch manager,
new branch manager.

is
.

.

Warner Brothers
The Universal
.

trade showing held recently at Chillicothe,
Mo., was attended by a large number of
Among out of
small town exhibitors.
.

.

.

on film row last week were
Weary, Farris theatre, Richmond,
Mo. Roy Burford, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence,

F.

visitors

theatre

building

Kans.

Hippodrome

Ben Levy,

;

.

TZ’ANSAS CITY, MO.— The

at the

Warner Brothers

branch.

.

.

.

.

.

C. S.

Lffiiversal.

Runs

theatre,

25.

.

The Spanish melody was very popular with

Edmund Lowe and

.

.

.

Lilyan T ashman, film actors, were married
here Sept. 1.
Recall of the
Musicians’ Union demand for six month
contracts
for
musicians
in
orchestras
served Aug. 11 was approved at a union
meeting Sept. 1. The union officials’ only
.

.

.

comment was

that the feeling prevails that
All of
the men were against a strike.
Sadie Barry of the Louis R. Greenfield
offices has left for a three months’ vacation.
Jack Frates of the Victoria
theatre, Gustine, was seen on Golden Gate
avenue recently.

everything will be amicably settled.

.

.

.

ii
1

“Wild, Wild Susan,” Para-

Mount.
“Shore Leave,”

CAMEO “Parisian Nights,” F. B. O.
GRANADA: “The Man Who Found
self,”

Paramount.
“The Pony

IMPERIAL:

First

SQUARE

Progress.
ST. FRANCIS
( 2nd week.)

:

:

Express,”

“Overland

“The

Iron

tex.— e. m. Wilson is to
build a new theatre at Hydro, Okla.
It will be fireproof and will have modern

Jack Pickequipment throughout.
ens, former film salesman in Texas territory, is soon to acquire a 700-seat theatre
This makes Jack the
at Harlingen, Tex.
owner of both of Harlingen’s theatres.
It is reported that Joseph C. Clemmens will erect a $250,000 house in Port
Ross Dorbandt
Arthur,
Tex.
Jacksonville, Tex., has leased the Devereux
store building and will convert it into a
motion picture theatre. This will give Dorbandt two theatres, as he already operates
Earl L.
on Main street.
one
Crabb, former district manager of Southern Enterprises in Texas, has been made
managing-director of the New Paramount
theatre, Boston, and John J. Friedl, former
managing-director of the Palace, Dallas,
Tex., succeeds Crabb as general manager

Para-

Limited,”

Horse,”

.

.

.

Fox

.

.

.

.

,

.

Him-

mount.

UNION

D allas,

.

:

destroyed by an explosion
This is the fifth body found.
Authorities here state that the inquest into
Gillis

.

the audience.

.

Francisco

National.

unidentified young man of about 20
recently taken from the ruins of the

.

.

Baker is on his way to San Francisco to
become assistant branch manager for

LOEW’S WARFIELD:

body of an

.

City, Kans., 400 miles

.

j

"

.

City, called C. A. Schultz

i

i

.

theatre,

from Kansas
by telephone to
congratulate him on his appointment as
branch manager for Pro-Dis-Co.
J. L.
Grantham has been made assistant booker
Garden

CALIFORNIA:

W.—

It is expected the building will be completed within six months.
The band from the U. S. S. Savannah came ashore for three days, Sept.
5, 6 and 7, to take part in the navy celebration staged at Loew’s Warfield during
the showing of “Shore Leave.”
Frank Whitbeck, publicity director of
Loew’s Warfield, has been made publicity
director of the circuit and Bob Harvey, his
assistant, assistant publicity director of the
circuit.
Four months of careful
work made a decided success of the “Diamond Jubilee Song,” just completed by
Max Dolin of the California theatre and
Oscar H. Fernbach of a local daily paper,

Joplin, Mo.; S. E. Willioit, Jefferson theAn exhibitor in
atre, Springfield, Mo.

First

June

new

a

;

(Week Beginning September 5)

was

.

G.

San

7

for

.

Roth Realty Co.

that 20 union

.

.

.

•pjITROIT, MICH.—Frank Drew of the
* 7 William Fox Film Corporation is
holding open house at the new Fox quarThe company reters at 66 Sibley street.

.

.

City

Hestor district on the Alameda, San
Jose, have been completed by the H. R.

and battery against James Bradley, operator at the Pantages theatre. Lime charges

.

.

Negotiations

tional.

.

.

here

in the

Na-

First

the

end

.

Goldwyn-Mayer.

.

during

time

motion picture and
theatrical man, has been appointed house
manager of the Pompeii theatre. Levy at
one time was connected with the Bert Levy
Vaudeville agency.
Emory Johnson
has returned to Hollywood from San Francisco where a week was spent filming a
climax to “The Last Edition.”

Na-

First

.

.

sales drive, spent the week
the Greenfields in Santa Cruz.

Mel Levy, Bay

“The Sporting Venus,” Metro-

:

Both he and the
Dick Rosebaum,

Paramount

tional.

KARLTON

.

who

Commandments,”

Ten

“The

“The Lost World,”

for

local

purchased a new Cadillac.

Paramount.

De Luxe
.

.

STANTON:
ARCADIA:

vice

Stiefel,

the

FRANCISCO, CALIF.— Walter W.
S AN
Kofeldt,
manager
Pathe, has

FOX:
“The Lucky Horseshoe,” Fox;
“Shoes,” Fox; Fox Theatre Screen MagaOperatic
Favorite
Piariologue:
zine;
Airs,
Gondolfi & Kurkjian ; Overture,
Fox Theatre Orchestra.

.

.

Film Exchange, is back at his desk after
Neara month’s vacation in Maine.
ly every exchangeman on Vine street attended the dedication of the Strand, York’s
half million dollar theatre, August 27.
The Grant theatre, 40 street and
Girard avenue, which has been operating
on a part time schedule, will operate on a
full time basis on and after September 7.
.

News

.

.

the Tuxedo.
president and

.

.

Leave,” First National;

“Country Life a

Weiner, formerly with Independent.
Bill Smith, formerly with Fox and Standard, will cover a part of Pennsylvania
Morris Wax, proprietor
for Pathe.
of the Stratford, Keystone, Bellevue and
Royal theatres spent a two months’ vacation in Europe, -visiting France, Germany
He returned Sepand Czecho-Slovakia.
The
tember 1 on the Leviathan.
new Littleton Theatre at 40 street and
Lancaster avenue, was opened to the pubThis theatre replaces
lic
September 14.
.

Runs

First

Company, this city; $25,000
Three new salesmen
$2,500 paid in.
on the Warner force are Tom Mason and
A. Fisher, formerly with Metro, and Harry
stock,

capital

73

(

.

.

Concluded on page 76 )
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Badger State

On

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Eckardt are the owners of the
New Palace theatre at Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. Mrs.
Eckardt, by the way, is a former exhibitor from
Minnesota. They’re both good states, the Eckardts

the banks of one of Wisconsin’s beauty spots.
three are Mr. and Mrs. A. V. DeWitt and their
son.
Mr. DeWitt owns the Vernon theatre at
Sayner, Wis. Sonny will run it when Dad retires.
That hasn’t been decided yet, though.

The

agree.

E.

N
I

C
“It’s

weather when good fellows get toLeft to right are shown G. Felzman, Para-

always

gether.”

fair

mount salesman;

F.

Sutton of the Lincoln theatre,
at the ex-

Milwaukee, and J. B. Lenahan, booker
change of Paramount in Milwaukee.

H
O
L

The
All joking aside?
Not so you’d notice it.
jovial Milwaukee triumvirate includes Harry Perlewitz of the Savoy; John A. Ludwig, president of
Ludwig Films, and E. L. McLay, manufacturer of

McLay

Curtain Control.

S

Here are two more boosters for the “Exhibitors
Herald.” They are Harry Peterson, manager, and
Grover Olson, owner of the Mission theatre at Kilboum, Wis. Kilboum, you remember, is the midwest’s second Niagara for honeymooners.

J.

P.

Adler

(left)

keeps four theatres’ tills clinking
the Adler and Trio at MarshMajestic and Lyric at Stevens
R. (Constable) Buckholz has
at Abbotsford.

merrily.
They are
field, Wis., and the
Point.
(Right) L.
the Armory theatre

September 26, 1925
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With the Herald Camera

A

M
O
This trio met in Milwaukee and congratulated one
another on the way Universal product is selling.
Left to right are Dan Lederman, special represen-

Exhibitor, exchange manager and booker got together in front of the camera for this picture. They
are (left to right) Charles Koehler, booker, Prog-

W.

ress Fil ms, Milwaukee; Jack Frackman, manager,
Progress; and E. G. Tunstall, Milwaukee exhibitor.

George Levine, Milwaukee manager, and
Frankie, special representative.
tative;

w
I

s

c

0
N
s
Mr. and Mrs. McEachin at West Point, Miss., have
two loves in common their daughter and the Star
theatre, which Mr. McEachin owns. Both youngster
and theatre are healthy, so it might seem hard to
decide which is the favorite.

At a Memphis, Tenn., Pathe conference.

W. W.

Anderson, Atlanta; W. H. Peters, New York; Oscar
Morgan, Atlanta; A. J. Cary, Memphis; J. A. Epperson, Kansas City; J. L. McKinney, Oklahoma City;
S. A. Arnold, W. T. Richards, T. L. Cocke, Memphis; E. E. Hiller,

Charlotte, N. C.

1

N

Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Emmons operate the Eagle
They’re happy
theatre over in Eagle River, Wis.
and successful. If you doubt it look at their picture and see how they have failed to smother their
smiles.

Gruwell (right) of the Ideal theatre at Wisis a former well known exchange man and favorite oldtimer. H. D. McChesney runs the Princess theatre at Crandon, Wis.,
and knows his business, too. Both are sturdy exponents of aggressiveness.
J.

P.

consin Rapids, Wis.,

75

;
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women

(Concluded from page 73 )

M.
Southern.
Flanagan, Longview, Tex.,
of

.

(Tracy)

T.

.

.

making ex-

is

tensive repairs on his theatre, the Rembert,
and will install a new pipe organ.
Colonel Cole of the Grand theatre, Marshall, Tex., has taken over the Lyric theatre
at Jefferson, Tex. He is planning to make
the Lyric modern in every detail.
Bert Graets has joined the sales staff of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to cover the East
Texas territory.
Wiley Day, formerly of the Strand theatre, Wichita
Falls, Tex., has also joined Metro’s sales
force.
L. R. Wright, Cunningham,
Tex., has brought a complete service contract from Ben Y. Cammuck, Universal
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

salesman. Wright has decided to
theatre The Paramount.

name

his

-'

exchange here,

arrived

in

the

city

week to find that the former manager,
Allen Burke had left town unexpectedly.
Drucker will remain here indefinitely
to
manage the office.
George E. Carpenter, manager of the Paramount Empress theatre, arranged a realistic
this

.

.

.

.

“Pay

is

.

.

.

son,

^

.

When “The Ten Com-

.

.

.

under a large news head and ocN. L. Nathan-

managing

.

.

.

director

of

Famous

the

Players Canadian Corporation, has returned
from a three month business and pleasure
trip to Europe, during which he conferred
with motion picture producers and exhibitors in London, Paris and Berlin.
H. E. Wilton, formerly manager of the
Strand theatre, Hamilton, is the new manager of the Savoy, Hamilton.
He was
given a cheery sendoff by the staff of the
.

.

.

Strand.

.

circus display at the entrance to the house
during the showing of “Sally of the SawThere was an awning, a ticket
dust.”
wagon, peanuts, lemonade and lots of sawdust, in fact so much sawdust that the
janitors for a time thought about striking

The new Paramount
against it.
theatre in Ogden, Utah, opened September
9 with a special program. This house will
run Paramount, United Artists and Metro
Pathe and Educational comedies

and Fox news.

.

.

.

W.

G. Seib,

man-

ager of the local office of Pathe, recently
learned that his office won the contest for
the Storey Victory campaign and $1,300.
Seib has just returned from a trip through

James R. Keitz, manager
Idaho.
of the Greater Features office, has returned
from a trip to the coal camps in Southern
.

.

.

L. W. Weir, Western divimanager for Pro-Dis-Co, passed
through this week on his way to New York.
John IT. Miller, owner of the Ideal
theatre, Heber, Utah, was on film row this

Utah.

.

.

.

sion

.

.

I

L. A. Davis, local F. B. O.
giving a trade showing of “The
Keeper of the Bees” for all local exhibitors
this week.
The American theatre
has booked “The Phantom of the Opera”
for showing some time in October.
.

.

.

is

.

.

.

MO. — Ernest

LOUIS,

<^T.

Scherler,

Cleveland, entered the Lyric theatre
here recently and swooned shortly after-

who examined him stated
the temperature outdoors was
about 100, the change of bodily temperature occasioned by Scherler’s entering the
artificially cooled theatre caused the col-

ward.

Doctors

that,

as

The Rialto, Altamont, 111.,
opened September 3.
It will operate on
Thursday and Friday evenings until
further notice.
Lulu Donaldson,
lapse.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Salem, Mo., has sold the Grand theatre to
G. P. Gates.

.

.

The Barlow

.

theatre,

Barlow, Ky.,

is closed for repairs and alterations.
The Eureka theatre, Eu.
reka, Mo., has been closed.
The
.
Crescent, Little Rock, Ark., operated under
lease by J. M. Ensor, is closed for repairs.
.

.

.

.

Construction of T. W. Sharp’s new
$25,000 theatre in Little Rock, Ark., is expected
to
begin
soon.
Ensor
is receiving bids for the construction of
his new house, which is to cost about
.

.

.

.

$25,000.
field,

.

.

.

.

Theodore

.

has

111.,

$250,000

theatre.

Gray,
contract

the

let
.

.

.

Hagerman

tion of a $30,000 theatre in Sullivan,

his

&
111.

names of the owners have not yet been
made public.
Despite
excessive
the

.

O

.

.

heat, “The Iron Horse”
tionally good business

Montreal Poster

Censor Bureau rejected more than 10
per cent of all theatre window cards and
placards examined during the first year of
operations, according to the recently issued first annual report.
Every
night excepting Monday night is “special”
night at the Strand theatre, Calgary. Tuesday night is “Aluminum Night,” when
cooking utensils are given away by arrangement with a local firm.
Every
its

.

.

.

—Uly

S. Hill,

managing

the Strand house in this
city and Troy and secretary of the M. P.
T. O. of New York will be present when
the by-laws committee of the Albany and
Buffalo zones meets.
Louis and
Myer S chine reopened the Liberty in Herkimer Sept. 3.
Clarence Fish of the
American, Schenectady, is back on the job.
William Smalley, head of a chain
of houses in central New York, believes in
advertising in all its forms, and usually the
fronts of his theatres can be distinguished
a mile away.
James Roach, manager of the Farley houses in Schenectady,
has announced that the Bareli may not
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

reopen

this

.

fall.

.

.

.

Granville, reopened last

The Pastime,
week to the largest
.

...

audience it has ever held.
IF. IF.
Farley, Albany, is authority for the statement that something definite may be expected soon in the pending sale of four
Schenectady houses to Famous Players.
L. B. Tefft, an exhibitor from Berlin, was along film row during the week.
Jake Rosenthal of the Rose, Troy,
evidently is not superstitious, for the other
night he put on 13 amateur vaudeville acts.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Morris

Silverman

of

Happy

the

Pearl theatres, Schenectady, also
has amateur night once a week.
F. C. Adams, who has theatres in Dover
Plains and Copake, has stated that “The
Covered Wagon” broke all records in his
houses, and that during the two day run of
the picture rain fell steadily.
He plans a
return run of the picture, even though the
village of Dover Plains has but 600 inhabitants.
C. H. Buckley, owner
of the Empire in Glens Falls, is a friend
of the governor of the state, Al Smith,
and when the executive visits the city on
“Governor’s Day,” September 24, he will
appear and speak in Buckley’s house.
Ernest J. Wolfe of the Bijou, Lowville, was a proud man last week, for one
of his prize winning Great Danes was in
“Miss Manhattan,” the picture he showed.

Brothers’

theatres

here.

played to excepin
.

the
.

.

Skouras
Herbert

Krause, manager for Paramount here,
closed a contract with I. W. Rodgers for
his houses in Cairo, Carterville and Anna,
and Poplar Bluff and Caruthersville,
111.,

J.

Mo.
September
.

.

.

6.

Pro-Dis-Co moved

The new

its

offices

quarters are larger

Maurie Stahl, who
than the old.
recently took over the New Delmar theatre,
has changed the name of the house to the
.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

in town knows the dog and
Fred
Wolfe’s house was packed.
Mausert’s State, Glens Falls, will open this
Jacob Golden of the Grismonth.
wold, Troy, ran seven acts of amateur

Everyone

.

.

.

.

.

.

vaudeville last week and established a
attendance record for his house.

new

Springfor

Harsliman have the contract for the erec-

TTAWA, ONT. — The

N. Y.

director

.

.

week.
manager,

A LB ANY,

Hour and

.

features,

Embassy.
Stahl leased the house from
Hector M\ E. Pasmezoglu, who has also
leased his Criterion and Congress theatres
and is now in a deal involving his Plaza
and Yale theatres.

“Dad’s Night,”

is

father may bring all his children
for the price of one ticket.
Saturday is
“Community Singing Night,” when all
patrons are encouraged to sing, led by a
special singer and guided by colored slides.
On September 5 the Regent theatre
began its fourth week of the showing of
Jimmie Craig,
“The Gold Rush.”
manager of the Oakwood, Toronto, gave
his employes and their friends to the number of 100 an outing on his father’s farm

lished

CITY, UTAH.— E. J.
Drucker, who owns the DeLuxe Fea-

1925

26,

when any

cupied a full column.

CALT LAKE
v
ture

Friday night

Night.”

mandments” showed at the Colonial, Port
Arthur, Ont., the manager, J. B. Reisman,
had Professor Johnson, principal of the
Central high school, review the picture in
the News-\Chronicle. The review was pub-

EXCHANGE
PLACE
m—
«
ii

Thursday night

milliner.

local

recently.

new

%

entering the theatre on a ticket
Wednesday afternoon may bring
on
another woman as her guest at no
extra cost, and on Wednesday night a $15
hat is given away by arrangement with a

September

Lefholtz Holds Trade

Showing

to

“U” Plan

Launch
Nationally

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

NEB., Sept. 15.— The Universal “Theatre Parties” launched by
Carl Laemmle near here a few weeks
ago have proved a success to the degree
that they are being instituted nationally.
Branch Manager Harry F. Lefholtz of
Omaha held his first strictly Omaha terexhibitor party last Tuesday,
ritory
when he entertained the motion picture
theatre owners of northwest Iowa, at
the Empress theatre, at Cherokee. There
were nearly 100 guests on hand.
_

——

——
September
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Copyright, 1925

This

is

Beware

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.
of cheap, misleading imitations.

Me”

“ What the Picture Did for
information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

LIFE’S

Douglas MacLean Just a
picture to a fair business.
Business was
off.
I don’t know whether it was the picture or
the weather.
Seven reels. D. T. Clary, Amuzu
theatre, Lineolnton, Ga.
General patronage.

YANKEE CONSUL:

Business was 74.58 per cent good
last week, according to exhibitors’
box office statements to this paper.
Business fluctuations during the
past sixteen weeks are shown in
graphic diagram on the following
page.
sixteen weeks period will
be covered regularly in tbis manner.

—

MacLean

Douglas

— Bad

About half paid expenses.

Just got a
little over film rental.
Six reels. W. J. Wilke,
Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex. Mixed patronage.

RACING LUCK:

Monty
one and it drew

—
—
Banks— They

—
—

F.B. 0.
Fred Thomson

of Fred’s best Westerns.
Did almost record
Saturday business, and it’s hot too. Thomson is
my prize Western star and will be your’s, too,

you will run about two of

reels.

—R.

L.

Nowell,

his pictures.

Idlehour

Five

Monroe,

theatre,

Ga.— General patronage.
THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson
A lot of hokum in this picture but the fans didn’t
seem to disapprove of

it

and seemed

to enjoy it.
Pleased old and

Business good.
Print good.
young, so why worry? Five reels. Geo. Gartner.
Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich. General patron-

—

—

age.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY

:

Evelyn

Brent

—Just

a

program picture based on an improbable story,
but it has enough action, touches of comedy and
thrills and romance to make it good entertainment and pleased all but the highbrows.
Six
reels.
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

SCAR HANAN

Yakima Canutt

—

This boy is
going to make a winner if they’ll keep giving
Fair business. Five reels.
W. J. Wilke, Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex.
Mixed patronage.
:

him the right material.

—

FORBIDDEN CARGO:

Evelyn

Brent

—To

a

A

light business on Monday.
very nice little
picture.
Miss Brent is winning her way to the
top.
The improvement in her work is very

—
—
town patronage.
FORBIDDEN CARGO: Evelyn Brent— Great
picture.
Played to good business.
Story good.
Well pleased with Evelyn Brent.
Six
—G.
Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich. — General patronage.
SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent— A nice
picture for any house.
Evelyn Brent does
nice work.
Six
—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich. — General patronage.
THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson — The
very best Western action story for a long time.
Silver King great.
Six
— C. E. McLain,
Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla. — General patronage.
THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson — The
best western
pronounced in each picture. Five reels. P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small

Silver

to

be

a

better

theatre,

Tilden,

—

111.-

— Chas.

little

reels.

reels.

I have ever booked for a program
It could pass as a special.
Would call
a perfect picture. This is our first F. B. 0.
in this town.
Star unknown here.
To bring
him before the people I got out a hand bill which
read as follows “At the Rex, Fri.-Sat. August
28-29.
Introducing the World’s greatest stunt
rider, Fred Thomson, and his marvelous horse.
Silver
King,
in
a
one
hundred
per
cent

picture.

Admission

10

Barber, Electric
Mining town patronage.
E.

THUNDERING HOOFS:

Fred Thomson— Sure
a fine western.
Had a good house and satisfied
them one hundred per cent. My advice is to get
it.
You will be more than pleased. The bull
fight alone worth price of admission.
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond. Minn.

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Fred Thomson“Fred and his white horse.”
Crowded house every time we have Fred. Colum-

All

we need

to say is

bia theatre, Poynette, Wis.

— General

—

patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Fred Thomson—
Not as good as other Thomsons. However, we
played on Sunday and did our average business.
Six reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, RochesNeighborhood patronage.
ter, N. Y.

—
—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Thomson—

Fred

An

Story a bit difexcellent Thomson picture.
Similar to “Zorro.”
ferent from usual western.
One fine thing about this series of pictures is
People
the variety in subject and treatment.
don’t see the same old thing in every Thomson
Five
reels.
Henry
Reeve,
Star
theatre,
picture.

—

Menard. Tex.

— Small

town patronage.

MYSTERIOUS

—

Richard

a good bet here, as they know there is action
Six reels. C. V. Anderson, Oak
theatre, Oakdale, Neb.
General patronage.
is

in his pictures.

THE

—

DESERT

—

SHEIK:

Wanda

Hawley—

Desert scenes in the real Algerian desert, which
do not look near so realistic as those about
Hollywood.
Story not much and depends on its
Gets by on a one
scenic settings to put it over.
night stand. Ben. L. Morris, Olympic theatre,

—

Bellaire,

O.

BROKEN LAWS:
draw

Mrs Wallace Reid— Didn’t

"Human Wreckage” and

not worth
Eight reels.
the price F. B. O. puts on it.
W. J. Wilke, Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex.
Mixed patronage.
like

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:

Richard Talmight have gone over but for the
Worst print we ever had of any
bad print.
exchange, and the first of F. B. O. Film broke
Hid every time somebody
in lacing the machine.

madge

left

way

—Picture

—
—

house.
Six reels. Geo. Gartner, HalfGeneral patronage.
theatre, Halfway, Mich.

the

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST:

Gloria Grey
best pictures I have shown for
Everybody went out well satisfied.
Had many comments from my best patrons on

—One

of

the

some time.

—
—

Barber,

picture.
Six
reels
Charles
this
Small
Electric theatre, Tilden, 111.
age.

town patron-

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST:

Gloria Grey

—A

E.

good production from every angle.
Big business
the book very well.
Bros.,
Crystal
Seven reels. Giacoma
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

Follows
satisfied.

theatre.

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
407

So.

Dearborn

Chicago,

St.,

III.

GENTLEMEN:
Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value of
short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until 1 shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.

it

—

STRANGER:

Talmadge Here is a real action picture and a
drawing card at the box office.
If you
can
afford to buy enough advertising matter to put
it over right, it will make you money.
Talmadge

Cooperation Pledge

reels.

»

THE

Fred Thomson— Getdrawing card than Mix.

Sure to please.

—

age.

King doing some clever acting. This is a
town exhibitors., You can
reels.

!

—

real picture for small

guarantee this.
and 20c. Five

—

Brother Exhibitors.
Five reels. E. C. Bays,
Globe Iheatre, Buena Vista. Va. General patron-

THUNDERING HOOFS:
ting

—

RIDIN’ COMET:
Yakima Canutt— Oh,
what a star
Canutt, to me, is ahead of
all Western stars.
Tom Mix had better look out
or he will be left behind. Book all of his pictures.

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

GREATEST GAME:

fine.

THE

western.
’Thundering Hoofs.’ This is our first
of the celebrated F. B. O. products.
Prices 25c10c.”
For a new actor they responded very well
and enjoyed the play immensely. I took my cue
on this from "The Box Office Record.” Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

One

is

boy,

A

sure en-

joyed this
better than average
business in spite of very warm weather.
Six
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,
Ore. General patronage.

if

South Dearborn

Johnnie Walker
His pictures draw crowds.
Seven
reels.
Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis. General
patronage.

He

The Week’s Business

—

INTRODUCE ME:

fair

business.

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

III.

Associated Exhibitors

—

the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

is

(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)
(State).

........

(State).

—

—
--
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors’
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

First National
THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—Fine.

A

Holds

interest well, even if some of the logs in the big
jam are posts and poles.
E. W. Swarthout,
Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind. General patronage.

—
—

PLAYING WITH SOULS:
much
reels.

cast—Not

Special

as a business getter.
Pleased 50-50.
Six
G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Ranier, Ore.

— A.

— General

patronage.

THE TALKER:

Special

cast

—

I

have

seen

some mighty poor reports from other exhibitors
and was afraid it would not do, but say here
is the best marriage triangle since “Why Change
Your Wife,” and don't forget it that this will
do just what the title says, make ’em talk.
Play and put it over big, as it certainly will
stand up in every way. Eight reels.- W. H. Bren-

—

ner,

Cosy

theatre,

Winchester,

Ind.

—General

patronage.

CHICKIE

—

Dorothy Mackaill Perhaps it is a
little suggestive and bad for children to see, but
that doesn’t keep them from coming.
I played
“Chickie” for two days and had good crowds
each day.
Most everyone enjoyed it and lots of
them came by to tell me.
It
should make
money for any exhibitor as it is nationally advertised.
Seven reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.
theatre, Monroe, Ga.
:

—
—

—

Richard Barthelmess
A bang
It has wonderful acting, as
up good picture.
done by Bessie Love as well as Dick, and I think
Dick does some of his best work in this picture.
The thing is not a good audience photoplay, as
Exhibition value,
it is only appreciated by a few.
according to my box office report, 50 per cent
high.
Nine reels. W. H. Brenner, Cosy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. General patronage.

SOUL FIRE:

—
—

MAN

DESIRES: Milton Sills—A dandy
Work of entire cast excellent.
good picture.
Sills
made many friends here with this one.

AS

Lots of action, well photographed.
great fight,
tragic ending.
They were sorry to see Dana
pass out at the end, though it was only logical
Drew and pleased all types, both outending.
door and society patrons.
Paper good.
Eight
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

— Small

town patronage.

—

JUST A WOMAN:

Special cast An old plot
produced on a big scale. Will give good satisfaction.
Extravagant settings.
Two or three
new twists in the plot make it good entertainment.
Excellent print out of St. Louis. Russell Armentrout,
K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,
III
General

—

:

—

patronage.
cast —An enter—
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.
SALLY
Colleen
Moore— Broke
house

JUST A WOMAN:

Special

tainment picture well done. Pleased the majority.
Business light.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer,
all

:

records and pleased 100 per cent, in hot weather,
too.
They’re still talking. If you haven't played
Colleen’s picture yet, you lost money and cheated
your patrons of a A-No. 1 entertainment.
It’s
Colleen at her best.
Play it.
Nine reels. G.
Gartner,
Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:
Good

True

picture.

to

life.

Colleen
Colleen

Moorealways

pleases and rings the bell for us.
Seven reels.
C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus,

— Small

Texas

town patronage.

FLIRTING WITH LOVE:

Colleen

Moore—

While this picture was not as good as some we
have had from Colleen, we and our patrons liked
it much better than “So Big.”
Heard no comStay
plaints, but none became hilarious about it.
with this kind, Colleen, and we are with you
forever.
Seven reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

Nazimova—

dandy picture. We had some fine compliments
on this and some said the best seen in a long
while.
Bible scenes in colors very pretty.
Eight
reels.
Geo. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich. General patronage.

A

—

HER HUSBANDS SECRET:

David Torrence—

—
—
Sweet— Inside

This is a good and satisfactory program. E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind. General patronage.

WHO

THOSE
DANCE: Blanche
dope on the workings of a booze ring and how
they were caught. A very interesting story with
a fine east. My patrons sure enjoyed this picture.
Seven reels. R. PfeifIt’s a little old but good.
Small town
fer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

—

patronage.

WILL BUY ANY FILM SCRAP
Celluloid Scrap.
Send
Samples, stating approximately perQuote
centage black or colored.
lowest pound price. Room 1302, 461
Eighth avenue, New York City.

All

Kinds

—

SUNDOWN

:
Special east A wonderful picture
didn’t draw the business it deserved.
Made a fair profit after paying a stiff rental, so
I consider myself lucky.
All of Zane Grey’s and
Tom Mix’s drew better on the average than
“Sundown.”
Nine reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

but

it

—

QUO

VADIS:

Played two

—

—

picture.
Special
cast Good
days to nice business. Nine reels.

Gartner, Halfway
Genera! patronage.

G.

Halfway,

theatre,

Mich.

—

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma Talmadge—This
a very good picture.
All
bring us some extra business.
is

Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Small town patronage.

Norma's pictures
Six reels.

— C.

Columbus,

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma

A.
Ohio.

Talmadge

—

—

Didn’t see this myself but the reports are very
good.
Eight reels. Geo. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—
—

THE

ONLY WOMAN:

Norma Talmadge—

Had to raise admission slightly to take
care of extra cost of features and just made the
mark. That is, I could have made as much with
Productions are a credit to
a program feature.
Norma, with “The Only Woman” a bit ahead,
but why we can not do the extra business with
new pictures of this class is more than I can
understand. Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. Small
town patronage.

—

—

LEARNING TO LOVE:

Constance Talmadge
dying in this town.
However, this is as good a picture as we have
A swift runever had the pleasure of running.
ning peppy comedy and a good lesson to any
flapper.
Seven reels. C. E. Longacre, Dixie
General patronage.
theatre, Dickson, Tenn.
popularity

Constance’s

is

—
—
IN HOLLYWOOD WITH POTASH & PERLMUTTER: Special cast —Fair picture. Had no

kicks and played to a good Sunday business.
Seven reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich. General patronage.

—
—

THE

WOMAN ON THE

JURY:

—

Sylvia

Breamer Very good, entertaining suspense with
The
just enough comedy to make a real picture.
different characters on the jury sure were good.

—

Seven reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

CIRCUS DAYS: Jackie Coogan—This is old
As good a Coogan picture
but a good picture.
as I have seen, but he doesn’t pull much for me.
Plenty of kids but that is all. Six reels. J. W.
Anderson, Lyric theatre. Walnut, la. General
patronage.

—
—

—

Coogan Excellent.
DAYS:
Jackie
This pleased 100
our best bet here.
Personally I don’t care for Coogan,
per cent.
This is old,
but I liked this better than some
but you’ll make no mistake to book it if your
Sunday.
Jackie.
Good
for
audience cares for
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

CIRCUS

Coogan

is

—

SECRETS:

—A

Norma Talmadge

real

classic

that will not be liked by your western crowd but
the women will fall hard for this one, and when
the women come they most always bring the men'
This is a
so your crowd is almost all there.
M. A. Manreal boost to the picture business.
ning, Opera House, Baldwin, Wis. Small town

—
—

patronage

SECRETS:

—

Norma Talmadge

Sorry to say,
feature is no good to me.
Get away from
of yours.
this antique sob stuff, give us posters that will

Norma, this kind
and I have played

of

all

—

—A

and be your own beautiful self, as you
“Smiling Through.” Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. Small town patronage.
KINDRED OF THE DUST: Special cast—
Sold as a program
Fair business on Thursday.
It is a special enpicture at a program price.
titled to a place on the front page of specials.
Acting splendid, story fine, direction very good.
That is all we can ask of any picture. Buy it,
brother, and the pleasure will be all your own.
draw,

in

—

—

—

reels.
P.
Eight
Chateaugay, N. Y.

W.

Quinlin,

Ideal

— Small

theatre,

town patronage.
LOVE: Norma Talmadge

THE SONG OF

—

Norma at her best. Eight
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
patronage.

—E. C.
Va. — General
reels.

THE GALLOPING FISH:

Syd Chaplin— Starts

A rather pecular
slow and is disappointing.
comedy. A few honest laughs and many forced.
Cannot be compared with “Charlie’s Aunt.”
Pleased 3 out of 10 only and the 3 were kids

—Giacoma
— General

didn't know any better.
Six reels.
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

who

patronage.

—

TROUBLE
but

Jackie Coogan This is very old
:
a fine Coogan. Pleased all. M. B. Russell,

is

Community

Benton

theatre,

—

Benton

Mo.

City,

Small town patronage.

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME:

Lewis

Ston^-

This picture gave 90 per cent satisfaction to our
Eight reels.
clientele.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal
Genera! patronage.
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—
—

HER REPUTATION:

May McAvoy— Showed

on July 4th and business was poor. This is
old, but get it if you can and boost it.
It has
everything that puts money in the box office.
Small town special and good for Sunday. M. B.
Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City,
Mo. Small town patronage.

this

—

—

a sample of
the fall product for Fox, they are going to knock
’em cold. In face of the fact that the temperature registered 100 and over both nights, this did
a remarkable business.
Not only that, but the
picture gave excellent satisfaction to the patrons.
It is a picture that will stand all the advertising
you can give! The picture will back up all the
good things you can say about it. Personally I
think that Jay Hunt’s acting is the best that has
ever appeared on the screen in any picture.
Eight reels. Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre,
Pittsfield, 111.
General patronage.
If this is

—
—

THE TRAIL RIDER:
Western,

Buck Jones

—A

Tom Mix—Very

—

—

patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

cast— Good

Special

— George White, Starland
theatre, Stockbridge, Mich. — General patronage.
THE DANCERS: Special cast—Drew fair busiSeven

reels.

ness and pleased audience.

Odd

good cast.
Appeals to women, although men seemed to enjoy
it, too.
Paid twice as much as it was worth, as
Fox called this a special. Not a special, by any
means. Just a good program picture. Seven reels.

—R.

Princess
Small town patronage.
Pfeiffer,

theatre,

WINNER TAKE ALL:

story

;

Chilton,

Wis.

pictures I have ever shown and it broke my
house record for any attraction that ever played
here at regular admission. Seven reels. W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General
patronage.

HEARTS OF OAK:

—

Buck Jones— About 75

—

GERALD CRANSTON’S LADY: Alma

Rubens

Here is a worthy story, well done, spoiled by as
rotten an ending as ever graced or disgraced
a movie. It looks as though the film has been
cut, and a roar of protest goes up from the house
when “The End” flashes just when the story
commences to get to leaving a pleasant taste.
Your house and your business is better off by
not running such a picture. Fifty more feet of
film at the end would have made this a real good
domestic drama. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.

-

—

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

Special cast
great picture. Can’t understand how some
exhibitors could knock this picture as they do.
Seven reels. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—A

—

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix— Say,

—
—
Bosworth — Fair.

Hobart

Six reels. George White, Starland theatre, StockMich. General patronage.

—

bridge,

THE CONQUEROR:
Pleased

that saw
here.
Six reels.

doesn’t mean much
dresen, Lyric theatre,
ronage.

TEETH

Farnum—A

William

those

Walnut,

la.

good

Farnum
W. An-

it.

—J.
— General

Tom Mix—Not

pat-

so good as “Oh, You
picture, though. Six reels.
George
theatre,
White, Starland
Stockbridge, Mich. General patronage.
:

—

Good

Tony.”

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney—An

per cent entertainment. Poor ending. Six reels.
George White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.
General patronage.

—

79

picture.

—

Fox
LIGHTNIN’: Jay Hunt

THE DEADWOOD COACH:

good Mix picture, but no great big special. Mix’s
old pictures like “Catch My Smoke,” “Do and
Dare,” “In Arabia,” “Three Jumps Ahead,” are
all far ahead on his 1925 pictures.
The last reel
of “The Deadwood Coach” contains some wonderful scenery. Kids will eat this up, but too much
impossible stuff for grown-ups. Seven reels. E.
General
L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.

thriller.

good picture.

very

—
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were

—

-

if

you are not playing Tom Mix pictures, then you
are missing the addition that his pictures make
to your bank roll, and if you think they don’t
want Western pictures you should have sat in
my house during the showing of “The Rainbow
Trail” and heard the real honest applause that
my folks gave. It is one of the best Western

expicture in which you can see brains
throughout the entire seven reels. Fifty per cent
over “The Monster.”
Victor McLagen put in
good work. Chaney and Mae Busch are sure
O. K. Seven reels. A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre,
cellent

—

Coleman, Alta., Canada.

Small town patronage.

LADY OF THE NIGHT:

Norma Shearer-

for some reason
Seven reels.
to attract average business here.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

Good entertainment but

General

failed

patronage.

SEVEN

CHANCES:

—

Keaton

Buster

No

trouble with Buster Keaton. He brings them in,
and pleases them, too.
great laugh-getter.
Good serial.
Six reels. G. Gartner, Halfway
General patronage.
theatre, Halfway, Mich.

A

—
—

PROUD FLESH
duction but a poor

Seven
Rainier,

:

SO THIS

— Good

IS

—

cast Excellent proBusiness below average.

Special
title.

—A. G.
Ore. — General

reels.

theatre.

patronage.

MARRIAGE:

picture.
theatre,
Starland

Grand

Witwer,

Eleanor Boardman
George White,
Stockbridge,
Mich. General

Seven

reels.

—

—

patronage.

WIFE OF THE CENTAUR:

Special cast—
picture for sophisticated audience if shorter and a few less kissing
scenes.
Otherwise we considered the direction
flawless and the acting of the principals splen-

Would have been a splendid

DIFFERENCES THAT PLEASINGLY IMPRESS YOU —NUMBER

TWO

good

kind Buck used to make.
Five
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista,
patronage.

the

— E. C.
Va. — General
reels.

THE TROUBLES OF A BRIDE:

Special

cast—

Would class this one as just a very ordinary
program picture. Story very thin. However, had
several comments and no kicks. Don’t bank too
much on this one. Five reels. C. E. Longacre,
Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.

in.

As good a

But your

they’re

picture as

patrons

looking

patronage.

Tom Mix — Good

DICK TURPIN:
weather.

—
— General

for

will

chaps,

hot

for

Mix ever played

be disappointed if
because he wears

picture. Howseventy-five per cent was pleased.
Seven
reels.
C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,

ruffles,

ever,

cuffs

and

—
— General

Tenn.

in

collars,

this

patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—I
this picture before

it

ran

was released two days and

wish I had waited. Had never seen it. This
picture will hurt Mix more than anything he
could have done. It’s hokum for the small town,
especially an oil town. If they put Mix in another picture like this, it’s just goodbye. Mix. Admission 30-10c. Princess theatre, Olney, Tex.
General patronage.
I

—

SHE WOLVES:
Think the

title

Special

got them

in,

cast

— Fair

picture.

which was very

dis-

appointing. Played two days but should be used
only one day. Six reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

—
—

age.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—A

real

shoot-’em-up Western with more action than his
previous pictures. Mix has a good following here.
Played to capacity houses with a circus in town.
Seven reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Delicious meals are appetizingly served in beautiful
new-type dining cars on the

ORIENTAL LIMITED
NEW
—
commandingly first in favor with travelers through the Northwest. An interesting new way to and from the Pacific Northwest
and California. Deluxe equipment and service -no extra fare.

—

From Chicago,

via Burlington-Great Northern, daily 11 p. m.
Seattle daily 8 p. m.
A. J. Dickinson, Passenger
Traffic Manager, St. Paul, Minnesota.

From

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Wonderful.

Tom Mix

—

at his best. Seven reels.
Mr.
theatre, Obion, Tenn.

and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
Small town patronage.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Good
Mix

—
—

Scenery and acting great. E. W.
Swarthout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind. General
patronage.
story.

GREAT New
NORTHERN
Route of the

Oriental Limited

Finest Train to and from Pacific Northwest— No Extra Fare

——A

—
I
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80
They made friends for themselves, if not
picture. Several adverse comments, but

did.

for

this

we

consider

entertainment for all but
Western fans. Seven reels. Y. M. C. A. theatre,
Morenci, Ariz. General patronage.
:
Jackie Coogan Good, but
THE RAG
not Jackie’s best. George White, Starland theGeneral patronage.
atre, Stockbridge, Mich.
fair

it

—

—

—

MAN

—

—

—

Jackie Coogan We consider
this the best Coogan since ‘‘The Kid.” You can’t
go wrong on this one. Step on it and make some
dough. If they like Coogan in your town it will
back up all you can say about it. If they’d make
more like this, we wouldn’t have to worry. Six
reels.
C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,
Tenn. General patronage.

THE RAG MAN:

—

—

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Claire Windsor—
picture, new or

Eight

NIGHT

BREAD
sorry

:

Special cast

—A

good picture with a
who saw it were well

The few
Get them in and they
the women. Seven reels.

title.

pleased.
especially

Monroe,

Idlehour theatre,
ronage.
ell,

BREAD

:

Special cast

will

like

it,

—R. L. NowGa. — General pat-

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil
—A great picture and fairly good at

all.

it

—Dandy picture,
—
—

Metro

if

CIRCE THE ENCHANTRESS: Mae Murray—
line of Murray picture. First one to
down. Seven reels. W. J. Wilke, Liberty
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Graham, Tex.
JANICE MEREDITH: Marion Davies In our
estimation a good picture, only too long. But we
fail to get them to come to see the costume
bunk. They don’t like it here. Washington crossing the Delaware very good. Nine reels. C. E.
Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn. General

The regular
fall

—

—

—

—
—

patronage.

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED:
but

picture,

I

get stuck

Lon Chaneyevery time

I

—

do

business with Metro-Goldwyn. Seven reels. W.
Mixed
J. Wilke, Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex.
patronage.

—

NEW YORK:

LITTLE OLD
played this

from
pack them

film

patrons.
in.

Marion Davies—

response to many requests
advertised big but it did not
think this picture should be

I

pulled out of program.
Wardwell theatre,

well,

Ten

reels.

—

J.

H. Ward-

Stockton Springs, Me.

Small town patronage.

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

Jackie Coogan
keep step with former Coogan pictures and our patrons called it a “so-so” production. Six reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theGeneral patronage.
atre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—Failed

to

—

—

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

—

—

—

patronage.

THE NAVIGATOR: Buster Keaton—Keaten
never gets any business, but Metro sells him as
though he was a sure box office attraction. Business rotten. Pleased about 60 per cent. Six reels.
W. J. Wilke, Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex.
Mixed patronage.

—

Special
TESS OF THE DE’URBERVILLES
cast — Too much money for this class of picture
in small town. Seven reels. — W. J. Wilke, Lib:

erty theatre,

Jefferson
age.

Graham, Tex.

THE WHITE SISTER:

— Mixed
Lillian

patronage.

Gish— You sure

get your money’s worth. Played two nights. Full
house both nights. Good picture for both young
and old. You can’t go wrong on this. Jos.
Sandhofer, Kimberly Club, Kimberly, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

THE RED LILY

:

Ramon Novarro — Rather

tense drama. Splendid acting, not much comedy
Keeps moving. Good action in spots and
relief.
altogether a good picture for those who appreSeven reels. Y. M. C.
ciate the heavy drama.
A. theatre, Morenci, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

Paramount
WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt

—
— General

Goshen,

theatre,

patron-

Ind.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

cast—

Special

Rotten as a business getter. Very disappointing.
Opened big. Pulled on third day. Eight reels.
D. F. & R. Enterprises, Olympic theatre, Wichita
Falls, Tex.
General patronage.

—

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

Special

cast

—

a city it might get 90 per cent. Geo. W.
mer, Paramount theatre. Harvard, Neb.
patronage.

—Extra

Zane Grey story. Picture pleased 100 per
Audience liked it as well as “North of

cent.

36.”

In

Sum-

— Gen-

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna

Q. Nilsson Almost a special.
Seemed to please all
classes.
The flood and storm scene gives it the
necessary punch.
flew a banner across the
street on this
used heralds, insert cards and
usual paper. The six sheet is good.
charged
25c and 10c.
This brought out best mid-week
attendance to date. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

—

We

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack Holt— More
than “The Covered Wagon.” but not the
box office magnet.
Drew excellent business.
Broke
the
records
for
August.
Everybody
pleased. Many comments. Every theatre should
play these Zane Grey’s pictures and make some
real money.
Seven reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—
— Small

—

HOME

OLD
WEEK: Thomas Meighan One of
the best Meighan’s since "Back Home and Broke.”
Geo. W. Summer, Paramount theatre, Harvard,
Neb. General patronage.

—

—

OLD HOME WEEK:

Thomas Meighan— Picture not so good but drew excellent business.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.- -Small
town patronage.

—

OLD HOME WEEK:

Thomas Meighan

— One

of his best for some time, but at that it was
the same old stuff that they have wished on
Meighan always.
nice little homey tale no

—

A

—

punch no drawing power nil here, though we
went after it hard. Scaled much too high on
our contract. They know just what Meighan will
do and only the few who really like his work
will come. Haven’t made money on a Meighan
;

since “Manslaughter.”

him

OLD HOME

am

strong for

reels.

up to Meighan standard. A fair picture.
W. Summer, Paramount theatre. Harvard,

quite
Geo.

Neb.

Personally

—Henry Reeve, Star
— Small town patronage.
WEEK: Thomas Meighan — Not

Seven
Menard, Tex.

always.

theatre,

— General

patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond

—

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

Special

cast—

— R. Pfeiffer. Elite the—Small town patronage.
THE DEVIL’S CARGO Special cast—A good
program picture. No special, but there
comedy
in
that puts
over. — Geo. W. Summer, Paramount theatre. Harvard, Neb. — General patronage.
PETER PAN Betty Bronson—A fairy tale

A

good program picture.
atre, New Holstein, Wis.

:

is

it

it

:

which appealed to the children and some of the
women and a very few of the men. A pretty
picture, but not what the regulars want.
Paid
too big a price for a picture of this kind. Business ’way below average. If you want to give
the kids a treat, play it, but be careful what
you pay. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

CONTRABAND:

Special cast Just fair. Was
with this one. Didn’t expect
much and was about disgusted with it after the
first reel had run through, then it picked up
with a bang and gave good satisfaction. Plenty
of laughs and action. A good small town picture.
Noah Beery fine. Seven reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.

rather

surprised

:

Gloria

—
—
Swanson — Our

first

Swanson picture. Just fine. Seven reels.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre. Obion,
Tenn. Small town patronage.
Gloria

—

—

—A

Special cast
fairly good picture but the story too absurd.
Not
the kind to suit us small town exhibitors. Seven
reels.
C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Texas.
Small town patronage.

—

—

FORBIDDEN PARADISE:

Pola Negri—Here
another good one from Paramount which kept
away from my house, and I think that
am going to cover up any word that reads

is

the people
I

“Paramount” on all photos, as I sure believe that
this picture can’t be beat and the wonderful cast
should draw them in alone, and I can’t get any
more than rental out of them and spend the
extras out of my pocket. Eight reels. R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak. General patron-

—

—

age.

MAN

A
MUST LIVE: Richard Dix—Wednesday night to a fair business. A dandy picture.
Better than some of the highly advertised specials. A splendid buy and the price is right. The
film

is

good,

acting

the

is

fine,

and what

—

Hades more can you ask for ?

in

Seven reels. P.
W. Quinlan, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

THE GARDEN OF WEEDS:

A

Compson

Betty

program

picture.
Some liked it : others
didn’t. Opinion about 60-40. Not as bad as some
exhibitors reported it.
Six reels.- R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town patfair

ronage.

NORTH OF

Jack

36:

—
Holt—

—

our opinion

It is

a show house ahead of
"The Covered Wagon” would carry off the honors.
But even being the third of this type of picture
presented by us, it drew fine and was very
favorably received.
Story
is
consistent
and
plausible.
We found no defects. Eight reels.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
this picture presented in

—General

patronage.

—

DANGEROUS MONEY:

Not
Bebe Daniels
Fairly good story, well staged, and Miss
Daniels played her part very well, but on the
whole just an ordinary picture. Seven reels.
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci, Ariz. Beneral
patronage.
bad.

—

THE WAGES OF VIRTUE:

A

positive flop.

Gloria

Swanson—

Good business came to see

Gloria,

who has been our

big card for a long time, but
this was the bird that put a crimp in her popularity here and will have to ballyhoo them
One more like
pretty hard to get them back.
Seven reels.
this and it’s good night Gloria.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

A light
MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels
comedy-drama with a good east. People not very

—

enthusiastic.
Seven reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

Pola Negri— A

EAST OF SUEZ:

Griffith—

good comedy-drama.
Not quite as good as
“Forty Winks,” which is a wow. Book both of
them. Both have good drawing power. Geo. W.
Summer, Paramount theatre. Harvard, Neb.
General patronage.

town patronage.

A KISS IN THE DARK:

We

—

26, 1925

action

;

MANHANDLED
good

—

September

eral

Jackie Coogan

—Too much for the little folks. Youngsters
afraid of the cannibals. Not Jackie’s best. Five
George White, Starland theatre. Stockreels.
General patronage.
bridge, Mich.
ALONG CAME RUTH: Viola Dana—Entertaining comedy-drama. Viola Dana seldom fails
to please and we liked this better than previous
pictures. Title brought the people out. Five reels.
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci, Ariz. General

—

providing you work hard. Our neighboring
town played it with a fifteen-people vaudeville
show at no advance in price. Oscar F. Hansen,

in

I

De

B.

the box

Small town rating 10 per cent and no more.

Eight reels. W. J. Wilke,
Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex. Mixed patronage.

want

didn’t

Rod La

—

office

—

NEW YORK:

OF

LIFE

—

that we have played for many moons. The
best horse race story I’ve ever seen, in every way.
Keenan in particular
It’s a corking fine picture.
does a fine piece of work. Seven reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.

—

—

Rocque Here is the kind of a story the typical
movie crowd revels in. Comedy, drama, life, pep,
action, all done by the kind of people who know
their business. Not a foot of padding and as
good a story as Paramount has given us this
year. The New York scenes are authentic and
interesting to the outside world.
Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix— Best Dix
picture to date.
Lots of comedy. Very exciting.
Great audience stuff. Six reels. D. F. & R. Enterprises, Mission theatre, Wichita Falls, Tex.
Mixed patronage.
Mille

old,

—

D. F. & R. Enterprises, Olympic
Wichita Falls, Tex. General patronage.

reels.

theatre,

Gave the best satisfaction of any

Good

—
A

class, artistic picture,

which

fine,

high-

will please the ultra-

highbrows. However, the class of people who
support my shows do not want to see this sort
of stuff, nor will they come to see this star. I
cannot afford to waste two perfectly good play
dates just to say I showed her pictures. I am off
her for life, and that goes double for that Swanson dame. These two may knock ’em dead in the
cities, but they are flops out in the tall timber.
Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.
Neillsville, Wis.

—

—

THE ALASKAN

:

Thomas Meighan

—A

great

combination that spells dollars at the box office.
Seven reels. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Obion, Tenn.

—

—

—

TOMORROW’S LOVE:
one, but
came to see

see this

who

Didn’t
Agnes Ayres
from reports it pleased those

it in spite of the storm that
Six reels. Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

attendance.

cut

—

—

THE BORDER LEGION: Special cast Not a
big picture, but above average for a melodramatic
Western. Splendid scenery, good acting. Well
directed and a good story but not quite a speSeven reels. Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci,
cial.
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan—
Do not be afraid of this one. Seven
W. Andresen, Lyric theatre, Walnut,

fine picture.
reels.

la.

—

J.

—General

patronage.

THE FAST SET

:

ture but not the kind

box

office

showed

it.

—

Compson Fair picpeople like, and the
Didn’t take in enough to

Betty

my

—
AA
!
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WEST OF THE WATER TOWER:

Paramount always gets
rental on picture.
the money I take in and I have to work for
nothing the next two months to get even. Looks
to me that the name Paramount kills my busiR. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimness. Seven reels.
I>ay

Hunter

all

Dak.

S.

— General

few old

—

Antonio Moreno

:

Minn.
B.

Cecil

DeMille— Say,

a picture good enough for the best theatre in the world, and I wish to say that I am
glad I have run this before "The Ten Commandments,” as it ranks up about as high, only
that the price was just about what I should pay
for pictures of that kind. Didn't get them in on
Nine reels. R. Duba,
account of poor title.
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak. General patronis

—

—

age.

WITHOUT WARNING:
Good show.

Antonio
Film badly worn. Eight

win Starcher, Starcher

Moreno
reels.

Fairfax,

theatre,

S.

—

—EdDak.

reels.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:

Glenn Huntertoo long. Eight reels.

Poor picture. Poor story
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn. Small town patronage.
:

—

PIED PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan

—

very good picture, but rather long. Business was
off.
As a rule Meighan pictures all please here,
but this one failed to draw, but pleased those
who saw it. Eight reels. D. T. Clary, Amuzu
General patronage.
theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.

—
—

TOO MANY KISSES:

Richard Dix— Good encomments. Business a little

tertainment. Many
above average. Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Elite theSmall town patronage.
atre, New Holstein, Wis.

—
—

HER LOVE STORY

:

Gloria

Gloria in an American play.

—

Swanson Give us
Our patrons don’t

find much entertainment in that foreign stulf.
Seven reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Texas. General patronage.
EMPTY HANDS: Jack Holt—This was dandy.
Had many favorable comments. Seven reels.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion,
Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

SINNERS IN HEAVEN:

Bebe Daniels— Dix
a combination hard to beat, and

and Daniels is
they back up their reputation in full in this picVery good comments. Star theatre, Santure.
dusky, Mich. Small town patronage.

—

—

WORLDLY GOODS:

Agnes Ayres

— So

this

is

of a story that the “Ladies’ Home
Journal” gives its millions of readers. Whew
liar is the hero and to the end does he remain
a liar, incidentally making a fortune by eavesdropping, borrowing money from a misguided
woman and by holding up a business firm. This
may be considered clever by Sophie Kerr, the
author, the publisher and friend Lasky, but my
patrons did not think it clever, nor did I.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon Lake,
20-10c.
Idaho. General patronage.

kind

the

A

—

—
—

THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE:

Ernest Torrence
Posters good. Title good. Play pathetic, not
exactly what patrons look for, some comedy.
Torrence looks queer in the role of clown. About
75 per cent success, and worthy of consideration.
Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. Small town pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE:

—Realizing

Rudolph

Valen-

from exhibitors’ comments that
to be difficult to put over in a small
but also realizing that this was perhaps

tino
this

was

town,
one of the most beautiful plays ever produced,
started in weeks ago to working it up. First

I

I

ordered every kind of advertising that Paramount
had and they had the Salt Lake exchange write
a letter to my select patrons, which letter dwelt
upon the beauty and lavishness of the settings
and also on the splendid acting. We put on
reviewed the play in the local
excellent music
papers, and, in short, let everyone know that
we had a wonderful high-class drama for their
entertainment. They came, saw, and were pleased.
True, a dozen or more walked out, but this was
a night reserved for the educated class, and any
tramps wandering into a costume play expecting
to see Red Eyed Pete shooting up the Mexicans
ought to have been stung. We put it over and
the town is better off for having a great picture
;

;

brought to its attention. We charged
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
50-20c.
General patronage.
like

—

this

—

—

—Ran

Special cast

—

—

—

THE EXCITERS:

Special cast This is a fine
picture. Does not drag and the surprise at the
end is fine. Suspense well sustained. Good mixture of society and crook story. Special for small
towns. Not for Sunday. Six reels. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

—

— Small town patronage.
THE LIGHT THAT FAILED: Percy Marmont — This pleased much better than
expected.
Jacqueline Logan and Marmont did
some fine acting. A great many liberties are
taken with Kipling. Good for Sunday and perhaps a special. Seven reels. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small
town patronage.

Cast good.

—

—

A GENTLEMAN OF LEISURE:

Jack Holt—
does good work.

A

dandy light comedy. Cast
Pleased everyone. Holt is popular here. Not for
Sunday or special. Will appeal to all. Five reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

JAVA HEAD: Jacqueline Logan Raymond
Hatton, George Fawcett and Leatrice Joy are
fine.
This pleased, so far as I can learn. It’s
old but you can still get it.
Not for Sunday.—
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

HOMEWARD BOUND:

Thomas
Dandy sea

Meighan always good.

Meighan

—

Vers

story.

good storm scene, a little comedy. Pleased 100
per cent. Lila Lee good, as usual. Rather old.
Can be used on Sunday or as special for small
towns. Seven reels. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town
patronage.

—

—

THE TIGER’S CLAW:

Jack Holt— Good program picture. Aileen Pringle and Eva Novak
good in support. Exciting in some places but a

Not

for Sunday or special.
Russell,
Benton Community

slow in others.

bit

Six

—

M. B.
Benton City, Mo.

reels.

theatre,

— Small

PIED PIPER MALONE:

town patronage.

Thomas Meighan—

This was popular here because of Meighan and

many children. Good mixture of comedy and
Support good. Small town special. All
right for Sunday. Print good out of St. Louis.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.
the

drama.

—

—

—

PIED PIPED MALONE: Thomas Meighan
The picture was very good. Meighan for all,
young and old. Had too big competition. Flanagan Boys right in the same building and no one
came to see Tommy. Too bad, but we all have
Eight reels. R. Duba, Royal
our hardships.
theatre,

Kimball, S. Dak.

GRUMPY

Theodore

:

—
— General patronage.
Roberts — This pleased

my surprise. May Mcfair.
Casson Furmystery with the typical W. De-

almost everyone, rather to

Avoy and Conrad Nagel are
geson

is fine.

A

Mille humor. Star is excellent. Not for
or special.
Seven reels. M. B. Russell,
Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

—

Sunday
Benton

— Small
-

town patronage.

munity

Seven

—

M. B. Russell, Benton ComBenton City, Mo. Small town

reels.

theatre,

—

patronage.

WOMAN
went over

PROOF:
fine

here.
excellent.

support is
Vera Reynolds,

Thomas

Community

ton

Meighan — This

Meighan always good. The
Lila Lee, Robert Agnew,

Dresser, George O’Brien
and others all fine. Good for Sunday or special.
Play up George Ade. Eight reels. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

Louise

—

Benton

theatre,

City,

town patronage.

MY

— Small
Swanson —
Mo.

AMERICAN WIFE: Gloria
This pleased everyone, so far as I can learn. Antonio Moreno, Aileen Pringle and Walter Long
good in support. Good for special but not for
Sunday. Rather old. Six reels. M. B. Russell,

—

Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.

— Gloria

Mo.

City,

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE:
son

Gloria Swan-

one of our favorites here. Support good. Light comedy. Gloria wears glorious
clothes.
Be sure to book this if you have any
is

Swanson

fans, and who hasn’t? Special. Not for
Sunday. Print good, out of St. Louis. Six reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

-

—

NOBODY’S MONEY:

Jack Holt— Slow at

first,

but gains speed and becomes rapid and interesting. Will please almost all. Support fair. Light
comedy. Not for special and hardly for Sunday.
Six reels. M. B. Russell. Benton Community
theatre, Benton City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

MAN

TO THE LAST
can’t be

— Too

much

Pleased everyone.

Cast

Richard Dix

:

for this.

said

Hasn’t a

draggy minute.

Play up Zane
Grey and you’ll fill the house. Small town special, and semi-special for any town. Not for Sunday. Seven reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town
fine.

—

—

patronage.

—

THE WHITE FLOWER:

Betty Compson
A
Pleased about 90 per cent.
Suspense good. Children liked it, although not a
juvenile picture. Sunday, no. Six reels. M. B.

fair

program

picture.

—

Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.

Russell,

—
BACK HOME AND BROKE:
an — Can’t say enough for
Mo.

City,

Thomas MeighGo the limit.

this.

Pleased everybody. Good for Sunday or special.
You can’t make a mistake on this. Eight reels.
Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

— M.

Community

Benton

Russell,

B.

RACING HEARTS: Agnes

theatre.

—Richard

Ayres

Dix

and Theodore Roberts good

in support. Good automobile picture, but a bit draggy in spots. Not
a special but O. K. for Sunday. Six reels. M.
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.
City, Mo.

—

—

THE STRANGER:
but some didn’t.
special

Seven

Louis.

fine acting

not for Sunday.

;

cast— I liked this,
by an excellent
book it. Small town

Special

Some

pay you to

will

It

cast.

reels.

munity theatre,

— M.

Print good, out of St.
B. Russell, Benton Com-

Benton

City,

Mo.

— Small

town

patronage.

FOG BOUND:

Dorothy Dalton

—

I

thought this

rather poor, but it pleased some. Support is not
very good. Not for special or Sunday. Six reels.

—

M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

THE SNOW BRIDE:

Alice Brady— Was sent
as substitute and pleased about 80 per cent. PerWill do
sonally, I think Alice Brady is awful.
very well for hot weather. Not a special. Lefty
Flynn is good in support. Not special, but can
be used on Sunday. Six reels. M. B. Russell,

—

Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.

HOLLYWOOD:
in a

Special cast

town that knows

its

Mo.

City,

— This

stars.

will be fine
Typical James

Did not come up to expectations here. Special for large town. Good for SunM.
day. Pleased about 75 per cent. Eight reels.
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.
City, Mo.
Cruze light comedy.

—

—

SALOMY JANE:

Jacqueline Logan

—Very

ex-

citing story of California redwood country.

Logan

—

BIG BROTHER: Tom Moore This pleased because of Mickey Bennett, who is a dandy little
actor.
Consider him superior to Coogan. Raymond Hatton is excellent. Excellent for Sunday.
Special for a small town. Print good, out of St.
Louis.

81

this

one night and it certainly did please. It’s the
kind that makes me happy. A little slow at first
but at the last it had them all going. Lots of
thrills and some fine comedy.
Six reels. M. B.
Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City,
Mo. Small town patronage.

I

— General patronage.
THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME: Special
Good busicast — Good Saturday night picture.
— Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
ness. Six
theatre, Obion, Tenn. — Small town patronage.
—

—

FLAMING BARRIERS:

—

THE GOLDEN BED:

May

a delight.

is

reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community
Small town patronage.
theatre, Benton City, Mo.

Eight

Will please all Western fans.
This is much better than the average run of
pictures. Give us more as good rating 100 per
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond,
cent.

here

The support

fogies.

Glenn

consider this about the best
pleased everyone except a

I

It

Torrence, especially. George
Fawcett and Zasu Pitts are good in small parts.
You can step on this. All right for Sunday.

good western.

real

shown.

McAvoy and Ernest

patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION

— Excellent.

ever

I’ve

—

ball,

——

-

fine.

everyone
reels.

—M.

Benton

Pleased

all

Miss
Western fans and almost

Not for Sunday or special. Seven
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,

else.

City,

Mo.

— Small

town patronage.

Pathe
PERCY

—

Charles Ray Ray well cast in this.
They liked it. Business satisfactory. Six reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
:

—

—
—

PERCY : Charles Ray Here’s a dandy good
comedy. An exceptional cast. Charlie Murray as
Holy Joe steals all honors he’s a wow! We had
a local violinist work with the pianist and it

Special

made a decided hit. Picture is from the story,
“The Desert Fiddler,” and music cue sheet has
direct cues for “Humoresque” and “Love’s Old

Good fast moving
crook story that pleased about 99 per cent. The
last scene is clever and sent them home with a
laugh. Not for Sunday. Can be used as special

Sweet Song.” Use it it will help. Picture also
has about the best dam burst flood scene shown
Six reels. Henry Reeve, Star
for some time.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

THE WOMAN WITH FOUR FACES:
cast

—Title

aroused

in a small town.

interest.

Six reels.

— M.

B. Russell,

Ben-

;

—

WHY WORRY:

—

Harold Lloyd—A dandy

pic-

——
A

—
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—
—

Six reels. H. B. Wood, Wood theatre. CalRock, Ark. General patronage.
THE CALL OF THE WILD: Buck—Jack London’t famous book done into a good entertaining
play. The dog Buck, a Saint Bernard, is a wonderful actor. He never waits for his cue or looks
at his director. The pulling value of this play
was a great surprise to me. It brought them in
for miles around and broke our Friday-Saturday
record. Paper is excellent. Fine cast. 25-10cs
Play it by all means. Six reels. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

ture.
ico

—

—

—

Harold Lloyd -Very good. We
consider this one of the best Lloyd ever made. If
you are looking for something to make ’em laugh,
don’t fail to tell them what you have. It’s a
scream from start to finish. Had nothing but
good comments on this one. Seven reels. C. E.

GIRL SHY:

—

Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson,
patronage.

Tenn.— General

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—This is
one of the best Hoxie pictures that we have ever
shown and I tell you they told us so when they
went out. The horse and dog in this are sure
good.
It takes a Western to get them in in hot
weather.
You can’t go wrong on this, as it is
there.
Five reels. C. V. Anderson, Oak theatre,
Oakdale, Neb. General patronage.

—

—

—

Principal
Dor-

real good
othy MacKail If you exhibitors
picture that will draw like a mustard plaster at
a reasonable price, don’t fail to get this one.

Boys,

it’s

want a

there.

— M.

A. Manning, Opera House,

Baldwin, Wis.

CAPTAIN JANUARY:

Baby Peggy— Just a

picture. Good, but nothing to enthuse over, our
people told us. Six reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
General patronage.
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—
—

Prod. Dist. Corp.
SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey—Played
to nice Saturday crowd. Harry is getting better
Geo. Gartner, Halfin every picture. Six reels.
way theatre. Halfway, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

ROARING

RAILS:

Harry

Carey

— Monday

night to very good business. A splendid picture.
It has action, comedy, heart appeal an deverything that goes to make a very entertaining picture. I would advise all my exhibitor friends to
buy it. It will get you cash and it will make
friends for your theatre. Producers are giving
us pictures as good as the best of them. Six reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N.
Y. Small town patronage.

—

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN:

Special cast
Picture fair, but business was a little below avSix reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre.
erage.

—

Halfway, Mich.

— General

patronage.

THE SAGEBRUSH TRAIL: Roy Stewart—
pretty good Western of
real story and does not
action. Should go well
Morris, Olympic theatre,

Has

the better sort.

a

depend altogether on its
most any place. Ben L.

—

Bellaire, O.

—

Florence Vidor A nice picture. Nothing big but needn’t be afraid. It will
go over. Six reels. G. Gartner, Talfway theatre.
Halfway, Mich. General patronage.
STOP FLIRTING: Special cast Haven’t been
able to find anyone who has anything good to say
of it except ourselves, and occasionally we sneak
Just a
off by ourselves and admit the truth.
light farce with a few laughs here and there,
Six
reels.
respect.
any
and not a special in
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci, Ariz. General pat-

THE MIRAGE:

—

—

—

—

ON THE THRESHOLD:

Special cast— A great
and brought extra business. It’s there.
Six reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre,

Play it.
Halfway, Mich.

LET
picture.
reels.

—
— General

patronage.

—

WOMEN ALONE:

Good
Special cast
Good attendance. Seven
Geo. Gartner, Halfway theat re, Halfway,
Good

—
— General

Mich.

print.

patronage.

SPOOK RANCH

—

Hoot Gibson Boy, some
Nigger almost runs away with
If any small town exhibitor finds
the honors.
some one who doesn't like this picture, put them
I want
in a cage and ship them to me collect.
to see what they look like.
C. M. Hartman, New
Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town pat:

!

—

—

ronage.

—

SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson A dandy comedy Western. A coon in this picture brought as
many laughs as a Harold Lloyd feature. Plenty
of action, fast riding and excitement.
Pleased
my crowd 100 per cent. Six reels. E. L. Fawks,
Cozy theatre, Strawn, Tex. General patronage.

—

THE TEASER:

—

Laura La Plante

ture, although didn’t enjoy

it

— Good

personally as

pic-

much

some of her other ones. Patrons satisfied.
C. M. Hartman, New Liberty theatre, Carnegie,
Okla. Small town patronage.
as

—

September 26, 1925
THE FAMILY SECRET:

Hoot Gibson— Here

is

It will please the ladies as well as men.
Kids yell like Commanchies.
Rodeo, wild riding
race car chases, fights, comedy and thrills. What
Uncle Carl, thanks for
else could you ask for?
this real 100 per cent maker.
Six reels. E. L.
Fawks, Cozy theatre, Strawn, Texas General
patronage.

—
—

THE SADDLE HAWK:

Hoot Gibson— Although

so good as “Let ’Er Buck,’’ this one will
please any Western bunch.
very good Gibson
picture.
M. A. Manning, Opera House, Baldwin,

— W.
— Mixed

A

— Small

town patronage.
LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson

Wis.

—A

good West-

ern that will please anywhere. Plenty of action.
The Pendleton round-up forms a colorful background. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe,
Ga. General patronage.

—

—

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

I’LL

Denny

— Best

Denny

picture so far.
reels.
D. F. & R.

—

Six
Mission theatre, Wichita Falls, Tex.
ronage.
usually.

Reginald
Pleased unEnterprises,

— General patOH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny— Fine show.
Good drawing power. — Geo. W. Summer, Paramount theatre, Harvard, Neb. — General patronage.
THE FIGHTING AMERICAN:
Good action

picture, full of

pep

Special cast—
the way. Good

all

—Jos. Sandhofer, Kimberly
— General patronage.
THE TORNADO: House Peters—Nice feature
but no business.
Universal just won’t get the
business.
Seven
— W. J. Wilke, Liberty
theatre, Graham, Tex. — Mixed patronage.
HIT AND RUN: Hoot Gibson — Good picture.
Six
— George White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich. — General patronage.
Pleased all.
Kimberly, Wis.

print.

Club,

reels.

reels.

THE RED RIDER:

Jack Hoxie— This is different than the general run of Hoxie pictures.
Hoxie himself don’t do much, but it has a wonderful Indian love story and will please 75 per
cent.
Five reels. E. L. Fawks, Cozy theatre,
Strawn, Texas. General patronage.

—

—

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:
A
a dandy entertainment.

It’s

known

Special

cast—

good story well

the ladies.
LaPlante very very good.
picture here and she landed solidly.
O’Brien always good and everybody was glad to
see him again after a long absence.
All in all
a darn good picture. Seven reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Texas. Small town patronage.
to

first

—

—

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Wilke, Liberty theatre, Graham, Texas.
patronage.

J.

ROSE OF PARIS:
Mary

and

ture

Mary Philbin— Good

was

—
—

THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson Good Western. Pleased all Saturday crowd.
Business fair.
Five reels. W. J.
Wilke, Liberty theatre,
Graham, Tex. Mixed

—

—
—

patronage.

ONE

GLORIOUS

NIGHT:

—

—

LOVE AND GLORY

Special

:

recommending

in

Seven

teaugay,

LOVE

Hoot Gibson— Hoot
always draws crowds for us and this is about
the best for fun.
Book it. Columbia theatre,
Poynette,

Wis.

— General

RIDING PRETTY:

—

patronage.

William

—

Desmond— Good

picture.
Five reels. J. W. Andresen,
Lyric theatre, Walnut, 111. General patronage.

program

—

WESTERN WALLOP:
Western.
picture.
atre,

Jack

Hoxie— Dandy

Will please all who like this type of
Six reels. W. J. Wilke, Liberty theMixed patronage.

Graham, Tex.

—
—

THE MEASURE OF A MAN:

mond— Only

William Des-

fair business.
Desmond no good in
pictures given him.
Too slow. Starved to death
on Saturday.
Six reels. W. J. Wilke, Liberty
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Graham, Tex.

—

—

exhibitor

friends.

pic-

which our people
Got the younger people excited and we

want.

has

lots

of

action,

— Geo. Kress, Hudson theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.
SUNSET TRAIL: William Desmond — In

lots of noise.

J.

Rochester, N. Y.

THE

we found a nice clean Western, free
from bunk and hokum. Nothing overdone and
scenes and characters typical of the desert country.
Support good and photography same. Just
a good clean quirt Western picture with nothing
to rave over except it was like a picture of its
kind ought to be.
Five reels. Giacoma Bros.
this picture

Crystal
ronage.

theatre,

—
— General
cast— Just a

Tombstone, Ariz.

pat-

THE TURMOIL: Special
very
ordinary picture that pleased about 70 per cent.
Universal sure sticks us on some of their Jewels.
They charge you double price and give you a picture that is nothing out of the ordinary at all.
Think I will drop the Jewels altogether unless
I know what I am getting.
Seven reels. Jos.
W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

United Artists
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD: Douglas

— Good

Fairbanks

picture from production standpoint.
As
entertainment, it pleased about 60 per cent here.
We used this picture as our opening picture
after we had our show remodeled and it drew

—

well.
Twelve reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus
theatre, Columbus, Texas.
Small town patronage.

—

THE THREE MUSKETEERS:

Douglas Faira wonderful picture. Drew a
full house on one of the very hottest nights this
summer. Satisfied one hundred per cent. Not a
single kick and that speaks for itself.
Every one
praised the picture.
I have noticed in some of
the reports they objected to the length of the
picture, but this picture is not a bit too long,
as it holds interest from start to finish. Douglas
Fairbanks sure is a wonderful actor. Congratulations to Mr. Fairbanks for this masterpiece.
Earl Sommerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.

banks

—This

sure

is

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR:

—

Good

Mary Pickford

picture.
Seven reels. George White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich. General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO:
Eight

—

Douglas Fairbanks

—George White, StarMich. — General patron-

reels.

age.

—

BROADWAY OR BUST:

my

to

:

ture that

had

this

—P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, ChaN. Y. — Small town patronage.
AND GLORY Special cast— Good

land theatre, Stockbridge,

—

— Sunday

reels.

General patronage.
ing to it. Hoxie should stop. Five reels. E. C.
Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va. General
patronage.

cast

night to a nice business. I would consider this
an exceptional picture. The acting, if I am a
judge, was wonderful. In my opinion this is one
of the very best Universal has made. I feel safe

—Picture good.

Jack Hoxie— Terrible, noth-

cast—

Special

Played to good sized house. No good for small
town or children. Jos. Sandhofer, Kimberly Club,
Kimberly, Wis. General patronage.

Special cast—
Good program picture, entertaining. Geo. W.
Summer, Paramount theatre. Harvard, Neb.

—

pic-

very

good.
Pleased the
grown-ups. Seven reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

not

—

Baby Peggy— Fairly

good picture but supported mostly by children and
not enough dimes in the small town.
Six reels.

patronage.

please.

FLYING HOOFS:

Universal
Western picture

—
— General

Gibson’s best picture to date. This contains everything that could be possibly put in a picture to

Her

ronage.
picture

—

RIDIN’ THUNDER: Jack Hoxie— They didn’t
seem to fall for this, although it is a good Western.
Five reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

TAMING THE WEST:

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR:

—

—

HEAD WINDS: House Peters Played Sunday
night to a small profit.
This is one of Uncle
Carl’s Jewels.
My opinion is that in the casket
of Jewels, its luster would be so far outshown
by the sparkle and glow of real Jewels, that it
would be invisible.
And even in the program
receptacle, its rays would never shame its competitors.
Six reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theSmall town patronage.
atre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

Rainier, Ore.

—

——

Vitagraph
THE HAPPY WARRIOR:
for

two day’s run.

Special casU— Good
Every one pleased. George

White, Starland theatre,
General patronage.

—

Mich.

Stockbridge,

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES:

—

—

Ken-

neth Harlan Good picture. Seven reels. George
White, Starland theatre, Stockbridge, Mich. General patronage.

—

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES:

Ken-

—

However, it
neth Harlan Not a bad picture.
does not live up to the title. Not enough western
about it, as one is led to believe by the posters.
Hero has terrific
Directing lacks considerable.
fight and in next scene does not even have his
Film good.
Seven reels. W. A.
hair mussed.
Doersehlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans. Small
town patronage.

—
—

THE LOVE HOUR:

Special cast

— Fair

picture.

—

—

-
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Six reels.

— George White, Starland
—General patronage.

theatre, Stock-

bridge, Mich.

THE LOVE HOUR:

Special cast

—An

unusual

of humor and
You can’t go wrong
yet a thread of pathos.
Good for
Played Wednesday.
getting this one.
patrons approved of this heartily.
Sunday.
Seven
Copyright 1925.
100 per cent picture.
reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,

picture,

something different,

full

My

A

fine picture with Milton Sills, Carmel Myers,
Alec Francis and Jack Mower in the cast. It was
well acted and held the interest throughout the
entire seven reels.
The only objection we have is
the fact that at the beginning of the picture the
words “Copyright 1923” stood out in big letters.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:

A

—
Minn. — General

patronage.

O.

Bert
Six reels George White, Starland
Lytell
Good.
General patronage.
theatre, Stockbridge, Mich.
THE REDEEMING SIN : Nazimova This sure
is a real good underworld crook drama that will
Nazimova sure is a real
please any audience.
good actress and is at her best in this picture.
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.

—

—

—

—

Special cast An entertaining picture of program variety which pleased
only the better class patrons. Business very light.
Grand theatre,
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

VIRTUOUS LIARS:

—
—

GREATER THAN MARRIAGE:

Lou Tellegen

—

— Good

picture and pleased all. Mr. and Mrs. E.
Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn. Small town
patronage.

CAPTAIN BLOOD:

J.

—

Warren

Kerrigan

as well as “The Sea
Hawk” but neither drew or made any money.
Not the kind of picture for a small town. Too
long and not the kind of entertainment they
want. I don’t want any more such pictures.
$10.00 picture would have made me more money
and pleased my trade better. Ten reels. D. T.
General
Clary, Amuzu theatre, Lincolnton, Ga.
liked

I

it

A

—
—

patronage.

—William

— General

patronage.
Buffalo

ME AGAIN:

Monte Blue— This

—

-

THE RETURN OF DRAW EGAN:

— Went

—

RinPacked with
northern.
action.
The dog is wonderful. I played this on
my best night to a thoroughly pleased audience.
If you ever raise prices on northerns you can
I used insert window
safely do so on this one.
Made big discards, heralds and usual paper.
play in Post Office window, which I have rented.
The whole town knew Rin-Tin-Tin was to be
shown and, though it did not pull as well as
This was my
“Call of the Wild,” it pleased all.
first Warner Brothers.
Seven reels. This winds
up August business, which shows better than
that of July. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho.

— Mighty

fine

—

THE

MAN

WITHOUT

— Business

way

A

CONSCIENCE:

This picture has
no drawing power.
Personally I thought it a
good picture.
Print good.
Seven reels. H. B.
Wood, Wood theatre, Calico Rock, Ark. General
patronage.
Special cast

off.

—
—

THE LIGHT HOUSE BY THE SEA:

Rin-Tin-

— One

of the best pictures I ever showed, and
Could have
the largest audience of the season.
filled my theatre a second night.
Rin-Tin-Tin is
truly a wonder. J. H. Wardwell, Wardwell the-

Tin

—

atre,

Stockton Springs, Me.

— Small

town patron-

age.

LOVERS LANE:

Special cast

— Poor

picture to

poor business.
No pep, no life, no nothing.
Seven reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Texas. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

will

Novak-

Eva

—

—

—
—

cast Ordinary
Western that did not get anybody excited. Would
go good as a double feature. Five reels. George
J.
Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Special

Neighborhood patronage.

COME ON COWBOYS:

Special
sure did pull

—

—Just

cast

Western, yes but it
a crowd
one day, on Monday, coupled with first of

Benny Leonard

series,

and the

latter

a
for
the

was un-

doubtedly a good draw in itself. Plenty of laughs
Western. Five reels. Henry Reeve, Menard theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town patronage.

in this

—

—

CRACKER JACK:

—
— General

factory.
111.

—

Johnny Hines Very satisWilliam McNamar, Rex theatre, Virden,

—

FEARLESS LOVE: Special cast Nice little
picture for the money.
Nothing great but satisfying.
Five reels. W. J. Wilke, Liberty theatre,
Graham, Tex. Mixed patronage.

—

—

THE LAST HOUR:

Milton

Sills— Good

film.

J.

Hudson

Kress,

theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe.) Special cast
Just finished No. 7 and it is better than holding
its own. The photos on this win the prize. Those
for Chapter 7 should have been numbered 6, as
they showed every scene as it appeared in Chapter
6.
The wise guy who thought up this clever idea
sure must have been eating garlic.
Two reels
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
ABOUT FACE: Almost identical

to a Century
comedy, “Budding Youth,” but not so good. Two
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

Corporation of Milwaukee and

patronage.

SOUTHBOUND LIMITED: Monty Banks— Film
We got this from Celebrated Players Film

Monty

quite

is

funny

it’s

at times.

—

a good comedy.
W. T. Davis &

Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

—

THE SPEED SPOOK:
William McNamar,
General patronage.

Rex

Special cast Very good.
theatre, Virden, 111.

THE TRAIL OF VENGEANCE: A1 Ferguson
— Good film. We bought this from Walter R.
Company of Milwaukee and it is a
good picture with wonderful scenery. The
action is pretty slow but it will get by with a
good comedy. Pauline Curley plays opposite Ferguson in this.' She plays her part well. W. T.
Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, III.
Baier Film

fairly

—

—

—

THE FIGHTING RANGER:
cial cast

— Am

(Universal.)

Spe

using this serial on Sunday and the

acting and thrills seem to get the children in the
afternoon and they certainly make a lot of noise,
which is evidence they like it. If you are contemplating putting on a serial, would recommend
this one.
George J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

(Universal.)
should go good anywhere.
Bonomo is good as the strong man. Two reels.
E. C. Bays, Globe theatre, Buena Vista, Va.
General patronage.
Special

—This

cast

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY: (Universal.)
Special cast Chapter One got off to the biggest
crowd ever in on the start of a serial in this
town.
Seemed to register in good shape.
A
change from the serials we’ve been having and
looks promising.
Heavily exploited and we got
them in. Free peanuts for all circus tent front
clown ballyhoo ’neverything.
Exploitation pays,

—

—

towns of one thousand.
Two
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
town patronage.
even

in

reels.

— Small

—

IDAHO:

(Pathe.)
Special cast Has a fairly
is O. K., but
are disappointed and it is not drawing the
business that “Into the Net” or “Galloping Hoofs”

good “days of ’49” plot and direction

we

us.

Two

reels.

—Y.

— General

M.

A.

C.

theatre,

patronage.

—

(Pathe.)
Special cast Only one more
to run, thank goodness.
Worst serial ever in the
Two reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre,
house.
Menard, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

IDAHO:

(Pathe.)
Special cast Just finished
Chapter 9.
Still think it the poorest serial we
ever had, but the last three chapters have seemed
to create a little interest in those who have been
able to keep up with it.
All in all this is poor
stulf.
Two reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre,
Menard, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

INTO THE NET:

Jack Mulhall— One
of the best serials made. Action from the first to
the last.
Get it by all means. Two reels. E. C.
(Pathe.)

—
— General
PLAY BALL: (Pathe.) Special cast—Have
just started this
so can’t
much about
First chapter O.
Two
K.
— R. L.
Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. — General

Bays, Globe theatre,
patronage.

Buena

serial,

Va.

Vista,

tell

reels.

patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER:

(Pathe.)
Special cast—
and our patrons like this one. Something possible about it, and I have been told so by
them.
Another serial you won’t go wrong on.

Good

serial

—
Mermaid — Nothing

AGGRAVATING PAPA:

to

get excited about, and yet pleased our patrons.
Educational’s nice little domestic comedies are a
relief after so many of the slapstick ones put out
by others.
Two reels. Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

DANDY LYON:

—

GREAT GUNS:

—

Fair. Two reels.
theatre, Stockbridge,

Neal Burns

— George White, Starland
Mich. — General patronage.

Bobby Vernon

—Just

another

slapstick comedy, decidedly not a short feaNo sense. Funny only to kids. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small

silly

ture.

—

—

»

JONAH JONES:

(Universal.)
Special
cast
Ran the second chapter of this Friday and
Saturday and it looks good.
Gave a free show
the first episode and got everybody started and I
think it is going to pay for itself big. Two reels.
Joseph W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind. General patronage.

—

—

town patronage.

THE FAST EXPRESS:

it.

patronage.

George

—Neighborhood patronage.

fair.

IDAHO:

Fair program picture. Five reels. W. J. Wilke,
Liberty theatre, Graham, Tex. Mixed patronage.

JUSTICE:

—

83

AGGRAVATING PAPA: Christie Fair comedy
and was the first comedy for a long time we had
a good print on.
Two reels. C. A. Hennecke,
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. Small town

Morenci, Ariz.

State Rights

BORDER

S.

age.

gave

THE BEAUTIFUL SINNER:

William

over large.
Anyone who likes Bill
appreciate this picture. Joseph Sandhofer,
Kimberly Club, Kimberly, Wis. General patron-

Hart

a

is

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY:

Tin-Tin

Jr.— Good West-

Serials

Play it.
It will please 100
delightful comedy.
per cent. E.
W. Swarthout, Palace theatre,
Aurora, Ind. General patronage.

—

Bill,

ern and some action. Don’t know whether it’s the
star or the title, anyway, we did good business on
this one and it seemed to please.
Five r'eels.
George J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

Warner Bros.
KISS

Special cast—
theatre, Virden,

McNamara, Rex

RARIN’ TO GO:

—

Good picture.

K.

111.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:

—

—

Average comedy and had

lots

better from this fellow.
He seems to be slowing
up. Two reels.
George J. Kress, Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

SAFE AND SANE: Jimmie Adams Just an
average comedy.
Not a good laugh in it. Two
reels.A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

STEP LIGHTLY : Lige Conley I suppose these
slapstick comedies under the Mermaid brand are
funny, but I don’t find that anybody but the kids
and roughnecks have the kind of sense of humor
called for by them.
This one is so utterly idiotic
that I failed to see anything funny at all. Maybe

my funny

bone

Reeve, Star
patronage.

is

Two

misplaced.

theatre,

Menard, Tex.

reels. — Henry
— Small town

—

WIDE OPEN : Good comedy. Two reels. C.
A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.
Small town patronage.
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
BRAY CARTOON: Just a cartoon and

I sure
can’t sell this to the folks I get, and they show
that they don’t like them because they walk
right out.
Don’t buy many, try them first, and

me

if not more than one walks out on the first three
you may run more, but they don’t suit here. One
reel.
R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

—

—

THE GO-GETTERS: George O’Hara This
series seems to please our audience and they don’t
pass up an opportunity to tell us. Two reels.
George J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

HIGH AND DRY
Laughs

all

:

Sid Smith

Bays, Globe theatre,
patronage.

Buena

—A

Two

way through.

the

Vista,

comedy.

fine

— E. C.
Va. — General
reels.

JIMMY HYPNOTISED: Jimmy Aubrey—All
these of Aubrey’s are kind of poor product but
will pass for a filler.
Don’t pay too much for
them. Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

—

—

THE PACE MAKERS
are

splendid

short

:

Alberta

Vaughn— These

Cannot be beaten

subjects.

and our patrons ask for them.
A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Tex. Small town patronage.
for

Two

their

reels.

kind,

— C.

—

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn Better
comedy. More entertaining and
houses should not pass these up, as they
best two-reelers I have run outside of the
comedies.
Two reels. R. Duba, Royal
Kimball, S. D. General patronage.

than any two
all the
are the

Keaton
theatre,

reel

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

—

Alberta

—

Vaughn

—They

Best yet.
Two reels. C. E. McLain,
are great.
Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla. General patronage.

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn— No
better comedies on the market. You will make no
mistake in running them. They are sure to help
your business. Earl Somerville, Opera House.
Raymond, Minn.

—

—A

THE PACE MAKERS:

Vaughn—

Alberta

Personally,
splendid series that builds business.
we don’t like it as well as “The Telephone Girl”
series,
but consider it better than “Fighting
Blood.’’ Two reels.
Y. M. C. A. theatre, Morenci,
Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

FOX
reels.

nut, la.

—

W. Andresen,

J.

—General

He

get

—

George J. Kress,
N. Y. Neighborhood

reels.

—

THE SCIENTIFIC HUSBAND:

A

—

BACK STAGE:

Our Gang

reels.

reels.

DADDY GOES A GRUNTING:

— R.

Glenn

Tryon—
Two

The baby sure good.

Avery good comedy.

town patronage.
:

patronage.

DERBY DAY

—Y.

M.

Gang

Our

:

A.

C.

good Our
Morenci, Ariz.

theatre,

THE FAMILY ENTRANCE:

Charley ChaseThis gives us a chance

Good and was enjoyed.
ourselves
George J. Kress,
see

as

see us.
One reel.
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

others

Hudson

—Neighborhood patronage.
A HARD BOILED TENDERFOOT:
—A good comedy. Two
—R.

The Spats
Prinpatronage.

Pfeiffer,

reels.

cess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

— Small town

A HAUNTED HONEYMOON:

Glenn

Tryon—

This seemed to garner its full share of laughs.
About the best we’ve had with Tryon. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—
—

HOLD MY BABY : Glenn Tryon Very good
comedy.
More laughs than the main feature
comedy, “Miss Bluebeard.” Two reels. R. Pfeiffer,
Princess
town
theatre,
Chilton,
Wis. Small
patronage.

—

— Consider this about
I’ve ever seen.
Not
Two
—Henry Reeve,

JUBILO, JR.
Our Gang
the only poor Gang comedy
:

a good word for it.
Star theatre, Menard,
age.

reels.

Tex.

— Small

This was another

—

—

LITTLE ROBINSON CRODSCREW: Ralph
Graves — What we consider a minus quantity as a
Two reels. —Y. M. C. A. theatre,
comedy.

—General

LIZZIES OF

THE FIELD:

A

good comedy.
R. Pfeiffer, Elite theatre, New HolSmall town patronage.

—
—

Wis.

patronage.

—

THE LOVE BUG:

—

PATHE REVIEW

They do not seem to be as
good as they were a few years ago. One reel.

Charley
Chase Good. One of the best single reel comedies to date.
One reel. George J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

SKINNERS IN SILK: Only
Two reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess

— Small

town patronage.
CALM: Our Gang

SUNDAY
New

atre,

Two

Fair comedy.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Two

Chilton, Wis.

town patronage.

MEET THE MISSUS:

Ben Turpin—Not
on Sunday. Too crude

worth running, especially
and vulgar. Didn’t take much brains to make this
comedy. Two reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,
Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—A good one.

scream throughout the two reels. If they don't
this, you need not try to please them.
Two reels. E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn,

—
— General

patronage.

NEPTUNE’S NIECES:

A

very

satisfactory
offering, especially interesting at this time of the
year.
One reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

ONE SPOOKY NIGHT:
know whether

it

—

—

TOO MANY MAMAS:

Charley Chase— This is
a very good one-reeler. In fact, the majority of
these Chase one-reelers are good.
They always
seem to please. One reel. William E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town patronage.

—

WHERE AM
Philip Rand,

Snub

I:

Rex

—

Pollard— Just fair.—

theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Sportlight— This pictures the rodeo stunts at Calgary and is a mighty
fine picture, worthy of a special boost and featuring.
Especially good for county fairs or similar occasions.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

—

Idaho.

THE WILD GOOSE CHASER:

— R.
Wis. — Small

Chilton,

Doggone

it,

I

don’t

pays to get such a funny comedy

Pfeiffer,

town

George Arthur— Three

Not very much of anyor four laughs in this.
thing.
One reel. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town

—

—

patronage.

THE BORDER RAID: Edmund

—

—

FAIR AND WINDY

Bert Roach comedies are
is a little better than

:

usually good and this one
reel.

— M.

B.

Benton

Russell,
City, Mo.

FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED

—All

ComSmall town

Benton

—

Arthur Lake

:

of the Arthur Lake comedies I’ve shown
were good. One reel. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town

—

—

patronage.

THE GAME HUNTER: Neely Edwards—Just
medium comedy.
One reel. M. B. Russell,
Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

THE GIRL HATER:
fine

comedy.

Arthur

Lake—This

a
Lake and his leading lady are ex-

—

is

ceptionally clever. One reel.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small

—

town patronage.

GREEN TEES:
that

plays

golf.

This is fine for a community
Clever sub-titles.
One reel.

B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Small town patronage.
City, Mo.

M.

—

— Small

town patronage.

THE HYSTERICAL HISTORY OF NERO:

Benton

All

shown are awful
Van Winkle,” and it was not extra
reel.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Small town

of the Hysterical History's I’ve

except “Rip
good.
One

—

—

patronage.

THE LOST CHORD:
usually good comedy.

consider this an un-

I

One

—

M.
Benton

reel.

Benton Community theatre,
Small town patronage.

B. Russell,
City, Mo.

—

THE LOST CHORD Bert Roach About up to
usual standard of these one-reel comedies.
One
reel.
-A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.
:

—

—

MIND THE BABY

A

:

good comedy but

film

—

condition.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer,
theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

poor

Grand

—

—

NEARLY RICH: Charles Puffy They didn’t
seem to enthuse over this one. One reel. A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General

—

—

patronage.

OH WHAT A DAY

Gump—A

:

good comedy

but received a poor print.
Two
Andresen, Lyric theatre. Walnut,
patronage.

THE PARTY

— W.
—General

reels.
la.

J.

—
—

Arthur Lake About like all the
They have all been above

:

the average one reel comedy. E. L. Fawks, Cosy
theatre, Strawn, Tex.
General patronage.

—

PRE-HISTORIC MAN:

Special cast

—No

better

than the rest of these subjects.
They have all
been the bunk.
Just a pack of foolishness.
W. T. Davis' & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

ROLLING STONES: Not a bad comedy, but
did not get a laugh, something a comedy should
One reel. George J. Kress. Hudson theatre.
do.
Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

SLICK ARTICLES:

Average Century. None
Too much old trick
Rake up something

class here of late.
stuff used week after week.

are

first

that hasn't been pulled a dozen times. Two reels.
L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex. Gen-

— E.

—

eral patronage.

SMOKED OUT

:

—

—A

Arthur Lake

single reel comedy. A. G. Witwer,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

very

Grand

good

theatre.

—

Arthur Lake A dandy one reel
comedy. E. L. Fawks, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Tex.
General patronage.

—

—

TRAFFIC JAMS:
although a

Two

reels.

lot of

—A.

— General

G.

Just a fair Century comedy,

money was spent in making it.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier.

patronage.

THE TROUBLE FIXER: Wanda Wiley—Just
a fair comedy, not very well received. Some stuff
in this similar to a Christie comedy played reA. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
cently. Two reels.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

THE WAY OF THE WEST: Billy SullivanGood Western featurette, but they don’t seem to
care for Sullivan here. Two reels. A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

WAY UP NORTH:

Bert Roach— A fairly good
Got several laughs.
One reel. M. B.
Benton Community theatre, Benton City,
Small town patronage.

—

comedy.

—A

Cobb

pretty
good Western featurette that went over nicely on
a short subject program. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

One

—

—

UNIVERSAL

some.

HORSE

PLAY: Everyone liked this one. Better than most of Universal's.
One reel. M. B.
Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City.

Ore.

Ben Turpin—
Wouldn’t advise

Not much to the Ben Turpins.
any exhibitor to buy them. Two reels.
Princess
theatre,
patronage.

—

THIN ICE:

WILD AND WESTERN:

a

Glen Tryon

laugh at

Tex.

— R. Pfeiffer, Elite the— Small town patronage.

THREE FOOLISH WEEKS:

Wichita

THE MARRIAGE CIRCUS:

Gangs are

I

—

—

—

Blue Bird one-reelers.

— Our

Ben Turpin
have seen. Worth running. Two reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre,
Monroe, Ga. General patronage.
Turpin comedy

Interesting. Different and
do more business than the average comedy.
reels.
Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich. Small

town patronage.

Chilton,

TEN DOLLARS OR TEN DAYS:

— Best

atre,

absolutely.
One reel.
theatre, Stockbridge,

comedy.

a fair
theatre,

reels.

Holstein, Wis.

patronage.

— Small

—

age.

munity theatre,

—
Monkey Comedy — Rotten,
— George White, Starland
Mich.— General patronage.

— Small

SHOULD HUSBANDS BE WATCHED:

reels.

F. & R. Enterprises, Mission theFalls, Tex.
General patronage.

reels.

R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

Wis.

Two

in

Two

Fair comedy.

26, 1925

GUMP COMEDIES:
will

Neillsville,

town patronage.

Two

THE MAN PAYS:

:

SAILOR PAPA:

Our Gang As usual with
Our Gang comedies, good and pleased audience.

—D.

Good.—

R. Enterprises, Olympic theatre, Wichita
Tex. General patronage.

Falls,

town patron-

good one from Pathe. Pretty exciting when the
lions showed up.
Two reels. R. Duba, Royal
theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

Morenci, Ariz.

&

D. F.

THE ANANIAS CLUB:

THE LYON’S WHISKERS:

— R.

—

PATHE NEWS, AESOPS FABLES:

— Extra

General patronage.

reels.

—

is

always good.

—
—
—

Grindell Mathews Pleased
some, others didn’t care for it.
Get the heralds
and it will do extra business. Two reels. A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General

reels.

Always good. A good news
an asset to any house C. A. Hennecke,
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. Small town

Chilton, Wis.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

THE DEATH RAY

stein,

PATHE NEWS:

— A dandy,

—
—
CAPTAIN KIDD’S KIDS: Harold Lloyd—Fair
— A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre,
comedy. Two
Coleman, Alta., Can. — Small town patronage.
CHANGE THE NEEDLE: Poor comedy. Two
— R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
— Small town patronage.

Two

—

age.
reel

September

Mo.

—

laughable
Two reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
comedy.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Ransom, Kas.

Gang.

—

William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Wis. Small town patronage.

PATHE

— Small

didn’t do to the furniture isn’t worth mentioning,
and what they did do would fill a chair hospital.
Spring this when you know the kiddies are coming.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

fair comedy.

Didn’t receive a real good comedy from Fox on
my entire contract. Lay off the Sunshine comedies.
Two reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.

reels.

the kids

patronage.

patronage.

—

What

the nick of time.

in

OUR GANG, MACK SENNETT COMEDIES:

Eddie GordonGive this boy lots
some good comedies.

Rochester,

theatre,

down again

They are a scream. People hear the yells and
come to see. Best two-reelers on the market.
Columbia theatre, Poynette, Wis. General patron-

stunts.

Two

comer.

a

is

this,

Good comedy.

ITCHING FOR REVENGE:

Hudson

had a big picture on, the night after
and we just got all the scats screwed

I

running

Lyric theatre, Wal-

patronage.

Some of Clyda Crook’s
of work and we will

or not.

General patronage.

THE HOUSE OF FLICKERS:
Two

A

—
—
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to

——

Russell,

Mo.

—

WHEN LOVE

IS YOUNG:
Arthur Lake—
About the best Universal comedy I’ve ever shown.
One reel. M. B. Russell, Benton Community theSmall town patronage.
atre, Benton City, Mo.

—

—

WOMEN’S RIGHTS:

Bert

Roach— Fairly good

—

of women prize fighters.
One reel. M.
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.
City, Mo.

comedy

—

VITAGRAPH
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES:

Bought on the
strength of his two reel comedies, but not in a
class with them, or with one reel comedies on the
market today.- Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

MUTTS AND MOTORS:

Larry Semon— A fast
comedy that got some good laughs. One
reel.-—A. G. Witwer, Grand Theatre, Rainier, Ore.
action

— General

patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
THE TIN HORSE: Just fair. Not

as good as
H. Wardwell, WardSmall town
well theatre, Stockton Springs, Me.
patronage.

"Our Gang.”

Two

reels.

—

J.

—

—
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by daylight. Grand welcome by the
Kiwanis, big feed by the Legion Ladies
Auxiliary, and music by a nigger from the
jail with a jewsharp.
Expect a fine time
will be had.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
like

LETTERS

—

From Readers
A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.

Says Heralds Cost

is

OCONTO, WIS.—To
don’t

knows how to pick the good
ones and keep away from the poor ones,
public

as is demonstrated above in a fairly accurate way. The first six pulled unusually
well, the next eight pulled fairly well, and
the last five fell down badly.
Let’s have a monthly attendance record
from another exhibitor. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
in

13

DICKSON, TENN.—To the

Years
Editor:

entirely new to me.
However, I am not a new exhibitor, as I
have been in the business since 1912. But
this is my first report.
After reading so
many reports and gaining so much knowledge from my brother exhibitors, I feel
like I should give the best report possible.
Therefore I am enclosing you the real
things that have passed over my screen.

This report business

is

Will give you some short subject reports
next time. C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre,
Dickson, Tenn.

—

“U” and Adams Iron Out Difficulty
MASON, MICH. —To the Editor: Had
Herald kicking about
sendee to a free show

a letter in last week’s

Universal

selling

under my wing, after sewing me up
in two towns with a Complete Service
contract.
Just as that Herald was going
to press, Salesman Sam Gilbert from Detroit was out here ironing the matter out
to my satisfaction.
I wired the Herald to
kill my squawk.
Back came the reply:
“Twelve hours late it’s already printed.”
That’s what comes of my being too precipitate.
Most people grow older and wiser;
I merely grow older.
Never mind, I figure it’ll do ’em good to
get prodded up once in awhile and find
that we small town snipes may be dead,
right

;

but we’re not all buried yet.
They say
they’re not going to sell any more free
movies in my territory. I’m hooked with
the Service contract until 1927, so all I

can do is watch and pray. Universal never
has lied to me yet. In fact, I must admit
that the Detroit office has always been
pretty square with me.
Slip me a bum
print once in awhile, but that’s nothing,
any exchange can do that and they do,

—

—

frequently.

Going

have one of Universal’s regional trade screenings here next Wednesday,
September 16, take the boys out to the
State Game Farm and show them the
lions, tigers and chipmunks, then bring
them back to Pastime and let ’em see what
a real old backwoods shootin’ gallery looks
to

I

find that most of the small heralds
that can be bought at $3.50 per thousand
have little advertising value.
prefer to
get the roto sections when we can buy
them at a fair price.
used to buy them
at $6.00 per thousand, which was a satis-

We

I

Weeds.”

Sends First Reports

Editor:

We

enclose a list of plays which I ran from
July 17 to August 31. They pulled for me
in order given: (1) “Call of the Wild,”
(2) “Code of the West,” (3) “The Border
Legion,” (4) “Tracked in the Snow Country,” (5) “Thundering Hoofs,” (6) “Drivin’ Fool,” (7) “Feet of Clay,” (8) “Mon“Merton of the
sieur Beaucaire,”
(9)
Movies,” (10) “Red Rider,” (11) “Fighting
Fury,” (12) “The Night Hawk,” (13)
“Manhandled,” (14) “Top of the World,”
“Ridin’
“Worldly Goods,”
(16)
(15)
Pretty,” (17) “Lily of the Dust,” (18)
“The Sunset Trail,” (19) “Garden of

The

just

the

be of interest to
put it in the waste

will

We

Records
the Editor:

this

if

anyone, if not,
paper basket.

Rand Asks Monthly Attendance

SALMON, IDAHO. — To

know

Too Much

factory price, but now I am being charged
per thousand, and on one Harold
Lloyd picture, $16.00 per thousand, then it
costs me $1.75 per thousand to have them
printed with name of theatre and date,
which brings the price too high for a small
town.
So now I get circus heralds from
Adart Advertising Co. It’s a nice cleanlooking herald with imprint and all for
$5.00 a thousand. I usually get a thousand
heralds on one picture a week and a saving of $4.00 every week is to be reckoned
with.
Perhaps some other small town exhibitor would like to try them.
E. Pellettieri. Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto,
$7.50

—

Wis.

For Clean Pictures

COLCHESTER, ILL.—To the

Editor:

In the September 19 issue of the Herald,
just at hand, I read with considerabe interest the comment on Paramounts “Garden
of Weeds” in the “What the Picture Did
The comment was
for Me” department.
written by Philip Rand and Brother Philip
certainly said a mouthful when he states
that Will Hays has great work ahead if
he takes it upon himself to impress the
industry that pictures such as the one mentioned are a menace to the morals of the

85
little comedy and a good thrill.
The only
thing that a suggestive scene accomplishes
is to appeal to the low-brow and to cause
unfavorable comments to come from those
who have a sense of decency.
There is rising daily a great feeling
among the American people against the
crime wave that is sweeping the country.
They are realizing that something must be
done to save the American youth who is at
present running wild.
Dance halls and
road houses are being closed.
Carnival
companies with indecent shows are not
allowed.
There is a tendency to “clean
up” and unless the producers of the movies see the handwriting on the wall there
will be a cleaning in their ranks, and such
would mean disaster to all of us in every
angle of the business.
are in the
limelight enough as to immoral things. It’s
up to some leader to come to the front and
impress upon the producers that it is high
time to eliminate suggestive scenes in all

We

pictures.

The Herald, I believe, has the interest
of the industry at heart and it could do
more for the cause than several Will Hays
if it would head some sort of a movement
that would impress the impending danger
upon the producing companies. Let’s don’t
wait until the moralists get a following so
big that they can strike at the movies to
such an extent that the result will be disastrous.
Give us clean pictures now and
by so doing the movies will become more
and more established as an American institution and there will be no cause to have
apprehension as to their future. T. H.

—

Mr. Rand says,
Mediterranean peoples coming to
“the
America are leading our country astray
from the old Anglo-Saxon standards of de-

111.

Shimon Quits Milwaukee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE,
C.

WIS., Sept. 15.—Louis
Shimon, assistant manager of the Mil-

He is
theatre, resigned last week.
spending a vacation at Cedar Lake, Ind.,
at the end of which he wiii. announce his

waukee

new

race.

Princess theatre, Colchester,

Smith,

affiliation.

It is, indeed, too true, as

cency.”

It

is

in the

great cities that this

element predominates and on the face of
things the producers seem to think that
they should cater to that class and, knowing well that suggestiveness appeals to the
class mentioned, which makes up a big per
cent of the cities’ movie audiences they
(the producers and directors) inject such
scenes in many of the pictures, scenes of
such nature that the real American father
and mother do not want their children to

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per
in

.

.

see.

The

small town exhibitor realizes this
If
the producers understand.
they could come in contact with the millions of small town patrons who every day
register a kick on obscene pictures when
they are shown in the theatres in the rural

THEATRE WANTED

more than

then it would undoubtedly onen
of the concerns who give but
little
thought as to what the American
people of today want in the way of entertainment.
The producers know only too
well that the backbone of the industry depends upon the hundreds of movie houses
in the small towns.
But in making a picture they think of only the key cities,
produce pictures that will “go” there and
try to force the small town exhibitors to
play the whole output when there are many
in the block that are bringing unfavorable
feeling toward the movies, for today the
movies are becoming more and more established in the small towns, and it is certainly deplorable that suggestiveness should
have to be shown to weaken the morals
of the real American youth.

WANTED TO BUY

or rent theatre in town
no part time proposition. Give full details in first
letter.
Address W. J. Themer, 178 No. Avenue,
Kankakee, 111.

districts,

the

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

eyes

Wherever you go,
city or the smallest

whether

it

is

in a

key

town, the picture that
has the greatest appeal to all classes is a
good clean picture simple in story with a

FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

EXHIBITORS LET US SAVE YOU MONEY
on guaranteed new and used theatre chairs of all
Also all makes of
styles, ready for shipment.
Complete line of
rebuilt projection machines.
equipment. Write us your needs. Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago,

111.

SALESMAN WANTED
Exhibitors

Company doing busiwants a salesman for
have to be a whirlwind salesman. If you know equipment and the
theatre business and are not afraid to approach
theatre managers you can make a good income
each year as this is no ordinary proposition. Give
Supply

ness in the Middle West
Illinois territory.
Doesn’t

full details in first letter.
All inquires
fidential.
Exhibitors Supply Company,

Wabash Avenue,

Chicago.

kept con825 So.

—
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Grierson Talks Before
Lasky Theatre Students
( Concluded from page 32)

actual conditions
that idealism very seldom has, and it gives
people something real where idealism only
too often finishes by giving them nothing
But there is another point. Dealat all.
ing with the elemental keynotes and dealing with them simply, you can, nonethesomething tasteful
less, give the people
Some of the greatest newsand good.
paper talent in this country, indeed a large

mands a sympathy with

proportion of it, is used by Mr. Hearst in
And the
the making of his newspapers.
newspapers don’t get any the more highbrow or lose their simple appeal because of
that.

Personality Invaluable
I lose my cue, however,

“In case

still

What

atre.

the big

newspaper men knew

from the start was that their newspaper
had to have personality, a personality of
They spent more effort on
its very own.
this, I think, than on anything else.

“And this is the way they accomplished
They raised a definite character for
it.
their newspaper and they kept to it. They
wouldn’t look
it decent
manners so that it wouldn’t look boorish.
And they made it approachable and easy
to know. As one of them put it, they tried
to give it all the qualities one might expect
dressed
like a

it

poor

from a

well

so

relation.

that

it

They gave

friend.

Now,

I count on that point as
one of the most important things
that the popular newspapers can
say to the manager of a moving
picture theatre. Nothing pays like
intimacy, nothing pays like a thing
people are friendly and familiar

with.
the strange paradox that an
institution does not pay commercially, until
gets under the skin of the people and
it
ceases to be commercial, until it enters into
a relationship with the public which is
something more than a commercial rela-

“You have

This is what all the advertisers
tionship.
are driving at when they attempt to familiarize their stores and their goods. They
are trying to reach with their soaps and
their talcum powders into the sea of loyalty itself, trying not so much to get them
on to the faces of people as into their
hearts.

Newspaper Analogy Only Partial
that note, I am through with my
They have two
reference to newspapers.
The
great things to teach you, as I say.
first is that you must key your imagination
up to the common people, get their psychological number and enter fully into
sympathy with them. The second is that
you must get personality into your institution, make your institution intimate and
necessary to your audience, make it belong

“With

to

public like a newspaper and the people
regularly.
But there are two very

come

considerable differences.

“The

difference relates to a point I
beginning.
It concerns the
movie theatre is filling a gap
in modern life very different from the one
the popular newspapers are filling, a more
vital and important gap even.

made

first

the
fact that the
at

Picture Publics Specialized
“That is the one big difference between
the moving picture and the newspaper. You
have a deeper grip on the people. There

A

another.
moving picture public is
specialized than a newspaper public.
Outside the Broadways and State streets
of the big cities it is essentially a community affair, and the communities are ever
specialized.
You have for the success of
your particular theatre to study each one
is

more

in itself.
I shall

another of the things that
were important in getting large circulations
for the newspapers. And here I give you
a thought which I think more important
than any to the manager of a picture the-

you

tell

its

your audience. And I have suggested
you give it all the qualities that one

think

“I

there

are

some things

I

can

might be suggestive to you in
this connection.
Most of you probably
know of ‘The Last Laugh.’ It is a great
picture.
Its direction is great, its theme
dramatic to a degree.
Yet ‘The Last
Laugh’ has not been a popular success.
You have the spectacle of the critics praising it to the skies and the people dropping
out on it. I saw that myself over in Chisay

that

September 26, 1925
logical

“Now

‘‘In any case, the box office returns are a very much better guide
for your work than newspaper
comment. I want to emphasize
that.
You have to grasp the fact
that movie critics are continually
taking themselves seriously as
critics, with a literary future at

believe that could have been
secret was that ‘The Last
Laugh’ is not keyed entirely to the presIt
ent state of the American imagination.
is German, it is poetic and dramatic in the
German sense, it is out of the postwar
Germany, with all the pain and pessimism
of postwar Germany despite its fake happy
ending.
It is keyed, in other words, to a
German audience, even to a European audience, but not very closely to an American one.
I

stake. They have followed blindly some of them in the path set by
dramatic criticism aforetime. And

The

when they judge

Or if it
will fall for inevitably.
doesn’t it must be straightforwardly funny.
It is a fair guide to a large section of the
American public.
“These are rough

distinctions, but they
I have
can be illustrated in other ways.
seen an account by a manager in one of
the Middle Western towns of what hap-

He

made a big
to ‘Peter Pan.’
staged it at Christeffort with ‘Peter Pan’
mas time and threw out
many million balloons.

I

don’t

know how

But as he

says,

and the shebas wouldn’t touch
it
at any price, and indeed didn’t know
what it was all about. Some of you may
feel like weeping for the sheiks and the
shebas, but that is hardly necessary nor
The important thing for you
to the point.
fancy is keyed to
is that the American
something quite different from ‘Peter Pan.’
the sheiks

fancy

more

that

Its

expects from a friend. It should be welldressed and well mannered. It should be
versatile and above all things it should
have somewhere in the background a sense
of humor.
“But I think your job from the psychological point of view goes a lot further
than the newspapers can give you a very
complete guide to.
Your picture theatre
is certainly more like a newspaper than it
is like a legitimate theatre.
It is near to
the community and near to the common
people like a newspaper, it has a follow
through like a newspaper. It belongs to

and a great deal

is

robust,

more

picturesque,

than the fancy
trained in the very

less flimsy

of J. M. Barrie. It is
vigorous and often marvelous atmosphere
of the comic strips, and expressed much
more perfectly in the fantasies of Ted
Lewis and the slapstick of Mack Sennett.
You are simply dealing with different mental

traditions.

“I
tion

Public Relation Experts
do not know how many public

moving picture

as Hamlet.

lady

—

a

they are only too often judging it
as highbrows. This of course has
nothing to do with the matter. It
is just as ridiculous as if an editor
of a great popular newspaper
turned down a human interest
story because it was not as great

American Differences
“America has suffered little as a nation.
It began for the majority as the land of
promise and its people have still every
reason in the world to be optimistic.
So
they believe in success and hate sadness
more than anything. They are all either
making their fortune or going to make it
and they are much too busy doing things
to get into that state of super-criticism and
super-consciousness that comes from leisure
and sometimes from loss. Every story in
the Saturday Evening Post must contain a
champion of the world, somebody who can’t
be licked, somebody that fate and the

pened

for you,

registering and rein different places
and different areas, indicating to you constantly the experiences of theatres similarly placed with your own, and giving
you pictures for your programs whose history you know. I think, of course, that the
box office returns are the best guide in the
end of whether a picture is the right kind
of picture and especially whether the box
office returns are registered over a considerable period of time, and attached from
such accidental elements as super-advertisement, trade depression, etc. On the mere
strength of box office returns, for example,
a graph might be made of every picture,
which would show its varying success over
different areas and different communities.
And when this had been done over a period,
your psychological map would be in every
sense practical. It would provide you with
a sort of movie history of the area you
are working in, or again with the movie
history of the community type you are
working with.

cago.
foretold.

map

cording what people like

rela-

experts the movie industry carries,
but there ought to be a great number of
them.
And these public relation experts
ought to be building up a sort of psycho-

“Here, in

fact, is the situation.

newspaper

You have

applying a criterion
in their criticism which they would not
dream of applying to the stories of their
own Sunday supplements. They are bringing into play the criteria of a small leisure
class
a supercritical superconscious class
the

critics

—

when your

and your theatres have
do with that class.
“They have not grasped the fact and
it is a fact they grasp every day of their
lives when the matter concerns their own
newspapers like the newspapers themselves you are putting on a popular show,
and are to be judged by that alone. The
result, of course, you know.
Pictures are
panned by the critics that go over big with
an average audience, and vice versa. ‘In
the Name of Love’ was panned two or
three weeks ago.
I went to see that picture and I found a crowd enjoying it
I know it wasn’t great, I
with myself.
know that where art was concerned it
wasn’t worthy to unloose the shoe laces
of ‘The Last Laugh.’ But I felt that way.
I was tired and the picture was pleasant.
very

pictures

to

little

—

—

And

there

populace
lar

was a

like

sufficient

section of the

myself to pack that particu-

theatre.

“Of

course,

the

big thing and

the

last

with you will be the personality
which you pack into your program and into
That personality, while it
your theatre.
might be brought nearer to your public
thing

scientific surveys, rests in the last instance on the broad factors I have been reYou
peating at intervals in this lecture.
have to realize that you are there to do a
service to your community, and above
everything an actual service. If vou give
the people what they actually need, if you
give them the simple water they are thirsting for with a grace and a fullness beyond
their expectations, the box office returns
You will have
will look after themselves.
become an intimate part of the community’s
life that the community will gladly pay
for, and pay for with that liberality which
one reserves for one’s friends.”

by
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Report Rickard, Nace
to Erect Big House
in Phoenix
A

$400,000 theatre and office building

is

Phoenix, Ariz., by Rickard
and Nace, it is reported. The Rickard
and Nace amusement enterprise have purchased the lot on the southwest corner of
Second avenue and Adams street. The lot
measures 100 feet on Adams street and
137^2 feet on Second avenue. A few years
ago a basement was excavated and the
foundations were laid for a large building
which was to be used by the Phoenix lodge
of the Benevolent Protective Order of
to be erected in

A

Elks.
large swimming pool was built
in the basement.
The building was not
erected.
It is likely that these structures
will be utilized in the construction of a
five-story building which the Rickards and
Nace interests intend to put up.

*

*

*

The new

theatre building will contain an
auditorium with a seating capacity of about
The facilities in the audi2,000 persons.
torium as well as on the stage will be the
best possible attainable.
The stage will
be so built that any show can be produced
with ease. The auditorium will be the last
word in comfort and beauty. Entrances
will be placed on Adams street and Second
avenue.
An ample number of exits for
ordinary and emergency uses will be provided.
Large storerooms for properties
will be included in the design.

V alien

Reports Many Plan Six Large Houses
Curtain Control
in New York City
C. L. Rothafel, “Roxy” of the radio, and
the Capitol theatre; Herbert

Installations

manager of

Numerous installations of Vallen automatic curtian control and track equipment
for the month of August are announced
by E. J. Vallen. The installations cover
representative theatres in many sections of
the country.

Mr. Vallen his company
is enjoying an excellent business and he
looks forward to increased sales during

According

to

the fall season.
He declares that business
at various theatres visited recently is on
the upward trend and theatre owners
everywhere are optimistic over the prospects for Fall.
Among the recent Vallen installations
are the following:
Strand
Shreveport,
La.
Strand
theatre,
theatre, Provo, Utah; Sewickley theatre Sewick;

Pa.;

ley,

King Scenic

Co.,

Normal

College,;

Kingsville, Texas; Standard theatre Equipment
Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.; Aris theatre, Erie,
Pa.; King Scenic Co., Dallas, Texas; J. D. Veach,
Rexburg, Idaho; University of S. Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dakota; Western theatre Supply Co.,
Omaha, Nebr. Alhambra theatre, Ogden, Utah;
C. H. Yeager Co., Leidertaufel Temple, E. Exchange St., Akron, Ohio; Strand theatre, Trenton,
N. J.; Colonial theatre, Beaver Falls, Pa.; Ambassador theatre, Cleveland, Ohio; Strand theatre
Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa; Casino theatre, Des
Moines. Iowa; Universal Scenic Studio, Board of
Education, Beloit, Wis.
Grand theatre, Gary,
Ind.
Plollis, Smith, Morton, Co., Steubenville,
Ohio;
Centerville
Public
Schools,
Centerville,
Iowa; Mount Morris theatre, Waterloo, Iowa.
;

;

known

in

modern

Actual

office

work

on the erection of the
building will get under way
as soon as Messrs. Rickards and Nace return from a tour of large eastern cities
which will be made for the purpose of
studying the architecture of the best theatres in that part of the country.
The
intention is to incorporate as much as possible in the building to make it without
doubt the finest structure devoted to
amusement and office purposes in the west
*

and construction.

The five other theatres of the circuit,
although they may not be as large as the
Roxy, will have seating capacities of several thousand each, and will be luxuriously
appointed.
All the proposed theatres of
the circuit are to be designed by Walter
Ahlschlager, Chicago architect.
Mr. Rothafel, who has directed the
Strand, Rialto, Rivoli, and Capitol theatres
within the last 10 years, will have charge
of the entire circuit as director.

Demonstrates New Arc
Lamp for Experts

Deep Sea Filming
A

diving bell for filming under water
been invented
by four Milwaukee men, it is announced.
Those who made the bell intend to organize a company under the name of the
Submarine Pictures and Salvage Corporation and begin operations shortly.
to a depth of 1,800 feet has

the board of trustees of the Phoenix lodge
of the Elks indorsed the sale of the
property to the Rickard and Nace amuseenterprise.

(Special to

will be the first of the circuit of theatres
will represent an expenditure of about
$7,000,000 including the cost of real estate

and

City.

Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Sept. 15.— The Famous theatre on Franklin avenue has reopened. Many other neighborhood houses
will reopen during the next two weeks.

to

at

Bell Invented Is Aid to

*

H. Lewis Houses Reopen

is

achievement.

The purchase of the lot for the new
theatre was consummated recently when

ment

include the proposed
Seventh Ave. and Fifteenth St., plans for this house having
been announced last month. The Roxy is
to be the world’s largest motion picture
house, with a seating capacity of 6,212. It
theatre,

engineers, at which the lamp burned
steadily for an hour and a half without
This
the slightest semblance of a flicker.
is said to establish a record for side arc
lamps.
Inasmuch as this lamp does not
require more amperage than other lights
and is said to be simpler in construction,
Sylvester is exceedingly proud of its

buildings will

theatre-office

*

City.

circuit

Bert Sylvester, president of Creco,
manufacturers of studio lighting
equipment, last week gave a demonstration of one of his latest types of lights
before a group of electrical illuminating

offices.

between Los Angeles and Kansas

The
Roxy

Inc.,

en suite, will be built. The offices will be
one of the big features of the structures.
Every feature of convenience and necessity

New York

;

In a place convenient to the theatre
proper, the Rickards and Nace company
will have its principal offices.
Over the
auditorium a series of offices, single and

be a part of these

Lubin, president of Associated Pictures
Corporation, and Arthur W. Sawyer of
the same organization have completed preliminary arrangements for the construction
of six huge motion picture theatres in

comedian, was
signed to appear in “ That Royle
Girl,” D. W. Griffith’s first production
for Paramount.
Carol Dempster,
James Kirkwood and Harrison Ford

Leo A. Kraemer, one of the inventors,
“Our device has been
recently said:
proved a success beyond a doubt and we
intend to be ready shortly to take contracts to make motion pictures of deep
sea life and scenery at a depth of 1,800

are featured.

feet.”

Bobby Watson,

stage

2

.
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is folloived by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-iveek period including last week’s issue is covered.
Talker, The: Aug.22-20.
Fools Men :Aug.l5-17.
White Monkey, The : July25-20.
Winds of Chance:Sept. 5-26. Sept. 19-22.

Arrow

What

Children of the Whirlwind : Aug. 8-20.
Cleaner Flame, The : Aug. 29-69.
Great City, The: Aug.29-69.
Led Astray : Aug.29-69.
Mysterious Pines, The : Aug. 29-69.
Primrose Path, The : Aug. 29-69.
Scandal Street : Aug.29-69.
Share and Share Alike: Aug. 29-69.
Substitute Wife, The : Aug.29-69.
Tessie : Aug.29-69.

Fox
As

Man

No

Has

Sept. 5-12.

East Lynne :July25-ll. Aug. 1-10.
First Year, The :Sept. 1-Ins.
Fool, The :July25-ll.Aug.ll.
Havoc: July 25-11. Aug. 1-10. Aug. 8-10, 11. Aug. 15-7.
Aug. 29-18. Sept. 5-13.
Iron Horse, The :July25-ll. Aug. 1-11. Sept. 5-12.
Kentucky Pride July 5 - 1 3. Aug. 1-11. Sept. 5- 13.

Un-Named Woman, The Aug. 29-69.
:

Wandering Fires Aug.29-69.
:

:

Associated Exhibitors

Lightning: Julyl8-6,7.July25-ll, 12. 13,14,15.Aug.l10. Sept. 12-Ins.

Camille of the Barbary Coast :Aug. 29-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty : Aug.29-Ins.
Headlines : Aug. 29-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife: Aug. 29-Ins.
1 Do:Aug.29-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Aug.29-Ins.
Lover’s Island :Aug.29-Ins.
Manhattan Madness :Aug.29-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Aug.29-Ins.
Never Weaken :Aug.29-Ins.
North Star:Aug.29-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Aug.29-Ins.
Play Safe:Aug.29-Ins.
Silk Hat Cowboy, The:Aug.29-Ins.
Two Gates :Aug.29-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Aug.29-Ins.

Lucky Horseshoe, The :Aug. 1-8, 9. Aug. 15-6. Aug. 2917.

Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins.

You :July25-ll.Aug.22-ll.Aug.29-16.Sept.5-

Thank

13, 14. 15. Sept. 12-Ins.Sept. 19-14,15.

Thunder Mountain :July25-9.July4-8.Aug.22-ll. Sept.
5-13. Sept. 12-Ins.

Timber Wolf, The Sept. 5-1 4.
The -.July 25 - 11 Aug. 8-6. Aug. 22-11. Sept. 5-12.
:

Wheel,

.

Sept.l2-Ins.

Winding

The:Aug. 29-20, 21. Sept. 5-12.

Stair,

Ince
Allfun Comedies ; Aug. 29-72.
Mock Marriages :Aug.29-72.

Chadwick
American Pluck :Aug.29-66.

Lumas

Blue Blood :Aug.29-66.
Bells, The:Aug.29-66.
Perfect Clown, The :Aug.29-66.
Prince of Broadway :Aug. 29-66.
Some Pun’kins:Aug.29-66.
Unchastened Woman, The :Aug. 29-67.

Wizard of Oz, The :Aug.29-66.

Police Patrol, The:July25-18.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has completed his
Tourist,” featuring
Johnny Arthur and Helen Foster, for
Educational release. It’s the first of
the Tuxedo series for next season.

Goodrich

William

Columbia
Danger Signal, The Aug. 29-70.
:

Steppin’ Out:Aug.29-71.

Unwritten Law, The:Aug.29-71.

Loved :July25-ll.Aug.8-12,13.

first

picture,

"The

Auction Block, The:July25-Ins. Aug. 8-Ins.
Bardelys the Magnificent :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Barrier, The July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Ben Hur:July25-Ins.
Big Parade, The July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
:

:

Brown

of Harvard: July 18 -Ins. July 25-Ins. Aug.8-

Ins.

Buddies July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Circle, The:July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
:

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess :Aug.29-63.
Daughter of the Sioux :Aug.29-63.

Demon

Rider,

J60.009

Reward :Aug.29-63.

The:Aug.29-63.
Flyin’ Thru:Aug.29-63.
Courage of Captain Plum, The:Aug.29-63.
Fighting Courage :Aug.29-63.
Fighting Romeo, The:Aug.29-63.
Fighting Parson, The :Aug.29-63.
Fort Frayne:Aug.29-63.
Gold Hunters, The: Aug.29-63.
Grey Vulture, The:Aug.29-63.
Hills of

Flame :Aug.29-63.

Lawless Love:Aug.29-63.
Lights of Mojave, The:Aug.29-63.
My Neighbor’s Wife: Aug.29-63.

Peggy of the Secret Service :Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Chinatown :Aug.29-63.
Peggy from Headquarters :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Under Orders :Aug.29-63.
Peggy on the Job:Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Danger :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Takes a Chance :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Scores a Victory :Aug.29-63.
Red Love:Aug.29-63.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :Aug.29-63.
That Old Gang of Mine:Aug.29-63.
Tenacles of the North: Aug. 2 9-6 3.
Tricks : Aug.29-63.
Tonio of the Sierras :Aug.29-63.

Timber Wolves Aug. 29-63.
:

Texan’s Oath, The:Aug.29-63.
Wolf Hunters, The:Aug.29-63.
Warrior’s Gap : Aug.29-63.

Way

of the

West:Aug. 29-63.

Youth’s Highway :Aug.29-63.

F. B. 0.
Bandit’s Baby, The :July25-73.Aug.l5-71.
Devil Quemado, The :Aug. 15-71.
Drusilla With a Million :Aug.l-99. Aug. 8-78. Aug.1575.Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14. Sept. 19-74, 75.

Flaming Waters: Aug. 8

-79.

Aug.15-75. Aug.22-69.

Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.

Futurity Winner, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75. Aug.2269. Sept. 5-65.Sept.l 2-14.

Happiness Aug. 22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
If Marriage Fails: Aug. 8-78. Aug. 15-75. Aug.22-69.
:

Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-1 4.
Isle of Lost Hope, The:Aug.22-75.Sept.l2-69.
Isle of Retribution, The: Aug.8-79. Aug.15-75. Aug.
2 2-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Keeper of the Bees, The: Aug.8-78. Aug. 15-75. Aug.

22-68-69. Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.

Lady Robinhood :Aug. 22-71. Sept. 12-7 1.
Last Edition, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75. Aug.22-69.
Sept. 12-14.
Midnight Flyer, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75. Aug. 2269. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Parisian Nights: Aug. 8-78. Aug. 15-75. Aug. 22-69.
Sept. 12-14.
Girl’s Romance, A:Aug.8-79.Aug,15-75.Aug.
22-69. Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.

Poor

Smooth as Satin :July25-75.Aug.22-71.
That Man Jack:Aug.22-73.
Thundering Herd, The:Aug.l5-71.
When His Love Grew Cold: Aug. 8-78. Aug.

15-75.

Aug.22-69. Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The:July25-73.Aug.l5-71.

First National
Chickie : Aug.22-20.

Aug. 1 5-17
Dark Angel, The: Aug.15-17.

Classified

:

Desert Flower, The:July25-20.Aug.22-20.Aug.29-30.
Fine Clothes :July25-21. Aug. 1-16. Aug. 15-16.
Graustark: July27-23.July25-21. Aug. 1-17. Aug. 15-16.
Sept.l9-Ins.

Way

The:July25-21.Aug.l-17.Aug.l5Girl,
16, 18. Aug. 22-21. Sept. 5-24, 25.

Half

Her Sister From Paris :July25-21.Aug.l-16.Aug.l516.Aug.22-21.Aug.29-28, 29. Sept. 12-16, 17.
Just a Woman :July25-20. Aug. 22-20, 22.
Knockout, The :July25-21.Aug.l-17. Aug. 15-16.
Lady, The :July25-22.
Lady Who Lied, The:July25-21.Aug.l-18.Aug.22-20.
Lost World, The :Aug.29-26, 27. Sept. 12-18.
Making of O’Malley, The:Julyl8-26.July25-20.Aug.
22 - 21 .

Marriage Whirl, The:July25-20. Aug.22-20.
Shore Leave:Aug.l5-17.
Scarlet West, The :July25-21.Aug.8-30.Aug.22-20,22.
Soul-Fire: Aug.22-20.

Dance Madness :Julyl8-Ins.July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Exchange of Wives, An :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Exquisite Sinner, The: July25-Ins. Aug. 8-Ins.
Flesh and the Devil, The:July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
How Dare You July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Lights of New York:Sept. 12-Ins.
I’ll Tell the World :Aug.8-Ins.
Little Bit of Broadway, A : July25-Ins.
:

Lovey Mary :July25-Ins. Aug. 8-Ins.
Mare Nostrum July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Merry Widow, The :July25-Ins. Sept. 12-1. Sept. 19-1.
:

Midshipman, The: July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.Sept. 12-Ins.
Mysterious Island, The :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.

Monte Carlo: July 25-Ins. Aug.8-Ins.
Money Talks :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Mystic, The :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins. Sept. 19-17.
Never the Twain Shall Meet: July 18-Ins. July26-Ins.
Aug.8-Ins.Aug.22-8.Sept.12-Ins.Sept. 19-17.
Old Clothes :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Paris : July 25-Ins. Aug.8-Ins.
Pretty Ladies :Aug.8-Ins. Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17.

Rag Man, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Romola: July 18-Ins. July 25 -Ins. Aug.8-Ins.Aug.22-7.
Aug.29-14, 15. Sept. 5-1. Sept. 12-Ins.Sept. 19-17.
and Mary : July 18-Ins. July 2 5-Ins. Aug.

Sally, Irene
81-Ins.

Slave of Fashion, The July25-Ins.Aug.8-l.Aug.226. Aug.29-14, 15. Sept.5-l.Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.l9-17.
Span of Life, The:July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Sun U p :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins. Sept. 19-16, 17
Temptress, The:July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Time, The Comedian :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Torrent, The J uly25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.
Tower of Lies, The:July25-Ins. Aug. 8-Ins.
Unholy Three, The: July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.Aug.25-12,
13 Aug.22-6.Aug.29-14,15.Sept.5-l. Sept. 19-17.
:

:

.

Paramount
Adventure :Aug.l-3.
American Venus, The:Aug.l-5. Aug. 22-4.
Are Parents People? Aug. 1-3. Sept.5-1.
Beggar on Horseback:Aug.l-4.Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.
:

Best People, The:Aug.l-4.Aug.22-4.
Coast of Folly, The:July25-4,5.Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4,5.
Aug.29-4,5.
Cobra :Aug.22-4.
Covered Wagon, The:Aug.l-3.
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Crossroads of the World :Aug. 22-4.
Dressmaker from Paris, The: Aug.1-3.
Enchanted Hill, The:Aug.l-5.
Feet of Clay Aug. 1-3.
Flower of the Night :Aug.l-5. Aug. 22-4.
:

Forbidden Paradis :Aug.l-3.
Forty Winks :Aug.l-3.
Golden Princess :Aug.22-4.
Grounds for Divorce :Aug.22-4.
In the Name of Love July 18-5. Aug.15-3.
King, The:Aug.l-4,5.Aug.22-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Aug.22-4,5.
:

Mannequin Aug. 1-5. Aug. 22‘-4. Sept. 19-4, 5.
Light of the Western Stars :Aug.l-3.
Lord Jim:Aug.l-5.
:

Goose

22-4.Sept.5-4.

North of 36:Aug.l-3.
Not So Long Ago:Aug.l-4, 5. Aug.22-4. Sept. 5-4, 6.
Old Home Week:July 27-14. Aug.1-3.
On Dress Parade :Aug.l-3.Aug.22-4.
Paths to Paradise :Aug. 1-3.
Peter Pan: Aug.1-3.
Polly of the Ballet :Aug.l5-3. Aug.22-4.
Pony Express, The: Aug.22-4, 5.
Quarantine :Aug.22-4.
Rugged Waters :Aug.l-5.

Shamrock, The:Aug.8-5.
Shock Punch, The:July25-3.Aug.l-3.
Son of His Father, A :Aug.l-5.Aug.8-3.Aug.29-3.
Sept.

12-4.

Stage Struck :Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4.
Stage Door Johnny, The:Aug.l-5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The : July25-4,5. Aug.1-5.
Aug.22-4, S.Sept. 5-4.

Ten Commandments, The :Julyl8-5.Aug.8-3.Aug.l54.Sept.l2-3.

That Reyle Girl Aug.1-5. Aug.22-4. Sept.19-3.
Trouble With Wives, The:Aug.l-5.Aug.8-3.Aug.22:

4. Sept. 5-3.

Thundering Herd, The: Aug.1-3.
Too Many Kisses :July25-3.Aug.l-3.
Vanishing American, The :Aug.l-5. Aug.22-4.

Wages

of Virtue:Aug.l-3.

:

Lorraine of the Lions: Aug. 8-23.
Perils of the Wild :Aug.l-64.
Phantom of the Opera:Aug.l5-ll.Sept.l2-8,9.
Siege:Aug.8-20.Aug.20.Aug.22-16.

Educational
Race to Nome:Aug.l-71.
Cameo Comedies :Aug.8-28.
Christie Comedies :Julyl8-15.Sept.l9-51.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6,7.
Barrier that Was Burned, The :Aug.l-Ins.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6,7.
Bobbed Hair :Aug. 1-Ins. Aug.8-26. Sept.19-6, 7.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Aug.l-Ins. Sept. 19-6, 7.
Cave Man, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Clash of the Wolves, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept,19-6,7.
College Widow, The:Aug.l-Ins.

Compromise: Aug. 1-Ins. Sept. 19-6, 7.
Easiest Road, The:Aug.l-Ins.
Fighting Edge, The :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Gay Ones, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Hell Bent for Heaven :Aug. 1-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Hero of the Big Snows, :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
His Jazz Bride:Sept,19-6,7.

A

His Majesty, Bunker Bean: Aug. 1-Ins. Sept.12-6,7.

Dist.

5-11.

Lewis-Munn Wrestling Bout:Aug.l-70.
Greatest Thrills :Sept. 6-7.

Life’s

Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-Podge :Aug.8-28.
Mermaid Comedies :Sept.l9-50-51.
Only a Country Lass:Aug.l-71.
Cleaner Flame, The :Aug.29-69.
Tourist, The:Aug.29-80.
Voice of the Nightingale:Aug.l-70.

:

Film Booking

Inevitable Millionaires, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Sept.l9-6,7.
Sept.19-6, 7.
Little Irish Girl,

The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Love Toy, The:Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.

Man on the Box, The: Aug. 1-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
My Official Wife:Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Night Cry, The:Sept.l9-6,7.
Night Call, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept,19-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9-6,7.

Red Hot Tires :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Rose of the World :Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Sap, The Aug. 1-Ins. Sept. 19-6, 7.

Let’s

Go Gallagher: Sept. 12-67.

All

Aboard :Aug.22-lt.

Big Game Hunter, Tha:Aug.22-13.
Business Engagement, A :July25-53. Aug. 23-13. Sept.
19-52.

Failure :Aug.22-13.

Fox News :July25-52.Aug.l5-8. Aug. 22-12. Aug.29-22.

Satan in Sables :Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Sea Beast, The:Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Seven Sinners:Sept.l9-6,7.

Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-52.
25-53. Aug.l-69.Aug.l5-8.9.Aug.
29-23. Sept. 5-17. Sept. 19-53.
Imperial Comedies: July 25-53. Aug. 1-69. Aug. 15-89.
Aug. 29-23. Sept.5-17. Sept. 19-53.
In a China Shop :Aug.l5-8.

Fox Varieties: July

Wasn’t Wanted, The:Aug.l-Ins.Aug.8-

26.Sept.19-6, 7.
Girls Go Back

Adventures of Masie July25-55.Sept.l2-45,46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies :Sept. 12-45.
Bray Cartoons :July25-55. Sept. 12-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept.l2-45.

Fox Film Corp.

Passionate Quest, The :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7..
Pleasure Buyers, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.

Who

Home :Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.

Whittle
Apache Love: Aug. 29-72.

Love and Lions :Aug.l5-9.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The: Aug. 169. Aug.8-9.Aug.22-13. Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-53.
My Own Carolina :Aug.l5-8.Sept.l9-53.
O. Henry Stories: Aug.1-69. Aug.8-9. Aug.22,12,13.

Sept.5-17.

On

the Go:Aug.l5-9.
Parisian Knight, A:Aug.22-13.
Peacemakers, The :Aug.22-13.
Shoes: July 25-53. Aug. 22-13. Sept. 19-52.
Sky Jumper, The:Aug.22-13.
Sweet Marie:Aug.l5-9.Sept.l9-62.
Transients in Arcadia :Aug.22-13.
Van Bibber Comedies : July 25-53. Aug. 1-69. Aug.8, 9.
Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-52.

West Wind, The:Aug.l5-8.
Wrestler, The :Aug.22-13.Sept.l9-52.

Pathe
Butter Fingers :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Cold Turkey :Aug.29-Ins.
Iron Nag, The:Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Love and Kisses :Aug.29-Ins.
Lucky Stars :Aug.22-84.Aug.29-Ins.
Play Ball : July 25-84. Aug. 1-108. Aug. 29-124.
Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept.l2-76.
Rainy Knight, A :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Sneezing Beezers:Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.

Ray art
Secret Service Sanders :July25-64.

B. P. Schulberg
Aristocrat, The:Aug.8-Ins.

Tee for Two:Aug.29-Ins.

Boomerang, The:Julyl8-18.
Dancing Days :Aug.8-Ins.

Red

Eden’s Fruit :Aug.8-Ins.
Girl

Who

Offices

:

Limited Mail, The:Aug.l-Ins.Aug.8-26. Sept. 5-18-19.

Corp.

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.
Charley’s Aunt:Aug.29-13.
Coming of Amos, The:Aug.8-16,17.Sept.5-22.
Eve’s Leaves :Sept.l9-8, 9.
Hell’s Highroad :Aug.8-16-17.Sept.l9-8.9.
Made for Love:Sept.l9-8.9.
Off the Highway :July26-6,7.
Red Dice:Sept.5-22.
Road to Yesterday, The :Julyll-66.Aug.8-16,17.
Seven Days :Aug.29-12.
Silence :Julyl8-19.July25-19.Aug.8-25.Aug.l5-14.
Aug.22-9. Aug. 29-10.
Untamed Gentleman, The:Sept.5-23.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

:

Hogan’s Alley Aug. 1-Ins. Sept. 19-6, 7.
Honeymoon Express, The :Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.

Why

Producers

Curses July26-60.
Dynamite Doggie: July25-50.
Fables in Color:Aug.l-70.
Felix the Cat :Aug.8-28.
In the Spider’s Grip :Aug.l-70.
Iron Mule, The: July 26-50.
Jimmie Adams Comedies :Aug.8-14, 15.
Kinograms: July25-51. Aug.8-28,29. Aug.22-48.Sept.

Sept. 19-6, 7.

Wife

Kivalina of the Icelands:Aug.8-92.Aug.l5-84.

:

Balto’s

Freshman, The Aug.8-Ins.Sept.l2-Ins.
:

Fragments of Life Aug. 29-63. Sept. 12-10.
Red Kimono, The :Sept.l9-10.

Teaser, The:Aug.8-20.

Black Cyclone: Aug. 8-66-67. Sept. 19-68-69.

Pathe

:

Sheiks and Shebas :Aug.29-63.

Spook Ranch :Aug.8-22.

Silken Shackles : Aug.l-Ins.Sept.19-6,7.
Social Highwayman, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.
Three Weeks in Paris:Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
Vengeance of Durand, The:Aug.l-Ins. Sept.19-6, 7.
White Chief, The:Aug.l-Ins.Sept.l9-6,7.

Womanhandled :Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4,5.

Cinema Stars Aug. 29-63.
Hey Fellas Aug. 29-63.
:

:

Wanderer, The:Aug.l5-3.Aug.22-4.
Wanderer of the Wasteland, A:Aug.l-3.
Wild Horse Mesa:JuIy25-4, 5. Aug.1-5. Sept.5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The:July25-4, 5. Aug.1-5. Sept.5-4.

Davis

Woman :Aug. 8-22. Sept. 5-8, 9.

Home Maker, The Aug.29-6,7.
I’ll Show You the Town :Aug. 22-16.

—A Wife:July25-3,4.Aug.l-5.

Aug.22-4.
Miss Bluebeard :Aug.l-3.
New Brooms: Aug.22-4.
New Lives for 01d:Aug.l-3.
Night Club, The:Aug.l-3.
Night Life in New York: July 25-4,5. Aug.l-5.Aug.

Short Features

Universal
California Straight Ahead:Aug.8-21.Aug.22-16.
Circus Cyclone :Aug.l-15.

Lost

Lucky Devil, The :Aug.8-3.Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.
Manhattan :Aug.l-3.
Manhandled :Aug.l-3.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Aug.l-6.Aug.8-5.

89

Wouldn’t Work, The:Aug.8-Ins.Aug.29-

Seal

Evolution :Aug.8-77.

65.

His New York Life:Aug.8-Ins.
Horses and Women :Aug.8-Ins.
Exclusive Rights :Aug.8-Ins.

Lew

Tyler’s

Universal

Wives :Aug.8-Ins.

Blue Streak Westerns :Sept. 19-11.
Blue Bird Comedies : Aug. 15-6.
Buster Brown :Aug. 22-51.
Gump Comedies :Aug. 15-5.
International Newsreel :Sept. 19-24.

Other Women’s Story, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Parisian Love : Aug.8-Ins.Aug.22-19.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Plastic Age, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Shameful Behavior :Aug.8-Ins.

Shenandoah :Aug.8-Ins.
Shopworn :Aug.8-Ins.
Studies in Wives :Aug.8-Ins.
With this Ring:Aug.8-Ins.
Worst Woman, The:Aug.8-Ins.

J Meyer Schine
.

Weds

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Tiffany-Truart

ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 15.—J. Meyer
Schine, of Gloversville, head of the largest
chain of motion picture theatres in New
York state, forsook the ranks of bachelor-

Souls for Sables:Aug.29-73.

United Artists
Don

Q, Son.of Zorro :Sept.5-20.Sept.l2-12.Sept.l9-20.
Sally of the Sawdust :Aug.29-25.Sept.5-21.Sept.l2-13.
Sept. 19-19.

Gold Rush, The: Sept. 12-11. Sept. 19-21.

“ The

Mysterious Stranger,” made by
Richard Talmadge for F. B. O. re-

lease,

was originally

Years After.”

titled

“Twenty

hood recently, when he claimed Miss
Hddegard Feldman, of Gloversville, as his
bride, in a ceremony performed in the
Italian room of the Hotel L'tica.

,

!

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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September 26, 1925
Edward Szamecki has opened an 800 seat
in South Bend, according to word

house

received

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
—
"

HEY

By

s

in

Chicago.

It

is

his

third

theatre.

*

*

*

M. M. Krueger has cast his lot with
Warner Brothers Chicago exchange, according to an announcement made by Jack

D. H.

—

Krueger

have the country

have their irons in the fire and that means midirons,
mashies, putters or what have you. For they’re talking nothing but
golf down on the Avenue these days. Of course if someone comes in
and insists that his contract be accepted for the entire next year’s product
the exchange folk will take it, but the next sentence is almost certain to
be something cryptic about 35’s and pars and the like. Entries are coming in fast for the Midwest film golf tournament, September 18, at Olympia Fields. It’s the second annual fall tourney.

Rose.

'T'HE committee members

Lyon, the Greek Consul, has announced that November 8 to 15 has been

T

all

say everything

points to an even bigger turnout than
Prizes
last June, when 86 players teed off.
and awards galore are in store for the
There’ll
winners.
even be a prize
fourfor
every

some,

and

contestant

every

determined to carry
off the honors for
is

low
won by

championship
net score,

Lewis

gross,
low
went
to
which
Harry Balaban at

for

last

tilt.

Several

surprise
stunts are on tap
R. C. Seery
for the event of
the nineteenth hole, which takes the form
of a big dinner.
The committee that served for the spring
meet was re-elected to handle the coming
setto.
They were R. C. Seery, chairman
Johnny Jones, Floyd Brockell, Ascher Levy
and L. H. Mason, with A1 Sobler, chairman of the publicity committee.
First plans called for staging the gory
battle at Bob-O-Link, September 16, but
it’s now signed, sealed and delivered for
the Olympia Country Club, September 18.

FORE
5*1

Sji

the

1,400

munity.
jfl

Sfc

Sfc

his

last

trip

Chicago’s
with
Eddie
loop
with Universal. Frank says
he does not object to shopping with Eddie
but that when Eddie shops he buys and
when he buys his neckties speak for
themselves.

through

Brichetto,

now

;

—

%

Al Sobler,

5>C

ijl

director of publicity for Bala-

ban Katz Midwest Theatres, is just back
from Rockford, 111., and says a combination policy will go into effect at B-K Midwest’s
Midway house there about the
middle of October.
jfc

J|c

Bill Fowler, Exhibitors Supply company,
proudly boasts that after owning every
kind of an automobile he knows of he
has finally purchased a Ford.
* * *

And Al Hoffman,

F. B. O. salesman, is
return from Milwaukee
than he has been for an eon (see any
cross word puzzle dictionary for “eon”).
The explanation for Al’s genial spirit may
be that he is still thinking of what a laugh
he has on a man by the name of Volstead.
“Der Lager wahr sehr gut,” snickers Al.
jollier

since

James

president of the
Chicago, September
11 to settle the wage controversy which
has been pending for some time.
With
Miller was a committee from the ex-

As

was reached which allowed no

A. Carlos

and

O. Campbell, and Mrs. Jerry
put Renown “on everybody’s
It’s
tongue,” during the week mentioned.

Abrams

/.

to

a safe bet that Joe will see to it that
the name is on the tongues of those sons
he is
of Hector for whose friendship

famed.
*

A

new

ber 6, with his mind
ideas for “The Freshman” which began
a run at the Roosevelt, September 14. One
of the schemes he executed at the theatre
was to install amplifiers which broadcast
the laughs from the auditorium to the
street.

*

hits

*

Public Relations department has reported
that she is making an effort to obtain space
in Chicago daily newspapers for short fea(She also says Chicago
tures reviews.
has some hard boiled city editors as city
editors go but she thinks they are weakening with her wiles.)

were

The Home theatre will be opened at 4425
Elston avenue, Chicago, September 24. The
owners are John J. Pallakoff and Nick
Pilot. Another theatre to be opened soon

*

*

thrown

*

None

out.

was

*

*

*

where he

*

branch mana-

ger of F. B. O., visited Chicago, September
Despite his friends begging him_ to
10.
stay over he yielded not to the temptation.
* * *

*

the scales at 242.
* *

*

Sam Abrams, Milwaukee

Among

Babe London, star of many Jack White
Comedies for Educational, stopped in Chicago on a trip from the Coast to New
York. Accompanying her was Bill Green,

admit that she

*

Regge Durand who has been in Chicago
for two weeks in the interest of Pathe’s

11

her husband, who is arranging personal
appearances for her in the larger cities
along the way.
She doesn’t hesitate to

for

director

in Chicago, Septemfull of exploitation

his destination named Detroit
will be located for a week.

*

into

*

*

;

Renown.
*

*

publicity

Harold Lloyd, arrived

the Tiffany-Truart executive,

He went

*

*

Whelan,

Leslie

*

%

Renown exchange September

=K

has been reopened by
Hirschberg Brothers of the Morton Grove
theatre, Morton Grove, 111., at Lyons. The
house has been remodeled and will run
seven nights a week instead of the customary one night a week.
theatre

F. C. Aiken who has rounded the circuit again has had a week to recuperate
but he started
at the Pathe office, Chicago
on another such itinery September 11 with

long conference
with Jerry Abrams, Chicago manager of
12.

A

:

injured.

Jack Miller left following his meeting
with Jimmie Petrillo for a week-end vacation at Lake Geneva.
*

*

fixed as “Jerry Abrams Week.” Which is
this
drive has been begun by Lyon,
A. H. MacLaughlin, district manager for

women

;

*

*

accident occurred to a group of film
people motoring on their way to Glenn,
Mich., for a week end party September 5.
The car turned over, according to Ann
Israel one of Si Griever’s indispensable
aids, and the half dozen young men and

increase to musicians in houses under 600
which charge 25 cents or less and a slight
increase is allowed for houses over 600
charging more than 25 cents.
jji

*

An

a result a com-

association.

promise

visited the

*

*

of

hibitors’

*

Kruif,

Joe

Petrillo,

union

Musicians’

ter-

Exhibitors Supply
is warmed up into the job again
after a golf-ful vacation with an influenza aftermath. He stopped working long
enough the other day to wipe the sweat
and profanely remark, “Gosh! Business is
good.”

his

Jack Miller, president and general manager of the Chicago exhibitors’ association,

met

*

De

George
company,

Renown,

ifc

Frank Ishmael has made

Newhafer

in June, as well as

the

Alcyon, Highland Park.
It seats
and is said to be elaborately equipped.
William Pearl, the proprietor, likewise
owns the Pearl theatre in the same comis

will

ritory.

F.

B.

O.

returning
office

the

the
vacationists at
fair-(er) sex should

There was Gertrude Farber
its due.
gets telephone numbers for perspiring
salesmen. Miss Farber was in Union Pier,

have

who
Florence Allen, Louis Laemmle and
L. W. Alexander reading left to right.

Miss Allen, christened the “Princess,”
was escorted to the train by the two
Universal Chicago executives when
she started her trip to Hollywood. A
wire from the Coast a few days ago
revealed that she has been chosen for
a part in Universal’s next serial.

Mich., as
again.”

she says “learning to swim.
*

*

.

.

*

H. M. Warner, of Warner Brothers
company, stopped in Chicago September 8
to say “Howdy” to the boys at the Warner
exchange here.
He was making a trip
from New York to the Coast.

.

A
Few
Recent
Installations

fotoplayer
eo Brecher’s

Verona Theatre,

New York

Pipe

City

Pit

Leo Brecher’s Boston Rd. Theatre,

New York

Bronx,

Sunset Theatre,
Brooklyn, New York
Theatre,
Congress
Kridel’s

Colonial Theatre,
Winchester, Va.

Madison Theatre,
Memphis, Tenn.
Williamson’s Grand Theatre,
Winter Haven,
Vero Theatre,

kk

Ifr,

nk
Console o/Style 49

V ero,

Fla.

Florida

Alladin Theatre,
Cocoa, Florida

Legion Theatre,
Marshalltown,

Lyceum Theatre,
New

la.

Britain,

Conn.

Milda Theatre,
Chicago,

111.

Clermont Theatre,
Chicago,

111.

tman,

Gem

Theatre,

dilwaukee, Wis.

Dreamland Theatre,

^^lk

Permanent

O.
Co.,
Laredo, Texas
Theatre,
Elyria,

R. B. R.

jk

Music Feature
at a

Amusement

1

Mecca

.

New

MINIMUM COST

W

Orleans, La.

Clip

and Mail

Coupon

Robert Morton Organ Co.
cMakers of

T oday
ROBERT
cMorton

Pipe Organs Exclusively.

—
1560 Broadw ay

‘-'Vexv

York

Q hi

^
,

/?os i~Angeles

935 So.

Olive. St.

845

c

a.

a o

So.\> abash

e rk, el e v
B
Berkeley

California.
C
al i f o r n ta

ORGAN

CO.

Send me without
obligation full details
of yourNew Selling Plan

Name
Theatre
SearingCapacity
City and State

.

...

.

.

Mack.
Sejstjvett
presents

Alice VAy
Comedies
Ttvo 'Reels

Current and Coming Releases in first
Series of 12

“Tee for Ttoo**
**
**Cotd TurKey
“Lo'Ve and Kj’Ssef*
Once

who

in a dog’s age there (lashes

Think over the
try to count

Alice

Day

upon the horizon a

comedian, funny in her

is a real

women

stars of stage

own
and

girt

right.

screen,

and

up the genuine mirth-makers.

is

not only beautiful; she’s funny.

That’s why Sennett, champion picker of comedians, has
promoted her from the ranks of the featured players to

stardom.

Look

at these

new

Pathe exchange.

Alice

Day comedies

When you

at the nearest

get through laughing you’ll

sign ’em up.

Pafhecomedy
!
!'
MARK
TRADE

| <T>.

jf

I
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New York, Now

jn its fifth

week

at Glor
ii

Gould’s Embassy Thea
tre at $2 top. Von Strohei
is the director with Mae
Murray and JohnGilbert. It
ia

/ /

m

<!

is oneof Metro-Goldwyn-M

ayer’s

> >

If

Member Motion

famous Quality 52

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

H. Hays, President
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EXHIBITORS HERALD

A BOX OFFICE
ATTRACTION
FOR ANY KIND
OF A HOUSE/

^[fie gripping story of life

under the knout of the Czar
and the shadoms of the
Statue of Liberty.

October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

3

These who haven't read Conrad are
not well read.
Those who don't intent
III
ill
to read him are of a
miliili ipiil
mental ha bit. As fgrjhtf** who are engaged in (loading him)---for the first time
1

These

i

I

<

—how

famous

I

envy "them

surely,

ever

if

earthly clay.

to any

— Hugh

One

\

my

of

world

claims

chief
that

story.

1

read

I

and thought

~

— H.

selves in the

-

G. Wells.

cajne across a Conrad
the story and re-read it-

W

CoM-

had discovered Conrad,
met others writer;
main who thflu^Wrthey had
I

Subsequently

distinction

1

WITH

Years ago

to

wrote the first long
review of Joseph Conrad’s
is

work.

VICTOR FLEMING'S

1

—

—

discovered him. too.

— Irvin

ADAPTATION BY
JOHN BUSSELL

S. Cobb.

After the interminable flood of novels

which pours

how

SCREEN PLAY BY
GEORGE C.HULL

this

A GREATER FORTY

One comes
relief

(paramount

'*

a

poets

—with

upon

in

us.

how

salutary,

come once more upon

refreshing, to

wellspring of the real romance!

—John

Cow per Powys.

Conrad with unspeakable

to

the feeling that here, at last,

novelist

who

understands

as

jJdL Jvivrrva#-

th:

do
-

-Christopher Mprley.

^picture
In ail his novels there is a harmony of
tone absolutely orchestral in effect,

—Joseph

He
Joseph Conrad was the
greatest writer of adventure

stories

that

ever lived.

Jim”

is

his

of

the

that

is

literature:

on

Paramount
a

marvelous

is

in

Hergesheimer.

modern

realist

C. Squire.

sea

“Lord

recognized

—

unusual thing
unshrinking
I.

There is no one like him ; there is no
one remotely like him. He sees and describes not merely this man s love or that

book
loved by hundreds of
thousands and known to
the whole world.
masterpiece

a

making

adventure

“Lord Jim,”
seething with action and

picture of

drenched with romance.
A classic that lowbrows
and highbrows alike will
proclaim great. The peer
of any sea picture ever
filmed, bar none!

W*

Galsworthy.

appreciative

RAYMOND HATTON

p,
Walpole.

m

—John

/

PERCY MARMONT
SHIRLEY MASON
NOAH BEERY

*

spirit'

The only writing of the last twelve
years that will enrich the English language

in the

PRODUCTION

"
1

jp*

by a divine

possession

JOSEPH
you

|i

I

Her

recommend

to

i

—Gonverneur Morris.

authors

CONRADS
LORD JIM'

!

woman’s aspiration, but the blind sweep
and devastation of universal forces

—H.

To

stand

in

a

Summer-stifled,

L.

Mencken.

man-

smelling city street and to feel suddenly
a fnesh salt wind from the far-off pastures
this is the sensation when one
of the sea

—

comes upon a book by Joseph Conrad.

—Mary Austin.

I know of no contemporary author
can build a scene before the
as Conrad, or
through the door and leave

for himself as

Conrad

who

does.

—Meredith

Nicholson.

ijU.
AjXAruX

I
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October

3,

1925

w

The
Picture

ofthe,
Hour!

PONY EXPRESS
New York
—

“The Pony Express” played two Broadway first run theatres the
Rivoli and Rialto the same week and broke attendance and

—

receipts records in both!

It

took in $11,000 the

first

day!

A. M. the day after the opening,
formed at both houses waiting to get in!

At

10.30

lines

over a block long

Crowds and cash returns mounted every day as word-of-mouth
advertising and wonderful newspaper reviews proclaimed it a great
picture.

JAMES CRUZE'/
TO

»

SUCCESSOR

H

THE COVERED WAGON

THE P0MY EX

October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

5

TELEGRAM
San Francisco
“The Pony Express” broke all records for attendance and brilliancy
at its world premier opening at the Imperial Theatre.

S.R.O. at every single performance following the great opening,
despite extra

It

shows at 9 A. M. and at midnight.

completely overshadowed every other feature at the great Dia-

mond Jubilee celebration in San Francisco, drawing unprecedented
crowds.

The San Francisco newspapers unanimously hailed
than The Covered Wagon’ ”.

II

PRESS
Member Motion

i

it

as “better

L BETTY COMPSON RICARDO CORTEZ
ERNEST TORRENCE -WALLACE BEERY
By Henry James Forman £ Walter Woods

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

-

— Will

H. Hays, President

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Proctor’s

Grand

Peerless

Harmanus

Booking Co.

Bleecker Hall

New

Theatres

3,

M. Toohey
Leroy Theatre
Pawtucket, R.

Albany, N. Y.

Griswold and Proctor’s

October

I.

Goldstein Brothers Circuit

Troy, N. Y.
in

Massachusetts

Proctor’s Theatre
Schenectady, N. Y.

W.

P.
in

J.

J. J.

Gray Circuit

New

Rochester, N. Y.

England

Lourie Circuit
in

Farren

Victoria Theatre

Regorson Corporation
Eastman and

Boston

Piccadilly Theatres

Rochester, N. Y.

A. Goodside
Empire and Strand Theatres

T. Proffitt

Portland, Me.

William Penn Theatre
Chester, Pa.

A. Couture

Dipson-Zimmerman Circuit

Eagle Theatre
Manchester, N. H.

_

in Buffalo,

fox film Corporation,

N. Y.

1925

October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

Lefkowitz Circuit

S. Z. Poli

Cleveland

in

Feiber

in

& Shea

7

Circuit

Connecticut

Peery Brothers

Goodrich and Colonial Theatres

Egyptian Theatre

Akron, Ohio

Ogden, Utah

& Pryor

Leitich
in

Circuit

North Carolina

Ackerman & Harris
Franklin Theatre
Oakland, Cal.

P. J. Schlossman
Regent and Strand Theatres
Muskegon, Mich.

Frank Durkee Circuit
in Baltimore,

G. L. Hooper

Moe Mark

Grand-Isis-Orpheum Theatres
Topeka, Kan.

Interstate

Amusement Co.

Majestic Theatre
Little

Md.

Worcester and Lynn, Mass.

Leland Theatre, Inc.
Leland and Clinton Square Theatres

Rock, Ark.

hix film Corporation,

Albany, N. Y.

.

Who?
How?
On What?

By building ad
The entire War

Where?

Everywhere. Big

How do they do it?

In

Warner

Bros.

many

ways,

more in
ever dreamed of.
papers. Not in a
plishing

Serial stories that
is

ready for re

fit

of a tremendous

picture aroused

your
•

-

by

local paper.

Never before

-

WARNER BRQC
"

Classics of the Screen

V

BIG PICTURES
BIG

vance

interest,

ner product for 1925-26,
cities

and small

cities.

Accombig service than was

Serialization, for one.
this

newsfew cities* but in hundreds,
appear when the picture
lease. You reap the beneStories placed in daily

,

3* Wfe

WrlO

liP/ri,

{V

<*nted

*oxv

advance interest in your
*rt

the fascinating fiction in

could you buy such

t»oo

daily
^Papers

,

!

OFF TO A FLY
TSox office value of
premiere showings of
AL CHRiym*

A

%

100
Showmanship Program

The premiere showings

of the

first

three

super-showmanship program
justify all advance claims.
“They will coin
the good old shekels,” is the keynote of the
releases

on

starring Leatrice

West Coast premiere at the
Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, August 22.
The New York premiere took place at B. S.
Moss’s Colony Theatre, August 23rd.
had

its

“SEVEN DAYS” had
miere Sunday, August 30,

its

New York

at the

Scott Sidney

WHAT

“

‘Seven Days’ proves hilarious
joy lest.”
Los Angeles Times

—

“This

is

at the

an uproariously funny farce.”
N. Y. Daily Mirror

—

“Spanking good entertainment.

If

you don’t

laugh you’re just pretending.”
N. Y. Daily

Colony, September

“It

is

a rattling

good comedy.

The

News

titles

are

almost as full of laughs as the action.”
N. Y. American

—

“Laughing incessantly until their
the

sides ached,
night audiences accorded a riotous wel”
to ‘Seven Days.’

first

come

— Los Angeles Evening Herald

pre-

Colony.

“THE COMING OF AMOS” had
showing

Directed by

—

reviews of these productions.

Joy,

LILLIAN RICH

this

“HELL’S HIGHROAD,”

1

DAYJ
*

with
That’s the promise made exhibitors
in the announcement of our great
product from the Cecil B. De Mille,
A1 Christie, Metropolitan, Marshall
Neilan, Frances Marion, George Melford, and other units which are contributing to the greatest program of
independent productions ever released
under one banner.

.

laugh $en$ation

f

“It’s

packed with every conceivable comedy gag.
is fast and furious.”
N. Y. Evening Journal

The fun

—

its first

6.

The unanimous verdict of New York and
Los Angeles reviewers was, that each and
every one of these pictures combined extraordinary entertainment value with box office

“It looks to us like the

on Broadway.”

most amazing picture
Y. Herald-Tribune

—N.

“Laughs? Thousands of them! ‘Seven Days’ is
the last word in merriment. The audiences
roared, chuckled and shrieked all day yesterLos Angeles Examiner
day.”

—

appeal of assured showmanship value.

Read These Evidences of Promises

Fulfilled!

INC START
great program proved by
three releases

first

CECIL B.DEMILLE
presents

CECIL B.DEMILLE

i

Tit

THE CRITICS SAY
(i

It will

good old shekels.
Morning Telegraph

coin the

—

“ ‘The coming of Amos’ is easily
the best among the Broadway film
offerings.”

“The scenes

—N. Y. Evening Graphic

and gorgeous.”
Los Angeles Evening Herald

are spectacular

—

“

“This

“The

a sure fire hit for

is

—Los Angeles Record

film

fans.”

“Gowns
ing

“

all

both sexes.”

is

going to delight the Cecil De Mille
N. Y. Morning World

—

are beautiful, sets spectacular, and actthat can be desired.”
Los Angeles Illustrated News

—

‘The Coming of Amos’ has the earmarks of
being a box office wow. It is raving melodrama,
wild carnival and hectic action.”
N. Y. Daily Mirror

—

“

‘The Coming of Amos,’ we are sure, will mean

the bounding of the fans to the box office of
—N. Y. Herald-Tribune
the Colony.”

—

—

Highroad’ is glittering, romantic entertainment, presented in snappy style, with Leatrice Joy charming as the heroine.”
N. Y. Daily Mirror

—
—N.

splendiferous. ActSets
“Direction careful.
ing fine. Effect just swell.”

—

‘Hell’s

—

“There are big,bigballrooms,beautifulboudoirs,
gorgeous gowns, gaudy girls, insurgent innocents, wealthy widows, recherche rich men,
palpitating poor men, a warring wife, a happy
husband and a daring denouement.”
N. Y. Herald-Tribune

—

“It

is

full

Y.

Daily

News

of carnivals, gorgeous settings
The net result

Continental sophistication.
picture which will afford

most movie fans.”

—N.

and
is

a

entertainment for
Y.

Evening World

story continues with a set of the cleverest
on the screen in months. It’s
melodramatically, delightfully
nonsensically,
N. Y. Journal
amusing.”

“The

subtitles flashed

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F.

C.

MUNROE. President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

Vice-President and General Manager
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World’s Record on
Broadway; New House
Records Everywhere
Setting a box-off ice

mark

motion picture industry

for the whole
to

shoot at

“The Gold Rush”
Has made

swift

bistory.

A

world’s record

for receipts and attendance, and a run of four
weeks at tke Mark Strand, in New York; a

world’s record for income per seat per day
at tke

Orpkeum, Chicago, and new

records everywhere

-

West, North or South
“The Gold Rush.”

-

that’s

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin

‘Mary Bickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Ttiram Qbrams, President

D.W.

box-office

in big city or small -East,

Qriffifh

Joseph CM.Jchenck, Chairman, Board of Directors'.

the

story

of

1925

October

3,

1925
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DOUGLAS

What A
“There

"DON

a

SON OP ZORRO"

new Fairbanks

“A money maker.
type of house.
thrive

Picture!

isn’t a better box-office picture in the

than this

FAIRBANKS

15

upon.”

“Ace-high

-

in

film.”

-

M.

Will do business

P.
in

any and every

“Probably the surest
the

made

-

stuff
thrills,

exhibitors

and box-office

Can’t help but clean up everywhere.”

All

Today.

The kind of picture which
Danny in Film Daily.
entertainment

fire of all the

world

-

value.

Telegraph.

Fairbanks pictures.

of which box-office knockouts
romance, speed.” - Life.

are

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin

“Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Ttiram Qbrams, President

D. W.

Qriffifh

Joseph JM.Jchenck, Chairman, Board of Directors

Mama

love Papa

adapted by Frederic
and Fanny Hatton
from the play by

Cosmo Hamilton

HOBART
HENLEY’S product
with

LEW CODY ELEANOR BOARDMAN
Renee Adoree

Creighton Hale
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Forresters most successful novel '‘SALVAGE'

Izola

STARRING

May Allison

Holmes Herbert

Rosemary Theby

James Morrison

A BEN VERSCHLEISER PRODUCTION

The

Critics SayMoving Picture World— Tells
dramatic

a
telescoping into a crescendo of action.

—

Film Daily Audience appeal
a thrilling romance.

Morning Telegraph

—Well

— excellent

mounted

story with the events

cast

—you

—elaborate

sets

can promise

—a

distinc-

tive cast.

Trade Review
istic

—

Today

title

— Known

to register “sure-fire.”

Storm scene

real-

has punch.

— Action

galore

—with colorful atmosphere.

TOi1540

BROADWAY

New

York, N. Y.

°s

NEW YORK.

mm

PHILADELPHIA
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
INDIANAPOLIS
DETROIT
and others
where they have played

Constance

Talmadge
in.

W

HER sisn

presented by

M

JOSEPH

SCHE

uuth

RONALD CO
Story

HANS KRAE

btf

of

SIDNET FRANICLI

P

PC

O

D

Photography
Jlrt

U

by

Wardrobe

by

Jssiitcuit

Director

.

N

ARTHUR EDESON

by

Direction

CTIO

.

WILLIAM C MENZIES
ADRIAN
SCOTTY BEAL

/rom

PARIS'

—

Her
From Variety: Kansas City.lUainstreet
Sister from Paris' (IstN) Talmadge picture
just about what Mainstreeters wanted. Mats
continue to hold up to sell-outs and at night
about impossible to find a seat after 8 o'clock"
"We consider “Tier
one of the most amusing pic-

Tlew York Herald"Tribune

Sister from Paris'
tures of 1925"

The

:

beautiful scene

of the Follies Bergere

From Tjariety Her Sister from Paris' (First National)
Philadelphia Stanley. Newspapers
typical
Constance Talmadge that is filled with riotous
fun. Business Qood'!
’

:

:

.

Lor Angeles Record

:

*

This

is

A

her greatest

film"'

Indianapolis Times " Constance Talmadge at her
very best in this picture Here is gorgeous fun."
:

Detroit Tree Press " Heaps of fun for the audience. Filled with laughs/'
:

Picture

The women

rave

this picture

about

and here's

one of the reasons why-

C/fere

wife

we see Constance as the home loving
never known to stay out late,

who was

go to cabarets or have

bobbed

hair.

Her

husband gets tired of such old fashioned
ways and so she packs up and leaves.

I
r

’
i

Mg M m*

Vk

v

•

4

1

MBm- tsk *

££ X

l

I

K

M
BP
(
'
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Qhe

fun starts right here At the railroad station she meets her twin sister.a

famous musical comedy star in Paris. After
hearing the story she outlines a plan that
will have hubby dear right on his knees.

f

goes to see the show in
Palls for her hard
and with his pal takes her to dinner.Butand this is what the audience knows that
he does not- it is his own wife he is entertaining and not the actress.

diubbyjn

Paris

which the sister stars.He

*100 can imagine the Pun. They run away

together and Constance has no mercy on
him Suddenly he beg ns to worry.He finds
he really does love his wife and tries to find

away out the actress knowing this never
lets up on the vamp stuff

In the midst of his anguish a knock comes
onthedoor.Caugltt disgraced what should
he do. He opens it and there stands his best

and his wife. His punishment had
been most complete and so the truth was
told with a scene that forms a wonderful
climax to a truly wonderful picture.
friend

nothing
bigger than a

There
As Constance Talmadge
appears throughout this
big money maker.

is

"3\rM national Picture
B&ft byWs CfeSt
Member:

«

Motion Picture Producers

Distributors of

America

Inc.-* Will

Hays f/atdent
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SOLD OUT
At every performance (matinee and evening) to
date now in its fourth week on Broadway!

—

Standing
goes up!

THE

Room Only

every time the curtain
That’s the kind of a picture

PHANTOM

OF THE

OPERA

A regular S.R.O. sell out for every box office
in the country! A Universal Production.

is.

Starring

LON
CHANEY
MARY
NORMAN KERRY
PHILBIN

Supplementary\ direction by

Directed by

EDWARD SEDQWICK

RUPERT JULIAN
Presented by

NOW

PLAYING
AT THE

CARL LAEMMLE

ASTOR

THEATRE
TWICE DAILY

Tickets
Four weeks in advance

$i.so

Top
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weeks at the

weeks at the

weeks at the

Astor Theatre

Tremont Temple

Aldine

weeks at the
Roosevelt

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

2

2

NEW YORK.

2

weeks at the
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Royal
KANSAS CITY
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1
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Garrick
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1
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Regent

TORONTO

LOUIS

1

DULUTH

1
week

at the

Skydome

ST.

LOUIS

Today’s lesson, gentlemen
profits, is on the most amaz
First

National Pictures Incpresents

Sir Arthur

Conan

Doyle's

stupendous story

% LOST WORLD
the tremendous -startling money maker
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5

3

weeks at the
Globe
Wilkes
SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTIC CITY

weeks

weeks at Graumans
Million Dollar

LOS

ANGELES

2

at the

weeks at the
Hyperion

NEW HAVEN

at the
Metropolitan

week at the

ATLANTA

CLEVELAND

week at the

i

DES MOINES

ST.

1

Central

LOUIS

ST.

week at the

Princess

Palace

SIOUX CITY

MEMPHIS

Shrine Audit.

weeks

Lyric

1

at the

OKL. CITY

West End

LOUIS

1
week

week at the

big
money

week at the

at the

New Grand

all

Stillman

i
week

l

-and

1

1
week

Capitol
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E

pn booking Por big
" picture ever

made.

cMade for your amazement

By arrangement

<wltk

MatterSOK

!R.‘ 3iothack.tr -

•with.

Bessie Love, Lewis Stone, Wallace Beery, Lloyd HughesResearch and. (Technical 'Director 'Willis 01- O'SricK —
Mnder the

supervision of Earl

Hudson
Foreign Rights Controlled by

IHIH

3 ^3 Madison Avenue.

jxxax
Members of Motion

First National Pictures Inc.

1

New "fork f

}

national special

Picture Producers and Distributors of

America

Inc. —Will

Hays

president
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Los Angeles wild
about

his latest!

Examiner: “Once in awhile
a picture is so good it becomes an obligation to see
it. Such a picture is ‘Shore

Express: “The picture is
one of the really first rate
comedies of the year.”

Record “A ship shape comedy that would have easy
:

Leave’.”

Greater than
is

the hardest of

audiences.”

Times: “Excellent entertainment.”
44

popular

this

in

sailing

Herald: “Paints a character
that sticks in one’s mind
after thoroughly enjoying
one laugh after another.”

Classmates

99

star’s latest

ftichand

A JOHN S.
ROBERTSON
PRODUCTION

Presented by
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

with

DOROTHY
MACKAILL
From

the

play

by

Hubert Osborne
as produced by
David Belasco

Scenario by

Josephine
Lovett.

SHOR
EAVE
You bet it’s a
Jitat national Picture
Members

of

Motion Picture Producers uni Distributors of America

Inc.'- Will

Hays pnsuitrA

=^v
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Martin
The Famous Players

Publisher ^Editor

Quigley,

J.

—Balaban

aper

J
—

and Katz Deal; Editorial by Martin J. Quigley Balaban & Katz History Traced F amous Players and B & K Theatres Listed Lubliner
& Trinz $19,000,000 Construction Underway.

—

—

—Reichenbach Goes South, Says
—Abe Warner Back With
Run Houses Reported— Complaints Made Public

Associated Exhibitors Deal Closed; Price

“Good Bye Broadway”

—

Butterfield

New

President

Adds 37th Theatre

Control of Five European First
West Coast Theatres Cases Maryland Exhibitors Pledge M. P. T. O. A. Support.

—

in

—

Expand East and West Coast Production Ginsberg Says “No Man
Can Serve Two Masters” Proposed Contract Adds Time Limit and Challenges

First National Will

—

Clauses.

U

Up $5,000,000 on Product

Will Put

Schmidt

as F. B. O.’s

in 1926, Says Goldstein

—Appointment

of A. A.

West Coast Representative Pleases Friends.

—

M. P. A. President Sees Biggest Turnout Robert E. Welch
Joins Warner Brothers to Handle Advertising, Exploitation and Publicity for Theatre

Allvine’s First Session as A.

Department.
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The Famous Players Balaban-Katz Deal
r

I ^

HE

deal between Famous Players-Lasky corporation and Balaban and Katz, which has been in
the process of negotiation for several weeks, has

been closed.
This development

is

one of the most significant in

the history of the industry.

The whole

business

now turning

is

to a consideration

what the deal means and what its effect is likely to
be on the future course of the industry.
The deal, in brief, means the creation of the first,
great, nation-wide circuit of motion picture theatres.
When the details of the present negotiation are com-

total

will

probably reach seven hundred before the

new arrangement commences to function. These would
consist of the Famous Players theatres, numbering
about three hundred and fifty; the Balaban and Katz
houses in the middle West, together with the houses
which are now linked with Balaban and Katz on a
booking and management basis.
*

of

pleted there probably will be assembled a group of
about one thousand theatres, representing houses of
every description from great metropolitan amusement
temples down to remote, small-town theatres.
Principals in the transaction have remained particuguarded in disclosing details of the plan, scope
and purpose of the deal. An explanation of this may
be found in that definite policies have not yet been
arrived at. The formal statement issued does not indicate that an actual merger of Famous Players’ exhibition interests and those of Balaban and Katz has taken
place.
In fact, a contrary import is conveyed in the
statement.

larly

*

*

*

The announcement recites only the formation of a
new theatre company, owned in its entirety by Famous
Players, which is to be managed by Balaban and Katz.
No mention is made of the acquisition by Famous
Players of any interest in the Balaban and Katz corporation and it is not likely that any interest has been
The indications
company has realized the

are that the Famous Players
necessity and the advantage
of establishing its theatre department on an independent basis and with this move in view the advantage
of Balaban and Katz direction was sought.

acquired.

There

are, therefore,

two

distinct phases to the deal.

One has to do with the formation of a new theatres
company by Famous Players into which are to be
placed all of the present theatre holdings of the parent
corporation.
The second provides for the operation
and management of these theatres by the Balaban and
Katz organization.
It appears, then, that the deal is actually a huge
elaboration of the booking circuit idea, with Famous
Players joining the circuit and with the circuit
operated by Balaban and Katz.

The outstanding

practical effect of the transaction
that Balaban and Katz, with virtually a free hand,
are now head of a booking circuit which carries with
it management prerogatives and which controls several hundred theatres. Doubtlessly there is a contract
involved, running for a term of years.
is

Definite information is not now available as to the
of theatres included. Indications are that the

number

*

the recent trend of events in the industry may be
taken as a guide, it is reasonable to assume that a large
number of other theatres will promptly join in the
proposition in one way or another. An eventual total
of a thousand theatres, joined together on a booking
and, at least, partial managerial basis, seems assured.
If

If

this

concerned

development proceeds satisfactorily for all
it probably will eventually lead to actual

consolidation of

all

the theatre interests involved.

A

huge financial underwriting program would be necessary to bring this about and this would mean a big
stock issue offered for public sale.

This deal will be hailed with satisfaction in a few
quarters and will be viewed with poignant apprehenison in many others. Some will point to it as concrete
evidence of the plausibility of the forecast that all of
the theatres of the country eventually will be included
in two or three giant theatre circuits. Others, more
conservatively, will see in the deal simply the creation
of a big theatre circuit which must prove its worth day
by day or be broken up into its original factors. The
latter will also be of the opinion that there will be
plenty of room in the industry for other circuits of its
kind and scope, as well as for thousands of independent theatres, independently operated.
Regardless of what particular viewpoint one may
assume, it must be admitted that the transaction is an
inevitable economic development that was destined to
be attempted. The Famous Players-Lasky corporation,
a distinguished success in production and distribution,
was always somewhat out of its element in exhibition.
The Balaban and Katz corporation, a dynamic and
constructive theatre organization, has sought expansion and an opportunity to nationalize its practices and
policies. The deal that has come about is a natural one
and it offers promise of great success for all concerned.

—

The deal is important and significant but not revolutionary. It should mean a decidedly better market
for producers and distributors. With this huge group
of theatres to make pay, the managers of the circuit
will continuously have in mind the fact that good pictures regardless of where they may come from are
an indispensable factor in the success of the circuit.
The best pictures will have to be reached out for and
obtained, and no one, two or three sources of product
will enable such a circuit to live through even a single

—

season.

—
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Paramount Theatre Interests Join
With B & K in New Corporation
Record Deal Combines 500
B. & K. Record
Sets Mark for
Entire Industry

Houses
Acquisition of

in

One Ownership

Many Other

Katz

Is

Theatres Expected to Follow
Central Figure in Negotiations

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

motion picChicago
in
ture theatre development
stands the record of Balaban & Katz.
Starting seven years ago with the opening of the Central Park theatre on the
West Side, Balaban & Katz enterprise

Foremost

in the history of

has evinced itself successively with the
openings of the Riviera, Tivoli, Roosevelt,
Chicago and Uptown until the
houses under the firm’s direct management are said to entertain more than
350,000 persons a week.
Opening the Central Park was in itself
considered a daring step in the Chicago

motion picture business. The house at
Roosevelt road and Central Park, was
then a presentation house, seating 2,000,

and called the largest theatre in the city.
Magnificence was the keynote of the corporation’s policy from the start, magnificence of construction, stage presentaThe
tions and orchestral innovations.

public response was immediate and a
year later the next step was taken erection of the Riviera on the North Side.
Then followed the Tivoli on the South

—

Side.

The

Tivoli at the time of its erection
largest and finest
theatre in the world.
Grandeur marked
the Tivoli, at Cottage Grove and Sixtythird street, from the start, and frequent
improvements and additions have kept it
in a class with the larger and more splendid houses that were to come.
Four and one-half years ago Balaban
& Katz came into the loop, with construction of the Chicago theatre, at Lake
and Randolph streets, a still larger house,
seating 5,000.

was considered the

0Continued on next page )

—

New

York, September 22. The biggest motion picture theatre deal in
the history of the industry was consummated last week when contracts
were signed which separate all Paramount theatre interests from the production and distribution departments of Famous Players-Lasky and join
them with the huge chain of Balaban & Katz houses in a new corporation.
While the number of theaters thus combined under one ownership has
not yet been made public, or even compiled, the list will number approximately 500. It is expected that even this formidable circuit will rapidly
be augmented by the acquisition of many other theatres.

Deal Underway Many Months
The deal has been many months in the making and a number of times
word has come out that it was off and again that it was on. It has been
generally expected ever since the beginning of the action of the Federal
Commission against Famous Players-Lasky three years ago, that
a separation of the theatre interests from the producing and distributing
ends would eventually be brought about.
About three months ago Sam Katz,
“Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
acting for Balaban & Katz, the most
decided to separate their theatre interests
formidable circuit group in the Middlefrom their production and distribution

Trade

west, entered into the negotiations for
the consolidation of the theatre interests
of the two companies.
So vast were
these, and in many instances so complicated in the matter of ownership and
control, that the task of working out the
details required much time, energy and
patience.

Famous
was not

Issues Statement

Wednesday

that
the deal had progressed to the point of
affixing the signatures of the two companies to the documents covering the
gigantic merger. That evening the following statement was issued from the offices
It

of

until last

Famous Players-Lasky:

REPRESENT FAMOUS PLAYERS IN BIG DEAL— Adolph
Sidney R. Kent

(left),

departments.

A new

corporation will be

formed under separate management, but
will be wholly owned by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation. The theatres
will thus be

operated as a separate unit

and will rent and exhibit both Paramount
and other pictures strictly according to
their merit and suitability.
“After protracted negotiations Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation have been
able to effect a mutually satisfactory
agreement with Balaban & Katz Corporation of Chicago,
whereby Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation secures the
advantage of the Balaban & Katz man(

Continued on next page )

Zukor (center), president of Famous Players;
general manager of distribution; and H. B. Franklin, manager of Paramount theatres.

:

;
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& K.’s Record

B.

Makes Mark

for

Entire Industry
(

From

Continued from page 25)

that feat,

which

at that time,

was

recognized as the last word in theatre
building and appointments, the following
move was to acquire a house where
special pictures could be run for more
than a week. This took form in the leasing of the Roosevelt, on State near Madison. Afterward it was purchased. Then
Balaban & Katz took over the manage-

ment

of McVickers, at State and MadiThis action was taken last winter.
The latest achievement was the erection
of the Uptown, Broadway at Lawrence,
seating more than 5,000.
With every section of the city represented in the chain, the Balaban & Katz
organization nevertheless is seeking new
worlds to conquer.
A Hindu theatre
seating between 3,500 and 4,000 is to be
built on Randolph near State street, in
the new Masonic building on the site of
son.

A

the old Colonial theatre.
theatre of
3,000 seating capacity is going up
at

Howard avenue and Clark street.
$4,000,000 House Going Up
Even the Uptown will be outdone

in

area to be covered by a $4,000,000 house
on Washington boulevard near Crawford
and that despite the fact that the Uptown
spreads over an entire block and includes
an acre of seats. This will be erected
by the recently organized and jointly
owned Lubliner & Trinz and B &
Company. Balaban & Katz will continue to
keep an interest in the Riviera, which is
becoming a combination house.
Nor does construction and operation of
the theatres mentioned in the foregoing
tell the story of Balaban & Katz.
The
partners are First National franchise
holders.
They are half owners of Lubliner & Trinz, have the Balaban & Katz
Midwest Theatres, Inc., are interested in
the Kunsky chain at Detroit, Mich., have
an alliance with the Blank organization,
recently bought an interest in Lynch
Theatres, and formed Great States Thea-

K

C AMUEL

KATZ,

leading figure in

the largest theatre merger in the
history of motion pictures, has long
been a national figure in the industry.
Even when Balaban & Katz operated only two outlying theatres in
Chicago, their presentation methods
attracted nation-wide attention. Erection of the 5,000-seat Chicago theatre
and the purchase of the First National franchise in Chicago made

Katz an important figure both in distribution and exhibition.
Since then he has been “news” al-

F P-L

Theatre Interests
Joined With B
in New Corporation

& K

(

agement
working

who

Continued, from page 25)

for the

new

theatre corporation,

in association with these officers
have already built up the Famous

Players theatre department to its present
efficient standard.
“The enviable record and reputation of
Messrs. Balaban & Katz as eminently
successful and progressive theatre operators is generally
recognized among
those familiar with the film industry.”
Katz in National Prominence
The coalition of the theatre interests
of Famous Players and Balaban & Katz
brings into national prominence in the

person of Sam Katz a young man who
within the past few years has grown to
be a powerful factor in the film industry,
particularly in the middlewest.
By the new deal Mr. Katz, working in
conjunction with Harold Franklin, for
the past several years head of the Famous Players theatre department, enlarges his field of operations to every section of the country. Both Mr. Katz and
Mr. Franklin are recognized as authorities on all matters pertaining to the ex-

motion pictures.
Immediately after the closing of the
big deal Mr. Katz and Mr. Franklin
hibition of

most from week to week. Balaban
& Katz have come to own or operate
leading theatres throughout the middle west. Katz, himself, has become
a powerful figure in First National’s
affairs.
Rumors have associated him
with gigantic deals in all parts of the
country.
Katz is a young man in the early
thirties.
He has enjoyed a wide personal popularity. In Illinois, he has
been always active in exhibitor affairs and a liberal contributor to
theatre owners’ organizations.

tres,

boarded a train for Boston to look over
some of the Gordon group of theatres recently purchased by Famous, and which,

become a part of the huge cirThere are fourteen of these, and
while all of them were well known to
Mr. Franklin, who negotiated the deal
for their purchase, this was Mr. Katz’s
first visit to look any of them over.
Mr. Katz took the train from Boston
direct to Chicago, and Mr. Franklin re-

Inc.,

buying an

after

interest

in

theatres in 15 or more Southern Illinois
cities.
At Detroit they and the Kunsky
interests are erecting a theatre that is expected to rival the Chicago and Uptown.
The history of Balaban & Katz is indeed a record of achievement.

of course,
cuit.

turned to his

New York

office.

Aside

from the short official statement printed
herewith, no one of the officials of Famous Players would comment on the
Mr. Franklin said:
deal.

“The official statement given out last
week covers all there is to say now. It
a big deal and I feel sure it will be of
great benefit to the industry in general.”
Among the theatres included are the folis

lowing

—
—
—
—
—
Greenville, S. C. — Rialto.
Gadsden, Ala. — Imperial, Strand.
Gainesville, Ga. —Alamo.
Greenville, S. C. — Casino, Garing.
Greenwood, S. C. — Liberty, Pastime.
Griffin, Ga. — Alamo, Rialto.
Jackson, Tenn. — Lyric. Marlowe.

—
—
—

Jacksonville, Fla. Arcade, Duval, Imperial, Palace. Republic, Rialto.
Kissimmee, Fla. Casino.
Montgomery, Ala. Colonial, Empire, Grand,
Plaza, Strand.
Morristown, Tenn.. Princess, Strand.
Orlando, Fla. Beacham, Grand, Lucerne, Phil-

—

:

List of Theatres
Owned, Controlled, Operated
By, or in Which Famous PlayersLasky, Inc., Is Interested
Anderson, S. C. Anderson, Imperial, Liberty.
Anniston, Ala. Theato, Noble, Savoy, Strand.
Asheville, N. C. Auditorium, Majestic, Princalto.

all

alto,

all

ess,

Birmingham, Ala.

St.

S.
S.

—

City Criterion, Rialto, Rivoli.
(Atlanta Division) Southern Enterprises, Inc.

—
—
—
Strand.
Augusta, Ga- — Grand,

—
Savannah, Ga. — Bijou.
Augustine, Fla. —Jefferson, Orpheum.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Grand, Plaza, Pheil, Rex,
Star.
Spartanburg, S. C. — Bijou, Rex, Rialto, Strand.
Sumter,
C. — Lyric.
Sumten,
C. — Rex.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Belvedere, Diamond, Strand.
Atlanta Enterprises, Inc. — Forsyth, Howard, RiStrand, Vaudette,
of Atlanta.
Capitol Theatre,
Co. — Capitol,
Grand, Palace,
of Macon.
Princess. Rialto,
Consolidated Ent., Inc. — Princess, Bijou, Lyric,
lips.

Houses

New York

—
—
—

Brunswick, Ga. Bijou.
Charlotte, N. C. Academy, Imperial, Piedmont.
Columbia, S. C. Imperial, Broadway.
Columbia, Tenn. Vogue.
Columbus, Ga. Grand, Rialto.
Columbus, S. C. Ideal.
Dyersburg, Tenn. Frances, Vaudette.
Ft. Myers, Fla.
Arcade, Court.

Imperial,

— Galax,

Modjeska,

Princess,

Strand.

Ri-

Loew's Palace. Majestic, Strand, of Memphis
(Continued on next page )
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Land.
Georgia Enter., Inc.

—Imperial,

—

Lakeland.
Lyric Operating Co.

—

Strand,

Gaffney

of

of

Strand,

all

B&

;

—

Theatres, Inc.
;

;

;

;

of

:

;

:

Auditorium,

Enter., Inc.

Rome.

Elite,

Strand,

all

;

;

—

Tennessee

Enter., Inc. Alcazar, Bijou, Bonita,
Criterion, Fine Arts, Lyric, Rialto, Tivoli, York,
Bijou, Majestic, Queen, Riof Chattanooga
viera,
Strand, Lyric, of Knoxville
Palace,
Princess, of Maryville
Imperial, of So. Pitts;

;

;

burgh.

—

Durham Enter., Inc. Savoy, Durham, N. C.
Southern Enter., Inc. (Dallas) ; Southern Enter.,
Inc., of Texas
Liberty,
Majestic, of Austin
Tivoli, of Beaumont
Palace, of Cleburne PalStar, of
ace, of Corsicana
Crystal, of Dallas
Best,
Denison
Opera House, of Greenville
Gem, Star, of Palestine Temple, of Ranger
Rex, Victory, of Waco.
San Antonio Amuse. Co. Empire, Grand, New

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Pearl, Princess, Royal, Strand,

of

all

tonio.

Queen Amuse. Co.
San Antonio.

of

San

Antonio

San An-

—Plaza,

of

—

Missouri

P.

Corp.

— Missouri,

Kings,

souri.

New York

and Pacific Coast Amuse. Co.

Mis-

of

—Grau-

man’s, Rialto.
Clinton-Meyers Lyceum, of Duluth.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd. Brock, of
Broekville: Capitol, of Calgary; Empress, of
Edmonton Regent, of Galt Regent, of Guelph
Savoy, of Hamilton Strand, of Kingston Capitol, of Montreal: Royal, of Port Hope; Capitol,

—

—

;

Regina Algoma, of Saulte St. Marie Alhambra, Family, Garden, Oakwood, Palace, Regent, Strand, Teck, of Toronto; Capitol of Vancouver: Capitol, of Winnipeg; Dominion, of
Vancouver Dominion, of Victoria Dominion, of
Nanaimo Broadway, of Vancouver Gem, of Nelson Temple, of Brantford
Strand, of Hamil;

lence Hippodrome, Palace, of Ft. Worth Best,
of Hillsboro
Lyric, Palace, of San Angelo
Crescent, of Temple.
Houston Enter., Inc. Liberty, of Houston.
Houston Amuse. Co. Prince, of Houston.
Marshall Enter. Palace, of Marshall.
Arkansas Enter., Inc. Capitol, Crystal, Gem,
Kempner, Palace, Royal, of Little Rock.
;

;

;

;

—

Waco Hippodrome

Hippodrome, of Waco.
Texas Enter., Inc. Jefferson, of Dallas Rialto,
Palace, of
Palace, of El Paso
of Denison
Fort Smith Orpheum, of Waco.
;

;

;

;

T.

—
—
—
Elgin,
— Rialto, Grove, Crocker.
DeKalb, IU.— DeKalb, Princess.
— Lincoln Square.
Decatur,
— Linuo, Strand.
Freeport,
Galesburg,
—West, Colonial, Orpheum.
Kankakee,
— Majestic, Court, LaPetite.
— Orpheum.
LaCrosse, Wis. — Riviera, Majestic, Rivoli.
— Palace, Madison, Apollo, Princess.
Peoria,
Rockford,
— Palm, Strand, Midway, Orpheum.
III.

III.

111.

111.

111.

Joliet,

111.

111.

111.

A. H. Blank

:

;

;

;

;

;

Capitol, of Kitchener
Regent, of Oshawa
Colonial, of Port Arthur Capitol, of Peterboro
Capitol, of Victoria.

ton

Midwest

;

:

of

It

—

Chicago State, Roseland, Marquette, Highway.
Aurora, III. Strand, Rialto, Fox.
Bloomington, III. Irving, Castle, Majestic.
Majestic.
Beloit, Wis.

;

;

:

:

;

;

&

F.

:

Hippodrome, Palace,
Enterprise Realty Co.
Queen, of Dallas Grand O. H., Queen, Gremont,
of Galveston; Queen, Capitol (Zoe), of Houston.
Old Mill Theater Co. Old Mill, of Dallas.
United Amusement Co. Mission, Queen, of Abi-

L.

;

(Gray Unit) Opera
House, of Bangor
Opera House, Liberty, Arcade, (Dance Hall), of Bath
Colonial, of Belfast
Central, of Biddeford
Haines, of Waterville
Star, of Westbrook
Park, Empire, Arcade, of Rockland
Park, Libby, Ft. Fairfield
Temple, Society, of Houlton Blacks, Ft. Kent
Strand, of Dover Star, of Concord.

;

Photosho,

;

—

Rutland.

way, of Mount Airy Grand, Rialto, of Union.
Paramount Enter., Inc. Airdome, Hippodrome,
Park,

a $2,000,000 house at
and Campbell avenue
Lawrence and Lipps avenues a $4,000,000 theatre
on Washington boulevard near Crawford
avenue to be built by the new and jointly owned
Lubliner & Trinz and Balaban & Katz combine.

;

New England

Broad-

;

;

of

:

;

Cozy,

—

;

Rialto

Capitol,

;

:

Lyric, of Atlanta.
Enter., Inc.
Bijou, Empire, Majestic,
Princess, Savoy, Strand, all of Memphis.
N. and S. Carolina Enter., Inc. Dreamland,
Liberty, of Chester
Bijou, Grand, Imperial, of

Memphis

Paramount,
Miami, Fla.

—

Muskogee

Capitol, of Dallas.
New England Theatres, Inc. (Boston Unit) Savoy, of Northfield ; Park, of Ban e ; Strand, of
Randolph Hammond Hall, of Ludlow Black’s
of Bethel
Broadway, Chelsea ; Merrimack, of
Lowell; Laurier, of Woonsocket; Strand, of
Artie ; Strand, of Rockland
Strand, Grand, of

—

Rome

Palace,

of
Oklahoma City.
Dallas Enter., Inc

—

;

bocker, Lakeside, Logan Square, Madison Square,
Michigan, Oak Park, Paramount, Pershing, Vitagraph, West End, Wilson, Windsor.
Under construction or contemplated, in Chicago
Harding, State, Belmont, Tower, Grove, Congress
a $2,000,000 theatre on Lawrence avenue,
covering block frontage between Artesian street

—

ter.

Tivoli,

in

—

;

;

all

Lubliner & Trinz

F. & R. Enter., Inc.
Olympic, of Amarillo
Olympic,
of
Plainview
Empress, Majestic,
Olympic, Palace, Wichita, all of Wichita Falls.
Dye Ford & Rogers Diandi, Mission, of Amarillo.
Texas-Oklahoma Ent., Inc. Rialto, of Chickasha
Palace (old). Palace (new), Rialto, of McAles-

Asheville, N. C.
Alamo, Newman, Ga. ; Strand, Salisbury, N. C.
Huntsville Enter., Inc. Lyric, Huntsville.
Johnson City, Enter., Inc. Edisonia, Majestic, of
Johnson City.
Lakeland Amuse. Co. Auditorium, Casino, of

Greensboro

Riviera,

In Chicago Pantheon, Senate Biograph, Covent
Garden, Crawford, Dearborn, Ellantee, Knicker-

D.

—
—

K. Theatres

Roosevelt,
—Uptown, Chicago,Chicago.
Central Park,

Chicago

Continued from page 26)

Lyric, of Knoxville.
Consolidated Amuse. Co. Bonita, Grand, Prince,
Strand, Victory, all of Tampa.
De Land Enter., Inc. Dreka, Princess, of De

&

B.

List of Paramount, Balaban & Katz
and Other Affiliated Theatres
(

27

Gordon Theatres

Now Owned

;

;

by

Famous Players
;

3ay Square

—

—
—

—

Strand.

—
—
— Palace.
Mason City,
— Rialto.
Newton,
Omaha, Neb. — Rialto, Strand, Grand, Boulevard,
North Star, Victoria, Gem.
— Ft. Armstrong, Spencer Square,
Rock Island,
la.

—Washington Street Olympia ScolOlympia Upham’s Corner Strand.
Cambridge, Mass. — Gordon’s Central Square.
North Cambridge, Mass. — Harvard.
Chelsea, Mass. — Gordon’s Olympia.
Gloucester, Mass. — North Shore and Olympia.
Lynn, Mass. — Gordon’s Olympia.
New Bedford, Mass. — Olympia.
Worcester, Mass. — Park and Family.
Wakefield, Mass. — Wakefield.
Middleboro, Mass. — Perk.
New Haven, Conn. — Olympia.
Boston, Mass.

Boone, la. —Rialto.
Burlington, la. -Rialto.
Cedar Rapids, la. Rialto.
Clinton, la. Rialto, Strand.
Council Bluffs, la. Broadway.
Davenport, la. Capitol. Family. Garden.
Des Moines, la. Capitol. Des Moines,
Garden. Majestic, Palace, Rialto.
Iowa City, la. Englert, Garden.
Marshalltown, la- Strand.

;

la.

111.

Majestic.

Sioux City,
Hipp.

la.

— Princess,

Rialto,

Royal,

Tivoli,

Many other houses are reported to be included but no lists have been made and
confirmation could not be obtained.

$19,000,000 Construction

and K. Unit’s
Investment Past

B.

$30,000,000 Mark
$19,000,000 construction under way
or starting within 60 days Lubliner & Trinz
Theatres, Inc., points to a resultant total
of $30,000,000 invested in property in Chicago, in laying claim to the title of Chicago’s largest theatrical circuit. The latest
project is a $1,500,000 motion picture theatre to seat 5,000, which will be started at
once at Cicero and Belmont avenues.

With

The Harding

theatre, which will open
October 12, is practically complete. It is at
Milwaukee and Sawyer avenues, will seat
week
3,500 and is valued at $2,000,000.
later the State theatre at 5813-24 West
Madison street will start operation. It too
is a $2,000,000 house and seats 2,500.
The

A

Belmont theatre on Belmont
avenue near Lincoln will have seats for
3,300, including 1,065 in the balcony. January 1 is the expected opening date for the
$2,500,000 Tower theatre at Sixty-third and
Harper, which is designed in Italian
baroque with exterior of brick and poh’chrome terra cotta. Its eight-sided tower
will extend 220 feet high, and the seating
capacity will be 3,500.
At about the same

time the $1,000,000 Grove theatre will open
at 76th and Cottage Grove avenue, with
2,500 seats.

100 Foot

On

Dome

on Congress

Congress theatre at
Milwaukee and Rockwell streets will be a
100 foot dome, while the lobby will be 80
high and 103 long. Seats for 3,500 will be
the

$2,000,000

The

three-story building will
contain 19 stores and 50 apartments.
An
unnamed 3,000-seat theatre on
as
yet
Lawrence avenue covering the block frontinstalled.

age between Artesian street and Campbell

avenue will cost $2,000,000 and will have
A $2,000,000 structure at
no balcony.
Lawrence and Lipps avenues will include a
theatre seating 3,000 besides 12 stores and

The exterior of the theatre
entrance, in polychrome terra cotta, will
terminate in minarets and will be topped
by a gilded dome. Even the ticket lobby
will be in Moorish design.
75 apartments.

19

$2,000,000

Theatres Operated

A

$4,000,000 outlay is scheduled for the
theatre
on Washington boulevard near
Crawford avenue to be built by the recently
organized and jointly owned Lubliner &

Trinz and Balaban & Katz company. The
jeweled and frescoed facade will rise seven
stories above the boulevard.
Nineteen theatres, not counting these already enumerated or the leased Orchestra

are operated by Lubliner & Trinz,
are pioneers in the Chicago motion
picture field.
“Starting as one theatre, the Biograph,
16 years ago,” said Joseph Trinz, chairman
of "the board, “Lubliner & Trinz has become the world’s largest independent thehave come to the concluatre chain.
sion that Chicago offers the greatest chance
Hall,

who

We

investment and improvements.”
Harry Lubliner, president of the newly
formed L & T and B & K combine, pointed
to the fact that “we are the only theatre
company in America spending nearly
for

new

$20,000,000 in

theatres at one time.”

L & T Will Employ

3,200

have more seats and play to more
people than any circuit located entirely in
one city,” declared Emil Stern, general
manager of the company.
When the new construction is completed
Lubliner & Trinz will employ more than
3,200 and house more than 10,000 persons
in their buildings. Last year L & T in its
19 houses played to more than 22,000,000
paid admissions. This number is expected
to be almost doubled the coming year.

“We

The

entire 21st floor of the Bell building

used to house the staff. Julius J. Hess
has been added to the publicity staff to
work with Louis P. Kramer, director of
is

publicity

and

advertising.
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'M'EW YORK. — Paul

Gulick says he is
glad Universal is to make “Gulliver’s
Travels,” as it will give his publicity department a chance to demonstrate their
^

veracity.

.

.

Harry Brand and Gar-

.

Graham were

greatly grieved to learn
boat they sailed on was
not operated under the Volstead law.
Bill Mulligan has been promoted
from publicity man to editor of the
Bulletin, and as such is merit rewarded.
Charlie Einfeld denies that he disguised himself and tried to enter the Atlantic
City beauty contest.
Nat
Rothstein, with his customary perspicacity,
stole a seat beside the prettiest girl at the
Ampa beauty show.
Glen Allvine
was not mistaken for Miss America, who
sat beside him as he presided at his first
rett

that the English

.

.

.

AMPA

.

.

.

.

.

session as

Ampa

.

.

.

.

president.

.

.

Walter

.

Eberhardt, Ampa V.-P., is peeved because,
they didn’t give him even one of the beauties for a luncheon partner and threatens
reprisal on Allvine the first time the latter
is absent from a meeting.
Major
Bowes is being kept busy denying rumors
that Irving Thalberg and Harry Rapf have
.

.

.

Sam

L. Warner of Warner Brothers and his bride, the former Lina Basquette, cherish the memory of the welcome at Hollywood on their honeymoon.
At the left of the picture are Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Warner,
Sam’s parents. At the right are Ernest Belcher, dancing master, and Mrs.
Belcher, who is Mrs. Sam Warner’s mother.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

quit or are quitting

Louis Mayer is enroute here from
the Coast and is expected to reinforce
Major Bowes’ statements.
Palmer
Smith, the new movie editor of the Evening World, took a bow at the Ampa session.
Ernest Torrence
says
he
will learn to swim before he plays Fath.er
Neptune again in real water.
Sam
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Katz and Harold Franklin, after closing
the big deal, went to Boston together to
look over the late Gordon theatres.
P. D. C. financial factor,
sailed last week for Europe to establish
offices
for
his
company.
Oscar
Price has bought Associated Exhibitors and
Jack Woody remains as general manager
and they’ll make a great team.
Arthur Kane sprung a surprise by quitting
Universal to become a producer on his own.
Fred Stanley goes to Minnesota
over the Mesaba range iron country and if
he likes it he may buy something.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond Pawley,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Robert Edgar Long leaves soon to exploit a
big land boom in Florida which is getting to
be the press agents’ paradise.

.

.

Lon

.

Ramsdell has joined Universal exploitation
staff and gone to Pittsburgh to show them
how.
Robert Welch has resigned
from the M. P. World and Jerome Beatty is
being mentioned as his successor.
Richard Dix has gone to Texas via California, the wedding of his sister causing
the detour.
N. L. Manheim, Universal foreign manager, has returned from
an
extended
trip
abroad.
Joe
.

.

.

.

.

week

of
for

.

.

.

.

.

Klein,

On the sands of Santa Monica with four Warner Brothers stars. Taking
part in the frolic are (left to right) Helene Costello, Dorothy Devore, Alice
Calhoun and Dolores Costello. Dolores Costello is featured opposite John
Barrymore in “The Sea Beast,” Warner Brothers special. The coast of
Java was the setting for some of the scenes.

Chesterfield
the Coast.

.

Pictures,

.

left

last

Laemmle is expected home next week and the
greeters’
band has gone into practice.
Frank H. Goulette, film man from
.

.

.

.

.

Carl

.

here and stopping at the Astor.
Bacltmann is back from the
Coast all hopped up over the Schulberg
production line-up for the coming season.
E. H. Goldstein of Universal is on
the Coast on production matters.
L. J. Selznick announces in Florida that his
new studios will be financed by Northern
Manila,
.

.

.

.

.

.

is

J.

G

.

.

.

capital.
Robert Kane is the busy
bird getting ready to start a couple more
productions.
Harvey Day says he
really feels sorry that Mr. Hearst was defeated in his race for mayor, even if he
did vote for Al Smith.
.

.

.

.

.

.

— SPARGO.

John Barrymore appears in the
role of a harpooner aboard a
whaler in “The Sea Beast,” which
Warner
making
he
is
for
Brothers.

Dolores Costello, leading woman
in “The Sea Beast” for Warner
Brothers, is shown here in a costume of 1840. John Barrymore
is

the star.
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Associated Exhibitors Deal
Closed; Price New President

Re-Takes
T HE

question

“Who

of

Gets

Harry

Langdon,” having been definitely decided,
we can now settle down to a hard winter.
The boys who used to write a weekly story
on Harry’s new million dollar contracts,
will have to dig up something else to talk
about.
*

*

*

Next to the Belgian war debt and the
New York city mayoralty primary contest,
Langdon was the big subject of conversation

around these diggings.
*

*

*

Another Job
While Mayor Hylan of New York

lost

out on the recent primary contest, I see he
was elected president of the Red Head
Club so that ought to keep him busy this
winter.
Now they want him to come to
Hollywood and organize a chapter to be
headed by such well known red heads as
Jacqueline Logan, Gloria Hope, Stuart
Holmes, Margaret Livingston and the

damsel who

at

cigarettes

sells

the

Mont-

martre.
*

*

*

Needed
The

Woody Becomes

General Manager, Having Charge of Selling
Organizations—Price to Center on Production Phase
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

September 22.— Last week marked the closing of a deal
which has been on for a long time and which gives to Oscar Price and
associates, by purchase, the control of Associated Exhibitors.
The contracts, which were signed last Wednesday, give the purchasers the stock
interests formerly held by Pathe Exchanges, Inc., Paul Brunet, Elmer
Pearson and Arthur A. Kane.
Immediately after the closing of the contracts Mr. Price was elected
president of the organization, succeeding John S. Woody, who will remain
as general manager.
The announcement

is
made with little
industry as it has been
rumored for some time that such a deal

surprise

to

was

in

the

ing.

According

the

makto

Mr.

Price
there
will be no change
in
the
personnel
of the organization
other
than
that of Woody’s
relinquishing
the

to

*

*

*

*

from what
Oscar A. Price

He Wins

manager.

think this week’s prize for the best
story should go to Ray Coffin who says
George Sidney and Alexander Carr are in
training for aerial antics for their next

In his

I

Goldwyn production “Partners Again”
cause the partners engage
and airplane business.
*

*

in the

be-

automobile

*

.

plug for Jimmie Walker.
*

*

*

Unusually Quiet
Last week was a dull one for Joseph
Schenck. He was only elected president of
a bank and made a member of the Community Chest drive.
*

*

*

Overheard on Sunset boulevard. Actor
— “Got
change for $20?” Producer: “If
I had I’d make a Western.”

—

-

R.

Kerr Returns
HOLLYWOOD,

nounced

to

date

addition

in

Dan Mason

quite the thing in Hollywood when
you put on a big party to invite a couple
of cops. It sort of lends dignity and safety
to the proceedings.
*
* *
It’s

let’s all

productions on hand that have not been anto

the

two

*

Especially Safety

Now

for production arranged by
Exhibitors for the coming
season is an elaborate one and promises to
outshine anything ever attempted by this
organization in the past, its executives say.
the Associated

Board to Be Announced
The company now has several special

Significant

*

will have complete
charge of the sellorganization
ing
John S. Woody
Price
while Mr.
will lend his efforts to the production of

New

*

The week after his daughter was born
Carter DeHaven incorporated the Music
Box corporation.
*

ca-

Woody

The program

Eddie
publicizing
United Artists pictures in Kansas City says
he’s learning the language fast and will
soon talk like a native son.
*

new

pacity Mr.

business for 1925 to 115.50, or 15.50
per cent above the 100 per cent mark that
represents business for the summer months
of 1924.
The Vancouver, B. C., branch, managed
by W. H. Mitchell, won first place with
the Atlanta, Ga., branch,
160.88 per ent
C. R. Peacham, manager was second with
per cent; and the Philadelphia
153.01
branch, managed by W. J. Heenan, made
third place with a 148.21 per cent increase.
;

pictures.

Versatile Eddie
Hitchcock who is

*

summer

post of president
for that of general

*

drive for play dates to

mature between May 31 and August 29, inaugrated by E. A. Eschmann of First National last March, has been highly successful, according to a recent announcement.
The 38 branches raised the percentage of

*

Earle, the actor, says

summer

Pictures’

he reads in the papers, there are two kinds
of liquor pre-war and post-mortem.

—

Summer Play

Date Drive Successful
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 22. — First National

who

Both Deadly
Edward

feature pictures produced by Mr. Price
prior to his entering the organization.
These pictures feature Glenn Hunter.
Mr. Price stated that the new board of
directors for the organization, which will
be announced next week, includes some
very prominent persons.

F. N.’s

invents a collapsible auto
to be used to take one from the point
where he parks his car to the place he
wants to go will reap a fortune.

fellow

29

to

Sept. 15.

M.

Work

— Director

Robert Kerr has returned to the Fox West
Coast studios after an absence of six
weeks spent in a local hospital recovering
from an operation.

Celebrates

Golden Anniversary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22.—Dan
Mason, who plays the part of the
station master in Fox’s “Wages
for Wives,” celebrated with
Charlie Evans his golden anniversary as an actor during the
filming of the picture. Evans was
a member of the old-time team of

Perkins Hill and
,

Get

M-G-M

Lamb

Promotions

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH.,

Sept. 22.— Seth D.
manager of the local
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office, has been promoted to the district supervision of the
Seattle, Denver and Salt Lake offices, according to an announcement by Dave
Bershon, Western district manager. Perkins
is succeded by Clarence Hill, formerly Los
Angeles Vitagraph manager, and Arthur

Perkins,

formerly

Lamb

has been made supervisor of the
Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles
exchanges.

Fire Destroys Rialto
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DELTA,

—

COL., Sept. 22. Fire recently
destroyed the Rialto theatre, local 500-seat
house owned by the Western Theatre En-

Evans and Hoey.

terprises, Inc.

In explaining the event, Mason
said: “Just 50 years ago this
month Charlie and I first appeared
together in the old-time variety
shows, so we thought we really
ought to have a celebration, you

between $8,000 and $10,000. Rick Ricketson, one of the managers of the owning
company, has stated that an 1,100-seat
house will be erected to replace the Rialto.

know.”

Mason appeared

variety
shows, doing a series of short feature turns and dramatic sketches.
He deserted the stage for the
screen in 1912, making his first appearance in a one-reel comedy entitled “Professor Nutt.”
first in

Christie

The damage was

placed at

Car Goes West

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 22.—A1 Christie’s
“Seven Days” ballyhoo car began its return journey to Los Angeles this week.
The trip will consume 54 days, as the car
will stop at almost all large cities between
here and the West Coast. Mike Newman,
who drove the car East, will drive it West.

)
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Reichenbach Goes South, Says

“Good Bye Broadway”
Recalls

When Adolph Zukor Opened

Little Office

Services for $50 a
(

and Refused His

Theatrical
known as

YORK, September 22. Harry Reichenbach has gone South
South to the golden acres of Florida. He is not going to rest;
he does not intend to rest himself nor permit anyone to rest who may
have money to spend for Florida real estate. After many, many years of
active participation in theatrical affairs in New York, he writes as follows,
under the heading “Good Bye Broadway

/T. OOD Bye Broadway. So long oldtimer.
I’ve known you twenty-four years.
I’ve walked you twenty of the twentyfour.
The first eight I walked because I
had no pa’rticular place to stop.
But I
have known you a long time and have
seen you change. I knew you before you
had your face fixed, before you went on a
country diet, before all the curves were put
in that make you look crooked, though I
know you are straight.

when Adolph Zukor

right.

remember when General Film called
William Fox and wanted to compromise.
I remember Fox too, when he had only a
few theatres and I had to make them all
I

every day.
I remember when Broadway boasted a
number of wonderful publicity men. Walter Kingsley, Toxen Worm, Claxton and
Frank Wilstach, Maurice Kirby, Lee

Kugel,

Jimmy

Forbes,

Stuffy

Davis

—and

remember when Sam Speedon and myself and Benny Schulberg were the only
I

three publicity

men

in the picture industry.

Says Mills Have Turned
I remember then the function of the motion picture press agent.
Without assistance, other than an office boy, we would
get out the posters, publish a house organ,
write sales letters, help title films, handle
national and local publicity, construct campaign books, concoct publicity books to accompany each print, create every item of
news needed to put a picture over. I remember vividly the opening of “Hypocrites” at the Long Acre, “Eternal City” at
the Astor and “Cabiria” at the Knickerbocker.
Rainey’s African Hunt pictures

and how they all were handled.
I can compare those days with today.

And

those days stand out like a sore toe

on a bathing beauty.

The

mills

have turned.

Functioning by Inspiration

Today a publicity man sits at a desk, he
has twenty men carrying the news in, writing it, planting it, clipping it and he shows
it to his employer.
Today a press agent, functioning in New
York, would be lost were he sent on tour
with a one night stand where ingenuity is
required to keep his attraction alive.
Today twenty men function as one man
functioned in those days.
Today men
without
tradition,
background,
without
without imagination endeavor to do indifferently what men in those days did be-

the

Sept.
22.— Bijou
Company, better

Butterfield

organization,

added the 37th operating theatre in Michigan to its chain last week when the Dawn
at Hillsdale was purchased from Nick
Pappas.

Several other Butterfield houses
are under construction.
Actual transfer
of the Dawn, which Pappas has redecorated, will take place Oct. 3, and a $10,000
Wurlitzer organ bought by Pappas will be
installed.
Walter S. Butterfield started
his activities in Michigan 20 years ago.
combination policy will be followed at
the Dawn.

( Special

opened his little office in the Times Building and rejected my services because I
wanted fifty dollars a week. Maybe he

was

Exhibitors Herald)

Enterprise

KANSAS

died,
the afternoon the Windsor hotel
burned down, the night Harry Thaw attended the Madison Square Garden roof.

distinctly

to

MICH.,

Capitol Enterprises Denies
Universal Will Buy Chain

My memory goes back to the night that
Terry McGovern knocked out George
Dixon, the night Weber and Fields opened
Barbara Fidgety.
The day Pete Dailey

remember

1925

A

Recalls Early Days

I

( Special

DETROIT,

—

EW

3,

Butterfield Adds
37th Theatre to
Chain in Michigan

W eek

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

N—

October

HARRY REICHENBACH
cause of emotional response to their subjects.

But there are men of today who funcby inspiration. Victor Shapiro, Paul
Gulick, P. D. Cochrane, Botsford, Lachmann, Dietz, Parsons, Brand, all good men
and true. Others there are whose names
I do not mention because I do not remember any specific greatness.
Botsford’s in-

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, MO.,

Sept.

22.— Fol-

lowing the purchase of several theatres in
the Kansas City territory by Universal last
week, a rumor started that deals were
pending whereby Universal would purchase
the theatres operated by Capitol Enterprises, one of the largest chains in the
middlewest, and the Sears Circuit, operating in Missouri and Kansas.
“There positively are no negotiations
pending between Universal and Capitol
Enterprises, and no grounds for assuming
that there are any,” said David Harding,
an officer of Capitol Enterprise and brother
of Samuel Harding, president. “We don’t
intend to sell out to Universal.”
Universal has launched an extensive
theatre purchasing plan in the Kansas City
territory.
The Royal and Crystal theatres
of Atchison, Kan., were purchased from
Lee Gunnison last week, while the Best
theatre, Parsons, Kan., was obtained from
Fees Brothers.
Walter Fenny, formerly
Pantages manager in Kansas City, was
placed in charge of the Parsons house,
while Lee Jones, widely known exhibitor,
has been made manager of the Atchison
theatres.
The Apollo theatre, suburban
house, was leased by Universal.

tion

serts for

Famous because

they are splendid,
Shapiro’s effervescence, Parsons’ dignity
and consistency, Cochrane’s ideas, Gulick’s
constancy, Dietz’s brilliance, Lachmann’s
untiring effort and its results. Brands honesty of purpose all tried and true and

—

sincere.

Leaning on Field

Men

Exploiters who think a book store window display will put a picture over.

heads who lean on their
men, whose only function is to show

Exploitation
field
it

to the boss.

Press agents
an editor.

who know

Employers who know
All

not the

name of

less.

make Broadway

of today.
The chariot race of fifteen years ago, the
greatest of all electric signs has been replaced by a slow moving display for
Campbell’s funeral church.

Good bye Broadway.

Come on

to Florida.

Marshall’s

Domain Enlarged

HOLLYWOOD.— George

Marshall, who
E.
has been director-in-chief of Van Bibber, Helen
and Warren and O. Henry comedies for Fox,
will in future be in charge of all Fox two-reel
feature comedies.

Fitzpatrick-McElroy Buys
Four Michigan City Houses
( Special

to Exhibitors

INDIANAPOLIS,

Herald)

IND.,

Sept.

22.—

Extension of the holdings of the Fitzpatrick-McElroy interests of Indianapolis to
include a new fireproof theatre in Rich-

mond,

Ind., was announced recently following a statement by the same company
that it had purchased four theatres in
Michigan City, Ind.
The company has
taken a 20-year lease on the Richmond
property through C. Milton Kelly, vice

president of
Indianapolis,
structure.

City Securities Company of
which will finance the new

The house

will

seat 1,500.

Mayer Leaves for East
to Meet Loew N. Schenck
,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22.—Louis B.
Mayer, head of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, left here for New York on Monday to confer with Marcus Loew and
Nicholas Schenck on pictures for the coming season.
During his absence he will
also attend the international convention of
fire chiefs at Louisville, Ky., and will be
present at the opening of “The Midshipman” at Washington, D. C.
Mayer is accompanied on the trip by Pete
Smith, director of publicity for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.

October
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Abe Warner Back;
Control of Five
Houses Reported
( Special

NEW

returned last
business trip,

made

Exhibitors Herald)

to

YORK,

an

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

later,

be
until

said

is

it

Mr.

Warner
back

brought

con-

which

will

tracts

Two

a

pocketful of

Europe.

Mr. Warner was away for three months,
during which time he made his headquarters in Paris, with frequent trips to other
His peregrinations extended to
capitals.
England, Germany, Belgium, Austria and
Russia.
“It was a great trip,” said Mr. Warner,
“but don’t let anyone get the idea that it
was a pleasure trip. I worked hard all the
time I was away, but it was well worth
while, as it gave me a grand oportunity
to study not only theatre conditions, but
motion picture conditions as well.
“While there I closed a number of deals
which I believe will redound greatly to
Just
the interests of Warner Brothers.
what these are I am not ready to make
public until we have had a chance to get
together here and talk over all the details.”

P. T. O. of Maryland
at Its Meeting Pledges

M,

Support to M.P.T.O.A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Complaints Made Public

of the commission names West Coast Theatres, Inc., West
Coast Theatres, Inc., of Northern California, Venice Investment Company,
Hollywood Theatres, Inc., All Star Feature Distributors, Inc., Educational
Film Exchange, Principal Pictures Corporation, and H. M. Turner, Fred
Dahnken, C. L. Langley and F. W. Livingston, partners doing business under
the name of Turner, Dahnken & Langley; and A. L. Gore, Michael Gore, Sol
Lesser, Adolph Ramish and Dave Bershon.

One complaint

give his company
control of at least
five first run theatres in five of the
chief cities of

NEW

—

D. C., September 22. Details of the complaints in the
so-called West Coast Theatres cases have been made public by the Federal
Trade Commission following receipt of answers from several of the respondents.
Under the recently adopted rules of the commission, complaints are
made public only after the respondents have had an opportunity to answer
the charges, both allegations and answers being made public simultaneously.

no
announce-

will

that

Coercion and Boycott Charged

WASHINGTON,

While

forthcoming

Sept.

22.

—The

Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America have
received an official communication from
the secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Maryland, advising at the last
meeting of that body it went on record
endorsing its loyal support of the national
further stated that it
organization.
It
stands ready and willing to be of every
service possible to the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America at any time.

The second complaint cites the West
Coast Theatres, Inc. West Coast Theatres,
Inc. of Northern California; T. & D. Jr.,
Herbert L. Rothchild
Enterprises, Inc.
Entertainment, Inc., and H. M. Turner,
;

;

Fred Dahnken, C.

L.

Langley and

F.

Livingston, doing business under the
of Turner, Dahnken & Langley.

W.

name

Unfair Competition Charged

The complaints

charg-e that the various
practices cited are unfair methods of competition and a violation of Section '5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The detailed charges of the commission are in

part
For

a period of more than five years last past,
respondent, West Coast Theatres, Inc., has combined and co-operated with each of the other respondents named herein, and all of said respondents have combined and co-operated among
themselves for the purpose of (1) hindering, restraining and preventing said producers or distributors of motion picture films in other states
from leasing their said films to said competitors
of respondents or any of them and from shipping

said films into the State of California and delivering them to said competitors, and (2) restraining
and preventing competition among the respondents
and between respondents and other exhibitors in
the State of California in negotiating for and
leasing motion picture films to be shipped from
other states and delivered to said exhibitors respectively in the State of California as aforesaid.
In pursuance of and to carry out said mutual

purposes respondents and each of them have done
and still do the following acts and things:
Seek by threats of withholding patronage and
by actually withholding patronage, to coerce and
compel, and do coerce and compel said motion
picture producers and distributors to discontinue
dealing with competitors of respondents and to
furnish their films to respondents’ theatres in all
towns where respondents or any of them have
competition.

Case of Films Stolen

From Starkey Theatre
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N. Y., Sept. 22.—Police at
Montour Falls, N. Y., are searching for a

who stole a case of films from the
theatre owned by George C. Starkey. The
case included F. B. O.’s “Scar Hanan,”

thief

Yakima Canutt picture, and “Navy
Blue Days,” Stan Laurel two-reel comedy.

five-reel

Parsons
( Special

Made Manager
to Exhibitors

SAN FRANCISCO,

Herald)

CAL., Sept. 22.—

Parsons, manager of the Goldwyn
exchange here before the consolidation
was effected and at one time connected
with the National Theatre Syndicate, has
been appointed manager of the local MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchange.
He succeeds
Frank Voight, whom ill health has forced

G.

to

C.

resign.

—Respon-

dents in Answers to Commission Enter Denials

investi-

ery European cap-

ment

Methods of Competition

Practices Cited as Unfair

22.— Abe Warner
week from a long European
during which he visited and

gation of the thea-

official

Complaints Made Public in
West Coast Theatres Cases

Sept.

tre business in evital.
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...

to coerce and compel, and do
Seek
coerce and compel such producers and distributors
to withhold from, and refrain from leasing to
competing theatres for repeat runs, films that have
been previously run in respondents’ theatres, until
after the expiration of such a long time after
such previous run that said films have become
practically valueless for exhibition purposes.

Accused of Price Fixing
Seek by threats of withholding patronage and
by actually withholding patronage to coerce and
compel and do coerce and compel said producers
and distributors to lease their films to respondents
at prices arbitrarily fixed by respondents.
Lease films which they cannot use and do not
expect to use, in order to prevent their exhibitor
.

.

The second complaint charges “have done
and

still do the following”
Enter into and observe agreements and understandings among themselves or between two or
more of them whereby they combine under joint
management and ownership any theatres which
two or more of them may then own or operate in
the same towns and cities; agree to mutually refrain from entering into the business of exhibiting
motion pictures in any towns or cities wherein
another respondent is already engaged in that
business; and or agree to mutually refrain from

new

other in negotiating for or offering to lease any
motion picture film; agree among themselves as
to which films each shall exhibit; and mutually
refrain from negotiating for or leasing any others.

Actual Boycott Charges
Coerce and compel aforesaid producers and

territory or

dis-

tributors by threats of boycott and by actual boycott to (1) refrain from leasing any of their
motion picture films to certain exhibitors who are
competing with respondents or one or more of
them, (2) refrain from leasing to certain competitors particular films which are from time to
time specified by respondents or some of them,
(3) refrain from leasing to competitors for repeat
or subsequent showings, films that are previously

shown or are to be previously shown in respondents’ theatres, until after the expiration of
such a long period of time after the dates upon
which they are exhibited by the respective respondents that said films lose the greater part of
their distribution and exhibiton value, and/or (4)
refrain from leasing any motion pcture films to
competitors of said respondents unless said competitors will increase their admission price for
their theatres to, and maintain it at, specified sums
fixed by one or more of the respondents.
Refuse to lease films, sometimes altogether and
sometimes only for exhibition in particular towns
and cities where respondents’ theatres have no
competition, from those of said producers and distributors, who fail or refuse to comply with respondents’ demands. . . .
The effect and result of the above alleged acts
and things done by respondents have been and
now are to unduly hinder and restrain interstate
commerce between the said producers and distributors
.
and the said exhibitors
.
to close to both said producers and distributors
and said exhibitors certain of the outlets or channels through which they would otherwise be enabled to obtain trade and pursue their respective
businesses.
.

.

.

The answers of the various respondents
enter a general denial to the charges of the
commission. Answers have been received
from all the respondents, in which the commission is asked to dismiss the complaint as
being outside of the commission’s jurisdiction.

Laud “Coming

of

Amos”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

.

competitors from securing same for their theatres.

acquiring additional theatres in

mutually competitive territory wthout first giving
the other party or parties to the agreement an
opportunity to participate on a basis of joint
ownership and management.
In other towns and cities where two or more
respondents are operating theatres, they enter into
and observe agreements and understandings with
one another that they will not compete with each

NEW

—

YORK, Sept. 22.- Without exception the local newspaper critics lauded
“The Coming of Amos,” Pro-Dis-Co production, on the occasion of its premiere
here at^the Colony theatre.

T rackless T rain Ditched
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EMPORIA, KAN.,

Sept. 22.—'The Metrotrackless train went into a
ditch near here recently.
No one was injured.

Goldwyn-Mayer

”
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Ginsberg Says “No Man Can
Serve Two Masters”
and Producing Should Be
Believes
Young
—
Separate “ Art and Business

Entirely

Selling

Distributor

Differ

By

To the layman, Ginsberg’s remarks have
the ring of sound sense.
“I believe that the producer of motion
pictures ought to
produce them and
be independent of

it’s

pictures

in

them.

“And

They
ar-

requirements
they have. I don’t see how any producer is able to make a great picture and
all the time his cameras are shooting keep
his best eye out on a problematical box
It looks to me as though he would
office.
be more likely to turn out a fine picture
by keeping his mind on it and both his
tistic

all

—

eyes.”

Art and Business Differ
"Then, Mr. Ginsberg,” I suggested, “you
subscribe to the theory that true art can’t
In other
thrive in the market places.
words that no artist was ever or ever can
be a good business

first

to the essential
rate picture.

work

of

making a

perfectly natural of course for a
producer to count his costs, to estimate in
advance, and all that sort of thing. But
for him to face the selling problem is
equivalent to asking a skilled watch maker
He
to go out and market his time piece.
loves to put the watch together, to turn
out a delicate, perfect mechanism but he
isn’t the man to sell it.”
If a somewhat jaded free lance in
motion picture publicity can be startled, he
is more likely to get the sensation from an
interview with Henry Ginsberg than from
almost any man I’ve met around the
motion picture offices and studios. That
is because Ginsberg uses fewer adjectives
and is possessed of less pose than a great
many. Not for him the steely eye and
the pompous gesture of the magnificent
artist who knows more about the cost of
24 sheets than he does about art. Ginsberg frankly admits his specialty.
“It

is

cunningly worded
and alluring descriptions,” he told me. “The
three factors with which we are building a
permanent institution are simple safeguards
for the exhibitors and the independent ex-

“We

have cut out

changes.

all

we

specialize in exploitation,
publicity,
using these
mediums in cooperation with our sales
campaign on a follow-through basis that
continues through the life of the contract.”
“As I understand your plan, then you do
That
everything except make the pictures.
part of it you leave to the artists employed by the producer ?” I asked.
“We
“Exactly,” was Ginsberg’s reply.
consider the producer has his hands full.
only ask that his product meet our
requirements. After that we handle his
business and see that both the producer
third,

and

We

and the exhibitor get a square shake. The
public is assured of
picture.”

Ginsberg to

Now

it

when we

accept a

Go Abroad

program is complete,
soon going to Europe to look

that the year’s

Ginsberg is
over the situation there in the interests of
Jeffrey Bernerd

his clients.

man?”

Ginsberg replied instantly.
“I simply believe that a producer of
motion pictures who has to worry about
selling his picture isn’t able to devote his

mind

distribution.

advertising

have to specialize

must give the

and

exhibitor

distinctly true.”
to
“It
seems
me,” he went on,

who make

first

“Secondly, we have a highly specialized
system of distribution insuring maximum
our
thereby
enabling
representation
product to be sold at a fair price to the

two
serve
That’s
masters.
bromidic but like

people

demand is for a consistent
quality product made possible by concentrated effort and energy on the part of the

sales

can

the

First Is Quality

“Our

producer, who, by marketing through us,
relieved of the worries and cares of
is

the selling phase,”
he said. “No man

“that

3,

1925

Theatre Building any day when there isn’t
an outing of the Cheese Club or a meeting
of the newspaper boys somewhere.
But
Ginsberg publicity goes on and Leason’s
typewriter needs frequent oiling, so everything

is

right.

all

“I’ve got specialists in every department
now,” said Ginsberg. “That was my idea
to start with and it’s the same one I’m
going to continue along with.”

GUY FOWLER

In these new-fangled, high falutin’ times of theories and isms, when
bizarre opinions and striking catch phrases smite us on all sides, our ear
drums relax and we breathe normally at the sound of ordinary words put
in an extraordinarily sensible manner.
To you in the motion picture industry, accustomed to superlatives, yet
waiting always for the realization of their prophecies perhaps there will be
a thrill in the words of young Henry Ginsberg, whose recently organized distributing corporation has already established itself.

most bromides

October

who was man-

aging director in London for Stoll films
is the Ginsberg corporation representative
on the continent and to him Ginsberg intends to outline the policy of the concern.
“I want to have our business arrangements as ship-shape in Europe as they are
on this side,” he said.
Listed among the 1925-26 productions which the
Ginsberg Corporation is distributing are the Banner features: “The Love Gamble,” “The Check“Whispering
“Brooding
Eyes,”
ered
Flag,”
Canyon,” and “Wreckage.” The Royal pictures
Millionaire
“The
include: “The Taxi Mystery,”
“A Desperate Moment,” “The
Policeman,”
Alarm.”
A
Phantom Express,” and “The Night
sixth title has not been announced.
Ben Verschleiser is the producer and among
the stars are such notable performers as Lillian
Rich, Robert Frazer, Pauline Garon, May Allison,
Estelle Taylor, Holmes Herbert, William Russell,
Brooks Benedict, Bonny King and a score of
others whose work has won them enviable favor
with the public and also with the newspaper
critics who like to be considered more “hard-

Skouras Brothers to

Take Over Ten More
Houses in St Louis
.

Among many

theatre purchases made or
projected in the last week St.
Louis
Amusement Company heads the list with
acquisition of the Cinderella theatre from
Freund Brothers in St. Louis and perfection of plans to buy or lease 10 other important neighborhood houses there. Skouras
Brothers and Harry Koplar control the
company, which for the six months up to
June 30 had earnings of $87,601 before
estimated federal income taxes. Within the
next few weeks the St. Louis Amusement
and affiliated companies will control 40 theSkouras Brothers Enatres in St. Louis.
terprises is building a $4,500,000 theatre and
office building.

Temple theatre is to be the home of
Warner Brothers pictures in Toledo, Ohio.
The Warners have also opened the Circle
Universal has retheatre at Cleveland.
opened the Alhambra at Milwaukee. Loew’s,
Inc., has bought the Aldme at Wilmington,
operated by the Topkis-Ginns interests.

With

four other theof America the
Topkis-Ginns concern thus is out of the
Alexander
exhibiting end in Wilmington.
Frank has opened the new Plaza at Waterthe recent
atres to Stanley

loo, la.

Other

launched his organization,
Ginsberg of course prepared to handle the
publicity on the efficiency
basis.
He knew that no matter how long
a writer’s hair grew, or how baggy his
trousers, he had to produce copy to get

and

publicity in the newspapers and magazines.
“I want somebody who can say it with
clippings,” he remarked.
Accordingly, he looked over the fields

around Forty-fourth and Broadway where
there are, as press agents go, some daisies.
He chose Ray H. Leason from among them
all.
That was almost a year ago and you’ll
find Leason at his desk in Loew’s State

the

include

following:

III., by C. D. Williams; the Irma, St.
Louis, by Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Lilly; leasing of
the Garrick at Indianapolis by Robert B. Kershaw;
two more theatres to be built in Detroit by
Arthur D. Baer; Charles H. Miles’ decision to
place on sale the Ferry Field theatre at Detroit;
sale by Mortimer M. Thomas, one of the organizers of the Golden State Theatre and Realty
Corporation, San Francisco, of his stock to his
associates, and announcement by L. Borg of Oakland, Cal., that his new 1,000 seat house will
be ready in three months.

at Thebes,

U. A. Branch Heads to
Join All Film Boards
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW YORK,

All branch manSept. 22.
agers of United Artists have been instructed to apply for membership in all
film boards of trade where the corporation
has branch offices and where they are not
members, it was announced yesterday at
the U. A. home office.

Night

9

s

Receipts Stolen

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

he

exploitation

deals

theatre

Harry Schwalbe, former secretary of First Naand H. A. Winters reported planning a
$600,000 house in Philadelphia, and Bala Theatre
Company having plans drawn for a 1,000 seat
theatre; purchase of the Elite and Cozy theatres
Metropolis, 111., by a St. Louis syndicate
at
headed by Louis Dremer; purchase of the theatre

tional,

boiled.”

When

of

sale

Company

ST.

LOUTS, MO.,

show was

Sept.

22— While

the

progress at the Lindell Airdome, local theatre, one night recently a
thief entered the cashier’s cage and stole
The cashier
the night’s receipts, $305.65.
in

wrapped the money in
She then
on a chair.
cage for a few minutes,
turned the money was

paper and laid
stepped

it

from the

and when she

re-

gone.

F. B. O. Scenario Unit Expands
LOS ANGELES, CAL. —John Brownell is

here

department of F. B. O.
Larger quarters have been taken and Richard
department.
Pine has joined the
to reorganize the scenario

October
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New Pact Adds
Challenges Clauses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—A

contract form
YORK, Sept. 22.
has been agreed upon by the joint contract
and arbitration committees of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America and
the Independent Motion Picture Associa-

which met September 16.
According to an added provision

tion

in

the

form the time is limited after the
rendering of the award by the local arbitration board in which the award can be

West Production

East and

Present Slackening in East Only to Permit Preparation of
Stories in Advance, Says Rowland Statement
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 22.

—The

many rumors

reviewed by the National Arbitration Commission. There is also a provision for the
right of both the distributor and exhibitor
to challenge the arbitrators appointed or
Each side is
selected by the other side.
limited to three challenges.
submitted

contracts have been

for

recommendation.

Canadian Universal
Acquires Control of
Three More Theatres
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WINNIPEG,

MAN.,

Sept.

22.—The

Starland and College theatres,
local houses owned by A. R. McNichol,

Lyceum,

have been let on a five-year lease to Canadian Universal Films, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
These houses, which have a total seating
capacity of 4,000, will be managed by
Charles A. Meade, who for a year has
had the Lyceum on his own lease.

The

leasing of the theatres practically
marks the retirement of McNichol from
active participation in the theatre business.
He will expend $20,000 for improvements
on the Lyceum under the terms of the

Universal by securing the theatres comes
direct competition here with Famous
Players, operators of the two other important local houses, the Capitol and the
Metropolitan.
into

”

Finney to Play “ Bubbles
in Barthelmess Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.
to film fans,

22.

— Ben

Finney,

having played leads
opposite Betty Compson and Barbara La
Marr, has just obtained one of the prize

wellknown

roles of the year.
He will play the much
sought after role of “Bubbles,” in support
of Dick Barthelmess in “Just Suppose,”
Dick’s next starring vehicle. Dick plays
“Prince John” while Ben as “Bubbles” is

and

his equerry, friend

pal.

McIntyre Resigns
( Special

CULVER

Exhibitors Herald)

to

CITY,

McIntyre, for the

Sept.

last

22.— Robert

B.

four years casting

director at the Goldwyn studios and, since
the merger, at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios, has resigned and will take a long
vacation before announcing his plans for
the future. His successor has not yet been

named.

Hudson

in

New

Position

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND,

22.— R. C.
Hudson, formerly Universal manager at
Butte, Mont., has been made manager of
the local Pro-Dis-Co branch, with R. A.
Treacy as his assistant.

ORE.,

Sept.

around about the

for future Eastern production.

Eastern Production Will

Expand

fact that the completion of a production schedule allowed for

The

a couple of weeks cessation of production, before the starting of work
on a new schedule, caused rumors that First National had decided to
abandon production in the East. That this has been given no thought
is made clear by Mr. Rowland.

According to Rowland’s statement,
there is to be no let up in the original
intention of his company to produce extensively in the
The presEast.
slackening
ent
for four or five
weeks at the studios, where Eastern production is
under the supervision of Earl
Hudson, he explains, is necessary to allow the
departscenario
to
ment there
prepare

stories

ahead so that the
deproduction
may
partment
have ample time for preparation between
finishing of the scripts and the bet'-'c
ginning of

“During

the
the

actual

filming.

coming year,” Rowland

both in the East and
in the West is to be gradually expanded.
We intend to follow our original plans
for New York production and in keeping with our schedule, we have renewed
the lease of the former Biograph studio
in the Bronx.
Scenario Department Strengthened
stated, “production

lease.

floating

affairs of First National caused Richard A. Rowland, just before sailing
for a two months trip abroad, to issue a statement outlining his plans

final

The

Expand

First National Will

Time Limit and
NEW

33

“Our Eastern scenario department

is

made

at that studio are to go into production between Oct. 1 and Oct. 5. These
are to be “Men of Steel,” an epic of
the steel industry, with Milton Sills
starred; “The Lunatic at Large,” a comedy starring Leon Errol, and “Mismates,” a screen version of the Myron
C. Fagan play, probably with Doris Kenyon in the leading role.
The second cycle will be begun, stated
Rowland, immediately following the cofpletion of those three. The second series
will include the Ernest Pascal story,
“The Savage,” with Lloyd Hughes, “The
Boss of Little Arcady,” an adaptation of
Harry Leon Wilson’s story of the same
title and a screen version of the famous
musical comedy, “Mademoiselle Modiste,” probably with Dorothy Mackaill

featured.

The following series will comprise a
special “Atlantis,” an original fantasy by
Earl

Hudson

ical

lost

sequel to “The Lost World,” which
proved to be one of the most succesful
pictures ever made by First National.

Einfeld to

work on
the

stories to be

produced during

fall.”

Rowland, announcing that A. L. Rockhas succeeded Herman Bruenner as

ett

general business manager of the Eastern
studios, said Bruenner gave notice of his
intention to resign three months ago.
At that time, Rockett, Mr. Rowland’s
assistant, was on the West Coast as
Western representative during the absence of John McCormick in Europe.
It was at Earl Hudson’s request that

was anointed, following

Rockett
return to

New

Hudson’s associate
of First
East.

his

York, to the position of
in the

National’s

own

administration
units in the

“Scarlet Saint” Completed

Last week saw the completion of production of “The Scarlet Saint,” a picture being directed by George Archain-

baud at the Eastern studio with Mary
Astor and Lloyd Hughes in the co-featured roles. “The Unguarded Hour,” a
Milton

Kenyon

Sills starring vehicle,

with Doris

featured, was completed also
week. According to Rowland’s plan
the next cycle of three pictures to be

last

Head

9

F. N. s Exhibitors

9

Service Division

bUng

materially strengthened with the
addition of several noted screen writers.
Among the acquisitions to this department are Olga Printzlau, John Fish
Goodrich. Charles Whittaker, Jane MurThese five well
fin and Harvey Thew.
known writers will immediately begin

written around the mythcontinent.
This is to be a

( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

Herald)

YORK,

Sept. 22.— S. Charles
Einfeld, formerly assistant director of
the exhibitors’ service division of First
National Pictures, Inc., has been promoted head of the division to fill the
vacancy created when C. F. Chandler,
formerly head of the division, was made
director of advertising and publicity.
Einfeld has been in the service division
since he joined the company in 1919.
He also holds an executive position with
the Leo Brecher chain of theatres here.
Before he joined First National Einfeld was a member of Vitagraph’s advertising department, first on part time
while he completed his studies at Columbia University, and on full time for a
year before joining First National.

For some years Einfeld has been an
member of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers. A year ago he was

active

elected to the board of directors of the
association, and recentlv was made treasurer.
As treasurer he continues as a
member of the board.

Blue 9 s Mother Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

22.—
Sept.
IND.,
Mrs. Lousetta Blue, 72, mother of Monte
Blue, died at her home here last week.
Though she had been ill for months, her

INDIANAPOLIS,

death was unexpected.

’

’
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Harry Langdon Signs
Long T erm Contract
With First National
( Special

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 22.—
While Arcady Bubnov, 37, projectionist at the Comique theatre, lies

don, noted screen comedian, has signed
a long term contract with First National

Pictures,

NEW

Receiving Hospital here suffering from severe burns, members
of the operators’ union and the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan are discussing methods of properly rewarding him for
his valor in fighting flames and

His signing, which
lays at rest all conrumors,
tractual

terminated months
of negotiating be-

YORK,

22.—The Jaffe Art
Film Corporation, newly formed, headed
Sept.

by Louis N. Jaffe, has obtained the serv-

in

Inc.

Herald)

to Exhibitors

( Special

DETROIT, MICH.,

22.— Harry Lang-

Sept.

Be Rewarded
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Herald)

to Exhibitors

1925

3,

Jaffe Plans Studio in
Palestine for Film
of Biblical Narrative

Heroic Operator
to

October

Maurice

of

ices

Schwartz, director.
Eight pictures will
be distributed during the season.

The

“Brok-

first,

tween John E. McCormick,
West
general
Coast

auditorium
during a fire one evening last
week. It is generally agreed that

Hearts,” with
Lila Lee, is ready

manager

Bubnov’s action was unparalleled
for heroism in Detroit theatrical
annals and heavy loss of life was
probably averted
through
his
prompt work.

It

warning

of profor First

duction
National, William
E. Jenner, general
business manager,
Jerry Geisler, atthe
for
torney
Star,

crowded

a

en

for

produce

Harry Langdon

Sol Leshimself.
ser, First National vice-president, signed
for his company.
The contract provides for the making
of full length feature comedies to be produced under Langdon’s personal superviThe first series consists of four
sion.
Work on these, Avhch is to begin
pictures.

the

“I considered Langdon the most important available artist in the entire motion
picture business today,” said McCormack
‘‘Needat the conclusion of negotiations.
less to say, First National feels highly
pleased with his name enrolled under its
Everything that will go toward
banner.
making the finest possible film product will

have

Bubnov locked himself
in the tiny room and fought the
fire until he had put it out.
Then

said.

Palestine,

Bachmann Returns

was running through the machine.

Bubnov had succeeded

it

is

Oswald

Schuller, representative of Jaffe,

Europe making plans for the

is

now

in

pro-

biblical

duction.

Martin

Quigley to

J.

Be

Principal Speaker
at M. P. T. O.
Meet

M

( Special

to

.

Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Sept.

22.

— Martin

Quigley, editor and publisher of Exhibitors Herald, will be the principal
speaker at the annual meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan,
according to the program just announced
by Manager H. M. Richey.
J.

other film ready to be placed in
the projector.
Fifteen minutes
after

for a
in
studio

special

them and the management had an-

The convention this year will be held in
Grand Rapids October 6 and 7. Other
speakers will be Lieut. Gov. George W.
Welch,
Rep. Charles H. McLeod, Judge
Alfred J. Murphy and John M. Lovett.

in

quieting the house another picture

East;

Plans

made

been

be given Langdon.”

of

stor-

ies.

he opened the door leading into
the auditorium and shouted to the
frightened crowd that already was
beginning to mill around:
“ It’s all right folks; there’s no
fire; but the picture’s shot.”
Then he collapsed, sliding out
of the door and over the seats
of the gallery. He was rushed to
the hospital, seriously burned on
his hands and face and overcome
by the smoke of the burning film.
When firemen arrived 10 minutes later there was no need for

November.

one

Biblical

1,000 people in
the theatre, the film caught fire
when a double patch broke in the

machine.

about November 15, will consume about
16 months, it is expected. Langdon’s contract with Mack Sennett expires early in

on

based

With more than

and Langdon

distribution.
planned to
a film

is

Lauds Plastic Age
‘

( Special to

NEW YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

J. G. Bachmann,
Sept. 22.
of distribution for B. P.

Walkers Victory

from

Coast
the
studios of Prefer-

production

matters.

J.

Bachmann

C.

The

picture

was directed by
Wesley
Ruggles.
Bachman, firm in

his praise for the
said that the spectators were enthusiastic after seeing it.
film,

Ad

Accessory Contest
Launched by Warners
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

22.

—

Warner

Brothers began September 20, a contest in
sales of advertising accessories to end December 20 with all 36 exchanges in the
United States and Canada partaking. The

exchange

quantity gets
a silver loving cup; and an additional $500
is offered to bookers, and postal clerks.
In
case of a tie each tying contestant will reselling the largest

ceive a like award.

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

22— Exhibitors

over the country and in

New York

all

state

over the decisive
victory won by Senator James J. Walker
in the primary election for mayor of New

York
in

City.

Senator Walker, himself formerly active
exhibitor affairs, has always done his

best to protect the interests of the industry
in his legislative capacity.
If he carries
the final election (and as goes the primary
so goes the election is almost traditional in
this city) the theatre men see an even
greater opportunity for their friend to
champion their cause.
The active support given the senator in
the primary race is considered no small
factor in the sweeping tribute given him
and his record at the polls.

Find Sixth Blast Victim
KANSAS

CITY,

MO., Sept.

22.—The

to

NEW YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

22— The fight for the
of the obnoxious tax and censor
law in Connecticut has developed into a
campaign of education, with exhibitors the
educators and lawmakers the ones they are
seeking to educate in the matter of the unSept.

repeal

just law.

With no new contracts for pictures being made, and only those pictures previously contracted for being shown, the M.
P. T. O. of Connecticut which is conducting the fight is bending all its efforts towards bringing pressure on Governor
Trumbull to call a special session. With
this end in view President Walsh has a
committee at work interviewing every
member of the legislature to fully acquaint
him with the ramifications of the law.

Dawes Sees Offstage
Work on ‘Pony Express
( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

to

YORK,

in particular are rejoicing

During his visit
Hollywood he
saw the filming of
“The Plastic Age”
and later watched
the private showin

ing.

( Special

NEW

( Special

Primary

in N. Y.

red Pictures where
he conferred with
Schulberg
B.
P.

on

Connecticut Fight Now
Contest for Education

Exhibitors Hail

general manager
Schulberg Productions, returned yesterday

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept.

22.—Vice Pres-

Dawes went behind the
scenes of “The Pony Express” to watch
the technical work being done in the Paraident Charles G.

of still another victim has been
the ruins of the Gillis theatre
here.
This discovery, the second in two
weeks, brings the total of known dead to
six.
Authorities have started active inves-

mount

tigation to determine whether any more
persons were killed in the explosion that
destroyed the house.

with Douglas Fairbanks and

skeleton

found

in

studio before leaving for Chicago.
previously taken part in the filming of the picture on location at Cheyenne,
Wyo. Later in the day here he lunched

He had

ford.

Mary

Pick-

October

3,

1925
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U

Put

to

$5,000,000.

on Product

in 1926, Says Goldstein
Enthusiastic

Showing of '"Big Parade ” at Grauman
Schnitzer Holds Conference on Policy

Comment

House

—

Folloivs

By

H

OLLYWOOD,

RAY MURRAY

CAL., Sept.

—

Universal plans to spend $5,000,000
productions. E. H. Goldstein, Eastern
general manager and treasurer of Universal’s Picture Corporation
who arrived in Los Angeles last week, made this announcement. Goldstein
is here on his annual tour of inspection, and will remain ten days.

during the next year on

22.

new

ANY

new stories and stage plays
have already been purchased as staring vehicles for Reginald Denny, Norman
Kerry, Mary Philbin, Laura La Plante,
Hoot Gibson, and other Universal stars.
Work on the new year’s schedule will
start immediately.
TV/T

*

*

*

Sid Grauman has booked “The Big
Parade,” the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, to follow “The Gold Rush” at

week

last

Mr. Grauman,

and

Elinor Glyn, the
film elicited

enthusiastic

ment

most
com-

from

all

who saw

it.

said the

work

Jack Gilbert,

It is

of

who

was given the

star role, surpasses anything he has ever done.
The opening
date at Graisman’s has not been an-

nounced for “The Gold Rush” is still
drawing capacity houses. The delay in
completing “Ben Hur” which it was expected would follow “The Gold Rush,”
has set that back indefinitely.
*

Pro-Dis-Co Unit to Alaska

Director George Melford, together with
cast of the Metropolitan
Pictures Corporation unit filming “Rocking
Moon,” left last Wednesday for
Sitka, Alaska, where exteriors for the
Producers Distributors Corporation film

cameramen and

The party included Lilyan
Eugene Pallette, Rockliffe
Fellowes, Luke Cosgrave, and Laska
Winters.
E. J. Brabille, business manager; Edward Bernoudy, assistant direcmade.

Tashman,

Clark

and

Joe LaSalle,
cameramen, accompanied the party.
John Bowers, who is also a member of
the cast, will join the party at Seattle.

tor;

Charles

*

*

for

*

Universal City was the scene of a
Hard Times’ costume ball last week under the auspices of the Universal City
The
Club and officials of the studio.
proceeds were given to the Santa Barbara earthquake fund.

Warner Brothers have secured the picture rights to “The Sap,” which is now
enjoying a successful run at the Majestic theatre, Los Angeles.
*
*
%

U Man

*

*

*

During

extensive paving operations
now in progress, the executive offices
of Mike Levee, United Studios president, were choked with clouds of dust.
He ordered two wind machines to be
placed in front of the building to blow
the dirt away.
* * *
Schrock Signs Directors
Raymond L. Schrock, general manager of Universal, has secured the signatures of two leading directors on long
term contracts, Harry Pollard and King
Baggott.
*

*

*

E. H. Griffith Gets Offer
E. H. Griffith, who has

been long rec-

organizations.
*

*

*

Tom Forman

has returned from Big
Bear with his F. B. O. company, where
scenes for “A Midnight Flyer” were
made, Miss Paula Gould, general press
representative for F. B. O., is visiting
the Coast studios.
*

*

*

Edward Luddy has been engaged by
Yaconelli Brothers to direct Earl Douglass in “Keep Going,” an Independent
production. Duane Thompson will have
the leading feminine role.
*

*

*

Reid Film Begun

Schnitzer, vice-president in charge
of production of F. B. O., held a two

Theodore von Eltz started work this
week in Mrs. Wallace Reid’s new production, “The Red Kimono.”

days conference with Production Manager B. P. Fineman and Scenario Editor
John Brownell last week. The 1926 production policy was outlined.
*

*

*

William Sistrom, general manager of
Metropolitan Pictures Corporation, has
signed Edward Dillon to direct Priscilla
Dean for Metropolitan.

Still

Has Hotel

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 22.— Untheatre in
Ocaloa Florida, was sold he hardly
knew that he had owned it. One
day recently Meighan’s agent apprised the star that the theatre
had been sold at a good proBt.
‘‘What theatre?” Meighan asked.

Thomas Meighan’s

til

“The one you bought

in Ocala
March.”
was only then that Meighan
remembered that on a small piece
of land he had bought in the
Florida town stood a small motion
picture house. The sale was a surprise. But the agent had another

last
It

in store.

Meighan had bought a larger
piece of land in Ocala. On this
stood a three-story hotel. The intention was to hold this and sell it
later. However, the rush of tourists and land seekers to Florida
was so great that Meighan’s agent
remodeled the hotel and opened it
for business. So Meighan is a hotel
proprietor.

Harry Lustig, Western

man-

division

ager of Warner Brothers motion picture
exchanges, has returned to Los Angeles
to confer with Harry Warner after making a complete survey of his territory,

which

embraces

West

of Denver.

all

^

towns

and

cities

^

Virginia Valli, who is to have a prominent role in Lewis Moomaw’s picture,
“To the Brave,” arrived in Los Angeles
last week.

Schmidt to Represent
F. B. O. on West Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Sept. 22.—A. A. Schmidt,
for the last three years has represented Film Booking Offices of America,
Incorporated,
as
manager of the
West Coast Division, has been promoted to the poWest
sition
of
Coast representative, according to

who

announcement

an

made recently.
The appointment
was made on September 1.
Schmidt

a. A. Schmidt

is

well
\^est

known

to

Coast

exchange-

men

and

exhibitors
through his
activity as a member of the staff of Film
Booking Offices, and his promotion, made
as the result of consistently good service,
is pleasing to his host of friends.

Max Marks Is Killed
by Fall From Balcony

Schnitzer in Policy Conference
J. I.

He

*

the supervision of Howard
Estabrook, the finishing touches have
been added to “The North Star,” in
which Strongheart is featured. The picture will be distributed through Associated Exhibitors.
*

1925

Meighan’s Theatre Sold;

Under

*

3,

NEW

ognized as one of the leading directors
in the East, has arrived here and is conferring with producers on offers to become permanently connected with their

*

Jjl

four weeks’ vacation.

a

given

Talmadge

will be

week

and co-directional capacity, and Frank
Terry, similarly identified with leading
producers, have been added to the Hal
Roach studio staff by F. Richard Jones,
vice-president and director-general.

Joseph M.
Schenck, Marion
Davies, Norma

*

this

Joins Roach
C. R. Wallace, associated with Universal for the past two years in a scenario

to

*

Eve Unsell has just completed “The
Golden Strain” for Fox Film Corporation.
Miss Unsell is going to New York

tian

Grauman’s Egyptheatre.
At
a private showing
of the King
Vidor production

Jack Gilbert

Scenarist to Sail

October

*

*

*

Clara Horton has signed a contract to
appear opposite Fred Thomson in his
forthcoming feature, “All Around FryA1 Rogell has just finished
ing Pan.”
directing “Red Hot Leather” for Universal, one of the two films which he
started in Deadwood, S. D.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

UNIVERSAL

CITY,

Sept.

22— Max

an actor working in “Strings of
Steel,” a Universal picture, was killed here
recently when he fell from a balcony on a
set.
He was to be knocked from the balcony during a fight and a rope tied about
him was to prevent his striking the ground.
His weight broke the rope and his neck
was broken as he fell to the ground.

Marks,

32,

October

3,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

in

Pictures

Stories

Told

by

of Exhibitors Herald

the

Camera

Issue of October 3

Brent, Film Booking Offices star, was hostess to the scribes recently in New York on her first
The luncheon was arranged by Nat Rothstein, F. B. O.’s direal vacation in three years of picture making in California.
Miss Brent (in center of long table and in dark dress and hat)
rector of publicity and advertising, at the Biltmore hotel.
had at her right Major H. C. S. Thomson, president of F. B. O., and at her left Herbert J. Yates. Others attending were
Irene Thirer, Louella O. Parsons, Regina Cannon, Ethel Rosemon, Dorothy C. Jordan, Mary Jane Warren, Clio Lor, Rose Pelswick, Helen
Klumph, Dorothy Herzog, Mr. Litell, J. A. Milligan, George Bradley, John S. Spargo, Exhibitors Herald; Arthur James, Jay M. Shreck, M.
W. Liebler, Kelcey Allen, John A. Archer, Tom Waller, C. Schottenfels, George Gerhard, Pete Milne, Chester J. Smith, Larry Reid, W. Adolphe
Roberts, Maurice (Red) Kann, Julius Cohen, Lee Marcus, Colvin W. Brown, Edna Williams, A1 Boasberg, D. A. Poucher.

West met East when Evelyn

Mme. Eleanora Chalupez, mother

of

Pola Negri, Paramount star, arrives at
Hollywood from Poland to visit her
daughter. With her was Leopold Trzebuchawski, Miss Negri’s foreign agent.

John Ford, director of Fox Western pictures, was master of ceremonies when
the Motion Picture Directors Association staged its “Jubilee of the Plains” at
the association’s clubhouse in Hollywood.
John Ford is in shirtsleeves at the
right of the Indian.
of the M. P. D. A.

On

the left of the red

man

is

William Beaudine, president
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Dressed in the

mode

of 1885, Irving Hartley, student at the

Paramount Picture School, hails a hansom for his companion, Josephine Dunn. This was taken during their course
in period costume at the school for actors which Famous
Players-Lasky

is

conducting.

for

is

a picture of the

“The Sea Beast.”

like nautical phrases.

And

they learned also

how

to get seasick.

3,

1925

This is a novel “high sign” that Ann Pennington is giving,
but not everyone could achieve it.
It’s a part of Miss
Pennington’s exercise at the Christie studio for “Madame
Lucy,” Pro-Dis-Co release. The star is a dancer so the
stunt comes easy for her.

Warner Brothers company aboard ship making scenes
John Barrymore, who stars in the production, is second
from the left in the front row. On Barrymore’s left is Millard Webb, the director.
All the members of the company learned how to shout “Reef the mainsails” and
Here

October

A copy
statue

of this one-half life size bronze
of William S. Hart is at the

Mark Strand, New York. The producer of “Tumbleweeds” for United
Artists

is

the subject.

October

3,

1925
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Universal’s “See America First” auto train attracted considerable attention
when the mobile picture studio arrived to take local scenes for Carl
Laemmle’s pictorial cross section of the United States. In the picture on the
right are (left to right) Howard Frankel, exhibitor of Columbus, Ohio; William Quigley of Exhibitors Herald and A1 Mertz, Universal branch manager.

Betty Jewel has just completed her
role
in
the
picture
“Invisible
Wounds,” which Robert T. Kane
is
making for First National release. An all-star cast appears.

D. W. Griffith directed “That Royle
Girl” for Paramount at the Long
Island
studio.
Carol
Dempster,

James Kirkwood and
Ford are featured.

Harrison

Birdies cheep and eagles screech when the members of the Pro-Dis-Co. golf
team whip their drivers out of the bag and step up to the first tee in a
tournament. Left to right are John C. Flinn, Billy Dooley, Charles Christie,
Jack Noble, Neal Burns and George Melford.
Fore’s the word when these
enthusiasts of the links start play.

Jobyna Ralston, leading

woman

Lloyd, Paramount star,

is

for Harold
showing her instructor, Frank Merrill, Western gymnastic champion, that she knows something about the rings herself.

:

,

:
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Allvine’s First Session in Office

Sees Best A. M. P. A. Turnout

—

Beauty Contestants Are Guests New Chief Raps Babbittism
enbach Enters Real Estate Exploitation

By JOHN

N

— Reich-

of members and guests in the history of the A. M. P. A. and while
the ardent admirers of Glen Allvine figure it due to the fact that it
was Glen’s first session as president, he himself modestly ascribes the credit
to other elements.
“I’ll admit that I have been called handsome and attractive,” said he,
“but really I can’t make myself believe that my pulchritude was the attraction as much as that of the group of most beautiful girls in America, who
were our guests.”
HE attendance was close to 200, and membership, Glendon Allvine goes on rec-

T

rounded up and brought on to New York.
The beauties chaperoned by Allvine, with
plenty of volunteer' assistance were:
“Miss America,” known in her home state of
California as Fay Lanphier, who won first place
in the Atlantic City competition ;
geles, second prize winner ; Miss

Miss Los An-

San Francisco,
Miss Pensacola, Miss Birmingham, Miss Cleveland, Miss Bay Ridge, Miss Omaha, Miss Newark
and Miss Bronx.

Mr. Allvine also introduced Armand T. Nichols,
president of the Atlantic City Beauty Pageant,
and called on Arthur Caesar, playwright, and
Harry Hirshfield, president of the Cheese Club,
who responded with short talks fitting the occasion.

King Fisher introduced Ted Lewis, who,
not to be outdone by Allvine’s presentation
of the beauties, proceeded to introduce his
fellow professionals as Miss Understood,
Miss Take, Miss Hap and Miss Flushing.
Ted’s talk was regarded as a classic of its
kind, and not only did he get the crowd
roaring with laughter but he delighted them
with a new song number and called upon
his associates to contribute individually
with singing and dancing.

Miss Olive Ann Alcorn, known as “the
world’s most beautifully formed girl,” did
an interpretative dance which will have the
A. M. P. A. membership shouting about her
charms for many a day.
James Reads Resolution
A resolution signed by the past presidents
of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers promising their support to the new
president of the A. M. P. A. in his adminIt
istration was read by Arthur James.

ord as advocating the following:
“1.

International

reduction

“3.
A wide open forum for the discussion of
any problems affecting motion pictures.
“4.
Any ideas designed for the good of the
organization, in which I assume we are all interested as we are in the welfare of the motion picture industry.”

Mr. Allvine further proclaims that the
weekly meetings for the year, subject to
the approval of the new board of directors
and the members, will be as follows

Women
One

invited once a month.
meeting each month for

12 biggest men in the industry who make their
headquarters in New York these men to be selected by secret ballot to be cast by all members
in good standing.”

—

SjC

extend to the entire membership of
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
our hearty greetings and felicitations upon

Robert E. Welch, for the past four years
editor of Motion Picture World, resigned
Ben
from that publication
last week.
Grimm, advertising manager, and Mr.
Welch’s selection for the position, also
tendered his resignation, and left the employ of the World last Saturday. It is understood Mr. Welch’s resignation becomes
effective at the end of the present month.
He has not as yet made known his plans
for the future.
Ben Grimm moved to the offices of Warner Brothers yesterday morning, where he
has accepted a position of handling the advertising, exploitation and publicity for the
theatre department.

ginning.
Our organization was founded for the
welfare and improvement of its membership in especial and of the industry to
which its efforts are devoted. It was conceived in a spirit of fraternity, fostered
in progress and perpetuated through a
common bond of brotherhood among those
engaged in similar endeavor. It’s history
is a proud record as it stands today as the
oldest motion picture organization in years
of uninterrupted service.
We bespeak for the new administration
and President Allvine, the hearty personal
support of every member of the body to
the end that this shall prove the organiza-

in.

don’t have to do that every time
you enter,” Einfeld informed him. “I don’t
know what the custom is at Famous Players, but up here we only do that on pay
days.”
* *
*
“ Kabbible ” Artist Back

Harry Hirshfield of “Abbie Kabbible”
New York after a threeweek visit home to Chicago, where Ma and
Pa Hirshfield celebrated their golden wedding anniversary. Harry made the trip to
and from Chicago in his Lincoln limousine
with Mrs. H. and the chow dog “Vamp.”
Harry plays an important role in the jourfame, returned to

*

Allvine Announces Platform

nalistic, theatrical

to

the

*

Broadway on Thanksgiving Day with “A
Boca Raton Flannel” on his back—-such are
the pangs of exploitation
*

*

.

*

Bob Kane, the live wire instigator of new
things on the screen, and the most modern of new producers, is dickering with
Maurice the dancer for a role in “Seven
Wives of Bluebeard,” which Alfred Santell
will direct.

*

*

*

Harry Brand, West Coast press

agent,

on the Mongolia out
of New York last Thursday.
Only on
Broadway two months, this chap made
many friends. They gave him a big party
at the night club.
Marc Lachmann and
Curtis Melnitz arranged it. He presented
Marc and Curtis with beautiful fountain

New

York.

pens to show his gratitude. Harry Brand
can go back home knowing he made many
new friends and not one enemy.

N

egri Finishes Book
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22.— Pola Negri
written a book entitled “Life and
in the Cinema.”
It is a consideration of the motion picture as an art, and
was written in French and published in

has

Dreams

Paris.

Stanley

and cinema

Company

Officers

Help Form Music Club
^Special to Exhibitors Herald)

“You

most illustrious year.
As a general program, we subscribe to
the generous dictum. “In essentials unity,
in non-essentials liberty, in all things
charity.”
C. M. Yearsley.
Arthur James.
John C. Flinn.
Victor M. Shapiro.
P. A. Parsons.
Paul Gulick.
A. C. Botsford.

*

for a while to mingle with Florida real
estate and to handle the advertising and
publicity for Addison and Wilson Mizner’s
Boca Raton development, started his initial
work on that development before he went
on the job. Breaking into Brisbane’s column
twenty-four hours after he signed the Mizner contract, he was not content, so he
landed a whole column with Jay Kaufman
on the Telegram about Boca Raton and
then went over to Finchley and made them
put out a special white flannel suit to be
advertised and called “The Boca Raton
Flannel.” It is rumored that Harry has instructed
Marc Lachmann to walk up

*

new

and walked

tion’s

communication addressed

*

job with Charlie Einfeld in the
press book, accessories and poster department. On inquiring where he was to labor
he was led to an office on the door of
which his name had already been painted
in neat letters.
Blumenstock stood before the painting,
removed his hat, made an elaborate bow
his

the election of its new officers and desire
in this formal manner to pledge our cordial support of the administration now be-

a

5jC

etch Resigns

Mort Blumenstock walked into First National offices yesterday morning to begin

We

In

members

One meeting each month to be arranged
and handled by barkers to be appointed.
“4.
One meeting each month in honor of the

ft

picture.

sailed for the Coast

:jc

*

Babbittism,

jealousies or enmities.

follows

*

of

boredom and bad taste.
"2.
Complete recognition of individual opinion
and no recognition of factions, company interests,

“1.
“2.
only.
“3.

1925

Harry Reichenbach, deserting Broadway

EW YORK, Sept. 22.— Last Thursday witnessed the biggest turn-out

the group of beautiful girls Mr. Allvine alluded to were the contestants in the
Atlantic City beauty contest, which he had

3,

Arthur Caesar, the “loud speaker” of the
Cheese Club and better known as the
brother of Irving Caesar, who wrote the
tunes for “No, No, Nannette,” has been
commissioned to write new titles for “What
Price Beauty.”
Sidney Singerman and
Maurice Piver of Universal have recut the
*

SPARGO

S.

October

activities of

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Sept.
Stanley
Company of America have been
instrumental in forming the Stanley Musical Club of Philadelphia.
Its primary object is to cultivate
22.

— The

officers

of

the

a fraternal spirit among the better
class of local musicians and to

provide the public with high-class
concerts on Sundays and at such
other times as they will be available to those who otherwise could
not attend them. Leopold Stokowski, conductor of the Philadelphia
orchestra, has promised that his
organization will give several concerts as part of the club’s program.

The officers of the club are:
Jules E. Mastbaum, honorary
president; Leopold Stokowski
first
vice-president; Frank
W.
Buhler, general manager of the
Stanley Company, second vicepresident, and Irving D. Rossheim,
comptroller of the Stanley Company, treasurer.

October

3,
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Reason for

Short Feature Advertising
By

E.

W.

HAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges

T

is the added profit that can be made
through the proper exploitation of
Short Features that makes the advertising of these subjects so important for
all theatres.
How many houses throughout the country are hovering on the fence
between success and failure where a few
extra dollars in the box-office each day
would put them over the top
It would seem to be a foregone conclusion that any exhibitor ought to let his
patrons know all the entertainment which
they can expect to find at his theatre. The
average patron pays not to see one long feature picture but to have an evening’s entertainment. This includes a screen comedy,
listening to the musical numbers, and en-

now proving

EXHIBITORS HERALD

hit

the nail on the head in its issue
of September 19th in the following words:
“If 1,000 people will
pay to see one good picture, more
than 1,000 people will pay to see
that one and another.”

—

Here is the whole issue of exploiting
Short Features in a nut shell. An exhibitor
books a good feature picture and advertises it.
He attracts a certain number of
box-office admissions. But if he makes his
advertising tell his patrons that he is running not only a good feature but a good
comedy and a good novelty also, he is
bound to attract an increased number of
box-office

admissions.

The

difference is
no getting around

added profit. There is
this and no amount of argument can change
the

fact

difference in box-office
admissions represents extra dollars which
the exhibitor can make or can fail to make
according to how he exploits or fails to
exploit all the units of his show.
that

this

As Exhibitors Herald says in the issue
referred to above, there is much yet to be
done in exhibitor exploitation of Short
Features.
The old misapprehensions do

from

widely

separated

who have been and are
their own thorough satis-

to

faction that there is extra profit for them
in Short Features.
Roy Tillson and Earle
Hall Payne are both showmen of long experience.
Both manage houses that are
truly representative in every sense.
They
are neither in cities like New York and
Chicago nor in small towns. Both are in
important key cities that are truly average

American communities.

Roy Tillson runs the Fuller Theatre in
Kalamazoo, Mich. He is not just beginning to experiment with advertising Short
beatures. He has been consistently giving
these pictures fine backing over a long

joying any additional novelty films, prologues or stage presentations included in
the program.
It is not quite fair to the
theatre goer to tell him only about the feature picture he is to see.

But after all, this is a secondary consideration with the exhibitor who has to
make his theatre turn a profit to give him a
living, or with the manager who has to
show a good net to hold his job. The
first consideration here is the cold-blooded
business proposition that in taking advantage of his Short Features the exhibitor
has in his hands the means of making that
added profit which will put his business
over, making of it a real business success
rather than a failure or a mere existence.

showmen

tative

parts of the country

period.

E.

W.

“I believe in advertising all my Short
Features as well as my longer features,”
says Mr. Tillson, “because there are a lot
of my people who come in to see the comedy as well as those who come to see the
long feature. If I had not proved this to
my own satisfaction I would have stopped
talking about the comedy and other Short
Features long ago.
“I believe in giving the added attractions
on the program space in my newspaper
advertising almost equal to that given to
the longer feature picture.
And in the
lobby display you will always find that I

HAMMONS

exist in many quarters.
But the big
steps in advance which have been made recently are putting the Short Feature on a
solid rock foundation as the new season
gets under way because they are showing
clearly that Short Features do offer every
exhibitor a real opportunity to make extra
still

The work of Exhibitors Herald
other big trade publications in repeatedly pointing out to exhibitors the injustice to their own businesses in neglect
of the Short Feature; the increased attention paid to one and two-reel features
recently by newspapers and magazines, and
perhaps a closer study of the attitude of
the public, itself, toward these pictures, are
being reflected in a changed attitude on the
part of many representative showmen and
the result is a fast accumulating mass of
evidence that Short Features will bring in
added business if given half a chance.
In other words, there has been enough
evidence to prove the case for Short Features, and when the case is proven, the
exhibitor who remains blind and deaf to
this appeal has only himself to blame for
the loss of thousands of dollars of additional profit which he might be making.
Without wanting to offer a tiresome array of detailed facts and figures, I would
like to cite the examples of two represendollars.

and

—

give

good comedy

a

practically

half

the

space.
I

“There is only one reason for all this.
have no other consideration of personal

preferences or sentiments. I am interested
only in the results at the box-office. And
you can bet your life that the Short Features have played a big part in building

up the Fuller’s box-office business.”
Earle Hall Payne finds the same conditions as to box-office business at his
Kentucky theatre at Lexington, Ky.

new
Mr.

Payne not only takes advantage of

his
to attract additional patrons, but
he has made the news reel one of the chief
attractions at the Kentucky. There is hardly

comedies

ever

an

exceptionally

news showing

in

important

Kinograms

item of

that fails

to

bring a special banner to the marquee of
the Kentucky theatre, and to bring forth
special

But

newspaper advertising.

is not only the special events that
are used as talking points by Mr. Payne.
He recognizes the news reel as a builder
of steady business day in and day out. So
he recently contracted for a series of display ads in his strongest newspaper, and in
a series of splendid chats with his patrons
pointed out to them the many entertainment features to be found in every issue of
it

—

Kinograms.
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LLOYD

HAMILTON

in

“The

October

3,

1925

Movies,”

Hamilton.

Educational Will Continue
Policy on Accessories for
Exploiting Short Features
It

is

tional

WALTER HIERS
Beat,’"

in

a

scene from “Off His

Christie.

the

established policy

Film Exchanges,

Inc.,

of

Educa-

according to

Mr. E. W. Hammons, its president, to provide for exhibitors the best possible backing with advertising and exploitation helps
to help make Educational Pictures producers of Extra Profit for these Showmen.

BOBBY VERNON

in

a

sc.ne

from “Watch

Out,” Christie.

“And,” adds Mr. Hammons,

will al“it
practice, regardless of the attitude of indifference displayed by so many
exhibitors.”
believe,” said Mr. Hammons, “that
every showman who is on his toes seeking
to take advantage of every opportunity to
build up his box-office receipts should have

ways be our

“We

WALTER HIERS

in “Off His Beat,” Christie.

every assistance from the distributor of
Short Features that it is feasible to supply.
“That’s why we began four years ago
to carry our messages about Educational
Pictures direct to that exhibitor’s patrons
through the columns of the Saturday Evening Post, and why we have kept up this
national advertising consistently ever since.
That is why we have always provided press
sheets with their advertising arid publicity

NEAL BURNS

in

“Soup

to Nuts,” Christie.

helps and exploitation suggestions, in spite
of the fact that in the past the number of
exhibitors who would take advantage of
these helps has been small, indeed, in
proportion to the number who regularly
used the corresponding helps on the longer
features.
“It is very encouraging to see the additional use that is being made of Short
Features accessories and advertising helps
Exihibitors can look to see
this season.
these helps elaborated and improved just
as fast as their own changing attitude toward the one and two-reel pictures makes
it

practical.”

Educational issues a press sheet on each
two-reel comedy subject and on each Spe-

While this press sheet is concise, it
so planned and executed as to provide
synopsis
complete service on the picture.
and cast is followed by program paragraphs, publicity stories for use in newspapers in advance of the showing, newspaper reviews for use after the showing,
suggested “ad” lines and exploitation suggestions.
Cuts and mats include one, two
and three-column ad layouts, star cuts and
publicity cuts. All mats are provided free,
cial.

BILLY

DOOLEY

in

“A

Misfit

Sailor,”

Christie.

is

A

BONNIE BARRETT

in

“Baby

Be Good,”

Juvenile.

and can be had by any exhibitor on request
from his Educational exchange.
To a complete line of accessories. Educational has recently added trailers on a number

of

These

its
series of two-reel comedies.
trailers are available through the

National Screen Service, and are supplied
to all exhibitors using this service when
they report bookings in the new Hamilton

JOHNNY
Tuxedo.

ARTHUR

in

“The

Tourist.”

Comedy, Lupino Lane Comedy, Bobby Vernon Comedy, Walter Hiers Comedy, Jimmie Adams Comedy or Tuxedo Comedy

LIGE CONLEY

series.

maid.

in

“Pleasure Bound,” Mer-

October

3,
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MADELINE

GLENN TRYON,
Roach

LOCK, Sennett

star.

HURstar.

HARRY

RALPH GRAVES,

LANGDON,

Sen-

nett comedian.

Sennett comedian.
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HELEN

CLYDE COOK, Roach

FERGUSON,

comedian.

Patheserial star.

Short Features Must Command
Exploitation by Merit
By

ELMER

R.

PEARSON

and General Manager, Pathe Exchange,

Vice-President

N

stated without fear of contradiction that
our comedy studios are turning out in
two-reel lengths what are truly features
features in
in every sense of that term

a trade journal number dedicated
the present issue of Exhibitors Herald to the cause of adequate advertising and exploitation for the
more
likely
short subject emphasis is
to
fall
on individual cases of proper
presentation than on any general discussion of the subject.
would like, however, to indulge in one generalization because it lies in back of and is vitally connected with this entire campaign in behalf of short subject advertising.
After all, no great amount of advertising effort is put behind any commodity
unless it embodies selling points worthy
a
of
being
exploited.
because
Just
entertainment
happens
bit
of screen
like

—

casts, in direction, in production effects,
in lighting and photography. And with

the added advantage of compressing the
entertainment into briefer length and
thus making possible greater program

We

to

be

more
tured

variety.

What has been said above in reference
to the two-reel comedy output emanating from the Hal Roach and Mack Sennet Studios is equally true of our other
short subject units on the Pathe program.

because of

show that our short subjects
just such requisites.

cussion to

*

*

It is no secret that until a few years
ago the production of short subjects as

a class of screen entertainment was conducted in a rather cheap way. The short
length producer, if he were to survive at
all in the face of feature competition, had
necessarily to limit costs in every department. The cream of the acting, directorial,
and story-writing
professions
gravitated towards the feature field where
both compensation and recognition were
better and quicker. In the past few years
this situation has been almost reversed.
On the Mack Sennett and Hal Roach
lots today, just to cite two examples,
there are names of feature importance in
every department of the studio operations.
In fact, many members of the
stock companies on both these lots have
been recruited directly from the dramatic
and feature fields. Nor is the matter of
quality talent restricted to stars and featured players. Both Mr. Roach and Mr.

ELMER

R.

PEARSON

all,

appeal.

unless advertising of shortthe exhibitor, everyone
not going to adopt it as a per-

subjects

pays

knows he

is

manent policy.
There have been many theatres whose
short-subject advertising has been an
outstanding success, a few of whom have
taken the trouble to tell us and the trade
journals about it. Thus we know we are
not asking the exhibitors to advertise
short subjects for our sake alone but because it will pay them at the box office.
*

*

*

tion, but because we know that inherent
in the short subjects are found the qualities of feature entertainment plus variety
that properly advertised will win increased patronage at the box-office.

vaudeville to recruit established
players for their supporting»casts. Good
stars do better with good supports and
this has been especially manifest in the
comedy output of both these studios.
The same care that has been exercised

ALICE DAY,

in the selection of

comedienne.

applied

entertainment

their

Theatreowners are being urged to increase the space devoted to short subject
attractions in their “ad” copy, poster and
lobby displays and lights, not because of
any partisan bias in behalf of the short
as opposed to the feature-length produc-

and

is

various

Such established short subject product as
the “Aesop’s Film Fables,” “Topics of
the Day,” and our Pathe Review and
Pathe News have become fixed units on
theatre programs throughout the country,
their permanency attesting eloquently to
their pulling power at the box-office.
After

the directorial, camera, and lighting
departments. Many of our short length
comedy directors are receiving higher
salaries than their associates in the feature field.
The cameramen and other
technical experts on the comedy lots are
the equal in experience and craftsmanship to similar groups employed at the
feature studios and include acknowledged
leaders in their professions.
It can be
to

Sennett have combed filmdom and gone
out into the field of the dramatic stage

player talent

in

and production effects found in our recent Pathe serials. Such single-reelers as
the Grantland Rice “Sportlights” and the
“Stereoscopiks” have also won an unusual measure of editorial endorsement

marquee lights than is the greater length
of the more favored feature. The short
subject must embody qualities worthy of
special attention if it is to be given more
intensive advertising by the exhibitor,
and it is the purpose of this present dis-

*

Newspaper reviewers

parts of the country have recently complimented editorially the higher standards of story values, acting, direction,

no
one
or
is
two
reels
being
justification
for
feaits
in
the advertising copy or the

embody

Inc.

Children are the best advertisers

of
that an exhibitor
can have. They carry the message of
enthusiastic satisfaction to their associates and elders as can no herald or adver-

something they

Sennett

CHARLES

CHASE,

Roach comedian.

tising copy.

like

;

:
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Scene from “Shoes,” O.

Henry

Scene

story.

from “Sweet

Marie,”

October

Scene

Imperial.

from “Shoes,” O. Henry

1925

3,

story.

Short Features Replacing Big
Stage Presentations
By FRED

QUIMBY

C.

Short Subject Sales Manager, Fox Film Corp.

T

HE

increasing number of exhibitors
one-reel productions, such
as Fox Varieties, is the first apparent
result to come from the drive by the producers and distributors to perfect co-operation between themselves and the theatreowners to exploit shorts up to their unquestioned value.
Talking about this gratifying demand reminds me of an actual experience my department had with an executive of one of
the biggest motion picture houses in New
York who had been passing up one-reelers
in favor of singing and dancing acts, acrobatic troupes and the like.
This exhibitor, who, by the way, is recognized as a genuine showman, found that
his immediate opposition was getting better
results and pleasing more patrons than he
survey
was, and he sought the cause.
showed him that almost every house but his
own had cut extraneous presentations to a
minimum and were giving more time on

exceptional applause from our patrons at
its finish, but patrons stop and actually ask
attaches when we will run the next of the

booking

series.

“No theatre can afford not to
subjects.”
* * *

Was

ever such praise given short subkind before?. And that
is not the only letter or praise in the Fox
files regarding these sensational features.
Fox Varieties are integral parts of the bills
of any number of big first run houses
throughout the country.
Hardly a day
passes but some exhibitor stops in the midst
of his busy grind and dictates a little note
of appreciation to the Fox company for
these exceptional entertainment films.
ject pictures of this

Scene

from “Sweet Marie,” Imperial.

An

A

their bills to pictures.

*

*

*

He was

not pig-headed. Admitting his
fault to himself, he sought us out and re-

book
were
sympathetic but could not help him. Every
one-reel production so far released by Fox
had been played in one or another of the
theatres in his vicinity and those contemplated were booked so far in advance by

lated his troubles and endeavored to
a number of Fox Varieties.

We

opposition houses that the searching
to be sent away disappointed
and a little surprised that the nice bit of
money he had set aside to buy one-reelers
had to go abegging.
Some of the high class two-reel comedies
that Fox is producing, and which are suitable for the house in question, were offered,
but the showman said he couldn’t spare the
time on his program for a two-reeler. His
refusal to consider the two-reelers, however, was tempered by a request for a
screening of one picture from each series.
This was done. The showman applauded
the Imperial Comedy screened, raved about
the selection from “The Married Life of
Helen and Warren” series, said the O.
Henry shown was the best thing of its
kind and went into ecstasies over the antics
of Earle Foxe, the star of the Van Bibber
comedies. He was all ready to sign on the
dotted line for the entire lot when he
emerged from the projection room, but said
that he would have to consult his board of
the

showman had

book these

directors

change

before

making such

a

radical

in his presentation.

The meeting has been
date and that is how

called for a future
the matter stands
willing to wager that

now, with our gang
“The Big New York Exhibitor” comes
around with his fountain pen all inked up
to sign one of the biggest contracts for
two-reelers ever consummated.
s}j

j}:

For obvious reasons,

j}:

would not be fair
to divulge the name of the showman, a
motion picture exhibitor first, last and all
it

the time, who let his own desire to see
pretty things on the stage run away with
his good judgment as to what pleases a
He
motion picture theatre’s audience.
realizes his mistake and wants to rectify it.
willingness to compromise, even when
one’s pride is at stake, is the first test of
greatness, and this particular showman has
so many wonderful things to his credit that
to condemn and expose his one mistake
would be unjust as well as uncharitable.
An idea of the success of Fox Varieties
in New York can be gleaned from a letter
received by Fox Film Corporation from
Howard W. McCoy, managing director of
B. S. Moss’ Colony Theatre, newest and
most magnificent of Broadway’s motion
uicture palaces. This showman writes
“When short subjects are consistent applause-winners with an audience they become program items to be reckoned with.

A

“We

have used

(Fox

all

your ‘World

We

Live

Varieties) series of single reels
to date, and, not only has every one elicited

in’

idea of the advanced and up-to-date

showmen who book this unit of Fox production may be obtained from the following list of representative exhibitors who
present a Variety subject at every show:
Ascher Bros. Circuit of Chicago and vicinity; Comerford Circuit of Philadelphia and
vicinity; Jensen Von Herberg Circuit, Se-

and

attle

Blumenfeld

Portland;

Circuit,

San Francisco and vicinity; National Theatre Syndicate, San Francisco and vicinity;
O. H. Perrin, Clinton Square Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
N. Yamins, Rialto Theatre,
Fall River, Mass. J. Donohue, Rialto Theatre, Woonsocket, R. I. ; W. A. Calihan,
Regent Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Leitch
& Pryor, National Theatre, Greensboro, N.
C. E. L. Harris, Princess Theatre, Peoria,
111.
W. James, James Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio
A. H. Abrams, Mozart Theatre,
Canton, Ohio W. D. Clark, Faurot O. H.
Theatre, Lima, Ohio; E. Mandelbaum,
Temple Theatre, Toledo, Ohio; Dent-Musselman, Ellany Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Also, W. Horowitz, Jr., Iris & Texan
Theatres, Houston, Texas L. Matt, Strand
Theatre, Flint, Mich.
Butterfield Circuit,
Strand Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich J.
Quinlan, Main St. Theatre, Kansas City,
;

;

;

Mo.
atre,

pia

;

La Crosse Theatre Co., Casino TheLa Crosse, Wis. H. Browning, Olym;

Theatre,

New

Haven, Conn.; B.

S.

Moss, Colony Theatre, N. Y„ N. Y. C. W.
McKee, Heiltng Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
R. Grombacker, Liberty Theatre, Spokane,
Wash. J. H. Whitehurst, Century Theatre,
Baltimore, Md. Mitchell H. Mark, Strand
Theatre, N. Y. Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, Rialto and Rivoli Theatres, N. Y.
;

;

;

;
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PRESENTS

LLOYD HAMILTON
in

“The Movies”

Directed by

WILLIAM QOODRICH

not Educational’s policy to talk about each new comedy in superlatives.
Every exhibitor knows that each new comedy cannot set a world record,
and we believe anyone who makes such claims for each new picture is only
kidding himself. And so when we do use a superlative, IT MEANS SOME-

It is

THING. And you know what it means when we say that Hamilton begins
his new series of six two-reel Hamilton Comedies with the finest work and
the finest picture of his long career in

For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

((^ScUi&aiZcrruz£
^

o

"THE SPICE

(QctuAj&

r\

OFTHE PROGRAM”

“The Movies.”

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc
'Will

H. Hays, President

—
October

There’s

3,
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The Only Way

Profit

—in

to

Get

These Extra Dollars

Short Features.

Is to

Are You Getting Yours?

Your Whole Show.

Advertise

Are You “Throwing In” Amusement

— or Selling It?
“At no time since the advent of the
received the attention

it

is

five-reel picture

has the shorter product

getting today.

“Yet there is more to be done.
remain in certain quarters.

Remnants

of the ancient misapprehensions

EXHIBITORS

“The common practice seems to be to regard the show as made up of items
only up to the point of advertising it.
At this point the unit composition of
the program

is

forgotten and the single item

—

money is

Read what

—the long feature

in

which most

invested is remembered. This puts the theatre in the curious light
merchant selling half a dozen items and advertising but one of them
in other words, a man selling one unit and ‘throwing in’ four or five more
‘for good measure.’

HERALD
says

about

advertising

of a

“Such

sales

methods are long

Short
Features.

since outworn, in other lines as well as in the

theatre business.

“Representation of

would be

all

program units

is vital.

employ Sousa as orchestra leader, then keep his idenwould be ridiculous to own the biggest theatre in the world
and conceal the fact of its size predominance. It would be the height of folly
to run ‘The Ten Commandments’ and advertise nothing but a newsreel.
It is just as ridiculous to run any picture, of any size, style or title, without
letting the public know it is being shown.
“It

foolish to

tity a secret.

It

pay to see one good picture, more than 1,000 people
one and another.

“If 1,000 people will
will

“If

pay

to see that

an exhibitor buys four pictures to sell on a certain day, he wastes threeif he seeks to sell but one of them.

fourths of his investment

“if Short Features are necessary to

complete program

such satisfaction

Features

are.

“If Short

Features are worth rental money, shipping charges, program time,
any kind in any degree they are

is

to be given are entitled to

exhibition expense, theatre consideration of

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

satisfaction, patrons

to whom

worth space

know what

the Short

—

in theatre advertising.”

Inc.

President

A

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
1U
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PRESENTS

‘Wild Beasts
of

Borneo”
Produced by

Mr. and Mrs.

LOU

C.

HUTT

This picture is one of the few good films depicting animal life in the jungle that have
been brought before the eyes of the public.
“Wild Beasts of Borneo” has thrills galore,
holding the attention of the spectator throughExploit this as a “Short” of a difout
Also
ferent type, chock full with thrills.
play up the different animals that inhabit the
jungles, and put on a jungle grass lobby with
a cage and a live animal, a bear for instance,
to attract the youngsters.
Exh. Trade Review
.

The Hutt expedition

was an emi-

nently successful one and its
results should be appreciated

wherever pictures are shown.
There have been other wild animal pictures, but none better arranged or showing the beasts under more intimate conditions.
— M. P. News

.

.

—

“Wild Beasts of Borneo” is one
most thrilling and complete
two-reelers of big game in their

of the

native haunts that has ever been
caught by the camera’s eye
Every inch of the picture should
prove a genuine box-office hit with
every audience in the country.
M. P. World
.

—

Here is a two-reel Special with drawing power equal to the finest long feature,
and offering exploitation possibilities without limit. It will put over any show.
It will make a fine feature for an All Short Subjects Program. It will make
Added Profits for you if booked as a co-feature with a longer subject, such as
a feature comedy. But any way you book it, or any time you show it, you
cannot afford not to advertise and exploit it.

For foreign rights address

FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue,

Member Motion

New York,

N. Y.

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

.

.
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KINOGRAMS
'NEVER CHARGES tfOR

“EXTRA
A

SERVICE”
Kinograms contract has no

Any
It

of

its

promises

friends will

full service

of progress

When

exhibitor

its

strings to

it

tell

you that

its

six years

and during

promise has never been broken

an “extra special” news happening occurs

the exhibitors get the benefit

No

matter

and

extra

how much
trouble

nothing extra

Remember

is

the

extra expense, extra time

KINOGRAMS

is

put

to,

asked of the exhibitor

Roma

disaster,

quake, Kentucky Derby,

Japanese earth-

and the more recent

Shenandoah crash
Each a

special with extra service to the exhibitor

without extra charge

«oo*

KINOGRAMS
The Thews

T^eel Tuilt Like

a ^Newspaper

ED UCATIO NAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
Member, Motion
of America, Inc.

Inc.

Picture Producers and Distributors

Will H. Hays,

President

RAYART

PICTURES

^

LOS ANGELES EXAMINER

'<

Stepping Out,’
Out How Far?
Lively scenes are enacted during'

j
|

.

!

|

the course of the Story When prohlbitlon officers swoop down on a
gay cafe. All sorts of bottles containing t*A_ Wirirt ot.stuff that made
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What is one of the finest acknowlei
ments of her screen talents was bro
to
light
with the announcement j
Dorothy Revier’s starring vehicle*
i

Out ,” opens an engagement
Theater this week with an,
porting cast which answcA
nomens of Ford Sterling ,m.

(r

at

the Ritalto

for the

n

a

t

is

a compliment in
is being sta*
similar pictures at
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Bobby Agnew, Tom
Wales and others.
The fact* that the picture

aid,
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way, was the first di±
of Frank Strayer at the
Studios, which has been titled
the

effort
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Pictures Corp.
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admittedly
—the

can buy
edies

comedies that any exhibitor

best

That’s

!

what these

FOX Com-

are

The most popular

stories of these well

known authors

HENRY
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
MABEL HERBERT URNER
O.

Produced on a lavish
with strong box

comedy

— no

directors.

office

casts

Snappy

—directed

titles,

by the world’s leading

eye catching photography and

slapstick!

Acclaimed by

IT

scale hitherto seen only in superproductions

critics

everywhere as the ultimate in real humor

HAS BECOME THE MARK OF DISTINCTION

Presented

I

1

:

October

3,

E
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meaningEARLE F OX
VAN BIBBER

IMPERIAL

In 8

COMEDIES
20 Releases for the Season

Now

Polite Society

Available:

Comedies

By Richard Harding Davis

“On The Go”

Now

Available

“Sweet Marie”
“Love and Lions”
“A Cloudy Romance”

“The Big Game Hunter
“The Wrestler”

THE MARRIED LIFE
OF HELEN

“The Sky Jumper”

AND WARREN

Directed by Robert P. Kerr
Supervised by George Marshall

Directed by George Marshall

O.

COMEDIES

By Mabel Herbert Urner
8 for the Season

Now

“A

HENRY

8

Gems

Now

Available:

Business

of Fiction

Available:

“Shoes”

Engagement”

and

and

“Transients in

“All Abroad”
Directed by Albert

Ray

Supervised by George Marshall

Arcadia”
Directed by Daniel Keefe
Supervised by George Marshall

1Y THESE LITTLE GIANTS OF THE SCREEN

ILLIAM FOX

Fox Film Corporation,

53

!

The Industry’s Most Varied and Complete

SHORT PRODUCT
PROGRAM
NEW

GUMPS
Imagine

a

comedy

char-

followed and
acter
laughed at by millions of
newspaper readers daily
Here he is, Andy Gump
Sidney Smith’s famous
cartoon character appearing in hundreds of newspapers daily now in the

—

—

movies. Everybody
the

knows

big, new
2-reelers is
and certain of

Gumps! The

series

of

ready

now

12

greater success than the

Samuel Van Ronkel
productions released by
first.

—

Universal.

Here

is the assurance every exhibitor needs that his
every show will be a success.. A sparkling, timely,
laugh-getting release every week in the year.
Wanda
Wiley, Edna Marian, Eddie Gordon, Charley King

and

all

the

favorites, too.

rest

are

fan-favorites

— and

box

office

“International News scores another scoop!"
is the cry that you hear throughout the
year.
No other news reel can compete
with International for speed, exclusive
AT
features
and special
scoops
COST TO YOU. Be assured of
the
throughout
first
all
the
news
getting
year by booking International News now
at your Universal Exchange!

EXTRA

—

—

NO

!

BLUEBIRD

SERIALS

COMEDIES

SONOMo

WILLIAM

BASED 0^ Ml GREAT

OKLAHOMA

ID RUSH

great laugn-getting comeuians wno wui k.
twice as hard and twice as fast as other
comedians because they get all the laughs,
humor and appeal of longer length
comedies into this series of one-reelers.

%tatkV*j

Remember

i

Saogwerty
D
SsaB?^=

ARTHUR B. REEVES
AsIoukUiiu/ 1. CtCCtlVi
Jldventv re Sti rtf

BONOMC
Hut cost

o no an all
'Yhrutei*

71txn/)i>

MUSTANG
WESTERNS
BEN CORBETT

PEE WEE"

HOLMES

program ever released

under one banner” describes “the
Lucky 6”
be g released by Universal for
io?e ^ 6
t?Big box office stars, compelling
titles, and a wide
variety of thrilling
action and daring drama.
Six great
clean-up serials— each 10
episodes
of two reels each.
Now booking'

«

happiness!

rnmcm

mrmKji

serial

for

SIAM

* RADIO

The greatest

— Bluebirds

,

'

,

And here’s
’em cowboy!”
the bunch that can do it! They’re
dare-devils for action. A series
every one
of 52 for the year
2 reels
a complete picture
each. From Universal, of
course.

Ride

Book All

—

^

Your Short Product
jrom,

L

UNIVERSAL

—
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SNAPPY
SHC
—
that

Secure Simoleons
“SHEIKS and SHEBAS”

COMEDIES
OF FLAPPER AMERICANS
(Released Every Other

Week)

Made by McKnigI

If
it

EPISODE SERIAL
BEN WILSON and NEVA GERBER
IN

“THE MYSTERY BOX
Full of Chills, Spills, Thrills,

99

and Tense Suspense

(NOW READY)

*

r

n

EPISODE SUPER-SERIAL
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
NATIONALLY EXPLOITED
44

THE POWER GOD
BEN

99

STARRING
WILSON and NEVA GERBER
(FOR FALL RELEASE)

RELEASED

THROUGH

vrra.
In Territories

N

DAYIS DISTRIBU
j.

218 West 42nd Street

charl:

!

October

3,
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RT SUBJECTS
that

—

Supply Satisfaction
“HEY FELLAS ”

COMEDIES

The Doin’s and
(

If

Disasters of

Young America

Released Every Other

omack Productions,

Week)

26

Inc.

TWO-REEL UNIQUE FEATURETTES

“FRAGMENTS

of

LIFE”

TALES TOLD WITHOUT TITLES
(FOUR NOW READY)
Produced by F. Herrick Herrick

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

“CINEMA STARS”
Intimate Glimpses of Film Favorites

At Home, At Work and At Play
(RELEASED ONE A WEEK)

'EXCHANGES, Inc,
Already

Under Contract

NG

DIVISION,

)AVIS,

II,

President

Inc.

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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Pathe Serial
Policy Based

Upon Surveys
By

OSWALD BROOKS

E.

Patheserial Sales

N

our

Manager

as Patheserial Sales
Manager, we are glad of the opportunity presented to address the great
body of Exhibitors Herald readers on
the matter of the

/

capacity

new regime

in

serials.

comes as

It

Pathe-

a great shock to the
writer, on frequent
field visits to

exhibi-

tors for the purpose

discussing the
of
“greater and better’’
Patheserial
policy,
when we find that
there still are many
first class showmen
who continue to

think of serials along
the lines of those
MILLER,
produced five or six
Patheserial star.
years back. To them
“serials” are anathema. And rightly so, if
they mentally classify such productions as
“The Way of a Man,” “Leather-Stocking,”
“Into the Net,” “Sunken Silver,” “Play

WALTER

“The

FLAME
Fighter”

—

HERBERT RAWLINSON
starred

episode

by Rayart
serial

in

its

thriller,

is

new
“The

Flame Fighter.”

SCENES from the
shown herewith.

serial

are

“FIGHTING THE FLAMES”
was made by Beacon Films for
Rayart.

Ball,”
“Wild West,” and “The Green
Archer” as merely “just serials” and think
of them in the terms of the old “wild and
woolly” hokum-serials of years gone by.
For the last five years and more especially during the past twenty-four months
this organization has been engaged in a
very determined, and wholly successful, attempt to raise the plane of the serial to
feature level.
We long ago decided that
there was no logical reason why the millions of readers of magazine serial stories

—

should not be delighted to see the same
type of story run serially on the screen.
It is common knowledge that all of the
million circulation magazines such as The
Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, Collier’s,

Cosmopolitan, et al, depend mainly upon
dramatic serial stories for the maintenance
of their huge weekly or monthly circulations.

We

compared magazine

circulation

with film distribution. Our line of reasoning was that the average theatre audience
is made up for the most part of the kind
of people who read the popular magazines,
the Sunday supplements, and the newspapers which cater to the masses.
The average theatre program today very
closely approximates the reading public’s
bill of fare.
You give them a screem newspaper in the News, a screen magazine with
the various Review reels, and you give
them fiction stories with the features. Yet
there still appear to be many exhibitors
who have not realized that the one big
and circulation maincirculation-getter
(

Continued, on page 60 )

ALLENE RAY,
serial

star.

Pathe-

JACK

MU

L

HAL

Patheserial star.

L,

;
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Universal in
Campaign for
Biggest Year
X^VARL LAEMMLE,

president of the
Pictures Corporation, has
an ambitious program of
short product for the coming year.
Universal means to take a long lead in the
1925-1926 season.
With the increasing
tendency on the part of exhibitors to give
more attention to their short features, and
especially on the part of small town ex-

y_j Universal
projected

hibitors

to

institute all-short
programs,
to build up the
Universal short subject department, by increased releases and by improved pictures.
This applies to all brands of Univarsal
shorts; the Century Comedies, the Bluebird Comedies, the Adventure Pictures or
serials, the Mustang Pictures (2 reel westerns), the Gumps Comedies, and the International Newsreel.
In planning the
1925-1926 comedies,
Julius and Abe Stern, the officials of the
Century company, took several radical
steps.. They determined to make outstand-

Laemmle has determined

improvements

ing

in

stories,

in

studio

production personnel and in
the quality of the players and supporting
casts.
Another innovation is the distinct
grouping of the season’s output in star
series, the pictures made by each star, such
as Wanda Wiley, Edna Marian and the
others to be considered as a separate brand
of pictures.
The star series plan is expected to be of great advantage to exhibitors, by reason of the fact that the Century
stars have individual box office values in
in

facilities,

“Buster

.

different theatres.
third Century innovation is the acquisition of the screen rights for a novelty
series of two-reel comedies.
This is the

A

Brown Comedy

Buster

from

the

celebrated

being made
newspaper cartoon
series,

comic of the noted artist, R. F. Outcault.
The Century Company is making these pictures as straight comedies, not as animated
cartoons.
Universal's

ventions.

The Universal schedule for 1925-1926 includes six Adventure Pictures, made with
popular stars and directed by men of topnotch rating in the serial production field.
For sales purposes, the pictures are known
as The Lucky Six.
In the order of their
release they are “Perils of the Wild,” made
with
Jack
Mower, Joe Bonomo and
Margaret Quimby, now being released
“Ihe Ace of Spades?” starring William
Desmond, to be released October 19th
“The Scarlet Streak,” starring Jack
Daugherty, for release beginning December 21st; “The Winking Idol,” with William Desmond, for release February 22nd
“The Radio Detective,” due for release
;

April 28th and “Strings of Steel,” for Line
28th, 1926.

new Gumps, Universal has an
comedy series for the 1925-1926

A

market.

series of twelve of these twoprojected, to be released, one picmonth. Joe Murphy plays the leading role. Fay Tincher is seen as Min.

reelers
ture a

is

Three
to

stars are devoting their attention
Bluebird Comedies.
They are Charles

Puffy,

Arthur Lake and Neely Edwards.
is the famous fat-man come-

Charles Puffy
(

Continued on page 60 )

Comedies
CENTURY

will

distribute

12

“Buster Brown” comedies
through Universal during the
1925-26 season. Scenes from the
first

of these are

shown

here-

with.

ARTHUR TRIMBLE

is seen as
Buster, Doreen Turner is Mary
Jane, and Pete is Tige’s real

name.

adventure pictures are tenchapter serials, and are being made this
year as the result of a new policy in serial
production. This policy is based on selecting stories and subject matter for serials
which will admit of national tie-ups and
exploitation.
They are based on American
history, famous books, or interesting in-

In the
excellent

BROWN”

CHARLES LAMONT,
veteran,

Brown

is

Century

directing the Buster

series.
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( Continued,

Feature products designed to

in

(

Continued from page 58 )

tainer, the serial, is

most surely worthy of

very serious consideration.

view we plunged inno half-hearted way.
The current work of such famous authors
as Emerson Hough, Albert Payson Terhune,
Earl Derr Biggers, Mary Hastings, Bradley,
Police Commissioner Richard E. Enright,
John J. McGraw, Theodore Burrell, etc.,
were acquired for Patheserial scenarios.
We gradually felt our way upward with
regard to using well-known feature stars
for leads in Patheserials, and our casts have
already included such well-known players
as Jack Mulhall, Jonnie Walker, Walter
Miller,
Enda Murphy, Burr McIntosh,
Helen Ferguson, Allene Ray, Virginia Warwick, Frank Lackteen, J. Barney Sherry,
and others.
Production and direction have received
equal treatment. In other words, our producers and directors have been instructed
to handle Patheserials in accordance with
the feature quality of the stories and casts.
This has resulted in Patheserials being
transformed into veritable features in ten
weekly chapters, and the results to date
have been overwhelmingly gratifying.

With those aims in
to the proposition in

a

scene

production.

“Snapshots”
Jack Cohn’s

Fan ” Reels
T

Neva

Pathe Serial Policy
Built Upon Surveys

and FORD STERLING
from “Steppin" Out,” Columbia

DOROTHY REVIER

Ben Wilson and

Gerber, pioneer serial players, are
featured in both of these. “Cinema Stars”
is the title of Davis screen personalities
reel, 52 of which are issued.

from page 59 )

brought over to this country from
Europe by Carl Laemmle.
Universal’s Mustang Pictures, the tworeel western brand, remains as one of the
Unioutstanding short product releases.
versal long has featured these two-reelers.
Such western stars as Harry Carey, Hoot
Gibson, William Desmond, Art Acord and
dian

meet the varied requirements of theatre program builders is offered by
Davis Distributing Division in its comprehensive schedule. It is the aim of this con-

and “The Power God.”

1925

Universal Campaigns
For Bigger Year

Davis Offers
Products for
All Purposes
cern to serve the exhibitor with short pictures suitable for every purpose.
“Flapperism,” as applied to the younger
generation of the present day, is the theme
of the Davis series of 26 “Sheiks and
Shebas” comedies available to bookers.
These are straight-away comedies, done
with dash and go.
Of special interest on the Davis schedule
is the series of six “Fragments of Life,”
which are referred to as “tales without
titles.”
These are unique factors in the
Short Features market.
In the serial field Davis is represented
by two chapter plays, “The Mystery Box”

3,

Another scene from Columbia’s “Steppin’ Out.”

Scene from “Steppin’ Out,” Columbia production.

HORT

October

was Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columamazing growth of the fan magazines

bia Pictures, who, watching the

some years ago, conceived the idea of
using this form of interest in the personalities of screen figures on the screen
The experiment became an immeitself.
diate success, because, unlike any other
novelty, the popularity and the interest it
arouses are assured by the very nature of
the film.
The point is continually stressed that the
public is being taken behind the scenes of
There isn’t a fan in existence
filmland.
who isn’t interested in the thousand people
that move across the magazines and newspapers of the country in headlines every
day.

“We

are impartial,” said Mr. Cohn, “and
so producers help us in every way to bring
their stars and activities to Screen Snapshots.” Mr. Cohn adds that no other form
of film entertainment can hope to approach

the enormous popularization Screen Snapshots receives every day in thousands of
periodicals.
Suppose for instance Mr. Fan
reads that Valentino and and his wife have
Almost immediately with this
separated.
news fact Screen Snapshots shows him the
great sheik at the station with his wife.
Screen Snapshots cover the studios thoroughly, together with the homes of the
most colorful personalities of filmdom, at
work and at play. Every exhibitor who

runs Screen Snapshots has come to realize
that it is a feature attraction to most of his
patrons.

other favorites of the saddle got their start
in Universal westerns.
These two-reelers are being produced so
that they can bear the brunt of a short
product program in any theatre, or can
Universal rebolster up a weak feature.
ports that hundreds of theatres throughout
the country are using Mustang pictures as
features, along with comedies and a serial.
One of the special series to be put out
in the Mustang release schedule this year
is
a succession of pictures made from
W. C. Tuttle’s famous Magpie stories of
Ben Corbett and Petey
magazine fame.
Holmes are featured in this series.
Universal Short Product also will contain an improved series of International
Newsreel releases, twice a week. Edgar
B. Hatrick, general manager of the InCorporation,
anNewsreel
ternational
nounces that the International Newsreel
not only will be of even better quality
during the coming months, but also that
additional facilities have been perfected.

Anna Sessions Sails
to Enter Foreign Post
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

22.— Mrs Anna H.

Sessions sailed September 19 to enter her
work as assistant to J. A. Koerpel, European director general of First National Pictures. She
will have charge of
general sales and
promotion work in-

cidental

to

the

booking of pictures
through a large
territory.

She has been for
a

number of years

engaged

work but

in

film

this

is

venture into the foreign field
Mrs. Anna H. Sessions
and One of the
first few such assignments for a woman in the film industry.
She was several years manager and later
district manager for the Producers Distributing Corporation.

her

first

October

3,
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HOUSE ORGANS SOAR IN NUMBER
100

Theatre Publications Submitted for
neighborhood house with

for a

“Patrons Are Eating
Up,” Say Showmen

It

of

New Ad Medium

of competition

100 house organs were

submitted to Exhibitors Herald
during the week beginning September 14 for the purpose in most cases
of obtaining criticism or recommendation. Some were elaborate folders
having as high as sixty pages, such
as those printed by Fred S. Meyer,
Hamilton, Ohio. Others were modestly printed on a four page leaflet.
Few were poorly conceived.

The number

of

house organs sub-

mitted has been mounting gradually.
Two years ago the number was so
low that the appearance of one during a week provoked comment.
Such phrases as that of Forrest E.
Judd, Kansas City, Mo., are more
or less typical of the letters which
accompany them: “We use quite a
bit of ‘Herald’ copy and find it very
helpful.

Our

circulation

is

now

lots

we

consider that a
pretty
good showing.”
Judd’s
“Prospect Moviegram” appears on
another page.
Its composition is
evidence of apprehensive and inplanning.

telligent

More than

Comment During Week

success

Its

for his patrons.
He has begun to make
use of the appeal by printing that which
is easily within his reach and offering it
to his patrons free. His patrons, according to his reports, are literally “eating
up.”

is

evidence of the value resulting from

Practical Advertising

house organ distribution.
E. E. Bair, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has
contributed a house organ which shows
an unusual exploitation angle used. It is
the photograph of two Metro-GoldwynMayer players snapped while reading
“their” copy of the Falls Theatre
his

The play

house organ.

Ramon Novarro
One exhibitor

is

News,

made upon

film star.

asks his patron-readers
to sign an application which requests that
the house organ be delivered to him

each issue. Another passes out the papers
freely each issue. Another puts a charge
of one and one half cents per copy on
the house organs. But in all cases so far
disclosed the house organs are made to
pay for themselves by the sale of advertising space.

While

undesirable from the standpoint of exploiting the theatre to charge
it

is

for each copy distributed it is an aid to
the sale of advertising space as merchants sometimes prefer to advertise in
papers having subscription prices.

about 1,500 (the second issue) and

*

An

*

it

Suggestions Offered
by “Herald”

in Series

A

series of advertising suggestions will
in the next issue of

be

EXHIBITORS

begun

HERALD

which will be undertaken with

the purpose of aiding exhibitors who write
their own advertising copy and make their

own layouts.
The ads which

will be contained in the
be selected according to their
value with regard to economy, simplicity
and attractiveness. In many cases they will
be ads which have been used successfully
by practical showmen in cities throughout
the country.
Others will be designed by
series

will

EXHIBITORS HERALD
co-operating with

the

advertising

men

Theatre department.

Combinations of good portions of several
ads often show how a remarkable display
could have been obtained rather than that
which was obtained.

*

almost universal characteristic of a

good showman

is

versatility!

Showmen

an aeon have evidenced versatility
by their methods of attracting the masses
for

to their offerings.

With house organ
new method of

tually
to the

publication a virattracting patrons

theatre has sprung into wide
Enterprising
showmen have
usage.
learned by practical experience that their
product differs from the product of the
butcher, the baker and the candlestick
maker to such an extent that patrons of
the theatre are in most cases willing and
eager to read page after page of its
product. That product is related to the
lives, whims, cares and idiosyncracies of
the players; and to the plays that they
will see at the theatre.

Magazines have been established to
commercialize on that popular demand.
They have succeeded because people are
willing to pay to read snatches from the
This display was arranged by C. C.
Theuerkauf, Cameo, San Francisco,
Cal., for the

Pro-Dis-Co picture.

Manager

lives of theatrical folk.

So the theatre owner has learned

that

that kind of a publication has an appeal

C. C.

Theuerkauf, Cameo thea-

Cal, was responsible for this display for the Fox film.
tre,

San Francisco,

)
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House Organ
Exchange
BAIR,

E. E., Falls thtatrs, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
A. R., Olympia thsatrt, Cleveland,

BENDER,
Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

theatre.

New

Haven, Conn.

HUBERT,

E.

Metropolitan
Va.

H.,

Morgantown, W.
BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando

theatre,

Enterprises,

Orlando, Fla.

DALEY, THOMAS

Schine Amusement Co.,

S.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House,

City

McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS,

E.

ford,

Photo Phone

L.,

Gra-

theatre,

Tex.

GARDNER, HUGH

Orpheum, Neosho,

T.,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

Strand theatre, Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbault,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

Circle

Port-

theatre,

land, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

theatre,

De-

•

O.

fiance,

Valentine

JUDD, FORREST

Prospect, Kansas City,

E.,

Mo.

KOBLEN,
LI'IT'LE,
S. C.

M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
T. L., Majestie theatre, Camden,

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

Texas theatre, Killeen,

D.,

Tex.

MEREDITH,

E.

Virginia

E.,

theatre,

Box

1190, Fairmont, W. Va.
F., 56th Street theatre, Phila-

MOCK, CARL

delphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR

Marion

A.,

Theatre

News,

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum theatre, ScotteNeb.

bluff,

Above

display of ads used during the weeks beginning September 13 and September 20 by Chicago houses. The four ads in the top row are remarkable in
their unusual design.
is a

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

HOWARD

PIERCE,

HERALD

Moviegram,
Mr. Judd’s Paper

in Prospect

on Another Page
I am enclosing a few ads, one in particular is something different and might
appeal to other showmen as it is, I believe, a new idea to get them in with
and it sure did help a-plenty. I refer to
the Free Gasoline.

Yours

truly,

ELWYN

M. SIMONS,

Fitzpatrick
Chicago,

& McElroy,
111.

NOTE: A

contribution of Mr. Simons’ appears
on one of the black zinc pages but it was impossible to reproduce the ad referring to the “Free
Gasoline’’ because of Post Office restrictions.

Wallace Creates a Lot
of Talk With Stunt

Copy Appears

Believing you to be interested especially
in house organs, I am mailing you a copy
of our new publication, Prospect Moviegram.
use quite a bit of Herald copy

We

very helpful. Our circulation
is now about 1,500 (the second issue) and
for a neighborhood house with lots of com-

and

find

Ent., Detroit, Mich.

consider

that

a

pretty

good

Yours truly,
H. J. WALLACE,
Lincoln Square Theatre,
Decatur,

NOTE:

111.

Because the rules of the Post Office

limit publications in printing details of contests
of this kind it will be impossible to reproduce Mr.
Wallace’s other contribution of this week.

theatre,

Oakland, Cal.
Condon,

Liberty theatre,

H.,

EDWIN

RIVERS,

South Main
Los Angeles, Cal.

1718

B.,

Street, Royal Theatre,

SCHWIE,

F.

F.,

E.

A.,

Duluth

Duluth,

theatre,

Minn.

SNYDER,

Champaign,

SOLOMON,

Rialto-Virginia

theatres.

III.

Strand theatre, McComb,

H.,

Miss.

SORG,

theatre.

Jefferson

H.,

J.

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro

Fort

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.
J. H., The
Dalles, Ore.

STILES,

The

WEINBERG,

Dalles

Amusement

New and

I.,

Lyric

Co.,

theatres,

Lexington, Va.

WESKIL,

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.
Ohio theatre, Cleveland,

A.,

Ohio.

showing.

Kindly enter us in your House Organ
Exchange^ and we shall be glad to exchange

Yours

Inc.,

134 Leavenworth

Forrest E. Judd,
Asst. Mgr., Prospect Theatre,

Coast Theatres,

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.
KENNETH V., Penn-State
Co., Uniontown, Pa.

S.,

Amusement

truly,

Kansas

WHITBECK, FRANK, West

WOODWARD,

with the other boys.

Entry of name in above list signifies
willingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

Mo.

City,

(Name )

for Circus Film
Enclosed find a puzzle card which was
used in conjunction with “Sally of the
Sawdust.” It created a lot of talk and
only 18 correct answers were received.
The answer is: turn upside down, three
sixes and three ones. This stunt can be
used with any feature. Trusting it will
be of value to readers of the Herald,
I am.

E.

Ore.

it

we

petition

Kunsky Theatrical

O.,

POPE, CLEM, T & D

RANDALL,

Simons’ Ad for Zane Grey
Story Is Reproduced

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

—

(Theatre)

_
-

(City)

--

Variety in Program at
Capitol (Chicago)
(Week
Leo Terry

beginning

September

14)

Capitol-Wurlitzer Organ.
Capitol Theatre World Events.
Excerpts from “Faust''*
Scene, Prison Cell
of Marguerite
with Hazel Eden William
Mitchell
Herbert Gould Margaret Ball
Melba Cortes and Jean Moebius.
“Circus Days,” Capitol Grand Orchestra,
Albert E. Short Conductor.
Prologue to “Sally of the Sawdust— “CirInternational
Quartette;
cus
D ay 8
“Visions of the Circus Arena;” “I've
Found My Sweetheart Sally,” International Quartette.
“Sally of the Sawdust,” United Artists.
Comedy Cartoon.
at

World

to

Get “Inkwells”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

,

,

,

,

,

NEW YORK,
tation

is

—

World represenSept. 22.
assured the “Out-of-the-Inkwell”

series, creations of Max Fleischer, through
negotiations between Edwin Miles Fadman,
president of Red Seal Pictures Corporation,
and Arthur Loew, vice-president of MetroGoldwyn Mayer. Red Seal operates its
own exchanges in this country. Pathe con-

trols distribution in

Great Britain.

October

Bair

3,
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Makes Suggestion

for Organists’ Idea

Exchange Column
I am enclosing copies of the latest issue
of Falls Theatre News; also one print of
Mr. Novarro reading same, in case you
would care to publish it.
I

Late

Frosh
Screen
Note*

Film

News

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

have a suggestion for a new depart-

A

ment. It is this:
column for organists
or an organists’ exchange whereby musicians can exchange views, suggestions for
novelty overtures, etc. Miss Vining of the
Granada theatre, San Francisco, Cal., has
some excellent ideas. Her writings prompt
this suggestion, especially so since novelty
overtures or orgologues are so much in
vogue. Shimon and Les Hoadley have al-

most started something along
Truly yours,

this line.

E. E. Bair,

Cuyahoga

Falls, Ohio.

Says; but He Will
Continue It

Under separate cover I am forwarding
number of issues of Harper Theatre

Topics, which

have used as a house organ at this theatre. While I have discontinued' its use during the summer months,
it is my intention to resume its publication
shortly.
It is costly, without outside advertising, and I shall probably cut down
on its size a little.

My

I

printer hasn’t

made

the best job out

and I am merely sending
them to you for your criticism and any
comments or suggestions you have to offer.
Think I can show you a wonderful improvement in the next ones.
Yours very truly,
N. D. Thompson,
of

it,

tion,

is

like eating, sleeping

pretending.

It

is

and

the

A

are

Land

of

it

Make

game.

as a

though,

Mgr., Harper Theatre,
Detroit, Mich.

— Los
An

It

Awoke

All

We

the

may curb
them but we must

for Others
The enclosed tieup with one of our leading papers has given me added publicity
and it may be of the same use to my brother
exhibitors.
I get a box on the front page
daily with the enclosed on Sunday. After
two weeks, I have paid out $11.00, which
is not a bad investment for two weeks’
publicity.
I find many a useful idea from
your columns and I feel a fair exchange is
no robbery.
Yours very truly,
Tames F. Powers,
Mgr., Bijou Theatre,

New

American

Universities

Announcement has been made that
Pathe will make colored motion pictures of
student activities and campus scenes of six
leading American universities, including
Northwestern, Leland

Stanford, Pennsylvania, Yale, Harvard and Princeton.

Charles

Chapman, head cameraman of

the

that

fact

his

he

is

taking the

air.

meant.
*

*

*

That feller Kemal, who
was elected president of Turkey through machine gun
politics, has been granted a
divorce from his wife. There
is one woman who will not
walk a mile for a Kemal.

impossible for everyone to be
is created a vent for

our acting instinct in the Theatre. There we
forget our own existence and at once substitute
ourselves into the characters that are being

*

One

portrayed.

*

*
a

minister,

visitor

out of town, charges
that he witnessed two holdups in Chicago. A local clergyman takes issue with him,

from

All for
of

men

You

claiming that he has been in
Chicago for 17 years and
never witnessed a holdup.

larger than a baron of old

could muster; more wealth than his castle, his
land holdings, his raiment and his jewels represented more magnificence than the court poet
imagined when his muse was kindest more fun
making than the court jester with his poor cap
and bells could contrive more physical beauty
than they who lived in a more rugged age ever
knew— more than all these are organized for
the creation of the pictures you see each week

Maybe

would get
would be learned
that the first minister had in
mind some of our Chicago
the two

if

together

;

it

cabarets.
*

*

*

;

in

Bobby Jones of Atlanis going to remain a
pure amateur golfer. So
are we, but not for the

ta

your theatre!

same reason.

is a page of house organ copy designed for the use of exhibitors who mainhouse organ distribution. Permission is granted to exhibitors to use at will.
charge is made.

Above
tain

No

the Chicago Pathe office, is to have charge
of the work at Northwestern. He is planning a series of pictures he will make
after the season’s activities at the school
begin.

Haven, Conn.

Pathe to Film Campus
Scenes in Color at Six

quite

we hear about now is
Perhaps Moor
Moor.

Riffs is

a professional actor there

An army

talent

What’s become of that Riff
the French were fighting?

never destroy them.
is

with

to

And now

responsible for our instincts. Whatmay be our instincts are more than

it

be-

Was the part of his frame
That won in the game,

is

Because

week

hair

So drama becomes not a culture to be acquired but one with which all are born.
Some call it Providence, others call it Evolu-

them or we may develop

comedies

reel
this

rare

but a slight change to the dramatization of
The acting instinct is deep within
them. It is deep within you.

ever it
usually beneficial to mankind.

leading

Angeles gossip.

actor

story.

tion that

two

in

released

man

young

down

held

cause he had too much scalp
and too little hair to cover it.

;

Powers Sends Advertising
Suggestion Along

who

was

Believe that children begin early to dream of.
like stories of the Land of Make
Believe but they like to play

CERTAIN

roles

self preserva-

They not only

a

Thompson’s Paper Costly,

a

endowed,

By George!

is

Falls Theatre,

He

In the Land of Make Believe
One of the instincts with which people

World” in Parisian
House 11 Weeks

“Lost

Accompanying a visiting card of
Reginald Ford of the Cameo theatre, Paris, with his compliments
was a notice dated September,
1925, which told of “The Lost
World” being in its eleventh week
at the Cameo. It has played 385
performances.

Stanley

May Buy Four

BALTIMORE, MD,
has

it

America

is

Sept.

22.— Report

Stanley Company of
negotiating for the four local

that

the

theatres owned by the Whitehurst interests.
It is also reported that the Stanley Company has options on two sites here on
which it will build if it does not acquire
the Whitehurst houses.

Doug.,

NEW

Mary Have N.

YORK. — Mary

Y. Office

Pickfordl and Douglas
Fairbanks are the first motion picture stars to
establish an editorial service bureau in New York
City.
Arthur Zellner has been placed in charge
of the office.

Bowes Honors Children
NEW YORK. — Several hundred children and
women were guests of Major Edward Bowes, managing director of the Capitol, at matinee performance of “A Slave of Fashion,” Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer production.
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HOUSE ORGANS OF ENTERPRISING SHOWMEN:

1. Front cover of the house organ of Eastman
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
2. Prospect Moviegram printed by Prospect theatre, Kansas City, Mo., under
management of A. F. Gibbons. Forrest Judd, who edits the paper, has used Herald copy extensively in
exhibit 2 and 6, including “The Theatre Is Your Friend” and “August Weis Just a Beginner.” In the “Laugh
a Little” column, Herald copy from “By George” has been used to advantage. 3. Leroy Link, Leroy the-

atre, Pawtucket, R. I.
4. Editorial page of Fred S. Meyers’ Palace theatre house organ.
5. Fort-O-Grafs
printed by Ft. Armstrong theatre, Rock Island, 111., also uses much Herald copy. 6. Another copy of Prospect Moviegram edited by Mr. Judd.
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Devoted

PAID

Plays and Their Presentation

to

—

>nth Brings “Find Your
Member Anniversctv.
[an,” “The Unholy TRn/,” “Scarlet West,” “Lucky
)evil” and Tom Mix’s “Rainbow Trail” To The Falls
New York’
LaRoque, Dorothy Gish, Torrence
Hackathorne Featured.

Big Cast In “Night Life Of

New

Paramount
“Are Parents B

OUR B1RTHDA

During^

rtR E JUST A TEAR OLD

/(OW-

,

In l*i

^

^KHVICK

The
„

Critical
X-ray

'cxr:

!kBATS

..

IUQUETS
The

/

’

Falls

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE DOING TO GET

BUSINESS: Left to right, top row—Outline ad at the
Caldwell, a Fitzpatrick-McElroy house, Windsorgram, 100,000 of which were printed and distributed by the
Lubliner
Trinz company, Chicago. Second row
Ad contributed by Sid Bergh, Omaha, Neb., and ad
contributed by Mark Strand, Brooklyn. Third row
column by J. J. Sullivan, Jr., in a Pawtucket, R. I.,
paper, giving publicity to the Leroy there. Ad contributed by Plaza theatre, Waterloo, la., under the direction of Alexander Frank.
Bottom row Newspaper space devoted to Leroy theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., in
its effort to raise funds for Mackinac sufferers.
Harper theatre house organ contributed by N. D. Thompson, Chicago. Background is The Falls Theatre News in full newspaper size carrying news of the community
and of the theatre, printed by E. E. Bair, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
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OLIVER SLOCUM,
world’s oldest railroad man,
posed with the military at
Fox’s “Iron Horse” opening Toledo, O.
-

,

LEFT:

RAMON

VARRO,
Mayer

NO-

Metro-Goldwyn-

star,

reads the Falls

Theatre News, according to
this picture.

RIGHT:
wheel

ROULETTE

used

“The Wheel,”

for exploiting
for Fox at the

Aster, Minneapolis, Minn.

CAMERAS WERE AIDED BY BRIGHT CALCIUM
at the

Temple

“Iron Horse.”

theatre, Toledo, O., just after doors

lights for snapping this picture which was taken
for special invitational showing of Fox’s

were closed

October

3,
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DON NICHOLS EXPLOITED
“The
Durham,

the First National picture

Talker” this way for his
N. C., Paris theatre.

LOBBY DONE

“THE CHARMER” WAS

by George

Manager of the Star theatre,
Menard, Tex., writes that with the Universal film
“The Great Circus Mystery” he had good results.
The reason was his special campaign.

ex-

by Don Nichols with a
cutout for the Paris theatre, Durham, N. C. It is a Paramount film.

Findley, Saenger theatres,
Shreveport, La.
The film
was one of First National’s.

HENRY REEVE,

67

ploited

WHEN

THE STAR theatre, Menard, Tex.,
.showed the Universal film “The Great Circus
Mystery,” Henry Reeve ran an ad campaign which
achieved good results.

Sally
OF THE _
—.
Sawdust

i

“THE

PHANTOM”

CAKE

carved out of vegetables by the
chef of a Broadway restaurant
for the Universal film.

FRANK L. NEWMAN,
theatres,

Metropolitan, Million Dollar and Rialto
Griffith’s “Sally

Los Angeles houses, circused D. W.

of the Sawdust,” United Artists picture, when it was shown at
the Rialto. The theatre was arranged like a circus tent.
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f James Crux*

v

i'cw niada

BOX OFFICE RECORDS
said to have been broken

are

when

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer’s
“Never the Twain” was at the
Metropolitan, Brooklyn.

LEFT: GEORGE CRUZEN,
Palace, Lockport, New York,
made
mount

feature of the Paracloth banner with a
special frame for “The Beggar
a

on Horseback.”

USHERS OF LIBERTY

theatre, Seattle, Wash., attired in costumes of the period standing before miniaThe picture has been
ture locomotive used as a lobby display for the Fox feature, “The Iron Horse.”
shown in many key cities now, all of which have made extensive efforts to exploit it with trains, posters and
library tieups. Several railroad companies have aided in the exploitation.
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Picture

on

s

department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.— EDITOR’S NOTE.

THIS

a service

—

Edmund
is the star of this.
not a very good leading man for
Julia Faye is another principal and

Leatrice Joy

Burns
her.

is

usual.
Robert Edeson is a
“Paid In Full” villain and does his
The
in
the accustomed manner.

than

better

sort of
stuff

others are

and the
Into

all right.

it

they have about money.

difficulties

are

worked

party, the dresses

know

who marry

a story about a couple

It’s

the usual lavish DeMille

and

You would

all that.

you not
am, as stated above, unqualified to
comment upon it with my customary certainty as if anybody cared.
told.

it

for

picture

his

were

I

—

EATRICE JOY

is the star of “Hell’s HighCorporation
Producers Distributing
road,”
production shown during the week of September
Orchestra
Hall.
13 at

T

“ HELL’S HIGHROAD
PAVED WITH MONEY

I HAD

If
Felix, the Cat, is back again.
he has not been away, he has been
absent at least from the first-run
screens in the loop, whereupon I see

High-

most of
Chicago

luck

with

picture-gazing,

to

attempt

case of that kind whether

What
nor do
in

decision

I will

in

a

or no.

Miss Tinee said I do not know,
know Mr. Hodges’ claims
though doubtlessly I shall have

all

I

as yet

detail,

them

“Hell’s

first

writing

in

for

inclusion

my

He was

pictures.

last

week

Whether he

is

merely seems so because I have not
seen him for a long time I cannot
It is not important, for he alsay.
ways was good enough. He is the
same old Felix, at any rate, giving
his customarily adroit performance.
“Busting into Business” was the
only comedy on the Chicago bill last
week. One of Paul Terry’s “Aesop’s
Fables” was the only comedy at McVickers. The Chicago and McVickers are the principal downtown theatres.
If you like to read significances into facts, go ahead. T. O.

in

starring vehicle.

To my way

is_.a

of thinking

it

good

is

not

Mr. DeMille’s best, but it is not his worst
by a great margin. I should class it along
with “Triumph,” if classifications of this
sort were at all practicable. They are not,
of course.

OF AN ACTOR
the

works

“He’s a Prince,” referred to as his

first

wish they’d quit referring to his pictures that way.)
He’s a
prince of an actor, as you know, and in
this he has a lot of fun with the popular
heir to the British throne, purely by mental
association on the part of the observer.
It’s comedy, of course, with just a few
isolated moments of heavier stuff wherein
Mr. Griffith demonstrates that he has in
common with Chaplin, Lloyd and the
others the ability to appear pathetic for
brief
in

stretches.

(I

Mary

these moments,

is

Brian,

his

partner

better than in other

It

they spoil the film for

packed

is

tightly

with

gags, stunts, jests, witticisms, all the stuff

which Griffith deals so deftly. To dethem is to ruin them for you. To
ruin one of Mr. Griffith’s surprises is crim-

in

scribe

inal.

“PRETTY LADIES”

P RETTY

Ladies”

is

it,

;

the

seems.

and were

droves of them, but it has a
It is a very good

more

It
I

it,

think of

to write of

the better

it

I

it

I

sa.w

it,

next week, this

would say much more
Not many pictures

undoubtedly.

“grow on me”

Monta

I

three days since

is

process continuing,

about

has pretty

It

story also.

little

picture

than the

better

sounds, at least to me.

nice

IS

BETTER THAN TITLE

JL

it

is

lest

friends.

ladies in

Mr. DeMille. She is, you may remember,
the person who commented upon “Moses
and the Ten Commandments” as “Better
than ‘The Ten Commandments,’ ” thereby
getting herself quoted in 24-sheets and

Highroad”

their

full of the sort of actioru

is

intentioned people do not write

or talk about,

title

the lady does not care a great deal about

such.

feature

that well

—

“HE’S A PRINCE”

moves about

Miss Brian should remain stationary
as much as possible.
She looks great but
walks terribly.
less.

SERVICE.

J^.AYMOND GRIFFITH

picture.

or

better

this

in

the

The

really

But I lean to the belief that the gentleman is more nearly correct than the lady.
Perhaps this is partially due to a firmly grounded belief that

rate, “Hell’s

at the

“Busting into

in

make

pictures, possibly because she

Business.”

week’s contributions.

At any

Zasu Pitts and Lilyan Tashman
entangled trio in "Pretty Ladies,”
which played at the Chicago theatre, in the week
beginning September 13.
^

Back Again

bad break came when
Mae Tinee, The Chicago Tribune’s trick reviewer, printed a knock against the picture
in such loud-mouthed type that I, who
never read her stuff, couldn’t miss the
headline.
The second bad break came
when Douglas Hodges broke Herald office
procedure in his enthusiasm after seeing
the picture, pronouncing it, “Great.”
I remain human enough, despite my years of

hard

The

road.”

n^OM MOORE,

Felix, the Cat,

Bell

like that.

one

is

touted directors

of

the

who seems

serve the touting.

to

few much-

me

to

de-

In this picture he has

done a few things that have not been done
my knowledge without disaster.
He lays his story aside every now and
then to give you long, beautiful Techni-

before to

color views of a synthetic Ziegfeld Follies

resume his
There appears to be nothing
complex about the mechanics employed in

which

he, in turn, lays aside to

narrative.

I;

:

:
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He

laughed right out

in

meeting.
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But

he had a formidable rival in the seat just

A man

in front of him.

with a thick neck,
Said neck grew redder

furrowed kind.

the

and redder as “The Freshman” progressed
the climax

until at

could have

on

were

it,

—the

game

football

—

a cigarette or fried an egg

lit

either

smoking or eating per-

mitted in the theatre.

My
Me?
a

LYON
^T^EN
scene from

is the handsome toreador in this
“The Pace That Thrills ,” by First
National, seen during the week of September 13
at the State-Lake theatre.

these

operations,

but

there

must

be,

for

they function perfectly.

and Tom Moore are the chief
Miss Pitts practically starring
and doing that thing even more competently than I always have felt that she
could.
Hers is pure artistry here, proved
by the fact that it seems not the least bit
like it.
Mr. Moore is no less good and is
mentioned secondarily because announcements of his ability become monotonous.
There are many others who help out deftly
here and there, including the much-mentioned Lilyan Tashman whom I have not
seen before and am moved by the muchmentioning to wonder what else she has

ZaSu

shop?

I

Follies

stretches

are

impersonating

persons

various

beautifully

Will Rogers, Gallagher and Shean, Eddie
Cantor, etc., and Ann Pennington imper-

Ann

sonating

Pennington,

doubtless

be-

cause nobody else under the wide heavens

can do that

There

is

little

thing and get

just one

away with

Ann.

The story’s about a plain girl and a trap
drummer whose simple romance contains
more drama and heart interest than the
affairs of a whole Ziegfeld Follies company.
(The name Ziegfeld is not used in

H

AVING

seems
than

to
I

spoken my little piece, which
have consumed much more space

anticipated,

I

will

now

paper.

What

they say of various pictures

they’ve seen follows

AST

more.
First of all I moved away from the
young man on my right because he clapped
his hands too loudly.
I took a seat between an elderly man and a woman of

middle age.

The man applauded modestly

for the most part, but vigorously on occa-

The woman “Ohed” and “Ahed”
In front of me was a young
woman with a child. At one point, when
sion.

CLIFFORD JR., AND SR.,
GO TO SEE “FRESHMAN”
,

(jJEORGE CLIFFORD,

SR.,

their

like

report of the

member

to

visit,

submitted by

of the firm

be different.

always prided myself on

In fact

my

I

have

individualistic

make

up.
Four of the boys in the office
have seen Harold Lloyd in “The Freshman” and all of them liked it. Bang go
all my ideals and I can only join the “me

too” chorus.

on my right in the theatre was a
young man, quite young, age eleven years.
Related to me through my wife, my son in
fact.
The young man has not yet learned
to muffle his laughter and I looked for possible embarrassment in case his funny bone
and Lloyd were in harmony.
Sitting

;

subordinated in the action,
out of the picture as
it nears the end.
Perhaps it was for that
reason that the exhibitor in whose house
I saw the picture put Kenneth Harlan’s
name in the frontlights. I think he had
something else in mind. BARR.
she

is

trails

—

business

manager of the Herald, and George Clifford
Jr., manager of George Clifford, Sr., were
Roosevelt theatre visitors last week. Here
the senior

seemed that Harlan would not re-enter
the courtroom, the young woman clenched
her hands, leaned far forward in her seat,
and made urging gestures, at the same
time animatedly crying, “Go on
go on
go on back.” After which Harlan went
back.
And I enjoyed the picture, especially enjoyed the work of Mary Carr, who can do
what she can do a little better than it is
done by anyone else I can recall. Her portrayal of that combination of diffidence and
determination that is Drusilla’s is excellent.
In the courtroom scene, which is minutely
it

realistic,

X HE

Praises Gloria’s Acting
chief

point

of

interest

in

“The

Coast of Folly” is that Gloria Swanson
proves as superb in the role of a woman
growing old as in the role of a young
woman or a child. It appears that “The
Coast of Folly” was printed originally in
Good Housekeeping. The picture has been
changed somewhat from the original, with
little or no harm to the tale.
There is not the outstanding greatness of

drama in Gloria’s latest
“The Humming Bird.”
kind of story.

that there was in
It is a different

—HODGES.

Likes “California Straight Ahead”

HE

best auto race picture we ever saw.
That’s the verdict after seeing Reginald
Denny’s
“California
Straight
Ahead.”
There were a few disappointments and we
even confess that when the first pair of
machines started away on the long grind we
wished the preceding incidents of the run-

'X'

away menagerie had been made

the climax,

because it seemed certain there would be
a letdown of interest due to the many
times auto races have been done in pictures.

But when the scenes of the race began

to

we cast
number

aside that thought. We’ve
seen a
of road races and this picture of one carried us right back to the

unfold

More About “Drusilla”
week Mr. Service said in so many
words that “Drusilla With a Million” is
“One of those pictures.” To which I herewith append a long yea-a-a-a, and some

T

TDUCK JONES is starred in Fox’s “The Timber
Wolf,” which opened at the Monroe, Chicago,
on September 13.

lay before

you the contributions of my fellow workers
in your behalf, Messrs. Ernest Rovelstad,
A1 Barr and Douglas Hodges, of this

and she rather

the picture.)

I

wouldn’t at

continually.

handled,

is

Who

laughed, too.

AND NOW WE BRING ON
THE HEAVY ARTILLERY

Pitts

done.

it.

Just as noticeable.

Harold Lloyd picture?

characters,

The

Ever hear a pin drop

son’s laugh?

in a boiler

rail.

Throughout the photoplay the comedy
seems almost burlesqued, particularly when
the villain scampers out on the track in a
futile hunt for “the papers.”
Even in
Denny’s part the ring of sincerity appears
to be lacking, just because the humor is
overdone and because he doesn’t seem to
forget the cameraman is busy right in front
of him.
Gertrude Olmsted is less guilty
of that error than the leading man.
But of action there

is

aplenty; in fact,

uproar that follows when the wild
animals escaping from a storm-wrecked circus upset the nearby tourist camp the pursuits and counter-pursuits are even too protracted.
And there is many an excellently
in the

humorous situation.
It was only fitting to view
reels of “See America First”

the Chicago
in

conjunc-

tion with “California Straight Ahead,” because the huge and novel Pullman auto
trailer of the Denny picture (after all the
big thrill of the comedy) is being used in

Doc Holah’s nationwide photographic tour
for Carl Laemmle’s pictorial history of the
nation.
It would be easy to say that but
for the exploitation phase the scenes do
not differ greatly from the old time newsreel pictures of cities.
But the big difference is that the local city sees itself on the
screen in this venture in each case. And
what a glorious library is being built up
by Universal.

There is a feeling that the itinerary of
the cameraman has been drawn up from
the viewpoint of a visitor.
For example,
most of the emphasis is on Lincoln Park,
the Municipal Pier, and the stock yards.
To the native Chicagoan more scenes of the
industrial area might have seemed desirable.
However, all that depends upon the
eventual use of the pictures. Certainly our
hat’s off to Holah and his group of motion
picture history makers.
ROVELSTAD.

—

Misses O’Hara

TARRY KENT

is

in

“Mazie” Series

the juvenile lead in the

new series being made by Film Booking
Offices to star Alberta Vaughn. The series,
called “The Adventures of Mazie,” opens
with Alberta as a stenographer out of a
job.
By clever scheming she gets a job,
then helps to build up her employer's
finances.
There

is

something about these two

reel

dating as far back as Miss
Vaughn’s entrance in “The Telephone Girl”

comedies,

October
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from any other subon the market. The stories themselves
are filled with two reels of plot, one of the
most desirable characteristics of any two
Then Alberta Vaughn is an
reel comedy.
series, that is different

ject

“ New Pictures

clearly depicts a well known
girl craftily making her
way by many clever devices.
But George O’Hara is missed in the new
series.
It is regrettable that he does not
continue in them. However in Larry Kent
there is material from which may be budded a new O’Hara.

actress
type of

who

“New

American

one

ttAROLD LLOYD

in

a

hilarious

“The Freshman,” which opened

scene

at the

from

Dollar Down
Fearless Lover, The

Roosei

Chicago loop theatre, September IS.

velt,

Pathe

It is a

is

many good

things

and a few, a very few, not so good things.
But above all it is refreshingly different.
The idea of a criminal combination comprising a very small man, a very large man
and a very smart man is original, and the
manner in which this combination operates
also is original. Original too are the twists
of plot and action that make “The Unholy

Three” swing counter to all of what we
have seen so often we have come to call
it

the rule of procedure in the

making of

a

melodrama.
If

ever saw the little man before I have
I am glad I saw him this once,

I

Mae Busch and Matt Moore come

in for

—BARR.

had another treat in viewing what I consider an exceptionally well knit picture.
Marmont is a thorough actor. The values

"DEGINALD DENNY now
follow-up

of

has made a

Show

You

the
Town.” It is called “California Straight
Ahead.” It takes advantage of the much
exploited “See America First” caravan
which has been touring the country by using the Universal trailer as an element in
the plot of the picture.
“I’ll

Reginald remains funny. He is a good
hero and he graces most any situation with
poise that

When

is

delightful

and refreshing.

he gets to California in the pe-

motor caravan he gets

culiar

into the race

by

driving the car of his sweetheart’s
father and competing with the car owned
by his father. His prize for winning but
never mind, it doesn’t matter. HODGES.

—

Okays “Souls

“QOULS

for Sables”

—

for Sables”
is

a seven reel pic-

made by Tiffany Productions,
Inc., under the direction of James C. McKay.
The picture, which stars Claire
Windsor and Eugene O’Brien, was sugtore

from “Garlan & Co.,”
by David Graham Phillips.
gested

known

a stage play

Other well

players in the cast are Claire

Ad-

ams, Eileen Percy and George Fawcett.
Claire Windsor enacts a role of a bride
who sees no reason in economy with convincing ability, achieving the greatest piece
of acting she has ever done.
Eugene

suspect their spouses of infidelity
upon ho provocation with the result that a
Florence Vidor,
lot of trouble ensues.
Tom Moore and Ford Sterling have the
important roles in the picture.
Although the story is a little trite, it is
so filled with good acting, good directing
and pertinent subtitles that its triteness is
HODGES.
a minor fault.

—

Strong for DeMille-Joy Combination
HEN I watched “Hell’s Highroad”

realized that a great combination
exists in Cecil B. DeMille and Leatrice
Both individuals are equipped with
Joy.
minds which visualize and interpret drama
with much of an identical viewpoint.
There is one scene in “Hell’s Highroad”
which alone would make the picture worth
while.
It is the scene showing the newlyweds at table after their marriage. Both
conspicuously selfconscious of their new
state of existence.
With the delicate handling of the scene the director and both the
players accomplish a result unlike anything
of its kind I have ever seen.
I

It is a story of good and bad people in
social circles and contains no reminder of

any such thing as “Feet of Clay” or “The
Dressmaker from Paris.” It ends peaceof interesting events
which refer in no way other than subtly to
a “highroad of hell.” HODGES.
fully after a

series

—

Sept. 12-54
Sept. 19-58

Aug. 15-51

Girl,

-

Sept. 12-53
-

July 25-57

Aug. 22-54

High and Handsome

Sept. 19-58

His Buddy’s Wife
In the Name of Love
Isle of Hope, The

Aug. 29-85

Sept. 26-68

Sept. 19-58
Sept. 12-54

Aug. 29-86
Lightnin’
Live Wire, The
Lorraine of the Lions

[

Lucky Devil, The
Manhattan Madness..—
Merry Widow, The

My

Lady’s Lips

Mystic,

The

..-

-

Sept. 26-68

Aug. 29-85
Aug. 1-85
-Aug. 8-64

Aug. 15-51
Aug. 29-84
Aug. 15-51

j

!

Never Weaken
Night Life of New York, The
Not So Long Ago
Parisian Love
Passionate Youth

Aug.15-50
Sept.

5-53

Sept. 12-54

Peacock Feathers

People vs. Nancy Preston, The.. ..Sept. 26-67

women

W

Aug. 8-64

The....Sept. 5-53

Kentucky Pride
Knockout, The

—

Trouble With Wives,” which
-* shows up three good stars to advantage, is based upon the thought that many

Way

Headlines
Hearts and Spurs
Her Sister from Paris

“'T'HE

Says Denny Is Good Hero

Sept. 26-68

Sept. 12-55

Approves Marmont’s Work
N “The Street of Forgotten Men” I saw
I Percy Marmont for the first time, and

Approves “Trouble With Wives”

scrutiny.

Aug. 15-52
Aug. 8-63

Sept. 12-54

The
Happy Warrior, The
Havoc
Half

—

room, when he makes a vagueness more
vague to his attorney, does splendid work.

hope to see him again.
There is
wickedness in his slanting scrutiny from
under his brows as he gives the dick the
up and down. One fully senses the rapidly
shifting, very assured mind that directs that
I

Sept. 26-67

Sept. 19-57

Freshman, The
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work,
Gold Rush, The
Golden Princess, The
Goose Woman, The

O’Brien plays opposite her as her husband
with genuine sincerity in his role.
The picture is well named, being a story
of two young women, one of whom sacrifices her honor for the pleasure of wearing
luxurious apparel.
A sequence of much
beauty is that of a fashion display where
sable coats are worn by more than a score
of models. HODGES.

their share of the good work.
There is a
plenitude of pain in Mae’s twisted mouth in
this
picture,
and something pitiful in
Moore’s dull sincerity. Moore in the court-

and

Sept. 19-57

Aug. 29-85

—

he gives to his work in this picture are
never so broad as to be glaringly obvious
and seldom (I will not say never) so subtle
but that an ordinarily attentive and discerning person can apprehend them. And the
supporting cast gets well into the swing of
the work and introduces no clashes.
Though he is light in color and uses little
makeup, for all that I could tell, Marmont
gets effects that others strive for mightily
and with many pastes and crayons and do
not achieve.' BARR.

forgotten.

issue

Sept. 12-53

Fort Frayne

release.

But he

“The Unholy Three”

title,

—

;

picture.

indexed below by

American Pluck
Ancient Highway, The
Bad Lands, The.
Best People, The
Big Parade, The
Bloodhound, The
Camille of the Barbary Coast
Coming of Amos, The
Cyrano de Bergerac
Demon Rider, The

j

H OW

last

is

date and page number.

\

Glad Chaney Is Himself Again
good it was to see Lon Chaney
as is after seeing him wear masses of

Then I lost interest.
urements.
captured my interest again with this

Pictures” information pub-

lished in the ten issues preceding this

—HODGES.

horrible excrescences and bristling with
I refer to
teeth so many times of late.
Lon Chaney of “The Unholy Three.” I
do not remember how long it is since I
saw him first I do remember that I liked
him more and more until the first time he
stepped forth clad mostly in bodily disfig-

Index

1

Sept. 5-54

Prairie Pirate, The

Pretty Ladies
-Aug. 15-50

Romola

-Aug. 22-55
Sally of the

Sawdust

Seven Days
Shore Leave
Slave of Fashion,

Aug. 29-84

Aug. 1-87
Aug. 15-50

A

Sept. 26-67

Souls for Sables

Sporting Chance, The

Men, The

Aug. 22-55

Texas Trail, The
That Man Jack
Tracked in the Snow Country
Trouble with Wives, The..

Aug. 29-85
Aug. 29-84

Street of Forgotten

Sun Up

Under the Rouge
Unholy Three, The
Wanderer, The

Sept. 5-53

Sept. 19-57
Sept. 12-55

Wheel,

The

Sept. 12-53

Where Was I?

Sept. 12-54

White Desert, The
Wild Bull’s Lair, The
Wild Horse Mesa, The
Wild Justice
Winds of Chance

Aug. 1-86
Aug. 15-49
Aug. 15-51
...Sept- 12-53

Aug. 8-65
Aug. 1-86
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BUILDERS OF

THEATRES
IN THE
SOUTH
By H.

E. N.

Phil Foto (left), “the guy that made
Algiers famous," is the owner of the
beautiful Folly theatre at Algiers, La.
Andrew A. Kalaitzakis holds in his hands
the destiny of the St. Maurice, New Orleans, La.

C. L. McDonald (left) has plenty to do
as manager of the Istrone, Majestic and
Century theatres, Jackson, Miss. And here
is the dean
of Mississippi showmen, D.

Wolerstein, formerly
running the Crescent

of
at

Jackson,

•

Quitman,
a

a

C. R. Hatcher, salesman for Progress Pictures at New Orleans, La., is shown putting
over a contract on the new Benny Leonards with C. C. Andrews, owner of the Lexington theatre at Lexington, Miss. Hatcher
has a habit of “putting ’em over’’.

(left) of the Royal theatre,
Miss., is a good postmaster but
T. L. Tucker of the
Canton, Miss., has his hands

showman.

running the theatre and introducing

full,

famous canned chicken

W.

stew.

P. Morris (left), of the Foster Creek

house

Stephenson,

at

those

go-to-it

Miss.,

exhibitors.

is

So

one
is

of

Thad

Montgomery, the owner of the Arcade
Both have
theatre at Brookhaven, Miss.

now

Walker (left), Amusu, Lumberton,
Miss., was formerly at Poplarvile.
Judge
E. W. filing owns the Illings theatre at
Ocean Springs, Miss. E. W. has been ill
for some time but is now on the road to

better

Pastime,

made

Belzoni.

V.

Reddoch

J. C.

Here are the Three Musketeers of Durant,
Miss.,
and they’ve earned that title by
shooting straight with their patrons and
aiming at the best in motion pictures and

The Odom Brothers,
presentation.
known railroad men, own the Dixie.

well-

rapid recovery.

a success at their houses.

A.

at

New

I.

(left) owns the Ivy
The former leathera successful exhibitor. Nat.
owning the Isis, is building a

Blankenship

P.

pusher

is

Orleans.

now

Ehrlick,

He
1,500 seat house costing $95,000.
was a General Film Co. salesman in 1906.

wmmm

Mrs. Harry Couner has assumed charge of
the Savoy Electric at Jeanerette, La., following the death of Mr. Savoy. Edward
Ludman for 14 years has been an exhibitor in New Orleans.
He owns the
Escorial, now undergoing alterations.

pulls together and the result
pulling power also at the box
It is
office of the theatre which they own.
the Strand at McComb, Miss., and H. and
N. Solomon are the owners.

This
is

team

good

C. E. and E. T. Hughes are the owners
of the Pastime theatre at Gloster, Miss.,
and the Picto at Centerville, Miss. They’re
both wideawake exhibitors and that’s
what keeps the tickets unwinding in the

box

offices.

October

3,
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Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Roberts are the leading caterers of Newton, Miss., and owners
An ideal comof the Palace theatre.
They're caterers to the public
bination.
serving
the public
taste in both cases and
as

well.

Falgout,

land, La.,

St.

leading

exhibitor

of

Cashier W. P. McMullan on
the right, is the bank presiSchool theatre at Lake and
the heft of McMullan and a
for a successful theatre.

Bayou

owns the Raceland at Raceand the Lockport at Lockport.
With him is Andre P. Tessommes, who
has been selling film for one concern
8 years-™— Vitagraph and now Warners.
LaFourche,

the

smiles.

Bank robbers pass up Lake, Miss., with
the job.
Frank C. Harrison, midget on
dent. These gentlemen operate the High
they operate it well, too. A cashier with
banker like Harrison are a splendid pair

L.

Lillian and Geraldine Ames are
owners of the A & G theatre at Bay
Louis, Miss., and everything must be
quite all right with the motion picture
business in their town, to judge from their

The Misses

R.
of

J.

73

Mrs. Dykes Granberry, chairman of the
Parents and Teachers Association, lends
her support to the enterprising young
showman, L. B. Cole, who has recently
opened the Liberty theatre at Hazelhurst,
Cole has a good start.
Miss.

Here is a triumvirate who are making a go of it at their theatre at
Louisville, Miss. They are the owners of the Fox, and the name of
their house is a byword to the residents of their home town. Extensive alterations are under way at the Fox at present, all pointing
to the progressive spirit of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glick and Frank, Jr.

and A. L. Goodman are the owners
Rex theatre at Starkesville, Miss.

the

They're a pair of aces, too, with the interests of their patrons always at heart. Right
now they are preparing for entire remodeling of the house.

recall that the original Solomon was
The same holds true for his
a wise man.
namesake. Everybody at Indianola Miss.,
knows T. T. Solomon (right), owner of
With him is D. L.
the Regent there.

You

Sanderson, operator.

:
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NEW PICTURES
Phantom kidnaps Christine and discloses
himself to her as a huge man dressed in
black and wearing a mask. He tears off
the mask and the girl sees a monstrously
hideous face in which are set a pair of
insane eyes. Raoul, aided by Ledoux of
the secret police, goes in search of the

who

Phantom,

Norman Kerry

as the lover of
Christine in a scene from the Universal picture “The Phantom of
the Opera.”

The Phantom
Opera
Producer:
Distributor:

Length:

Ledoux now

knows

is

Erik, an insane criminal who has a wonderful musical talent. The two men are
trapped and tortured by the Phantom.
They finally win free and the Phantom
escapes from the cellars to the street
with Christine. He takes her into a carriage which in its mad career overturns.
The brother of the murdered scene
shifter leads a mob in pursuit of the
Phantom, who has abandoned the girl.
Raoul rescues her and the mob kills the
Phantom and tumbles his body into the
Seine.

of the

Universal
Universal
8,464 feet

RUPERT JULIAN

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptors

Schrock, Elliot Clawson

under

:

Crash of the

chandelier.

Ghostly scenes
passages.

.

.

in
.

The Dark Angel

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

subterranean

STORY:

Christine Daae, understudy
the opera prima donna, is loved by
Raoul De Chagny. But she is so influenced by a mysterious person who speaks
with and advises her though he never
reveals himself that she is afraid to
return Raoul’s love fully.
The opera

and stage hands are kept in
terror by the Phantom, who at one time
strangles a scene shifter and at another
threatens the danger that eventually
takes form in the fall of the huge chandelier into the dress circle.
At last the

night

together

in action

at

and

an inn.

left

silent,

is alive.

DIRECTOR

GEORGE HILL

Author
Adaptor

Elmer

Spike Nelson

DIRECTOR. ...GEORGE FITZMAURICE
H. B. Trevelyan
Frances Marion

Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

George Barnes

PLAYERS
Ronald Colman
Captain Alan Trent
Vilma Banky
Kitty Vane
Captain Gerald Shannon

Wyndham
Sir

Caroline Dale
Joe Potts

Producer:

to

ballet girls

.

Trent,
for dead, is
taken prisoner and is released at the end
of the war totally blind. He returns determined not to let his fiancee sacrifice
herself for him and plans suicide.
He
is forced away from this idea by a group
of boys eager to hear a soldier’s story.
He becomes a writer of boys’ stories.
Captain Shannon, believing Trent dead,
woos Kitty, who consents to become his
wife. An acquaintance attempts to sully
Trent’s character and Kitty declares that
she was with him at the inn on the night
before
he left.
Shannon’s devotion
weathers this shock. During a fox hunt
Kitty is thrown from a horse. Kent, who
is present, wraps his coat about her as
she is carried from the field, and Shannon recognizes him.
He insists that
the

wounded

Distributor:

The trapping of

Raoul and the secret agent.
Flight and capture of the Phantom.

.

:

Jim Fowler
Bobby Fowler

First National
First National
Length: 7,311 feet

Chaney’s appear-

ance and characterization.
Elaborate and colorful settings.

.

E.

Vance

Darryl Francis Zanuck

PLAYERS

the

HIGHLIGHTS

.

Bob Wilson

that

Paris Opera House
holds strange power over a young singer
of the opera and almost succeeds in
keeping her from her lover forever.

lives

.

.

The Limited Mail

Virginia Pearson
George B. Williams
M. Moncharmin
Bruce Covington
Retiring Manager
Cesare Gravina
TYPE:
Spectacular
melodrama
with a Parisian setting.
figure

.

.

Producer:
Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers
Distributor
Length: 7,144 feet

Carlotta
M. Ricard

A phantom

.

but Shannon tells
She goes to him.
He tries to conceal his blindness and
make her believe that he no longer cares
for her.
The ruse is unsuccessful, and
their romance is renewed.

The Phantom
Lon Chaney
Christine Daae
Mary Philbin
Raoul De Chagny
Norman Kerry
Ledoux
Arthur Edmund Carewe
Buquet
Gibson Gowland
Comte De Chagny
John Sainpolis
Florine Papillon
Snitz Edwards

:

sets.

.

Kitty that he

PLAYERS

THEME

Beautiful

Acting of Colman, Miss Banky
and Wyndham Standing.
The
blinding of the hero in the trenches.
Spills at the fox hunt.
The renewal of the romance.
STORY Captain Trent is engaged to
Kitty Vane just as he is to leave for
France.
They cannot secure a special
license to marry at once, so they spend
.

Shannon remain

Gaston Leroux

Raymond

HIGHLIGHTS:
.

Hubert Vane

Roma

Standing
Charles Lane
Florence Turner

Helen Jerome Eddy
of English society during and after the world war.
A soldier who is blinded
:
in the war returns determined not to
allow his fiancee to sacrifice herself for
him, but the woman will not be disMiss Bottles

TYPE

:

THEME

suaded.

Romance

Monte Blue
Vera Reynolds
Willard Louis
Tom Gallery
Jack Huff
Eddie Gribbon

:

October

3,

:
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Lydia Yeamans Titus
Mrs. O’Leary
Otis Harlan
Mr. Joffrey
TYPE Railroad melodrama.

ploy and joins Holdbrook, who sees his
way to a fortune if he can get the
ranch and use it as a station through
which to pass smuggled goods. Larry’s
sister Nora arrives from Ireland and is
induced to visit Larry. Holdbrook’s men
imprison her when they learn that she
knows of their activities. Morgan and
the border patrol rescue her and Morgan prevents the law from descending
on Larry.

:

THEME: A

hobo becomes an engineer entrusted with the Limited Mail,
which is wrecked, almost costing him
his life and almost losing him his sweetheart.

HIGHLIGHTS: Monte

Blue's act-

The wreck of the mail
The escaped convict’s
train.
rescue of a child from the water.

ing.

.

.

.

.

.

““— —••

.

.

The preventing

the second

of

.

-

.

train

[N Ev^PICTURES

wreck.

STORY

75

:

,..*d

Bob Wilson becomes a tramp

him, but is influafter
enced for good by Jim Fowler, a railway
mail clerk. Bob gets employment with
the railroad that employs Jim and works
his way up to the post of engine driver.
Both men fall in love with Caroline,
waitress in the railroad hotel, but the
girl loves only Bob. Bob’s former fiancee
accidentally finds him and leaves her husband to be with him. Caroline misunderstands the situation and Bob nearly loses
hope of winning her. Bob is elevated to
the engine cab of the Limited Mail, and
on his first run the train is wrecked.
Jim, who is in the mail coach, is killed.
Bob, fearing imprisonment for negligence, hides out with a tramp friend of
One day he prevents
his former days.
the wrecking of another train and then
returns to Caroline. He makes his explanation to the company and to Caroline, and he and the girl are married.
his fiancee jilts

The Wife Who Wasnt
Wanted
Producer:
Distributor

Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers

Length:

6,858 feet

JAMES FLOOD

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

Gertie

W. James

Bess Meredyth
John Mescall

Cameraman
Mrs. John Mannering

of social and polit-

THEME

:
The love of a mother for
her fast living son causes her to contrive the political downfall of her hus-

IN

*

PRINCE OF WALES ARRIVES
GREETED BY PRESIDENT

101
BUENOS AIRES;
OF ARGENTINE

IN

REPUBLIC

HIGHLIGHTS:

The acting of
Irene Rich, Huntly Gordon and John
Harron.
The meeting of Mrs.
Mannering and Diane.
The
.

.

.

.

forest

.

fire.

STORY:

*

SCIENTISTS ENTER CRATER OF VESUVIUS

DETERMINE

Bob Mannering

riding in

is

a motor car with others when the car
hits and kills a woman, and is accused
of the death. His father, the district at-

torney, decides to prosecute Bob for
homicide. Bob’s mother, to prevent the
prosecution, tries to cause her husband’s
political ruin by causing a scandal.
She
goes to a hotel with a crook who is in
the employ of Mannering’s political rivals.
She is double crossed, and to
escape utter disgrace flees to a secluded
hotel that becomes engulfed in a forest
fire.
During the progress of the fire
she meets Diane, who confesses that it
was she who drove the death car. Mrs.
Mannering returns to her family and

A

Son

OF

TO
AN

*

Pathe News No. 75
“CHUCK" MYERS DRIVES RACING CAR 2.200
FEET UP PIKE'S PEAK IN 18 MINUEES
*

FRENCH COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF LAUNCHES
HEAVY OFFENSIVE AGAINST RIFF TRIBESMEN
m

Pathe News No. 76
SPEEDBOAT SETS NEW RECORD AT DETROIT
MEET WITH AVERAGE SPEED OF 55 MILES
AN HOUR
*

KING VICTOR EMANUEL OF ITALY REVIEWS
ITALIAN BATTLE FLEET

Kinograms No. 5118
HOOVER. JARDINE AND KELLOGG WELCOME
RETURNING FROM
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE,
VACATION
*

FAY LANPHIER (MISS CALIFORNIA) WINS
BEAUTY CONTEST AT ATLANTIC CITY
•

Kinograms No. 5119

of

His Father

Producer:
Paramount
Distributor
Paramount
Length: 6,925 feet

VICTOR FLEMING

DIRECTOR

Harold Bell Wright
Anthony Coldewey

Cameraman

DANGER

ERUPTION

freed.

is

POSSIBLE

.

Author
Adaptor

ical life.

*

tation.

Gertrude Astor
Elinor Fair

100

DEFEATS BOROTRA OF FRANCE
DAVIS TENNIS CUP FINALS

TILDEN

Fox News No.
band and the near ruin of her own repu-

Gayne Whitman
June Marlowe

Drama

:

mount picture, Warner Baxter is
a rancher and Bessie Love is the
girl he loves.

Irene Rich

Huntly Gordon
John Harron

Marjorie Patterson
Greta
Diane

TYPE

In “A Son of His Father,” Para-

Bob

PLAYERS
John Mannering
Bob Mannering
Jerome Wallace

Fox News No.

SEAPLANE PN-1 AND CREW LOST ON HAWAIIAN FLIGHT FOUND SAFE AFTER NINE DAYS
AT SEA

C.

Edgar Schoenbaum

NORWEGIAN, SWEDISH, FINNISH, DANISH AND
AMERICAN CRAFT IN RACE ON LONG ISLAND
SOUND
*

SAN FRANCISCO JUBILEE ENDS IN BLAZE OF
LIGHT; NIGHT PARADE CLOSES CELEBRATION
*

*

OFFICERS OF WRECKED SHENANDOAH BURIED
WITH MILITARY HONORS AT ARLINGTON

CEMETERY
*

Warner Baxter
Bessie Love

News No. 77
PERSONS KILLED BY CLOUDBURST
AT WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON

International
FIFTEEN

Raymond Hatton

Charley Grey
Holdbrook

Walter McGrail
Carl Stockdale

Zobester

76

SCORES OF BICYCLE RACERS COMPETE FOR
NATIONAL SPEED TITLE

PLAYERS
Morgan
Nora

News No.

International

Billy Eugene
James Farley
TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME : A young rancher prevents
smuggler from obtaining possession of

Larry

*

TERRAPIN RACE HELD AT PONCA CITY, OKLAHOMA. WINNER COVERS SHORT COURSE IN
1% MINUTES

Indian Pete

a
a ranch he
post.

wishes to use as an exchange

HIGHLIGHTS:

Morgan's recovery
Fights
of his stolen horses.
with the smugglers.
The rescue of Nora and the raid of the bor.

.

.

.

.

.

der police.

STORY:

Holdbrook,

a

Irene Rich and Huntly Gordon
are mother and son in “ The Wife

Who

Wasn’t

Bros, picture.

Wanted,”

Warner

smuggler,

Las Rosas
ranch by foreclosing the mortgage on
it.
But Morgan, who is a rancher, wonders why a non-rancher wants the land
and becomes suspicious of Holdbrook’s
operations.
Larry leaves Morgan’s emtries to get possession of the

New Building Will House
Exchanges

in

Hollywood

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 22.— General exodus of film exchanges from South Olive
A new
street will take place this month.
building has been erected at Washington
boulevard and Vermont Avenue, which
A
will house most of the local offices.
slight delay was caused by a controversy
between the building department and the
fire chiefs as to the fireproof doors used
on the vaults, but that has finally been
adjusted.

Famous Players-Lasky has erected its
own building at Twentieth and Vermont
avenue
month.

and

will

formally

open

it

next

:

:

:
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Let’s

Go Gallagher
,

Producer:
Distributor

F. B. 0.
F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

ROBERT DE LACEY

j

'(JAMES

GRUEN

Percy Heath, James Gruen

Authors

PLAYERS
Tom

Tom

Gallagher

Dorothy Manning
Black Carter

Olin Francis

Sam

Thug Peters
Bendy Mulligan
Little

Tyler

Barbara Starr
Peterson
Alfred Huston
Frankie Darro

Joey

TYPE: Western

THEME

:

melodrama.
A cowboy who gets away

to

daughter of an old friend of Bates, senior,
comes to the house and asks for help.
Young Bates installs her in the home as
housekeeper. Tom’s mercenary sweetheart Florence marries another man and
Tom falls in love with Geraldine. But he
thinks she loves his father and orders
them both from the house. This only
amuses the father. At the end of the
trial year Tom admits to his father that
he has mishandled the business and they
understand each other better thereafter.
Also he learns that Geraldine loves him,
not his father.

Fighting the Flames
Producer: Columbia Pictures Corporation

bad start with the people in a district
new to him wins love and money
through honesty and courage.

a

HIGHLIGHTS:

Fight in the saloon.
Rescue of Joey from railroad track.
Rescue of Dorothy
Tom’s
from runaway blackboard.
fight with Rimsky.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Tom

Gallagher,
cowboy,
wanders into a saloon and gets into a
fight, as a result of which he is chased
by a sheriff’s posse. He pauses in his
flight long enough to rescue a small boy
and a dog from under the wheels of a
train and the posse catches him.
But
he is released and goes to work on the

Bar

:

M

ranch owned by Dorothy Manning.
Dorothy’s ranch hands are mismanaging things and her foreman, Perkins, and another man are rustling her
cattle.
She makes Tom her foreman.
The others resent this, especially Perkins,
wtio is in love with Dorothy and has told
her that things will go better if she responds to his advances.
Perkins and
Rimsky ambush Tom and Dorothy and
Tom saves the girl from death. Tom
goes away to try to get money to clear
the mortgage that Perkins holds on the
ranch and Perkins and Rimsky kidnap
Dorothy. Then Tom is captured and tied
up.
He escapes, however, and reaches
the ranch with the money ahead of
Perkins. Then oil is found on the ranch
and all ends well.

New Brooms
Producer: William De Mille
Distributor: Paramount

DIRECTOR

Charlie

William Haines
Dorothy Devore
Frankie Darrow
David Torrence
William Welsh

Blacky

Charles Murray
Sheldon Lewis

Horatio Manly
Alice Doran

Mickey
Judge Manly

Ryan
Pawnbroker

TYPE: Melodrama

THEME
forms,

comes

:

re-

Neil Hamilton
Bessie Love
Phyllis Haver

Bates, Jr
Geraldine Marsh
Florence Levering
Thomas Bates, Sr.
Williams

Robert McWade
Fred Walton

Margaret
George Morrow
Kneeland

Ethel Wales
Larry Steers

Guy

TYPE Comedy
:

THEME

of family

Oliver

Father

HIGHLIGHTS

turns

Characterizations
by Robert McWade and Neil Hamilton.
Appearance of the new boss at
the factory.
Reconciliation between the boy and the girl.
:

.

.

.

.

his father so that the father will inject
some into his broom making business.

This angers the father and he turns the
factory over to his son, who is to operate
it on trial for a year.
Geraldine Marsh,

STORY

Angelica,

:

“Beverly.”

men stealing cattle. She is
prisoner by the men.
She sends
her horse “Star” for help and the foreman comes to her rescue. She and the
foreman fall in love, and they agree upon
made

a ceremony.

The Circus Cyclone
Distributor: Universal
Producer: Universal
Length: 4,397 feet

ALFRED ROGELL

Author

Alfred

Fatty

.

.

.

Rogell

PLAYERS

STORY Horatio Manly, the dissolute
son of Judge Manly, is rescued drunk
from a burning hotel and is arrested. His
father disowns him and he makes friends
with Mickey, the small son of a pickpocket named Blacky. The child prevails
on Manly to quit liquor and become a
fireman. Also he becomes friendly with
Alice Doran, a dressmaker who lives in
the upper part of the house where he and
Mickey live. Blacky has been doing time,
and when he is released he tries to make
Mickey become a crook. In a struggle
with the boy and Alice, Blacky starts a
fire in the building that is home for the
other three. Manly’s company answers
the alarm and Manly rescues Alice and

.

.

“Trix,”

called

Art Acord

Jack Manning...

.

1925

daughter of the ranchman William Varden, fails to live up to her aunt’s strict
standards, and on the day of the aunt’s
lawn party the younger woman shocks
the older one by her lack of dignity.
“Trix” leaves the party and goes back
to boarding school.
There, after a midnight luncheon of lobster, pickles and
ice cream, she has a nightmare in which
she dreams of her father’s ranch and the
many strange things that are happening
there.
She is awakened by the principal, who tells her she is expelled.
When
she reaches the ranch she finds that one
of the persons she saw in the dream is
in reality her father’s new foreman.
She
goes for a ride and sees some of her

Exema

Moe McCrea

Jackson.

Deaver

Doraldina

..Nancy

Popo
Brandt
Greasey

Cesare Gravina
J. Smith
Jim Corey
...Hilliard Karr

Albert

:

and young
is killed
his father are reconciled as a
result of his heroism.
Blacky

boy.

Trix
Producer: Marilyn Mills Productions
Distributor Davis Distributing
Division

Length: 4,950 feet

BRUCE MITCHELL

DIRECTOR

Mary
Mary

Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

Bruning
Bruning

C.
C.

Adams

William

TYPE

Arrest of Popo.
Rescue of Popo by Jack and
the return of the loot.

.

.

.

THEME

Marilyn Mills
J. Frank Glendon
The New Foreman
Gladys Moore
Aunt Angelica
Myles McCarthy
William Varden
The Ranch Housekeeper.. Dorothy Vernon
Martin “Buck” Barlow.... William Lowery
Harry Valeur
“Red”
“Star,” “Beverly,” horses. .By Themselves

TYPE Western Melodrama.
THEME: The events seen by
:

dreams

a girl

on

her
ranch happen in reality when
she goes home from boarding school.
her

as

Ex-pugilist, in

:

trying to

advantage of a girl, frames the
clown by causing his arrest. The clown
is about to be hanged when the villain
is apprehended by the hero.
STORY Popo was a clown and his
daughter Doraldina an equestrienne in a
circus.
Brandt, the owner, an ex-pugilist, tried to force his attentions on Doraldina and she fled into the tent occupied
by the horse. Brandt came in and started
take

:

to beat the horse. Jack, a cowboy came
to the horse’s rescue and it was arranged
Jack won and got
to have a ring fight.
the horse but Brandt insisted that she
During this time
steal the horse back.

Jack and Doraldina, thrown together had
Brandt
fallen in love with each other.
to get rid of Popo had his henchman rob
the bank and frame Popo who is arrested.
The crowd prepares to lynch him, but
Jack learning from a boy who overheard
the crooks talk of the robbery chased
them and finally got the money, bringing'
it back in time to save Popo and win

Angelica (Trix)

in

Circus and Western story.

:

HIGHLIGHTS:

Doraldina.

PLAYERS

STORY: Thomas

Bates comes home
from college and tries to inject pep into

horses “Star” and
Scenic beauty.

Rescue of young
Manly from burning building.
Manly’s
Child’s influence on him.
rescue of Alice and Mickey.

HIGHLIGHTS:

life.

his broom
factory over to his jazzy son to run it
on trial for a year.
:

.

department and be-

joins fire
a hero.

Frank Craven

Thomas

.

DIRECTOR
man

Dissolute young

Clara Beranger

PLAYERS

.

of the life of a

fire fighter.

Manly and

WILLIAM DE MILLE

Author
Adaptor

.

PLAYERS

the

Length: Undetermined

.

Douglas Daly

Adaptor

the

3,

father’s

REEVES EASON

DIRECTOR

.

.

.

STORY

State Right
Length: 5,184 feet

Distributor

October

occurring

A

Correction

In an article

September
Riviera

The

12

in

“Better Theatres” of

officers

Company were

officers

of

the

Grand
of the
incorrectly listed.
company,

which

operates the new Grand Riviera theatre
recently opened in Detroit are as folPresident, Charles W. Munz;
lows:
Vice-president, Bert R. Williams; secretary-treasurer, Harriet E. Applegate.

father’s

HIGHLIGHTS:
from runaway

Rescue

horse.

.

.

.

of

child

Acting of

F. N. Portland Office Moved
Manager C. W. Koerner of First National’s
Portland branch has moved' his
Davis Street to 441 Glisan Street.

office

from 401

;

October

;;
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PUREII PERSONAL
CXCHAVGE

Seattle
First

Runs

PLACE

(Week Beginning September 5)

—
S

WASH.

EATTLE,

COLISEUM:

Western district
Goldwyn-Mayer, announces the promotion
of Seth D. Perkins, manager of the local

M-G-M

office,

Seattle,

the

the

to

district

Denver

Wild

Susan,”

Para-

LIBERTY “Not So Long Ago,” Paramount.
STRAND: “The Lost World,” First National
:

—

Dave Bershon,
manager for Metro-

of

“Wild,

mount.
i

supervision

and

Salt

(2nd week).

COLUMBIA

:

“California

CALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Extensive
^
advertisements have been distributed by

Ahead,”

Straight

Universal.

HEILIG

“Pretty

:

Ladies,”

Harold Pickering, exploitation manager for

Metro-Goldtvyn-

Mayer.

Famous Players-Lasky, in connection with
the eighth annual “Paramount Week.” The
new Paramount theatre at Ogden opened

Lake

Clarence Hill, formerly Vitagraph
at Los Angeles, succeeds Perkins
Arthur Lamb has
at the Seattle office.
been made supervisor of the Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles M-G-M exchanges. ... A local paper recently carried a humorous story about George Endert,
manager of the Paramount office, and the
dog he lost during the “Greater Movie
Among recent visitors
Season” parade.
here was W. K. Beckwith, manager for
Warner Brothers in Portland.
H. M.
Glandfield has resigned from the First
National office at Portland and is again
a salesman for United Artists at Seattle.
William Matthews, formerly Portland
manager for F. B. O., has gone to Denver
to take charge of the F. B. O. InterMountain section. He is succeeded at the
Portland branch by Harold Moore, formerly an F. B. O. salesman in San Francisco.
R. C. Hudson, formerly Universal manager at Butte, has been made
manager of the new Pro-Dis-Co branch at
R. A. Treacy is assistant.
Portland.
Charlie Code, Warner Brothers salesman
at Portland, has resigned and has been succeeded by Fred Jacks, formerly associated
with the sales staff of First National.
“Sex stuff is passe; a laugh and a thrill
are what the public wants,” said Monte
Blue, who with his wife spent a few days
Mrs. Blue is a famous
in this city recently.
beauty and posed for many Harrison Fisher
offices.

manager

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

paintings.
star; Alan
.

company

Rod

.

.

LaRocque,

.

.

.

.

DeMille

Hale, his director, and their
are expected in Seattle in the

next fortnight on their
near Colville, Wash.

way

to

location

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America visited here last week, spending
a few hours with the president and the
secretary of the Film Board of Trade in
connection with the

fire prevention departorganization, of which he is
in charge.
He held a few fire drills in
exchanges, after which he left for Dallas,
Dave Bader, personal representaTex.
tive of Carl Laemmle, is visiting the local
branch of Universal. He came with the
idea of having small exhibitors view all
Universal pictures in the projection room.
He expects to hold “parties” for small
town exhibitors in the Denver territory at

ment of

.

.

his

.

S. H.
which screenings will be held.
Horner, owner of the Emblem theatre here,
has been appointed by the M. P. T. O. of
Colorado as exhibitor representative on
the arbitration board to succeed Jacob
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Trade held a good meeting on September
14 at which several important matters were
discussed.

Salt

—

Fire of Unknown
the 500-seat Rialto
theatre at Delta, Col., recently; the damage was estimated at between $8,000 and
full print of “The Ten Com$10,000.
mandments” and several other films were
burned up. The house was one of the
Western Enterprises, Inc., chain, of which
Dick Dickson and Rick Ricketson are general managers.
Ricketson states that an
1,100-seat house will be erected to replace
Hickman Price of the
the
Rialto.
-

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

demand for
wage increase has been refused.
L.
W. Weir, Western division manager of

that the local operators’ recent

a

.

Pro-Dis-Co,
return

his

is

York.

way
in

.

.

trip

expected

New

is

on

his

managers’ convention
expected at the local

district

York,

.

here shortly on
Coast from New

Frank Flams, who

.

the

to

the

to

.

is

The
within a few days.
Kinema theatre has adopted a new policy,
under which its program will be changed
Max Roth, Fox
three times a week.
home office representative, has left here
L J. Schlaifer, Westfor New York
ern division manager for Universal, is
“The Keeper of
expected here soon.
the Bees,” F. B. O. picture, is to have its
world premiere at the American theatre
here on September 19. The F. B. O. exploitation manager is to come here from
the studio to work with Manager Weir
Cassady in handling the production.
Out of town exhibitors seen along film
row this week were Isaac Swenson, Spanish Fork, Utah; J. W. Hedges, Meridian,
Utah; Gordon Thornberg, Garfield, Utah,
and J. J. Gillett, Tooele, Utah.
Pathe

office

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Lake City

First
F') ENVER, COL.
' origin destroyed

.

has completed plans for a new
theatre there.
Whitehead, Eureka,
J.
Utah, has opened a new house there known
as Recreation Hall.
“The Gold Rush”
opened at the Paramount Empress here on
September 12 for a two weeks’ run.
Carl A. Porter, president of the local Theatre Managers’ Association, has announced
City, LTtah,

.

Matthews has arrived
Bill
Eppler.
from Portland, Ore., to assume the duties
of manager of the F. B. O. branch.
H. I. Mason has been appointed head
booker of the local Fox branch. He was
formerly assistant manager of the Warner
Tourists crowded
Brothers exchange.
to Denver to seek recreation in the nearby
mountain parks before, on and after Labor
Day, but rain and cold weather drove them
indoors. The America theatre, opening on
the Sth with “California Straight Ahead,”
on that date broke all its attendance records.
The Denver Film Board of
.

with a bang, and an effective tieup was
effected with a prominent downtown store
that displayed in its windows some of the
properties used in making various Paramount pictures.
John Rogers, Park

Runs

(Week Beginning September 5)
AMERICAN: “The Last of the Duanes,”
Fox; “High
in

Gear,'’ Educational
“Babes
F. B. O.; International

Wood,*’

the

News.

13

KINEMA:

“The
Painted
Lady,”
Fox
“Crowning the Count,” Universal Pathe
Review
International News.
PANTAGES: “The Wife Who Wasn't
Wanted,” Warner Brothers.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Coast of
Folly,” Paramount; Pathe News.
VICTORY “Wild Horse Mesa,” Paramount
“High Society,” Pathe; Pathe News.
;

:

HILADELPHIA, PA. — Recent
settled

cases

by the Board of Arbitration

Philadelphia

included

in

the ComGrove, Pa., fined for
that

of

theatre, Fawn
failure to return film promptly An award
of $42.11 was made the exhibitor who maintained that he did not return the film

munity

promptly

because

the night

the picture

he

wanted

to

it

show

was raining on
was scheduled and
it

at

a

subsequent

—

;
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time
Jules Levy, one of the assistant
general sales managers of Universal, was
a recent visitor in Philadelphia.
Ben
Amsterdam, representing the independent
exchanges in Philadelphia, has returned
from New York, where he attended the
meeting of independent distributors, and
has announced plans for the general observation
of
Independence
Week in
October.
R. Rosenbaum and James
Clark, special representatives of the ad
sales department of Paramount, were recent
visitors in Philadelphia and called a meeting of the sales force of the Philadelphia
office to familiarize it with the forthcoming product.
Jules E. Mastbaum, President of the Stanley Company of America,
.

.

.

.

who

now

is

.

.

in

Paris,

Olympic September

23.

.

will
.

to

Leopold Stokowski, vice-president
Frank W. Buhler, general manager of the
Stanley Company, second vice-president,
and Irving D Rossheim, controller of the
Stanley Company .treasurer. ... It is reported that Harry Schwalbe, formerly secof

&

.

.

.

&

The Sherwood

54 street and

theatre,

Baltimore avenue, which has been closed
while undergoing extensive improvements,
re-opened September 12.

Para-

Express,”

Pay,”

.

returned, the

Leonard Bishop

theatres.

and Paquin is stressing the quality
of the projection at his house in the advertisements
he
runs
in
newspapers.
Feature pictures are presented with French
plant,

and English titles, and the program is
changed twice each week.
While 2,500
people were enjoying the performance at
B. F. Keith’s theatre in Ottawa on the
evening of September 11, Manager J. M.
Franklin received a telegram from Detroit,
Mich., that his mother had died. He left
for Detroit immediately, and Roy McDonald, assistant manager, is in charge
.

The
absence.
first special screening held here in many
weeks was the showing of the Fox feature
“The Fool” before an invited audience at
the Regent theatre September 10, under the
direction of W. J. Stewart, Toronto, repremanager’s

.

money was

gone.

man-

is

O MAHA, NEB. —Though

she did not win
the Paramount-Liberty $50,000 contest,

manager of Loew’s State theatre here,
was host to about 4,000 orphans of the city
at a special morning showing of “The
Gold Rush” on September 12.
Income tax returns show that Skouras
.

.

.

Brothers Enterprises, Inc., paid $12,800;
St. Louis Amusement Company, $11,131;
Greater Amusement Company, $2,877 Bur;

Amusement

Company, $2,670
Company, $1,376.

land

Shaw

Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. S.

and

.

.

.

W. Lilly, formerly of
Hannibal, Mo., have bought the Irma
theatre here from Dave Nelson and asso-

...

A local syndicate headed
by Louis Dremer has bought the Elite
and Cozy theatres at Metropolis, 111.,
The Pekin
from /. A. Weece.
theatre, a negro house owned by Amos
Duncan, opened at Springfield, 111., last
week.
C. D. Williams has bought the
theatre at Thebes, 111., that formerly was
C D. Hill,
operated by Moses Lesar.
district manager for Pro-Dis-Co, presided
at a sales conference September 12 at
which the following branch managers were
present: Eddie Lipson, Des Moines, la.;
Frank De Lorenzo, Omaha, Neb.; Clarence
A. Schultz, Kansas City, Mo.; Art La
Plant, St. Louis, Mo., and Russell McLean,
ciates.

.

.

.

.

Mrs. Mildred Bowlby Lusk, this city, won
a contract with the Paramount Pictures
Corporation as a result of her entry in the
contest, and the plot she submitted probShe has had a
ably will be screened.
conference with Jesse L. Lasky, who was
a judge in the contest, and she has been
“Miss
engaged as a scenario writer.
.

Omaha,” who won

.

.

.

.

.

Runs

Company,

mount; Stanley Magazine News; Vocal
and Dance Divertissement, “A Spanish
Festival,” Amalie Malina; Musical Divertissement, Eddie Clark; Overture, “Tann-

Symphony

hauser,” Stanley

Orchestra.

FOX: “As No Man Has Loved,” Fox; Weber
Quartette; Overture. “Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody,” Fox Theatre Grand
Orchestra.

Male

STANTON

“The

Folly,”

Para-

World,”

First

Susan,”

Para-

of Forgotten

Men.”

Coast

of

mount.

ARCADIA

“The

Lost

.

.

.

September

opened

»

I

:

“Wild,

W'ild

mount.

PALACE: “The

Street

Paramount.

VICTORIA

:

“Wild

Horse

Mesa,”

Para-

mount.

CAPITOL: “In
mount.

the

Name

19.

The

——

I

ALBANY,

Claude Fredericks of
broke his
Pittsfield,
house records last week with “The Coast
Bob Landry, with houses
of Folly.”
in Ogdensburg and Malone, ran “The Ten
Commandments” to big business last week,
when thousands thronged Ogdensburg in
connection with the St. Lawrence county
E. J. Smith, district manager
fair.
for Vitagraph, dropped into town during
the week, and with J. N. Klein, journeyed
on to Utica, where they saw several of the
Charles L. Reed
larger exhibitors.
has notified Film Row that he has taken
Julius
over the theatre in Windsor.
Byck, the deaf and dumb exhibitor in the
Catskills, who is as keen as they make
them, was along the Row recently and reported banner business during the resort
Sol Manheimer
season just closed.
of the Bobbins theatres in Watertown used
no less than 14 models last week in connection with a run of “The Dressmaker from
A change
Paris” at the Olympic.

^Athe

N. Y.

Capitol

.

.

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

National

KAHLTON

the

Rialto style show, the Herzberg store cooperating, opened on the same date.

.

Horseback,” Para-

“Beggar on

in

The style revue, staged
cooperation with the Thompson-Belden

picture offers.
in

.

(Week Beginning September 7)
:

.

.

Philadelphia

STANLEY

.

place

life of the city, was asked by McClelland
Barclay and Haskell Coffin, artists, to pose
for them. Also there are reports of motion

.

First

fourth

Atlantic City beauty contest, is expected to
go the way of pulchritude contest winners
and enter motion picture work. This young
woman, who is Myrtis Roach in the social

.

operator of
Quebec, has remodeled and reequipped his house and has installed a new
orchestra under the leadership of Rene
Maurier.
New projection equipment is
included in the additions to the theatre’s

the

.

senting Fox.
Stewart was formerly manager of the Tivoli, Photodrome and other

Hull,

during

.

Airdome here on the night of
September 7 a thief entered the cashier’s
cage and escaped with the evening’s receipts, $305.65.
The cashier had wrapped
the money and laid it on a chair. She left
the cage for a few minutes, and when she

All Star.

Paquin, owner
the Laurier theatre,

.

.

Lindell

YYTTAWA, ONT. — Donat

.

.

.

ST. FRANCIS: “The Iron Horse,” Fox (continued )

.

SJ and

Pro-Dis-

.

:

;

Associated First National Pictures, and H. A. Winters are having plans
drawn for the construction of a theatre,
store and garage building on 52 street
below Wyalusing avenue. The theatre will
seat 2,000 and it is estimated the cost will
be in excess of $600,000.
Hoffman
Henon are the architects.
Plans are
being drawn by Hodgens
Hill, architects,
for a 1,000 seat theatre, 7 stores and 14
apartments to be built at City and Bala
avenues for the Bala Theatre Company.
.

Lies,”

GRANADA: “The Teaser,” Universal.
CAMEO: “W’ildfire,” Vitugraph.
UNION SQUARE: “Daughters W'ho

ager of the Regent.

.

of

Metro-Coldwyn- Mayer.

Toronto

.

“Tower

IMPERIAL: “The Pony
mount (2nd week).

.

officers of

cultivate a fraternal spirit
among the better class of musicians and to
provide the public with high-class concerts,
on Sundays and at such other times as
the concerts will be available to those who
otherwise would not be able to attend them.
Leopold Stokowski, conductor of the Philadelphia orchestra, has promised that his
organization will give several concerts as
part of the club’s program.
The officers
are Jules E. Mastbaum, honorary presi-

retary

.

.

object

dent

.

Coast of Folly,” Para-

WARFIELD:

the Stanley Company of America have
been instrumental in forming the Stanley
Musical Club of Philadelphia. Its primary
is

Runs

mount.

LOEW'S

.

new exchange on

its

ground

(Week Beginning September 12)

CALIFORNIA: “The

representative.

1925

3,

the
floor of the Plaza Hotel building.
The local Fox office is in receipt of a
wire to the effect that “The Iron Horse”
broke all house records at the Majestic theatre, Little Rock, Ark.
Out of town
visitors on film row this week were John
Rees, Wellsville, Mo.; H. C. Tuttle, Desloge, Mo., and Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.
While hundreds watched the show at the

San Francisco

on the

sail

The

.

special

Co has opened

.

.

.

October
Hill’s

First

»

of Love,” Para-

.

.

.

...

came
city

Avon in the same
vaudeville and pic-

in the policy of the

during the week

;

tures will prevail at that house

from now

Charles Weidman, who with
on.
his brother Joe runs the Central theatre in
Albany, put in about the busiest Labor Day
.

.

.

October

3,

1925

.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
At Kodak Park every known precaution
is exercised to make sure that every foot of
Eastman Positive Film actually will reproduce
tone for tone,

all

the detail of the negative.

Eastman experts safeguard

for the screen

the photographic quality your audiences are
entitled to see there

Look

— and

for the identification

“Kodak”

expect.

“Eastman”

black letters in the
margin of prints you screen.
in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

79

*

;
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M.

By 2 :30 P.
in the history of the house.
was packed to the doors.

it

.

.

CAN
^
M.
the

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

.

manager of Harmanus-Bleeker

Saperstein,

Hall in Albany, is admitting all children
free each afternoon when accompanied by
Richparents, except on Saturdays.
.

Bloomingdale

ard,

.

.

new manager

the

is

of

coming over
from Troy, where he had been connected
with the Palace for some time.
the

Hudson

theatre in Albany,

.

.

Julius Berinstein, who has the Colonial. in
Albany, as well as other houses in that city
and Troy, packed his house even to the
gallery on Labor Day, prices remaining un-

changed.

.

in Troy and
this week to

The Palace

.

.

Hudson

the

Albany started

in

run double features each Tuesday, ThursThe Regent in
day and Saturday.
Albany is now closed, and is being redecIt will
orated and generally overhauled.
probably open early in October with HerThe
man Vineberg at the helm.
Royal theatre in Albany, owned by Harry
Heilman, is observing its sixth birthday
Thomas Norris has been
this week.
appointed manager of the Palace theatre
Water entering through a
in Troy.
leaky roof played havoc with the organ
recently installed in the Strand theatre,
Schenectedy, N. Y. The damage has been
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

repaired.

1925

3,

investigation to determine whether more
bodies are in the ruins.
The “big
corner” of film row, 18 and Wyandotte
streets, was bought last week by Dr. Nathan Zoglin from Milton Tootle of St. Joseph, Mo., for $45,000. The building on the
site will be remodeled into a modern twostory structure. The present tenants, Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., have arranged
for space in the altered building.

Joe

.

October

FRANCISCO, CAL.— Mortimer
Thomas, one of the organizers of
Golden State Theatre and Realty Com-

pany, has disposed of his stock to a group
of his associates. It is understood that the
transaction involved not less than $100,000.
Thomas retains his individual theatre holdings.
L. Borg of the Parkway theatre, Oakland, Cal., announces that his new
1,000-seat house will be completed in about
three months.
It is being erected by the
West Berkeley Theatres and the Golden
State Theatres and Realty Corporation.
Leo Laughlin, house manager of
Loew’s Warfield, has returned from his
All were
vacation at Catalina Island.
“There’s
happy to welcome him back.
A. A. Schmidt, for
a reason.”
the last three years West Coast division
manager for Film Booking Offices of
America, was made West Coast representative of the company on September 1.
Fire recently put the Orpheum at
Red Bluff out of business temporarily.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Independent Exchanges, formerly

at 281 Turk street, is now in larger quarters at 294 Turk street.
Abe
.
.

.

Markowitz has been appointed branch manager here for the Red Seal Corporation.
.

.

G. C.

.

.

.

.

.

trackless train,
which passed through here the other day,
went into a ditch near Emporia, Kan., according to reports reaching here. No one
was injured, the reports state.
Last
week the management of the Alamo theatre turned the house over to the American
Legion, and the proceeds of the show went
to disabled veterans. The Alamo got much
publicity through its generosity.
One day last week the Liberty theatre here
had the largest matinee attendance in its
history during a showing of “The Iron
Horse.”
Sherman S. Krelberg,
.

.

.

.

.

.

manager of Chadwick Pictures
Corp., was a business visitor here last week.
The Gayety theatre, Richmond, Mo.,
which had been closed has been reopened
by E. J. Lime and Guy Cooper of this city.
C. A. “Bones” Smith has been made
manager of the Electric theatre, Kansas

general
.

.

.

.

.

.

City, Kan., first run house.
The
Royal theatre, local first run house, has
changed its opening date from Sunday to
Saturday as have the Pantages and Liberty
.

.

.

theatres.

Parsons has been appointed

manager of the local M-G-M exchange to
succeed Frank Voight, who was forced by

TNDIANAPOLIS, IND.—W.

H.

Griffin,

pioneer motion picture manager here,
has secured a 10-year lease on the Garrick
theatre and will begin operation on October
He has been manager of the Garrick
1.
for the last 10 years. He said that he will
make extensive improvements and will inThe rent, (which
stall a new pipe organ.
includes that of a vacant lot next the theatre that will be a free parking space for
patrons) and the improvements involve a
First National and
total of about $55,000.
J-

United Artists pictures will be shown

... A

health to resign.
Joe Bauer,
formerly of the Wigwam theatre, recently
returned from Alaska with his family.
You can’t keep away from this town.
Because the Turk street Pro-Dis-Co quarters were too small, Manager M. E. Corey
took over the old Selznick office at Golden
As his friends
Gate and Leavenworth.
expected he would, he has converted it
The
into an ideal film exchange.
Morton Organ Company has
Robert
opened offices on Golden Gate avenue.
ill

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

new backstage

dress
at
is being installed at the Eagles theatre
Wabash, Ind. L. L. Davis, scenic artist
from Dayton studios, is doing the work.
The big drape which goes across the stage,
the asbestos drop and scenes for full stage
the house.

settings will be done in different designs.
Ball, stage carpenter, was injured in
assisting the work when a rope holding the
weight to balance the asbestos curtain
broke. He was working in the fly gallery

time and

the

fell

to

the

stage

floor.

Extension of the holdings of the
Fitzpatrick-McElroy interests in Indianapolis to include a new fireproof theatre
at

Richmond,

Ind.,

was made known

re-

cently following the announcement of the
purchase of four theatres in Michigan City,
20-year lease on the Richmond
Ind.
structure has been taken. The leasing and
financing of the new structure at Richmond
was through C. Milton Kelly, vice-president of the City Securities Company of

City Realty
Company will erect the house, which will
pipe
have a seating capacity of 1,500.
organ will be installed and musical pro-

The

Quaker

.

A

grams will be features. It is planned to
have the structure completed by May 1,

Renown Pictures, Incorpor1926.
York Corporation, has qualiated, a
The petified to do business in Indiana.
tion sets forth that the company has no
It
capital stock represented' in the state.
will deal in moving picture machinery, pictures, cameras, projecting machines and
.

.

.

New

similar

North

equipment.

Jerry

Abrams,

Illinois street, Indianapolis,

named agent

422
has been

for service of process.

MICH.—Arthur'

Baehr,

D.

who

for the last 10 years has been
operating the Crystal theatre on Michigan
avenue, announces the expansion of his
company’s holdings to two more new theatres, both to be on Michigan avenue.
One
will seat 2,000 and the other half that number.
The success of the Crystal has
prompted the company to expand.

TT'ANSAS CITY, Mo.—The

skeleton of
another body has been found in
the ruins of the Gillis theatre, destroyed
This is the
by an explosion last June.
second gruesome discovery in two weeks
and brings the known total of the dead to
six.
City authorities have started an active
still

Chicago Capitol Theatre
Program Varied
(

Week Baginning September 21)

Gynt’s
“Peer
Rhapsody”;
Suite,” Capitol Grand Orchestra, Albert

“Hungarian
E.

Short

,

conductor.

“The Moonlight Ballet” Choreography by
Merriel Abbot; Adagio, Edna Hathaway
and Howard Baker.
Capitol Theatre World Events.
“Ladies of the Evening”; “Lady of the
“I
Evening,” sung by Roy Dieterich
Hear You Calling Me,” The Mysterious
Voice; “Alone at Last,” sung by Roy
Dieterich ; Lamplighters Parade; Tableau
of Light.
“Moonlight and Roses,” vocal and organ
presentation by Leo Terry assisted by
Marjorie Pringle.

South Sea Revue.
“The Wheel,” Fox.
Aesop's Fable.

.

.

“The Gold Rush” has gone into its fifth
week at Kunsky’s Adams, thereby setting
a long-run record for a feature comedy in
Extra shows are being given to
this city.
handle the crowds.
The run of
“The Ten Commandments” was recently
cut to two weeks at the Adams through
.

A

Indianapolis.

D ETROIT,

.

Roy

at

—

Hi

.

.

a misunderstanding, according to an announcement in a regional film magazine
this week.
George W. Trendle, general

manager of the Kunsky theatres, states
that because of his absence from- the city
the engagement was closed, even though the
picture had broken records in the house.
Oscar W. Smith of the John H.
Kunsky Enterprises has been elected to the
board of directors of the Detroit Board of
Commerce for the ensuing year. George
W. Trendle retires as third vice-president
Charles H. Miles
of the board.
has confirmed reports that the Ferry Field,
his most recent combination house acquisition, is for sale.
Miles for the present will
confine his operations to the Miles and
Regent theatres. It is likelv that work on
his proposed downtown theatre will be
Dave
postponed for some time.
Chaikin, assistant to Earl W. Hammons
of Educational, was in the city for several
.

.

.

.

days last week conferring with

.

.

M

.Harlan
branch manager for Educational.
Alex and Jacob Schreibery
local exhibitors, have returned from a trip
And Fred Wuerth,
to Florida.
Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti theatre operator,

Starr,

local
.

.

.

.

has left for Florida.

”

October
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THE FILM MART
Contract With

Astor
H. A. Keller, editor of True Detective
Mysteries, has been retained to give technical suggestions on sequences of “False
Pride,” the second Macfadden picture.

Engage Makeup Expert
Cecil B. De Mille has engaged Sam
Kauffman, makeup expert, to work with
Rod La Rocque and other players to get

Finishing “Sixth Degree

realistic

“The Sixth Degree,” made by Henri
Diamant Berger, is being edited and titled
and probably will be released late in the
fall.
Owen Moore, Holbrook Blinn and

been

cast of
altered,

Valli,

Eugene

The

“How

to

option on the services of Bennett
fabric designer, has been exercised.
He was signed several months ago
to create fabrics for ballett costumes, and
the contract resulted.
He is the inventor
of a number of fabrication processes, all
of which he uses in his work.

Nathan,

Train a Wife” has

and now includes Virginia
O’Brien, George Nichols,

From

Release Date Set

September 27

Operetta

Bought
“Bellamy the Magnificent,” by Roy
Horniman, English actor and playwright,
has been purchased.
It is scheduled for

Big Game Hunter” is from one of
Richard Harding Davis’ stories and
presents Earle Foxe in a number of
comedy situations. Robert P. Kerr

“ The

Announcement has been made

Harry
Kerr has been engaged as production manager of various producing units. Kerr formerly was with another large producing
that

did the directing for this

Fox

picture.

company.
the

“Sealed Lips ” Cut, Titled

“Sealed Lips,” featuring Dorothy Revier
and Cullen Landis, has been cut and titled.

To Make “Penalty of Jazz”
William Wellman has been selected to
direct “The Penalty of Jazz,” a forthcoming Waldorf feature that will go into production under this

title.

Educational
Named

October Releases

The following

pictures are scheduled for
release in October:
“A Misfit Sailor,”
“Felix the Cat on the Farm,” “The Movies,”

“Dog Daze,” “Baby Be Good,” “Felix

first

18

months old and the

latter

4

years old, are co-starred in the forthcoming Juvenile comedy, “Baby Be Good.”

Sell British Rights to

Twelve

that

John Adolfi,

not Scott Dunlap, will direct “The Checkered Flag,” which has been put in production.

Pro-Dis-Co
Julian Impersonates Ex-Kaiser

Walter Hiers Injured
Walter Hiers injured his hand while on
location making a comedy, and has had to

Rupert Julian, who will direct “Three
Faces East,” will don makeup and impersonate the former German Kaiser in this
production.

temporarily.

Yola D’Avril, Christie beauty, has been
loaned

Universal
“The Midnight Sun.”
to

to

play

a

role

in

Dooley in Another Sailor Role
Billy
titled

Dooley,

“A

Misfit

Goofy Gob,”

whose
Sailor,”

which

first
is

William

comedy is
making “A

Watson

is

Children Star

Malcolm Sebastian and Bonnie

Murray Plays in “Steel Preferred”
Charles Murray has been signed for

Barrett,

He
and

apis

playing in “La Boheme.”

Will Film “Four Stragglers”

“The Four

Stragglers,” a novel by

Frank

Warner Brothers
Studios Going Strong

Blackton Production Tilled
“Maryland, My Maryland” is the title of
the next Commodore J. Stuart Blackton
production.
Marian Constance is prepar-

a

work

will begin

Matt Moore in Different Role
Matt Moore’s next production

will

be

“The Cave Man,” in which he will have a
more violent part than any he has so far
had.
Lewis Milestone will direct.

To Make Special

Other players
Vera Reynolds,
William Boyd, Hobart Bosworth, Walter
Long, Nigel Barrie, Helene Sullivan and
William V. Mong.

A special production named “Broken
Hearts of Hollywood” will be the final of
the year’s program. All the players under
contract will appear in it.
Roy Del Ruth
has been chosen to direct.

“Rocking Moon” Company

Two Announced

part in

“Steel Preferred.”
signed for this picture are

The company making

in

Alaska

the George

Melford production “Rocking Moon” has gone
to Sitka, Alaska, where most of the scenes

directing.

now

ing the screen version, and
in a few weeks.

Light.”

work

his services are thereby retained.
peared in “The Merry Widow,”

Four companies are producing, three
have just put pictures in the cutting room
and six are getting ready to start work.

Cat

Yola D’Arvil Loaned

D’Arcy Under Contract
Louis B. Mayer has exercised the option
he held on Roy D’Arcy’s contract, and

been announced.

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation has sold
the British rights to 12 productions to
Stoll Films, Ltd., London, England.

John Adolfi Will Direct
It has been announced

early production.

L. Packard, has been bought.
No details
as to its adaptation and production have

Gotham

on the Job,” “Knicknacks of
Knowledge,” “Scrambled Eggs” and “Spot

stop

the release date set for

Briton’s Play

Columbia
Harry Kerr Heads Production

is

Lon Chaney’s “The Unholy Three.”

Arthur Gregor, director, is selecting the
cast for “The Count of Luxembourg,” the
picture adapted from the operetta of the
same name composed by Francis Lehar.

the

new

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Chadwick
Picture

“Braveheart,” the

starring vehicle.

Retain Nathan, Fabric Designer

in the cast.

Jean Hersholt, Boris Karloff, Cissy Fitzgerald, and Bryant Washburn.

Make

in

effects

La Rocque

Cast Altered

The

Players

exclusively in Metropolitan productions.

Associated Exhibitors

Constance Bennett are

Two

William Sistrom has announced that
Marguerite De La Motte and John Bowers
have signed individual contracts to appear

Keller on Advisory Staff

will be

filmed.

for Next Season
Footloose Widow,” a story bv
Beatrice Burton, and “White Flannels,” a
story by Lucien Cary, are to be screened
for next season’s program.

“The
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Change

Paramount
Cutting “Vanishing American”

Richard Dix has finished “The Vanishing

American” and all the film is in the cutting
Within a few weeks the editing
room.
also will be finished.

New Schedule Announced

A new

production schedule for the West
Coast studios has been announced. On this
schedule are “The Mannequin,” “The Tattooed Countess,” “Stage Door Johnny,”
“Polly of the Ballet,” “Hasson” and “The

Enchanted

Hill.”

Stage Actress in Second Picture
Carlotta Monterey, for years an actress
on the New York stage, made her first
screen appearance in “Soul Fire” and will
make her second in “The King on Main
Street.”

Dix in Texas
Richard Dix and Esther Ralston have
gone to Texas to make scenes for the

Western sequence of “Womanhandled.”
F. B. O.
To Begin Another Gold Bond
Production of “The Midnight Flyer,” another Gold Bond Special is to begin soon.

Ralph Lewis has been selected

to play the

leading part.

Flynn Plans Sea Picture
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn, who has completed “Heads Up,” is making plans for a
sea picture that will be produced aboard a
ship plying between Los Angeles harbor
and Mazatlan, Mexico.
Kirkland Writes Continuities

David Kirkland, recently signed to direct
Fred Thomson, writes all his continuities,
believing that a director can do more with
his script than

from

can one

who

has been selected
as the title for the picture made from Willard Robertson’s play, “The Sea Woman,”
the titles “Barriers Aflame” and “Dangerous Currents” having been abandoned. The
picture made from Anthony Pryde’s novel
“Spanish Sunlight” will be released under
the

“The

title

from Montmartre.”

Girl

Fox
Opera Singer

Rowland V. Lee

directing.

is

in

Wyoming

directed “The Iron
Horse,” is at Jackson’s Hole, Wyoming,
with a company producing sequences for

named “Three Bad
George O’Brien and Olive Borden

the picture tentatively

have the leading

roles.

has begun production of “The
Man,” which J. G. Blystone is
In the supporting cast are Clara

Bad

ready to start a new picture, which will go into work under the
title “Sir Piegan Passes.”

Mulhall to Play in “Joanna”
Jack Mulhall has been signed to play the
leading
male
part
opposite
Dorothy
Mackaill in Edwin Carewe’s “Joanna with
a Million.”

Second Errol Film Begins Soon
Work on the next picture starring Leon
Errol, which probably will be named “The
Lunatic at Large Again,” is to begin soon,
as the first Errol picture, “Clothes
the Pirate,” has been finished.

Make

Kane Begins “Bluebeard’s IVives”
Robert T. Kane has begun the filming of
“Bluebeard’s

Seven

Wives.”

Alfred

novels.

Nordlinger Directing Western
Victor Nordlinger is directing Edmund
in “The Saddle Tramp,” a two-reel

Filming Tuttle Story
“Eggs-Actly,” from the story by

work under

W.

C.

the di-

“Cupid’s Victory.”

“The Radio Detective” is the title of
William Desmond’s next starring vehicle,
which William Crinley will direct.

in musicomedies and in vaudeville as a dancer,
interprets a dance of the African natives

cal

“The Winding

in

Pathe

Stair.”

Del Lord Signed Again

Villain Designing

Costumes

Anders Randolf, signed a short time ago
for a “heavy” part in Douglas Fairbanks’
“The Black Pirate,” in designing the pirate
costumes that will be used in the picture.

Mack Swain

“The Eagle”

in

Mack Swain, who

appears with Chaplin

Barbara Bedford With Hart

Announcement has been made

that Barhave the leading feminine role opposite Bill Hart in “Tumble-

bara Bedford

is

to

weeds.”

Edna Purviance

Del Lord, who has made more than 30
comedies for Mack Sennett during the last
two years, has just signed a new contract.

Semon Making Another
Larry Semon has put “Stop, Look and
Listen” in production.
He is starring in
and directing the picture. Dorothy Dwan.
playing opposite Semon, is the only other
member of the cast so far named.
“Green Archer” Company Moves

The company engaged in making “The
Green Archer” has gone up the Hudson
river to film some of the sequences of the
picture.

“Our Gang” Busy Again

McGowan, director of the juwho appear in “Our Gang” comehas a new picture in work.

Robert

to Star

veniles

Edna Purviance will be starred in a picture made under the supervision of Charlie
Chaplin.

dies,

Alice

Day Making Seventh

Alice Day is engaged in making the
seventh of the two-reel comedy series for
Mack Sennett.

Schulberg
Schedule “Plastic Age” for Release

“The Plastic Age,” co-featuring Donald
Keith and Clara Bow, has been scheduled
for release in November.

Clara

Bow

De

Claire Eames, Effie Shannon, Holbrook
Blinn, Lucius Henderson, Pedro De Cordoba, George Cooper and Diana Kane are in
the cast.

;

Alma Rubens Has Dancer’s Part
Alma Rubens, who has appeared

Higgin Completes Filming
ing work on “The New Commandment”
and it is being edited and titled. Blanche
Sweet, Ben Lyon, Dorothy Cummings,

;

Choose Vehicle for Desmond

opposite

has completed the film-

the 1926 sched-

from: “Perch of the Devil,” novel by
Gertrude Atherton; “Fear” and “Trail of
the Tiger,” stories
by Courtney Riley
Cooper “The Old Soak,” stage play by
Don Alarquis; “Poker Faces,” story by Edgar Franklin; “Wives for Rent,” from a
Swedish novel “Brides Will Be Brides,”
novel by Lucille Van Slyke “Tall Timber,”
novel by George Goodchild stories entitled
“Crimes of the Armchair,” by Arthur
Somers Roche; and “The Cow Jerry” and
“Click of Triangle T,” popular Western
ule

Stockdale.

A.
Santell is directing and Dorothy Sebastian
has the featured role.

Howard Higgin

Schedule

September 23 was the release date for
“Educating Buster,” “Too Much Motherin-Law,” “Officer 13,” “Stranded” and

almost finished.

cast for a part in “Irene.”

—

New

made on

Five Released

“The Gold Rush,” has been cast for a
part in “The Eagle,” though the picture is

National

of

Pictures will be

Buck Jones is in the midst of the filming
of “The Desert’s Price,” in the supporting
cast of which are Edna Marion, Ernest
Butterworth, Arthur Houseman, Harry
Dunkinson,
Henry Armetta and Carl

in

First

Universal
Announce Part

Jones Western Going Well

is

Dorothy Seastrom Under Contract
Dorothy Seastrom, who appears in “Classified” and “We Moderns,” has signed a
long term contract and probably will be

Alatieson.

Tuttle, has been put in
rection of Vin Aloore.

United Artists

Tyler

Ober and Otto

Bow, Tom Kennedy, Cyril Chadwick, Paul
Panzer and Frank Beal.

it.

Tyler in Neu> Production

ford, Robert

Western.

Tom Mix
directing.

fourth picture in the “Big Twelve” series.
In the supporting cast are Alary Beth Mil-

Cobb

Mix Making “Best Bad Man”
Best

1925

;

Ford and Company
John Ford, who

Men.”

3,

;

“Silver Treasure”

in

Hans Joby, formerly a basso in the Metropolitan Opera Company, has been cast
for a part in “The Silver Treasure,” which

has not worked

Fourth “Mazie” in Work
The fourth chapter of “The Adventures
Alberta
featuring
of
Mazie”
series,
Vaughn, has been put in work.

Tom

Two

Titles of

“Why Women Love”

October

Clara

Lent

Bow has been lent to Fox
Tom Mix in one picture.

Sano,

Marcel

III.

to play

Released

De Sano

has been released from

his contract because of

ill

health.

Tiffany-Truart
Fourth “Big Twelve” Chosen

“Morals for Men,” co-featuring Conway
Tearle and Agnes Ayres, is the title of the

Davis Dist. Div.
Start “ Red

Kimono”

“The Red Kimono,” Mrs. Wallace Reid’s
newest picture, is in production.- In the
supporting cast are Sheldon Lewis, Mary
Carr,
Max Ascher, Virginia Pearson,
Tyrone Power, George Seigman, Nellie
Bly Baker, Priscilla Bonner, Emily Fitzroy
and Theodore Von Eltz.
“Grey Vulture” Almost Ready

Ken Alaynard has completed filming
work on “The Grey Vulture,” which will
soon be edited and titled. In the supporting cast are Hazel Deane, “Sailor” Sharkv
and Boris Bullock.

4*£**&»-*«/
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ANNE CORNWALL, ROBERT EDESON
and a

stellar cast
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story by Herman Raymaker L Clyde Bruckman
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Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors ’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

Grand

—

THE LONE WOLF:

—

BATTLING BUNYAN
M.

L.

:
Special cast Fine profair and pleased them all.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

picture.

Drew

General patronage.

RACING LUCK:
From

picture.

Monty Banks

posters

comedy.

—

Only a fair
you would think it was

good, but really nothing to the picture. Six reels.
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General
patronage.

— John

—

SCAR HANAN

“THE BOX OFFICE RECFall edition,

published

is

as Section II of this issue of the

“Herald.”

— Fine snow
— L. M. Jones,
— General pat-

SAVE SECTION II
CONTINUING THE DEVEL-

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—

opment and expansion which
has marked its progress from
the beginning, “The Box Office

THE CHECHAHCOS:
scenes.

Special cast

Good story and everything.

Arcadia theatre,

Vandergrift,

Pa.

ronage.

F. B. 0.
A

very satisfactory offering.
The
up unusually well for an extended
day being the largest.
Patrons
Picture had drawing power. Seven
Davies, Solon theatre, Spencer, la.
ronage.

picture stood
run, the last
well pleased.

Record” brings

reels.

indispensable informaconcerning available film
product. Combining exhibitors’
reports published in “What the
Picture Did for Me” during the
past six months, the “Record”
affords convenient access to the

— H. N.
— General pat-

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
We did a very nice business on this one but do
not think it is near the picture they claim it to
I think several of our patrons were disappointed.
Seven reels. M. J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.
be.

—

—

—A

WHITE THUNDER:

Yakima Canutt

good

program picture
is
a Western and has
plenty of action.
Five reels. John Aden, Rialto

little

;

theatre,

Terril,

la.

— General

—

patronage.

THE HUMAN TORNADO:

Yakima Canutt—

A

good Western picture. Good print. Five reels.
Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y. General patronage.

— L.

—

THE CLOUD RIDER:
well liked here.

Had

A1 Wilson

—This

was

plenty of action.

—Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue
—Neighborhood patronage.

Six reels.
theatre, Vernal, U.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

Fred

Thomson-

Very good picture. Just the right kind for small
town fellows. If we could make the producers
understand to leave out all the society stuff and
keep the business humming with this kind of
picture, but they don’t see it and expect a man
to buy 10 punk pictures to one good one and hold
the prices up.
Maybe all of you fellows have
this figured out the same way as I have.
If you

have not bought this picture, buy it and boost it.
It’s worth to be talked about and let them know
that you have something different.
Six reels.
R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak. General

—

patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:
This

is

Fred Thomson

a wonderful picture for those that

want
a Western picture.
Silver King and Fred Thomson have won the place Mix had before trying

this

intensely

to exhibitors in

active

booking

season

tion

greatest

fund of box

office

in-

formation ever assembled for
theatre owners’ guidance.
II

ADOPTION OF A PAGE
size facilitating

mailing of the

“Record” as Section II of the
“Herald in the Spring of this
year was hailed by exhibitors as
a helpful change. Filing of the

“Record” for reference purposes
was made easier, it was stated,
and in the large size the Spring
edition withstood the wear of
constant

use

more

patrons.

Mont.

Malta,

—

—

Yakima Canutt We advercowboy play with the world’s
champion cowboy as the hero in a fast moving
Western.
They came by the auto loads and
made our third best night to date. Everyone is
still singing the praises of Canutt and his riding.
They say he is the most natural Western actor
they have ever seen.
The play is a humdinger,
:

but not a special. I am very much pleased with
the F. B. O. product to date. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

staunchly

than the smaller sized editions
preceding it.

—

—

—

WHITE FANG:
the
Strongheart This
is
poorest Strongheart picture we have shown.
It
will get by, but nobody will fall over themselves
to tell their neighbors to come see it.
Don’t
pay so much for it that you will have to raise
admission, as it will not stand a raise.
Six

— W.

reels.-

Kan.

J.

— General

Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,
patronage.

WHITE FANG:

Strongheart

—A

good drawing

picture but the picture fails to please. Producers
should try to make well developed story when
they have the star and title that draws them in.
M. A. Long, Grand theatre, Alvin, Tex. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

—
—
—
Strongheart — A

WHITE FANG: Strongheart A picture that
takes pretty well.
The dog does some good acting in this picture.
Six reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
General patronage.
WHITE FANG:

box

office at-

traction which pleased both our patrons and our
box office. M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka,

—

Kan.

— General

patronage.

—
—
—
SPEED WILD: Lefty Flynn — This
a good
program picture. Has the action and speed and
they seemed to enjoy
Five
—John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, la. — General patronage.
SPEED WILD:

Lefty Flynn A fair picture.
Nothing extra. Flynn doesn’t go over with my
crowd. Good print. Five reels. L. Deyo, Miers
theatre. Schoharie, N. Y.
General patronage.
is

reels.

it.

LILIES OF

FILE SECTION

theatre,

tised this as a real

of
THIS ISSUE
ORD,”

Thomson-

Saturday

usual

Satisfied the
Veseth, Palace
General patronage.

— Carl

Section II

in

—
—

gram

SAVE

—This

is the
It
a year.
is over so your
patrons will not see you. If you have it bought,
trade it back for a news reel and you will be
ahead. Six reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

Special cast

picture

Fred

Unusual type of picture.
Acting is a toss-up
between Silver King and the bull.
Plenty of

patronage.

we have shown
makes one want to hide when it

poorest

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

THE SKY RAIDER: Capt. Nungesser
dandy good program picture sold me at a program price.
Good airplane business and all
round action and clever acting.
The kind that
helps the house.
L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre,
Vandergrift,

—

brow class of pictures. M. A. Long.
theatre. Alvin, Tex. General patronage.

high

the

Associated Exhibitors

—
Pa. — General

South Dearborn

III.

THE STREETS:

Special cast—
a good program picture, but by
far not the big special that they tell you it is.
If you can get it right, play it.
John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, Ga. General patronage.

This

is

really

—

—

LILIES OF

THE STREETS:

Special

cast—

Cooperate with the churches on this picture. They
like it.
It may lack in entertainment value for
others, but moral tone fine and is a good picture.
M. A. Long, Grand theatre, Alvin, Tex.
General patronage.

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

Fred

Thomson—

don’t believe that this one went over as good as
many of the other Thomson’s. Heard lots of them
say it was not as good as most of the others
were.
Five reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre,
Terril, la.

—
— General patronage.

—

THE RIDING COMET:

Yakima Canutt
good Western that pleased an average Saturday crowd. Canutt should do more stunts and
fancy riding in his pictures.
Five reels. E. W.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
Small town patronage.
fairly

—

MIDNIGHT MOLLY
good as usual.

:

Evelyn

—Not

Brent

Didn’t seem to please here.

as

Fair

—A

—A—

—
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors’
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

—

Miers
Deyo,
Five reels. L.
Schoharie, N. Y. General patronage.
print.

—

TRIGGER FINGERS:

Bob Custer—This

is

the

Custer we have used. Went over very well.
Five reels. E. W. McPrint and paper good.
Small
Clelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
town patronage.
first

—

—

TRIGGER FINGERS: Bob Custer—This one
Has quite
has a pretty good program picture.
Five
a little action and is of a Western type.

—

John Aden,
General patronage.

reels.

Rialto

theatre,

THUNDERING HOOFS:
dandy picture.

Five

Red Creek, N.

theatre.

Fred

—A.
Y. — Small

C.

reels.

THUNDERING HOOFS:

Terril,

Powers

town patronage.

Thomson—This
the kind of picture that saves the small town
exhibitor from oblivion.
Simply 100 per cent
perfect for me. Played to S. R. O. Five reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small
town patronage.
Fred

is

—

THUNDERING HOOFS:

Fred Thomson—This
is just the second Thomson we have shown but it
pleased the whole audience.
It was very good
but somewhat different than other Westerns we
have shown. Five reels. B. R. Parsons, Grand
theatre, Springfield, Minn.
General patronage.
THUNDERING HOOFS: Fred Thomson Excellent program picture.
Fred Thomson and Sil-

—
—

ver King well liked here.
hibitors is to play all of
are sure to make money
played has made money
Five reels. P. G. Held,

—
—Neighborhood

mont, Neb.

UNTAMED YOUTH:
not.

Terril,

la.

My advice to all exThey
these Thomsons.
Every one I
for you.
for me.
Print good.
Sterling theatre, FairRalph Lewis— Just an

—General

liked,

—

Evelyn Brent—
SILK STOCKING SAL:
good mystery story.
Good print. Five reels.
L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y. Gen-

This is
ending.
theatre,

—

GREATEST GAME:

Special cast—
a mighty good picture with a rather sad

LIFE’S

Seven

reels.

Spearville,

LIFE’S

—W.

Kan.

J.

eral patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE:

Shoup, De Luxe
patronage.

Johnnie

Walker—

THE SPEED KING:

—

—

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:
madge

theatre,

up

A

reels.

east—

wonderful picture. Good print. Seven reels.—
General
L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.

—

patronage.

Thomson—

Fred Thomson— Not
Fred and Silver King. Five
McGuire, Peery theatre, Darlington,

to the usual for

Mo.

Fred

Richard Talmadge—

THE FIGHTING SAP:

—

General patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

—
— General patronage.

—
—

Richard Talmadge

A

Richard Talbut fails to

STEPPING LIVELY: Richard Talmadge—Just
got by on this in attendance.
fair program.
Five reels. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.

Bert
Satisfied all.
picture.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
Special

man

—

—

—

Silver,

Alvin, Tex.

AMERICAN MANNERS:

—

action

a good stunt

This one was pretty good for Talmadge, but they
do not like him here, and in most of his pictures he pulls off too much impossible stuff.
Five reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
General patronage.

—

great

is

Whether it is too much stunt or not
enough story I don’t know. M. A. Long, Grand

FLASHING SPURS: Bob Custer—Nice little
Western, good for small town.
Played in July.
Too hot weather to make any money. Got by,
that’s all.
Five reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.
General patronage.

LAUGHING AT DANGER:

—This

please.

patronage.

—A

Talmadge—

Richard

—
—

Five reels. A. C. Betts, Powers
Small town patronage.
theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.

good picture.

CHEAP KISSES: Cullen Landis Mush and
This is not the type
slush all the way through.
we want for the small town. May go good in
the cities but it’s the kind here that you are
ashamed to face your patrons with. Had a big
crowd and did not hear one favorable comment
but did hear a lot of kicks. The price also was
twice too high.
Seven reels. H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. Small town

—

—

—

This was sure a poor picture for an Emory JohnPlayed all his others but this
son production.
one sure was not much. John Aden, Rialto theGeneral patronage.
atre, Terril, la.

—

Special cast—

This one is a very good program picture but not
a great big one like the salesman tries to make
you believe it was.
Seven reels. John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

— General

GREATEST GAME:

—

—

—

—

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM:

patronage.

Some
picture is all.
Six reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre,
patronage.

program

ordinary

some

—

Has plenty of action and
This one is good.
people liking Westerns enjoyed it. John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

Evelyn Brent-

Just a fair program picture. Brent is losing her
drawing power for me.
She doesn’t seem to
Five
Fair print.
please my patrons any more.
reels.
L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.
General patronage.

la.

Thomson—
Betts,

THE DANGEROUS FLIRT:

theatre,

—Ray

— Small

town patronage.

NEGLECTED WOMEN:
good turn out to see
pleased very well.

Powers

Special cast— Had a
Not a bad picture and

this.

Seven

reels.

—A. C. Betts,
— Small town

Red Creek, N. Y.

theatre.

patronag.

A GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST:

Gloria Grey
picture that seemed to please immensely.
Gene Stratton Porter’s name helped.
Six reels. Earle Eveland,
Twin City Opera
House, McConnelsville, O. General patronage.

— Good

Good crowd.

—

Cooperation Pledge

;

—

;

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

I

407

I

Chicago,

I

I

I

•

|

So.

Dearborn

!

1

St.,

Talfour rotten ones, Connie has made
a good one and it pleased as near 100 per cent as
any picture we have ever run. Here is one that
will back you up on all the exploitation you wish
to give it.
Eight reels. M. J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—After

111.

madge

GENTLEMEN:

I

Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value of
short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until I shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.

'

(Theatre)

I

(State)

|

-

(State)

-

_

—

FINE CLOTHES
No drawing

:
Special east Fair producpower.
Patronage fell off
night of showing. Carl Veseth, Palace
theatre, Malta, Mont.
General patronage.

tion.

|

second

(Exhibitor)

—

—

|

I

First National
HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance

Special cast— Pretty
Nothing big, however.
favorably on it. Mostly women.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

good

.

1

)

—

ONE YEAR TO LIVE:

—

program

picture.

Many commented

—

October

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

3,

—

Anna Q. Nilsson A good
domestic drama that pleased a big per cent and
Seven reels.
did fairly well at the box office.
M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

THE TALKER:

—

Ronald Colman—

SUPREME MOMENT:

HIS

First National had more like this one, it
would please small town patronage better. Beaugood story and good acting.
tiful color work
If

;

Sweet can show them all
how to love, which is not unsightly for the hard
Eight
boiled who dislike that class of pictures.
reels.
R. D. Young, Polo theatre, Polo, 111.
Blanche

Ronald and

—

General patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Colleen Moore
But they ask too much
Lew Fischer, New theatre, Hoosick

—

I
Barthelmess
Richard
TWENTY-ONE:
thought this one very good, and it seemed to
first,
Second night better than
take good, too.
which is a good sign it was liked. Six reels.
Small
theatre, Socorro, N. M.
Gem
M.
Fay,
Leo
town patronage.
MEN LEAVE HOME: Lewis StonePleased and is 100 per cent entertainment. Many
comments and no kicks. Seven reels. Edith R.
Lawrence, Vogue theatre. Vernal, U. Neighborhood patronage.
DULCY : Constance Talmadge A very pleas-

—

WHY

—
—

—

—

NORTH OF NEVADA:

Very good production.
Colleen.

for

N. Y.

Falls,

—

—General

patronage.

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Colleen

—

Moore

Some thought better
attraction.
than “Sally,” others said not quite so good but
a great relief to any audience after being fed up
on society scandals, one right after another.
M. J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan. Genbox

big

office

;

—

eral

patronage.

EVERY WOMAN’S

Special cast—
IN
Not a special, but a wonderful picture that
should please any audience. C. H. Martin, Strand
General patronage.
theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.

LIFE:

—
—

TONGUES:

IDLE

Special

cast

—We

played

this on a Saturday night and it drew well for
us and pleased. W. W. Sprouse, Rialto theatre,
Altamont, 111. General patronage.

—
—

FOR SALE:

Claire

Windsor

— Seemed

to
in

get

our
with our patronage very well, but
opinion was only a nice program picture. Eight
reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

by

—

—

—

Emil Jannings A very good
but not a box office attraction for a
small town. Lew Fischer, New theatre, Hoosick
General patronage.
Falls, N. Y.

QUO VADIS:

spectacle

—

Emil Jannings Dandy picture
that drew better than anything I have had for
some time. They should have used more care on
close shots of the giant killing the bull, though
that was a wild bull, or even a live one,
I’m cuckoo. Nine reels. Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M.
Small town patronage.
for

if

—

SUNDOWN

—

—

Special cast This is no more of
a special than I am a ring-tailed Wampas. However, I must report that I had two of the biggest
nights in six months.
The only complaint I
heard was that there were too damn many cows.
They could have cut it down three reels and made
a more entertaining picture.
Charley Murray
took the curse off the cows by supplying the
comedy, which was good. Would recommend the
picture to all the boys in the small towns in the
sweet clover district, but don’t pay any foolish
price for it.
Nine reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town patronage.
:

—

City

A sure
Five reels. Earle Eveland, Twin
House, McConnelsville, O. General

Opera

—

THE FIGHTING BLADE:

Richard Barthelmess
good picture of its kind and should
Apsuit anyone that likes costume pictures.
peared to suit most people. Frank Shephard, MaBigger, Sask., Canada. General
jestic theatre.
patronage.

—A

very

—

SLANDER THE WOMAN:

—

—

— Bert

A

good program picture.
Family theatre, Greenville,

—
—

WOMAN ON THE

—A

JURY:

Sylvia

very fine picture for the adult trade.
In fact, anything with Lew Cody
in it is never for kids.
Cast good, story good,
print good, business good.
Seemed to please
everybody for two days.
Seven reels. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.
kids.

—

—

Silver,

— General

Silver
pat-

—
—

THE FIELD:
theatre,

Corrine

Griffith-

Nine

reels.

Ashland,

Kan.

Excellent but did not draw.

John Bowers—
very good Western. The largest crowd in three
months. We advertised it big, as we were startThe book is one of the world’s
ing a serial.
best sellers.
Most everybody had read it and
come out to see the show. Seven reels. Elmer
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General

—
—

patronage.

good picture

states,

but here in

—

—

—

—

HEARTS AND SPURS:

Buck Jones— The best

— C. H. Martin, Strand
Tenn. — General patronage.

that Jones has ever done.

McKenzie,

theatre,

KENTUCKY PRIDE:

cast— Good picture of a race horse story with Man-O’-War that
pleases.
The story of the race horse’s life is of
Special

great heart appeal.
Some say better than “Just
Tony." M. A. Long, Grand theatre, Alvin, Tex.
General patronage.

—

—

WINNER TAKES ALL:

Buck

Jones— Good

Jones for all Western class theatres. Six reels.
M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta.,
Canada. Mixed patronage.

—

LIGHTNIN’:

—

cast If it had been in
six reels and put out and sold as a program picture, I could have reported a good program picture.
But it was represented as a special and
charged for as a special. It was slow in action
and was far from being a special.
The stage
reputation helped me to get a fair crowd the
first night,
but it flopped the second. L. M.

Special

—

good at box office as “Riders of the Purple
Sage” or “The Rainbow Trail.” Too much cos-

as

tume

my Mix

to please

stuff

several

THE LUCKY HORSE SHOE: Tom Mix—Tom
in popularity in a good Western picture, but in this kind of picture, while it
pleased those that like elaborate productions, it
fails to please those that like a true Western
picture.
M. A. Long, Grand theatre, Alvin, Tex.
General patronage.

Mix has no equal

—

—

THE STARDUST TRAIL:
Nothing

to this

Shirley MasonFrank
just a picture.
theatre. Bigger, Sask., Can-

whatever

—

;

Shephard, Majestic
adad. General patronage.

THE PAINTED LADY:

O’Brien—

George

As
positively poor.
failure and does not

it is an
make even a good
program. Of course we paid a special price for
though always do with Fox. Seven reels.
it,
Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue theatre, Vernal, U.
Neighborhood patronage.

This

utter

special

a

is

;

DANTE’S

INFERNO:

BANNERS
304 Each
WORDED TO ORDER — FOUR COLORS

in.
by 10 ft. 30c— sizes over
5c per running foot.
Hand Painted on Heavy Poster Paper
(If a one sheet poster “cut out” is desired mounted
on anv banner add 20c to cost.)
wide,
any length36
in.
MUSLIN
ARTISTIC or plain
200 per running foot.
one sheet size lobby SHO-CARDS
eae.h
90c
MOVIE TITLES TO ORDER 10c FT.

in.

or

ten

36

feet

BANNERS—

—

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY

Fine Arts Studios,

4500 Sunset Blvd.

Inc.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Mail us a

trial

order

TODAY

Shephard,
General

—
Lewis — While

Ralph

picture brought in and pleased a few extra
literary persons, it did not please the majority
and I do not consider it a good small town picture.
Goes above their heads
was too gruesome.
Six reels. Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue
theatre. Vernal. U. Neighborhood patronage.

this

;

—
—

—

THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones Just an
ordinary Western. Too much of the same thing
about most Western pictures now.. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada.
General patronage.

—

—

DICK TURPIN : Tom Mix This is a picture
not at all suitable to Mix.
He is good in all
the others he made this year but this one did not
please here.
Seven reels. John Aden, Rialto
theatre, Terril, la.
General patronage.

—

—

Tom Mix— Second

TEETH:
its

first

—
—

Mix

MOVIE THEATRE

—Frank

Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada.
patronage.

as on

32

Had

fans.

say they did not see why it was not a straight
Western. Will get by with the Mix fans if you
Five reels.
tell them it is not all Western.
Ray McGuire, Peery theatre, Darlington, Mo.
Small town patronage.

played this one and

Size

Tom Mix—Not

THE LUCKY HORSE SHOE:

mystery to hold the audience.

Fox

it

run.

It

time we have
seemed to do us as well
is one of the real good
Morris, Olympic theatre,

pictures.
Ben L.
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

—

Buck

Jones Best Buck Jones of any we have played.
Seven reels. M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.

—

—

THE ARIZONA ROMEO:

Buck Jones—Not a
Buck Jones picture but there is plenty
comedy in it to help put it over. Six reels.

regular
of

Wm

Wis.

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
town patronage.

E.

— Small

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

Neillsville,

Special cast

— This

one was substituted for some other special
I was to play.
It is only a very ordinary program picture but I paid a special price. Fox
really has specials in name only on their last
year’s stuff.
Five reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
General patronage.

—

—

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—A

—

fine

picture with Tom at his best. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

—

THE HAUNTED WOMAN:
This
story.

Special cast—
was a very poor picture for a Curwood
In fact I think it is the poorest Curwood

we have
Mr. Exhibitor: Ash at the Film Exchanges
for the

S.

people interested enough. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre.
Bigger, Sask., Canada. General
patronage.

Buck

average Jones picture that pleased a very small
Print and
crowd on account of heavy rains.
Seven inches of rain this week.
paper good.
Five reels. E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. Small town patronage.

CHAMPION OF LOST CAUSES: Edmund
—A fair program picture with just enough

— G.
— Small

George Billings—
and should go good in the
Western Canada, could not get

AND SPURS:

HEARTS

—GenJones —An
Pa.

Vandergrift,

theatre,

Lowe

—

ever shown.
Five reels. -John Aden,
Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

—

THE HAUNTED WOMAN:
good program picture.
theatre,

Greenville,

—Bert

Special cast—
Silver Family

Silver,

Mich.— General patronage.

WINGS OF YOUTH:

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:
very

Jones, Arcadia
eral patronage.

—

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN:

—

MAN

DESIRES: Special cast This is a
AS
good picture and Milton Sills draws good for us.
But hot weather makes it bad business for us.
Eight reels.
All of First National pictures good.
W. W. Sprouse, Rialto theatre, Altamont, 111.
General patronage.

Photoplay
town patronage.

Mich.

ronage.

—

CIRCUS DAYS: Jackie Coogan A dandy picture of this star. Went over nicely with a good
attendance.
Eight reels. A. C. Betts, Powers
theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

Ihde,

Dorothy Phillips

—

Jackie Coogan Oh boy! he
a knockout.
The boy in a role best fit for
him.
It sure makes them feel that the kid is
getting better in every picture, but somehow
they don’t come to see him as much as they did
^before.
Maybe “Long Live the King” spoiled
the business for this one.
Six reels. R. Duba,
Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak. General patronage.

LILIES OF

—

—

CIRCUS DAYS:

Breamer
Not for

—

patronage.

is

THE

Thomson—

Fred

dandy Western with plenty of action.
fire entertainer.

—
—

QUO VADIS:

—

ing picture and went over pretty good. Frank
Shephard, Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada. General patronage.

85

Special east^-A good
gigantic special as Mr. Fox
Lew Fischer, New theatre, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.
General patronage.

picture

but not

would have you
to ask lor, but it’s the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over. '

It’s

little

a

believe.

GOLD HEELS:
Fox’s specials in

—
—

—

Special cast Another one of
only.
It’s a good program

name

—A

picture, that’s ail.
theatre, Terril, la.

—

Six reels. John Aden, Rialto
patronage.

— General

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK:

—A

—

picture.
Good story ; cast fine. Bert
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

General patronage.

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

Special cast
This is a good picture of the Civil War days,
but is a picture that hasn’t much entertainment
value.
They did not like it here. Seven reels.
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General

—
—

—

patronage.

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

—A

Special cast

—

good picture.
Good satisfaction. Bert SilSilver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

ver,

General

patronage.

GERALD CRANSTON’S LADY:

—Just

a

picture.
Greenville,

theatre,

— Bert

Special cast
Silver Family

Silver,

Mich.

—General

patronage.

THE LAST OF THE DUANES:

Tom Mix-

Extra good Western. Pleased the largest house
I have had since last spring.
No small town
can go wrong on this one.
Seven reels. Wm.
Winterbottom, Electric theatre, Brady, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

PRETTY LADIES:

— A very good
Ziegfield Fol— Chas. Prokop,

Special cast

was wonderful. Seven reels.
Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. Neighborhood

—

—

SUN UP:

Special cast Cannot say very much
this one
personally thought it very weak.
poorest photography I have seen in months.
;

Jackie Coogan Have played
the Coogans and. believe this is his
best.
A nice story and it drew a big crowd and
pleased the majority.
Six reels. H. J. Eagan,
American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. Small town
patronage.

—
—

—

THREE WISE FOOLS: Special cast A good
picture but not as much comedy as I expected.
Seven reels. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red
Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—
—

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

Jackie Coogan
is a very good picture and sold right by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
I
can’t quite understand
why so many of you exhibitors don’t play good
bets like these.
I’m making a little money on
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer service, that is more than
I can say for First National service.
Six reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—This

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET:

Special
cast
Really a feature production.
Pleased patronage. Eight reels. Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre,

—

—Neighborhood

MARRIED FLIRTS:

patronage.

Special cast

—A very

good

picture in every respect.
Pauline Frederick very
good.
Seven reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
theatre, Emlenton, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

—

ZANDER THE GREAT:
real audience picture

;

action,

Marion Davies
comedy and pathos.

Fine entertainment.
Boost it.
Eight
Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb.
borhood patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER:

reels.

—NeighGreat —

Peter the

dog picture that pleased, but did not draw
very well. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. General patronage.

fine

—

—

—

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton Plenty of
laughs in this.
Keaton is good in this. Seven
reels.
Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

THE SNOB: John Gilbert A good program
picture that did more business second night than
first night.
It’s a pleasure to run such a picture.
Seven reels. O. A. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.
General patronage.

—
—

ONE NIGHT

—

—

THE NAVIGATOR:
ture did not

make

Buster Keaton

the hit

we were

— This

pic-

led to believe

would.
There were two or three good laughs,
but it was generally classed as “silly” by our
patrons.
Seven reels.— Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
it

—

THE NAVIGATOR:

—

Buster Keaton Step on
thought they were going to raise the
way they laughed. Six reels.—Andrew
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. Gen-

this one.
roof, the

Rapp,

I

—

eral patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Claire

Windsor-

Good horse race story that didn't do much business.— Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.

— General

patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Claire

Windsor

a fine picture entertaining from start to
finish.
A picture that will please almost 100 per
cent.
Be sure and play this. Print good. Seven
reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
is

—
—

JANICE

MEREDITH

:

Marion

Davies

—This

certainly is an A-l picture.
It pleased as near
100 per cent of any picture that I ever showed.
All you small exhibitors that have not yet played
this be sure and do so. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will
sell
this right to you.
Print in A-l shape.

—

IN ROME:

Laurette Taylor
Print good.
Seven reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

good mystery picture.

—

THROUGH THE DARK:
fine

Moore—

Colleen

drawing power. Lost money
Eight reels.—A. C. Betts, Powers theSmall town patronage.

picture but no
this.

Red Creek, N. Y.

WOMEN WHO

—

GIVE:

cast— First

Special

Did not draw because of the title.
pronounced it fine. Lost money
could change titles on some shows,
exhibitors would get their percentage as well as
the stars.
Eight reels.—Vought & Young, Polo
class picture.

who saw
on it. If we
All

it

theatre, Polo,

111.

— General

patronage.

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT:

—

Special cast Played this one quite a long while
ago.
pretty fair sea story but have played
many sea stories better than this one. Seven
reels.
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.

A

—

General patronage.

—

THE BANDOLERO: Special cast Fair picture to poor business.
Here’s a bull fight story,
but the paper they send out on it is the bunk.
Judging from the paper one would think they
would get to see a necking party instead of a
bull fight.
Eight reels.—S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small town patronage.

is

A BOY OF FLANDERS:

can

;

—

Seven refels. John Aden, Rialto theatre,
laGeneral patronage.

Terril,

— One

of the
fine ; cast

pictures we ever played.
Story
stars great.
Gave our patrons 100 per cent
satisfaction.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

best

good

;

—

—

—

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt A typical
Zane Grey Western which has a wonderful background and an additional attraction in the wild
horse feature.
Has most excellent paper, the
best advertising facilities, and is a picture you
can put over and all classes of patrons will like
it.
Very well acted. Lots of action and several
angles that are most appealing.
Believe it the
best Zane Grey to date.
Capacity business on

—

two hottest days of the year. Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O. General patronage.

—

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:
Good business

night, but Oh,

first

James Cruze—
what a rotten

Should have never been made.
It is
supposed to be a big comedy. It will sure do the
big comedy flop. No laughter, no nothing. O. A.
Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D. General
patronage.
picture.

—
—

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

James Cruze

—

The poorest picture

for a small town that I ever
This picture may be all right for the
city but it sure is no good in a small town.
Print A-l.
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

played.

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

— Incomparably

Mille

doubtedly inspired

beautiful.

A

Cecil

B.

De

DeMille was un-

when he made

it.

WEEK:

patronage.

Meighan —

Thomas

for me. You
being clean and re-

pictures

his

story of

common

folks that reaches the

—

most of us.
Seven reels. Earle Eveland, Twin
City Opera House, McConnelsville, O. General

—

patronage.

NEW YORK: Dorothy Gish
mighty pleasing farce comedy. Wonderfully
cast and beautifully photographed.
The quality
of this picture will more than please you.
Clark
& Edwards. Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General
NIGHT LIFE OF

—A

—

—

patronage.

CROWDED

THE
HOUR: Bebe Daniels—This
a war story pure and simple.
Five or six
years ago it would have been a riot, but not now,
Nanette.
Six reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
is

—

—

MADAME

SANS GENE: Gloria Swanson—We
sure got the surprise of our life on this picture,
as it went over for us well. Did not make a lot
of money, owing to the high rental, but we expected from the reports that we would surely
take a big loss. We made a little for ourselves
by advertising heavy.
Picture is costume all
right, but the story is interesting and therefore we had a good second day’s business, but
we don’t want the suspense of one like it again.
Ten

reels.

— C. H.
— Small

muir. Cal.

Powers, Strand theatre, Duns-

town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— While

will not compare with
Instead of a stampede
of cattle, this has buffalo, but that does not
in itself make a great picture.
F. W. Swarthout,
Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind. General patronage.
this

is

a good picture,

it

"The Covered Wagon.”

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt^Good
notwithstanding hot weather.
I believe
this is the kind of pictures the masses like to see.
Zane Grey’s name adds to the pulling power.
Eight reels. Earle Eveland, Twin City Opera
House, McConnelsville, O. General patronage.
crowds,

—

—

A SON OF
picture

is

HIS FATHER: Special cast— This
a big Western. Done up in Paramount

Quite a lot of comedy. Will satisfy anybody that likes Westerns, but it is not worth the
big price Paramount charges for it.
Some told
me that it deviates from the book. Seven reels.
style.

— C.

H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
Small town patronage.

—A

MARRY

ME: Special cast
light offering
that will please.
Some good comedy spots in it.
Seven reels. Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo,

—

Neb.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:
is

is

one

James Cruze—

a dandy. Clean as a hound’s tooth. This
you can invite the minister in to see.

Pictures of this class will make many friends for
the small town exhibitor and help dilute the bad
taste left by too much sex stuff. Six reels.— E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town
patronage.

NEW

Jack Holt

—

—

Paramount
WILD HORSE MESA:

count on

fined.

Here

Coogan

Jackie

This is a good picture. Is sad in places
does
not have much action, but they seemed to like it.

—

HOME

OLD

—

—

THE SNOB: John Gilbert A rather unpleasant story put over by some of the finest acting
direction I have seen this year.
It drew
fairly well and pleased the Western fans and
everyone. Roy
W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. General patronage.
and

—

ronage.

ronage.

Wahoo, Neb.

—A

Viola Dana
typiDana picture and one which will please her
followers.
The plot *is nothing new, but the picture will please.
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

atre,

—

all

—

—
—
Ind. — General

Thomas Meighan This
Book it. E. W. Swarthout,

Thomas Meighan always draws good

—

THE RAG MAN:

on

—

—

—

a good comedy.
Palace theatre, Aurora,

nearly

1925

3,

house records.
Ten reels. Clark and Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK:

General patronage.

Everything seems to be in a haze, as if your
lens were away out of focus.
Seven reels. M. J.
Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General pat-

October

Anita Stewart—

—

make
Twin

pat-

ronage.

This

-

picture containing almost everything to
it interesting.
Eight reels. Earle Eveland,
City Opera House, McConnelsville, O.

real

cal

The colored part showing

lies

THE GREAT WHITE WAY:

A

ALONG CAME RUTH:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture.

—
—

Eleven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Special cast

fine

Silver,

The

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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for

—A

Broke

all

LIVES FOR OLD:

Betty

Compson—

really good picture and compares with lots of socalled specials on the market.
Frank Shephard,
Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada. General

—

—

patronage.

—

WELCOME

HOME: Lois Wilson A fairly entertaining story of the average American father
living in the home of his children.
Six reels.—
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small
town patronage.

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:
the best pictures

Richard

we have had with

Dix— One
Dix.

of

Played

—

good Saturday business.
Seven reels. Chas.
Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. Neighborhood
patronage.
to

—

—

THE CHARMER: Pola Negri A very artistic
production in which Miss Negri again demonstrates that she is a high class actress.
Drew
Seven
unusually well for first part of week.
reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—The
greatest fault my audience had with this picture
was that it was old. Those that had not seen it
before liked it. But we can’t get Paramount pictures until after the interest aroused by their advertisement has died and we thus fail to get the
best service from these pictures.
M. A. Long,
Grand theatre, Alvin, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—This is
a good story of California in the days of the
gold rush. Excellent cast, consisting of Pauline
Starke, Buster Collier, Wallace Beery and several
( Continued
on page 90)
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October

’

3,

’

1925

The whole
world wants
to se

And

the whole world WILL see it for we ar<
putting a campaign of advertising and exploi
tation behind this picture that will send mil
lions of people to thousands of theatre

throughout the Nation

—

It’s

a Gold Bond.
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“If Marriage Fails”
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Eight reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand
others.
Small town patronage.
atre, Paoli, Ind.

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special
picture that did not please at all.

the-

kept
many away. Not very good entertainment. Eight
House,
Opera
Twin
City
reels.
Bhrle Eveland,
McConnelsville, O. General patronage.

—

cast^One

Special

of

Good
pleased and had

those rough and tough pictures of the

ronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN:

title

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

—

—

casV-A rough
The

ping that will please some. Was not the picture
we expected it to be. Seven reels. M. J. Bradley,
Airdome theatre, Thornton, Ark. Small town pat-

sea.

money on

a mighty

is

fine

ronage.

splendidly.

Special cast— Good picEight reels. P.
ture for Saturday. Print good.
Fairmont, Neb.
Held,
Sterling theatre,
G.
:

—

Neighborhood patronagei

THE MANICURE GIRL:

Daniels—

Bebe

It

of action.

full

is

Somewhat
to "Empty Hands.”
Pleased
all who came to see it.
Seven reels. Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small
town patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO

picture.

similar

business, but can’t say how it
no comments or kicks. Seven reels.
er, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

— O. A. Troy— General pat-

Special cast— Lost
due to rain and mud, but it

this one,

—

comedy

why

1

drama,

all

Joy—

Leatrice

playing

!

—

such good pictures ?
Seven reels. W.
W. Sprouse, Rialto theatre, Altamont, 111. General patronage.
tising on

—

CHANGING HUSBANDS:

Joy—

Leatrice

age.

CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast Another
Zane Grey story that is fine. Went over well for
us on a two-day run. Everybody said it was
better than "A Son of His Father.”
So it must
have pleased well because a “Son of His Father”
Seven reels. C. H. Powers,
is a fine Western.
Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal. Small town pat-

MANHATTAN:

Richard Dix— This is a mighty
good program picture, but I was sorry that I did
Seven reels.
not run it on a Saturday night.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
General patronage.
MANHATTAN: Richard Dix Just a fair program offering. Six reels. Earle Eveland, Twin
City Opera House, McConnelsville, O. General

—

—

—

—

patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—A
good comedy-drama and should go good in any
very

—

Seven reels. Frank Shephard,
theatre, anywhere.
Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada. General

—
MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels—A good
comedy-drama, but no drawing card at the box
—P. G. Held.
Seven
Print No.
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood
patronage.

reels.

1.

office.

patronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels After seeing the good reports in the “Herald” on this I
picked it for my big picture nights (Sunday-Monday) and went right after it. Oh boy! It went
over like a cyclone, and when the inimitable
Griffith gave a living representation of a house
cat, the audience went stark mad ; rocked the
Rex, stampeded the cow-ponies and caused someone to call out the tire department. Man! It’s
a bear! Raise your prices and tell the world that
you have what they have been waiting a year to
This came right up to second place on
see.
Second night fine.
the summer’s run of plays.
Thank you,
It sure was the talk of the town.
Mr. Lasky! Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon.
patronage.
General
Idaho.
EAST OF SUEZ: Pola Negri Can’t understand why so many knock this one. Pleased my
Pola Negri is an artiste in the fullest
people.
meaning of the word. Seven reels. E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre. Paoli, Ind. Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

—

age.

—

Raymond Griffith A splen:
LORD
did comedy-drama and suited the people fine but
ends too abruptly. Most people that saw it felt
that there was something lacking to the ending.
Eight reels. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre.

CHUMLEY

—

Bigger, Sask., Canada.

FORTY WINKS:

— General

Raymond

Griffith

— Ran

this

with a Pathe comedy, "One Cylinder Love,” and
an Aesop Fable and made a Saturday night show
that cannot be beaten. It is a pleasure to show
Seven reels. Earle
pictures of this calibre.
Eveland, Twin City Opera House, McConnelsville.
patronage.
General
O.

—

—

FORTY

WINKS:

Raymond

comedy-drama that pleased

Griffith

—E. W.
— General

all.

Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.

—Good

Swarthout,
patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

Special

—

cast Like all from Zane Grey, this went over
Good picture. Plenty of action. Noah
good.
Seven reels. Chas. ProBeery’s work is great.
kop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. Neighborhood

patronage.

CONTRABAND:

Lois

—
—
Wilson — Clean,

cleverly

picture from Clarence Buddington Kelland’s
Drew and pleased. Seven reels. P. G.
story.
Small town
Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

made

—

—

patronage.

FORBIDDEN PARADISE: Pola Negri— This is
our last Negri picture to run. Her type of pictures do not go very well here, yet this picture in
Gee, will
particular gave very good satisfaction.
they ever get through making these 8, 9 and 10
Eight reels. Horn & Moror 12 reel features ?
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town
patronage.

—

—

THE LAW OF THE LAWLESS:
Dalton

—Not

much

to this picture.

—

—

—

—
—

Dorothy

Lots of scrap-

reels.

S.

S.

full

all

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:
Opened Paramount Week with

—

man, Legion

theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:
was a little
some adverse

very small crowd.
Seems as if people don’t care about Paramount
I
don’t know why they don’t come.
pictures.
Must be because they don’t like them. Played
Bob Custer the following night and just doubled
the crowd.
Six reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.
General patronage.
to

—
—

—

A
MUST LIVE: Richard Dix This picture was of the type that will please many. Good
acting on the part of the entire cast and a picture that will arouse deep sympathy for the hero.
Good entertainment. Seven reels. M. J. Bradley,

Airdome

—
— Small

town

theatre, Thornton, Ark.

patronage.

A MAN MUST LIVE:

Richard Dix— Light
V. Allen, Monarch theMixed patronage.
atre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.
picture.

Six reels.

— M.

FLAMING BARRIERS:

—

Logan-

Jacqueline

picture, average business, and seemed to
please.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason.

Fair

Mich.

—
—General

patronage.

THE ALASKAN

:

Thomas Meighan

—A

very

Thomas Meighan good. Had a
good picture.
Seven reels. Andrew Rapp,
very good crowd.
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE ALASKAN: Thomas

Meighan

—This

is

a

picture that will please those who like the outdoor type of pictures. Curwood’s name will help

Nothing special, but good entertainment.
draw.
Seven reels. M. J. Bradley, Airdome theatre,
Thornton, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

ALASKAN

Thomas Meighan This picTHE
:
ture is not up to the standard and was disappointed in it. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre.
Bigger, Sask, Canada. General patronage.

—

—

Pola Negri— Very, very
good and sure to please where people appreciate
good acting. Pola is sure there on the emotional
Seven reels. Leo
Give her lots of it.
acting.
M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M. Small town
patronage.

—

—

NORTH OF

—

Jack Holt Played this two
nights to full houses at an advance in admissions
Some
unfavorable
comments.
and heard no
thought it better than “The Covered Wagon” and
others not as good. However, it is a big picture
and one that is a sure-fire box office success. You
can be sure that will back up all the advertising
Eight reels. Paul B.
you can put behind it.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt This is a good
picture and liked by those we got in, but in spite
of heavy advertising we did not draw half as
many as came to see “The Covered Wagon.”
Eight
The Paramount asks too much rental.
Edith R. Lawrence. Vogue theatre. Vernal,
reels.
U. Neighborhood patronage.
3G:

—

—

—

—

THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE:

William
an average program picture and
It
that is about all that you can say for it.
won’t make them go away talking about it, but
it won’t make them get up and walk out, either.
Seven reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,
Holyrood, Kan. Small town patronage.

Farnum

— Just

—

—

THE MAN WHO FIGHTS ALONE:
Farnum
Farnum

—First

poses,

reel

third

— Small

town

William

Farnum poses, second reel
reel Farnum poses, and so

Glenn Hunter—

—
—

town patronage.

WILD BILL HICKOK: William $. Hart.—
had to use the dollar sign for Bill’s middle initial

again,

he sure caused the dollars to
oash drawer.
Did the biggest

’cause

Monday and Tuesday business

MAN

to

bit

flock

Played

owing

afraid of this one, as I read
criticisms on it, but it certainly
pleased for me.
Plenty of comedy scattered
through the entire picture.
Eight reels. S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small
I

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME: Antonio
Moreno—A very good picture which didn’t get
me any money.

Glenn Hunterthis but

rain and bad roads we lost money.
However,
the picture is good and pleased those who did
come out to see it. Eight reels. Paul B. Hoff-

ronage.

LILY OF THE DUST:

paronage.

—
THE AIR MAIL: Special cast—An enjoyable
and interesting picture built around the government air mail service. Eight
— P. G. Estee.
T. theatre, Parker,
D. — Small town patronage.
THE AIR MAIL: Special cast—A dandy picture,
of action and entertaining
the time.
Eight
— O. A. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D. — General patronage.
—

patronage.

good picture for Bebe Daniels. Fair business to
Seven reels. Chas. Prokop,
pleased audience.
Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. Neighborhood patron-

—

on through the night! My select crowd roasted
me to a finish. Not a punch in it. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

parts

their

Has some good action. Why
Oh
does Paramount put out such poor adver-

mighty good comedy-drama. Film in good condition.
Six reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theGeneral patronage.
atre, Emlenton, Pa.

—

1925

3,

reels.

CHANGING HUSBANDS:
good

—

October

into

the

have done in

I

three years, and I’ve had some fairly good runs
during that time, too. I spent $4.00 to advertise the picture and laid most of the stress on
Hart’s name.
Ordinarily I would have had to
spend at least five times as much for advertising
if anyone but Hart had been starring in the picture.
I had a personal letter from Hart relative
to some Kansas wheat advertising that I sent
him and the editor published the letter with a
little story telling the people that they could see
Bill at my house on Sept. 7th and 8th and most
of them were there.
Story is overdrawn to some
extent but pleased anyway.
Print in terrible
condition.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

WILD BILL HICKOK:

William

S.

Hart—Had

a large crowd out to see this. Some liked it and
some did not.
Received very poor print from
Buffalo exchange.
Personally thought this the
poorest of this star we ever had.
Seven reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, Ky.
Small town patronage.

—

WILD BILL HICKOK: William S. Hart— Good
and drag-’em-out Western. Only
Hart I ever made a nickel on. Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General patron-

old shoot- ’em-up

—
—

age.

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—Nice
entertaining comedy, decidedly different and sure
to please.
Raymond Griffith deserves a lot of
credit in this.
He is a real comedian. Seven
reels.
Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M.
Small town patronage.

—
—
THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE: Ernest Torrence
— This a very good program picture but
is

is

through the star getting the Legion of
for France presented to him and not the
Bravery in France in the British forces
V. C.
was recognized by the British decoration first
and then left to the discretion of the French.
Eight reels. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre.
Bigger, Sask., Canada. General patronage.
spoiled

Honor

—

—

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE:

—

Big Wednesday business on
due to the popularity of the story. Picture
is just fair.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. General patronage.

Mary Miles Minter
this,

—
—

ADVENTURE:
atre,

Special

cast

—

— Good

program

Seven reels. C. H. Martin, Strand theMcKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

picture.

—

—

HER LOVE STORY

Gloria Swanson Gloria
:
sure is a real star and always brings them in,
but this is the poorest picture I ever used with
her as star. The picture is too suggestive. ActSeven reels. W. A. Doering good, film good.

—

schlag,

Strand

Ransom,

theatre,

Kan.

— Small

town patronage.

—

TOMORROW’S LOVE:
Paramount Week and

Special cast Used this
a dandy comedy. Has
do not think much of the

it

is

the laughs, although I
star. Film good. Seven reels.
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.

ronage.

CODE OF THE SEA:
good program picture.

Grand

theatre,

—W. A. Doerschlag.
— Small town patSpecial cast — Just a
— B. R. Parsons,
Minn. — General pat-

Six reels.

Springfield,

ronage.

THE CONFIDENCE MAN: Thomas
This

is

wrong

Meighan

You can’t go
a good Meighan picture.
by playing this. Print good. Seven reels.

—A

—A

--

October

—P.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

3,

very dirty and

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

G. Held,

Ten

Neighborhood patronage.
Theodore Roberts— Only a
Seven reels.
Print good.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

program

—

not up

but

tie up with a church or other orNothing in it to offend anyone. The
few highbrows who came to see it will pronounce

it very
good, but the regular fans will go to
sleep on it.
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

ford

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:

Glenn Hunter—
Not much to this one just fair. Film good.
Strand theatre.
Doerschlag,
Seven reels. W. A.
Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.
;

—

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—The

picture

very

is

—
—

ronage.

—

Harold Lloyd This picture
was good, but I have seen Harold Lloyd in better
most
of my patrons appeared
ones. However, the
That’s the main thing. Five reels.
Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask.,
Canada. General patronage.

DOWN ON THE FARM:

—

—This one

was a
WHY WORRY:
pretty good picture but it is not worth the money
They want all you will give
that Pathe asks.
them and your theatre to boot if you please. Six
reels.
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. —

—

Kenneth Harlan has just finished his
starring role in “ The Ranger of the
Big Pines” for Vitagraph.
As the
title implies,
out-of-doors.

—
— Small

picture of the

a

is

it

picture,

Gem

Princess and
patronage.

lettieri,

— General

Pretty jazzy at

Some

wash.
the

flappers.

first,

theatres, Oconto, Wis.

—Roy W.
—General

it

Adams, Pastime

theatre.

patronage.

HOLD YOUR BREATH:

—A

expenses.

in

Dorothy Devore— Not
Just got by
A. C. Betts, Powers
Small town patronage.

Not very good.

Five

—
—

reels.

Red Creek, Ky.

very good comedydrama. Went over big in my town. Lew Fischer,
New theatre, Hoosick Falls, N. Y. Small town
patronage.

theatre,

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin—My patrons
do not care for comedies. But this pleased those
who did turn out. Eight reels. Eugene Pellettieri, Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto, Wis.
General paronage.

film condition they are getting as bad as Famous
Players-Lasky used to be.
If it isn’t the films
that break it is the rotten reels they send me.
Better get away from them or they will lose their
reputation.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre. Springfield, Minn.
General patronage.

—
—

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

Syd Chaplin— Good busi-

ness on this, following a good run in a nearby
town, which I was afraid would cut into my
business. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. MaGeneral patronage.
son, Mich.

—

—

WITHOUT MERCY:

Special
cast— Just a
Just got by. Lew Fischer, New
General patronage.
theatre, Hoosick Falls, N. Y.

program drama.

—
—

FRIENDLY ENEMIES: Special cast— A very
clever picture.
It was too good for the general
public.
Only the discriminating appreciated what
were
offered.
Go slow on the price, as they
they
are asking more than the small town theatre can
afford to pay.
It is not a “Charley’s Aunt” in
drawing power. L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre,
Vandergrift, Pa. General patronage.

—
—

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN:

—A

Special cast

fair program picture is all they made from
Kyne’s story.
Most of paper poor and neither
stars nor paper drew.
Last of week business off
in consequence.
Six reels. P. G. Estee, S. T.
theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

RECKLESS ROMANCE:

Special cast:
Just
entertainment.
Went over very well. Six
reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
Ky. Small town patronage.
fair

—
—

RECKLESS ROMANCE:

cast— At
One of the

Special

last,

a good one from this company.
best
comedies I have ever used. Keeps your audience
in an uproar.
Film good.
Six reels. W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—
—

RECKLESS ROMANCE:
for

Special

cast— Okay

high class theatres or use as comedy

Six reels.

— M.

ton, Alta.,

filler.

V. Allen, Monarch theatre, EdmonCanada. Mixed patronage.

—

HOLD YOUR BREATH:

Dorothy

a

is

good

very

—
—

—

WOMEN ALONE:

LET

—
—

Special cast Just a
Bert Silver Family the-

good program picture.
General patronage.
atre, Greenville, Mich.

CHALK MARKS:

—An

average
program picture that will stand one night. Thoroughly good, clean picture, but no pulling power
and did not satisfy the younger patrons.
One
trouble story told in sub-titles rather than action.
Seven reels. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
Small town patronage.
S. D.
;

Special

cast

—

—

SILENT SANDERSON:

Harry Carey— Played

this to fine Saturday crowd and they liked it. One
of Carey’s best.
Five reels. R. L. Nowell, Idle-

—

hour theatre, Monroe, Ga.

— General

TROUPING WITH ELLEN:

— Rather
night.

Seven

Gem

and

slow

and draggy.
reels.

theatres,

—Eugene
Oconto,

patronage.

Helene Chadwick
Play it on an off

Pellettieri,

Wis.

Princess

— General

pat-

ronage.

THE WISE VIRGIN:

Patsy Ruth Miller— Pic-

ture recorded as 5,951 feet but we received same
hardly five reels. M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre,
Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.

—

—

NOT ONE TO SPARE:

Special cast— Five too
reels.
No good after first day. We used
another feature to support it. Distributed 19241925. Sure was a bad flop on the whole.
Five
reels.
M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton,
Alta., Canada.
Mixed patronage.

many

—

—

United Artists
DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary

—

Piekford Pleased about sixty per
People are tired of this class of pictures.

cent.

Film

.

Special cast

it.

—

—A very

good

—

Universal
THE WHITE OUTLAW:

Jack Hoxie— It’s the

kind of picture my patrons like.
Has a good
horse and dog star beside Jack Hoxie.
It’s the
kind of picture that appeals to the laboring class
of people. Five reels.
Eugene Pellettieri, Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto, Wis.
General
patronage.

—

Devore—

comedy-drama with good
action and many breathless moments, but as to
Here

Griffith— Too long,

and yet there were some who did not
Seven reels. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.
like

all

it

W.

patronage.

THE IRON TRAIL:

Jacqueline Logancomes out in the
was a good lesson for

but

folks said

what we expected.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
Christie

—
— Small town

rental.
Will give satisfaction to the white collared and laboring class of people.
Eugene Pel-

—

D.

if they would only advertise the actors instead of D. W. Griffith, maybe
we could get people interested. Griffith has made
some awful lemons, and his name means nothing.
Ten reels. Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro. N.

M.

Mason, Mich.

town patronage.

SEVEN DAYS:

THE WHITE ROSE:

but acting was good and

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH:

—A

cast
good program. Had a good house to see this. Six reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.

Special

—
—

RAMSHACKLE HOUSE; THE HOUSE OF
YOUTH —Good program pictures sold at a fair

General patronage.

DOOR:

Mack Sennett—

comedy. Had a fine crowd to see it. Five
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
Ky. Small town patronage.
fine

reels.

it.

Harold Lloyd

Douglas Fairbanks—

dandy

—

fine

interesting and full of entertainment.
Good attendance. Seven reels. A. C. Betts, PowSmall town paters theatre, Red Creek, Ky.

40th

—

THE RULING PASSION: George Arliss—
Did no business on this.
Picture fair with a
good lesson. Seven reels.—A. C. Betts. Powers
theatre. Red Creek, Ky.
Small town patronage.

patronage.

THE KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—A

HOT WATER:

Mary Pick-

so old. Thank
of these old

Small town patronage.

—

picture,

Oh

picture, but

picture and drew fine against band
concert.
Certainly full of action.
Eight reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.

Played three days with heavy
over-rated.
exploitation and drew only average business. Patrons satisfied but picture had no real drawing
Six reels. H. N. Davies, Solon theatre,
power.

THE

little

THE MARK OF ZORRO:

A

much

to like

nice

—

Pathe

— General

—A

goodness I only have one more
ones to play, and I hope next time a United
Artists salesman comes along I'm out of town.
I just can’t get my patrons interested in their
pictures.
Seven reels. Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M.
Small town patronage.

ronage.

Spencer, la.

—

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR:

W. A. Doerschlag
Film good. Seven reels.
Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small town pat-

—

the-

ganization.

Meighan standard.

—

Fair

patronage.

very good to

Thomas Meighan—
to

— General

Arliss

—

picture,

Mason, Mich.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD: George
—A sort of a Pollyanna picture. Something

Thomas Meighan— Nothing

—

fair

— Small

picture,
atre,

out of the ordinary, but it pleased about 90 per
cent and several of my patrons went out of their
way to tell me they enjoyed it. Eight reels.
Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown,
Ind. General patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME:

soaked, from Denver exchange.
Winterbotton, Electric theatre,
town patronage.

oil

—Wm.

Neb.

GARRISON’S FINISH: Jack Piekford —
bum print. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime

picture.

WOMAN PROOF:

reels.

Brady,

TO THE LADIES:

fair

91

RIDIN’

—

THUNDER:

ern picture.

Jack Hoxie— Fair Westpatrons are bloodthirsty and like

My

more

action.
Hoxie not as popular as he used
to be here.
Five reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

—

—

—

HEAD WINDS:

House Peters Just a program
but not a special by any means.
Not
much of a story storm at sea is about the only
excitement to it. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask., Canada.
General patronage.
picture,

;

—

—

FLL SHOW YOU THE TOWN:
Denny — A fine comedy that will go

Reginald
anywhere.

Will keep your crowd in good humor.
My first
Denny picture and I am highly pleased. Seven
reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe,
Ga. General patronage.

—
—

ROARING ADVENTURE:

Jack Hoxie— Same

man

saving the girl.
Enough said.
Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask.,
Canada. General patronage.

old

story,

—

—

THE TORNADO:

House Peters
This would
have been an excellent picture had we received
a good print. Something went wrong in the inspection department on this one.
Seven reels.
E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE TORNADO: House Peters Good film.
This picture is sure slow and draggy and no good
for the first four reels.
However, the last three
reels are good enough to make up for the failure
of the first half of the picture.
The last half of
the picture is surely a knockout, with big logging
scenes and a wonderful tornado.
Tornado scene
is sure big, in fact about the best we have ever
seen in pictures.
Seven reels. W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

THE TORNADO:

House

—
Peters — This

is

an

excellent picture of the logging country, with
action and humor mixed in and a tornado and
flood scenes that are good.
Seven reels. W. J.
Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small

—
—

town patronage.

THE TORNADO

:

House

Peters

—The

flood

—

A

-;

—

-

-;-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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was excellent and the storm was
The story was not strong, but the
On
scenery, storm and flood made up for it.
the whole, good entertainment and was well
Seven reels. Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue
liked.
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre. Vernal, TJ.
LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson A great drawThe circus herald that the company
ing card.
The round-up scenes
sells on this is extra good.
good.
of course are the high lights and are
scene in

most

few turned out

this

—H.
Wis. — Small

—

—

CODE OF THE WILDERNESS:

Special cast
that you can buy right, and the
cast could not be better.
If you
are looking for a high class Western feature,
you cannot go wrong on this one. Seven reels.
C. H. Powers, Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.—

—Fine Western
work

Gibson picture. Six
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,

J.

town patronage.

—

THE FAST WORKER:

Reginald

—

—

CAPTAIN BLOOD: J. Warren Kerrigan
Business poor, but through no fault of the picture.
Raining both days, but picture very good and
pleased all who saw it. Eleven reels.
Frank
Shephard, Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask., Canada.

—

—

Denny
a program

fair comedy-drama and all right as
picture. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre,
General patronage.
ger, Sask., Canada.

— General patronage.
ON THE BANKS OF THE
Carr —Not much of a special.

Big-

—

THE MEDDLER:

William

Desmond— Average

—

A
ture

Hoot Gibson— This

the kind that pleases our patrons.

It is

—This

Tin

pic-

—

—

John Ford has
equine

TOWER:

SIGNAL

The five famed
horses include Man o’ War. J. Farrell
McDonald, Gertrude Astor and Henry

Valli—

Makes a very good regular program picture, because it is clean, plausible and yet it is light
A good
enough to just be called “entertainment.
Seven
cast but a very quick and abrupt finish.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombreels.

—

stone, Ariz.

—General

—

Virginia Valli Good
did not please here as well as I
thought it would. Would go better in a railroad
town. Seven reels. H. J. Eagan, American the-

THE SIGNAL TOWER:

Wautoma,

—
Wis. — Small

THE SIGNAL TOWER:
good

Was

little picture.

Virginia

Valli.

—

most every one.
Seven reels. John

Rialto theatre, Terril, la.

— General

—

patron-

age.

THE RIDING KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson
ver,

—Bert
Greenville, Mich. —

extra good Western.

Family

Silver

General

—An

theatre,

Sil-

Baby Peggy— Where

is liked this is a good little comedyTherefore, a good little program picFive reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre,
ture.
General patronage.
Terril, la.

Baby Peggy

drama.

—

—

—

THE RECKLESS AGE:

Reginald Denny
fine comedy-drama which kept them laughing all
the way through. Reginald Denny new here. Had
No fault of the picture. Seven
a poor crowd.
reels.— Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, EmGeneral patronage.
lenton, Pa.

—

THE RECKLESS AGE: Reginald Denny—This
one was not as good as some of the others he
made.
Played "Sporting Youth’’ and it was
liked here.
Seven reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la.
General patronage.

—

—

THE GAIETY GIRL:

Special cast— This cerpiece of cheese, limburger at
that.
Had I been director I certainly would have
left out the cigarette smoking and women getting
drunk scenes. It isn’t the cleanest picture by a
long run. Just such trash as this is why critics
will
howl for censorship.
Eight reels. John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

tainly

was a

real

—

—

THE HURRICANE KID:

Hoot Gibson— This
is an extra good Western picture with some beautiful horses that show up fine.
A good story
good clear photography. Plenty of action and a
good deal of humor. In fact it is as near an
audience picture as we could ask for. Six reels.
W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
General patronage.

—
—

—

RIDERS UP: Special cast Just a fair picture
with several good but short shots of horse races
on the track.
Some comedy mixed through it.
But

it

is

too short, as

it

leaves too

much

to the

imagination and some people cannot see through
Five reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
it.
Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—
—

very good picture but

One thing against

TIGER ROSE:

Five
quite,

reels.

Nev.

one

yet.

—

—Elmer
— General

Pete Morrison This
Only a fair Western, though.
Hughes, Opera House, Mespatronage.

Morrison

—Rather

weak.

Pete

Too much saloon

in these Pete Morrisons.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red

stuff

— A. C.
— Small

Five reels.
Creek, N. Y.

town patronage.

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart—
The kind of picture that appeals to the farming
and laboring people. While as a dog picture it
was not quite as good as some others we have
shown, it cost less money than the others and
gave satisfaction.
Seven reels. Eugene Pellettieri, Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto, Wis.
General patronage.

Anita Stewart—

A

paid
in the

very good picture with good scenery.
too much for it and was disappointed
turnout. Seven reels.
Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre,
Socorro, N. M.
Small town patronage.
I

—

—

—
—

WILDFIRE: Aileen Pringle A vei-y good picture and suited most people.
Frank Shephard,
Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask., Canada. General

—

patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:
—D — good show with a fine cast and

action.

Can’t

Bert
good

go wrong on Vitagraph

product.

That will
see Warner’s take it over.
mean 100 per cent entertainment. Six reels.
Vought and Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.
to

—

General patronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:
Lytell

— Better

picture

and

Bert
card

drawing
Adams.

better

— Roy W.
— General

than “Baree, Son of Kazan.”
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

patron-

age.

THE EMPTY SADDLE: Pete Morrison—My
people came out to see “The Empty Saddle” and
got disappointed, as this is a story of the cowboy and saddle but “The Empty Saddle” is the
name of a mine. It is a very good picture but
Five reels. W. J. Shoup,
a misleading title.

—

DeLuxe

—
—General patronage.

BEGINS:

Rin-Tin-Tin

a dandy picture, if you are fortunate
to get it all.
I only got part of it.
It
looked as if this was cut from six reels to five,
with the reading so short that nobody can get
the meaning.
If Warner Bros, keep on sending
is

am

I

through with them.

Print

—
—

poor.
About five reels. P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

CONDUCTOR

1492:

them

in

here.

Run

it,

if

Hines—Hines

Johnny

People never tire of him
old.
Broke all Saturday
night records for the summer. Me for Warner’s
first,
last
and always.
Seven reels. R. D.
Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111. General patronpulls
here.

it

is

—

—

age.

—

BEAU BRUMMEL: John Barrymore
Too
draggy and certainly failed to draw.
Might get over in the city, where they can get

slow and

who appreciate art, but for a
the bunk.
Rang up $19.00 gross
receipts in two nights.
Eleven reels. S. G. Ihde,
lot

of

folks

small town

Photoplay

it’s

Ashland,

theatre,

Kan.

—
— Small

town

patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin-Tin-Tin—This might
have been a pretty good picture but about half
of

it

reels.

was gone.

—John

Print in terrible

Aden,

Rialto

theatre,

shape.
Terril,

Six
la.

—

General patronage.

Lytell

Glad

title

enough

a

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN:

la.

Lenore
to us
or reel beginnings or endings. Took
half a day to splice the thing together.
Fair
production, however, after we got it in shape to
project.
Carl
Veseth,
Palace theatre,
Malta,
with no

out such prints

THE MYSTERY OF LOST RANCH:

—

Seven reels. John
General patron-

—
Ulric — Shipped

age.

—This

WEST OF ARIZONA:
star’s best

Rin-Tin-

we sure got a bum
Warner pictures

the

they have just rotten prints.
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

WHERE THE NORTH

Vitagraph

—

patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRET:

—A

Mont.

town patronage.

liked by

The train wreck was good.
Aden,

B. Walthall feature.

patronage.

drawing card but

atre,

and fast set of
cast of Fox’s

a costly
actors in the

“Kentucky Pride.”

General patronage.

THE

—

pic-

the-

General patronage.

Warner Brothers
print.

Had them tell me
ture seemed to please here.
they liked it. It has good story and cast. Seven
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la
reels.
Virginia

Canada.

Sask.,

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA:

patronage.

Virginia Valli

—

—

Bigger,

not a

—
—

K-THE UNKNOWN:

;

GIRL’S DESIRE: Special cast Just a
that is all. Frank Shephard, Majestic

atre,

Western but it has a Wild West show in this
It
picture which gives it a Western atmosphere.
has lots of action and comedy. Six reels. W. J.
Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. General

Mary

—

-

Mixed patronage.
is

WABASH:

Flood scenes very
good but so far as story goes, nothing to it.
Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre. Bigger, Sask.,
Canada. General patronage.

Five reels. M. V. Allen,
picture of a Western.
Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

THE SAWDUST TRAIL:

the

—

—
—

—

of

Small town patronage.

Reginald Denny
Print and paper very good.
Seven reels.
failed to draw.
Weather 100
Mo.
E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City,
Small town patronage.

THE FAST WORKER:

very good picture.

dis-

—

better than the usual

Much

reels.

Nazimova but were

see

to

1925

3,

appointed. If they must make mediocre pictures,
why not at least have an American plot? I wish
more exhibitors would report on independent and
state rights pictures.
Seven reels. Eugene Pellettieri. Princess and Gem theatres, Oconto, Wis.
General patronage.

real.

—
—

October

theatre,

Spearville,

Kans.

— Small

town

patronage.

THE EMPTY SADDLE:

Pete Morrison— Just

State Rights
ADVENTURES OF THE FAR NORTH:

—

Spe-

cial cast
Bought this for an exciting Northern.
Nothing to it but scenery. My patrons and myself were badly disappointed.
M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.
THE AVENGER: Big Boy Williams A good
Western.
Big Boy Williams well liked here.
Film not very good. Five reels. Andrew Rapp.
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General pat-

—

—

—

—
—

ronage.

THE CRACKERJACK:

Johnny Hines

—

Excelpleased most of the
people but due to the fact that there are so many
dances in this country on Sunday night we do
not get many people in to see the shows. Seven
reels.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre, Springfield.
Minn. General patronage.
lent

comedy

drama

that

—
—

THE CRACKERJACK:

Johnny Hines

— Good

the

Fast moving action. I boosted it hard,
but only a fair crowd responded, and I had paid
too much for that kind of a crowd.
L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General patronage.

sort of picture that should not have been made.
It’s not of interest to the more intelligent movie
patron and the laboring class call it bunk.

THE FRAME-UP: Jack Livingston Distributed by Mid-West Dist. Co., of Milwaukee. This
was a picture that had good scenery and was

an ordinary Western. Better than “The Mystery
Betts,
of
Lost Ranch.”
Five reels. A.
C.
Powers theatre. Red Creek, Ky. Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

THE REDEEMING

SIN:

Nazimova—It’s

A

picture.

—
—

—

—

A

October

3,

—

Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
the picture.
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

THE LASH OF PINTO PETE:

—Just

my
Five

reels.

N. M.

Ashton DearSome walked out on it. This is

fair.

of

first

Hope the others are

these.

—-Leo

M. Fay, Gem
town patronage.

— Small

theatre,

better.

Socorro,

Special cast This picture
is a good Western but the pictures are too similar, having similar plots and climaxes, same actors and often quite amateurs, so that before
completing the series they become tiresome. This
M. A. Long, Grand
is true of all these series.
General patronage.
theatre, Alvin, Tex.

—

—

—

Betty Balfour A real first class
picture and fit to be shown anywhere. You have
Eight reels.
it all, comedy and all the rest of it.
Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask.,
patronage.
Canada. General

REVEILLE:

—

THAT WILD WEST:

William Fairbanks—

dandy Western picture that pleased 100 per

cent.

—

Five reels. L. Deyo, Miers theatre,
Schoharie, N. Y. General patronage.

Fine print.

—

—

THREE IN EXILE:

Special cast Story very
weak with pretty fair action on the part of the
horse and dog for the experience they have had.
Business just fair. Eight reels. M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

—

—

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Silver

Duncan

—Have

just

—

(Pathe)

—

Ray-

Allene

Together these are giving us one of the best
runs we have ever had on a serial and the serial
seems to please.
Two reels. Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

THE DAYS OF

Ben Wilson

’49:

—Just

fin-

ished this one and believe it is the poorest of a
hundred or more serials we have run. Old time
Western stuff that lacks the snap and dash serial
followers like. Ben L. Morris, Olympic theatre,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

THE RIDDLE RIDER:
Desmond

—Just

starting

(Universal)

starts like

It

it.

William

We

it

was

had a large crowd and
all report it good.
Two reels. Elmer Hughes,
Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.
going to go good.

—

—

SUNKEN SILVER:

is

is

reels.

reels.

J.

Sil-

patronage.

MIDNIGHT BLUES:
Buy

it

and advertise

This

and

it

a

is

will

it

real

comedy.

do the rest.

— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, Mc— General patronage.
THE MISFIT — Good comedy. Worth the money.
Two
— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre. Mo.
General patronage.
MOTOR MAD — A splendid comedy. — Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
patronage.
OH CAPTAIN — Very good for a one reeler.
Two

reels.

Kenzie, Tenn.
reels.

&

Young, Polo theatre. Polo,

COWBOY— Bobby

to

play with a Western.
“Steele of the Royal

with
a

Vernon— Sure

Two

bang up show.

Polo theatre, Polo,

111.

Mounted.’’

reels.

—Vought

— General

it

patronage.

J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
town patronage.

SHOWERS—

WEDDING
A simple sort of a picture that just takes up two reels of your patrons’
time waiting for the big feature.
Have yet to
find a short reel comedy that brings a nickle to
A comedian hides money in his
the box office.
hat and tries to get laughs by repeatedly letting
it blow off his head and then chasing it.
Not a
new stunt in it. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
General patronage.
Bellaire, O.

—

—

WIDE OPEN

—

Conley
Best two-reeler
Get it. Mermaid comTwo reels. R. D. Young, Polo theatre,
edies.
Polo, 111.
General patronage.

we have had

—

:

Lige

for months.

—

—

— M.
—

-

is

fast.

Two

M.

— Small

Gem

"Sask.,

real

—

comedies. Frank Shephard, Majestic
Bigger, Sask., Canada. General patron-

DON’T FAIL — A

—

good one-reel comedy.

Laurel

— A good
— General

Two

reels.

la.

patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS:

Vaughn

Alberta

—

While I do not like “The Pace Makers” or “The
Telephone Girl” or “The Go-Getters,” yet they
are clean entertainment and please. Two reels.
Edith R. Lawrence, Vogue theatre, Vernal, Utah.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn— We
played No. 9, “The Merry Kidds,” and they are
sure fine. Are better than most comedies that
we can buy, and each series gets better. Two
reels.
W. W. Sprous, Rialto theatre, Altamont,
111.
General patronage.

—

—

—

PIE EYED: Stan Laurel He was. Two reels.
V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta.,
Canada. Mixed patronage.

— M.

—

SOMEWHERE

WRONG:

IN

Laurel

Stan

—

the best Laurel we have had from F. B.
O. but at that it isn’t much. These two-reelers
from F. B. O. do not ring the bell like his oneTwo reels. W. J. Shoup,
reelers from Pathe.
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. General pat-

This

is

,

—
—

ronage.

No.

12.

The

we

are

glad

Vaughn—

Alberta

"The Telephone

last of

Girl,”

and

Two
too much alike.
J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kans.
of

All

it.

patronage.

—

Neb.

—

Stan Laurel Just an
Print
Held, Sterling theatre,
Neighborhod patronage.

Not good and not bad.

—P.

G.

Nothing

to

brag about.

Too

— Mixed

patronage.

Two

reels.

— M.

Sunshine

—

—

is

A

pretty

fair

different.

—

—

AESOP’S FABLES: A good short filler if not
played too often. Seems to please the grown-ups
II.
J. Eagan, American
as well as the kids.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.

of slapstick.
theatre, Socorro, N.

good comedy. Suited fine.
Shephard,
Majestic
theatre.
Bigger,
Canada. General patronage.

—

Stan

a few laughs.
theatre, Terril,

Pleased very well. No
Two reels. E. W. McClelland, Rex thekicks.
Small town patronage.
atre, Gilman City, Mo.

town patronage.

good

comedy. Has quite
John Aden, Rialto

PATHE

DANDY LIONS; BRONCHO EXPRESS— Two
theatre.
age.

—
—

comedy that

THE BONEHEAD —A

— Frank

Stan Laurel— This
the third one of Laurel’s from F. B. O. and
the best of the three, but even that doesn’t say
it is a knockout.
It is only a fair comedy.
Two
reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kans. Small town patronage.

STRETCHING THE TRUTH:

reels.

EDUCATIONAL
BARGAIN DAY— Good, with plenty
M. Fay,

A MURDEROUS MIXUP:

is

Usual
V. Allen, Monarch thepatronage.
Mixed
atre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

Short Features

— Leo

Stan Laurel
Print good. Two reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

comedy.

J.

reel.

—A

MONSIEUR DON’T CARE:

good two-reel comedy.

STOP, LOOK, WHISTLE:

Bradley, Airdome theatre, Thornton, Ark.
Small town patronage.

One

—
—

monton, Alta., Canada.

(Universal) Wilbe a real good
seems to please and
fair.

reels

baking powder. Sen Sen,
etc.
No entertainment until within a few feet
from the end. Rather vulgar in places. Two
reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

Average comedy.
SCIENTIFIC HUSBAND:
Two reels. — M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Ed-

to

Attendance

KING DUMB: Jimmy Aubrey —Just two
of advertising for Royal

—

—

The snow scenery

—
—

comedies usually put out by Fox. Two reels.
Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont. General patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:
the action

4.

much drinking and grotesque situations even for
a comedy. Does not by any means compare with

(Pathe) All these were
very good, but serials are getting spoiled through
the producer running nearly half a reel of what
has gone before.
However, in “Into the Net”
this was not done and it gave good satisfaction
to all parties. Frank Shephard, Majestic theatre,
Bigger, Sask., Canada. General patronage.

serial.

THE

The fourth chapter of the twelve is good and
pleased my patrons. If the other eight are as
good as the first four I think this series is as
good as any two-reel comedy. Two reels. P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhod patronage.

FOX

THE WAY OF A MAN; LEATHERSTOCK-

fair

—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair—Neighborhood patronage.
GO-GETTERS: George O’Hara — No.

BLUE BLOOD:

ING; INTO THE NET:

bids

3.

reels.

Fairmont,

—

— This

—No.

mont, Neb.

ordinary comedy.
good. Two reels.

—

liam Duncan

all

O’Hara

George

patrons like this series. They are
the way through.
Print No. 1.

WEST OF HOT DOG:

(Pathe) Aileen
Ray This one started out okay, but after about
the fifth episode it started dragging too much and
got tiresome.
I just finished it and I am glad.
Two reels. Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro.
N. M. Small town patronage.

—

interesting

Two

reels.

TEN SCARS MAKE A MAN:

—

My

— M.
— General

—

ronage.

—

Very good.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL:

Special castjust finished No. 8 and seems to be holding up
Two reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
pretty good.
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

(Pathe)

Two

—

THE GO-GETTERS:

it

Gave us

& Young,

got more laughs out of
this comedy than for many a day.
Education
has the best comedies on the market. Two reels.

— W.
— Small

— M.

NAVY BLUE DAYS:

fire

Get
Happened to have

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
GAME: Monty Banks — Average.

V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton,
Alta, Canada.
Mixed patronage.
reels.

Illinois.

Something doing every minute.

comedy.

BIG

reels.

THREE STRIKES — We

Running with a contest, giving three children’s
autos and special prizes on each serial night.

IN

John

St.

fail

RIDIN’

William
(Universal)
run the third episode of this
to be holding up okay and
Two reels. Jos. W. SpringElizabethtown, Ind. General

GALLOPING HOOFS:

A1

General patronage.

THE FAST EXPRESS:
serial and it seems
bringing them back.
er, Strand theatre,
patronage.

— General

—This
as
good as they make ’em.
100 per cent laughs.
Two
— E. W.
Don’t
to run this one.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. — Small
town patronage.
FOOL PROOF— This just a fair comedy. Two
— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,
Tenn. — General patronage.
KIDDING KATIE — Just
Not up to the
Educational standard.
Not many laughs. Two
— H. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
KINOGRAMS — Good news. One reel — C. H.
Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. — General patronage.
LOW TIDE —A great comedy. — Bert Silver,
ver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
FARES PLEASE:

Vought

Serials

93

patronage.

fair.

—

POT LUCK PARD:

—

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

192b

supposed to be Western and the horsemanship
and acting is terrible. It’s by no means a picture
we would advise any exhibitor to book. The
print was terribly dark most of the length of

holt

—

— Bert

—
—
ANIMAL CELEBRITIES: Sportlight — A fair
Sportlight. One
— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville. Wis. — Small town patronage.
BIG BUSINESS: Our Gang — Another Gang
comedy that they seemed to enjoy. Two reels. —
— General
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,
reel.

With completion of the shooting of the
picture “ The Half Way Girl,” featuring Doris Kenyon and Lloyd Hughes
for First National, Marion Fairfax
did the titling and editing. The first
showing was set for the Strand, New
York.

la.

patronage.

THE CANNON BALL EXPRESS: Mack
nett

—This

is

sure a fast

moving

affair.

Sen-

Some-

—

—A

--

•

EXHIBITORS HERALD

94

thing doing every minute. Lots of stunts and
laughs in this one. Two reels. Wm. E. TragsSmall town
dorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.
patronage.

—

—

COMMENCEMENT DAY: Our Gang comedy —
Another excellent Our Gang comedy. The second reel is a riot. Two reels. E. M. Biddle,
Small town patStrand theatre. Paoli, Ind.

—

—

one that gets plenty of laughs.
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terrill,
ronage.

SEEING NELLIE HOME:

dandy comedy. Real funny and
“The Poor Fish,” another onereel Chase comedy that is good. One reel.
John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patThis one

is a
laughs.

many

THE COWBOY SHIEK:

Will Rogers— A good
comedy. “Darkest Hour,” two-reel comedy featuring the Spats, is also good. Two reels. John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

—

—

—
—
—

FLICKERING YOUTH:

AnMack Sennett
Sennett comedy. We haven’t had a
good Sennett for a long time. Two reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. Small
town patronage.
other poor

A

FLIP FLOPS:
got a few
Theatorium

laughs.
theatre,

comedy which
Two reels.—Andrew Rapp,
pretty

fair

— General
GIANTS VS. YANKS: Our Gang — A dandy
liked
—John Aden,
laugh getter. They
— General patronage.
Rialto theatre, Terril,
HELLO BABY: Charley Chase — Good. One
—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. — General patronage.
Emlenton,

Pa.

patronage.

all

little

it.

la.

reel.

—

HE WHO GETS SMACKED:

Arthur Stone
Say,
this Stone sure gets them. Woke up just as soon
as his face flashed on the screen.
Very good
comedy. Two reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. Dak. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE LION AND THE SOUSE:

The first reel
in the second and keeps

drags but action starts
on until the end. The animals always make a
Horn & Morhit with our people. Eight reels.
Small
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
town patronage.

—

—

Two reels.
to be.
theatre, Ashland, Kans.

seem

Gang’s
Photoplay
patronage.

as

all

Ihde,

G.

S.

Our

— Small

town

THE MAN WHO WOULD NOT DIE: One
the Indian frontier stories
reels.
John Aden, Rialto

—

of

real good. Two
theatre, Terril, la.

and

is

—

General patronage.

NO NOISE:
Two

all.

—Good, as usual; pleased
—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
Kans. — Small town patronage.

Our Gang
reels.

Ransom,

OUTDOOR PAJAMAS:
one-reeler

;

Charley

Chase—A

not as good as "The Poor Fish.”

fair

One

—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlen— General patronage.
OUTDOOR PAJAMAS: Charley Chase — Fair.
One
— G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans. — Small town patronage.
PICKING PEACHES: Harry Langdon— read
reel.

S.

I

the “Herald” that T. O. Service liked Harry
Langdon, so thought I’d order this one up. Service is right.
"Picking Peaches” is a peach and
the minister stayed to see it run the second time.
He sure got an eyeful of bathing beauties. Book
it.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon Lake,
in

—

Idaho.

— General

patronage.

PLAIN AND FANCY GIRLS:

Charley

Chase-

Martha Sleeper has the
and she is good. One reel.

Wm.

E. Tragsdorf, Trags thatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Small

town patronage.
THE POOR FISH: Charley Chase A good
one-reeler.
Charley Chase comedies all good so
One reel. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium thefar.

—

—

— General patronage.
RASPBERRY ROMANCE: Ben Turpin—Average comedy. Two
—M. V. Allen, Monarch
theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada. — Mixed patatre,

Emlenton, Pa.

reels.

ronage.

RASPBERRY ROMANCE:
comedy.
Greenville,

Ben Turpin— Funny

Bert
Silver,
Silver
Family
Mich. General patronage.

—

theatre,

THE RAT’S KNUCKLES:

Charley Chase
comedy. One reel.

Very poor Charley Chase

Andrew
Pa.

Rapp,

— General

Theatorium

theatre,

Elmenton,

patronage.

—
so
a
— G.
Ashland, Kans. — Small
Stan Laurel — Another

RAT’S KNUCKLES: Charley Chase
Not
much slapstick as one would expect. Just
fairly amusing little story.
One reel. S.
Ihde,

—

Photoplay theatre,

town patronage.

ROUGHEST AFRICA:

reel.

— M.

—
— M.

OUT OF THE INKWELL:
for any house. One reel.
theatre, Edmonton, Alta.,

(Sullivan)— Okay
V. Allen. Monarch

Canada.

— Mixed

pat-

ronage.

SOME NUR^E: This was a very good comedy,
by Celebrated Players of Milwaukee.
This was pleasing in every way and by far the
best comedy w hich we have used in some time.
Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis. General patronage.
distributed

T

—

—

CLASSIFIED

—

—

ADVERTISING

—

—

A TOUGH WINTER:
fair

comedy.

I

many comedies
Rialto

$ 1 00

—
—
Lloyd — Re-issue

WANTED,

$5,000: Harold
but
running again since Lloyd has arrived.
One reel.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

WHY MEN WORK:

Another comedy that

is

Don’t waste your time running it if
you happen to have it booked. One reel. John
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terrill, la. General patronage.
the bunk.

—

—

WOMEN AND

WINE,

in

Snub Pollard
Just a
don’t believe that Snub can make
that are good. Five reels. John
theatre, Terril, la.
General pat-

ronage.

—

SONG: Aesop Fable—

.

ELECTRIC SIGN
think!

A

white

opal

line double-face all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortprice $300.00 Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,

CLARK BROTHERS

Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

THEATRE WANTED
410 acres, sheep and cattle farm
Missouri for theatre and equipment.
Approximately $22,500.00 equity, $7,500.00 against
farm, valued at $30,000.00. Theatre must be in
a school, manufacturing or railroad town of six
to fifteen thousand population, not more than
one cmpetitor. Write J. L. Stacy, Leeton, Mo.
in

-

Shoup, DeLuxe
General patronage.

theatre,

Messenger
reels.

—W.

Kans.

Spearville,

ANDY’S HAT IN THE RING: Joe Murphy—
This one is a good comedy. Many funny situations but one could not play them very often, as
Two reels. John
people would tire of them.
Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General patronage.

—

—

ANDY’S STUMP SPEECH:

Joe

Murphy—Very

Several funny scenes. Two reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
patronage.
General

good comedy.

CLEAR THE WAY
comedy.
Parker,

Two
S.

D.

reels.

— Small

Buddy Messenger

:

—P.

—Good

G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

town patronage.

HER DAILY DOZEN:

Edna Marian— Fairly

—E.

good comedy. Clean. Two reels..
T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small

—

G. Estee, S.

town patronage.
LEATHER PUSHERS: Reginald Denny—Very
good short subject but needs a little more comedy
mixed in. Three reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
Spearville,

theatre,

—
Kans. — General

patronage.

LOOKING DOWN: Wanda Wiley— Good
reel

two-

North

WANTED:

To lease theatre, equipped with
stage in city not less than eight thousand.
Would
somewhat

run

consider

house

Box

Exhibitors Herald.

806,

down.

Address

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines. Bargains. Atlas Moving Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
EXHIBITORS LET US SAVE YOU MONEY
on guaranteed new and used theatre chairs of all
styles, ready for shipment.
Also all makes of
rebuilt projection machines.
Complete line of
equipment. Write us your needs. Illinois Theatre
Equipment Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago,

111.

FOR SALE:

Theatre Equipment of all descripImmediate shipment of all used chairs, any
Will also buy used chairs and equipment.
Theatre Seatng Co., 845 S. State St.,
tion.

quantity.

Chicago,

111.

comedy with Wanda doing some high dizzy

—
—

stunts. Two reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kans.

OH MIN:

— Good

comedy. Two
reels.
P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

RIP

Joe

Murphy

—

VAN WINKLE:

Just another one-reeler.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood.
Kans. Small town patronage.

—

three

ment included,

WILL TRADE

Small town patronage.

J.

The Lustrolite moving picture
sign.
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just

theatre
electric

—Wm.

UNIVERSAL
THE AGGRAVATING KID: Buddy
—A very good two-reel comedy. Two

.

NEW!

IT’S

especially for kids. One reel.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

Always good,
E.

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per

ronage.

Pretty good one-reeler.

female lead in this

—

by all.
V. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.

One

SURE MIKE: Martha Sleeper A dandy little
comedy and Martha is a clever little actress. They
do not have to waste any more time looking
around for someone to fill Mabel Normand’s shoes.
Martha can do it. One reel. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

reel.

ton, Pa.

— M.

FELIX THE CAT: (Winkler)— Liked

—

—

—

LODGE NITE: Our Gang— Good,

reel.

—

worth

—

by old and
V. Allen, Monarch theatre.
Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.

One

young.

SUNDAY CALM: Our Gang This was a good
comedy. Has plenty of action. The kids are up
to something all the time. John Aden, Rialto
theatre, Terrill, la.
General patronage.

THE LION AND THE SOUSE: Mack Sennett
—A good comedy. Has plenty of action and lots
the laughs, and that is what they want in
comedies. Two reels. John Aden, Rialto theatre,
General patronage.
Terril, la.

—

—

Aden,

of

—

STAGE FRIGHT : Our Gang Not very good.
Gets a few laughs but not enough. Two reels.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
Small town patronage.

Ralph Graves—

—
—

—

SHERLOCK SLEUTH:

This comedy was real good. A very good boxing
match in it. Ralph Graves’ comedies are all good.
Two reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, KimGeneral patronage.
ball, S. Dak.

theatre.

—

1925
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STATE RIGHTS
ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Liked

reels.

la.

ronage.

ronage.

most

—John
— General patCharley Chase —
Two

October

—

TOURING THE EAST: Buddy Messenger—
splendid comedy in two reels. Some new stuff, as
well as lots of old stuff, in this that will bring
the laughs. Two reels.. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
Small town patronage.
theatre, Spearville, Kans.

—

—

WAY UP NORTH:

Just another lemon. Just
a waste of time to run it. That’s all. “Alone
at Last” is another lemon, also a one-reeler.
John Aden’ Rialto theatre, Terril, la. General
patronage.

Pickering

Makes Tieups

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Sept. 22.—
Harold Pickering, exploitation manager for
Famous Players-Lasky, distributed advertisements throughout this district and effected a number of good tieups in connection with the eighth annual Paramount
week, recently observed. During the week
the new Paramount theatre at Ogden,
Utah, opened, and it is reported that many
were turned away during the first day.

—

—

VITAGRAPH
MUTTS AND MOTORS: Larry Semon— One of
Larry’s best one-reelers yet.

him

here.

One

House, Mesquite,

They seem

— Elmer Hughes,
Nev. — General patronage.
reel.

to

like

Opera

Turpin 9s Wife Dying
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 22.— Mrs. Ben
Turpin, wife of the film actor, is near
death here as the result of a paralytic
stroke and complete nervous and physical
breakdown, her physicians announce.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT

L

New Theatre

Is Built

NEW THEATRES

With Walls of Old
Coast Playhouse
magnificent theatre was added to the
present group of motion picture palaces of
San Francisco recently when the new St.
Francis on Market opposite Mason was
to

inauguration of “Greater
Movie Season.” The St. Francis occupies
the site of the former Strand but it is in
every respect a new theatre. Nothing but
the four walls of the former structure
have been used and those who remember
the former theatre cannot recognize one
feature that has been retained in the present palatial structure. The general decorative theme carried out in the new theatre
is strictly Spanish.
The entrance with its
mosaic flooring is of the Spanish type and
leads to an impressive foyer.
From the
foyer the main auditorium, as well as the
balcony is entered.
The entire interior
decorative scheme carries out the Spanish
theme. All the walls are of decayed marThere
ble, giving a delicate pinkish tint.
are four large wall panels, two on each
side of the main auditorium, which are
partly covered with rich tapestry drapes
attached at the top with decorated shields.
The ceiling is paneled with designs of
Spanish heraldry and the lighting fixtures
harmony with the decorative
in entire
There
scheme are artistically arranged.
are no side boxes, an impressive Spanish
grill occupying the position of the usual
theatre boxes and covering the pipes of the
celebrate

large

The

new

TENN.— McKnight

MEMPHIS,

organ.

&

Fincher, 53 South Third street, have contract for fireproof brick theatre and store
building to be erected on Sommerville
street, Linden Circle, for Linden Development Company, to cost $60,000.

the

stage has been entirely rearranged
and the illuminating is entirely new. For
one thing the spot lights, usually in the
operator’s booth, in the St. Francis will be
controlled from the top of the stage.

Two

*

LA MESA, TEXAS.— E.
man

A

thrown open on the same day selected

theatre and hotel building on Lamar avenue, between Main and Travis streets.

*

TEXAS. — McClure

LITTLEFIELD,

&

awarded contract for
brick moving picture theatre, 50 by 108
Chester have

feet, to cost $25,000.

Portsmouth
VA.
Improvement Company, 407 Court street,
has awarded contract for fireproof theatre, 57 by 112 feet, to cost about $50,000.
*

ROANOKE,

VA.— Sun Investment
Campbell avenue, plans to
erect 12-story fireproof theatre and office
building, 75 by 170 feet, at northwest
corner South Jefferson street and Kirk
Theavenue, to cost about $1,250,000.
atre will have seating capacity of 2,000.
Pipe organ costing $30,000 will be inCompany,

Hunts-

*

ROBSTOWN,

TEXAS.—W.

J.

Thompson

has contract to erect twostory reinforced concrete and tile theatre,
50 by 140 feet, for J. A. Talbert, to cost
$ 20 000
,

.

*

ROCKSPRINGS, TEXAS.— Owens &
Smart have awarded contract for reinforced concrete theatre to be erected on
west side of square.

—

PORTSMOUTH,

L.

erecting a brick moving picture
theatre, 25 by 140 feet, on South Houston street.
is

*

TYLER, TEXAS.—T. B. Noble
plans by C. D. Hill & Company,
Central

801
Building, Dallas, for new
Lessee, Arcadia Amusement
2009J4 Jackson street, Dallas.

Bank

theatre.

Company,

5

has

*

MILWAUKEE,
Amusement

WIS.

—

Colonial

Company,

984
Sherman
boulevard, plans to erect two-story brick
Colonial theatre, 50 by 225 feet, at 15th
and Vliet streets, to cost $300,000.
*

stalled.

*

WILLOW GROVE,

PA.— Rothwell

has plans by Horace W.
Castor, Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, for two-story brick moving picture theatre, store and apartment building, 108 by 200 feet, to be erected at
York and Davidsville roads.

Company,

Inc.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Bay View
Realty Company, 174 Second street, has
plans by R. B. Williamson, 405 Broadway, for two-story brick and concrete
theatre, store and office building, 160 by
180 feet, to be erected at Kinnickinnic
and Homer streets, to cost $350,000.

*

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— New
picture theatre

is

moving

being erected on Pres-

Edward Bowes, manag-

ing

ton avenue.
*

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Jesse
Goggan

Bowes Directs Motion Picture

NEW YORK —Major

H. Jones,
Building, contemplates erecting

director of the Capitol theatre, is directing the making of a motion picture which will
reveal to his patrons the workings of the mafrom
chinery which has attracted attention
throughout the country.

views of the new St. Francis theatre, San Francisco, California, which has been entirely rebuilt, using the walls of the
old Strand theatre. Organ grill and stage is shown to right. On left is foyer and balcony stairs.
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The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check hack and obtain for their information in hooking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is follotved by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Fox

Arrow
Children of the Whirlwind :Aug.8-20.
Cleaner Flame, The: Aug. 29-69.
Great City, The :Aug.29-69.
Led Astray :Aug.29-69.
Mysterious Pines, The Aug. 29-69.
Primrose Path, The Aug. 29-69.
Scandal Street Aug. 29-69.
Share and Share Alike Aug. 29-69.
Substitute Wife, The :Aug.29-69.

As No Man Has Loved :Aug.8-12, 13. Sept. 5-12.

Tessie : Aug. 29-69.

Lucky Horseshoe, The :Aug.l5-6. Aug. 29-17.
Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins.
Thank You: Aug.22-11. Aug. 29-16. Sept.5-13,14,15.

East Lynne :Aug. 1-10.
First Year, The :Sept.l-Ins.
Fool, The :Aug.ll.
Havoc Aug. 1-10. Aug. 8-10, 11. Aug.15-7. Aug. 29-18.

:

:

:

Sept. 5-13.

Iron Horse, The :Aug.l-ll. Sept. 5-12.
Kentucky Pride :Aug. 1-11. Sept. 5-13.

:

:

Lightning :Sept. 12-Ins.

Un-Named Woman, The :Aug.29-69.
Wandering

Fires

:

Aug. 29-69.

Sept. 12-Ins. Sept.19-14, 15. Sept. 26-14, 15.

Associated Exhibitors

Thunder Mountain :July25-9.July4-8. Aug. 22-11. Sept.
5-13.Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.26-18,19.

Camille of the Barbary Coast : Aug. 29-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :Aug.29-Ins.
Headlines :Aug.29-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife:Aug.29-Ins.
I Do:Aug.29-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Aug.29-Ins.
Lover’s Island :Aug. 29-Ins.
Manhattan Madness :Aug.29-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The: Aug. 29-Ins.
Never Weaken :Aug. 29-Ins.
North Star:Aug.29-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Aug.29-Ins.
Play Safe:Aug.29-Ins.
Silk Hat Cowboy, The :Aug. 29-Ins.
Two Gates :Aug.29-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Aug.29-Ins.

Timber Wolf, The:Sept.5-14.
Wheel, The: Aug. 8-6. Aug.22-11. Sept. 5-12. Sept. 12Ins.

Winding Stair, The: Aug. 29-20, 21. Sept. 5-12.
Wages for Wives:Sept. 1-Ins.
Yankee Senor, The :Sept.26-14,15.

Ince
Allfun Comedies ;Aug. 29-72.
Mock Marriages :Aug.29-72.

Lumas
Police Patrol, The:July25-18.

Chadwick

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

American Pluck :Aug.29-66.

Auction Block, The :Aug.8-Ins.
Bardelys, the Magnificent :Aug.8-Ins.

Blue Blood :Aug.29-66.
Bells, The:Aug.29-66.
Perfect Clown, The:Aug.29-66.
Prince of Broadway :Aug. 29-66.
Some Pun’kins:Aug.29-66.
Unchastened Woman, The :Aug.29-67.

Barrier,

The :Aug.8-Ins.

Big Parade, The :Aug.8-Ins.

Brown

of

Harvard :Aug.8-Ins.

Buddies : Aug.8-Ins.
Circle, The : Aug.8-Ins.

Wizard of Oz, The :Aug.29-66.

Dance Madness :Aug.8-Ins.
Exchange of Wives, An Aug. 8-Ins. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.
Exquisite Sinner, The :Aug. 8-Ins.
Flesh and the Devil, The Aug. 8-Ins.
How Dare You :Aug.8-Ins.
:

Columbia

Having

completed “High and Handsome,” in which he does some he-man
acting, Maurice (Lefty) Flynn is preparing to make his next picture for

Danger Signal, The :Aug.29-70.
Steppin’ 0ut:Aug.29-71.

Unwritten Law, The :Aug. 29-71.

F. B.

Davis Dist. Div.

O.

:

Lights of

New

York:Sept. 12-Ins.

Tell the World :Aug.8-Ins.
Lovey Mary Aug. 8-Ins.
Mare Nostrum Aug. 8-Ins.
Merry Widow, The :Sept. 12-1. Sept.19-1. Sept. 26-1, 21,

I’ll

:

:

Apache Princess :Aug.29-63.
Daughter of the Sioux :Aug.29-63.
Demon Rider, The :Aug.29-63.
Flyin’ Thru Aug.29-63.
Courage of Captain Plum, The :Aug.29-63.
$50,000 Reward :Aug.29-63.
:

Fighting Courage :Aug.29-63.
Fighting Romeo, The:Aug.29-63.
Fighting Parson, The :Aug.29-63.
Fort Frayne : Aug.29-63.
Gold Hunters, The : Aug.29-63.
Grey Vulture, The :Aug. 29-63.
Hills of

If

Marriage Fails: Aug.

8-78.

Aug. 15-75.Aug.22-69.

Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Isle of Lost Hope, The :Aug.22-75. Sept. 12-69.
Isle of Retribution, The: Aug.8-79. Aug.15-75. Aug.
22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Keeper of the Bees, The: Aug.8-78. Aug. 15-75. Aug.

22-68-69. Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14.

Lady Robinhood :Aug.22-71.Sept.l2-71.
Last Edition, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75. Aug.22-69.
Sept.12-14.
Midnight Flyer, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75. Aug.2269. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Parisian Nights: Aug. 8-78. Aug. 15-75. Aug. 22-69.
Sept.12-14.

Flame :Aug.29-63.

Lawless Love:Aug.29-63.
Lights of Mojave, The:Aug.29-63.
My Neighbor’s Wife: Aug.29-63.

A

Girl’s Romance,
: Aug.8-79. Aug.15-75. Aug.
22-69. Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.

Poor

Peggy of the Secret Service: Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Chinatown :Aug.29-63.
Peggy from Headquarters :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Under Orders :Aug.29-63.
Peggy on the Job: Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Danger Aug.29-63.
Peggy Takes a Chance: Aug.29-63.
Peggy Scores a Victory :Aug.29-63.
Red Love:Aug.29-63.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights Aug.29-63.
That Old Gang of Mine: Aug.29-63.
:

:

Tenacles of the North :Aug.29-63.
Tricks :Aug.29-63.
Tonio of the Sierras : Aug.29-63.
Timber Wolves: Aug.29-63.
Texan’s Oath, The :Aug.29-63. Wolf Hunters, The : Aug.29-63.
Warrior’s Gap :Aug.29-63.
Way of the West: Aug.29-63.
Youth’s Highway :Aug.29-63.

F. B. 0.

Smooth

as Satin: July25-75.Aug.22-71.
Man Jack :Aug.22-73.

That
Thundering Herd, The:Aug.l5-71.
When His Love Grew Cold Aug.
Aug. 22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The:Aug.l5-71.
:

8-78.

:

Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.

Futurity Winner, The: Aug.8-78. Aug.15-75.Aug.2269. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.

Happiness: Aug.22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept.12-14.

.

:

Money Talks :Aug.8-Ins.
Mystic, The :Aug.8-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 21, 20.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Aug.8-Ins.Aug.22-8.
Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.

Old Clothes: Aug. 8-Ins.
Paris :Aug.8-Ins.
Pretty Ladies: Aug. 8-Ins. Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17.
Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.

Rag Man, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Romola: Aug.8-Ins. Aug.22-7.Aug.29-14,15.Sept.5-l.
Sept.12-Ins.Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 21, 20.
Sally, Irene and Mary :Aug.81-Ins.
Slave of Fashion, The : Aug. 8-1. Aug.22-6. Aug. 29-14,
15. Sept. 5-1. Sept.l2-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 21, 20.

Aug.

15-75.

Span of Life, The :Aug.8-Ins.
Sun Up :July25-Ins.Aug.8-Ins.Sept,19-16,17.
Temptress, The :Aug. 8-Ins.
Time, the Comedian :Aug.8-Ins.
Torrent, The Aug. 8-Ins.
Tower of Lies, The :Aug.8-Ins. Sept.26-1, 21, 20.
Unholy Three, The :Aug.8-Ins.Aug.25-12,13.Aug.22:

First National
Chickie :Aug.22-20.

6. Aug.29-14, 15. Sept. 5-1. Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.

Classified : Aug. 15-17.

Desert Flower, The :Aug. 22-20. Aug. 29. 30.
Fine Clothes :Aug.l5-16.
Graustark: Aug. 15-16. Sept.l9-Ins.Sept.26-22, 23.
Half Way Girl, The: Aug.15-16,18. Aug.22-21. Sept.
5-24.25.
Sister From Paris:
29-28, 29.Sept.12-16.17.

Her

Just a

Aug. 15-16. Aug.22-21. Aug.

Woman :Aug.22-20, 22.

Knockout, The :Aug. 15-16.
Lady, The:July25-22.
Lady Who Lied, The Aug. 22-20.
Lost World, The: Aug. 29-26, 27. Sept. 12-18.
:

Bandit’s Baby, The Aug. 15-71.
Devil Quemado, The :Aug.l5-71.
Drusilla With a Million :Aug.l-99. Aug.8-78. Aug.1575.Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.12-14.Sept.19-74.75.
Flaming Waters: Aug.8 -79. Aug.15-75. Aug.22-69.

20

Midshipman, The :Aug.8-Ins. Sept. 12-Ins.
Mysterious Island, The :Aug.8-Ins.
Monte Carlo Aug. 8-Ins.

Making of O’Malley, The :Aug.22-21.
Marriage Whirl, The :Aug.22-20.
Shore Leave :Aug.l5-17. Sept. 26-24.
Scarlet West, The :Aug.8-30. Aug. 22-20, 22.
Soul-Fire :Aug.22-20.
Talker, The :Aug.22-20.
Fools Men:Aug.l5-17.
Winds of Chance:Sept.5-26.Sept.l9-22.

What

Paramount
Adventure Aug.1-3.
American Venus, The:Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.
Are Parents People? :Aug. 1-3. Sept. 5-1.
Beggar on Horseback :Aug.l-4.Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.
Best People, The :Aug.l-4.Aug.22-4.
Coast of Folly, The :Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4,5.Aug.29-4,5.
:

Sept. 26-3.

Cobra Aug.22-4.
Covered Wagon, The:Aug.l-3.
Crossroads of the World Aug.22-4.
Flower of the Night :Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.
Grounds for Divorce :Aug.22-4.
He’s a Prince :Sept.26-4.
In the Name of Love :Aug.l5-3.
:

:

King.The Aug.22-4.
:

Kiss for Cinderella,

A :Aug.22-4,5.

Mannequin :Aug. 22-4. Sept. 19-4, 5.

October
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—A Wife:July25-3,4.

Lucky

Devil, The:
Sept. 26-4.

97
Seven Sinners :Sept.l9-6, 7.

Aug.

8-3.

Aug.

Silken Shackles :Sept. 19, 6-7.
Social Highwayman, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Three Weeks in Paris :Sept. 19-6, 7.
Vengeance of Durand, The:Sept.I9-6,7.
White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6,7.

22-4,5. Sept. 5-4.

Man Who Found

Himself, The :Aug.8-5.Aug. 22-4.
Miss Bluebeard :Aug.l-3.
New Brooms :Aug.22-4.
Night Life in New York :July25-4, 5. Aug. 22-4. Sept.

Who

Wife

5-4.Sept.26-4.

Girls

Quarantine :Aug.22-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Sept.26-4.
Shamrock, The:Aug.8-5.
Shock Punch, The:Aug.l-3.
of His Father,
Sept.26-4.

Go Back Home

Davis

A: Aug.8-3. Aug.29-3. Sept. 12-4.

Sheiks and Shebas :Aug.29-63.
Fragments of Life : Aug. 29-63. Sept.12-10.

Red Kimono, The :Sept. 19-10.

12-3.Sept.26-4.
That Hoyle Girl :Aug.22-4.Sept.l9-3. Sept. 26-4.

Educational

Trouble With Wives, The :Aug. 8-3. Aug. 22-4. Sept.5-3.
Vanishing American, The :Aug.l-5.Aug.22-4. Sept.

Cameo Comedies :Aug.8-28.
Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.

26-4.

Curses : July25-50.
Felix the Cat:Aug.8-28.

of Virtue :Aug.l-3.

Wanderer, The:Aug.l5-3.Aug.22-4.
Wild Horse Mesa:Sept.5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The :Sept.5-4.
Womanhandled:Aug.22-4,5.

Jimmie Adams Comedies :Aug.8-14, 15.
Kinograms: Aug. 8-28, 29. Aug. 22-48. Sept. 5-11.
Greatest Thrills: Sept. 5-7.

Life’s

Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge-Podge Aug. 8-28.
:

Mermaid Comedies :Sept. 19-50-51.
Cleaner Flame, The :Aug. 29-69.

Pathe

Tourist, The:Aug.29-80.

Black Cyclone :Aug.8-66-67. Sept. 19-68-69.

Watch Out:Sept.26-5.

Freshman, The :Aug.8-Ins.Sept.l2-Ins.
Kivalina of the Icelands :Aug.8-92.Aug,15-84.

Producers

Film Booking

Corp.

Dist.

“Below

the Line,” from which two
scenes are given, has been finished by
Herman Ray maker.
Rin-Tin-Tin is
now being starred by Warner Brothers
in “The Clash of the Wolves” and
the third will be “The Night Cry.”

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.
Charley’s Aunt:Aug.29-13.
Coming of Amos, The :Aug.8-16,17.Sept.5-22.
Eve’s Leaves :Sept.l9-8,9.
Highroad :Aug.8-16-17.Sept,19-8, 9.

Hell’s

Made

for

Love :Sept. 19-8,9.

Red Dice :Sept.5-22.
Road to Yesterday, The :Aug.8-16,17
Seven Days :Aug.29-12.
Silence Aug.8-25. Aug. 15-14. Aug.22-9. Aug.
29-10.
Untamed Gentleman, The :Sept.5-23.
Wedding Song, Thc:Sept,19-8,9.

Offices

Adventures of Maisie :Sept. 12-45, 46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies :Sept.l2-45.
Bray Cartoons :Sept. 12-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept. 12-45.
Let’s

Go Gallagher :Sept. 12-67.

Fox Film Corp.
Aboard :Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16, 17.
Big Game Hunter, The:Aug. 22-13. Sept. 26-16, 17.
Business Engagement, A :July25-53.Aug.23-13.Sept.
All

The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Sept. 19-6,7.
Inevitable Millionaires,

:

Limited Mail, The: Aug. 8-26. Sept. 5-18-19. Sept.
19-6,7.

B. P. Schulberg
Aristocrat, The:Aug.8-Ins.

Little Irish Girl, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Love Toy, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Man on the Box, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. Sept. 26-8, 9.
Official Wife :Sept.l9-6,7.
Night Cry, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Night Call, The :Sept. 19-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept. 19-6,7.
Passionate Quest, The :Sept. 19-6,7.
Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept. 19-6,7.
Red Hot Tires :Sept. 19-6, 7.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6,7.
Sap, The :Sept. 19-6,7.
Satan in Sables :Sept. 19-6, 7.
Sea Beast, The :Sept.l9-6,7.

My

Dancing Days:Aug.8-Ins.
Eden’s Fruit :Aug.8-Ins.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The:Aug.8-Ins.Aug,2965.

His New York Life:Aug.8-Ins.
Horses and Women :Aug.8-Ins.
Exclusive Rights :Aug.8-Ins.

Lew

26. Sept. 19-

Sept. 19-6, 7.

Cinema Stars :Aug. 29-63.
Hey Fellas :Aug.29-63.

Stage Struck :Aug.22-24.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.
Ten Commandments, The : Aug.8-3. Aug.15-4. Sept.

Wages

:

Short Features

Polly of the Ballet :Aug.l5-3.Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.

Pony Express, The :Aug.22-4,5.Sept.26-4.

Son

Wasn’t Wanted, The: Aug.

6,7.

Why

North of 36:Aug.l-3.
Not So Long Ago: Aug. 1-4, 5. Aug. 22-4. Sept. 5-4, 5.
On Dress Parade :Aug.l-3.Aug.22-4.
Paths to Paradise :Aug.l-3.

Wives :Aug.8-Ins.
Other Women’s Story, The :Aug.8-Ins.
Parisian Love Aug.8-Ins.Aug.22-19.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The :Aug.8-Ins
Tyler’s

:

Plastic Age, The:Aug.8-Ins.
Shameful Behavior :Aug.8-Ins.

19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.
:Sept.26-17.

Cloudy Romance,

A

Failure :Aug.22-13.
Fox News : July 25-52. Aug. 15-8. Aug. 22-12. Aug. 29-22.
Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Fox Varieties: Aug.l-69.Aug.15-8, 9. Aug.29-23. Sept.
5-17. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Imperial Comedies: Aug.1-69. Aug.15-89. Aug.29-23.
Sept. 5-17. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.

In a China Shop :Aug.l5-8.
Love and Lions :Aug. 15-9. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Married Life of Helen and Warren, The: Aug. 8-9.
Aug. 22-13. Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.

My Own

Carolina :Aug. 15-8. Sept.19-53.
Stories: Aug.8-9. Aug.22,12,13.Sept.5-17.

Henry

O.

Sept. 26-16. 17.

On

the

Go :Aug.l5-9.Sept.26-16.17.

Parisian Knight, A:Aug.22-13.
Peacemakers, The :Aug.22-13.
Shoes :July25-53. Aug. 22-13. Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Shenandoah Aug.8-Ins.
Shopworn :Aug.8-Ins.
Studies in Wives :Aug.8-Ins.
With this Ring:Aug.8-Ins.
Worst Woman, The :Aug.8-Ins.
:

Sky Jumper, The :Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16,17.
Sweet Marie:Aug.l5-9.Sept.l9-52.
Transients in Arcadia :Aug.22-13. Sept. 26-16, 17.
Aug.1-69. Aug.8,9. Sept.5-16.

Van Bibber Comedies:

Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.

West Wind. Thc:Aug.l5-8.

Tiffany-Truart

Wrestler, The:Aug.22-13.Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.

Souls for Sables :Aug.29-73.

Pathe

United Artists
D<

f

Zorro:Sept

-

5 ' 20

-

Butter Fingers : Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-7 6.
Cold Turkey :Aug.29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Iron Nag. The :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Love and Kisses :Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Lucky Stars :Aug.22-84.Aug.29-Ins.
Play Ball July25-84.Aug.l-108.Aug.29-124.

Se P t 12 - 12 Se P t 19 -

-

-

20 Sepfl" l”
Sally of the Sawdust :Aug.29-25.Sept.5-21.Sept,12-13.
Sept. 19-1 9. Sept. 12-12.
Gold Rush, The: Sept. 12-11. Sept. 19-21. Sept. 12-11.

:

Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept. 12-76.
Rainy Knight, A :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Sneezing Beezers Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Tee for Two:Aug.29-Ins.Sept.26-88.

Universal

:

California Straight Ahead :Aug.8-21.Aug.22-16.
Goose Woman :Aug.8-22.Sept.5-8,9.
Home Maker, The :Aug.29-6,7.
I’ll Show You the Town :Aug.22-16.
Lorraine of the Lions :Aug.8-23.
Phantom of the Opera :Aug. 15-11. Sept.12-8, 9. Sept.

Red

26-7.

Universal

Siege :Aug.8-20.Aug.20.Aug.22-16.

Spook Ranch Aug. 8-22.
:

Blue Streak Westerns :Sept.l9-ll.
Blue Bird Comedies : Aug. 15-5.
Buster Brown :Aug.22-51.
Gump Comedies : Aug. 15-5.
International Newsreel :Sept.l9-24.

Teaser, The:Aug.8-20.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6,7.
Below the Line :Sept.l9-6,7.
Bobbed Hair :Aug.8-26. Sept. 19-6,7.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept. 19-6, 7.

Cave Man, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Clash of the Wolves, The :Sept.l9-6,7.

Compromise :Sept. 19-6, 7.
Fighting Edge, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Gay Ones, The Sept. 19-6, 7.
Colden Cocoon, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Hell Bent for Heaven :Sept. 19-6, 7.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :Sept,19-6,7.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept.l2-6,7.Sept.l9-6,7.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6,7.

Warners Plan Service
for Film Inspection
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Sept. —A plan has
(

to

)

22.

:

Honeymoon Express, The :Sept.l9-6,7.

Seal

Evolution :Aug.8-77.

“Seven Days” was made for Pro-Dis-Co
to introduce A1 Christie’s “Greater
Laughter Season.”
Lillian
Rich,
Creighton Hale and Lily an T ashman
are in the cast. Scott Sidney directed.

been devised by Warner Brother^ by
which all prints after they have been run

a certain period will be assigned to the
laboratory for inspection, it was announced yesterday.

!

!
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By

D. H.

ANNOUNCEMENT

has been made by the American Theatres Corporation which was formed several weeks ago that B. J. Cooney has
been made secretary-treasurer of the circuit. Cooney is one of the
prominent Cooney Brothers who operate five Chicago houses including
the Capitol which created much comment a few months ago upon its

opening by

offices of the corporation which
booking pictures for nearly 100 theatres in the territory in and around Chicago were established September 17 at

1048 Straus Building, Chicago. At 1048
is
likewise located the offices of Cooney
Brothers.
The president and manager of the organization is Joseph Hopp, well known exhibitor leader, while the vice-president is
Burton Jordan, Orpheum theatre, Ottawa,
111 .

*

*

*

Now

again.
it’s set for Friday,
Oct. 2 but the place is the same
Olympia Fields. The fact that a
Jewish holiday fell on Sept. 18
caused the postponement.
Members of the committee affirm that
the only thing which could possibly cause another shift would be
for someone to steal the course.
One good thing about the postponement is that it permits addition of even more prizes to the
already abundant list.
The £rst

—

we know

there’ll

be

an

award for every player whether he
wins or goes to sleep on the
bunker.
*

*

first

*

Representatives from daily newspapers
and trade papers attended a luncheon and
private screening at the Universal exchange

September 17. The picture shown was
“California Straight Ahead,” starring Reginald Denny in which a prominent part
is given to the Universal trailer which has
been touring America.
two reel film has
been made of Chicago which was shown
following
the
showing of the Denny

A

The Shake-

speare piece, “Othello,” directed by Dimitri
Buchowezki and starring Emil Jannings,
was purchased by Si Griever. Another
purchase of Mr. Griever well to be mentioned was “Eyes of Hollywood,” starring
Priscilla Dean, Lois Wilson, Wallace Beery

and William Desmond.
%

:jc

Jerry,

contrary to

reports

in

this

column last issue, is district manager of
Renown. (We wish we could blame the
printer for that one, Jerry.)
Anyhow,
when he returned from his two days excursion he was surprised with the announcement of “Jerry Abrams Week”
which has now taken on unusual mo-

mentum.
*

*

*

De Kalb where he was
of

cago, September 16. His visit was no doubt
related to the negotitations being made by
Pathe in Chicago for the recognition of
short features by screen reporters on the
staffs of daily newspapers.
Balaban &
Katz are said to have agreed to place
names of short features in all advertising
for loop theatres.
*
*
*

Si Griever stopped the rush of business
long enough last week to act as host to
George Davis, Banner Productions, who
took advantage of the moments with Si to
talk about a “great little picture.”
It resulted in Si’s conviction that “Wasted
Lives” is a “great little picture” which was
evidenced by his purchase of it.
*

On

Whelan,

*

*

departure from

Chicago Leslie
publicity
Harold
director
for
declared that the picture “The

his

Lloyd,

About 15 attended the luncheon. Besides
the Universal staff there were representatives from the Exhibitors Herald, Screen

Freshman” was breaking all records at the
Roosevelt where it will remain for several
weeks. It’s quite plausible that the picture
is breaking all records but it’s odd that Mr.
Whelan should mention it

Chicago American and Chicago
Evening Post.

Opinion,

*

*

*

*

Aha-a-1
At last they know why
Charlie Miller, South Side sales-whiz
for F. B. O., made such a mysterious
getaway on his vacation and also why
he go( back four days late.
The
answer is Mrs. Charles H. Miller, late
They ivere marof St. Louis, Mo.
ried at Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 8.
Charlie crept out of the office on
tip-toe August 30 and was due back
September 10. But no Charlie until
the 14th and then it was four days
longer
before he summoned the
necessary courage to tell Jack Sampson, exchange manager, the why of it
all.
Miller has been with F. B. O.
And everyseven or eight years.
body on the row thought him a con-

firmed bachelor
*

*

*

Joseph Klein, vice-president of the Ches-

Motion Picture Corporation, New
York, spent the day in Chicago, September
17.
His visit was a break of a trip from
New York to California. Klein brought
announcement of the release of some new

It

*

*

has been suggested by Morris Heilman,

Reelcraft, that owing to the fact that Monday, September 28, is the “Day of Atonement” all exhibitors procure advertising
accessories in advance.
5(C

Jji

j|j

Max

Graf who has been operating three
500 seat houses on the Coast was in Chicago from September 17 to 19 on his way
to New York.
He brought the word that
he has sold his houses and has begun producing short features.
*

With moisture

*

*

beaded on his brow
Henri Ellman, Capitol Exchange, was
heard to say that he spent seven days in
Cincinnati, September 14.
But the heat
did not vanquish him.
He visited Ike
Libson with the result that bookings were
arranged for the Palace theatre, one of
the attractive downtown houses of Indianapolis.

*

*

Cleve Adams, division manager of Central

Western division for

confined

because

sj:

ip.

Joe Lyon, called “the Lightning Rod
salesman and other things, spent a day
last week with Pete Kitchos, who told him
’

of the closing of the Victoria theatre on
Crawford avenue. The Victoria has been
The
a prospering house for 18 years.
building will be used for a garage.
%

%

Stahl, manager of the Milwaukee
exchange of Educational, dropped in on

David Dubin, Chicago manager, September
17, to congratulate him on his new post.
Max was on his way to Pittsburgh. While
in the city he mentioned that the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade will meet the
Exhibitors September 29 at Jefferson, Wis.,
in

a golf tournament.
*

L.

F.

B.

O.,

was

*

*

W. Alexander, Universal exchange

manager, spent the day in Orland, 111.,
September 17. It might have been business
but then it might have been golf.
%

Charles Werner, St. Louis branch manager for Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer, stopped
to chat with Frank Ishmael, on his trip
home from Rochester, Minn., where he has
been under treatments for six or seven
weeks.
*

Walter

Taylor,

Rialto theatre, at

*

*

former owner of the
Bloomington, 111., is now

doing the booking for the Lyceum theatre,
Chenoa, 111.
*

*

*

Yancy of the Avon theatre, Decatur, 111., visited Morris Heilman last week
with the purpose of seeing “Don X” which
is released by Reelcraft.
L. L.

*

*

*

Kenneth Johnson, operator of the Palace,
Onargo, 111., in the evening and of a canning factory during the daytime was in
Chicago long enough to sign a Reelcraft
contract with Morris Heilman last week.
Which prompts the querry “Who’ll take
care of the canmaker’s canning while the
canmaker’s out canning films?”
*

*

*

Word

has been received that Ben Huff,
owner of the Empress theatre, Galesburg,
elected city clerk
111., who has just been
by a large majority is leaving soon for
California accompanied by Mrs. Huff.
*

*

*

A. Ullrich’s congenial smile was
missed during all the week of September
14 around the Pathe offices because of an
accident. In some way (not disclosed) his
ankle has been sprained. It is doubted if
he will be able to use his foot for several
L.

days.

*

*

*

Ballentyne, Des Moines, la., exchange manager of Pathe left Chicago September 19 after a week’s business visit.
He was negotiating with Balaban & Katz

R.

still

*

Se-

illness.

%

Stanley Waite who sells two reel comedies for Pathe came unexpectedly to Chi-

pictures.

terfielfl

M. Whitmore has joined hands with

Max

j$c

Jerry Abrams, Renown exchange, was
whisked away to Indianapolis and Cincinnati, September 15, where he remained two
days.

Yez!

Knights of the
Kniblick! The Midwest Film Golf
Tournament date has been changed

thing

numbers recently completed.

1925

curity Pictures in Chicago. Air. Whitmore
has recently returned irom a hospital in

jfc

is

3,

seen in the Chicago office dictating to two
stenographers at a time last week.
When
he was approached he took time enough
to remark genially that “1 guess New
Fork's going Jimmie Walker and the country’s going F. B. O.”
He expects to be
in Chicago a short time before leaving for
another excursion into the field.
* * *

elaborateness.

its

^HE

Hear

October

L.

with regard to A. H. Blank houses in Iowa.

Lieber

Month Starts

(.Special to Exhibitors

NEW

YORK,

Herald)

A

“Lieber
Sept.
22.—
Month” sales contest was started recently
by First National, to run through Nov. 7.
The sales drive is dedicated to Robert
Lieber, president of First National.
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Make Thursday October 1 5 ^
Seating Inspection Day inyour Theatre

D

O

not leave the appraisal of the seating
equipment and arrangement of your
theatre to guesswork or hearsay. It is too
important. Get the cold facts for yourself
by actual experience and personal observation. With hundreds of other
theatre owners and managers
throughout the country, make
Thursday, October fifteenth,
your personal inspection
day of the seating of

The

APPRAISAL
A PLAY IN FIVE ACTS

ACT ONE

your
ACT

ACT

theatre.

TW©

FIVE

A FTER having
made your visit
of inspection to your
theatre,

make

careful

ACT THREE

appraisal of the comfort,
beauty, dependable strength

and durability of the seating.
it meet your ideas of comfort
and beauty viewed entirely from the
point of view of a total stranger visiting your theatre? If in any way deficient,
write our Theatre Seating Engineering
Department for suggestions and counsel. No
obligations involved or implied. It will be
paying investment.

Does

a

BkriranjQMng Gpupnn
NEW YORK
114

W.

41st St.

CHICAGO
12 E.

Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal

St.

PHILADELPHIA
252

S.

Broad

St.

ACT FOUR

Wild West
fith

fee

JacK. Mulhall and Helen Ferguson
and

The

blare of a bugle, a pistol shot,

the

great rush for land across the

boundary of the old Indian Territory

was

On

on.

horseback, muleback, in

all

sorts

of vehicles, in great swirling clouds
of dust they

went

Uncle Sam’s

last big gift

hell-for-leather for

of free land.

And

in the

two

of

crowd were four

whom

were

babies,

to hate

and

two boys, two

lose,

girls,

and two to love

and win.
See the world’s greatest rodeos; see America’s most
daring riders; see the lure of the circus united with the
thrill

and novelty of the great 101 Ranch Wild West

Show whose
of this big

Produced by C.

W.

Famous
Wild West Show

Patton on the

101 Ranch with Miller Bros.

Pafheserial

entire facilities

Western

serial.

were used

in the

making

I

N

TWO

SECTIONS

SECTION
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Memlier Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

ol.

XXIII, No. 2

Inc.

—Will

^

H. Hays, President
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ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

Projection room of
Capitol Theatre,
showing Rockbestos
Motion Picture
Cable on Projectors.

Is

used

Theatre,

in the Capitol

New

York

—made

famous by “Roxy and his
Gang.”
The

projectors used in this theatre

equipped with Rockbestos
Motion Picture Cable the life-line
are

all

“Roxy and

—

of the projector.

This cable is largely responsible for the smooth,
continuous operation of the projector. The
better theatres are using Rockbestos as part of
their equipment.
Send for samples of M. P.

cable
spotlight or fixture wire.

and arc

Interior of Capitol Theatre, the most widely
in the world.

known Motion Picture Theatre

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
5942 Grand

Central Term. Bldg,,

New York

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

I
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MADISON TERMINAL BLDG., CHICAGO
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RICHARD BARTHELMESS
"Jk

in

oj the Setting Sun

EDWIN CAREWE'S

CORINNE GRIFFITH

Beautiful City"

Sad

in

"

Ceaser'f Wife"

Why Women Qove"
and

Joanna

FRANK. LLOYD’S

JOHNNY' HINES

"

LEON EKRO

Jhe Splendid J/load

m "Rainbow Riley

in

Clothes JiaKe the

9irate"

ROBERT KANE'S

% CIRL
with

"

from

MONTMARTRE'

Barbara JfaJiarr

7%e Hew Commandment

"

JOHN

and Bluebeard's Seven Wives

M. STAHL’S
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MILTON SILLS
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%e
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VIENNESE MEDLEY
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DOLLARS
WORTH OF GOOD WILL— FREE
FIFTEEN MILLION

J’ever stop to think how any
little movie theatre in Applesauce,
Missouri, or anywhere, can be a

national institution, for nothing,
it wants to?
It
all

can take advantage

the

tising

if

—free—of

Paramount national adverin all the magazines and

newspapers

if it

wants

to.

It (the little theatre) can plug in
on this never-ending supply of
good will just by booking Paramount Pictures and then telling

the public that

it’s

got them.

is

a lively,

world

in

the

there.

Mr. Wiseman’s

ticket-taker

is

busy every minute. His rent is no
white elephant. Wiseman has had
the foresight to let
advertising.

his'

theatre take

free,

The opposition theatre down the
street doesn’t believe in nationally
advertised films. The exhibitor
there has to apologize, continually
for his pictures. His theatre is half
full or less most of the time. But
his overhead is the same as Mr.
Wiseman’s.
give this opposition house six months to live.

We

Mr. Wiseman, the leading exhibitor in our town, has done that.
His theatre

seeing the best pictures

crowded

place every night. People flock it
full because they can be sure of

nationally advertised motion pictures and theatres that tie
in with them are the berries all

Yes,

sir,

right.

and

:

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF

12

October

F ore word
TN this issue THE BOX OFFICE RECORD continues

its

unique and unparalleled service

THE BOX OFFICE RECORD
fallible

source of guidance.

last resort

is

the record of the court of

It is

on pictures, players, stories and directors and as

such every well informed person
familiar with

its

in the

industry must he

contents.

For the exhibitors
is

the one certain and in-

it

performs an invaluable service.

an essential equipment for every showman regardless

the size or character of his theatre.

It

It

of

places before the

reader the actual results of theatre tests thereby revealing
in the

only possible

value of pictures.

way
The

the truth about the entertainment
staff

hereby acknowledges grate-

fully the splendid cooperation

contributors

mon good

whose unselfish

of the industry

efforts

makes

MARTIN

of

J.

hundreds

of exhibitor

and interest

in the

this service possible.

QUIGLEY,

Publisher

com-

3,

1925

—
October

An

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

3,

BOX OFFICE
R EC O R
authoritative compilation of exhibitor reports from Exhibitors Herald's department. “ What the
Picture Did for Me” published semi-annually.

EDITED BY WILLIAM
Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co.; Martin

ADVENTURE,

FP,

Tom

Raymond Hatton, Wallace

Beery,

7.

Quigley, Editor and Publisher;
Business Manager.

J.

Abbreviations
Abbreviations used in this issue,
together with Home Office ad-

—

dresses of film companies designated, are as follows:

AE— Associated
New

St.,

C

Film Exchanges, 370 SevYork.

New

enth Ave.,

FP — Famous
Ave., New

FBO — Film

Players-Lasky,
York.

Booking

New

Offices,

485

Fifth

723 Seventh

York.

National Pictures, 383 Madison
Ave., New York.

F— Fox Film

Corp.,

West

55th

St.,

New

York.

MG — Metro-Goldwyn
New

way,

P

St.,

Pictures, 1540 B'road-

York.

Exchanges,
New York.

Inc.,

35

West 45th

P.

—

PL Principal
New York.

Pictures,

PDC — Producers
Fifth Ave.,

UA — United
New

New

New

527

729

Seventh

Ave.,

Pictures, Fifth Ave., at 57th

York.
1400 Locust Blvd., Brook-

N. Y.

W—Warner

Dove, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., 7. Fine, beautiful photography.
The scenes of the deserted town are worth the
price of admission.
Good story of the air mail,

Corp.,

York.

Artists,

V —Vitagraph,
lyn,

Broadway,

York.

U — Universal
St.,

1540

Distributing

New

Brothers,

1600

Broadway

York.

Billie

State Right distributors designated by name.
Numerals indicate length of pic-

We

(Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
okay. It’s clean, and is also educational.
The story shows you all about the
United States coast to coast air mail service, besides carrying a story plot with lots of action in
the air.
Don’t be the last to play this.
It’s
splendid.
(Grand, Chetek, Wis.) Not suitable for
week run houses. Houses that change 4 to 7 times
a week will do well with this production. Title
conveys action to the motion picture fan.
Chil-

F,

erally brings
so can’t kick.

Clifford,

Buck Jones,

5.

them in for me and I made money,
Not so good as "Man Who Played

Square.”
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
A little different from the usual Jones Western.
Plenty of
comedy and they seemed to like it. (Strand, Paoli,
Ind.)
Not up to the usual Buck Jones standard.
(Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.)
A real good print.
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
A good Western.
Pleased all Jones fans. Any exhibitor should be
able to make money on his pictures.
(Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
Good attendance. Comments, “A fair picture.”
Showed with “Our
Gang" and Sunshine comedies. (Trio, Whitehall,
Wis.)
Business fair. Print fair from Washington. Blamed rotten treatment, though. They sold

towns specials and all for less than half
sold me.
They got me in a pinch and
used the whip.
Independent or not, they get
nothing but the door when they come to this
town after contract expires. Me for white treatment and white prices. Couldn’t exist unless we
kept up with the HERALD and "What the Pic-

what they

ture Did for
(S.

Me”

section.

(Bridge, Petersburgh,

Va. )
Only a fair Western
T„ Parker, S. Dak.)

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE,

Schulberg Corp., 1650 Broadway, New York.

;

A

Managing Editor; George

Action western, story slight, but Buck Jones fans
are not so particular about stories. Action very
good. Well received. (Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.)
Ran Wednesday to nice crowd. Little too tame,
however, for my bloodthirsty patrons. Buck gen-

W.

— Pathe

PF — B.

;

well acted, and pleased the few who saw it.
did not make expenses on account of revival
meeting.
No fault of the picture. Wish we
could get more like it in place of so much disgusting love making and kissing.
(Liberty, Mariette, Okla.)
Real up-to-date drama with lots of
action and thrills in the last few reels.
Will
entertain most any small town audience.
Drew
good business.
(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
Did
good business on this one. Seems to have something that pulls them in. Picture pleases.
(Rex,
Wahoo, Neb.) Went over good. (Regent, Bogota,
N. J.)
very entertaining program picture of
the better class. Plenty of action and solid entertainment that holds them in spite of the heat.
All good comments.
(Orpheum, Glasgow, Mont.)
Above the average. Would consider it an A-l

Clifford,

better

FN — First

—

is

York.

— Educational

Ave.,

This picture

Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh

New

E

Beverly
Bayne, 8
I can’t understand how this ever got
by the censors. I would like to have Will Hays
pass on it. Can’t recommend it. (Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
Fair program picture. Nothing unusual to attract. Won’t get any extra business.
(Char-Bell, Rochester, Ind.)
There is absolutely
nothing to this picture and if a person runs many
of these he would soon kill his business. This is
no entei'tainment film.
(Grand,
Springfield,
Minn.) Not a special, by any means, but is a
fairly good picture. Some will not like it at all.
Would figure it to please a little more than 50
per cent. (Majestic, Bowie, Tex.) Good picture.
Warner’s pictures very good, but the titles terrible for business
but I suppose they have to be,
on account of the books. (Ioka, Exeter, N. H.) If
you have this booked, cancel and pay. No story,
no nothing just an affair that disgusted the few
that came out. Pulled it off after first night
showing. Rot, muck, this stuff is sure putting
pictures to censorship and killing the little exhibitors’ chance for a living. (Cozy, Villisca, la.)
Just fair. Think Warner Bros, has put one over
on us this year. All program pictures. (Lyric,
Tekamah, Neb.) Very weak sister. Not much to
it.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)

West 45th

Exhibitors, 35

York.

— Chadwick
Ave.,

AGE OF INNOCENCE, THE, W,

melodrama.

S.

ARIZONA ROMEO, AN,

drives people away all the
paper shows a lot of naked California negroes
running around, an awful knock on the story,
which does not have much to do with them. The
ad man who designed the poster and photo outlay should be given a vacation.
(Temple, Bellaire,
O.)
Consider this an excellent picture,
especially for Saturday.
Drew extra business.
Plenty of action. Seven reels. (Strand, Atmore,
Ala.) Good picture. (Regent, Bogota, N. J.) Very
good, but this type of picture does not appeal to
the majority of my people. It makes a fair Sunday picture. Contains lots of action, and that is
what takes. (Paramount, Wyoming, 111.)

The advertising

—

Edwin

— Very

Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in wonderful character parts. Everyone who sees this boosts

AIR MAIL, THE, FP,

WEAVER

R.

Moore, Pauline Starke,

good.
Plenty of action.
(Crescent, Newark, N. Y.)
A
real good story with Pauline Starke the best she
has ever been. Really a delight to watch her.

it.
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ture in reels.

comedy drama.

PDC, James Kirk-

wood, Lila Lee, Matt Moore, Wallace Beery, 6.
A good one day picture. It was really a better
picture than the paper showed it to be.
If the
one-sheets had shown the rough stuff and the
action, I believe I could have made a little money
on this picture. As it was, I barely broke even.
Better drawing power in the paper seems to be
one of the things we need.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift. Pa.)
This picture is a darned sight better
than the name. Pretty good entertainment. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
A good program offering
with fine cast and the story will please the majority.
Producers have some good pictures and will
always treat you fair. We have used them for
two years and wouldn’t want to trade them for
anybody’s pictures.
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
Good'
but punk story.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Far better than the title would imply. Paid too
much, however, and made very little money.
(Strand, Ransome, Kan.)
cast,

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?, FP, Betty Bronson,
Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vidor, 7. This picture

—

pleased

dren trade big. Ran it one day to plus business.
satisfied.
Cast all class “C” stars.
(Milford,
Chicago, 111.)
Here’s an excellent story, something just a little out of the ordinary. (Photoplay,
Ashland, Kans.) Very nice picture but did not
have any drawing power. No well known stars
to attract, but a very satisfying picture nevertheless.
(Strand, Robinson. 111.) A dandy. Poor
business
because of extremely
hot
weather.
(Strand, Paoli, Ind.)
A splendid picture with a
lot of thrills and will take well everywhere. Good
story and will more than satisfy.
Stars are not
well known here. This picture could be classified
as "the covered wagon of the air.”
We don’t
understand why some exhibitors pan Paramount
It

—

We

their prices.
pick what we want from
the Picture Did for Me” and pay program
price except “The Covered Wagon,” "North of
36,” etc., which we play straight per cent.
(Crystal,
Silver Creek, Neb.)
A good picture for
small towns. Title has drawing power.
(Victory,
Milledgeville, III.)

arid

"What

very well, especially the older people.
Had many favorable comments from hard critics.
(Crossett, Crossett, Ark.)
Betty Bronson makes
more than good in this picture. You can’t go
wrong on it. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.) A fair picture, but did not draw.
(Lyric, Morrison, 111.)

MAN

AS
DESIRES, FN, Milton Sills, Viola
Dana, Rosemary Theby, 7. A dandy picture that
pleased everybody. A picture that every theatre
should run and be proud.
Good enough for any

—

house with a different story. Sills is great, so is
Dana. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Can’t
hand First National any bouquets on this one.
It’s one of those kind that everyone seemed glad
when it was over. The one responsible for the
sub-titles must have been a wicked son of a gun.
More profanity in it than any picture I have

shown

in a year.
Whenever you get a picture
directed by Irving Cummings, you can absolutely
be assured there won’t be anything decent about
it.
He doesn’t make them that way. (Lyric,
Greenville, 111.)
good picture. Ran it one day
and couldn’t fill the house. Don’t know what’s
wrong here, unless sick of love making and suffer-

A

—
A

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF
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Very good
ing pictures. (Bugg, Chicago. 111.)
Sills the best he has been for a long
picture.
Neb.)
Fairbury,
Lots of action. (Majestic,
time.
This is a mighty good picture. Good plot, good
acting, good fight, good ending. It is not anther
"Sea Hawk,’’ but you can step on it. (Arcadia,
picture worth showing, as
Vandergrift, Pa.)
weather
all of Sills’ have been, but business poor

A

;

(Opera House,

too hot.

Paw Paw,

111.)

A

fine

Good story and

cast. (Silver Family,
good program picture. Has
a good entertaining value but not a special. Not
a good Sunday picture. (Char-Bell, Rochester,

program.

A

Greenville, Mich.)

Ind.)

Very entertaining picture and

it’s

different

You can advertise
this that it will keep you guessing how it ends
The fight in
until you see the final sequence.
from the usual

this

one

is

love

stories.

(Atlantic, Atlantic,

certainly realistic.

Picture is very good and the star is well
(Halfway,
Plenty of action in this.
liked here.
Halfway, Mich.) A very interesting picture with
two popular stars. Held interest of our patrons
during entire showing. (Star, Hay Springs, Neb.)
Fine entertainment and enjoyed by all. Anything
with Sills in it is generally good. Nothing but
Both stars very popular.
praise on this one.
Only a fair production.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
A
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Attendance light.
Pleased
Did a nice business.
good picture.
A
Ind.)
(Lyric, Edinburg.
about 80 per cent.
Mass.)

Work

of entire cast excellent.
dandy
Lots
Sills made many friends here with this one.
great fight, tragic
of action, well photographed.

good picture.

A

They were sorry to see Dana pass out
ending.
at the end, though it was only logical ending.
Drew and pleased all types, both outdoor and so(Star, Menard, Tex.)
ciety patrons. Paper good.

Grand Haven, Mich.)
Best Thomson to date.
Silver King wonderful.
Out of the class of
"Quemado.” which did not over-please. (Crescent,
Newark, N. Y.) The best Thomson to date. Not
near as much of the impossible stuff, but a good
story and extra work on the part of Silver King.
(Regent, Eureka, Kan.) This is about as good as
anything Fred and Silver King have done.
In
addition to pleasing the men and kids 100 per
cent, it will also please the ladies, which cannot
be said of many Westerns. Silver King is much
in evidence on the paper and in the pictures,
which is as it should be. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Okay. Oh, boy
Hot cake ! Fred is better than
any Western star. With Silver King, the wonder
!

Tom Mix! (Ecorse, Ecorse, Mich.)
dandy Western picture. The best yet of Thomson. Good print.
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) This
is a dandy picture.
One of Thomson’s best and
Silver King is wonderful.
Buy it and step on
horse, look out.

A

it.

We

King,

5.

—This

They

bird

is

the Tom Mix
in
great style.

in

sure turned out
Haven’t played a bad one yet from this star.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) A good Western picture which should please any audience that likes
A first(Olympic, Cleveland. Okla.)
Westerns.
class Western melodrama that will please all
Western fans. (Electric, Independence, Mo.) Another good one for Fred. Silver King runs away
(Empress, Grundy
Print new.
with the show.
Center, la.) Thomson always draws a good crowd
well
liked.
(Opera House,
his
pictures
are
and
Edwards, N. Y.) While this did not bring handclaps and screams from the children that a Fred
Thomson usually brings, it is fine and certainly
Not so
(Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.)
pleased.
good as the average Thomson. Some comedy and
in
stunts
Thomson’s
athletic
horse
action.
good
(Parathis one conspicuous by their absence.
mount, Kokomo, Ind.) Some picture and full of
Wben you beat Thomson and Gibson you
thrills.
have got to show me, as you know I lived in
Missouri in the county adjoining you, called
“Show Me.” When the weather is hot it is hard
to get them in, but just put out a sign of Thomson or Gibson and you beat the fan all hollow.
If I could get these two for all shows in hot
weather, I would still keep open for a while.
This is an ideal small
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
town picture, the kind that they eat up, and the
horse is the best part of the picture, notwithstanding the fact that Thomson is a first rate
class.

Western

star.

I

have run several of Thomson’s

and they are beginning to get popular. I believe
that I will make some money on the ones r.o
follow.

(Electric,

Browning, Mo.)
don’t make them

Fine enter-

any better.
They
tainment.
Not as good
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
as "Quemado,” but a first class comedy Western
Silver King is very, very good
that pleased all.
in this one and if there ever was a creature loved,
that horse is sure loved by my patrons. I advertised this as first run in state, as there was only
one other place showing it at the same time I
This got a little extra business, I think.
was.
Thomson and Silver
(Star, Tuekerman, Ark.)
King are hard to beat. For first class Westerns
You can’t go
I recommend the Thomson series.
wrong with them. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) A
crackerjaek comedy-melodrama with a good story
to back up the great popularity of Fred and
Silver King. Fred, Silver and Baby Louise Miller
are great in this one. This one is 100 per cent
entertainment. Give us another one quick. (New
This is one of
Holland, New Holland, Ga.)
It is a comedy Western with
Thomson’s best.
(Royal, Ponca,
action.
plenty of comedy and
Neb.) Personally I did not think so much of this
as I do of some of Fred’s other pictures, but my
Drew very well.
patrons certainly ate it up.
Are you tired of
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
reading good reports on Thomson ? This will be
no exception. They like his pictures. (Robinhood,

capacity

business.

(Rialto,

Thomson to date for
King has a bigger chance

best

Wautoma, Wis.)

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN, V, Anita Stewart,
Donald Keith, 7. Vitagraph’s best, and they treat
you right. Play it by all means. The dog is very
good.
Your patrons will not go to sleep in this
one. Vitagraph has some very good pictures that
can be bought cheap. Film new from Salt Lake City,
Utah, exchange.
(Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)
A very good drama of the Northwest. Anita
Stewart is at her best, as usual. Did a good business, worthy of any theatre.
If you have room
book it.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Good story with

—

photography.

Pleased 100 per cent.
I
any small town theatre.
(Electric, Brady, Neb.)
Stewart is good, story
is fair, dog doesn’t do a thing but draw his salary.
Slim business.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
A very good picture. Will please any class.
(Lyric, Moweaqua, 111.)
Played to fair crowd.
All who saw it more than pleased.
Print good.
Price reasonable.
(Monarch. Edmonton, Alberta,
Can.) A very good picture that any house can play
to profit. Not a special, though. (Liberty, Kalispell,
Mont.) Good for any theatre. Above the average.
(Opera House, Scott City, Kan.) This is another
good picture that is priced too high. Have played
better for less money.
The dog “Wolf” does
pretty good work and is the life of the picture.
Vitagraph is too high on their product. (Plainview, Plain view, Texas.) Played this to fine business against stiff tent show opposition and high
school class play and sure was surprised at the
way it drew. Everyone, old and young, praised
it
very highly.
Slightly draggy but wonderful
scenic shots and Anita Stewart (Anita of old)
put it over in fine shape. This is sure a fitting

recommend

BANDIT’S BABY, THE, FBO, Fred Thomson.
Silver

to

The

111.)

the reason that Silver
and he certainly performs wonderfully in this
one.
The paper on this is just fine. (American,

fine

B

played

Altamont,

this

to

requiem to Vitagraph at the close of their final
production days. (Strand, Robinson, 111.) One of
the best dog pictures I ever played. A Curwood
story
a new picture and just as good a story
as you could wish for all through. Many pleasing comments from patrons.
(Bailey, Waverly,
Kan.) A great picture of the great outdoors of
Play it you will make no misthe Northland.
take.
(Opera House, Raymond, Minn.) Pleased
a large crowd. Best business since "The Hunchback of Notre Dame.” Film Good.
(Hammond,
Hammond, Ind.) Played on Saturday to a good
crowd who enjoyed this show immensely. Dog
played a wonderful part.
Book it and boost it.
;

—

(Palace, Clifton Heights, Pa.)
Do not be afraid
of this one.
Push it hard. Well liked. 100 per
cent.
Drew second night the best we have had
this summer.
Was offered good money for the
(Polo, Polo, 111.)
dog.

BARRIERS BURNED AWAY, AE, Mabel BalFrank Mayo, Wanda Hawley, Arline Pretty,
7. — A good picture that drew exceptional business.

lin,

Had many compliments on

Pic-

the production.

made from old books like this one and “St.
Elmo” bring out a patronage that rarely ever

tures

visits a picture theatre.
This is worthy of a
(Lonet, Wellington, O.)
place on your program.
Okay. All went out pleased. Played to a full
You in the small towns
house, no complaints.
fair
(Lakeside, Beulah, Mich.)
play this one.
program show. It did not do very well for us as
We had an
far as the box office is concerned.
("Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
A-l print on this show.
(Princess,
Good picture. Fire scenes excellent.
Nice little picture that brought
Elwood, Ind.)
out some of the old-timers and a few of the
younger set. Not much business but the picture
(New Geneseo, Geneseo, 111.) A cosis okay.
tume picture that was good and seemed to please
our audience. Favorable comments. Not a special, but they don’t ask a special price for it.
I
had a flop both
(Majestic, Homer, Mich.)

A

October

3,

1925

Strictly no good.
(Lyric, Mena, Ark.)
very good picture but it would have been 100
per cent better if the fire scenes had been shown
to be taken in the day instead of being night
scenes all the way through. The fire scenes were
so dark that they could not be distinguished.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Interesting historically and fire scenes are rather good, but the
story is only ordinary.
Audience apparently
fairly well satisfied, but business very poor.
(Y.
M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.)

nights.

A

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN,
Ballin,

Forrest

PDC, Mabel

—

Stanley, Russell Simpson, 6.
mighty fine chance absolutely ruined.
Cast a
complete bunch of strangers to the regular movie
fans. Story butchered and chopped up in terrible
style.
Do not believe it pleased ten per cent. Absolutely no drawing power.
Business off fifty
per cent. I have never had so many walkaways
from my lobby in my ten years in the show game.
But the worst part of it is, they had a chance
to make a real picture, and one that would have
pleased and have brought business. The story is
by Peter B. Kyne and his name was in the smallest type on the advertising matter.
It was even
in smaller type than the Peninsula Studios, Inc.,
I suppose the place where the picture was made.
Now isn’t that fine showmanship. What is the
matter with some of these distributing companies 7
Are they just making pictures to sell and not for
the theatre to sell to its patrons ?
I advise all
managers to pass this one up. (Highland, Guthrie,
Okla.)
Weather too hot.
Good picture, well
acted.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
disappointment as a picture. Cheaply produced. Class C
cast.
Double feature it if you have it bought.
Old fashioned period in story. (Milford, Chicago,
A good program picture. Acted to perfec111.)

A

Good photography and direction. A good
one-day picture for any house.
(Bugg, Chicago,
tion.
111 .)

BEAUTY PRIZE, THE, MG, Viola Dana, Pat
O’Malley, 6. A good picture with plenty of comedy in it, the kind of a picture that satisfies.
(Auditorium,
Hamilton,
Mo.)
Fine
picture.
Pleased but no good for small town. Takes large
house to get comment on picture. (Metropolitan,
Morgantown, W. Va.) Nice comedy drama. Ran
one day to good crowd. Many favorable comments.
Metro pictures are turning out fine.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
This is the kind for
Viola Dana. Advertise it, for it is sure to please.
(Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.)
Very good comedy
drama that was pleasing to all. Dana liked here.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
Nice little comedy drama of a poor girl who wins a beauty prize
and from then on spreads her stuff.
(Castle,
Havana, 111.) Nice little picture. Nothing big
just a good little picture.
What more can we
ask for?
(Princess, Crandon, Wis.)
A fine entertainment, story good. Star always good. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Splendid. One of
the most enjoyable pictures we have ever had
from Miss Dana. Will please any audience and
the posters and photos will draw anywhere. (Temple, Aberdeen, Miss.)
A light offering of program
variety. Business above average. (Grand, Rainier,
Ore.)
This star nearly always pleases and this
was no exception. A very good program picture.
(American Legion, Elmwood, Wis.)
Consider
Dana the best of them in comedy drama, but this
one is weak. (Ioka, Exeter, N. H.) A very nice
It got us good business and should do
picture.
likewise anywhere.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
A

—

dandy picture. Dana is always good in this light,
airy stuff.
I wish she made 40 a year.
(Trags,
Neillsville,

Wis.)

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK,

FP, Edward Hor-

ton, Esther Ralston, Gertrude Short, Theodore
Kosloff, 8.
An Englishman would call this "silly
rot” and that’s the best way I know of describing it.
It’s about as successful as some other
stage plays Famous has brought to the screen.
It’s terrible.
If you have it under contract, ask
them to substitute. They’ll do it. If it’s not
under contract, see that it stays that way. Cruze
hasn’t made a picture since "The Covered Wagon,” but he has been given hopeless material.
(Cresco, Cresco, la.) One of Paramount’s new spe-

—

—

and the poorest Paramount picture I have ever
shown, and I have shown Paramount pictures for
If I had known what it was I would
five years.
have paid for it and left it in the can. (Royal,
Ponca, Neb.)
Very poor program picture. If
you have it bought, just charge program prices
and don’t throw away any money on paper. If
I had it to run again, I would not throw away
I did well, but Oh, how I stung the
a date.
people. I know some of them will never be back
Small town ex(Family, Friend, Neb.)
again.
This is supposed
hibitors, lay off this picture.
to be a comedy, but I couldn’t see it, and my
(Lyric, Hartington, Neb.)
patrons walked out.

cials

A

October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Rotten as a business getter. Very disappointing.
(Olympic,
Pulled on third day.
Opened big.
Small town rating 10 per
Wichita Falls, Tex.)
In a city it might get 90
cent and no more.
(Paramount, Harvard, Neb.)
per cent.

BELOVED BRUTE, THE,

V, William Russell,

Victor McLaglen, Marguerite de LaMotte, Mary
Alden, Stuart Holmes, 7. Would class this as a
Plenty of action,
Western of the better type.
bound together with a story that holds interest.
picture, but
A
good
Ark.)
(Crossett, Crossett,
don’t believe the title has any drawing power.
If you can get them in it will please, as there is
nothing so very awful about it and it has a lot
Had many favorable comments
of good laughs.
(Harris, Bancroft,
from those who saw it.
picture to good houses and
Played
this
Idaho.)
heard piles of comments. Pleased 100 per cent.
Box office value great. Hard to beat. AdverAn unusual
tising matter could not be better.
he-man picture. Any house should be able to
he-man
regular
cash in on it. Fights, fights. A
(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Can.) A good
picture.
Western with plenty of action. Comments fav-

—

orable.

Should

Business light.
screened

have

a Sunday card.
(Grand,
Saturday.

Not
it

A

good action picture. Outdoor
Rainier, Ore.)
Some roughscenes.
good wrestling match.
(Gem, Harta good picture.
scenes,
is
neck
but
ford, Kan.)
I bought this picture when' business
was good and paid too much for it, so lost money
on it. It’s a good picture with plenty of action.
End a little too abrupt, though. (Gem, Socorro,
I
Sunday night to splendid business.
N. M.)

A

would consider this a great picture from some
angles.
The physical developments of the two
men who take the leading part would command
the admiration of the public if there were no
other part of it worthy of consideration. It is a
wonderful buy at the price you can get it for.
Used this on a Fri(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
day, the night of my Western run and rough
stuff, and it was just the kind for that night.
Plenty of good acting and the wrestling match
A very
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
good.
Pleased all
good picture for towns like this.

A

very
(Star, Villa Grove, III.)
it.
splendid picture of its kind and, boys, if you
have the kind of a house where they like to see
Buck Jones “knock ’em for a row” don’t miss
this picture, for this boy hits more of ’em in 7
(Rosewin, Dalreels than ever were hit before.
las, Tex.)
A good picture full of action from
Business off
Well directed.
start to finish.
Picture priced too high.
account of carnival.
(Plainview, Plainview, Tex.)
real picture.
Makes a fellow feel good to
Good anywhere.
dramas
showing
society
see one like this after
with the same old stories. (Strand, Dryden, Ont.,
Canada.)
This picture made a decided hit and
Quite a number
apparently pleased everybody.
of patrons stopped to tell how much they had
enjoyed the show.
(Royal, Reading, Pa.)
(Grand,
well produced and good action picture.

who saw

A

A

Coleman, Alb., Can.)

BEYOND THE BORDER, PDC, Harry Carey,
Mildred Harris, Tom Santschi, 6. This is a very
good picture, but not as good as the first series
Producers gave us, and it cost more money. (De
Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Another good one from
this star.
He doesn’t seem to be able to make a
bad one. You can’t go wrong on the Carey’s, if
you look for real Westerns. (Castle, Havana, 111.)
An A-l Western to less than average business.
(Majestic, Dallas, Ore.)
A good Western. Better
than "Silent Sanderson,” the only other one of
the Carey’s I have run.
However, I think the
producers and distributors overrate these.
I am
getting action and Western pictures that appeal
more to my patrons for less money.
(Arcadia,
Vandergrift, Pa.)

—

BREATH OF SCANDAL, THE,

PF,

Betty
Blythe, Lou Tellegen, Patsy Ruth Miller, Forrest
Stanley, Jack Mulhall, Phyllis
Haver, Myrtle
Stedman, 7. A society drama with a slightly
different twist.
Cast of very well known players.
Many favorable comments. Business good four
days.
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
A special
production in every sense of the word and pleased
100 per cent.
You can’t go wrong on Preferred
pictures.
They are consistently good.
(Liggett,
Madison, Kan.)
One you can run and not be
ashamed to meet your patrons at the door.
Pleased our patrons 100 per cent.
(Strand,
Dothan, Ala.)
Very good. Holds the interest.
Good title. No business, somehow.
(Greenland,
Greensboro, Ga.)
Will please most any audience
and, besides, has an attractive title that will draw
them in. (Temple, Aberdeen, Miss.)

—

BREED OF THE BORDER, FBO, Lefty Flynn,
5. — A very good Western that was

Dorothy Dwan,

better than the other two recently played at this
house.
Good action, a good story, and the pleasing personality of this star put this picture over
(Amuse-U, Melville, La.)
very satisfactorily.
Here’s a real Western feature that is full of life
Lefty is cerand action from start to finish.
Pleased all that saw
tainly good in this picture.
Print in good condition.
(Miers, Schoharie,
it.
N. Y.)
A fine Western picture with plenty of
thrills and action.
Much better than "No Gun
Man” or "The Millionaire Cowboy.” Lefty is
getting better all of the time.
(Star, Tuckerman,
Ark.) The best Flynn we have run. A good one.
(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.)
The best he
(Lyric, Cass
ever made.
Good clean Western.

Lake, Minn.)
Good Western and where they like
Westerns you can’t keep them away still, I had
a small crowd, but all were satisfied going out.
(Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)
A very good Western
(Regent, Eureka,
that got them in and pleased.
Kan.) This is one of Lefty’s good Western pic;

sure fast with his gun in this
picture.
(Strand, Pocahontas, 111.)
This is the third Flynn we have shown
and also the best one.
It is a Western from
beginning to end, with some action all the way
through.
Best one
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Flynn has made so far.
(Photoplay, Ashland,
Kan.)
Much better than this first one. A very
good action picture. (Royal, Fairmount, Ind.)
tures.
Lefty
picture.
Buy

is

this
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stayed to watch it through. Cast and production
Ruth Clifford is charming as she
are perfect.
I thought
used to be in the old Bluebird days.
Universal was kidding when they threatened to
make a star of LaPlante, but darned if they
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
haven’t put it over.
Good film. We have played the first six of the
"Signal Tower” group of Jewels and this is tha
first one that doesn’t come up to the high standard set by Universal pictures. Seems to be a lot
of stars crowded into the picture and nothing
Laura La Plante, Margaret
for them all to do.
Livingston, Ruth Clifford, Kenneth Harlan and
Norman Kerry are in the cast. (Rialto, Sharon.
Wis.)
Good picture, but should have cut out
Good
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
three scenes.
entertainment.
Put on as benefit for local Post
Business very light due,
of American Legion.
we think, to extremely warm weather, although
Miss LaPlante has never been much of a draw
A very good
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
for us.
ally I think that
St.

BROADWAY BUTTERFLY,

A, W, Dorothy DeLouise Fazenda, Willard Louis, Cullen
Landis, Lilyan Tashman, 7. Another Warner
Brothers classic gone wrong.
First reel devoted
to an all drunk stag party, second reel a big
feast.
We don’t mind the legs. Very interesting
close-up study of Louise Fazenda’s foundation and
Dorothy Devore’s pipe stems. Then comes Willard Louis (drunk as usual) in the girl’s bed
with her pet poodle, while the girl is trying to
marry Cullen Landis in the next room. This
bunch of moonshine is saved by a delightful ending.
Box office possibilities, gross $2.70 first
night, $1.50 second night.
Brother exhibitors, if
you have a heart, pray for me.
(Cozy, Villisca,
Iowa.)
This is a very good picture with a very
good cast. Pleased many and was very well acted.
Cullen Landis, Willard Louis, Louise Fazenda
(Grand,
very seldom disappoints our patrons.
Springfield, Minn.)
A splendid picture but no
drawing power.
(Electric, Independence, Mo.)

—

BROKEN BARRIERS, MG, Norma

Shearer,

James Kirkwood, Adolphe Menjou, Mae Busch,
George Fawcett, Ruth Stonehouse, Vera ReyThe only
nolds, 6. Not much to this picture.

—

thing

Had

in

its

favor

is

the

well-balanced

many unfavorable comments.

About

cast.

the

weakest picture Reginald Barker has produced.
Pleased
(Ilo Ilo, Cumberland, B. C„ Canada.)
Norma Shearer new to our
a Sunday crowd.
audience.

Made a

hit.

(Davison,

Waupun, Wis.)

A

good picture.
Very good cast. Follows the
Oh,
(Peoples,
book closely.
Crosby, Minn.)
boy! Did they like it? They ate it up. A new
twist in a love affair with plenty of thrills and
exciting scenes.
Poor title is all that is wrong
with this picture. But let them know what you
have got and they will sure thank you. (King’s,
Oak Hill, W. Va.) A little spicy, but story good
and cast splendid. Business very poor. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
A good society drama that didn’t
do a thing.
They don’t want that stuff here.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)

BURNING TRAIL, THE, U, William Desmond,
Jack Daugherty, Mary Mclvor, 5. We have not
as yet received a bad Desmond.
They are all

—

very good.

(Palace,

Omaha, Tex.)

An

excellent

Western subject to fair business. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Good Western that pleased most of
our patrons.
Film good.
(Grand, Springfield.
Minn.)
Desmond no drawing card here. All of
his pictures are too tame and this is no exception.
Am off him for life. (Idlehour, Monroe,
Ga.)
Good program Western made from Henry
Herbert Knibb’s story,

Mclvor

in support.

BUTTERFLY,

(S.

“Sundown Slim.”

Mary

T. Parker, S. D.)

U, Laura LaPlante, Ruth

Clif-

Kenneth Harlan, Norman Kerry, Margaret
Livingston, 7.— This had just “Jewel” on it.
Mistake.
Should have been “Super.”
(Alamo,
Moody, Tex.)
A very well acted and directed
society drama with a title that doesn’t mean
anything. Business fair and threatening strike in
textile mills didn’t help any.
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
Sold to us at top price but proved
very ordinary at the box office.
Pleased majority.
(Liberty, Kalispell, Mont.)
A very beautiful picture, one that should register at the box
office if properly advertised.
(Gem, Batesville,
Ark.)
This is a fine picture.
Women and
children cry for it, and even the Hoot Gibson fans
ford,

Miss LaPlante

is

it.

great.

Person(Regent.

Marys, O.)

c
CAFE IN CAIRO,

A,

PDC,

Priscilla

Dean,

well handled.
Priscilla has lots of chance to display the well
known pep, and she’s right there as usual. A
better part than she has had in some time.

Robert

vore,

Had many compliments on

picture.

Ellis,

5.— Good

story,

lively

There are some
Screen it before you show it.
very daring scenes in it. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
Story a little far
Priscilla Dean very good.
But it was a dandy good picture and
fetched.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
pleased them all.
Liked by all. Printed good. Price plenty. (Monarch, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.)

CALL OF THE CANYON, THE,

—

FP, Richard

Dix, Lois Wilson, Noah Beery, 7. A very good
production, but not as good as other Grey’s I
very good
have run. (Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
picture that pleased a majority of the people,
and a picture like that goes over good. Get tha
people in no matter how hot the weather is.
But the film is certainly in bad shape. (Grand,
dandy picture in every
Springfield, Minn.)
way you look at it. It will please 100 per cent
anywhere, any time. It will get the cash. First
make sure you will get a new print. The picture
(Khattar’s, Sydney,
is old, so be wise for once.
N. S., Canada.) Good picture in every way and
drew fine. Every Zane Grey picture will draw for
Wonderful scenery and some fine photogus.
I got the
(Strand, North Loup, Neb.)
raphy.
surprise of my life when I played this on TuesWestern.
It’s
fair
a
day and packed the house.
I guess Zane Grey is the guy who put it over here.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Richard Dix will always
take well.
Pleased 100 per cent. Business very
good.
I did not see the picture myself but I
heard more compliments on this than half of the
A Zane Grey will always
pictures I have run.
pack my house, rain or shine. For real service,
go to Paramount. (Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)

A

A

CHAMPION OF LOST CAUSES,

F,

Edmund

—

Lowe, Barbara Bedford, Walter McGrail, 6.
Star
Interesting story.
good program picture.
(Castleman, Waterproof,
not very popular here.
A dandy program picture. Lowe has put
La.)
I have one more to
out good ones all through.
play.
No kick in my crowd on Lowe. (Grand.
Coleman, Alta., Canada.)
Just a fair program
(Ecorse, Ecorse, Mich.)
picture. Not much in it.
Seemed to please very
Better than I expected.
well,
Lowe no drawing card therefore, not much
of a crowd.
I made a little money, anyhow.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
;

CHARLEY’S AUNT, PDC, Syd
Shannon,

Lucien

Chaplin, Ethel
Alec B. Francis,
you have to mortgage the
or trade them the house
buy and run "Charley’s
spend will come back and

Littlefield,

—

Phillips Smalley, 7. If
theatre, sell your car,

and lot, by all means
Aunt,” because all you
then some.
If you are tired running pictures
for "prestige,” run this one and make some jack.

is a freak
broke our house record, formerly
held by “Girl Shy.”
They came from all over
the country, as we ran it the first in our county.
It is easy to exploit and should be exploited to
the limit.
As to the picture itself, it is about
as funny as your mother’s funeral through the
first half, livening up a little toward the end.
but is not the wow that they say it is by any
means. Any Lloyd you might name has it beaten.
But we surely found it a money maker, something very much out of the ordinary in these
times.
It grossed more than "The Covered Wa-

It

;

gon” and “The Sea Hawk” combined
Use plenty of paper and newspaper

for u*.
space.

—
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With the exception of
(Quality, Cullom, 111.)
“Girl Shy,” this is the greatest box office attraction available.
Business increases each day.
Play it as long as possible, and then hold it over
a couple of days. It will advertise itself. (CresThis is a real show and
cent, Newark, N. Y.)
Paid a long
the kind that makes you patrons.
price, but the exchange want all you take in on
it and you are expected to donate about all you
make on the ones that will get the money anyway, so get on early you will have as much in
have
I
the end.
(Strand, Monticello, Ind.)
never before reported a picture a “knockout,” but
will have to do so on this, because I have been
unable to find one person that did not say it
was the best comedy they had ever seen. It
The
also seems to be a good drawing card.
price is high but if you have it coming, go
after the advertising strong and tell them that
(Ameriit is the greatest comedy ever produced.
can, Wautoma, Wis.)
When you can buck a real
hot night on first night and a school commencement on the last and still almost fill the house,
you must have a picture that they want to see. I
will not give you my own opinion, as to do so
would also imply an opinion of the great majority of motion picture fans from whom I have
to make a living, but any exhibitor that passes
Three
this up is not in business for a living.
days to good business.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Went over big, in fact the best in six months.
(Dale,
Cost us considerable, but was worth it.
East Long Beach, Cal.) A splendid farce comedy
that because of its years as a stage play used
by home talent troupes for years as well has
tremendous audience appeal. Drew and pleased.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
Absolutely the most entertaining picture we have shown, and the best
attendance drawer.
Just about 100 per cent
audience appeal, from what they all said.
(Elks,
Prescott, Ariz.)
Went over exceptionally well.
Everyone pleased.
This picture should be run
by every theatre. Not only to make money but
to give its patrons a real laugh.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Well, if you exhibitors are looking
for 100 per cent audience picture, get this, play
it
plenty of days, and listen to more hearty
laughter than you ever heard before.
It costs
big money but it’s worth it, for 'tis the greatest
comedy ever produced and will ring the bell for
any small town exhibitor.
(Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.)
Repeated after 3 large houses who
played it out of the can and still did plus business.
It is what “Mickey” was to us about 6
years ago.
It’s
a freak that gets the dough.
All clean comedy.
A title that sells itself.
well known comedy star and 100 per cent entertainment value. What more do you want? Hot,
.

;

1

—
—

A

warm and
in

magnetism.

its

Nuf

cold weather will

Run

it

make no
more

difference
than one day.

(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
This is a
scream from start to finish and makes as good
a picture as it did a talking play. No manager
goes wrong on this one.
(Crystal, Tombstone.
Ariz.)
The best of its kind yet. The house was
in an uproar all the time.
Business picked up
on this one.
(Regent, St. Marys, Ohio.)
This
picture is great.
A knockout. Keeps the people
an
in
uproar from start to finish and everybody
I talked with was well pleased.
I advertised it
to the limit, but made very little on it, due to the
fact I played it during the stormiest week of he
season, but in no way is it the picture’s fault.
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
Boys! here is a
sed.

genuine riot.
Don’t think I have ever played
a picture that was generally enjoyed like this

draw any extra business the first
had to turn them away the second.
It just seemed that everyone went out and told
everyone they met just how funny it was and
one.

It

didn’t

night but

they

Buy

all
it

I

turned out to see

and boost

it

it

the second night.

and you won’t make any mis-

A

take.
(Lyric, Greenville, 111.)
cleanup that
builds business and comment, and the biggest
hit since “Tillie’s Punctured Romance.”
Play it
plenty of days and advertise it big, for you have

bought something. There is not a scene in the
picture that can give offense to your most conservative

patron.

(Circle,

Ottumwa,

la.)

Ap-

plauded and approved by 100 per cent of those
who saw it. The type of picture most fans enjoy.
Why does not some producer put Hoyt’s farces in
pictures?
“Mrs. Temple’s Telegram” was made
in pictures once, but it would stand being made
again. (Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.) This picture is
as good as any Harold Lloyd comedy ever produced, but won’t draw quite as well as Harold
Lloyd.
Once you get them in they’ll go away
satisfied and advertise the picture on the next
night. Had
competition.

“Merry-Go-Round” and tent show for
Every showman should run “Char-

Aunt.”
(Palace, Syracuse, Neb. ) Great.
Buy it and get back of it. Will get the money.
ley’s

Best thing this season.
(Lyric, Earlville, 111.)
This isn’t the greatest comedy in the world, but

Held up well herd against hot
it sure gets ’em.
weather and a dead Fourth of July, with every(Pastime, Mason,
body gone up to the lake.
Mich.)
A wonderful business getter. Mostly
hokum, but seemed to please my patrons. Personally I think it over rated, but it gets the
money and pleases. Eight reels. (Opera House,
Portageville, Mo.)

CHARMER, THE, FP, Pola Negri, Wallace
MacDonald, Robert Frazer, 6. As an actress of
her type. Miss Negri is inimitable but as a dancer
she is unsurpassed. The dance scene in the theatre as portrayed by Miss Negri is the finest
piece of work this house has ever had the pleasure
Those who saw the picture were
of showing.
loud in their praise for the dance in particular
and for Miss Negri’s performance throughout.
(Crescent, Newark, N. Y.) They must have been,
when they sold it to me. I’m no charmer, as I
Ever see a comedy
can’t sell Pola to the public.
of Ham Hamilton taking a hop, skip and jump
and landing on his face in the mud ? That’s what
happened to me financially when I ran this.
(K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Pola Negri is an absolute
failure as a drawing card.
I bought this picture
cheap and then lost money. Nothing wrong with
(Electric,
the picture, but no drawing power.
Caldwell, Kan.)
Good enough picture but not
much to it, except for Pola, and she is not such
It would be just a fair proa drawing card.

—

gram

picture.

Bogota, N. J.)

Business

A

fair

very
picture

light.

(Regent.

but Pola don’t

The
to mean anything to our patrons.
business was very bad.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
Think that this is the best that Miss Negri has
appeared in for a long time.
Several of my
patrons told me that this was a good one. Something very unusual for them to boost this star.
(Dixie, Russellville, Ky.)
About the best picSix
ture Negri has appeared in for some time.
reels.
(Arcade, La Grande, Ore.)
seem

CHEAPER TO MARRY, MG,

Conrad Nagel,

Marguerite de La Motte, Lewis Stone, Paulette

—

Good cast.
Duval, 7.- Excellent entertainment.
Fair business. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Not much
of a picture. It gave only fair satisfaction. From
As an ena box office standpoint, it flopped.
tertainment, it is just a picture.
(Elmac, Maple
Rapids, Mich.)
Fairly good program picture to
Used
ordinary business.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
this on a Saturday and pleased everyone that
(Fairyland,
was present. A good entertainer.
White Castle, La.)

CHEAP

KISSES, FBO, Lillian Rich, Cullen
Landis, Vera Reynolds, Phillips Smalley, Louise
Lincoln Stedman, Kathleen Myers, 6.
Some thought it neat, others not so neat, but it
was well liked and it has a good story. Lillian
Rich is good in this, but Cullen Landis could have
(Amuse-U, Frederick, Okla.)
been someone else.
A very well done "jazz age” picture with an unusual twist.
Gave satisfaction and drew fine
Dresser,

Blizzard knocked busibusiness for three days.
New Bedford,
(Capitol,
Monday night.
ness
Mass.)
A very good jazz picture which failed to
draw for me. Miss Rich a beautiful and capable
Went over
(Olympic, Cleveland, Okla.)
star.
F. B. O. should
Pretty good picture.
O. K.
furnish better paper and we could do better with
their pictures.

You can buy

this

one right.

(Idle-

Picture pleased beyond exhour, Monroe, Ga.)
Consider it mighty fine production
pectations.
(Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)
from every angle.
Seemed to please all who saw it. (Grand, Okolona. Miss.)

CHICKIE, FN, Dorothy Mackaill, Hobart Bosworth, Gladys Brockwell, John Bowers, Olive Tell,
This one gave us the best
Myrtle Stedman, 8
The picture
business we have had for months.
not
follow,
does
exactly
the book for the simple
The picture will
reason the book is too spicy.
please practically all classes. I do not know just
Audience ran the
what drew the people in.
gauntlet from roughnecks to high collars and
slick haired guys.
All I can say is if you do not
run this you are missing something good. (Odeon,
Chandler, Okla.)
Ran this on Sunday. Good
picture, well
produced, but picture fans not
strong for this type of story. Especially not the
(Orpheum,
younger element. Not for Sunday.
Pipestone, Minn.)
Drew good business on one
of the poorest days and pleased generally. (Grand,
Claimed to
Rainier, Ore.)
Fair program only.
be another “Flaming Youth” but not in the
same class. Don’t make the mistake of advancing admission on this one. (Majestic, Las Vegas,
Nev.)
Did only a fair business on this, owing
to the fact that the producer did not stick to the
original story.
Oh what a cleanup this would
have been if they had done so.
An absolute
disappointment when we expected so much. The

October
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knew before we had it that the story had
been murdered.
Book it, but don’t pay a high
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Don't promise
price for it.
them too much on this one. It will get you
money at the box office, as so many people have
read this in the newspapers, but don’t raise your
admission on this. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) This
picture will bring you business on account of
publicity it received in newspapers.
Not much
to the picture and will only please about 70 per
Perhaps it is a
cent.
(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.)
little suggestive and bad for children to see, but
I played
that doesn’t keep them from coming.
"Chiekie” for two days and had good crowds
each day. Most everyone enjoyed it and lots of
them came by to tell me. It should make money
public

for any exhibitor as it is
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)

nationally advertised.

CHORUS LADY, THE, PDC, Margaret Livingston, Alan Roscoe, Virginia Lee Corbin, Lillian
This company sure gives you
Elliott 7.
Fine.
the pictures and you get three meals after show-

—

ing them, because they do not want all you take
Book it. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.) A good
in.
(S. T„
picture of the stage and race track.
Parker, S. D.)
Miss Livingston sure displays
good
one
across
in
lot
of
and
puts
this
pep
a
(Electric, Chillicothe,
shape.
It’s a good one.
This is a dandy and will sure please.
Mo.)
Plenty of action and pep. Good acting and shows
Book it.
Miss Livingston in a sure fire bet.
(Gem, Socorro, N. M.) Not a bad picture. But

pay too much for it. What came to see
were satisfied, but the title kept ’em away.
These are two real
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
jazz pictures.
I hardly know which is the best.
Margaret Livingston surely does shine in “The
Chorus Lady” and Jacqueline Logan is not far
behind in “The House of Youth," and the whole
(Arcadia, Vanpicture is good in both of these.

don’t
it

Pleased all.
This is real good.
Pa.)
A fire,
Business good.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
a horse race, lots of jazz, a big dramatic climax,
and all well handled what more do you want?
Margaret Livingston is right there with the
Mason, Mich.)
(Pastime,
looks
and acting.
Here’s a real show. You birds that pay the big
This Living3 real money, look this one over.
ston girl is a comer. You can buy this right and
(Strand, Grinnell,
it’s darn good entertainment.
A splendid picture; good story. The star
la.)
extra good. A picture with a good moral. Very
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
entertaining.

dergrift.

CLOUD RIDER, THE, FBO, A1 Wilson, Virginia Lee Corbin, Harry Von Meter, Helen Ferstunt picture with only one out of
guson 5.
the ordinary stunt and it’s a sketchy, poorly put
They do take pains to
together story at that.
have the girl, Virginia Lee Corbin, take a couple
of baths at unusual hours, on a lonely beach at
a late hour and alone, and then again in the
woods next day when they are lost and without
Interesting views,
food, she takes another dip.
but why? (S. T., Parker, S. D.) This and "The
Air Hawk,” very good. Airplane stunt pictures
and should go good in any small town. (Opera
Very good little stunt
House, Foley, Minn.)
Conway,
(Bijou,
which pleased all.
picture
N. H.) This is a real good airplane picture but
not the big picture that F. B. O. would have you
Their advertisements will tell you
to think it is.
to yell your head off in advertising it, but don’t
do it. While it is a good picture, it will not live
(De Luxe, Spearville,
up to big advertising.
Did not draw well and those
Kan.)
Just fair.
One very
that saw it weren’t overly pleased.
(Strand, Elizabethtown,
good plane stunt in it.
Purely a stunt picture and gets by good,
Ind.)
but don’t lean too hard on the special stuff.
(Hamline, Estelline, S. D.)
Use good comedy.
Many good comments.
Good action picture.
Did not get
(Speed Way, Springfield, S. Dak.)
to see this one but had several tell me next day
Drew extra well for
that it was a "knockout.”
Here is
(Dixie, Winona, Miss.)
our dull night.
(if your customers
picture,
one
that
surprise
a
like action, here it is) will hold them to the
finish.
Some real “honest-to-goodness” thrills in
dandy stunt
(New Geneseo, Geneseo, III.)
it.
Good print.
picture.
Pleased 100 per cent.
little
stunt picnice
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
ture for Saturday night, but these pictures are
like a circus.
If you see one, you see them all.
All the actual stunts there were in this one and
"The Air Hawk” could have been put in one
reel.
glad he only made two of them.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

—A

A

A
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CODE OF THE WEST,

FP, Constance Bennett,
Moore, Mabel Ballin, David Butler, Gertrude
Short, Frankie Lee, Lillian Leighton, 7. Do you
want to show a bang-up amusing, laughable, exciting play with fine acting, fine out-of-door set-

Owen

—

)

October
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tings and a corking forest fire scene with an exciting plunge by heroine and horse from a high
cliff into a river ?
If you do, order this one up
pronto for your patrons and tell them that they
will begin to laugh from the moment that they
tuck their hats under the seats. This will please
old and young, rich and poor.
Owen Moore,

Constance Bennett, Mabel Ballin, and David Butler are in this.
(Rex, Salmon, Idaho.)
A dandy
Zane Grey that was the biggest money-maker this
summer, both days of a two day run. Should
please

those

who

ordinarily

profess

to

dislike

Westerns. Fire scenes are colored up and make
great impression.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
A good
Western.
Drew fair and pleased 90 per cent.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
Just the kind of a picture that our crowd likes to see.
Has plenty of
action and not so much acting, just enough comedy.
The forest fire scenes were extra good.
(Liberty, Mariette, Okla.)
Pleased, particularly
the younger element.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Comedy drama. Slow moving up to the last reel,
which holds very good fire scene. Owen Moore
not a Western star. The fact that it is a Zane
Grey story helps at the box office.
(Orpheum,
Pipestone, Minn.)
Poorest Zane Grey picture
Paramount has made to date. Would have got
by okay as just a picture, but Grey fans expect
lots of action and rough stuff.
Didn’t please
those who had read the book.
(Crossett, Crossett,
Ark.) Good Zane Grey picture but not worth the
price Paramount wants for the Greys.
(Park,
Morningside & Moville, la.) I put this on Saturday and it is just the type of picture that will
please any class.
A fine show for Saturday or
any other day. A 100 per cent picture in every

way. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) Not much action,
plenty of good comedy, contains best forest fire
ever filmed.
(Princess, Danforth, Me.)
Very exceptional photoplay.
(Crescent, Newark, N. Y.)
Opening night of new theatre and had excellent
business and all patrons were very well pleased
with the picture.
(Rialto, New England, No.
Dak.)

COMING THROUGH,

Thomas Meighan,

FP,

Lila Lee, John Miltern, Wallace Beery, Laurence
Wheat, Frank Campeau, 7. A fine picture for
coal mining regions, as it gives a glimpse of
mining, intelligently presented, which meets with
approbation of coal mining authorities.
(Virginia, Fairmont, W. Va.)
splendid picture,
clean and entertaining.
Gave satisfaction. Both
stars and cast were fine. This is the type of pictures that sends them out satisfied. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Good show. However, not
much to it, but a good moral. (Liberty, Pasco,
Wash.)
Very good.
Meighan puts it over in
good style, and is well supported by Lila Lee and
Wallace Beery.
Good for any day.
(Strand.
Dunsmuir, Cal.) Fairly good picture but lacks
action and the story doesn’t mean very much.
Fair drawing card.
(Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
Another Meighan lemon. His fight’s a joke and
many people left the theatre before it was over.

—

A

(Grand, Anamosa, Iowa.)
A good picture. Not
a special. Pleased all who saw it. Should please
an audience of miners 100 per cent. (Char-Bell,
Rochester, Ind.) Did not see picture, but it drew
exactly the same amount as “Tongues of Flame”
and was very satisfactory.
(Rosewin, Dallas,
Neb.) A picture of the Alabama coal fields that
drew and pleased.
Our
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
patrons liked the play and liked Meighan’s work
it.
(Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.)
Meighan well
liked in this one.
Simple story, but will go over
Lila Lee good in this one.
good.
(Coliseum,
Edmore, Mich.) Did fairly good on this on a Saturday night. It is better than his last picture.
Meighan and Lila Lee together seem like old
times. It is a fairly entertaining picture.
good
program show.
(Y, Nazareth, Pa.)
dandy
picture.
Tom Meighan is the best drawing screen
star for us.
(Wardwell, Stockton Springs, Me.)
fair picture, but not up to his standard.
lot of his followers were disappointed.
(Halfway,

in

A

A

A

A

Halfway, Mich.)
for Tom
pointed.

Was

considered a poor picture

Meighan and many were sadly disap-

Ran

(Royal, Reading, Pa.)
A very ordinary affair. Lila Lee doesn’t fit into
such a picture at all, atall.
Lois Wilson would
have improved it 100 per cent.
fair roughneck
picture of Alabama coal mines.
They sure have
an exaggerated opinion of the worth of Meighan’s
pictures out here in the sweet clover.
I would
like to see them get one-half as much the next
time they come around. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Entertaining and satisfactory.
Tom is always
good and he and Lila Lee play well together.
it

at a loss.

A

(Whiteway, Selma, N. C.)

in

this one.

This
plenty

It is a real

Packed them
picture by a real star.

on

will please nearly 100 per cent, as there is
of action in this one.
(Legion, Holyrood, Kan.)
A very good picture, but again the storm left all
the people at home. It looks to me that I have
just enough luck to strike a lightning storm every

night, but it can’t rain, so I am drying up with
the farmers. It is all right that I am not alone.
Buy this one and people sure will be satisfied if
you can get them in. (Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN, MG, Alice
Terry, Lewis Stone, John Bowers, Helena D’Algy,
Frankie Darro, Joseph Dowling, 7. Just an ordinary picture. But a wonderful ( ?) title. The
title alone is enough to hold them out of your
Some day the producers will wake up to
house.
the fact that this is America and that salacious
titles are keeping the American public out of the
theatres.
(West Coast-Langley’s Florence, Pasadena, Cal.) A very creditable entertainment, one
that should be pleasing to the patronage of any
Some creditable settings, some that are
theatre.
big enough to make even a hardened exhibitor
gasp, but the movie entertainment seems to be
most weak this year as we are licked by every

—

this one was licked by
Another
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
Chautauqua.
good one that gave 100 per cent service and entertainment from every angle. (Fairyland, White

form of amusement and

Castle,

La.

CONTRABAND,

— Too

FP, Lois Wilson, Noah Beery,

much melodrama

not a picture for a
star.
Very poor title that does not mean
Not so bad
anything and draws no business.
after the crowd gets in but they do not come in.
(Temple, Bellaire,
Made a record low night.
Ohio.)
Only a fair program picture with no
(Princess, Chilton,
box office value whatever.
This is a very entertaining little play
Wis.)
with the freckled faced "Covered Wagon” boy
in an important part and Lois Wilson handles
the lead very nicely. People enjoyed this picture
a lot. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.) An excellent comedy-drama with charming Lois Wilson at her
best.
Drew about average business on a hot
Saturday night. (Strand, Paoli, Ind.) Just fair.
Was rather surprised with this one. Didn’t expect
much and was about disgusted with it after the
first reel had run through, then it picked up with
Plenty of
a bang and gave good satisfaction.
A good small town picture.
laughs and action.
Noah Beery fine. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
7.

;

girl

CROWDED HOUR, THE, FP, Bebe Daniels,
Kenneth Harlan, Helen Lee Worthing, T. Roy
Barnes, Frank Morgan, 7. Did very, very good
Only objection audience
for me on a Saturday.
had is to the war stuff. You hear more kicks

—

about that than anything else. Producers should
know this by this time. (Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
A wonderful new Bebe in a very good picture.
Miss Daniels
Patrons liked it and told us so.
(Regent, St. Marys,
always draws good for us.
(Crescent, Newark,
Did not please at all.
O.)
N. Y.) Paramount rang the bell with this picacting, good
Splendid
all.
pleased
them
It
ture.
A snappy picture that everyone
battle scenes.
My patrons want some comedy with their
liked.
Consider
photoplays. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
this a very entertaining picture and it seemed,
Ark.)
(Crossett, Crossett,
to get over.
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DANGEROUS

THE, FBO, Evelyn
Clarissa Selwyne, Pierre
Gendron, Sheldon Lewis, 6- This is a fine picture.
The first I have shown of this star and if they
are all as good I don’t think there will be any
kicks.
Did fairly good business considering the
weather and a new star. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
Fair picture. Would have been much better had
Brent,

Edward

FLIRT,

Earle,

they cut the first part of the story. It is far too
suggestive to be shown on the screen, and didn’t
leave much to be imagined.
Shows young married couple about to spend their first night together. While we all know these things the screen
is not the place to show them, and what is more,
the balance of the picture did not call for such
an introduction. Buy with discretion. (Princess,
Crandon, Wis.) This is a very good picture, but
will take a good comedy to put it over. It is one
of those pictures that you will see and pronounce
good, and at once forget what the picture was
about.
(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) Nothing to
this.
I didn’t pay much for it so perhaps I
shouldn’t complain so much.
(Capitol, Delphos,
Ohio.)
Title killed it at the box office, and the
picture is not the type for a small town.
The
story is absurd, and would be an impossibility.
The acting is fine, nevertheless, and with a good
comedy it passed. I would say to small town exhibitors to leave it alone.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
While this is fair and has some clever acting
on the part of Miss Brent, it is not as good as
“Silk Stocking Sal.”
Too slow and draggy and

would have been better in five reels than in six,
as it was.
Wouldn’t advise anyone to book this.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
This drew well and comments ranged from “poor” to “the best you ever
had.”
Evelyn looks much better on the posters
than she does on the screen.
(Alamo, Moody,
Tex.)
Didn’t see this myself but theatre hand
reports it good.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) This
was a very good picture and pleased. (Arcadia,

My patrons approved of this
It will readily please all classes.
It is
clean from start to finish. Some very good acting
is displayed by Evelyn.
She generally draws a
good audience here. Love drama good for Sunday.
Rating 90 per cent.
(Jewel, Verndale,
Minn.)
This is a nice little picture, but Eve
doesn’t seem to have much draft at the box office.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Vandergrift, Pa.)
picture.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE,

George

—

into his specials and gets more for them than any
This one could
other producer in the business.
hardly pass as a program picture here. (Liberty,
Kalispell, Mont.) Cannot say very much for this
one as to drawing power, but it wasn’t such a bad
picture.
Neither will you jump out of your seat
(New
looking at it.
Just a picture, that’s all.
Geneseo, Geneseo, III.) Not as good as “The Man
Who Came Back” or “The Rough Neck” and
much less at the box office. (Halfway, Halfway,
Mich.) Drew fair business and pleased audience.
Odd story good cast. Appeals to women, although men seemed to enjoy it, too. Paid twice
as much as it was worth, as Fox called this a
special.
Not a special, by any means. Just a
good program picture.
(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
;

Laura

La

—

Very good and we had a good crowd to
with a lot of other sports going on, on
the Fourth.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Good picture
(Lily, Buffalo,
to fair business on a hot night.
N. Y.) Used this on Sunday, June 7, and pleased
all.
O’Brien well thought of here. A little different from the usual run of love stories.
(FairyNeb.)
see

it,

Very pleasing picture.
Castle, La.)
patrons liked Laura and think she will
soon be a big star.
(Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.)
Did a fairly good business. A well directed picture.
Of course nothing to rave about. As usual,
good Universal photography.
(Bugg, Chicago,
land,

White

Women

DARING YOUTH,
O’Brien, Alma
Rubens, Madge Bellamy, 7. A picture we were
proud to show. Direction is wonderful. Acting
Run it on
of the three principals very good.
Sunday and had many comments. It is a real
It has got
big one and one that is different.
class stamped all over it and will please all classes
Exceedingly
(Star, Price, Utah.)
of patrons.
good picture with a very interesting story. Actfine.
Business
very
cast
fit
in
done
and
ing well
poor, because it is not the class of picture that
I have a Western house and pictures of
I want.
this nature are for the bigger houses where they
(Highland, Guthrie,
cater to the sex pictures.
Okla.)
This is another would-be Fox super-speThe only thing that is a special about it is
cial.
the price. Fox puts in as little effort and money
F,

U,

Plante, Eugene O’Brien, Jean Hersholt, Alfred
Allen, Hedda Hopper, 7
Light comedy-drama,
very entertaining, and drew some business for
use on a hot summer night. (Electric, Cambridge,

111 .)

D
DANCERS, THE,

—

PL, Bebe Daniels, Norman

Kerry, Lee Moran, Arthur Hoyt, Lillian Langdon, George Pearce, 6. Good picture but did not
draw. Paid a stiff price and went into the red
ink.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
Good, but no
attendance.
Plenty of comedy.
(Community,
David City, Neb.) A good program picture that

—

drew good business for us. It is fairly interesting
and has some good snappy titles in it that
brought laughs from our crowd. (“Y,” Nazareth,
Pa.)
A very entertaining picture .that will draw
anywhere.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
Very good
program picture, but never could see anything
daring about it.
Someone’s report said it was
suggestive, but I could not see it.
(Liberty, PasWash.) Considering the cast, quite a disap-

co,

Not much to it, although it seemed
by with the majority.
(Y. M. C. A.,
Morenci, Ariz.)
Good film distributed by MidWest Distributing Company of Milwaukee. This
is a fine little picture that is as clean as can be
and one that every exhibitor should run. Both
Bebe Daniels and Norman Kerry play their roles
well.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
pointment.
to

get

DARK SWAN, THE, W, Marie Prevost, Helene
Chadwick, Monte Blue, 7. Good picture.
Well
acted.
Monte Blue not so well liked here. (Liberty, Condon, Ore.)
Some adverse comment made
us dread the coming of this one, but it is not
so bad.
A few brief scenes might have been
deleted to advantage, but on the whole we would
class it as a dandy picture.
Like the other
Warner Bros, pictures, the acting is superb and

—

—
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(The Hopkins. Cotter, Ark.)
the settings right.
This picture is another poor number of the WarThis didn’t do
ner group.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
much for me. Don’t know why. Show good.
Average picture. (Regent, Bogota, N. J.) This
one 50 per cent better than “Lover of Camille,”
which did not please here.
This one pleased
everyone. Used this on Sunday. Consider it okay
for Sunday showing. Good print on this. (Kozy,
Vidalia, La.)
A quarter page and didn’t get a
corporal’s guard out to see it.
Clever story, well
directed, free from suggestive scenes.
You see
the smoke and butts, still Marie never took a
puff.
The girls in tights were well behaved and
clever dancers. Another Warner Bros., with little
box office value and 80 per cent entertainment
value. Boost, it is worth it.
(Cozy, Villisca, la.)
A good big picture. Cast fair story good, except
the little smut they seem to think is needed to
make a picture, but this little is knocking 50
per cent off of our business on these pictures.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
very good
picture that will please most everyone, although
there were a few kicks.
But that isn't the picture’s fault, for you will find people like that
all over.
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.) Excellent
cast, story good, print dark.
(King, Troy, N. Y.)
;

A

DARWIN WAS RIGHT, F, Neil Brantley,
George O’Hara, Myrtle Sterling, 5. This one
caused more walkouts than any picture we have
played in two years. A two reel comedy stretched
into five and palmed off on a lot of us unsuspecting exhibitors as a special.
My advice to
exhibitors playing single feature bills pay for it
and shelve it. It will be cheaper in the end.
(Strand, Pittsfield, Mass.)
The poorest of the
so-called specials we have played to date in the
24-25 program.
(Empress, Beresford, S. D.) This
will not please the critical thinkers.
Rather light
comedy. I used it on Saturday and it pleased the
farm trade and the kids.
Better put a good
short subject with it.
(Bailey, Waverly, Kan.)
You may get by with this if your patrons like
comedy. Otherwise not. About 50-50 here. (Lyric,
Walnut, Iowa.)
So was Fox.
But I’ll tell the
world it drove them away on Saturday night.
Poorest house in eleven years.
My patrons told
me that I was the monkey for showing it. (Strand.
Dryden, Ont., Canada.) Novelty picture and all
right if advertised as such. Good type comedydrama as a change. Not a special, although
listed as one.
Don’t pay too much.
Some kick
from patrons who did not like type of picture. No
pulling
power.
(Greenhalgh,
Ferron, Utah.)
Rotten.
Nuff sed.
(Lyric, Earlville, 111.)
Not
so bad, but hardly sufficient for a feature.
As
a double feature in place of a comedy, would
recommend, although I never run double features
and don’t approve of them. (Regent, Bogota, N.
J.)
Good comedy. Let them expect a comedy,
it’s there.
(Princess, Obion, Tenn.)
Two little
two reel Monkey comedies hooked together and
unloaded on the exhibitors as a special. William
Fox could get by with murder if he can get by
with this as a special. (Lyric, Greenville, 111.)
Good. Picture is light. Very light. (Grand, Coleman, Alta., Canada.)

—

Malad

City, Idaho.)

FN,

Corinne

Lloyd
Hughes, Rockliffe Fellowes, Hedda Hepper, Lilyan
Tashman, Clive Brook, Louise Fazenda, 8. Corinne Griffith is making rapid strides towards
perfection and Norma Talmadge is in danger of
being bettered. This is a most interesting story
told in a fine way that should please all high
class patrons.
I would rate it as one of the big
pictures from entertainment standpoint this year.
Business continues very poor.
(Cozy. Winchester,
Ind.)
The best picture that Miss Griffith has yet
released.
It’s there from the start to the finish.
Usually 8 reels is too long for them, but not
this one.
No padding. It will not suit your Saturday night crowds in a small town, but any other
night it will please them all.
You can go the
limit on this one and tell them how good it is.
It will stand up.
(Dixie, Russellville, Ky.) When
will they ever find out that the masses don’t
want this class of stuff ? This class of pictures,
one after another, is what kills our business in
the small towns, and after it is gone you cannot get them back again.
(Orpheum, Pipestone,
Minn.) A very well done picture, but no drawing power here, as people are fed up on society
dramas.
Eight reels.
(Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
Business good the first day on account of ehange
of weather.
Second day nothing.
Entirely too
long and dragged out.
(Bugg, Chisago, 111.)
Just a picture.
No drawing power. Guess the
Griffith,

—

was too highbrow for the majority. Griffith
did not seem enthused in her work in this.
No
serious complaints but no compliments.
Just
(Strand, Robinson, 111.)
a picture.
Just a little
program picture with an awful title.
(Star,
title

Good

Mor-

how Tony

likes to be called

Business

Marshall,

111.)

(Lyric,

picture.

story, well produced.

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

just fair.

—

Havana,

Mix

in

3,

1925

Black Bess. (Pythian.
a different type of pic-

English story, but gave entire satisfaction.
Business not quite as heavy as usual.
Mix picture a money maker just the same. Buy it and
boost it.
(Isis, Augusta, Kan.)
Fox substituted
this for another picture.
Scenery and costuming
fine but think Mix put the picture over and
without Mix would be only ordinary.
(Greenhalgh, Ferron, U.)
A very fine picture but my
Saturday crowd was a little disappointed in not
seeing Tom in a Western.
You could play this
one any time during the week and make money.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Pleasing picture, even

ture.

DENIAL, THE, MG, Claire Windsor, Bert
Roach, William Haines, Lucille Ricksen, Robert
Agnew, 5. This is an average run picture. Did
not get any comments on it as patrons passed
out.
Personally I thought it a good average entertainer. Used it on Sunday. I have seen worse
and paid more money. Nevertheless, if you have
not used it, use it as a regular program feature.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
Drama of Spanish War days.
All right for a change, but business very poor.
(Grand, Rainier, Oregon.) Just
a fair program offering.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
The fine acting of Claire Windsor and Edward
Connelly near the end almost makes up for sitting through six reels of the worst bit of film
released for some time.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
A picture that is very slow and draggy in our
estimation.
Very poor and way below average
program. Metro has some punk ones.
(Castle,
111.)

DESERT FLOWER, THE, FN, Colleen Moore,
Lloyd Hughes, Kate Price, Isabelle Keith, Frank
Brownlee, 7. Score another for Colleen and her
gang.
Not quite as good as “Sally,” but fine,
nevertheless.
Seems funny that Colleen can hit
close to 100 per cent all the time, while most socalled stars only hit once a season, if that well.
More power to Colleen Moore. (Star, Robinson,
This picture will draw on account of star,
111.)
although not to be compared with “Sally.” No
fault of star.
Will please 75 per cent.
(Grand,

it did seem odd to see Mix in ruffles, doublets,
and Tony, or his double, masquerading as
Black Bess. (S. T., Parker, S. Dak.) This is a
fine picture, as near a special as most of them.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Business off
a third from other Mix pictures, but you’ll pay
the same price.
A good production but a disappointment to fans and box office. I fear the
same with “Lucky Horseshoe” at twice the rental.
(American, Ada, Okla.) Although this is a costume play laid in England long ago, they seemed
to like it as well as his Westerns.
Big business.

if

etc.,

the title hurts
(Regent, Bogota,

(Strand, Paoli, Ind.)
Good picture. Didn’t pull
in as I expected.
(Greenland, Greensboro,
Ga.)
Great stuff, but the costumes scare the
fans away.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
A well
acted and costumed play from the old English
story, but who wants to see Tom Mix in a costume picture? May get by, as Tom does good
work, also Tony, but let them know what to
expect.
(Hamline, Estelline, S. D.) A knockout.
Mix at his best.
(Grand, Coleman, Alberta,
Can.)
The poorest Mix we ever run from a box
office angle.
The man or woman doesn't live
that can get away with costume stuff in this
town. Tony does not appear in this picture and
we give him much credit for not doing so. Had
several walkouts on this one.
Mix really is
ludicrous in this.
(Rex, Gilman City, Mo.) Good
for hot weather.
As good a picture as Mix
ever played in.
But your patrons will be disappointed if they’re looking for chaps, because he

Pretty good melodrama.
Beery fine as
usual.
Nothing much to rave about. Played it
as just another picture to average business. (Star,

wears ruffles, cuffs and collars in this picture.
However, seventy-five per cent was pleased.
(Dixie, Dickson, Tenn.)

—

Yoakum, Texas.) Western comedy drama of the
high order.
Very good.
(Orpheum, Pipestone,
Minn.)

DEVIL’S CARGO, THE, FP, Wallace
Pauline

Starke,

Claire

Adams, William

Jr.,

Raymond

ally,

I

off.

Would not be surprised

Hatton,

liked this, but

Dale

Fuller,

N.

8.

Beery,
Collier,

—Person-

was considerably

business

if

this for a neighborhood theatre.
J.)

Menard, Tex.)
This is a dandy six
made into an eight reel feature. It
moral but deals with immoral people,
is questionable whether it should
be
Sunday or not, but the lesson is good
an interesting story.
Wallace Beery

reel

work in this. (Grand, Pierre,
the good ones, as far as the story goes.
Pauline Starke is simply great and, while often
cast as an “ugly duckling,” is really beautiful
in this, with sparkle, animation and some real
good acting. Wallace Beery good. Picture value
damaged by a very poor leading man. Paramount
sure needs some leading men who can act and
look like lovers.
(Temple, Bellaire, O.)
A very
good Saturday night picture.
Plenty of action
and some good comedy spots.
(Rex, Wahoo,
Neb.)
An excellent program offering. Would
be suitable for Saturday, as it has enough action,
fine

of

a good cast.

thrills to please all.

New

Good

title

and

A

Holstein, Wis.)
good
picture. No special, but there is comedy
that puts it over.
(Paramount, Harvard,
(Elite,

program
in

it

Neb.)

DICK TURPIN,

F, Tom Mix, Kathleen Myers,
Lucille Hutton, Jack Herrick, 8.
is perhaps Tom’s most pretentious picture
and pleased the majority of those who came to
see it.
However, I did the poorest business on
this of any Mix picture I ever ran.
This was
probably due to the fact that the paper showed
Tom in laces and other frills. They will not
bite at this costume bunk, no matter who is in it.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Good, Tom fine and
well liked.
Some of his fans would not come in
to see him, though, as it had costume stuff in it.

Allan
This

them

show

not imso that it

is

shown on
and it has
does some
S. D.)
One

comedy and

DECLASSE,

Good

rison, 111.)

October

Hale,

Our patrons do not like anything with a foreign
atmosphere in it.
(New Geneseo, Geneseo, 111.)
Good picture of its kind, but Tom is better in
Westerns.
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
A good
Mix picture. Good old time prize fight in it, and
interesting throughout.
Bull Montana’s sweet
smiling face appears, which adds to the picture.
(Opera House, Portageville, Mo.)
Friday to
wonderful business.
Everybody profuse in its
praise.
Tom Mix stands alone in his particular
line of endeavor.
There is only one Mix. There
are none who can approach close enough to be
even called a rival.
(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
Although a costume picture, our patrons raved

over this. Drew the usual Mix fans and lots
that don’t care for Westerns.
You can go the
limit on this.
English scenes are great and the
performance of Black Bess wonderful.
Wander

DIXIE HANDICAP, THE, MG,

Claire Windsor,
Lloyd Hughes, 7. Very good
horse race story.
Lost money on it on account
of everyone going to see Quincy’s 300th Anniversary parade.
Anyway, you’ll make money on
it if you are not afraid to step on it as Lloyd
Hughes and Dixie did.
(Atlantic,
Atlantic,
Mass.)
A dandy race horse story of the old
South in which the horse wins the race that lifts
the mortgage from the old homestead, and everything ends just right. There’s a real horse race,

Frank

Keenan,

—

One of the best
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
racing pictures we ever saw.
Pleased 100 per
Rain and
cent of very small crowd two nights.
band concert brought red ink on this one. Price
fair, print good, paper good.
(Rex, Gilman City,
Mo.)
Fair race track number that did nothing
This
at the box office.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
Interesting throughout.
is truly a good picture.
(Odeon,
Many compliments from patrons.
Chandler, Okla.) A real audience picture. Plenty
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
of action.
Pleased all.
My
Fine picture.
(Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)
first Metro and it was fine.
Everyone enjoyed
This picture
this and didn’t hesitate to say so.
will please most any kind of an audience and
you can buy it right. Play up big and make
money.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Just what the
others have said.
Absolutely fine.
One of the
most entertaining ever played in my house. (Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
A wonderful audience
picture.
Do not believe I ever saw a better
pleased house.
Action,
love,
everything and
above all clean. (Grand, Anamosa, Iowa.) “The
week
later
has a horse
Chorus Lady” shown a
race just as good and the comedy in “The Chorus
too.

Lady”

better, and at one-third the rental.
is
(Strand, Grinnell, la.)
Fine picture. If you like
a real race track story with plenty of everything
I’ll advise playing this.
Business fair two days.
(Royal, Fairmount, Ind.)
One of the best race
horse stories ever made. It has comedy, lots of
For some
action, a good story and good cast.
reason they failed to come out, but everyone
who saw it liked it. (Majestie, Bowie, Tex.)
great picture.
In fact, the best race track picture I ever saw, barring none, and how everyone
(Postville,
Business very
good.
enjoyed it.
Postville, Iowa.)
A good picture. Good race
Give us more
scenes and acting is above par.
Best
(Pastime, Warren, Ark.)
on this order.
Pleased as
picture of the kind I ever played.
far as I know, 100 per cent. Dandy small town

A

picture.

You oan buy

it

right,

too.

(Electric,

—

-

October

3,

Very good

Brady, Neb.)

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925
picture.

Print in fine

shape. These are the kind of pictures that make
(Opera House,
a small town exhibitor happy.
Bunker Hill, 111.) A very good race track story.
(Trags, NeillsOtis Harlan supplies the comedy.
This is a picture that will make
ville, Wis.)
any theatre money. It is a very fine race track
(Joyland,
picture and will please any audience.
(Lyric, MoBonneville, Ark.)
Fine picture.
weaqua, 111.) One of the best race track stories
going.
Get it and let everybody know you got
Very
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
a good one.
good.
Holds the interest from the beginning to
Several excellent race track scenes
the end.
(Princess, Cranin this that are hard to beat.
don, Wis.)
This is a fine horse race picture.
They went out of their way to tell me how well
they liked it. The children almost cheered them(Grand,
selves to death when Dixie went over.
Yoakum, Texas.) Gave the best satisfaction of
any picture, new or old, that we have played
for many moons.
The best horse race story I’ve
ever seen, in every way.
corking fine
It’s a
picture.
Keenan in particular does a fine piece
of work.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)

DRESSMAKER

FROM

PARIS,

THE,

FP,

Joy, Ernest Torrence, Allan Forrest,
Mildred Harris, Larry Gray, 7. Spent some extra
money advertising this and did pretty good on it.
An
Well received.
(Regent, Bogota. N. J.)
elaborate costume picture, well done in big style
show manner. Well liked here by the few who
saw it.
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
Very
classy production with a wonderful fashion show
running through two reels. Also a very interesting story that my audience liked.
The star
does about the best work of her career in this
one. Fair business with a Chautauqua for opposition.
(Strand,
Ind.)
A dandy good picture.
This has some of the so-called specials of
theirs backed off the map. Pleased all.
(Pastime,
Warren, Ark.)
Fine picture.
Will please and

Beatrice

draw

—

(Reel Joy, King City, Ind.)
Extra
Will please the men as well as
(Liberty, Mariette, Okla.)

well.

good picture.
the ladies.

DYNAMITE SMITH, P, Charles Ray, Bessie
Love, Wallace Beery, Jacqueline Logan, Lydia
Knott, 7. This picture did not go over very well.
Too rough and brutal. Charles Ray’s work not

—

good as

so

in

some

of his

former pictures. (Opera

House, Edmond, Kan.)
Lay off this one or pay
for it and let ’em keep it.
Ray had better quit.
Print good.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.) Absolutely no good. Was ashamed to face the crowd
coming out. Picture lacks action. No thrills or
anything to laugh at.
(Gem, Calico Rock, Ark.)
Ray seems to be falling down on his stuff. Can’t
give this one much
as some of them remarked
as they walked out, “I don’t believe any man
would stand for that kind of stuff the way he
does it in that picture.”
(Harris, Bancroft, Ida.)
You will be very disappointed if you have this
booked, as it’s very poor indeed.
(Bijou, Con;

way, N. H.)

EAST OF BROADWAY, AE, Owen

—

Moore,

it as a good program show.
It is different from
these sex dramas, for one thing.
Pathe prints
seem to be very dark for some reason on the
screen.
(Y., Nazareth, Pa.)
An extra good picture that pleased a fairly good audience.
(Elec-

Independence, Mo.)

EAST OF SUEZ, FP, Pola Negri, Edmund
Lowe, Rockcliffc Fellowes, Noah Beery, 7.
Good picture.
Many good comments. (Riviera,
Anderson, Ind.)
Pleased the best of any Pola
Negri picture we have had. Can’t place a cause

—

for

it will be a blessing to exhibitors
in blocks if her boat never
returns.
(Circle, Ottumwa, la.)
Mighty good
picture.
Buy it. (Opera House, Montour Falls,
N. Y.) A fair program. Negri has no drawing
power here. Print good. (Empress, Grundy Cen-

A good Negri, but not her bset. (CharRochester, Ind.)
Don’t care what the others
Myself and patrons called it good. (Ioka,
Exeter, N. H.)
ter, la.)

Bell,

report.

EMPTY SADDLE, THE, V, Pete Morrison, 5.
as good as some others he has made. This
one pleased about fifty fifty. (Kozy, Vidalia, La.)
This is the first of this star, so I hate to say
much about the picture, but if I play fair with
my fellow exhibitors I must say that it is not
worth much. Lightning, a horse, is featured on
the paper, but he does not amount to much in
the story. Here is hoping the next one is better.
(Opera House, Montour Falls. N. Y.) This star
is going to be O.
K. in this new group.
The
first one went over good here, and Vitagraph will

—Not

them

Some

difference from some other
companies I have tried to buy Westerns from.
(Harris, Bancroft, Idaho.)
fair Western, nothing unusual about it. Average business. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
This is a good Western drama.
Full of thrills and laughter.
A good love scene
is the main feature.
My audience seemed to appreciate this from start to finish.
An 85 per
(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)
cent picture.
sell

right.

A

ENTICEMENT, FN, Mary Astor, Clive Brook,
Ian Keith, Vera Lewis, Louise Dresser, 7. This
is a mighty fine feature
not a special, but consider it above average. Snow scenes are exceptionally fine.
Story quite sensational, but not

—

;

offensive.

Good

any

for

house.

(Star,

Price,

Utah.) I want to ask a question that will never
be answered: Why did First National issue this
picture ?
It should have been relegated to the
rubbish before it was ever made, but since it is
made, exhibitors should not be forced to show it
to an unsuspecting public.
This is by far the
worst that has appeared on my screen in two
years, and as a franchise holder I paid real money
for it. Don’t use this offering, even if it is given
to you gratis. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) A fairly
good offering that drew fair business, despite a
very hot spell of weather. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
In spite of poor photos, this one got them in and
pleased. Of all the beautiful snow scene shots,
not one are in the photos. Better secure some
stills.
(Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
When you have
no stars you have no business. First National are
sure starting to slip in a lot of cheaters. (Bugg,
Chicago, 111.) Good. Used the trailer and they

come

out.

make money with

Carr, 6. Good. Picture has good meaning.
All small towns should show this one.
Prints
from Pathe are fine.
Good house. Do not be
afraid of this one.
(Lakeside, Buelah, Mich.)
Pleased our crowd on a Saturday. I would rate

tric,

Europe and

who buy Paramount

certainly did

E
Mary

do not want to kill her.
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
This is just about as poor a Sunday night picture
as you can find.
Small towns be careful, because
it just will not please them.
Had several walkouts on it.
Pola Negri is no drawing card in
this community and her pictures are high priced,
even if they were reduced just half of what we
are now paying.
(Paramount, Wyoming, 111.)
Just like smallpox at the box office. Paramount
has shipped this worn out and unpopular star to

You can buy

it

—

bury. Conn.) Good picture and a real comedy.
Pleased, but had too much opposition. (Royal,
Cherryvale, Kan.) A splendid comedy that has
at its climax a very thrilling train wreck. (TemA dandy comedy feature.
ple, Aberdeen, Miss.)
Just what the small town theatres want. (HalfMich.)
One of the best comedyway, Halfway,
dramas we ever showed. Why can’t we have
more like it? (Electric, Cambridge, Neb.) A very
clever picture. Patrons were well pleased. (ReExcellent comedy-drama
gent, St. Mary’s, O.)
that failed to draw. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
with only six reels
comedy-drama
Another good
and enough to keep them going. Not too long
and boresoma, like some of these 8, 9 and 10
reelers, on which about 25 per cent of the length
could be saved in film. (Fairyland, White Castle,
La.) They can't make them any better than this
one. One of the best pictures that we have run
for an age. Comedy, action and everything that
anyone could ask for in a picture. You can’t go
wrong on this one. (Princess, Crandon, Wis.) A
very fine offering for summer entertainment. I
am sure this will get over with any class of
theatre. Story sustains interest, which is a mighty
hard thing to find nowadays a comedy of this
length that will keep one interested in the picBusiness, while not plus, was very satisture.
factory (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) This is an extra
Lost
good comedy-drama, with thrills galore.
money on it on account of church festival as
;

Step on it and
opposition.
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)

Castle, La.)

FP,

Betty

Compson,

Jack

Holt, Lionel Bclmore, William Collier Jr., Mario
Carillo, Vera Lewis, 7.
A fair picture that will
do for a week night. Nothing against it except
would call it weak. (Grand, Pierre, S. D.) Just
another picture that will get by where the stars
are popular. Seemed to please our people fairly
well.
(Crossett, Crossett, Ark.)
A picture that
will get by. There isn’t much to it. (Regent, St.
Mary’s, O.) Very good picture. Seemed to please.
Played with our serial at 10c, so have no idea of

—

drawing power. (Park, Morningside and MoThis picture pleased the few that came
see it. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)

ville, la.)

to

Shearer, Conrad NaRenee Adoree, Walter Hiers, John Boles. 6.
The only mistake I made was in not playing
“Excuse Me” two days, as it is a real comedy-

drama that pleased a good-sized crowd.
cnly has comedy situations, but the last

It
reel

not
is

where Conrad Nagel in an aeroplane is trying to inform the engineer of the
train that a bridge is burning ahead. A-I proof

it.

We

Simply delightful. Whenever the old lion wags
his head at the beginning of my show I feel that
something good is coming. (Greenland, Greens-

A

wow 100 per cent entertainment.
boro, Ga.)
Out of 20 pictures this year, Metro-Goldwyn has
batted 90 per cent. (Strand, Grinnell, la.) Very
funny, with tense railroad wreck scene. (Lily,
Buffalo. N. Y.) One of the best comedies of the
season. (Star, Stanley, Wis.)
;

F
U, Baby Peggy,
Frank Currier, Edward Earle,
Martha Mattox, Lucy Beaumont, 6. Good picture for children and not a bad attraction for

FAMILY SECRET, THE,
Hulctte,

—

adults. Comments favorable. Business not quite
up to average for last three days of week. (Cap-

Very good crook
Bedford, Mass.)
do not think this was the proper picture to play election night. Drew women and
children, but very few men. (Royal, Spirit Lake,
After seeing “The Darling of New York”
la.)
and “The Law Forbids” and now “The Family
Secret” I can only say that Baby Peggy is certainly wonderful. This one got me good business
and pleased all. (Cater, Marceline, Mo.) A wonderful little picture with a wonderful little star.
Pleased 100 per cent. Very nice business. (Cozy,
itol,

New

drama.

I

Wagoner, Okla.)

EXCUSE ME, MG, Norma

gel,

full

like

:

Gladys

its

picture.

fine

My

patrons are still talkBert Roach cops off the comedy
it.
The best
Fairmount, Ind.)
(Royal,
laurels.
comedy to date. Fear not I put my okay on
A good
this. (Grand, Coleman, Alta, Canada.)
family picture that pleased beyond expectations.
Contains some clean comedy gags and a melodramatic finish. A good picture for any type of
audience. B. and K. theatres in this town used
this feature for their “Take-A-Chance Week.” We
showed it on a Sunday. (Milford, Chicago. 111.)
Excellent comedy. (Alamo. Moody, Tex.) This is
a dandy comedy but business only fair. (Grand.
Rainier, Ore.) Don’t miss it. One of the best, if
not the best comedy-drama this season. (Ioka,
Exeter, N. H.) This is a dandy, clean, feature
comedy and has some big thrills, too. You will
never regret buying this one, and don't be afraid
to tell ’em it’s at your theatre. (Electric, Brady,
Neb.) Pleased everyone. As nice a comedy as
you would care to see. (Pastime, Warren, Ark.)
This is one fine comedy. Sure is entertaining.
(Powers, Red Creek, N. Y.) Taken as a whole,
this is a pretty good comedy. Nothing to go wild
about, but good at that. Bert Roach, as the jag,
Wis.)
Neillsville,
(Trags,
the picture.
steals

need more
ing about

right and

Monroe, Ga.)
Used this on a Sunday. It was an average entertainer. Business was poor on account of church
(Fairyland, White
fair just outside of town.

EVE’S SECRET,

make some money.

A

(Idlehour,

it.

business

not being good.
(Virginia, Fairmont, W. Va.)
Picture was fairly good.
Nothing to rave about.
Star has no following and
looks like she never will.
Her first picture, the
John Bull product we first saw her in, spoiled
her possibility in our town.
(Judith, Lewiston,
Mont.)
Pola goes fair with me on Saturdays,
but not in middle of week. Very good picture
of that kind.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
A good
picture of its kind but people here can’t see
Pola in anything. (Pastime, Warren, Ark.) Some
liked it, while others did not.
Too much foreign
stuff for this town.
(New Geneseo, Geneseo, 111.)
Just fair. Some liked it and some did not. This
Chinese stuff don’t seem to appeal to the people.
They will have to give Pola better stories if they

19

thrills

duction. (Golden Belt, Ellsworth, Kan.)
One of
our best comedies of the year rollicking farce.
Every audience will eat this up. Norma Shearer
improves all the time. She goes strong in this.
Bert Roach is excellent as the drunk. You can’t
go wrong on this. (Community Centre, South-

—

FEARBOUND,

V,

Daw, Will Nigh,

Marjorie

Warner Richmond, Jean
much for this one except
I am glad more did not

Jarvis,
I

lost

6.

— Can’t

money on

No

it

say

and

acting nor
action till last reel. No favorable comments. Several walked out. (Gem, Socorro, N. M.) This is
one of those pictures that, when the show is out,
the manager has to beat it to the basement to
Bought it
fix the furnace, or get out of sight.
for two days; ran it one. (Strand, Monticello,
Another of Vitagraph’s which shouldn't
Ind.)
have been made. Absolute waste of celluloid.
Don’t book it unless you want disappointment.
Film condition good. Played Saturday (Jewel,
see

it.

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF

20

Was well liked here and did a
(Royal, Reading, Pa.) Not a bad
please most of the audience.
little too much rough stuff for the women. (Opera
House, Raymond, Minn.) A picture that has a
strong story
no false polish. Wonderfully directed and Boy 1 it pleased. (Legion, Marshalltown, la.)
bunch of the homeliest yeggs outside of San Quentin in this. Not so good until
the last reel, when the hero is scared into putting
up an awful scrap. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) This
picture went over like a house afire. Did a big
Sunday and Monday business. Book it it’s very
good. (Lincoln, Milwaukee, Wis.)
Verndale, Minn.)

fair business.
picture.
Will

A

;

A

;

FIFTH AVENUE MODELS, U, Mary Philbin,
Norman Kerry, Joseph Swickard, Rosemary Theby,
William Conklin,

7.

No drawing power

—Poorest
for

me.

I have run.
Too slow. (Osage,

Osage, Okla.) Patrons didn’t enthuse over this
Business very light. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Fair program picture to poor business. (Lily,
Buffalo, N. Y.)
No drawing power but a fair
program picture. (Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.) A
very good, well directed picture. Did a fair business and pleased all who saw it. (Bugg, Chicago,
My patrons liked it because of the latest
111.)
style gowns.
Personally I thought it very high
class for a high class audience. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.)
The best Mary Philbin has done
since “Merry Go Round.” “The Gaiety Girl” and
“Rose of Paris” are punk offerings. (Electric,
Cambridge, Neb.)

FLAMES OF DESIRE,

—

F,

Diana

Miller,

Wynd-

Standing, 6. This is not a pleasing subject
and is rather extreme. It is a lot better got up
and photographed than their last year’s product,
and looks as though they are spending a little
more care and money this year. But it is wasted

on

Took

in $20.50 in two nights.
find it necessary to see a Fox picture before
we can understand their posters.
cannot
they issue posters that will give the lay mind
some idea of what is contained in the picture,
instead of letting an artist’s imagination run
this

subject.

We

Why

away with him

Artistic posters of some vital
scene in the picture would be of more value to
us. (Idyl Hour, Edson, Alta., Canada.)
I consider the advertising material on this picture very
poor.
No stars, poor paper, and will get the
drop-ins. However, it is an extra good high class
?

drama, very well staged and an unusual theme.
for houses catering to the Western
atmosphere. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) Just an
ordinary love story that failed to attract any patronage mid-week. Good photos but cannot understand why they put out such weird one-sheets
on some of the subjects. (Rex, Gilman City, Mo.)
Ran this one Sunday night to fair business. I
would call it a super-program picture. Better
than many of the so-called specials. The name
special
tacked onto a picture nowadays is only
a joke.
It makes the average exhibitor fearful of one more job being put over on him. It
is a good picture, however.
(Ideal, Chateaugay,
N. Y.)
Another one-day picture that went
wrong. Couldn’t get enough interested. Opinions
divided on
this
one.
Would class as
fair. It’s almost impossible for me to put a
picture over unless there is some outstanding star
in it. Am having hard time with Fox on that
account. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) Not a special,
but a good picture. Seemed to please. (Lyric,
Walnut, la.) Just fine. Makes a very good program. (Kenesaw Opera House. Kenesaw, Neb.)
Bought for a special, but a poor program pic-

Not a picture

ture.

Slow,

poor story. (Ecorse, Ecorse, Mich.)
A fair picture. (Grand, Coleman, Alta., Canada.)
This is not a big picture but it seemed to please.
Follows the story, “Strathmore,” very closely, and
is clean throughout.
No business whatever on it.
(Lyric,
Greenville, 111.)
A good picture and
ought to please all of your patrons. (Auditorium,
Hamilton, Mo.) A better story than the press and
paper would have you believe, but it didn’t pay
expenses. The title killed it on the start. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.)

FOLLY OF VANITY,

F, Betty Blythe, Billie
Dove, Jack Mulhall, John Sainpolis, 7. The worst
flop we have had this summer. One of Hoffman’s

—

nightmares. (Electric, Independence, Mo.) A fair
program picture that flopped at the box office.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) Lay off. A fairly good
picture.
However, it is the kind our patrons
won’t come to see, nor stay after they do come.
Would class it as poor small-town stuff, where
they like Westerns. (Rex, Gilman City, Mo.)
Patrons well pleased. Betty Blythe is billed as the
star, but Billie Dove puts the picture over. (King,
Troy, N. Y.)
Pleased 100 per cent. (Joyland,
Booneville, Ark.)
A clean little production, but
not for my town. Drew a very small crowd on
the pay night.

(Victory,

Nothing to

in

in

picture that will please 90 per cent. Betty,
of her loveliness, cannot help but please
her admirers. Jack Mulhall is there with the
goods and knows how to put it over. Better on
second night. (Plainview, Plainview, Tex.) Dandy
little picture
not heavy. Does not draw very
heavy, but is pleasing.
Good enough for any
house.
It has plenty of comedy.
Photography
wonderful. Some very beautiful scenery. (Bailey,
Waverly, Kans.) One of the few Fox specials
which have pleased. Spectacular under-sea stuff
entertained and the every-day story with Billie
Dove and Jack Mulhall was good. (S. T., Parker,
S. D.)
fairly new picture, but if the new ones
are all like this we are going to stick to the old
ones and then repeat ’em when they are gone.
One-third of poor house left. (Park, Akron, N. Y.)
all

;

A

Jewel

one.

ham

little

Rossiter,

Pa.)

A

good

FORBIDDEN

CARGO,

FBO,

Evelyn Brent,
Boris Karloff, 5. Fairly good Saturday picture
with some very good action.
(Royal, Fairmount,
Ind.)
Fairly good program with plenty of action.
A little below par at the box office. (Y. M. C. A.,
Morenci, Ariz.)
A very good one. The sea pictures are fine and pleased well. This is a greater
idea, better than the other ones of this star.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Everyone I talked with
liked this show.
It shows up some good acting
on Evelyn’s part.
It
should please most all
classes.
Although there is a lot of shooting, the
picture has a moral.
Shown Wednesday. Not
for Sunday.
Rating 85 per cent. Film condition
good.
(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)
A nice little
boot-legging meller. Rough enough for Saturday

—

night.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Poorest picture
so far this little star has made. Too rough a part
for her.
Can you imagine her as a captain of a

rum running ship? No? Well, that is her part
in this picture.
May please the Saturday audience, but not suited for

any other day. (Princess,
Brent sure can handle the crook
fine, but this isn’t as good
as the previous pictures.
Only fair.
(Castle,
Havana, 111.) This is the last Brent for us, as
Crandon, Wis.)

and underworld

stuff

the star does not draw very well here.
This is
the best one of this star we have played and I
enjoyed it very much personally, and believe that

who came to see it did also. Very well
(Regent, Eureka, Kans.) A dandy mystery
story.
Brent is a wonderful little star.
She
always pleases.
Fine print.
(Miers, Schoharie,
N. Y.)
To a light business on Monday. A very
nice little picture. Miss Brent is winning her way
to the top.
The improvement in her work is
very pronounced in each picture. (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
Great picture. Played to good business.
Story good.
Well pleased with Evelyn
Brent.
(Halfway, Mich.)
most

all

done.

many

it.

3,

1925

The poorest Western we have run

Oh

a moon.

such junk?

October

!

why do

(Princess,

they

make us play

Crandon, Wis.)

GIRL OF GOLD, THE, PDC,

Florence Vidor,

Malcolm McGregor, Alan Roscoe, Bessie Eyton,
Claire DuBrey, Charles French, G. Very well produced and acted. Pleased all who saw it. Fair
business.
No box office value. (Bugg, Chicago,
111.)
Just a program picture, light at that.

—

A

(Grand, Coleman, Alta, Canada.)
big clean
picture, but hot weather hurt our attendance.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
good picture, suitable
for any day of the week.
(S. T„ Parker, S. D.)

A

GIRL ON THE STAIRS, THE, PDC, Patsy
Ruth Miller, Frances Raymond, Arline Pretty,
Shannon Day, Niles Welch, 7. This is a dandy,
Those
although title did not draw first night.
that did see it sure advertised it good and we
sure had a full house the second night. Step on
it and make a good piece of money, as it can be
bought right. Some said “best show ever saw,”
others said “best since ‘Covered Wagon.’ ”
Admission 10-25c.
(Lyric, Coon Rapids, la.)
At
last a reasonably good one from Producers, but
Their producat that did not make any money.
tions do not draw.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
Good program picture that seemed to hold them

—

every

minute.

(Pastime,

GOLD AND THE

GIRL,

Mason,
F,

Mich.)

Buck Jones, Elinor

Bruce Gordon, Claude Peyton, Lucien Little5.This one was hot right off the bat and
was just as good as it was hot. All Jones pictures we have played are good.
(New Geneseo,
Fair,

field,

—

Geneseo,

111.)

This

is

the kind that keeps our

bank account from going under. It pleased our
people fine and is a good show of that kind. Drew
big.
(Gen, Higbee, Mo.)
Good, clean, snappy
Western.
Better
Buck's bull pup is a doodle.
class of Western that will please any audience.
We had too many “Charles.” It will take several
like this to convince them "Buck” is back again.
(Cozy, Villisca, la.)
Good Saturday picture.
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
Average Jones picture.
Print good.
One day late. Usual Fox
service.
(Monarch, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.)
Picture good, paper good. Crowd good, dog good.
Horse good, girl good. That’s all. Print good.
(Rex, Gilman City, Mo.)
As good a Western as
you could want.
Enough action to satisfy the
most blood thirsty patrons. All Buck’s Westerns
(Idleare good, so don’t hesitate to buy them.
hour, Monroe, Ga.)
Ordinary Western, only highlight being Pal, the dog.
(S. T„ Parker, S. D.)

GOOSE

HANGS HIGH, THE,

FP, George
William Otis, Jr., Constance Bennett, Esther Ralston, 6.— A good picture with a bad title.
It is a story of parents’
sacrifice for their children.
It brings you back
to your home with some of the little incidents
detailed in this offering. This picture is bound to
please the old folks and the younger generation
will be taught a good lesson from its moral.
Where the stage play is unknown this needs ballyhooing.
(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
Fine picture.
Will please most of them.
(Reel Joy, King City,
Cal.)
A mighty good up-to-date comedy drama
showing the sacrifices parents make to keep their
Irving, Myrtle Stedman,

FORTY WINKS,
Dana,

Theodore

—A

7.

body.

what

It’s

FP, Raymond Griffith, Viola
Cyril Chadwick, Anna
dandy picture. Pleased every-

Roberts,

May Wong,

I

(Electric, Caldwell,

brow comedy.

Buy

call

Kan.)
it

a

A

reel

entertainment.

knockout of a high

and step on

it.

will

It

please

100 per cent to all that understand pictures.
(Judith, Lewistown, Mont.)
Fairly good.
You can’t go wrong on this one. A good comedydrama. Griffith keeps them laughing all along.
Satisfied audience.
(Palace, Clifton Heights, Pa.)
Sunday night to good business. I bought this one
for a program price, but as a satisfier and a laugh
getter it is a special with a capital S.
Buy this
one and you will have something worth while.
(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
More like this. Paramount.
very satisfactory picture.
(Victory,
Milledgeville, 111.)
Made a special effort with this
one and, in spite of hot weather, and an Uncle

A

Tom show
I

under canvas, it drew good business..
used 50 window cards, 500 heralds and two-col.
two weekly papers. It pays to advertise.

cuts in

Picture

Very
draw.

there

strong.
(Strand, Paoli,
good picture, but title did not have
is

Ind.)

much

(Robbinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)

G
GALLOPING VENGEANCE, FBO, Bob

Custer,

Mary Beth Milford, Ralph McCullough, Dorothy
Ponedel, David Dunbar, 5. Very good Western
picture for those who like it rough.
(DeLuxe,
Spearville, Kans.)
Would have made a good tworeeler.
They have got to give Bob better stuff
to work with.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Another
one of Custer’s cracker-jack Westerns. Gee, but
this boy is getting better all the time, and I mean
they sure turn out to see him, as they do all
FBO stars. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
good fast
Western but failed to draw a good crowd. (Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y.) This is full of pep and
very good, and this star is going to get there.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
An extra good Western
picture.
Good print. (Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)

—

A

An ideal program for ChristMany comments on this picture. (Princess,
Chilton, Wis.)
A very fine clean little picture
that leaves a good taste in your mouth and will
satisfy any audience.
(Grand, Anamosa, la.)
This is a dandy story. It is refreshing.
can
recommend it to any class of patrons. (Grand,
Chetek, Wis.)
The kind of picture everybody
likes to see.
You can bring the whole family
without an apology. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
picture of golden youth. The best home life picture
since “The Old Nest.”
Chuckles all through it.
Beautifully photographed.
Film peddlers’ reports
to the contrary.
Paramount’s second 40 is better
than the first. (Palace, Ashland, O.) The crowd
liked this very much.
Business good.
(Regent,
Bogota, N. J.)
Another hit for Jimmy. They
crowded into the theatre for no reason at all.
Had feared no business.
fine production.
(Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
Fine picture that
should please anyone. Time of story is day before
Christmas, so it really is a Christmas story. Cast
almost perfect.
is
(Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
wonderful picture of family life. Had many comchildren in college.

mas.

We

A

A

A

it.
Constance Bennett is indeed one
most promising of the younger actresses.
She was very good in this picture. (Regent, St.
Marys, O.)
Nice clean picture that should go
over good at Xmas time.
(Palace, Long Pine,
Neb.)

pliments on
of the

GREAT DIVIDE, THE, MG,

Alice Terry, ConTearle, Wallace Beery, Huntley Gordon, Allan
Forrest, George Cooper, Zasu Pitts, 8. Wonder-

way

—

—

—
October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

Pleased
picture.
Played to good business.
everybody. Played this the same week with “He
Who Gets Slapped,” which I should not have done.
Made money on “The Great Divide” and lost on
“Slapped,” so just about broke even on both of
Good
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
these pictures.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
picture but no business.
Wonderful picture. Could have made money if the
(State, Devils Lake,
rental had not been so high.
N. D.) A real audience picture. This is worth
boosting, as you can feel safe in your promise
to the public that it is a feature production. (Rex,
Just
Wahoo. Neb.)
Missed being a big one.
above the average Western. The story is too old.
(Strand, Grinnell, la.)
A super-picture in every
way.
Just released.
Get it and step on your
advertising and you will cash in.
It will make
you feel proud that you are in the picture game,
and your patrons will want to shake hands with
you.
(King’s, Oak Hill, W. Va.)
Exceptionally
fine picture, interest holding entertainment with
(Elks, Presa background that is a scenic treat.
cott, Ariz.)
Broke all records. There cannot be
too much said for this picture. It proves good for
everything you may expect of it. (Ideal, WinstonSalem, N. C.) A very good picture. Not as big
as represented to be.
Had many favorable comments.
No complaints. Should be satisfactory.
(Paramount, Wyoming, 111.)
Much favorable
comments, but receipts way below average considering the big money they soak us for service.
(Dale, East Long Beach, Cal.)
Good picture that
seemed to hold my patrons. Nothing desperate
or thrilling but good story.
Acting fine.
Good
for any theatre, highbrow or lowbrow.
(Palace,
Clifton Heights, Pa.)
One of the outstanding
features of the year.
Action, scenery and story
are all of the best. Showed good at the box office.
(Star, Stanley, Wis.)
ful

GREATER THAN MARRIAGE,
Daw, Lou Tellegcn, Peggie
Mary Thurman, Dagmar

V, Marjorie
Tyrone Power,
Godowsky, Raymond

Kelley,

Shannon, Florence Billings, 7.
An old picture that brought in more complimentary reports from our theatre fans than many of
the later and so-called big productions that we
have run. Many beautiful scenes and good action.
(Palace, Malta, Mont.)
A picture that pleased.
Adult entertainment only some rather intimate
scenes in it. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.) Very good
picture. Good moral to story and well interpreted.
Print good, as are all Vitagraph out of Winnipeg
exchange. Small towns do not be afraid of this
one.
We show Friday and Saturday nights only,
and use one exchange at a time.
(I. O. O. F.,
Carnduff, Sask., Canada.)
Very poor business
this
on
one.
Seemed to please majority of those
who came. However, not much punch to it.
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
Fair picture.
Did not
draw.
People don’t like the cave stuff here.
Want action. (Whynot, Greenfield, Ind.) Good
picture and pleased all.
(Princess, Obion, Tenn.)
Bloomer,

Effie

;

GREED, MG, Gibson Gowland, Jean Hersholt,
Zasu Pitts, Dale Fuller, 10. This kind of picture
sure keeps the people away from going to the
movies. Metro certainly ought to be arrested for
robbery in taking a man’s money for a junk like
this.
Business rotten. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Real
poor attempt at entertainment. Don’t use it unless you get it gratis, and then pick a hot night.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
A good picture for its
kind.
Not nearly as filthy as we expected. Advertised it as the dirtiest, filthiest, most obnoxious picture ever screened.
This aroused the necessary curiosity to get them in.
(Char-Bell,
Rochester, Ind.)

—

Very absorbing story,
City, Mo.)
Good enough for any house. (Cresco,
Played Sunday night to a small
This is one of the Uncle Carl’s Jewels.

Kansas

erty,

nicely done.
Cresco, la.)
profit.

My

opinion

is

that in the casket of Jewels,

its

would be so far outshown by the sparkle
and glow of real Jewels, that it would be invisluster

And even in the program receptacle, its
(Ideal.
rays would never shame its competitors.
Chateaugay, N. Y.)

HAPPY WARRIOR, THE,

V, Malcolm McGregor, Alice Calhoun, Mary Alden, Anders Randolf,
Olive Borden, Gardner James, 8. From the box
office angle this is a very poor production and,
while the acting is good, it seems to be long drawn
out and takes too long to get anywhere.
Film
good.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
A good program
picture, follows circus life and has some good
fights.
Pleased about 90 per cent.
Film fair.
(Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.)
A fair picture.
No business, but it seemed to please. Some terrific
fighting in it.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
Dandy good picture with plenty of thrills and
romance. Entertaining from start to finish. Will
please any audience.
Print brand new, out of
St. Louis.
(Opera House, Portageville, Mo.) Good
for two days’ run. Every one pleased.
(Starland,

—

Mich.)

HEART OF A SIREN, THE, FN, Barbara LaMarr, Conway Tearle, Harry Morey, Paul Doucet,
Waste of time to
Florence Billings, 7. Blah !
One-fourth the
look at it.
Grossly over-valued.
Played two days to
price would be too much.
smallest attendance in history of house, and that

—

Of
(Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Pa.)
11 years.
the agonizing, inane mush and slush, this one
wins the fur lined ice box. Why waste a wonderful actor like Conway Tearle on such a story?
People walked out on this one and I don’t blame
them. Just between you and I, don’t you think
the title of the picture is wonderful ? Better lay
it on the shelf and run a Gump or Mack Sennett
comedy in its place. (West Coast-Langley’s Florence, Pasadena, Cal.) Did not please at all. Very
poor business.
Barbara LaMarr is losing her
drawing power. She is too affected during the
whole picture. Lay off of this. (Bugg, Chicago,

means
all

Although many women enjoyed it, I was disappointed both in attendance and picture.
It is
far below the other First National pictures I
have played. Would probably go over better in
a city than small town.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
111.)

6.

U, House Peters, Patsy Ruth
pulls strongly here, as his work
Picture registered immensely.
(Lib-

— Peters

has merit.

where Warner Bros, got the idea it is worth so
much, as it is just an ordinary program picture
(Eminence, Eminence, Ky.)
in my estimation.
Good. (Bijou, Conway, N. H.) Very good, splen(Silver
Gave satisfaction.
did story, cast fine.
Family, Greenville, Mich.) Good as usual. (Alamo, Moody, Tex.)

HIS SUPREME MOMENT, FN, Blanche Sweet,
Ronald Colman, Jane Winton, Belle Bennett,
Cyril Chadwick, 8.—A picture that goes over good
if you can get into the picture, for there will be
no doubt in your mind after seeing it. It is a
good one, but don’t be misled as to the value Of
this from box office standpoint, as it is low on this
Business good first night poor last two.
value.
Very good picture.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
A very good picture but
(Lyric, Morrison, 111.)
did not come up to standard with “A Thief in
;

Paradise.” The natural colors in this picture are
Splendid
(Lyric, Edinburg, Ind.)
of the best.
setting and acting in this and some beautiful color
Seemed to please those who came
photography.
(Grand, Rainier,
but business below average.
Ore.)
color
cent.

Story holds interest.

Techni-

Star cast.

work perfect and beautiful. Pleased 100 per
Good for an extended run. Blanche Sweet

improving with every picture.

(Milford, Chicago,

111 .)

HOUSE OF YOUTH, THE, PDC,

Jacqueline

Logan, Malcolm McGregor, Gloria Grey, Richard
Sure lots of
Travers, 7. One that pleased.
Would
action
a little suggestive, but not bad.
Film new. (Strand, Ransom,
call it a good show.
Kan.)
Just a program picture, but good enter-

—

;

HEARTS AND SPURS, F, Buck Jones, Carol
Lombard, William Davidson, Freeman Wood, 5.
Good picture. Buck has the drawing power and
shows expression. Will please any Saturday night
crowd 95 per cent.
good print.
Price right
(Plainview, Plainview, Tex.) A splendid Western
picture.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.) Think

Mich.)
Greenville,
Family,
(Silver
tainment.
Fine picture. A real treat, at fair prices to the
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
Book it.
exhibitor.
Pleased about 85 per
Good program picture.
cent.
(State, Two Harbors, Minn.)

(S. T.,
best of Jones series this year.
Parker, S. D.) One of Buck’s good ones. (Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.)
good picture that could have
been improved by three things. First Wood was
too old to fit Eastbrook’s place. This should have
been played by a younger kid.
Second this picmisture should have had better ranch scenes.
erable film tint throughout did not help this picture.
(Grand, Coleman, Alta, Can.)

vore,

;

this the

A

A

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET, FN, David Torrence, Antonio Moreno, Ruth Clifford, Phyllis
Haver, Patsy Ruth Miller, Walter McGraill, 7.
This one opened big the first night owing to heavy
billing but it fell flat the second night, which
would be my time to cash in. The story is a
long-drawn-out affair that somehow does not regisHowever, the cast is very capable and the
ter.
piece should have been a success.
Some period
stuff at beginning that looks out of place.
And
Ruth Clifford made up too old for this day and
age of young-looking grandmothers. A poor picture, sold 50 per cent high.
(Cozy, Winchester,
Ind.)
Don’t make too much noise about this one.
It is just an ordinary program picture.
(Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.)
So far as business was
concerned on this one I have been trying to find
the secret of where my people went to the week
I ran this picture.
Rotten title and the picture
much better. Wonder who figures out the
for First National pictures?
(West CoastLangley’s, Florence, Pasadena, Cal.)
Would class
this as a fair program offering.
Not much to it.
(Dixie, Russellville, Ky.)
Rated to us as a very
high class picture.
We played it as a program
after looking over press sheet and did the right
thing. Very uninteresting did not even please the
high-brows.
(Regent, Eureka, Kans.)
Terrible,
and to think Frank Lloyd had to make it. (Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
This is a good and
satisfactory program.
(Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
isn’t

titles

HER MARKET VALUE,

PDC, Agnes Ayres,

George Irving, Anders Randolf, Hedda Hopper,
Edward Earle, Taylor Holmes, Gertrude Short,
Sidney Bracey, 6. Even on Sunday, Agnes Ayres
does not draw. She is poison to our theatre. Picture only fair. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Pretty jazzy
for the country trade, but it will get by.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
The poorest excuse of entertainment offered us, as shown by the large
number of walkouts in a small audience. (Ma-

—

jestic, Dallas, Ore.)

Very ordinary

picture.

Agnes

Ayres tried to but couldn’t. No good for high
class and not wanted by general.
Producers
like all the rest up goes the price
get established.
(Princess, Elwood,
Ind.)
Fairly good society drama, suitable for
Sunday.
(S. T„ Parker, S. D.)

Distributors

is

;

when they
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ible.

;

H

Stockbridge,

—

HER MARRIAGE VOW, W,
Monte Blue,

7.

—Rather punk.

No

Beverly
business.

Bayne,

Won-

HOW BAXTER BUTTED

IN, W, Dorothy DeMatt Moore, Ward Crane, Wilfred Lucas,
7.
Used this on a rainy night but seemed to
Some good comedy
please the few who saw it.
and a few heart tugs which go to make good
(Odeon,
Good program picture.
entertainment.
I would not class this as more
Chandler, Okla.)
than a fair picture and as compared with the
"Narrow Street” there is nothing to this. Good
(Grand, Springfor Sunday. Rating 65 per cent.
A very good comedy drama, but
field, Minn.)
Absolutely of no
did not please the majority.
box office value. I ran it two days to my sorrow.
Whatever is the matter with the drawing power of
(Bugg,
Warner pictures? I fail to find out.

—

Chicago,

111.)

HUNTED WOMAN, THE,

F, Seena Owen, Earl
Schenck, Diana Miller, Cyril Chadwick, Francis
McDonald, Victor McLaglen, Edward Piel, 5.
Very good picture of its kind. Curwood story.
No competition. (Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.)
An extra good picture. Curwood’s name as au-

thor

helped.

Good

print.

(Miers,

Schoharie,

This one drew well and was well liked
N. Y.)
A story that held interest to the end.
by all.
Plenty of action and outdoor story of the North.
Good. Clean. (New Geneseo, Geneseo, 111.) Good
picture.
Pleased pretty near all who came. Hot
weather held it down a little. At that we didn’t
Another five
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
lose.
reel program picture listed as a “special” and
Have used lots
billed to us at special price.
How does Mr. Fox
better that cost me $7.50.
plan to sell his new “blocks” with the 1924-25
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
records in our minds?

HURRICANE, KID, THE, U, Hoot Gibson,
Marian Nixon, William Steele, Arthur Mackley,
6.
Now here is another one, and a corking good

—

A

little poor directing in it but it got by.
of the directors do not use the natural way.
I suppose they think the people will not know,
but they do. If they would use just the natural

one.

Some

of doing! A little too much misjudgment,
and they want the stars to do too much grandstand playing. Does not go. (Amuse, Hart, Mich.)
Another extra good one. The kind that will draw
a little extra money and please all. (Plaza, DunAnother real one from Hoot Gibson.
dee, la.)
This pleased 100 per cent and is one good picture.
Pal, the golden mare, is great. You can step on
this. It’s far ahead of lots of specials. (Pythian,
Marshall, 111.) A very good Western with Hoot
in a fast horse race at the finish. It’s a Western
all the way through and that’s what the Western

way

fans, of course, want. (American,

Very ordinary Western.

(Lily,

Wautoma, Wis.)
Buffalo,

N.

Good. Plenty of action, and the race was

Y.)

thrill-

Came as a
ing. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
substitute but was liked. (Strand, Newman Grove,
Neb.) Another good one from Hoot. Drew good
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
business and pleased.

)

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF
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up. A real good Western picture that
drew a good Saturday night crowd and pleased
them. Not Hoot’s best, but very good. (Strand,
Elizabethtown, Ind.) Hoot Gibson is good in this
one. Will suit your Western fans. Good story
and a good race for the wind-up. (Opera House,
Score another hit for Hoot Gibson.
Oto, la.)
This lad is good when they give him the stuff to

Thumbs

work with. This one gave 100 per cent

satisfac-

average for beginning of
Another
Lent. (Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
good one of Hoot’s and pleased a big audience.
He is the best bet we have at the box office.
Film in excellent shape. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Not Hoot’s best, by any means, but fairly good
entertainment for the Saturday night fans.
tion.

Business

about

!

—

I

IDLE TONGUES, FN, Percy Marmont,
Kenyon,

6.

—If

Doris

you can can think back

to the
nice juicy

old Triangle days, when we got a
melo-drama about every week, you will then have
the straight dope on this thing. Not convincing
;

just so overdone it is sickening. Intelligent class
will
not tolerate this sort of entertainment.
Business average. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
pretty good picture ; a little overdrawn in places,

A

but contains a good deal of comedy relief and
Percy Marmont’s acting
will
go over nicely.
good. (Jewel, Hooker, Okla.) Good picture of its
kind, but slander stories don’t go here. We didn’t
do film rental. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This is
very good. Our people liked it. (Palace, Aurora,
Picture better than the reports indicate.
Ind.)
Wasn’t expecting much, and was surprised that
should please maso many liked it. Very good
Played this with
jority. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
our vaudeville, and that’s about the only way to
play it and get by with it. (Judith, Lewistown,
Mont.) This was a very good little program picture at a special price and was an absolute frost
(Jefferson,
at the box office. Title didn’t draw.
Goshen, Ind.) Used this on a Sunday and entertained them all. Favorable reports were made
as they passed out. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
;

IF I MARRY AGAIN, FN, Doris Kenyon,
Frank Mayo, Anna Q. Nilsson, Lloyd Hughes,
Hobart Bosworth, Dorothy Brock, Myrtle Stedman, 8. Intended for strong dramatic appeal but
falls short of mark.
There is, however, unusual
acting by Doris Kenyon, Hobart Bosworth and
others in the cast, and they try hard enough to
work up to a strong climax, but somehow the

—

the thing fails in its appeal. As I see it, this
picture goes into the ranks of very ordinary
offerings. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
This is believed to have been a premiere (in this part of
the country). The photoplay is good In every
respect. (Virginia, Fairmont, W. Va.) Very well
liked by our patrons. (Palace, Malta, Mont.) Very
ordinary and not a special and too many reels.
People want quality not this quantity. (Opera
House, Paw Paw, 111.) Picture very good. Even
though it is a bit draggy at the beginning, it
keeps you interested throughout. Was very hot
the day we played this, and the “heat” scenes
in the picture certainly made the patrons sweat.

—

Run

during cool weather and they'll enjoy
Child actor very good also. (Atlantic,
Atlantic, Mass.) Good story with excellent cast.
Pleased the majority. Average business. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
One of the best pictures I have
seen in a long time. Doris is a great actress.
Never was popular here until this picture. Had
full house two nights. Pleased 100 per cent. More
good comments from men than from women. My
How I like to run a picture like this and have
everybody satisfied. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) A
nice picture.
Should please everyone. Business
off on account of very hot weather. (Regent, St.
Mary’s, O.)
Received good comments on this
offering. Star cast includes Doris Kenyon, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Frank Mayo, Lloyd Hughes. Box office
title.
Ran it two days on a second-run showing.

it

this

better.

!

(Milford, Chicago,

I’LL
Denny,

SHOW YOU THE TOWN,

recommended this picture.
Mo.) Best Denny picture
usually.

(Liberty,
so far.

Kansas

City,

Pleased
(Mission, Wichita Falls, Tex.)

un-

INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD, FN, Anna

Q.

Lewis Stone, Mary Astor, Laurence
Wheat, 7. Another Hollywood girl story excepNilsson,

—

Anna Nilsson does in this
well done.
decidedly the best she has ever done, and balance of cast is great, but for some unknown reason this is a veritable flop, no comments one
very
way or another. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
good picture of sister love. It made some of the
soft-hearted ones weep. Exhibition value too
high. (Marvel, Carlinville, 111.) A dandy picture
with a catchy title that drew them from miles
around, and pleased them, too. Miss Nilsson does
some good work as the screen’s greatest vamp.
Nothing in the picture to offend, and I would
consider it excellent entertainment. (Jewel, Hooker, Okla.)
good picture but did not draw well.
Pleased 75 per cent. (Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
Very good picture and enjoyed by all who saw it.
Many favorable comments. Business off on account of revival. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) This is
Very
very satisfactory. (Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
good picture and enjoyed by all who saw it.
Many favorable comments. Business off on account of revival. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) Nothing
out of the ordinary. Average business. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
tionally

A

A

IN LOVE WITH LOVE,

—

F,

Marguerite de

la

Motte, Allan Forrest, 6. Absolutely no good for
a Western house. A very light comedy-drama.
Few laughs, not much story. Cast very weak and
business worse. Why does Mr. Fox make these
kind of pictures when the majority of his accounts are Western houses ? It might have been
a fair stage play, but it’s a mighty poor photoAbsolutely no
play. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)
good for a small town. The director aimed to
make a comedy but it turned out to be a tragedy.
(Electric, Independence, Mo.) One of the Fox, socalled specials, but a long way from it in doing
a box office business. The average person does
not like this love stuff on the screen. The title
does not take good. (Strand, Pocahontas, 111.) This
one certainly was the raspberry for us. It was
supposed to be comedy the only comedy we could
see was how we ever were caught with this.
Nothing to it, and you small-town fellows lay off
or be sorry, as we were. (Mystic, Willcox, Ariz.
Sunday night business fair. This is another of
Bill Fox’s would-be specials. It is, in my opinion,
absolutely worthless. The poorest program picture
you ever ran on your screen would be a “Covso, Brothers, take
ered Wagon” in comparison
;

care. (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y. ) Nothing to this
picture. Very weak. Not liked here. (Orpheum,
Pipestone, Minn.)
fairly pleasing comedydrama done in a clever manner. Story light, with
no dramatic situations. Picture lacks stars to
draw in the crowds. Got over fair. (Temple, Bel-

U,

Reginald

—

great stuff to pull ’em in. (Garden, South
Charleston, O. ) This is good and very much like
the book. Showed on the hottest night we had
and had the biggest house we had during the
summer. Will please all. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Business very good. A great comedy attraction,

laire,

O.)

INTRODUCE ME, AE,

Douglas MacLean, Rob-

—

ert Ober, Anne Cornwall, 7.
First class entertainment in every way. Best MacLean comedy since

“Twenty-three
(Crossett,

and

One-half

Crossett, Ark.)

It

Hours’

Leave."

starts a little slow

but ends
a tornado. The kind that will draw
extra money and please all. (Electric, Independence, Mo.) A nice program picture. Some good
comedy in it. Pleased .(Pastime, Warren, Ark.)
Very funny and seemed to please about 90 per
Just a
cent. (Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
like

3,

1925

Business was off.
don’t know whether it was the picture or the
weather. (Amuzu, Lincolnton, Ga.)
fair picture to a fair business.
I

ISN’T LIFE

—

WONDERFUL?, UA,

D.

W.

Grif-

Did not come up to expectations. Would
fith, 10.
not advise small town exhibitors to buy this one.
They don’t make ’em any
(Star, Holton, Kan.)
worse than this one. Germans and potatoes are

(Twin City Opera
too much for one picture.
House, McConnelsville, O.) The worst business I
ever did on a picture, and advertised it heavily.
Lay
I have lost heavily on all United Artists.
off them. (Temple, Lorain, O.)
It must be wonderful when they can sell that kind of picture
for the price they do. I hope Mr. Griffith will
get some good stories when he goes to Famous
Players. We get enough poverty and suffering
every day without going to the theatre and paying to see it. (Allied, Dermott, Ark.) Pronounced
Griffith will have to show
terrible by patrons.
something soon, or quit. (Hippodrome, Marietta,
Ohio.) The poorest picture that ever went on the
screen. This has about the least entertainment
value ever put into a film. Fell flat. (Cozy, WagOkla.) If you like potatoes and poverty,
one. If you want satisfied patrons, let
it alone. It’s a lemon, that’s all. (Kentland, Kentland, Ind.) Absolutely the poorest Griffith picture
They walked out and held their
I ever saw.
noses! Oh, joy, what a feeling! Judge for yourThis picture
(Strand, Monticello, Ind.)
self.
should have some other title. Nine reels, and
could be made with six. Lay off unless you can
buy it right. Not a good one for Griffith. (MontiThis is a
cello Opera House, Monticello, la.)
splendid entertainment. Story good, the cast and
direction great. We did not get expenses out of
The picture did not draw, but satisfied the few
it.
that did come. (Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
in a German neighborhood and should have
done business on this, but did not. Lord help

oner,

buy

this

Am

the man that’s in a Swedish neighborhood. (Bugg.
Chicago, 111.) Had this picture bought for two
days only played it one, on Sunday night. On
at
first reel 10 per cent of people walked out
end of the last reel there were only 12 people
in my house out of 500. Without a doubt it is the
poorest picture ever put on a silver screen, regardless of what Mae Tinee of “The Chicago
Tribune” says. There is nothing but starving
Germans eating potatoes and turnips. Beware of
(Dreamland,
one, small town exhibitors.
this
Fowler, Ind.)
;

;

I

WANT MY MAN,

FN, Doris Kenyon, Milton

May

Allison, Kate Bruce, 7.
but this one drew almost
which
ran the week before,
as well as “Sally,”
and many liked it better. I was certainly surSills,

—

.

It’s

Phyllis Haver,

hard

to believe,

prised at the almost record crowd, especially this
hot weather, and it’s needless to say that I was
This is an extra good one from
tickled to death.
First National and worth boosting to the limit.
Many had seen it elsewhere and they sure talked
This is a
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
it up for me.
good program picture and pleased our patrons.
A good picture but of
(Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
Something seems
absolutely no box office value.
to have gone wrong with First National pictures
power
is concerned, or
as far as their drawing
else the big Balaban & Katz houses kill the picture for the small man. Just the sa'me a good picDrew a whole house
ture. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Story popular, picture
in extremely hot weather.
good and pleased as near 100 per cent as I
Triangle stuff.
require. (Russell, Somerset, O.)
Patrons seemed to like it though. Business was
Starts out draggy
fair. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
but picks up and gives general good satisfaction.
Drew fair. (Strand, Robinson, 111.)

J

;

A

111.)

Marian Nixon, Lilyan Tashman, Cissy
Fitzgerald, Margaret Livingston, 8. Denny and
Uncle Carl hit the bull’s-eye again for a ripsnortin’ humdinger of a comedy and our old
friend Cissy Fitzgerald sure looked the town over
and gave Denny a good fast run to hold his
comedy crown. And I got this on my Universal
Complete Service Contract, too. Paper on this
is

with Reginald as good as usual. Don’t pass this
one if you want to give your patrons as well as
yourself a treat. Above all, book it. (Bugg, ChiGreat! The best thing Denny has
cago, 111.)
done to date. Grab it and boost it to the limit.
We did fine with it, considering local conditions.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Everybody liked this one.
Patrons reported more favorably than on any
other picture this summer. This is the type of
picture that the biggest percentage of picture fans
like. Why don’t they make more of them ? (Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.) Good comedy-drama, but
It had eight
six reels would have been plenty.
(Fairyland,
reels, and that was two too many.
White Castle, La.) There have been comedies and
Here’s the king of
audience pictures, but, Boy
them all. It starts like a cyclone and ends with
a tornado of the cleanest laughter ever flashed
on a screen. Business say, all you have to do is
to book this one and then get behind it with
everything you have and watch the customers
flock in. Also the bouquets. Universal is setting
a rapid pace, and the beauty about their pictures
You can’t afford to keep
is that they are clean.
this one away from your people. (West CoastLangley’s Florence, Pasadena, Cal.) Did a tremendous business. Denny was a sensation. Best
comedy feature shown in this house. Strongly

October

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS, FBO, Richard Talmadge,
Betty Francisco, Charles Clary, Dick Sutherland,
Lee Moran, 6. Excellent. Best Talmadge we have
run and we have used them all. More of the story
than most of his pictures and has the usual comBoys, it’s a dandy, every inch
edy and action.
By all
interesting, and will please 100 per cent.
means buy this one. Would go good for a Sunday,
(Princess, Crandon,
in fact, suited for any day.
Good story and usual stunts. Drew well.
Wis.)
(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.) A dandy stunt
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
Good print.
picture.
If you’re looking for action, this boy will give
them all they’re looking for and then some. But
He should
his stories are usually weak sisters.

—

(Castle, Havana, 111.)
put in better stories.
good one. This fellow is all to the good. He is
(Arcadia, Vanoffice.
box
good for what ails the

be

A

dergrift. Pa.)

October
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JUST A WOMAN, FN, Conway

Tearle, Claire

Windsor, Percy Marmont, Dorothy Revier, Eddie
Gave general satisGribbon, Dorothy Brock, 7
faction and received many favorable comments.
A very well acted
(Arcade, La Grande, Ore.)
(Regent,
picture and merited a better business.
picture.
Well liked
Very good
St. Marys, O.)
here.
Good for any house anywhere. (Orpheum,
An old plot produced on a
Pipestone, Minn.)
Extravabig scale. Will give good satisfaction.
gant settings. Two or three new twists in the
Excellent print
plot make it good entertainment.

—

An enout of St. Louis.
(K. P., Pittsfield. 111.)
tertainment picture well done.
Pleased the majority.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Business light.

K
KISS BARRIER, THE, F, Edmund 1,0 we, Claire
Adams, Diana Miller, Marian Harlan, 5. Again

—

I say you do not have to have great big productions to make fine entertainment. Right here you

have first class entertainment for
classes of patronage.
Edmund Lowe

almost all
an ideal

is

leading man, and he has a support that is refreshingly different, so if you have this bought on
your regular program consider yourself lucky, for
you have another good one coming to you. (Cozy,
Winchester, Ind.) Personally did not think much
about this. Will rate it as pleasure, 40 per cent.
Advertising fair
This
drawing power rotten.
Book
will not do for your box office, so get wise.
something good. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
Here is a picture that was ruined by its
title.
People thought it was going to be mushy
and stayed away. But boys, it’s one of the finest
pictures on the market.
Don’t be afraid of it
on account of that awful title.
(New Geneseo,
Geneseo, III.)
;

KISS IN THE DARK, A, FP, Adolphe Menjou,
Aileen Pringle, Lillian Rich, Kenneth MacKenna,
Ann Pennington, Kitty Kelly, 6 A pretty fair
program picture. (Regent, St. Marys, Ohio.) I
liked this one.
Probably a little too slow for the
average fan. Average business. (Regent, Bogota,
N. J.) We cannot say much for this picture. I
did not see it but noted several walkouts and heard
it was very poor.
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
Not so good. Cast excellent and acting splendid, but lack of plot and action puts it in ordinary class. (Crossett, Crossett, Ark.) Menjou’s
acting is clever, but the characters show a weakness that seems hard to believe.
Some clever
comedy situations. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.) A light
frothy thing that won’t cause anyone to have gray
hair thinking out how it will end.
(Arcade, La
Grande, Ore.) Very classy, beautiful settings and
cleverly acted but rather risque for this town.
(Strand, Paoli, Ind.)
A fairly good picture but
the story too absurd.
Not the kind to suit us
small town exhibitors.
(Columbus, Columbus,
Texas.)

—

L
LADY, THE, FN, Norma

Talmidge, Wallace
MacDonald, Alf Goulding, Paulette Duval, Marc
MacDermott, George Hackathorne, 8. A mighty
good picture if your patrons like foreign atmosphere and costumes. Ours don’t. Goodbye, Norma,
until you make some modern picture with American locale. (Regent, Eureka, Kans.) “The Lady”
didn’t draw at all.
Don’t care for that kind of
picture here.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
We cannot do any business on Norma, and we try hard.
(Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
A very great
disappointment from standpoint of box office,
as it does not have any pull.
Only the regular
Norma Talmadge fans will come out to it.
However, Norma does the thing in her usual
sincere way and most folks will say it is good
and it does touch the heart strings of some of
the most hardened, so we will have to admit
that after all it is worth while, but it is not

—

worth the big rental that Norma Talmadge
productions have been pulling down. (Cozy, Winchester,

failed for some reason to attract average business
here.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

LAST LAUGH, THE,
Delschaft,

6.

— Knowing

U, Emil Jannings, Mary
was a German picture,

it

very few came out to see it (the poorest attendance of the season), and at least half of
those who did come walked out before the end
of the picture.
Picture is way above the capacity
of the average audience to understand.
In the
absence of sub-titles our patrons did not know

what

it

was

before using

all
it

Had we seen this picture
we would not have run it, even

about.

offered a bonus to do so.
It is the poorest
for entertainment we ever had in the
house.
If compelled to l’un this, one should slip
it in on the week’s poorest night, thereby causing
if

excuse

himself the minimum amount of grief.
(Majestic,
Las Vegas, Nev. )
An exceptional picture but
only for a high class audience.
The acting of
Emil Jannings is absolutely the greatest piece of
acting ever seen on any screen.
Being of a
high class nature it goes over the average theatre
goer’s head.
Had quite a few comments on it,
just the same.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) The poorest
picture I have ever played. Don’t let your patrons
get the laugh on you by playing this picture.
Pleased four people out of a first night audience
of 300.
Pulled it off the second night.
Absolutely nothing to it. If you have it bought, don’t
play it, even if you have to pay for it.
(Citadel,
Bloomfield, Ind.)
Had this bought for two days
at an extremely high rental, but only showed it
one day because it was condemned by the large
crowd that saw it the first day as the rottenest
picture they ever saw.
Did not please two per
cent.
Ran it at the same time it was being run
for the first time in Kansas City and that fact
drew a good crowd the first night, it is not a
small town picture, as it goes over their heads.
It may be a wonderful picture artistically, but
unless you want to make a large subscription to
art, don’t buy it.
Lost me more money than I
will make back in two months.
(Olympic, Utica,
Kans.)
picture so far above the average person
that they cannot grip its meaning.
Not a picture for a small town.
Too deep.
Wonderful
acting on the part of Jannings but our patronage
cannot appreciate it. More walkouts on this picture than any we have ever run.
(State, Devils
Lake, N. D. )
Fair first night.
Did not use it
second night. Shut up, on a holiday at that. This
is not a picture.
It is the result of a diseased
brain.
Is it American to bring in such trash to
show to an educated American public? Send this
back to Germany, where it was made. It is of
(Grand, Coleman, Alta., Canada.)
no use here.

A

LEARNING TO LOVE,

FN, Constance Talmadge, Antonio Moreno, Emily Fitzroy, Alf
Goulding, Wallace MacDonald, Edythe Chapman,

—This

picture only got one laugh out of our
Several walked out saying it was too
silly.
Constance Talmadge played the part extra
well but she didn’t have any part.
(Regent,
Eureka, Kans.)
While this can’t be classed as
her best, it is not her worst by any means. The
young people were pleased with the flapper stuff
she pulled and the older ones pointed out the
good moral of the story.
Taken in all in all,
7.

audience.

was liked very much here.
(Opera House,
Baldwin, Wis.)
Connie is still running true to
form. One good picture followed by two or three
poor ones. This one is about her worst effort. Absolutely nothing to it.
If a fellow paid for it as
a program picture, he would be stung.
(Lyric,
Greenville, 111.)
This one was better than anything she has made in a long time, but still
does not come up to her former pictures.
They
don’t put the comedy in them they used to and,
therefore, they do not draw as well as usual.
(Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
A well done comedy.
One that will please all classes if you can get
’em in. We failed to get even average business
after large advertising campaign.
Constance Talmadge is not a box office attraction and has
slipped out of the pictures.
(Cozy, Winchester,
Ind.)
Constance’s popularity is dying in this
town. However, this is as good a picture as we
have ever had the pleasure of running. A swift
running peppy comedy and a good lesson to any
flapper.
(Dixie, Dickson, Tenn.)
it

Ind.)

LADY OF THE NIGHT, MG, Norma

Shearer,
Malcolm McGregor, Dale Fuller, Gwen Lee, Betty
Morrissey, G
Good picture that pleased well.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
A good picture with some
clever acting by Norma Shearer.
(Rex, Wahoo,
Neb.) Nice little program picture of underworld,
with Norma doing a double part very nicely.
Has a good cast and should appeal to the public
as a whole.
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
While not
a big picture, this has considerable appeal as an
evening’s enjoyment, particularly to the women.
(Majestic, Dallas, Ore.)
Good entertainment but

—

—

)

)

LET ’ER BUCK,

U, Hoot Gibson, Marian Nix-

—

on, Charles French, Josie Sedgwick, 6. This is a
whiz. Pleased as near 100 per cent as a picture
can. Buy and boost, and it will make you money.
(Osage, Osage, Okla.)
Some good riding but an
ordinary Western.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
Oh,
boys!
What a picture. Hoot has made some
good ones, but this is the best one yet.
Hoot
is the boy that keeps us out of the red.
You
can’t go wrong on this one.
Wish I could get
one like this every week.
(Princess, Crandon,
Wis.)
About the best picture Hoot has made.
Did not draw as it should, but pleased all who

23
saw it.
program

(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
Fairly good
picture, but didn’t draw for me.
Business 30 per cent below average on this.
(Royal,
Fairmount, Ind.)
Extra good. Hoot always goes
well with us, but this we consider one of his
Did not do much at the box office, but
best.
no fault of the picture.
(Muse-U, Tularosa,
N. Mex.)
Hoot is at his best in this picture
and is back where people like to see him. You
don’t need to be afraid of this, as it will please

who

all

like

Westerns.

(Grand,

Springfield,

A

Minn.)

dandy Western. Action aplenty and
Hoot is drawing in favor with each
picture.
Just keep up the good work, Hoot, and
you will be a winner some day.
Mighty good
now.
(Gem, Batesville, Ark.)
Best Gibson for
some time. Hoot is back in the kind he belongs
in in this one.
Buy it and advertise it. (Lyric,
Walnut, la.)
Consider this Hoot’s best.
Drew
well.
(Princess, Traer, la.)
An extra good one.
will

please.

Played to big business. The exhibitor who is not
playing The White List is passing up a good
thing.
(Plaza, Dundee, la.)
This is one of the
best this star has put out and it sure went
If I had such as this I would have to
over.
build a larger theatre.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Did good business on this.
I think it’s the best
picture of its kind I ever ran, and I have used
(Spring City, Utah.)
all the round-up pictures.
Great, if you are in the business to make money.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
One of
Satisfies, too.
Hoot’s best, and with my crowd he is always
good.
It’s not a big picture, but Oh Boy, one
Don’t
of the best little pictures you ever saw.
ask them the price
just tell the company you
:

Then go after it big. (Strand, Florala,
Ala.)
Hoot always does well for this house.
Pendleton round-up made it an extra strong atwant

it.

traction

was a

for

us.

so-called

This
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
super-Western. It brought them
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

out and pleased.

a real picture. Played with first chapter
Lota
of “Into the Net” and they sure came.
Give us more
of action and thrilling scenes.
(Empress, Grundy Center,
Print new.
like it.
Iowa.)
A good Western that will please anyThe Pendleton roundPlenty of action.
where.
up forms a colorful background. (Idlehour, Mon-

Here

roe,

is

Ga.

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE, FP, Jack
Holt, Billie Dove,
I

would

fact that

them

Noah Beery, Alma Bennett,

class this as a regular

in.

it

is

7.

Western, but the

a Zane Grey story helps to get
scenic shots are in all of

Excellent

(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
Box
Well worth it.
tensive advertising.
his pictures.

Exoffice

Score a
(Liberty, Blackwell, Okla.)
returns.
This
big one for Zane Grey and Jack Holt.
meloWestern
picture has everything that a big
drama should have. Characters all good. Billy
Dove at her best and Holt’s work leaves nothing
Brought a full house, the first
to be desired.
we have had for the summer. (Temple, Bellaire,
good feature that went over nicely.
O. )
Paramount is making good Westerns that every(Grand, Pierre, S. D.
one likes.

A

LILIES OF THE STREET, FBO, Virginia Lee
Corbin, Peggy Kelly, Johnnie Walker, 6. Fair, to
Bought it new and paid too
only fair business.
much for it. (Lyceum, Spring City, U.) Good
(Star, Malad City, Idaho.) They
for the masses.
Pleased my patrons.
like Johnnie Walker here.
Advise you to book it. Okay anywhere. (Ecorse,
Ecorse, Mich.)

—

LITTLE

FRENCH

GIRL,

THE,

FP,

Mary

Brian, Alice Joyce, Neil Hamilton, Esther RalsThrough a
ton, Jane Jennings, Mildred Ryan, 6.
tie-up with “The Chicago Daily News,” in which
they ran this as a continued story, we were able
It is not
to do paying business on a hot night.
a big picture and there is nothing in it to remain
long in your memory. Just a nice little program
picture with Alice Joyce’s work standing out
from the balance of the cast. (Milford, Chicago,
Of all the
This did very fine for me.
111.)
mothers that brought their little girls with them,
they must have thought this a juvenile picture.
Still,
the salesmen tell you that your crowd is
movie-wise and is read up on the latest books.
This did not please the
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Consider it just a fair
fans that read the book.
Good little pic(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
offering.
Didn’t do extra on
ture but too much vamp.
second, although we had good crowd on first
A
night.
(Park, Morningside and Moville, la.)
Acting of cast good.
good program picture.
(Empress, Grundy Center, Iowa.)

—

LOCKED DOORS, FP, Betty Compson, TheoPersonally
dore Roberts, Kathlyn Williams, 7.
think this pretty weak. Just a picture, but only
played it one night and either the title drew them
in or they just came.
We had the best Saturday

—
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Pictures attract

Patrons for Your Theatre

STAGE PLAYS
The Fool
*The Wheel
*Thank You

*Lightnin’

Because of the Popularity
and Appeal of these

Havoc
East Lynne
*The First Year

*Howdy

*Wages

Combined

Wives

Siberia

(Chicken Feed)

Dangers

for

*7th Heaven

of a Great

City

*John Golden

Elements

Folks

(Thunder Mountain)

Lazybones

TTnit of Stage Plays

NOVELS
Marriage

Man
Chicken Wagon Family
Three Bad Men
When the Door Opened
Once

to

Every

The Man Without a Country
The Winding Stair
The Everlasting Whisper
The Best Bad Man
Durand of the Bad Lands

Nostromo
Desert Valley

The Timber Wolf
The Desert’s Price
Peter B. Kyne Stories

AUTHORS
J0T

Henry

W

Edward Everett Hale

V

Richard Harding Davis

Joseph Conrad
Henry Wall
Channing Pollock

Frank Craven
Larry Evans

Max Brand

Peter B.

Bartley Campbell

Jackson Gregory
Winchell Smith
Austin Strong

H. G. Wells

Pearl Franklin
Maibelle Heikes Justice

Mabel Herbert Urner

Guy Bolton

0.

Barry Benefield
Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Kyne

James Oliver Curwood
Cushing
Mrs. Henry Wood
William MacLeod Raine

Tom

A. E.

W. Mason

Owen

Davis

Alfred

Kennedy

SOME OF THE PLAYERS
Jacqueline Logan

Madge Bellamy
Edmund Lowe

Jay Hunt
Marion Harlan
Henry B. Walthall

Walter McGrail
Paul Panzer
Hallam Cooley

George O’Brien

Billie

Dove

Zasu

Pitts

Cyril

Chadwick

Marjorie

Daw

Adams

Claire

Belle Bennett

Warner Oland
Edythe Chapman
Gladys Hulette

f.

Farrell

MacDonald

Leslie Fenton
Diana Miller

Victor MacLaglen
Ethel Clayton
Jane Novak
Harrison Ford

Frank Keenan
Brenda Bond

Alma Rubens
Buck Jones
Earle Foxe

See the Fox Manager

Margaret Livingston.
Ann Pennington
Judy King

Edward Hearn

Kathryn Perry
Wallace McDonald
James Marcus

Pauline Starke
Richard Travers
Alice Calhoun

Alec B. Francis
Elinor Fair
David Butler
Eric Mayne

Mahlon Hamilton
Lou Tellegen

Raymond Bloomer

now

Tom Mix

Bertram Grassby

Mary Thurman
Florence Gilbert

for your profits’ sake!
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crowd we have had

this

year.

the picture or no one praised

drew them

in,

we were

well

No
it.

one knocked

But, seeing

pleased.

I

it

think

Betty Compson and Theodore Roberts both drew
them.
But we felt sorry to see Mr. Roberts
looking so old and sick and was sorry he had
(Temple, Blissfield,
such a small part in it.
Mich.)
Just an average program picture that
will get by.
Not any unfavorable comments but
not the kind of a picture that they will go wild
Might have been better if they had given
over.
(Legion, HolyTheodore Roberts more of a part.
Starts off pretty good, but ends up
rood, Kan.)
Not one good comment from anyplain mush.
If Bill De Mille had the whole Paramount
body.
lot full of actors and actorines to stick into a
picture, he apparently could not make one worth
(Trags, Neillsville,
five cents at the box office.
Got
Not so good.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
Wis.)
crossed upon this some way and ran it Saturday.
(Royal,
It pleased but it’s not a Saturday picture.
Cherryvale, Kans.

LOST—A WIFE,

FP, Adolphe Menjou, Greta
Robert Agnew, 6. A pretty nifty little
picture, put over by the clever work of Menjou

—

Nissen,

and the attractiveness of the new Norse beauty.
She is very good to look at. The story does not
amount to much and the part of your crowd that
does not care for the melodrama thinks it great.
Paramount asks too much for it, which sort of
spoils the taste for

it

(Temple,

for the exhibitor.

Most Menjou pictures fail to register for us, but this proved an exception. Many
said this was by far his best effort. Greta Nissen
looks good and was a big help in putting it over.
(Crossett, Crossett, Ark.)
Some liked it; some
Bellaire,

O.)

Pleased
Newark, N. Y.

didn’t.

about

50

per cent.

(Crescent,

LOST LADY, THE, W, Irene Rich, Matt Moore,
June Marlowe, John Roche, George Fawcett, Eva
Gordon, 7.
A mighty good picture for any

—

theatre,

Ark.)

or

large

small.

To my notion

many

this

Booneville,
picture,

(Joyland,

was a poor

my

patrons thought the
and I
same, as several walked out. Other said it wasn’t
a bit like the book. It’s too draggy and about
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
two reels too long.
A good cast, good acting, but the picture don’t
mean a thing as a drawing card. (Rex, Wahoo,
A big film rental with nothing for your
Neb.)
money. They walked out on this one. I got into
my car before the show was out and had business
guess

of

in the country.
All exhibitors know why. Bought
(Strand, Monticello,
for two days; ran it one.
Warner
Brothers’ 20, only about
Ind.)
of
Out
Did not do a
8 will go over in small towns.
Only a fair program picthing with this one.
(Lyric, Tekamah, Neb.)
ture.

M
MADAME SANS

GENE, FP, Gloria Swanson,
Drain, Chares DeRoche, 10.
This one
could have been called, as far as the box office is
concerned. “Glorious Gloria in Her Most Glorious
Flop.” I paid a piece of real money for this one
and lost a real piece of it. The poorest business
But all of the last few
I ever played Swanson to.
pictures have been getting smaller returns at the
box office. It will take at least two extra good
ones to make them forget this one. Had one customer say the French scenery was great, but he
could see the high spots of Paris in a news reel.
I often wonder why they will keep on putting
costume pictures to the good old American public
when they do not care for them. Gloria can make
good ones and I sincerely hope she will do so in
her next one, for it will take a few to put her
back.
(Regent, Marianna, Ark.)
The worst flop
we have had in a year. They just walked out on
this one till about all we had left was those that
went to sleep. Gloria is no good here any more.
(Strand, Monticello, Ind.)
The picture is the
bunk. Patrons expect to see something wonderful
and are disappointed. (Reel Joy, King City, Cal.)
This is not the type of picture for small towns.
It deals with events away back in the 1700 days,
and while you have a few who will appreciate this
type of a play, yet the ones that you must depend on for every day will not fall for it. It
may go over in the big houses but the small
Emile

—

(Liberty, Maricontract, pay for it and leave it.
Okla.)
Oh H&$* !, What’s the use ? Gloria
is dead for me, but Paramount doesn’t realize it.
Instead of showing any improvement in the pubGood picture of
lic’s favor, she’s getting worse.
period type, but some said Gloria clowned her part
However, I was the "goat.” (Strand,
too much.
Robinson, 111.) Only fair for Gloria as to a business getter. (Lyric, Morrison, 111.) Nearly as big
ette.

a flop as “Monsieur Beaucaire.” Regular patrons
walked out on this, something that has never
before happened on a Swanson picture. Another
one like this and it will be "Goodbye Gloria!”
Poorest thing Gloria
(Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.)
No good
ever made, and in ten reels at that.
small
Had
number
of walkouts on it.
for
towns.
a
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
A decided flop. Gloria misCool reception that it recast in this picture.
ceived necessitated the closing down of all fans, as
it made the theatre plenty cool enough. Wonderful costuming, sets and good direction. Trust that
the Swanson pictures of the future will meet with
(Strand, Honey Grove.
popular approval again.
Tex.)
The worst Swanson ever made and that
covers a lot of territory.
Ran it several months
ago when Gloria was returning from Europe.
Even the publicity wouldn’t put it over. (Cresco,
Cresco, la.)
Had to pull the picture after second
night.
Need anything more be said ? (Regent,
Marys, Ohio.)
Wonderful production but
St.
means nothing in the small town. Box office light.

(Robbinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)

MAD WHIRL,

THE, U, May McAvoy, Jack

Mulhall, Myrtle Stedman, Barbara Bedford, Alec
B. Francis, Benny Kingsley, 7. Very nice little
picture and will please the majority.
Boys, if
you haven’t bought The White List, better get
All I have run have proved to be better
in.
audience pictures than most all so-called specials.
(Gem, Batesville, Ark.) Another extra good one
that was well liked and highly praised by my
patrons. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) A dandy
picture.
Jazz but fit for the whole family.
(Legion, Marshalltown, la.)
Very ordinary and
They
business much less.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
didn’t fall for this one.
Business very poor.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) A good one for the kind.

—

—

My

patrons like a

little

more excitement and more

However, where they like picout door stuff.
tures on the society style this will go good. Business fair.
(Oak, Oakdale. Neb.)

patrons walked out on this picture than any we
ever showed. If we had charged $5.00 per seat,
as they did in New York, they might have stayed
to get their money’s worth.
Another like this
will kill Gloria for us.
If you have this under

have been splendidly combined. Jacqueline Logan
pleasing in support of the star. Think, however,
attack and fight in last reel could have been
shortened to advantage.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
This was well received by a packed house. Carries
plenty of action and has that touch that makes
it just the kind of a picture to appeal to the
movie patrons. Wish that we could get more of
this kind.
(Legion, Holyrood, Kan.)
A peppy
comedy-drama that kept the crowd with it
throughout.
A story that keeps moving. Good
comedy and a thrilling fight to bring the cheers
in the last reel.
(Y. M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.)
Good picture for any kind of people. You can’t

go wrong on one

like this.
Dix is going to be
at the top of the list before long.
Very popular
here.
Why can’t all pictures be this good? Boost
it.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Very good picture

and pleased everyone.
Good comedy stuff and
story to go with it.
(Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
A dandy picture with plenty of thrills and comedy.
This boy Dix is coming to the front as an actor.
Get the picture and boost it.
It will please.
(King s, Oak Hill, W. Va.) Another Dix picture
that is a credit to any house.
This star is a
comer, play it. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) Was
well liked here and went over fairly well. (Royal,
Reading, Pa.)
A splendid picture which did not
draw nearly so much as it should. As it was
properly advertised I must blame Richard for
the flop.
However, I believe he is a comer and
will satisfy all of them soon.
(Rosewin, Dallas,
Tex.)
Dix is a comer. This picture pleased and
business was good.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
We
considered this a dandy good program picture.
(Elite, Nixa, Mo.)
Another very good action picture.
If Dix can maintain this standard, he is
the boy we want.
Title weak unless explained.
(Star, Sandusky, Mich.)
Dix is a dandy, fellows,
and we might get a good following with him if
they ever start giving him any half-way decent
stories.
The last reel of this is nothing but
knock down and drag out stuff, which we want
when we buy cheap Westerns. Whyinell don't
they give this bird decent stories to work on ?
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
A splendid program
picture.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Here
is
a real picture.
It has action and comedy.
Print good.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)

MAN MUST

MAKING OF O’MALLEY, THE,
is

FN, Milton

—

Dorothy Mackaill, Helen Rowland, 8. Here
a real picture and drew fine considering the

Sills,

—

One
Sills was “fine” in the role.
hot weather.
of the few of the last block of First National that
can be depended to make “good” even if boosted
strongly.
The title seemed attractive and everyone pleased immensely.
(Strand, Robinson, III.)
Of course, not as much cash was spent on making
this picture as “The Sea Hawk,” but I found it
pleased the people much better and that’s the
main thing. (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Very good.
(Lyric, Morrison, 111.)
Excellent. We never have
had Sills in a poor picture and we have played all
of his. You can push this one hard.
(Orpheum,
Pipestone, Minn.)

MAN AND
ree,

MAID, MG, Lew Cody, Renee AdoHarriett Hammond, 7. — They

Alec Francis,

all seemed to like this one.
AH reports received
favorable.
Personally I did not get to see it.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
The few who
saw this one neither praised nor condemned.
consider
We
it fair entertainment, but not in the
same class with other Elinor Glyn pictures. (Ma-

jestic,

Las Vegas, Nev.)

Nothing.

A

few came

would be rather spicy,
but they were sadly
disappointed.
If we
It is not even “naughty.”
had realized just how near nothing it was, we
would not have paid postage on it.
(Elmac,
Maple Rapids, Mich.) A right nice little picture
which furnishes fair entertainment.
Does not
come up to expectations from story standpoint
and will not excite even a passing remark from
movie patrons.
Lew Cody, Harriett Hammond,
Renee Adoree and Alex Francis do most excellent
thinking that perhaps

it

coming from Elinor Glyn

;

work as well as rest of the cast. Production not
extraordinary in any way.
(Cozy, Manchester,
Ind.)
Elinor Glyn fans may enjoy this.
Poor
business.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)

MANHATTAN, FP, Richard Dix, Jacqueline
Logan, 7. A fair program show. We did the
poorest business on this show that the house has
ever done in fact, for a period of seven years.
Our business is terrible, and no mistake about it
either.
("Y,” Nazareth, Pa.) Very good. Pleased
practically everyone, but failed to get them in on
account of a free medicine show for competition.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
very good picture
in which comedy and action and heart interest

—
;

A

LIVE, A, FP, Richard Dix, JacEdna Murphy, 7.

queline Logan, George Nash,

Ran

town shows had

better watch their step on this
one.
Had several walk out and no compliments
at all.
Gloria has slipped with us.
She will not
draw any longer. The last three that we have
shown did not please. (Dixie, Russellville, Ky.)
Ten reels of misery. Did not please at all. More

25

on Saturday and it pleased a packed
house. You can’t go wrong on this one.
Carries
plenty of action and humor, so that there are no
dull spots in it. (Legion, Holyrood Kan.) Rather
mediocre, and it seemed people knew it, because
they didn’t respond as well as to "Manhattan.”
(Royal, Reading, Pa.)
A pretty good picture;
just a program. Heavier in theme and acting than
those Dix is now doing.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
Real good, with good climax.
Can’t say as to
drawing power. Used it for a benefit for American Legion.
All spoke well of it.
(Regent,
Bogota, N. J.)
A pretty fair story. A couple
of good war scenes in the first reel would have
added a hundred per cent to the story. Audience
like that kind of stuff and it was minus here.
Dix does too much emoting and not enough,
comedy, and the picture slows up and the finish
is
rushed.
(Temple, Bellaire, Ohio.)
A very
good picture that pleased.
Drew only average
crowd.
(Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
Very good
program picture. Pleased our audience. (Charthis

A

Bell, Rochester, Ind.)
fast action picture of the
little sad, but very pleasing to the
clientele that attends on Friday evening.
Not so

Dix type.

A

good as
Manhattan,” but think he is a comer
and will make a good star if they keep him in
action pictures.
(Rosewin, Dallas, Tex.) Dix is
good.
Picture is just an average picture.
Not
bad but nothing big.
Will get by at regular
admission prices.
(Strand, Dunsmuir, Cal.)
A
fine entertainment.
Story good cast fine. Gave
satisfaction as a program picture.
(Silver Family.
Greenville, Mich.)
If Paramount would give us
decent paper on this we could make money on it.
Last night, however, was a flop.
Don’t know
what it will do tonight, but it’s a fine picture.
(Postville, Postville, Iowa.)
Very good picture.
(Oneida, Hemlock, N. Y.) Very satisfactory program picture. (Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.) Went
over pretty good, as Dix is very popular, but really
couldn t see much to it.
Just ordinary picture.
Dix deserves something better than this.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Wednesday night to a fair
business.
A dandy picture. Better than some of
the highly advertised specials.
A splendid buy
;

and the price is right.
The film is good, the
acting is fine, and what in Hades more can you
ask for?
(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)

MAN WITHOUT A

CONSCIENCE, THE, W,

Willard Louis, Irene Rich, June Marlowe, John
Patrick, Robert Agnew, Helen Dunbar, Kate
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the face of extremely hot weather,

(PrinEveryone liked it. Business fair.
Elwood, Ind.)
This is not up to the standard of this star, and the story does not seem

Nev.)

this picture did not draw enough to pay the film
rental, but it is a most excellent picture with a

cess,

good moral tone and strictly highest grade acting.
Should please a high class audience anywhere.
(The Hopkins, Cotter, Ark.)
A get rich quick
story which is saved only by the superb acting.
Personally I liked it.
It meant nothing to the
box office.
Of the very few, only one told us
he liked it. The one sheet with girl drinking is
not in the picture. I believe this one sheet killed
any chance for business here. Picture is clean.
Photography excellent. Business awful.
(Cozy.
Villisca, la.)
Played 2 days, one day was bad and
one day was fair, so was obliged to use the red
ink.
Good one day picture, however. (Hudson,
Rochester, N. Y.)
Awful.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
Good program picture.
(Grand,
Springfield,
Minn.)
Business very poor. No drawing power
to this stuff.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Business way
off.
This picture has no drawing power.
Personally I thought it a good picture.
Print good.
(Wood, Calico Rock, Ark.)

to give him enough to do.
but the title will not draw

MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT,
Carol Lombard, 5.
very fight business.

— Ran

F,

Edmund Lowe,

one on Friday to
boys
What a picture
Bought as a program, but worth half a
dozen specials.
Used two reel comedy with it.
Made a show that pleased everyone who was
fortunate to see it. Boys, if you want five reels
packed with entertainment, don’t pass it up. This
boy, Lowe, is a comer (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
Contrary to my expectations, this one pleased
very well. This is the first Fox picture I have
ever run, and it was a pleasure to run it. Film
in perfect condition.
(Clubhouse. Jackson, Wyo.)
But,

this

Oh

!

1

best we have had by Mr. Lowe yet.
It
pleased.
(Star, Lamison, Ala.)
The only picture
that I have been able to register a box office plus
on in quite some time, and will say it delivers the
sheckels in the box office and also sent home a

The

satisfied patronage.
Edmund Lowe is a most
pleasing star and does fine work. More power to
Edmund Lowe, Director R. Wm. Neill and Wm.
Fox. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) Well directed and
entertaining.
Carol Lombard good in support.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
Title no drawing card.
Picture very satisfactory.
(Strand, Dryden, Ontario, Canada.)
Good picture but had medicine
show in town all week, so we had no business.
(Princess, Obion, Tenn.)

MARRIED FLIRTS, MG,

Pauline

Frederick,

Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch, Huntley Gordon, Patterson Dial, Frank Elliott, 7. When this comes
to you for showing in your town, don’t make
the mistake I did.
I put it on with the soft
pedal and the box office suffered, but Boy, you

—

have heard about your wows
to me rave: This is a wow!

Now

!

It

is

then listen
one of those

honest-to-goodness, right-up-to-the-minute pictures
done just right by a wonderful cast. Mae Busch,
Pauline Frederick. Conrad Nagel and Huntley
Gordon are all very good.
(Cozy, Winchester,
Ind.)
Good picture. (Ioka, Exeter, N. H.) Another society drama.
Business way below normal.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Fair.
An excellent picture of its type and of the type that seems to be
giving general satisfaction.
(Strand, Irvine, Ky.
Very good and pleased 100 per cent. Nuff said.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.) This is a good
program picture that satisfied large Saturday
night crowds for me.
Not suitable for crowds
that cater to the Western type of pictures, as it
is
strictly
a
society
drama.
All
right
for
Sunday. Admission 10-20-25 cents.
(Golden Belt.
Elligworth, Kan.)
Very good.
Everybody said
so.
But poor attendance.
(Community, David
City, Neb.)
A very good picture with a novel
twist.
(Marvel, Carlinville, 111.)

MARRY

ME, FP,

Florence Vidor,

Edward Ev-

Certmde Claire, John Roche, Helen
6.
This is a flivver story. Florence Vidor has a most appealing part, and makes
it look good, as do the balance of the characters.
The story is not there. No one likes it; not
sympathetic and lacks interest.
Does not look
like James Cruze’s work.
Story is not film material.
(Temple, Bellaire, O.)
A nice program
picture but we lost on it.
Business wai very
poor.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
A very good program picture.
An enjoyable comedy.
(Cozy,
erett Horton,

Jerome Eddy,

—

Fayette, la.

MEDDLER, THE,

U, William Desmond, DoRousay, Claire Anderson, Jack Daugherty,
Kate Lester, 5. You can swallow most any kind
of a plot in Westerns, but this one chokes. Bill
is showing too much age and getting too stout
for the hero stuff.
The title writer should have
been shot, preferably before he worked on this
picture, but maybe the silly stuff was in the
scenario.
Such pictures as this sure hurt the
prestige of The White List.
(Majestic, Las Vegas,
lores

—

However,

it

is

fair,

them in. (Oak, Oakwould consider this picture one
It is much
of the best that Desmond has made.
Through” or "Ridin’
“Straight
than
better
Pretty.” It should please the Western fans. Some
(Opera House, Edmond,
good comedy situations.
A Blue Streak Western that seemed to
Kan.)
please even those that don’t like Western stuff.
Our first one
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
A
on the White List and it satisfied everyone.
(Empress, Grundy
Print new.
good Western.
dale,

Neb.)

I

Center, la.

MEDDLING WOMEN,

Barrymore,
Hugh
Godowsky,
Cannot give this one much. People

Holmquist,

Sigrid

—

Lionel

C,

Dagmar

Thompson, 7.
not seem to be able to figure out what it
was all about. Lionel Barrymore is good, but

did

(Arcadia.
that is all that is good in this picture.
Not bad at all, but meant for
Vandergrift, Pa.)
Very little
the better class of patrons only.
Fair only.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
comedy.
Picture pleased some and others it did not. Good
Fair picture. (Princess, Elwood,
story.
Very poor picture, in spite of good acting
Ind.)
Story, balance of cast
by Lionel Barrymore.

moral in

and direction entirely unworthy of Barrymore.
Barrymore personally is one of my favorites. Bat
(Arcadia, Vancannot give this picture much.
Ninety per cent of the theatre
dergrift, Pa.)
No woman
business depends on the women.
Therefore no business.
at all.
like this
will
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Photography was great.
Yes, it’s one of Chadwick’s Nine and it is twice
as

good as 39 of the

make you money and

A

40.

satisfy.

picture that will
Elegantly staged,

good direction, and photography cannot be beat.
On a par with anything you have shown. (Legion,
Marshalltown, la.)

MEN AND WOMEN,

FP, Richard Dix, Claire
Hamilton, Robert Edeson, Flora
some
Finch, Henry Stephenson, 7.— In justice to
pictures, this
fine work Dick has done in other
does
He
not one of his starring vehicles.
is
subject and a
the best he can do with a rotten

Adams,

Neil

Picture failed to please and business
A good pro(Temple, Bellaire, Ohio.)
Did
gram picture. Pleased about 70 per cent.
(Lyric,
average business. Played it on Saturday.
picture,
a
for
excuse
Very poor
Edinburg, Ind.)
(Rex. Wahoo. Neb.)
in spite of Richard Dix.
This
in popularity here.
growing
Richard Dix is
(Strand, Paoli,
is a good drama and well acted.

bad part
slumped.

Ind.)

MIDNIGHT GIRL, THE, C, Lila Lee, Gareth
Ruby
Hughes, Dolores Oassinelli, Charlotte Walker,
one-day
Blaine. John Walsh, 7.—This was a good
A great improvement over most of the
picture.
but at
pictures I have had from this exchange,
and only
that I paid for it as a two-day picture
Van(Arcadia,
I paid too much.
ran it one.

As usual, another bum one. Why
Chadwick
waste Lila Lee on junk like this?
some
seems to think all you have to do is take
and then
well known star with a bunch of hams
want us
you have a box office knockout. If you
independent exhibitors to boost independent prodnever
will
There
uct, give us something to boost.
by me
be any more Chadwick pictures bought
Our price is too high
I see them first.
dergrift, Pa.)

unless
doing, and they
to run them one day, as we are
independence
are unfit for two days. The spirit of
The cabaret
last long with stuff like this.

won’t

—

May I
scenes were done very good that’s all.
suggest that Mr. Chadwick sit down and see
the
on
it
some of his product before he wishes
public? Hope something for the beetter happens.
(Bugg, Chicago,

111.)

Evelyn Brent, John
Bruce Gordon, Leon Barry, John Gough, 5.
My patrons were divided on this picture. Some
It is rather draggy, with
liked it, others didn’t.

MIDNIGHT MOLLY, FBO,

Dillon,

Too much long drawn out
but little action.
posing by the star. I have one more Brent and
am glad of it. (DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.) It is
Miss Brent very
a good little crook picture.
(Colome, Colome, S. Dak.)
good in her part.
Good crook drama that pleased everyone. Clever
(Hamline, Estelline, S. D.)
acting and good story.
A dandy little crook picture. Had better attendance on this than on the past two or three
Pleased the majority.
of hers which I have run.
Just a pro(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Six reels.
gram picture based on an improbable story, but
enough action, touches of comedy and
it has
and romance to make it good entertainment and pleased all but the highbrows. (Y. M.
thrills

C.

A.,

Morenci, Ariz.)
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MIRAGE, THE, PDC, Florence Vidor, Clive
Brook, Alan Roscoe, 6. Played this on Sunday
poor business for some reason unknown.
Very nice program picture but seemed to lack
drawing power here.
(Gem, Socorro, N. M.)
A
pretty fair picture.
The city slicker proves to
be a better guy than the country hick in this one.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
Terrible title but very
good little picture. Pleased those we could drag
in.
(Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
A splendid program picture but not a special.
(Silver
Family, Greenville, Mich.) A fair program picture
and would say that it pleased about 50 per cent
of the audience quite well and the other 60 per
cent were indifferent.
No drawing power, is the
main trouble.
Film good.
(Strand, Ransom,
Kan.)
A nice picture. Nothing big but needn’t
be afraid. It will go over.
(Halfway, Halfway,
Mich.)

—

to very

MONSTER, THE, MG, Lon Chancy, Gertrude
Olmstead, Hallam Cooley, Johnny Arthur, 6. We
received many fine compliments on this one. Everyone enjoyed the acting of Chaney. This boy’s
name is beginning to mean something when it’s
on a picture. Seems like, however, when a star
begins to get a reputation the producers change
his type of pictures and ruin him.
Will not be
surprised to see Lon playing in comedies next
year.
(Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) Comedy-mystery
subject.
Some liked it very much, others didn’t
like it at all.
Business just fair.
(Grand. Rainier,
Ore.)
If it had been speeded up 100 per cent
it would have been a knockout.
As is, it is just

—

Not much of Lon Chaney in it, so be carehow you feature him. (Majestic, Las Vegas,
Did a very good business. Ran it one
Did not please the people.
day.
Too hideous.
fair.

ful

Nev.)

People walked out.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Just
a program picture for small town. But it should
be big where deep drama or mystery is the bill
of fare.
(Grand, Coleman. Alta., Canada.)
A
pretty good picture of the mysteriously grewsome
It has thrills a-plenty and gives very good
type.
satisfaction.
(Etmac, Maple Rapids, Mich.)
If
your patrons like mystery feed ’em this, as it is
certainly creepy and scary.
Drew extra biz and
Johnny Arthur was
pleased about 95 per cent.
very good in this as the young detective.
(Imogene, Milton, Fla.)
A good spook picture.
Pleased pretty well.
Lot of ’em said it was a
littie too spooky, but we need thrillers like that
Play it.
(Halfway, Halfway.
once in a while.
Mich.)

MY HUSBAND’S

WIVES,

F, Shirley Mason, 5.
Lot9 of pretty clothes and
the ladies especially will like it.
(S. T., Parker,
S. B.)
Shirley, it seems like you are done for,
and will someone please send Bryant Washburn
the price of a shave? Fox hands you poor paper
and then, pictures like this for money, too. If
the Independents do not raise their rentals maybe we can get by. At least I am willing to try
Not
(Regent, Marianna, Ark.)
them a barrel.
This is
(Star, Lamison, Ala.)
much picture.
a nice little program picture for the week time
(Majestic.
and pleased most people that saw it.
Not much of a picture
Biggon, Sask., Canada.)
Didn’t think much of it
for any small town.
myself.
(Helena, Rockdale, 111.)

—A

splendid picture.

MY

SON, FN, Nazimova, Ian Keith, Jack PickBosworth,
Constance
Bennett,
Hobart
Charles Murray, Mary Akin, Dot Farley, 7
Not a big drawing
Boys, here is a good one.
card here on accouat of the star, but will please
Extra well
all classes if you can get them in.
An excellent
done.
(Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
production which pleased the majority. Business
was fair. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) I didn’t care
ford,

for this one.
(Star, Malad City, Idaho.)
As far
as first rate casting, story and production goes,
Edwin Carewe has made
this is in that class.
some very good pictures, and this is one of them.
He has a way that he just gets under the actors’
skin and makes them sincere and he does this
in “My Son,” but say, there is another angle,
This is the worst box office flop this
for me:
(Cozy, Winyear, and have had many of ’em.
chester, Ind.)
An exceptionally good picture but
Did absolutely no business
no bex office value.

Can’t understand why they tell you
book pictures for prestige sake, so book this
one for prestige sake only.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
This picture starts out good with plenty of
comedy but is a little draggy at the last. Pleased
all who saw it.
(Lyric, Edinburg, Ind.)
Fine.
One of the best from First National. Get behind
whatsoever.
to

and they will be satisfied. Had many favorable
(Idlecomments.
Good cast and good acting.
it

hour, Monroe. Ga.

MYSTERIOUS STRANGER, THE, FBO,

Rich-

Talmadge, Josef Swickard, Duane Thompson, 5.
Richard Talmadge in a different type of
ard

—
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production
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activities

ever
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3,

Give us some more of the same kind.
(Osage, Osage, Okla.) Not as good as the regAction rather slow.
ular Talmadge pictures.
(Highland,
Story not suitable for Talmadge.
picture.
Good print.
A fair
Guthrie, Okla.)
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.) Here is a real action
picture and a drawing card at the box office. If
you can afford to buy enough advertising matter
to put it over right, it will make you money.
Talmadge is a good bet here, as they know there
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
is action in his pictures.
story.

N
FN, Ben Lyon,
Viola Dana, Gladys Brockwell, Frank Mayo,
Mary Thurman, Betty Jewel, 7. Not the kind
for Ben Lyon. Hope he will be given suitable
stories, as he is now a money-maker. Revival as

—

counter attraction. Did not prove to be competiUsed a trailer. The chain around trademark twirling is fine. Almost as good as Metro’s
lion wagging his head. Good luck, Ben. I know
your dad. We studied music under the same old
German professor. (Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.)
A fairly good program picture that drew on
account of the stars. (Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
Ben seems to have a certain following among
the flappers. That, together with his being in
this section of the country, working in "Winds
of Chance,” helped to keep the ticket machine
working. However, no records were broken, and
several ate still wondering what “The Necessary
Evil” is. (Arcade, La Grande, Ore.) Well satisfied with this show. Seemed to please. (Orpheum,
Pipestone, Minn.) A remarkable picture, as it is
well produced and acting of cast is right up to
standard set these days. Ben Lyon hits stride in
this one and shows he is there. Viola Dana, as
usual, gets under your skin right from the start,
and stays there all the way through. Very fine
entertainment. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
tion.

is

Saturday.

(Regent,

Bogota,

N.

J.)

This

is

an

excellent comedy-drama. One with lots of laughs
and action. If they keep putting him in this kind
of picture he will soon be the best box office bet.
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)

OR NEVER, AE, Harold Lloyd, 3 Sure
Full of action, laughs and thrills.
go-getter.
Lloyd sure has a terrible time. A box office winner. In connection had “The Death Ray,” a onereel news reel, and an Aesop Fable. Patrons all
pleased.
Second night good patronage. (Gem,
Hartford, Kan.) About one of his best. The first
one I played of Lloyd’s several years ago, I played
it again to the same business as did “Hot Water.”
By using Aesop’s Fables and Larry Semon in
“Her Boy Friend” made a fine entertainment.
(Amuzu, Lincolnton, Ga. ) A good comedy, but
not enough of it. (Auditorium, Hamilton, Mo.)
Lloyd’s name brought them in and satisfied them
for the three reels, and then they cried for more.
We fed them “King of Wild Horses” then and
they almost were satisfied, but not quite. Expect
the next one will be on a postal card. Print and
service from. Washington perfect.
Blamed fine
people at Pathe exchange, including salesmen.
Hey, Grove! (Bridge, Petersburg, W. Va.) Harold is very good in this one
draws good here.
Pathe holds us up on the price, but we always
draw enough more to make up for it and we
gain same real prestige.
A boyhood friend of'
Harold’s lives in this neighborhood, and that
helped. (Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)
a

;

0

—

;

NEW

TOYS, FN, Richard Barthelmess, Mary
Wilson, Clifton Webb, 8
Our
favorite’s work in “Classmates” pulled them in
Catherine

on this one. However, this one didn’t please at
night, as they thought Dick foolish for accepting
to do the work in “New Toys.” Sydney Chaplin
fitted in his place, but it did please the kids at
the Saturday matinee, judging by the laughs. (Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
Barthelmess cannot get
by on such stuff as “New Toys.” Give him some
“Tol’able David,” "Sonny” and “Classmates”
roles. (Hippodrome, Marietta, Ohio.)
A crackerjack of a picture. One of the kind that entertains from beginning to end. Our Dick sure gets
over in this, and he has first-class support by
the entire cast. This is the sort of picture needed
now to bring back the old-time patrons to the
movies. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) Did not please
our patrons at all. Business rotten. Lay off of
above all. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Very
good picture with a good deal of comedy injected.
Something new for Barthelmess, but he
handles the comedy role in a convincing manner. Katherine Wilson does some excellent work
as the home wrecker. A good, clean, amusing
comedy picture that is a pleasure to show. Business light, account dry weather. (Jewel, Hooker,
Okla.)
Way below par. Mary Hay will never
make a leading woman for her husband. Lots of

this one,

kicks on her. (Strand, Grinnell, la.)

NIGHT CLUB, THE,

FP,

Raymond

Griffith,

Vera Reynolds, Wallace Beery, Louise Fazenda, 6.
If the producers would make more like this
one, there would be more smiles, especially from
the exhibitor. It sure pleased, and made some
money.
Griffith
is
sure
there.
(Kentland,
Kentland,
Ind.)
A most excellent com-

—

-

edy-drama,
with
Griffith
doing stunts
that
Lloyd or Chaplin. One with a run-away
bull is a thriller. Vera Reynolds is great and is
pretty as anything that has broken into the
movies lately. Let’s have more of her. (Temple,

thing ; story, settings, comedy, support and suspense at the end, concerning the signing of a
paper, that works up the audience almost to
shouting, “Sign it!” Brought fair business amidst
a financial depression. A type of picture that
should be played by every house. (Temple, Bcllaire,

The best Meighan picture

Ohio.)

yet.

It’s

one of the best pictures of the year. (Regent, St.
Marys, Ohio.) Lila Lee sure did look good in

and that helped put the picture over.
This is a first-cass production and will please,
but all of Meighan’s are so much alike that when
you see one you see them all. This star has ^no
drawing power here at all. (Dixie, Russellville,
Ky.) My town likes Meighan, and while I don’t
think much of the story they gave him in this
(it’s been done time and time again), business
was better than the average. (Regent, Bogota, N.
J.)
Here is a real picture. It will please all
classes.
Lila Lee good in support. Print good.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
One of Mr.
Meighan’s very best. It is 100 per cent entertainment. Nice and clean. Hurrah, Tom 1 (Colonial, Washington Court House, Ohio.)
Played
to Friday and Saturday night crowds and the
result was a pleased patronage and a little extra
change for the poor exhibitor. Meighan a favorite here, so not much more than the name of the
star necessary to get them in. (Rialto, New England, N. D.) Good story that pleased all. (Ecorse,
Ecorse, Mich.) One of the best Meighans since
“Back Home and Broke.” (Paramount, Harvard,
Neb.)
Picture not so good but drew excellent
business. (Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
One of his
best for some time, but at that it was the same
old stuff that they have wished on Meighan always. A nice little homey tale no punch, no
this one,

—

here, though we went after
it hard.
Scaled much too high on our contract.
They know' just what Meighan will do, and only
the few who really like his work will come.
Haven’t made money on a Meighan since "Manslaughter.”
Personally am strong for him always. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
Not quite up to
Meighan standard.
fair picture.
(Paramount,

drawing power

nil

;

A

LIVES FOR OLD, FP,

Betty Compson,
Wallace MacDonald, Theodore Kosloff, Sheldon
7.
Lewis,
Excellent picture.
Work of Betty
Compson, Theodore Kosloff and Jack Joyce to be
complimented. Picture well received by our paSecond day played to increase over the
trons.
first.
Good Armistice Day attraction for some
Played
exhibitor. (Strand, Honey Grove, Tex.)
“New Lives for Old” last night and it is a dandy
picture, I think
the best Compson I have seen,
so far as her personal work goes. The story is
of real interest and the direction is fine. (Grand,
Pierre, S. D.) The best picture that this star has
been cast in for some time. No business, howGood picture. (Orever. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
pheum, Pipestone, Minn.)

Hay,

Another laughing hit.
St. Mary’s O.)
100 per cent perfect entertainment as
possible to produce. One long scream. Truly
funnier than a last year’s straw hat. Big crowd,
(Colonial, Washington
all
pleased and happy.
Court House, Ohio.) Did very well for me on a
(Regent,

As near

NOW

NECESSARY EVIL, THE,

NEW

Patrons were divided in their opinBellaire, O.)
ions of this one. Personally I thought it clever.

29

Harvard, Neb.)

OH, DOCTOR!, U, Reginald Denny, Mary AsOtis Harlan, Tom Ricketts, Martha Mattox,

tor,

—Here

When
that is self-advertised.
they go out after seeing this picture they will
tell their neighbors.
Played it with vaudeville
and knocked them stiff. (Valentine, Defiance, O.)
mighty fine comedy. In fact one of the best
ever. Far better than many productions labeled
"Extra Special.” (Electric, Independence, Mo.)
7.

is

one

A

Good comedy-drama. Comedy-drama and melodrama is what the public wants. (Ioka, Exeter,
Very good. I think one of the best on
the White List. (Gem, Batesville, Ark.) A very
N. H.)

entertaining production. Business slightly better
than average. They don’t seem to fall for Denny
Will get as many
here. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
is as
laughs as the average Lloyd production
clean as a hound’s tooth, and can be bought for
about one-third what we are asked to pay for
the Lloyds. If your patrons don’t get many a
laugh out of this, advise them to see a doctor at
once, for they certainly need one much more
than Reginald did. (Crystal, Flandreau, S. D.)
This is very good and is comedy all the way
through. Played to a good house. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
Not as good as usual Denny pictures. Was a little disappointed in it. Fair comedy with a small attendance. (Lyric, Oxford,
One of the best of the Denny pictures.
Miss.)
Every one is fine. Sure to please. (Electric, Cambridge, Neb.) Here is an extra good picture that
pleased all who saw it. Rain and picnic ruined
us on this. It will help the standing of any house
big or little to run it. Clean as a hound’s
tooth and full of fun.
Run it. (Rex, Gilman
City, Mo.)
I ripped the paper off the walls to
make room for the crowd on this. Denny is a
master of his particular brand of comedy. You
could hear the peals of laughter half a block away,
and this brought more customers to find out what
was going on inside. Get this, by all means, and
play it up strong. (Garden, South Charleston, O.)
One of the best pictures ever made. Will please
Wally
100 per cent. (Electric, Chillicothe, Mo.)
Reid type of story and excellent entertainment
for any audience. (Strand, Irvine, Ky.)
Some
liked it, some didn’t. Kind of 50-50 on this. Personally I did not like it. It did not appeal to me
as much of an entertainment proposition. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.) A fair picture, but it is
a shame to waste so good a star as Denny in a
story like “Oh, Doctor.” Keep Denny in action
—where he belongs. (State, Devil’s Lake, N. D.)
Fine show. Good drawing power. (Paramount,
Harvard, Neb.)
;

—

—

equal

HOME

OLD
WEEK, FP, Thomas Meighan, Lila
Lee, Larry Wheat, 7. It i§ Meighan at his best,
in the kind of a story the folks like. Has every-

—

ONE WAY STREET,
Anna

Mona

i

tTJIE,

FN, Ben Lyon,

Kingsley, Marjorie Daw,
Dorothy Cumming, 6. A very (good entertainment,
one that does not drag at aiW stage of the game.
While the story in part is not new, it is done
in such an excellent way, that it goes over. The
card game episode furnishes some comedy relief
which is needed, and the end is a veritable climax.
Rejuvenation theme.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
Well produced and entertaining, but business very
light.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Seemed to get
by O. K., as many commented favorably on it.
A pretty good program picture but nothing big.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga. )
This picture is as poor
(won’t use the popular word) as "Sally” was
The baseball season opened just a little
good.
too late to call This a foul ball.
No excuse for
such errors.
(Strand, Robinson, 111.)
A very
nice picture.
We did a fair business considering
the opening of a new state park and a wonderful dance pavilion here July 4 and 6, the days
we played this picture. (Regent, St. Marys, O.)
A picture with just a little different twist and
pleased.
Beautiful
it
Good supporting cast.
photography. Did a fairly good business the first
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
day second day was off.
Just a picture, that drew fairly well on account
(Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
Good proof the star.
gram picture. I played it two nights on account
of the picture went astray that I was to play
I
had a better house the
the second night.
second night than the first and enjoyed better
(Amuzu,
by some that came the second night.
Lincolnton, Ga.)
Q. Nilsson,

—

.

—

ONE YEAR TO

LIVE, FN,

Aileeti

Pringle,

Dorothy Mackaill, Antonio Moreno, Rosemary
Theby, Joseph Kilgore, 7. Very good picture,
Did
well directed, beautiful settings, well acted.
Second day went
a good business the first day.
to pieces. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
One of those
fifty-fifty pictures.
Some liked it and some didn’t.
(Palace, Malta,
Just an average program picture.
Mont.)
A fair production. Average business.

—

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
I am of the opinion this
one will never do in any class house. It is that
variety of vulgar love making theme that folks
Therefore, very unare passing up these days.
satisfactory entertainment and a suffering box
This was 60-50.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
office.

Some

liked

it,

some did

not.

Many were

dis-

Pringle not playing the
While they like her, she was not
vamp’s
(Fairyland, White
in her class in this one.
Castle, La.)
Was surprised at the way this drew,
and believe it pleased fairly well. A good pic(Russell, Somerset,
ture of Parisian night life.
Ohio.)

appointed

at
part.

Aileen
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ONLY WOMAN, THE, FN, Norma Talmadge,
Personally I
Eugene O’Brien, Edward Davis, 7

—

enjoyed this picture. Norma does her usual pleasing work and to my mind Eugene O’Brien does
However, we did the
the best he has ever done.
largest advertising campaign ever conducted here
(Cozy, Winchester,
business.
and only did average
A very good feature but not up to
Ind.)
Norma’s class. A strong story and well played
but did not hardly fill the place Norma has made
(Star, Hay Springs.
for herself in Hay Springs.
Good show but no business. Norma has
Neb.)
Every one falls just a little
lost her grip here.

Very good is
(Liberty, Pasco, Wash.)
(Fairyland, White Castle,
have to say.
not stand a
will
Very good picture but
La.)
raise in admission, as they cannot see where it
Norma
should cost more than any other feature.
Price too high to make money.
is good in this.
good
very
This is a
(Majestic, Fairbury, Neb.)
All Norma’s pictures bring us some
picture.
(Columbus, Columbus, Ohio.)
extra business.
Didn’t see this myself but the reports are very
Had to raise
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
good.
of
admission slightly to take care of extra cost
That is, I
mark.
the
features and just made
feature.
could have made as much with a program
The
Productions are a credit to Norma, with
Only Woman” a bit ahead, but why we can
of
pictures
not do the extra business with new
(Star,
this class is more than I can understand.
Sandusky, Mich.)
harder.
all

I

ON THE STROKE OF THREE,

FBO, Kenneth

PhilHarlan, Madge Bellamy, Mary Carr, Eddie

—A

mighty nice picture that will please
most any audience. Good action. (New Geneseo,
A good interesting picture. We
Geneseo, 111.)
drew
it
used the title contest on this one and
(Odeon, Chandler, Okla.)
some extra business.
audience
the
Fairly good program picture, if
expecting too much.
is in a good humor and not
No comments. Good cast, good direction and
A.,
photography, but story a little slow. (Y. M. C.
This is the one with the Title
Morenci, Ariz.)
ought
which
Contest tieup. A fairly good picture
Ballyhooed the Title
to please most anywhere.
angle of this and had pretty good crowds
lips,

7.

Contest

two night. (Trags,

Neillsville,

Wis.)
time

An

old, old

time.
the town by paying off the
half
Not
three.”
mortagage ‘‘on the stroke of
Failed to draw.
as thrilling as advertised.
Very good picture
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
big
and pleased all who saw it. I advertised it
than usual.
but it didn’t bring any more business
Spring(Grand,
But it isn’t the picture’s fault.
A good program picture. Well
story

The

field,

that

hero

everyone

has

seen

after

saves

Minn.)

(American, Wautoma,
acted and a good story.
No better than average picture. Ran it
Wis.)
very well. Got
as a special, but it did not draw
and adverfree advertising for the title contest
(Opera House,
Pleased 80 per cent.
tised big.
Edwards, N. Y.)

ON THIN ICE, W, Tom Moore, Edith Roberts,
A good
William Russell, Theodore Von Eltz, 7
William
one from Warner Bros. Tom Moore,
picture
Russell and Edith Roberts put this crook

—

Warner Bros.’ advertising
in fine style.
means nothing. I got desperate the second day;
painted signs
tore down all the advertising and
at the
reading “See the Bowery wriggle tonight
I got in enough
(It’s sure some dance.)
Cozy.”
If you can get them
to pay for the picture.
over

(Cozy, Villisca, la.)
one will please.
a good crook story. Russell good, Moore
Should please your fans if they
is there, too.
Not a special but a darn
like crook stories.
good program picture. Many favorable comments
on it. (Kozy, Vidalia, La.) A dandy crook story.
hear
Pleased the men exceptionally well. Didn’t
men
any women say, but think it will appeal to
has
It
picture.
mostly. I class it as a first rate
anything
a dance in it that is a wow. Different from
you ever saw. They call it the “bowery wiggle.”
This is an excellent
(Majestic, Bowie, Tex.)
I always thought
picture and very well acted.
if
that William Russell would make good pictures
out,

this

This

is

he could get in the right kind. Tom Moore and
Edith Roberts also took their parts very good.
Had many favorable comments. (Grand, SpringA very good crook melodrama that
field, Minn.)
However, warm weather
pleased 99 per cent.
and summer attractions kept the box office empty.
Dandy crook story,
Mont.)
(Liberty, Kalispell.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
but did not draw.

—

O. U. WEST, FBO, Lefty Flynn, 5. This is a
Flynn is getting better in each
good Western.
Just a
(Royal, Fairmount, Ind.)
one, I believe.
Western, not much worse than many and not any
Flynn never was made for this stuff, as
better.
I notice they cut them out on
they found out.
A
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
the new program.
dandy Western. Pleased all that saw it. Good

Average Flynn.
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
(Paramount, Kokomo, Ind.)
Story old and weak.
Pleased the Western fans, but the others cer(Photoplay,
Ashland,
Kan.)
tainly
pan it.
Pretty good.
Better than most of his pictures.
Average West(Strand, Newman Grove, Neb.)
ern.
Drew fair crowd. (Opera House, Edwards,
This is a real good picture with a
N. Y. )
Also a light strain of
Western atmosphere.
It
is
no knockout but we must class
comedy.
This
it as good.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
is a pretty good Western and will rate a little
(Trags,
better than some of his previous efforts.
Neillsville, Wis.)
The picture as a whole is O. K.
it
will
pass
O. K.
Has not the pep of some, but
Fair Western for small
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
towns and if you get the people in you will give
them satisfaction. Action is what they want and
(Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)
they get it in this one.
print.

P
PAMPERED YOUTH,

V, Cullen Landis, Allan
Forrest, Wallace MacDonald, Charlotte Merriam,
Alice Calhoun, Ben Alexander, 7. A fairly good
little program offering, but nothing to rave about.
Fire scene very thrilling, and that’s just about
all.
(Temple, Aberdeen, Miss.)
Ran it Sunday
night.
Business fair.
Picture fair.
Patrons
fairly satisfied. (Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
A
good program show. Good aetion, thrills and interesting settings.
A fine scene of thrills and
breath takers. Hairbreath, thrilling death escape.
(Gem, Hartford, Kan.) This is taken from Booth
Tarkington’s novel entitled “The Magnificent

31
them.
Both have good drawing power.
mount, Harvard, Neb.)

PERCY,

One of his best, Some wonderful
Clean and wholesome
is displayed in it.
Good for any time or day.
start to finish.
It’s a new picWill readily please all classes.
released Mar. 1, 1925.
Type, old time
ture,
drama. Rating 95 per cent. Film condition good.
Ambersons.”

from

(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) A most interesting story
by Booth Tarkington and the production is excellently done.
A fine moral in this and the
whole family will enjoy it. Whenever a picture
draws as well on a mid-week day as a Saturday
for us it must have the good old box office apSuch was the case with "Pampered Youth.”
peal.
Mighty poor special. Not
(Patriot, Patriot, Ind.)
a good program. Fell flat second day. Leave it

alone is my advice.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
Do
not think much of this one. Patrons disappointed
Very
little
action
until
the
last
and told me so.

two

reels.

Ran Larry Semon comedy, "Horse

(Lyric,
Shoes,” with above, which saved the day.
A good program picture.
Coon Rapids, Iowa.)
Did good business on this,
Pleased 90 per cent.
Advertising
so will please all those who play it.

good.

Vitagraph

will treat

you

right.

(Khattar’s,

Good entertainment for
Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
anyone, whether they want to think or thrill.
This is a dandy picture
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
It
with a fine lesson taught and good acting.
(Gem, Socorro, N. M.
will please the majority.
One swell picture and liked here. One that will
(Whynot, Greenfield, Ind.)
go over anywhere.
A little old fashioned and satisfying entertainment for a change. Business pretty fair. (Grand.
Rainier, Ore.)
Used this on Sunday night and
got no favorable comments. Think the story was
okay, the acting too, but my patrons do not
White
( Fairyland,
care for this old time stuff.
Castle, La.)

PATHS TO PARADISE,

FP, Betty Compson,
Santschi, Fred Kelsey,
Seemed to
Bert Woodruff, 7. A nice picture.
We used this
please.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
picture to open the theatre on, and while it’s not
a bad picture, it wasn’t what we were looking for.
The photos advertised Noah Beery and he wasn’t
Better change your posters.
in the picture at all.
Paramount, or you will get more kicks. (Rialto,
Dickinson, N. D.)
Excellent little comedy drama
with Griffith as usual, the whole show. If your
(Crossett,
people like Ray they will eat this up.
Crossett, Ark.)
Take off your hat again to
Griffith, the high hat comedian.
Real entertainment that brought applause.
Grif and Betty
Compson do 100 miles per hour in a big car with
dozens of cops after them, which is riotous fun.
(Colonial, Washington C. H„ Ohio.)
A knockout
comedy drama. Good plot put over cleverly. Not
just slapstick.
Both stars are fine. Should please
nearly everybody anywhere. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
The first few reels rather slow, but ends up in
whirlwind fashion.
A good comedy drama that
will please most crowds.
(The Rialto, New England, N. D.)
Ran it an extra day. 100 per cent
entertainment value. Comedy drama. No objectionable features. Cast good and direction perfect.
Full of clean humor.
(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
A good comedy drama. Not quite as good as
“Forty Winks,” which is a wow.
Book both of

Raymond

Griffith,

Tom

—

P, Charles Ray, Barbara Bedford, Betty

Blythe, Charles Murray, Joseph Kilgour, Louise
Dresser, Victor McLaglen, 6. A typical Ray production.
Pleased my patrons.
Fair crowd
bad
weather.
(Wardwell, Stockton Springs, Me.)
Good entertainment and pleased the majority very
much, but no pulling power.
Charles Murray
has a comedy role that steals the show.
(Y. M.
C. A., Morenci, Ariz.)
Good picture.
Charles
Murray partly steals the picture. Would recommend this one. (Robbinhood, Grand Haven. Mich.)
Ray well cast in this. They liked it. Business
satisfactory.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Here’s a
dandy good comedy. An exceptional cast. Charles
Murray as Holy Joe steals all honors he’s a wowl
had a local violinist work with the pianist
and it made a decided hit. Picture is from the
story, “The Desert Fiddler,” and music cue sheet
has direct cues for “Humoresque” and "Love’s

—

;

—

We

Old Sweet Song.” Use it
also has about the best

shown

—

talent

(Para-

for

Picture
scene
(Star, Menard, Tex.)

some time.

PERFECT

;

it

will

dam

FLAPPER,

help.

burst

THE,

flood

FN,

Colleen

Moore, Charles Wellsley, Sydney Chaplin, Phyllis
Haver, Frank Mayo, Lydia Knott, 7. A dandy
good picture.
Personally I thought more of it
than
“Flaming Youth.”
(Grand
and
Gem,

—

Cooper. Tex.)
Dandy picture. Very jazzy, of
course, but I advertised it as such and they
didn’t fail to come.
Pleased everybody, unless
it

was the

flappers,

in the last

and

it

handed them a

jolt

Would

advise you to play it.
(Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
I hope Colleen sees
this report, as I received a letter some time
ago asking me about her pictures and I want
to say this is perfect.
That girl sure knows
her stuff and everyone, young and old, likes
to see her.
I say book all of her pictures and
you won’t be sorry. First National has always
given me a square deal on her pictures, too.
Here’s to a long and happy future to Colleen,
the perfect actress. (Gem, Socorro, N. M.) Colleen’s
popularity always helps,
although the
picture, itself is better than average. (Regent,
Bogota, N. J.)
good picture and well liked
by all who saw it. But exhibition value placed
too high.
First National is surely hanging it
onto the franchise holder with the exhibition
values they are putting on the pictures now.
No chance to make out. (Arcadia, Vandergift,
Pa.)
Lost money on this on account of home
talent play on same nights I used this picture.
Colleen is there and over and she certainly made
a hit with everyone who saw her in “The Perfect
Flapper.”
Had several tell me to let them
know when I would show “Tommy Lou” again,
for they certainly would be here, so it looks
as if I can’t get along without showing Colleen.
Guess I’ll have to mortgage my theatre to get
some of her pictures, but she is worth it. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
Good picture. True to life.
Colleen always pleases and rings the bell for us.
(Columbus, Columbus, Texas.)
reel.

A

PLAYING

WITH

SOULS,

FN,

Jacqueline

Logan, Mary Astor, Clive Brook, William Collier,
Belle
Bennett,
Josef
Swickard,
Jessie
Arnold, 7. Very good picture.
No drawing
power.
Therefore, business very poor. (Bugg,
Chicago, 111.)
One of the best I have had in
months.
No competition. (Greenland, Greens-

Jr.,

—

Ga. )
A nice picture. Was very pleasing.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
Surprised us. Several
it good.
We didn’t expect much from the
name of the story. (Park, Morningside, la.) Not
much as a business getter. Pleased 50-50. (Grand.

boro,

called

Rainier, Ore.)

PORTS OF CALL,

F, Edmund Lowe, Hazel
William Davidson, Bobby Mack, Lilyan
Tashman, 6. Good program picture. Our patrons
like Edmund Lowe.
Think he will be a good
box office bet for the small theatre.
Six reels.
(Princess, Obion, Tenn.)
Very nice program
picture.
Business only fair, on account of bad
weather. (Ark, Logansport, Ind.)
A very well
presented picture of more than ordinary interest.
Makes a very good regular program picture.
(Crystal, Tombstone, Ariz.)

Keener,

—

PRAIRIE WIFE, THE, MG, Dorothy

Devore,
Rawlinson,
Gibson
Gowland,
Leslie
Stuart, 7. This is a dandy little picture and the
fact that it was taken from a “Saturday Evening
Post” story helps the drawing power immensely.
Rawlinson and Devore make a good team. Considerable comedy in it.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Just a fair program picture.
(Princess, Traer.
Iowa.)
Here is a pretty good picture contrary
to our expectations. It will get by nicely.
(Rex,
Wahoo, Neb.)
Good society Western drama.

Herbert

—
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First Big

from Associated Exhibitors
1925

— 1926

All Made, Ready to See, Sold with a Guarantee

MONTY BANKS
with

Anne Cornwall, Robert Edeson and a

big

cast in

“KEEP SMILING”

1

Directed by Albert Austin and Gilbert Pratt.
Produced by Howard Estabrook.
Story by Herman Raymaker and Clyde Bruck-

One

2

A

JACK DEMPSEY
and
ESTELLE TAYLOR

man.

Championship stuff, with something
doing every minute. The champion stages
some fierce battles and he doesn’t pull
his blows either.

of the biggest feature comedies ever
melange of laughs and thrills.

made.

(Mrs. Jack Dempsey)
in

“MANHATTAN MADNESS”
Directed by John McDermott.
Produced by Fine Arts Pictures,

ALICE JOYCE

Inc.

with Virginia Lee Corbin, Malcolm McGregor,
Elliott

Nugent and Harry T. Morey

in

“HEADLINES”
An

E. H. Griffith Production

3

So good that it makes nine out of ten
pictures look bad.
gem of acting.

4

A

A

TOM MOORE
and Eileen Percy

in

“UNDER THE ROUGE”
Produced by Lewis H. Moomaw.
Written by A. P. Younger.

crook story and one of the best you
Fast and fascinating.
at.

ever looked

LIONEL BARRYMORE

MAE BUSCH
Owen Moore, Harry

T.

McIntosh

HOPE HAMPTON

5

Society drama, tense and beautiful.

in

“FIFTY-FIFTY”

A

Henri Diamant Berger Production.

Morey and Burr
in

“CAMILLE OF THE
BARBARY COAST”

6

A Hugh

Dierker Production.
Story by Forrest Halsey.

Real heart interest, the sort
over and boost.

women

cry

GLENN HUNTER
A

heart-throb after-the-war story of a
strange matrimonial mixup.

7

HAROLD LLOYD

8

in

“NEVER WEAKEN”
Produced by Hal Roach

and Edna Murphy

in

“HIS BUDDY’S WIFE”
Directed by
Story by T.

The

Tom

Terriss.
Kelly.

Howard

screen’s

greatest

second of the Popular
A laughing riot.

comedian

in the

Demand

Series.
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Average business.
here.
Ore.)
Just a picture, nothing
Not enough action to make a Western.
to it.
good picture. Use for
(Strand, Grinnell, Xa.)
(Grand,
Okay in every way.
Saturday night.
Coleman, Alta., Canada.) Not much to this one.
popular

not

Stars

(Grand,

Rainier,

A

Very slow and draggy, but will get by on Satur(Castle,
day. Wouldn’t bank on this too strong.
Havana, 111.)

PRICE OF A PARTY, THE, AE, Hope Hampflarrison Ford, Mary Astor, Dagmar Godowsky, Arthur Edmund Carewe, Fred Hadley, 6.
ton,

—The

hardest picture to sit through that we ever
ran and more walk-outs than we ever had. Would
have to be condensed into two or three reels to
get any action. (Majestic, Weiner, Ark.) If you
exhibitors have a crowd like mine, you can get
along very nicely without playing this one. (Opera
A regular grape fruit
House, Baldwin, Wis.)
among lemons. Can be run either backward or
forward without any appreciable difference. Has
fair drawing power on account of stars, but the
picture is decidedly lacking in most everything.
In fact, there isn’t even a party in it. (Quality,
Cullom, 111.) We expected something very spicy
so did the customers but we all got
in this one
fooled. Just one of those pictures. (New Geneseo,

—

;

Geneseo,

li,

111.)

PRICE OF PLEASURE, THE, U, Virginia ValNorman Kerry, Louise Fazenda, George Faw-

cett,

Kate Lester, T. Roy Barnes, Marie Astaire,

—-Very

good, as all others starring Virginia
Splendid cast, good story, good direction.
(Electric, Cambridge, Neb.) Very good picture to
no business. Johnny Jones carnival got all the
Pleasing producpeople. (Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
tion to average business. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Among those of the White List that are extra
Pleased my audience. (Fairyland, White
good.
Castle, La.) A mighty fine picture. Will please
however, Louise Fazenda and the
all who see it
baby steal the future from the other stars. (Osage,
Osage, Okla.) This picture went over big. Splendid work by the star and Norman Kerry every
way a good bet. (Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.) A
very good picture but did not draw. Rotten title.
(Electric, Independence, Mo.)
7.

Valli.

;

PROUD FLESH, MG,

Eleanor Boardman, Pat
O’Malley, Harrison Ford, Priscilla Bonner, 7.
Business
Excellent production but a poor title.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
A terbelow average.
rible box office flop.
Certainly does not mean a
thing here in my town to say “Proud Flesh” and
we showed this just two days to the poorest
business this year. Picture does not register any
sincerity at any time and you are simply bored
to death with the flat titles which are used. Here’s
hoping the next one will be better. (Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
A very good picture but of absolutely no drawing power.
No electric light
names in this one.
(Bugg, Chicago, III.)

Q
QUO VADIS,

—

FN, Emil Jannings,

Lillian Hall

Davis, 10
It is just like the press books tell you,
“Gigantic.”
It is fine entertainment and has
drawing power. We did better than average business with advanced admission at the box office
with “Golden Bed” at opposition selling for a
nickel less than “Quo Vadis.”
Very satisfactory
offering and will stimulate business.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
A massive production but not as
good and gripping as the old “Quo Vadis.” The
old “Quo Vadis” did a better business.
Something is lacking in this production.
Did not
draw any business. If you have to pay big money
for it, lay off of it.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111) A good
picture, but all who saw the old “Quo Vadis”
say they saw it. People will not distinguish between the old film and the new gigantic First
National.
So as a special at special price it
becomes a gigantic First National lemon to the
exhibitor.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
A big
spectacle which most of our regular patrons did
not care for, although they did come and see it.
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
Good picture.
Played two days to nice business.
(Halfway,
Halfway, Mich.)

R
RAFFLES, U, House

Peters, Freeman Wood,
Winter Hall, Kate Lester, Hedda Hopper, 6.—
Did a very good business.
good picture, very
well directed.
Beautiful photography, good for
any neighborhood. Just another of Universal’s
good pictures that get money.
(Bugg, Chicago,
111.)
good feature with a good crook story
that would please almost any audience.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
very good picture

A

A

A

but not as good as some of his others. Does not
compare with "The Tornado.” A good Sunday
picture.
(Monticello Opera House, Monticello,
la.)
A most stupid picture that impressed our
patrons so strongly no one could seem to remember whether they liked it or not. We judge
they must have slept.
It is not worth running,
although the title and star will draw.
(Plaza,
Chestertown, N. Y.)
Pleasing picture and went
over for the week to nice business. Not big, not
spectacular, but it’s a picture with that something
known as audience appeal. (West Coast-Langley’s
Florence, Pasadena, Cal.)
Long draggy feature,
unsuited to House Peters, who is very good in
out-door pictures such as "Head Winds,” “The
Tornado,” etc.
(Electric, Cambridge, Neb.)

RAG MAN, THE, MG, Jackie Coogan, Max
Davidson, Robert Edeson, William Conklin, 6
This is an excellent picture and for merit registered at the box office 100 per cent in the face
of
a high school class play.
In this picture Jackie
goes back to “The Kid” days and you all know
what

that means.
This picture re-established
Jackie with my patrons. You can’t go wrong on
this picture.
Book it.
(Golden Belt, Ellsworth,
Kan.) Similar to “My Boy” and seemed to please

as well. Drew well. Good enough for any
house.
Admission 10-25 cents.
(Rex, Montezuma, Ind.)
A very good picture. The best Coogan since “My
Boy.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
If you are looking
for an honest-to-goodness box office attraction,
give them this. It was a clean-up for us
and
besides, it pleased 100 per cent.
They have put
Jackie again in a picture he is suited for. (Tempi®* Aberdeen, Miss.)
Jackie does not draw them
in and this thing is without story and just
as
thin as they make ’em nowadays.
Even the

kids did not turn out for this one.
I don’t believe we can get away with this high
pressure
star stuff in this business at the box office.
(Cozy,
Winchester, Ind.)
Possibly the best Jackie has
ever done. Practically everyone well pleased with
the picture and loud in their praise of same. Fine
business for two days.
Buy this and get behind
it with some steam and you can lift
the mortgage.
(Odeon, Chandler, Okla.)
Very good picture.
Best Coogan we have ever used.
The kid just
fits into this kind of a picture.
Pleased everyone.
(Princess, Crandon, Wis.)
Drew exceedingly well
and patrons remarked that “it was Jackie’s most
entertaining picture.”
It is a pleasure to know
this popular juvenile star is unexcelled and
their
prices are on a live and let live basis.
(Lonet.
Wellington, O.)
This is a very good Coogan
picture but not a special.
Can’t do anything

with Coogan here. Only children come out to see
him.
(Lyric. Tekamah, Neb.)
This is the best
thing Jackie has done in a long time. Drew good
business and everyone seemed pleased.
(Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
This picture drew just about all
the kids in town and also a lot of grown-ups.
Jackie is still a prime favorite with the kids,
but from the way he is growing up, he will have
a hard time staying in the juvenile class much
longer.
Too bad he couldn’t stay a kid always.
(Lyric, Greenville, 111.)
An excellent production.
Pleased old and young alike.
Every theatre
ought to run this one. You can’t go wrong on
this Coogan. Business good. (Bugg. Chicago, III.)
Good and he draws for us. (Lyric, Ellendale, N.
D.)
One of the best of this star, but he is losing out with us.
It cost far too much.
MetroGoldwyn show no disposition to reduce prices.
They are hard-boiled and we are off them for all
the time.
(New Dale, East Long Beach, Cal.)
The picture fan public were more pleased with
Coogan dressed up in tatters than in the stately
robe of a prince.
Will please all from 4 to 70
years.
Coogan’s partner deserves credit for his
work as Ginsburg in this production. Run this
an extra day. That is, if you generally show a
good picture two days, run this one three.
It
will stand up on its own merits.
(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
Very good picture for everyone.
Played to good matinee but it flopped at night
on account of the thermometer going up.
But
you can’t blame the picture, as it’s there.
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
One of Jackie’s best,
but Jackie does not draw any more.
(Strand,
MeKenzie, Tenn.)
Better than most of the

few Coogans we have run and it surely drew
the kiddies.
(Strand, Newman Grove, Neb.) The
best Jackie has made. (Where Jackie is popular,
should do good business.
It got out the kiddies
in a small town.
Good print, out of St. Louis.
(Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.)
About the
average Coogan, but I can get no money with
I consider that any picture with a
his pictures.
No more
child star is only fit for a double bill.
Coogans for me unless sold at a double bill price,
(loka, Exeter, N. H.)
Consider this a good comedy drama, but not a special by any means. Metro
Don’t think I
surely holds you up for Coogan.
will play more of this star’s pictures, as he doesn’t
last

33
make me money any more.

(Imogene,

Another good one of Jackie’s.

Fla.)

I

Milton,

ran this

4 to a good, crowd. (Theatorium, EmlenJackie Coogan’s best since signing with
ton. Pa.)
Metro.
(Opera House, Scott City, Kan.) One of
(Lyric, Moweaqua, 111.)
Jackie’s best.
good

July

A

Can’t see why they call it a special.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
Good, but not Jackie’s
best.
(Starland, Stockbridge, Mich.)
We conYou
sider this the best Coogan since “The Kid.”
can’t go wrong on this one.
Step on it and
make some dough. If they like Coogan in your
town it will hack up all you can say about it. If
they’d make more like this, we wouldn’t have to
(Dixie, Dickson, Tenn.)
Another good
worry.
one of Jackie. All the kids turned out and were
well pleased. No kicks from adults. Will please
(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.)
about 90 per cent.
Business good on account of it being the first
Coogan shown here. Pleased all. (Alamo, Pernbine, Wis.)
picture.

RAINBOW TRAIL, THE, F, Tom Mix, Anne
Cornwall, George Bancroft, Lucien Littlefield,
Carol Halloway, Diana Miller, 6. Very good picWhy doesn’t
ture but does not follow story.
somebody tell Tom Mix how to dress as a cowboy ? Whoever saw a real cowboy dress as he
People are turning away from this kid
does ?
Very
(Liberty, Kalispell, Mont.)
gloved star.
(Electric, Indegood and drew good business.
This is a darned good bet.
pendence, Mo.)
Changed quite a bit from the original story, but
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
it sure drew business.
Good picture, good business on a broiling hot
Mix and Zane Grey make a good team.
night.
(Pastime, Williamston, Mich.) Good picture from
Zane Grey’s novel, a sequel to "Riders of the
Purple Sage.”
Some changes from book, but
(S. T.,
picture pleased and drew some extra biz.
Zane
Double drawing power:
Parker, S. D.)
If
you
have
a
with
Tony.
Tom
Mix,
and
Grey
mortgage on your theatre, this will pay it off,
and Tom will not fail to please all of your patrons. Prices right; good print. 'Nuf sed! (PlainAn extra good program
view, Plainview, Tex.)
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Western.

—

RAMSHACKLE HOUSE, PDC, Betty Compson,
Robert Lowing, John Davidson, Henry James,
Josephine Norman, 6. A good little picture.
Pleased all that came. It is a pleasure to run a
nice clean picture like this with no sex stuff or
You can boost it without fear of beslushiness.
(Arcadia, Vaning let down when they come.
A very good program picture.
dergrift, Pa.)
Very realistic reproduction of alligators and rep-

—

tiles

will

make

the

women

yell.

Not a

special.

A
Fine.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
Film good.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.) Drew
real good picture.
good.
too
Print
not
any
well for a Saturday.
A
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Fairly good picture.
The
good big picture, clean and entertaining.
(Silver Family, Greenville. Mich.)
Pretty good seemed to hold ’em. (Pastime, Mason,
Good little program picture that leads up
Mich.)
Nice
(Moon, Spencer, Neb.)
to a good climax.
picture with a touch of mystery
program
little
and action. (Gem, N. M.)

star splendid.
;

RANGE TERROR, THE,

FBO,

Bob

Custer,

Thais Valdemar, Henry Herbert, Claire de Lorez,
The best one he has made in my opinion,
5.
and that is certainly saying something. All are
Texas Ranger stories and Bob is the real guy
Men, if your patrons like
to play in these.
Westerns, just book these Custers. Put the first
one on strong and then just sit back and watch
them come in to the rest of them. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
If the balance of the Bob Custer
pictures are as good as this one, they will satisfy,

—

action and will please the
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Plenty of comments on this. If you want Westas

this

Western

is

full

of

fans.

erns and action, don’t miss F. B. O. The Custers,
Wilsons, Bill Mix all good. Buy them and push
them. (Wallins, Wallins, Ky.) A rough picture

—

(Monarch, Edmonfor Western class of theatre.
Should
Can.)
Nothing extra.
ton,
Alberta,
please the usual Saturday audience, but not in
(Printhe same class with Gibson or Thomson.
Film
Good for Sunday.
cess. Crandon, Wis.)
very good Western that should
condition good.
go over and please in any town, as it is not a
Good plot and very well
real rough picture.

A

acted.
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.) Film in good
condition.
Just a fair Western. Good for small
Somehow did not draw for me, as this
star is new here and it takes some time to build
a star up and make them come. Bob is a pretty
good actor, to my satisfaction, but patrons say
Good
(Royal, Kimball, S. D.)
too much hokum.

towns.

Western

picture.

Drew good crowd on Tuesday

night.

(Opera House,

This

just a Western.

is

Fair.
Edwards, N. Y.)
I would say below the

.
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3,

A
(Opera House, Cogswell, N. D.)
average.
dandy picture that we all liked. Nothing big,
(Postville, Postville, la.)
but very entertaining.
Some of
This was sent to us as a substitute.
them seemed to like it but I did not. Too much
(Strand,
again.
him
want
Don’t
rough stuff.
Newman Grove, Neb.) Think this is the best of
Lots of aetion and if they give
the series yet.
Custer good stories he will do better. Fair West(Castle, Havana, 111.) A good Western. Some
exchanges can learn from F. B. O. (Dixie, Wynne,
Ark.) Oh Gosh! Oh Ding! O’DarnJ How Bob does
This is a good Western,
please my customers 1
though I would not rave over it if left to my
judgment. Just goes to show we boob exhibitors
do not know what’s what. (Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
A Western that pleased. Print good. (Princess,
(CampThis star is getting better.
Traer, la.)
bell, Maeksville, Kan.)

ern.

RECKLESS ROMANCE, PDC,

T.

Roy Barnes,

B reamer,
A delightful farce
Tally Marshall, Jack Duffy, 6
comedy that was enjoyed by a Sunday audience.
I find my patrons want entertainment, instead of
(Elks, Presfamily squabbles and sex triangles.
Good comedy drama. Full of action
cott, Aria.)
(Rex,
cent.
per
Pleased
100
through.
all
Wanda Hawley,

Harry Myers,

Kindersley,

A

drama.

A good comedy
Canada.)
Sask.,
program picture bought by me at a

special price,
all

—

Sylvia

ain’t there, so the fools ain’t
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

and

dead yet.

to this, although containing a lot of
laughs. Business held up, thanks to serial night.
Farce comedy with
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
plenty of laughs. Theme is a bit daring, but it’s
Put up
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
well handled.
“The best comedy drama ever.*’ Business bum.
hare-lipped
I can get ’em out on wall-eyed Zeke or
Harry, but when you give them a real honest-togoodness picture like this, they stay at home. If
you have this one booked, go the limit. It would
make a stone man laugh. (Cozy, Villisca, la.)
A jolly and clean comedy drama which drew and
A very good
pleased.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
(Liggett, Madison,
feature comedy that pleased.
Another flop from Producers. (Crescent.
Kan.)
Newark, N. Y.) This was a clever comedy and
I think was entirely satisfactory to our Saturday
night crowd. I enjoyed this kind of comedy very
much myself. It was pretty clever comedy. If
you have it coming do not be afraid to step on it.
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)

RECOMPENSE,

W,

Marie

Prevost,

Monte

Roche, George Seigman, Virginia
Brown Faire, Etta Lee, John Patrick, 6. A good
Will they ever
picture but no drawing power.
quit making war pictures and forcing the exhibitor who caters to a German audience to run
Bucked a comthem?
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
munity picnic with this and held our own. Didn’t
see the picture myself but was told that it was
A
(Park, Morningside and Moville, la.)
good.
good picture which seemed to satisfy our patrons.
Too many kissing scenes. A lot of this should be
cut out, which would make it a dandy picture.
(Orpheum, Ada, Minn.) This feature impressed
our patrons strongly. Very entertaining. These
two stars well liked. (Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.)
A good picture that pleased many, but we have
the same old story about the Warner Brothers

John

—

pictures.
Too much loving and kissing, which is
It is all disof no advantage to us exhibitors.
advantageous, for every time I show one with all
this loving I never hear the end of it, no matter
how good the picture is.
(Grand, Springfield,
If Will Hays put a ban on “Simon Called
Peter,” then why the devil did "Recompense" get
by? More kicks on this picture than any before.
Booked for two days ; pulled it off after first day.
Ministers and calamity howlers on my neck for
having shown it one day. With such pictures as
and
"Recompense,”
“Sackcloth
and Scarlet”
others I have run, there is a crying need for a
(Pastime,
Warren.
“Greater Movie Season.”
Ark.)

Minn.)

RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT, THE, PL,
Kenneth Harlan, Helene Chadwick, Mary Carr,
Zasu Pitts, Rosemary Thelby, T. Roy Barnes,
Ralph Lewis, 7. A good picture that is just a
Ran it three days and
little out of the ordinary.
(Regent, St.
received many compliments on it.
Good picture, but lost money on
Marys, Ohio.)
Very poor paper. A lot of these dubs that
it.
get up the paper for a picture will put a picture
of a man and woman out for any kind of a

—

picture. People are tired of that stuff.
(Arcadia,
Vandergrift, Pa.) A very good picture but of no
box office value whatsoever.
Beautiful photog-

raphy and good acting. It’s really good for any
house for one day. Business was absolutely rotten.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Only fair and only
fair

business.

talent

They’d put
these stories.
Well, we play
in them.

some money and
“A Son of His

Father” next week and we’re going to see a great
Just fair. Foldifference.
(Cresco, Cresco, la.)
lows the book closely but that is the most that
can be said for it. Does not compare with “The
Mine with the Iron Door” and “When a Man's a
This pic(Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.)
Man.”
ture did good business and pleased all the readers
(Rex, Wahoo,
of Harold Bell Wright’s works.
A good picture that will draw well after
Neb.)
first

day.

(Citadel,

REDEEMING

Bloomfield, Ind.)

SIN,

THE, V, Nazimova, Lou

Tellegen, Carl Miller, Otis Harlan, Rositta MarBetter than the average
stini, 7.
Very good.
Good cast
(Fairyland White Castle, La.)
run.
and great acting, but not a very pleasing story.
Depicting the under(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
world life in Paris. My audience seemed to ba
greatly pleased with it, although some expressed
disappointment over the conventional happy endType crook drama. Not for Sunday. Rating.
(Jewel,
Film condition good.
ing 90 per cent.
Verndale, Minn.)
Not a special, but paid a
special price for it.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
This sure is a real good underworld crook drama
Nazimova sure is
will
any
audience.
that
please
a real good actress and is at her best in this

—

picture.

(Opera House, Raymond, Mirm.)

it

Not much

Blue,

make

Would

like

to

see

Paramount

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE,

F,

Tom

Mix, Beatrice Burnham, Arthur Morrison, Warner Oland, Mabel Ballin, Wilfred Lucas, Marian
Nixon, 6. It's the old army game, gent$, Tom
Mix and Zane Grey, the unbeatable combination.
A great old Saturday night bill. Seven spools
of brand new fillum.
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
(Grand,
100 per cent picture and then some.
Coleman, Alta., Can.)
Go
Wonderful picture.

—

and boost it as far as you like for splendid
(New. Hoosick Fails, N. Y.) Drawing
power. Box office returns. House packed at all
to it

results.

times.
Okla.)

book

;

Medium advertising.
Some bellyached that
some that

it

action.
However,
high school play,

(Liberty, Blackwell,
it didn’t follow the

didn’t have

against

enough

a dizzy

Tom Mix

home

talent

drew nearly a full house.
Do you small towners know what that means ?
It is a mixture of Zane Grey and Tom, which is
enough to satisfy anybody.
(Trags, Neillsville,
Wis.)
Very good and drew capacity houses.
(Princess, Traer, Iowa.)
Any time you can hook
Tom Mix to a Zane Grey story you can do some
business.
This was a well made picture from
the Grey novel and it pleased.
(S. T„ Parker.
Boys, if you pass this one you are passing
S. D.)
up some real money.
Book it, advertise, and
make some real money. Hot night stood them in
the street.
(Montieello Opera House, Monticello,
A splendid picture. Great story, and Mix
la.)
never made a poor one. Get it and you will please
it

;

your patrons.

(Silver Family, Greenville.

Mich.)

With the biggest opposition that ever was in this
town, “a free medicine show on a lot,” this wonderful photoplay packed ’em in to the best box
business in 1925.
Now I want to tell you
that there is no better picture at any price than
this, and you small town fellers know what a
thrill it is to count up a profit these days, and
this on,e will do the business for you okay.
(Cozy,
Winchester, Ind.) Zane Grey’s pictures take good
here. This picture ought to go over good with the
small town exhibitors.
If you can buy it right.
Tom Mix is new here, but seems to be liked.
(Rialto, Hammon, Okla.)
Played this on a hot
night, but it brought Sunday box office results.
takes
It
Mix and no bones about it to bring ’em
in.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
Just let your
people know it’s coming.
Then take care you
don’t get killed in the rush.
(Pastime, Mason,
Mich.)
Ran it Wednesday to exceptional business.
What greater praise could be given a picture than to say it did exceptional business ? This
is the way I recommend “Riders of the Purple
Sage” to my exhibitor friends who have not yet
played it.
(Ideal, Chateaugay, N.
Y.)
Hard
times lose their significance when Tom Mix is
They all manage to get the money somehow
on.
or other. People who have not been in the house
all summer came out for this.
It is along more
serious lines and if you like Mix that way then
this is one of his best.
(Temple. Bellaire, O.)
This is a real picture.
Step on it and Mix will
do the rest.
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

office

RIDIN’ COMET, THE, FBO, Yakima Canutt,
Dorothy Woods, Bob Walker, Bill Donovan, 5.
This is a real good Western and my first picture
from this star, but will say that he is good.
Reminds one of Buck Jones. In this boy F. B. O.
has a very promising Western star.
(Imogene.
Milton, Fla.)
This was terrible. Worse than the
first one.
If F. B. O. thinks that they have another Fred Thomson in this star, nothing doing.
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He may go

over, but there is sure lots of room
Ky.)
(Dixie,
Russellville,
story but pleased the Western fans. (Opera
House, Edwards, N. Y.)
new star who to my
judgment will be one of the best on the screen
He made friends with
as a Western favorite.
This
his first picture.
(Victory, Rossiter, Pa.)
i3 full of thrills and pleased.
This boy is sure
there with the daredevil stuff. Westerns go over
good here.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
This is a
thriller and will please.
This star is unknown
as yet but we predict a good future for him.
It is great where Westerns are the go.
(Oak.

improvement.

for

Weak

A

Neb.)
A good Western with a good
Canutt is new here, therefore didn’t draw
very well, but he had the goods, being a good
rider and
athlete.
Was satisfied.
(Idlehour.
Monroe, Ga.)
This is his best picture to date.
Should please the Canutt fans.
If you haven’t
bought the Canutt series, buy them. They are all
good.
This one will please all.
(Kozy, Vidalia,
La.)
One of a new series of Westerns and this
lad appears to be better than in any previous
series.
Has lots of pep and action and all kinds
of thrills.
Drew pretty good business under
Oakdale,

star.

favorable conditions. That's saying a lot.
(Temple, Bellaire, O.)
Oh. boy, what a star
Canutt.
to me, is ahead of all Western stars.
Tom Mix
had better look out or he will be left Dehind.
Book all of his pictures. Brother Exhibitors.
(Globe, Buena Vista, Va.)
I

RIDIN’ PRETTY, U, William Desmond, Ann
Forrest, Billy Sullivan, Slim Cole, 5
Fair Western.
Desmond has never knocked ’em out of
their seats here so far.
His pictures get by,
though, and that is about all.
(Cozy, Columbia,

Mo.)
A good comedy drama, though not a
Western by any means. Think it will please.
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
Very good.
Book it.
Will satisfy and get some money.
(Princess.
Elwood, Ind.)
A fine program picture. (Silver
Family, Greenville, Mich.)
One of the best Desmonds.
Pleased 100 per cent.
(King, Troy,
N. Y.)
Fair program picture.
Title too tame
for my Saturday crowd, but seemed to get by.
as I heard no complaints.
(Idlehour, Monroe.
Ga.)
Slightly above average.
Good comedy situations, not as much Western as title would lead
you to believe. The Ranch Riders were the best
part of the picture.
(Opera House, Edmond,
Kan.) A fair Western. Ran this with two reel
Century comedy and pleased my Saturday fans.
(City, LaFayette, Ala.)
One of the best of Desmond’s.
He and his supporters made them all
laugh.
What else do you want? (Victory, Rossiter,
Pa.)
Good comedy Western.
Title and
paper drew them in. Business was brisk. (Grand.
Rainier, Ore.) A fair Western picture. Desmond
seems to be getting somewhat better. Drew fair.
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
Boys, here is a good one
and has the thrills. Had a big house the first
night and doubled the second. There is enough
comedy to put it over good. Desmond always
good for me.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
This is a
good picture and will please most of the people.

Just enough comedy drama in it to make it good.
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
Good program picture.

(Lyric,

Walnut,

111.)

RIDING THUNDER, U, Jack

Hoxie, Katherine
Grant, Jack Pratt, Francis Ford, 5. Just a very
program Western did not draw. (Rialto.
Pecos, Tex.)
A good little Western with plenty
of action.
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
An average
Western that will satisfy. Print good. (Empress.
Grundy Center, la.)
They didn’t seem to fall
for this, although it is a good Western.
(Grand.
light

—

;

Rainier, Ore.)

ROARING ADVENTURE,

U, Jack Hoxie,

Mary

McAllister, Marian Sais, J. Gordon Russell, Jack
Pratt, 5. Good film.
This is a Western but the

—

hero is not in Western clothes, so therefore is
not as good as he would be otherwise.
The
scenery in this is good but Hoxie and the remainder of the cast act as though they were stage
struck and had never played in pictures before.
The action is fair but a trifle draggy at times.
There are better pictures to be had.
(Rialto.
Sharon, Wis.) Not up to his standard. (Strand,
McKenzie, Tenn.)
We class this as the poorest
Hoxie we have received from Universal. They
like to see Jack as a cowboy and he fails in this
one.
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
A good average
Western.
Business light.
Hoxie does not draw
for us.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Only a fair
Western, not as good as some that Hoxie has
made. Hoxie is not drawing as good here as he
did a year ago.
(Opera House, Edmond, Kan.)
I did not see this one, but I heard several say
that it was a good Western.
(Star, Tuckerman,
Ark.)
A very good Western picture that hasn’t
very much of the brutal action that other Western
pictures
have.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
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“The Limited Mail”

“The White Chief”

Monte Blue

Monte Blue

“The Wife Who Wasn’t
Wanted”

“His Jazz Bride”
Marie Prevost

that draw-

Irene Rich

“His Majesty Bunker Bean

“The Sap”

buildbecanse of

“Bobbed Hair”
Marie Prevost
in “The
on the Box”

Irene Rich

pictures

Rin-Tin-Tin
“Below the Line”

Syd Chaplin

Irene Rich

“Why Girls Go BackHome”

Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore

in

“Compromise”

”

Man

Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore

Rin-Tin-Tin

“The Night Cry”
“Broken Hearts of
Hollywood”

in

A cast of Warner stars

“The Pleasure Buyers”

WARNERS

Irene Rich

“Red Hot Tires”
Monte Blue

“Hell Bent for Heaven”
Monte Blue

“The Vengeance of Durand”
Irene Rich

box office

“Seven Sinners”
Marie Prevost

“The Passionate Quest”
Marie Prevost

“The Honeymoon Express”

“Satan in Sables”
Lowell Sherman

Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore

“Rose of the World”

Rin-Tin-Tin in “A Hero
of the Big Snows”

Patsy

Ruth

Miller

“The Cave Man”

Rin-Tin-Tin in “Clash of
the

Kenneth Harlan and
Patsy Ruth Miller

Wolves”

“Three Weeks in Paris”
Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore

“The

Inevitable
Millionaires”
Matt Moore and Dorothy Devore

An

:•

Ernst Lubitsch Production

“The Social Highwayman”

“Lady Windermere’s Fan”

Kenneth Harlan and
Patsy Ruth Miller

John Barrymore
in

“The Sea Beast”

“Hogan’s Alley”
Monte Blue

“The Love Toy”
Lowell Sherman

“The Fighting Edge”
Kenneth Harlan

“The Golden Cocoon”
Helene Chadwick

NEHB
YP
»

I

I
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“Barriers of Fire”
Monte Blue

«0S
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“Silken Shackles”
Irene Rich

“The Gay Ones”
Marie Prevost

Syd Chaplin in “Nightie
Night Nurse”

“The Little Irish Girl”
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(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
good Western.
good program, although not entirely a Western.
Print new. (Empress, Grundy Center, la.)

Pretty

A

ROSE OF PARIS, U, Mary Philbin, Robert
Cain, Joseph Sainpolis, Dorothy Revier, Frank
Currier, 7. A nice little picture that seemed to
Our advice to
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
please.
small town exhibitors is to lay off of this one,
Miss Philbin
as it’s not a small town picture.
doesn’t appeal to our people and the action is
There are plenty of action
terribly slow in this.
pictures on the market and the small town does
not have to play this kind of picture. Look out
Did
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
before you book it.
not see it, but all reports were good. Our people
don’t want foreign pictures and the title killed
Fairly good pro(Quality, Cullom, 111.)
it here.
duction but don’t know where they got the name.
These foreign plots do not pull at the box office.
No good for small town. Film in bad condition,
as are most we get out of Portland exchange.
Universal is missing an
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
opportunity to make a really big star of this girl.
She appeals to everybody. This picture gave fair
satisfaction and drew better than average business
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
for three days.
first class picture that for two nights failed
(Alamo, Moody, Tex.) Why
to draw film rental.
do Universal keep Mary Philbin? She has never
meant anything at our box office, and her pictures
are all more or less depressing.
Fair program
offering.
Good pic(Liberty, Kalispell, Mont.)
ture and Mary was very good. Pleased the grownups.
(Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)

—

A

s
SACKCLOTH

AND

SCARLET, FP, Alice
Sebastian, 7. Paramount promised us Conway Tearle in this and then gave a
couple of wooden men that no one ever heard of.
Alice Terry is wonderful and holds up the story.
story
Dorothy Sebastian great in a hard part.
the women liked very much, bue we had many
in
lovers
used
complaints about the "old men’’
When you try to make a woman’s
the story.
story you have to have men who will be acceptable to them, and none of the men in this
were.
(Temple, Bellaire, 0.) Another picture to
give the advocates of censorship something to
talk about.
This picture, “Open All Night” and
"The Man Who Fights Alone,” have created a
sentiment for censorship among our better patrons.
(Pastime, Warren, Ark.)
pretty fair
picture.
Miss Sebastion showed up very well.
(Regent, St. Marys, Ohio.) A good program picture.
(Elite, New Holstein, Wis.)

Terry, Dorothy

—

A

A

SADDLE HAWK, THE,

U, Hoot Gibson, MaSedgwick, Charles French,
Frank Campeau, 6. Short and snappy. Good hot
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
weather entertainment.
A good Western picture but not Hoot’s best. It
lacks the usual humor that Hoot puts into his
Altogeher it is a very good Western.
pictures.
Straight Western.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Would have taken better had they injected some
.comedy.
Business very good first night but below average second. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Hoot
Gibson the best Western comedy star in one of
his best.
All of Gibson’s please here and he is
building up a good following here. Give us more
Hoot always
of these.
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
pleases and this was no exception.
Very good
Another
Crandon, Wis.)
(Princess,
picture.
Moves fast and fills the
good one from Hoot.
Just a fair
(Majestic, Eureka, Mont.)
till.
ordinary outdoor picture without much merit.
Not up to the standard of many a Gibson I
rian

Nixon,

Josie

—

Not

suitable for the large playhouse.
(Milford,
was disappointed in this picture.
I
Although not so good as “Let ’Er
^Chicago, 111.)
Buck,” this one will please any Western bunch.
(Opera House,
very good Gibson picture.

:have run.

A

Baldwin, Wis.)

SALLY, FN, Colleen Moore, Leon Errol, Lloyd
Hughes, Eva Novak, Myrtle Stedman, 9. 100 per
cent entertainment for any house anywhere. The
best yet from Colleen.
She is my prize drawing
card, and I look forward to playing her pictures.
You can depend on her for a good one. '‘Sally”
is one that will appeal to young as well as old.
~Many kids turned out to see this.
(Idlehour,
Monroe, Ga.)
A sure fire production. Nothing
much better. It beat "Abraham Lincoln” here.
Surely put us in right.
advertised “your
I
money back if not satisfied.” Did not have to
return any money, they came the second night.

—

.

Book it.
(Polo, Polo, III.)
Human interest.
Humor. Truck parade ballyhoo. Average advertising.
Box office returns. (Liberty, Blackwell,

Colleen has outdone herself in this one.
it said it was the best picture they ever saw, and our Monday night attendance proved it. Monday is our weakest night,
but this one drew them in to the biggest Monday
night we ever had with the exception of “Wagon”
Credit must be given to Leon
and “Nation.”
Leon is there in picErrol as the comedian.
tures as well as on the stage, and if he could
put it over on the screen as on the stage he
would be about the best ever. The rest of the
Book it and boost it, you
cast is there also.
(New Geneseo, Geneseo, III.)
won’t be sorry.
There is so much in favor of this dandy picture
First, the
that I could sing its praises all day.
title, “Sally,” with all the publicity the radio has
Second,
given her, is catchy and attractive.
Colleen Moore, of which there is no more equal,
is Sally herself, and oh, boy ! how she eats up
the role. Then there is Leon Errol, the original
of the stage play watch his smoke in the future
In fact, the
(he’s already made in pictures).
whole cast, including Sally’s dog, fit the roles
Alfred Green
director
to perfection, not forgetting
and adapter June Mathis who deserve great
Okla.)

Everybody that saw

—

How

Oh, gee, I’m ashamed to
did I do?
tell.
Might raise my quota, but, raise or no raise,
and in justice to Colleen and her gang, I will
say I played this an extra day at increase over
ordinary prices, made a bet with my better seveneighths of a bonnet against a new straw, and
credit.

hit of "Sally” was “Watch
Lining,” and in the picture production it means a silver lining for exhibitors,
unless I am badly fooled. A few more “Sallys”
and Colleen Moore would take the bitter out of
O. K. in
(Strand, Robinson, 111.)
ex-i-biter.
every way. Star, story and box office value. Step
“Sally’ ’is a picon it. (Strand, Grinnell, la.)
Good cast, a
ture that will please the masses.
Get
humorous story and a box office picture.
behind it and boost it strong, as the picture warChicago,
111.)
(Milford,
advertising.
rants good
Not as good as “Flaming Youth” or "Painted
People,” but seems to be a money-maker everywhere.
Commencement on.
Those who came
(Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.) See where
liked it.
one of the high priced stars has kicked over the
traces and refused to sign up at something like
Wonder why they don’t give
$20,000 per week.
If honest-to-goodness acting
it to little Colleen?
has anything to do with a star’s salary, Colleen
should lead them all.
They just simply don’t
make them any better than “Sally.” If they
would take all the beautiful clothes away from
some of these high priced dames most of them
would have to go back to work in some laundry.
Not so with Colleen, she has the genuine ability
to put over any picture she happens to be put in.
For extraordinary acting, beautiful settings and
fine entertainment “Sally” ranks as one of the
very best. As a box office attraction it is bound
to draw a lot of extra business for any theatre.
You are safe in promising them one of the best
pictures on the First National program, and
don’t forget Colleen has made all of this possible.
(Lyric, Greenville, 111.)
Enjoyed by everybody.
Miss Moore wonderful in this.
Business very
good.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
A real comedy
drama that will please everybody. Colleen made
They came even
a lot of friends in this one.
though it was hot. (Hollywood, Stanford, Mont.)
Better than average business but not in accordance with exhibition value. As far as entertainment goes, here is the best thing since "Daddy
Long Legs.” Colleen Moore works hard all the
way through and certainly puts herself farther
ahead than she has ever been before, but say,
the weather is hot and it has got us licked. (Cozy,
Winchester, Ind.)
Extra good.
(Lyric, Morrison, III.)
An exceptionally fine production. Very
well directed beautiful settings crystal photography.
Colleen Moore is absolutely wonderful.
Every theatre should give their patrons a real
treat and run “Sally."
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
One of the greatest pictures of the year. It is
Colleen’s best.
This is the kind of picture that
everybody likes.
Miss Moore is a wonderful
actress.
(Regent, St. Marys, O.)
A very good
picture.
Plenty of comedy, and that is what
people want these days. Tone okay Sunday, yes.
(Pana, Pana, III.)
One of the best pictures released this year or ever shown in this theatre.
Business fine and pleased everyone.
(Robbinhood.
Grand Haven, Mich.)
Broke all house records
and pleased 100 per cent, in hot weather, too.
They’re still talking. If you haven’t played Colleen’s picture yet, you lost money and cheated
your patrons of an A-No. 1 entertainment. It’s
Colleen at her best. Play it.
(Halfway, Halfway.
Mich.)

cleaned up.

for the

The song

Silver

—

—

;

—

SANTA FE PETE, V, Pete Morrison, 5 This
one better than “The Empty Saddle.” Pleased all
here.
I believe this series of Morrison’s is going
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to be good.
This
run.
Prints new.

makes the second one

I

have

(Kozy,

Vidalia, La.)
Just a
fair Western.
Not enough action, but will get
you by if your patrons like Westerns. (Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
very good Western. Did well and
seemed to please most of the crowd. (Star, Holton, Kan.)
The third one of these we have used
and the best. There is plenty of action and a
good story with some good comedy. The advertis-

A

ing is misleading, however, as the horse does
nothing as one would be led to believe. Business
just fair.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Fairly good
Western. Much better than “The Empty Saddle.”
Fred Thomson takes the cake for Westerns here.
(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.)
A new star
with us that is going over fair, as weather is very
hot here the past few weeks.
(Temple, Lorain,

O.)

SCAR HANAN, FBO, Yakima Canutt, Dorothy
Woods, Helen Bruneau, 5. — A dandy little Western.
Say, boys, if you want to see the ridingest
fool you ever did see, get this one and see Yak
do his stuff. He rides ’em high, wide and hand-

some. He does all the stuff the other boys ever
attempted and then some. Lots of good comments.
A whiz for Saturday night. (Trags, Neillsville,
Wis.)
This is a go-getter for a Western, and
while it is not of the deep order, I had a satisfied audience and a good sized one.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
This fellow sure is a winner. The
first one of this star for me and it went over
big.
Fine print.
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
Good show. Yakima is the coming Western star.

King City, Cal.)
Had many favoron this one. Keep this boy out of the
drawing rooms and he will be a comer. Our folks
(Reel Joy,
able reports

Print good, paper good, needs betliked him.
(Rex, Gilman, Mo.)
Good
ter photography.
Western. First one we have run of Canutt and
well.
(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.)
This boy is going to make a winner if they’ll keep
giving him the right material.
Fair business.
(Liberty, Graham, Tex.)

pleased

SCHOOL FOR WIVES,

V, Sigrid Holmquist,
Kelly, Arthur Donaldson, Allan Simpson,
Dorothy Allen, 7
very well produced picture.
Pleased all who saw it.
good Wednesday picVitagraph is sure
ture.
Did a good business.
(Bugg, Chigiving the exhibitor value received.
Thi3 picture does not ring true to
cago, 111.)
life, but appeared to please, so that's the main
This
(Majestic, Biggon, Sask., Canada.)
thing.
was a good picture but did not draw at all for us.

Peggy

A

A

We

just cannot get them out with Vitagraph
pictures. The above picture was liked by all who
Our
(Dixie, Winona, Miss.)
did come out.
patrons did not like it and personally could see
(Liberty,
good subject spoiled.
nothing to it.
Kalispell, Mont.)

A

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT, U, James Kirkwood, Madge Bellamy, Zasu Pitts, Rosemary
Theby, Tom Wilson, 7. A mighty good one. The
Plenty of good
kind that pleases the people.
One of the best Jewels this season.
comedy.
(Ioka, Exeter, N. H.)
Play it by all means.
Very good mystery story well done. Will please if
you get them in. (Gem, Batesville, Ark.) This is
a beautiful picture, but is not the type that people
out here care for. It will please anywhere, though,
where a murder mystery story takes. (Oak, OakHere, you fellows looking for a hot
dale, Neb.)
weather picture, set this in. If they don’t like
this, close up for the summer and go fishing.
Very good mystery
(Legion, Marshalltown, la.)
(Grand,
Business very light.
comedy drama.
Rainier, Ore.)
Just an ordinary program picture,
as
it will
but no special. Do not boost too much,
A clever
(Osage, Osage, Okla.)
not stand it.
mystery drama that will please and entertain any
(Electric, Independence, Mo.)
patronage.

—

SEVEN CHANCES, MG, Buster Keaton, Ruth
Dwyer, T. Roy Barnes, Frankie Raymond, Erwin
They
Connelly, Jules Cowles, 6. This is great.
Drew slightly better than
laughed through it.
“The Navigator.” Patrons seemed to like it betOnce in a while a
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
ter.
picture comes along that hits them right on their
funny bone. “Seven Chances” kept them in an
uproar from start to finish. It’s Buster’s best for

—

a long time.

Drew

quite a lot of extra business

Buy it and watch ’em
and pleased everyone.
111.)
Greenville,
(Lyric,
have a good time.
Nothing big about this one at all. Consider It
Story
very poor comedy and had lots of kicks.
entirely too weak and too much unreasonable stuff.
If I had it to do over, I would lay off this one.
A wonderful comedy
(Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
This is the best thing
to a wonderful business.
Buster Keaton has ever done. Business built the
entire week and the last day was better than the
(West Coast- Langley’s Florence.
opening day.
Pasadena, Cal.) A darn good comedy that showed
to empty seats on account of 10c tent show competition.

(Odeon,

Chandler,

Okla.)

Lots

of
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laughs in this one. Keaton a good box office bet.
Color photography in first reel the best I've seen.
Not
(Majestic, Eureka, Mont.)
Nice and clear.
so good as “The Navigator," but very entertaining
and a life saver in hot weather. (Electric, Cambridge, Neb.) A wonderful picture from an entertainment standpoint. It will get them out and
A roar of laughter. (Elmac,
sure does suit.
Maple Rapids, Mich.) This is a fine comedy drama.
(Folly, Hollis, Okla.)
Great
I cleaned up on it.
laughing bill to fairly good business. Let’s boost
(RobinKeaton.
His pictures are very funny.
A continuous stream
hood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
of laughter. Run on a double program. Business
excellent.
(Liberty, Blackwell, Okla.)
Very good.
his best.
He is better for me than Lloyd.
(Ioka, Exeter, N. H.) Keaton’s well liked here.
Colored part in first reel pretty. Good print from

About

Milwaukee exchange.
(Alamo, Pembine, Wis.)
About the best thing Buster has done yet. (Star,
Stanley, Wis.)
Mighty good comedy. A great attempt to make a picture. Plenty of gags worked
Played as douin and are mostly new and good.
(Grand,
ble header with “Hearts and Spurs.”

No trouble with Buster
Can.)
brings them in, and pleases them,
too.
A great laugh-getter. Good serial. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)

Coleman,
Keaton.

Alta.,

He

SHOOK PUNCH, THE,

FP, Richard Dix, Frances Howard, Theodore Babcock, Percy Moore,
Charles Beyer, 6. A good, fast action, program
picture.
It's program and nothing more.
Not
quite up to my expectations, but it pleased.
Dix
and Denny are on the border of overdoing the
comedy stuff.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
Biggest
drawing card in weeks. Dix liked here. Picture
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
good.
Another swell
Dix entertainment plus. Just as good as they
ever come.
(Colonial, Washington C. H., Ohio.)
Here’s a dandy, one that will please them and a
good one for your Saturday program.
(Dixie,
Russellville, Ky. )
This kind of a picture is the
kind that always makes me feel good, and I know
that I have shown something that has pleased.
A person couldn’t wish for a better action and
comedy-drama combined.
(Grand,
Springfield,
Minn.)
Picture took well, although print was
dull.
Dix well liked and no adverse reports on
picture.
(Rialto, New England, N. D.)

—

SHE WOLVES, F, Alma Rubens, Jack Mulhall,
Bertram Grassby, Harry Myers, Judy King, Diana
Miller, Josef Swickard, 6.
The exhibitor who reported this as a poor picture did not see same

—

through the glasses
it

and

it

makes

first

looked through, as I liked
rate entertainment. Done in

I

some very clever situWinchester, Ind.)
ations.
No business.
Fair program picture. (Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
Six reels wasted telling a poor one reel story with
the title hearing the same relation to the picture
that un eskimo pie does to a hot dog. Just another of the program pictures unloaded on us as
specials by the exhibitor’s independent friend. Mr.
Title misleadBill Fox.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
ing and expected to be rather lurid, but it is not.
(GreenVery good picture clean and pleased.
halgh, Ferron, U.)
Just fair, not bad and not so
good. Not one that will draw any extra business
but will just about get by. Put a comedy with it.
Think
(Bailey, Waverly, Kan.)
Fair picture.
the title got them in, which was very disappointPlayed two days but should be used only
ing.
one day. (Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)
a

little

different way, with

(Cozy,

—

SIGN OF THE CACTUS, Jack

Hoxie, Helen
Holmes, J. Gordon Russell, Francis Ford, Josef
Swickard, 5. This is a good Western from Hoxie
and has a good amount of action and pleasing
scenery. This has piore pep than most of Hoxie’s,
and Helen Holmes and Muriel Francis Dana help
the picture along with their good acting. If your
patrons want Western action pictures, get this
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
one.
A real entertaining
Western with a real star.
(Star, Tuckerman,
Ark.)
Far from being a good picture, and a
disappointment to my gang, who love Westerns.
Go easy on this one. (Mission, Santa Paula, Cal.)
Another good one. Can’t go wrong if you want
action.
(Muse-U, Tularosa, N. Mex.)
Knowing
Jack as well as I do personally, I am still wondering why they let him wear that old hat and
outfit when the part of Cactus Whitehorse would
have made a real romantic character out of the
good-looking six-footer he is. The gang here like
Jack and he is stacking right up with Tom Mix
at the box office and am playing his name strong.
Jack is going to break out of “Blue Streak” Westerns and jump in with the Jewel gang with the
right direction.
Give him Sedgewick and a few
Hoot Gibson stories and he’s there. (Garden, So.
Charleston, O.)
Just ordinary Western with little action and no thrills that I could see.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Only fair. Not near up to
Hoxie standard.
(Opera House, Edmond, Kan.)
Average
program
light.
Western.
Business

—

As usual, Hoxie puts it
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
It
over and everyone goes out well satisfied.
feels good to get a picture that makes your patrons stop at the window and say, “You’ve got a
good bill today.” (King, Troy, N. Y.) An extra
good program picture. (Silver Family, Greenville,
Contrary to most reports, we found this
Mich.)
(Palace, Omaha,
a pleasing Western picture.
Tex.)

SILENT SANDERSON, PDC,

Harry

Carey,

Clark, Sheldon Lewis, Edith Yorke, 6.
Carey always draws good for me, but consider
Not up to his
this one of his weaker pictures.
(Opera House, Foley, Minn.)
usual standard.
This star draws the working class of people who
(Temple,
Business fair.
like Carey very well.
Lorain. O.) Good picture. Really one of the few
(Princess,
Producers that make money for us.
This is the first Carey for me.
Elwood, Ind.)
Was
I think it just a fair program picture.
disappointed, as I expected it to be a special.
Played to nice Sat(Arcadia. Vandergrift, Pa.)
urday crowd. Harry is getting better in every
Halfway,
Mich.)
(Halfway,
picture.
Trilby

SLANDERER, THE,

U, Johnnie Walker, Gladys
Hulette, Billy Sullivan, 5. For ordinary program
picture in small town it is extra good and price,
(Muse-U, Tularosa, N. Mex.) Good
too, is right.

—

Pleased
Story of small town life.
but did not draw usual Sunday busiNice program
ness.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
picture.
Not a Jewel as sold to me. (Chimes,
Cedarburg, Wis.)
production.

all

who came

SMOULDERING FIRES, U, Pauline Frederick,
Laura LaPlante, Malcolm McGregor, Tully MarThis was
shall, Wanda Hawley, Helen Lynch, 8.
extra good. While Pauline is getting old, I think

—

my

patrons prefer the supporting cast in this
A splendid
one.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
(Elks,
picture, but title and paper seemed poor.
One of the White List and very
Prescott, Ariz.)
(Harriet, Hardin, Mont.)
good in all respects.
Drew average
All who saw it were pleased.
business.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
One of the
best stories of its kind.
Has typical “movie"
appeal and all the elements that go to please.
Miss Frederick was never better and any sensible
man would have preferred her to the other girl,
even though she was younger.
Tully Marshall
supplied some excellent natural comedy. (Temple.
Ballaire, O.)
A real, truly worthy production.
Patrons pleased. (Rex, Wahoo, Neb.) Real good
picture with a real poor ending. It got them all
pepped up and then stopped.
(Lily, Buffalo, N.
Y.)

A

nice picture

and seemed

to please.

(Elec-

Here is a real picture.
Mo.)
Story of middle-aged business woman who marries youth half her age and then gives him up
when she finds younger sister is in love with him.
Development of story as natural as life. Business
not up to expectations, but if they didn’t like this,
will give it up.
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
This is a little different from the ordinary run
of pictures, and want to say the story and acting
is immense.
This took my audience, and I had a
good house. The story is unusual and it holds
their attention throughout. There is enough comedy in it to make good. Film fine, photography
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
good.
tric,

Chillicothe,

SOUL FIRE, FN, Richard Barthelmess, Bessie
Love, Helen Ware, Carlotta Monterey, Lee Baker,
Effie Shannon, Gus Weinberg, 8
Good.
(Lyric.
Terrible.
Morrison, 111.)
No story, no plot, no
action
did not even please the high-brows.
My
advice, if you have this one booked, is to set it
out until the snow gets four feet deep and it is
ten degrees below zero and then forget to order
a comedy if you expect to get home before morning.
T. O. Service is right in his comment on
“Parisian Nights” in the issue of July 18th.
First National has been shooting us an endless
succession of mushy society dramas and even the
high-brows are craving some red-blooded stuff, instead of this sickening trash.
Instead of a great
stage play, like this, have some good movies.
One-half regular business. (Regent, Eureka, Kan.)
The rough stuff in this one is what got it over
with our patrons.
Little too much artist and
musical genius stuff in it.
They had better be
careful of the highbrow stories or Dick will suffer.
Why can’t they remember that “Tol’ble
David” made him ? Seventy-five per cent of picture fans like human, understandable stories.
Why not choose stories for that class instead of
the 25 per cent highbrows? (Majestic, Las Vegas,
Nev.) Personally I thought this was a bunch of
cheese, but I’ll admit I don’t know anything.
This picture went over with a wow.
Not a big
vrow nor a little wow.
Like my dog a cross.
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oapable of doing better. Bessie
lot of favorable comment for
(Arcade, La Grande,
her work in this picture.
Ore.)
One of Barthelmess’ best for a long time.
Very good picture that they will like most anywhere.
This makes two
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
bad ones in a row for Dick. We’ll have to give
them something good soon. This is all apple(Strand. Grinnell, la.)
sauce, just plain junk.
A bang up good picture. It has wonderful acting,
one, but he

is

still

Love came in for a

as done by Bessie Love as well as Dick, and I
think Dick does some of his best work in this
The thing is not a good audience photopicture.
play, as it is only appreciated by a few. Exhibition value, according to my box office report, 50
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
per cent high.

SPANIARD, THE, FP,
Goudal,

Ricardo Cortez, Jetta

Noah Beery, 7.— Paid a high

rental

for

It is not an
this, for no reason that I can see.
Story
Business only fair.
outstanding picture.
Some expensive sets but they don’t
very weak.
mean anything. Sold to us originally as a Valentino picture, as per the colored inserts Para-

mount printed in 1924.
Good picture with poor

(Milford, Chicago. III.)
business, as the high
school seniors gave their class play the same
night. (Regent, St. Marys, O.) Very good. (Dixie,
Russellville, Ky.)
A good picture, but did not
Picture on the
draw.
(Lyric, Morrison, 111.)
order of “Blood and Sand.” Fair program picPipestone,
Minn.)
(Orpheum,
ture.

SPEED WILD, FBO, Lefty Flynn, Dorothy
Dwan, Frank Elliott, Ralph McCullough, Raymond Turner, Fred Bums, 5.— A good picture of
its kind and should make a fellow a little money.
I failed

on account of not having a sheet of paper.

Got

hand

to

it

to

Memphis

for

service.

Two

mistakes in one week. One failed to get paper,
other one reel of No. 4 of “The Telephone Girl.”
Received another No. 6 when should have had No.
(Grand, Okolona, Miss.) Just a fair picture
5.
with only a very limited amount of action. The
title would indicate lots of action but it was
minus. It was disappointing in this respect. We
would only class it as about 50 per cent good.
(DeLuxe, Spearville, Kan.)
This is a picture
depicting a mystery doing with the transportation
Also there’s a speed demon
of Chinese girls.
therefore the name. A very sweet love drama is
Dorothy Dwan is a
the nature of the picture.
Film in good condition.
very beautiful actress.
This is sure a good
(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)
one, as it has thrills that take the breath away.
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)

;

SPORTING VENUS. THE, MG. Blanche Sweet,
Ronald Colman, Law Cody, Josephine Crowell,
George Fawcett, Kate Price, 7. Just a program
A 1925
low at that.
Blanche Sweet miscast.
Hofly wood flapper don't look good for a Scotch

—

Had Norma Shearer taken

heiress.

would have been a

picture,

;

this,

this

as she has the looks

(Grand. Coleman, Alta., Canada.)
good production of its kind but has very poor
Your
drawing power.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
patrons may like this or not. A good cast with
honest
An
a weak story.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
effort was put forth by Marshall Neilan and his
gang and a lot of money spent with the result of
a very good offering for your patrons. Blanche
Sweet is at her best doing even better work than
Lew Cody and Ronin “His Supreme Moment.”
ald Colman excellent with balance of cast performing right up to expectations. Business not
up to present average for 3 days. (Cozy, Winfor this part.

A

;

—

(K. P., Pittsfield, 111.)
Dick seemed to make
back some of his friends he had lost with this

chester,

Ind.)

STAR DUST TRAIL, THE,

— Shirley

-

is

a pleasing

F, Shirley

Mason,

5.

but her pictures
in a small town

little star,

don’t have the pulling power
They
like the Mix, Jones and Thomson pictures.
crave the outdoor stuff here but for the type of
pictures that Shirley makes I will say that I can
In fact, I have heard
find no fault with them.
many favorable comments on her pictures. (ElecShirley Mason her usual
tric, Browning, Mo.)
charming self in this program picture with a
rather weak ending.
Bryant Washburn unconvincing with a little black mustache and a wouldbe tragic role.
In fact, all he does for two or
three reels is look sorrowful and then gets run
Heroine rushes to his
over and slightly hurt.
side and then comes that most welcome subtitle.
Common
“The End.”
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
ordinary picture.
Nothing to it that could be
(Strand, Dryden, Onclassed as entertainment.

Ran one
Canada.)
Good little picture.
Most everyone pleased.
night to nice crowd.
Really believe it was more on account of Shirley
than picture.
Wish they would give her better
Fair program pic(Idlehour, Monroe, Go.)
ones.
ture.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
tario,

!
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(Royal, Reading, Pa.) A little
to a scanty few.
highbrow, but still it went over good. Business
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
good.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED,

V, Bert
Merriam, Mabel
dandy plot with
chance for lots of action which they failed to put
Doesn’t run according to press story
in picture.
or as paper shows it. Why do they put stuff on
(Gem, Socorro,
paper that isn’t in the picture?
N. M.) This drew very favorable approval from
my audience. Some remarked they had not seen
such wonderful scenes on the screen for some
The scenery is wonderful, with mountains
time.
and valleys and water scenes. It’s taken from
Curwood’s novel by that name. Type Northern.
Good for Sunday picture.
Shown Saturday.
(Jewel, Yerndale, Minn.) A dandy mounted police
Lytell, Stuart Holmes, Charlotte
Julienne Scott, 6. There was a

—

—

A

not be wished for.

The type of picture the
Hardly any patrons were
want.
Only one fault to be found
dissatisfied with it.
and that is in Holmes’ marvelous marksmanship
with a revolver in the last reel and his subsequent misses with a rifle. (Majestic, Dallas, Ore.)
Did only a fair business on this one. Just an-

TAMING THE WEST,

U, Hoot Gibson, Marcelline Day, Morgan Brown, Edwin Booth Tilton,
6.
A good Western but not as good as Hoot has
(Strand, Elizabethbeen putting out recently.
town, Ind.) This is the best Gibson for a coon’s
fellows
if you want to
and
tell
you
want
to
age
Had a
get them in on hot nights to get it.
(Oak,
pleased crowd and always do on Gibson.
Oakdale, Neb.) A good clean Western filled with
Not
just enough comedy to keep them going.
(Fairyland, White
one of those impossible ones.

towns

—

,

STRAIGHT THROUGH,

U, William Desmond,
5.
A fair picture but isn’t up to standard. I
never noticed that Desmond was as clumsy as he
really is.
Every time he jumped on a horse it
looked as though he was going to fall off the
Would
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
other side.
Did not please the
call this a poor picture.
Western fans. No story. Title has no connection to the picture.
(Opera House, Edmond.
Kan.)
This is a new one of this star and he
This picture is all one
sure is there and over.
could wish for in a small town and he is well
patronized here. This was sent me in place of a
Hoot Gibson that I had booked, and don’t know
why as I had no explanation from the exchange.
I was booked with “The Saddle Hawk.”
(Oak,
Oakdale, Neb.) Advertised this heavily.
Despatrons
mond has no drawing power here and my

—

(Idlehour, Monare tired of him and so am I.
roe, Ga.)
Just a fair Western. Cast O. K., but
direction poor in places.
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
Very long drawn out. Not much action until
last reel.
(King, Troy, N. Y.)
Good action
Western.
Fair business.
Extra good paper.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Same as the rest of
his pictures. Well liked.
(Victory, Rossiter, Pa.)

Here is Gibson’s best picture to
contains everything that could be
It will
possibly put in a picture to please.
Kids yell like
please the ladies as well as men.
Commanchies. Rodeo, wild riding, race car chases,
What else could you
fights, comedy and thrills.
Uncle Carl, thanks for this real 100
ask for?
(Cozy, Strawn, Tex.)
per cent maker.
Castle, La.)
date.
This

TEARING THROUGH, FBO, Richard Talmadge,
Kathryn McGuire, Herbert Prior, Frank Elliott,
Arthur Rankin, 5. Received this in place of
“Breed of the Border.” Got a fair crowd. Talmadge well liked here. Everyone pleased with
This
picture.
(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.)
This boy gets
is another one of his good ones.
them in. It was 102 in the shade the day we
showed this. Some pretty scenes in this. (Oak,
Oakdale, Neb.)
Best Talmadge to date, and I
have run them all. He seems to get better as

—

Is sure
Better story than usual.
Suitable for
please where they like action.
any day of the week. (Princess, Crandon, Wis.)
A very good action picture with an interesting
(New Geneseo,
Dick is well liked here.
story.
Geneseo, 111.)
A dandy stunt picture. Pleased
all that saw it.
Good print. (Miers, Schoharie,
N. Y.) My first Talmadge, and a good one. Has
Will please any
lots of action, and a fair plot.
Saturday crowd. Believe this fellow is going to
(Ingram’s, Ashland,
be one of my best bets.

he goes along.
to

Ala.)

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE, Fir, Cecil B.
DeMille, Rod LaRocque, Leatrice Joy, Richard
Dix, Nita Naldi, Estelle Taylor, Theodore Roberts,
Agnes Ayres, Charles de Roche, 10. A wonderful
picture with some amazing photography.
Built up each day during a four day run. Played
to about one-half the gross of “The Covered
Probably would
Wagon,” against Chautauqua.
Ran
have done much better on a decent date.
it
against Chautauqua because Paramount took
from
Chautauqua
week
the long end.
It turned
Every
the usual big flop to a fairly big success.
house should run this picture and run it this
Holds
It won't mean so much next winter.
fall.
house record here next to “The Covered Wagon.”
Broke
Played August 3-6.
(Cresco, Cresco, la.)
the house record on a three-day run at our house
Big business at our house in Barry.
in Pittsfield.
The unusual part of this picture is that it ran
to an increased business each night, something
never before done. Gave excellent satisfaction or
why say
it would not have shown an increase
more? (K. P., Pittsfield, 111.) Wonderful. Receipts passed “Covered Wagon” record and house
record.
Attendance house record passed with the
(Star, Stanley,
one exception of “The Kid.”
Wis.) I am glad I showed this great production,
although my patrons fell below expectations owing

—

nice

7.

FP, Adolphe

—Another

foreign

Menjou,

run.

New

print

from Mil-

Did not do the business “The
did no fault of picture. (Alamo.
One of the best of the big ones

Covered Wagon”
Pembine, Wis.)
(Orpheum, Pipestone,
have ever played.
Minn.)
A great picture and fairly good at the
box office providing you work hard. Our neighboring town played it with a fifteen-people
(Jeffervaudeville show at no advance in price.
son, Goshen, Ind.)

Frances

Paramount picture. With
settings.
They always lose us

money. Who wants a lot of perfectly good film
filled with such stuff?
No drawing power. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.)
A little “high brow” but
Plenty of
an excellent picture.
Acting fine.
comedy. Will please anywhere:
(Mystic, Clovis,
Cal.)
Lay off this one. (Reel Joy, King City,
Cal.)
Another good production from Paramount
to fair business.
Ran this July 4th and my
people all went to other towns for their cele-

(Strand, Paoli, Ind.)
No drawing
(Crescent,
power and not favorably accepted.
Newark, N. J.) Nothing to it; very dull and
If we would
foolish.
(Crescent, Newark, N. J.)
have been the sucker that Paramount would have

brations.

to be at the time we contracted, we sure
would have taken a lickin’ on this. The acting
is good, but plot, story and entertainment value

us

This
(Grand, Union City, Ind.)
are not there.
picture failed to please people and also failed to
bring them in. A good cast was burdened with
The kind that doesn’t appeal but
a poor story.

—

;

to high prices

TEXAS BEARCAT, THE, FBO,

—Just

Bob Custer,

5,

Custer only
a fair Western, no more.
fair.
F. B. O. treats you fair on the rental, so
A
(Imogene, Milton, Fla.)
suppose all is fair.
(Miers, Schoharie,
Good print.
good picture.
(Opera House,
Usual Western stuff.
N. Y.)
Edwards, N. Y.)

Very good entertainment and

(Orabsolutely clean. You can step on this one.
have seen some
I
pheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
mighty poor reports from other exhibitors and
was afraid it would not do, but say here is the
best marriage triangle since “Why Change Your
Wife,” and don’t forget it that this will do just
Play and
what the title says, make ’em talk.
put it over big, as it certainly will stand up in
every way.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)

(Patriot, Patriot, Ind.)

SWAN, THE,

ever

feature

we

TALKER, THE, FN, Anna Q. Nilsson, Lewis
Stone, Tully Marshall, Barbara Bedford, GertPleased very well and
rude Short, Ian Keith, 7
drew fair against torrid weather and carnival
(Strand,
opposition. No knockout but very good.
Fair picture and drew good.
Robinson, 111.)
outstanding
the
of
One
(Lyric, Morrison, 111.)
Good for any
attractions of the summer season.
house any day. Shirley Mason scored a triumph
by her fine work in this and should take honor
lo*equally with balance of the splendid cast.
better picture could
pheum, Glasgow, Mont. )

A

Howard,

best

cannot fail to have widespread
The
(Wardwell, Stockton Springs, Me.)

which

;

T

(Orpheum, Ada, Minn.)
Saturday night picture.
A fine picture for Saturday night. This one
(Walnut, Lawpleased a large crowd for me.
This is outdoor entertainment
renceburg, Ind.
and we
immensely
audience
de luxe. Pleased our
can recommend it as being above the ordinary.
We have used all the David Smith productions
since “The Ninety and Nine” and never had a
bad one. Canadian scenery is magnificent and his
contrast of lights and shadows are remarkable.
We were served a new print out of Indianapolis.

other of those Northwest Mounted Police stories
A good
that have grown stale with the public.
(Bugg, Chicago,
That’s all.
Saturday picture.
III.)
Sunday night to very satisfactory businggsv
This is a picture that I can recommend to al)
I would
friends as a good one.
exhibitor
my
call it a super program picture, full of good entertainment value and a good buy for the little
Very, very
fellow.
(Ideal, Chateaugay, N. Y.)
good and draws well as most Northerns do.
A good mounted police
(Lyric, Ellendale, N. D.)
(Opera House,
story.
Good Northern scenery.
(Starland, Stockbridge,
Good.
Scott City, Kan.)
Mich.)

taught
effect.

waukee exchange.

Curwood knows
story that pleased our patrons.
just what to put in a story to make a good
A fair
Pine,
Neb.)
Long
(Palace,
picture.
good
Some good scenery.
Curwood story.

small

41

demanded.

A

wonderful lesson

is

TEXAS TRAIL, THE, PDC,

Harry Carey, 6.—

Got us money and satisfied all. Isn’t that
enough ? Book it. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.) This
a good Western picture that should please
is
(De Luxe, Spearville,
most of your patrons.
(Robbinhood,
Kan.)
Another good Western.
Grand Haven, Mich.)
Fine.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO,

FBO, Fred Thom-

Albert Briscoe, Nola Luxford,
Gloria Hope, 5. The first picture Fred has made
since his accident and believe me, a full house
welcomed him back on this Saturday night. This
It is someis absolutely the best he has made.
thing different from his usual style and is packed
son, Silver King,

—

and romance. Silver King is wonall envy Fred for having such a
marvelous horse. (Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) Can’t
recall ever having a better picture from this
He seems to have jumped into
fast coming star.
popularity over night and each picture shows
Thomson
(Lyric, Greenville, III.)
improvement.
has quite a following here and I think this
full of thrills

derful and

we

pleased them. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) Thomson and Silver King always draw a good crowd.
This was a good picture with a poor title. Silver
King was not quite as prominent as he should
Mr. Director, see to it that Silver King is
be.
kept busy through the picture, even if he has to
(American,
repeat on some of his old tricks,
Wautoma, Wis.) Great picture,, lots of action.
Some great riding in this. (Halfway, Halfway,
Mich.)
Fred sets the pace and they all follow.
One of his best. Print good. (Empress, Grundy
Good picture and it pleased, though
Center, la.)
it was not up to standard when compared with
(Princess, Crandon, Wis.)
his former pictures.
Thomson is doing pretty good. This is sure a
very good one, but failed to draw. I guess my
patrons don’t know the class of pictures I am
playing for them. They sure must be worse off
than I am, because they don’t come for any
good
picture.
(Royal, Kimball, So. Dak.)
picture that did a wonderful business on the
Fourth of July. This boy may not be an actor,
but he sure gets the dough at the box office.
About like all of his
(Princess, Lincoln, Kan.)
pictures.
Picture is good but story is lame.
Take out Silver King, the horse, and I don’t
If the dithink Thomson would get very far.
;

A

rector

was

wise,

he would flash Silver King in

(Opera House, Montour Falls,
the picture more.
N. Y.) A real good Westerd. Fred Thomson and
his famous horse. Silver King, will pull a crowd.
Book it, brother. (Opera House, Raymond, Minn.)
Another knockout for Fred and Silver King.
F. B. O. will certainly treat you right, too.
Because of the growing popularity of one of
their stars, they do not want your house for
Not so
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
their pictures.
This was a weak attempt to make another
of Zorro,” and only Fairbanks can do
Lots of hokum.
Silver King did nothing.
that.
Very good. Lots of
(Crescent, Newark, N. Y.)
(Strand,
Was liked by most.
clever stunts.
Newman Grove, Neb.) Better than any Thomson
has ever made before, and that’s going some. A
wonderful picture, put out by the best exchange
Picture pleased 100
that I have ever dealt with.
(Miers,
Print in perfect condition.
per cent.
This is a pretty good picture,
Schoharie, N. Y.)
but not in the same class with his last one,
“Thundering Hoofs.” I am for Fred, but I cannot conscientiously say this is even as good as
any of his in the first series. The paper on this
Every bit of paper on these
is also very poor.
Thomsons should feature Silver King at the exgood.

"Mark

pense of everyone or anything else in the picThe story is nothing new and the action
would lead you to believe you were looking at a
Dick Talmadge picture. Hope his next ones will
It seems
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
be better.
good to have Fred back with us again after his

ture.
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long absence. They s™-e came out to greet him.
and he and Silver King did not disappoint them.
One of
(Community, Elgin, Neb.)
Not a bit.
the best Westerns we have shown in a long time.
Drew fairly well. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.) This
Wish
is a good one and gave me a start again.
(Oak, Oakdale,
could get more Thomsons.
I
Neb.) This was like all Thomsons we have run.
Pleased well in our locality. (Strand, Valparaiso,
Very good. Something different for this
Neb.)
(Harriet. Hardin, Mont.)
star, but liked by all.

A

fine

Star

Satisfy any audience.
picture.
(Silver Family. Greenville, Mich.)

program

great.

:

dandy good Western. Would recommend Thom(Palace, Long Pine,
son for any small town.
As good a Western as you could possibly
Neb.)
buy. I believe this is the best from Thomson so
Many others seemed to think so too. You
far.
(Idlecan count on him for action and thrills.
Not as good as some of his
hour, Monroe, Ga.)
others, but the popularity of star and horse will
sure drag them in. One thing Fred must watch
very close and that is to keep his pictures right
up to the minute and not play in anything weak,
as this kills a favorite quicker than anything.
Very good picture, with
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
One of the best
star doing some good stunts.
This
pictures I have played for a long time.
(Graphic,
audience.
any
satisfy
picture should
Horse
Picture 100 per cent.
Bangor, Maine.)

A

This
(Campbell, Macksville, Kan.)
very good.
certainly pleased our Friday and Saturday night
audiences.
Lots of action, some comedy, thrills
A good bet for any
and very good settings.
This
(Crystal, Flandreau, S. D.)
small town.
It pleased one hundred per
is a real picture.
This one
I have used only three of these.
cent.
This star is
is the best Thomson I have seen.
growing in popularity here. Good for any audi(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
ence.

THIEF OF BAGDAD, THE, UA, Douglas Fairbanks, Julanne Johnston, Anna May Wong, 12.
Here is a real picture of the kind. Costume picPleased better than
tures are no good to me.
It would not be
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
usual.
fair to the producers to say this was a poor
production of
wonderful
picture, because it is a
its kind, but I can truthfully say that it did not
People in the small
please 20 per cent here.
towns and rural communities do not care for
In the
this mystical, fanciful, impossible stuff.
first place the picture is at least four reels too
the
waiting
for
long and people are all tired out
end.
Had many walkouts and am very sorry
I also paid more than twice
that I bought it.
what it was worth.
In fact there are many
program pictures that would please much better
(American, Wautoma,
at one-fifth the price.
Business good, but not good enough for
Wis.)
Put on
Just did crawl out.
the price I paid.
Last day
big prologue and played four days.
a
It’s
Saturday and business was smallest.
wonderful thing and cost a lot to produce, but
Fairy tales
generally speaking, did not satisfy.
If Doug would get back
do not go good here.
where he belongs and display some of that
(Liberty,
graceful talent it would be better.
As a work of art, this grades
Pasco, Wash.)
plus perfect plus but I was disappointed at the
business it did and the reception they gave it.
The fans never warmed up at all until Doug did
a Tom Mix across the moonlit sands and led the
Ku Klux Klan to the rescue of Bagdad. I asked
‘Saw
a lot of the regulars why they didn’t come.
it
in Lansing.
Didn’t like it. Too fanciful.”
(Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
Pleased all the child-

—

—

ren.
Very well produced and wonderful work.
million dollars wasted as far as the adults
are concerned. Did only fair business. Entirely
(Bugg, Chicago, III.) Don’t know what
too long.

A

scared them away on this. It’s wonderful print
Drew
okay.
Service from Salt Lake excellent.
just enough to pay overhead and advertising and
lost the rental.
An awful flop, financially. (Lyceum, Spring City, Utah.) A wonderful picture.
;

THAT FRENCH LADY,

F,

Shirley

Mason,

Theodore Von Eltz, Harold Goodwin, Kate Lester,
Lucy Beaumont, Charles Coleman, 6. Fox put this
story out once before with Wm. Scott and Gladys
This is not for family consumption.
Brockwell.
(Capitol, Delphos, Ohio.)
It deals with free love.
Mason has very good drawing power here and her
You make no mistake
pictures are very good.
(Olympic, Calmar, la.)
in playing her pictures.
Believe me, Shirley is certainly a doll in this
one.
My patrons were carried away with it and
A
all were talking about how pretty she was.
few suggestive scenes but after all there is a
good moral in this picture. Shirley Mason is a
much better drawing card here than she used
(Grand,
Good.
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
to be.
A good little proColeman, Alberta, Canada.)
gram picture. If your patrons like Shirley this
This picture
will please.
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
The story
did not rate with most of the people.
did not suit.
(Majestic, Biggon, Sask., Canada.)
Not so good. Played better of Shirley’s already.
Will get by, though. (Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
A dandy high class dramatic picture that does
everybody credit.
Well liked here, but business
(Rialto,
is just naturally off during hot weather.

—

Ft.

A

Stockton, Tex.)

few more

The poorest Mason

to date.

and likable little Shirley
(Palace,
will mean
the box office.
McGhee, Ark.) Nice little program picture that
seemed to please. Run a good comedy with it
and play safe. (Maxine, Croswell, Mich.) Here
is a dandy little picture.
Had lots and lots of
good comments on it.
(New Geneseo, Geneseo,
This picture is a miserable thing, an abomi111.)
nation to any community. Free love, filth and sex
stuff.
Shirley used to make clean stories.
She
this
nothing at
like

a fool to sell herself to the Fox outfit for
is
productions of this type. The flimsy attempt at
moralizing in the last reel has no effect in view
of what has gone before. It disgusted our people
and I don’t know when I will be able to get
anyone in the house to see a Shirley Mason picture again. Wm. Fox and Wm. Hays should both
be put in the stocks.
Protestant minister and
church people are ridiculed.
The producer has
got to get away from this.
(Grand, Chetek,
Wis.)

THIEF IN PARADISE, A, FN, Doris Kenyon,
Ronald Colman, Aileen Pringle, Claude Gillingwater, Alec Francis, John Patrick, Charles Youree,
Etta Lee, Lou Poff, 8. They don’t manufacture
them any better than this one. The picture just

—

naturally has everything in the way of fine entertainment.
When you show it you are perfectly
safe in promising them one of the very best pictures of the year.
(Lyric, Greenville, 111.)
A
wonderfully good picture.
Patrons well pleased.
Business splendid.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Boys,
this is a good one.
Parts of it in natural colors
and it sure will please your audience.
Will
stand a raise in admission.
(Grand, Yoakum,
Texas.)

Two

days to fair business.
(Whynot, Greenfield,
Ind.)
had to mortgage our theatre to get
this one, but I want to say that it was worth it

We

and more

Without a doubt the greatest picDouglas always draws

43

one—you may lose. (Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
This picture, being so well known, brought out
good crowd, but just pleased about 26 per cent.
Personally, I thought 50-60. Fairbanks’ acting in
this is excellent.
(Grand, Coleman, Alta., Canada.)
An elaborate production that the small
town patrons cannot appreciate. That is: they
are not read up enough on this class of pictures.
We think Douglas Fairbanks deserves a great
this

deal of praise for his interpretation of the thief.
Small towns cannot afford to pay what the exchanges first ask for this picture.
(Palace,

Syracuse, Neb.) A wonderful production but my
patrons don’t care much for costume and fairy
tales.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
A wonderful
picture.
Ran four days and drew best business
in long time.
Print new.
(Empress, Grundy
Center, la.)
wonderful picture, but drawing
power not equal to price.
United Artists will
not make proper price for small towns.
(Victory, Milledgeville, 111.)
A big picture every
way, with no drawing power for me. Lost money
on it. (Electric, Caldwell, Kan.) A mighty production where money and work are hitched together and you will sit and wonder upon seeing
same how so much could be done on the screen.
The most massive sets ever produced by anyone.
We showed it for one week to the most satis-

A

factory business done this year.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.) Good picture from production standpoint.
As entertainment, it pleased about 60 per

cent here. We used this picture as our opening
picture after we had our show remodeled and it
drew well. (Columbus, Columbus, Texas.)

THUNDERING HERD, THE,

—

and make money. (New, Berry ville, Va.) There
is no getting away from the fact that this is a
remarkable picture.
It will draw compliments
from the most severe movie critic. You cannot
help but become interested in it once it starts
unwinding on your screen. I will not say it is a
‘‘Covered Wagon” in box office value, because it
is

absolutely

ure we have ever shown.

in

this

for us.
Book it and boost it. It will stand anything.
(Dixie, Winona, Miss.)
Drew well, big
production, pleased the kids, but only about 50
per cent of the grown-ups.
In fact, we would
say it’s too long. Costs too much and the people
ought to be warned so they would know it’s a
pure hokum story, for most people do not know
it’s a fairy tale pure and simple.
Too darn long.
(Crystal, Tombstone. Ariz.)
wonderful production.
Perfect in every detail.
You must see it
to appreciate it.
Satisfied all.
(Silver Family,
Greenville, Mich.)
Marvelous, as a production.
At the box office, not so good. This type of picture hasn’t enough followers in a small town to
make them profitable from any angle. As to
the price from a production standpoint, worth it,
from the box office angle, no. (Princess, Galva,
This is a gorgeous production.
111.)
Play it.
(Palace, Aurora, Ind.)
Just to show you how a
picture may go over big in one place and not in
another, at my theatre it went over big for three
days and in Another place, for which I booked it
for three days and went into partnership with a
fire company, we made just $8.45, and we did
not pay an exorbitant rental either. Draw your
own conclusions.
(Regent,
Bogota,
N.
J.)
Played this last week in Galva (pop. 3,000) and
reported on its reception there.
Have just finished playing it three days at Aledo (pop. 2,200)
this week and have the same report to make
a
marvelous production, big in every way. as a
production, sets, firm rental, and as a failure at
the same town box office. United Artists haven’t
as yet recognized the necessity of cooperation with
the small town exhibitor.
Failed to send special
music to Galva at all, and sent it to Aledo on
the second night of the run, after two letters and
a wire. Be very, very careful on this one, small
towns.
(Aledo Opera House, Aledo, 111.)
Marvelous thing, superb is the only word.
In this
Western town, at the price paid, not a financial
success.
It did make a decided impression and
we made a little, not much. (Star, Menard, Tex.)
Wonderful picture and print in fine condition.
Compliments from all that saw it. Paid too much
for it for small town. Made out okay first night
stormy second night.
Good house.
(Lakeside,

needs

too.

A

—

;

Beulah, Mich.)
Marvelous production and played
two days to fine business.
(Robbinhood, Grand
Haven, Mich.) Did very good but lots of people
were not satisfied with the picture. Too much
magic, but it’s worth running. (Crystal, Wayne,

Neb.)

Pleased the children but not the adults.
classic but our people don’t care for
classics.
Don’t mortgage your theatres to buy
It’s

a

FP, Jack Holt,

Wilson, Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton,
Charles Ogle, 8. A fine picture. Pleased all who
saw it. A true to life picture. More pictures
should be made like this. Plenty of action, which
my patrons like. Any small theatre can book
Lois

not.
historical

Interest the school children
romance.
good picture that
boosting.
(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
Good Western but could not buck 98 in the shade.
Receipts $8.00 short in two days on rental of
feature.
(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Ran this picture on three of the hottest nights this year, and
drew good patronage all three nights, which
proves that good pictures like the "Thundering
Herd” will keep a man’s bank account up in hot
weather. (Cozy, Fayette, Iowa.) If this picture
had been released ahead of the "Wagon” it would

A

strong

It drew very well on two
but flopped the third night when it
turned hot.
Director Howard shows his stuff in
the direction of this picture and should be heard
from in the future.
(Strand, Robinson, III.)
This picture is a good Zane Grey but it is not
worth 25 and 5'Oc admission and my patrons sure
let me know it.
If I could have played this picture at regular admission price, it would have
given No. 1 satisfaction, but the way it was I
could not get them out to see it. Print in No. 1
(Sterling, Fairmont, Neb.)
One of Zane
shape.
Grey’s best stories.
All you have to do is get
behind it and boost it.
They will like it after
you get them in.
(King’s, Oak Hill, W. Va.)
This is a 100 per cent audience picture, but it has
(Rex, Raynot the bigness of “The Wagon.”
mond, Alta, Canada.) This is an exceptionally
The most exciting picture I have
fine Western.
seen for some time. There isn’t one foot of this
would
cut
out, and I can’t say this of one
that I
(Grand, Pierre, S. D.)
picture in ten I run.

have been a knockout.
cool

nights,

Starts slow, but more dramatic than
Great
“Covered Wagon.” You can’t help but wonder
how they did it. (Palace, Ashland, O.) About
1

best thing in this class of story ever attempted. It is rough in spots, at times stark bruJack
tal, but it sure has a punch at the end.
Holt is very good, Lois Wilson excellent, Noah
train
Beery in big part. The rush of the wagon
to the relief of the settlers from the Indians is
undoubtedly the most spectacular thing that has
Someone certainly knew camever been handled.
era values when they got the shots on this and
Capacity business for the
the buffalo stampede.
A great drawing
(Temple, Bellaire, O.)
run.
Not up to
card and big money maker for us.
“North of ’36,” and that one ranked below “The
Wagon,” but as far as the public is concerned
Played three
they are almost three of a kind.
days to good business. Bad weather hurt us the
(Star,
last day of run or would have cleaned up.
Very big production and pleased
Menard, Tex.)
all.
An extraordinary release. (Robinhood, Grand
Wonderful. A masterpiece. All
Haven, Mich.)

the

that

it

is

represented to be.

Everyone well

satis-
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Had hard luck on the sixth reel. Storm
came up and put the lights out of commission.
Gave people rain checks and told them to come
baqk 'the next night. They all came back and
You are bound to get
^brought more with them.
fied.

Will
.^'sonie mouth-to-mouth advertising on this.
AivbYing people into your theatre that are not pie(Paramount, Wyoming. III.)
ture going people.
A mighty good picture. The director, Wm. K.
Howard, has made a picture that surpassed “The
Covered Wagon.” We played this three days to
the biggest business since the opening of the
Attention,
(Regent, St. Marys, Ohio.)
house.
Do you wish to rub
Small Town Exhibitors
Aladdin’s lamp, ask for plenty of money, and
have it fall into your box office like dew in August? If you do, book this picture, step on the
advertising and you’ll have plenty of jack. This
A
is absolutely one of the best bets of the year.
(Strand,
big special that is there 100 per cent.
A fine Western that pleased those
Paoli, Ind. )
Business was poor on account of
that saw it.
A
(Lyric, Walnut, la.)
extreme hot weather.
good high class Western but it didn’t draw as it
(Empress, Grundy Censhould have. Print good.
This is a real picture with plenty of
ter, la.)
Did not make any
action and beautiful scenery.
money on account of rental. Don’t be afraid to
The best
(Grand, Yoakum, Texas.)
step on it.
Drew a big crowd and
Zane Grey yet.
Lots of action.
Go after it big and
pleased.
More
(American, Wautoma, Wis.)
clean up.
but not the
Covered
Wagon,”
than
“The
action
!

Drew excellent business.
box office magnet.
Broke the records for August. Everybody pleased.
Many comments. Every theatre should play these
Zane Grey’s pictures and make some real money.
(Princess,

Chilton,

Wis.)

TOP OF THE WORLD, THE, FP, James Kirkwood, Anna Q. Nilsson, Joseph Kilgour, Mary
Mersch, Raymond Hatton, Sheldon Lewis, 7.
This is one of Paramount’s new ones and is above
the program picture, but is not a big special. It
will hold your interest all the way through and
(King’s,
the flood scene is the best I ever saw.
Oak Hill, W. Va.) A good program picture, well
and

It pleased the people.
well staged.
If all pictures were
(Electric, Caldwell. Kan.)
as good as this, no exhibitor would have to worry.
Talk about your flood scenes. This picture has

acted

(Greenland, Greensboro, Ga.
all.
picture that will hold the interest
from beginning to end. When you run it, tell
the world you have an excellent picture. Mr.
Producer: The colored photography at the end of
the picture made a decided hit. Why don’t you
try finishing the end of more pictures in colors?
It leaves a good taste in the patron’s mouth when
(K. P., Pittsfield,
they go out of the theatre.
Consider this a bang up picture, as good
111.)
as lots of specials, but the heat still knocked out
chances of business, even on a Saturday.
all
Here is a dandy pic(Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
Has a fine story and the
ture from two angles.
work of Kirkwood in the dual role is splendid.
The best piece of double photography we have
Not
(Crystal, Silver Creek, Neb.)
ever seen.
South
much to brag about. Just a picture.
African storm scenes faked, but rather well done.
Felt all the time it should have made a dandy.
Business was only fair on
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
this one, but as a picture it was good and was
not the fault of it. Get it, and here is hoping
(Judith,
that you will cash in more than I did.
Story deals with life in South
Lewistown, Mont.)
Not
big but
Africa and is an interesting picture.
(Grand, Pierre,
worth the price they ask for it.
S. D. ) Personally did not think an awful lot of
the picture, although it had some real good scenes
Not more than a
in it, especially the flood scene.

one that beats
Excellent.

A

New

England,

program picture, however.
Almost a special. Seemed to please all
N. D.)
classes.
The flood and storm scene gives it the
We flew a banner across the
necessary punch.
street on this used heralds, insert cards and usual
The six sheet is good. We charged 25c
paper.
This brought out best mid-week atand 10c.
(Rialto,

:

tendance to date.

(Rex,

TOO MANY KISSES,
ces Howard, 6. — A real

Salmon, Idaho.)

FP, Richard Dix, Frangood comedy drama in

which Dix is at his best. The story is suitable
and goes over big. Frances Howard does another
pose act, like in “The Swan,” and almost kills
It requires an awful stretch of the
a story.
imagination to get Dix so wildly enthusiastic
(Temple, Bellaire, O.) O. K.,
about such a
(Regent, Boparticularly for younger element.
Very good little picture which
gota, N. J.)
seemed to please our patrons. (Cozy, Wagoner,
(ReOkla.) Seems to have pleased the majority.
Dix will soon be a star of
gent, St. Marys, O.)
RayThis
very
good.
(Rex,
water.
is
the first
mond, Alta., Canada.) A good comedy drama
Dix spoils his
that pleased our Sunday crowd.
p§rt by too much ego. (Palace, Long Pine, Neb.)
girl.

This

lives

this picture

45
(Pastime.
and that’s all.
A special that was not a special.
couple reels of action but ended flat.
This one would be a good
(Palace, Exira, la.)
Saturday picture if it had a different title. Use

up to all promises. Dix is good in
and deserves all praise. (Rex, Wahoo,

It’s

Could not find

No

This one pleased everyone.
anyone that did not like it. Lots of action at the
(Pastime, Warren, Ark.)

Neb.)
last.

got

lots

of action

Mason, Mich.)
Good.

A

on a Saturday and let them know it’s a comedy
with lots of action and tell them to bring the
(Judith, Lewistown,
kids, or you will die with it.
Not what Fox tries to tell us it is. Will
Mont.)
(Halfpass as a program picture and no more.
Looks like someone tried
way, Halfway, Mich.)
Has lots of
to kid the movies in this picture.
wild, unreasonable action and pleases fairly well.
The name is very poor and a so-called all star
cast means there is no one in the picture that
you can exploit. It is not a high class picture.
Would class this one as
(Temple, Bellaire, O.)
Story
just a very ordinary program picture.
However, had several comments and
very thin.
Don’t bank too much on this one.
no kicks.
(Dixie, Dickson, Tenn.)
it

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY, W.
Rin-Tin-Tin, June Marlowe, David Butler, Mitchell
Lewis, Charles Sellon, 7. When we are allowed
to present a high class picture like this one to
our audience I know that we are going to turn
them out all pleased, which from the compliments
we received I am sure we did. I personally think
that this is the best Rin-Tin-Tin picture I have
(Grand, Springfield,
Seven reels.
ever seen.
A wonderful small town picture. Did a
Minn.)
good business and they all said, “Give us more.”
If I
(Grand, Anamosa, la.)
Everybody happy.
am to judge by the business, this is the kind of
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
pictures my patrons want.
Boys, this is the best yet. You will laugh your
head off. Be sure and play it, for it will go over
big anywhere and any time. (Cozy, Hollis, Okla.)
Direction, story and
Splendid Northern picture.
Colephotography okay.
90 per cent picture.
man, Alta., Canada.) All dog pictures are drawing now. And especially the snow pictures. The
very thing for hot weather. Best house this sumIf one may judge
(Lyric, Oxford, Miss.)
mer.
by the applause, it pleased our crowd immensely.
Mighty
fine north(Electric, Independence, Mo.)

—

Packed with action. The dog is wonderplayed this on my best night to a thoroughly pleased audience. If you ever raise prices
on northerns you can safely do so on this one.
I used insert window cards, heralds and usual
Made big display in Post Office window,
paper.
which I have rented. The whole town knew RinTin-Tin was to be shown and, though it did not

ern.
ful.

I

as well as "Call of the Wild,” it pleased
This was my first Warner Brothers. Seven
This winds up August business, which
reels.
(Rex, Salmon,
shows better than that of July.
pull
all.

Idaho.)

Buck Jones, Nancy
is the best Western
Full of comedy, thrills
and action. Keep Buck Jones in Westerns and
(Star, Tuckerman,
he will sure get the money.
Ran this to best Saturday crowd in two
Ark.)
months. A fine Western with plenty of action
and thrills. Buck ranks with the best and always
draws well. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.) Good. (Grand,
Coleman, Alberta, Canada.) A good western with
Buck putting over some of his pleasing person(Hamline, Estelline, S. D.)
ality and good acting.
A good Western, lots of action, and will please
anyone who likes an action picture. (Auditorium,
Hamilton, Mo.) Old Buck is there with the goods.
good entertaining show that pleased a good
As good as
(Community, Elgin, Neb.)
crowd.

TRAIL RIDER, THE,

F,

—This

Dcaver, Lucy Fox, 5.
I have ever seen Jones

in.

TROUPING WITH ELLEN, PDC,

Helene Chad-

wick, Mary Thurman, Gaston Glass, Zena Keefe,
Charles McDonald, 6. This is a good, clean picture, well done, but did not draw at all, and only
seemed to please about 50 per cent of those who
Can’t figure out just what was the
did see it.
(Lyric, Coon
matter, for personally we liked it.
Iowa.)
Rapids,
A very poor picture. Just ordi6.
program. Paid big price and lost money.
nary
(Palace,
If you buy, buy at program prices.
Nothing to this one. Some good
Abilene, Tex.)
acting but nothing in the story to act for. Film
Personally I
good.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
thought this was very good but I could not get
the people out to see it, and some who came
walked out in the middle of it. My advice is,
(Gem, Socorro, N. M.)
book it and advertise it.
A real good picture. Pleased my Saturday night
crowd. Helene Chadwick is a good one for me.
We enjoyed this
(Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
picture very much.
It is a nice love story and
well acted.
Good for Sunday.
(S. T., Parker,
5. D.)

—

TWO

SHALL BE BORN, V, Jane Novak, Kenneth Harlan, Sigrid Holmquist, Frank Sheridan,
Saturday night to a nice business. I got very
favorable comments on this one. I would call it
an excellent little picture. Will recommend it to
(Ideal,
all my exhibitor friends as a good buy.
Chateaugay, N. Y.) A good picture, but the name
like
is absolutely poisonous.
“I don’t
these hospital pictures,” said the fans, as they walked
away from my billboard. (Pastime, Mason, Mich.)
A good picture. Well liked and people told me it

—

fine.
(Whynot, Greenfield, Ind.) Not much
Didn’t hear
to the story, but the cast was good.
any comments either way. I thought it was a
(Maxine, Croswell, Mich.)
nice little picture.

was

A

any Buck has made.

Pleased

my

crowd.

w

Good

A

picture like
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)
print.
this is too punk to report on, as are 99 out of
full
of flaws
every 100 “Westerns.” They are all

but there are a lot of people who like hokum.
(Crystal, TombLet’s see, what did Barnum say?
An extra good Western that pleased
stone, Ariz.)
(Rex, Gilman
an average crowd. Print good.
I couldn’t ask for a better Western
City, Mo.)
comedy-drama. Buck’s pictures are much better
Let’s have
this year than last in my estimation.
some more like “The Trail Rider” and “The Man

Who Played Square.”
A good Western, the
(Globe,

(Electric, Browning, Mo.)
kind Buck used to make.
Buena Vista, Va.)

TROUBLES OF A BRIDE, F, Robert Agnew,
Bruce Covington,
Mildred June, Alan Hale,
Charles Conklin, 5. A good clean program picA lemon
ture.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
for us, of the yellowest variety. Not bad morally.
Looks as if a
It’s not lucid enough for that.
bunch got together, made a few scenes for a
serial, and then went away and the inmates of
some school for the feeble-minded got hold of the
film and patched it together, after which someone

—

random and

the sales department
on the posters they
thought sure fire, "At what age should a girl
marry?” and sent it out to us poor devils who
have our name on the dotted line and can’t afford
to set out as many as we would like to on this
There’s very little about a
year’s Fox line-up.
bride and nothing in the slightest explaining the
stuck in
labeled

titles at

it

special,

catch-line.
goes there.

put a

line

Mamie comes

An

in

main

line,

Matt

French,

6.

GIRL, THE, MG, Eleanor BoardMoore,

— An

old,

William Russell,
old story told in a

Charles
little

dif-

way that makes pretty good entertainment.
has some novelty closeups that are out of the
oidinaiy and should excite some favorable comment. However, the producers have got a man’s
size job on their hands if they make folks talk
nowadays.
Not much
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
Fairly well
of a picture.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
received.
They seemed to enjoy the novelty of it.
(Grand. Rainier, Ore.)
A very pleasing picture.
Absolutely rotten. No sense
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.)
to it at all. If you do not have to run it, don’t.
I never had so many kicks on a picture as this
(Bugg,
one. This is only good for the junk pile.
Chicago, 111.)
A novelty and very entertaining
to all.
Seemed to please all who came.
(Robbinhood. Grand Haven, Mich.)
Unusual picture.
Something different and my people seemed to
enjoy it. Nothing big, just a little program picture.
(Princess, Crandon, Wis.)
ferent
It

WELCOME HOME, FP, Luke Cosgrove, Warner Baxter, Lois Wilson, Ben Hendricks, 6. If
your patrons can get the director’s idea in this
picture, it will please
if not, it will not satisfy.
(Rex, Wahoo, Neb.) The younger set gave this a
terrible razz, but the older people thought it was
fair.
Would rate this as a cross between fair

—

;

and rotten.
(Lyric,

(K.
Morrison,

P.,

Pittsfield,

111.)

Only

fair.

III.)

from nowhere and

engine with steam up shows on
over which a runaway train has
Immediately the hero knows how to
just passed.
handle it. No one else about. No continuity or
(S. T., Parker,
intelligent or intelligible action.
Bucked the hot spell with this, and was
S. D. )
lucky to pay expenses. The name seemed to scare
the fans away. If it was billed under the proper
title “The Maniac’s Dream,” it might do better.
the

WAY OF A
man,

WHERE THE NORTH

BEGINS, W, Rin-Tinis a good picture and well laid out,
patrons do not like a dog star, and therefore this one lost me money, even if Warner
Bros, did sell it right.
No fault of the picture.
(Tchula. Tchula, Miss.)
A real picture. Drew
well and pleased them all.
Step on this.
Some
dog and story.
(Trio. Whitehall. Wis.)
Audience enjoyed picture but were disgusted because
Tin,

but

6.

my

—This
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More Exhibitors are buying more F.
than in any year in the history of
organization

B

October

3,

1925

O. product this year
this live wire hustling
.

.

delivering the goods to thousands of exhibitors who will make
B. O. Pictures than they could make on any other
BECAUSE F. B. O. is giving every Exhibitor a
square deal.
BECAUSE F. B. O. is putting out the genuine Box Office Winners,
one right after another, without a break. 12 Wonderful Gold Bond Productions.
40 Sure Fire Box Office Features in series. 13 Blue Ribbon 2 reel Comedies. 13 Standard 2 reel Comedies and 26 Brand New Bray Pen and Ink combination Cartoons. 12

Because F. B. O.

is

more money and more profits on F.
Company’s product in the business.
.

2 reel

1

.

“The Adventures

of

Mazie”

series.

12 2 reel “Fighting Hearts” series.

2 Wonderful Gold Bond Productions

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION
THE KEEPER OF THE BEES
PARISIAN NIGHTS
IF

.

A POOR

GIRL’S ROMANCE
THE LAST EDITION

HAPPINESS

WHEN HIS LOVE GREW COLD

MARRIAGE FAILS

40—Sure-Fire Box

THE MIDNIGHT FLYER
THE FUTURITY WINNER
FLAMING WATERS
THE ISLE OF RETRIBUTION

Office Feature Pictures—40

EIGHT

EIGHT

EIGHT

EVELYN BRENT PICTURES

MAURICE FLYNN PICTURES

BOB CUSTER WESTERNS

13

EIGHT

EIGHT

RICHARD TALMADGE

TOM TYLER

High Speed Action Pictures

Surprise Star Westerns

Blue Ribbon 2 Reel Comedies
Starring Fat Carr, Fattie Alexander,

13

Standard 2 Reel Comedies

Ofi

Bray Cartoons
D “ and Ink
,~
n u: “
Pen
Combinations
1

Starring Alice Ardell

1

'

Kewpie Ross

12

TWO

REEL “ADVENTURES
OF MAZIE” SERIES

12

TWO

REEL “FIGHTING
HEARTS” SERIES

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
34 Exchanges

in the

34 Principal

Cities of the U. S.

A, and Canada

—
October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

Warner’s prices also out
of condition of print.
It’s an old picture but
of line for our house.
play it if you can get a good print at a fair price.
Good picture
(Hammond, Hammond, Wis.)
satisfied everybody.

Film good.

(Colome, Colome,

A good picture. Should bring them in
D.)
Satisfied.
(Star, Villa Grove, 111.)
if advertised.
Best Saturday night we’ve had for a year. This
with “The Go Getters” No. 12 made us a dandy
attraction. 95 per cent. (Unique, Bricelyn, Minn.)
A wonderful picture. Will please. (Wood, Calico
S.

Rock, Ark.)

WHITE DESERT, THE, MG,

Claire Windsor,
Frazer, Frank Currier,
Business
Good production.
Priscilla Bonner 6.
Snow scenery nice to look at on a hot
good.
night.
Ran it 2 days. Plenty of melodramatic
could not
I
(Milford, Chicago, 111.)
action.
make ’em think this is a great picture. However,
my personal opinion is that right here you have
one of the most spectacular pictures that has
been presented to the screen this year, and worthy
of big patronage, and while I had special music
presentation I was only able to get average busiThis is an exness.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
ceptionally good picture and had more favorable
comments than I have had on any picture of its
(Orpheum, Steamboat Springs,
kind before.
Colo.)
One that I did not expect much of and,
all to my surprise, a 100 per cent entertainer.
Show it in the
It came in on the right season.
hot part of the year, as the cold and snow shoots
(Fairyland, White Casmake a fellow quiver.
tle, La.)

O’Malley,

Pat

Robert

—

WHITE FANG, FBO,
Von

Eltz,

Strongheart,

Ruth Dwyer, Mathew

—

Betz,

Theodore
Charles

Murray, Tom O’Brien 6. A very good dog picDid a very good business considering the
ture.
extreme hot weather.
also booked this picI
ture for the other theatre in Arlington Heights.
Book it; it’s worth while. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
Boys, it’s good. But not as good as “Call of the
Wild.”
Don’t pay too much for it, like I did.
(Lyric,
(Lyceum, Spring City, U.)
Good.
Moweaqua, 111.) Dog a good drawing card here,
and picture went over well with us. Will please
the dog lovers, and author’s name should also
help.
You can’t go wrong on it. (Castle, Havana, 111.)
Do not consider this extra good production, but knocked them cold for business.
Hot weather and stacked them in. Advertised to
the limit, but patrons were fairly well pleased.
(Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)
We ran this picture
about ten days before release date in the Albany
This picture pleased all who saw it
A picture that ought to make
any exhibitor.
(Plaza, Chestertown,
N. Y.)
Drew them and pleased 90 per cent.
Story did not appeal and not enough northern
scenery.
But no kick on it. (Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.)
Boys, don’t skip this one.
Strongheart does excellent work. Patrons like it better
than Rin Tin Tin.
An ideal summer picture.
(Arvada, Arvada, Colo.) This is a Jack London
story of the frozen north, featuring one of the
greatest dogs I have ever seen. The only trouble
is the exchange wants all the money.
(Joyland,
Booneville, Ark.)
The thunderstorms scared the
farmers out and they stayed at home. Picture is
fair but not as good as other Strongheart pictures.
Didn't make any money ; just about broke
even.
Friday and Saturday poorest business this
year, but can’t account for the reason.
(Royal,
Kimball, S. Dak.)
“White Fang” is taken from
Jack London’s novel by that name. A wonderful dog picture, gripping and realistic from the
beginning to end. One cannot go wrong booking
this one.
Played Friday and Saturday.
Good
for Sunday.
Film condition good. 95 per cent
picture.
(Jewel, Verndale, Minn.)
territory.

and drew

money

well.

for

WHITE MAN,

PF,

Kenneth

Harlan,

Alice
Joyce, 7.— This picture should please where they
like jungle romances.
Pleased here okay. Above
the average program picture.
Book this one.
(Kozy, Vidalia, La.) Splendid picture. Two good
stars.
Small audience.
Greenland, Greensboro,
Ga.)
Just a program picture of the South Sea
Islands, mostly a love story.
(Liggett, Madison,
Kan.) Maybe you can tell me what is the matter with this picture.
I would say that it might
go over with an audience that is not too critical.
A critical audience can pick it to pieces. I blame
it all on the director.
Things are done without
good reason. The love interest is never developed.
The story is very good. Some of you will like it.
Some will not, as you see it. (Majestic, Bowie,
Tex.)
Story somewhat similar in theme to “The
Broken Wing.” Tropical atmosphere. Well acted.
Everybody satisfied. Average business for three
days.
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
Another
good picture.
Pleased everyone, without exception.
Better the second day.
Book it. (Palace,
Burkburnett, Tex.)

WHITE SHEEP, THE, P, Glenn Tryon, Blanche
Should please any
Mehaffey, 6. Dandy picture.
(Harriet,
Tryon especially good.
audience.
Hal
Star good.
fair.
Story
Hardin, Mont.)
Roach is a fine director. This one shows it very
One of the
plain.
(Campbell, Macksville, Kan.)
Many said
best pictures we have ever shown.
You can
they liked it better than "Girl Shy.”
will back
picture
The
advertise it to the limit.
Kan.)
A little
Edmond,
House,
up.
(Opera
it
Good and got a lot
different than a lot of them.
of laughs.
(Opera House, Oto, Iowa.) Real fun
Business very
picture.
Out of the ordinary.
This is a dandy
light.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Star is there and supporting
and no mistake.
It’s described as a
cast all do excellent work.
"Mirthodrama” and it’s all the word implies and
then some.
For some unaccountable reason it
did not pull for us, but we have a return date
oh it. Print good. (Hammond, Hammond, Wis.)
A comedy from start to finish. Action and
laughs.
A good program picture, pleasing young
and old. Stood up for two-day show. Step on it,
(Gem, Hartford, Kan.) Just
as it will please.
an ordinary program picture.
(Opera House,
Scott City, Kan.)
Dandy good entertainment.
Pictures with Hal Roach’s name attached to them
generally can be depended upon.
(Opera House,
Foley, Minn.)

—

WHITE THUNDER, FBO, Yakima

Canutt, W.
Nell Brantley, 5. This boy is a
coming Mix or Thomson if they keep putting him
This one is fine.
in the stories of this nature.
Pleased 100 per cent. Has plenty of action and
pep.
Book it.
(Kozy, Vidalia, La.)
Not quite
as good as his first one, “Scar Hanan” but a nice
little Western.
Story along the same lines as
“Mark of Zorro” and “Quemado.” Yak is better
out in the open on a horse than he Is lounging
around the house and acting goofy as he does in
this one.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Nothing to
this.
If this fellow can ride they had better let
him do some of it. (Colome, Colome, S. Dak.)
Canutt certainly surprises me in the way of a
drawing card. At the present time he outdraws
Thomson. Personally think one reason of this is,
all the posters on his pictures to date show action
and his pictures have a good plot.
F. B. O.,
very reasonable with his pictures.
(Imogene,
Milton, Fla.)
A real good picture. Canutt gets
better all the time.
Good print. F. B. O. has
good service and they act decent about it. Some
others don’t.
(Miers, Schoharie, N. Y.)

H.

—

Turner,

WIFE

OF THE

Boardman,
Lester,

John

William

CENTAUR,

Gilbert,

Haines,

MG,

Aileen

Eleanor

Pringle,

Kate

Kate Price,
McCullough, 7. Very

Lincoln
Philo
popular
and talented players. An interesting story and
fine production make this one outstanding.
A
better than average crowd expressed their approval.
Metro-Goldwyn’s certainly turning out
very good pictures.
(Majestic, Las Vegas, Nev.)
A very spicy picture, but seemed to please the
majority of the small audience.
(Grand, Princeton, Mo.)
A finished picture, not for the Western crowds. Flappers like it.
(Strand, Grinnell,
la.)
Same old thing, jazz, jazz, jazz and fast life
of the upper set.
Will get by. as it has a fine
My conception of a
cast.
(Castle, Havana, 111.)
filthy picture.
Fingering, mauling and voluptuous
kissing and all uncalled for. If you have respect
(Lily, Buffalo.
for your people, leave this out.
Very poor picture.
Did not please.
N. Y.)
(Bugg,
Chicago,
Therefore, very poor business.
A very good production nicely staged and
111.)
acted.
Not suitable for the family and not a
Did very poorly at the box
small town card.
Would have
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
office here.
been a splendid picture for sophisticated audience
Otherif shorter and a few less kissing scenes.
wise we considered the direction flawless and the
They made
acting of the principals splendid.
friends for themselves, if not for this picture.
Several adverse comments, but we consider it
(Y.
fair entertainment for all but Western fans.
M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.)

Stedman,

—

WILD BULL’S LAIR, THE, FBO,

Fred Thom-

son, Catherine Bennett, Herbert Prior, Tom Carr,
Frank Hagney, 6. Lots of action. Can't help
Your crowd will tell you it’s good.
but please.
This is the best picture
(Rex, Orchard, Neb.)
(Carlin’s
Opera House.
Thomson has made.
Lot6 and lots of hokum, but
Spalding, Neb.)
they like it. One of the best of the Thomsons.
The newer ones are all better. (Cresco, Cresco.

—

Another wonderful Western and Fred proves
himself to be some bull thrower. They love he(Robbinhood, Grand
roics in all small towns.
Very good and will please the
Haven, Mich.)
Thomson and Silver King fans. (Trags, NeillsOne of Fred’s best Westerns. Did
ville, Wis.)
almost record Saturday business, and it’s hot too.

Ia.)

47
is my prize Western star and will be
yours, too, if you will run about two of his picA lot of hokum
tures.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
in this picture but the fans didn’t seem to disapprove of it and seemed to enjoy it. Business
Print good.
Pleased old and young, so
good.

Thomson

why worry?

(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)

WILDFIRE,

V, Aileen Pringle, Edna Murphy.
6.
A good race
track melodrama.
Scene of the race extra good.
Pleased a large crowd for me.
(Walnut, Lawrenceburg, Ind.) The same old story in the same
old way, as all racing pictures.
Drew very well,
but just a program picture.
Don’t buy as a
special.
(Cozy, Wagoner, Okla.)
Poor business
on account of heat and competition outdoors on
July 4. Picture is best suited for audiences who
like melodrama.
It is a good one-day picture
with an exciting horse race for the climax. Pictured from Lillian Russell’s stage success, “Wildfire.”
(Milford. Chicago, 111.)
Good.
(Lyric,

Mary Thurman, Holmes Herbert,

Moweaqua,

—

III.)

WINGS OF YOUTH, THE,

F, Madge Bellamy,
Clayton, Charles Farrel, Freeman Wood,
Marian Harlan, George Stelwart, Robert Cain, 6.
Story of mother whose three daughters are too
gay. Mother pretends to adopt a gay life in order
to bring daughters to their sense.
Would class
as good program.
Did not draw, however. Our
second night’s gross was six.
(S. T., Parker,
S. D.)
Less than average flapper type and not
liked by my customers.
Listed by Fox as special
but it is not. Hope other specials are not as weak
as this one.
(Greenhalgh, Ferron, Utah.)
Good
program picture but not much drawing power.
Good cast.
(Lyric, Walnut, Iowa.)

Ethel

—

WISE VIRGIN, THE, PDC, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Edythe Chapman, Lucy Fox, Matt Moore, Leon
Barry, Charles Stevenson, 6. A darn good little
program picture, but played to empty seats. Thus
far have used three P. D. C. pictures and two
have netted me a nice loss.
Looks like their
productions are not going to be such terrible
money getters as they make you believe. You
can use this and face them when they come out.
(Star, Ryegate, Mont.)
A good program picture

—

but not a special.
(Silver Family. Greenville,
Mich.) Not so good, yet will get by with a good
comedy. Just an average program picture that
will please 60 per cent.
(Lyric, Coon Rapids, Ia.)
Good program picture.
Saw some bad reports
on this, but fail to see anything against it. (Ioka,
Exeter, N. H.)
Average.
(Paramount, Kokomo,
Ind.)

WOMAN WHO

SINNED, THE, FBO, Madge

—

Bellamy, Mae Busch, 7. Ran this a day after
“The Covered Wagon.” Patronage remarked they
liked it better than “The Covered Wagon.”
Cost
one-tenth as much as "The Covered Wagon” which
proves that my patronage thought "The Covered
Wagon” a good Western. (Franklin, Philadelphia,
Pa.)
We ran this on New Year’s Eve and night
and did a very good business the first night.
Not so good the second night, but no fault of the
picture, as everyone who saw it was well pleased
and quite a few stopped to tell us.
(Boynton,
Boynton, Okla.)
A dandy good picture for our
house.
Drew well in spite of 30 below weather.
(Lyric, Rugby, N. D.) To the exhibitors who can
run on Sundays, here is a very good program
for that day.
You cannot beat it. (Orpheum,
McHenry, N. D.)
Pleased generally.
Drama.
No comedy bits in it. (Alamo, Moody, Texas.)

Y
YOLANDA, MG,

Marion

Davies,

10.

—A

fine

picture, but very little action.
Settings and costumes beautiful, but so little action that the picture failed in the prime purpose of a movie to
entertain.
The audience took it somewhat like
It is
they do the recognized classical music.

—

Marion Davies
good, but not what they want.
(Cozy, Columbia. Mo.)
A
splendid in her part.
good costume play which didn’t take good in this
As a big
(Royal, Macomb, 111.)
small town.
production, “Yolanda” ranks along with the best
Would easily class it as Marion Davies’
of them.
It’s a high voltage plumage picture
best picture.
and you’ll have a hard time doing any business
with it. It will please the better class, but the
If you can
regulars won’t take a chance on it.
(Lyric,
put over a costume picture, buy it.
Star splendid.
big picture.
Greenville. 111.)
Greenville.
Family,
(Silver
satisfaction.
Gave

A

Mich.)
of Miss
average.

A

Acting
big picture in every respect.
Business way below
Davies splendid.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

—

—

A

!
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UNIVERSAL
SIEGE: Universal

Valli
Jewel.
and Eugene O’Brien. -Business will grow this
(Forum,
week beyond any other attraction.
Los Angeles, Cal.)

—

HOME

THE
MAKER: Universal Jewel,
Alice Joyce and Clive Brook. Bet your shirt
We did and it did.
on it to ‘get over big.
(Colony, New York City.) Wonderful picture.
Held the audience spellbound. A godsend to
the industry. (Florence Theatre, West Coast-

—

Langley Circuit, Pasadena, Cal.)

SPORTING LIFE: Universal Jewel, Bert
Lytell.
A real winner. Should appeal to
every patron. Picture went over with a bang
at the Florence and I predict similar enthu(West Coastsiasm wherever it is shown.

—

Langley Circuit, Cal.)

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

Uni-

—

versal Jewel, Reginald Denny.
Capacity business.
Enormous audiences literally shook the

They screamed every
foot of the way. This great comedy is Denny’s
best if checking the number of laughs is a
Far
(Forum, Los Angeles, Cal.)
premium.
ahead of anything Denny has ever appeared in.
house

with

A

laughter.

Better than Universal
sensation.
real
claims.
clocked 250 laughs. A riot of fun.
(Florence, West Coast-Langley Circuit, Cal.)

We

STRAIGHT THROUGH:

Blue Streak Western.^
This picture is all one could wish for in
town.
(Oak,
Oakdale,
Neb.)
a small

—

RIDIN’ PRETTY:

Blue Streak Western.—
A great picture with real entertainment value.
(Strand, Jamestown, N. Y.)

FLYING HOOFS: Blue Streak Western.—
Did the largest business I have done since the
opening of this house.
My audiences were
greatly pleased.
(Strand, Jamestown, N. Y.)

THE SUNSET TRAIL:
A fine picture that

ern

Blue Streak West-

went over

satisfac-

(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)

torily.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN:

Blue Streak
Western. Everyone was pleased.
Universal
surely is distributing some very good pictures.
A mighty good
(Grand, Springfield, Minn.)
picture.
It will please your patrons.
(Palace,
Omaha, Neb.)

—

MAD

WHIRL: Universal Jewel.—AnTHE
other extra good one that was well liked and
highly praised by my patrons.
(Fairyland,
White Castle, La.) Boys, if you haven’t booked
The White List, better get it. All I have run
have proved to be better audience pictures than
(Gem, Batesville, Ark.)
the so-called specials.
Our first one of The White List and a dandy.
Hope the other eleven are good.
(Harriet,
Hardin, Mont.)

DON DARE DEVIL

— Broke

house record.

Monterey Park,

:

Blue Streak Western.
Well liked.
(Mission,

Cal.)

—

BIG TIMBER:
Blue Streak Western.
good picture with exceptionally fine scenery.
A good action picture with William Desmond
at his best.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

THE MEDDLER:
It satisfied everyone.

Grundy Center,

press,

SHOW YOU THE TOWN: Universal
It is beyond a doubt a 100% picture.
audience was in a roar from start to finish.
A continual
(Sunbeam, Los Angeles, Cal.)
I’LL

Jewel.

— Virginia

Blue Streak Western.—
A good Western. (Emla.)

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE:

Universal
Jewel. Opened to largest Saturday business.
A great audience picture. (Forum, Los Angeles, Cal.)
I have not played a picture this
season which pleased my people so well.
It
has great audience appeal.
(Nelson, Pascagoula, Miss.)

—

—

round of laughter. The cleanest, most humorous feature comedy I have seen in years.
(Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.)

(Orpheum, Glasgow, Mont.)

ences.

THE HURRICANE KID:

—This

banon, N. H.)

—

UP

THE LADDER: Universal Jewel. In
spite of the hottest week of the year, this picture did a wondeful business. Virginia draws
well.
(Liberty, Kansas City, Mo.)

—

RAFFLES: Universal Jewel. Did a very
Very well directed, beautiful
good business.
photography, good for any neighborhood. Just
another one of Universal's. good pictures that
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.)
get the money.

AND RUN

HIT

picture and tell them everything.
Book
(Palace, Omaha. Texas.)
it
and boost it.
Of course it pleased 100%. One of the best
pictures that any concern ever made.
(Khattar’s,

Sydney, Can.)

SMOULDERING FIRES:

Universal Jewel.
only one of the most splendid screen
but a stupendous drawing power.
(Capitol. London. Eng.)
Will please most
The
any audience.
(Strand, Gallup, N. M.)
(Consolindustry needs more of this kind.
idated Amusement Co., Wichita, Kan.

—Not

dramas

OH DOCTOR:

RIDIN’ KID

SAWDUST

THE
TRAIL: Universal Jewel.
knockout.
Patrons highly pleased.
Accept congratulations on this year’s productions.
(Crystal, Waco, Texas.)
good one. Did a
big business and recommend this one to those

—A

A

who have not shown it. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
One of the best Gibsons. ever made. Should
be a good box office bet in any house.
(Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.)
This picture went
over big and pleased.
(Rainbow, Mahnomen,
Minn.)

THE SUNSET TRAIL:

Universal

N. C.)

Immense audience applauded

picture

Success of theatre is assured with
such productions as “Dangerous Innocence.’’
(Forum, Los Angeles, Cal.)
Clean, wholesome and entertaining. It was indeed a pleasure to play this picture. (Liberty, Kansas
City, Mo.)

at finish.

FIFTH
Jewel.

AVENUE MODELS:

—Very

splendid attraction

and a box office bonanza.
Universal and its product
Philadelphia, Pa.)

I
all

— as

Universal
a picture

am a booster for
the time. (Globe,

decidedly different
(Star, Portland, Ore.)

that

will

—

BIG TIMBER: Blue Streak Western. Good
outdoor drama with a good fight and other
features to make it a good picture.
(Cozy,
Wagoner, Okla.)

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:
Picture.

— Splendid

The action

is

Louisville,

Adventure
Ky.)

The

ever

(Visalia,
run.
Cal.)
Opened with the largest house
ever had. (Cascade Co., Cascade, O.)

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

Adventure Picture.
I ever had in my
house.
Pleased fans 100%.
(Virginia, Hazzard, Ky.)
Please make more serials like The
of

the best serials

Riddle Rider.
(Princess, Booneville, Miss.)
The Riddle Rider has them all backed off a
mile.
We have packed ’em in on it every
week.
(Gorton, Soda Springs, Idaho.)
Best
drawing serial we ever run in this house.
Has necessitated an extra show on Friday
night to accommodate those following it.
(Bonanentine, Kansas City, Mo.)

THE FIGHTING RANGER:
ture.

—The

Every

Adventure Pic-

western serial ever released.
with genuine action.
Milwaukee. Wis.)
Started off

finest

episode

(Whitehouse,

replete

well and has built up consistently right along.
(Crystal, Gilmer, Texas.)

Credit to Motion Picture News, Moving Picture World, Exhibitors Herald
and Exhibitors Trdde Review for theatre reports.

—

SHORT FEATURES
FAST STEPPERS:

Action, romance, thrills
to make each feature a delight
our patrons.
(Liberty, Milwaukee, Wis.)
Going over big
Buy them
Run them
They’re great
(Lyric, Saare, Okla.)
Wonderful !
Cannot say enough for their box offiec value.
(Plaza, Buffalo, N. Y.)

and comedy go
to

!

!

!

CENTURY COMEDIES: Can’t say enough
about these.
My patrons go wild over them.
Splendid! (Mocks, Girard, O.) Greatest money
getting short subjects I ever played.
(Rialto,
Erie, Pa.)
Century Comedies are always entertaining.
(Rialto, Stockton, Cal.)
HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES:

We

have used several of these and found them
very good.
They are different. (Arcade, La
Grande, Ore.)
Something new! A welcome
relief
from the stereotyped slapstick stuff.
(Elmac, Maple Rapids, Mich.)
Not only better than anything we have ever offered but
in a class by themselves.
(Park & Whiteway,
Mansfield, O.)

BUDDING YOUTH: Century Comedy,
—A very good comedy. The

Buddy Messenger.

colored boy and dog especially
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

good in

this.

ITCHING FOR REVENGE:

..A real good
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)

two-reel comedy.

POCAHONTAS AND JOHN SMITH:

An

Hysterial History that is a good one. The best
Carried Plenty of
that we have run to date.
(Legion, Holy rood, Kan.)
laughs.

SOME TOMBOY

This

:

is

a good comedy.

(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

HYSTERICAL HISTORY COMEDIES:
My patrons seem to enjoy them. (Speed

Good.

Way,

Springfield,

D.)

S.

GETTING TRIMMED:

This one will put

the whole town in good nature for a month.
You play, and they
Oh, boys
It’s a nifty.
pay, and go home satisfied.
(Echo, Port!

land, Me.)

THE COLLEGE COWBOY:
action
Ore.)

Western

GRIDIRON

..Very good fast
Rainier.

(Grand,

featurette.

GERTIE:

Good

comedy.

(Strand. McKenzie, Tenn.)

MARK ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA:

A

Hysterical History that was a dandy. They have
all been good to date and are well received
(Legion, Hollywood, Kan.)
by our patrons.

ANDY GUMP COMEDIES: Joe Murphy.
are good comedies and seem to please.
Joe was made on purpose for this part, and
Min is not so worse.
(Community, Elgin,
Neb.)
AGGRAVATIN’ MAMA: Joe Murphy
Good comedy second run, but pleased as
Two reels.
(Grand,
though it was new.

— These

—

Rainier, Ore.)

ANDY’S TEMPTATION:

Gump Comedy,
one was the proper one to
have shown “Watch Papa,”
“Aggravatin’ Mama," “What’s the Use,” since,
and the first one has the others skinned a mile.
But I have no kick on any of the Gumns so
far, as they seem to like them and the children
go wild about them. Had a Saturday matinee
free to all children under twelve years on the
first Gump and the children sure turned out
and had the time of their lives. (Community,
Joe Murphy.

— This

start with,

as

I

Elgin, Neb.)

THE LOST CHORD:

Bluebird

Comedy.—

A dandy one-reeler that brought the laughs
and made an ideal addition to the feature.
Hollyrood,

Kans.)

ANDY GUMP COMEDIES:

business and pleased all.
good and the scenex-y beautiful.

Amusement Co.,
serial
we have

(Blake

1925

Adventure Picture,
Pleased 100 per cent. Recthis serial to anyone as a sure fire box
office attraction.
Give us more like this one.
Sir Carl.
(Belle and Savoy, Gadsen, Ala.)

(Legion,

SERIALS

— One

INNOCENCE:

Blue Streak West-

— Something

sas City, Mo.)

DANGEROUS

FROM POWDER RIVER:

Universal Jewel
Three best days I have had at
my theatre in last three years. (Red Mill,
Hamilton, Can.) A good picture. Drew well
and pleased.
(Savoy, Louisville, Ky.)
Doubled the usual day’s run.
Pleased all the admirers of the famous smiling, riding, shooting Hoot.
(Temple & Olympic, Bellaire, O.)
One of the best westerns ever put on any
screen.
(Jefferson, Jefferson City, Tenn.)

I

Jewel.— Dangerous Innocence is bound to go
in any theatre.
(Carolina, Pinehurst.

— Smashed

Established new house record that will probably stand for a long time to come.
(Circle,
Chicago, 111.)
Oh Doctor pleased all and did
a very good business.
(Empire, Syracuse,
N. Y.)

pulls

over

Universal Jewel.

records.
Crowds stood in rain for hours
waiting to see Oh Doctor.
(Columbia, Portland, Ore.)
This one beats them all.
Let’s
have more like it.
(Mayfield, Mayfield, Cal.)
all

best
Visalia,

—

:

this

Rainier,

Universal Jewel. -Peters
strongly here, as his work has merit.
Picture registered immensely.
(Liberty, Kan-

—

Universal Jewel.
It’s a
scream from the beginning to the very end.
It’s a pippin. (Highland, Guthrie, Okla.) Book

please fans.

HEAD WINDS:

Universal Jewel.

makes a poor one. Wonderful bet.
Crowds went out saying nice things
(Park, Leabout the picture and the house.
star never

Universal Jewel. Rattling
good entertainment and was enjoyed by everybody who saw it.
(Lumberg, Niagara Falls,
Three days record breaking business
N. Y.)
despite severe cold wave.
Really two big pictures in one.
Audiences went wild.
(Whitehouse, Milwaukee, Wis.)
Will be extremely
popular everywhere. The best of its kind ever
done! Pleased everybody from eight to eighty.
(Pythian, Marshall, 111.)
A splendid western
which will please everyone.
Good audience
appeal.
(Strand, Gallup, N. M.) Hoot always
draws well for this house. Pendleton Roundup
makes it an extra strong attraction. (Grand,
Ore.)

The Man

in Blue received more comments from our patrons than any picture we have played this
(Queens, Niagyear. Let’s have more like it.
ara Falls. Ont.. Can.)

3,

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

William Desmond.

ommend

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Universal Jewel.
pleasing attraction well handled. Proved a
office
and in the numsurprise
box
real
at the
ber of fine comments received from the audi-

A

ern.

—

LET ’ER BUCK:

My

October

By far the
I always feagreatest drawing card today.
ture these comedies ahead of the feature.
(New Holland, New Holland, Ga.)

PONCE DE LEON:

Hysterical

—

History

Comedy. A good comedy and somewhat difIt -pleased
ferent from the ordinary run.
okay.

(Oak,

Oakdale, Neb.)

TRAILING TROUBLE:

—

Century

Buddy Messenger. Buddy, in
where the furniture slides
place and where there are all

office

Comedy,

a detective’s
in and out of
sorts of trick

devices for catching criminals, makes a splen(Eminence, EmiGet this one.
did comedy.
nence, Ky.)

FIGHT AND WIN:
mendous drawing

card.

—

Jack Dempsey. A treProving their power

(Mahaiwe, Great
big houses.
A real knockout in every
Barrington, Mass.)
way. Universal is entitled to a vote of thanks.
A good stimulator for the box office. (LibWill bring money
erty, Long Beach, Cal.)
Boost it as
into the box office at all times.
far as vou want. (Point Breeze, Philadelphia,
draw
crowd.
Everya
These will sure
Pa.)
by bringing

in

body will come to see this picture.
body liked it. (Liberty. Bucknell. Ia.)

Every-

—ADVERTISEMENT
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3,
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YOUTH AND ADVENTURE, FBO, Richard
Talmadge, Pete Gordon, Joseph Girard, Margaret
good
Landis, Katherine Lewis, Fred Kelsey, 6
snappy picture full of action, and pleases, as he

—A

does a lot of stunts. He sure gets them in for
me. Story light, but that does not matter as long
(Oak, Oakdale, Neb.)
a3 it has the entertainment.
Just a little too much society stuff in this one.
He pulls some good stunts and picture has a good
story.

Did not do as well with

Very good picture.
of

All

one.

this

been very good.

one as with,

this

(Highland, Guthrie, Okla.)
Did some extra business on

ones.

previous

the

these

Talmadge subjects have
comedy and action.

Full of good

Many like them better than Westerns. (Princess,
Stunts and comedy galore. No
Crandon, Wis.)
one can be dissatisfied with this type of picture.
(King, Troy, N. Y.)
Action from start to finish.
Pleased a fair
Another good motion picture.
house. (Arcadia, Vandergrift, Pa.) A real good
athletic stunt story with Talmadge in one of his

He overdoes lots of the
parts.
but as a one day picture it gets over on the
This is better done
past reputation of the star.
characteristic
stuff,

as

to

most of

than

costume and settings

A

his

BATTLING BUDDY
velt, 5.

(Artclass)

Buddy Roose-

— One

of the best little action pictures ever
Some called it
Clean all way through.

shown.
a comedy and “The Sante Fe Trail” I’m running
helped the feature.
(Queen, Lonoke, Ark.) This
He sure is putting the zip in
boy is a comer.
his pictures. A dandy Western.
(Castle, Havana,
Any of you Texas boys who do not buy this
111.)
from Specialty will do your house and yourself
an injustice. It’s a Western with a laugh from
start to finish and plenty of action.
Wish I knew
that I had more like it coming.
(Alamo, Moody,
Tex.)
I played this on
Saturday night to a

very

packed house. Pleased 100 per cent. Buddy is a
coming number. Don’t be afraid of this one.
(Lyric, Mena, Ark.)
Here is a real audience
picture.
The thrill is nil, but it has plenty of
action, and for comedy it far surpasses any of
the ordinary two reel comedies we are getting.
There is a big bum in the picture who kept our
audience in a gale of laughter about half the
time.
Book it with a serious subject for an
ideal program.
(The Hopkins, Cotter, Ark.)

Like all Talmadge’s pictures, six reels of stunts.
Pleased nearly all who saw it. (Graphic, Bangor,
Me.) Where Dick is liked this will go as well as
any of his. (Regent, Bogota, N. J.) Good. Lots
(Bijou, Conway, N.
Will please all.
of action.
Picture might have gone over but for the
H.)
Worst print we ever had of any
bad print.
exchange, and the first of F. B. O. Film broke

Novak, 5. A good detective story. The girl has
you thinking from start to finish. Pleased everyone.
Film is good.
(Strand, Pocahontas, 111.)
Fair picture but the whole series has been a
disappointment to me. No drawing power. (Ar-

(Olympic, Bellaire, O.)
out much plot but has a good
and action, which my patrons
others.

to

please

here.

(DeLuxe,

picture with-

deal
like.

Spearville,

of

comedy

seemed
A
Kan.)
It

(Plaza,
Will please.
good stunt picture.
Dundee, Iowa.) This is another one of the jumping jack pictures. No story, no acting, just fighting, running, climbing buildings, lumber piles and
This is
Star beats up the whole gang.
such.
(Community, Elgin, Neb.)
the last of these.

machine. Hid every time somebody
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
the hosue.

in lacing the
left

BEAUTIFUL SINNER, THE

—

cadia,

Vandergrift, Pa.)
Graham, Tex.)

(C.

B.

C.),

Eva

Fair program picture.

(Liberty,

BANG BUDDY

BIFF
velt,

kins,

(Artclass), Buddy Rooseunusually good Western.
(The HopCotter, Ark.)
Fair program that pleased

5.

—An

the majority.

(Royal,

Reading, Pa.)

Gets by with few kicks, but nothing to
about.
(Crossett,
Ark.)
Crossett,
satisfactory.
(Rex, Virden, 111.)

vehicle.

excited

get

Very

EARLY

—This

is

BIRD, THE (Burr), Johnny Hines,
absolutely a knockout. Listen, men,

7.

if

you are not playing all these Hines pictures you
are making the mistake of your lifetime. It is
hard to say which is the best, “The Speed Spook”
or this one. I believe, however, that this one has
more comedy but lacks the thrills of “The Speed
Spook.” Do not misunderstand me, though, as
this one has more than the ordinary amount of
thrills in it.
Gee, if I had three or four more
stars with the following that Hines has I would
never have to worry any more. Again, I say fine,
fine, fine.
(Star, Tuekerman, Ark.)
This is a
fine comedy. (Palace, Aurora, Ind.) Not as good
as some of the others by same star. (Ioka, Exete, N. H.)
This is the best picture I ever saw
Johnny Hines in. If you want to please your
audience, get this one, for it will give them one
good laugh after another. (Grand, Springfield,
Minn.) They raved about this picture, but my
patrons didn’t care very much about it. Run it
on a Sunday-Monday and did fair business. (Lincoln,
Milwaukee, Wis.)
Some of this is very
funny, some not so funny, and quite a little of
it downright
silly.
From one and one-half to
two reels less would make it a better picture.
Business fair. Hot weather coming on. (Regent,
Bogota, N. J.) A dandy comedy that should please
a big majority anywhere. ’Tis real entertainment
for the tired business man. (Opera House, Baldwin, Wis.) Excellent entertainment but the last
50 or 100 feet of film the kissing in the ending
is disgusting and vulgar. (Temple, Sanford, N. C.)
Good picture good business. Seemed to please

—

—

;

BLACK LIGHTNING
Thunder,

6

— Cannot

(Banner),

recommend

big special, but must say
picture at regular prices.

The
Box Office

it

is

Clara

Bow,

this as a very
a good program

Film good condition.
(Opera House, Hilbert, Wis.) A good Saturday
picture.
Not much of a plot and action a little
weak. Don’t promise too much and you will be
okay.

Not the

special that

(Paramount, Wyoming,
picture here. Fine box
Grand Haven, Mich.)

Record

it

111.)

office

was sold to me for.
Very popular dog
draw.

(Robbinhood,

everyone. Just the kind of picture for the small
town. Keeps them in good humor and laughing
all the way through.
My first of Hines and I
have all the others bought. (A-Mus-U, Lincolnton, Ga.) A good comedy, like all Hines’. Good
for laughs.
Plenty of action. (Star, Menard,
Tex.) The best Hines picture yet. Business was
fine.

O.)
bet

pleased

just

one of

many

valuable

services rendered the theatre

owner by Exhibitors Herald.
Every issue contains from
80 to 300 pages, filled with

HOME

BRINGING
THE BACON (Artclass),
Buffalo Bill, Jr., 5. Very good Western and business better than usual. Can’t say whether it was
this picture or the serial, “Into the Net,” that

—

brought them

last night.

partments and

well as the advertisements
of practically every producer

and

distributor

in

the

in-

dustry.

To

get full value

from your

subscription to the Herald,

read every page
issue

—and

then

of every
file

each

copy for future reference.

(Cozy, Hollis, Okla.)

A

D.)

EMPTY HEARTS (Banner), Clara Bow, John
Bowers, 6. Was very well liked here and comments were all favorable. (Royal. Reading, Pa.)
A very good picture. Story good, with heart appeal. Not a big special, but better than program
and can be bought right. (Palace, Abilene, Tex.)

—

A

news, pictures, service deeditorials, as

Anyway

they came and that’s
what counts.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Boys,
this is a fine Western.
One that will get you
the dollars.
Played it to three packed houses
in.

fully

90 per cent. (Crystal, Flandreau,
great comedy feature. One of Hines’
best. Should please as a program picture. (CharBell, Rochester, Ind.)

S.

is

We need more like this. (Regent, St. Marys,
Johnny Hines’ pictures are always a good
for us and this one was no exception and

COME ON COWBOYS

(Arrow), Dick Hatton,
5.
This is a good action Western.
Ought to
please any Western audience.
Has a horse that
is well trained and as a whole is very satisfactory.
(Colonial, Astoria, 111.)
Just a Western,
yes but it sure did pull a crowd for one day,
on Monday, coupled with first of the Benny
Leonard series, and the latter was undoubtedly a
good draw in itself.
Plenty of laughs in this
Western.
(Menard, Menard, Tex.)

—

—

CRACKERJACK, THE

(Burr), Johnny Hines,
picture going public like a Johnny Hines
picture now and then. His features are a change
from all this dragged out love stuff. It pleased
7.

—The

our patrons very much.

Business good.

(Bugg,

Another one of Johnny’s fine pictures.
Did not do much business on this one,
due to the dull season of the year. I had first
run in the state on this one and advertised it
that way and I probably got more than I would
have otherwise.
You sure cannot go wrong on
Typical Hines
Hines.
(Star, Tuekerman, Ark.)
Chicago,

111.)

fair program picture. Not a special by any
means. (Electric, Independence, Mo.) Did a fairly
good business on this one. An exceptional Independent picture. Very good acting, photography
and direction. The best I have had this year from
the Celebrated Film Company. I ran it two days
to a pleased audience. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)

FIGHTING SHERIFF, THE (Independent), Bill
Cody, 5. Too hot. Good Western. Cody is young
but will get there. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.) Good
Western. Price right and the kids eat it up. Correct treatment always from the Co-operative Exchange at Los Angeles. (New Dale, East Long
Beach, Cal.)

—

FIGHTING THE FLAMES
Devore, William Haines,
short,

snappy

pleased

pictures.

Well

(C. B. C.),

—Another

Dorothy

Renown’s
Did a good business and
6.

of

directed. Plenty of action.
(Bugg, Chicago, 111.) Just a fair program picture, but it is the kind that gets the money
nowadays, so I should worry. (Ioka, Exeter, N.
H.) A remarkably good melodrama that pleased
all.

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF

so

more than some of our high-priced ones. This
picture has typical movie appeal and is good for
any house.

This Haines lad is excellent and has
a real pleasing story here that you should look
up. Bought right, it made money at a time when
most others are losing for us. (Temple. Bellaire,
Ohio.)

AYWON’S

FOOL AND

BIG

MONEY,

HIS

Bellamy, William Haines, fi.
Another
snappy feature. Plenty of comedy. Everybody seems well pleased. Business good. (Bugg,
Chicago, 111.) An extra good and interesting independent. A little hard to convince the public
that it is good, but when they come they like it.
Haines is a combination of Charles Ray and
Harold Lloyd and pleases. Balance of cast high
class. Settings all right and interest is held from

(Temple, Bellaire, O.)

start to finish.

B.

(C.

—

C.),

Elaine

Hammerstein, 6. This is sure one interesting picture. Had some very good comments on it, from
the few who were there. (Fairyland, Herculaneum, Mo.) Played this on Country Store night
to 88 per cent of an average audience. All were
very well pleased, and receieved some very kind
comments. Above the average program picture.

Nathan Hirsh
Offers

6

KIT CARSON
Rocky Mountain knockouts with
(himself)

—

Madge

FOOLISH VIRGIN, THE

Carson

(Columbia),

short,

18

Kit

A

and great

(Rosewin, Dallas, Tex.) Was well liked by everybody and did a fair business. (Royal, Reading,
Pa.) A Thomas Dixon story and well done. Forest fire scenes are excellent.
Acting also good.
Pleased all. (Kozy, Vidalia, La.) We got ’em in,
even though they were disappointed. Can’t say
this is much for Miss Hammerstein, and just

two or three more

and we are

like this

off of her.

(Temple, Aberdeen, Miss.)
Business good. Picaverage.
Advertising on this production
terrible, especially the six sheet.
A good forest
fire climax. (New McKee, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

casts.

ture

HARD

6

GORDON CLIFFORD

Buffalo Bill Jr., 5
I notice other exhibs have been
agreeably surprised, as we were, with this chap.
He makes a good Westerner and is to all appearances a real cowboy, not just a pretty actor.
A likeable fellow to our Saturday crowd of action seekers.

Fast action outdoor thrillers built

along entirely

new

lines.

Real

hits.

HAMILTON

HITTIN’

(Star,

(Artclass)

The Western

Menard, Tex.)

fans liked this one all right and it did a nice
business.
(Royal, Reading, Pa.)
Here was a
teetotal surprise to me.
A good fast moving

Western story that pleased, and the name pulled
them in. Photography good and patrons liked it.
The three-sheet on this one is a dude. Get it
sure. All I can ask of the exchange is that these
new Western stars don't fall off the horse while
they are taking the picture. (Cozy, Villisca, la.)
Pretty good Western, with lots of fighting. (The

6

MARLBOROUGH
PRODUCTIONS
With

all

star

casts.

Each and

every one a smashing box

office

sensation.

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS, THE
Hammerstein,

—-Very

(C. B. C.), Elaine

good and exciting picture,
but played in the wrong town. Hilbert is a great
6.

railroad

town and they

all

me

mistakes

had

the

they

went and they
in

this

all

told

picture.

To

ad or one-sheet shows the passenger train and engine going through a bridge,
which never happened only a few box cars went
off the tracks.
Also there was a different number on the engine that killed the man than there
was on the engine where they washed the blood
off.
And any time a freight train breaks apart,
they tell me, the train stops this one kept right
on going. And they say you will always find a
conductor or a brakeman on the hind end of a
freight, but this train didn’t have any.
So my
start

with,

the

;

;

There

ll

be no dull

railroad people that

days

if

you play

Ay won

attractions

came

ing it into me from
House, Hilbert, Wis.)

all

to

my show

sides.

are shoot-

(Hilbert

very satisfactory and
thrilling action drama with some fine scenic
shots.
Not a special but a good program. (Y.
M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.) A mighty good program picture that drew and pleased more people
than lots of the big so-called specials. (Regent,
Eureka, Kan.) If all Independent pictures proved
be as good as this one there would be no
kick coming, so far as quality goes. Haines is

Corp.

Nathan Hirsh, Pres.

the real

box

New York

Canada.) Now you Yankee exhibitors, when you
get a chance at this one nail it, ballyhoo it hard,
pack them in and make some money. As a production it Is no great shakes, but a lecturer and
singer travel with the picture, and being a true
story of a man in England whom they tried to
hang but could not, it draws like a porous plaster. (Maple Leaf, Mount Dennis, Ont., Canada.)

RACING FOR LIFE
banks,

6.

—Not

much

William Fairone except a good

(C. B. C.),

to this

auto race. Action otherwise was slow. Will please
an action program picture if played with a
couple lively short subjects. (Amuse-U, Melville.
La.) Was rated here a fairly good picture and
pleased everybody.
Business was also satisfactory. (Royal, Reading, Pa.)
Automobile racing
story. Good little picture that takes particularly
with younger element. (Regent, Bogota, N. J.)
as

—

TRAIL DUST (Rayart), David Dunbar, 6. -As
a whole I think this production pleased very well.
Of course, it received the usual knocks that any
picture gets, but at that I believe it pleased the
majority. Big business the first night but, owing
to heavy rain on second night business was poor.
Print in A-l shape. Lobby display far above the
average. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) A road show
attraction. Played on percentage basis and wasn’t
Made more

sorry.

money on

clear

picture ever played here.

The

live buffalo

this

than any

Lobby display

excellent.

they carry with the picture will

sure draw the kiddies as well as the adults. Play
this.
It, will
make you some real money. (Kozy,
Vidalia, La.)

TWO-FISTED JUSTICE

5.

—A

scenery.

Some wonderful

trained

the

(Arrow), Dick Hatton,

picture with plenty of thrills and Western

named,

horse,

Star.

feats are

performed by

The picture

is

rightly

rough-and-tumble
fighting all through. Some of my audience did
not care for so much fighting. Film in good condition. (Jewel, Verndale, Minn.) Here is an independent picture. A Western, lots of action, good
and clean. (Lyric, Cass Lake, Minn.) For a daily
change house we can recommend this series of

Western
open air

there

as

pictures,

is

a

lot

of

and particularly

this

one.

Is

with lots of action and thrills that
keep the fans on edge all the way. Hatton is
pleasing and does not overdo his stuff. (Olympic,
stuff

Bellaire, O.)

WALLOPING WALLACE

—No

(Artclass)

Buddy

than

average Western.
Our first one with this star. Seems to have a
good screen appearance and a good personality.
Believe he will be a good Western star. Released
in this territory by Specialty Film Company out
A new star
of Dallas. (Majestic, Bowie, Tex.)
that seemed to take pretty well. A lot of impossible stuff in this one but it gets by. Had best
Saturday crowd in several months. Can’t say
5.

better

whether the main picture drew them or the
Pathe comedy, “The Halfback of Notre Dame.”
Did give the pictures most of the credit, anyway.
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)

WHO

CARES? (Columbia), Dorothy Devore,
William Haines, 6.
Nobody cared for “Who
Cares?” A poor name, but it suited the picture.
So much for experience. (Arcadia, Vandergrift,
Pa.) Short and snappy. (Bugg, Chicago, 111.)

—

this picture, and there are no
names of any special value. (Majestic,
Ore.)
Good melodrama. Business good.

star of

WOLVES OF THE ROAD
Canutt,

box

office.

looks

He

5.

like

— Western

(Arrow), Yakima

picture that did well at the

(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Yakima Canutt
a live prospect in the Western field.

one of the few real horsemen on the screen.
that F. B. O. has landed him, watch their
smoke. (Lyric, Marysville, Cal.) Failed to please,
yet our people like Westerns, but this stuff is too
light to set with an audience used to standard
pictures. (Rialto, Pecos, Tex.)
is

Now

office

Dallas,

(Regent,

729-7th Ave.,

1925

Opera

A

to

Aywon Film

3,

for last thirteen years. Film is the biggest bunk
ever seen. But it sure gets the money. Play if
and see for yourself. (Strand, Dryden, Ont.,

Roosevelt,

Hopkins, Cotter, Ark.)

October

Bogota,

N. J.)

O.

K.

(Rex,

Virden,

111 .)

MAN THEY COULD NOT HANG, THE
dian),

English cast,

7.

— Broke

all

(Canahouse records

YOUTH FOR SALE (Burr), Special cast, 6.—
Didn’t do anything here. (Regent, St. Marys, O.)
Very satisfactory program picture which drew
well and pleased. (Rosewin, Dallas, Tex.) A good
program picture. Business only fair. (Princess,
Chilton, Wis.)

—
October
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[SH()RI
Educational

ABOUT FACE,

—

2.
This is a very good
Boy Scouts and some of

Juvenile,

comedy of a bunch

of

devilment.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
Fairly good. Not as good as the average Juvenile
comedy. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.) Almost identheir

a Century comedy, “Budding Youth,” but
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
not so good.

tical to

Lige Conley, 2. Nothing to
rave over. Yet is fair comedy. Got quite a numKnock(Pastime, Johnson, Neb.)
ber of laughs.
out comedy, as most of Educational two-reelers
A knockout. Will
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
are.
put over any weak feature. Invite some aviators
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
to see it.

—

BACK

FIRE, Lige Conley, 2. Boys, these are
Keep the crowd in an uproar
some comedies.
from start to finish. Got more laughs than any
comedy I ever played. Educational has the com(Amuzu, Lincolnton, Ga.)
edies and service.
(Photoplay.
Good, at least it got the laughs.
One of the best of this series.
Ashland, Kan.)
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)

—

BARNUM,

ture show pleases but I can never see where it
brings in a nickel. The crowd wants a funny, and
one appears to get as many laughs as another.
Outside the shorts with Lloyd, Chaplin or Semon,
one draws as good as another. (Temple, Bellaire,
Good comedy though not as funny as his
O.)
One of the
others.
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
better Christie comedies.

JR., Juvenile, 2. Dandy 2 reel comkid comedies seem to take the best here.
(Washington, Atoka, Okla.) A kid comedy above
the average. (Legion, Elmwood, Wis.)

spoiled by a poor print.

DANDY

The

edy.

BETWEEN SHOWERS,

Bowes,

Cliff

1.—This

as good as the average one-reel comedy or a
little better.
We find that Educational short subjects are as good or a little better on an average
than most of them. (Rex, Colby, Wis.) Another
It has some
good one-reeler from Educational.
new stuff never shown before. (De Luxe, Spearis

Kan.)

ville,

BLACK AND BLUE,

Jimmie Adams,

Advertise it by
Atlantic, Mass.)
Good
tic,
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

good subject.

2.

means.

all

comedy

—Very

(Atlan-

book

;

Vernon,

A

2

in my estimation.
We
advertised this as a special comedy and it did not
down for us. A dandy comedy. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
The best Educational for some
weeks, yet, not extra good at that.
(Park, Morningside and Moville, la.)

Bobby Vernon ever made
fall

Scenic,

2.

Juvenile,

2.

—This

is

our sec-

Not so very strong as
(Grand, Okolona, Miss.)
a laugh producer. The dogs in this one were inThey had a kid’s ball game
teresting to watch.
(P., Nazareth,
that was good for some laughs.
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
Pa.)
Very good.
Louise

Fazenda,

2.

— Another

Print in good condifor Educational.
tion.
We have never
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)
run a poor Educational and this was no exception.
Print good.
It served its purpose
to get laughs.

—

(Hammond, Hammond, Wis.)

—

IN OIL,

Christie, 2.
Nothing to it but
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
A better
than average Christie comedy.
They seemed to
like it.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
oil

wells.

DYNAMITE

DOiGGIE, A1

St.

John, 2.— A good

although not as good as some of
Print fair.
(Empress, Grundy, Iowa.)
comedy that will keep them laughing.
Some old stuff, but some new.
(Grand, New
Hamburg, Ont., Canada.)

comedy,

his

others.

A

very

Tuxedo, 2.— A very good
(American, Wautoma.
Wis.)
A good comedy but too high class for our
patrons.
(Temple, Aberdeen, Miss.)
Very good
comedy for adult patronage, but not the kind the
kids like.
(Jewel, Hooker, Okla.)
A fine comedy.
Educational comedies are much above the average.
Try a few and be convinced.
(Palace. Omaha.

EASTER BONNETS,

one with

lots

of

laughs.

EXIT CAESAR, Mermaid,

2.

—

It's

good but not

displayed aroused much comment.
Springs, Neb.)
A wonderful scenic.
Some liked it better than "Hot Water.” Scenery
beautiful.
Print good. (Empress, Grundy Center,

la.)

Ore.)

tional
(Star,

skill

Hay

CHEER
and

will

UP, Cameo,

1.

—This

is

our

first

Cameo

not knock it, as most all Educational
(Olympic, Forks, Wash.) Splendid
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

stuff is good.

one-reeler.

CORN

FED, Bobby Vernon,

2.

FAST AND FURIOUS,

— Our

short fea-

Lige Conley,

2.

— Fast

and furious it was, and it kept the audience in an
uproar and caused several passing pedestrians to
stop and get tickets to go in and see what it was
about.
One old fan said this was the best
comedy he had ever seen. Action is what the fans
want and they surely got action in this. (Amuse-

all

“If it’s a Mermaid Comedy it is
This one would live
the best Comedy in town.”
up to that slogan. It is a dandy. Everybody had
business in this
funny
to laugh and chuckle at the
(“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.) As usual, very good
one.
Just a
(Grand, Anamosa, la.)
and pleased.
funny, and one is as good as another as a drawing card.
The best short feature in the world
will not get them in if the feature is not attracGet just as much business if we simply adtive.
(Temple,
vertise comedy and news with no names.
Bellaire, O.)
This is good comedy. (Rex, Gilman

U, Melville, La.)

Mo.)

City,

—

FAT CHANCE, A, Walter Hiers, 2. It is a fair
comedy. It takes a crowd to laugh at a comedy
and we did not have any. Got a few real laughs
out of those that saw it. Hiers is not a knockout
Comedy and a
for us.
("Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
general run and went by
little different from
(Grand,
nicely, although nothing to rave about.
Anamosa,

la.)

FLYING FINANCE, Mermaid,
best

in

comedies.

Laugh

all

the

—Among

2.

the

way through.

Enjoyed as well as any comedy I ever showed.
"Cyclone” would
(A-Mus-U, Lincolnton, Ga.)
have been a better title for this, but the title has
One like this
little to do with a picture anyway.
would go good with any kind of a name hooked
(Olympic, Forks, Wash.) A dandy comedy.
to it.
Plenty of laughs in it. (Lyric, Walnut, la.) A
knockout.
Step on this one ane make some
money. It will put over a weak feature.
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
Very good. The cyclone
in this is a humdinger.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
This comedy took very well with our patrons
the second reel especially, In which the cyclone
took place, made a big hit.
(Star, Hay Springs.
Neb.) The best cyclone scenes in this. It was a
scream. Get it and watch them laugh and roar.
(Community, Elgin, Neb.)

—

FLYING FISTS, Benny Leonard, 2. A dandy
good series that pleased everyone, every time they
appeared on the screen.
Cannot see how any
exhibitor knocks these. Worth ten per cent more
than the price of a comedy. (Khattar’s, Sydney,
N. S., Canada.)
First one of series.
Good but
didn’t take with audience, except last one.
(Monarch. Edmonton, Alberta, Can.)
A corker that
registered 100 per cent from both box-office standpoint and the audience’s view of it.
Benny certainly pleased. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S. Canada.)

interesting

in place of a comedy and filled the
nicely.
Scenery great and the excep-

(Eminence, Emiquite up to Mermaid’s standard.
nence, Ky.)
A real laugh getter, one that will
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.) No business.
please.
An(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
Good comedy.
(Grand, Rainier,
other good Mermaid comedy.

bill

—

FAMILY LIFE, Lige Conley, 2. Have been
using Educational comedies nearly three years and
claim this Mermaid to be the best one yet. (RusBetter than the average Mersell, Somerset, O.)
maid comedy, and they are hard to beat. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.) One of the best comedies in a long
Mermaid Comedies are the best ones for
while.
Good comedy.
(Legion, Elmwood, Wis.)
us.
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

good

Tex.)

—A

Used

very

had been

this

real

Kept them laughing all the time. Print
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
The best

CHASE, THE,

DIRTY HANDS,

DONE

Poodles Hanneford, 2.
Had “His First Car” booked, but they sent me
this.
They were boneheads for doing so and so
was the comedy. It’s foolish and acted amateurishly.
Don’t play it. It’ll kill your show.
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
Fair comedy.
(Strand,
McKenzie, Tenn.)
Great comedy.
Better than
some 5-reel features. (Silver Family, Greenville,
Mich.)

subject.

—If

ond Juvenile from Educational and is extra fine
Good comedy.
comedy.
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)

DIZZY DAISY,

BONEHEAD, THE,

comedy.

2.

home run

—

good.

LIONS, Mermaid,

cut to a one-reeler it would have been good, but
the laughs are too far apart for a two reeler.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.) A fair comedy. Print
(Starland,
Fair.
new.
(Grundy Center, la.)
Stockbridge. Mich.)

it.

BLAZES, Lige Conley, 2. One of the few good
comedies of this series.
(Photoplay, Ashland,
Kan.) At the risk of becoming tiresome, we shall
have to pronounce this another good Mermaid.
(Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)

BRIGHT LIGHTS, Bobby

—

Lloyd Hamilton, 2. A good comedy
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
Ham Hamilton always a good drawing
card and this comes up to his usual good standard.
Had the usual
(Opera House, Foley, Minn.)
laughmakers in it that the Hamilton comedies
have.
Every body had a good time seeing this
Evidently the reNazareth, Pa.)
(“Y,”
one.
peated crushes in the subway took all the comedy
out of poor old Lloyd, who didn’t get as many
Lloyd needs a new director.
laughs as usual.
(Amuse-U, Melville, La.) A good comedy. (Silver
Film short 200 feet
Family, Greenville, Mich.)
at end, which spoiled what would have been a
good comedy. “Wild Game” was also short about
Patrons kicked
200 feet at end, which ruined it.
(Hammond,
on both of these on account of it.
Hammond, Wis.)

CRUSHED,

—

AIR POCKETS,

51

EXTRA, EXTRA,

—

Lloyd Hamilton, 2
One of
the poorest comedies we have shown Hamilton in,
and Educational cheated us on this one, as the
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
ending was gone.
Fine. A real comedy, full of laughs from start to
finish.
(Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.)

FUN’S FUN,
Cameo comedy.
in

its

That
Pa.)

Cliff

—

Bowes, 1
A very ordinary
not have a real good laugh

It did

whole length. But the print was perfect.
something to crow about. (“Y.” Nazareth,
Fair for a one-reeler. (Photoplay, Ashland,

is

Kan.)

GETTING

GERTIE’S

GOAT,

Chrsitie,

2.—

Pretty good.
Above the average of the Christie
comedies.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Good comedy.
(Strand, McKenzie. Tenn.)
Just a fair comedy.
Not enough action.
Print in good condition.
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)
Extra good and got
Some motorcycle stunts that got
lots of laughs.
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The Greatest Line-up

of

October

3,

1925

Comedy

and Novelty Entertainment in
One and Two Reels
^LcZuA,
That Any Company
Has Ever Offered
“THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM”
(

\

W

HAT

a great array of comedy talent is presented in the Educational Pictures program
for 1925-1926! Lloyd Hamilton, Lupino Lane,
Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers, Jimmie Adams, Johnny
Arthur, Lige Conley, A1 St. John, Neal Burns, Billy
Dooley, Cliff Bowes and many others — all comedy
stars of recognized box-office value.

With these

produced
on the best feature standards under the
supervision of A1 Christie and Jack White,
and with the pick of single reel novelties
and news reel, Educational Pictures are
providing never failing amusement in the
and are makfinest theatres of the land
stars, in pictures

—

ing

ADDED PROFIT FOR THEM.

Name

the

Hundred Best

Theatres in the Country.
They Are All Showing
Member,
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.

WILL H. HAYS,

President

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES

/

October

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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m

K*

Backed Up by the Finest Advertising
and Exploitation Help to Make

Them
Representation of
vertising)

is

to see one

vital.

good

all

program units

(in

pay
more than 1,000
that one and another.

If 1,000 people will

picture,

people will pay to see

Added

Profit

to

YOU

— Exhibitors Herald.

DUCATIONAL

Bring

ad-

not satisfied with delivering
the finest Short Feature Entertainment it is possible to provide. Educational Pictures must not
only entertain your patrons, but they must

E

is

MAKE

EXTRA PROFIT FOR YOU.
And they will make

extra profit for you if you will
take advantage of the helps Educational provides.

Educational Pictures are backed up by
constant national advertising. The two
“ads” showing on these pages are typical
of the layouts appearing consistently in

The Saturday Evening

Post.

There is a complete line of accessories
on all Educational Pictures A press sheet
on each two-reel comedy and each special
provides a full advertising and exploitation campaign. Trailers can be had on
Hamilton, Lupino Lane, Bobby Vernon,
Walter Hiers, Jimmie Adams and
Tuxedo Comedies.
.

You are passing up profits
if you fail to exploit your
Short Features as well as
your Long Features

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES
INC.

.

E.W.

HAMMONS, President
Executive Offices

370 Seventh Ave.,

New York

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF
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yells.
A Fred Thomson feature drew a big house
and they roared at the comedy. The same comedy
with a poor feature would have meant nothing.

(Temple, Bellaire, O.)

—

iGOAT GETTERS, THE, Juvenile, 2. One of the
best kid comedies to date and has many laughs.
Fine comedy. (Palace,
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
Omaha, Tex.)

—

GOING EAST, Lloyd Hamilton, 2 Trials and
tribulations of a country boy’s first night in a
sleeping car. Very good comedy. (Jewel, Hooker,
Kept the crowd laughing.
Ala.)
Very good.
Fairly good comedy.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)

GOOD MORNING,

Lloyd Hamilton, 2.—A fair

comedy not up to the standard set by his others.
A
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
Print poor.
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)

comedy.

fine

GOOD SCOUT, A, Jimmie Adams,

2

—Another

good comedy from Educational. (De Luxe, SpearA good comedy which got a number
ville, Kans.)
(Theatorium,
of laughs from young and old.
Emlenton, Pa.)

—

GRANDPA’S GIRL, Christie, 2 A Christie
comedy much below the average. Only a few
A poor com(Legion, Elmwood. Wis.)
laughs.
edy that did not please.

Grundy Center,

Kans.)

An

ordinary

one-reeler.

are getting the latest ones and have brand
new prints to show our patrons. We can show
them properly. That is worth something, as a
good show with a bum print don’t mean a thing.
(“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)

A

Eminence, Ky.)

—

JONAH JONES, Lloyd Hamilton, 2. This
Hamilton was far better than his last one. Some
excellent comedy stunts pulled off during the
course of the two reels.
(“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
One of the best Hamiltons we have shown. Print
good.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.) One of the
best ever made. I have never played a poor Educational
comedy.
Family, Greenville,
(Silver
Mich.) Average comedy and had lots better from
this fellow.
He seems to be slowing up. (Hudson,

la.)

NEVER AGAIN,

—

—

HAVE A HEART, Cameo, 1. This comedy has
plenty of action and entertainment. In fact we
(Odeon,
find this brand to be very satisfactory.
Chandler, Okla.) Have seen better ones. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)
Lige Conley, 2.—Very
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.) It’s an A-l
good.
slapstick comedy with a number of new stunts.
(Hammond, Hammond.
Price fair.
Print new.

GOODBYE,

AVis.)

HER BOY FRIEND,
Semon.

Gave great

—A

regu-

(Silver

Fam-

Larry Semon,
satisfaction.

2.

Our first Semon and it is
Greenville, Mich.)
a good one. The kids certainly had a good laugh
Some real good gags pulled in this
at this one.

ily,

comedy.

(“Y,”

them laughing.

Keeps
Good.
Nazareth, Pa.)
(Amuzu,
About Semon’s best.

Lincolnton, Ga.)

NEW

SHERIFF, THE, Poodles Hanneford, 2.—
good comedy. This would have been as good as
some of the so-called Westerns with the nonsense
taken out of it. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.) Good
comedy. (Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

A

Rochester, N. Y.)

—

—

JUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE,

NO LOAFING, Tuxedo, 2. One of those
breath-taking comedies. Poodles goes through all
sorts of gyrations on top of a piano while the
piano is being hauled by ropes to the top of a
fourteen-story apartment. Not so laughable as it
is thrilling. (Eminence, Eminence, Ky.) Not much
to this comedy. The second poor comedy we have
received from Educational in several months. I
really shouldn’t report it, but here ’tis. (Palace,
Omaha, Tex.) No new gags in this, but a good
comedy, nevertheless. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Fair.
Didn’t get very many laughs. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)

JUNIOR PARTNER, THE,

TEACHER, Juvenile, 2.
comedy that
surely tickled our audiences. They liked it very
much. The stunts pulled off in the schoolroom
sure went across great. ("Y,” Nazareth, Pa.) If
this comedy doesn’t make them laugh, there is no
use feeding ’em comedies. Some old stuff, but
they shake the house. (Palace, Omaha, Tex.)

(Armstrong’s, Vanceboro, Me.)
These can’t be
worth much if anything to any exhibitor. Okay
in their aim but not what showgoers are paying to
see these days.
So many more short subjects.
Will please and maybe draw.
(Queen, Lonoke,
Ark.)
We have used several of these and find
them entertaining, especially to cross word puzzle
fans.
(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
Good to use for a
change but think patrons will soon get tired of

them.

(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)

A, Hodge-Podge,
Should be written in capital letters,
enough said. (Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.) These
are clever and good for variety. (Olympic, Forks,
Wash.) A very good reel of various subjects.
Will take the place of comedy and series with
long feature. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

—Good.

good

Juvenile,

2.

Vernon,

2.

—Here’s

a good
Print good.

comedy.
Has a good auto race.
(Empress, Grundy Center, Iowa.) Another Bobby
Vernon knockout. It is a pippin. Had a laugh
almost in every foot of film. He made some race
driver.
(“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)

HIGH HOPES,

—

Bowes, 1. Very good.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)
Not much to this
Cameo comedy. It is not up to the standard set
by the other comedies of the Cameo brand. (“Y,”
Cliff

.Nazareth, Pa.)

HOLD

TIGHT,

—Very

enjoyed by the grownups as well as the
kids.
Film in bad condition. (Grand, Rainier,
Ore. A good comedy in two reels. It got many
a laugh. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)

KICK OUT,

ONE NIGHT
good.

ple,

LIQUID LAVA, Hodge-Podge,

2.

1.

—These

novel-

—Educationals

as a whole have proven very good in our estima(Palace, Omaha, Tex.)
Not so good as
some of Hamilton’s previous comedies. (Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)

—

(Jewel, Hooker, Okla.)
It produced the laughs.
(Olympic, Forks, Wash.)
A dandy comedy and
one that sent them out with a smile. I got a new
print on this and that is very unusual for me.
say, don’t that

make a

difference?

(Princess.

Lincoln, Kans.)

INSIDE OUT,

Cliff

Bowes,

1.

—Fair.

(Photo-

1.

—A

very

good
Good.

—

111 .)

—

POOR BUTTERFLY, Mermaid, 2. Pretty good
comedy and got lots of laughs. Ran it with a
poor feature, and of course it got poor business.
The comedy means absolutely nothing unless the
big feature is what it should be. They want a
funny and are not particular what. (Temple,
Bellaire, O.)
They sure must have run out of

LOVE MANIA, Lige Conley, 2. This is a good
comedy. (Rex, Gilman City, Mo.) A1 sure knows
how to get the laughs. We miss his bicycle,
though. Print new. (Empress, Grundy Center,

ideas when they made this comedy, as it is full
of old stuff, but then they can’t make every one
a 100 per cent proposition. Most of the Mermaid
comedies are extra good. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
For pure, unadulterated comedy, this one is hard
to beat. It’s a laugh getter and is well worth

Iowa.)

LUNCH BRIGADE, THE,

Cameo,

1.

— These

putting on
Louisiana.)

Cameos are very good

Lige Conley, 2. I find Educational comedies are hard to beat, and this is a
good one. (Opera House, Foley, Minn.) One of
the best that Lige ever made. Don’t pass this
one up. It is extra good. (Rex, Gilman City, Mo.)
For action, this is hard to beat, but it’s the same
old stuff and pleased the kids and got quite a
number of laughs. (Grand, New Hamburg, Ont.,
Canada.)

HOT AIR, Mermaid, 2 Ran it with “Singer
Jim” and I believe it saved me from physical violence at the hands of some of my Western fans.

Bowes,

PERFECT” 36, A, Bobbie Vernon, 2. Very good.
Got plenty of laughs. (Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
Will get by. (Opera House, Bunker Hill,

Lige Conley, 2
Very
good.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.) Extra good.
It looks as though our reports on Mermaid comedies are going to be of unvarying monotony,
but we should worry as long as they are as good
as this one. (Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)

that is what a comedy is for. The Mermaids are
consistently good.
(Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)

—

Cliff

Fair.

LOOK OUT BELOW,

single reel comedies. (Opera
House, Foley, Minn.) Absolutely no good. (Strand,
Elizabethtown, Ind.)

And

OUT BOUND,

single reel comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
(Strand, Elizabethtown, Ind.)

tion.

aren’t half as good with poor stars.
(Khattar’s,
Sydney, N. S., Canada.) Got quite a few laughs,
so I guess it must have been all right.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)
Brought the laughs and

HOOKED, Lloyd Hamilton, 2. Up to the average for Hamilton comedies. Made ’em laugh on
a Saturday night. We are satisfied with it and
your house should be also. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)
A funny comedy. (Silver Family, Greenville,
Mich.)

audience that turns out mostly to
like ’em slapstick. (Tem-

Our people

Aberdeen, Miss.)

—

are good for a change and seem to please.
(Park, Morningside & Moville, la.) A filler that
has a variety of subjects containing comedy and
matters educational and instructive. (Y, Nazareth, Pa.)
2.

Fairly

2

as

OPTIMIST, THE, Lloyd Hamilton, 2. A pretty
good comedy that gets silly at the end. It means
nothing as a drawing card if your feature is not
up to snuff. (Temple, Bellaire, O.) Another good
one for Ham. Print fair. (Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
Good comedy, like all the Educationals.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

ties

Lloyd Hamilton,

RAINED, Tuxedo,

some of the Tuxedo com(Empire, Wanette, Okla.) Too high class

for the type
see comedies.

Conley, 2.
Absolutely a
knockout. One of the best Mermaids we have
shown. Almost too many laughs in this one. The
Mermaids certainly get the laughs. (Ingram’s,
Ashland, Ala.)
A knockout. (Photoplay, Ash-

IT

Not as good

edies.

—

Lige

—

—A

comedy that’s
as good as the average feature and it pleases
more. That’s what this Christie did and they all
do it. In my mind Christie spends twice as much
money to make these comedies than the other producers do to make long drawn out features which
Christie,

—A

OH

;

LONESOME,

HIGH GEAR, Bobby

John, 2.— A good two-

St.

the laughs in it for our bunch. (“Y,”
Nazareth, Pa.) Here is an extra good one and
A1 always pleases. Print good. (Empress, Grundy
Center, Iowa.)
Good comedy. (Palace, Omaha,
Tex.)

land, Kan.)

lar

A1

Had

reeler.

JUDGE’S CROSSWORD PUZZLES, 1 These
are clever and please a great many of my patrons.

1.

1925

3,

Rainier, Ore.)
Another good Mermaid. In fact
they are all good. Print good. (Empress, Grundy
Center, la.)
real laugh producer.
Clean and
fast.
(Strand, Dryden, Ont., Canada.)
One of
the Mermaid brand that is extra good. (Eminence,

We

(Empress,

Print poor.

GREAT GUNS, Bobby Vernon, 2 Fine comedy.
(Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.) Good. (Opera
Just another silly slapHouse, Foley, Minn.)
No
stick comedy, decidedly not a short feature.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
sense. Funny only to kids.

HELLO,

Ashland,

play,

October

MOTOR MAD,

MY

FRIEND, Lloyd Hamilton,

2.

—Here

is

one

AND

—

NECK
NECK, Lige Conley, 2. Another
good Mermaid. This boy Lige Conley is one of
the best comedians on the screen. Atta boy, Lige.
(Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
Another good Mermaid. (Olympic, Forks, Wash.)
Extra good, as
are all Mermaid comedies, we have found. (Grand,

program.

RENO OR BUST,

—

that will please. Print good. (Empress, Grundy
Center, la.) This is a real comedy. (Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)

any

Can’t say

(Amuse-U,

Bobby Vernon,

2.

Melville,

—Very

poor.

much

for this one. (Temple, Aberdeen,
Miss.)
A fair comedy. Print new. (Empress,
Grundy Center, la.) Fairly good feature comedy.
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)

ROCK BOTTOM,

Cliff

Bowes,

1.

—-Fair

Cameo

(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)
A fine
Cameo comedy. Their latest, and had a crystal
clear print on it. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)

comedy.

.

ROLLING STONES,

Lloyd Hamilton, 2.—Just
Harlem, Ga.) A very
good two-reel comedy. We have found all of
Hamilton’s comedies good. (DeLuxe, Spearville,
Kans.)
fair.

Nothing extra.

(Star,

Another
RUNNING WILD, Lige Conley, 2
good Mermaid. Reporting on Me) maids gets tiresome. If there was a bum one occasionally to
break the monotony it would be easier to find
something to say. (Olympic, Forks, Wash.) Just

-

October

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

3,

nothing big. (Strand, McKenzie,
Tenn.) Good comedy. You can’t beat the Mermaid comedies for laugh getters. (Lyric, Walnut,
Iowa.)

than one walks out on the first
if not more
three you may run more, but they don’t suit here.
(Royal, Kimball, S. D.)

an

Aubrey comedies are about the poorest excuse on
These
the market. (Paramount, Gibbon, Neb.)

a fair comedy,

SAFE AND SANE, Jimmie Adams, 2.—Just

Not a good laugh in it. (Grand,
fairly good comedy. Brought
Rainier, Oree.)
quite a few laughs. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.)
average comedy.

A

SAVAGE LOVE,

Jimmie Adams,

2

—Played

a

feature and this comedy, so we had a bum
show for the day, (Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)
good comedy. (Lyric, Walnut, la.) A dandy
Christie comedy. It brought many favorable comments from our crowd. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.)

bum

A

BUTTINSKY, THE, Jimmy
comedies just don’t go with
ling, Fairmont, Neb.)

Aubrey, 2.— These

my

patrons.

(Ster-

—

Stan Laurel, 2
A fair comedy.
Fairmont, Neb.) These comedies are
going over good with me here. Only have used
a few, but exerybody is well pleased with them.

DETAINED,

(Sterling,

(Electric,

Tilden,

111.)

FIGHTING BLOOD,

SHIP SHAPE, Cameo, 1.— One

of the best
Cameos in a long time. Everybody pleased with
came off
wax
the
The film was so new that
it.
during projection. We are right up to the minute on these shows. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.) Very

STAY SINGLE,
laughabe

Kans.)

Ashland,

(Photoplay,

good.

Christie,

2.

—A

good

slapstick.
comedy. (Star,

Good story runs along with the

Hay

very

comedy with practically no

Springs, Neb.)

Kept the crowd

in

A very good Christie comedy.
good humor. (Grand, Rainier,

Ore.)
St. John, 2.—Here
a real one. They sure did laugh at this. Print
new. (Empress, Grundy Center, la.) Good slap
stick comedy for Saturday night which got a lot
of laughs. (Jewel, Hooker, Okla.)

STUPID BUT BRAVE, A1

is

—

THERE HE GOES, Lige Conley, 2 Another
Mermaid laugh producer. If they can’t laugh at
you will have a hard time to find one.
(Gem, Harkinson, N. D.) Another home run for
Lige. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.)

this one,

THREE STRIKES,

Mermaid,

2

Excellent.

(Photoplay, Ashland. Kans.) Mermaid knockout.
have to find a poor Mermaid. (Gem, Hankinson, N. D.)

Still

UNCLE SAM,

Juvenile,

2.

—Good.

Educational

(Temple, Aberconsistently good.
Very good, but not what you might
expect from the title. Uncle Jim, Jack, Will or
anything else would have done just as well.
(Olympic, Forks, Wash.) A fairly good comedy.
Nothing to rave about, but will do to fill in.
(Opera House, Bunker Hill, 111.)

comedies

are
deen, Miss.)

VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE, THE,

Color
the best novelty reels I have
Sure worth the price to get something different once in a while. (Photoplay, AshA colored fable that is a real novland, Ky.)
elty. Will be appreciated by your better class of
patronage and will delight the kiddies. (Palace,
Long Pine, Neb.)

— One

Fable, 1.
ever seen.

of

—

WIDE OPEN,

Lige Conley, 2. Good comedy,
had I got it all. Print I got was minus, but
what came sure packed a wallop. (Princess, Linnot up to the Mercoln, Kans.) A fair comedy
maid standard. Print fair. (Empress, Grundy
Another good Mermaid comedy.
Center, la.)
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Good comedy. (Columbus,
Columbus, Tex.)
;

—

WILD GAME, Lige Conley, 2. Educational for
varied comedies cannot be bested. This is a fine
comedy. (Palace, Omaha, Tex.) This is a dandy,
full of fun and action. (Olympic, Forks, Wash.)
Good. Mermaid comedies generally are. (Opera
House, Foley, Minn.)

WILD WAVES,

Bowes,

Cliff

1.

— Another

Cameo

right from the can that was good for us. They
are the best one-reel comedies that we have had
in many a moon. (“Y,” Nazareth, Pa.) Good for
a one-reeler. (Photoplay, Ashland, Ky.)

WRECKS,

Cameo,
ers we have shown

—One

of the best one-reelin a long time. It is worth
Not so
showing. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
good. Had no complaints of side splits. (Strand,
Elizabethtown, Ind.)
1.

F. B. O.

BRAY CARTOONS,

—

1.
Good short features,
people don’t like them, so I guess that
shows they are not good for me. Half of the
crowd left after the end of the feature. (Royal,
Kimball, S. D.) Just a cartoon and I sure can’t
sell this to the folks I get, and they show me
that they don’t like them, because they walk
right out. Don’t buy many, try them first, and

but

my

George O’Hara, Alberta
have just finished running the
12 rounds of the second series and it did not
prove much of a drawing card for us.
Some
waited outside ’till the feature was over and
came in for “Fighting Blood.” But just as many
left the theatre when “Fighting Blood” began,
so we figure it pleased about 50-50.
Personally
we did not care much for it. (The Hopkins,
Cotter, Ark.)
Second series.
These are away
ahead of the first series. Good comedy to these.
(Powers, Red Creek, N. Y.)
Film good.
This
is
good, as all the rest have been.
We have
just one round of the first series left to play.
Book these.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
Film fair.
We finished the first series of “Fighting Blood”
and find that they were all very good. However,
if they had had a more happy ending for the
last round it would have pleased better.
The
guy that made the last round must have been
feeling blue.
(Rialto,
Sharon, Wis.)
A real
series that has gone over big for us.
Everybody likes it, particularly the young people. We
are on Round 11 of the second series and are
looking for a big climax in Round 12. (Loxley
Hall, Loxley, Ala.)
I find this very good for
a change but expect to change to different comedy
for a while.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
The film
was good on this subject, out of Milwaukee Exchange.
This, Round 10, was good, although
not as good as some of this series. You will not
make a mistake by booking "Fighting Blood.”
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
Last round of second
series wound up with a bang. Tons of excitement
Everyone liked this series and we
in audience.
(Loxley Hall, Loxley,
are glad we played them.

Vaughn,

2.

—We

Ala.)

GO-GETTERS, THE, George O’Hara,
Vaughn,

—No.

Alberta

good.
They are not
of “Fighting Blood.”
This, entitled “Never The Trains Shall Meet,”
was just film. They seem to lack the pep, but
maybe they will be better later on.
(Rialto,
Sharon, Wis.)
Would consider these a very good
comedy series, but has not the drawing power
of “Fighting Blood.” A1 Cook and Kid Guard
exceptionally good.
Buy ’em, but don’t give
Alberta certainly
more than for a comedy.
doesn't mind showing her form in Round Six.
My patrons kinda lost respect for her on account
Just finished No.
(Imogene, Milton, Fla.)
of it.
5.
Pretty good filler, but nothing to rave about.
Started it in the very
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
warmest weather and it went over with a laugh.
look for good business for eleven weeks.
I
No. 11.
(Orpheum, Ft. William, Ont., Can.)
Film out of Milwaukee was in good condition.
This is good and the title of it was "Ain’t Love
hope the next and last episode is
Grand.”
(Rialto, Sharon,
as good as 10 and 11 have been.
liked this and consider them
patrons
Wis.)
My
Kan.) I have
(Strand, Ransom,
very good.
noticed quite a few bad reports on these but I
don’t understand it. These subjects draw better
for me than anything I am playing. I feature
all my short subjects the same as I do my big
pictures and they sure get me the business. I
would lose otherwise. In my opinion the short
subjects should be boosted as much as the fea2.

nearly as good as

3.

Film

first series

—

We

tures and that will

make them appreciate them

No.
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
episode, entitled “A Sleeping Cutie”

more.
good.

In fact, the

first

l'O.

This

was very
one that has amounted

anything in this series. We hope the other
two are as good as this, and we might leave our
patrons feeling better at the close of the series.
All before No. 10 have been terribly poor. (Rialto,
These are fine and seem to be
Sharon, Wis.)
No. 2.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
getting better.

to

Very good.

More power

to F.

B. O.

(Sterling,

This is a dandy two
No. 1.
Fairmont, Neb.)
Buy them. F. B. O. sells them at
reel comedy.
(Sterling,
a live and let live price. Print good.
I just finished these and will
Fairmont, Neb.)
say they were all good with the exception of
Just finished
(Gem, Cocorro, N. M.)
No. 11.
No. 9. They seem to be great stuff for the kids,

but the adults don’t seem to enthuse over them
Chapter
very much.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
I find this series as
11 and one of the best.
good as the best two reel comedies and seem to
please my people.
Do not believe, though, that
they have gotten me much extra business. However, in this hot weather one does well to break
No.
even.
Film good.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
This was about the best one of the twelve,
12.
nine of which were as good as “The Telephone
Girl.”
Because of contrast, Gertrude Short was
the making of Alberta Vaughn, and my patrons
(Crystal, Silver
missed her in "The Go-Getters.”
Creek, Neb.)
One of the best of this series and
(Strand, Ransom,
pleased my fans 100 per cent.
Kan.)
Just finished the last episode and, while
some liked it, some did not. At times I liked
some and at other times I was like the majority
Too much of the same stuff all
of my patrons.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
the way through.
poorest of “The Go-Getters.”
The
Chapter 9.
(Strand, Ransom.
Nothing to this chapter.
One of the best of this
Chapter 10.
Kans.)
Did not con(Strand, Ransom, Kans.)
series.
sider the series near as good as “Fighting Blood”
and if it hadn’t been for the cast, would have
These
(Opera House, Foley, Minn.)
fallen flat.
are all good and will draw well. Don’t be afraid
These
(Gem, Socorro, N. M.)
to boost them.
(Oak, Oakare excellent and please immensely.
This proved a poor money maker
dale, Neb.)
Looks like the regufor us. Glad it is all over.
lar serial, holding them from one episode to the
(Star, Hay
for
us.
“getter”
next, is the best
On our eleventh episode and like
Springs, Neb.)
them fine. Think they are as good two reelers
Like them better than “The
as you can get.
(Strand,
Telephone Girl” and “Fighting Blood.”
Not
Just finished No. 6.
Valparaiso, Neb.)
when
they
glad
be
Will
many laughs in them.
No. 4.
(Trag3, Neillsville, Wis.)
are over with.
Splendid drawing card and brings home the bacon
(Strand, Dryden. Ont., Can.)
every week.
on No. 3 and, all the blah to the contrary notwithstanding, I must say that they are not in the
same class with “Fighting Blood” so far as the
They don’t mean anything.
sticks are concerned.
These are good and
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
please the fan better than the average comedy.
This was
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
Film good.

Am

No. 9 and the title is “Playing With Fire.”
These are nice silly little subjects if that’s what
’lhey
you want, but don’t care for this kind,
have been terrible all the way through and one is
about as good as another, as none are good.
Sharon. Wis.)
(Rialto,
Look out for these.
We made a mistake in following the "Telephone

Too much the same and
Girl” with this series.
are becoming quite stale. Think they are better
than “The Telephone Girl,” but the patronage
(Star,
That’s what counts.
doesn’t show it.
Hay Springs, Neb.) Have read a lot of bum
reports on these by a few exhibitors, but the
trouble

is

of

series

all in

not

the pictures.

“Fighting Blood” and

We

used both

The Telephone

any of
Girl” and I consider these as good
We are on No. 10 and they
the other series.
have held our crowds through hot weather, comAudience get more laughs out
petition and all.
(Regent,
of these than any comedies ever used.
No. 6. This chapter was very
Wayland, Mich.)
as

No.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)
Pleased all.
Film on these subjects is always good, but
as
they
same,
this is about all we can say for
have sure been terrible all along. However, we

good.
8.

think maybe this episode, entitled “Who’s Hooligan?” was a trifle better than the others. We
the
will be more than pleased when we finish
( Rialto,
series, as they have been some junk,
program.
This makes a good
Sharon, Wis.)
fans today want comedy and action and
(Whiteway, Selma, N. C.)
On my third episode and they are going good.
Pleases better than many comedies, in fact, they
prefer it to a comedy, as a good comedy these
days is hard to find. Too much crazy stuff in
them now-a-days. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
No. 7. This was as bad as the rest. They have
Out
sure been a terrible failure so far for us.
and so did we,
patrons liked “Fighting Blood,
but these “Go Getters” don’t seem to go over

Many
not

heavy drama.

The title of this was “The Going of
all.
Film good.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
Cumming.”
The best part of these "Go-Getters” are the good
A
This, No. 6, entitled
film we get on them.
Miss in The Dark,” was about the same as the
We can’t give them much, but this one
others.
wasn’t suggestive, as some exhibitors have reat

(Rialto,
will get better.
Just finished No. 8. This one is
little above
entitled “Who’s Whooligan” and is a
whole
the average of these. I would consider the
and mediocre.
foolish
very
however,
series,
Running them with a
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

ported.

We

hope these

Sharon, Wis.)

)

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF
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and while the serial (“Ten Scars Make a
is good and seems to please, “The Gois doing most of the drawing.
(Strand.
Florala, Ala.)
Some comedy. Be sure and play.

serial

Man”)

Getters”

This can be bought at the right price.
(Liberty,
Tryon, Okla.)
Film good. No. 2, entitled “In
the Knicker Time,” wasn’t much.
If it hadn’t
been for the cave-in of the tunnel near the end
Not
of second reel it would have been terrible.
as much good comedy and more silliness than in
"Fighting Blood.” However, we think they will
do better as they advance. (Rialto. Sharon, Wis.
The patrons of this theatre and box office receipts
tell me that the "Go-Getters” is the best chapter
picture that we have exhibited in two years.

Twelve
Ala.)

chapters, 24
Started this on

reels.

May

1,

(Strand,

Samson,

first episode.

Think

(Fairyland, White Castle.
they will like them.
Chapter X and Chapter 12
All finished.
La.)
Our complaint on this is they got
best of all.

Think it
entirely away from original story.
over.
Let’s hope "The Pace Makers” stage a
The original "Fighting Blood” kept
comeback.
the interest throughout ; so would "The GoGetters” if they had kept on original stories.
Not knocking. Buy them right and run them.
(Palace, Omaha,
You will have no regrets.
This is a real buy for the small town
Tex.)
You cannot afford to pass these up.
exhibitors.

They are real pictures and are on par with any
two reel comedy on the market. (Electric, Tilden,
111.)

Film good.

No

4,

entitled

“A Kick

for

very near as bad as the rest.
The only thing that saved it was the prize fight.
They have sure been terrible so far. Nothing
Can’t figure how any
to them but silliness.
exhibitor can give these a good report, and most
of the reports on these have been good. We can’t
No. 5.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
agree with them.
This, entitled "Fire When Ready,” was the best
of this series so far, but that isn’t saying much,
Don't let the exas they have all been terrible.
change tell you they are as good as “Fighting
Too much silliness in
Blood,” as they are not.
(Rialto, Sharon,
Hope they get better.
these.
We have been using these short subjects
Wis.)
in place of our regular serial. Hardly believe this
Also are following "The Teleis a good stunt.
phone Girl” series with them and would not do
Some very good episodes,
this again either.
though, and better stories than “Telephone Girl.”
Good film. This,
(Star, Hay Springss, Neb.)
Getting
number one of "Go-Getters,” entitled
Going,” was fair. We think that as they go on
Quite a bit of comedy and
they will be better.
some silliness in this, but on the whole it went
We are
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
over nicely.
Some are good
playing the last one this week.
and others not so good. Not as good on the
average as “The Telephone Girl.” (Opera House,
Well liked here. Alberta drew
Cogswell, N. D.)
Can say we drew at box office, while rungood.
ning these, about 20 per cent more than usual.
(Alamo, Pembine,
12 episodes of 2 reels each.
(Palace,
Can’t be beat for short stuff.
Wis.)
Finished these last week
Burkburnett, Tex.)
and must say they are not in the same class as
"Fighting Blood.” I believe a good 2 reel comedy would have given better satisfaction.
not knocking them but am not boosting ’em such
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
a heluva lot either.
This series seems to please our audience and they
(Hudson,
don’t pass up an opportunity to tell us.
Cinderella.”

is

Am

Rochester,

N. Y.)

AUBREY

—

The best
COMEDIES, 2.
JIMMY
Jimmy
slapstick comedy on the market today.
Sold
pleases the kids. They yell their heads off.
They are all
(Liberty. Graford, Tex.)
right.
good.

feature and looks to me that these two
than the "Fighting Blood.”
will build up your house.
These are splendid
(Royal, Kimball, S. Dak.)
short subjects.
Cannot be beaten for their kind,
(Columbus,
and our patrons ask for them.
Columbus. Tex.)
Better than any two reel comentertaining
and
all
the
houses
More
should
edy.
not pass these up, as they are the best tworeelers I have run outside of the Keaton comedies.
They are great. Best
(Royal, Kimball, S. D.)
No better com(Liberty, Tryon, Okla.)
yet.
You will make no mistake
edies on the market.
are
sure
They
to help your
in running them.
A
(Opera House, Raymond, Minn.)
business.
Personally,
splendid series that builds business.
we dont’ like it as well as “The Telephone Girl”
series,
but consider it better than “Fighting
Blood.” (Y. M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.)

two

reel

reelers will be better

Run them and you

TELEPHONE

—

THE, Alberta Vaughn.

GIRL,

—We

are showing the second
number of them and they are going very good,
bub my patrons say they are not as good as
“Fighting Blood.”
We will wait and see. (De

Gertrude Short,

2.

Am

now on No. 6 and
Luxe, Spearville, Kan.)
These pictures
it is getting better all the time.
have surely built up a wonderful business for
on Mondays. Personally, I like them as well
“Fighting Blood,” but am not sure how my
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.)
patrons feel about it.
have used five chapters of this series and I
I
think they are good entertainment and my
patrons like them. Brother exhibitors, buy them.
(Sterling, FairF. B. O. will treat you right.
mount, Neb.) I played all of the twelve chapters
and must say that every one of them is okay,
and the nice part of all is F. B. O. sells them
to you so that you can make a little money with
If you have not played them, be sure
same.
and do so. Prints all good. (Sterling, Fairmont,
Neb.) Just finished the series. They didn’t draw
F. B. O. too high on short subjects,
rental.
but pleased all who saw them and had a few
Patrons disappointed on account Gale
followers.
These are
(Queen, Lonoke, Ark.)
not starring.
Something for the whole
very good as a filler.
family and seem to fit in on all occasions.
Would advise you to buy same if you have not
F. B. O. treats you fair on
already done so.
No. 7 good,
(Imogene, Milton, Fla.)
these.
People
I have run.
chapters
one of the best
(Strand. Ransom. Kan.)
seem to like them.
No better comedies on the market. They are
Book them and it will increase your
all good.
I
(Opera House, Raymond, Minn.)
business.
have used eight of these and the first seven did
flopped.
last
one
the
cause
some
very well, but for
F. B. O. out of
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kans.)
Memphis made error in shipment of series and
could not show it. Rotten service out of Memphis.
On our 4th Chapter
(Grand, Okolona, Miss.)
now and they seem to be real entertainment. A
is what we want,
that
lot of comedy in it and
as we threw out our comedy when buying these.
(Palace, Syracuse, Neb.)

me
as

WEST OF HOT DOG, Stan Laurel, 2.—Very
(Paragood comedy and got many laughs.
mount, Gibbon, Neb.) A dandy comedy and one
Full
out.
went
that they commented on as they
of laughs

all

(Electric, Tilden,

through.

(Opera House, Edwards, N. Y.)

PACE MAKERS, THE,

These are
ever run.
(Osage. Osage, Okla.)
All deal with college
pleasing wonderfully well.
(Ruslife and have great appeal to young people.
sell,
Somerset, O.)
These are good and well
worth running. This is the third or fourth series
of this sister’s pictures w-e have used and all of
them have gone over in fine shape. Good snappy
stuff that is enjoyed and appreciated.
(Odeon,
Chandler, Okla.)
Patrons say better than “FightGirl.”
ing Blood” or “The Telephone
Going
(Star, Bluffton.
good. Hard to beat this comer.
O.)
As good as any comedy and a lot more
(Halfaction and sporting interest than a serial.
way, Halfway, Mich.)
No. 7. These F. B. O.
series (and I’ve run them all) are the best 2(Grand and
reel comedies I can get.
All good.
This series seems to be
Gem, Cooper, Tex.)
pleasing better than any of the series made
Would call them good.
before by this cast.
Are good and better
(Palace, Long Pine, Neb.)

111.)

BURGLAR, THE, Van

Bibber,

2

—Think

1925

(Lyceum, Spring

Imperials are especially good.
City, Utah.)

—

FOX NEWS, 1. Always use it on a Wednesday
night and pleases 100 per cent. (Fairyland, White
Castle, La.)
Has been giving good satisfaction
and have been getting good service from the Salt
Lake office. (Lyceum, Spring City, Utah.) The
Fox News I am using are liked. Not too much
(Fairyland, White
of this foreign stuff in them.
Castle, La.)

HOUSE OF FUCKERS, THE,
Good comedy.

Walnut,

(Lyric,

Imperial,

la.)

Two

2.—
reels

that will please your operator because it is about
an operator. Will hit the patrons about 50-50.
(Crystal, Silver Creek, Neb.)

NEPTUNE’S STEPDAUGHTER,

Sunshine, 2.—

Starts slow, but turns out in second reel. Several
good laughs.
(Clubhouse, Jackson, Wyo.)
The
best comedy for a long time. Makes you think of
the good old Keystone days.
(Cozy, Winchester.
Ind.)
A dandy comedy. (Electric, Independence,
Mo.)

SPANISH ROMEO, A, Van Bibber. 2.—I class
these comedies as high class, with none of that
slapstick stuff.
comedy for a high class audinece.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
One of
Van Bibber series and a good one. Print good.
Usual Fox service a day late.
(Monarch, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.)
One of the Van Bibber
comedies that was extra good, although all of
these have been real comedies.
(S. T., Parker,
S. D.)

A

—

VAN BIBBER COMEDIES, Earle Fox, 2.—
Played six of them and they are all extra good.
(Electric, Independence, Mo.)
Some of the best
2-reel
comedies made, “The Hunt” and "The
Fight” being two laugh producers.
Free from
vulgarity and entertaining. (S. T., Parker, S. D.)
The best comedies ever made something new, and
are all knockouts. Cannot be beat. (Grand, Coleman, Alberta, Canada.)
;

Pathe
ACCIDENTAL ACCIDENTS,

Charley Chase, 1.
very good one-reeler, better than lots of tworeelers.
Charley Chase becoming quite popular
here.
(Theatorium, Emlenton, Pa.)
Lots of
laughs in this one.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
A
good comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

—A

ADVENTURES OF ADENOID, THE,

—

Fable, 1. Good.
Print new.
Center, la.)
Good, as usual.

Aesop

(Empress, Grundy
(Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.)

—

AESOP’S FABLES, 1. They pay their way and
round out the program. Give ’em a try. (Rex.
Salmon, Idaho.) These fables seem to please the

A

old as well as the young.
lot of kids come out
to see the Fables and keep track of ’em same as
a serial.
(Halfway, Halfway, Mich.)
corker.
These fables seem to draw as good as a serial.
The kids and all seem to go wild over them.
That’s why we run them weekly.
(Khattar’s,

A

Sydney, N.

S.,

Canada.)

Always good; draw no

blanks.
(Opera House, Paw Paw, 111.)
They
please 95 per cent and are ideal to use with long
features.
(Hammond, Hammond, Wis.)
About
the best cartoon on the market.
(Grand, Okolona, Miss.)
They please better -than any cartoon
I have used.
(Grand, New Hamburg, Ont., Canada.)
good filler but believe once a week is
too often.
Twice a month would suit better.
(Grand, Pierre, S. D.)
Good, only people are
tiring, too often.
One a week. (Princess, Elwood,
Ind.)

this

of eight on the bill. Plenty
(Fairyland, White
stunts.
These stories by Richard Harding
Castle, La.)
Davis are the best comedies we get. Should go big
anywhere. (Dixie, Winona, Miss.)

was the best one out
of action and funny

FIGHT, THE, Van

Bibber, 2
Good comedy.
This is the first one of
Walnut, la.)
Brought
these we have shown and it pleased.
forth the laughs and that is what we like to hear.
(Amenia Opera
It’s a good
comedy play it.
House, Amenia, N. Y.)
(Lyric,

;

FOX COMEDIES,

3,

A

Fox

George O’Hara, Alberta

2.
Have run ten chapters of these and
must say that they are the best two-reelers have

Vaughn

than most two reel comedies.
(Halfway, HalfOn the 9th series and are going
way, Mich.)
fine for us.
We have played "Fighting Blood,”
“The Telephone Girl,” and now "The Pace
Makers” and find these to be very good short
(Rialto, Altamont, 111.)
Very good
subjects.

October

•

— Fox

AFRICAN HUNTSMAN, THE,

—Very

good

Aesop Fable,

I.

comedy.

(Grand, Rainier,
Ore.)
An extra good Fable. (Trags, Neillsville.
Wis.)
A good Cartoon that pleases both the old
and the young.
(Empress, Grundy Center, la.)
action

—

ALL WET, Charley Chase, 1. A fair comedy,
not as good as his previous ones.
(Theatorium,
Emlenton, Pa.)
Fair one-reel comedy.
(Grand,
Rainier, Ore.) A good one-reeler. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
APRIL FOOL,

Charley Chase,

1.

—A

good com-

ety.

edy, full of laughs.
Pleased all. No let ups in
this one.
(Khattar's, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
A good one-reeler. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

playing Fox comedies every Friday and Saturday
night the whole year around.
(Palace, Syracuse,
These have given good satisfaction. The
Neb.)

kept them laughing all the way through.
Arthur Stone is going to rival Larry Semon in a
short time for pictures of this type.
All Pathe

Sunshine and Imperial Comedies have the world cheated for vari2.

No two alike or similar. New jokes, new
stunts and the price is right. You are passing up
best
the
comedy bet on the market if you are not

ARE BLONDE MEN BASHFUL,

2.

—This

Arthur Stone,

October

3,
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PatheNews
The

biggest thing on any bill,
for it pleases anyone and everyone every time.

It

shows what you want

just as

The

it

to see

happened.

largest force of cameramen

employed by any organization
is making it possible to “put the
world before your eyes.”

The exhibitor

playing

it

and

certain to find
it the best box office attraction
he can play, regardless of length.
advertising

Play

it,

is

it

TWICE A WEEK

[ySftirSiifranaB tmii3

—

A

BOX OFFICE RECORD SECTION OF
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comedies have proved satisfactory here, and we
(Harris, Bancroft,
are using them exclusively.
Some of this was good, but the way
Idaho.)
these
crazy overdone
of
civilized people direct some
stuff (one part of it) it's an insult to intelligent
Why can’t they make a comedy with some
folks.
sense to it? This crazy, overdone, slap-stick stuff
beginning to grow on the public’s nerve.
is
This is an extra
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
good slapstick. This bird is extra funny and kept
’em all laughing. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Fair
(Electric, Independence, Mo.)
to good comedy.

ASK GRANDMA, Our

Gang,

2.— Another

of

(Arcade, La Grande,
those good Gang comedies.
Ore.)
This is a good comedy. Will please anyIt got the
(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.)
body.
Don’t know if it pleased,
laugh from them all.
The fact
as I did not get any comments on it.
that it was laugh all the way through was evidence it was okay. (Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

—

BACK STAGE, Our Gang, 2 This is a good
Our Gang. They pull some new stuff in this. The
Gang are a clever bunch of kids and when we
advertise an Our Gang we always get a raise out
of the kids down in front, so figure they help
draw what extra they cost. (Rex, Colby, Wis.)
Good. The kids pull some good stunts, as usual.
(Photoplay, Ashland, Kan.)
Pretty fair Gang
comedy. (Palace, Omaha, Tex.) Clever as usual,
but nothing exceptional.
(Hammond, Hammond,
Wis.)
One of the best. (Grand, Anamosa, la.)
Did not think this quite up to the Our Gang
standard.
(Marva, Marva, 111.) A dandy, laughable comedy.
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)

—

BAD BOY,

Charley Chase, 1. Just fair. Where
the funny comedies gone? We can’t seem
one with over two laughs in it. (Carthage,
Carthage, S. Dak.)
One that was so so. (Fairy-

are

all

to find

land,

White

BASHFUL

Castle,

La.)

2
Nothing to
the children laugh.
Below the average
comedy.
Nothing to it. Don’t boost this just
let it pass through.
(Palace, Clifton Heights, Pa.)

it,

silly,

did

JIM, Ralph Graves,

not even

make

(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

;

BIG TOWN, THE, Our Gang, 2 This is just
another good one from Mickey, Joe and Company.
They sure do have a time when turned
loose in New York. Joe gets a lot of laughs from
his conversation and Mickey sure is some little car
driver.
(Princess, Lincoln, Kan.)
The Gang gets
locked in a box car and then find themselves in
the big town. Speck gives ’em a fast ride up the
avenue on a bus. They nearly wreck the pullman
and diner on the way back home. When they
arrive at destination, all receive a good licking.
Laughs from start to finish. A very good one.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
These comedies are
always good and draw as well as the feature.
(Electric, Caldwell, Kans.)

BITING THE DUST, Aesop

Fable, 1
Fairly
good.
(Empire, Wanette, Okla.)
A good Fable
that pleases all. Print good.
(Empress, Grundy
Center, la.)

CAT’S

—

MEOW, THE,

Harry Langdon, 2.
wild, wild slapstick which pleased the majority.
(Hammond, Hammond, Wis.) N. G. This Langdon comedy has too much cheat stuff in it to take
in a small town. A few clever stunts but mostly
rough joint brawls.
(Strand, Newman Grove,
Neb.)

COMMENCEMENT DAY, Our Gang, 2 Our
are always good and have drawing
power here. We probably have run more of them
than any other comedies. But Pathe knows they
are good and make you pay accordingly.
Also
Pathe in this district do not care how much extra
Gang comedies

expense they cost exhibitors. (Washington, Atoka,
Okla.)
Kid comedies do not draw any more.
(Majestic, Dallas, Ore.)
Extra good. A whole

show

itself.

(Russell,

Somerset, Ohio.)

a little combination and the ending of this sure
My crowd yelled, so judge
packs a big laugh.
Always
(Princess, Lincoln, Kan.)
for yourself.
good and entertaining. (Fairyland, White Castle,
An extra good Gang comedy. Joe doesn’t
La.)
have much luck with his dog until the final fade
(Trags, Neillsout, when he has the last laugh.
ville, Wis.)

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF,
a

is

2

FIRST

100

so

much

GALLOPING HOOFS,
Walker, 10 episode

serial,

Allene
2.

—An

Johnnie

Ray,

excellent serial
its run.

and a good sustained draw throughout

that Aileen Ray is popular with our people..
Incidentally, she’s a Texas girl. Some great horse
races in the first three and last chapters.
were thoroughly satisfied with this serial. (Star,
Menard, Tex.) This serial had the best start of
any ever run in the house, but each episode
dwindled down until the attendance was way below
normal. Seemed to be fairly entertaining, but was
unable to hold patronage. (Lonet, Wellington, O.)
Just finished No. 6.
Not much action as there
should be in a good serial, but seems to be holding
I find

DARE DEVIL, THE,

Ben Turpin, 2.— A good
contains enough action.
Print fair. (Empress, Grundy Center, la.) Only
fair.
Got a few laughs here and there. Not

worth buying.

it

(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)

DEATH

RAY, THE, Novelty, 2.—Pleased some
others didn’t care for it.
Get the heralds and it
will do extra business.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
This is about the worst I ever tried to slop onto
the public.
Lay off.
(Campbell, Macksville,
Kan.)

DOG DAYS, Our

—

Gang, 2. Here is one of the
good ones for the Gang. Dogs and kids is quite

was a scream with the

(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)

—

MAMMA,

Harry Langdon,, 2. What I
Langdon very popular here
one pleased. Has some new stuff and
(Ingram’s, Ashland, Ala.)
lots of good tricks.
Great comedy. Book it and listen to them laugh.
(Atlantic, Atlantic,
Advertise it by all means.
Mass.)
Good comedy of the slapstick variety and
with the bathing girls pn land. Poor print with
cut-outs between reels.
(S. T., Parker, S. D.)
call

a good comedy.

and

this

HOLD MY BABY,

Glenn Tryon,

2

—A

little

better than the average.
(Electric, Independence,
Mo.) One of the best comedies I had on the screen
for quite a time. The baby was good.
Could not
be improved on.
(Fairyland, White Castle, La.)
Good comedy patrons yelled. Laughs from start
to finish.
(Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
Pathe comedies are 100 per cent.
“Hold My Baby” caused
more talk about my house and Pathe than “The
Covered Wagon.”
(Liberty,
Watonga, Okla.)
Very good comedy. More laughs than the main
feature comedy, "Miss Bluebeard."
(Princess,
Chilton, Wis.)
;

We

own. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) We opened up
Friday with the first episode and our patrons were
well pleased and am anxiously waiting for episode
It looks like a winner.
2.
I hope it turns out
better than “Ten Scars Make A Man,” as this was
punk.
(King, Troy, N. Y.)
Just finished Chapter 5 and it seems to be galloping along in pretty
good shape. The drawing power would have been
enhanced about 100 per cent if they had put and
kept more galloping hoofs in it instead of so much
extraneous stuff.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Fair
its

Not enough action to suit the serial fans.
(Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
Just finished Episode 2 and
the action, story and crowd holding up very well.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
As a whole, would say
that this pleased the majority.
The photography
on most of it was punk and on the last episode
it was nothing short of terrible.
You couldn’t
push light through it with a Big Bertha. (Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.)
Just started this and it looks as
though it were going to be all right.
(Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.)
This serial is holding up fine
for us.
On fifth chapter. We are running a
child’s automobile contest with it and all this together with the fact that we have enjoyed a
bumper crop this year has increased attendance
on serial night 100 per cent. (Star, Hay Springs,
serial.

Neb.)

GOOD OLD COLLEGE DAYS,

Aesop Fable,

HOLD THAT THOUGHT,

Aesop Fable, 1.—
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) We find
the Fables make a very good filler and seem to
give general satisfaction.
(Arcade, La Grande.
Ore.) Another good one. Print good.
(Empress,
Grundy Center, la.)

A

good fable.

HOLLYWOOD KID, THE, Charles Murray, 2.—
Mack Sennett comedies are the best on the market, fellows.
They get more laughs than any
other comedies we have shown. This is an exgood one. (Fairyland, Herculaneum,
Mo.)
Very good comedy with several laughs.
(Opera House, Portageville, Mo.) Novelty touch
here in seeing Sennett himself, Prevost, Haveiand several other older stars along with the regulars. Charles Murray is very good and gets most
of the laughs.
(Star, Hay Springs, Neb.)
ceptionally

HOT TIMES IN ICELAND,

Aesop Fable, 1.—
good Fable. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) Have
been running Fables for some time and they all
are popular. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)

A

HOUSECLEANING, Aesop Fable, 1.—Pleased
everyone. Plenty of laughs, and that is what
counts. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S„ Canada.) Fairly good. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.)
2.

IDAHO, Maholn Hamilton (Ten episode serial),
is about holding its own and I am on

—This

and drunks and sech
and like ’em
good and ruff, give ’em this one. The funniest
thing I ever saw was the advertisements on
“Idaho” in the trade papers, playing up the fact
that a lot of big-town bozos had booked this
No.

Filled with drinkers

4.

If

like.

your people

like

serials,

HALFBACK OF NOTRE DAME, THE, Ben
2. —A
good comedy and has a lot of

What a lot of wasted energy
particular serial.
do not have a million
for us small towners.
half-baked yokels rushing by our door every
minute we have to pull back the same dozen
serial is a serial with me, as I
next week.
The other
let ’em all in for practically nothing.
show are composed of a tworeels
of
the
four
reel Mack Sennett, a Hal Roach and an Aesop’s
Fable. I give ’em such a good show that they
want to come back, but I’ll bet the serial has
nothing to do with it. If I’d ever break more
than even on one of these serial nights, I’d drop
dead. The only reason I run ’em is so I won’t
have to close on Tuesdays, and in the hope that
some of the tightwads will come to see some of
the features, which I advertise plenty far ahead.
Chapter 1 of this
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
serial starts rather slow. However, the settings
are good, locale good, and business should pick
up considerably on next. Not enough action for

laughs. Some new stunts in this that go over big.
(Princess, Lincoln, Kans.)
knockout in fullest
extent of the word. Advertise it. It will pull
(Atlantic,
over a weak feature, upon my word.
Atlantic, Mass.) Without a doubt the best comedy
shown here in a long time. Everybody was talking about it and many who saw it the first night
sent others the second.
This is one comedy that
really paid for itself, I believe.
(Idlehour, Monroe,
Ga.)

finished this and must report that it was too
rough and full of whiskers and shooting, even for
a serial. Just started "Sunken Silver,” but will
not report on it until I have run No. 2 next week.
Have run seven epi(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
sodes and all I can say is that I shall be glad
when the last one is run. Does not give satisBusiness dropping off every episode.
faction.

—These

I.

Fables certainly do please them all, old
and young. This is a good one.
(Grand. Anamosa, la.)
Very good and up to the average.
(Grand, Anamosa, la.)

—

GOOFY AGE, THE,

Glenn Tryon, 2. Just another comedy.
Not much to it. Used to think
Pathe had the best short subjects, but am changing my mind. Haven’t received a real good comedy from Pathe in months.
(Opera House, Portageville. Mo.)
Our first Roach and it was fair.
Print poor.
(Empress, Grundy Center, Iowa.)
Nothing much to it. Not even funny. Most of
them are worth the money but this wasn’t. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
Very good. (Trags, Neillsville,

Wis.)

Turpin,

comedy for Saturday, as

1925

—

YEARS, THE, Harry Langdon, 2.—

excitement, but good humor and
got lots of laughter.
(Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)
One of
This bird can sure make them laugh.
his best.
Print fair.
(Empress, Grundy Center,
Iowa.)
(Trags, Neillsville,
This is pretty good.
Wis.)

Not

stuff

3,

HELLO BABY, Charley Chase, 1. Another
(Hudson, Rochester,
good one that will please.
N. Y.) Just a reel of film. Not a good laugh in
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
it.
HIS

Our Gang,

wow and

got the laughs. (Grand, Coleman, Alta., Canada.) Best Gang to date. Don’t
(Empress,
be afraid of any of these. Print good.
Grundy Center, la.) This is one of their weak
comedies.
We consider it not as good as the
usual run of Our Gang comedies.
(De Luxe,
Spearville, Kans.)

This

The spooky

pleased.
children.

October

A

We

;

A

a Western serial in No. 1. Let you know later
about other chapters. (Palace, Omaha, Tex.) J ust

Have played six chapThe
of this and am heartily sick of it.
poorest serial I’ve played for some time. Rough
(Odeon, Chandler. Okla.)

HAUNTED HONEYMOON,

A, Glenn Tryon, 2.
This seemed to garner its full share of laughs.
(Star,
About the best we’ve had with Tryon.
Menard, Tex.) This is a very good comedy that

—

ters

stuff,

use

it

poor heroine and leading man. Those who
have my sympathy, (Star, Menard, Tex.)

October
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Just started this and, although it doesn’t start
with such a heluva rush, it may pick up later
Lay oft this one.
on. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Too wild and woolly for any town. Nothing in
(Crystal, Earlville,
it to draw the crowd back.
Just finished No. 5 and, with a medicine
la.)
show in a tent for opposition, it drew an average
crowd, so it must be more than holding its own.
As I reported before, this is sure a good and
rough one. (Trags, Neillsville Wis.) Falling flat
on fifth number. Almost in same class as “GalJust
(American, Ada, Okla.)
loping Hoofs.”
finished No. 6 and seems to he holding its own.
Seems to be getting rougher, if possible. (Trags,
Neillsville, Wis.) Have played four chapters. Not
doing any harm, as I fortunately am running it
on my Western night. Wild, wild stuff. Rather
like the fellow who said, “If you like that sort
of thing, that’s just the sort of thing you like.”
A good serial is an asset,
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
but this one is a liability. (Lily, Buffalo, N. Y.)
Has a fairly good “days of ’49” plot and direction
is O. K., but we are disappointed and it is not
drawing the business that “Into the Net” or
“Galloping Hoofs” gave us. (Y. M. C. A., Morenci, Ariz.) Only one more to run, thank good(Star,
All in all this is poor stuff.
with it.
Menard Tex.) Just finished Chapter 9. Still
think it the poorest serial we ever had, but the
last three chapters have seemed to create a little
interest in those who have been able to keep up
with it. All in this is poor stuff. (Star, Menard,
Menard, Tex.)
.

JULY DAYS, Our

Gang,

2.

—The

Our Gang

comedies are about the best for this town. (MarMarva, 111.) A very funny kid comedy. (SilA very good
ver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
comedy and pleased the kids, but rather tame
va,

for

grown-ups and too

(Strand,

old.

Ransom,

Kan.)

LIZZIES OF

THE FIELD, Mack

Scnnett,

2.—

Here is a real comedy. All Sennetts are good.
Print fair. (Empress, Grundy Center, la.) There
is a lot of fast, rough and tumble action in the
second reel of this. Pretty good. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
Excellent comedy. (Orpheum, PipeA good comedy. (Elite, New Holstone, Minn.)
stein, Wis.)

LODGE
Gang

—

2.
Like most Our
one pleased very well and

NITE, Our Gang,

comedies,

this

knew it was a comedy when they saw it,
is more than you can say for a lot of
One of the
them. (Paramount, Gibbon, Neb.)
They seem to
best Our Gangs I have used.
people

which

please all, but are especially
(Strand, Ransom, Kan.)

fine

for

children.

LOOKING FOR SALLY,

Charles Chase, 1.— So
Who’s making good comedies
this year?
(American, Ada, Okla.) This is the
mystery of lost comedy. If any exhibitor finds
(Grand, Coleman, Alta., Can.)
it, let me know.
silly it’s disgusting.

LOVE BUG, THE, Our Gang, 2.—These Pathe
Gang comedies please the crowd, but do not
bring in an extra nickel if there is a big feature
at another theatre they like better than yours.

Your

crowd

comes

counted hundreds

to

see

the

feature.

Have

who

go out at the end of the
feature who came in at the middle or the end of
the comedy and do not wait to see it over. (Temple, Bellaire, O.)
The entire Gang gets hit by
the bug, which inoculates most of us, and there
are plenty of laughs for everyone. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
As usual with Our Gang comedies,
good and pleased audience. (Mission, Wichita
Falls, Tex.)

LOVE’S SWEET PIFFLE, Ralph Graves, 2.—
Pretty fair comedy. Nothing extra. I can’t see
a thing funny about Graves. (Idlehour, Monroe,
Ga.) A good comedy. Better than "East of the
Water Plug.” Print new. (Empress, Grundy Center,

la.)

LUCK OF THE FOOLISH, THE,
don,

—The

Harry Lang-

a dandy, as it
shows Harry’s troubles on a Pullman. The second reel shows him as a night watchman and
does not move fast enough. The only reason I
have ever discovered for two-reelers is that they
can nick you three or four times more for them
than they do for the one-reelers. (Trags, Neillsville,
Very good. Got lots of laughter.
Wis.)
(Strand, Newman Grove, Neb.)
2.

first

reel

—A

A

-

of this

is

MARRIAGE CIRCUS, THE, Ben Turpin, 2. —
About as rotten a comedy as one might wish for.
Turpin is just about the limit.
Glad he is
through with the screen. Vulgar not funny to
anybody with any real sense of humor. (Star,
;

We feel sorry for Ben if his wife
as sick as the reports state, and commend
him for quitting the screen to take care of her,
but really think he should have quit some time
ago. His last few comedies have sure been blanks.
(Arcade, La Grande. Ore.) Good slapstick. (Trags,
Menard, Tex.)

is

Neillsville, Wis.)
A very funny comedy.
Family, Greenville, Mich.)
Fair comedy.
cess, Chilton, Wis.)

MYSTERIOUS MYSTERY, Our

(Silver

(Prin-

Gang, 2.— An-

good one from Our Gang, especially the
second reel, which is a scream. (De Luxe, Spearville, Kans.)
A good comedy that will entertain
them all and they will come back and tell you
how they liked the kids. (Princess, Lincoln, Kan.)
One of the best Our Gang comedies. Joe, the
little fat fellow, climbs out on the wing to get
the pigeon, then the pilot falls out and Mickey
runs the plane. Farina gets on the rudder and
does some tricks.
(Gem, Greenriver, Utah.)
other

NO

NOISE, Our Gang,

2.

-WV knockout.

Adver-

one and listen to them laugh. They visit
sick friend in a hospital and no noise is
allowed.
Oh yes 1 (Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
Good, as all “Our Gang” comedies are.
chuckle from start to finish. (Club House, Jackson, Wyo. )
Good comedy. I find most of Our
Gang good. Once in a while one is punk. (Grand
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l.---No. 4.

This

is the poor(Trags, Neillsville,
Wis.)
Always good and clean, but they
seem to be getting awfully short, or I am not
getting all that is supposed to be in ’em. (Trags.
Neillsville, Wis.)
Interesting, as a rule, and
greatly helps out a weak program. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
These are fine to tone up a weak program. Educational, entertaining and a touch of
color. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
They do not seem
to be as good as they were a few years ago.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

Review

est

I

One

ever saw.

reel.

.

—

PERFECT LADY,
much

to this

A, Charley Chase, 1. Not
and one or two scenes that might

well

have been

Not

much

woman

T., Parker, S. D.)
dressed up like a
cuts a few capei-s. (Star, Ryegate, Mont.)

out.

left

to

(S.

A man

it.

PICKING PEACHES, Harry Langdon,

2.

—

very good comedy. (Olympic, Forks, Wash.) Very
good comedy.
Langdon sure gets the laughs.
(Speed Way, Springfield, S. D.)

tise this

a

A

and Gem, Cooper, Tex.)
Good comedy, only an
and on top of that the helpful producer
gave us cooperation by booking in a “repeat.”
It’s the old, old game.
Don’t talk to us of “short

old one,

subject helps.”

(S.

T.,

Parker,

ORGAN GRINDER, THE,

S.

Dak.)

Aesop Fable,

1

—

dandy. Pleased mostly all. Plenty of laughs all
through. Any exhibitor should be able to run
them once every week. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada.) Good. (Empire, Wanette, Okla.)

OUR GANG COMEDIES,
one

2.— Haven’t had a bad

Some

of our Southern patrons object to
the negro. Only kick we’ve had. All so far are
clean and funny.
(Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)
Best ever. Every one good or better and they
draw the kids like flies to a sugar bowl. (Strand.
Paoli, Ind.) At one time I thought that a comedy was just simply a filler, but have changed
my mind. After playing a few of these really
good ones, I am convinced that they pull business for me. Don’t let a dollar or two stop you
from playing the best. (Liberty, Lakeview, Mich.)
These are all excellent. Can’t say which one is
the best, as they are all so good. (Little, Selma,
La.) Our Gang comedies are the cleanest and best
yet.

comedies produced. (Electric, Independence, Mo.)
We are still using them. There’s a reason. (Rex,
Gilman City, Mo.) They are a scream. People
hear the yells and come to see. Best two-reelers
on the market. (Columbia, Poynette, Wis.)

PATHE COMEDIES, I and 2 I use 100 per
cent Pathe short subjects and have always satBesides the quality of prodisfied my patrons.
uct, you will never find a more fair company to
with,
especially
the Indianapolis exchange.
deal
(Royal, Fairmount, Ind.) All our comedies from
Pathe are good. We play them every week.
There is a wide variety. “Our Gang” is especially popular and personally I think the Will
Rogers comedies the cleverest out. (Temple, BlissMich.)
field,

PATHE NEWS, 1 Am running Pathe News
and Fables on Monday and Tuesday, together with
regular picture, and this makes a nice program.
Good and if you can’t
(Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
run it two days old I believe a month old is
or five days. (Grand, Pierre.
K., but why not mark the
on the advertisement? (VicFind the newsreel to be one
A number of people who never
see the News. Would advise
small towns to run them and advertise strongly.
(Ingram’s,
Ashland. Ala.) Our
Very good appeal.
patrons look for them. An interesting filler worth
what they cost. (Hammond, Hammond, Wis.)
They are all good. (Star, Harlem, Ga.) Some
extra good views of the inaugural and Borglund’s
wrecked models for the Stone Mountain Memorial. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) We have been
using this for almost a year and consider it an
essential part of the program. It is always good
and Pathe gives us good service. Don’t know
how it compares with the others, but we couldn't
ask for anything better. (Y. M. C. A., Morenci,
consider this news reel necessary to
Ariz.)

just as good as four
I find it O.
S. D.)
number of the news
tory, Rossiter, Pa.)
of my best bets.
came before come to

We

round out our program.
Wis.)
asset

(Hammond, Hammond,

Always good. A good news reel is an
to any house. (Columbus, Columbus, Tex.)

Good. (Olympic, Wichita Falls, Tex.)

PITFALLS OF A BIG CITY, Ben

A

crossword

knew what

it

was

no

with

puzzle
all

about.

Turpin, 2.—
answer.
Nobody
A few good gags

but unrelated. Did not create any mirth. (Rex,
Salmon, Idaho.) A very poor comedy. Ben Turpin no good any more. (Theatorium, Emlenton,

Pa.)

PLAY BALL,

Allene Ray, 10 episode serial, 2.
get the title? My patrons were looking for baseball but failed to see
any. Looks like this is going to be a flop. (Grand,
Okolona, Miss.)
Started off fair but it is a decided disappointment at that. Not enough baseI have just played
ball. (Grand, Okolona, Miss.)
my first chapter of “Play Ball” and Boys, it is
going to go over big, and is a fine serial. Every
(Cozy, Hollis, Okla.)
exhibitor should play it.
Got away to a poor start. Fair picture. (Princess,
Elwood, Ind.) This picture was misrepresented
I was informed that this serial would
to me.
have John McGraw and his New York Giants
ball team in each and every chapter. I have used
three of them and will say that I personally think
that they are a pile of junk and have failed to
show any drawing power. (Temple, Yates CenA pretty good serial which is drawter, Kans.)
Have just
ing fair. (Princess, Elwood, Ind.)
started this serial, so can’t tell much about it.
First chapter O. K. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)

—No.

2.

Where do they

Chase, 1.—
Personally like Charlie but don’t
want him at every meal. Every time we order
a one-reel comedy to Pathe, we get a Chase
comedy. Overdone. (Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)
No good. Show better without it. (Princess,
Chilton, Wis.)

RAT’S KNUCKLES, THE, Charles

Fair comedy.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE COW, Mack

SenSennett stars are the best in the
They sure get the laughs. Print good. (Em-

nett, 2.
field.

press,

—These

Grundy Center,

Neillsville,

la.)

Good

slapstick. (Trags,

Wis.)

ROUGH AND TUMBLING,

Sportlight,

1.

—

This is only a fair Sportlight. The scenes are
too long and tiresome. A football game is dragged
along until a bozo makes a touchdown. This bird
must be sold on the Culver Military Academy, or
must be paid a lot of jack for advertising the
place, for he sure tries to give them a place on
the bill every week or so. (Trags, Neillsville,
Wis.) A good reel. The wrestling in this is unusually good. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

SHANGHAIED LOVERS,

Harry Langdon, 2.—

This is a good comedy. It is also a good adverdid not
I
tisement for Star chewing tobacco.
know this when I ran it, so am passing the
with
tie-up
Get
a
information on to you boys.
several tobacco stores. No doubt if the manufacturers were properly approached they would furnish free samples to be given every man entering the theatre. (Odeon, Chandler, Okla.) Another good Langdon comedy. This boy is certainly a whang. My patrons like him better than
Lloyd. Some good trick stuff in
gram’s, Ashland, Ala.)

SHOOTIN’ INJUNS, Our Gang,

this

2

one.

—The

(In-

Gang

goes out into the Wild and Woolly West to shoot
They are forced by the elements to
Indians.
seek shelter in a house operated by electricity
(Trags,
after which the fun is fast and furious.
Seemed to please, as all Our
Neillsville, Wis.)
Gangs do. (Club House, Jackson, Wyo.) Best
Gang ever made. (Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.) The
best spookey comedy and one that brought more

A
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laughs than any ever used. The funniest thing
about this comedy : A little girl by the name of
Katherine Bourg, 7 years old, who never misses
an Our Gang comedy, won $1 from me. I bet her
a dollar she could not see this comedy all the
way through without laughing or smiling, so the
joke cost me SI. She sat all the way through it
without a laugh nor smile. Her parents sat by
her, as well as my wife, to watch her, and they
had ten dollars’ worth of fun trying to make her
The
lose her dollar, but I had to come across.
rest of the house was roaring with laughter at
the kiddies, while little Katherine sat serious and
saw it through. Dr. Bourg, her father, claims
this was the hardest dollar she ever made. (Fairy-

White

land,

Castle, La.)

SHOULD LANDLORDS

LIVE, Arthur Stone,
fellow Stone is homely enough to be
funny, but they will have to give him something
on the order of Larry Semon’s slapsticks if he
is going over.
There is hardly a laugh in this
one.
The bozo who directed it must have been
on the wrong lot and under the impression that
he was directing a sob drama.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)
It seems that some producers have
only a faint idea of what comedy means. You’re
wasting your patrons’ time running this junk.
Very good comedy.
(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.)
2.

—This

SOILERS, THE, Stan

—

Laurel,
A good slapPlenty of
imitation of “The Spoilers.”
(Trags.
snow in it for this time of the year.
Neillsville, Wis.)
A fair comedy although not
up to the Laurel standard. An entire reel of
Should please
fighting helps it wonderfully.
(Ingram's, Ashland, Ala.)
average audience.
2.

stick

—

SPORTING ARMOR,

Sportlight, 1. About up
to usual standard of the Sportlights.
(Grand.
Rainier, Ore.)
fair Sportlight. (Trags. Neills-

A

ville,

our patrons like this one. Something possible
about it, and I have been told so by them. Another serial you won’t go wrong on. (Hudson,
Rochester, N. Y.) Just finished No. 7 and it is
better than holding its own. The photos on this
win the prize. Those for Chapter 7 should have
been numbered 6. as they showed every scene as
appeared in Chapter 6. The wise guy who
it
thought up this clever idea sure must have been
eating garlic. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

TEN DOLLARS OR TEN DAYS, Ben

Turpin,
gradually growing weaker with us. He
used to be a good bet and occasionally he gets
This was about average.
(Star, Hay
by yet.
Springs, Neb.) Went over with a scream. (Royal,
Reading, Pa.)
Best Turpin comedy I have seen.
Worth running. (Idlehour, Monroe, Ga.)
2.

— Ben

is

THREE FOOLISH WEEKS,

Ben Turpin, 2.—
Ben Turpin is getting worse and worse.
Nearly all Mack Sennett comedy is vulgar.
(Temple, Sanford, N. C.)
The best comedy this
Rotten.

year one of these kind so good that it ends too
soon.
(Cozy, Winchester, Ind.)
Not worth running, especially on Sunday. Too crude and vulgar.
Didn’t take much brains to make this' comedy.
(Princess, Chilton, Wis.)
;

TOO MANY MAMMAS,

Charles

Chase,

1.—

Atta boy, Charley!
You’re the best single reel
comedian. I hope your two-reelers are as good as
I'm sure they will be. (Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
Good comedy. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.) This is a
very good one-reeler.
In fact, the majority of
these Chase one-reelers are good.
They always
seem to please. (Trags, Neillsville, Wis.)

TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT, THE, Aesop
1. — A good Fable.
(Empress,
Print good.

Fable,

Grundy Center,

Ia.)

Nothing extra.

(Empire,

Wanette, Okla.)

Wis.)

SPORTLIGHTS,

—We

cannot recommend
these Sportlights, as we have never heard one
comment on them for or against, so they do not
(De Luxe, Spearville,
create any excitement.
A good filler for a feature comedy pro‘{an.)
gram.
(Grand, Pierrre, S. D.)
Very good for
World’s best perform for the
a swimming reel.
camera.
(Grand, Pierre, S. D.)
1.

STAGE FRIGHT, Our

Gang,

2.

— Not

many

first reel, but the second is great.
Atlantic, Mass.)
fair “Our Gang”
comedy ; not as good as previous ones. Film not
very good.
fair
(Theatorium, Emlenton, Pa.)
Gang comedy. Not up to the usual standard,
(Ingram’s. Ashland. Ala.)
however.

laughs in the

A

(Atlantic,

WAGES OF TIN, THE, Glenn Tryon, 2.—
good comedy that will get the laughs. Print fair.
(Empress, Grundy Center, Ia.)
This is a dandy
comedy.
I didn’t think so many things could
happen to one Ford as are shown in this picture.
(Trags, Neillsville, Wis.) A good comedy and will
be enjoyed by practically all. Glenn Tryon is all
right.
He looks like an average chap who has
bad luck and we see the comical side of it.
(Odeon, Chandler, Okla.)

A

WILD GOOSE CHASER, THE, Ben

Turpin, 2.
very f"~ny
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)
(Trags,
Pretty good lor a Turpin.
Neillsville, Wis.)

—A

-

YUKON JAKE,

Ben Turpin,
comedy and has the laffs.

reel

SUNDAY CALM, Our Gang, 2.
a drawing card here, but this one

—Our

Gang

is

not as good
A
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)
as the others.
good Our Gang comedy. Haven’t had a bad one
Our Gangs are
(Star, Ryegate, Mont.)
yet.
always good.
(Elite. New Holstein, Wis.)
is

SUNDOWN LIMITED, Our Gang, 2.—You can
promise them a real treat when you show them
(Gem, Hankinson, N. D.)
Great as they all are.
It sure made a dandy
show when tied up with the far north picture we
played it with.
(Star. Menard. Tex.)
Pleased
All my patrons said it was the
100 per cent.
Y.)
Gang
comedy.
(King,
Troy.
N.
A
-best
corking good comedy. The kind that make them
ieave laughing. It saved my show, as I had Fred
Thomson in “Mask of Lopez” and they sent me
(Amuzu, Lincolnton.
less than half the picture.
Has some good
Ga.)
This one is a scream.
(Empress,
stunts with a railroad.
Print good.
“Sundown Limited."

Grundy Center.

2.

—Good

serial

Ray,

Allene

and

if

10

episode

you are not using

and are thinking of doing so this fall,
would say this would be a good one to start on.
Use it when you get the kids, as they like this
kind.
(Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.)
Good serial
but not as good as "Into the Net” or “Fortieth
Door.” Does not draw business either of them
did. (Grand, Okolona, Miss.)
I was afraid this
was going to prove a flat tire after the first chapter, but what a surprise!
Just finished No. 5
and it is building up every week, so they must
like it.
It
is
taken from the novel, “Black
Caesar’s Clan,” which may have something to
do with the drawing power. It’s interesting and
serials

the chapter endings are good. (Trags, Neillsville,
Wis.) Just finished No. 6 and fer some reason
it is picking up every week.
They must like it.
Having been made from “Black Caesar's Clan”

may have much

2.

—A

V cry good subject.
Better
(Atlantic, Atlantic, Mass.)

Mont.)
others.

to do with

it.

Good

serial

and

3,

1925

are good comedies and seem to please.
Joe was
made on purpose for this part, and Min is not so
worse.
(Community, Elgin, Neb.)
Seem to
please.
I use them once every three weeks to
good advantage.
(Victory, Rossiter, Pa.)
Interesting.
Different and will do more business
than the average comedy. (Star, Sandusky, Mich.)

ANDY’S
Tincher,

TEMPTATION,

—This

Murphy,

Joe

Fay

one was the proper one to start
with, as I have shown "Watch Papa,” “Aggravatin’ Mamma,” “What’s the Use?” since, and the
first one has the others skinned a mile.
But I
have no kick on any of the Gumps so far, as
they seem to like them and the children go wild
about them. Had a Saturday matinee free to all
children under 12 years on the first Gump and
the children sure turned out and had the time
of their lives. (Community, Elgin, Neb.) Good
comedy, well liked by everyone. Joe looks and
2.

plays the part well.

(Loxley Hall, Loxley, Ala.)
account of their popularity, these will draw
extra buusiness for a short while. (Opera House,
Foley, Minn.)

On

ANTHONY AND
—A

CLEOPATRA, Hysterical
History, 1.
fair subject, although not as good
as some of the others of this series. It will do
as a filler but that’s all it will be good for.
(Rialto. Sharon, Wis.)
This is just fair, and
pass okay where you have a picture like
Hoot’s to go with it. (Oak, Oakdale, Neb.) About
(Grand,
Rainier, Ore.)
will

an average Hysterical History comedy.

FAST STEPPERS, THE,

Billy

Sullivan,

2.—

These were all very good and seemed to please
all, but they are not very good drawing cards.
(Star, Tuckerman, Ark.) I just ran the last of
this series.
It’s good, clean entertainment, but
my patrons would rather see a two-reel comedy.
So a comedy it is from now on. (Speed Way,
Springfield, S. D.)
Am running the fourth one
of these and think they please.
(City, LaFayette,

Ala.)

FIGHTING RANGER, THE, Jack

Daugherty,

—

episode serial, 2. Have just started this and
looks very good.
All Universal serials are
good. Have yet to find one that did not go over,
and I have used them all. (Palace, Watertown,
N. Y. ) Good serial.
using Universal serials
15
it

Am

on Sunday. Find this very favorable.
Would
suggest exhibitors try this plan. This would be a
good serial to star on. Star is a great horseman. His riding is appreciated by everyone.
(Hudson, Rochester, N. Y.) Started this on Monday with "Sinners in Heaven” and sure did
please. (City, LaFayette, Ala.)
using this
serial on Sunday and the acting and thrills seem
to get the children in the afternoon and they certainly make a lot of noise, which is evidence
they like it. If you are contemplating putting
on a serial, would recommend this one. (Hudson,
Rochester, N. Y.)

Am

dandy two-

(Star,

Ryegate.

than

his

—

ZOWIE, Stereoscopik, 1. It would be a good
novelty if about twice as long. When we bought
it they said it was about 700 feet, and it’s about
half that.
(Hammond, Hammond, Wis.) Went
after it like a feature and how they did talk about
it.
It’s
(Star,
as good as a vaudeville act.
Menard, Tex.) This is the best I have seen in the
novelty line. Had them hiding behind the benches
and yelling before the end of the reel. They are
asking for more now.
(Harris, Bancroft, Ida.)
I cannot wax enthusiastic about this.
Too crude
and inconvenient. Valuable as a forerunner of
perspective pictures which I hope to see adapted
to all in the near future.
(Loxley Hall, Loxley,
Ala.)

FLOWER GIRL, THE, Baby Peggy, 2 Not so
good as some of Peggy’s former comedies, but
will get by. (Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
Very good
comedy, but my adults seem to be fed up on this
little star.
However, she always brings out a
few extra children. (Strand, Florala, Ala.)

—

GIRL HATER, Arthur

Lake, 1. Good film out
Milwaukee exchange. Universal calls this a
“sweet sixteen” comedy, but we couldn’t see any
comedy to it. It’s not even a good filler and we
think if you have a good comedy you must have
something besides silliness. Don’t buy this one,
as there are lots better ones on the market.
(Riof

alto,

Universal

Sharon,

Wis.)

Fair

comedy.

(Grand,

Rainier, Ore.)
This is a fine comedy.
his leading lady are exceptionally clever.

Ia.)

SUNKEN SILVER,
serial,

-

October

Lake and
(Benton

ALMOST A HUSBAND, Buddy Messenger, 2.
—A comedy that will please the ladies but hasn’t

Community, Benton

many

GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY, THE, Joe Bonomo,
Louise Lorraine, 15 episode serial, 2. Held up
very well during the ten weeks, although not as
good as “The Riddle Rider.” Would class it as
above average. (Robinhood, Grand Haven, Mich.)
Here is a great serial of circus life. Went over
in great style.
I am going to give this serial a
perfect run.
(Palace, Watertown, N. Y.) Started
of
any
off best
serial we ever played and is
holding up good on second chapter.
(Park, Morningside & Moville, Ia.)
Have run Episode 5 of
this serial and it is giving good satisfaction.
(Palace, Long Pine, Neb.) Good serial, good print,
good service as usual, and a fair price for any
exhibitor.
(Monarch, Edmonton, Alberta, Can.)
“The Circus Mystery,” which I started running
Saturday, is proving wonderful business stimulator for me.
My box office showed an increase

A

laughs to it.
(De Luxe, Spearville, Kans.)
good comedy. All Century comedies are
(Opera House, Raymond, Minn.)

real

good.

ALONE AT LAST,

Arthur Lake, 1.— Good film.
comedy but quite silly in parts.
About as good as any comedy of this length, but
would not advise you to book it. (Rialto, Sharon,

A

fair single-reel

Wis.)
in

A

this.

very good comedy. Several good laughs
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

ANDY GUMP COMEDIES,

— By

Joe Murphy,

Fay

far the greatest drawing card
today.
I always feature these comedies ahead of
the feature.
(New Holland, New Holland. Ga.)
These comedies ought to take anywhere because of
the popularity of- the Gump cartoons in the daily
papers. And Min and Chester amuse all children
from 4 to 94. (Bonita, Copperhill, Tenn.) These

Tincher,

2.

City,

Mo.)

—

of forty dollars on the opening day.

(Gem, Little

———
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Jin Avalanche of Praise
Greets International News’

“Remarkable

URMWQIff
minus

speed and service
makes International the out-

standing newsrppl
L

”

— Wisconsin Theatre,

Acclaimed by the Leading

Milwaukee, Wis.

“Immensely interesting to our
pictures
These

Showmen of

audiences.

reached our theatres far in
West
advance of all others.”
Coast Theatres, Los Angeles,

Marcus Loew

grams.”

extreme.
Created a profound impression
Capitol
on our audiences!”
the

in

Hugo

Riesenfeld of the Rialto, Rivoli, Criterion
Y.,says:
Theatres,
“My audiences as well as myself were
Should
very much pleased. Excellent
be enthusiastically received by everyone.”

—

Theatre,

New York

City.

“Featured it in our advertising
and feel that it did much to
Missouri
swell the receipts.”
Theatre, St. Louis,

“As good
want.

as

Max

Mo.

when both

J.

theatre.”

Mil-

waukee, Wis.

Twice Every Week

McCurdy

of the S. J.

Gregory Theatrical Enter-

UNIVERSAL

Re

l

L.

“It has no equal or counterpart in the
whole realm of films. Stands head and
shoulders above anything presented to
the exhibitors and public.”
Arrange With Your Universal Exchange for This Great
Two-Reel Feature Without Cost to You!

— Alhambra

Theatres,

Katz Corp., Chicago,

prises, Chicago, says:

theatres

have shown important events
fully 48 to 96 hours before any

Garden

&

got a real and lasting
thrill. I have seen millions of feet of film,
but it took me right off my feet.”

Theatre, Ozark, Ala.
occasions

Bala ban of the Balaban

.

“Our audiences

Ozark

these.”

.

says:

any one could

Business has picked up

we began

N

.

“There have been numerous

other

a decided hit

certainly enhanced the value of our pro-

“Thrilling

and

New York, says:
in my theatres. It

Loew’s Incorporated,

“Made

Cal.

since

of

the Nation

1

—
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BROADWAY
100%
STRAND

RIALTO
CRITERION
LOEWS’ N. Y.
LOEWS’
N. Y.

RIVOLI

CAPITOL
PICCADILLY

COLONY

ROOF
Every Exclusive Picture House from 42nd

to

53rd Street

Is

Equipped with “Haftone”

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
New York

1476 Broadway
Gets better each episode.
Good
from Universal. One hundred
per cent better than a year ago.
(Monarch, Edmonton, Alta., Can.)
This should go good anywhere.
Bonomo is good as the strong man.
(Globe, Buena Vista, Va.)
Chapter One got off
to the biggest crowd ever in on the start of a
serial in this town.
Seemed to register in good
shape.
A change from the serials we’ve been
having and looks promising.
Heavily exploited
and we got them in.
Free peanuts for all
circus tent front clown ballyhoo 'neverything.
Exploitation pays, even in towns of one thousand.
(Star, Menard, Tex.)
Falls,

service,

N. Y.)

as usual,

—

Neely Edwards, 1. This is fine
a community that plays golf.
Clever subtitles.
(Benton Community, Benton City, Mo.)
Good film. A fair comedy with a few laughs.
It deals with a business man who liked the game
of golf and he let the game come before his
business.
It got some laughs from our crowd.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

HELLO FRISCO, Slim Summerville, I.— An
unusual single reel comedy. Shows a large number of different stars of movie land.
(Osage,
Osage, Okla.)
Not much comedy but rather interesting, as it shows closeups of a great many
prominent screen artists attending the WAMPAS.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Best one reel comedy for
a long time.
Suitable for Sunday or any day.
(S. T., Parker, S. Dak.)

HER DAILY DOZEN, Wanda

Wiley,

A

2

little comedy with plenty of laughs.
(Strand.
Elizabethtown, Ind.)
Just a comedy. That’s all.
(Orpheum, Pipestone, Minn.) A real good tworeel comedy.
What’s the matter with you readers
of the “Herald”?
Why don’t you do your duty?
Get busy and write up reports on the pictures
you show.
Short subjects as well as features.
Don’t be a drone and read the other fellows’
reports without reporting any yourself.
(DeLuxe,

good

Spearville, Kan.)

HORSE PLAY,
this one.

Bert Roach,

1.

—Everyone

liked

LOST CHORD, THE,

Bert Roach,

1.

—

consider

I

an unusually good comedy.
(Benton Community, Benton City, Mo.)
About up to usual
this

standard

these

of

one-reel

Ore.)

PAUL REVERE,
was a

little

A

subjects.

Kan.)

Hollyrood,

(Legion,

feature.

Hysterical

History,

1.

—This

better than the general run of these

few

laughs

in

this

LEATHER PUSHERS, THE,

(BenJust a fair

Billy Sullivan,

2.

hits

one.

(Rialto,

Sharon, Wis.)
We like these Hysterical
comedies.
They are as clever as they
(Eminence, Eminence, Ky.)
Very good
Some very good riding in this. (Grand,

History
can be.
comedy.
Rainier,

2.— Simple,

Connelsville,

the season
darndest to

is

One

O.)

of

to see this

the saddest
little

sights

of

beauty doing her

make something of the terrible stories
they give her.
She’s got the looks, pep and
action to make a real trouper if they would give
her a fair chance.
These Centuries run terrible
nowadays, except those that are worse. (Pastime,
Mason, Mich.)
Lots of action and some good
laughs in this.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
This is
a good comedy.
(Strand,
McKenzie, Tenn.)
Wanda Wiley draws extra business. They like
her.
(Alamo, Pembine, Wis.)

—

THAT’S THE SPIRIT, Bert Boach, 1 This
was a good single reel comedy. In fact, as good
as any single reel we have ever had from Universal.
It will get a fine amount of laughs from
your patrons.
We hope we get more comedies
like this one.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)
A splendid
one reel comedy of a lady photographer trying to
(Eminence,
take a picture of a spirit.
Get it.
Eminence, Ky.)

WHAT’S THE USE,

Joe Murphy, 2.—Very good
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
A fine comedy
that will keep them laughing.
(Gatliff, Gatliff,
Ky.)
A pretty fair comedy that will go over big
with the kids who have been following the Gump
comic strip. Should be sold in series of six instead of twelve, as they are apt to get tiresome.
Very good and
(Crystal, Silver Creek, Neb.)

comedy.

Ore.)

POCAHONTAS AND JOHN SMITH, HysteriHistory, 1. —An Hysterical History that is a

cal

The best that we have run to date.
(Legion, Holyrood,
Carried plenty of laughs.
Kan.)
A fairly good single reeler. (Osage.
Osage, Okla.)

good one.

contains

many funny

Gump and was

PREHISTORIC MAN,
They didn’t seem

Hysterical History,

1.—

History comedy.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
a weak sister that didn’t add much to the program. (Legion, Holyrood, Kan.) No better than
They have all been
the rest of these subjects.
(Rialto,
the bunk.
Just a pack of foolishness.
Sharon, Wis.)

QUEEN OF ACES,

A,

Wanda

Wiley,

My

scenes.

pleased.

first

(Idlehour,

Andy
Mon-

roe, Ga.)

WHEN LOVE

IS YOUNG, Arthur Lake, 1.—
Film
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)
If the first half of this had been as good
good.
laugh
as the last half it would have been a real
special.
As it is, it’s a fairly good comedy. It’s
better than a lot of them with not much silliness.
(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

Good

comedy.

2.— Good

(Strand, McKenzie, Tenn.) Fair comedy.
(Grand, OkoAbout all there is to say for it.
This young lady
lona. Miss.)
Fine comedy.
Call her great.
has all the comedians guessing.
(Silver Family, Greenville, Mich.)

REMBRANDT,

well

to enthuse over this Hysterical

Rather

Hysterical

History,

1.

—About

to the usual standard of these comedies. Okay
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.) Film good.
for a ehange.
When you try to figure these subjects as comedies you are in trouble at once, because they are
nothing but a filler, and a weak one at that. No

up

good.

WUey,

While Carl is preaching White
Pictures, why do they insist on Wanda undressing behind the bulrushes and then with a wisp
of leaves back into the lake for a swim, etc.
Such junk as this makes me disgusted with the
whole business.
(Twin City Opera House, Mcrotten.

State Rights

comedy.

the mark by pleasing 100 per
The best two-reel series on the market.
cent.
As good as the average feature and better. Has
rough action, excitement and romance to please
(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Can.)
any audience.
Third series.
A corking good series. Just as
good as "Fighting Blood,” any day. This registered 100 per cent in both audience appeal and
(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Can.)
the box office.
Just dandy. Billy Sullivan fine. (Princess, Obion,
it

SOME TOMBOY, Wanda
silly,

(Grand,

comedies.

A

dandy one-reeler that brought
the laughs and made an ideal addition to the
Rainier,

Better than most of Universal’s.

ton Community, Benton City, Mo.)
comedy.
(Grand, Rainier, Ore.)

—Again

corking good series that is hard to
is good and acts his part wonderful.
The roughnecks like him and so do the
women. (Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Can.) These
sure have the power. Last Wednesday four men
asked to be informed when "The Leather Pushers”
came on. They paid their 25e, went in, looked at
the two reels of "Leather Pushing” and walked
(Olympic, Forks, Wash.)
Have played
out.
series one, two and four, and they gave excellent
satisfaction.
Don’t be afraid of the ladies. They
will like them.
(Majestic, Dresden, Ont., Can.)
No. 3. A good two reeler of the series which is
hard to beat. These are sure making friends for
(Khattar’s, Sydney, N. S., Canada.)
us.
Sullivan

—

GREEN TEES,

for

'

A

Tenn.)
beat.

City

(Rialto, Sharon, Wis.)

FELIX, THE CAT, (Winkler) cartoon, 1.— We
consider Felix as one of our finest short subjects,
for we get more favorable comments on this
Not the kids
series than any other single reel.
alone, but the entire family enjoy the capers of
the cat. (Orpheum, Glasgow, Mont.) These make
a fine short subject to run with news reel and
feature.
The kids especially like them. (Lyric,
Walnut,

la.)

Print
Liked by old and young.
(Monarch, Edmonton, Alberta,

good, service good.

Can.)

October
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Tom Moore

7.

SEX, THE, AE, Clara Bow,

5.

FP, Pauline Starke,

ADVENTUROUS

merstein Lou Tellgen,

6.

AIR MAIL, THE,
AMAZING QUEST, THE,

FP, Douglas Fairbanks,

Henry Edwards,

&

(Cranfield

Jr.,

7.

HEAD WINDS,
HEART OF A

Clark),

Marr,

5.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK,

A, FP, Edward Hor-

num,

Harlan,

5.

Kenneth

7.

BORDER VENGEANCE (Madoc) Jack Perrin, 5.
CAMILLE OF THE BARBARY COAST, AE, Mae
Owen Moore, 6.
CHARMER, THE, FP, Pola Negri, 6.
CIRCUS CYCLONE, THE, U, Art Acord, 5.
COAST PATROL, THE (Barsky), Kenneth McBusch.

Donald,

5.

FP, Owen Moore, Con-

CODE OF THE WEST,
stance Bennett,

7.

COLD NERVE, (Independent), Bill Cody, 5.
CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN, MG, Alice Terry,
Lewis Stone,

6.

CRIMSON RUNNER, THE, PDC,

Priscilla Dean,

5.

CROWDED HOUR, THE,
neth Harlan,

FP, Bebe Daniels, Ken-

6.

DADDY’S GONE A’HUNTING, MG,
Percy Marmont,

Eugene O’Brien,

DANGER
Novak,

Alice Joyce.

5.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE,

U, Laura LaPlante.

THE,

Jane

(Columbia),

6.

DECLASSE, FN, Corinne

6.

7.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION, FBO, Mary
Carr,

7.

EYES OF THE DESERT,

Richmond.

(Sierra), A1

FIFTY-FIFTY,
Hampton, 6.

AE,

Hope

(Davis), A1 Ferguson,

5.

Edwards,

Cody,

(Independent),

Bill

5.

FIGHTING

THE

FLAMES,

Haines, Dorothy Devore,

William

(CBC),

6.

FINE CLOTHES, FN, Lewis

Alma Rubens,

Stone,

7.

FORBIDDEN CARGO, (FBO), Evelyn Brent, 5.
FRIENDLY ENEMIES, PDC, Weber and Fields,
6.

GALLOPING VENGEANCE, FBO, Bob Custer, 5.
GETTING ’EM RIGHT, (Rayart) George Larkin,
5.

WHO WOULDN’T WORK, THE,

Barrymore,

PF, Lionel

6.

GOLD AND THE GIRL, F, Buck
GOLDEN PRINCESS, THE, FP,

JUST TRAVELING,

Betty Bronson,

Aileen Pringle,

KISS

(Sierra),

ME AGAIN, W,

6.

Menjou,

Marie Prevost, Monte Blue.

7.

LAST LAUGH, THE, U, Emil Jannings,
LET ’ER BUCK, U, Hoot Gibson, 6.

LUCKY DEVIL, THE,
LUCKY HORSESHOE,

FP, Richard Dix,

Tom

F,

MANHATTAN MADNESS,

MAN WHO

Mix,

Clive

MONSTER,
stead,

Edmund Lowe.

5.

Griffith,

8.

FP, Richard Dix, 6.
THE, MG, Lon Chaney, Gertrude Olm-

6.

MY

SON, FN, Nazimova, Jack Pickford, 7.
MYSTERIOUS STRANGER, THE, FBO, Richard
Rich,

5.

W, Huntley Gordon,

I,

9.

Irene

7.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET, MG,
Stewart, Bert Lytell,

NEW
NEW

Anita

8.

LIVES FOR OLD, FP, Betty Compson, 7.
TOYS, FN, Richard Barthelmess, Mary Hay,

7.

NIGHT CLUB, THE,
Reynolds,
Gish,

FP, Raymond

Griffith.

Vera

6.

NIGHT LIFE OF

NEW

Rod La Rocque,

YORK, FP,

Dorothy

7.

NOT SO LONG AGO, FP, Betty Bronson, 7.
ONE YEAR TO LIVE, FN, Aileen Pringle. Dorwick,

Canutt,

Mix,

Gish Sisters, 10.
(Independent),

ROUGH GOING,
num,

5.

U, Jack Hoxie, 5.
(Arrow), Yakima

5.

ROMOLA, MG,

Franklyn Far-

5.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET,
Dorothy Sebastian,

SALLY, FN,

FP, Alice Terry.

7.

Colleen Moore,

9.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST, UA,
W.

Fields,

C.

Demp-

Carol

10.

SCAR HANAN, FBO, Yakima Canutt, 5.
SCARLET HONEYMOON, THE, F, Shirley Mason,

5.

SCARLET WEST, THE, FN,
Bow,

Robert Frazer, Clara

9.

SEVEN CHANCES, MG, Buster Keaton, 5.
SHE WOLVES, F, Alma Rubens, 6.
SHORE LEAVE, FN, Richard Barthelmess,

Dor-

7.

A,

MG, Norma

U, Josie Sedg-

5.

Shearer.

.

SMOOTH AS
SPANIARD,

SATIN, FBO, Evelyn
THE, FP, Ricardo

Brent.

Blanche Sweet,

Jetta

6.

Colman,

6.

STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN,

FP, Percy Mar-

6.

TAMING THE WEST,

U, Hoot Gibson.

TEASER, THE, U, Laura LaPlante,
TEN COMANDMENTS, THE, FP,
Mille,

6.

Cortez,

SPOOK RANCH, U, Hoot Gibson. 5.
SPORTING VENUS, THE, MG, Ronald

6.

7.

Cecil

De

B.

10.

TEXAS TRAIL, PDC, Harry Carey. 5.
THAT MAN JACK, FBO, Bob Custer, 5.
THREE WEEKS IN PARIS, W, Matt Moore,
othy Devore,

Dor-

6.

TIMBER WOLF, THE, F, Buck Jones, 5.
TOO MANY KISSES, FP, Richard Dix, Frances
Howard,

6.

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY, W,
Tin-Tin,

TRAILED,

Richmond,

(Sierra), A1

TROUBLE WITH WIVES, THE,
Vidor,

Rin-

7.

Tom

Moore,

5.

FP,

Florence

7.

UNDER THE ROUGE, AE, Tom Moore. 7.
UNHOLY THREE, THE, MG, Lon Chaney, 7.
WAKING UP THE TOWN, UA, Jack Pickford, 5.
WHERE ROMANCE RIDES, (Arrow), Dick Hatton,

S.

WHITE DESERT, THE, MG,
Windsor,

Pat O'Malley. Claire

6.

WHITE MONKEY, THE, FN, Barbara LaMarr, 6.
WHITE OUTLAW, THE, U, Jack Hoxie, 5.
WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED, THE, W, Irene
Rich, Huntley Gordon,

6.

7.

WILD BULL’S LAIR, THE, FBO,

Fred Thomson,

5.

S,

Clara Bow, Lou Tellegen,

WINDS OF CHANCE,
Lyon,

6.

PARISIAN NIGHTS, FBO,
PERCY,

ROMANCE AND RUSTLERS,

mont, Mary Brian,

7.

MY WIFE AND

ROARING ADVENTURE, THE,

Goudal, 7.
SPEED, (Banner), Betty Blythe,

6.

5.

FN, Corinne

Tom

RIDIN’ COMET, THE, FBO, Yakima Canutt,

6

AE, Jack Dempsey,

F,

F,

gesser, 7.

6.

MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT,
MARRIAGE WHIRL, THE,

5.

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE,

SLAVE OF FASHION,

GIRL, THE, FP, Bebe Daniels, 6.
FOUND HIMSELF, THE, FP, Thom-

as Meighan,

Kenneth Har-

SIGN OF THE CACTUS, THE, U, Jack Hoxie, 6.
SKY RAIDER, THE, AE, Capt. Charles Nun-

6.

MANICURE

9.

RECOMPENSE, W, Marie Prevost, Monte Blue, 8.
RENEGADE HOLMES, M. D. (Arrow), Ben Wil-

othy Mackaill, 7.
SIEGE, U, Virgina Valli,

7.

LIGHTNIN’, F, Jay Hunt. 8.
LIMITED MAIL, THE, W, Monte Blue, 6.
LOST WORLD, THE, FN, Bessie Love. 10.
LOVE HOUR, THE, V, Ruth Clifford, 6.
LOVE’S BARGAIN, FBO, Marjorie Daw,

OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER, THE,

Constance Ben-

Gladys Hulette,

5.

LADY ROBINHOOD, FBO, Evelyn Brent, 6.
LADY WHO LIED, THE, FN, Lewis Stone, Virginia Valli,

QUO VADIS, FN, Emil Jannings,
RANGER OF THE BIG PINES, V,

ster,

Bob Burns,

7.

Lou Tellegen,
S,

Clarke) Henry

6.

PARISIAN LOVE,
Chaplin,

6.

GO STRAIGHT,

5.

Neil Hamilton,

9.

GOLD RUSH, THE, UA, Charles
GOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE, FP,

&

KEEP SMILING, AE, Monty Banks, 6.
KISS IN THE DARK, A, FP, Adolphe

othy Mackaill,
Jones,

(Cranfield

6.

Talmadge,

FIGHTING SHERIFF, THE,

net,

5.

MEN AND WOMEN,

Philbin.

Barrymore,

Lionel

FIGHTING PARSON, THE,

GIRL

Edwards,

JUSTICE RAFFLES,

Kenneth Harlan,

5.

FIFTH AVENUE MODELS, U, Mary
Norman Kerry, 6.

Doris Ken-

JIMMIE’S MILLIONS, FBO, Richard Talmadge, 5.
JOHN FORREST, (Cranfield & Clarke), Henry

Estelle Taylor,

PARIS, THE, FP, Rod

LaRocque, Leatrice Joy,

Sills,

6.

Buffalo

5.

DRESSMAKER FROM

FN, Milton

MADAME SANS GENE, FP, Gloria Swanson, 10.
MAD WHIRL, THE, U, May McAvoy, 6.
MAN AND MAID, MG, Lew Cody, Renee Adoree,

Griffith, 8.

DOLLAR DOWN, (Truart) Ruth Roland,
DON DAREDEVIL, U, Jack Hoxie, 5.
DON Q, UA, Douglas Fairbanks, 10.
DOUBLE ACTION DANIELS, (Artclass),

FP, Ricardo Cortez,

6.

6.

Brook,

7.

SIGNAL,

Bill, Jr..

NAME OF LOVE,

WANT MY MAN,
yon,

6.

Virginia Valli,

6.

6.

6.
I

Alma Tay-

Clarke)

PRICE OF PLEASURE, THE, U,
Norman Kerry, 7.

son,

Jac-

ISLE OF HOPE, THE, FBO, Richard Talmadge,

5.

BLOODHOUND, THE, FBO, Bob Custer,
BOBBED HAIR, W, Marie Prevost,

W, Matt Moore,

IN,

7.

HUNTED WOMAN, THE, Seena Owen, 5.
MARRIAGE FAILS, FBO, Clive Brook,
Gerta Nissen,

Franklyn Far-

(Independent)

Tal-

IF

Logan,

&

lan, 6.

HOW BAXTER BUTTED

IN THE
5.

6.

PARIS, FN, Constance

(Cranfield

6.

PRETTY LADIES, MG, Zasu Pitts, 6.
PROUD FLESH, MG, Eleanor Boardman,

8.

SIREN, THE, FN, Barbara La

Dorothy Devore,

PIPES OF PAN,
lor,

7.

queline

BELOW THE LINE, W, Rin-Tin-Tin, 6.
BEYOND THE BORDER, PDC, Harry Carey,

Wal-

Terry,

7.

madge,

ton, 7.

BILLY THE KID

U. House Peters,

HER SISTER FROM

6.

AMERICAN PLUCK, C, George Walsh, 5.
AS NO MAN HAS LOVED, F, Edward Hearn, 10.
BANDIT TAMER, THE, (Independent) Franklyn
Farnum,

Alice

Conway Tearle, 8.
HALFWAY GIRL, THE, FN, Doris Kenyon,
HEADLINES, AE, Alice Joyce, 6.
lace Beery,

(CBC), Elaine Ham-

AFTER BUSINESS HOURS,

GREAT DIVIDE, THE, MG,

63

6.

P, Charles Ray,

5.

Elaine Hammerstein,

FN, Anna Q. Nilsson, Ben

10.

WIZARD OF

OZ, Chadwick, Larry Semon,

6.

YOUTH’S GAMBLE, (Rayart), Reed Howes, 6.
ZANDER THE GREAT, MG, Marion Davies, 6.

.
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Exhibitors Information and
Catalog Bureau
Many

of the products listed beloiv are advertised

A
1

Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical Installations.
3 Adapters, carbon.
4

Adding,

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

6
7

Advertising novelties,

al

its

materials.
8 Advertising projectors.

scope of

its

Exhibitors Information

(JTFill in the

coupon on the next page and mail

12 Aisle rope.

(TTMany of the products

Alarm signals.
Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.

J
119 Janitors’ supplies.

S.

Dearborn

street,

Chicago.
listed

by

Bureau are
See

this

advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.”
Advertisers’ Index.

(TTWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask
us for any information on equipment or problems

con-

curtain

trol.

49

20 Automatic projection cutouts.
21 Automatic sprinklers.

B
22 Balloons, advertising.
23 Banners.
24 Baskets, decorative.
signal

sys-

25 Bell-buzzer

tems.
26 Blocks,

Carpet
pound.

50 Carpet covering.
51 Cases, film shipping.
52 Cement, film.
53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.
56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.
58 Color hoods.
59 Coloring, lamp.
60 Color wheels.

stage-

pulleys,
rigging.

D

27 Blowers, hand.
28 Booking agencies for

mu-

sicians.

Booking agencies

(state

kind)
30 Boilers.
31 Bolts, panic.

32 Booths, projection.
33 Booths, ticket.

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Date strips.
Decorations (state kind).
Decorators, theatre.

Dimmers.

Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguishers.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carts.
Fire proof curtains.
Fire proof doors.
Fire proofing materials.
Fixtures, lighting.
Flashlights.
Flashers, Electric sign.

88
89
90
91
92
93 Flood lighting.
94 Floorlights.
95 Floor covering.
96 Floor runners.

97
98
99
100
101

Flowers,

36 Brass rails.

70 Electric

instruments.

promo-

tion.

38 Bulletin boards, changeable.

c

testing

71 Electric fans.
72 Electrical flowers.
73 Electric power generating plants.
74 Electric signs.
75 Electric signal and control systems.

Emergency

lighting

39 Cable.

76

40 Cabinets.

plants.
77 Exit light signs.

Calcium lights.
Cameras.
Canopies for fronts.
Carbons.
Carbon sharpeners.
Carbon wrenches.

102
103
104
105
106

Fronts, metal theatre.
Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.
Fuses.

Fountains, decorative.
Fountains, drinking.
Frames-poster, lobby dis-

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.
110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.
113 Heating system, oil.

I

F
78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81

Film waxing machine.

Lamps, incandescent pro-

125

Lamps,

jection.

reflecting arc.

126 Lamp shades.
127 Lavatory equipment, furnishings.
128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.
130 Lenses.
131 Lights,

exit.

132 Lights, spot.
133 Lighting fixtures.
134 Lighting installations.
135 Lighting

systems,

com-

plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.
138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.

artificial.

G

circuit

123 Lamps, general lighting.
124

Footlights.

E

35 Brass grills.

Carpets.
Carpet cushion.

82
83
84
85
86
87

play.

—

Disinfectants perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.
Draperies.
Drinking fountains.
Duplicating machines.

34 Box, loge chairs.

37 Brokers-Theatre

cleaning com-

L
120 Labels, film caution.
121 Lamps, decorative.
122 Lamp dip coloring.

to

pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

18 Art titles.
19 Automatic

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

it

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

407

29

and Catalog Bureau. De-

tailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed on these pages will be sent to any theatre
owner, manager, architect or projectionist.

11 Aisle lights.

16

signs.

“Better Theatres” increased the
individual service to readers through

equip-

Air conditioning
ment.
10 Air dome tents.
9

14

118 Interior illuminated

(IT In the last issue

Admission signs.
Addressing machines.

13

in each issue of “Better Theatres

ma-

calculating

chines.
5

by reliable companies

114 Ink, pencils for slides.
115 Insurance, Fire.
116 Insurance, Rain.
117 Interior decorating service.

M
147 Machines, ticket.
148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vending.

150

Make

up, boxes, theatri-

Cell

151
152
153
154
155

Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather
Mats and runners.
Mazda projection adapt-

156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Metal lath.
Metal numbers,
Metal polish.

GTS.
letters.

Mirror, shades.

Motor generators.
Motion picture cable.
Musical instruments

(state kind).
163 Music publishers.
164 Music stands.

N
165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and

equipment.

October
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65

Exhibitors Information and Catalog Bureau
o

201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.
203 Projection room equip-

168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral pieces.

173
174
175
176
177

Organ lifts.
Organ lights.
Ornamental fountains.
Ornamental metal work.
Ornamental metal thea-

P

212
213
214
215

178 Paint, screen.
179 Paper drinking cups.
180 Paper towels.
181 Perfumers.
182 Photo frames.

244 Shutters, metal

Reflectors (state kind).
Refurnishing service.

247
248
249
250
251

Regulators, Mazda.
Reels.

fixtures.

Spotlights.

Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

doors-valances, etc.
lighting equipment.
lighting systems.
rigging-blocks,

pulleys.

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

219 Reseating service.

220 Rewinding film.
221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

Poster lights.
Poster paste.
Portable projectors.
decorative.
Power generating plants.
Printing, theatre.

Pottery,

Programs.
covers.
signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232

Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel lockers.
Stereopticons.

Safes, film.

Sweeping compounds.
Switchboards.
Switches, automatic.

municating.
264 Temperature regulation
system.
265 Terra Cotta.
266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting systems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

Screen paint.
Seat covers.
Seat indicators, vacant.
Seats, theatres.
Signs (state kind).

Trailers.

Transformers.
Tripods.
Turnstiles, register

Typewriters.

u

V

T

Scenery, stage.
Scenic artists’ service.
Screens.

Towels, cloth.

286 Uniforms.

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

s

279 Towels, paper.

280
281
282
283
284
285

Stage scenery.

222 Rigging, stage.
223 Roofing materials.

188 Positive film.
189 Posters.
190 Poster frames.

fire.

245 Soap containers, liquid.
246 Speed indicators.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.

186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.

Program
Program

243 Slide mats.

cases.

184 Picture sets.
185 Player pianos.

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

Rain insurance.
Rectifiers.

216 Reel end signals.
217 Reel packing, carrying

183 Pianos.

Plumbing

Rails, brass.

Rails, rope.

Reconstruction service.
211 Redecorating service.

tre fronts.

187

236 Sign-cloth.

204 Radiators.
205 Radiator covers.
206
207
208
209
210

270 Tickets.
271 Ticket booths.
272 Ticket choppers.
273 Ticket holders.
274 Ticket racks.
275 Ticket selling machines.
276 Tile.
277 Tile stands.
278 Tool cases, operator’s.

237 Sign lettering service.
238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.
239 Slides.
240 Slide ink, pencils.
241 Slide lanterns.
242 Slide making outfits.

R

171 Organs.
172 Organ novelty slides.

269 Theatre seats.

235 Sign flashers.

ment.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,
furnishings.

233 Signs, parking.
234 Signals, reel end.

287
288
289
290
291

Valances, for boxes.
Vases, stone.

Vacuum cleaners.
Ventilating fans.
Ventilating, cooling system.
292 Ventilating systems,
complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,
towels, napkins, etc.
294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels, color
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You Can Depend Upon
Exhibitors Herald

—
able to

to

make each succeeding Box Office Record more

its

subscribers.

Each year

sees

more independent

ing to Exhibitors Herald, reading the

Me

valu-

theatre

What

owners subscrib-

the Picture

Did

for

department, and contributing reports on the pictures they

play.

Every new subscriber
tributor to

What

the Picture

Record more valuable
If

to the

Did

Herald and every new confor

Me makes the Box Office

to you.

you use the Box Office Record,

call attention to

it

among

your neighboring theatre owners.

If

What

they are subscribers to the Herald but do not contribute to
the Picture

Did

for

Me,

urge them to send in reports on

the pictures they play.

If

they are not subscribers to Exhibitors Herald, urge them to

subscribe.

No
you the
the

theatre

owner

service given

you by

Box Office Record.

operation in

its

What

the Picture

Herald

your and his benefit.

Did

for

Me and

Both, however, typify exhibitor co-

highest and most effective form.

subscriber to Exhibitors
for

organization today attempts to render

s

is

And every new

another exhibitor cooperating

3,

1925

Only an

article of

genuine and unquestioned merit can

afford to ignore advertising superlatives
let

“Kollmorgen

FACTS

and

speak for themselves

”
Snaplite Lenses

|

—

thousands of Theatres from the

in

largest to the smallest.

“Kollmorgen ”

Snaplite
clearness

Lenses—-wherever you

combined with

find

exceptional

restful vision.

Snaplite Lenses—-where highest grade mechanical and
(

°P^ ca workmanship
^

Snaplite Lenses
exacting

tests

and

is

appreciated.

are individually subjected to the most

fully

guaranteed by the

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORP.
BROOKLYN,
Phone: Williamsburg 2610

35 Steuben

St.,

N. Y.

'

Rothacker-Aller Laboratories, Inc.

Hollywood, California

We do not make cheap prints
but
we

we do make very good

sell

prints

which

very cheaply.

Artists: director, players,
cinematographer and technical staff deserve
proper theatre presentation the utmost in screen

—

brilliancy.

Exchange managers and
salesmen on the firing line must have
dependable ammunition

—print quality and

Mr. Exhibitor and

service.

his public

—our ultimate consumers— are entitled to
the best screen value that

money can

Mr. Exhibitor

buy.

may know

nothing about the reduced cost of cheap
but he does appreciate the extravagance and
danger of consequent reduced screen values. He does know that
cheap prints cut his film rentals not one cent.
prints,

^

Founded 1910

Wear Longer!

by
Walterson R. Rothackat

TWO

SECTION

SECTIONS

ftirfnfrrMi

independent
xtm Xrade la£>er

W
Written and
directed by
the

man who
made

THE UNHOLY
THREE”

TOD
BROWNING’S
production

I

Scenario by

WALDEMAR YOUNC

Aileen Pringle

Conway Tearle

rg
rg
ijji

Produced by

ijt

iiy

Member Motion

m

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Plays, President

n^mxnqTTirny

F

R/
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The Architect Goes
Barnyard

to the

for Inspiration
G.

E.

Eichenlaub, theatre architect, takes the

hen’s egg as a model and presents in an interesting

article

and sketches

impression

his

what the “egg” shaped theatre should be
ject

under discussion for a long time

tural circles,

now

A

of

— a sub-

in architec-

presented in concrete form.

feature of

BETTER
THEATRES
Published as

“Better Theatres” is published every fourth
as Section II of Exhibitors Herald.
It is mailed to every paid subscriber.

week

SECTION

II

of this issue

What

a Line-Up! Articles of Vital Interest.

G R A N D RIVIERA, an ATMOSPH ERIC THEATRE. This new Detroit

1 he

playhouse represents the newest of

widely

this

COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES IN
THEATRE BUILDING by Elmer F. Behrns,

discussed revolutionary type of theatre.
as different

but see

it

from the average theatre

It is

as

.

.

.

part of a theatre building? Is

ments,

OIL

HARRY

L.

WAGNER

issue an article

contributes

to

this

headed “Do’s and Don’ts for

Theatre Organists.” Your organist

type of

offices,

Behrns answers

in pictures in this issue.

thank

will

of

calling

attention and

Mr. Wagner’s

you

will be glad

article

to

you read

First with pictures

his

it.

it

recreational
all

stores, apart-

Mr.

facilities?

these vital questions.

BURNERS FOR THEATRES.
country’s

the

adopted

this

prominent

system of heating.
oil

burners,

available for the theatre

tells

and

its

Some
have

theatres

This

contributed by one of the prominent
facturers of

you for

What is the most
commercial structures as

theatre architect, Chicago.
profitable

what

article,

manuis

now

advantageous

features.

and description

of

Balaban

&

Katz

new $4,000,000 Uptown Theatre, Chicago

KEEP

IN

STEP

WITH PROGRESS

READ “BETTER THEATRES”

October

10,
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FAk PePPfWs/
GRIFFITH

ac

A

#»

LEAN
IN

IN

He's

7 Keys

J

Prince-

JAMES
CRUZES

pOUGLAS

RAYMOND

to

Bald/fl^

G tfippin a

II

THE PONY
EXPRESS,

week

.

Keeps receipts at the peak!

And these
>
>
(Pippin (j aramaunt(j utures
All

Come in One Month- October/
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10,

1925

New York
’The Ponu Expresses playinq
two Broadway first run theatres
Rialto -the same
week & breaking records at both !
-the Rivoli

$11,000

the

opening dag /

At 10'30 AM- the dag after
the opening, lines over a block
long at botn houses waiting
to get in /
Crowds & receipts mounting everg dag/

JA
by

—

RUZE

HENRY J. FORMAN

and wauter wooos

WITH

The Pony Express
q paramount (picture

BETTY COMPSON
RICARDO CORTEZ
ERNEST TORRENCE

WALLACE BEERY

October

10,

EXHIBIT. ORS

1925

it Will

Do

HERALD

Same

5

in YOUR Town

\

San Francisco
All records for the citii

smashed

by "The Pony Express opening
night at the imperial Theatre.
S.R.O.

at every

subsequent per'

shows
at 9A.M. and midnight.

formance despite

extra

Newspapers unanimously hail
as'greater than

it

The Covered Wagon''

AND YOU GET IT AS ONE OF
THE REGULAR GREATER FORTY

(paramount (pictures

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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•

'

October

10,

•

g
The

group of directors ever
assembled by a producer for any year’s
strongest

product™ the men now makin g
big

the

William Fox pictures for this

Fox Film Go |p o ratio a

1925

October

10,
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sensational FOX successes!
JOHN FORD — mention
and

you

think

his

“The

of

tures of

all

He

time.

“Lightnin’ ”

some of the

Iron

Horse,” one of the greatest

duced

FRANK BORZAGE

name

bones,”

“Thank
First

Wives”

for

Year,” John Golden plays.

have proved their box

gripping

Davis’

Borzage will also

“Wages

rect

“The

REGINALD BARKER,

Owen

stage drama.

—
You” — John Golden plays “Kentucky Pride” and “The Fighting Heart.”

work

tinguished career in filming “Lazy-

pic-

has also pro-

and

best

done

has

of his dis-

di-

and

All three

office pull.

master

director of outdoor pictures,

has

ROWLAND

produced

for

“Havoc” into a powerful film. In
“As No Man Has Loved” he has

screen

a

triumph

Fox, based on James Oliver Cur-

Now
Johnstown Flood,” a

“When

Door Opened.”
“The
dynamic American epic.

wood’s

the

V. LEE has made

caught the adventure and romance

he’s preparing to film

of Hale’s story,

Man

“The

out a Country ”

He

With-

packed

all

the thrills of Conrad’s

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY has
made A. E. W. Mason’s novel,
“The

Winding

photoplay

mance

of

that

Stair,”

the

ducing

Wray’s

artistic

box

the

ro-

screen

version

Pollock’s play,

the dash

of

“The

made
Channing
has

Fool,” with

It

the same intelligent sympathy that

well earned reputation for pro-

he put into world-renowned “Over

office successes.

the Hill,” one of the

of the French Foreign Legion.

strengthens

HARRY MILLARDE

a

into

breathes

Morocco and

“Nostromo” into “The Silver Treasure,” a colorful South American romance.

greatest

money-makers the screen has known.
J.

G.

BLYSTONE

has added to

the pleasure of millions of

Mix

fans with

Now

stone-Mix production, “Dick Tur-

piece,

which

Now

followed

the

“East Lynne.”

It’s

better

than the original melodrama, which

Brand novel, “The Best Bad Man.”

has always drawn patronage for

they

are

filming

three generations.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

stage play.

Both are Golden

The

picture will pack

them

in.

has

made “Thunder Mountain,” based
on “Howdy Folks,” a real drama
“The
of love in the hills of hate.
Wheel” has all the punch of the
cesses,

name re“The Connecticut Yankee.”
he’s made another master-

a

pin.”

Max

“The Lucky Horse-

calls

Bly-

shoe,”

popular

EMMETT FLYNN’S

Tom

suc-

with proved audience appeal.

Fox Film Corporation.

HENRY OTTO

is

celebrated for

his skill in bringing fantasy to the

screen.

In

“The Ancient Mari-

ner” he gives his imagination free
play,

and

it

promises to beat his

former greatest achievements.

(presents

~

ISl

v

'

jt -Jjj/L

r
L

OCT YF

D

'

'•

M

-4

W//7
Matt Moore
ITT
A
Frank Borzage Production
1 JLiVlV
S. 1 tv 3 1
John Golden's Great Covn&dr 'Jfit of Married Lif&
Fox Film Go ip o ratio a.

nr T

I

1 I 1

pyotn the novel by

A. E.WF.

NIAS ON

cihc Heroic Coward’S Battle forJove
•

with

EDMUND LOWE -ALMA RUBENS
WARNER OLAND- MAH LON HAMILTON
EMILY FITZROY - CHESTER CONKLIN
^Scenario by

JULIAN LaMOTHE

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY

r
frocludtion-

Jacqueline Logan
Creighton Hale -Zasu Pitts
JOHN GOLDEN
UNIT
Earle Foxe - Margaret Livingston

'with

WAGES FOR WIVES

Fox Film Carp oration
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

H. Hays, President

"One

Step Nearer

The
Successor
to
Little

Old

New
York

.

.

.

!"

AH

Wet!

!

CHAS V,~

When New York was a

The Riot

Village

A MONTA BELL

A

UDIENCE

delight

!

Oh, how

at

Tony

Pastor’s

production
they’ll love

with

The kind of sheer human joy and fun
that made “Little Old New York”

Conrad Nagel

a money-winner. Marion Davies proves herself one of the screen’s greatest comediennes.
charming love story; thrilling, spectacular
scenes of the exciting days when a metropolis
was in the making; a production made by the
showmen of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer and

“Merry Wives of Gotham”

«

it.

and drama

A

backed by intensive, nationwide Cosmopolitan
promotion — here’s the money

A

One

Cosmopolitan Production

hit after

another in

mpxc^oldwi/n-\^ycxs
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

based on the play

by Lawrence Eyre, Adapted
by Carey Wilson, Directed
by Monta Bell

A

%
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62
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“GO OVER BIG IN ANY
THEATRE JAM FULL
OF ACTION AND
EXCITEMENT!
!

-Motion Pictures
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TWO BIG
SHOWS

IN ONE!

—

'

I he real Ca, S a, y Stampede
hundreds of
cowboys and Indians wild riding buck-

—

ing broncs

—thrilling

— thundering

—

two-horse racing

—

stage coach races roping—
everything you’ve ever wanted to see in a
western picture

PLUS
the finest action romance in which Hoot
has ever appeared. A

WOW!

A HERBERT BLACHE
Production

f
.v~
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r
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hitting the high sp0 .
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Comedy

__

His Majesty
BunKer Bean
Matt

D^rothy Devore

!
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It

has come to our notice that certain scenes from

INTER-

NATIONAL NEWSREEL, and particularly some of those
which appear in INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL'S two-reel
production, LIFE S GREATEST THRILLS, which is creating such a

tremendous sensation throughout the country, are

being offered for sale to various producing companies.

Attention

hereby called

is

to the fact that

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
every scene appearing
these copyrights.

in

copyrighted,

is

each issue

“LIFE’S

and that

fully protected

is

This protection covers also

two-reel production,

every issue of

all

under

scenes in the

GREATEST THRILLS.”

All

persons are warned against showing these pictures, either publicly

or privately,

NEWSREEL,

un less authorized by

which

released exclusively by Universal Film

is

Any

Exchanges, Inc.

INTERNATIONAL

violation of this

warning

will

be prose-

title,

“LIFE'S

cuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Attention

is

also called to the fact that the

GREATEST THRILLS,”
Washington, and

is

the

TIONAL NEWSREEL,

is

registered in the patent office at

exclusive

which forbids

property
its

of

INTERNA-

use by any person or

corporation.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
Released Through Universal

10,

1925

October

10,
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What The
Say

Critics

“Charlie scores again with
a

great

Rivet in

box office Treat.
your front and line

up your police protection.
You’ll need it on this one.”

— Film

Daily.

“A great box-office picture,
crammed with humor and
Should deany type of audience

fine touches.
light

and shatter records.”
Motion Picture World.

—

“Splendid entertainment all
the world will pay to see.

Superb Comedy.
play

“A

Get

box-office mint.

of pathos

it,

—Today.

it.”

Full

and humor. Rare

entertainment.”

— Mirror.

“It is the funniest

and the
saddest of comedies. ‘The
Gold Rush’ collars you.

Go

— News.

see this.”

No*
AR.'IIS'IS

by Charlie ChapliiNo
C

>' rbank/

?oug£ jM.Jchen
JOJZPI!
Chair man

ftco-rd

of

ck.

^ ire

GtorS

Ch

D.W.Sfi
QbramJr
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Oiere he is!

JOHNNY HINE
whose

first

release for

"JirM national
will

be

is

say

greatest
all

the

Say the
who have signec
this great box-

Yes

Foreign Rights Controlled

<

sir/

by

First National Pictures Inc.

383 Madison Avenue.

New "York

'Jirjbt

national

Members

of

Motion Picture 'Producers and Distributors of 'America

Inc. --Will

certainly
Hays Pnsidcnt

B

October
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maker

britiPft
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.

presented by

exhibitors

already for
)fece production
ip

C. C.

BURK

from!The Game of Light by

RICHARD

WASHBURN

C HI

LD

^Directed by

CHARLES HINES

have the

money makers /

EXHIBITORS HERALD

??

<Jts

in Paiis
in New York

weeks
9 weeks in Boston

10

we eks

in Philadelphia
5 weeks in Chicago
5 weeks in Los Angeles
4 weeks in San Francisco
3 weeks in Toronto
1

3mt

national Pictures Inc

1

presents

Sir Arthur

Conan

1

Doyle's

1

stupendous story

By arrangement

<wi tk

Patterson Jl- Jlotkacker

-

10,

1925

a&oiuidinq performance record!

12 weeks

9

October

week in Toledo
week in Des Moines
week in Atlanta
week in Sioux City
1 week in St.Louis

3 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2
2
2
1
1

1
1

weeks
weeks
weeks

week
week
week
week
week
week

in

Atlantic City

in
in
in

Milwaukee

in

Providence

in
in

New Haven

in
in
in

in
1
in
in 4 Theatres
1

Kansas City
Seattle

Cleveland
Minneapolis

Duluth
St. Paul

Oklahoma City

Memphis

running simultaneously

'with

Bessie Love, Lewis Stone,
Wallace Beery, Lloyd Hushes
(Research^

and technical

Willis

Jl-

‘Director

Obrien —

under the supervision of

Earl

Hudson

a *3itat

nation

October

10,
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showing you

23

-

gentlemen -why
the public is

making

qhtlOST

WORLD
•-

the

most

amazing big

money

getter
the screen has

ever had
Foreign Rights Controlled by
First

National Pictures Inc.

383 Madison Avenue.

>ig

special

'

Members

Distributors of

of

New

York

Motion Picture Producers

America

Inc

Will

<uut

Hay6 fWaident

,
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JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.
presents

NORMA

^/ALMADGE
J
GRAUSTARK
EUGENE
in

Tir/>t

Ilational
Pictures

O'BRIEN

with

Hr,

»»»

b,

GEORGE BARR
McCUTCHEON
FRANCES MARION
Screen version

A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI PRODUCTION

«

flutagrafky by

Wardrobe

national

ANTONIO GAUDIO,
btj

ETHEL

of

Art Direction

CHAFFIN,

by

CEDRIC CIBBCNS

Assistant Director

and

RICHARD DAY

WILLIAM COWAN

have the big

money making
Members

T.

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America

pictures
Inc.

Will

Hays

President

1925
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Launching of Two Theatre Chains Heads Latest Concentration Steps; Universal Takes
Over Sears Houses and Gets Six Others Sunday Opening Revived as Issue.

—

—

New Trailer Firm Adds Service
of a Dub’s Vacation, by Paul Gulick, the Dub
on Short Features American Methods Rule in Rebuilt Berlin Theatre.

The Diary

—

—
—

Music Tax Is Condemned by Nebraska and Iowa Exhibitors in Convention Schulberg
and Bachmann Confer in East; Half of Season’s Product Completed Chaplin Reissues Bought by Pathe for Half Million.
Equity Pushes Effort to Control Screen Actors’ Affairs

man

—P. A. Powers Appointed Chair-

Board of Associated Exhibitors.

of

Doc Golden Throws Monkey Wrench Into Connecticut Situation by Opening Exchange in
New Haven 42 in Motion Picture Company Poisoned; Food Blamed.

—

Manager System; Franchise Holders Made Sales
Exhibitors (Smashing World Premiere Held for Syd

First National Abolishes Present District

Representatives as Well as

—

Chaplin’s Latest.

—

Thalberg Program Spikes Rumor of His Retirement Proposed Motion Picture Club to
Involve $2,500,000
Rothstein Will Head Probe of Trade Paper Advertising.

—

Robert E. Welsh Will Join Associated Exhibitors Oct. 1

and

as Director of Advertising

Publicity.
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Good Music Renders

Connecticut Goes
Direct to Public

Invaluable Service
There may be room for argument

as to just what part
music plays in the effective and satisfactory presentation of a motion picture, but no informed and intelligent
person can deny that a proper musical interpretation
is a tremendously important factor.
Exhibitors everywhere must be personally aware of
this fact but it certainly is not apparent from the
horrors in the name of music that are frequently
encountered in motion picture theatres.

Producers, likewise, must be impressed with the aid
their pictures but, unfortunately, many of them are very negligent when it comes
to supporting and cooperating with the exhibitor in the
matter of getting the best possible musical effect in
the presentation of a picture.
that good music lends to

It is a known fact that the proper application of
music materially enhances the entertainment value rf
pictures. There are instances in which it has appeared
that the musical atmosphere afforded as much entertainment as the picture itself. In a contrary sense, it
has frequently appeared that the appeal of a good
motion picture has been seriously interfered with as the
result of the rendering of unintelligent and slip-shod

music.

When

the sub ject of music

is

mentioned many exhibi-

very well for the big
houses with big orchestras and plenty of money to spend
to take it seriously but that the smaller fellows must
struggle along with any old thing. This attitude is decidedly wrong. No matter how small a theatre may be,
or how limited the expense must be, if any pretense at
all in offering music is made, the music may be an asset
to the picture, and to the theatre, if the subject is intelligently handled.
thing

is all

whatever the musical
resources may be that the music rendered be correctly
applied to the particular motion picture on the screen.
This means that the outstanding scenes, actions and
nuances of the story must be correctly interpreted to
essential

is

—

—

Connecticut exhibitors are now putting up a conquering fight and the prospect is exceedingly bright for a
favorable termination of the case.
*

-Tr

*

Exhibition Defense
Vital to Prosperity
There seems to be an echo from Connecticut in the
word received from Missouri that a plan is under contemplation there to finance the entire educational system
of the state

from

on amusements.

a tax

exhibitors everywhere are not already aroused
to the point of taking an active interest, and an active
part, in public affairs of their state and community, this
latest news should accomplish that result. The integrity
and prosperity of this industry can only be maintained
by means of the creation and maintenance of a powerful
defensive organization against such measures as this.

And

the

will always

men

the

main strength of this defensive organization
have to come from the exhibitors themselves,

with local investments and local influence.
*

#

#

that

the ears of the audience. It means the creation of an
audible atmosphere which will be appropriate to the
type, kind and action of the picture.
Music, no matter how good, is, in the natural course,
only an incidental. If it does not blend in with the
picture
and consequently becomes a distraction -it has
no place in a theatre while the picture is on the screen.
The rendering of long selections, foreign to the spirit
and movement of a picture, is an abomination that cannot be enjoyed in itself and becomes a definite handicap
to the picture. All music rendered during the presentation of a picture should be intimately related to the
picture and should assist in telling the story.
It is, therefore, evident that to score a picture requires
expert knowledge of the theatre and of music. Adequate
and expertly prepared cue sheets are an actual essential
"to both the exhibitor and the producer, who are
equally interested in rendering public satisfaction.
•

With a reasonable amount of merit present, this type
of procedure is bound to win in any case.
This procedure will inform the public and once this is accomplished there will be heard a voice that the legislature
of the state cannot ignore.

If

tors are inclined to say that

The

In Connecticut exhibitors are now going direct to their
public with an appeal for the repeal of the tax law.
At the suggestion of Mr. C. M. Maxfield, secretary of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, exhibitors are now
making a brief halt in their shows at which they personally explain the situation and ask for the support
of their patrons.

—

Larger Attendance
Confirms Progress
The most important indication

of just how this indusgetting on is the fact that at many points throughout the country theatre attendance records are regularly
try

is

being broken.
This means that a constantly larger percentage of the
public is attending motion picture theatres. It means
that the type of service rendered by the theatres, and
the pictures themselves, has improved to an extent to
render this possible.

A

few weeks ago an engagement of Charles Chaplin’s,

“The Gold Rush” at the Strand theatre, New York,
attracted what is declared to be the largest week’s busiThis
ness done by any theatre, any time, anywhere.
means something in addition to the fact that “The
Gold Rush” is a great attraction.
It means theatre prosperity; it means that the popuIt
is still on the upgrade.
greater opportunities in the motion
picture business are opening up.

larity of the

motion picture

means that

still

October

10,
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Launching of Two Theatre Chains
Heads Latest Concentration Steps
Universal Takes Over Sears
Houses and Gets Six Others
Far West Theatres Inc., Starts With 27, Including Glen Harper s
Vermont Junior Theatre Circuit Incorporates Stanley
Seeks Whitehurst Houses in Baltimore
,

—

—

Additional steps toward concentrating either the ownership or the
booking rights of leading theatres throughout the United States into
fewer hands were taken in various parts of the country during the past
week.

On

two new chains were launched. Far West Thewith 27 theatres in Los Angeles or the vicinity.
At the same time, the Junior Theatre Circuit, sponsored by men interthe

West

Coast,

atres, Inc., takes the field

West Coast Theatres, started to acquire or build theatres in
Southern California.
ested in

it

in

Sears Turns Over Houses to Universal
Universal added several important links to its theatre department, when
took over the Charles T. iSears theatres in Western Missouri; three houses
Kansas, and three of the largest theatres in Manitoba, Canada.

The Stanley Company of America, with control of Washington, D. C.,
obtained through the acquisition of the Crandall theatres, has turned its attention to Baltimore and is attempting to take over the Whitehurst theatres
there.

Fox Film Corporation

Sunday Opening

Looms As
in

Larkin

Issue

Central West

Central West.

Anna C. Jacobson, owner of the Princess theatre at Sanborn, la., recently won
a decisive victory over reformers, when
the town voted 170 to 37 in favor of
open Sundays.
The city council had
previously decided to close the theatre
Sundays, but agreed to submit the question to the people.
R. Wilson of the Liberty theatre,
Liberty, Mo., is awaiting trial on charges
of violating the law by opening his theatres Sundays. The feeling on the question is tense and there have been several street clashes over it.
C.

W.

Cotter, manager of the Fourth
Street theatre, Moberly, Mo., is still the
prey of law enforcers. Now the prosecuting attorney has issued a warrant
against him alleging violation of the
state’s anti-Sunday labor statute.

Former Censor Produces
Exhibitors Herald
—
DETROIT, MICH., Sept.
( Special

to

)

29.

Stephen Geitz, former local police censor
of motion pictures, is heading a company
that recently went to Milwaukee to film
a Polish opera.
Glen Lyons of this
city is directing and three local women
are in the cast.

Valentino to
( Special

to

Go Abroad

Exhibitors Herald)

—Rudolph

Val-

He

Sept. 29

will visit his brother in
some time in France.

Rome and

streets,

and

reported to be
negotiating for the
purchase of J. H.

Von

spend

Herberg’s in-

in the Jensen and Von Herherg
theatres
in

terest

A

the Northwest.
second Fox theatre in

One of the
teresting sidelights
of the week’s deCharles Sears
velopments is the
fact that two
prominent leaders in the M. P. T. O. A.
appear as participants in the mergers.
Charles T. Sears, who has turned his
in-

houses over to Universal and will manage
Universal theatres in Kansas City, and
Glen Harper, whose Vermont theatre is
mentioned in the Far West Theatres, Inc.,
exhibitor

leaders

of

note.

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 29.— Corporation
papers have been signed for the formation
of the Junior Theatre Circuit, a $2,000,000
theatre project, according to Mike RosenThe
berg of the West Coast Theatres.
corporation already has obtained long leases
on several theatres in Southern California
as the nucleus of what it is said will become one of the largest theatre chains in
the Southwest.

plan of the Junior Theatre Ciraccording to Rosenberg, to establish

It is the

theatres in
California
tion

is

Three

towns and cities in Southern
where the West Coast organizaall

not represented.

houses

Harry N. Sugarman, son-in-law
president of West Coast

at

Redlands

berg

12

in

the

is

connected

with

Rosen-

project.

Houses Form Nucleus

of Far

West Theatres,
( Special

to

HOLLYWOOD,
tion

picture

Inc.

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept.

houses

in

29.— Twelve moLos Angeles and

nearby cities, owned or controlled by L. L.
Bard and Fred Miller, and 15 other thea-

new corporation
The Far West Iheatres, Inc.,

tres are the nucleus of a

known

as

which was formed

this

week.

have

Corporation, is supervising the financing of
new organization. Mr. Bard will be
president and treasurer; Hal Horne,
former manager of the Criterion theatre,
will act as general manager and Fred Miller
as president of the new organization.

the
vice

Exhibitors Herald )

to

including the opera house,
be remodeled into a first class
theatre. The Royal, 17th and Main streets,
Los Angeles, has been added to the Junior
Circuit, and will be remodeled at a cost
of $40,000. Other leases aggregating $125,000 have been signed for the Crystal and
Jewel theatres on Whittier boulevard.
Work on the $200,000 theatre in Ontario,
Cal., for the Junior Circuit has been started
and plans for similar expenditures in other
cities in Southern California are being com-

Harry C. Arthur, vice president and general manager of North American Iheatre

Junior Theatre Circuit
Is $2,000,000 Project
( Special

over,

will

of Mike Gore,
Theatres, Inc.,

possibility.

are

taken

which

pleted.

Philadelphia
as a

regarded

is

cuit,

entino leaves for Europe next week.

HOLLYWOOD,

San Fran-

is

The Sunday opening question is again
an issue in many cities and towns in the

J.

leased

cisco property for the erection of a 5,000seat theatre at Market, Hayes, Polk and

been

The new corporation is entirely a theatre-owning and managing organization,
and is independent in the matter of booking
pictures.

The theatres brought to the merger by
Messrs. Miller and Bard are the Figueroa,
Circle, Bard’s College theatre, Bard’s Hollywood, Bard’s Pasadena, West Adams, Glen-

Symphony, Glen Harper s Vermont,
Symphony, the California theatre
Compton, and the Ritz at Long Beach.
The 15 other theatres which the new cor-

dale,

Miller’s
in

poration has acquired are in various cities

!

:
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Southern California. Negotiations are
under way for construction of a large
downtown theatre and nine new houses in
suburban districts, each to cost approximately $500,000.
Mr. Arthur was general manager of West
in

Coast Theatres, Inc., for five years.
He
that organization six months ago to
become general manager of North American Theatres Corporation. The Far West
left

Theatres,

will

Inc.,

$4,500,000

in

an

expend

extensive

upwards
program

of
of

expansion.

Sears Leader in National
and State Exhibitor Affairs
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Sept. 29. Charles
T. Sears, one of the best known exhibitors

amusement field through the leasing of his
Lyceum, Starland, and College theatres to
Universal Films, Ltd.
theatres have a seating capacity of
are valued at half a million
dollars.
They are the principal theatres
here, outside of the Capitol and Metropolitan
which are owned by Famous

The

leases run for five years,
Universal an important outlet for

the

Mississippi

Valley,

leader in state
for many
years, has turned his theatres over to Universal and has accepted appointment as
manager of Universal theatres in Kansas
City territory.

and national exhibitors

affairs

theatres at Atchison, Kans., from Lee Gunnison, and the Best theatre, Parsons, Kan.,
from Fees Brothers. Universal has also
closed for a lease on the Apollo of Kansas
City.

versal.

McNichol Practically Retiring;
Leases 3 Houses to Universal
WINNIPEG, MAN., Sept. 29. — A.
McNichol, millionnaire
owner, has practically

The Diary
A

R.

Among many new

theatre developments

reported in the last week, besides those
recorded in the foregoing, the following
are the most imporant
William Smalley of Cooperstown, N. Y., head
of a chain of 12 or more theatres, has bought a
site in Stamford for a house to be built next
spring.

.

The

.

Roosevelt,

third
.

—

—

—

—

137.

to

Northeast

the

section,

the

Vista

theatre

.

—

—

—

—

My

usually
pencil

107.
score.
He
got 101.

in

a

.

$275,000 transaction.

capital stock.

beats Milligan, could only lift
refuses to put down Brown’s
always goes to pieces on Pelham
I
!

—

Thursday, Sept. 17 Something always seems to
happen just as I’m going to break 100. Today

the

it,

but one entirely warranted

got an even 100.
I know where I fell down.
was on the third hole where I went into the
brook and took a nine.
Friday, Sept. 18 Can’t wait for tomorrow.
Raining today.
Saturday, Sept. 19 Only two days left to break
Entered sweepstakes.
100,
Got gay with the
driving and took 101. Mark Kellogg, with whom
I played, wasn’t any better.
Sunday, Sept. 20 Last day. Positively determined to break 100. Entered sweepstakes. Dr.
Bechtold and I took on Christmas and Scoby,
giving them two strokes at twenty-five cents a
hole.
At the 18th, with 100 in sight, and having
them five holes down, Scoby proposed a double
or nothing bet.
Then he went and got a four
and I took a five, which gave me a 99. Hurray 1
I broke 100, but got no dough.
Having broken
100, I go out and get a 97 for myself in the
afternoon, and win Three Dollars.
Thus endeth a perfect vacation.
I

It

—
—

—

•

B&K Deal Wont Affect
Detroit , Says Trendle
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald )
29.

DETROIT, MICH., Sept.
W. Trendle, general manager

—George

of the Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises, has given out
a statement to the effect that whatever deal

between Famous Players-Lasky
and Balaban & Katz, if any, will in no
manner affect the Detroit theatrical situatranspires

tion.

Bennett Studios Busy
Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 29. — Three units are
(

by many

circuits

and theatres

in

the

Metropolitan district, and which is extending its operations until it soon expects to cover the entire country, as well
as Canada.

Public Is Best Censor
Trend of Sentiment as

Kansas Question Grows
( Special

KANSAS

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, Mo.,

A

Sept. 29.—
colthe Kansas City
Star Sunday devoted to the question as to
the benefits being derived from censorship
boards here. The question is growing in
complication. “Why have a censor board,”
people are asking.
That the public is the better censor appears to be the trend of sentiment. Mrs.
C. J. Evans of Topeka, Kan., called “the
mother of motion picture censors in Kansas,” and who helped frame the state censorship law, asserts that the censor board
is growing entirely too liberal in its approvals.

umn

story appeared

in

Spoor Starting First
Picture in Chicago

The Dub

—

Sunday, Sept. 13 Went into sweepstakes with
highest hopes of breaking 100. But my handicap
of 20 gave me only an 81 and there were three
guys with 77s.
Monday, Sept. 14 Spent morning in the office.
Rushed back to golf course to break 100. Except
for a twelve on the thirteenth hole would have
done it.
Tuesday, Sept. 15 Ladies Day. Played 36 holes
with Mrs. Gulick. She got 130 and 121. Which
is just as unimportant to her as my 103 and 104.
Wednesday, Sept. 16 Cy Fields and George
Brown acted as pacemakers in my 100 search and

29.— That

This is the Ad-Vance Trailer Service
Corporation of 111 Westchester Square,
N, Y., whose service has been adopted

has

Ensor Picture Corporation, Little Rock,
Ark., was incorporated by J. M. Ensor, Gus
Fulk and L. U. Cassinnelli with $25,000

Saturday, Sept. 12 Took on Bill Atkinson and
Judge L’Esperance, thinking if I could break 100
could lick them at 25 cents a hole.
Cost me

who

the

opened under management of L. J. Lenhart, who
operates the Roanoke; the Belmont has been completed and Frank Gamier is building a house.
Glenn Dickinson has added the Elliott
and Electric at Independence, Mo., and now
controls all houses in that city.
Mrs.
H. L. Karr of Monett, Mo., who owns the Gem
at Monett and Strand at Pierce City, Mo., has
bought the Gem at Cassville, Mo., the Star at
Exeter and the Cozy at Seligman, Mo.
Work has started on the million dollar Ritz theatre at Tulsa, Okla.
H. L. Ransom has
taken an option on the Grand at San Antonio,

I

plenty

Sept.

has grown to be a recognized ne-

.

facts herein set forth.

—

Cy.

of

John Robertson houses on Detroit’s East Side,
opened under a combination policy.
Plans
are being prepared for Herbert Effinger, operator
of the Strand, Leader, 69th Street theatre and
Nixon at Glenside, Pa., for a 2,500 seat $500,000
theatre at 67th and Broad streets, Philadelphia.
The State, Denver’s newest first run
house, was opened by Hal Thorne.
With construction in Kansas City, Mo., shifting

of a Dub^s Vacation

Monday, Sept. 7, Labor Day Arose early and
exclaimed, “Helluva day to start a vacation.”
The Wife: “Well, you would wait until you
were sure ‘The Phantom of the Opera’ was going
to be a success.”
Started for the golf course with the avowed
intention of breaking 100, which pleasure hasn’t
come to me this year on Pelham Country Golf
Course.
Sliced and pulled through 36 holes, totaling 106 and 110.
Tuesday, Sept. 8 With 18 holes last Saturday,
36 on Sunday and 36 on Monday, decided to play
only 18. Got 108.
Wednesday, Sept. 9 Sore, but still determined
to break 100.
Got 10 on the tenth hole, however,
and wound up with 104. Pretty good.
Thursday, Sept. 10 Started out with intention
of coming into office to A. M. P. A. meeting if I
broke 100 in the morning.
Didn’t do it.
So
played 36 holes. Got 106 in the afternoon.
Friday, Sept. 11 Couple of advertising experts
came out to help me break 100 today, namely,
Jas. Milligan and Geo. Brown. Came the closest
of any day yet, getting 101.
Milligan 97, Brown

Exhibitors Herald )

which supplies theatres not only with
trailers of forthcoming feature productions, but on short features as well.

By Paul Gulick,
broad statement when you consider

by the

trailer

to

YORK,

Smalley Buys Site
for Stamford Theatre

Tex.,

Winnipeg theatre
retired from the

( Special

NEW

cessity in the distribution and exhibition
of motion pictures is evidenced by the
advent into the field of another company

.

Capitol Enterprises, one of the largest
chains in this vicinity, has issued a denial of
a report it had sold its theatres to Uni-

Short Features

Canada.

.

The Sears theatres include the Auditorium at Marshall, Lyric at Boonville,
Star at Nevada and LeGraw at Brookfield.
Simultaneously it was announced Universal has purchased the Royal and Crystal

and give
Western

1925

Trailer Firm
Adds Service on

and

Players Canadian Corporation.

10,

New

The

4,200

—

in

October

to

producing pictures at Whitman Bennett’s
Glendale studios to be released as part of
the series of 24 Golden Arrow features.

With

10

weeks the

allotted

maximum

time for production, George K. Spoor of
Essanay, Chicago, is starting the making of
“The Prairie Wife,” Norman MacDonald
directing. Spoor, who with John Berggren
has devised a “third dimension” camera,
says the sets have all been made and the
completed cast includes 14 principals, 10
in minor roles and 24 doing bits, besides
200 extras as refugees and citizens, 200
cavalrymen and scouts and 600 Indians.
Among those in the cast are Mary McAl-

Gareth Hughes, Robert Lowing, Paul
These have been
J. Moy Bennett.
obtained through the office of Edward
Small in New York.
A screen 44 feet by 22% is being used
for projection. The completed picture will
be shown simultaneously in London, New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles. The picture, the first to be made by Spoor, will be
from Margaret Hill McCarter’s novel of
early Kansas.
lister,

Ellis

and

London “U” Exploitation
Chief Returns to U. S.
Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. 29. —Paul E. Perez,
C

who

to

for the last year has been director
of publicity, exploitation and advertising
for the European Motion Picture Company,
Ltd., London, Eng., has returned to the
United States and is engaged at the Universal home office.
Perez, who was assistant director of publicity for Universal under Paul Gulick before he went abroad, while in London was
instrumental in organizing the British Motion Picture Advertisers Association, which
has become a power in British film circles.

—
October
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American Methods
Rule in Rebuilt
Berl in Th eatre
( Special

BERLIN,

Exhibitors Herald)

to

29.

Sept.

— Offering

Germany

time in

for

the

combination of
symphony, concert, ballet and motion picture, UFA Palast-am-Zoo reopened last
week with Americanized presentation. The
feature was also an American production.
The new directors are Erno Rapee, formerly with New York and Philadelphia
first

Music Tax Is Condemned by
Nebraska, Iowa Exhibitors
Resolution Sent All Lawmakers
Convention Orders Copy
Two
—C. E. Williams Re-elected President
of

and Alexander Oumansky, who
was with a Broadway house, and their
modern ideas are incorporated throughout.

of

States

a

theatres,

29

Congressman Demands Quiz
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

—

Exhibitors of Nebraska and Iowa are up
Sept. 29.
in arms against the so called music tax as exacted by the American Society
At the annual convention of the
of Composers, Authors & Publishers.
Motion Picture Owners of Nebraska and Western Iowa, held at the Loyal
hotel in Omaha Sept. 22 and 23, a resolution condemning this exaction was

NEB.,

The

adopted.

sists

Repeal of Part of Law Demanded
to send a copy of the resolution to every
congressman and senator from Nebraska and Iowa, asking that portion
of the copyright law which permits the exaction of any fee, tax, or license
from theatre owners offering musical accompaniment to their entertainment programs be repealed.
That too much postage is charged on
American Society of Composers, Authors
films sent parcel post to out of town
and Publishers, so it may be determined
exhibitors in some instances, was also
precisely how the organization is using the

orchestra, placed on the stage, conof 75 pieces. Lighting arrangements,
previously given little attention in Germany,
include colored lights and spotlights for
the musical and ballet numbers.
Theatre managers from London, Paris
and many German cities attended the opening of the rebuilt house.

Izard, Managing Editor
of Kinograms, Secures
Full European Service
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

managing

Izard,

released

by

—

29.
Sept.
Forrest
editor of Kinograms,

Educational,

has returned
from Europe and brought with him long
term contracts with some of the largest
newsreel producers in the British Isles
and on the Continent.
During his stay abroad Izard first
signed a contract with the foremost
“gazette” producer of the British Isles
whereby his staff of 20 cameramen is
available for Kinograms.
This includes
service from England proper and Ireland, Scotland, Wales, the Isle of Man

and the

Wight.
After concluding his work in England
Izard established a main office in Paris
and obtained the services of a staff cameraman to cover France, Belgium, Austria and Switzerland. Through a German
affiliation, service from Germany, Holland and Russia is assured. A contract
made in Stockholm, Sweden, insures
service

Later

Isle of

covering
Izard went

all

of

Scandinavia.

to Rome and contracted for service to cover Italy and
’Greece.
Staff representatives also were

secured

in Spain,

Portugal and Malta.

The

secretary

was instructed

claimed by the convention, and a resolution was adopted covering this.
It was asserted that some exchanges determine the postage charge by weighing a
single full reel of new product, and continue to charge on that basis, whereas
the exhibitors feel that each subject should
be weighed and that at the end of several
months the reel should be reweighed and
the new weight posted accordingly in such

way that those
may take cognizance

shipping room
of it and affix postage
accordingly.
It is alleged that the present
method of fixing the postage charge rea

in

the

an unnecessary expense to some
of the out of town exhibitors.
sults

in

Williams Re-elected President

The

old officers of the association with
the exception of secretary, were re-elected:
C. E. Williams, Omaha, president
Id. F.
Kennedy, Broken Bow, Neb., vice-presi;

dent

;

and

George H. McArdle, Omaha,
Miss Esther Andersen was

treasurer.
elected secretary.

Congressman to Ask
“Music Trust ” Quiz
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C., Sept. 29.— Congressman McGregor of New York today
announced that at the opening of Congress
he will ask for an investigation of the
so called “music trust,” better

Review Becomes Daily;
Reilly Editing World
Schulberg,
Two changes
the editorial policies
in

of

Eastern motion picture trade papers were
announced this week.
The Exhibitors Trade Review will start
a daily issue October 5.
Film Daily has
had the daily field entirely to itself, with
the exception of a short time a year ago
that Variety issued the Times
Square
Daily.

Moving Picture World announced that
William J. Reilly, advertising manager of
Cine-Mundial, a Spanish magazine owned
by the Chalmers Publishing Company, will
succeed Robert E. Welsh as editor of the
World.

Sept. 29.— Leo Maloney,
head of Maloford Productions, has begun
the erection of a modern motion picture
studio in the San Bernardino mountains at
is

a mile above sea level.

the

unthinkable,” said Congressman
is
MacGregor, “that the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers should

be permitted to continue the practices it
indulges in under cover of the copyright
act.
I propose immediately upon the opening of Congress to ask for the appointment
of a committee to investigate its practices
to the end that there be some curb put to
the indefensible methods it has pursued in
extracting money from the public.

“Congress never intended to put into
anybody’s hands such extraordinary power
as seems to be exercised by this society in
the institution of a system of spies, the imposition of fines and penalties and the
extraction of license fees.
I understand
that every movie house, every broadcasting
station, every hotel, every place in the
United States where music is played or
songs sung for the pleasure of the people
that can in any way be classed as for profit
must pay tribute to this society.
‘“It is unthinkable that any person or
group can be permitted to continue such a
course.
It is contrary to the American
sense of fairness or decency.”

Joe Rapf Appointed
CULVER CITY —Joe Rapf has been
manager

of the wardrobe department
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Bachmann Confer

appointed
for the

in East;

—

Woman’s Story”.
Newspaper reporters have enthusiastically indorsed
“ The Girl Who Wouldn’t Work” according to a statement made at the Schulberg office yesterday.

HOLLYWOOD,

Skyland, which

from

YORK, Sept. 29. B. P. Schulberg arrived here Saturday from the
Coast to confer with J. G. Bachmann, general manager of distribution for
B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., and to announce that more than half of
his current program of 20 Preferred Pictures is now
completed. He will remain in the East long enough
to arrange all plans for the coming year’s program.
He brought with him a print of “ The Other

Exhibitors Herald)

to

as the

law to exact tribute

Half of Season ’s Product Completed
NEW

Maloney Builds Studio
( Special

known

copyright
public.
“It

b.

p.

Schulberg

Before boarding the train to New York, Mr. Schulberg supervised the initial steps in the production of
the next three Preferred Pictures which are to be
Wallace Irwin’s novel of marriage, “Lew Tyler’s
Wives,” John Goodrich’s original screen drama.
“Eden’s Fruit,” and J. J. Bell’s brilliant society story,
“Dancing Days.”
Every effort, he says, is being made to surpass with
these productions the records of “The Girl Who
Wouldn’t Work,” and “The Plastic Age.”
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Pathe Exchange,
•

;5 WEST 45”' STREET

N °-

86G

02

sept, 8, 1525.

New YoRk
PER CONTRACT

N EW YORK—

Pete Smith, arriving last
week, says “Ben Hur” is going along
well and they are getting something new
in it each year
Harry Brand, postcarding from Havana, has made the startling discovery that the Volstead law does
not obtain in Cuba
Nick Schenck, his
friends think, didn’t get much of a run for
the $2,500 he contributed to the Hylan pri.

chas«cha>lih

.

.

.

«

**TWO HUNDRED TH 0U SAN
tc

Wchanics i metals hatl.
FIFTH AYE* BRANCH

bk. OFjjtf.Y.
/

mary campaign fund
Marc Lachman
read Harry Reichenbach’s “Goodbye Broadway’’ in Exhibitors Herald and immediately ordered some new stationery
David Hochreich left last week on a tour
.

$

corp.

200000 #0

iEHl

.

.

f p.y

ji

/

JS

_

v/

0

Dollars

Pat Hi? Excuange/inc.

r

,/S/ 4, y/f/Sf’sSfS'T'

.

.

.

.

Jathe Exchange,

No

86601

.

sept, 8-1925.

of the country for the purpose of visiting
Vital exchanges
Milton Kemper ditto
.

.

.

*300000.00

with Hochreich
Joe Saxe, debonair and
popular motion picture advertising man of
the Boston Herald, spent part of last week
.

.

.

Harry Warner arrived in
New York
New York last week just too late to attend the premiere of “The Man on the
in

.

.

.

the opening of the Warner theatre broadcasting station
Winnie Sheehan returned to New York on the Aquitania
Harry Reichenbach, down Florida
way, will be interested in learning that his
resignation didn’t take and he has been appointed a member of the A. M. P. A. en-

Box” and

.

.

.

.

Dollars

TO E'AUITaSLE TRUST CO. OF N.Y
MADISON AYE. OFFICE.

.

.

tertainment committee
Marshall Neilan
reached New York last week and will stay
long enough to make some shots for “Ups
and Downs”
Carl Laemmle sailed last
.

.

.

.

.

The announcement has been
received that several of Char-

.

for home
Motley Flint, banker
and motion picture backer, is here from
the Coast on a business trip
Charlie
Pettijohn is making so many trips to Con-

week

.

.

.

.

.

lie

has paid the

is thinking of purchasing
a regular commuter’s ticket
Arthur
Beck, who brought on two Arrow pictures,
has returned to the coast after turning
them over to Dr. W. E. Shallenberger

necticut that he

.

.

it is

.

“A

.

.

trip

this

is

fall

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

back

to the screen

“Shoulder
Day’s Pleasure,”
and “Sunnyside.” Above appear
reproductions
the
of
checks given for these productions.
At left is Charlie as he
appeared when the deal was
made.
Dog’s

Arms,”

.

going to make a Europebut hasn’t decided when
A. W. Smith, righthand guy to Eddie
Eschmann, has gone to the Midwest for a
three weeks sojourn among the buyers of
that district
Col. Fred Levy, motion
picture czar of Louisville, has returned
from a long European trip during which
he visited many First National offices
Charlie Chaplin took a peep at brother
Syd’s new picture at the Piccadilly and
wired congratulations to the whole family
Nat Roths tein has rearranged the position of the dozen or more golf trophy cups
in his office to make room for one more
he expects to win at the Film Tournament
Harry Goldberg, of Paramount, returned last week from a seven weeks vacation trip to the Coast, during which he put
in a lot of hard work for Famous
Niles Welch celebrated his discharge from
a hospital by signing up to play in a picture
for Herman Jans
Walter Irwin, former picture executive, but now American
Railway Express nabob, returned last week

an

Pathe
by Pathe.
sum of $500,000,

reported, for the privilege

of bringing

.

.

Sydney Cohen

Chaplin’s comedies will be

distributed

.

Life,”

“A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

from a vacation spent in Europe
Curtis
Melnitz, Chaplin’s personal representative,
left last week for the Coast, and his boss
is expected to follow him this week
Rudolph J. Solomon, of Graham Wilcox
Productions, is here from London
Sir
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

William Jury and Major William Evans,
big film men from London, were weekend
guests of

Marcus Loew

on Long Island.

at the latter’s

— SPARGO.

home

Ramsdell Handles Publicity
PITTSBURGH, PA. Lon B. Ramsdell, veteran

—

and exploitation man, has been engaged
by Universal to handle exploitation and publicity
in this district.
He succeeds Jack Hays, who re-

publicity

signed.

Director Ray (in rear) with his company which includes HalLam Cooley,
together with the captain of the “Emma Alexander” on which Ray is
shooting “All Abroad,” latest of the Fox series “Married Life of Helen and

Warren.”

:

October

10,
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Chaplin Reissues
Bought by Pathe
for Half Million
( Special

NEW

Exhibitors Herald )

to

YORK,

Sept.

29.— A

was paid by Pathe

lion dollars

half mil-

week

last

four comedies
made by Charles Chaplin. The contract
was signed by Chaplin and Elmer Pearson, vice-president and general manager
The pictures
of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
to be brought back to the screen are
for rights

of reissue

in

Life,” “Shoulder Arms,” “A
Day’s Pleasure,” and “Sunnyside.”
equivalent
marks
contract
an
The

“A Dog’s

to the sum paid by First National, it is
said, for the original issue of the same
four pictures in 1917.

Chicago Plays Host to
38 Motion Picture Folk
on Way to East Coast
Hollywood moved to Chicago for a few
last week when a party of 38 motion

hours

picture folk, including producers, distributors and players, stopped off on their
way to New York for conferences of their
individual organizations.
special car
had been chartered.
Among those in the group were Louis B.
Mayer, vice president in charge of production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of the board of directors of United Artists and head of Joseph

A

;

M. Schenck Productions; Harry M. WarAibe
president of Warner Brothers
Carlos, producer of Richard Talmadge pictures; M. H. Hoffman, vice president of
Tiffany Pictures and also of Truart Film
Corporation B. P. Schulberg of the Schulberg organization and Pete Smith of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer publicity departner,

;

;

;

ment.

Norma Talmadge, whose

next pic-

ture will be “Kiki,” disappointed a host of
admirers at the station when she left the
train at 47th street to visit friends.
Mayer had with him prints of “The Big

which

Parade,”

will

open soon

New

in

York at the Cohan or Astor. A long lease
has been taken on the Astor. He announced
“Ben Hur” will have its premiere on
Christmas Eve. He will go to Washington,
D. C., for the opening of “The Midshipman” and then to Louisville, Ky., for the
national fire chiefs’ convention where further tieups likely will be made for the fire
prevention picture which Metro will proSchenck went East to confer with
duce.
Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists, on next year’s production schedule.

Gilda Gray Arrives for
South Seas Production
(

NEW

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Sept.

29.

— Gilda

Gray,

famous stage dancer, has arrived here from
France to play the title role in “Aloma of
the South Seas,” current stage hit which
Paramount will adapt to the screen. She
was accompanied by Gil Boag, her husband
and manager.
This will be the dancer’s first venture
into the motion picture field, but the title
role and the screen tests already made
combine to indicate a successful debut.

Equity Pushes Efforts to
Run Screen Actors’ Affairs
With Producers
Requires Agreement Similar to That Maintained With
“Legitimate” Managers

Society’s Publication Says Desire to Cooperate

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Sept. 29.
That the Actors Equity Society is persevering
in its efforts to exercise the same control over the affairs of motion picture
actors that it does over that of the members of the so called “legitimate”
profession, is evidenced by the following from the current issue of “Equity,”
the official publication of the society:

Agreement Called Necessary
“The executive secretary has returned from his semiannual visit to our
different offices.
In Los Angeles he had many interviews with Will H.
Hays and Joseph M. Schenck, the latter president of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers. There is a disposition in the higher motion
picture circles to recognize Equity, representing the actors, as an important
adjunct to the industry, and the desire has been expressed, not once but
many times, that Equity cooperate with them. This is Equity’s desire too,
but it will not be fully effective until there exists some such agreement as
at present obtains with the legitimate managers.

“The picture producers are to be congratulated upon their determination to do
away with the Service Bureau for Extras,
a class which in the past has suffered many
abuses.
These very necessary people not
only paid a commission on their small salaries, but had to cash their pay checks at
a discount unless they could afford to wait
and make another long trip to the studio.
Like New Service Bureau to Start
“There will soon be instituted one Service Bureau only under the direct control of
the producers’ organization.
The head of
this bureau will be paid a straight salary
and the extras in the future will be given
their jobs without commission, and through
an arrangement with the banks, their pay
checks will be accepted at 100 cents on the
dollar in

all

the stores.

“This new arrangement is likely to cost
the producers a large sum of money, but
in the long run it will probably be to their
advantage as well as to the obvious assistance of the extras themselves.

“The executive secretary was
go over the details of

this

new

plan and

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald )

—

Universal Pictures Corporation is planning the establishment of a producing studio in England, according to a statement made in London by
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, before he sailed for home last week.
The
statement says in part
“A studio operating permanently in
Europe could take advantage of the presence of the many European artists and directors now on the continent, many of
whom refuse to cross the Atlantic. Such
a studio also could use many of the beautiful scenic spots of Europe.”
Sept. 29.

Operators 9 Wages Will

Not Change
( Special

to

for

Y ear

Exhibitors Herald )

ALBANY,

N. Y„ Sept. 29.—Theatre
and
projectionists
here
have
reached an agreement under which the
operators’ wage scale will
remain unchanged for another 12 months. The seven
hour day will obtain, and no apprentices
will be employed in operators’ booths.
A
union operator will do the relief work for
two theatres.

owners

Named for A. E. Board of
Directors —P. A. Powers Made Chairman
—

NEW

YORK, Sept. 29. P. A. Powers was last week appointed chairman
of the board of directors of Associated Exhibitors, following the transaction
previously which turned the stock in the company over to Oscar A. Price and
his associates. Other members of the board consist of
Elmer Pearson, vice president and general manager
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., Oscar Price, W. B. Levy,
M. Hamilton, Henry Kelly, and Harold Donnegan.
W. B. Levy was made treasurer of the company
while R. M. Hamilton became secretary.

R.

Exhibitors Herald )

DETROIT, MICH.,

Sept. 29.— Malcolm
manager of Kunsky’s Adams
here, will become manager of the State
theatre, another Kunskv house, when it
Rex Minkley will
opens late this year.
succeed Mclnnes at the Adams.

( Special

NEW

Prominent Men

Mclnnes Promoted
to

Universal Planning to
Build Studio in London

invited to

the courteous secretary of the producers’
association, Mr. Fred Beetson, explained
it
in full.
He was enthusiastic about it.
Mr. Gillmore was even invited to assist in
choosing the head of the proposed bureau,
but that seemed to him unwise in view of
the fact that Equity would have no power
of removal after his appointment.”

is

( Special

31

Mclnnes,

p.

a.

Powers

Powers is president of Powers Film Products and
known as one of the leading financiers of film pro-

ductions in the country. He founded and is now
handling both the Celebrities Pictures, Inc., and the
Marshall Neilan Producing Corporation.
The releasing program scheduled for the coming
season for Associated Exhibitors will number 30 feaThe selling plans of the organizature productions.
tion will remain as they were originally started by
General Manager John S. Woody.

:
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Doc Golden Opens Exchange
in
Calls

New Haven;

Move One

Explains Act

of Self-Preservation to Prevent Loss of

—

25 Per

Cent of Possible Revenue Other Independents
Expected to Follow Suit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 29

—

Edwin A. (Doc) Golden, formerly Boston manager of Metro, but now one of the largest independent exchange men in New
England, threw a monkey wrench into the Connecticut situation by opening
an exchange in New Haven and resuming business. At present the Golden
Distributing Corporation, of Boston, as Mr. Golden’s company is officially
designated, is the only exchange soliciting film business in Connecticut. It is
expected that some of the other independent exchange men will soon follow
with similar action.
Handles Arrow and Banner Pictures
The Golden Exchange, which is practically new, at present handles all the
Arrow product, as well as the Banner Pictures, which are nationally distributed by Henry Ginsberg.
While no official statement could be had
from the Hays office, it is known that before making the announcement that he
intended resuming business in Connecticut,
starting yesterday, Mr. Golden took the
matter up with the Hays officials. Following in part is the official statement issued

by Mr. Golden
“If the Golden Corporation discontinues
business in Connecticut 25 per cent of
possible revenue will be lost.

Committed to $200,000 Payment
“Long prior to the enactment of

its

the
the

Connecticut tax and censorship law
Golden Distributing Corporation entered
into contracts with independent producers

for the New England exhibition rights of
their pictures and is now committed to
the payment to these producers of a sum
This commitment
in excess of $200,000.
requires that substantial payments be made
at regular intervals, and to meet these payments the Golden Distributing Corporation
is dependent to a large extent upon the
income which is derived from the rental
of its pictures to exhibitors in the State of
If this possible revenue is
Connecticut.
lost the Golden Distributing Corporation
will be unable to fulfill existing contracts
with the producers.

Position of Self-Preservation
that the working arrangement for
the administration of the law has been
made and the confusion that heretofore
existed has partially subsided, the Golden
Distributing Corporation finds itself in the
position where one-fourth of its income
will be cut off if it does not take steps to
additional
Connecticut business,
obtain
which would be totally lost if an effort is
not immediately made to obtain it.
“In conclusion, the position of the Golden

“Now

Distributing Corporation in resuming business activities in Connecticut is one of selfpreservation, and were it not for its obligations to its producers whose pictures
it is distributing, which can only be met
with the revenue it expects to derive in
Connecticut, it would be content for the
time being confidently to await the action
of the people of the State of Connecticut
to bring about a repeal of this unjust law
which, if permitted to stand, will eventually force the motion picture business
out of the State of Connecticut.”

Named Major

O’Toole

in U. S.

Reserve Corps

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WILKES BARRE,

PA., Sept. 29.
corn mill that
manufactures a product much used

— Near

this city is a

in the making of motion pictures.
The product is corn flakes, white as
snow, and used as snow in the film-

ing of winter scenes.
The owners of the mill began the
manufacture of this brittle snow
some time ago, and have received so
many orders that the making of

white corn flakes has become an important part of their business.

1925

R. E. Welsh Will Join
Associated Exhibitors
as Advertising Director

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Sept.
29—Robert E.
recently resigned his position
as managing editor of the Moving Picture
World, will join Associated Exhibitors as
director of advertising and publicity October 1, when his resignation from the Moving Picture World becomes effective.

who

Welsh,

Both Welsh and officers of Associated
Exhibitors are being congratulated today.
Welsh has had ten years’ experience with,
motion picture trade papers and is also
experienced in advertising and publicity
work. He is known and liked by hundreds
of theatre owners.
friends of Welsh believe he has an exceptional opportunity with Associated Exhibitors.
He joins the company at a time

when

it

is

expanding rapidly.

Lane’s First Comedy
Most Elaborate Short
Feature, Says Hammons
( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

—

NEW YORK,

Sept. 29 Lupino Lane,
English comedian and former Follies star,
makes his debut in the just completed
“Maid in Morocco,” called one of the most
elaborate two-reel comedies ever made.
Charles Lamont directed.
Shipments are
being rushed to exchanges so it will be
available for first run houses early in October.

“Jack White, in charge of production,
has lived up to his slogan of
‘Every comedy a feature’ in the first Lane
comedy,” said E. W. Hammons, president
of Educational. “Before his first series of
six is completed I am confident LupinoLane will be acknowledged one of the

YORK,

comedy

greatest

—

stars.”

29 Michael
J.
O’Toole, former president of the M. P. T.
O. A., was notified today of his appointment as a major in the United States Reserve Corps. The letter accompanying the

42

commission informed Mr. O’Toole that
when and if called to the service his work
would come directly under the office of
the Secretary of War, and that his station

Ranch ; Food Blamed
Exhibitors Herald)
HOUSTON, TEX., Sept. 29— Ptomaine
poisoning

Sept.

probably would be at Governor’s Island.
Mr. O’Toole’s office is at 1600 Broadway,
where he attends to all motion picture matters for

Comerford Amusement Company.

Scott Chairman, Rathe
District
( Special

NEW

YORK,

to

Heads’ Meet

Sept. 29.

—A

special

Harry Scott,
manager, was chairman of

of

exhibitors.

general sales
the convention. Several of the producers
of Pathe subjects addressed the convention, outlining plans for the coming season.
Talks of home office executives
were followed by discussions.

Roy Adams Is Host at
“U” District Preview
Roy W. Adams, Pastime

theatre,

Mason,

Mich., was host to exhibitors of ’that territory at Universal’s district preview, given
in the Pastime.
full account of the
event is given by Mr. Adams in a letter
to the Herald printed in the “Letters from
Readers” department of this issue.

A

(Special to

blamed following the poisoning
picture company yesterday on the Bassett Blakely
ranch 40 miles from here.
Richard Dix
and Esther Ralston headed the company.
Twenty-two of the victims were brought
to hospitals in Houston, but physicians at
first examination said none of the cases
will prove fatal though all must remain in
is

of 42

members of a motion

the hospital several days.
at the ranch.

The 20 others

dis-

managers’ convention was held at
the Roosevelt hotel here from Wednesday
last to Sunday by Pathe to discuss new
benefit

Motion Picture
Company Poisoned on
in

were treated

Exhibitors Herald)

trict

the

Flakes Fall on
Film Actors; They Shiver

10,

certainly

methods for the exploiting of pictures for

Com

October

Ginsberg Pleased With
Outlook for Season
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Sept. 29— Henry Ginsberg,
to

(

)

president of the Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation, on the completion of the
Banner productions, “Wreckage,” “The
Love Gamble” and “Wandering Footsteps,”
and the Royal pictures, “Big Pal” and “Before Midnight,” stated he was pleased with
the outlook for the season.
“Before the opening of the season I anticipated overproduction,” he said.
“Many
producers made the mistake of attempting
to

make

too

many
me

been easy for
times the

pictures.
to

line

number of

It would have
up four or five

pictures for distribuon three things
quality production, certainty of delivery
of pictures and every production a modern
story with stars and casts of known drawing power.”
tion.

—

However,

I insisted

”
October
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First National Abolishes
District Manager System

Herald Rooster
in

Czecho-Slovakia

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

VENCL1K.

districts.

Calls for Franchise Holders’ Sales Activity
Mr. Eschmann points out that while they are exhibitors, primarily, the

&

Vincent Signs
Wilmer
to Play All Par amounts;

B.&K. Books “Phantom”
to

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Sept.

29.

—A

contract
Play-

Famous

has been closed between

ers-Lasky and Wilmer & Vincent of
Pennsylvania whereby the latter will
play

Paramount

all

releases in the Vic-

toria at Harrisburg, Pa., and the Capitol
and Hippodrome in Reading, Pa., will
each show half of the output. This plan

supersedes arrangements recently made
for Famous to acquire the W. & V. theatres in Pennsylvania.

“The Phantom
Universal’s
has been booked to

Opera”
B.

&

K. houses

in

of

show

the

in

the

entire

&

Loew

circuit.

contracts have been completed
for 1,635 days in Eastern Pennsylvania,
Oscar Neufeld, president of DeLuxe
H. Lieber
Film Company, reported.
Company of Indianapolis has contracted
for the 12 Gothams in Indiana, and
the
bought
has
Features
Progress
Gotham output for Colorado, Utah,

Arrow

Wyoming, New Mexico and Southern
The Izaak Walton League of
Idaho.
America, with 2,000 clubs, will show to
its members the Fox News, Fox Varieties and Fox comedies during the coming season.

Loews May Enter Paris,
Italy Magaro Intimates
( Special

to Exhibitors

—

HARRISBURG,

PA., Sept. 29.
Pete
recently sold his Regent theatre
here to the Loew interests and immediately
aftrwared went on a tour of Europe. On
his return he intimated that it is the Loews’
intention to acquire some theatres in Italy
and possibly some in Paris. But he stated
that the heavy tax imposed on motion picture theatres in France seems to be holding both the Loews and the Stanley company of America from going ahead with
proposed projects there.

“U” Signs MarianWarren
( Special

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

;

By

virtue of this arrangement, First National’s field forces will now operate under
26 district managers, instead of seven, as
heretofore. Canada will remain under the
supervision of a general manager, who will
act as district manager as well.
Mr. Eschmann explained that the change
in no way reflected upon the ability of the
former district managers. In fact, under
his new plan, they will remain with the
company, but in the capacity of branch
managers. In this manner, it is believed,
considerably greater strength can be maintained throughout the field.
For, while
functioning ordinarily in the territory
mapped out for them, provision is also
made whereby any one or more of the
branch managers, as required, can be
switched at a moment’s notice to any other
territory that might show signs of weakening. This continued concentration of an
augmented force, which will carry with it
a variety of experience, upon the weak
links is calculated to bring them out of
their lethargy and place the entire distribution machinery on an even basis of
100 per cent returns.

Herald)

Magaro

NEW

franchise holders are also partners in First National. He contends that being
partners they are as much interested in the sales as they are in their own
exhibitions of its products therefore, they should throw their strength into
the sales as wholeheartedly as they do into their showings.
ing and brings out the highest type of loyThe franchise holders adopted his sugalty to the organization and liis keenest
gestion unanimously when he submitted
efforts to further the interests of First
his plan at their last meeting in IndianapoNational. Such loyalty and effort also inlis,
and it was put into action at once.
ure to his own best interests.
Those who agreed to take on the new
labors of district managers insisted upon
By this change in policy Mr. Eschmann
doing so without compensation, and at the
is calling to his distribution strength the
close of the session all volunteered even
brains, acumen and force of the owners
and partners of First National, and at the
to the point of going out into the field and
selling the pictures themselves, if necessary.
same time bringing about a closer and
They also agreed to lend their assistance
more direct co-ordination between the
home office and the branches, as at least
in smoothing out such difficulties as may
one of his associates in the home office will
arise in trading between seller and buyer.
be making the round of the various
Means 26 District Managers

in

in 16 B.
Illinois, in the

Chicago,

K. Midwest theatres in
Lubliner & Trinz circuit, the A. H.
Blank houses and by Ascher Brothers,
giving a complete representation in
Universal has also arranged
Chicago.
for appearance of the Buster Brown-

Century comedies

—

YORK,

Sept. 29.
E. A. Eschmann last week made announcement
of a radical change in the distributing machinery of First National, effective
forthwith. The sweeping alterations involve the complete abolishment of the
present system of district sales managers, and makes First National franchise
holders the sales representatives as well as the exhibitors in their respective

Jagelonska 7-1154, PragueZizkov, Czecho-Slovakia.

( Special

Distribution

Exhibitors in Their Territories

Very truly yours,

NEW

New

Machinery Makes Franchise
Holders Sales Representatives as Well as

EschmaniTs

“ Enclosed you’ll find $6 as subscription price for ‘Exhibitors Herald’ for
the year 1926.
“I am editor of our greatest special
magazine, ‘Film,’ and great worshipper and friend of American pictures
and your magazine is my best helper
in my propaganda of the American
films in Czecho-Slovakia.”
L.

33

Sept. 29
Marian Warren,
stage player, recently signed a contract
with Universal Pictures Corporation to appear in screen plays, according to Fred
Schuessler, Universal casting director.

A
field

Direct Contact Sought
still more direct contact between the
agencies and distribution headquar-

ters is also incorporated into the

rangement.

It is

new

ar-

Mr. Eschmann’s intention

that executives from the personnel of the
distribution department will circulate constantly around the cycle of the exchanges
so that there will be no loss of direct contact between them and the home office. He
holds this will fee one of the vital aims of
his organization.
Since the inception of the present distribution machinery, it has been Mr. Eschmann’s consistent policy constantly to increase the responsibilities of the branch
managers and he feels that after the two
and a half years of training they have

each branch
manager now actually considers First National’s branch business as his own. The
authority vested in him cements that feelreceived

under

his

regime

branches, when he is not doing so himself.
The points visited by himself or his associates will be those where the greatest benefit can be derived by direct contact.

Doug Deeds Million to
Mary and Her Mother
( Special

LOS

to

Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES,

Fairbanks

week

Sept.

29.

— Douglas

claim deeds
to Mary Pickford and her mother, Mrs.
Charlotte P. Smith, of $1,000,000 worth of
property in which he would have a half
interest under the California community
property law.
Fairbanks stated that as his wife’s producing company is operated entirely sc
rately from his the signing was done for
the purpose of dealing the records.
this

filed quit

John Barrymore Will
Make “Tavern Knight
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
more

will

Sept.

29.—John Barry-

make “The Tavern Knight,” one

of the most romantic of

all the romantic
Raphael Sabatini, as his third
picture under his contract with Warner
Brothers, it has been announced.
Barrymore has finished “The Sea Beast”
and will soon begin the production of
“Don Juan,” after which he will put “The
Tavern Knight” in production.

tales

by

Mayo and
( Special

to

Landis Sign

Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,
Mayo and

Sept.

29.— Frank

Landis have signed
contracts with the David Hartford Company, operating the defunct business of
Cullen

the Detroit Motion Picture Company, to
appear in the leading male roles in the

company’s
the
city.

first

production, “In Came
studios are near this

Woman.” The

-

;
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Above

October

are scenes from “The Man on the Box ” latest starring vehicle of Syd Chaplin. The premiere of the
picture was held September 25 at the New Warner’s theatre, formerly the Piccadilly.

1925

10,

Warner Brothers

Tiffany - Truart
Expanding System
Hoffman Declares
Theatre —

Smashing World Premiere Held
for Syd Chaplin’s Latest
“ Man

On

the

Box ” Has Brilliant Opening at New Warners’
Film Accompanied by Novel Presentation

Tiffany-Truart

about to enter upon a
centralization to provide
as general distribution as that of the larg-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

is

new program of

YORK, Sept. 29. — Syd Chaplin’s latest starring vehicle, “The
Man On the Box,” was given a smashing world premiere last Friday evening by Warner Brothers at their New Warners’ theatre,

EW

formerly the Piccadilly.
FFICIAL openings are more or

O

less

a

part of the daily life along the Great
White Way especially at this period of the
year when the bevy of stage plays make
their respective bows to the public.
The
Syd Chaplin opening, however, was conceded to be one of the most brilliant of the
year and a host of prominent folk from
every walk of metropolitan activity came
to view the film that the famous comedian
recently completed in the Warner West

Coast studios.

Many

Celebrities Attend
The performance began promptly at 11.30
p. m. when Herman Heller lifted his baton,
after receiving a rousing reception from an
audience which contained many celebrities.
The overture itself was a considerable
novelty. Mr. Heller compiled a film which
he called “Milestones to Jazz” as it depopular music.

modern

type of
Scored to this film was a

picted the evolution of the

group of specially arranged compositions
which were ushered in with the beat of
tom-toms and ended with a blaze of jazz
music.

As an encore to the usual overture,
Friml’s “Indian Love Call” was featured
by the first cornetist of Heller’s orchestra
and following this rendition Mary Merker
gave a group of the latest songs.

Priest Operates Theatre

in Interest of
( Special

to

Church

Exhibitors Herald)

SCHROON LAKE,

N. Y„ Sept.
Father Blais, a Catholic
29.
priest, is the latest addition to the
ranks of New York state’s exhibitors.
When Arthur Richardson of the Strand, local house,
went to Florida for the winter
Father Blais took it over. He used
several pre-release bookings and
was so successful that he decided
to continue operating. He went to
Albany, N. Y., recently and booked
a number of pictures into the
Strand, which will be operated in
the interest of his church.

—

The

flash of the

lin film

main

“The Man On

forth a fine demonstration

Hoffman,

from the audi-

way

“The Man On the Box” has the same

Mark Strand Theatre
Presents Special Bill
on Sixth Anniversary
( Special

to

BROOKLYN,
Mark Strand

Exhibitors Herald)

Y„ Sept. 29— The
theatre, local 3,300-seat sister
N.

house to the Strand on Broadway,

New

York,

celebrated
its sixth birthday
this week with a

M

o e
president
and general man-

Mark,

ager, and Edward
L. Hyman, managing director.

Since
the

it

from the Coast.
“Plans are under

way

been one of
most popular
houses in the

has

more
cen-

tralized
distribution giving us the
same outlet as the

M. H. Hoffman

large national organizations,” Hoffman declared. “But this
does not mean doing away with the present
franchise holders.”
man who has starred in melodramas
and whose product formerly was distributed
by Tiffany-Truart is expected to return
to this organization within a month in a
new series. An announcement will be made
at that time, according to Hoffman, who
was accompanied from the Coast by Abe
Carlos, producer of Richard Talmadge

A

( Special

the

Moe Mark

have always been especially elaborate and
its stage novelties, which almost without
exception are original creations, have been
accepted as standards by other theatre
owners.
includes
program
anniversary
The
“Shore Leave,” the First National picture
starring Richard Barthelmess the prologue
from “Pagliacci” sung by Carlo Ferreti
Liszt’s “Second Hungarian Rhapsody;” and
a special birthday greeting film and “Diver;

tissement Populaire.”

for

thoroughly

4 Players , Production
Head, Sign With Sistrom

opened

Mark Strand

Its mucountry.
programs
s i c a 1

his

New York

Thirteen of the 26 pictures on the Tiffany-Truart schedule have been completed
and the remainder will have been finished
by January, Hoffman announced. Production on the 1926-27 program, for which a
number of vehicles already has been bought,
will be started by February.

program
arranged and pre-

by

to

pictures.

special

sented

on

Chicago

ence.

Chaplin.

vice-

president of Tiffany Pictures and
also of Truart
Film Corporation,
said last week in

Box” brought

popular swing which characterized Chaplin’s previous effort “Charlie’s Aunt” and is
founded on the famous stage play. The
screen version, however, differs from the
footlight version in that it contains certain
dramatic liberties which will be recognized
as typical of the individual school of Syd

in

M. H.

the country,

of the Chap-

title

the

companies

est

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

29.— Following

a recent announcement of the acquisition
of Lilyan Tashman, William Sistrom,

general

manager

of

Metropolitan

Pic-

announced that Seena
Owen, John Bowers and Marguerite de
la Motte also have signed contracts with
Metropolitan, and that Major Robert
Ross has been signed as production
manager in charge of the “Steel Pretures Corporation,

ferred” unit.
A large new stage is under construcWhen
tion at the Metropolitan studios.
finished it will be one of the best
it is
equipped stages here.

—

;

October
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Thalberg Program Spikes
Rumor of His Retirement

Re-Takes
TT

LOOKS

like a long, lean, hard winter
the butter and egg men.
Not to
mention the potato raisers and the candy
merchants. For the movie stars must remain slim or forfeit their contracts. Such
is the edict sent out by Richard A. Rowland, head of First National.
And the
others will likely follow suit.

star

pound

class,

*

*

*

beats the “morality clause” written
into the contracts last year.
the stars
not only have to be good but be good and
slender.
* * *

Now

U

Harry Pollard, the
Director, who is
quite expert with a pencil and a piece of
paper has figured out the amazing fact that
his “Two Blocks Away” company has had
a total of 203 years’ theatrical experience.
Here’s how Harry has had 13 years stage
and 12 years motion picture exerience;
Charlie Murray, 22 years stage, 16 movie
:

George Sidney, 32 stage, one movie; Vera
Gordon, 20 stage, 6 movie Kate Price, 25
stage, 15 movie; Nat Carr, 22 stage, one
movie Jason Robards, 14 stage, one movie
and Olive Hasbrouck three years in movies.
You total it we’re not very good at
;

;

figgers.

*

*

*

Pilgrims Return
Most everybody’s back from their vacations now.
Rex, Hal Roach’s horse actor
returned last week with his young son.
When interviewed by the Herald’s equine
reporter, Rex said: “That kid’s clever. As
soon as he’s able to act I expect to have
more time for polo and golf. Last night

—

as he lay there in his stall he said ” but
our reporter had to interview two goats in
the next car and passed on.
>k

Up

All Lit

That school of illuminated
be

Long

the shores of
explained.

discovIsland can

fish

Somebody’s

been

dumping hootch overboard.
Shifty
D.

W.

Griffith says “the

human touch

is

the hardest thing to film.”
Well, those
panhandlers won’t stand still long enough
to be photographed I suppose.

*

*

*

Knocked Her

Stiff

the Los Angeles papers
last week a beautiful petrified mermaid was
found on the beach of Catalina Island.
They must be serving awful stuff at those

According

to

underseas bars, eh?
*

*

*

Famous Last Words

“My
I’ve

Sept. 29.

hand’s steadier at the wheel

when

had a few drinks.”
sfc

*

*

*

Strongheart also nosed for his Xmas
photos at F. B. O. the other day, which
reminds us there’s only 89 days to do your
Christmas shopping.
*

*

*

More next week.
R.

M.

Thalberg to Supervise Big Program
schedule of the company embraces one of

the most pretentious producing programs ever launched at Culver City, and this will be
carried out under the direct supervision of Thalberg.
fall

Just before his departure for the East,
Louis B. Mayer, vice president in charge
of production, made an official announcement of the program.

“Beverly of Graustark,” the next Marion
Davies Cosmopolitan vehicle, will be one of
the first pictures to go into production
under supervision of Thalberg. It is from

McCutcheon story of that name and
Syd Franklin will direct by courtesy of
Joseph M. Schenck. Another Thalberg unit
will start soon on “The Mocking Bird,”
with Lon Chaney. Tod Browning will direct this story which he wrote himself.
the

Waldemar Young is completing the script.
The Chaney-Browning combination made
“The Unholy Three,” from the Tod Robbins story also adapted by

Young.

Vidor to Direct “Bardelys”
Thalberg announced that after “La Boheme” King Vidor will direct an elaborate
picturization of “Bardelys the Magnificent,”

by Sabatini, with color to be used.

John

now

appearing with Lillian Gish
in “La Boheme,” will star. Edmund Goulding has adapted the Henri Murger classic,
the scenario being by Mme. Fred DeGresac.
Gilbert,

“The Temptress,” by Ibanez,
made soon by Thalberg. It

is

also to
be a

the chariot race scenes, 10,000 extras being
used.
June Mathis adapted “Ben Hur.”
Other pictures now in production include
Marshall Neilan’s “The Great Love,” from
Director Neilan’s own story, adapted to
the screen by himself and Benjamin Glazer.

Number
Among the

of Hits by Thalberg

pictures which have
been produced under Thalberg’s executive
eye have been a number of Metro-Gold-

recent

wyn-Mayer hits, including “The Merry
Widow,” Erich von Stroheim’s production
starring John Gilbert and Mae Murray;
“The Midshipman,” by Carey Wilson, Ra-

mon Novarro’s initial starring vehicle for
M-G-M, a Christy Cabanne production
with many scenes made in co-operation
with the United States navy department;
Monta Bell’s “Lights of Old Broadway,”
starring Marion Davies, and Victor Seastrom’s

“The Tower of

Lies,”

IRVING

will

Cosmopolitan production. Thalberg is now
completing “Ben Hur,” Lew Wallace play
and novel produced under arrangement
with A. L. Erlanger.
Fred Niblo staged

Norma

:*c

Rin-Tin-Tin had his picture taken with
his family last week and if I must say it it
looks very doggy.
*

—That the many and persistent rumors of dissension

family of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had led to the retirement of
Irving Thalberg is a lot of Astor Hotel bunk is evidenced by an official announcement of the work laid out for Mr. Thalberg in the near future.

be

Week

Things were kinda dull around the Warner Brothers camp. They only took over
two theatres.

off

NEW YORK,

*

*

Quiet

ered

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The enlarged

It

easily

Schedules Ever Launched By Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Dissension Talk Proved Groundless

outa luck.

is

of Most Pretentious

in the official

*

Old Timers
who weighs 118 and so far forherself as to eat her way into the 130

Any
gets

*

One

Associate Executive Will Supervise

for

*

35

starring

Shearer and Lon Chaney.
Thalberg is the youngest and most competent and successful production executive
in the business today, other M-G-M executives say. His career has been nothing less
than spectacular and his life story has been
told in many of the leading magazines of
national circulation.
Mr. Mayer and his
other associate executives firmly believe he
will reach even greater heights with the
enlarged production schedule he is now
planning for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

G.

THALBERG

Grombacher Thanked
for First Orchestra
in Picture
( Special

to

Theatre

Exhibitors Herald )

SPOKANE, WASH.,

Sept. 29.— Ray
Grombacher presented “Shore Leave”
with fitting elaborateness at the opening
of the Egyptian theatre recently, introducing to the city the first use of an
orchestra with a motion picture.
Grombacher is director of the Spokane Theatres, Inc., which operates the remod-

A.

eled house.

Bullets Fly When Doug
Joins Burglar Chase
( Special

LOS

to

Exhibitors Herald )

—

ANGELES,

29.
Douglas
Sept.
Fairbanks joined in the pursuit of burglars
early Friday morning when the night

watchman discovered and routed two men

who were

trying to enter the house. Both
burglars escaped although Doug fired after

them many

times.

Dorothy
( Special

Dwan
to

HOLLYWOOD,
woman

Look and

in his

Listen.”

—

29.
Dorothy
motion picture
is Larry Semon’s
Pathe picture “Stop,

Sept.

Dwan, who has been
work only 18 months,
leading

at Pathe

Exhibitors Herald)
in
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Proposed Motion Picture Club
to Involve $2,500,000
Newman

Claims Record for “ Freshman at Million Dollar Theatre
Estabrook Completes “ North Star”
'

By

H

OLLYWOOD,

—

RAY MURRAY

—

Hollywood is soon to have the finest and
Sept. 29.
most exclusive motion picture club in the world, according to an
nouncement made by Frank Elliott yesterday. The project represents an aggregate investment of $2,500,000, and is sponsored by William
Clark Crittenden, Los Angeles and San Francisco capitalist.
A SITE for the new club, which will organization, his contract as director
unite

leaders

all

ture industry

producers

—

—actors,

is

of the motion picauthors, directors,

now under

negotiations by

famous Bernheimer estate, which for years was one
of the show places of Los Angeles.
It is said $1,000,000 was paid for the
house and grounds.
The east of the
mansion will be designed as a theatre.
An open-air restaurant will occupy the
front veranda and it is proposed to have
an escalator to convey guests and members from the street entrance to the club
house which is situated at an elevation
of several hundred feet.
Elliott, who
is president of the Sixty Club, was for
many years a legitimate actor and was
well known throughout the country. He
will leave shortly for Europe to purCrittenden.

This

is

the

chase furnishings for the
*

*

Howard Estabrook

new

club house.

*

has

just finished
of a series of

“North

Star,” the first
eight pictures for Associated Exhibitors.
Estabrook’s point of view covers every
angle of the business. He became director for Famous Players- Lasky at their
Hollywood plant many years ago, after
which he returned East, where he produced Aesop’s Fables cartoons. He has
two units under him at present working
He is about to
at the F. B. O. Studio.
start two new productions on the F.
B. O. lot.
*

*

*

Freshman ” Boasts Record
According to figures given out by
Frank L. Newman, more than 250,000
people attended performances of “The
Freshman,” now at the Million Dollar
theatre in the past three weeks, which is
a new attendance record for the house.
*

*

*

*

Harry Beaumont has

*

*

*

Leslie in

U

*

*

ceeding Tom Reed, who resigned last
week.
Leslie has had 25 years experience in this field and under the new arof

combining the exploitation

with the publicity department at Universal City, he will reorganize the entire
staff.

Henry

B. Walthall is the second actor
to be cast for the forthcoming production of “The Barrier,” which MetroGoldwyn-Mayer’s studio will produce.

Norman Kerry
Universal.

left

the

Warner

.0

i

scheme

has been borrowed from
and Walthall play the
roles with an all-star cast.

He

*

Harry Cohn

of
for

*

*

Waldorf Studios

the

yesterday
New York to confer
with Joe Brandt and Joe Cohn of Columbia Productions.
*

Woody on
Orin Woody,

*

*

Coast

traveling representative

Associated Exhibitors, has arrived
on the Coast for a month’s visit.
for

*

*

*

Curt Rehfeld, First National director,
the happy father of a 10-pound boy
born last Wednesday. Rehfeld has just
completed shooting “The Viennese Medis

*

W.

guilty

using

of

to defraud.

*

*

Whitehurst, former head of the
Whitehurst-Marshall studios of Hollywood, appeared before Federal Judge

in

a

W. M. Marshall

is

the

mails

According to Bert Sylvester, president
of Creco, Inc., cinema illumination manufacturing concern, there are more orders
on hand for illumination accessories than
ever before at this time of the year.
*

*

*

La Rocque Injured
Rod La Rocque, while enacting a scene
before the camera on location near
Guernville, accidentally stabbed himself
when he fell on a knife he was using.
*

*

*

Jack Vosburg, actor, and his wife were
seriously injured Friday afternoon when
his automobile ran off the road on Bonnie Briar place and fell over a hundredfoot

cliff.

Many changes

*

*

departments have
Universal Studios by E. H.
Goldstein, general manager, and several
hundred employes are laid off.

been made

in all

at

*

*

*

Banks Location Hunting
Monty Banks, the dapper comedy star
of the Associated Exhibitors, left last
week with his technical director location
hunting, which will take him across the
Mexican border.
*

*

*

A1 Rogell, author and director, has
completed his collaboration with Marion
Jackson on the script for the interior
scenes of “Overland Trail.”
*

The

Bryant

S.

*

*

Young Productions

established headquarters in the
California Studios and have assumed
control of the Murray Productions.

have

*

*

*

May

Allison, having completed an important role in “Viennese Medley” for
First National, has gone to New York to
work with an Eastern unit of First

National.
*

*

*

and wife left today
for Toronto and New York. He has just
completed “Lady Windermere’s Fan” for
Ernst

Lubitsch

Warner

Brothers.

Baggott Signs With

“U”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Whitehurst Pleads “Not Guilty”
B.

week and pleaded not

said to have been the silent partner of
the film venture, and was indicted with
Whitehurst. Marshall will be a government witness and is expected to testify
against his former partner.
*
*
*

principal
George Hill will direct the picture.

left

last

charge

a

1925

*

Walter M. Leslie has been appointed
head of the publicity and exploitation
department of Universal Pictures, suc-

rangement

Henning

10,

Post

ley.”

Frank L. Newman, managing director
of Paramount theatres, left last Wednesday for Kansas City on a business trip.
*

*

Staunton H. Ryrie, theatre manager
for West Coast theatres, and Sally Redman of San Bernardino were married at
Mission Inn of Riverside by Rev. Ivor
Smith last week.

Orin

“

*

having recently expired.

October

who
in

Sept.

29— King

“Tumbleweeds,” has

Baggott,
S.

Hart

just signed a

new

at present is directing

William

long-term contract with Universal

WEILL KNOWN STARS in the Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation’s new productions. Left is Estelle Taylor and Bryant
Washburn in “Wandering Footsteps.” Center is William Russell and Julanne Johnston in “Big Pal,” a Royal production. At right
is May Allison, Rosemary Theby and John Miljan in “Wreckage,” a Banner production.
Alec B. Francis and Frankie Darro appear
in the first named production.

October

10,

Film News
in

Pictures

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald
Issue oj October 10

Left to right: John McCormick,
National; William Jenner,
Harry Langdon, and Jerry Geisler.
The picture was taken imFirst

mediately after
signed by F. N.

Langdon

UPPER LEFT: “Dinkey”
wants to look at
with
the

Warner
film

is

was

Reisner

his first picture

Brothers.

his father,

Holding

“Chuck.”

LEFT: Maurice Schwartz, director
of “Broken Hearts,” and Lila
Lee, star of the production being

made by
RIGHT:

Jaffe

Art Film company.

Lazarus, publicity
director for Paramount’s Million
Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, has
been transferred to Boston, Mass.,
>o the new Paramount theatre.

BELOW
Indians

Jeff

:

A

tribe

taking

part

of
in

genuine
Para-

mount’s “Vanishing American.”

37

Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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On

board the

S.

S.

M.
Richard Rowaland,
left

to

right:

L.

Deutschland:

Doris

Finkelstein,

Kenyon “muds” up

filming

general manNational, and Robert
Lieber, president of F. N.

ager

October

of

an

airplane

10,

1925

for the
accident

scene in “The Unguarded Hour,”
being directed by Lambert Hillyer

First

for First National.

Esther Ralston, Paramount featured player, breaking the news to
her mother of her role in the
Barrie story, “A Kiss for Cin-

Tom Meighan

derella.”

Players-Lasky.

Luck”
(left)

Tom’s

was
and

in

host

John

latest will

Ireland
to

making

Dennis

“Irish

McSweney

McCormick

(right).

be released by

Famous

Adolphe Menjou, star of “The
King on Main Street,” Paramount
picture, can hardly believe his eyes
when Jimmie Ward shows him

Coney

Island.

October

10,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

And

or his
if its cooling devices you want ask Rudolph Schildkraut (left)
director Edward Sloman. During a recent hot spell this star and director of
the Universal picture, “His People,” relied upon a curious rigging shown
here for cocl and comfort.
Every day the iceman delivered a cake of ice

which weighed more than 200 pounds.

The

that comes but once in a lifetime came to four of the children playing
Kiss for Cinderella,” Herbert Brenon’s Paramount production in which
Betty Bronson is featured.
Mr. Brenon stands beside the coach.
The story
of the play was written by Sir James M. Barrie, author of many English novels.
The picture is now in production.
in

thrill

“A

William Collier,

Jr.,

and Kathlyn Williams

arrive in Gotham to see the world premiere
of the Paramount picture “The Pony Express,” James Cruze’s latest production
for Lasky.

39

Thelma Todd

is

one

of

the

promising

Paramount Pictures School,
Inc.
She was caught while preparing a
lesson for her instructor in “Modern
Drama.”

pupils in the

Lois Wilson received a silver Navajo
purse from Mrs. Louisa Wetherill,
authority on Navajo Indians, who
was technical adviser for Para-

mount’s “Vanishing American.”

The old soldiers, vets of ’61 and ’98 from the home near Hollywood paid a visit to the First National Studios and just showed the girls
how the real Charleston goes. Dorothy Mackaill and Joyce Compton ap-

One-two

pear here taking their lesson, and the teachers proved a dance can be performed by others than youth.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Granville Redmond, deaf and dumb artist,
painted the picture which plays an important
Redpart in Paramount’s “He’s a Prince.”
mond has the role of the deaf and dumb artist.
Edward Sutherland (right) is directing.

This shows the traveling case presented to Lois

Moran by Samuel Goldwyn and Henry King in
appreciation of her work in “Stella Dallas,”
which

Moran

United
is

now

Artists
in

New

will

distribute.

October

10,

1925

Here is the staff that does things at the Pro-Dis-Co exchange in Omaha.
Left to right are Olga Taylor, inspectress; Bertha Hardy, stenographer;
Eva Katzman, stenographer; Madeline Nepodal, cashier; Frank M. Lorenzo, manager; S. N. Fangman, booker; J. N. White, salesman, and
George Carlin, shipper.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

Clara Bow, featured in “The Plastic Age,” which she just has completed
for B. P. Schulberg, is inspecting the “sirens bob” which she wears in
the picture.
The bob calls for exaggerated points that mold to the
contour of the cheek. And that’s that. Mary Alden also appeared in
the picture.

Miss

York.

C. E. Williams is the president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Nebraska and
Western Iowa. Esther Anderson is his private
secretary. Williams is a hustler, the exhibitors
agree.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

Aboard the ship on which the opening episode of “Seven Keys to Baldpate” was filmed, Douglas MacLean and Edith Roberts, star and leading
“Seven
of the picture, talk it over with Captain N. E. Cousins.
to Baldpate” offers MacLean a new vehicle for comedy, for which
the entire cast has been completed.

woman
Keys

October

10,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Vice President Charles G. Dawes headed an interested party that inspected
the Antioch Circus set for “Ben Hur” at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.
The vice president was greeted by Louis B. Mayer, vice president in charge
of production. In the picture on the left are (left to right) Harry Rapf
associate studio executive, Dawes and Mayer.

Arthur Lubin has been promoted
by Universal and is
appearing opposite Rudolph Schildkraut in “His People.” He starts

to featurediom

another picture soon.

Rudolph Valentino takes the

role of a Cos-

sack officer in “The Eagle,” which
most completed for United Artists.
picture calls for

horsemanship.

some

thrilling

is

al-

The

stunts of

new contract to
eight pictures for F. B. O.,
Evelyn Brent is returning to the
After signing a

make

Coast from New
“Light Fingers.”

York

to

start

Director Lambert Hillyer tried his hand at the camera while directing exteriors on “The Unguarded Hour,” First National picture starring Milton
Sills.
The exteriors were shot at the Commodore Benedict estate, GreenDolores Gassinelli, who has an important role in the picture,
wich, Conn.
was Hillyer’s photographic subject. Doris Kenyon is featured opposite Sills.

;

:
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Trade Paper Advertising
A. Submits Copy
Questionnaire
Chairman Named by A. M.
Walker
Committee— Naked Truth Dinner Feb. 7 —
Meeting Planned—Weshner With Burr
of

of

P.

All-

to

By JOHN

N

EW

S.

—

YORK,

SPAKGO

—

HE

other members of the committee
are A. M. Botsford and Russell Hol-

tatively

Truart-Tiffany
Gordon White, Educational; Julian Solomon, Davis Distributing; Paul Gulick,
Universal, and Arthur James.
Immediately after the meeting Chairman Rothstein prepared the draft of a
questionnaire to be submitted to each
National;

A.

L.

Selig,

set

for Saturday,

request for suggestions as to add t i o n a 1 quesAfter this
tions.
questionnaire has

the

new

#

of the A. M. P. A.,
an open one, bears promise of walking
off with the title of “the biggest of the
year.”
Arrangements are now being
made to make it an all-Walker affair,
that is, to have as its guests, “Jimmy”
Walker, next mayor of the metropolis
and former pugilistic champion, vying
for honors with Mickey Walker, welterweight champion of the world, and with
long-necked Johnny Walker acting as
referee.
Everybody in the industry has
been invited to attend.

publications,

sub-committee
the

“Space
Commit-

the
departments of the publications and not
only verify the information given, but
determine to the satisfaction of the committee the actual value of each paper
as an advertising medium.
tee’’ will visit

circulation

*

arrived in New York
Saturday for a three weeks visit. Considerable interest and curiosity is aroused
in the film world by Mr. Schenck’s sudden trip East, as he is coming on to
map out a greatly increased production
schedule for United Artists, and will
sign a number of additional players and
special productions as well as buy sev-

your total circulation?
is
your total exhibitor paid

is

circulation?

“How many copies do you deliver ta
other than bona fide exhibitors?
(a) to advertising departments and

eral stories and plays. Norma Talmadge
will look over the fall fashions with a
view to selecting her wardrobe for
“Kiki,” her next First National picture,
to be directed by Clarence Brown.
*
*
*

film companies
(b) to publicity men or managers
(c) to film executives
(d) to moving picture directors
(e) to moving picture actors, stars
and other people in or out of the
trade.
“Give classification and state exact
number of copies absorbed for each of

Dave Weshner, who, in conjunction
with Sid Davidson, was responsible for
a host of clever advertising and exploitation stunts that have appeared in the
motion picture industry the past five
years, has aligned himself with Charles
C. Burr as special representative and

the above.

“How

your newsstands sale if any?
many copies do you send to
is

foreign countries?
“Give list of countries and number of
copies sent to each?
“How can you prove to the satisfaction of the space buyers that your paid
exhibitor subscribers are actual exhibitor subscribers who pay for your paper?

“What methods have you employed
determine the
paner?

reader

interest

of

to

your

“How many bulk circuit subscriptions
have you?
“Give name of circuit and list of theatres and towns.”

•

his

name

to creep into print in conjunction with
his achievements, believing in the old
adage that work well done is sufficient

reward in itself. However, he is among
those few whose work bears watching.
He is a graduate of the 1917 class of
New York University and in his undergraduate days served as senior editor of
the college paper.
Rathner Returns From Tour
of Astor DisCorporation, has returned to
New York from a tour of the country
and is completing plans for the produc-

tributing

tion of the first Astor “Aristocrat,” the
title of which will be “Child Wives.”
It is probable the picture will be made

Hollywood.

in

*

director of advertising and publicity of
the Johnny Hines productions now being released through First National.
Weshner made his entry into motion
pictures in 1921 via the Motion Picture
Post, where he served as Eastern manager of the publication. Following this
he entered into partnership with Sid
Davidson, where under the firm name
of Eshner-Davidson Agency they handled a dozen independent publicity and
exploitation accounts until the early part
of this year.

*

*

something isn’t done about it we are
apt to lose Paula Gould, and it is to be
hoped that Nat Rothstein or some other
F. B. O. official will get busy and do
something have a star dance on a table
or something.
Paula is now at Hollywood and if you don’t believe she has a
strong hunch to stay there, read what
she writes me:
If

—

—

Hollywood Paradise plus.
September something or
other anyway, who cares ?

—

Dear Mr. Spargo:
They tell me there is such a place as
on the map, but I don’t believe it

New York

1

didn’t think there was a place in the world
as beautiful as Hollywood.
It’s like a fairy city,
all white and pink and pale blue and orange and
purple stucco bungalows, nestling at the foot of
huge green hills, with the most glorious sun shinI

ing

down on

it

attractive

so

all

And

ail.

the

and they’re

people here

all

millionaires

are
it

;

never walk in Hollywood.
Why
should they, when they all own cars, and even
the electricians and the props’ boys ride to the

seems

people

studios in their own limyzines.
I promise you, however. I shall not return to
New York till I see a star dance on a table.
From present indications, 1 have a darn long wait.

Warmest remembrances,

PAULA GOULD.

*

*

*

An

exceptionally elaborate press book
has been issued by the Henry Ginsberg
Distributing Corporation for the “Wandering Footsteps,” the third Banner release featuring Estelle Taylor, Bryant
Washburn and Alec B. Francis. It is
16-page booklet, trade journal size with
four color cover and color inserts.
*

*

Norma Talmadge,

request for suggestions:

“What

*

Schenck and Norma Talmadge Arrive
Joseph M. Schenck and his wife,

Following is a copy of the questionnaire sent by Mr. Rothstein to the members of the committee, which will probably be enlarged as the result of the

“What
“What

1926,

The next meeting

been answered by

Buyers

7,

officers.

i

a
of

Feb.

Astor hotel, which, in lieu of the
proposed motion picture pageant scheduled for presentation at the New Madison Square Garden, will be the biggest
function ever sponsored by the association. Though it was originally proposed
to hold both, members agreed to concentrate their efforts on the annual affair and make it proportionately larger
and better than usual.
A resolution has been passed to the
effect that the members will give themselves a big blowout in honor of the
recent inauguration and installation of
at the

the
publicaof
Copies of
tions.
this
have been
sent to the other
members of the
committee with a

the

—

Naked Truth Dinner Feb. 7
Arrangements are already underway
for the next Naked Truth Dinner, ten-

man, Paramount; P. A. Parsons, Pathe;
Vivian Moses, Fox; Bruce Gallup, First

1925

Harry Rathner, president

At last the A. M. P. A. has determined to
Sept. 29.
find out what all the shooting is about in the matter of trade paper
circulation and advertising. At last week’s meeting the second in
the reign of newly elected President Glendon Allvine a committee, of
which Nat G. Rothstein is chairman, was appointed to thoroughly investigate not only the circulation but the actual advertising value of the
publications in the film industry.

'T'

10,

Weshner has seldom allowed

Head Probe

Rothstein Will

October

*

*

Jans Signs Burton King

Herman

president of Jans
signed Burton King
to direct the fourth picture of his series
F.

Productions,

Jans,

Inc.

for this season, at the Whitman Bennett
Studios at Glendale. L. I.

The

is
“Ermine and Rhineby Louise Winter, which appeared in the Breezy Story Magazine.
The cast includes Edna Murphy, Niles
Welch, Ruth Stonehouse, Bradley Barker and Coit Albertson.

story

stones,”

*

*

*

Writes the press agent of Estelle Taylor or Jack Dempsey or both, from the
Coast
“Against the traditions of centuries
and the opoosition of producers and
managers, Miss Taylor is fighting for a
chance to resume her picture career as
Estelle Taylor NOT as ‘Estelle TaylorDempsey, wife of the world’s heavyweight champion.’”

—

The final sentence
more of this item

or

of

a

half

column

reads:

“But she is a fighter with a spirit and
is determined to fight on in the face

she
of

all

odds.”
leads the Film Folks

Which
the

man

of

New

“It

York World to remark:
ought to please ring fans to know

someone

that

in

family will fight.”

Ince Studio Project Reported

SAN DIEGO.
have engaged
here.
He
to produce

CAL.

—Ralph

New York

Ince is reported to
capital to erect studios

under contract with P. A. Powers
five Jack London stories.

is

;

October
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Fuchs, Concertmaster,
Praised; Chester Hale
Made Ballet Master
( Special

NEW

Record Set by Warners When
’26-’27 Plans

Exhibitors Herald )

to

YORK,

Sept.

29.

—Josef

Fuchs,

magnificent.”

Major Bowes

this

week announced

the

appointment of Chester Hale, another
young American, as ballet master to succeed Mile. Maria Gambarelli, who hereafter will devote herself to the work of
prima ballerina of the Capitol. Hale has
already done splendid work as a dancer
and as the arranger of the ballets in the

Revue and the Music Box Revue
and London.

Ritz

in

New York

Marmont Signs With
Famous Players-Lasky
( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

—

NEW

YORK, Sept. 29 Percy Marmont
signed a long-term contract this week with
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, according to Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president of the organization.
Marmont, who is English, was born at
At 16 he left
Stannes, Redhill, Surrey.
home determined on

a

stage career.

He

developed rapidly, appearing on the concert
stage and the legitimate stage, and won
praise for his work with Cyril Maude, Sir

Herbert Tree and other famous English
In the Lhiited States he has appeared with Ethel Barrymore and was unHe
der the Belasco banner for a time.
quickly rose to prominence in the screen

players.

Are Announced

Harry Warner Returns From Coast With

new concertmaster at the Capitol theatre here, is creating much favorable comment, and this week Major Edward Bowes
received congratulatory notes from many
the

persons prominent in the musical world
Fuchs, who is an
regarding his work.
American, is only 25. Already he has won
wide recognition in this country and abroad,
and Wilhelm Furtwangler, guest conductor
of the Philharmonic orchestra, said of him,
“He is a highly earnest musician whose
temperament and technical ability are

Schedule

—Forty

Program

to

Version

( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Sept. 29 Announcement
has been made that Universal is to make
a film version of “Gulliver’s Travels,” from
the book written by Jonathan Swift in 1726.

Carl Laemmle cabled from Europe this
week to begin production.
The production will be a combination of
gigantic sets, an unusually large cast, and
elaborate trick photography, and will make
a call on the ingenuity of scenarists, technicians and directorial chiefs.

Alice Joyce Puts
to

Name

Paramount Contract
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 29.— Alice Joyce
long-term contract with
Paramount, according to an announcement
by Jesse L. Lasky. Her first picture under
her new contract will be “Mannequin,”
which is adapted from Fannie Hurst’s prize
winning story and will be the next producthis

week signed

a

James Cruze.
“Signing Miss Joyce

tion of

to a contract wherein Paramount

by she will appear exclusively

pictures brings to this organization one of
the ablest actresses on the screen today,”
said Lasky at the conclusion of negotiations.

1

—

NEW

YORK, Sept. 29. Harry Warner, on his arrival from the Coast
Saturday, made known production plans for Warner Brothers for the
season of 1926-1927, which probably sets a record of time on the early arrangement of a producing schedule.
Warner stated that he was able to do this owing to the fact that the 19251926 producing schedule is unusually far advanced.
According to the announcement Warner
lowing sales managers have been apBrothers will make 40 pictures on the 19261927 schedule.
The current picture making
the

program
company

of

pointed:
Berlin,

likower;

Hamburg,

will

Alfred Peters
Dusseldorf, Rudolf SakFrankfort am Main, Benno Lachmann
Louis Segall
and Leipzig, Arthur
;

;

Peters.

be completed

work on next

Four Warner Features
Released for October;
Alan Crosland Signed
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Sept. 29— Four Warner

output can
be commenced immediately on completion of the current program.

Brothers features placed on the October
release schedule are
“Bobbed Hair,” Oct.
10, directed by Alan Crosland, who has just
signed a long term contract, and including
Marie Prevost, Kenneth Harlan and Louise

January

about

and

books

1,

and

plays are now being purchased and
gotten
ready so
that the studio
year’s

Warner

bitsch along an entirely different line from
his past efforts, two starring John Barrymore, and “Syd” Chaplin in two big com-

Now

Completed

past.

Despite this unprecedentedly early start,
is to be no let-up in studio activities.
So favorably impressed are the studio and
production officials with the advantages
which an early start affords, that they propose that the next year’s program also may
there

get off to an early start.
The advanced stage of production on the

current schedule not only permits concentrated effort on each of the 15 pictures
remaining to be made, with a complete
campaign back of every succeeding production, but it offers opportunity for special
preparation for the 1926-27 specials. Hence

Jack L. Warner and Ben Zeidman, his associate in charge of production, are planning now the details of picture-making for
next season.

Berman Names 5 Branch
Heads for U. A. Abroad
( Special

to

YORK,

Syd Chaplin’s “The Man on the
Box,” directed by Charles Reisner, Oct. 17
“The Pleasure Buyers,” starring Irene
Rich under “Chet” Withey’s direction, Oct.
24; and “Red Hot Tires,” with Monte
Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller, directed by
Erie C. Kenton, Oct. 31.
An attempt to send Syd Chaplin across
the continent by air mail for the opening
of “The Man on the Box” last Saturday
Fazenda

said

of time
would be given to
preparation of scripts and selection of directors and next year’s program would be
headed by six super-specials, all of these
An
being photographs of $200,000 class.
idea of the superior character of the 192627 production can be gleaned from Warner’s statement that the six biggest pictures would consist of two by Ernst Lu-

NEW

)

:

plenty

25

to

(

Twenty-five productions of the 40 comprising Warner Brothers’ 1925-26 schedule
already have been completed, although the
first official release on the program was less
With only 15 pictures
than a month ago.
remaining to be made and 12 underway,
the West Coast studios are placed in a
more enviable position than ever in the

Make

—

last

Comes.”

to

Production
Current

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

edies.

of “Gulliver’s Travels”

New

Be Made
Be Complete January

Pictures to

world, scoring especially highly with his
portrayal of the leading role in “If Winter

“U”

43

Exhibitors Herald)

Sept. 29.— Word has
been received from A. C. Berman, in
charge of the Lhiited Artists interests in
Germany, which recently purchased the
Ifa-Film-Verleih-G.m.b.h., that the fol-

;

was frustrated when

postal authorities resanction of the exploitation stunt,
though the plan drew much newspaper
comment. Syd has now started “Nightie
Night Nurse,” with Patsy Ruth Miller as
leading woman.
Harry Lustig, Western division manager,
reported heavy sales in the West on his
recent arrival in Los Angeles.
Monte
Blue’s “The Limited Mail” set attendance
records in the Ascher theatres in Chicago.
Lowell Sherman’s “Satan in Sables” has
just been seen here by Warner Brothers’
officials, who call it a triumph.
“Below the
Line,”
starring
Rin-Tin-Tin,
the
dog,

fused

shown

commendation when
Warners theatre here re-

newspaper

brought
at

the

cently.

Opens Offices in 5
More European States
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Sept. —E. Bruce John-

F. N.

( Special

to

29.

foreign manager for First National,
left here last week in connection with the
opening of First National offices in Austria, Hungary, Poland. Czechoslovakia and
Italy.
The opening of these offices constitutes the company’s most recent expansion
abroad.
son,

Adler to Write Titles
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Sept. 29. — Felix Adler,
to

(

short
star,

)

story writer and former vaudeville
has been made chief title writer for

comedy

units

at

the

William Fox West

has been announced. Tom
Buckingham, who for a number of years
directed Fox comedies, has returned to the
Fox comedy directorial staff, according to
comedy supervisor George E. Marshall

Coast studios,

it

.

—

:

:
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Air Mail Pilots Show “Pony
Express” Some Speed
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW YORK
tangs,

,

Sept.

29.—Mus-

Pegasus and mail planes get

somewhat tangled

in

mind

one’s

with the reading of the story of
in
which the
predicament
a
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation found itself recently before
the scheduled opening of “The
Pony Express” at the Rivoli and
Rialto theatres on Broadway, New
York.

Sam

E. Morris, general manager of distribution of Warner Brothers, is shown
first week’s returns in the big advertising accessory sales conThe contest ends December 12.
test of Warner Brothers.

examining the

Fox Adds Seven

to Schedule;
More for Mix

Names Two

—

Nine Pictures Supplement Original Announcement Two Titles
Changed Fantasy Sequence of “Ancient Mariner ” Completed

—

( Special to

N

Exhibitors Herald)

—

EW

YORK, Sept. 29. Seven productions, up to this time unannounced. have been added to the list of Fox’s list of “Supreme Attraction” releases for the coming season. This increases to nine
the Supreme Attractions supplementing the schedule since the original announcement made at the beginning of the current season. The new production developments also include selection of two new starring vehicles
for Tom Mix.

ANOTHER

change announced is the
choice of the title “The Golden Strain”
to take the place of “Thoroughbred” and
“Married Cheat” as the new name for

L*

“Part Time Wives.”

Mix Completes Three
The seven new productions announced
the “Dangers of a Great City,” “The Road
to Glory,” “Daybreak,” “Separate Rooms,”
“Manhood,” “The Golden Butterfly” and
“Palace of Pleasure.” The two previously
added are “The Ancient Mariner,” from
the poem by Samuel Coleridge Taylor, and
“Streets of Sin,” an original story by H. H.
Van Loan. Two pictures added to the Tom
Mix schedule, and increasing the selections
for him to six, are “My Own Pal” and
“Tony Runs Wild.” This leaves one yet
to be chosen for him. He already has completed “The Lucky Horeshoe,” “The Everlasting Whisper” and “The Yankee Senor,”

and has started “The Best Bad Man.”
“The Golden Strain,” formerly called
“Thoroughbred,”

is

Peter B. Kyne’s

first

contribution to the Fox schedule. His contract gives Fox the sole right to produce
bis stories for a certain term.
Victor
Schertzinger will direct the picturization of
the story, which was recently published in
magazine form as “Thoroughbred.” It is
a story of Old Virginia in the early Army
and cavalry days, and Kyne will supervise
production. George O’Brien will have the
leading role as a West Point cavalry officer.

Fantasy Sequence Completed
“Married Cheats,” formerly titled “Part
Time Wives,” is from “Part Time Marriage,”

Bessie

Housekeeping.

Beatty’s

story

Emmett Flynn

in

Good

will

direct

picturization of the story, scenes of which

are laid in

New

York, Palm Beach, Paris

and on an ocean liner.
Van Loan, who wrote “Streets of Sin,”
bas previously written for Fox “The Soeed
Maniac,” “Three Gold Coins,” “Red Terror” and “Winning With Wits.”
Henry Otto has just completed direction

of the fantasy sequence of “The Ancient
Mariner,” which was brought forth for
Christmas release following the success of
“Dante’s Inferno.” Bradley King prepared
the scenario for “The Ancient Mariner.”
Production on the modern sequence will
start soon, with Paul Panzer in the title
role.

“Dangers of a Great City” is adapted
from Alfred Kennedy’s melodrama.

There were three prints of the
picture in existence, and one of
these was in use at the Imperial,
San Francisco, where the producThe other
tion had its premiere.
two were in New York, but one
was scratched. A wire was sent
the producers’ West Coast
to
laboratories on Wednesday, and
on Saturday a new print arrived in
the air mail in New York. Four
days from Coast to Coast! And
in the days of “The Pony Express” the riders could not make
the run from St. Joseph, Mo., to
San Francisco in less than seven
days!

13 New Corporations
Enter Picture Field
in Last Two Weeks
( Special

ALBANY,

in

New
( Special

NEW

Administration
to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Sept. 29. Among committee appointments of the American
Motion Picture Advertisers, announced
at the second meeting under the Glenn
All\rine regime, held last week, are:
Advisory council Jerome Beatty, Arthur Brilant, John Flinn, Paul Gulick, C. L. Yearsley,
Lon Young and A. M. Botsford membership
P. A. Parsons, chairman, Paul Gulick and Julian
M. Soloman Finance G. Allvine, C. Einfeld, A.
Rittenberg, W. Barrell, and E. O. Brooks
Pub-

—

;

—

:

licity

—W.

;

E. Mulligan,

Edward

Klein, E. F.

—

Fin-

ney and Dave Weschner Entertainment Harry
Reichenbach, Russell Holman, Tom Wiley, Bert
Adler, Irving Green, Herman W. Fisher, Jack
Kopstein, Nat Rothstein and the board of directors, the advisory council and the past presidents
Guests V. M. Shapiro, W. F. Eberhardt
and H. W. Fisher Art Vincent Trotta, chairman, Harry Lewis, Karoly Grosz Hal Phyffe and
L. Yearsley
C,
Auditing Sam Palmer, chairman, H. C. Bate and Hal Rowe A. M. P. A.
Bulletin W. E. Mulligan, managing editor, Edward McNamee, business manager
National
chancellor of U. S. Chamber of Commerce, John
;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

:

;

Flinn.

Barker Ends Fox Pact
by Mutual Consent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.
29.— Reginald
Barker has terminated his contract with
Fox Film Corporation through mutual consent.
He made one production under the

current agreement.

Exhibitors Herald )

picture business of New York State showed
evidence of increased activity within the
last two weeks with 13 new companies
incorporated to engage in some branch of
The 10 incorporated last
the business.
week, with the amounts of capitalization
of some, are
Landscape Amusement Corporation, $50,000;
Calderone Valley Stream Corporation, $100,000;
E. C. Fielder Company, Inc., $10,000; Ace Productions, Inc., $10,000; Swingalong Movie Productions, Inc., $50,000; Forest Avenue Studios,
Inc., $25,000; K. W. F. Productions, Inc., $10,000;
Universal Artists, Inc.; B. R. Producing Company,
Inc.; and Sears Amusement Corporation.

The

Heads Finance
Committee of A. M. P. A.

Allvine

to

N. Y., Sept. 29.— The motion

three incorporated the previous

week

were
Corporation,
$10,000;
Distributing
Goodwill
Open House, Incorporated, $10,000; John G. Jermon. Incorporated, $50,000.

Johnson, Martin Made
Production Supervisors

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Sept. 29.— Julian Johnson,
former Paramount title editor, and Townsend Martin, who has a number of important adaptations to his credit, have been
made
Long

supervisors of production at the
Island studios, states an announcement by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Johnson is in charge of Herbert Brenon
and Betty Bronson productions and Martin
supervises Richard Dix and Frank
Tuttle productions.

Barnard and Lounsbury
Accept New Positions
Exhibitors Herald
Special
DENVER, COL., Sept. 29. — C. Leslie
(

to

)

Barnard, dramatic critic of the Denver
Post, has accepted the position of publicity
the State theatre, a new local
house.
Charles Lounsbury, formerly on the editorial staff of the Denver Post, has been
engaged as publicity manager of the local
Universal exchange to succeed Arthur Janisch, who resigned to take over publicity
for First National at Portland, Ore.

manager of

;
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THE THEATRE

CLsLSDcpartmen t of Practical Showmanship
Series of Advertising Suggestions Begins

M

ANY

thousands of dollars have been lost in adUtterly lost because it was advertising which did not get results. An advertisement
that does not perform definite service is as useless as a
projector that won’t project.
But any advertisement that
vertising.

—

of

Herald

On

Simplicity

it

that

reader

product

many

o

tract

the

atten-

of readers.
Occasionally
a
pleasing style
gives way to another factor in
advertising
an

f

sum, are gained
It is

style

tion

dollars, a greater

by

the

because with it
the ad will at-

many

thousands

the

and a

;

pleasing

f

dollars are lost
in advertising it
is just as true

that

ad

the

of
of

quality

is

o

makes

vinces the

designed
properly

true

be obbecause

easy
to
read
forcefulness because
it
con-

and

thousands

with this department.

should
served

inserted in a
well read newspaper or journal
will perform a
service
•definite
if it is written

it

men

page appears an advertisement built around
three factors: simplicity, forcefulness and pleasing style.
Any ad should be carefully arranged with at least two of
these factors in mind. It is usually good to have all three.

is

While

advertising

this

advertising.
not only a

:

absurd or

a

compeIt would

shocking statement purporting

be necessary to advertise

to attract atten-

result of
tition.
still

me rchand

i

tion.

se,

any
commodity were
there but one
producer of any
•one commodity.
service

or

That

true be-

is

The

latter

will not be

rec-

ommended

b y
use in this series
of suggestions.
The ad to the
left has been ar-

ranged

cause an advert i s e m e n t not
only attempts to

by

the

use of an ad appearing in the
Chicago
Daily

exploit the value

Tribune

of the goods but

“The

attempts to
acquaint readers

man”

it

for

Fresh-

together
with a slogan of

with prices,

Peabody Lough

and

& Company, “A

conditions,
•qualities.

I f

Guaranteed

were no
advertisements
It would be nethere

the bottom

At
is

a

and
ink
sketch which is
aimed to balpen

cessary for con-

sumers to learn
of your product

ance

by

the use of
catalogues.
In order to aid showmen Exhibitors Herald in this
issue begins a series of suggestions for advertising in local
publications which are offered as a result of cooperation

In-

vestment.”

the

re-

mainder of the
ad.

Ads on

the following pages have appeared in Chicago
daily newspapers.
Each has been selected with view to
obvious constructive characteristics.
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“The Truth Is Stranger
Than Fiction”

SQUATTER RIGHTS WIN

NEW RICHES FOR AGED
WIDOW OF FISHERMAN
Mrs, Drusilla Carr, 70, who with her
fisherman husband settled on a 4esollatp strip of Indiana sand half a cenjtury ago, again was a victor yesferI day
in her legal fight for ownership
lot the property which has grown 4aluable with the construction of the
I

I

Gary
|

I

I

I

I

j

steel mills.

A

Jury in the Laporte, Ind
court
gave, Mrs. Carr title to 43 acres near
the mills, worth approximately $250,000, upholding her claim to squatter's
rights. Ten years ago, she was triumphant In a similar claim to 157 acres
along the lake front, valued at close
to $1 000.00 )
Money obtained from
some u. that land financed her later
,

fights.

In 1900, Mrs. Carr was a penniless
widow,
making a scant living by
catching fish and serving fish dinners
In a little shack on the shore of Lake
Michigan. She was a quaftter on the
land, but no one thought to dispute
hfer title to such barren territory.
Then the United States Steel .corporation's great plant was built nearby. The city of Gary grew up almost
lover night. Huge, smoking factories
were built along the shore 'until Mrs.
Carr’s piece of land was hemmed in
on all sides and made valuable. The
Supreme court of Indiana has upheld
[previous claims of hers.
I

j

j
j

,

I

I

I

E. L. FAWKS, Cosy theatre, Strawn, Texas, based his editorial comment in
the second issue of his new house organ, “The Strawn Theatre News,” on his
membership in the “Herald Only” Club. Mr. Fawks is “Herald Only” Club

member No.

219.

Black’s Cut Price Stunt
Proves Value of Two

Ad Media
Being a small town exhibitor, I feel that
I
have something of interest for other
small town showmen.
For years I had
been doubting the value of the great

amount of space

I was using in the local
Finally I decided to find out.
So I began with a series of coupons printed in the paper in connection with our
regular ad.
The first week I inserted a coupon with
a face value of 5 cents at the box office.

newspaper.

at 7 :30 P. M. I took my
position at the box office waiting for the
mad rush. When the office closed that
night I was still waiting for the first coupon to turn up. It didn’t work. But I was
beginning to make a great discovery regarding newspaper space. Two weeks later
I inserted in the local paper a coupon with
a face value of 10 cents, regular admission
being 20c.
When that night was over I
had taken in two coupons. I was beginning to learn more.
Then two weeks later I placed a coupon
in the paper which read like this
“This
coupon and 20 cents will admit two adults
on Tuesday night.” When that unforgettable night had passed and the final count
was taken, I had received just 7 coupons
from the local paper. I was thoroughly
disgusted.

The above appeared

in similar form in
Chicago daily newspaper
September 24. Because of the simi-

every

larity of the facts to the details of
the story, “Drusilla With a Million,”
it was at first suspected that there
had been an exploitation tieup. But
it was determined that the story was
“ all wool ” and F. B. O. profited.

was going to finish what I
So two weeks later I printed
the enclosed coupon in the paper again. But
I went them one better that time.
I had
the same coupon printed on our weekly
hand bills, and had the bills printed on colored paper, while the newspaper was nat-

However,
had started.

I

Then promptly

:

Not much

is

needed

in the

way

of intri-

such a picture as
Paramount’s “Miracle Man.” Here
simplicity with black dominant gets
a remarkable effect.
cate

design

for

is one of the ads used by McVickers theatre to play up both the
picture and the presentation, Paul.
Ash and his orchestra.
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Fresh
Screen
Notes

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

By GEORGE

The Fruits of Ten Years

HAT

by us

ten years?
A year passes.
not thinking what
is

We

let it

great

It is diffistride we have made.
cult to count the progress we
have made in so short a time. But

the nation may multiply it by ten
and see that great changes have
Of
been written into history.
But
course there was the war.
it
is unnecessary to turn to that
for not all history is written in
blood.
In ten years at the theatre
great stars have risen others
have passed on— the picture output has been multiplied unrea-

—

—
—

sonable censor laws have been
and found unpractical millions in the nation’s currency has
been put into great artistic the-

—

tried

—
—

atres
films have
of art
thousands

women

become works
of men and

have been given employby the

ment and opportunity
enormous film industry

— refriger-

ating plants have been installed
magnificent theatres which
in

Above

display takes good advantage of
Chaney’s character role. Paucity of
type also adds to its distinction.

urally on white.
Then when the night of
September 8 came I again took my place
in the box office.
That night when the
count was made I had exactly 51 coupons
on colored paper and three coupons on
white paper.
I am thoroughly convinced that in
a small town much more benefit will be

keep an even temperature in winthe business of
ter and summer
the nation has been stimulated to
a degree by the turnover of capital in the motion picture industry
millions of people have been

—

—

•

T

HIS new

Charleston dance, it is reprohibited in second floor
dancing academies because it is feared
the vibration would cause the building
to collapse.
They put on this so-called
dance craze at one of our local theatres
last week and it didn’t bring down the
ported,

is

house.
*

At

*

jN

least that airplane investigation will

give the

who

American

public an idea of who’s

Army and

in the

*

Navy.

*

*

you need any further proof

If

that the

report on the prohibition question by the

federated churches was unbiased just listen to both sides yelling “I told you so.”
%

iK

ifc

French commission
which is over here to square up with
Uncle Sam, will be perfectly franc in the
Let’s hope that the

matter.
^

Babe Ruth
series

^

^

be in the world
But for that matter
Miller Huggins. Which takes

this

will

not

fall.

neither will
us back to the old question,
war, anyway?”
* * *

“who won

the

Gertrude Ederle who failed to swim the
English Channel, blames her trainer for
her defeat. We’re much relieved to know
the channel had nothing to do with it.

made happy

— millions

have

re-

ceived learning elsewhere unattainable.
All that

is

fruits of ten years

with motion pictures.

Now

derived by billing every house in town once
a week than all the space that can be put
on all sides of a newspaper.
We have been billing the town once a
week for the past two years.
And it

PAYS.
Boys, check up on your newspaper service.
Don’t let the newspaper eat up all
your profits. Bill the town.
Very truly yours,
H. M. Black,
Adv. Mgr., Bijou Theatre,

Waverlv,

Below

Shimon’s Letter
Is Printed His
Music Copy

Being a free-lance at present,

of submitting to the Exhibitors
for exclusive publication, some
original program, organ and poster copy.
I take this opportunity to thank the Herald for the many distinct courtesies accorded me, which I assure you have been
greatly appreciated by

Herald

111.

Yours very

our opinion merits the decision.
Football takes a good many matinee
patrons away from the Milford theatre
during September and October, but we
do not bemoan their absence. We know
they are out in the glorious open, benefiting themselves and giving impetus to
a sport which cannot but make the com-

munity

a better, finer place to live.
possible, the Milford theatre
will screen portions of the big gridiron
contests for those of its patrons who
cannot attend the games in person.

Whenever

above

is

reprinted as

am now

house organs from different ones in different parts of the country, and believe me,
they are classy.
Hope to be able to send you one from
Durham soon. I am working hard on mine
and with the new season upon us I hope to
have same in shape shortly.
If it is as
good as I want it to be it will be nifty.
I will also tell you in advance I am sure
going to use Herald copy.

Very

truly yours,

Don

Nichols,
Res. Mgr., Durham

SHIMON.

C.

in the near future.
receiving some of the different

Durham, N.

OOTBALL

NOTE: The

I

truly,

LOUIS

season is at hand and
everybody ought to be glad. Football has been crowding baseball for the
position of Great American Sport and in

it

appeared

Exhibitors Herald several months ago. It was
used recently by the Milford theatre, Chicago.

in

take the

liberty

FOOTBALL
17“

I

some nicer ones

Amuse.

Co.,

C.

TANTALIZING MELODIES
Popular

the operas
tunes, the classics
the colorful jazz of the
the standards
day are all tantalizing melodies when interpreted
by a master organist.
.

.

.

.

.

JIM

.

.

.

.

Hear
It

BROWN

How

Tieup

He

Nichols Assures Us
Intends to Print

“Herald” Copy
Enclosed find a couple of lobby displays
which I am sure you will like they were
exceptionally large and drew attention to
;

beat the band.

ads which
think of.

I

I

I

am

Lewis Did

With a State Fair

the

WURLITZER
at

Cliff

also enclosing a

few

do not know what you will
shall endeavor to send you

am

enclosing several items which will
be given their allotted space later.
The “big ’un” hinges around the two
photos.
This stunt, for stunt it is, was
engineered by Mr. Ingalls of the American
Agriculturist, Mr. Williams of the exploitation
department of Paramount, Mr.
MacDowell, our manager, and myself. Two
main things made this great advertising
I

medium possible. The New York state
The American Agriculturist having

fair.

(

Continued

to

page 56)
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GLORIOUS GLORIA IN A
GLADSOME, GLOWING, GUTTERING,
GLAMOROUS PRODUCTION*

HIT

«EEI!

This

Week

at A. H. Blank's

FORT ARMSTRONG THEATRE

The Mikado w Reel-News

Island Theatres

SPENCER THEATRE

PROGRAM

ian Plays

JXpTXU.,

^

r

Rock

Hobo

in

Booth Tarkington Story

.....

LririjSzi!

Harold Lloyds New Feature Comedy
a Riot of Fun-Opens Sunday

*—»-*-»
MJN0ATM0

mo

-Jr •»»?

DOU.

~

-

- -T

r .mr-i*

AS V SLAT 3Kfi .? ANY TIME

[

THOMAS—
/yWEIGHAN
THE MAN

WHO

E

FOUND HiMSELfP 1

HOUSE ORGANS PRINTED BY ENTERPRISING SHOWMEN:

Upper

left: Editorial

page of Eastman

Theatre house organ; top center: page from the Movie Mirror printed by the Metropolitan theatre, Morgantown, W. Va., and edited by E. H. Bubert. On the page will be noted “Herald” copy, “Napoleon Was a
Small Man,” contained in this department several weeks ago. No. 3. Another page of the Eastman theatre
paper. No. 4 and No. 6. are pages taken from the Tynedale Tattler, house organ of the Queen’s theatre,
Hexham, England, which is contributed by T. H. Scott, who has become a quite frequent “Herald” contributor.
No. 5. Newman theatres, Kansas City, Mo. No. 7. A very unusual comic strip used by Francis M. Kadow,
Manitowoc, Wis. No. 8. Front and back covers of the Fort-O-Graphs, A. H. Blank Enterprises, Inc.
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FRONT USED BY MANAGEMENT OF
land, Ore., for First National’s picture,

mu

Rivoli theatre, Port-

“Shore Leave.”

STRAND

PARAMOUNT
"S *KOBucen$

c~

ots

mmu rofts

or

<
gunmount poctureh

LEFT: CLIFF LEWIS,
THEATRE, Syracuse, N. Y.,
put over an exceptionally good idea when he arranged a booth
in the state fair for exploitation of his theatre and its product.
The Paramount picture “Ten Commandments” was given a great
amount of attention in his display.

BELOW DON NICHOLS
:

•

atre,
As

t

Advertised

*

\

.

film,

i

|

sVU^AJII/*»(;ULTORJSX
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

AM
IN

NA1I0HAU.V ADVERTISED

AMERICAN AeRICUUWHST

AND OTHER FARM PUDUCATIOMS

ARENATlONAUy.

H|JJ‘

As

Advertised

gSgS

«»

*

^BSCASAC®I£M*l®*s

j

arranged this front for his Paris the-

Durham, N. C., when he showed the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“The Unholy Three,” starring Lon Chaney.
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WINDOW DISPLAY SHOWING
ture

The

and map used
display

in the filming of

at the Wobber Stationery store,
conjunction with the Lasky exploita-

was made

San Francisco,

in

scenes from the pic-

“The Pony Express.”

tion department.

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS

October

10,

1925

WHEN PARAMOUNT

stars arrived at
the Southern Pacific station, San Francisco,
for the premiere of “The Pony Express”
they were conveyed to the hotel in this
stage coach.

present day and past methods of travel. Photograph made when train arrived
Third and Townsend streets, San Francisco, carrying stars to attend the world premiere of James Cruze’s
“The Pony Express,” at the Imperial theatre. The picture was made by Paramount.

at
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ABOVE:

With “ The Iron
Horse at Seattle
1

driver

ABOVE

:

SEATTLE PRO-

VIDES ITS

OWN

“Iron
Horse.” The oldest engine in
the vicinity as revamped to run
on the street railway tracks at
the head of “Greater Movie
Season” parade to exploit the
Fox picture “The Iron Horse.”

I

‘

hr

-

KEITH

Pal-

mfrrowR

TVScaulcSUf ?

.

«T

: .WhfnjNORI«T!

a_

B. F.

ace theatre, Cleveland, O., evhibits a duplicate of President
Coolidge’s “Iron Horse,” as an
exploitation aid to its engagement of Fox’s “Iron Horse.”

Sanj-STOLEN

LEFT

Several hundred newsboys at Seattle wore “Iron
Horse” advertising buttons for
one week and were compensated by having a special free,
morning performance run off
:

for their benefit.

BELOW: THE OPENING

BELOW: COMPO-BOARD

of Fox “Iron Horse” at Liberty
theatre, Seattle, proves by this
photograph that there were
several tickets purchased.

edition

of “Iron Horse”
mounted on Fordson tractor
used on the streets of
Seattle to exploit the showing
at the Liberty.

and
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Reeve Tells

He

Why

all merchandising adverapproach their task with a
definite group of items to be sold in
mind and a definite idea as to the

of those items.
space to these
various items is necessarily a matter of judgment, but no good advertiser drops any item bodily and completely from his copy. He may use
more than a single space to display
his full line, but in general practice
all of the items are represented in
one way or another.
relative

mainstay of
it
every
week, each issue
is

a

show

Only

show
it’s

bad

just six days old, which is not
for a town of 1,000 people 250

miles from the

in theatre advertising

do we

man

seeking
to sell half-a-dozen units by sheer
force of emphasis placed upon one
of them.
In all the million-odd
words devoted to the subject in this
and other campaigns, no explanation of this performance has been

of how
may be
And it’s news when we
The way we run it,
too.

it,

of

have the spectacle of a

night, two issues a
for three days, regardless
many shows a week we

running.

salability

Apportionment

they’ll like.

We

1925

tisers

I enclose signed pledge for Short
I’ve never
Features cooperation.
run a show here without giving a
full rounded program, because it
We advertise every comedy
pays.
with slides just as we advertise the
The
coming.
are
features that
people here know that there is
bound to be some part of the show

The Pathe News

10,

Practically

Advertises

our program.

October

given.

city.

recent evolution trial was
running in the papers and on our
screen at the same time. Did they
Did they talk about it?
notice it?

The

Harry Langdon
Quits Field

say they did.
Did it pay? Foolish questions!

‘*'.y

I’ll

have completed the
initial picture of the “Screen Smiles’'’ series
Thirty-four
stars appear
of single-reelers.

Standard

HENRY REEVE,

in

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

the

Productions

first

issue.

the

Several screen notables
filmed at

in a swimming episode
Ambassador Hotel pool.

appear

Harry Langdon will make long
pictures. The “discovery” of recent
years will attempt to duplicate the
accomplishment of Lloyd, Chaplin
and Keaton.

•

Wells Wants
Clean Comedy
It

is

short
especially comedies, bemany are vulgar or in-

difficult

subjects,
so

cause

to

advertise

Why

can’t they make
decent.
dies that will not offend?
J.

Temple

come-

Protests Length of

Long Features
Why

such a campaign to exploit
short subjects, when the producers
insist on putting out such lengthy
is

no room

of

to

balance the program, but every feature has from six to ten reels, leaving no room for either comedy or
news.

At present we are trying

a program of shorts. Here’s hoping
that the day of five reelers is fast

approaching.

DINSMORE & SON,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

hard to retain a proper

perspective on the proposition of
short feature advertising when the
more extensively advertised short
comedians, one by one as they are
able, step into the greater lengths.
It is necessary to remember that
personalities have nothing whatever to do with the matter and
that short feature advertising is fundamentally and finally for the box
office.

The

really practical

cope with the problem

For instance, we run a serial
two reels we need a comedy

—

for

probability they will feel less inclined to spend good money advertising other short feature stars until
they have forgotten his leavetaking.
It is a little

are going to leave serials off
our program hereafter, as it would
require making up a program of
shorts to go with the serial nights
and our patrons demand a story and
pass up any night we try to show

WELLS,

Exhibitors for whom Langdon’s
comedies have made money will
wish him well, of course, but in all

the picture.

We

theatre, Sanford, S- C.

features that there
short subjects?

our features within the five or six
reel limit, but there are a few one
has to run that contain more, although there are very few that could
not be condensed to five reels with
the advantage strongly in favor of

to keep

is

way

to

to adver-

Advertising
Arithmetic

comewhich circumstance the
departure of one would not be

Advertising and arithmetic are
notoriously strange bedfellows, but
a mathematical basis for ad space
apportionment is not a new thing.

noticed.

tise

all

dians,

of the short feature

in

It is ridiculous to maintain
that an actor should not make a try

for bigger
chance.

money when he

gets a

October

10,
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YOU’VE GOT TO SELL YOUR PICTURES

MR. EXHIBITOR
NOT JUST BUY THEM!
The

gone when random shots of wild action, maudlin love or lavish splendor clipped from
a feature will draw your patrons back out of mere
curiosity to see what it’s all about. They’re just as
wise buyers as you are, Mr. Exhibitor, and want to
be told in Plain English why they should spend
their

ay

is

money

to see the pictures

you

offer.

ADVANCE TRAILERS
ANSWER THE PURPOSE
They give an intimate
of your features

,

snappy and interesting account

—their

novel ideas actually

TO YOUR PATRONS

SELL THE PICTURES

FOUR DOLLARS PER WEEK
entitles

you

to receive

FEATURE TRAILERS WEEKLY (average 45 feet).
DAY COMBINATION TITLES (remain your property).
ALL LEADING COMEDY SERIES (remain your property).
Also 3 OPENINGS and CLOSINGS at start, thereafter one
new

individual opening and closing every three

months

(re-

main your property).

CAN YOU BEAT THAT?

~~

WE OPERATE OUR OWN FILM LABORATORIES AND GUARANTEE IMMEDIATE
SERVICE

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
CLIP THE

A FEW

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
SATISFY YOU TOO!
GRAY CIRCUIT, STANLEY-CRANDALL CIRCUIT,
LOEW CIRCUIT, SCHINE ENTERPRISES, WM.
BRANDT CIRCUIT, WARNER BROS. THEATRES,
DOLLE CIRCUIT, D. & R. CIRCUIT, UNITED
STATES ARMY GOVERNMENT CAMPS AND ONE
THOUSAND OTHER LEADING EXHIBITORS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

JUST

WE CAN

I

ATTACHED COUPON FOR FURTHER DETAILS

ADVANCE TRAILER SERVICE CORP.
111

|

WESTCHESTER

SQ.,

BRONX,

Without further obligations on

my

N. Y.
part will you please

I

me further details regarding your ADVANCE COMING ATTRACTIONS TRAILER SERVICE?
Name
(Theatre)

1

Address

send
I

|

|

City

Position

”

1

.
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department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
a service

—

—

~dEBE DANIELS

and, Milton Watson are the
principals of “Lovers in Quarantine,” Paramount picture that opened at the McVickers, Chicago, September 20 for a week’s run

“

T
_|_J W

LIGHTNIN ACHIEVES THE
ALL BUT IMPOSSIBLE

HO

to me after that. But Fox
and Jay Hunt have achieved that all but

United

Artists

release

Orpheum, Chicago, August 16 and

is still

running.

in many years from a vaudeville sketch
which Mr. Bacon refused to abandon,
maturing at last to shatter stage play
records
and enthrone its champion

among the immortals of
Fox has done what I

the drama.

believed could
not be done in picturizing the play.
Necessarily expanding the incident content of

it,

he has retained the essence of

the original intact.

Jay Hunt, commis-

sioned to re-create the character believed
inseparable

from

Bacon personality,
has discharged that duty with complete
artistry.
Edythe Chapman gives a no
less consummate performance as “Mrs.
Bill.”
Wallace MacDonald and Madge
Bellamy are excellent as the young people and the finely drawn humor involving the judge and the widow is perfectly
conveyed by J. Farrell MacDonald and
the

Ethel Clayton.
find

nothing at

wrong with

the

FORD

and

Claire

Adams

in

a

scene from “The Wheel,” Fox production. It
showed at the Monroe, Chicago house, for a week,
beginning September 20.

Miss Stewart were

very important.

tion to make a “best pictures” list,
“Lightnin’ ” undoubtedly will be promi-

Peter B. Kyne wrote the story and it
may have been all right, but so many

nently included therein.

If

not in the picture

it

would not amount

much.

to

pictures have told the

same

tale,

whether

not legitimately, that it lays no
formidable claim to attention.
Also,
some of the other pictures have told it
more adroitly. This one creaks noisily
or

That Gang

Again
That gang, “ Our Gang,” breezed
across the
cVickers screen again
last week in “Official Officers.” Like
exhibitors who report these comedies

M

“What

the Picture Did for Me,”
increasingly difficult to find
anything to say about them.
Perhaps the real news about “Offito

I find

it

Officers”

cial

leads out an

that in it Farina
even lesser bundle of
is

animated darkness who may or may
not be yet another member of the
Farina family. This encourages me
to believe that as Time graduates the
Gang veterans recruits will be on
hand to fill up the ranks and the Gang
will continue during the lifetime of
Director McGowan the national institution it so deservedly has become.
May Mother Nature never decide
otherwise. — T.

O.

SERVICE.

ANITA STEWART
IS THE PICTURE

in

some

N.ITA STEWART is the picture
“Never the Twain Shall Meet.”

called

She does so well the things she does
it
doesn’t much matter what they
are.
For the most part, they are not

of its joints.

Bert Lytell

all

is

Justine Johnstone

right

as

the

better than

man.
I

be-

lieved she could be as the other girl,

and

is

Huntly Gordon does fairly well as the
second man.
George Siegmann does the
really best acting in the picture, but

about the end of the

killed off at

is

first

reel.

Miss Stewart is, as stated, the picture.
Miss Stewart well enough to over-

I like

look the

rest.

BEBE IS WILDER
AND FUNNIER

R

EBE DANIELS, wild enough in
“Wild, Wild Susan,” is wilder and funnier in “Lovers in Quarantine.” “Lovers
in Quarantine” is one of the funniest
pictures
last

of

the

season.

At McVickers

week they laughed and howled

more.

that
all

Tj ARRISON
1

I find practically everything right with it. Should I fall victim
at the year’s end to the annual tempta-

film “Lightnin’.”

seem good

impossible thing.
Of the play, little need be told. It is
one of those narratives which may not
be written. As you know, it grew slowly

I

a lone fgure in the
in “The Gold Rush,"
which opened at the

is

snowy wastes of Alaska

9

seldom view stage plays lest
they distort my picture perspective, saw
“Lightnin’ ” with the beloved Frank
Bacon. A few days later he died at a
hotel in my neighborhood and all Chicago mourned.
I
did not believe a
motion picture of the play could be made
to

r^HARLlE CHAPLIN

for

Including me.

Although Harrison Ford is the figure
second prominence in the cast, the
majority of the laughs not garnered by
Miss Daniels are elicited by Edna May
Oliver, an actress wholly without conof

—
October
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Ann Pennington does the Charleston in a current Pathe Review which not only slows up the motion so that
would do likewise may minutely inspect the required gymnastics but also multiplies Ann until she’s a veritable

all

who

stageful
of such chorus girls as never were assembled. Last week the Chicago theatre used this portion of the Review as a
short feature special timed to jazz accompaniment and the customers ate it up. Ann is the incomparable dancer, of
T. O. SERVICE.
course, and the Review does full justice to her art and dimples.

—

Ford’s, of course, is
field.
It is,
not a laugh-getting assignment.
by the way, the kind of role he used to
have opposite Constance Talmadge in
testant in her

that Selznick series of screaming farces.

Ford does

this

sort

of

thing as

none

other.

The

story of “Lovers in Quarantine”
The
not what you think it will be.
quarantine thing arrives in the last reel
or so but serves merely to provide the

not the case in “The Gold Rush,” but
is true that the situations do not run
together coherently at all times.
The
result is to make it appear that continuity
was shelved whenever effect was
wanted. But the photography is excellent, especially of the storm; the laugh
scenes are many and varied; and Charlie
wears his Chaplinized cane, hat and
is
it

waddle.— ROVELSTAD.

white

is

funny situation. The humor breaks
in at the beginning of the picture and
never subsides until it is done.
final

Funny

subtitles,

the

weak

spot

in

“Wild, Wild Susan,” are fewer and better

in

this.

I

should like

my

job

much

each week’s picture gazing contained one picture as funny.

better

if

THE CASUALS
REPORT IN

AM

rebuked by Messrs. Hodges,
Rovelstad and Barr for my references to
them as “musketeers” and, again, “heavy
artillery.”
They are, they maintain,
causal theatre goers and desire no more
emphatic designation. The casuals, then,

J

contribute

following reports of their
ocular experiences the week ending now:

Drama

the

Liked Barbara LaMarr’s Acting
WHITE MONKEY” is the Saw-

“THE

yer Lubin picture, starring Barbara
LaMarr, which was written by John Galsworthy. The book has had a popular sale
and although I have not read this story of
Galsworthy’s, knowing he had written it I
was eager to see the picture. It is being
distributed by First National.
There is a clear cut moral to the story
which teaches that only the unwise will
“scatter the rinds of life” after drinking
the juice of the fruits.
Barbara LaMarr is in the role of a fickle
young married woman who believes herself
infatuated with her husband’s “best friend.”
There is the discovery and her penitence,
then the confession that she had never

loved anyone but her husband.
Miss LaMarr’s acting is gracious and
stands out in my mind as the most enjoyable factor in the picture.

— HODGES.

Calls Story Inadequate
there were more story in “Never the
Twain Shall Meet” it would be a betI

felt

that

when Gaston

unsophisticated half-

—

wooded

island.

Cook

— BARR.

Mortuary Comedy

in

OONLIGHT AND N0SES ”

“M two

is
a
distributed by Pathe
which stars Clyde Cook. It is a very clever
story involving a graveyard, a scientist
who wished to recover the body of one deceased, and a romance.
Cook is at home in his inimitable makeup; and brings tears of laughter in the
sequence where he is detailed to “fetch the
body” from the graveyard. The picture
sparkles throughout with enjoyable incidents.
After the first hundred feet or so
after the picture begins there is no doubt
but what it is a comedy. HODGES.

reel

comedy

Likes Chaplin Pathos

TF

ter picture.

man and an

caste girl.
All of the South Sea settings are well
worked out in good detail, and one scene
sticks firmly in the mind the ship that
disappears against the sunset behind a

—

of

T
I

a mellow, more pathetic, less spontaneously ridiculous Chaplin that the
is

audience

watches

in

“The

Gold

Rush,”

figure that walks
bewildered
through a whited waste to be baffled
later by the jungle of human misunderstanding. It is typical of this being that
he walks apart on a narrow trail above
an abyss, not with the file of men toiling over Chilkoot Pass.
The work of the Chaplin of “Shanghaied,” “The Pawn Shop” and similar
pictures was essentially the work of a
young man who was so busy being funny
that he had little time to be serious, not
Then his pathos was
to say pathetic.
tinged with comedy; in his latest picture
all his comedy is strongly tinged with
pathos.
The picture is called “A Dramatic Comedy.” The relative positions
of the last two of the three words are
significant.
But this is not to say that
Chaplin has reached the crutches and
a

Rush” Remembered
'Ej' UNNIEST
of all about “The Gold
Rush” was to come away with the
word “dramatic” in the main title more
impressive than the word “comedy,” the
of “Gold

other half of the title. And yet when
one comes to vivisecting the memories
of the picture it’s the comedy situations
that stand out.
peculiar reflex like
that must mean the picture has been a
winner with one, despite the reverse
English in the reaction.

A

There is one particular in which
Charlie Chaplin is different in this seriocomedy and that is the thrill climax
the cabin wavering on the edge of the
precipice while the partners in poverty
saunter across the floor in blissful ignorance, the hut listing valleyward.
That
is the one thrill situation but there are
many of the comical sequences done in
the Chaplin style that has no equal.
Stretching a picture over 10 reels
might seem to lay it open to the charge
of stretching the comedy thin, too. That

the Beard dived into the sea and out of
the picture it lost the person who really
had a story, for it was he who cried “I
have lived my life and loved my love!”
For the rest the picture keeps to such
story as it has and rises to the savage
splendor of the wedding on an island of
the Polynesian group. Both Anita Stewart and Bert Lytell are good in their
parts, which are those of a sophisticated

tiny

white beard stage.
Far from it.
There are plenty of downright funny
situations in “The Gold Rush.”
Mack Swain is a perfect playmate for
long

STEWART
^ANITA Twain

and Bert Lytell in “ Never
Metro-GoldwynShall
Meet/*
picture that shozved at the Chicago theatre,
Chicago, loop house, during the week beginning
the

Mayer

September

20.

Chaplin
that a

in

picture.
of persons

this

number

And
I

I

believe

have seen on

—
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the original chariots to be shipped to me
for exploitation work.
This was placed
out in front of the tent right on the mid-

way where thousands

of people from all
over the state had to pass.
The proper
cards tell what it is all about.
Inside the
tent
at
the
Paramount booth several
thousand of the enclosed heralds on “The
Ten Commandments” were given out by
an attendant at the booth. You will note
the imprint advises the folks of several
productions which we will soon present.

The

Agriculturist sent many
thousand of these enclosed maps to tell
the location of their tent.
You will see
that we had these imprinted with the
reading so that they would have to see the

American

RED

Scene from

“Shoes,” O.

Henry

story.

the screen could get many suggestions
for better work from the naturalism of
Georgia Hale.
The exterior scenes are starkly magnificent, as they should be.
One sees
defeat for the many in the driving snow
and the jet peaks of the mountains. And
the “here today and gone tomorrow”
appearance of the cabins in the town
just about sums up the Klondike adven-

ture.— BARR.

Strand Theatre exhibit. These were given
out all over the city of Syracuse, in hotels,
cigar stands, etc.
This is the first time
that a local theatre has ever been represented at the State Fair grounds.
realized the importance of such a stunt
and maybe you think we didn’t work and
talk like everything in order to land this
before anyone else got it.
sure did
have to live up to the old proverbial “early
bird” for we were at it for a few days,

We

We

—

morning

until night.

surrounded on all sides by
many small towns and villages. Practically
everyone of these towns boasts of their
weekly newspaper. I have been successful
in getting into 19 of these small weekly
papers with a story of our coming attraction.
I am enclosing a clipping from one
of the papers just to give you an idea as
This story runs
to the size of the story.
in each of these small weekly papers on a
prominent page, under a proper heading,
and all for the sum of a pair of seats for
Syracuse

“Wild Horse Mesa” Okayed
T ACK

HOLT, opposite Billie Dove, has
the leading role in “Wild Horse Mesa,”
Paramount picture produced under the able
direction of George B. Seitz.
Besides doing great things for Billie Dove and Margaret Morris, who has the role of an Indian
maiden, the story gets a staunch hold of
the spectator’s interest in horses and utilizes it in building towards a gripping cliJ

max.

But we were proud

of the results.
is

production for the editor of each
paper. In this way we get into these small
towns through their oim paper and for
each

Instead of the story becoming a question
of whether the hero will win the heroine,
the most vital question becomes whether
the herd of horses will mill itself against
the barbed wire fence to destroy the lives
and bodies of hundreds of them. It becomes incidental that the hero cares for the
girl or that her father must face poverty.
The horses’ lives are at stake.
Then there is an Indian guide in the
story (whose name there was no opportunity to determine because of the manner
in which the film had been edited) who
performed an admirable part in the story.
It was one of the bigger things of the

whole story.
Everything of the picture breathes of a
Western tone; and although Holt does not
come quite up to his role in “The Wanderer of the Wasteland” he goes about his
business in quite the proper manner.

practically nothing.

The remainder

of this package contains a

few of the w.k. advertisements used in
our local papers. The two column ad on
“The Lost World” is not an original ad.
I clipped the same copy and design from
a paper in Los Angeles several weeks ago.
So. don’t give

me

credit for that.

The last two samples were used on “The
Lost World” as you can readily see, they
are both very simple and well known. The
book marker was distributed by the library
and its branches.
The First National
herald was given out through some local
gas stations. They gave one to each customer as he drove into the station. Might
I add that we have the public library working with us, in every way.
Sincerely yours,

HODGES.

CLIFF LEWIS,

( Concluded
from page 47)
a tent to display the articles and industries
which we advertised to the farmers in this
rural journal and the fact that Paramount
secured a booth in the tent. It so happens
that “The Ten Commandments” was advertised very extensively in this journal.
And it also happens that The Strand theatre will play the above mentioned Paramount picture soon. So upon the arrival
of Mr. Williams of Paramount to place
the advertising and display in the booth,
we, “Mac” and I here at the theatre immediately got our heads into the same plane
as his and the combined effort of all these
heads produced for the Strand theatre one
of the greatest, if not
greatest advertising and exploitation stunt ever recorded in the archives of our theatre. Big,
inasmuch as it reached a very great number
of people.
Previous to the State Fair I had made
arrangements with Mr. Williams for one of

THE

P. S.

You

will note the

we

in advance.

Pictures” information pub-

one

indexed below by

is

American Pluck
Ancient Highway, The
A Son of His Father
Bad Lands, The
Best People, The
Big Parade, The
Bloodhound, The
Camille of the Barbary Coast
Circus Cyclone, The
Coming of Amos, The......:
Cyrano de Bergerac
Dark Angel, The
Demon Rider, The

Down

Dollar

Graustark
Half Way

in

which

Aug. 15-52
Sept. 19-57
Oct. 3-75

Aug. 29-85
Sept. 26-67

Aug. 15-49
Aug. 15-52
Aug. 8-63
Oct. 3-76
Sept, 26-68

Aug. 8-64
Oct. 3-74

Aug. 22-54
Sept. 12-53

The
Fighting the Flames
Fort Frayne
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work,
Gold Rush, The
Golden Princess, The
Goose Woman, The
Fearless Lover,

Sept. 19-57
Oct. 3-76

Sept. 12-54
The....Sept. 5-53

Sept, 12-54
Sept. 19-58
Sept. 5-54
Sept. 12-55

—

The

Girl,

Aug. 15-51

Havoc

Sept. 12-53

Headlines
Hearts and Spurs
Her Sister from Paris

July 25-57

Aug. 8-63
Aug. 22-54

High and Handsome
His Buddy’s Wife

Sept, 19-58

Name

Sept. 26-68

In the

.Aug. 8-63

Love

of

Aug.

Isle of Hope, The
Keep Smiling
Kentucky Pride
Knockout, The
Lady Robinhood
Let’s Go Gallagher

Sept. 19-58
Sept. 12-54

Aug. 29-86
..

..

Sept. 26-68

Aug. 29-85

Aug.

Manhattan Madness
Merry Widow, The

Aug. 29-84
Aug. 15-51
Aug. 8-64

The

Never Weaken

New Brooms

Oct. 3-76

New

Not So Long Ago
Parisian Love
Passionate Youth

York, The

5-53

Aug.

8-64

The... .Sept. 26-67

Opera

Oct. 3-74

Prairie Pirate, The

Sept. 5-54
„

Romola
Rugged Water
Sally of the Sawdust
Seven Days
..

Slave of Fashion,

22-54

Sept.

Sept. 12-54

Nancy Preston,

of the

Aug.15-50

Aug.

..

Peacock Feathers
vs.

8-64

„.Aug. 15-51

Lady’s Lips

Night Life of

29-85

Oct. 3-74

Lorraine of the Lions

My

Oct. 3-76

Aug.

Lightnin'
Limited Mail, The
Live Wire, The

Mystic,

29-85

Aug. 8-63

Pretty Ladies

manner

issue

title,

date and page number.

Phantom

Strand Theatre.

give the library some additional advertising on the heralds which we distribute.
The back page of our house program was
given over to the “Lost World” for two

weeks

“New

lished in the ten issues preceding this

People

Syracuse, N. Y.

Lewis Ties Up
With State Fair

“ New Pictures ” Index

A

Souls for Sables
Sporting Chance, The
Street of Forgotten Men, The

Sun Up
That Man Jack
Tracked in the Snow Country
Trix
Trouble with Wives, The

Aug. 15-49

Aug.

15-50

-Aug. 22-55
Aug. 29-84

Aug.

22-55

Aug. 15-50
Sept. 26-67

July 18-55

Aug. 22-55
Aug. 8-65
...Sept.

5-53

Aug. 29-85
Oct. 3-76

Aug.

29-84

Under the Rouge
Aug. 8-64
Unholy Three, The
Aug. 15-51
Wanderer, The
Sept. 19-57
Sept. 12-55
Warrior Gap
Wheel, The
Sept. 12-53
Where Was I?
Sept. 12-54
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The
Oct. 3-75
Wild Bull’s Lair, The
Aug. 15-49
Wild Horse Mesa, The
Aug. 15-51
Wild Justice
Sept. 12-53
Winds of Chance
Aug. 8-65

:
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The Demon Rider
Davis Distributing Divi-

Distributor

sion

Producer: Ken Maynard Productions
Length: 5,000 feet

PAUL HURST

DIRECTOR

Inman Kane
Frank Cotner

Author

J.

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Ken Maynard

Dennis
Tarzan
Billy

Tarzan

Mary Bushman

Alma Rayford

Jim Lane
Black

Fred Burns

Hawk

Tom London

The Cook

TYPE

James Love

,

Western

:

special.

THEME

A ranch foreman who at:
tempts to capture an outlaw is mistaken
for the outlaw and almost lynched.

HIGHLIGHTS
riding.

.

outlaws.

His Majesty Bunker Bean
Distributor:

Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers

Producer:
Length: 7,291 feet

HARRY BEAUMONT

DIRECTOR
Author

Harry Leon Wilson

PLAYERS

Mrs. Breede
Balthasar

Matt Moore
Dorothy Devore
David Butler
George Nichols
Helen Dunbar
Frank Leigh

Casanova
Larabee

Nora Cecil
Henry Barrowes

Grandma

Gertrude Claire

Bunker Bean
Marie Breede

“Bud” Matthews
Jim Breede

Nurse

Lucille

Ward

Hayne Whitman
TYPE Farce comedy.
THEME : A young man who tries to
act the part of the ancient king whose

Bert Hollins
:

reincarnation he is supposed to be fails
in the attempt but wins money and a

.

.

.

.

mobile over the

STORY:
who

loves

.

Maynard’s clever
The chase after the
Crash of the auto-

:

Billy Dennis, ranch

Mary Bushman,

away

ing.

.

mummy

.

.

Author
Adaptor

.

.

.

.

.

.

PLAYERS

of

money

to secure

some

stock.

Eulalie Jensen
Cesare Gravina

Servant

Vigilante leader.. ..Gustav Von Seyffertitz
Helen Lee Worthing
Josefa

TYPE Romantic drama of California during and after the gold rush.
:

THEME:

The daughter of a proud
California Spaniard endangers her name
and social position to win the man she
loves.

.

miners’ dance.

.

.

.

.

STORY

:

sum

Youcca Troubetzkoy
Warner Oland
Edwin J. Brady

John Basset..
Luke Rand
Derek Bylandt
Mrs. Bylandt

Carlota’ s return to her father
Attack on
after the dance.
Carlota’s escape
the mine.
The duel bewith Basset.
tween Basset and the Vigilante leader.

fight

STORY Bunker Bean, who is the
stenographer of Jim Breede, a millionaire, is an imaginative youth who is
told by a clairvoyant that he is the reincarnation of an Egyptian king. He tries
to act the part of the king, and in so
doing
he
fascinates
his
employer’s
daughter Marie, who forces from him a
promise to marry her.
When Bunker
learns that after all he is not the king’s
reincarnation he is so discouraged that
he tells Marie he cannot marry her. His
friend Matthews encourages him, however, and all goes well until a fight
starts on the day of the wedding. Bunker
wins the fight.
And he wins Marie’s
father over by making him spend a large

Willis

Pola Negri
Carlota y Villalon
Don Giraldo y Villalon.. ..Joseph Dowling

.

Bunker’s

The

Hergesheimer
Goldbeck

Joseph

HIGHLIGHTS: The

Moore’s act-

The discovery that the

a fake.
pursuit by Marie.
on the lawn.
is

PAUL BERN

DIRECTOR

girl.

HIGHLIGHTS: Matt

Night

Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

the

the sheriff rides to the
ranch to deputize him and have him help
capture the bandits, who have just
robbed a bank. In the meantime Billy
has trapped the bandits and recovered
the money, with which he starts off for
the town in which it was stolen.
The
sheriff, seeing Billy riding off, thinks he
is Black Hawk and pursues.
Billy loses
the bag of money and his cook finds it.
Billy returns to the ranch, and the
sheriff, still deluded, tries to arrest him.
Mary helps him escape. He finds Black
Hawk and the gang again, in a stolen
automobile. He chases the car and captures the bandit. But the sheriff arrests
Billy, and he is not released until the
cook turns up with the money.
is

of

Distributor: Paramount

foreman

leaves

ranch one morning and on his ride discovers the hiding place of the mysterious
bandit Black Hawk and his band. While
Billy

Flower

cliff.

are lovers in “The Demon Rider,”
a Davis Distributing Division release.

.

.

.

.

.

Don Giraldo y Villalon and
daughter Carlota, high caste Spaniards living in California at the time of
the gold rush, are dispossessed of most of
their land holdings, including the Flor de
Noche mine in the hills above their hacienda. John Basset has come from the
East to assist the superintendent of the
mine. He stops at the hacienda to learn
the way to the mine, and at sight of him
Carlota loves him. She accepts an invitation to a miners’ dance, to which she
goes only that she may see Basset again.
Basset, disgusted with the revel, ignores her. When she returns home and
tells her father she has disgraced herself and the family name he commits
suicide.
Carlota goes to San Francisco
his

Ken Maynard and Alma Rayford

.

:

:

:
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Three Wise Crooks
Distributor

F. B. 0.

Producer: F. B. 0.
Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

F.

HARMON WEIGHT
Myton

Authors.. ..John Brownell and Fred

PLAYERS
Duvans

Dolly

Evelyn Brent
Fannie Midgley
John Gough
Bruce Gordon
William Humphrey

Ma

Dickenson
Spug Casey

Dan

Pelton

Grogan
Don Gray

Carroll

Ann Morgan
TYPE Melodrama

Betsy

:

life

Nye

Dodo Newton
of underworld

with strong love interest.

THEME

:

Mother

love,

romantic

love and a great friendship turn three
crooks down the straight path.

and becomes a dance hall entertainer.
She meets Luke Rand, leader of the
Vigilantes, and makes love to him in an
effort to win Basset, who scorns her.

Rand tries
Noche mine

the

confiscate

to
to

Flor

de

win Carlota. Basset in
defending the mine is wounded and CarIota, altering her mind, helps him escape.
Rand overtakes them, and in the fight
that ensues Basset kills him.
The love
note is the loudest one as the story ends.

Peggy

of the Secret

Service
Davis Distributing Divi-

Distributor

sion

Producer: S. Cole, Inc.
Length: 5,000 feet

DIRECTOR

J. P.

Author
Adaptor

McGOWAN
Finis

Fox

William Lester

Cameraman

Bob

Cline

PLAYERS
Peggy O’Day
Frank Jordan
Spike Hennesy
Buck Brice
Abdullah

Peggv O’Day
W. H. Ryno
Clarence Sherwood
Dan Paterson

Ahmed

..V.

L.

Barnes

Abdullah’s Favorite Wife. .Ethel Childers
Mahmoud E. Akem
Richard Neill

Hal Tracy

TYPE

Melodrama

:

A

:

girl

to

her lover.

.

.

palace window.
the harem.

Peggy’s dive after

Her

.

.

.

STORY: Peggy O’Day

from the
The fight in

leap

.

is

charged with

the capture of Abdullah the Unfaithful,
brother of the Sultan of Algeria, and
the recovery of the jewels with which
the faithless one has fled to the United
States with the members of his harem.
Peggy and two other operatives go to
the waterfront to meet the ship bearing
Abdullah.
In a fight that resuUs from
the attempt to capture him Peggy’s
lover, a newspaper reporter, is thrown
into the water.
The girl dives in and
rescues him.
Abdullah and the harem
girls flee to a retreat prepared for them
in the mountains.
Peggy, disguised as
an Algerian woman, follows, gains admittance, and is installed as Abdullah’s
favorite wife.
The Algerian forces an
entrance to her apartment, but her lover
arrives in time to save her.
Abdullah
is arrested.
Peggy and the reporter ask
the girl’s chief for permission to marry.
He refuses, stating that he has another
commission for the girl.

meeting
.

Seven Keys

of
.

.

DIRECTOR
Author

FRED NEWMEYER
Earl Derr Biggers

PLAYERS

crooks.
Dolly Duvans, who works
Dan Pelton and Spug Casey, robs a
diamond merchant and makes her getaway through a cleverly contrived fake
:

with

involving a dental office. In a park she
meets Ma Dickenson, nervous and distrait, and at first suspects her of some
kind of crookedness. But Ma is genuine.
She has lost her purse and her ticket to
her home in Greenville. Dolly gets her a
ticket and sends her home.
When the
detectives get too warm on the trail of
the trio of crooks Dolly goes to Greenville on the invitation of Ma Dickenson,
extended to her on the occasion of their
first meeting.
The old lady and Betsy
Ann Morgan do everything possible to
make the visitor happy. Dolly learns of
a plot formed by the town banker and
an oil promoter to swindle the townspeople.
She sends for her pals to rob
the bank. Then she learns that her hostess has sunk all her money in the deal
and has a change of heart. When the

Spug

falls in love with Betsy
for going ahead with the
robbery.
He hides in the bank. The
banker and his partner in crime enter to
get the money.
But Dolly and Spug

arrive,

Dan

have taken

is

intending to return it to
owners.
Spug picks up
enough evidence to clear Dolly when she
is suspected of the robbery.
The three
crooks go straight thereafter.
its

Baldpate

Producer: Paramount
Length: Undetermined

.

STORY

to

Distributor: Paramount

.

.

Ann.

commissioned

The

.

men

an Oriental renegade in the
United States becomes a member of his
harem to do it.

HIGHLIGHTS:

.

.

Eddie Phillips

capture

Ma

and

Dickenson.
Dolly’s discovery of the crookedness
of the banker and a confidence man.
Discovery of the robbery.
The expo stire of the unwise

of the adven-

tures of a girl secret service operative.

THEME

HIGHLIGHTS:
Dolly

rightful

it,

William Halowell Magee
Douglas MacLean
Mary Norton
Edith Roberts
J. K. Norton
Anders Randolf
Bentley
Craufurd Kent
Bland
Ned Sparks
The Hermit
William Orlamonde

Wade

Cargan
Lou Max

Myra

Thornhill

Betty Francisco
Maym Kelso

Mrs. Rhodes

TYPE

:

THEME
under

Boteler

Edwin Sturgis

Comedy melodrama.
A young novelist

:

pressure

writes

save his publisher
from ruin and springs a surprise when
he finishes it.
to

HIGHLIGHTS: MacLean’ s
.

.

.

acting.

The entrance and actions of

who

the persons

working author.
arrival.

.

the action

STORY

.

.

interrupt the hard

The sheriff’s
The cutting back of
.

.

.

and the surprise ending.

William Magee, author, returns from Europe and declares that instead of writing while he was there he
was buying presents for Mary Norton,
:

daughter of his publisher, to whom he is
engaged.
Norton, who faces ruin if
Magee does not produce another novel
on short order, forbids his daughter’s
marriage until the book is written. Magee
agrees to write, and Bentley offers him
the use of Baldpate Inn, a summer resort closed for the season and therefore

The caretakers tell Magee that
the key they give him is the only one in
existence that will open the inn.
But
while he is writing Bland unlocks the
door, enters, and hides a large sum of
money in the inn safe. Then in rapid
succession the members of a gang of
crooks looking for the money enter.
Magee, thinking that the people are in a
conspiracy to interrupt him, ignores the
warning of Mary that he is in danger.
The sheriff arrives to arrest all present
The
at the inn, but Magee eludes him.
caretakers return and Magee tells them
he has finished the book. Only then is it
learned that all of the action is really in
the book, and has not happened in reality.
Mary arrives and is told by Magee that
the novel is finished and they are to be
married next day.
quiet.

:
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The Woman Hater
Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers

Producer:
Distributor

Length:

6,951 feet

JAMES FLOOD

DIRECTOR

Dorothy Day

Author
Adaptors

Louis Lighton, Hope Loring
John Mescall

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Helene Chadwick

Marie Lamont
Miles
Secretary
Mrs. Tranter

Dale Fuller
Helen Dunbar

John Harron

Philip Tranter

TYPE

Drama

:

Brook

Clive

of heart entangle-

ments.

Rod La Rocque
Producers

HIGHLIGHTS:

has the leading

“The Coming of Amos,”

role in

Distributing

a

Corpora-

.

Young

New
man

First National
Producer: First National
Length: 7,349 feet

DIRECTOR GEORGE. .ARCHAINBAUD
Henry

Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

Webster
June Mathis
Norbert Brodin

Kitchell

PLAYERS
Lewis Stone

Joseph Greer
Beatrice Greer
Jenny MacFarlan
Violet Williamson
Lancing Ware
George Bums
Williamson

Shirley

Mason

Barbara Bedford
Ethel Gray Terry
John Patrick

Hugh

Allen

David Torrence
Tom Wilson
Butler
Lewis Dayton
Henry Craven
Dorothy Williamson
Joyce Compton
TYPE Drama of Chicago business
:

.

.

York

STORY

.

.

.

.

Joseph Greer has invented a
new linen-making process and asks Williamson and his associates to finance
him.
Williamson and the others intend to swindle Greer, who gets his
secretary, Jenny MacFarlan to watch
them. His wife, from whom he has been
separated for years, wishes a divorce.
Greer sends for his eighteen year old
daughter whom he has never seen and
gives her an automobile and has her introduced into society. Mrs. Williamson

makes
She

:

love to Greer,

tells

streets

to

intercept

.

.

the

man

Woodstock takes his place in
and wins.
Phillips kidnaps
Nora, and Woodstock and Lee are imprisoned when they go to the rescue.

drugged.
the

ring

to rid herself of another, then confesses real love for the first one.
STORY: Miles, lover of Marie Lamont, leaves her because he believes her
untrue. She rises to fame as an actress
and infatuates youthful Philip Tranter.
Philip’s mother begs Miles to save Philip
from the woman. Miles succeeds in having Marie break several engagements
with Philip. Philip, unable to restrain
himself, breaks into Marie’s apartment
and finds her in the arms of Miles. He
threatens them both with a gun. Marie
declares that she was only playing with
Philip, cerMiles, and thus saves him.
tain that she does not love him, also
leaves.
Marie dashes across New York
in her car, stops Miles as he is boarding
a ship and they declare mutual love.

They escape shortly before the race, but
Lee is killed. Lady Love wins the race,

Sporting Life

LIEUTENANT AL. WILLIAMS, U. S. N., PUTS
PLANE THROUGH AIR AT 302 MILES AN
HOUR IN NATIONAL AIR RACE TEST

and after Phillips

arrested for Lee’s

is

murder Woodstock and Nora are free

Williamson

who

repulses her.
that Greer has

forced his attentions on her.
This
strengthens
Williamson’s
resolve
to
break him. Greer goes on a business
trip and leaves his daughter in Jenny’s
charge.
Beatrice one night goes to a
wild party, from which she is rescued
by her chauffeur, who loves her. Greer
finds her intoxicated and discharges the
chauffeur. Beatrice runs away and marries the chauffeur and Williamson succeeds in breaking Greer. Greer begins
to drink and finally disappears.
Jenny
locates him.
He returns, is reunited
with his daughter, and decides to begin
a new life with Jenny as his partner.

Distributor:

Universal
Producer: Universal
Length: 6,709 feet

NEWSPICTURES
aaamum
d

fewmi Mmn ,-- ma
i

-

l.

•

Fox News No. 102
THOUSANDS OF BOV SCOUTS FROM ALL PARTS
OF THE WORLD VISIT THE VATICAN. ROME
HARVARD

FOOTBALL SQUAD OPENS FALL
TRAINING WITH 125 CANDIDATES

Cecil Raleigh

Adaptor

and Saymour Hicks
Curtis Benton
Arthur Todd

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Lord Woodstock

Bert Lytell

Nora Cavanaugh

Marian Nixon
Paulette Duval
Cyril Chadwick
Charles Delaney
George Seigmann
Oliver Eckhard
Edna Gregory

Carteret

Phillips

Joe Lee
Dan Crippen

Cavanaugh

TYPE

:

103

GREAT CROWD OF TENNIS FANS SEES TILDEN
BEAT JOHNSTON FOR THE NATIONAL TITLE

Authors

Chorus Girl
Chorus Girl

bb a

.

MAURICE TOURNEUR

DIRECTOR

Olive

to

marry.

Fox News No.

.

.

Farrell MacDonald as Donovan,
trainer and lover of horses, in
“Kentucky Pride,” a Fox picture.

/.

.

life.

divorced man struggles
with his grown daughter, whom he
never has really known, and finds happiness after moral and financial ruin.
HIGHLIGHTS: The acting of all
The picnic interthe cast.
rupted by a wind and rain storm.
meeting with his
Greer’s
Beatrice’s rescue
daughter.
from the drinking party by her chaufThe reconciliation of
feur.
father and daughter.
.

.

she loves.
: Actress feigns love for one

THEME: A

.

.

THEME

Distributor:

.

Rapid

.

.

What Fools Men

.

.

and the woman they both love.
Heroine’s wild drive through crowded

tion picture.

and society

Brilliant atmosaction.
lover’s threat to kill his rival

sphere.

Kathleen Clifford
Melodrama of London

sporting and society circles.
THEME: An English nobleman
turns pugilist to recoup financial loss
and win the girl he loves.

Pathe News No. 77
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE ASSEMBLES COMMITTEE
TO INVESTIGATE SITUATION CREATED BY
MITCHELL’S CHARGES REGARDING AIR
SERVICE

TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL WILD WEST SHOW
STAGED AT MILLER BROTHERS’ 101 RANCH
*

Pathe News No. 78
FIRST CONTEST FOR OPEN POLO CHAMPIONSHIP STAGED; MEADOW BROOK WINS

FROM HURRICANES
*

EIGHTEEN YEAR OLD BOY DIVES 108 FEET
INTO W ATER HOLE IN DARING CONTEST
AT MANCHESTER, N. H.

Kinograms No. 5120
NEW YORK CITY POLICE HOLD ANNUAL

FIELD

DAY EXHIBITION BEFORE HUGE CROWDS

HIGHLIGHTS:

The prize fight.
The capture and escape of
Woodstock
and Lee.
The

.

.

.

.

race.

.

.

.

Woodstock’s

.

.

reunion

vnth Nora.

STORY

Lord Woodstock loses money
as the backer of a musical show and
hopes to recoup by betting on his protege, Joe Lee, a pugilist, and by winning
the Derby with his horse. Lady Love.
Olive Carteret, an actress, tries to win
Woodstock, but he is in love with Nora,
the daughter of his trainer. Olive conspires with Phillips, a gambler, to break
him. On the night of the fight Lee is
:

International News No. 78
WILMINGTON, CAL., MAN TRIES OUT ONE-MAN
SUBMARINE PROPELLED BY GASOLINE ENGINE
DUKE OF ACOSTA HEADS GRAND CANAL PROCESSION AT VENICE, ITALY, DURING
WATER CARNIVAL
*

International News No. 79
JACK REDMOND TEES OFF ON CHICAGO
SCRAPER ROOF AND DRIVES GOLF

SKY-

BALL 621 FEET
*

ITALIAN BATTLE FLEET HOLDS GREATEST REVIEW SINCE CLOSE OF WAR IN
SEA OF SICILY
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THE FILM MART
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Rath bone in First Picture
Basil Rathbone, noted stage actor, makes
his screen debut in “The Masked Bride,”
in which Mae Murray is featured.

Leonard Puts on Last Touches
Robert Z. Leonard is engaged in cutting
and editing his latest production, “A
Little Bit of Broadway,” in which Pauline
Starke and Charles Ray are co-starred.

Chaney in Dual Role
Lon Chaney is to have another dual role,
this time in “The Mocking Bird,” in which

and Jack

starred in the
second.

first

Janet Gaynor

New

Mower

in the

The name
“Find”

Janet Gaynor, 18, of Los Angeles, has
been hailed as a new “find” and will play
ingenue parts in Western productions.

Thousands

in

“Deadwood Dick”

Almost 5,000 persons, including 500
Sioux Indians and 400 United States cavalrymen, were used in the production of the
big scenes in

Jack Hoxie

“Deadwood

Dick,” in which

starred.

is

Braham in “La Boheme”
Lionel Braham, well known character
actor, will be seen in the role of the musician in “La Boheme,” Lillian Gish’e new
starring vehicle.

“Free Lips” Star Named
Norma Shearer has been named as the
star of “Free Lips,” from an original story
by Carey Wilson. Lew Cody will have the
male lead in this picture, which will be
directed by Hobart Henley.

Gotham

“Broken Homes” Costed
The cast for “Broken Homes,” another
Macfadden picture, has been selected, and
includes Alice Lake, Gaston Glass, Betty
Jewell, Barney Sherry, Rita Allen and
others. Hugh Dierker will direct.

again

which

in “The Phantom of the Forest,”
will go into production immediately.

Warner Brothers
Blue

to

Mary Pickford’s latThe directors are William
Tom McNamara, Carl Har-

duction of “Scraps,”

Monte Blue’s next starring production
will be “The Agony Column,” adapted from
Earl Derr Bigger’s Saturday Eevening
Post

baugh and Emile De Ruelle.

Ruth Hiatt and Alice Ward.
Lent
Lucien Littlefield has been lent to
William S. Hart for the making of “Tumbleweeds.” He will return to comedies as
soon as the picture has been completed.

Principal
To Film

The

of selecting the cast for

“The

Bat” is well under way, though no names
have been given out.

Dwight Franklin, one of the best known
American authorities on pirates and piracy,
has joined Douglas Fairbanks to assist in
the making of “The Black Pirate.”

E. T. Lowe, Jr., is writing the
scenario and Erie Kenton will direct.

Stage Star in “Pirate” Cast

Three Players Lent

Earl Brown, stage star, is now a member
of the story staff at the Pickford-Fairbanks

Barrymore Signs for Third

John Barrymore has signed a contract

make another
“Don Juan.”
to

picture after he finishes

studio and

is

“The Black

Soon

filming

Harold

Bell

Tiffany-Truart
Ten

for Release

pictures have been definitely slated

for release, one in each

month from Octo-

June 1926,

inclusive.
In the
“Borrowed
of release they are
Finery,” “Morals for Men,” “The Lodge in
the Wilderness,” “The Husband Hunters,”
“Morganson’s Finish,” “The Travis Coup,”
“The Wrong Coat,” “Tale of a Vanishing
People,” “The Dumb Head” and “Life of

1925,

to

a

:

Woman.”

Associated Exhibitors
“Strongheart” Picture in

Work

“North Star,” from the novel by Rufus
King,

is

the

title

of the latest production

“Strongheart,” the
production is in work.

starring

The

canine

star.

Feature Roles Filled

Schulberg
Release Date Changed

Blanche Sweet and Roy Steward are to
be co-featured in “The Lady from Hell,”
which is based on a novel by Norton S.
Parker.

“The Plastic Age,” originally scheduled
November release has already been re-

Paramount

for

leased.

Gilda Gray to Star

Alyce Mills Lent
Alyce Mills has been lent to Tiffany to
play the leading feminine part opposite
Conway Tearle in “Morals for Men.”

Gilda Gray, noted stage and screen danbe starred in “Aloma of the South
Seas.” Richard Cortez is to play the lead-

cer, is to

ing male role.
Players for “Hasson” Chosen

“Compromise,” “The Love Toy” and
“Hogan’s Alley” are in progress of editing.
“ Don Juan” Director Chosen

Pathe
Semon Supports Announced
In the cast supporting Larry Semon
“Stop, Look and Listen" are Dorothy
Dwan, leading woman, and Mary Carr,
Lionel Belmont, Babe Hardy, William Gillespie, Curtis McHenry, Frederick Kovert,
B. F. Blinn, Joseph Swickard and Bull

in

Alan Crosland has been signed to direct
John Barrymore in “Don Juan,” the
famous stage star’s next production.

Universal
Westerns Put in

Montana.

Work

“The Man with the

Scar”

Taylor on

Sam

and “The

Pinnacle Rider,” each a two-reel Western,
in work.
Fred Humes is

have been put

of

working with Fairbanks on

Pirate.”

Editing Three

Two

work

order

Casting “The Bat”

story.

Dolores Costello has been lent to Famous
Players-Lasky to play the feminine lead in
“The Mannikin,” and an agreement has
been reached under which Clive Brook will
be lent to Cecil B. De Mille for one picture a year. The first will be “Three Faces
East.”
Willard Louis has been lent to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for an important
role in “Free Lips.”

W'right Novel

Ten Slated

ber,

Pirate Expert with Fairbanks

Make “Agony Column”

plays the role of henpecked husSupporting him are Vernon Dent,

Wright’s novel, “The Winning of Barbara
Worth,” is to begin soon.

United Artists

The work

shoots the

He

edy.

band.

Four Companies Making “Scraps”
Four Companies are engaged in the pro-

Beaudine,

who

Langdon Making Another
Harry Langdon has started another com-

est production.

Canine Star in New Picture
“Thunder,” the canine star, will be seen

of the actor

deadly arrows in the serial “The Green
Archer,” is being withheld from the other
members of the cast in order that they
be imbued with the element of mystery that
is strongly stressed in this production.

Littlefield

Astor

he will be starred alone.
Lionel

Actor’s Identity Is Mystery

in a
is

New

Taylor

Sequence
is

new sequence

making

directing Harold Lloyd
of the production Lloyd

to follow “

The Freshman.”

Ernest Torrence, William Collier, Jr.,
and Greta Nissen have been chosen to play
three

of

the

leading

which Raoul Walsh

of “Hasson,”
soon put in pro-

roles

will

duction.
Cutting, Editing Six

“The Vanishing American,” “Flower of
Night,” “He’s a Prince,” “New Brooms,”
“The Best People” and “The Ancient
Highway” are in the cutting and editing
stage of production.
Jim” Company at Studio
The company making “Lord

“ Lord

Jim,” has

—
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returned from location and
making the interior scenes.

engaged

is

in

“Enchanted Hill” Soon
“The Enchanted Hill” is to be put in
work soon. In the cast are Jack Holt,

First National
Prepares “Irene” Script

Start

Noah Berry and Florence
Four

in Cutting

Four

Room
“The

Still

Alarm,” “His People” and “Old Dutch,”
are in the cutting room and will soon be
ready for release.

House Peters
Timber,”
present

his

Timber” Cast

contract.

be starred in “Tall
production under his
be

will

It

by

directed

for “Irene,” her next starring vehicle.

Rush Work on Sills Picture
Work on “The Unguarded Hour,” starring
Milton Sills, is being rushed toward completion at the East Coast studios.

Six Pictures Near Completion

Six

pictures

Pro-Dis-Co
Winter Releases Scheduled
Productions scheduled for release during
the current month and the three succeeding
October “Without Mercy,”
months are
“Prairie Pirate,” “Hell’s Highroad;” November “The People vs. Nancy Preston,”
Fall,

—

:

—

“Simon the Jester,” “The Road to Yesterday,” “The Wedding Song;” December
“Madam Behave,” “The Dice Woman,”
“The Man from Red Gulch,” “Braveheart,”
1926 “Steel Preferred,” “The
January,
Lure of the Arctic,” “Three Faces East,”
“Fifth Avenue,” “The Million Dollar Han-

—

dicap.”

Company Home

“Steel Preferred ”

was working

that

in

the

Pittsburgh, Pa., steel mills on the production of “Steel Preferred” has returned
to the West Coast.

Big Part

been selected to play
the featured male role in “Made for Love,”
starring vehicle of Leatrice Joy.

Company

“Braveheart”

A

company of 40

assistants has left
film “Braveheart,”

production. The
in Portland, Ore.

in

Northwest

Von Stroheim

Buy

for

the

Northwest

to

Rod La Rocque’s new

first

F. B.

Set Release Date

Judy King in “Bad Man” Cast
Judy King has been added

Tom Mix

in

to

the cast

“The Best Bad

his current production.

Seven More
of

Named

the

seven

productions

hitherto not announced on this year’s schedule are: “Dangers of a Great City,” “The
Road to Glory,” “Daybreak,” “Separate
Rooms,” “Manhood,” “The Golden Butterfly” and "Palace of Pleasure.”

Change

The

Titles

Two

of “Thoroughbred” has been
“The Golden Strain,” and the
“Part Time Wives” has been

title

changed
title

of

of

changed

to

to

taining the price

of:

Main-

and cheap-

quality with a slight increase
in price.

direct.

as to

Work

Writers are at work on the continuity
“When His Love Grew Cold,” by
Laura Jean Libby. Filming work is to begin in about two weeks.
of

The

Room

Ribbon

Blue

is

featuring Alice Ardell
in the cutting room.

superior to

and

Lee

“Salute,”

Stock

others

photographic qualities

— more
—more
shadows — plastic

more gradation
tude

—better

lati-

half tones

detail in the

comedy

Raw
all

effects.

Moran,

is

the second “L’nnatural History” cartoons, “How the Bear Got His Short Tail.”
Production is to begin soon.

as to

mechanical properties

of

no

— therefore longer wear-

ing qualities.

to Direct

has been signed to direct a

Cameo comedies
Bowes and Helen Marlowe
series

stronger pliable cel-

static,

luloid

of

which Cliff
will have leadin

ing roles.

John Completes Three
John has finished three Mermaid
comedies this season. They were directed

more, but

It

costs a

is

warranted by results on
and by the need

little

it

the screen,

St.

December 20 has been fixed as the release date for “The Ancient Mariner,”
which is being made from Samuel Taylor
Coleridge’s famous poem.

titles

was a question

It

Goerz Positive

Hugh Fay
Mar-

exhausted.

Flyer.”

Fay Signed

legorical sequences for “The Ancient
iner” at Catalina Island.

present stocks are

Flynn to Make “Between Men”
Maurice “Lefty” Flynn is to make “Between Men” as his next picture. The story
is by Rob Wagner, and Harry Garson will

Educational

finished filming the al-

when

tinuing the present superior

Tom Forman has taken a company to the
Sierra mountains to begin the filming of
some of the sequences of “The Midnight

Finish Filming at Catalina

The

O.

Begin “Midnight Flyer”

Second Scenario Ready
Walter Lantz has completed the scenario

Henry Otto has

Stock

ening the product, or con-

“Thoroughbreds.”

Titles of

Raw

P.

contract.

scenes will be taken

Fox

M.

Positive

Moore

Tiffany Well’s story “Shebo” has been
purchased for Colleen More.
“Shebo”
will be her third picture under her new

and

Scott Sidney has been selected to direct
“The Million Dollar Handicap,” which is
adapted
from W. A. Frazer’s story

supporting

of

is

Story for Colleen

“Salute” in Cutting

actors, technicians

Director Selected

Man,”

stages
:

Continuitists at

Edmund Burns Given
Edmund Burns has
new

various

in

busy preparing the
continuity for the next Constance Talmadge production, “East of the Setting
Sun.”
Erich

the

are

and assembling. They are “We
Moderns,”
“Classified,”
“Why Women
Love,” “The Beautiful City,” “Memory
Lane” and “The New Commandment.”
Continuity in Preparation

Lynn Reynolds.

The company

$1.65 per foot
will be the price of

John Dillon, who directed Colleen Moore
“We Moderns,” is preparing the script

editing

will

fifth

in

Vidor.

pictures, “Stella Maris,”

Peters Heads “Tall

61

“Married Cheats.”

Al. St.

of fewer prints.

by Stephen Roberts.
Sixty-Six

Sole Distributors:

on Schedule

This season’s production schedule comeighteen Mermaid comedies, six
Hamilton comedies, six Tuxedo comedies,
six Lupino Lane comedies, six Juvenile
comedies, all in two reels, and 24 single reel
Cameo comedies.

prises

Helen Foster with Lane
Helen Foster, who played with Johnny
Arthur in “The Tourist,” has the feminine lead in a new Lupino Lane comedy

F1SH-SCHURMAN
CORPORATION
45 West 45th

In

Comedy

Virginia Vance has started work as
Johnny Arthur’s leading woman in the
third series of
year’s schedule.

Tuxedo comedies on

this

New York

City

Hollywood, Cal.

that has just gone into production.

Virginia Vance in Arthur

Street,

1050 Cahuenga Avenue,

Canada:

John A. Chantler
226 Bay

&

Co.

Street, Toronto, Ont.

—

;

;

;

;

;
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3
VJ

__2

PURELY PERSONAL

"1

San Francisco

Philadelphia
First
(Week

STANLEY

Runs

First

Runs

Beginning

September

(Week

14)

CALIFORNIA:

“Never the Twain Shall Meet,”
Metro-Goldicyn-Mayer
Stanley Magazine
News; Cartoon; Stanley-Gimbel Paris Fall
Fashion Review; Vocal Selections; Organ
Selections from “Sweethearts.”
FOX “The Iron Horse,” Fox.
STANTON “The Coast of Folly,” Paramount.
KARLTON “The Goose Woman,” Universal.
PALACE: “The Trouble with Wives,” Paramount.
VICTORIA: “The Ten Commandments,”
Paramount.
CAPITOL: “The Sporting Venus,” Metro-

September

Beginning

“The

Golden

19)
Princess,”

Paramount.

:

LOEW*S WARFIELD: “Winds

Chance,”

of

National.

First

GRANADA:

Name

“In the

of Love,” Para-

mount.

:

IMPERIAL: “The Pony
mount (3rd week).

:

:

CAMEO
UNION

:

Express,'’

Para-

“Black Cyclone,” Pathe.
SQUARE: “Black Lightning,”

All

Star.

ST.

FRANCIS: “The Fool,” Fox.

Goldicyn-Mayer.

Strand at Pierce City, Mo. Last Sunday
robbers blew the safe of the

night,

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN

FRANCISCO, CAL. Leon Levy,
manager of the Alexander theatre, has
announced that robbers entered the theatre recently, bound the janitor and tried
to open the safe. They were unsuccessful.
The A. J. Rich Company recently
has announced that the Capital Company
has leased the property bounded by Market,
Polk, Hayes and Larkin streets to the Fox
Film Corporation for 25 years. Local and
Eastern architects are to draw plans for a
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cantwell has returned to Progress Features
and is preparing the 1925-26 campaign.
Hobart Bosworth and his wife and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fralick, prominent Cali.

.

.

fornia exhibitors, were recent visitors on
Golden Gate avenue.
Homer Curran, owner of the Curran theatre, has
returned from Europe.
He spent much
of his time in England and France.
.

.

.

.

CITY,

Street theatre,

MO.— The

originally built

as

Twelfth
a

first-

run motion picture house, has been changed
to a burlesque house, having entered into
a 30-week agreement with the Gus Sun
and Ackerman and Harris vaudeville chain.
.

.

.

The

case against

James Bradley,

union projectionist charged with assaulting
E. J Lime, head of the nonunion projection
.

was dismissed in a justice court at
Independence, Mo., this week, as Lime
failed to appear.
Federal Judge
school,

...

City, Kan.,

.

.

and

Construction

.

.

.

;

;

Bryan Hawkins,
Grief e, Windsor, Mo.
Drexel, Mo.; and S'. E. Wilhoit, all exhibitors, were visitors here last week.
;

Jack Allender, of the firm of Neal and
AUender. They are the owners of the
Casino, Majestic, Lyric and Class A
theatres at Spokane, Wash. (Photo
by H. E. N.)

WASHINGTON
C—

week granted to
Arthur Harrison, manager of the Grand
Albert

Reeves

L.

theatre, a

this

temporary order restraining union

men from

The order

picketing his theatre.

was issued against operators, theatrical and
stage employes, musicians and bill posters.
Harrison alleged that the Grand has been
picketed since it opened, September 13.
Mrs. Mary Williams, Sedalia, Mo.,
mother-in-law of Fred Spear of the Orpheum theatre, died suddenly while on a
The
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Spear.
Vista theatre, managed by L. J Lenhart,
who also operates the Roanoke, has been
opened.
The Elliott and Electric
theatres,
Independence, Mo., have been
added to the string of Glenn Dickinson.
He now controls all the houses there.
Mrs. H. L. Karr, Monett, Mo., has bought
the Gem, Cassville, Mo., the Star, Exeter,
She
Mo., and the Cozy, Seligman Mo.
also owns the Gem at Monett, Mo., and the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Harry D. LohWASHINGTON, D.
meyer, manager of the Tivoli, was host to
617' children recently
orphans from the
district and followers of “Uncle Pal” in
the Washington Daily News. The specialty
arranged for the children was the “Tivoli
Junior Follies,” the last performance of
Lew Gould,
which has been given.
saxaphonist, is a new artist recently added
to the musical organization of the Metro-

—

.

.

Salt

Lake City

.

.

.

(Week

Runs

Beginning September 12)
“Graustark,” First National
“Newspaper
Educational
“Sit
Tight,”
Fun,” F. B. O.; International News.
KINEMA “Twenty Dollars a Week,” Pathe;
“High Jinks,” Fox; Pathe News.
PANTAGES: “The Married Flirt,” F. B. O.
PARAMOUNT EMPRESS: “The Gold Rush,”
United Artists
Pathe News.
VICTORY : “The Trouble with Wives,”
Paramount
“The Iron Nag,” Pathe;
Pathe News.

AMERICAN:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Columbia Heights Citizens’ and Business
Men’s Association holds its fall carnival
next month the “Queen of the Carnival”
will
be chosen on the stage of the
Tivoli theatre on the Monday preceding
the Thursday and Friday on which the
Viola T.
carnival will be staged.
Abrams, solo harpist at the Metropolitan,
and one of the “Saturday Nighters,”. is
visiting her parents in New York City.
John J. Payette recently spent some
time in Baltimore on nobody’s business but
Here is a mystery for somebody
his own.
Daniel Breeskin, conducto solve
tor of the Metropolitan theatre orchestra,
featured a new and snappy fox trot recently in connection with the showing of
Last week the
“The Knockout.”
“Saturday Nighters” put the greater part
.

First

.

Michaux Crump,
politan theatre.
solo cornetist of the Metropolitan theatre
Fritz
orchestra, is on duty again.
D. Hoffman, comptroller of the Crandall
theatres, was in Philadelphia recently on.
business in connection with the merging
of the Crandall theatres with the Stanley
When the
Company of America.

.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS

Arkansas

on the $150,000 Gilliaz theatre,
The house will
Springfield, Mo., started.
It is reported that United Stuseat 1,700.
dios, Inc., Chicago, will lease this house.
R. B. Christian, Excelsior Springs,
Mo. F. A. Robinson, Le Roy, Kan. Louis

.

.

theatre,

work

.

5.000-seat theatre to be erected on the site.
Police were stationed at the State
theatre, Oakland, recently to prevent possible panic when fire broke out on the roof.
The audience did not learn of the fire,
however, and the performance was uninterrupted.
Verne Buck, new conductor of the orchestra at the Granada,
took up the baton on September 12. He
was formerly at the Marigold Gardens,
Chicago.
The Diamond Jubilee here
was more beneficial to exhibitors than they
believed it would be.
Many thought that
the thousands who came here would be
interested only in the street events, but
they also crowded the theatres during the
week.
C. S. Baker has joined the
local Universal exchange.
Julius
.

Burford

escaped with $1,000.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

of their program on the air from the Metropolitan stage while the symphony orchesThe novelty pleased
tra played in the pit.
a large audience that remained to hear this

double performance.
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All film exchanges in Albany, N. Y., closed lor the day recently while the exchange members and a number of exhibitors
cavorted at the Albany Film Board of Trade outing at Saratoga Lake. The trip was made by auto caravan. Alec Herman, Albany manager for First National, was in charge of arrangements. Following a ball game and other athletics.
Gene Tunney, prizefighter, gave an exhibition. Dinner was served late in the afternoon and the crowd of 150 left for
the city early in the evening.

ALBANY

ager of the Grand theatre, has been appointed manager of the Grant.

ALBANY,

N. Y.—C. H. Buckley of the
Leland, local house, announces a two-week
run of “The Iron Horse,” to begin October
12.
This will be the first two-week run
here in months.
William Tweedy
of the Star, Mechanicville, N. Y., has been
.

confined

.

.

home

for the last three
weeks with a severe attack of hay fever.
Charles Sesonske of the Grand,
Johnstown, N. Y., was acclaimed the best
dressed man at the recent outing of the
Albany Film Board of Trade. He was a
vision in grey.
William Benton,
who is erecting a new theatre in Mechanicville, may put a night force to work in
order to open on the date scheduled, October 12.
Walter Roberts, manager
of the Troy theatre, staged a successful
fashion show at his house last week.
William Dillon of Ithaca, president of the
M. P. T. O., of New York, has invested
heavily in Florida real estate.
The
Berinstein brothers were in Albany last
week for the unveiling of a monument
to their father and mother.
The elder Mr.
Berinstein, who died about a year ago, was
one of the outstanding figures in motion
picture circles in New York state
Joe Weidman of the Central theatre is said
to be the only local exhibitor who is so
positive as to his booking dates that he
his

to

.

.

.

.

a change.

.

newspaper

last

their daughter.

.

with

a

Saturday morning

to

cooperated

.

From now on it’s
Claude Wade will divide

.

.

.

.

a safe bet that
his time between his theatre in North Creek
and his gun. Hunting time is here!
Jake Rosenthal of the Rose, Troy, N. Y.,
recently entertained 200 children at his theatre.
The youngsters were the winners in
playground contests in that city.
.

.

.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— The
open

air

local

motion picture theatre and danc-

ing pavilion has just closed after a successManager E. E. Tucker has an-

ful season,

nounced.
Weed Dickenson, West
Coast exploitation manager for F. B. O.,
is here to cooperate with Weir Cassady,
manager of the American, in putting over
the world premiere of “The Keeper of the
Bees”.
L. W. Weir, Pro-Dis-Co
division manager, has been in the city conferring with C. F. Parr, local Pro-Dis-Co
manager.
L. J. Schlaifer, Universal
district manager, was here last week and
held a meeting of all LIniversal salesmen.
After the meeting he left for the West
Coast.
The box-office of the Para.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mount Empress had

to be closed a number
of times because of the crowds attending
the showing of “The Gold Rush.”
Out of town exhibitors seen on film row
this week were
T. M. Chesler, Bingham,
Utah; Joe Goss, Ogden, Utah; John C.
Carrothers, Pocatello, Idaho Frank White,
American Fork, Utah; W. W. Eldridge,
Lava Hot Springs, Utah Fred Swanstrom,
Ashton, Idaho; C. A. Linsley, Soldiers
.

.

.

:

;

;

.

.

.

entertain several hundred children with
talking dolls.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Heilman of the Royal theatre had as their
guests last week their well known son-inlaw, Jack Little, composer and singer, and
.

.

.

book and never makes
Joe Saperstein of Har-

manus— Bleeker Hall
local

.

in a
.

.

Stanley Company of America, is back at
his desk after a strenuous fortnight of
publicity and other work in connection with
the Atlantic City Beauty Pageant.
Work on William Frcihofer’s new theatre
is
to start immediately, it has been an.

SALT LAKE

the

.

.

them down

L. Einstein, publicity director of

.

.

jots

Abe

Summit,

Utah;

Steve Diehl,

Springville,

Bingham, Utah; Frank
Hoor, Bingham Utah and Jack Ryan of
the Ryan circuit, Brigham City, Garland
and Tremonton, Utah.
Walter
Lindlar is here from New York conducting
an exploitation campaign for “The Lost
World” and “Graustark.”
H. T.
Nolan, formerly district manager for First
LTtah; Joe Krakis,

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Speaker have the
Majestic theatre at DePere, Wis.

They are

new

also building a

.

theatre.

(Photo by H. E. N.)
nounced.

.

Leon Behai,

.

.

men

well

known

has opened the Ben
Franklin Film Exchange.
The new exchange will distribute only short features.
W. A. V. Mack was given a farewell dinner by local film men on the occatheatre

to

.

.

here,

.

of his becoming short feature sales
manager for Pathe. He is succeeded in
sion
the

local

formerly

Pathe
of

office

the

;

by Miles Gibbons,
City Pathe

New York

office.

.

.

National, has resigned that position to devote all his time to his theatre interests.
Harold Pickering, exploitation manager for Famous Players-Lasky, is in
Southern Utah.
Frank Harris,
Western division manager for Pathe, has
left here for Denver.
.

.

.

.

.

.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.— “The Gold Rush”
the Adams theatre for a
picture thereby broke the
long-run record at this house.
No other
feature has had a run of more than five

was

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Plans

are befor the erection of a 2,500seat house at the corner of 67 avenue and
Broad street for Herbert Effinger, who now
operates the Strand, Sixty-Ninth street and
Leader theatres here and the Nixon at
Glenside.
The cost of the house will be
approximately $500,000.
Fred G.
Nixon-Nirdlinger of the Stanley Company
of America, will return from Paris the latter part of October.
He has been abroad
for about two years.
Dembrozv
Brothers recently bought the Coulter Street
theatre, Germantown, for an amount reported to be $45,000. It reopened September 26 under the supervision of Mike Carman.
Abe Resnick, formerly maning prepared

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

held

at

sixth week.

weeks.

.

.

The

.

The David Hartford Com-

pany, operating the defunct business of
the Detroit Motion Picture Company, has
signed Frank Mayo and Cullen Landis, it
is
reported.
These actors will play the
featured male roles in a picture to be
titled “In Came the Woman.”
Exterior
scenes are to be made at Labadie Lake, a

.

summer

.

(Left) Julius

Geerz,

of

the

Parisian

Garden theatre at Davenport, Iowa,
and A. W. Kremer, Mt. Ayr, Iowa.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

resort.
Stephen Geitz,
former police censor of motion pictures
here is heading a company that recently
went to Milwaukee to film a Polish opera.
Glen Lyons of Detroit is directing the picture and three local young women will have
.

.

.

the leading feminine roles.
The
Roosevelt theatre, the third John Robertson
.

.

.

.
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agers, respectively, of the two exchanges,
are grooming their sales forces for a big
winter’s business.
Pro-Dis-Co took the
former Educational location at 308 Virginia
street, and among the innovations introduced by Manager Drummond is an exhibitors’ conference room, separate from
the exchange, for use of theatre men at

any time.
Washington

.

De Luxe’s Eastern
now being covered

.

.

territory

is

by A. A. Bruce.

Carruthers,

J.

Fox

local salesman, is
despite his non-Scotch

something in golf,
name, and he has
Geddess, manager of

been showing Don
the Ballard theatre, some of the intricacies
of the w. k. game. Geddes’ friends say he
is actually improving.
A. G. Pecchia, owner of the new theatre being opened
at Morton, Wash., spent a few days in
Seattle last week and while here bought
.

.

.

two Powers machines from the
tributors,

Theatre

the

local dis-

Company.

Supply

A number of Seattle men attended
Carl Laemmle’s celebration at Mount Vernon, September 8.
Among them were:
Jim Hone, J. IV. LaVigne, L. L. Goldsmith,
0. Barrows, IV. T. McClarren, Roy
J.
Cooper, O. J. Klaivatter, Robert Bender,
Francisco Longo, T. G. Randolph, H. L.
Atkins, F. M. Farrow, H. IV. Bruen, H. A.
Beal, Joe Dans, L. O. Lukan, Al Bloom,
and A. J. Kennedy. The affair went over
.

.

.

who is secretary of the
P. T. O. of Washington.
Alleging breach of contract in the formation of
a corporation the defendants claimed to be
organizing to operate the Pantages theatre,
Portland, Ore., L. K. Brin, president of
Kwality Pictures, filed suit, September 9,
against Kittie and J. IV. David seeking
judgment for $5,000 and cancellation of a
$5,000 promissory note.
big, declares Llone,

M.

All were out at Universal,

Here they are:

Omaha, Neb., exchange.

James Peterson, H. L. Craig, Helen Whitmore, Lowell Dollen, A. B. Seymour, B. R. Greenblatt,
F. Lefholtz, W. H. Strickland, Regina Molseed, Estelle Maguire, Edythe Knigge,
J. McB'ride, H.
Jack Edw ards, Cora Mortensen, Mildred Peterson, G. H. Me Cool, Anna Krakoski, Margaret
Mortensen.
r

house on the East Side, opened auspiciously
last
Thursday, several thousand people
being turned away.
The house shows
pictures and presents
The
vaudeville.
program is changed three times a week.

The Dawn

theatre at Hillsdale came
under the control of the Butterfield Enterprises last week through the purchase
of the controlling interest from Nicholas
Pappas.
This gives Butterfield 37 houses
.

.

.

Michigan.

in

.

.

John H. Kunsky has

.

announced the following promotions

affect-

ing members of his staff, the changes to
take place with the opening of the State
theatre late this year
Malcolm Mclnnes,
manager of the Adams, will become manager of the State, and Rex Minkley will
succeed Mclnnes at the Adams.
Pat
Dowling of the Christie forces spent several days here recently conferring with the
:

.

Educational exchange

.

COL.

staff.

.

.

Messrs. Brown and Waterson
week.
are to open a new house in Rapid City,
.

.

on November 1. These men were
Denver last week buying equipment for
the theatre, which has not yet been named.
Frank Harris, new district manager
S. Dak.,

.

CANADA

Charles Lounsbury, formerly on the staff
Denver Post, has been made local
publicity manager for Universal.
All managers of the Black Hills Amusement Company theatres are holding a business meeting at Sheridan, Wyo., this week.

Norma

.

for Pathe, visited the Pathe office last week.
He left here for New York City, where
he will attend a general meeting of Pathe
F. M. Drexel,
district managers.
theatre owner and honey producer of Crawford, Col., made one of his annual visits

.

.

.

of the

SEA TTLE
WASH. —

SEATTLE,

DisProducers
tributing Corporation and Educational are
now located in their permanent homes and

W. H. Drummond and

/.

A. Gage, man-

OTTAWA, ONT. — When

.

Theatre (Chicago)

George Rot-

manager of the Palace, Montreal,
showed “The Slave of Fashion,” starring

Shearer, a Montreal girl, he used
a full page in the Montreal Herald to advertise the picture and had the star’s mother
and a party of her friends as his guests
on the opening night.
The Regent,
Toronto, on September 19 went into the
sixth week of the run of “The Gold Rush.”
The picture will open at the Savoy, Hamilton, Ont., for its second Canadian run.
Manager A. P. Drohan of the Princess theatre, Chatham, Ont., played “The
Ten Commandments” for two days more
than a week and thereby established a
precedent, for no picture ever has shown
L.
there for more than a week.
Nathanson, managing director of Famous
Players Canadian Corporation, recently reD. E. L.
turned from Europe.
Fisher, Winnipeg, Man., has secured conThis
trol of the Garrick theatre there.
house was built several years ago by Walter
Wilson, who is now manager of the Capitol
Fred
theatre at Edmonton, Alta.
C rosbie, who is well known in Canadian
film circles, has been appointed assistant to
John T. Fiddes, manager of the Playhouse,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Week Beginning September 27)
Overture: “Tutti Fmtti,” Albert E. Short
conductor.
Capitol Theatre World Events.
“Evening Star” from Tannhauser, Wagner,
6ung by Herbert Could.
Capitol Scenic Review.
The jazz band of golf enthusiasts, Arnold
Johnson conductor.
“The Restaurant Problem,” Leo Terry at
the Capitol-Wurlitzer organ.
“California Here I Come,” a prologue to
the picture, with Roy Dieterich.
“California Straight Ahead,” Universal.
Comedy Cartoon.
,

,

.

First

Runs

(Week Beginning September 27)
CHICAGO “The Mystic,” Metro-Goldicyn:

Mayer.

ROOSEVELT

:

3rd week

)

(

MONROE
ORPHEUM
:

Artists

:

“The

Freshman,”

Pathe

“Kentucky Pride,” Fox.
“The Gold Rush,”

United

(8th

McVICKERS:

week).

“The

Pony Express,”

Para-

mount.

STATE-LAKE:

“Kivalina of the Ice Lands,”

Pathe.

CASTLE: “Some Punkins,”

Chadxcick.

.

.

Winnipeg.

.

.

.

N

.

.

.

.

.

The Toronto Moving

Picture Baseball League is in the middle
of the race for championship honors. Three
teams are battling hard for first place
W. G.
and chances seem about even.
Rupay, manager of Griffin’s theatre, Woodstock, Ont., recently gave an outing and
corn roast for the members of his staff.
“Drusilla with a Million” played
at Massey’s Music Hall, Toronto, twice
daily at special prices for two weeks.
.

Chicago

.

sky,

.

Program of Capitol

.

in

.

manager of the new State theatre.
Arthur Janisch, formerly publicity manager
for Universal here, has resigned and left
for Portland, Ore., to become publicity
manager there for First National.

— The

theatre,
State
newest local first-run house, opened with
a bang on September 18 with “Hell’s Highroad.” The opening had been widely advertised, and crowds gathered early in the
evening.
Bands played and souvenirs and
confetti rained from the sky.
Hal Horne
gave plenty of evidence of his showmanship.
W. G. Seib and his wife,
formerly his secretary, visited here on a
Seib is
honeymoon vacation last week.
manager of the Salt Lake City Pathe
branch.
Van Horn, local Pathe
C. M.
manager, entertained the visitors.
Albert Haehnel, a decorator, was killed in
a fall from a scaffold while working in the
Avalon theatre, Grand Junction, Col., last
.

last

.

DENVER
DENVER,

week.
He reports both entergoing strong.
C. Leslie
Barnard, dramatic editor of the Denver
Post, has accepted the position of publicity
here

prises

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Made

NEW

Scenario Chief

YORK. — Pearl

Keating,

for

several years head of the scenario department of Warner Brothers, is to direct
the Eastern scenario department of Producers Distributing Corporation.

—
October

•
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Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor -written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

Associated Exhibitors

—

THE SKY RAIDER:

Read

Capt. Nungesser
Patrons seemed to enjoy this, and, supported by
did
biggest
business
in
sevGirl
Band,
Gibson
eral months. Seven reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand
General patronage.
theatre, Rainier, Ore.

INTRODUCE ME:
comedy
Regent

type.

N.

Bogota,

J.

— Good
Ritter,
— G.
— Geeneral pat-

THE LONE WOLF:

Lambert, Monticello Opera
General patronage.
la.

—

Six reels. A. O.
House, Montieello,

—

THE LONE WOLF:

Jack Holt

— Didn't

but reports say not very good. Too many
dark night scenes but some good aeroplane shots.
Business rotten on account of church services.
Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Benton City, Mo. General patronage.
this,

BER

—

THE EXTRA GIRL: Mabel Normand— Weather
Nothing extra about it.
picture okay.
bad,
Pleased 80 per cent. Seven reels. C. R. Scheibe,
Mich. Small town
Beulah,
Lakeside theatre,
GIRL LOVES: Agnes Ayres— A failjust got by. Had no draw-

Office

—
—

Chadwick

—

Lionel Barrymore Playing
on Barrymore reputation. An average program.
Seven reels.
M. V. Allen, Monarch theatre,
Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.
THE FIRE PATROL: Special cast There are
:

—

—

—

kinds of people in the world, so probably a
few thought this was all right. We thought it
was terrible. Seven reels. Y. M. C. A. theatre,
Morenci, Ariz. General patronage.
all

—

—

THE WIZARD OF OZ:

Larry Semon

— Listen,

fellow exhibitors, lay off this piece of cheese.
I
the biggest bunch of bunk I ever ran.
told, of course, that it was a great picture.
This was done in order to sell it. Seven reels.
John Richardsen Jr.. Princess theatre, OIney, Tex.
It’s

was

— General

patronage.

F. B. 0.
SPEED WILD:

Lefty Flynn

—A

small increase

comments favorable. Lefty
much better in comedy-drama than Westerns.
Five reels. F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
Small town patronage.
THE TEXAS BEARCAT Bob Custer A nice
little Western.
Bob is spending too much time
up in front of the camera trying to look pretty.
Where these cowpunchers shine is on a horse,
riding up and down hill.
Five reels. William
in

crowd

and

all

—
—

—

:

—

Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.

E.

WHITE FANG:
pectations.

Strongheart

Not enough

—Price
— Small

Seven reels.
Oblong, 111.

Neillsville,

&

action,

Wis.

—Not

up to excomedy or story.

Dalrymple,

Home

town patronage.

theatre.

Number

Record” even

—

COMET

RIDIN’

:

BREED OF THE BORDER:

—

—
—

town patronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

—This

is

Fred Thomson— Extra
patrons sure like Thomson and Silver
O. sure treat you right. Six reels.
C. E. McClain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.
General patronage.
good.

My

King.

F.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION:

—

Carr.
Ran it Saturday to very
good business. If you ask me about
this picture, I have to say exceptionally good. It comes as near to every
day life as any picture I have ever
seen. It is a moral lesson from start
to finish.
It is worthy of a place on
the page of big productions. Buy it,

my

Brother Exhibitors, you can run
and look your patrons in the face

on their way out. P. W. QUINLAN
Ideal theatre, Chateugay, N. Y.

,

—

Lefty Flynn Not much to this,
seems the sillier they make them the
better some like them.
Had some good comments.
Five reels. Price & Dalrymple, Home
theatre. Oblong, 111.
Small town patronage.
it

—
—

O. U. WEST: Lefty Flynn I find all F. B. O.
Westerns very good and they please here. I am
sorry they took Lefty Flynn out of Westerns.
However, he may make it all right. Bob Custer

—
—

B.

THE BANDIT’S BABY:
satisfactory.

Five

—

town patronage.

Special cast
A
that is different and seemed to please,
but had several rough places. When will the
producers get away from rough, sordid scenes
and swearing. A gentleman don’t swear before
a group of ladies, and would probably correct a
roughneck that did. Why, then, should it be presented as entertainment?
Seven reels. A. F.
Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small

—

WEST:

—
— Small

picture

a fair Western. Don’t let anyone compare this
with Tom Mix. Mix is in a class by himself.
Give me Mix. Five reels.— A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.
General patronage.

O. U.

Flynn—The

Lefty

GREATEST GAME:

LIFE’S

—

Yakima Canutt

—

F.

— Small

best of the Flynn Westerns so far. Pretty good
story. Was well liked here and drew good business.
Five reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre,

A1 Wilson— Better than
Business fair. Rae Peacock,
Stafford, Kan.
Small town pat-

Mystic theatre,
ronage.

though

—A.

age.

better.

THE CLOUD RIDER:

it

this one.

—
—

“The Box

of

“The Air Hawk.”

Mary

— Grab

GALLOPING VENGEANCE: Bob Custer—Just
an ordinary Western. Nothing to yell about, and
one night is enough to show it. Have seen hundreds of pictures better than this, and oodles that
were not so good. Five reels. F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb. General patron-

tion picture business history.

THE

AI Wilson

town patronage.

SAVE “THE BOX OFFICE
RECORD” for a complete mo-

ing power. Don’t mean anything at the box office.
If it had not been for Chapter 13 of “The Riddle Rider” it would have taken a grand old
F. J. O'Hara, Community
bump. Six reels.
General patronage.
theatre, Elgin, Neb.

AM THE MAN

THE AIR HAWK:

Menard, Tex.

program picture that

—

Pleases, thrills and satisfies.
Five reels.
Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.

3.

Spring

patronage.

I

—

And report to “What the Picture Did for Me” to make the

—
—

WHEN A

:

of picture performance.

ronage.

—

LOVE’S BARGAIN Marjorie Daw Drew the
adults but not the children. It is a fairly pleasing show with a different twist at the end. Very
clear photography by Bert Cain, which was very
clear out on our screen. Print was in fine condition. Six reels.
C. A. Anglemire, "Y” theatre,
Nazareth, Pa. Better class patronage.

Did for Me” in each weekly issue to complete your knowledge

Special cast— A good
program picture. Six reels. Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small town pat-

—

—

Then read “What the Picture

—

TEA WITH A KICK:

—

—PUBLISHED AS SECTION II OF LAST WEEK’S
“HERALD,” DATED OCTO-

see

—

HANAN

RECORD

Jack HolG-A very good

picture, full of action.

—
—

SCAR
:
Yakima Canutt Very good.
Just an excellent Western program. Price right;
made some money. Five reels. F. A. Millhouse,
Star theatre, Sumner, Neb. Small town patronage.

Box Office

J.

ronage.

program

the coming star for F. B. O. Fred Thomson
already arrived, here.
Five reels. E. F.
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small
town patronage.

has

Keith,

THE

MacLean

Douglas

MacLean

of the
theatre,

South Dearborn

is

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

III.

reels.

Newman

Pleased

— W.

L.

Grove, Neb.

Fred

Thomson— Very

Favorable comments.
Douglas, Strand theatre.
Small town patronage.

all.

—

AMERICAN MANNERS:

Richard Talmadge
Another Talmadge that seemed to please on Saturday. Dick is sure the mosquito’s eardrum when
it
comes to fighting. Patrons complain if he
don’t beat up at least fifteen or twenty men at
a time.
theatre.

Six

— A. F. Botsford. Palace
— Small town patronage.
LIVELY: Richard Talmadge —
reels.

Long Pine, Neb.

STEPPING

Drew a good crowd and

pleased the youngsters.

The great trouble with Talmadge shows is due
the poor stories. They are too shallow and
don’t register with the grownups at all.
Print
was not as good as it might be. One poor film
splice gave us trouble.
Six reels. C. A. Angleto

mire,

“Y”

theatre,

Nazareth,

patronage.

BY DIVINE RIGHT
good production,

Something

— Giacoma
Ariz.

like

:

Elliott

directed.

Story

“The Miracle Man.”

Bros.,

—General

well

—
— Better
Dexter — A

Pa.

Crystal

theatre.

well

made

very

excellent.

Seven reels.
Tombstone,

patronage.

NAPOLEON AND JOSEPHINE:

—A

class

foreign production.

Special cast
It is too high-
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

brow

office

most small towns. It took only fair
They much prefer something American,
with good fast action or comedy. It is interesting to school teachers, and is laid in regular
foreign settings. Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire,
for

here.

—

"Y”

theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

— Better

class patron-

age.

BROKEN LAWS:

Mrs. Wallace Reid— One of
the best. Step on it and get the money. Seven
reels.
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville,
Aik. General patronage.

—
—
YOUTH AND
madge— Dick
a

ADVENTURE:

Richard

Tal-

comer for us. Only played four
and we have them talking. He sure has got the
is

punch. If your audience is not too critical, this
Six reels. Holt &
is a good average Talmadge.
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:

Richard Talout of Milwaukee. This
is a good Talmadge offering, with all the usual
pep that is expected from this star. A good
bunch of favorable comments on this picture.
By all means, play it if you are in a small town.
Six reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

— Good

madge

—

film

on

this,

—

First National
THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills —A

mighty
good action picture, with plenty of comedy.
Eight reels. Price & Dalrymple, Home theatre.
Oblong, 111. Small town patronage.

—
—

HER SISTER FROM PARIS:

—Business below usual

madge

Constance Talstandard, but this is

—
—
cast — Opened

an exceptionally good offering. Seven reels. A.
G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General
patronage.

THE LOST WORLD:
big but

fell

Special
after first show. Good entertainment

The trouble with these spethat the exhibitor hasn’t a chance to
break even in the face of the film rental we
have to pay to get them before they are worn out.
Lost money.
(I think Felix has these animals
beat a mile.) Ten reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Mapleton, la.
of the unusual kind.
cials

is

—

—

THE LOST WORLD:

cast — From

Special

a

Entertainment
Box office attraction not so good
value, 50-50.
for me. Billed seventeen towns, but was disappointed in receipts.
Watch your rental. Ten
Howard Varing, Royal theatre. Spirit
reels.
Lake, la.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
General patronage.

•

—

QUO VADIS: Emil Jannings While this is a
good picture of its kind, they are not much in
demand here. This one is more educational than
entertaining.
Eight
reels.
Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Special

cast— A great

which drew fairly well with bad
weather and streets torn up. Not quite up to
expectations but probably expected too much. Ten
production

reels.
111.

— Price

— Small

& Dalrymple, Home

THE HALFWAY GIRL:
them

The

in.

Eight

plot

liked

it.

atre,

Rainier, Ore.

reels.

SO BIG:
saw

theatre, Oblong,,

town patronage.
Doris

Kenyon— Gets

was good and the patrons
G. Witwer, Grand thepatronage.

Colleen Moore Well liked by all
Fit
Nice, clean and wholesome.

it.

everybody.

Seven

reels.

erty theatre, Kennewick,
age.

FINE CLOTHES:

W.

who

for
Mattecheck, Lib-

— General patronStone — Although an

Wash.

Lewis

excellent production, business not up to standard.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, RainGeneral patronage.
ier, Ore.

—

SALLY

—

—

Colleen Moore Splendid picture. Colleen Moore at her best. Too bad a few more picLorin
tures like it are not made. Nine reels.
Family patronage.
theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
:

Nazimova—

A

fair picture of its kind. But it is one of those
tragic, anguishing pictures that only a few people care to see.
Poor stuff at the box office.
L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

General patronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER: Glenn Hunter—
good program picture that pleased most of the
audience, but First National pictures are altogether too long.
Eight reels. B. R. Parsons,
Grand theatre, Springfield, Minn. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

—A.

— General
—
— M.

—

MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

production standpoint, wonderful.

—

Ore.

—

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen
received and everybody well pleased.

—

Moore—Well
Seven

reels.

—

MY SON

:
Nazimova Fair picture. Good actnothing to get them in. Seven reels.
Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.
Small town patronage.

ing, but

G.

S.

SUNDOWN
house

;

Special

:

weather

ideal.

this one.
Nine
theatre, Beulah,

reels.

Mich.

—

cast
Played to full
Don’t be afraid to play
C. R. Scheibe, Lakeside
General patronage.

—
—

—

SUNDOWN

:
Special cast Did fair business on
but patrons disappointed. About a million
cows and nine long reels. Rae Peacock, Mystic
theatre, Stafford, Kan.
Small town patronage.

this,

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

—

George

Billings

—A

great picture but I didn’t do much on account of
high school showing Doug Fairbanks in “Three

—
—

Musketeers” same dates. Ten reels. Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
Small town
patronage.

A SON OF THE SAHARA:

Bert Lytell— Won-

derful picture. Fair crowd. First National gives
a good square deal.
Seven reels. C. R.
Scheibe, Lakeside theatre, Beulah, Mich.
Small

—
—

you

town patronage.

Cooperation Pledge
EXHIBITORS HERALD,
407

So.

Dearborn

Chicago,
|

I

1

|

I

St.,

111.

THE ONE-WAY STREET: Special cast—Fair
entertainment out of the usual run of stuff. No
drawing power. Not exactly uplifting. One of
those that prevent you from getting the idea
that the pictures have a better moral tone this
year. Six reels.
S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre,
Mapleton, la. Small town patronage.

—

GENTLEMEN:

—

THE WHITE MOTH:

Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value of
short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until I shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.
(Exhibitor)

( State )

—

fine

(State )

LaMarr

—A

knocked “Sundown” did the week before. The
moral is apparently that they care for the knock
down and drag ’em out stuff out on the wide
open spaces and not in the drawing rooms. Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.
Neillsville, Wis.

—

picture,

but not

—

A
Barbara La Marr
much drawing power here.

THE WHITE MOTH:
(Theatre)

Barbara

very fine picture. Acting and story good. However, it only drew one-half of what the much-

Will please them if you can get them in. Seven
reels.
J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre, Walnut,
Iowa. General patronage.

—

—A—
October

10,
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kind it is one of the best. Follows the book,
including the ending. From the box office angle
it is a complete failure. The picture has a strong
appeal to women, as it is sob stuff. Eight reels.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,
111.
General patronage.
its

—

—

AS NO

MAN HAS LOVED:

ward Hearn.

— Very

Ed-

satisfactory in
every way. Not one kick, at 25 and
50 cents. A picture that should be
seen by every child in the U. S.
The new Fox pictures are much better than last year’s pictures so far.
Hope they continue that way. This
picture opened just six dollars less
than ‘‘The Lost World” with less
than half the advertising.
How’s

that?—HOWARD VARING, Royal
theatre, Spirit Lake, la.

NO MAN HAS

AS
LOVED: Special cast—
well made version of “A Man Without a Country.” It is a picture that will please your better
class of patrons.
Did not draw and was priced
a little high. Eight reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

—

SCANDAL PROOF:

Shirley Mason Good picpictures. Five reels.
Mr.
Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.

ture, as are all of

and

—

Fox

Small town patronage.

—A

SCANDAL

PROOF: Shirley Mason
fair picture, but not the sort in which they want to
Five reels.
see Shirley.
E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

—Wm.
—

ronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE: Special cast— Not a big
feature but very satisfactory. It’s different from
the regular run of race track stories.
Several
prominent race horses are shown. Admission,
10-30c. Followed ‘‘The Lost World,” so business
was not so big. Seven reels. Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix— Some-

Reed Howes is the dashing and wealthy
young American who is involved in a
South American revolution in '‘The
Cyclone Cavalier,”

a

Rayart release.

HAWK:

Milton Sills— One of the
THE SEA
greatest pictures it has ever been my pleasure to
see or show. It did the biggest flop ever registered
by any special ever shown in this house. Advertised in every possible way. It was exploited in
a manner second only to “The Covered Wagon.”
They just would not come to see it. Twelve reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small

—

—

town patronage.

—

PAINTED PEOPLE:

Here,
Colleen Moore
fellow exhibitors, we have a rich, rare but not
artists.
of
real
fine
east
racy presentation by a
Your audience is smiling or laughing all the
time. Two truths stand out on this picture that
a lot of parents of movie children are living in

thing different in a Mix picture.
I personally
enjoyed it. And some who never cared for Mix
expressed themselves as pleased with it. But the
regular Mix fans expressed disappointment at the
fancy stuff instead of the regular action. Good
crowd first night. Flopped second night. L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergfirift, Pa. General patronage.

—
—

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—William says this is the best picture Tom ever made,
but don’t take it too seriously. My patrons
apparently didn’t think so. Lights went out at
7 :30 till 9, so cannot judge box office value. Fox
advertises seven Tom Mix Westerns for 25-26,
but this one is far from it. Five reels. Howard Varing, Royal theatre. Spirit Lake, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Tombstone. Ariz.

— General

THE ETERNAL CITY:
fair

Barbara La

MOVIE THEATRE

—

GOLD FISH: Constance Talmadge Connie no
drawing card for us. This proved an absolute
failure at the box office. Just a mediocre comedydrama. Don’t go boosting this one. Nothing to

—
—

Holt & Dick, Palace theatre,
boost. Eight reels.
General patronage.
Clifton Heights, Pa.

THE BAD MAN

—

Holbrook Blinn We have
plus business in all shows here during summer
months. This was a good one and good for
small towns. Seven reels. C. R. Seheibe, Lakeside theatre,

:

—
— General patronage.
Fox
Special cast — consider this one

Beulah, Mieh.

LLGHTNIN’:

I

of the finest pictures since “Over the Hill,” it’s
so human. Jay Hunt is a real character actor.
Patrons well pleased at 10 and 35c admission.
Howard Varing, Royal theatre.
Eight reels.

—

Spirit Lake,

AS NO

la.

BANNERS

— Neighborhood

MAN HAS LOVED:

THE FOLLY OF VIRTUE:

—

patronage.
Special

east— Of

Betty Blythe

—Fine

—

EVERY MAN’S WIFE:

cast— Just fair
If you don’t have
others that will suit
Strand theatre, Granbury,

and had a kick or two on
do not play

to,

it.

— E. F. Keith,
— Small town patronage.

better.

Tex.

Special

this.

Many

—

GOLD AND THE GIRL:

Buck Jones This is
kind of entertainment that gets the crowd.
Buck always pleases. What more can you say?
Six reels. F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,
General patronage.
Elgin, Neb.

the

—
—

—

Special cast Did not appeal
Business way off, but hot weather may
have caused some of that. G. J. Ritter, Regent
General patronage.
theatre, Bogota, N. J.

—

THE DANCERS:

—

cast

Special

— One

hundred

per cent junk. O’Brien’s good time wasted. Seven
reels.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta.,
Can. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—A

Mart-

;

directs the “Gang.”

little
picture.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Obion, Tenn.

Best for some time. The
wild.
Received a poor print, which
some.
Too much cut out. J. W.
Lyric theatre. Walnut, Iowa. General

Mix

:

—
—

McGowan

THE DANCERS:

patronage.

pleased
weather bad
print
First National will give the small town man
all.
a chance to make money. Give them a play date.
Seven reels.
C. R. Seheibe, Lakeside theatre,
Beuiah, Mich. General patronage.

Good picture,

in

Back Yard,” one of

to me.

;

luxury off of their children’s earnings and many
a dub of a man married an actress of both the
screen and speaking stage solely as a meal ticket.
Play Colleen in this and she’ll please any human.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Seven reels.

two scenes from “Your Own
the “Our Gang”
comedies released by Rathe. Robert

Farina

WORDED TO ORDER— FOUR COLORS
Size

32

in.

ten

or 36 in. by 10 ft.
feet 5c per running

—sizes

30o

over

Hand Painted on Heavy Poster Paper
a one sheet poster “cut out” is desired mounted
on any banner add 20c to cost.)
MUSLIN BANNERS— 36 in. wide, any length—
ARTISTIC or plain
20c per running foot.
one sheet size lobby SHO- CARDS
each 90c
MOVIE TITLES TO OlfDER 10c FT.

—

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
Inc.

—
—

foot.

(If

Fine Arts Studios,

picture.

4500 Sunset Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Mail us a trial order TODAY

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

real

kids went
spoiled it

Andresen,
patronage.

Special

cast—

A

very satisfactory program picture. Title not so
good, but picture far above our expectations. Fox
should have some small town exhibitor to title
their pictures, so they can count something at
Six reels. Gunther & Metzger,
the box office.
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE END OF THE TRAIL:

William Farnum
good Northern, Pleased 50 per cent.
Ran it with serial and got by. Elmer Hughes,
Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.

— Fairly

—

—

—

WINNER TAKES ALL: Buck Jones A fine
Buck Jones picture that pleased practically 100
per cent. Buck Jones is climbing right on the
Seven
heels of Tom Mix for drawing power.
reels.

cuse,

— Gunther &
Neb. — Small

Metzger, Palace theatre, Syra-

town patronage.

WINNER TAKES ALL:
much Western

Buck

Jones

— Not

to this but a good Jones picture.

—

Mostly prize fights. Six reels. J. W. Andresen,
Lyric theatre. Walnut, la. General patronage.

—

THE HEARTBUSTER: Tom Mix— Good

pro-

—A

—;

68
gram picture and drew a fair crowd. Lots of
humor and laughs in it. Frank Shepherd, Majes-

—

tic theatre,

Bigger, Sask., Canada.

—General

pat-

ronage.

THE DESERT OUTLAW:

Buck Jones— Fairly

good Western and pleased the average patron.
Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask.,
Canada. General patronage.

—

THE DESERT OUTLAW:

Buck Jones— An-

other one of

Buck's good ones. This pleased a
good Sunday crowd. I have had exhibitors tell
me that I should not show Western pictures on
I am
Sunday.
Well, I don’t agree with them.
showing quite a number of good (get that)
Western pictures on Sundays and find that they
pull the crowds. My motto is to “Give the people what they want." Five reels.
F. J. O’Hara,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb. General patron-

—
—

age.

THE ROUGHNECK:
did

O’Brien— Splen-

George

with

Pleased

a well selected cast.
greatly.
Eight reels. Lorin

picture

audience

—

theatre,

Berkeley, Cal.

THE ROUGHNECK:

George O’Brien

— One

good

picture for me.
Audience report 90 per cent
Fight great
pleased.
Lots of good variety.
scenes of water front and roughneck element.
You will laugh, you will cry, and you will applaud. Eight reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre,
General patronage.
Clifton Heights, Pa.

—

—

THE LAW

—

Special cast Not a bad picture. I would rate it as a good program picture.
Had a fair attendance and there were no kicks.
Have played many program pictures which
seemed to give better satisfaction and cost a great
deal less. Seven reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community
General patronage.
theatre, Elgin, Neb.

IT IS

:

—

—

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

Special cast
a fair program picture. Nothing to rave
about, and don’t raise your admission, as it is
not what they would make you believe you are
Some very fine shots, but you can get
getting.
those in most any good program picture. Seven

—Just

— F. O’Hara, Community
— General patronage.

reels.

Neb.

J.

theatre,

Special cast

good picture of the Civil War period.
Little different from the ordinary run of pictures,
Seven reels. J. R. Ullman,
so should please.
Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

—

THE PAINTED LADY:

Special cast Just a
picture. Did not draw. Just barely
got film rental. But that is what the producers
want, for fear that if we poor exhibs would make
a few bucks we would go into the producing end
and make some real pictures. And by the way,
if I ever get in the producing end of the game,
the first thing I will do is to right away go out
to Salmon, Idaho, and sign up Philip Rand, for
you see, he has spent over a year out there, and
it seems that he ought to make one of the best
stars in the business; and say, if Phil don’t know
where I could get the best-looking she-actors, I
miss my guess. How about it, Phil? Come across
and tell us all about it. I am speaking for the
whole gang now and telling you that we figure
fair

program

you owe us an explanation. We want to know
what in heck you were doing out in Hollywood
so darned long without ever a peep out of you.
Come on! make a clean breast of it. I will appoint Bill Weaver to pass judgment on you. Seven
reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Neb. General patronage.

—
—

THE PAINTED LADY

Special

:

cast

— Ran

it

on Sunday to very light business on account of
heavy rain storm. It is a splendid picture from
angle.
Star good, scenery good, photography good, film good and the price not too bad
for Fox. You can buy it and promise your patrons a bang-up program picture. Seven reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

—
—

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tom Mix
— What is the use to report on this? Mix always
brings them in. Just follow it up with “His Rainbow Trail" and get the cash. Fox will treat you
right. Seven reels.
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre,
Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

—

town patronage.
Tom Mix Yep,

—

TEETH:

another

myself, I think that there are several Western
stars that have Mix beat, but Tom has them
locoed, and, by Heck, it is all right with me. So
go to it, Tom, I’m for you but please don’t get
Six reels.to wearing those blasted monocles.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
;

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

—

Buck

Jones This is O. K. for that kind in fact, would
say real good. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

:

—

—

YOU

OH,
TONY: Tom Mix This is a good,
clean feature, as I’ve found all Mix pictures.
R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—General

A SLAVE OF FASHION
A

Norma

:

Shearer

very fine picture. This lady is the coming star.
Pleased all. H. D. Wharton, Pastime theatre,
Warren, Ark. Mixed patronage.

—
—

A SLAVE OF FASHION
Seemed

Norma

:

HALF-A-DOLLAR BILL:

—
—

ZANDER THE GREAT
in

reels.

satisfied

— Tom

—

Marion Davies Good
and box office.
Six

:

clientele

Foster,

Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.

General patronage.

sure please. It has everything it takes to please
them in a small town. Six reels. E. F. Keith,
Strand theatre, Granbury theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

HELD TO ANSWER: House Peters We were
rather late in playing this picture, owing to several set-outs, but received an excellent print and
the picture is suitable to any house or any audience.
Would make a wonderful Sunday night
picture for those who haven't played it and can
show on Sunday. Business not so good on account of Nebraska State Fair.
Seven reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

Lewis Stone—

production to about average business.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE MONSTER: Lon Chaney This was one
that everybody enjoyed.
It was spooky at times
and had them on the edge of their chairs at all
times.
We all like something spooky. Seven
reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
Castle, La.
General patronage.

—

—

THE WHITE DESERT:
snow picture we have
Business

Seven

fair.

theatre. Rainier, Ore.

Special

cast— The best

Real entertainment.

seen.

—A. G. Witwer,
— General patronage.
reels.

Grand

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Conway Tearle—
dandy picture with splendid scenery. Drew well
and pleased my patrons immensely. Eight reels.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

ROMOLA:

Lillian Gish
The same old story,
wonderful acting. Great story and lavish settings
spoiled by the fact that it is costume stuff.
They
just won’t pay to see it, that’s all.
If you have

a town that doesn’t mind
ture.

Ark.

this is a great pictheatrt, Crossett,

it,

— A. McCaskill, Crossett
— General patronage.
I.

—

ALONG CAME RUTH:

Viola Dana Just a
Will get by if you
Just tell them that
you have Viola and let it go at that. It will
please if they don’t expect too much. Five reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
nice little program picture.
don’t yell too much about it.

—
—

THE RAG MAN

Jackie Coogan

:

—Jackie

was

a knockout.
One of his best to date. Just the
kind of stories to suit Jackie. Book it and boost
it good for young ones and old ones.
Six reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage?

—

THE NAVIGATOR:

Buster Keaton Best Keaton so far.
Our patrons liked this one and told
us so. Business fair. Hot weather has cut down
attendance but it can’t last much longer. Seven
reels.
Guther & Metzger, Palace theatre, SyraSmall town patronage.
cuse, Neb.

—

—

REVELATION

—

Viola Dana Features as good
as this are all too few. All who saw it were
pleased, but on account of fair near here it failed
to draw.
Nine reels. Tom Foster, Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

:

—

A NOISE IN NEWBORO:
little

electric

storm (almost an earthquake), just as we
to open up on this. A dandy good one
it was.
Kids stand on their heads. The dog and
horse are the real ones in this. Seven reels.

reels.

wanted

N.

Viola

Dana—A

good

program picture that gave

—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Y. — Small town patronage.

HIS

HOUR:

satisfaction. Six
theatre, Granville,

—

—

THE BANDOLERO:

Special cast Played this
picture State Fair Week to a very poor business.
It hardly pays to run during the Fair but we
get caught up each year.
This is an excellent
picture and pleased those who were fortunate to
see it.
Eight reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace
theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

Paramount
Richard Dix — Dix has
This picture
a winner. Fine.
Seven
— Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
Ohio. — General patronage.
THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vidor — Good.
Very, very good.
They went out
smiling.
Six
— Clark & Edwards, Palace
theatre, Ashland, Ohio. — General patronage.
THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vidor — Just a light program offering. Ford Sterling

THE LUCKY DEVIL:
is

reels.

takes the cake in this picture when it comes to entertaining the audience. No kicks and no boosts.
Seven reels. E. F. Keith, Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN:
fair

Special

have not played this picture and can get a good
print be sure and go back and get it for it will

reels.

Shearer

to please majority, but thought it little
below star’s standard. I. A. McCaskill, Crossett
theatre, Crossett, Ark.
General patronage.

both

— Small
cast —If you

Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.

arrived.

patronage.

1925

10,

town patronage.

—

PRETTY LADIES: Zasu Pitts Entertaining
and elaborately produced. Business about up to
usual standard.
Six reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand

thunder shower,

a

—Tom

—

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

General patronage.

Tom Mix — Had

—
—
—

Special cast Didn’t do much
for us. Fair one-day picture.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

—

good one,
but not near as good as several of his former
pictures. The paper is very good and that got
them in, and Tom and Duke and Tony proceeded
And they seem to be
at once to please them.
pleased with anything that Tom will do.
For

TEETH:

—

GOLD HEELS:

every

— Small

October

—

AN ARIZONA ROMEO: Buck Jones Very
good Western but not up to the Jones standard.
Five reeels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

Elgin,

fairly

—

K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.
Small town patronage.

R.

A

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

—A

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Special cast Good satisfaction
and held up well at the box office. Seven reels.

—

—

Florence Vi-

A splendid program. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patron-

dor

—

age.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

Gloria Swanson—
it,” report of patrons on leaving
couldn’t see myself why they did it.
Poor Gloria has hit the skids in my town on her
last two pictures.
Not the kind of picture my
patrons want to see her in.
Lots of walkouts
on this picture.
Seven reels. H. D. Wharton,
Pastime theatre, Warren, Ark. Mixed patronage.
“I

didn’t

show.

like

I

—
—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:
Little

Gloria

Swanson-

below average Swanson picture.

Business

way off, doubtless due to memories of lamented
“Mme. Sans Gene.” Will get over with Gloria's

— A.
— GenBronson —This

followers but nothing to get excited about.
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.
eral patronage.

NOT SO LONG AGO:
was a pretty

Betty

I.

picture. Not big, nor spectacular, but nicely entertaining.
Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak. General patronage.
little

—
—

—

NOT SO LONG AGO:
esting plot depicting

Betty Bronson Interof years ago.
If

New York

your patrons are not set against costumes of all
kinds this should get over good. I. A. McCaskill,
Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark. General patron-

—
—

age.

NOT SO LONG AGO:
fine

—

program

theatre,

Betty

Bronson

—Very

picture.
Bert Silver, Silver Family
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

ANY WOMAN:

Special cast Where did they
This was sure as rotten as it
get these stars?
was possible to make one. Every patron walked
out on this show and here of late Paramount has
given me factory made pictures until my patrons
are passing up the Paramount trademark that is
so well advertised.
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,
Russellville,

Ky.

—
— General

patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL:
liked

this.

Bebe Daniels—They
Good Saturday show. G. J. Ritter,

Regent theatre, Bogota, N.

J.

—
— General

patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?:

Florence Vidor—
Everybody liked this and for good reasons. It’s

—

the cat’s meow. G. J. Ritter, Regent
Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

—

theatre,

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?:
A show that deserved better

Florence Vidor—
attendance than
we got, as we did not gross expenses. Betty
Bronson is a comer and should make good. I
certainly thought a great deal of her acting in
this show. Keep up the good work. Miss Bronson.
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, NazBetter class patronage.
areth, Pa.

—
—

RUGGED WATER:

Lois Wilson

—This

is

very

—

—
October

Alice Calhoun

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

10,

is

He

will also

in Fox’s “The Ever- Tom Mix is supported by Billie Dove, Ann Pennington, Malmake “My Own Pal” and
colm Waite and J. Farrell MacDonald in Fox’s “The Lucky

“Tony Runs Wild.”

Horseshoe.”

in my estimation.
No thrills, or at least
not for me or my people.
The storm was very
tame. Lost plenty on this. E. F. Keith, Strand
theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small town patronage.

weak,

—

—

RUGGED WATER:

Wallace Beery— Did not
see this one myself, but heard it was an average
program picture. Seven reels. Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt— Good out-

Did a wondoor picture with plenty of action.
derful business on this one.
It will stand plenty
of boosting. Don’t be afraid of it. Holt did fine
Eight reels.
in this one, and also Billie Dove.
G. A. DeHolt & Son, Monroe theatre, Monroe, la.
General patronage.

—

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt— Very good

picture but far below “The Thundering Herd.” I
raised the price and heard a few kicks on account
Would not advise raising the price. A
of that.
few very good comments.
Eight reels. E. F.
Keith,
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small

—
—

town patronage.

—

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt A good picwhich could be improved with the shears.
Slow in spots, but it gave good satisfaction, so
I
should worry.
Eight reels. Howard Varing,
Royal theatre, Spirit Lake, la. Neighborhood patture

—
—

ronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Warner Baxter—

and a wonderful cast. Broke house
records on this one. Just packed ’em in. A good
story and a picture that is a good one.
You’ve
got to give it to Paramount for making good
ones.
Seven reels. G. A. DeHolt & Son, Monroe
theatre, Monroe, la.
General patronage.
real picture

—
—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Warner Baxter-

Good entertainment. Nicely put up
Not like the story. Many did not
Did a fair business. Seven reels.

in every
like the

cast.

— G. Harsh,
— Small town patCompson — Good proS.

Ritter,

gota, N. J.

patronage.

:

—

— General

Betty

Regent theatre, Bo-

—
—

EVE’S SECRET: Betty Compson Program offering with two box office names.
Will pull a
little extra money.
Seven reels. E. F. Keith,
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

EVE’S SECRET
gram picture. Bert

—

Greenville, Mich.

:

Betty

—General

EVE’S SECRET

Compson

Silver, Silver

— Fair

pro-

—

:

Nicely put up.

—

—

THE NIGHT LIFE OF NEW YORK:

—

Rod La

Rocque Did fairly well with this and had no
kick.
Neither did anyone give me any great
praise of it.
I think, though, that it will please
the majority.
Eight reels. E. F. Keith, Strand
theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

—

Richard Dix— This is
good action picture.
Plenty of thrills in it
and a good plot to keep people interested until
a

Dak.

THE SHOCK PUNCH:
program

good

theatre, Pierre,

—H. D.
— Mixed

surprises.
Six reels.
theatre, Warren, Ark.

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

Dix— A dandy

thrilling,

of

lots

Wharton, Pastime

Dix— This

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK: Edward
a

is

poor

entertainment.

It

Horton

may

be

and fool the critics, but it doesn’t
the box office and my second night on this
class

fool

was the poorest second night

picture

weeks.

may

for

many

be artistic, but it isn’t interesting, as it has no story.
Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak. General patronIt

—

—

age.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

— Of

—

—

Edward Horton

N.

PATHS TO PARADISE:
Bang up comedy.
Bogota, N.

— General

J.

—

Special cast Not so much, just
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

Ritter,

J.

B.

De

not get the
at the box office “The Covered Wagon”
did in the small towns.
Business much below expectations, but if you can get them in, it will
sure please. Eleven reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric
theatre. Walnut, la.
General patronage.

money

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

— This

B.

—

Cecil

B.

— General

—

Mich.

ville,

— General

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

— By

Cecil

B.

De

far the best of the big features.
Almost 100 per cent satisfaction. Of course not a
money
maker
big
under terms of contract, but
believe every exhibitor should run it.
I. A. McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.
General

—

—

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

— Ran

Mille
it

is

Cecil

B.

De

and must say
should be shown

this picture four nights

a wonderful picture

and

it

square to club a man
to pay a big price for four other so-called big
pictures, that are worth only one-half the price,
just to get “Ten Commandments” ?
They say a
corporation has a soul.
I believe it.
Ten reels.
in every theatre,

but

is

it

Griffith—

Regent theatre,

patronage.

—

—

PATHS TO PARADISE:
One

Raymond

Griffith-

of the best program pictures I ever played.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

patronage.

MEN AND WOMEN:

Richard Dix— Rather
anything big. Business so so. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,
N. J. General patronage.

Would not

—

—

class it as

Thomas Meighan— They
Tommy, so they

didn’t have any other story for

Home and Broke,” scrambled it up
and made “Old Home Week.” A very

took “Back
a

little,

good picture at that, but so much

like the other
that patrons came out thinking they had seen
Seven reels. H. D.
the same picture twice.

—
— Mixed
Meighan — Good

Wharton, Pastime theatre, Warren, Ark.

OLD HOME WEEK:

Thomas

Too much sameness to all Meighan’s
picture.
recent ones. Don’t get us any extra people any
Seven reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess themore.

—

atre,

Mapleton,

la.

— Small

TOO MANY KISSES:

town patronage.
Richard Dix

—

— Excellent

Six reels.
Should please any audience.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Family patronage.

picture.

—

TOO MANY KISSES:

De

Mille The greatest picture I ever saw.
A wonderful cast.
I call it the best picture ever made.
Played it three days.
Should have played it a
week. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

good.

age.

De

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—Very

Raymond

Ritter,

J.

patronage.
Cecil

picture is beyond praise.
I
don’t
think a picture could come any closer to natural
life than this, nor could a person honestly say
this picture was not the truth, for it brought
the life of today right before everybody.
Many
said that they never saw a greater picture.
Ten
reels.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre, Springfield,
Mille

—
Minn. — General

— G.

OLD HOME WEEK:
Cecil

cast

Raymond Griffith—
This is a good comedy. Detective trend gives it
I would call
a good plot and action aplenty.
this Griffith’s best to date.
Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak. General patron-

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille — A wonderful picture but will

paronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE:

flat.

— G.

Special

—
—

patronage.

MARRY ME:

— General

Played on Saturday during Paramount Week in
place of my usual Western and it pleased. Seven
reels.
E. F. Keith, Strand theatre, Granbury,
Tex. Small town patronage.

— Bert Silver,
Mich. — General

—
—

J.

ADVENTURE:

all the silly rot, this takes the
I
cake.
don’t think they could make even a good one reel
comedy out of this mess.
Look it over, boys,
before you play it.
Eight reels. J. R. Ullman,
Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. Neighborhood

fair.

Cozy theatre, Fayette, Iowa.

Steggall,

THE SPANIARD: Special cast An A-l picture that pleased. Cooler weather helped business,
especially second night.
G. J. Ritter, Regent the-

is

good picture.
Should please any audience.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
General patronage.

high

J.

atre, Bogota,

patronage.

Richard

a

— This

— A.

Blystone production.

General patronage.

Richard

Very

picture.

It is a J. G.

Mille

Betty Compson Below averSaved by a good short subSeven reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre,
ject.
Mapleton, la. Small town patronage.
age.

S.

Family theatre,

patronage.

— Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand
— General patronage.

the last.

way.

Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.
ronage.

EVE’S SECRET
gram picture. G. J.

69

Tom Mix

seen opposite

lasting Whisper.”

A

—

Richard Dix

— Good

en-

Story
tertainment, plenty of comedy and action.
Cannot see
well told and moves without a drag.
Still,
they
leading
lady.
Frances Howard as a
were there to see Dix, and it didn’t make much
difference who was on the receiving end of the
A good show. Six reels. Henry
osculations.
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.
GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE: Special cast Just
a little light fluffy comedy that somehow or other

—

—

—

—

couldn’t see anything in. G. J. Ritter,
General patronage.
theatre, Bogota, N. J.
I

—

Regent

—

WELCOME HOME:

Lois Wilson Patrons were
Only a fair
they liked this or not.
Six
reels.
A. F. Botsford,
program picture.
Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.
not sure

if

CODE OF THE WEST:

—
—

Special

cast— Have

played other pictures of this type to far better
results.
Wrong picked cast for such a picture.

—AA

—A

Seven

reels.

— Lorin

Cal.— Fam-

theatre, Berkeley,

patronage.

CODE OF THE WEST Special cast— This is
my idea of real entertainment. A good box office
:

More compliments on

than any
in a long time.
Seven reels. E. F. Keith, Strand
theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small town patronage.
tonic,

too.

this

—

—

CODE OF THE WEST:
Western picture.

—

Special cast— Great
Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

Mich.

atre, Greenville,

— General

patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:
cast
of.

—This

— G.

Special

went over good and was well thought
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

Ritter,

J.

General patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS: Jack
Holt— Wow
Those that had read the book like
to have killed me when they came out.
Why will
!

Paramount

allow

some

change a
popular story like this and have only one scene
in it similar to that of the book ?
A few more
Zane Grey stories mutilated like that and his
pulling power will be gone.
At present he has
more pull at the box office than any other author,
star, or director, or all three combined, with the
exception of Mix.
Seven reels. E. F. Keith,
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small town patscenarist

to

—

—

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

Jack

—

Holt I noticed when this picture was reviewed
on Broadway that it received just fair reports.
In the little towns like this one it is sure fire,
however.
Anything with Zane Grey's name on
it is a box office for us.
All hands are good in
this one.
Billie Dove very
appealing.
Noah
Beery is the picture. These Beery brothers must*
cause a lot of grief among the stars in Hollywood. They steal anything they are in.
Seven
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

NEW

LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson
not much sense behind it.
Very

with

picture

weak

cast supports Miss Compson, not giving her
an opportunity to do her best.
Seven reels.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Family patronage.

—

NEW

—

LIVES FOR OLD
Betty Compson
good picture of a Paris dancer and an American
soldier.
A typical picture of France behind the
battle front.
Will please. A. F. Botsford, Palace
theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.
:

—
—

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

Special

cast—

Takes quite a stretch of imagination to reconcile
yourself to the first part, and the story has several
glaring faults, but acting and get up are real
good.
Business good. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

—

MADAME SANS GENE:

Swanson

Gloria

—Ten

People walked out on this picture and stopped at the box office to tell me how
rotten it was.
With a few more pictures like
this, instead of playing the part of a laundress.
Miss Swanson will be working at the trade. Ten
reels.
Roy Furher’s Temple Theatre, Yates Center, Kan.
General patronage.
reels of misery.

—

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

Pauline Starke

—While

is
a very good and well directed, a well
acted tale of the 1849 days, it is pretty rough in
spots.
Too much so for our lady patrons. All
right morally, but killing and fighting rather too
freely.
Eight reels. P. G. Estee. S. T. theatre,

this

Parker,

Dak.

S.

—

—

Small town patronage.

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond

Griffith

You make no mistake

audience.
one.
Six

reels.

—Lorin

theatre,

in

—Pleased

buying

Berkeley,

this

Cal.

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— Drew
any Zane Grey picture outside of
“The Call of the Canyon.” We played it two
nights to fairly large crowds.
It should have
done more business, considering the price we paid.
Some bonehead operator forgot to scrape emulsion
than

better

off when making splice, causing it to give way
when projected. Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire,
"Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class patron-

—

—

age.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— Can-

compared with “North of 36” or “The
Wagon.”
Just an ordinary Western
until the last reel, which contains about two big
scenes.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsnot be

Covered

—
— General

111.

field,

patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

Constance Ben-

—

nett Splendid
production.
Pleased
audience
greatly. Pictures of this type are a credit to the
moving picture industry. Six reels. Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal.
Family patronage.

—

—

THE NIGHT CLUB:
recommend this as
One of the funniest

Raymond

Griffith

— Can

good

clean entertainment.
pictures in a long time.
lot of impossible slapstick scenes but it pleased.
Six reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long
Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

A

—
—

—

THE NIGHT CLUB:

Raymond Griffith Thorenjoyable comedy drama.
Hokum, of
course, but the kind they enjoy for a change.
Six reels. P
G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
S. Dak.
Small town patronage.

oughly

—

—

.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt—
very good picture that pleased the whole audience
but I do not agree with many of the exhibitors
who say it is a better picture than "The Covered
Wagon.” It may have more action, but it is not
the picture.
But I do agree with the exhibitors
that Famous Players-Lasky got too much money
for this.

Special cast—
Get behind this one.
One of the best features
Paramount has ever made, or any other company.
Would make an excellent Xmas picture. You
can’t praise this picture too much.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. General

—

—

patronage.

THE AIR MAIL:

Warner Baxter

—

THE AIR MAIL:

—An

Warner Baxter

excel-

show for a Saturday night crowd. Everybody,
young and old, enjoyed this. Has some excellent
airplane stuff in conjunction with some good
Western scenery.
A fairly good drawing card
lent

but

it

struck a rainy night, which knocked things

— C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
— Better class patronage.
TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas Meighan —
Very good in every way.
Seven
— W. L.
somewhat.

Eight

reels.

theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

reels.

Newman

Douglas, Strand theatre,
Small town patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME:

Grove, Neb.

Thomas Meighan—

complete flop at box office. Meighan has lost out
here on account of his last few pictures.
This
one is just an ordinary picture. Six reels. R. L.
Nowell. Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General
patronage.

—

TONGUES OF FLAME:
Very good program

picture,

—
—

—

Thomas Meighan—
but not up to Meighan

Seven reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
standard.

THE SIDE SHOW OF

—Very

LIFE:

Ernest Torrence
Pleased all who

good program picture.
Shepherd, Majestic theatre. BigSask., Canada.
General patronage.

saw

it.

ger,

— Frank

—

THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE:

Ernest Torrence
Good picture but did not please, as Ernest Torrence played the lover.
Ernest is a wonderful
actor but he is not good as the lover. C. H.
Martin. Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General
patronage.

—

—

—

THE SIDE SHOW OF

LIFE:

Ernest Torrence
Poor picture, had more kicks on this one than
on any I’ve ever played. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox,
Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn. General patron-

—

—

— B. R. Parsons, Grand
— General patronage.

theatre.

Spring-

Minn.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— This

mighty good picture but did not take in
to pay the film rental, much less the
overhead expense of the house. C. H. Martin,
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patrona

money

—
—

age.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack

Holt—

COMING THROUGH:

—

office.

not register

did

—
—

reels.

Kan.

Meighan—

Thomas

at the box
Film good.
Seven
Lost money on this.
Strand
theatre,
Ransom,
W. A. Doerschlag,
Small town patronage.

dandy picture but

COMING THROUGH:
picture.
us.

Thomas Meighan— Good
Thomas Meighan good drawing card for

Seven

reels.

— Mr. and Mrs. E.
— Small town

theatre, Obion, Tenn.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond
comedy drama which

—

Fox, Princess
patronage.

Griffith

— Enjoyable

please any audience.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Famwill

—

Seven reels.
ily patronage.

THE SWAN

—
—
—

:
Special cast There is only one
for this and it is “rotten.” E. F. Keith,
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small town pat-

word

1925

10,

CHANGING HUSBANDS: Leatrice Joy—Oh,
boy! This one was fine. Pleased 100 per cent.
Seven reels. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fox, Princess theatre, Obion, Tenn.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE ENEMY SEX:
but

ture,

don’t

—
—

Betty Compson Fair picmean much at the box office.
W. Andresen, Lyric theatre. Wal-

Eight reels. J.
nut, Iowa.
General patronage.

A MAN MUST LIVE:

Richard

Dix—A

good

program show.

Not quite as good as “Manhattan,” due to its lack of action. Dix seems to be
quite a favorite with a lot of the fans here.
Edna Murphy certainly made a swell appearance
in this show.
More power to her.
one of Enid Bennett. Seven reels.
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

She reminds

— C. A. Angle—Better class
patronage.
ARGENTINE LOVE: Bebe Daniels—Very good
picture and
seemed to
Lots of good
comments but no kicks. Six
—R. L. Nowell,
Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. — General patronage.
EAST OF SUEZ: Pola Negri —
not Negri’s
like

all

it.

reels.

It is

best but will pass where they like her.
Think it
was not as good as “Forbidden Paradise.” Paramount better put Negri over the fence and keep
us exhibitors out of mischief.
Seven reels. R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball theatre, Kimball.
S. D.
General patronage.

—

—

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:

Leatrice

—

Very good comedy drama which drew well
and pleased. Used on Sunday. Eight reels P.
G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.
Small
town patronage.
Joy

—

MANHATTAN:
good.

Richard

Dix

—Very,

just keeps them on the edge
One old lady stopped to tell

It

seats.

—

very

of their

me how

Just made her nervous so better let your young people know about this, if they
are weak hearted to stay away, and just let everyone know you have a knockout. Seven reels.
R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D. General
patronage.
exciting

it

was.

;

—

—

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt This is a good
Western. An early days picture. The scenes are
very good and well acted, but to say that it compares with “The Covered Wagon” would be putting it rather strong, for it does not have the
comedy nor the heart that "The Wagon” does
and lacks 100 per cent of having the box office
It is worth playing,
pull “The Wagon” had.
though, if you don’t have to pay too much for it,
Eight reels. F. J. O’Hara, Community
as I did.
General patronage.
theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

—

THE VALLEY OF SILENT MEN: Alma
bens

—This

is

a

real

picture.

When you

Ruplay

on it and you won’t be sorry, as
it will make good anything you will say about it.
Pictures like this are what keeps the small town
exhibitors in the picture business.
Six reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.
this picture step

—

THE CONFIDENCE MAN: Thomas Meighan—
A

good program picture that pleased the audience, but I don’t consider it as good as some
of Meighan’s others. Eight reels.- B. R. Parsons,
Grand theatre, Springfield, Minn. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE CALL OF THE CANYON:

— One

Richard Dix

of Zane Grey’s best. Pleased 100 per cent.
Seven reels. J. H. Wardwell,
Beautiful scenery.
Wardwell theatre, Stockton Springs, Me. Small
town patronage.

—

THE FIGHTING COWARD:

—

Cullen

Landis-

Good picture with plenty of comedy to satisfy
them. Did good business on two days run. Torrence is good in this one and gives it plenty of
comedy.
Seven reels. G. A. DeHolt & Son,
Monroe theatre, Monroe, la. General patronage.
THE ALASKAN Thomas Meighan As usual,
Meighan and a story of the Northland combined
to make one of the best box office results in several
weeks.
Story a little weak but some very beautiful scenery helped to make up for the shortage
Seven reels. Horn & Morgan, Star thein plot.
Small town patronage.
atre, Hay Springs, Neb.

—

—

—

:

—

—

HOLLYWOOD:

—

business.
Special
cast No
Fair program picture, but Paramount should give
you this picture free, as it is good advertising for

—
—

stars.
Seven reels. C. H. Martin,
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patron-

them and the
age.

ronage.

MISS BLUEBEARD:

Bebe Daniels— A very
refreshing and breezy French farce. Very spicy
Full of good clean comedy, and
but not vulgar.
especially funny is the cat impersonation scene
by the comedy artist and, while we forget his
name, it can be said he is an artist and his role
A corking good regular
of Bertie is a hummer.
program feature.
Eight reels. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patron-

—
—

age.

October

— Splendid

picture.
Excellent entertainment.
Eight reels.
Lorin theatre, Berkeley, Cal. Family patronage.

age.

Family patronage.

field,

picture that is worth showing anywhere.
You
can’t do "The Covered Wagon” business with it,
but if it is played up properly you can make
money. Seven reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

ronage.

is

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

70
ily

—

•

MY

AMERICAN WIFE: Gloria SwansonFair program picture, slow and lots of posing.
Six reels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, BooneGeneral patronage.
ville. Ark.
WHITE OAK: William S. Hart A picture on
the order of “The Covered Wagon” only not so
Pleased most of my patrons. Seven reels.
big.
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

—
—

THE BORDER LEGION:

—

Antonio Moreno—

October

10,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

71

Lou
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to all exhibitors
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Sept.
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Very good Zane Grey which helped us small town
boys to get in the crowd, and sent them out satPoor crop keeps everyone saving. Seven
isfied.
reels.
R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

—

SALOME OF THE TENEMENTS; WELCOME
HOME; MARRY ME: Boys, here are three sure
enough lemons, machine made pictures. Patrons
walked out on every one of them, especially
“Salome of the Tenements.” I had the first two
booked for Paramount Week, which only means a
loss to me, as my patrons don't pay any attention to trademarks. They are too well posted, and
will look over the advertising matter and shake
their heads.
You can’t fool them here. One of
the poorest weeks that I have had in some time
was Paramount Week, and worst of all, the newspaper space and extra advertising did not draw

— A.
—General

them
Ky.

in.

Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,
patronage.

SALOME OF THE TENEMENTS:

Special cast
Excellent characterization and good entertainment. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota.

N.

J.

—
— General

patronage.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE:

—

Gloria does some
Gloria Swanson.
real acting in this and she has a good
following here. She is the one who
put the pep in pepper. I cannot figure out, though, why she had to go
Great
to Paris to get another man.
Jehoshaphat, didn’t she know I am
She
still single and willing to obey?
doesn’t know what she missed by not
keeping me posted. F. J. O’HARA,
Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

—

DANGEROUS MONEY:

Bebe Daniels— The
type of picture in which our patrons like to see
Bebe best. Supporting cast was very good also.
Seven reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—

TRIUMPH:

Cecil

B.

DeMille— Didn't

get

to

see this, but reports say it is excellent.
Business
Leatrice
poor on account of church services.
Joy, Rod LaRocque, Raymond Hatton, Zasu Pitts
said to be especially good.
Eight reels. Mildred
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
City, Mo.
General patronage.

—

—

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME:
cast

—Didn’t

Many

said

seen.

As

one

this

see

Special

comments fine.
Paramount they have
but

was the best
said before, their cheap ones are the
Six reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre,

best.

it

I

Monroe, Ga.

—
—General

patronage.

RACING HEARTS:

—

cast Real good
Fine for the smaller
C. Jones, Joyland the-

Special

automobile race picture.
towns.
Seven reels. D.
General patronage.
atre, Booneville, Ark.

—
—

Bought at a live and
Photography very good.
Seven reels. Adolph Kohn, Paslet live price.
Granville,
N.
Y. Small town pattime theatre,

—

Pro. Dist. Corp.
STOP

Rex

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

Step on this
money.
Admission 25-50 cents.
Six reels.
A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monti-

real

la.

— General

patronage.

KING OF WILD HORSES:

Rex—A

dandy

action picture.
One of the kind that does some
business and sends them away happy. L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General

—
—

patronage.

PERCY

—

Charles Ray An excellent Ray vehicle, although Murray as Holy Joe almost steals
the show.
It has good comedy and action in it.
It should please on a Saturday night.
We did
extra advertising on this, but it did not pay for
itself.
Too many counter attractions. Six reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.
:

—

HOT WATER:

Harold Lloyd— Played this picture to more opposition and to the hottest September weather (3, 4 and 5) we have had in
years.
Business good considering above, but had
we shown it about two weeks later we would
have knocked them stiff. Opposition “The Lost
World,” dance and home talent, not to mention
heat at 94, 96 and 98 degrees.
Five reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.
:

—

Preferred
THE BROKEN WING:
fair

Kenneth Harlan—
program and one that was fairly well liked.

Six reels. — WE L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb. — Small town patronage.
RICH MEN’S WIVES:
Claire Windsor—
very good production. The kind my patrons like.

Chaplin— One of
comedies we have

—
—

—

SOFT SHOES: Harry Carey Carey is very
good in this but it does not come up to "Roaring
But it pleased a good crowd
Rails,” not near.
and that is what counts at the box office. Six
reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin,
Neb. General patronage.
WANDERING HUSBAND: Lila Lee—This
was a very nice picture and had a meaning.
Margaret Livingston is certainly a very good
Hope to see her again. Film good. Six
actress.
Fred Boeselager, Opera House, Hilbert,
reels.
Wis. General patronage.

—
—

—
—

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH:

Special cast—
for a Saturday picture.
Went over very
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
well

General patronage.

HER MARKET VALUE:

Special

cast— A good

comfavorable
Several
entertaining picture.
ments. L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

BARBARA

FRIETCHIE:

Florence VidorGood business on Monday. One of the most beautiful love stories I ever had the pleasure of TunIt

ing.

a

is

remarkable picture of

kind.

its

I

think it is as good as they make. I would advise
every small town exhibitor to run it, for it is a
credit to your screen and your house, and you
don’t have to give a bill of sale of your place
If one of the big four had it, it
to get it.
Eight reels.
would be called super-special.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

THE CHORUS LADY:

A

Margaret Livingston
picture that has thrills, comedy and every-

fine

My

audience enjoyed it 100 per cent but
should
Paper poor
does not draw.
show racing scenes in advertising matter instead
Seven reels.
Film good.
of picture of star.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.
Small town patronage.
thing.
picture

;

—

nice
Special cast—
program picture which pleased the majority.
reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

—

Wis.

— Small

WOMAN
This

TO

feature

Seven

reels.

N.

well,

—
—

D.

town patronage.

Selznick
WOMAN: Betty
much

Compson—

than the average.
C. A. Jordan, Opera House, CogsSmall town patronage.

is

better

RUPERT OF HENTZAU

:

cast—

Special

wonderful picture in every way with the greatest
Handled in this
cast ever put in any picture.
territory by F. B. O.
Good print. Nine reels.
GenL. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.

—

eral

patronage.

WILD JUSTICE:

Peter the Great— Good picture but not as good as “The Silent Accuser."
C. M. Hartman, New Liberty theatre, Carnegie,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

THE SALVATION HUNTERS:
and no

plot.

—

is

I

n.

Special cast—
action, poor directing
say, boys, lay off this one.

No

g.

would

Six reels. A.
Lambert, Monticello
O.
House, Monticello, la. General patronage.

—

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD:
banks — A dandy good picture,

Douglas

Opera

Arcadia

theatre,

want

to sit for two and one-half hours to see
any kind of a picture. And that is the trouble
all United Artists’ pictures.
They are too
infernally long.
It doesn’t give you a chance to
add a good two reel comedy, which leaves you a
bob-tailed show.
I have two more of these monstrous pictures and then, well.
Eleven reels.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.—

with

General patronage.

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY: Mary Pickford Did not have any kicks nor any good comments.
Figure it that after they had set out
eleven reels that they were not able to kick.
If

—

get busy and make some more pic“Heart of the Hills” and “Daddy Long
Legs,” something that has heart appeal and
comedy such as she is capable of making, and
cut out this high-brow costume stuff, she might
stand a chance of getting back in the hearts of
She is one of the best screen
the people.
actresses today, if not the best, and for her to
cater to just a few of the people seems to me
It was the common people
not the right thing.
who made her and then she stepped out and left
them to hunt another ideal, and by Gosh a good
many have found them. Come on, Mary, get
down among us again. Let us have something
worth while. Eleven reels. F. J. O’Hara. Community theatre, Elgin, Neb. General patronage.

Mary would
tures like

—
—

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY: Mary PickToo many reels
ford Acting good.
Star good.
in these pictures, if you want to fill in something else for a good program. R. K. Lattin,
Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—
—

THE RULING PASSION:
Rather old and

Vandergrift,

Arliss—

George

doesn’t mean anything, but
pleased everyone.
Wish I could
title

a picture that
get more like it.
C. M. Hartman, New Liberty
Small town patronage.
theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

—

—

A WOMAN’S WOMAN:

Mary Alden— This is
Directing,
a picture all young folks should see.
Seven reels. A. O. Lambert,
plot, very good.
Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la. General
patronage.

—

—

Universal
THE TEASER:
picture,

— R.

LaPlante

Laura

—Very

good

Seven

reels.

pleased everyone very well.

A. Gill, Palace theatre. Wolfe City, Tex.
Small town patronage.

SIEGE:

Special

—

cast

—Just

nothing

fair;

—
— Gen-

Pa.

eral patronage.

AMERICA: D. W. Griffith— Good, but failed
to get the people in.
Just barely made expenses
on a three day run at 25-50 cents. This picture
is at least five reels too long, as people do not

to

Hartman, New Liberty theSmall town patronage.
atre, Carnegie, Okla.
HEAD WINDS: House Peters A very good
rave

about.

C.

M.

—

—

offering but business decidedly light.
Six reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

General patronage.

THE TORNADO:

House

— House

Peters.

Peters was fine in this.
Fine logging country scene but, like
the Lincoln J. Carter stuff in the old
days, it had one impossibility, or absurdity in it, when the ride of Tornado on a couple of logs beat the
This is a weaktrain to the bridge.
ness in the picture which reminds us
of the olden days when the actors of
Carter’s “The Fast Mail” failed to
arrive and his Chicago office wired:
“If scenery and stage manager are
there, go ahead with the show .”
GIACOMA BROS., Crystal theatre,

—

Denny Best yet. They almost tore
You can’t go wrong on this one.
man,

Reginald

the roof

— C.

New

Liberty

theatre,

off.

M. Hart-

Carnegie,

Okla.

Small town patronage.

—

UP THE LADDER: Virginia Valli Good entertainment, but failed to attract much business.
Six reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
General patronage.
Ore.

—

—

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot
ern.

Fair-

drew reasonably
well, and all comments favorable.
Have run a
two nights now. Second night held up as good
as I expected, and as good as any three day picture I have played except “Charley’s Aunt.” And
from the inquiries about tonight, I feel sure it
will hold up good for the third night.
L. M.
Jones,

192o

10,

Tombstone, Ariz.
CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

United Artists

This picture

October

A

LOVE’S WHIRLPOOL:

paid

made
one and make you some

Syd

the cleanest, most pleasing
ever run.
Better by far than any Harold Lloyd,
Had people come back the third
I ever saw.
Eight reels. A. J.
night to see the picture.
General
Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, Iowa.
patronage.

listen to this.

cannot say too much for this picture.
I
a good price, advertised it to the limit, and

cello,

—

Neillsville,

— Boys,

I

big money.

FLIRTING:

Evelyn Brent>-A fairly
good comedy-drama in which the comedy scenes
rather forced. Not much drawing power. Seven
reels.
Price & Dalrymple, Home theatre. ObSmall town patronage.
long, 111.

little

Pathe
BLACK CYCLONE:

—

ronage.

Six

—

——

——A

Everyone

theatre,
Liberty
patronage.

pleased.

— A dandy WestHartman, New
— Small town
Gibson —A real good

Gibson

— C.

Carnegie,

M.

Okla.

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot
Ran it on
program picture that pleased fine.
Six reels.
Saturday and it drew splendidly.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH:

Alma Rubens—A good

Six
picture but failed at the box office for us.
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—
— General

patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW:
good

Western.

Scout,

the

Jack
horse,

Hoxie—Very
was

a

treat.

—
—
October

— T. Brisco, Princess theatre, El— General patronage.
THE TORNADO: House Peters—A dandy good
interesting
picture, plenty of excitement, and
great. — R. K. Lattin,
through. Flood scene
Strand theatre, Valpariso, Neb. — Small town patronage.
THE TORNADO: House Peters— Drew good
Five reels.
wood, Ind.

I.

is

is

all

and pleased. Logging and
Need not be afraid of this

crowd
good.

—W.

Oto

R. Rock,
General patronage.
reels.

THE MAD WHIRL:

theatre,

scenes
one.
Seven
Oto, Iowa.
flood

—This

cast

Special

is

a

—
—

THE SADDLE HAWK:

Hoot Gibson— A good
Western picture but not as good as some of
Drew because he is liked. Seemed to be
Hoot’s.
no story and lacked the usual punch of the Gib-

—W.

son pictures.
Six reels.
theatre, Newman Grove,

Douglas, Strand

L.

Neb.

— Small,

town

pat-

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

Denny

—Nothing

out

itself

the

of

ordinary

is

—

—

THE FAST WORKER:

Reginald Denny My
first Denny and nothing to rave over, but also
Very good comments, but small
not so bad.
house account hot weather and county fair in
neighboring town. Eight reels. F. A. Millhouse,
Star theatre, Sumner, Neb. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

— After

DON DAREDEVIL:

doing
a terrible flop on that great picture, “The Sea
broke
every
Western
Hawk,” this very ordinary
Figure it out
attendance record for this house.
It only goes to show that it doesn’t
if you can.
pay to worry too much about the big ones. They
Five reels.
can’t be doped right every time.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

Jack Hoxie

—

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Virginia Valli—

I would call
Sunday to fair business.
a nice clean little program picture, not
within reach of a special but away better than
many of the program pictures. It is worth running any old time, if you can buy it right and
Six
you know Universal will treat you white.
reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay,
N. Y. Small town patronage.

Ran

it

this

—
—

WINE:

—Too

much

jazz in this
picture to suit the average theatregoer. Frank
Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Bigger, Sask., Canada.

—General

-

cast

Special

—

Hoot Gibson Boys, if you
If
have this one booked, you have something.
Better book it.
you haven’t, get it booked.
H. B. Wood, Wood theatre, Calico Rock, Ark.
:

General patronage.

—

AND RUN

:
Hoot Gibson Hoot is good
Our Saturday
a good bet here.
crowd like Hoot. R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre,
Valparaiso, Neb. Small town patronage.

HIT

in

and

this

is

—
—

SMOULDERING FIRES:
Very good.

Pauline Frederick
Story fine.

Star was excellent.

—
—

Eight reels. I. T. Brisco, Princess
atre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.
treat.

A

the-

THE MAN FROM WYOMING:

Jack Hoxie—
Western that drew a nice crowd and
pleased them.
While I do not think Hoxie is an
extra good actor, he seems to have a very goo
following here and puts his stuff over, and that
Five reels.
is what gets me by with my banker.
F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre, Elgin, Neb.

A

good

*

—
— General

Reginald

Denny—I

con-

sider this a very good picture that should please
Comments a
the big majority wherever shown.

—Adolph
— Small

favorable. Seven reels.
theatre, Granville, N. Y.

DARING CHANCES:
Western

—

Kohn,

Pastime,

town patronage.

Jack

Hoxie—A

picture.
No comments either way.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre,

fair

Five

Long
town patronage.
THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson— Good
Western. The kind Hoot belongs in. Six reels.
reels.

Pine, Neb.

J.

— Small

W. Andresen,

Lyric

theatre.

Walnut,

la

—

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—A good
program picture that pleased the whole audience.
An actress that will help draw the crowd in.
Six reels. B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre. Spring-

—

field,

Minn.

— General

Chaney

reports in this column

—

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: James Kirkwood

a fair picture with some comedy and a
lot of spooky action in it.
Your crowd is not
apt to walk out on this, but some of them will
be afraid to walk home in the dark after it.Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.
General patronage.
is

—

BIG TIMBER:
William Desmond A good
Northwest woods picture that pleased our Satur-

and

steer clear of this one.

—

Vitagraph
Aileen Pringle—

class this as a

-I

very good picture that pleased the big majority.
All who commented on same did so favorably.
Bought right and film in excellent condition. Six
reels.

—Adolph Kohn, Pastime
— Small town patronage.

Granville.

theatre.

N. Y.

TIDES OF PASSION
much for this picture.

Thought

say

was punk,

it

myself, and from the number of walkouts others
must have thought the same. Seven reels. A. F.
Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small

—
—

town patronage.

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN:

Anita Stewart-

One

of the very best on the Vitagraph line-up.
Story good, films good, and pleased all.
M. J.
Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle. La.

General patronage.
Bert
that was well met and pleased my
audience 100 per cent, and when a picture pleases
my patrons 100 per cent it’s going some. M. J.
Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
General patronage.

— One

—

THE LOVE HOUR:

—A very

good

Special cast

comedy drama. The first two reels are equal to a
good two reel comedy. Lots of laughs all the way
Seven

through.

Long

theatre.

— A. F. Botsford, Palace
Neb. — Small town patronage.

reels.

Pine,

THE RANGER OF THE TALL PINES:

Ken-

—

neth Harlin An extra outdoor picture. Something
out of the ordinary. Will please most any class of
people.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Small town patronage.
Pine, Neb.

—

—

WEST OF ARIZONA:

Pete Morrison— A good
Western subject to fair business. Patrons seemed
pleased.
Five reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theGeneral patronage.
atre, Rainier, Ore.

—
—

—Just

THE CLEAN HEART:

Percy Marmont

Pleased
fair picture and somewhat unusual.
Eight reels. M. W. Matteabout 50 per cent.
check, Liberty theatre, Kennewick, Wash. General patronage.
a

—

THE BELOVED BRUTE:
You

Good Saturday crowd.
this

one

—

William Russellgo wrong on

can’t

you want good strong drama

if

;

will

please any good sensible audience. The wrestling
match a wonder.
Seven reels. Holt & Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

—

TWO SHALL BE BORN:

Special cast A good
offering to about usual attendance.
Witwer,
A. G.
Grand theatre, Rainier,

program

—
—
ONE LAW FOR THE WOMAN: Cullen LanWill
dis — A good picture with lots of action.
Six
— R. Ullman,
please the majority.
Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. — Neighborhood patSix reels.
General patronage.
Ore.

reels.

J.

ronage.
Special

cast—

Pretty good mystery drama and seemed to suit the
people who saw it. Frank Shepherd, Majestic
General patrontheatre, Bigger, Sask., Canada.

—

—

age.

MAN PUT ASUNDER:

Special cast

no good for a small town. It is getting
E. F. Keith,
old, so don’t think of showing it.
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small town patis

—

—

ronage.

ONE LAW FOR THE WOMAN:

— Good.

Seven

reels.

— Mr.

cess theatre. Obion, Tenn.

Picture fair.

Special cast

and Mrs. E. Fox, Printown patronage.

— Small

BEHOLD THIS WOMAN:
crowd.

—

WOMAN

BEHOLD THIS
:
Irene Rich Take
warning, small towns, and lay off this. Not our
kind.
The good church sisters will sure look you
over after seeing this. Seven reels. E. F. Keith.
Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS:

— An

Monte

Blue

excellent picture that furnishes as great an entertainment as any crowd wished for that will hold
interest from start to finish.
B.
R. Parsons,
Grand theatre, Springfield, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS: Monte Blue A very
fine production.
Good picture for any house large
or small.
Seven reels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

—
—

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS: Monte Blue— Nothing particularly new in this, still would class it
as above average. Very few real moneymakers in
Warner Brothers pictures. G. J. Ritter, Regent
theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

—

THE LOST LADY

Irene Rich

:

— Lost

right.

is

“No One Knows What

It’s All About’’ would be
About as poor as W. B. ever made.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

a good

— G.

title.

J.

SNOW

TRACKED IN THE
COUNTRY: RinTin-Tin One of the best dog pictures we have
ever run. Beautifully photographed. Rinty surely
the best of the dog stars.
This one will bring
down the house the last couple of reels. I find
these dog pictures of Warners bring in all kinds
of people, even those who usually stay away from
the Westerns.
Seven reels. Henry Reeve, Star
theatre, Menard, Texas.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY:
—A dandy production, worthy of

Rinbeing

a special.
Price right.
Pleased the big
majority. A good bet for any exhibitor. Book it.

called

Seven

reels.

Irene

Rich—No

A

good pic-

Film good.

—Adolph Kohn,
— Small Town

Granville, N. Y.

Pastime

theatre,

patronage.

RECOMPENSE: Marie Prevost— good picture
that brought out the women.
Most of the comments were favorable.
Seven reels. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small

A

—
—

town patronage.

—

RECOMPENSE:

Marie Prevost Good picture
night against Chautauqua, that’s
saying something. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

and did well

first

—

ON THIN

—

ICE:

—

Monte Blue
Fair
Nothing big. Six

just above the average.

D.

Jones, Joyland theatre,

C.

Booneville,

picture,
reels.

Ark.

General patronage.

THE GOLD DIGGERS:
might go

Special

in the big city but

it

is

cast

— This

nit in the small

town.

This classic stuff doesn’t go far out in
the Sticks. They want action, and oodles of it,
and as for ladies without clothes well, the present-day dress is light enough to satisfy the great
majority.
Six reels. F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre, Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.

—

—
—

GEORGE WASHINGTON,

JR.: Wesley Barry
good comedy feature.
Best Wesley Barry feature I have seen for some
time. Six reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre.
Walnut, la. General patronage.

— This

is

a

old but a

little

—

—

THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE: Special cast— By
hookey, I will be glad when I get those classics
all played.
Compared with a good Western picture, at the price I have to pay for them, they
are worth about 10 cents on the dollar. Before
I bought those Warner pictures I had seen “Conductor 1492’’ and “Where the North Begins’’
also “Little Johnny Jones,’’ and thought if those
were a sample they would be a good buy. Well,
they were the cream, and the rest what the calf
;

whey.

gets,

Elgin, Neb.

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE:

—This

poor title.
Seven
House, Hilbert,

Tin-Tin

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:

Lytell

but

Opera

General patronage.

Mae Marsh — Can’t

:

estimation,

— Fred Boeselager,
Wis. — General patronage.
reels.

Warner Brothers

reels.
Joseph W. Springer, Strand theElizabethtown, Ind. General patronage.

WILDFIRE:

my

to

ture.

Lon

—

Twelve

73

patronage.

Truly a great production, but one that
has proven over and over again not to be a
small town attraction.
I
showed this picture
rather against my better judgment, but the exchange kept after me until I accepted their percentage proposition. Needless to say, I think we
both lost money.
I know I didn't make any.
Brother small town exhibitors, take the advice of

LET NOT

General patronage.

—This

—

little

patronage.

SPORTING YOUTH:

Botsford, Palace
town patronage.

Baby Peggy— A good
and many favorable comments. Six reels.
F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

patronage.

AND RUN

HIT

— A. F.
— Small

THE FAMILY SECRET:

as

far

as

reels.

Pine, Neb.

Reginald

concerned, but has splendid
Eight reels.- Lorin theatre,
drawing power.
Berkeley, Cal.— Family patronage.
the picture

Long

picture

atre,

ronage.

I’LL

Five

day patrons.
theatre,

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME:

Would-be society-drama with nothing to commend it. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theGeneral patronage.
atre, Pierre, S. Dak.

weak show.

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

1925

10,

—

— F. J. O’Hara, Community
— General patronage.

WHERE THE NORTH

— Good

BEGINS:

theatre,

Rin-Tin-Tin

picture pleased all. Good print. All pictures with Rin-Tin-Tin draw well. Give us more
like this one.
Seven reels. C. R. Scheibe, LakeSmall town patronside theatre, Beulah, Mich.
age.
;

—
—

THE

THAT

BINDS: Special cast—Did not
TIE
see this myself, but several said that it was good.
Six reels. F. J. O’Hara, Community theatre,
Elgin, Neb.
General patronage.

—
—

—

CORNERED: Marie Prevost A good crook
play old but still interesting. Like a good many
of the Warners, not worth what we have to pay
Star
Seven reels. Henry Reeve,
for
them.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Menard, Tex.
;

—

—

74

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October

10,

1925

Reason

Gold

Bond
Picture

Mr. Danken’s telegram is a genuine forecast of
what will happen in thousands of theatres when
they show

—

GmStmttaifhttA guatvt

My

% KEEPER OF THE BEES
Backed by a tremendous Advertising-Publicity and Exploitation Campaign in conjunction with Doubleday
Page & Co. and backed by four solid months of display advertising in McCall’s Magazine.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
723 Seventh Avenue,

New \ork

Inc.

Exchanges Everywhere

—
October

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

10,
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—

WHO

State Rights

—A

good
Special cast
pleased
a large Saturday night
crowd. The dog. Thunder, is good. Price right,
film in good condition, from New York city office.
Six reels. Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranSmall town patronage.
ville, N. Y.

BROKEN HEARTS OF BROADWAY: Colleen
Moore— A good program picture that will appeal

—
—

to the lady patrons. Seven reels. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small town

patronage.

DOWN BY THE

RIO GRANDE: William RusThis film, distributed by Progress Pictures,
Inc., of Dallas, is one good reason why the socalled Independents are not worth paying much
attention to. The worst piece of junk in many
a day. Fully one-fourth the total footage missing.
And then we get all sorts of letters asking us
Five reels. Henry
to play the little fellows.
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.
ONE GLORIOUS NIGHT: Special cast— This
was a fair one-day picture, sold me for a twoday picture. Was not as bad as I expected, in
view of the many poor pictures I have received
from this exchange. L. M. Jones, Arcadia theGeneral patronage.
atre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

—

—

—

—

REVEILLE:

— One

hundred per
cent picture. A page of life. Buy it and you
will have a picture that will build up your busiBought through Regal Films, Calgary.
ness.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Can.
Betty Balfour

— Small

town patronage.
THE RIDIN’ FOOL: Lester Cuneo Film good.
This is a good comic Western distributed by WalCuneo is sure a
ter A. Baier of Milwaukee.

—

fool” after he gets started, and Frances
Martinsen, who plays the feminine lead, plays
her part well and is very pretty in her cowgirl
uniform. This will please a Western Saturday
night audience. Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre. Sharon, Wis. General patronage.
“ridin’

—
—

THAT WILD WEST:

—

Fairbanks
Five reels.
N. Y.
Granville,
theatre,
Pastime
Kohn,
Adolph
Small town patronage.

William

Just a fair Western program subject.

—

THUNDERING ROMANCE:

Jr.—

Buffalo Bill

good program Western. Good paper drew exceptional business, even for Saturday. This fellow appeals to our people, apparently. And don’t
forget that the name they put on him means
something at the box office. Buffalo Bill is a
household word, and it works on them, whether

A

;

they stop to think about it or not. Five reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
THE TORRENT: Special cast A good program picture. It pleased here, but there were
some parts missing. Six reels. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Small town
patronage.
TRAIL DUST: Special cast— A good Western
The lobby they furpicture to good business.
nish is great. Book it and boost it. Six reels.
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—

—

TRAIL DUST:
means, as a

fast,

— Book

by all
snappy Western, with a good

Special cast

this,

Stood them out for two days.
lobby in front.
Pleased majority and gets them in. Lots of good
comments by patrons. Use as a special. Print
good. Six reels. W. G. Fulton, DeLuxe theatre,
Hutchinson, Kansas. General patronage.

—

TRAIL DUST:

—

Special
on this one.

cast

all.

cast

— G.

—P.

J.

—General

P.

(pretty

Ritter,

Regent

patronage.

•

ever I was
out of the state

films I would have closed up my house rather
than show a pile of junk. He took advantage of
my being absent, for I know he had better reels.
If I knew his address, or if I thought I could get
in touch with him, it certainly would do me some
good to grab him. He was traveling with a live
buffalo.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White

—

Castle, La.

— General

Drew

Six reels.
fair and seemed to please.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

—

THE UNKNOWN PURPLE:
This

is

fair

Special

cast —

Just

a fair

entertainment.

program picture. Nobody went wild about it.
Got by by showing a good comedy and news
with it. Six reels. F. J. O’Hara, Community
theatre,

Elgin,

—
Neb. — General

(Universal)

—

Joe Bonomo Just finished Chapter 3. Doing better all the time and is sure holding the ones who
started it.
Mighty good serial. Something different all the time, though of course the big

much

are pretty

thrills

running

you

if

run

Two

reels.

Menard, Tex.

Reeve, Star theatre,
patronage.

— Henry

— Small

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:
Joe Bonomo

Worth

the old hokum.

serials.

town

(Universal)

— Chapter

2, and it drew them back
More action in this chapter than
in half of some serials I’ve run.
Looks like a
good bet to me. Two reels. Henry Reeve, Star
Small town patronage.
theatre, Menard, Tex.

shape.

fine

in

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:
Bonomo

(Universal)

— Just

finished this serial, and, outside
of the circus stunts, I can’t say much for it.
Pleased the kiddies. Two reels. A. F. Botsford,
Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small town

Joe

—

—

patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD:

(Universal) Bonomo
First episode very interesting. Plenty of action
and adventure that the young people enjoyed.
Let’s hope the remaining episodes are as good.

—

Two

reels.

— Crosby

—Neighborhood
Bonomo—Played the

Bros.,

N. Y.

Lily

theatre,

patronage.

patronage.

Only fair. Two reels.
Dalrymple, Home theatre, Oblong, 111.
Small town patronage.

&

WILD:

(Universal) Joe
fourth episode last night,
and business was just half what it was on the
Don’t know where it will be before
first episode.
It hasn’t the stuff that it takes to get
it is over.
over with those liking serials. Ten episode serial.
E. F. Keith, Strand theatre, Granbury, Tex.
Small twon patronage.

—

—

PLAY BALL: (Pathe) special cast Good, but
not enough baseball. Wrong name. Two reels.
GenI. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
eral patronage.

—

—

PLAY BALL: (Pathe) special cast Holding up
pretty well. Think it will be O. K. Two reels.
R. L. Nowell. Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.
THE RIDDLE RIDER:

—One

(Universal)

William

of the best serials I have played
yet. It has the story, the star, the direction, and
everything you could wish for. In fact, I believe
Universal did their best on this one, and that is
saying a lot for the picture. Thirty reels. John
Richardson Jr., Princess theatre, Olney, Tex.

—

General patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal) William
played five chapters and going
good. I find a good serial brings them in. They
all say they don’t like ’em, but they come to see
Two reels. F. A. Millhouse,
the next chapter.
Star theatre, Sumner, Neb. Small town patronage.

—Have

Desmond

—

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal) William
Desmond Second chapter to a full house. All
pleased and anxious for the next chapter. This

—

it looks mighty good to me.
is my
Will draw regardless of a weak feature. Two
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
reels.

first serial

Nev.

—
—General

and

patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER:

(Pathe) special cast

—Just

and it seems to be holding its
own. Two reels. William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
Small town patronage.
theatre, Neillsvile, Wis.
finished

No.

9

—

—

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
AGGRAVATING PAPA: Jimmie Adams—Very
The Great

Peter

good.
does his

is

in

comedy and
A. G. Witwer,

this

—
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.
BACK FIRE: Lige Conley — A good comedy
— R. Ullman,
that brings the laughs. Two
Orpheum theatre, Ada, Minn. —Neighborhood
patronage.
COLD CHILLS: Louise Fazenda — Slapstick
— G. Harsh,
that got a few laughs. Two
Mapleton,
Princess
theatre,
— Small town
stuff

Two

well.

reels.

reels.

reels.

J.

S.

la.

THE DOME DOCTOR:

—

Didn’t
Larry Semon
anything special about this, only the price.
Larry’s old comedies were all better, in my opinion, and got more applause from the audience.
Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.
see

—

—

DRAGON ALLEY

:

This Juvenile comedy was

as good as a Gang comedy, in a different
way. Book it and you'll make good. Two reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

just

—

A

good comedy of do-

mestic life. For high class audience. Kids don’t
care for it. Two reels. A. G. Witwer. Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

EASY PICKIN'S: Neal Burns A good comedy
with a peach of a burlesque on a boxing bout.
Those that understood it just roared at it. Burns
goes across fairly good for us.
Two reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES: We find the
Educational comedies very satisfactory, and at a
reasonable price. Two reels. Gunther & Metzger,
Palace theatre, Syracuse. Neb. Small town patronage.

—

A

EXIT CAESAR:

real

Frank Shepherd, Majestic
Canada.

—General

—

comedy.

class

first

Bigger, Sask.,

theatre,

patronage.

FAMILY LIFE

Mermaid

—

Rather slow at the
soon as the automobile appeared upon the scene business picked up. It was
full of laughs from then until the close.
Two
reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
but

start,

just

—

:

as

—

GOING EAST:
Two
zie,

— Good

comedy.

theatre,

McKen-

Lloyd Hamilton

— C. H. Martin, Strand
Tenn. — General patronage.
reels.

GREAT GUNS:

Bobby Vernon

— Not

up

to

Bobby's usual standard. Story too weak no fault
of actor. They gave him a punk story. Two reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,
Pa. General patronage.
:

PERILS OF THE

Desmond

1925

10,

EASTER BONNETS:

Price

Buffalo,

patronage.

patronage.

THE TRUTH ABOUT WOMEN: Hope Hampton — A good program picture with a catchy title.

October

EASTER BONNETS:

Serials
THE GREAT CIRCUT MYSTERY:

—If

I was
it was
when they were supposed to show this one, and
the guy who had the films had nothing but a
bunch of junk. The films were so bad we just
could not keep them on the screen. Had I been
at the theatre when this guy came in with these

faked

Fair.

Special

taken all in
theatre, Bogota, N. J.

that

—
—

—

CARES?:

punk)

BLACK LIGHTNING:

picture

-

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD

76

sell

—

—

—

—

HIGH HORSE: Lee Moran Another
dandy Mermaid that was greeted with shrieks of
laughter from everyone, young and old.
Two
HIS

— C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
— Better class patronage.
HOT AIR: Lee Moran — Exceptionally good
comedy. Kept them laughing. Two
—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General
reels.

Pa.

reels.

patronage.

—

THE IRON MULE:

A1 St. John
Splendid
Should save it back until you run Fox's
‘‘The Iron Horse,” as it is a wonderful take-off
on it. Two reels. R. A. Gill, Palace theatre,
Wolfe City, Tex. Small town patronage.

comedy.

—
—

—

KID SPEED: Larry Semon This was liked
better than the feature. It has plenty of Larry’s
tricks in it and made the kids happy. His name
means something here in our house. Two reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

KINOGRAMS: Nothing to this news. My patrons said that they can get more news from their
home paper than from the news. One reel. C.
H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.—
General patronage.

—

LOVE MANIA:
comedy with A1
laugh

producers.

good.

Two

MOTOR MAD:

St.

John.

—
— Better

reels.

Nazareth. Pa.

—

A fine Tuxedo
was chock full of
Hope we get some more as
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,
A1

St.

John
It

class patronage.

Lige Conley

—This

one was

full

of slapstick stunts that registered great with the
kids and some of the grownups.
Mermaid
comedy can usually be counted on giving satisfaction. Film was in good shape. Two reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

A

MY FRIEND: A good two-part comedy. —
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
NAVY BLUES: Dorothy Devore Many exhib-

—

itors

report this as a knockout, but

it

is

only a

comedy. The Pacific fleet offers an interesting background. Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town patronfair

—
—

age.

Lige Conley — A good com— W. Andresen, Lyric theatre,
— General patronage.
FEAR:
Bowes — Not so good, not

NECK AND NECK:
edy.

Two

Walnut,

NEVER
so good.

reels.

J.

la.

Cliff

No genuine

laughter in the whole

reel.

They had better get better or look out. Cameo
comedies were usually good, but they have been

—
—

falling down lately. One reel.
C. A. Anglemire,
Better class pat“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

ronage.

—

THE OPTIMIST: Lloyd Hamilton An ordiOthers
nary comedy that pleased the kids.
thought it silly, so did I. What’s happened to
him
The
last
we
heard
of
he
Jenkins?
Grandpa
was chasing out-of-season hunters up at ValenA. F. Botsford, Palace
tine, Neb.
Two reels.
Small town patronage.
theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
(Note: See F. J. O'Hara’s letter in this issue.)

—
—

—

—
October

PARDON ME:
see

Not so very much. Couldn’t
One reel. W. L. Douglas,
Newman Grove, Neb. Small town

any comedy to

Strand theatre,
patronage.

—

it.

—

show

The

colors.

in

nov-

styles are too old

—

now, so don’t use it. One reel. A. F. Botsford,
Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town
patronage.

PIG SKIN

—

—

Lige Conley Another good Mermaid comedy. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
:

—

—

THE RAIN MAKER:

—

Lloyd Hamilton
Good
Book it. Two reels. C. H. Martin,
comedy.
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

COWBOY

RIDE 'EM

—

:

This

—

is

—
—

a

real

comedy

for Saturday. Two reels. C. H. Martin, Strand
theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

A

RUNNING WILD:

better than the
average Mermaid but not much, at that. Two
reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,
little

—
Neb. — Small

town patronage.
Not much
Didn’t hear any laughs, so I guess

SAFE AND SANE

to this one.
it didn’t land
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre,

reels.

la.

— General

patronage.

—

PAUL JONES, JR.: Earle Fox This was the
poorest of the Van Bibber series.
All former
Van Bibbers were screams, while this one produced but few laughs. Two reels. Gunther &
Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small
town patronage.
r

—

—

Clyde Cook — A dandy com— W. Andresen, Lyric theatre.
— General patronage.
THE FARM: Van Bibber —A real good

THE PINHEAD:
Two

edy.

Walnut,

reels.

J.

la.

UP ON

knockabout of a comedy. Also good new stunts
kept them laughing from start to finish. Two
reels.
Holt &
Dick,
Palace theatre,
Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

WESTWARD WHOA

A

burlesque on “The
Covered Wagon,” with the monkeys playing their
parts to a T. The kids sure liked it and the
grown-ups almost split with laughter. Two reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

:

—

:

—
Neb. — Small

Two

here.

scream but Mr. Fox must get better paper on
his comedies to make them go over. Two reels.
A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello,

PARIS CREATIONS: Hope Hampton —A
elty style

PATHE
Better Jails”

good, as nearly all these subjects are.
Threefourths reel. Price & Dalrymple, Home theatre,
Oblong, 111. Small town patronage.

age.

ronage.

Pine,

SEA LEGS:

—

Neal

—
—

All the MerLige Conley
maids are good and they prove that Jack White
knows his stuff. Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace
General patronage.
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.

—
—

:

—
—

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
DETAINED: Stan Laurel — Stan Laurel makes
just as many laughs for us as he did in Pathe
comedies, and the price is just one-half cheaper.
Not reissues or old prints, but A-l product. Two
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syrareels.
Small town patronage.
cuse, Neb.

—

THE HELPING HAND:

Jimmie Aubrey

— This

the best Aubrey comedy I had yet and I would
“East of Suez,’’
it a knockout, as it offset
the Paramount feature, and sent my people out
well pleased. Two reels.- R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. General patronage.
is

call

—

—

WHAT A

OH,
good.
reels.

FLIRT:

Jimmie Aubrey— Very

B. O. comedies always go over. Two
L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman

F.

—W.

Grove, Neb.

Not quite up
good.

cello

Opera House,

— Small

town patronage.

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn— The
very best two-reelers on the market. They eat

Two

up.

— C. E. McCain,
— General patronage.

reels.

Liberty

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn— “The
Great Decide,’’ Chapter 4 of “The Pace Makers,”
sure a good one. Buy all twelve and you will
give your people a good treat as they come to
Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre,
see them.
Kimball, S. D. General patronage.

—

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta

POLLY VOO:

Jimmie

;

Aubrey

— Good

film.

This is the first of this star which we have used.
This is very good and we hope the rest are as
good as this. Lots of laughs from the kids. Two
reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis. General patronage.

—
—

—

comedy.

INBAD THE SAILOR: A
Two

Walnut,

good monkey comLyric theatre,
General patronage.

reels.

la.

—

—

J.

W. Andresen,

THE MILK BANDITS:
for

Two

comedy.

No two

alike,

Fox has the variety
and all satisfactory.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace
Neb. — Small town patronage.

reels.

Syracuse,

A MOVIE MAD MAID:

This

—

have found

I

all

to

—

Two

town

good
of these Gang comvery

—

BITING THE DUST: Very clever, if
silly.
One reel. — S. G. Harsh, Princess
Mapleton,

la.

— Small

good

Dark

they are

Spat Family— A pretlaughs.

Two

in places, due to night scenes.

—

THE CAKE EATER:

Will Rogers
One of
Pathe’s best for a long time. Made lots of people laugh.
Two reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess
theatre, Mapleton, la.
Small town patronage.

—

Our Gang

— One

of the
always good, but this is

good ones. The Gang is
better than the average.
Dalrymple, Home theatre.

Two

reels.

Oblong,

—Price &
— Small

111.

DESERT SHIEKS One reel.— W. L. Douglas,
Newman Grove, Neb. — Small town
:

Strand theatre,
patronage.

DOGS OF WAR: Our Gang — One
and enjoyed by

theatre,

comedy

is

a

all.

Two

Strand theatre,
town patronage.
schlag.

reels.

— W.

Ransom,

N. Y.

— Small

—

DoerSmall

—

—
— General

Aesop Fable— Good

—

comedy. Nothing in it for kids and too
silly for grown-ups.
Had to cut several places.
Two reels. F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre, Sumner,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

WHO

HE

GETS SMACKED:

A

so-so,

or,

rather, a 50-50. Did not get any favorable comments on this one. Two reels. M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.
General

—

—

patronage.

HIGH SOCIETY
Our Gang

is

— R. L.
— General

:

Our Gang

always enjoyed by
Nowell, Idlehour
patronage.

— Good

my

comedy.

patrons.

theatre,

Two

Monroe,

—

a

—

HIS NEW MAMMA: Harry Langdon This is
comedy that will make them laugh. Two reels.
A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Mon-

ticello, la.

— General

patronage.

HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS:
outside of

Two

reels.

Oblong,

One

of the best

“Our Gang” we have run from Pathe.

— Price & Dalrymple, Home
— Small town patronage.

theatre,

111.

HOT HEELS: Mack Sennett— Good slapstick.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

Our Gang

—A

good

two-reel comedy, but not the best.
These Our
Gangs are mostly all great and take well here.

— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
— Small town patronage.

Two

reels.

ville,

N. Y.

Gran-

ONE OF THE FAMILY Didn’t see this, but
reports say nothing extra.
Oh, for some good
one-reel comedies
One reel. Mildred B. Russell,
Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.
:

—

General patronage.

OUR GANG:

Two

Excellent.

OUTDOOR PAJAMAS:

—

— F. A.
— Small town

reels.

Milhouse, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
patronage.

Just one thousand feet
Opera House,

of film.
A. O. Lambert, Monticello
Monticello, la.
General patronage.

—

Pretty good, if they would
’em in to you in any reasonable order. One
“
it is
‘The Life of a Bug’ (to be continued
next week),” but next week it is “The Beginning
of Man in Mongolia.” One reel.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town
patronage.
set

week

PATHE REVIEW

NO.

Not

20:

—

so good. These

reviews are not what they used to be. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

RIDERS OF THE KITCHEN RANGE:

Hal

—Good one-reeler. Quite a few laughs.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
SKINNERS IN SILK:
Mack
reels.

Just a regular average
to rave about.
Two
& Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
General patronage.

Nothing

Sennett.

— Holt

Heights, Pa.

—

THE SUPER-HOOPER-DYNE

LIZZIE: A real
comedy that kept the house roaring with laugh-

way
Two

all the
long time.

ter

theatre.

White

through.
reels.

Castle,

Best

have had in a

I

— M. J. Babin, Fairyland
La. — General patronage.

TELL

IT TO A POLICEMAN: Glenn Tryon—
good comedy. This fellow is a boob,
and good at it. Got its fair quota of laughs. Two
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

A

pretty

—

—

Special cast—
small town picture.
Seven reels. C. R.
Scheibe, Lakeside theatre, Beulah, Mich.
Small
town patronage.

—

Good

—

Sportlights

program.

Extra

good.

These

make a good addition to most any
One reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand the-

Rainier,

Ore.

—
— General

patronage.

—

A WILD PAPA:

Spat Family A fair comedy,
but below the average Spat comedy. Two reels.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Can.
Small town patronage.

—

UNIVERSAL
AGGRAVATIN’ MAMA: Gump

FLICKERING YOUTH: Harry Langdon— Very
poor

—

patronage.

OFFICIAL OFFICERS:

atre,

cartoon comedy which pleased all.
Twothirds reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.
little

—

NOAH’S ATHLETIC CLUB: Aesop Fable
Good comedy cartoon that pleased. Two-thirds
reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

TWINKLE TWINKLE:
comedy.
theatre, Granfair

town patronage.

DOWN ON THE FARM:

—

THE TRUTH ABOUT WIVES:

of the best

A.
Kans.

DON’T TELL DAD: A pretty
Two reels. —Adolph Kohn, Pastime
ville,

—

reels.

Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

CRADLE ROBBERS:

TOTS: Our Gang— Average Gang comedy. Little too much of the dream
stuff to get over big. Two reels.
I.
A. McGaskill,
Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.
General
patronage.

Roach

comedy that had quite a few

—

—

MARY QUEEN OF

theatre,

town patronage.

BLACK HAND BLUES:
ty

JUST A MINUTE: Very good one-reel comedy, according to reports. Didn’t get to see it.
Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Benton City, Mo. General patronage.

—

—A

Our Gang

:

—
—

PATHE REVIEW:

good comedy,
Kohn,

be exceptionally good. Pleased 100 per
reels.
Roy Furher’s Temple theatre,
Yates Center, Kansas. General patronage.
edies
cent.

Ga.

Good comedy. Two reels.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Can.
Small town patronage.

edy.

new

a

is

—

—

ASK GRANDMA

THE IRON NAG: A good two-part comedy.
Played this with “Wildfire” and it make a very
good program. Two reels. Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

went over

O. Lambert, MontiMonticello, la.
General pat-

of laughs.
Two reels. Adolph
theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Small

reels.

FOX

DEEP SEA PANIC:

—

lots

Pastime

Vaughn— Just

and think they are as good as any
comedy. Much better than their former ones,
“Fighting Blood” and “The Go-Getters.” They
beat a serial, I think. Comic, most original not
slapstick. Two reels.
R. K. Lattin, Strand theSmall town patronage.
atre, Valparaiso, Neb.
finished these

—
—

— This

— A.

town patronage.

Stan Laurel—Just a
fair filler to finish the length of a program. Two
reels.
R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

them

Our Gang

to the standard, but
reels.

patronage.

OH WHAT A FLIRT!:

theatre, Tryon, Okla.

Two

ASK GRANDMA: Our Gang—A
with

—

Lige Conley A slapstick comedy that had a number of good stunts in it that
were good for hearty laughs by young and old.
Two reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

—

ASK GRANDMA:
one.

—

STEP LIVELY:

STEP LIVELY

—
—

very

77
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AESOP’S FABLES: “Bigger and

town patronage.
Burns
Up to the usual
Ghristie standard. In fact somewhat better than
their usual good comedies. Burns was fine in this
one and everybody had plenty of cause to laugh,
which they did. Two reels. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y,” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Small town patron-

Dong

-•
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10,

—
—

—

These Gump
comedies are good that is, if you can get a good
Have used six or more and have not had
a good print yet. Two reels. J. W. Andresen,
Lyric theatre, Walnut, Iowa. General patronage.

—

print.

—
—

ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA:

Absolutely

—

Didn’t get a laugh. One reel. Mildred
B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
City, Mo.
General patronage.

awful.

—

BLACK GOLD BRICKS: A

good comedy, conB. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.
General patronage.
CITY BOUND: Charles Puffy
A good onereel comedy.
Quite a few laughs. One reel.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
Neb. Small town patronage.
sidering that

it’s

—

only one

reel.

— Mildred

—

—
COWPUNCHER’S COME-BACK: Art
Acord — A pretty good Western featurette that
drew some extra business. Two reels. — A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. — General
THE

patronage.

THE FIGHTIN’ SCHOOL MARM:
wick

— Good

filler,

with plenty of

Josie Sedg-

comedy

in

it.

—

—

-

Two

— Price

reels.

Oblong,

111.

&

Home

Dalrymple,

theatre,

— Small town patronage.

THE GIRL PROBLEM: One
comedies

reel

ever played.

I

—

of the best oneMildred B. Russell,

Benton Community theatre, Benton

Mo.

City,

—

General patronage.

FOOL PROOF: A

— A. F.
Neb. — Small
reels.

fair

Century comedy.

Two

Long

Pine,

Botsford, Palace theatre.

town patronage.

—

HAREM FOLLIES:

Bert Roach Just a slapsqueezed quite a few laughs in the
second reel, due to the time-honored efforts of a
darky and spook stuff. Is there any company
that hasn’t used that gag ’til it was in about
every series sooner or later? Two reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.
that

stick

—

—

HERE HE COMES:

Buddy Messinger

— More

than in many comedies at
we’ve played. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
laughs
higher

to this one
prices than

—
Lake — Good

town patronage.

HERE’S YOUR HAT:

Arthur

comedy of the juvenile type.

light

A. G. Witwer, Grand
General patronage.

NEW

HIS

comedy, but
Princess
ronage.

SUIT

theatre.

One

reel.

Rainier,

Ore.

—Just a kid
— T. Briscoe,

Arthur Lake
was good. One reel.

it

:

Elwood,

theatre,

—

Ind.

I.

— General

—

THE SHOW DOWN

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
proving very good. One
theatre, Barker, S. Dak.

This news reel
reel.
P. G. Estee, S. T.
Small town patronage.

—

—

KICKED ABOUT : A kind of night-mare where
the supposed-to-be-funny men knock down, smash
up and throw out about everything and everybody they come in contact with. The kids liked
it.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre.
Long Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—

BRIDGE: Buddy Messinger — Very good
Two reels. — A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

LOW
comedy.

Rainier, Ore.

— General

A NICE PICKLE

Bert Roach

:

One

comedy.

—

good aver-

reel.

this is

reel.

ronage.

OLYMPIC GAMES:

This is a good Hysterical
only good one of this series I’ve
seen. One reel.
Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. General patronage.
History,

the

—

—

OLYMPIC GAMES:
Hysterical

Witwer,

History

Grand

Some good
One

comedy.

theatre,

Rainier,

stuff

in

this

— A. G.
Ore. — General
reel.

patronage.

OMAR KHAYAM:
ever

played,

Russell,
City, Mo.

the worst comedy

is

One
Community

Benton

— General

reel.

—Mildred

theatre,

B.

Benton

patronage.

—

Above the average comedy:
several laughs in it. One reel.
Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

—

patronage.

PAPA’S PET:

—

Bert Roach
A rather poor
comedy. One reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

—

SWEET DREAMS: Wanda

Wiley Drew but
few laughs. Just an average comedy. Two reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

-

General patronage.

UNREAL NEWS REEL
fair.

seem

These

No. 4:

Sunshin<--Just

News Reel”

“Unreal

PONCE DE LEON:

The ending of this is
funny and that’s all. One reel. Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

—

—

UNWELCOME:
Just a

this one.

Grand

theatre,

WHEN LOVE
Parker,

One

One

reel.

YOUNG:

IS

—P.
— Small

reel.

Dak.

S.

— Not much to
—A. G. Witwer,
— General patronage.

Charles Puffy
filler.

Rainier, Ore.
G.

Good single

Estee,

T.

S.

THE WILD WEST WALLOP: Edmond CobbVery good action Western featurette. Two reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

•

General patronage.

VITAGRAPH
RUMMIES AND RAZORS:

—

Larry Semon
Good comedy of the usual Semon type. One reel.
Witwer,
Grand
theatre.
A. G.
Rainier, Ore.

—

-

General patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
CHICKEN FEED: Bobby Dunn — This was
from Progress

We

just fair.
is

but

it

laughs.
theatre,

sure

of Milwaukee, and the film was
don’t know how old this comedy
a good one and it got plenty of
reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
is

Two

—

Sharon, Wis.

— General

patronage.

FELIX FINDS OUT: (Winkler)— Felix—Very
good.

The kids eat them

up.

One

reel.

Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.
town patronage.

—

POWDERED CHICKENS:

it.

their

other

— Henry
— Small town
stuff.

Menard, Tex.

THE SLEEP WALKER:

Reeve, Star
patronage.

Joe

;

—

WAISTLINES: One of those
that are not to be laughed at. Slapstick to the
’nth degree, and much over that.
S. G. Harsh,
Small town
Princess theatre, Mapleton, Iowa.

BREAKING

IN:

Benny

—
—
Leonard — Way

—

—

patronage.

—

—

—

box-office bets.
I haven’t quite recovered
yet from “The Phantom of the Opera;”
have a confused impression of the finest
color photography I ever saw, superb acting by Lon Chaney, and the whole cast,
and continuous swift action.

Most of the people had to leave after
viewing “The Phantom,” so the operator and
I staged a little party for ourselves and one
or two exhibitors who were staying over,
and screened “The Goose Woman,” with
Boy,
Louise Dresser and Jack Pickford.
“some

that’s

picture,”

if

I

may

be

per-

Uncle Carl is
certainly spending money on his pictures
now-a-days, and it shows in good stories,
direction, acting, photography, settings, all
rounded into perfect entertainment. Good
clean stuff, too, that meets the requirements
of the small town patron and exhibitor.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich.
to

coin

a

phrase.

—

Biddle Follows Rand’s Suggestion
Followthe Editor
ing Philip Rand’s suggestion that another
exhibitor submit a monthly record of pic-

PAOLI, IND. — To

tures played,

I

enclose those played in

my

September

15.

house from August

They

:

1,

to

are listed in the order of the gross
pulled at the box-office and are as

they
follows

“The Thief of Bagdad,” “The Thundering Herd.” “Last of the Duanes,” “ThunHoofs,” “The Deadwood Coach,"
Hangs High,” “Locked
Goose
Doors,” “The Dressmaker from Paris,” “A
Kiss In the Dark,” “The Crowded Hour,”
“East of Suez,” “Welcome Home,” “The
Charmer,” “Men and Women,’ “A Woman’s
Secret,” “An Arizona Romeo,” “Trigger
Fingers,” “The Devil’s Cargo.”
dering

“The

Schwalm Compliments “Herald”

—

—

little

much, at that.

better than

One

reel.

some

— Mil-

the Editor:

En-

closed herewith find check for a renewal
of 2 years subscription to the Exhibitors
Herald. I want to compliment you on the
very fine trade paper you are conducting
and I believe it is of immense value to the
Every
exhibitors throughout the country.
exhibitor should be a subscriber to your
Schwalm,
wonderful paper. John A.

As rotten as the others in this
B. Russell, Benton Community
City, Mo.
General patronage.

VAN WINKLE: A

of these, but not

Judging from the way “The Teaser,”
“The White Outlaw" and “Life’s Greatest
Thrills” went over with the group of critical buyers present, they should be good

HAMILTON, O.— To

:

Benton

any of the boys expected the occasion
be an intensive sales drive, they were
disappointed, for there wasn’t a. word said
by manager Joe Friedman or exploiteer
Fox, the only men present from the Detroit
exchange, about buying Universal pictures.
They were content to let the pictures speak
for themselves.
If

to

Star lived in neighboring

-

RIP

the Editor: The
clipping from our local paper
tells the story of Universal’s first theatre
party in this territory (except that the
editor insisted on calling exhibitors “operators”).

enclosed

—

Wanda Wiley—Fair com-

Eddie Gordon
They did not take to this one. Not a laugh in
it
for our crowd.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

theatre,

“U” Theatre Party

The first six pulled exceptional business,
the next seven played to average business
and the last five had poor business. E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

PUZZLED BY CROSSWORDS:

— Mildred

better

than the “Fighting Blood” stuff.
Leonard is a
draw. Good fight and a pretty girl opposite him.
Benny is not any greenhorn at acting either. Not
a Barrymore but then who expects it? Use the
stock three-sheet on this as a cutout.
It is a
dandy.
Made them all look. Two reels. Henry
Reeve, Menard theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town

—

REMBRANDT

theatre,

at

Rock— Although

film in good condition
Will please 75 per cent.

little old,

Adams Host

MASON, MICH.— To

mitted

a very funny
comedy.
Two reels.
A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, Iowa.
General patronage.
a

town and we created interest on that score. Two
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

series.

G.

Benny Leonard
These
have proved good drawing
cards. We use them one night, Monday. Rotten
condition of prints of features we are using from
same State Rights exchange is a decided drawback. Progress of Dallas distributed these. The
fight prints have been okay, but watch out for

ronage.
to

S.

pictures

Edna Marian— Good

—

much

—

— Small
—

HARD:

HITTING

Leonard

slapstick comedy. Clean. Two reels.
P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. Dak.
Small town pat-

not

reel

theatre,

town patronage.

General patronage.

PRESENT ARMS:

don’t

series

laughs that a comedy should.
reels.
J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre. Walnut, la.
General patronage.
the

get

to

patronage.

PAPA’S PET:

— General

—

SMOKED OUT Arthur Lake Fair comedy,
not so good as some Arthur Lakes. The
Sweet Sixteen series are a little better than
most Universal one-reel comedies. One reel.
Mildred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Benton City, Mo. General patronage.

WANDERING

This

think.

I

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.
is

but

patronage.

— A.A G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.
NO PLACE TO GO: Arthur Lake—We have
found these Sweet Sixteen comedies very good,
and
no exception. One
—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. — General patage short

From Readers

—

:

1925

A

patronage.

one.

—

—

—

comedy.

—

:

10,

LETTERS

—

Art Acord Good action
Western featurette. Two reels. A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
SIR WALTER RALEIGH: A little better than
most of these Hysterical Histories, but not much,
at that.
One reel. Mildred B. Russell, Benton
Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. General

pat-

Only able to get
I
sighed for Universal Complete Service
and now can’t get the pictures as I want them.
Let Complete Service alone if you want to have
anything to say about what pictures you run.
One reel. F. A. Milhouse, Star theatre, Sumner,
Neb. Small town patronage.

October

dred B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. General patronage.

Two

HYSTERICAL HISTORY:

edy,

—
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—

:

Scene from “Sweet Marie,’’ Fox

Jewel-Photoplay Co., Hamilton, O.

—

—

October

10,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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O’Hara Batting for Jenkins
ELGIN, NEB. — To the Editor
By
long horned toad, I am not going to
:

let

Rand gobble up all the space in the
“What the Picture Did for Me” columns,
you are with a bunch of reports.
admit I have been conspicuous by my
absence in these columns this last Summer,
but I hope the gang will look over the
balance when I tell them that I have had
to keep up the golf scores for G. O. P.
Jenkins and myself. You know Dad Jenkins is our State Game Warden now so I
have to carry the whole load now.
Here is some movie news. Walter Bradley has opened up a new theatre in Neligh
and christened it The Moon. This is one
of the neatest little theatres, equipped with
General Electric Mazdas and a Blizzard
Fan, also a new daylight screen.
One of our members in “What
the Picture Did For Me’s” “Herald
Only” Club, Mr. Conrad Schaffer of
Petersburg, Neb., died two weeks
ago. Mrs. Schaffer is operating the
so here
I’ll

theatre now.

A

Mr. Quincy from Kansas has leased
the Auditorium theatre in Neligh and intends operating it as a moving picture
house. F. J. O’Hara, Community theaElgin, Neb.

Reconsiders “Sideshow of Life”

CANADA.—To

forwarded

I

:

the feature,

to

the

you a report on

“The Side Show of Life” but

wish you to destroy the first report, as
viewing this picture again I have
changed my opinion. Kindly insert the report given with this letter and oblige.
Frank Shepherd, Majestic theatre, Bigger,
Sask., Canada.
(NOTE: The report accompanying Mr. ShepI

since

herd’s letter

is

of the biggest

treasurer of the Morgan County Sunday
School Association, treasurer of the Morgan County Council of Churches; trustee
of the order of Eastern Stars a member
of the Executive Committee of the Boy
Scouts; a member of the Executive Committee of the local Red Cross Chapter
and try to do my part in all the civic and
social affairs of the town. So, meeting with
such a varied class of people, I know pretty
well their taste when it comes to pictures.
I cooperate with every organization in the
town and they likewise with me.
;

I have been here just six years and find
that I have just started to learn the picture business.
I find that most salesmen,
especially of recent years, are fair and
square. I have often heard that if a man’s
word was not good his signature did not
add any more weight to any legal paper,
so I try to meet my salesmen as human
beings, and most of them are exactly as

they represent themselves.
I am frank to state that I do not think
the people in general connected with the
business are as high class as they should
be.
There are too many scandals creeping
into the newspapers
not quite as many
lately though.
Not long ago, I heard a
remark that “all of the actors and actresses
I
were divorced and married at will.”
think in many respects it is quite true.
I
never read of these film folks while on
location attending church, or even having
services of their own, but you can read
so often of some big party or dance, or
other amusement on the Sabbath day.
About the most disgusting thing to me
of late is the advertising you get.
No
company is excused on this matter; they
all fall down miserably.
It seems to me
the guys who design the photos, threesheets and one-sheets don’t know much
about what decent people want. Right now
I have in my possession the three-sheet on
a picture that I am to use soon that I did
not even put out.
It seems that the most
of our paper consists of half dressed
women men and women embracing or
kissing, or some bearded beast trying to
force a slip of a girl into some room and
other stuff too rotten to be placed before
the decent respectful people of the community.

printed in this issue.)

Boosts “Lost Battalion”

WHITING, IND.—To

the Editor:

In

the past year and a half I have played all
the big specials, including “Robinhood,”

“America,” “Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall,” “Charley’s Aunt,” and others. “The
Lost Battalion” is the first picture I have
played that I used my 1,000 seats and held
them out every show. This picture is a
sure-fire box office attraction and should be
booked by every exhibitor. H. J. Obreshk,
Capitol theatre, Whiting, Ind.

—

;

always want to be optimistic and so
hoping that some day we will not
have to run pictures that are the least
suggestive, and that it will be an honor to
operate a movie house, rather than to be
looked upon as a purveyor of immoral entertainment. LTnderstand, I have the highI

Eveland Writes First Letter

McCONNELSVILLE,
Editor

O.

For more than a year

—

To

I

the

have been
threatening to write a letter for the “Best
Trade Paper” but have been just simply
neglecting it, but I cannot postpone action
longer.
I
have a lot of things that I
would like to say about the picture business in general and there will be both bouquets and brickbats.
:

First,

I

live

Seltzer Stories Filmed

STRAWN, TEX.—To

1
the Editor:
have often wondered why some company

doesn’t film Charles Alden Seltzer’s novels
of Western life. To me these stories are
by far ahead of the average Western and
rank next to the Zane Grey stories.
I

believe

some company

if

will

read over

these stories they will at once see that they
would make box-office attractions for West-

ern houses.
In this country these novels
are very popular. Fox filmed two of these

Commandments” and “Drag

novels, “Brass

Harlan,” several years back with William
Farnum, and Vitagraph also filmed “Code
of the Wilderness.” All these proved good
drawing cards for Western houses.
In
“West,” “The Way of the Buffalo,” “Faro’s
Daughter,” “The Two-Gun Man,” “Beau
Rand” and “The Trail to Yesterday,” Mr.
Seltzer has pictured characters which, if

would make knockout Western picMix, Buck Jones, Fred Thom-

filmed,

Tom

tures.

son or William
to a “t,”

and

I

Farnum fit
know that

in these stories

country

in this

draw

these stories with good stars would
well as the Zane Grey novels.

Fawks, Cozy

theatre, Strawn,

—E.

as
L.

Tex.

;

BIGGER, SASK.,
Editor

Wants

at the First

the

Phil

tre,

National Bank; superintendent
Sunday School in the county,
with an average attendance of about 200,

79

in

a

small

I

town of

1,500

people on the blue Muskingum river, sometimes called the “Hudson of the West.”
I have a fine class of people to entertain,
critical to some extent, yet always kind
and generous. Quite often and just lately
I read somewhere of an exhibitor having
trouble with the Chautauqua in his town.
I think we have here one of the best Chautauquas in the country, an independent
affair, which has been in existence for 20
years.
I am one of the guarantors and
always look with keen anticipation for
Chautauqua, which usually lasts ten days.
As most of my patrons are Chautauqua
people, we just take a short vacation and
mingle with the crowd. It does one good
to meet new people, hear good speakers
and listen to music played by artists. No,
I never have any trouble with the Chautauqua; the church, the school or any organization in our community.
Outside of the theatre I put in my odd
time doing such things as assistant cashier

am

est resnect

you

of

my

good

friends.

Of

course,

always find a few knockers, but
they are usually the ones that do not attend
If I have a picture on my list, and read
will

the

Herald

that

too suggestive, 1
simply pay for it and ship it back. There
are too many good clean pictures on the
market to ruin my reputation and the reputation of our young people in showing such
trash.
Give us more outdoor pictures;
clean comedy dramas and I believe some
day we will get our business on a high
plane.
One thing I would like to see worked
out is a complete music score on each picture, if only for the piano.
I believe these
could be rented at a profit.
This would
give the small town theatre a better opportunity to have music suitable for the picture.
I still have faith that the picture
business will improve and that the jealousies and hatreds that now exist will be
obliterated and that we will all work for
This
the best interest of our fellowman.
is my first letter and probably some folks
will wish that it is the last.
Earle Eveland. Twin City Opera House, McConin

it

is

—

nelsville,

O.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per
in

.

.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

EXHIBITORS LET US SAVE YOU MONEY
on guaranteed new and used theatre chairs of all
Also all makes of
styles, ready for shipment.
Complete line of
rebuilt projection machines.
equipment. Write us your needs. Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East Ninth Street,
Chicago,

111.

FOR SALE

Theatre Equipment of all deImmediate shipment of all used chairs,
Will also buy used' chairs and
any quantity.
:

scription.

equipment. Theatre Seating Co., 845
Chicago, 111.

—

FOR SALE:

S. State St.,

Wurlitzer Pipe Organ, Model

Original price, $4,200, will
fine condition.
B'ox 53, Havana, Illinois.
$950, cash.

U

sell,

-

THEATRES WANTED
WANTED TO LEASE
sippi or Louisiana
Mobile, Ala.

picture

WANTED TO LEASE

show

Address

town.

:

Movie

in Missis-

Box

1423,

theatre,

or

first class house.
Clean, ambitious young
married man. Good mixer. Years of experience.
Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 907.

manage

THEATRE FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

town

of 1,000.

Clear $500. Will handle other business.
Theatre, Humansville, Mo.

Liberty

Only theatre

in

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WE ARE

in the market for some good upholstered opera chairs. State full particulars, description and price.
Address Box 120, Exhibitors

Herald.

.
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is folloived by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.

Arrow
Cleaner Flame, The :Aug. 29-69.
Great City, The:Aug.29-69.
Led Astray :Aug.29-69.
Mysterious Pines, The :Aug.29-69.
Primrose Path, The Aug. 29-69.
Scandal Street :Aug.29-69.
Share and Share Alike :Aug.29-69.
Substitute Wife, The :Aug.29-69.
Tessie:Aug.29-69.
:

Un-Named Woman, The :Aug.29-69.
Wandering

Camille of the Barbary Coast :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.
Fifty-Fifty :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.
Headlines :Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.

Do:Aug.29-Ins.

Keep Smiling:Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.
Lover’s Island :Aug.29-Ins.
Manhattan Madness :Aug.29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The : Aug.29-Tns
Never Weaken :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.
North Star:Aug.29-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The :Aug.29-Ins.
Play Safe :Aug.29-Ins.
Silk Hat Cowboy, The :Aug.29-Ins.
Two Gates :Aug.29-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Aug.29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.
Why Women Love:BOR-Ins.
Winds of Chance :Sept. 5-26. Sept.l9-22.0ct.3-Ins.

:

Timber Wolves :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.
Wolf Hunters, The :Aug.29-6S
Warrior’s Gap :Aug. 29-63. BOR-44.

Fox

:

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.
Youth’s Highway :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

Fires :Aug.29-69.

Associated Exhibitors

I

Tenacles of the North :Aug.29-63.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks : Aug.29-63.BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

F. B. 0.

As No Man Has Loved :Sept. 5-12.
East Lynne: BOR-24.
First Year, The:Sept. 1-Ins. BOR-24.
Fool, The :Aug.ll. BOR-24.
Havoc :Aug.l5-7.Aug.29-18. Sept. 5-13. BOR-24.

Iron Horse, The:Sept.5-12.
Kentucky Pride :Sept.5-13.

Lazybones: BOR-24.
Lightning :Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24.

Bandit’s Baby, The :Aug. 15-71.
Devil Quemado, The:Aug. 15-71.
Drusilla With a Million :Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-69. Sept.

Lucky Horseshoe, The :Aug.l 5-6. Aug. 29-17.
Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins.BOR-24.
Thank You: Aug.22-11. Aug. 29-16. Sept. 5-13, 14, 15.

5-65. Sept. 12-14. Sept. 19-74, 75. BOR-46.
Flaming Waters: Aug. 15-75. Aug. 22-69. Sept. 5-65.
Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
Futurity
Winner, The:Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-69.Sept.
5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
Happiness :Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
If
Marriage Fails :Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-69. Sept. 5-65.
Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
Isle of Lost Hope, The Aug. 22-75. Sept. 12-69.

Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-14, 15. Sept. 26-14, 15. BOR-24.
Thunder Mountain :Aug.22-ll.Sept.5-13.Sept.l2-Ins.
Sept.26-18,19. BOR-24.
Timber Wolf, The :Sept.5-14.

:

The: Aug.22-11. Sept. 5-12. Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-

Wheel,
24.

Winding

Stair, The :Aug. 29-20. 21. Sept. 6-12.
Wages for Wives :Sept.l-Ins. BOR-24.
Yankee Scnor, The :Sept.26-14,15.

Isle of Retribution, The:Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-69.Sept.
5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.

Ginsberg

Keeper of the Bees, The :Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-68-69.
Sept.5-65.Sept.12-14.Oct.3-87.
Lady Robinhood Aug. 22-71. Sept. 12-71.
Last Edition, The :Aug. 15-75. Aug. 22-69. Sept.12-14.

Wreckage :Oct. 3-18.

:

Chadwick
American Pluck :Aug. 29-66.
Blue Blood :Aug.29-66.
Bells, The:Aug.29-66.
Perfect Clown, The :Aug.29-66.
Prince of Broadway :Aug.29-66.
Some Pun’kins:Aug.29-66.
Unchastened Woman, The :Aug.29-67.

Wizard of Oz, The :Aug.29-66.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Aug.29-70. BOR-38.
Enemy of Men, An:BOR-38.
Fate of a Flirt, The:BOR-38.
Fighting Youth :BOR-38.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-38.
Great Sensation, The:BOR-38.
Handsome Brute, The:BOR-38.
Ladies of Leisure:BOR-38.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38.
Penalty of Jazz: BOR-38.

New Champion, The:BOR-38.

Price of Success, The:BOR-38.

Speed Mad:BOR-38.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:BOR-38.
Steppin’ Out :Aug.29-70.Oct.3-51.

The:BOR-38.
Unwritten Law, The:Aug. 29-71. BOR-38.
Thrill Hunter,

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Daughter of the Sioux :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Demon Rider, The :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Flyin’ Thru :Aug.29-63.
Courage of Captain Plum. The :Aug.29-63.
$50,000 Reward Aug.29-63.BOR-44.
Fighting Courage: Aug. 29-63. BOR-44.
Fighting Romeo, The Aug. 29-63.
:

:

:

Fighting Parson, The: Aug.29-63.
Fleet Foot:BOR-44.

BOR-46.
Midnight Fiver, The:Aug. 15-75. Aug. 22-69. Sept. 5-65.
Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Parisian Nights: Aug. 15-75. Aug.22-69. Sept.12-14.
BOR-46.
Poor Girl’s Romance, A :Aug.l5-75. Aug.22-69. Sept.
5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.

Smooth

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.

Lights of

of Wives,

New

An :Sept.26-l, 21,20. Oct.3-16,17-

York: Sept. 12-Ins.

Merry Widow, The :Sept. 12-1. Sept. 19-1. Sept. 26-1, 21,.
20.Oct.3-l.

Midshipman, The :Sept. 12-Ins.
Mystic, The :Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.
Never the Twain Shall Meet Aug.22-8.Sept.l2-In&»
:

Sept.19-17.Sept.26-l, 21, 20.BOR-40.

Pretty Ladies :Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 21, 20.
Romola Aug.22-7. Aug. 29-14, 15. Sept. 5-1. Sept. 12-Ins.

5-17.

Slave of Fashion, The Aug.22-6.Aug.29-14,15.SepL

Classified :Autr.

1

:

Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 2, 21, 20.
:

5-1. Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.

Classmates :BOR-Ins.
Clothes Make
Dark Angel, The:BOR-Ins.
Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The Aug.22-20. Aug.29-30.BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting: Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes :Aug.l5-16.BOR-Ins.
the Pirate :BOR-Ins.

:

from Monte Martre :BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.
Graustark Aug. 15-16. Sept. 19-Ins. Sept. 26-22, 23. BOR-

Sun Up :Sept. 19-16, 17.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.
Unholv Three, The Aug.25-12,13. Aug.22-6.Aug.29:

14, 15. Sept. 5-1. Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.

Zander the Great :BOR-40.

Paramount

Girl

:

Ins.

Half Way Girl. The: Aug.15-16,18. Aug.22-21. Sept.
5-24,25.BOR-Ins.
Her Sister From Paris: Aug. 15-16. Aug:. 22-21. Aug.
29-28, 29. Sept.12-16, 17. Oct. 3-Ins.

Just a Woman :Aug.22-20, 22. Oct.3-Ins.
Kiki :BOR-Ins.

Knockout, The: Aug-. 15-16. Oct. 3-Ins.
Lady, The :Oct. 3-Ins.

Lady Who Lied. Th° A no-. 22-20.
Learning to Love:BOR-Ins.
World, The Aug.29-26,27.Sept.l2-18.Oct.3-20,
:

Marriage Whirl, The:Aug.22-20.Oct.3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane :BOR-Ins.
My Son :Oct. 3-Ins.
New Commandment, The:BOR-Ins.
One Way Street :BOR-Ins.
Pace That Thrills, The:BOR-Ins.
Rainbow’ Riley :BOR-Ins.

:

Exchange

Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.
Caesar’s Wife :BOR-Ins.
Chickie : Aug.22-20.BOR-Ins.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Hills of Flame: Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Lights of Mojave, The : Aug.29-63.
My Neighbor's Wife: Auer 29-63.
Peggy of the Secret Service Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Peggy in Chinatown :Aug.29-63.
Peggy from Headquarters :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Under Orders : Aug.29-63.
Peggy on the Job : Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Danger :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Takes a Chance: Aug.29-63.
Peggy Scores a Victory : Aug.29-63.

:Oct. 3-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

:

Lost

Long Odds:BOR-44.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts

as Satin :Aug.22-71.

That Man Jack Aug. 22-73.
Thundering Herd, The:Aug.l5-71.
When His Love Grew Cold :Aug.l5-75.Aug.22-69.
Sept. 5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Aug.l5-71.

Fort Frayne: Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Gold Hunters, The:Aug. 29-63
Grey Vulture, The:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

Lawless Love :Aue. 29-63.

Ince
Allfun Comedies ;Aug.29-72.
Mock Marriages :Aug.29-72.

21

:

.

Making

of

O’MalLv. The :Auer. 22-21

Sally :Oct. 3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.
Scarlet West, The:Aug.22-20,22.Oct.3-Ins.

Red Kimono, The:BOR-44.
Red Love: Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :Aug.29-63.
BOR-44.
That Old Gang of Mine: Aug.29-63.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Aug.l5-17. Sept. 26-24. Oct. 3-22.
Soul Fire:Aug.22-20.Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
TalkeT, The:Aug.22-20. Oct. 3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise :BOR-Ins.
Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.
Unguarded Hour :BOR-Ins.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins.

Three Pals:BOR-44.

What

Fools

Men Aug. 15-17. Oct. 3-Ins.
:

Adventure :Aug.l-3.
American Venus, The:Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.
Are Parents People? :Sept.5-l.
Beggar on Horseback :Aug. 22-4, 5. Sept. 5-4.
Best People, The:Aug.22-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Aug.22-4,5.Aug.29-4,5.Sept.26-3.
C»bra: Aug.22-4.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-5.
Crossroads of the World: Aug. 22-4.
Flower of the Night :Aug. 22-4. Sept.26-4.
Grounds for Divorce :Aug. 22-4.
He’s a Prince :Sept.26-4.
In the Name of Love :Aug.l5-3.
King.The : Aug.22-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Aug.22-4,5,

Mannequin Aug. 22-4. Sept. 19-4, 5.
Lord Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lucky Devil, The Aug.22-4, 5. Sept. 5-4. Sept.26-4.
Man Who Found Himself, The Aug.22-4.
:

:

:

New Brooms
Night

Life

:

Aug.22-4.

in

New York :Aug.22-4.Sept.5-4. Sept.

26-4.

Not So Long Ago :Aug.22-4.Sept.5-4,5.
On Dress Parade Aug.22-4.
:

Polly of the Ballet :Aug.l5-3.Aug.22-4.Sept. 26-4.
Pony Express, The:Aug. 22-4, 5. Sept. 26-4. Oct. 3-4.
Quarantine : Aug.22-4.

Seven Kevs to Baldpate :Sept.26-4.
Son of His Father, A Aug.29-3.Sept.12-4.Aug.26-4.
Stage Struck :Aug.22-24.
Street of Forgotten Men, The :Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.
Ten Commandments, The:Aug.l5-4. Sept. 12-3. Sept.
:

26-4.

That Royle Girl : Aug.22-4.Sept.19-3.Sept.26-4.
Trouble With Wives, The :Aug.22-4. Sept. 5-3.
Vanishing American, The : Aug.22-4. Sept. 26-4.
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Me

Again,” a Warner Brothers production that was directed by Ernst Lubitsch, is the story of a husband’s reclamawho imagines that she is in love with her music teacher. In the cast are Marie Prevost, Monte Blue, John
Roche, Clara Bow and Willard Louis.

“Kiss

tion of his wife,

Wanderer, The:Aug.l5-3.Aug.22-4.
Wild Horse Mesa:Sept.5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The :Sept.5-4.

Womanhandled

:

Aug.22-4,5.

Pathe

Honeymoon Express,

The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Inevitable Millionaires, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.

Offices

Let’s

Go Gallagher :Sept.l2-67.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Freshman, The:Sept.l2-Ins.
Kivalina of the Icelands :Aug.l5-84.

Dist.

Corp.

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.

Aunt :Aug.29-13.
Coming of Amos, The:Sept.5-22.Oct.3-10,ll.
Charley’s

Eve’s Leaves :Sept.l9-8,9.

Highroad :Sept. 19-8, 9. Oct. 3-10,11.
for Love:Sept.l9-8,9.
Red Dice:Sept.5-22.
Seven Days : Aug.29-12.Oct.3-10, 11.
Silence: Aug. 15-14. Aug. 22-9. Aug.29-10.
Untamed Gentleman, The :Sept.5-23.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.
Hell’s

Made

B. P. Schulberg
The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days:BOR-30.
Eden’s Fruit :BOR-30.
Free to Love: BOR-30.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The Aug.29-65.Oct.3-12,
Aristocrat,

:

13.

His New York Life:BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights :BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater: BOR-30.

Lew Tyler’s Wives: BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love :Aug.22-19. BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The: BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior: BOR-30.
Shenandoah :BOR-30.
Shopworn :BOR-30.
Studies in Wives BOR-30.
:

With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.

Tiffany-Truart
Souls for Sables :Aug.29-73.

United Artists
Don

Film Booking

Adventures of Maizie:Sept. 12-45, 46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies :Sept. 12-45.
Bray Cartoons :Sept.l2-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept. 12-45.

BOR-36.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.

Black Cyclone:Sept.l9-68-69.

Producers

Heaven :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Hell Bent for

of the Big Snows, A :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
His Jazz Bride:BOR-36.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept,12-6,7.Sept.l9-6,7.

Hero

Q, Son of Zorro:Sept.5-20. Sept. 12-12. Sept.19-

20. Sept. 12-1 2. Oct. 3-15.

Sally of the Sawdust :Aug.29-25.Sept.5-21.Sept.l2-13.
Sept. 19-19. Sept. 12-12.
Rush,
The: Sept. 12-11. Sept. 19-21. Sept. 12-11.
Oct. 3-14.

Gold

Fox Film Corp.

Limited Mail, The :Sept.5-18-19.Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Little Irish Girl, The:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Love Toy, The :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36.
Man on the Box, The:Sept.l9-6,7.Sept.26-8,9.BOR-

Abroad Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16,17-Oct.3-53.
Big Game Hunter, The :Aug.22-13. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct.

All

3-53.

36.
Official Wife:Sepl.l9-6.7.

My

Night Cry, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Night Call, The :Sept. 19-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Passionate Quest, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Pleasure Buyers, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Red Hot Tires :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Sap, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6. 7. BOR-36.
Sea Beast, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Seven Sinners :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Silken Shackles :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Social Highwayman, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Three Weeks in Paris :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Vengeance of Durand, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The: Aug. 26. Sept.
Girls

A

Engagement,
: Aug. 23-13. Sept.19-52.
Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53.
Oct. 3-53.
26-17.
Romance,
A
:Sept.
Cloudy

Business

Failure : Aug.22-13.
News :Aug.l5-8.Aug.22-12.Aug.29-22. Sept. 5-16.

Fox

Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Fox

Varieties : Aug. 15-8, 9. Aug. 29-23. Sept. 5-17. Sept.

19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.

’

Comedies :Aug. 15-89. Aug. 29-23. Sept.6-17.

Imperial

Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.
In a China Shop :Aug. 15-8.

Love and Lions :Aug. 15-9. Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Aug.2213. Sept. 5-1 6. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53.

My Own

Carolina :Aug. 15-8. Sept. 19-53.
Stories :Aug.22, 12, 13. Sept. 5-17. Sept.26-16,

Henry

O.

17.

19-

6, 7. Oct. 3-8, 9.

Why

:

Go Back Home :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

On

the Go Aug. 15-9. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53.
Parisian Knight, A:Aug.22-13.
Peacemakers, The: Aug.22-13.
Shoes :July25-53. Aug.22-13. Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.
:

Oct.3-53.

Short Features

Sky Jumper, The:Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Sweet Marie :Aug. 15-9. Sept.19-52. Oct.3-53.
Transients in Arcadia:Aug. 22-13. Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.
3-53.

Davis

Van

Bibber

Comedies :Sept.5-16. Sept.19-52. Sept.

26-16,17.

Cinema Stars Aug.29-63.Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas Aug.29-63.Oct.3-57.
Mystery Box, The :Oct.3-56.
Power God, The :Oct. 3-56.
:

:

Sheiks and Shebas :Aug.29-63. Oct. 3-57.
Fragments of Life :Aug.29-63. Sept. 12-10. Oc*t.3-57.
Red Kimono, The :Sept. 19-10. BOR-44.

Educational

*
Wr,
Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.
Kinograms : Aug. 22-48. Sept.5-11. Oct- 3-49.
Life’s Greatest Thrills :Sept.5-7.
Mermaid Comedies :Sept.l9-50-51.

Movies, The:Oet.3-46.
Cleaner Flame, The :Aug.29-69.
Tourist, The:Aug.29-80.

Watch Out :Sept.26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct.3-48.

West Wind, The :Aug.l 5-8.
The Aug.22-13.Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.

Wrestler,
Oct.3-53.

:

Pathe
Butter Fingers :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Cold Turkey :Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Iron Nag, The :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Love and Kisses : Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Lucky Stars Aug.22-84.Aug.29-Ins.
Play Ball :Aug.l-108.Aug.29-124.
:

Ralph Graves Comedies Sept. 12-76.
Rainy Knight, A :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Sneezing Beezers Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Tee for Two:Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Pathe News :Oct. 3-45.
Wild West :Oct. 3-96.
:

:

Rayart
Flame Fighter, The :Oct. 3-50.

Universal
California Straight

Goose

Universal

Ahead :Aug.22-16.

Woman :Sept.5-8.9.

Blue Streak Westerns :Sept. 19-11.
Blue Bird Comedies :Aug.l5-5. Oct. 3-54.
Buster Brown :Aug.22-51.
Gump Cbmedies:Aug.l5-5.0et.3-54.
International Newsreel :Sept.l9-24.0ct.3-54.

Home Maker, The :Aug.29-6,7.
Show You the Town :Aug.22-16.

I’ll

Phantom

of the
26-7.Oct.3-19.

Opera :Aug.l5-ll.Sept.l2-8,9. Sept.

Siege :Aug.20.Aug.22-16.

Gaylord Lloyd

Warner Brothers

Act Again
Gaylord

Lloyd,
brother of Harold Lloyd, has resigned
as casting director of the Lloyd Corporation and will resume his career as an
-

Barriers of Fire :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Bobbed Hair :Aug.8-26.Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Cave Man, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Clash of the Wolves, The: Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Compromise: Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Fighting Edge, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Gay Ones, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.

to

HOLLYWOOD. —

-

His last work was in “Why
Worry,” in which he took the part of a

actor.

general of one of the Paradise armies.
He is succeeded in the casting departScene from

“Shoes,” O. Henry story.

ment by Nora

Ely.
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Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of

r

MAYNARD SCHWARTZ,

formerly manager of the Chicago Educaopened a short feature exchange at 806 South
•
Wabash avenue. The office is a temporary one as he expects to locate
permanently in the Universal Exchange building, 831 South Wabash avenue. Schwartz will begin releasing film October 15.

the Chicago Exchanges

tional exchange, has

I

IT

IS no novel experience for him to
operate his own exchange as he was in
business for himself for four years prior
to 1917. Then he became salesmanager for
First National and later head of the Educational exchange where he remained for
about six years.
* * *
-L

*

First job? Selling newspapers.

Schools?
Wendell

Phillips
high, Chicago.

How

*

into
the
motion
picture

business? As part

owner

Detroit,

*

'

Maynard Schwartz

Educational salesman.
“Conditions are 100 per cent,” said Dave.

visit to

the force of Universal. Which means that
in four of the Universal exchanges, includ-

ing Chicago, at least two men will “understudy” the work done by all the employes
of the exchange. The men engaged by the
Chicago office are John Brichetto and Elmer Dunas. The former is the brother of
Eddie Brichetto while the latter is the
brother of Phil Dunas, Minneapolis business manager of Universal exchange. The
students began work in the shipping department, advancing into the poster and other
departments through whatever period of
time is needed for their practical tutelage.
*

*

defective eyesight and managed war department’s Liberty theatre at Camp Pike,
Little Rock, Ark., three months. Promoted
to do booking and manage all Liberty theatres East of Chillicothe, Ohio, with headquarters in Chicago. After Armistice went
managed “Honeymoon
into road shows
Town.” In August, 1918, went with Goldwyn in publicity department, first assignment St. Louis. Given Chicago publicity
post heating offices at Kansas City, St.
Louis, Chicago, Minneapolis and Omaha.
Next on special assignments.
Handled
“Earthbound” over part of East and first
showing of “The Old Nest” on Broadway.
Made Chicago sales manager, then ex;

speaking of Earl Johnson, which we
he was the guest of Joe Lyon,
September 23, of the Renown exchange.
In other words the Greek Consul paid a

“Student salesmen” have been added to

and

Next? Left State Film Company after
year and half to join army. Rejected for

*

*

Mich.,

Col. W. S.
Butterfield, who bought “Civilization”
other state right features.

Dubin reached the party breathlessly
after a 290 mile trip downstate stopping at
Streator, Canton, Peoria and McComb, 111.
With him on the trip was Joe Hartman,
*

State

with

I.

*

of

Company,

Film

line.

*

you

did

break

Max

*

Doo-

grammar and

little

From

and dance

1888.

conductor.

D. B. Goodman, Ruth Gordon Productions, Inc., stopped on his way East from
California, September 24, for a few hours
in Chicago.
He took advantage of the time
to visit Mr. Heilman at Reelcraft
*

16,

First ambition?
be street car

#

the comment of those who attended the opening of William Pearl’s new
Highland Park theatre, the Alcyon, it is
easily believed that the reception was not
only a success but a triumph. Briefly and
second handed via Frank Ishmael and
Schwartz, it appears that the punch was
skillfully served by David Dtibin, Educational exchange manager and contract demon; and the party was otherwise guided
smoothly by William Pearl. Then of course
Earl Johnson, Berwyn’s representative offered his customary numbers in the song

LORCH

To

David Heilman, brother of Morris Hellman the affable manager of Reelcraft exchange, left, September 29, for Lake Pelican and Eagle River, Wis., to the grief of
the gullible muskie there.
*

S.

mean HY prices).
Born in St. Paul, Minn., Aug.

;

*

HARRY

Producers Distributing
Corporation
Nickname? HY (But insists it doesn’t

And

weren’t,

lish

the

“Swedish Ambassador.” Engall.
Joe took advantage
to tell of the Airedale dog re-

was spoken by

of the visit
cently given him.

*

*

*

The Universal

offices were stirred SaturSeptember 19 to learn of the death of
Clyde E. Black engaged by Mr. Brumberg
two days previously to join the sales staff.

day,

change manager

Omaha, Chicago and

at

Detroit successively,

all

for Goldwyn.

Took present post when? In February,
1924.
Then called W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. Reorganized in July, 1924, as Producers Distributing Corporation. Covered
the whole field: vaudeville, stage road
shows, one night stands, publicity, programs
and special productions, from distribution
side.

Hobby? Twofold—my

and

I

two-year-old boy

don’t play golf.

Worst experience? Plodding
to station with 200

half hour
pounds of 20-sheets and

munching crackers because food so terrible.
Carrying $200 and in Michigan mining locaPouring
tion at that.
Pitch black night.

*

rain.

Abe Abrahams, owner

of the Gold theChicago, has returned from Jerusalem after spending three months there

Then found

train three hours late!

atre,

visiting his father.

business

manager

Abrahams

Black was at one time with Tom Bailey,
Paramount, San Francisco. “Not just be-

assistant
of the exhibitors league.
* *
*
is

cause his death was sudden,” commented
Brumberg, “Black was such a high class
fellow.”

D. B. Lucas opened the old Century theatre,

Mishawaka,

Ind.,

*

Clyde

Wayne,

Quimby,
Ind.,

September

*

September

*

26.

Jefferson

visited film

row

theatre,
Ft.
in Chicago,

new

22.

*

*

*

*

William Hollander, Balaban & Katz publicity chief, has gone to Boston, Mass.,
where he is supervising the opening of a

*

theatre.

*

Mrs. James Kerr and Mrs. Ben Garetson
have opened the “Meeting House” at 67-1
Rush street, Chicago, according to announcements received by film people, September 26. Mr. Garetson, Ben, it will be
recalled was formerly publicity man for
Fox Film Corporation.

Mrs. Jerry Abrams standing before the
exchange of Tiffany-Truart, Chicago.
Her husband, Jerry Abrams, is the
district manager. Every effort is being put on the campaign for “Jerry
Abrams Week,” which begins November 8. Beside Mrs. Abrams is “Pal.”

Beers Will Cast
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald )

—

Fred
Sept.
29.
C.
Beers has been appointed casting director of Warner Brothers West Coast
studios.

Safeguards negative quality

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
is

At Kodak Park every known precaution
exercised to make sure that every foot of

Eastman Positive Film actually
tone for tone,

all

will

reproduce

the detail of the negative.

Eastman experts safeguard

for the screen

the photographic quality your audiences are
entitled to see there

Look

— and

for the identification

“Kodak”

expect.

“Eastman”

black letters in the
margin of prints you screen.
in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Nationally Advertised. Like All Patke serials

WildW
with

Jack, Mulhall
and

Helen Ferguson

a
I

f

//
,

1

.

There Are

vj

•«* 10,600,000
Taid Subscribers to the Mag a*
zines Carrying This

Campaign !
American Weekly Magazine (The Sunday Supplement
of the following newspapers)

N. Y. American, Boston
Advertiser, Chicago Herald-Examiner, Atlanta American, Los Angeles Examiner, San Francisco Examiner,
Washington Herald, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Milwaukee Telegram, Detroit Times, Rochester American,

American, Ft. Worth Record, Baltimore
American
5,000,000
True Story, True Romance, Dream World, True
2,725,000
Detective
1,650,000
Household Magazine
500,000
Photoplay
329,000
Motion Picture Magazine
277,000
American Boy
200,000
Picture Play
10,681,000
Syracuse

"

y

'

*COe tell
,

All the

.

’em about it to increase

thrills

business!

of the rodeo, the lure of the circus, united with the fascination of the real

D Q P>*1 O

w

YOUR

1

Wild West

Produced by C. W. Patton on
the

Famous Miller
101 Ranch

Bros.

II

ol.
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Luna — Amusement Company
•

•

•

[INCORPORATED]

GENERAL OFFICE MARS THEATRE

-

LAFAYETTe

INDIANA

Ur. A. Libbin
Manager Organ Dept.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Ur. LibbiniJuat a few lines to tell you that the
Style 235 Wurlitzer Hope Jones Unit Pipe Organ is daily
proving it’s worth at our box office.

Send for
the
beautiful

A good pipe organ such aa this one,
certainly goes a. long way in putting over the "ever so
often very ordinary picture" that every theatre must
out of necessity present.
It is an investment that
produces handsome dividends, the better the organ the
safer the investment.

new
theatre

organ

To me a pipe organ occupies a place
in the theatre that cannot be filled otherwise - no
other combination of musical instruments can interpret
the soul of the picture so effectively.

catalog.

Very truly yours,

LUNA AMUSEMENT COMPANY

HHJ/GAH

Hi
The

MARS THEATRE

LAFAYETTE, INDIANA
Not

accomplishments is that the
Wurlitzer Unit Organ has enabled the exhibitor in
the smaller cities to present musical programs of real
the least of

its

metropolitan distinction.

The
CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.

RUDOLPH WURLITZER
NEW YORK
120

W. 42nd

And
•

!

St.

CHICAGO
329 S.

Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO

DENVER

259 Stockton St.

2106 Broadway

Forty Other Branches in Thirty-Three Cities

CO.

LOS ANGELES
814

S.

Broadway

October

10,
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Special October

Replaces the Costly

Head

Offer

and Hand Method of making
change in the Up-to-Date

$25.00
Down

Theatre

Balance

in Monthly
Payments

theatre now reala real economy to improve Service at the Box Office.
That is why the Brandt Junior is so
universally popular in this season s
line up.

The modern

izes that

it is

The Brandt Junior is built for
the Box Office.
When a patron
up to the window, a slight
touch of the keys and quick as a
wink,
the
correct
steps

change

delivered
to the customer. No
waiting, no mistakes,
is

no fumbling for
coins,

no

delay

or

impatience.

Makes your Box Office a Show Winfor Service. The Brandt Junior is
compact, sturdy and as handsome as a

dow

Loving Cup. Guaranteed for ten years
and lasts a lifetime.

Over 30,000 Users
A Few Recent
Loew s Palace Theatre.
Mosque Theatre
Rivoli Theatre

Loew

s

Victory

Princess Theatre
Rialto Theatre

Des Moines Theatre
Regent Theatre
Gem Theatre
Carolina Theatre
Strand Theatre
N. Appall Enterprise
Standard Theatre

Let a Brandt man
show you how to
save and serve.
'

Installations

f
S

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Newark, N.
Greenville,

/

J.

C.
New York, N. Y.
Peoria, 111.
Sioux City, Iowa
S.

/

Des Moines, Iowa
Bay City, Mich.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Greenville, S. C.
Ocean City, N. J.
York, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio

/

/

State

I

/

^

City

^

/

y

Individual..

/

/

Brandt
Automatic

Cashier Co.,
Department A,
Watertown, Wis.

Without obligating me.
you may have a Brandt
call
and show us
equipment when next in this

Man

vicinity.

Firm Name

y

/

/
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Now
On
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Get All The Facts

Incandescent

Lamp

Projection

an indisputable fact that Incandescent
Lamp Projection, when properly installed and
operated, is one of the most profitable investments that any exhibitor can make.
It is

Consider it from the standpoint of good business. Y our profits are what is left of your receipts
after you have paid all operating expenses. As
you cut down your expenses you increase your
profits.

Incandescent Lamp Projection reduces projection costs from 25 per cent to 75 per cent. Estimate the amount it would save you, then as a
matter of good business, find out whether or not
this method .of projection is adaptable to your
theatre.

Send For This Booklet
A handbook on incandescent lamp projection,

the most

complete ever published, has been prepared by our engineers to give exhibitors unbiased information on this

important subject.

The incandescent lamp has many advantages over the
arc but is not recommended for use in every theatre.
The types and sizes of theatres that can adopt this

Mail This Coupon
Publicity Department,
Edison

Lamp Works

Harrison, N.

J.

me your free
Lamp projection.

Please send

descent

Name

method of projection are described

of General Electric Co.,

booklet on Incan-

in the handbook;
comparisons are made between the cost of operating the
incandescent lamp and different types of arc lights; detailed descriptions of each part of the optical system is
given; complete operating instructions are included and
many other important subjects are covered.

,

Your copy
Theatre

Address

and

it

is

ready.

will be sent to

Just mail the attached coupon
you promptly without charge or

obligation.

LAMPS
MAZDA
EDISON
PRODUCT
ELECTRIC
A GENERAL

October

B.

10,

S.

New

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Moss Cameo Theatre,
Mr. Norman Ek.

York.

Mgr.

They All Select
ROCKBESTOS Wire
All equipment selected for use in
this beautiful theatre is the very best.
Motion Picture
Cable naturally is the only cable
used on the projectors and spot-

ROCKBESTOS

lights.

Rockbestos

is

the best

—the

you are not now using Rockbestos
ask us to tell you all about it, and the
other wires that we supply for theIf

atre use.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
New Haven,

Projection

room showing

everlasting wire.

Conn.

Grand Cent. Term Bldg., New York
Madison Term. Bldg., Chicago

projectors
and spot lights
eqtiipped with

Rockbestos
wire.

o
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3iini

A Nationwide Theatre Seating Service
m

^

^n ^ 3am
11

~5* Cinderella Theatre, Detroit,

Ni„,p

Mich.

3a

'ANY

of the nation’s greatest

amusement

en-

—Theatres, Auditoriums, Ball Parks,
etc. — have been seated by Heywood-

terprises

HEYWOOD- WAKEFIELD
WAREHOUSES
Baltimore,

Md.

113

Boston 45, Mass.

W. Conway
Winter

Display Floor, 174 Portland St.
Wells and Carroll Sts.
Chicago, 111.
2653 Arthington St.
Display Floor, A mer. Furniture Mart
Kansas City, Mo. 1310 W. Eighth St.
Los Angeles, Calif.
215 East 6th St.
New York, N.Y.
516 W. 34th St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 244 South 5th St.
Portland, Ore.
148 No. Tenth St.

31
j

San Francisco, Calif.

LET

St.

Louis,

Mo.

737 Howard

Wakefield. There are a

St.

Hey wood- Wakefield

m

back 99 years.

experts help to plan

%

3

Sixth &. O’ Fallon Sts.

d3wlH

of reasons for

jii.ip

this.

mm
XlfTTZH.

wood- Wakefield

seat-building experience dates

There

standards and backs.

icJ:

r

number

-

St..

Hill

Buffalo, N.Y.

L

Race Tracks,

m

is

a

wide variety of

seats,

Hey wood- Wakefield seating
each installation. The Hey-

factories

Luini

and warehouses are con-

il'lii

Jif
Z-Tiie

veniently situated to give efficient service from coast
to coast.

These items of service insure the

practical,

llkjl

economical, prompt and satisfactory seating of

pviFir

131

luMWl

A.

.:Ni!iie

3linM

October
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A monthly supplement

of Exhibitors Herald, published for the information and
guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation and equip-

ment and

to

promote the ideal

finer theatres.

Advertising Manager

Editor

Harry

and

of greater

E.

Charles

Holquist

Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co.; Martin

J.

Eastern Representative
Frederick M. Savage

O’Neill

B.

Quigley, Editor and Publisher;
Business Manager.

Edwin

S.

Managing Editor; George

Clifford,

Clifford,

EXPENSIVE ECONOMY

E

CONOMY

in

theatre

today the theatre that practices false
economy of this type is doomed to
suffer a hard struggle, if not actual
failure.

No

by the American Seating
Company, by taking one day and

vanced

opera-

which takes the form of
“skimping” or saving on theatre equipment, has proven itself a
real liability. A few years ago, this
may not have been apparent, but
tion,

Economy,

Expensive

reaching" analysis

is

isted yesterday cannot be expected
to be adequate today.
It is as unreasonable to assume that the public
will be satisfied to come to your
theatre unless you have provided for
their every comfort and their maxienjoyment of the performance
as it is to expect them to patronize
the obsolete films of the industry’s
earlier days.
They have been educated to expect the best.

mum

High grade theatre equipment is
the most inexpensive feature of any
theatre regardless of its cost, satisfaction and the service that such
equipment will render considered.

by

Harry

E.

Holquist.

Egg Shape Design Achieved in Plan
of Motion Picture Theatre, by G.
E. Eichenlaub.

Keeps

Humidifier

necessary to explain this. It is only too
obvious, that conditions which exfar

In This Issue

and

Moist

Air

Serves as Ornament.

Continuous Projection Possible With
New Machine.

Balaban & Katz’ New $4,000,000 Uptown Theatre in Chicago.
Patee, Exhibitor Since 1889, Describes
First Theatre.

Lauds

Effort of Projectionists to Im-

prove Projection.

Commercial Features Which Can Be
Combined With Theatres, by E. F.
Behrns.

Around
Harry

the

Equipment

by

Field,

Grand Riviera, Atmospheric Theatre,
Is Opened in Detroit.

Some “Do’s and Dont’s”
Advantages

of

for the The-

by Harry

L.

Wagner.

Heating

Oil

in

Theatres.
of L. L. Bard's New Egyptian
Theatre, Pasadena, Calif.

This fact is being- widely recognized by successful exhibitors. The
progressive theatre man today, when
equipping his theatre with the essentials with which to house an audience comfortably for the utmost

View

enjoyment of

Chinese Temples Will Provide Motif
for Grauman House.

his

program,

is insist-

ing upon only the very best that the
market affords. He knows that anything short of the best is ultimately
an expensive economy.

Makes Gotham Playhouse

World’s Largest.

Exchange

Suggests

of

Ideas

Among

Organists.

Standard Uniform Is Adopted
Ushers in Warner Houses.

for

October 15 Designated Seating Inspection

Day

Adding

A

Profitable
Suggestion
We believe that theatre

6,210 Seats

in Theatres.

Thrills to

A

Thriller, by Iris

Vining.

Lublina & Trinz Building Program
Chicago Involves $19,000,000.

owners

throughout the country can profitably follow out the suggestion ad-

The Exhibitors Information and
logue Bureau.

able prestige as well as patronage.

There

is

much food for thought in
“An audience comfort-

the slogan,
ably seated

is

half

won.”

Business
Is

Good

Reports from authentic and reliable sources show that the country
is facing a new high level of prosperity.

E. Holquist.

atre Organist,”

thoroughly inspecting the seating
equipment of their theatres. Theatre audiences are entitled to the
same seating comfort in motion picture houses that they enjoy in their
home, their automobiles and elsewhere. The theatre that does not
provide such comfort is losing valu-

in

Cata-

Building activity for the first six
of the year, as revealed by
the Dodge Corporation, shows an
increase of more than three hundred
million dollars over the corresponding months of last year. This increased building activity is decided-

months

ly

pronounced

A

survey

in the theatre field.
theatre construction
indicates that the number of theatres being erected this year will far
exceed predictions made earlier in
the season.

of

In the great and important Northwest, bountiful grain crops augur
for a real boom and conditions decidedly more prosperous than last
year.

There is much well founded reason for optimism in the theatre field,
both from the exhibitor’s standpoint
and from the viewpoint of those
concerned with the present building
activity.
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Egg Shaped Design Developed
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for

Motion Picture Theatre
ONG

ago the writer had dreams of
j some day building the perfect theatre,
and at that time had visioned it as
the inside of a great hen’s egg with the
stage and proscenium opening at the apex
or smaller end of the egg and the auditorium as the remaining four-fifths part,
with its freedom from sharp angles, corners
and jogs. The rounding sides, bottom and
top would combine to the correct form for

L

perfect sight-lines from all seats and the
ultimate ideal in acoustical properties. Opportunity for perfect indirect illumination
and for the correct projection of effects
upon the walls and ceding to create a com-

plimentary atmosphere to synchronize with
the spirit of the scene or act on the stage
presented itself.

have seen circular auditoriums (none
successful and one famous, costly affair a
failure), but never have I seen the
true
widened ellipse oval, more commonly
known as “egg shape,” and surely it was
not for me to hope that mine would be the
opportunity for its accomplishment.
I

*

Some months

*

*

past, the writer

was

called

into

conference by a well known theatre
man to collaborate with his regular architects on a new theatre.
A survey of the
property was made and found to be as

shown

in

the plot-plan sketch.

front could not be bought

— the

The center
rear corner

an apartment bringing in a revenue that
shows a worth of $50,000, so it could not

is

be sacrificed.

Defeat seemed inevitable, as the property
was hedged about with restrictions. However,

we were

loathe to quit.

The entrance was fixed, no doubt of that.
So the auditorium and stage were placed
across the lot one way, then another; reversed and inversed and reversed.
Then
in despair an axis was struck across the

By

G. E.

EICHENLAUB

some bad corners of the stage, how many
and a few other things that interest
the owner and the manager. As the plan was
analyzed, developed and perfected in detail
and analyzed some more to determine its
potential dividend-producing power, it was
gradually
improved and refined until,
finally, this at first impossible situation was
resolved into what we consider the most
perfect theatre we have worked on or seen
seats

Theatre Architect, Erie, Pa.
diagonal of the lot and daylight appeared.

This scheme was developed feverishly with
a flying pencil, lest the idea fade away and
lost.
Then the owner and his architects
were informed that what had appeared to

be

be the impossible was
ment.

The

in

process of achieve-

our experience.

in

—

layout was reduced to scale corners
carefully measured to the tenth part of an
inch, the axis-line carefully calculated, and
we found out how many inches we had in

*

The
found

*

*

resulting plan (see illustration)

was

approximate the true egg
shape (indicated by the dotted line on the
floor plans) which we have long held as
to closely

the ultimate ideal.
In this case, the size
of the city and the house do not, in our
opinion, warrant the extra incidental expense of curved-wall construction.

However, the plan shows a very close
approximation to the shape desired as
shown by the dotted line on plan.

The cross-section shows how this idea is
carried out in the full flow-line of the ceiling, which is a continuous, unbroken vault,
melting into the side walls without a break
or corner.
Having this broad, unbroken
surface, it was decided to develop the same,
and

therefore no vents, registers, ornaments, lights or even painted decorations
are allowed to disturb the serenity of this
noble surface at once perfect for soundtransmission, illumination, air and heat con;

trol,

low maintenance charges,

Then, supreme of

all,

it

etc.

offers the last

word in the modern motion picture
The house-interior itself becomes

theatre.

a great

screen upon which can be projected cheaply,
in endless variety, any kind of painted
decoration or still life or the startling
effects of rain, moving clouds, aurora or
flickering northern lights, rainbow, breaking dawn, gathering thunder-heads, and the

and

October

10,
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I

like.

A

the trick.

nation

is

good dissolving stereopticon does
High arid low intensity illumieasily accomplished with hidden

which are easily and quickly
any color desired.
In line with this, just imagine an organ
feature program, accompanied by a changing illumination scheme. For instance, take
a real organist playing “Wotans’ Farewell”
from Wagner’s “Die Walkure” (in the
small towns using a reproducing roll) and
playing up your illumination and light effects
as an
enhancing accompaniment,
using ghastly greens and blues, giving off
flood-lights,

changed

to

fire-spitting dragons floating
and wriggling across overhead and the
tremendous storm climax with the whole
dying off into a peaceful and glorious sunset as the music calms down and finally
to vivid reds

ends in

its

;

gentle flutter.

There are great

possibilities in this audi-

torium.
*

The sky

*

*

The seating is on a much modified eggshaped floor as a matter of course, for very
practical reasons, and this completes our
comparison of this theatre with that perfect
natural form, the inside of an egg.
A study of the drawings indicates the
long lobby with offices over and the interesting use of the high rotunda and the
various

balconies

place

in

of

mere

stair

landings, which do much to foreshorten
the lobby.
The mezzanine floor is a part

of this open balcony scheme or ensemble,
which is handled as a continuation of the
lobby to give interest and lead patrons to
these upper levels, without conscious effort,
which is important.

The balcony seats are always hard to sell
and a large percentage of women, especially, simply refuse to go up stairs as
ordinarily found.
In this case we hope to report later that
the balcony seats are selling nearly on a
par with the main floor seating.
new feature, the Carillon Tower (big

A

and the name “pergola”
suggest the garden-wall treatment shown,
behind which the concealed light sources
arc placed in such intensities as the wish
or experience of the house manager may

chimes) over echo organ is particularly
worthy of note. This is controlled from
the organ console and can be heard in good
volume over the surrounding neighborhood

dictate.

when

effect

The whole

idea

is

extremely flexible

—no

chandeliers, beams, jogs, etc., intefere with
any changes that may develop in later years
or interfere with the improvements that
are bound to take place from day to day
in

this

fascinating field of theatre design.

desired

(say ten minutes before the
or controlled to give
its volume in part or full into the auditorium or the lobby rotunds, or all three
start of the feature)

directions at the

same
*

We

time, if desired.
*

expect a wonderful distant chime ef-

fect or tone color will be

managed

at times,

by permitting the tone to float into
torium by way of and through the
and mezzanine doors and passages.
echo organ can also be used to
through these channels, which at the

audi-

lobby

The
speak

same

time will serve to entertain waiting patrons
in

lobby.

After developing and perfecting this idea,
we took it up with Anton Gottfried, Wurlitzer and other organ people and fellow
acousticians. They have approved the idea
as thoroughly practicable and scientific and
think this installation will be tremendously
successful. We think, with the owner, that
it should pay a handsome dividend through
increased patronage.

Another interesting point
and colored glass

faceted
jewels,

which
to

placed

at

random

is

the use of
or
the ceiling,

diamonds
in

varying intensities
simulate the effect of stars, when such
will reflect light in

an effect

is

desired.

Heating, ventilating, cooling, stage, etc.,
are also interesting, but lack of space precludes description here.

Acquire Playhouses
The Cumberland Theatre Company of
McMinville, Tenn., has taken over the
Star and Palace Theatres in Talledega, Ala.
The company is negotiating for further

houses

in

Alabama.

—
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Continuous Daylight Projection
Possible With New Machine
A N

advertising projector, which is self
operating and projects pictures continuously under daylight conditions has been
developed by the Capitol Machine Co. Inc.,
100 East 42nd street, New York City. The
new projector is viewed by the manufacturers as a valuable theatre box office

October

10,

1925

Is

screen from the rear.
Officers of the Capitol Machine Co., Inc.,
are Arthur Dunn, president
Walter E.
Green, first vice-president; Julius Frankcnberg, vice-president G. F. Zimmer, vicepresident and Milton H. Hall, secretary
;

;

and treasurer.

Humidifier Keeps Air
Moist and Serves
as

Ornament

Electric humidifiers, of the type shown
right are gaining vogue in motion picture houses throughout the country because they combine practical as well as
to

ornamental

qualities.
According to authorthe humidifier, keeping a constant
spray of water in the air performs the
important function of furnishing the atmosphere with a needed amount of moisture
which is desirable for physical

ities,

comfort.

The humidifiers, which are operated
simply by attaching the plug to a lamp
socket have highly desirable ornamental
features which make them popular in many
theatre foyers. Facilities are provided for
a light inside the dome shown in the illustration and water playing on the soft
colored light produces a pleasing effect.
Frequently the humidifiers are made in
the form of large fountains set in a wicker
pedestal.
One popular style is that which
resembles the fern stand used in homes.
With the humidifier in the center and a
fern on each side it has been found that
the ferns grow with rapidity.

humidifier

Electric

in

flower

stand.

Water plays on dome which is illuminated from within. Above humidifier
is

hanging

light.

New

Device Is Said to
Prevent Film Fires
in Projectors

According to an announcement made by
Ira V. Blevins, an inventor of Dante, Va.,
he has perfected a device which will prefire possibilities in the projector in
of a break in the film. Explaining
his device Mr. Blevins says “It is so arranged that it is impossible for any part
of the film to become stationary or still
under the heat rays from the light. The
automatic fire shutter shuts the light off

vent
case

in all cases.”

Renown Firm

to

Han-

dle Supplies, Equip-

ment

Two

views of continuous projector
which is self operating and which can
be used for showing films in daylight.

The Renown Pictures, Inc., a New York
corporation, has qualified to do business in
Indiana.
The petition sets forth that the
company has no capital stock represented
in the state.
It will deal in motion picture
machinery, pictures, cameras, projection
machines and similar equipment.
Jerry
Abrams, 422 N. Illinois street, Indianapolis,
has been named agent for service of proc-

Two Supply Houses
Are Acquired by
Dutton
Exhibitors Supply Company of Chicago,
of which H. A. R. Dutton is president,
has taken over the Seeman & Mitchell Supply Company in Denver and the Standard
Equipment Corporation of Minneapolis.

The latter deal gives Exhibitors Supply
Company distribution of the Powers projector

in

Minneapolis

in

addition

to

Simplex.

ess.

inasmuch as it will make posthe exhibition in the theatre lobby
or on the sidewalk, of trailer highlights
of current attractions.
According to the manufacturers the continuous projector requires no attention.
Placed in a theatre lobby it can be used
advantageously to show outstanding portions of the attraction inside the house
just enough to make the passerby or the
patron who shops cautiously for his film
entertainment, step up to the box office for
admission. The film repeats itself and the
continuous feature of the projector is said
to be a thing for which there has been
much demand in the theatre field.
Eastman safety standard 16 m. m. noninflammable film is used and the projector

attraction,
sible

has been built to
writers’ regulations.

conform with UnderIn size the projector

measures 5% in. by 17 in. by 17%
weighs approximately 18 pounds.

in.

It

The projector resembles an ordinary suit
It furnishes its own shadow box
case.
which
which

is

attached to the projector, and on
pictures are projected on a

the

Three new items of equipment for the motion picture booth have recently
been developed by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Company. Shown above
is a new slide rack, a box for holding hot carbons and a box for holding
stereopticon slides.

the

:;
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Katz’ New $4,000,000
Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Balaban

B

ALABAN & KATZ,
Uptown

in their

theatre, Chicago,

Inc.

again erected a motion picture
which for beauty, elaborateness and general grandeur fairly beggars description.
Two factors alone
the $4,000,000 involved in its construction and the fact that it has a
capacity of
approximately
seating
5,000 convey an immediate idea of

were manufactured by the Brunswick New Bruns-

Kroeschell Company of
wick, N. J.

—

the immensity of the project.

Marshall Field & Company of Chicago supervised the decoration of the

nothing short of a personal tour of the Uptown can adethis,

Uptown, furnishing draperies, carpets
and the furniture used throughout the

quately picture its dazzling beauty, its
ornate embellishments and the splendid work of the artists and artisans
who have created in it such a monument to the motion picture.

Uptown

house.

A

*

&

the
colossal
pillars
that
gleam with bright shields and deep,
rich efflorescence the velvet hangings
;

and Spanish shawls the magnificent
mural paintings the curved ceilings
;

with their griffins, their heads of
laughing kings, behind the charming
little windows of Hispaniola that open
on the great auditorium; the fanciful
heads of Renaissance cupids and
many other subtle touches that, barring the necessary modern complex,
the Uptown for all the world a
vivid old Spanish castle.

makes

The Uptown covers an area of
46,000 square feet. Located near the
corner of Broadway and Lawrence
avenue, the theatre is laid out in L
shape with a huge lobby entrance on
Broadway. This lobby, occupying 60
feet of frontage, runs back to a depth
of 120 feet and there connects with
the foyer running through to an entrance on Magnolia avenue, making
the lobby in reality 290 feet in length.
The pinnacled towers at the Lawrence avenue entrance rise to a height
equivalent to eight stories.
feature
of the facade are the colorful windows, which can be seen from the
grand lobby and from which, with the
aid of floodlighting, a beautiful effect
is obtained.

A

is 213 feet in
170 feet in width.
The

Katz’s

new Uptown

to

Balaban

are as follows

Terra cotta by the Advance Terra
Cotta Co. general steam fitting and
cooling equipment by Mehring & Hanson Company, Chicago
glass and
mirrors by Sharp, Patridge & Company, Chicago spot lamps, ticket choppers, film rewinders, etc., by Capital
Merchandise Company, Chicago; elevators
by Elevator Company of
America, Chicago lockers by the Fed;

;

Exterior view of Balaban & Katz’s new
Uptown theatre, Chicago, showing
ornate Spanish design as conceived by
Architects C. W. and George L. Rapp.

;

92 feet in height.

*

;

observes

is

*

Other firms contributing

ban & Katz and the architects, C. W.
and George L. Rapp, have forsaken
the French architecture used in the
Tivoli, Riviera and Chicago theatres
for the colorful Spanish Renaissance.
This is ingeniously apparent as one

ceiling

world and manufactured by

Major Equipment Company, has
been installed in the Uptown.
the

*

The main auditorium

switchboard, said to be the larg-

est in the

In the design of the Uptown, Bala-

length and

seats in the
are the product of the Ameri-

can Seating Company.

famous Chicago theatre, also owned
by Balaban & Katz.
*

The comfortable

Uptown

of those who have visited the
declare it surpasses the world-

*

Uptown was

town, having a capacity equal to the
making of 365 tons of ice per day,

—

Many

large steel

tain in Ihe

palace,

Beyond

The

and asbestos curinstalled by
the James H. Channon Manufacturing
Company.
Ice machines for cooling the Up-

new
have

Views on the accompanying pages
show various sections of the Uptown
and

give, as far as photographic reproductions will permit, the story of
its decorative treatment
and an idea
of its architectural arrangement.
;

A

feature of the new Uptown is the
elevating orchestra pit, which permits
the musicians to come into full view
of the audience during overtures.
Built over the orchestra pit floor is a
resonator orchestral base, designed by
the Gallagher Orchestra Equipment
Company of Chicago. The resonator
base: is declared to greatly improve the
tonal qualities of the music and to increase volume.

One of the finest organs ever turned
out by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company has been installed in the Uptown.
Projection equipment in the Uptown, supplied by Exhibitors Supply

Company, includes Simplex

projectors,

&

Connelly high intensity lamps
and Cinephor lenses. Stage lighting
equipment was installed by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Company,
while concealed lighting in various
parts of the house represents the work
Hall

of engineers of the Curtis Lighting,

;

eral Steel Fixture

Company;

fire

es-

capes by Charles Johnson & Sons;
flush valves by Sloan Valve Company,
Chicago; aisle lights by Joe Kausal
scenery by Acme Scenic Studios, Chicago tiles and mosaics by LorenzenAllen Tile Co., Chicago; stage settings
;

by Robert Carsen Studios, Chicago
music stands by Gallagher Orchestra
Equipment Co., Chicago.
Probably the most auspicious series
of events ever staged in connection
with a theatre opening occurred the
week the doors of the Uptown were
flung open.
An entire week of celebration was staged in the vicinity of
the theatre, with parades, stunts, exhibitors and other attractions drawing
thousands from every part of the city
to the house.
The Riviera theatre, across the
street from the Uptown and formerly
operated by B. & K. is now being
operated by the Orpheum circuit.

Broadcast Film Highlight
The Chicago Tribune radiocasting station WGN on September 13 inaugurated
the practice of broadcasting the highlights
of all feature pictures, newsreels, and other
films shown at the Chicago theatre, Balaban & Katz loop house, in addition to
broadcasting the musical program.
This
will be a Chicago theatre weekly event.

12
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y’HE

Uptown
unit

fifth

&

Balaban
of

the
the

Katz chain

Chicago

Views

is

in

theatres.

presented

pages

on

give

an

of

its

magnitude and

the

splendor

ap-

these

impression
of

pointments.
story

its

A

detailed

of the theatre’s

equipment

and

con-

upon
preceding page. The

struction begins
a

Central Park, Riviera,
Tivoli

and

Chicago

previously

estab-

lished Balaban

& Katz

are

Chicago

theatres,

erected

the

given.

in

order
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Clair M. Patee the original motion picture exhibitor f
Jersey City in 1900 the first Exhibitor s C onventionf
did the first theatre look f
made f

IV as the convention at
How were the first films

qis

How

Mr

Patee, exhibitor since 1889 and who appears to be the industry’s real pioneer
begins in this issue of “ Better Theatres *’ a series of two articles which answer
i(
the above questions and tell a great deal more about the back when ” days of the picture business. Hi s second article, together with a photograph of the first exhibitors
convention will appear in “ Better Theatres ” for November.
<J

.

Patee Exhibitor Since 1889
Describes First Theatre

,

9

I

n the early days of theatrical life, there
were usually two seasons in the year

work and

nine months of

three months

during the summer months, when
arrangements were perfected for the next
year.
Those fortunate enough to have an
engagement secured would frequently form
“Summer Snaps’’ and tour the provinces if
they had not been over-economical the sea-

By CLAIR M. PATEE
Patee Theatre, Lawrence, Kansas

la-off

son-past.

It

was

good

a

way

to

tide

over idle and non-productive days. Some
would tour the coal regions of Pennsylvania others the summer resorts of MichNobody expected more than a bare
igan.
;

and

some would

lay their plans
for the summer during the winter season
Always on the look-out for a “Summer
life saver.”
living,

—

I landed in New York, this was
with a summer ahead of me, I
became interested in a device that a young
Frenchman by the name of Garadot, ex-

When

in

1889

to me at our theatrical boarding
on Fourteenth Street reflecting a
scene on a bed sheet disclosing moving
rolling waves of the ocean dashing against
Having had some experia rocky coast.

hibited

house

ence with the stereopticon in long slides,
lectures and spectacular dances, naturally
I was interested, and when he showed a
picture of a volcano in eruption I became
He operated behind the screen
enthused.
with the device set on his steamer trunk.

We

became good

friends.

He

said

Editor’s Note:

was born

Clair

M. Patee

1856 in a little town
in
Eastern
Kansas.
From a
printer’s devil he rose to editor of
the
anhatan, Kans., Enterprise.
He was subsequently connected
with other newspapers and during
all this time was intensely interested in the theatrical business.
He organized his own theatrical
company, touring the west with
success until a fire destroyed the
costumes of his show. Coming to
New York in 1889 during the dull
summer season he became interested in what is believed to be the
first “movie” which he describes
in this and a subsequent article to
November “Better
appear
in
in

M

—

—

automobile

in

construction

He

offered

picture machine
and taught me how

the

to
to

me
run

I decided that with a black tent added
would be an inexpensive “Summer boost”
in case of a lay-off and we closed the deal

it.

cemented

and

photographed in
sections.
That gave them their first
motion picture films, and this volcano film
of them.
The success of this
was one
together

it

with a small financial consideration. Garadot returned to Paris, with a promise
that if a better machine appeared he would
advise me, and, if I desired, ship it.

that

jfc

He

word, and within a few
weeks, a letter brought information that a
superior projector called the “Universal”
was on the market and that films had been
standardized to about half the width of
But I had not tried out the
those I had.
other yet, and thought best not to venture
About this
in a new machine.
further
time Mount Pelee was in eruption and
furnished a christening for my volanco
which did a rushing business that summer
in coal towns where we could get elecAs I was still holding
tricity and license.
a prominent position in theatrical management, I concede I was very quiet about

*

Over in France, James Gordon Bennett
had offered a big prize to the nations for
the Automobile racers to be contested for
within three years.
Garadot’s relatives
were constructing an automobile for the
race and he was very anxious to return to
France, being confident they would win,
which assured steady employment and vast
He sold me the machine,
sales for him.
and my only idea was to use it as a sum-

the

kept his

summer

“side issues.”

But

in

looking

back today and considering the great advancement of an unkown art I realize
that pride sometimes intercepts distinction,
and even progress. But the incentive, the
knowledge and the success, in a moderate
way, were facts attained, still sufficient
films to maintain an established entertain-

mer avocation when needed. He had two
short films nearly two inches wide, one of
an ocean scene and the other an active
volcano. He explained that the process of
mounsecuring the volcano was simple.
tain painted like scenery on canvass and on
a long board was painted smoke with rocks.
Another board interspersed at intervals
painted representing lava, was used on the
side.
They would move these boards an
move aninch or two, then photograph
other inch and photograph, continuing the
same process of movement and photographing until 300 feet had been taken, and

and improve-

ments.
at a trifling cost

family were automobile builders in
connection with a manufacturer of inventions by the name of Charron, from whom
he had secured this machine, and came to
America in hopes that he could secure
engagement for the novelty.
*

machine from which he said the moving
picture was conceived.
It consisted of a
stack of cards so arranged that when a
lever was turned the cards flapped and the
printed picture, seen through the pier glass,
moved caused by each picture being in a
slightly different position
exactly the same
as the moving picture of today, and the
rapid movement of the cards caused the
movement and effect. These novelties he
had also brought with him to aid in defraying expenses and had sold them to an
arcade. His real object of the visit to the
U. S. however, was to secure new ideas

T heatres”.

his

*

novelty set inventive genius of Paris to
it was not long before they had
the moving picture camera, and the ocean
scene was one of the early pictures.
Besides the picture projector with which Garadot expected to pay expenses for the trip,
by giving exhibitions, he had brought several penny slot machines, one of them a

work, and

A

ment were not to be secured. So the projector was. returned to its trunk and I continued with theatrical management.

As

;

CLAIR M. PATEE

if

in

response to

my

desire,

and

in

rapid succession, several picture machines
and scenic films appeared and were introduced in vaudeville, first as a specialty and
( Continued on page 34 .)
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Take ten minutes
with your operator
Your operator knows what it
means when a film “packs” in your
projector

— the

possibilities of seri-

ous consequences.

Ask him what

it

would mean

from purely a safety standpoint to
have a device attached to your
Simplex which absolutely prevents
film fires.

Such a device

is

Fyre-Gard
In fairness to yourself

fill

out

coupon below and give the
Fyre-Gard a ten day trial at our

the

risk.

Pays for

itself

The Strand and Rialto theatres
right here in our own home town
of Aurora, effected a substantial

saving

Gards

through
to their

You can do

attaching

Frye-

Simplex projectors.

the same.

Approved by

Board of Underwriters

the

FOR SIMPLEX PROJECTORS ONLY
Fyre-Gard Mfg. Co.,
Fill out

and send

this

Fox Theatre

Bldg., Aurora,

Gentlemen
I wish to take advantage of your proposition below
I have marked an “x” in the square

coupon today!
Don’t Wait

in

which

me on ten days approval your FYRE-GARD
machines. It is understood that if it proves
I will remit $35 to you at the close of the
Otherwise I will return the Fyre-Gard to you

Kindly send
for Simplex
satisfactory
trial period.
promptly.

Fyre-Gard Mfg. Co.

Please send

which you say
projector.

Fox Theatre Bldg.

Aurora,

111.

:

Name
111.

Theatre

me

further information on your

will eliminate the fire

FYRE-GARD

hazard in

my

Simplex

:
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Lauds Projectionist’s Efforts
to Improve Presentation
ROJECTIONISTS

in the countheatres are worthy of the
highest commendation for their
untiring efforts to give the public a
better picture on the screen, according
to O. F. Spahr, president of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, makers of the Motiograph line
of projectors.

P

try’s

In

Theatres,”
Mr. Spahr makes particular reference
to the “Better Theatres” Stop Chart
campaign, saying, “This work cannot
but help have a beneficial influence in
The
the cause of better projection.
many projectionists, who are in sympathy with the idea of your Stop
Chart campaign reflects great credit
upon the men behind the machines.
They are doing their utmost to give
the public the best kind of a picture
on the screen and are deserving of
the highest commendation.”
Mr. Spahr’s letter, inspired, we are
a

to

letter

“Better

inclined to believe, by the recent publication of names of Stop Chart users
and various comments by projectionists published concerning the value of
the charts, is published in full here-

with

:

*

Editor,

*

Better

*

Theatres

Section,
a group
of men constituting so vital a part of
this
industry’s future growth and

STOP CHART
USERS WRITE—
S.

F.

Donnell, Chief operator,

Leroy Theatres, Lampasas, Texas,
writes
“ This is to let you know that I
received the Stop Charts and
thank you very much.
I think
they are ‘The Stuff.’ I put them
into use Monday, September 21.
“We are going to install new
Powers 6B’s with Powerlite lamps
in a few days, with a new screen
and we are going to project a picture that
can not be beaten.
Thanking you again for the

charts.”

*

Howard Umbreit, Cass Lake,
Minn., writes:
“In acknowledgment to your
letter of the 15th, received ‘Stop
Charts’ O.K. and thank you cordially for

your prompt service.

“I think they are a fine thing

my

genuine and
wholehearted interest in improving
and bettering their work, I believe the
spotlight of deserving commendation
should be turned upon them.
evince

“It has been

such

my

pleasure recently
to come in contact and discuss projection matters with the men behind
the machines in a number of representative theatres. Their keen interest
and their untiring efforts to give the
public the best kind of a picture on

the

screen has left a profound im-

Editor, “Better Theatres”

Illinois

Motiograph projector that
on the screen.

better results

“Will keep a careful record of
stops, etc., and send you duplicates every month.”

movement.”

pression on me. It
few of us realize

is

my

opinion that
anxious the
to achieve 100

how

average projectionist is
per cent perfection on his job.
“Nowhere have I seen such pride
shown in the work being done as is

indicated by projectionists. They are
always striving for the best. The picture on the screen is as much concern
to them as if they had not only produced it but were directly concerned
with what the audience thought of it.
“I think a good indication of this
is the response to the Stop Chart cam-

City
State

We

break just announced and

in

intermittent

Roger M. Hill Goes
Under Knife
Roger M. Hill, equipment engineer of the
U. S. Army Motion Picture Service and
author of the article on “Periscope Projection” published in “Better Theatres” for
August is recovering from two serious
operations.

According to advice from Director R. B.
Murray, the operations have proved enalthough it will be some
time before Mr. Hill will be able to
return to his desk.
tirely successful,

PATERSON, N J.— Bidawee AmuseIncorment Company. Capital $50,000.
porators:
James Jordan, Nicholas Ronca
*
and others.

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

Theatre

will

are gratified at the interest evidenced
by exhibitors and projectionists in the
title

Name

Chicago,

in the

new double bearing

407

street,

ever on the alert

mean

*

might add, is also
with improvements

I

our

projection.

Dearborn

*

new

EXHIBITORS HERALD
S.

“Our company,

efficiency in projecting.

and know they will improve

Exhibitors Herald: “When

progress

paign which you are conducting. This
work cannot but help have a beneficial
influence in the cause of better projection and the response of projectionists to any suggestion that will
enable them to improve their work
speaks for itself.
“The value and importance of good
projection has long been admitted for
conversational purposes, but it is now
becoming an emphatic reality. Theatre
owners everywhere are giving the
matter more serious consideration and
are making every effort to see. that
they have the necessary equipment to
present the best kind of pictures.
With the enthusiasm and interest in
their work displayed by projectionists,
theatres with inferior projection must
soon become a thing of the past.”

PROJECTOR
POWERS
Tine International Standard

World’s Most Noted, Widely Used
And Fastest Selling Motion Picture Machine
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Commercial Features Which May
Be Combined With Theatres
By ELMER

F.

BEHRNS

Theatre Architect, Chicago,

N

a previous article in “Better
Theatres” we discussed the subject “Combining Rental Features
With a Theatre Building,” dealing
primarily with stores and offices in

I

this

connection.

It

was shown

that

forming part
of a 1,200-seat playhouse in a suburban town, would yield a profit of
$4,000 a year, reducing the overhead
of the theatre by about $11,000.
This particular theatre had a store
on each side of the lobby with several
offices above the stores, the entire
such stores and

offices,

being only two stories in
Obviously such an arrangement represents the simplest kind of
commercial construction in connection
In the large metrowith theatres.
building
height.

politan centers the idea of a commercial and theatre building has been, and

being expanded until today such
business
entire
constitute
projects
blocks, being frequently among the
and most prosperous
city’s largest
is,

buildings.
*

*

*

However, between the theatre with
but one or two stores and several offices there is a vast and interesting
proposition as to the type and nature
of revenue producing adjuncts which
small and middle sized
cities
may have. Many successful
combination projects have been developed, some of which, of course,
would not be successful or applicable
generally. These are the buildings in
which local conditions and requirements governed the nature of the commercial portions.
theatres

in

the

box

office

alone generally

111.

makes

Office

space,

this type of structure easier to finance

much more

than a theatre alone. Bankers are inclined to feel that such structures are
a better risk, though I must say that
much of the skepticism in connection
with theatre financing has disappeared

ments.

in recent years.
H:

Assuming
in our mind

that

^

we

^

are turning over

the idea of erecting an
up-to-date theatre in a town of about
25,000 population, let us consider what
type of revenue producing features
could logically be considered for such
a proposition. (I am assuming, of
course, that this theatre will occupy a
choice site which would make commercial features desirable.)

Contemplating the matter, a number
of logical uses for the commercial portion of the buildings present themselves.
It is taken for granted that
space available on the ground floor
will be used for shops or stores, and
we are concerned primarily with the
upper and basement portions of the
structure.
I believe I should give first consideration to developing this project as
an office building.

An

office building in connection with
theatre would bring the greatest
rental per square foot, while construction costs would be minimum.

a

For

would apart-

instance, in laying out an

office building, the

the

brings

proportionately,

rental than

builder

many expenses such

is

freed of

as elaborate

plumbing features and the

like

which

are necessary in other types of structures.
In the office building you have
little more than the four walls, and
where intermediary partitions are re-

very frequently
pays for these.

quired,

tenant

the

The basement of such a building
could well be utilized as a bowling
alley or restaurant.
Naturally, the
number of floors in the buildings depends

upon

local

conditions.

This

feature should be thoroughly investi-

gated in advance. Valuable information in this connection may be obtained from local renting agencies, real
estate dealers, and very often from
the banker.
*
*
*

The

first

consideration in the ques-

whether the building will be
quickly occupied should include a
check-up on the number of profesThese
sional men in the community.
tion of

are logical tenants for the new building.
Another group of desirable tenants includes schools of various types
dancing, music, business and the

—

like.
(

Continued on page 34 )

For instance, one theatre owner conceived the idea of a building that represents a virtual recreational center.
In the basement, he had bowling alleys
On the second
and billiard tables.
floor was a large hall which could be
rented out for meetings and lodge
affairs.

A

cafeteria

and ballroom was

also included.

These features were things which
town needed and sup-

his particular

The project was quite
and the example is cited

ported readily.
successful

here merely to bring to mind that opportunities such as this probably exist
in many other communities.
It should be remembered, that while
commercial features of a theatre building require more money, the fact that
additional
theatre
will
have
the
revenue producing sources aside from

Drawing by Architect Walter W. Ahlschlager, Chicago, showing new Roxy

New

York, which will be the largest motion picture theatre in the world.

on page

47.
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Triumph

forBodine-Spanjer Co.
When

made for the interior comGrand Riviera Theatre Detroit, one of the most beautiful in the land,
BODINE-SPANJER decorations were implans were

pletion

of

the

mediately specified, and the effects obtained
are readily discernible in the
illustrations.

tions

accompanying

BODINE-SPANJER

decora-

were selected because of their merit

and because of the service that has placed
the makers of them at the pinnacle of the
Two

decorating profession and industry.

views of the interior of the beautiful Grand Riviera Theatre, Detroit,
BODINEthrough
embellishment provided
exquisite
the

illustrating

SPANJER

An

Eloquent Testimonial

to

decorations.

Bodine-Spanjer Service

The great achievements in modern theatre furnishing and decorating so exquisitely
manifested in the newest masterpieces in the theatre world, The Capitol, of
Chicago, and the Grand Riviera, of Detroit, are in great measure attributable to
the decorative conceptions of THE BODINE-SPANJER CO., and it is theatres
of such magnificence as these that demand the decorating service that only this
company can offer.

The Bodine Spanjer
-

Co.

Designers and Makers of World Standard Theatre Decorations

1160 Chatham

Ct. (at Division St.)

Chicago, Illinois
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Two

views of the interior of the Grand Riviera, showing architectural treatment of sides representing Italian palace facade
and terraced garden with moonlit night effect overhead. The Grand Riviera is owned by Charles W. Munz and associates.
John Eberson, Chicago, architect.

Grand

Theatre,

ANOTHER
.

of the

new atmospheric

theatres, similar to the Capitol in

Chicago which recently created such
a sensation, was opened in Detroit
last

month when Charles W. Munz

and associates admitted a large throng
of Detroit theatregoers to their new
Grand Riviera. The opening was an
auspicious affair and the Grand Rivi-

though a neighborhood house and
located several miles out from the
heart of the city drew capacity houses.
In
architectural
conception
the
Grand Riviera embodies the same innovational ideas as were executed in
the Capitol.
These distinctive features lie in the architect’s conception
of the theatre auditorium as an Italian
era,

Opened

wide and 80

feet

teresting

Chicago,

of'

designed

the theatre.

Looking into the auditorium of the
Grand Riviera one is given the impression of being entirely out-ofdoors. Above the seated audience is
the moonlight shining across the great
blue-vaulted dome which has been so
decorated that its extent seems limitless.
On the right side is an Italian
palace facade with ornamented grills
and softly lighted windows. To the
left is seen a terraced garden with a
small temple building while above the
whole are twinkling stars and moving
clouds, creating a complete illusion.
*

*

*

In front of the auditorium rises the
proscenium which was conceived as a

tile

man

The

entire structure of this arch is richly
ornamented in polychrome, lending a
holiday atmosphere to the scene.
Even above the proscenium is the sky
and the impression of nature, which,
coupled with the refrigerating and
ventilating facilities of the theatre,
will create an atmosphere of the spacious outdoors.
The most effective examples of
classical architecture to be seen in
Europe have been faithfully copied
in the design of the Grand Riviera
theatre. The unique lobby which represents an enormous rotunda some 50

a moonlit night.
The Grand Riviera has a seating capacity of 3,000 and was built at a cost
of $1,000,000. The house is operated
by Charles W. Munz, president Bert
Williams, vice-president and Harriet
E. Applegate, secretary and treasurer.
;

in Detroit

triumphal arch with supporting col-

umns, roofed with Roman
sard and a stone balustrade.

garden under Mediterranean skies on

John Eberson

Type

Riviera, Atmospheric

an inrough tex-

feet high has

dome executed

in

ture plaster decorated in true Italian

polychrome fashion and has a faience

Many of the motifs in this
lobby are taken from the Villa Camtile floor.

biasco and the doorheads are from
those of St. Peter’s in Rome.
The main foyer is richly carpeted and
has a heavy Italian texture plaster wall,
ornamented pilasters and a vaulted ceiling,
giving the general effect of a stuccoed
cloistered arcade.
Interesting details of
both these rooms are the hand-wrought
iron gates, the hand-wrought wall lanterns
and distance mirrors. The side walls of
the auditorium, the ponzello arches and

door heads and hand-wrought gateways
through the ground walls, and all the details

of the architectural treatment are fine

examples of the
Genoa.

Palace

of

Gambaro

at

The little temple in the terraced garden
was suggested by the Holy Vault in the
Cathedral of Lucca and the pilasters of
the triumphal arch and of the great col-

umns are exact reproductions of the
Academy of Fine Arts at Verona. Rich
tropical flowers, fine pottery and trees add
to the illusion, making it a complete one,
and the installation of an elaborate and
especially designed lighting system has

made

it

possible

to

tie

all

the effects

of

brush and plastic art into one impressive
picture.
*

The

*

exterior of the

*

Grand Riviera thea-

Italian Renaissance, with
terra cotta for the
main body and rich cream-colored brick
for the sides and panels.
This style is
strictly representative of the modern revival and rebirth of the ancient and classiThe lobby and
cal Roman architecture.
foyer are executed with modified replicas
of ornament and shape typical of the work
tre

is

glazed

strictly

pulsichrome

introduced by S. Miniato and Nicollo
Pisano.
Since variety is the primary demand of
the amusement loving public, and theatres
are too often constructed along magnificent but monotonous lines, the Grand Riviera with its novel and lovely decorative
features strikes an entirely new note in the
minds of theatregoers. Yesterday’s theatre
is out-worn and today’s theatre is usually
only an elaborate duplication of yesterday’s
creation.
The Grand Riviera, with its
classical lines and authenic decorations, belongs neither to yesterday or today but to

—

all

ages.

In providing for lovely and unusual surroundings, the builders have not forgotten
all the modern features which go to make
up the perfect playhouse. The more than
3,000 seats of the Grand Riviera are comfortable and luxurious and have been
placed so that no crowding is necessary.
$40,000 Robert Morton unit organ has

A

been

installed,

and an enormous

ventilat-

ing and refrigerating system makes it possible to keep the temperature in the theatre
at any desired point, insuring warmth in
winter and coolness in the summer.
The stage is one of the largest in the
city and has been equipped with every device for the successful presentation of
faultless programs.
Every light in the
theatre can be operated individually from
the switchboard especially designed by the
Major Equipment company and a turn of
the master switch automatically dims the
lights in any desired section of the house.
Back-stage the fittings are almost as
Large airy
luxurious as those in front.
dressing rooms with running water and
plenty of light have been provided for the
(

Continued on page 28 )
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The

Grand
Riviera
F

IEWS on this page convey an impression of the

new Grand Riviera theatre

at

Detroit, Mich., described in
story in this
detail
in
a

Beginning upper left and
reading clockwise, the photographs show (1) mezzanine
and
proscenium
of
view
stage with sky effect overhead, (2) closeup of stage
Italian
treatment,
showing
(3) exterior appearance, (4)
detail of Italian palace on
auditorium,
of
right
(5)
view of auditorium,
stage
mezzanine foyer, (7)
(6)
temple and sunken garden
on left of auditorium, (8)
palace facade treatment on
right side of auditorium.
Charles
associates,

Eberson,

W.

Munz

owners;
Chicago,

and
John

architect.
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Front

Requisites of
of Theatre

10,

Told

by Franklin
HAROLD
A

B.

FRANKLIN,

a message in
by the Theatre Department makes some
interesting and constructive comments on
the importance of the appearance of the
front of the house.
Mr. Franklin says:
“You must express hospitality to the
patron through the welcome expressed by
your front.
Your sign your marquee
your lobby must have an air of cheerfulness and brightness. There naturally can
be no room for unattractive signs or missing or burned-out bulbs.
“To beckon a cheerful welcome should
be the object of your theatre lobby. Your
front should indicate activity and life.
It
is
your show window it must express
a radiant welcome.
“A theatre front must inspire confidence
and must represent as nearly as possible
the kind of theatre you are running. Only
in this way can your theatre stand in high

in

Announcing
*HE

f

JL the

—

successful completion of

decoration

of

the

two

most outstanding and most unusual decorative achievements in
the

history

of

director of

Famous Players-Lasky,
The Close-Up, published

for

theatres

modern theatre

—

construction.

M

e

esteem.
*

*

The CAPITOL Theatre

*

“It is not possible to overestimate the
value of paint
If you want to remain in
the front ranks, your theatre, both inside
and out, must be always spick and spci
It is a simple matter to bring in a painter
or two for a day once each month to prevent the appearance of the theatre deteriorating.
The proper use of paint is an
economy, and failure to keep every part of
!

Chicago

The

GRAND RIVIERA

Theatre

mark

the theatre right up to the
careless indifference.

Detroit

indicates

“Put yourself in the place of your prosWalk up to the front of
pective patron.
your theatre and examine it through the
eyes of the public.
View it from every
angle. Across the street at the door. Does

—

it

attract?

Does

it

Is

invite?

bright

it

and

Would you

sparkling?
be impelled to

If you
enter the lobby and buy a ticket?
this, then your front could never
be considered unattractive in appearance.

would do

We

respectfully solicit your in-

quiries

*

*

*

“The

public likes a successful looking
place
And unless your front is one that
bespeaks prosperity you have failed in the
You will
first step of theatre operation.
attract the passerby when your front has
outstanding merit carefully worked out
color schemes, attractive, fresh signs and
novel lighting effects.

and patronage.

!

—

“The object

two-fold.
In the first
for the purpose of
Secrendering passage safer and easier.
ondly, proper lighting attracts.
“Cheerfulness in your lobby is the first
step in a cheerful theatre.”

Please write for estimates

place,

it

is

is

essential

August Film Exports
Exceed 40,000,000 Feet

Michael Angelo Studios

(.Special to Exhibitors

WASHINGTON,

212 East Superior

Herald)

29— Exmore than 40,000,000 feet of film
valued at more than a million dollars have
been reported for August by the Commerce
D. C„ Sept.

ports of

St.

Chicago

Department.

By

classes, exports included

17,589,806 feet of positive film, 22,208,169
feet of unexposed film and 671,765 feet of

negativ* film.

The United Kingdom took more than
23,000,000 feet of the total amount of film.
Australia took more than 2,000,000 feet and
^

AW,

y

.

fT,:

.

,;

AC,,

.,.

'.
;

7

Canada and Argentina took
.

1,500,000 feet each.

more than

S

”
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Places an
Arctic Nu- Air Cooling

& Ventilating

Co.,

808 State-Lake Bldg.,
Chicago.

my part send full details and
catalog concerning the Arctic Nu-Air Cooling
Ventilating System.

Without any obligation on
descriptive

COOLING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

In

Your Theatre

Send coupon

for literature

and complete

details

&

Length of theatre (inside)

Width

of theatre (inside)

Height of theatre (inside)
Have you a stage?
A balcony?—
Have you exit alongside of screen?

Name

of theatre
Proprietor
City and state
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“Do’s and Don’ts” for the
Theatre Organist
By

HARRY

WAGNER

L.

Solo Organist, Empress Theatre, Chicago

M

UCH

has been written and said,
about the art of proper musical
interpretation of the silent drama; and
although there seems to be a wide
diversity of opinions on just how
some things should be done in this
field I find that there are a few concrete “Do’s” and “Don’ts” that all organists must heed to be successful.

organists realize that
the one instrument above all,
whose possibilities are boundless. Consequently constant practice is not only essential, but vitally necessary, and even inviting criticism from the proper source will
I

sense of the word.
And
that these enthusiasts
will do more real advertising mouth
to mouth, than all the newspapers.
find

*

*

its effect on the
Needless to say it exemplifies the saying, “As ye sow, So
shall ye reap,” because one is rewarded financially by the employer,
and artistically by the admiration of

box

office.

the community.
This

is

more or

particularly

the

case

where a

family patronage is catered
the organist in the lesser
sized cities to whom I wish to carry this
one message. It is easily possible for you
to make yourself the outstanding artist
to.

And

less
it

is

your line, in your city, but, it demands
real work.
Which brings us to the subject of what to do and what not to do.
Don’t permit yourself to slump into the
clock-punching class of employe who figures on putting in just an exact amount of
time (and of course as little as possible)
to get by.
You must realize that appropriate music is just as essential to complete
the program of a real motion picture entertainment as the light which illuminates
the picture itself.
Suppose you have kept
your audience delighted throughout an entire
feature picture and your “Quitting
time” arrives anywhere from two to ten
minutes before the feature ends.
The
moment the music stops, the interest of
every person in the theatre is broken to a
certain extent. A few minutes more at the
organ would have made the continuity complete and the favorable comments on the
in

Harry

L. Wagner, organist at the
press theatre, Chicago.

Em-

*

This, of course, has

*

cases.
*

sheet is a boon to the
organist or director who has no opportunity to “Screen” their show prior to performance. But it is surprising, the number
of organists that adhere to them almost
to the letter, instead of doing something
When you were in school and
original.
were instructed to write an essay on the
subject of “Cow,” you didn’t hand in, “The
Cow eats grass;” “Cows give milk;” Cows
have horns;” or a lot of other kindergarten
phrases did you? You made an interesting
and complete story of the subject at hand
Well
if you expected a passing grade.
then, consider each suggestion on your cue
sheet individually as the subject of cow
to be essayed and make the most of each
sequence.
There are countless opportunities in every feature picture, and comedy
too, for little details such as “tittering
girls,”
“gossiping women,” “tense situa-

real

will

many

The modern cue

when an organist has a following of
better class patrons who persist in attending the particular theatre in which
he, or she, is playing, owing to their
preference for good musical support
of the pictures, then he is successful
a

sensible

is

*

that community, or city; or receive
the largest salary ever paid in that
locality for an organist; or be exploited and billed like a circus.
But,

in

all

be of benefit in

To me, success does not mean th
one must occupy the bench at the
console of the largest instrument in

you

think

the organ

program

a whole, is often times hurt
just such seemingly small
details.
And, remember, the exhibitors
are very few, who are not quick to notice
your interest and willingness in cases of
this kind.

very

as

much by

*

*

city.

One stormy afternoon when business was
he tried over some new music during

dull

the show, disregarding picture interpretation entirely.
After matinee he was informed that the musical director of the
new theatre had been in to hear his work.

So

—you

can guess the

rest.

“Be on your toes

all the time,”
for selfish reasons as well as for your employer and listeners.
I say,

companiment.
*

*

*

*

Do your best at all times, regardless of
whether your audience is fifteen or fifteen
hundred. People come to the theatre to be
entertained, and “sluffing off” on a small
audience is bound to re-act sooner or
later.
This very thing cost an organist
I
know a desirable position a few years
ago.
He was playing in a second rate
picture house, and his work had caused
him to be suggested as “just the organist”
for a new theatre being built in a nearby

Well,

tions,” in which an abrupt silence enhances
I could go on
the situation wonderfully.
at great length enumerating little details
that do so much to make the picture fairly
“talk.”
It is practically a physical impossibility to do all these things with an orchestra, and this is why an organ, in the
hands of a wide awake organist, with original ideas, is the most desirable picture ac-

Don’t resent justifiable criticism, because
by it, as in no other way, do we realize
our shortcomings, and are enabled to
profit thereby.
The longer I play the
more I realize how unlimited are the opportunities for constant improvements and

think two of the most essential “Don’ts”
are the tremelo, and playing too “Forte.”
And nine out of ten organists are guilty of
both these.
I have heard many that are
numbered among the best in the country,
play an entire feature picture without silencing the tremelo once. Agitatos, Battle
I

scenes,

Hurrys, Gang

fights,

etc.,

etc.,

all

had the tremelo included in the registration.
I have often wondered what these
organists would do if organs were built
without this stop.
Every one of them
know better than to do those things, and
carelessness
stopped.

this

certainly

should

be

The next time you drop in to a theatre to
hear some organist, take particular notice
of this, and when you return to work, try
giving that stop an occasional rest, and you
will be surprised how the monotony is relieved.
Incidentally the “Vox Humana” is
usually running a close second, you will

notice.

And

then the “Fortissimo.” It is so very
“overplay” your picture, so to
speak, by playing so loudly that it detracts

easy

to

from the picture itself. Remember, you
are only a background or foil, intended to
( Continued on page 45 .)
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MINUSA DELUXE SPECIAL SCREENS
R

itz

Theatre
Blytheville, Ark.

p

mpress Theatre
Nashville, Tenn.

pugazy

Theatre

New

York, N. Y.

J^iberty Theatre

DOES A MINUSA
REFLECTING ARC
SCREEN GIVE
THE DESIRED
RESULTS

Florence, Colo

J^cho Theatre
Des

^Jameo

Plaines,

111,

Theatre
Atlanta, Ga.

^Aenton

Ask

Theatre

Lynchburg, Va.

Any One

Jsis Theatre

Sidney, Mont.

of

These

ational Theatre

Breckenridge,

Representative
Satisfied

^^ordon

’4

Tex

Brockton Theatre

Minusa Users

Brockton

^^rion Theatre
Cleveland,

J^oseland State Theatre
^Japitol Theatre
Paragould,

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.—Bomont

and Morgan Sts.— SAINT LOUIS, MO.

Wherever You Find the 1 ransV^r leK
You Will Find Improved Projection
Over

2,000

Transverters

Are

in

Use

They not only eliminate the flicker and
fluctuation but economize on current, ensure a flexible and easy
control of the volume
of light required.
Estimates and suggeso n s on equipping
your operating rooms
with the Transverter
will be given, entirely
without obligation.

Operating Room
at Loew’s
Willard Theatre
Woodhaven,

Long

t i

Island

Equipped with
two 125-Ampere

Series Arc
Transverters.

Write Us

^HERTNER
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
1900 W. 114th.street
Ctevel&nd Ohio
,

U.S.A.
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Most

S

ECT

I

Brilliant Li

Less Cost to put
“Twice the Light

at

Half the Cost”

The Super Reflector Arc

,

Lamp

Basic Features Originated
by Peerless
No.

1

No. 2

—

Plano Convex Condenser optical system.

Parabolic Reflector

Heavy

No. 3

Single unit, totally enclosed, outside mounted fully automatic arc

No. 4

Left side base mounting for arc

No. 5

Positive contact, eccentric carbon
clamps, adjustable for any size
carbons.
Full length of carbons exposed
to view.
Condenser mounted integral with
burner.
Self contained stereopticon attachment. Light taken from side of

control.

control.

No. 7
No. 8

Years

Ahead

steel, fully enclosed, feed-

ing gears.

No. 6

No. 15

Vertical and lateral optical aligning adjustment of entire lamp and
optical system.
And many other features found
only on the Peerless Lamp.

No. 14

of the Field

reflector.

No. 9

Saddle type carbon support slides.

Heavy cast reflector
No. 10 floating
reflector.

No. 11

No. 12
No. 13

Rialto,
Rivoli,
Criterioj
Stanley,

holder, full

:

Heavy steel square thread main
carbon feed screw.
Double walled lamp house, heavy
and back.
Heavy square bed milled carbon

Aldine,
Stanton,
Globe, 1

Newmar

cast base, front

holder track.

No

Warfield

View showing

Attachment and the famous Peerless
Automatic Arc Control and Adjustment Handles.
Stereo

Pantage
Pantheo
Tiffin, C

P

imitation can give
•

1
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on the Screen
there! You can

t

Prove

Flector

it

Lamp

Use Than All Other Makes Combined
at proves the Peerless unapproachable superiority
3

More

Peerless

Lamps

in

HERE ARE A FEW USERS
Covent Garden, Chicago
Central Park, Chicago
\

Circle,

Indianapolis

Strand, Syracuse
Empire, Syracuse
Piccadilly, Rochester

Elmwood, Buffalo
Strand, Albany
Pantages, Minneapolis
Sun, Omaha

World,

Omaha

Fine Arts, Detroit

•less

Liberty, Seattle
Capitol, Atlantic City
Cameo, Atlanta, Ga.
Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
Circle, Cleveland, Ohio
Garden, Cleveland, Ohio
Ambassador, Cleveland, Ohio
Princess, Milwaukee, Wis.
Strand, Milwaukee, Wis.
Tower Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Arsenal, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brighton, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Results

See our nearest
distributor or

send

this

coupon

E.

J.

++

^

Chicago

me
FREE

Please send

the Peerless

obligation involved.

Name
Address
Theatre
City

McAuley

Mfg. Co.
552 W. Adams

State

details
test.

of

No

:

;
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Grand Riviera Theatre
Is Opened by Munz
in Detroit
(

Continued from page 20)

performers and a large “scene dock” permits the storage of almost any amount of
scenery and scenic effects.
Following the
custom of the best metropolitan theatres,
all scenery has been counter weighted with
steel, and any setting may be changed with
a minimum amount of labor and lost time.

The

sub-stage floor of the theatre conalrge rehearsal room, a screening
room, a musical director’s library and all
the mechanical equipment necessary, including electric control boards,
organ
blowers, fire pumps, oil-burning apparatus,
transformers, refrigerating machinery, etc.
Despite the vastness of the auditorium,
with its more than 3,000 seats, it retains
tains a

an atmosphere which
alive, since the

&

&

COLD WEATHER,
DAMPNESS
—THE

PIPE ORGAN’S
TWIN ENEMIES
them by

installing

Electric

Heat”

The only Fire Underwriters approved
equipment especially designed for pipe
organs.

How much

did

your organ cost you?

It is one of the biggest items of your theatre investment.
Are you protecting it

Are you securing
against deterioration?
the biggest returns on your investment?
Your organ music is played to secure
proper atmosphere and to entertain. The
possession of a fine organ creates prestige
for

any theatre.

But all these effects are spoiled when
Your organthe organ goes out of tune.
And it may
ist’s feelings are on edge.
take place just when you want to produce
the best effect with a highly advertised
picture.

EVENHEETERS are the quick and
for these organ troubles.
EVENHEETERS — “Automatic Electric

permanent cure

— are

the easiest heating equipment
each have the simplest
thermostat control.
First cost is very low, installation cost
is
small and can be done by your own
electrician.
Once installed there is no
further attention or servicing.

Heat”

to

and

install

EVENHEETERS
—
Uniformly heat

all

chambers.

organ

— Drive out dampness.
— Maintain even temperatures regardless
exposure.
— Are absolutely
— Require no maintenance.
Save their cost by reducing organ servicing.
—
—

of

noiseless.

Keep the organ

fully

pitch.

in

the best time to install EVENHEETERS
Instal—before the cold weather fvily sets in.
lation will not lose an hour of organ performance.

Now

is picturing nature itself.
In no other type of playhouse, it is declared, can the impression of vastness be
felt to such an extent as in this “atmospheric” theatre.
On entering, the patron
immediately finds himself seated in the
Italian garden under the star-lit sky.
Far
off to both sides stand the Roman hills on
which are placed the garden walls and the
softly illuminated temple.
In front of him
is a huge arch which forms the proscenium
opening of the stage. Above all is peaceful stars twinkle in the distance and clouds
float across the moonlit heavens.
;

Every modern facility has been provided
the Grand Riviera projection room
which is equipped with Motiograph De
Luxe projectors, installed by G. D. Brady
of Exhibitors Supply company. Two Hert-

is

We

proper size and quote
will recommend
promptly upon receipt of inquiry giving
us dimensions of each organ chamber and stat-

ner transverters are also part of the projection equipment.
Important equipment, adding to the success of the Grand Riviera includes the
large Robert Morton organ, presided over
by George Lee Hamrick as guest organist
during the opening. Nina Griffin will conthe motion picture accompaniment
work at the organ. Comfortable chairs in
the Grand Riviera were installed by the
Heywood- Wakefield company, Boston; the
Michael Angelo stduios of Chicago performed the decorating; the switchboard
and electrical effects are the product of
the Major Equipment company, Chicago;
Floral decorations were designed and installed by the Bodine-Spanjer company,
lighting fixtures by Victor S.
Chicago
Pearlman, Chicago Carpets and draperies
were supplied by Mandel Brothers, Chicago while stage equipment was furnished
by Peter Clark, Inc., New York and scenery by the Toomey-Volland Scenic company, St. Louis.
* * *
tinue

of

the

walls,

if

any.

are

outside

produce business

proportion to their effective-

in

ness.

That’s

why

spend

thousands

upon

houses

big

the

dollars
lavish signs utilizing plen-

of

ty of

Color and Motion
The

and

intelligent use of color

motion

the secret of sign success.
Let us send you our bulletins and give you our ideas.
is

;

Color Hoods
Superior

;

to

and

cheaper than dipping.

Made

of

clear

fadeglass.

less colored
Choice of six brilliant
colors.

The huge Grand

Riviera electric sign
was installed by the Schaffner Sign company of Detroit.
Other firms contributing to the theatre
are Variety Mfg. Co., Chicago, metal
doors W. P. Nelson, Chicago, paintings
;

Chicago Art Marble company, art marble
and Sanitary Construction Company, Chicago, Sani Onyx.

Flashers
Le

a d ers

for

over

20 years.

Used on
85

%

of the

moving
electric
signs.

Three Change Hands
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cramblet Engineering

ST.

LOUIS, MO.,

atres in this district

Corp.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,
border chasers, etc.

Electric signs

or

Write today, cold weather will soon be here.

177 5th Street

worthy of
your program

;

prices

ing which
exposed.

Your Sign

Is

in

EVENHEETERS
“Automatic

always new and

torium

arrangement at the Uptown
theatre, Chicago's largest motion picture palace, designed by Rapp
Organ
Katz.
Rapp for Balaban
chambers fully protected by Evenheeters.

Organ

Protect your organ against

is

Grand Riviera theatre audi-

week.

They

Sept. 29— Three
changed owners

Write for Bulletin No. 42
“What’s New in Signs"

thethis

are

Star theatre, Rockport, 111.; H. W. Haines has
sole owner.
Star theatre, Paris, Mo., was

become

bought by K. K. Stephens from L. C. Crow.
Opera House,
It will be renamed the Liberty.
Edinburg, 111., sold by W. J. Etherton to F. A.
McCrath.

2651 W. Congress

St.,

Chicago

Also manufacturers of Motors, Traffic
Controls,

Show Windows,

Flashers, etc.

October

10,
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Bard ’s
Egyptian
Theatre
7)H0T0GRAPHS

reproduced
page show four views
of Bard’s Egyptian theatre, Pasa-

Ton

this

L. L. Bard
dena, California.
owner of the theatre, which
managed by Charles H. Wuerz.

is
is

fill

F

IEW

of foyer,

showing Egyp-

treatment.
The walls
throughout are done in brilliant
Organ grilles are
pigmentation.
seen at left and right of stage.
tian

fciili

OTAGE
kJ

view,

with

curtain

raised, exposing drop.

Ray

Murray, “Herald” West Coast repdescribes the theatre
“very beautiful and very com-

resentative,
as

fortable.”

jr^OYER

perspective, showing
elaborate furnishings and decorations in use.
Sumptuous elegance is the keynote of the theatre
throughout.

JO
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Schwartz Circuit Gets
Six Trans verters
land

For Better
Screen Results!
every one in
your audiences are concentrated with intense interest
on your screen. Every dollar
you have spent in your entire
of

equipment

and

theatre

is

not profitable,

or

profitable

depending on the results on
your screen. Your screen
should be selected with great
care.

Da-Lite Quality Screens are

unusually

reflective.

They

give back every detail vividly.
Hundreds of Da-Lite
Screens in use and years of
experience have proven that
no other screen equals DaLite surface value, erection,
simplicity or lasting ability.
Da-Lite screens are so reasonable in cost that you
ought not to consider the
false economy of makeshift

equipment. Remember your
screen is far less than 1% of
your total investment.
now

complete deus the shape
your
theater and
and size of
what type of performance you
give and we will quote you.
We have some excellent data

Send

scription.

for

new

aid

in

10,

1925

Attention

The Hertner

1%
The eyes

Electric Company of Clevereports a recent order from A. H.
Schwartz Enterprises for five double 30
ampere Transverters and one double 125
ampere Transverter.
“Over two thousand Transverters are
now in use,” says Mr. Elertner. “While
the larger theatres have, of course, been
the first to appreciate the improvement
which the Transverter makes in projection,
it
is just as valuable to the smaller theatre,” he points out.
The Transverter not only eliminates
flicker and fluctuation, but economizes on
current, and at the same time ensures a
flexible and easy control of the volume of
light required.
Joe Hornstein of New York, reports the
operating room of Loew’s Willard Theatre
of Woodhaven, L. I., has been equipped
with two 125 ampere series arc Trans-

October

Theatre Owners and

Managers of
New York and New England
Our

free advertising service has

proved

a winner for the large theatre cirand theatres throughout the Middle
West and Western States. Owing to popudemand by managers and circuits
lar
itself

cuits

is hereby given
representatives of this company are
the Eastern field and are prepared
give immediate service.
Read Details

throughout the East, notice
that

now
to

in

Below.

verters.

Street Widening Will

Remove Two Theatres;
Two Will Be Altered
DETROIT, MICH., Sept. 29.—The decision of the local city council to widen
Michigan avenue will result in the elimination of two theatres and the altering
of two others.
The front of the Crystal theatre must
be removed. This will destroy the present
lobby, but the owners have space in the
rear and will enlarge the house beyond
its present dimensions.
The front of the
Kramer theatre building will be torn out
and the lobby will be destroyed. The
body of the house will not be affected,

An

Martin Brothers’ Eagle theatre
will
be
A. London’s Ritz

however.

W.

and

Gloria Szuanson

Advertising Service
At no charge
owner

to the theatre

altogether destroyed.
The owners of the Crystal have announced their intention of building a new
house on Michigan avenue, and will rebuild the Crystal as soon as the amount
of rebuilding needed is determined.

The problem of keeping the name of
your theatre constantly before the people
of your community is solved by the advertising service which we offer and which requires no outlay of money on your part.

Would T ax Amusement

Novelty Thermometer

for

Tell

theatre builders, to
the selection of the

proper screen.

DA-LITE SCREEN &
SCENIC COMPANY
Chicago

for Schools
ST. LOTTS, MO., Sept.

Revenue
29. — Support of

the state school system of Missouri by
revenue derived solely from a special tax
on amusements and luxuries is being considered by Governor Samuel A. Baker.
He plans to submit his measure as an
amendment to the state constitution at
the general election in November, 1926,
and is gathering data to support his plan.
It is likely that the governor will recommend a 5 or 10 per cent tax on all
admissions to motion picture, vaudeville,

dramatic and burlesque theatres, to athletic fields, and on cigars, cigarettes and
similar luxuries.

fossil

Projector Stolen;

There

( Special

SCREEN

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CHAMBLY. QUEBEC,

—A

Sept.

few nights ago there was
to be a good show at Columbus
Hall here. The program had been
arranged, the house was full,
everything was ready and the
show was about to start. The
29.

Quality

Was No Show

operator climbed to the projection
box. But in a couple of minutes
he climbed down again, and reported that the projection machine had been stolen. It was
valued at $1,250.

Name of Local Merchant and
Name of Your Theatre

Carries

The card features photographs of well
stars and are hand painted in four
The thermometer is made by a

known
colors.

leading
that

it

manufacturer and is so accurate
forms a valuable addition to any

The card is 3 34 inches wide by 7
inches high.
Only a part of the card is
shown above. The space below is used for

home.

imprinting the advertisements of local merchants and your theatre.

Our Salesmen Do

Work

All the

A

representative is sent to your city who calls
the merchants in your vicinity.
He secures
orders from them for imprinting the cards with
their names and addresses.
The cost of the
service is paid by the merchants.
You are
supplied with eight feet of film for each merchant sold which tells your patrons that by
calling on these merchants they will receive this
handsome thermometer free of charge.
Each
thermometer carries the name of your theatre
prominently displayed.

on

This gives your theatre an excellent tie-up with
your local merchants and the public.
Not only
will this increase box office receipts but will
also give you the benefit of general publicity
at no cost to you.-

We

shall be glad to refer you to theatre owners
this service.
They can testify to

who have used

the effectiveness of the service
of our company.
We shall
furnish bank references.

and the
also

be

reliability

glad

to

MOTION PICTURE
BULLETIN
4472 Broadway
Chicago

Illinois

October
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& Trinz Building Program

for Chicago Is $19,000,000
ANNOUNCEMENT

is made by Leo Spitz
of Hall & Spitz, attorneys for Lubliner
& Trinz, Chicago, that the recently formed
theatrical combine of Lubliner & Trinz
Thaetres, Inc., will start construction at
once on a $1,500,000 motion picture theatre,
to seat 2,500 persons, at Cicero and Belmont avenues. The announcement also
contains a summary of the huge theatre
building program in which the company is
engaged, showing that buildings now under
or soon to be started represent a cost of
more than $19,000,000.

The L. & T. building program, together
with a description of outstanding features
of the various theatres, is given following:
*

The Harding
and erected on

*

building will be three stories high and will
contain besides the theatre, nineteen stores
and fifty apartments. Construction was
financed by Greenebaum Sons Investment

and contractor will be announced
according to Attorney Spitz.

Company.
Another Lubliner & Trinz theatre will be
located on the south side of Lawrence
avenue and cover the entire block frontage
between Artesian and Campbell avenues.
This is the Bowmanville district and is one
block west of Western avenue. This theatre will have 3,000 seats and will be a
“one-floor house,” with no balcony but a
large mezzanine floor, and will cost in the

by Lubliner

neighborhood of $2,000,000.

The

*

A

$2,000,000

home

shortly,

*

*

for films will be built

&

Trinz at the northeast corner
of Lawrence and Lipps avenue, one block
east of Milwaukee.
The theatre will occupy an irregular lot fronting 240 feet on
Lawrence and 212 feet on Lipps. Plans
for the construction have been prepared by
Fridstein & Co., who have designed it in
the Moorish style of architecture.
In addition to the 3,000-seat theatre, there will
be twelve stores and seventy-five apartThe exterior of the theatre enments.
( Continued on page 35)

architect

*

nearly completed
northwest corner of
Milwaukee and Sawyer avenues, covers approximately 60,000 square feet of land, has
3,500 seats and is valued at $2,000,000.
In
theatre,

the

addition to the theatre, the building includes
seventy apartments and
twenty
stores.
G. H. Gottschalk Company are the
contractors, while Peabody, Houghteling &

Let Lighting Boost

South LaSalle street, handled the
The Harding theatre will open
its doors to the public on October 12.
OnejWeek after the opening of the HardCo.,

bond

10

Box-Office Receipts

issue.

ing theatre the State theatre, 5814-34 West
street, will be opened by Lubliner
& Trinz. The State theatre is also valued
at $2,000,000 and seats 2,500.
The building
covers 225 -by 140 feet on Madison street,
and is of two-story brick and stone construction.
There will be nine stores and

Just give lighting a chance to show you
it can do as it has shown other theatres
operating under conditions no different from
yours.
The results of using National
Mazda Lamps for each theatre lighting job,
are frequently immediate
and surprising.
And they all have their effect on the box

Madison

what

twelve four-room apartments.
*

*

—

*

Work

will soon be completed on the Beltheatre on the south side of Belmont
avenue, just east of Lincoln and extending
through to Fletcher street.
It will cost
more than $2,000,000 and will have a seating capacity of 3,300. The main floor will
have 2,235 seats and the balcony 1,065.
Walter W. Ahlschlager has been the architect in charge of construction.
The building, in addition to the theatre, contains ten
stores on Belmont avenue and seventy

mont

office.

Enough

your sign and marquee to pull
flood of light in your lobby
generous light inside, that can be dimmed down
well below screen brightness
that’s good theatre

—

theatre

at

Sixtv-third

in

—a

—

lighting.

Color lighting will help to give that feeling of
restfulness and create the proper moods so necessary to the success of any picture.

apartments.

The Tower

light

crowds your way

and

Harper will open about January 1, is at
gateway between Woodlawn and the
South Shore district, designed in Italian
baroque with exterior of brick and polychrome terra cotta.
The distinctive ex-

the

And most important of all You can have remarkable projection at a considerable saving in cost
with the National Mazda Motion Picture Lamp.

terior feature will.be a tower 220 feet high,
eight-sided, with alternate columns of steel

NATIONAL
MAZDA LAMPS

being wired to carry a great lettered sign
on four sides in electric lights.
Three
thousand five hundred seats will mtilce this
the largest south side
valued at $2,500,000.
*

Lubliner

*

playhouse.

It

is

*

&

Trinz are also constructing
the Grove theatre, southwest corner of 76th
and Cottage Grove avenue, valued at $1,000,000 and seating 2,500.
It will open on
or about the same time the Tower theatre

MAIL THIS COUPON.

will.

To

The Congress

theatre is being erected by
H. Gottschalk Company for Lubliner &
Trinz on the northeast corner of Milwaukee
and Rockwell streets from plans by Fridstein & Co.
It will have 3,500 seats and
G.

cost more than $2,000,000.
The dome of
the Congress will be 100 feet high, and the
lobby, which will be unusually large, will
be 80 feet high and 103 feet long.
The

Gentlemen:

National

Lamp Works,

Sign and Marquee

Name

Interior Lighting

Street

Projection

Nela Park, Cleveland

Send information on the following kinds

Lamps

City

of

theatre

lighting.

.

Z

__
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Around

THE EQUIPMENT FIELD
HARRY

By
“Herb”

HOLQU1ST

E.

Jesse B. Munjar, who covers the northwest territory for the Robert Morton Organ company was a recent visitor at the
Chicago office of the firm.

general sales manager of
a recent
visitor in Chicago calling at the offices of
the E. E. Fulton company who are Powers
Griffin,

the Nicholas

Power Company was

distributors in this territory.
* * *
L.

F.

*

manager for

Hoffman, Toronto

Perkins Electric Limited believes that 1925
will be a record year for the company. He
has recently returned from a trip to Kirkland Lake, which is in the gold producing
part of Ontario.
The mines are as close
together there as the houses in Chicago, he

sk

Mr. Hoffman reports closing for a
theatre in Toronto for Simplex projectors and Powers machines for the Royal
says.

Bowmanville, Ont.
*

ifS

^

Goss of the Southern Film Service, Houston, Texas, will install two Motiographs with Mazda equipment and stereo
attachment in the Victory theatre, Henderson, Texas.
*

Bob Gumm,

*

*

president and general

man-

ager of the Exhibitors Supply Company of
Indiana, Indianapolis, is back at his desk
again after a month’s vacation spent in
Minnesota.
*

*

T. Spickett of Juneau, Alaska, was
a recent visitor at the offices of Walter G.
Preddy Theatre Supplies, San Francisco.

Donald McRae

*

*

is

now

*

Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Western
Missouri territory for Heywood-Wakefield.
(Photo by Harry Nichols of the Herald

most of the
supply dealers of the country in the course
of his work for the Huntington Labora-

field

promoted and

Motiograph

selling

through better equipment and

therefore appreciate very much your
splendid constructive efforts along this line.
I assure you that your ‘Better Theatres’
section is read with interest by every one
connected with this organization.”
* * *

Ralph Fulton has shaken the cares of
worry for a vacation, now that C. H.
back on the job again.

Optical Manufacturing Company.

5k

5k

to take a curtain ourselves

time by printing the following excerpt
from a letter from /. H. Toler sales manager of the Yale Theatre Supply Company,
Kansas City, Mo., who says “Down here
in our country we are trying to make bet-

this

,

:

*

B.

Alexander,

tories,

staff.)

ter theatres

is

5k

right)

*

*

who

Huntington,

visits

Ind.,

*

office

5k

to

was

in

Chicago on

business recently.

in

We’re going

(left

transferred to New
City for the same company.
With
Bowen is B. J. Hall who will handle the

been

the Eastern territory as
travelling representative of the Enterprise

projectors

5k

York

F. H. Bowen,
hustling salesman out of the Kansas City
territory for Hevwood- Wakefield who has
:

we

John

sk

Company, Motiograph distributors.
Mr.
Ferney reports a good business, installing
two Motiographs at the Mena theatre in
Denver and two Motiographs with latest
improvements in the Ogden theatre of the
same city.

Above

C. K.

*

E. J. Ferney, traveling representative of
the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company spent ten days in Denver, having his
headquarters at the Denver Theatre Supply

new

theatre,

*

H. A. R. Dutton, president of Exhibitors
Supply Company recently returned to Chicago from a visit to Cleveland, New York
and other cities.

5k

sk

E. Altman is now sole owner of the
Capitol Stage Lighting Company of New
York City. Mr. Altman announces the
company has increased its floor space at

626 Tenth avenue which permits doubling
of manufacturing facilities.

BROADWAY

F.

*

W. Berglund has

*

joined the sales staff

Company

of Exhibitors Supply

in

Minne-

apolis.
sk

5k

5k

Rhodes reports that the Empire
Theatre Supply Company, Albany, N. Y.,
will install two Powers 6B projectors with
V.

J.

Mazda equipment

William Benton’s new
This
house opened October 1.
State theatre,

in

Mechanicville, N. Y.
*

*

*

H. Mcllheran, secretary and treasurer
of the Theatre Suply and Equipment ComJ.

pany, Atlanta, recently attended the opening of the new Capitol Airdome in St.
Petersburg, Fla.

lOO %

AND NOW
THE NEW EMBASSY THEATRE

IS

HAFTONE EQUIPPED

RIALTO

STRAND

CRITERION
LOEW’S N.
LOEW’S

RIVOLI

N. Y.

Y.

CAPITOL
PICCADILLY

RAVEN

COLONY

ROOF
Every Exclusive Picture House from 42nd

to

53rd Street

Is

Equipped with Haftones

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATIONNew

1476 Broadway

York City

October

10,
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Advantages of Oil Heating in
Motion Picture Theatres
(.

Js

Prepared Expressly for

oil

heating pratical

Showmen everywhere

“BETTER THEATRES”

for theatres?
are asking this

The rapidity with which oil is
question.
displacing coal as a fuel, not only in homes
and in apartment buildings, but in theatres
as well, has made the question an imporIt is no less important for the
tant one.
small theatre than the large, for the advantages of automatic oil burning are by
no means limited to the larger houses. One
of the outstanding facts of oil burning is
that it is particularly adapted to the needs
of apartment houses, small public buildings,
and

theatres.

may

not be amiss first of all to give
a brief description of the method of autowhat it is,
matic oil heating in general
It

;

and

in

better than coal.
*

*

what
is

it

To

does,

what

particulars

it

*

heating is
a method of burning oil in your present
The oil heater itself is a
heating plant.
small machine which turns the oil into a
spray and burns it in a receptacle inside
the firebox of your present furnace or
good oil burner is equally
boiler.
efficient in any type of plant, steam, vapor,
hot water or warm air. Oil heating does
not necessitate changes in the present plant,
begin with, automatic

oil

A

The instalthat is in good condition.
lation itself need only take a few hours.
In case of theatres, a reliable oil heating
company with an efficient installation department can install an oil burner in the
theatre heating plant even in fall or winter
if

weather

the
interfering
with
heating of the building.
The oil is fed to the oil burner from a
storage tank.
The location of this tank
depends on the plan of the building in the
particular installation.
In theatre installations it is generally located in the basement, where it takes up far less room than
The oil burner itself
the old coal bins.
takes up only a few square feet of floor
space usually directly in front of the
boiler door.
The feed of oil into the machine is automatically regulated and the oil mixed with
a proper amount of air for combustion.
The air is forced through a pipe by means
of a motor-driven blower and is mixed
with oil by means of a nozzle and venturi.
It is then injected into the combustion
chamber automatically.

without

—

*

The

*

by the

AMERICAN NOKOL COMPANY, CHICAGO)

flame ever touches the boiler at

all.

This

means

that even after the boiler has been
cold, as before the day’s first performance,
when the burner starts to heat again, there
will be no soot formed because the flame
does not touch the boiler and therefore is
not chilled to form soot.
The complete
combustion of oil burning eliminates the
smoke, soot, dirt and ashes caused by the

incomplete combustion of coal.
*

*

*

In using oil heating in his theatre, the
exhibitor is thus ridding himself at once
of most of the ways in which his theatre
walls and ceiling grow dirty and dingy.
That is, most of the reasons why he has
to redecorate so often.
It is worth while
stopping right now to analyze exactly
where the dirt and dust come from in
your own theatre.
If you consider the
question for a moment, you can easily discover the sources of dirt.
In 99 cases
out of 100, dirt will be found to come almost entirely from the causes named above
and one other. Th s is the coal-dust that
sifts up in round-about ways into the auditorium from the dumping of coal into
the basement and the continual shoveling
of coal into the firebox.
Oil heating, of
course, does away completely with this
cause of dirt.
When oil is used as a fuel, redecorating
is
reduced to a minimum.
It not only
has to be done less often but takes less
labor, costs less in time when it is done
and causes a positive and very considerable reduction in your annual overhead.
The same cleanliness that reduces decorating bills has an important effect over a
period of time on your general up-keep
costs.
Curtains, draperies, lamp shades and
upholstery deteriorate as much from dirt
as from any other cause. And most of that
dirt seeps in, in one way or another, from
the basement.
Oil heating means a clean
basement.
clean basement means a clean
auditorium.
;

A

Another economy feature of

oil heating
automatic operation. A properly installed burner of reliable make demands
scarcely more attention than plumbing or
is

its

electric

light.

is just as trouble-free.
attention either in starting
or stopping or during operation.
With a
Nokol burner, for instance, when the tem0
perature of your hall falls 1
below the
desired point, the thermostats on the auditorium walls make an electrical contact
which starts the blower motor and the
burner begins operation. When the temperature rises 2° above the desired point,
the motor stops and the burner goes out.

It

It

demands no

The burner does not

operate at any other

time.

A

burner gives heat only when
It does not waste fuel by
burning after the desired temperature has
been reached or in over-heating and making your audience uncomfortable, as does
it

is

good

oil

needed.

coal.

*

*

*

Oil heating means a material saving in
janitor service. Her.e is one of the reasons
why oil heating is particularly suited to
the small theatre.
If your force of employees is small, your janitor’s duties are
many and more important than in the
large theatre. When you burn coal in the
heating plant the boiler takes up a large
share of his time.
The use of automatic
oil heating reduces the time spent on the
heating plant to practically nothing and
what attention may be occasionally required can be given by an usher or
operator.

One of the most important facts of oil
heating from the theatre standpoint is that
it gives even heat.
The reason oil heating
is even was explained above, it is subject
to the accurate thermostatic control of the
burner. With this control the temperature
of your auditorium can never vary more
than 2 or 3°. This means that no matter
what the weather is outside, even if it is
below zero, your patrons will enjoy perfect heating comfort.
The motion picture business has discovered in the past few years the box office
importance of pleasant surroundings, convenience and comfort. It has been proven
time and again that these features are
nearly as great in audience pulling power

*

and stopping of the burner
electrically controlled from
It requires no attention and

starting

operation is
thermostats.
is entirely automatic in operation.
So much briefly for the oil burner itself.
What then are its particular advan-

tages for theatre installations and in what
respects is it superior to coal?
First and foremost is the matter of cleanliness.
By this is meant no general effect
of being a little more clean than coal. The
cleanliness offered by oil heating for theatres is a matter of cash economy.
good oil
burner is absolutely clean it burns without causing soot or any form of dirt or
ashes.
The combustion of fuel in a good
burner is to all intents and purposes complete; there is nothing left to form an ash
or be carried up the chimney.
There is
no ash dust to be raised by removing of
ashes from the basement.
In the type of
oil burner in which a combustion chamber
is employed as a part of the machine, no

A

;

Above
raw

is the photograph oi the Goerz Works, manufacturers of Goerz lenses and
stock, of which Fish-Shurman Corporation is the distributor. The Goerz
company, near Berlin, Germany, has now entered the positive raw stock held.

”
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as the picture. This has been exemplified
in the experience of both large and small
theatres.
Clean, even heat during the en-

—

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR YEARS

tire performance
not only in the early
evening but during the first afternoon show
and the last show at night is a comfort
feature whose effect on your patrons can
hardly be over-estimated. The oil burner
gives this with an economy that is impossible with coal.

—

true that this is one of the features
your theatre which the audience does
not often think about. Its effect is no less
great on that account.
An audience does
not think about upholstery but it has a
wonderful knack nevertheless of picking
It is

CARBONS

of

For All Types of

theatre with well upholstered chairs.
Steady, even heat combined with the
cleanliness of oil burning will have a decided and positive effect on your patronage.
the

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
“ELECTRA” Pink Label Carbons
“ELECTRA” Copper Coated Negative Carbons
“ELECTRA” White A. C. Lower Carbons
“ELECTRA” High Intensity Carbons
“ELECTRA” Low Intensity Carbons
Also Carbons for every kind of

Another feature of
is

smoking room or women’s
located in the basement downstairs from the inner lobby.
When your
basement is free from dirt and dust and
the space is no longer required for coal
bins, the plan of the basement can often
be easily re-arranged to include fairly
large sized and finely decorated rooms of
the sort mentioned.
Very few comfort
features are so highly appreciated by
patrons.
lounge room,

Sole Importer

11

lighting.

*

REISINGER

All-Aluminum Spotlight
From

the standpoint of a

high

intensity

practical

Standard

Major

Spotlight

equipped with
stand and cable
complete.
is

the

spot

and

long-life service,

new Major

Spotlight

of the twenty-six features,
of

them

lighting unit contains.

told in the

is

new

to

a small section of the country. The cost
will vary according to the varying prices
of coal and oil in any given locality. As
a general rule, the cost of burning oil is
In
about the same as that of soft coal.
some regions oil costs less. In this estimate, we have not included any of the
savings in time, janitor’s labor, decorating
bills, floor space and general up-keep costs,
nor the positive box-office value of even,
sanitary heat which automatic oil heating
brings with it. The costs of these last can-

not be over-estimated in

make your

It is

descrip-

tive bulletin sent free.

power

to

Commercial Features
With Theatres
(

Continued from page 18 )

It is not difficult, with a little advance investigation, to determine the

size of the project.
is more than three
should be remembered
that elevators will be a necessity.
There are several types of lots
which lend themselves more or less
advantageously to projects of this type
and which I want to point out here.

If

the building

stories high,

Send

their

theatre a habit with the people

of your community.

exclusive,

that this remarkable stage

all

oil

is

ahead of every other on
the market. You will be
convinced when you learn

many

*

remarkably reasonable. It is
give comparative figures
which would prove accurate for more than
with

impossible

New York

Broadway

*

With all these advantages over the old
method of coal heating, the cost of heating

United States, Canada, Mexico

This shows pipe
clamp
support.

room

rest

Write for Prices and Samples

HUGO

direct box-office value
that oil burning often makes possible a

for

New Bulletin
No. 6

it

*

it

*

*

If the lot has a frontage of 100 feet,
should be at least 150 feet in depth.

shallower, more frontage is
If a narrow inside lot, the
depth should be 175 to 200 feet. Or,
a shallow lot should have from 175
If

it

is

desirable.

'Equipment
‘

Everything Electrical for the Theater
Telephone Central 0702

Company
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

to

200

feet frontage.

preferable lot is another which
either adjacent to an alley or a
is
corner lot.

The

:
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Building Program of
$19,000,000
Way by L.
( Continued

Under

& T.

MOTSCO REGULATOR

Get Our Prices on Complete
Theatre Equipment. We Will
Save You Money.

DEMAND A
MOTSCO
REGULATOR

Our Mazda Equipment cannot be beat

from page 31)

terminating in minarets and topped by a
The Moorish design will be
gilded dome.
carried out throughout the building. Even
the ticket lobby will be “Moresque,” done
in color and gold.

A mammoth

new

theatre to cost $4,000,000

nearly

40,000,000

admissions

Price,

ments

boxed

$37.50

for shipment,

QUICK

CHANGE

MONARCH

ATTACH-

MENT

Adapter

We

have
hun d r ed s

Insures
Perfect
Projection

of these in

use today,

No Dirt.
No Car-

gladly fur-

on
s h
request
names of

n

Flicker.
No Noise.

PRICE

— Complete
and

reflector

2

(less

Lamp)

quick

will

and

justments. No

i

with

change
$30.00
4.00

sockets

Extra Reflectors, each

Price, each

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.

$10.00

724-26 So. Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

We

Demand

—

—

Adjust-

coming

this

year.

carbons.

a Motsco Regulator and tile 900
Watt, 30 Volt Lamp You’ll Never Regret
Takes no Substitutes.

It

bon Ad-

With the new theatres now under construction and to be built and including the
nineteen houses Lubliner & Trinz are now
operating, their total investment in property
They
in Chicago will exceed $30,000,000.
will employ more than 3,200 people and
house more than 10,000 in their buildings.
Last year Lubliner & Trinz, in nineteen
houses, played to more than 22,000,000 paid
admissions. With the finishing of the big
houses it is expected they will play to

that

odor and

Install

*

*

noise, dirt,
feeding of

4 Keflector

will

*

Do away with

Mazda

different from any other
Attachment now on the Market.

Entirely

are the architects.
be started at once, so that the
house may open early in the spring.

new

FOURTH.

For Powers, Motiograph and Simplex
Machines

Rapp & Rapp

Work

REDUCES

YOUR ELECTRIC
BILL TO ONE-

MOTSCO ADAPTER

will be built on Washington boulevard near
Crawford avenue as the finest house to be
erected by the recently organized and
jointly owned Lubliner & Trinz and Balaban
& Katz company. Fronting 165 feet on
Washington boulevard and situated 125 feet
east of Crawford, the new theatre will
extend 332 feet north to West End avenue
and will lift a jeweled and frescoed fagade
seven stories above the boulevard, making
it the most pretentious structure on the west
side.

reduces 110 volt
current to 30

It

A.C.

volts.

trance will be of polychrome terra cotta,

have no branch

offices

for Cashiers’

Equipment Shows
B. O. Activity

Control Your Curtain

the
country are
Theatres
doing a healthy business if the demand for
cashier equipment is any indication of the
throngs of people flocking past box office
windows. According to C. P. Acker, vicepresident of the Automatic Cashier Company, Watertown, Wis., makers of the
Brandt theatre model cashier his company
Mr. Acker
is doing an excellent business.
points out that there is a brisk demand for
installations
recent
equipment,
cashiers’
made by the company including the following theatres
Loew’s Palace theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Rivoli
Mosque theatre, Newark, N. j.

“FROM ANY POINT
IN YOUR HOUSE”

throughout

SMOOTH— SILENT
COMPACT— ECONOMICAL
your booth,
organ or any place desired.

Just press a button at

Used extensively in Famous PlayersLasky Stanley Co. of America

Commerford Amusement Co.

theatres.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES
17 N. 7th

;

theatre, Greenville, South Carolina; Loew’s
Victory, New York, N. Y. Princess theaRialto theatre, Sioux City,
tre, Peoria, 111.

CO.

Allentown, Pa.

St.

;

;

Des Moines theatre, Des Moines,
Regent theatre, Bay City, Michigan
Gem theatre, Jefferson City, Mo.; Carolina
theatre, Greenville, South Carolina; Strand
N. Appall Entheatre, Ocean City, N. T.
Standard theatre,
York, Pa.
terprise,

Iowa
Iowa

;

;

;

;

Cleveland, Ohio.

EDGEGLOW I

ELECTRIC

is

:

to

II

This Artistic Eye-Arrester
the very thing for above
Many
your ticket window.
high class houses now using

New Companies
NINETY-SIX, S. C— Ideal Theatre. Incorporators
C. H. Tarvis, W. B. Jeter.
SEATTLE, WASH. — Pantages Theatre
Company.

ill

them.

Increased capital from $45,000

$75,000.

LUFKIN, TEXAS.—Lufkin Amusement
Company. Changes name to Rodney-Lloyd
Northwestern Theatre Company of Wash-

SATURDAY EVENINGS, SUNDAY aid HOLIDAYS

ADULTS CHILDREN
UNDER
YEARS
12

This is only one of our list of
glass sign products of interest
to the theatre manager. Write
us

—that’s

all.

ington.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Grand AmuseIncorment Company. Capital $25,000.
porators: Samuel Ludwig, Gilbert F. Lappley,

I.

L. Margales.

RAWSON & EVANS
a
Design No. T103.

o
Glass size, 14x9 inches.

710-712 Washington Blvd.

CO.

Chicago
(3332)

;
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a Thriller

By IRIS VIN1NG
Premiere Organist, Granada Theatre, San Francisco
IT with me through the screening of
“The Limited Mail,” a screen classic
if ever there was one, conceived by
Elmer Vance, directed by George Hill,
sublimated by Monte Blue and presented
by Warner Brothers.

S

Let’s get better acquainted, brothers and
sisters of the new art,
for Exhibitors

Herald keeps writing me for more of my
“stuff,” and if I am to comply, and what
I

write

is

any

to be of

help, a
essential.

thorough

understanding is
Because I am finding “The Limited Mail”
a tremendously dramatic picture sublimated
melodrama with enough of comedy, enough
of touching love, enough of heart interest,
enough of life to make its appeal universal,
I have sat down to write this while I am
yet playing to the picture.
It is inspiring

—

—

me

as

few pictures

could.
*

*

*

necessary in our work, and
by throwing our heart into it, by courting
the emotions which a good picture conjures
Inspiration

is

Save $425
ON PROJECTORS
4

~
!

Type S Simplex Projectors, good
as new with iron-clad guarantee.

Save $425 on each machine.
Martin 5 k.w. Converter. GuaranReady to
tee same as for new.
ship. Your saving is $410.
Also some real bargains in opera
chairs, compensarcs, lenses, enclosed rewind cabinets and other
standard equipment.
This equipment is in first class condition and is sold with our absolute
guarantee. We stand behind it.
Write us your needs. Get our prices.

Atlas

Moving
Dept.

538

S.

Dearborn

Picture Co.

if

you

tried.

Since the purpqse of these articles, as
outlined months ago by the editor of the
Better Theatres Section, is to give motion
picture theatre organists hints and suggestions which may be helpful to them in their

work and

assist

them

to

improve

it would be out of place, I take
to devote valuable space to a resume of
the story.
Rather shall I concentrate on
it,

how

think the picture should be accom-

I

panied on the organ.

Trouble plays a principal role in “The
Limited Mail,” and that idea is conveyed
subtly to 'the audience at the outset by a

downpour of rain in which three
tramps find themselves driven to shelter.
The train theme, which runs through the
story, is brought in at the beginning, and
the ever present danger, when the tramps
save the Limited Mail from being wrecked
by boulders which have been washed loose
and rolled down the mountain side onto the
tracks.
Thus we have a furioso opening,
terrific

agitated

music, rain effect, engine effect,
roaring, bells and whistles as
a preface and to prepare the audience for
the intense, arresting scenes to follow.

storm

effect,

*

*

*

stader.

It is

a

train saved, the boulders removed
track, soft train effects speed the

Limited Mail through the dark, tempestuous night. The continuity switches to the
of the mail car, into which the
tramps, wet to the skin, have been taken
on account of their deed, and the quiet train
effect glides into quiet music, a bit plaintive
because of the tramps.

interior

of the tramp trio is a droll, unusual
and his business calls for a comedy
tramp theme.
“Broke” fits wonderfully.
“Broke” is an old favorite of Lew Dock-

The Audience Doesn’t Know

human effect.
Bob Wilson Monte Blue one of the
tramps, makes friends with Jim Fowler-

give a fairly

Tom
bit of

—
Gallery — the

EW people in the audience know thereason

F why

some houses show dark, unreal, smudgy
looking pictures, and others show pictures that
are snappy, bright and lifelike. But they know
what they like, and they go there to the place

—

CINEPHOR PROJECTING Lenses.

You and your

projection man know that the
Lens gives them a well defined
impression of a quality theatre.

CINEPHOR

& Lomb Optical Company

652

St.

Paul

St.,

—

“My Buddy”

mail clerk, and a
sounds very pat.

little

It is raining yet, terrifically, when Jim
takes Bob to Mrs. O’Leary’s boarding
house.
In view of the tragic news soon
to be learned by Jim, the audience can be
prepared by playing, very subdued, Tchaikowski’s “Andante Cantabile.” While the
organ sings this soulful strain softly, Jim
discovers his wife has died in childbirth.
The tramp friend awaits at the foot of the
stairs as Jim brokenheartedly descends, and
Bob strives to console, him. Throughout
this scene play the lovely Tchaikowski
music.

*

Out

*

*

into the storm they go,

and Bob

finds

a drenched puppy, a dog which later plays
an important part in the picture.
The
Tchaikowski strain is continued, timed for
an attack at the precise moment when the
continuity changes to five years later in a

gay scene in which Bob, Jim and little
Bobby, Jim’s boy, are having a happy time
their
garden.
“The Dance of the
Clowns” from “The Bartered Bride” fits

into this scene perfectly.

Preceding the scene in the railroad restaurant where Bob, an engineer on a fast
freight now, meets Caroline Dale, winsome
little waitress, play a little of “My Best
Girl.”
This is keeping ahead of the picture.
Continue the gay strain as Bob reads
his paper, oblivious of the fact that the
sweetest girl in the world waits for his
order, which he gives without glancing up
from his newspaper. He growls- enunciated by the organ as she brings hot cakes
Then for the first time he
by mistake.
glances up at the girl, and the love theme

Rochester, N. Y.

—

—

is

introduced

— “Sometime,”

ballad timely and

plaintive, sweet, a love
down to the minute.

Leaving the restaurant he tells a trainfriend he has just met the sweetest
girl in the world
a little of “My Best

man

Bausch

song, short,

The tramps look to a hard-boiled marine
guard for a handout, but he stares them
down. Growling notes of the organ here

immediately

with the

comedy tramp

adaptable to musical interpretation, blending splendidly with Willard Louis’ characterization of the role.

in

The

from the

fellow,

Chicago

St.

their

technique,

One

T.

B.

up in the breasts of an audience of “fans,”
the trick can be turned often enough. But
here is a picture in which the organist need
not seek inspiration. It is in the film, and
you could not help rising to the occasion

—

Girl” again; just the last line to make it
This must be done smoothly,
fit properly.
with correct modulation of key. Play Bob’s
grandioso theme as he climbs into the cab
it conveys the heroism and thrilling energy

of Bob’s calling.

When

comedy tramp, shooed
handout by the restaurateur,
a funny game of hide and seek,

“Dixie,” the

away from
engages in

his

hurling eggs at the proprietor, lead off with
“Broke,” then work in the growls and
whizzer whistles.
*

*

*

t

Switching back to Bob in his cab calls
for the grandioso theme once more, a brilHe rolls
liant march with heavy tread.
away in his engine to this march.
Now the continuity takes up another

The little waitress
thread of the story.
goes to the boarding house, and, because
she is about to meet Jim and because he
is going to fall in love with her, we play
the “Adoration Waltz.”
(

Continued on page 38)
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What
is a “good show”?
TX7HEN

Better Theatres

the theatre patron speaks of a “good show”
mind the feature picture, of course, but
his judgment is greatly influenced by the conduct of the

Advisory Staff

^

In order to render its readers
assistance on various problems
of equipment and construction
that arise from time to time,

* he has in

performance.

A “good show”

easily becomes a “poor show” through
inability of the theatre manager to keep in touch at all
times with all parts of his house. You absolutely conof
trol your performance with the

COUCH SYSTEM
INTERCOMMUNICATING TELEPHONES.

Better Theatres has obtained
the co-operation of the individuals and associations listed fol-

lowing

37

Let us tell you how you can improve
your show with the Couch System

work.

in this

S.

Through

the co-operation of
advisory staff this department feels that it has allied itself
with sources of expert knowledge on virtually every phase of
theatre building and furnishing

H.

COUCH COMPANY,

INC.

Established 1894

this

Telephone Manufacturers
Branch

Office and Factory, Norfolk Downs, Mass.
Offices:
Boston, 170 Purchase St.; Chicago, 337 W.

Madison

Sales Representatives

able to offer theatre owners a valuable service in providing information and answers on
a zuide range of subjects of a
general nature.

and

St.

is

San Francisco
515 Market St.

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO..

INC.
301

Lo« Angeles
Roberts Bldg.,

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO..

INC.
Wash.,

Seattle.

ELMER

BEHRNS,

F.

222 Hinckley Bldg..
CO..

Theatre

SIERRA ELECTRIC
INC.

Architect.

ROBERT
A.

O.

BOLLER,

New

Boiler
S.

Brothers, Architects.
B. COPPOCK, Presentation
Producer.

Philadelphia. Pa.,
1723 San so in St..
R.
HOLLINGS-

JOHN

CRESAP,

Secretary, National Association of Fan Manu-

E.

B.

York, N. Y.,
76 Varlck St.
H. COUCH CO.. INC.

WORTH

Pittsburgh. Pa.,
305 Seventh Ave.,
J.

facturers.

JOHN EBERSON,

3

Architect.

G. E.

EICHENLAUB,

W.

HAYS,

G.

St.

L.

JACQUES

A.

Montreal.

P.

Q.,

Nicholas

Canada,
St..

MAC GFLUVRAY
CO.,

LTD.

Architect.

Secretary, National
Slate Association and The National Federation, Construction
Industries.

F.

S.

J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hollow Building Tile Association.

CLELL

JAY,

New

Projectionist,

Theatre, Little Rork, Ark.

SAMUEL

R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

LISKA, Remodeling.

A. C.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Commissioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

VIRGIL

C.

MARANI,

M. Am.

Soc. C. E., Chief Engineer,
Gypsum Industries.

HENRY

L.

NEWHOUSE,

The

Archi-

F.

O’MALLEY,

Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.
GEORGE W. REPP, Service Division, American
ciation.

R. L.

HEAT RESISTING

—

the

J.

specially

stand extreme
changes of temperature
with no danger of crack-

can

outlasting

ing,

SMITH,

President,

ers of America.

L. SMITH, JR., Theatre Engineer.

condensers

The

S.

Connected With the

Y.

they do not absorb rays of
photographic value; therefore, they give the maximum light value for the
photographic film, if used

Germany

Famous Goerz Lenses

in

studio lights.

M. STINEMAN, As-

SEATON,
National

Technical
Kellastone

Company.
J.

dis-

jectors;

Goerz Optical Works
Berlin,

and do not

they do not absorb light
rays; therefore they produce the purest light on
the screen, if used in pro-

O. G. Factory

Mem. American

Director,

clearness
color;

made

Society of
Engineers, Portland Cement Association.

MAX

they are of extreme mechanical
and chemical

many

Manufacturers of the

HORACE
soc.
Civil

they are more highly polished than others;

of ordinary optical glass.

Is

Architect.

Motion Picture Equipment Deal-

NORMAN

is

Face Brick Asso-

SIMMONS,

HENRY

glass

SUPERIOR
OPTICAL
QUALITIES

tempered and therefore

times

tect.
J.

CONDENSING LENSES

L. STAIR, Chief
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

Engineer,

Sole Distributors

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th St.
New York City

1050 Cahuenga Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Adding Thrills to a
Thriller at the Organ
Console
(

Continued from page 36 )

Back to Bob. The fast freight is nearing
Granite Pass and our hero is in his cab.
This scene has a particular appeal because
it is full of life and red blood.
So we use
his theme again, continuing until he has
side-tracked his train.
He goes behind a
passenger train, also side-tracked to let the
Limited Mail pass. In the observation car
of the latter train a gay, wild party is on.
Dancing play “Alabamy Bound,” down to
the minute and very jazzy, a fox trot which
can be played through the ensuing comedy
scenes where the tramp is revealed thrown
off Bob’s freight.

—

The

The Kingsland,

Louis,

St.

You Should

continuity switches back to the dancis an artistic bridging of two
scenes. The vampire wife steps out on the
platform to one dramatic chord, sees Bob,
her former sweetheart whom she had jilted,
and the accompaniment changes to “The
One I Love Belongs to Somebody Else.”

Mo., 2000 seats, has both Supreme Heating and Cooling

SUPREME Heating

Investigate

The Big

Reasons why:

5

Quick, uniform heating.
these

of

All

vantages

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

dramatic effect, for it is revealed that a
convict has escaped prison. There are
guards, dogs, a manhunt is on sound the
siren.
The dogs discover the hiding convict.
The love scene is interrupted again,
agitato furioso.
The escaped convict, one
of Bob’s former tramp pals, implores his
aid.
The girl’s alarm infuriates the convict and his angry curse precipitates a fight,
which ends in Bob handing the escaped
convict over to the guards. The scene ends
with a dramatic fade-out to “Sometime.”
* * *

Dustless, Economical operation.

Noiseless,

Supreme Heater
We

—

Excellent Ventilation.

Write us today.

1522 Olive

gets underway again—
and grand train effect. They part.
We introduce the former love theme used
when Bob makes love in the meadow to the
little
waitress,
very sweet “Sometime.”
Interrupt this abruptly in the middle with

The Limited Mail

bells

No danger of freeze-up.
Occupies no aisle space.

adover

&

—

Ventilating Corp.
St. Louis,

St.

Mo.

manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans

also

This

ing.

Bob’s comedy tramp friend

Be Your Own Printer

“summer home.”
“Broke.” The character
in

Print

tre

YOUR OWN

BANNERS

Programs
Handbills

Pluggers

•

I

HAND

PAPER

.

.

.

SIZE 32w36lN.X lOFT.
Positively the BEST and most ECONOMICAL.
Advertising medium, for YOUR theatre.

GLOBE TYPE FOUNDRY
956 West Harrison

Chicago,

St.

111.

OTHER PRICES AS

FOLLOWS

(

HERE!

buy

t

till

you see

Motion Picture Equipment and Supplies
Ave.,

Branches

3403

Olive

Capitol

Ave.,

Ill

at:

So.

St.,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Louis,

Mo.;

St.

Indianapolis.

o

that never fail to attract the passerby
Very effective for Big Attractions- per running ft.

[^Jtiese prices donot include postage

PLAIN

W

cj
DD
)

FANCY SHOWCARDS.

tiour trial

order 9oday

H. DRYFHOUT
742-4 4 S. WABASH AVE.CW CA60.IU.

FULTON CO.

1018 So. Wabash

PA/NTED IN OIL COLOR (Waterproof)
-4- OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

IN

7VU1I us

it.

Arrange for a demonstration
and see for yourself.
E. E.

25'

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS

POWERLITE
REFLECTOR LAMP
Don

10*

1

"

Ind.

"If your

Business

Advertise

it

isn't

worth, advertising.

For Sale

"

We
train

The

continuity switches to the birthday

waitress — eternal
—Jim and the
triangle. Play the “Adoration Waltz.” The

party

little

waitress, of course, is in love with Bob.
misunderShe thinks he loves another.
standing all around. Play the “Dance of
the Clowns” again as Bob, wearing a mask,
As he plays
enters with toys for Bobby.
with the little fellow the organist is afforded opportunity to build up a very
sympathetic situation. Jim says: “Come

A

32 or 3 6 n.Wide^^^
MUSLIN BANNERS

i5»^r

IT IS

:

PAPER BANNERS

36ln.WideAAK

worthy of your best effort.
Again Bob is revealed in his cab.
resume his massive theme. As the

up scenes of him are inspiring and filled
with human endeavor. You can’t help but
feel the throb of it; you feel what he felt.

.

Write for estimates on our printing outfits

discovered

r

PAINTED

ON HEAVY POSTER

is

Play his theme,
is unique and is

pulls onto the siding in the gorge w e endeavor to interpret the grandeur of the
scenery in this massive march. Always
when Bob drives away in his engine close-

Announcements
Keep your patrons informed of your future
programs utilize your spare time by advertising your business.

his

and meet

my

Work

girl.”

this bit

up

to

a gay climax, then stop abruptly as Jim
Play their
introduces Bob to Bob’s girl.
love theme very plaintively now.
*

*

4=

The vampire wife

enters

suddenly,

is

Here resume the
of “The One I Love Belongs to

asked to join the party.
short strain

Somebody Else.” As they sit at the table
Bobby’s birthday cake is brought in, affording opportunity for a lovely bit of dramatic
The scene between Bob and Jim
music.
As the candles are blown
is very tender.
out one at a time play “Memory Lane.”
When the last candle is blown out and
Bobby says that one is for his mother, play
plaintively.

A

messenger

—

bell

interrupts

music

Bob word he has been given
Resume
run on the Limited Mail.

brings

—

the
his

October

10,
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march theme, playing it with a gay abandon rather than impressively, for all the
guests are gay and happy Bob’s dream has
come true.
The Limited Mail a few pomposo,

—

—

dramatic chords. The train includes a conBob’s old tramp pal is being
vict coach
returned to prison. Every scene is fraught
with meaning now, pausing for the fast
mail, standing on the siding awaiting orders

—

— atmosphere

You and the
of suspense.
audience know instinctively there is going
to be a wreck and you endeavor to create
a thrilly, chilly atmosphere. In the scenes
within the convict coach play the low
rumbling motor, giving a sense of foreboding; the distant whistling of trains, mysterithe
ous night flashes, black canyons,
Limited Mail piercing its way through the
night, the determination registered by the
star at the throttle of his giant locomotive,
working toward a
the music gradually
crashing climax, broken by the quiet scene
in which little Bobby is revealed falling off
to sleep in the mail coach, then working up
louder and louder, then a sudden deliberate
pause, broken by a telegraph ticker as the
operators telephone their orders to sideAs the arm of
track the Limited Mail.
the semaphore drops, play a forte note
figuration on the brass section of the organ.
=K
*
*

Contrast!
That s what good projection means sharp,
light and dark.
But contrast depends on the

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using SnapLenses.
They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,
and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.
lite

See your Dealer or Write direct

—

“Our brakes are gone !” a three note
figuration. The train rushes past the semaScreamphore both trains are doomed
!

—
—

;

—

piercing agony bring that out the
Build up
telegraph ticker again too late
the crashing, furious climax with all your
artistry
The brakemen are trying desperately to work the hand brakes play the
most crashing climax possible as they come
together, then reduce the organ to a mere
whisper, tragic, full of grief.
ing,

between

clear, contrast
lens.

to

K0LLM0RGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.

!

Makers

of

.

—

SNAPLITE LENSES
ALSO SNAPLITE

JR.

LENSES FOR PORTABLE MACHINES

As the two trains rushing through the
night crashed I gave more of the organ
than it ever had been given before, holding
down the lowest register.
It
was the
mightiest roar the great Granada instrument ever had made. The picture called
for it. The magnificence of the scene called
for
the
most
dramatic
interpretation

MR.
EXHIBITOR

possible.
It was necessary to follow the ensuing
scenes closely for the star’s acting. Where
they pick him up there is a call for deepest
emotion as he realizes at last the ghastliness
of the wreck. That can only be interpreted
by feeling the eningeer’s emotion.

We
Can Improve
Your

Play softly when Mrs. O’Leary reads the
paper telling of the wreck.
The ensuing
scene of the girls learning of the disaster is
admirably interpreted by playing Massenet’s

PROJECTION

“Elegie.”
*

*

And

*

When Bob

goes to his friend the comedy
tramp, the little waitress leaves home because of a misunderstanding and all the
ensuing scenes, dramatic and emotional,
may be bridged by playing Gabriel Marie’s

“Lamento.”
Flashing back to the Limited Mail, carrying three

whose

fates

are intertwined,

is

preceded by the train effects. The vampire
wife who broke up the romance of Bob
and the waitress is claimed by her husband
to the tune of “My Best Girl.”
As the
waitress takes the passenger’s baby in her
arms play very softly a snatch of “Mighty
Lak a Rose.”

Resuming

the thread of the story, Bob
revealed suffering agony. Again the organist is called on for the improvisation
theme.
As he paces along the tracks in
despair, interrupt his dramatic theme with
a dead pause. Then, in the tunnel scenes,
following the escape of the convict in the
confusion of the wreck, catch the cavein
at the precise moment to obtain the proper
is

dramatic

effect.

(Continued on page 42)

Save

Y ou

MONEY
The “HC”
By reducing

Arc Lamp

Reflector

current

electric

and carbon expense

it

will

Mail Coupon for
Information

consumption

pay

for itself in

a short time.

OTHER “H C” PRODUCTS

l.
/
/

SUPERL1TE HIGH INTENSITY STUDIO LAMP
150 AMP.
HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION LAMP
50 TO 125 AMP.
SERIES

/

ARC PHOTOGRAPHERS LAMP
10-20

AMP.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

HALL & CONNOLLY,
135 Grand

St.,

INC.

N. Y. C.

f
/

/

/

City

Please

and

Name..

Theatre....

Address

/

f Com

full

Hall

&

Connolly,

Inc.

135 Grand

St.

N. Y. C.

send booklet
information.
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Holmberg is the
F.
young man’s name who
owns the Bijou theatre,
E.

M masa,
as

Mich.

Bijou’s

He

is

“Beau

known
Brum-

manager

The

Iron

Ed Vermulen is the aggressive owner of the Liberty

John M. Eusebio

G.

he

theatre,

Channing, Mich.
There are few who can get
ahead of Ed.

the

thought

of the phrase
“hail fellow well met” just

is

naturally

mel.”

of

theatre is
Edward Moyle. When
River’s

fits

October

of several houses.

10,

is

1925

owner
There’s

Stambaugh,
Mich.,
Stambaugh; the Caspian,
Caspian; and the Tipler,
Wis., Rex.

in.

Champions of
Better Theatres
in the

Northern
Peninsula

of
Michigan
of the Kerredge theHancock, Mich., has been in business
15 years. His house sells reserved seats
for one show every evening.

Ray Kerredge, owner

G. Cook and Charles De Paul are the
genial owners of the Strand and Temple
theatres, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., and the
Canadian Soo.
theatre,
Pri ncess

W.

One

of the fine theatres in

Michigan is that of T. J.
Dewish, Sagola Club House,
And one of the
Sagola.
fine men is Mr. Dewish.

Tom

J.

of the

Furniss is manager
Orpheum, Hancock,

Mich.; Laurium, Laurium,
Mich., and the Star, Houghton, Mich.

atre,

L.

Jacobs

J.

is

manager

of

the Strand and Delft theatres,

has

He
Escanaba, Mich.
been in business 1

years.

A business man who is
businesslike is no one but
Joe Pairolero, who owns
the Rex theatre, Ramsay,
Mich.

October

10,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Koehn are popular
They
exhibitors in Little Chute, Mich.
own the Little Chute theatre, which is
the “showplace” of the town.

A. Kraker (left). Paramount salesman, Milwaukee, Wis., paid a visit to
D. J. Le Veque, owner of the Grand theatre, Lake Linden, Mich.
J.

Mi ss Helen Kynoch
owner of the Grand

41

Popular folk in One Kama, Mich., are
Mr. and Mrs. A. Schroeder, owners of
the Schroeder theatre. They are just as

happy

as their smile portrays.

the Ishpeming theatre and Butler theatre,

man outdo

George Metherell, Champion
employs
Champion,
Mich.,
Cardinal (center) and Lloyd

at Ishpeming, Mich.

either.

(right)

Ray Butler
ter),

Robert Winnig (censalesman, Milwaukee,
Butler, father of Ray. Ed owns
(left)

Universal

and Ed

J.

St.

is

the

theatre,

Ignace, Mich. She lets no
her on contracts

theatre.

Howard
Plankey

to operate his projector.

Above are five popular film exhibitors. They read from left to right: John D. Cuddihy, who owns the Calumet and Royal
theatres, Calumet, Mich. He is the Peninsula’s pioneer showman. Jons Pahti, who owns the Star Theatre, South Range, Mich.,
and the Paint Still theatre, Paint Still, Mich. J. B. Vallier, who knows good pictures and shows it by showing them, St.
Ignace theatre, St. Ignace, Mich. C. R. Scheibe, Lakeside theatre, Beulah, Mich., is also agent of the A. A. R. R. D. J., Kulaszewicz, Rex and Liberty theatres, Bessemer, Mich., and Strand theatre, Wakefield, Mich.

Above is a group of showmen whose activities have proved their quality. They are: Dr. A. C. Tiffany, Casino theatre,
Mackinaw, Mich. J. J. Clark, wh o owns the Rex theatre at Ontonagon, Mich., and has just finished enlarging his house to
700 seats. He has a $10,000 organ. W. K. Gray, who is the owner of the Town Hall theatre, Watersmeet, Mich.
H. A.
Esterdahl is the manager of the Playhouse, Whitehall, Mich. The house is owned by the author Frank R. Adams. L. J. Beiring is the manager of the Braumart theatre. Iron Mountain, Mich. It is owned by Thomas and Brawn.

”
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Buxton’s Name Is
Placed on Music
Roll Exchange

Check Up!

R.

How many tickets

October

have you in

stock?

C.

Buxton, Strand theatre,

McCracken, Kansas, this month
joins the Music Roll Exchange.
In a letter to “ Better Theatres
he says:
“I notice in your last issue your
Music Roll Exchange. This looks

me

like a mighty good thing,
any mechanical instrument no
matter what kind seems to require
a change in music much oftener
than any other kind of music. I
have a Cremona Orchestral, playing 88 note rolls. Will be glad to
have you list me in the exchange.”
Mr. Buxton’s theatre is accordingly listed as a member of the Music
Roll Exchange which has for its purto

as

Do

you have

rolls

Then you need

BERED TICKETS
glance exactly

We

count
or figure it out?
to

INVENTORY NUMyou

that will tell

how many you

at a

pose

the

exchange

have.

you have music

(If

Qlobe Clicket Company
and Checks Since

rolls

you desire

exchange with other exhibitors,
to
send in your name for listing below,
Mention type of instrument.)
J.

M. BAILEY, Bailey

Kansas.

Waverly,

Tickets

rolls

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE

send you samples and more
information about them.

in

music

theatre owners.
The exchange roster nozv is as follows:

will gladly

Specialists

of

among

theatre,

(Electric

Player).
J. G. OHLWEIN, Royal the-

DR.

New

atre,

Boston,

111.

(Empress

Electric).

1373

ROBERTS,

122N. 12 th

St.
1

F. G.
American theatre, Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer “I”).

Philadelphia, Pa.

—

R. H.

<=^3&=>J

McFARLANE,

atre,

Liberty theBurkburnett, Texas. (See-

burg “S”).

MAGNET THEATRE,

REMODELING?

CHARLES

Why

Not Beautify Your
Theatre and Invite Patronage

BUXTON,

Adding Thrills to a
Thriller at the Organ
Console
(

Mfrs.
(

Strand theatre,

McCracken, Kan. (Cremona).

Without Obligation

Lobby Display Equipment

Pal-

Neb.

H. Muey, Pastime theatre,
Richmond, Ind. (Wurlitzer “G”).

R. C.

Lobby
Frames?

Mfg. Co.

Electric

111.

Syracuse,

ace
theatre,
(Gulbransen).

Bilt-Rite

Bilt-Rite

BARBER,

GUNTHER & METZGER,
C.

tations

E.

theatre, Tilden,

With

Special Sketches and Quo-

Danville,

Quebec, Canada. (Wurltizer
“O”).
M. K. HARRIS, Liberty theatre,
Franklyn, Ky. (Reproduco).
DISCH, Majestic theatre,
J.
J.
Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O”).

Continued, from

page 39)

There is wonderful opportunity for emotional music as Bob sees little Bobbie fall
into the turbulent river.
It means saving
the boy or the train.
Heroically he runs
back to save the train. As Bobby is saved
by the escaped convict, play the lovely
“Rustle of Spring.”
*

225 N. Green

Street

CHICAGO

*

*

marvelous scene as Bob stumbles
and falls while the train in rushing toward
him, and you must make your organ
It is a

respond.

Be sure

our factory when
Chicago

to visit
in

Follow the reunion of Bob and his sweetheart, who is on the train he has saved.
And as the picture flashes to its finish, the
lovers speeding away on the observation
platform, give a light and gay tonal parting “Alabamy Bound” played as a foxtrox, closing with “Auld Lang Syne.”

—

—

—
October

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

10,

Showman

Patee,

Since
1889, Describes
First Theatre

I

^

a
FOR THE
CLASS THEATRE

Continued, from paye 14.)

(

burlap,
artistically
trimmed with gilt
then as a “chaser” to drive the audience
out of their seats at the end of the first
show of the program, and it usually rendered the service effectively.
Not very
encouraging to my idea of a distinct picture show.
Nevertheless, “Mount Pelee”

Alexander publicity productions are

had won under a tent and true I had befirmly it and other pictures would
win in a storeroom, and I had to purchase
a new machine because of change and
standardizing width of film in order to run

Good revenue

j or

you,

too.

-yS/
'%, a; c/2<*.

°c

dis-

Mail coupon

—

Qo

discouragement on account of fire regulations, as they thought moving pictures
were an explosive. Then Newark, Patter-

JfflafeStic

novo.

)

theatre

HOUSTON, TEXAS

Hoboken and Yonkers wer canvassed.
one desired a show in their building because of insurance risk. Nearly every day
I would secure a location, but on returning next morning to close the deal, the
landlords had changed their minds.
son,

No

*

j

Natural colors and clay animations please
the public.

the only kind of pictures made at that
time, scenics and industries.
But I was
willing to try anything once that looked
good on first impression.
Fortunately the company was so routed
in the spring that we had six weeks continuous play dates in and around New York
City and I resolved to make the effort
to find a location, fit it up, and have it
ready for trial when the season closed. So
when the company was located for a week
and the Monday night performance had
been given, I began search for an empty
storeroom suitable for my purpose. New
York City and Brooklyn brought quick

*

m

tinctive, interesting, appealing.

lieved

*

\

13

Interstate

“We

Amusement Company,

Proprietors

have received many complimentary remarks about Alexander Publicity productions
not only from our customers on the screen, but also
from the Public.”
E. Brenu>r. Res. Mgr.

—

W

.

1

Finally,

after three weeks
search,
I
boarded the 23rd Street Ferry for Jersey
City.
It had been my custom to ask a
policeman if he knew of any empty buil-

dings on his beat. As I sauntered out of
Pennsylvania Railroad Ferry House, I met
a policeman, and asked the usual question.
He answered promptly, “Sure I have one
myself I’ll be ringing in shortly, and if

We

Manufacture and

That Great Volume

Install

—

you

walk up Newark Avenue

will

to

where

the railroad crosses, and wait, I’ll show you
the storeroom.”
I found the location was
anything but inviting; Under the Pennsylvania railroad with a train rumbling

overhead

every

at the point

of

STEEL CURTAINS

AND COMPLETE
RIGGING

minute
traffic congested
on account of the steel girders

Music

EQUIPMENT

;

supporting the tracks; street car bells
clanging
truck drivers
wrangling for
right-of-way, and when I looked into the
storeroom, I saw it was filled with parti;

Music
Stands

tions like a livery stable, and angular in
shape, with part of the floor in front missing.
I

was nearly discouraged.

On

arrival of
explained the

the policeman landlord he
building had been a market

moved

the city

and that

a larger one;

house until
and he bought

could take out the partitions
as room was needed.
The rent he said
was very low, because he wished it occupied on account of the insurance.
As
a last resort to try out my scheme, I closed
it

the deal,

destined

I

and
to

No
be

91
the

Newark Avenue was
first

The company

theatre.
_

distinct picture
stage carpenter and

myself journeyed every morning from

York

to reconstruct the interior.
would indeed be a curiosity.

New

Today

it

A

partition
of ship-lap lumber across the building six
feet back of the glass front, with doors
cut on each side of the box office, which
was a piano box set on end and a ticket
window cut in the bottom while the ma;

chine. secured on top of the box, the partition inside, the film with a string fastened

on one end

tied

The

front

entire

to

the edge of a barrel.

was covered with red

and

Gallagher

are
beautiful

and

References Which Tell a
Real Story

Uptown

purity

practical

tone

Theatre, Chicago

resonator

installed

Jeffrey Theatre, Chicago

Marks Bros. Theatre, Chicago
Diversey Theatre, Chicago
Ascher’s
Terminal
Theatre,
Chicago
Belmont Theatre, Chicago
Masonic Temple, Chicago
Opera Shops, Inc., Chicago

CHANNON
MANUFACTURING CO.
223

West

H.

Erie

Street,

Chicago

tone

in

the

base
or-

chestra floor.

GALLAGHER
RESONATOR ORCHESTRAL
BASE and MUSIC STANDS
are part of the equipment in America’s
theatres of which the Uptown is
Chicago's latest leader.
finest

W

JAMES

of

you will hear in
Balaban & Katz’s new
Uptown Theatre will
be in a great measure
due to the perfect
that

rite

now

for complete
and estimates

details

Gallagher Orchestra

Equipment Co.
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago

—

:
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Heavy curtains hung at the
doors, and a raised floor of five rows of
kitchen chairs wired down, constituted
the seating capacity.
* *
*
mouldings.

AIR CONDITIONING
COOLS IN SUMMER
HUMIDIFIES IN WINTER
CLEANSES THE AIR
ALL THE YEAR ’ROUND!

uOebster

A

Every Theatre should be provided
with apparatus which will give the
greatest comfort to

its

patrons.

Humidifying during the winter season puts pep in the air and is most
invigorating.

Cooling the

air

during the summer

makes the conditioned Theatre an
oasis in the city.

Clean, fresh smelling air properly
washed before being delivered to
the breathing zone means health
and comfort.

WEBSTER AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS combined with
our system of Automatic Control
of service every day, every night.

Metropolitan Theatre

is

Adaptable to existing buildings as

Morgantown, West Virginia

well as

new

ones.

Correspondence

solicited.

Chestnut

and made ground
waves seeped through
crevices in the floor. However, Mrs. Patee
was equal to the emergency. Neighbors
supplied boards and boxes so people could
walk to the seats on the inclined floor.
Nevertheless, gross receipts were $2.75.
(Concluded in Nov. “Better Theatres.”)

Day

St. at Fifth

Theatre
at

N.

Ocean

City,

has added

J.,

to the general

attractiveness
of

its

exterior

by the

they are providing maximum comfort
for their patrons.
In connection with the inspection tour the

American Seating company has compiled
a questionnaire to guide exhibitors in checking and determining the status of their
equipment suggesting that particular notes
be made of the following points
1.

ProBert Sheet
Metal Co.,
Covington,
Kentucky.

as a
2.

3.

4.

TICKET

SERVICE
ALL Demands

to

S one of the largest theatre ticket houses in the world, we are serving
several thousands theatres among them the very largest in a way
that has won their business friendship and steady patronage.

—

—

EVERY KIND OF TICKET
To Meet Every Need
We

known

in the trade as “pinch hitters”
the impossible,” after other firms fell down.

are

Send samples of tickets you are using
Then give us a
and ask for quotations.
chance to show how we “make good.”

(

{
[

Including Folded, Roll

and Strip Tickets, Coupon Books, etc.

and have won hosts of friends by “doing

ARCUS TICKET COMPANY
346 No. Ashland Ave., Chicago

Does the seating

installation taken

in color and
3
design with the rest of the interior.

installa-

new Marquise,
built by The

Equal

in Theatres

in

if

tion of a fine

A

sea

the belief that “an audience
comfortably seated is half won,” the American Seating Company, prominent manufacturers of theatre chairs has designated Ocday"
inspection
“seating
15
tober
as
On
throughout theatres of the country.
that day theatre owners are urged to make
a personal tour of inspection of their theatres, noting fundamental features of their
chair equipment with a view to ascertaining

Firm

The Moorlyn

Is

piles

Seating Inspection

PHILADELPHIA

ARCUS

got the building so cheap.

was built on
and water of the
It

October 15 Designated

Atmospheric (Conditioning Corporation
CHICAGO

painted with whiting, glue

cloth,

why we

reason

‘The Successful Systems Are Webster Systems'

Monadnock Block

sail

and hot water, stretched across the room
served as the screen. A fan on each side
and a small exhaust fan over the box
office was the ventilating system with sawdust on the floor as a carpet that also
eradicated any noise of shuffling of feet.
However, that inconvenience would not
have been noticed, as a Pennsylvania train
roared overhead every minute. Admission
five cents, and Mount Pelee and the ocean
scene was the opening attraction. It was
impossible for me to be present on opening day because of matinee in Brooklyn.
But Mrs. Patee was there, and the most
severe storm known in years unlashed its
fury on the coast and then we learned one

whole harmonize

As you approach the seat, is the first
impression, as to design and color
of the chair covering and of supporting standards pleasing and inviting?
As your body relaxes into the seat
of the chair, does it convey comfort
and ease of position to you?
Are there comfortable mattress
springs and cushioned upholstering
in seat and back yielding gently to
the pressure and weight of the body

and limbs?
5.

Are the proportions and angles of
contour right, so that the back is at
comfortable angle?
Do the feet rest naturally on the

a
6.

floor?
Are the arm rests natural and restful?
Is there sufficient room in the chair
8.
aisle for your legs?
Does the chair fold noiselessly and
9.
without resistance?
10. Are the chairs so placed with relation to the seats in front that your
eyes have an unobstructed view of
the stage?
Theatre owners are then asked to grade
the relative conditions of their chairs as
follows:
Good; Fair; Poor; Impossible;
designating how these conditions exist on
the main floor, first balcony, second balcony,
7.

gallery, loges

and boxes.
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Some

Suggestions for
the Organist in the
Picture Theatre
page 24)

DIXIE Cups and
an

tion picture theatres.

and rich registrations are so
you only will realize it.
Don’t think that because your instrument
has anywhere from twenty-five to a hundred stops, you are compelled to use them
all
at the same time.
Of course, it is
necessary to build up gradually for climaxes and such, but great care should be
exercised here also, so as not to create an
anti-climax.
By that I mean, having your
music reach the climax, before the action
itself has done so.
Both should be simultaneous to produce the desired affect.
Soft, sweet

But since they actually pay a
profit there is an added incen-

if

tive

making

for

The DIXIE penny vendor

—

Complete information

fresli

Drinking

no

thrill

Nowadays-

Y.

Chicago, Baltimore,

they drink Imin

I

.os

Angeles.

INDIVIDUAL

DIXIE CUPS

Warner Houses

A chic creation, suggestive of the French
“Blue Devils” has been designed by George
W.

Bonte, Warner Brothers’ art director
standard uniform to be worn by
girl
ushers at the company’s theatres
throughout the country. This uniform is
the type worn by the ushers at the opening of Warners theatre, New York.
as

Cup

With Branches at Philadelphia,

you brings.

Standard Uniform Is
Adopted for Ushers
in

Co., Inc.

EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N.

that

pares to
audience that conscientious effort to give
in

Cup

Original Makers of the Paper

comthe favorable reaction of your
is

cup with every drink.

Individual

of the most prevalent “evils.” The organ
is so extensive, and it is but human
that we all, are prone to get careless at
times. But that is the one thing not to do.
So, I say, “snap out of it.”
Be on the job
every second.
Strive constantly for im-

is

request.

^

field

the best that

op-

owner.

I have tried to give here a few constructive criticisms as briefly as possible on some

There

to

erates silently another advantage appreciated by the theatre

A

provement.

available

your audiences this service
which they use so constantly
and appreciate so much.

upon
ifc

vendors
expense the

laws prohibiting the common
drinking glasses might be a
matter of some concern to mo-

the case just the reverse.
nicer,

were

really

enhance or make the picture stand out.
But the way some play one would think

much

Service

Also Pays a Profit
If

(Continued from

Gup

Dixie

the

All attaches in each of the theatres are
to wear special uniforms, which will be
identical for persons performing the same
class of service.

Though each

of the

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
A Few
M. E.

Jensen

& Von Herberg
U.

Warner houses has

managing director, its house manager
and a full complement of house attaches,
its

the general direction of all is in the hands
of George H. Dumond, who has been appointed general manager of all Warner
theatres
Dumond was home office representative of Warner Bros, for two years
up to a year ago, when he went to Cleveland and became managing director of the
State Theatre, in charge of production for
all the Loew houses.
Before joining the
Warners the first time he was general manager of the W. H. Clune theatres in Los
Angeles.

Prominent Users

The Stanley Co. of America Chain of Theatres
Comerford Chain of Theatres, Coal Regions of Pennsylvania and New York
Rowland & Clark Chain of Theatres, Western Pennsylvania
Walter Read Chain of Theatres, New York and New Jersey

C. S.

S.

Chain of Theatres, Seattle, Wash., and Northwest

Government Motion Picture Service

WERTSNER & SON
MANUFACTURERS

211-221 N. 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

FREE TRIAL OFFER

PRINTING

Double
Disc

Exclusively for

Shutter
No

Short Directs Theatre
Orchestra from Screen
An orchestral novelty was

Exhibitors

obligation

Just send us
—
make of ma-

chines used.

GIVES

CIRCUS~HERALDS

PROGRAMS

MORE

LIGHT-

in-

cluded in the musical program of
the Capitol theatre recently.
Albert E. Short, musical director, is
seen in action on the screen. Thus
he faces the audience. The orchestra faithfully follows every gesture of the director as he leads
the players through the Raymond
overture by Ambroise Thomas.

LESS

FLICKER

—BETTER
PROJECTIONLESS
VIBRAPatented

The Double Disc

TION

DATES

-

POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE

Shutter Co.

2100 Payne Ave., Film Bldg-.
Cleveland, Ohio

845

S.

Wabash

Chicago,

111.
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Chinese Temples Will
Provide Motif for

Grauman House
First

man

authentic

definite

concerning the
theatre in

announcement

much heralded new GrauHollywood was made last

week by Sid Grauman, following

his plac-

okay on the plans for the
$5,000,000 edifice as designed, executed and
engineered by Mendel Meyer of Meyer and
Holler, working under ideas created by
ing the final

the

California showman.

The new temple

to Thespis will be located on the north side of Hollywood
boulevard, between Orange Drive and Orchid avenue, with a frontage of 140 feet
on the boulevard and a depth of 250 feet.
The seating capacity will be 2,000.
The motif of the theatrical palace is
to be that of the classical Chinese dynasties, and inspiration has been drawn from
those magnificent Celestial temples which
bear the same relation to the architecture
of the Orient as do the Greek Acropolis
and the Roman Forum to the architecture
of the Occident.
*

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES
A work of art
For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc.
and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of
Furnished complete, easy to erect Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
the cost.
Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed sepstyle or size desired.
arately.
Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

—

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 Ea9t Fifth

Cincinnati,

St.

Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers

of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable
Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

The Warner Exhaust Fan
Ball

Made in
of blade

sizes
18 in., 24 in.
of aluminum. Will

Aeroplane type
handle more air
than any other

and at greater speed per H.P.
blade made. It does not chop or mix the air, it
actually moves it. The 18-inch runs 1800 R.P.M.
and the 24-inch runs 1200 R.P.M. No brushes.

A

Perfect Ventilating Fan

Buy Direct

Save

The

price will surprise you.

Money

also make variable speed motors for motion
picture machines.

WARNER ELECTRIC
319 North Church
Volts,

60 Cycles

No expense will be spared in creating
such surroundings that when the visitor
enters the court he will be conscious of
entering another world.
A great gold dragon, in relief, 25 feet
high, will guard the esplanade to the thebe brilliantly illuminated at night
lights.
The peak of
the esplanade roof will tower 90 feet above
the tropical garden in burnished copper.
* * *
atre, to

by concealed flood

An

We

110

atre proper the very finest for the presentation of stupendous screen and stage productions, it will in itself be only the crown
jewel of a diadem of art, a place where
there will be an endless number of interesting objects and vistas.
The approach to the Thespian palace will
be through a great tropical garden, elliptical in form, and surrounded by a wall
45 feet high. Colored fish from the tropics
will sport in fountains and pools, and the
garden will be graced by rare tropical
flowers and trees.
As soon as construction operations will permit, the horticultural pieces will be placed full grown in
position in the same way the landscaping
was accomplished at the Panama Pacific

Exposition.

Bearing

—

two

made

*

While every device known to structural
artists has been employed to make the the-

KALAMAZOO

CO.

Street

MICHIGAN

JHEATRJCAU

awe-inspiring vista will greet the visThirty-foot
walls, flanked by giant red lacquered columns, will be elaborately embellished with
such decorative scenes that are found on
old Chinese screens.
The auditorium will be unique in its
plan, patrons passing through great colonnades or corridors on either side, formed
by towering lacquered columns seven feet
in diameter.
The walls behind the columns will be
enriched by giant panels, bearing gorgeous
Chinese hangings imported direct from the
Orient, some of them more than 25 feet
itor entering the great foyer.

length, and by intricate sculptural designs in relief and the artistry of the
in

metal craftsmen.

y

,

"

j

The columns themselves will be profusely ornamented with Chinese bronze,
brass and other metals, inlaid to present
the wisdom of Confucius in character.
Months of research have been made to
insure the technical correctness of the native characters which will present ideas

'

QV'V’LE'ffc

'

^

rekitive to dramatic art.

Send for
J.R£lancy>

Syracuse N.Y.

In developing the scheme for painted
decoration, the marvelous colorings and designs developed to such a high degree in
early days by the Chinese people have furnished the inspiration for the architect.
One of the largest and finest pipe organs
in the country will be installed, with the

:
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auditorium
into
the
music introduced
through an elaborate grill in the ceiling.
Provision will be made for a large or-

Glass Bead
Gold Fibre
Silver Fibre

chestra.

*

*

*

The proscenium arch

at the asbestos cur-

The stage from
tain will be 65 feet wide.
this line will be 40 feet in depth and 140
feet wide, designed to permit the staging
on an elaborate scale of the most gigan-

Master Screens
We

furnish a correct

of stage productions.
of the foyers and various lounge rooms will present a veritable
museum of Chinese art. Every appurtenance of the theatre will be architecturally
and archaeologically correct to the minutest

SCREEN SURFACE

White Tone

for

any Theatre.

tic

The furnishings

Consult our Screen Engineers.

detail.

The

structure will be Class

“A” construc-

throughout on a frame of steel. A
highly developed system of ventilation will
be incorporated, which will permit of the
tion

introduction of fresh air, cooled to the
proper temperature in summer, in such a
manner that the patrons will be unconscious of the mechanical circulation.
Ground will be broken for the theatre
about November 1, and it is estimated that
more than a year will be required to complete the structure.

6,210 Seats

Make New

Gotham Playhouse
World’s Largest
With a seating
new theatre to be

capacity of
erected in

6,210,

the

Back View of the Master Screen Stretcher

New York

City for Samuel Rothafel will, when completed, hold the distinction of being the
world’s largest motion picture palace. As
far as known, there are no present day
film houses equalling this size.
Construction of the Roxy theatre, as it is reported
it will be named, is scheduled to start at
once.
There will be 3,200 seats on the main
floor, 910 seats on the loge and 2,100 seats
in the balcony, all in accordance with plans

The National Screen Company

DOING ONE THING WELL
Patented

A LL

the years we have been in business all of
our energies and resources have been devoted to the manufacture of

and specifications being prepared by Architect Walter W. Alschlager of Chicago.
The theatre will have three high speed
passenger elevators to the balcony and
separate and private stairways from the
foyer to the loge seats.
Entrance will be by 7th avenue and will
be by means of an outer foyer 20 feet
wide, 120 feet long and 20 feet high leading to a grand salon 60 feet wide, 100 feet
deep and 60 feet high.
The cost of the project is announced as

The

$6,000,000.

ganization

Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks

give

Vallen

entire
Is

ready

extensive

their

rect

design

tion

of

the

for

and

to

which undoubtedly accounts for the wide favor
our product has met with in this country and
Europe.

cor-

opera-

any curtain

stallation.

or-

ex-

complete

and

perience

cooperation

Suggests Exchange
of Ideas Among
Organists

CLEVELAND, OHIO

2100 Payne Ave.

in-

E.

J.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL CO.

Akron,

E. E. Bair, Falls theatre, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, in a letter to the Herald

suggests a department in which organists could exchange views, crediting the inspiration to recent articles
on organ accompaniment in this de-

partment by

Iris

Vining.

0ualitp

Mr. Bair

says

“I have a suggestion for a new
department. It is this: A column
for organists or an organists’ exchange whereby musicians can exchange views, suggestions for novelty overtures, etc.
Miss Vining
of the Granada theatre, San Francisco, Cal., has some excellent
ideas.
Her writings prompt this
suggestion, especially so since
novelty overtures or orgologues
are so much in vogue.”

KTFEIB&P
giig'CemcSttidios

Ohio

Programs
Heralds

Dodgers

TIFFIN. OHIO

THE NATIONAL
POSTER & PTG. CO.
729

Everything for the Stage

S.

Wabash Ave.
ILL.

CHICAGO,
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Exhibitors Information and
Catalog Bureau
Many

of the products listed beloiv are advertised by reliable
See “Advertisers Index ” before filling in

A
1

Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.
3
4

Adapters, carbon.
Adding, calculating

6

materials.

Advertising projectors.
9 Air conditioning equipment.
10 Air dome tents.
8

“Better Theatres” offers on these pages an indigo vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors
Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist.

12 Aisle rope.

13

Alarm

14

Arc lamps,

reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

Arc regulators.
17 Artificial plants, flowers.
18 Art titles.
19 Automatic

aJ

coupon on the next page and mail it to
the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,
S.

Dearborn

street,

Chicago.

fJTMany of the products

signals.

16

advertised in this issue
Advertisers’ Index.

B
22 Balloons, advertising.
23 Banners.

24 Baskets, decorative.
signal
25 Bell-buzzer

J
119 Janitors’ supplies.

sys-

Carpet

cleaning
pound.
50 Carpet covering.
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

com-

Cases, film shipping.

Cement, film.
Chair covers.

Booking agencies for musicians.

Booking agencies

(state

kind).
30 Boilers.
31 Bolts, panic.
32 Booths, projection.

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Change makers.
Changer overs.
Color hoods.
Coloring, lamp.
Color wheels.

Date

strips.

Decorations (state kind).
Decorators, theatre.

Dimmers.

Duplicating machines.

33 Booths, ticket.

70 Electric

change-

able.

c

Floorlights.
Floor covering.

Floor runners.
Flowers, artificial.

trol systems.

Emergency

lighting

76

40 Cabinets.

plants.
77 Exit light signs.

Calcium lights.
Cameras.
Canopies for fronts.
Carbons.
Carbon sharpeners.
Carbon wrenches.

120 Labels, film caution.
121 Lamps, decorative.
122

Lamp

dip coloring.

Lamps, general lighting.
124 Lamps, incandescent pro123

jection.

125

Lamps,

126

Lamp

reflecting arc.

shades.

127 Lavatory equipment, furnishings.
128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.
130 Lenses.
131 Lights,

exit.

132 Lights, spot.

Fountains, decorative.
100 Fountains, drinking.
101 Frames-poster, lobby dis102
103
104
105
106

Fronts, metal theatre.
Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.
Fuses.

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.
110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.
113 Heating system, oil.

I

F
78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.

114
115
116
117

134 Lighting installations.

135 Lighting

systems,

com-

plete.

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.
138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.

Footlights.

testing

71 Electric fans.
72 Electrical flowers.
73 Electric power generating plants.
74 Electric signs.
75 Electric signal and con-

39 Cable.

Carpets.
Carpet cushion.

Flood lighting.

G

circuit

instruments.

promo-

tion.

38 Bulletin boards,

Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguishers.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carts.
Fire proof curtains.
Fire proof doors.
Fire proofing materials.
Fixtures, lighting.
Flashlights.
Flashers, Electric sign.

E

35 Brass grills.
36 Brass rails.
37 Brokers-Theatre

this

play.

—

Disinfectants perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.
Draperies.
Drinking fountains.

34 Box, loge chairs.

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Chairs, wicker.
Chairs, theatre.

D

27 Blowers, hand.

L

133 Lighting fixtures.

stage-

pulleys,
rigging.

by

tfTFWe are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask
us for any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.
49

20 Automatic projection cutouts.
21 Automatic sprinklers.

tems.
26 Blocks,

Bureau are
of “Better Theatres.” See
listed

con-

curtain

trol.

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

signs.

ATT Fill in the

407

11 Aisle lights.

29

118 Interior illuminated

tfjT

Admission signs.
Addressing machines.

7 Advertising novelties,

28

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

ma-

chines.
5

companies in this issue of “Better Theatres
coupon for information.

M
147 Machines, ticket.
148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vending.

150

Make

151
152
153
154
155

Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather
Mats and runners.
Mazda projection adapt-

156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Metal lath.
Metal numbers,
Metal polish.

up, boxes, theatri-

0FS.
letters.

Mirror, shades.

Motor generators.
Motion picture cable.
Musical instruments

(state kind).
163 Music publishers.
164 Music stands.

N

Ink, pencils for slides.

Insurance, Fire.
Insurance, Rain.
Interior decorating service.

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and

equipment.

:
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Exhibitors Information and Catalog Bureau
o

201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.
203 Projection room equip-

168 Oil burners.

169 Orchestral pieces.

ment.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,
furnishings.
172
173

174
175
176
177

Sign lettering service.
Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

Organ novelty slides.
Organ lifts.
Organ lights.
Ornamental fountains.
Ornamental metal work.
Ornamental metal theatre fronts.

178 Paint, screen.

Paper drinking cups.
180 Paper towels.
179

Slides.

Slide ink, pencils.

206 Rails, brass.
207 Rails, rope.
208 Rain insurance.

Slide lanterns.
Slide

209 Rectifiers.
210 Reconstruction service.
211 Redecorating service.
212 Reflectors (state kind).
213 Refurnishing service.
214 Regulators, Mazda.

Shutters, metal

184 Picture sets.
185 Player pianos.
186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.
fixtures.

188 Positive film.
189 Posters.

Poster lights.
Poster paste.
Portable projectors.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.
219 Reseating service.
220 Rewinding film.
221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.
222 Rigging, stage.
223 Roofing materials.

decorative.
plants.
Printing, theatre.

Power generating
Programs.

Program
Program

covers.
signs, illu-

minated.
200 Projection lamps.

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232

doors-valances, etc.

lighting equipment.
lighting systems.
rigging-blocks.
pulleys.
Stage scenery.
Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel lockers.
Stereopticons.

253
254
255
256
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

Screen paint.
Seat covers.
Seat indicators, vacant.

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-communicating.
264 Temperature regulation
system.
265 Terra Cotta.
266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting sys-

Seats, theatres.
Signs (state kind).

268 Theatre dimmers.

s

Pottery,

fire.

Spotlights.

Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

190 Poster frames.
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

outfits.

Soap containers, liquid.
Speed indicators.

cases.

183 Pianos.

making

Slide mats.

216 Reel end signals.
217 Reel packing, carrying

182 Photo frames.

Plumbing

204 Radiators.
205 Radiator covers.

215 Reels.

181 Perfumers.

187

Sign flashers.
Sign-cloth.

R

171 Organs.

Signs, parking.
Signals, reel end.

Safes, film.

Scenery, stage.
Scenic artists’ service.
Screens.

terns.

269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279

Theatre seats.
Tickets.

Ticket
Ticket
Ticket
Ticket
Ticket

booths.

choppers.
holders.

racks.
selling machines.

Tile.

Tile

stands.

Tool cases, operator’s.
Towels, paper.
280 Towels, cloth.
281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, register
285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

287
288
289
290
291

Valances, for boxes.
'Vases, stone.
Vacuum cleaners.
Ventilating fans.
Ventilating, cooling sys-

tem.
292 Ventilating systems,
complete.
293 Vending machines, soap,
towels, napkins, etc.
294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON
“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald
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Chicago.

should like to receive reliable information on the items listed following:
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Announced

Program

for S. M. P. E.

Convention
The program which

44

Handling of Motion Picture Film in the Field
Under Climatic Conditions” R. J. Flaherty.
“Washing of Motion Picture Film”—“Kenneth
Hickman.
44
Effect of Scratches on Motion Picture Film”—
S. E. Sheppard and S. S. Sweet.
*' Importance
of Village Theatre”— F. H. Rich-

fulness”— Rowland Rogers.
**An Exhibitors Problem

occupy the attention of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers at their meeting in Roscoe, New
York, October 5 to 8, has been completed
and is announced by T. C. Kroesen.
A list of important papers will be presented, the subject covered being as follows
:

**Color
Kelley.

Photography

.

D.

—A ewH.Camera
McNabb.

Lamps”—R.

J.

A New Incandescent Spotlight”— L. C. Porter.
Report of Progress Committee.
**The Questionable Educational Value of the
Motion Pictures” A. W. Abrams
**Movies for Teaching ; the Proof of Their Use44

1925”—E.

S.

Burnap.

The High Intensity Arc”-

44

Reflector Arc Projection

Dr. Frank Benford.
Some Limitations and
;
Theory and Practice”— S. Stark.
Standards and Nomenclature Committee Rgport.
44
Importance of Proper Splicing” E. J. Den-

nison.
44
Rack Marks and Air Bells Produced in the Development of Motion Picture Film by Rack System ”—J. I. Crabtree.
**The Pathe Camera and Projector”—W. R. Dan-

iel.

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information
Bureau on page 30-31 will gel it for you.)

MARQUISE, CANOPIES

and Catalog

Atmospheric Conditioning Corp.,

Edwards Mfg. Co.,

Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

SILENCE SIGNS
Rawson & Evans Co.,
710 W. Washington, Chicago.

ProBert Sheet Metal Co.,
19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

SIGN LETTERING SERVICE

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL
Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen Electrical Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up),
Alexander Film Co.,

New York

City.

CHANGE MAKERS
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wisconsin.

&

Arctic Nu-Air Cool.
Vent. Co.,
State-Lake Bldg., Chicago.

DRINKING CUPS
Individual Drinking
Easton, Pa.

Cup

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
538

Dearborn

S.

E. E.

St.,

Chicago.

Reynolds Electric Co.,
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

PROTECTION

Fyrgard Mfg. Co.,
Fox Theatre Bldg., Aurora,

HEATING & VENTILATING
Co.,

Heater

1552 Olive

&

St.,

Ventilating
St. Louis, Mo.

Bau sch

&

Lomh,

Rochester, N. Y.

Fish-Shurman Corp.
45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES
Bilt-Rite

Mfg. Co.,

225 N. Green

St.,

Chicago.

R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

J.

St.,

Arcus Ticket Co.,
248 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.

Chicago.

THEATRE DECORATING

Nicholas Power Co.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

SERVICE
Michel Angelo Studios
212 E. Superior St., Chicago.

&

Connolly, Inc.,
St., N. Y. C.
McAuley Mfg. Co.,

THEATRE DECORATIONS

135 Grand

Bodine-Spanjer Co.
1160 Chatham Court, Chicago.

Chicago

St.,

TICKETS
Globe Ticket Co.,
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia.

Enterprise Optical Co.,

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS

&

Scenic Co.
St., Chicago.

922 W. Monroe
Minusa Cine Screen
Bomont at Morgan,

Co.,
Louis,

St.

National Screen Co.,

C. S. Wertsner & Son,
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia.

SEATS
American Seating

Co.,

14 E. Jackson, Chicago.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
209 Washington St., Boston.

Exhibitors Printing Service,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
The National Poster
Printing
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

&

Mo.

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.

LENSES

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE

Tiffin Scenic Studios
Tiffin, Ohio.

Cramblet Engineering Corp.,
177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Da-Lite Screen

Major Equipment Co.,
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

STAGE SCENERY

SCREENS
III.

Chicago

James H. Channon Co.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

554 W. Adams

St.,

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ORGANS

Hall

COLOR HOODS

T. Ransley,

337 W. Madison

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS

ELECTRIC FLASHERS,

Supreme

J.

Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago.

564 W. Randolph

Fulton Co.,

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FIRE

SLIDES

PROJECTORS

Atlas Moving Pictures Co.,

Ave., Chicago

Double Disc Shutter Co.,

ORGAN HEATERS
Co.,

Wabash

2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland.

Robert Morton Organ Co.,
148-150 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.

COOLING SYSTEMS

S.

SHUTTERS

Harrison, N. J.
National Lamp Works
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

MUSIC STANDS

Reisinger,

H. Dryfhout,

744

Lamp Works

Rockbestos Products Corp.
New Haven, Conn.

CARBONS
11 Broadway,

Edison

MOTION PICTURE CABLE

Denver, Colorado.

Hugo

MAZDA LAMPS

T. Clark.

—

44

Advertised in This

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIP.

1925

Possibilities in

for Mews Screen Cinematograph-

**A

ers”

V

Patents'*— William

in

10,

**Transmission
Pictures
Over
Telephone
of
Lines”
Dr. H. E. Ives.
44
A Prefocusing Base and Socket for Projection

ardson.

will

October

THEATRE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
H. Couch Co.,
Norfolk Downs, Mass.
S.

TRANSVERTERS
Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio

VENTILATING FANS, MOTORS
t-Waraer Electric Co.,

319 N. Church
Mich.

St.,

Kalamazoo,

i

Detroits

Jn this most interesting

magnificent and unusuaL
theatre made possible by the vision, and ability of
Chas.V.Munz, where Mr. Eberson,the architect genius,
has created a veritable storehouse ofartistic treasures,
aRober
t Mor bon is the permanent Music Feature.
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Is

Now Ready For The

User

It is built exclusively in the Motiograph Factory by Motiograph Engineers and Mechanics.

he same precision that is found in the Motiograph
Projector has been maintained in constructing
the Motiograph Reflector Arc.
I

DeLuxe

I his equipment has been built with the idea of enabling
users to save thousands of dollars per year in current, at
the same time securing increased light on their screens

and sharper

definition.

EQUIPMENT

It

is

really

an

EFFICIENT

through and through.

Ask Motiograph

Distributors about

it,

or write direct to

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG.
564 W. Randolph

St.

CO.

Chicago,

111.
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uoney Brothers Will Build in Chicago Loop
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Only
This sign
A

from the lobby of Gloria
Gould's Embassy Theatre
where Von Stroheim's
is

>

\

<

"The Merry Widow "

«

t.

is

now in its seventh recordbreaking week at $2 top

One

of

U

The Quality 52

from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Member Motion

\\N

XXIII, No.

\

VlWYVVVVV.

All

4

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

H. Hays, President
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N
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Entered as Second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,
1879.
Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription 83-00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
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17,
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!

To All Motion Picture Exhibitors
AND
Dealers in Motion Picture Supplies

THE AUTOMATIC TICKET REGISTER CORPORATION
MANUFACTURERS OF

GOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTERS
HAS

WON A MOST

DECISIVE VICTORY

Against the

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TICKET REGISTER

CO. Manufacturers

of

SIM-

PLEX Ticket Registers which Company brought suit against the Automatic
Co. for alleged infringement of
In the Decision of Honorable

STATES DISTRICT COURT

its

AUGUST

Patent No. 1,145,818

N.

HAND,

Judge

for the Southern District of

of the

UNITED

New York, who

on

Sept. 15, 1925

Held

all

of the claims involved in said suit invalid

and adjudged the Court

costs against the National Electric Ticket Register Co.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
In another suit, the Circuit Court, City of St. Louis, has decreed that the Temco Manufacturing Co. of St. Louis, which is
controlled by the Automatic Ticket Register Corp., is the rightful owner, rather than the National Electric Company, of Patent
No. 1,308,966 for the original W. L. Sullivan motor-driven ticketissuing machine.

October

17,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925
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CLEAN UP/
The big stage

comedy

hit

Broadway YOQYed at for over
a year is now
on the screen

paramount
picture

D

E MILLE

comedy

“Grumpy”

laugh
picture of the son who took over his father’s business so the father could take
over the son’s girls. And it comes to you in the. same month (October) as James
MacLEAN in “7 Keys to BaldCruze’s “The Pony Express,”
has his biggest

hit since

in this breezy

DOUGLAS

BEBE DANIELS in “Lovers in Quarantine,” RAYMOND GRIFFITH
in “He’s a Prince” and BETTY BRONSON in “The Golden Princess”!

pate,”

WITH

Mille
William*
P R O D U C T
O N
I

BESSIE LOVE
NEIL HAMILTON
PHYLLIS HAVER

FROM THE PLAY BY

FRANK CRAVEN
SCREEN PLAY

BY

CLARA BERAN6ER

Two Qreat Daredevil Comedy Stars
in
No

stunt

is

St.

John,

if it

One Series

too daring, no speed too great, for Lige Conley or A1
will

add

thrills to

the rapid succession of laughs in

MERMAID COMEDIES
JACK WHITE PRODUCTIONS
years the leaders among the broad, fast action
comedies. “Faster and funnier” is always the object. Every
picture in the new series of 18 will be a real feature.

have been

for

Presents

“Pleasure Bound”
ivith

Lige Conley

Directed by

“Fair
with

Norman Taurog

Warning”
A1

Supervised by

St*

John

JACK WHITE

For foreign rights address

FAR EAST FILM CORPORATION
Seventh Avenue, New York.N. Y.

729

<5S£)I

Member, Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.,

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
II

&ZQ

October

17,

1925
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KINOGRAMS
CAMERA

EXPERTS
COVER THE WORLD
KINOGRAMS
exhibitors that
is

In

humanly

up a

building

comes

service for

as close to perfection as

possible

parts

all

is

of

representatives,

the

world

wide-awake,

picked craftsmen

who

live-wire,

hand-

are constantly on the job

why Kinograms

That

is

From

the product of this

is

staff

its

wide variety of

subjects,

a

first class

entertainment at all times

guarantee

good

consistently

enormous

editors enjoy the choice of a
steel-clad

camera

has

it

to

exhibitors

of

KINOGRAMS
The Thews cReel

c
Built Like a TJewspaper

ED UCATIO NAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
Member, Motion
of America, Inc.

Picture Producers

Will

Inc.

and Distributors

H. Hays,

President

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Obamas

loubtina

"UNIVERSAL'S

CONTRACT
Thousands Enabled
Make
to
Ever Before!

Than

Bigger Profits
PICTURES ALL FINE

ALL

“Have been using Complete Service Contract lor 12 weeks. Service and pictures
fine.
Anyone not giving this a trial is making a mistake."

IT IS

RECOMMENDED TO BE

lor
Complete Service
It has been a great
to be.

"Congratulations

recommended

It
Contract.
help to me.”

since

May

tenth.

Film

good

in

condition and service satisfactory.”

"We
real

Glennville

Theatre,

Glennville

were

a

reasonable am putting
not sign needs a guardian.”

your short

subjects

little

bit

honest to goodness

Ga.

,

['ll

Any

exhibitor

who does

La Grande Theatre, Conneaut

is

the best

any exhibitor can buy

for

cum and Liberty

Now

"Had

I
to discontinue mid-week show.
Saturdays
I double patronage
realize a profit.

O.

,

Appreciate it."
Eagle Theatre, Livingston,

III.

running

at a loss

is

signed.

A

Mont.

can run mid-week shows and
and Sundays.”
Legion Theatre, Blunt, S. L>

until

I

closed on this.

Now

am running and making

I

3153

a

little.”

BOLSTER UP PROGRAM
Complete Service Contract. Good results.
Have been able
up weak program and put them over."
Grand Theatre, Ranier, Wash.

Profits in

it

MAKING PROFITS
"Was

the price.

Craffets, SeelyviUe, Ind.

MORE THAN SATISFIED

"Just finished First

ooked for

and

Theatres, Kalispel,

Ed
to bolster

all

ENABLED TO OPEN AND PROFIT
in.

BEST FOR THE PRICE
"It

hurried

afraid, but on second thought
live and let live policy.”

0v

REASONABLE
"So

proven

WERE AFRAID

SATISFACTORY
"Have used your Complete Service Contract

has

Index Theatre, Index, Wash.

Family Theatre, Machias, N. Y.

'More than

satisfied.

Pictures and service are about the average.”
Cosmo Theatre, New Carlisle, Ind.

Hundreds of more
contracts pouring in weekly
Theatres.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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JohnW. Considine, Jr.presents

October

This Dog Film

17,

1925

in

Blue Ribbon Class
“Straight melodrama that should go well
with juvenile patrons and offers entertain-

ment

classy enough for elders.”

— News.

“ Peter easily qualifies for the blue ribbon
class.

want

This dog

is

good. All dog lovers will

to see this one.”

— Film

Daily.

“This is one of the mo3t thrilling of the
dog pictures, and should prove above the
average with most audiences. There is lots
of action and plenty of melodrama, with exceptional punch”
Motion Picture World.

in

—

“Peter the Great is just about the best of
the screen’s dog performers, and this film
is

er Sullivan

well worth seeing.”

— Daily News

Action

Melodrama

Chester M. Franklii^

PR_ODUCTION_
A/T
.

1

1,1

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
“Mary Pickiord

Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,
'

Oiiram Ohram.r,

Chairman Board of Directors,

President

'

^

Thrills

October

17,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

Well, The Tower
of Lies is anothe
r big hit in Metro-

Goldwyn - May
er’s Quality 52.
It

took San F

rancisco by
storm at the
World Premiere.
Congratulations
Victor Seastrom,
director.

Norma

Hooray

Shearer,

Lon Chaney, st
ars. You've made
another “He Wh
o Gets Slapped."

9

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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October

GUARANTEED PICTURES,

17,

1925

Inc.

offer

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
SPECIAL FEATURES
Completed

“My

“The Gold Hunters’’

Neighbor’s Wife’’
In Preparation

“The Wolf Hunters”
“The Courage of Captain Plum”

“Tentacles of the North”

LAWSON HARIS PRODUCTION
“Law

or Loyalty”

GENERAL CHARLES KING
Novels of Frontier Life

“Under Fire”
BEN WILSON and NEVA GERBER
starring in

“Warrior Gap”
“Fort Frayne”
“A Daughter of the Sioux”
“Tonio, Son of

“Apache Princess”
“Star Light Ranch”
“Worst Man of the Troop”
the Sierras”

Produced under the supervision of

BEN WILSON

Through

VITAL EXCHANGES, hie.

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION
*

Incorporated
J.

218 West 42nd

Charles Davis,

Street

II,

President

New

York, N. Y.

Mae Busch

Morey and Burr Me Intosh

(>wen Moore, Harry T.

Camille of the

Coast
Prod.

_^OqiD
FILM,
‘

DAILY

C°milte

oUhe
bary Coast

,n e

B

t

rry Morey, Doi
King, William Robert Daley.
Drama. There is a
of Story
s
tamiliar ring about Forrest Halsey
"Camille of the Barbary Coast,
hall girl
it has to do with a dance
regenher
of
and
who isn't all bad
wealthy' dowp-*nderation of a

Type

J?r_v

sen ^tion
5

coul

mproved with some

They

Mae Busch.

of

all far

\^ M appS

^6ary

top long.
the

Hugh

close-ups
are mostly

Dierker has
with

mbs

characters

surrounded

somec great atmosphere. The dance
ha'l and its
and
ty ical

i

cutting,

over-long

the

taF vv, tt ,ly

r

proDa j

1

elerr
natronizirar element
patronizing

'

is

Young’s

Tammany

Bus

co jedy contributions are good. He
maxes some easy change by escortmaKes
dance hall
the
into
"laing
ig "ladies”
‘hey come unaccompanied by
vs' hen the
a "gent.”
_

°t7

fi**

1

ro,e

and

Owen

1

M

h " ma

"

,"

appeal

USUa '

s,n -

Gtfcce Angle.
box office"' material and with a heart
HTTerest" 'punch' fllmzHTThat wffl
It nipactncK'
tOf ia IZOOd
"sad ior

Box

.

1

cast

I J2«aro,

and names

lam about the good
Mae Busch and Matt

wun,

,

n(

,

.!

e

ffo ry by
de
c

f

thc

g

Proper

7 aricus

^^Tj7

b&’fe

Regarding the story, let
them know it deals with a rj c ^*
who was “down" and of a
hall girl who brought him
"up." Has first rate angles JgLflb

Moore.

hc

-f -~5&i*2n
S5J^yebesid

I

ai,d7

anc miTthe

youth
dance

oloi tation

Tammany

and a trailer including
Young’s comedy slant

should get them interested.
Hugh Dierker; good.
Direction
but a bit slow on development.

Author

Our hut
For

t*s

if

entertainment,

real

strength,

in the ring!

QUALITY,

red-blood

just beat this

one

you can!

A Hugh

Story by Forrest Halsey

Associated Exh
JOHN

S.

WOODY,

PRESIDENT

Dierker Production

i

b

i

tc>rs
INTER-GLOBE EXPORT CORKJBflTKSI

Glenn Hunter
Edna Murphy

and

Buddy’s Wife

His

in

with Douglas Gilmore, Flora Finch and Marcia Harris
MOTION PICTURES TOOA/

B. O. FILM
“HIS BUDDY’S WIFE.”

FINE

Asso-

ciated Exhibitors’ Photoplay. Stars

Length,

iss.

lor~

phere

^

good measure
true

is

plot
that right

Story

of
a

~

to life* and c
licelv worked

to the end, it keeps
you guessing as ~t<- the final 'out
corner There i4 nothing here that
has not been done legions of times
but since the fans seem to like

uluNchc ~

Type

7

jack audience picture, this starring
vehicle for Glenn Hunter should
exert wide appeal. There is nothing new in the way of a story
but it is the type of photoplay that
the fans delight in; tnere is pat ho.
action and sentiment, witn a nuni_
h er of v ivid war sequ en ces throw n

FILM
[dail/
,

i

Tom TerReels. — A cracker-

Director

Glenn Hunter.

up

this way this is a point in its
favor rather than otherwise
The narrative may be described
as Enoch Arden brought up to
Two chums at the outbreak
date.
of the war are buddies in No Man’s
They both love the same
Land.
girl, but Bill was lucky enough to
marry her before embarking for
Through all the grim
France.
tragedy of war with its stark realities
and sordidness, they both
cherish the memory of this sweet

them

story

iipiiin

When Bill is called on to perfrom a hazardous mission, he
leaves his wife’s picture with his
best pal, telling him iti the event
of his death, to go back and lake
care of the girl. Bill is swept down
in the melee of battle, and his pal
girl.

to his trust goes back to
Complications arise, and
the girl.
to silence the wagging tongues of
idle gossips, he marries Bill’s wife
When all is going well, the ghost
from the dead appears in the flesh
and Bill’s pal, with a nobility
prompted partly by unselfishness
and partly by love, leaves the twt>
lovers together.
Glenn Hunter as the youth, _ is
well cast and Edna Murphy, as the
wife, is daintily wistful and winsome. Others deserving of a word
of mention are Flora Finch and
The piece was
Gordon Begg.
Terriss from a
adapted by
story in Smart Set by T. Howard
Kelley, and capably directed by
faithful

ugM

out that

.done

^° r °

acceptable.
are b u<I
p
and »:\\
t«ore ac P
\\\ed
»=>.U
stor\
The latter
t^t
promise
FranC
it.
weJs his nary"ml
tvhe

««

'^ectouis^undersroodan^
b
Jrom
' pS
returns
°«r
fdat
btov.s
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Everyone who sees it will mean several more
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The film opens with a sort of Parisian
travelogue showing the various arcs, towers
cathedrals that embroider the city on the
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Later there are Apache resorts, wild
dances and
villainous
characters
galore
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Settings and costumes that fairly dazzle.
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that count
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Running True

The WILLIAM

FOX

;

Form

to

unbeaten entry in

Box-Office Sweepstakes
Manny ” Mandelbaum, T emple T heatre, T oledo,

Ohio, wires

you how well we are pleased with the phenomenal
It and the Temple Theatre have
something
Toledo
which
achieved
in
no other picture has done
I

want

to tell

THE IRON HORSE.

success of

namely, a hold-out every day during the entire two-weeks’ run.
possess a wonderful box-office attraction in

You

THE IRON HORSE.

—

E. Mandelbaum
Temple Theatre

Big Box-Office Winnings at
Rialto — Washington,
2

St.

D.

C

Majestic

Weeks

Francis

6

— San Francisco

—Kansas
2

Yea

,

3

City,

Mo

—

this

Weeks

Criterion—Los

Weeks

Bo!

Weeks

Liberty- -Seattle

4 Weeks

Liberty

—Portland, Ore.

2

IRON HORSE

Angeles

Weeks

has a gold lining!
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fox Film Corporation.
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FOX/*^
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r Jem Mix

WILLIAM

M

with

TONY,

•

the wonder horse

^EVERLASTING
WHISPER.
JACKSON GREGORY
J.G.BLYSTONE froduffion

from

the novel by

i

IX SHIHVT

nIHlMIfljn

5Umt8-UTTU &IJVNTS
Fox Film Cop] oration.

of the

SCREEN

EVERY TIME

George O’Brien
Jacqueline

Logan

Alec B. Francis
J.

Farrell

MacDonald

George Fawcett
Cyril

Chadwick

Frankie Bailey
Francis Powers

Marion Harlan

Mark Fenton
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John Golden's
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Gwat Govn&dr

Matt Moore
Frank Borzage T>rodttcUon

'Hit

of

Married LU

fox Film Carp oration.
'
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ANYONE ANY PLACE SAYS-

ANOTHER STEP IS
TAKEN IN THE BOX-OFFICE
TIE UP

ON THIS WILLIAM FOX

SUPREME ATTRACTION
John Golden’s play

hit

By Winchell Smith and Tom Cushing
Scenario by

FRANCES MARION

JOHN FORD
OHNGOUKN

Production

EVERY TONGUE IN YOUR COMMUNITY A HUNDRED
TIMES A DAY BOOSTS THIS POWERFUL PICTURE.

Jacqueline Logan
john golden]
Creighton Hale - Zasu Pitts
UN,TEarle Foxe - Margaret Livingston

'with

fAGES

,

FOR WIVES

Fox Film Corporation;Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.— Will H. Hays, President

^

An audience

WITH
MARGUERITE^

deiamotte'
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ALLAN

FORREST
LOTTIE PICKFORD
LOUISE

DRESSER

SALLY LONG
WILLARD LOUIS
r
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A

audience limited only by the number of people who can
.read, is waiting to see “FIFTH AVENUE” on the screen!

The number of

readers of

The Saturday Evening Post

is

con-

servatively estimated at 10,000,000.

Here

is

your patronage guaranteed

in

advance!

Arthur Stringer is a writer whose stories are eagerly looked
for by readers of the popular publications. They are vivid, realistic, colorful and human.
He knows the highways and the by-

— splendor
—and he has

ways of metropolitan life. He knows Fifth Avenue
and its sophistry its sophistication and its shams

—

put his first-hand knowledge into a story that
of readers today.

is

its

thrilling millions

Filmed on the actual scenes, the local color and sense of reality
of New York’s most famous thoroughfare are visualized as they
have never been before on the screen.

A GREAT STORY
A WONDERFUL CAST
A SUMPTUOUS PRODUCTION!
!

An Audience

Waiting to f
Storm Your Box Office •
RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MTJNROE,

President

Member Motion

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FL1NN,

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Vice-President and General Manager

— Will

H. Hays, President
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Kenneth Harlan
John Roche -Reed Howes -Pat Harti^an
Directed hif

Alan Crosland
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WARNER BROC
Classics of the Screen

’

M

A Collier Magazine Story

<->

A novel
Now a

serial in 450 daily newspapers
Written by
'

These Twenty Authors
Robert Gordon Anderson
Bernice

Louis Bromfield

Brown

Rube Goldberg

H. C* Witwer
George

Meade Minnigerode

Agnew Chamberlain

Wallace Irwin

Dorothy Parker

Carolyn Wells

George Palmer Putnam

Bigger Thrills

Streeter

Sophie Kerr

Elsie Janis

George Barr McCutcheon

Ed

Kermit Roosevelt
Frank Craven
Gerald Mygatt

Alexander Woollcott

John V. A, Weaver

!

Keener Romance!

TREMENDOUS EXPLOITATION!

Louise Fazenda
Walter Long * Francis MacDonald
Scenario hy Lewis

Milestone

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SEP TEMPER
Winner Group ”
such money makers as

Started “ The

off

with

From

SON PRODUCTION.
An

Hubert Osborne as pro-

the play by

duced by David Belasco.

A JOHN

S.

ROBERT-

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., presentation.

in

RICHARD WASHBURN CHILD.

from

Henry

Webster’s famous
and His Daughter” with
LEWIS STONE, Shirley Mason, David Torrence
and Barbara Bedford. Directed by George ArchainContinuity
Editorial director June Mathis.
baud.
adapted

“Joseph

Kitchell

—

Greer

“The DARK ANGEL”
GEORGE FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION,

with

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, from the stage
play by H. B. Trevelyan.
Scenario by Frances
Marion.

Presented by

SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

y

THE

WINNER

GROUP
is

of “ Winner

product that tops the

CORINNE GRIFFITH

in

the biggest

Berber's

“CLASSIFIED” with

Jack Mulhall and Charles Murray. Directed by
A1 Santell.
Editorial Director June Mathis.
Presented by Corinne Griffith Productions Inc.

MILTON SILLS

in

“The Unguarded Hour”
by Margaretta Tuttle with

DORIS KENYON

by Eve Unsell.

a

**

field

Directed by
Presented by C. C. Burr.

“WHAT FOOLS MEN”
novel

Group

Edna

“THE LIVE WIRE” from “The Game of Night”
Charles Hines.

1925

Scenario by Josephine Lovett.

JOHNNY HINES
by

17,

OCTOBER
and another month

RICHARD BARTHELMESS in
“SHORE LEAVE” with dorothy macKAILL.

October

directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Produced under
the supervision of Earl Hudson.
Presented by
First National Pictures.

The Pace That Thrills
adapted from an original story by Byron Morgan with BEN LYON, MARY ASTOR and
Tully Marshall.
Directed by Webster Campbell.
Produced under the personal supervision
of Earl Hudson.
Presented by First National
Pictures.

“Why Women Love”
Adapted from Willard Robertson’s famous play,
“The Sea Woman,” with BLANCHE SWEET,
Robert Frazier, Charles Murray, Dorothy
Sebastian and Russel Simpson. Scenario by
Lois Leeson.
Presented and directed by

EDWIN CAREWE.

buy on

the

market

today.
b7\

Foreign Rights Controlled
First National Picture* Inc

<

383 Madison Avenue.

3‘iyaX

New York
fork

national Pictures
Members

^ Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of

America

Inc. ~~ Will

Hays PmuLent

”
October

17,
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NOVEMBER
and 5 more tremendous Winner Group
John McCormick

The crowning achievement

presents

most marvelous

COLLEEN MOORE
WILL’S

ISRAEL

from

Adapted

stage

success.

John Francis Dillon.
Editorial

until

you see him.

He

through
of poverty,

battles

a life

lawlessness and bleak

despair but in the
end regains his faith
in life

he

with the

girl

loves.

by

in

Remember Leon
Errol in "Sally?”
Well, you have not
seen anything until

you see him in this
one where, because
he wears the clothes
of one, he has to
lead a gang of pir-

Directed by Kenneth

all

times.

LEON ERROL

— DOROTHY

“CLOTHES MAKE

GISH

The PIRATE”

NITA NALDI, TULLY MARSHALL, JAMES
RENNIE, GEORGE MARION, EDNA MURPHY

with

Edmund Goulding

Webb-

Oh, Boy! This

the laugh of

“

“THE BEAUTIFUL CITY
written for the screen by

tion of this stage success.

ates.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
DOROTHY GISH

As

Mathis,

is

with

for this

star.

Director.

Wait

Fight?

of a

Never so charming, so captivating
we see her in the screen adapta-

ZANG-

Directed

June

very popular

Presented by

Adapted by and produced under supervision of
Marion Fairfax. Directed by Maurice Tourneur.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

One of the most wonDrama!
ling!

tense! thril-

who does

—

derful of love stories

— sprinkled

not

with a

especially

well timed mixture of

when it is visualized
on the screen as has

gripping drama is
"The Scarlet Saint.”
Another First Na-

love

it

been done with

this

picture.

This

is

tional

any

another great

knockout for

theatre.

prestige builder.

“The
with

NEW COMMANDMENT”
BLANCHE SWEET, BEN LYON
and an

all star

from the novel “Invisible Wounds” by Col. FredDirected by Howard Higgin. Screen
adaptation by Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin.
Presented by Robert T. Kane.

"T he
with

supporting cast

erick Palmer.

A

T

.

career.

Another great money maker

“WE MODERNS’’

i„

ticket sellers

SCARLET SAINT’

MARY ASTOR— LLOYD HUGHES
adapted from “The Lady Who Played Fidele”
by Gerald Beaumont. Directed by George
Produced under the superArchainbaud.
vision of Earl Hudson.
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Record Smasher
Has Started Its March/

from Paterson, N.J., comes the
':first report
The Dark Angel holds the

Garden Theatre

record for the

so far this year. It did

exceptional business!'
Director

MR. SIMON H. FABIAN, Burner and
general of FABIAN ENTERPRISES

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

George Fitzmaurice
p

FA

O

DUCTION

DARK

AN GEL
stage play by
>y

H. B

Trevelyan

FRANCES MARION
far-

Ronald Colman
and

Vilma

Banky

Again proving the consistency/
of ~3irhl national^ Winner Group/

{

Foreign Rights Controlled by

Nauonai Pictures Inc
383 Madison Avenue. New York
First

<

Members

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America

Inc. --Will

Hays

^President

EXHIBITORS
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independent ^~&lm Srade

Qjfie

Martin

Publisher

Quigley,

J.
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Cooney Brothers to Build Theatre in Chicago’s Loop M. P. T. 0. of Kansas and Missouri
Fifteen Theatres Added to West Coast Chain
Tax Elimto Fight Proposed Tax

—

—

ination in Consideration.

Sam Katz to move

New York;

Office to

Dead After Long

Illness

—

—

Begin Samuel Y. Grand
Louis B. Mayer to Launch Second Half of Production
Big Acquisition Drive

to

Schedule.

—

Pathe Expands Ad Plan After Meeting of District Managers Court Rules Down Urbana
Ordinance for Blue Sundays Warners Plan Big Picture from Sabatini Story With
Barrymore Starred Laemmle Back From Europe.

—

—

—
Reginald Barker Plans
Build Big West Coast Theatre — Michigan Convention Opens
Grand Rapids — Arkansas Exhibitors
Meet October 11 — Texas Exhibitors
Waid
Schenck Family Get Together
Gotham
Reunion— Mastbaum Returns From Health
Trip Abroad — Seek Muriel McCormick and Ganna Walska
Screen — Chicago
Exhibitor Takes Own
—Pennsylvania Exhibitor
Hays Group Will Place New Uniform Contract
Use — A.M.P.A.
Names Space
Buyer Committee — Milton
Signs New
National
New York
“Keeper
Bees”
Screening — Warner Production Unit
Chicago — Showmen and Employes
Wage Disputes
Canadian Society Formed
to Pay Tax Until Act

Force Music Copyright Fees Missouri Exhibitors Advised
Lesser Tells Plans for New Product.

to

Amended

Is

—

to

at

Elect

to

Secretary.

for

in

for

Life

Killed.

in

of the
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down:

attraction in the

amusement business

is

“bound

to

g°”
is

of meeting with public approval; but no absolute guarantees can be offered.

The obvious moral of this dogma is that regardless
of what the attraction may be it must be advertised, exploited and promoted generally in every possible and
rational way.
This is not being done in the picture business and
the result is an almost criminal wastage of opportunities for greater gain for all concerned.

The

first

logical step in the

promotion of

a

motion

picture is to inform the trade—completely, graphically
and vigorously. Ninety percent of the good pictures
issued fail to bring back to producers consistent returns
because of the inadequate taking of this logical first
step. A motion picture essentially is only a can of film.
Everything that it amounts to beyond that is the direct
result of the attitude of the trade and the public.

The creation of the right attitude of the trade and
the public toward a film is largely a matter of effective
advertising. There is no substitute for the part that advertising plays. There is no greater commercial folly
possible in the motion picture industry than to produce
lavishly and then to curtail to an insignificant limit the
amount to be spent for making known the resultant
product.

We

are not performing the functions of an advertising solicitor when we tell producers that the few dollars
which may be saved by rigid economy is not in fact
economy at all because it .means the sacrifice of thousands of dollars of possible additional revenue; in doing
this we are simply directing their attention to a phase
of their business which they have lost sight of due to
the pressure of other matters.

And trade paper advertising is not the only spot in
the field of promotion which is being curtailed to uneconomical limits. Many rich opportunities to impress
the public via newspapers, magazines, billboards and
direct-by-mail efforts are being neglected.
The exhibiting branch of the industry is rapidly taking the lead in every phase of advertising and exploitation.

Good pictures make good business and no other circumstance or influence will accomplish the same purpose.

true, certain subjects in the picture field and
elsewhere offer in advance every reasonable assurance
It

Pictures

and Prosperity

for Advertising

Theatre

men have been

thinking and working on

advertising plans and this is no small factor in the
nation-wide prosperity that the theatre field is now enjoying.

Hence, it should be a matter of a great deal of satisfaction to the whole industry that at this opening of
the theatrical season there is an array of powerful attractions available. From many points throughout the
country reports are coming in concerning the exceptional business that these new attractions are bringing
in. Attendance records that looked to be good for long
standing are being shattered. The present volume of
theatre patronage seems to prove that not only old
patrons are coming back but great numbers of new ones
are joining the ranks of motion picture devotees.

The season has opened most auspiciously. There are,
of course, many involvements and entanglements in the
trade to be ironed out but the prospect generally is for
the most prosperous year in the industry’s history.
*

*

*

Producers Owning
of

‘Show Windows’
Contrary to a frequently expressed opinion in the
it does not appear to us that the recent formation

trade

by Famous Players of

a distinct theatre

company

is in-

tended to put the affairs of the company in shape to
meet the recommendation of the Federal Trades Commission investigators that the company divest itself of
its

theatre holdings.

In the first place, it does not appear likely that the
Federal Trades Commission will uphold the recommendation of the investigators that Famous Players dispose of all of its theatre holdings. It is now almost
generally conceded that a producer can make out a
good case on the point of his right and necessity to
operate theatres in key cities as show windows for his
product.

In the second place, the formation of a separate thecompany, owned by the parent company, would
not be in accord with the arrangements insisted upon
by the Federal Trades Commission in cases where orders
have been issued for parent companies to desist operaIf such an order was
tions in supplementary lines.
issued against Famous Players it probably would mean
atre

a product that lives and prospers only through advertising. That highly desirable

that ownership and control would have to pass into
other hands, as the expedient of a separate company
would not fulfill the spirit of the order.

margin of additional advertising, which is so necessary
to a producer’s prosperity, can only be assured by the

At any

The motion

right

amount

rected.

picture

is

of advertising of all kinds, properly di-

This might come about, but it is extremely unlikely.
rate, such an order would be contested through
every court of jurisdiction, with a good chance that the
courts would not uphold such an order.
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Cooney Brothers

to Build

Theatre in Chicago’s Loop
Movement Turns

Interest in Theatre Consolidation

West

to Central

— Saxe Chain Adds Four Houses—Universal
Reported Active

and Wisconsin this week become the center of interest in the
nation wide movement to concentrate theatre management.
Developments indicate that Chicago’s loop situation is to undergo
several changes.
Balaban & Katz today operate the only three large picture
houses in the loop, the Chicago, McVickers and Roosevelt, and have a fourth
Illinois

The Orpheum has been the leading “open
Cooney Brothers to Build Big House

house under conduction.
Sol Lesser (right), vice president of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., snapped
while in San Francisco in connection
with the program of adding 15 theatres to the organization’s holdings.
With him in the picture is Herman
Webber, Western manager for Famous
Players Lasky.

—

M. P. T. O. of Kansas
and Missouri Will
Fight Proposed Tax
CITY, MO.,

Oct.

6.—The

M. P. T. O. of Kansas and Missouri,
fearing that the result of the film tax
in
Connecticut may be duplicated in
Kansas and Missouri, has launched an
investigation of Governor Baker’s plan
to submit to the Missouri legislature an
amendment calling for a five to 10 per
cent tax on all amusements and luxuries.
They feel that the need for the investigation is the more urgent in that today
is
the date set for the conference to
discuss the preparation and submission
of the initiative amendment to the constitution that indicates the vigor with
which the governor is putting the plan
forward.
“Missouri exhibitors are not to be
caught asleep in this proposed action,’’
said C. E. Cook, business manager of
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas and Missouri
in commenting on the governor’s proposed new measure. “We always have
cooperated in constructive legislation
and we are capable of fighting what we
believe is unjust legislation just as hard
as we have aided the government in
various ways.”

Mount
McKenna Tax Nears

British Imports

as

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C„ Oct.

6.— The

that the McKenna duties
on British film imported would be reimposed apparently was the cause of a
great increase in the quantities received
according to the report which show that
the announcement was coincident with
the increase.
Two years ago the imports amounted to 58,940,-

announcement

968

feet; last year, 48,898,631 feet; this year,
164,742,426 feet.
British exports in the current
period (the first six months of 1925) amount to
54,894,482 feet valued at £198,749, compared with
27,598,472 feet last year valued at £124,313.

Mrs. Remhusch Injured
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IND., Oct. 6— Mrs.
Rembusch, wife of one of the

SHELBYVILLE,
Frank

J.

Although the location of their site is still being carefully guarded,
Cooney Brothers admit they have practically closed for a location within a
stone’s throw of the New Morrison hotel and will build immediately.
Simultaneously, Jones, Linick and Schaefer announced that the Orpheum
theatre passes to Warner Brothers November 1.
Independent Film Exchange of PhilaCooney Brothers are expected to erect
delphia, is head, has plans for a circuit
an “atmospheric theatre” along the lines
of the world-known Capitol, a Chicago
of 15 first run houses and has awarded
neighborhood house.
This will be the
contracts for erection of two houses at
eighth link in their chain. They are also
South Bethlehem and Easton. The Mark
interested in a booking combination of
Strand Theatre Corporation has obtained
down state theatres.
a permit to erect a $250,000 house at
Albany, N. Y. New American AmuseUniversal Reported Active
ment Company has closed a deal for the
For several weeks it has been known
New American and New Shenandoah in
that

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

biggest theatre operators in Indiana, is in
a serious condition at her home here as the
result of an automobile accident.

house.”

Ike

Van

Ronkel,

for

many

years

Chicago manager of Goldwyn, has been
working for Universal investigating the
theatre situation in Illinois and adjoining territory. Recently it has been persistently

rumored

efforts,

Universal

theatres

in

that as a result of his
will
announce the
acquisition of a number of down state
Illinois

and possibly some

Chicago houses.

where all of the theatres have
been owned by Balaban & Katz Midwest
Elgin,

organization, is to see the reopening of
the Star theatre about October 15 under
the management of Charles Hagedorn
of Chicago. A four-piece orchestra is to
be installed in the house, pending the
installation of a Wurlitzer organ.
Reports that Ascher Brothers would
sell a half interest in their chain to either
Fox or Universal was nailed by Nate
Ascher.
He pointed out that they had
just eliminated Loew money from the
chain and that in view of this the reports were “absurd.”

Saxe Adds Four to Holdings
The Saxe chain in Milwaukee added
four theatres to its property during the
past week. It acquired the Mirth theatre
in the Bay View Suburban section from
George Bausch by purchase; leased the

Tower and Ivanho

theatres,

now

being

erected by Mai Investment Company,
and announced plans for erecting a new
house at North and Lisbon avenues.
Dr. B. L. Brody, owner of the DeHomestead, Kinsman and New
troit,
Broadway houses in Cleveland, has obtained a lease on a new motion picture
theatre being erected on Lee road by
the Cedar-Lee Realty company.
The
house seats 1,200.
The lease is for
seventeen years at an aggregate rental
of $300,000.

Fifteen Theatre Chain Planned
The Beldorf Theatre, Independence,
Kans., has been obtained by Universal
according to Charles T. Sears, general
manager of Universal theatres in the
Kansas City territory. The Royal and
Crystal theatre, Atchison, Kans., which
were purchased by Universal, are to be
managed by A. R. Zimmer, recently a
First National salesman.
Independent Theatres Corporation, of
which Len L. Berman, proprietor of

Louis.
It is also reported in St.
Louis that George Skouras will add a
prominent North St. Louis theatre to
St.

his

chain.

More Theatres Added
To West Coast’s Chain

15

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

HOLLYWOOD,
more motion

Oct.
6.
picture theatres,

Fifteen
seating

more than
have been added to the West
theatre chain, according to an

42,000 persons and valued at
$2,000,000,

Coast

announcement made by Sol Lesser.

The West Coast has just purchased
the State, Oakland, Majestic, Rialto and
Grand,' at Reno, Nev., one theatre in
Oak Park, two in Susanville, one in Lodi,
the Liberty, the Capital and Goddard at
Sacramento, one in
Paso Robles, and one

Petaluma, one
Monterey.

in

in

With the addition of the new theatre,
a corporation has been formed known as
Bear State Theatres Corporation. Through
the formation of this combine, all the theatres owned by the T. and D. Junior interests
have been taken over by West Coast. In
addition, substantial stock interests have
been taken in theatres located at Pacific
Grove, Hayward, San
Oakland, Fruitvale and

Leandro, East
suburbs of

five

Hopeland.

New theatres will also be built in
Marysville, Oroville, Chico, Dunsmuir,
and Martinez. The organization is now
operating 168 theatres, and is one of the
largest individual circuits, not allied with
a producing firm, in the world.

Solons Argue Admission
Tax Elimination Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C., Oct. 6.— Arguments on eliminating the theatre admission
tax will be heard by the House Committee
on Ways and Means on October 24 and
26 during the course of hearings on the
question of amending various miscellaneous
taxes, it has been announced here.
The committee will hold its first meeting
October 19, and after preliminary discussion

of

tax revision will

to taxation hearings.

devote 10 days
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YORK. Russell Holman has
written a novel called “The Freshman”
and Harold Lloyd says it’s a good story.
Bill Hollander, the Balaban & Katz
York on
publicity ace, stopped over in
his way to Boston to give Jeff Lazarus a
lift in opening the new Paramount the.

.

.

New

atre.

way

.

.

Eddie Lyons, producer of Broad-

.

comedies,

New York

is in

funny things.

.

.

.

looking for
will take

Leo Brecher

time out at Universal to open his own
Boston Road theatre this week.

new

man from Lon-

Richard Wainwright, film

Benhere looking things over.
nie Schulherg is here from the Coast in
Pete
consultation with Jack Bachmann
don,

is

.

.

.

.

.

Smith chaperoned Louis Mayer, et
New York last week and will be

.

al.,

into

our
midst for a couple of weeks, but brought
in

no greetings from the Wampas. ... Abe
Carlos and M. H. Hoffman, the Damon
and Pythias of Tiffany-Truart, were among
last week’s arrivals from the West Coast.
Rudolph Valentino is due here this
week to sail for Italy and the girls at the
Max Graf
Algonquin are all a-flutter.
arrived in New Y'ork last week from San
Carl Laemmle, hale and
Francisco.
hearty, has arrived from a long EuropeGlendon Allvine, president of
an trip.
the Ampa, was dined last week by all the
past presidents of the organization and now
Sam
knows just how to run things.
Wood, who will direct the picture in which
Paramount acting school pupils will act, is
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

here for a conference with Jesse Lasky.

A. W. Smith, Eddie Eschmann’s right
hand man, left last week on a trip through
Walter
the Middle West and South.
Woods, production editor of the James
Cruze unit, is in New York on research
work.
A. H. Blank of Des Moines is
here and spending most of his time at First
Dr. A. H.
National headquarters.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Giannini, president of the East River Bank,
and the most popular man who ever loaned
money to picture people, returned last
week from a two months vacation spent

Abe Warner is in Chicago
Europe.
and the Middle West on a two weeks trip.
S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) and Arthur H.
Sawyer have returned to New York from
Harry Knappen has gone
a trip abroad.
to New Orleans as branch manager for
Ralph Block, managing editor
Pathe.
of Paramount’s story department, has gone
Rupert
to the Coast for a brief trip
Hughes is spending a few days in New
York and will leave this week for the
Joseph Schnitzer, vice president
Coast.
of F. B. O., returned from the Coast last
week chaperoning John Brownell, Paula
Gould and other Western sojourners.
Sam Katz, now a regular between Chicago
and New York, arrived here yesterday and
John Poole
will remain several days.
Bishop, until recently managing editor of
Vanity Fair, has joined Paramount and
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

will write

titles

.

.

.

.

made at
Manheimer

for productions

the Eastern studio.

.

.

.

E. S.

has returned from a trip through the Mid-

Benjamin Glazer,
from the West Coast, is a
Charles E. WhitNew York visitor.
taker is another visitor who arrived from
William ( Bill Kathe West last week.
lem) Wright has resigned as business mandle

Western

states.

.

.

.

scenario writer

.

.

.

.

.

.

ager of production for the Chronicles of
America Corporation, effective the end of
SPARGO.
last week.

—

Gloria Swanson’s next Paramount picture, “Stage Struck,” has just been
completed at the Long Island studio by Allan Dwan.
It will be released
November 16.
In the
first

and

sequences

final

color has been used to
suggest the periods of
happiness in the life of
the
heroine.
Miss
Swanson has a role of a
waitress in a cheap
country restaurant. She

dreams

of being famous.

Above she

shown

is

as

her dreams when she
appears
before
great
audiences.
Part of her
life is spent on an Ohio
river steamboat. Scenes
for much of the film
in

were

taken

Martinsville,

few

weeks

at

New

W.

Va., a

ago

where

she was feted by local
and
magistrates
welcomed cordially by the
theatregoers of the community.
Opposite her appears Lawrence Gray.
Others in the cast are
Ford Sterling, Gertrude Astor and Marguerite Evans.
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Office East;

Acquisition Drive Expected
Will Soon

Work

—

Own

1,000 Houses, Belief Franklin and Katz to
Together in Handling Theatre Circuit F. N.
Post Seen for Barney Balaban

By JOHN

NEW

YORK,

S.

—

SPARGO

—

Sam Katz will remove his permanent headquarters
York, and from here, in association with Harold Franklin, direct the destinies of the combined Paramount and Balaban & Katz
theatre interests. The offices of the theatre department of Famous PlayersLasky on the seventh floor of 485 Fifth avenue have been rearranged in order
to provide an office for the new executive, who is already installed there.
from Chicago

to

Oct.

6.

New

Expect Acquisition Campaign to Begin
While nothing can be learned

it is generally believed that a camother theatres and circuits will be commenced at once. With no figures given out, the combined Paramount-Balaban
& Katz organization is figured in the industry to own and control between
600 and 700 houses. It is expected that this number will be increased to 1,000
within a few months.
standards of entertainment and a new code of
In this connection it is said that negoservice.
Their accomplishments have been a
tiations have been on for some time, and
force of great constructive benefit, and they have

paign for the acquisition of

officially,

many

now near completion, for the taking
over by purchase of the entire chain of
Finklestein & Ruben theatres in the Northwest. These are generally figured as numbering about 60. Finklestein & Ruben are
also the First National franchise holders.
Katz May Resign F. N. Post
Considerable speculation has been indulged in as to Sam Katz’ position as a
member of the executive committee of
are

( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

YORK,

Herald)

6.— Samuel V. Grand,
former president of the Grand-Asher comOct.

pany, and for years one of the best known
independent film men of New England,
died last week after an illness lasting several months.
About two months ago he
suffered a general breakdown and since
then has been in a sanitarium. The funeral
took place Sunday from his home in Boston.

Mayer

Leave for
West Coast to Launch
Last Half of Program
to

( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

6.

—Following

con-

with Marcus Loew and
M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer,
head of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios,
ferences

tablishment of headquarters at this company’s offices. According to another member of the First National executive committee, Katz will soon resign from that
body and his place there will be taken by
Barney Balaban.
In the handling of the big theatre circuit,
Katz will work in close association with
Harold Franklin, who has had charge of
the theatre department of Famous for the
past three years.

Franklin Writes

Welcome

In the current issue of The Close L'p.
the official weekly publication of the Paramount theatre department, the following
is

printed over Franklin’s signature:
relationship that has been established be& Katz and the Famous Players

“The

tween Balaban

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct.

First National, in view of his close relationship with Famous Players and his es-

here

Nicholas

theatres will result in the very highest standards
of theatre operation and will prove of great benefit to the entire industry.
“The far-reaching influence of Balaban & Katz
in the field of exhibition has introduced new

made progress because their success is founded
on sound principles. They believe in the creed

—

theatres are service institutions that the
operation of a motion picture theatre is a public
trust, and is successful only as long as it deserves
public confidence.
“B'oth organizations will retain their identity
and will co-operate to the fullest extent in conducting their theatres better than ever before.
With the ‘ultimate’ as the goal, this will mean
greater opportunities for every man of both organizations for a fuller development along pro~\
gressive, constructive lines.
that

“Mr.
chief

Sam Katz

executive.

will

We

of

to New York as
the theatre department

come

him hearty welcome, and pledge to him our
With such leadership the thefullest support.
atres operated under the combined banner of
give

Famous Players and Balaban & Katz should
come the standard

be-

of the world.’’

Moore Diebel Entered
,

for Fall Golf
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Tourney

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct.

6.

—Tom

Moore of

Washington and Christy Diebel of Youngstown, Ohio, the two champion exhibitor
golfers of the country, without whom no
golf tourney would be complete, will be
on hand when play in the Fall Film Golf
Tournament begins here next week at the
Winged Foot Golf Club. Almost all of the
regulars have lined up for the playing, and
in point of attendance the meet is likely to
be the largest held since these semi-

yearly events were inaugurated.

will return to

Culver City shortly to launch
the second half of the season’s 52 productions.
The producing program for the
next six months is the most ambitious in
the history either of M-G-M or Cosmopolitan Productions or both together.

Irving Thalberg, Harry Rapf and Hunt
Stromberg will be the executives associated
with Mayer in the production of the second
half of the year’s program.
“Under the
producing schedule just prepared, provision
has been made for vacations among the
members of the executive staff,” said
Mayer. “Harry Rapf will shortly make a
trip to Europe with his family, where he
will combine pleasure with Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer

Upon his return Irving
will take a well earned rest and
will spend a month abroad.
The

business.

Thalberg
later

I

addition

with

make

Hunt Stromberg and others
are now in negotiation will
possible for members of the execuof

whom we
it

which have thus
far been denied them because of the rush
of production.”
tive staff to take vacations

Commission’s Counsel Attack Block
Booking Producer-Owned Theatres
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
—Elimination of block booking and the
Oct.
WASHINGTON, D.
,

to

C.,

6.

requiring of such respondents as have theatrical property interests to divest
themselves of such interests or divorce their activities in the production or
distribution of film is asked of the Federal Trade Commission in a brief Bled
by the commission’s attorneys in the Famous Players-Lasky case.
The brief consists of nearly 300 typewritten pages, and not only reviews
the history of the case since its inception in 1921, but discusses in detail the
alleged evils of block booking and the ownership of theatres by producers
and distributors. These two phases of the case are held by the attorneys to
be the most important questions involved, and the other questions raised by
the commission in its complaint are left for oral argument.
The two are
held to be fatal to the industry, and would corner the market and eliminate
the independent producer.
Arguments advanced in the brief are sustained by excerpts from the testimony of the various witnesses called during the commission’s hearings, to
show there is a great public interest involved in the case which was denied
by the respondents, and to develop the charges against block booking and
producer-distributor ownership.

\
j

”

:
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Pathe Expands
District

Ad

Plan After

Managers Meet

Exploitation System Under Neiv Field Staff Organization Also
Local Tieups for Exhibitors Emphasized

—

Widened

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

EW

YORK, Oct. 6. Expansion of the original Pathe plan for
exploitation with the recently established staff of field men under
supervision of S. Barret McCormick, exploitation manager, is being
arranged, following the unanimous approval of the new system given by
district managers at their convention with home office executives recently
in New York.
Plans were also discussed in detail for further development of a method of national advertising with which exhibitors can line
up for direct benefit to their box offices.

N

T HE

keynote of the convention,
which was called the most enthusifruitful
in
the history of
astic and
Pathe, was sounded by Harry Scott,
general sales manager, when he urged
the

repre-

field

sentatives
place

to

their

problems frankly
before

the

con-

ference.

“This

business

going
forward constantly in leaps and
bounds,” Scott,
of ours

is

who presided,
told

the

“We

ees.

confer-

must

progress with it or
be outdistanced.
But we must proceed in accord
with actual conditions

as found in the
want your recommendations and
we want your criticism without fear or

We

field.

favor.”

Speakers emphasized how recent advertising campaigns of Pathe had enabled showmen to tie up locally with
resultant benefits.

Two

instances cited

In addition to “The Freshman,” “Black Cyclone,” “Kivalina of the Icelands,” and the forthrelease, starring Rex,
temporarily titled “The Devil Horse,” Pathe has
acquired within the past few weeks the distribution of a series of Harry Carey Westerns, a group
of comedy-dramas starring Larry Semon, and four
of Charlie Chaplin’s most famous screen successes.
“A Dog’s Life,” “Shoulder Arms,” “A
Day’s Pleasure, and “Sunnyside.” Also scheduled
are 104 two-reel comedies from the comedy studios of Hal Roach and Mack Sennett.
Four new
Pathe serials are lined up for release within the
next year, starting with “Wild West,” released
Sept. 27, and including “The Green Archer” by
Edgar Wallace; “Janie,” a Western by Raymond
S. Spears; and a romance built around the United
In short-feature deStates Coast Guard service.
partment, Pathe continues the distribution of its
Grantland Rice “Sportlights,” “Stereoscopiks,”
“Aesop’s Film Fables,” “Topics of the Day,”
“Pathe Review, Pathe News, “Chronicles of Amer“Pilgrimage to Palestine”
ica,” and a special,
series of single-reelers.

coming Hal Roach feature

Those who attended the regular convention sessions included:
Harry Scott, general sales manager; Pat Campbell, feature sales manager; Stanley
B. Waite, sales manager of two-reel comedies department; E. Oswald Brooks, serial sales manager;
W. A. V. Mack, short feature sales manager;
Charles Henschel, Eastern District manager; Fred
Aiken,
Midwest district manager; R. S.
C.
Schrader, Central district manager; Oscar Morgan,
Southern district manager; Frank Harris, Western
district manager; L. S. Diamond, manager of sales
statistical department. ; S. Barret McCormick, ex-

manager; P. A. Parsons, advertising
manager; E. F. Supple, publicity manager. Miss
Regge Doran, manager of public relations department; Mrs. E. R. Dessez, manager of educational
department; George Gray, editor of Pathe Sun;
and W. C. Smith, comptroller.

ploitation

were the Pathe serial contests on “The
Ideal American Family” and a beauty
contest on “Sunken Silver.” Both cases
were brought out as indicative of the
policy Pathe will use.
Following is a resume of the program

All sessions of the convention were given
over to business the only diversion being a
banquet Sept 25 in honor of Pathe producers and a theatre party the next night

outlined

for the

managers and

their wives.
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Court Rules Down
Urbana Ordinance
for Blue Sundays
Efforts

to

operate

theatres

on Sunday

have been rewarded in one case recently
while they were thwarted in two others.
In Urbana, Illinois, a motion picture ordinance passed recently was declared void
October 2.
In Glen Ellyn, Illinois, the
citizens recently voted down Sunday motion pictures at a special election by 1,128
to
916.
The vote which determined
whether the existing blue laws would be
changed also determined that a proposed
new theatre would not be built because of
the defeat of Sunday shows.
In the Urbana case G. C. Freeman and
E. E. Alger had been arrested some time
ago but had pleaded their case upon the
grounds that the town had no ordinance
forbidding Sunday shows.
While their
case was pending a special ordinance was
passed which named certain theatres which

were not run on Sunday. The ordinance
was found faulty.
In Amarillo, Texas, an attempt to open
Sunday shows resulted in the arrest of
Ross D. Rogers, manager of the Fair theatre where “The Ten Commandments” was
being shown.
His Sunday matinee was
continued despite his arrest but further admissions were not sold. He was fined $21

and

costs.

College

Dean

Aids in “ Reform
Kathleen Gillard, dean of women at the
Southeast Missouri Teachers College, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., plans to prohibit girls at
the college from enjoying Sunday shows.
She has decreed that Sunday engagements
must be limited to church and the home.
No motoring will be permitted after 5 :30

M.

P.

Warners Planning Big
Picture from Sabatini
Story with Barrymore
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald )

6.—Warner Brothplanning to make a pretentious
picture of “The Tavern Knight,” Sabatini story, which will be the third production starring John Barrymore, in the
title role of Sir Crispin Ballaird. Barrymore, who has just completed “The Sea
Beast,” will start work at once on Lord
Byron’s “Don Juan” as his second pic“The Tavern Knight” is not exture.
pected to be completed before spring.
ers

Oct.

is

The signing of Barrymore for this
Warner production is expected to

third

prevent his return to the speaking stage
this season, though it does not mean
his permanent desertion of the footHe is known to have been deallights.
ing with a German plavwright for a
play for next season.
“The Tavern Knight” is a story of
England of the Seventeenth Century
when Charles II tried to regain the
throne from the parliamentary rule of
Oliver Cromwell.

Laemmle Returns From
Three Months Overseas
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Here

the group of Pathe district managers and home office executives who
joined in a banquet Sept. 25 at the Roosevelt hotel. New York, in connection
with the recent convention. At the far end, with hands on table, is Paul Fuller,
president of Pathe Exchange, Inc. At his right is E. C. Lynch, chairman of the
board of directors; at Fuller’s left is Elmer R. Pearson, vice president and
is

general manager.

NEW

—

YORK, Oct. 6. Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Pictures Corporation, is home from Europe with Harry
Zehner, his secretary; Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
and Rosabelle Laemmle, his daughter.
Mr. Laemmle was overseas three

months.
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Canadian Society Forms to
Force Music Copyright Fees

Re-Takes
VX70NDER
* *

cuits will

papers

what these big theatre cirdo to get their names in the

when they have acquired

Branch of London Association Incorporated
of

Move

the

all

*

*

The West Coast Inc. has just purchased
15 more. A week ago they bought 22. Universal buys them in blocks and Paramount
adds a string or two every few days.
*

He

*

*

Stuck

On

BiH Hart
weeds and

has just finished “Tumbledidn’t tumble once, according
to his press agent, although he did a lot
of tough riding.
* *
*
,,

Inside Stuff
Carl Laemmle has bought a "Schuftan Spiegelverfahren.” Not, it’s not a newfangled foreign car, just a device to take
pictures of giants. You know, Uncle Carl
is going to produce “Gulliver’s Travels,”
and inasmuch as he couldn’t get the original cast, he’s got to fake some of the stuff.
I see

*

*

No

*

Signs

The Independent Producers’ Association
is urging its members to cut down production 25 per cent. So far we haven’t been
able

where

discover

to

cutting

the

has

commenced.
*

*

*

All Say So
According to round-about reports there
is
one police dog in Hollywood whose
owner does not claim he is related to RinTin-Tin, but up to the hour of going to
press the

rumor could not be confirmed.

Nothing
I

New

read where they’ve discovered a

that

fish

the Malay peninsula, and
London is all excited over it. You see a
lot of fish flirting along Hollywood boulevard.
flirts

—

Dominion Parliament Conference
Countermove
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

bunches nowadays. If
you only own a circuit of 10 or 12 theatres
they won’t talk business with you.
in

*

in

in

—

OTTAWA,

Ont., Oct. 6.
That the threatened problem of a copyright
license scheme is to become a reality to the exhibitors of Canada is shown
by the fact that the Performing Right Society of London, England, has
organized a Canadian branch of the association to impose and collect
copyright fees on a wide variety of music which is now being played in
the theatres of the Dominion.

Branch Organized in Canada
Announcement is made by the secretary of state at Ottawa of the incorporation of a company under a Canadian federal charter with the title of Canadian
Performing Right Society, Limited, the headquarters being at Toronto,
Ont. Formation of this branch has been sponsored by officials of the
parent body in London.
The Canadian company has been established
with a capital stock of 10,000 shares having no nominal or par value.
This development follows upon a move
Canadian parliament last winter to
amend the Canadian Copyright Acts to
provide for payment of royalties on all
copyrighted music played by theatres in
Canada. Strenuous objection was taken by
organized exhibitors in Canada, namely the
Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors
of Canada, a branch of the Hays organization at Toronto, and the Canadian division
of the M. P. T. O. A. The net result of
in the

the agitations against the bill was that it
did not get beyond its first reading and the
committee stage in the Canadian house of

commons.
Conference in Countermove
A countermove to the formation of the
Canadian Performing Rights Society, Limited, has been the holding of an important
conference at Toronto, at which matters
relative to the copyright situation affecting
the exhibitors were discussed by Colonel
John A. Cooper, president of the Motion
Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada; Jack Arthur of Toronto, musical
Famous Players Canadian
director
of
Corporation
Professor Watson Kirkconnell of Winnipeg, representing the Canadian Society of Authors and Composers,
and Mrs. G. V. Thompson, representing the
Musical Writers and Publishers, Toronto.
The outcome of this conference was not
announced although a statement was issued
to the effect that “it is expected that the
result will have a very considerable effect

upon

*

*

He Ought
The most

to

Be

news of

startling

the

week

is

the fact that Lleieusszneuieuszesses Willihiminizzissteizzii Hurrizzissteizei of Folsom,
Cal., is to be deported as an undesirable
alien.

*

Many
own at

a

*

*

—

*

*

*

Live Stock Barred
Syd Chaplin wanted to go to

New York

via air mail to attend the opening of “The
Man on the Box,” but Uncle Sam has a
rule which prohibits live stock being transported by mail— so Syd couldn’t go. Anyway, the Warner Brothers saved $486.29 in
postage.
*
* *

Famous Last Words
double the quantity and give

it

twice

the kick.”

United States regarding a working agreement for mutual interests.

Missouri Exhibitors Advised

To Pay

Till

Act

YORK,

Oct.

6.— The

*

*

the Press Agent
Harold Bell Wright says he wants nothing but the truth written alout the production of “Barbara Worth.”
R. M.

KANSAS

Lesser , Returned from
Trip, Tells Plans for

Eleven
( Special

to

New

Later Dr. Reisner commented on

Pictures

Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Oct. 6. Irving M. Lesser,
vice-president and general manager of the
Astor Distributing Corporation, announced
h i s organization’s

and

production

plans
last week shortly
after he returned
from a business
and pleasure trip
to
Florida
and
Cuba. In conjuncdistribution

with Harry
Rathner, president
of the corporation,
arranged
Lesser
for the production
of “Child Wives,”
tion

entiffc film, “ Evolution

the unusually favorable reception
given the production by members
of his congregation.

Amended

CITY, MO., Oct. 6.— Missouri exhibitors who use music controlled
by the Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers have been advised by the M. P.
T. O. Kansas-Missouri to make payment
on a fair and consistent license until such
time as Missouri can obtain the same 20
per cent rebate system as is in force in
Kansas among exhibitor members or until
the national copyright act is amended.

sci-

” an UrbanKineto feature edited by Max
Fleischer under the supervision of
the American Museum of Natural
History and released by Red Seal,
was praised recently by Dr. Christian F. Reisner, pastor of the
Chelsea Methodist church here, in
a speech on “Moral Evolution”
broadcast from
the
Roosevelt

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Herald)

hotel.
*

Tough on

NEW

to Exhibitors

in

Not long ago the Performing Rights SoLondon made overtures to the Society of Composers and Authors in the

Minister Praises “Evolution”
In Speech Over Radio
( Special

situation

ciety of

Well Trained
young flapper learned

to roll her
her mother’s knee, according to
statistics. Out here they call ’em Franklin
knees air cooled.

“I’ll

copyright

musical

the

Canada.”

;

*

—Follows Defeat

in Toronto Starts

theatres in the country?
* *
*

They buy them

29

the

first

Astor

“Aristocrat.”
Rathner
leave

for

is

soon to

Hollywood with a copy of

the

script.

Following

the

Wives” Rathner
to

completion

of

“Child

go to the Northwest
make arrangements for the production
will

of a railroad story there during the winter
storm season. Another picture in prospect
is a sea
story with the East Coast for
locale, many scenes for which will be made
aboard a steamer in the United Fruit Com-

pany

service.

:
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Reginald Barker Plans to Build Michigan Meet
Opens; Arkansas
Big Coast Theatre
Session Oct. 11-12
Will Erect $750,000 House on Own Property on Coast— Chadwick
,

CSpecial to Exhibitors Herald)

Small and Del Ruth Defendants in Suit

By

H

—

OLLYWOOD,

GRAND RAPIDS,

RAY MURRAY

Oct 6. Reginald Barker, director, announced plans
for the erection of a large theatre on property owned by
himself at the intersection of Highland and Melrose avenues.
last

week

r HE

theatre is to cost approximately
$750,000. Others who will figure in
enterprise are William Richardson,

the
president of Rich-

He

on Sunset boulevard.

have as his
and William
Stapp, Los Angeles newspaper men.
assistants

will

Graham

Carroll

^

Mack

ardson Music com-

pany; Ralph
Spence, play-

Sennett is recovering from a disshoulder suffered when his horse
footing and fell with its’ rider.

located
lost its

*

and Dorothy F a r n u m,

wright,

Tom

Engler,

*

new

*

Wam-

president of the

welcomed home at a
the Western Adverweek. Harry Hammond

pas, was formally
special meeting of

scenarist.

The house will
be of Aztec design.
Until recently
Barker has been

Club

tisers’

last

A

Beall presided.
bers enjoyed the

mem-

large turnout of
specially

arranged pro-

contract
with Fox Film

gram.

Corporation. It
was announced last
week that accord-

Frank Lloyd Plans Orient Trip
Frank Lloyd, head of the First National
unit which is completing “The Splendid
Road,” and whose contract terminates October 15, will leave for a long vacation in

under

*

ing to a mutual
agreement the contract had been brought
*

Sierra

Firm Sues

*

to
*

an end.

for $ 250,000

Sierra Pictures, Inc., has filed suit for
$250,000 against Hampton Del Ruth, director, Chadwick Pictures Corporation, and

Edward Small company charging George
Walsh failed to appear on September 1 to
act in a serial entitled “Missing Millions,”

which Sierra was about to make. It is
alleged that Walsh was to appear as leading man in the production at a salary of
$1,100 per week but the defendants failed
to surrender him.
*

*

*

Newman, manager of the MetMillion Dollar and Rialto theatres, has purchased property in Beverly
Hills for $55,000.
Frank

I.

ropolitan,

*

*

*

Rupert Hughes was elected president of
the Writers’ Club last week, with Donald
Crisp and Dewitt Jennings as vice presidents.
ijl

jjj

Harry Brand, director of publicity for
Joseph Schenck, returned Saturday aboard
the S; S. Mongolia and was welcomed by
a committee of Wampas members. A reception has been arranged for Tuesday.
*

*

*

“ Modern Madness” Rights

Bought

The world rights
“Modern Madness,”

for the distribution of
the new A. M. Foote
production, have been secured by the Hollywood Film Sales Service. F. J. Hawkins
will leave for New York with a print as
soon as the picture is completed.
M. S. Rosenfield, Loew’s State Building,
New York, is the Eastern sales representative for the Hollywood Film Sales Service and will handle the sales of the Foote
series.

*

*

*

*

Richard Talmadge, stunt performer of
the Richard Talmadge productions released
by F. B. O., has left for New York. He
has just completed six pictures on his new
schedule. His F. B. 0. contract expires
within a few weeks, it is said.
*

*

*

Eastman Agent Dead

Harry L. Richardson, aged 53, Western
representative for Eastman Kodak company, died at the Hayward Hotel Wednesday. He has represented the Eastman company for 20 years on the Coast.
*

*

*

M. H. Goldstein, secretary treasurer of
Universal Pictures Corporation, has returned to New York after making many
sweeping changes at the Universal studio.
*
* *
Schrock Signs Ena Gregory
Raymond L. Schrock, general manager
of Universal, has announced that Ena
Gregory has been signed to a long term
contract by Universal.
:*C

%

of well-known Paramount
players returned to the West Coast this
week. Director Monta Bell, who has just
finished “The
the party.

King on Main
*

*

Street,”

headed

*

Estabrook, who has been producing Strongheart and Monty Banks pictures, has signed a contract with B. P.

Howard

Fineman whereby

the Estabrook units will
continue their production schedule on the
F. B. O. lot. The contract calls for space
and general facilities for a period of 18
months, during which time $750,000 will

and Levee have acquired the George L.
Morris, Inc., lumber yard, the Reid-Platt,

Pathe Names Knappen
N. O. Branch Manager
Exhibitors Herald
Special
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct. — The

Inc.

following

Pelton

as

&

Levee, Inc.

*

Tom

*

Messrs.

Pelton

*

Reed, who recently resigned as
publicity director of the Universal studios,
has opened an independent publicity agency

to

(

)

6.

changes

have

been

made

by

Pathe
Knappen is now branch manager to
succeed P. A. Schmuck now in the Charlotte
H.

Oct.

6.— Ex-

were

Michigan

j

greeted with an
elaborate
booklet
containing the official

program,

pic-

tures of the executive staff and

honorary members
the organization and a retrospect of the year’s
activities
as
re-

of

viewed by H. M.
Richey, manager.
clean slate is
presented the the-

A

atre

owners

H.

M. Richey

re-

garding the adverse legislation, Richey reSunday closing and censorship bills
failing of passage.
Campaigns against
blue laws also were successful. Two labor
settlements were achieved. The number of
carnivals was reduced. Three hundred theatres took part in the “Greater Movie Season” campaign, for which $30,000 was spent
by exhibitors of the state.

Collins Calls Meeting of
Arkansas Exhibitors Oct. 11-12
PINE BLUFF, ARK., Oct. 6. — Eli
Whitney

Collins, president of the Arkansas
exhibitors’ organization, has called the semiannual convention for Oct. 11 and 12 at
Little Rock, in conjunction with the Arkansas State Fair. O. C. Hauber of this city,
who is secretary, is preparing the program.
Previously these conventions have been
held on the first Sunday and Monday of
the month.

Texas Exhibitors Elect
Waid to Succeed McNeese
DALLAS, TEX., Oct. 6. — Directors

of
the M. P. T. O. of Texas met in a special
session to fill the vacancy of secretary
caused by the resignation of H. G. McNeese, who has become affiliated with the
Phil H. Pierce Company as salesman. The
directors extended thanks to McNeese for
the way in which he conducted affairs of
the organization.
Winfield Waid, former
salesman of Pathe comedies, was selected
to fill the position.

number

have been expended.

*

Three of Southern California’s most important building material plants have been
consolidated and will hereafter be known

MICH.,

over Michigan arriving
todav for the two-day convention of the
M. P. T. O. of
all

ported,

the Orient. He is closing his headquarters
at the United Studios upon the advice of
his physician to take a complete rest.
* * *

A

from

hibitors

L.

branch;

E.

E.

manager

is

now

Heller,

formerly Charlotte branch

special district serial repesentative.

Sir William Jury, Film
Leader of British Isles,
Guest of Loeiv, M-G-M
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 6.— Sir William
Jury of London, a leader of the British
film industry and a distributor of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer product in the British
Isles, was the guest of Marcus Loew and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at a dinner at
the Ritz-Carlton hotel here last week.
Among the guests were many leading
executives in the motion picture industry
of this city and Los Angeles, including,
William Jury and Marcus
M.
Zukor,
Joseph
Schenck, Nicholas Schenck, Jesse L.
Lasky, Will H. Hays, Louis B. Mayer,
besides

Loew:

Sir

Adolph

A. H. Giannini, Samuel Spring,
Robert Rubin, and Major Edward
Bowes, who acted as toastmaster.

Dr.
J.

October

17,
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Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

7

George K. Arthur, swimming enthusiast, is in an important role in “Lights of Old Broadway,” starring Marion
Davies. It is a M-G-M picture adapted from the Lawrence
Eyre stage play. Arthur has been in several good roles

INHIBITORS ttERATD pllOtO.
Irene Rich and daughters Jane and Frances as they arrived
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, October 2. Miss Rich
stopped on her way to Toronto where the Warner Brothers
unit of 17 was to make a race track sequence for “Lady

of late.

Windermere’s Fan.”

One of the foursomes that recently competed in the match play between the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the Fox studios at the Rancho Golf Club. Left to
right: Frank Borzage and George Marshall (Fox), Jack Coogan, Sr., and
Howard Hawks (Metro). Metro won the match, but the two Fox representatives put up stiff competition.

Dennison Clift, who recently returned
from England has signed a contract to
produce a big production for release
through Producers Distributing Corporation, under the title, “The City of Play.”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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The dicky

by Charles Ray and worn by him
which he plays opposite Pauline
Starke.
Ray has recently been signed to play in Metro-GoldwynIVlayer pictures. He is appearing under Robert Z. Leonard’s direction
in a film to be released near the first of the year.
in

“A

Milton

vest, invented, it is said,
Little Bit of Broadway” in

Sills is

seen in the center signing his

new

First National con-

Others are E. A. Eschmann, general manager of distribution
Samuel Spring, secretary-treasurer, Ray Rockett of the production department (at Sills’ left), and B. W. Perkins, general counsel for the company (extreme right).
tract.
(left),

Helen Lee
respondent

Worthing
in

B.

Woman’s Story.”
pany’s new stars is
“Plastic Age.” He

plays the beautiful coSchulberg’s “The Other
Another of the same comDonald Keith who appears in
is practically a newcomer.
P.

Henry B. Walthall is playing George Bennett in
“Three Faces East,” directed by Rupert Julian for
Producers Distributing Corporation.

He

has a

stable kind of popularity that has increased steadily over a long period of time.

William Sistrom has put Seena

Owen and

work on the construction

Priscilla
of stage 4.

Dean, Metropolitan

George Bertholon,
production manager, is also lending a hand. The sooner the stage
is finished the sooner Seena and Priscilla can make pictures under
their new contracts for Pro-Dis-Co.
stars,

to

October

17,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Montgomery (left), J. Charles Davis 2nd, and Ben
Wilson (right), discuss the completion of the national contest on “The Power God,” serial. The picture will be made
by Ben Wilson and will be released by Davis Distributing
C. A.

Division.

33

Leatrice Joy’s new bob has provoked considerable facetiousness from Robert Ames, who humorously commented
upon the complexion of her newly discovered ears. “All”
will appear in the Pro-Dis-Co film “The Wedding Song,”
which was directed by Alan Hale.

Florence Vidor, Paramount player, and
her daughter Suzanne, on the tennis court
adjoining their Hollywood home.
Miss
Vidor appeared in “The Trouble with
Wives” recently with Tom Moore.

In Warner Brothers’ '‘The Love
Toy” Willard Louis is a foppish

He has selected as the most
permanent kind of crown a permanent wave curler.

king.

Rin-Tin-Tin, Warner Brothers’ wonder
dog, explains by his chalk and blackboard
that he emphatically does not like the
feline species. And he’s willing the wide
world should know it.

Norma

a great lover of tennis
She, by the way, will appear soon in “Free Lips,” a Metrois

courts.

Goldwyn-Mayer
her will be

picture.

Lew Cody.

Opposite

—

:
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Schenck Family Get Together
in Gotham for Reunion
—

Lee Marcus, F. B. 0., Celebrates for Big Sales Maj. Thomson
Novel Lloyd Book Tieup Noiv Available

—

N

By JOHN

EW

—

YORK,

S.

to Sail

SPARGO

her moth-

Margaret Talmadge, her brother-inlaw, Buster Keaton, and Mrs. Roscoe Ar-

the Middlewest, where he visited a number
of cities in the interest of “The Freshman.”
Whelan assisted in the exploitation of

buckle, all arrived

Lloyd’s latest production at Chicago, Mil-

on the

waukee, Buffalo, Des Moines, Kansas City,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh.
Whelan came with the Lloyd Corporation
for the purpose of supervising the selection
of posters and to put out the press book
on “The Freshman.”

^

er,

Century
Friday morning.
Constance
will
look over the latest day and evening gowns for
her next production, which is to
be directed by

*

Von

Stroheim,
and will spend a
lot of time with

Norma

sister

attending

the

Broadway shows.
Buster and Mrs.
will spend

Keaton

part of their stay in the East visiting in
Pittsburgh and Washington, but will not
allow visiting to interfere with their taking
in all the World Series baseball games in
the two cities. Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle and
Peg Talmadge are stopping with the
Schenck and Keaton families at the Ambassador Hotel.
*

*

Lloyd Book Tieup Available
For the first time since Harold Lloyd began making pictures, a book tieup is available to exhibitors playing one of the beGrossett
features.
are issuing a popular 75 cent
edition of Lloyd’s latest comedy, “The
Freshman,” and the book is selling big.
The publishers have rented space in stores
on both sides of the Colony theatre, New
York City, where “The Freshman” is doing record business.
The book has a handsome three-color
jacket bearing a large close-up picture of
Harold Lloyd dressed as the character he
plays in the picture as well as text matter
tying up with the picture. It is illustrated
with eight stills from the production. The
novelization of “The Freshman” was made
by Russell Holman, of the Paramount advertising department.
spectacled

comedian’s

& Dunlap

*

*

O.,
last

New York

;

;

;

sales promotion director,
division manager, Chicago, and

A1 Boasberg,

and Cleve Adams,

with such force that he went down again
and “out” for the second time.
In a later scene, after Welsh had rescued
his sweetheart and was on his knees, proposing, a piece of marble statuary was dislocated from the wall and put Welsh “out”
for the third time within an hour. Referee
Burton King thereupon halted the battle
and sent Welsh to his dressing rooms.
*

*

*

Safe Is Safely in Safe Place

a lot
Dear John,

tells

Here’s a hot one.
When I joined First National, Carl
Becker, the cashier had the office next to
mine.
Only a pretty ground glass partition separated us.
That was a week ago.
Three days ago they moved Carl Becker
and the big safe out into the big room
Gosh
and built a cage around him. .
.

—

.

darn

it

following New York salesmen :
G. William
Wolf, H. Kram, Jack Ellis, L. C. Wechsler, Leo
M. Fox, L. B. Sherwood, J. W. Holden, Phil
Hodes and Frank Leonard, exploiteer connected
with the New York exchange.
* * *
the

I

Mort. Blumenstock.
*
*

Whelan Back from Trip
Leslie F. Whelan, exploitation manager
for the Harold Lloyd corporation, has just
returned to New York from a trip through

studio parties in

our checkered career, but if our memory
serves us right we have never been at one
which was billed beforehand as a “gala
studio party.”
An invitation from Pathe
has reached us, and we’re so intrigued by
that word “gala” that we’re booked solid
for the afternoon of October 9 at the Long
Island Studios where Pathe is making
“The Green Archer.” The party is in honor
of Allene Ray. Judging from what we’ve
seen of her on the screen, her presence
will enhance whatever other features go to
help out on that “gala” stuff.
jf;

jjc

Major H. C. S. Thomson, president and
managing director of F. B. O., sails next
week for Europe for the purpose of visiting the London, Paris and Berlin offices of
F. B. O.
He expects to remain about two
months.

E.

Jules

Stanley

the

of

PA.,

Mastbaum,

company

6.—
Oct.
president
arrived at

Quarantine he
was greeted by
Charles B. Nall,
president of council,
representing

Mayor
and

Kendrick

by

Einstein.

A.

L.

Mast-

baum’s appearance was conclusive proof of his
regained
health,
for

the

which
gone

to

lack

of

he had
Europe

in July.

Regarding

Stanley
pany

,

the

com-

future activities in Europe he
“nothing was accomplished,” but
“we have a site near the Grand

s

said
that

Opera house.

Yet there

is

lacking the

assurance

of government interest that
we deem essential.”
Mastbaum was welcomed
lunch on his arrival
m this city Sept. 29 by theatfollowing:
Joseph A.
Mastbaum, Thomas M. Love, Jay Mastbaum, John
J. McGuirk, Abe Sablosky, M. W. Taylor, J. D.
Lit,
Frank W. Buhler, William Goldenberg,
,

Michael

Catsiff,

Kessler. Irving D. Rossheim, Jules E.
George W. Metzel and Clifford Hawley.

Muriel McCormick

and Ganna Walska
Sought for Screen
Muriel McCormick and Ganna Walska
will appear in motion pictures soon if the
plans of Albert W. Hale, pioneer director,
are carried out.
Hale is in Chicago from
Hollywood conferring with Harold C.
McCormick, father of Muriel and husband
of the prima donna, and awaiting the arrival from Europe of both of the proposed
future

They’re certainly discerning people over
at First National, or it may be only one of
those remarkable coincidences. This letter

*

;

director

Shortly after this Burton King directed
Welsh to batter down a door, behind which
Welsh was to find his sweetheart being asphyxiated. After almost breaking his hand
Welsh rammed the door with his shoulder

We’ve attended many

salesmen. The occasion was in celebration of the sale of 50
per cent of the year’s quota.
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the New York
exchange, presided and among those in attendance were:
Major H. C. S. Thomson, president
Colvin W. Brown, vice president,
of F. B. O.
David Poucher, treasurer Lee Marcus, sales manager Nat G. Rothstein, publicity and advertising
to the

five minutes.

*

Marcus Celebrates Big Sales
Lee Marcus, sales manager, of F. B.
gave a party at the Hofbrau House,

week

on three separate occasions.
In a brawl scene with Bradley Barker,
Welsh suggested that Barker make the
fight real.
Barker took him at his word
with the result that Welsh was “out” for

1925

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

*

horseshoes with him one day last week,
when he narrowly escaped serious injury

in

*

*

Niles Welsh, who is playing one of the
leading roles' in the new Jans picture “Ermine and Rhinestones,” which is now in
the course of production in Glendale, had

17,

Health Regained,
Mastbaum Reaches
U. S. from Abroad
When

Oct. 6. The Joseph M. Schenck family and family
connections are having a reunion in New York. After Joe and
Norma left Hollywood for the big town, the remainder of the family found it a little lonesome so hopped a rattler and came on to spring
a little surprise on the first travelers.

pONSTANCE TALMADGE,

October

stars.

Hale

said he had written two stories,
“Parents Are You Guilty?” and “The
Girl in Doubt,” as vehicles.
Most of the
exteriors of the first, he added, would be
taken in Chicago and the interiors as well,
if suitable studio arrangements could be
made.
Meantime it is reported from Paris that
Ganna Walska has just signed a contract
with Cines Company to appear in the role
of Josephine in “Napoleon,” under management of Abel Gance, French producer,
the furniture and ornaments being lent to
the company by the French government.
It was said the picture of Napoleon’s life
is expected to take two years in the making.
titled

Hershberg Takes

Own

Life; Felt Is Killed
William Hershberg, owner of the
Rainbow, Cameo, and Schindler’s theatres here, committed suicide yesterday
morning by shooting himself.
Despondency caused by business reverses
is thought to have prompted the deed.
Maurice E. Felt, well known Pennsylvania exhibitor, was found shot to death
last

week

at

Germantown,

Pa.

With

his

brother Fred, Felt built and operated a
string of theatres in Philadelphia and at
Wilmington, Del., and has been active
as an exhibitor for the last 10 years.

—
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Official Bulletin

Names Committee
on Space Buyers
( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

YORK,

Oct.

Herald)
8.

— Names

of
the

those appointed to membership in
Space Buyers’ Committee of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.,
to investigate circulations and advertising values of the trade papers, are given
in the following official bulletin sent out
last week on the order of President
Glendon Allvine of the A. M. P. A.:
“A spontaneous demand among space
buyers in the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers led to the appointment by
President Allvine of this Space Buyers’
Audit Committee of Trade Papers:
Vivian
chairman;
Rothstein,
“Nat
Moses, P. A. Parsons, A. M. Botsford,
Bruce Gallup, A. L. Selig, Gordon
White, J. M. Solomon, Russell Holman,
John Flinn and Paul Gulick.

“This committee will make a farreaching inquiry not only among publishers and advertising managers but
also among exhibitors in an effort to
ascertain impartially the actual facts in
circulation figures.”

Signs
Contract
3-Year
New
With First National

Milton

Sills

Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to

NEW

YORK,

ular star, last

6.— Milton Sills, popweek signed a new contract
Oct.

with First National for a period of three
years following the
expiration

present

of

by Distributors
(

NEW

ex-

was born
Chicago and
educated at the
Sills

University of ChiMilton Sills
He abanc a g o.
doned a career as
a professor of psychology for a career on
the stage, and for a number of years
played in Belasco, Brady, Frohman and
Shubert productions, making his first appearance in Ibsen’s “Rosmersholm.”

“Phantom” Grosses More
Than “The Hunchback”
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

of

as

Unjust to Exhibitors

Special to Exhibitors Herald

—

YORK, Oct. 6. Unless something unforeseen occurs a new
“uniform contract” will be placed in use by the members of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Announcement was made
from the Hays office last week that a new form of contract had been
formulated and only awaited the endorsement of a few leaders among the
its general adoption.
O’Toole, former president of the
O’Reilly, president of the Theatre Owners
R. R. Biechele, president of the M. P. T. O.
with Gabriel L. Hess, of the Hays office, in

exhibitors before

M.

J.

and copies

of the draft

Oct.

6.

—Universal’s

“The Phantom of the Opera,” now in its
fifth week at the Astor here, has grossed
20 per cent more at the box office than
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” despite the fact that $1.65 is top price for
“The Phantom” as against $2.20 top for

“The Hunchback.”

The Astor has sold
out
nightly
since
“The.
Phantom”
opened, and last week’s business was
within $300 of the business done in the

opening week.
From Far Rockaway, Asbury Park,
Monroe, N. Y., and Long Beach, also
that “The Phantom” tothe box office than “The
Hunchback,” in some cases, as here in
the city, at lower prices than were
charged for “The Hunchback.”

M. P. T. O. A., Charles L.
Chamber of Commerce, and
of Kansas, have been working
formulating the new contract,

have been sent to these and to other exhibitor

leaders.

M. P. T. O. A. Approval Doubted
understood that the arbitration clause contained in the contract now
in force has not been changed in the new instrument, and if this is found
to be true it is likely that the new contract will not meet with the
approval of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
It is

Joseph M. Seider, president of the M.
New Jersey, is chairman of the
Contract and Arbitration Committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and has many times bitterly assailed
lack of equity in the method of handling
arbitration matters under the old contract.
Mr. Seider has stated that his organization
would gladly welcome a contract drawn by
P. T. O. of

the

Hays organization

that

was

fair

to

both sides.

tract

referred to

is

the

form of contract

proposed by us and it is only after a careful
reading that it becomes apparent that it
refers to a contract that your organization
obviously preparing.

is

“We

have no objection to your organizaignoring our proposed form and instead preparing one from your own view-

tion

On

point.

contract

the contrary,

drawn by you

we
that

will welcome a
is fair to both

sides.

Added Clause
distributors who are mem-

clause that
bers of the Hays association are adding to
the contract now in use has aroused the
ire of Mr. Seider, who asserts in no unmeasured terms that the addition of the
clause is plainly fraud being imposed on
the exhibitors. In connection with this Mr.
Seider has sent the following open letter
to Mr. Hays under date of Sept. 30.

in

come reports
tals more at

Seider

A

pressed great satisfaction with First
National’s securing a new contract
with Sills.

NEW

P. T.

Arbitration

Seider Attacks

Richard A. Rowland, First National general

35

Hays Group Will Place New
“Uniform Contract” in Use
0. A. ApClause Reported Unchanged — M.
Clause
Attacks Addition
proval Doubted —

his

contract.

manager,

)

“Dear General Hays:
“You, no doubt, are aware of the fact
that the members of your organization,
without advice to their customers, have
added a clause to the exhibition contracts
that they enter into with theatre owners as
follows :—-This
contract and each and
every term and condition hereof, except
the matter set forth in the schedule, shall
be deemed amended, modified, added to
and abrogated by the terms and conditions
of the proposed new uniform exhibition
contract if and when finally adopted and

approved by Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc., insofar as
the terms and conditions of such new unior may be
inconsistent with or additional to the terms
and conditions hereof, and the provisions,
terms and conditions of such new uniform
contract, when so adopted and approved,
shall be deemed to be incorporated herewith, to form a part hereof and to be
binding upon the parties hereto.

form exhibition contract

shall

“We

must, however, protest, on behalf
our membership, against this newly
added clause.
“Through this clause an exhibitor agrees
in advance to accept a contract, the terms
of which are unknown to him. Your memof

bers

require

of

the

exhibitors

to

sign

check in blank for your organization to
in

the

a
fill

amount and the payee.
Calls Procedure “Unjust”

“We

have tried very hard, but in vain
to find a reason for this action other than
an effort by your organization to overcome
sales resistance because of the demand of
the theatre owners for a fair contract to
forestall the acceptance of our proposed
contract by the Independent Motion Picture
Association of America and to provide
against a possible decision adverse to the
form of contract now in use by your

members.
“In the event a decision is rendered,
holding the present contract inequitable, we
assume it is the intention of your members
substitute a new form for the present
this clause makes it possible for
you to do so. You purpose, thereby, to
make valid the present contracts, which we
claim are invalid because they lack muto

one and

tuality.

“We can characterize this procedure in
no other way than unethical, unjust and
strategic.”

Calls Provision Misleading

“We can call it nothing but fraud when
a distributor adds a clause to a contract
that contains in bold faced type the words,
‘Uniform Exhibition Contract,’ thereby
leading his customer to believe that the
contract that he is signing is the so-called
Uniform Contract without change from the
form that you have promulgated.
“The clause is so drawn that it would
give the impression upon a first reading that
the proposed new uniform exhibition con-

May McAvoy
Role

in

Finishes

Wilde Story

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 6.— The comple-

“Lady Windermere’s
Fan” marks the third feature picture
which May McAvoy has been featured
in since she finished her work in “Ben
tion of her

Hur.”

work

in

)
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"The Keeper of the Bees,’’ an F. B. 0. production, boasts a cast of stellar celebrities. Robert Frazer heads the cast with
little Gene Stratton, Clara Bow, Alyce Mills, Josef Swickard, and Martha Mattox in support. Above are scenes taken
from the story which was written by Gene Stratton Porter.

N. Y. Sees “Keeper of the Bees”
at Private Screening
Premiere
B. 0. Picture From
Distinguished Gathering
Gene Stratton-Porter Novel — Meehans Attend
JFitnesses

of F.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

—

YORK,

Oct. 6. With a distinguished company attending,
“The Keeper of the Bees,” Film Booking Office’s motion picture
from the Gene Stratton-Porter novel of the same title, had its
premiere in New York last night at a private screening at Town Hall.
James Leo Meehan, son-in-law of the late author, who transferred the
story to the screen, was in the audience, with Mrs. Meehan.

COCIETY,

stage and screen were well
represented in the gathering which saw
the initial presentation of the picture in the
East.
Nelson Doubleday, publisher of the
book; Gloria Gould, new manager of the
Embassy theatre here; Mrs. Lydia Hoyt
and others active in New York society circles were among those who had been invited to attend the showing, and the picture was praised both for its vivid delineation of the action of the novel and for the
masterly achievement of Mr. Meehan in
directing it.

Mr. and Mrs. Meehan, who collaborated
adapting the novel to the screen, are in
for a visit that is expected to
extend over several weeks.

in

New York

“Keeper of the Bees ” Sets
Record at Salt Lake City

NEW

(

—

Gene Stratton, granddaughter of
the author, drew commendation for her
work in the cast. Robert Fraser, who had
the principal role, was lauded for his part
as were those in support Clara Bow, Alyce Mills, Josef Swickard and Martha Mattox.

to

—

of the greatest advertising campaigns put behind a motion picture by
F. B. O. since its inception has been
launched for “The Keeper of the Bees,”
by Nat G. Rothstein, director of publicity,
advertising and exploitation. The novel
was widely advertised by McCall’s Magazine for several months while it was being

run serially in that publication. The picture will be released simultaneously with
the publication of the book. Already in
its second printing, it is estimated by the
publishers that copies will run into the
millions before the year is over.

Carson Dahnken, manager.

Commendation

One

of the picture

is

voiced

home

telegrams received at the
in
office from the following, all of
were in the first night audience in

whom
Salt

Governor George H. Dern;
Mayor C. Clarence Neslen; Harvey H.
Cluff, attorney general of Utah; Heber
Grant, president of the Church of
J.
Latter Day Saints; J. H. Rayburn, secretary of the Salt Lake Chamber of
Commerce; and H. W. Lane, president
of the Salt Lake baseball club.
Cutting of the first print was com-

Lake

City:

pleted just in time to rush the negative
Salt Lake by airplane, arriving an
hour before the rising of the curtain for
the opening night, September 19.
to

Works All Day from 3 A.M.
Then Runs Theatre at Night
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

ALBANY,

N. Y., Oct. 6.—In
Richmondville, N. Y ., there is an
exhibitor who probably spends the
shortest night of any exhibitor in
the entire United States. He is
J. Snyder, of the Temple theatre,
who runs a dairy farm, gets up at
3 a. m. and milks the cows, works
throughout the day and then runs
the theatre at night.

Hanson Swedish Picture
Player on West Coast
,

,
( Special to Exhibitors

Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 6.— Lars Hanson, Swedish film actor, who is to play
in

forthcoming

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

productions, and his wife arrived here
last week and were met at the train by
Directors Victor Seastrom and Mauritz
Stiller.
Hanson and his wife declared
that Europe has no studios to compare
in size and equipment with the studios
here.

( Special

to Exhibitors

Herald)

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA,

Oct.

6.— Fox

Film Corporation laid the cornerstone
of its exchange building here during the
Fox Australian convention and by that
act became the first extra-Australian film

company

to

build

its

own

quarters in

Australia.

Clayton P. Sheehan, Fox home office
representative, presided at the laying of
the cornerstone, assisted by Stanley S.
Crick,
Australian
managing director.
Prominent exhibitors, members of the
state and federal parliaments and other
persons 'to the total number of about
250 were present at the ceremony.
After the stone was placed the guests
were given a luncheon, and later attended a special screening of “The Fool,”
the greatest current Fox attraction here.

Special to Exhibitors Herald

YORK, Oct. 6. All Salt Lake
City records for motion picture attendance are said to have been broken by
“The Keeper of the Bees,” F. B. O.
picture from the novel by Gene Stratton-Porter, when it had its premiere
here at the American theatre there. In
the first two days the picture played to
more than 10,000 and in the week to
An extra box office was estab22,500.
lished to handle the crowd, according

Little

Cornerstone for Fox
Building in Australia
Laid ; Sheehan Presides

Lubitsch, Irene Rich

and Company Stop
Chicago on Canada
A

unit of the

in

T rip

Warner Brothers company

which

is making scenes for “Lady Windermere’s Fan” consisting of a party of 17
stopped off at Chicago, October 2 on the
way to Canada from Hollywood. Ernst
Lubitsch and Irene Rich, accompanied by
her family, were in the party. The party
had left Hollywood in a chartered car at
near the same time that a party of 38
in a special car arrived in New York from

the

Coast.

Miss Rich will be in Toronto, Can., for
two days then will continue her trip to
Paris to complete making scenes for the

On her itinerary she expects to
her former home, Buffalo, N. Y.
With her were her two children, Frances

picture.
visit

and Jane, who
in Switzerland,

will

shortly

enter

school

and her mother, Mrs. Mabel

Luther.

Showmen Get Long End
When Help Compromises
Much

of the labor trouble arising in Wis-

and Canadian cities has been
brought to an end with exhibitors on the
long end of the compromise in most cases.
A strike was avoided in Milwaukee when
the operators were granted increases of
five cents an hour for houses of less than
800 seats
ten cents for more than 800
They had sought from five to 32
seats.
consin,

;

per cent increases.
In Montreal, Can., the projection operators have accepted last year’s wage scale.
In Calgary and Edmonton, Alta., are seeking a scale of $50 a week.
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THE THEATRE
(Z

[Department of Practical Showmanship

JAZZ

IS
THEATRE

RECIPE FOR PROFITS

Good Roads and the
Box Office

Theatre

C

A. RIGGS,
*

of similar size have
lure of paved roads
leading motor owners to the box offices
of adjacent and larger cities.
He suggests
that the question be put to other showmen
by this department and that is done herewith.

done

to

There

in cities
offset the

definite record of effort
made to cope with the situation described,
though undoubtedly many have dealt with
it

in

is

little

one way or another.

All are invited

to tell of their experience.
And exchange
of ideas and opinions will be valuable.
Meanwhile, the institutional copy space in
the Theatre Herald is devoted this week to
propaganda copy which may be of some
use in this connection.
If this is found to
be of value, more will be provided.

Conversation
About Films
liyiOTION

While

this continues,

good showmen give

their clientele plenty to talk about.
Two methods of providing conversational food are outstanding, the theatre
publication and newspaper advertising. If

a theatre paper is contemplated, this is
the time to launch it.
Newspaper advertising, of course, should never be permitted to drop into the monotony of cutand-dried announcement copy. Selling a
reader is one thing, the essential thing,
but selling him and making him talk is
two.

Buddy

Stuart
Pays a Call

13UDDY

(otherwise Laurence L. ) Stuart,
leaving the Fenway at Boston after
two years to enter the home office of the
Famous Players-Lasky Theatre Department, dropped in for a chat last week.
Buddy had been down to see Herschel at
the Missouri in St. Louis.
Buddy’s been putting theatres across for
more years than you’d believe if you
weren’t familiar with the record and
“across” is the word. What he does with
a theatre is what Paris did with garters
and Heinz with pickles. When he sells
the townsfolk the institution it stays sold.
Talking shop with a shopman like Buddy
every five or six years is one of the things
that keeps faith in the theatre business
alive during the interims.

easily the best current getter of quick

is

ance proves

it.

future at least.
Paul Ash’s method of procedure is comparatively simple, though one or two house
risks are involved.

It

roughly, as fol-

is,

lows.

Big Campaign First Step
hurricane advertising and publicity
campaign heralds the installation of “Paul
Ash and His Merry Mad Gang,” or words
to that effect.
This was continued by
McVickers for four or more weeks before the opening. Ringling-Barnum doesn’t
use much more billboard space in Chicago
than was given, and still is, to Ash.
A
litho likeness of Ash, with flaming red hair
the paper.
The
carried out in newspaper

dominates

wild,

same scheme

is

ads.

Arriving,

Ash

the pit and puts
is

takes the orchestra out of
on the stage. Costuming
in

conformity with

name

of the current act.
Thus, the
musicians are cowboys one week, hicks
another, gondoliers a third, artists a fourth,
and so on. They work a short stretch in
the pit, during which time they wear the
regular uniform coats, shedding them when
they go to the stage.

Leader Sells Self

The

act opens one way or another and
then Ash walks on.
He announces the
numbers, including the two or three vaude-

which are included on each bill,
a few nifties.
His personality
sells like a house afire and if a number
sags he puts a shoulder under it and makes

ville

bits

and

pulls

it

register.

The band

good and members occasioncomic bit which helps out.
The vaudeville talent and song pluggers
is

ally contribute a

incorporated

A

generally first rate.
special setting is used each week and these
are excellent.
Ash also uses a tenor for
whom he has builded a great vogue. The
act usually runs about fifty minutes.
are

House Shoulders Risks
Until Ziggie went to the
was ground for belief that
ity Ash’s personality was
for the landslide business

McVickers.

The whole

Pantheon there
in all probabil-

big reason
he brought to

the

stunt is framed as
Ziggie’s performance
seems to demonstrate that the one man need
not necessarily be Ash.
The risks mentioned above are worthy

a

one-man

act,

run stuff is used. The house beutterly dependent upon the jazz attraction. If the stunt flops
that’s the first

comes

—

risk.

The second

risk has to do with the poseventual let-down in the jazz craze.
It is probable that there will be difficulty
in restoring the film bill to its former
eminence or substituting for the jazz another item of equal pulling power. These
things, of course, are considered by the
management before the thunderbolt is unleashed. To date, there is no indication that
jazz will not serve forever.
sible

it

changed each week

the

of consideration. The theatre pins its hopes
exclusively to the personality exploited,
playing down to a minimum the film portion of the bill in spite of the fact that first
line first

A

flying

continue a favorite
conversational item down the years,
fluctuating but slightly with the seasons.
Fall, bringing indoors the sports fans, induces renewed interest in the subject.
pictures

—

money Chicago performTherefore the mechanics of its motion picture theatre
application are bared herewith for showmen who may be interested.
Paul Ash continues to line up the multitudes in front of the McVickers'
box office, after six months or more of steady capacity.
Ziggie, his
understudy, is accomplishing like results in like manner at the Pantheon.
The psychology of the thing seems sound, for the present and immediate
Jazz

Gem

Theatre, Hartford,
Kans., writes to learn what other

exhibitors

Plain and Fancy Hokum Pinned to Jazz
Personality Lines ’Em Up; Stunt Gets
Quick Action and Money Is Negotiable

but

Carey’s Baseball Nine

May

Get Amateur

( Special

to Exhibitors

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

Title

Herald)
6.

—

Harry

Carey’s Saugus Indians, said to be the fastest baseball team representative of any
motion picture player or organization, are
well on the way toward winning the California amateur championship, it is said.
Several weeks ago the Indians defeated
Tom Mix’s nine, until then considered the
fastest team guided by a film player.

Landis , Bailey , Rowell
Get New Fox Positions
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

6.
James R. Graingeneral sales manager for the Fox
Film Corporation, has announced that
George T. Landis, former manager of the
Washington, D. C., branch, has succeeded
Harry J. Bailey at the Indianapolis, Ind.,
branch. Bailey has succeeded W. C. Rowell as manager of the Buffalo, N. Y., exchange, and Rowell has taken up the duties
of salesman in the Buffalo territory.

Oct.

ger,

Beaudry Made Arrow Auditor

NEW

—

YORK. Louis L. Beaudry has been appointed to succeed Hugh Davis, resigned, as
auditor of Arrow Pictures Corporation, W. E.
Shallenberger, president of the company, has announced.
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Browning’s Contributions
Are Reproduced in
This Issue
Inclosed find a few newspaper clippings
which are self-explanatory, and which I

am

sure will interest you.

H. Browning, Mgr., New Haven Olympia, New Haven, Conn.

Wesson Began Something

New When He

Started

“The Lens”
Enclosed find first four copies of “The
Lens,” nominally published by the Twin
City Theatre Company here.

Think they

you insofar as
attempt made by
anyone to publish a regular theatre newspaper every week.
this

is

will interest

perhaps the

first

As you

will notice, I made a success of
right off the bat and enlarged inside of
three weeks from a five to a six column
it

and longer

sheet.

We

circulate free, of course, but I made
the paper self supporting through the ads

and with a little additional contribution
from the company I manage to knock out
a decent living of $50 a week and over if
the ads come in good. I do nearly all the
work and write most of my stuff, with the
exception of the news gathered up by reporters who have the freedom of our
shows.
is on
Sunday morning under
and that and the printing is my

Delivery
contract,

only expense

—but

I

work

like

.

rather believe you remember me, as
you ran quite a bit of my stuff last year
and early this spring, in the February issues.
I refer to my propaganda for SunI

day movies particularly, to which you gave
nearly two pages and reprinted my editorial and that symposium of statements I
gathered for the “State Theatre News.”
We receive two copies a month of the
Herald here, and if you can say a good

work

for

me

Yours very
itor,

P. S.

surely appreciate

I’ll

The Lens,

—Title of

my own

it.

Frank H. Wesson, Ed-

truly,

Uhrichsville, Ohio.

the paper,

and seems very

“The Lens,” is
Pub-

effective.

lished correction regarding error in my
third issue’s editorial with a reference to
your publication, caption, “The Material
Side of the Picture,” in my fourth issue.
The Twin City Theatre Company has four
shows so far. The State is not included
yet,

and our fourth

is

in

Newcomerstown,
F.

'Ohio.

Cranfield

&

H.

W.

Clarke Finds

Another Use for Radio
Exploitation
Cranfield & Clarke announce that it is
using radio as a means of advertising the

new Holland pictures. Arrangements have
been made through Doubleday, Page & Co.
which company the pictures were
made, to send out to all first run theatres
a special radiogram which will be broad-

with

—

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE DOING:

Top, left and right Tod BrownOlympia theatre, New Haven, Conn., contributes clippings which
show the play given to his theatre’s activities regularly. Below N. L.
Royster operating the Warner Brothers’ New Broadway, Charlotte,
ing,

—

N. C., contributes clippings which indicate that the newspapers are
space for film news. Oblique
The editorial column
of The Lens, edited by F. H. Wesson, Twin City Theatre company,
Uhrichsville, O., in which he quotes from the EXHIBITORS
in his discussion “The Material Side of the Picture.”

liberal with their

—

HERALD

cast

from Garden

City.

Mrs. Wagner of the National Garden
Magazine, will broadcast a little talk on
these pictures from one of the principal
stations in New York, and the boy scouts
in each district have been instructed to pick
up this message and deliver it to the nearest theatre or circuit in their town.
These pictures are having a premiere

showing on Broadway, the date of which
will

be given out

later.

'
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Black Says “Try Banners”
Because They Help Put
Over His Shows
We

find that these 10-foot

39

MARION THEATRE NEWS
The Pathfinder

of

Amusements

in

Marion, Indiana

banners which

get from a Chicago sign company help
With one of
us to put over our shows.
these banners on each side of my car and
a three-piece orchestra inside I put in two

we

good hours of

exploitation

on Saturday

afternoon.

We

have to go after our customers in
town.
I am enclosing a sample of the coupon
which I neglected to enclose in the letter
this

you on September 21.
truly yours, H. M. Black, Bijou
theatre, Waverly, 111.

I sent

Very

Payne Puts Out House
Organ That Is Model
of Achievement
An

extremely attractive house organ
Exhibitors Herald’s attention
October 3 from Earl Hall Payne, Lexing-

came

to the

Ky., who
The pamphlet
ton,

edits

the

Kentucky News.

of an elaborate make up
having 12 pages and cover. The cover is
of heavy stock, brown and bears the
gilded inscription of the theatre on it.
The Kentucky News is a model of house
organ achievement.
Its appearance assures readers of the care exercised in its
production.
reproduction of various pages will be
included in this department in an early
is

A

issue.

in Your
Business? Post Tells
to Make One

Need a Dinosaur

How

Enclosed find picture of dinosaur built
and used to exploit First National’s “The
Lost World.” The frame was made with
four “water curved” boards nailed to three
crosses varying in size to get the shape.
Around this frame we wound extra heavy
wire, each round being spaced from three

GDrtanuo enterprises, 3Jur

to four inches.

The neck was next

attached with braces

body; then the head, which was
formed on two pieces of wood cut to the
proper shape, the upper part being covered
with cloth and stuffed with feathers. The
eyes are merely red glass harness ornaments made to sparkle by silvering the
back of them.
The tail is flexible, being
nothing more than burlap cut and sewed to
shape and stuffed with excelsior. The ento

tire

IVrlYcl Solution of

the*

Entertainment Frohlen

the

AND FLIRTS

FLIRTING

from New York

non New,

EaS

Later

0

to
the

wh.Th

d'«.dcdly

I5

SHOULD SEE THIS ONE
Thai an innocent fl.M*

m
d.rter

— s

ThLire

body was then wrapped with burlap

i

pm

o»r;i;.

BEACHAM WILL OFFER

and topped off with cheese cloth.
After cutting the “fins” from compo
board and fastening them with two strips
of quarter round, the next task was the
painting, with
nothing more than two
quarts of dark green screen enamel thinned
down 50-50 with high test gasoline, and
sprayed on with an ordinary disenfectant

ARTIST PICTURE MONDAY
'STREET OF FORGOTTEN

,
J

MEN” COMING HERE [V £°;r

Byron Muneon, VivWyndhom
^Oakland.

Croil.
I.'

n

THE HONEY BUNCH

I

LAYERS

spray.

The job of mounting the thing on a
wagon was more of a pipe-fitting job than
advertising.
The legs are made around
four by fours with holes drilled in the top
end. Nipples were fitted in the holes, then
pipes were run from each side to a “T” in
the center with another upright to the top
or the “backbone” and fitted to a flange.
The rest was all in bracing the animal
properly and ducking the low wires about
town.
Excuse all the lengthy explanations but it
seems almost necessary because of the
many skeptics here who opined that we did
not do the job.
Merely a manager and
exploitation man got busy and it worked.
Very truly yours, Archie E. Post,
Rialto,

America

theatres,

Sterling,

Col.

HOUSE ORGANS SHOWMEN ARE USING:

Top, left— Edgar A.
Together”
and “Folks
Moss has used Herald copy “When All Join
Theatre
News,
You Meet at the Theatre” in the issue of the Marion
Review.
The
Marion, Ind. Center Palace Theatre organ and Rialto
Rialto theatre, Chicago, 111., distributes the four page organ weekly,

—

according to Ralph Kettering, publicity director. The Palace theatre is
Frank H. Burns, Orlando, Fla., edits an atat Ashland, O. Below
tractive paper, the Orlando weekly magazine and program, Orlando

—

Enterprises, Inc.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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House Organ
Exchange
BAIR,

E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
A. R., Olympia thaatra, Cleveland.

BENDER,
Okla.

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

Ho me s

Perhaps chief among the unsung minor
She read the
miracles of the motion picture is the
complete portability of screen entertain-

By grace

of this quality, unshared

the

own community

Only so many people as may be packed
may see on a given
evening a stage performance of John

may view

the film

performance of it simultaneously.
Before motion pictures, it was customary for theatregoers to make long journeys to other than their own cities to
witness certain performances.
Now this

other theatre

by selecting and arranging programs

*

FAWKS,
a

GAULT,

of those in consistent attendance.

Home’s

best so far as motion pictures

are concerned.

If

you

live in this

com-

munity, this theatre serves you best.

If

you

Photo Phone

L.,

T..

Gra-

theatre,

Orpheum, Neosho,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

Strand theatre. Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbault,

Mina.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

Port-

theatre,

Circle

land, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

When

Valentine

theatre.

De-

O.

fiance,

Col. Mitchell finished testifying
in connection with the airship inquiry,
the heads of the army and navy both informed the committee they had no questions to ask.
Even the Colonel could
not criticize their strategy.
* * *

JUDD, FORREST
Mo.

KOBLEN,

Prospect, Kansas City,

E.,

M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
L., Majestic theatre, Camden,

LITTLE, T.
S. C.

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

Texas theatre, Killeen,

D.,

Tex.

”
be treason
Add to things you seldom see: these
“Opportunity in Florida” signs along the
highways of California.
this

MEREDITH,

E.

Virginia

E.,

theatre.

Box

1190, Fairmont, W. Va.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR

Marion

A.,

Theatre

News,

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum theatre, ScottsNeb.

bluff.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

proper light before the public.
*

E.

Mo.

*

Advance

*

Opera House,

City

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

Positions Previously Prepared in

in

direct accordance with expressed wishes

Enterprises,

Schine Amusement Co.,

S.,

M^Connelsville, O.

rewarded
by the theatres in each community.
This change has brought increased pros* * *
perity to motion picture theatres generally
Our sympathy and admiration to Ben
and this increased prosperity has made it Turpin. The simple story of his love
possible for each theatre to serve its own and devotion to his invalid wife will do
much toward putting this industry in its
community better than any
interest in the better things is

theatre,

Gloversville, N. Y.

*

“If

Co.,

New

Fla.

EVFLAND, EARLE, Twin

a man’s remarkable memory
of his wife’s birthday and his marriage
anniversary, can be traced to the card
index system of the local florist.
* * *

Barrymore’s “Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde.”
But so many people as may attend all the
theatres in the world

Orlando,

Many

into a single theatre

Metropolitan

H.,

DALEY, THOMAS

crowd

theatre the cream of

screen entertainment.

E.

Morgantown, W. Va.
BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando

she turned to go out

by other institutions, each citizen of the She heard someone shout
"Y ou oughta be wearing
world enjoys the privilege of seeing in
shroud."
his

theatre,

Haven, Conn.

BUBERT,

Your Old Man!

subtitles aloud
In a voice that went right through

As

Amusement

Kelso

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

By George!

Best

So’s

ment.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

HOWARD

PIERCE,

*

O.,

Kunsky Theatrical

Ent., Detroit, Mich.

& D

POPE, CLEM, T

We’re Losing
As near as we can
conference over the
these United States,

Interest
figure it out the
French debt to
resulted in the
French delegation sailing back to think
it over for another five years.
* * *

RANDALL,
Ore.

EDWIN

RIVERS,

theatre,

Oakland, Cal.

Liberty theatre, Condon,

H.,

E.

B.,

South Main
Los Angeles, Cal.

1718

Street, Royal Theatre,
F. F., Duluth

SCHWIE,

theatre,

Duluth,

Minn.

SNYDER,

E.

Champaign,

live elsewhere, doubtlessly you will
Gov. A1 Smith of New York
your own theatre performance more
Home industry is sup- fired the opening gun in his camto your liking.
ported invariably in the case of the pic- paign for the presidency in Chiture theatre,
on demonstrably logical cago recently. Many of those in
favor of “shots” attended.
ground.

Rialto-Virginia

A.,

SOLOMON,

dieatrea,

III.

Strand theatre, McComb,

H.,

Miss.

find

SORG,

J.

theatre,

Jefferson

H.,

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxbero

Fort

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,
The Dalles, Ore.
WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric theatres,
Lexington, Va.

WESKIL,
J

Hide’s Bargain Sale

Him Hang Out
S.
I

want

stunt that
big money

Made

the

R. O. Sign

to tell you about an advertising
I just used that proved to be a
maker for me. I’ve seen it used

some of the small town picture shows
before, but never knew just how they came

at

out on

it.

Rexall stores one cent sale
idea and charged my regular admission of
10 and 25 cents for a single ticket or two
of either kind for but one cent more, one
kid and one adult would not get the advantage of the lower price but two of the
same, that is, two adults or two kids could
get in for but one cent above the price for
one.
I started advertising the sale two weeks
in advance and did not make much of a
holler about the program I expected to give
them and strange as it may seem there
were very few that seemed to care, all they
cared about was the bargain price.
Metro-Goldwyn’s “So This Is
I used
Marriage” and a Felix the Cat Cartoon,
"Felix the Cat Trifles with Time.” Both
I

stole the

were very good subjects and I bought them
at a low figure. I put this program on my
weakest nights, Wednesday and Thursday,
and had to hang out the S. R. O. sign before the first show was half over, something I have never had to do on either of
these nights before, unless it was for “The
Covered Wagon.”
I also did a very good business on the
second night which made my gross business
for the two nights something over $5 bigger than I have ever done on Wednesday
and Thursday on a program picture and a
total of about $15 above my average business for these nights for over a year.
My total advertising bill for the two
nights

was but

$4.

looks very much as if I would have
this a regular affair, as I have
had dozens of people ask me when I was
going to have another one cent sale, I
think possibly that I will try it about once
every month, as I doubt if I could get away
with it to a very good advantage if I
should try it any oftener than this.
I believe it is a very good plan and will
work in any small town.
My next stunt will be a Taka-ChanceShow. I am a little afraid this will not
It

to

make

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.
A.,

Ohio

theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West
Inc.,

134 Leavenworth

Coast Theatres,

St.,

San Franeiseo,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

S.,

WOODWARD,
Amusement

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

KENNETH
Co.,

V.,

Penn-State

Unlontown, Pa.

Entry of name in above list signifies
willingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

in as small a place as Ashtake a shot at it anyway.
Yours very truly, S. G. Ihde, Mgr., The
Photoplay, Ashland, Kansas.

pan out so well
land, but

I’ll

Kettering Contributes
Rialto Review
In one of the black zinc double column
displays in this issue is a copy of the Rialto
Review which is put out under the supervision of Ralph Kettering, Rialto theatre,

Chicago.
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TRINL

Senat

Olimpia
&te/tcud
(

jCUtUulnuM
klH

SHORE LEAVE
From

<i»e David lleln.sco liroadway Succours by Hubert
Osborne, Assistant to Prof. George Pierce linker. Head
of the Yale Drama tie Art Department

Attr. ACTIVE"

5

*

Entire witu adoco

5tag&PRjOG R_A/*V

attraction

GEORGE StPfNADeP
DION
iQVlttC BEPlifVS

14

N O ORAM

Thurs.

RICARDO

GRt

fUUlMt iAI CARTdON

Vt At

el
noveiiv beumiS
n»m i% wo

.

GEORGE DIOK

-

l

i

RICKARD

c^r

BARTHEIMfSS
Ar

dominant

in this

noted.

Ar?Rv*i MArCLY

J
f Z’^5-5- oo-r-jy-s.zs

black,

Senate theatre ad from the Chicago Tribune, is effective when
used in a small layout. Attractive
lettering and balance will do the
rest.
The short feature is given
prominence, it may be
its just

i

i

i

CON~riNUOUS~~FROn
White on

totu:

TA* fitSbl ft
AC t BE E Cv

RaVMOND HAT ION
1— iMiBi
4]rn- »i

yM

D* aim SrniwKofrt

t

Sat,

Pre\

J

'Mat- &• pg

MtUfS ^TEH

COMgatANDMSNTS** Of'ocf 4*
CMIUEMMIE

Above

:

Olympia,

Tod

New

tributes this
judicious use

Browning

of

the

Haven, Conn., concopy, in which the
of

black

Hoot
in

against

good white space results in an atIt has been
tention getting ad.
retouched in minor details because of necessity in reproduction
of the original with view of obtaining clearness.

Right:

With the world's
reatest

g

William E. Tragsdorf,

Neillsville, Wis., used the name of
the star set in bold type slightly
shaded at the left in this ad. The

“Trag’s Theatre,” has been
Tragsin this department.
dorf uses a similar design on all
his ads for newspaper copy.
strip,

added

Another example of the use of
black on white in combination
with a very well balanced layout.
This ad for the Woodlawn, Chicago, appeared in the Chicago

T ribune.

Rodeo/

C-

TRAG’S

THEATRE 0

Frank H. Wesson, Uhrichsville, Ohio, contributed this ad, in which white on
black and black on white are combined with sketches and proper balance to
create a good effect in a piece of copy that does not take much space. The
heavy border, which in some cases would detract from the appearance of an
ad, lends attractiveness to this one.

)
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PEGGY HAMILTON,

fashion expert of the Los Angeles Times, took
her models to the Loew’s State theatre, San Francisco, for a fashion
revue in connection with the Metro-Goldwyn picture, “A Slave of
Fashion.”

ARCHIE POST, STERLING, COL., who operates the Rialto and
American theatres with Chet Miller constructed this dinosaur for the
First National picture, “The Lost World.” It is reported to have cost
but $28.50.

CORNER OF THE
lobby of Heilig theatre,
Seattle, during the run of
the Fox film “L u c k y
Horseshoe.”

H. M. BLACK, Waverly, 111., exploited the United Artists’ picture in
which Mary Pickford stars with a 24 sheet mounted on each side of a
closed car of a popular make. He runs the Bijou theatre. A letter from
him is on another page.

October

17,
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BLANK OF DES MOINES
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la.,

and

his

associates aboard the observation platform of the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trackless train.

LEROY

BALLYHOO USED

by Frank L.

Newman,

Mil-

Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, on Harold
Lloyd’s picture, “The Freshman,” which is reported to have broken records for attendance. It
lion

is

a

Pathe

film.

SHERIDAN, GOV. Alvin T. Fuller,
Massachusetts, Charles Collier and A. L. Haviland
and the “Don Q” boys receive a lucky horseshoe
for the success of the United Artists’ picture.

BELOW: A VIGOROUS campaign for
Metro-Goldwyn picture for which this float and
lobby were features at the Loew’s Metropolitan.

LEFT,
the

BELOW: TWENTY MINUTES AFTER

the

show began another crowd was in front of the
theatre in Toledo at the Toledo Temple when Fox’s
“Iron Horse” was shown there.

first
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CLIFF LEWIS, STRAND
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IN

mount

attraction- also.

pictures.

“

’
’

'

> '*•

T

'

.

PORTLAND THE LOCAL

Syra-.
cuse, N. Y., used the above at the booth in the
state fair exhibitions to exploit his Paratheatre,

angle of the story
“Chickie,” First National picture, was exploited at the
Liberty theatre. A neat appearing front was., a great

ENGINE BALLYHOO OF

the Broadway, Denver, for
The engine is folFox’s picture, “The Iron Horse.”
lowed by the employes of the D. & R. G. railway in working clothes with their band.

SPECIAL

35

FOOT

cutout of “The Iron

Horse” painted and constructed by the Liberty, Kansas City, Mo., for the Fox picture.

TRUCKS LINE UP WITH
Horse,” Fox.
Dayton, Ohio.

They belonged

their ads for “The Iron
to the Dayton Herald,

—

a
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Cohen Discusses

up to the motto

News

hibitors.

By

Service

A

News

to Exhibitors” is the
watchword of the Pathe News.
Service to exhibitors means covering thoroughly the news activities
Service to exof the entire world.
hibitors means rushing .shipments on
special stories by ocean liner, by express and by airplane to the editorial

“Service

rooms. Service to exhibitors means
dispatching news prints with the utmost speed to the theatre so that
the exhibitor may
while the news is

show

the pictures
hot.

still

These are the aims

of the Pathe
fundamentals of the relationship with exhibitors.
In the first place genuine service

News

—the

to exhibitors constitutes getting the

news. It necessitates a great worldwide organization with hundreds of
cameramen posted at every important spot on the globe.
It requires
constant and immediate contact with
all
these cameramen by telephone,
by wire and by cable. It means unrelaxed alertness on the part of the
entire “Pathe Army,” from editor
down to the last outpost of a cameraman. In short, it means keeping
faith with the exhibitor by photographing in motion pictures all current events in order that the exhibitor, in turn, may keep faith with his
patrons.

To

serve

thoroughly

exhibitors

news reel must also deliver the
news with greatest possible speed.
Pathe cameramen must do more
than film news events they must
the

—

rush the pictures on to the exhibitor.
Every effort must be made to deliver
the news film “fresh,” while it’s still
news.

Take the record

of

the

recent

Santa Barbara earthquake, as covered by Pathe News cameramen.
News of the quake at 11 a. m. Monday.
From Lo,s Angeles to Santa
Barbara by plane on to San Francisco by plane (and by auto when
the plane crashed)— then 3,000 miles

—

across the continent by airplane to

similar effort

New York. It was transported over
230 miles in 1 hour and 26 minutes
the plane averaging 150 miles an
hour. Before 7 p. m., complete pictures of the inauguration were de-

—

livered

Broadway

to

remarkable

bit

plished despite

of

exhibitors —

service,

enormous

accom-

cost and

infinite labor.

Thirdly, rush the news pictures to
This rule is always
the exhibitor.
followed but most especially in the
case of “specials” or “extras.” The
entire organization is swung in line
to make new records in speedy delivery.
On any big story, such as
Shenandoah disaster,
recent
the
Pathe News does not rely upon mere
express train delivery. Prints showing this tragic event are rushed to
the exhibitor by airplane thus saving hours and days for the exhibitor
and enabling him to show pictures
even as his patrons are reading

—

about

it.

The same process was

fol-

lowed on the great Middle West tornado Avhich swept Illinois and InPrints of the trail of devaswere sped, both westward
and eastward, by fastest planes and
delivered to the exhibitors in startling quick time. This was done at
huge expense but the telegrams of
congratulations received from enproved the
exhibitors
thusiastic
diana.
tation

Day Finds News
Appreciated
That prominent

exhibitors

throughout the country consider the
news reel to be just as important a
factor in their program as the feature is the report brought back by
Mr. Harvey Day, General Sales
Manager for Kinograms, the news
reel released by Educational, on his
return from a six weeks’ tour of

Educational exchanges.
In discussing the results of his trip
with E. W. Hammons, President of
Educational, Mr. Day said
“The position of the news reel on
every exhibitor’s program is firmly
established, and it will continue to
remain so as long as there are motion pictures. This has come about
in two ways, first through the won:

derful strides

made

in the last

few

years by the news reels themselves
in quality of production, speed in
getting the news on the screen and
higher entertainment value, and second, because the public has created

demand for news reels by increasing interest.
“It has come to be the general
plan of exhibitors all over the country to devise some method to get
into personal touch with their patrons, and almost without exception
a

wherever an exhibitor has received
communication from an individual
patron in which suggestions or comments on the program were made
there has been mention of news reel.
“In Milwaukee I talked with Tom
Saxe, of the Saxe Amusement Co.,
and in Philadelphia with Frank
a

which urges the Pathe News to outdo itself on each new event in rush-

Buhler, managing director of the
Stanley Co., both of whom have devised valuable systems whereby they
are in constant touch with the cus-

ing prints to the exhibitors.

tomers.

Service to exhibitors thus actuates
every department of the Pathe
News. It is an underlying principle.
In a condensed form it amounts to
this
Get the news rush the film
deliver to the
at top speed always
exhibitors at the earliest possible
moment put out specials on all big
events.
This is the substance of
what the exhibitors want in a news

Mr. Day visited the exchanges in
Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Buffalo,
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh.
He
reported that business contracted for
made it certain that the coming season would be a banner one for Kinogram, s. Mr. Day brought back with
him a report of renewed contracts
amounting to virtually 98 per cent
of those in the 1924-25 season, and
a report of new business of 40 per
cent more than last year.

effort

:

was

—

justified.

It is this spirit

—
—

—

New

reel

tors

on

ex-

In ten minutes time
after 1 p. m.
the film with pictures of the ceremony was in the air on its way to

York City screens at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. This was done to live

flash picture of the disaster

to

was made when
President Coolidge was inaugurated.
The President took the oath shortly

EMANUEL COHEN

Editor of Pat he

of service

45

and it is this service to exhibiwhich the Pathe News strives

to render at all times.
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department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
a service

—

—

cago at McVickers theatre, where people
go mainly to hear Paul Ash’s jazz band.
Put on cold between Paul’s didoes, the
evening I saw it at least, it had nothing circumstantial in its favor. But the
well developed thrills got healthy responses from the jazz devotees present
and the rescuing troops brought the
same rousing acclaim they did in the
days of Bison 101 two-reelers. Much of

more valuable

the

the

stuff in the picture,
enlightening passages,
interest these people very

historically

seemed

to

little.

The

surprise of the picture

is

the per-

formance of Ricardo Cortez, who does
in this the sort of thing Kerrigan did in

jdICARDO CORTEZ,

as Tack Weston, gives or-

ders and

emphasizes them with his guns in
from "The Pony Express,” Paramount
picture shown at McVickers, loop theatre in Chicago, during the week of September 27.
this scene

"

THE PONY EXPRESS ”
GOOD WESTERN

IS A

J BELIEVE

that

a

director

should make a “Covered Wagon” I
should refuse to affix my name to
another picture for at least two years.
If possible, I should prevent mention of
the. big success in connection with the

Perhaps it was
even a good idea to give him “Beggar
Certainly neither of
on Horseback.”
to direct.

tkese could be appraised on the basis

“Covered Wagon” and

his

it

was

of

logical

next big Western
But the
would escape comparison also.
“Pony Express” billing played up the
“Covered Wagon” precedent and the
It is idiotic, of
effort went for naught.
course, to compare one picture with
another, but people do do it and that’s
expect

to

there

all

is

that

the

to that.

“The Covered Wagon”
Alongside
“The Pony Express” hasn’t a chance.
By the dope sheets of a decade, no
Western may be expected to outshine

“Wagon”

in fifteen or twenty years,
Sensational successes are like
Witness: “The Birth of a Nation,”
that.
“Mickey,” “The Miracle Man,” and so

the
if

in

The lamentable human
ture inferior

may

It

may

or

inclination

in

pronounce the picto “The Covered Wagon.”

a case like this

is

to

not be; time will deter-

that it’s a good Westmighty good one, a better one
than comes to the screen during most

The

mine.
ern,

fact

is

a

Yet “The Pony Express” is a good
Western, a mighty good one.
“The Pony Express” opened in Chi-

as the fake medium in "The
Mystic,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture shown
for a week beginning September 27 at the Chicago
theatre, Chicago.

He is better as other things, but good
enough as such. Aileen Pringle, is heroine and much better than I’d have
guessed she would be as that, but it’s
not
goody-goody heroine she is.
a
Mitchell Lewis is another who does
well, and that incomparable Inspector
of Police, DeWitt Jennings, contributes
a big chunk of reality to the whole.
Gladys Hulette

“New

Pictures”

Expanded
"New

Pictures”

is

published this

form simultaneously
effecting expansion of service and
"Time” and
contraction of area.

week

in revised

" Locale ” are new headings designating definite incorporation of the not
always readily accessible information
indicated. Space contraction is acof
compression
by
complished
"Story,” bringing the synopsis of the
picture into concise yet adequate

narrative.

These additions are the result of
They compleexhibitor suggestion.
ment a service bringing to exhibitors, first and complete, the fundamentally important facts about pic-

An alphabeticized file of the
Pictures” department’s contents tells all there is to tell about
pictures except their box office rec" The

ords.

that.—T. O.

Box

Office

Record”

HE

spiritualists

The
generated before it’s all over.
ending seemed satisfactory.
The picture opens in what seems to
be Austria-Hungary and is extremely
interesting

in

moves then
break

of

briefly

the

first

sequence.

It

New York

to

without a
abroad
returning

interest,

for the finish.

should be stated that Spiritualism
not mocked in the story and that one
episode leaves decision as to the storyIt

is

toward the
attitude
teller’s
wholly up to the observer.
*

*

subject

*

WHERE TO FIND
WHERE TO FIND
IN

IS

CROOK MELODRAMA

Conway

fake

’EM?
’EM?

tells

SERVICE.

"THE MYSTIC”

J.

a

is

tures.

rr

in

orphan’s possessions and then disagree for various reasons.
Complications hinge upon the
disagreement and considerable suspense

"New

«(

properly pliant

is

The story is about
who obtain a wealthy

ever.

on.

ATLEEN PRINGLE

role of that sort.

years.

next picture I directed. The pit of comparison is practically a death trap.
Wisdom was displayed in giving
James Cruze such things as “The Goose

Hangs High”

He’s inestimably better

any of the Valentinoesque stuff
he’s had from Paramount and I have
revised my opinion of him and his
He’s swift, deft, smiling and
chances.
And Wallace Beery’s
deadly here.
comedy paces him perfectly.

than

should

take a long vacation after every really
big success.
If I were a director and

“Wagon.”

the

Mystic” is crook drama with
Tearle as the principal crook.

these

ness it
theatre

is

days

person whose busipictures in the
Once he
difficulties.

the

to look at

new

has his
could scan the theatre ads and locate
Nowat a glance this or that first run.
adays he must seek in the six-point be-

—
October
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Hodges

A1

and

Barr

are

the

workmen whose comments, each
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Herald
identi-

are subjoined:

fied,

“Screen Smiles”

HERE'S

a new brand of short features
on the market, Standard Productions,
recently organized in Hollywood, and the
other evening I saw their first picture. The
initial production of “Screen Smiles” contains 34 stars, and the single reel is made
up of snappy dialogue and gags with pictures of popular screen celebrities visiting
on the veranda of the Ambassador Hotel,
on the lawns of their homes or in florist

T

shops.

The

short features are being

made under

the director of Fred A. Jefferson, who in
the days of the old Rolin Film company

Chadwick

Chicago,

handled Harold Lloyd and Bebe Daniels.
At the Granada theatre, where a preview
was held, the audience warmed up to the

raving musiciacs

novelty.
They are to make a series of
these and each will include twenty or more
stars of the screen.
Ray Garon, who has
been identified with the film industry for
twelve years, is one of the organizers of
the concern.

Castle theatre,

at the

picture,

during the week of September 27.

neath the caricatures of

and
I,

a dizzy process.

it’s

myself, personally, as one contrib-

fond of saying, don’t mind

utor

is

like

these fellows and

it.

I

things they

the,

have difficulty in persuading
the more thoroughly tutored members
of my household to accompany me on
my pilgrimages. If this experience is

But

do.

exclusively mine, of course

But

I

doubt

right.

all

it’s

it.

*

*

*

COMEDIANS VIA
FILM CARTOONS

J BELIEVE

there are

especially relish the

I

humor

of

“Aesop’s Fables,” “Felix,” and “Out of
the Inkwell.”
Others may be as good,
but these are. regularly used by theatres
which I attend and I miss them those
weeks when for one reason or another
they are not on the bill.
It is difficult and somewhat absurd to
analyze, these comics by the measurements applied to flesh and blood comedians, but to do so is not altogether
without point. Calculating the comparative merits of the two media solely on
a basis of comic ideas, the drawn strip
runs a much greater proportion of idea
to the celluloid minute than the human
performance.
Some discount must be

made here

for

expressional

the

peculiar to the strip, but

the score

is

“Three Pals”

“

I

facility

DREVIEW

of ‘Three Pals’ with MariMills” was the sign outside the
Paramount theatre last Monday night and,
as I have great respect for little Miss Mills’
It’s a neighborhood
ability, I went inside.
house on Santa Monica boulevard, Holly-;
wood, and it was here I attended a preview of “Pals”, her first starring vehicle.
*-

no better come-

dians than those whose media are the
film equivalent of the. newspaper comic
strip.

—MURRAY.

I

lyn

This one

is

much

better than “Pals.”

was directed by Robt. DeGrasse and

I

un-

is to be distributed through the
Vital Exchanges.
much better cast
used in this one, including Josef

A

was

Swickard, William Turner, Walter Emer-

James McLaughlin and others. The
two thoroughbred horses, Beverly and Star,
again appear to advantage and there is an
son,

exciting horse

race

for lovers of

equine

sports.

Miss Mills has ability, beauty and intelligence, and those backing her know the
value of good players to surround her.

MURRAY.
“Kivalina of the Ice Lands”

M
it

Y

little opinion is that if “Kivalina of
the Ice Lands” were shown for what
is,
an interesting and unusual educait would be more effective.
story really exists only in the
and I was worried all through the

tional picture,

The

love

titles,

materially altered.

thirst

miscellaneous

for

picture.

— BARR.

“The Last Edition”
is

a

newspaper

story produced and distributed by Film
Booking Offices.
It is from the original
story written by Emory Johnson.
There has been no greater achievement
in the effort of any company to produce a
newspaper story with real newspaper details correctly and practically worked out.
It is without doubt one of the greatest
monuments to the newspaper profession

produced

in films.

adventurous tale of a bootleg
an aspiring attorney, an assistant
foreman of the press room, a cub reporter,
his boss and a damsel fair.
The picture is packed with unusual
scenes,
human interest, romance, and
comedy situations.
It has civic value in
that the metropolitan influences which daily
the

villains,

would encourage the
comedian to break into five-reel
length.
It seems they never learn that
doubtlessly,

exert enormous force are picturized in detail
the fire departments, the police departments,
redetective
squads,
police

chief

:

porters,

the soul of wit.’
*

who

those

for

knowledge. To set them down here would
be to wrong those who have not seen the

real

done

to continuity and as economical of
it
footage and phraseology.
I believe
would be equally funny. In which case
it
would be a sensation of sensations

*

the fine things about “Kivalina”

good footage of technicolor photography of the Aurora Borealis, obtained, I
believe, for the first time.
One day I believe we will see in our theatres whole
performances made up of the play of light
and color in nature. I hope so.
“Kivalina” is packed with good things
the

The Los Angeles Chronicle is the scene
of many of the stirring dramatic incidents
in the story which cannot help but make

as

is

One of
is

that has ever been

should like to see a flesh-and-blood
comedy containing as many ideas to the

“brevity

it.

L

I

and,

But now for the good points.
First, I
believe that a picture really made in some
out of the way spot on the earth’s surface
always is interesting to the many because
it brings
them in contact with a kind of
life that is different from their own.
Second, a picture made under great physical
hardships is almost entirely justified for
Third, when a host of methat reason.
chanical difficulties is overcome in the production of a picture, as in “Kivalina,” the
picture viewing world likes to know about

“^pHE LAST EDITION”

doubt that

foot as a comic strip, as expertly

picture with trying to find in the not always
well connected scenes something to justify
the titles.

It

derstand

new

ttAROLD LLOYD and Jobyna Ralston in a
heart-catching scene from “The Freshman
Pathe release that has been running at Balabait
& Katz’s Roosevelt theatre, Chicago, since September IS.

editorial

writers,

and

political

heads are shown in their everyday tasks of
which so little has ever before been accu-

*

HOW THEY LOOK

rately portrayed.-

— HODGES.

TO OTHER EYES

Other
upon some
varying

“The Circle”
eyes than these have looked
nine pictures this week with

results.

Ray Murray, Douglas

Kn

r

ALIN A

T

one in a close-up from
“Kivalina of the Ice Lands/’ Pathe release
that showed last week at the State-Lake theatre,
Chicago loop house.
,

and the

little

plays are easily adapted from
stage plays for use in pictures.
The
loss of the magnetism of spoken conversation is diminishing to the play’s potence.

N°<

all

-
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But by taking advantage of many other
elements available only in films “The
Circle” has been taken from the legitimate

“ New Pictures ” Index

play with surprising success.
It is a picture featuring Eleanor Board-

man and Malcolm
players

figuring

“New

Other

MacGregor.

strongly in

cast

the

it

is

well acted throughout.

one

—

HODGES.

— —

WALTHALL,
^ttENRY
“Kentucky
Fox
Monroe,
September 27.
the

at

Pride/*
Chicago,

for

the' chief figure in
picture that showed
a

week,

beginning

was not big, but I venture that he will
good use in future pictures for the
ivoried smile he flashes in this one.—
part

find

my

memory
are few pictures in
liked less than “Lorraine of the
Lions.” As the thing worked out, “Lorraine
that

I

of the Gorilla” would have been a more
fitting title.
The lions kept very much to
the background.

Norman Kerry was

in

it.

His is the only
Lorraine was I

I remember.
Who
do not now know and will not look her up.
’Twas melodrama of the most glaring kind.

name

—BARR.
“The Coast

of Folly”

'T'HE

theory is, I believe, that good acting consists in so far identifying oneself
with the character portrayed that one forgets one’s own personality.
At any rate,
all of the very good acting I have seen in
stage plays has resulted from an intelligent
abandoning of the actor’s real character
and his assuming that of another. And on
this theory, many things in “The Coast of
all wrong.
Miss Swanson in
dragging into the masked ball scene a figure
labeled “Clothes Horse,” a label someone
once tried to stick onto her, gave the show
away, spoiled it for me.
Just once while the picture was showing
was I impressed favorably. That was when
Miss Swanson as the aging woman stood
on the balcony watching another woman
excoriate her daugher. Then by what trick
I know not her face took on a death’s head
appearance that was effective in itself and
entirely in keeping with the feelings the
woman would have under the circumstances. That was good work.
As a less elderly person also she is con-

Folly” were

J

“The Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted”
AMES FLOOD directed “The Wife

Who

Wasn’t Wanted”, the current
Bros, production, starring Irene
Rich, with Huntly Gordon, June Marlowe
and John Harron in support, and up to a
certain point it’s great entertainment.
The
story was regarded as good box office.
It
concerns a man running for the office of
district attorney who is torn between love
of his wife and boy and his duty to his
constituents. The boy of the family is accused of manslaughter following an auto
accident and his mother in her frantic
efforts to save her son goes to the rival
candidate and agrees to be caught in a
roadhouse raid, to ruin her husband’s
chances of election, if the rival will save
her boy.

Warner

Finally everything comes out all right,
but not until they introduce a forest fire, a
railway bridge washout and a powder house
explosion, all unnecessary unless it was
thought so for added “punch."
With all
the excitement at the finish one forgets
whether the husband is elected or not and
what becomes of the rival and the evesdropping vamp in love with the rival candidate.

Red

Gordon

is

is

all

always good.

— MURRAY.

Officers”

then the “Gang” put on uniforms
to do some big time po-

15-52

Oct. 3-75

Aug. 29-85

—

Aug. 15-52
Aug. 8-63
Oct. 3-76
Sept. 26-68
Oct. 3-74

Aug. 22-54
Sept. 12-53
Sept. 19-57
Oct. 3-76

Oct. 10-57
Flower of Night
Sept. 12-54
Fort Frayne
5-53
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The..„Sept.
Sept. 12-54
Gold Rush, The
Sept. 19-58
Golden Princess, The
Goose Woman, The
Sept. 12-55
Graustark
Aug. 15-51
Half Way Girl, The_

Havoc

Sept. 12-53

—
Headlines
Hearts and Spurs
Her Sister from Paris

Aug. 22-54

High and Handsome
His Buddy's Wife
His Majesty Bunker Bean.
In the Name of Love
Isle of Hope, The
Keep Smiling
Kentucky Pride
Knockout, The

July 25-57
Sept. 19-58
Aug. 8-63
...Oct.

10-57

Sept. 26-68

Aug.

8-63

Sept. 19-58
Sept. 12-54
Oct. 3-76
29-85

Aug.
Limited Mail, The
Live Wire, The
Lorraine of the Lions
Manhattan Madness.

—

Oct. 3-74
Sept. 26-68

Aug. 29-85

Aug.

8-64

Aug. 15-51
Aug. 29-84
Aug. 15-51

Merry Widow, The

Never Weaken....
Oct. 3-76

Aug. 15-50
Night Life of New York, The.
Aug. 22-54
Not So Long Ago
Parisian Love
Aug. 8-64
Passionate Youth

Peggy of the Secret Service

Oct. 10-58

People vs. Nancy Preston, The....Sept. 26-67
of the Opera
Prairie Pirate, The
Pretty Ladies

Phantom

Men, The

Oct. 3-74
Sept. 5-54
Aug. 15-49
Aug. 15-50
Aug. 22-55
Aug. 29-84
Aug:. 22-55
Oct. 10-58
Aug. 15-50
Sept. 26-67
July 18-55
Oct. 10-59
Aug. 22-55

Three Wise Crooks
Tracked in the Snow Country

Aug. 29-85

Trix
Trouble with Wives,

Aug. 29-84

Romola
Sally of the

Sawdust

Seven Keys

to

Baldpate

picture

was

“Official

Under the Rouge
Unholy Three, The
Wanderer, The

Officers,”

and had to do with the youngsters’ conflict
with an extremely hard shelled patrolman

What

who

questioned their right to play in the
or any other where.
The picture
a medley of ball playing, cop chasing,

arresting, banana eating, tears and laughs,
an up the alley and over the fence picture
with little in it to slow the action.
In “Official Officers” there is a darktown
child whom I have not seen before.
He
is older, but no duskier, than Farina.
His

Fools

Oct. 10-58
Oct. 3-76

The....

Aug.

15-51

Sept. 12-55
_.Oct. 10-59

Men

Wheel The
Sept. 12-54
Where Was I?
Oct. 3-75
Wife Who Wasn't Wanted, The
Wild Bull’s Lair, The
Aug. 15-51
Wild Horse Mesa, The

streets,
is

Dollar Down
Fearless Lover, The
Fighting the Flames

Street of Forgotten

and went out

The

Aug.

Sun Up
“Official

licing.

—

Sporting Chance, The

—BARR.

ND

issue

-SeDt. 12-54

right in its place, but
there’s such a thing as too much of it, in
certain pictures. Miss Rich is beautiful and
plays the role assigned her with all the
finesse of the trained actress.
It’s a difficult role but she mastered it and was given
excellent support by the others.
John
Harron shines in his part and Huntly
fire

vincing.
Her kind of vivacity is not naturally shared by anyone else I have ever
seen, and it is of a kind hard to duplicate.

A

title,

—

“Lorraine of the Lions”

T

American Pluck
Ancient Highway, The
A Son of His Father
Bad Lands, The
Best People, The
Big Parade, The
Bloodhound, The
Camille of the Barbary Coast
—
Circus Cyclone, The
Coming of Amos, The
Cyrano de Bergerac
Dark Angel, The
Demon Rider, The

—

BARR.

HERE

indexed below by

is

date and page number.

B.

have watched this man. for years do
remarkable work in pictures but I do not
remember of his having any “starring”
roles. It would be worth the price of opera
to see him in one because he is one of the
most camera wise actors in the industry.I

Pictures” information pub-

lished in the ten issues preceding this

are

Alec B. Francis and George Fawcett.
Miss Boardman is in a role that certainly suits her well.
She gives the impression of being “just a home girl” who
has somehow or other gone into pictures
naturally and is the kind of girl that a lot
of us have known for years.
There has been no better time than this
to utter superlatives on behalf of Alec
Francis. If he were not such a gentleman
I wonder if he might not easily have run
off with the biggest share of the credit in
the acting of the picture, although it is
true that

1925

17,

Sept. 12-53

Vilma Banky and Frank Elliot in
scene from “The Dark Angel,”
First

National

production.

Winds
a
a

of Chance.

Woman

—

Hater, The

Oct. 10-59

October
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The Pace That

wife is murdered and the modite’s assistant is held as a material witness because
she is known to have been friendly with
the musician. She succeeds in clearing
him just as he is to be hanged. But only
then does she learn that she loves the
district attorney who secured the convic-

Thrills

Producer:

First National
First National
Length: 6,911 feet

Distributor:

WEBSTER CAMPBELL

DIRECTOR

Byron Morgan
Raymond Harris
T. D. McCord

Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

love of

Ben Lyon

The Wall Street Whiz
Producer:

STORY A
:

present.

Thrills.’’

motion picture actor whose

mother is in prison for the murder of
her drunken husband refuses to take
chances with his life on the lot and is
considered a coward. He dare not risk
accident and the consequent curtailment
of his earning power because he needs
money to secure his mother’s pardon.
He is secretly in love with his producer’s daughter, but she too thinks him
But he proves himself in a
cowardly.
quick succession of events, and frees his
mother and wins the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: Wreck of racing
The actor’s rescue
automobiles.
of his double from death during a bull
Actor’s visit to his mother
fight.
The prize fight.
in prison.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

That Royle Girl
Paramount
Distributor: Paramount
Length: Undetermined
DIRECTOR
D. W. GRIFFITH
Producer:

Adaptor
Author

Paul Schofield

Edwin Balmer

Joan Royle
Calvin Clarke
Fred Ketlar
George Baretta
Adele Ketlar

Producer:
Distributor:

Wind

Author

Romantic

STORY A
:

Marion Jackson

PLAYERS

C. Fields

Metropolitan melodrama.

TIME: The

DEL ANDREWS

Harrison Ford
Paul Everton
Florence Auer

W.

LOCALE:

Undetermined

Length:

DIRECTOR

Carol Dempster
James Kirkwood

Mr. Royle

THEME:

F. B. O.
F. B. 0.

THEME:

present.

mannequin fancies she is
music composer and

in love with a jazz

orchestra leader who is married but does
not live with his wife. One night his

.

.

.

THEME:

Romantic

love.

LOCALE: New York
TIME: The
STORY: A

City.

present.

son of wealth takes a job
In the
as a butler just for adventure.
line of duty he learns of a plot to ruin

whose daughter he loves.
maneuvering on the stock
market he prevents the plot from ripenAlso he wins the girl.
ing.
his employer,

clever

HIGHLIGHTS: The
cafe.

.

The

.

.

fight in the
hero’s leap into the

automobile and the events immediately
His courting of
following
The recovery of the
the girl.
.

.

.

stolen money.

A Man

of

Nerve

Producer: F. B. O.
Distributor: F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

LEWIS W. CHAUDET
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

Bob Custer
Jean Arthur

Leon Holmes
Buddy Simms
TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: The American West.
TIME: The present.
STORY A young ranch hand who is
suspected by his boss of stealing cattle
:

loves

.

.

Richard Talmadge
Peggy Bingham
Marceline Day
Mrs. Bingham
Lillian Langdon
TYPE: Comedy drama.
Richard Butler

Hackamore Henderson

American West.

the sheriff’s daughter is deputised to
help break up a bandit gang. He captures the leader and learns that it is his
brother, who is supposed to be in colHe clears his brother and wins
lege.
the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS : Overpowering of the
The hero’s leap from the
sheriff.
His discovery of
express car.
the gang leader’s real identity.
Silver King’s nearly human actions.
.

JACK NELSON
PLAYERS

Loria Gatlin

Fraternal love.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young rancher who

Undetermined

love.

Chicago.

Fred Thomson
Jim Harkness
Jacqueline Gadson
May Lacy
Lewis Sargent
Dick Harkness
David Dunbar
Bandit Leader
Betty Scott
Dolly Dutton
David Kirby
Sheriff Lacy
Himself
Silver King
TYPE: Western melodrama.

LOCALE:

DIRECTOR

By

PLAYERS

TYPE:

Ridin the

F. B. 0.
F. B. 0.

Distributor:

Length:

TIME: The

.

attorney.

Ben Lyon as Danny Wade and Evelyn
Walsh Hall as his mother in the First
National production, “The Pace That

Hollywood.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Filial love.

... The

trial.
.

industry.

LOCALE:

reciprocated.

is

scene in Tut’s Tavern.
Revel
at the Boar’s Head Inn.
The
cyclone.
The mannequin’s declaration
of love
for
the
district

Mary Astor
Tully Marshall
Mr. Tate
Thomas Holding
John Vanloren, Sr
Warner Richmond
John Vanloren, Jr
Fritzi Brunette
Mrs. John Vanloren, Jr
Charles Beyer
Duke
Mrs. Arthur Dewey
Matron
TYPE: Melodrama of motion picture

THEME:

him

HIGHLIGHTS: The

Doris Tate

.

Her

tion.

PLAYERS
Danny Wade

49

...

James Kirkwood and Carol Dempster in
one of the more quiet scenes in “ That
Royle Girl,” Paramount Production.

leaves the ranch determined to capture
the real offenders. While away he meets
a girl with whom he falls in love. For
a time the girl’s brother is suspected,
and later the cowboy is more strongly
suspected than he was previously. But
matters are straightened out, and the
ranch hand and the girl decide to travel
double.
HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s fight with
.
The hold up. .
.
his boss.
.
The hero’s fight with the foreman.
.

.

.

.

His shy love making.

.

::

::
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October
TIME: The

1925

17,

present.

STORY A

telephone operator in the
classified advertisement department of
a metropolitan daily newspaper longs to
get away from her drab surroundings
and onto Fifth avenue. She accepts many
:

from men

invitations

down

to ride

the

avenue with them in their cars, but up
to the time she meets one rich young
man is successful in evading their advances.
Then she meets a handsome
chap who drives a flivver, and is interested in him nevertheless.
One night
after a motor trip into the country that
does not end well she decides that it is
the man of the flivver she wants.
HIGHLIGHTS: The girl’s method of
getting rides downtown.
Her
.
meeting with Clarke.
The ride
in the milk wagon.
The girl’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

meeting and romance with Whiting.

Headlines
Harry Carey’s recent releases include “The Bad Lands” which

Hunt Strom-

is a

berg personally supervised production.
It is distributed by Producers Distributing Corporation. Inset shows Carey and Wilfred Lucas.

Distributor:

Rayart Pictures Corp.
J. Brown Produc-

Length:
Author
Adaptor

Kraig Johnson
Burke Jenkins

Lyman

Cameramen

Broening;
William Tuers

PLAYERS
Ted Clayton

Hugh Clayton

.

Rita Gonzales
President Gonzales
El Diablo

Reed Howes
Wilfred Lucas
Carmelita Geraghty
Eric

Mayne

Jack Mower

Johnny

Mickey

Sinclair

Ervin Renard
Romantic comedy-drama.

Blatten

THEME:

Romantic

LOCALE:

love.

Caribbean

Sea;

South

America.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young man whose

adventurousness keeps him in trouble is sent
to a small South American republic by
En route he meets
his wealthy father.
and falls in love with the daughter of
the president of the state to which she
He aids her father in stifling
is going.
a revolution and wins the girl’s hand.
HIGHLIGHTS : Athletic prowess of
His duel with El
the star.
.

Diablo

.

.

His romance.

Dorian Neeve
Peter Milne

PLAYERS

Producers Distributing

Corp.
Length
5,833 feet
•

ALBERT ROGELL

DELL HENDERSON

DIRECTOR
Author

Cameramen

Kate Corbaley
George Benoti

Sol Polito;

PLAYERS
Patrick
Colonel

Harry Carey
Wilfred Lucas

Lee Shumway
Gaston Glass

Captain Blake

Hal Owen

Joe Ricksen
Trilby Clark

Charlie Squirrel

Mary Owen..

THEME:

of military

Romantic

life.

love.

LOCALE: American West.
TIME First half of nineteenth century.
STORY: A heroic sergeant and a boy,
the only survivors of an Indian attack
on a wagon train, return to the army
post, and there a short time later the
sergeant defends the colonel’s daughter
from the unwelcome advances of a canThe captain plots his
tain of cavalry.
undoing, but the plot goes awry and the
sergeant wins the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: Indian attack on

wagon

train.

.

.

Fight

.

sergeant and captain.

.

.

Happy
the fort.
sergeant’s romance.
.

.

.

between
Attack on

ending of the

.

Phyllis Dale

Alice Joyce
Virginia Lee Corbin

“Bobby” Dale
Lawrence Emmett
Donald Austen
Stella Austen
Roger Hillman

TYPE: Drama

THEME:

Angus O’Brien
Owen

TYPE: Melodrama

GRIFFITH

E. H.

Author
Adaptor

Corp.

4,928 feet

DIRECTOR

TYPE:

Producers Distributing

Distributor:

tions

Von

Producer:

Harry

Producer:

DIRECTOR

The Bad Lands

The Cyclone Cavalier

Producer:
St. Regis Picture Corp.
Distributor Associated Exhibitors
Length: Undetermined

Malcolm McGregor
Harry T. Morey

Ruby
Elliott

of

Blaine

Nugent

newspaper business.

Maternal

love.

LOCALE: New York

City;

Atlantic

Ocean.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A newspaper

“sob

sister”
in a

whose daughter becomes involved

scandal substitutes for the daughter,
risking her reputation and her career
and chancing the loss of the man she
But because
loves to shield the girl.
love that is deep and wise enters into
several hearts at the same time a scandal is prevented and four people are
made happy.
HIGHLIGHTS: The mother’s discovery of her daughter’s worst escaThe bathing scene.
pade.
The
The death of the big story.
reunion of mother and daughter.
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

The King on Main Street
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: Undetermined

Producer:

Distributor

MONTA BELL

DIRECTOR
Authors

De

Caillavet;

De

Fleurs;

Classified
First National
Corinne Griffith Produc-

Distributor

Producer:

tions

Length: 6,900 feet
DIRECTOR... ...ALFRED A. SANTELL
Author...
Edna Ferber
Adaptor
June Mathis

Cameraman

Hal Rosson

PLAYERS
Babs Comet
Lloyd Whiting

Pa Comet
Snencer Clarke, Jr

Ma Comet
Jeanette Comet

Weinberg
Buyer

Reed Howes and Carmelita Geraghty
get well acquainted in this scene from
“The Cyclone Cavalier,” a Rayart Release.

Corinne Griffith
Jack Mulhall
Charles Murray
Ward Crane

Edythe Chanman
Jacqueline Wells
George Sidnev
Barney Randall

Jean Vashon
Eleanor Tieman
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York

City.

Corinne Griffith and Jack Mulhall, who
have the principal roles in First National’s “Classified."

October
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1925

17,

Adaptor

Douglas

Arenne
Doty

Z.

PLAYERS
Adolphe Menjou
Bessie Love
Gladys Humphreys
Greta Nissen
Terese
Edgar Norton
Jensen
Oscar Shaw
John Rockland
Joseph Kilgour
Arthur Trent
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Triumph of love over flirta-

King of Moldavia

tiousness.

LOCALE: Kingdom
New York City;

Moldavia;

of

American

an

Paris;

small town.

TIME: The

present.

STORY The

ruler of a small kingdom
more amorous than regal jour:

who

is

neys to the United States to negotiate
After a series of amusing
a loan.
escapades and one flirtation that almost
develops into something more serious he
returns to his palace and is married,
but not to the American girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: The interview with
The trip to
the oil magnates.
The reception at
Coney Island.
The cavalry review.
Little Falls.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

Reports Big Business

Over His Territory
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

As to his method of getting business, Penrod says, “There isn’t much
to it.
have the pictures and need
the theatres. The theatres need the

We

pictures and it’s simply a case of
getting on an equitable basis, and
that we have been doing.’’

Penrod

.

.

—

NEW

YORK, Oct. 6 Claude Penrod has been a division manager with
F. B. O. since its inception three
years ago, coming from Fox. Under
his guidance the Central Western
division, comprising Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Pittsburgh and Indianapolis exchanges, has made vast
strides until today it is one of the
leading groups of F. B. O.
Penrod is widely known through
this territory, having come up from
the ranks as a salesman.

coming

is

to

two weeks

month,

this

to

for
further

office

to

with

familiarize himself
quarters routine.

The Fighting Heart

New York

home

be the guest of the

the

Claude Penrod

head-

Producer: Fox
Distributor: Fox
Length: 6,978 feet

JOHN FORD

DIRECTOR

Distributor: Fox

PLAYERS
Denny

Bolton....

Doris Anderson
Jerry
Soapy Williams
Helen Van Allen
Grandfather
Town Fool

J.

TYPE: Melodrama

George O’Brien
Billie Dove
Farrell MacDonald
Victor MacLaglen
Diana Miller
Bert Woodruff
Francis Ford
of prize ring.

THEME:

Romantic love.
LOCALE: New England small town;
New York City.
_TIME: The present.
STORY: A young man with an inheritance of alcoholism whips a prize
fighter in a street fight but falls from

He goes to
sweetheart’s graces.
New York City and is beaten in a fight
Later he whips the fighter
in the ring.
again outside the ring and, having left
off drinking, is accepted by the girl.
his

HIGHLIGHTS: The
.

.

.

The

first

fight in the ring.

second street

fight.

.

.

.

street fight.
.

.

.

The

Final love

scene.

SHIP THIRD TIME

Producer: Fox

Larry Evans

Author

WALTER HAGEN DEFEATS WILLIAM MELHORN
AND TAKES PROFESSIONAL GOLF CHAMPION-

Thank You

Pathe News No. 79
NEW ARMY

Length: 6,900 feet

JOHN FORD

DIRECTOR
Authors
Adaptor

...

Winchell Smith; Tom Cushing
Frances Marion

PLAYERS
Kenneth Jamieson
Diane Lee
David Lee

George O’Brien
Jacqueline Logan
AleC Francis

Mr. Jones
Mrs. Jones

Cyril

Andy

MacDonald
Vivia Ogden
James Neill

Farrell

J.

Miss Blodgett
Dr. Cobb

George Fawcett

Jamieson, Sr

Hannah

TYPE: Drama

THEME:

Aileen Manning
of small town life.

Romantic

LOCALE: American
TIME: The

STORY

A

love.

COONTZ, U. S. N., AND OTHER
ENTERTAINED BY SAMOANS AT

ADMIRAL
OFFICERS

PAGO PAGO
+

Kinograms No. 5122
RESCUE SHIPS BATTLE TO RAISE AMERICAN
SUBMARINE S-5X FROM SEA FLOOR
*

GEORGE CHAPMAN WINS 50-MILE BIKE RACE
SIXTH TIME IN SUCCESSION BEFORE GREAT

CROWD

present.
millionaire

m

.

Kinograms No. 5121
HINDENBERG APPEARS IN FULL WARTIME
GARB AND REVIEWS REICHSWEHR TROOPS

small town.

banishes his
wild son to a chicken farm near a small
slow town. Excitement comes with the
arrival from Paris of the local minister’s
the Parisian
daughter, for who
She
modistes have done their utmost.
and the young man hit it off too well to
please the village gossips, but the gossips lose on every point.
HIGHLIGHTS: The hero’s lapse
Activities of the
into inebriacy.
village busybodies.
The millionaire’s lecture to the townspeople regarding their parsimoniousness.
The
:

UNITED STATES TAKES FIRST HONORS IN SIX
METER INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACE AT
OYSTER BAY, N. Y.

Chadwick

Edith Bostwick

SEMI-RIGID AIRSHIP, RS-1, TESTED

PREPARATORY TO TRIAL FLIGHT

International News No. 80
COLONEL WILLIAM MITCHELL AND OTHERS
AIR
FORCE
FIGHT FOR
AN AMERICAN
SEPARATE FROM ARMY AND NAVY
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE RECEIVES PRESENT OF

WALLABY FROM ADMIRER

.

.

...

.

.

.

son’s romance.

|[NEWSPICTURES)|
m

teggggggjjjjj

ad!

-

Fox News No.

104

FRENCH FINANCE MINISTER CAILLAUX COMES
TO THE UNITED STATES TO SETTLE FRENCH
DEBT

Creighton Hale and Eleanor Boardman
as husband and wife in one of the

“The CirMetro-Goldwyn-M ayer pro-

highlight situations from
cle,”

a

duction.

WAR VETERANS OF

10 ALLIED NATIONS HOLD
REUNION AT ROME, ITALY

Edna Purviance in
from “A dog’s Life,” one of

Charlie Chaplin and

*

Fox News No.

(Vol. 7)
CREW OF SEAPLANE PN-9 WELCOMED IN SAN
FRANCISCO ON RETURN FROM HAWAII
1

a scene

the older Chaplin pictures to be
brought back to the screen by Pathe.

;
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October
:

1925

17,

f'-'-

V ’R.

r.

PURELY PERSONAL
LOUIS

ST.

MO. — The

ST. LOUIS,

booking Walker on a special
vaudeville tour.
Robert E. Power studios and the Armstrong-Power studios
have under preparation plans to give the
new T. & D. Theatre of the Bay district
a complete rejuvenating.

city recently

.

addition of the

Cinderella theatre to the St. Louis Amusement: Company’s chain has caused the fol-

lowing changes

company’s managing

in the

personnel
F. Brinkmeyer moves into
J.
the Cinderella from the Grand Florissant
Ralph Walsh takes over the Grand Floris;

sant Joe Greene moves up from the Lafayette and Russell Airdome to replace
Walsh and Harry O’Brien goes from the
Gravois to the Lafayette and the Russell
David E. Russell, manager of
Airdome.
the Columbia and Strand theatres, has been
reappointed manager of the Municipal
Opera for the season of 1926.
Lou Hess
of Universal enterained Dave Baderand,
Julius Singer and Ned Depinet of the home
office last week.
Herbert Berger, orchestra leader, filed suit in the St. Louis
circuit court last week, asking damages of
$25,000 from Skouras Brothers Enterprises,
Inc., for alleged breach of contract.
T. W. Sharp of Little Rock, Ark., took bids
last week on his $50,000 theatre at Pulaski
Heights, Ark.
L. C. Crow has sold the
Star, Paris, Mo., to K. K. Stephens, who
has renamed it the Liberty.
J. W. Etherton has sold the Opera House, Edinburg, 111., to P. A. McGrath.
Sam R.
Alexander has bought the theatre at Paw-

WASHINGTON,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

111.,

.

.

.

Abram

Allen Thompson,
construction foreman, injured one day last
week at Alton, 111., died later in the day
while in the Grand theatre there.
Rockport,

111.

.

.

.

.

Thorobred,"
Tiff any -T mart's
" The
latest comedy-drama, is a story of the
race track. In the cast are Carter De-

Maclyn

Haven,

Hulette, Hallam
Brown Faire and

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Sale

and im-

mediate leasing of the Coliseum theatre,
one of the city’s finest residential houses,

was announced September 19 by

L.

R.

who

acquired the property from
Samuel
Levin, for more than $1,600,000.
Lurie purchased the property for $225,000
from Levin and again leased it to Levin
for 99 years at a total rental of $1,470,150.
Levin sublets the holding for a net total
rental of $29,000 a month.
The house
seats 2,200 persons.
The Ocean Side
Amusement Company has decided to build
a 1,000-seat house in the Park-Presidio district and work is expected to be started
Shirley Lewis, well known thesoon.
atrical man in this section, recently died
in Sacramento. Many motion picture stars
T. H. Tucker,
attended his funeral.
former exchange employe, and for the last
two years with Grauman’s in Hollywood,
is now at the Temple theatre in this city.
On September 16 a robber seized a roll
of currency at the State theatre, Oakland,
and ran down the street. He was caught
Lurie,

H

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

by Manager Smith and a traffic officer.
Fifty dollars was found on him. He said
he was sorry he caused so much trouble.
We don’t blame him, as some jails are not
Cornelius, San FranA.
up to date.
cisco architect, has completed plans for
.

.

.

W

.

Jefferson.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

San Francisco
Beginning September 26)

CALIFORNIA:

“He’s

a

Para-

Prince,”

mount.

LOEW’S WARFIELD

“The Midshipman,”

:

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer.

IMPERIAL: “The Pony

Express,” Universal

(4th week.)

GRANADA

“The White Desert,” MetroGo Id wyn-Mayer.

CAMEO

:

‘Kivalian

:

of

the

Ice

Lands,”

Pathe.

UNION

SQUARE:

“Fearless

DETROIT, MICH.— W.

S. Butterfield
Beatty, his general manager, returned Tuesday after spending two
weeks in the northern part of the state on
a pleasure trip. Duck hunting is suspected,
The
as they returned empty-handed.
new John H. Kunsky residence in Palmer
Woods, which will cost upwards of
$150,000, is nearing completion and will be
among the show places of that section.
A. J. Kleist, Jr., of Pontiac, has returned
from an extensive motor trip through

and Edward

Lore,”

All

Star.

C.

.

FRANCIS:

tinued.)

“The

Fool,”

Fox

(con-

.

.

.

Northern Michigan. While in Marquette
he was entertained by Doc Gallup, chain
theatre proprietor of the upper peninsula.
“The Gold Rush” was stopped at the
Adams last Saturday night after a run of
All sorts of records crashed
six weeks.
during the run, but the most important
was the mark of six consecutive weeks,
which shattered all long run marks in the
.

.

Manager H. M.
history of the house.
Richey reports that the number of reservation requests for hotel accommodations at
Grand Rapids for the annual convention indicates that this will be the biggest turnout in exhibitor history. Grand Rapids exhibitors as hosts are planning a royal reBenjamin F.
ception for their guests.
Smith and associates are soon to open a
new 400-seat house on the Eight Mile
.

.

.

.

ST.

.

.

.

Runs

First

DETROIT

.

.

( Week

.

.

.

.

.

Thomas

remodeling a theatre for W. J. Clark in
Walter Hier, Educational
comedian, and Mrs. Hier, were recent visitors on the Row.
They were on their
Harry Fonway to Yellowstone Park.
tana, formerly local manager of the Unique
Theatre, on September 16 took over the
Glade Theatre at Lindsay.
Good luck,
Harry.
Another M. Blumenfield theatre
opened last week at Berkeley.
Police
Chief Dan O’Brien of this city, who is popular with all except those in jail, made his
debut on the screen in the new F. B. O.
film, “The Last Edition.”
Sam Cargano
of the Golden Gate Theatre, Oakland, has
started work on his new 1,500-seat house
in that city.
J. R. Keegan, personal
representative for J. Walker, was in the

.

.

Arbuckle,
Gladys
Virginia
Cooley,

.

.

Vacaville.

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

.

all

.

.

formerly operated by Tony Serva
The Opera House, Jonesburg, Mo.,
was destroyed by fire recently.
H. W.
Haines is now sole owner of the Star,
nee,

Broche and his staff
one night to install the new
Gertrude Kreiselman, one of
drapes.
the “Saturday Nighters” and formerly associate organist at the Savoy, has been
transferred to the Nome theatre, where
she is as popular as she was at the Savoy.
The work of erecting the new Colony
theatre is going forward at good speed,
and it is expected that the house will be
ready for opening before the first of next
Gertrude Kreiselman and Nell
year.
Paxton scored high with their work as
members of the “Saturday Nighters” last
week. They put on the air via the “mike”
organ and piano solos that fairly stopped
Daniel Breeskin,
the midnight show.
conductor of the symphony orchestra at
the Metropolitan offered a musical feature
last week entitled “The Evolution of the
Waltz” that went over big with the audiAlexences that crowded the house.
ander Podnos, assistant conductor of the
Metropolitan orchestra is on his vacation.

worked

.

.

Metropol-

the hues of fall.
draperies of summer have

Falles

trousers.

.

.

C.—The

been replaced with canary colored satin.
The members of the orchestra have doffed
their Palm Beach attire and the attendants
now wear light blue jackets and navy blue

.

.

D.

now wears

The cretonne

.

.

theatre

itan

;

.

.

WASHINGTON

;

.

.

.

.

—

: ::

October

;

.
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and Senator Frank Kelly, Empress
Salida, Col.
Harry Nolan,

theatre,

.

.

supervisor of

district

has

where he has much

Lake

left for Salt

.

First National,

City,
transact.

Mel Wilson,
Fox manager, has returned from a
sales trip to Casper, Wyo.
Drucker of the local De Luxe exchange
business to

.

.

.

local

visiting exhibitors

is

territory.

.

.

New Mexico

the

in

Mrs. B. A. Tyo, who oper-

.

ates the Tyo theatre at
visitor here last week.

Wray,
.

.

Col.,

J

.

was

a

Hom-

S.

.

mel, manager of the local Producers Distributing Corporation exchange, has left
for a sales trip through the New Mexico
territory.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mon-

Sidney

who has been manager

tor,

of the Princess

theatre for the Stanley Company, has been
transferred to the Southwark, and Sigmund
Schwarts, for some time manager of the
Savoy, is now at the Princess.
Frank
Cook is managing the Orient theatre for
the Stanley Company and Marcus Benn
.

.

much

trouble as do the soldiers of the
revolutionary army.

Road, near

Woodward

growing section of
Riviera

is

avenue,

the city.

retaining

still

.

its

a

rapidly

The Grand
original week
.

.

run policy, although it was first intended to
go into two-a-week after the opening week.
However, business has been of such great
proportions that it has been deemed unwise
to change the policy for the present.
A barrage of publicity and news photographs here helped “Never the Twain Shall
Meet” do a tremendous business at the
Madison and remain over for a second
week.
W. E. Wilkinson, representing
the Will Hays organization, was in Detroit
last week and while here received a telegram that his father was seriously ill at
Birmingham, Ala. He left immediately but
expects to be back in a few weeks.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Exchange and
.

.

.

is

.

.

Ray Nugent has
De Luxe

of the

.

.

covering the

The Fox

New

Jersey

recently

theatre

played to the biggest Saturday in its history with “The Iron Horse,” almost simultaneously with the week in which the
Philadelphia Fox Exchange did the largest
week’s business since its opening.
Bill
Heenan and members of his sales force
are sporting the prizes awarded to them
for taking third place in the drive for summer business, which has been in progress
.

Paramount exchanges
summer. Heenan received
the

.

.

since the
a beauti-

platinum

watch, while the following
the sales force received their
choice of platinum cuff links or gold cigarette cases:
Bill Schwalbe, Phil Duffy,
ful

members of

DENVER, COL. — The

Pathe

entire

was here for a conference last
week. C. M. Van Horn, local Pathe manager, presided.
The Broadway thesales force

Frank

Loftus,

Leonard.

.

.

.

Bill

Mansell

Dave Rosen,

and

Frank

shipper at the

.

Pueblo, Co!., will be completed and
its grand opening about December 15. It will be operated by Messrs. Lucy
and Wilkinson.
Aaron Epstein, auditor for Fox theatres here, was taken suddenly ill last week. He was rushed to a
hospital and is still there.
H. D.
McBride, formerly manager of a theatre
at Santa Barbara, Cal., is now manager of
the State, the new local first-run house,
that opened last Friday. ... R. V Mallory, for the last several years operator of
the Rialto theatre at Brighton, Col., has
disposed of his interests to W. A. Seaman,
one of the veteran exhibitors of the Denver territory.
Out-of-town exhibitors
seen on film row last week were
A. H.
Stewart, of the Iris and America theatres,
Casper, Wyo. Otto Bachechi, of the Pastime, Albuquerque, N. M.
Tommy Tompkins, of the America, Colorado Springs,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Philadelphia First

.

.

.

:

;

;

Fox Echange for the last nine years, recently resigned to become foreman of the
shipping room of the Warner Brothers
Exchange.

ALBANY
ALBANY,
falo,

N. Y.— Walter Hays of Bufone of the heads of the Strand chain

New York

state, made one of his periodhere last week and spent most of
his time with Uly S. Hill, manager of the
Strand houses here and in Troy.
Ben
Young, who is building a theatre in Ilion,
expects to open about December 1, and will
use “The Ten Commandments” as a fea-

of

ical visits

.

.

Week Beginning September 21

STANLEY:

this week.
W. H. Linton, Utica
exhibitor whose house was destroyed by
fire several months ago, has started to rebuild.
Walter Roberts, manager of the
Troy theatre, local house, is authority for
the
statement that “Zeb,” handy man
around the theatre, consumed four chickens
and fifty clams at the recent outing of the
.

.

in the Forest,” scenic;

Overture, “Aileen

;

I

1

:

“The

Desert

‘Shore

Leave,”

Flower,”

First

i

National.

PALACE

4
:

VICTORIA:

First

National.

tional.

.

is

Ac-

.

plan-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H

ton Square theatres here, and the Empire

mount.

CAPITOL

.

.

!

“A Son of His Father,” Para-

.

ning to reopen the Rialto theatre at Schenectady and operate it as well as the Woodlawn.
The Bareli, Schnectad.% house
that is one of the Farley chain, has reopened after being closed for several
months.
Orchestras have just been installed at the State and Strand theatres,
Schenectady houses in the Farley chain.
Will Hays, who has spent several days
at Lake George, was the principal speaker
at the Glens Falls Rotary Club luncheon
last week.
William Smalley is using
an old time stage coach drawn by mules in
covering his territory and exploiting “The
Pony Express.”
Lew Fischer will formally open the Bradley theatre at Fort Edward, N. Y., in the near future with a
showing of “The Iron Horse.”
C
Buckley, w'ho operates the Leland and Clin.

Artists.

.

.

.

Organ Selections from “Faust”; Vocal
and Dance Divertissement.
Iron Horse,” Fox.
FOX
“Th
STANTON
“The Gold Rush,” United

KARLTON

.

.

Troy and Mark Strand theatres.
cording to report, Mike Freedman

.

Annie Rooney,” United
Artists; Stanley Magazine News; “A Night
“Little

.

.

.

row

.

Runs
(

.

ture picture.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moran,
Coxsackie exhibitors, were seen on film

.

atre,

ready for

.

ture.

.

atre at Atlantic City.
joined the selling force
territory.

the Wind,” F. B. O. picture, has
Fred Thomson in the starring role.
His famous horse. Silver King, also
plays a part in the Western thrill pic-

“ Ridin

.

.

Exchange.
Robert E. Long is managing
the Aldine theatre for the Stanley Company, succeeding William Scott, who has
been transferred to the new Stanley the-

early

DENVER
.

.

.

in all

.

.

.

.

.

Frank Hardey, who preceded him, is managing the Arcadia theatre. Wilmington, recently acquired by the Stanley Company
from Topkis-Ginns.
Stanley Company
officials have announced that the Universal
production, “The Phantom of the Opera,”
will follow “The Wanderer” at the Aldine
for an indefinite run, while “The Pony Express” will succeed “The Gold Rush” at
the Stanton.
Alice McMahon is succeeding Miss Julia Barry as secretary to
Percy A. Bloch, manager of the Philadelphia Paramount exchange.
A. C. Benson, until recently a salesman in the Philadelphia office of Paramount, has been
transferred to Toronto, Canada, to assume
the management of the Famous Players
.

Carmelita Geraghty as Rita Gonzales in
“The Cyclone Cavalier,” a Rayart release, causes the cavalier almost as

.

“The

Scarlet

West,” First Na-

i

Glens Falls, was on hand at the last
last Thursday to hear Governor Al Smith speak.

in

named house

:
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SEATTLE
SEATTLE, WASH. —A

large

number

Musical Bill at Stratford
(Chicago)

of

Francis
A.
Mangan presentation form
Victor Herbert's “Love Boat”; “The Lov«
Boat,” song, James Jordan.

Through the courtesy of Fred G.
manager of the local branch of
National, a preview was presented of
National’s “Winds of Chance.”

First
First
At the Pacific Coast Association of

.

“The Beautiful Lady,” song, Esther Nelson,
soprano.
Tableau, “The
maids.

.

.

Fire
Chiefs convention, held last week in Seattle, the fire prevention trophy of the late
Thomas H. Ince, awarded annually for the
Pacific Coast fire department showing the
lowest per capita fire loss, was presented
to Seattle.
Al Rosenburg, manager of
the DeLuxe Feature Film Company, announces that he will soon have ready for
release a series of Krazy Kat cartoon comics.
A. H. Huot, manager of F. B. O.,
.
.
advises that H. F. Moore, formerly a member of the sales force of the San Francisco
F. B. O. offices, has been made manager of
the Portland branch, succeeding William
Matthews, who has taken charge of the

Denver offices of the company. ... J. J.
Sullivan, manager of Fox, announces an acquisition to his sales force in Charley Code,
formerly with Warner Bros., Portland.
C. Ives of the Empire theatre, Anacortes, was in Seattle last week on business
and looked over film row’s offerings.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

George Endert, manager of Famous Players-Lasky, left last week for San Francisco,
to have a conference with Herman Wobber,
Western district manager.
Neal East,
Portland manager, accompanied him on the
trip.
R. R. Nave, formerly assistant
manager of Warner Brothers, has gone to
Producers Distributing Corporation in the
same capacity and has been succeeded by
G. G. Maxey, former salesman.
Among
recent Seattle visitors were W. J. Murphey,
director of publicity for Metro-GoldwynMayer; Leo Meehan, director of production
.

.

.

.

.

Lou Metzger, formerly Semanager for F. B. O., now special

for F. B. O.
attle

.

;

representative for Carl Laemmle; and Jack
Schlaifer, formerly Seattle manager and
now Western district manager for Universal.

Beautiful

Lady”

and

her

.

CANADA
—

OTTAWA, ONT.

.

.

.

“He’s a Prince,” Paramount.

.

.

First National salesman.
The opening of O. K. Mason’s New Regent theatre
at Winfield, Kan., last week took its place
in the town’s record of big events. Practically all of the town’s merchants tied up
with the event in a special eight-page section of the Winfield Courier.
“Amusement cannot be bought in quantity, sight
unseen, and sold individually at a profit,”
warns a bulletin to members of the M. P.
T. O. of Kansas-Missouri in cautioning
against overbooking.
Out-of-town
exhibitors seen here last week were
George Plank, Sedalia theatre, Sedalia,
Mo. C. M. Pattee, Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kan.
M. W. Reinke, manager of
the Universal, St. Joseph, Mo.; C. R. Wilson, Liberty theatre, Liberty, Mo.
.

(Week Beginning September 27)

Sliter,

W

the Beldorf theatre, IndependKan. The Royal and Crystal theatres,
Universal houses at Atchison, Kan., are to
be managed by A. R. Zimmer, a former
ence,

Theatre.

.

1925

17,

acquired

motion picture exhibitors and distributors
were the guests September 28 of H. W.
Bruen at the opening of his new Arabian

.

October

The following

changes have been made in the personnel
of the Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
Ltd., in Winnipeg, Man.
H. M.
Thomas, Western Canadian supervisor, has
made H. A. Bishop, formerly manager of

.

.

.

.

;

;

:

Winnipeg Metropolitan, his assistant;
Charles Straw, formerly manager of the
Strand at Brandon, Man., succeeds Bishop
at the Metropolitan; E. A. Retallick, for
five years dramatic editor of the Winnipeg
Tribune, has been appointed house manager of the Winnipeg Capitol.
Mrs.
James Leo Meehan, daughter of the late
Gene Stratton Porter, in a recent interview
the

.

.

.

on the motion picture situation generally,

“The public appreciates a sweet,
simple picture of every-day life; a story
about simple people and the bird and animal folk that live in the deep forests and
broad, sunny meadows.” Mrs. Meehan believed that “The Keeper of the Bees,” recent F. B. O. release, would secure quick
success because of its presentation so soon
after the publication of the story.
“The Gold Rush,” Chaplin’s latest feature
picture, closed a highly successful sevenweek run at the Regent theatre, Toronto,
said

:

.

.

.

Walter E. Davis
Ont., on October 3.
.
.
the Famous Players Canadian head
office effected a good tieup recently with
the editor of the magazine published by
the Automobile club of Ottawa on behalf
of the Ottawa Regent. The secretary of
the club, Hector Carruthers, published an
editorial on the gasoline and automobile
taxes in which he said, in part: “One
means of offsetting the gasoline tax is to
purchase coupon books at a reduction of
two cents a gallon at service stations. The
latest to follow the gasoline men is the
.

of

Famous

Canadian

Players

INDIANAPOLIS
T NDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Grand Theatre
Operating Company has been incorporated at Terre Haute, Ind., with capital
stock of $12,000.
The company will acquire real estate, construct buildings for
theatres and operate theatres.
The incorporators are Edward P. Fairbanks, Bruce
F. Failey and Frank B. Ijams.
Work has been completed on the Rex

The

theatre, Indianapolis.

of
the
houses,

newest
seating

600.

.

is one
neighborhood

structure

of

types

.

Stratford

.

Amusement Company has incorporated

at

Indianapolis with capital stock of $10,000,
Into operate opera houses and theatres.
Schmidt,
Gustave
G.
are
corporators
II. E. Ostrom.
vaudeville and motion
picture theatre at Sullivan, Ind., will be
The house
ready for dedication shortly.
has been remodeled and formerly housed
the old Lyric. H. E. McCarrell of McCarrell Enterprises, who recently leased both

Robert G. Hesseldenz and

The new

Sherman and Lyric in Sullivan, will
Finishing touches
manage both.
have been made in the remodeling of the
the

.

New
ville,

.

.

Grand, combination house,
Ind., have been made.
.

at
.

.

EvansNor-

Corporation,

the Regent theatre. Scrip books
are sold to theatre patrons at a reduction
of from 10 to 15 per cent.”

owner of

KANSAS CITY
—

KANSAS CITY, MO. A gay crowd
welcomed Frank L. Newman back to this
city last week. Newman, now manager of
a trio of Paramount houses in Los Angeles, returned here to close contracts for

the sale of the Newman and Royal theatres to Paramount. Though Balaban
Katz have merged with Paramount, the
sale of the Newman houses will be made
to Paramount.
C. E. "Doc” Cook,
business manager of the M. P. T. O. of
Kansas-Missouri, will leave soon on a tour
of the territory in a membership drive.
After a trial period covering several
months, non-theatrical competition here

&

.

.

Paramount

is

issuing a

dream book

in

connection with the exploiting of
“ Beggar on Horseback,” featuring
Esther Ralston and Edward Everett
Horton. It is a 12 page book.

.

.

.

.

seems

to

have

strict

state

fire

been

conquered.

Under

regulations covering pro-

jection booths, and an unwritten agreement
with the Film Board of Trade not to serve
non-theatrical enterprises, exhibitors are
virtually free of trouble from this source.
According to Charles T. Sears, gen.
eral manager of Universal theatres in the
Kansas City territory, his company has
.

.

thousand extras are said to have
appeared in Tom Mix’s "The Lucky
Horseshoe,” the first picture by the

Two

Fox Western
from Europe.

star

since

his

return

—

!

October

17,
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“Happy
Everyone

is

happv-O

Happy Canyon, Idaho!
Hear the sniggle when they
In

wriggle
Flash the wildness of the wiggle
Of the film fans at the show.
Hear them roar and laugh, and cliggle
How they love the screen’s best giggle
In Happy Canyon, Idaho

—Hoots

bv Oliver Owl.

Clyde Walker says
P'

V,

lit

his Seattle

— --1-

Film Journal

(Sept. 19th)
Seems
7 reels
useless to say anything about any of MacLean’s
Every one who is familiar with his picpictures.
tures knows they are at the top. Not only do they
contain the best comedy, but are always absolutely
clean and have good stories as well as good laughs.

GOING

UP, Douglas MacLean,

BEST

BUSINESS

WAGON.”

—

/.

SINCE

—

“COVERED

F. Hickenbottom,
Theatre, Troy, Idaho.

Happy Canyon

DOUGLAS MacLEAN COMEDIES
Make Happy Canyons

of All Theatres

Set your play date for

“INTRODUCE ME”
5,500

7,500

4,500

MacLean’s
20,000
“GOING UP”
High Flying Comedy
Bookings

latest

and best comedy

AUDIENCES HAVE TRIED THEM!
“YANKEE CONSUL”
of

“NEVER SAY DIE”

“INTRODUCE ME’

What Doctors Order

Best of the Lot

Laughing Memory

Bookings

6

“Best Business Since Covered
Pathe Exchange
Physical

Distributors

2,500

Bookings

First

Runs

Wagon 999 Is Some Speech

Released by Associated Exhibitors

Inter-Globe Export

Oscar Price, President

Foreign Representative
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manager, is back from Denver where hemet in conference Frank Harris, Western
division manager.
Harris went to New
York to attend the district managers’ convention.
Tune in on station KSL
and listen to the musical programs being
broadcast daily by the orchestra and organ
at the Victory theatre here.
Kid
P orter, golf nut extraordinary, announces
that the other specimens of homo-genus
similarly afflicted will soon meet on the
green to settle the long standing feud
between teams representing the exchange
men and theatre men, and to test the
prowess of each organization.
Suitable
prizes will be awarded.
Educational
pictures are receiving an added inpetus in
Idaho due to the visit of Clyde Messinger,
local manager.
He will be gone about ten
days.
Burke, Educational
J. F.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

home

.

.

.

.

.

office auditor,

was

in this city a

few

days going over the books and records of
the local exchange.

OMAHA
YIMAHA, NEB. — The

Universal

office

H. Q.” for visiting Legionmotion picture exhibitors,
during the convention of the American
Legion in Omaha, for the week beginning
Harry F. Lefholtz, manager,
Oct. 5.
will be “G.
aires who are

.

.

“ The Plastic Age," Preferred Picture,
has been set for release in November
by B. P. Schulberg. Clara Bow and
Donald Keith have the leading roles.

man

Kristoff, Gary, Ind., is planning construction of a theatre building there.
Miss Lillian LaCoste has returned to the
box office of the Hippodrome at Terre
.

.

.

Miss Mabel Bray has been
added to the staff of the American theatre
at Terre Haute as secretary to Maurice
Fox, manager. Miss Mary Link resigned
to go to Florida.
Complete new
projection room equipment has been installed in the Grand in Terre Haute.
Haute.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

small fire at the Whynot theatre at
Greenfield, Ind., recently destroyed 7,000
feet of film. Robert Yelton, operator, was
packing away the reels when a roll flashed
into flames.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— L. W.
Weir, Producers Distributing Corporation
district manager, left last week for Portland, Oregon, where Pro-Dis-Co. is opening

new

office.

.

C.

.

.

C.

McDermond,

Southern Utah salesman for Pro-Dis-Co.
is making an extended trip over his territory.
M. A. Brown recently sold
his theatre interests in Montello, Nevada,
and is a visitor here with the view of
lining up service for a new circuit which
he contemplates opening in the small towns
of Utah. The purchaser in Montello was
Ben Johnson.
H. Bradley Fish is
back at his managerial desk at the Fox
exchange after a successful trip into MonD. T. McElhenney is back
tana.
.

.

.

.

.

.

out

.

500

visitors to

invitations

make themselves

to
at

at the

.

.

.

town will turn out in force, for in the cast
Juan de Mora. In this, his home town,
Juan is Jonathan Edwards, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Edwards.
The “Gold
Rush” brought such a rush to the Strand
theatre that Manager Art Cunningham
.

.

.

appeal to the women of the city
attend the first showing of the day, at
Leo Blank, nephew of A. H.
11 a. m.
Blank, is the new manager here for Educa-

made an
to

tional.

He was

formerly with First Na-

Leo Blank takes the place of James
Winn, who will take charge of the Des
The
Moines office of Educational.
office of B. B. Reingold has not seen him
tional.

.

.

.

for a week or two, as he has been dashing
about his territory taking care of the big
demand for “The Iron Horse.” The film
will open in Omaha, at the Sun, Oct. 9.

Among
Morgan, general

was W. J.
manager for Pro-

recent visitors
sales

ducers Distributing Corporation.
Lexington, Neb., was the scene of the finale
parties,
general theatre
in
Universal’s
Harry F. Lefholtz, manager of the Omaha
office, was ably assisted by Ralph Falkinburg, manager of the Majestic, where the
party was held. They were hosts to about

Film row saw
thirty exhibitors.
Edwin Silverman, special representative of
Warner Brothers, a few days ago. He
was here from Chicago, where he is ex.

.

.

change manager.

.

.

.

G.

Seib,

Pathe

local

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

B

.

.

erect a theatre seating 1,000.
Capitol theatre, the only first
.

.

The

.

run inde-

pendent theatre in Dallas, is celebrating its
second anniversary. The theatre is run
by Ray Stinnett and Si Charninsky. They
chose Universal’s “The Goose Woman” for
the week.
The Crescent at Little
Rock, Ark., was damaged by smoke and
water in a fire caused by the breaking of
a film.
Garland, Texas is to have an
attractive new theatre soon, to be operated
by S'. E. Arledge, who also has the Lyric.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

track-

train

.

.

.

and an

( Special

GRAFTON,
Scene from “Sweet Marie,” Fox Imperial.

.

.

office.

Johnson Acquires

manager here, is back from Montana and is
making a short trip to the key centers of

W.

.

.

.|

.

Utah.

.

arrived in Dallas and caused
much excitement. Three policemen protected it from the crowd.
W. A.
McDonald of Cleburn, Tex., an exhibitor
for years, has been called by death.
He is survived by his wife, two daughters^
both of Cleburn, and two brothers.
Max McClure, of Littlefield, Tex., is building a theatre with a California bungalow
on the roof, to serve as living quarters

C. Loofbourow, who has
served as secretary and legal council of the
Film Board of Trade, tendered his resignation at Monday’s meeting due to pressure
of other business.
The world’s
premiere of the F. B. O. production, “The
Keeper of the Bees,” broke all attendance
records at the American theatre during the
showing at that house last week.
IV. H. Gordon, First National boss here, is
expected back from the territory this week.
R. S. Stackhouse, Warner Brothers
.

G. McNeese, forsecretary of the Texas M.P.T.O..
has recently become affiliated with Phil H.
Pierce Company as salesman.
Mr. McNeese has used the Pierce instruments in
his various theatres.
Ned E. Depinet, sales director of Universal, has beeQ
a visitor after a tour of southern cities.
Pie was formerly Dallas Manager.
F. J. McConnell, short features manager of
Universal, has also been here.
H.
Robb of Robb & Rowley Enterprises announces his firm is planning an extensive
remodeling program for their theatres in
Palestine, Tex.
E. F. Brady and
associates of San Benito are planning to

mer

less

Judge Frederick

.

•[WALLAS, TEX.— H.

.

.

.

DALLAS

is

.

after strutting his stuff in Idaho.

Robert Ellis plays the part of the irate
husband in “The Part Time Wife,” a
backstage romance of motion picture
life. It is a Gotham production with
Alice Calhoun as leading woman.

prospective

home

exchange which will be appropriately beWhen “Nostromo,” from
decked
the pen of Joseph Conrad and the studio
of William Fox, arrives in Omaha, the

.

A

a

sent

to

Gem

Exhibitors Herald )

ILL., Oct.

son has taken over the

6.— C.

Gem

R. John-

theatre here,

October

17,
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THE FILM MART
Fox

Chadwick

Fourth O’Henry Starts Soon
“Hold Everything,” the fourth chapter
of the “Helen and Warren” series, and
“Cupid a la Carte,” the fourth of the O.
Henry series, will go into production soon.

Begin One; Finish Another
Work on “The Count of Luxembourg”
has begun.
The principal roles will be
portrayed by George Walsh, Helen Lee
Worthing, James Morrison, Lola Todd and
Joan Meredith.
Charles
Ray’s
latest,
“Sweet Adeline,” has just been finished.

Madge Bellamy Heads Cast

Madge Bellamy

has the leading role in

“The Dixie Merchant,” which
from “The Chicken Wagon

will be

made

Family,”

Imperial

Smith,

comedy

star,

Gardner in “Bad Man” Cast
Buster Gardner has been added
cast

supporting

Bad Man.”

He

Tom Mix
will

play

added

has

in

to

the

“The Best

an important

later.

Three More
Three more pictures selected for production are “The Savage,” “The Boss
of
Little
Arcady” and “Mademoiselle
Selects

The

started work on “The Brain Storm,” under
He has
the direction of Robert Kerr.
completed “All at Sea.”

Bluebeard ” Players Selected

In the cast of “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives”
are Blanche Sweet, Ben Lyon, Dorothy
Sebastian, Nita Naldi, Andrew Mack and
Other players will be
Dick Bernard.

Release Schedule Rearranged

Sid Smith Starts Another

Sid

“

Gotham

a

novel by Barry Benefield.

Production of Two More Scheduled
Following “M£n of Steel,” the next pictures to go into production will be “Mismates” and “The Lunatic at Large.”

release schedule has been so arranged that “One of the Bravest” will be
the November release instead of “The
Shadow on the Wall,” which will be released in December.

Modiste.”

Ginsberg

First National
Ninth and Tenth Completed
Filming work on “The Unguarded Hour”
and “The Scarlet Saint,” the ninth and

Butler in Principal Role

tenth productions respectively of the Eastern studios, has been completed.

F. B. O.
To Film Second Libbcy Story
“A Poor Girl’s Romance,” another

David Butler has been cast for the leading role in “The Taxi Mystery,” which has
gone into production.

character part.

More “Van Bibbers” Scheduled
Production of the “Van Bibber” series
Earle Foxe and
will resume December.
Florence Gilbert will continue their work
in

the series.

“Men of Steel” Starts Next
The next picture to go into work will
“Men of Steel,” starring Milton Sills.

Making

George

Short

E.

Features

( Speed)

of the

Marshall

Highest

Supervis-

Quality

ing

Leaving

Director

Out the

Fox

Hokum

Film

and the

Corp.

Bunk
Henry

0anp \An DIBBER
.

two Real MATunf <bne*«
I.01JI

I

WWill

rtAWweo Lire

Helen anpWarrem

i

story

by Laura Jean Libbey, is to be filmed.
Work is to start next month.

he

i

iunrV

”
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Two Added

to

Cast

Mary

that

Malcolm

McGregor

and

Children Wear Queer Garments

The children who have such a large part
making of Mary Pickford’s “Scraps” do
not wear children’s clothing.
They dress

will start soon.

in

Thomson Abandons Makeup
Fred Thomson and all his supporting
cast left off makeup recently when exterior scenes of “All Around the Frying
Pan” were shot. He is so pleased with
the result that he will not use makeup of

in cast off

is

at

a picdirection

the

to Title “The Eagle”
George Marion, Jr., has been engaged
to write the titles for “The Eagle,” Rudolph

Marion

Paramount

Valentino’s latest production.

Neil Hamilton in Big Role

Early Release Assured

Neil Hamilton has been chosen to play
opposite Bebe Daniels in her next produc-

which

tion,

has

been

“The Eagle”

Changed

for the picture tentatively
Soldiers” has been changed
to “Behind the Front.” This picture marks
the return of Mildred Davis to the screen.

“Fair Warning” is the title of the second of the 1925-26 series of Educational-Mermaid comedies in which Al
St.

Lois Wilson Appears in Person

Vanishing American” was

at the Imperial theatre in Charlotte,

shown

N. C., Lois Wilson, who has the leading
feminine role, made a personal appearance
there.

is

John

is

the star.

Pollard Renews Contract

Harry Pollard, well known director, has
signed a new long term contract.
He is
now directing “Two Blocks Away.”

Two Denny
Four Released
“Over There-Abouts,” “The Caretaker’s
Daughter,” “Solid Ivory,” and the third
chapter of “Wild West” were released this

Vehicles Chosen

a story by Dorothy Grundy,
and “The Rolling Stone,” a story by John
Hunter Booth, have been selected as
vehicles for Reginald Denny.
“Signs,”

week.

“ Flower of Night” Edited
editing

Final
latest

and editing

Universal

The title
named “Two

When “The

the cutting

is in

production and early release

stage of
assured.

named

tentatively

“Magpie.”
Title

F.

Gottschalk will be used as the special
number of the thematic score he is preparing for use in the presentation of “Stella
Dallas,” which is to be released this fall.

work on

under

ture as yet untitled
of Sam Nelson.

garments designed for adults.

Song Written for “Stella Dallas”
A popular song composed by Louis

again.'

Talmadge Busy
Richard Talmadge

is

fall release.

Pauline Garon have been cast for important parts in “Flaming Waters,” which

any kind

1925

Hart’s
being rushed in order
the picture may be ready for early

“Tumbleweeds”

Named

Carr,

17,

United Artists
Work on “Tumbleweeds” Rushed
The work of finishing Bill

Kathlyn Myers and Helen Lynch have been
added to the cast of the current Maurice
(Lefty) Flynn production, “Between Men.’’
Three Principals

October

Pola

“Flower

of

Negri

of

production,

Night,”

has

been

completed.
Cortez in “ Aloma ” Cast
Ricardo Cortez will play the principal
male role in “Aloma of the South Seas,”
first starring vehicle of Gilda Gray, internationally famous dancer.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paul Bern to Make “Paris”
Paul Bern will make “Paris,” from an
original play by Carey Wilson, as his
first production under his recently signed

Miller,

Bought for Mary Philbin
Four stories, two novels and two originals, have been bought for Mary Philbin.
The novels are “Folle Farine,” by Ouida,
and “Another Woman’s Story,” by an
anonymous author.

Cameron Holds Record

McRae Building Cast
Henry McRae is building
to make “Strings of Steel,”

“Green Archer” Cast

Tom

Cameron, who plays the role of
butler in the Bellamy Castle sequences of
“The Green Archer,” holds the record for
butlering.
He began his screen career by
playing 44 successive
various producers.

Feature

Comedy

butler

roles

for

Police Again

Del Lord has just completed “WanderWillies,” in which a new edition of

Boheme”
well known

Stage Player in “La

ing

actor of the
legitimate stage, has been selected to play
a featured role in “La Boheme,” Lillian
Gish’s new production.

comedy

Elinor Glyn to Direct

Elinor Glyn, who has just completed
the supervision of the filming of her story,
“Four Flaming Days,” will personally direct the production of her next story,
“The Only Thing.”

Abrams to Make “Nocturne
Leon Abrams has been assigned

Stories

Large

In addition to Allene Ray and Walter
the cast of “The Green Archer,”
new serial, includes Burr McIntosh, Walter
P. Lewis, Wally Oettel, Tom Cameron,
Earl B. Powell, Frank Lackteen, Stephen
Grattan and William R. Randall.

contract.

George Russell,

Is

to direct

police

is

featured.

the cast that is
a chapter production of the construction of railroads.

Warner Brothers
Syd Chaplin Starts Second
Syd Chaplin has started work on

Four on Release Schedule

The four productions scheduled

Pro-Dis-Co
“

Braveheart ” Cast Enlarged

Tyrone Power and Jean Acker have been
added to the cast supporting Rod La Rocque in his current production, “Braveheart.”
Sally

Long Signs

Sally Long, who was in musical comedy
for a number of years, has signed a fiveAt
year contract with A. H. Sebastian.
present she has a prominent part in “Fifth

month

this

are:

Chaplin Cast Engaged
Gayne Whitman, Pat Hartigan, David
Torrence, Edith Yorke and Raymond Wells
will support Syd Chaplin in “Nightie Night,
Nurse.” Charles Reisner will direct.

Alan Crosland Under Contract

Alan Crosland, popular director, has just
been signed to a long term contract. It is
likely that he will direct John Barrymore

Avenue.”

“Great Love ” Almost Ready

role of Prince Mahmoud Bey in Beatrice
Joy’s next picture, “Made for Love.”

Producing Unit Goes

Louise Dresser in “Fifth Avenue”
Louise Dresser will appear in the cast
of “Fifth Avenue,” which already includes
Marguerite de la Motte, Allan Forrest,
Josephine Norman and Sally Long.

of the exteriors for that picture.

Marshall Neilan is near the end of “The
Great Love,” which is his last picture under
He wrote the story
his present contract.
and assisted at adapting it to the screen.

Pathe
Marion McDonald Signs Contract
Marion McDonald has just signed a
contract to appear in Mack Sennett comedies for the next two years.

Grassby Will Be a Prince

Bertram Grassby has been assigned the

Dillon Will Direct

Edward

Dean

Dillon, veteran director, will
direct Priscilla Dean in the pictures she
will make under her new contract.

for re-

“Bobbed Hair,”
“The Man on the Box,” “The Pleasure
Buyers” and “Red Hot Tires.”
lease

production of “Nocturne,” adapted
from the novel of the same name by Frank
Swinnerton.
the

his

second production, “Nightie Night, Nurse.”
Patsy Ruth Miller is his leading woman.

in

“Don

Juan.”
to

Canada

members of the
company making “Lady Windermere’s Fan”
have gone to Toronto, Ont., to film some
Irene Rich and other

Columbia
New

Snapshots Under

A new

series of

under way, and the

Way

“Screen Snapshots”
first

will be released soon.

is

issue of the series
•

Pathe pays Half a
privilege of bringing back to

Charlie Chaplin
famous Million
with First National

Dollar

86G01

»THBEE hUHOREP THOUSAND,.,.

\ y/

TRADE

MARK.

Path^ Exchange,

DOLLARS
inc.

Million

for the

the screen the First

Four

PiCtUreS

made under his
Eight Picture Contract
Four triumphant successes,

“A

Arms,”

“A

include

some of the greatest

Dog’s Life,” “Shoulder

Day’s Pleasure” and “Sunnyside,” which
pictures

this

amazing

screen personality has ever made!
*
,

Never before have pictures for

brought

Only Chaplin productions could have

such a price.

done

re- presentation

it.

These Chaplin pictures are always

first

box

are

office

attractions

today they

runs.
in

a

As
class

by themselves.

The

first,

“A

Dog’s Life,” will be released Nov. 22.

For the first time in the business,
rights for re-presentation of pictures

have cost as

—

much as on original

-They are Charlie Chaplins
release
of course

When, a number of years ago, First National made a million dollar
contract with Charlie Chaplin for eight two-reel pictures, the price
was considered very

high.

Since that time it has been amply demonstrated that the price, far
from being excessive, made that contract one of the very best buys
any distributor has ever made.

Among them

Every one of those pictures was good.

are

some

of

the outstanding successes of the business.

Chaplin’s screen career

is

absolutely unique.

undoubtedly played over 500,000 bookings, yet
a booking that wasn’t a success?

His pictures have
ever heard of

who

All of his pictures have made money for everyone.
There is
probably not one exhibitor in the many thousands all over the
world but what has money he wouldn’t have if he hadn’t played
Chaplin.

PATHE HAS JUST PAID HALF A MILLION DOLLARS FOR
THE PRIVILEGE OF BRINGING BACK TO THE SCREEN THE
FIRST FOUR CHARLIE CHAPLIN PICTURES MADE UNDER
HIS FAMOUS MILLION DOLLAR CONTRACT WITH FIRST
NATIONAL FOR EIGHT PICTURES

AND—
THE PRICE PAID

IS

THE SAME PRICE THAT WAS PAID FOR

THEM ON ORIGINAL ISSUE.
“A
“A

Dog’s Life” will be released on Nov. 22nd. “Shoulder Arms,”
Day’s Pleasure” and “Sunnyside” will follow.

In all honesty

I

do not know where so much
and foot for foot.

box-office value earn be

secured, dollar for dollar

any box-office certainty in any product, it is in these
Like diamonds their value has grown with time. They
pictures.
product, the best that can be bought.
PROVEN
are
If

there

is

To be able
is

make money

for exhibitors

a privilege indeed.

We
as

to offer pictures so certain to

are confident that exhibitors will be as eager to
get them.

welcome them

we were to

ELMER PEARSON,
Vice-President and General Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

—A

—
October
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—

“What

VERDICTS ON FILMS

Me”

Did For

Picture

the

59

LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.
of cheap, misleading imitations.

is

Beware

Did for Me”

“ What the Picture

the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box office

is

information.

Address: “What the Picture Did for Me,”
Street, Chicago, III.

It was worth all we paid for it, and if F. B. O.
have any more like it we want to be there when
the roll is called and distribution is made. It
sure made a hit with us. Roy V. Wuest, Y. M.
Small town patC. A. theatre, Hamburg, Ark.

Associated Exhibitors
BATTLING BUNYAN:

— Good

Wesley Barry

—

The kids are
put him over.

containing a good scrap.

picture,

Barry and boost enough to
Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre.
Weiner. Ark. Small town patronage.
for

—

—

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
This is a mighty
drawing card here.

my

“Too much
mush,” said my patrons. Frank Mayo, H. B.
Warner and Lilyan Tashman in cast. Shipwreck
and fight saved it from being a total failure.
This all depends on your class of patrons. Probably good in large town.
M. B. Russell, Benton
Rural
Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

was very poor

in

house.

—

—

just fair. Too much drinking in the
picture.
Does not suit the better class. F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich. General pat-

—

—
Vidor — In

ronage.

ALICE ADAMS:

Florence
five
it
would have been a good picture, but
long, drawn-out features are too tiresome.
body out second night and we went in the
Got it cheap, too. Seven reels. Dinsmore &
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town
ronage.

—
—

THE LONE WOLF:
gram

picture. Six reels.

theatre,

Pittsburg,

reels

these

Nohole.

Son,
pat-

A-Mus-U

—

Good Western

— Good

—

little

reel.

Very commendable.

—

Russell,

Mo.

Benton Community theatre, Benton

— Rural

Special

picture

atre,

picture.

—E.

atre,

— E. Korenowski,
— Small town

Okla.

Thomson—

Fred

—

—

THUNDERING HOOFS:

Fred Thomson— This
one of the best Western pictures we have had
the pleasure of showing and showed to S. R. O.
We have it coming back next month for a second
showing, something we have never done before
with any picture. Film good. Five reels. D. W.
Hay, Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. D. General
is

—
—

patronage.

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—A very
good crook story, and Miss Brent well liked by
all who saw the picture.
Film good. Six reels.
D. W. Hay, Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. D.—
General patronage.

—

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent
Not
good for Sunday. Tone good print good comical.
Film condition good. Evelyn Brent is a
burglar. She is very sly and hard to get. That
is how she got her name.
Robert Ellis catches
her once and talks to her. She then is going to
reform. She saves Ellis by her cleverness. Very
good.
Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre.
Verndale, Minn. Small town patronage.
:

;

—

—

GALLOPING GALLAGHER:
An

Thomson—

Fred

extra good Western. Work of Silver King
very good. E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

TRIGGER FINGERS:

Bob

Custer

— This
—

—

patronage.

FLASHING SPURS:

Bob Custer— Fair.— E. H.

Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—General

patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER:

— Star

madge
tures

he

is

quite popular

producing

and

popular

fast

Richard Tal-

moving

here

on

—

—

Mabel Normand A fair
Korenowski, A-Mus-U thePittsburg, Okla. Small town patronage.
drama.

— E.

—

the matter that no one is reporting on
this picture?
I
have never seen an exhibitor’s
report yet.
We played this picture to a good
house. People that seldom if ever go to a show
is

were

out. and they certainly did feel repaid for
their effort.
It is a picture that gets them and

holds

them from the

ments

in the

first

reel.
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GENTLEMEN:
Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value of
short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representalion to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as 1 find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until 1 shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.
(Exhibitor)

(Theatre)

The tense mo-

courtroom scene alone are worth the
price of admission if they are looking for a thrill.

(State)

(State).

pic-

serial

Cooperation Pledge
,

is

quite a good Western but, Custer being a new
E. M.
star here, it failed to draw. Five reels.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town

Eight

F. B. O.
What

reels.

Pitts-

—

THE EXTRA GIRL:
comedy

Five

Pittsburg,

patronage.

City,

A good
Monte Blue
Korenowski, A-Mus-U thePittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

DEFYING DESTINY:
program

theatre,

Thomson-

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

This was a very good picture, with Thomson and
Silver King. However, Thomson is the star, as
Silver King does almost nothing compared with
some of the other pictures. Thomson’s in the
picture all the time with romance and dare-devil
thrills. The girl, Gloria Hope, does very well and
she has a good chance to show her ability. We
think this is about the best Thomson picture we
have played, but it would sure be minus without
Fred.
Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis.- General patronage.

cast— Good pro-

with many snow scenes.
reels.
E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
burg, Okla.— Small town patronage.

—

A-Mus-U

Fred

South Dearborn

patronage.

THE CHECHACHOS:
gram

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

comedy with some thrilling scenes in
Will keep them laughing. Marjorie Daw and Edna
M. B.
Murphy in support. Seven short reels.
last

Fred ThomsonFred Thomson is well
Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
Small town patronage.

picture.

liked here.
E.
Pittsburg, Okla.

town patronage.

MacLean

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

—

Douglas

theatre,

ronage.

Douglas MacLean An excellent
E. Korenowski. A-Mus-U theatre,

GOING UP:

—

—

—

Pittsburg,

Fair Western.
Lefty Flynn
Five reels. - E. Korenowski,
Pittsburg, Okla.— Small town

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson—
dandy picture, full of action, by Thomson, Silver
King and the Bull, and was well liked here. This
picture will live up to all the boosting you can
give it. Film new. Six reels. D. W. Hay, PierGeneral patpont theatre, Pierpont, S. Dak.

Douglas Mac Lean Good! MacLean goes over fine in my town. You ought to
one
for
better business. Seven reels.
this
try
Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—
Okla. — Small

fair

patronage.

—

Small town patronage.

comedy drama.

—
—

—A

—

O. U. WEST :
Plenty of action.

better fire scenes in many feaOld-fashioned pictures are
tures we have run.
Six reels. Dinsus
no good for
at any time.
more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

GOING UP:

Brent

ronage.

Much

GOING UP:

Evelyn

crook story. Film good. Five reels. D. W. Hay,
Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. Dak. General pat-

town patronage.

—

—

MIDNIGHT MOLLY:

BARRIERS BURNED AWAY: Frank MayoOverrated.

—

—

MAN

Jack Holt— A good proKorenowski, A-Mus-U

—-Small

big

so good a picture

THAT
JACK: Bob Custer Business fair
on Tuesday. This is a nice, snappy little Western,
and this boy Custer is coming right along. At
the rate he is gaining, it won’t be long until he
Don’t
is as good as the best of the Western stars.
be afraid to book “That Man Jack.” Five reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.—
Small town patronage.

—E.

Okla.

not a

but

picture,

Never had

—

THE PRICE OF A PARTY: Hope Hampton—
is

fine

that disappointed me so much in the drawing
power. I thought from the start that the paper
was poor, and I am sure of it now. But the
picture was there. More favorable comments than
any picture I ever ran. Made a very few dolIf I had
lars, but have no kick on F. B. O.
bought as good a picture from some of the
I would
others
for instance, First National
have to use all my red ink. L. M. Jones, Arcadia
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

patronage.

This one

—

ronage.

LOVE EVERYTHING?: Alma Rubens—

IS
This

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

—

office

THERE’S MILLIONS IN

nights. H. S. Robbins. Robinhood theatre. Grand
Haven, Mich. General patronage.
JUDGMENT OF THE STORM: Special cast—
An excellent melodrama. Eight reels. E. Koren-

—

—

U

A-Mus

owski,

theatre,

Pittsburg,

Okla.

A-Mus-U

action

ver Family
patronage.

theatre,

—

—

—

—

Fred Thomson— Very
Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, PittsOkla. Small town patronage.

Special cast One of the
novelties of the screen and novelty
brings business. Played the first two days to
practically the same business as ‘‘The Ten Commandments.” Two of the hottest days of summer last two days, which hurt business. Showed
to a very good profit. It easily goes in the big
money class. The faking of the animals is very
well done but the novelty of the theme is the
thing that will draw the dollars. There will be
comments both ways, but there will be business.
Think First National is holding it a bit high, but
it made good money for me and it should for
anybody. Played August 31, September 3, at 25
and 50 cents. Eleven reels. Fred Hinds, Cresco
General patronage.
theatre, Cresco, Iowa.

greatest

—

BY DIVINE RIGHT:

Elliott

Dexter— This

very good picture. Pleased my patrons.
enowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg,
Small town patronage.

—E.

is

a

Kor-

Okla.

—

—

BROKEN

LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid Best
good
picture we have run all year. Good story
good moral. An A-l picture in every recast
spect.— Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality theatre,
;

;

—

Cullom,

111.

— General

patronage.

ronage.

HIS

First National

FORGOTTEN WIFE: Madge Bellamy—

interesting picture which was enjoyed by
Korenowski,
E.
my patrons. Seven reels.
A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla. Small town

very

—

—
Landis — A

patronage.

good picCHEAP KISSES: Cullen
ture with a title that hasn’t any drawing power,
competition.
spite
of
well
on
this
in
but did very
Seven reels.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre,
Springfield, Minn.. General patronage.

—

—

CHEAP KISSES:

— Good

Special

cast

THE LOST WORLD:

—

—
—

THE LOST WORLD:

—

”

t

Cooperation Pledge
i

407

So.

Dearborn

!

GENTLEMEN:

I

St.,

I

that’s

(Exhibitor)

|

|

|
.

-

-

— Had

SUPREME MOMENT:

HIS

reels.

Montevideo,

to

L.
— —
J.

Minn.

Ronald Colman—

Has a knockout prologue
would improve the picture if it was
1,000 feet. The action relies on old

This picture satisfied.
in colors. It
cut at least

—

Eight reels.
J.
Montevideo, Minn.

Hasbrouck,

L.

Star

—Small town patronSALLY Colleen Moore—Excellent. One of the
most satisfactory offerings of the season. —Hen-

theatre,
age.

rietta

Eckardt, New Palace theatre,
Wis.— General patronage.

—

-

-

-

-

-

j

J

-

(State)

[

Wisconsin

Knocked them
SALLY : Colleen Moore
a flip. Did a wonderful business and pleased 100
per cent. Go to it, Colleen. I got your new ones
coming. Eight reels. A. Powell, Highland theatre,
Guthrie, Okla. General patronage.

—

DECLASSE:

!

—

Corinne

Griffith

We

— Good production,
— E. W. Swar— General pat-

can recommend it.
well played.
thout, Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.
ronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE:

j

(Theatre)

cast

Nine

all.

—Wow

j

(City

novelty,

just

111.

Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value
of short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until I shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.

]

It’s

Rapids,

Chicago,

—

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD,
1

Special

Hasbrouck, Star theatre,
Small town patronage.

hokum.
J

|

a

charge 50c admission, and it is not worth it.
Some say it was good and others called it punk.

big crowd.

;

— Surely

town patronage.

Colleen Moore Drew an exceptionally
Pleased the older people very much.
The younger people expected Colleen to do her
usual stuff and were disappointed. She, however,
plays the old mother part wonderfully in this,
and the more of the older people you get in the

SO BIG:

Special cast

remarkable picture and if properly advertised sure
Buy it and
get them in. Pleased most of them.
Film good. Ten reels. W. A. Doerboost it.
Kan.
Small
Ransom,
schlag, Strand theatre,

—

picture.

Rating 85 per cent. Film condition good. Not
good for Sunday. Poor advertising keeps people
those having poor
away. Do not go by title
names are usually good. Heralds too mushy. Lay
Seven reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
off.
Verndale, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

—

Colleen Moore Ran this picture Sunday night to good business in the face of a heavy
rain storm. The title of this picture is well suited
to the star, for Colleen Moore is so much bigger
than her contemporaries in the motion picture
Her acting in
field that there is no comparison.
Her portrayal of life
this is simply marvelous.
in its several stages is wonderful. Nine reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

SO BIG:

—

THE LOST WORLD:

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

— E.

Special cast— This atsatisfaction at raised

Played against a free medicine show.
Otherwise would have been a winner. Ten reels.
Henrietta Eckardt, New Palace theatre. Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.— General patronage.
prices.

—

good.
burg,

Richard Talmadge Any of Dick’s pictures could be put in
two reels, as they consist mostly of jumps, stunts
and fights. This is on a par with his others.
However, his continual beating up of fifteen or
twenty men, or outwitting twice that number, is
sure the bunk. A little hokum now and then
in any picture is good, but to keep it up for six
Dick is great stuff with the
reels is too much.
kids, as they don’t care if he jumps and fights
William E. Tragsdorf,
all
night. Six reels.
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

—

excellent

gives

traction

General patronage.

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:

theatre,

THE LOST WORLD:

—

—

—

—

Nine reels. H. J. Eagan,
Wautoma, Wis. Small town

will please.

patronage.

Fred Thomson
very good Western picture with good action by
Thomson and Silver King. Film good. Five reels.
D. W. Hay, Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. D.

Richard Talpicture.
Bert Silver, SilGeneral
Greenville, Mich.

—

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:
fine

Pittsburg,

patronage.

— Small

town patronage.

madge—-A

theatre,

more you
American

Special cast—
E. Korenowski,
Okla. Small town

IT:

Nothing extra.

Just a picture.

— This

Constance Talmadge

hardly as good as “Her Night of Romance,” but was quite thoroughly enjoyed by our
It is the type of picture in
anyway.
patrons,
which Constance makes her best hit. We are
hoping to be able to run “Her Sister From Paris”
Seven reels. Horn & Morgan, Star
real soon.
is

—

—
I

October

17,

Hay

theatre.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925
Neb.

Springs,

;

— Small

town

61

pat-

ronage.

—

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
Connie not so much of a drawing card. My patrons do not seem to like her acting much. All
prefer Norma. However, I thought “Learning to
M. J.
Love” was very clever. Seven reels.
Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

—

QUO VADIS?:

Can’t hand
Emil Jannings
Not on a par with other
First National specials, and somehow fails to go

them much on

Must be

over.

this.

—

Louis
in the direction.
theatre, Cullom, 111.

—

Alstyne, Quality
patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE:
—A dandy. You will please

Anything not for the good of

A. Van
General

MAN

DESIRES:

Quality theatre, Cullom,

Milton
and she

— Did

Sills

not

is

this.

for the good of our business.

111.

AS

Motion Picture Industry

the

Constance Tal-

them with

madge

— Louis A. Van Alstyne,
— General patronage.

-

good

sure stood up.
on this one
Everyone pleased. Sills always goes over here,
and Viola Dana did well in this one. If you can
Good from start to
buy it right, step on it.
finish.
Seven reels. C. E. Longacre, Dixie theSmall town patronage.
atre, Dickson, Tenn.
business

—
—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

George Billings

—Ran

afternoon and night to heavy business. The
people were more than satisfied with it. This
picture, in my opinion, is the greatest picture
ever flashed on the screen. My reason for believing this is that this picture should and will last
while pictures are shown. It should go down the
ages and be shown wherever our flag waves.
Every generation the life of the greatest of all
Americans should be known by all Americans,
until time is no more. Ten reels.
P. W. Quinlin,
Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town
patronage.
it

—

ROTHACKER FILM MFG.
Watterson R. Rothacker, President

—

Chicago

—

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle Sent
us substitute for Constance Talmadge. Is probably a better picture hut these substitutions don’t
one from
set very well here. Had two in a row
Universal and then this one. They won’t believe
Louis A.
now
when
advertise
picture.
us
we
a
Van Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111. General patronage.

—
—

1339 Diversey Parkway

New York

—

542

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle—Acting
about 75 per cent. E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

— Nothing

FOR SALE
new

Claire Windsor
:
in the plot, but will

star-

—

town patronage.

WHO DANCE:

THOSE

Bessie

IF

I

Would rate it
Brechler, Opera House,
eral patronage.
ture.

—

MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

—
— Gen-

—

Special cast I haven’t seen anything yet. I saw lots of cattle and on about the
last reel my operator called me to the operating
room to find out what was all this wasted film
used up for. He was evidently looking for something, and saw nothing. So was I, as well as my
patrons. They are all wondering what it’s about.
Ten reels.- M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
General patronage.
Castle, La.

—

—

INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD: Anna

Q. Nilsson
a nice picture, but nothing to brag about.
Henrietta Eckardt, New Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. General patronage.

—Just

—

—

THE SILENT WATCHER:

Hunter

Glenn

—

Good program.

In fact all First National’s are,
but don’t get us any business.— Louis A. Van
Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111. General
patronage.

—

THE HEART OF A SIREN:

—I

saw some reports where

Barbara LaMarr
this

was

poor.

I

can’t agree with them, as it went over big and
pleased 100 per cent. Seven reels. M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
General

—

patronage.

MOVIE THEATRE

Nazimova—

—

:

who came.

Fennimore, Wis.

have previously reported this picture, but I neglected to mention that it has a very good adverHowever,
tisement for the Corona typewriter.
First National has not forwarded my share of
the advertising money. I expect to get it soon (?).
The bigger the company, the fairer they talk and
the harder they hit when they get a chance.
L. M. Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.
General patronage.

SUNDOWN

POTASH AND PERLMUTTER IN HOLLYWOOD: Special cast— One of the best comedy

all

— Lester N. Leek, Club House
Wyo. — General patronage.

THE SEA HAWK:

Special cast Good picat 90 per cent. E. H.
:

—

Milton Sills— Boys, this is
a beaner. It is a special by all the rules of the
game. Charged top prices, and not a kick, either,
on price or picture.
Am not so enthusiastic
about anything over five reels in length, but this
one never drags during the entire eleven reels.
The trailer on this is almost as long as an
ordinary show, but helps wonderfully in putting
the picture over. Boys, as long as First National

son,

—

MARRY AGAIN

5515 Melrose Avenue

furnishes us with good trailers, gratis, let’s give
’em a better than even break. Eleven reels.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. Small town patronage.

reels.

—
Love — Very

Hollywood

Avenue

Special cast Very good.
Beautiful scenery. Seven
theatre, Jack-

Pleased

good entertainment but very few came out to
see this. All who saw it were satisfied with the
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre.
picture. Eight reels.
Kimball, S. Dak. General patronage.

—

Fifth

FRIVOLOUS SAL:

get over as a
program. The only thing against it is its length.
Why do we have to pay express on two or three
Eight reels.
William E.
excess iron reels ?
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
tlingly

CO.

—

BANNERS
304 Each

—

—

pictures we ever played. Story good, cast great
more truth than burlesque in this picture. Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

—

General patronage.

THE ONE WAY STREET:

Special

cast

—

Booked it two days. Ran it one. There’s a reason.
Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.
Small town patronage.
LILIES OF THE FIELD: Corinne Griffith—
Did not do any business on this picture, as J. T.
O’Brien show was in town. Just think, that people will go to such and will not go to pictures
like this one. If it does not please your patrons,
close your house.
Nine reels. C. H. Martin,
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General pat-

—

—

—

—

ronage.

—A

BOY OF MINE:

Special cast

splendid pic-

Everyone pleased
"for both old and young.
with this one. Not many laughs but plenty of
sobs
even at that, all true to life. Don’t be
ture

,

WORDED TO ORDER— FOUR COLORS
Size

32

or 36 in. by 10 ft.
ten feet 5c per running

— sizes

30c

in.

;

over

foot.

Hand Painted on Heavy Poster Paper
a one sheet poster "cut out" is desired mounted
on any banner add 20c to cost.)
MUSLIN BANNERS— 36 in. wide, any length—
ARTISTIC or plain
20c per running foot.
one sheet size lobby SHO-CARDS
(If

—90c

each

MOVIE TITLES TO ORDER 10c FT.
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
Fine Arts Studios,

4500 Sunset Blvd.

Inc.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Mail us a

trial

order

TODAY

afraid to advertise this one, for it surely will
stand up. Good acting all the way through. C.
E. Longhcre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn. Small
town patronage.

—

—

Fox
LIGHTNIN’:

—

cast Advertised this to
the very limit. Matinee poor business ; evening
did fine.
Personally consider it a mighty fine
picture. Patrons were very divided. Really don’t
believe it pleased 60 per cent. I think it could
have been made into a better picture by adding
a good thrill. Had a few young folks walk out.
Eight reels. A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
General patronage.

Special

—
—

GOLD AND THE GIRL:

—

Buck Jones— A

fine

picture.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.- General patronage.

Western

—

—

Buck Jones An extra
good Western that drew better than average busiStrand theatre,
reels.
Biddle,
ness. Five
E. M.
Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

THE TRAIL RIDER:

—

—

THE WHEEL:
ness

with

this

—

I did a poor busiThose that did see it

Special cast

picture.

—

—

—

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

62

—

;

—

—
—

—

EVERYMAN’S WIFE: Special cast Fell bad
second day. Nothing in it that will interest anyone. Five reels. M. Bailey, Strand theatre. Dryden, Ontario, Canada.
General patronage.

—

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN:

A

—

—

Jones This is a
good picture, but do not consider it as good as
some that he has made. It pleased and drew a
good crowd. The tinted prints on the new Fox
pictures add plenty of class to the pictures. “The
Timber Wolf” one-sheets are the worst piece of
advertising material that I have ever used. Why,
Oh, why, don’t Fox make good one-sheets? You
other exhibitors that have this complaint, make
a noise and perhaps Fox will come to time.
Seven reels. A1 Powell, Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
General patronage.

—

Special cast This is a dandy
comedy with plenty of thrills. The best
train wreck I ever saw. Advertise it as a comedy
and don’t be afraid of it. Six reels. D. C. Jones,

Joyland

THE WHITE SISTER:
well.

I

have

—

lost

of

all

Fox

of

Mc-

one of Tom’s very best. I do not know
of any combination to beat Tom and Zane Grey.
This drew and pleased 100 per cent better than
that dizzy "Dick Turpin” costume picture. I was
afraid that one killed Tom around here, but with
Zane Grey’s help he was sure resurrected around
here last night. The print, out of Minneapolis,
was in very poor and oily shape also big chunks
cut out of it. Mix is about the only club Fox
has, and from some of the prints you draw on
Mix pictures, you would think Fox only had one
print on each picture for the whole world. Seven
reels.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.
Neillsville, Wis.
call

this

Mix’s

picture, but it doesn’t draw like the Zane
Grey stories.-— Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. General patronage.
THE CIRCUS COWBOY: Buck Jones—Poor on
account of bridge opening in neighboring town.
Pictures very good for small town, if only Fox
would send the whole print, but the print I got
was not worth running, as it was cut out too
much. Four reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,

best

—

Dak.— General

JANICE MEREDITH:

THE PAINTED LADY

—

—

Special cast Program
Bert Silver, Silver Family the-

picture and good.
Greenville, Mich.

atre,

:

— General

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

patronage.

Special

cast— Fine

action picture, with thrills from one end to other.
Couldn’t get them in, however. R. L. Nowell,
Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—

THE CYCLONE RIDER:
would

—

—

Special cast
This
as a mellow-meller.

probably be rated
Plenty of action. In fact, you would think you
were looking at a boiled-down serial. Pleased
the majority.
Seven reels. William E. TragsSmall town
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
patronage.

—

—

THE RAG MAN:

“The Price

Hobart Bosworth — A good
— Bert Silver, Silver Family theMich. — General patronage.
TEETH: Tom Mix—A good Western that will
please anywhere. Six
—R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. — General patronage.
picture.

atre, Greenville,

pic-

ture was spoiled by the switching of Mix into
another role from that which he finished in
“Riders of the Purple Sage.” Six reels. Y. Daw,
Grand theatre, Coleman, Alberta, Canada. Small

—

—

Waldorf

a

is

M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ontario, Canada.
General patronage.

—

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

Special cast—
feature from Fox. I never saw
like this past season’s and the season’s
product of Fox that was so consistently

Another
anything
before
poor.

terrible

—Henrietta

Eckardt, New Palace theatre,
Rapids, Wis. General patronage.

Wisconsin

—

DARWIN WAS RIGHT:
half the

R. Lyons,
patronage.

we paid

price

Star

theatre,

Special cast— Rotten
for it. Six reels.
G.
Lamison, Ala. Mixed

—

—

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

Special cast
days.
Fox substituted this one at last minute for Mix picture, and
my Saturday crowd was greatly disappointed.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.

— Good

picture

of

Civil

War

—

General patronage.

AGAINST ALL ODDS: Buck Jones — Good.
reels. — Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

Five

— Small
picture. — Bert

town patronage.

Weiner, Ark.

IT IS

gram
atre,

THE LAW

Greenville,

:

—A

good proFamily the-

Special cast
Silver, Silver

Mich.

— General

patronage.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

cast—
Don’t want any more Fox speSpecial

Another fizzle.
Seven reels. G. R. Lyons, Star theatre,
Lamison, Ala. Mixed patronage.

cials.

—

—

THE LONE CHANCE:

reels.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—This

of Success”

picture released by Columbia. In the
cast Alice Lake, Alma Bennett and
Gaston Glass are featured.

HEARTS OF OAK:

program

—

John Gilbert

Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
Weiner, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

THE MAN HUNTER:

William

— Good.
theatre,

Farnum—Fair

story and acting, but ancient women’s dresses
spoiled it. Five reels.
F. R. Lyons, Star theatre,
Lamison, Ala. Mixed patronage.

—

—

IN LOVE WITH LOVE:

town patronage.

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—Very

good
but not as good as “Riders of the Purple Sage.”
However, any Tom Mix picture will get the cash.
Six reels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, BooneGeneral patronage.
ville. Ark.

Special cast— Fair
one-day picture. I don’t do a thing with Fox
pictures. Lose money every time.
R. L. Nowell,
Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—

—
—

Special cast Can’t
hand this much. Just a Fox picture, and that
means no business for me. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—
—

—

CURLY TOP: Shirley Mason English underworld story with very little drawing power. PeoSix reels.
ple will not pay to see such stuff.

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

TROUBLES OF A BRIDE:

Davies— Good

Marion

—
—

at

patronage.

—
—

fair

picture, no better than “America.” Just average
business. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. MaGeneral patronage.
son, Mich.

—

Kimball, S.

picture with

—General patronage.

—

Tom Mix—I

took

—F. N. Har—General patMarion Davies — Very

Marion Davies
Very
box office results. H. S.
Robbins, Robinhood theatre. Grand Haven, Mich.

;

DICK TURPIN:

Gish—This

Mich.

JANICE MEREDITH:

fine

is

—

Lillian

fine picture.

Hart,

—

—

THE LAST OF THE DUANES: Tom Mix—
This

A

all.

theatre,

JANICE MEREDITH:

specials

—

pat-

best picture I have run for some time, and the
patrons told me so. It’s all about George Washington, and it seems as real as if a man would
be in that age of Washington. It sure gives a
manager of any theatre courage to stay in business. It’s a costume picture, but one of those real
American stories behind it that makes it so real.
Eleven reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.
General patronage.

—

money on

pleased

ronage.

Fox’s so-called specials, but I fail to see it. I
did not take in enough to pay the express on the
film.

It

Amuse

ris,

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix— Did a
good business with this picture. It is a very
average picture for Mix. Not nearly as good as
Five reels. A1 Powell, Highland
his last three.
theatre, Guthrie, Okla.
General patronage.

except Mix. C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
Kenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

—
—General

Ark.

Booneville,

theatre,

ronage.

—

cast— One

picture.

—

EXCUSE ME:

Shirley Mason— This
a sermon for the small-town reformers and
hypocrites. If you have any in your town, invite
them in to see it. Six reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.- Small town patronage.

Special

fine

little

is

FLAMES OF DESIRE:

John Gilbert

—

—

THAT FRENCH LADY:

—

—Very

THE SNOB:

Pleased 95 per cent. Norma Shearer is certainly
a great actress. John Gilbert played his part well
also.
I think if we could have more like this
one, our business would be plus always. Seven
reels.
Andrew Rapp, Theatorium, Emlenton, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

cast—

Special

mighty good picture.

This picture would have
been big with a little action from Lewis Stone.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Can.
Small town patronage.

—

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck

1925

17,

MAN AND MAID: Special cast A mighty
good picture but the whole show was the acting
of the cast. Seven reels.
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alt., Can.
Small town patronage,

thought it a fairly good picture. No drawing
power. Title poor
advertising material worse.
Seven reels. A1 Powell, Highland theatre. Guthrie, Okla.
General patronage.

—

October

THE MONSTER: Lon

Chaney

—A

fair picture

but too spooky for our patrons. One that haunts
for days.
Did fair business but no one
exactly pleased or satisfied. We appreciate laughs
instead of shrieks. No more of this kind for us.
C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre. Dickson, Tenn.—
Small town patronage.

you

—

-

Jackie Coogan

— Very

good

You will give
picture where they like Jackie.
them a treat and send them home satisfied. Best
business on Monday night in some time. May be
the cool weather sent them to see Jackie. I say

—

Six reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal
good picture.
General patronage.
theatre, Kimball, S. D.

—

—

THE RAG MAN: Jackie Coogan Jackie’s
smile has our patrons in a trance. He is always
one of our best drawing cards and makes a big
Think this is one of his
hit with the children.
best.
Six reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre,
Small
town patronage.
Neb.
Hay Springs,

—

—

THE SILENT ACCUSER:

Peter the Great—
This is suitable for Sunday, rating 95 per cent.
Very interesting
fair
condition.
are
in
a
Films
and was liked by all who saw it. The dog is very
much liked by all. The crowd was large and they
Six
all seemed to like it from beginning to end.
reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.

—

—

THE EAGLE’S FEATHER:
A

James Kirkwood

Print good. Seven reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
patronage.
Neighborhood

good action picture.

—

CHU CHIN CHOW:
it

;

some did

not.

Betty Blythe—Some liked
Personally I thought it an
M. J. Babin,
General
La.

average entertainer. Seven reels.
Fairyland theatre, White Castle,

—

—

patronage.

—

A BOY OF FLANDERS:

Jackie Coogan This
a very good picture and will bring in the kids
as well as grown-ups, as Jackie is well liked here.
Good film. Seven reels. D. W. Hay, Pierpont
theatre, Pierpont, S. Dak.— General patronage.
is

—

—

A BOY OF FLANDERS: Jackie Coogan
Jackie Coogan not very well liked here. Seven
reels.
E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

LONG LIVE THE KING:

—

Jackie Coogan
Jackie Coogan does not go here. Nine reels. E.
Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

YOLANDA:
last for

me

—

Marion Davies

— Another

of the costume plays.

issues.— Henrietta

Eckardt, New Palace theatre,
General patronage.

—

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

RENDEZVOUS:

and the
They are dead

Conrad Nagel— A

—E. Korenowski,
Okla. — Small town

picture.

A-Mus-U

burg,

patronage.

HALF-A DOLLAR BILL:

Anna

first class
theatre, Pitts-

Q.

Nilsson—

a very good picture and pleased all who
saw it. Film good. Six reels. D. W. Hay, Pierpont theatre, Pierpont. S. D. General patronage.

This

is

OUR HOSPITALITY:

—
—

Buster Keaton

— Buster

—
October

17,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Mille The most wonderful picture made. A picture for all the people. A picture with a dandy
moral. A picture that will live forever. My advice to every exhibitor is book this picture.
I
played it against Harold Lloyd in “The Freshman” in the adjoining town also against rain
and K. K. K. meeting, and came out on top.
Eleven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. General patronage.

Paramount
A SON OF HIS FATHER:

;

cast—

Special

—
—

Suitable for any audience.
Pleased everyone.
Played three nights to capacity house. If we had
more like this maybe the small town exhibitor
Eight reels. A. M. Leitch, Strand
could live.
General patronage.
theatre, Milford, Iowa.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:
A

cast

Special

Cecil B. Dea grand production, but second part cheapens the effect and leaves a bad
taste in your mouth. E. W. Swarthout, Palace
theatre, Aurora, Ind.
General patronage.

Mille

—

who

let

it

strong, as

will satisfy at

it

Good comedy

up the story’s run

advanced

relief,

in

—
—

Wilson

—A

—

MADAME SANS GENE:

Gloria Swanson— This
a wonderful production, produced on a lavish
It’s a costume play of the French Revolution and Napoleon Bonaparte.
It will appeal
to the classes, but not the masses, and it’s th®
masses that keep the red ink off the small town
The four greatest emperors
exhibitor’s ledger.
that ever lived are, according to my patrons,
Zane Grey, Tom Mix, Fred Thomson and Buck
Jones. They class Napoleon as a buck private.
Ten reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli.
Ind.
Small town patronage.
scale.

WILD HORSE MESA:
it

Jack Holt— If they

like

;

WILD HORSE MESA:

—

Jack Holt— Good West-

Mildred Ryan, new leading woman for
Johnny Hines, is seen with the comedy star in “The Live Wire,” a First
National release.

—

age. Seven reels.
H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth
theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Neighbor-

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK

ern, but not the special

and not worth anything

cities.

charge for it. I did
on Pathe’s “King of Wild Horses,” and

only

it

me

one-fourth as much as “Wild Horse
used an extra large amount of advertising to put this over and grossed about half
Played it same time
as much as I expected.
Wichita did, and that would help put it over for
me, but I can’t see that Wichita’s advertising
helped any. Print in A-l shape. Billie Dove certainly isn’t hard to look at and certainly made a
hit with my patrons of the male sex. Eight reels.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small town patronage.
cost

Mesa.”

I

—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

Gloria Swanson—
best this star has done since “The Humming
big
business
the
second
night, which
Bird.” Did a
is a good indication of what the first nighters
thought of the picture. Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn. Small

The

—

—

town patronage.

WILD, WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels— A dandy

It

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

Richard

Dix—Very

fine

deserves more draw at the box
office than he gets here.
H. S. Robbins, Robinhood theatre. Grand Haven. Mich. General patronage.

Dix

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

—

Richard

Dix—Excel-

lent picture of the kind the public wants. Should
draw well in any class of house. Six reels. H.
P. Braden, The Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton,

—

Ontario, Canada.

—Neighborhood

THE SPANIARD:

patronage.

Ricardo Cortez

—-Just

aver-

—A.

Iowa.

— General

patronage.

— Clark & Edwards, Palace
land. O. — General patronage.
NEW

LIVES FOR OLD:

Betty

Ash-

theatre,

— By

Compson— An

—

Grand Haven, Mich.

— General

patronage.

LOST—A WIFE: Adolphe Menjou—Absolutely
nothing to this one. Only eight reels of
loid.
A. M. Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford,
General patronage.

—

cellula.

—

—

—

LOST A WIFE: Adolphe Menjou Just so-so.
Not small town type.-— H. S. Robbins, Robinhood
theatre. Grand Haven, Mich.
General patronage.

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. Deby far the best picture ever
made. Played this eight days, with an increase
of business every day. What more do we want ?
Paid big rental but made plenty of money. Ten
reels.
A. M. Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford, la.
General patronage.

—

Mille

I

think

it

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Deproduction that almost reached
“The Covered Wagon” records. A great box
office bet at advanced admission prices.
Do not
use music score unless you have an immense
orchestra. Twelve reels.- Henrietta Eekardt, New
Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. General
patronage.

— Wonderful

Cecil

—

—This

is

a

splendid
it.

B.

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille

was well pleased with

Cecil

B.

De-

picture and everyone
Carries a wonderful

moral. Played it three days because Paramount
took the long end. Business better the last day
than the first.
It’s
a picture every exhibitor
should be proud to show, whether he makes any
money on it or not. Eleven reels. C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.
Small town
patronage.

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Anna

Q. Nilsson
Pleased 100 per cent. Sure a
electrical storm that will
make them take notice. Seven reels. Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.
General
patronage.

—-A

dandy

picture.

fine flood scene

and an

Cecil

B.

De-

—

THE LITTLE FRENCH GIRL:

—

cast—

Special

An

entertaining story, well produced and a good
cast, but I didn’t hear any one rave over it. Six

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
reels.

—

ARGENTINE:

Bebe Daniels I made a mistake
one only one day. It is so good
it is worth a two-day showing.
Great deal better than Bebe’s usual run.— A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. General patronage.
in playing this

—

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

—Very favorable

Special

Zane Grey type of entertainS. Robbins, Robinhood
theatre. Grand Haven, Mich.
General patronage.
MISS BLUEBEARD
Bebe Daniels It’s a
scream. A very excellent comedy drama.
E.
cast

excellent picture but did not have box office drag
it
should.
H. S. Robbins, Robinhood theatre,

Mille

picture.

Edward Horton—
Would advise small

:

Might be all right in the
M. Leitch, Strand the-

it.

reels.

patrons.

reels.

Small town patronage.

—
—
—

my

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK: James Cruze—
Why speak disrespectfully of the dead ? Seven

—

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels Very,
very good in every respect. They tittered, laughed
and roared at this. Well cast. Six reels. Clark
& Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General
patronage.

Eight
Milford,

atre,

action comedy drama. Mostly comedy, and they
This type pleases most of ’em, so
ate it up.
give us more, but not too silly. Six reels. J. L.
Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.

— —

—

hood patronage.
did not please
towns to shelve

Paramount claims it is
like the amount they
50 per cent more business

Swanson

—

The

—

Gloria

—

direction is uneven. A
story ordinary. Why stick Holt as

will go.

horses
the loving hero? Think he would gain more fans
as a heavy. Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck, Star
Small town patMontevideo, Minn.
theatre,
ronage.
lot of

MADAME SANS GENE:

theatre,

General patronage.

—

charging 35 cents for Gloria we are able to come
out even on her pictures. Very few like her.
This is good and wonderfully well put on, but in
spite of extra advertising the folks simply won't
come out. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. General patronage.

splendid

Another
Jack Holt
good show. Played three days. Held up good.
A. M. Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford, Iowa.

Westerns

—

—

WILD HORSE MESA:

—

is

—

Lois

—

-

eral patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast— Did
not see this but did see the box office statements,
and they were "a sight for sore eyes.” After
failing to do any business with two state right
Harold Bell Wrights, we put this one of Paramount’s on and did a fine business. Critics do not
seem to think so much of it, but it opened big
and repeated for us and they are our critics.
Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco. Iowa. General patronage.

—

Cecil B. Denot the draw-

Brechler,

Small town patronage.

RUGGED WATER:

De-

B.

E. H.
power of “The Covered Wagon.”
GenOpera House, Fennimore, Wis.

ing

— —

picture.
Bert Silver, Silver Family
General patronage.
Greenville, Mich.

Cecil

—

Special cast
This is one of the best out-door pictures I ever
ran.
Has story, comedy, action, good direction
and the Paramount finish. Pleased 100 per cent.
Would call it a knockout. Seven reels. J. L.
Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille— A very good picture but has

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

is

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

and it’s clean. Play
McCall’s Magazine. I ran
it too close to release date to get benefit of big
town advertising, but drew very well. Seven
reels.
Guy S. Abbott, Hamline theatre. Estelline,
Small town patronage.
S. D.
prices.

part

A most wonderful picture. Too much cannot be said about it. Held up fine for three days
in a house that former owners never ran a picture in for more than two days. Eleven reels.H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton.
Ontario, Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
Mille

haven’t read the story, so
it
is
a Western type and

them know that

advertise

— First

—
—

drama, well produced and
well acted, with good drawing power due to Harold Bell Wright’s popularity. Title rather mishigh-class Western

leading to those

63

—

—

Keaton is not liked here. Very poor picture. E.
Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg. Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

-

ment.

Great picture.

— H.

—

—

:

—

Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels The first
Bebe Daniels ever played here, but everyone
seemed pleased with it.
In fact, just enough
comedy to make you forget your troubles. Did
fairly good business considering competition of
free medicine show.
Nothing to brag about.
Seven reels. C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre, Dickson, Tenn.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

HOME

OLD
WEEK: Thomas Meighan Very,
very good picture.
Can’t get them in here for
Tom. Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland,
O. General patronage.

—

—

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas

—

Meighan I never
to pack them in at advanced prices with
Meighan.
Could have run another day at a
profit.
Eight reels. J. H. Wardwell, Wardwell
theatre, Stockton Springs, Me.
Small town patfail

—

—

ronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?: Florence VidorExcellent for the kind, but whether you want this
kind is a cat of another color.
It’s a hit for
parents for quarrelling in front of children and an
attempt to show the folly of divorce. It’s a gem
acting
is
perfect
cast
fine.
It
has
lots
of
interest
and
humor.
The acting of
Betty
Bronson as the young lady of the
family is very appealing and affords much
merriment. If you have to play it boost it hard
to the high class trade.
The man on the street
won’t like it but the best class will. It is not
heavy, rather it almost is a comedy-drama.
I
enjoyed it immensely and box office value was
:

;

—
—A

Hardly worth separate booking for a small
Philip Rand*Rex theatre, Salmon,

fair.

town

theatre.

Idaho.

—

— General

patronage.

WELCOME HOME:

—We

appreciate the fact that James Cruze tries to give us
something different, but it does hurt when we
lose money on it.
Good for a one day showing
Pleased very few.
only.
Seven reels. A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
General
patronage.
Special

cast

—
—

THE NIGHT CLUB:

Raymond

Griffith— Light
Griffith a real
comedian and knows his business. Six reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small
town patronage.

but good.

Plenty of laughs.

—

THE NIGHT CLUB:

Raymond

Griffith—
cross between a slapstick comedy and a comedy
drama. Some, mostly men and boys, said it was
a corker others, mostly women, said it was N. G.
Raymond Griffith is great. Give him good plays
and he’ll be a top notcher. This failed to average
up to our usual Friday and Saturday night attendance. The title was bad. -Philip Rand, Rex
General patronage.
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
;

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Holt—

Jack

very good picture but nothing like “The Covered
Wagon.” We did not do much business with this
picture.
Film good.
Eight reels. D. W. Hay,
Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. Dak. General patronage.

—
—

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

Percy

—

Marmont

One of the best pictures I have shown
some time. Well acted and well directed.
A. M. Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford, la. Gen-

for

—

eral patronage.

THE GARDEN OF WEEDS:

Betty

Compson—

Fair entertainment but a little spicy.
Would
not admit children under 14 years and I got few
extra in on that account. They like to see something that a fellow don’t want to show them.
Seven reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. Dak. -General patronage.

—

—

THE CROW’DED HOUR:

Bebe Daniels— Well
Two good ones from Bebe all in one
This and “Argentine Love," and “Miss
Bluebeard” last Spring. Really, Bebe, if you keep
this up you are likely to become a drawing card
once more.
Here’s hoping. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. General patron-

swan
Summer.

I

1

—

—

age.

SALOME OF THE TENEMENTS:

Special cast

—Very

poor at box office. Just another picture.
H. S. Robbins, Robinhood theatre. Grand Haven, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

A

THE DARK:

KISS IN

Adolphe Menjou—
The sooner Para-

Just a fair program picture.
mount changes this rot the better off they’ll be.
Six reels. H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth theNeighborhood patatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
ronage.

—

—

THE CHARMER: Pola Negri—Would make
money if I stayed dark and had not run this star.
They don’t like her and don’t like her pictures.
If she never makes another picture, it’s soon

—

enough. Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

—

PETER PAN:

Betty Bronson Ran two days.
Great show for children.
Betty Bronson very
good, in fact excellent. M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,
Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE GOLDEN BED:
program

Cecil

B.

DeMille— Ex-

Acting good.

you
can get it right, play it. Nine reels. E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla. Small
cellent

picture.

If

—

—

town patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith—A great
show. Everything to make for an evening’s entertainment.
Seven reels. M. W. A. theatre,
Soldier, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

BACK HOME AND BROKE: Thomas

— Pleased

Meighan

everybody
Thomas Meighan is liked
Eight reels. E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

here.

—
Cecil
— G. R.

DeMille.
A fine
picture.
Ten reels.
Lyons, Star theatre,
Lamison, Ala. Mixed patronage.

FEET OF CLAY:

—

FEET OF CLAY:

B.

Cecil B.

DeMille— A

—

—
THE ALASKAN
Thomas Meighan — Good
show good business good film. Seven
Dak. — General patChas. A. Weston, Fairfax,
ronage.
THE ALASKAN
Thomas Meighan — A real
:

reels.

;

;

S.

:

picture with
acting.

Pictures by Meighan nearly always mean
a good house for us and also mean a good picture

cent.

some wonderful scenery and mighty
Can say that this pleased 100 per

—Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
— Small town patronage.
Special cast — Poor evening’s

for them. Seven reels.
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

THE FAST SET

:

Good as a story to read as a
play, too talky.
No action. Poor attendance.
Those who came expected to see a gay round of
jazz and were much disappointed to find no big
orgie.
Famous Players is certainly piling up
some famous duds. Wonder what salary he or
entertainment.

;

she is getting for picking these society plays
devoid of action and entertainment. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:
Some

liked

it

very much,

Glenn Hunter-

while others did not

care for it. Glenn Hunter made an ideal Merton
and Viola was very cute and likable. Seven reels.
Hay Springs,

—Horn & Morgan, Star theatre,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
SINNERS IN HEAVEN:

cast—A

real

—
—

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS:

—Wednesday

Special

business.
This is an
Better than many of the
so-called specials. It has a moral lesson that anyone could profit by, so don’t overlook it when you
are booking Paramount.
Seven reels. P. W.
Small
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
town patronage.

cast

to

—
—

THAT NEVER

THE CITY
SLEEPS: Special
cast Surprised me as drawing better than I expected. It is a most interesting picture of mother
love and Louise Dresser is
excellent as the
mother.
Two days, ten and twenty-five cents.
Six reels. A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
General patronage.

—
—

ICEBOUND: Lois Wilson —Not much
one from my standpoint of view. Only
fair, or

old,

—C.

;

better

buy new

A. Riggs, Gem theatre,
Small town patronage.

ICEBOUND:

Richard Dix

to this
just a

Bad print

rather below average', picture.

old stuff

Benton Community theatre,
Rural patronage.

print.
Six reels.
Hartford, Kan.

—

—This

1925

17,

Benton

Mo. —

City,

THE CONFIDENCE MAN:

Thomas Meighan
American Legion had a
picnic in town, we had a good crowd on this.
It’s too long and not enough action for Saturday,
however, so we had a number of walkouts. Wish
Meighan would make another real good one. A.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Gen-

— Owing

to the fact the

—
—
Compson — Didn’t

eral patronage.

LOCKED DOORS:
Betty
even take in film rental.
No one in Eminence
cares for Betty and this picture is nothing to be
proud of.
Betty plays a silly little wife part
that makes a person want to take her out and
spank her. I’m sure kicking about buying any
Compson pictures on the next group. Six reels.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
General patronage.

—

-

—

NORTH OF 36: Jaek Holt Very good picture,
but very rotten print.
A splice every two feet.
Eight reels. E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

is

a darn poor

excuse for a picture.
Had a very small crowd
and glad of it. Film good. Seven reels. W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—
—

—

MANHANDLED:

—

MANHATTAN

—Very satisfac—E. Korenow-

Richard Dix

:

program

picture.
Seven reels.
A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg,

tory
ski,

Okla.

—Small

town patronage.

RACING HEARTS:

fair

extra good program.

—

October

—

Special

good picture.
Will please all classes.
Had a
good house on a Wednesday night and all were
well pleased.
Give us more as good and we will
have no kick. Seven reels. Earl Somerville, Opera
House, Raymond, Minn. General patronage.

mobile

Mus-U

—Good
—

Agnes Ayres

Six reels.
Pittsburg,

picture.
theatre,

—E.

auto-

Korenowski, AOkla. Small town

patronage.

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas
An

very good Meighan picture.

—

A-Mus-U

Korenowski,

tion picture.
E.
Pittsburg, Okla.

—Small

—

theatre,

town patronage.

—A

BIG BROTHER:

Meighan

Indian reserva-

Tom Moore

mighty good

picture.
Mickey Bennett, the kid, steals the picture.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,

—
— General

Mich.

patronage.

THE HUMMING BIRD:

Gloria SwansonPleased almost everyone. Miss Swanson fine and
picture has best war scenes I ever saw. Run this

a special

as

reels.

— M.

Benton

and you won’t go wrong. Eight
Benton Community theatre,
Mo. Rural patronage.

B. Russell,

City,

—

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT:
—In my opinion this picture was

Bebe Daniels
very poorly
poorly lighted, and the print was in
bad shape. It pleased my patrons, however, and
that’s the thing.
Ernest Torrence good.
Six
directed,

reels.

—M.

Benton

Benton Community theatre,

B. Russell,

City,

Mo.

—Rural patronage.

Gloria Swanson Good business considering opposition.
Played it against
W. I. Swain show. The first Swanson we’ve ever
played here but everyone was pleased with it.
Gloria never falls down and as good as the aver-

James Cruze.

age Swanson.
Seven
Dixie theatre, Dickson,
ronage.

vertising matter poor, for it gives impression
that it is a Western and it isn’t.
Eight reels.

MANHANDLED:

reels.

— C. E.
— Small

town

pat-

Swanson

— Ran

this

Tenn.

Gloria

Longacre,

—
—

patronage.

—

EMPTY HANDS:

Jack Holt A real good picgood crowd and pleased 100 per
cent. Seven reels.
Earl Somerville, Opera House,
Raymond, Minn. General patronage.
ture

Drew

a

—
—

EMPTY HANDS:
Something similar

Jack

Holt—Very

to “Sinners in

—

good.

Heaven.” Scenes

Andrew Rapp, Theator-

beautiful.
Seven reels.
ium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.

— General

RUGGLES OF RED GAP:

Ernest Torrence
highbrow comedy, directed by
Edward Horton good, Lois Wilson,
Louise Dresser, Fritzi Ridgway and Charles Ogle
in support.
Be careful how you advertise. Ad-

A

good,

—M.

during Fair week and just managed to break
even on it. I think it pleased very well and if
it had not been for the numerous attractions at
the Fair grounds I would have made some money
with it.
Print good.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde,
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Small town

ton

rather

B. Russell,

Mo.

City,

Benton Community theatre, Ben-

—Rural

THE BORDER LEGION

:

—

—An

Antonio Moreno

extra good picture. Lots of action. Seven reels.
E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

COMING THROUGH:
little bit

year,

better than

but

still

not

Thomas

Meighan

-A

some

of his pictures the past
good enough to go over big

Have “Old
his “Back Home and Broke.”
Home Week” and “The Man Who Found Himself”
play
soon
and
am
pleased
to
note
that he is
to
like

—

coming back in these two. Seven reels. H. J.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.-— Small
town patronage.

THE CALL OF THE CANYON:

Richard Dix
Lois Wilson, Marjorie Daw, Ricardo Cortez,
Richard Dix and Noah Beery in a dandy Zane
Grey story.
A mixture of jazz and Western.
Appeal is great.
Seven reels. M. B. Russell,

—

—

William

S.

Hart

—Per-

sonally thought this to be Hart’s best, but of course
people were disappointed at the ending.
Plenty
of shooting.
On the whole, pleased very well.

Seven

—

M. B. Russell, Benton Community
Benton City, Mo. Rural patronage.

reels.

theatre,

—

SHADOWS OF PARIS:
Menjou,

Huntley

Charles de Roche

Gordon,

—

Pola Negri Adolphe
Vera Reynolds and

are also in the

picture.

An

if your patrons like this type,
strong for me. Pola wears some
great gowns in the society part.
Seven reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton
City, Mo.
Rural patronage.

excellent picture

but was a

little

—

—

—

patronage.

WILD BILL HICKOK:

patronage.

THE BORDER LEGION : Special cast Very
good.
All of Zane Grey’s stories make good
movies.
Paramount film from Salt Lake always
Seven reels. -Lester N. Leek,
in good shape.
Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo. General patronage.

Cecil B.

DeMille that failed to please. Too long for the
type of picture and story it covered. This would
be all right to run on an off night. Had to pay
the price of a special for it. Ten reels. Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small
town patronage.

fine

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

64

stuff

—A

;
-

Pathe
K1VALINA

—

OF

THE

ICELANDS:

Special

A fine, strong, entertaining and educational
program out of the usual. We ran same during
our Chautauqua and pleased 90 per cent.
Six
reels.
Thompson & Co., Opera House, Plattscast

—

burg.

Mo.

— General

patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Very

excellent

pic-

appeals to all classes.
A real box
office bet.
Henrietta Eckardt, New Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
General patronage.
ture

that

BLACK

—

—
—

CYCLONE:

Rex A good picture.
This one and “The King of Wild Horses" are
both real good pictures.
Will please any audience 100 per cent.
Book ’em both, Brothers.
You won’t be sorry. Six reels. Earl Somerville,
Opera House, Raymond, Minn.— General patron-

—

age.

BLACK CYCLONE:
a good
than his

Rex

—A

attached.

good novelty with

A

stiff

rental

first

one and a good drawing card where

better

picture

the other has been shown.
Heavy rain during
entire engagement.
Is doing below film rental,
but no fault of the picture. Six reels. Louis A.

—

———
October
Van

Alstyne,

Quality

Cullom,

theatre,

111.

General patronage.

—

BLACK CYCLONE:

Rex Just a program picThis picture might go over in New York,
where there are no wild horses, but the wild
horse stampede in this picture is a joke sure in
Western Canada. This picture is not true to life
ture.

as to haunts of wild horses ; the bare roek scenes,
I refer to.
Don’t promise your patrons too much
and you will get by.
Six reels. A. Y. Dow,
Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Can. Small town

—
—

patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES:
This picture
the

of

is

adults

— E.

Glenn

Tryon—

preferable for children only. Most
walked out on this picture.
Six

Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
burg, Okla. Small town patronage.
reels.

—

Pitts-

THE BATTLING ORIOLES:

Glenn Tryon—
Perhaps due to the fact
was afraid to push it. I wish now that I

Did not draw at
that
had.

I

A

all.

slapstick that made them roar.
to end.
Moves swiftly
fight.
Push it and don’t let
the press sheet scare you as it did me. Six reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Ben-

and ends with a good

ton City, Mo.

— Rural

patronage.

THE BATTLING ORIOLES:
One

Glenn Tryon—

we ever

of the best comedies

played.

Had
Drew

our audience laughing from start to finish.
better second night than the first.
When these
two kids make another feature we want it.

—

all right.
Six reels. Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. -Small town patronage.

They are

—

—

PERCY
Charles Ray A very good comedydrama, not much drawing power in title. Lots
of action and comedy.
Small towns like Hartford don’t seem to take to this class of a picture.
Sure full of silly, or comic, action. Seven reels.
C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.
Small town patronage.
:

—

WHITE SHEEP:
edy.
A little rough,

Glenn Tryon

—A

good com-

a good humor and
that wild wagon ride was a good one. Six reels.
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—
—

GIRL SHY

—

Harold Lloyd Nothing out of
the ordinary. Just a few runaway horse scenes.
E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre, Pittsburg,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

:

—

GIRL SHY

—

Harold Lloyd Harold Lloyd has
a strong drawing or box office power.
Full of
:

thrills, suspense from start to
Buy it, step on
100 per cent.
the gas good and plenty. Will stand all you can
give it.
Eight reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre,
Hartford, Kan. Small town patronage.

laughs,

interest,
finish.

Pleased

—

—

KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—As our first
horse picture this gave excellent satisfaction.
Lots of action and Rex does some fine stunts.
You
Leon Barry and Edna Murphy in cast.
won’t go wrong on this. M. B. Russell, Benton
Community theatre, Benton City, Mo. Rural pat-

—

—

ronage.

—

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd Good as he has
ever done, but he does not do any business any
more. Five reels. C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
McKenzie. Tenn. General patronage.

—
—

—

WHY WORRY?:

Harold Lloyd Fine comedy
good business for a small town, two
Pleased
days, but not as well as on “Dr. Jack.”
Six reels. Aubrey Swearingen,
100 per cent.
Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.— Small town pat-

and

I

did

—

ronage.

TWENTY DOLLARS A WEEK:

George Arliss
Good picture but too long. Seven reels.
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR:

—You

Special

play this one by all means.
I did
It is a good drawing card for small shows.
Advertise
fine business on this one, two days.
and get good results. Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo
Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.— Small town patroncast

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

should

—

age.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
OFF THE HIGHWAY:

—

cast
Many
compliments on this picture. Ran it right after
"The Thief of Bagdad” and a number said they
thought it better and more enjoyable than “The
Thief.”
However, I did not have the average
crowd for this picture. Possibly it was because
it was run right after “The Thief.”
Think the

Special

Syd Chaplin

—
—

—Very

Seven

and drew big attendance. E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.
Priscilla Dean
This one
a dandy. Dean is well liked here. Suited all.
N. Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich.
General patronage.

THE MARK OF ZORRO:

Douglas Fairbanks
no matter how old. People went to
see it here that had seen it three times.
His
Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doubest.
cette, Tex.
Small town patronage.

S.

THE FLAMING FORTIES:
good

-

Universal

picture that pleased many, but
did not like it as well as some of Carey’s
other pictures.
Six reels. B. R. Parsons, Grand
theatre, Springfield, Minn.
General patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

Reginald
Denny A dandy comedy. Denny and the wild
animals make a hit. A hundred per cent picture
for any kind of an audience.
The only thing
is to have producers make more like this.
Seven
reels.
H. C. Henry, Valentine theatre. Defiance,
O. General patronage.

—

—
—

THE CHORUS LADY : Margaret Livingston
This one did not suit as well as some.
It had
a good moral but too much chorus. F. N. Harris,
Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

TIGER THOMPSON

Harry Carey

:

— Carey
;

—
—
Ayres — A

HER MARKET VALUE:
little

picture.

— L. M. Jones, Arcadia
— General patronage.

—

Agnes
danSome favorable comments.
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

—

THE PRICE OF PLEASURE:

.

at

This picture can be bought right and
is an excellent small town attraction
wherever
Westerns are liked. This one will get the change,
so don’t be afraid of it, boys.
Buy it boost it
and you will have no regrets. Six reels. P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y. Small
town patronage.
his best.

dy good

—

Harry Carey—

program

many

it,

—

Pierpont,

theatre,

—

— Book

—

Harry Carey We all
thought this a very poor Western picture, as it
is very dark, and Carey not well liked here.
Five

—D. W. Hay, Pierpont
Dak. — General patronage.

Special

cast—Not

as

big a bet as we were promised. However, it is a
good picture in its class.— Henrietta Eckhardt,
Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
General patronage.

—

New

BARBARA FRIETCHIE

:

Florence

Vidor—This

one is a dandy. Gets you the money. Is an extra
good one. Don’t miss it. F. N. Harris, Amuse
theatre, Hart, Mich.
General patronage.

THE BAD LANDS:

Harry Carey— Oh boy!
What a picture
Grab it and step on this good
for all you’re worth and the picture will back
you up. It is a picture of the early days during
the Indian uprisings and deals with the soldiers
and scouts. Has two or three Indian fights that
are great.
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

cast—

—

—

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Herbert Rawlinson—

picture I consider ideal for the family. An Irish
policeman in love with an Italian flower girl
means romance, comedy, action and thrills.
made a mistake by showing it only one day.
Wish I had played it two. Drew well. Six reels.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

We

—
— General

patronage.

Hoot Gibson— One

of

Pleased 100 per
as much on this in one night
Hunchback,” which I played
Thus it is in a small
two.
Joseph W. Springer, Strand
Small town patrontheatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
the best Gibsons I
cent and I took in
as I did on "The
the same week, in
Six reels.
town.

ever showed.

—

—

age.

—

—

Special

Nice picture with fair box office results. H. S.
Robbins, Robinhood theatre, Grand Haven. Mich.
General patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK:

WELCOME STRANGER:

Douglas Fairbanks

is

—

is

reels.

the-

only five years old but it was good and
film in fine condition and that helps.
Six reels.
M. W. A. theatre, Soldier, Kan. Small town
patronage.

—F.

THE TEXAS TRAIL:

—Aubrey, Swearingen, Hoo Hoo
— Small town patronage.

THE MOLLYCODDLE:
This

—

A CAFE IN CAIRO:

reels.

atre, Doucette, Tex.

good

Hoot Gibson—A

SPOOK RANCH:

fine

West-

—

ern and attracted fine crowds for two days. H.
Robbins, Robinhood theatre, Grand Haven,
S.
Mich. General patronage.

—

!

—

—

—

Douglas Fairbanks Played this first
in hottest weather 5 days to capacity
business.
Some got it confused with “Mark of
Zorro.” Would advise telling them it has nothing
to do with "Mark of Zorro.”
Ten reels. A. M.
Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford, la.
General pat-

Q:
of August

—

—

ronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY:

Mary Pickford—

days following “Don Q” to more
business.
My patrons said it was the best thing
Mary had ever done. You can’t go wrong on
this if you tell them what you have.
It will
stand by anything you say. A. M. Leitch, Strand
theatre, Milford, la.
General patronage.

Played this

5

—

—

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY:

A

dandy

Mary a

Mary Pickford—

and plenty of comedy, but
too old for part. E. H. Brechler.

picture, clean
little

—
Wis. — General

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD:

—-This

patron-

Douglas Fairbanks

a masterpiece. One of the greatest ever
filmed.
Its magnificence left the audience breathless.
Praise from every side.
Paid plenty for
it but showed a nice profit at advanced prices.
I also worked hard on the advertising.
Hats off
to Doug, the peer of them all.
Twelve reels.
is

M. Biddle, Strand
town patronage.

E.

theatre,

Paoli,

Ind.

—Here

is

a

—

—

—

AMERICA: D. W. Griffith Business was big
this end and it pleased exceedingly well.
Used
a traveling vaudeville act on the last night and
don’t know which was responsible for the best
crowd of the year. Anyway, we had ’em and it

on

like

old

is

times.

Eleven

Jack Hoxie—
a good Western picture but not a cowboy

—

picture.
Five reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.— Small town patronage.

THIJ SIGN

reels.

—Horn

&

OF THE CACTUS:

Jack Hoxie—

of the best Hoxies we have had, but one has
to use their imagination to build up the story.
Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,

One

Weiner, Ark.

—General

patronage.

—

THE RED RIDER:

Jack Hoxie Great. Broke
one day house record with this picture. Did
But they came and came.
usual
advertising.
only
Most beautiful
It absolutely knocked them cold.
scenery in this of any picture ever made. Many
patrons even compared it with “The Covered
Wagon.” Of course, it cannot be compared with
But if the
from a production standpoint.
it
people think it, very well. Five reels. A1 Powell,
Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla. General patron-

my

—

—

age.

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

Reginald
knockout comedy-drama according to
my audience, which was large and much pleased.
Denny’s work a bit too self-conscious to suit me
personally. H. S. Robbins, Robinhood theatre,
Grand Haven, Mich. General patronage.
Reginald
I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN:
Denny A fine strong comedy, clean and entertaining.
Six reels. Thompson & Co., Opera
House, Plattsburg, Mo. General patronage.

I’LL

Denny

—A

—

—

—

—

—

TAMING THE WEST:

Hoot Gibson— A good

picture that pleased the audience. I believe it is
his best picture.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre,
General patronage.
Springfield, Minn.

—
—

TAMING THE WEST:

Hoot Gibson— A dandy.

Very good business.
pleased all who saw it.
Six reels. I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood,
Ind.
General patronage.

It

dandy, but some do
not like costume pictures, but Mary is fine in
this.
In fact, all my people like Mary. F. N.
Harris, Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich. General patronage.

seemed

This

— Small

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford

THE SIGN OF THE CACTUS:

—

United Artists
DON

age.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR: Special
Play this one. Advertise
cast A fine picture.
Eight reels. J. H.
big and make some money.
Wardwell, Wardwell theatre, Stockton Springs,
Me. Small town patronage.

—

—

Opera House, Fennimore.

Principal

Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small
town patronage.
THE GIRL I LOVED: Charles Ray Did good
business on the name of Charles Ray, as he has
not shown here in some time, but fooled the
public on this one.
Public pleased 60 per cent.

as

they would have meant something to my patrons
while Hunt Stromberg did not. -L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General patronage.

perhaps, but Glenn’s cheer-

ful smile kept the audience in

Hunt Stromberg,

in the advertising instead of

65

—

paper was weak, too. John Bowers, de La Motte
and Mong should have appeared in the limelight

slappy

Funny from beginning

—

A—
A

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

17,

——A

—

—

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny—
good comedy drama that will please the average
Seven reels. Guy
house, but title doesn’t draw.
S. Abbott, Hamline theatre, Estelline, S. Dak.—
Small town patronage.

—

THE FAST WORKER:

Reginald Denny— This
will do well.
Don’t miss
Universals
this one.
are good.—rF. N.
I find all
Harris, Amuse theatre. Hart, Mich. General patronage.
is

a good one.

You

—

—A

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

66

THE SAWDUST TRAIL: Hoot Gibson—
dandy Western action comedy with Hoot hitting
The wild ride he gives the wild
on all four.
Six
girl in his speed wagon is worth the money.

— Guy Abbott, Hamline theatre,
Dak. — Small town patronage.
S.

reels.
S.

Estelline,

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Laura La Plant©
-Very nice release to best Sunday business in
six months.-— H. S. Robbins, Robinhood theatre.
Grand Haven, Mich. General patronage.

—

DOUBLE DEALING:

William Desmond This is just a fair picture of a drunk wfco
got religion and turned preacher, went to a tough
sawmill town and converted the whole town. A
couple of good fights in it and some little comedy.
Five reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kan.

—

—
—

A LADY OF QUALITY:

Virginia Valli— Sent
us for “Wine,” with no chance to advertise the
change.
No drawing power on account of old
English setting. They want American pictures of
the 20th century here, and don’t want them very
Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality theatre,
badly.
Cullom, 111. General patronage.

—

—

LET 'ER BUCK:

Hoot Gibson

—A

very good

Western to very light business. Haven’t run any
of Hoot’s for a year or two, and everybody apparently had forgotten about him. The first one
of my Complete Universal Contract Film in good
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theshape.

—

— Small town patronage.
LET 'ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson — A good Western.
Good drawing card. — Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. — General patronage.
Wis.

Neillsville,

atre,

SMOULDERING FIRES:

Pauline Frederick—
handled, that pleased everyone except a few roughnecks who can’t appreciate
anything but rough stuff. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. General patronage.
story,

fine

nicely

—
—

—

THE LAST LAUGH:

Emil Jannings Man,
have run some poor stuff but this
You can run the last reel
has them all beat.
how you run the other
first and the first reel last
difference.
I
had more
five won’t make any
people in the house before the show started than
Do
there were when the first show was over.
you remember when Carl made such a noise about
the picture?
He must have picked this out of
an ash can. “The Last Laugh” will knock the
”L” out of your business. Before you run it.
When the end came
Stop, Look and Listen.
I was glad, mythey sure clapped their hands.
Seven reels. Joe
self,
that it was all over.
Blaschke, Wapato theatre, Wapato, Wash. Gen-

Oh man

I

!

;

—
—

eral paronage.

THE FAMILY SECRETS:

Baby Peggy— This
Well pleased.
go over in lots of shows.
Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Tex. Small town patronage.
will

—

THE FAMILY SECRET: Baby Peggy—Pleased
extra well on Family Night. Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson I believe Hoot is our most popular
Western star. This is very good, though it lacks
comedy.
We like him best in comedy pictures
and lots of folks are still comparing everything
to “Hit and Run.”
Six reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. General patron-

—

—
—

age.

THE

RIDIN' KID

Hoot Gibson

— We

FROM POWDER RIVER:

got our folks to read the book
first
consequently, many were sorely disappointed.
It's a good picture if they haven’t read the
book.
Six reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.
;

—

—

THE HURRICANE KID:
good

Hoot Gibson— Not as
is
a little draggy in

average Gibson,
winds up with good cross country cowboy race that leaves ’em satisfied.
Six reels.
Guy S. Abbott, Hamline theatre, Estelline, S. Dak.
Small town patronage.
as

places, but

—

THE HURRICANE KID:
average Gibson Western.
Six

reels.

Hoot Gibson— The
They seemed to like it.

— Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
— Small town patronage.

theatre,

Weiner, Ark.

K— THE UNKNOWN:

Virginia Valli— A very
good program picture that pleased the whole audience.
Many said it could not have followed the
story any closer.
Seven reels. B. R. Parsons,
Grand theatre, Springfield, Minn. General patron-

—
—

Muse-U

theatre,

K— THE UNKNOWN:
on

this.

— Roy W.
— General

It’s

a

Adams,

Marmont— Fair

long. Dark photography.
pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
little

Gibson Rotten
Korenowski, AOkla. Small town

—E.

Pittsburg,

patronage.

—
Hoxie— Mexican

FIGHTING FURY: Jack
border story of the ordinary type.
Moved slow in
spots, as Jack was posing a number of times,
but it drew very well and pleased the Western
fans.
Five reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

TIMBER:

BIG

of

story

the

Desmond

William

timber

this

one.

—

Laura La Plante Nothing
Many walked out before it

— E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
— Small town patronage.

burg, Okla.

Pitts-

— A good
— Andrew
Pa. — Gen-

lands.
Six reels.
theatre, Emlenton,

Rapp, Theatorium
patronage.

eral

AND RUN:

HIT

Hoot

—

Gibson— A

splendid

story well acted.
Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronbaseball

age*

PURE GRIT:
gram

Roy

—
Stewart — A very

poor pro-

— E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
— Small town patronage.
BACK TRAIL: Jack Hoxie— Just an or-

picture.

Pittsburg, Okla.

THE

dinary picture.— E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

DARK STAIRWAYS:
Poor photography.
owski,

A-Mus-U

Herbert

Lay

off this one.

—

Okla.

Pittsburg,

theatre,

Rawlinson
E. Koren-

— Small

October
Luxe

OUT OF LUCK:

Hoot Gibson— One of Hoot's
It has all the marks of a real probest pictures.
gram picture for the small and larger towns. Interest on one side and real comedy (roaring comDon’t

on the other.

edy)

Good prints out of Dallas.
town Western.
small

a

let

It

one get by.
wouldn’t be called
this

Six

Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre,
Small town patronage.

reels.

—Aubrey

Doucette,

Tex.

Jack Hoxie—

good kind of mixed Western picture. Fair busiFive reels. Aubrey SwearWell liked.
ness.
Small
ingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.
town patronage.

—

:

—

William Desmond

— This

is

a Saturday night picture and it sure hurt
Saturday business. Five reels. C. H. Martin.
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patronnot

—
—

my

age.

Vitagraph
Harlan — Very

Kenneth

good as the action is not the same
The part most exciting and
all the way through.
interesting is the place where Miss Whetherford
(Helene Costello) goes to save her lover (Kenneth
She goes to warn him and also fights
Harlan).
Seven
Sunday, no.
Full of action.
for him.
reels.
J.
W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale.
Minn. Small town patronage.

—
—

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN: Anita Stewart—
A good picture from start to finish. Beautiful
snow and outdoor scenes. Trained dog sure is
good. Full of action, thrills and moments of susThe villain and one half-breed Indian
pense.
sure good. A picture that will stand big exploitation and at five or ten cents raise in price is
Buy it and
good for small or larger towns.
boost it. Seven reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre,
Hartford, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

Eva Novak

—A

fair

picture, only title has no drawing power.
Acting very good but not much to the story.
Seven reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford,
Kan. Small town patronage.

program

—

MY MAN

—
— Small town patronage.
FROM THE MANGER TO THE CROSS: Specast— If you want a good church picture and

Kan.
cial

a good picture for church
fine picture.
Good print.

people, this is sure «
clear picture for
church use, but is no good as a drawing card.
Six reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford,

—
— Small

Kan.

—
—

Patsy Ruth Miller Only fair. Film
Seven reels. M. W. A., M. W.
in good condition.
A. theatre. Soldier, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

ONE LAW FOR THE WOMAN:

Cullen LanDoes not seem
Sustained interest lacking.
dis
Is Mildred Harris an
to be a finished product.
artist? They say it is hard to get in the movies.
I can well believe it, because eight-tenths of the
places are filled with mediocre players. Six reels.
M. W. A. theatre. Soldier, Kan. Small town
patronage.

—

—

—

—

Special cast Story not much
good.
Don’t buy it at all. It’s a lawless family
story rather rough fighting and killing. Patrons
not pleased.
Six reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem the;

—

Kan.

—Small

town patronage.

ON THE BANKS OF THE WABASH:
cast— We got a very poor print on this

Special
picture,

but the picture must be an extra good one when
all there.
Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, De
it
is

—

Good

town patronage.

CODE OF THE WILDERNESS:

—

If you want a good, clean
not of the rough type, buy this.

settings,

good casting,

and pleased 100 per

picture,

Fine scenery and

and thrills
good box office bet.

of action

full

A

cent.

—

Special cast

Western

Seven reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre. Hartford,
Kan. Small town patronage.

—

Warner Brothers
Special cast— A good program
picture. — Bert
Silver,
Silver
Family Theatre.
Greenville, Michigan. — General patronage.
THIS

WOMAN:

LITTLE JOHNNY JONES:
dandy comedy-drama,

Johnny Hines—

Print good.
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
full of laughs.

—
—

—

CONDUCTOR 1492: Johnny Hines A good
comedy picture with a good race. This picture
will please them all.
Film good. Seven reels.
W. Hay,

D.

Pierpont,

Dak.

S.

— General

patron-

age.

A

good program picture.

ily

theatre, Greenville,

BABBITT:

Willard

the poorest business
ens of people came

what

I

cast—

Special

—

Bert Silver, Silver FamMich. General patronage.

—
Louis — A

knockout that did
have had for months. Doz-

down

the theatre to see

to

was playing and walked away. Everyone
that saw it was very well pleased.
Print good.
I

Eight

— G. Ihde, Photoplay
— Small town patronage.

reels.

land, Kan.

S.

theatre, Ash-

THE TIE THAT BINDS:
Warner

Special cast—Our
Thank goodness! This one is

Bros.

and silly it is painful. We do not
advise small towns to use their pictures. A. N.
Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.-^-General

—

patronage.

—

BEAU BRUMEL:

John Barrymore A very
Story good.
Acting great. A big
town picture, over the heads of country audiences.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.
picture.

fine

—

—

State Rights
BLOOD

THE
Western.

BOND:

Five reels.

Maloney

Leo

— Good

—Dinsmore & Son, Majestic— General patronage.

theatre, Weiner, Ark.

THE FIFTH HORSEMAN:

cast—

Special

good picture but no drawing card. Print good.
Mr. Graham, who travels with this picture, is a
mighty nice fellow to do business with.
Seven
reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont.
Neb. General patronage.

—
—

FULL SPEED: Buffalo Bill, Jr.—New star.
Pretty good picture.
Five reels. Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town
patronage.

—
—

MIDNIGHT SECRETS:

Larkin—Not

George

much

of a picture for me, but might not be the
fault of the picture, for weather has been pretty
bad. Aubrey Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Dou-

—

cette,

—
:

pat-

BETWEEN

Anita Stewart—

This is a good picture with beautiful scenes of
the North timber country and some good acting
by a dog as well as the humans. Seven reels.
W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

TWO SHALL BE BORN:

town

so old style

THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES:

—

—Small

FRIENDS:
Special
cast— Weak
story and title not much.
Did not seem to hold
the interest of patrons. Go easy on this one. Is
a story of a crook family. No moral at the end.
Seven reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford.

last of

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN:

Kan.

Spearville,

A BROADWAY BUTTERFLY:

RIDGEWAY OF MONTANA:

RIDING PRETTY

theatre,

1925

17,

ronage.

town patronage.

atre, Hartford,

patronage.

YOUNG IDEAS:
much to
was over.

Percy

—

Hoot

print.

FEAR BOUND:

age.
biz

and a rotten

picture

THE MEASURE OF A MAN:

A

—
AA

Tex.

— Small

town patronage.

ONE MILLION DOLLAR REWARD:
Walker

—Not

pleasing at
Princess theatre,
patronage.

Brisco,

Two

all.

Elwood,

Lillian

— T.
— General

reels.

Ind.

I.

ON THE GO:

Buffalo Bill, Jr.— “On the Go”
stops going, even when
asleep.
His dream in the undertaker's store room
supplies the comedy.
Five reels. Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. General patronage.
right,

is

as

never

he

—

—

—

THE SILENT PAL: Special cast Biggest one
day picture in a year. Dog very well liked here
and good attraction. H. S. Robbins, Robinhood
theatre, Grand Haven, Mich.
General patronage.

—

TEMPTATION

—

—

Washburn Despite
rainy and stormy weather, I did good on this one.
Public well pleased. Has good drawing power if
put over right. Seven reels. Aubrey Swearingen,
Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex. Small town
patronage.
:

Bryant

—

WOLFBLOOD:
ton

Special cast

—

— Marguerite

and George Chesbro played

in

this

Clay-

picture.

October

1/,
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from

straight wire

Carson Dahnken
American Theatre Salt Lake City
,

JUST CLOSED WEEKS HUH ON KEEPER
OP THE BEES TO BIGGEST ATTENDANCE
WE HAVE HAD IN YEARS

PLAYED TO TWENTY TWO THOUSAND
FIVE HUNDRED SIXTEEN PEOPLE...

RECOMMEND THIS PICTURE TO EVERY
EXHIBITOR IN THE WORLD AS A BOXOFFICE ATTRACTION AND REAL AUDIENCE
I

Predestined to Sweep the

Country
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which was a very good one of the California logging camp style. It is a new picture and we received a new print from Mid-West Dist. Co.,
Milwaukee. The print is a little dark in places
but not bad.
On the whole a very satisfactory

—W.

picture with excellent acting.
Six reels.
Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

WHAT A NIGHT
A

THE FAST EXPRESS:
—A good serial that

my

pat-

rons and bringing them back and more with them.
Two reels. Joseph W. Springer, Strand theatre,
Elizabethtown, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

Palace theatre.
General patronage.

(Universal) William
Duncan Just finished "The Fast Express” and it
went over fairly well. Would have done better
but I followed "The Jungle Goddess” with it and
there are no serials in the class with "The J. G.”
Two reels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

—

—
—

THE FORTIETH DOOR:

(Pathe) Special cast
This one cost me too much, for it is not as
good as it is cracked up to be. F. N. Harris.
Amuse theatre, Hart, Mich. General patronage.

•

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

(Universal)
Bonomo Started this to the biggest house that
ever saw a serial.
Had to turn away a lot of
cash customers, due to letting in a lot of the
Boys and Girls of our local Calf Club free.
Starts off fine, but next Tuesday will tell the tale.
Two reels. William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

IDAHO

—

—

(Pathe) Special cast About the worst
have ever run. Don’t seem to be pleasing
a single person, and I am on the eighth episode
now.
Two reels. A1 Powell, Highland theatre,
:

serial I

—

Guthrie, Okla.

IDAHO:

— General

(Pathe)

—Terrible;

the

cast

worst serial I have had in the past few years,
with the exception of "The Way of a Man” and
“Leatherstocking.” Any one of these three would
the best business in the world. Two reels.
Henrietta Eckardt, New Palace theatre, Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis. General patronage.
kill

—

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—Good
serial.
No particular drawing power here. —Louis
A. Van Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom, 111.
General patronage.

—Am

PLAY BALL:

(Pathe) Special cast
on No.
4 and it seems to be getting better.
Many complained that there isn’t enough baseball in it.
Two reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

—

—

—

SUNKEN SILVER:

(Pathe) Special cast Just
finished this and the crowd held up pretty good
during the entire run. Would rate it as a pretty
good serial.
Have had lots worse, and a few
Two reels. William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
better.
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

TEN SCARS MAKE A MAN:

(Pathe) Allene
Just an ordinary picture.
Slow action. Two reels. E. Korenski, A-Mus-U
theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.
Small town patronage.

Ray

—Nothing

to

it.

—
—

Two

playing.
atre,

reels.

THE

— C.
— General

It

is

—

Larry Semon Very
Most of the Educational comedies

—

good.
Two reels. Henrietta Eckardt, New
Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. General
patronage.

are

—

—Good

DIZZY DAISY
H.

Martin, Strand
General patronage.

comedy.
Two
theatre, McKenzie,

reels.

—C.

Tenn.

find our pat-

rons well pleased with these comedies. Very few
poor ones. A. M. Leitch, Strand theatre, Milford, la. General patronage.

—

KINOGRAMS—Fair news. One reel. —C.
Strand
patronage.
tin,

McKenzie,

theatre,

Tenn.

H. MarGeneral

—

Bobby Vernon

reels.

fair

Palpat-

ronage.

Two

good.

—

got of this one was
extra good, but the poorest print we have ever
had from the Louisville exchange. Educational
Cameos are all good, if you can obtain good
prints.
One reel C. E. Longacre, Dixie theatre,
Dickson, Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

—

STEP LIGHTLY—A

fine

comedy.

—No.

5.

Alberta.
Sterling

likes

—P. G. Held,
—General patronage.

reels.

HE WHO GETS RAPPED:

Alberta

Vaughn—

wounded in game so
no good, so George

enemy is put in. He
put in again. He wins
the game for his school. Two reels.—J. W. Ryder,
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn. Small town patis

— Bert Silver,
—General

Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

comedy with several good laughs. Two reels.
J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
town patronage.
DOGS OF WAR: Our Gang A dandy. Two
reels.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom,
Kan. Small town patronage.

reel

—W.

—Small

—

—
—

EAST OF THE WATER PLUG:

—A

theatre,

FAT CHANCE:

MAKERS:

— Bert

FEET OF MUD:
Two

reels.

—E.

Pittsburg, Okla.

Alberta VaughnVery good. Two reels of comedy. D. W. Hay,
Pierpont theatre, Pierpont, S. Dak. General pat-

don

— Good

—
—

Two

comedy.

GIDDAP—Fair.
Hamilton,

— 10th

Vaughn—

Sorry to see the end is near, as
they are exceptionally high class stuff that will
please almost any high class audience. Two reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle,
La. General patronage.

—

episode.

—

—

PIE EYED:
much of

think

Two

Stan Laurel Only fair. I don’t
these Laurel comedies. Print good.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, FairNeighborhood patronage.

—
Neb. —

reels.

mont,

SOMEWHERE IN WRONG: Stan Laurel—
very good comedy that got some laughs. If all
of Laurel’s are as good as this we will be well
pleased with same. Two reels. W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

THE GOOFY AGE:

THROWING THE BULL—Not

very

so

good.

—
—

ALARM—

ARABIA’S LAST
Say, Boys, if you
haven’t played this comedy yet, try to get it, as
it will please all, young and old, and will put
any feature on the blink.
Comedies like this
would sure mean something to the movie business.
Let’s have more like this one, Mr. Fox.
Two
reels.— Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S.
Dak. General patronage.
good comedy. Two reels
Y. Daw, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—

PATHE
ALL NIGHT LONG: Harry Langdon— Good
comedy.

Most of Langdon’s are good.

—Henrietta

Eckardt, New Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis. General patronage.

—

—

—

BAD BOY Dandy comedy. Two reels. A. Y.
Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta., Canada.
Small town patronage.
comedy.
atre,

:

Two

reels.

Paoli, Ind.

BAD BOY

—An

Charley Chase

—E.

—Small

Glenn

—

—

—

BOOBS IN THE WOODS:

Harry Langdon—

Langdon not much good

here.

—A. Y. 'Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman,
Can. — Small town patronage.
BREAKING THE .ICE—A fairly good comedy.

Two

reels.

Alta.,

better.

Two

Fairyland theatre.
patronage.

White

seen

THE BUCCANEERS:

reels.— M. J. Babin,
Castle,
La. General

—

—These

Our Gang

We

edies always please our patrons.
on quite an increase in children’s

when we have Our Gang.

Two

com-

can figure
admissions

reels.

—Horn &
— Small

Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
town patronage.

THE CAT’S MEOW—This

is

a very good

good

—

of laughs.
Two reels. E.
theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.

lots

five

Would

Harry Langdon
Lang-

like to see

Two

comedy.

reel

R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.

reels.

Monroe,

theatre,

Ga.

—

HELLO BABY : Hal Roach Very good, got
more than the average number of laughs. One
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small town patronage.

reel

—

—

HELLO GIRLS: Charley Chase—Pretty good
comedy. Made a few laugh. One reel. Andrew
Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General patronage.

—

SAILOR—Fair
—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
Pa. — General patronage.

INBAD THE
reels.

ton,

IN FAST
to

COMPANY:

—

Two

comedy.

Emlen-

theatre,

Our Gang—Not much

Two

and a disappointment here.

it

reels.

Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality theatre, Cullom,
111.
General patronage.

—

—

IN THE GREASE:

Charles Chase A good one
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
reeler.

IS

—

MARRIAGE THE BUNK:

Good one

Chase-

Charles

—William E. TragsWis. — Small town
Gang—Film from Milwau-

One

reeler.

reel

dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

patronage.

JULY DAYS:

Our

kee exchange was in awful condition, but complaint brought the usual reply that it wouldn’t
happen again.
Two reels. Henrietta Eckardt,
New Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
General patronage.

—

JUST PASSIN’ THROUGH:

Will Rogers—Terthe Will Rogers comedies.
Two
Eckardt, New Palace theatre,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. General patronage.
rible,

reels.

like

all

—Henrietta

—

Sportlight — Pretty good.
—William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
LITTLE ROBINSON CORKSCREW:
Ralph
Two
—E. KorenGraves —-A fair comedy.

LEARNING HOW:

One

reel.

Neillsville,

reels.

owski,

A-Mus-U

Okla.

Pittsburg,

theatre,

—Small

town patronage.

LIZZIES OF

THE FIELD— The

best

The auto race

have ever shown.

is

comedy we
worthy of

advertising on a par with your feature.
Louis A. Van Alstyne, Quality theGeneral patronage.
atre, Cullom, 111.
special

Two

reels.

—

—

LOVE’S DETOUR —Just
one
land,

town patronage.

Charley Chase Good. Two reels.
H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth theatre, HamNeighborhood patronage.
ilton, Ont., Canada.
:

Van

A.

—General

—
Tryon —Pretty

THE HANDSOME CABMAN:

unusually good

M. Biddle, Strand the-

111.

Korenowski, A-Mus-U
Small town patronage.

—

Rating 85 per cent. Film condition fair. Good
for Sunday.
This could be much better. One
reel.
J. W.
Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.

Cullom,

patronage.

don in about a

Alberta

Harry Lang-

— Louis

H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth
Ont., Canada. Neighborhood

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn
No. 3. Very good to my taste of picture. Rating 90 per cent. Films in good condition. Drama
full of amusing features which keep the people
all interested.
Not as good as 1 and 2. Two
reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.
MAKERS:

reels.

theatre,

—Pretty good comedy.

—
—

—Excellent.

—

Alstyne, Quality
patronage.
theatre,

Family

Silver

patronage.

Harry Langdon

ronage.

PACE

Silver,

— General

Korenowski, A-Mus-U theatre,
Small town patronage.

comedy and got

PACE

Okla.

Walter

funny comedies.

real

Ralph Graves

—E. Korenowski,
—Small town
Hiers — One of the

reels.

Pittsburg,

patronage.

—

ronage.

THE

Two

good comedy.

A-Mus-U

his
is

1925

17,

THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS:

Football game is the most interesting in this because there is real aetion.
George O'Hara is

Have

SIMPLE SADIE What we

patronage.

Print

October

theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Vaughn

Everybody

theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

Below average.

—Just a
comedy. Two
—Henrietta Eckardt, New
ace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. — General
NERVE TONIC:

town package.
Alberta

good comedy.

real

BAD BOY

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES—We

— Small

THE GO-GETTERS:
A

patronage.

CLODHOPPER:

—

Verndale, Minn.

SWEET MARIE—A

worth
H. Martin, Strand the-

McKenzie, Tenn.

good comedy.

—

—

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
AIR POCKETS— Good comedy.

—Henrietta

for Sunday. It is rather comical as Dinky Doodle
and his dog go up the bean stalk and get the
magic hen and the herb but the last time they
are caught.
Giant goes after him but does not
succeed.
Two reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,

THE

patronage.

Special

comedy.

Will help put over
Eckhardt,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

reels.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
THE GIANT KILLER: Dinky Doodle— Good

—

THE FAST EXPRESS:

—

Two

feature.

New

— Gen-

William

(Universal)
is pleasing

A Mermaid— Good

T.

Serials
Duncan

:

good Educational comedy.

weak

a

eral patronage.

—

——

-

— S. G.
Kan. — Small

Ihde,

reeler.

a fairly interesting
Photoplay theatre, Ash-

town patronage.

LOVE’S SWEET PIFFLE: Ralph Graves—Fine
comedy.
Two reels. E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U

—

Okla.

theatre, Pittsburg,

— Small

town patronage.

LUNACY—These

Stereoscopiks are good. However, they are rather a nuisance to run on account of breaking the show to pass the glasses.
Henrietta Eckardt, New Palace theatre. Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

THE MARRIAGE CIRCUS:

—

Ben Turpin—Very

Two reels.
H. P. Braden, The Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada. -Neighborhood patronage.
good.

—

NOAH’S OUTING: Aesop Fable—This

one

is

not as good as most fables. Kids here like fables
as well as comedies. One reel.
Lester N. Leek,
Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

two

NO NOISE:

Our Gang

—A

very good comedy.

October

17,
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NEW STAR

[WITH his

wonderful horse and dog

GOES OVER
,
WITH A SMASH /
VicUiullewi.
Torn Tyler, new F. B. 0.
star, makes his debut

cowboy
in

LET

GO GALLAGHER.

S

Mr. Tyler

is

certainly

“the

Wherever the fans
like Western pictures this
one should get the money, as
it amply fulfills the demand
goods.”
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You can praise the
melodrama of the
makes the

spec-

tators wild with enthusiasm

1U»*
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new star, menhe was selected out
of one thousand other candidates by F. B. 0. for Western
personality of

4«r
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for fast, furious action. Boost

60
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a

forceful appeal.

Good

where Western melodrama holds the
patrons. Looks like a real
attraction
for
the
box

1
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for any house
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—

Two

ON THIN

—Small

ICE The one-reel Pathe fables sure
One reel. Earl Somerville, Opera
:

are real good.

PUBLICITY PAYS:
One

—
— General patronage.
Roach —Nothing to brag

— G. Ihde, Photoplay
— Small town patronage.

reel.

Ashland, Kan.

— Bert

—
—

LETTERS

Stan Laurel— Rot-

SMITHY

—

Stan Laurel This is the story of an
ex-vet hiring out as a carpenter and the crazy
time he has holding down his job. It is a dandy.
Invite all your carpenters free the first night and
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
hear them laugh.
Salmon, Idaho.- General patronage.
:

—While not as
will please, but
Two
— Guy
—

STAGE FRIGHT:

Our Gang

good as the average Our Gang,

it

reels.
doesn’t get any big laughs.
Abbott, Hamline theatre, Estelline, S.

S.

Dak.

Small town patronage.

LIZZIE:

It s

great ! Funny. Plenty of good stuff in it. Two
reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White
General patronage.
Castle, La.
TAMIN’ MEN AND WILD WOMEN: A dandy
good comedy with plenty of real good comedy in

—

—

—

M. J. Babin,
slapstick. Good. Two reels.
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La. - General

No

it.

—

patronage.

TOPICS OF THE DAY

These seem to please
very well. One reel. Lester N. Leek, Club House
General patronage.
theatre, Jackson, Wyo.

—

WAGES OF

:

—

—

— Small

town patronage.
Below average. Two
A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman, Alta.,
Small town patronage.

theatre, Pittsburg, Okla.

WHAT

—
Can. —
reels.

PRICE GOOFY

:

CASE DISMISSED: Bobby Dunn — Very
one-reeler,

my

as

patrons

"Those

Who

good
sure brought the laughs from
after the breath-taking scenes in
it

Dance.”

atre. Kimball, S. D.

— Rudolf

—General

DISCORD IN A FLAT:

A

a one-reel comedy.
it

much. One

This

not

is

much

of

few laughs but cannot give

—W.
— Small

J.

reel.

Spearville, Kans.

Duba, Royal thepatronage.

Shoup, DeLuxe

theatre,

town patronage.

—
—

GREEN GROCERS:

Bobby Dunn Pretty good
which brings up lots of laughs and
them home happy. One reel. R. Duba,

one-reeler

sends

Royal theatre, Kimball,

JUST IN TIME:
Silver,

Silver

S.

A

D.

— General

splendid

patronage.

India.

Enclosed please find our check for renewal
for two years. The Herald is a great help
to the small town exhibitor and I can’t be
without it.

Thanks, and Best Wishes

the Editor:

Your

minding me of

my

received, reexpiration for the subletter

Herald.
I am afraid I
have to step out this season as I’m
not connected in the theatrical business any
more.
Let me take this opportunity to thank you
for your splendid co-operation in the
Herald, and if I’m ever back in the
ring again I’ll surely take it on again.
I
did not miss one of your Heralds all
the time I was getting them from you.
Thanking you once again, I remain,
Harold Bickell, Peterboro, Ont., Canada.
of the

will

The “Herald” Serves

BOMBAY, INDIA.—To
am
me

in

due receipt of your

in

India

the Editor:
letter

You might

incidentally

Agrees With Exhibitor’s Report
The
the Editor:
manager of the Family theatre, at Friend,

CROWLEY, LA.—To

is right.
If you play “Beggar on
Horseback” spend a week at Palm Beach
until the storm blows over.
It draws
well; fine title.
If you have it booked,
play it and reap, and weep. Bertin E.
Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.

Neb.,

*

I

*

*

Beth Brown Named Editor

reminding

of the expiration of my subscription to
Herald and, as desired therein, I
beg to enclose herewith a draft drawn in
your favor for renewal of the same for
one year more.
Please acknowledge receipt of the draft and oblige.
I am really very much pleased with your
service in presenting such a wonderful
paper to the motion picture industry. Moreover, your section of “What the Picture
Did For Me” is, I consider, the most efficient way to learn the true facts about the
picture and thus saves the other exhibitors
from their further troubles.

—

NEW

YORK. Beth Brown has been appointed
of Red Seal productions and the
Out-of-the-Inkwell studio. Max Fleischer has announced. She will assist Fleischer in writing scenarios and editing and titling the films in the
Inkwell series.
editor-in-chief

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Five Cents per
in

General patronage.

Word

Payable

Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Two

.

—W. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
NEARLY RICH Charles Puffy—Pretty good
one-reeler. — Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Wis.-—Small town patronage.
NOBODY’S DARLING: Baby Peggy — Great

Miss Agnes

tell

O’Malley, in “Retakes” of August 15, to
strip the next fellow down to B. V. D.’s
and set him on a cake of ice for twentyfour hours, who yells at her, “Is it hot
enough for yuh?” That will hold him.
E. A. Bricker, Gem theatre, Green River, U.

comedy.— Bert

Fairly good two-reel comedy.

—

“Is It Warm Enough for You?
GREEN RIVER, U.—To the Editor:

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

LOVE SICK:

for the encouragement

Tank Road, Bombay,

the

UNIVERSAL

owe you

a spirit of assiduity which will prove benefor my growth. S. B. Kalgutker,
Parshottam
Govindji’s
Wadi,
Gawalia

PETERBORO, ONT., CANADA.— To

TIN: Glenn Tryon— A good flivver
E. Korenowski, A-Mus-U
Two reels.

comedy.

second week of May last, I am indeed sorry
for not having expressed the great debt of

ficial

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.

scription

THE SUPER - HOOPER- DYNE

since

is

SPEAK FREELY : This is a good two-reeler,
with some good laughs in it. It is worth running. Two reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kan.

—
—

long time has elapsed

a

you had given publicity to my article in
your valuable paper, so far back as in the

in the inceptive stage of contributing the article and thus infusing me

A

—

—

Though

1925

17,

you gave me

From Readers

Mich.— General patronage.

ville,

October

gratitude I

Family theatre, Green-

Silver

Silver,

and the film was good, although not as many
laughs as some comedies get. It is very good, all
the same. Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis.
General patronage.

theatre,

S.

RUPERT OF HEE HAW:
ten.

theatre,

town patronage.

House, Raymond, Minn.
on.

A-Mus-U

Korenowski,

reels.
E.
Pittsburg, Okla.

—

—

—

.

J.

reels.

:

AT LIBERTY

Neillsville,

A-l PROJECTIONIST, can guarantee result*
Will go
on any machine, or stage manager.
anywhere. Address W. D. Gotham, 215 N. Deleware, St. Louis, Mich.

stuff for the kids.
Ran it on serial night, so it
pleased not only the kids, but also the adults
who follow serials. Two reels. William E. Trags-

—

dorf,

Trags theatre,

Neillsville,

PLENTY OF NEWS: A
Silver, Silver

— Small town
comedy. — Bert

Wis.

patronage.

good

WANTED TO BUY
EDISON SUPER KINETO,

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Also films.
Cloud, Minn.

parts.

General patronage.

St.

PUZZLED BY CROSSWORDS: Nothing to this
comedy. Will not please anybody. Two reels. C.
H. Martin. Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
General patronage.

—

SHOULD POKER PLAYERS MARRY:

—

D

Model

Geo.

H.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Approximately 270 7-ply new
Also generator, frames and used
veneer chairs.
Bargain*.
Atlas Moving
projecting machines.
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

Say.
people

111

—
—
—
Puffy — Pretty

.

EXHIBITORS LET US SAVE YOU MONEY

SMOKED OUT: Arthur Lake Pretty good.
Film in poor shape. One reel. Andrew Rapp,
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General pat-

on guaranteed new and used theatre chairs of

ronage.

rebuilt

SPEAK EASY

—

MISCELLANEOUS

—

FELIX GETS A MEAL:

All cat
(Winkler)
comedies are good. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre.
Booneville, Ark. General patronage.

—

—

WINNING OUT:

Sid

Smith

—A

good

comedy

all

shipment.
Also all make* of
machines.
Complete line of
equipment. Write us your needs. Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East Ninth Street,
Chicago, 111.
styles,

:
Charles
good.
Lots of laughs. One reel. I. T. Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.

—

and

Nicholt,

FOR SALE:

comedy sure was good, and my
laughed enough to let me know about it up in
the booth. One reel.— Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. General patronage.
this

Address

William DeMille’s latest for Famous
Players-Lasky is “New Brooms.” The
featured cast includes Bessie Love,
Neil Hamilton, Phyllis Haver and
Robert McQuade.

ready for

projection

FOR SALE:

Theatre Equipment of all deImmediate shipment of a}l used chairs,
Will also buy used chairs and
any quantity.
scription.

equipment. Theatre Seating Co.,
Chicago, 111.

841> S.

State St

.
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Midnight

Arrow

Flyer,

The Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.12:

14. BOR-46.

Parisian Nights :Aug.22-69. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
Poor Girl’s Romance, A :Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.

Cleaner Flame, The: Aug.29-69.
Great City, The: Aug.29-69.
Led Astray :Aug.29-69.
Mysterious Pines, The :Aug.29-69.
Primrose Path, The: Aug.29-69.
Scandal Street :Aug.29-69.
Share and Share Alike :Aug.29-69.
Substitute Wife, The:Aug.29-69.
Tessie : Aug.29-69.
Un-Named Woman, The: Aug.29-69.
Wandering Fires: Aug.29-69.

12-14. BOR-46.
Smooth as Satin :Aug.22-71.
That Man Jack :Aug. 22-73.
When His Love Grew Cold: Aug.
Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.

22-69. Sept. 5-65.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.

Camille of the Barbary Coast :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.

Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.
Caesar’s Wife :BOR-Ins.
Chickie : Aug.22-20.BOR-Ins.

Fifty-Fifty :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32.

Classmates :BOR-Ins.

Associated Exhibitors

Dark Angel, The:BOR-Ins.
Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:Aug.22-20.Aug.29-30.BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes :BOR-Ins.

:

Lover's Island :Aug.29-Ins.

Manhattan Madness :Aug.29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The :Aug.29-Tns.
Never Weaken :Aug. 29-Ins. BOR-32.

from Monte Martre:BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.
Graustark: Aug. 15-16. Sept. 19-Ins. Sept. 26-22, 23. BORGirl

North Star:Aug.29-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The: Aug.29-Ins.
Play Safe:Aug.29-Ins.
Silk Hat Cowboy, The: Aug. 29-Ins.

Two

the Pirate :BOR-Ins.

Make

Clothes

Headlines :Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife:Aug.29-Ins.BOR-32.
I Do:Aug.29-Ins.
Keep Smiling Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.

Ins.Oct.lO-24.

Half
Half

Gates :Aug.29-Ins.
the Rouge:Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.

Under

,

Way Girl, Th»: Aug.15-16.18. Aug.22-21. Sept.
Way Girl, The Aug.22-21. Sept.5-24.25.BOR:

From Paris : Aug.22-21. Aug.29-28. 29.
Sister
Sept. 12-16, 17. Oct. 3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Aug.22-20, 22. Oct.3-Ins.
Her

Chadwick

Kiki :BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Lady, The :Oct. 3-Ins.

American Pluck :Aug.29-66.
Blue Blood :Aug.29-66.
Bells, The:Aug.29-66.
Perfect Clown, The:Aug.29-66.
Prince of Broadway :Aug.29-66.
Some Pun’kins:Aug.29-66.
Unchastened Woman, The:Aug.29-6T.

Lady Who Lied, The Aug.22-20.
Learning to Love:BOR-Ins.
Live Wire, The :Oct.lO-20,21.
Lost World. The Aug. 29-26, 27 .Sept. 12-18. Oct. 3-20.
:

:

The Aug. 22-21
Marriage Whirl, The:Aug. 22-20. Oct. 3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane :BOR-Ins.
My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment, The:BOR-Ins.
One Way Street :BOR-Ins.
Pace That Thrills, The:BOR-Ins.
Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.

Wizard of Oz, The: Aug. 29-66.

Making

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Aug.29-70. BOR-38.
Enemy of Men, An:BOR-38.
Fate of a Flirt, The:BOR-38.
Fighting Youth :BOR-38.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-38.
Great Sensation, The: BOR-38.
Handsome Brute, The: BOR-38.
Ladies of Leisure: BOR-38.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38.
Penalty of Jazz:BOR-38.
New Champion, The:BOR-38.
Price of Success, The: BOR-38.

of O’Malley,

:

Sally :Oet. 3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.
Scarlet West. The:Aug.22-20,22.Oct.3-Ins.

Patsy Ruth Miller, who appears with
Alan Forrest and Pauline Garon in

Speed Mad:BOR-38.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:BOR-38.
Steppin’ Out:Aug.29-70.Oct.3-51.

The:BOR-38.
Unwritten Law, The:Aug. 29-71. BOR-38.

Thrill Hunter,

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess :Aug.29-63.BOR-44.
Daughter of the Sioux :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Demon Rider, The:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Flyin’ Thru :Aug.29-63.
Courage of Captain Plum. The:Aug.29-63.
350,000 Reward :Aug.29-68. BOR-44.
Fighting Courage :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Fighting Romeo, The:Aug.29-63.
Fighting Parson, The:Aug.29-63.

“ Rose of the World” for Warner
Brothers, from which these scenes
are taken, has started in Syd Chaplin’s “ Nighty Night Nurse.”

That Old Gang of Mine: Aug. 29-63.
Three Pals: BOR-44.
Tenacles of the North :Aug.29-63.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Timber Wolves :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.
Wolf Hunters, The:Aug. 29-63
Warrior’s Gap :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.
Youth’s Highway :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

Fleet Foot:BOR-44.

Fort Frayne:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Gold Hunters, The:Aug.29-63.
Grey Vulture, The:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Flame :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

F. B. 0.

Hills of

Lawless Love:Aug.29-63.

Long Odds:BOR-44.
Lights of Mojave, The :Aug.29-63.
My Neighbor’s Wife : Aug. 29-63.
Peggy of the Secret Service :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Peggy in Chinatown :Aug.29-63.

Peggy from Headquarters: Aug. 29-63.
Peggy Under Orders :Aug.29-63.
Peggy on the Job:Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Danger :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Takes a Chance :Aug.29-6S
Peggy Scores a Victory :Aug.29-63.
Red Kimono, The:BOR-44.
Red Love:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights Aug. 29-63.
BOR-44.
:

With

a Million :Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65. Sept.
12-14. Sept. 19-74, 75. BOR-46. Oct. 10-71.
Flaming Waters :Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.

Drusilla

BOR-46.
Futurity Winner, The :Aug.22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept.1214. BOR-46.
Happiness Aug. 22-69. Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
If Marriage Fails: Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65. Sept. 12-14.
BOR-46.
Isle of Lost Hope. The:Aug.22-75. Sept. 12-69.
:

Isle

of

Retribution,

The:Aug.22-69.Sept.5-65.Sept.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave:Sept. 26-24. Oct. 3-22.
Soul Fire: Aug.22-20 .Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Aug.22-20.Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise:BOR-Ins.
Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Unguarded Hour:BOR-Ins.

We Modems :BOR-Ins.
What

Fools Men:Oct.3-Ins.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.
Why Women Love :BOR-Ins.
Winds of Chance :Sept. 5-26. Sept. 19-22. Oct. 3-Ins.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Oct.lO-6.
As No Man Has Loved :Sept. 5-12. Oct. 10-6, 8.
Best Bad Man, The:Oct.lO-6.
East Lynne:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.
Fighting Heart, The:Oct.lO-6.
First Year, The:Sept.l-Ins.BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,8.
Fool, The: BOR-24. Oct. 10-6. 8.
Havoc Aug. 29-1 8. Sept. 5-1 3. BOR. 24. Oct. 10 -8, 9.
:

Iron Horse, The:Sept.5-12.Oet.l0-8.9.

Johnstown Flood, The: Oct. 10-6.
Kentucky Pride:Sept.5-13.Oct.l0-8,9.
Lazybones :BOR-24.Oct.l0-8, 9.
Lightnin’ :Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8. 9.
Lucky Horseshoe, The:Aug. 29-17. Oct. 10-8, 9.
Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins. BOR-24.
Silver Treasure, The:Oct.l0-6.
Thank You: Auc.22-11. Aug. 29-16. Sept. 5-13 14.15.
Sept. 12-Ins. Sept.19-14,15. Sept.26-14,15. BOR-24.
Oct. 10-8,9.
Thunder Mountain :Aug.22-ll. Sept. 5-13. Sept. 12-Ins.
Sept. 26-18, 19. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

Timber Wolf. The:Sept.5-l4
The Aug. 22-1 1. Sept. 5-12. Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-

Wheel.

the Bees, The :Aug.22-68, 69. Sept. 5-65.
Sept.12-14.Oct.3-87.Oct.10-7 4, 75.
Lady Rohinhood Aug. 22-7 .Sept. 1 2-71
Last Edition, The : Aug. 22-69. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.

Keeper of

:

1

:

24. Oct. 10-6, 9.

When

12-14. BOR-46.

the

Winding

Door Opened
Stair,

:Oct. 10-6.

The:Aug.29-20,21.Sept.5-12.Oct.l0-

6,9.

for Wives :Sept. 1-Ins. BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 9.
Yankee Senor, The :Sept. 26-14. 15.

Wages

E
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Sap, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Sea Beast, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Seven Sinners :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Silken Shackles :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36.

Ginsberg
Wreckage :Oct. 3-18.

Ince

Highwayman, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Social

Three Weeks in Paris :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Vengeance of Durand, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.

Allfun Comedies ;Aug.29-72.
Mock Marriages :Aug.29-72.

White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The: Aug.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct.3-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Short Features

of Wives, An:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-16,17.
York:Sept.l2-Ins.Oct.lO-10,ll.
Merry Widow, The :Sept.l2-l.Sept.l9-l.Sept.26-l,21,
20.Oct.3-l.
Midshipman, The: Sept. 12-Ins.
Mystic, The:Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.l0-l.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Aug.22-8.Sept.l2-Ins.
Sept.19-17.Sept.26-l, 21, 20. BOR-40.
Pretty Ladies :Sept.l2-Ins.Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1,21,20.
Romola:Aug.22-7.Aug.29-14, 15. Sept. 6-1. Sept. 12-Ins.
Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,2, 21,20.
Slave of Fashion, The:Aug.22-6.Aug.29-14,15.Sept.
5-l.Sept.12-Ins.Sept.19-17.Sept.26-l, 21,20.

New

Davis
Cinema Stars :Aug.29-63-Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas :Aug.29-63,Oct.3-57.
Mystery Box, The :Oct.3-56.
Power God, The :Oct.3-56.
Sheiks and Shebas :Aug.29-63,Oct.3-57.
Fragments of Life:Aug.29-63.Sept.l2-10.Oet.S-57.
Red Kimono, The :Sept. 19-10. BOR-44.

Educational

Sun Up:Sept.l9-16,17.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.
Unholy Three, The:Aug.25-12,13.Aug.22-6.Aug.29-

Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.

Kinograms:Aug.22-48.Sept.5-11.0ct.3-49.
Life’s Greatest Thrills Sept. 5-7.

14, 15. Sept.5-1. Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1,21,20.

:

Mermaid Comedies :Sept. 19-50-51.

Zander the Great:BOR-40.

Movies, The :Oct. 3-46.
Cleaner Flame, The : Aug. 29-69.

Paramount

Tourist, The Aug. 29-80.
Watch Out :Sept. 26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct. 3-48.
:

American Venus, The:Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.
Are Parents People? :Sept.5-l.
Beggar on Horseback:Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.

Film Booking

Best People, The:Aug.22-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Aug.22-4,5.Aug.29-4,5.Sept.26-3.

He’s a Prince:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.
King.The : Aug.22-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Aug.22-4,5.
Mannequin :Aug.22-4.Sept.l9-4,5.
Lord Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lucky Devil, The:Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.Sept.26-4.
Man Who Found Himself, The:Aug.22-4.
New Brooms :Aug.22-4.Oct.l0-3.
Night Life in New York:Aug.22-4.Sept.5-4.Sept.

Offices

Adventures of Maizie:Sept.l2-45,46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies :Sept. 12-45.
Bray Cartoons :Sept.l2-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept. 12-45.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Sept. 12-67.

Cobra :Aug.22-4.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-5.
Crossroads of the World :Aug. 22-4.
Flower of the Night :Aug.22-4.Sept. 26-4.
Golden Princess, The:Oct.lO-3.
Grounds for Divorce :Aug.22-4.

Fox Film Corp.

Two

scenes from “The Circle’’ MetroGoldwyn-Mayer production made from
the stage play of the same name writ-

ten by W. Somerset Maugham.
was directed by Frank Borzage.

All Abroad : Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16.17.Oct.3-53.
Big Game Hunter, The:Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.

s

3-53.

Business Engagement,

It

A :Aug.23-13.Sept.l9-52Sept.

26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.

A :Sept. 26-17. Oct. 3-53.
Failure : Aug.22-13.
Fox News: Aug.22-12.Aug.29-22.Sept.5-16.Sept.19Cloudy Romance,

26-4.

Not So Long Ago:Aug.22-4.Sept.5-4,5.
On Dress Parade: Aug.22-4.

52. Sept. 26-16, 17.

Fox

Tiffany-Truart

Polly of the Ballet :Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.

Varieties :Aug.29-23.Sept.5-17.Sept.l9-53.Sept.

26-16,17.

Pony Express, The:Aug.22-4,5.Sept.26-4.0ct.3-4.

Souls for Sables :Aug.29-73.

Comedies: Aug.29-23.Sept.6-17.Sept.l9-53.

Imperial

Sept.26,16,17.

Oct.10-3,4,5.

Quarantine :Aug.22-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpate:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.
Son of His Father, A :Aug.29-3.Sept.l2-4.Aug.26-4.
Stage Struck :Aug.22-24.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Aug.22-4,5.Sept.5-4.

Ten Commandments, The:Sept.l2-3.Sept.26-4.
That Royle Girl : Aug.22-4. Sept.19-3.Sept.26-4.
Trouble With Wives, The :Aug.22-4. Sept. 6-3.
Vanishing American, The:Aug.22-4.Sept.26-4.
Wanderer, The: Aug.22-4.
Wild Horse Mesa: Sept. 5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The:Sept.5-4.

United Artists
Q, Son of Zorro:Sept.5-20.Sept.l2-12.Sept.l920. Sept. 12-12. Oct. 3-15.
Sally of the Sawdust :Aug.29-25.Sept.5-21. Sept. 12-13.
Sept. 19-19. Sept. 12-12.

The :Sept. 12-11. Sept. 19-21. Sept. 12-11.

Rush,

Oct. 3-14. Oct. 10-19.

Calgary Stampede, The:Oct.lO-14,15.
California Straight

Goose

Black Cyclone :Sept.l9-68-69.

the Go:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.8-53.

19.

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.
Charley’s Aunt:Aug.29-13.

Warner Brothers

of Amos, The:Sept.5-22.Oct.3-10,ll.
Eve’s Leaves :Sept.l9-8.9.

Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.lO-16,17.

Highroad :Sept.l9-8,9.Oct.3-10,ll.
for Love :Sept.l9-8,9.
Red Dice:Sept.5-22.
Seven Days Aug.29-12.Oct.3-10,ll.

Hell’s

Bobbed Hair :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Cave Man, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

Made

:

Clash of the Wolves, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.

Silence :Aug.22-9.Aug.29-10.

Compromise :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36.

Untamed Gentleman, The :Sept.5-23.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

Fighting Edge, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Gay Ones. The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

B. P. Schulberg

Hell Bent for

The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days :BOR-30.
Eden’s Fruit: BOR-30.
Free to Love: BOR-30.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The :Aug.29-65.0ct.3-12,
Aristocrat,

,

Hero of the

Comedies :Sept.5-16.Sept.l9-52.Sept.

Wrestler,
Oct.3-53.

The:Aug.22-13.Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.

ti

Sporting Life, The :Oct. 10-11.

Coming

Bibber

26-16,17.

I’ll Show You the Town :Aug.22-16.
Phantom of the Opera :Sept.l2-8,9,Sept.26-7.0ct.3-

Corp.

Tyler’s Wives: BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love:Aug.22-19. BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The: BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior :BOR-30.
Shenandoah :BOR-30.
Shopworn :BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-30.
With this Ring: BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.

On

Parisian Knight, A:Aug.22-13.
Peacemakers, The:Aug.22-13.

Van

The:Aug.29-6,7.

Siege :Aug.20.Aug.22-16.

13.

CaroIina:Sept.l9-53.
Stories :Aug.22, 12,13. Sept.5-17.Sept.26-16,

17.

3-53.

Ahead :Aug.22-16.

Woman :Sept.5-8,9.

Home Maker,

His New York Life:BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights :BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater :BOR-30.

Henry

O.

Shoes: Aug.22-13. Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.

Freshman, The: Sept. 12-Ins.
Kivalina of the Icelands: Aug. 15-84.

Dist.

13. Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-53. Sept.26-16,17.0ct. 8-53.

My Own

Sky Jumper, The:Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16,17. Oct.3-53.
Sweet Marie :Sept.l9-52. Oct.3-53.
Transients in Arcadia :Aug.22-13.Sept.26-16,17.0ct-

Universal

Pathe

Producers

Love and Lions :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Aug.22-

Don

Gold

Womanhandled :Aug.22-4,5.

Lew

Go Back Home :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

Girls

Exchange
Lights of

26. Sept. 19-

6, 7. Oct. 3-8, 9. Oct. 10-16, 17.

Why

Heaven :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Big Snows, A :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

Patbe
Butter Fingers :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Cold Turkey :Aug.29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Iron Nag, The :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Love and Kisses :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.26-88.
Lucky Stars :Aug.22-84.Aug.29-Ins.
Play Ball:Aug.29-124.

Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept. 12-76.
Rainy Knight, A :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Sneezing Beezers:Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Tee for Two Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Pathe News :Oct. 3-45.
:

Wild West :0ct.3-96.0et.l0-80.

Rayart
Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-50.

His Jazz Bride :BOR-36.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept.l2-6,7.Sept.l9-6,7.

BOR-36. Oct. 10-16, 17.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.

Honeymoon Express, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Inevitable Millionaires, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Limited Mail, The:Sept.5-18-19.Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Oct.10-16,17.
Little Irish Girl, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Love Toy, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Man on the Box, The :Sept.l9-6,7.Sept.26-8, 9. BOR36.

Universal
Blue Streak Westerns :Sept. 19-11.
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.
Buster Brown :Aug. 22-51.
Gump Comedies :Oct. 3-54.
International

Kerr Heads Production

My

Official Wife:Sept.l9-6.7.
Night Cry, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Night Call. The :Sept.l9-6,7.

Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Passionate Quest, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Red Hot Tires :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.

Newsreel :Sept.l9-24. Oct. 3-54. Oct. 10-

18.

( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

YORK,

Herald )

6.— Harry Kerr has
been made production manager of the CoOct.

lumbia Pictures Corporation, according to
a recent announcement by Vice-President
Harry Cohn.

°

October

17,
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
C. Sharp-Minor Associated

With

Link Piano Company

F

ROM

automobile salesman and
pianist to one of the country’s leading

an

—

theatre organists
that, in brief, marks
the rise to fame of C. Sharpe-Minor who
has recently become associated with the
Link Piano Company of Binghamton, N. Y.,
makers of pianos and organs.
Sharpe-Minor became an organist
C.

under protest.
He was an automobile
salesman in Seattle, specializing in used
cars, and so good a salesman that he sold
himself out of a job. Having always been
musical, he decided to join the musicians
union, and applied for a job which he
knew was open. He landed the position
as pianist in Jensen and on Herberg’s
Mission theatre in Seattle.

From

the start his interpretation of the

photoplay pleased Mr. Jensen and he was

watched and praised, and told there were
bigger things in store for him soon. Then
one day the chief organist at the Liberty
theatre failed to show up. At three o’clock
in the afternoon after the relief man had
been grinding continually since eleven
o’clock, Mr. Jensen called Minor on the
phone and told him to go over and play
the Liberty organ.
Minor questioned the
man’s sanity, as he had never played one.
Jensen insisted and Minor, realizing that
unless he accepted, he might lose his position with the firm, agreed to try.
He
played for three hours that day, limiting
himself to but one stop but the next morning was on the bench at daylight doping
things out.
Promotion came quickly.
* * *
;

He was with Jensen and Von Herberg
seven months, after which he decided to
accept a position to open the organ at
Rialto theatre, San Francisco, at the
munificient salary of $50.00 a week.
His
raise from there was meteoric.
Sid Grauman has been negotiating with

naturally well informed as to their virtues
and defects. Being of a mechanical turn
of mind he has continually stored away
facts worth remembering, with a view that
some time or other he would build an
instrument that would meet perfectly the
demands of a theatrical organ.
*

*

*

For three generations the Link family
has been engaged in the manufacture of
quality instruments, both pianos and organs,
and has built up, at Binghamton, New York,
an organization to which they invite inspection to prove that their facilities for
the manufacture of their particular line
are unsurpassed. There has been developed
by this organization, construction features
in their organs, which has won for them
an enviable reputation wherever their or-

gans have been

installed.

So much for a summary of qualifications
of C. Sharpe-Minor and the Link Company,
and the affiliation of the two as a natural
result.

As

stated preceding, Mr. Minor has been
this new idea of his for some
time, and when he was introduced to a

harboring

Link organ he became enthused immediately.
He found a beautifully toned instrument and spent many hours playing it.
The Link representative had difficulty getting him away from the Console to go up
into the lofts to investigate the construction.

Here he became more enthused than

ever

and

his

association

with

the

Lmw

Piano Company followed.

Automatic Ticket

the

Minor before he left San Francisco and
when discharged from the service Minor
went with Grauman at his Million Dollar

He remained with Graueighteen months.
He then entered
upon a scheme of picturizing the musical
composition.
His picturization of the
Overture, William Tell, as presented at the
Strand theatre in New York, will be remembered by many, and while the picture
proved a success and probably would have
been pronouncedly successful for Minor, insistent demand from exhibitors for his
services sent him back to the organ, and
after a short concert engagement in the
California theatre, San Francisco, he entered into contract with Mack Sennett for
a year’s engagement at the DeLuxe theatre
in Los Angeles, Cal.
He was induced to leave the Pacific Coast
by an attractive offer to open a large organ
at the Lafayette theatre in Buffalo, which
brought him to the East. His success there
in

Los Angeles.

man

is

common knowledge.

During his career he has had an opportunity to play all makes of organs and is

Register Wins
Patent Suit
A decision of importance, covering a suit for infringement of cerselling
ticket
tain
patents
of
machines has just been rendered
U. S. District court.
suit was instituted by the
National Electric Ticket Register
Company against the Automatic
Ticket Register Corporation of

The combination

of

manufacturing
and knowledge of

the

facilities, practical ability

what

is required, has already created widespread interest among the few of the theatrical profession who have been appraised

of the affiliation, and a tremendous increase
in the volume of orders at the Link plant
has been the result.
The Linc-C. Sharpe-Minor organization
points out particularly, that, although they
are building organs which are decidedly
different and which will be a boon to the
organist, the manager and the public, their
construction is still the basic Link construction and is not, in any sense of the
word, an experiment. The Link construction has not been altered; it has simply
been utilized in the manufacture of a thorough, dependable, competently designed,
and all round theatre organ, brought out by
a man, who, is well qualified to know what
is required of a theatre organ.

Fire Destroys House;

Opens Within Week
in a Garage
The Star

theatre of York, S. C., which
was run by J. Q. Wray was swept away
on September 19th by fire. It happened
in the night so there was no one hurt,
nor was there anyone present to save anything.

Mr. Wray had just put in two new
heaters for the winter, a $1,650 piano, $600
in fans, new machines, and a years supply
Besides his chairs were
of carbons, etc.
His

amounted

to around $5,000.
who, by the way, is
a retired merchant, did not allow any grass
In one week he
to grow under his feet.
was showing pictures. To do so he bought

new.

This

loss

live exhibitor,

out a garage, including a year’s contract.
building is fireproof with cement floor.
He had new seats shipped from the factory

The

by truck, and new Powers machines and
other paraphernalia rushed out from
all
Charlotte by truck, and carpenters set up
a tin lined booth and a ticket booth in a
mighty hurry. It will be some time yet
before all is as Mr. Wray wants it, but
patrons are now going to the new show.

in the

The

New

York.
In his decision District Judge
Augustus N. Hand states that the
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation does not in any manner
infringe on the patent in question,
and he dismissed the bill of complaint with costs against the National Electric Ticket Register

Company.
Judge Hand’s decision upholds
the contention of the manufacturers of the Gold Seal Ticket
Register.

New

Theatre
in Cleveland

Builds

Construction of a theatre at 2910 Memphis avenue, Cleveland, has been started by
The new
Frank Liska, E. 70th street,
playhouse will include two store rooms and
a six-room suite.

Barnes , Meyer,
( Special

to Exhibitors

DETROIT, MICH.,

in

Miami
— W. C.

Herald )

Oct.

6.

Barnes, formerly branch manager here for
the Fox Film Corporation, is now in the
real estate business in Miami, Fla. Sidney
Meyer, formerly general sales manager for

Fox,

is

also in Miami.

,
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
1

"=

By

D. H.

October

—

Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

ERTAIN

S

ECOND

prize, a silver cocktail set,

First

job?
figures
in
a

How

business?

cigaret

box (First
Kankakee,
Class D,

asked
ritory
cinnati

down that desk for 15 months.
Took present post when? ""Resigned
from Famous Feb. 1, 1924, to become

Naex-

United Artists’ Chicago manager.

first,

Hobby? Motion

*

*

Worst experience?

There is to be a new theatre in Chicago’s
loop.
That was the gist of an item which
escaped from the Cooney Brothers offices,
September 30. The location will be announced in a few days. And it is suspected that it will be within a stone’s throw
from the Morrison hotel.
*

*

Florence Allen, winner of the Chicago
Herald and Examiner beauty contest,
arrives in Hollywood, where she is
work in pictures under a short-term
contract with Universal. Mary Philbin, who got to Hollywood in the
same manner four years ago, presents
Florence with the teddy bear mascot
that has been with her during this
time, saying, "It brought me luck;
may it do no less for you.”

to

*

his wife last

week for

theatre, left with

a trip to Asheville,

Chicago, October
the year’s product.

*

*

to the

New York

office.

*

*

*

of the M-G-M offices at
Milwaukee breezed into Chicago, October
(moving day), on business.
1

*

to

*

*

S'.

*

*

*

Charlie Pyle stopped at the Renown exchange, September 29, to ask about the
“Jerry Abrams Week” that has been getting
so much publicity recently. Loyal at heart,
Joe Lyon told Charlie about the campaign
going on then pointed to one of the posters.
“Help to make Jerry Abrams
Charlie read
Week.” Charlie is wondering just how he
is supposed to help in such a campaign.

*

*

car escaped without a bruise.
* * *

A
in

l

Hoffman,

five

years,

F. B. O., made his first trip
into country territory last

*

*

Koenig, formerly

in

was

in

Upon

week.

Mark

*
Bill Barrett of

the advertis-

*

from

*

New York

Si Greiver
the

*

Lee Bradford Corporation
is

last

*

week.

As

a

now handling “Down

Swanee River”

of

Universal, returned from New York, September 26, caught a long breath, changed
traveling bags and struck out for Hollywood. He plans to return within ten days.
* * *

*

Cleve Adams, referred to once by Nat
Rothstein as the Beau Brummel of sales
heads, returned to Chicago, October 5, after
spending two weeks in the F. B. O. office
at New York.

result,

W. Alexander, exchange manager

*

B-K Mid-

outlining

of sympathy are being extended
A. Shirley, district manager of Metro-

*

a guest at the

2,

Goldwyn-Mayer, who figured in a serious
accident, September 27, when the automobile in which he was riding, together with
six others was struck.
Mrs. J. G. Smith,
mother-in-law of Shirley, was killed instaptly.
A three months old child in the

Sam Sherman

Hal Roach was

offices,

Words

L.
*

Jack Rose, assistant branch manager of
Warner Brothers, is well enthused about
the project of a sales control system he is
perfecting to be placed in effect in Chicago,
October 5.

:

west

N. C.

John Nolan who has been in the Chicago
office of Fox for four months has returned

Lots of worsts.

*

Jj;

meeting was called, October, 2 of the
Chicago exhibitors association by Jack

Frank Shaefer, Crystal

live

short features.

A

The
Miller, secretary of the organization.
members adopted a plan submitted by Dr.
Herman Bundesen for the distribution of
pamphlets among all Chicago people. The
pamphlets will contain an article written
by the Chicago health commissioner proclaiming the healthful conditions of Chicago’s theatres.
At the end of the meeting, Miller left
for an excursion into Wisconsin to take
advantage of the three days allotted each
vear for the shooting of partridge.
* * *

I

ing department of F. B. O., has been promoted to assistant booker. He will handle

E.

*

picture business.

it.

Tommy

Greenwood of Pro-Dis-Co and William
Turlock of the Orpheum circuit.

in

Indiana ter-

ing

At the dinner which followed at the
Olympia clubhouse, prizes were distributed
and these new officers were elected: Len
Ullrich, chairman; Clayton E. Bond, treasof F. B. O.,

branch

in

manager at CinThere one year.

sales
1918.

Branch manager, Chicago, in 1920 and in
that position two years before being made
district manager in the same territory, hold-

(Educational).

Sampson

After three years

was made

I

Opened Indianapolis branch as manager.
Ran it for year. Transferred to Washington, D. C., and managed it 10 months.

Malcolm Eagle, Keith-Orpheum circuit,
box (First National); second, Walter Nay, Pathe,

urer; Jack

for.

Next?

cigaret

golf hose

As

a film salesman in
1915.
That was
the first job I ever

;

exhibitor,

the
picture

into

motion

A, 36 holes, first prize, G. A. Fortin,
exhibitor, gold cigaret box (First
111.,
National)
second, J. Northcott, Orpheum circuit,
sweater (Educational); Class B, first, Ben Bervie,
Rochelle, exhibitor, cigaret box (First National);
second, Mort Singer (Orpheum circuit), sweater
first,
Dale
(Educational;
Class
Leif licit,
C,
111.,

you

did

break

balls.

second Morris Huber,
hose (Educational);

Wis.
grocery

drive

Antigo.

Class

golf

To

book
lumber office.
Schools? Grades
and high school at

Kankakee,

DeKalb,

1888, at Antigo,

Scribbling

and

tional);

Wally.

ambition?

into

of Aaron Jones of Jones,
Schaefer, annexed the Film Booking Offices’ cup for low gross on 36 holes.
Len
Ullrich of Pathe established perfect l.aison between putter and can when he required only 61
for 36 holes and took a healthy grip on the
Laemmle cup which must be won three times for
possession.
Len also was second in low net for
18 holes, which brought him a set of golf clubs
(Pathe).
R. C. Seery of First National took the
silver vase
(Mike Levy Productions) for first
place in this event.
To Asher Levy of the
Orpheum Circuit went the Film Daily cup for
low gross on 18 holes, while third was captured
by Floyd Lewis of B & K, for whi.h the prize
was a duffel bag (Schoenstadt & Sons). Winners
of low net in each foursome received half a dozen

hibitor,

Nickname?
Born Dec. 1,
wagon

Johnny Jones, son

golf

WALLACE

C. C.

United Artists Corporation

First

went

to E. W. Morgan, also of Rochelle.
Clayton E. Bond and Bob Lucas, both of
Balaban & Katz Midwest, saved the day
for the Chicagoans when Bond won third
place and was rewarded with a solid silver
salad bowl and Lucas took fourth place
and a Gladstone bag.

Linick

1925

Managers

out-of-town exhibitors swung their drivers at the Midwest Film Golf Tournament last week and the knickered fraternity down on the Row are still talking about the catastrophe that
followed.
The Midwest silver cup trophy and bag (Metro-GoldwynMayer) for championship low net score for 36 holes found a home at
Rochelle, 111., when the first prize went to Arthur R. Bogue, exhibitor,
who is associated with Ben Bervie.

C

17,

*

in this territory.

*

George Dembow, Fox Chicago manager,
October 5, for New York, to spend

left,

three days in the

home
*

*

office.

*

head booker for Pathe,
serious condition at the
Mercy hospital as a result of what was
thought to be a minor operation a few days
Complications set in, making three
ago.
blood transfusions necessary.

George Collins

Chicago,

is

in

a

Safeguards negative quality

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
At Kodak Park every known precaution
is exercised to make sure that every foot of
Eastman Positive Film actually will reproduce
tone for tone,

all

the detail of the negative.

Eastman experts safeguard

for the screen

the photographic quality your audiences are
entitled to see there

Look

— and

for the identification

“Kodak”

expect.

“Eastman”

black letters in the
margin of prints you screen.
in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

HAL 'ROACH
CHA'RLEy CHASE
presents

in

To Guide Him

JVo Father

and

The Caretaker's Daughter
Ttefo

A

year ago
Chase.

We

told

you

we advised you
that the

Reel Comedies

to keep your eyes on Charley

way he was coming

the sky was the only

limit to his future.

What

has happened? During the past year he has appeared
an uninterrupted succession of really big comedies, with not
one poor or just fair one in the lot. Each one has delivered
a really startling number of laughs; each has been gilt-edged,
in

in

production quality.

Have these latest rib-rockers screened for you,
out to get the best in two reel comedies.

if

you are

Keep your eye on Charley Chase!

Charley Chase means ejctra money at the bojc
office, IF you let 'em KnoPo he's on your bill.
F.

Richard Jones, Supervising Director

Pafh£comedy
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superior
showmanship
METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President

kiLMM.

>1.

XXIII, No. 5

at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3
Entered as Second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office
Single cop.es, 25 cents.
year.
PxXllhed weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscr.pt, on $3.00 a
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Paramount Press Sheets—

3

Best

in

Business

Six fine newspaper ads for you out of one 50-cent

of AII
the Createsl

mat

Spectacles
Amencan RomanceT'HE PONY express

>.<*• S''

>»»

ot

ol

night-

Indians,
g
riding and
'

history.

ft‘rA ftoc

romances

coain.

>At*.^CK ii£SG.,
Wagon

THEPOgX
express

C 0M^>S0
*0

^f)fPR£S:

n

row-

m

'

A*?KE$S-

yZ

The advertisement reproduced in the upper left hand comer of this page is the 7-column (full newspaper page) ad mat for exhibitor use
shown in the press sheet on The Pony Express.” The other five ads show how this same mat can be used to produce five good selling ads
of different styles And sizes.
And you can do tHe same thing with every Paramount press sheet.
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October 24, 1925

Greatest Variety, Highest Quality from

P ar amount

Nine newspaper ads that SELL for you—Total cost, 25 cents
PONY EXPRESS'
>

x

_'

_4

.0vt(jC?V*A&0H

CoftTrx

n«

mail

*.>»

>T Orci/-^
OFFICE

SCENE FROM
BETTY CON

'"H

beer/

;

^

Su ««S,

Coyep^,u

WAGoiy*

4 par*

/PON'V EXPRESS

*!arssss^L_

i

te

SL&ma

&F.TTY

COMPS04

ERNEST TOJiRENCE

JAMES CRUDES SUCCESSOR.
TO -THE COVERED WAGON v

KSs**™

'Sf.M*

RICAROOCU <TEZ
WALLACE SEE RY

»«*

A PA R A «3 U N T

On

On the extreme right
press sheet,
the top row above is shown the 2-column scene mat from “The Pony Express
selling newspaper ads
shown the 3-column scene mat. The rest of the page shows how you can easily make nine good
two mats. Just a sample of the service in a Paramount press sheet when it’s used right.

the extreme

of the same
out of these

Pt CTU

row

left of
is

Member Motion

Picture

Producers

&

Distributors

of

America.

Inc..

Will

H.

Hays,

President.
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5

but in its great comedy
star, excellent story, gorgeous settings, lavish costuming, and abundant laughs, it’s a superfeature.
It’s

two

reels in length,

LUPINO

LANE

MAID IN

MOROCCO
First of the six two-reel

4upinor^nite
Better SEE this picture at your Educational Exchange

RIGHT NOW. You’re

going to regret it before the season is
over if you fail to get this remarkable
new star. By that time he is going to
be acknowledged one of the greatest
comedy stars the screen has produced.

For foreign rights address
Far East Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue

New

(omecues
N

“THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM”

York, N.Y.

Member,
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.

EDUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Will H. Hays, President

Inc.

.

'
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SPERITY

PRETTY LADIES

THE UNHOLY THREE

A SLAVE OF FASHION

Lon Chaney, with
Mae Busch, Matt Moore.

Starring

With Zasu Pitts, Tom Moore,

with

Lillian

Tod Browning’s production
of the story by Tod Robbins.

Henley’s production of the
story by Samuel Shipman.

Starring

Norma Shearer,
Lew Cody. Hobart

Tashman, Ann

Monta Bell's
Penningtonproduction of the story by
Adela Rogers St. Johns.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES
SUN UP
With Pauline Starke, Conrad
Nagel, Lucille La Verne.

Edmund

Qoulding’s produc'
tion of Lula Vollmer’s play.

THE MYSTIC
With Aileen Pringle, Conway Tearle. Tod Browning’s
production of his own s tory.

With Lew Cody, Eleanor
B oardman, Renee Adoree,
Creighton Hale. Hobart
Henley’s production of
Cosmo Hamilton’s play.

NEVER THE TWAIN
SHALL MEET
With Anita Steuart, Bert
Lytell and All Star Cast.
By Peter B. Kyne. Maurice

A

Tourneur, director.
mopolitan Production.

THE TOWER OF

Cos'

LIES

Shearer, Lon
Victor Seastrom’s
production ofSelmaLagerlof s
novel. With William Haines.

Starring

Norma

Chaney.

GOLDWYN -MAYER EXHIBITOR
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Press and Public
unite in praise
!

Exhibitors are

enthusiastic —
because

°thc WILLIAM FOX
000, 000 program of
short subjects are
LITTLE GIANTS OF

THE SCREEN

me MARRIED LIFE of
WARREN
HELEN

EARLE FOXE in new senes of
VAN BIBBER society comedies

fox Film Corporation,

O.

HENRY

Series

:
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HENRY

EARLE FOXE in
VAN BIBBER Comedies

COMEDIES

by
Richard Harding Davis

Book Now:
TRANSIENTS IN ARCADIA

Based on

O.

stories

With Florence

Gilbert

with

Coming:

Mary Akin

THE WRESTLER
Directed by Robert P. Kerr
Supervised by

GEORGE MARSHALL

Now

Now

MARRIED LIFE
HELEN and WARREN

IMPERIAL
COMEDIES

by

stories

New

Mabel Herbert Urner
with

Kathryn Perry
as the Bride

Now

ALL ABROAD
Directed bv Albert
Supervised by

Playing:

On The Go
Ray

Sweet Marie

GEORGE MARSHALL

Love And Lions

Now

Playing:
Business Engagement

Imperial

Releases:

THE HEART BREAKER
STRONG FOR LOVE

Ready

A

Playing:

Shoes

The

Hallam Cooley
as the Husband

Girl

GEORGE

Playing:

Based on the

Henry

Directed by Daniel Keefe
Supervised by
MARSHAL!

The Big Game Hunter
The Sky Jumper

of

as the O.

Comedies

A

Cloudy Romance

Fox News

fox film Corporation-

Fox Varieties

Fox

Filin

Corporation
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box Film Corporation.
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

waiting fot

with

John Harron
Pauline Gar on
Gertrude Astor

ank Butler
Directed

by

James Flood

Scenario and adaptation by

Bradley King

him in

a role like this
the

WARNER

forty
“The Limited Mail”
“The Wife
Who Wasn’t Wanted”
“His Majesty

Bunker Bean”

“Below the Line”
“The Man on the Box”
“Satan in Sables”

Sherman
Your patrons have been waiting for Lowell Sherman.
a Romance about him, a touch of sophistic
cation, a flair for subtle comedy that is unequalled.
“ Satan in Sables” casts him as the exiled Russian
prince, wasting his gold and his youth in the play*

There

is

places of Paris. It is gorgeously produced. It is crammed
with poignant drama. It is Lowell Sherman at his best.

“Red Hot Tires”
“The Pleasure Buyers”
“Seven Sinners”

“Bobbed Hair”
“Rose of the World”

“The Clash of the Wolves”
“Three Weeks in Paris”
“Hogan’s Alley”

“Compromise”
“Lady Windermere’s Fan”

“The Sea Beast”
“The

Fighting Edge”

“His

Jazz

Bride”

“The Golden Cocoon”
“The Night Cry”
“The Cave Man”
“The Love Toy”
“Broken Hearts
of

“Why

Hollywood”

Girls

Go Back Home”
“Nightie Night Nurse”

“The Little Irish
“The Inevitable

Girl”

Millionaires”

“Silken Shackles”

“The Sap”
“Hell Bent fer Heaven”
“The Passionate Quest”
“The Honeymoon
Express”

“A Hero of the Big Snows”
“The

Social

Highwayman”
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L YOU SHOULD HAVE A DATE SET^^jJ
kjOR EVERY ONE «>THEM^
Columbia Pictures
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7AFATE?M FLIRT

Jfie

LURE

of the WILD

-

•

"S.O.S.

PERILS OF THE SEA
FIGHTING youth

D\^l

WE URGE EVERY

EXHIBITOR

TO

LOOK

AT COLUMBIA PICTURES
BECAUSE WE KNOW THEY ARE PRODUCED
RIGHT

—THE

RENTALS ARE RIGHT—AND THE
PROFITS YOU’LL MAKE FROM THEM WILL

BE RIGHT.

THE 18 COLUMBIAS ARE COMPLETED NOW AND WE ARE
PROUD OF EVERY ONE OF THEM AND SO WILL YOU BE
WHEN YOU’VE RUN THEM. THERE’S A COLUMBIA EXCHANGE IN EVERY TERRITORY.

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.,

1600 B’WAY, N. Y.

mms

FLIRT
vim
"JtePENm-SJAU"

Clifford

S.

El felt

KEN MAYNARD
^
IE
<~4

II

V

'Viii'TARZAN"
King" of all Horses
HOLLYWOOD BEAUTY SEXTETTE

'

_

Ken' Maynard Production

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,
W\
3aD
Charles Davis —
J-

II

President

INC.
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JohnW. Considine, Jr. presents

PETER
THE
GREAT
WILD

JUSTICE
by C.Gardner Sullivan

A
Chester M. Franklin
PRODUCTIONS
Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks

Charles Chaplin

D. W.

Qriffiih

Joseph M.Jchenck,

Jiiram Qbroms,

Chairman Board of Directors.

President.

,

A Dog

Star That

Has Human Traits
“reter the Grreat

is

no screen conscript, tie seems
melodrama into which he puts

to enjoy this stirring

the big punch.

seems

He

displays real intelligence and

— M.

the boss of the film.”

“Every movement of
registers

all

this

News.

P.

He

dog holds you.

emotions, from fear to snarling rage.

He performs

so naturally that

seems

it

it

— Film

be brains rather than training.”

must
Daily.

“Peter the Great actually registers his emotions

from cowardly fear

rage.

to bristling

over his role with startling zest.”

— M,

He

puts

P. World.

.

Los
X
w
H
O
&

RECORD:

“Brimful of sentimental lure and
Powerful drama of love
is always convincing.
and devotion.”

EVENING HERALD: “One
war

of the

few great

n

t

pictures.”

EVENING EXPRESS: “An

E
W
E

intensely gripping

story.”

EXAMINER: “A

drama of high romance and
notable film which has
intensive emotion.
attracted huge audiences ever since its open-

A

r*

o

ing.”

TIMES:

“

‘The Dark Angel’ really proves to
be a winning dark horse on the race course of
romantic film drama.

“COLMANandBANKY
Great

in

‘Dark Angel’”

RECORD:

“Vilma Banky, an actress of genuMust consider her in the future’s
ine talent.
Ronald Colman gives a suline-up of stars.
preme performance.”
EVENING EXPRESS: “Ronald Colman’s acting the finest of his screen career.
Vilma
Banky acts with grace, delicacy and intensity.

EXAMINER

“Miss Banky has beauty, grace
and remarkable personality. Beside that, she
can act. Colman presents a splendid figure
throughout the production.”
:

TIMES: “Ronald Colman

is

superb as the

sol-

some reason or other he is romance
incarnate on the screen. Vilma Banky is ex-

dier, for

quisitely appealing.”

EVENING HERALD:

“Miss Banky is a fine
Ronald Colman’s portrayal of Alan

actress.

Trent

is

the outstanding feature of the pic-

ture.”

w
x
E
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G
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* George Fitzmaurice

PRODUCTION
Presented by

From the

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
stage play by

H.B Trevelyan

Scenario by

FRANCES MARION

with

Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
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Invites Exhibitors to

Speaks at

—

Missouri Exhibitors ExEisner Denounces “Hypocrisy” on Producer-Owned Theatres
Criterion Turns Into Indian
pect to Escape Proposed Amusement Tax for Education

—

Lodge for “The Vanishing American” Opening.
D. Williams Organizes British National Pictures, Ltd.
Crowd at New York Golf Tournament.

J.

Fox

Starting Second Half of Production Schedule

in Public Relations Department

Manager Because

of

—Hoffman

—Holiday

—Pearson

Prevents Record

Showmen

Cites Benefit for

Withdraws

as Tiffany-Truart

General

Health.

111

—

Union Bitter When
for Music Tax Quiz Defied by Composers’ Chairman
Premier Makes Change in Censor Board Associated Exhibitors Gets Peggy Hop-

Demand

—

kins Joyce’s First Picture.

—
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However, with this warning added to the many that
have gone before, exhibitors by now must at least realize

Price of Neglect

May Come High

what they may expect

The

subject of the so-called uniform contract for
film service strikes about as close to the heart of the
exhibitors’ business as anything that might be imagined.

would appear, then, that exhibitors everywhere
would make it their business to know as much as possible about this subject and what developments in
It

connection with

it

—

—

Michigan.

When indifference is the attitude toward such a vital
question as the uniform contract on the part of individual exhibitors, they have only themselves to blame
when they

find

themselves

working under

adverse

conditions.
*

#

*

Theatres Forcing

New

Conditions

the present trend of booking conditions continues
many meritorious productions will receive little
or no playing time which will mean financial disaster
for their producers with the result that next season
these producers will no longer exist as sources of
product. If exhibitors are anxious to curtail the number
of sources of product, they are now taking the right
course to affect that end.
If

a great

present conditions continue.
*

*

Where Organization
Means Something
On the subject of exhibitor organization, consider
the case of Michigan:

are taking place.

But consider this incident:
At the Michigan state convention last week, Mr. E. E.
Kirchner, theatre owner of Detroit and director of the
arbitration board, addressed the meeting on the Joseph
M. Seider proposed contract which is sponsored by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
During the course of his address Mr. Kirchner called
upon the members of the association present who
numbered about two hundred to state how many had
read the Seider contract.
Out of the two hundred
exhibitors in attendance, only five acknowledged that
they had read the contract.
Now, we believe it must be admitted that with the
high personnel of the Michigan association its members
show at least an average interest in vital affairs of the
trade and particularly in matters directly affecting the
welfare of their business. If this be true it would appear
that not more than two and one-half percent of the
exhibitors of the country have taken the trouble to
read the Seider contract and see what it is all about.
It may be noted that the proposed Seider contract
was printed in full by the Herald which reaches practically every member of the Michigan organization.
It
also was printed in all of the other trade papers. Hence,
it
certainly was placed before every exhibitor in

if

*

In this Middle-Western state there is an exhibitors’
is a real one, in theory and in fact.

association that

Four hundred and

seventy-five theatres in that single

state are linked together in the organization, standing

by side for advancement and as a barrier against
outside aggression.
side

Attending the annual convention of that organization
held in Grand Rapids last week, we had an opportunity to observe first-handedly the workings of this
association which is a decided credit to its members
and, at the same time, an object lesson to the exhibitor
in every other locality who realizes the need and advantage of a working organization.

We

do not mean to indicate that the Michigan

the only real organization of exhibitors
is one of the best and its record of
accomplishment is such that its operations may be
studied with profit by exhibitors generally.
association

but

it

is

certainly

Under the competent business management of Mr.
H. M. Ritchey, the Michigan organization labors week
and week out for the advancement and protection of
the exhibitors of the state. Its activities range from
film delivery service to representation before the
legislature of the state. An intelligent and determined
effort is made to serve the interests of its members in
every practicable and reasonable way. And the cost
to members ranges only from ten dollars per year for
the smallest theatres to one hundred dollars per year
in

Because of economic and careful
was possible during the past year
materially to reduce the cost of membership, yet a
better and broader service in every possible way was
rendered to members.
The right spirit and the right men are all that are
necessary to give any other state, where satisfactory
organization may be lacking, the same sort of service
enjoyed by the members of the Michigan organization.
In a broader sense this applies nationally. If the national
organization was developed to a point of efficiency
comparable with that of the Michigan organization
nine-tenths of the problems now confronting the
exhibitor could be summarily dealt with and solved on
a basis which would protect the exhibitors’ interests.
The Michigan association is a beacon of hope on the
for

the

largest.

management

it

All of this may be but the working of some inexorable
law of economics as applied to the picture business,
but as a practical reality it is not without some disturb-

zation for other states

ing features.

zation are not

subject of exhibitor organization.

We trust

its

show the way to similar organiwhere the real benefits of organi-

light will

now being

enjoyed.
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Exhibitors Expect

Eisner Denounces ‘Hypocrisy’
Amusement Tax on Producer-Owned Theatres

to

Avoid Proposed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 13.— Motion picture theatre owners and owners of other
expect to escape Governor Sam A. Baker’s proposed tax of
from five to ten per cent on all amusements
for the support of the state’s schools
through transference to the school fund of
tax revenue now being used for other pur-

amusement

places

poses.

A

sub-committee of the governor’s conference has drafted the amendment under
which the transfer would be made. The
conference will meet again on October 19
to make plans for submitting the new proposal to the people.

Writ to Close Alger
and Freeman Sought
by City of Urbana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

URBANA,

ILL., Oct. 13. Judge FrankH. Boggs, Friday may issue an injunction to close two theatres owned by G. C.
Freeman ^nd E. E. Alger who have fought
the Sunday -closing measure here for some
lin

time.

When they were arrested several weeks
ago they pleaded their case upon the
grounds that the city had no ordinance forWhile their case
bidding Sunday shows.
was on the dockets a special ordinance was
passed naming particular theatres to which
The law was found
the law would apply.
faulty.
Freeman and Alger plan to carry
the case to the

Supreme court of

Illinois.

Kansas City Leader Claims Men Who Pass Resolutions Opposing
It Are Among First to Sell
Sees Benefit in
Producers Buying Playhouses

—

is tired of what he terms “hypocrisy” on the question
producer-owned theatres and that he can see a benefit in producers

Declaring that he
of

owning

Makes Stage Debut
GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.,

Oct. 13.—
Caroline Butterfield, daughter of Col. W.
S. Butterfield, president of the Butterfield
Enterprises, made her stage debut at the
Regent theatre here recently in the ingenue
role with the Broadway Players in “Buddies.” Miss Butterfield appeared under the
stage name of Ann McCord.

Fox Head

in

Chicago on

Trip to West Coast
Winfield

manager

Sheehan, general

R.

Fox Film Corporation, stopped in Chicago October 11 on his way to the Coast
of

where he

will

spend several weeks with

of theatres in his territory,

films.

Eisner

is the first nationally-known exleader to approach the producerowner theatre question from this standpoint.
Every other leader, who has spoken
publicly on the question, has expressed himself as unalterably opposed to producers
remaining in the exhibition field. His complete interview is as follows:
“Why all this howl if an exhibitor expresses an opinion on producer-owned theatres, which might conflict with the usual

hibitor

‘panic yell’ voiced?
If we think a connumber
servative

of producer

the

owned

such a
thing for

industry,

T akes Own

Life

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Oct. 13.

New

—Word

has

York by relathat Edward Reisen, former owner
of the Olympic theatre, Michigan avenue,
took his own life in a
York hotel last
week. Reisen was one of the most popular
exhibitors in the city.

been received here from
tives

New

Paramount, who
have been actively
buying in the
Adolph m. Eisner
Kansas City territory of late? I have in mind not less than
ten widely known and prominent exhibitors
in this territory, who in the past at some
time have assisted in singing the ‘death
hymn’ of producer-owned theatres. Today
every one of them has sold at least one
theatre to a producer within the last year.
Do we expect people to take us seriously
when our actions are so inconsistent? Are
exhibitor organizations to be strictly an individual proposition, with the motto ’“Wait
’til I get mine, then to hell with the others’
in force?

—

:

tres to producers.’

‘It’s

only a comparative

What

their thea‘one’ really means
sell

that it’s only comparatively few theatres
the producers want, but that they could
buy from any exhibitor under the sun if
the latter happened to need a buyer. Let’s
part of us, at
be honest about it.
least are fighting among ourselves, trying
is

We—

—

the other fellow to

it

by buying

the pictures that are made. Pretty soon
we awaken and find that we are woefully
overbooked, facing a big financial loss.
want to sell out. Do we think of the dear
brother exhibitor who sat alongside of us
at the meeting on convention and aided
in passing a resolution against producerowned theatres? Ha, it is to laugh.

We

We

sell

out to Jesse James

if

he had

Despite a report printed in another publiweek that the Balaban & KatzLynch Theatres deal had been closed it is
officially stated that the transaction has
not been completed but that negotiations
are pending, Vincent Lynch’s return from
New York being awaited. It was stated
that an affiliation is likely to be effected.
Frank Amusement Company of Waterloo, Iowa, has added the Plaza at Sioux
City to its string. Frank operates the Plaza
and Rialto at Waterloo, Isis and Majestic
at Cedar Rapids, Orpheum at Clinton and
Grand at Oelwein. The Plaza seats 1,000.

Brown

Starts on Sixth Theatre
Theatrical Company at Detroit,
Mich., already operating five theatres there,
starts work this month on its sixth, to be
a combination house with Sam Brown

Brown

active

manager.

John H. Kunsky’s new

Alexander Schreiber and Glenn
have formed a partnership to
operate a string of theatres on Detroit’s
East Side, among them being the Plaza and
new East End. Charles H. Miles, who re-

manager.

Watkins

cently advertised his Ferry Field theatre
for sale, is putting up a stock company
Nicholas Pappas, who sold the
house.
Dawn at Hillsdale, Mich., to Butterfield
Enterprises, has bought Dennis Vane’s
Tibbets theatre at Coldwater for $50,000.
St.

Louis

Amusement Company has
way involving the trans-

negotiations under

fer o'f 11 St. Louis and suburban houses.
King Bee Amusement Company, controlled
by George P. Skouras, has leased the King
Bee theatre. This increases to eight the
string in which George Skouras is the
principal owner or largely interested, while

he books for three more.

the cash.

“Personally

Deal

State in Detroit, downtown first run house,
opens Oct. 18 with Malcolm Maclnness

Sell Out to Jesse James”

few exhibitors who would

would

them. It will make business all the better.
saddest thing of it all is that we exhibitors have to keep fighting among ourselves, with those who do the loudest
bellowing usually the biggest hypocrites. If
we must remain children all our lives, then
the industry simply will have to wait until
we catch up with it. It’s time we sober up.
We’re long overdue.”

The

cation last

and

Universal

all

Reisen

a conservative number of pro-

Not Yet Completed

do we continue to
sell our theatres to

to beat

in

ducer-owned theatres in each territory. It
will aid the owners of individual theatres
to obtain better prices on rival product
which must have an outlet. There are
comparatively few theatres in each territory that producers want. Let them have

B & K-Lynch

why

“One may say

—

Oct. 13.
On the
grounds the complaint did not come within the definition of a wage claim, State
Deputy Labor Commissioner Lowry has
dismissed the claim of I. W. Irving, director, against Louis J. Bonzagni, producer,
for $1,500 salary which Irving called due
him for preliminary work on a picture.

benefit,

is

“Would

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

the loudest bellowing” are

Pass Resolutions and Then Sell Their Theatres

Director Loses Suit
LOS ANGELES,

“who do

charges that men, who sit in conventions and demand the passing of
resolutions against producers acquiring theatres, sell their theatres to producers
just as quickly as anyone else. He believes that producers buying a reasonable
number of theatres will make business better and will also reduce prices on

—

the production forces.

Adolph M. Eisner,

He

terrible

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

number

Eisner declared bluntly that exhibitors
“usually the biggest hypocrites.”

theatres

Caroline Butterfield

a reasonable

former president of M. P. T. O., Kansas City, granted an interview to a
representative of EXHIBITORS HERALD this week, which will probably
evoke a nationwide discussion.

I

can see no harm, but

a

(

W.

Continued on page 34)

E. Bearce,

?

,
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XT EW YORK. —Lynde

Denig is spending
week’s vacation at Lake Mahopac
and where is it.
Leo Brecher and
Charlie Einfeld, all Shabbasdeckel and
looking like twins, were in the receiving
line at the opening of the new Boston
Road theatre, October 9.
Courtland
Smith is away on his vacation and Arthur
James hasn’t said a thing.
Vic Shapiro threatened to go out to the golf
'

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tournament and dig up the turf but was
persuaded to have a heart.
Lee Ochs
has resigned or something from Warner
Brothers theatre department.
Ernest
Luhitsch and Will Murphy, or Will Murphy and Ernest Lubitsch, whichever way
you want it, have returned from Toronto.
Jerry Beatty is back from Grand
Rapids where he did a Demosthenes for
Will Jlays to the Michigan exhibitors.
Harold Franklin dropped over to
Boston to take another peep at the new
Metropolitan theatre which will open October 16.
Ned Depinet is back from a
Southern trip, Jules Levy departed for the
Middle West, and where is Ned Marin
Sam Sax has left for the Coast but
says he will produce his next picture here
in the East.
E. Oswald Brooks, Pathe
serial sales manager, is on a three weeks’
trip over the territory.
W. R. Fraser,
general manager of Harold Lloyd Productions, spent part of the week of October
5 in Canada.
I. E. Chadwick is due
back from the Coast about October 25.
Major H. C. S. Thomson, F. B. O.
big chief, sailed October 13 for a two
months’ trip abroad.
Whitman Bennett has commenced another picture at
Glendale for Dr. Shall enberger, of Arrow.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dale recently made a talk
at the opening of
the 42nd Street Centennial. She
is

a

Fox player.

John Ford who
Horse” is the
Fighting Heart”
leased October

made “The
director

of

which

to

is

Iron

“The
be

re-

18.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ann

on the radio

.

.

.

.

C

.

.

Griffin, big theatre man from
in
York with an eight-

C.

.

California,
reel scenic

.

New

is

which he is showing to distributors. ... P A. Powers says the first
Peggy Joyce picture is so good he will
make three more with the young lady.
Henry Ginsberg was laid up last week
with a severe cold so bad it kept him
from playing golf, which is a pretty bad
cold.
E.
Goldstein has come back
from the Coast with his arm all tired out
from swinging the axe at the Universal
studios.
Jack Meador sailed October
9 for Paris, where he will confer with a
promising young writer named Kipling
about making some of his stories into pictures.
Sam Bischoff has left for San
Francisco to get busy on production matters.
J. I^eo Meehan
director of “The
Keeper of the Bees,” came to New York
.

.

.

.

—

M

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

J.

Farrell

MacDonald

in his first

screen appearance won his way
to a contract with Fox.
He was
in the “Horse.”

Edmund Lowe who

stars in

many

Fox pictures “owns and operates”

own
And it’s
his

dressing table on the

set.

well labeled.

.

,

attend the preview showing.
Charles Magnusson. Swedish film magnate,
is in New York for a couple of weeks,
en route to Hollywood.
Dwight C.
I^eeper, president of Richmount Pictures,
left October 9 for Los Angeles.
W.
Ray Johnston is another of the New York
film colony who has gone to the West
Julius
Coast to look over production.
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frankenberg of the Capitol Machine Company, returned last week from a Western
selling trip which is causing his factory to

work over

Dr. Riesenfeld says
resigning from the
management of the Rialto and Rivoli is
bunk.
David Hochreich, president and
general manager of Vital Exchanges, has
returned from a trip through the Middle
West. ... S'. Barrett McCormick, Pathe,
Dave
is back from a Mid West trip.
Sohmer has joined the Warner Brothers
sales department.

any

.

.

time.

about

talk

.

.

.

his

.

.

.

.

— SPARGO.

“Just feel the muscle!” And Frankie Genaro, former fly weight champion
of the world examines the sinews of Kathryn Perry, while the balance of
the cast of “Helen and Warren” series looks on with wonder at the strength
in her arms.
They are between scenes of a harlequinade sequence.

—
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Invites Exhibitors to

Submit

Him

for Settlement
Martin J. Quigley Speaks
at Big Michigan Convention

Grievances to

Two Hundred

Theatre Owners at Record Gathering Hear
Beatty Read Cooperation Plea of M. P. P. D. A. Head

By

EDWIN

S.

CLIFFORD

Selecting the Michigan state exhibitor convention as the place and
Jerome Beatty as his spokesman, Will H. Hays has issued a plea to
motion picture theatre owners throughout the United States to work with
him for understanding and cooperation with every branch of the industry.

He

Introducing the new president of the

Michigan organization.

A. J. Kleist
(right) of Pontiac won the honor. He
is
shown with Treasurer John E.
Niebes. (EXHIBITORS
photo).

HERALD

The Convention
By ERNEST
Disapproving

A.

of

ROVELSTAD

the

Seider standard
exhibition contract, ordering a thorough
investigation of arbitration and voting for
a permanent “Greater Movie Season” organization, the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Michigan, called the best organizer exhibitor body in the world, last
week in a two-day session conducted at
the Pantlind hotel. Grand Rapids, what
A. J. Kleist of Pontiac, president-elect,
termed “the best convention in our six
years,” with 200 theatre owners attending.
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., came in for a series of
bombardments for his conduct of the national
organization,
culminating
in
a
charge by Judge Alfred J. Murphy that the
“paper structure” of the M. P. T. O. A.
“has been brought about by the continuous
greed for power and lust for power of
certain unscrupulous men in the East.”

Fifteen on

New Board

Beside Kleist as president the following
were elected: E. E. Kirchner, De-

officers

vice president; H. T. Hall, Detroit,
re-elected secretary; and John E. Niebes,
Detroit, re-elected treasurer.
On the board of directors, which was
increased to IS members by vote of the
convention, the following were chosen by
the delegates: Roy Adams, Mason; Harry
Angell, Adrian; W. S. Butterfield, Detroit;

troit,

Charles

Q.

Carlisle,

Saginaw;

Glenn

A.

Battle
Creek; Fred DeLodder,
Harry
J. R. Denniston, Monroe
Eiseman, Flint; Ruby S. Fisher, Detroit;
W. S. McLaren, Jackson C. W. Porter,
P.
Ritter,
Detroit;
C.
Detroit;
C.
J.

Cross,
Detroit

has invited every exhibitor in the country,

to the distributor.”

The Hays message came

as

a

distinct

No

one apparently had advance
the importance of Beatty’s appearance at the Michigan convention.
surprise.
notice of

Delivered at Banquet
Beatty spoke at the banquet which came
at the end of the first day of the convention.
Three hundred people had enjoyed
an exceptionally good dinner and had
settled back in their chairs to be entertained.

The program was

well under

Beatty was called upon.

way before

There had been
Scotch and Irish

usual number of
with possibly more than the usual
amount of applause. Toastmaster Glenn
A. Cross had shot out a rapid fire of witty
shafts at the various speakers and had
been verbally bombarded in return.
Beatty himself opened his talk with a
good story about stopping a punch from
an irate ball player during his days as a
reporter for the Kansas City Star.
the

stories,

Talk Turns More Serious

He

then turned to “Greater Movie Season,” detailing the tremendous successes
obtained by thousands of theatres cooperating with the Hays organization.
“Certainly the men who benefited the
most from Greater Movie Season are you

Schram, Kalamazoo: George W. Trendle,
and G. L. Wilier, Grand Rapids.
Here are the important decisions of the
convention in adopted resolutions

it

That Seider in submitting the standard exhibi( Continued on page 29)

Quigley on Trade Papers
The Hays message divided interest
the convention with
Quigley,
editor
J.

at

an address by Martin

and publisher of
Exhibitors Herald, on “The Trade Paper’s Part in the Industry.”
His talk was
delivered at the opening business session
October 6.
Quigley made it clear that the success of
the motion picture trade paper depended
entirely upon its service to the theatre
owner that the exhibitor, and the ex-

hibitors

write

to

to

the

editors

of

trade

papers regularly, either endorsing or opposing the course the trade papers take

He said that the exhibitor
neglects to do this is not doing justice
to his own business.

intensified.

alone.

He then read the Hays statement, which
concluded with his offer to act as mediator in any dispute between theatre owners
and any members of the M. P. P. D. A.

paper which hoped to grow and live.
He declared that it was the duty of ex-

Legal action against carnivals, free shows and

go

distributor.”

hibitor alone, -dictated policies of the trade

Detroit,

Amusement tax agreement be renewed for five
years at as low a rate as possible, with Manager
H. M. Richey empowered to decide.
Permanent arbitration committee be appointed
for a thorough investigation of the arbitration
situation. In the event the committee finds present methods inequitable it shall so renort to the
board of directors and the board is hereby empowered to refuse to submit the nam^s of any
exhibitors to serve on the board of arbitration.
Permanent “Greater Movie Season” organization be formed to make the Season an annual
event.
Committee be appointed to communicate
with the Hays organization and if no further
cooperation be assured than that given in the
recent campaign the M» P. T. O. of Michigan

owners,” he declared.
“We have
received hundreds of letters from theatre
owners telling how they benefited. Only
one man, an exhibitor in a small town in
Indiana, wrote in that he had not improved
his business, but he added that he intended
to try it again and expected to put it over
with a bang.
“I have been with Will Hays six months.
I have been with him long enough to know
that he is a square shooter.
I know that
he is working for the good of the entire
industry. And I know that ninety per cent
of the work done by his organization is for
the exhibitor, and not for the producer or

theatre

—

;

gambling be

has a grievance against

—

:

;

who

any member of the Motion Picture Producers’ and Distributors’ Association
the Hays organization
to submit the facts to him and permit him to use his
good offices to obtain an adjustment mutually satisfactory.
Wants to End Bitterness in Industry
His invitation is broad. It contains no reservation whatever as to the type
Boiled down to a few words, it says practically this: “I
of the grievance.
want to end all bitterness and misunderstanding between the distributing and
exhibiting branches of this business.
If you have a real grievance, give me
the facts and leave it to me to obtain a settlement fair to you and satisfactory

editorially.

who

He

W. S. Butterfield (left) whose chain
has just taken over its 37th theatre,
was just getting ready to pose. With
him is George W. Trendle, general
manager of Kunsky Enterprises. (EXHIBITORS
photo).

Col.

HERALD

Advertisers Simply Customers
admitted that the small revenue ob-

tained from subscriptions did not finance
the trade papers, but pointed out that advertising space is only valuable and can
only be sold in papers which enjoy reader
interest.

“The advertiser has only

the prerogaof one entering a store, purchasing
an article, paying the prise and leaving,”

tives

(

Continued on next page )

—
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“Please give to all the exhibitors of Michigan
very best wishes and assure them of my continued appreciation for their cooperation. Reassure them, too, of the continuing purpose of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, and my own personal determination to
do everything possible to further the interests of
the exhibitors as well as the members of the association. Call their attention again to the fact that
the purpose of the association is to promote the
common interests ‘of all those engaged in the motion picture business’ and that our efforts are directed quite as much for the ultimate welfare of
the exhibitor as for the interests of producer and
distributor. The formula of Confidence and Cooperation originally suggested as the solution of our
problems is as pertinent today as when originally
indicated.
Some of the problems still continue
and new ones arise, but with a united, determined
purpose, carried out in good faith and with confidence in each other and cooperating always, all of
these problems will be solved. Let us lay bricks,
not throw them.

my

“He has no

he pointed out.

voice in the

management of the paper.
“The only trade paper

that can succeed
unqualifiedly devoted to the
interest of the reader.
In this industry,
the reader is the theatre owner.
Unless
we serve you and your fellow exhibitors,
is

the

one

we cannot

live.

Invites Advice from Readers

“You

man-

are entitled to a voice in the

agement of the trade paper. No one else
has that privilege. If you don’t like something that

being done, express yourself.
“I want to make this pledge to
you. In case you differ with us in
any particular course or policy we
follow and will write us, setting
out your views, I will either follow your advice or write you,
giving you a good reason why not.

“Many
moves
place.
tical

is

happening.
Many
importance are taking
The independent cause in a pracof

sense

things
great
is

on

are

its last legs.

one thing that can save

it.

There
That

is

is

ask you and warn you to look where you
are going.”

Judge Tells of “Invasion”
Judge Alfred J. Murphy of Detroit, in
his address at the banquet, also emphasized
the importance of certain recent developments in the industry. First he mentioned
“the constant and increasing invasion of
the exhibitor field by producers and distributors culminating in the organization of

a

syndicate with a corporation already
having a large number of theatres.”
“Another development is the whole-

hearted effort of this and other members
of the Allied States to rehabilitate and
rejuvenate what has been a paper structure

working

a

into

Murphy

national
continued.

organization,”

“This paper
has been brought about wholly
through the continuous greed for power
and lust for power of certain unscrupulous
structure

men

City.

“In the past month a significant report
has been filed by the examiner of the Federal Trade Commission.
It is hardly to be
expected that you would know of the
system employed by the commission. The
respondents
are
accused
of
being
a
monopolistic combination in restraint of
trade.
The commissioners refer the case'
to their examiner.
The examiner, reporting, accuses the respondents of engaging
in a combination in restraint of trade. The
facts reported are binding on the Federal
Trade Commission as a body. They take
his report as facts. The only thing they do
is to determine the legality of the acts. The
great probabilities are that they will call
upon the respondents to cease the practices
of which they are accused. Then the respondents’ only chance is a legal interpretation of the facts in the court of appeal.

but

attitude of the exhibitor.
This year has
been the worst for the independent producer and distributor. The attitude of the
exhibitor has brought this about.
Standing on the sidelines, it looks as if the
exhibitors do not want independent pictures.
I do not say you are on the right
track or on the wrong track.
But I do

Judge

grievance wherever and whenever any such exists.
I know that the exhibitors of Michigan will appreciate the value both to exhibitors and to distributors of this possibility.” Will H. Hays
President of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York

Commission Case Cited

Urges Interdependence

the

in the East.

“There has been an increasing patronage
for this industry throughout the land,
showing that the screen is playing a

“There has been a marked increase in
power, unity and coordination in your own
organization. You have increased numerically and financially and have built up a

“I have read the Exhibitors
Herald with profit and delight.
I have been sitting at
the feet of the editor of the
Herald for more than three
years, reading his editorials

and

getting information of
the industry from its news
pages, and here is evidence
that he has continually possessed his own soul, that he
has continued to serve the in-

dustry from week to week. He
has maintained his independence of judgment and in this
view I reflect only the opinion
of representative exhibitors in
this
organization.”
Judge

—

Murphy, honorary
member of M. P. T. O. M.
Alfred

J.

October 24, 1925

“You may further say for me to the exhibitors
that this determination on our part to do everything possible for them and to promote to the fullest extent the plan of cooperation, goes to the extent of assuring them that if any exhibitor in
Michigan or anywhere in the country has a real
grievance against any of the producers or distributors who are members of this association and will
call my attention to such grievance, that the good
offices of the association will be immediately and
sympathetically used to bring about such conferences and consideration of such real grievance by
the parties interested that a fair solution may be
quickly sought. It is our purpose to do everything
possible to bring about an adjustment of every real

greater part in furnishing the amusement
of the nation’s people.
.

,

fine spirit of cooperation.
of that kind is needed.

An

organization

owners

“Theatre

will be crying aloud
wilderness unless they
get the help of some such body. Independence isn’t the whole thing. No man liveth
unto himself alone. Not independence but
interdependence is the real law of life.
Nobody can fight the good fight alone.
“This organization has an increasing
need for building up strength and power.
like the voice in the

It isn’t enough that we shall have lived
unto ourselves alone.
Through your industry you are helping man to live. ‘The
motion picture keeps me from faltering
and falling on the way,’ wrote the winner
of the ‘Greater Movie Season’ essay contest.
“When a legislator seeks a new source of
taxation one of his first objects of taxa
tion is amusement because, he says, it’s a
luxury.
No greater mistake could be

made.
Amusement is a necessity. We
need a happy and contented people. This
fine organization is going to help people
hear the knock of opportunity.
“Here we’ve kept open the door of opportunity to everyone. You have a mission
to keep that door open.
We hope to help
you, if given any opportunity, to accomplish even finer things.”

Connecticut Fight Praised
“The motion picture industry is bound
to be the object of legislative attack,” said
Lt. Gov. George Welch of Grand Rapids.

“I was mightily pleased to hear of the
exhibitors’ action in Connecticut,” he said.
“I was glad they had the backbone down
there to stand up for their rights.

“Lots of people think only of what

is

More punishment

is

wrong with

things.

not the need. The only solution that ever
worked is education.
“I’m proud of the fact that so few bills
were passed in the last session of the Michigan legislature. I think this was the first
session since I’ve been down there that
there wasn’t a censorship bill.
“We won’t be secure, however, until

we’ve drilled into the legislators’ heads that
is
not intended to legislate
morals or intelligence into people.
The
trouble today is that a lot of people are
trying to get the government to do what
for the preacher in the pulpit, the
is
teacher in the school and the parent in the

government

home.”
Michigan

theatre owners have helped
other industries in their fight against un(

Continued on page 34 )
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though not dropping our own Allied States
organization.
“The M. P. T. O. A. in its first year
got about $60,000, next $30,000 and last
year $13,000.
know a national organization can’t function on that.”
Richey reviewed the dispute with Cohen
over the finance committee meeting in New
York, told how the national body decided
to get a business manager and to help the
states develop their organizations and declared Ritter forced the Detroit meeting of
the board of directors.
He said it was
hopeless to help attempt to form a national
organization “so long as Mr. Cohen heads
it and is so jealous of his power.”
Richey
declared it was stated at the Detroit session
that Cohen “had done more to help keep
the exhibitors disorganized than organ-

We

tion contract is not doing so with
of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan.

the sanction

Continuation of the policy of showing motion
pictures for the entire family and Westerns on
Saturdays
and Sundays, the more
Fridays,
sophisticated pictures to be run only on the other
-

days.

Working agreement be effected whereby exhibitors cannot be C. O. D.*d but that exchanges
can ship one show which, if not paid for, can be
collected for by the arbitration board; but that
more than one show without
if exchanges ship
receiving payment, thereby running an account,
only the first show will be collected for.
All moneys held in future cannot be used without a 75 per cent vote.

Dues remain unchanged, and an intensive
campaign be undertaken for 100 per cent membership.

In submitting the report of the arbitracommittee, E. E. Kirchner, director
and chairman, pleaded for thorough reading of the trade papers by every exhibitor
and took a test vote of the number of
delegates who had read the Seider contract.
(This
proposed
contract
was
printed in full in the Exhibitors Herald,
issue of September 12.)
Only five raised
their hands.

Charles

J. Callaghan (left) of Grand
Rapids and Glenn Fleser, who runs

Creston, also in Grand Rapids,
were snapped as they arrived at the
the

Pantlind for the

final

HIBITORS HERALD

session.

(EX-

National

The proposed standard exhibition condrawn up by the contract committee of the M. P. T. O. A., of which

Organization Needed

“We

tion

tract,

ized.”

photo).

against you and you pay no attention to the
are only kidding yourself.
a contract has been violated write the
exchange at once do not write things you do
not mean ; keep a complete record of your
correspondence; present your claims carefully.
Overbuyers are always in trouble.
Just as soon as you discover a bad print wire
the exchange and keep a copy of the telegram
before signing a contract see that there is a
provision included as to when the pictures will
be available ; if the contract comes back changed,
write the association.
filed

notice you

When

;

Glenn A. Cross, retiring president, won
his fight to have the convention next year
in Battle Creek, his home, instead of Detroit, which also had asked to be host.
Despite
stances

a

are not overlooking the need of a
national organization,” the Michigan manager said. “Michigan is vitally interested
in who is president of the M. P. T. O. A.
Michigan has spent almost $60,000, almost
double any other organization’s outlay for
the national body.
must at least have
an alliance of the few organizations existing.
Promises have not been kept.”
James E. McCann of Detroit proposed
a new attempt to build up a national body
by grouping states into districts, for

We

number of unusual circum-

for financial outlay the
expenditures in the last year were kept
within $1,488 of the budget, according to
the report of the budget committee of
which McLaren was chairman. Charles W.
Porter of Detroit presented the report of
calling

the committee on association activities
James C. Ritter of Detroit, ways and
means; John E. Niebes, Detroit, resolu-

tions; G. L. Wilier,
dentials.

We

took them to be brothers but L. W.
Face (left) is son and H. M. Face

(right) is dad. H. M. Face and Sons
run the Elmac at Maple Rapids. (EXphoto).
HIBITORS

HERALD

Joseph M. Seider
tacked by Kirchner.

is

chairman,

was

at-

“If the clause is left in to provide for
a national arbitration board of review or
supreme court, the contract will defeat the
purpose of speedy arbitration,” Kirchner
“Furthermore, the Seider condeclared.
tract specifies the members of the board of
arbitration shall serve for one month.
Our experience is that an exhibitor must

on an arbitration board at least
weeks before he gets to understand
sit

Grand Rapids,

cre-

Richey Attacks Trade Bureau
“The national situation has been cussed

John E. Niebes of the Dawn theatre at
Detroit did such a good job as treas-

and discussed many times,” Richey told the
convention.
“Michigan theatre owners
went to Milwaukee with no intention of
joining the national body but to give full
cooperation and to help the independent
situation.
I had been assured that all that
was needed was to get the exhibitors up
to Milwaukee and there a wonderful plan
would be evolved.
spent five days.
One suggestion was for a bureau of trade
and commerce, a more or less ‘applesauce’
organization.
Nothing
really
definite
came. However, there was shown a new
spirit to get a real national organization
and we decided to join the M. P. T. O. A.

urer for the M. P. T. O. M. last year
that the convention re-elected him.
(EXHIBITORS
photo).

We

six
the

HERALD

example, developing a Midwest organization,
a lake region group and so on,
finally welding them into a single body
representing the entire country.
Cross reminded the convention that exhibitors have a functioning body already
in the Allied States and that decision is
pending as to just what action Allied will
take toward remaining in the national
association.

Henry Staub, business manager of the
M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin, made a plea for
cooperation in observance of Independence

procedure.

Week.

“But the most dangerous part is giving
M. P. T. O. A. the right to appoint
exhibitor members.
The exchanges
undoubtedly will appeal most cases that
they lose and then will be defended by a

Mayor Praises Theatre Owners
Addresses comprised most of the activity at the first day session on Tuesday.
Mayor Elvin Swartout in his welcome to
the exhibitors said motion pictures are a

the
the

high priced attorney connected with the
National Board of Trade.
Who will de-

fend you when the case comes up in New
York? Besides, what would happen if we
should withdraw from the M. P.T. O. A.?”
Kirchner’s committee asked that the
exhibitors instruct the board of directors
to engage an attorney to advise them.
In
five years no decision of a board of arbitration in Michigan had been uncomplied
with, the chairman reported, adding the
following advice to exhibitors
Fifty-five per cent of claims lost by exhibitors
lost because they failed to respond to
letters of notice sent them by the association
office in which Richey requested full information.

have been

When you

get a notice that a claim has been

great

factor

in

educating

the

50,000,000

who weekly attended cinema theatres.
P. J. Wood, of Columbus, Ohio, busimanager of the M. P. T. O.
was among the speakers.
Richey in his review of the M.

ness

Golfers were in evidence even after the
preconvention tourney. Here are (l
to r) David Palfreyman, manager of
the Detroit Film Board of Trade; J.
F. Morgan, salesman, Pathe, Detroit;
and A. M. Elliott, F. B. O. manager
at Detroit.

photo).

(EXHIBITORS HERALD

of Ohio,

P. T. O.
M.’s activities for the past year cited the
following achievements
Dues reduced one-half and 75 members added,
making-

represented
kept
slate
“Greater Movie
with $30,000 campaign by
300 theatres
50,000 essays received in contest
campaigns against blue laws successful
two
Motion
labor
disputes
successfully
handled
Picture Theatre Owners Film Delivery Service
established
volume of business of
increased
(Continued on page 42)
theatres

475

on adverse
Season” conducted
clean

legislation

:

;

;

;

;

;

:
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Criterion Turns Indian Lodge
for “Vanishing American”
Lobby and

Interior Filled With

Rugs and Pottery

—Marion

Davies

N
T

Persons who have travelled the Santa
Fe Railroad to California are familiar
with the Fred Harvey things on dis-

La

play at

Trinadad,
staff

Junta,

Flag-

and the Grand

Canyon.

of

dent,

in California,

Company to dispose of three laboratories
acquired, according to the commission, for
the purpose of coercing independent laboratories to use Eastman film exclusively.

C adman,

composer

Indian music, that a
special score be
for
of

prepared
“The

Vanishing
American,” which
is Zane Grey’s story of the passing of
the Indian. Mr. Cadman welcomed this
opportunity to give a wider audience to
some of the Indian melodies which he
has been compiling for many years, and

has now
turned over his music to Hugo Reisenseveral

months

work

Reisenfeld

is

amplifying the

man theme numbers by adding

Cad-

original

Indian melodies, which his musicians
have compiled, of the Cherokee, Cheyenne, Rogue River, Winnebago, Sioux
and Blackfeet tribes. These will form
the musical background for the presenta-

tion of “The Vanishing American.” An
enlarged symphony orchestra, led by

Reisenfeld, will play publicly for
first time, at the Criterion these

the

new

compositions by one of America’s greatest native composers.
Lois Wilson has made reservations for
herself and a party of friends at the
premiere and Richard Dix is trying to
finish his work on location in Texas in
time to return for the opening of this

American Indian.
Marion Davies Picture Opens
epic of the

In Los Angeles October 31
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

13.

—

the acquisition of the property was part of
a “deliberate purpose and intent” to monopolize interstate commerce or prevent the
importation, in foreign commerce, of any

commodity.

Eastman Kodak Company has filed a
brief opposing the petition, denying the acquisition and ownership of property in

Angeles. This

her next starring vehicle
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and gives her
role of a young girl in the New York
aristocracy and a product of “Shantytown” who makes a name for herself
as a dancer at Tony Pastor’s.
It is a story of the New York of the
Seventies, when the big names of the
theatre were P. T. Barnum, Tony Pasis

Lester Wallack and

is

ership

unlawful and asserting such owncannot be considered an unfair

method of competition.

Shacklefords Open New
Abilene, Texas, Theatre

Hi

Hi

to

It
looks like a busy season for the bill
posters around Hollywood if all the press
agents who change jobs adopt the 24-sheet
advertising scheme.
It

*

Out

An
when

*

OKLAHOMA

CITY,

Oct. 13.— J. B.

and

O. Shackleford have opened their new
It is
$100,000 theatre at Abilene, Tex.
fireproof and the last word in construction
and equipment. Among theatre openings,
building and purchases in the Southwest
Collinsville,

at

Okla., bought

by Harvey

Luckett; Palace at Greenwood, Ark., by Lee J.
Lewis; Queen at Bay City, Tex., by L. Miller.
New Star opened at Gould, Ark., with D. W.

James Boyd to open Gem at
Lee A. Walker is building at Lampassas, Tex.; H. C. Houston and C. C.
Lindsey are erecting Gem at Memphis, Tex. The
Depew at Depew, Okla., renamed the Palace.
Fire damaged the Crescent at Little Rock, Ark.
Strong manager;

Blytheville, Ark., soon.

Edwin Booth

Vajda Comes
Begin

Work

(Special

to

YORK,

Hungarian
original

*

Hollywood
one who can remember

in

old timer is
Jackie Coogan

When

was a boy;

a super-production could be

made

When “Ben Hur” was started;
When a producer trusted an actor;
When an actor trusted a producer;
When editors believed the actress’ jools
were stolen and

stories

exclusively

There’s probably more titles in Hollyright now than any place in the
world, and if Gloria wanted a few we
could write her a couple of pips while
she waited.
Hi

Hi

Hi

The Reason

Many

a little film studio is fondly called
plant by its promoter probably in the
hopes that it will grow.

a

*

Town

Gets

*

*

New

Theatre

Just as Fire Prevention Week was ushered in we read a story in an Indiana
paper about a sparrow who had built a
nest in the fire whistle and when the “picture show at Syracuse caught fire the town
constable wasn’t able to arouse the natives.” Evidently that sparrow hadn’t been
reading the papers.
*

*

Hi-Cost of Production Note

The Educational studios celebrated the
completion of a new stage last week and
the younger

set to attend the
rousing time was had by all.
Several fancy steppers insisted on doing
the Charleston, and the stage is now being

invited all
dedication.

A

rebuilt.

*

New

*

Hi

at Universal
Out at Universal studios they have a
comedy tester. His name is Ignatius Capolicanios.
He is an Italian laborer, and

whenever they
is

called

in.

Job

finish a new comedy Ignatz
can’t read the titles so he

He

by the gags. He’s only
laugh at the action, and two
experts with stop watches watch Ignatz,
and if he registers above 50 per cent it’s
influenced
to

O.K.
*

*

Famous Last Words
“Officer, I

was trying
Hi

for

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, arrived here on the Mauretania last week.
Last year Vajda had four plays on
Broadway at the same time and he has a
record of European successes extending
over several years.

*

wood

*

13.— Ernest Vajda,
engaged to write

yarns the press

I
see they’re going to investigate the
authenticity of Gloria Swanson’s husband’s
title.
They have to go back to 1219 and
examine the income tax the Marquis’ forefathers filed which seems like a lot of
trouble over one title.
* * *

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct.
playright

screen

with F-P-L.

*

Those Troublesome Titles

supposed

to U. S. to

the

all

agents wrote.

Exhibitors Herald)

W.

NEW

sji

Reed Started

*
( Special

are
Grand

*

staged.

isn’t

Marion

Davies’ world premiere in “Lights of
Old Broadway” will take place October
31 at the Loew State theatre in Los

tor,

The commission contends it has authorsuch orders, when it is found

ity to issue

itself

feld.

Dr.

from Department of Commerce )
D. C., Oct. 13.— The

Special

Federal Trade Commission has filed with
the Supreme Court a petition for a review
of the decision of the circuit court of appeals, which held the commission to be
without authority to order Eastman Kodak

Famous

suggested to
Charles Wake-

after

Commission Files for
Review of Ruling in
Eastman Kodak Case
(

he

field

*

rainy day can cause more gloom and
tie up more bets during the fall baseball
season than all the bum boxing bouts ever

for $900;

WASHINGTON,

Player s-Lasky
was

ing cast.

*

A

Hi

While Jesse L.
Lasky, vice-presi-

ar-

rives.

World’s Series.

—

Oct. 13.
After a successful run of nine weeks “The
Wanderer’’ closed at the Criterion to make room for “The Vanishing American” which opens Thursday night.
In preparation for
the advent of this Richard Dix starring vehicle, which the Paramount
people believe to be one of their biggest pictures of the year, the lobby of
the theatre has taken on some of the features of a museum.
HE lobby and interior are being and when Thomas A. Edison was starting his career with “Edison’s Folly”, as
redecorated with a collection of
the people dubbed his electric light inIndian rugs and Navajo blankets, Hopi
vention.
pottery and Zuni baskets. All of these
Carey Wilson adapted the picture from
were sent from the Grand Canyon of
“Merry Wives of Gotham.” Broadway
Colorado by Colonel Fred Harvey, the
play of Laurence Eyre. Monta Bell dipossessor of what is called the greatest
rected.
Conrad Nagel is in the supportrelics extant.
collection of Indian

when autumn

tell

There’s a crowd on every downtown corner listening to the returns of the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald}

YORK,

~\J OU can always
J-

Premiere in Los Angeles Oct. 31

EW

Re-Takes

“East Lynne,”

all

*

to catch a train.”
Hi

next week.

— R.

M.

A1 Alborn Marries

HOLLYWOOD. — A1
stunt
Betty

picture
motion
Alborn,
assistant director, recently married
Veneman, professional swimmer.

man and

:

;
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Holiday Prevents
J. D. Williams Organizes
Record Crowd at
British National Pictures
Golf Tournament Former General Manager of First National Accepts Five Year
(

NEW

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

Contract with

—

YORK,

Oct. 13. When for the
time in the history of local film golf
tournaments the committee of arrangements obtained a club having two courses,
a holiday got in the way of record breaking attendance.
The winged Foot Golf
Club, at which the tourney was held, has
two 18-hole courses and large would have
been the crowd if Columbus Day had not
interfered.
While no definite orders were
issued regarding the absence of employes
from their desks today after having been
absent on Columbus Day, several companies called attention to the fact that absence two days in succession was not good
;

for business.

to the enthusiasm with which
So many
they have taken up the game.
entered this year that a special exhibitors’
trophy was included in the list of prizes.
The following is an incomplete list of
entrants
Geo. Abrahams, Nat’l Evans Laboratory; Jack

attesting

Film Daily; R. V. Anderson, InternaNews: C. Graham Baker, Inspiration; J. C.
Barnstyn, British & Con. Trading Co.; Lou
Baum, 1540 Broadway; F. A. Beach, United

Alicoate,
tional

Jerome Beatty, M. P. P. D. A.; Jim
Beecroft, Exhibitors Herald; George Blair, Eastman Kodak; Milton Blumberg, Reuben Samuels,
Inc.; Louis Blumenthal, 1650 Broadway; Richard
Brady, Eastman Kodak; Harry Brandt; Wm.
Artists;

Louis

Brock,

First

National;

Geo.

Brown, Universal; Herman Bruenner; Walter
Camp, Inspiration; D. J. Chatkin, Educational;
John D. Clark, Paramount; W. F. Clark, Cran1540 Broadway;
field & Clark; Paul H. Cohen,
Cranfield
& Clarke; Henry
Cranfield,
R.
T.
Creske, Creske- Everett Agency; James A. Cron,,
Exhibitors Review; E. P. Curtis, Eastman Kodak;
Danny, Film Daily; Harvey Day, Kinograms;
Geo. Dillon, P. D. C.; Arthur Ebenstein, Herbert
Ebenstein Co.; H. R. Ebenstein; E. A. Eschmann,
First National; Tom Evans, National Evans Lab.;

Wm.

‘"Back in the

Film Industries; Felix

Evarts, Consolidated

Gus Fausel, M. P. World;
Feist, Metro-Goldwyn
W. B. Frank, Roach Co.; Leopold Friedman,
Loew’s, Inc.; Hy. Gainsboro; Bruce Gallup, First
;

E. S. Gaylor, Jr., Morgan Litho. Co.;
Geller; Jacobo Glucksman; Henry Goetz,
Consolidated Film Industries; Albert S. Goldberg;
Arthur Butler Graham; Albert Grey, D. W. GrifEarl Gulick, O. J. Gude Co.; Fred Hall,
fith;
N. Y. Times; Chas. Haring, Haring & Blumenthal; Eugene Hatscheck, 455 7th Ave.; Gabriel L.
Hess, Hays Office; Arthur Hirsh; Joe Hornstein,
Howells Cine Equip. Co.; Willard C. Howe, ExTrade Review; Ben Howells; John
hibitors
Humm, Pathe; W. A. Johnston, M. P. News;
Red Kahn, Film Daily; Wm. D. Kelly; Maury
Krauss. Krauss Mfg. Co.; John Kremb, Chipman
Pictures; Tim Leahy, Exhibitors Herald; Joe
Le Blang; Irving Lesser, Principal Pictures;
Myron Lesser; Shaw Lovett, Inspiration; Oscar

National;

Lou

—

LONDON, ENGLAND, Oct. 13. J. D. Williams, former general manager of First National Pictures, is one of the organizers of British
National Pictures, Ltd., which has been formed with the slogan “British
National Pictures Demands for Britain Her Place on the Screen.” He
has accepted a five-year contract to act in an executive position for the
company and has already started active participation in its affairs.
Blames Lack of Organization
Failure to develop the mark “Made in England” as a sign of supreme quality
pictures, as has been done in clothing, cutlery and auto manufacture, is
“almost entirely because no one has so far attempted to organize what is, perhaps, the most technical business in the worlcl on a sound and sufficiently large

and stable basis,” Williams declares.

Many British actors, directors and techmen now working in America would

nical

welcome
England

opportunity to return to
proper and permanent facilities
existed, while many others here now need
only the opportunity to develop, he says.
About 90 per cent of American pictures
the

if

are made under artificial light and so
climatic conditions no longer affect production, Williams holds.

Urges Realization

of

Importance

“If the business men of Great Britain
realized the importance of motion pictures
as well as American business men do I am
sure they would organize a great effort to
build up the motion picture industry,” he
tells the Britons.
“Every business man in the world knows
that Great Britain is more dependent than
America on her export and import trade,
and it should be obvious that motion pictures are even more essential to her

Cites Foreign Successes
Williams emphasizes that “the motion
picture does not belong to any one nation”

YORK,

glad to show

first class

British films.

“When

the right British leader appears,”
Williams declares, “with an instinct and a
passion for doing big things in a big way,
he will certainly have the cooperation of
everyone interested. It is a big job which

man

needs a

of vision.”

Connolly to Argue for
Admission T ax Repeal
D. C., Oct. 13.—
Connolly, representative of the
Hays organization here, on October 24
will put before the House Ways and

Means committee arguments

for the rethe remaining admission taxes.
Connolly will act under a tentative program of the hearings on revenue revisions that has been prepared by Representative William R. Green of Iowa,
chairman of the committee.

peal

of

The
be
will

session of the. committee will
October 19 and the hearings
come to a close October 30 with a
first

held

discussion

of

the

general

subject

of

taxation.

Balahan & Katz in Row
With Censor in Chicago
Max Balaban and Sam Katz of Bala& Katz were threatened with arrest

ban

upon the showing of “Her Sister from
Paris”, October 12 when the picture began a week’s run

at the Chicago theatre.
picture despite the fact
that Mrs. Mabel Rockwell, chief city
censor, Chicago, had refused an exhibition permit.
A writ of mandamus was
then issued in the court of Judge Hugo
Pam, October 8, for the permit’s issuance.

They

Exhibitors Herald)

—

Oct. 13.
Gus Schleshas charge of the Warner
Brothers foreign department, has gone
to Los Angeles to look over productions
preliminary to a business trip to Europe.

looking for

Jack

Schlesinger to Europe
who

is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

;

NEW

America’s public always

good pictures from any country, Williams
says, adding that the majority of the 16,000
exhibitors in the United States would be

WASHINGTON,

A. Ochs, Warner Bros.; Chas. L. O’Reilly; Elmer
Pearson, Pathe; Arthur Pelterson, Ebenstein Co.;
C. C. Pettijohn; Wm. Rabell, Independent Movie
Supply Co.; Wm. Riley, M. P. World; J. V.
Ritchey, Ritchey Litho. Co.; J. V. Ritchey, Jr.,
Ritchey Litho. Co.; J. T. Rothstein, Morgan
Litho. Co.; Nat. Rothstein, F. B. O.; T. T. Rowley, Morgan Litho. Co.; Samuel L. Rubenstein,
Lloyds Film Storage; Chester Sawyer; Walter
Scheiber,
United Artists; Mayer Schlessinger,
Times Bldg.; C. T. Schottenfels, M. P. World;
Chas. Schwartz; Marty Schwartz; Joe Simmonds,
Simmonds-Kann Ent. Mike^ Simmons, Exhibitors
Trade Review; T. Boyce Smith, Inspiration; John
Spargo, Exhibirors Herald; George Stallings;
Arthur Stebbins; Chas. Steele, First National;
Chas. Steiner; J. E. Storey, Pathe; John Sullivan, Ind. Movie Supply Co.; Tom Terris; Howard S. Tierney; Larry Urbach, M. P. World;
Geo. C. Wilson; J. S. Woody, Assoc. Exhibitors;
Lon Young, Gotham Prod.

to

the assertion that the French and
Italians first showed how to make pictures.
“I think the first really big picture success
in America was ‘Quo Vadis?’ an Italian
“
picture,” he says.
‘Du Barry,’ renamed
‘Passion,’ which was an enormous success
in America, was a German-made picture
of a French story. But up to the present
time there has been no outstanding British
picture.”

with

welfare.”

:

inger,

Put British Films

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Lynch, Morgan Litho. Co. Lee Marcus, F. B. O.
Wm, Massce; Mitchell May, Jr., Ebenstein Co.;
Don Mersereau, Film Daily; Jos. Miles, Lloyds
Film Storage; Tim Milligan, Morning Telegraph;
Sam Morris, Warner Bros.; Bobby North; Lee

( Special

to

81111

in

Nevertheless, a crowd estimated at 150
was out when play began. An unusually
large number of exhibitors was on hand,

Brandt;

Company Formed

'’

first

J.

D.

WILLIAMS

ran the

—

:
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Fox Starting Second Half

of

Production Schedule
Supreme Attractions and 50 Per Cent of Short Features
Completed— T en Companies Shooting

October 24, 1925

Martha Franklin Has

Had Long

HOLLYWOOD,

Tiventy-tivo

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

—

YORK,

Oct. 13. Passing the halfway station on the road to
completion of the 1925-26 production program, Fox Film Corporation departments are working at top speed preparing for the making
of the remaining releases. Twenty-two Supreme Attractions and half of
the short features have been finished as far as actual filming is concerned.
Ten companies are shooting on the Fox lot and five more start soon.

N

the comedy field 18 two-reel pictures have been completed in the
$2,000,000 comedy program, and the six
production units have six more in work
under supervision of George E. Marshall,

who

comedy chief.
Edwin C. Hill, scenario editor of the
Fox organization, has his script and

has seven comedy directors under his command, personally
handled two of the new series of Van
Bibber comedies, “The Sky Jumper” and
“A Parisian Knight”. Robert P. Kerr
completed “The Big Game Hunter”,
“The Wrestler” and “The Feud,” and
is preparing the sixth, with Earle Foxe

scenario

star again.

I

hitting a record pace.
director, is lining
up thousands of extras.
host of buyers
is getting properties
and the cutting
room is at the height of activity.

forces

James Ryan, casting

A

Four Supreme Attractions Start
Four of the 10 companies are busy
on Supreme Attractions and starring veHenry Otto is directing the last
hicles.
of the allegorical sequence of “The
Ancient Mariner”. Tox Mix is making
“The Best Bad Man,” his fourth, under
Frank BorJ. G. Blystone’s direction.

Marshall,

Henry

series, titled “Failure”,

with Harvey Clark and Kathryn McGuire in leading roles, and begins the
fourth soon.
“Shoes” and “Transients”
were the first two. Albert Ray is making “Hold Everything”, fourth of the
Helen and Warren group with Kathryn
Perry and Hallam Cooley. Those finished are “A Business Engagement”,

“Daybreak”, from “The Outsider”, stage
play; “The Golden Strain”, from Peter
B.
Kyne’s
“Thoroughbreds”;
“The
Golden Butterfly”, an original by Evelyn
Campbell; “My Little Pal”, from Gerald
Beaumont’s “The Gallant Guardsman”,
to star Tom Mix; and “The First Year”,
sixth of the John Golden Unit productions.

Swells”.

is winding up “Wages for Wives”,
from “Chickenfeed”, John Golden stage

play. Buck Jones is starring in his fifth
picture, “Her Cowboy Prince”, under direction of R. William Neill.
Pictures scheduled to start soon are

Herald )

Oct. 13.— Marfor the last 35

tha Franklin, who
years has figured in American theatrical life, has lost none of her
love of acting and none of her
ability.

She appeared

ond

lead
“ Belle of

role

in the sec-

the

in

original

New

York” company on
Broadway and in London and in
numerous other plays in a long
career.

After she entered picture work,
she appeared in several feature
productions. Recently, she had a
part in "Graustark” and in “Don
Q., Son of Zorro.” At present she
is
with Mae Murray in “The
Masked Bride,” which Christy Ca-

banne

directing

is

for

Metro-

Goldwyn-M ayer.

Daniel Keefe has completed the third
of the O.

Abroad” and “The Peacemaker”.
Kerr was drafted to produce “The
Brain Storm”, with Sid Smith, Katherine
Bennett and Larry Stears, as one of the
20 Imperial comedies.
George Harris
and Barbara Leddy are being directed
by Benjamin Stoloff in “East Side, West
Side”.
Sid Smith and Judy King have
just finished “Strong for Love” under
Lew Seiler’s direction. Bryan Foy is
making an untitled comedy. Other Imperials completed are “On the
Go”,
“Sweet Marie”, “Love and Lions” and
“A Cloudy Romance”, all released, and
“The Heart Breaker” and “Heavy

zage

Career

(.Special to Exhibitors

“All

Pearson Sees Benefit
for

Showmen

in Public

Relations Department
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Oct. 13.
Elmer Pearson,
and general manager of
Pathe Exchanges, Inc., has announced that
Pathe’s Department of Public Relations,
headed by Miss Regge Doran, is of vital
importance to exhibitors in that it will do
for the exhibitor what he cannot, for lack
of time and facilities, do for himself
establish close contact between exhibitor
and public.
The new department will
show him how to appeal to motion picture

vice-president

theatre patrons outside the accepted lines
of publicity, exploitation and advertising
and yet work in with them to obtain the
greatest benefit from each.
Close contact with the public will determine what it likes and dislikes in pictures
and therefore will enable the exhibitor to
avoid what is not wanted and show that
for which there is a desire.
The plans of the department are definite,
and Miss Doran has a record of success
in operating such a department for West
Coast Theatres, Inc., to form the basis of
her work in her new connection.

15 Firms Enter Picture
Business in Two Weeks
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N.

Y.,

panies incorporated in

13.— Five com-

Oct.

New York

state last

some branch of the motion picture business, and 10 incorporated
Those incorporatin the preceding week.
ing last week are, with the amounts of

week

to

engage

in

capitalization of three

Beerbloom Corporation, $15,000; Craig’s Wife,
Incorporated, $1,000; Chester Beecroft Productions, Incorporated, $100,000; Chippewa Theatre
Corporation; and George MacFarlane Productions,
Incorporated.
The 10 companies that filed in the pre-

ceding week were:
Prelude, Incorporated, $10,000; Rawig Amusement Corporation, $100,000; Deeansee Theatre
Company, Incorporated, $11,000; Playhouse at
the Cross Streams, Incorporated, $25,000; Appearances Producing Corporation, $30,000; Belcress

Amusement Corporation; Albany Regent Theatre
Corporation; Buffalo Strand Theatre Corporation;

Highway Theatre Corpoation;
Aerial Camera Corporation.

Vogel Goes

NEW

Michael Dark as Duke Rutzinoff, George Walsh as Renee Duval and Helen Lee
Worthing as Angele Didier in a scene from “The Count of Luxembourg,” which
is being produced by the Chadwick Pictures Corporation.

YORK.

—William

to

and

Fairchild

Europe

Vogel, president of Producers International Corporation, foreign branch
of Producers Distributing Corporation, has left
for Europe on business.
Paris, Berlin, Stockholm,
pest before returning.

He

will

visit

London,

Rome, Milan and Buda-
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Hoffman Withdraws as
T iff any-T mart Head

Music Tax Quiz
Defied by Composers’ Head

Demand

Because of Health
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct

13.—M. H. Hoffman,

vice president of the Tiffany and the Truart organizations, has resigned as general

manager, a post
which he occupied
until
October 5.
The reason for

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

resignation is
emphatic
the
orders of his
physician that he
must take a rest.
is
His health
said to have stead-

Chairman Accepts Challenge

grown poorer

recent months.
as
His position
in

“We

Carlos, secis
retary,
also at the head of the A. Carlos
tions Company.

who

Produc-

Union Bitter When
Premier Makes Change
in M. P. Censor Board
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VICTORIA, B. C., Oct. 13.— Resulting
from the alleged dismissal of John R.
Foster of the British Columbia Board
of Moving Picture Censors a bitter
situation has developed. He
was also the president of the Motion Picture Operators’ Union here.
Two new members were admitted to
the board, J. H. Fletcher and J. H. Leslie, Vancouver, B. C., with the change
announced by Premier John Oliver.
political

The Victoria Trades and Labor counwith which the operators’ union is
are voicing strong objections
to the change.
cil

affiliated

M

.

P. T. O.

K-M Directors

Hold Important Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Oct. 13.—At
the meeting of the board of directors
of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri to
be held here today at the Hotel Baltimore the most important questions discussed will probably be that of holding
a semi-annual convention this fall and
that of producer-owned theatres. Sentiment is in favor of the annual convention.
In case the semi-annual convention is voted down there will be no convention until next spring.

Sloman’s Universal Film
Called Great Production
( Special

LOS

to

Exhibitors Herald )

ANGELES,

October

13.—The

(i

“grapevine circuit”
that Universal has

carrying a report
a great picture in a
subject called, “His People,” just completed here at Universal City.
It is directed by Edward Sloman.
The screen
story is by A1 Cohn.
A feature of the
production is said to be the performance
of Rudolph Schildkraut, the veteran charis

acter actor.

John

J.

Ryan Dead

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,
at

IND., Oct. 13.—John
Ryan, 44 years old, owner of a theatre
Anderson, Ind., died recently in an

Indianapolis hospital.

welcome any

investigation,”

is

the

rejoinder

from Mills

to

the

congressman’s statement that he will ask Congress on its opening in December
to make a thorough inquiry regarding the practices of what MacGregor calls
the “music trust”.

manager
general
has been taken by

J.

—

YORK,

Demands by Representative Clarence MacOct. 13.
Gregor, of Buffalo for a federal investigation of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, which would be welcomed by exhibitors
the country over because of their opposition to the music copyright tax, have
brought an answer from E. C. Mills, chairman of the administrative committee
of the society.

in

Abe

for

Congressman’s Charge That “Trust” Runs “System of Spies”
Brings Rejoinder That American Society Already Has
Stood Test of Inquiries

NEW

his

ily

33

To the representative’s charge that
“Congress never intended to put into anybody’s hands such extraordinary power as
seems to be exercised by this society in the
institution of a system of spies, the imposition of fines and penalties and the extraction of license

lows

fees,”

Mills replies as fol-

:

“We welcome

any investigation which
Honorable Clarence MacGregor or
anyone else desires to make or instigate,
of the activities of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Society Already Investigated
“It might interest him, and other critics
the

of the society, to know that the organization has been recently investigated, from
stem to stern, inside and outside, by both
the Federal Trade Commission and the
United States Department of Justice, and
that both those governmental departments
have found it to be operating in strict accordance with the law.

“When

the

Honorable MacGregor, how-

ever, refers to the acts of the society as
‘unthinkable,’ as he is quoted in the daily
press, he goes rather to extremes, and to
us it is ‘unthinkable’ that a member of the

Congress of the United States should indulge in such strong language until he has
information at hand justifying it and until he has ascertained the facts.
“The facts are that the society is an or-

—

ganization of bonafide publishers, composers and authors of musical works that
its individual members are the owners of
copyright in their creations, and that the
society does for them what the individual
their
himself protects
cannot do
for
works against infringement and unlawful
use by commercial interests who would, if
they had their way, never pay composers
and authors anything at all for the use of
;

—

their works.

Law

Fair
“Mr. MacGregor is quoted as saying ‘I
understand that every movie house, every
Calls

:

broadcasting

station,

every

hotel,

every

place in the United States where music is
played or songs sung for the pleasure of
the people that can in any way be classed
as for profit must pay tribute to this society.’ He is right. Under the law of copyright, every establishment which publicly
performs copyrighted music for purpose of
profit is under the obligation of paying for
such use whatever fee the copyright owner
may require. And such is the law in every
civilized country of the world, and has
been for many years.
“And, it is a proper law, and a fair law.
But, of course, commercial enterprises,
which make of music a medium for the
earning of profit, don’t think it is fair.
They would like, naturally, the right to ap-

propriate to their use for profit, the literary
and musical creations of others, without
having to pay anything for the privilege.
Fortunately, however, for those whose
genius makes possible the creation of the
musical works without which the motion
picture theatre, the broadcasting station,
the dance hall, and like public amusement
enterprises could not exist, the law which
protects their works prohibits commercial
use being made of them without their consent.

Many Copyrights Have Expired
“But, before much pity be wasted on
these poor commercial users of music, in
whose behalf MacGregor takes up the
cudgels, let’s see if they are so woefully
First, it is to be revictimized after all.
membered that there are literally hundreds
of thousands of compositions upon which
the copyright has expired, now in the public domain, available for their free and unrestricted use without payment to anyone

whatever.
“Second, let’s bear in mind that the fees
charged them are nominal, being placed at
10c per seat per annum in the case of a
motion picture theatre; from $250 to $2,500
per annum in the case of a broadcasting
station, and from $60 to $180 per year in
the case of a dance hall, cabaret, hotel, etc.

“As to the motion picture theatre, the
fee averages just lc out of every $44 taken
And they could not take in the $44 at
in.
Is that an unall if they didn’t use music.
reasonable charge ? In the case of the broadcasting station the charge is ridiculously incommensurate with the value of the
More than five hundred
service rendered.
million dollars’ worth of radio apparatus is
None of it
sold to the public each year.
would be sold but for the operation of
Broadcasting stabroadcasting stations.
tions do but one thing transmit sound.
Sound, for entertainment purposes, consists of the spoken voice and music. Without music the broadcasting as it now exists
would be unknown. For creating a commercial business of half a billion dollars a
year is the paltry one hundred thousand
which the broadcasters pay to the makers
of music an unreasonable compensation?

—

Says Law Has Been Tested
“The dance hall pays at the most about
50c a night. Is that too much to pay for
the thing which makes its operation possible? The cabaret with its couvert charge
pays the same. Is that too much?
“As far as most of these concerns have
indicated, anything at all is too much to
pay; but fortunately, the creators of music
have so organized themselves as to make
possible the enforcement of their rights,
( Continued on page 40)

;
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Film Press Greet Brand on His Hays Invites All
Exhibitor Plaints
Return to U. A. Coast Job
—M. Club Named
Find Child
Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
“400 Club ” — Barker Takes Long Needed Rest
(

Star

Tries to

H
back

ARRY

By RAY MURRAY
BRAND, who recently resigned

P.

last

as director of exploitation

has returned to his old position as
Joseph M. Schenck.
He was welcomed

Tuesday night by the members

The Writer’s

was spent toasting Mr.
and listening to speeches by Lew
Cody, Tack Warner, Frank Keenan, Sid
Grauman, Bert Lytell, M. C. Levee, Montague Glass, Donald Odgen Stewart, Judge
Joseph Marchetti and others. Joe Jackson
was master of ceremonies. At the gathering, Thomas Engler, who became president of the Wampas following Mr. Brand’s
departure for New York last May, resigned and moved that Harry be reinstated
The motion was carried.
as president.
Many splendid vaudeville acts were part
of the evening’s entertainment.
These
were furnished by Warner Brothers radio
station and the West Coast theatres.
evening

M-G-M Seeks

Studios is conducting a diligent search for a new child
star.
The studio has tied up with the Los

Angeles Express and Hollywood News, in
an effort to locate a child star of the caliber and possibilities of Jackie Coogan or

Baby Peggy for

a contract for definite
try-out period, and will take an option on
the winner’s sendees for three years.
* * *

Elinor Glyn’s story “The Reason Why,”
which she had planned to direct, is being
made under the direction of Jack Conway.
Mrs. Glyn plans a trip to England and to
produce two pictures upon her return, one
a Civil War story and the other a story of
the West.
%

J*«

Three members of Jack Ford’s “Three
Bad Men” company, while on location near
Victorville, Cal., were stricken by a form
of para-typhoid last week and rushed to a
hospital here. The three are Olive Borden,
Priscilla Bonner and Grace Gordon, the
only women in a cast of 400 filming the
Fox picture. Alec B. Francis was taken
ill but remained with the company.
*
*
*

Barbara La Marr, First National star,
been ordered to the mountains for
an indefinite period by her physicians.
has

*

*

“The 400

Club',” is the name selected for
exclusive picture club,
occupying

the
now
the famous Japanese Bernheimer residence

The

first

“at

home” was

held Sunday afternoon, when the
filmdom turned out to view one
finest clubhouses in the world.
*

*

*

filming scenes for a
* * *

cliff

*

elite

of

of
the

has

joined

York,
Saturday

Memorial

*

*

Lord Wright has been appointed
by Ra}'mond L. Schrock, general manager
"William

of Universal Pictures
Corporation,
supervisor of serials at Universal City.
*

as

*

Hundreds of film celebrities attended the
premier of “The Phantom of the Opera”
at the Rialto theatre last Thursday night.

directorial

to a
contract and will write exclusively for

that company.

Bernstein

Arthur

Bound Eastward
production manager
Coogan Productions, and Larry

Connecticut. It behooves your organization
to be on the watch for what happens if a
special session is called. Place before each
legislator your views. Unless you do, your
You
industry may be the next victim.
must take an interest in politics. It’s nothing more than government, and it’s your
government. You men are new; your industry is new. You’ll find this organization your best insurance, and we’ll do for
you anything you want us to do.”

Ritter Takes Fling at Cohen
C. Ritter, introduced by Cross at
the banquet as having “done more for the
Michigan organization than any other man
in Michigan,” started with a fling at Sydney
Cohen.
“Someone said in connection with the
national board meeting at Detroit, ‘I’ve
been giving my thousands for the cause of
exhibitors yes, I’ve even been giving my
life’s blood for the exhibitor’
and up to
that time Sydney Cohen hadn’t been accused of anything.”

James

—

;

who was

Ritter,

first

president

of

the

first print

duction,

Richey.”

Weingarten,
leave

director

of

publicity,

New York

tomorrow for

will

with the

of the new Metro-Goldwyn pro“Old Clothes.”
Bernstein is going East on personal
business for Jack Coogan, Sr.
*

*

*

Evelyn Brent has returned from New
York and will commence work at once on
a

new

titled

picture for F. B.
“Calico and Silk.”
* * *

O.,

tentatively

“As “Mrs. Grimes” in Mary Pickford’s
production “Scraps,” Charlotte Mineau is
playing her first serious role in some time.
The well known character actress once
reigned in comedy and was featured by
various makers of fun films including Keystone,

Sennett,

Roach and
*

*

others.

*

Leo F. Forbstein, famous symphonic
orchestra conductor, has arrived here and
last Saturday took up the conductor’s baton
at the Metropolitan theatre.
* * *
Johnston Arrives on Coast
W. Ray Johnston, president of Rayart
Pictures, arrived today for a conference
with Western representative George Blais-

and director Bob
*

Dillon.

Sam Goldwyn and

wife left Sunday for
City to complete arrangements
for the premier of “Stella Dallas” at the

Apollo theatre,

New

York, November

15th.

sj:

Fred Newmeyer who directed Douglas
MacLean in “Seven Keys to Baldpate”
next direct “Lunatics
First National in the East.
be starred.
* * *

will

Alfred

Moore

in

E.

Green

“Irene”

At Large”
Leon Errol

—

Among

those mentioned by Ritter as
possible the efficient functioning of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan
were “W. S. McLaren— ‘W’ for ‘Wild’
Claude Cady, the old warhorse, Fred R.
Rumler of Detroit, Judge Murphy, August
Kleist, old fighting Joe Denniston, Colonel
W. S. Butterfield and Phil Gleichman.
“Keep up the good work,” Ritter pleaded.
“Re-elect some of the old members of the
board and you’ll continue to have the best
organization.”

for
will

direct
Colleen
for First National.
will

made

having

Eisner Flays Hypocrisy
Golden State to Build
(

Continued from page 25)

owner of a string of houses, has sold the
Garden at Colony, Kan., to T. H. Lauck.

A syndicate is preparing plans in St. Louis,
Mo., for a $1,000,000 building project to
include a motion picture theatre, restaurant,
dancehall and garage. Lincoln Square Theatre Corporation has let contracts for a
$1,000,000 theatre and apartment building
at

*

New York

*

is

the exhibitors, he said.
“But the taxation problem will never
leave us,” he warned his audience. “Those
best organized will get out with the least
taxes.
You can’t tell but what the governor will try the method attempted in

Michigan organization, said that the body
was bound to succeed because “the men
were smart and had the foresight to elect
as manager our human dynamo— H. M.

Hawks, Scenarist, Joins F. B. O.
*
HOLLYWOOD J. G. Hawks, noted scenarist,
taking his first vacahas joined Film Booking Offices of America as
tion in three years.
He has gone to New scenario editor at the company’s studios here, it
York to see the newest plays and to close has been announced.
*

Reginald Barker

gan showmen at the session the afternoon
of October 6.
The most effective thing
done in the campaign’s defeating a proposed income tax was the fight made by

Bernstein,

for Jackie

sjs

Auditorium.

Fox

Eve Unsell has put her signature

Fox

*

New

the

staff.

dell

The Masquers, Hollywood’s organization

*

picture.

New

*

parallel to the Lambs clubs of
is to hold its first annual revel
evening, October 17, at the

*

new

Agnes O’Malley who has held the position of director of publicity at the Mack
Sennett Studios for two and a half years
has resigned to accept the assistant editorship of Photoplay Magazine in
York.
Brothers,

Star

Hollywood.

*

David Ragin, Fox cameraman, was seriously injured at Sacramento by being struck
by a huge boulder while suspended over a

Harry Beaumont, formerly with Warner

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

*

and 100 invited

a business deal for a local music company,
of which he is vice president. Before he
returns to Hollywood he plans to visit the
exhibitors in the key cities of the East.

%

jjs

Wampas

Club.

HE
T Brand

%

of the

Continued from page 28)

John M. Lovett of the Michigan

Manufacturers’ Association told the Michi-

New York

for United Artists in
director of publicity for

guests at

in

just laws,

Springfield,

111.

Stanley Company of American has acquired the Aldine at Wilmington, recently
purchased by Loew’s from the TopkinsGinns interests. Thus the last of the four
Ginns houses in that city passes into the
hands of the Stanley company.
Golden State to Build Another
In San Francisco the Golden State Theatre and Realty Corporation will put up a
new theatre, fourteenth house under conSol
struction in a $2,000,000 program.

who

recently was in San Francisco,
a deal with Louis R. Greenfield to purchase four of his theatres, as
had been reported. There is a rumor the
Lesser,
did not

make

company may purchase them later. Alameda County Title Insurance Company has
taken

out

theatre.

a

$175,000

permit

to

build

a
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Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

Issue of October 24

Hello! Colleen Moore was a recent hostess to
of the H. M. S. Capetown and H. M. S. PatriShe met
cian during their anchorage in Los Angeles harbor.
them at the First National studio and escorted them through.
For many it was the first time in a studio.

The world premier of Marion Davies in “Lights of Old
Broadway” will take place October 31 at the Loew
State theatre,

Los Angeles.

It

is

vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
for the play

New York

her

first

starring

As a background

City has been selected.

Hello!

Hello!

officers

and men

An

old Dutch bible printed in 1593 and Jeanie Macpherson both
which have figured prominently in the production of “The
Road to Yesterday.” She adapted the story to the screen with
the aid of Beulah Marie Dix for Producers Distributing Corpoof

ration.
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Lloyd.

York
film,

Hughes (right) returned to Hollywood from New
to play opposite Colleen Moore in her First National
Gloria Hope (Mrs. Hughes), center.
“Irene.”

Freddie Fralick, Hughes’ business manager, accompanied
him on part of his trip to the Coast.

is its newest happily married couple.
Lilyan Tashman. Both are working for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. In “The Only Thing” (Mr. Lowe)
and “A Little Bit of Broadway” (Mrs. Lowe). In the latter Charles Ray is featured in a characteristic part.

Hollywood says

time.

Dolores Costello plays opposite him.

this

Edmund Lowe and

you don’t recognize him it should be told that he is no other than John Barrymore in a thrillingly realistic scene in “The Sea Beast,” the Warner Brothers production in which he stars.
He has recently signed with Warners for the third
picture on his schedule.
He will complete work on the sea story within a short

If

October 24, 1925

A

Japanese maid! Sally O’Neill has
a leading role in “Sally, Irene and
Mary,” a Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
production. In it she is Mary. Constance Bennett is Sally.
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Earle
Douglas former
vaudeville star who has
now signed to play in
motion pictures for the
Yaconelli Brothers.

Ernest Torrence as

Douglas Fairbanks

Billie
Dove has been
chosen for Douglas Fair-

new

in.

Father Neptune in the
1925 Beauty Pageant at
Atlantic City.

Lasky

his

“The Black
being made for

role,

Pirate,”

banks’

United Artists Distribu-

in his

tion.

He

is

a

star.

leading woman
next United Artist

release.

Federico Beltran-Masses,
Spanish court painter,

Rudolph Valentino,
U. A. star, and Enrique

de Meneses.

Pat O’Malley bought Mrs. O’Malley a new
carThen the Universal player began to

Frank

tear

Mayer player

it

made.

pieces to find just how it was
He proved a good mechanic with

to

a wrench and hammer.

Character study of
Currier M-Gin “Lights

Old Broadway,” with
Marion Davies starring.
of

Two

firemen-ettes.
Helene Chadwick and
Edna Marian absorbed a little atmosphere
while making “The Still Alarm” at Uni-

Miss Marian has been
comedies.

versal City recently.
in

many Century
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Clayton P. Sheehan, Fox home representative, laid the
corner stone for the new building of Fox Film Corporation
in Sydney, Australia. Sheehan is on right; Stanley S. Crick,
Australasian managing director on left.
About 250 prominent persons were present.

There’s an argument here that lasted far into the day.
the expression on the face of Tom Mix his director,
Emmet Flynn, seems to be on the losing end of the argument. Emmett is putting Tom through his paces in “The
Yankee Senor,” Fox picture.

From

Marion Halran
harlequinade

after the
in

“The

Fox

F.

A. Datig choosing charfor work in Para-

acters

mount

Peacemakers,”
Helen and Warren

at

Series.

Hollywood.

the

pictures at his post
casting window in

A

October 24, 1925

corner in Hoot Gibson’s library where he spends many
busy hours reading fan mail.
H e is a Universal Western

Fay Lanphier (Miss
America of Atlantic

star.

American Venus.’’

City pageant) is in
Paramount’s “The

is showing Glenn Hunter how to “bat the
making the Associated Exhibitors picture “The

Joseph Henabury
ball”

in

Pinch Hitter.” This picture is among the second group of
16 features to be released by the company during the new
season.

(Left to right):
At opening of Grand Riviera, Detroit.
George L. Hamrick who opened the Robert Morton organ;
Charles W. Munz, president, Grand Riviera; John Eberson,
architect; H. E. Holquist, editor, “Better Theatres” section
of Exhibitors Herald; Bert Williams, Grand Riviera.
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Lew Cody

controlled the

first

radio cinema while

Norma

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“A Slave of Fashion” which
was released several weeks ago and has attracted good

Shearer broadcast her lines
“air film.”
Both appear in

in the

business.

Bill Cody has gone
German police dogs,

will

be used

for training

in

said. They
in several of his starring
it

is

vehicles for Independent Pictures Corporation, Inc.
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Alice Terry arrived a few days ago in New York from Europe
where she has been playing in “Mare Nostrum,” a Rex Ingram
production for. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Antonio Moreno is
featured with Miss Terry in the forthcoming picture. From
New York she went directly to Hollywood.

Alice went visiting recently!
And films players are often in the position of a
motorman who takes a street car ride on his day off. So when Frank Lloyd,
First National director, went to sea recently to film scenes for “The Splendid
Road” Alice Joyce went along to watch her friend, Anna Q. Nilsson, work
before the camera.
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Zukor Voted Big Man of Film
Industry by A. M. P. A.
—

Eleven Others Placed in Hall of Fame Allene Ray Party Pleases
Big Crowd F. B. O. Honors Talmadge

—

By

N

EW

JOHN

S.

SPARGO

—

YORK,

Oct. 13.
As a result of the meeting of the A. M. P. A.
last Thursday the world at large and the film industry in particular
are informed that Adolph Zukor is the biggest man in the picture
business.
have already suspected this, as have many others, and it is
gratifying to know that so representative a body as the A. M. P. A. has set
our mind at rest as to the matter, and now we’ll quit worrying.

We

WOME

time

ago,

in

fact

shortly

after

Glen Allvine assumed the presidential
reins, a questionairre was sent out to every
member of the A. M. P. A. asking each to
vote on the question of who the really big

men in the industry are. The questionnaire
contained spaces for each member to vote
for 12 men he considered to be the biggest.
At last week’s meeting the result of the
questionnaire was made known with Zukor
receiving the most votes. The other 11
whose names were placed in the A. M.
P. A. hall of fame are Marcus Loew,
D. W. Griffith, Jesse Lasky, William Fox,
Will H. Hays, S. L. Rothafel, Sam Katz,
Carl Laemmle, Richard Rowland, Joseph
M. Schenck and Sidney Kent. It was made
clear in the announcement of the vote that
these 11 were not named in the order of
their standing in the contest, so we will
never know who gets the place and show
money and who are the also rans.
*

*

A large and representative gathering of
motion picture writers of the daily, trade
and fan press were in attendance at the
gay festivities of the studio party tendered
Allene Ray last Friday by Pathe in the
medieval settings of “Bellamy Castle”
Long

Island studio for the

new mystery serial “The Green Archer.”
The guests were transported from New
York in a fleet of de luxe motor busses.
Arriving at the studio, they found themselves cast into an air of mystery. Following the green arrows and green lights they
ascended the stairway and stepped into the
baronial dining hall of “Bellamy Castle.”
Here, Miss Ray received, and poured tea
for her guests.
Then the next sight of interest was the
shooting of scenes of the serial under the
For the
direction of Spencer Bennett.
benefit of the guests the villains of the
piece staged a wild combat in the “cabin

of a coastwise steamer.”
The largest set and the most massive of
all was the huge hall of “Bellamy Castle”
and here amid the olde tyme atmosphere
a colored aggregation of jazz artists played
the latest tunes for dancing. It was in this
set that the Ned Wayburn dancers, the

Misses

Mildred

Lelsey

and Ruth Laird

entertained with terpsichorean efforts and
Airs. Walter Miller, wife of the leading
man, surprised the assemblage with a
colorful Oriental dance.
While half of the party were dancing,
others wended their way to the archery
All of the
gallery in the studio annex.
“archers” had a good line on the bow and
came within a few circles of the bull’s eye.
W. Adolphe Roberts, of Brewster Publications, triumphed over all others in hitting the bull’s eye.
The crowning event of the part was the
coronation of Miss Allene Ray as “Queen
Burr McIntosh, who is Abel
of serials.”
Bellamy of the serial, told the guests why
her associate artists in the picture had decided that they should give “official” recognition of the fact that Miss Ray has
;

long been called “Queen.”
behalf of

the

cast

Queen

of the

Therefore, on
serial Bennett

“Give him a book,” said Jacobson, “boys always
books.”
thought of that,” said Harvey, “but a book
won’t do.
He's got a book.”
like

“I

*

*

*

Another social event which attracted a
big crowd of film news writers and writers of other

took place at the
This was a luncheon
given by F. B. O. in honor of Richard
Talmadge, the athletic young star who is
making pictures under the banner of Abe
Ritz, also

no small amount of comment. The picture
is called “The True North” and shows the
breaking up of the ice in the Yukon, the
shooting of salmon and a bear with bows
and arrows, and the first shots ever taken
by a motion picture camera of Mt. McKinley.

one of the best known ex*
West, operating a large
chain of theatres and having been for
years prominent in exhibitor organization

Mr.

'

affairs.

*

film

stuff

on Friday.

*

*

*

other attractions which added much to the
eclat of the occasion.
And believe us, Leo
Brecher and his chief factotum, Handsome
Charlie Einfeld are both strong for eclat.
The new theatre seats 1,750 all on one
floor, with a ceiling 62 feet high.
The opening was attended bv many film
celebrities, both from the office and the
screen ends of the industry. The new theatre gives Brecher a string of six of the

neighborhood houses in New York,
is understood that four more will
be added to this number within the next
best

it

year.

*

*

of motion pictures in Princeton
classrooms was inaugurated today when
Prof. Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker devoted his lecture hour on “The History of
the American Colonies,” to showing a film
depicting the settling of Jamestown.

Use

*

*

Mayer Consults Fire

*

Officials

Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in charge
production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

of

week made a
where he attended

Louisville, Ky.,
the convention of Inter-

last

trip

Good

*

*

Press Agent

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct.
John Spargo,
Exhibitors Herald,

You

7,

1925.

565 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
are cordially invited to attend din-

ner and preview Little Annie Rooney at
7:30 October 16, Ritz Carlton ballroom.
Two seats are reserved for you. Do hope
you can attend. Sorry I cannot be present, owing to production activities here.
Kindly reply to Harry Buckley, United
Artists, New York.
Regards.
Mary Pickford.

Composers Head Defies
Demand for Tax Quiz
9

Breaker Opens Theatre
In order to make Friday a full day, following the Talmadge luncheon and the
Pathe studio party, Leo Brecher opened
his beautiful new Boston Road theatre in
the Bronx, with “Sally of the Sawdust” as
the picture attraction, but with a lot of

*

Is

Mary Pickford is a pretty good press
agent herself, or has one.
A lot of us
here in New York who sometimes give the
new pictures the once over, received the
following wire last week from “Our
Mary” as she is going to be from now on
since she’s sending us personal telegrams:

One of the pleasing features of the
luncheon, second only to the demonstration of Mr. Talmadge of how he does his
stunts, was the fact that there was no
speaking by anybody, any time, any place.
The nearest approach to a speech was
when Nat Rothstein arose and introduced
the guest of honor, and when he started
Lee Marcus tried to borrow a gun.

to

Fire Chiefs and consulted with
and directors of that organization
as well as the heads of many local fire
departments on the production to be made
by M-G-M in behalf of fire prevention.
Pete Smith accompanied Mr. Mayer on the
national
officials

(

Continued from page 33)

and they do

it

through the American So-

ciety.

“Does Mr. MacGregor or anyone else
that the composers could protect
themselves if they didn’t have the society?
They could not. Why? For the reason
think

that opposed to their individual efforts at
protection
would be the organizations
of commercial entertainment proprietors.
They could and would victimize the unorganized composer; they can’t, and therefore don’t impose upon the organized
group.
“The laws of every civilized nation grant
composers rights identical with those
granted by United States law; the law
itself has been tested in district, appellate
and the United States supreme court, and
found to support the position of the society; the society has been investigated in
detail by government agencies.
Whence,
then, comes criticism of its activities?

Calls Attacks Camouflage
“Only from those who would profit by
using the works of musical genius and yet
deny them compensation for creating those

works.

The
“Let’s have done with camouflage.
society will, to the end and the uttermost,
now and forever, as long as it has the
sanction of the law, militantly and constantly battle to protect each and every
right
of
of
and
every
one
each
its
members.
It
will
have recourse
upon every occasion of infringement of
member’s rights coming to its attention to
the courts constituted to redress such in-

trip.

Ronald

Colman

arrived

in

town

last

New York

premier of
production “The
Dark Angel,” which opened at the Strand
theatre Sunday.

the

Griffin is
in the

hibitors

Carlos.

week

*

New

“Our Mary”

*

F-easters B-an O-ratory

and

*

C. C. Griffin, of Oakland, Cal., is in
York with an eight-reel scenic which he is
showing to the trade and which is exciting

Allene.

*

Gay Party Tendered Allene Ray

erected at the

placed the coronet upon the fair head of

October 24, 1925

to attend the

Samuel

Goldwyn

*
* *
Harvey Dav was figuring on a birthday present
for a small boy friend, and knowing Lou Jacobson has a couple of youngsters, asked his advice
as to what would be appropriate and appreciated.

fringements, and it will not abate one jot
or tittle of its demand that its members
receive fair compensation for their works
when used in public performances for purposes of profit.
“The society is a non-profit organization, paying all of the revenue it collects,
after expenses of operation have been deducted, to the members whose works earn
the

money.”
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K-M Endorses

.

Three for City Offices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

13.—Fol-

Oct.

lowing the recent adoption of the commis-

form

sion

of

city

government

a

here,

committee of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri prepared a bulletin for its
members regarding the forthcoming elecspecial

Associated Exhibitors Gets
Peggy Joyce’s First Picture

—

“The Sky Rocket” Will Be Distributed as Special Hutchinson
to Produce “The Nutcracker,” Lloyd Ingraham Directing
First of

tion that states in part:

know, never has

association, as you
nor does it desire to

“Our

play

sired
the new

de-

Under

politics.

form of government all candidates are
Your comrunning on the nonpartisan ticket.

mittee, after personally interviewing the following
gentlemen: Charles P. Dallam, candidate for municipal judge; Howard J. Vrooman, candidate for
councilman at large; and J. H. Smedley, candidate for councilman, third district; feels no hesitancy in urging their support for the offices they
seek.
We have every assurance that these gentle-

give theatre owners of Kansas City fair
treatment at every opportunity.
“Slides for Dallam and Vrooman have been
mailed to all Kansas City exhibitors, as these two
gentlemen will be elected by the city at large;
while Smedley solicits the support of theatre
owners in the third district, to whom slides have
been mailed.
“You are urged to cooperate with your association, as by so doing we feel there will be no
cause for regret.”

men

will

41

New

Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Oct. 13. Associated Exhibitors will distribute Peggy
starring vehicle, “The Sky Rocket.” This action is
part of the new policy of Associated Exhibitors to expand and obtain
leading stars and pictures of the independent field. The picture will be
released as a special, outside the 30 announced for distribution by this

Hopkins Joyce’s

first

company.
Activities Expanded, Price Says
This is only the beginning of the widened activities of the corporation,
Oscar Price, president, said in explaining the decision to compete with

Einar Hansen in Chicago
on Way to Culver City

other national exhibitors for this production.
Price called attention to
the calibre of the picture itself, the drawing power of the star and her
work in this her first vehicle for the screen. He intimated that an important
announcement soon would be forthcoming regarding further plans of
Associated Exhibitors.
“The Sky Rocket” is adopted from the
Hutchinson was one of the organizers
novel of the same name by Adela
of the Mutual Company and in association
Rogers St. Johns.
Randall McKeever
with Freur is said to have issued the first

Heading a party of Metro-GoldwynMayer notables who stopped off in Chicago
October 13 en route from New York to

and direction was
by Marshall Neil-

Culver City were the following Louis B.
Mayer, vice-president in charge of production; Mrs. Mayer; Einar Hansen, Swedish
star who just has arrived to begin his first
M-G-M picture and Einar Brun, Scandinavian director.
In the group were also
Tony Moreno, who has just finished starring in “Mare Nostrum” in Europe
Mrs.
Moreno; Jake Wilk; Maude Marsh,
:

;

;

fashion designer for the studio wardrobe
department, and Pete Smith, of the department of publicity and advertising.

u

Most Beautiful” Girls
Announced by Universal
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct. 13.— With the ar“See America First”

rival of Universal’s

caravan

week

names

of girls
judged winners in the contest for film
last

contracts

the

were announced.

In San Francisco Vanna Carroll was adjudged
City it was
was Blanche
Fisher;
Milwaukee,
Chicago,
Florence Allen;
Emmaline Criswell; Detroit, Grace Parent; Toledo,

most beautiful;
Dorothy Gulliver;
the

Irene

Franklin;

New York

girl

in
in

Salt

Lake

Omaha

it

Cleveland,

Perry. The
selected within two

Mabelle

will likely be

million dollar contract, with Charles Chap-

scenario

the

did

lin.

Soon afterward he left the producing
and distributing field but is understood
to have kept his large interests in many
Middlewest theatres.
In returning to production Hutchinson

Owen Moore

an.

and

Wilhead the
supporting
cast.
Others in imporEarle

liams

tant

roles

Sammy

which

Standing

Joan
and

Exhibitors attending the convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Michigan, Oct. 6 and 7 at the Pantlind
hotel in Grand Rapids were entertained
at the dinner the first night of the
gathering by a musical trio provided by

Master Attractions.

Don

Bernard, tenor;

The artists were
Mary Richardson,

and Howard Neumiller, pianist
and musical director of WEBH, Edgewater Beach radio station, Chicago. The
orchestra was from the Regent ballroom
at Grand Rapids, through the, courtesy
of T. H. Ealand, manager of the Regent

violinist,

theatre.

Actors

Want Film Ban

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VIENNA, AUSTRIA,

Oct. 13.— Fjlm
actors to the number of 3,000 paraded the
streets here this week as a protest against
further importation of foreign motion picture films.

comedy
one of

in

Capitol Ballet School

Lilyan Tashman.
Peggy
Joyce,
Peggy Hopkins Joyce
before making
her debut in motion pictures, had headed
the cast of the Earl Carroll Vanities in
the speaking stage field.
She toured
the United States with this production.

Bowes, managing director of the Capitol
theatre here, has announced the organization of a school of dancing to be sponsored
and maintained by the theatre and known
as
the Capitol Theatre Ballet
School.

Hutchinson Completes Unit
Another announcement of importance
by Associated Exhibitors is that S. S.
Hutchinson has completed organization
of his producing unit and has chosen
“The Nutcracker” as the first picture he
will produce under his new alignment
with Associated Exhibitors. Lloyd In-

Chester Hale, Capitol ballet master, will
be the director of the school.
A distinct talent for dancing will be the
first
requirement for enrollment in the
school. The only other requirement is that
applicants be above the age of 16. Professional experience is not necessary for
enrollment. The school will be conducted

graham

on the principles of the classical ballet
school and students with outstanding tal-

will direct.

weeks.

Entertain Exhibitors

will

Bowes Will Organize

Bernard

Randall,

to direct the

have Zasu Pitts
the foremost parts.

Cohen,
Gladys Brockwell, Gladys Hulette,

Ingraham

selected

are

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

13.

— Major

Edward

ent will be given opportunity to appear in
the Capitol ballet corps.

Maurice Costello to
Direct His Daughter
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK

,

Oct.

Costello, stage and screen star, is
to return to motion pictures, this
time as a director. And his first
assignment will be to direct his

daughter Dolores in “Maryland,
My Maryland,” a J. Stuart Blackton production.
Several years ago Blackton, who
was producing for Vitagraph,
“ discovered ” Costello, then with a
New York stage company. Thereafter Costello appeared in a number of pictures, and later again
went on the speaking stage. A

months ago his daughter
Dolores made her screen debut.
Her father admits he is proud to
accept the work of directing her
in her next production.

few

Harris and Luddy Sign
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

13.—Maurice

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

13.

—Announcement

has been made of the signing of Gerogie
Harris and Barbara Luddy to long-term
contracts with Fox Film Corporation to
play the leading roles in a new series of
They have just
Irish-Jewish comedies.
finished “East Side, West Side,” the first
in the

new

series.

Thomson Goes Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 13.— Major H. C. S.
Thomson, president and managing director
of Film Booking Offices of America has
gone to Europe for a stay of two months.
While abroad he will visit the F. B. O.
offices in

London, Paris and Berlin.

:

:

;;

;
;
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E. S. Kinney of Bay City, the
assistant to Manager H. M.
Richey of the M. P. T. O. M. Called
on to address the convention, Kinney
called for cooperation. (EXHIBIphoto).
TORS

Here

is

efficient

HERALD

of

(EXHIBI-

Olympic.

the

TORS HERALD

photo).

On the Grand Rapids arrangements committee were Thomas H. Ealand, manager of the
G. L. Wilier, of Beechers,
Regent, chairman
Glenn
George Spaeth of the Temple
Inc.
Grover Ranck, Majestic
Fleser, Family theatre
Walter Norris of B. F. Keith’s and
Gardens

MICHIGAN CONVENTION
Continued from page 29)

;

;

of directors.

Members of committees were
Niebes

Ruby
Harry

Fisher, Detroit;
Angell, Adrian,
DeLodder,
Detroit
Arbitration,
KirchFred
and
ner Harlan T. Hall, Detroit; J. C. Ritter, DeDetroit:
Budget,
and
Arthur
Baehr,
troit;
W. S. Butterfield, Detroit; Blair
^McLaren

Resolutions,

Vernon Locey, Howell

;

;

S.

C.

:

;

;

Association
and
Niebes:
Porter,
McLaren, A. E. Eiseman,
activities.
Flint, and H. A. Bird, Grand Rapids: Ways and
means, Ritter, A. J. Kleist, Pontiac
C.
Q.
and George W. Trendle, DeCarlisle, Saginaw
Credentials,
Wilier; Peter Frank; Tom
troit:
Ealand,
Grand Rapids, and P. C. Schram,
Kalamazoo Tellers, Tom D. Moule, Detroit Dal
B.
Thompson
Pontiac
H.
George
Wi’bur,
Stanchfield, and H. A. Burke.

McElroy,

Chicago,

;

;

:

;

;

Among

;

who

took part in the presentation and seconding of motions on the committee
Denniston,
Trendle,
were
McLaren,
reports
Ritter,
Kirchner,
London,
Porter,
DeLodder.
G. J. Handler,
Niebes
F. H. Schuchert, Caro
McCann, Detroit; Carlisle
Detroit; James E.
those

;

;

Liebitsch.

W.

C.

Chas.
H. R. Pfieffer, all of Detroit
Saginaw; E. V. McGrath, John E.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

L. H. Gardner (left) of Kunsky Enterprises is general manager of Affiliated
E. C. Beatty is
Booking Offices.
general manager for the Butterfield
(

EXHIBITO RS HERALD

;

;

;

;

Roy Tillson,
all of Grand Rapids
Mrs. Grovner L. Wilier, Mrs. H. B.
Harris,
F. K.
N.
Grand
Rapids;
F.
Boshoven,
Mrs. H. T. ReyHarris, Edgar Younts, Hart
C. R. Buehler, Mrs. C. R.
nolds, Grand Rapids
Buehler, St. Johns; A. Eiseman, Mrs. A. EiseHelen Szwed, Mrs. J. Dabek, J.
man, Flint
Mrs. F. A. Hensky, Mulliken
Dabek, Saginaw

W. W. Brown,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

C.

W.

Porter,

Detroit;

Mrs.

Reeves,

Paw

Mrs. Oscar Varneau, Grand Rapids; Mrs.
Mrs. T. H. Ealand,
A. J. Kleist, Jr., Pontiac
Grand Rapids Mrs. Carlie B. Roney, Milford
Mrs. Fred De Lodder, Mrs. Robert Stubbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Wadlow, Detroit; G. E. Myle,

Paw;

;

;

Iron River.

H

A.

Bird,

Grand

Rapids

;

Vernon

Locey,

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Reeves, who operate the Idlehour theatre at PawPaw,
Mich., were among the interested exhibitors attending the convention sessions.

(EXHIBITORS

photo ).

:

.

;

;

;

;

O. C. Benson, Bellevue.
H. H. Chase, Lake Odessa Frank E. Beecher,
Mrs. Don Clark,
Mrs. F. E. Beecher, Detroit
Donald D. Clark, Grand Rapids J. R. Denniston,
Monroe Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Dodge, Scottsville
H. M.
Fred DeLodder, E. H. Forbes, Detroit
O. K. Face,
Face, L. W. Face, Maple Rapids
Fowler Mrs. Henry Keenen, Deti-oit ; F. H. Guy
and wife, Tecumseh Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hoadley,
Blissfield
Ben Cohen. Detroit Mrs. H. DesenMrs. Guy Fish, Marcellus ; E. K.
berg, Lawton
G. J.
Merkley, Manistee J. Kizinski, Hartford
Handler, Detroit Guy Fish, Marcellus H. DesenE. H. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
berg, Lawton
Thos. Lancaster, Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Williams,
Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Johnson, Jos.
Roszkoski, H. B. Boshoven, Grand Rapids D. W.
Richards, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Horn, Detroit
Donald McElroy, W. J. Cusoley, Chicago.
Jas. P. Gibbs, Mrs. Jas. P. Gibbs, Mrs. A. H.
Harry Hobolth, Imlay City
Gibbs, all of Ithaca
J.
C. Wodetsky, Mrs. J. C.' Wodetsky, Benton
Harbor
G. W. Trendle, T. D. Moule, Howard
Pierce, T. H. Gardner, Detroit J. B. Carr, Saginaw Phil G. Gleichman, Cleveland Alfred Murphy, G. O. Brady, Mrs. G. O. Brady, Detroit;
F. J. Wuerth, Ann
J. R. Clark, Grand Rapids
Arbor ; W. W. Baker, Chas. Korner, Jacob
Smith, Wm. B. Hurlbut, Freda Levine, all of
H. P. Weiss,
Detroit
L. Kimmel, Royal Oak
;

;

;

;

Mrs.

;

;

Niebes,

Detroit; A. J. Kleist, Jr., Pontiac; J. R. DennisKirchner,
E.
E.
Ritter,
J.
C.
ton, Monroe
W. C.
Detroit
G. L. Wilier, Grand Rapids
Green, Mrs. W. C. Green, Bellaire T. H. Ealand,
J.
B. Laughlin,
G. C. Ranck, Grand Rapids
W. A. Cassady, Midland J. C. Portell, Geo.
McArthur, Detroit; A. S. McLaren, Jackson;
John G. Adams, Watervliet E. H. Beck, H. C.
Craven, Detroit; G. A. Gross, Battle Creek;
W. A. London, J. D. London, C. Kain, P. L.
Kaplan, J. H. Cochran, P. H. Burris, all of
Detroit; Frank W. Joslin, Belding Edwin Reeves.
Paw Paw Ruby S. Fisher, Detroit Henry Arlington, H. T. Reynolds, O. E. Varneau, Gland
Rapids; P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo; Ray J.
Branch, Hastings; Jack Kulms, Grand Rapids.
H. T. Hall, Detroit Mrs. P. C. Schram, Kalamazoo Mrs. R. Branch, Hastings; L. J. Jacobs,
Escanaba
Mrs. J. H. Poisson, Grand Rapids
N. E. Flank, Wayland ; Anna Fisher, Detroit
B. J. Wood,
Mrs. E. N. Brown, Grand Rapids
Columbus, O. Bert Silver, H. R. Martin, Greenville
Mrs. W. Brown, Mrs. Glenn Fleser, Chas. J.
Cajlaghan, Glenn Fleser, Mrs. Chas. Callaghan,

Kalamazoo

;

;

Detroit

Porter,
Carlisle,

;

;

a

exhibitors
the
interest
for
center
of
the forenoon of Oct. 7. Officials of the
company had arranged two boxing bouts
and a luncheon, all of which was so entertaining that the theatre owners were late
getting back to the Pantlind for the afternoon session. There was also a visit to
the Berkey and Gay furniture exhibit.
Tuesday night after the banquet exhibitors,
wives and guests adjourned to the Regent
ballroom,
where Richey, Ealand and
McLaren were the masters of ceremonies.
McLaren starred with the megaphone in
sounding “Swing your partners,” “Ladies
in the center” and all the other directions
for stunts.

photo).

Bert Williams,

Stocker,

;

;

;

American Seating Company plant was

interests.

the theatres in the city.
Among registrants were
E.

;

;

;

Early arrivals teed off for the convention by joining in a golf tournament at the
Cascade Country Club Oct. 5.
Parties and a luncheon for the women
were arranged through the courtesy of all

J.

;

;

:

insurance,
compensation
and
departments
number
of
carnivals
again reduced
George W. Trendle added to list

;

;

;

;

liability

;

;

;

Lansing Ernest of Powers theatre.
organization’s

Howell C. L. O’Brien, So. Lyon Geo. Burhans,
Lansing R. H. Zerbel, Marquette Wesley Thiel,
Pigeon Mrs. Howard Lane, H. H. Lane, Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Witman,
C. N. Peterie, Otsego
D.
H. Frank, Jackson
A. M. Ellis, Detroit
Palfreyman, Detroit
Mrs. W. E. Frank, Wayland Mrs. Frank Joselin, Belding R. H. Stubbs,
A. J.
Detroit
Geo.
A. Howarth, Fremont
Berube, Mrs. A. J. Berube, East Tawas S. Spungett, Jackson
Mrs. L. H. Elsbey, Colon, Mr.
L. H. Elsbey, Colon; W. C. Broadwell, Detroit;
E. Larkin, Dowagiac
E. E. Weed, Saugatuck
I,
E. Steffen, H. J. Steffen,
R. F. Sheehan, Detroit
Wedford H. S. Robbins, Grand Haven P. T.
Schlossman, Muskegon
E.
N. Brown, Grand
Rapids; Mrs. H. Frank, Jackson; Mrs. T. D.
Williams, Mrs. H. M. Richey, Mrs. T. Lancaster,
;

;

:

(

Representatives of Kunsky Enterprises
were much in evidence at the convenHoward O. Pierce (left) is the
tion.
publicity and production manager and
T. D. Moule is supervising manager.
(EXHIBITORS HERALD photo).

enemies ” They run houses
opposite each other in Detroit. Left
to right are Arthur D. Baehr of the
Crystal theatre and Albert A. Gold-

“ Friendly

stem

October 24, 1925
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Anne
Detroit
Jos. H. Poisson, Grand Rapids
Fullerton, Mrs. W. P. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Keenen, Mr. and Mrs. A. Baehr, Arnold GoldMr. and Mrs. C. L. Carrell,
stein, all of Detroit
Chicago C. Schucker, Bad Axe F. H. Schuckert,
James E.
H. G. Sweet, Grand Rapids
Caro
McCann, Joseph F. Urban, Detroit; Tillie Bird.
Mackinac Island; C. W. Porter, Mrs. C. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Wilbur, PonPorter, Detroit
Charles J. Richardson, Detroit; A. D.
tiac
Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Stanchfield, Ann Arbor
Cady, Lansing: P. Charman, Jos. Cosco and
N. D. Thompson, all of Detroit.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

G. L. Wilier of Grand Rapids, a director
of the M. P. T. O. M. last year, was
again chosen a member of the board.
Wilier was chairman of the credentials

committee.
photo).
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THE THEATRE

{Q^AjVepartmcnt of Practical Showmanship ^

New

Ideas for Advertising in Spencer Report
Showmen Are Using Much Gray Matter

THEATRE
Theatre Organists

Write Own Tickets
HEATRE organists, real

ones, are just
about writing their own tickets for the
Organists of the stellar
payroll clerk.
Many
rank currently required are few.
good musicians lack personality and many
The
personable performers lack ability.
few who qualify command heavy money,
and still there are not enough to go

T

around.
It would seem to be a good idea for
some theatre organization, or perhaps an
organ manufacturer, to organize an organ-

school with the double purpose of
bringing the supply up to demand and
raising the standard of performance.
ist

Exhibitors in most theatres are awake to the value of exploitation. That is
evidenced by the pages of the Theatre department of the “Herald.”
The photographs reproduced are first
the things done it is safe to say that
class proof that exhibitors are using gray
it was all new to Montreal, in fact
matter to find the best means of showing
new to the theatre world. Manager
off their wares.
The black and white zinc
Dahn went after the whole advertisadvertisements
reproduced
are
further
proof of the success with which showmen
ing and exploitation campaign with
are designing ads to reach their patrons.
the utmost care, remembering that
Letters Express New Ideas
Charlie Chaplin’s last picture in
Letters coming from Texas, Oregon,
Montreal, “The Pilgrim,” was no
New Jersey, Illinois, England, Paris or any record breaker.
other place in the world are printed which
definitely express new ideas of exploitation
which are being used.

Below

What Then?
OTION

there follows a report of Wilton
Spencer,
of
Capitol
theatre,
the
Montreal, which reveals the manner in
which the latest release of Charles Chaplin
was exploited by the Capitol.

W.

After Jazz,

M

Merchandise

in the Exploitation of Their

Exhibitors of motion pictures are no longer standing idly at their doors
waiting for the crowd to find them.

picture theatres are hitching

box offices to jazz band pertheir
sonalities in increasing numbers with glitSuch box offices are busy
tering results.
and the public seems well pleased. But
the motion picture element of the program is being crowded into six-point mention in the ad spaces.
What will be the
result when, if ever, the jazz thing palls?
There seems no immediate danger of
the jazz fad failing, what with radio and
similar agencies supporting it, but the
present peak of popularity will be passed
inevitably and a sag will ensue. It will be
a bit difficult to re-establish the film bill,
now being practically “thrown in,” as the
principal attraction in these theatres.
definite substitute for the jazz band will
be needed.
It’s a good time to begin
thinking about it.
The best thing to do
is to put the films back in the big type

“Gold Rush” Campaign
Shock to Montreal

A

(Prepared by Wilton

Not

W. Spencer)

very long time has such
a big campaign been put over on a
picture in Montreal, and in some of

His strategy worked marvels in
so far as every imaginable means of
advertising “The Gold Rush” was
used, and to good effect because the
picture opened up to, and is continuing to shatter all previous house
records and in fact it is safe to say
all Canadian records, and it is worth
remembering that the picture is
being shown at regular prices, and
not advanced.

in a

Newspapers 100 Per Cent
The

first

shot

was

fired about

two weeks

A

before

it

is

too

HAVE INSIDE INFORMATION
RUSH” PURSE

late.

JOCOSE

What

Vaudeville in
Presentation
IF

ANN PENNINGTON

were employed

I

for the presentation phase of a given
bill,
advertised as Ann Pennington and
then assigned to a recitation of “The
Charge of the Light Brigade,” almost any-

Know

that thing with
is

to

it.

The

policy,

it

I

About

“

known

talent without assuming a vaudefor the theatre.
doubt there is logic of a sort in this

No

procedure, but the theatregoer is not interested in logic. The theatregoer prefers
to see Ann Pennington dance.
If her
name is used in the ad copy they expect
to see her do the stuff they know she does
best.
Undoubtedly there are many phases
to the vaudeville-in-presentation proposition, but the dope on this seems clear.

102

— McTab

Knows

By

ville identity

105

1— Our Birthday, and 3rd

)D BET,

seems,

gain the advantage of trained and

100

OUR BIRTHDAY
BEE BEE....

Horses

one could tell what was wrong with that.
Yet a good many of the picture theatres
employing vaudeville talent do practically

105

KIRKFIELD

MY

BEST TIP

IS

GO SEE

THE GOLD RUSH”

Charlie
It’s

D

Above

is front cover of pamphlet referred to in the article prepared by
Wilton Spencer on exploitation.

a Sure

Winner

AST PERFORMANCES

Reproduction of inside page of pamphlet
used in the campaign in Montreal for
“The Gold Rush."

—
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before the opening date, a trailer being
used on the screen announcing that the
world’s greatest comedian was coming in
his greatest screen triumph, “The Gold
Rush,” and that the picture should be seen
by every man, woman and child in Montreal.
Then other forms that were used
extensively were the newspapers which
gave 100 per cent cooperation, for they
began three weeks before the picture was
due to open up at the Capitol to give it
advance publicity, using cuts and special
notices frequently;

newspaper

every

in fact, this
in Montreal,

refers to
some of

them even overstepping previous efforts.
Charlie Chaplin moustaches were also distributed to the schools.
The C. P. R. Telegraph gave a good
display of special telegraph publicity in the
most conspicuous places in their 50 offices
around Montreal, including every large
hotel in the city.
The Brunswick Grammaphone used display cards, and threesheet cutouts very effectively in all the
show windows of their dealers, while the
ice cream parlors, six in all, displayed and
introduced to Montrealers the new “Char-

Chaplin

lie

Sundae.”

Bramson’s yellow

the biggest taxi service in the city,
agreed to display a little specially made up
advertising card in their cars, at the same
time carrying in every car a supply of litThis, of course, got us any
tle heralds.
amount of publicity, as it is only natural
that with these heralds in the little box in
the car every person who was traveling in
one of the cars would pick one up and
cars,

read

it.

Music stores also displayed special windows of the Chaplin songs and cards got
up by Manager Dahn. One of the most
popular hat stores in town was sold the
idea to make up a derby and call it the
Chaplin derby, and to dress up a window
of derbies only, we got up cards introducing the new fall style of Chaplin derbies
just as he wears in “The Gold Rush” at
the Capitol.
The store
district

was situated in the downtown
and was seen by the thousands

who

traverse that particular vicinity daily.
of the theatre was nicely arranged for “The Gold Rush” picture, in
fact, everybody that visited the theatre before the opening of “The Gold Rush” was
obliged to stand up and look at all the
material that announced the coming of
25,000 heralds
Charlie Chaplin’s picture
were distributed among the principal districts and suburbs of the city, while 60-24
sheets were posted, and 55-3 sheets, all of

The lobby

;

them having very good

positions.

Five thousand window cards were also
used to good advantage. In fact this particular card is most striking and one that
is sure to hit straight home at the eye.
The LaPresse Radio was also arranged
with to broadcast the prologue that Manager Dahn got up especially for the pic-

and the songs composed by Charlie
Chaplin were used, at the same time mentioning that the picture could be seen at
ture,

the

Capitol.

Tied

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE

DOING: Top—Ad used by and contributed by Harold H. Bailey, Columbia Amusement Company, Paducah,
Ky.
letter from Bailey appears in this issue.
Center
Leroy Link
contributed by Harry F. Storin, Pawtucket, R. I.; and ad of Fulton
theatre, Jersey City, N. J., contributed by A. S. Rittenberg.
Below
Ad for the Mikadow theatre, Manitowoc, Wis., contributed by F. M.
Kadow. Fort-O-Grafs, Fort Armstrong theatre, Rock Island, 111.,
A. H. Blank Enterprises. “Herald” copy appears: “In the Land of
Make Believe,” and “All for You.”

A

—

Up With Jockey

Club

stunt that was
pulled off, no doubt was the tieup with the
Dorval Jockey Club, arranging with the
officials for a race to be featured called
“The Gold Rush Purse.” This naturally
got any amount of publicity as it was used
every sporting paper and column
in
got together with
throughout Canada.
the sporting editors of the local papers
and had them feature “The Gold Rush”
purse on their pages and at the same time
to tie it up with the picture which would
be seen at the Capitol. This they certainly
did for us.
The race was featured on the front page
of our largest circulation newspapers, to
the extent that mention was made that the
purse was named in honor of the producThe track oftion “The Gold Rush.”

The

biggest

publicity

We

:
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ficials were most courteous,
and placed
the track at our disposal.
Pictures were
taken of the race and officials, and Mrs.
Arthur, wife of our popular director of
music and production, presented the winning horse with a beautiful horseshoe
wreath of roses, marked in big gold letters, the “Gold Rush Purse.”

Shots were taken of the crowd on the
grandstand, and they waved and applauded
calling “Three Cheers for Charlie Chaplin.”
One can imagine the advertising
value of this stunt from every angle. First,
every person who attended the track on
that day would want to go and see if they
could recognize themselves in the motion
pictures.

Then we got on
papers,
stances

which

the front page of the

under

no

other

circum-

money could buy.
Special Herald a Clever Idea

A

which was entitled
Horses” caused
quite a lot of comment, and everybody remarked that it was a most clever idea of
putting it over. They were distributed on
special

“What

all

I

herald

Know About

the race trains.

Then

—

the inside read
“Nothing But
here you have inside information on “The
Gold Rush Purse.” The entries then followed, giving all the horses in that particular race.
Then it next read: “Fregie
Picks,” and gave the selection of Mon:

favorite newspaper selector, ending
“and he knows.” It then went on to read
“After winning yourself a good bet, my
best tip is to go and see Charlie Chaplin
in ‘The Gold Rush’ at the Capitol next
Sunday. It’s a sure winner.” And running across the bottom of this little folder
read
“See back page for past performtreal’s

:

ances.”

Victor Seastroms

Aittyptcdfnr

tkescmnty
AGNl'S

CBWSWt
r/r Mayer

q

An

—At left and right are inside pages of a four-page house organ
by the T. & D. theatres. The Oakland T. & D. Newsette represents the house managed by Clem Pope, Oakland, Cal.
Other
pages shown are taken from the anniversary number of the Kentucky
Theatre News, Kentucky theatre, under the direction of Earle Hall
Below-

JOHNSTON

Picture

Metro -goldtvtft

ad which should by its novel design
prove an effective pull on readers.
Some of the copy here is from the
M-G-M press department.

printed

Payne, Lexington, Ky.

Its issue recalls the second anniversary issue,
necessary to run another edition.
Large envelope was used with an ad for “Don Q” on the outside.

when

requests

made

it

;

;
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THE PICTURE PLAY: A PLAYLET
Fresh
Screea
Notes

Scene
Large,
room. Boy of 15,

CE^eatre Iferald

A

W orld Finds Its

A

Haven
A

crowded waiting room of a

railroad station with

its

quiet stir

from other places in the
world. There are people from the
“sticks” and from the metropolis
or from the “watering places” of
There is an itinerant
Europe.
differs

spirit,

a wanderlust

air.

All

are

bent on going hence or meeting one
returned.
are gladly anticipant or
drearily hopeful. Others are tragic,

who has
Many
maybe

desperate.

A child will cry another run
one laughs and another screams.

attending a crowded
theatre, leaned up against an exit door
while waiting to be assigned to a seat
in the balcony. The fire door swung
slowly open. The young man glanced
casually at the cement sidewalk 25 feet
below, turned to his companion and re-

marked: “One more step backward
and it would have cost me another
50 cents to get in.”
*

*

*

A

Yale freshman quit college rather
than submit to the university requirement of vaccination. Personally we
prefer a sore arm to a sore head.

At

extreme end of

life a
gnarled stick
makes for a seat out of the draft.

the

man

with a

There is only one other place
where as many classes and kinds of
For not even
life are represented.
at the church come people from
some walks of life. But at the theatre every kind and denomination
find a welcome and a cheery place
There for a
to spend an hour.
negligible part of a dollar has been
instituted a warm spot for thousands of souls who have toiled in a

tough old world and fought discouragement futilelv. For them the
theatre is the haven of reinvested
courage.

living

18, at table

with

Jack and Jean?”
Alice: “Oh, Harry, I am weary of driving. We took that too long trip only three
nights ago.”
Harry: “Well, what’s on the radio?”
Alice ( wearily )
“Little that we haven’t
heard before.”
Harry: “Want to go over to see Elsie?”
Alice: “No.”
Harry: {more enthusiastically): “Well,
then, how about a picture play?”
(A small crash marks the fall of the
children’s books to the floor.)
Jack ( excitedly ): “That’s it, dad, let’s!”
“Do let’s go, mother!”
Jean ( happily )
has brightened perceptibly. She
( Alice
smiles at the others) “The first good idea
you have had the whole evening, Harry.”
“Now, mother, he was
Jean ( chiding )
just keeping the best for the last.”
(Alice goes into hall and calls back to
“All right, come along.” (Her
the others)
voice is merry).
:

:

:

5«<

Chief Collins of Chicago says his po-

:

licemen are too busy to search the hips
of citizens for contraband liquor. We

;

feeble

of

:

Again

in

girl

lighted reading lamp. Each fingers a book
inattentively.
Tastefully dressed man of
40 in easy chair holds newspaper. He addresses woman of about his age as she
enters room
“Alice, how about a drive tonight with

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU
Drop
young man

furnished

well

:

contend, however, that this
if

is

near

:

to,

not quite, the seat of the trouble.
*

*

*

London women have adopted

mud

Bailey’s

guards

for their ankles during the
rainy season, to protect their hosiery
from the splashing of traffic. If they
take up the fad here, the fairer sex will
have to wear hip boots.
*

*

*

The

frost in on the pwmpkin,
on the rose.
It’s on the roof across the street
And headin’ for our nose!
It’s also

*

Every time

*

a

newspaper

a

headline

in

This

Issue
Through an error

the office girl forgot

to enclose the advertisements I referred
However, the
last letter to you.
to in

mistake was discovered the following day
and I immediately had them forwarded to
you which you have no doubt received by

now:

Your

criticism

ated and

car-

“Interest in
Movies on Wane,” some inspired
make-up man puts an announcement of the opening of a $2,000,000 theatre on the same page.
ries

Appear

my

ODE TO OCTOBER

*

Ads Came; Some

:

I

be greatly apprecionly too glad to send

will

shall be

same to you regularly.
Very truly yours, Harold H. Bailey,
Columbia Amusement Company, Inc., Pa-

the

ducah, Ky.

A
pi

Yes, Spencer, We’re Sure
It Will Interest Other

Managers

ROTOGRAVURE
PROGRAM
COVERS

I beg to enclose the advertising and
publicity campaign on Charlie Chaplin
in “The
treal by

Gold Rush” launched in MonManager Harry S. Dahn of the

Montreal Capitol.
You will see what a big campaign it
was and the result achieved was remarkable, as it broke all records in
Canada for theatre attendance, and box
office receipts.

trust that the report of the cammight be interesting to other
managers who no doubt are as interested in your publication as we are up
here.

I

$3.50 per 1000

paign

Wilton W. Spencer, Exploitation Department, Capitol Theatre, Montreal.

Finer

Than

Finer

Than Lithographing

Printing

Cheaper Than Either

GRAVURE PUBLICATIONS

—

Page Size

33 West 60th
5 Jjj "

x 8"

New

York

St.

Ford Describes
“Lost World” Stunt
Reginald Ford, Cameo theatre, Paris,
has contributed a photograph of his exploitation stunt for “The Lost World.”
On the photograph he has described it by
“A couple paraded Paris. One
saying
dressed as Christopher Columbus, carrying
:

an egg on which was marked,

‘I

discov-

new world.’ The other man dressed
modern clothes, carrying the world with

ered a
in

the following notice, ‘I have done better
I have discovered the Lost World’ at the

Cameo.”

*
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Built on the Elements of Success

BALABAN

KATZ.

£r

with

200,000
man,

Every

.

woman and child who has seen
“The Freshman” is boosting it more
enthusiastically than we would dare!
Conte on, laugh and live longer l
Extra Rh«m starts 10‘:30 P. M. dally.
Doors open P|A. M.!

ABOVE
^

1

in

is

the

an ad which was used
Chicago Daily Tribune

when Pathe’s

release

production

is

the ad

is its

of

The

the original.

was showed

Chicago.

the Roosevelt in

a

The

similar

at
re-

size

to

SIXTY-TMIRD AT D REXEL

greatest virtue of

PRESENTS

proper balance.

1EATHCE

JOY
IN

JAMES?

1 ;/-SUNDAV
'

rlurrlUOAi >11
IWHiHlMMMMil

STARTING

'SO«w
30
& Eve
BCTTF TERRY AT THE

GRIPPING DRAMA

MIGHTY WURUTXER

OP A WIPE WHO

—
WEDNESDAY

RISKED L0¥£ FOR GOLD

1

—

.

NY

A

v

Charlie Chaplin picture

may

shown above.

’

was
used recently by the James’ Grand
theatre,
Omaha, to advertise the
United Artists’ production, “The
the

fashion

Gold Rush.”

Little

CW

KTOTI3
WOODLAWN ORCAESTRA
or
ARMItJr .hAN O

be advertised cleverly by using
It

DAILY

'//

need be said in

“selling” a Chaplin, of course, to a

community of Chaplin

y^NOTHER

ad for the Pathe

pic-

T_JERE

ture which has been contributed

His
figure with the big shoes and walk-

by Ray Murray, Herald West Coast

ing stick are the strong elements in

representative.

the ad.

chief feature of the ad.

fans.

The

football

is

the

is

a novel

way

of confront-

ing the reader with the subject
at

your

theatre.

The same

pattern

may

be used for other subjects than

this

Pro-Dis-Co

picture.
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FREAK COSTUMES MADE
to

be walking upside

these three

down through

REGINALD FORD’S TELEWRITER,

men appear

the

streets

of

Paris.
They advertised First National’s “The Only
Woman’’ for Reginald Ford’s Cameo.

October 24, 1925

con-

nected directly with the Ministry of Finance,
gave Parisians daily information on the new
loan.

ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY

FRONT PANEL OF THE CAMEO,

at the

designed to advertise “The Only
Woman,” First National picture. Water continuously
pouring over the deck of the ship attracted attention.

front arranged
National theatre, Akron, Ohio, for the
showing there of the F. B. O. production
“White Fang,” starring Strongheart.

“THE KEEPER OF THE BEES,”

theatre

in

Reginald Ford’s

Paris,

an F. B. O. production, had
its world premiere at the American theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah.
A part of the crowd, and the box office decorated to look like a
beehive are seen in this illustration.

A LEOPARD IN A CAGE

was

routed through Paris by Reginald
Ford to advertise First National’s
“The Lost World.”
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ANOTHER KIND OF

cutout

George Rea for his
Grand theatre, Columbus, Ga., in

used

by

exploiting the U. A. film.

GEORGE REA
posters

of

used

heavy

card board to

ex-

“The Ten Commandments,” Lasky film.
ploit

49

ON HIS AUTOMOBILE
George

Rea

cutout

of

United Artists

THE BIGGEST CROWD EVER SEEN
said of the

A MAN IN WOMAN’S
Lasky
George Rea, Grand
Columbus, Ga.

togs

film for
theatre,

IN THIS

a
for

large
the

film.

city,

George Rea

to exploit the F-P-L picture,
Devil,” when it was shown at the Grand theatre, Columbus,
held on the principal street of the city.

“Kid Pedal Auto Race,” held

“The Lucky
Ga. It was

exploited the

carried

Chaplin

“IT BROKE ALL RECORDS,” said George Rea of “The Ten Commandments” in describing his exploitation for the Paramount film which
was engaged at his Columbus, Ga., Grand. This show window was
designed to attract a great number of people.

:
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(By courtesy of Alice Day’s Pathe

Pat Sullivan’s
courtesy of
Educational cartoons.)

comedies.)

Sullivan’s
courtesy of Pat
Educational cartoons.)

He also has the making of
the Imperial brand comedies under
his supervision.
stories.

Director Marshall Praises
Herald ” for Campaign
“I

am

glad

see

to

espousing the cause

Herald

the
of

short

the

feature,” said George E. Marshall to
a Herald representative the other
“The Fox company is today
day.
making the finest type of comedies
to be found in any theatre.
have every type, and they are being
made from the finest stories, by the
best scenarists and the leading directors. Our ‘Van Bibber’ series in
one season took its place at the very
top of the short feature list and the

We

‘Helen and Warren’ and O. Henry
series will undoubtedly do the same
thing.

“Our aim and -our
liness in

comedy.

policy

cleana
type of

is

We never make

picture that will offend any
audience.
The public itself is
fashioning our short subjects and
we would like to get impressions of
opinion from exhibitors and the
public as to what they want in
short features. These will prove invaluable guides in making future
subjects.

The Fox company

elimi-

and the custard pie. We are giving complete
stores with humorous development
and we are paying high salaries for
nated the bathing

girl

ing career and has earned the position of supervising director of all
Fox short features through hard
application.
studied
work
and
Twelve years ago he was an extra
hanging around the FTniversal gate
for the thrill of seeing Wallie Reid
and other luminaries of the screen.
He arose from extra, to prop boy,
then assistant director and was
finally assigned to direct Harry
Carey in a three reeler. He directed

Ruth Roland in serials for Pathe at
one time, and although he was ambitious to produce light farces and
dramas he was assigned to direct
Tom Mix in “horse opera” when he
joined the Fox organization.
Finally he was given the job of
producing the Richard Harding

Davis series of “Van Bibber” stories
and from that time on his advancement has been rapid. So successful

this series of two reel subthat
two more units were
to make similar high class

was

jects

added

comedies. These were the O. Henry
classics

and the “Helen and Warren”

Ray

read 500 ‘Helen
and Warren’ stories before he made
his first one.
Felix Adler, for
years a Keith and Orpheum circuit
headliner, recently connected with
Mack Sennett, is writing titles for
Fox comedies. Dan Keefe, Benny
Stoloff,

Tom

Buckingham,

Bryan

Foy, Robert Kerr and Fewis Seiler
are on the directorial staff.”
Mr. Marshall has had an interest-

material.
He does not believe in
sacrificing quality, however, and is
very thorough in everything he
does.

He has just supervised the making of “East Side-West Side” featuring Barbara Luddy and Georgie
Harris, the first Jewish-Irish comedy for Imperial.

Fox News

Issues
Dailies on Series
The importance the Fox Film Corporation attaches to covering real
news centers with speed is demonstrated by the effort made by the
Fox News during the World Series
baseball games. Not only was the
company’s newsreel cameraman on
the lot but so was Fred Quimby,
salesmanager of short features. Mr.
Quimby attended the first four
games where he supervised Fox
cameramen in getting out pictures
which were used as daily

What Others

feature actors to portray them.

“Director A1

He is called “Speed” Marshall
around the Fox lot because of untiring energy in producing screen

6

Think

.

DAVID LOEW
“I consider Red Seal product the best in the short subject market.”

729 7th Av.
Edwin Miles Fadman,

N.

Y.

Pres.

C.

specials.

Four Short Feature
Companies Formed
Dispatches from Hollywood india tendency favorable to the
growth of short feature production in
that four short feature companies
started work October 10 at the California Studios; Bryant S. Young
Productions, Troy J. Ray, Biff Comedies, and Standard Productions.
cate
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rnHIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
L a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with

—

pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.

—

shortcoming of the customers.
he gives them tiny
little of, ornamenting
a yarn so simple it is almost foolish. It
is one of those stories which require expert telling and it gets it.
Bessie Love, Phyllis Haver and Neil
the

that’s

“New Brooms”
niceties they know
In

Hamilton are the principal young folks of
the play. Miss Love is best, of course, but
Miss Haver is coming along. Mr. Hamilton isn’t so good this time, though his
assignment has

whose name

A

difficulties.

its

seem unable

I

to

stranger,

unearth,

is

splendid as the boy’s father.

The
point
of
is

story

of

makes

it

it

“Q

OHORE

ture

BLUE

in

one of several

jail

scenes

in

The

pic-

this

last

a

week.

T

NEW BROOMS”

IS

REAL DeMILLE

HE

certain

William DeMille, who does
things as well as Cecil B. does

others,

is

-L

real

at

his

infrequent

best

in

the

making of such pictures as “New Brooms.”
Perhaps

it’s

because he so seldom gets the

right kind of thing to do.

the kind of

is

anyone
T

a

does better than

else.

think

bit

story he

“New Brooms”

fine

William DeMille’s technique
for

Woolworth customers,

is

but

simple

to

the

handling
but handling

DeMille’s

good as

as

first

LEAVE”
not

is,

it

is

built to

readily

exhibitor

week, confirms

good

report

my

of

Richard
measure.

fitted
it,

printed

it

it

is

and Alice Calhoun in Fox’s “The
Whisper,” shown during the week
of October 4 at the Monroe theatre, Chicago
house.
It will show for another week.

picture.

Everlasting

is

performers in this, the United
States Navy and the newsreels contributing helpful bits here and there. Barthelmess is a sailor, Miss Mackaill the girl
he leaves behind him but comes back to.
There is nothing deep about it all, but it
is not commonplace.
For the great majority
of the way it’s just goodnatured
the

rpOM MIX
-L

suspicion that

Exhibitors have been sayabout time for Dick to click again.
Barthelmess and Dorothy Mackaill are

ing
“

say,

SHORE LEAVE” BUILT TO
BARTHELMESS’ MEASURE

Barthelmess’
“Red Hot Tires,” the Warner Brothers’
that showed at the State-Lake theatre

I

silly.

not story in this or any case.
“

MONTE

as

is,

being

chief

in

the

hours.

record
It

time

of

would be easy

out of that, but

it

fifty-six

working

to jiggle a nifty

wouldn’t be

just.

Many

more hours have been devoted to the making of much less worthwhile pictures.

Were the picture mine, however, I
should have spent another day or two on
it.

I’d

have patched up a few of the awktied the loose ends to-

ward breaks and

fooling.

gether.

“Shore Leave” was a stage play some
vears ago and the caption writers have
adhered perhaps a little too closely to the
best lines of the piece, the slang of them
echoing somewhat anciently in present-day
ears.
A little liberty in this department
of production might have added strength
to the finished picture, though too little
liberty of the sort is better than too much.

Motte is the girl who
Barrymore is the
rounder (pure gold underneath) who en-

If

my

dates are not confused, this

is

It’s

pretty frazzled in spots.

Marguerite de

dislikes

labor.

la

Lionel

the

were talking about when the
matter of Coolidge passing an Annapolis
commission to Barthelmess for picture
was of newspaper interest.
purposes
Annapolis is not in the picture.
picture they

WHO WOULDN’T
WORK” HOLDS RECORD
“ GIRL

HAMILTON and Robert McWade in a
scene from “New Brooms,” the Paramount
picture that showed at the McVickers, Chicago
loop theatre, during the week of October 4.
T^EIL

T
-L

HEY

made “The

TTAROLD LLOYD

tell

me

Girl

that

Who

Marcel DeSano
Wouldn’t Work”

and Jobyna Ralston in one
of the most pathetic scenes in “The Freshman,” Pathe release showing since September 13
at the Roosevelt, Chicago Balaban & Katz house.

.

:

:

—A

.

a
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Chicago
First
(

Runs

Week Beginning October 11)

CHICAGO

‘
:

Her

Sister

from Paris,”

First

National.

ROOSEVELT “The

Freshman,” Pathe. (5th

week )

MONROE

‘‘The

Everlasting

(2nd week )
“The

Fox.

ORPHEUM:
Artists.

Gold
(10th week).

McVICKERS

“The

Best

Whisper,”

Rush,”

Lnitcd

People,”

Para-

mount.

STATE-LAKE

:

“Seven

Sinners,”

Warner

Brothers.

WHAT THE OTHERS
THINK OF THEM

TT
J-

J-ERE’S what some

of the others

who

vary the monotony of writing about pictures by seeing pictures
(then writing
more about them) have to say about some
of the pictures seen last week.
bers of this club.

R ICHARD BARTHELMESS

dislike.

Forrest Stan-

and out uncomfortably as the

ley steps in

upright young

man who
Henry

to the fade-out.

doesn’t quite last
B. Walthall

is

the

sobby parent. All save Barrymore
seem seeking something to do and Barry-

girl’s

more

doesn’t

seem

to care.

This picture was run with a 75-minute
stage
atre

Cooney Brothers’ Capitol theweek and got along all right.

bill at

last

mem-

G

and Dorothy Mackaill

in a scene from “Shore Leave,” by First NaThis production showed at the Chicago
tional.
theatre, Balaban & Katz Chicago house, for a
week beginning October 4.

courages her in her

All

That’s one of the advantages of a presentation house.

“The White Monkey”
Those who know their Galsworthy can
say little that is condemnatory of “The
White Monkey” and still be honest. You
will look long through Adventure and
Action Stories before you find Gals-

name

worthy’s

in the contributors’ colstories are for the later hours
of the night and the mellow reading lamp

umn.

is.

My

LLOYD HAMILTON
DELIVERS IDEAS
1_->L0YD
of

new

HAMILTON

“Shore Leave”
It

is

delivers a

at

dozen

bunch

We

Yes,
Have
Real Estate

the Chicago last week.

the best of his comedies

last half

preference was for Tony and Vicrather than for Fleur and Michael.
Their kind of life is the kind that is nearest to myself, nearest, in fact, to the bulk
of the theatregoing population.— Al Barr.
toria

“The Movies,” run with

ideas in

among

the

I’ve seen.

film friends a bit but doesn’t spill the
beans in the kidding. It’s all absurdity,
the beginning and ending providing a pair

of ridiculous surprises handled in masterly
fashion.

A while back I feared Hamilton had
done his stuff, but I was wrong. He opens
his bag of tricks in this one and a good
time is had by all.

OUR GANG STILL
GOING STRONG

Our

gang

is

still

going strong in

“Boys Will Be Joys.” They operate an
amusement park in this one. To tell more
than that about an Our Gang comedy is
to deprive you of the laughs due you.
Mrs. Dorothy B. Strauss, Bonita theatre,
Copperhill, Tenn., writes in
section

of

Hollywood
tality

“The Studio”

an account of her

this

issue

visit

and the Our Gang hospi-

experienced.

It

was such

hospitality

as you’d expect of the outfit and I renew
my threat to look them up next time I’m

West.

No

By the time this issue comes from
the press I shall be well upon my
way to the realm of real estate and
rhetoric. Greatly as it pains me to
do so, I must deprive you of my imperishable paragraphs for a couple
of weeks. Don’t take it too hard.
When I get back, as I hope to if
they leave me carfare, I may or may
not give you the exclusive and un-

Lloyd is just enjoying himself in this
one and he has a good time. He kids his

expurgated lowdown on what it’s all
about. It’s funny no one has thought
of writing an article like that, isn’t
T. O. SERVICE.

it?

—

“Red Hot Tires”
Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller give
a very creditable performance in “Red Hot
Tires.” The picture does not start fast,
but it gains much momentum as it goes
along and makes around 70 miles an hour
close to the end. That is about as fast as
one cares to go with a young man who is
none too sure at the wheel and has a penchant for injuring himself.
There is one long section of close-up
emoting that could well have been short-

ened to but a few feet. Coming as it does
near the middle of the picture, it serves
only to clog the action, which at this point
still within the
speed limit. The jail
scenes are funny, though unreal. Exaggeration of human types in pictures does not
appeal to me. Another one or two well

is

the girl who captures the
lone prospector’s heart in “The Gold Rush,”
United Artists’ picture that will show at the Orpheum, Chicago house, until November 1.

—

dressed men in the jail population
couple of the flash crook type would have
added a desirable element of realism just
here.
l Barr.

—

—

His

rather than for the elevated and the top of
the bus, and for that reason “The White
Monkey’ is slow.
There is little that outstands, for good
or for bad. Each performer does about as
well as is possible. The picture is of the
kind, -I suppose, described by the phrase,
“A nice little program picture,” whatever
that

EORGIA HALE,

“Lovers

in

Quarantine”

Best in the week for me was “Lovers in
Quarantine,” which had as much comedy
action as is embodied in half a dozen ordinary pictures of the type. Bebe Daniels
has all the verve that any one young person needs and makes good use of it in this
picture.

The

scenes on shipboard are fine and the
is as fast as it need be to hold interest and is entirely logical. All of the
seagoing types are here the efficient stewards, the bibulous doctor and the perpetcontributes
person who
ually
seasick
largely to the fun.
Harrison Ford’s work is well done. I
do not remember what he has contributed
to other pictures in which I may have
seen him, but I will not soon forget his
part of this one.
The behavior of her who played the part
of Bebe’s sister was poorly motivated, but
in itself it was a good performance.
Some of the fun of the thing depended
on naughtiness, but no one could take
action

—

offense.
and deft,

—Al

The naughtiness was sprightE
the kind that most of us like.

Barr.

“The Caretakers Daughter”
Charlie Chase gets better with each succeeding effort in Hal Roach’s comedies for
His latest is “The Caretaker’s
Pathe.
Daughter.” In it be becomes involved in
a love triangle quite innocently and sincerely tries to prove his guiltless character
throughout two reels of film.
The picture gets funnier as it goes along.

In one sequence that is nothing less than
convulsing, he and three others have taken
the disguise of the old caretaker in order
to justify the ends of each.
Finally the vampire is apprehended as
such by her husband and the guilt is fixed
upon the guilty, permitting Mr. Chase to
go on with his own conjugal career hapDouglas Hodges.
pily.

New

Virginia

Opening Announced
Announcement has been received of the
onening of the New Virginia theater at
Harrisonburg, Va., under the personal direction of I. Weinberg.
The feature production of opening week was “The Ten
Commandments,” by Paramount.
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Edna Gregory

Trixie

Regan

Charles

Sellon

TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME:
LOCALE:

Romantic love.
Canadian Northwest.

TIME: The

STORY A

present.

cowboy

:

at large in

Canada

with a girl whose
father refuses consent to her marriage.

meets and

He
He

falls in love

and the cowboy is suspected.
arrested, but the confession of the
real killer saves him for the girl.
is killed
is

HIGHLIGHTS:

Killing of

Search for the slayer.
The romance.
rodeo.
.

.

.

.

.

La Farge.
... The

.

Leslie Fenton and Alec B. Francis in
a scene from “Thunder Mountain,’’ a

Syd Chaplin recommending his outfit in
a scene from Warner Brothers’ “The

Man

The

on the Box.’’

Man

Producer: Paramount

on the Box

Producer: Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers
Length: 7,481 feet

Distributor:

DIRECTOR

CHARLES

Author

F.

Lampton

Lillian

E.

J.

Ratcliffe

Charles F. Reisner
Charles Gerrard

Henry Borrowes
Warburton, Sr.
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: New York

Gloria Swanson
Lawrence Gray
Gertrude Astor

Lyons

TYPE: Comedy

Helene Costello

Bob’s Sister
Colonel Annesly
Padkoff
Count Karloff

ALLAN DWAN
PLAYERS

Hagen
Orme Wilson

McGrath
Barrows

Syd Chaplin
David Butler
Alice Calhoun
Kathleen Calhoun
Theodore Lorch

His Brother-in-Law
Betty Annesly
Mrs. Lampton

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR
Jennie

PLAYERS
Bob Warburton

Distributor: Paramount

REISNER

Harold
Nick

Cameraman

Fox production

Stage Struck

THEME:

of theatrical

:

nation of the maid.

hansom cab

.

.

.

TIME: The
STORY: A

present.

waitress in a river town
restaurant is in love with the hot cake
She
artist, who is fond of actresses.
struggles hard to win him, even study-

SCHERTZINGER

DIRECTOR... .VICTOR
Author
Adaptor

John

PLAYERS
Azalea
Sam Martin
Preacher

Si

Madge Bellamy

Arthur Houseman
Zasu Pitts
Emily Fitzroy
Harlan

Natalie Warfield
Russell Simpson

Romantic

love.

LOCALE: Kentucky
TIME: The

mountain

district.

present.

STORY A

youth leaves his mountain
to acquire an education, and on his
return tries to raise funds to build a
school.
He is assisted by a stranded
circus woman who loves him and whom
he loves. He is suspected of a murder,
:

home

but is cleared and marries the woman
and builds the school.
HIGHLIGHTS : Meeting of the circus woman and the mountain man.
Near
Dynamiting of the mountain.
Scenic
execution of the hero.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

effects.

Harry Neuman

Jim Corey

Dan Mason
Otis

Rural drama.

THEME:

Don Lee
Don Lee

Philo McCullough

Fenton

Leslie

Alec B. Francis
Paul Panzer

Pace

TYPE:

HERBERT BLACHE

Dan Malloy
Hoot Gibson
Marie La Farge... .Virginia Brown Fairo
Jean La Farge
Clark Comstock
Neenah
Ynez Seabury

Golden

Eve Unsell

Coulter
Mrs. Coulter

The Road

PLAYERS

Callahan

Distributor: Fox
Length: 7,500 feet

Jeff

.

E. Richard Schayer;
Adaptors. ...E. Richard Schayer;

Fred Burgess

Thunder Mountain

Pa McBirney

atten-

Producer: Universal
Distributor: Universal
Length: 5,924 feet

Cameraman

.

Ma McBimey

furnishes

Policemen’s
The exposing of

Authors

.

Morgan

The Calgary Stampede

DIRECTOR

in

.

ress’ triumph.

king’s palace.

.

.

.

.

Producer: Fox

Chaplin’s impersoHis work as a

driver.
chase of the hero. ...
the foreign agents.

the

Banquet scenes

:
.

Ohio River town; imaginary

girl.

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

Joe Givens
Mandy Coulter
his

about

trials is success-

the king’s palace.
Scenes on the
theatre boat.
.
Comedy in the restaurant. ... The picnic. . .
The wait-

tion.

LOCALE:

dreaming

many

ful.

life.

tions to the inventor’s wife are misunderstood and he breaks the connection.
He becomes the groom in the home of
the girl he loves. When foreign agents
try to steal the inventor’s life work the
young man thwarts them and later he

wins the

—

Love complicated with ambi-

City.

TIME: A few years ago.
STORY: A young man
money to an inventor, but

ing acting— and
stage and after

to

Yesterday

Producer: Cecil B. DeMille ProducGertrude Astor, as Lillian, seeking information of Carrie Scott, as Mrs. Wagner, in one of the many comic scenes in
“Stage Struck,” produced by Paramount.

tions

Producers Distributing
Corporation
Length: Undetermined

Distributor:

:

:
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Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

GREGORY LA CAVA

Author..

Arthur Stringer
Luther Reed

Adaptor

PLAYERS
William Dana, 3rd—

.Richard Dix
Esther Ralston
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: New York City; an Arizano

Mollie

ranch.

TIME: The

present.

STORY A young man
:

rescues a child

from drowning and by this act becomes
a romantic man and one to be loved to
Trixie Friganza attempting to mount a
burro in one of the lighter scenes in
“The Road to Yesterday,” a Pro-Dis-Co.
production.

the girl who witnessed it.
He, also
smitten, tries to live up to her belief
that he is a hero of the West. He proves
to be her hero, but does not care for the

DIRECTOR

CECIL

B.

DE MILLE

The meeting of the
boy and the girl.
The polo game.
Scenes on the ranch.
The

....Beulah

Marie Dix; E. G. Sutherland
Peverell Marley

.

Hugh Armstrong
Anne Vener
Watt Eamshaw

Faye

Casson Ferguson
Trixie Friganza
Clarence Burton
Josephine Norman
Charles West

Love’s awakening.

LOCALE: Grand Canyon

Distributor: Fox
Length: 9.000 feet

Barbara Hare
Richard Hare
Afy Hallijohn
Mr. Hallijohn
Mrs. Hare

present.

A

young bride has a fear of
her husband which she cannot under:

stand but which he attributes to his
appearance.
physical
unprepossessing
Finally, angered, the young husband
leaves his wife to go to Chicago and
have a physical defect overcome, if this
be possible. His wife leaves on the same
The train is wrecked and the
train.
young man rescues his wife from death.
Thereafter they understand each other.
HIGHLIGHTS: The acting of the
principals and the comedy relief injected by the secondary characters.
The hero’s departure from the hotel.
... The wreck. ... The triumph of
reason over the bride’s fears.
.

.

.

W o manhandled
Paramount

Producer:
Distributor

Alma Rubens
Edmund Lowe

Isabel....

of the Col-

STORY

Lou Tellegen
Frank Keenan
Marjorie Daw
Leslie Fenton
Belle Bennett
Paul Panzer
Lydia Knott

TYPE: Melodrama.

THEME:

Evils of jealousy.

LOCALE:

Rural England.
Last half of nineteenth cen-

TIME:
tury.

STORY

An aristocratic English
marries again after her husband
dies; but, misunderstanding her second
husband’s interest in another woman,
she leaves him and goes to France with
She is injured in a
a titled wastrel.
wreck and after recovering conceals her
identity and returns to her husband’s
house to nurse her sick child back to
Later she dies in her husband’s
health.
arms and he marries the woman who
caused the trouble.
HIGHLIGHTS : Levinson’s murder
:

woman

of Hallijohn.

.

.

Lady

.

Isabel’s flight
train wreck.

from her home. ... The

Paramount

.

.

.

Isabel’s death.

A

accepted.

is

HIGHLIGHTS: Betty

Bronson’s

characterization of the slavey.
The
ballroom scene. ... The policeman’s
love making. ... The laugh-and-tear
ending.
.

Simon

Mrs. Henry Wood
Lenore J. Coffee

PLAYERS
Lady

her.
A policeman who at first suspects
her of some mischief falls in love with
her, and after she recovers from an illness caused by exposure he proposes and

.

.

EMMETT FLYNN

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

orado; the open country between there
and Chicago.

TIME: The

.

Producer: Fox'

Archibald Carlyle
Sir Francis Levison
Chief Justice Hare

TYPE: Domestic melodrama.

THEME:

.

hero’s explanation of his actions.

Joseph Schildkraut
Jetta Goudal
Vera Reynolds
William Boyd
Julia

Harriett Tyrell

.

East Lynne

Dolly Foules

Adrian Tompkyns

.

.

PLAYERS
Kenneth Paulton
Malena Paulton
Beth Tyrell
Jack Moreland

:

.

.

.

Cameraman

duction.

West.

HIGH LIGHTS

Authors

Rich as the circus woman in
“Simon the Jester,” a Pro-Dis-Co. proLillian

the Jester

Producer: Metropolitan Pictures, Inc.
Distributor: Producers Distributing
Corporation
Length: Undetermined

GEORGE MEDFORD

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

William
....Frances

J.

Locke
Marion

PLAYERS
Simon de Gex

Eugene O’Brien

Lola Brandt
Dale Kennersly

Edmund Bums

Brandt
Midget

Lillian

Henry

Rich

B. Walthall

William Platt
TYPE: Circus melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: London; Tangiers.
TIME: The present.

STORY: A member

of

the

British

Parliament who believes he has but a
short time to live attempts to overcome
best friend’s infatuation for a
of the circus, and in the attempt
is himself infatuated.
He undergoes a
surgical operation, after which he is

his

woman

After
told he will live on indefinitely.
a series of swift adventures during which
the circus woman’s husband, a villainous
is killed, the M. P. and the
performer arrange their future, together.
HIGHLIGHTS : Circus scenes and

character,

Kiss for Cinderella
Paramount
Paramount
Length: Undetermined
Prodticer:

Distributor

HERBERT BRENON

DIRECTOR

Sir

James M. Barrie

Willis Goldbeck;

Townsend Martin

Author
Adaptors

PLAYERS
Cinderella

Betty Bronson

Patrolman
Fairy Godmother

Esther Ralston

Tom Moore

TYPE: Comedy drama.

Richard Dix

is

the smiling young

man

The scene is from
“Woman-handled,” a Paramount picture.
in

polo

togs.

THEME:

Romantic

LOCALE:

London.

love.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A house slavey who dreams
of a Prince Charming is named Cinderella by an artist whose studio she
cleans because she always talks of wonderful things that will one day befall

Betty Bronson, the slavey heroine, and
Tom Moore, the policeman hero of Paramount’s “A Kiss for Cinderella.”

:
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The T ower of Lies
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 6,849 feet

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

“ New Pictures

VICTOR SEASTROM
Selma Lagerlof
Agnes Christine Johnston

Cameraman

Percy

Hilburn

Norma

Shearer

“New

Index

Pictures” information pub-

lished in the ten issues preceding this

one

indexed below by

is

title,

issue

date and page number.

PLAYERS
Glory

Jan
Lars
Katrina

Ian

August

William Haines
David Torrence

TYPE: Drama

THEME:

Bow and Donald Keith, who have
the principal roles in B. P. Schulberg’s
“The Plastic Age.”
death of the horse. ... The hero’s first
meeting with the heroine.
The second meeting. ... The fights in Tan.

.

.

Death of the villain.
Wounding and death of the midget.

giers.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Oct. 3-75
Sept. 26-67
_.Aug. 15-49

Keith

MacDowell

Claire

Eric

Clara

Aug. 15-52

Lon Chaney

of domestic

Romantic

life.

.

Oct. 3-76

Cyclone Cavalier, The

Sweden.

in

Plastic

Age

STORY A simple farmer whose
greatest interest in life is his daughter
loses his reason when the girl goes to
the city and is not heard from.
When
she does return she is in disgrace.
Neighbors try to drive her from the district and her father loses his life in her
defense.
Her childhood sweetheart protects her and they find happiness together.
HIGHLIGHTS Characterizations by
:

Norma Shearer and Lon Chaney.
The girl’s return.
Her father’s
.

.

Producer: B. P. Schulberg
Distributor: B. P. Schulberg
Length: 6,488 feet

death.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PLAYERS
Bow

Donald Keith
Mary Alden

Mrs. Carver

Henry Carver
Carl Peters
Norrie Parks

Henry
J.

Walthall

Felix Valle
David Butler

...Sept.

Fearless Lover, The
Fighting Heart, The

of youth.

.Oct. 17-51
Oct. 3-76
Oct. 10-57
...SeDt. 12-54

Girl

Who

Wouldn't Work,

The....Sept. 5-53

Sent. 12-54

Golden Princess, The
...Sept.

is

endowed with

of living and

come

to

a happy understanding.
HIGHLIGHTS : Collegiate backScene on football field.
ground.
.

Havoc

...Sept.

High and Handsome
His Majesty Bunker Bean.
In the Name of Love
Isle of Hope, The
Kentucky Pride
King on Main Street, The.
Knockout, The

...Sept.

...Sept. 19-58

...Oct. 17-50
...Sept, 12-54

Oct. 3-76

..

*

Fox News No.

3

.Oct.

17-49

...Aug. 15-51

News No.

Aug. 29-84
Aug. 15-51

.

Mystic,

The

Oct. 3-76

80

FRENCH AND SPANISH TROOPS UNITE
DRIVE AGAINST RIFF TRIBESMEN

Night Life of
IN

New

York, The

Aug. 15-50
..Aug. 22-54
17-49

*

....Oct,

MAYOR DEVER OF CHICAGO AND GOVERNOR
AL SMITH OF NEW YORK MEET AND HAVE A
TALK
*

Pathe News No. 81
RECOVER BODIES OF TWO OF CREW

OF UNITED STATES SUBMARINE

Love

Parisian

...Sept,

5-53

-Sept. 12-54

Peggy of the Secret Service .. Oct. 10-58
People vs. Nancy Preston, The ...Sept. 26-67
Phantom of the Opera
Oct. 3-74

S-51

*

HENRY FORD STARTS FLEET OF PLANES ON
RELIABILITY TOUR

Pretty Ladies
Ridin’ the Wind

....Oct.

17-49

*

Aug. 29-84
-Aug. 22-55

Pathe News No. 83

Seven Keys

to

Bald pate

MEMBERS OF AMERICAN LEGION IN CONVENTION EXTEND GREAT WELCOME TO PRESIDENT
COOLIDGE
*

RONALD AMUNDSEN, ARCTIC EXPLORER,
TURNS TO UNITED STATES

RE-

...Sept. 26-67
...Juiy 18-55

,_.Sept. 5-53

Thank You

Kinograms No. 5123
ALL ROME TURNS OUT TO CELEBRATE
ITALIAN NATIONAL UNITY DAY

PRESIDENT

COOLIDGE

FIRST BALL OF

SIGNED

WORLD

TO

THROW

SERIES GAMES

...Oct,

That Royle Girl
in the

Snow

Country... ...Aug. 29-85

Tri*
Trouble with Wives, The...

_

Oct. 3-76
29-84

Aug.

*

Aug. 15-51

Kinograms No. 5125

....Oct.

MARIAN TALLEY, 18, JOINS METROPOLITAN
OPERA COMPANY
*

81
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE CONGRATULATES
WASHINGTON BASEBALL TEAM FOR TAKING
LEAGUE PENNANT
*

International News No. 82
CARDINAL MUNDELEIN OFFICIATES AT
GOLDEN JUBILEE OF ARCHDIOCESE OF
MILWAUKEE

Wheel,

The

Where Was I?
Wife
Wild

Who

Wasn't Wanted
The

Bull's Lair,

17-49

Sept. 19-57
...Sept. 12-55
Oct. 10-59
.Sept. 12-53
Sept. 12-54
The
Oct. 3-75
Aug. 15-49
Aue. 15-51
...Sept. 12-53
Oct. 10-59
.

News No.

International

17-51

-Oct. 17-49

Oct. 10-58

Tracked

*

Oct. 10-58

SDorting Life
Oct. 10-59
Street of Forgotten Men, The..._.Aug. 22-55

*

enacting

26-68

...Aug. 29-85

*

one of the tense scenes in “The Tower
of Lies,” produced by Metro-Goldwyn-

.Oct. 3-74

...Sept.

NAVY AIRPLANE CARRIER LEXINGTON
LAUNCHED AT QUINCY, MASS.

DIVERS

19-58

Oct. 10-57
...Sept. 26-68
—Aug. 29-85

Aug. 29-85

GLENNA COLLETT WINS WOMEN'S GOLF TITLE
FOR SECOND TIME

Mayer.

12-53

...July 25-57

*

.

Norma Shearer and Ian Keith

12-55

Aug. 15-51

UNITED STATES BATTLE FLEET RETURNS FROM
TRIP TO AUSTRALIA

Pathe

the virtues and none of the vices goes
to college determined to win in class and
on the athletic field. He loses his mental
and physical stride through association
But he and she
with the wrong girl.

.

JACK DEMPSEY SIGNS ARTICLES FOR CHAMPIONSHIP BOUT WITH HARRY WILLS

*

all

mode

2

LORD PLUMER. BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER
OF PALESTINE, ARRIVES IN JERUSALEM

Romantic love.
LOCALE: American college town.

TIME: 1925.
STORY: A youth who

12-53

..Sept. 19-57

*

THEME:

alter their

Fox News No.

Gilbert Roland
Gordon Edwards, Jr.

Merton Billings
Coach Henry

TYPE: Drama

B.

17-50

Aug. 22-54

Percy Marks
Adaptors. ...Eve Unsell; Frederica Sagor
Clara

....Oct.

Renewal of the old romance.

:

Cynthia Day
Hugh Carver

26-68

.

WESLEY RUGGLES

DIRECTOR
Author

17-50

...Sept,

Oct. 3-74
..Aug. 22-54

:

The

..Oct.

Classified

love.

LOCALE: An estate
TIME: The present.

Aug. 15-52

;
:.

;

.

PHILADELPHIA

.

.

tional,

;

Movies,”

.

,

Organ

STANTON

“The Gold Rush,” United

:

Art-

“Winds of Chance,”

First

.

“Pretty Ladies,” Metro-Goldwyn-

“The

:

White

Desert,”

.

.

.

street,

Camden, N.

J.

.

.

.

Members

of

the Philadelphia police and fire departments
and their families were admitted free at
the Stanley theatre during the showing of
“Little Annie Rooney.”
This is the first
time in local theatrical history a motion
picture house has opened its doors to such

a

Melro-

Goldtcyn- Mayer.

CAPITOL: “The Goose Woman,” Universal.
FOX: “The Iron Horse,” Fox (2nd week).

•

.

A

new

$2,000 electric sign furnished

by the Philadelphia Sign Company has been
installed

the

at

Benn

theatre here.

DENVER

altered and improved.
S. Peck, director of the

.

DENVER, COLO. — The new Mena

the-

owned and managed by William
Menagh, celebrated its grand opening last
week. Though the house seats but 467, it
is

one of the

.

.

suburban theatres here.
The Alpine, 700-seat house managed by Edward N. Nesbit and Dalr H.
Cline, also had its grand opening last week.
A special program was arranged and the
turnout for the affair could not have been
finest

.

better.

.

.

L.

.

J.

Schlaifer,

Universal

manager, and L. B. Metzger, Universal complete service manager, were here
in conference with Eugene Gerbase, Universal branch manager, last week. •
district

.

.

.

Aaron

Epstein, auditor for Fox theatres
in Denver, died at the Jewish Consumptive
Relief Sanitorium, Sanitorium, Colo., last

Sunday morning. The body was sent to
Brooklyn, N. Y., for burial.
Jack
Tierney, Pathe home office representative,
was a visitor at the Pathe exchange here
last week.
S. Z. Williams, auditor
for the company operating the State theatre, was here recently to go over the
.

.

.

.

.

.

Jim Lynch, owner and operator of the
theatre at Laramie, Wyo. Tom Love, Hanna, Wyo. and W. A. Seaman of Brighton,
Colo.
Messrs. Smith and Storey,
;

;

.

.

.

Colo., was a visitor here last week. Goodstein makes his home in Philadelphia, Pa.

Charles R. Gilmour made a short
Cheyenne and Casper, Wyo., last
week and J. A. Krum made a run into the
.

.

.

visit

to

Arkansas

valley.

CANADA
Rush” opened

at

.

Burns, Wyo., are to open a theatre there

Ottawa Community
which he has played first
several years.
Peck formerly
exchanges
in
Toronto and

Gold
the capitol theatre, Winni-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

managed

in

Montreal.

ALBANY
ALBANY,

N.

Y.

.

show, which is to be presented
shortly.
Franklin is chairman of the committee in charge of preparations.
.

Chicago

.

First
CHICAGO “Shore
ROOSEVELT “The
:

:

Runs

.

.

Leave,” First

National.

Freshman,” Pathe (4th
Everlasting

Whisper,”

:

“The

Gold

Rush,”

United

(9th week).

McVICKERS: “New Brooms,” Paramount.
STATE-LAKE: “Red Hot Tires,’ Warner
Brothers.

.

.

New

.

Charles Goetz and Murray Beier of Dependable visited here last week.
Albany’s film row is planning a masquerade
party to be held at the Hotel Kenmore on
Hallowe’en
night.
Mike Freedman, Schenectady, reopened the Rialto
there last Sunday after keeping it closed
for six months.
Charles Sesonske
of the Grand, Johnstown, N. Y., has in.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

stalled a 10-piece orchestra

under the lead-

ership of Walter Smith. Starting October
26 Sesonske will run vaudeville the first
three days of the week and motion pictures
for the remainder of the week.
Sol Manheimer, manager of the Palace
theatres,

Watertown, N.

doing no advance booking, as he

Fox.
Artists

.

.

.

and Antique

week)

“The

.

.

.

.

(Week Beginning October 4)

ORPHEUM

Vineberg,

.

.

.

musical

MONROE:

— Herman

theatres
here, has the houses looking spick and
span, entirely repainted, and reports business gaining.
Thomas Clark has
just been made assistant manager of the
Mark Strand, local house.
Nate
Robbins of the Majestic, Utica, N. Y., drew
so well with “The Gold Rush” that he extended the showing several days. .
John Mattice of the Novelty, Richmondville, N. Y., has installed a four-piece orchestra even though the village has but a
few
hundred
inhabitants.
The
.
Family theatre. Burnt Hills, N. Y., will be
operated by the Knights of Pythias this
winter. .
George
Roberts,
York City, division manager for Fox; Sidney Katz, recently appointed assistant general sales manager for F. B. O. ; and
.

“The

peg, Man., Manager H. M. Thomas advertised for “all the old-time singers, dancers
and musicians I can find” for an atmospheric prologue to the picture.
large
number of real old-timers responded and
the old-fashioned mining camp and dance
hall scenes were a hit.
William
Mitchell, sales supervisor for First National
Exhibitors, Toronto, has gone to Winnipeg,
Man., and will cover the Winnipeg territory for First National. He was a guest
at the September luncheon of the Manitoba
Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association.
Maurice Milligan, Canadian manager for Paramount, recently spent several
weeks in the Canadian Middle West on
business.
Manager J. M. Franklin
of B. F. Keith’s theatre, Ottawa, Ont., is
busy these days directing the preparations
for the Ottawa Rotary Club’s annual
.

Orchestra,
violin for

manager of the Albany and Regent

OTTAWA, ONT.— When

.

.

.

.

.

State’s
books. .
Out-of-town
exhibitors seen along film row recently were
V Barrett, Park theatre, Greeley, Colo.

Raymond

.

.

elected president of the

soon.
Joseph Goodstein, veteran
exhibitor in the Denver territory and now
owner of the Palm theatre, Pueblo, Colo.,
and the Longmont theatre, Longmont,

A

atre,

.

Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau has been

number of municipal employes.

large

.

A

Mayer.

VICTORIA

Ottawa, Ont., was a real K. O.
of the Centre in-

regular Saturday evening showing and reserved a section of the house for them.
The Family theatre, Ottawa, probably will reopen soon.
syndicate of
Montreal and Ottawa men has a lease on
the house, which has been extensively

Na-

tional.

PALACE:

and recreational.

industrial

scenic,

.

vited a group of the city’s notables to the

“Hell's Highroad,” Pro-Dis-Co

ARCADIA:

.

theatre,

ists.
:

Toronto, Ont.,

Manager Don Stapleton

selections.

KARLTON

.

president, and Sam Stiefel, vice-president
and treasurer, of the De Luxe Film Exchange have entered the real estate field
and have opened offices at 541 Market

C.,

The Canadian premiere of First
National’s “The Knockout” at the Centre

Pathe

Overture, “Faust,”
by Gounod Stanley Symphony Orchestra;
Dance Divertissement, Piatov & Natalie;
Musical Novelty, Paul Zim and band;
ter

.

.

K.

Price,

:

.

.

Runs

First

(Week Beginning September 28)
STANLEY “The Man Who Found Himself,”
Paramount Stanley Magazine News “Bet-

.

.

W. H.

Col.

being thoroughly renovated preparatory to
the opening of the winter season.
“The Iron Horse” was held over for a
third week at the Fox theatre here, thus
breaking the long run record for this house.
.
Frank Cook has been made manager of Marcus Benn’s Orient theatre as
successor to William Harvey, who has become manager of Stanley’s Arcadia theatre at Wilmington, Del.
N. 3
Ayres, formerly manager of the local Independent exchange, is now manager of the
Independent exchange in Washington, D. C.
Sidney Lowenstein, musical director of the Stanley theatre, is appearing
as guest conductor at the new Stanley theatre in Atlantic City.
He will be there
for several weeks.
Oscar Neufeld,
.

October 24, 1925

Provincial Treasurer, has issued a special
catalogue of the productions released by
the Ontario government studio at Trenton,
Ont., under the title of “Province of Ontario Pictures.”
The pictures are educa-

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—The four theatres recently acquired in Wilmington, Del.,
by the Stanley Company of America are

.

.
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.

;

is

.

Y., is

await-

ing the outcome of the Robbins-Famous
Players negotiations.
Lowe
will continue as manager of the Bijou in
Lowville, N. Y., in the employ of the
Schine interests, who recently took the
house over.
James F. Gilmore, organist of the Albany Leland, has been appointed organist and choir director of St.
Patrick’s church in Watervliet, N. Y.

...£./,

.

.

.

.

.

.

; ;
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October 24, 1925
Manager Conklin

Park theatre

of the

in

San Francisco

Glens Falls, N. Y., last week ran special
cut rate afternoon shows for the children
A. Fitzgerald,
J.
of the town.
manager of the Strand in Hudson Falls,
N. Y., announces that he will run vaudeville and pictures during the fall and winter.
John A. Gillis took over the Star
in Salem, N. Y., recently.
.

.

.

.

First

(Week Beginning October 3)
CALIFORNIA: “Hell’s Highroad,” Pro-Dis
Co.

GRANADA:

National.

CAMEO: “Spook Ranch,” Universal.
UNION SQUARE: “Back to Life,” Pathe.

LOUIS
MO. — Plans

ST.

Park.
The identity of the syndicate behind the big deal has not been divulged
by the Paul Jones Realty Company, which
acquired the site for the promoters.
Contracts have been let for the new Lincoln Square theatre and apartment building
The building will be
at Springfield, 111.
three stories high, and the estimated total
for
“Souls
cost
is
$1,000,000.
Sables,” a Tiffany-Truart production released in the St. Louis territory had its
first run at William Goldman’s Kings and
Rivoli theatres here and went across big.
Work on the new Marshall theatre
at Maplewood, Mo., has started. The house
will seat 1,500 and will cost about $150,000.
Motion pictures of the 50 bible
classes of the Centenary M. E. church were
taken last Sunday. The occasion was Rally
Out-of-town
Day at the Church.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John
Her-

:

Mr. and Mrs.

Rodgers, Cairo,
O. E. Simon,
111., Jim Reilly, Alton,
111.,
Jefferson City, Mo., and Joe Hewitt, Robinson, 111.
Because babies cry and
children shout in the apartment building
in which he lives, Stuart Barrie, organist
at the Grand Central theatre, wants to
break his lease amicably.
Claim.

.

I.

IV.

.

—

.

.

.

ing that they are entitled to $10,000 commission in connection with the leasing of
the Columbia theatre property here to the
McCrory Stores Corporation of Rochester,

Martin and Fred C.
Briett, realtors, have filed suit in the circuit court to enjoin payment of the commission to another local real estate man.
Two armed bandits held up the
Maffitt theatre here last Sunday night and
N. Y., Arthur

.

.

S.

.

escaped with about $500. In the Maffitt,
is one of the string owned by the
St.
Louis Amusement Company, were
Manager Joseph Greene; Grace Hilliker,
cashier; and Walter Bunte, usher.
Also on Sunday night yeggmen cracked

which

.

the

safe

at

the

Jefferson

A man who

theatre,

.

.

houses.

.

.

.

proclaimed himself one of the

world’s greatest screen actors recently tried
to cash a check for $1,000 at a local bank.
He is now a guest of the city.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—Detroit’s

.

.

Madison

.

building.

row

.

.

.

.

.

.

Taking

his first

vacation since coming to Detroit as Pathe
manager three years ago, Oscar W. Hanson
is spending a week visiting his parents in
Omaha, Neb.
A new partnership
composed of Alexander Schreiber and
Glenn Watkins has been formed to operate
a string of East Side theatres, among them
the Plaza and the new East End theatre.
Tracy Novak, well known to exhibitors and exchangemen through her operation of the cigar stand in the Film building, is in Milwaukee appearing in the leading role of a film adaptation of “Halka,”
For a
the national Polish opera.
consideration of $50,000, Dennis Vanes,
proprietor of the Tibbets theatre at Coldwater, Mich., relinquished claim to his theatre, the purchaser being Nicholas Pappas.
Pappas recently sold his Dawn theatre at
Hillsdale, Mich., to the Butterfield Enterprises.
George W. Trendle, general manager of the John H. Kunsky Enterprises, was one of the advance subscription committee in connection with the drive
to secure $150,000 for the Detroit Convention and Tourists Bureau.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jeffer-

son City, Mo., and escaped with the Saturday and Sunday receipts, about $1,000.

57
Indianapolis.
The theatre is located at
Fall Creek boulevard and Central avenue
and soon will be opened to the public. The
architecture is Egyptian.
The interior is
done in soft colors, old bronzes, dull
greens, with a freize bordering the walls.
It will have the appearance of an Egyptian
temple. Added loveliness will come from
the novel lighting effects.
The central
dome will be indirectly lighted, the bulbs
being above a lower canopy through which
the light will shine with the peculiar coloring of moonlight. Over the ceiling will be
smaller lights which will twinkle like stars.
From the projection room will be thrown
clouds which will move across the setting,
For the 1,500 persons
giving it reality.
the auditorium can seat, will be provided
rest rooms, with maid service for the
women writing rooms, lounges, corners
with deep divans, and other conveniences.
For music, there will be a huge organ and
an orchestra. Pictures will be second re;

leases,

film

was a quiet place the first few days of the
week, practically every exchange manager
and many of the salesmen joining the exhibitors at Grand Rapids for the annual
session of the M. P. T. O. M.
Charles H. Miles, who recently advertised
his Ferry Field theatre for sale, has decided to put in a stock company and under
that policy the former film theatre will open
October 12.
Carl Buermele, assistant manager of F. B. O. for many years,
has resigned to become assistant to L. H.
Gardner in the operation of the Cooperative Booking Company, with offices in the

.

visitors on film row last week were
Rees, Wellsville, Mo., John Marlowe,
rin, 111.,

World Realty Company’s

.

.

.

“The Vanishing American,”

are in prepara-

and Clayton, Central and Oakland avenues
at the Southwestern entrance to Forest

.

FRANCIS:

Paramount.

tion for a mammoth building comprising
a motion picture theatre, a restaurant, a
dance hall and a garage to be erected here
on the site bounded by Skinker boulevard

.

“Seven Days,” Pro-Dis-Co.

IMPERIAL: “The Freshman,” Pathe.
LOEW’S WARFIELD: “The Dark Angel,”
First

ST. LOUIS,

Runs

.

.

ST.

-

also

is

with now and then first releases. It
planned to have atmosphere pro-

It
logues and a few stage presentations.
be one of the most beautiful playReports of comhouses in Indiana.
mittee chairmen and talks -on visits to motion picture studios in California during
the summer composed the business of the
last meeting of the Indianapolis Indorsers
The South Bend
of Photoplays.
Theatre Corporation has been incorporated
at South Bend, Ind., with a capital stock
of $75,000 to enter the theatrical business.
The incorporators are Max J. Brown,
Henry Lowenstine and L. P. Cochovety.

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.—Frank
.

.

.

Cameo and Loew’s Warfield
Walter W. Koefeldt, for

California,
theatres.

.

.

.

years connected with the Pathe Corporation and for some time manager of the
local Pathe office, has left the company
to represent Producers Film Corporation in
Europe for two years. His friends gave a
dinner in his honor before he left.
Marco Wolf of the Fanchon & Marco Ideas
has signed a new three-year contract with
the West Coast Theatres, Inc. He will have
general management of the stage activities
Marshall Neilan
in the 126 theatres.
was a visitor here recently. His wife,
Blanche Sweet, is working here in a RobEdmund Lowe,
ert Kane production.
star of Fox’s “The Fool,” appeared on the
stage of the St. Francis theatre during the

many

.

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS,

OMAHA
OMAHA, NEBR. —Bids

IND.—The

neigh-

theatre, evolving from the
discomforts of four bare walls and stiff
chairs and an empty stage, would not
know itself in the new Zaring theatre in

borhood picture
for the excava-

tion and foundation work on A. H. Blank’s
$1,000,000 theatre here must be in by October 10, and the contracts will be let two
days after that date, according to present
plans of Blank’s agents.
Blank also has
theatre
interests
in
Des Moines and
Sioux City.
motion picture theatre that will cost $25,000 will be erected
here by H. A. Hower. He recently bought
the site for the house for $10,500. .
Local theatres operated well into the wee
hours of the morning during the week of
the American Legion convention held here
recently.
Manager Cunningham of the
Strand kept his house open from 11:00 A.
M. one day until 5 :00 A. M. the following
day.
From 9 :00 A. M. one day until 1 :0b
A. M. the next was the schedule for the

... A

.

.

Lake City

First

Runs

(Week Beginning September 26)

AMERICAN:

“The Lost World,” First National; Newspaper Fun, F. B. O.; International News.
KINEMA “Friendly Enemies,” Pro-Dis-Co ;
“Nursing Trouble,” Universal; Pathe Review; International News.
PANTAGES “The Tower of Lies,” Metro:

:

Goldwyn-Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:
press,”

“The Pony ExParamount Pathe News.
“The Man Who Found HimParamount “No Father to Guide

VICTORY:
self,”

Him,” Educational; Pathe News.

.

.

.

.

.

The
week the picture showed there.
Alameda County Title Insurance Company
.

.

.

has taken out a permit to erect a Class A
theatre at 39th street and Telegraph aveR. M. Lord, for many years
nue here.
connected with theatres here and in Oakland, has purchased the interest of Morti.

Salt

.

.

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS

Gal-

vin of the Haight theatre recently inaugurated a series of performances for children
Saturday afternoon.
to run each
Charles Pincus, manager of the Imperial
theatre, recently gave a midnight showing
of “The Pony Express” for the “profession” and actor folk who were here. All
who were invited turned out, and the showing made popular Charlie still more popuMotion pictures of the arrival here
lar.
of Commander John Rodgers and the crew
of the PN-l were made and shown in the

mer

.

.

Thomas

the

in

Broadway

theatre,

Ford thus became the heaviest
The Golden State Thestockholder.
tre and Realty Corporation is to build
Haight street here, the
a theatre on
fourteenth community house in a $2,000,Oakland.

.

.

.

Manager C. A. Grissell
000 program.
of the Union Square theatre has announced
that his house will immediately change its
policy of showing one first class picture a
week by changing in the middle of the week
with a first run. Five acts of vaudeville
also will be shown.
.

.

.
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SEATTLE
SEATTLE, WASH.— Matt

Nelson B.

Bell, in charge of Crandall advertising, publicity and radio activities, and
Daniel Breeskin were hosts last week to

Aperton of

Henri Smidt-Gregor concert pianist and
composer from Moscow, Russia. It is

the local Producers Distributing Corporation sales staff has gone to Salt Lake City
to take over the management of Universal’s
offices there.
The vacancy caused by his
leaving has been filled by Cherry Mallott.
H. A. Black, manager of the Seattle
Warner Brothers offices, recently had as a
guest Sam Warner, one of the executives
of the corporation, who paid the Queen
City a visit to study general business conditions.
Arthur Janipch, formerly publicity man with the Denver Universal offices
and previously to that with the Grauman
theatre, Los Angeles, has taken the publicity post with First National at Portland.
This city had a number of distinguished
visitors a fortnight ago representing the
.

.

.

,

probable that he will appear
houses as a concert artist.

.

.

.

.

Lohmeyer, manager of the
largely responsible for the success of the
last night of celebration of the carnival put
on by the Columbia Heights Business Men’s
Association. The Tivoli float won second
money in the contest, but because he was
on the committee of control, Lohmeyer refused to accept, believing that his doing so
The Imwould be unfair to others.
perial male quartet will be heard this week

.

.

.

.

an atmospheric prologue to “The Dark
Angel.”
in

.

KANSAS CITY

Producers Distributing Corporation, headed
by George Melford, bound for Alaska to
film the Barrett Willoughby book, “Rocking Moon.” Accompanying the party were
Lilyan Tashman, Rockcliffe Fellowes and
Edmund Lowe. Picturesque Sitka and
vicinity have been chosen as the locations
for many of the scenes of the play.
A. A. Bruce, salesman with DeLuxe, has
resigned that connection and is now associated with the local Universal offices under
Manager L. O. Lukan.
Arthur Bishell,
prominent theatre man of this city, who
was manager of the Will Starkey Enter.

.

prises at

manage

to
in

.

.

.

members

:

.

“Without Mercy”

of

the

.

.

sales

staff.

.

.

.

While

Fred G.

Sliter, manager of the local First
National offices, was in in the East recently attending the conference of First
National sales executives, he and other
branch men saw a number of new pictures
in the making and were taken through the
various departments of the studios. He and
other branch men, as a result, returned
home enthusiastic over future First Na-

tional releases.

the £rst of four

is

pictures to be made by George Melford for Metropolitan for release by
Pro-Dis-Co. The cast includes Vera

Reynolds,

Ames and

.

.

Dorothy

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—The

Rockcliffe Fellowes.

railroad that they have no light and power
service. Brown, therefore, uses a generator which he runs from his automobile, and
two portable Zenith machines. He has contracted for Pro-Dis-Co product 100 per
cent, according to C. F. Parr, local Pro-

manager.
Mary Pickford’s
Annie Rooney” opens at the Paramount Empress here next week.
Outof-town exhibitors who visited film row

Dis-Co

.

.

.

“Little

.

week

qualified in this year’s film golf
Neil Schettler, leader of
the orchestra at the Victory; Ernest Jones,
drummer in the Victory orchestra Robert
Runswick, conductor of the Pantages orchestra, and George E. Carpenter, man:

;

ager of the Paramount Empress theatre.
These men will now play for the cups, and
a tough battle is promised.
Projectionists and managers here have come to
a satisfactory compromise regarding wages.
The operators demanded a raise some time
.

.

.

ago. ... Ben Fish, special Harold Lloyd
representative, came here from Denver this
week and will stay about a month.
The local Pro-Dis-Co office is making preparations for the reception of Mike Newman, driver of the “Seven Days” ballyhoo
car, who is on his way to the West Coast.
.
Melvin A. Brown has established a
circuit in Southern Utah in three small
towns Toquerville, Leeds and Springdale.
These towns are so far inland from any
.

.

.

—

.

.

R. Rich, Montpelier,
Idaho; C. H. Archibald, Pocatello, Idaho;
Joe Goss, Ogden, Utah; Harmon and Lou
Peery, also of Ogden.
Mike Neilsen,
formerly of Buhle, Idaho, is building a
theatre at Nampa, Idaho.
C. R. Potter,
owner of the Liberty and Strand theatres
at Nampa, Idaho, has reopened the Majestic theatre there.
M. S. Stringham,
Ogden, Utah, is reported to be negotiating
for full interest in the Colonial theatre
there.
Carsten Dahnkin, owner of the
American theatre here, has gone to San
Francisco for a short visit.
L. J.
Schleifer, Universal Western division manager, was here this week en route to Denver from Butte, Mont.
this

are

:

S'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

C—

ers of Washington” in a selected playlet
and brief individual specialties at the Tivoli
theatre on Saturday of this week. One of

the child players is the daughter of Clarke
Griffith, owner of the Washington baseball
club.
Elias Breeskin, brother of Daniel Breeskin of the Metropolitan and formerly solo violinist with the Crandall
organization, was a visitor here last week.
.

Harry M. Crandall spent last Monday and Tuesday out of town on business
connected with the merger of his houses
with the Stanley Company.
Lew
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gould, latest addition to Daniel Breeskin’s
Metropolitan orchestra, has arranged a
novelty overture that wifi be played in conjunction with the showing of First National’s “The Dark Angel” this week.
.

.

.

.

.

the world’s series games between the
Senators and the Pirates and over grabbing off” liberal space on a theatre party
and
for “Big Bill” Tilden, Manuel Alonso
other tennis stars who were competing here.
... In the same week Earl T. Cook, manager of the Pantages theatre held a special

of

entertainment for the First Baptist
Business Men’s bible class.
City exhibitors and exchange men
operating on Fire Prevention week,
.

hibitors by running slides

.

.

Church
Kansas
are cothe ex-

and the exchange

putting up posters in the branches.
Changes of management in the Kansas
territory last week were: Lee Jones,

men by
City

the Universal theatres at At-

manager of

has been transferred to
Independence, Kan., to manage the Beldorf.
He was succeeded at Atchison by A. R.
Kan.,

chison,

manage the Crystal and
T. H. LMUck has bought
Royal
from
the Garden theatre, Colony, Kan.,
W. E. Bearce, owner of a chain of houses.

Zimmer, who

will

theatres.

.

.

.

Charles Pirky has bought the RobinL.
son theatre, Robinson, Kan., from G.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on
.

.

G. L. Hooper,
Topeka, Kan.; W. H.
Weber, Echo and Lakin theatres, Great
Lawrence Brunninger, Cozy
Bend, Kan.
and Crystal, Topeka, Kan. H. B. Doerring,
People’s, Garnett, Kan.; Harry McClure,
Strand, Emporia, Kan.; Edward Peskay,
Rivola and Penn, St. Joseph, Mo., and
film

WASHINGTON, D.
Lenore Marie
de Grange will present the “Children Play-

.

:

ner Brothers; T. O. Byerle, First National,
Fred Spear of
and M. A. Levy, Fox.
contented
the Orpheum theatre here felt
with himself last week over having been
the fact that
first to the newspapers with
detail
his house would carry play-by-play

Rugg.

WASHINGTON

.

Board of Trade appointed the following
Louis Reichert, Wardistributor members

.

four

men who

tournament are

Robert

Phillips,

.

SALT LAKE

arbitra-

Kansas City; Frank Amos, New
Diamond theatre, Kansas City, and A F.
Gibbons, Prospect theatre, Kansas City.
Film
E. C. Rhoden, president of the local

to Aberdeen
the Connell theatre there, is back

John Hamrick, owner-manager of the
Blue Mouse theatres, has left for the east
on a business trip.
After a number of
delays the Portland Producers Distributing
branch has been opened at 124 N. 12 street,
with Jack Rue, formerly of Seattle, as
manager. R. C. Hudson is booker and
Arthur Adamson and A. C. MacMillan are

new

theatre,

Spokane and went

.

MO.—A

CITY,

board was appointed here this week.
President R. R. Biechele of the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri, appointed the following
K. L. Darnell, Alamo
exhibitor members
tion

.

.

.

KANSAS

.

town, the Elbe Theatres Company having closed the Connell at Aberdeen.
The new Warner Brothers theatre being
built in the university district at a cost of
half a million dollars will be named Warners’ Egyptian and the decorations will
carry out the Egyption motif, something
new in the Northwest, it is announced.
.

Crandall

in

Harry E.
Tivoli here, was
.

.

.
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row

National

week were

last

:

theatre,

;

;

Wilhoit, Jefferson, Springfield, Mo.
inter-exchange and exhibitors’ golf
tournament to be staged next Monday at
the Lakewood Golf and Country Club, is

5.

.

E.

.

An

the talk of the local film row. A handsome
trophy will be awarded the winner of the
tourney, which will be a medal event of

is to become
Lewis and Elliott
theatres in Independence, Mo., which were
Dickinson,
recently acquired by Glenn
owner of a chain of houses.

18 holes.

.

manager of

.

.

A. E. Elliott

the

New
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Woman

Exhibitor Writes Tribute to
Hollywood Hospitality

What Showmen Want

in Pictures

Directors of Best Pictures Denied
Chance , Vignola

Where They Are

— What They’re Doing

“Original Screen Stories Make Best
Pictures ” Mary Alice Sullivan

—

First National to

Resume Work at

Eastern Studios

West at Work on Notable Features

!
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REWARD

$50.00

INFORMATION WANTED

EXHIBITORS ATTENTION
Here

is

Finding

an opportunity to pick up a Fifty Dollar
it

in the Street.

Answer

Bill Just as

Whose Letter is Most Complete and Correct,

Fifty Dollars

Will be Sent.

IS

of a Tie, equal

as

the Following Five Questions and to

the Exhibitor

THERE

Easy

There

a

Check

are no Strings to This Offer

for

and

A REASON for this unique proposition.

In the

Event

Here

are the

FIVE

awards

will

be sent

to the winners.

QUESTIONS:
(1)

Who

(2)

What

(3)

Have you

(4)

If so,

is

WILLIAM BEAUDINE?

is

to

(5) Does his

his Business?

profited through his efforts?

what extent?

name mean anything

to you?

Why?

REMEMBER THERE ARE NO
STRINGS TO THIS OFFER. ALL REPLIES MUST BE IN BEFORE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1925. ADDRESS:
Now

then, Mr. Exhibitor, let’s go!

WILLIAM BEAUDINE
1341 Crescent Heights Blvd.

Hollywood,

Calif.
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DOROTHY
royal
right,

B.

STRAUSS

“Our Gang” cast posed with Mrs. Strauss and
Bunnzie, the latter being the youngster you do not identify
as one of the youthful Pathe regulars.

is

Woman
to

HAL ROACH’S

Universal City and receives
seen at Jack Daugherty’s
in the photograph.

visits

welcome. Mrs. Strauss
Bunnzie Strauss at right

61

Exhibitor Pays Tribute

Hollywood Hospitality
By

DOROTHY

Owner and Manager, Bonita

ARRIVED

STRAUSS

B.

theatre,

Copperhill, Tenn.

little lady.
Mary, Speck, Mickey, Joe
(the fat boy) and Farina, all were there.

Frank

in Los Angeles “armed” with letters of
introduction to the managers of the various motion
picture studios, which were most courteously presented to me by the Atlanta film exchanges and their
New York offices. I will relate the “sad” part of the
story first, and wind up with a happy ending.

with the

One letter from Famous Players-Lasky, addressed to
Mr. Peacock, manager of their Los Angeles office, fell
flatter than a pancake, said Mr. Peacock advising me
that F. P.-L. had drawn the line and permitted absolutely no visitors to enter their studio.
(I told him I
thought it would be splendid retaliation if exhibitors
would bar their product from their theatres.) Nothing
daunted, however, I made the rounds, presenting my
other letters, and was literally welcomed with open
arms at the more hospitable “homes of production.”

my chance to kiss Joe.”
emphatically called out, “No, sir; no, sir.”
Director Bob McGowan said, “Gee, Joe, I wouldn’t
miss a chance like that;” to which Joe immediately
replied, “Why don’t you do it, then ?”
It’s a wonder
poor Mr. McGowan did not order the cannon fired then
and there, but dear good-natured soul that he is, he
refrained. However, Joe Frank compromised by taking
us, with his father, back to town in his car.

I

Upon my

the F. B. O. Studio, I was invited by the manager to return another day and have
lunch on the lot. Manager A. A. Schmidt came in person with his sedan and conveyed little Bunnzie Strauss
(who accompanied me on my tour) and me to the
studio.
were introduced to and had pictures made
with Evelyn Brent and Milton Ross.
shook hands
with Fred Thomson, who was fully dressed in his
first call at

We

We

Western

regalia.

*

Went

*

*

Hal Roach Studio

Culver City to see
they
were out in Hollywood working on a picture. The
manager immediately summoned a car and had us taken
to where they were at work and Oh, what a merry,
merry time we had. These youngsters are darlings,
every one, the most natural and unassuming kiddies in
the world.
Immediately upon being released from
work, they return to their toys and play, enjoying themselves as normal, happy, healthy children should. They
entertained Bunnzie in great fashion, including her in
all their fun, Jackie Condon being especially smitten
to the

“Our Gang.”

Arriving there,

in

we were informed

Cobb

spent a great part of the time begging little Joe
for a kiss. He finally conceded that he liked the
girls, but would not kiss them.
He appeared in a scene
in which he was tied in front of a cannon. I remarked,
I

Frank

“Now’s

He

*

*

*

At the Fox Studio, J. Farrell McDonald proved to
be quite genial and a very likable sort. We also had
the pleasure of meeting his very charming wife.

Tom

Mix,

I

am

convinced, will never enjoy the popuhe does in public, for Oh, he

larity in private life that

loves

Tom

so dearly.

He seems

to fairly radiate his

importance. His seeming display of pomposity did not
impress “yours truly” the least bit favorably.
You’ll
have to save that, Tom, for a more appreciative
audience.
At Warner Bros. Studio, Tom McGuire impressed
me greatly with his courteous manner and ready smile.

Liked him immensely.
of the

downtown

Managers

office of

kind and entertaining.

Hill

and Biedermann

Warner Bros, were also very
The manager at the United

Artists Film Exchange was most cordial, but they were
making no pictures at that particular time.
Mr. Schmidt drove us from F. B. O. over to Universal
City one afternoon, but I had left my letters and passes
in town.
However, I experienced absolutely no difficulty, whatsoever, in gaining entree to the Studio, when
( Continued

on page 71)

—
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Theatr

e-Studio
A
(J
"^Service Whereby Exhibitors Tell Studio People “What the Public

Wants” According to the
Box Office.

From Exhibitor Latta
Star Mix in Behalf

What Showmen Want
In Motion Pictures
nicely balanced.
The man who picked
“Greed” for entertainment should be sent
to a home for idiots. Even good novels
and good stage plays do not necessarily
make good screen plays, but producers
won’t see it. They think only of the advance publicity that it will afford; that
is, they think they are getting something
for nothing and it looks as if money were
their god.

to

of Horse Tony
Tom, are you going

to be darn fool
you can go into costume
pictures and still remain the King of
Westerns? If you do not care for yourself, for goodness’ sake think of Tony!
I believe you realize the class of product that has made you famous, so why

enough

to think

listen to some fellow who apparently is
anxious to see you fall? It is just as
absurd for you to appear in costume pictures as it would be for Harold Lloyd to
take the part of Romeo in “Romeo and
Juliet.”

From all indications you are playing
to the grandstand instead of to the
bleachers. In other words, it seems you
are trying to get into the larger houses.
You had better stick by that which has
won you your fans. You know very well
the majority of exhibitors, or at least
those from whom you get your bread
and butter, have been crying “Cut out
the costume stuff,” so why make such
pictures as “Dick Turpin” and “The
Lucky Horseshoe?” Just about one or
two more errors like these and you will
be out of the game.
Just look around you a little and you
can find quite a few “used-to-be’s”; then
figure out what brought their downfall.
You won’t have to waste much time. I
can name you several stars who not so
long ago made pretty tough competition,
but today hardly fill the bill on a rainy
They are still trying hard to
night.
come back, but how many ever do? Their
circumstances today are simply due to
some mighty poor judgment or management on the part of someone.
Costume plays may go over big in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and a
cities but nothing doing
average small town.
Just for example, I am going to call
your attention to Harold Lloyd. Why
Simply because he
is he so popular?
has stuck to that which won him fame.
He has concentrated on good, clean,
wholesome comedy and endeavored each
time to go just one better.
By the way, Harold, I take my hat off

few other big
in the

to you, for you sure did your stuff when
you made “The Freshman.” I did not
think it was possible for you to make a
picture that would surpass all your other
efforts, but “The Freshman” leaves them
all in the shade.
I honestly believe if
this picture was played day and date all

over the country the laughter would be
of such volume that it would drive the
radio bugs insane and the tremendous
roar of laughter would sound like a KanKeep up the good work.
sas cyclone.
Old Boy, we are all for you.

Who

played in “The Courtship of
I’ll
Miles Standish”?
bet Charles Ray
can tell you. It’s too bad, old boy. I
was mighty strong for you in the days
you turned out “The Egg Crate Wallop”
and “The Clodhopper,” but I am afraid
you made the same sad mistake our dear

October 24, 1925

The men or women who select our
plays are not well balanced Americans or
they would never serve us with tons of
foreign stuff. They are not moral people
or they would never pick lewd plays;
they are not clever or they would not
give us “talky” plays.
Their idea of
a good play, judging from last year’s list,
is a title such as “My Lady’s Negligee.”
Props a bed, a bath, a monkey, a monocle, a bottle of champagne, a cigarette
and a lipstick.
Highlights old men
gazing at legs of a girl climbing into an
automobile.
Ideal type of society
home of rich who have just struck oil
and think money spells breeding. Hints
for new actors entering into a society
play Keep your hat on in presence of
ladies
it shows man’s superiority.
Always precede a lady when entering a
room. The fans will see you first. Hold
your cane (stick) very carefully by one
end it might bite you.
Ladies will
please enter a man’s apartment alone, no
matter what the hour it’s hot stuff and
leads to Reno. To make love grab the
maiden just above the hips and draw her
to you
the public hates modesty.

—

—

JOSEPHSON

JULIAN

ROLAND WEST

(left)
and
swear secrecy as to

production plans for “The Bat,”
United Artists, which the latter will

produce from the former’s
friend

Tom

is

script.

trying to make..

saw

I

you in Omaha in person a year or so ago
in “The Girl I Loved” and it just made
me sick to think a star like you had
to take a flop.

We

need you, Charles,

and need you badly. I would say get
back with Paramount, don the old rags,
and let's stage a comeback.
There are several other stars that
might do well by giving this careful conI am not trying to find fault
with anyone but simply telling you as
an exhibitor what I think is wrong and
doing it with but one thought in mind
It is a mighty good thing
to help you.
for all of us to take invoice once in

sideration.

awhile.
I
am sure the rest of the gang will
agree with me on this.
What do you

say,

Let’s have a

boys?

you on

this subject.

— C.

few

J.

lines

from

LATTA, Em-

press theatre, Shenandoah, Iowa.

W rong People Select
Reed’s Opinion
see

you are compiling opinions on
in Motion Pic-

“What Showmen Want
tures,” so
in

I

will contribute

my

mite.

seems to me it can be summed up
one word “Entertainment.” Nothing

It

—

—

—

—

Exhibitors will think of the good old
days and remember such great money
makers as “The Mysterious Rider,” “The
Rainbow Trail,” “Back to God’s Country,” “Idol of the North,’ “River’s End,”
“Tol’able David,” “The U. P. Trail,”

“When Romance

Rides,” "Man of the
Forest,” “The Lone Star Ranger,” “Desert Gold,” “Westerners,” “Daddy Long
Legs,”
“Rebeccah of Sunny Brook

Farm,” “In Old Kentucky,” “Checkers,”
“The Old Nest,” “The Four Horsemen,”
(an outstanding foreign play) “Cabiria”
(an outstanding historical play), “King
Arthur’s Court,” “The Miracle Man,”
“Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” “The Kid,”

“My

Boy,” “Penrod,” “Grandma’s Boy.”

The Tarzan pictures were the only animal money makers.
Two society or
near society plays made money, viz:
“Male and Female.” “Why Change Your

Picture Material,
I

—
—

—

Great
else is a worth-while substitute.
action, popular books, lavish settings,
length of film, vast expenditures of
money, avail nothing if one does not
leave the theatre smiling and having
completely forgotten worries, cares, business and lost himself completely for an
hour or two in a world of romance, action and laughter.
The perfect play has the last three

Wife?” but they were filled with action
and comedy.
Today we have more animal plays and
the exhibitor makes money on Rex, the
horse, Tom Mix’s horse, Fred Thomson’s horse, “Call of the Wild,” Strongheart and the Rin-Tin-Tins. A few big
out-of-door pictures are available and
make money, as “The Covered Wagon,”

“North of 36,” and a few Reginald
successes, the delicious Colleen
comedies and an occasional big

Denny
Moore
special.

The

great bulk of the so-called best specials are society dramas, sex pictures,
divorce problems, and triangle stuff.

Yet without Tom Mix and his horse
would Fox exist? Without Gibson and
(

Continued on page 71)

—
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Stories Written Directly for Screen

Achieve Greatest Success

E

xperience

has shown that

written direct for the
screen enjoy the greatest success. Even the best adaptations from
novels and stage plays have failed to
meet the demands of all the theatre
patrons for this reason
book proves interesting, a producer films it, a theatre books the picture, the book reader sees it and he
is sadly disappointed.
The book has
created a mental picture which varies
widely from the screen version and
so the picture is condemned
The more widely read the novel,
the greater difficulty in satisfying
theatre-goers en masse. Take a house
seating 2000, showing a film version
of the day’s most successful novel.
Of the audience, perhaps 200 have
read the book and have told its story
to as many others. Naturally, no two
of the readers have identically the
same mental picture and this is also
true of those to whom they told the

Says

stories

Mary Alice

SCULLY

A

story.

literary

mitted,

Furthermore, even if the
mechanics of the book per-

unlikely that the scenarist
sees the story the same as any of the
four hundred. So there will be many
disappointed patrons to spread the
bad news that the picture is inferior
to the book.
^
^
^
it

1VTARY ALICE SCULLY,
scenarist

Maris,”

“Stella

of

Big,” “The
the Iron Door”
other features,

“So

Mine With
and many

has studied her field from

many

Beginning

angles.

as

secretarial assistant to es-

tablished writers, she
learned the technique of
the scenario through close
contacts with the mechanHer obics of scenarizing.
servations relative to the

merits

comparative

of

novels and plays as against
original screen stories reflects close study of box
office requirements.

Mary

is

The stage play adapted to the screen
brings all these and other difficulties.
The picture lacks the richness of
voice, the living personalities of the
actors, sometimes even the descriptive or repetitive passages of the
theatre piece. The screen can permit
of no flaw, no variation. The picture
is fixed
a photograph of action, not
of living actors on a stage.
In every art there is a definite,
effective approach to the patron’s
mind.
Experience has charted this
for the film producer, who has learned

—

what he can show to best advantage
and what he can not show effectively.

To

take advantage of all this experience,
the specially written
screen
story is the only method
And it obviates the handicaps from preconceived mental pictures which are
always present in adaptations of
novels and stage plays.
Scripts
for
successful
pictures
should portray realism through human
touches sincere and natural character creation instead of a striving
for originality that begets faulty character drawing and twisted incident.
These lead to false entertainment
which the audience will consciously
or unconsciously resent. The human
touch can not be too highly empha!

sized,
is

much what
done which gives
a screen role and char-

because

it

done as how

character to

it

is

not so

is

acter gives the spectator the satisfaction that he is seeing a portrayal of
reality.

*

*

*

The

writer of screen plays must
have the ability to visualize, as
they will appear on the screen, the incidents, touches of drama, comedy
and pathos which are to convey his
intent
through the director and the
actor into the camera’s eye and out
also

—
—

again, to the eye of the theatre patron,
the public which pays for it all.

Good motivating force, humor,
pathos and well-drawn characters in
“the
minimize
interesting
locales
gambling chance of sinking in the
rough theatrical seas of fickle public
taste
clean-cut, human stories, with
enough plot to hold the interest, add
insurance that the production will
safely
cess.

make the port of financial
The original screen story

mits the inclusion of

all

sucper-

of these ele-

ments and even does away with the
worries of potential censorship.

—

4*

Permit

me

to

sketch the progress

of a story from its selection until it
reaches the camera. Adaptation comes
first, one of the most exacting procUsually there
esses in the industry.
is
a brief synopsis, then a screen
treatment eliminating all possible de-

Alice Scully

scription and unnecessary characters
and adding action, characterization,
drama, humor, pathos, etc. A story

conference

follows,
to
discuss all
points and seek new situations and
angles to add interest. Sometimes the

conference lasts for hours or even
days, and frequently outside writers
are called in when the conferees become “stale.” Possibly a fresh viewpoint is obtained and with the final
approval of the supervisor of production, the story goes into continuity.
This means the writing out, scene by
scene and bit by bit, of every detail
for the director to shoot.
Included
are titles, bits of business and hopefully clever touches, suggestions for
the action.

From

this

final version,

thirty copies are

made.

twenty or

They go

to

actors in important roles,
heads of departments, such as wardrobe for costuming, casting for selection of actors, art for the creation of
scenes and. so on through the studio.
principals,

All this sounds simple, and it is except where research is necessary.

Foreign settings, strange or historic
unusual backgrounds or

characters,

where authenticity

situations

a

is

im-

may

require a long time and
tremendous amount of work for

perative,

even a few feet of

film.

Everything necessary must be done
to

satisfy

that’s

the

audience’s

what we are

all

desires

striving to do

—

—
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A

ATT

Where They Are and
What They’re Doing

Personal Informa-

tion Service Detailing

Activities

the

W hereabouts

of

and

Direc-

and Platers Currently Producing.
tors

Studios
^

West Coast

Addresses of the principal studios, East
and West, are given below for purposes of
locating
in
cross-reference
named in the “Players” and

individuals

“Directors”

lists.

BERWILLA STUDIO,

5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
1432 Gower St.
STUDIOS. 1107 N. Bronson St.
FILM CORP., 6100 Sunset Blvd.
CHAPLIN STUDIOS, 1416 LaBrea

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS,

CASWELL
CENTURY
CHARLES
Ave.

CHRISTIE STUDIO, 6101 Sunset Blvd.
CECIL B. DE MILLE STUDIO, Culver City.
EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS, 7250 Santa Monica
Blvd.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP., 1520 Vine

St.

STUDIOS, 780 Gower St.
FINE ARTS STUDIO, 4534 Sunset Blvd.
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS, 5431 Melrose
F. B. O.

FOX STUDIOS, 1400 N. Western
GOODWILL PICTURES, INC.,

Ave.

Ave.

Beechwood

1442

Drive.

GROSSMONT STUDIO, Le Mesa. Calif.
HORSLEY STUDIOS, INC., 1439 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT PICTURES, 6070 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT STUDIO, 1751 Glendale Blvd.
BUSTER KEATON STUDIOS, 1025 Lillian Way.
METROPOLITAN STUDIO, 1040 Las Palmas
Ave.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO,
City.
MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO, 1845
Blvd.
PATTON STUDIOS, 6046 Sunset Blvd.
PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIO,

Culver
Glendale

7100

Santa

Monica Blvd.

PRINCIPAL

PICTURES

CORP.,

7250

Santa

Monica Blvd.

CHARLES RAY STUDIO, 4376
HAL ROACH STUDIOS, Culver
SELIG STUDIOS,

MACK SENNETT

Sunset Drive.
City.

3800 Mission Road.

STUDIO, 1712 Glendale Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose Ave.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, Universal City.
WALDORF STUDIO, 5360 Melrose Ave.
WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO, 5842 Sunset
Blvd.

WESTWOOD

STUDIOS,

1745 Glendale Blvd.

HALE, ALAN — “Braveheart”—DeMille.

“DEVIL HORSE”— Hal Roach.
“EAST OF SETTING SUN”—United.

HUTCHINSON, CHAS

“DAYBREAK”—Fox.

STUDIO,
344

Astoria, L.
44th St.

I.

Goldwyn.

KIRKLAND, DAVE — “All Around

LANG, WALTER— “Red Kimono”— Mrs.
Reid.

LUBITSCH,
Warner.
Prod.

itan.

“MORALS FOR MEN”— Selig.
“NIGHTIE NIGHT NURSE”—Warner.
“OPEN SWITCH”— California.
“OVERLAND TRAIL”—Universal.
“PERCH OF THE DEVIL”—Universal
“PIRATES OF SKY”—Fine Arts.
“PLAY SAFE”—Eastbrook.
“POLLY OF THE BALLET”— Lasky.
“POTASH & PERLMUTTER”—United.
“RACING ROMANCE”—California.
“RED KIMONO”—Fine Arts
“ROCKING MOON”—Metropolitan.
‘SALLY, IRENE & MARY”— M-G-M.
“SCREEN SMILES”— California.
“SHEIKS AND SHEBAS”— Century.
“SHOOTING STRAIGHT”—Independent.

MARCHANT,
Color Piet.

McGOWAN,
Films.

MELFORD,
ford.

MITCHELL,

Wallace

Windemere’s Fan”

—Maloford
— “Colorful Romance”—Natural
P. — “Open
Switch” — Anchor
GEO. — “Rocking Moon” — Geo. MelBRUCE—“The Ace”— Scharlin-Tayand Sand”

J.

j.

-

lor.

NEILAN, MARSHALL—-“Great Love”— Marshall
Neilan.

FRED— “Ben Hur”— M-G-M.
PARKER, ALBERT— “Black Pirate” — Doug.
NIBLO,

CHUCK—“Nightie

RIESNER,

Night

Fair-

Nurse”—

Warner.

ROGELL, AL— “Overland Trail”—Universal.
SCHERTZINGER, VICTOR— “Golden Strain”—

WILLIAM—“Skinner’s

Fox.

SEITER,

— “Million

Universal.

SIDNEY, SCOTT

Suit”

Dress

Dollar

Handicap”

Metropolitan.

PAUL— “Made—for Love”—DeMille.
MALCOLM “Tattooed Countess”

SLOANE,
ST.

CLAIR,

Paramount.

—Harold

“SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT”—Universal.

TAYLOR, SAM—Harold

“TUMBLEWEEDS”— Universal.
“WINDJAMMER”— California.
“WIVES FOR RENT”—Universal.
“YOUNG AMERICA”—T. J. Ray.

KING— “La Boheme”— M-G-M.
VIGNOLA, ROBT “Fifth Avenue”—A. H. Sebastian.
VON STROHEIM, ERIC— “East of Setting Sun”
—United Artists.
Skin” —Paramount.
WALSH, RAOUL— “Golden
—

“STAGE-DOOR JOHNNY”— Lasky.
“TATTOOED COUNTESS”— Lasky.
“THREE FACES EAST”—De Mille.

Lloyd

Comedy

Lloyd.

VIDOR,

HARMON “Flaming Waters”—F. B.
WEST, ROLAND—“The Bat”—United Artists.

WEIGHT,
O.

Names

of directors and titles of pictures
upon which they are working, together with
name of producer or distributor, are given
For studio location, see “Picin this list.
tures” list.
BADGER, CLARENCE -"Stage-Door Johnny”
Paramount.
BAGGOTT, KING “Tumbleweed” United Art-

BELL,
N. Y.

work are given in
together with name of studio
See
where production is being made.
“Studios” list for address.
Arts.

“AGONY COLUMN”—Warner.

“BETWEEN MEN”—F. B. O.
“BIG GUN”—Universal.
“PILGRIM’S PROGRESS”—F. B. O.
“BLACK PIRATE”—Piekford-Fairbanks.
“BRAVEHEART”—De Mille.
“BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD”—War“CAESAR’S WIFE”—United.

ERNST — “Lady

MALONEY, LEO —“Luck

“LADY WINDEMERE’S FAN”—Warner.
“LOVES OF RICARDO”—F. B. O.
“LUCK AND SAND”— Maloford Prod.
“MADE FOR LOVE”—DeMille.
“THE MANIKIN”— Lasky.
“MIDNIGHT FLYER”— F. B. O.
“MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP” — Metropol-

ban.

list,

ner.

Frying Pan”

Fred Thomson.

—

ists.

Titles of pictures in

“BRUTE”—Universal.
“BUCK UP”—Universal.

Sky”— Chas.

Mille.

BEAUDINE, WM. — “Scraps”— Mary Pickford.
BEBAN, GEORGE — “Loves of Ricardo”— Geo. Be-

Miami, Fla.

“BAT” —United.
“BEHIND THE FRONT”—Lasky.
“BEN HUR” —Metro-Goldwyn.
“BEST BAD MAN”—Fox.

-“Pirates of

KENTON, ERLE—— “Agony Column” —Warner.
KING, HENRY “Potash & Perlmutter” — Sam’l

MONTA—“The

King”

BERGER, DIAMANT— “The

—Paramount.
Sixth

Degree”— As-

sociated Exhibitors.

“ACE” —Fine

HARVEY, JACK —-“Gentleman Roughneck”— SiHutchinson.

—

Pictures
this

tional.

JACKMAN, FRED— “Devil Horse”—Hal Roach.
JULIAN, RUPERT — “Three Faces East” — De

“KIKI”—United.
“LA BOHEME”— M-G-M.

—

W.

UNIVERSAL STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.
VITAGRAPH STUDIO, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WHITMAN BENNETT STUDIO, Yonkers,

& Mary”—

Irene

M-G-M.

GREEN, AL— "Girl from Montmartre” —First Na-

WILLAT, IRVIN— “Enchanted Hill”—Paramount.
Second

Ave.

TEC-ART STUDIO,
TILFORD STUDIO,

GOULDING,

erra-Yacomelli.

“ENCHANTED HILL”— Lasky.
“FIGHTING EDGE”—Warner.
“FIGHTING HEARTS”— F. B. O.
“FLAME FIGHTER”— California.
“FLAMING WATERS”—F. B. O.
“GENTLEMAN ROUGHNECK”— California.
“GIRL FROM MONTMARTRE”—United.
“GOLDEN BUTTERFLY”—Fox.
“GOLDEN SIN”— Lasky.
“GOLDEN STRAIN”— Fox.
“HANDS UP”— Lasky.
“HER COWBOY PRINCE”—Fox.
“IRENE”—United.
“KEEP GOING”— Sierra Prod.

Directors

DIAMANT STUDIOS, Fort Lee, N. J.
FOX STUDIO, 55th St. and Tenth Ave.
GLENDALE STUDIO, Glendale, L. I.
JACKSON STUDIO, Bronx, N. Y.
LONG ISLAND STUDIO, Astoria, L. I.
PARAGON STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.

PARAMOUNT

EDMUND— “Sally,

“CAVE MAN”—Warner.
“CHICKEN WAGON FAMILY”—Fox.
“COLORFUL ROMANCE”—Fine Arts.
“COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG”— Independent.
“DANGEROUS ZONE”—Fine Arts.

East Coast

BIOGRAPH STUDIO, 807 E. 175th St.
COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO, 127th St. and
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BLYSTONE, J. G.— “Best Bad Man”—Fox.
BORZAGE, FRANK—“Wages for Wives”—Fox.
BRADBURY, ROBT. NORTH—“Dangerous Zone”

— Bud

Barsky.

BROWN, CLARENCE— “Kiki”—United Artists.
BROWN, H. J.—“Racing Romance”—H. J.
Brown.

— “Joanna” —First National.
CAREWE, EDWIN
CRUZE, JAMES— “Manikin”—Paramount.
CUMMINGS, IRVING— “Caesar’s Wife”—First
National.

DEL RUTH, ROY— “Broken

Hearts

of

Holly-

—Warner.
of Ballet”—Paramount.
DILLON, BOB— “Flame Fighter”—Beacon Films.
DILLON, JNO. F.— “Irene”—First National.
DUNLOP, SCOTT—“Buck Up”—Harry Carey.
wood”

DE MILLE, WILLIAM— “Polly

FLEMING, VICTOR— “Behind
mount.

the

Front”—Para-

FORD, JOHN—"Over the Border”—Fox.
GADE, SVEND— “Wives for Rent”—Universal.
GARSON, HARRY— “Between Men”—Harry Garson.

Players
Names

of players and titles of pictures
in which they are working are given in
For studio location, see “Picthis list.
tures” list.
ADOREE, RENEE “La Boheme.”
AGNEW, ROBERT -“Ups and Downs.”

—
—
—
SAM “Sunset

Limited.”
ALLEN,
AMES, ROBERT— “Three Faces East.”

ARCHAINBAUD, GEORGE— “The Scarlet
ARLEN, RICHARD— “Enchanted Hill.”

Saint.”

ASTOR, GERTRUDE — “Stagestruck.”
ASTOR, MARY— “The Scarlet Saint.”
ATWELL, ROY—“Oh Henry.”
BANKS, MONTY— “Play Safe.”
“Manikin.”
BAXTER, WARNER—
BEBAN, GEORGE— “Loves of Ricardo.”
BEERY, NOAH— “Enchanted Hill.”
BEERY, WALLACE— “Behind the Front.”

GEORGE— “Hands Up.”
MONTE— “Agony Column.”
BONNER, PRISCILLA— “Red Kimono.”
Bad Man.”
BOW, CLARA— “Best
BOWERS, JOHN— “Rocking Moon.”
BRIAN, MARY— “Enchanted Hill.”
“Three Faces East.”
BROOK, CLIVE—
CARR, MARY— “Red Kimono.”
CHAPLIN, SID— “Nightie Night Nurse.”
CHAPMAN, EDYTHE— “Three Faces East.”
BILLINGS,

BLUE,

COLLIER, WILLIAM,—JR.— “Golden Sin.”
CONKLIN, CHESTER “Tattooed Countess.”
COOKE, AL “Mazie Series.”
CORBIN, VIRGINIA LEE— “Hands Up.”

—

COSGRAVE, LUKE— “Rocking Moon.”
COSTELLO, DOLORES— "Manikin.”
CRISP,

DONALD— “Black
(

Pirate.”

Continued on page 72)
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Exhibitors Not Giving Directors of
Better Pictures a Chance

M

OTION

picture exhibitors are
not giving directors who are
turning out the best of films
a chance.

may appear

This

like

Says

an abrupt

G
VIGNOLA

Robert

denial to charges of exhibitors that
better pictures are needed
that the
public is insisting on better entertainment that it is up to the director,
;

.

;

:

author and producer to provide them.

rpXHIBITORS

But nevertheless, it is true that the
motion picture theatres of the nation
as a whole are not exhibiting the best
pictures.
Not because they cannot

^ daily with the problem of satisfying the ticketbuying public will find

get them, but because they fear venturing from the beaten track, cringe
at attempting the exploration of new
fields, hesitate at changing their programs because they anticipate a loss

much

in

box

office

tour

of the
smaller cities and communities of the
country and learn that these facts are
true. They are not statements made
for the mere sake of saying something, or statements arising from the
necessity of meeting the hue and cry
of the exhibitor for better pictures.
glimpse of the programs, the posters,
the advertisements, in any small city
or town will show the observer that
the exhibitor sticks pretty much to a
mapped line of activity in taking care
of the demands of his public.
*
* *
a

in

interest

of

the

views of Robert G. Vignola, veteran director

making
for

income.

Anyone can take

dealing

Belasco

now

Avenue”

“Fifth

Productions.

The

veteran

itan

productions

of Kalem,
Paramount and Cosmopol-

his

mind

chips

fall

speaks

and lets the
where they may.
Robert G. Vignola

A

One
this is

of the many illustrations of
the exhibition of the cheaper

class of picture.
It costs less, seems to fill the house
as nearly as possible, so why change,
apparently is the view of the exhibitor.

Another instance is where a certain
makes a distinct hit.
If it is a society play that draws gi-

class of picture

crowds, then the exhibitors
keep on providing society pictures for
gantic

some other class of
picture apparently becomes popular.
It doesn’t seem to occur to the theatre
their patrons until

man

that the public may enjoy a society film this week and then pack the

house playing a delightful comedy the
next. He seems to think that if a society film or a wild west creation is a
hit today that the public wants a
steady diet of the same thing until
they are utterly sick of it all.
A chef that would attempt to cater
to the appetites of the guests in this

fashion would soon bring the establishment to ruin. As a matter of fact
our entertainment appetites are not a
bit different than our physical cravings.
seek change, need variation.
* * *

We

All of us with normal, healthy ap-

petites keep our stomachs contented
with corn beef and cabbage and other
solid nutriment. But we relish caviar,
with its zest, and ice cream, that chilly
sweet, none the less. None but a depraved appetite would demand caviar
with every meal. Nor could any normal man live on corned beef and cabbage alone.

But the average motion picture exparticularly the man with a
theatre in a small town or the suburbs, prepares nothing but solid nutriment for his patrons. Corn beef and
cabbage he varies with pork and
beans, or, at the best, beef stew. His
patrons read, in the magazines and
the big city newspapers, of light and
zestful,
spicy
delicate
things,
of
things, of sweet and chilly things
prepared for their edification by the
chefs of the motion picture industry
the directors but they have no
hibitor,

—

—

opportunity to sample them.
*

*

*

progressive men and
a taste for variety, a
desire to improve the motion picture
art, in the ranks of directors, the
producers and the public. There are
publishers always on the lookout for
new talent, of an unusual variety, and
a public who will pay their money for
their books and magazines.
But the
motion picture exhibitor, as a rule, is
of a cautious, conservative type who

There

are

women, with

hesitates to offer anything new to his
public, while the bookseller will, al-

most without exception, provide an
avenue through which the progressive
production of the author and publisher can reach the public.
The exhibitor defends himself, of
course, with the remark that he “gives

what it wants,” but the
Harold Bell Wright’s works

the public
that

fact
sell

well does not prevent the bookseller
from offering the novels of James
Branch Cabell and Remy de Gourmont.
Mr. Exhibitor, mark
this
he profits thereby.

—

And—

Comedy-Drama Best
Not Longer Than

if

Six Reels
The comedy-drama holds
field

here,

if

not slapstick.
put all their
the plot

good
after

it

the lead of the
of the better class and
seems that the producers

is

It

work on

and picture

a
go,

if
the production
they get in.

good

title

and

let

but titles do no
does not please

What we need most is fewer pictures
produced, with these of a high standard in
entertainment value and kept in the five
and six reel class. F. A. Ferguson, Royal
theatre, Fairmount, Ind.

—

The importance of the title to the value
of a picture was impressed very strongly
upon me a few days ago during the showing of Fred Thomson’s “The Wild Bull’s
Lair.”
Ordinarily the Thomson pictures
go good with the ladies as well as the men,
but this time some of the ladies (and incidentally the men) took exception and
told me about it afterwards.
However,
the picture was good and nothing objectionable in it.
E. H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.

—
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Notable Pictures in Production
at West Coast Studios
By

RAY MURRAY

West Coast Manager, Exhibitors
Herald

HOLLYWOOD.

CAL., Oct. 13.— A glance

over the studio activities of the West Coast
discloses two things -but slight decrease in
production and many notable pictures under
way. The return of several Paramount stars,
Adolphe Menjou, Raymond Hatton, Greta
Nisson, and Director Monta Bell, would indicate that Famous Players-Lasky studios
here are to be unusually busy during the
coming season. Raoul Walsh, who directed

—

“The Wanderer,” is to produce another,
“The Golden Journey,” of equal magnitude

He has assembled a noteworthy
said.
including William Collier, Jr., Greta
Nisson, Ernest Torrence and Louise Fazenda, the latter borrowed from Warner
Brothers. The play was known on the stage
as “Hassan.”
Irvin Willat is once more working in the
it

is

cast

great open spaces, directing “The Enchanted
Hill,” a Peter B. Kyne story, with Jack Holt,

Florence Vidor. Noah Beery and
known Paramount players.

Fannie

Hurst’s

directed by

other well

prize story,
will be finished

$50,000

James Cruze,

by mid-October, it is said. Warner Baxand Alice Joyce, recently signed, are
Another Parathe featured players.
ter

mount

director

who

wide open spaces
directing

Raymond

is

has taken to the
Clarence Badger,
Griffith

in

“Hands
the most

It is said to be one of
novel themes ever devised for a comedy.
William De Mille will contribute an original story, “The Magpie,” with Bebe

Up.”

Daniels, and Malcolm St. Clair is putting the finishing touches to the new
Pola Negri opus, tentatively called “The
Tattooed
Countess.”
“Behind
the

Front” is another Paramount production
now under way being directed by Victor
Fleming. Mildred Davis is starred in it
with Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in support.

“His People” Finished for “U”
Universal has two large feature pro-

One

of the

many

tion

which

First National

“Thoroughbreds,”

Wray

is

and

elyn Campbell,

Benefield’s novel but

has finished her greatest role in “Stella
Maris” and the three pictures in their
closing sequences are “The Midnight
Sun,” “Two Blocks Away” and “Hearts

West.” William Seiter is to direct
Dress Suit,” with Reginald
Denny. A1 Rogell is directing “Overland Trail” with Jack Hoxie, which
should be a good bet and Svend Gade is
to make “Wives for Rent” which sounds
funny.
“The Brute” is to be House
Peters’ next starring vehicle and “The
Big Gun” is to have an all-star cast.
Louise Dresser is to be starred in “The
Perch of the Devil,” the story of Butte,
Mont.
Universal has bagged many other best
sellers also, including “Poker Faces,”
“The Old Soak,” “Fear,” “The Trail of
the Tiger” and an original story by Ray-

of the

“Skinner’s

mond

Schrock.

Fox Has 22 Finished
The Fox studio here has completed
twenty-two productions for 1925-26 and
is lining up its
forces for another busy
season.
Three companies are shooting

Wagon
am

John

Griffith

“The Golden Butterfly.”
also direct “The Chicken

way

Edward Sloman’s pic“His People,” has been declared to
be one of the biggest things of the year
by those who have seen it. Mary Philbin

producing on

doing an original story by Ev-

John Ford

at present.

is

besides George Marshall’s comedy units
and five more will be working by the end
of this week.
John Ford is making a
big historical drama, Tom Mix is finishing “The Best Bad Man” and Buck Jones
has completed “Her Cowboy Prince,”
Rowland V. Lee has just started “Daybreak,” from the stage play, “The Outsider.”
Victor Schertzinger is directing
“The Golden Strain” from Eve Unsell’s
adaptation of Peter B. Kyne’s story

ductions finished, three just receiving the
finishing touches and six others under
ture,

“The Vienese Medley,” forthcoming produca huge scale in Hollywood.

allegorical episodes in

will

Family,” an adaptation of Barry
it

will be retitled,

I

told.

Tom

Mix
Blystone will direct
Little Pal” while John Golden’s
delightful stage play, “The First Year,”
will be transferred to the screen by
G.

T.

in

“My

“The Ancient Mariner”
completion under Henry

Frank Borzage.
nearing

is

Otto’s careful direction, while, of course,
the “Helen and Warren” stories, the “O.
Henry” stories and the “Van Bibber”
tales are a part of the Fox line-up for the
winter season.

Warner

to

Make

40

Moore and Marie Prevost are to appear
“The Cave Man” under the direction

in

of Lewis Milestone.
James Flood will
make. “Why Girls Go Back Home” and
it looks as though the Warner lot would
be a busy one for several months.
F. B. O. Schedule Heavy
The F. B. O. presents an imposing
array of pictures for the coming season.
There is to be a railroad story, “The
Midnight Flyer,” directed by Tom For-

man, Harmon Weight is to direct “Flaming Waters,” a story of the oil fields, and
Fred Thomson is just completing a
Western, “All ’Round the Frying Pan.”
F. B. O. is going to make several Laura
Jean Libby stories as well as a racing
drama, “The Futurity Winner.”
The “Mazie” series is nearing completion with Alberta Vaughn and two tworeel series are being planned for early
filming.

California Studio

dent producers are turning out producEighteen
tions with great regularity.
pictures have been started there within
three weeks. Harry J. Brown is making
“Racing Romance” with Reed Howes,

A1

Harry Warner just before leaving
Hollywood for New York recently said

Busy

At the California studios the indepen-

St.

John

is

completing a series of

two-reelers for Sam’l Bischoff, and
P. McGowan is filming the final scenes

five
J.

Barrymore, two Ernst Lubitsch
productions, and two with Syd Chaplin.

“The Open Switch” with Helen
Frank Merrill is starred in
Holmes.
“The Gentleman Roughneck,” a Hercules production, and Beacon has finished
the Flames” for
its
serial, “Fighting

“Don Juan” and “The Tavern Knight”

Rayart.

Warner

Bros, will

make

forty pictures

for next year’s program. These will include six super productions, two with

John

of

“The Sea
Monte Blue is to appear in “The Agony Column” next and “Maryland, My
Maryland” is to be a J. Stuart Blackton

Joseph M. Schenck’s organization is
getting under way to make “Ki-Ki” a
picturization of David Belasco’s famous
stage success, with Norma Talmadge.
Hans Kraly prepared the script and

opus.

Clarence

are

the

Barrymore pictures

to
Beast,” just finished.

Herman Raymaker

is

to

follow

make “The

Night Cry” with Rin-Tin-Tin and Matt

Brown

Constance
will direct.
begin “East of the Setting
Sun” immediately upon her return from

Talmadge

will

—
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First National Eastern Studios to

Resume Production Schedule
By JOHN
New York News

S.

SPARGO

Editor, Exhibitors

Herald

NEW YORK,
weeks of
tional’s

Oct.

inactivity,

New York

13.

— After

production
studios

is

several

Naexpected to
at First

swing into high speed within a few days,
according to an announcement by Earl Hudson, supervisor of this company’s eastern
production units.
The first picture to go into production will
be “The Lunatic at Large,” the screen
version of J. Storer (Houston's three famous
lunatic books. This will be a starring vehicle
for Leon Errol, who will have the role of the
Dorothy Mackaill will have the
lunatic.
leading feminine role and Jack Mulhall will
play a dual role of twin brothers.

has loaned his famous
Fred Newmeyer, to Hudson
picture and he will handle the mega-

Harold

comedy
for this

Lloyd

director,

phone.

“Men of Steel’ will be the second picture to start. This will go into production
15 and
The exact

between October

25,

according to

date will depend
upon the arrangements now being perfected with officials of the United States
Steel Corporation.

present plans.

Work With

Steel Corp.

The United

States Steel
Judge Elbert H.

New

York.

Erich

Yon Stroheim

will di-

Edwin Carewe’s
“Joanna,”

First National producnow in the cutting

rect.

tion,

Roland West is making a mystery
story, “The Bat,” for United Artists, the
cast of which is to be veiled in mystery.

room and Frank Lloyd has completed
“The Splendid Road” at First National

The Metropolitan Pictures corporation
has

a

splendid

line-up

also

for

Fall.

“Rocking Moon” is now being filmed in
Alaska by George Melford; “The Million
Dollar Handicap” is being directed by
Scott Sidney, with Vera Reynolds, and
“Steel Preferred” is now being cut and
titled.

“Partners Again” Under Way
“Partners Again With Potash & Perlmutter,” featuring George Sidney and
Alexander Carr is under way at United
Studios for Samuel Goldwyn. This will be

United Artists release and Henry King
is trying his hand at comedy.
Marion Davies is to make another
dressed-up romance for Metro-Goldwyn.
It is to be “Beverly of Graustark.” King
Vidor is in the midst of “La Boheme,”
starring Lillian Gish and upon the completion of this he will make “Bardelys
a

the Magnificent,” a Sabatini story, in
Technicolor. John Gilbert will be starred.

Lon Chaney’s

next will be “The Mockdirected by Tod Browning.
“The Barrier’ has almost been completed
ing Bird,”

by George Hill and Leon Abrams is
making “Noctourne” on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot. The adapted stage suc“Sally,
Irene and Mary,” with
Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford and
Sally O’Neil, is about completed.
Two
foreign directors, Benjamine Christianson, and Mauritz Stiller, are preparing
new M. G. M. productions as yet unnamed.
The finishing touches are being added
to “Ben Hur” by Fred Niblo, he having
filmed the exciting chariot races and immense out-door sets occupying a 60-acre
plot near Culver City.
cess,

is

studios.
Corinne Griffith is nearing the
end of “Caesar’s Wife” while “The Girl

from

Montmartre,”

with

Barbara

Marr and Lewis Stone was

La

finished last

busy supervising
the cutting of “The Viennese Medley,”
which will be released in December as a
week.

June Mathis

is

Corporation,

Gary, haye
through
agreed to cooperate with First National in
every way and turn their vast interests
over to the company for the filming of
“Men of Steel” is to be a
this picture.
It will be one of the biggest
steel epic.
“specials” yet made by First National.
Milton Sills wrote the original story and
Sills and
John Fish Goodrich prepared the script.
George Archainbaud has been selected to

will be seen in the starring role.

A

supporfting cast that boasts allstar quality has been picked. Doris Kenyon, Mae’ Allison, Claude Gillingwater,
direct.

special.

George Fawcett, Victor McLaglen and
John Philip Kolb will comprise the prin-

“Shebo” is to be Colleen Moore’s next
vehicle following “Irene,” which she is

cipal players in this supporting cast.
son will supervise.

producing now. Harry Langdon begins
next month on his initial First National
production and according to John McCormick the coming season will be one
of the busiest production periods the
west coast studios of First National has
had.

After

months experimental work
Fairbanks has started “The

five

Douglas
Black Pirate” at
studios for United

Fairbanks-Pickford

“Scraps,”
Florida swamp story which Mary
Pickford is doing, will be finished about
the same time “The Black Pirate” is
done.
Fairbanks’ picture is to be in
Technicolor process and is his first allcolor film.
Artists.

the

Wants Good Directors,
Clean Pictures and
Accurate Detail
No barroom scenes, no cabaret drinking,
no suggestive scenes. Good clean movies,
not unclean good directors, not like some
we get that lets one go out of a scene with
a spotted dress and back in next one with
a party dress when she is supposed to be
taking the same part. F. N. Harris,
;

Amuse

theatre, Hart, Mich.

Meanwhile work

is

being

Hud-

rushed

for

the starting of a half dozen other pictures
which will be placed in production as
rapidly as space at the studios will permit.

Five widely
been added

to
units.

eastern
John Fish

scenario writers have
writing staff of the
They are Olga Printzlau,

known

the

Goodrich, Charles Whittaker,
lane Murfin and Harvey Thew.
Goodrich is working on the script of
“Men of Steel.” Miss Printzlau is doing
the script for “Pals First,” which was first
written as a novel by Francis Perry Elliott.

appeared as a successful Broadway
Miss Murfin and Whittakei
production.
of
are working together on the adaptation
“Mademoiselle Modiste,” the famous musiThew is
cal comedy of the same name.
writing the script for “The Boss of Little
Arcady,” an adaptation of Henry Leon
Wilson’s magazine storv of the same name.
Eugene Clifford and Ray Harris are comLunatic at
pleting the script of “The
Large.” Earl Snell and C. L. Yearsley
Mismatcs,
are writing the adaptation of
Myron C. Fagan play, which will be
It later

the
started as soon as Doris

Kenvon completes

Jack Jungof Steel.
meyer and Joseph Poland are working on
another script not yet announced.
In the cutting room are “The Scarlet
ArchainSaint,” which Director George
her work

in

(

“Men

Continued on page 70 )
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Service Talks

D orothy
STRAUSS,

b

.

owner

and manager of the Bonita

theatre,

Tenn.,

pays

tribute

to

Copperhill,
sincere

a

Hollywood

hospitality in her account
of

recent

a

visit.

It

is

lamentable that her article should contain any
mention of unpleasantries encountered, but it
should not be overlooked

demands

business

that

always such as

are not

to permit desired observ-

ance

established

the

of

courtesies.

There are times when

ALBERTA VAUGHN,

B. 0. star, receives
Leatrice Mitchell, that concern’s booker at Salt
Lake City, Don Eddy, of Jos. M. Schenck productions, and Ray Murray, West Coast “Herald”
representative.
F.

Murray’s Column

B LASE

film

directors,

screen

artists

and newspaper reporters were given a

few extra thrills the other day when Irving
Thalberg, vice-president of Metro-GoldwynMayer studios, invited them out to see Fred
Niblo photograph the chariot race sequences
for “Ben Hur.”
And they were exciting.
No foolin’. The races were just about as
real as spirited horses and anxious drivers
could make them, for the winners received
a nice fat extra check and each was trying
to come in first. Many chariots were smashed
up but luckily no men or horses were hurt.
That “Ben Hur” has cost a tremendous
sum no one will deny and there is still much
to be done. As one person remarked, even

Marcus Loew doesn’t know exactly what the
picture has cost, possibly because he’s afraid
it would make him sick if he did. Bill Henry,
of the Examiner said, “He’s like the guy
who got hold of the bear’s tail afraid to
hang on and afraid to let go.”
Mary and Doug were there and enjoyed
wearing one of the funny togas everyone was

—

supposed to wear. John McCormick had one
on, as did Marion Davies, Greto Garbo, and
her director, Mauritz Stiller.
*

Many

in the

*

*

Away

back

last

December

when Frank

National officials were
contemplating making a $500,000 production
of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” they adopted the
word “Ice” as a code word when speaking
of the Harriet Beecher Stowe novel. In all
the correspondence and telegrams “Ice” appeared prominently but only three persons
knew what it really meant. Despite this prethe

First

caution,
however, the

fact

leaked

out and
(

Turn

to

now

page 70)

EARLE DOUGLAS,

former Orpheum vaudeville
from “Here He Comes,” Frank
Yaconelli production for distribution by Sierra

produc-

to

actor, in a scene

few min-

tion for even a

runs into great exThere is also the

utes

Pictures Corporation of

pense.

human
the

in

studio

as

else-

Spargo’s

surance that progress toward a proper co-operation between theatre and
studio is being made.

D

Altogether, Mrs.
Strauss* experience is as-

*

M

ary alice sculLY,

whose

scenarist

a

of

consideration

industry’s problems
seems thorough, advances

the

reasons

interesting

for

her claim that original
screen stories make more
satisfactory pictures than
adapted plays and nov-

Her

els.

appears

article

on another page.

The attitude of producin general on this
point is well known. The
exhibitor opinion would
be an interesting addiers

tion to available data.
*

HERE seems to be no
doubt that stellar

T

who have gained
prominence through appearance in a certain
players

type of role are taking
chances with their future

when
cal

New York

City.

equation, existent

where.

they attempt radi-

departures.

Addi-

exhibitor

testimo-

tional

ny

writing end of the film colony

are wondering how Al Wilson got that story
about stunt flying over on the Satevepost
in the September 19 issue.
It was a good
story, yes, but one of the Post’s rules is not
to mention a product and they gave both of
Al’s recent pictures a grand boost, mentioning their titles.
*
*
%

Lloyd and

interruption

to this effect is print-

this week, and there
never has been testimony
to the contrary from the-

Column

IRECTOR Lambert Hillyer has departed from New York for Hollywood.

He was brought east by First National to
direct Milton Sills in his first starring picture,

“The Making of O’Malley.” He followed this
with “The Knockout,” another Sills’ starring
picture, and then did “The Unguarded Hour,”
also with Sills.
He plans to do a little duck
shooting and then start work on a picture for
First National’s

Western
*

units.

*

*

Thomas Meighan may

not be the most

effi-

cient copper in the world, nevertheless with his

whistle and regulation uniform he held
the job of traffic policeman on Fifth
avenue the other day for an hour and a half.
Outside of signalling for the traffic to go both
ways at once, he did nothing to cause any
casualties. The scenes taken from a truck stationed in the center of Fifth avenue will be
used in the star’s new Paramount attraction,
“Irish Luck.”
* *
*
tin

down

Hope Hampton has returned from Rochester
where she posed for the color screen supplement of McCall’s Magazine in the various
dresses she recently purchased in Paris. Miss
Hampton plans making a picture shortly for

ed

Associated Exhibitors.

atre sources.

Leon Errol, who is expected to start work
soon at the New York First National Studios

It

is

natural

that

wish

should

star

a
to

change the style of his
medium. Doing one thing
continuously
is
monotonous,

after

especially

wealth has accrued. But
really isn’t a matter
it
which one person should
be permitted to decide.

An

established

popularity

property
field

The

as

is

of
it

is

public

necessarily

as

star’s

much

the

the

theatre

of the star.

would
prefer

not

factured

by Rolls-Royce
because
Rolls-

Royce

automobiles
are
good. The matter of stellar popularity is subject
to similar logic.

*

as the lunatic in

“The Lunatic

saw the

day

light of

Large,”

first

in Sidney, Australia,

and

at

studied at the University of Sidney School of
Medicine and Surgery to become a surgeon.
* * *

Jack Raymond, who plays an English valet
“The Scarlet Saint,” in which Mary Astor
and Lloyd Hughes are co-featured by First National, though an American by birth has never
in

played any but English parts on the stage or
screen because of his ultra-English appearance.
*

*

*

a

washing machine manusimply

*

*

Bessie Love, who has a leading role in
Paramount’s “Song and Dance Man,” has

met
match

her
as

a

£"9

performer ol
Charles-C/
the
(

Turn

to

page 71)
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Safeguards negative quality

69

—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
is

At Kodak Park every known precaution
exercised to make sure that every foot of

Eastman Positive Film actually
tone for tone,

all

will

reproduce

the detail of the negative.

Eastman experts safeguard

for the screen

the photographic quality your audiences are
entitled to see there

Look

— and

for the identification

“Kodak”

expect.

“Eastman”

black letters in the
margin of prints you screen.
in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

:
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First National in East

To Resume Production
(

Concluded from page 67)

baud recently completed with Mary Astor
and Lloyd Hughes in the featured roles,
and “The Unguarded Hour,” a Milton
starring vehicle.

Sills

Paramount Plans

for Spring

Activity at Paramount’s Long Island
studio is centered at this time primarily
on the spring production program.
Practically all of the pictures on the current schedule have been completed, and
those that have not are in the final stages.
Thomas Meighan, after journeying to
Ireland for exteriors for “Irish Luck,’ has
returned to the studio for interiors and an
occasional exterior on one of
York’s
busy thoroughfares.
is playing a dual
role in this attraction in which he has Lois
Wilson as his leading woman. In one role
he depicts a New York policeman and in
the other an Irish aristocrat. Camera work
on “Irish Luck,” which is a December 7
release, will he completed shortly. Victor
Heerman is directing the opus.
Production is well advanced on “The
American Venus,” another of this season’s
group. Frank Tuttle is handling the megaphone on this attraction, which is the
adaptation of a story woven around the
Atlantic City Bathing Beauty Pageant.
Fay Lanphier, winner of this year’s contest, appears in the cast which is headed
by Esther Ralston, Ford Sterling and
Lawrence Gray. This picture will be released on January 25.

New

Tom

Film

Griffith

D.

in

Cutting

W.

Griffith is busy cutting and titling
Royle Girl,” a December 7 release.

“That
Although camera work was completed 10
days ago, Mr. Griffith shot a few addiscenes this week. In this picture,
the musical comedy star
a hit in “Sally of the Sawdust,” makes his second screen appearance.
With him in the cast are Carol Dempster,
tional

W. C. Fields,
who made such

James Kirkwood, George Rigas and Harrison

schedule of six pictures several days ago
his fourth feature for the independent
market, “Ermine and Rhinestones” is fast
nearing completion. It is being filmed at
the Glendale, Long Island, studios, under
the direction of Burton King and boasts
a cast that includes Edna Murphy, Niles
Welch, Ruth Stonehouse, Coit Albertson,
Sally Crate and Bradley Barker.

and

The scenario was prepared by William
Laub from the story by Louise Winter.
One of the features of the picture is a
B.

fashion show of furs, loaned by Hickson
of Fifth Avenue, and there is also featured an ermine and rhinestone coat that
was specially made up for the Jans production.
Director King is considerably
ahead of his production schedule, and it is
expected that “Ermine and Rhinestones”
will be ready for public presentation within
the next two weeks.

Pathe Unit Back in Studio
The Patheserial production unit making
“The Green Archer,” a mystery story
based upon Edgar Wallace’s novel, has returned to the studio in Astoria after some
time spent on location on the shores of the
Hudson near Tarrytown. At this location,
Pathe erected a castle turret high up on a
mountain which permitted a vista of the
river to show in the background of the
The company is now shooting
scenes.
scenes in a spacious medieval castle interior at the studio. It is in this setting
that the star, Allene Ray, was tended a
9, when the popwas crowned Queen of Serials.

party on Friday, October
ular star

Walter Miller, who played opposite Miss
in “Sunken Silver” and “Play Ball,”
Frank
continues in his prominent role.
Lackteen is another favorite of serials who

Ray

is

in the cast.

Burr McIntosh, the cheerful optimist of
playing a role quite different
from his radio personality. He is the arch
villain of “The Green Archer,” and gives
one of the outstanding characterizations of
his career. Stephen Grattan, of the legitimate stage, plays the character role of
Miss Ray’s father.
the radio

Ford.

Dix and the unit making
“Womanhandled” have not yet returned to
the Long Island studio from location in
Richard

Texas.

Previous

to the star’s departure
for the South, the interiors for the picture
were completed at the studio, under the

of Gregory La Cava.
Esther
supporting Dix in this feature,
which will be released on December 21.
These four productions complete the
winter program in so far as the Long
Island studio is concerned. Work, however has been progressing on two of the
season’s pictures “The Song and Dance
Man” and “Aloma of the South Seas.”
direction

Ralston

is

—

Set in Stage Scene

“The Song and Dance Man,” which Herbert Brenon is directing, is an adaptation
of George M. Cohan’s stage success.
feature of the picture will be the sequence
showing the fan scene from George
White’s “Scandals.” This scene was filmed
at the Apollo theatre, where the “Scandals” is now playing. Bessie Love. Tom

A

Moore, Harrison Ford, Norman Trevor,
Joseph Drake are the principals in the
cast.

Gilda Gray, Maurice Tourneur and the
will make “Aloma of the
South Seas,” departed for Porto Rico on
October 6 to shoot exteriors. In the nartv
were a cast of 20 and a technical staff of
Fifty large trunks and packing cases
30.
were required to carry the properties and
costumes, as every conceivable property
from straw hats to monkeys was taken to
avoid any possible slip uo after the arrival
of the company in the South Seas.

companv which

Jans Resumes Production

Herman
ductions,

F.
Inc.,

Proresumed production on his

Tans, president of Jans

is

New

Player

in

Cast

additional players have been
cast, Walter P. Lewis, who is said to bear
a striking resemblance to James J. Corbett,
essays Cold Harbor Smith in the Pathe

Several

Dorothy King, who has played in
“Camille of the Barbary Coast,” “On the
Stage” and other features is playing Fay
Savini and Ray Allan, of the stage, has
been signed for the role of Elaine Holdserial.

October 24, 1925

Murrays Column

of

Hollywood Notes
(

Concluded from page 68 )

two “Chicle Tom’s Cabins” are to be produced it is said, one by Universal and one
by Fox.
First National has long since
abandoned the idea.
*

*

*

Most everyone who comes to Hollywood wants to be a director or an actor,
but Charley Chase, the Pathe comedian,
didn’t want to be either. He had always
been an actor; he was a child prodigy',
actor and singer and grew up in the business. But at Mack Sennett’s be became a
juvenile and ended up as a director. Then

—

wherever he went -Fox, Century, Lloyd
Hamilton or the DeHavens
he was
handed a megaphone. In June, 1923, he
dropped the megaphone for make-up and
appeared in “One of the Family,” and along
about Christmas he expects to celebrate
the tenth two-reel comedy made on the
Hal Roach lot. Charley is a regular fellow and doesn’t try to high-hat anybody
now that he is the head of his own unit.

—

*

*

Clarence Brown, who has just finished
directing Valentino in “The Eagle,” and
is
about to direct Norma Talmadge in
“Ki-Ki” for United Artists, has funny
ideas about raising children. For instance,
he says, “I’m rearing my child to be an
actress,” thus throwing a monkey-wrench
into the old doctrine of not wanting his
daughter to have a stage career.
His
daughter Adrienne, age eight years, is now
attending school in Washington, D. C.,
but when she is 15, Clarence intends to
bring her to Hollywood and let her begin
her celluloid career. And further, he says
there

believe

“I

a

is

greater

for

future

young men and women in pictures than
in any other profession of the day. That

why

is

am

I

my

educating

daughter for

screen.”

the

*

*

*

William Russell has

received a very

flattering offer to display his histrionic
talents on the stage and is contemplating
a trip East to look things over. Incidentally Helen Ferguson, his wife, is in the
F,ast

filming a serial for Pathe.
*
* *

Tom Reed, who recently resigned as
director of publicity at Universal studios,
is
announcing the fact to the world at
large by block twenty-four sheets posted
at advantageous points about Hollywood.
He is now free lancing._

ing.

Frank Leon Smith is production manager of this serial unit, and he also made
the screen adaptation from the Edgar Wallace novel.

Robert T. Kane and his unit working at
the Cosmopolitan Studios continues to hum
with activity since Alfred Santell picked

uo his megaphone to start production on
“Seven Wives of Bluebeard,” Kane’s second production for First National release.
In its early stages all energy had been
applied by Santell on Ben Lyon and
Blanche Sweet in some beautiful and picturesque “Romeo and Juliet” scenes for a
special sequence in “Seven Wives of Bluebeard.” Advance rushes and stills indicate
that Santelle has struck a new keynote in
lighting and sets with this scene. Ernest
Hallor and Art Jacohson, who handled the
cameras for Kane’s “The New Commandment,” are grinding for Santell on “Seven

Wives

of Bluebeard.”

Lois Wilson Joins
Louis Wilson was added to the cast this
week, also Sam Hardv, Andrew Mack and
Diana Kane, in addition to Ben Lyon.
Blanche Sweet, Dorothy Sebastian and
others. Lois Wilson will play the role of
the first wife and it is said to be the biggest part outside of the role played by
Miss Sweet.

Henry Walthall

played a scene simithe one he had in “The Birth of a
Nation” out at Cecil DeMille’s studio the
other day. In “Three Faces East” Walthall plays the role of a father greeting
his son home from the World War, while
in “The Birth” he greeted his family when
he returned from the Civil War.
*
* *
lar to

Irvin

Willat

doesn’t give the

“Camera” when about

to

shoot

command
a

scene.

Sidney Olcott,
His word is “Picture.”
however, sticks to “Camera” while Paul

Bern

saj’s

“music, please.”
*

^

going to make “The Houseboat on the Styx.” And Emmett Flynn is
going to direct. Which is my idea of a
pretty good combination. Flynn has been
planning to film the John Kendrick Bangs
story for five years it is said, and has
I

see

Fox

is

acquired the right to the
Pursuit of the Houseboat.”
*

*

sequel,

“The

*

speaking of houseboats, Doug Fairbanks will have one of the most elaborate
ever built w-'hen he finishes “The Black
Pirate.” He recentlv purchased a famous

And

old

windjammer

Brewer,

in

San Francisco, built
towed

It was
1877.
( Continued on page 72 )
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Woman

and love for

Exhibitor Praises

Hollywood Hospitality
( Concluded

told them
exhibitor.
I
1

who

from page

was

I

was an

entered the office of Mr.
Koenig, Superintendent of Production, and
seemed that I immediately became a
it

member

of a vast and most lovable great

Mr.
Hill, superintendent of photography, Mr.
Seigmund Moos, Mr. Fred Sloman, diWhat a joy it is to
rector, and others.
work for Mr. Sloman. I certainly envied
the stars whom he directed. Kindly, goodhumored, never cross, and just as likable
I compared him with Ralph
as he can be.
Ince and think Mr. Sloman could gain
far more with his attitude than Ince could
with his, which seems to be continually one
of criticism and disapproval.

Met Mr. “Eddie” Laemmle,

*

director,

H*

Between “takes” and “re-takes” we enjoyed conversing and visiting with Laura
La Plante, Harry Myers, Alexander Carr
and Bertram Grassby. Laura is a darling
and as sweet and lovable as can be. Harry
Myers (excuse me, Harry) is a most
fascinatingly

devilish

sort

of

a

fellow.

complimentary, however, for I liked him immensely.)
We had motion pictures made with Mr.
Sloman, Laura, Harry, and “Aleck,” which
showed Mr. Sloman introducing Bunnzie
and me to the stars with whom we shook
hands, conversed, and concluded by kissing
one another good-bye, or, rather, I hope,
au revoir, for it is my keenest desire and
greatest expectation to return to Universal
City another day.
Universal City actually radiates love,
geniality, hospitality, in fact, the very joy
of life itself.
To one who loves the stage and dramatic art as I do, to whom the very smell
of grease paint means joy indescribable, the
click of the cameras, the soft music, the
contact with the stars and their directors
produced the same effect.
is

That

meant

is

business.
love.

why
I

to be

I

am

my

in the

must be close

Motion Picture

Jfc

to

the

work

I

s{?

prince of a fellow, Jack Daugherty. Since
my return he has sent me a personally
autographed photograph of himself, of
which I am quite proud.
And Hoot Gibson. He is everything nice
one would care to say about him. Has a
wonderful speaking voice, a charming manner, and is decidedly likable.
Edmund Cobb is a sad-looking individual,
while Walter Long wore his typical deep
sea villain sort of face.

—

Charles Puffy you know “little” CharHe was “cute” as a bug’s ear. In the
picture made with him he was dressed in
a ballet costume.
What a lovely big doll
he made, though elephantine, ’tis true.
lie?

Bertram Grassby is that dark, oriental,
fascinating type.
Very pleasing to know.
very cordial invitation was extended
to me to return to Universal City and have
lunch at the Studio, which I readily
accepted.
went through the splendid big buildings, where “The Phantom of the Opera”
was made, visited the Cathedral of Notre
Dame and the whipping block where “The
Hunchback” was punished. I recognized
many different sets as having been used in
various pictures I have played, and it
seemed like living in the pages of a book
or wandering about in a sort of fairyland.
* * *

A

We

We

met a number of other stars at the
various studios, but the ones mentioned
are those with whom I came in closest contact

and

joy.
the
Jiggs,
elephant, were

monkey,
just

and

as nice

Jennie,

and

polite

the
as

How could they be otherwise,
could be.
in such an atmosphere as prevails at Llniversal City?
I
did, however, regret not having the
opportunity of meeting Mr. Carl Laemmle,
for they all told me he, too, was a very
affable sort.

Mr. Carl, you certainly ought to be
proud of your wonderful big family, lucky
children, whom you have taken under your
wing. They surely were dear and sweet to
me, every one of them, and I shall never,
never forget them.
Long, long be my heart
With such memories filled
Like the vase in which roses
Have once been distilled.
You may break, you may ruin
The vase, if you will,
But the scent of the roses
Will cling ’round

it still.

cherish the various pictures I had made
while in Hollywood, as well as the verses
and autographs the stars penned in my

whom

I

shall

always remember

(

ton, in

Continued from page 68 )

which she has won several contests.

While

at the Apollo theatre taking scenes
for the picture, George White, the musical
comedy impresario, led a little S year old
She mimicked Miss
girl on the stage.
Love’s steps with such art that everybody
gave her a handicap for her youth and
declared that the Paramount player had
better look to her laurels.
* * *

Ben Lyon, who is playing the lead in
“The Seven Wives of Bluebeard,” being
directed by A1 Santell for Robert Kane,
has finished the Romeo and Juliet sequence
of this picture in which Blanche Sweet and
Ben, according to reports, have done the

work

best

of their career.

Howard Higgin and Robert Kane

autograph album.
Bless

meet

hearts

their
again.

!

Here’s

What Showmen Want

hoping we

cide
directorial venture.
It has been decided
that Mr. Higgin will direct “The Reckless
Lady,” by Sir Philip Gibbs, one of the best
Mr. Higgin recently
sellers of this year.
completed for Mr. Kane “The New' Com-

mandment,” co-featuring Blanche Sweet,
Mr.
Ben Lyon and Holbrook Blinn.
Higgin is now working on the scenario of
“The Reckless Lady.”
*

*

Concluded from page 62 )

common

gossip that city theatres
not spell dividends; that the
rural and the city business together spell
profits.
The country business is needed.
Well, the rural districts are heartily
tired of “Madame Sans Gene,” jazzy
types and problem plays.
They want
such plays as I have listed above. The
wise producer will give more of this
kind, for they go over in both city and
country.
Watch the type Sid Grauman
plays at the Egyptian. He. is too shrewd
to cater to any but the masses.
Watch

alone do

ister

Griffith,

hokum

he knows

how

to

study of the box office records for
the last eight years marks a white trail
of what the public wants; and why producers insist on getting away from the
human appeal for the gilded bedroom
and perfumed bath is simply because the
wrong set of men, in the main, are picking our pictures.
There are plenty of
men who can choose the human element
pictures, plenty of men to make them,
and millions of fans to acclaim them.
Let’s have a new set of picture selectors and have a happier day for everybody. PHILIP RAND, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.

—

“The

*
is

working on

the scenario of “Men of Steel,” an original
story by Milton Sills, which First National
is producing with Sills in the stellar role,
designed a machine called a Dehydrator,
which farmers use to extract the moisture
from hay.
George Neville, who plays the role of
trainer in First National’s “The Scarlet
Mary Astor and
co-featuring
Saint,”
Lloyd Hughes, and the famous John L.
Sullivan were ushered into this mundane
existance in the Roxbury District of Boston and were members of the same “gang.”
* * *

day Gilda Gray

Each

appears

before

the camera she must spend four hours in
putting on the dark makeup which is necessary for her character in “Aloma of the
Miss Gray and the ParaSouth Seas.”
mount company have sailed for Porto Rico
to make location scenes for this attraction.
* * *

admin-

in select dashes.

In the old days Fatty Arbuckle, Charley Chaplin, Anita Stewart, Mary Pickford and possibly the Talmadge girls
made real fans, and then plays contained
the old fashioned romance, action and
laughter.
Who makes real fans today?
Mix, Denny, Thomson, Colleen Moore
lead, and they are in human plays.

A

*

success,

John Fish Goodrich, who

Denny would Universal continue? Without “The Covered Wagon,” “36” and
the
special,
“Ten
Commandments,”
would Paramount find money enough to
pay for the flops of Swanson and Negri
in their society trash?
The human pic-

Dave

*

400 extras at the Apollo theatre last week
in filming the gorgeous fan number of
George White’s “Scandals,” which will be
incorporated in Paramount’s adaptation of

Motion Pictures
(

*

Herbert Brenon used an audience of

George M. Cohan’s stage
Song and Dance Man.”

in

spent

week reading three books to dewhich one would be Mr. Higgin’s next

last

all

I

It is

had the pleasure of meeting and having
picture made with none other than that

Spargo’ s Column of
New York Notes

am

tures are paying for the society pictures.
%

I

and

same

big family.

(This

kindnesses

convey

I

I

many

me back to town.
planning to tour Europe next year,
and one thought of greatest joy is the fact
Inasmuch
that I shall go via Los Angeles.
as I experienced the welcome I did on my
initial trip to the studios, I am convinced
that my next visit will bring me the selfto

61 )

— that

their

Upon leaving the stucourtesies to me.
dios, a car always awaited me at the gates

71

Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes have
Hughes came
gone to Hollywood.
East to play a featured role with Doris
also

Kenyon in “The Half Way Girl,” which
Earl Hudson made for First National. He
returned to Hollywood for a short vacation and then back to New York where he
played with Miss Astor in “The Scarlet

He

Saint.”

Moore
was
That
“The

wall

do a picture with Colleen

Hollywood and then

will return

Miss Astor
units again.
brought east to play in “The Pace
Thrills” with Ben Lyon. She started
Scarlet Saint” as soon as that was

the

to

in

Hudson

finished.

Barrymore

She
in

is now to
“Don Juan.”

*

*

play with John

*

A. L. Rockett, who recently took over
the reins of business manager of the Eastern First National units, is busy with the
details of preparing for the many productions planned for the Eastern units this
fall

and winter.
*

*

*

Jane Murein and Charles Whittaker,
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noted scenarists, are collaborating on the
script of “Mademoiselle Modiste,” which
goes into production shortly at the New
York studios of First National.
Bob Ryan, assistant director to George

Archainbaud on “The Scarlet Saint,” and
Jack Percy, assistant director to Lambert
Hillyer on “The Unguarded Hour,” both

New

First National productions filmed in
York, left for the Coast upon completion
of the filming of these two pictures.
5{C

meeting famous
students at the
great kick out

much

and

begins

Kane, the producer, in appreciation of the
splendid work she did in one of the leadpart

of

“The

New Commandment,”

which Howard Higgin
*

*

directed.
*

Arthur Tavares, film editor at the
Eastern production units of First National,
is cutting and assembling the negative of
the Mary Astor-Lloyd Hughes co-featured
“The Scarlet Saint.”
Hugh McCollum arrived from the Coast
last week where he served as assistant to
John McCormick to take up the duties of
assistant to A. L. Rockett, business manvehicle,

ager of the First National studios in the
East.

Never again can any of

the Paramount
junior stars declare they are “sweet 16 and
never been kissed.” Instruction and practice in the difficult but pleasant art of
screen kissing formed a part of the recent
instruction.
Sam Wood, director of the
Paramount Picture School, told them how
to do it, but they all progressed so rapidly
that it was unnecessary for him to show
them.
The stars will appear in a picture
to be started at the Long Island studio on

November

the consensus of opinion among the
was: “I hope I get to play opposite
him some day.” Dix is now in Texas on
location for “Womanhandled.”
* * *

John F. Krafft, noted title writer, has
been engaged by Earl Hudson to do the
for “The Scarlet Saint,” which

*

*

George Hackathorne has just written
from Europe that he is being co-starred
with Betty Balfour, England’s most beautiful screen star, in “The Sea Urchin,” a
Gainsborough production.
Graham Cutts
is directing and Hal Young, who made the

Tommy

Irish sequences for the
Meighan
picture, is behind the camera. George adds
that he had one week of sight seeing in
London and Paris before starting work,
and that he likes “Ole Lunnon” immensely.
Orville Caldwell who plays the lead in

the Jack Fitzgerald production of “Wives
of the Prophet,” has returned to New York
from Harrisonburg, Va., where the exteriors were made.
His most vivid remembrance is a trip up the Potomac River
in a wabbly old steamer during a bad
storm, and he is still wabbling on his legs
trying to find his land limbs.
:{?

The

if:

sjs

two weeks saw the departure
for Hollywood from First National’s New
York Studios of Mary Astor, Lloyd
Hughes, Jed Prouty, Director Lambert
Hillyer, and assistant directors Bob Ryan
and Jack Percy. Hughes plans to return
last

after playing
“Irene.”

opposite
*

*

Colleen

Moore

in

*

Anne Dale who

played the part of the
crippled girl in the film version of “The
Fool,” and who had a prominent part in
“The Miracle,” the big spectacular production which was staged at the Century theatre, New York, has one of the main
feminine roles in “Keep It Up.” This five
reel comedy-drama will be made by F.
Herrick for release through Davis Dis-

will be seen in the featured roles

this picture
which
George Archainbaud.

Girls will be girls.
Even after two
months in the sophisticating influence of a
motion picture studio, Paramount’s fem-

junior stars get a big

thrill

out of

was

in

Robert T.

Kane

directed

by

has signed Lois Wilson

Flyer.”
the Front.”

DE I,A MOTTE, MARGUERITE— “Fifth Avenue.”
DEL RIO, DOLORES— “Joanna.”
DEMPSTER, CAROL—-“That Royle Girl.”
DENNY, REGINALD — “Skinner’s Dress Suit.”
DEVORE, DOROTHY— “Midnight Flyer.”

DWAN, DOROTHY— “Stop, Look and Listen.”
FAIRBANKS, DOUG “Black Pirate.”

BROWNE— "Racing

Ro-

mance.”

FAZENDA, LOUISE— "Golden Sin.”
FELLOWES, ROCKLIFFE—“Rocking Moon.”
FINNEY, BEN—“Just Suppose.”
FITZGERALD, CISSY— “To the Brave.”

EMILY— “Red Kimono.”
JACK—
— “La Boheme.”

GISH, LILIAN "La Boheme.”
GREY, GLORIA — “Colorful Romance.”
GRIBBON, EDDIE “Under Western Skies.”

—

CORINNE— “Caesar’s Wife.”
RAYMOND— “Hands Up."
GUARD, KIT— “Mazie Series.”
HACKATHORNE, GEORGE—“Wandering
HAMILTON, —
NEIU— “Polly of Ballet”
GRIFFITH,
GRIFFITH,

"Tumbleweeds.”
RAYMOND— “Behind the Front.”
the Brave.”
Hill.”

—-“All Round Frying Pan.”
HORTON, CLARA
HOWES, REED —“Racing Romance.”
HUGHES, LLOYD— “The Scarlet Saint.”
HUTCHINSON, CHAS.—“Pirates of Sky.”
JOY, LEATRICE— “Made for Love.”
JOYCE, ALICE— “Manikin.”

KANE, DIANA—-“The New Commandment.”
KEITH, ISABEL— “The Viennese Medley.”

KENT,

LARRY— “Mazie

KENYON, DORIS— “The
Unguarded Hour.”
LA MARR, BARBARA—“Girl from Montmartre.”

LANDIS, CULLEN—“Midnight Flyer.”
LOVE, BESSIE — “King on Main Street.”
LYTELL, BERT “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”
M’GREGOR, MALCOLM— Caesar’s Wife.”
MACK, CHARES EMMETT— “Tattooed Countess”
MACKAILL, DOROTHY— “Joanna.”

—

MATTOX, MARTHA—“Caesar’s
McALISTER,

MARY— “The

Wife.”
Wife.”

Price of the Prairie.”
CLAIRE— “Midnight Flyer.”
“Shootin’ Straight.”

McDOWELL,
MEREDITH, JEAN—
—

MERRILL, FRANK “Gentleman Roughneck.”
MILLER, CARL— “Red Kimono.”
MIX,

TOM— “Best

Bad Man.”

MOORE, COLLEEN—
“Irene.”
MOORE, TOM — “A Kiss for Cinderella.”
—
MULHALL, JACK
“Joanna.”
NEGRI, POLA — “Tattooed Countess.”

NICHOLLS, GEORGE— “To

the Brave.”

NISSEN, GRETA —-“King on Main
NIXON, MARIAN—“Hands Up.”

PITTS,

ZASU—“Manikin.”
BUDDY— “Midnight

DOROTHY— “Fate

Fighter.”

of a Flirt.”

REYNOLDS, VERA—“Million Dollar Handicap.”
RICH, IRENE — “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”
SEMON, LARRY— “Stop, Look and Listen.”
SHAW, OSCAR—“King on Main Street.”
SILLS,

MILTON— “Men

story.

^

of Steel.”

5{c

C. Levee, president United Studios,
just can’t find room enough on his lot for

everything, so he has ordered the lunch
counter off the lot and has taken the space
formerly occupied by the restaurant for
extra dressing rooms and a stage.
*

=K

free casting bureau will begin functioning in about a month, according to Dr.
Webster Robinson. Many of the casting
offices through which the extras get work
will be forced out of business when the
new office is established.
%

unique Charleston contest was staged
Sennett’s studio last week.
bevy of
bathing girls essayed the intricate steps in
wooden shoes, borrowed from Alice Day’s
current comedy, “Goose Land.”
Danny
O’Shea, although not a bathing girl, won
the contest. He had the advantage, having
danced his way across the country on the
Orpheum circuit. Alf. Goulding stopped
the bout when one of the heavy sabots
slipped off a dainty foot and hit him between the shoulders.

A

at

5}t

STANLEY, FORREST—“The Fate of a Flirt.”
STONE, LEWIS—-“Girl from Montmartre.”

5*S

Rupert Julian, the DeMille director,
wanted a love-song for a scene on the set
but found the repertoire of the studio
musicians did not include such a melody.
So he sat down to the piano and in ten
minutes composed a song that had Jetta
Goudal, Clive Brook, Henry Walthall and
even the stage carpenter crying and begging him to cease.
*

*

Metropolitan studios

*

building the first
unit of a large stage which will cost $1 12,000 on the Las Palmas street lot. This
will have a blue ceiling, representing the
sky for outdoor effects.
* * *

To
in

Flyer.”

POWER, TYRONE— “Red Kimono.”
PROUTY, JED— “The Scarlet Saint.”
RANDOLF, ANDERS—“Black Pirate.”
RAWLINSON, HERBERT—“The Flame

%

M.

treet.”

OLAND, WARNER—“Caesar’s Wife.”
PEARSON, VIRGINIA— “Red Kimono.”
PICKFORD, MARY— “Scraps.”
POST,

winning

Series.”

MARMONT, PERCY— “Caesar’s

%

A

Tires.”

HART, BILL

JACK— “Enchanted

it has served its
purpose as a “pirate” ship, will be equipped
with display sails” and will be sumptuously
equipped. While being towed in revenue
officers boarded it and searched for a
quantity of choice liquors said to have
been stored aboard, but they met with disappointment.

The

FLYNN, MAURICE— “Between Men.”

HOLT,

,

loaned to Famous Players-Lasky by Warner Bros.^ to appear in “Hassan,” and
Dolores Costello, another Warner Bros,
player, has been loaned to the same company^ for a role in Fannie Hurst’s prize

DARRO, FRANKIE — “Midnight

HATTON,
HERSHOLT, JEAN—“To

Concluded from page 70)

the loaning of actors and actresses
there is no end. Louise Fazenda has been

DANIELS, BEBE— “Polly of Ballet.”
D’ARCY, ROY—“La Boheme.”

FITZROY,

Murray's Column of
Hollywood Notes

Of

(

VIRGINIA

VIDOR, FLORENCE— “Enchanted Hill.”
VON ELTZ, THEODORE— “Red Kimono.”
WALTHALL, HENRY—“Three Faces East.”
WASHBURN, BRYANT— “To the Brave.”
WILSON, LOIS— “Irish Luck.”
WINTERS, LASKA— “Rocking Moon.”

*

Where They Are and
What They re Doing
Concluded from page 64)
CUSTER, BOB— “A Man of Nerve”
MILDRED— “Behind

Pan.”

Los Angeles, and after

for the role of “Mary,” the leading wife in
his production of “Seven Wives of Bluebeard,” which Alfred Santell is directing
for a First National release.

FAIRE,

TALMADGE, DICK— "Prince of Pep.”
TALMADGE, NORMA—'“Kiki.”
TASHMAN, LILYAN — “Rocking Moon.”
THOMSON, FRED —.“All Around Frying
TORRENCE, ERNEST— “Golden Sin.”
VALLI, VIRGINIA— “To the Brave.”
VAUGHN, ALBERTA — Mazie Series.

(

*

sjt

REVIER,

tributing Division, Inc.
* * *

inine

Hughes

SULLIVAN, BILLY— “Windjammer.”
SWAIN, MACK— “Hands Up.”

was

completed recently at First National’s New
York studios.
Mary Astor and Lloyd

GILBERT,

9.

*

embarrassment.

girls

DAVIS,

5jC

jji

star’s

5jC

5{C

work this week as
one of the wives in “The Seven Wives of
Bluebeard,” in which Ben Lyon plays the
male lead. This role is an award of merit,
so to speak, given Miss Kane by Robert
ing

of
the

And

titles

Diana Kane

to

At least the eight
Island Studios got a
meeting Richard Dix,

stars.

Long

October 24, 1925

get around the

New York

state,

is

strict

censor’s

rules

William Beaudine

is

directing an entire sequence of “Scraps,”
the Mary Pickford production, just for
use in that state. The scene depicts Christ
leading Mary and her little charges. In
the Empire state an angel will be used.
* * *

Somewhere on the bottom of the broad
Pacific ocean is a rubber whale which has
never been used. It was made a short while
ago for a certain picture on a certain studio
lot but the darn thing wouldn’t float as
planned and hence is “at large.”
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THE FILM MART
Educational
10

Comedy

Releases Scheduled

Five two-reel and five one-reel comedies
are slated for October release.

“Maid in Morocco” Completed
Lupino Lane, English comedian, has
finished “Maid in Morocco,” his first two-

The

picture is beihg made from an
original story written by Garrett Ford.

and Cutting Begins
jeanie MacPherson is titling and cutting “The Road to Yesterday,” on the
scenario for which she collaborated with
Beulah Marie Dix.
Titling

Associated Exhibitors

“The Movies,” first of this season’s
Hamilton comedies, has
The production was directed by William Goodrich.

pressbook for the production “Headlines” has just been issued. In every particular it conforms to the style of the
modern daily newspaper.

Dooley Picture Finished

Zasu

A

Pitts in

Zasu

have a part in “The
Nutcracker,” a comedy production that
probably will soon be put in work.
will

Conley in “Spot Light”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Finishes Seventh

Alice Day has finished “Gooseland,”
her seventh starring picture for Sennett.
The picture was directed by Alf Goulding.

“Not So Fast,” featuring Ralph Graves,
has been completed. Thelma Parr is the
feminine principal of the picture.

Two Added

Seven to Be Released

Paulette Duval and Antonio D’Algy
have been added to the cast supporting
Norma Shearer in “Free Lips.”
Ballet Master Signed

Ernest Belcher, noted ballet master,
has been signed to train the ballet that
will appear in the theatre scenes of “La
Boheme,” in which Lillian Gish is
starred.

Elinor Glyn Writes Continuity

Elinor Glyn

is

of her production

writing the continuity

“The Only Woman.”

be put in work as soon as the
continuity is complete.
It

will

Borrow Player
Willard Louis, who

under contract
with Warner Brothers, has been obtained
for a part in “Free Lips.”
is

Pro-Dis-Co.

“Not So Fast” Ready

On

the release schedule for the week
of Oct. 18 are: Two two-reel comedies;
chapter four of the “Wild West” serial;
Grantland Rice “Sportlight”; “Nazareth”,
a biblical film; a chapter of “Aesop’s
Film Fables”; and a chapter of “Topics
of the Day.”

“Our Gang” Recruits Another
J. R. Smith, lively and freckled,

He

Grows
Pat Harmon, Herbert Pryor and Ivor
McFadden have been cast for parts in
“Steel Preferred,” which James Hogan is
directing.

the

is

latest “Gang” recruit.
will be
in forthcoming “Gang” productions.

seen

Baronial Hall Reproduced

One of the most elaborate sets constructed for use in the serial, “The Green
Archer,” is a reproduction of a great
hall in Cromley Castle, Nottinghamshire,
England.

United Artists
“Bat” Cast

Is Secret

is

Filming

Work Nears End

filming work on “Tumbleweeds”
is nearly finished.
As soon as the last
scenes are shot the work of editing and
titling will begin.

Preliminaries Finished

Boy Actor Signed Again
As soon as he finished his work in
Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney,”
Walter (Spec) O’Donnell was asked to

work on Cecil B. De
“The Volga Boatman” has been

Preliminary

Mille’s
finished and in a short time the picture
will go into production.

Paul Sloane Directs
Paul Sloane is directing “Made for
Love,” in which Leatrice Joy is starred.

“

Aloma ” Company Sails
Maurice Tourneur,

director,
and a
players, including Gilda
Gray, have left for Porto Rico to make
scenes for “Aloma of the South Seas,”
Miss Gray’s first starring vehicle.

of

Mack Swain

in

“Hands Up”

Mack Swain

has been cast for a part

“Hands Up,” which Clarence G.
Badger is directing. Others in the cast
are Montagu Love, Marion Nixon and
Virginia Lee Corbin.

The

put his

name

to

another Pickford con-

tract.

Titling

Work Going

George

Marion,

“Volcano” Roles Filled

Featured players in “Volcano,” from
Laurence Eyre’s stage play “Martinique,” are Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez,
Arthur Edmund Carewe, Dale Fuller
and Wallace Beery.

Schulberg
“Dancing Days” in Work
Production of “Dancing Days,” William Wellman directing, has begun.
Later Wellman will direct “Lew Tyler’s
Wives.”

Universal
Two

Fast
Jr.,

Serials

Two

Begin

productions, “Strings of
Steel” and “The Radio Detective,” have
been put in work.
William Desmond
and Eileen Sedgwick are starred in the
serial

named and Jack Daugherty

is

star-

red in the second.
'Taylor Adapts “Rolling
,

Rex Taylor
Home,” popular

Home”

adapting

“Rolling
stage play, to the screen
as a starring vehicle for Reginald Denis

ny.

Rich Home
Lillian Rich has returned from location
at Russian River, where she has been
working in “Braveheart.”
Lillian

Willat and a

cast.

first

announced

that the names of no
players chosen for parts in “The Bat”
will be made public until the cast is completed, and perhaps not until the picture
is ready for release.
It

“Steel Preferred[” Cast

Desert Location

company making
“The Enchanted Hill’ are on location in
the Mojave desert.
Mary Brian and
Irvin

in

Farnham Writing Titles
Joseph W. Farnham is writing the
titles for Marion Davies’ “Lights of Old
Broadway.”
to Cast

Company on

company

Pathe
Day

Alice

Griffith’s

Richard Arlen have been added to the

“Nutcracker”

Pitts

Raymond

pator in “Hands Up,”
starring vehicle.

series of Lloyd
been released.

Lige Conley is featured in the Mermaid
comedy, “Spot Light,” which will be one
of the last of the month’s releases.

Billings, who played the
role in “Abraham Lincoln,” has been
engaged to play the role of the emanci-

George A.

new

“The Movies” Released

“Headlines” Pressbook Issued

Misfit Sailor,” the first picture with
Billy Dooley, new Christie comedian, has
been finished and released.

Paramount
Cast As Lincoln Again
title

reeler in a series of six.

“A

rapidly with the titling of “The Eagle,”
latest Valentino production.

is

going ahead

Three

in Closing

Sequences

Three productions now in their closing sequences are: “The Midnight Sun,”
“Two Blocks Away” and an as yet untitled
Western directed by Edward
Sedgwick.
Hoxie Making “ Overland Trail”

Jack Hoxie

is

making “The Overland

Trail,” with Edna Gregory at the head
of the cast supporting him.
Albert
Rogell is directing.

;

:
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Six

Ready

for Production

Six pictures that are ready for production are: “Skinner’s Dress Suit,”
“Wives for Rent,” “The Brute,” “The
Big Gun,” “The Perch of the Devil”

and “Under Western Skies.”

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912
Of Exhibitors Herald, published weekly at Chicago. Illinois, for October 1st, 1925.
State of Illinois, 1

County of Cook,

j

me, a Notary Public, in and for the
and county aforesaid, personally appeared
George Clifford, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the
Business Manager of the Exhibitors Herald,
and that the following is, to the best of his
knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
Before

State

Warner Brothers
“Sea Beast” Filming Ends

The filming work on “The Sea Beast,”
starring John Barrymore, has been finished.

Buy Rights

“The Sap”

to

The motion

picture rights to
A. Grew’s stage

“The

play,
Sap,” William
have been bought.
Matt Moore has
been chosen to play the title role in the
film version. Raymond Hitchcock played
the role on the stage.

ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for
the date shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form, to-wit:
That the names and addresses of the pub1.
lisher, editor,

agers are
Publisher

born

St.

Editor

managing

—Martin

—Martin

Managing Editor
Street.

“Cave Man” Under

Way

Work

on “The Cave Man,” featuring
Marie Prevost and Matt Moore, got un-

— Edwin
—

S.

407

S.

S.

Dear-

Dearborn

Clifford,

407

S.

;

der

way

The

week.

this

director

is

Lewis Milestone.
“Jazz Bride” Almost

Almost

Ready

the production of
“His Jazz Bride” has been done.
Release Date Tentatively Set

January 9 has been tentatively set as
the release date for “The Sea Beast.”

Choosing “Power God” Cast

Ben Wilson

choosing the cast of the
“The Power God.”
Mary Brooklyn has been assigned the
is

serial,

stellar role.

Exhibitors Herald Company, 407

S.

Mrs. Wallace Reid is putting the finishing touches on “The Red Kimono.” Mrs.
Reid appears in the production, which
features Priscilla Bonner.
Is

December

Release
is

the release of

Month

the month decided on
“The Power God.”

for

Chadwick
“The Bells”

Starts

Soon

“The Bells,” starring Lionel Barrymore, will be put in work soon. James
Young adapted the story to the screen.

Street.
Martin J. Quigley, 407 S.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.)

That the two paragraphs next above, giv4.
ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company, but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or
in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest, direct cr indirect, in the said stock, bonds
or other securities than as so stated by him.
5.
That the average number of copies of each
issue
of this
publication
sold
or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the date
shown above, is
(This information is required
from daily publications only.)
Geo. Clifford.
(Signature of Business Manager.)
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st
day of October, 1925.
(Seal.)

(My

James P. Prendergast,
commission expires February, 1929.)

Independent

Arrow
Jane Novak Stars

Jane Novak will be the star of “Share
and Share Alike,” which Whitman Bennett has
studio.

work

put in

at

to

“Strings of Steel.”

Kenyon in “Mismates”
Doris Kenyon has been chosen to play
the leading feminine role in “Mismates.”
Barlow Added to “Pirate” Cast
Reginald Barlow, well known player on
the New York stage, has been assigned
a part in Leon Errol’s “Clothes Make
the Pirate.”
to

Be Filmed

Corinne

Griffith’s
next picture after
“Caeser’s Wife” will be “Ashes,” written
by Reginald Goode. It is expected that

Walter Pidgeon
in this

will be her leading

man

production.

Make “Brown Derby”
Screen rights to “The Brown Derby,”
have been bought, and Johnny Hines will
make the film version of the story. The
original is a stage play by Francis S.
Merlin and Brian Marlow.
Hines to

the

Glendale

Two in Production
Bob Custer is busy with production on
“No Man’s Law,” and the first of the second series of Bill Cody stunt Westerns,
“A Man’s Fight,” has been put in work.

Three Completed

;

One

Fourth “Helen and Warren” Starts

The fourth picture in the “Helen and
Warren” series, the title of which is
“Hold Everybody,” has been put in work.
Mix W orking Near Sonora
Tom Mix and his supporting cast are
on location near Sonora, Calif., making
scenes for “The Best Bad Man.”
Kerr Preparing for Sixth
Robert P. Kerr has finished “The
Feud” and is preparing to film the sixth
“Van Bibber” production.
Cutting “Silver Treasure”

Rowland V. Lee has finished filming
“The Silver Treasure” and the picture is

now in the cutting room.
uled for release Dec. 6.
Two

It

is

sched-

Features Released

“The
Everlasting
Whisper”
and
“Thunder Mountain” have been released.
F. B.

O.

Release Schedule Announced

Productions scheduled for early rewith the release dates, are: “‘A
Ton of Fun’ in a Beauty Parlor,” Nov. 1;
an as yet untitled Bray cartoon, Nov. 1;
the fifth episode of “The Adventures of
Maizie,” Nov. 8; another as yet untitled
Bray cartoon, Nov. 15; “Hold Tight,”
Blue Ribbon comedy, Nov. 15; the sixth
“Adventures of Maizie” episode, Nov. 22;
a Standard Fat Men comedy still untitled
and another Bray cartoon, Nov. 29.
lease,

Evelyn Brent Vehicle Chosen

Gotham

Banner
“Checkered Flag” Progressing

Fox

Dearborn

Dearborn

;

“Red Kimono” Nears Completion

December

Sills in

Doris

Street.

None.

Davis Dist. Div.

15-chapter

support Milton

should be given.)

work on

all

John Philip Kolb have been engaged

“Ashes”
407

Managers George Clifford, James
Beecroft, 407 S. Dearborn Street.
(If the publication is
That the owner is:
2.
owned by an individual his name and address, or
if owned by more than one individual the name
and address of each, should be given below if
the publication is owned by a corporation the
name of the corporation and the names and addresses of the stockholders owning or holding
one per cent or more of the total amount of stock
Business

First National
Supporting Cast Engaged
Doris Kenyon, May Allison, Claude
Gillingwater,
Victor
MacLaglen and

and business man-

Quigley,

Quigley,

J.

Street

Dearborn

J.

editor,

October 24, 1925

“Light Fingers” is the title of the next
vehicle chosen for Evelyn Brent.

Started

'

Work on “The
John Adolfi

is

Checkered Flag,” which
directing, is well under

way.

Red

Seal

Seven Scheduled for Release

Seven productions scheduled for October release are: “Daisy Bell,” in the KoKo Song Car-Tune series; the second of
the “Marvels of Motion” series; “Ko-Ko
on the Run,” in the “Out-of-the-Inkwell”
series; “Land’s End,” in the “Gems of the
Screen” series; two “Animated Hair”
cartoons; and “Dance of All Nations,” in
the “Film Facts” series.

Three pictures, “The Part Time Wife,”
“The Shadow on the Wall” and “One of
the Bravest” have been completed at the
West Coast studios and “The Butter and
Egg Man,” adapted from the story by
Peggy Gaddis, will go into production on
the East Coast in a short time.

A

solid

and responsible Polish
firm

“AUTO-ORIENT-FILM”
K. S. Rymowicz,
Poland, will take

Nowowiejska

22,

Warsaw,

general representation for
Poland, Russia and Balcan of American firms
First banking
dealing with the film trade.
references.

Tyler to

Be Knight

Tom

Tyler will appear in “The Knight
of the Range” as his next starring 'production.
The continuity has just been
completed by Percy Heath.
“Flaming Waters” Players

Named

Malcolm McGregor, Mary Carr and
Pauline Garon have been named as the
principals of “Flaming Waters.”
Other
players will be assigned parts soon.

Racing Drama

to Start

“The Futurity Winner,”

a

drama

of

horse racing, will soon go into production.

MACK. SEJVJVETT

COMEDIES
Tbejo 'Keels

Exhibitor

Mack
Comedies

"She’s a good gal.
treat her right?”

A

hungry man wouldn’t be
bird’s tongues on

humming

satisfied

with

toast or a dill

pickle.

He wants

a real square meal, like good
rare roast beef, potatoes and brown gravy.

The “subtle stuff” may go with a Browning
Club, but your crowd likes to haw haw.
They don’t like to guess at the laughs.

Why

not

When

you give them a Mack Sennett you
give them a good square meal of comedy,
and they thank you for it.
at “Over There- A bouts” and
“Dangerous Curves Behind.” When you
get through laughing, plan to advertise
them. What’s the profit in having a good
thing if you don’t tell them about it?

Take a look

Pafh^comedy
TRADE

\

MARK

greet westerns. You know how they
Why not give your patrons both?
eat up circus pictures.

You know how they
Here

it

is!

A

breath-taking, spine-tingling,

Western with

an exciting circus atmosphere.

A

of popular, well-known players, supported
whole
by the
Miller Brothers’ 101 Ranch outfit.

large cast

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

!

the Cherokee Strip in Oklahoma
at a time when a gun was the best argument, and the man
who first pulled the trigger won. Thrilling stunts of courageous

The

gigantic struggle for

life in

cowboys, plunging herds of

cattle rustlers,

roping wild steers

in the rodeos, etc.

Cast ?

Listen

Jack Mulhall, himself. Helen Ferguson, of “Racing Luck” and
Eddie Phillips, co-star with Mary
“Never Say Die” fame.
Pickford in “The Love Light” and leading man in a number of
Cosmopolitan and First National Productions. Virginia Warwick, a former member of that well-known group the Mack
Sennett bathing beauties.

—

PADE

MACK. SEJVJVETT
'RALVH GRAVES
presents

in

“ Good Morning ,
A

He was

a

Ttvo 'Reel Comedy

book agent.

He came in on
He was

Madam!"

his feet

and went out on

his ear.

so unlucky that black cats trembled

as he slithered by.

stone broke so long that moss
was gathering on the stone.

He had been

He met

a million dollar

girl,

and was invited

and nine other girls to dinner,
wealth was fifty cents.

to invite her

and

his

K
(r

Just look over this one. It is full of gags and
It has the earmarks of a riot.
originality.
These Graves comedies are getting better all

the time, and they started good.

There’s just one way for you to get the most
profit out of them.
Advertise them.

v

Pafhecomedy
TNADt

MARK

f

LfWjj

———
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Copyright, 1925

This

is

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

Good action picture.
Didn’t draw but most of
them liked it who did come out. Five reels.-

Chadwick
AMERICAN

—

PLUCK:

R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.

George Walsh A good
The kind they like, but they failed
to see it.
Not a special but just a
pleasing little program picture.
Lois Wilson
furnishes lots of comedy. P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronaction story.

—
—

—

age.

THE MAN OF IRON

Just a picture.
Lay off this. Six
reels.
T.
I.
Brisco, Princess theatre,
Elwood,
Ind.
General patronage.

—
—

One

of

the

best.

A

fine

Mary Carr-

theatre,

before Nebraska City.
Pleased 100 per cent and
the acting of Mary Carr and Priscilla Bonner is
wonderful.
First time in months that an audience applauded at the turn of affairs at the climax. Boost it big. It’s the cleanest story we

have

had

in

Eight reels.
years.
theatre, Syracuse.

Metzger, Palace
town patronage.

Fred

Went over big.
W. Woodman, Gem

Play

SIN: Madge Bellamy— Our paWe would say it was 50-50. No

coupled with the snow scenes, makes the
audience forget about hot weather. They’ll soon
Always something.
be hollering about the cold.
Seven reels.— Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,
Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronage.
fans,

as
other three, “Scar Hanan,” “Ridin’
Comet,” and the “Human Tornado,” that “Yak”
made for F. B. O., are all good. Play them.
Five reels. Ed. Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
Mont. General patronage.

—

—

—

ON TIME:

Five
Richard Talmadge Fair.
A. Nicolaides, American theatre,
General patronage.
Scofield, Utah.

reels.

THE RANGE TERROR:

Bob Custer— A real
good Western with a good amount of action and
Alaska, the dog
with Custer showing up well.
star, does some very good work in this picture
and it would pay you to use his name in your
advertising. The print we used out of Milwaukee
was very dark, which hurt the picture consider-

—James

—

—

THE DANGER LINE:
No

business.

good

:

you

will

fault
see

Sessue Hayakawa
of picture as it was
real War in the sea.

Why not make lighter prints so you can
T.
Five reels. W.
distinguish
the
picture ?
Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. Gen-

—

—

!

—

all impossible.
Played it only one day, much to
Seven reels. Gunther & Metzger,
our sorrow.
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small town pat-

—

La Sirena

eral

patronage.

theatre,

Providence,

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

Fred

R.

I.

— Gen-

Chicago,

—
—

They

LIVELY:

Richard

Talmadge—

Fail-

very
Six

—Norma

So.

Dearborn

|

1

I

|

Tal-

—

—
—

—

ronage.

THE LIVE WIRE:

—

Johnny

WOW

of a comHines. This is a
edy drama. Johnny Hines certainly
lives up to the “57 Varieties,” as he
has that many and many more laugh
getting gags in this picture. It registered laughs continuously throughout the eight reels of this picture.

— W.

LOIBL, Chimes

F.

theatre,

Cedarburg, Wis.

THE SCARLET WEST:

A

good
Special cast—
kind.
My patrons are tired of hisNine reels. Pace, Bouma &
torical
pictures.
McGraw, Princess theatre, Traer, la. Small town
picture of

its

—

—

patronage.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS:
madge

— One

— C.

slipping.
Point, S.

SALLY

D.

Constance Talbest, but this star is
Florence theatre, Elk
General patronage.

of

—

Connie's

S.

Bovll,

—

Colleen Moore If we could get them
all as good as this, our troubles would be over.
C. S. Bovll, Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
General patronage.
:

—

—

Colleen Moore Jf ever a star deserved
tribute from an exhibitor, Colleen
Moore earned it in this great entertainment. Her
9”
first picture here since Vitagraph’s old “90 &
and she broke every record we ever had for a
Tuesday and Wednesday at regular prices. Registered 100 per cent from all angles. If there is a
woman star on the screen today that can equal
this young lady on drawing power and entertain-

SALLY'

a

:

personal

Nine reels.
I do not know her name.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre. Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
SO BIG: Colleen Moore Here is a picture that
Good story good cast
is a hundred per cent.
ment,

—

—

;

;

!

St.,

I

*

111.

l

Thomson— Fred

Silver King are a mighty good bet.
Five reels. C. S. Bovll,
are all good.
Florence theatre. Elk Point, S. D. General patronage.

Thomson and

STEPPING

407

*

1

THE WOMAN WHO SINNED: Mae Busch—
fine picture.
Pleased all. Six reels. — Wm. Bosse,

Talmadge

Everybody well pleased.
E. Murray, Murray theatre,
General patronage.
Fla.

best.

—Harry

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

1

—

ronage.

Jr..

!

theatre,

Cooperation Pledge

;

LIFE’S GREATEST GAME: Johnnie WalkerOne of those pictures that is a pleasure to run.
The acting of Tom Santschi is wonderful. Johnnie Walker as the “hero” plays his part well and
Well it’s good to look at and not at
the story

reels.

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM: Special cast—
A fine program picture that pleased. Good for
warm weather, as the cooling breezes from the

as the

patronage.

Seven

—
—

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt— This,

ably.

it.

theatre, Frederick, S. D.

MARY

—
—

American

patronage.

Richard Barthelmess Dick
Seven reels. C. S. Bovll,
has a good role here.
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D. General pat-

Mrs. Wallace Reid— One of
First time Mrs. Reid has been seen

—

Thomson—

her

at
reels.

DeFuniak Springs,

—

trons divided.
fault with acting or photography, but the subject
matter of the theme did not generally appeal.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
FLYNN: Evelyn Brent—Just
ALIAS
No better or worse, but they
another picture.
F. G. Roberts, American
cost more this year.
General patronage.
theatre, Ada, Okla.

Did poor business on account of big rains
and a Lyceum number. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
Small town patronage.
theatre, Ashland, Kan.

eral

madge
Eight

—

—

THE WHITE

Too much impossibility in this to make it really
However, it pleased most of the Western
good.

—

like

I

General patronage.

— Gunther &
Neb. — Small
—
—

well

Personally

picture.

here.

—

fans.

action

Richard Talmadge

Talmadge pictures but for some reason
Six reels. E. M. Biddle,
not draw here.
Small town patrontheatre, Paoli, Ind.

the best yet.
J.

Nicolaides,

— General

First National

BROKEN LAWS:

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Elaine Hammerstein
This picture pleased a big crowd.
It seemed to
be just what they wanted.
Seven reels. Sam
Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo. General patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

good

—

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
We played this picture right after Lincoln and

A.

Utah.

GRAUSTARK: Norma

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid— 100 per
cent production and a big box office draw. EverySome of
body delighted with a few exceptions.
my patrons didn’t like the dream ending. Eight
reels.
H. O. Regan, Laurier theatre, Hull, QueGeneral patronage.
bec, Canada.

Seven

Chillicothe,

—James

Scofield,

age.

drawing card.

— Sam Minich, Electric
Mo. — General patronage.

A very
Richard
they do
Strand

reels.

SHORE LEAVE:

AMERICAN MANNERS:

Very poor.

F. B. 0.
DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION:

—

patx-onage.

Barrymore-

Lionel

reels.

South Dearborn

Ga.—

Monroe,

theatre,

AMERICAN MANNERS: Richard Talmadge
Good. Extra good picture and good comedy. We
played this picture on Thursday with serial “Ten
Scars Make a Man.” Six reels. James A. MerGeneral
laides, American theatre. Scofield, Utah.

come out

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

the Picture Did for Me,”

III.

1

GENTLEMEN:

|

Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value of
short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until I shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.
(Exhibitor)

I

I

I

|

|

|

(Theatre)
J

J

(City)
J

(State)
J

—A

A

—
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RUNNIN G RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interestinig comparison with local records.

box

offic<»

print.
What more could we ask? We
have played all Colleen’s pictures and they are
all good and First National treats you right. Buy
this,
brother exhibitor.
Eight reels. W. W.
Sprouse, Rialto theatre, Altamont, 111. General
patronage.

and good

—
—

—

WANT MY MAN

I
:
Doris Kenyon Very good.
Capacity business for three days.
Nice clean
picture and my audience very well pleased. Good
Seven
drawing card.
Don’t pass this one up.
reels.
H. O. Regan, Laurier theatre, Hull, Que-

—

Canada.

bec,

— General

patronage.

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE:

Constance Talhas appeared in

—

madge

The best this actress
since “East Is West.”
This is real entertaining
and so much better than the, silly ones she has
made. Ronald Colman is very good in this one.
Had many favorable comments from hard boiled
Eight

critics.

Wautoma,

theatre,

—H.
Eagan,
Wis. — Small town

reels.

American

J.

ONE YEAR TO LIVE

patronage.

—

Pringle -First
National have the box office pictures. This one
pleased everybody and kept my cashier busy.
Seven reels. H. O. Regan, Laurier, Hull, Quebec,
Canada. General patronage.

—

:

Aileen

—

—A

JUST A WOMAN:
good

picture

that

Claire Windsor
failed to draw.
Many

very

who

came stopped by

to tell me how much they envery seldom that you get a bad
one from First National.
Seven reels. R. L.
Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General
patronage.

joyed

it.

It’s

—
—

THE SEA HAWK:

Milton

Sills

—A

wonderful

production from every angle.
Sure fire entertainment.
Did fair business but exchange got
all the dough.
Twelve reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patron-

—

—

very good picture to good business for three days.
Norma is a great favorite here. Seven reels.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

A SELF MADE FAILURE:

Lloyd Hamilton—
A light comedy-drama with a weak plot. Will
please about half.
Lovers of good comedy will
enjoy it.
Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theaSmall town patronage.
Chilton, Wis.
tre,

—

—

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien Four
days to a disappointing business, mud and rain
throughout engagement. Admission, 25-50 cents.
Barely pulled out.
A truly remarkable picture.
“The Wagon” on rails. Did not create any undue excitement. Did not have the pulling power
it is entitled to..
Many expressed opinion that
it was the best picture they ever saw.
We believe
it would have made a little money with weather
half way decent.
The price kept many away.
It is the best thing Fox ever did by far.
A picture that any exhibitor, big or little, should be
proud to run. E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,
Gilman City, Mo. General patronage.

—

special cast.—
This is the best race horse picture made
in the last three years.
It went over big

and pleased most everyone. Fox’s new
product, so far, is the best ever and shows
signs of real work. It is not just slammed
together like so many of the pictures
Boost this to the limit; it will
stand it. AL POWELL, Highland theatre, Guthrie, Okla.

nowadays.

—

THE TIMBER WOLF: Buck Jones—A new

—

Constance Talmadge Conthis is Constance, deliver

stance Talmadge 1
If
me from her. Honestly, it was the biggest nothing I ever saw.
Nothing to it from start to
finish.
Ran it with a Ben Turpin comedy which
was nearly as bad. Seven reels. Elmer Hughes,
Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.

QUO VADIS:

Emil

—
—
Jannings—A

large variety

of opinions reporting this, as
fine and the younger generation

some thought it
were very much
bored with it. Nine reels. Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patron-

—
—

age.

THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE:

Richard Barthelmess Absolutely the poorest picture I have
had with Barthelmess. While it has a good cast
and they do great acting, it simply does not
appeal to the people.
Had a number of kicks
on it and some even walked out. They are killing Barthelmess with this kind of stuff.
Seven
reels.
J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre. Walnut,
la.
General patronage.

—

—

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:
An

Jones that gave very good account of itself. Good
outdoor picture northern setting but not a snow
Better than most
picture.
Good photography.
Five reels. Henry Reeve, Star
action programs.
town
patronage.
Small
theatre, Menard, Tex.
;

Colleen

Moore—

comedy-drama with Syd Chaplin in
Did exceptional business for two days
and pleased.
Seven reels.— R. Pfeiffer, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Chilton, Wis.
excellent

the cast.

—

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma Talmadge—

—
cast— Lost

—

LIGHTNIN’

plenty on this.
Was disappointed in the picture, as well as business.
Can pick dozens of pictures as good as
Eight reels.
this for 15 per cent of the rental.
J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.
Small town patronage.
:

Special

—

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

cast— “The

Special

Cyclone Rider” a scream, as good automobile race
as I have seen in pictures.
Plenty of thrills,
laughs and drama to please most any audience.
Had lots of comments and drew good business
one day. Bought it right. Don’t miss this one.
It’s good.
Seven reels. Temple theatre, Hartsville, S. C.
Small town patronage.

—

—

TEETH: Tom Mix Very good and pleased all.
Acting of Duke exceptionally good. Seven reels.

—Pace,

Bouma

Traer, la.

— Small

& McGraw,

Princess

theatre,

town patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck

—

always
Jones Jones
pleases but
can’t
tell
whether he gets extra money unless played on
week days. They said it was a good picture.
T. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.

THE TROUBLES OF A BRIDE:

casU-

Special

Just an average program picture.
Some action
and comedy in it. Would rate it below the Mason
series.
Five reels. A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre,
Coleman, Alt., Can. General patronage.

—
—

THE TROUBLES OF A BRIDE:
sen,
Lyric
ronage.

cast—

Special

—J. W. Andre—General pat-

Good program

picture. Five reels.
theatre.
Walnut, la.

—

DICK TURPIN: Tom Mix Different from
previous offerings.
Personally enjoyed this picture very much, but I heard some Mix fans remark that they did not care for it. Did only
half of what a Western picture with Mix would
do.
Worth running and good for Sunday. Eight
reels.
Pfeiffer,
R.
Princess theatre,
Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

—Very

Special

cast

good picture of the type and pleased a
nice business for two days.
Seven reels. F. A.
Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

PORTS OF CALL: Edmund Lowe—Not much
Lowe

Walthall-

Give him real stories,
People who do come to
Six reels. R. Pfeiffer,
see him like his acting.
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town patronage.

week. It is a good picture and
will please, but not the best horse story I ever
saw. “Dixie Handicap,” for example, is a much
Some good comedy in it also.
better picture.
P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

This was sold to me as one of the Fox specials.
Boys, don’t let them fool you.
It’s just an ordinary program picture and did not pull the rental
here.
Six reels. -E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre,
Small town patronage.
Paoli, Ind.

—

KENTUCKY PRIDE:
Played this

—

—

KENTUCKY PRIDE:

—

Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, PrinChilton, Wis.
Small town patron-

cess theatre,
age.

—

Fox

age.

THE GOLDFISH:

—

slow moving story.

Henry

B.

thrill

KENTUCKY PRIDE; THE DANCERS:

Played

to

these

pictures.

he would be a real bet.

—

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

—

—

Special

cast—

—

GERALD CRANSTON’S LADY:

James Kirkwas a good picture that was stopped
I guess producers and directors
half finished.

— This

these

wood

the second-hand paper to the poster exchanges.
F. G. Roberts,
I hate to think what’s coming.
American theatre, Ada, Okla. General patron-

This picture
got lazy and let it stay at that.
Another 1,000 feet of film
should be finished.
needed here to show Cranston came out on top.
Six reels. A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Coleman,
General patronage.
Alt., Can.

two Fox Week to terrible business. Good
enough as average pictures go, but nothing to
All I got out of Fox National
get the dough.
Week was what credit I received when I sold

—
—

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—An

age.

THE FOLLY OF VANITY:

—
—

Special

cast—

good Western and

Tom

always pulls them

extra
in.

——

—

:
-

A

-
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—

C. S. Bovll, Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
General patronage.
HEARTS OF OAK: Special cast This was a
good picture but did not draw on Saturday. It
Seven reels.
will please if you can get them in.
F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.
—General patronage.

—

—

OH YOU TONY: Tom Mix— A

good race in the
and plenty of comedy throughout the

reel

last

Well liked, but Mix does not draw as
picture.
The price Fox
well as he did, for some reason.
asks for their pictures is out of proportion to the
Philip
B.
pictures.
drawing power of their
Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET:

Rothacfyer Prints

Anita
Stewart Don’t think Anita can’t do it, for she
can.
She puts this picture over, and it’s a dandy
picture, too.
One of the good ones of the new
year. Ending may cause some kicks some places
did not hear any here.
P. S. Stallings, Majestic
Small town patronage.
theatre, Bowie, Tex.

—

—

PROUD FLESH:

—

Special

cast

Your Screen

Insure

— Fair entertain— A. Y. Dow,
— Small town

Nothing more. Seven reels.
Grand theatre, Coleman, Alt., Can.

ment.

patronage.

THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney— This is
one of the best crook pictures ever made. Wonderful acting and direction, combined with a
good original story, make it a dandy picture.
P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH:

Viola

Dana— Sure was

a fine picture.
You never need to ask if Viola’s
pictures are good. Let’s have more pictures from
Viola Dana. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium thea-

—

tre,

Emlenton, Pa.

— General

ALONG CAME RUTH

patronage.

—

Dana This was
about the classiest little comedy-drama we have
played in many days.
Everybody seemed to be
in just the proper mood and it went over with
a bang.
Five reels.. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

Viola

:

—

—

PRETTY LADIES:

Special cast Not a thing
to this but its color and shots from Ziegfeld Follies.
The coloring is very beautiful, the whole
picture is beautiful, all the Follies stuff is good.
Tel! them about this, but don’t promise a big
picture.
P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

SINNERS IN SILK:

Special
picture a

— Some

exhibitors reported this
little suggestive
but some of our best patrons failed to see it that
way.
Just a nice little picture that pleased a
fair audience.
Seven reels. Gunther & Metzger,
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small town pat-

—

cast

—

ronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER:

Peter the Great—
as fine a picture as you want to play.
Will be appreciated by any class of an audience.
Play it. The dog and cast are fine. Six reels.
Wm. Bosse, Jr., La Sirena theatre. Providence,
R. I. General patronage.

Here

Viola Dana One of Viola’s
:
always get a good crowd with Viola and
Tom Meighan.
Ten reels. J. H., Wardwell,
Wardwell theatre, Stockton Springs, Me. -Small
town patronage.

—

—

Special cast In spite of rain, did good business.
This is the first from these people and was well
Everyone well satisfied. Got a number
pleased.
Seven reels. E. A. Emmert,
of compliments.
Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D. General pat-

—

—

ronage

SO THIS

IS

MARRIAGE:

Eleanor

Boardman—

A

had
picture that is a credit to any house
several lavish scenes in it that were as good as
you see in any of the big specials. I’m strong
for Metro-Goldwyn for they have the stuff and
sell
it
so an exhibitor has a chance to make
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde,
something on it.

I

—

—A

Alton,

111.

—
— General

YOLANDA:
will please all

— Ed

Ashland,

Photoplay theatre,
patronage.

town

IS MARRIAGE: Eleanor Boardman—
very fine picture that was thoroughly enjoyed
by the few who saw it All comments favorable.
Can’t understand why it didn’t draw better.
Seven reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

SO THIS

A

—

THE
liked

—

NAVIGATOR:

this

show,

but

it

Buster

was

too

Keaton

— Many

foolish

to

suit

the way through.
Many laughed till their sides ached. Very comical.
More of a comedy than anything. If you
want a comical and laughable show get this.
Drew fairly good crowd. Rating 85 per cent.
Film condition fair yes for Sunday. Six reels.
J.
W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.

me.

Laughs and

thrills

all

;

—

A BOY OF FLANDERS: Jackie Coogan—
Jackie drew very good in this picture and everyone was well pleased.
Good business two days
to satisfied audience.
Seven reels. F. A. Ferguson,
Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind. General
patronage.

—

—

patronage.

Marion

who

Davies

Pleased

95

per

Andrew Rapp, Theatorium

— General

Ten

Hardin,

atre,

Milford,

la.

—

—

Emlenton, Pa.

Special cast—Very
Six reels. Wm.
Providence, R. I.

—

Betty Bronson— Just a
A. M. Leitch, Strand theGeneral patronage.

—

NOT SO LONG AGO:

—

Betty Bronson Just a
Seven reels. Pace, Boufair program offering.
ma & McGraw, Princess theatre, Traer, la.
Small town patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

—

Gloria

Swanson—

Best Swanson since “Beyond the Rocks.” Drew
good business. Pleased 75 per cent. Advertising,
Seven reels.
plenty of paper and news items.
Temple theatre, Hartsville, S. C. Small town
patronage.
THE COAST OF FOLLY: Gloria Swanson—

—

pat-

Bronson—

Betty

to

Paramount
picture.

— General

cent.

NOT SO LONG AGO:
program

good
Bovll,

S.

came

—

fair

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE:
me how

tell

well

they

liked

—Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre.
land, N. D. — Small town patronage.
reels.

it.

Six

New Eng-

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE: Bebe DanielsEveryone liked this one
Good comedy drama.
Six reels. A. M. Leitch, Strand
and said so.
theatre,

good race track melodrama.
Bosse, Jr., La Sirena theatre.
General patronage

Holt— A

— C.

reels.

Mont.

patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Jack

big Western that drew them in.
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
ronage.

program picture that went over 100 per
Not an adverse report on it and many

Navarro Very fine
Seven reels.—

cent.
theatre,

WILD HORSE MESA:

S.

and

good

like a real picture.

THE RED LILY: Ramon
picture.

— C. Bovll,
—General pat-

Gloria slipped a cog in this one.
Florence theatre. Elk Point, S. D.
ronage.

good

—Very

Lawlor, Harriet theatre,
Small town patronage.

:

—
Kan. — Small

—

RENDEZVOUS: Special cast
little old but
a very good picture Pleased nearly 100 per cent.
Eight reels. Irvin H. Davis, Gem theatre. Upper

is

ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT:

—

REVELATION

best.

Milford, la.

—
— General

patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond

Griffith—
exceptional picture. Believe me. Great cast.
Brings me back to the days when Betty played

An

with Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran. Not five feet
Do all your tricks to drag
of dull film in it.
them in, and guarantee the picture to please. Bertin E. Leveque, Acadia theatre, Crowley, La.
Small town patronage.

—

RUGGED

WATERS:

Warner

Baxter-Some

good sea scenes, but not a world of action in it.
Little draggy and a little too much mush and
love for the average small town patronage.
Seven reels— Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New
England, N. D. Small town patronage.

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille

— Biggest

business

on

this

Cecil

that

B.

has

De
ever

People came from
done in this town.
thirty miles to see the picture and 99 per cent
Ten reels. Philip
of them were well pleased.
B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. D.
been

—

—

Small town patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. Degreatest of them all. Everyone highly
and thanked me for bringing it here.
All exhibitors, whether big or small, should play
this, for you are giving your patrons and your
town something that’s really worth while.
It
will do more good than all others put together.
Ten reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Mon-

—The

Mille

praised

Ga.

roe,

it

—
— General

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—Played

Cecil

B.

De-

Turned
capacity two days.
away people both days. Two performances each
day with good orchestra. Pleased 100 per cent.
Mille

to

——
—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Bringing

it
back for two additional days’ run.
plenty with split and had to send additional check.
Should pack any theatre anywhere
if you let the people know you have it running.

Paid

Ten

reels.

— Temple

Small town

Hartsville,

theatre,

C.

S.

Cecil

— The

De-

B.

wonder picture.
Surpassed all preBrought people into the theatre
who were never there before. It is two stories
in one and either one is worthy of big showing.
It is a ready-made box office success and how

Mille
vious

records.

much money you can make on

depends on how

it

story in “The Wagon’’ than “The Herd.”
Otherwise, picture will please as well. Don’t ask
over 35 cents and you’ll please them.
We struck
two bad nights (rainy) but such is life among
natives that flock for home at the first sign of
Eight reels. Gunther & Metzger, Pala cloud.
ace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronbetter

—

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

cheap you can buy it. Figure capacity business
every time it runs. The picture will please anybody.
Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,
O.
General patronage.

—

the fans.
The fashion show was very good and
the picture was interesting and held the attenPhilip
tion of the patrons from start to finish.
B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New Egland, N. Dak.

—

Small town patronage.

NORTH OF
this

Pleased the majority.
are similar to Harold Lloyd’s “Safety Last’’
yell.
Six reels. H. J. Eagan,

it

—
Wis. — Small

Wautona,

—

Broke all records save
County Fair week and “The Covered
Wagon.” Everybody “north of 36” was
in my theatre, tucked in like sardines and
hibitor, patron.

town

patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

Percy
Good picture but did not draw at box
Seven reels.— Pace. Bouma & McGraw,
Princess theatre, Traer, la. Small town patron-

Marmont

—

having the time of their

office.

age.

—

THE LUCKY DEVIL:

Richard Dix A real
audience picture. This kind makes ’em glad they
came. Lots of good comedy and plenty of action.
Auto, races good.
Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck,
Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.— Small town pat-

—

THE LUCKY' DEVIL:

Richard Dix

— No

ques-

tion but what this is the best Dix picture to
date.
Played “The Shock Punch’’ week before
and this is much better. The automobile race is
thrilling and there are good comedy touches here

What

and there.

a real audience picture.
big.
Six reels. H. J.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.— Small
town patronage.
call

I

THE LUCKY DEVIL:
Dix

of

all

—

it

Richard Dix

— Good,

—

patronage.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

Special
cast—
not draw.
While I consider this an A-l
production, it seems to go over their heads. Modern and up to date.
Too much dream. Eight
reels.
A. B. Anderson, Isis theatre, Dell Rapids,
S. D.
General patronage.

—
—

THE NIGHT CLUB: Raymond

—A

good
comedy play.
Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Griffith

—

WILD, WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels— A
ture

that

appeals

right.

all

Point,

S.

to

— C.
Bovll,
Florence
D. — General patronage.
S.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:
know you have

Let the folks
be pleased with

comedy-drama
reels.

—J.

L.

Minn.

video,

THE

Can

it.

call

it
it

theatre.

Elk

Special

cast

and they will
an extra good

pleased
everyone.
Hasbrouck, Star theatre,

that

— Small

pic-

The supports

classes.

all

Seven
Monte-

town patronage.

TROUBLE

WITH WIVES: Florence
Vidor A dandy comedy-drama. Tom Moore and
Ford Sterling a great pair. C. S. Bovll, Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D. General patron-

—

—

—

age.

EVE’S SECRET

:

Betty

Compson

—A

clean pro-

and the outdoor shots are
Our Gang comedy with it
and drew good Saturday business.
Feature is
just a little peppy for small towns, so watch
Seven
your step if you cater to church goers.
reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
CODE OF THE WEST: Special cast— Zane
Grey always spells d-o-l-l-a-r-s for me and this

duction, well acted,
beautiful.
Ran an

—

—

one was no exception
another good one with
the

laughs.

money.
atre,

This is
that gets
exhibitor

the rule.
of comedy

make any
M. Biddle, Strand
Ind. —-Small town patronage.

Seven

Paoli,

to
lots

Bound
reels.

to

—E.

THE GOLDEN BED:

—A

Cecil B. DeMille

the-

B. DeMille that is mighty good but is too long
It is well acted and
for the average theatre.
directed and believe that it pleased the majority
Ten reels. Paul
of those who came to see it.
B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.- -

—

Small town patronage.

LILY OF THE DUST:

Negri— Pleased

90

Reels were in bad condition. The end
per cent.
People
of the picture I don’t think was there.
were looking forward to a better ending. Seven
reels.

—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
Pa. — General patronage.

theatre,

Em-

lenton.

THUNDERING

HERD:

Holt—
Jack
More action than “The Covered
What a picture
Wagon,’’ more Indians and more buffalo than any
More humor and a little
picture we have run.

THE

!

—
—

WELCOME

HOME: Special cast Just a picNo favorable comments. A few walked
out before it was over.
Six reels. J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn. Small
town patronage.
Baxter

—

—A

very good

from an entertainment standpoint. Not
special by any means, but a good program

— Philip

B.

England, N. Dak.

Peitz,

— Small

Rialto

theatre.

New

town patronage.

—

THE AIR MAIL:

Special cast Somewhat a
novelty.
Good advertising and appeal but it is
not as good as it should be. Not anything more
than a program picture in 8 reels that will
please those not too particular or critical. Direction very sloppy and the story does not ring
true or come up to the possibilities that were
there.
It
misses fire repeatedly.
Drew good
business and probably will do that most anywhere.
If I were the director I wouldn’t be
proud of it.
Eight reels. Henry Reeve. Star
theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

Jack

Holt- Played to exceptionally good crowds.
The
Zane Grey name helped to draw.
Better than
most of the Westerns, as it is really in the high
class Westerns instead of the “10 men per reel”
kind.
Pictures like this one please old and
young. Seven reels. Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England, N. D.
Small town patorn-

—

—

age.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas

Meighan —-A

slow but some said
C. S. Bovll, Florence theatre, Elk Point,
General patronage.

good.

little

S.

—

Gloria Swanacting by Gloria but picture has too
suggestive scenes.
Picture has no drawSeven
ing power.
Lost money.
Film good.
reels.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

— Fine

many

—

—

ARGENTINE LOVE:

Daniels— I doubt
very much if this pleased as well as most of
my patrons expected, as there was no comedy
in it and but very little action until the last
Bebe

Print good. Six
It failed to draw.
H. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Small town patronage.

reel or two.
reels.

—

—

S.

—

ARGENTINE LOVE:

Special cast The picture
was well liked by the few that came, but the
Six
cold rain kept most of the people indoors.
reels.— Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. D.
Small town patronage.

—

ARGENTINE LOVE:
This

—
—

little

Bebe Daniels— Good

pic-

star’s pictures are usually good.

Six reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre,
General patronage.
nut, la.

TO THE LAST MAN:

Richard

est Western I have ever shown.
But
ty-five killed in cold blood.

Dix—The
At

Wal-

—

film

;

fine

business.

— Edwin

—

NORTH OF

36: Jack Holt An extra good high
Western that everybody will enjoy and get
you extra business. Eight reels. Harry E. Murray, Murray theatre, DeFuniak Springs, Fla.
class

—

General patronage.

—

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt This picture is on
the order of “The Covered Wagon” but has not
the drawing power of “The Covered Wagon.”
Ernest Torrence plays his part perfectly.
Buy
this one, you can’t go wrong.
Eight reels.
W. W. Sprouse, Rialto theatre, Alatmont, 111.
General patronage.

MANHATTAN: Richard Dix This went over
with a dash and vim that made us feel good and
as a regular program picture our patrons placed
their okeh on it.
Seven reels. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Richard Dix Good, as are all
Don’t let them get the idea it’s
a Northern picture.
Lois Wilson, Vera Reynolds, Ethel Wales very good.
Seven reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

MAN MUST

A

Stareher,

LIVE:

Dix—Not

Richard

enough action for small towns.
Seven
G. R. Lyons, Star theatre, Lamison, Ala.

reels.

— Mixed

patronage.

—

BROTHER: Tom

BIG

Moore Excellent picall.
Small crowd owing to heavy
Pathe News and comedy.
Seven
reels.
J. H. Wardwell, Wardwell theatre. Stockton Springs, Me. Small town patronage.
Pleased

downpour.

—

—

OPEN ALL NIGHT:
town

Viola

—

Dana—Not

a small
Star

picture.
Seven reels. G. R. Lyons,
theatre, Lamison, Ala.
Mixed patronage.

—

A

SAINTED

DEVIL:

Rudolph

Valentino-

Pulled fairly well but pleased only the ladies.
The general public didn’t care for it. Why not
try Valentirto in an American drama?
He is a
wonderful actor.
Give him a popular role.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

THE FAST SET: Betty Compson I believe
that this is one of the best Compson pictures
that I have run for a long time, but it is one of
those pictures that deals with the triangle and
so was not well received.
Why can’t we have
more pictures that are clean and full of snappy
action and comedy ? These pictures may go good
in the big houses but they are poison for the
small town exhibitor. Nine reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small town

—

—

patronage.

THE SPANISH DANCER: Pola Negri— A real
good show which drew well and pleased the majority.
Putting it into seven reels would have
improved it. Only comment overheard during the
show was, “My Land! It takes ’em too long
Would call it an 80 per cent
to do anything!”
attraction.
Nine reels. C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

RUGGLES OF RED GAP:

Special

cast—Did

not draw us any crowd in the face of the hot
It
weather, but it pleased those who did come.
has plenty of laughs and we consider it a good
Eight reels. C. E. Hopkins,
audience picture.
The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small town
patronage.

—

—

THE PURPLE HIGHWAY: Madge Kennedy—
A
fairly well and pleased very much.

Drew

display

was

fireworks

of

especially

good.

Would

—

Seven reels. C. E.
grade it about 75 per cent.
Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.
ZAZA Gloria Swanson I did not see this but
some of my patrons reported that it was good.
Seven reels.
It drew well and seemed to please.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

:

—

—

PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan—

PIED

well liked here, so all were satisfied.
Eight reels. J. W. Woodman, Gem
Interesting.
General patronage.
theatre, Frederick, S. D.

Meighan

—
—

Pathe

wild-

—

—

—

ICEBOUND:
Wm. DeMille’s.

THE FRESHMAN:

least seven-

it pleased my
Seven reels. Jos. W.
Saturday night crowd.
Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
General patronage.
ADVENTURE: Special cast—Fine picture:

fine

pat-

—

D.

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE:

son

— General

ADVENTURE: Special cast Picture very well
Although the advertising matter was
nothing to draw business with, those that saw the
picture were very well pleased with it. Philip
B. Peitz, Rialto theatre. New England, N. Dak.
Small town patronage.

picture
a

D.

S.

liked.

ture.

ture.

ture.

Pola

—
—

it,
so
it
must be good. Edwin
Stareher theatre, Fairfax, S. D. Gen-

THE AIR MAIL: Warner

Fairfax,

theatre,

—

adver-

this

liked

Stareher,

Kan.
Cecil

I

eral patronage.

picture.

Did

—

body

as

Seven reels.— Pace, Bouma &
theatre, Traer, la.
Small town

are.

McGraw, Princess

lives.

—

ronage.

Stareher
ronage.

—

was better than “The
Covered Wagon” and then the argument
started and is still agoing.
We charged
50 and 25 cents but the price never
stopped ’em.
It put September in the
black for us. Wish we had 52 a year of
the same brand. PHILIP RAND, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
A MAN MUST LIVE: Richard Dix—Everythat

tised

—

Don’t be afraid to boost

Holt.— We wish

36: Jack

remark, and our language is plain, that
is one el of a fine picture.
Everybody wins on this one producer, ex-

very
Parts

October 24, 1925

—

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy — A picture that went over 100 per cent with

t'<

Dix— A

Richard

good Dix picture.

and made the kids
American theatre,

—

age.

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:
of

—
———

-

I

like

this

besides

Harold Lloyd— His best and
It’s great to run pictures
they would only leave us something

mean maybe.

don’t

if

the old

advertising.

Why

can’t

we

get

something big without giving up all we take in?
Seven reels. J. L. Hasbrouck. Star theatre, MonteSmall town patronage.
video, Minn.

—
—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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THE FRESHMAN

—

Harold Lloyd Our people
However, we played it
at 50 cents top price but doubt it it’s worth that,
although it will please as a whole, but the story
is so absurd that one wonders how they can do
it.
Seven reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. -General patronage.
fairly

screamed at

:

October 24, 1925
picture

Utah.

THE FRESHMAN:

—

Harold Lloyd—Lloyd’s best

Run

theatre,

You
Au-

THE CALL OF THE WILD: Buck—Fine

pic-

saying a

lot.

ture, but a little too long.

Buck

is

it.

a great dog.

Seven
Jack Mulhall and Walter Long good.
reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,
Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

GIRL SHY

—

Harold Lloyd I think this is the
Didn’t
best Lloyd picture I have played to date.
do nearly as much business as on the others.
Times are bad in this territory due to crop failure and the people haven’t got the cash. Seven
:

—G. F.
Mont. — Small

—

Alice Day, featured in Mack Sennett
comedies for Pathe, has just completed “Cold Turkey” and is now engaged in making the seventh of the
two-reel comedy series.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
Wis. — Small town patronage.

Ryegate,

Rediske,
Star theatre,
town patronage.

reels.

—

—I

Still

farce

Principal
THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT:

—Due

—

Neillsville,

Wis.— Small town

patronage.

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR:

—

Special
sure to

Play it
cast Excellent in every way.
please.
Eight reels. J. H. Wardwell, Wardwell
Small town pattheatre, Stockton Springs, Me.
:

—

MAN’S A MAN: John Bowers—

wonderful feature that drew extra business for
my show, and step on it. will more than please.
Eight reels. Harry E. Murray, Murray theatre,
DeFuniak Springs, Fla. General patronage.

—

—

Syd Chaplin— This is a
hilarious comedy that you don’t want to miss.
Buy it and boost it. It’s great. E. W. Swarth-

—

Aurora,

Ind.

—General

pat-

—
H—

BARBARA FRIETCHIE:

Special cast A pretty good picture, but my crowd didn’t think it
of a
It’s a
nearly as good as “America.”
ways from being the big drawing card the salesman will tell you it is. I did the poorest business I have had since I have operated the theatre and that takes in a little over six years.
Raised the admission to 25 and 50 cents and
they walk right on by ; just took in a few dol-

Eight reels.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

lars

—

more than expressage on

LET

WOMEN ALONE:

films.

Wanda Hawley—

very good picture that will please any audience.
Film good. Six reels. -W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
Small town patronage.
theatre. Ransom, Kan.

—

—

MIAMI

—

Betty Compson A good advertisement
A great number of close-ups of
for Miami.
Betty. Interesting program picture. Seven reels.
:

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY: Mary Piekford—
Some say it was great others that it’s too much
like Our Gang comedies.
Paid to much for it,
:

had to charge 40 cents to get by and
worth that much to my patrons. Mary

THE

it

is

town patronage.

—

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
30 days.
stone, Ariz.
General patronage.

POLLYANNA: Mary

Tomb-

—

Piekford This is an old
did the best mid-week business for us
that we have had for months. It is a clean little
picture with some comedy that puts it over in
good shape. Quite a change from the sex stuff
and wish that there were more pictures like it.
I think that it would make for better attendance.
Six reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theit

—

atre,

Holyrood, Kan.

— Small

THE MARK OF ZORRO:
Good

picture,

— Program

—

—

I’LL

—

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

Reginald

This I don’t think is as good as “Sporting
Youth,” but you can go out and boost it big and
make no mistake. It could have been improved
by cutting down the length to six or seven reels.
Eight reels. H. J. Eagan, American theatre,
Wautoma, Wis. Small town patronage.
here.

—

—

THE TORNADO:

House Peters Was very
well pleased with picture but not crowds. Plenty
of action to it to keep up interest.
Storm scenes
unusually good. It’s worth playing. Seven reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronae.

—

FIFTH AVENUE MODELS: Mary Philbin—
Only a

AMERICA: D. W. Griffith Did not go well
here because of the sameness to so many of similar themes shown here, so it made our patrons
weary at times. Not a bad picture, but its sameness to others is like eating a quail a day for

one but

LaPlante

Denny Most everybody liked this show, even the
women, and they generally don’t fall for comedy

picture, with lots of pretty gowns, which
please the women if you can get them in,
but not enough got in.
Six reels. I. T. Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patron-

age.

—

Laura

—
—

Piekford.
We played “Tess of the Storm Country” with Mary Piekford for the first time to a
good business.
Our people like Mary Piekford.
Ten reels. James A. Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.
General patronage.

—

TEASER:

age.

will

—

—

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Very
good Western and pleased a good crowd. Hoxie
seems to be coming back in the new ones, as he
went dead for me. Five reels. F. A. Ferguson,
Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind. General patron-

OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary

TESS

one of Carl’s

the public
doesn’t
want.
Seven reels. Sam
Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.— General patronage.

—

United Artists

— Small

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

Palace theatre,
ronage.

—

Ten reels.
at least 50 per cent of the picture.
J. L. Hasbrouck, Star theatre, Montevideo, Minn.

Prod. Dist. Corp.

out,

Harry Carey—This pulled

in the men on the street, who enjoyed it.
Some
of the select came, said it was a “yeller melerdrama” but not bad at that. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

I

and

just
sermons that
is

—

—
—

as

it

—

Dorothy Phillips—Very
Business only fair but we can recommend this. Paper was not a puller. Seven
reels.
I.
T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood,
Ind. General patronage.

isn’t

It’s

ronage.

Princess theatre, Chil-

—

simply terrible.

Laura LaPlante Very light
offering.
Many walked out on it, while others
said it was very good.
Pleased about 50 per
cent, I would judge.
Seven reels. F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind.
General pat-

WITHOUT MERCY:

—

come

t

— Percy

Percy Marmont

sheik and the public knows
in to see him.
The picture

THE TEASER:

—

ROARING RAILS:

poor

—

fine picture.

ronage.

WHEN A

this

Wis.

ton,

cast

a

won

—

picture only.
“Jewel” used to mean something
in the days of “Devil’s Pass Key” and “Blind
Husbands.”
Remember those days, brother,
when we could make money on Universal’s
product? F.
G.
Roberts,
American theatre,
Adax, Okla. General patronage.

two nights to go. It’s a comedy
from the stage play.
R.

PFEIFFER,

Spe-

to Harold Bell Wright's name, it
drew very good for two nights.
Although it
pleased the majority. I would not put it in the
same class with “When a Man’s a Man.” The
•direction seemed to be very poor and the photography was also very poor in spots. However, it
•will draw and please, which is the main thing.
Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,

bought

A WOMAN’S FAITH:
is

Neillsville,

Chapon the strength
of the exhibitors’ reports. Sure surprised me the way people flocked in
to see it. House filled ten minutes
before starting time. Good matinee
and two capacity houses first night.

very wonderful picture.
Ran on Saturday to good crowd.
Everyone liked is as far as I could tell. Something different in way of Westerns.
Book it.
Five reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

cial

theatre,

CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd

lin.

KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—A

—

—

Art Acord Did not
Might have been due to bad weather. Picture pleased the ones that saw it.
I have been
getting mighty poor service from Indianapolis
exchange.
Almost wish I had not bought their
new contract.
Five reels. F. A. Ferguson,
Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind. General patronage.
draw.

—

is

—

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE:

-

—E. W. Swarthout, Palace
—General patronage.

make

Universal

It is especially interesting to the high school
student.
Book it and boost, you can’t go wrong.
Jas. D. Kennedy, Apollo theatre, Indianapolis,
Ind. General patronage.

can’t lose.
rora, Ind.

to

ing wrong with this picture. A good story and
iome extra good racing scenes.
You’ll like it
and price is right.
Print good from Omaha.
*ght reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace thea
tre, Syracuse, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

THE FRESHMAN:

failed

—

THE FRESHMAN Harold Lloyd Here is a
The best picture that Lloyd has ever
made. It is now playing it’s third week, doing
a record business, playing to capacity. Here is
a picture that people will go out and talk about.

comedy and that

I

good; but let me say again, the picture is O.K. R. J. RELF, Star theatre, Decorah, la.
GARRISON’S FINISH: Jack Piekford—Noth-

knockout.

—

record price,

a

— BEN
:

reels.
Scofield,

theatre,

—

Harold

— The

Eight

5th.

patronage.

THE GOLD RUSH:

greatest “hysterical”
picture of all times. The most timely
subject ever turned out. Broke all
records for attendance. Appeal particularly to the younger element. It
comes high, but a first class house
has to have it. Lloyd was never better than in this, in which he is the
whole show by himself. The dance
and football game are the outstanding features.
L. MORRIS,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
.

— General

Charles
Chaplin. Just hnished six-day run
of “The Gold Rush” in town of 4,000.
(First showing in the state, I guess.)
They liked it. Comedy nicely placed
and dramatic moments balance it
fine.
Georgia Hale takes any slams
they hand her and laughs at them, so
natural and easy that you marvel at
her. Rained every day and, as I paid

——

Lloyd

September

Sunday,

James A. Nicolaides, American

this.

town patronage.

Douglas Fairbanksbut failed to draw. Played this

—

—

MAN

THE
IN BLUE: Herbert Rawlinson
Pleased fairly well, but did not draw as I expected it would. Think there was a little bit too
much “Italian” in it to please the majority. Six
reels.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kan. Small town patronage.

—
—

—

THE MAN

IN BLUE: Special cast Pretty
poor picture, not in a class with most of Universal’s present line-up.
Looked like one of their
old star series with an extra reel thrown in. Used
just one day and was heartily glad of it.
Six

—Henry Reeve, Star
— Small town patronage.
reels.

theatre,

Menard, Tex.

THE RED WARNING: Jack Hoxie— Say, this
is a dandy, good show.
Pleased my people. Play
with comedy, “One Exciting Day.” Will get the
people if your people like good action pictures.
Five reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.

—
—

WHERE

IS

THIS

WEST?:

Jack

Hoxie—

——
A
A

—
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Mo.

—

BELOW THE LINE: Rin-Tin-Tin Another
one of Rin-Tin-Tin’s good pictures. This is as
good as any he ever made. It’s a knockout of an
audience picture. P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME: Lon

—

Chaney Wonderful picture as well as wonderful
Drew big business and all
acting by Chaney.
Twelve reels. J.
satisfied at advanced prices.

—
—

—

Frederick,

theatre,

S.

D.

patronage.

Irene Rich Did not draw at
missed it but am told it was a good
picture.
Seven reels. C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—
—

Idlehour

—

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK:

LOVER’S LANE

Baby Peggy

Six reels.
nice picture for regular program.
H. B. Wood, Wood theatre. Calico Rock,

Ark.

— Small

Bayne—

—

I.

— General

Princess
patronage.
Brisco,

—

Hoxie—

Jack

—A

good picH. B.
Small

Special cast

—
—

Seven reels.
failed to draw.
Wood theatre, Calico Rock, Ark.

but

Wood,
town patronage.

WORKER:

FAST

— Denny

We

had

is

Reginald
becoming very popu-

carnival for opposition
on this one, so couldn’t judge its drawing
power, but usually Denny comes up to
Wallace Reid’s old attendance figures and
the nice part of it is that we get him on
Universal’s Complete Service Contract.
This contract has been a great help to
us.

—A.

N.

a

MILES, Eminence

Eminence, Ky-t
THE RIDING KID
Hoot Gibson

Six reels.

trons.

theatre,

FROM POWDER RIVER:

—Picture took very well with
—N.
Mohe, Community
Ala. — General patronage.
J.

pathe-

FORTY HORSE HAWKINS:
mighty good
clean comedy.

program

Hoot Gibson—

picture that is full of good
This picture was well received as

little

picture.
a
it for

We made money

because

decent price at which we
Six reels. Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small town patronage.

we bought
could make money.

—

—

THE WESTERN WALLOP:

Jack Hoxie— Best

Western I have run in months. Pleased 100 per
cent and got a lot of very good compliments on
My first Hoxie but not my last. Five reels.
it.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.-

—

General patronage.

THE BACK TRAIL: Jack Hoxie—A
usual Western.
A different story than

—
—

very unthe most

Five reels. Irvin H. Davis, Gem theGeneral patronage.
atre, Upper Alton, 111.

of them.

AND RUN

HIT
picture.

:

Hoot Gibson

—A

nearly everyone.
Irvin H. Davis, Gem theatre. Upper
General patronage.

Pleased

—
—

Six reels.
Alton, 111.-

very good
Print bad.

THE SUNSET TRAIL:

William Desmond—
Western worth running. Five reels. Irvin
H. Davis, Gem theatre. Upper Alton, 111. Gen-

—
—

fair

patronage.

Evelyn Brent, F. B. O. star, has completed “ Lady Robinhood” and as a
reward was presented with a new
roadster by her husband, B. P. Fineman, manager of the F. B. O. Studio.

—Good

rison
Davis,

Western.

Gem

Five

reels.

Upper Alton,

theatre,

Yitagraph
GRIT:

—

Pete Morrison This show
pleased nearly everyone from reports given by
them. Drew a large crowd.
This show is full
of pep
actions are different continually
it isn't
this soft, mushy love affair.
This was what I
call a real good show.
Rating 95 per cent. Film
condition good.
Yes for Sunday. Seven reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.
;

—Irvin H.
— General

patronage.

THE EMPTY SADDLE
poor

Western.

reels.

— R.

— Small

Many

:

—A very

Pete Morrison
disappointments.

THE MYSTERY OF LOST RANCH:

—

Pete Mor-

Morrison goes good with me
reel comedy.
Lightning is a knockout.
Five reels.- E.
A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.

two
and

THE MYSTERY OF LOST RANCH:

—

Pete Mor-

Five

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.

town patronage.

THE NINETY AND NINE:

cast— An
Pleased most and sure had
Special

extra good picture.
good moral.
If all films were as good as this,
would be good word for all.
Seven reels. E.
A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. '.
General patronage.

—

—

Special cast Say, this is
a real picture and drew the people.
Give me
more of this kind. Seven reels.— E. A. Emmert,
Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D. General pat-

—

ronage.

THE BELOVED BRUTE:

Special

cast— Drew

good crowd on two nights after extra exploitation
with lobby displays. Paper excellent.
Play satisfactory.
Prices 25 and 10 cents.
Seven reels.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

fine

—

THE MAN NEXT DOOR:

Alice

Calhoun— Was

this one.
It is extra
but worth running at that.
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

agreeably

surprised

Of course

—

not get ’em out through the rain and they did
not miss anything. It is a very mediocre Western.
Five reels. C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
theatre, Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

FIGHTING THE FLAMES:

Frankie Darro—

Little Frankie Darro is the big little star of the
picture.
Everyone enjoyed it. This kid is wonderful.
fine melodrama of fire fighters.
Six
reels. -Wm. Bosse, Jr., La Sirena theatre, Providence, R. I.
General patronage.

A

—

—

FOR ANOTHER WOMAN:

Kenneth Harlan—

A

very, very weak picture.
Story is weak and
uninteresting and is almost too silly to believe.
Of course, a small per cent like this kind of
stuff, but a very small per cent in this town.
Six
reels.
P.
Stallings,
Majestic theatre,
S.
Bowie, Tex. Small town patronage.

—
—

—

HORSE SENSE: Dick Hatton Good picture.
Western play. Business poor on account of rain.
Five reels. James A. Nicolaides, American the-

—

atre,

Scofield,

Utah.

— General

patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:
fine railroad

La Sirena

drama.

Special cast^-A

—Wm. Bosse,
— General patLillian Walker— Rotten.

Print good.

Jr.,

theatre, Providence, R.

ronage.
$1,000,000

REWARD:

I.

Lay off this.— I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patronage.

—

ONE SHOT ROSS:

at

old,

—

FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE: Art Acord—Did

—

good.

—

:

—

-

from Mid-West
a picture that

Roy Stewart

Dist. Co. of

we would

and so therefore

it

is

—This

Milwaukee and

it’s

was
not

good. It’s a reissue
behind the times considercall

We

Warner Brothers
THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED:

Irene
does a million crazy things in this
one, things without rhyme or reason, but for all
that it is a fairly good picture.
Not a great
picture, but would rank it as an average or
program attraction. P. S. Stallings, Majestic
theatre, Bowie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

Rich

—Irene

—
—

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue— Good.
Step on it. A fine railroad story. Good scenery
and a great wreck. Seven r-»els. A. B. Anderson, Isis theatre, Dell Rapids, S. D.
General
patronage.

—

THE LIMITED MAIL:

Monte Blue— This is
Big in every way. Direction, acting,
story, action.
This went over big for me. Seven
sure

;

rison People well pleased and complimented me
on picture.
Played with “Whiz and Whiskers,”

—

THE COWBOY PRINCE:

Cullen Landis A good average picture.
Not a special in any way, but
story very good and acting and directing okay.
Six reels. P.
S.
Stallings,
Majestic theatre,
Bowie, Tex.- Small town patronage.

111.

—

COWBOY

—

EASY MONEY

PIONEER TRAILS:

Silverhill,

atre,

Pete Morrison— Betthan the common run of Westerns.
Five
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, CotArk. Small town patronage.

Special cast— Good.
Western. Pleased a good Saturday night
crowd.
Five reels. Irvin H. Davis, Gem theatre, Upper Alton, 111.
General patronage.

A

—

UP THE LADDER:

lar.

ter,

—

—

Denny.

ter

reels.

Western. If your patrons like Hoxie
Five reels. J. W. Andresen,
this will please.
Lyriee theatre. Walnut, la. General patronage.
little

THE

State Rights

Jack Hoxie— Just
Five reels. I. T.
’Nuf sed.
General
theatre, Elwood, Ind.

A ROARING ADVENTURE:

ture

Special cast— A poor program
— Sam Minich, Electric the— General patronage.

BUCKING THE WEST:

patronage.

A ROARING ADVENTURE:
a Hoxie Western.

good

:

town patronage.

Providence, R.

theatre,

eral

Beverly

picture.
Six reels.
atre, Chillicothe, Mo.

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME: Lon
Pleased everyChaney — A remarkable picture.
one.
Twelve reels. — Wm. Bosse, Jr., La Sirena

a

—

patronage.

—A

—

—

—

and action. Five reels. R. L. Nowell,
General patrontheatre, Monroe, Ga.

age.
-

I

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE:

Jack Hoxie— One of
Pleased a Saturday audience. Lots

—

and

Did not draw well and those who stayed away
did not miss much.
One of those shows of questionable moral effect which might better have
been left unmade. Eight reels. C. E. Hopkins,
The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town

DON DARE DEVIL:
of thrills

—

EVE’S LOVER:

all,

THE PHANTOM HORSEMAN: Jack Hoxie
good Western, different from the usual run of
Westerns. Five reels. Irvin H. Davis, Gem theGeneral patronage.
atre, Upper Alton, 111.
Hoxie’s best.

for me.
Six
theatre, Chillicothe,

— Sam Minich, Electric
— General patronage.

reels.

General patronage.

General

81
Snow Country” was a knockout

Dandy good picture. Did good and pleased the
people.
Had many good compliments on this.—
E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.

W. Woodman, Gem

—

reels.

Mo.

fine.

— Sam

Minich, Electric theatre,
patronage.

— General

ably.
cannot recommend this to our brother
exhibitors as there are far better program picFive reels. W. T. Davis
tures on the market.
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

RENEGADE HOLMES:

Ben Wilson— This picwas not very much of Western. They don’t
them much. No comment. Five reels. James
A. Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.

ture

— General

Monte Blue— A good
picture and will please most anywhere. I believe.
Guess it will get over in most small towns
special, but something seems missing,
somewhere, to me.
It is a good picture for a
small town, however.
I played it thrill week.
Seven reels. P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre,
Bowie, Tex. Small town patronage.

patronage.

—

MAD: Yakima Canutt This is a
State Right film distributed by Progress of Dallas.
Canutt a good drawing card. As an actor he’s a
darn good cowboy. But they liked him and know
Poor film as usual on
his reputation and record.
Five reels. Henry Reeve, Star
these pictures.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Menard, Tex.
RIDIN’

WOLVES OF THE ROAD:
Good Western play. Five
olaides, American theatre,

BELOW THE

LINE: Rin-Tin-Tin—I

don’t believe this is as good as the dog’s other pictures
and didn’t draw so well either. “Tracked in the

Dick Hatton— Fair.

reels.

—James

Scofield,

A. NicUtah. Gen-

—

eral patronage.

Serials

as a real

—
—

—

—

Chillicothe,

THE LIMITED MAIL:

—

like

BATTLING BREWSTER:

—

Special cast Grossing more than “Galloping Hoofs” or "Idaho,” so
Satisfactory gain each number.
it must be better.
F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.

—

THE FAST EXPRESS:

—Have

-

shown

five

(Universal) Special cast
chapters of this serial and it

——
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gets better every one

A.

J.

pleasing everyone and increasing my attendance every week.
What more
could you ask?
Two reels. Jos. W. Springer.
Strand theatre. Elizabethtown. Ind. General patronage.
;

—

Xydias says:

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

—

THERE WILL NEVER BE

(Universal)

Joe Bonomo Finished Chapter 4 and this serial
is holding up better than any we have ever run.
This one is the weakest chapter so far. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.— Small
town patronage.

—

TOO MANY GOOD PICTURES!
PICTURES WITH ACTION!
PICTURES WITH PUNCH!
PICTURES WITH STARS!

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

—

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

—

Bonomo

Joe

(Universal)

A good serial. As good as any
on the market today. Wm. Bosse, Jr., La

serial

—

Sirena theatre. Providence, R.

I.

— General

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

PICTURES THAT WILL PULL
PATRONS INTO YOUR THEATRE!

(Universal)

Joe Bonomo Just finished No. 2 and seems to
please very well. Was unfortunate in having terrible weather on this night, so did not have the
crowd which I would have had with good weather.
Two reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

patron-

(Universal)

Joe Bonomo Very good serial. Draws very good.
Irvin H. Davis, Gem theatre. Upper Alton. 111.
General patronage.

—
—

GALLOPING HOOFS: (Pathe) Special cast
Final chapter played and must say it held up fine.
Our patrons were well pleased with this serial
throughout.
Two reels. Horn & Morgan, Star
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

GALLOPING HOOFS:

(Pathe)

Special cast

As good

Six Titles

as any serial I have played for a long
Hold the balcony 100 per cent. Two reels.
O. Regan, Laurier theatre, Hull, Quebec,

time.

—H.

KNOWN TO EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD

IN

AMERICA

Can.

— General

—Fair

nomo

“ With Kit Carson Over the Great Divide”

patronage.

PERILS OF THE WILD:

—
—

Ten chapters.
Upper Alton, 111.

Mystery.”
theatre,

“With Buffalo Bill On the U. P. Trail”
“With Davy Crockett at the Fall of the Alamo”
“With Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness”
“With Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre”
“With General Custer at Little Big Horn”

(Universal) Joe Boas ‘‘The Circus
Irvin H. Davis, Gem
General patronage.

Not as good

serial.

PERILS OF THE WILD:

(Universal) Joe Bostarted this off with a free show and had
very good crowd on second episode.
Seems to
please and is very good for children as it follows
the story of the Swiss Family Robinson.
Ten
episodes.
F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre, Fairmount, Ind. General patronage.

nomo

—

I

—

—

PLAY BALL:

—
—
—
—

Special Cast Not a
old stuff hero
and villain, but no baseball.
Two reels. I. T.
Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General

baseball

(Pathe)

Lay

serial.

off.

Same

patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

Desmond Very good and getting better.
got more comps on this than anything I

Two

Known

to

every theatre-goer in the world. Stars selected

for their adaptability to the part regardless of cost.
first

two

completed

pictures

Roy Stewart

with

casts

— Cullen Landis— Henry

The

including

B. Walthall

—Earle Metcalfe— Kathryn McGuire
Franey— Marguerite Snow— Milburn Moranti
Eddie Harris — Fred De
— Nelson McDowell.

-Sheldon Lewis
Billy

Silva

Hundreds of

William
Already

(Universal)

—

Six Box-Office Casts

others.

reels.

Nev.

quite,

—Elmer Hughes, Opera
— General patronage.

Mes-

—

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe) Allene Ray Have
played four episodes.
Good serial. Wm. Bosse,
Jr„ La Sirena theatre, Providence, R. I. General
patronage.

—

—

TEN SCARS MAKE A MAN:

— Just

cast

Two

reels.

(Pathe) Special
finished the last chapter.
Poor serial.
A. Nicolaides, American the-

—James

atre, Scofield,

Utah.

— General

patronage.

TEN SCARS MAKE A MAN:
cast — Fair.
We are on the
Two

reels.

—James

atre, Scofield,

Utah.

A. Nicolaides, American
patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:
—A rotten serial.

ing.
atre,

(Pathe) Special
eighth
episode.

— General

liam Duncan

Produced By

ever ran.

House,

—

(Universal)

tfte-

Wil-

Not worth show-

Ten chapters. Irvin H. Davis. Gem
Upper Alton, III. General patronage.

the-

—

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
THE DOME DOCTOR: Larry Semon— This
was considered one of the best comedies I have
shown and I find Educational comedies all good.
A fine company to deal with. Two reels.
Pace, Bouma & McGraw, Princess theatre, Traer,
la.
Small town patronage.

—

FELIX THE CAT TRIFLES WITH

—

A.

J.

Xydias, President

1462 Stanley Ave., Hollywood,

Calif.

—
—

patronage.

—

FLYING FINANCE:

For Foreigm Rig-hts Apply Eastern Representative
M. S. Rosenfield, 1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

Exchangemen: A Few

Territories Available

TIME:

Cartoon Best thing in a cartoon reel that I
have ever seen. Used it with my one cent sale
and “knocked ’em dead.” One reel. S. G. Ihde,
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kansas. Small town
Lige Conley The best
comedy I ever played. The cyclone in
this is a wow.
H. J. Eagan, American theatre,
Wautoma, Wis. Small town patronage.
HER BOY FRIEND: Larry Semon Good
comedy.
You can’t go wrong on the Semon

two

reel

—

—

—

comedies.
theatre,

Two
Walnut,

reels.
la.

—

J.

W. Andresen,

— General

patronage.

Lyric

—A

—

EXHIBITOR
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reels.

—

HERALD

S

— W. Ryder, Jewel
— General patronage.

theatre,

Verndale,

Alberta

Vaughn

J.

83

Minn.

THE PACE

MAKERS:

“The Great Decide.” Have played four of “The
Pace Makers” and they are the best two reelers
of
P.

type

this

ever used.
Two reels.
Majestic theatre, Bowie, Tex.patronage.

we have

Stallings,

S.

Small town

STAN LAUREL COMEDIES:

The best comeyou can buy. “Pie Eyed” and “Navy Blue
Days” are the best comedies I have ever run.

dies

Two

—Irvin H. Davis, Gem
— General patronage.

reels.

Alton,

111

FOX
THE DIVING FOOL: Sunshine— Good
Two

reels.

nut,

la.

—

W. Andresen,

J.

— General

Upper

theatre,

comedy.

Lyric theatre, Wal-

patronage.

HIGH JINX:

Another good Fox comedy.

As

whole we find Fox comedies the best.
Two
reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, SyraNeb.
Small
cuse,
town patronage.
a

—

—

MILK BANDITS:

A very good comedy but
Will get by most anywhere I
Two reels. P. S. Stallings, Majestic thethink.
Small town patronage.
atre, Bowie, Tex.
nothing

extra.

—
—

MONKEY

ROMEO Two reels of screams.
A
J. H. Wardwell, Wardwell theatre,
Stockton Springs, Me. Small town patronage.

Very funny.

:

—

—

NEPTUNE'S STEP DAUGHTER:

— R. Pfeiffer, Princess
— Small town patronage.
THE RACE:

Van

Two

Poor.

theatre, Chilton, Wis.

reels.

Bibber

—Van

Bibber come-

Playing one every
seem to go over well.
two weeks. Two reels. Philip B. Peitz, Rialto
theatre,
New England, N. Dak. Small town
dies

“The Tower of Lies,” Metro-GoldwynMayer picture, is now being shown.
Norma Shearer, Lon Chaney and
Claire McDowell have the leading
roles.

THE IRON MULE:
Two

reels.

A1 St. John— Very good.
Bouma & McGraw, Princess

—Pace,

—Small town patronage.
OH TEACHER: A dandy. Pleased 100
Two
—Pace, Bouma & McGraw,
— Small town patronPrincess theatre, Traer,

theatre, Traer, la.

per-

cent.

la.

ROARING LIONS AT HOME: These lion
Our patrons keep asking us
comedies are good.
how they train those lions to do such acting.
Two reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,
Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

A SCIENTIFIC HUSBAND:

played

have

—Pace,

—

Hiers— First

Two

and pleased majority.

Bouma

Traer, la.

Walter

&

McGraw,

Princess
Small town patronage.

I

reels.

theatre,

I becolor work yet
Lots of comment.
filmed.
Pleased the crowd.
Marvelous photography and work by birds. Makes
a dandy foil for the Lloyd or big comedy picturne. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,
O. General patronage.

—

most beautiful

the

bit

of

—

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
THE CAVED-IN SHEIK: Jimmy Aubrey—
comedy of stone age days which was terrible.
It got a few laughs from the hicks, but aside
from that it was no good. Two reels of silly,

—
—
THE GO-GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn— Fine
comedy-drama.
A great cast. — Wm. Bosse,
La Sirena theatre. Providence, R.
— General
patronage.
HEEBIE JEEBIES: Jim Aubrey — A pretty
fair slap stick comedy, about on par with the
others this fellow has made.
Two
— G. F.
Rediske,
Star theatre,
Ryegate,
Mont. — Small

simple actions. Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.
Jr.,

I.

reels.

town patronage.

A MANDARIN MIX-UP:

Stan

Laurel— Lots

from everybody. Stan knows his stuff
and he pleases. Price on Stan Laurels through
of laughs

Two reels.
Prints A-l.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.
F.

B.

O.

is

right.

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta

Vaughn—

Chapter One.
Starting out fine.
Better than
“The Telephone Girl.”
Two reels. W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—
—

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—
Chapter Two. One of those comedies that really
pleases.
Great football game in this one.
Two
reels.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom,
Kan. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE
Chapter
the four
laughter,

moving.

—

comedies,

PACE

MAKERS:

Four.

This

Alberta Vaughn—
chapter was the best of

shown so far. Full of action,
and full of vigor and pep.

thrills

and

No

slow

Quite comical.
It
kept the crowd
amused all the time while being shown.
Most
everyone liked this the best of any so far. Two

cannot be

Like all Van Bibber
This new theme in
beat.

A sure fire box
thing no other comedy will
do in Western Canada. Two reels. A. Y. Dow,
Grand theatre, Coleman, Alt., Can. General patronage.

office

outdoes

slapstick.

A

attraction.

—
—

MOVIE MAD MAID — Another

Fox comedy and,

Some are betas we have always said, it’s good.
Two reels.
ter than others, but they are all good.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,

—

Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

PATHE

—

ACTION Sportlight Well liked for a change.
Too many of them would leave a bad taste, but
running them about once a month would be
:

theatre,
age.

— Philip B. Peitz, Rialto
England, N. D. — Small town patron-

One

right.

all

New

reel.

DOGS OF WAR:
Many

of

my

Our Gang.—

patrons have asked

me

BACK STAGE:

Our

Gang

well.
theatre,

Our

goes over with my patrons, although this
not as good as some they have made.
Philip
Peitz,
Rialto
theatre,
reels.
B.
England, N. Dak. Small town patronage.

—

—

BAD BOY

Charley

:

Two

comedy.

reels.

theatre, Coleman, Alt.,
age.

BASHFUL

JIM:

Chase

—A

— A. Y.
— Small

Can.

—

—

Hull,

Quebec,

BOOBS IN THE WOOD:

Small town patronage.

THE CAT’S MEOW:
Two

slapstiek.

Lamison, Ala.

reels.

Harry Langdon— Fair
R. Lyons, Star theatre,

— G.

— Mixed

patronage.

—

DOGS OF WAR:
I

believe

stuff

Our Gang Here’s a scream.
everyone was “tickled to death’’ at the

the

Two

pulled.

kids

reels.

— G.
— Small
S.

Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kansas.
patronage.

DOG DAYS:
comedy.
Ryegate,

Two

Mont.

—A

Our Gang

reels.

— G.

— Small

dandy two

Ihde,

town
reel

F. Rediske, Star theatre.

town patronage.

THE FAMILY ENTRANCE:

Charley Chase—
good one, in fact it’s one of the best
One reel. S. G.
of this series that I have used.
Small
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
town patronage.
FIGHTING FLUID: Charley Chase— Good com-

A dandy

—
—

edy.

One

man,

Alta.,

reel.

Can.

—Fair.

Two

Gang

—

HELLO GIRLS:

was

That

Two
New

reel.

girl

— G.

Spat Fam-

R. Lyons, Star theatre,
Mixed patronage.
reels.

Charley Chase

could certainly

— Fair

make some

comedy.

faces.

One

Dow, Grand
town patron-

— Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. — General patronage.
Our Gang— Another dandy
HIGH SOCIETY
that drew about every kid in town and tickled
— E. M. Biddle, Strand
Two
young and
theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.

—

day after

whale

BLACK HAND BLUES:
Family — A knockout. Two reels. — H.
Laurier theatre,
patronage.

—

A HARD BOILED TENDERFOOT:

:

of

a

reels.

old.

HOLD MY BABY:

—

THE

Harry Langdon— Not as

as some of his pictures, but my patrons
He
get a kick out of Langdon’s looks alone.
Two reels. Philip B.
would not have to act.
Peitz, Rialto theatre, New England, N. Dak.

ily

Graves Only fair.
Two reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.
THE BELOVED BOZO: Good. Two reels.—
Small
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
town patronage.

Ralph

THE CAT’S MEOW:

Wis.

Chilton,

good

Lamison, Ala.

—Any

theatre,

patronage.

—

over wonderfully
PHILIP B. PEITZ, Rialto
New England, N. D.

Pfeiffer, Princess
Small town patronage.

reels.

of the long features. This one, as
well as all the others I have played,

went

— R.

— A. Y. Dow, Grand theatre, Cole— Small town patronage.
— R. PfeifGIDDAP — Good comedy. Two
fer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. — Small town

them up whenever I have an
Our Gang, as they care more for
these comedies than they do for most
to call

good

Hallam Cooley and Kathryn
Perry have the leading roles.

pleted.

novel comedy

THE SKY JUMPER:

THE VOICE OF THE NIGHTINGALE:

lieve

A

a lot of new inventions introduced that
Two
will keep your audience in good humor.
reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, SyraSmall
town
patronage.
cuse, Neb.

—

“All Abroad,” second picture in Fox’s
“The Married Life of Helen and
Warren” series, has just been com-

—

with

comedies

CHANGE:

SHORT

—

patronage.

reels.

age.

—

The

Spat
O. Regan,
Canada. General

—

Harry Langdon-His comedies are not what they are cracked up
to be.
Hardly a laugh in the entire two reels.

Glenn Tryon— Ran this the
or Never” and got many more
laughs. In fact, it’s a better sleeping car comedy
than the Lloyd three reeler. Two reels. F. G.
Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla. General

“Now

—

—

patronage.

—

HOLD MY BABY More persons complimented
on this comedy than any I have ever played. The
baby could not have acted better and the house
was kept in a roar of laughter all the time. Two
reels.— Philip B. Peitz, Rialto theatre,
Small town patronage.
land, N. D.

New Eng-

—

HOLD MY BABY:
bowl.

Let’s have

Glen

Tryon—This one is a
Two reels.
like it.

some more

—A

——

—

-
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—H.

Regan,

O.

Canada.

Laurier theatre,
patronage.

— General

TERRIBLE— Good.

ISN’T LIFE

—

Quebec,

Hull,

Two

THE JAZZ BOUT: Benny Leonard These
Leonard two-reel fight pictures have been real
drawing cards. Benny pulls them in. More comedy in this than in the first two. The fight had
them going, though very ridiculous. Would call
these six pictures well worth while. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

reels.—
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—
—

October 24, 1925

—

JULY DAYS: Our Gang Very good comedy.
Played Sunday with “Danger Line” feature to a
good program. Two reels. James A. Nicolaides,
American theatre, Scofield, Utah. General patron-

—

—

LADIES’

age.

the

LAUGH THAT OFF—A
reels.-

— R.

— Small

comedy.

good

LAUGH THAT OFF:
Some

comedy.

Two

Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

reels.

—Very clever
— T. Brisco,

—R.

— SmaH

—

MONEY OR MY LIFE: Eddie Berry This was
from Celebrated Players of Milwaukee and the
print, although gave us no trouble, was in bad
condition.
Sprocket holes broken. For a comedy
this was not very funny but very silly.
Two

— General patronage.

Two

comedy.

Wis.

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

town patronage.

THE LOVE BUG: Our Gang—Not

Wis.

reels.

—
—

cerned these are “the bunk.” They came out to
see what the first one was, but they do not please
nearly so well as a one reel comedy and cost five
Another case of paying pretty
times as much.
high for some experience in the show game. Halfreel.
G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
S.
Kan. Small town patronage.

ONE DARK KNIGHT— Considerably
a

started out to be a dandy, then it got smutty.
None of the kids will ever believe in the stork
again.
One more like this, Hal Roach, and I’ll
One reel. M. B. Russell,
cancel my contract.
Benton Community theatre, Benton City, Mo.

Ark.

—

A NICE PICKLE: Bert Roach Pretty good
comedy, although I have seen better. Two reels.
Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton,
Pa. General patronage.

—

—

OFF HIS TROLLEY— Good

Two

comedy.

;

all

reels.

reels.

—

PATHE NEWS For a short reel we find that
Pathe News fills the bill. It contains good news
events and are well handled. One reel. Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small

—

—

town patronage.

PATHE SHORT SUBJECTS—Without

a doubt
Pathe has everything bested in the way of Short
Subjects and I never had the pleasure of dealing
with a more square company than their Indianapolis office. F. A. Ferguson, Royal theatre. Fairmount, Ind. General patronage.

—
—

POWDER AND SMOKE: Blanche Mehaffey—
A burlesque on Westerns.
Very good comedy.

—

One reel. M.
Pleased fairly well.
Benton Community theatre, Benton
Small town patronage.

A RASPBERRY ROMANCE:
Nothing much

to

Just a

Two

fill-in.

theatre,

it.

Russell,

Mo.

Turpin—

Ben

Sorriest Turpin I have run.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour

reels.

Monroe, Ga.

B.
City,

—

— General

PLUMBER—

THE SKY
The house shook with
laughter on this one. A wonderful entertainment,
though the stunts are faked and impossible, but
seemingly that is what the people around here
want to see. Two reels. Philip B. Peitz, Rialto

—

New

theatre.

England,

Dak.

No.

—Small

town

patronage.

THE SUNDOWN LIMITED:

Our

Gang—

Pleased all, especially the kiddies.
Two
reels.- Ed. Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin, Mont.
General patronage.

dandy.

—

—

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN—Fair. Two
reels.
-

— R.

— Small

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre,

Chilton, Wis.

town patronage.

—
Mo. — General

Will Rogers— Glad
Rogers comedy on our contract.
There is not enough pep to them for us. Two
reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

this

was the

—

last

—

YOUR OWN BACK YARD:
Two

reels.

—A.

Rapids, S. D.

—

Our Gang—Fine.

Anderson, Isis theatre,
General patronage.
B.

Dell

UNIVERSAL
BOTH BARRELS: Special cast— Run these on
my serial nights, and they are good for that purpose.
Two reels. —Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

West—One

patronage.

SOME NURSE:
"Parisian Love’’ a Gasnier production
for B. P. Schulberg, was released on
July 27 first Preferred for this season. In it are Clara Bow, Lou Tellegen and Donald Keith.

—Pretty fair comedy,
—C. E. HopArk. —Small

Joe Rock

—

especially the first reel. Two reels.
kins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter,

town patronage.

,

CLASSIFIED

—

A FAMILY ROW

:
Buddy Messinger Terrible,
poor a comedy as we’ve had for some time.
Not a laugh in it.
Two reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town patron-

as

—

—

ADVERTISING

age.

THE GIRL PROBLEM: Arthur Lake— A fair
enough one reel filler. Have seen many worse,
which may be a left-handed compliment.
One
reel.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

in

.

THE KNOCKOUT KID: Jack Perrin—Very
good Western. Lots of comedy. Five reels. Irvin
H. Davis, Gem theatre. Upper Alton, 111. General
patronage.

—

MUSTANG WESTERNS—Not
town.
draggy.

Was

them

disappointed in
Stuff of this kind in

NOBODY’S

DARLING:

our

—
— Ed

myself too
opinion should

my

Two

be snappy from start to finish.
Lawlor, Harriet theatre, Hardin,
patronage.

reels.

Mont.

Baby

— General

Peggy— Good

Universal makes good short films all the
time. Two reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre,
Alcester, S. D.
General paronage.

comedy.

—
—
REMBRANDT—A

good one reel Hysterical History that carried lots of laughs and added to the
program.
One reel. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion

—

theatre, Holyrood,

Kan.

— Small

Westerns are very good.
Davis,

Gem

town patronage.
of these

Two

reels.

Upper Alton,

theatre.

.

—

in

liked

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per

—

two

reel

—Irvin H.
— General

111.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
B'argains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111

.

EXHIBITORS

MONEY

on

chairs

all

LET

US

SAVE

YOU

guaranteed new and used theatre
styles, ready for shipment.
Also
all makes of rebuilt projection machines.
Complete line of equipment.
Write us your needs.
Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East
Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
of

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CONTROLLING INTEREST

can be purchased
moving picture theatre company in
Jersey; property includes realty, leases,
etc.
For particulars apply Frank DuFrayne, 20
So. 15th Street, Philadelphia.
in successful

South

patronage.

VITAGRAPH
BABES AND BOOBS— Goes good with “Ninety
and Nine.” Sure pleased my people. A number
stopped on the way out and told me
reel.
E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre,
S. D.
General patronage.

—
—

so.

One

Alcester,

SAUCE AND SENORITAS: Larry Semon—
Goes well with “Pioneer Trails.” Wonderful picTwo reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre,
Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.

—
—

ture.

SPORTS AND SPLASHES:

THE TRUTHFUL LIAR:

Billy

of the best slapstick comedies we ever run. Two
Sam Minich, Electric theatre, Chillieothe,

THE SMOKE SIGNAL—All

patronage.

—

reels.

reels.

—James A. Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield,
Utah. — General patronage.
OUR GANG COMEDIES— Great always sure
enjoy.
Two
of a good clean comedy that they
—Harry E. Murray, Murray theatre, DeFuniak Springs, Fla. — General patronage.
PATHE COMEDIES—All very good. Two
—Harry E. Murray, Murray theatre, DeFuniak
Springs, Fla. — General patronage.

E.

ONE EXCITING EVENING:

—

Small town patronage.

better than
comedies we are getting. Two reels.
Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter,
Small town patronage.

lot of the

— C.

-

Dads—This

Doo

Dinky

—

eral patronage.

—
—

THE MAN PAYS:

Rialto theatre, Sharon,

NOT WANTED: Billy West We played this
comedy with “Renegate” Tuesday night, September 15. Good comedy. Two reels. James A. Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, Utah.
Gen-

I

:

—W. T. Davis & Son,
— General patronage.

reels.

as good as

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
theatre, Chilton, Wis.— Small town patronage.
LUNACY Stereoscopiks —As far as am conTwo

Gangs.

other

—

Bull Montana Sure pleased
the kiddies draw long breath

eral patronage.

I.

THE LION’S WHISKERS—Fair
reels.

:

—
—

Wis.

Spat Family

laughs.

Made

house.

sometimes and some hunted their Ma so as to sit
close to her when spooks were around.
E. A.
Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D. Gen-

Two

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

town patronage.

MAN

Larry

Semon—

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
— Small town patronage.

Very good. One reel.
theatre. Ransom, Kan.

WHISTLES IN WINDOWS—All

that attended
seemed to enjoy this as reports from them. This
was comical as well as having thrills and laughs.
Full of pep and action. Rating 85 per cent. Good
for Sunday.
Film condition good.
One reel.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.

Marks Plan $20,000,000
Expansion Program
Twenty million dollars are to be invested in enterprises of the Marks Brothers
Theatres, Chicago, it has been announced
at their offices, with the purpose of building many high class theatres, on a vast expansion program.
Rayford W. Lemley has been engaged as
Comptroller and office manager of the organization.

THE GOLF BUG: Monty

—James

Two

reels.

atre,

Scofield,

Utah.

—

Banks Good comedy.
A. Nicolaides, American theGeneral patronage.

—

formerly with Wolf

B&K House Joins Move
9

for Children s

—

MISCELLANEOUS

He was

and company.

Shows
— The

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct.
13.
Missouri theatre, owned by the Paramount-Balaban-Katz interests has joined
in the movement for Saturday motion
picture

shows

for children.

July 18, 1925
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New
Great Neck
Theatre
Built by Principal Pictures Corporation

and other

at

Great Neck, Long Island.

Great Neck, Long Island, has a new thea-

known

tre
is

as the Great

Neck Playhouse.

It

a splendid piece of work, having been

built at a cost of close to $450,000.

commodates

1,650

persons,

the

It ac-

balcony

seating 650 persons while the spacious or-

chestra seats 1,000.

Irving Lesser,

who

is

a

vice president of Principal Pictures Corpo-

and several other large companies,
had the Playhouse built recently, and has
since then spent thousands more to make
his property more valuable to the community and to its people.
ration

The property,

besides the theatre,

has

four large, light stores, and three stories
above, which are being occupied by the

merchants and other tenants. The interior
of the Playhouse is beautiful. Two heavily
carpeted stairways lead to the balcony; the
projection booth extends half way across
the back of the balcony. Three large machines

— the

latest

— are

models-

installed in

The stage was built large enough
to accommodate a musical comedy or a dramatic offering.
The heavy curtains and
the booth.

drops lend

to

the beauty of the house.

There are waiting rooms, smoking rooms;
and lounges for mothers and their children.
A large marquise outside is used to advertise

the films.

Vaudeville

in conjunction

is

being presented

with photoplays.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
M. Sauvage, Pioneer Showman,

W.

Remodels Grand

W

SAUVAGE,

M.
•

Illinois exhibitor

well

and

known
a leader

many of the industry’s legislative
problems, has recently completed the
remodeling of his Grand theatre at
Alton, 111., where he has installed a
new Robert Morton organ costing
in

$20,000.

one of the oldest
the state, having operated

Mr. Sauvage

showmen

in

is

at Alton,

111.

with road attractions,
over thirty-five years.
theatres

for

Mr. Sauvage also operates the Hippodrome theatre in Alton, which is a
franchise
house of the Western

He is a
Vaudeville Association.
of the Vaudeville Managers’
Association and for the past 20 years
has been president of the Illinois
Poster Advertising Association.
*

amusement

enterprises

demanded

his entire

Mr. Sauvage is an important factor in
politics and enjoys the acquaintance

state

theatres in Alton for the past
He is a member of
the “old school” and has been asso-

in the amusement business. When but 14 years old he
was a professional roller skater, touring
the country and booking his own dates.

Will Build Playhouse
Seating 1,400 in

Albuquerque

time.

thirty-six years.

home.

is

west at Chautaqua, 111.
Mr. Sauvage started early

*

handling legislative problems Mr.
Sauvage has been one of the industry’s
valued chanlpions in fighting exhibitor
battles.
For four years during the war he
was Mayor of Alton, an office which he
filled in such a satisfactory manner that he
is continuously called upon to take it up
However, he has felt that his
again.

many

to feel at

not busy with his amusement
interests, Mr. Sauvage is giving his attention to the Streckfus Steamboat company
large
excursion
which
operates
four
steamers between St. Louis and St. Paul.
He is also credited with having built the
first open air bathing pool in the middle

he

member

In

SAUVAGE

ways made

When

ciated with the Klaw and Erlanger
Exchange, which booked one of his

*

W. M.

a wide acquaintance in the theatrical profession.
Performers at his theatre are al-

He is
of many Illinois political leaders.
invariably selected to introduce speakers of
note on all occasions.
In addition to his activities in the motion picture business Mr. Sauvage enjoys

Announcement has been made by the
Amusement company of Albu-

Bachechi

querque, New Mexico, that plans are being
theatre, capable of
drawn for a Class
accommodating the largest theatrical productions, vaudeville and motion pictures,
to be erected at the northeast corner of
West Central avenue and Fifth street. Carl
A. Boiler of Boiler Brothers, architects of
Los Angeles .and Kansas City, who specialize in theatre designing, is the architect.
The building will be completed within the

A

near future.
5jC

The new

theatre at Fifth and Central
have a 75-foot frontage on Central
and 142 feet frontage on Fifth. It will be
50 feet high in front. It will have a seat-

will

The stage will be
ing capacity of 1,400.
32x75 feet with a loft 60 feet in height
and proscenium arch 34 feet. The style
of architecture is early Spanish mission
and the furnishings will conform to this
The exterior and interior
artistic style.
finish will be of polychrome terra cotta.
The roof will be of ornamental mission
tiling.
The interior decorations will be
beautiful, designed by artists of great ability

and

will

cost

approximately $10,000.

The entire interior
handsome velour.
The lighting effect

I

*

1
i it

H
11

will

be

carpeted

in

be an unusual

A

three-color lighting system
will be installed that can be controlled
from the stage and the booth. It will
create an iridescent, rainbow effect that
large pipe
will be charming to the eye.
organ with all mechanical effects will be
installed and in addition there will be a
large orchestra pit.
feature.

naswiiBI

will

A

*

There

will

be

*

*

a large mezzanine

floor,

rooms for gentlemen and for
ladies and a large promenade, where playgoers may await the closing of a show in

with

rest

of the Grand theatre, Alton, Illinois, operated by W. M. Sauvage Amusement
Enterprises which has recently been remodeled and a new Robert Morton organ

progress when they enter.
This feature
is expected to be of particular service to

installed.

patrons.

View
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Gold Seal
Automatic Ticket Register's

— printed advertising of 82
dividual accounts

in-

sajely fecoi'ded

on theatre

day itt and day out
month after' month

equipment and supplies during the

first

eight

1925 against 64 of

months
its

ye at'

after'

yeai'

of

nearest

PROTECTION, ACCURACY, SPEED

competitor.

—printed

exclusively adver-

tising of 51 individual

against 26 of

its

accounts

nearest com-

petitor.

A
Permanent
Investment
at a

Minimum Cost
Leadership of “Better Theatres ” in service to readers

and
is

in results to advertisers ,

a proven fact.

jfs safe

Spcczai Service*
We willprepareplan
and specifications

as a safe

y

/or your Sox Office

Equiom ent.

fr

Send

How jB ox

for information
Office Problems

are ISol^e d"

TICKETS
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1

723 Seventh Ave.
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.
Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The :Aug.29-30. BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes: BOR-Ins.

Arrow
Cleaner Flame, The :Aug.29-69.
Great City, The:Aug.29-69.
Led Astray :Aug.29-69.
Mysterious Pines, The :Aug.29-69.
Primrose Path, The:Aug.29-69.
Scandal Street :Aug.29-69.
Share and Share Alike: Aug. 29-69.
Substitute Wife, The:Aug.29-69.

from Monte Martre:BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.
Graustark : Sept. 19-Ins. Sept.26-22, 23. BOR-Ins. Oct.
Girl

10-24.

Half

Tessie :Aug.29-69.

Associated Exhibitors
Oct. 17-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.
Headlines Aug. 29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.

21. Oct. 10-22, 23.

Marriage Whirl, The :Oct.3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane BOR-Ins.
My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment, The :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21.
One Way Street :BOR-Ins.
Pace That Thrills, The :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-20.
Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.

:

I Do:Aug. 29-Ins.
Keep Smiling Aug.29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.

:

:

Lover’s Island :Aug.29-Ins.

Manhattan Madness Aug. 29-Ins. Oct. 3-Ins.
Miracle of Life, The Aug.29-Tns.
Never Weaken :Aug.29-Ins. BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.
North Star :Aug. 29-Ins.
Pinch Hitter, The Aug. 29-Ins.
:

:

Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Scarlet West, The:Oct.3-Ins.

:

Play Safe :Aug.29-Ins.
Silk

Hat Cowboy, The :Aug.29-Ins.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.

Gates :Aug.29-Ins.

Under

the

Rouge :Aug.29-Ins.Oct.3-Ins.

Soul Fire :Oct. 3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise: BOR-Ins.

Chadwick
American Pluck :Aug.29-66.
Blue Blood :Aug.29-66.
Bells, The:Aug.29-66.
Perfect Clown, The:Aug.29-66.
Prince of Broadway :Aug.29-66.
Some Pun’kins:Aug.29-66.
Unchastened Woman, The :Aug.29-67.
Wizard of Oz, The:Aug.29-66.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Aug.29-70.BOR-38.
Enemy of Men, An:BOR-38.
Fate of a Flirt, The: BOR-38.
Fighting Youth :BOR-38.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-88.
Great Sensation, The:BOR-38.
Handsome Brute, The: BOR-38.
Ladies of Leisure :BOR-38.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38.
Penalty of Jazz:BOR-38.

New Champion, The:BOR-38.
Price of Success, The:BOR-38.

Speed Mad: BOR-38.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:BOR-38.
Steppin’ Out:Aug.29-70.Oct.3-51.

The:BOR-38.
Unwritten Law, The:Aug. 29-71. BOR-38.

Thrill Hunter,

Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Unguarded Hour :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Moderns :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

We

What

:

Daughter of the Sioux :Aug.29-63. BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
Demon Rider, The :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Flyin’ Thru :Aug.29-63.
Courage of Captain Plum, The:Aug.29-63.0ct. 17-10.

Reward :Aug.29-63.BOR-44.

Fighting Courage :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Fighting Romeo, The:Aug.29-63.
Fighting Parson, The : Aug.29-63.
Fleet Foot: BOR-44.
Fort Frayne :Aug.29-63. BOR-44. Oct.17-10.
Gold Hunters, The:Aug.29-63. Oct. 17-10.
Grey Vulture, The:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Hills of Flame: Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Lawless Love Aug.29-63.
Long Odds:BOR-44.
Lights of Mojave, The: Aug.29-63.
My Neighbor’s Wife Aug.29-63. Oct.17-10.
Peggy of the Secret Service :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Peggy in Chinatown: Aug.29-63.
Peggy from Headquarters: Aug.29-63.
Peggy Under Orders Aug.29-63.
Peggy on the Job:Aug.29-63.
Peggy in Danger :Aug.29-63.
Peggy Takes a Chance: Aug.29-63.
Peggy Scores a Victory :Aug.29-63.
Red Kimono, The :BOR-44. Sept. 19-10.
Red Love:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
:

:

Lionel Barrymore who is in “A Man of
Iron” for Chadwick, will appear in
"The Bells,” which James Young has
adapted to the screen.
That Old Gang of Mine Aug.29-63.
Three Pals:BOR-44.
:

Tentacles of the North Aug.29-63. Oct. 17-10.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks : Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras Aug.29-63. BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
Timber Wolves :Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The:Aug.29-63. BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The :Aug.29-63.Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap Aug. 29-63. BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
:

:

:

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
Youth’s Highway :Aug. 29-63. BOR-44.

F. B. 0.
With a Million :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. Sept.
19-74,75. BOR-46. Oct. 10-71.
Flaming Waters :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
The :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. BORFuturity Winner,
Drusilla

46.

Happiness : Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
If Marriage Fails :Sept.5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.
Isle of Lost Hope, The:Sept.l2-69.
Isle of Retribution, The :Sept.5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-

BOR-44.

Men :Oct. 3-Ins. Oct. 17-20.

19.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Oct.lO-6.
As No Man Has Loved :Sept. 5-12. Oct.10-6, 8.
Best Bad Man, The:Oct.lO-6.
East Lynne :BOR-24. Oct.10-6, 8.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct.l7-12,13.
Fighting Heart, The:Oet.lO-6.
First Year, The:Sept.l-Ins.BOR-24. Oct.10-6, 8.
Fool, The: BOR-24. Oct. 10-6,8.
Havoc: Aug. 29-18. Sept. 5-13. BOR. 24,Oct. 18-8,9.

Iron Horse, The:Sept.5-12.Oct.l0-8,9.Oct.l7-ll.
Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.
Kentucky Pride: Sept. 5-13. Oct.10-8, 9.

Lazybones :BOR-24. Oct. 10-8,9.
Lightnin’ :Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

Lucky Horseshoe, The:Aug.29-17.Oct.l0-8,9.
Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins. BOR-24.
Silver Treasure, The:Oct.lO-6.
Thank You :Aug.29-16. Sept.5-13, 14,15. Sept.l2-Ins.
Sept. 19-14, 15. Sept.26-14, 15. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9. Oct.
17-14,15.
Thunder Mountain :Sept.5-13.Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.26-18,
BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

Timber Wolf, The:Sept.5-14.
Wheel, The :Sept. 5-12. Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 9.

When

the Door

Winding

Stair,

87. Oct. 10-74, 75. Oct. 17-67.

Lady Robinhood :Sept. 12-71.
Last Edition, The :Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Oct.l7-69.
Midnight Flyer, The :Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.

Opened :Oct. 10-6.
The:Aug.29-20,21.Sept.5-12.Oct.l6-

6,9.

Wages

for Wives :Sept.l-Ins.BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 9.
Yankee Senor, The :Sept. 26-14. 16.

Ginsberg

46.

Keeper of the Bees, The :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. Oct. 3-

Wreckage :Oct.3-18.

Ince
Allfun Comedies ;Aug. 29-72.
Mock Marriages :Aug.29-72.

Parisian Nights :Sept. 12-14. BOR-46.

Poor

Girl’s

Romance,

A :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14. BOR-

Jaffe

46.

When

His
BOR-46.

Love Grew

Cold :Sept. 5-65. Sept. 12-14.

Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.
Beautiful City, The :BOR-Ins.Oct,17-21.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.
Caesar’s Wife:BOR-Ins.
Chickie : BOR-Ins.
Classified :Oct. 17-20.

Clothes

Make

Broken Hearts :Oct. 3-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
First National

:

Starlight Ranch :BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights : Aug.29-63.

Fools

White Monkey, The: BOR-Ins.
Love :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Winds of Chance :Sept. 5-26. Sept. 19-22. Oct.3-Ins.

Why Women

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess Aug.29-63. BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.

$50,000

The :Sept.5-24,25.BOR-Ins.

Kiki: BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The :Oct. 3-Ins.
Lady, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Learning to Love:BOR-Ins.
Live Wire, The :0ct.l0-20,21.0ct.l7-20.
Lost World, The : Aug. 29-26, 27. Sept. 12-18. Oct. 3-29,

Fires :Aug.29-69.

Camille of the Barbary Coast : Aug. 29-Ins. BOR-32.

Two

Girl,

•

Un-Named Woman, The :Aug.29-69.
Wandering

Way

Sister From Paris :Aug.29-28,29.Sept.l2-16,17.
Oct.3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Oct.3-Ins.

Her

the Pirate :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21.

Dark Angel, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

Exchange
Lights of

An :Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-16,17.
New York :Sept. 12-Ins. Oct. 10-10, 11.
of Wives,

Merry Widow, The :Sept. 12-1. Sept.19-1. Sept. 26-1, 21,
20. Oct. 3-1. Oct. 17-1.

Midshipman, The :Sept. 12-Ins.
Mystic, The: Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 21, 20. Oct.10-1.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17.
Sept.26-1, 21, 20. BOR-40.
Pretty Ladies :Sept.l2-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20.
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Romola Aug. 29-14, 15. Sept. 5-1. Sept. 12-Ins. Sept.19:

17.Sept.26-l, 2,21,20.

Slave of Fashion,

The:Aug.29-14,15.Sept.5-l.Sept.

12-Ins.Sept.19-17.Sept.26-l, 21,20.

Sun Up :Sept. 19-16, 17.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oet.l7-9.
Unholy Three, The:Aug.22-6.Aug.29-14,15.Sept.5-l.
Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 2 1,20.

Zander the Great :BOR-40.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Sept.26-4.
Are Parents People? :Sept.5-l.
Beggar on Horseback :Sept.5-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Aug.29-4,5.Sept.26-3.

Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-5.
Flower of the Night :Sept.26-4.
Golden Princess, The :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.
He’s a Prince :Sept.26-4. Oct. 10-3. Oct.17-3.

Mannequin :Sept.l9-4,5.
Lord Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct. 17-3.
Lucky Devil, The:Sept.5-4.Sept.26-4.

New Brooms :Oct. 10-3. Oct.17-3.
Night Life in New York:Sept.5-4. Sept. 26-4.
Not So Long Ago:Sept.5-4,5.
Polly of the Ballet :Sept.26-4.
Express, The:Sept.26-4.Oct.3-4.Oet.l0-3,4,5.
Oct.17-3.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3. Oct.17-3.
Son of His Father, A :Aug.29-3. Sept. 12-4. Aug.26-4.
Street of Forgotten Men, The :Sept.5-4.
Ten Commandments, The: Sept. 12-3. Sept.26-4.
That Royle Girl :Sept.l9-3. Sept. 26-4.

Pony

Trouble With Wives, The :Sept.5-3.

Vanishing American, The :Sept.26-4.
Wild Horse Mcsa:Sept.5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The :Sept.5-4.

Pathe
Black

Cyclone :Sept.l9-68-69.

Freshman, The:Sept.l2-Ins.
Kivalina of the Icelands :Aug.l5-84.

Producers

Dist,

Corp.

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.

Aunt :Aug.29-13.
Coming of Amos, The:Sept.5-22.Oct.3-10,ll.
Charley’s

Eve’s Leaves :Sept. 19-8.9.
Fifth Avenue :Oct.l7-16, 17.

Highroad :Sept. 19-8, 9. Oct.3-10,11.
for Love :Sept. 19-8,9.
Red Dice:Sept.5-22.

Hell’s

John Hamrick

is signing a contract to show all 40 Warner Brothers pictures for
1925-26 in his Blue Mouse theatres at Portland, Ore., Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.
Left to right are Harry A. Black, Warner branch manager in Seattle; Hamrick;
Harry Lustig, Warner Brothers’ division manager.

Made

His Jazz Bride:BOR-36.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept.l2-6, 7. Sept. 19-6,7.

Seven Days:Aug.29-12.Oct.3-10,ll.

BOR-36. Oct. 10-16, 17.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Silence :Aug.22-9.Aug.29-10.

Untamed Gentleman, The :Sept.5-23.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

B. P. Schulberg
Aristocrat, The: BOR-30.

Dancing Days: BOR-30.
Eden’s Fruit:BOR-30.
Free to Love: BOR-30.
Girl

Who

Wouldn’t Work, The:Aug.29-65.0ct.3-12,

13.

His New York Life:BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights: BOR-30.

Lawful Cheater:BOR-30.
Lew Tyler’s Wives :BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love :Aug.22-19. BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The: BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior :BOR-30.
Shenandoah BOR-30.
Shopworn : BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-30.
:

With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.

Tiffany-Truart

The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Inevitable Millionaires, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Limited Mail, The :Sept.5-18-19.Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Oct. 10-16, 17.
Little Irish Girl, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Love Toy, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Man on the Box, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. Sept.26-8,9. BOR-

8,9.0ct. 10-16, 17.
Girls Go Back

Why

United Artists

Universal

Phantom

Oct.3-53.

A :Sept. 26-17. Oct. 3-53.
Failure :Aug.22-13.
Fox
News: Aug.29-22.Sept.5-16.Sept.l9-52. Sept.26Cloudy Romance,

16, 17.

Fox Varieties :Sept. 5-17. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17.
Imperial

Comedies: Aug.29-23.Sept.5-17.Sept.l9-53.

Sept.26. 16,17.

Love and Lions :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Sept. 5-16.
Sept.19-53. Sept.26-16, 17.Oct.3-53.

My Own Carolina :Sept. 19-53.
O. Henry Stories :Sept.5-17. Sept.26-16, 17.
On the Go:Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Shoes :Sept.l9-52. Sept.26-16, 17.Oct.3-53.
Sky Jumper, The :Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53.
Sweet Marie :Sept.l9-52. Oct.3-53.
Transients in Arcadia :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Van
Bibber
Comedies :Sept.5-16.Sept.l9-52.Sept.
26-16,17.

Wrestler,

The :Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.

Pathe

Home :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Short Features
Davis
Cinema Stars :Aug.29-63.0ct.3-57.
Fragments of Life:Aug.29-63.Sept.l2-10.Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas :Aug.29-63.0ct.3-57.
Mystery Box, The :Oct.3-56.
Power God, The :Oct.3-56.
Sheiks and Shebas :Aug.29-63. Oct. 3-57.

Educational

of the Opera:Sept.l2-8,9,Sept.26-7.0ct,3-

19.

Abroad :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Big Game Hunter, The :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53.
Business Engagement, A :Sept. 19-52. Sept.26-16, 17.
All

36.

My Official Wife :Sept.l9-6,7.
Night Cry, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Night Call, The:Sept.l9-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Passionate Quest, The :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36.
Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept.l9-6.7. BOR-36.
Red Hot Tires :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Sap, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Sea Beast, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Seven Sinners :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.
Silken Shackles :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Social Highwayman, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36,
Three Weeks in Paris :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Vengeance of Durand, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The :Sept.l9-6,7.0ct.3-

Don

Calgary Stampede, The :Oct.lO-14,15.
Goose Woman :Sept. 5-8,9.
Home Maker, The :Aug.29-6.7.

Fox Film Corp.

Honeymoon Express,

Souls for Sables: Aug. 29-73.

Q, Son of Zorro :Sept.5-20. Sept. 12-12. Sept.1920. Sept. 12-12. Oct. 3-15.
Sally of the Sawdust :Aug.29-25. Sept. 5-21. Sept. 12-13.
Sept.l9-19.Sept.l2-12.
Gold
Rush,
The :Sept. 12-11. Sept. 19-21. Sept. 12-11.
Oct. 3-14. Oct. 10-19.
Wild Justice :Oct.l7-8.

Fighting Hearts :Sept. 12-45.
Go Gallagher :Sept. 12-67.

Let’s

Butter Fingers :Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 5-76.
Caretaker’s Daughter, The :Oct. 17-76.
Cold Turkey :Aug. 29-Ins. Sept. 26-88.
Day’s Pleasure, A :Oct.l7-Ins.
Dog’s Life<, A:Oct.l7-Ins.
Iron Nag, The :Aug.29-Ins. Sept. 5-76.
Love and Kisses :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.26-88.
Lucky Stars :Aug.29-Ins.

No

Father to Guide Him :Oct. 17-76.
Play Ball:Aug.29-124.
Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept. 12-76.
Rainy Knight, A :Aug.29-Ins.Sept.5-76.
Shoulder Arms :Oet.l7-Ins.
Sneezing Beezers :Aug.29-Ins. Sept. 5-76.
Sunnysidc :Oct. 17-Ins.
Tee for Two Aug.29-Ins.Sept.26-88.
Pathe News :Oct. 3-45.
:

Wild West :Oct. 3-96. Oct. 10-80.
Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.

Siege :Aug.20.

Sporting Life, The:Oct.lO-ll.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.
Bobbed Hair :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.17-19.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Cave Man, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Clash of the Wolves, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Compromise :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Fighting Edge, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Gay Ones, Thc:Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Hell Bent for Heaven :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

Cleaner Flame, The Aug. 29-69.
Fair Warning :Oct. 17-4.

Rayart

:

Kinograms :Sept. 5-1 l.Oct.3-49. Oct. 17-5.
Life’s

Flame Fighter, The :Oct.3-50.

Greatest Thrills :Sept. 5-7.

Mermaid Comedies :Sept. 19-50-51.
Movies, The :Oct. 3-46.
Pleasure Bound :Oct. 17-4.
Tourist, The Aug. 29-80.
Watch Out :Sept. 26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct. 3-48.
:

Universal
Blue Streak Westerns :Sept. 19-11.
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.

Gump Comedies :Oct.3-54.
International

Newsreel :Sept.l9-24. Oct. 3-54. Oct.10-

18.

Film Booking

Offices

Adventures of Maizie:Sept.l2-45,46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies:Sept.l2-45.
Bray Cartoons :Sept. 12-45, 46.

DeMille Signs
LOS ANGELES.— I. S.
to

the

manager

I. S. Liner
Liner has been added

DeMille studios’ business staff as unit
for various production companies.
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Managers

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By

•

Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

D. H.

\N

agency to be known as the National Vaudeville Booking Agency
has been organized by Cooney Brothers, owners of a chain of
A. theatres in Chicago, it was announced October 10 by Henri Ellman
who will direct the activities of the agency. The organization has already

\

/

X

begun

T'HE

to function,

it

was

fundamental purpose of the agency

supply presentation acts for the
seven houses of Cooney Brothers. Obtaining acts from other agencies for the company’s houses has recently proved unsatisfactory,. according to a statement made
This is the first effort of a
to the Herald.
Middle Western chain to found a vaudeville booking office in order to simplify

booking service.

theatrical

its

will

provide

for

service
houses.

The agency

other

than

just

Cooney
Ellman who has been

the

at the head of the
Capitol Film Exchange, Chicago, which is
backed by the Cooney organization will
establish an office in the Straus building
as well as to continue his work in the
exchange office. He announced the recent
development upon his return from New
York where he spent four days.

Evelyn Brent, the cl arming Film Booking Offices star, spent the day in Chicago
October 8. She arrive 1 early in the morning
from New

York and later
went

into a co nference with Cleve

A dams,

division

manager of Film
Booking for the
Middle West.
Miss Brent has
spent six weeks in
New York on a

visit that was

planned
after

two

“But

it’s

large

to end

weeks.
such a
place,”
she

said, “that

Brent

it

takes

a long time to see

everything.”
On her return
gin another year

down to the exchange and surrounded
with comfortable chairs. Morris Hellman, not to be outdone, fitted up his waiting room with one of similar character.
Baseball fans that could not get in at one
set

exchange found a place
*

*

in the

other.

*

On

Ellman’s

trip

to

at

Jk

Sam
*

Katz.
*

Invitations were enthusiastically received
by a number of the lads along the Avenue
prior to the opening of the Harding theatre,
October 12. That date proved lucky for
Columbus; and it did well for Lubliner
& Trinz.
%
jjc

A

galley of type lost in the preparation
of the last issue was all that prevented a
deserving public from hearing a brief but
interesting story about Walter Brown who
is an important cog in the works at F. B.
Some of the details have
O., it seems.
escaped but the remainder are sufficient to
recall that Walter played hooky from his
It hapfilm duties the last of September.
pened, though, that no one knew it for two

was passing a
Templar parade
and saw Walter riding a horse. Walter
saw Sam and waved.
days

until

section

of

Sain
the

Gorelick

Knights

*

%

thusiastic

showmen,

Earle

Johnson,

*

5k

*

ik

Bill

is

the

his neice.
* * *

»k

Carlos,

who

*

man

Became

m

sales-

1916 and stayed on sales force three
months.
Manager of Cincinnati office a
year and left there to become manager for
Select at Kansas City two years.
Next
with Robertson-Cole for two years managing Oklahoma City and Dallas offices. Then
into theatre game in Oklahoma City two
years.
Got tired of paying losses on
house and returned to exchange field.
Became manager for Metro at Kansas
City for year and half until consolidation with Goldwyn.

Took present
Hobby? Split

A

when?
year ago.
50-50 between baseball
and wife, car, sister-in-law and the dog.
Worst experience? Listening to the
wives in our audience berate their husbands at a shoe contest we staged at the
theatre.
The girls wearing the shoes
post

which

merchants had donated were
on a bootblack stand on the
stage with the drop run down to their
knees. The wives insisted their menfolk
didn’t vote on the shoes a-tall.
Hence
posted

the verbal battles.
tober 8 that “the odely thig dew id dad I
hab a derrible gold id by head ad I hab
dud ebrydig I gad to helb id.” So have

we

all,

Bill.
5k

5k

Hopp was

A

Max

Schzvartz has returned to Chicago

after attending the funeral of his mother,
Mrs. Hannah Schwarts, who died October
Many friends of the
2 in Milwaukee.

Metro-Goldwyn

salesman

have

extended

sympathies.
5k

5»J

5k

?k

Jack

new head

of the
Tiffany-Truart company, arrived in Chicago October 13 to confer with Jerry
Abrams district manager of Renown, and
is

NEXT?

Vitagraph

5k

Chicago people are expected to turn out
in large numbers at the opening of the
Ambassador theatre. Division and Mansfield avenue, October 20.
It is said that
close to $1,000,000 has been spent on construction.
It
will be operated by the
M. & H. theatre corporation.

Abe

une.

host to Harold Loeb, assistant manager of Fox exchange, and Leo
Yancey of the Avon theatre, Decatur, 111.,
at a luncheon at the Fox offices October 8.
merry time was had.
* * *

merriment with the claim that

Ena Gregory

Magazine

while employed on
the Chicago Trib-

Joe

Berwyn “Swedish Ambassador,” explained
his unusual

play

the

Sweeney, who always knows the
news an hour before it’s printed, said Oc-

projection

the
picture

business? Thought

Peter Minuit’s old

Hudson’s mouth he was
accompanied by Frank Fisher, owner of
several Wisconsin houses, and Floyd Brochelle, general manager of Mid-West theatres.
Brochelle’s visit was made with view
stand

room at the Universal
exchange was filled when “The Calgary
Stampede” was shown to exhibitors and
exchangemen, October 6. One of the en-

The

you

into

motion

Indian-

L. Rarer of the Dixon theatre, Dixon,
111., took a spin into Chicago October 8 to
visit all the boys at the Fox exchange.

whom

break

.

did

of starting Photo-

the Coast she will beth the

How

was in and out of Chicago
twice during the week of October 5. From
to

play Ben Hur
with the team on
a horsecar.
First Job? On
the business end
Pittsburgh
of a

newspaper

Abe Warner, prominent Warner Brothers executive

Chicago he made an excursion
apolis and one to Milwaukee.

1885.

Pa., in

To

Ambition?

First

it

production comshe has become so widely

pany with
known.

Renown
Nickname? Mac.
Born in Pittsburgh,

200 horsepower sooperhetro-dime receiving-

of conferring with

Evelyn

McLaughlin

reported.

to

is

a. h.

the

Howland, country

sales

manager

First National, returned October 9
from a trip into the territory. He came
back cheerful so the results must have

for

,

been encouraging.

A. H. MacLaughlin, exchange manager, on
policies.
He expects to leave the latter
part of the week.
5k

Jk

k

J

the

Plumb

theatre

October 8 and
tried to make the Iroys envious by depicting the afternoon he planned at the city

Just about

craft

reliable Herald booster as well as special
staff detective, suoplied the entertainment
at Renown when he brought his 8 cylinder

of

Scheible

stopped at the

Jk

all the boys around the Reeland Renown neighborhood knocked
off during the world series to listen in on
the radio reports broadcast.
Joe Lyon,

*

^

Eddie

Fox

offices

series.

G. G. Gregory, F. B. O. Illinois representative, with his mascot to whom
he attributes his good fortune for this
year’s business.

sk

is

*k

5k

Carl Harthill, Caoitol exchange manager,
back in the office now after a long

’trip

around the

territory.

,

j/n this most interesting, magnificent and imusuaL
theatre, mark possible by the vision and ability of
Chas.V.Munz, where Mr.Eberson,the architect genius,
has created a veritable storehouse ofartistic treasures
aRobertMor ton is the permanent Music Feature.
Distinctly different from, all other orqans, its unapproached
value, as a BoxOifice Attraction mak.es the RoberiMorbn.

the choice

of foremost exhibitors everywhere.

Rober t Morton Organ Co.
1560 Broadwy

Chi c a a o
845 So. Vabash

JOosAngohs

SanJrancisco

935 So. 01ivC/

168 Golden Gate

(Jfewyorkj

Greek.

r

Jemple

pmm
- Interior

Grand Rivierajheaim

Mack.
Sejvjstett
presents

v

Ha'R'RV
LAJVGT)OJV
in

“LxicK.y Stars”
A
“What

Ttvo 'Heel Comedy

exhibitor

who

has used Harry Langdon

Comedies during the past
say that Langdon’s

name

six

months could honestly

in lights outside his theatre

has not proven as great a draw as almost any
accepted star in the business ?”

—Danny

When you

in

Film Daily,

play him,
advertise him!
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Ask

the

man who
playing

Entered as Second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,
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“BETTER
THEATRES”
is

indispensable to

every successful

theatreman

in

America today.

“Better Theatres” is published every
fourth week as Section II of Exhibitors
Herald. It is mailed to every paid subscriber.

Theatres”

“Better

been the

li

a

s

growing
publication ever launched
in the motion picture field.
swiftest

occupies an absolutely
unique position, being the
only periodical devoted exclusively to the construction,
equipment, decoraIt

tion,

maintenance and op-

eration of theatres. Its value
lo the exhibitor is in

theoretical;

it

no way

performs a

ing the theatreman in all
matters having to do with
the physical aspect of his
theatre.

Among

many

features

presented in next week’s issue, there will he a special
section devoted to products
distributed by the Exhibitors Supply Company. This
section will he an up-to-theminute market-place, making known to exhibitors the

definite

and best products intended for the motion pic-

ice in

ture theatre.

and concrete servinforming and advisTo keep

in step with

latest

Developments in Theatre
Equipment—you must read “Better Theatres 99

!
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ESS1R — HERE’S

the

New York Daily Mirror, and, boys, that’s putting it mildly.

flashy.

A COMEDY!

Funny,

“The Rivoli audiences shrieked with

frisky,

fast

and

delight,” reports

“Bebe’s best picture to date,” declares the American. “A merry,
rollicking comedy with laugh after laugh.” The Herald Tribune:
“One of the funniest things ever put on the screen. It is filled with
little touches that are irresistible. Bebe is better than in anything
she has ever done. The people at the Rivoli screamed with merriment.”

Bebe has no equal in the screen world when it comes to the type
of de luxe comedy like “Lovers in Quarantine.” It’s a big bet for
any theatre anywhere

From

the big Broadway hit “Quarantine,” by F. Tennyson
Jesse. Screen play by Townsend Martin and Luther Reed.

And

Still

The Greater 40

Hits

Come!
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Paramount Press Sheets

October

31, 1925

the Best in the Business

29 fine newspaper ads for you out of 11 press sheet cuts
JAMESCfiU2f5_

JAMES CRUZE'S SUCCESSOR TO
It’s

Here At Last!

JAMES CRUZE'S SUCCESSOR
TO 'THE COVERED

P

-

WAGON /

‘THE COVERED WAGON

PONY EXPRESS

_

i

HE

COVERED

Pony Express

rides again!

inspETUig

BETTY COMPSON
RICARDO CORTEZ
ERNEST TORRENCE
i

WALLACE BEERY

CRUZES SUCCESSOR

COVERED WAGON*

IE

•THE

fcr)

PONY
JAMES CRUZ*

EXPRESS'

.

,,

N R)C*«0/

S

SUCCESSOR

TO

THE COVUtO

.'>»GCN

*

JAMES CRUCES SUCCESSOR ro
•
•
•THE COVERED WAGON"

PONY EXPRESS'

»

,-m ROSY

EXPRISS
sjsSsss
;ts£ST TOftnWC*

©

<1

wtLU&cj asttRV

jA^es crjjx

8t»n» (f&V5>vOt.

u'Act'XtCpvn
Wits* KKUt'Ct
#AUAC* at£V'

£M

j==j

m

—

SOCOSSCK*
LtJ

W&60M

JAMES CRU2 £ 4 ^satS5£R /*T7
To 'the COVERED WACOM?

mt

PONV EXPRESS'

THE

PONY

Wf
POAJV

THi

??WErPHESs

PONY EXPRESS

~

£XPr ess„

The top row above reproduces the midget, one-, two-, three- and four-column ads from “The Pony Express” press sheet. The rest of the
page shows how you make other good newspaper ads from the same cuts or mats to advertise your show. Cuts and mats at your Paramount exchange at very low cost. And you can get the same service out of every Paramount press sheet.

Member Motion

— Will

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.-

H. Hays, President

October

31,
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Ihe Guardian (rfYouilheatre- the Watch Dog of Your Profits

CARL LAEMMLE'S UNIVERSAL

Helping Thousands of

Make
BIGGER PROFITS!
Exhibitors to

MAKES SURE PROFITS
POSSIBLE
“Best buy in my ten years in the business. Making sure profits possible for the small exhibitor.”

Damm

Theatre, Osgood, Ind.

ALLOWS ME TO MAKE A
PROFIT

ENABLES ME TO MAKE A

am

sure of a first-class program at a price
which allows me to make a profit.”
“I

Gardella Theatre, Oroville, Cal.

PROFIT
“The

price I pay for Complete Service is one
that enables me to operate with a margin of
profit for myself.”

Liberty Bell Theatre, Flemington,

W

.

Va.

ENABLED TO REOPEN
“Was taking

Now

able to reopen on
Tuesdays and operating with a nice margin for
myself.”
Star Theatre, Youngsville. Pa.
a loss.

DOUBLES PATRONAGE
“Had to discontinue mid-week shows. Now I
run them and realize a profit. Double my patronage Saturday and Sunday.”
Legion Theatre, Blunt,

MADE MORE MONEY
“When

up on their books, they
have made more money than on
any other program they could run.”
White Theatre, White, S. D.

HELPS BUILD

D.

WEAK NIGHTS

“Gives us a chance to build up our weaker
nights at no extra cost.”

Comet Theatre,

Shelton, Neb.

SHOWS A PROFIT INSTEAD
OF A LOSS
“Instead of running at a
ally

S.

exhibitors check

will find they

showed

loss,

the

month

actu-

a profit.”

Opera House, Lenora, Kan.

You Are Not Getting All the Profits Your
Theatre Can Make Unless You Have Booked
Universal’s Complete Service Contract!

«
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A

smashing record! With 8,000 theatres in
the United States and Canada showing
Educational Pictures this week, Educational
Pictures set a mark that has seldom if ever
been touched by any other program of pic- (y
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EducationalPictures ThisWfeek
WARFIELD

one of America’s Big Theatres is included in the great exchange city
houses named on these pages and in the
other key-city first-runs that have booked
xttional Pictures this week. Almost every
otheutheatre of any consequence in the land
is also^on the list of bookings^No-greater
Practically every
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FILM EXCHANGES,

1

Inc.

Member, Motion

President

'

'

>

Will

e

Picture Producers and
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First

National franchise holder
of Colorado, Knows pictures

Read
F.RST

this!

NAT.ONAL

2108

BROADWAY,

PICTURES
E

^84

CHAMPA,

PHONE:

IN

1925
September 20
,

-SSr
Mew York

tion

City

Fox:Dear Mr.
Congratulations

^
^

on

and Gr
Grand Junction

jorw
ru e to fa
runs true
exc P
with one
,

-

d
rran
Grand

j/oRSE
record for

G

junction.
Junction.
_

m ake
£fl „„ ot

HO,,s
Kindest

^

THistsoneJtors

^

regards.
,«»"«•

Yours very

truly,
rr

(Signed) H-

x NOLAN
.

Try our

IRON HORSE
every week!

—

Records fresh
Puts pep in

your Box-Office’s system!
Fox Film Gj rpo rati oil

J

October

31,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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9

A notableTIRST RUN"
READ WHAT
QUINN MARTIN
SAID IN THE
J.

G. BLYSTONE
PRODUCTION

From

New York World

the novel

It is

by

JACKSON

a

good and

satisfying pic

ture-play of the roaring West,

GREGORY

and
in

I

will take

preference

modern

it

almost any time
the

to

society film

Rialto Theatre

average

You know

drama acted

full

statues

cowboy who

of

all his

smart

audiences,

a

audiences that

“Show me!”

easily rides at the

’em!

head of

Theatre

—

plaster-of-Paris

Tom Mix is

Rialto

the

and its standing as a first-run on
Broadway. Tom Mix is playing
and taking
the Rialto this week
every audience by storm. Wise

by a cast of anemics in a living-

room

NOW PLAYING

predecessors.”

And

sit

audiences—
back and say

Tom Mix showed

he’ll

show

the

WILLIAM FOX

presents

TOM MIX
with

“The

TONY,

same

profitable results in any first -run
theatre in the land!

the

wonder

horse, in

EVERLASTING WHISPER”
fox Film Corporation

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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EVERY ELEM ENT
SHOWMEN-

HOW EASY
PROVEN SUCCESS

William
A FIVE' FOLD
FIRST
the play

LAZY

<iA

SECOND
the author

Smashing
hr

cffit

OWEN

iwriter

of countless

with

MADGE BELLAMY

THIRD
the cast

ZASU PITTS-LESLIE
recognized

FOURTH
the scenarist

FRANCES

FIFTH
the director

FRANK
producer

a ‘writer

of

fox Film Corporation

October

31,

Of

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

SURE SUCCESS

TO SELL
TO YOUR PATRONS
IT IS

Fox

presents

SUCCESS

BONES
on QBroadway

DAVIS

dramatic masterpieces

CHARLES ( BUCK) JONES

FENTON -JANE NOVAK
Stars every

one

MARION
of renown

BORZAGE
picture triumphs

fox Film Co ip oration.
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.— Will H. Hays, President
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p
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Cecil B. DeMille
“The policy of

this theatre

carefully selected pictures

—yet can

delight

has always been to show only

—Pictures that could offend no one

and entertain the most particular people.

Realizing the place the Rialto occupies in the hearts of the
theatre-goers of this section, the

made arrangements

to

management has

be the

Cecil B. DeMille
in the future in Enid,

recently

showing

all

House

of this great director

and

producer’s pictures.
It is

with a great deal of pride that

we make

the above an-

nouncement because we believe the Rialto patrons are entitled to

the best.

In addition to the

Cecil B. DeMille Productions
we will continue to show all of the FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES. The Pictures that have already made the Rialto
famous among lovers of good shows.
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RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer
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JOHN

C.

FL1NN,

Vice-President and General Manager

HIT ON THE VAUDEVILLE STAGE,
A NOW
A SCREAM ON THE SCREEN-Reserve space now for this eccentric
comedian’s series of five two-reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES, and cash in
on the laughs; starting with

“A MISFIT SAILOR”
and

“A GOOFY GOB”
YOU’LL PLAY THEM UP FOR ADDED PROFIT

TWO BANNER NAMES

OF MIRTH
A VETERAN
WITH A MIGHTY FOLLOWING
in

“SOUP TO NUTS”
and

“MY SWEDIE”
The

first

of the

two-reel

1925 - 6

series of five

CHRISTIE COMEDY fun

films starring this popular

comedian.

young

Book them —

AND KEEP THE CASH CUSTOMERS LAUGHING
Released through
u^ciZujrvajL

•THg SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

ALL THE YEAR

ROUND

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY,
Member, Motion Picture Producers and
of America. Inc.

Inc.

Distributors

Will H. Hays, President

J.

CHARLES DAVIS, 2nd
PRESENTS

MARILYN MILLS
With her Wonder Horses,
'

STAR" and “BEVERLY"

CKS

A MARILYN MILLS

Production.

VlTflL EXCHANGES, Inc

Released through

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,
218 West 42nd Street

J.

CHARLES DAVIS,

II,

President

by
J'lTAL

Inc.
New York

City

Associated exhibitors, inc.
OSCAR A- PRICE, PRESIDENT
PRESENTS

A MARSHALL NEILAN PRODUCTION
The

star

Rogers

known

St.

to every nation that

reads f In Adele

John’s famous Cosmopolitan Magazine

serial

and book novel success ^ The sky-rocketting rise of a
waif of the tenements through struggles as a motion
picture extra girl to the dizzy heights of stardom f
a Neilan cast including

Owen Moore,

Earl Williams,

Gladys Hulette, Eddie Dillon, Gladys Brockwell,
Bull

Montana

$

Produced by Celebrity

Pictures, Inc., for the fans

With

of the world

A
:

«g§!

\

4

Sky Rocket”

The

--'i

fails

is

a

BIG

ONE

boldest of black type

to convey an idea

of

its

tremendous BOX-OFFICE
VAFUES The finest of gold
lettering gives but a faint hint
its
is

CFASS

of

"The Sky Rocket”

destined to be the outstanding

coming season
Peggy Hopkins Joyce, internationally famed beauty, by her
sheer artistry in "The Sky Rocket”
success of the

takes her place with the screen’s

four

leading

Marshall

stars

Neilan,the genius

who

gave the

many of its classics,
contributes a new chapter of
screen so

three positive
STATEMENTS OF POSITIVE
fact
ait until you

achievement

y,’

W

it

T

It’s

SENSATION

a
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A

Knockout for Any

Theatre on Earth

—

A landslide at the box office.” Larch
mont Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

BUSTERI

BROWN
COMEDIES
—
Series of

Released by

52 C

12

2 Reels Each

UNIVERSAL

as part of the

ENTURY

for

COMEDIES

1925

20

•3rd
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1925
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Members

WHY
EXHIBITORS
LEAVE HOME
The

wife of one of our customers says we’re wrecking her

We asked

her why.

She

said:

“Ever

She

said:

“He

home

life.

my

husband signed up with Metro-GoldwynMayer he seldom spends a night at home any more!”

come

She

since

loves to stay

at the theatre

and watch the mone)

in.”
also

mentioned a new fur

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
It's not just

And

down
coat.

exhibitors are doing the business.

one big week.

then a big drop in receipts.

But week

after

That'S hard

week The Quality 52 keeps up

its

pace.

to do.

But we know how

to

do

it

and have proved

that.

So we

can say this to all Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exhibitors and to nev
customers who are signing up by the hundreds.

YOU made money last year with us.
We' ve shown you this Fall that we know how
Stick with

us.

The

yet to come.

best

is

to

continue

THE TALK
OF THE INDUSTRY
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

fr

EXHIBITORS

H E RAL
Qjie

Martin

independent

Publisher

Quigley,

J.

tirade P^aper

Editor

J

American Producers Hurt British Picture Industry, Says Fredman
bate in Holland Chamber Follows Introduction of Censorship Bill.

Insincere

—Warm De-

Botsford Heads Advertising Department of New Corporation Formed to Include Paramount Theatres and Aligned Houses; Holman Appointed Advertising Manager for

Famous

Players.

Public Defeats Censor Board in Legal Fight Over Showing of Constance Talmadge’s “Her
Sister From Paris” at Chicago Theatre; Patrons Approve 1,000 to 5.

Dawes Accepts Invitation to Pathe News Dinner at Hotel Plaza in New
York November 14, Celebrating Fifteenth Year of News Reel
Vital Exchanges
Elects Leo A. Price Chairman of Board of Directors.

Vice-President

—

—

Exhibitors Win Over Unions in Denver and Schenectady H. M. Warner Plays Host to
Writers in Honor of Ernst Lubitsch, Director, at De Luxe Luncheon.

Arkansas M. P. T. 0. Adopts Compromise on Music Tax; Collins Re-elected President;
Texas Organization will Meet November 17 and 18; Washington Showmen Await
Best Convention.

Two Independent

Playhouses Announced for Chicago; Karzas to Build on South Side and
Montclair Corporation on West Side
Skouras Enters Booking Combination with

—

Paramount.

New York

Two Premieres in Week, Paramount’s “The Vanishing Ameriand Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney” Tieups Will Benefit Exhibitors
Motion Picture Book Week, November 8 to 14 Selected List of Pictures.
Gets Treat with

—
—

can
in

DEPARTMENTS
What

the Picture

Did for

Love”

The Theatre
Service Talks on Pictures
“Sweet Adeline’’
“Her Sister From Paris”
“The
Best People”
“The Goose Woman”
“Closer Than
a Brother”
“The Seven Sinners”
“Sally of the
.
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.

.
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.
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.

.
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65
47
54

Sawdust.”

.

.

.

.

.

.

Short

for

Features

.

.

Index to Product Announcements
Theatre Construction and Equipment

77
82
57

.

Pictures

“The Wedding Song”

.

.

.

“A Regular Fellow”

.

.

.

“Below

The

Pictorial Section

Broadway
Purely Personal
Chicago Personalities

79

Re-Takes

38
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Vol. XXIII

49
76

39
38
44
26
60

Hollywood, by Ray Murray
New York, by John S. Spargo

Keith-Albee

.

Launches Extensive Exploitation Campaign.

.

FEATURES

63
53

.

.

_

The Film Mart
Short Features
Pantomimes Provided

New

“Paint and Powder”
“Why Women
“Exchange of Wives”
“The Wrongdoers”
“With This Ring”
“Children of the Whirlwind”
“The Winding Stair”
"Wandering Fires”
“Tessie”
“Sally, Irene and Mary”
“The Masked Bride”
New
Pictures Index, Page 56
Newspictures, Page 59.
Theatre Herald
Classified Advertising

Line”

the

Me

No. 6

Published Every Wednesday by

EXHIBITORS HERALD COMPANY
Publication Office: 407 So. Dearborn

Martin

J.

Quigley, President

Edwin

CHICAGO,

St.,
S. Clifford,

U.

S. A.,

Secretary

Telephone Harrison 9248

George Clifford,

Asst. Treasurer

All editorial and business correspondence should be addressed to the Chicago office. Edwin S. Clifford, managing editor; George Clifford,
business manager; William R. Weaver, associate editor; John S. Spargo, New York news editor.
Subscription price: United States and its possessions, $3.00 a year; Canada, $4.50 a year; other parts of the world, $6.00 a year. Single
copies, 25 cents. Other publications:
The Box Office Record, published semi-annually and Better Theatres published monthly as supplements
Exhibitors
Herald. Member Audit Board of Circulation. Copyright, 1925, by Exhibitors Herald Company.
to

NEW YORK

OFFICE

565 Fifth Ave. (Tel. Vanderbilt 3612-3613)

James Beecroft, Manager

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
5617 Hollywood Blvd. (Tel. Gladstone 3754)

Ray Murray, Manager
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Editorial
by
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Maitin J.Quigley
J

v

The

right kind of an advertising campaign, properly

Pioneer Weekly
Will Celebrate

directed,

The fifteenth anniversary of the founding of the
Pa the Weekly will he celebrated with a dinner to be
held in New York City on November 14 at which will

picture and the picture theatre.

be present a number of dignitaries in the political,
social, financial and commercial life of the nation.

nate in the choice of an executive of the experience and

This event will he one of both interest and significance. The Pathe Weekly, the pioneer motion pictorial,

undertake

but the favorable auspices under which

has developed into an institution of vast importance

taken promise big accomplishment.

in the lives of the

people of the United

States.

highest forms of

is

expression of the motion picture.

same period.
Pathe Weekly has made the world in which we live
better known and better understood. It has been for
millions a practical and the only possible substitute
It has been a distinct
for travel and sight-seeing.
nationalizing influence in making the whole of the
United States known as it actually appears and actually
exists to the people of every state, town and community.
institution in the

—

—

It

has brought knowledge and information of the out-

world back to America, contributing to internaand at the same time making better appreciated our own United States.
The anniversary of the Pathe Weekly is an event in
which the whole trade may celebrate, with pride and
side

tional amity

satisfaction.
*

first

step

has

plan to institutionalize by advertising
to the public the theatres in this group which is likely
a

and far-reaching effect.
The plan being under the direction of Mr. Samuel
Katz the industry may have a fair understanding of the
have

a great

course that

it

will take.

By means

vertising to the public the

of institutional ad-

Balaban and Katz theatres

in

Chicago have come to he considered by theatre goers as
the gold standard of entertainment value. The advertising which has been done in connection with these
theatres has given

them an

permanence in the

life of

narily

is

is

essentially of a

«

«-

fortu-

is

The work which he will
new and pioneering nature
it is

being under-

*

Williams Enters
British

Market

Right now when motion picture matters in England
have commanded for themselves the attention of the
entire cinema world, Mr. J. D. Williams, long a conspicuous figure in the American industry, appears right
in the heat

of the activity as an executive of a

British producing

new

and distributing company which

is

committed to the task of obtaining for the British picits place on the screen.
Mr. Williams will be a very helpful factor to British
film interests.
He is brilliant and aggressive and has
Mr. Williams comideas that command attention.
manded the attention of the film world for First Na-

ture

its early days by means of the Chaplin
which was based on what was then considered
sensational terms and conditions. Doubtless, if given a
free rein, he will have ideas for the British company
which will quickly put it in the limelight.

tional during

contract

Mr. Robert E. Welsh, lately retired from a contem-

M. Botsford head of
the theatre department of

of Mr. A.

Famous Players-Lasky corporation the

to

capability of Mr. Botsford.

Famous Players

Inaugural Effort
Is Notable Work

the advertising activities of

been taken in

theatre department of

*

Theatre Advertising
On National Basis
With the appointment

The

The

one of the best and
During the fifteen
years Pathe Exchange, Inc., has been publishing this
feature it has accomplished educational and cultural
results that probably cannot be boasted of by any other

news weekly

covering several hundred theatres scattered

throughout the country, can be a tremendous force in
advancing the standing and reputation of the motion

air of substantiality

the

community which

and
ordi-

only earned through long years of steady build-

ing and successful service.

porary editorship, inaugurates his association with the
business of advertising motion pictures with an advertising

insert in the current trade

notable

contribution to the long

creditable efforts that have been

The

made

announcement

advertising

papers which
list

in

of

is

a

exceedingly

in that field.

question,

which

concerns the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., production of

“The Sky Rocket,”

remarkable merchandising effort
pronounced interest in
the subject, holds the attention of the reader and is on
the whole exceedingly artistic in its effect. Advertising
can do no more.
is

in every particular.

a

It creates

*

An

exhibitor

who

*•

*

asks that his

name be withheld

writes

“Was
poses?

Play Date Bureau just for convention purWhat’s happened to it? Is it or isn’t it?”

this
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Skouras Enters
Booking Combine
With Paramount
By

JOHN

S.

SPARGO

booking combination entered into by Spyros
Skouras for the St. Louis Amusement
Company and Sam Katz for the Famous
Players Theatre Corporation which places

New

the
Ambassador, West End Lyric,
the Grand Central and the Missouri theatres in a holding company for a term of
20 years.

By

the terms of the agreement the Missouri is to be a 100 per cent Paramount
house with the New Ambassador playing
12 to 15 Paramount productions annually
and filling the remainder of the time with

other products.
This other product is
naturally expected to be chiefly First Na-

to

Side

Side

of

the houses will

be

vested in the Skouras Brothers but it is
generally believed that Paramount has reserved the right to have the final voice
in matters of importance.
It is understood that the profits of the houses will he
split 50-50 between the Skouras and the
Famous Players interests.
clause in the
agreement is said to provide that both
Famous Players and Balaban & Katz shall
keep out of the territory in which the

A

Skouras

interests operate.
It is understood
that the booking deal covers about 20
theatres in the Skouras circuit, which practically dominates the theatre situation in

Louis.

“Exhibitors Who Sell
Liable for Contracts
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BEAUMONT,

Deals Persist
Following closely upon the news that Cooney Brothers will build a new first
run theatre in Chicago’s loop, other independent theatre operators announced
two big neighborhood projects for Chicago, this week.

Karzas to Build on South Side
of the Woodlawn theatre and

Andrew Karzas, owner

the Trianon ball room,
spend $3,000,000 on the erection of a new playhouse at Seventy-ninth street
and Cottage Grove avenue. He has retained Architect John Eberson, creator
of the Capitol theatre. The house will seat 3,000.
will

rhe*Montclair Building Corporation
build

a

will

theatre at Neva and
Grand avenues in the extreme West end
of the city. The cost is estimated at $750,000. Ground will be broken in six weeks,
and it is expected that the house will open
in the early Spring.
2,200

seat

Announcement of these two indepenowned theatres divided interest in
Chicago with the opening this week of the
Ambassador theatre, a new 2,000 seat house

TEX.,

at

5825 Divi sion street.

modern house serving

the first big

is

growing

neighborhood.

Two Paramount Houses Open
Featuring the week's theatre openings in
the country was that of the magnificent
new Famous Players Metropolitan theatre
in Boston.
Among those attending were
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Laskv, S. R. Kent,
D. W. Griffith, Thomas Meighan, Lois Wilson, Tom Moore, Fay Lanphier, Lawrence
Gray, Ford Sterling, Harrison Ford, Esther
Ralston, Bessie Love, Walter Wenger, Sam
Katz, Harold B. Franklin, Dr. Hugo Reiscnfeld and Charles C. McCarthy.
The
opening and the new theatre will be fully
described in the Herald’s “Better Theatres”
section next week.

Another new

20.— As a
by H. A. Holton
Oct.

It

that rapidly

Players

Harding

chain

link
is

the

in

the

Katz-Famous

Lubliner

&

Trinz

which

consequence of the sale
of Port Arthur of his houses to the Jefferson Amusement company here the ruling
has been handed down by the board of ar-

was opened recently with elaborate ceremonies. The theatre is located at Milwaukee and Sawyer
avenues, Chicago, and seats 3,500. A com-

bitration that “exhibitors are liable for the
unfulfilled contracts on hand at the time
of the sale.”

plete description will appear in next week’s
“Better Theatres” section.

The same ruling was handed down in a
number of other cases where there was no
provision for the assumption of
contracts at the time of the sale.

existing

Bishop Will Supervise
Titles for “Irish
( Special

to

Luck

,f

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 20.— John Pealc
Bishop, new title editor for Paramount, will
supervise the titling of Thomas Meighan’s
“Irish Luck,” which is now in the cutting
room. He will be assisted by Tom J. Geraghty, supervisor of Meighan productions,
and Emmett Crozier.
“Irish Luck,” which represents approximately 12 weeks of work, was made partly
in Ireland and partly in the United States.
It is

scheduled for release

November

16.

Enter Adolph Zukor 2d
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,
J.

—

Oct. 20. Mr. and Mrs.
Zukor are receiving congratu-

on the birth of a son, Adolph, 2nd,
born October 9.
lations

theatre,

Many

Deals Rumored Pending
parts of the country came
rumors this week of negotiations for the
expansion of the Katz-Paramount chain.
From St. Louis, it was stated that while
Skouras Brothers would not entertain a

From many

proposition to part with their properties,
they would probably make an arrangement
whereby their Missouri and New Ambassa-

dor theatres
houses.

become

Paramount

first-run

Although denied, it continues to be perrumored that the Katz-Paramount

sistently

organization
properties

is

dickering for the following

Lynch

& Ruben

Site

new

theatre will seat 3,000 and as a first

run house will play day and date with the
Grand Central. Skouras’ new theatre at
Columbia and Southwest avenues will be
ready in a few weeks and wdll seat 1,500.
Plans for another $1,000,000 St. Louis theatre and apartment building have been
placed before the aldermen by Rupert &
Levine, Chicago architects.
It
will seat
3,800.
Reuben Levine of Chicago, owner,
says St. Louis men wdll handle the theatre.
Ed Rowdey and N. F. Wertheimer, officials of Robb & Rowley Enterprises, have
returned to Dallas, Tex., from San Angelo,
where they looked over the situation for
the erection of a big theatre.

From San Francisco comes the report
that T. & D. J. Corporation has acquired
a site in Oroville, Cal., on which it will
build a $200,000 house at once. E. C. Cunningham of Pacific Grove, Cal., has disposed of his interest in the Isis to the
Garden State Theatre and Realty Company which will close it permanently.

The Allens

of Toronto, formerly digreat chain of theatres across
Canada, have re-entered the Montreal
amusement field and soon will open a new
picture and vaudeville house in the new
Amherst block. The theatre structure is
under a long term lease to H. Allen. It
wdll seat 1,800. Jule and J. J. Allen and
others had about 55 theatres in Canada several years ago under the name Allen TheThe physical assets of this
atres, Ltd.
company eventually were acquired by Famous Players Canadian Corporation, Torecting

a

theatres,

& McElroy

thea-

Circuit, Chicago.

Gregory Circuit, Chicago.
Butterfield Circuit, Michigan.
other important theatre chain
activities in various parts of the country
have been reported in the last week. Famous
Players-Lasky has obtained ^control of the
Hancock Opera House of Austin, Tex.,
which for years was operated by the Novy
Brothers. This action is said to indicate
Brothers were denied a lease on
the

Now

Buys Mikado

Louis Amusement Company has purchased the Mikado Airdome site in St.
Louis and plans to build a $1,000,000 theatre
and apartment structure there within the
next few' months. The price is said to have
been $135,000, a record. Skouras said the
St.

ronto.

Finkelstein
Minneapolis.
Fitzpatrick
tres, Chicago.

Several

Eugene

the building.
The Opera House is now
closed for repairs.
H. T. Hodge is now' in complete control
of the theatres in Ballinger, Tex. Last
week he closed a deal with S. A. B. Hamilton of Abilene, paying him $12,000 for the
building in which the Fo-To-Sho is located
and the equipment in the Paramount.

dently

and Metro.

The management of

St.

Are Announced for Chicago
Andrew Karzas
Buikl on South
and Montclair Corporaon West
—Rumors Big Paramount-Katz

YORK,

Oct. 20.— Although official
confirmation is lacking, a deal was closed
last week which should settle for a long
time to come the many rumors of the
Paramount-Sam Katz activities in the St.
The deal referred to is a
Louis field.

tional

Two Independent Playhouses
tion

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

25

Council

Downs Law

Censor

to

Presentations

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA,
committee

GA.,

Oct.

will continue in

20.- The police
charge of regu-

lation of the censorship of presentation acts
and prologues of motion picture theatres,
vaudeville and legitimate theatres as a result of the defeat of a proposed ordinance

providing for such censorship for Atlanta
a few days ago. The proposal was dow-ned
in the citv council bv a vote of 24 to 7.
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1VTEW YORK Nat
^ weekend
shooting.

.

.

.

Rothstein spent the
Mass., duck
Paul Gulick couldn’t or didn’t

Duxbury,

at

go to the golf tournament and threw
Charlie
Freddy Hall away off his game.
Pettijohn says he doesn’t believe the rumor
.

.

.

is seriously thinking of leaving the
organization.
Roxy Rothafel has

that he

Hays

.

.

.

opened an office for himself in Steinway
Eddie MacManus
Hall, on 57th street.
was official scorer for J. V. Richey and Dr.
ShallenbergePs foursome at the golf tourney and did it all with one lead pencil.
Larry Boynton, erstwhile trade paper
.

.

.

.

.

.

is in
the real estate business in
Florida and is said to be sitting up nights
Sydney Cohen, also
counting money.
interested in real estate, returned from
Reginald Barker is
Florida last week.
in New York to consider offers from two

editor,

.

.

.

.

.

.

producing companies and will go back to
the Coast this week with something set.
Chester Beecroft has incorporated himself and will produce pictures on his own,
.

.

.

making them here

who

Losee,

back

to the stage, is

work

in the East.

.

.

Frank

.

deserted the screen for a return

New York

in

in pictures again.

will

Frank Stanley,

.

.

.

and

formerly publicity director of First National Eastern studios, has been made busi-

manager of the “Men of

ness

pany.

.

Europe

com-

Steel”

Charlie Christie arrived from

.

.

last

week and

will

remain

New

in

York awhile before going to the Coast.
Harvey Day refused to start playing at the
golf tournament until he had made inquiry
from the professional as to how many par
.

holes there were on the course.

.

.

Tom

.

.

.

Waller has quit the Motion Picture News
accept a position with Bob Welsh at

to

Associated Exhibitors.
is due here to begin
.

.

Dillon

Much Money”
ney Olcott

John Francis

.

work on “Too

for First National.

.

.

.

Sid-

New York

and is said to
be dickering with Producers Distributing.
Arthur Clavering, big film man from
London, arrived last week and will go to
Los Angeles to look over picture making
there.
Martin Bernheim, former man.

.

is

in

.

.

.

.

ager of Universal City studios, sailed last
week for England, France and Germany.

Sam Goldwyn arrived from the Coast
week and is willing to tell all and sundry why “Stella Dallas” is a good picture,

.

.

.

last

even before it opens at the Apollo next
month.
Dale Henshaw, producer from
the West, is in New York with two pictures.
Richard Rozvland and Robert
Lieber have sailed for home on the Beren.

.

.

.

.

.

W.

Morgan, sales manager of
from a trip over the cirall hopped up over business conditions.
Mike Levee is expected to arrive in

garia.

.

.

.

J.

P. D. C. arrived
cuit,
.

,

.

New York

next week.

Joe Seider says
will wake up
to the fact that they have got to take an

a lot of exhibitors

.

.

.

some day

own affairs,
Alexander
Grau and Dr. Nicholas Kausmann, directors of UFA, are here from Germany on a
interest in their

visit.

.

.

.

— SPARGO.

the scene above
Douglas Fairbanks is
shown as he appears
in a sequence of “The
Black Pirate,” which
he is making in the
Coast studio. He
again demonstrates
In

his

skill

with

the

At the center
on
appears
a
he
scantily vegetated
foils.

part

of

the

desert

which plays a great
part in the story of

“The Black

Pirate.”

Fairbanks

has

bought a famous old
windjammer in San
Francisco
built
in
Brewer, Me., in 1877.
It was towed to Los
Angeles, where it was
fitted for its role as
a “pirate ship.”

One
aiding

of the experts

Fairbanks

the picture

is

in

Dwight

Franklin, an authority

on
piracy.
Anders
Randolf has been
signed to design costumes.

October

31,
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Insincere U. S. Producers

Associated Exhibitors
Schulberg

May Absorb

Hurt

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

20.— Nego-

tiations are pending for Associated Exhibitors to take over the
distribution of B. P. Schulberg
productions. Schulberg, it is reported, is to go to Metro as a

director.

Existing contracts with state
exchanges may block the
Associated Exhibitors deal and in
right

that case J. G.

Bachmann

is

ex-

pected to carry on as an independent national distributor.

Rogers Fights
Sunday Law; Two
in Urbana Closed
&

R. Enterprises are hoping to
overcome the opposition now existing for
the opening of the Fair theatre, Amarillo,
Tex. Ross D. Rogers, head of the company, has opened a vigorous campaign
against the principle of Sunday closing as
well as against the actual situation.
Upon opening his theatre September 20
he made a public announcement in the
Daily News that “The Ten Commandments” would be shown. In the announcement he stated that at the present time
“there are 40 towns in the state which have
Sunday shows” and therefore there is no
reason that Amarillo should be deprived by
a law that does not affect all cities in the
state. After he opened the house he was

D. F.

arrested and fined.

Judge Franklin H. Boggs of the. Champaign circuit court issued the injunction
October 17 which has been threatened since
the victory of the two Urbana theatres in
a hearing before the police magistrate a

weeks ago. The injunction closes
two motion picture houses on
Sunday temporarily until the appeal of the
City of Urbana is heard in the January
term of the circuit court. G. C. Freeman
and E. E. Alger are the showmen affected

few

Urbana’s

by the injunction.

Annual K. C. Golf Meet
Has Large T urnout
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 20.— From
territory
all corners of the Kansas City
came golfers for the annual exhibitors and
inter-exchange golf tournament, which was
played over the Lakewood Golf and Country Club course Monday. The tournament

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

surpassed any previous event of its type.
The winners were Harry Taylor, Universal
branch manager; Leon Abrahams; T. O. Byerle,
F N. branch manager; Roland Thompson, Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.; Edward Dubinsky,
Lambert, Metro-Goldwyn-

Regent theatre, O. H.
Mayer; C. A. Schultz,
R.

C.

P. D. C. branch manager;
Libeau, Paramount stock manager.

Goldman

Suit

Ended

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 20.— William
Goldman has dismissed the $250,000 damage suit against the Metropolitan Theatre
company, Harry Koplar, et al. The issues
were settled out of court.

ST.

LOUIS,

MO.,

W. M. Smith Dead
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

20.—W. M.
Oct.
Smith, locally prominent as a motion picture theatre manager, died here Oct. 10.

TULSA,

OKLA.,

27

Bad Faith

of

U.

Britain,

Says Fredman

Americans May Result in Kontingent Forcing
Market to Accept British Pictures,

S.

London Editor

Declares

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of “The Film Renter,” London, has written a
sharp criticism of the attitude of the American producer toward the British
film situation which will appear in an early issue of that publication.

Fredman Charges Bad Faith
Mr. Fredman charges American producers with full responsibility for the
adverse situation which is developing there. He asserts that they have not
acted in good faith in their assurances of their willingness to help British pictures and that the probable result will be the placing of a kontingent which
will force the American market to accept a certain number of British-made
pictures.

The British editor deplores the refusal
“The Only Way” for distribution in

of

America, describing this production as “the
best British film ever produced.”
Following a severe arraignment of the
American producer’s attitude toward British film interests, he concludes with the
following
a tremendous pity the whole matter is, because the criticism that is being
directed, and more surely will be directed,
against the American picture hits the whole
industry, and nobody harder than the exhibitor. For years this journal has, in common with the whole leaders of the British
industry, entreated America to look at our
pictures and encourage their production by
putting them on the American market.

Says Lack of Sincerity Hurts
“Admittedly they have not all been good,
but some of them have been very worthIt would not have required any
while.
great amount of courage for a half-a-dozen
of the leading concerns on the other side
to make a friendly gesture; instead of
which they have merely handed us empty,
meaningless speeches. The lack of sin-

what hurts.
“The way American leaders come over

cerity is

here and talk utterly insincere phrases is
becoming nothing short of a scandal. The
British manufacturers have asked for bread

and been handed talk. That is what it
comes to, and now there are more than dissigns that there will be

in

the next

few weeks a virulent campaign launched
against American pictures as a whole, culminating in the kontingent system that will
force American companies to market our
pictures.

“As I have said, what a pity that there
has not been someone with vision to have
foreseen this on the other side. If such

shown

here.

Opposition to the

a

bill

bill

centers

Fears that the local censors would “run
wild” and force theatres to close their
doors are based on an assertion by one
man in the Chamber that “God does not
want His word taught in dumb prints.”

Robbers Await Him; He
Opens Safe; $1,350 Goes
Three men compelled Nathan Rittenberg
open the safe of the Keystone theatre,
2912 Sheridan road, Chicago, October 19,
whereupon they stole $1,350. Upon the
to

arrival of the robbers Rittenberg was not
in his theatre. The employes were forced
into a small office where all waited for
the proprietor for a half hour.

Skouras Plays Host
to Group of Film

THE HAGUE,
governmental

Oct.

20—Warm

censorship

of

debate

motion

Louella Parsons
Takes Role of Prophet

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Oct. 20.— Charles
Skouras was host at a banquet a few days
ago when Felix F. Feist, general manager
E. Flynn,
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, J.
district manager, A. W. Smith, Jr., First
National, New York, and Harry Weiss,

manager of the
were guests.

local First

Oct.

20.— In

National

office,

May Have New Light on
Taylor Death Mystery
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 20.— The office

of the district attorney here reports that
it
has discovered what it believes is a
new clue to the mysterious death of William Desmond Taylor, motion picture
director.

Weds Daughter
( Special

to

of Hirsh

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Men

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Censorship Bill
Fought in Holland

NEW

of

on a clause empowering municipal councils to institute a local censorship on pictures which already have passed the state

a campaign is started American manufacturers have only themselves to blame.”

over

introduction

which would bar most American pictures,
which constitute 80 per cent of the films

censor.

“What

tinct

followed

pictures

a

signed statement appearing in the
Morning Telegraph, Louella Parsons predicts a merger between
Famous Players and First National early in November. Officials
of the two companies declined to
treat the story seriously enough
to comment.

YORK, Oct. 20.— Sylvia Hirsh
daughter of Nathan Hirsh, president of the
Aywon Film company, was married last
Monday to Henry R. Arias, well known in
the export end of the film business.
Thornby Directs Again

HOLLYWOOD. — Robert
the

studios

connection
director.

for

with

Thornby, absent from
almost two years, has made a
Educational, in the capacity of
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Botsford Heads Advertising for
Famous B. & K. Firm
W Organize and Direct Department for New Theatre Corporation—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

ill

W ith

Paramount

—

YORK, Oct. 20. A. M. Botsford, appointed to take charge of
the advertising department of the new corporation which will be
formed to control the operation of the theatres now aligned with
Famous Players-Lasky throughout the country, will leave his post as
advertising manager for Famous November 1 to begin his new duties.
Botsford has been advertising manager four years.
USSELL HOLMAN, who has been Sam Katz, and the time Katz broke a shoelace in the Hotel Ambassador, which of
Botsford’s assistant, now becomes Facourse is perfect when you are handing a
mous’ advertising manager.
The department which Botsford will fellow a wedding present.
organize and direct will supervise all
Blumenstock Makes Presentation
advertising of the individual theatres
“Bots” said thanks to each present and
and will conduct an institutional camwas typically modest about his new
paign which will be the first of a series
honors, preferring to read a speech from
of campaigns of national scope.
Holman are Russell Holman rather than make one of
Botsford
and
Both
his own.
widely known among national advertisBy way of acceptance for
everything he got off one of his “nuters, the layouts from their department
comedy” speeches about bricklaying which
having won highest honors in competiIn appointing Holman
tive exhibitions.
was the biggest laugh of the whole show.
as advertising manager Sidney R. Kent,
Mort. Blumenstock made the presentageneral manager of Famous, declared he
tion to Holman through “Bots,” who was
had evidenced a keen sense of advertisthere as his proxy. Mort touched on cering values.
tain technicalities of law and contempt of
( Pictures of Botsford and Holman will be found
court, which makes a good story, if you’ve
in the Pictorial Section.)
ever heard him tell it.
An inventory of the stock collected by
Botsford and Holman
“Bots” showed he now has one Russian
Honored by A. M. P. A.
samovar in hammered brass with sugar
bowl and cream pitcher and tray to match,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
one musical cigaret box, and a handsome
NEW YORK, Oct. 20. Owing to the perfume
set for the bride.
Which on the
fact that A. M. Botsford appeared at the
by and large wasn’t such a bad day for
meeting of the A. M. P. A. at the Hof“Bots.”
Brau last Thursday, and Russel Holman
didn’t, it was “Botsford Day” instead of
B &
Will Manage All
“Botsford-Holman Day” as it had origi-

N
R

—

K

nally been planned.
Following the luncheon, which was
more spirited than usual owing to one of
the non-gentile members rising on a point
of order to object to pork and beans on a
table d’hote menu
but that’s overlooking
something
When the squawk about pork
on the program came up the speaker had
opposition from an unexpected source in
the person of S. Charles Einfeld, who retorted that the speaker could take it or
leave it
Which was big and broad of
Charlie, but didn’t go far toward clearing
the atmosphere.

—

!

!

Allvine

Solves

Dilemma

Glen

Allvine, newly elected president,
made a beautiful gesture which settled the
whole matter, by having the waiter bring
an a la carte menu.
Then the president announced that the
guest of honor was A. M. Botsford and
called upon Paul Gulick to present “Bots”
with a gift from the A. M. P. A. in
recognition of his services as former
president.
Nat Rothstein presented a gift
from the association to “Bots’ in recognition of “Bots’ ” promotion to the head of
the advertising department of the new
theatre corporation under which Balaban
& Katz is managing the Paramount

houses.

Glendon Allvine had appointed himself

Famous Players Theatres
All stock of the

HE

knew how

it felt and he was sensitive, too,
and a fellow doesn’t like it, and “Bots”
wouldn’t either, and so on, and on. Any-

way Danny made

a nice serious talk about

corporation to be

consideration of a part of the profits to be
derived therefrom, it is announced in a
letter sent all B. & K. stockholders, giving
details
of the transaction. All theatre
properties of Famous will be vested in the
new corporation, under a ten-year agreement between the two corporations.
A second corporation will be formed
which will be a medium of further expansion of the two concerns, all stock in this
second corporation to be owned equally by

members.
More will
no doubt. Membership is not
limited, there are no dues, there
are no fixed meeting dates, and
there is no clubhouse. The only
requirement for membership is a
handshake and a hearty word of
cheer for the fellow who needs it.
original

Special Field Men
Hear A. E. Plans
at Three Day Meet
Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. —An appropria(Special to Exhibitors

20.

tion of $150,000 was voted for exploitation of the Peggy Joyce production, “The
Sky Rocket,” recently taken over for distribution by Associated Exhibitors, it

was disclosed by General Manager John
S.

ment.”

Nearly Loses Life

the

was

to attend.

Adventists See Naught

But Evil in Attending
Motion Picture Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,

IA„ Oct. 20.— Seventh Day Adventists, meeting here in
world council recently, adopted a resolution that said:
“This council declares its emphatic
disapproval of attending moving picture shows and other questionable places
of amusement and calls upon our church
workers and lay members young and old
to refrain from this evil practice.”

De

in

Mille Returns All
Manuscripts Unopened
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N. B„ Oct. 20.— Louis McCourt, projection operator, was snatched
from a terrible death October 15 when he
tried heroically to subdue flames in the
Empress theatre where he was employed.
Firemen rescued him after he had lost
theatre

first

was unable

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The

week.

time.
of the five special representatives
of Associated Exhibitors were present;
they were instructed with regard to the
taking over of towns of less than 2,500
heretofore sold for the company by
Pathe, and of the increase in the sales
organization.
Of the special field force
in
attendance
were Claude C. Ezell,
Floyd Lewis, Harry E. Lotz, and Melville
E. Maxwell. Oren F. Woody, on the Coast

CULVER

JOHN,

consciousness.
destroyed.

last

Four

Effort to Fight Fire
ST.

Woody

At a conference lasting three days the
special field force of the company was
instructed by Woody and Jay A. Gove,
sales manager, of the details for the new
selling and administrative policy of the
company. There the plans for the second group of 1925-26 were outlined for

“It

poration, in his statement, that the reputation of the organization for efficient
management has thus been nationally
recognized and it is believed that the
agreement will result in material advantages to your corporation and additional
opportunities
for growth and develop-

20.— The

join,

&

K. and Famous.
is a source of gratification to your
board of directors,” says Herbert L.
Stern, president of Balaban & Katz CorB.

to present the third gift to “Bots” in honor
of his recent marriage, but Joe Dannen-

berg, also a newlywed, pleaded that out of
sympathy of “Bots,”
wanted to make
the presentation because he didn’t think
that any wise quips were in order about
anything so tender, so sentimental, he

new

formed in the Famous Players-Balaban &
Katz Corporation deal will be owned by
Famous but Balaban & Katz Corporation
will manage and operate all the theatres in

Oct.

time was 5:00 A. M. The place
was a fog-obscured location for
scenes in “The Splendid Road.”
The persons were Anna Q. Nilsson, Edward Earle and De Witt
Jennings.
Each looked at the
other and said, “You’re looking
great.”
Then each agreed that
filmland needed a “ Buck-up ” club,
whereupon and without more ado
it was formed.
To date there are but the three

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

1925

They Met, Shivered, and
Formed the “Buck-up” Club

—

Holman Gets His Post

31,

totally

a

federal

Famous

CITY,

court

Oct.
decision

20— Following
in

favor

of

Players-Lasky in connection
with a suit regarding authorship brought
against a picture directed by Cecil B.
DeMille, the DeMille studios recently
announced that all scenarios submitted
arc being returned unopened.

;

)

October

31,

:
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Connecticut Tax
Fight Will Go to
U. S. Supreme Court

Public Routs Censor Board
in

application is based on the theory that the court
disposed of the case on the theory that the statute
was passed in the exercise of the police power; but
the court decided that whether the act was passed
in the exercise of the police power or the taxing
power, it was valid.”
The signers of the decision are Henry Wade

Henry Goddard

Rogers,

1.000 to 5 After Chief of Police Threatens
to Revoke Theatre License

HAVEN, CONN.,

pet. 20.— It
is expected that an appeal will be taken
within the next day or two by the American Feature Film company and the Fox
Film Corporation to the United States
Supreme Court in the proceedings to determine the validity of Connecticut’s motion picture tax and censorship law
following denial of a plea for rehearing before the special federal court. After the
filing of the decision, Benedict M. HoldHartford, Conn., associated with
en,
George W. Wickersham as counsel for
the motion picture companies involved,
stated that an appeal to the United
State Supreme Court would be filed withThe text of the decision
in a few days.
denying rehearing follows:
“The motion for reargument is denied. The

anti

Thomas

Thatcher,

federal judges constituting the special court provided for by federal law to decide the constitutionality of state laws.

M. P.

T.

O

.

Will Urge

Public opinion, not censorship boards, once more has shown itself the only
true censor of motion pictures. When Chief of Police Morgan Collins and
Mrs. Mabel Rockwell, chief city censor, attacked Constance Talmadge’s First
National picture, “Her Sister from Paris,” showing at Balaban & Katz’s
Chicago theatre the week of October 11, the public registered its disapproval
of the city’s stand not only by voting overwhelmingly in favor of the showing
of the picture, but also by breaking all attendance records of the house except
for holiday weeks.

Police Chief Backs

when

Here

D. C„ Oct. 20.—
O. A. will be represented
by a committee of four R. F. Woodhull, president; Sydney S. Cohen, chairman of the board of directors; A. Julian Brylawski, chairman of the administrative committee, and Joseph M. Seider, chairman of the arbitration and conat the tax reduction
tract committee
hearing before the House Ways and
Means committee here October 24.

—

—

When

oral argument has closed the exhibitors’ committee will file a brief with
the legislature.

issued.

P.-D.-C. Bookings

Ward
(

to

Good

Handle Arrows

Special to Exhibitors Herald

NEW

YORK, Oct. 20.— W. T. Morgan,
manager of Producers Distributing
Corporation, returned here this week from
sales

a business

trip

into

the

Midwestern and Southern

Eastern,
districts,

management

defied the city after refusal to issue a permit.

how

its

the public emphatically exapproval of the picture

Twelve thousand ballots were
distributed to patrons, bearing the
simple, unbiased question, “Should
the Picture be Shown?” and calling for a reply by marking a cross
under either “Yes” or “No”. The
result was a vote in the proportion of 1,000 in favor of the picture to only five against.
Two juries in Superior Court
recommended a permit be ordered
for the showing of the picture.
Newspapers sided with the producer and exhibitor.
Dozens of letters expressing
approval were received at the
Chicago theatre offices.
Beside breaking weekly attendance records the audiences
packed the house to capacity at
11 a. m. and 6 p. m., usually the
lightest attendance hours.

WASHINGTON,

just

is

pressed

Tax Abolition

“Nothing will be left undone in order
properly to present to Congress the theatre owners’ plea for relief from the admission tax,” Seider says in part in a
statement of the committee’s activities

the theatre

But the police chief instead ordered issuance of the permit after the producers
had agreed to make seven minor changes in the picture, all except one being
merely deletions or alterations in subtitles.

A. Committee

P. T.

Down

In a verbal and legal tilt the police chief threatened to demand revocation
of the theatre’s license, threatened arrest or summons of Balaban and Katz, and
urged the censorship board to take action for daily confiscation of the picture,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The M.

Chicago Theatre Battle

Audience Votes Approval of Constance Talmadge Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
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The
on

fight

Sunday,

began before the picture opened
October 11. Mrs. Rockwell

recommended

to Chief Collins that the picture be deleted in a score or more places.
Collins then refused to grant an exhibition
permit. Elmer L. Leesman, attorney for
First National, petitioned Judge Hugo Pam
of the Superior Court for a writ of mandamus which would order issuance of the
permit, and it would have been granted
but for the appeal of the City of Chicago
which held it up pending hearing of the
appeal in appellate court.

til

Collins had agreed to withhold action una person from the city hall sanctioned

by both him and Balaban & Katz could
view the picture and report it. Collins was
shown that the group of censors who act
as his representatives in the city’s censorship activities are not a representative
group of citizens. Finally it was agreed
that an assistant in the office of Corporation Counsel Francis X. Busch be selected
to view the picture as a disinterested person.
Following his recommendation the
seven cuts were made, the city agreed to
the issuance of the permit, Judge Pam consented to vacate judgment and the appeal

was dropped.

When Collins appealed to the corporation
counsel for advice while the issue was at
its height, Busch said, “The film cannot be
shown lawfully in Chicago the duty to
prevent the showing is mandatory.” Collins declared he would telegraph Mayor
Dever at Pittsburgh, asking him to revoke
;

the theatre’s license.

Barney Balaban then appealed

to Collins

withhold action until the matter could
be considered further.
to

“We saw the picture when it first reached
the city several weeks ago,” Balaban said,
“viewing it as we view all pictures before
exhibition, and had no thought of its being
cut, let alone banned by the censors.
It
was so obviously a farce with humor as
its outstanding quality that it never occurred to us that we were viewing a picture which the censors might attempt to
kill.”

Central,

and

re-

ported that many exhibitors in these districts are booking the entire list of 37 pictures on the present Pro-Dis-Co schedule.
The report says that a number of contracts
have been signed with first run houses in
what has heretofore been considered
“closed” territory.
W. E. Shallenberger, president of ArrowPictures Corporation, announces the signing of a contract with W. D. Ward, president, and general manager of W. D. Ward
Productions, Detroit, Mich., for the distribution of the 24 Golden Arrow features
in the section of Michigan served by Detroit exchanges.
Pathe, Ltd., has signed a contract with
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of Red
Seal, for the distribution of the Ko-Ko
Song Car-Tunes in Great Britain.

PATRON’S BALLOT ON
Chicago Theatre Engagement

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

in

“Her Sister From Paris”
Should the Picture be Shown?

Sample of ballots
signed by patrons
of the Chicago
theatre in regisapproval
tering
of the Constance

Talmadge pic“Her Sister

ture,

from Pari s,”
which was the
center of a dispute with the
city’s censorship
board.
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Fifteen Years

with the

Pathe News

Camera
The

15th anniversary of the
founding of the Pathe News
will be celebrated November 14

Indian Durbar, 1912

when
will

a list of distinguished men
gather at the Hotel Plaza,

New

York, to pay tribute to the
Estate.”
Scenes here
taken by the Pathe camera each
year beginning with the expedition of Ex-President Roosevelt
to Africa in 1910, to the departure of the ZR-3 for United
States, 1925.
“Fifth

Roosevelt in Africa,

1910

Belgian infantry going to

Coronation of King George, 1911

front,

1914

Outbreak of Russian Revolution. 1917

Irish

Free State Troops Fighting Rebels, Dublin, 1920

After the Earthquake. Fire, Japan.

1923

San

Francisco

Armistice

Pacific

Celebration,

Burying

Arrival

Pan

New York

Unknown

Soldier,

City,

M exico—— Villa

1915

Exposition.

1918

1921

of World Flyers, Paris, 1924

Launching Border Raid,

Germans Receive Treaty,

After

the

Fire,

ZR-3 Ready

Smyrna,

to

Sail

Asia

to

Versailles,

Minor,

1916

1919

1922

United States, 1925

;

October

31,

:
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Dawes Will Attend Pathe Dinner
for

News

Reel’s 15th Birthday
the most accurate reporter of news
and events that the world has ever known.
It has ceased to be merely an entertainIt is to
ment. It is now an institution.
emphasize and honor this achievement that

come

Leaders
Will Help Observe
Event on Nov 14

Nation

s

the dinner

tendered.”

is

.

N

EW

Recalling the history of the news

YORK,

Oct. 20.— The tribute paid
the fifth estate by the large and representative list of distinguished men, headed by Vice-President Charles G. Dawes,
who have accepted invitations to attend
the dinner marking the fifteenth anniversary of news reels, which will be held under
the auspices of Pathe News at the Hotel
Plaza in New York November 14, is one of

“Since the inception of the news reel
years ago, when news in motion
pictures was first systematically assembled
fifteen

and released on the

That so many leaders in public affairs
outside the motion picture industry as the
Vice-President, cabinet members, foreign
ambassadors, governors of states, senators
and congressmen, and renowned financial,
scientific

tion,

List of Dinner Guests

The list of illustrious men who have announced their intention of paying tribute
to the news reel on November 14 includes,

(Copyright,

Underwood & Underwood)

Vice-President Charles G. Dawes,
who has accepted an invitation
of Pathe News to attend a dinner Nov. 14 at the Hotel Plaza,
New York, marking the fifteenth
anniversary of news reels.

in addition to the vice-president,

such notables as Curtis D. Wilbur, secretary of the
navy; Hubert Work, secretary of the in-

of the air service; Major General
Charles P. Summerall, commanding the
Second Corps Area, which includes New

Senor Don Manuel C. Tellez, Mexican ambassador to the United States; Baron Ago von Maltzan, German ambassador; Ralph O. Brewster, governor of
Maine; Alfred E. Smith, governor of New
York; E. Lee Trinkle, governor of Virginia; United States Senator Coleman DuPont; United States Senator Royal S.
Copeland Thomas A. Edison, pioneer film
inventor;
Chauncey Depew; Owen D.
Young; Frank Hedley, president of Interborough Rapid Transit Company; W. W.

York

terior,

;

Atterbury,

Pennsylvania railroad; P. C.
Crowley, New York Central lines; William
Greene, president American Federation of

Labor

Dwight F. Davis, newly named
secretary of war; Mayor James M. Curley
of Boston; Frank D. Waterman, Republican mayoralty candidate for New York;
James J. Walker, Democratic mayoralty
nominee for New York; Dr. L. W. Rowe,
director-general of Pan-American Union
Franklin Adams, counsellor of Pan-American Union John Olive LaGorce, associate
;

;

editor of National Geographic Society, and
Melville E. Stone, counsellor of the Associated Press.

The United States navy will be represented by Rear Admiral Charles P. Plunkett, commandant of the First Naval District; Admiral Robinson, chief of naval
operations; Rear Admiral W. A. Moffett,
chief of the bureau of aeronautics; Admiral Leigh Palmer; Rear Admiral William S. Benson, retired; Major General
John

A. Lejeune, commandant, Marine
Corps; Captain Walter Cherardi, aid to the
secretary of the navy; and Mr. T. V.
O’Connor, chairman of the United States
Shippping Board.

The army will be brilliantly represented
by Major General John L. Hines, chief of
staff; Major General Mason M. Patrick,

screen, the

news

reel

has grown tremendously in importance as a
disseminator of up-to-the-minute news to
the public. Originally, the Pathe News was
knows as the Pathe Weekly and issued once
Eleven years ago, when I took
a week.

the most significant and outstanding events
in the history of the screen.

and professional men of the naincluding chief executive officers of
the army and navy, should realize the import of this occasion and the notable
achievement in screen journalism which it
commemorates, proves conclusively the
prominent place the news reel holds in the
minds of the people of the United States.

reel,

Mr. Cohen said

chief

City.

Train Chartered
on the Pennsylvania railroad has been chartered by Pathe News to
convey the cabinet members, ambassadors
and other prominent officials to the dinner.
This train will leave the Union Station in
Washington at 1 p. m., November 14. It
Special

A

special train

Two

floors
will return the following day.
have been engaged in the Hotel Plaza for
the convenience of the distinguished guests.

Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News,
announced that the dinner at the Hotel
Plaza is intended to emphasize the importance of the fifteenth anniversary of news
dissemination by motion pictures.
“Twenty-five years ago the flickering and
the
uncertain
cinematograph
showing
horse-drawn fire engine responding to a
fire aroused a wave of enthusiasm,” declared Mr. Cohen.
“Ten years later science had eliminated the eye-tiring, uncertain and cloudy projection of moving pictures.
Charles Pathe was the pioneer in
the news film field.
He was the first to
perceive the miraculous possibilities of the
motion picture camera as the world’s most
accurate reporter.
It was then that the
first attempt was made to organize a world-

wide news

film service.

Every Corner of World Reached
“The development of the ordinary caminto motion picture portrayal had
the African jungles almost as familiar to the peoples of the world as the
Strand in London or Broadway in
York. The news film has reached every
corner of the world during the last fifteen
years.
The news film serves millions of
subscribers in the farthest corners of the
world.
It speaks the universal language.
It reaches all grades of mentality with the
same perfection of accuracy. It has be-

era

made

New

charge, the camera staff consisted of five
men, all located in the United States. For
foreign news events we depended upon our
contact with the Pathe Journal of France,
but this proved highly unsatisfactory. News
events photographed by foreign cameramen
were entirely lacking in the American
viewpoint, as might be expected, so it was
necessary for us to establish a staff of

cameramen working under our own inToday
structions throughout the world.

we have a grand
1,100

cameramen

—

total

—

of

staff,

approximately

and
semi-staff
in all parts of

correspondents stationed
the world.
drains, Steamers, Airplanes Used
“The task of turning out two issues of
Pathe News each week 104 each year is
of a magnitude that few outside the busiThe mere directing of
ness appreciate.

—

—

the activities of 1,100 cameramen is one
that requires a detailed knowledge of
travel and communication conditions in the
remote parts of the earth as well as in
The sensing of a
well settled countries.
big story in some apparently minor preliminary manifestation and the task of getting
men on the job rapidly enough to cover it
thoroughly from all angles are things that
can be gained only by experience and study.

“Further more it is not enough merely
We must
photograph these events.
have means of rushing the negative immediately to New York in order that it
may be distributed to the public. In order
to

to insure this rapid delivery

and handling,

has been necessary for us to take the
matter of communication into our own
hands. If trains or steamers are not availit

able,

airplanes

Sometimes

all

are called into
three are called

service.

upon

to

provide speedy work.

“Through
news reel

the combined efforts behind
as exemplified by Pathe News,
public today may see events of the
moment on the screen of their local theatres as soon and often sooner than the
daily newspapers can show pictures of the
happenings. So great a factor is the news
reel in the field of motion pictures that no
program is considered complete without a
news reel of topical events.”
the
the

Neilan, Blanche Sweet,
In Chicago on Way East
Marshall Neilan, head of Marshall
Neilan Productions; Blanche Sweet, who
has just signed to star for First National,
and Benjamin Glazer, screen
Goldwyn - Mayer,
Chicago October 19 on
their way to New York from the West

writer for Metro

stopped

Coast.

off

in

:
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OFFICERS OF VITAL EXCHANGES,

INC. Left to right: Leo A. Price, chairman of the board of directors;
Senator Abraham Kaplan, general counsel ; Arthur L. Price, vice-president ; and Walter S. Cohen, secretarytreasurer.

Leo A. Price Named Chairman
of Vital Exchanges Board
Executive of Associated Banking Corporation Will Concern Himself
With Finanical Operation of Neiv Company
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

—

EW

YORK, Oct. 20. Leo A. Price, executive of Associated Banking Corporation, has become associated with Vital Exchanges,
Inc., as chairman of the board of directors, it is announced by
David R. Hochreich, president of the recently formed national distributing organization. Price will concern himself particularly with the financial operation of the corporation, having little to do with the actual sales
policy, but being personally interested in the affairs of the company.
TWETAILS

of the deal for distribution

of
Davis Distributing Company
product have been completed by Vital
Exchanges.
Seventeen exchanges are
ready to serve territorial exhibitors and
14 more will be in operation by No-

vember

1.

Monetary Strength Added
“I
am pleased to announce our
agreement with Leo A. Price and his
group of associates,”
have with us in
the operation of our company such
men as Arthur A. Price, Senator Abraham Kaplan, who will act as general
counsel of Vital Exchanges; Leo A.
Price, now chairman of the board of
directors, and Walter Cohen, appointed

particularly

Hochreich

all

sales

and

business policies.
Started as Office

Boy

“Leo Price personally is one
most respected men in financial
an

executive

of

of

the

circles.

Associated

Banking Corporation, a director in various financial institutions and a respected
citizen in his community.
Years ago he
started as an office boy with Abram &
Straus, later joining M. & C. Mayer, and
after that Ridley

&

&

Son.

From

the lat-

company, he went with R. H. White
Co., of Boston, and finally became

president of Rotherberg’s
Street Store.”

Hochreich

and

his

Fourteenth

assistant,

ML on

Olcott to Direct Six
Pictures for Pro-Dis-Co.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 20. — Sidney
Olcott

is to direct a series of six pictures for Producers Distributing Corporation, each with an all-star cast, it

has been announced.

Lane

London
— Lupino

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
20.
Oct.

HOLLYWOOD,

Lane, Educational comedian, leaves here
December 1 for London, where he will
again appear in musical comedy.

for Fall

Banquet

Deibel Toastmaster

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct. 20.

— Unless

the

ex-

ecutives, office men, et cet., of the producing and distributing companies, for whom
the twice a year golf tournaments were
inaugurated, watch their steps, the whole

get away from them and go
exhibiting end of the industry.
Which might not be a bad thing at all.
'Of the 120-odd players and many of
them were odd in their playing who attended the Fall Film Golf Tournament last
week at Winged Foot Golf Club, upwards
And if
of 20 of them were exhibitors.
you don’t think those birds went after
the trophies, take a peep at the names of
Christy Diebel, Harrv Brandt, Bernard, Fly
Gainsboro, Arthur Hirsch, Lee Gainsboro,
Lou Geller, and a few of the others.
The day’s festivities closed with a banquet in the evening, at which Christy Deibel, the Youngstown, Ohio, theatre owner,
acted as temporary toast master and in-oducod E. A. Eschmann, who distributed
Following are the awards
the prizes.
Low net (Reuben Samuels Cup) by T. C.

works
to

actual control and decide

ter

for

vertising

N. Y. Golf Honors to Exhibitors
Film Tournament— Day’s Playing Followed by
120 Turn Out

“We

“Price, Kaplan and Cohen add not
only monetary strength to the company, but come into it with the reputation of being real financiers.
They will
contain themselves primarily with the
financial operations while I will have

is

leave

fine

said.

our secretary-treasurer.

He

the West _Coast
Thursday to complete the national exchange chain, and the entire office personnel will be announced on their re-

Ivempner,

Hochreich said. An intensive adcampaign will follow.
Vital
Exchanges is an entirely separate corporation from Davis Distributing Division and will have individual offices and be controlled by a separate
group, it was announced.
turn,

will

the

—

—

Young with a score of 75.
Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange Cup) by
Mitchell May at toss of coin with Walter Scheiber.
Score, 77.
Low gross (Warner Bros. Cup) by Chris Deibel,
with a score of 88.
Low gross runner-up (M. P. News Cup) by
E. P. Curtis with a score of 91.

Leg on The Film Daily Cup by Chris Deibel
with a score of 88.
Jules Mastbaum Cup for lowest exhibitor score
by Chris Deibel with a score of 88.
F. B. O. Cup for birdie by Walter Scheiber
after a toss of coin to decide between Scheiber,
Paul FI. Cohen, William H. Rabell and E. P.
Curtis.

Carl Laemmle Cup
Hammons.
J.

P.

Muller

for

Placque

putting

offered

by

as

special

by Harry Brandt after

York exhibitor

prize

of coin on
Class

with Bernard Edelhertz.

tie

A— Range

acker

Cup)

of 92.
Class

by

70-100

William

(Watterson

H.

Rabell

R.

with

(Arthur W.
—range 101-120
Kane with score of
Class C— range 121-170 (Jack Cosman
Hy Gainsboro with score of

B

Cup) by Arthur

Earl

S.

W.

New
toss

Rothscore

Stebbins
105.

Cup) by

121.

Pat Garyn, Paul H.
of foursomes:
Cohen, G. E. Berry, W. K. Scott, Harry Brandt,
Jacob Glucksmann, Arthur Hirsch, Lee Gainsboro, Jack Kreh, George Wilson, Elmer Pearson,
V. Ritchey, A. L. Pratchett, G. H. Oliphant,
J.
W.
J. S. Dickerson, Bill Nolan, Dan W. Fish, F.
Crosbie, Arthur G. Whyte, Walter Scheiber, Lee
A. Ochs, D. J. Chatkin, E. P. Curtis, Earl W.
Hammons, Stanley Hand, Kenneth Harris, E. A.
Golden, C. C. Griffin, S. R. Burns, W. B. Frank,
Gene Picker, Louis Brock and Mr. Casey.
Runners-up in their foursomes; Henry Creske.
Arthur Brilant, Hyman Winik, Lou Geller. Eugene Hatscheck, Albert Sawtell, Nat G. RothTheiss, Eddie Eschmann, John S.
stein, John
Spargo, Samuel Rubenstein, W. Scott, Richard
Anderson, E. L. Smith, John Humm, Walter
Futter, Chester E. Sawyer, Cy Fields, Joe Hornstein, W. F. Clarke, Mitchell May, Lon Young,
Bobby North, Joe Miles. H. M. Scully and
Messrs. Cummings, Mitchell, Bunn anti Wheeler.

Winners

”

;

:
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Maude Adams

to Enter
Films in ‘Kim/* Meador
Says on Leaving U. S.

NEW

— Maude

Adams

Scale Will

Case

Oct. 20.

will enter

John

S.

Robertson will produce the

pic-

ture in “India” upon his completion of
“Queen Calafia,” which is about to be
started in Nice, France.

Miss Adams, Meador with Mrs. MeaJoseph P. Bickerton, Jr., and Mrs.
Shaw Lovett, daughter-in-law of Mr.
and Mrs. Robertson, were passengers on
the S. S. Olympic that sailed from New
York. The producers will confer with
Rudyard Kipling and with Robertson,
dor,

who

now

is

abroad.

Pathe “Sunken Silver
Beauty Winner Chosen
YORK,

Oct. 20.— Pathe, Inc.,
has announced Ivene Whipple, Freeport,
Maine, as the winner of first prize of
$1,000 and a chance to appear in a serial
picture, offered in the national beauty

contest conducted in connection with
The
the showing of “Sunken Silver.”
selection was made on the basis of photographs submitted and letters written
Winners were
by the contestants.
chosen for beauty, expression, intelligence and apparent screen effectiveness.

Caine,
apolis,

Miami

Fla.;

Gay

City; Myrtle M.
Coulton Ingold, Minne-

Minn.; Velta Lane,

Griffin, Ga.

Davis, Portland, Ore.; Helen

;

Hazel Fay

M. Lambert,

Seattle,

Wash.; Marian Hill, Miami, Fla.; Gladys Tinker.
Hollywood; Carlena Johnson, Dallas, Tex.; PaulNew York City; Doris Dumas,
ine
Christy,
Jonesboro, Ark.; Florence Grote, Cincinnati, O.
Eugenia L. LeMerle, Washington, D. C. Cornelia
Reid/ Hattiesburg, Miss.; Vera De Give, New
York City; Annabelle Ross, Washington, Ind.
Edna Farrington, Sioux City, la.; Margaret Gage,
Hutchinson, Kan.; Alma Kirch, Willisville, 111.;
Alvina Hofsommer, Breese, 111.; Zelma Sanders,
Gladys Snider, Cleveland, O.;
Cushing, Okla.
and Lucille
Margaret Conway, Decatur, Mich.
Gray, Omaha, Neb.

—Colorado

for Another Year in Eastern

Industrial Commission Decides in
Favor of Theatre Owners

Theatre owners have won their fights with the trade craft unions in the
week in two important instances in two widely separated parts of the
country. In the case of exhibitors at Denver, Col., the State Industrial
Commission backed up the showmen when the commission decided that
the exhibitor stand was just and that the old contract should be renewed.
Operators, stage-hands and musicians are affected by this decision.

last

Scale Retained at Schenectady
Amicable adjustment was reached at Schenectady, N. Y., after the
musicisians had demanded an increase in wages. After a series of conferences between union and exhibitor leaders it was decided to retain the
same scale for the next 12 months. Musicians have benefited by this decision because large orchestras have been installed in the State and Strand
theatres since the agreement was made.

A

parallel result in Schenectady is that
there has been a definite increase in opportunities for work for musicians.

Several weeks ago the musicians union
Schenectady demanded increases, those
employed in 'orchestras asking for $2 a
week more while organists who were getting $54 a week sought $90, which would
have doubled their pay. The decision under which the scale remains unchanged for
another year was reached after a series
of conferences.

had demanded a 25 per cent increase and a shorter working schedule for
the coming year, and three months of negotiations followed.

unions

at

Denver’s

Other winners are:
Laura Lacaillade, New York

Remain Unchanged

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Tilts

Schenectady and Denver

at

motion pictures with her role
in Rudyard Kipling’s story, “Kim,” according to an announcement made by
J. E. D. Meador, president of MeadorRobertson Pictures Corporation, before
sailing for Europe Saturday.

YORK,

Win Union

Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

33

settlement

was obtained only

after an increasingly bitter controversy. At
one time the situation became so serious
that a general walkout of all union em-

was threatened and all arrangements had been made by theatre owners to
ployes

employ others in place of those who quit
because of the dispute.
The trade craft

Commission Ruling Stands

When

the crisis was
reached and a
deadlock loomed, a last minute agreement
was reached providing that the State Industrial Commission be appointed as an
(arbitration board to hear both sides and
that the commission’s decision would be
final.
The commission decided that according to evidence produced and arguments presented the contention of the

theatre managers was fair and that the
new contract be a renewal of the old.
The theatre managers from the beginning had offered to renew the 1924-5 contract to all

union employes.

;

;

;

Society of Composers
Assesses Tucker $400
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

LIBERAL,

KAN.,

Oct.

20.

— Henry

Tucker, owner of the Majestic and Tucker
theatres here, neglected to take out a music license under the agreement entered into some time ago by the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri and the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, and
as a result the society assessed him $400
Under the agreement,
for infringement.
which allows a 20 per cent discount on

HERALD

Report
Pleases Michigan
Theatre Owners
Tj' AVORABLE comment has been
received from Michigan exhibitors
and others for the complete and accurate
accounts published in the

HERALD
garding

re-

sixth

annual
convention of

Motion

the
Picture
tre

Thea-

Owners

of

amounts levied
0.

ids.

His attorney conferred with the attorneys for the music society and the
amount was cut to $400, which was paid

$500.

to

avoid court action.

Anna Thorne

to

Produce

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., Oct. 20.—
Miss Anna Thorne, local woman, and
other local people, are organizing a new
motion picture producing company. The
company’s production studio will be in
the Park- Presidio district, it is thought.
A production studio is being completed

m

the

Richmond Masonic Hall

building.

Exhibitors
was the

only

national

trade

paper

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Oct.
20.—The InterOcean Film Corporation here is in receipt
of a letter from T. P. O'Connor, president
of the British Board of Film Censors in
which is restated the board’s stand on
films that deal in any manner with what it

are

emphasize d
that the HER-

ALD

( Special

NEW

classes as “crime.”
The letter deprecates
what is called the recrudescence of films
in which wrongdoers are put in a sympathetic light and the authority of the law
is held up to odium or ridicule, and states
that the board must refrain from issuing
certificates for films coming within its
“crime” category.
In March, 1917, the board issued a letter to the trade on the subject of “crime”
films, and in the current letter the princiThey
ples then enunciated are set forth.

the

Michigan, conducted at the
Pantlind hotel
in Grand Rap-

to members of the M. P. T.
K-M, a license would have cost but $8'5.
The society originally assessed Tucker

Censor Board
Adamantine in Stand
Against “Crime” Films

British

No

serial dealing with ‘crime’ will be exas a whole; (b) No film in which
the dominant feature, not merely an
episode in the story, will receive a certificate;
(c) no film will be passed in which the methods
of ‘crime’ are shown or illustrated; (d) no ‘crime’
film will be passed, even in cases where at the
end of the film retribution is supposed to have
fallen on the criminal, or where actual crime is
treated from the comic point of view.”

“(a)

amined except
‘crime’

A

-

K,eist

that had staff representatives at the
convention.
A. J. Kleist of Pontiac, the president, elect, already has rolled up his
sleeves and has lined up the general
His
policies of his administration.
cooperation,
for
complete
appeal
made from the convention floor, is
meeting a ready response from the
theatre owners.

is

Chaplin Busy Again
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

20.

—

Charlie

Chaplin has arrived here from the East
and intends to begin at once on a new
production, “The Dandy.”
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Warners Set Swagger Pace
Lubitsch Luncheon

at

—

N

at

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

EW

YORK, Oct. 20. And now it’s the Park Lane when you want
do something really swagger in the way of a motion picture
luncheon. It used to be the Astor, then it switched to the Ritz, via
the Biltmore, Commodore and Roosevelt, but the real thing for class is
now the Park Lane, and it was Warner Brothers who made the discovery.
The initiation was last Friday at high noon, and the occasion was a luncheon
given by Harry Warner in honor of Ernst Lubitsch.
to

CIOME

carping critic will deny the right
of discovery to Warner Brothers and
pull some of that Doc Cook stuff by pointing out that a big party was given at the
Park Lane for Gloria Swanson. That was
all right for an evening soiree, but the
luncheon idea belongs to the Warners.
The luncheon guests were the trade paper
and daily paper film writers and when this
hard working and hard eating bunch wandered into the classic precincts of 48th and

lawyer he was not bothered by the pace of
brevity set by Mr. Warner and followed
by Mr. Lubitsch. Mr. Burkan recited at
length his acquaintance with Mr. Lubitsch
covering a period of several years, and told
a number of efforts made by German producers to persuade Mr. Lubitsch to return
Instead
to that country to make pictures.
of this, Mr. Burkan said, Mr. Lubitsch had
announced his intention of becoming an
American citizen and would soon take out
his first naturalization papers.

*'-*

A
is

good time was had bv

all,

Judge Holds Smith and
Cadwell to Grand Jury
Under u Blue Sky” Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Trade Paper and A ewspaper fFriters Are Guests at De Luxe Event
Park Lane Harry Warner Praises Director
(

October 31, 1925

INDIANAPOLIS, IND, Oct.
John W. Holtzman, special city

—

20.

court

here in the cases of Hamilton
Smith and Arthur A. Cadwell, charged
with violating the Indiana securities law
in the sale of Midwest Picture Company stock, has held the men to the
grand jury under bond. Officials of the
state securities commission filed the warrant for the arrest of the men.

judge

Officials

Consolidated

the

of

Realty

and Theatre Corporation, who were indicted in Chicago recently, have had
trouble with the Indiana “blue sky” commission since it began to operate, it has
been learned. In November, 1923, Fred
A. Sims of this city was appointed receiver for the corporation, and at a
creditors’ meeting held here in February, 1924, the receivers reported the company’s

outstanding

be

to

liabilities

$4,000,000, of

excess

in

which more than

half

of

was

gold notes.

in

The company operated

in

several In-

diana cities and had holdings in Evansville, Fort Wayne, Clinton, Terre Haute

and Indianapolis.

but there

one big “out” to a luncheon at the Park-

Lane which may prove a handicap insofar
as the future attendance of film writers is
concerned. They all left there so cloyed
with eclat that they couldn’t do any more
work for the day.

Censor Enforcement

Grows More Stringent;
More Inspectors Added
( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Oct. 20.— The
of Pennsylvania is bringing
pressure to bear on the Pennsylvania
Board of Motion Picture Censors for
the strict enforcement of the censorship
law, and as a result members of several
local exchanges were recently called beMagistrate Fahnestock here to
fore
answer to charges of failure to make
ordered eliminations from their pictures.

governor

Several new inspectors have been
added to the force covering the state to
enforce the censorship law, and state
officials have promised closer supervision
of motion pictures shown in future.

H. M. WARNER, Host at dinner
given by Warner Brothers president to Ernst Lubitsch, director.
Park avenue, they wondered what
all

about and

Paramount Students
Elect Charles Brokaw

was

they could all find the
they got to the table.
Warner, who presided at the head

right forks

Harry

it

if

( Special

when

ERNST LUBITSCH, Honor

of the table, soon told them what it was all
about and introduced the guest of honor,
who was accompanied by Mrs. Lubitsch and
Mr. Warner and Mr.
Miss Irene Rich.
Lubitsch spoke briefly, Mr. Warner saying
that when he first saw “Passion” he decided
that if he could ever get the director who

made

dinner given by H. M. Warner
of Warner Brothers for director.

at

Lasky Engages Anderson

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
first

class

of

for

the

Metropolitan

Oct.

the

Herald)

20.— Students of the

Paramount

Picture

Charles
have
elected
Brokaw of Columbus, Ohio, as president
and Miss Palma of New York City as
The pupils adopted the
vice president.
name “Paramount Junior Stars” for the
School,

Inc.,

organization.

MASS., Oct. 20.— John
Murray Anderson has been engaged by
Famous Players-Lasky as director of
production

to Exhibitors

YORK,

BOSTON,

make

pictures for Warner
Brothers he would feel that he had reached
almost the pinnacle of success.
Nathan Burkan also spoke, and being a
that

Guest

Victoria

Law Requires

British Films at

theatre.

( Special to

Shows

Exhibitors Herald )

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA,

Oct. 20.

of British
— A minimum of
Waddill Catchings Named Chairman
every motion
must be shown
program
Victoria, under a
of Finance Committee for Warners ture
counadopted by the Victoria
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
The order
June
NEW YORK, Oct. — Waddill Catchings, member of the firm of Gold1,000

film

feet

in

in

to

cil.

is

picbill

legislative
effective
30, 1926.

20.

& Co., has been elected to the board of directors and chairman
of the finance committee of Warner Brothers.
Stating that the association of Catchings with Warner Brothers is “really
the most important incident in our entire business career,” President H. M.
Warner, in announcing the election, added, “Warner Brothers has been making such rapid progress, particularly in the last two years, that it required
someone with an expert knowledge to advise on the finances of the company
while my brothers and myself devoted our time to the production and distribution of pictures and our theatre interests. With the election of Mr.
Catchings this has been accomplished and we are now prepared to step out
unhampered on a scale larger than ever before.”
man, Sachs

,

Hamilton Breaks Leg

in

30-Foot Fall at Studio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 20— Lloyd Hamilmotion picture comedian, broke his
leg recently when he fell 30 feet to the
ground while making a scene for a picture
at the Educational studio here. He will be
out of pictures for several weeks.
ton,

:

;
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Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen
Find enclosed check for two
years subscription to your Herald. This trade paper is without question the only first class
trade paper published in the
industry.

Arkansas Exhibitors Vote
Compromise on Music Tax
Convention Re-elects Eli Whitney Collins as President Fourth
Consecutive Time M. P. T. O. A. and Officers
Pledged Loyalty and Support

—

you would

wish

I

send me the
Record.

Box Office

last

Yours very truly,
Mr. Chas. E. Bailey,
Lyric Theatre,

Webster,

D.

S.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., Oct. 20. Effecting a compromise which disposes of the music copyright problem for a time at least, endorsing the
M. P. T. O. A. and its officers, and pledging unswerving loyalty and support
to the national org-anization, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas wound up their eleventh semiannual convention here by electing
Eli Whitney Collins their president for the fourth consecutive term.
Collins

St.

Louis

Amusement

Heavily Oversubscribed
to

Exhibitors Herqild)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 20.— The St.
Louis Amusement Company, controlled by
Harry Koplar and Skouras Brothers, has
announced that subscriptions for an issue

A

common stock
of 12,000 shares of Class
of the company have been far in excess
of the offering and that the shares will
have to be prorated to the prospective
The subscription price was
stockholders.
stock will have
$38 a share. The Class
priority over Class B common to aon-cumulative dividends of $4.50 a share in any one

A

year.

The authorized

capitalization of the

com-

A

with
shares of Class
20,000 shares outstanding and 30,000 shares
of Class B with 30,000 shares outstanding.
The earnings of the company for the
two years prior to Dec. 31, 1924, were suffistock,
cient to pay $3 a share on Class
while for the six months ended June 27,
1925, the earnings were $45,246, or more
tfian sufficient to pay $4.50 a share on Class

pany

40,000

is

succeed O. C. Hauber as secretary-treasurer.
Hauber, who has held the office of secretary-treasurer since the Arkansas organization was formed, refused to accept
again, saying his
personal
business
required
all
his
attention. He sold
his theatre interests several years

and

ago

attention

was

presented

a watch as
organization’s
the
tribute for his efforts in behalf of
the Arkansas ex-

with

W.

:

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY,

MO„

Oct.

20.—A. H.

cashier for First National Pictures, Inc., here, was held up on the street
by a youthful bandit recently and robbed
of $520.
daring bandit gang forced an entrance
to the Jefferson theatre, Jefferson City,
Mo., owned by William H. Mueller, and
robbed the safe of about $1,000.
Two armed men entered the Maffitt theatre, St. Louis, Mo., one night recently
and robbed the manager, Joseph Greene, of
about $500. In the house with Greene were
Grace Hilliker, cashier, and an usher. The
Maffitt is one of the chain of theatres
owned by the St. Louis Amusement Company.
Chaffee,

A

Bunn Placed in Charge of
F. N. Open Market Sales
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Oct. 20.— C. W. Bunn has
charge of open market sellFirst National pictures, exclusive

been placed

in

ing of
of specials.
E. Archer has become manager of
J.
First National’s Vancouver branch, succeeding W. H. Mitchell, who has been assigned to assist William A. Bach, manager
of
First
National’s Canadian business.
Mitchell won first rank in the summer
.

sales drive.

Landers,

L.

Eldorado

E.

;

;

E.

Batesville

H. Butler, Rus-

Robertson,

C.

Fayetteville

Walter Raney, McCrory; John A. Collins,
Paragould; Sidney Nutt, Hot Springs,
and W. E. Blume, Searcy.
Judge Presents Society’s Side
Convention interest centered in con-

summation

of

exhibitors

the

the

and

compromise between
the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and PublishPresident Collins had long been
ers.

negotiating with Judge Felix D. Robertson, resident attorney for the society.
Under the arrangement completed both
the exhibitor organization and the society

were

warmly

The resolution calling for active cooperation with the M. P. T. O. A. was
enthusiastically adopted.
Private screenings of new motion pictures occupied the entire first day of
Following a
the two-day convention.
definite schedule outlined by the secretary, the pictures were shown at the
New theatre, owned by T. W. Sharpe.
The convention adjourned the night of

satisfied.

Judge Robertson,

received, presented the society’s

Called Store Thieves’

Ruse

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND., Oct.
Petersburg, Ind., recently, which destroyed a motion
fire at

picture house owned by John W.
Battles, provided an opportunity
for thieves to back a truck up to
the rear door of the Newton Carr
general store two blocks away and

make away with merchandise

valdollars.

ued at several hundred
Police are working on a theory
that the burglars started the fire
to draw attention away from their
activities.

The

out of control.

the

first

Monday

of

P. T, O. of Texas Meets
November 17-18
DALLAS, TEX., Oct. 20.— The M. P.
T. O. of Texas will hold their convention in Dallas, November 17 and 18, at
the new Baker hotel, which has just
Not all the plans have
been finished.
been completed as yet, but the directors
and committees are expecting a very
successful

fire,

however, got

convention.

Washington Exhibitors
Await Best Convention
SEATTLE, WASH., Oct. 20.— Secretary Jim Hone, of the M. P. T. O. of
Washington, is a busy man these days,

preparing for the annual convention of
the organization, which will be held
again this year at 1929% Third avenue.
More than 300 delegates are expected to
attend, and Hone promises this will be
the biggest and most constructive meeting ever held by the association.

Rau

Fire Destroying Theatre

20.— A

until

in Dallas

following

members

tween

M.

has

directors

the

the controversy in such able
that much of the bitterness bethe two bodies was removed.

of

next April.

The new board
of

side

manner

October 12

hibitors.

sellville

Chaffee , Mueller and
Greene Lose $2,020 in
Series of Robberies

to

He

estate.

L. B. Clark,

stock.

NEW

turned

his
real

A

A

Elected by Acclamation

Collins’ election came by acclamation in the face of his persistent
efforts to decline the honor.
Cecil Cupp of Arkadelphia was elected vicepresident, succeeding H. D. Wharton of Warren, who was chosen to

Mr.

Company’s Stock Issue
( Special

35

Seriously

III

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

—

UNIVERSAL

WilCITY, Oct. 20.
Rau, production manager for a
Harry Pollard unit here, is seriously ill
at his home as the result of exposure
on the lot during the making of a rain

liam

scene.

Manning Promoted
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Oct.

20.— Roger Manning

appointed to succeed Clarence
White as production manager of F. B. O.
Manning has been in charge of locations.
White has joined S. S. Hutchinson, who
has returned to production, and will be
production manager for all his units
operating at the F. B. O. studios.
has

been

36
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Great Pictures
“The Vanishing American”
is the Paramount
producstarring Richard Dix,
which was given a Broadway premier at the Criterion theatre October 15.
Stills at right from top to
bottom and at center above
show scenes in which Dix
and Lois Wilson appear.
At top, right, Dix appears
as an Indian before he is
tion,

called to war. Below, right,
in the trenches.
At
from top to bottom
are
scenes from
“Little
Annie Rooney,” made by

he

is

left,

Mary Pickford

for

United

opened at
the Strand theatre October
Artists,

which

18.
Two days previously
Miss Pickford was hostess
by proxy at a dinner in

New York
writers.

for

100

film

October

31,

1925

”
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United States Shipped
More Than 31 Million
Feet of Film in August
( Special

to Exhibitors

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Herald)

Oct.

New York Gets Treat With
Two Big Premieres in Week

— “The Vanishing

20.

American,” Paramount Epic of West, Opens
Criterion
Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney”
Shown After Dinner to Writers
By JOHN S. SPARGO

Preliminary figures just issued by the

Department

Commerce show

of

—

that
sensi-

exports of motion picture films,
tized but not exposed from the United
States to all countries, in August, 1925,
totaled 9,577,243 linear feet valued at
$175,816. This is nearly 13,000,000 linear
feet under the total of 22,000,000 linear
feet of raw film exported in July, 1925,
but it tops by slightly over 3,000,000 feet
the amount of raw film exported in
August, 1924.
Exports of negatives for August,

amounted

to 1,760,117 linear feet
at $260,475 as against $671,765
linear feet valued at $106,559 in July and
1,188,238
feet
valued at $244,339 in
August, 1924.
1925,

valued

Exports of positives also showed a
slight increase for August, 1925, over
the
two previous periods, the figures
reading, 20,368,923 linear feet valued at
$572,782 for August, 1925, as against 17589,806 linear feet valued at $552,633 in
July and 19,636,791 linear feet valued at
$685,140 in August, 1924.

NEW

Gilda Gray in “ Aloma
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. —Maurice Tourto

20.-

neur has been signed to direct Gilda Gray in
“Aloma of the South Seas,” Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president

of Famous Players-Lasky, has an-

—

YORK,

T
I

has been one long run after another

Paramount on Broadway.
The
company’s latest trump card, the successor
to “The. Wanderer” which held the screen
at the Criterion for nine weeks, is “The
for

Vanishing American,” an absorbing story
of the

Red Man.

The premiere on Thursday

night upheld

Broadway’s first night.
It was a brilliant and enthusiastic audience
which greeted with applause the newest
of Paramount’s epics of the West the
West of yesteryear and of today.
“The Vanishing American” is sweeping
in breadth.
It is intense drama on the
one hand, broken only by a thread of romance which has been woven so satisfactorily into the story by Zane Grey.
It is
the

traditions

of

business

setting for the story.
In beauty these
scenes surpass all expectations, as was indicated by the spontaneous applause of the
audience.

associa-

tion of several
years ago. Among
the pictures he

This picture is off to a running start,
due to a great extent to the campaign
conducted by Glen Allvine and to the generous praise heaped upon it by the daily

when
produced
formerly connected with Famous
Players are “Victory” and “Treasure Island.
Recently Arthur

historical in its colorful presentation of
the American Indian from the days of the
aborigines down to modern times.

The Grand Canyon, the painted desert
and Monument valley provide a gorgeous

nounced. In signing to direct this
production Tourneur renews a

Maurice Tourneur

and Charles M.
Cozine, location
Kirk, art director, left here for San Juan,
Porto Rico, to study locations preparatory
to the arrival there of Tourneur and the
“Aloma” company, which includes besides
Gilda Gray, the star, Ricardo Cortez, Percy
Marmont and William Powell.

Fanchon & Marco Get
Long Term Contract
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
LOS ANGELES, Oct. — Fanchon and
to

20.

Marco, famous dance team and directors
of prologues and specialties, have signed a
long term contract with West Coast theatres, according to General Manager A. M.
Bowles. Large exhibitors in Chicago, New
York, London and Paris have been bidding
for the services of the pair, but they have
elected to stay on the West Coast.

The new contract provides that unlimited
resources for new creations will be placed
at the disposal of Fanchon and Marco, and
that each creation will be given a 21-week
routing over the entire West Coast The-

named

YORK. —Fred

casting

ceeding Fred

Schuessler

director at Universal
Datig, resigned.

has
City,

been
suc-

is

the usual vari-

Impressive Prologue Given
A prologue arranged by Hugo Reisenfeld
and Josiah Zuro is impressive in its simplicity.
It is a living picture of an Indian
and his mount silhouetted against a colorful background of clpuds at sunset.
This
scene appears with the first strains of
music, lasts but a moment and fades out.
On the opening night Mr. Reisenfeld
personally directed the orchestra, which
played the score arranged bv Charles
Wakefield Cadman, interpolated by a selection of Mr. Reisenfeld’s own composition.
Following is the cast: Nophaie, Richard

Dix
er,

;

Marion Warner, Lois Wilson

;

Book-

Noah Beery; Earl Ramsdell, Malcolm

MacGregor;
Shoie,
Charles
Stevens;
Nasja, Son of Man Hammer; Do Etin,
Bernard Siegel; Bart Wilson, Bert Woodruff

;

Kit Carson,

Guy

Oliver.

Lasky Enlists Paper in
Search for New T alent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK, Oct. 20. Jesse L. Lasky,
vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in charge of production, has consummated a tieup with the
Daily News, local film paper, in his search
first

“U” Appoints Schuessler

course, there

ance of opinion along Broadway. That is
but natural. It is a safe bet, however, that
the picture will hold the screen at the
Criterion for many weeks to come.

NEW

atres circuit.

NEW

Of

press.

director,

at

Oct. 20. New York has been treated to the premieres
of two of the great pictures of the year within the last week. “The Vanishing American,” Paramount picture, opened at the Criterion on Thursday
night. Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney” was given its first showing by
United Artists on Friday night to 100 motion picture writers following a dinner
before the opening at the Strand night before last.

—

Tourneur Will Direct

first
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ARY PICKFORD

entertained at the
Ritz partly by proxy and partly by
At the dinner Miss
projection machine.
Pickford was hostess by proxy Harry
Buckley doing the honors, followed by the

—

showing of “Little Annie Rooney,” newest
output of the Pickford studios.
Both ends of the Friday night affair were
thoroughly enjoyed and it is safe to say
that those many Pickford fans who have
been clamoring for their favorite star to
return to the sort of roles which made her
famous, will have no fault to find with her
new picture, which opened at the Strand

Sunday

night.

Mary

Is Leader of “Gang”
Annie Rooney” is from an original story by Katherine Hennessay, adapted
for the screen by Hope Loring and Louis
Lighton. William Beaudine was given the
honor of directing and he did a most excellent job, keeping the action speeded up
“Little

throughout.
Little Annie Rooney is the young
ter of an East Side policeman and

daugh-

is the
leader of a “gang” that has a series of
pitched battles with another “gang.” Both
as a leader and as a hand to hand fighter
Miss Pickford is kept busier than we have
seen her for several years, and interspersed
with the fast action there is a lot of clean,
homely comedy, beside many laugh inspiring situations.

Annie is finally rescued from a tough
spot in her fight by Joe Kelly, the leader
of a grown-up gang, and then follows a
pathetic little love story, with the affection
chiefly on the part of the little girl. Later
Kelly is accused of killing Annie’s father,
but everything works out to a happy ending through the efforts of little Annie and
her gang.
Miss Pickford

supported by an exmany of them being
youngsters of precocious age, but with reis

ceptionally able cast,

markable

talent,

especially

for

battling.

The cast includes Little Annie Rooney,
Mary Pickford; Joe Kelly, William
Haines;

Rooney,

Walter James;
Tony, Carlo
Schipa; Abie, Spec O’Donnell; Spider,
Hugh Fay; Mamie, Vola Vale; Mickey,
Joe Butterworth; Humidor, Eugene Jackson; Athos, Oscar Rudolph.
Officer

Tim Rooney, Gordon

Griffith;

for a girl to play a prominent part in his
company’s forthcoming production, “New
York,” to be made from an original story
by Sinclair Lewis.
It is announced that the girl selected for

:

a part in this picture will also be given a
year’s contract at a reported salary of

Four other
from each borough,

$5,200.

roles in

“New

New York

York.”

will

girls,

be engaged

one
for
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Mayer and Party Reach Coast
After Loew Conference
—

Langdon Announces New Staff Lineup First National
Journey to New York Trackless Train Ends Trip
By RAY MURRAY

—

H

OLLYWOOD,

— Louis

Officials

Mayer of the Metro-Goldwynlast Thursday with an extensive
producing schedule for the winter. Mr. Mayer has been in New
York for three weeks, where he consulted with Marcus Loew, president of
Mayer

arrived

Oct.

20.

B.

home from New York

the corporation, and Nicholas Schenck in regard to the next year’s output.

N

Mayer’s

were Einar Brunn,
I Metro director, and Einar Hansen,
actor, of Sweden; Maude Marsh, costume designer; Pete Smith, director of
publicity, and Antonio Moreno, just returned from Europe together with Mrs.
Mayer, Mrs. Brunn, and Mrs. Moreno.
A committee of M-G-M officials, headed
by Irving Thalberg, Harry Rapf, Hunt
Stromberg, and E. J. Mannix met the
party

party at the station.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s trackless train
arrived in Los Angeles at 11 o’clock Thursday also and was welcomed by city offiThe train
cials and studio executives.
stopped long enough in front of the city
deliver a letter to Mayor Cryer,
sent on May 7 by Mayor Hylan, of New
York City. The train proceeded to the studio at Culver City, where its journey offihall

to

day with extensive plans for winter production.
*

*

*

*

*

Langdon has announced the
lineup of writers and gag men for
First National production.
initial

Harry
official

his

engaged by General Manager
William H. Jenner are Tim Whalen,
Gerald Duffy, J. Frank Holliday, Hal
Conklin, and Frank Capra. Whalen was
formerly with Harold Lloyd, as was
Duffy. Holliday was formerly a vaude-

Compton served w ith
Douglas MacLean and Sennett,
and Capra was with Langdon during his
Sennett contract. The Langdon staff is

broken

r

writer.

ville

Christie,

working on the

story; actual shoot-

first

November

ing will start about
*

Special Car

A

Bound

15.

*

*

New

York.

manager

John McCormick, producof First

First National officials in regard to Corinne Griffith productions. M. C. Levee,
president of United Studios, and Mrs.
Levee were in the party. Barney Lubin,
of the Sawyer-Lubin organization, who
has been supervising the production of a
Barbara La Marr picture, Arthur Bernstein, general manager of Jackie Coogan

productions;

Weingarten,

Larry

*

Coo-

gan’s publicity agent, and Harry D. Wilson, director of First National publicity,
were on the special car.

*

*

Potash

and Perlmutter.
*

*

The
banks’

casualties
lot

last

Fairbanks, painful bruises
Pickford, a fractured leg for
Theodore J. Reed, Fairbanks’ production
manager, and a broken bass violin which
belonged to William J. Carp, of Doug.
Fairbanks’ orchestra. All are doing well
except the violin, which was a total loss.
rib for

*

*

Dean started work this week
the Metropolitan Studios in “The
Bride,” under the direction of Edward
Dillon.
Priscilla

at

*

*

struction. Maloney will make Westerns
on this location for release through the

Clarion Photoplays.
*

*

*

Work has been started on a 2,000 seat
theatre for Carthay Centre on Wilshire
boulevard by Fred A. Miller. He plans
open

it

soon after January
*

*

1.

*

Carrie

G. Schlessinger, general manager of
foreign department Warner Brothers, is
here to confer with Jack Warner on next
year’s product.

probate last week, Ben
bequeathed $63,358.50. The will
states that Bernard Turpin, her husband,

Lesser, secretary of the West
Coast theatres Corporation, has left for

*

*

*

Turpin Will Filed

According to the
Turpin,

Turpin

will

of Mrs.

shall receive
tionally.

the entire estate uncondi*

*

*

*

*

Sol

Tucson, Ariz., where he will join Harold
Wright in a three weeks’ hunting trip
in Mexico.
On his return, Lesser will
begin preparations for the filming of
“The Winning of Barbara Worth.”

Bell

Lsemmle, president of LTniversal
Pictures Corporation, will arrive here toCarl

*

filed for

is

H

OLLYWOOD

opened its exclusive
“400 Club” last week and 500 turned
out to see the Japanese gardens. Of
course they were there all the time but nobody had time to go up there and look ’em
over before.
^

^

Joe Jackson, the press agent of the Club,
say it’s “the most magnificent clubhouse in
captivity” and for once Joe is right.
^

^

You

you step on
the grounds and you can spend hours, getting more thrills, as you tread the terraced
slopes, feeding black swans, pretty parrots
and cute monkeys.
* *
*
get a thrill the minute

Inside “all was aflutter of gaiety,” as the
Hollywood News would say. In fact the
News reporter whispered he saw two freezers of ice cream on the back porch so we

stuck to the finish.
*

*

*

We

inspected every nook and corner, and
finally found the most popular spot of the
whole works right next to the furnace

room.
*

*

*

Off in one corner of this room, where
they were serving tea, Bert Lytell and Conrad Nagel were discussing their respective
radio sets, and cussing their luck because
they couldn’t get London. They are going
to take it up with Washington.
*

*

Windsor

Claire

*

broke up the

finally

static

conversation and made her Bert take her
up to see the Charleston contest between

*

*

*

Everyone was there, Elinor Glyn, Mrs.
Clarence Brown, Dorothy Mackaill, Madge
Bellamy, Lew Cody, Jimmy Young, Earl
Williams, Ralph Lewis, Philo McCullough,
John Patrick, Harry Burns, Jimmy Starr
and wife, Cathleen Clifford, Russel J. Birdwell, Myrtle Gebhart, Harrison Carroll,
Jack Townley, Whitney Williams and a lot
of other press boys.
*

*

*

Buster Collier was the only one in makeup. He was wearing a new set of whiskers
“for his next picture,” and they weren’t

coming on so

*

Leo D. Maloney has started work on
his new studio at Skyland, Cal., in the
San Bernardino Mountains. When completed it will have one of the largest
stages hereabouts. It is of rustic design,
and over 750 logs were used in its con-

to

Re-Takes

never built for the Charleston.

on the Douglas Fairweek consisted of one

Mary

for

1925

Ruth Roland and Priscilla Dean. The orchestra won.
Those Japanese floors were

*

Fairbanks Injured

*

National’s West
Coast productions, headed the party.
Cleve Moore, Colleen’s brother, was with
McCormick. E. M. Asher, accompanied
by Mrs. Asher, made up the group.
Mr. Asher is going East to confer with
tion

*

as “Partners Again,” with

East

car left here Sunday noon
on the Golden State Limited carrying a
group of First National producers and
officials for a conference to be held in
special

*

Henry King has started shooting “Abe
and Mawruss,” the third of the Montague Glass stories to be presented by
Samuel Goldwyn. This one is to be

known

Those

*

Fred Thomson and Milton Gardner,
his production manager, staged a party
for 50 Los Angeles Boy Scouts at the
F. B. O. studios and initiated them into
the art of picture making.

*

*

Staff

*

is

Ralph Block, managing editor of
Paramount’s story department, arrived in
Los Angeles for a series of conferences
with production heads at Famous Players-Lasky Studio.

cially ended.

Langdon Announces

*

returning to Hollywood this week with his newest star,
Bobby Agnew, whom he took to New
York to make a production.

Marshall Ncilan

31,

well.

*

*

*

Usual
The radio fans wore out more
than the Pirates and Senators in
/4s

world

batteries
the late

series.

*

*

*

Well Founded Suspicion

They arrested a gag man in a Los Angeles department store the other day “because he looked suspicious.” He was reading a Joe Miller joke book.
* * *

Famous Last Woids
“Watch me crowd this guy

to

the

curb.”

—” a

It’s

ing

long film that has no “Next Morn-

title.

R.

Schwartz
I.

in

New

Maynard Schwartz,

M.

Office

president of Short

Subject Exchange, Inc., is now permanently located at 810 S. Wabash avenue,
Chicago. Schwartz is handling the Herbert

Rawlinson serial, “The Flame
and 24 two-reel comedies.

Fighter,”

October

31,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film News
in

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

Issue of October 31

Russell Holman has been named the successor to A. M. Botsford, recently resigned as advertising manager of Famous

Players-Lasky.

Holman

is

an experienced executive who

makes a capable advertising head for the Paramount organization.
The change becomes effective soon..

A. M. Botsford has resigned as advertising manager of
Famous Players-Lasky to head the advertising department
of the new company which will be formed to control the
operation of the theatres now aligned with Paramount.
His activities have made him widely known.

Blanche Sweet has signed a new First National contract with A1 Rockett,
business manager.
Rockett has come to his present post recently after
a fiction like career which began when he played a piano a few years
ago in a little nickelodeon in Sedalia, Mo. With his brother, Ray, he
later prepared the story of “Abraham Lincoln” and put it on the screen.

Harold

Wright (right) received from Boyle
president of the Los Angeles City
council, the assurance that the city will cooperate with Principal Pictures Corporation in
filming Wright’s “Barbara Worth.”
Bell

Workman,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Maurice Costello, long known in film
circles, has been engaged by J. Stuart
Blackton to direct Costello’s own
daughter, Dolores, in “Maryland, My
Maryland” for Warner Brothers.

Bert Ennis,

31,

1925

Zasu

Pitts brought to herself the admiration of realms of new friends in
“Pretty Ladies,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production, which has been released

recently.

Roxy Theatres Cor-

poration

publicity

open

own

his

October

director,

offices this

will

month

handle general advertising
campaigns. One of his biggest
accounts is said to be that of the
Roxy.
to

Bebe Daniels, Paramount’s golf
about to emerge from a sand
trap at the Sunset Canyon Country Club, Burbank, Cal., where
star,

she spends

much

of her time.

When Fred Niblo directed the making of scenes for the chariot races recently it is
said that the “blase” film directors, screen artists and newspaper reporters who were
The
invited to watch the spectacle on the “Ben Hur” set received a few extra thrills.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture is well on the road to completion. Many of the scenes
were made near Rome.

October

31,

1925
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LEFT Chari es W. Cadman while composing score
for Paramount’s “Vanishing American.”
RIGHT Evelyn Brent, F.B.O. star, after talking over
radio in Philadelphia. With her (left to right) are
McFadden, Jerry Safron, A1 Boasberg, C. C.
J.
J.
Spink, and O. M. Horwitz.

Greta Garbo, Scandinavian screen actress,
recently arrived on
the Coast to appear
in

M-G-M

films.

Pilot James Rolfe and Attorney General Harvey Cuff
of Utah.
The latter received the print of F. B. O.'s
“Keeper of the Bees” on behalf of the people of Utah

Norma Shearer keeps in trim by
constant exercise in the swimming
tank. She is playing in “Free Lips,”

when the special plane brought the first print of the
picture to Salt Lake City for the world premier.

new

Ethel Doherty has been added to the scenario writing staff of Paramount.
Five years ago she gave
up her position as a school teacher on the Coast to
enter film work.
She wrote the continuity for

“The Vanishing American.”

starring vehicle for Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer.

A1 Ray, center, directed scenes for one of the “Helen and Warren”
series on the sea.
With him making the Fox film are Hailam
Cooley and Kathryn Perry, who are prominent members of the cast.
There is a suspicion that seasickness played a part in the making of
this

production too.

Ena Gregory is appearing in
“The Overland Trail’’ opposite
Jack Hoxie. The Universal cast
has

just

wood,

S.

returned
D.

from

Dead-

Vance and Estelle Bradley of Educational-Mermaid comedies posed with Young
Stribling (who was a former Atlanta, Ga.,
classmate of Estelle) at the Educational
studio, Los Angeles.
Virginia

Dorothy Revier,

star of

productions, will
trip

to

New York

“The Fate

now

in

Columbia

make her
on

first

finishing

of a Flirt” which
production.

is

So great was the throng attending the banquet at the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, in the Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids,
that the photographer was stumped in trying to get a picture of all the guests.
At the speaker’s table, below the stars in the flag, is shown H. M. Richey, manOn his right and
ager of the M. P. T. O., with his left hand on his head.
turned toward him is Jerome Beatty, of the Hays’ organization.

is in New York preparatory
her trip to Paris with players of the

Irene Rich
to

Warner

cast

of

“Lady

Windermere’s

Fan.” She plans to spend two months
in Europe.

Eddie Cantor, star of “Kid Boots,” Flo Ziegfeld’s musical production (wearing
cap), and Mary Eaton, dancing star (at his left), at the opening of Lubliner
& Trinz’ new Harding theatre, Chicago, October 12. Miss Eaton acted as
cashier while the song and dance man showed the folk how to get in. It was
reported to be a great attraction at the theatre’s opening.
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Paramount star, has been
engaged recently on scenes for
“Flower of Night,’’ which will be released early in November.
The story
embodies incidents of the early West.
Pola

Negri,

busily

Gish in the “Leon
hat” designed by the
comedian with whom she is

Dorothy

Errol

starred

in

“Clothes

Make

Alice Ardell, star of Blue Ribbon comedies, left, Paula Gould,
F. B. O. press representative, and Joe Rock, director, photographed when Miss Gould visited the Coast offices of the
company. She returned two weeks ago to New York after
a thorough survey of film making.

National’s
the Pirate.”

First

43

Fuller illustrates the shy young
while William Haines plays the
East Side “bully” between scenes for
“Memory Lane,” in which they are both
appearing for First National.

Dale
miss

Helen Foster, Educational-Lupino Lane comedies, is shown
with her automobile which she uses in her favorite sport,
“auto-polo.” Miss Foster has recently been cast in prominent parts in many of the Lane short features, which will
be released this season by Educational.

:

:
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400 in Paramount Pep Club

Head

Install Stilson as

October 31, 1925
As a huge centerpiece is used a
reading “The Vanishing Putnam
Building Bows to the Vanishing American,
at the Criterion theatre.” In addition, 3,000
one-sheets have been plastered on the
things.

sign

building.
*

Harold B. Franklin Given Silver Token as Honorary Vice-President

—Sam

Wood

Directs Actors School

By JOHN

N

S.

SPARGO

EW YORK, Oct. 20.— More than 400 members of the

Paramount Pep
Club gathered in the Belvedere room at the Hotel Astor last Wednesday night, the occasion marking the installation in office of Palmer
Hall Stilson as president, and Vincent Trotta as vice-president.

In tribute to Harold B. Franklin, the club presented the director of Paratheatres with a silver token signifying his appointment as honorary
vice-president. Those on whom this honor has been bestowed, in addition
to Mr. Franklin, are Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Paramount; Sidney
R. Kent, general manager; Elek John Ludvigh, treasurer; and Emil E.
Shauer, director of the foreign department.
M. BOTSFORD served as toast- interesting to Oscar Price and his friends,
of whom few men in the industry have
master and on behalf of the club presented the retiring president, Harry A.
more or better

mount

A

Nadel,

Cabled information from New York on
Wednesday contained the important information that Oscar Price, who was recently
asked to become leader of the independents
and who has same under consideration, is
now in complete control of Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
This is a tremendously im-

Talks
by
Adolph Zukor,
president of Famous Players and

with a set of golf

sticks.

were made

honorary

presi-

portant

dent of the club,
Mr. Lasky, A. B.
Mr.
Frawley,
J.
Franklin,
President Stilson and

Vice

-

President

Both Mr. Nadel
and Mr. Stilson
paid tribute to the
achievements
o f
die
two
presidents,
_

behalf of the organization played such a
large part in its rapid growth.
Eugene
Zukor is honorary chairman of the board
of governors, whose membership includes
Mel Shauer, Agnes F. Mengel, Mr. Nadel,
Irene Scott, Fred L. Metzler and Glen Allvine.

Arthur J. Dunne is treasurer of the
and Sally McLoughlin, secretary.
*

club,

*

*

If you see a tall, handsome young man
on Broadway soon, wearing a meditative
look, don’t mistake him for a big butter
and egg man from the West. It’ll likely
be Larry Weingarten figuring on how he
can get his swindle sheet past Arthur Bernstein’s eagle eye.

Here’s
*

*

how we know

*

Hollywood. Oct.

10.

My dear Jawn:
Now that Harry

on his new contract.
We will arrive about Oct. 20, immediately
after which we will hire a guide to take us
to the

swank

offices of the

HERALD.

My

Tom

Terriss,

Larry Weingarten.
*

*

*

Floyd L. Weber, in charge of the auditing and contract department for Lumas
Film Corporation and Gotham Productions, is back at his desk after a wedding
trip.
On October 6 he married Miss
Frances Roth at the Assumption Church,
W. 49th Street, New York City, and a brief
honeymoon was spent in Bermuda.
*

The

to

who

*

*

Oscar Price

following, clipped from one of the
leading English trade papers, will prove

believed

that

a great deal to the

has had charge of the

present unattached, having been succeeded in the directorial charge at the
school by Sam Wood, who was brought on
from the Coast for the purpose. While no
definite information has been given out, it
is understood that disagreements between
Terriss and the officials of Famous PlayersLasky caused the severance of connections.
It is expected that Terriss will return to
England and engage in picture making.
at

It is

length feature, in which
the cast will be entirely made up of the
pupils of the school, of which there are
now sixteen. The picture has been given
no title as yet, but it has been written by
Byron Morgan and will be directed by Sam
full

Wood.
*

days.

This made it appear that someone wasn’t
doing right by Nell, so immediately things
began to happen to Gloria. Among these
things was that she has signed a contract
with United Artists, and would leave Famous Players after the completion of one

more

picture.

As

Gloria’s contract with Paramount
for two more pictures and she hasn’t
yet signed any contract with anyone else,
the story may be all right.
At any rate
it helps along.
calls

*

ber, district

*

— especially

—

*

it

wide world
that passes

“The Vanish-

ing American” is playing at the Criterion
theatre.
Directly opposite the Criterion is
the Putnam building, occupying a full block
on Broadway and one of the landmarks of
that district ever since the Rialto moved

up above 42nd street. The Putnam building is being demolished to make room for
the new Paramount office building and
theatre.

The

front of the building has so far been
and Allvine is using this as the
biggest billboard in the history of those
left intact,

at

San Francisco, on

Wobber

at the Hotel Roosevelt. Mr.
sailed Saturday for a vacation in

Europe.

Attending the luncheon were Adolph
Zukor, Sidney R. Kent, Jesse L. Lasky,
George W. Weeks, E. E. Shauer, Joseph
Seidelman, Sam Katz, Harold B. Franklin,
John D. Clark, Phil Reisman, Eugene
Zukor, Walter Wanger, Mel A. Shauer,
George Spidell, A. B. J. Frawley, M. H.
Lewis, Charles E. McCarthy, Claud Saunders, Russell

Holman, Sam Dembow, John
C. Young.

Hammell and T.

Lalumiere Signs For
Whole Columbia Output
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Oct. 20.— Film de Luxe
of Montreal, headed by Charley Lalumiere,
“The Man with the Cigar,” as he is known

Canthroughout
ada, has contracted
for

entire

the

output

La1925-26.
lumiere is recalled

letting the

that portion of
along Broadway know that

manager

Thursday

for

C. A. Pinkerton, for a number of years
comptroller of First National, and who resigned about a month ago, has joined the
United Artists organization, where he has
become assistant to Frank A. Beach, comptroller.
Few men in the industry can boast
more friends than Mr. Pinkerton.

is

*

*

Executives and department heads of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation tendered
a bon voyage luncheon to Herman Wob-

Columbia

*

C. A. Pinkerton Joins U. A.

Glendon Allvine

*

short of gossip about the stars the proper
thing to do is to go over to the Algonquin,
cast an ear or two out to the passing breeze
and get that ear or two filled with a lot
of stuff that might or might not happen.
Things being a little dull last week with
only a couple of motion picture luncheons
and one or two dinners on, someone remembered there hadn’t been much in the
papers about Gloria Swanson for a few

planned to begin shooting early next

month on a

*

S’ever,

is

Paramount Motion Picture School at the
Long Island studios since it was Started, is

regards to the gang.

Of Interest

mean

jji

Brand and Curtis Melnitz
are safely planted in good old Hollywood,
I’m preparing to hop off to the big village.
I’m leaving with Arthur Bernstein, together
with a print of Jackie’s first M. G. M. picture

it

independent producers. Oscar Price is one
of the big men in the American industry,
a fine type of man and one who is a credit
in every way to the film trade in that
country. Fearless to a degree, he has
steadily fought the cause of the independent producer, and now that he is in
full control of Associated Exhibitors, as
well as probably being the leader of the
independents, he will be a formidable force
to be reckoned with.

Trotta.

former
Adolph Zukor
Eugene
Zukor and Mel Shauer, whose efforts on

move because

Mr. McAdoo, the late secretary of state
and son-in-law of the late President Wilson, is associated with Mr. Price, and such
a personality will

*

Another Broadside of Gossip
When any of the film fan writers run

as

the

took the
theatre

man who
St.

in

Denis

Mon-

and made a
Quebec record in

treal

He resix days.
cently took out a
charter for a
$250,000 organization with offices in
the Dominion.
William Cadoret,
general manager of the Comford circuit in
Pennsylvania, has contracted for all the
F. B. O. product for the 18 theatres in the
chain. The Olympia at Worcester, Mass.,
has booked all the Gold Bond pictures. The
Palace at Wichita, Kan., will play “The
Keeper of the Bees” the first week in December. Stanley Chambers runs the Palace.
George Laws of Portsmouth, Ohio, has
contracted for most of the F. B..O. product
for Laws Hollywood theatre at Portsmouth.

October
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Tieups Will Benefit Exhibitors

in

Motion Picture Book Week
Joint Effort With Local Organizations Means Constructive
Work for Welfare and Profit
y\NY

motion picture theatre owner who fails to observe Motion Picture Book Week, November 8 to 14, will
miss an opportunity to do constructive work for the industry. He will shut the door on a means to effective exploitation tieups with local child welfare organizations.
He will indirectly deal a blow to his own
box office. He will ignore an agency for increasing his own knowledge and that of his community.
While the motion picture is constantly on the advance, such progress is largely in direct proportion to the
response of the public to better pictures. One definite avenue to stimulation of that response is observance of
Motion Picture Book Week. This can be accomplished by exploitation tieups with executives of child welfare
organizations, by use of the theatre screen to name the cooperating organizations and the objectives of the movement, by obtaining the cooperation of juvenile societies such as Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, and by well arranged cam-

r\

paigns to attract the attention of the adults.

With American Education Week, November 16 to 22, theatre owners also have an opportunity
making Motion Picture Book Week introductory to American Education Week.

for additional

tieups this year,

Following

Committee

is a selected list of screen adaptations of written works which has just been issued
for Better Films as an aid to theatre men in booking their programs for the week.

Book Week

Selected List of Motion Pictures for
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?, Alice Duer

THUNDERING HERD, THE,

Here’s

7, Adolphe Menjou, Florence Vidor
and Betty Bronson. (C hs)
BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK, THE, George

Kaufman and Marc Connelly,

Everett Horton and

Zane Grey,

—

7,

Helene Chadwick and Antonio Moreno.
(C hs)

CHARMER, THE, Henry
posa”),

7,

Baerlin
(C)

Pola Negri.

COAST OF FOLLY, THE,
son,

Gloria Swanson.

7,

CODE OF THE WEST,

Owen Moore.

stance Bennett and

(“Mari-

7,

Con-

(C hs)

COMING THROUGH,
Rock”),

7,

Jack Bethea (“Bed
(C)
MONEY, Robert Herrick

Thomas Meighan.

DANGEROUS

(“Clark’s Field”),

6,

Bebe

Daniels.

(C)

GOLDEN BED, THE,

Wallace Irwin (“Tomorrow’s Bread)’), 9, Lillian Rich, Vera
Reynolds and Rod LaRoeque. (C)

GOLDEN PRINCESS, THE,
(“Tennessee’s Partner”),

7,

Bret Harte
Betty Bronson.

(B hs)

GOOSE HANGS HIGH, THE,

Lewis Beach,
George Irving, Myrtle Stedman and
Constance Bennett. (C j)
GRASS, Merian C. Cooper, 7, Persian tribe.
6,

(PR
IN

j)

THE NAME OF LOVE, Edward

BulwerLytton (“The Lady of Lyons” modernized), 6, Greta Nissen, Ricardo Cortez,
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton. (B)

—

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS, THE, Zane
Grey,

7,

Jack Holt.

A Pictures
run theatres.

available

first

B — Pictures which have had

their

run and which have been
leased less than three months.

C — Pictures
to

re-

three
available

PR — Prerelease

pictures which
will be having special runs in key
cities.
j

— For

the

family audience and

boys and
school age up.
hs

— For

for boys
age.

Sedgwick, 6, Alice Joyce, Mary Brian
and Neil Hamilton. (C)
MADAME SANS-GENE, Emile Moreau and
Victorian Sardou, 10, Gloria Swanson. (C)
NORTH OF THIRTY-SIX, Emerson Hough,
8, Jack Holt, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery
and Lois Wilson. (C hs)
NOT SO LONG AGO, Arthur Richman, 7,
Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez. (B hs)
PETER PAN, James M. Barrie, 10, Betty
Bronson. (C j)
PONY EXPRESS, THE, Henry James For-

Anna
(C m)

girls

of

WILD HORSE MESA,
Holt and Billy Dove.

Cooper,

Order

—

Title,
author,
of information
of source where different from that
of picture, number of reels, leading player
or players, availability to theatres, audi-

suitability.)

man, 10, Ricardo Cortez, Ernest Torrence,
Wallace Beery and Betty Compson. (B j)
RUGGED WATER. Joseph C. Lincoln, 7,
Lois Wilson and Warner Baxter. (B hs)
SPANIARD, THE, Juanita Savage (“Spanish Love”), 7, Jetta Goudal, Ricardo Cortez, Noah Beery and Emily Fitzroy.
(C)
STORY WITHOUT A NAME, THE, Arthur
Stringer and Russell

Holman,

6,

Agnes

Ayres and Antonio Moreno. (C)
SWAN, THE, Ferenz Molnar, 6, Adolphe
Menjou, Frances Howard and Ricardo
Cortez. (C)

7,

Jack

(B)

rl.

ea.,

7,

Mary

Carr,

Elizabeth

Priscilla

(C

Bonner

j)

WHITE FANG,

Jack London, 6, “StrongRuth Dwyer and Theodore Von
(C hs)

heart,”

NATIONAL PICTURES

FIRST

AS

MAN

DESIRES, Eugene Wright (“Pan-

dora La Croix”),
Dana. (C m)

BORN

8,

Milton

RICH, Hughes

Sills

Cornell,

and Viola
8,

Claire

Windsor, Bert Lytell and Doris Kenyon.
(C)

CHRISTINE OF THE
Kathleen Norris,
Brook. (C m)

title

ence

Lois Wilson,

Zane Grey,

and Kenneth Harlan.

girls).

(

Kaufman and

6,

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION,

—

—

S.

Cinderella; The Giant Killer; The Magic
Lamp; Peter the Panhandler. (C j)

Eltz.

m For mature audiences.
(These are in addition to pictures
preceding classifications which
in
also appeal to mature audiences.)

,

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
DINKY DOODLE COMEDIES, 1

and

Unmarked For the general
audience (neither objectionable nor
especially
suitable
for
boys and

George

Edna Ferber (“Minick” )
Luke Cosgrave. (C hs)

grammar

the family audience and
girls of high school

Ethel M. Dell, 7,
Nilsson and James Kirkwood.

Q.

WELCOME HOME,

released

all.

for

Peter Clark Mac(C)

TOP OF THE WORLD,
for

months or more ago and

7,

(C hs)

Thomas Meighan.

farlane, 7,

(C)

LITTLE FRENCH GIRL, THE, Anne Douglas

TONGUES OF FLAME,

first

Coningsby Daiv(B)

Zane Grey,

Key

to List

Edward

(C hs)

all star.

BORDER LEGION, THE,

8,

Zane Grey,

Lois Wilson and Jack Holt.

Mil-

ler,

5.

by the National

CLASSMATES,

8,

HUNGRY HEART,

Florence Vidor, Clive

W alter

F.

Eberhardt,

7,

Richard Barthelmess. (C hs)
GRAUSTARK, George Barr McCutcheon, 7,
Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien.

(A hs)
I

WANT MY MAN,

Struthers Burt (“The

Interpreter’s House”),

Doris Kenyon.

7,

Milton

Sills

and

(C)

IDLE TONGUES, Joseph
Nye”),
(C)

6,

C. Lincoln (“Dr.
Percy Marmont, Doris Kenyon.

KNOCKOUT, THE,

M. D. C. Crawford
(“The Comeback”), 7, Milton Sills. (B hs)
LADY
LIED, THE, Robert Hichens
(“Snake Bite”), 8, Lewis Stone, Virginia
(B m)
Valli and Nita Naldi.

WHO

,

,

,

,

,

,
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LOST WORLD, THE,

Sir

Arthur Conan

Doyle, 10, featuring prehistoric animals,
Bessie Love, Lewis Stone and Wallace
Beery. (A j)
QUO VADIS?, Henri Sienkiewicz, 9, Emil
Jannings. (C m)
SO BIG, Edna Ferber, 8, Colleen Moore. (C)
SUNDOWN, Walter F. Eberhardt, 9, Hobart Bosworth, Roy Stewart and Bessie
Love. (C)
THIEF IN PARADISE, A, Leonard Merrick (“The Worldlings”)
8, Doris Kenyon, Ronald Colman and Aileen Pringle.
(C)

WHAT FOOLS

MEN, Henry

Web-

Kitchell

(“Joseph Greer and His Daughter” )
Shirley Mason and Lewis Stone. (B hs)

ster
8,

WHITE MONKEY, THE,
7,

Barbara LaMarr.

WINDS OF CHANCE,

John Galsivorthy,

(Cm)
Rex Beach,

Q. Nilsson, Ben Lyon
worth. (A hs)

Anna

10,

and Hobart Bos-

FOX FILM CORPORATION
AS NO MAN HAS LOVED, Edward Everett
Hale (“The

Man

Without a Country), 8,
Edward Hearn and Pauline Starke. (B j)
DEADWOOD COACH, THE, Clarence Mulford (“The Orphan” ) 7, Tom Mix. (C)

EAST LYNNE,

Mrs. Henry Wood,

Alma

8,

(PR)

Rubens.

FIGHTING HEART, THE,
(“Once

Larry

Every Man”),
(A hs)
FOOL, THE, Channing Pollock,
to

7,

Evans
George

10,

Edmund

Lowe.

(PR

hs)

GERALD CRANSTON’S LADY,

Gilbert

Frankau, 7, James Kirkwood and Alma
Rubens. (C)

GREATER

THAN A CROWN,

Victor

Bridges (“The Lady from Longacre” ) 5,
Edmund Lowe. (C)
HEARTS AND SPURS, Jackson Gregory
(“The Outlaw”), 5, Buck Jones. (C hs)
HUNTED WOMAN, THE, James Oliver
Curwood, 6, Earl Schenck and Seena
Owen. (C)

IRON HORSE, THE, Edwin

C.

Hill,

12,

George O’Brien and Madge Bellamy. (B
hs)

RAINBOW

George Eliot, 14, Lillian and
Dorothy Gish. (B)
SNOB, THE, Helen R. Martin, 7, Norma
Shearer, Conrad Nagel and John Gilbert.
(C m)
SUN-UP, Lula Vollmer, 7, Lucille La Verne
and Conrad Nagel. (B)
UNHOLY THREE, THE, C. A. Robbins, 7,
Lon Chaney and all star. (B)
WAY OF A GIRL, THE, Katherine Neivlin
Burt (“The Summons”), 6, Eleanor Boardman and Matt Moore. (C)
WHITE DESERT, THE, Courtney Ryley
Cooper, 7, Claire Windsor and Pat O’Malley.
(C hs)

MY WIFE AND

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORP.
COMING OF AMOS, THE, William J.

SCHOOL FOR WIVES,

ROMOLA,

Locke, 7, Rod LaRocque, Jetta Goudal and
Noah Beery. (A)
FLAMING FORTIES, THE, Bret Harte,
(“Tennessee’s Partner”), 6, Harry Carey.
(C)

OFF THE HIGHWAY, Thomas
(“T atterly”)
rite

de

SEVEN

la

8,

DAYS,

(“W hen a
(A hs)

TRAIL, THE, Zane Grey,

6,

(B)

Mary

Man

Gallon,

John Bowers and Margue-

Motte.

Rinehart

Roberts

Marries”),

7,

Lillian Rich.

WITHOUT MERCY,

John Goodwin, 7,
Dorothy Phillips and Rockliffe Fellowes.
(A)

Pamela

INNOCENCE,

Wynne

(“Ann’s an Idiot”), 7, Eugene
O’Brien and Laura LaPlante. (C)
FIFTH AVENUE MODELS, Muriel Hine
(“The Best in Life”), 7, Mary Philbin.
(C)
GOOSE WOMAN, THE, Rex Beach, 8, Jack
Pickford and Louise Dresser. (PR)
HEADWINDS, A. M. Sinclair Wilt, 6, House
Peters.
(C hs)

HOMEMAKER, THE,

Dorothy Canfield, 8.
(A)
I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN, Elmer H.
Davis, 8, Reginald Denny.
(C)
Alice Joyce and Clive Brook.

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD,
Peggy.

(A

2,

IN THE SADDLE, THE, William
MacLeod Raine (“A Daughter of the

Tom Mix. (C)
RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, Zone
Grey, 6, Tom Mix. (C)

OH, DOCTOR, Harry Leon Wilson,

ROUGHNECK, THE,

PEACOCK FEATHERS,

Robert W. Service, 8,
(C m)
SHOES, O. Henry (“Cabbages and Kings”),
2, Marion Harlan and Harold Goodwin.

George O'Brien.

(B

j)

TEETH,
7,

Virginia H. Briglitman, (“Sonny”),
Tom Mix and ‘'Duke.” (C hs)

THANK YOU,

Winchell Smith and Tom
Cushing,
Jacqueline
Logan,
Alec
7,
Francis and George O’Brien.
(A hs)
TIMBER WOLF, THE, Jackson Gregory,
(B)
5, Buck Jones.

VAN BIBBER

STORIES, Richard Harding

Davis, 2 rls. each, Earle Foxe, The Amateur Detective, The Big Game Hunter,
Guest of Honor, The Hunt, Paul Jones, Jr.,
The Race, A Spanish Romeo. (C hs)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN, Alphonse
Daudet (“Kings in Exile”),
and Alice Terry. (C)

7,

Lewis Stone

novel by James L.
Tynan, play by Vaughn Moody, 8, Alice
Terry and Conway Tearle. (C)

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED,
dreyev,

7,

MARRIED

NEVER THE
B. Kyne,

Leonid An-

Lon Chaney. (C)
FLIRTS, Louis Joseph Vance,

(“Mrs. Paramor”),
Huntly Gordon and
8,

Pauline Frederick,
(C)
TWAIN SHALL MEET, Peter
Anita Stewart and Bert Lytell.
7,

all star.

(B)

PRAIRIE WIFE. THE. Arthur

Stringer,

7,

Dorothy Devore and Herbert Rawlinson.
(C)

PROUD

Dons”),

nald Denny.

Rising,

7,

Elea-

nor Boardman, Pat O’Malley and Harrison Ford. (C)

(A hs)
7,

Regi-

(C)

Temple

Bailey,

7,

Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis. (B)
OF THE OPERA, THE, Gaston
Leroux, 10, Lon Chaney. (PR)

PHANTOM

RAFFLES (THE AMATEUR CRACKSMAN), E. H. Hornung, 6, House Peters.
(C hs)

SIEGE. Samuel Hopkins Adams, 7, Mary
Alden, Virginia Valli and Eugene O’Brien.
(B)

STORM BREAKER, THE,
House

Charles Guernon,

(B)
WOMAN’S FAITH, A, Clarence Budington
Kelland (“The Miracle”), 7, Alma Rubens
and Percy Marmont. (C)
(“Titans”),

7,

Peters.

WARNER BROTHERS
AGE OF INNOCENCE, THE,

—Edith

Wharton,

7,

modernized

Beverly Bayne and

(C)

BAREE, SON OF KAZAN, James
Curwood,

7,

Anita Stewart.

BELOVED BRUTE, THE,

Oliver

Victor McLaglen and Marguerite de la
Motte. (C hs)
BOBBED HAIR, novel by twenty modern
authors, 8, Marie Prevost.
(B j)
EVE’S LOVER, Mrs. W. K. Clifford, 7,
Irene Rich and Bert Lytell.
(C)

THAN

MARRIAGE,

Louis
Thursday”), 7,

Joseph Vance
(“Joan
Marjorie Daw and Lou Tellegen.

HAPPY WARRIOR, THE,
8,

A.

S.

(C m)
M. Hutch-

Malcolm McGregor, Alice

Cal-

houn and Olive Borden.

LOST LADY,
Rich. (C

m)

A,

Willa

STREET, THE, Edwin Bateman

Morris,

7,

Moore.

(C)

ON THIN

Devore

Dorothy

and

Matt

ICE, Alice Ross Colver (“Dear
Tom Moore. (C hs)

Pretender”), 7

PAMPERED YOUTH,

Booth Tartcmgton,
(“The Magnificent Ambersons” ) 7, Alice
Calhoun and Cullen Landis. (C)
RANGER OF THE BIG PINES, Hamlin
(“Cavanaugh, Forest Ranger”),
Helene Costello and Kenneth Harlan.

Garland,
6,

(C)

(“The

House

Tearle.

(C)

A, Leonard Merrick
Lynch”), 7, Conway

of

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED,
James
(C hs)

THIS

Oliver

WOMAN,

Curwood,

Bert

6,

Howard Rockey,

Lytell.

7,

Irene

Rich. (C)

TIDES OF PASSION,

Basil King (“The
Garden of Charity ), 7, Mae Marsh, Earl
Schenck and Ben Hendricks. (C)
TWO SHALL BE BORN, Marie Conway
Oemler, 6, Kenneth Harlan and Jane No-

vak. (C)

WOMAN

HATER, THE, Dorothy Day (“The

Eleventh

Virgin”),

7,

Helene Chadwick

(C)
Cather,

MISCELLANEOUS
AMERICAN PLUCK, Eugene P.
(“Blaze
(B)

Derringer”),

Lyle, Jr.

George

6,

Walsh.

BARRIERS BURNED AWAY,
Frank Mayo and Mabel
Exchanges, Inc. (C hs)
7,

AMERICA

OF

CHRONICLES

E. P. Roe,
Ballin, Pathe

SERIES,

Yale University Press, 3 or 4 rls. each.
Pathe Exchanges, Inc. A series of pictures
dealing ivith important events in American history. (For titles of pictures apply
to company.) (C hs)
CYRANO DE BERGERAC, Rostand, 9,
Pierre Magnier. Unity Pictures. (PR hs)

DANTE ALIGHIERI,

8. Portale Italian Film
(C)
DON Q, SON OF ZORRO, Kate and Hesketh Prichard (“Don Q’s Love Story”),
10, Dougles Fairbanks and Mary Astor.
United Artists Corp. (B j)
LIFE WONDERFUL?, Geoffrey
ISN’T
Moss, 9, Carol Dempster, Neil Hamilton.
United Artists Corp. (C)
LOVE GAMBLE, THE, Maysie Greig

Co.

(“Peggy of Beacon Hill”),
Banner Productions. (C)

6,

Lillian Rich.

LOVER’S OATH, THE, Omar Khayyam
(“The Rubaiyat”),
(B)

6.

Astor Distributing

Co.

MARRIED,

Marjorie Benton Cooke, 6,
Constance Bennett. Jans
Productions. (B)

Owen Moore and

MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR, THE,
8, Pat O’Malley, DorPrincipal Pictures Corp.

Harold Bell Wright,
othy Mackaill.

PERCY,

William

Hamby

Fiddler”), 6, Charles
change, Inc. (B)

(“The Desert
Pathe Ex-

Ray.

RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT, THE,
Harold Bell Wright, 7, Helene Chadwick.
Kenneth Harlan, Mary Carr. Principal
Pictures Corp. (C)

(C)

Kenneth Perkins,

7,

GREATER

NARROW

(C hs)

(Including pictures made by Vitagraph,
now consolidated with Warner)

inson,

FLESH, Lawrence

Hoot Gibson.

6,

Elliott Dexter.

GREAT DIVIDE, THE,

Baby

j)

MAN

I, Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Irene Rich, Constance Bennett, Huntly
Gordon and John Herron. (C)

7,

and Clive Brook. (C)

UNIVERSAL

DANGEROUS

O'Brien.

October 31, 1925

7,

Irene

SHINING ADVENTURE, THE, Dana

BurPercy Marmont and Mabel Ballin.
Astor Distributing Co. (B j)
SIEGFRIED, Norse sagas and Wagnerian
Margarete
Richter,
Paul
operas,
12,
Schoen and Hanna Ralph. Ufa Films.
net, 6,

(PR

j)

THREE KEYS,

Frederick Ormond, 6, Edith
Roberts and Jack Mulhall. Banner Productions. (C)
CARES?, Cosmo Hamilton, 6, William
Haines, Dorothy Devore and Bsverly
Bayne. C. B. C. Film Corp. (C m)

WHO

WIZARD OF

OZ. THE, L. Frank Baum, 7,
Chadwick Pictures. (B j)

Larry Semon.

October

31,

1925
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THE THEATRE!

O^dJDepartment of Practical Showmanship

Harding Publicity Draws Thousands
Cost Estimated at $2,000,000
In the midst of an elaborate community celebration
featured by a gigantic parade, fireworks and music, with
the streets for many surrounding blocks decked out in
holiday attire, Lubliner & Trinz opened their New
Harding theatre at Milwaukee and Sawyer avenues, the
night of October 12. The opening was a notable event,
publicity attending the affair bringing out a throng that
packed the house for the first show at six o’clock and
left thousands waiting in line.
The new Harding is one of Chicago’s most elaborate
neighborhood houses, the cost being given as $2,000,000.
It is part of a huge commercial structure including
many stores and offices. It features a huge lobby with
beautiful marble pillars and a large main floor and balcony foyer. The theatre balcony itself is built in the
horseshoe style.
The opening program included the First National
production “What Fools, Men,” featuring Lewis Stone,
Barbara Bedford and Shirley Mason. Made in Chicago,
a striking monument within a stone’s throw of the theatre, was cleverly incorporated in the film, and drew
thunderous applause when Hashed on the screen.
On the stage were presented a “Twilight Romance"
and an operation spectacle, “Trio from Faust.”

Mary Eaton

and
Cantor Takes ’Em at Opening
Sells Tickets

"there were few literate people in the vicinity of
Chicago, October 12, who did not know or had not
heard of the opening of the Harding theatre by Lubliner & Trinz.
The opening of the Harding was genuinely exploited.

Every legitimate means known to an exploitation
put into action wherever possible.
Possibly one of the more remarkable and interesting angles used by Louis Kramer in his aim to place
the Harding’s opening in the mind of everyone was

man was

Lubliner & Trinz tieup with the Chicago Evening
American. A ten-page section was printed as a supplement of the regular edition of the paper October 12.
the

Eddie Cantor Takes Tickets

The Harding opened

its

doors at five o’clock in the

Eddie Cantor, comedy king of Flo
Ziegfeld’s “Kid Boots” show, standing at the door to
take tickets and point the way in to the patrons. Near
him stood the popular Mary Eaton, dancer in the
same show, who sold tickets to the crowds. The two
from the musical comedy had been advertised previously as scheduled for those posts. Their presence
may have been partly responsible for the line four
abreast nearly 200 yards long that stood before the

afternoon with

doors for the first performance.
The pageant in celebration of the opening of the
new theatre lasted eight days. On the night of the
opening the streets of three locations were roped off
for dancing.
Bands played. A parade held the attention of a multitude.
A public marriage was performed before the festal crowds. Each day differed

from the other.
Friday was children’s day.

was

A

special

mardi gras

theirs.

October 19, the final day of the festivities, the girls
living in the vicinity of the theatre took part in a
beauty contest.
Although the attractions had a tendency to keep
people out of doors the effect of the carnival was of
great value to the establishment of an amiable spirit
towards the Harding.

Reproduction of the first page of a 10-page supplement
in the Chicago Evening American all of which was
devoted to the latest enterprise of Lubliner & Trinz,
Chicago, the new Harding theatre, October 12, 1925.

Pincus Puts Over
Stunt at Imperial
An idea was executed by Charlie Pincus, manager
of the Imperial theatre, San Francisco, according to
a dispatch received October 16 from the Herald correspondent, which demanded much attention for the
showing of “The Freshman.” The entire University
of California football squad of 50 appeared at the Imperial the first evening that “The Freshman” was
shown at that house. It had been with the co-operation of the California “Bears” that Harold Lloyd had
made some of the scenes for the picture.
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House Organ
Exchange
BAIR,

E. E., Falls thtatrs, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
A. R., Olympia thaatra, Clavalaad,

BENDER,
Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

theatre.

New

Haven, Conn.

BUBERT,

E.

Metropolitan theatre,
Morgantown, W. Va.
BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando Enterprises,
Orlando, Fla.
DALEY, THOMAS S., Schine Amusement Co.,
H.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVFLAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House,

City

McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS,

E.

Photo Phone

L.,

theatre,

Gra-

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

Orpheum, Neosho,

T.,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

Strand theatre. Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbault,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

theatre,

Circle

Port-

land, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

Valentine

theatre.

De-

O.

fiance,

JUDD, FORREST
Mo.

KOBLEN,

E., Prospect,

Kansas

City,

M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
L., Majestic theatre, Camden,

LITTLE, T.
S. C.

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

Texas theatre, Killeen,

D.,

Tex.

•

MEREDITH,

E.

Virginia

E.,

theatre.

Box

1190, Fairmont, W. Va.
MOCK, CARL F., 56th Street theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

MOS$, EDGAR

Marion Theatre News,

A.,

Glass Bloek, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD

S.,

Woodlawn

thea-

Chicago.

tre,

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum theatre, SeottsNeb.

bluff,

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

HOWARD

PIERCE,

0.,

Kunsky Theatrical

Ent., Detroit, Mich.

POPE, CLEM, T & D

theatre, Oakland, Cal.
E. H., Liberty theatre, Condon,

RANDALL,
Ore.

EDWIN

B., 1718 South Main
Street, Royal Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth theatre, Duluth,

RIVERS,
Minn.

SNYDER,

Rialto-Virginia

theatres.

H., Strand theatre,

McComb,

E.

A.,

Champaign,

SOLOMON,

III.

Miss.

SORG,

theatre.

Jefferson

H.,

J.

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro

Fori

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.
H., The
Dalles, Ore.

STILES,

The

Dalles

J.

WEINBERG,

Amusement

New and

I.,

Lyric

Co.,

theatres,

Lexington, Va.

WF'-KIL.

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.
Ohio theatre, Cleveland,

A.,

Ohio.

WH1TBECK, FRANK, West

LEWIS HEPINGER

Orpheum theatre, Clarion, Pa., is the editor
Orpheum News shown above. The house organ

and publisher of the
has grown out of a small pamphlet in a comparatively short time.
Hepinger was embarrassed before he began to print the sheet by
Clarion’s want of a good medium for advertising his programs, because
the only newspaper there was a weekly. When the house organ idea
was given a tryout in Clarion the merchants immediately seized the
opportunity of buying advertising space in it. Hepinger now thanks
William N. Robson, Paramount exploitation man, for the idea because
it was Robson who explained the benefits of house organs to him.

Creamer Writes That He
Makes Ads for Short
Features Pay
Here is a bunch of stuff that will keep
you busy for awhile.
The fanfoto shows copy taken from your
department, as does the small ad with copy
about newspictures.

The

ad

on

“The

Thundering

Herd”

played in the lobby during the run of the
film.
Another ad shows a message that I
used and directed to the poor.

The ad on music has copy taken from
your department. The three column ad
shows how I sometimes feature the comedy above the feature. It pays, too.
on Tom Mix was put out on a
circus day, and you will notice the trick

The

bill

Coast Theatres,

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

S.,

WOODWARD,
Amusement
Entry

of

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

KENNETH
Co.,

Penn-State

V.,

Uniontown, Pa.

name

in

above

list

signifies

willingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

(City)

-

(State)

-

-

which pulled the busihad the best matinee on this
since “The Covered Wagon,” and with rain
The other bill shows my layout
at that.
for Paramount week.
Just got through with “The Ten Commandments” and I have a large bunch of
stuff to send in on it.
Trusting that this will be of interest, and

wording
shows a drawing contest tieup with a local
newspaper. All drawings sent in were dis-

134 Leavenworth

Inc.,

of the

ness.

at the top

We

with kind personal regards, I am,
Jno. W. Creamer, Manager, The Strand
Theatre, Chillicothe,

Mo.

—
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World Realty

Publicity

Head Leaves to Manage
Frank C. R. Theatre
Word from Omaha,

Fr«sh
Scr««a
Notes

Neb., received in the

tif re

Chicago office of the Herald reveals that
N. N. Frudenfeld, who has been director
o f publicity for
the World Realty
company’s theatres
for several years
has joined the

la.

He

By George!

house,

Laugh That Off!

“What Price Husbands”

A woman

When

Salem, Oregon, is
offering $400 for a husband for
four months.
She needs one this
length of time, she says, in order

has

charge now of the
theatre,
Majestic
Cedar Rapids, a
combination photoplay and vaudeville

and

applying
estate she

pany.

ing.

want

to

in

an

inherit

to

one of nine amusement houses operated by the com-

was

was not our

figuring on inherit-

^

Rachman, for a long time a newspaper
man with the Davenport (la.) Times, has

^

for the foundation of his new theatre
in Los Angeles.
An ideal place for
the “cub” reporter to get those concrete facts the city editors are always
talking about.
* * *

A STORY ABOUT STORIES

The exhibitor who turned down “The
Four Horsemen” because his people

The elements

didn’t
like
animal pictures is now
scratching his head about “Beggar on

Also “Mare Nostrum”

are simple enough
hunger, love,
hatred, ambition, courage, cowardice, a
few others. ’Tis hard to build a tale on
one of them alone. ’Tis hard to find one
of them operating alone in the life about
you.
It is in their infinite combinations
of

very

life

numerous

—

best stories are sought always but
often enough a story that was poor as it
stood on the printed page is shaped into a
good story even a best story— before you
see it on the screen. The greatest pleasure
for the greatest number is the picture makers’ desire. Fulfillment of this desire necessitates the use of the best stories obtainIn our theatre we give you these
able.
best stories under the best conditions possible, adding our effort to the efforts of

*

*

—

by
Ferguson Reproduced

Editorial Mentioned
in

might be of interest to your departthat the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre is the first business organization of Brooklyn to receive editorial
mention in a prominent New York-Brooklyn paper.
The enclosed page from the
New York Journal will explain to you what
It

ment and readers

it is

all

about.

The sixth anniversary of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand Theatre was more than a
mere birthday celebration. It was a personal triumph for Edward L. Hyman, who
has been managing director practically since
the theatre opened.
Beginning with two
or three singers and a small orchestra,
Managing Director Hyman has kept pace
with the progress of Brooklyn by building
up his personnel of artists to more than
100 and an orchestra of 35 pieces. The improvement in programs has been so noted
that hundreds of letters from patrons have
been received commenting upon this fact.

Therefore,
carried by the

we might

New

say,

the

editorial

York Journal was de-

in a corner;

Let us prescribe a remedy for you.
If you’re lagging in the race

Don’t put on so long a face
That you should pay a dollar for a
If the biscuits fail to raise,
If the rug’s seen better days

Let us show

how

to

make

the

Glooms

behave.

When you think that you are sick
Let your theatre do the trick.
It beats

And your

a box of sugar-coated

pills.

doctor will agree

That a roaring

COMEDY

Is sure to cure

imaginary

ills.

*

*

He Stood

for

It

We

Brooklyn.
find this of

enough

interest,

you

may use it any way you wish in the columns of your publication.
Sincerely yours, Brooklyn Mark Strand
Theatre, Lee S. Ferguson.

“RANGOON TO MANDALAY”
Rangoon, Cairo, Bombay, Moscow, Rio,
Colon, Shanghai, Bagkok Delhi, Lima,
Bulawayo, Khartoum, Mandalay sounding
names, are they not? Each rich in vowels
and freighted with suggestions of far, odd

—

corners of the world.

To the mind they bring visions of bazaars at night lighted with blowing torches
and riotous with the color of bright fabrics and strange fruits; the trampling of
heavy waves on steep beaches snow piled
;

mountainously

in

crooked streets; brown

boatmen singing as they come up the harbor after a day at the nets busy seaports
against a background of peaks older than
;

all

seaports, all men.

Who

is

there

to see the

towns

the people

who

has not

in front of a

— does

that bear these
inhabit them?

not

—wish

names and

And how

Los Angeles the-

Maybe this will teach him not
make his pictures so darn funny.

atre.

to

*

*

*

Rod La Rocque

is

salmon in his
“Braveheart”
which

served in every sense of the word.
are proud, however, that it fell to the
lot of the Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre
and Mr. Hyman to receive the first editorial
ever given to a business organization of

you

an hour

spear

*

Harold Lloyd tried to see himself in
“The Freshman” and stood in line for

If

This Issue

*

Secretary Hoover is to have all the
radio interests down to Washington soon
to discuss ways and means of bettering
broadcasting conditions. It would help
a lot if they could make this feller
“Static” confine himself to one program.

;

others for your entertainment.

just a dreary blue,

is

Horseback.”

And it is from these
that the stories lie.
stories that motion pictures are made.
The

dumps

in the

gobs and lumps

shave.

Frudenfeld has had charge of the publicity for the World, Sun, Moon, Empress,
and Muse theatres. In connection with his
work he has produced several stage presentations, the last of which was the miniature musical comedy, “Little Old Omaha.”

not

ev’rything

Toss your troubles

^

Grautnan erected bleachers for
newspaper men to witness the pouring
Sid

succeeded to Frudenfeld’s position.

And

down

in

Just forget that you’re a mourner,

we were
we would

job
it

you’re ’way

With your woes

If

estate.

for the
be sure

J.

and

lleralcl

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

Frank Amusement
company, Waterloo,

49

filmed.

And we

upon

newest

now

is

thought

all

to

picture

being

along that

was caught with a can opener.

this fish

many

called

who wish will have the wish
Every one of them! For
These places and the life that moves
them have been or will be brought before
your eyes in your theatre. One time you
will see high romance enacted on a warm,
scented island in the South Seas.
At
another a tale of courage and prowess
from the life of those who live inside the
Arctic Circle will be told you on the
screen. At yet another you will be present
when a newly chosen and to the large
world all but unknown potentate assumes
of those

fulfilled?

the robes of office, or
interior Asia

ceives them.

wars for

And

when
its

a hill tribe of
rights as it con-

a time will

come when

marvel that you have traveled so
far and learned so much without once
leaving the land of your birth.

you

will

After Real Exploitation

Campaign La Vorse
Breaks Record
Enclosed find two newspaper ads that I
ran in the local papers. I have just finished
running Douglas Fairbanks in “Don Q”
and broke all house records. I put over
the following campaign in advertising this
picture:
For my street ballyhoo I had a
young man in Spanish costume on horse

—
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October

1925

31,

dressed as Fairbanks, holding banner reading: “Strand Theatre now playing Douglas Fairbanks in ‘Don Q.’ ” Had my ushers
dressed in Spanish costume, lobby decorated in Spanish colors of red and yellow;
also had window display tie-up with four
book stores on sale of book and three department stores.
put out the following
paper:
25 24-sheets, 100 6-sheets, 250 3-sheets,
750 1-sheets, 200 window cards, 2,500

We

heralds.

You can readily see we had the town
and adjoining countryside pretty well covered, as

we

sniped in

directions out of

all

Huntington for over 15 miles, and the results showed themselves at the box office.
Yours very truly, R. J. La Vorse, Strand
Theatre, Huntington, W. Va.

This Proves That When
Rosenthal Exploits He

Does

Well

It

am

taking time off to give you details
of the campaign I arranged for Harold
I

Lloyd

in

Week

“The Freshman.”
in
(

advance started
Continued on page 56)

newspaper

STRAND
^ — U
10c
25c
“Where the Crowds Go"

""

TONIGHT”

7

”?<)" V”:

00

EDMUND LOWE
The

Kiss Barrier

A romance
From
peace.
he

!i\

of love in

war and

foot-lights

the

to

Ids of flanders

STRAIN 1> .NEWS AND VIEWS
Showing in animated form the Cur
rent

^Events the world over
,V

RIGHT* Concert

Org\nVst.

Mighty Voiced Organ
rnsuie to hear him play
Chats

\

\V

With the Manager-

BELIEVE WHAT YOU SEE
you
an ancient
admonition. Long ago, and in a
much lesser 'degree today, newspa“Don’t

believe

everything

read in the papers,

pers didn't

tell

is

the news accurate-

ly

Newspieturcs are different! The
camera Cannot make mistakes, and

EXPLOITATION FOR TODAY’S THEATRES: Top left— Editorial
New York Journal, which provided bona fide exploitation for

from the

Mark Strand

theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Contribution by Lee Ferguson,
publicity department of Mark Strand.
Right
John W. Creamer,
Strand theatre, Chillicothe, Mo., used copy from the “Herald” to ex-

—

—Ad

theatre. Bottom
for “The Thundering
for “The Freshman” contributed by M.
Rosenthal, Majestic theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
of the Harding theploit the

music of

his

Herd” used by Creamer.
atre, Lubliner

Ad

for

W.

Va.

& Trinz,

“Don Q”

Ad

Ad

Chicago, contributed by Lou Kramer. Center
submitted by R. J. La Vorse, Strand, Huntington,

cannot distort facts.
You can believe i^liat you see m
the newspapers, and you see t-he
k
-t in the world at Tim Strand.”
it-

I

In his advertising shown here John W.
Creamer, Strand theatre, Chillicothe,
Mo., demonstrates how he displays his
short features. The newsreel copy in
the ad has been printed in the “ Herald’ s” house organ department.

—

October

31,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ROYAL THEATRE, WILMINGTON,
advantage

of the theatre’s

National’s “Graustark”
the above invitation to

was
all

N.

C.,

51

LOBBY DISPLAY USED

took

by Golden Gate

name and

theatre,

residents.

Pathe newsreel special shortly after the
airmen had arrived in Honolulu.

the fact that First
a story of royalty to mail out

San

Francisco,

exploit

to

Cal.,

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF BUSINESS ARE AS IMPORTANT)
VERSI ON— AT

ASTHE SCREEN

^;

3
i

THE OLYMPIA THEATRE ALL NEXT WEEK

vOLUTION
IN TRANSPORT ATiONA;
When
Ten Commandments Were

j

]

Received by Moses the

the

Chariot

Was

Word

the Last

J

Transportation

in

The Egyptian Pharaoh Himself Would Have Given

a

Kingdom

for a

Chrysler Car
NEW 1925
MOTOR CAR
BIEVER

i

138

Ten Commandments
TO YOU WHO

1

Ten Commandments
ji

USE TIRES
&in

I

fee

CO.

WHALLEY AVENUE

‘THE TEN COMMANDMENTS’

i—Uiok (or /rtrorUi
5 - Co to >m

of

6

-m

&>j iiw Lott tea
i

»—Our

1

Work and Earn

2

Make a Budget

3 Save Scaclhing Each Wc&k

safluffKtd

4 Have ? B&fik Account
1

rotar.

5 Carry

life

G Invest

in

7 fay

Bills

lasuraace

Sale Securities

.

Promptly

8 Own Your Own Home
9 Make

a Will

10 Pay By Check

RALPH

J.

WELTER

685 Chapel

Street

.

Merchants National Bank
74C Cbi,,f st " Su!< u

i

THIS

MAY HAPPEN TO YOU

LUGGAGE
Ten Months

to -Pay In

TfcoroArc 10 Good
Raasflfts

Why You Should
j

Come Here
The Ten

i/W Ten Reasons Why You

lor Tires and

Repain

!

Commandments, [Should Leave Leaks to Ley

SLEPCOW'S

LEY ROOFING CO.

L Vt
1

S0f'

Arc Your
Br akes O.bC?
l

REMEMBER' THE

7th Commandment
"Thou Sholt Not Kill"

123

BRADLl

V

STREET

|

WHEN

"The Fresh-

SEVEN MERCHANTS CO-OPERATED

he had
a young man dressed as Lloyd in the football game on
the afternoon which preceded the picture’s opening.

with Harry Browning, manager of Gordon’s
Olympia theatre, New Haven, Conn., in

man”

M.

ROSENTHAL

offered Pathe’s

at the Majestic theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.,

display for

“Ten Commandments.”

:

THIRTY MEN AND

WOMEN

who witnessed the arrival of the first locomotive in Denver many years
These pioneers were photographed before the Broadway theatre, where they had been invited by the
management to witness “The Iron Horse,” produced by Fox Film Corporation. The stunt, recognized for
its spirit of venerating these respected citizens, has been called good exploitation.
ago.

THREE HUGE STATUES
of

“The Phantom” have been

modelled for Fritz Taussig,
Universal manager, in Prague.

A GOOD PRODUCT

can usually be tied up with a picture accord-

ing to exploiteers for the
licized the picture for its

September 13 by

Fox

picture

showing

at the

a tieup with a sporting

“The Iron Horse,” who pubFaurot Opera House, Sunday

goods store

at

Lima, Ohio.
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Pantomimes Provided for Short Features
Keith-Alhee Launches Extensive Exploitation Campaign
Press sheets are being printed by

Pathe

which

companies

A

distributing
are
short features. This is resulting from
or coincident with the campaign begun by the Herald for advertising
for short features proportionate to the
amount of advertising space devoted
to the other feature of the program.

Newsreel Advertising

in

their

effort

short features but

now

to

advertise

the

company

Chicago exchange manager
conceived the idea of placing a
huge score board before the window of the Chicago office. On the
board was marked the tallies and
the plays made by the teams in
the world series baseball game as
they were reported by radio from
the

has come forward with completed plans for

pantomimes

to

presented
b e
with “Felix the
Cat.”
In each
of three panto-

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The placards
above the score board indicated
clearly that the scores were being received through the effort of

mimes

Pathe news men.

it

is

re-

quired that the
persons
enacting
them
be
dressed in a Felix costume.
Each is short and requires no elaborate means of production.

Two

students (preferably) of a
dancing school do a simple dance.
The dance terminates when the male
figure (Felix) at an opportune mo-

ment unhooks

his

tail,

which

black club, and slams
feminine cat over the head with
Then he dances offstage with her.
stuffed

a
the

is

it.

the

lights,

in the

in

which has

booked all of Pathe’s output of Roach
comedies for 1925-26 has brought to

The Palace, New York’s boast in
vaudeville houses, has placed in the
lobby a silver frame which will carry
the black and white photos of the
Pathe comedies.
large framed
sign calls attention to the “Extra
Added Comedy Feature,” listing the

A

names of

the leading players appearing in each comedy.

new

feature on the programs
a good sendoff.
HIM,

N.W..IMHI.I

What Others Think

the

Hippo-

H. M. S. Kendrick, Mosque theaNewark, N. J., not only adver-

tre,

tises short features but also provides presentations for them, it has
With the Ko-Ko
been reported.

Song Car-Tune “My Bonnie” he
and his technical director, Colby
Harriman, provided an overture by
which

presentation

RICHARD WATTS,

Jr.:

required

the

services of 40 people.

“A

considerable part of the advancein the field of screen novelties
due to Red Seal Pictures.”

ment
is

—New

York Herald-Tribune,

Oct. II

“Gang” Obtains
Song Tieup
A

special

edition of

the

song “Stay in
printed by

Your Own Backyard” has been
M. Witmark & Sons upon the
Edwin Miles Fad'man,

at

Stages Short Feature
with 40 People

the orchestra, a male quartet and a
7.

traction.

During that week

figures similar to those appearing in
the ad for “Your
Backyard” on
this page.
It is believed that the
small figures may be advantageously
placed on the one sheets, two sheets
or larger sheets for the attractiveness
of the displays at the front of the
house.
Then for the purpose of
adapting the figures to newspaper advertisements the company provides
electro plates at a nominal cost.

alds.

itself
considerable attention in the
launching of an extensive exploitation

campaign for short film features.
Alan Foster, producer at the New
York Hippodrome, has manifested his
recognition of short feature values by
staging a prologue for the two reel
“Gang” comedy “Your Own Backyard.” Six dancers and two of Paul
Whiteman’s musicians were in the at-

of

product was in the
newspaper advertising,
window cards and in special her-

give the
circuit

use

and white

film

In the houses of other towns the
same amount of care was taken to

Short Features
Boosted by Vaudeville

The Keith-Albee

drome

encouraging the

is

stickers bearing the black

Own

Exploitation for newsreels in
general and for Pathe News in
particular resulted when the Chicago Pathe exchange attracted a
crowd estimated conservatively at
350 on busy Wabash avenue October 15. Jimmie Gillick who is

Not only has Educational aided exhibitors

Good Idea That Meant

Pres.

Pathe which

Gang comedy

request of

distributing a two reel
by the same name.

is

Our

—
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department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
a

—

—

here
of

conducive

is

physical

labor

great

to

but

exercise,

was performed.

I

This

expenditure
did
is

believe

not the

Aside from
with emphasis heav-

case at this time, however.

buying and

selling,

ily upon the latter, is the day’s work
and the night’s. Crops grow too slowly
to pay growers to bother with them.
Groves exchange hands a dozen times
without being seen by one of the owners.

Now

and then

I

hear talk of the pichither but it seems

moving

ture industry

not to be seriously believed.

TTAROLD LLOYD

and Jobyna Ralston in “The
Freshman.** Pathe release, which on October 17
ended a five-week run at the Roosevelt, Balaban &
Katz, house in the loop, Chicago.

M

SERVICE CONFIRMS
FLORIDA RUMORS
IAMI,

FLA.,

Oct.

20.

— After

seven days en route from there to here
I no longer feel cheated in the fact that
I was unable personally to superintend
that “Gold Rush” which Mr. Chaplin recreated as the setting for his current
opus. I cannot believe that it was onetwo-three with this one, of which I am
a happily detached also-ran by reason
of native caution and other things.

History does repeat. It is a motorized
covered wagon train that you automatically become
of
a part
you tin-can
your way here, which is the chosen
way.
No Indians beset your path, but
Indians were nice chummy playmates
compared to wayside venders of what
you need. Indians took but your scalp.
;

Be not mistaken

that

is

it

indeed a

Before you have really

gold rush.

hit

the packed going, you begin meeting up
with the prospectors. Each has a different prospective
his share;

you

let

in

ing you

more

method

of collecting

each is more than willing to
on it, and insistent upon tell-

why

it

can’t

It

fail.

might be

interestiing to hear the reports of

those going the other way, but they are

few and

in

a hurry.

Hereabouts

more

all

is

as reported

fanciful writers, only

two-bit cup of coffee

is

more

no

by the
so.

fable;

The

it’s

a

ranty and not so good at that. A meal
costs no more than your Winter’s overcoat.
Really comfortable sleeping quarters may be obtained by buying the
hotel.
I

have never heard that the climate

sales

talk,

for that

is

It’s

good

however, though the reason
a bit obscure.

I have seen no pictures, nor hope to,
but the understanding was that Herald

FDWARD

DAVIS and Margaret Morris in a scene
from “The Best People,’* the Paramount production shown at McVickers, Chicago loop theatre,
for a week beginning October 11.

which case they should be found ap-

However, the crowd at the Apollo,
Hollywood, applauded every inch of it,
so that’s the answer. Mr. Ray has had
stronger vehicles, and has done better

pended hereto.

work.

men

enough

foolish

to take their vaca-

summer time would supply
comments during my absence, in

tions in the

picture

—T. O.

Service.

The

played

MURRAY SEES RAY IN KIND
OF ROLE THAT WON FAME

In

“Sweet

Adeline”

Charles

Ray

“

;

the

closely as

producers

possible

to

have adhered as
old formula

the

with more or less success.

“Sweet Adeline”

tells

the story of

two

borrows money for fine clothes and other
diversions and when he is called upon to
pay gives a note for $2,000. Just what
happens to the note and the farm is not
cleared up as this thread of the story
seems to have been lost somewhere.
However, Charlie wins the hand of the
girl, sweetly played by Gertrude Olmsted, and there’s a big fight scene between the two brothers in which the
timid one whips the bully.
On a false
tip from his brother the timid one goes
to Chicago to sing in a cafe, and after
one trial is hooted out of the place but
he comes back and sings again, winning
the plaudits of the crowd, the tears of
the chorus girls, and we see him driv-

away with

an exmoral,
of

his sweetheart in

automobile.
The
course, is “Go to Chicago.”
pensive

j^^FTER
“Her
ens of news
licized

Chicago newspapers had pubSister from Paris” with doz-

stories valued in advertising
thousands of dollars the picture
began a run of one week at the Chicago

at several

crowded houses.

theatre to
the

that

country boys, one a brow-beating, domineering youth who lords it over his
backward, bashful brother. The bully

ing

DESPITE CENSOR CHARGES
IS CLEVER FILM

HER SISTER”

is

back in the same sort of role that won
him a place on the silver sheet when
Jerome Storm was directing him in Triangle pictures. This is a Chadwick production

about

has

thing

bucolic

Ray Murray.

out.-

stir

caused

by

It

was evident

the

censor

ap-

harm

pointees of the city did no serious
to the receipts.

The

picture

during the

was

cut

but fortunately for

had seen

it.

As

in

day of

second

it

me

a

few places

its

exhibition

not until after

was then

it

I

was a

mighty clever story produced by Sidney
Franklin in a most intelligent manner.
Constance Talmadge disappoints no one.
She is at her best. In the picture she plays
Although the characters are
a dual role.
not widely different according to the details of the story she takes advantage of
that

differences

the

herself

in

two

do exist to portray
roles with satis-

distinct

faction.

She, a mistreated wife, becomes involved
in a

scheme of her twin sister from Paris
The twin,
the husband sorry.

to

make

La

Perry, a dancer, after a flirtation with

the

husband agrees

supper.

Instead

out

plans

the

of

she

to

the

an after theatre
dancer carrying

insists

that

the

mis-

—
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a tale written a long time ago by

It is

Rex Beach and

read about that time by

about everyone

who

written by him.

I

now

but

think

I

probably

It

a

read

know why

I

could

anything

read

ever

didn’t

myself

it

many did.
have been made by
so

slinking melo-

able director into a

less

55

drama all about a murder and its detection.
But with its acting, interpretation and direction
that

has turned out a fascinating story

it

from anything

so different

is

have seen on the screen that

compare

else

hard

it’s

I

to

it.

Strangely enough Jack Pickford appears
in the

and Lewis Stone, the principals of “What Fools Men,” the First National
picture that opened the beautiful Harding theatre,
Chicago, on October 12. It had a one-week run.

treated

attend

sister

supper

the

as

La

ford

he believes

it

and

George
K. Arthur work together to provide an
audience with scene after scene of good
picture

the

she

that

and

old fashioned fun.
*

There

a

is

*

play

have seen on

I

so similar in parts to
that

But

nothing in the

in other parts there

my mind
Of

identify

at

is

play

the

identical.

lingering

in

all.

name

course as the

implies the theme

concerned with a question of sociology.

is

Warner Baxter
and

to,

as the chauffeur, proposed

by

loved

wealthy employer,

daughter

the
is

of

his

exactly as he must be.

The young woman who played

a role of

an Indian maid in “Wild Horse Mesa”
in “The Best People.”
Her name (and
she

believe

Morris.

a

is

newcomer)

is

is
I

Margaret

She has improved greatly

since

remainder of the cast Kathlyn
Williams, Edward Davis, and Margaret
Livingston, do the acting which makes the
picture worth while.
to the

The

story

is

a very funny one

urally not a whit of the
lost

by

its

disadvantage

slight

details

in

murder

the

of

results in a slight doubt as to

Woman”

“Goose

one time actually
just plain “non
compos mentis.” But the point is a minor
one for it does not affect the outcome of
the tale.
Douglas Hodges.
the

at

loathed her son or was

BARR SEES THREE COMEDIES
AND ONE THAT ISN’T
AT SULLIVAN’S

cat

is

as clever and

funny as ever in “Closer than a Brother”
and has more than the usual amount of
trouble keeping his nine lives together. He
goes on a sausage stealing expedition that
his playmate the mouse may eat, and therefrom the difficulties follow rapidly.

—

He

and loaded
that presumably will

stuffed into a suitcase

is

onto a freight train

take him to the far, far away.

Then he

is

just

a

tail.

Again he

in,

smaller

escapes.

A

shark

than Jonah’s

whale

flung into the sea.

is

trifle

dry land.

escapes.

sent sailing into the blue with

balloons tied to his

Then he

He

The

fish

moves

the ground for a time, but

briskly

when

along
its

tail

speeds through the

him who would be rid of
wide its mouth and
out, unruffled and glad to be

feet of

the cat steps

home.
*

*

*

“Seven Sinners” bears a close plot resemblance to another picture that is going
the rounds but in itself

it

is

good comedy.

about a group of crooks operating

It is all

singly or in pairs to obtain

two caskets of

action begins without any prelimi-

scenes

the

all

that

the owner’s absence.

and does not
to

is

are

be

flag
laid

once even though
within the house

The crooks

robbed.

are

varied as to ability and physical type and
out of

variance the greater part of

this

the fun arises.

Marie Prevost as the delicate fingered
safe-combination expert

who

is

not insensi-

ble to the call of love gives easily the best

She can be very refined and
demure one minute and very aggressive
and callous the next which is exactly the
performance.

kind of versatility her role

in

this picture

needs.
*
If

“The Goose

*

#

Woman”

had only

its

commend it it would still be a good
picture.
So many mystery pictures lose
plot to

is

mystery after the second reel that
refreshing,

perience,

to

sit

a decidedly pleasant ex-

through one that

is

not

obvious.

humor has been
The

But it has more than plot. It has two
good love stories, one of maternal love and
one of romantic love, and some fine charLouise Dresser, Jack Pick-

acterization.

ford

and

Constance

Bennett have the
and do the best work though
George Cooper as the flash reporter puts
some good comedy into the picture.

principal roles

*

;

The

it

and nat-

of argument to prove that Miss
Dresser loves the art of her work if it
were necessary to prove such a thing; and

home during

their

Miss Dresser as the besotted, embittered
once great does splendid
work. Her clothing, her dilapidated goose
farm and her acting combine to create
an illusion of tragic reality that is abso-

woman who was

piece

isn’t.

At the

and also takes him out onto

The work that Louise Dresser has done
in “The Goose Woman” is a convincing

it

it

the cat the fish opens

naries

and the dialogue has been a heavy loser
for it possibly could not have been otherwise.
But although the picture gets quite
a distance from the original it succeeds
in telling a mighty interesting story in
a smooth, humorous, delightful manner.
*

a propeller

whether

drama has been slakened

*

becomes

to

adaptation to the screen.

tenseness of the

beginning October 4.

sequence as clear as they might have been.

takes him

making “Mesa.”

As

a

finer

Alice Calhoun in
“The Everlasting Whisper,” Fox picture that
showed at the Monroe, Chicago, for two weeks

air.

cannot help but

I

were

to

at

the

T>OBERT CAIN, Tom Mix and

jewels from a wall safe in a rich man’s

believe the originals of each

picture

it

*

that

the stage that was
“The Best People”

worked

getting

It

anything but clean acting for her success

here that

better cast

fair.

prevent this piece from being sleasey he

has

the twin.

is

Perhaps the important thing after all is
that Miss Talmadge does not depend on
in

much

so

is

Because of the director’s noble desire

An

But the huselopement develops.
band is merely eloping with his wife while

believes

—

is

would not be

Perry.

young man who

role of a

misunderstood by his mother strange
because it seems that in “My Son” Pickford was again so misunderstood. But it’s
better not to draw that comparison. Pick-

he

T)ARBARA BEDFORD

CHAPLIN and Mack Swain in the cabin
from “The Cold Rush,” United Artists rein its eleventh week at the Orpheum,

/'"’HARLIE
scene
lease

now

Chicago.

lutely

The

convincing.
story, excepting a

few minor

details.

—
;
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Now

logical.

is

somewhat slow

and again the action

is

compensation
other elements of the produc-

for this in

but there

;

is

Music, Dancing on Chicago

*

*

( Week Beginning

*

Usually in summing up
ture experiences

I find

my week

Overture,

of pic-

Grand

no exception. Best for me was
“Sally of the Sawdust.” And of the play-

week

is

ers in the picture, best for

not

Fields,

Carol

me was W.

C.

though her

Dempster,

work was good.

We

one

that

genius

creative

,

:

are told by a certain group of psy-

chologists

“New

October 19)

“Slavische Rhapsodic,” Capitol
Orchestra, Albert E. Short con-

ductor.
Capitol World Events.
“Climbing the Ladder of Roses”:
“June
Brought Roses,” Orville Rennie; “Blushing
Rose” Ballet; Basket of Roses;
Flower Ballet; Climbing the Ladder of
Roses,” Orville Rennie.
Capitol Scenic Review.
Dance Divertissement
Pierre & Pagie.
“Pal of My Cradle Days,” Leo Terry at the
Capitol-Wurlitzer organ.
“Allah's Holiday,” Lorna Doone Jackson
and male quartette; ‘‘Dance Oriental,”
Whirling Dervish Girls; “I Want to
Marry a Male Quartette,” Lorna Doone
Jackson and male quartette.
“Steppin’ Out,” Columbia.
“A Punch in the Nose,” Pathe.

a best picture. This

is

infallible

gauge

of

the ability to conceive

to the minutest detail the feelings

and the

actions of the character one writes about

or portrays on the stage

—or

—with-

screen

out ever having in reality lived the kind

This

the imagined character lives.

life

what Fields does from the moment the
picture begins until it ends. Miss Dempster
is

does not reach the heights he reaches.

has studied at first hand
the type of circus character he portrays
or he has ability to conceive that is not
met with every day. Professor Eustace
Fields

either

McGargle

an outstanding circus type
unkempt, yet flashy; uninformed, yet intelligent

;

is

predatory, yet loyal to his kind

soft-muscled, yet ever ready to battle
Fields has put

one

him on

the

else has, so far as I

—and

screen as no

know.

Miss Dempster did as
There
well as she could with her part.
is spirit in her work, and I do not know
that another could have done better. Undoubtedly she would have shown to better
I

suppose

that

advantage opposite a less able person than
For me he was the show and I
Fields.
am glad I saw it. Al Barr.

—

Conn.

ager, Majestic Theatre, Bridgeport,

A

photograph of the football team
mentioned above appears on another
Other contributions of Mr. Ropage.
senthal are likewise reproduced in this

Photo of style show
produced in an early issue.
issue.

Pictures ” Index

“/Veit;

Capitol Bill

tion.

of
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is to

be re-

Pictures” information pub-

lished in the ten issues preceding this
one is indexed below by title, issue

date and page number.

A

Ancient Highway, The
Son of His Father

Sept. 19-57
Oct 3-75

Best People, The

Sept. 26-67

Calgary Stampede

Oct. 24-53

Circus Cyclone, The
Classified

Coming

Amos, The

of

Sept. 26-68

Cyclone Cavalier, The
Dark Angel, The

Demon

Oct. 17-50
Oct. 3-74

...

The

Rider,

-Aug. 22-54

Dollar Down..

Sept. 12-53

Fearless Lover, The

Sept. 19-57

Fighting Heart, The
Fighting the Flames
Flower of Night

Oct.

Oct. 24-54
17-51

Oct. 3-76
Oct. 10-57
Sept. 12-54

Girl

Who

Wouldn’t Work, The....Sept 5-53
Sept. 19-58

Goose Woman, The
Graustark

_.Sept. 12-55

Havoc

Sept. 12-53

.Aug. 22-54

High and Handsome

F. B. O. Issues

Elaborate Press

Book

In the

Film Booking Offices of America has
an elaborate press book on “The
Keeper of the Bees,” which was adapted
from the story of the same name by Gene
Stratton-Porter.
The book contains 19
pages exclusive of front and back cover.
The center sheets are in the form of a
issued

Name

of

...._

Love

illustrated

and the typography

10-57

Sept 19-58

King on Main

Oct
Oct

Street, The..

Kiss for Cinderella,

A

17-50

24-54

Sept. 12-54

Aug. 29-86
Let’s

Go Gallagher

Oct. 3-76

Aug. 29-85
Oct. 3-74
Sept. 26-68

first rate.

Credit for the press book is due to Les
Jordan, Dave Strumpf, Paula Gould and
Nat Rothstein, each of whom was instrumental in compiling and issuing it.

19-58

Oct

Sept. 26-68

colored insert intended for use as a lobby
poster.
The book is profusely and well
is

Sept

Aug. 29-85

Oct

17-49

Oct. 24-53

Aug. 29-84

New Brooms

-

....

Oct

3-76

-Aug. 22-54
(

Newman

Contnued from page 50 )

campaign and commenced plugging the
song “Freshie” in the house.
Did heavy billing around the city and
suburbs.

Window
stores

tie-ups with sport stores

(on Freshman Radio

set)

;

;

radio

florists

W.

T. Grant Co.,
entire store front and inside of the store
on book and song.
Started a Lloyd contest in one of the
papers, full particulars enclosed.

(on Freshman Corsage)

;

Saturday before opening of picture,

first

of the season was held. Had
young man dressed as Lloyd in football
regalia at the field putting comedy touches
in the game and got a wonderful reception
there as well as lots of publicity. This being the first time in local sport history a
press stunt of this nature has ever been
used.
(See enclosed photo.)
Put ail the ushers in football uniform
with Lloyd goggles. All other employees
wearing goggles all week and the Lloyd
football

game

at

Oct

K. C. Plans

2nd “Taka-Chance” Week

Peggy of the Secret Service

Based upon the success of last year, the
Newman theatre, Kansas City’s largest first
run down town house, is making extensive
plans for another “taka-chance week” next
week. A unique program arrangement of
four pages has been issued, the front page
being devoted to a list of famous men who
“took a chance,” along with the suggestion
that it might not be amiss for the audience
also to take a chance.
Cuts of the stars in the picture, with
their faces left blank, the ankles of other
feminine members of the cast and a long
series of question marks all add to make up
an interesting and attractive medium of
This year’s taka-chance
advertisement.
program, however, will be under the direction of Bruce Fowler, who is managing the
Paramount controlled house, and not Frank
L.

Newman, who

Paramount

is

now managing

theatres in

megaphones on Lloyd at
the opening game and 500 Lloyd caps.
For a street ballyhoo used the Lloyd
character all week on the streets.
The football squad were invited guests
at the evening performance on Monday
Sporting writers

were approached and
on the sport pages.

The other enclosed photo is for a style
show staged in connection with Gloria
Swanson in “The Coast of Folly.”
Very truly yours, M. Rosenthal, Man-

The....Sept 26-67

Opera
The

Oct.

Ridin’ the

Road

On

Oct

of the

Plastic Age,

Wind

to Yesterday,

Oct. 17-49

The

Oct.24-53

Aug.
Oct
Oct

Seven Keys to Baldpate

Simon the

Jester..

an early issue of “Exhibitors
Herald.” With it will be a letter
received from Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, who
has worked out some definite
ideas on the project.

22-55
10-58
24-54

Sept. 26-67

July 18-55

Sporting Life
Stage Struck
Street of Forgotten Men, The

Thank You

Oct
Oct.

10-59
24-53

Aug. 22-55
Oct. 17-51

Oct

17-49

Oct. 10-58
Oct. 24-53
Oct 24-55

Snow Country

Aug. 29-85

Oct

the Subject of

Thanksgiving Trailers
A suggestion regarding trailers
for Thanksgiving Day will appear

3-74

24-55

_Aug. 22-55
Aug. 29-84

Tracked in the
Trix

in

special stories given us

Phantom

Oct. 10-58

Nancy Preston,

Los Angeles.

1,000

night.

vs.

three

caps.

Gave out

People

17-49

3-76

Aug. 29-84
Wall Street Whiz, The

.

..

.

Oct. 17-49

Sept 19-57
Warrior Gap

What

Fools

Wheel,

Men

The

Oct
Sept

Wife

Who

Wasn’t Wanted, The

Woman

Hater. The

12-54

Oct
Sept

Womanhandled

10-59

.Sept 12-53
3-75

12-53

Oct. 24-54
..Oct 10-59

:

October

31,

:
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a member of a band of crooks who pose
as her relatives.
The pearler marries
her, but she and her confederates are
after the pearls. Following a series of
adventures in which the woman is
wounded with a gun, she learns that she
really loves her husband.
She warns
him of a plot against his life in time
to save him and they are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS
heroine.
the pearls.
.

sea.

.

.

.

.

: Meeting of hero and
Crooks’ attempt to steal
Heroine’s leap into the

.

Wounding

.

.

.

of the heroine.

Explosion and landslide.

.

.

.

.

The

.

.

re-

union.

A Regular Fellow
Leatrice Joy and Robert Ames, in “ The
Wedding Song,” released by Producers
Distributing Corporation.

DIRECTOR ..EDWARD SUTHERLAND

The Wedding Song

Authors

Producer: Cecil B. De Mille
Productions
Distributor: Producers Distributing
Corporation
Length: Undetermined

ALAN HALE

DIRECTOR

Author
Ethel Watts Mumford
Adaptors
Charles Whittaker;
Douglas Doty

PLAYERS
Paul Glynn

Robert

Captain Saltus

Grandma
Auntie

Ames

Charles Gerard

Rosa Rudami

Ethea

Reginald Morris; Joseph Mitchell

Adaptor

Keene Thompson

PLAYERS
Raymond Griffith
Mary Brian

Prince Alexis

Mary
King
Prime

Clarence Burton
Gertrude Claire
Ethel Wales

King
Gladden James
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: A South Sea island; San

Jeffrey

Francisco.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young pearl

fisher leaves
his native island for the first time, to
go to San Francisco and dispose of the

On
fortune in pearls he has gathered.
the steamer to San Francisco he meets
and falls in love with a woman who is

TYPE:

Romantic melodrama.
Romantic love.
LOCALE: The South.
TIME: The present.
STORY: A police dog is shipped
South to a sheriff, but en route he jumps
from the train and is taken in charge by
a man who later sells him to another
man. He who first had the dog enters

THEME:

Tyrone Power
Von Seyffertitz
Edgar Norton
Nigel De Bruliere
Lincoln Plummer

Minister... .Gustav

Valet
Revolutionist
Tourist Guide
Princess

Jacqueline Gadsen
Jerry Austin

Lover
Leatrice Joy

Beatrice Glynn

Hayes Hallarn

Elaine Hammerstein in the stellar role
of ‘‘Paint and Powder,” a Chadwick
production.

Producer: Paramount
Distributor
Paramount
Length: 5,200 feet

TYPE:

Romantic comedy.
Romantic love.
LOCALE: An imaginary kingdom.
TIME: The present.
STORY: The prince, weary of his

THEME:

king will not
allow it.
He meets and falls in love
with a tourist girl, but he is commanded
to marry a princess of a neighboring
kingdom who is in love with a guardsman. By a happy turn of events the
king is dethroned; the prince is made
president of the newly created republic
and marries the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS : Meeting of prince
and plebeian. ... The separation.
Visit of the princess. ... The airplane
flight. ... The wreck of the plane.
The revolution.
Consummation of
job, tries to quit, but the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the home of the second man to rob it,
but the dog kills him. The dead man’s
brother sets bloodhounds on the trail of
the hero, and he and his finance are
tracked down.
The police dog goes to
their rescue.

HIGHLIGHTS
villain

Battle between the
and the dog. ... The villain’s
:

brother’s plan for revenge.
The
dog’s rescue of his owner and the own.

.

.

er’s fiance.

Paint and

Powder

Producer: Chadwick Pictures
Corporation
Distributor State Right
Length: 6,300 feet

DIRECTOR

HUNT STROMBERG
Harvey Gates
Harvev Gates

Author
Adaptor

PLAYERS
Mary Dolan

Elaine Hammerstein

.

the prince’s romance.

Below the Line
Producer:
Distributor:

Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers

Length: 6,000 feet

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

HERMAN RAYMAKER
Charles A. Logue
Charles A. Logue

PLAYERS
Rin-Tin-Tin
Donald Cass
May Barton
Jamber Niles
Cockoo Niles

Rin-Tin-Tin with John Harron and
June Marlowe in ‘‘Below the Line,” produced by Warner Brothers.

Deputy Sheriff
Rev. Baron
Mrs. Cass

Rin-Tin-Tin

John Harron
June Marlowe
Pat Hartigan
Victor Potel
Charles Conklin
Gilbert Clayton
Edith Yorke

Raymond
“Buddy,”

Griffith as the
in “A Regular

prince, with
Fellow,” pro-

duced by Paramount.

:

:
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Jimmy Everett
Mark Kelsey

Theodore Von Eltz
John Sainpolis

Honora
Society
Butler

Stuart Holmes

Phillip Andrews.....

Tim McCardle.

Cabman

TYPE:

Metropolitan melodrama.

THEME:

Thwarted love.
New York City.
The present.

THEME:

TIME:

STORY

TIME: The

A

waiter in a cheap cabaret
loves the premier dancer of the place,
and when a noted theatrical producer
visits the cabaret the waiter by deft
manipulation obtains his wallet.
He
dresses the girl up and tries to put her
on Broadway. Later the waiter is sent
up the river. When he is released he
finds the girl married and successful. He
is heartbroken and does not try to win
her back.
HIGHLIGHTS : Cabaret scenes.
The dancer’s attemp to get a Broadway
Fight between the waiter
stage job.
:

.

.

.

.

Theatre
and the political boss.
scenes. ... The waiter’s frustrated ro.

STORY

.

mance.

Why Women Love
First National
Distributor:
First National
Length: 6,570 feet

HIGHLIGHTS:
Eleanor Boardman and Lew Cody in a
comic scene from “ Exchange of Wives,”
produced by Metro-Goldwyn-M ayer.
aboard the freighter.
Rescue of the
captain’s daughter from the burning oil.
Explosion in the lighthouse.
Heroine’s shooting of the engineer.
.

.

Willard Robertson
Lois Leeson

Cameraman

Robert Kurrle

PLAYERS
Molla Hansen
Rodney O’Malley

Blanche Sweet
Robert Frazer
Edward Earle
Dorothy Sebastian

Ira Meers
Pearl Martin

Simpson
Alan Roscoe
Fred Warren

Silas Martin
Charley Watts
Johnny Hickey
Olaf Hansen
Josiah Scott
Doctor Watkins

Russell

Bert Sprotte
Charles Murray
..Herbert Prior

TYPE:

Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: Atlantic Ocean; lighthouse
off Massachusetts coast.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young woman whose

lover
is a sea captain is reported lost at sea
when fire destroys her father’s ship. In
reality the girl has been rescued and
has undertaken to care for the daughter
of her rescuer, who was a lighthouse
keeper.
After a series of thrilling adventures revolving around the lighthouse
keeper’s daughter the girl and her lover
are reunited.

HIGHLIGHTS

.

The

.

.

:

Fire and explosion

.

.

studio.

Exchange

Producer:
Distributor

Wives

of

Cecilie

Moran
Creighton Hale
TYPE: Comedy drama.

Victor

An American

STORY

The

A

:

emotional

metropolis

present.

young man and
become acquainted
young man and his

serious

wife

with

Preferred Pictures
B. P. Schulberg

FRED

5,333 feet
C.

WINDERMERE

Fanny Heaslip Lea
Douglas Doty
Allen Siegler

a frivolous
serious minded wife, and it is not long
before like attracts like, to the discomfiture of all.
The four agree to an exchange of wives during a trip into the
mountains, with the result that each is
soon glad to go back to the original

marital arrangement.

Vaughn

Alyce Mills

Rufus Van Buren
John Wendell
Donald Van Buren
Cecilie’s Maid
Luella Van Buren
Tabitha Van Buren
The Portuguese

TYPE:

Lou Tellegen
Forrest Stanley
Donald Keith
Joan Standing

Martha Mattox
Eulalie Jensen
Dick Sutherland

Romatic drama.

THEME:

Romantic

LOCALE:

South

York

love.

and nearby mountains.

TIME:

dance

in the artvillain and

PLAYERS

PLAYERS

LOCALE:

Death of

Cameraman

Margaret Rathbum... .Eleanor Boardman
John Rathburn
Lew Cody
Elise Moran
Renee Adoree

Romantic

.

Length:
DIRECTOR...
Author
Adaptor

Cosmo Hamilton
Frederic and Fanny Hatton

THEME:

.

jewel

Scenes

With This Ring

.

HOBART HENLEY

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptors

.

.

hero.

lovers’ reunion.

Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 6,300 feet

his

ist’s

The
.

.

.

.

EDWIN CAREWE

Author
Adaptor

present.

and the robbery.

.

Producer:

and purpose.

City.

druggist who is philanthropic but poor, heads a robber gang
that steals from the rich to aid the poor.
His son, who is in love with the daughter
of the woman his father befriended, foils
a robbery planned by his father.
The
father and the man who was to have
been robbed are killed. The boy and the
girl are married.

.

DIRECTOR

life

A

:

.

.

.

Duality of

LOCALE: New York

LOCALE:

1925

Tammany Young
Tom Brown

Jimmy
TYPE: Melodrama.

Little

Russell Simpson

Riley

31,

Blanche Craig
Flora Finch
.William Calhoun
Harry Lee

Woman

Solemn Man
Crook

Pat Hartigan
Derelys Perdue
Charles Murray

Mazie Hull

October

love.

Sea

:

scenes.

.

.

New

TIME: The present.
STORY: An actress, shipwrecked on
an island with the man she loves, becomes

his wife in the sight of God.
Later she is rescued. An attorney who
knows her story marries her out of pity
and for the sake of her child. Later the

man

believed lost returns and

is

united

with the woman after the man she has
legally married gives her a divorce.

HIGHLIGHTS:

The shipwreck.
marriage. ... The return of
Reunion of
the man believed dead.
hero and heroine.

The

.

.

.

first

.

HIGHLIGHTS Comedy

island;

City.

.

.

.

Picturesque outdoor settings.
One
husband’s attempt to lie himself out of
a bad situation. ... The dissolution of
the exchange pact.
.

.

.

The Wrongdoers
Producer:

Bernarr Macfadden Pro-

ductions
Distributor: Astor Distributing Corporation
Length: 6,000 feet

HUGH DIERKER

DIRECTOR
Adaptor

Lewis Allen Brown

Cameramen
John Holbrook; Fred Chasten

PLAYERS
Blanche Sweet and Robert Frazer in a
scene from First National’s “Why
Women Love.”

Daniel Abbott

Lionel Barrymore

Helen Warren

Anne Cornwall
Henry Hull
Henry Sedley

Jimmy Abbott
Sylvester Doane

Alyce Mills and Donald Keith, who are
the principals in “ With This Ring,” a
B. P. Schulberg release.
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Lionel Barrymore

Johnny Walker
Marguerite De La Motte
J. R. Toser

Frank Montgomery
Bert Tuey
Barney
Marie Haynes
The Duchess
Ruby Blaine
Isabel Sherwood
TYPE: Underworld drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: New York City.
TIME: The present.
STORY: A young man fresh from
Carlisle

.

.

to

Sing Sing goes straight with the help of
a friendly artist, but his old gang, including his sweetheart, accuse him of
informing and plan to blackmail his
benefactor. The girl’s father, a convict
pal of the younger man, the father of

who

.

.

The Winding Stair
Fox

Distributor: Fox
Length: 6,000 feet

DIRECTOR.. ..JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
A. E. W. Mason
Author
...Julian La Mothe
Adaptor

PLAYERS
Alma Rubens
Edmund Lowe
Warner Oland
Mahlon Hamilton
Emily Fitzroy

Onery
Andrea

:

:

tenement

May McAvoy
Bobby Agnew
Lee Moran
Myrtle Steadman

McGuire
Gertrude Short
Aunt Maggie
Mary Gordon
Uncle Dan
Frank Perry
TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: An American metropolis.
TIME: The present.

.

Marguerite
Paul
Petras
Gerard
Mme. Muller

LOCALE: New York City.
TIME The present.
Three girls living
STORY

Sewell Ford

Mrs. Welles

Chester Conklin
Frank Leigh

STORY: A girl cigar counter clerk in
a hotel is abandoned by her sweetheart
when he graduates from a mechanic’s
job to a sales position. She accepts the
attentions of a rich youth in a spirit of
revenge directed toward her former
suitor.
The youth thrashes the exmechanic and elopes with the girl, who
is well enough pleased with the outcome
of her two romances.
HIGHLIGHTS: May McAvoy’s impersonation of the capable clerk.
Estrangement of the heroine and the
salesman. ... The light between the
rich youth and the salesman.
.

.

Romantic love.
LOCALE: Morocco; France.
TIME: Immediately preceding, and
during, the World war.
A French Legionnaire on
STORY
foreign station loves a cafe dancer, and
when the natives rebel and the girl is
endangered the officer leaves his command to go to the girl’s aid. His friend
saves him from court martial and he
heads a regiment in the world war.

-

r

,

r

NEWSPICTURES
jjfcgaggggggjg b gags
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:

When

war ends he marries

the

HIGHLIGHTS:

Cape scenes.

.

.

.

War scenes.
Rescue of the heroine.
Hero’s rescue of his friend, a brother
The reunion of hero and
officer.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fox News No.
*

SENATORS AND PIRATES PLAY WORLD'S
SERIES IN PITTSBURGH
*

Pathe News No. 84
JAPANESE AIRMEN COMPLETE FLIGHT FROM
TOKIO TO PARIS

DIRECTOR

MAURICE CAMPBELL
Warner Fabian

Author

PLAYERS
Guerda Anthony

Constance Bennett

Raymond Carroll
Norman Yuell
Mrs. Doremus

George Hackathome
Wallace MacDonald
Effie Shannon

Scenes from the
:
The parties attenement district.
tended by the girls after their success.
Jimmy’s offer to take Mary riding
Their second meeting.
in his flivver.
Jimmy’s sacrifice. ... The triple
wedding.
.

.

.

.

.

KING OF ENGLAND VISITS ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND, TO OPEN ART GALLERY
*

SENATOR IIMMY WALKER MAKES AUTO TOUR
OF INSPECTION THROUGH PHILADELPHIA
TUNNELS

.

.

.

The Masked Bride
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributor : Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: Undetermined

CHRISTY CABANNE
Leon Abrams
Carey Wilson

PLAYERS
Mae Murray
Bushman

Gaby

Francis X.

Marquis

»

MACMILLAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION HOME. SHIP
BOWDOIN ANCHORS IN HARBOR ON
COAST OF MAINE
*

News No.

Roy D’Arcy

Basil Rathbom
Antoine
Pauline Neff
Marquise
Chester Conklin
Wine Waiter
Fred Warren
Vibout
Leo White
Floor Manager
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE:
TIME:

STORY

Paris.

The present.
:

A

titled

84

ADMIRAL SAMUEL S. ROBINSON BOARDS FLAGSHIP AS NEW NAVY COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

bachelor

who

is in-

terested in a cafe dancer engages her
and her partner to dance at his castle.

There he proposes to her and is acAfter the marriage the girl’s
cepted.
partner is arrested on the castle grounds
for stealing and when she is accused of
crime

she confesses.
genuinely in love
with the man she has married, and he,
realizing this, forgives and protects her.
HIGHLIGHTS : The dancer’s insoHer partlence toward her suitor.
ner’s theft and her return of the jewels.
Party at the castle. ... The propoThe dancer’s regeneration. .
sal.
The wedding. ... The reunion.
the

Then she learns she

W. DAVIS TAKES UP DUTIES AS SECRETARY
OF WAR, SUCCEEDING J. W. WEEKS

International

.

.

instigating

•

Kinograms No. 5127
D.

.

.

*

Kinograms No. 5126

Pictures
Producer:
Corporation
Distributor : State Right
Length: 6,300 feet

wedding.

HIGHLIGHTS

He

.

Fires
W ande ring
Arrow

triple

BAVARIANS HOLD HARVEST FESTIVAL FIRST
TIME SINCE BEGINNING OF WORLD WAR

heroine.

•

in

Prefect of Police

4

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE RECEIVES OVATION AT
AMERICAN LEGION CONVENTION

the

dsncGr

a few years each is famous.
the childhood sweetheart of one of
the girls asks her to go for a ride in his
flivver she refuses in favor of the owner of a finer car. Later the rejected one
is made an alderman and meets the girl
But he keeps to
at a political function.
the background in order that the girl
may have the other man. Then she
realizes that she loves the poorer man
and she and her two girl friends have a

and

When

Author
Adaptor

,

the

district

DIRECTOR
v mtUhurniHMr **-

in

attract the attention
of a theatrical manager as they play in
He obtains their parents’
the street.
consent to develop them for the stage

.

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME:

Ray Howard

Douglas Gilmore
Kate Price
TYPE: Comedy drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

DALLAS FITZGERALD

Mama

Sally O’Neil

William Haines

College Kid
Nestor
Mrs. Dugan

Arrow Film Corporation

Roddy Welles
Barney Taylor

Constance Bennett
Joan Crawford

Mary
Jimmy Dugan

husband and wife.

Tessie

.

Producer:

PLAYERS
Sally
Irene

PLAYERS

.

.

Adaptors.... Louis Leighton;

.

Author

Edward Dowling
Hope Loring

Author

.

DIRECTOR

EDMUND GOULDING

DIRECTOR

State Right
Length: 6,800 feet

refused to reform.

.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributor: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: Undetermined

Distributor:

Slum atmosphere.
:
Maggie’s scornful rejection of her
Tense scenes in the
reformed lover.
Maggie’s regeneration and her
hotel.
reunion with her lover and her father.
.

.

and Mary

Sally, Irene
Producer:

T essie

HIGHLIGHTS

.

.

Producer:

his sweetheart, is released from prison
also and determines to kill one of the
crooks, whom he paid to keep the girl
straight.
But the turn of events sets
aright the affairs of everyone excepting

those

*

STORY A young woman who is the
victim of a scandalous tale involving her
lover, believed killed in France, is loved
by another young man who, knowing the
tale, still urges her to marry him. After
they are married the husband becomes
jealous of the lost lover, who one day
turns up with an arm gone and his mind
a blank. His mental balance is restored,
however, and he absolves his former
sweetheart of any wrongdoing. Thereafter husband and wife are happy again.
HIGHLIGHTS : Acting of the principals. ... The return of the shellshocked soldier.
His recovery of his
memory.
Restoration of happiness

PLAYERS
Maggie
Hunt

International News No. 85
HULLS OF SHIPS BOUGHT BY GOVERNMENT
BURNED FOR METAL JUNK

COMPANY

A

metropolis.
Before, during and after the

TIME:

Le Roy F. Scott

Joe Ellison
Larry Brainerd

LOCALE:
world war.

WHITMAN BENNETT

Author

EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD AMERICAN GIRL BECOMES
MEMBER OF METROPOLITAN OPERA

TYPE:

Producer: Arrow Pictures
Corporation
Distributor : State Right
Length: 6,500 .feet

DIRECTOR

Henrietta Crossman
Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love.

Mrs. Carroll

Children of the Whirlwind
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is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Richard Tala recent visitor here. He was
(

the guest of F. B. O. at a dinner at the
Elk’s Club. He made personal appearances
at several Stanley houses and visited the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

McCreary have been added

to

the

local

Associated Exhibitors sales force.
On the occasion of her resigning as secrethe manager of the Paramount
here to be married, Miss Julia Barry
was the guest of honor at a dinner given
by members of the Paramount exchange.
Ben Abrahams has been made special representative in the Philadelphia territory of the Harold Lloyd Picture Corporalarge delegation of local
tion.
motion picture men attended the formal
opening of Len Berman’s Savoy theatre at
Bethelehem, Pa. The Savoy is the third
house recently acquired by Berman.

tary

to

office

.

“Echoes

FOX:

“East Lynne," Fox
Fox Theatre
Screen Magazine; Overture: “Poet and
Peasant," Von Suppe , Fox Theatre Grand
Orchestra.
KARLTON “The Knockout," First National.
PALACE: “The Coast of Folly," Paramount.
VICTORIA: “The Half Way Girl,” First
National.
CAPITOL: “Desert Flower," First National.
STANTON: “The Gold Rush," United
:

Artists

(2nd week).

ARCADIA:

“Winds

Chance,"

of

First

(2nd week).

National

.

.

.

“Sally of the Sawdust," United
Scenic; Stanley Magazine News;
of
Metropolitan," organ
the
selections; Divertissement: Stanley Symphony Orchestra; Stanley Theatre Ballet.
:

Artists

.

.

.

.

.

Universal here. Hone reports that the Inland Empire shows every indication of
prosperity this fall, and all theatres expect
good fall and winter business.
A
visitor expected here soon is David R.
Hochreich, president and general manager
of Vital Exchanges, who is making a swing
out of New York for the West Coast.

...

LOUIS

ST.

—

ST. LOUIS, MO. Maurice Stahl has
taken a lease on the Plaza theatre, formerly operated by the Super Theatre Corporation,
controlled by Hector M.
E.
Pasmenzoglu.
Plans for a $1,000,000, 3,800-seat theatre have been placed before the St. Louis aldermanic board by
Rupert
Levine, Chicago architects, acting
for Ruben Levine of Chicago. The owner
desires the vacation of an alley to permit

SEATTLE, WASH. —Among

the repreof the motion picture industry
who attended the recent opening of Bruen’s
Arabian theatre were
Sam Warner, vicepresident of Warner Brothers, and his
bride, who passed through on a vacation
trip; L. K. Brin, owner of a chain of houses
in the Northwest, and his wife; Robert
White, Portland, Ore., showman; Walter
Kraft, Arlington exhibitor
and E. W.
Groesbeck,
showman from Enumclaw,
sentatives

:

.

.

.

.

&

them

to build.

.

.

The

.

$2,000,000 St.

Louis theatre, opening of which has been
delayed several times, is scheduled for
formal opening soon.
“Motion pic.

.

.

tures for children are as essential as books
for children,” said Mrs. Ida L. B'etsf elder,

;

Wash.

.

.

.

Arthur Schmidt, F. B. O.
Les Weir, Pro-Dis-Co.
and Dave Eraser, Weir’s

San Francisco

district executive,
district executive,

assistant, were visitors here recently.
C. Weaver, president of H. C. Weaver
Productions, Inc., the only Pacific North.

.

west producing organization, with a plant
at Titlow Beach, near Tacoma, Wash., returned from New York recently and announced that “Hearts and Fists,” made
entirely on Puget Sound, has been disposed
of to Vital Exchanges, Inc. Weaver also
announced that he has contracts for 10
more productions.
A. Samuelson,
manager of the local Pathe office, has added

...

Runs

First

.

( Week

H.

.

:

The Jonesboro Amusement Company, Jonesboro, Ark., will soon take bids
for a $100,000 motion picture and vaudeville

house there.

.

.

Tony Sudekum,

.

F.

:
:

Shelbyville, Tenn.
William Schrader
plans to build a $75,000 picture and vaudeville house at Sterling, 111.
“Dad"
Slocum, recently resigned from the local
.

.

.

.

with

a

Million,"

B. O.

CAMEO: “April Showers,"
UNION SQUARE: “Traffic

.

Pathe organization, has joined Pro-Dis-Co.
here as a salesman.
Out-of-town
exhibitors who visited here last week were
Barnes, Lawrenceville and Ridgeway,
J.
111.; L. Jadowsky, Lincoln, Paris, 111.; and
Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.
Charles
Werner, local M-G-M branch manager, is
convalescing from a recent illness. Pending
.

.

.

.

.

return to his desk, W. B. Scully is
acting as manager.
Jack Q’Neil,
city salesman for Pathe, has resigned.
His
post has been filled by Andy Deits and
H. Stabler.
his

.

.

.

DENVER
DENVER, COL. —The new
opened

atre,

three

State thea-

weeks ago, has been

closed again in order that the stage may
be raised and enlarged. The alteration is
being made with a view to staging presentations in connection with the showing of
pictures, which were tried with the available stage space and met with such approval that the changes were decided on.
Seth Perkins, district manager for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, arrived here early
this week for a visit to the local M-G-M
.

.

.

branch.
Fred Newmeyer, Harold
Lloyd’s director in many of the star’s most
recent major productions, returned home to
Denver last week for a short visit. Newmeyer and his family later left for New
York, where he will direct “The Lunatic
Harry Lustig, district
at Large.”
manager for Warner Brothers, was here
.

.

.

.

.

.

week on his way to New York City.
James F. Lynch, district manager
of the Empress theatre, Laramie, Wyo., is

last

.

co-operating with the Associated Students
of the University of Wyoming in an effort
to raise funds to send the university football team on a tour of Montana and Utah.
Needless to say, Jim is a highly popular
The
man with the student body.
following theatres have re-opened for the
winter season Kiowa, Kiowa, Col., owned
and managed by H. G. Isbell; Princess,
Sanford, Sanford,
Olney Springs, Col.
Col., owned and managed by Wilford R.
The following theatres
Morgan.
have been closed indefinitely: Lisco, Lisco,
Neb.; Pastime, Dix, Neb.; Garden, OshExhibitors who visited
kosh, Neb.
.

All Star.
in Hearts,"

All

Star.

FRANCIS: “The Vanishing American,"
Paramount (continued).

ST.

.

.

.

;

“The Freshman," Pathe.
“Drusilla

presi-

dent of the Crescent Amusement Company,
Nashville, Tenn., has had plans prepared
for a $50,000 theatre to be erected at

:

of

Wives," First National.

IMPERIAL

1925

.

.

Beginning October 10)

CALIFORNIA: “Lightnin'," Fox.
LOEW’S WARFIELD
“An Exchange

GRANADA

31,

president of the St. Louis Motion Picture
Council recently in endorsing the Missouri
theatre’s Saturday morning shows for local
children.
The Columbia theatre and
the Strand theatre, adjoining houses, will
be demolished shortly to make room for a
store building.
T. W. Sharp of
Little Rock, Ark., has awarded contracts
for the erection of his new theatre there.

.

William Green to his sales staff.
Al Rosenberg manager here for De Luxe
Exchanges, announces the addition of peppy
Louis Goldsmith to his staff. Louis formerly operated the Society theatre here.
Jim Hone, executive secretary of
the M. P. T. O. of Washington recently
returned from a district meeting of the
association held at Yakima, Wash. He was
accompanied by L. O. Lukan, manager for

... A

SEA TTLE

October

.

Week beginning October 6)

STANLEY

A

formal
Stanley Company’s office.
dinner dance wall be given by the M. P.
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware at the Benjamin
Franklin hotel here on a Sunday evening
This will
in the latter part of November.
be the first affair of this kind given by
the organization, and a good turnout of
R. A.
film notables is expected.
Bloch and IV. E. Smith, branch manager
and district manager, respectively, for
Famous Players, will go to Chicago during
the first week in November to attend the
Dursemi-annual sales conference.
.
ing Fire Prevention week the film community of the city took an active part in
the campaign for greater safety. More than
300 exchange employes attended a mass
meeting on the elimination of fire hazards.
George Rosenbaum, who has been
a member of the local Fox sales force,
has been transferred to the New York Fox
office and has been succeeded here by Nat
Fleisher.
Peter Ryan and Joe

Runs

First

madge was

.

:
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.

;

,

.

Denver
Jones,

.

.

.

.

week were B. P. McCormick,
Canon City, Col., and Rialto and
last

;

,

October
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61
Buffalo, is the new
the Schines’ Liberty at Herki-

Amusement Company,
manager of

Meyer and Louis Schine
mer, N. Y.
are staging a fashion show at the Glove,
F. W. Aldrich
Gloversville, N.
of the Regent, St. Regis Falls, N. Y., will
close his house for the winter on Nov. 1.
.

.

.

Y

...

.

Among the visitors to film row
week were T om Kennedy of the
Lyceum, Champlain, N. Y., and George S.
Jeffreys, special Harold Lloyd representaFrank Biggs
tive, New York City.
has been made manager of the Clinton
Fred Mausert,
Square theatre here.
last

.

.

Glens Falls, N. Y.,
his

in

house.

.

.

.

new

installing

is
.

.

.

J.

J.

.

seats

Dimber of

Jersey City, N. J., has taken over
Colonial in Monroe, N. Y., from
K. & B. Amusement Company.
George D. Loomis, Frankfort, N. Y.
acquired the Savoy there. He now has
houses.

the
the

has

two

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Nat

Holt,

popular manager of the California theatre,
got the glad hand from his fellow workers
his many
men when he

and

trip to

of Pathe Exchange. Left to right: Jim Duthie,
Mrs. F. Tate, W. M. Fitzpatrick, O. C. Cullum, Miss B. Cox,
T. L. Cocke, Mrs. A. Cobb, D. E. Boswell, Miss E. Nabors,
Z. True, Miss G. Weaver, Nelson Powers, W. G. Taylor,
Miss B. Floyd, Will Richards.

Memphis branch

Florence,

Liberty,

Ed.

Col.;

Marquand

manager of the Isis and Longmont, Longmont, Col.; R. Murray, Eaton, Eaton, Col.;
A.
Wcssels,
Orpheum,
Steamboat
V.
Springs, Col.; and Mrs. Lee Mote, Acme,
Riverton, Wyo.
Eugene Gerbase,
local Universal manager, has returned from
Salt Lake City, where he attended a sales
.

conference.

.

.

.

.

Charles R. Gilmour,

.

Warner Brothers manager, has returned from a sales trip into Wyoming.
James S. Hommel, manager here

local

Producers
has concluded a

Distributing

for

sales trip into

Corporation,

New

Mexico.

for

mental

here

Cop-

has installed a

music box pit for his orchestra.
It resembles a phonograph horn inside a phonograph cabinet and so tones up the music
that every note can be heard at the back
of the balcony as well as on the orchestra
floor.
Arnold Tubman has been
added to the sales staff of the Fox office at
.

.

.

Calgary, Alta. His brother, Ray Tubman,
is manager of the Algoma theatre, Sault
Sainte Marie, Ont.
Manager Leonard
Bishop of the Regent, local house, announced recently that 20,000 persons had
seen “The Gold Rush” during the six days
preceding the day on which the announce.

.

ment was made.

.

William Lewis
formerly organist at the Metropolitan, Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed
organist at the Metropolitan at Regina,
Sask.
A new floor has been laid
.

.

.

Aiken,

...

the

in

Rex

theatre

Kindersley,

at

Sask.,

and other repairs and some alterations have
been made.
The Strand, a Famous
Players house at Brandon, Man., has been
closed temporarily. The manager, Charles
L. Strazv, has been placed in charge of a
Winnipeg theatre.
Aywon Films,
Ltd., is the name of a new film exchange
.

.

.

.

.

.

that has been incorporated in the province
of Quebec with a capitalization of $20,000.

The company’s offices are in Montreal.
The Motion Picture Baseball League
.

.

Cary, Miss
O. Antrim,

Mrs.

.

Leo Haag of
was greatly instru-

deciding the issue for his team.

.

competition for a prize of $2,000.
The
competition is already under way.
Raymond S. Peck, director of the Canadian
Government Motion Picture Bureau, was
elected to the board of governors of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at
the convention recently held at Roscoe,
N. Y. He is the first Canadian ever elected
.

governing board of

.

.

this international

.

contest at Toronto, Ont., had an exciting
finish, Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,
Toronto, will now play Regal Films, Ltd.,

—

ALBANY, N. Y. Johnny Hines made a
personal appearance here last week for the
showing of his picture “The Live Wire.”
He is the first star who ever made a personal appearance in a local theatre.
The three Papayanakos brothers, pioneer
exhibitors of Northern New York, each
.

.

.

grabbed brush and hammer and did his
own billposting along the roads in their
vicinity last week.
L. L. Connors,
who for seven years has operated theatres
in Cambridge, N. Y., will not renew the
He has beleases on his houses there.
Charles P.
come a film salesman.
Gilmore, Syracuse, N. Y., has acquired the
.

.

.

Temple

theatre

and

.

as manager.

.

.

.

Mrs. Minnie Doane,

.

.

Manager Morgan Walsh and Sam Warner.
W. G. Preddey, local dealer in
motion picture supplies, has appointed Ed.
McGuire, well known in this city, his Los
E. Rowell,
Angeles representative.
an official of the First National New York
.

was

office,

.

.

recent visitor here.

a

Louis Reichert, former San Franciscan in
charge of the local Selznick exchange, has
been appointed Kansas City branch manager for Warner Brothers.
E. C.
Cunningham of Pacific Grove has disposed
.

of

his

interest

the

in

Isis

.

.

theatre to the

Golden State Theatre and Realty Company,
which will close it permanently.
Ed. Brumfield, manager of the Brumfield
Electric Sign Company here, was recently
married to Miss Mildred Schultz, a native
daughter.
In collaboration with
Lloyd Campbell, local theatrical man and
musician, Conductor Max Dolin of the
California theatre orchestra recently wrote
a song entitled “The Hawaiian Serenade”
that went over big with California theatre

audiences.

.

.

.

I^ouis Saper.

.

.

Palace

Walter

of the Troy theatre,
Troy, is arranging a series of Saturday
morning matinees for school children to be
held under the auspices of the ParentTeachers Association.
J. W. Carkey,
manager of the Strand, Carthage, N. Y.,
fashion show in connection
is holding a
with the showing of “Sandra.”

manager

.

.

.

The Empire, Glens Falls, N. Y., is giving
Saturday morning matinees for children at
John
an admission of 10 cents
Maxwell, formerly with the Frontier

.

.

this city, with

The

studio,

Miss Ann Thorne of
some other local people, is
.

new motion

organizing a

it

is

picture company.
expected, will be in the

Park-Presidio district.
Clem Pope
of the T. & D. theatre, Oakland, has returned from his Los Angeles trip.
.

.

.

SALT LAKE
SALT

Hohman Opera House

stein, recently made manager of the
in Troy, N. Y., has resigned.

Roberts,

Canada.

the very popular wife of L. E. Doane,
assistant manager of the Cameo here, is on
a four-week trip to Portland, Ore. L. E.
says one never knows the value of wives
until they take a vacation.
Harry
I^ustig, well known district manager for
Warner Brothers, was a recent visitor here.
While in the city he had a conference with

.

at Pulaski, N. Y., after extended negotiations.
Jacob A. Youngs will stay at the

Temple

local picture

...

ALBANY

.

among

returned from a two- week

.

ing.

ONT. — Manager Dave

Imperial

Coleman,

I.

J.

association for film research and engineer-

CANADA
OTTAWA,
the

in

twirler,

Mrs.
A.

N. L. Nathanson, managing director
of Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
has announced a managers’ Christmas bonus
.

to the

lan of

championship.

the

Famous-Lasky,

F. C. Trinkhouse,

friends

LAKE

UTAPI.— Neil

CITY,

Schettler, conductor of the Victory theatre
orchestra, won the grand prize in this
Carl A.
year’s golf tournament.
Parter, manager of the Victory, stated that
business was unusually good during the
.

week

of

man,”

in connection

the

.

.

showing of “The Midshipwith which he staged

James R. Keitz,
a fashion show.
big chief for Greater Features here, has
announced receipt of “The Danger Signal,”
of which he is making a special preview in
the key towns of this territory.
L. J. Sclilaifer, Universal division manager,
has arrived here for a visit of a few days.
Manager Davis of the American has
held a special screening of “The Last
Edition” at that house and of “Parisian
.

.

.

.

.

.
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October

31,

1925

The

theatre was packed during the entire
run.
The picture was fortunate here in
that it opened just about the time the first
football games, when interest in collegigate
circles naturally was high.
Co-operating with a daily paper in Terre Haute,
Ind., the Grand theatre there is creating a
lot of interest in the showing of “The
Iron Horse.”
The newspaper is offering
a prize to the oldest railroad man in the
vicinity of that city.
Since Terre Haute
is
somewhat of a railroad center, there
are many applicants.
In addition to the
prize for the oldest railroad man, all pensioned employes of the railroads entering
the city will be guests of the paper to the
.

HERALD

Here are two of the many

Iowa.
On the left is
John Veenchoten, Highland Park,
Des Moines. C. L. See has the Elite
(Photo by H. E. N.)
at Laurens.
boosters

in

Nights” at the Pantages. Eddie Diamond,
manager of the Pantages, booked “Parisian
Nights” for immediate showing.

Harry Lustig,
Brothers,

division

stopped

manager for Warner
the

at

Warner

local

on his way to the district managers’
convention in New York City. While here
he announced the showing of “The Limited
Mail” at the Victory here and of “The Man
on the Box” at the Pantages in the near
Carsten Dahnkin, owner
future.
office

.

.

.

of the American theatre, has just returned
from a trip to San Francisco. He will
T.
leave for the East soon.
J.
general manager of Greater
Scheffield,
Features, is expected here soon. He is on
a tour of the inter-mountain Greater Features offices.
M. Shiren, traveling
auditor for Universal, is spending a few
weeks at the local Universal office.
Among the out-of-town visitors here last
Tom Berta, Rock Springs,
week were:
Wyo. ; the Peery brothers, Egyptian theatre, Ogden, Utah; and S'. H. Rich, Montpelier, Idaho.
Jack Tierney, special
representative of the Pathe home office, is
here.
He is on a tour of all the offices
in the Western division.
Ben Fish
is visiting the local Pathe office in the interests of Harold Lloyd’s “The Freshman.”
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

OMAHA, NEB. — President

Coolidge and
his party whiled away the time on their
way to the American Legion convention
here by viewing motion pictures.
Major
Jack Connolly of the Hays organization arranged the presentation, which was put on
in a dining car of the President’s train.

Richard Dix was one of the California doughboys who attended the convention, but few persons knew it. He came
as an ex-soldier, not as a motion picture
star.
Sam Shapin, Warner Brothers’
auditor, turned commuter during his recent
stay here. He could not find a hotel room
in Omaha because of' the crowded conditions resulting from the Legion conven.

.

.

.

so he went over to Council Bluffs,
Iowa, and commuted in each day.
Eddie L. Alperson has resigned as manager of Associated Exhibitors here to become a special sales representative out of
the local Warner Brothers office. Alperson
has also served as branch manager for
First National and Universal.
He is succeeded at the Associated Exhibitors office
by /. P. Shea,
Lloyd Willis, special
representative of Warner Brothers’
home office, has just concluded a three.

.

.

.

visit here.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.— It

is

believed

Harold Lloyd in “The Freshman” set
a record for motion picture shows in this
city when the picture ran for three weeks
on its first showing at the Apollo theatre.
that

KANSAS
is

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

House, Troy, Kan.; Walter Finney, Best
theatre, Parsons, Kan.
Charles T. Sears,
manager of Universal theatres in the
Kansas City territory, and Ben Levy, Hippodrome, Joplin, Mo. Finney reports that
he is altering and improving his house to
;

a considerable extent.

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.— Sam

Pylet,

owner of the Hollywood theatre here, is
making plans to increase the seating of
the house from 800 to 1,400, though the
house is less than a year old. Work on
the addition is to start in the spring.
Pylet recently obtained an option on a
piece of property in Shorewood, Milwaukee’s most exclusive suburb, and expects
to erect a theatre on it.
Details have not
yet been worked out.
Max Krofta,
owner of the Idlehour on the South Side,
has had a new front installed at the house.
Ben Koenig, secretary of the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade, reports that
September only five cases were brought
before the board for arbitration, and concludes that Wisconsin exhibitors and exchange men are exercising the greatest
care in their contractual relations.
.

.

.

H. E. N.)

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON,

D.

C.—Mrs.

Harrriet

Hawley Locher,

director of the public
service and educational department of the
Crandall theatres, has announced the opening of the second season of the selected
morning
children’s
Saturday
matinees
Henri SmidtOctober 31 at the Tivoli.
Gregor, Russian pianist-composer, will be
added to the personnel of the “Saturday
Nighters” soon.
Daniel Breeskin, conductor of the Metropolitan theatre symphony orchestra, has arranged a novel concert overture entitled “Campus Days” for
use in connection with the showing of
.

.

Harold

.

.

.

.

“The Freshman.”
Lohmeyer of the Tivoli

Lloyd’s

.

Manager Harry

.

.

E.

recently presented the “Children Players
of Washington” in “The House of Hearts”
as an added attraction and the number

went over
has

staff

big.

The

stand.

.

.

.

The Crandall executive

resumed
series

business

games are

the
over.

at

old
All

who squandered heavy jack answered all
questions asked about films and theatres
with, “Yes, Johnson certainly heaved a
mean game.
The “Saturday Nighters”'
have put a new artist on the air. He is
Sergeant C. A. Davis, “The Whistling
Doughboy,” and he can outwarble a thrush.
The visual instruction classes of the
Americanization school, under the principalship of Maude Aiton, were recently inaugurated in the projection room of the
Metropolitan.
The attendance was large
.

.

.

.

.

.

and

is

expected to become larger.

TACOMA
—

MILWAUKEE

.

liked.
Wade Wilman (left) is the
Metro manager at Indianapolis, Ind.
Lee Sowers manages the Strand theatre at Muncie, Ind.
(Photo by

MO.—

CITY,
R. L. Willis,
erecting one of the largest suburban theatres here at 38 and Main streets,
took title to the building site last week
from John B. Kassebaum. Willis is erecting the house, which will seat 3,000 in
compliance with the terms of a 25-year
lease to the Blackstone Amusement Company, which calls for a rental of $16,500
annually for the first five years and $18,000 a year thereafter for the term of the
lease. ...
tieup between the Newman
theatre and the Cooperative club and participants in Girl’s Week here netted Bruce
Fowler, manager of the house, good newspaper space last week. ... So popular was
the Charleston contest staged a few weeks
ago by Lawrence Lehman, manager of the
Orpheum here, that he decided to have
another contest this week.
When
Adolph Eisner, former president of the
M. P. T. O. of Kansas City, opened the
Circle here recently and started a “rush
on the gate” with 10-cent admissions he
set a precedent, for the Ellsworth, which
is only a few blocks from the Circle, has
opened for the first time since last fall,
with admissions 10 cents. In commenting
on the policy of the Ellsworth Eisner
said, “I hope the Ellsworth does as well as
the Circle.” ...
bandit attempted to
rob Hyman Naster, owner of the Empire
theatre, Kansas City, Kan., recently.
The
robber stepped up to the box office, took
the day’s receipts from Naster and fled.
Naster and policemen followed and after
a running gun battle the man was captured.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on film
row last week were
G. L. Rugg, Opera

who

.

.

They’re both managers and both well

KANSAS CITY

.

tion,

day

show.

A

OMAHA

.

.

.

.

.

TACOMA, WASH. Reorganization of
H. C. Weaver Productions, Inc., of Tacoma, effected Tuesday with the formation
of a new executive board composed of a
group of Tacoma financiers, was completed
at a meeting held Wednesday when officers
were elected who would be the envy of any
organization in the Northwest. Men with
H. C.
millions now head the enterprise.
Weaver, who has headed the company
since

its

incorporation in May, 1924, was

chosen president; W. R. Rust is vice-president and Gen. James M. Ashton is secretary

and treasurer.

These three men

with Chester Thorne and /. T. Gregory
comprise the board of trustees. The meeting Tuesday afternoon, held at the Weaver
studio at Titlow Beach, was attended by
more than 50 stockholders of the motion
Plans for the company,
picture company.
as announced by Mr. Weaver, include the
production of about 18 pictures, contracts
for which already have been authorized
by Vital Exchanges and Associated Exhibitors.

”
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THE FILM MART
Pro-Dis-Co.
Indian Village

An

Made

for Film

Indian village was

set up and filmed
Northern Calfornia for in“Braveheart,” Rod La Rocque’s

on a location

in

clusion in
new production.

in “Made for Love
Edwards is the latest addition to
The comthe cast of “Made for Love.”
pany is on location in the Mojave desert.

Edwards
.

Snitz

Kaiser’s Palace Duplicated

A

duplicate of the former German Kaispalace has been made for the use in
the production of “Three Faces East.”
er’s

Stage Player Deserts to Screen

Alan Brooks, stage actor and playwright,
just been attached to Cecil B. De
Mille’s personal staff under what is termed
a “roving commission.”

has

Players Travel 22,000 Miles

Within the last six weeks the companies
“Rocking Moon,” “Braveheart,”
“Steel
Preferred” and “Fifth Avenue”
have made location trips totaling 22,000

making

miles.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Bought
Film rights to “Altars of Desire,” story
by Maria Thompson Davies, have been
bought, and the work of adapting it to the
screen will soon be assigned to a member

“Altars of Desire”

of the writing

staff.

Physician Becomes Actor

Dr. Tolento Nardini, formerly a practicing physician, was given a small part in
“The Merry Widow,” and did so well that
he was cast for a larger part in “Free
Lips,” in which Norma Shearer is starred.
Directing “Reason

Why”

Jack Conway, director, has started work
on “The Reason Why,” adapted from Elinor Glyn’s novel of the same name.

Company

to

Idaho

and the company
making “The Barrier,” have gone to a location in Idaho to make a number of exGeorge

Hill,

Company Returns

Tom

Constance Bennett has just signed a long
term contract. At present she is playing
in Edmund Goulding’s “Sally, Irene and
Mary.”

“Barrier”

Pro-Dis-Co. director, is surprised
Preferred” with a birthday party. Ray Murray is seen

“Flyer”

Constance Bennett Signs Contract

Conway

JIMMY HOGAN,

director*,

Forman, director, and the company making “The Midnight Flyer,” have
returned to the studio from' a two-week
location

trip.

De Lacy

to Direct Tyler

extreme

directing “Steel
photo.

left in

December

release

6.

Part of Cast Selected

Madge Bellamy, Ann Pennington, Ho-

Custer Making Eighth

Bob Custer has started work on “No
Man’s Law,” his eighth Western feature
under his present contract.
Rock Completes “Hold Tight”
Joe Rock has just completed “Hold
Tight,” a Blue Ribbon comedy that marks
to

his

at

has been finished and the work of cutting
It is scheduled for
is going ahead rapidly.

bart

Robert De Lacy has been chosen to direct Tom Tyler in his next production,
work on which will begin soon.

his return
sence.

work

at

the screen after a long ab-

Bosworth,

Frank McGlvnn,

Kenneth
Jr.,

have

Harlan
been

and

selected

important roles in “The Golden
which is adapted from Peter B.
Kyne’s “Thoroughbreds.”
for the
Strain,”

New

“Helen and Warren” Begun
Another production based on the “Helen
and Warren” stories has gone into work.
The title is “The Silent Witness.”
Smith Making “Brainstorm”
Sid Smith is hard at work on the production of “The Brainstorm,” an Imperial
comedy.

Ginsberg

First National

Three “Express” Roles Filled
Ethel Shannon, David Butler and Frankie
Darrow have been assigned parts in
“The Phantom Express,” on which filming

Filming Finished
Filming work on “The Splendid Road”
has been finished, and cutting and editing
will begin at once.

terior scenes.

Gotham
Four More to Be Made
Four pictures remain

They

to be
are,

made on

this

“Hearts and
Spangles,” “Racing Blood,” “The Speed
Limit” and “The Sign of the Claw.”

year’s

schedule.

work has

Serial

O.

Scheduled to Start

A new

of

two-reelers, entitled
“Fighting Hearts,” will go into production
as soon as the “Maizie” series is completed.

series

Goodrich Writing Continuity
John Fish Goodrich is writing the continuity for “Men of Steel,” Milton Sills’
next production.
This is considered a

Fox
Two

F. B.

started.

Set for Release

Two Buck
scheduled

for

Jones

pictures

release,

“A

have

Man

been

Four

Square” on December 13 and “The DesPrice” on January 31.

ert’s

“Silver Treasure ” Almost

The

filming

of

“The

Ready
Silver

Treasure”

prize

assignment.

Brenda Bond Under Contract
Brenda Bond has just signed a contract
to play the feminine lead to Johnny Hines
in “Rainbow Riley,” Hines’ new starring
vehicle.

•
:
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Writing Staff Busy

and continuity writers are busy

Script

preparing

following

the

production

for

“Mademoiselle Modiste,” “Pals First,”
“The Boss of Little Arcady,” “The Lunatic at Large” and “Mismates.”
Errol Injured on Lot

Leon Errol tore a ligament in an ankle
while working on his comedy production,
“Clothes Make the Pirate.”

Educational

New Adams Comedy

A

to Start

new Jimmy Adams comedy

is to go
under the
of “A Busy Bum.”
Molly

into production in a short time

working title
Malone is to be

his leading

woman

again.

“The Man Pays” in Production
“The Man Pays,” starring Neal Burns,
has been put in production.

woman

ing

is

Burns’ lead-

Vera Steadman.

Thornby Directs Again
Robert Thornby, who for the last two
years has been playing .in comedies, has
taken a position as director again.
His
first assignment will be with a Neal Burns
unit.

Two New

Players

Two new

Added
Winona

players,

Shirley and

Sailors from the British battleship “Capetown” visit the First National studios
are entertained by Dorothy Mackaill and Edwin Carewe.

Anna

Styers, have been added to the already large list under contract.
Miss
Shirley is a cousin of Buster Keaton.

Columbia

Lane’s Brother Is His “Heavy”

Wallace Lupino, brother of Lupino Lane,
will be seen as the star’s “heavy” in a
comedy now in work under the direction
of William Goodrich.

Frank Strayer has finished “The Fate
a Flirt,” in which Dorothy Revier is

starred.

Chadwick

largest houses in the country.

Be Stage Plays

ill

Under

a contract with a play company
the pictures “Tessie,” “Wandering Fires,”

“The Substitute Wife,” “Scandal Street”
and “The Primrose Path” will be converted into stage plays after they have had
their runs as

motion

Pathe
Title of Carey’s First

Nissen in “Lucky Lady” Cast

Greta Nissen has just been added to the
“The Lucky Lady,” which Raoul

cast of

Walsh
Stage

Arrow
W

is

directing.

Tuttle Uses

“Mike” Loud-Speaker

Frank Tuttle

using a microphone and

is

Meighan Finishes

in “Pirate” Cast

To

date, only two women are scheduled
appear in “The Black Pirate,” Douglas
Fairbanks’ current picture.
Billie Dove
has already been cast for a part. The role
of her maid has not yet been filled.
to

Six Male Players Given Parts

Six

male

Grasse,

The

filming of

—

“Irish

Six in Cutting

is

making a comedy

that

is

Room

Six two-reel comedies are in the cutting
room and will be ready for release in a
short

time.

Warner Brothers

Luck”

Thomas Meighan’s

“Irish

Luck” has been completed and the picture
will go into the succeeding stages of work
immediately.

Dwan

Dwan

is at

work on

“Compromise” On Release Card
“Compromise,” in which Irene Rich is
been scheduled for October

starred, has
31 release.

Harlan, Fazenda, Lent

Cutting “Stage Struck”

Alan

players—Donald Crisp, Sam
Anders Randolf, Roy Coulson,
Charles Gorman and A1 Mac Quarrie
have been assigned roles in “The Black

De

show

“Our Gang”

permeated with the spirit and hung with
the accoutrements of Christmas.

“The American Venus.”

in

United Artists

Chosen

“The Fighting Stranger” has
been chosen for Harry Carey’s first feature
Western under the new releasing arrangetitle

“Gang” Making Christmas Comedy

“Bobby” Watson, stage comedian now
playing opposite George M. Cohan in
“American Born” has been assigned a role
in “The Song and Dance Man,” which
Herbert Brenon is directing.

pictures.

The

ment.

Comedian Assigned Role

a loud-speaker to direct the beauty

Few Women

“LTnder the Rouge,” directed by Lewis
H. Moomaw and featuring Tom Moore
and Eileen Percy, was released October 18.

Paramount

and Powder” Successful
“Paint and Powder,” in which Elaine
Hammerstein is starred, has been entered
on the showing schedule of some of the
“ Paint

Pictures

Associated Exhibitors
“Under the Rouge” Released

“Fate of a Flirt” Ready
of

and

the cutting of

“Stage Struck,” Gloria Swanson’s latest.
His next production will be “Sea Horses,”
adapted from a recent novel by Francis
Brett Young.

Kenneth Harlan has been lent to Fox
Film Corporation to play the leading masculine role in “The Golden Strain,” and
Louise Fazenda has been lent to Famous
Players-Lasky for a part in “Hasson.”

Pirate.”

“Cave Man” Cast Grows

Red

Jaffe

Seal

“Broken Hearts” Edited

Elaborate Press Sheet Issued
An elaborate press sheet has been issued
in connection with the scientific feature
film “Evolution.”

ished editing “Broken Hearts,” and the
picture will soon be ready for release.

Schulberg

Tiffany-Truart

Frances Taylor Patterson has just

fin-

Two Near Completion

“Dancing Days” Alyce Mills’ Next
“Dancing Days” has been selected as the
next feature production with Alyce Mills.
Miss Mills’ supporting cast is being made

productions, “Pals” and “Morals
Men,” have entered the editing and
titling stage of work and will be ready

up.

for release in a short time.

Two

for

Phyllis Haver, Hedda Hopper, Myrna
Loy and John Patrick have just been added to the cast supporting Matt Moore and
Marie Prevost in “The Cave Man.”

“White Flannels” Bought

The screen rights to “White Flannels,”
a story by Lucien Cary, were bought recently.

Release

Month Announced

December

is the month in which “Lady
Windermere’s Fan” will be released, according to an announcement just made.

—

——A

--
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Copyright, 1925

This

is

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

the Picture Did for Me,”

a dandy good

Patrons liked the picture as usual for
Six reels. H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.
General patronage.

My
picture if your folks like slapstick comedy.
folks enjoyed it for a change and the kids were
They sure did raise the roof oft
wild about it.
the house. Mrs. J. A. Wright, Lone Star theatre,
Ovalo, Tex. General patronage.

Fred.
Silver King has
more to do in this one. Give us more like it.
Five reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

siderably.

Chadwick
THE WIZARD OF OZ—This

—
—

Thomson.
is

—
—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:
other

bell

ringer

Thomson—An-

Fred

from

—
—

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

THE WIZARD OF OZ: Larry Semon I note
some exhibitor knocking this production. My patrons complimented this and we found it so much
different from the rest, we will report it extra

Silver King is there and
over in this one. Five reels. R. K. Lattin, Strand
theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.- Small town patronage.

good.
Seven reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre,
Mt. Pleasant, Tex. Small town patronage.

This

—

—

AMERICAN PLUCK: George Walsh—This is
one of the best I ever had the pleasure of showing.
Full of romance, comedy and action. I had
a good house and they all liked the picture. This
is a picture good for both city and small town.
Book it and give your folks a treat. Six reels.
Mrs. J. A. Wright, Lone Star theatre, Ovalo,
Tex. General patronage.

—

—

Lou Tellegen

picture

—A

—

that pleased average business.
Stetmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
Small town patronage.

PARISIAN NIGHTS: Lou

Tellegen

good
H. G.

Okla.-

—Acclaimed

good by patrons, and from an artistic standpoint
same is splendid. This is not a small town picture, however.
Will please better class of fans
and the others will not complain. Go ahead and
book it. F. B. O. will treat you right.
Seven
reels.
S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex. Small town patronage

—

—

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—

A very fine picture. You can stand in front of
theatre when they come out.
Somehow I could
not get them out to see it. although heavily advertised.
No fault of the picture. Eight reels.
J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.
General patronage.
Fred Thomson —
have played. Don't

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR

Here

:

One of the best Westerns I
be afraid to step on this one.
Give us more like
it.
My advice would be for every M. P. T. O.
to get the Herald.
I don’t see how any exhibitor
can run a show without it.
Six reels. D. C.
Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark. General
patronage.

—
—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

Fred Thomson
I bought a brand new roll of tickets about
the
first of June and figured that if I would be right
careful with them they would last until the first
of September.
They were just holding up fine
until I put Fred Thomson and Silver King on in
The Wild Bull’s Lair.” Now I have got to go
out and buy another roll to tide me over until
the fall business starts.
This picture pleased the
largest crowd I have had all summer. Would recommend it to any exhibitor. Six reels. R. W.
Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.— General
patronage.

—

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

Fred Thomson
Good picture but a bad title.— Ernest H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. Small town pat-

—

is

Thomson’s

best.

—

Fred

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Thomson—

Fred

another good one from Fred but didn’t
as well as “Thundering Hoofs.”
Silver has
nothing to do in this one and the fans did not
like that.
Five reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
is

;

—

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:
very good picture.
atre, Homer. Mich.

Fred

Thomson—

— Ernest Vetter, Majestic
— Small town patronage.

Fred Thomson—
always good. Fred Thomson, Hoot Gibson, and Tom Mix always good.
R. S. Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder, Okla. Small
his horse

—

town patronage.
RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson— This was
substituted for “The Bandit’s Baby.”
Atlanta
office.
Only objection to this picture is that the
one sheets are not suitable for a decent house.
This star deserves better paper than he gets on
this one.
Brother exhibitors, if you haven't played
this star, you have certainly missed something.
He is our best bet. They like him even better
than Tom Mix and that’s going some. Six reels.
Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre. River
View, Ala. General patronage.

—

—

GALLOPING GALLAGHER:
Very good as
H.

Brechler,

all Thomsons
Opera House,

are.

Fred

Thomson-

Five

reels.

Fennimore,

THE WILD BULL'S LAIR:

Fred Thomson

good picture good story. Star as usual, fine—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.
;

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:
good.

Came

Fred Thomson

—Very

a day late so hurt our business con-

— E.

Wis.

Mixed patronage.

THE MILLIONAIRE COWBOY:

Lefty Flynn
Just a picture. Whoever told this fellow that he
could make a Western, surely missed his guess.
Play this on a dark night.
Five reels. H. D.
McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.
General patronage.

—

—

THE RIDIN’ COMET:

Yakima Canutt

— Film

out of Milwaukee exchange was good as was the

—
—

LADY ROBINHOOD:

—Those

Evelyn

Brent

that like Evelyn Brent will surely like this. Everyone that went liked it. I myself liked it so well
that I saw it twice. Drew a good crowd although
weather was bad. Full of excitement as well as
laughter. Makes you sit on needles in some parts.
Yes, Sunday, rating 90 per cent. Film good, very.
This 1925 show (new). Six reels. J. W. Ryder,
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid— Disappointed in this picture from box office standpoint,
as it did not draw near as well as "Human
Wreckage.” If you can tie up with local clubs
or something, book it and they will put it over.
Seven reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

BROKEN LAWS:

Mrs. Wallace Reid

— A dandy

picture that will draw.
Don’t pay too much for
it as it is rather old.
Weakley & Walden, OdeonHardin,
Royal theatres,
Norbonne, Mo. Small

—

—

town patronage.

—

IF MARRIAGE FAILS: Special cast This one
got a few compliments so it must be better than
the average run of pictures. H. G. Stettmund,
Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.
Small town
patronage.

—

—

BELOVED VAGABOND:

THE
Carlyle Blackwell Here is a very good picture with several
intense scenes.
Well set, fine cast and follows
Locke’s story pretty well.
It really pleased the
high and low brows.
Six reels. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

THE TEXAS BEARCAT:

Bob Custer—Good

picture, better than the usual Custer.
Good story
and dandy fight toward the end. Five reels. H.

—

D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon,
General patronage.

ON THE STROKE OF THREE:

—

Wis.—

Madge

Bel-

This is a splendid program picture, and
pleased the masses. Six reels. S. G. Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patron-

lamy

—

—

age.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

THE SPIRIT OF THE

U.

S.

A.

:

Johnny Hines

—For a war picture, you cannot beat
ever, for some reason failed to draw for
— G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.
Tex. — Small town patronage.
reels.

S.

this.

How-

us.

Eight

Pleasant,

THE CLOUD RIDER: A1 Wilson— Good Saturday afternoon or night picture. Plenty of action.
Five reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—
—

First National

•A Dogs Life

ronage.

A

the-

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:
man and

of this picture.
Canutt is not such a
whirlwind and this picture is not a special and
don’t let anyone tell you it is.
As a program
picture this will get by but do not advertise it as
a special Western.
Was a little disappointed in
Canutt but hope he does better next time. Five
reels.
T.
Davis
W.
& Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis. General patronage.

scenery

Thomson— Good.

draw

This

F. B. 0.
PARISIAN NIGHTS:

South Dearborn

III.

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Colleen

More— Col-

again in this picture.
As a
have never known her to fail
to give us something good.
My honest opinion
leen

is

scores

easily

matter of
she’s

fact,

I

the best

little

actress

in

pictures.

If

you are not showing her pictures, you’re cheating both yourself and your patrons.
I have
shown all she has ever made and have never

known her

to

fail

to

please.

Buy them

boys,

soon be hearing them say nice things
about your show and if you can’t make a little

and

you’ll

—

—

A
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors’
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

on her pictures, you had better

profit
reels.

office

—R.

—General

111 .-

quit.

Seven

Lyric theatre, Greenville,

W. Hickman,
patronage.

—

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Colleen Moore Good
Eight reels. C.
picture that pleased majority.
Carnegie, Okla.
theatre,
M. Hartman. New Liberty
Small town patronage.
THE LOST WORLD: Special cast—An amazing
One that will excite special interest
photo-play.
in any community and in the three days run
in this house we did not have a single walkout
and in spite of the fact that we charged a raised
admission to double our regular prices, we did
We did large poster
capacity during the run.
advertising and used the regular rot os supplied
The persons responsible for
by the exchange.

—

production are to be specially commended
for presenting to the screen so fine an offering.
Nine reels.
It should make money anywhere.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General patronage.
this

—

—

A
George Billings
Nothing but favorable
comments. Would class it among the best I have
run in thirteen years show business. Ten reels.
Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

very

Wyo.

fine

production.

— General

patronage.

—

ronage.

THE TALKER:

Anna

Q.

may

not be one of the biggest ones but it has a
well balanced cast and seemed to please. Shirley
Mason of William Fox fame carried off about
Would class it as a very good
all the honors.
I have just about completed my 1924-25
picture.
They often say that no
First National pictures.
producing company can make them all good, but
First National will come nearer than any of them.
theatre,
Lyric
Seven reels. R. W. Hickman.
Greenville, 111. General patronage.

—

—

AS MAN DESIRES:

Milton

Some

Sills— The few
said poor pic-

this were divided.
E. H. Brechler,
ture, a few said fair. Eight reels.
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. Mixed patronage.

who saw

—

BORN RICH:

Special

—
cast — Much

ado about

Designed to be funny but only mildly
A
amusing, and patrons pronounced it silly.
good east gone wrong. L. M. Jones, Arcadia theGeneral patronage.
atre, Vandergrift, Pa.

nothing.

—
—

BRAWN OF THE NORTH:

Strongheart— The

we have run. Pleased all. If your
patrons like this kind of a picture play it. It's
a good one. Seven reels.- Elmer Hughes, Opera
House, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.
best dog story

—

MARRY AGAIN:

—

cast— This picWould give it
ture pleased most of my
80 per cent rating. Seven reels. E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. Mixed patronage.
IF

I

Special
people.

—
—

I

ture

WANT MY MAN:
pleased

a

Milton

Sills— This

good two-day run.

—

—

—

NEW

—

TOYS:

most

a fair crowd.

of

—A

Colleen Moore
as I expected.

SO BIG:

did not draw
Brechler, Opera

good picture but
Eight reels. E. H.
Fennimore, Wis. Mixed

House,

patronage.

WHEN A MAN’S A MAN
draw and

Special

:

—
—
cast— This

We

played this
Can be
during a revival which cut our crowd.

picture

will

—

please.

Weakley & Walden, Odeon-

bought reasonable.
Royal theatres, Hardin,

Norborne,

Mo.

— Small

town patronage.
LILIES OF THE FIELD:

Corinne Griffith
Picture pleased all who came. No drawing power.
Film in very poor condition. Seven reels. Lester
N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo.
General patronage.

—

ASHES OF VENGEANCE:

Norma Talmadge

—

A good picture but I can’t get anybody in on
Used this two nights. Good
costume pictures.

pic-

Good moral

business first night, but flopped second night. My
patrons don’t want costume stuff. Eight reels.
W. Andresen, Lyric theatre, Walnut, la.
J.
General patronage.

SECRETS: Norma Talmadge— A very good picmy patrons don’t care for this type of

ture but

Eight

picture.

Utopian theatre,

ANNA
picture.
all liked

reels.

—H.

Baldensperger,
H.
Pa. General patronage.

Sheffield,

CHRISTIE:

—

Blanche

Sweet —-A

The storm scene very good.

Eight
it.
Utopian theatre, Sheffield,

reels.

My

good
patrons

—H. H. Baldensperger,
Pa. — General patronage.

CLASSMATES:

Richard Barthelmess— This is
Only thing bad about it was
a real picture.
the abrupt ending. C. H. Martin, Strand theGeneral patronage.
atre, McKenzie, Tenn.

—

ture.

:

THOSE

pic-

Special

Will please.

McKenzie,

—

cast — A mighty good
— H. Martin, Strand theatre,
Tenn. — General patronage.

TARNISH

C.

WHO DANCE:

Special cast— This

is

something extra good. One of the last ones directed by Thos. Ince and has the old Ince punch
This is true to present-day life
all through it.
and should please any sort of a audience. When
we lost Thos. Ince and Wallace Reid, the industry
If 99 per cent of the present
something.
upstarts passed away, nobody would miss
them much. Eight reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town patronage.
MY SON: Nazimova An exceptionally good
feature that showed to an empty house, due to
the South Louisiana Fair, at the next town 18
Ended this on Sunday, October II
miles away.
Six reels. M. J.
as I stated, to an empty house.
lost

day

—

—

—

—

La.—

Castle,

LAK

A ROSE: Special cast—Great
MIGHTY
Everybody likes a
picture with a good moral.
C. E. McLain, Liberty thepicture like this one.
General patronage.
atre, Tryon, Okla.

—
—

—
—

patronage.

White

Babin, Fairyland theatre,
General patronage.

Richard Barthelmess It satisEight reels. E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. Mixed

fied

-

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess Excellent
production and Dick back in a suitable vehicle.
Business very poor, however, due to bad weather
and various opposition. Nine reels. A. G. Witwer. Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General pat-

—
—
Nilsson — This

—
—

Seven reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis. Mixed patronage.
THE NECESSARY EVIL: Ben Lyon Good
Business satisentertainment and splendid cast.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand thefactory.
General patronage.
atre, Rainier, Ore.
tone.

Fox
THE FOOL:
show that

Edmund Lowe

—A

Sunday

fine

A

your better class.
swearing in some of the

will appeal to

bit

subGentlemen don’t
titles hurts it to some extent.
The
pictures
?
in
ladies.
Why
put
before
swear
main objection to this picture is the length. On
of

unnecessary

the last few reels everybody was restless and
Ten reels A. F.
the shootem ups walked out.
Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—
—

KENTUCKY

PRIDE: Special cast— Good for
Story on the order
lovers of horses especially.
Some raved how good it
of “Black Beauty.”
like
it.
C. M. Hartman,
did
not
was and some
New Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla. Small town

—

—

patronage.

MAN HAS LOVED:

AS NO

Special

cast—

Great picture but too big for the small towns.
If you have played “The Man Without a Country,”
don’t play this as they are almost the same.
Eight reels. D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, BooneGeneral patronage.
ville, Ark.

—
—

THE FIGHTING HEART:

Special cast— Fair
Didn’t seem to get over and failed to
draw. Seven reels. C. M. Hartman, New Liberty
Small town patronage.
theatre, Carnegie, Okla.
picture.

—

THE WHEEL:

—

—Would

have been
Takes too long
Good
Good program picture.
to get started.
Eight reels. C. M. Hartman, New Liberty
race.
patronage.
town
Small
Okla.
theatre, Carnegie,
Special cast

a dandy in six or seven

—

reels.

—

—A

well made picSpecial cast
ture but not the type of story that we would
recommend for the family, and after all a picture
not good for the family, isn’t worth showing.
Shows gambling, crooked horse racing, forgery
and other things generally looked down on by
Give us stories that build up inmost people.
Eight reels. A. F. Botsstead of tear down.

THE WHEEL:

ford, Palace theatre.

Long

—
—Small town

Pine, Neb.

patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH:

Earl

—

Fox—

good novelty picture and entertaining. Bert SilGenver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

eral patronage.

Earle FoxNo
the dough.
If raw in spots, censors got it becomplaints.
turn
they
how
see
Play it and
fore reached us.
Six reels.— S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt.
out.
Pleasant, Tex. Small town patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH:

Something

different

and

gets

—

TEETH:

Tom Mix—Wow!

What

but does not draw as other Mix’s.
good,

we

atre,

Mt. Pleasant.

figure.

a

Title

picture,
not so

— G. Fry, Palace theTex. — Small town patronage.

Six reels.

S.

—

—
A
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—

THE DANCERS: Special cast Just a program
Seven
picture and not near as big as Fox rates it.
M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont.,
reels.

—

Canada.

— General

patronage.

Tom Mix—For Douglas Fairwould have been "gravy”, but
Not
not suitable for our old friend Tom Mix.
somehow
that he didn’t do his part well—but
DICK TURPIN:
this picture

bank

old standbys didn’t appreciate him in the
Better stay in your own class
costume stuff.
Tom, you haven’t reached the Fairbanks or ValenLet them wear the plumage
tino class yet.
and you stick to your wide sombrero and spurs
his

making pictures after they are all
Six reels. R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre,
General patronage.
Greenvill, 111.

and

you’ll be

gone.

—

—

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, THE RAINTRAIL, THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom

BOW

—

Mix Extra good. You can't beat this trio for
drawing power and the people like them above
Mix and Grey are some
anything I can offer.
Yet I consider "The Deadwood
combination.
Coach” the best picture of the three. You don’t
have to be ashamed to say good night to your
patrons if you show these clean pictures. N. E.
Small
Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich.
town patronage.
THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tox Mix The
best one of this star we ever run and we have
run a lot of his. Pleased 100 per cent. Some
Most of
beautiful scenery of Southern Utah.
our audience had been in Zion’s canyon and seen

—
—
—

9

Rothacfyer Prints
Wear Longer

Loofy Better and

We live only a little way down
the scenery.
Seven
there from where the picture was made.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
reels.
Nev. General patronage.

—
—

THE DEADWOOD COACH:
in a good one.

It’s

Tom Mix—Tom

no use to report on

—

this star.

J. E. Draginis,
Six reels.
Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

They’re

good.

all

—

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE: Tox Mix—
What an audience picture and they are calling
me up most every day wanting to know when
have "The Rainbow Trail” and I can’t
R. S.
Tough luck.
two months.
Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder, Okla. Small town

we

will

get

it

for

—

—

patronage.

THE LAST OF THE DUANES:

— Mix

and Grey

Tom Mix—

—drew

us splenAs usual
did crowd and pleased practically all.
in Grey’s novels quite a lot of “shooting-’em-up,”
with
it
okay.
Book
it. Seven
but Tom gets away
reels.
S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,

This combination

—
Tex. —Small

town

patronage.

THE ROUGHNECK:

George O’Brien— Think
George O’Brien is a comer but can’t give picture
E.
Seven reels. N.
much for small towns.
Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich. Small

—
—

town patronage.

FOLLY OF VANITY:

Betty Blythe— The Neptune part of this is very beautiful and presents
some wonderful diving, yet I cannot call this a
good small town picture. Six reels. -N. E. Frank,
Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich. Small town
patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE WHITE DESERT:

Special

cast— A rainy

night but the people will turn out to see pictures
like these.
Good for any town. Seven reels.
E. J. Kuehnle, Crystal theatre, Earlville, La.
General patronage.

THE WHITE DESERT: Special cast—Here is
a picture that is a pleasure to run and a pleasIt’s a railroad story that is
ure to recommend.
hard to beat. The snow slide and the big plows

—

GREATER THAN THE CROWN:

Special cast

Silver
—Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
DANTE’S INFERNO: Special cast — A big
Silver Family
— Bert
entertaining
theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.

entertainment.

splendid

right, but

it

Long

Five

—

A. F. Botsford,
Neb. Small town

reels.

Pine,

—

——

THE MAN WHO CAME BACK:
This is the only
year from Fox
and it is not a
Strand theatre,
ronage.

Special cast—
picture that I have played this
that should be called a special
big one at that. C. H. Martin,
McKenzie, Tenn. General pat-

—
—

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

Special cast^-

Did not pull very
good program picture.
good for me. Will please if you can get them
Lyric theatre.
Andresen,
in.
Six reels. J. W.
Walnut, la. General patronage.

—

THE FOLLY OF VANITY:

Special cast—
beautiPhotography splendid. Story nothing.
Bert
Silver, Silful entertainment but no value.
General
Mich.
Greenville,
theatre,
Family
ver

—

patronage.

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

A

—

helps

—

Windsor—

Claire

Seven

others.

—Wm.
— Small town
reels.

Alice

Terry—

—

SUN UP:

Conrad Nagel Does not matter
the sun is up or down.
If you run it
you will probably think the sun never will come
up again. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.
Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.

Released Nov,
PafheDicture

22

if

—

MAN AND

—

MAID:

—

Lew Cody None of the
Glyn’s subjects done well for me and
this is no exception, although different from
the others.
Entertaining and well produced and
Six reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
acted.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
Elinor

—

—

—A

EXCUSE ME:

comedy that
Conrad Nagel
More laughs per reel than we used
a wow
Best of all
slapsticks.
Semon’s
Larry
hear
in
to
this pleases 101 per cent, the 1 per cent being
If anyone does not laugh at this,
for myself.
We used
“Well there ain’t no sech animal 1”
is

A

—

—

ronage.

much

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck Jones— Another
good Buck Jones picture. In fact, all of Buck’s
Six reels. Wm. E.
this year seem to be good.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. -Small
town patronage.

Windsor—Very

CONFESSIONS OF A QUEEN:

Buck Jones Fair.
Buck this picture was all
lacked dash and pep. Would call it

Palace theatre.
patronage.

Claire

This is just a very ordinary picture. One of those
mythical kingdom sort of pictures that doesn’t
mean a great deal. May go over as a one night
program picture and that is all. Seven reels.
R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.
General patronage.

like

an average Western.

THE WHITE DESERT:

good snow picture, good story and beautiful
mountain scenery. Many favorable comments on
this picture.
Seven reels. H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General pat-

Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.
patronage.

—

THE ARIZONA ROMEO:
To those who

town patronage.

HERALD —it

Silver,

Silver,

special.

—
—

very excellent business on a most excellent picture.
In fact, the best race horse story ever in
pictures.
Any small town exhibitor now passing
up Metro-Goldwyns is missing some mighty fine
pictures.
Their prices are now right for the
first time.
Buy them and report business in

—

—A

bucking the snow to rescue the starving camp is
great.
Above all it is clean. Seven reels. A. F.
Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small

this for

1

"Take a Chance Week” and were more

—
cast— This

Six reels. Wm. Martin, Patriot
pleased.
theatre. Patriot, Ind.— Small town patronage.

than

is the first picture
GREED: Special
that I am compelled to report box office minus
only
say what has
can
weeks,
and
I
for several

E

—

——
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THE GREAT DIVIDE

:
Alice Terry Wondergood story and a splendid production. Good
business just fairly good.
Eight reels.—
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. Gen-

fully

Rand Challenges Jenkins

cast,

—

patronage.

eral

We

have just finished our annual county fair. I happened to be
secretary-treasurer of it and and when I learned an animal circus had
been secured for the children’s evening entertainment, I determined
to go one better and give an animal entertainment myself at the Rex.
The first two nights we played Paramount’s “Thundering Herd,”
showing the great band of stampeding buffalo and everyone was
pleased. The third night we ran Pathe’s “King of Wild Horses,”
with the wonderful Rex, and this jammed the doors for three shows.

Viola Dana Made us
a good regular program picture. They like Viola
here and she can get by with some mediocre pictures but our patrons always like her.
Six reels.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

night we played Warner Bros.’ “Find Your Man” with RinTin-Tin, the splendid dog, and this drew well and pleased all. Of
the three, the horse picture drew the best and perhaps pleased the
best. People out here are wild for animal pictures.
Gosh, between writing a thousand county fair checks for the biggest
pumpkins, the longest cucumbers, and the fattest baby, and making
plans for the Governor’s reception and running the Rex I have landed
in bed with a fever galloping away at a mile-a-minute gait; so I am
not responsible for all that I write but I wish to put over one thought
before nurse tucks me up for the night and that is that Idaho will
nominate or rather put up her Governor’s “better-half” for beauty
and graciousness against any other Governor’s wife in the United
States.
(If that doesn’t bring that wiley politician and State Game
Warden, J. C. Jenkins, right out in the open, right out in the HERALD, to the defense of his executive family, then I’ll give up trying
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
to “summon spirits from the vasty deep.”)
Salmon, Idaho.

Jackie Coogan
pleasing picture for about 50-50 business for
That is for every adult ticket also 1 for
kids.
Did not help much at the box office but
we are glad we used it for the children’s sake.
Six reels.— Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot,
Ind. Small town patronage.

The

last

—

—

—

—

LADY OF THE NIGHT:

Special cast- Very
good.
While I did no business on it, it was no
fault of the picture.
Six reels. M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.
General

—

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

—A
us.

—

comedy?

No

sir-e-e!

giggling
the farm maid, when
—“I ofwon’t
— Phil Rand, Rex theatre,
do

In the language

asked by Hiram for a
Salmon, Idaho.

kiss,

Sally,

it

Pauline Frederick Here
a finely constructed, well acted and pleasing
picture.
First I have seen of Pauline for a
long time.
She has the genuine ability to act
and in this one she is unusually good. Seven
reels.
R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville,
111.
General patronage.
is

—

—

Buster Keaton Great picSix reels. C. E. McLain, Liberty theatre,
Tryon, Okla. General patronage.

—

However, Metro-Goldwyn rereceived reduction.
fused this reduction and it finally went to Indianarbitration
board where they reapolis film or
turned judgment against me for the full amount.
Therefore, I was compelled against my wishes
to pay for it and decided to put it through and
this I did to my extreme sorrow. This is impossible and cannot be put over.
You just can’t make

Ten

it.

reels.

Winchester,

—W. H. Brenner, Cozy
— General patronage.

Ind.

EXCUSE ME, THE NAVIGATOR, ALONG
CAME RUTH, THE PRAIRIE WIFE, THE
SHOOTING OF DAN McGREW, THE DANDOLERO, HE WHO GETS SLAPPED, THE GREAT
WHITE WAY, THE SILENT ACCUSER, and
THE DIXIE HANDICAP: Special cast—All

!”

for us

Canadian people.

Price paid big as usual this company.

Monarch
General

theatre,

Edmonton,

Alta.,

—M.

—

PROUD FLESH:

—

patronage.

A BOY OF FLANDERS:

Jackie Coogan—
Pleased most everybody especially the kids.
A
good picture and a poor film.
Seven reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
General patronage.

—
—

THE RAG MAN:
better

in

—

atre,

—

—

MEREDITH

:

Good photography.

—

Marion Davies Well
Too much American

—

Drew

—

CHANCES:

Buster
Keaton
Best
comedy that we have played in an age. Dandy
picture, full of good comedy and lots of thrills
and action. Boost it. Six reels. H. D. McChes-

—

Princess
patronage.
ney,

theatre,

—General
Keaton — As good

Crandon,

Wis.

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster
a comedy as I have ever used. Had many tell
me it was better than the Lloyds I have used.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SPOILERS:
Special cast Drew extra
well and pleased.
Old but worth running. Print
good.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

—
Kan. — Small

town patronage.

WINE OF YOUTH: Special
My patrons liked it as
ture.

cast—A good

pic-

well as "Flaming
It has plenty of jazz and pep.
Seven

H.
Pa.

Baldensperger, Utopian
patronage.

— General

theatre,

Paramount
THE PONY EXPRESS:

Special

cast— Here

is

a picture that we believe is equal if not better
than “The Covered Wagon.”
We used it new
and struck bad weather so can’t say how it will
draw. Get it and go your best. You will win.
Ten reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

Special

cast— Broke

Pleased 100 per cent.
Many expressed themselves in stating that this picture
was better than "The Covered Wagon”. Others
liked it as well.
It is one of the best pictures
we have ever shown. Ten reels. Joseph Flaa,
Auditorium theatre, Revillo, S. D.— General patronage.
records.

—

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix— My patrons sure did enjoy this one. It’s good for any
day and will be a good one for Saturday. It has
everything, thrills, comedy. This one will go good
for more than one day in small towns. A.
Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.— Small
town patronage.
THE LUCKY DEVIL:

— Got

the
co-operation of the local chapter of the D. A. R.
together with the public schools on this and to
date it holds the house record for attendance
and receipts. Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre,
Homer, Mich.- Small town patronage.

—Plus.

—

—

Marion Davies

Jackie Coogan

—

SEVEN

the

JANICE MEREDITH:

like

drives

Title

than the average Coogan and pleased all
Six reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theAshland, Kan.- Small town patronage.

who came.

all

'

cast

business.
Seven reels. E. J. Kuehnle,
Crystal theatre, Earlville, La. General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

CHARLI
CHAPLIN

—Pictures

Special

are no good for small town.

Allen,

Canada.

ronage.

JANICE

—

Buster Keaton Very good.
First Keaton for a long time and was much
pleased and surprised. Good story and many good
laughs.
Seven reels. H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

Lost heavy on this one.

Metro-Goldwyn pictures, were consistently good
and money-makers for me. Ernest H. Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. Small town pat-

acted.

—

THE NAVIGATOR:

Sheffield,

like

—

THE NAVIGATOR:

ture.

Youth”.
reels.—H.

been said repeatedly as to this picture, it is so
overwhelmingly terrible that the worst I might
Personally I
say about it is that it is rotten.
have had a falling out with Metro-Goldwyn on
account of this.
X bought it on the regular
blanket contract at seventy-five dollars and after
seeing reviews I decided not to show it unless I

theatre,

—

MARRIED FLIRTS:

away

—

Brother O’Hara says that the gang wants an explanation of
P. S.
my silence during the last two years and an account of my night life
in Hollywood.
Of all the nerve! O’Hara has more cheek than our
old gladiator, J. C. Jenkins, and that’s saying a heap.
If you fellows think I holed up in this Idaho mountain wilderness
for many a 40 degree below zero winter to save up enough money to
wander through the orchards and roses of a sunny clime and bask
at the feet of those luscious nymphs and shimmering nyads only to
pass on their names and addresses to a bunch of ticket choppers, you
have me sized up all wrong.
Then what would Mrs. Smith say to me, and what wouldn’t Mrs.
Jones do to me, if I were responsible for Smithy and Jonesy being
snapped in a Venice, Cal., bathing revue or disclosed in a Mermaid

—

patronage.

this

’em

—

THE HEART BANDIT:

Richard Dix— One of
Bert
best program pictures I ever played.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

Silver,

Released Nov,
PafheDicture

22

General patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast^A
Pleased everyone.
Suitable for any audience.
very good out-door picture. Eight reels. Joseph
General
Flaa, Auditorium theatre, Revillo, S. D.
patronage.

—
—

THE

TROUBLE

WITH

WIVES:

Florence

!
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—

Good picture and good
comedy supplied by Ford Sterling.

Vidor

—J.

Seven

cent.

reels.-

Yoakum, Tex.

atre,

Some

acting.

Appeal 80 per

Draginis, Grand thepatronage.

E.

— General

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

cast—

Special

by far the best of
the big features. Really beyond praise. A wonRequires hard work to get
derful production.
them in but you will see people that never
patronize your house.
Seems to get the church
element out strong. I invited all the clergy for
the first night showing and they boosted it
Eleven
strong which helped to put it over.
reels.
H. J. Eagan, American theatres, Wautoma,
Wis. Small town patronage.
Played October 9-10.

It

is

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Special cast—
Biblical part exceptionThis is a great picture.
Every exhibitor should play this one.
ally good.
Did not make any money, due to rental. Eleven
reels.
J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum,

—
Tex. — General

patronage.

Special cast Here is a good
Give us
of comedy and action.
Seven reels.
of these clean action pictures.
F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.

more

—A.

— Small

Lots

town patronage.

—

Another
MISS BLUEBEARD: Bebe Daniels
Audience giggled
good one. Plenty of comedy.
all through the picture.
Give us more like this
one. Seven reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre,
Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

THE BORDER LEGION:

Antonio

Moreno-

Good picture, the kind that makes the money
now-a-days. Seven reels. M. Bailey, Strand theGeneral patronage.
atre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.

—

Bebe Daniels—Fair
Will please most of them, but don’t pay
too much for it.
Will do for regular program.
No special. Seven reels. Arthur T. Goggans,
Riverdale theatre, River View, Ala. General patronage.

—

—

CALL OF THE CANYON:

Richard Dix—
although it does not follow the story
very well. It pleased though and the name Zane
Grey will draw in a few extras as a rule. Seven
reels.
J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre. Walnut,
General patronage.
la.
fine picture,

—

—

CALL OF THE CANYON:

Dix—

Richard

Drew

us the largest crowd since the middle of
June, when we ran ‘‘Girl Shy”. Crowd was well
Seven reels. C. E. Hoppleased by the picture.
Small
kins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.
town patronage.

—

CHANGING HUSBANDS:
program

picture.

McKenzie,

Special

—

cast— Good

— C. H. Martin, Strand
— General patronage.

theatre,

Tenn.

—

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:
Joy

Leatrice

— Fair.

This comedy drama pleased our peoIt contains a wonderful style show that the

ple.

women

liked

walked

out.

and we notice none of the men
Very good.
Seven reels. A. F.

Botsford, Palace theatre.

Long

Pine,

—
Neb. — Small

town patronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:

Leatrice

—
—

Had many good comments on this. Seven
reels.— E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis. Mixed patronage.

FEET OF CLAY

—We

Special

:

cast

are

late

on account of price and now the
small towns could make some on this.
Not De
Mille’s best but it is great anyway.
It has a
climax hard to beat and DeMille’s contrast of
life here and hereinafter is equal to any sermon.
A moral in this that will send them out talking.
Fine cast, fine story.
Ten reels. Wm. Martin,
Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind. Small town patin playing this

—

—

ronage.

—

FEET OF CLAY : Special cast Consider this
a very good picture. My patrons seemed pleased.
Vera Reynolds good. Had a good crowd. Can
Ten reels. Andrew
stand a raise in admission.
Rapp. Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General patronage.

—

IN

—

THE NAME OF LOVE:

good program.

— Bert

Silver,

Special cast—
Silver Family the-

— General patronage.
Adolphe Menjou — Average
business.
Good print. — M. Allen, Monarch theEdmonton, Alta., Canada. — General patatre,
ronage.
NEW LIVES FOR OLD: Betty Compson —This
atre,

Greenville,

Mich.

LOST —A WIFE

is

the best

story,

:

Compson

superb

cast,

usual lavish style.

in

a long while.

beautiful creations, certainly fills the eye and the
What more can
story plays upon your emotion.
you ask ? Seven reels.- E. M. Biddle, Strand theSmall town patronage.
atre, Paoli, Ind.

—

—

—

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan A very
good picture which pleased a good two days run.
Seven reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. Mixed patronage.

—
—

PATHS TO PARADISE:

Raymond Griffith—
very good Griffith comedy-drama.
Not much
story but is good light entertainment that will
Seven reels. H. J.
please the most of them.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. Small
town patronage.

A

—

patronage.

—

—

—

DANGEROUS MONEY: Bebe Daniels The
one seemed to please. Some very fine shots and
clear photography but a weak story.
Acting of
star saves the day.
Seven reels. Lester N.
Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson, Wyo. General

Joy

—

ADVENTURE:
picture.

THE CROWDED HOUR:

picture.

October 31, 1925

Splendid

and staged in Paramount’s
The beautiful Betty in many

DIFFERENCES THAT PLEASINGLY IMPRESS YOU — NUMBER THREE

—

A SAINTED DEVIL:

Rudolph Valentino—Not
them in. Sure a flop

so bad but will not bring
at the box office.
Not a

picture for the small
town.
Film good. Nine reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.
Small town
patronage.

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

—

Dix—A

Richard

good

action picture although nothing big. Should please
in most theatres.
Six reels. A. F. Botsford,
Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix If your
audience is in search of a thrill, here is their
chance.
Most of the action taking place on top
of a 50-story building that is only completed as
far as the steel skeleton.
Dix fights, falls off,
is lifted up and down, on ropes and does about
every other hair raising stunt possible.
You
just can’t keep your heart from coming right
up in your mouth. He out-Lloyds Lloyd, at his
best.
Great stuff.
Six reels. E.
M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME:

Antonio

—

Moreno This one pleased very well. Many favorable comments.
It is not hard to please with
stories of the sea.
Photography excellent even
to the night scenes.
All Paramount film from
the Salt Lake exchange in perfect condition. Ten
reels.
Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre. Jackson, Wyo.
General patronage.
TOMORROW’S LOVE: Agnes Ayres—-Good

—

picture,

—

but too

mushy

for our patrons.
Seven
theatre. Tombstone,

— Giacoma Bros., Crystal
— General patronage.

reels.

Ariz.

TOP OF THE WORLD:
The

picture.

Special cast

—A

good

storm

scene very good.
Seven
reels.
H. H. Baldensperger, Utopian theatre Sheffield, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

Pathe
THE

FRESHMAN:

Lloyd—It’s

Harold

all

may

be expecting and then a lot more.
Easiest thing in the world to exploit and the
picture backs up the exploitation.
Think it his
best picture.
Have often wondered why more
football and college pictures are not made. Rental
the same as “Black Cyclone” with drawing power at least 300 per cent as great.
Better warn
your crowd if they have weak hearts to stay
away from “The Freshman” as it is one long
howl.
Should go over big anywhere especially
now in the football season. Snow and rain first
day kept it from breaking our house record
which it would otherwise have done with ease.
Oh for a Lloyd every week Louis Van Alstyne,
Quality theatre, Cullom, 111. General patronage.

you

—
—
Rex—An
1

BLACK CYCLONE:

extraordinary
that pleases as near 100 per cent
picture.
The acting of the wild horse
Rex is beyond expression.
Really a beautiful
love story between horses with action and everything.
My advice is buy it, but do not fail to
advertise it big.
Six reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.- Small town patronage.
picture.
as any

One

—

Four

o’clock tea is served each

day

in the

luxuriously fitted observation cars of the

NEW ORIENTAL
LIMITED
To and from
ing

California, take the interest-

this superb
luxe equipment and service;

Northwest route on

train

— de

no extra

N ew

Oriental

Limited

—

BLACK

Westbound leaves New
Chicago Union Station

CYCLONE: Rex -A good picture and
different from anything on the market. Everyone
will enjoy it and it should do good business.

daily 11 p. m. via Burlington-Great Northern. Eastbound leaves Seattle and
Portland daily 8 p. m.

H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler,
Okla. Small town patronage.

Spokane 8

a.

m.

—

HOT W-ATER:

Harold Lloyd— Personally did
not think this as good as some of Lloyd’s former
pictures but patrons mostly like it best of all.
Business satisfactory. Five reels. A. G. Witwer.
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

fare.

A.

J.

Dickinson, Passenger Traffic Manager,

St.

Oriental Limited

Finest Train to and from Pacific Northwest— No Extra Fare

—

Principal

Paul, Minn.

GREAT NORTHERN
New
Route of the

—

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR:

—

cast This was a
afraid to play it.

Special

good picture.
Don’t be
Admission 10-25 cents. There
were some wonderful long shots in it.
Seven
reels.-—H.
H. Baldensperger, Utopian theatre,
Sheffield, Pa.
General patronage.
very

—

THE MINE WITH THE IRON DOOR:
cast

—This

Special

one was originally a very good picture

October 31, 1925
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Distributors
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34 Exchanges packed with box office winners ready
Join the F. B. O. Prosperity Parade
for you

—

Germany
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London

England
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France
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—

—A

—

-
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but about 1 /3 of it was gone when I played it.
It sure was
I patched it up in about 45 places.
the rottenest print that I ever used. Had I had
any other make of machine than a DeLuxe Motiograph, I’m sure I could not have run it at all.
So beware if you have to get a print on this out
Seven reels. John Aden, Rialto
of Des Moines.
General patronage.
theatre, Terrill, la.

—

—

Baby Peggy— A very

CAPTAIN JANUARY:
and pleasing picture

your patrons
Baby Peggy.
My kids are for her and they
Bosworth’s work is
brought in their parents.
very fine and the balance of the cast is adequate.
fine

like

if

for any local organization
for a “benefit.” Seven reels.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

Good for Sunday or
which may be itching

—Wm.

E.

Wis.—Small town

patronage.

Preferred

—A

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT:

Special cast
You
think.
could have heard a pin drop during the whole
show. Needs a good comedy to balance the program. Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres,

good

picture.

It

make them

will

—

Hardin, Norborne, Mo.

— Small

town patronage.

—

THE PARASITE:

This
Bryant Washburn
picture starts out rather slow but picks up toward
the last. A better picture than we expected from
the title.- Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal theSmall town patatres, Hardin, Norborne, Mo.

—

—

ronage.

—Very

POOR MEN’S WIVES:

Special cast

Pleased a good crowd.

picture.

Gem

Irvin H. Davis,

Seven

nice

reels.

Upper Alton,

theatre.

THE VIRGINIAN: Kenneth Harlan—A picture
It will stand all the
that will draw and please.
Look out for print condiboosting you give it.
tion as it is an old picture but you don’t have
Eight reels.
to buy the exchange to get it.
Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin,
Norborne, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

Pro. Distr. Corp.
and Westerns, but this is
I do
just a little bit better than that kind.
not know who was responsible for the opening
and neither I nor anyone else
title on
this,
around here cares a damn, but I hope the head
bonehead on the lot keeps him in mind, for it
was very good. Something out of the ordinary.
In fact, the whole picture is better than our
usual run of Westerns. The picture was good and
everything in it was better than the usual Harry
Carey. Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.-— Small town patronage.
CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin— We used
this as an opening attraction, and stood them
Everyone was pleased. This comedy should
out.
there

Westerns

arfe

—

—

not be passed up. Seven reels. S. G. Fry, Palace
theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex Small town patronage.

—

AUNT:

CHARLEY’S

Chaplin— A

Syd

fair

comedy but not a box office attraction for us.
Advertised extensively and only aroused mild interest.—H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre.
Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

Syd Chaplin— Boy what

a wow ! It’s a hysterical spasm of laughter from
start to finish. R. S. Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder,

Okla.

—Small

—

town patronage.

THE GIRL ON THE STAIRS:

—

Patsy

Ruth

Miller Good story.
Cast good star fine. Very
satisfactory program. Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.- General patronage.
;

—

—

THE SIREN OF SEVILLE:

Priscilla

—

THE NIGHT HAWK:

Harry Carey— Outside
his line.
The poorest Carey picture yet. Film
shot to pieces. Six reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal

—
— General

Tombstone, Ariz.

theatre,

THE MARK OF ZORRO: Douglas Fairbanks
Old and whiskered but much enjoyed and well
worth showing. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

George Arliss
good picture well acted and very entertaining.
Can be bought right and is worth using. H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

-

—

THE HILL BILLY : Jack Rickford An old
picture but a print from Kansas City exchange.
good picture of the Kentucky mountains and
pleased our patrons. While nothing so new about
the story it gets by a lot better than some of
the pictures that the press sheets blow to the

A

—Weakley & Walden, Odeon
— Small town patronage.

Mo.

Herbert Rawlinson—
Story of Italian quarter in a large city.
Policeman takes the leading role. Good picture but
doesn’t mean much for the small town.
Six
reels.
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

DON DARE DEVIL: Jack Hoxie—Very good
Western. Lots of action Business good first night
but poor second.
Five reels. A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

is

the

first

Emil Jannings Not a
picture for a small town.
Good acting, but that
is all.
Let the exchange keep it. Weakley &
Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin, Norborne,
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

AND

LOVE
GLORY : Special cast This is a
big production but misses fire somehow. Business
poor and very few accepted it as good entertainment. Eight reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore.— General patronage.

—

A

good

Special

Desmond

Walnut,

la.

—
— General

patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Laura LaPlante
Moved too slow to please the
majority of those who saw it. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Small town pat-

—Didn't

draw.

—
—

ronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Laura LaPlante

—Very good picture. Nothing big, just a program, but patrons seemed to
Seven
—H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon,
Wis. — General patronage.
EXCITEMENT: Laura La Plante—This
a
like

reels.

it.

is

cracker jack little program picture with plenty of
laughs, gags and action all through it. As Laura
is practically unknown
around here, the crowd
was not very large, but all those who came
enjoyed it immensely.
Five reels.
Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

FIGHTING FURY: Jack Hoxie—A

pretty good

Jack Hoxie well liked here.

Five reels.
Emlenton,

Western.

—

—

Andrew Rapp, Theatorium

Pa.

—General

theatre,

patronage.

THE HURRICANE KID:
best Hoot in
R. S. Moore,

Mary

LET ’ER BUCK:

very
Six reels.
Forks,

Hoot Gibson

—A

good Wes-

—

Mc-

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME: Lon
Chaney Nice business. While our box office was
good on this picture, I can’t say whether
my patrons as a whole liked it or not. The highTwelve reels. N. E. Frank,
brows enjoyed it.
Regent theatre, Wayland, Mich Small town pat-

—

fairly

—

—

ronage.

—A

AND

pleasing
RUN: Hoot Gibson
picture but Hoot should stay in Westerns.
Six reels. N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, Wayland,

HIT

little

Mich.

—
—Small

town patronage.
Hoot Gibson

AND RUN

HIT

:

—I was

late get-

ting this one, but my patrons liked it fine. The
If your town
best baseball picture ever made.
It will
likes baseball, play it and advertise it.
Six reels. Arplease a baseball neighborhood.
thur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre, River View,
Ala. General patronage.

—

THE MAD WHIRL:

—

—

THE MEDDLERS:

William Desmond Poor.
Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder,
Small town patronage.

Nothing

—

Okla.

—R.

to

S.

it.

—Pleased

THE MEDDLERS:
about

50

—A.
— General
reels.

William Desmond

poor.
Five
theatre, Rainier, Ore.

very

Business

per cent.

Grand

G. Witwer,

patronage.

—

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny Fine entertainment. Just what we want and not so much
of art.— R. S. Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

OH

DOCTOR!:

Glad we
stand
cess

it.

Denny

Reginald

Denny we have

— Poorest

and lacks action.
much. It will not
H. D. McChesney, Prin-

Slow
run.
didn’t boost this too

—

Seven reels.
Crandon, Wis.

theatre,

—General

patronage.

RIDIN’ KID FROM POWDER RIVER:
Hoot Gibson Most all Gibson pictures go over
good here and this was no exception. Six reels.
— Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks,
Wash. Small town patronage.
SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: James Kirkwood—
A good picture with plenty of comedy. You
should run this and feel confident that it will

THE

-

—

—

—

please 90 per cent. Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre. River View, Ala. General patronage.

—

—

A
Herbert Rawlinson
very interesting little crook drama. Pleased nearly everyone who braved the first cold spell of the
Print out of
winter to come out and see it.
STOLEN SECRETS:

—

Paper good. Five reels. Jos.
Indianapolis bad.
W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
General patronage.

—

-

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Another
good one from Hoot. Business brisk. Six reels.
G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—A.

WINE:

Clara

Seven

—
—

reels.

Mich.

Bow—Too much

my

in this one for

leg show stuff
They don’t like it.

patrons.

N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, WaySmall town patronage.

Vitagraph
STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:

—Fair

Bert

picture and good to use when you
are not expecting any business, no one will be
Six
disappointed because they did not see it.
short reels. H. G. Stettmund, Jr„ Odeon theatre.
patronage.
Chandler, Okla. Small town
Lytell

CHARLIE

real

—Small town patronage.

—Small

town patronage.

—

May McAvoy A

good picture. Interesting throughout. Six reels.
R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.

—

Snyder, Okla.

theatre,

—Not

theatre.

tern picture.— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
Kenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

Hoot Gibson— The
some time since “Hit and Run.”

Gem

Baby Peggy

good entertainment.

real

—Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic
Wash. — Small town patronage.

land,

—

—

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:
Lytell

— Good.

A

Bert

good picture to good business.

Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

in

wr

:

V
•

.

BAREE SON OF KAZAN:

Anita Stewart
good Northern picture and one you need
Some
not be afraid to run and recommend.
Seven
beautiful Northern scenery, plenty good.
Iowa.
reels.
W. R. Rock, Oto theatre, Oto,
General patronage.

A

real

—

I

cast— Could have been
better.
Did not pay a fortune for it so no
complaint and will continue to play United Art:

Desmond—

William

Western picture.

does not
draw much for me, but pleased those that saw
Five reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre,
it.
little

have run
have been too

Pickford

—

FAIR LADY

—

THE LAST LAUGH:

/•>

for several years.
The rentals
high.
Now they have come down to earth so
I booked a few.
Played this to the best Saturday
business in six months, all of which goes to prove
that Mary is still “America’s Sweetheart,” because the picture is an old one.
Got a dandy
print from the St. Louis office which helped some.
Ten reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

amusing but

—

Universal
THE MAN IN BLUE:

patronage.

OF THE STORM COUNTRY:

—This

theatre, Hardin,

skies.

United Artists
TESS

—

THE RUUNG PASSION:

»w
Pickford

—Weakley &
— Small town

patronage.

—

THE LAW FORBIDS:

get as fair treatment

Dean-

Pleased about 60 per cent. Has no drawing title.
Six reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

we

THE BURNING TRAIL:

Carey—Boys,

Harry

pictures as long as

we did on our last contract.
Wolden, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
as

III.

General patronage.

SILENT SANDERSON:

ists’

October 31, 1925

THE LOVE HOUR:

—-A

Louise Fazenda

poor

for this picture.
Far better than the title
would lead you to believe. Plenty of comedy and

title

Released Nov,
Pafepicture

22

most any audience will enjoy it. Seven reels.
Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin,
Norborne, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

FEARBOUND:

Marjorie Daw Pretty rough.
Pleased about 50-50.
Not a Sunday picture.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer,
Business light.
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

I
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THE SCHOOL FOR WIVES: Conway

Tearle—

few years ago pictures of

this type were conimmodest, however, in this jazz age of
flaming youth it will go over. In fact a number
of our patrons told us they liked it, but if you
cater to family trade in small towns, it would
be better to omit this. We received a new print,
evidently uncensored.
Lots of profanity in subtitles.
Seven reels. Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre.
Patriot, Ind.
Small town patronage.

Gem

—

—

CONDUCTOR

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED:
—A very good picture with Irene Rich

—

—

WHERE THE NORTH

— Bang
ham

up good

BEGINS: Rin Tin Tin
Did better than on "AbraSix reels. R. D. Young, Polo

one.

Lincoln”.
Polo,

III.

some

real acting.
Our first one on the new
Many favorable comments on it as people
have been telling me all day how much they liked
it.
Average receipts. Seven reels. R. D. Young,
Polo theatre. Polo, 111. General patronage.

—

— These

pic-

tures get the money for all exhibitors.
This is
a good one. Seven reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—
—

Tin—We were

Rin Tin

surprised at the way this picture drew against
a tent show for opposition. It will please any
small town audience.
Drew better than any of
the Warner Brothers we have played so far.

&

Weakley

Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin.
Norborne, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

THE LOST LADY
mushy night mare.

—A.

Irene

:

Rotten

is

—

Rich
A
the word.

—Small

Seven
Pine,

:

—

Marie Prevost This is
might make a fairly good
could get his head out of
to forget about the filth.
that dad wants to bring

the type of story that
picture if the director
the sewer long enough
Not the kind of story
the family to see, so we can’t recommend it.
Seven reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long
Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

THE DARK SWAN:

Marie Prevost— "Dark
No title and picture not much
better than title, so our patrons report.
Perhaps
Monte will make up for this one in “The Limited
Mail.”
Here’s hoping.
Seven reels.. S. G. Fry,
Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex. Small town
correct.

is

—

—

patronage.

THE NARROW STREET:

Special cast— Fairly
pleasing comedy.
No special by any means.
Seven reels. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—
—

NARROW

THE
STREET: Special cast— This
picture wasn’t so bad but the title didn’t mean
anything to our people.
will average about
$5.00 above film rental on these Warners.

We

Weakley

&

Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin,
Norborne, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

CORNERED:

Marie Prevost—Very good mystery story picture.
Hasn’t a flaw that I could
see.
Holds your interest from start to finish.
Picture didn’t draw, but no fault of the picture.
Seven reels. H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,
Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA:
Tin

Rin Tin

—The

dog in this is certainly good. Plenty
of action, and picture holds interest throughout.
Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,

—

Mich.

— Small

town patronage.

THREE WOMEN:
our people.

Weakley

&

Norborne,

Special cast

—Did not please

Might go okay in a larger place.—
Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin,
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

THE MARRIAGE

CIRCLE:

Monte

Blue

—

Played this the week of County fair so business
was a little off. Advertising pretty heavy so
didn’t make much but thought it a very good
H. Vetter,
picture. Ernest
Majestic
theatre,
Homer, Mich. Small town patronage.

—

—

BEAU BRUMMEL:

—

Barrymore
We
under any consideration.
Drew just $9.00 and we didn’t have them
when it was over. About six reels of nothing but
posing.
Barrymore’s acting is good but that is
about all we can say for the picture.
Eleven
reels.
Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres,
Hardin, Norborne, Mo. Small town patronage.

would not book

—

John

this again

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE:

Beverly Bayne—
still
they wonder why the people start
talking censorship.
Here’s one of the reasons.
Women smoking, drinking and to think that we
ran this during a big revival. Kissing from start
to finish.
This in the language of one of our
colored patrons, “Ain’t it awful ?” Seven reels.

&

Walden, Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin,
Norborne, Mo.- Small town patronage.

—

BRIDGE OF SIGHS:
ture.

Special

Pleased about 75 per cent.

RAINBOW RANGERS:

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:

We

film.

cast—

Special

—

stein
it

— Good.

An

around.

all

them

in.

—Ernest
— Small

Homer, Mich.

atre,

Elaine

Hammer-

exceptionally good picture and

certainly pulled

TRAIL DUST:

Had them come from
Vetter,

Majestic the-

town patronage.

—

Special cast A good picture.
Pleased 100 per cent to capacity house. Buffalo
and truck carries special advertising. Will sure
get the business. Mrs. J. W. Curley. The National theatre, Bridgeport, Tex.
General pat-

—

ronage.

TRAIL DUST:

Special

—
cast — Another

State

Right picture that is about as poor as they get.
My experience with these pictures is that as a
rule they are not worth showing and that is what

would say of this one. Absolutely nothing, but
amateur acting and directing. Six reels. W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small
town patronage.
I

—

—

COWBOY YESTERDAY: Edmund Cobb—Full
and thrills. No slow stepping in
show.
Everything is kept on the move.
Quite hot in some places. All liked this. Rather
exciting because it arouses interest from the
first picture
because of an unknown tragedy.
Yes for Sunday, rating 85 per cent, film good.
Five reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.
of action, pep
this

—

—

THE SILENT PAL:

Thunder—Fair dog picLacks the usual punch. Not in the class
with Rin Tin Tin. Six reels. H. D. McChesney,
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General pat-

ture.

—

—

ronage.

—

OF HOPE: Richard Talmadge Very
Better story
Talmadge always pleases.
than usual and the same old action. If they like
Six reels.—H. D. Mcaction, this will please.
Chesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. GenISLE

good.

—

eral patronage.

FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLAR REWARD: Ken

—

Maynard First of this star’s to reach us and
went over fine. Handsome chap. Book his picTitle’s good.
tures and watch them come over.
Five
ant,

— G. Fry,
Tex. — Small town
reels.

S.

— Good

cast

—R.

S.

pic-

Moore,

—

—

BLACK LIGHTNING: Special cast—A very
My patrons all like it (weather

good dog picture.

bad), but business
play it. Six reels.

was

—H.

Pa.

Sheffield,

Don’t be afraid to
fair.
H. Baldensperger, Utopian

— General

Palace theatre, Mt. Pleaspatronage.

patronage.

Eva Novak— Fair.

—

ordinary program picture. Ernest H.
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.— Small
town patronage.
Just

Richard Holt—New

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:

Pete Morrison— Drew

a large crowd, and pleased 100 per cent. Plenty
of action and excellent comedy. If you are looking for good Westerns and buy them right, try
this.
A-l prints and service from Progress at
Five reels. Wm. Martin, Patriot
Indianapolis.
Small town patronage.
theatre. Patriot, Ind.

THE BATTLING FOOL:
an

Vetter,

THE EARLY BIRD: Johnny Hines—A good
comedy. We think the kissing at the end could
have been left out and still have had a good
Weakley & Walden, Odeon-Royal thepicture.
Small town patatres, Hardin, Norborne, Mo.

—

—

ronage.

EASY MONEY

Landis—Good

Cullen

:

picture.

Landis good actor. Puts ’em over. Seven reels.
S. G. Fry, Palace theatre, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Small town patronage.
FIGHTING IN FRANCE: Broke Mid-week
records.
C. E. McLain, Liberty theatre, Tryon,
Okla. General patronage.
MAKERS OF MEN : Kenneth McDonald A-l
picture. Lots of thrills and comedy. R. S. Moore,
Gem theatre, Snyder, Okla. Small town pat-

—

—

—

—

—

ronage.

THE MAKING OF A MASTER PLASTERER:

—

Ran this
Special cast Educational entertaining.
for the Plasterer’s Union in connection wit reguFive reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand thelar show.
General patronage.
atre, Rainier, Ore.

—

SPEED:

—

—

Blythe

Betty

who saw

of the few

—

this

I think the majority
put in their time sleep-

Odeon
ing.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.

theatre,

—

THE SPEED KING: Richard Talmadge—Not
much. R. S. Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder, Okla.
Small town patronage.
SUPER-SPEED: Reed Howes This will please,
but paid too much for it. Richard Talmadge will
please just as well and F. B. O. doesn’t ask near
as much for his pictures. Weakley & Walden,
Odeon-Royal theatres, Hardin, Norborne, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

YOUNGER BROS: Special cast Absolutely
the poorest ever, but gets the money. Don’t play
it two days.- R. S. Moore, Gem theatre, Snyder,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

Serials
THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

(Universal)

— Was

washed out on chapter 2,
to bad storm and, was afraid the balance of
However,
serial was going to be a dud.
crowd picked up wonderfully on number 3
special

cast

improve each week, as
and there is enough hokum

should
title

the serial fans.

Trags theatre,

Two

reels.

Neillsville,

a

has

it

in

—Wm. E.
— Small

m
/

town

Pafhepicture

pat-

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal)

William

— am on the sixth episode and holding
have ever
One of the best serials
played. — H. H. Baldensperger, Utopian theatre,
patronage.
Pa. — General
THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
you want a good serial book
Desmond— Boys,
Am now on the 14th
this one.
a wow
Two
— E.
episode and going strong.
Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex. — General

Desmond
up good.

I

I

Sheffield,

if

!

J.

patronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal) William
Chapter four and going
strong.
This is a serial you can’t go wrong on.
Book it if you haven’t done so. Two reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
General patronage.
THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond Chapter five and going strong. It sure
A very good serial. Two
draws the crowd.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
reels.
Nev. General patronage.

Desmond

—Just

played

—

“A Dog's Life
Released Nov,

great

Tragsdorf,

reels.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

the
the

and

to please

it

Wis.

due

ronage.

It’s

—

And

Weakley

patronage.

This picture is a good one for Saturday night.
It is a thriller, will hold the audience in suspense
throughout the picture.
Six reels. A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la.
General patronage.

—

Swan”

—

got this from Mid-West Dist. Co. of Milwaukee
and it is sure a good one. Holt reminds one
of Dick Talmadge. He’s a fightin’ fool and put
the story over real good.
Good story, good
photography, new print of nice light film. Hazen
Keener plays opposite Holt and she does some
of the best work of her career.
Watch this
Dick Holt as he looks like a comer. Five reels.
T.
Davis
Son,
Rialto
Sharon,
W.
&
theatre,
Wis.
General patronage.

towns

town patronage.

THE DARK SWAN

TEN DAYS:

sickly

Long

F. Botsford, Palace theatre,

reels..

— General

State Right

Irene

doing

block.

FIND YOUR MAN:

did

October 31, 1925

theatre,

Rich

Rin Tin Tin

pat-

Johnny Hines—We

1492:

Warner Brothers

—

town

not have much of a crowd but the picture was
fine and pleased those who came immensely. Seven
reels.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, CotSmall town patronage.
ter, Ark.

theatre.

FIND YOUR MAN:

Okla.— Small

Snyder,

theatre,

ronage.

sidered

Neb.

——
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22

—
—

THE IRON MAN

(Universal)

special

cast

Plenty of action and a good plot. Like all serials
the hero is ahead of the game in each episode,
but is outdone by the villain at the end of every
chapter and is left in some sort of a pickle
On the tenth chapter and holding
till next week.
up, but I think “The Leather Pushers” has more
Two reels. Robt. L.
with
the
attendance.
to do
Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash. General patronage.

—

—

—
—
A

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

October 31, 1925
THE FIGHTING RANGER:

—Fairly

good

cast

cial

(Universal)

speextra.

Nothing

serial.

—

not quite as good as the chapter before but yet
it
was good.
Thrills and laughter.
Everyone
there liked it, so you see it is quite liked in our

Should go good where serials are run. Arthur
T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre. River View, Ala.
General patronage.

town.
Try it and see for yourself. Good for
Sunday. Rating 85 per cent. Film good. Two
reels.
J.
W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.

—

—
—

IDAHO:

(Pathe) special cast— This one did
not please our patrons. Too rough and too much
killing.
Last chapter shown to cashier and manager.
Two reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre,
Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

—

MERTON OF GOOFERS:

Alberta Vaughn
These “Pace Makers” series sure are hard to beat.
Better than “The Telephone Girl” or “Fighting
Blood” so far.
Two reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
CALL A COP — Good

comedy.

— C.

New

Liberty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.
patronage.

THE PACE MAKERS:

M. Hartman,
town

and

Mt. Pleasant, Tex.

very good short subject. Had
Two reels.
several tell me how well they liked it.
Majestic theatre, Homer,
Vetter,
Ernest H.
Mich. Small town patronage.

—
—

DIZZY DAISY—They

a special comedy
Only a few
laughs.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theSmall town patronage.
atre, Long Pine, Neb.
call this

word has been misused.

but the

—

FELIX— Good.

—

One

— C. E.
— General

McLain, Lib-

reel.

erty theatre, Tryon, Okla.

patronage.

FELIX THE CAT BUSTS INTO BUSINESS—

—
—

Another excellent cartoon. One reel. S. C. Ihde,
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. Small town
patronage.

FLYING FINANCE—A

little

better than usual.

We

believe that the comedy is a very important
part of the program. The quality of today’s comedies is poor.
We can and do pay more for worth
while comedies. Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town patron-

—
—

age.

—A

FRONT: Poodles Hannaford
fair comedy
at one time but the print we received was worn
out.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

—

Rainier,

Ore.

— General

FUN’S FUN

patronage.

Bobby Vernon

—Just an

ordinary
comedy, as good as the average. One reel. Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.
:

HIS HIGH HORSES
Silver,

—A

— Bert

Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.

Silver

General patronage.

KING COTTON —Not much

to this from comedy
two reels to take up time. H. G.
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.

It’s just

angle.

—

Stettmund, Jr.,
Small town patronage.

—

LOCKED OUT A fair kid comedy. The ending was clever and gave them a good laugh. One
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
reel.

—

—

NECK AND NECK— A

fairly good comedy.
Haven’t used any Educationals that were knockThey seem to neither add nor detract from
outs.
a program, so can't say much for them. A single
reel packed with laughs would go better than
these.
They are too long for the material used.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

NO LOAFING— Below
H. Martin, Strand
General patronage.

THE OPTIMIST:
Have had

edy.

better

from

reels.

— C.

Tenn.

—-Fair

com-

Two

reels.

this star.

theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.

Mermaid comedy

:

Two

McKenzie,

Lloyd Hamilton

—C. H. Martin, Strand
— General patronage.
PIGSKIN

average.

theatre,

—A

football story

—

pleased the crowd.
Two reels. Robt. L.
Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash.— Small
town patronage.

that

WILD WAVES—As
comedy.

reel

—-Ernest

Homer, Mich.

— Small

good as the average single
Vetter,

Majestic

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
WEST OF HOT DOG.—This had a lot
so pleased
ler.

my

people.

theatre,

town patronage.

Two

of laughs

—E. H. BreehWis. — Mixed pat-

reels.

Opera House, Fennimore,

ronage.

HEEBIE JEEBIES—A

—E. H.
—Mixed

Two

good comedy.

reels.

Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

patronage.

SOMEWHERE

IN

WRONG:

Stan

Laurel-

Just a fair comedy.
Nothing great. Two reels.
R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

HYPNOTISED—-A

very

good comedy.
Two
House, Fennimore,

— E. H. Brechler, Opera
Wis. — Mixed patronage.

reels.

THE FAST MALE:

Alberta Vaughn

—This was

—Just

—
— Small

town patronage.

—

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn
Would rather have a good comedy but would call
them better than most of the regular run of
Two

comedies.
atre,

Long

—A. F. Botsford, Palace theNeb. — Small town patronage.

reels.

Pine,

75
FOX
ELECTRIC ELOPEMENT:

Sunshine comedy
good comedy with plenty of laughs. Two reels.
J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre. Walnut, la.
General patronage.

A

—

NEPTUNE’S DAUGHTER — This was

supposed

Only two thousand feet of film
that William Fox had left from some of his sea
pictures,
"Neptune’s Romance,” “Daughter of
the Gods,” etc., and unloaded on the exhibitors
as a comedy. Never heard tell of anyone laughing
at a lot of bathing girls diving off cliffs and
swimming arbund in a pool of water. Whoever
tagged this as a comedy has a great sense of
humor. Two reels. R. W. Hickman, Lyric theto be a comedy.

Greenville,

atre,

THE FIGHT:

—

—

—
— General

111.

Van

patronage.

Bibber series

—

Good story
once. Usual service from Fox office this territory.
Six pins, 65 patches, second offense in thirty days.
Two reels. M. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmon-

—

Canada.

ton, Alta.,

— General

patronage.

PATHE
BIGGER AND BETTER JAILS:

—Not

Aesop Fable

as good as the average run of these comTwo-thirds reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

edies.

—

—

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF:

Alberta Vaughn
The best 2 reelers on the market. Two reels.
C. E. McLain, Liberty theatre, Tryon, Okla.
General patronage.

Our Gang—
Not the best from this bunch. Two reels.-— E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. Mixed

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta VaughnLast one of these and sorry to see it. However,
I have given this a 100 per cent report since
using them and F. B. O. tried to raise the rental
on the release, but that’s where they failed. I
am not putting out any more. Two reels. M.
J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.—
General patronage.

GET BUSY Good comedy for a single reel.
Ernest H. Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.

THE

PACE MAKERS:

—

WEST OF HOT DOG:

Stan Laurel— The film
on this was good out of Milwaukee Exchange.
Judging, from the way the crowd laughed this
must have been a good comedy. We didn’t think
much of it. Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

funny comedy.

Vaughn

Alberta Vaughn These
two reel subjects are fine. Better than slapstick
comedies.
Old folks like them as well as young
ones.
Two reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre,
Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

up to the Christie

standard. Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theSmall town patronage.
atre, Long Pine, Neb.

Alberta

THE PACE MAKERS:

—

BLACK AND BLUE —Not

—

finished them.
Book them, they will get the kale
please. Two reels.
S. G. Fry, Palace theatre,

— Small

THE CHASE — A

—

——

—

FIRST NATIONAL

THE ELECTRIC HOUSE: Buster Keaton—
good comedy that got lots of laughs. Two reels.
—Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
General patronage.

-

—

patronage.

—

—

THE GOOFY AGE—Nothing
reels.

—E.

to this one.

Two

H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,

— Mixed

Wis.-

patronage.

DAME—

THE HALFBACK OF NOTRE
Played
with Harold Lloyd in "The Freshman” and drew
the football fans.
A comedy that is a roar all
the way through.
And an A-l Jim Dandy okay
comedy. Two reels. Louis Van Alstyne, Quality
theatre, Cullom, III.
General patronage.

—
—

HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS:
comedy

— Can’t

cent.

Two

give this much.
E. H. Brechler,

Mack

Sennett
per

About 60

—
Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
HOT HEELS—Very
Two
to this one.
— E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis. — Mixed patronage.
reels.

little

reels.

—

—

—A
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IS MARRIAGE THE BUNK?: Charley ChaseGood.
One reel. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

SPEAK FREELY

—

LOOKING FOR SALLY.—Used

this

good slapstick.
Trags theatre,

fair

—

Stan Laurel comedy for a long time.

Two

reel.

—

—

MISCELLANEOUS
Monty Banks Film fair.
was from Celebrated Players out of Milwaukee and it was a good offering with a numBook it. Two reels. W.
ber of pleasing gags.
This

—

Maurice Schwartz

director and

(left),

star of the Yiddish Art theatre, has
just finished the first Jaffe Art Film,

He is shown with
Louis N. Jaffe, president of Jaffe Art

“Broken Hearts.”

S.

Film Corporation.

Who

—The

wants
around the
History

what puts over most of
these Hysterical Histories but this one was funny
enough even if it had had no titles. One reel.
Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.
Small town patronage.
sub-titles is

—

BUSY BUDDIES—These

comedies average up

so well that it is hard to report on them.
So
far they have been running from fair to rotten.
The same amount of money would be better spent
on single reel material. Some picture show men
use this kind of stuff for fillers but a real exhibitor don’t want anything on the program that has
no merit.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace
theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

CITY OF STARS— Showing
pictures

the making.
patrons liked

Universal city and
Very interesting and

in

amusing,
Witwer, Grand

theatre.

Two

it.

Rainier,

—A. G.
Ore. — General

—

DANCING DAISIES: A1 Alt Good comedy.
Lots of action and some good laughs. Two reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—
—

DRY UP:

Singleton Burkett A Century that
is a little above the average.
A. F. Botsford,
Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.— Small town
patronage.

FAMILY ROW
comedy.

Two

Buddy Messinger

:

reels.

atre, Rainier, Ore.

—

—

Just a fair
G. Witwer, Grand theGeneral patronage.

—A.

—

THE FAST EXPRESS:

William Duncan Better than “The Steel Trail.”
It seems that this
star cannot make another "Fighting Trail." Come
on, Mr. Duncan, gather up your villains, Joe
Ryan, etc., and let's make another “Fighting
Trail.”
“The Fast Express” is the best thing
made by this star since "The Fighting Trail.”
Should make money for regular serial houses.
Two reels. Arthur T. Goggans, Riverdale theatre, River View, Ala.
General patronage.

—

—

THE FIGHTING TERROR:

Billy Sullivan
a cross between a Western and a boxing
story and, as such, does not register as either.
Two reels.— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

This

MARRIED NEIGHBORS— Good

—

KNOCK OUT MAN:
two reeler of

Jack Perrin

this star yet.
as a five reeler. Two reels.

— The

them

Two

all.

NOBODY WINS:

reels.

—

—

Lake— Good

Arthur

Will go over

same

! :

good laughs
Lyric theatre, Walnut,

dresen,

la.

—General

NO PLACE TO GO:

Lake—Good. Kept

Arthur

them laughing all the way through. One reel.
Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.

— General

patronage.
Bulls

—

—

Wanda Wiley—A

PRESENT ARMS:

well pro-

duced and acted comedy but failed somehow to
get the laughs. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand
General patronage.
theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

—

RIP VAN WINKLE—A good comedy and
seemed to get over all right. One reel. H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

ROUGH PARTY:

A1 Alt—A rather silly bit
Two
nothing like most Century comedies.
reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,
Neb. Small town patronage.
of

—
—

SLEEPING SICKNESS:

Bert

Roach— Better

than the average of these comedies. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

been

—

—

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

—Just

Reginald Denny

finished No. 3 of the last series.
It may
be possible that this was red hot stuff when it
was new, but I doubt it. A little comedy in it.

.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
machines.
B’argains.
Atlas Moving
projecting
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111

—

Eye comedy A darn good
one reel comedy. These Bulls Eye comedies sure
Robt. L. Anderson, Olymhit the spot. One reel.
Small town patronage.
pic theatre. Forks, Wash.

PAPA’S PET:

.

EXHIBITORS

MONEY

LET

US

SAVE

YOU

on guaranteed new and used theatre

Also
for shipment.
Comall makes of rebuilt projection machines.
plete line of equipment.
Write us your needs.
Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East

chairs

of

styles,

all

ready

Ninth Street, Chicago,

111.

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S
theatre
electric

NEW!

The Lustrolite moving picture
sign.
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just

think!

A

white

opal

line double-face all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortEasy terms which
price $300.00.
Get our descriptive
allow sign to pay for itself.

three

ment included,

matter at once.

Manufacturers

CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

of

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

SIGNS AND BANNERS
SHOW YOU what dandy Signs

JUST TO

and
Banners you, yourself, can paint with our Simplified Air System, we will make you a Six Foot
Banner, any wording, cloth, for 50 cents sent
Hume Color Spray
C. O. D., One Day Service.
System, Idle Hour Theatre Building, Seymour,
Mo.

—

American Film Blaze
'

,*

jr

m
f

\

on Japanese Freighter
Injures 15 Stevedores

v
'

s

1

( Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

HAMBURG, GERMANY,

Oct. 20.—
Fifteen stevedores were injured here last
week, several of them seriously when

Reginald Denny
playing these every week for the

two months and they please the majority.
Two reels. Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic theatre,
Forks, Wash. Small town patronage.

pat-

ronage.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

last

.

Gump comedy— Good comedy. Some
in this one.
Two reels. —J. W. An-

Riverdale theatre. River View, Ala.
ronage.

—Have

in

—
—

OH MIN

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per

little

kept the crowd in good humor
throughout. A.
G.
Witwer,
Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

comedy which

best

—Arthur T. Goggans.
— General pat-

ADVERTISING

attendance and
Robt. L.
Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash. Small
town patronage.
evidently pleased

—

—

CLASSIFIED

—

town patronage.

—
—

KICKED ABOUT Just a comedy. Hard to get
a good comedy any more. All on the same order.
reels.
R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Neb.
Small town patronage.

age.

A

—

comedy. C.
H.
Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General
patronage.

Two

crowd yelled when they saw this.
This is a good comFull of thrills and laughs.
edy. It is not too silly and foolish but it is just
Good for Sunday
right.
See it for yourself.

—
—

walking
ought to

to see a couple-a sod busters
ring.
Some of those quacks

—

TRIMMED—Fair

(Ad-

—Whole

Two reels. J. W. Ryder,
rating 75 per cent.
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn. General patron-

is

GETTING

WILD WOMEN AND TAMED MEN:
vance)

be out following a plow. What the people want
oneto see is a couple-a little fellas in action.
half way decent one reeler would have this stuff
knocked cuckoo.
’Safaet.
Two reels. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small

reels.

patronage.

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
General patronage.

T.

reel.

comedy

—

PLEASE:

TAXI

all

UNIVERSAL
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: Hysterical

—

Larry Semon
comedy of the usual Semon kind. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

GALL AND GOLF: Larry Semon— Should
One reel. H. G.
have never been re-issued.
Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

reels.

reels.

reels.

—

General patronage.

S.

:

pat-

fair
-

Stan Laurel— Best

—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton,
Pa. — General patronage.
SHOULD HUSBANDS BE WATCHED: Charley Chase— Fine.
One
— G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
SMILE, PLEASE:
Harry Langdon — Rated
about 60 per cent.
Two
—E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
STAGE FRIGHT Our Gang— Good as
Our
Gangs are. Failed to draw any business for me,
however. Two
— G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan. — Small town patronage.
THE YARN ABOUT YARN—Average fable.
One
— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis. — Small town patronage.

town

VITAGRAPH
DUNCES AND DANGERS:

comedy but

got a poor print out of Omaha.
Two reels. A.
F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

RUPERT OF HEE HAW:

Tragsdorf,

E.

eral patronage.

—A

comedy—Pretty

— Wm. E.
— Small

Wis.

TENTING OUT Pretty good one reeler. Wm.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—
—

LOVE’S SWEET PIFFLE

reels.

—

I used “My Son” to an empty house but it
was an extra good comedy. Two reels. M. J.
Babin, Fairland theatre, White Castle, La. Gen-

day

Century

:

Two

Neillsville,

ronage.

same

the

October 31, 1925

Released Nov,
PafhCpieture

22

American motion picture films aboard the
Japanese freighter Jufuku Maru out of
Baltimore, Md., ignited as they were being unloaded.
There was no warning of
the

men

ignition that might have sent the
About 150 cases of film
to safety.

were destroyed.

October 31, 1925
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert”
An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.
Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.

Associated Exhibitors

Soul Fire:Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise :BOR-Ins.

Camille of the Barbary Coast :B0R-32.0et.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :BOR-32,Oet.l7-Ins.
Headlines :Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife :B0R-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Oct.3-Ins.

Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Unguarded Hour :BOR-Ins.Oct,17-20.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

Manhattan Madness :0ct.3-Ins.
Never Weaken :BOR-32,Oct.l7-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Oct.3-Ins.

What

Fools Men:0ct.3-Ins.0ct.l7-20.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.
Love :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.

Why Women

Chadwick

Winds of Chance:Sept.5-26.Sept,19-22,Oct.3-Ins.

Some Pun’kins:Oct.24-22.

Fox

Columbia

Ancient Mariner :Oct.lO-6.
As No Man Has Loved :Sept.5-12.Oct.l0-6,8.

Danger Signal, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Best Bad Man, The : Oct. 10-6.
East Lynne:BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,8.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct.l7-12,13.
Fighting Heart, The :0ct.l0-6.0ct.24-13.
First Year, The:Sept.l-Ins.BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.

Fate of a Flirt, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :B0R-38.0ct.24-16, 17.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The:B0R-38.0et.24-16,17.

The: BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 8.
Havoc :Sept. 5-13. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

Fool,

Handsome

Brute, The :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Penalty of Jazz:BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
New Champion, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Price of Success, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Speed

Iron Horse, The:Sept.5-12.Oct.l0-8,9.Oct,17-ll.
Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.

Kentucky Pride:Sept.5-13.Oct.l0-8,9.
Lazybones :BOR-24.Oct.l0-8, 9.
Lightnin’:Sept.l2-Ins.BOR-24,Oet.lO-8,9.

Mad :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.

Lucky Horseshoe, The :Oct.lO-8,9.
Seventh Heaven :Sept.l-Ins. BOR-24.

Sealed Lips, The :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sca:BOR-38,Oct.24-16.17.
Steppin’ Out :0ct.3-51.0ct.24-16,17.
Thrill Hunter, Thc:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Unwritten Law, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Silver Treasure, The:Oct.lO-6.
Thank You: Sept.5-13,14,15.Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.l9-14,
15. Sept. 26-14, 15. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9. Oct. 17-14, 15.
Thunder Mountain :Sept.5-13.Sept,12-Ins.Sept.26-18,
19. BOR-24.0ct. 10-8,9.
Timber Wolf, The :Sept. 5-14.
Wheel, The:Sept.5-12.Sept.l2-Ins.BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,9.

Davis Dist. Div.

When

Apache Princess :BOR-44,Oct. 17-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Demon Rider, The:BOR-44.
Courage of Captain Plum, The :Oct.l7-10.
$50,000 Reward :BOR-44.
Fighting Courage :BOR-44. Oct. 24-18.
Fleet Foot:BOR-44.
Fort Frayne:BOR-44. Oct. 17-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oct.l7-10.
Grey Vulture, The:BOR-44.
Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Long Odds:BOR-44.

the Door

Wages
Yankee

Stair, The :Sept. 5-12. Oct. 10-6, 9.
for Wives :Sept.l-Ins. BOR-24. Oct.10-6, 9.
Senor, The :Sept.26-14,15.

Ginsberg
Wreckage :Oct.3-18.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct. 3-2.

My

Neighbor’s Wife:Oct.l7-10.
Peggy of the Secret Service:BOR-44.

Red Kimono, The :BOR-44. Sept. 19-10.
Red Love:BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :BOR-44.
Throe Pals:BOR-44.
Tentacles of the North :Oct.l7-10.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks: BOR-44.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Exchange of Wives, An:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-16,17.

“What Fools Men” was

the attraction

at the opening of the Harding theaThe cast of the First
tre in Chicago.

picture

National

Caesar’s Wife:BOR-Ins.
Chickie :BOR-Ins.

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Clothes

Lewis

includes

Bedford,
Barbara
Mason and Tom Wilson.

Stone,

Tonio of the Sierras :BOR-44.Oet,17-10.
Timber Wolves :BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The:BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oet.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Shirley

Drusilla

With a Million :Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.Sept.

19-74, 75. BOR-46. Oct. 10-71.
Flaming Waters :Sept. 5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.

Futurity

Winner,

The:Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.BOR-

46.

Happiness :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
If Marriage Fails :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Isle of Lost Hope, The:Sept.l2-69.
Isle of Retribution, The :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR46.

Keeper of the Bees, The :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. Oct.387.Oct.l0-74,75.Oct.l7-67.Oct.24-79.

Lady Robinhood:Sept.l2-71.
Last Edition, The :Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.
Let’s Go GalIagher:Oct.l7-69.
Midnight Flyer, The :Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.
Parisian Nights :Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.

Poor

Girl’s

Romance,

A :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-

46.

When His Love Grew

Cold:Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14.

BOR-46.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.
Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.

Oct. 24-8, 9.

Lights of

New

York:Sept.l2-Ins.Oct.lO-10,ll.

Merry Widow, The :Sept.l2-l.Sept.l9-l. Sept. 26-1, 21,
20.0ct.3-l.0ct.17-l.

Midshipman, The:Sept.l2-Ins.
Mystic, The :Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20. Oct. 10-1. Oct.
24-8,9.

Never the Twain Shall Meet:Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.l9-17.
Sept. 26-1, 21, 20. BOR-40. Oct.24-8, 9.
Pretty Ladies :Sept.l2-Ins.Sept,19-17.Sept.26-l, 21,20.

Make

the Pirate :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes :BOR-Ins.
Girl

Oct. 24-8, 9.
Sept. 5-1. Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17. Sept.26-1, 2,
21 20
Slave of Fashion, The:Sept.5-l.Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.l917. Sept.26-1, 21, 20. Oct. 24-8, 9.
Sun Up :Sept. 19-16, 17. Oct. 24-8, 9.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct,17-9.Oct.24-

Romola:
,

Classified :Oct.l7-20.

Dark Angel, Thc:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Oct.24-20,21.

F. B. 0.

Opened :Oct.lO-6.

Winding

from Monte Martre:BOR-Ins.

Irene :BOR-Ins.
Graustark : Sept,19-Ins.Sept.26-22,23.BOR-Ins.Oct.

8 9

Unholy Three, The :Sept.5-l.Sept.l9-17. Sept.26-1, 21,
20. Oct. 24-8, 9.

Zander the Great :BOR-40.

Paramount

10-24.

Half

Way

Her

Sister

Girl,

The:Sept.5-24,25.BOR-Ins.
Paris :Sept. 12-16, 17. Oct. 3-Ins.

From

Just a Woman :Oct.3-Ins.
Kiki :BOR-Ins.

Knockout, The :Oct.3-Ips.
Lady, The :Oct.3-Ins.
Learning to Love :BOR-Ins.
Live Wire, The :0ct,10-20,21.0ct.l7-20.
Lost World, The Sept. 12-1 8. Oct. 3-20, 21. Oct. 10-22,
:

23.

Marriage Whirl, The :Oct.3-Ins.

Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lanc:BOR-Ins.

My Son:Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment, The :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21.
One Way Street :BOR-Ins.
Pace That

Thrills,

The :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.

Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.
Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Scarlet West, The :Oct. 3-Ins.

.

American Venus, The:Sept.26-4.
Are Parents People? :Sept.5-l.
Beggar on Horseback :Sept.5-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Sept.26-3.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-5.
Flower of the Night :Sept. 26-4.
Golden Princess, The :Oct. 10-3. Oct.17-3.
He’s a Prince :Sept.26-4. Oct. 10-3. Oct.17-3.

Mannequin :Sept,19-4,5.
Lord Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct,17-3.

Lucky

Devil, The:Sept.5-4.Sept.26-4.

New Brooms :Oct.l0-3. Oct.17-3.
Night Life in New York:Sept.5-4.Sept.26-4.
Not So Long Ago:Sept.5-4,5.
Polly of the Ballet :Sept.26-4.
Express, The:Sept.26-4.Oct.3-4.Oct.l0-3,4,5.
Oct.17-3.Oct.24-4, 5.
Seven Keys to Baldpate:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3. Oct.17-3.
Son of His Father, A :Sept.l2-4.Aug.26-4.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Sept.5-4.

Pony
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Ten Commandments, The:Sept.l2-3.Sept.26-4.
That Koyle Girl :Sept. 19-3. Sept.26-4.

Short Features

Trouble With Wives, The:Sept.5-3.

Vanishing American, The:Sept.26-4.
Wild Horse Mesa:Sept.5-4.
Wild, Wild Susan, The :Sept.5-4.

Davis
Cinema Stars :Oct.3-57.
Fragments of Life:Sept.l2-10.Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas :Oct.3-57.

Pathe
Black CycIone:Sept.l9-68-69.

Mystery Box, The:Oct-3-B6.

Freshman, The:Sept.l2-Ins.

Power God, The:Oct.3-66.
Sheiks and Shebas:Oct.3-57.

Producers

Dist. Corp.

Educational

Brave Heart, The:Sept.5-23.

Coming

Amos, The:Sept.6-22.Oct.3-10,ll.

of

Eve’s Leaves :Sept.l9-8, 9.
Fifth Avenue :Oct.l7-16, 17.
Hell’s

Made

Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.

Fair Warning :Oct.l7-4.
Kinograms :Sept. 5-11. Oct.3-49. Oct. 17-6.

Highroad :Sept.l9-8,9.Oct.3-10, 11.
for Love:Sept.l9-8,9.

Greatest Thrills :Sept. 5-7.

Life’s

Red Dice:Sept.5-22.
Seven Days Aug.29-12.Oct.3-10.il.
Untamed Gentleman, The :Sept. 5-23.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

Maid in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Mermaid Comedies :Sept. 19-50-51.

:

Movies, The:Oct.3-46.
Pleasure Bound:Oct.l7-4.

Watch Out :Sept. 26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oet.S-48.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill on the U. P. Trail :Oct. 24-82.
With Davy Crocket at the Fall of the Alamo :Oct.

Film Booking

Offices

24-82.

With Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
With General Custer at Little Big Horn:Oct.24-82.
With Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.
With Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

Adventures of Maizie:Sept,12-46,46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies:Sept.l2-45.
Bray Cartoons :Sept. 12-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept,12-45.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Sept.l2-67.

Oct.24-82.

Fox Film Corp.

B. P. Schulberg
The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days:BOR-30.

Aristocrat,

Big Game Hunter, The:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.

Eden’s Fruit :BOR-30.
Free to Love:BOR-30.

24.10.11.

Who Wouldn’t Work, The :Oct.3-12,13.
His New York Life:BOR-SO.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Girl

Exclusive Rights :BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater: BOR-30.

Lew

Tyler’s Wives :BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love:Aug.22-19. BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior:BOR-30.
Shenandoah: BOR-30.
Shopworn :BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-30.

With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.

United Artists
Don

Q, Son of Zorro:Sept.5-20. Sept. 12-12. Sept.1920.Sept.12-12.Oct.3-15.
Sally of the Sawdust:Sept.5-21.Sept.l2-13.Sept.l919. Sept. 12-12.
Gold
Rush,
The : Sept. 1 2-1 1. Sept. 1 9 -2 1 .Sept. 1 2-1 1.
Oct. 8-14. Oct. 10-19.
Wild Justice :Oct. 17-8. Oct. 24-19.

Universal
California Straight

Ahead :Oct.24-6,7.

Calgary Stampede, The:Oct.lO-14,15,Oct.24-6,7.
Goose Woman :Sept.5-8,9.0ct.24-6,7.
Home Maker, The :Oct.24-6,7.

Phantom

Drama and comedy

are intermingled in
“The Isle of Hope,” starring Richard
Talmadge. It is an F. B. O. release.

Engagement, A:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.
Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Romance,
:Sept.26-17. Oct. 3-53. Oct.24-10,

Business

11

.

Fox News :Sept. 5-16. Sept. 19-52. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct.24.

15.

Passionate

Quest,

The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR.36.0et.24-

14,15.

Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14,
15.

Red Hot Tires :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Sap, The: Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Seven Sinners :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Silken Shackles :Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14, 15.
Social Highwayman, The:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.
24-14,15.

Three Weeks in Paris :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-

8,9. Oct. 10-16, 17. Oct.24-14, 15.

Girls Go
Oct. 24-14, 15.

.

Fox Varieties :Sept.5-17. Sept. 19-53. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct.
24-10,11.

Heart Breaker, The :Oct.24-10,ll.
Comedies :Sept.5-17.Sept.l9-53.Sept.26-16,
Imperial
17. Oct.24-10, 11.

Love and Lions :Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10, 11.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Sept.5-16.
Sept. 19-53. Sept.26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Carolina :Sept.l9-53.
O. Henry Stories :Sept.5-17. Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.24-10,

My Own
11

On

.

the Go:Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,ll.

Shoes :Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-26,17. Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10,11.

Sky Jumper,
11

The:Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,

.

Strong for Love:Oct. 24-10, 11.
Sweet Marie :Sept. 19-52. Oct.3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Transients in Arcadia :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53. Oct.
24-10,11.

14, 15.

Vengeance of Durand, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
White Chief, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The:Sept.l9-6,7.0ct.3-

Why

A

Cloudy

10 11

Night Cry, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Night Call, The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9,6.7.BOR-36. Oct.24-14,

Van

Bibber

Comedies :Sept.5-16.Sept.l9-62.Sept.

26-16, 17.Oct.24-10,ll.

The:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53,Oct.

Wrestler,
24-10,11.

Back Home:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Pathe
Butter Fingers :Sept. 5-76.
Caretaker’s Daughter, The:Oct.l7-76.
Cold Turkey :Sept.26-88.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins.
Day’s Pleasure, A:Oct,17-Ins.
Dog’s Life!, A:Oct.l7-Ins.

of the 0pera:Sept.l2-8,9,Sept.26-7.0ct.3-

19.

Siege:Oet.24-6,7.
Sporting Life, The:Oet.l0-ll.Oct.24-6,7.
Stella Maris:Oct.24-6,7.
Two Blocks Away :Oct.24-6,7.

Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.
Iron Nag, The:Sept.5-76.
Love and Kisses :Sept. 26-88.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.
No Father to Guide Him :Oct.l7-76.
Over There-Abouts:Oct.24-Ins.
Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept. 12-76.
Rainy Knight, A:Sept.5-76.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.10-16,17.
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Bobbed

Abroad :Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,ll.

All

Hair:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.l7-19.0ct.24-

14,15.

Shoulder Arms:Oct.l7-Ins.
Sneezing Beezers :Sept.5-76.
Sunnyside :Oct.l7-Ins.
Tee for Two:Sept.26-88.
Pathe News:Oct.3-45.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Cave Man, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36,Oct.
24-14,15.

Wild West :Oct. 3-96. Oct. 10-80. Oct. 24-Ins.

Compromise :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14,15.
Fighting Edge, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14-

Rayart

15.

Gay Ones, The:Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,

Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-60.

15.

Hell

Universal

Bent for Heaven :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36.Oct.24-

14,15.

Hero

of the Big
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Snows,

Blue Streak Westerns :Sept.l9-ll.
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.
Gump Comedies :Oct.3-54.
International Newsreel :Sept.l9-24. 0ct.8-54.0ct.ll>-

A:Sept,19-6, 7. BOR-86.

His Jazz Bride:B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept,12-6,7.Sept.l9-6,7.

18.

BOR-36. Oct. 10-16, 17. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.

Honeymoon Express, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.

Olcott Resigns ; Will

24-14,15.

Inevitable
Millionaires,
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Lady

Windermere’s

The :Sept,19-6,7. BOR-36.

Engage

Fan:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.

Man

on the Box, The:Sept.l9-6,7.Sept.26-8,9.BOR-

36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Official Wife:Sept.l9-6,7.

My

Production

HOLLYWOOD,

Limited Mail, The:Sept.6-18-19.Sept,19-6,7,BOR-36.
Oct.10-16,17. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Little Irish Girl, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.2414,15.
Love Toy, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

24-14,15.

who

Oct. 20.— Sidney Olfor the last two years has di-

rected for

Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

cott,

George K. Arthur and Gertrude Olmsted are featured in William Wellman’s “I’ll Tell the World,” MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.

resigned and will go to New
York, where he will enter the production
tion,
field

has

on

his

own

account.

a

!
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By

—J

=

D. H.

REVIEW

.

Chicago Tribune

IMMIE GILLICK,

Pathe exchange manager, and Clayton Bond,
executive in Balaban & Katz Mid- West offices, were rewarded with
handsome golf bags for their skill when a score or more of film men
and their friends took their last advantage of the links at the Butterfield
Country Club for the season on Columbus Day.

J
"D

OBERT SWITZER

man

was toastmaster
while Len Ullrich, Pathe, was chairof the sports and pastimes committee.

Other entrants who
playing of the day
Illinois and Indiana
O’Brien of H. M.

swung clubs in the
were Harry Graham,
Pathe manager, John

Byllesby & Co., and
Peter O’Brien of the Peter Obrien Painting Company.
*

A

radio

*

Heilman, Reelcraft, was stolen from his
He has no
safe in his office October 10.
clue as to the identity of the robbers. The
radio had been brought to the office for
the use of Mr. Heilman and his friends
in
receiving the reports of the world

*

*

*

*

the

in

Pathe
Nickname ? Jimmie.
Born in St. Paul, Minn., May

Howland

*

1897.

Irish policeman.

job?

Timekeeper for an
extra gang on a

tion as a result
sales position in

Senn
and
estern

months.

“Keen”

Became booker

for

Standard
December,

to

Went

into service at naval officers’
school at Great Lakes for nine
In 1918 came back to Pathe as

Six months later turned salesman
at that for year and a half.
Was assistant branch manager for one
year and then assumed managership of Illinois and Indiana branch in 1921. Held that
post for the next four years.

and worked

Took present post when?

In

Pathe.

Worst experience?

Fading from the

green at the Midwest Film Golf Tournament with 130 and then being handed a
box of golf balls for having the worst

last

score.

in Chi-

*

was made

as

the

to

post.
* * *

for

a

long

time

chief

O. in the Chicago office
host of friends he has
17

when he

of

his

left his posi-

promotion to a
Illinois.

“No

—

a die” and
were some of the tributes heard
Mark
office upon his departure.
has received the position formerly

By Mae Tinee
Good morning!
Hope you Have

a chance to see this picture

and if you don’t, hope you cry for
shewn me in a projection room and

It

it.

soon
was

think

I

it’s

One could say, “Emil Jannings again!” and
have said enough in praise of a picture.
If you
saw him as Nero in “Quo Vadis” and the doorman in “The Last Laugh,” you know why. SO,
I’m not going to waste a lot of words over his
“Othello.”

His portrayal of the Moor is magnificent theHe makes of his character a great man and
a simple one; a powerful conqueror of men, weak
as water in the grasp of his passion for the fair
Desdemona; a hero to the populace and a puppet
in the hands of the conniving Iago, that busiest of
all villains of truth or fiction.
masterpiece,
atre.

A

Jannings’ “Othello!”
And too much cannot be said in praise of
Werner Kraus’ Iago. A creature born of slime,
and of the slime, slimy.
He’s the man you saw
as Dr. Cagligari
remember?
Ica Lenkeffy is delightful as Desdemona, and
Emilia is done by Lya de Putti as I have always
pictured her.
All other roles are played with
craftsmanship and understanding.
The film, foreign made, was directed by the
great Russian director, Dimitri Buchowetzki
director who KNOWS.
Under his skilled handling the treachery and cunning of Iago flower
naturally and poisonously; the chastity, beauty
and devotion of Desdemona haunt the action like a
faint, sweet, evanescent fragrance; the passion of
the Moor of Venice is emotion at its most power-

—

—

ful and devastating, and the atmosphere of the
picture is heavy with
the tragedy which is
“Othello.”

Chicago’s incomprehensible censors
ably cut out the bedroom scenes, but

—

Now

Koenig
held by Brown.

*

Harris P.
spent

office

and around

Mayer

*

*

Wolfberg of the New York
the week of October 11 in
the Chicago Metro-Goldwyn-

offices.

*

*

*

L. Leserman who has been visiting his
son Carl, city manager of the Chicago
First National exchange, left October 16
for his home in Tampa, Fla., where he is
engaged in the real estate business. During his two weeks stay in Chicago he also
I.

daughter Mrs. Ted Schlanger
Leserman was connected
with Universal for 17 years prior to his
visited

his

and her husband.

move

to Florida.

*

June,

became Chicago manager.

Hobby?

the

in

you

booker.

this year,

manager

— Northern
fellow” “Square as

jollier

Pathe in
as assistant booker. Later got job of

booker.
training

*

“OTHELLO”

.

break into the
motion picture business? As errand boy
for Standard Film Company in 1917. Chief
responsibility was next to that of a porter.
In fact, I was a porter.

1917,

district

Warner.

new

Walter Brown
booker for F. B.
realized what a
acquired October

school

Came

Mrs. H. M.

indication

*

Schools?

in 1916.

No

Inc.

gone

Films

*

A telegram from E. C. Bostwick, Northwest general manager of Pantages Circuit
at
Seattle,
Wash., October 14 notified
Frank Ishmael, Chicago M-G-M offices,
that he will be in Chicago in a few days
upon his way to New York where he has
accepted a position with Marcus Loew,
nature of his

railroad. The railroad
since
has
into the
hands of receivers,
so we must have
done a good job.

Next?

*

*
15,

if

great

cago, and Clyde Elliott of Evanston were
also with the party who left for the East.

(Must be a good town; Harry Lorch also
came from Minneapolis’ twin city.)
First ambition? To strut around as an

did

with

National offices
and R. C. Seery.

First

Eddie Silverman,

JAMES GILLICK

You Should See

*

A. IV. Smith, Jr., assistant of E. E.
Eschman, First National sales manager,
left Chicago October 14 after spending two

Sam Warner, and

How

a Picture

Possible

returned from Milwaukee October 12 he was joined in Chicago by a party from the Coast who accompanied him two days later to New
York. In the party were Mr. and Mrs.

the Chicago Exchanges

o rth w
University.

It’s

*

When Abe Warner

and Fancies
About the Bosses of

’

Othello as Fine
as You’d Expect

Morris Heilman, Reelcraft, passed the
The daughter of Mr.
Heilman, little Geraldine Tobey, on that
day passed her first birthday.

-

Facts

N

*

Emil Jannings

cigars October 31.

Managers

high

safe had been

Frank Ishmael of the Chicago M-G-M
offices is genuinely happy that his mother
Mrs. A. P. Ishmael is back from San Antonio, Tex., her health improved to a great
extent.
She has been there five months.

days
Jack

First

The

(Oct. 15, 1925)

*

valued at $350 by Morris

set

series baseball games.
drilled open.
* *

TINEE’S

L.

*

*

W. Alexander, manager

of the Chica-

go Universal exchange, returned October
12 from a two weeks trip to the Coast
where he succeeded in his negotiations for
a tieup between Universal stars and Hart
Schaffner & Marx for a year’s advertising program.
On his way to the Coast
(

Continued on next page.}

probus pray!

will
let

Booking
for

Illinois

and Indiana

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
831 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

—

—
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LETTERS
From Readers
A

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.
is

Thank You, Mr. Niven

MORGAN,

FORT

COLO.— To

the

Editor
Enclosed find my check for two
more years to the Herald family. I don’t
want to be without it as I consider it the
best trade paper in the field and feel lost
without it. M. B. Niven, The Cover theatre, Mid-West theatre Co., Fort Morgan,
:

—

Colo.

Welcome Back

to

“Transients in Arcadia,” which Daniel Keefe directed for Fox, has been finished.
It is the second of the series of pictures Fox is making from the internationally
famous short stories by O. Henry.

the Circle

OMAHA, TEX. —To

Been
the Editor:
“laying” out on the boys, occasioned by
hard luck having lost my theatre in Omaha
by fire May 31st. Have re-established in
nearby town, possibly re-establish in Omaha
later.
Every subscriber to Exhibitors
Herald should be a contributor to the

“What The

Picture Did For Me.” There
is not a one who does not carefully read
every report, they should assist the poor
devil who writes them by taking a few
moments each week and report those he
or she has used. The majority of reports
consist of small town theatres, 2,000 or

Folks who have theatres in towns
larger than this should not feel too important to report to a page they use themAll together now, let’s build this
selves.
department up. S. G. Fry, Palace theatre,
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
less.

types of film (both fade-ins and fade-outs)
which you can see are in the mis-frame
market. It is almost impossible for a busy
man to splice these two pieces without
making a mis-frame unless he counts the
sprocket holes for several feet.
As for the type of pictures the theatregoing public want, they want pictures of
adventure such as “The Lost World,”
“Robinhood,” etc. Also tales of the South
Sea and the frozen North. The people who
like this type of picture also like a good
comedy-drama.
Give them less of this
sympathetic junk which they are expected
to like such as “Flaming Youth,” “So Big,”
“The Enchanted Cottage,” etc. Yours for
better
pictures.
Marsh F. Workman,
Lyric theatre, Edinburg, Ind.

—

Changes Made on Contract

SUMMER,
New Slides
HAY SPRINGS, NEB.— To the Editor
We are not familiar with the experiences
Doesn’t Like

My

vigorous

complaint

regarding

the same.
Space is too limited to list on the troubles
which come to operators through the use
of this new type of slide.
If any of the
other exhibitors are experiencing the same
trouble as we are, possibly a concerted effort on our parts might cause some of
them to return to the old all-glass slide.
Many a distributor claims that there is
no profit in the advertising which they sell
with their pictures, but since the introduction of this new slide there has been no
reduction in the price of the same to exhibitors and surely there can be no other
reason for using this type of slide than a
reduction in cost to the producer.

May we

not hear from some other exhibitors on this subject?
Paul C. Morgan,
Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.

the
to

Editor:

trouble

This was due to
the exchange and

ings.

in

rected

on

it,

and

I

am making more money
than any I have ever run
Millhouse, Star theatre,

this contract

—F.

A.
Summer, Neb.

before.

:

on

Reports on Recent Programs

HOWELL,

MICH.—

To the Editor:
Tell your small town readers to look out
for “The Gold Rush.” Broke every kind of
record at Adams, Detroit, but have played
three days of a five-day run and flopping
hard here. Did more biz in one night with
“Never the Twain Shall Meet” than three
nights with “The Gold Rush’ at same admission.
“Never the Twain Shall Meet”
broke my Sunday box office records on the
27th of September. Great for small towns.
“The Trouble With Wives” and “The Man
Who Found Himself” both knockouts. Nice
business on “Charley’s Aunt.” Big on “Romola,” “Slave of Fashion” and “The Unholy Three.” Poor biz on “Introduce Me,”
fair biz on “Steele of the Royal Mounted.”
Temple Theatre, Howell, Mich.

-

I

believe that if anyone is
have the
privilege of judging the merits and deficiencies of the motion picture industry,
it
should fall in the hands of the small

town showman who has to be humiliated
by the “cat-calls” from the audience when
anything goes wrong. The worst thing I
have put up with is mis-frames and I find
90 per cent of them where a fade-in meets
a fade-out.
Everyone of these could be eliminated by
the use of a standard film by all companies such as the sample I am enclosing
marked No. 1. By noticing this you can
see how impossible it is to make a misframe patch. I am also enclosing two other

—

Rex

theatre,

Salmon, Idaho.

CHICAGO NOTES
(

Continued, from page 79)

Alexander made to the trip to the Coast on
the same train that carried Alice Terry.
On his return he admits that although Miss
Terry is not a Universal star “she certainly has my okay.” (Perhaps her gift to
him of a beautiful cigar lighter went far
towards gaining his admiration.)
*

*

*

Earl Johnson, Auditorium theatre, Berwyn, 111., has announced he is preparing
for a hunting expedition into the Northern
peninsula of Michigan at his hunting lodge.
Upon his return he will issue invitations
to his unlimited circle of friends on film
row to the annual “venison dinner” in

Berwyn.
*

E.

D.

Lombard,
ation at

*

*

Lombard

McLaughlin,
111.,

is

Summary

Month

for the

SALMON, IDAHO.—To

the Editor: I
am giving in order of attendance returns
a list of plays run in September: “North
of ’36,” “Miss Bluebeard,” “Scar Hanan,”
“The Beloved Brute,” “A Sainted Devil,”
“The Night Club,” “The Golden Bed,”
“Roaring Rails,” “Are Parents People,”
“Stepping Lively,” “Tomorrow’s Love,”

“The Man

Who

Fast Set.”

The

Fights Alone,” and “The
four pulled extra well,
the fifth pulled well, the next four pulled
fairly well and the last five did not pull at
all.
The first three, were extra fine plays
first

in their respective classes.
ing cards for this summer

Our
were

best

draw-

in order of

theatre,

recovering from an oper-

Memorial

the Lutheran
*

*

hospital.

*

Max

—

Suggestion for Distributors

EDINBURG, IND.—To

favorable.

Editor
Universal
my report was unwas with the booka misunderstanding
Universal has corthe

reported

I

Complete Service and

:

which other exhibitors are having with the
new type of slides which are being put out
by practically all of the exchanges, but we
wish to take this opportunity to register

NEB.—To

Sometime ago

“North of ’36,” “Call of the
Wild,” “Miss Bluebeard,” “Code of the
West,” and “Scar Hanan.” Philip Rand,
attendance,

Wiesfeldt, F. B. O.
ager, of Minneapolis, passed
cago October 18 on his way
to confer with executives

division

man-

through Chito
in

New York
the

home

office.

*

*

*

Cleve Adams, F. B. O. division manager,
Chicago October 13 for Kansas City,
there to begin a swing around the terri-

left

tory.

*

*

*

Si Griever was all smiles Thursday
morning, October IS, when he found what
Mae Tinee had said in behalf of his picture, “Othello,” in the
>ic

47

morning Tribune.

jjs

Dirk Kemp, owner of the Owl theatre,
and State streets, is convalescing at

the Columbus hospital, Chicago, following
a serious operation.
* * *

David Heilman, Reelcraft, brought with
him a load of husky muskies from Ashland, Wis., when he returned October 12
from a two weeks fishing trip on the
Indian reservation there.
*

*

*

Chester Lopatka, in Chicago October 15,
gave much evidence of business enthusiasm when he declined the invitation of
Joe Lyon at Renown to “come in and listen
“Can’t Joe, I’m
to the baseball scores.”
too busy,” said Chester.
* * *

McCullom, Blackstone theatre,
was in Chicago October 15
say “howdy” to the boys on the avenue.

A. R.
Dwight,
to

111.,
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
is

At Kodak Park every known precaution
exercised to make sure that every foot of

Eastman Positive Film actually
tone for tone,

all

will

reproduce

the detail of the negative.

Eastman experts safeguard

for the screen

the photographic quality your audiences are
entitled to see there

Look

— and

for the identification

“Kodak”

expect.

“Eastman”

black letters in the
margin of prints you screen.
in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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(THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Million Dollar Playhouse

Announced

ALA., is to have a new
million dollar theatre according to a
recent announcement by the Mudd & ColThe theatre
ley Amusement Company.
will be located on a site at 1719-1723 Second avenue, North.
Construction of the house is to start immediately and it is planned to have it
completed in about 10 months.

The motion picture palace, which is to
be named later, is to be the latest in theatre

from the point of beauty,

building

comfort and safety,
be

entirely

of

is

it

concrete

stated.

and

entrances to the comat each side of the house.
The balcony itself is constructed after the
most approved cantilever methods, so that
there will be no posts or pillars in the
orchestra to obstruct the view.
zanine

floor

The auditorium will give an effect of
spaciousness, yet comfort. The dome will
be high enough to give a sense of head
roominess, yet close enough that the large
area of the lower floor will not be too
much felt. The lofty sidewalls will be
pilasters and silken damask
pilasters will be finished with
after the Grecian figures in old

will

broken

by

panels.

The

with granite finish terra cotta, with polycotta trim.
It will occupy
the entire area of the lot and will be of

chrome terra

most modern

ly indispensable for use in theatres operating in sections where there is alternating

Incidentally the Transverter

tile.

tion.

*

*

*

The

front of the building will be distinctive in its design, a modification of the
Spanish with a more substantial tendency.
Cleverly fashioned windows will add to
the front, while a marquee of metal will
extend practically the entire length of the
building.

This gives a fleeting impression of the
striking exterior, as disclosed by the architect’s plans, while the interior will be a
place of beauty, offering such comforts
as theatre patrons are not accustomed to
finding, it is pointed out. The lobby opens
directly to the street and extends for 35
front of the building.
feet across the
Marble tiled and with decorations of the
Adam period, it serves as introduction to
Here,
the architecturally beatuiful foyer.
too, as is the case throughout the entire
theatre, the decorations are after Adam,
all finished in buff, old ivory and gold.
The hangings will be of velour in tone
wall colorings and carpets sewith the
The foyer leads dilected to harmonize.
rectly into the orchestra, where there will
be more than 1,000 seats.
Steps from the foyer lead to the mezzanine floor. Here is where the new motion picture palace will differ from what
Birmingham usually associates the motion
picture theatres. There will be lounges for
both men and women.
A retiring parlor
for women and a smoking room for men.
The executive offices of the Mudd & Colley

Company

will

be on this floor also.
^

*

The

decorations of the various lounge
and rest rooms will be in the same style
as Characterizes the remainder of the
house.
Handsome furniture will be supplied in keeping with the background.

The entrance

to

the

balcony

is

direct

from the mezzanine floor through a commodious passage. At the sides of the mez-

the

It will be a large one, 35 by 75 feet.
There will be 16 commodious dressing
rooms under the stage, with shower baths
and rest rooms for performers.

An

especial feature of the picture palace

Six large fans
be the ventilation.
will supply ample ventilation.
There will
be two 12-foot fans, two of 10-foot and
two of 8. The projection room will be
the most modern obtainable, equipped with
six projection machines and a spotlight.
will

*

*

*

The seats
the best made. They are orchestra chairs,
so arranged that they provide plenty of
leg room in front and arm room at the
will

The

lighting will

so that the light

is

practical-

current as it transverts such current into
direct current and otherwise improves projection.

The- Hertner Electric
recently received orders
ing Theatres

Company has

just

from the follow-

Aztec Theatre,
Eagle Pass,
Texas,
Overlook Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio, Julius
Kleist, Pontiac, Michigan, Penniman-Allen Theatre, Plymouth, Michigan.
These orders originate through Southern
Theatre Equipment Co., Dallas, Texas,
Dwyer Bros, & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Amusement Supply Co., Detroit, Michigan.

be what are considered

be of the indirect cove type, channels holding the bulbs
side.

One of the surest indexes of improving
conditions throughout the country is the
increase in the amount of motion picture
equipment being purchased.

prosecenium arch is
be unusually graceful, with a 40-

The sweep of

said to
foot opening. The stage itself will be fully
equipped for staging any sort of produc-

A

Equipment Field
Improving

background of old blue

a

gold.

fireproof construction.
departure from the usual in downtown
building will be found in the roof, which
will be hip style, finished in green Spanish
the

Hertner Company Sees

John Hertner, of The Hertner Electric
Company, reports that there is a very
marked increased in the purchase of
Transverters for the coming season.

cornices
ivory against

and

crowds, special exits, far removed from
the entrance, will be constructed. Between
each of these exits, which come out at the
front lobby, will be a small store.
The Mudd & Colley Company executives
are W. S. Mudd and B. H. Mooney.

are

modious loges

faced

It

steel,

Birmingham

for

BIRMINGHAM,

Is

is

all

reflected into the audi-

torium rather than shining.
In order to facilitate the handling of

Hayakawa
The

Stages Opera

staging of the opera

“Namiko San,”

world premiere in Chicago
early in the season of the Chicago Civic
Opera Company, will be under the superwhich had

its

vision of Sessue

Hayakawa, Japanese mo-

tion picture player.

New York City
Company Thomas W. Lamb

Capitol Theatre.
Seated by American Seating

The Rewards

,

,

Architect

of Leadership

Leadership in industry and business today requires organization, resources
and a wealth of specialized experience and technical knowledge.

Because the American Seating Company has the organization, resources,
the required experience and knowledge of real leadership, it is entrusted
with the Seating of America’s Foremost Theatres.

JB&rtfraujQfcatmg Gompanji
NEW YORK
121

W.

40th

St.

CHICAGO
12

E Jackson

Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal

PHILADELPHIA
St.

1211-H Chestnut

St.

MACK. SEJVJVET

COMEDIES
Tie/o "Reels

“She's a good gal.
treat her right?”

A

hungry man wouldn’t be
humming bird’s tongues on

Why

not

When

pickle.

you give them a Mack Sennett you
them a good square meal of comedy,
and they thank you for it.

He wants

Take

satisfied

with

toast or a dill

a real square meal, like good
rare roast beef, potatoes and brown gravy.

The

may go with a Browning
your crowd likes to haw haw.

“subtle stuff’’

Club, but
don’t like to guess at the laughs.

They

give

“Over There-Abouts” and
“Dangerous Curves Behind.” When you
a look at

through laughing, plan to advertise
them. What’s the profit in having a good
thing if you don’t tell them about it?

get

Pafh^comedy
TRADE
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not just one big week a
nd then a big drop in
receipts, but

week

after

week Metro-Goldwyn-Ma
yer’s Quality 52 knows ho

w to keep profits comingi
Member Mot on
;

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

\\

>1.;
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Lte-Bradto rd Corporation
JSreserrt
V

’

l\
*

6<

s
r

Starring

CL"

JaneNovak'
wSmk 6

Directed by

Graham Cutts
m
From The

B ook

By Raymond

Paton

Lee-Bradford Corporation
701 Seventh Ave.

New

York
\

November

T-Jk

7,

1925
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CThe Best Pictures in the Business
ON TIME and

AHEAD OF TINE
(

\Jor

* Evera Single One
Ready Many Weeks
Ahead of Release

instance-

OCTOBER release^

SSjyfMieht"

Date f
9

Of

st
17 productions to be released between Nov. I 1925 and

1926 ^ It finished now and waitinq for exhibition;
6 within a week of completion at the studios I
Feb. I

s/

Of N EXT SEASON S Product Tare already finished and
could be played tomorrow; 9 are in work 1
NO OTHER COMPANY COULD POSSIBLY MATCH THIS RECORD
OF

(paramount Cpictures

“Build your Mill on a Stream that Never runs dry

"

EXHIBITORS HERALD

4

P

November

7,

1925

OLA NEGRI’S performance in ‘Flower of
Night’

is

the

best

acting she has ever

done before the camera. If ever art has been
brought to the screen, Miss Negri does so in
this tale.

note; she

Not once does she
is

strike a jarring

just as one expects her to be. This

is notable first for Miss Negri’s fine
acting and then for Mr. Bern’s skillful di-

photoplay
rection.”

—New York

Times.

BY JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER. DIRECTED

PAUL BERN.
CL

Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

BY

SCREEN PLAY BY WILLIS GOLDBECK

paramount

— Will

H. Hays, President

(picture

November

7,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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!

Mrs. Wallace Reid’s
NEWEST PRODUCTION
IN

WHICH SHE WILL APPEAR

“THE RED KIMONO”
ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
Directed by WALTER LANG

By

Featuring

PRISCILLA

BONNER

Supported by the Following Cast:

THEODORE VON ELTZ
CARL MILLER

MARY CARR
SHELDON LEWIS
NELLIE BLY BAKER
MAX ASCHER

VIRGINIA PEARSON

TYRONE POWER
GEORGE SEIGMANN

EMILY FITZROY

PACKS A WALLOP!
PLEASES YOUR PATRONS!!

THE

FILLS

TILL!!!

Released by

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,
J.

218 West 42nd

CHARLES DAVIS,

II,

Inc.

President

New York

Street

through

VITAL EXCHANGES,!™,
DAVID
Except

R.

HOCHREICH,

in territories already

President

under contract

Foreign rights controlled by Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, 218 West 42nd Street,

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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November

1925

7,

(No. 457 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Ca\

What’s The Matter With The Movies?
Nothing* Absolutely not a darned thing

Provided You Get

The Right Ones!
If

a lot
tures

and help
the matter with the movies* If you
it’s your own fault* But
you

get suggestive pictures

to stir

up censorship

there’s

get the all-star-no-story pic-

Denny in “ Where Was I?” and “California
Straight Ahead” and “What Happened to Jones”, there will be
Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.
If

you

get Reginald

“The Calgary Stampede”,
Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

there will be

“The Storm Breaker”,
Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

there will be

If

you

Hoot Gibson

get

If

you

get

House

If

you

get

Mary

there will be

in

Peters in

Philbin in “Stella Maris”

(title to

Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

“The Goose Woman”,
Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.
If

you

If

you

get Louise Dresser in

get

be changed)

there will be

Laura LaPlante in “The Teaser”, there will be Nothing

The Matter With Your Movies.

November

7,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

7

MATTER
THE MOVIES?”
aemmle, President of the Universal Pictures Corp.)

If you get Virginia Valli,

there will be
If
(title

you

Eugene O’Brien and Mary Alden in “Siege”

Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

get Pat

O’Malley and

to be changed) there will

May McAvoy in “My Old Dutch”
be Nothing The Matter With

Your Movies.
If

you

get Alice Joyce

there will be
If

you

will be
If

and Clive Brook in “The

Home Maker”

Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

get Bert Lytell

and Marian Nixon in “Sporting Life” there

Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

you

get

Helene Chadwick and William Russell in “The

Alarm”, there will be

And

so on,

Still

Nothing The Matter With Your Movies.

and on, and on with the whole Universal Second
white all through; it’s sold on a white contract* This

White List* It’s
is what is putting Universal miles ahead of

all

others*

don’t have to apologize when you show Universal pictures*
You’ll never have to blush for shame, but you’ll give your people
every possible thrill and all possible “punch” and entertainment*

You

What’s the matter with the movies? Not a blessed
thing —IS thej’re Univer sals!

ThePicture with the Double*
A woman

DRAM

hiorse -

whipped
by her own
sister.

An

emotional

scene
never-tobe-forgotten

Clive Brook Louise Fazenda
Pauline Garon Raymond McKee
Directed,

by

Alan Crosland

Story by
Scenario by

Jay Geiger

E.T.

Lowe, Jr.

Barrelled Jlppeal

A whole town wrecked by a
cyclone 1000 people in a
dash for safety ~ ~ ~
)

mad

THRILLS

10

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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and now Los An

Record
broken by
tremendous
mar din

Extra Show

everyday

i^Held

for

second

week

in

one-week
house

buster
KEATON
in his biggest

“Go West”
Chalk up a new
score for the house!
Buster
knocks the old totals for a row
of bank-deposits.
“The Navigator” did the business. “Seven
Chances” did the business. But
wait ’till you count the gate on
“Go West.” And you can tell
your audiences now that one

Z

IP go the records!
is

coming.

of the funniest comedies ever
made bar none — is on its way
to give them the treat of their
lives.
Go get the coin. Go get

“Go West!”

BUSTER KEATON
in

GO WEST

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck

directed by

Buster Keatoi

November

7,
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bound |p /to
t/“
becjjuse^^—
FOX* PRESENTS
WILLIAM
THE MOVING PICTURE
)f

VERSION OF"v

CHANNING
POLLOCIK,»3
sins of society
of
the
iFghty
drama
m
WITH

EDMUND LOWE

STAGED BY
WHIO directed

AND

ALL STAR,

CAST

HARRY MILLARDE

"OVER THE HILL”
*

2 years stage triumph in New York
Record runs in

all big cities

4,ooo,ooo paid admissions $1 to $3
12 companies on tour in America
5oo,ooo copies of the novel sold

TVVTk
YlfTYrr'O
h i 1 !£ yw I y h ^
>

Jacqueline Logan
Creighton Hale "Zasu Pitts
john golden^
Earle Foxe - Margaret Livingston

*>///?

Fox Film Corporation,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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November
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EDMUND LOWE

WILLIAM FOX

ALMA
RUBENS
LYDIA KNOTT

^Ss£o RLf

1

FRANK KEENAN

ERIC MAYNE

TI I
I

I

l

r
L

FI O C T
JL 1 Iv 3 A

John Gold&n's Qr&at

VI?
X SL

il

Covn

B

Matt Moore
Frank Borzage Production
wim

'

r

PCit

of

fox film Co rpo ration-

Married

Cif

<

November

I

7,
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64 c^lJmrsago

LYNNE
Jeversuch an CnSlfynne as

— Cast and production

make

it

Cprom the novel and piny by
Scenario by

TELL

supreme !
J'd.ry

HENRY WOOD

LENOREJ. COFFEE

FLYNN
EMMETT
J^rodudHorx,
PAUL PANZER.

BELLE BENNETT

LESLIE

FENTON

Prichard headricr

Jacqueline Logan
Creighton Hale -Zasu Pitts
Earle Foxe - Margaret Livingston

'with

YAGES FOR WIVES

fox film Gorpo rati o rt

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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he fox quality
SHORT PRODUCT
shown

be

the

in

theatres of
CRANDALL CIRCUIT:

following

John Payette
Manager,
Assistant General

CRANDALL
CIRCUIT
Washington,

WASHINGTON
Metropolitan
Central

D. C.

Tivoli

has bought

Savoy

Ambassador
York
Avenue Grand

FOX

lock
W /O

Apollo

Home
Lincoln

MARTINSBURG, W. VA.

he

Apollo
Strand

subiects
short subjects

“Without question Fox Comedies
are the finest of their class. Never

says*

before has the public been offered

such wonderful short subjects as
those produced by Fox.”

Hum
X

FO E™
EAai.fi
VAN BIBBER^medies
RICHARD HARDING DAVIS

HENRJY
FOX
NEWS
MIGHTIEST OP ALL
O

.

COMfiO IES

THE MARRIED

LIFE OF

A" D WARREN
HELEN
HALLAM COOLEY 'KATHRYN PERRY

WITH

I

mpetial
COMEDIES
oxVarieties

THE WORLD

WE LIVE

IN

Are the best short subjects mad
fox Film Corporation,
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

M
November

7,

1925
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KINOGRAMS
HAS JUST SIGNED THE
BIGGEST CONTRACT
FOR NEWS
PICTURES IN

REEL
FII

HISTORY
Watch next weeK’s announcement
w\

for details

Meanwhile
ioog

KINOGRAMS
The T(ews Teel

Tkiilt

Like a Tfewspaper

Member, Motion
of America, Inc.

Picture Producers

Will

and Distributors

H. Hays,

President

A
RANCES
Famazing
more

Glorious Contribution to a Great

MARION’S
screen

sure-fire

box

career is an unbroken record of
successes.
This remarkable woman has

office

scenario writer in the industry. Her name to a picture
assurance of the highest type of entertainment.

A

Some

productions to her credit than any
is

an

Her Successes:
“Pollyanna”
Little Rich Girl”

“The Poor

“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm”

“Abraham Lincoln”

of the productions for which she wrote scenarios, reads like a blue-book
of the screen’s sensations.
list

And now comes “SIMON THE JESTER” her first production made for independent release on the great P. D. C. program.
A powerful, stirring drama of human hearts, human loves and human lives with
an Oriental flavor this first independent Frances Marion Production is a worthy
successor to the long line of successes which this brilliant woman has contributed to

—

—

of

the screen.

Adapted by Miss Marion from a great story by the world-famous novelist,
J. Locke, “SIMON THE JESTER” is a Super Picture of Superior

“The Eternal Flame”
“Within the Law”
“Secrets”
Is West”
“Sonny”
“Humoresque”
“Potash and Perlmutter”’

“East

“Tarnish”

William
Merit.

“The Dark Angel”
“Graustark”
Maris”

“Stella

with

LILLIAN RICH
EUGENE OBRIEN
EDMUND BURNS
WALTHALL
WILLIAM PLATT-

HENRY

B.

Directed bif

George Melford

METROPOLITAN
PICTURES CORP.
presents

FRANCES MARION
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

Production

H. Hays, President

released

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

M UNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FL1NN,

Vici-President and General Manager
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they play on the
“GRAUSTARK”

tickei

jirM flationa

WASHINGTON
Metropolitan.
Very good

1925

a merry time

tis

those

7,

D.C.

(First

Second week

National),
Business
:

.

NORMA TALMAD G E

CORINNE GRIFFITH

u"C RAU S TAIUC"

^'classified"

with

by

EUGENE O’BRIEN

EDNA FERBER
Mulhall and
Charles Murray. Directed by
Santell;
June
Alfred
A.
Mathis, Editorial Director.
Presented by Corinne Griffith Productions, Inc.

A Modern Romance

With Jack

by
George Barr McCutcheon.
Screen Version by Frances
Marion. A Dimitri Buchowetzki Production presented
by Joseph M. Schenck.
J

BALTIMORE

PITTSBURGH
“WINDS OF CHANCE”

(First National)
Regent and Grand. Newspaf>ers
called it good entertainment.
Business

—

:

‘THE
>

Business:

Good.

frank. Lloyd's

"WINDS

CHANCE''

by

REX BEACH
Q. Nilsson, Ben
Lyon, Viola Dana, Victor
McLaglen and a great supporting cast including Dorothy Sebastian, Hobart Bosworth, Claude Gillingwater,
Tully Marshall and John T.
Murray. Presented and personally directed by Frank
Lloyd.

With Anna

cAlways

LIVE

—

WIRE”

(First

tional), Rivoli
Newspapers: “An
ing film and well ’worth seeing.”

Naamus-

—Post.

Fipe.

JOHNNY HINES
uQULIVE WIRE"
Story by

RICHARD

WASHBURN CHILD
Directed by Charles Hines
and presented by C. C. Burr.

One of the funniest comedies in which this tremendously popular star has ever
appeared.

bLj°tdt

November
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choppers

dll clippings reproduced
from the tyi-r/h £Run (Reporl"
poqe of (Sunday Qeleamph

-

OdoberW

Pictures
CHICAGO
LEAVE” (First National),
Chicago Received excellent notices, with
the Tribune declaring “Richard Barthelmess at liis best a picture you shouldn’t
miss.” Business
Big.

—

:

—
:

RICHARD BARTHEIMESS
w'SHORE LEAVE"
with

DOROTHY MACKAILL
Screened with the cooperaof the United States
Navy from the play by Hu-

tion

Osborne as produced
by David Belasco. Scenario
by Josephine Lovett. A
John S. Robertson Production presented by Inspirabert

tion Pictures, Inc.

ALBANY
“THE

THAT

PACE

THRILLS”

(First National), Clinton Sq-uare-T-Newspapers
It is entertaining.
Business:
:

Big

.

with

BEN LYON

and

MARYASTOR,

and

TULLY MARSHALL
Adapted from an original
story by Byron Morgan; directed by Webster Campbell
and produced under the supervision of Earl Hudson.
Presented by First National
Pictures, Inc.

Foreign Rights

<

Vontiolled

by

First National Pictures Inc

383 Madison Avenue.

Members

of

New York

>

Motion Picture Producers and DiPtribu*or? o x America

Inc.

Will

Hays

.President
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Have You Solved These
Five Lighting Problems ?
You have
your

main problems to solve in planning
and their effective solution means

five

lighting

greater success to your theatre.
1.

Lighting the front of your theatre to

and dominate
rounding displays.
attract attention

Lighting Experts at

Your
To

Service

— FREE

2

exhibitors who are interested
in improving the lighting of their theatres Edison Lamp Works offer the
free services of their staff of theatre
lighting engineers.
all

These men

study your individual lighting requirements, make
detailed recommendations and give
you valuable information and advice
pertaining to general lighting practice. Their services entail no obligation

.

on your

Lighting your lobby to create an inviting atmosphere and to bring out your
display announcements.

3

.

Lighting your foyer and lobby to enhance
the decorative values of your furnishings.

4

.

Lighting your stage and auditorium to
permit the play of color combinations and
intensify gradations for effective stage

presentations

5

.

tectural treatment

copy.
your

free

and

artistic features

of your theatre.
solution of these problems
is

and much additional

given in an interesting booklet pre-

pared by our Theatre Lighting Experts.

CO.,

Harrison, N. J.
Please send me
theatre lighting.

accompani-

bring out in relief any unusual archi-

information
OF GENERAL ELEC.

musical

Special lighting touches here and there
to

The

PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT,
EDISON LAMP WORKS

and

ments.

part.

Mail the coupon

ADDRESS

sur-

will

Address your problems to the
Lighting Service Department, Edison
Lamp Works of General Electric
Company, Harrison, New Jersey.

NAME
THEATRE

all

booklet

It is free

and

entails

Send for a

no obligation.

on

MAZDA
LAMPS
EDISON
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT

Cr
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Plea to Remove Remaining Admission Taxes Placed Before House Ways and Means ComMetro Train, After Record Transmittee by Pettijohn, Connolly and Brylawski
Mark Acquires Robbins Chain Gloria
continental Trip, Gets Set for Europe
United
Artists,
Schenck
States.
Swanson Signed by

—

—

—

Joyce Picture, as Special, Heads Releases of Associated Exhibitors; 24 of “Triumphant
Thirty” Ready for Distribution New York Supreme Court Jury Will Try Uniform
Contract
Pictures Help Eyes by Testing Them, Says Scientists’ Secretary.

—

—

—

Holman Star in FP-L’s “Virtue’s Reward” at Paramount Dinner Producers
Must Get Houses Abroad, Declares A. E. Smith M. P. T. O. K-M Drops Semi-annual
Convention for This Year Equity Progresses Among Picture Folk, Report Indicates.

Botsford and

—

—

Wins Humane

Industry’s Care of Animals

Session of Warners’ District Managers

York November

Association’s Praise

—Marion Davies

Morris Calls

Picture Has Premiere in

—Major Grau, UFA Founder, Studies U.

1

— Sam

New

Theatres.

S.

Schulberg Joins Famous Players as Producer; Takes with Him Director Wellman and
Players Clara Bow, Donald Keith, Alyce Mills and Gilbert Rowland
Mrs. Valentino
15
Will Start F. B. 0. Picture November
Mary and Doug May Co-star in Series After
’26 Releases, Says Miss Pickford.

—

—

—

Schrock Quits Universal Post, Blames “Outside Interference” A. M. P. A. Luncheons
Reach Pinnacle of Entertainment Cohen Nips Plan for Paid Shows in State
Armories Saturday Morning Matinees for Children Spread.

—

—

SPECIAL SECTIONS

Index to Product Announcements

Better Theatres

Theatre
by Martin J. Quigley
Sites
Their Selection and Characteristics, by N. E. Durand
When Your Theatre Goes Dark Who Is Responsible?
Importance of Equipment Is Stressed at Paramount
Nqw Officers of Society of
Theatre Managers* School
Motion Picture Engineers
Exhibitors Supply Company
Celebrates Ten Years of Progress
Boston’s Metropolitan
Sets New Standards for Better Theatres
Grauman to
BYeak Ground for New Chinese Theatre.
Field

—

.

Specialists,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Did for

The

Me

.61

The Theatre

.41

.... .48
Service Talks on Pictures
“Merry Widow”
“Graustark”
“Good Cheer”
“The Keeper of the Bees”
"Seven Keys to Baidpate”
“The Pony Express.”
“The Cat in Paris”
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.58

Short Features

.47

XXIII

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Pictorial

Section
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Hollywood, by Ray Murray
New York, by John S. Spargo
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What

-----Pictures
The Shining
“Oid Clothes
“Borrowed pinery”
“A Little Bit of Broad“Heads Up”
Adventure”
“The Wild Girl”
“A Lover’s Oath”
way”
“The Keeper of
“Morals for Men”
“Free Lips”
“Business of Love.” Pictures Index, Page 54.
the Bees”
Newspictures, Page 54.

.

—

.
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work is the exhibitor, yet in a general sense the
individual exhibitor has mostly shown an attitude of indifference toward the work. There can be but one explanation of this: The exhibitor has not taken the time
to sit back and study the real significance of the work
relations

Public Reverses

Censor Verdict
Recently by means of an injunction the Chicago
Theatre exhibited “Her Sister From Paris” despite the
disapproval of the Chicago censor board. With typical
Balaban and Katz efficiency the theatre company decided to find out how nearly right they were in their
guess that the production would not be found objection-

to his business.

Otherwise he would be heartily enthused because pubrelations work can do more to institutionalize his
business than can be accomplished in any other way.
lic

able by the theatre’s clientele.
Ballots, enabling patrons to register their opinion
on the production, were issued throughout the engagement. The result was a verdict of 200 to 1 in favor of
the picture as an acceptable production and one which
was in no way deemed offensive.

This incident is a definite clear-cut illustration of a
which the censor board was decidedly wrong.
After having rendered a decision against the picture, the
censor board was immediately reversed by the court of
last resort the general public.
Instead of serving the
public, for which purpose it is supposed to exist, the
censor board was instead serving its own particular
case in

—

prejudices.

one which will be remembered and
good purpose some time in the future.
Other exhibitors may well serve the cause by
creating a similar record of the public’s disagreement
with the rulings of censor boards.
This incident

which

The

is

will serve a

Essential

Work

of Public Relations
Pathe Exchange,

contributing to the industry
a valuable effort in the sphere of public relations work.
The effort is under the direction of Miss Regge Doran
who did notable work along similar lines for West Coast
Theatres, Inc.
Inc., is

“Public relations” work may mean a great deal or
practically nothing, depending upon the character of
the intelligence with which it is directed. Under favorable auspices and with the right personnel, the activity
of public relations will solve many of the industry’s most
annoying and dangerous problems and will contribute
importantly to the entrenchment of the industry’s most

important

interests.

Essentially public relations work is more of a political than of a commercial nature, yet its ultimate commercial significance is very great. It means selling the
motion picture and the motion picture theatre to the
whole public. It means breaking down prejudices and

building up good will. It means convincing recalcitrant
segments of the public that the motion picture theatre
is a constructive force in every community and that
every part of the public’s best interests will be best
served by working harmoniously with the theatre and
accepting the proffer of cooperation which the theatre
extends.

The immediate

beneficiary, in a trade way, of public

Town Reactions
Big Town Pictures

Small
to

Mr. Roy W. Adams of the Pastime theatre, Mason,
Michigan, has written an interesting communication to
the Herald on the subject of the unsuitability of many
pictures in the current market for the small-town community.

Mr. Adams might describe himself as “just an exhibitor out in the sticks.” But if this were taken to mean
that Mr. Adams is not an exceedingly intelligent person,
keenly awake to conditions in the trade and an authority on the small town theatre and its patronage
the

—

conclusion would be remote from the facts.

Mr. Adams says that he and his people up in Mason,
Michigan, are committed to the policy of “one flag, one
language and one wife.” He admits that this may sound
like a revolutionary doctrine to persons who are steeped
in metropolitan sophistication but he declares that in
reality it happens to be the doctrine of many of the
millions composing the motion picture public.

He asserts
may not

that the jaded conscience of metropolitanbe annoyed by the type of story that is being builded into many pictures in the current market
but as far as the millions who live in the smaller towns
are concerned, they are about ready to revolt. Citing a
recent case, he says that to drag a wholesome and budding young star into the mud of moral degradation is to
leave her in the mud as far as his public is concerned.
ites

The question at issue is one which only may be underwhen the length, breadth and complexity of the
American nation is taken into consideration. The nastood

is a unit but in matters of personal experience, tastes and environments it is divided up into
many distinct groups that have but very little common
understanding or common reactions. In a few metropoli-

tion politically

tan centers the public may actually pay money to attend a morbid sex clinic such as “Desire Under the
Elms” hut in many other places under the same flag the
public would drive such a play out of town with pitchforks.

Hollywood and New York must

realize this

and

real-

the small-town exhibitor, serving thirty or
forty million of the American public, must just about
take what is offered to him. But the small town public will only take what is offered to them along this lirte
ize also that

— up

to a certain point.
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Plea to Drop Admission Tax
As Head ofFP-L
Carried to House Committee
Broadway Houses
Theatres Reduced Prices as Result of

Reisenfeld Quits

’s

Eighty-five Per Cent of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Oct. 27.— Dr. Hugo
Reisenfeld, for the past nine years director of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion

YORK,

theatre

s

—

(

after
nearly 10 yearsDr. Hugo Reisenfeld
of continuous acplans to
tivities
He will sail for
take a long rest.
Europe soon after being relieved of his
No announceduties at the theatres.
ment has been made as to Dr. Reisen*

feld’s successor.

Mark Acquires
Robbins Chain
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Y,

27.—The

Oct.

nouncement was made

this

in

city

an-

today

the Mark Strand theatre that Mitchell
H. Mark Realty Corporation had acquired
the chain of motion picture theatre operated by Nathan Robbins of Utica, in
Watertown, Utica and Syracuse. The deal
is one of the most important in motion
at

picture circles in

New York

State in

many

For some time a deal had been
hanging fire between Robbins and Famous
Players, whereby the latter was to have
months.

taken over the former’s houses.
fell through.

This deal

Gregory Circuit
Sells Five Houses

week.

transaction supersedes previous negotiaThree
tions with Balaban & Katz.
houses at Hammond, nil. The Parthenon, De Luxe and Orpheum have been
I

—

—

taken over by William Kleighe of that
-city.

Fox Buys Right

to

Six Belasco Successes
( Special

to

YORK,

men.
Eighty-five per cent of the theatres of
the country have reduced their admission
prices as a result of the exemption provided in the current revenue law, Pettijohn said, and the remaining theatres
are unable to act accordingly because
they still are subject to the tax upon
the greater part of their admissions.
Urging that the committees should
provide the greatest relief commensurate
with the condition of the treasury, Pettijohn declared the tax has proved not
only a stumbling block to the public but
a hardship on the theatres in the matter
of bookkeeping and accounting to the
government, especially in those cases
where the admission scale ranges below
and above the 50 cent exemption.

Tax Cut Saved Hundreds

When

Congress at its last session
abolished the tax on admissions up to
and including 50 cents it provided “a
tremendous relief to the theatregoing
public,” Pettijohn told the committee.
“It saved hundreds of them from going out
business,” he declared.
“Exhibitors of the
gave their patrons the benefit of the
reduction.
“While the tax may be an amusement tax it
Entertainment
is far from being a luxury tax.
is recreation and wholesome recreation is a necessity.
It is a tax on a preservative of good
order and public safety.
The motion picture
theatre occupies a place in its community second
only if second to the newspapers for the building of public opinion.
Its power for good should
not be hampered by excessive taxation.”

country

Gregory Circuit of Chicago
Ascher Brothers ha§
purchased the Parthenon at 26th street
and Austin Boulevard and the Midwest
(formerly the Embassy) at 35th street
and Archer avenue it was officially announced at the Gregory offices. This

NEW

Pettijohn, general counsel for the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America; Connolly, Washington representative of the M. P. P. D. A.,
and Brylawski, of the board of directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, headed a delegation of motion picture and other theatrical

of

Five theatres have passed from control of the
in the last

from Department of Commerce)

Says 85 Per Cent Have Reduced Prices

and

N.

Special

—

ignation and will
relinquish charge
theatres
of
the
about the first of
Dr.
year.
the
Reisenfeld took
charge of the
1916
in
Rialto
when it was op-

ALBANY,

Revenue Law,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 27. Charging that the admission tax was imposed as a war measure, removal of which at the earliest possible moment was
one of the aims of the administration, and declaring that lifting of this assessment would be in line with the administration’s purpose to relieve the tax burden for the greatest number of taxpayers as the admission tax has been passed
on almost entirely by the theatres to the public, repeal of the remaining admission levies was urged upon the house ways and means committee Saturday
by Charles C. Pettijohn, Jack S. Connolly and Julian Brylawski.

has

tendered his res-

ened

in Current

Pettijohn Testifies

—the

Broadway houses
of Famous Players-Lasky

Exemption

Partial

—

—

There is a great deal of public resentment against the tax ancl-the patron who
feels resentment at the box office is not
a good audience, Brylawski testified. To
resentment many exhibitors
have absorbed the tax at their own expense but few theatres can afford this
avoid

this

Inspector Booker in Wreck;
Takes Pictures for Press

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct.

27.— Fox

despite the increased cost of pictures,
musicians, stagehands, etc., Brylawski
went on, but exhibitors fear that increasing admissions further would reduce attendance. The only solution, he added,
has been the building of large theatres
with increased capacity but the majority
of theatres have been hit hard by the
burden.

/.

M.

Lesser, Irving

Corp. Head, Opens
New Film Palace
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

BEACON,

N. Y., Oct. 27. Carrying
out its policy of establishing a chain of
theatres and giving important nearby
cities “Broadway film presentations,” the
Irving Theatres Corporation, Irving M.
Lesser, president, opened the palatial
New Memorial theatre here last Thursday night. The house was dedicated by
Mayor Ernest A. Macombe.

Zukor Pledged

Raise
Million for Jewish Aid
( Special

NEW
dollars

to

YORK,
the
president
is

to

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 27.

— One

million

that

Adolph

amount

Zukor,
of Famous PlayersLasky, has pledged the Theatrical and
Motion Picture Division to raise as its
share of the $4,000,000 fund for the 91
charities in the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies.
Mr. Zukor is chairman
of this committee and was to meet today with chairmen of the subcommittees
at the Hotel Astor to complete plans.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Film

_

Corporation announces purchase of the
screen rights to “What Price Glory,”
“Cradle Snatchers”; six Belasco successes including “The Music Master,”
“The Auctioneer,” “The Grand Army
Man,” “The Return of Peter Grimm,”
all
David Warfield starring vehicles;

“The Lily,” Nance O’Neill vehicle, and
“The Comedian,” Lionel Atwill vehicle;
and “One Increasing Purpose,” A. S. M.
Hutchinson’s newest novel.

and the plan has worked to the detriment of the average theatres, he declared.
Average admission prices have advanced only 3 1-3 per cent since 1922

DENVER,

COL., Oct. 27.—
L. L. Savage, inspector booker for
Pathe in the Western territory,
narrowly escaped death recently
when the D. & R. G. train he was
riding to Denver was wrecked
near Granite, Col., and several
persons were

killed.

He

took

a

number of pictures of the wreck
which were published next day
the

"Denver Post."

in

U. S. Supreme Court to

Decide Eastman Case
( Special

from Department of Commerce )

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Oct. 27.

— The

United States Supreme Court will determine whether the Federal Trade

Commission is clothed with authority to
order the Eastman Kodak Company to
dispose of its three laboratories, which
was denied by a decision of the Circuit
Court of Appeals.
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have purchased a $75,000 painting to
Gerald Rudolph, pubadorn his home.
licity director of Fox, is looking them over
at the Coast and Dan Doherty is pinch hitJoe Schenck went back
ting for him.
to the Coast last week and Nick Schenck
followed this week, but there’s no connec.

.

.

.

brothers.

they’re

that

except

tion

.

.

.

.

.

Harry Warner gave Ernst Luhitsch a personally conducted tour to Washington and
introduced him to President Coolidge, Mrs.
Warner and Mrs. Lubitsch accompanying.
John McCormack, First National big
gun on the Coast, arrived in New York,
bringing with him brother-in-law Cleve
Mike Levee was another arrivMoore.
al from the Coast, getting here in time to
meet the Berengaria with Dick Rowland
.

.

.

.

.

The “Trackless Train”

.

William J.
and Robert Lieber aboard.
McGrath, publicity person on the Fox staff
.

.

.

.

Joe Engel

.

.

New York

in

is

buying

for motion pictures.
Paul Yawtiz is leading a tough life, beingcompelled to look over Ned Weyburn’s big
flock of dancing girls once or twice every
Harry Hirschfield, president of
day.
the Cheese Club and father of Abe Kabibble, is a volunteer helper whenever Paul
Roxy Rothafel
Yawitz will let him.

few

stories

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

resume broadcasting
next week from WEAF and Joe Plunkett
Dougal
is anticipating much pleasure.
McLean came to New York via Panama,
which gave a good press agent a big
chance to play an uprising story.
Linn Bonner, well known in these parts,
is now doing exploitation for United Artists out of the Washington, D. C., office.
Larry Weingarten and Harry Wilson
managed to get into town from the Coast
without passing through quarantine and

and

“gang”

his

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

which

New York May

arrived

7,

left

in

Los Angeles October 14, completing one of the biggest exploitation stunts of its kind ever
attempted. Its transcontinental
trip constituted a journey of
10,191 miles. It was met at the
city limits of Los Angeles by
Mayor George Cryer and many
city officials.
Irving G. Thalberg, Harry Rapf, Hunt Stromberg and Edward J. Mannix
rode at the head of the parade.
Above appear Thalberg (left),
Rapf (center) and Kathleen
Key.
At left appear Mayor
Cryer and Edward Carrier.

for the past four years, quit last week to
join Bob Welsh at Associated Exhibitors.
a

of Met-

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

.

.

Ellis Island, in spite of the press representative quota being filled .... Jack Dempsey
says he will make no more motion pictures,
so we have cause to begin worrying again.
Nat Rothstein went to the Cameo to
see “The Keeper of the Bees,” and appeared to like the picture.
Dr. Shallenberger went to Kansas City and Omaha
.

.

.

.

.

.

week on

a hurryup business trip.
Weissfeldt, F. B. O. division manager at Minneapolis, is in New York for
Linde Denig has had his
a short stay.
work changed and is trying to figure out
whether “pro” or “de” is the proper prefix for “moted.”
Joe Shea will shortly
leave the Fox publicity forces to go with
the DeForest film company.
John Flinn
last

Max

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

trip

the

Coast to confer with Cecil deMille and
other P. D. C. producers.
Sidney M.
Goldin is back in New York after making
pictures for six years in Europe.
Peter
Shamray, production manager of Weaver
Productions, of Tacoma, was an interested
visitor at last week’s A. M. P. A. session.
Carl Laemmle left for the Coast last
week.
Joseph Boyle, assistant to Rex
.

.

.

.

.

.

A few of the film people who greeted the “Train” when it arrived in Los
Angeles: Gwen Lee, Rose Blossom, Mary Stuart, Gertrude Olmstead, Kathleen Key, Tom O’Brien, Charles Ray, Ernest Gillen and Cecil Holland.

.

on another commuting

off

is

.

J.

.

.

Where the World ends and -LOS

ANGELES BE(j\NSI

ANGELES

-

1

CHAMBER OF
commerce

.

.

Ingram

.

.

the making of “Mare Nostrum,”
arrived from Europe.
Sam Warner,
who came home for the Lubitsch luncheon,
has gone South and Southwest for a three
weeks trip.
Dave Bader has been promoted to head of Universal’s accessory department.
Adolph Zukor will be the
guest of honor at next week’s A. M. P. A.
luncheon.
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

— SPARGO

Triumphant entry of the “Trackless Train” into Los Angeles, completing
its journey from Coast to Coast.
A military escort and many floats made
up a parade which heralded the coming of the “Train.”
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Swanson Signed
by United Artists,
Schenck States
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

27.
October
Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of United Artists
board of directors, confirmed rumors that
have been afoot

from time
upon his

made

more

pictures

to

two
for

PlayersGloria,

Swanson

the present
the star is in

Paris with her hustime
band, Marquise de la Falaise. She is expected to return to the United States in
No mention was made by
a short time.
Schenck as to the salary agreed upon in

new

contract.

Preview in Plane
Staged by W. B.;
Music by Radio
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

— Motion

YORK,

Oct. 27.
the various

pic-

metropolitan
dailies were to set sail today from Mitchell
Field in a Sakorski passenger plane as the
guests of Warner Brothers at the preshowing of one of the companies latest
productions.
The plane is equipped with a modern
projector and a silver screen of the latest
type.
A radio receiver has been installed
in the ship to pick up the special score for
the picture broadcast by an orchestra directed by Herman Heller, musical director
ture

critics

at

Warner’s

til

the

of

theatre.
The critics will attend by invitation and
the ship is scheduled to stay in the air un-

showing has been completed.

Censor Turns Thumbs
Down on 454 Posters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTREAL, QUEBEC,

And when

Oct.

27.

Singher, chief city poster censor here, rejected 454 of the 7,710 motion picture posters he examined during

September, according to a statement of
the censor board’s activities just issued.

R. A. White Joins Rush
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PALM BEACH, FLA., Oct. 27 —R. A.
White, former general sales manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, has arrived
to

become

sales

Delray office of
ment company.

the

manager

of

the

Mizner Develop-

Hutchinson Begins Film
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

27.— S.

S.

Hutchin-

son begins work today on his first picture
for Associated Exhibitors at F. B. O.
studios.

caravan

the

city

officials

charge of production, in Haverhill, Mass.
In Rochester, N. Y., the Train crew called

a

rousing

upon

arrived

finally

Los Angeles October 14,
and studio executives gave

at

it

As

for
the public, the pa-

rade which lined
up
behind
the
Train was said to
have been more
than a mile long,
thousands
while
massed along the

The

streets.

cort

of

Ditched

back

Boyle

Between Monmouth and DavenAugust the Train was ditched
when a dirt road collapsed. From Iowa
the itinerary led to Green Bay, Wis.,

honor

exhibitors
the Train,

proceeded to Culver City.

From New York May

er, South through the national parks and
over national highways, across the Southern tier of states to Washington, D. C.,
it

newspaper
witness to

Conductor

will get a brief

while crossing the Atlantic before a
prolonged tour of the European countries.
Governors, lieutenant governors, mayors
and other officials were photographed
abroad the train on its just concluded trip.
Governors A1 Smith of New York and
A. V. Donahey of Ohio paid particular
tributes to the achievement; G. Howard
Ferguson, premier of Canada, and a dozen
other Dominion officials were guests on
rest

the vehicle.
In New England the caravan visited the
home of Louis B. Mayer, vice-president in

into

to

Eddie

Carrier

and

his

stal-

warts.

While the Train was at Fort Worth,
Conductor Carrier was apprised of bad
roads to California and Manager Ferguson, in the home office, who had daily reports, also was informed.
The result was
a decision to ship the Train on a flat car

from FortWorth
it

to

arrived October

San Diego, Cal., where
Thence the line of

12.

march was to Los Angeles, via La Jolla,
Del Mar, Carlsbad, San Juan, Capistrano,
Tustin, Santa Anna and Annaheim.

7

Thus closed a tour that started from
New York May 7 following its arrival
from Indianapolis, Ind., where it was built.
But an even greater feat is in store when
the Train pulls out of Culver City bound
for Europe.
Then the itinerary will call
for a trip up the West Coast to Vancouv-

where

South

Arkansas, OklaTexas.
Everywhere
were among the first to board
and thousands of columns of
stories and photographs bear
the unusual reception accorded

due

thence

,

New York

in

homa and over

;

to

At Detroit, Mich.,
the parlor car.
The

Iowa.

port

es-

president of the city council; I. Birnbaum,
chairman of the police commission Irving
G.
Thalberg,
Harry Rapf and Hunt
Stromberg, associate studio executives
and Edward J. Mannix, studio manager.
There was a military escort from Fort
McArthur.
There were floats from the
studio, from Loew’s State theatre, Grauman’s Egyptain, various West Coast theAt
atres and the Los Angeles exchange.
the city hall a letter from Mayor John F.
Hylan of New York was delivered to the
Then the Train
office of Mayor Cryer.

and

in

route than lay to Chicago and Southwest
to

Mayor
Cryer
Workman,

Started

Iowa

N. Y.

to Buffalo,

Henry Ford rode

city limits to the city hall

included

in

New England the Train went
New York state, to Canada and

across

from the

George

George Eastman, chairman of the
board of Eastman Kodak Company, and
he invited the Train down to Kodak Park
where the thousands of employes saw it.

From

line
of march
the
through

—

Martin

here

—

To five men in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization go the laurels for the
unprecedented campaign. Major Edward Bowes, one of the vice-presidents,
conceived the idea. Howard Deitz, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, carried out that idea.
William R. Ferguson, manager of exploitation under Deitz, prepared the itinerary and Eddie Carrier was in actual charge
of the journey, his crew building bridges and reconstructing roads to see the
Train through to its destination, Los Angeles. Buddy Hooton was in advance.

welcome.

NEW

.

Deitz Carries Out Bowes’ Idea

Lasky.

the

YORK,

Home from a 10,191 mile transcontinental trip
Oct. 27
160 days or more than five months, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
Trackless Train is taking a well-earned rest preparatory to adding to its
laurels with a trek to Europe.
From Coast to Coast the Train was greeted
by millions in the United States and Canada in what has been called one of the
greatest exploitation achievements in the history of motion pictures.

gin
with United
Artists after she

At

and Good Roads Movement Boosted

NEW

made by him Miss
Swanson will behas

in

that required

statement

Famous

in

Deitz’s

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

arrival

here Friday when
he announced the
signing of Gloria

the

Metro Train, After Record
Trip, Get Set for Europe
Ten Thousand Miles Covered
Five Months
Exploitation
—“Season”
Achievement Under
Direction

to time

Swanson.
According

25

Helped “Greater Movie Season”

Two

achievements of the Train,

in

ad-

tremendous publicity given
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, were the boosts
for “Greater Movie Season” which it gave
in August, and the benefit to the government and the good roads movement in the
arrangement with Secretary of Commerce
Herbert Hoover to provide the government with reports on road conditions met
throughout the journey.
“Greater Movie
Season” literature was distributed by the
crew and wherever possible the Train pardition

the

to

ticipated

in

To know

parades.
the

myriad sidetrips and spe-

excursions the Train made, it is only
necessary to read the mileage chart: From

cial

New York

to Chicago it was 4,142 miles;
to St. Louis, 6,012; to Omaha, 8,100 and
finally to Los Angeles 10,191 miles.

Thousands

of messages of congraulahave poured in to Marcus Loew,
president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, for
the feat, but at the Culver City studios
!”
the slogan now is “On to Europe
tions

:

—

;
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Re-Takes
Here
est

the lat-

is

of

portrait

Peggy

Hopkins

Joyce

who

,

her mopicture de-

makeo
tion

but in "The Sky

Rocket,”
which
Associated E x hibitors

will

lease.

Oscar

Price,

re-

president,

says

ARLEN

TV/TICHAEL
midst

roughly

— kind

Welsh

charge of
campaign.

our

photoplays

of

his,

it

if

at

all

scribble a few
Which, no doubt,

off,

scripts
for the screen.
will make all the other

screen writers green with envy, or
green, light amber.
*

cam-

paign
for
the
picture has been
ordered.
Robert
E.
has

in

—
—
so to
speak, halting style — will make.
He,
was—you doubtless know,
you follow
literature
— who wrote, dashed
or evolved “The Green Hat.” And now
or even soon thereafter— he proposes to
wondering

is

$150,000

a

publicity

arrived

week and now everyone
what if any, speaking

last

*

if

not

*

Badly Needed

The fellow who invents a business suit
that can be turned inside out and worn
as a dress suit, ought to make a fortune
in the film capital.
%

%.

the

%

Asleep on the Job

The bootleggers on

the Coast are not
very well organized. A questionnaire recently compiled of California University
students discloses that 12 per cent of them
have difficulty in getting liquor.
*

Joyce Picture Heads Releases
of Associated Exhibitors
First Special

N

EW

— Twenty-four

Productions of “ Triumphant
Thirty ” Ready for Distribution

Completed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Oct. 27.

— Peggy

Hopkins Joyce’s “The Sky Rocket,”

and several other specials will supplement the 30
pictures on Associated Exhibitors’ schedule for this season under
the new slogan, “The Triumphant Thirty,” it was announced last week
by Oscar Price, president. Twenty-four of the 30 are ready for distribution and shooting of the 1926-27 product will start before the first of the
just completed,

Mickey Neilan’s campaign

THE

Peggy Hopkins Joyce production we have really one of the
outstanding pictures of the year and one
most promising stars in picturedom,” Price declared. “We know that
we have a big picture and a big star and
we are going after it in a big way. The
advertising department has its instructions to go the limit on this and all our
of the

specials.”

Price Cites Powers’ Campaign
A. Powers, discoverer of Miss
Joyce as a screen actress, instituted a
campaign “that made this production
one of the most talked of, even before
its completion,” Price said.
He enumerated these steps:
A corps of men required
three months before it was
decided
to make “The Sky Rocket”;
Marshall Neilan was chosen as director;
Powers proved himself a master showman by keeping Miss Joyce’s arrival in
Hollywood a secret; she gave no interviews; for two months she was never
seen outside the studio or the little
home she rented; she remained in seclusion even on her reti«*» to New York
after completion of the picture; and
finally Powers ordered a $150,000 campaign for the production.
Welsh Outlines Campaign
The campaign, outlined by Robert E.
Welsh, director of publicity and advertising, includes a 24-page, four-colored
campaign book and a national billboard
P.

drive.

The

first

run of “The Sky Rocket” will

be
in

at

either

New

the

Capitol

or

the

Strand,

Of

the 30 pictures on the Associated Exhibitors program the first to be released
is “Counsel for the Defense,” with Betty
Compson, House Peters and Rockcliffe
Fellows. The first eight, already released,
include
“Never Weaken,” Harold Lloyd and Mildred
Davis; “Headlines,” Alice Joyce and Malcolm
MacGregor; “Keep Smiling,” Monty Banks and
Ann Cornwall; “Manhattan Madness,” Jack
Dempsey and Estelle Taylor; “His Buddy's
Wife,” Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy; “Under
the Rouge,” Tom Moore and Eileen Percy
“Camille of the Barbary Coast,” Mae Busch
and Owen Moore; and “Fifty Fifty,” Lionel
Barrymore and Hope Hampton.

*

*

$413,000 Profits for
Y ear Listed by F-P Ltd.
( Special

OTTAWA,

to

Exhibitors Herald)

ONT.,

Oct.

27.— Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation, Ltd., Toronto,
operating more than 80 theatres in Canada shows in its annual financial statement
just issued net profits slightly larger for
the past 12 months than those of the preceding year.
Net profits before income
taxes were taken out are stated at $413,168 as against $304,362 for the preceding
neriod.
Theatre property is valued at $5,237,205.

*

*

Mary Miles Minter got her name
papers again. It’s a dull week when
Mary and her Ma don’t burst out in print.
All the Hollywood reporters have her
phone number and can usually get a statement before press time any old day.
see

in the

*

Eat Alfalfa
California

is

*

*

— Live

Forever

always boosting something.

This week it recommends eating alfalfa
for your health’s sake. “It makes the old
voung again”, according to Prof. Paul C.
Next week it’s
Bragg (get that name.)

“Canned Foods Week.”
*

pictures featuring Glenn Hunter
There are in prowill be released soon.
duction several vehicles with such stars as

Bow

the

Mary and Her Ma

Two

Blanche Sweet, Ralph Lewis, Clara
and Percy Marmont.

save

Reveille and Taps
And speaking of the Paramount lot,
they open up shop these days by reveille
and close at night by taps, while everyone
beats it to meals with a mess call, all because they are filming “Behind the Front”,
If you won’t salute you’ll
a war story.
be shot at sunrise with a prop gun against
a prop wall.

I

York.

to

of 287.

5jC

-L

*

poor motorists tires is bearing fruit. The
tack manufacturers have agreed to make
only 186 sizes of tacks next year instead

year.

“ TN

*

Hurrah for Mickey

*

*

Famous Last Words
“I

new

invested your $50,000
film

*

The
light

for you

in

a

company.”
*

*

entire chorus will

now

and Roses” through

its

sing “Moonnose.
R. M.

Chaplin to Move East
After Next Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES.

Oct.

27.

— Charlie

Chaplin will move his film organization to
New York to make pictures following the
completion of his next picture in which he
will enact the role of a Parisian vagabond,
it

was announced by him upon his return
Coast from New York last week.

to the

:

:
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Exhibitors Assure

Seider They Like
Standard Contract
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.—Joseph M.
chairman of the Contract and
Arbitration Committee of the M. P. T.
O. A. and author of the Seider contract,
Seider,

week

last

received the following letter
Theatre
Picture
Motion
the

from

Owners

of

Southern

Illinois:

and

Missouri

Eastern

Your very kind favor at hand and in reply
will say that we had a meeting of the executive
committee of the state organization yesterday and
I read your letter, also the Standard Exhibition
Contract and Set of Rules, and will say that they
have met with the approval of all who attended
the meeting; and I wish to say that they do not
see how they can be improved upon so far as we
are in a position to judge, as your committee
has gone into the matter more thoroughly and
no doubt you have discussed the various points
and have covered all that should be looked after, I
cannot well improve upon the same. Trusting that
the report of the committee will be adopted, and
wishing you the best of success, I beg to remain.
The letter is signed by Louis C. Hehl,

secretary exhibitors’ organization.

Pictures Help Eyes By
Testing Them, Declares
9

Scientists Secretary
Motion

pictures, instead of hurting the
actually prove of benefit and are
among the best eye testers, according to
Dr. Walter E. Camp of Minneapolis, assistant secretary of American Academy of
eyes,

Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology, who
was in Chicago last week for a three-day
meeting of the organization.
When persons attending picture shows
come out of the theatre experiencing what
they imagine to be eye strain, the pictures
have not harmed the eye but instead have
brought to the owners’ attention the fact
that they need glasses or at least medical
attention, Dr. Camp said.
Motion pictures
do the same thing for a person with weak
eyes as the alphabetical chart in a physician’s office, he declared.

W.

J.

Cotter, Fined, to

Take Sunday Show
Fight Still Higher
( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

MGBERLY,

MO., Oct. 27.— J. W. Cotowner-manager of the Fourth Street
theatre,
local house, who
recently was
fined $50 and costs in the Randolph counter,

ty

circuit

court

for

operating his

house

on Sunday plans

to carry the Sunday closing fight to the state supreme court.
The action of the circuit court sustained
the local city court, which had previously

imposed a

Cotter appealed to the circuit court to test the city ordinance under
which Sunday closing is enforced.
Circuit Judge Walker ruled that the city
council has full authority to regulate or
supress many kinds of business, including
fine.

theatres.

Lubitsch Reaches Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
Lubitsch

Oct.
arrived

27.

—

mammoth American

Director

spectacle for

Warner.

Mary is Bank Director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

N. Y. Supreme Court Jury
Will Try Uniform Contract
Court Fight in December on Welmont Theatre Case Will Have
Big Effect on Differences Between M. P. T. O. A.
and Hays Body
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

Oct. 27.
Early next month a motion picture case will be
tried before a jury in the Supreme Court of the State of New York, which
may have a far-reaching effect on the differences existing between the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of America and the Will H. Hays organization over the uniform contract and arbitration.

Welmont Theatre Case
The

Oct. 27. Mary Pickford has been elected to the board of directors of the Federal Trust & Savings
Bank of Hollywood.

Called

skirmish came last week when the long standing and often postponed case of the Apollo Exchange, Inc., versus the Welmont theatre
Montclair, N. J., was finally called before Judge Proskauer.
The exchange
was represented by Louis Phillips, attorney for the Film Board of Trade,
and Edward P. Grosvenor, of the legal firm of Cadwallader, Wickersham &
Taft
the attorneys for the Hays office. The Welmont theatre was represented by Norman Samuelson, counsel for the Motion Picture Theater
Owners of New Jersey.
first

,

The suit was based on the application of
Apollo Exchange for a court order to enforce arbitration on a contract for eighteen
pictures which H. H. Wellenbrink, president of Welmont Theatre Company, signed
and which he sought to cancel when the
exchange attempted to substitute “Her
Marriage Vow” for “The Age of Inno-

impossible

buy

to

stated

or

two

to

minor

exceptions,

was

general

throughout the United States and that distributors of film generally employed the
contract, and refused to do business without its use.

Arbitration Clause Attacked

Defense Attacks Uniform Contract
The case was taken before the arbitration board early this year and a judgment
of $900 was granted against the theatre,
which was also put upon a deposit basis
with all the exchanges that are members
of the F. I. L. M. Club. The theatre paid
the

an independent exhibitor
without signing the contract
that this condition, with one

for

film

He

cence.”

deposits but refused to arbitrate or
play the remainder of the pictures of

the contract.

The defense

by Attorney Samuelson, for the
attacks the uniform
contract and the entire accompanying system of arbitration, and asked the granting
of a trial by jury. The chief claims urged
by Attorney Samuelson are
“That an exhibitor signing the uniform
contract did so under duress or intimidation, knowing that unless he signed the
set up
theatre,

contract containing the arbitration clause
he would be refused film by all of the
in the F. I. L. M. Clubs, making
impossible for him to obtain an adequate
supply of acceptable product.
“That the administration of the arbitration clause was unfair since the individual
exhibitor had no voice in the selection of
the men who were to represent him, and
no right of challenge.”

exchanges

it

Jury Trial Voted
Brief arguments were made by the attorneys for both sides and Justice Proskauer reserved his decision, stating he
would give counsel for the plaintiff time
to confer and decide whether they were
willing to accept a jury trial. In the event
of such willingness, he stated he would
enter an order denying the motion to com-

Later in the day the plainannounced to the court that they
would proceed with the jurv trial.
During the hearing, Attorney Samuelson
filed
an affidavit made by Joseph M.
Seider, chairman of the M. P. T. O. A.
contract and arbitration committee, and
president of the M. P. T. O. A. of New
Jersey, which makes the case a national

pel arbitration.
tiff

home last week
from his first trip to New York in two
years.
He is to begin work at once on a
Ernst

27

exhibitor affair instead of a local matter.
Mr. Seider, in his affidavit, stated that
the uniform contract was nut into effect
by every member of the Hays organization in the Metropolitan district over the
protest of the exhibitors and that it was

The

affidavit asserted that the arbitration clause was unfair and that all efforts
He also
to make it fair had so far failed.
stated that the following clause had been
recently added to the contract without notification to the exhibitors

“This contract and each and every term
hereof except number of

and condition

pictures, rental price and play dates herein
specified shall be deemed amended, modified, added to and or abrogated by the
terms and conditions of the proposed new
if and when
and approved by the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., insofar as the terms
and conditions of such new Uniform Ex-

Uniform Exhibition Contract
adopted

finally

hibition Contract shall or may be inconsistent with or additional to the terms and
conditions hereof, and the provisions,

terms and conditions of such new Uniform Contract when so adopted and approved shall be deemed to be incorporated
herewith to form a part hereof and to be
binding upon the parties hereto.”

Kunsky and Trendle
Open State in Detroit
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Oct.

27.— John H.

Kunsky and George W. Trendle have

is-

sued invitations to the trade to the opening

performance of their State theatre Thursday night. The new structure, at Woodward avenue and Elizabeth street, takes its
place with other first run theatres in the

downtown

district.

Senator Walker Will
Lay Fox Cornerstone
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Walker,

Oct. 27.

democratic

— Senator

James

candidate for
mayor of New York City has been
chosen to lay the cornerstone of Fox
Film Corporation’s New York exchange
tomorrow.
Taking part in the ceremonies will be officials of state and city,
stage and screen stars, and 300 exhibiT.

tors.

A
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Botsford and Holman Star in
FP-L’s “Virtue’s Reward’’
What Menu Card Says

That’s

cials

—Both

at

Paramount Dinner to Promoted
Book for Success

Offi-

Credit Joke

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

N

YORK,

Oct. 27.

— Since

A. M. Botsford and Russell Holman,

Famous Players advertising experts, have been promoted to
enlarged fields of labor, so many banquets and dinners have been
the

given in their honor that they are getting shy about looking a stuffed
olive in the face.
Probably the most pretentious and most instructive of these was given

Hotel Roosevelt last Thursday evening. The most pretentious
it was given by Paramount, and every Paramount official, near
official and non-official from the company’s executive offices attended.
The most instructive because at the dinner Mr. Botsford and Mr. Holman
let the world in on the secret of their success.
at the

because

O N THE

preface page of an unique

menu

was

printed,

in

program

style, the following:

in a

Reward,” a story of fighting youth
city.
A Paramount Promotion.

big

How They

Succeeded

“presentation” came
the disclosure of the great secret of success, or more properly speaking, sucFor years Mr. Botsford was a
cesses.
small salaried clerk. Today he is director of advertising for the largest motion
picture theatre corporation in the world.
Hosts of young men, just starting out in
life with only a college diploma, a package of cigarets and a few night club admission cards, will clamor, “How did he
Read his
do it?” Here’s the answer.

Following

this

letter:

When I first went to work for Famous PlayersLasky Corporaton, I was submerged in an ocean
of big men, none of whom paid the slightest
attention

to

They never asked me

me.

to

any

I tried Listerine, May Breath and other
popularity-builders, but to no avail.
Then one day
I sent for your books, “The Art of the Toastmaster” and “Jokes for Every Occasion.”
In 18 evenings I mastered Pat and Mike joke
No. 4109, series 286 BZ.
At last, my big opportunity arrived.
trembled as I arose at the
I
banquet table to crack it. Would it fulfill all the
glowing promises you had made for it?
Would
I tell it with the easy grace that was mine at
home before the mirror?
But all my worries
were for nothing. As soon as I had cracked it,
there was a deafening roar of laughter and applause.
The next thing I knew, they had me on
their shoulders, and were calling me “Bots.”
I
told some more jokes, and pretty soon the floor

parties.

NEW

to

known

in

and

South America, and leading man
and managing director for Eleuore Duse, has just signed a
three-year contract with Joseph
M. Schenck to play leading roles
in Talmadge and other productions.
He is one of the most
finished actors in Europe.
He
has played in pictures made by
the
Ambrosia Film Company,
UFA Pictures and Tibar Film
Company, and for a time headed
his own company, known as the
Carminati Film Company.
Carminati appeared with Duse
in “The Closed Door” and “The
Sea Woman,” and with Princess

M atchiabelli
Your Life.”

in

“My

Life

into his office.
“ ‘Bots’ is
taking a bigger and better job with
the theatre department,” he said.
“We’re think-

ing of giving you his job, Holman. Do you think
you can fill his shoes?”
“Immediately, I pulled a wise crack from ‘Jokes
for Every Occasion.’
The manager laughed and
grasped my hand, warmly.
I had made
good,
Mary. I got the job.”

John Hammell served as toastmaster
and the consensus was that he was a

wow,

he lives in
speakers were
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Sam
Katz, Harold B. Franklin, Charles J.
in spite of the fact that

Freeport.

Among

McCarthy,

Phil

the

Reisman and Vincent

Trotta.

Ray Johnston Returns
From T rip to Coast to
Oct.

27.— W. Ray John-

president of Rayart Pictures, returned to New York this week after ten
days spent on the Coast mapping out stories
and casts for the second group of Rayart
ston,

Oct. 27,—Tullio
star
well

Germany

because he used to keep the officers in stitches.
You said I ought to get the same joke book
he used and practice being funny, in case he got
sick or something.
You were right, Mary. I
guess those funny things I wrote for Pep-OGrams and the A. M. P. A. Bulletin showed ’em
I was a man who would bear watching.
Well, today the general manager called me

Above

is

the

way

the

cartoonist

ex-

pressed A. M. Botsford (top) and
Russell Holman (below). Both have
received new positions as a result of
the shift in the Paramount organization.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

screen
Italy,

I was elected official toastmaster,
and awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor.
Since then, I have memorized eighteen of your
joke books and my rise has been rapid.
(Signed)
A. M. Botsford.
Holman’s Same Only Different
Mr. Holman’s story of success was
somewhat along similar lines only different.
Here it is as he tells it, with “I
Got the Job, Dear” as the title:
Do you remember the day you told me to clip
the coupon and send for those joke books?
I
was terribly discouraged.
My boss was a celebrated wit and I knew he would never be fired,

HOLLYWOOD,

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Carminati,

I

Map Out New Product

Noted European Player
Signs With J. Schenck
( Special

The very next
received a promotion and a substantial
Shortly afterwards, a special cabinet meet-

littered with prostrate forms.

raise.

ing was held.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky
present A. M. Botsford & Russell Holman in their new starring drama “Virtue’s

was
day

For

productions.

He was accompanied here by Dwight C.
Leeper, vice president of Richmond Pictures which distributes Rayart product in
the foreign market.
Immediately after
their arrival here production was begun on
“The Windjammer,” a circus picture. At
the same time the cast was selcted for
Harry J. Brown’s “The High Flyer.”

Agnew Writes
“ Mannequin ” Continuity

Frances

(Special to

HOLLYWOOD,

Exhibitors Herald)
Oct. 27.
Frances

—

Ag-

new, one of the youngest of the screen’s
scenario writers, has been selected by

Tames Cruze to write the continuity of
Fannie Hurst’s “The Mannequin,” and is
already at work.

N aster,

Police, Capture

Bandit;

Orpheum Robbed

7 Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, KAN., Oct. 27.— While
Hyman Naster, owner of the Empire theatre here, was counting the receipts one
evening last week a bandit stepped up to
and at the point of a gun
money. Naster complied,
immediately afterward summoned the
lice.
A running gun fight followed, and
bandit was captured.
the

box

manded

office

the

debut
pothe

Burglars who entered the Orpheum theat Ottawa, 111., one night last week
were more lucky. They robbed the safe of
atre

$915.

Giese Funeral Public
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ED WARDS VI LLE,

ILL., Oct. 27.—
public funeral was held here October 25
for Olin H. Giese, 33, owner-manager of
the Wildley theatre, local house.

A
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7,

O.K.-M. Half
Yearly Convention
Off for this Year

M.P.

T.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO.,

Oct.

27.— M.

P.

T. O. Kansas-Missouri semi-annual convention has been abandoned for this year.
Whether this policy, adopted at the recent
meeting of the board of directors, will be
permanent has not yet been determined.
The next convention will be held next
spring.

The consensus

of directorial opinion was
semi-annual conventions are not
productive of the enthusiasm that annual
meetings may produce because attendance
that

the

the half yearly sessions is necessarily
smaller.
Also it is believed that in the
course of a year there is a greater accumulation of problems to be solved.
What relation managers of producerowned theatres will have to the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri in future was not definitely determined, though the subject of relationship was freely discussed. Some of the
directors were of the opinion that associate
memberships be granted such managers,
in view of the fact that they encounter the
same legislative problems that all other exhibitors encounter. Other directors did not
agree with this view, and left the matter
for future decision.

Producers Must Get Houses
Abroad, Declares A. E. Smith
Former President of Vitagraph Says Time is Coming When
Only Truly Great American Pictures Will Find
Audience Abroad
American producers of motion pictures must obtain theatres in Europe to
insure an outlet for their product because the time will soon be at hand when
only the great pictures from this country will be given an audience overseas,
Albert E. Smith, former president of Vitagraph and now chairman of the board
of directors under the purchase of the Vitagraph company, by Warner Brothers, said in Chicago, October 23 on his way to New York.
Says Producers Must Get Theatres

“My

at

Sax, President
of Gotham, Scotches
Non-Delivery Rumor

NEW

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
Oct. 27.
“You can

YORK,

emphatically
for
me
Gotham productions to

me through

that
the
twelve
be distributed by

on or before the release

date assigned each picture,” Sam Sax,
president of Gotham Productions and of
the Lumas Distributing Corporation, recently stated in commenting on a rumor
that various independent producers and
distributors are to curtail production and
will fail to make delivery of pictures al-

ready announced.

“Our December and January
Sax further stated, “are now in

releases,”
the vaults
and may be secured by our regional distributors ten weeks in advance if they so
desire.
are also four or five weeks
ahead on our advertising accessories and
are gaining more time with each succeeding production.
This is not to imply that
we are feverishly rushing to grind out
pictures.
It simply means that we have
a most efficient production organization.”

We

Theatre
Reservation
Serves
Indians
Seatless, Floorless

( Special

to

ALBANY.

j

Exhibitors Herald)

Oct. 27.—
floorless
seatless,
theatre with
only Indians as audiences. Herman Stern, branch manager of
Film Booking Offices here, home
from a vacation, tells of the
unique house on the St. Regis Indian reservation right on the Canadian border, three miles northeast of Hogansburg, N. Y.
There are no seats in the White
Deer Keno theatre; benches are

N.

Y.,

used instead.
The floor is dirt.
Indians provide the patronage.
John Thomas, who has the management of the house, runs shows
only one night a week, on Saturdays.
The admission charge is a
dime.

in the last

two or three years,” Mr. Smith declared. “From my position at the top of
hill looking down, whereas before I was at the bottom looking up, I see that
it is absolutely essential for the producer to acquire theatres if his product is
have a show'ng.

to

“Recent developments in England, for
example, convince me that the only hope
for the American producer is to have his
own houses there.

Condi

tions

changing

to

point

where

the

truly

are
a

only
great

American produc-

can

tions

be
overseas.

That
does

short
and the

comedies

to his

make

he

had been sending
companies on
world tours, Mr.
Smith said the
birth three'" weeks
Albert E. Smith
ago of Ronald AlHerald
by
(Photo
bert O’Hare Smith
staff photographer).
again had checked
that ambition, though it will be realized
when Ronald is old enough to travel. He
recollected that Vitagraph was the first to
send a company on a globe circling trip
when Maurice Costello and company made
such a voyage.
‘lit

is

interesting to recall that

we never

had signed contracts in those days,” he
“Vitagraph never made a paper consaid.
tract with players until 1917 and I cannot
think of a single instance in which our
gentlemen’s agreements of the pioneer
We would get totimes were violated.
gether, talk it over, shake hands on it and

was all. Since the beginning of the
system of signed contracts, however, I
have seen them broken.”
that

John Bunny, who was sent to England
bv Vitagraph at $150 a week to make the
Pickwick series and returned to be given
$30,000 a year (a fabulous salary in those
days), died of a broken heart when he
later left motion pictures and joined a
road stage show, Mr. Smith said.
Public Idolizes Star’s Shadow
had never believed much in hroken
hearts before John Bunny’s case,” the pio“I

“My theory is that the public
idolize the star’s shadow as it
appears on the screen, but when the public sees the star in person the illusion is
neer said.
learns to

What

they should have done
would have been to rush him from train
Instead.
to cab with the curtains down.
shattered.

remarks and certainly nothing

to in-

was

the important conference I
had been led to expect. Finally, I said,
‘Look here, John, what’s all this foolishness?’
Then he turned and there I saw
thousands massed in the streets looking at
us.
I
suppose he had driven down in a
cab to a corner a few blocks away and
when the crowd had gathered to see him
he had rushed in his cab to the studio to
meet me and the throngs followed.”
Mr. Smith said he is reveling in the
rest he long has wanted and is getting it
at his huge ranch where he is raising cattle.

dicate

around the world
but that that hope
had been deferred
instead

furiously.

the studio and of course I turned with
“He continued
him,” Mr. Smith went on.
to speak rapidly but there was little sense

that

ambition for
years has been to
trip
a

while

xhey had seen him for
they wanted,
nothing and wouldn’t go to the show.”
Mr. Smith told of one stratagem Bunny
employed after his return from England.
He notified Mr. Smith of an important
conference he wanted with him at the
Vitagraph studio. At the appointed hour
Bunny appeared in front of the studio

all

Thousands Massed in Streets
“Bunny turned so that he was facing

like.”

Recalling

when the train would arrive Bunny would
how and wave to the crowds. That was

and began talking

course
of
n ot
affect

his

state

Lumas Film Corporation

the

will be delivered

1

views on producer-owned theatres have changed completely

shown

Sam

29
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Equity Progresses
Among Film Folk
Report Indicates
NEW

—

YORK, Oct. 27. Efforts of the
Actors’ Equity Association to control the
screen destinies of film actors as it does
those of the so-called “legitimate” stage
are making headway, as is evidenced by
the following which is printed in the current issue of Equity, the official organ.
A communication just received from the Los
Angeles office of the Actors’ Equity Association
reports that a prominent member has just turned
in the application and dues of Claire Windsor,
Eleanor B'oardman, Renee Ad'oree, Mae Murray,
John Gilbert, Marion Davies and William Haines.

This evidence of interest in Equity on the part
acknowledged stars, coupled with the assurances of cooperation given Mr. Gillmore by
Will H. Hays, indicates the inevitable nature of
the steady drift to the Actors’ Equity Association on the part of those in motion pictures.
The handwriting on the wall is there for those
who can and will read.
The actor in motion pictures who thinks he is
successful because he is in demand today should
look ahead, and' if he feels he can take care of
himself, and does not need an organization, he
should consider those who do and should lend
them the strength that joining with them will

of such

brio

g.

The
Movie
Wall.”

report is printed under the
Handwriting
Finger’s

title,

On

“A
the
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MARION DAVIES

IN “LIGHTS

OF OLD BROADWAY.”

November

7,

1925

In the picture on the left are ( left to right)

Frank Currier, Miss Davies and Conrad Nagel as they appear in a scene from the new Cosmopolitan production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Monta Bell directed. On the right are Miss Davies and Conrad Nagel
in another scene from the same picture.

Trade’s Care of Animals Wins Sam Morris Calls
Meet of Warners
Humane Association Praise
National Convention Indorses

Example

to All

Other

Hays Organization

Interests'”

as

“Guide and

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

YORK,

—

Oct. 27. Answering unfounded charges by uninformed persons that cruelty has been shown to animals in motion
pictures, the Hays organization has made public a resolution recently adopted by the American Humane Association which shows that
the care used in studios in protecting animals has won for the industry
the friendship of one of America’s strongest organizations.

T

N

mend and

of

motion picture industry who have
taken this enlightened attitude which is
strongly approved by all humanitarians
and which should serve as a guide and
example to other interests and organizations responsible for the care, safety, and

extending praise to the Association
Motion Picture Producers and the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, of which Hays is president, the American Humane Association
points to the Hays body as “a guide and
example to all other interests and organizations responsible for the care, safety and humane treatment of animals.”
At the annual meeting in Toledo of
the association, which is the national
body of important societies for the prevention of cruelt 3r to animals, the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted:

“WHEREAS,
tion Picture

The Association of MoProducers, Inc., and The Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc., have voluntarily bound
themselves by a series of comprehensive
and stringent resolutions not to permit
any effect to be sought or allowed in
making motion pictures which depends
in any way on cruelty to animals, and
“WHEREAS, These associations representing 85 per cent of the motion picture producers of this country have further pledged themselves that any specific
and definite complaint filed by any accredited and responsible humane officer
shall be promptly investigated and the
findings supplied to the complaining officer,

and

“WHEREAS,

This action by the national organizations of the motion picture industry indicates a desire to meet
and defer to humane public opinion in
the treatment of animals, and a willingness to cooperate with accredited and
responsible humane societies, now, there-

congratulate the producers in

the

humane treatment

of animals.”

—A

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.
meeting of
Brothers’ district sales managers
was called last week by Sam E. Morris,
general manager of distribution.
It was
the purpose of the meeting to determine
from the managers what might be expected from the various exchanges and
also to shift many details to the field organizations, thereby lessening the burden
Warner

on the home office.
H. M. Warner addressed the men at
two sessions. He stated that this year was
just the beginning of an expansion program. Myer Lesser gave the men a visual
demonstration of the big publicity resulting from the advertising campaign.
Harry LusAttending the convention were
in charge of Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Vancouver, Denver and Salt
Lake City Lloyd Willis representing Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Indianapolis;
Edwin Silverman whose territory includes Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Louis; Herbert Elder
representing Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans,
Dallas and Oklahoma City
E. J. Smith in
charge of the district comprising Albany, BufWashington,
and
falo,
Boston,
Philadelphia
:

Broadway 99
Will Open Broadway

“ Lights of

Premiere Next Week
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. 27.— “Lights of
to

Old

Marion Davies’ first
starring production for Metro-GoldwynMayer, has its Broadway premiere at
the

;

;

New

Haven.

Broadway,”

Capitol

theatre

here next

Sunday.

The picture, which was directed by
Monta Bell, has for its background one
of the most interesting early periods.
Last week the picture had its world
premiere at Loew’s State theatre, Los
Angeles.
Miss Davies gave a theatre
party at the State in connection with the
showing, at which more than 200 film
notables were present.
From the State
the
picture
was transferred to the
Criterion, Los Angeles, and at the same
time
opened at the Warfield, San
Francisco.

Fleischer Signs to Edit
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Oct. 2 — Max Fleischer,
7.-

ican

meeting assembled does heartily com-

lights.”

“BE IT RESOLVED, That the AmerHumane Association in annual

Managers

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tig

“Out-of-the-Inkwell” cartoonist, has just
signed a contract with the Urban-Kineto
Corporation to become editor-in-chief of
the film series, “Reelviews” and “Search-

fore,

District

Responsible for Protection

Pathe

Is

to

Release

Amundsen Film Record
of Aerial Polar

Dash

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.— Pathe, Inc., has
acquired the authentic motion picture log
of the Amundsen polar expedition during
the course of which was made the first attempt to reach the North Pole by airplane,
and will release it on or about November
10 under the title “The Amundsen Polar
Flight.”
The film takes the spectators on a kind
of “personally conducted” trip into the
waste lands of the polar region in the two
Dornier-Wal planes that were used. An
animated map indicates the routes of other
expeditions to the Pole and shows the
Amundsen route.

Finishing Educational Stages

LOS ANGELES. —The
added

to the

new

Educational studio.

final touches are being
stage erected on the lot at the

;

November

7,

:
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Schulberg Files
Voluntary Plea
of Bankruptcy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.— Things happened fast and furious in the affairs of
Benny Schulberg last week. Within two
days he had filed a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy, with assets of $1,420, and liabilities of $820,774 and signed a long
term contract which places him, one of
and four players in the production department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
The bankruptcy petition was filed Thursday

his directors

and lists as the principal creditors the Standard
Finance Corporation, of Los Angeles, $300,000
Sol Fillin, 1123 Broadway, $110,000; Standard
Film Laboratories, Los Angeles, $90,000; Katherine MacDonald, screen actress, $60,000; Bernard
P. Fineman, Los Angeles, $48,500; David Jaffe,
for

money

loaned, $30,000.

In a statement made after the filing of
the petition Mr. Schulberg said in part:
The indebtedness of $820,774, from which I
am seeking relief by filing a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy, was not incurred by me personally
nor used in my personal behalf. It was incurred
by Preferred Pictures Corporation, and by myself
California.
These obligations
as its agent in
were assumed by me personally at the time Preferred Pictures Corporation, (at the request of
the Standard Film Laboratories of California, its
largest creditor), went into the hands of an

equity receiver.
Since then I have made every possible effort
to pay off this indebtedness from my personal
earnings, but the attitude of certain creditors in
pressing me, without giving me a fair chance

was under no actual legal
to do, has left me no other

do that which 1
or moral obligation
possible course open but to take this action.
“The financial status of B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., is in no wise affected by the voluntary petition in bankto

ruptcy filed yesterday by B. P. Schulberg
as an individual,”
J. G. Bachmann, vicepresident of

the

corporation,

said.

corporation known as B. P.
Schulberg Productions, Inc., stands today without a single liability with
only assets on its books. It is probably
the only motion picture company that
can truthfully say that at the present
time.
have not an outstanding debt.
“B. P. Schulberg Productions, Inc., is
an active, operating company and will re-

“The

—

We

Schulberg Joins Paramount
to Produce in Lasky Studio
Takes Director Wellman and Players Clara Bow, Donald Keith,
Alyce Mills and Gilbert Rowland to F amous Players
Stock

Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27. Benny Schulberg has joined the production department oi Famous Players-Lasky, it was officially announced late Friday
afternoon ‘by Jesse L. Lasky.
It was also stated that under the arrangements made, Mr. Schulberg takes over with him to the Lasky lot Director
William Wellman and players Clara Bow, Donald Keith, Alyce Mills and
Gilbert Rowland, who will at once be added to the Paramount stock company.
Will Produce in Lasky Studio
“In embarking on the greatest production program in our history,” said
Mr. Lasky, “it gives me great pleasure to announce the addition of Mr.
Schulberg to our producing forces.
Mr. Schulberg will produce pictures
in the
in the

Lasky studio and we expect that his coming will be of immense help
ambitious program we have prepared for ourselves.

“I wish to emphasize that Mr. Schulberg’s coming to the Lasky studio is an
addition to our forces, and does not mean
in any sense that there will be any change
in the producing personnel of the production department.

Big Spring Product Pledged
“By adding Mr. Schulberg we will be
able to devote even greater care and attention to each individual picture.
have just finished our schedule of fall
releases— the Greater Forty.
It
is
our

We

purpose

make our

spring product even
individual production values.
Today there is no such thing as seasons
in the picture business.
“Our policy of making our pictures in
six-month blocks makes it possible to get
behind our spring group with greater effect than if we had to scatter our energies
over a full year’s schedule. The acquisition of Mr. Schulberg will help us to
carry out that policy.”

bigger

to

in

Schulberg Welcomes Opportunity
“The only successful producer is the
producer whose resources make it possible
for him to ‘produce the kind of pictures he
wants

main as such.”

31

who

produce,”

to
in

the

Players Film

early

said

days

Mr.
of

Schulberg,

the

Company was one

Famous

of Adolph

Zukor’s right-hand

men and was

in

charge

of publicity and advertising.
“I cannot tell you how glad I am to get
back to Paramount,” he declared.
“I

know Mr.

Zukor,

Mr.

Lasky,

and

Mr.

appreciate to the fullest the immense opportunity they are giving me.
“One of the fundamental necessities of
But
the motion picture business is ideas.
another essential is ample resources. The
Paramount organization has these resources.
For years I have been making
pictures out in Hollywood and I have
looked with envy on the facilities which
diare available at the Lasky studio.
rector can do complete justice to his ideas.
“I will continue to have as my personal
assistant Sam Jaffe, who has been closely
associated with my producing activities
for the past five years.”

Kent.

I

A

Rowland Back Amused
at Suggestion of F-N
Deal With Paramount
,

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.—Richard A.
Rowland,
by
his
neice,
accompanied
Gladys McCracken, and M. L. Finklestein,
Minneapolis theaowner, arrived
from Europe on
the
Berengaria
which docked late
Saturday evening.

tre

Fire Destroys Three

Theatres; Takes High
Toll In Two Others

At

the wharf to
the
voyagers was a large
party of First Na-

meet

Fires last week totally destroyed three
theatres and caused damage to the approximate total of $500,500 in two others in
widely separated parts of the country.

tional officials,

in-

cluding Sam Katz,
Sam Spring, E. A.

The

village theatres at Brookfield, N. Y.,
and Yoder, Wyo., and the Star theatre,
Mineville, N. Y., were the houses destroyed.
slight fire in the projection
room of the Missouri theatre, Kansas City,
Mo., damaged equipment valued at $500.
short circuit, is believed to be the cause
of the blaze that originated in the basement
of the Lyric theatre, Reading, Pa., and for
a time threatened the entire central business section of the city.
The damage is
estimated at $500,000.

Eschmann, Earl
Hudson, A1 and

A

Ray Rocket, Mike
Levee, Robert T.
Kane

A

and

Eph

Asher.

When asked about the rumored deal
for the consolidation of Famous PlayersLasky and First National, Rowland said
“Don’t spring jokes on me so soon after
I’m not used
getting back from England.
to

them.”

9

Lefholtz Exchange

Wins

George Ames Is Named
Pat he Branch Manager

U Silver Trophy

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OMAHA,

the winner for 1925 of the Carl
Laemmle Sales Trophy, a silver figure
standing four feet high.

holtz,

is

( Special

—

NEB., Oct. 27. Universal's
exchange here, managed by Harry Lef-

ALBANY,

Bebe Daniels appears here with her
Hallowe’en cat. The Paramount star’s
production
Quarantine.”

newest

is

“Lovers

in

to

Exhibitors Herald )

N. Y., Oct. 27.— The biggest
change along Albany’s film row in many
a week, occurred last week when George
Ames became the manager of the Pathe
exchange.

)
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Major Grau,

UFA

Studies

U

November

7,

1925

Founder

Theatres

S.

General Director of German Company Also Investigates American
Market for Neiv Series on Educational Subjects
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

YORK,

— Major Alexander

Grau, one of the founders and
leading motion picture concern in Germany,
is in America with Dr. Kaufmann. of the
scientific department to
study picture theatres of the United States.
exhibits its productions in
more than 150 of its own theatres in all parts of Germany and organization
of the theatre business is one of the most important of Mr. Grau’s directorial
Oct. 27.
general directors of

UFA,

UFA
UFA

duties.
I

AJOR GRAU, who
foremost

has

played

a

development of
Germany, will also study

role

in

the industry in
the American market, particularly regarding receptiveness for pictures of an
educational nature.
has just completed a series of this type, called different from anything in this line ever
shown before.
The
scientific department, instituted by Major Grau, who
controls and regulates its production,
has done special work for many years

UFA

UFA

developing this type of picture, which
has met increasing popularity in Europe.
“The Way to Strength and Beauty,”

in

called the most successful of these educational subjects, will be shown for the
first time during Major Grau’s stay in
New York. Dr. Nicholas Kaufmann, an

American

physician

in

wrote the scenario of

Germany who
this

other similar productions,

picture and
is

with Mr.

Grau. Dr. Kaufmann is also an expert of
the scientific department. Wynne-Jones,
American representative of UFA, will
assist in preparations for the New York
premiere of the picture, which W.

Prager directed.
UFA, which is attempting a complete
exploitation of the large number of
American pictures on its program, is
looking forward to reciprocity from
American producers.
Major Grau declares the Americans pledged this when
contracted for the pictures and he
hopes for a real exchange of pictures.
He sees in this movement both a good
business avenue for the American pro-

UFA

ducing companies and a means to better financial, industrial and political relations between the two countries, the

German-made pictures becoming familiar to Americans and the American
productions becoming “regular food” for
the audiences of the
theatres over-

UFA

seas.

to

Mrs. Grau was also in the party which
arrived aboard the Deutschland.

educational subjects.

UFA

O’Loghlin Promoted by
Fox; Cohn in U. S. Post
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.—James R.
Grainger, general sales manager of Fox
Film Corporation, has announced the promotion of J. P. O’Loghlin, manager of
the Toronto, Ont., office, to the position
of

Canadian

district

manager.

O’Loghlin

succeeds Ira H. Cohn, who has been assigned to the home office as special representative with supervision over the Detroit,
Cincinnati and Indianapolis exchanges.
The change became effective a week ago.
O’Loghlin will make his headquarters in
Toronto and will continue his ‘management
of the Ontario territory.

Parker Company Formed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

27.— The Parker

Productions has been formed
films independ'ently.
president.
They will
North woods pictures.

produce
Parker is
make six Canadian
to

Donald

MAJOR ALEXANDER GRAU,
executive,

who

is in

America

study theatres and market for

Sam Katz Makes
Official Bow to
F. P. Theatre Heads
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Oct. 27. — Sam Katz
to

(

makes his official bow this week to the
managers of the Paramount theaters
throughout the country.
the official organ of the

The Close-Up,
Famous Players-

Lasky

Theaters Department, carries
following under the heading “A

the

Few

Words from Mr. Katz:”
It is with extreme pleasure that I enter this
The splendid organization that has been
built for the operation of this business offers an
opportunity to carry on and participate in the
development of an enterprise that will reflect
credit upon every one identified with it.
Its
most important function is to build up a business
that will take its place as the most constructive
element of the motion picture industry.
Its opportunity for constructive work is limited only
by the boundaries of the nation.
each in turn have a great responsibility,
and the discharge of this responsibility will prove
the most pleasant task of our lives.
To you men, participating with me in this
work, 1 have only to say that I am joining with
you in the desire to have our institution merit
the rewards we all shall strive to attain.
I anticipate meeting you all personally in the
near future and telling you in an intimate manner our hopes and aims.
In the interim, let me
assure you of your ever-increasing opportunity in
the development of this organization.

work.

We

.

Katz’s signature is appended
statement as it originally appears.

to

the

Davis Statement Shows
Greiver I
l Distributor

&

NEW

( Special

to

YORK,

was made

Exhibitors Herald)
27.
Announcement

Oct.

—

week following

the formaof the new Vital Exchanges, Inc.,
contracts already in force for any
part of the Davis Distributing Division
contracts will be faithfully carried out.
It was added that all the product listed
last week in trade paner advertisements
except “Hearts and Fists” and the A1
Wilson series is being handled in Indiana
and Illinois by Griever Productions, Inc.,
of Chicago.
Vital in Indianapolis will
handle “Hearts and Fists” and the Wilson
this

tion
that

series.

Herald

photo.

F. N.

Adds 5 Scenarists

( Special

Sam

E. Morris (left), general manager of distribution for Warner Brothers,
and Myer Lesser, advertising and publicity head of the same company, were
spokesmen at the sales meeting for branch managers and salesmen held in
They were photographed in front of the Warner
Chicago October 24.
Brothers exchange, 839 S. Wabash avenue, Chicago.

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

27.— Five scenarists
added to First National’s Eastern production units are Olga Printzlau, John
Fish Goodrich, Charles Whittaker, Jane
Murfin and Harvey Thew.
Oct.

—
November
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Mrs. Valentino Will Start
F. B. O. Picture Nov. 15

—

Hoyt Will Direct Natacha Rambova in Society Drama Pantages in San Francisco Books “Three Wise Crooks”
Production Makers Enter Home Stretch

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Oct. 27.
Natacha Rambova, wife of Rudolph Valentino,
has signed to star in a Gold Bond picture for Film Booking Offices, it was
announced today by J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president in charge of production.
The deal was made with Harry J. Cohen, Mrs. Valentino’s manager. The
star is now in Paris purchasing gowns and it is said that lavish gowns and
settings will feature the picture, which will be a society drama.
She will
sail for home November 3 on the Leviathan.

Harry O. Hoyt Will Direct

MRS. RUDOLPH VALENTINO
who has been signed by F. B. O. to
star in a society

drama

several notable bookings and showings
this month.
“Parisian Nights,” starring

Grauman

and Mayer Head
Hotel Enterprise
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

27.—A
Hotel
Oct.
Holding company prominent members of
which are Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B.
Mayer, and Sid Grauman has disclosed
plans for the construction of a hotel here
at a cost of $2,500,000.
It will be begun
Nov. 15.
Arrangements of the ground
breaking ceremony have been held up
while waiting for the return of Mr.

New

York.

From the social standpoint it is expected that the hotel will become a center
of activity among film circles.
Half the
mezzanine floor will be devoted to an exclusive motion picture artists club.

MacLean Sees Two Men
Shot in Panama Rioting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES,

Oct.
27.— Douglas
picture actor who recently
arrived here from Panama on the
steamer H. F. Alexander, was an unwilling actor in a mob scene not specially

MacLean, motion

when he and his party
between two fires in the late
in the Isthmian capital and
to the shooting of two men.
staged

•

were caught
disturbances

was witness
None of the

party was injured, but all had a
unlike any to be had on the lot.
“For the first time in my life,” said

actor’s
thrill

MacLean

in commenting on the affair, “I
would have paid handsomely for a ‘stunt’

actor to play

my

part.”

Wailing About Business
Bad Policy Says Davis
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Oct. 27.— "The chief
trouble with the Independent field is that
independents are always saying there is
trouble.”
That opinion was expressed by
George H. Davis, president of the Banner
productions when asked if he agreed with
views of others in the independent
field.
“Crying about conditions is bad
psychology,” he added.
the

the announcement of the coming
picture F. B. O. also points to

Rambova

Sclnencky

LOS

With

to start in

November.

Schenck from

Direction of the production will be by Harry O. Hoyt, whose work on
“The Lost World” is recalled. The picture will be supervised by Daniel
Carson Goodman, formerly production manager for Cosmopolitan Productions.
Shooting is expected to start November 15.

Elaine Hammerstein and Lou Tellegen
and directed by A1 Santell, played to
capacity houses at Pantages theatre, Salt
Lake City, a first run house. The Pantages house in San Francisco has booked
“Three Wise Crooks,” starring Evelyn
Brent, for a week.
William Raynor,
managing director of Read’s Hippodrome, Cleveland, Ohio, also a large first
run theatre, has contracted for the 26
Bray Cartoons.
“The Keeper of the

Bees”

opened

at

B.

S.

Moss’

Cameo

theatre in New York Sunday. “Drusilla
with a Million” continues to set box office

marks.

Production
Meanwhile the

On Home

Stetch

of production
for this season has been entered, with
completion of “The Midnight Flyer” by
Tom Forman, directing Cullen Landis and
Dorothy Devore, for release late in November.
Pictures just starting or about
to
start
are
“Flaming Waters,” with
Harmon Weight directing Mary Carr,
last

lap

Malcolm McGregor and Pauline Garon;
“The King of the Turf,” from “The
Futurity Winner”; “When His Love Grew
Cold” and “A Poor Girl’s Romance,” two
Laura Jean Libbey stories, and Evelyn
Brent’s “A Broadway Lady.”
Among the Westerns Fred Thomson has
finished “All Around Frying Pan” and
is launching “The Tough Guv”; Tom Tyler is at work on “The Wyoming Wildcat” and Bob Custer is making “No Man’s
Law” with Del Andrews directing. Tyler
is
to make eight pictures and Thomson
least 12 more.
Preparations for the 1926-27 season are
also well underwav.
It is expected that at
least 12 special productions will be made
with “The Life of Theodore Roosevelt” as
one of the leaders. There will be at teas'
at

six star series.

In

short

the

Hearts”
“Mazie”

feature

field

“Fighting

start as soon as the current
There will
series is completed.
a series from H. C. Witwer's

will

also be
“Bill Grimm’s

Colvin

Progress.”

W. Brown

in

Camda

Colvin W. Brown, vice president in
charge of distribution, has just made a
A. A. Schmidt, repsales trip to Canada.
resentative of the F. B. O. home office
in the studios, is back from a tour of bar
Western exchanges. Schmidt will serve as
a link between sales production departments of the organization. Richard Talmadge, who has just signed a new contract
with A. Carlos, has returned to Los
Angeles to start his next picture for F.
B. U.

New

Life Policy Puts
Fox’s Insurance T otal
Over 6Y2 Million Mark
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Oct. 27.

—Among the larg-

est life insurance policies written in 1925 is

one for $3,750,000 on the life of William
Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation,
according to the Insurance Press for OcThis increases Fox’s total to more
tober.
than $6,500,000.
A policy for $3,000,000 is reported to have
been taken by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer this
year on the life of Ramon Novarro, motion
Insurance of $1,000,000 was
picture actor.
recently placed on Cecil B. DeMille for
the benefit of the Cinema Corporation,
holding company for the Cecil B. DeMille
Picture Corporation.
According to the Insurance Press these
policies are taken out for the most part to
cover inheritance taxes on estates or are
taken by corporations to protect themselves
against loss through the death of an important executive.

Mary and Doug May Co-Star

in Series

After ’26 Releases Says Miss Pick ford
,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 27. Mary Picklord and Douglas Fairbanks may costar in a series of pictures after their 1926 releases. Miss Pickford said today.
The United Artists star expects to follow “Scraps,” her present production,
with a third picture, the story for which has not yet been selected. Her first
of the year was “Little Annie Rooney,” which is now appearing in first run
theatres throughout the country.

:

:
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Schrock Quits U Post, Blames
“Outside Interference”
Studio Managers’ Resignation Effective Nov. 2 —Henigson Succeeds
Sproivl as Universal Pictures’ Business

By

H

Manager

RAY MURRAY

Oct. 27. Raymond L. Schrock, general manager of
Universal studios, has wired his resignation to Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Pictures Corporation, to be effective November 2. Mr. Schrock’s action is assigned to “outside interference.”
“Out of deference to Mr. Laemmle I shall remain in office until he arrives
here,” he stated.
"M"

ORMAN SPRQWL,

business

man-

’
ager of Universal Pictures, has reHenry
signed after four year’s service.
Henigson has succeeded Mr. Sprowl. Mr.
Sprowl, who is a member of the board
of
directors
of

Cinema
tile

Mercancompany, is

for
responsible
the reorganization
and for the present business personnel of the entire

Studios.

Paul

Kohner

now

is

Fred

Schuessler,

casting office
last

Charles Furthman
has been placed in
charge of the
departscenario
ment.

Laemmle

at

Thursday

former

head

of the
resigned

Universal City,
has been appointed

and

casting director at
Studio.
*

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
*

*

According to Mr. Rudulph, Fox is making
no productions at present in New York.

No pictures will be made abroad, either,
according to the publicity man.

*

Hollywood. It is headed by Edward G.
Bayle and Donald Clements.
Work has
just been completed on the first story in a
six-reel Tennessee mountain tale entitled
“No Law for Larrimore”, by Hapsburg
Liebe.
The adaptation is being made by
Mary E. McCarthy. Fred Allen is directing and the cast includes Alice Calhoun,
Eddie Phillips, Lucy Beaumont, Earl Metcalfe, Charles W. Mack, Charles Sellon,
Lillian Lawrence and Sidney Franklin.
It
will be released on the state rights market.
*

*

Two Western Premieres
Two Western premieres, “The

Lights of

Old Broadway and

“Little Annie Rooney”,
brought out many celebrities at the LoewState theatre last Monday night and at
the Million Dollar theatre Thursday night.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
opening and introduced Mayor George E. Cryer, William
presided at
production’s

the

*

*

Barrett C. Kiesling, director of publicity
at the DeMille Studios, has returned from
Atlanta, Ga., where he testified in the suit
of Mrs. Mattie Thomas Thompson, who
filed
an action of alleged plagiarism
against Famous Players-Lasky over the
authorship of “The Ten Commandments”.
Mr. Kiesling testified eight persons had
submitted the title, “The Ten Commandments”, and each was awarded $1,000
prize.
H:

make an

will

indefinite stay assistof his short stories
was entertained at
Club this evening.
* * *

The Writers

Mildred Harris With Chase
Charlie Chase will have for his leading
in his next two-reel Hal Roach
production Mildred Harris, who arrived
here Saturday.

woman

*

*

Joe Rock, producer of Standard and
Blue Ribbon comedies, is carrying
his
latest cast along with him.
Mr. Rock
recently broke his ankle and made his first
appearance in several weeks at the Universal Studio last Thursday with his leg in
a plaster cast.
*

*

*

Hectic Location Trip Ends
George Hill, directing “The Barrier” for
M. G. M., has just returned from Truckee,
Arizona, with his cast in what is believed
to be one of the most hectic location trips
on record. At Truckee they encountered
rain, snow and sleet and were barely ensconced in their hotel when a fire broke
out and threatened the town. Actors and
cameramen acting as a volunteer fire department saved the town. The company
then became enmeshed in a railroad wreck,
and underwent more thrills than they enacted in “The Barrier”.
* * *

Eddie Hitchcock, publicity man for
LTnited Artists, has returned from Kansas
City where he laid out an advertising campaign.
Hitchcock was sent out by Harry
Brand several weeks ago. He was formerly connected with the West Coast Boulevard and the Los Angeles Paramount
houses.
jji

Bobby Agnew, who has just finished
starring in “The Great Love”, directed by

*

H1

Marshall Neilan for

Charles
general
manager of
Eyton,
Famous Players-Lasky, has returned from

week from New York with
who came here from Texas

weeks vacation.
*

*

films are

H*

5^

Howard Estabrook
recting.

F.
di-

The

picture will be called “Play
Pauline Garon will interpret

Safe”, and
the leading feminine role.
He

H«

Yaconellis Finish Feature
The Yaconelli Bros, have just finished
their second five-reel feature starring Earl
Douglas, formerly Louis Yaconelli.
All
productions are now being made at the
California Studios.
The cast includes
Ethel Shannon, Gladden James, Lorrimer
Johnson, Frank Whitson and Mayford
Hobbs. “Keep Goin” is the name of the
picture, which is being titled and cut by
the

Jack Harvey.
English film concerns

director,

Two

representatives

have sent
and made personal offers

May McAvoy

to make pictures abroad.
offered Miss McAvoy a
three year contract at her own terms, but
she prefers to remain here especially in
view of her recent triumph in the sophisticated role in “Tessie”, a Universal feato

Following

One company

and her work in “Lady Windermere’s
Fan”, and M. G. M.’s big production, “Ben

ture,

*

*

*

Michael Arlen, author of “The Green
Hat”, arrived in Los Angeles last week

to

see

how

He

He

completion of his role
in “Only the Brave”, Jean Hersholt will
return to the Universal banner, where he
is under a three-year contract.
*

*

*

Scott Darling, supervising comedy director at Universal, has been borrowed from
that

company by Warner Brothers

to

sist

“Chuck”

funny

Reisner

in

framing

as-

situations for Syd Chaplin’s latest picture,
“Nightie Night Nurse”.
Hi

*

*

“The

Director,” a nationally distributed
magazine sponsored by members of the
Motion Picture Directors Association, received a tremendous boost in circulation
following a broadcast statement in tribute
to it from the Warner Brothers radio
station, KFWB.
The tribute was in the
way of a testimonial to William Beaudine,
a

Warner

director.

New Entries On
Picture Business Lists

Only 9

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N. Y„ Oct. 27.— Only four
incorporated in New York
state last week to engage in some branch
of the motion picture business, and only
five new entries were listed in the previous
week.
Those listed last week, with the

new companies

capitalization of two, are
Milray Amusement Company,

Incorporated,
$10,000; Steinkritz Amusement corporation, $5,Doren Theatre Corporation and Ariel
000
Cinema, Incorporated.
Those listed in the previous week, with
;

the capitalization of three are

Company, Incorporated, $10,000; SpringDramatics, Incorporated, $10,000; Woodside
Amusement Company, Incorporated, $5,000; Richard Herndon- Allan; Dinehart Corporation, and
Famous Players Realty Corporation.
Sidbill

Hur”.

returned this
his mother,

the

has started his sec-

ond Monty Banks production at the
B. O. Studios with Joseph Henabery

M-G-M,

made.

*

Gainsborough Films Ltd., of England
through its American representative, Jesse
Smith, has made very flattering overtures
to Leatrice Joy to appear in several English made films.
Although Miss Joy is
under contract to Cecil B. De Mille, there
is a bare possibility of the Gainsborough
and the De Mille Company coming to some
agreement which would permit her to go
to England.
sjc

1925

7,

ing in the adaptation
for Paramount.
He

Eyton Returns from Vacation

Jjc

The Alpine Productions is a new film
corcern which has opened headquarters in

Lew Cody

film stars.

H1

Alpine Productions Opens Offices

*

Ernest Torrence, Jack Holt, Florence
Vidor, Colleen Moore and a host of other

a three

Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager of Fox Film Corporation,
arrived here last week accompanied by
Gerald K. Rudolph of the publicity and
exploitation department. Mr. Sheehan announced the Fox company plans extensive
production
activities
the
next
several
months. F. M. Murnau, the German director who made “The Last Laugh”, has
been signed for one year and is expected
to arrive here in February. The Fox company intends to launch a big exploitation
and advertising campaign for “The Three
Bad Men,” John Ford’s latest spectacle.

Hi

others.

Frank L. Newman, managing director of
Paramount houses, had 100 special police
officers detailed to handle the crowd for
the Mary Pickford opening.
Doug and
Mary were there, as well as Charles Chaplin and his wife, Noah Beery, Lillian Gish,

Universal

casting director at
and
Universal,

Carl

Hart, Charles Ray, Tom Mix, Norman
Kerry, Marion Davies, Elinor Glyn, Ruth
Roland, Leatrice Joy, Norma Shearer and
S.

many

and

*

—

OLLYWOOD,

November

dale

November

7,
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Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

7

Spyros Skouras has entered a
booking combination with Famous Players Theatre Corporation, which affects four
St. Louis theatres.

e*

Jimmie Finlayson has returned
from Paris and
Scotland.
Fie will appear
in “Flaming Flappers,” a
Pathe comedy, soon.

Alice Joyce,

Paramount

on

star,

stopped in Chicago Oct. 22
on her way to New York.
She’s to appear in “Mannequin,” Fannie Hurst story.

(Herald Photo)
publicity representatives invade the East. Harry D. Wilson (left) of First National and Larry Weingarten, press representative for Jackie Coogan, who has completed “Old
Clothes” for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, were in a party that
stopped in Chicago on their way to New York.

Two

Schulberg has joined the production department
it was announced by Jesse
will head a unit of his own.
L.
Fie takes with him Director William Wellman and
Clara Bow.

B. P.

of

Famous Players-Lasky,
Lasky October 23. He

(Herald

Photo)

and Anna Q. Nilsson, First National
star, were among the group that spent a few hours in
Chicago Oct. 21 on a trip to New York. Among them
were (1. to r.): Anna Q. Nilsson, John E. McCormick,
Mrs. Levee and M. C. Levee, United Studios.
Five

producers

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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November

7,

1925

“Our Gang,” Pathe comedy players, has received its invitation from Mr. and Mrs.
D. M. Tomlinson, official envoys of the Sesquicentennial celebration in Philadelphia.
The photo was taken while the Tomlinsons were in Hollywood. In the front row,
Beside Mrs. Tomlinleft to right, are Jackie Condon, Joe Cobb and Mary Kornman.
son is Mickey Daniels, and the dark face above her is that of little Farina.

Antonio Moreno, Metro-Goldwyn
star, has arrived in New York
from abroad, where he has been
playing in “Mare Nostrum,” op-

posite Alice Terry.

Brockwell

Gladys

has

just finished the part of
Satan’s Sister in “The

Splendid

duced by

Road,”

pro-

First National.

A. E. Pine is the
author of the “Mazie”
song for F. B. O. He is
a British composer and
concert musician.

F.

Sally

nine

Long has a femilead

in

“Fifth

Avenue,” A. H. Sebasproduction
Pro-Dis-Co.
tian

for

Many

celebrities gathered to bid good-bye to Samuel Goldwyn and his bride (Frances
their departure from Los Angeles for the arrangement for the world’s
premier of “Stella Dallas,” U. A. release, at the Apollo theatre, New York, November
Left to right are: Abraham Lehr, Marjorie Harris, Mrs. Earle Williams, Marion
15.

Constance

Howard) upon

sister,

Davits, Samuel Goldwyn, Mrs. Goldwyn, George Fitzmaurice, Mrs. Lehr,

tional stars.

.

Henry King.

Talmadge and her
Norma, were snapped
when they met at the station in

New

York.

Both are First Na-

November

7,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

editor of Pathe News, announced plans
for the dinner at the Plaza, November 14, which will mark
The affair will be
the 15th anniversary of Pathe News.

Emanuel Cohen,

attended by many prominent men,
be Vice President Charles G. Dawes.

among whom

will

37

Elmer R. Pearson, vice president and general manager of
Pathe Exchanges, Inc., is taking an active part in arranging
for the staging of the banquet celebration of the 15th anniversary of Pathe News, which is scheduled for November 14
at the Plaza hotel, New York.

Frank D. Drew, manager of Fox Film Corporation’s Detroit exchange, finally succeeded in getting his staff together in the
new Fox home to line up for a picture. Left to right are A. D. Knapp, city salesman; H. W. Smith, city salesman; H. W.
Trowbridge, exploitation representative; J. G. Mason, state salesman; A. M. Van Dyke, assistant manager; Frank D. Drew;
N. H, Widger, state salesman, and C. W. Schweitzer, state salesman.
The men have been in the new building but a comparatively short time.

—

:
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A. M. P. A. Luncheons Reach
Pinnacle of Entertainment
All Branches of Amusement Field Represented—Hal Shubert Gets

November

EW

N

YORK,

Oct. 27.

S.

sand feet above New York. Tim Leahy, to
passed along the invitation, said
he doesn’t care how high they take him
so long as they let him keep one foot on
the ground.

whom we

*

SPARGO

— If the A. M. P. A. under the able leadership

of President Glendon Allvine continues to increase the size and
quality of the shows put on at the regular Thursday sessions of
the organization, it might become in order to charge admission, or at
least tack on a cover charge like a regular night club.
Allvine’s administration, like some of the stuff we used to get before
they started this festive padlock game, appears to improve greatly with
age. From the first session at which he presided the attendance and class
of entertainment improved, and if they continue to get better than the
one given last Thursday, E. F. Albee will commence to think the Keith
circuit has a serious rival in the matter of entertainment.

T3RACTICALLY
amusement

branch

every

of

the

was represented except
the one of which Ned Wayburn is the most
noted exponent. There was Wade Booth,
the Keith headliner songster, who made the
field

greatest hit of any entertainer who has yet
favored the advertisers.
His remarkable
voice, coupled with an exceptional personality, as he sang the “Volga Boat Song,”
“Kipling’s Boots,” “Eli, Eli,” and a few
others, held the throng spellbound.
Hal Shubert, who created and is still
playing the part of “Abie” in “Abie’s Irish
Rose,” proved himself a monologist of no
mean ability by putting over a number of
stories and jokes in a telling manner.
Harry Hirschfield was next on the program and maintained the fast, furious and
funny pace set for him by Mr. Shubert
with a sparkling humorous speech which
served a two-fold purpose to double the
:

members

in

Gross, the

to them Milt
humorist.
the youthful humorist

two and present

New York

In his modest

way

avowed

his inability to tell funny stories,
and to prove his point told one equally as
funny as those of his predecessors. Unfortunately Mr. Gross did not attempt to
deliver a spoken version of his justly famous “Gross Exaggerations.”

The next meeting, to be held Oct. 29, is
of importance, and one of the scheduled
twelve to be presided over by the greatest
men in the industry. Adolph Zukor, voted
as the high mogul of the business, will be
guest of honor. He will give his views as
and distribution and will be
prepared to answer any questions advanced
by the members.
to production

“Two

Bits a

Hundred”

Mike Levee brought a new golf story
with him from the Coast and unloaded it
at the Astor soon after his arrival.
According to the genial Mike, two film men of
his acquaintance were playing at golf
that’s the

way he

not playing golf

says

—and

it

;

playing “at golf,”

on every hole both

were running up the strokes into double figures. Finally one of them said:
“We’re playing along about an even
game. Let’s gamble.”
“Sure thing,” said the other, “I’ll play you
two bits a hundred.”
*

Hal

Shubert,

*

“Abie”

*

“Abie’s

in

Irish

Rose,” at the A. M. P. A. session probably provided the answer to something a
lot of us have often wondered about.
Mr. Shubert crossed his heart and said
he had run across the following advertisement, which he proceeded to read to the
assembled press agents, near and far:

Why

not be a motion picture publicity director ?
all the

Earn big money while you eat with
stars.

Steady work and invitations
homes for the weekend.

to all the editors’

No

*

*

Score One For Film Writers
Things are looking up for the

film writers who are compelled by duty to attend
film luncheons, dinners and preview showings of pictures.
Recently F. B. O. has
given two lunches at which there was no
speech-making. And at the preview showing of “Little Annie Rooney” the invitations were so limited in number that everyone who attended could see and enjoy the
picture in comfort, a striking contrast to
the customary system of inviting a vast
crowd many of whom have nothing to do
with the film business. And if you don’t
believe these innovations are improvements,
ask any film writer.
* * *

office politics.

The president of the corporation always your
friend.

Mail coupon today for our exclusive course in
3 lessons.

Blank

& Blank

=K

*

Mail Order School.

Some

people can think of the funniest
from one of the weekly
and you’ll feel like taking
chances with a cracked lip
“The name of Police Commissioner Richard E. Enright is the latest to be mentioned
as a possibility as the head of the Independent Motion Picture Producers. That
the commissioner has been very much in
evidence at picture luncheons and other
affairs of the trade has led to the rumor
that he is considering the film industry as
the scene of his future activities.
“The commissioner in addition knows
something of pictures, he having lined up
with a couple of productions which exploited the work of the police department and
for which he was credited with the authorthings.
Get this
theatrical papers,

.

.

.

ship.”
5{J

The motion picture, as a definite part of
religious work, was discussed last week at
a dinner given at the Metropolitan Club
by directors of the newly formed Religious
Motion Picture Foundation, Inc., of which
William E. Harmon is president.

*

Introducing Another Laugh

jjC

Paul Perez wants to know how Famous
Players-Lasky gets that way about “The
Vanishing American” when there are
eighteen pages of Cohens and Kellys in the
telephone book.

The guests heard a report describing a
successful demonstration of the value of
motion pictures to the church, through an
experiment conducted during the summer.
The Foundation intends to produce religious motion pictures for use exclusively
in churches.
* * *

now

It

Charlie

appears

Chaplin,

definitely

after

decided that

making one more

film in Hollywood, will return to New
York, where he will take up producing ac-

making at least two productions
His next will be called “The Dandy,”
written by himself and based on the life of

tivities,

here.

a Parisian tramp.
It is not known where Chaplin will carry
on his Eastern operations, but it was reported recently that his representatives are
figuring on leasing stage space at Hurst’s
Cosmopolitan Studios. Another rumor is
that he will negotiate for the use of the
big Fox plant at 55th street and Tenth
avenue, which has been idle for the past
two years.
Hi

“Little

H*

H4

Annie Rooney” Held Over

Joe Plunkett thinks so well of “Little
that he is holding the latest
Pickford opus over for a second week at
the Strand and would hold it longer only
that it is crowded out by bookings that
can’t be put over.

Annie Rooney”

Hi

H<

H«

the season of
his discontent. He is getting so many invitations to motion picture luncheons and
dinners that he would like to trade a few
of them for some breakfasts, or what have

Kelcey Allen says

you

1925

Warner Bros, have issued an invitation
for the premiere of a motion picture while
traveling in a giant airplane several thou-

Laugh from Mail Order School Publicity

By JOHN

7,

this is

?

*

*

*

You

really can’t blame a newspaper if
it tries to get a little expolitation for itself
out of a popular motion picture, the play
having been the other way so often. Get

New

York World:
from the
Because of the fact that in a hospital scene in

this

Mary Pickford’s

“Little

Chadwick

to

Produce

Railroad Film With
Coast to Coast Locale
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, Oct. 27. Ghadwick Pictures Corporation announces it is soon to
begin work on a railroad picture that,
as its name, “The Transcontinental Limited,” indicates, wall be a Coast to Coast
railroading feature. An entire division of
railroad will feature in the production and
a superintendent of transportation will be
engaged to aid the technical staff.
Players already chosen for the cast are
Mary Carr, Johnnie Walker, Alec B.
Francis, Eugenie Gilbert and Bruce Gordon. Nat Ross will direct.

Annie Rooney" at the

Strand there is a police reporter who resembles
“in minutest detail" The Worlds' police reporter,
William Reitmeier, all the New York police reporters assigned to the Times Square theatrical
district are to be invited to attend the picture
in an effort to determine whether Mr. Reitmeier
actually has been dabbling in the films on his
days off.
“The United Artists office," Joseph Plunkett,
manager of the Strand, says, “has no information
as to the identity of the film reporter except that
he was an extra.
Several newspaper men who
have seen the picture swear it is Bill Reitmeier,
and so we are going to have a showdown."

Henley at Salt Lake
Samuel Henley, branch manager at Salt
Lake City for Universal continues to fill
that post
An item in the Herald issue
of October 24 gave the erroneous impression that Henley had resigned.
On the
contrary, Henley continues to hold the
managership of Universal at Salt Lake
City and enjoys the fullest cooperation of
exhibitors in that territory.

:

November

7,
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Skouras Prepares
to Take Over 15
Outlying Houses
(Special to Exhibitors

Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Oct. 27.— Steps have
been taken preparatory to the consummation of a deal whereby about 15 neighborhood and suburban houses will be
taken over very soon by the St. Louis

Amusement company.
Following the deal made last week by
Spyros Skouras with Paramount came the
recording of an operating agreement of
the Skouras interest with William Goldaffecting the Grand Central, West
Lyric, Lyric Skydome and the Kings
theatre and Garden.
Despite the fact that
the merger will not become effective until
30 days after the opening of the
Ambassador it is known that for several
weeks there has been an arrangement for
the Kings to play day and date with
Skouras houses on several big pictures.
Skouras Brothers and Harry Koplar who jointly control the St. Louis Amusement Company
have had a complete understanding on some
points of controversy and that company is prepared to go through with a program of major
construction of houses and acquisition of existing

man
End

New

The

Cohen Nips Plan for Paid
Shows in State Armories
New York Governor and

Adjutant General Prevent Use of
Buildings for Picture Programs With Admission
Charges Feared as Precedent

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

.

was

the general public

Announcements had been made in the newspapers of Kingston, N. Y., to
November 2 the state armory on Broadway, Kingston,
would be thrown open to the public and a series of motion pictures would be
shown at a regular rate of admission.
the effect that beginning

While so
affected,

M.

the

it

far only the

was

felt

T. O. A.

P.

one town was
by the officials of
that to allow this
would establish a

dangerous prece-

first

d

and

Spyros

Kings.
will

manage

the

man

state

receive 50 percent of the profits arising out of the operation of the theatre under such
lease and shall be the owner of half interest in
the lease during a period of 20 years.

Stage , Screen , Stars
Will

Make Merry at

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ments

YORK,

Oct.

27.

—Arrange-

annual Metrobe held next
Saturday at the Hotel Astor are nearly
completed and the entertainment program is almost in final shape. Musical
for

the

Goldwyn-Mayer

numbers

from

third

ball

to

the

Broadway

plays

“Holka Polka,” “No, No, Nanette” and
Smile” have been arranged
for; Vincent Lopez and his two bands
have been obtained to furnish dance
music; and musical numbers from almost all the night clubs in town are on
the program.
Among the stage and screen celebrities

“When You

who

will

be present are:

Lila Lee, James Kirkwood, Alice Joyce, Glenn
Hunter, Thomas Meighan, Richard Dix, Lois
Wilson, Esther Ralston, Marjorie Daw, Mae Allison, Hope
Hampton, Anna Q. Nilsson, Doris
Kenyon, Milton Sills, Lewis Stone, Ford Sterling,
Dagmar Godowsky, Niles Welch, Gareth Hughes,
Jane Novak, Ben Lyon, Richard Barthelmess,
George
O’Hara,
Binney,
Gladys
Constance
Hulette, Siegfrid Holmquist, Alice Lake, Edna
Murphy, Gladys Walton, Ruth Stonehouse, Helen
Ferguson, William Russell, Faire Binney, Lucy
Fox, Dolores Cassinelli, James Rennie, Wheeler
Oakum, Madge Kennedy, Lowell Sherman, Fanny

Ward and Ruby DeRemer.
Nils
Granlund is in
rangements.

charge

armories

Brigadier

eral

Gen-

Edward

adjuWestcott,
of
general
tant

was appealed to by wire
and the case laid
before him, with
week an
late
last
the state,

the

result

that

order was issued by Governor A1 Smith
and Adjutant General Westcott forbidding the use of the armories of the state
for the purpose of showing pictures for
paid admissions.
Following is a copy of the telegram
sent by Mr. Woodhull and Mr. Cohen:

In behalf of theatre owners of New York State
the ^Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America respectfully submit for your consideration condition in Kingston, New York, that
requires immediate attention to prevent injustice
being done to citizens and taxpayers of New York
AnnounceState and people of that community.
ment has been made in newspapers of Kingston
advising that State Armory on Broadway will be
used commencing November 2 for series of motion picture exhibitions during the coming Winter
for which admission charge will be made to public.

members of

M-G-M Annual Ball
NEW

soon

are located.

will

shall

which

t,

towns where

Charles Skouras and
Goldfour houses,

be paid an annual salary of $12,500 and
the Skouras brothers $8,750 each. Skouras Brothers will hold 55 per cent of the stock of the
new company and Goldman the balance. There
will be 1,000 shares.
The agreement dated March
18, 1925, also provides that should the Grand
Central be leased to Universal Pictures Corporation under arrangements heretofore made, Gold-

n

be
followed in other

The Goldman-Skouras agreement provides that
new corporation shall be formed to operate the
Grand Central, West End Lyric, Lyric Skydome
Goldman

e

might

a

and

invited.

Feared Dangerous Precedent

A

man

—

YORK, Oct. 27 Through the efforts of R. F. Woodhull, president,
and Sydney S. Cohen, chairman of the board of directors of the M. P. T. O. A.
what looked like a serious menace to many motion picture theatre owners,
has been nipped. This menace was in the form of the showing of motion
pictures in state armories for which admission was to be charged and to which

step in this direction was the
purchase of the Hamilton Airdome as the site for
a $1,000,000 motion picture theatre and apartment and store building. Plans are under consideration for a $1,000,000 house in the Gravois
district and another big house for the SouthwestDuring the week the
ern section of the city.
board of directors of Skouras Brothers Enterprises, Inc., declared a dividend of 75 cents a
stock and 30 cents per share
share on Class
on Class B stock.

houses.

of

ar-
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Meighan Travels
Far for Pictures
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Oct. 27.— In the
months Thomas Meighan,
Paramount star, has traveled more
last

IS

than 20,000 miles on location trips.
The pictures made during this
time, the places to which Meighan
has journeyed, and the distances
covered are:
“The Alaskan;” Alberta, Canada; 6,000 miles.

“Coming

Through;”

Birming-

ham, Ala.; 2,500 miles.

“Old

Home Week;”

Ocala, Fla.;

2,500 miles.

“Irish Luck;” Dublin, Cork, Killarney and other locations in Ireland; 9,000 miles.
These with location trips around
New York City bring the mileage
total

above

20,000.

This represents species of unfair commercial competition.

Theatre Owners are required by state and local
laws to afford every protection to public against
Theatres in state have
fire and other hazards.
permanently built in fireproof booths with every
Desafety appliance for safeguarding patrons.
sire
to call your
attention to fact that state
laws require all seats in theatres to be affixed
permanently to ground, whereas we are advised
ordinary camp chairs or temporary seating arrangements will be made in armory during showing of these pictures.

Theatre Owners pay national, state and local
taxes and are part of community life cooperating
with all governmental and state programs and
we feel sure New York State, itself a service
institution and a safeguard of its citizens’ lives
and property, will not countenance being used by
any interest as unfair commercial opposition. Feel
unless immediate action is taken to prevent such
motion picture exhibitions in New York State
Armory that dangerous precedent will be established imperilling millions of dollars invested in
motion picture theatres of this state with resultant loss to public.
Will be glad to furnish any
additional information required and would greatly
appreciate your immediate reply.

The telegram brought the
order protecting the theatre

official

state

owners.

9

Collins Letter
Invites

Wyoming

to Join

M. P.

71

O. A.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LARAMIE, WYO., Oct. 27.—A letter
was received from Eli Whitney Collins,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, by James Lynch,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Wyoming,
last week in which the many points of
vantage were set out for exhibitors in
forming a state organization. The Wyoming organization has recently been formed.

The

letter follows in part
hope that your organization will go a step
further toward cooperative protection by allying
yourself with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
I

the only national organization of theaowners, has done more for you than any
Through the Motion
other agency on earth.
Picture Theatre Owners of America you were
relieved of the five per cent film tax, the seat
tax, the ten per cent admission tax and a few
other minor items that make a gigantic whole.
By allying yourselves with the national or-

This,

tre

ganization you increase your own strength at
the same time you are strengthening the hand
of every theatre owner in the country.
Regardless of all the buncombe that has been
spread before the world by distributor-inspired
sources, it is to the
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America that the exhibitor must
look if he wants National protection.
Your presence, together with the consequent
Won’t you
dues, are needed at headquarters.
complete your ‘‘declaration of independence” by
taking your place with us?
With cordial good wishes, I am
Very truly yours,
(Signed) Eli Whitney Collins.

-
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Saturday Morning Matinees
for Children Spread
Movement Carried

Theatres of Central Neiv
Louis and Washington

Into Finest

Indorsed in

St.

York

A
-*•

program

this

fall

is

to

be

still

for a half hour each Saturday morning
the more talented children of the city
will entertain the others.
Every effort

be made toward giving all children
a chance to develop their dramatic,
musical and comedy talents.
In Albany, “Saturday Morning Movies”
started
“Black
recently
when
will

was

Beauty”

shown

at

Harmanus-

Bleecker hall, under arrangement with
the Proctor interests.
The program is
arranged under the direction of the Albany Mothers’ Club, while Girl Scouts
will act as ushers during the season
with Boy Scouts assisting.
The following shows the type of pictures that have been booked for the
“Saturday Morning Movies” in Albany:

PHILADELPHIA,

“Ivanhoe,” “Lady of the Lake,” “A Man
Without a Country,” “Treasure Island,”

Orphan Annie,” “The Deer
“The Birth of a Nation,” “Little
Lord Fauntleroy,” “Peck’s Bad Boy,”
“Little Red Riding Hood” and “The
Wizard of Oz.”
“Little
Slayer,”

15,000 Circulars Distributed

Similar programs got under way a
fortnight ago at the State theatre in Schenectady, the largest and most beautiful
In
theatre in this part of the state.
launching the first of these programs in
Schenectady, the management of the
theatre distributed 15,000 circulars calling attention to the programs and to
the fact that the price of admission had
been fixed at ten cents. There was a
response that was almost overwhelming,
for after 2,100 of the children had been
admitted there were nearly 4,000 outside,
clamoring at the tops of their lungs for
The management had to
admission.
phone for police and fire reserves to
bring some semblance of order in front
of the theatre and dismiss the children
with the promise of another show a

week

spices of the Parents and Teachers Association, and some of the, outlying districts are also to receive the benefits
of the project. These programs are held
in the finest theatres in the cities mentioned, the use of the houses being donated by the management, the number
of children attending bringing in a substantial sum, despite the small admission
charge, a result that goes far in over-

coming weak matinees.

Plan Endorsed by St. Louis
Motion Picture Council Head
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS,

ST.

entirely

new

to Glens Falls,

and

is

find-

ing hearty approval from fathers and
mothers.
The junior programs are also running
in Troy, N. Y., at the Troy theatre.
These pictures are also under the au-

Dog Train Takes

Films
to Eskimo Exhibitor
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CALGARY. ALTA. CANADA,

—

William Kelly, local
manager for Paramount,
serves the only Eskimo exhibitor
in North America.
To get pictures to his Northland customer
Kelly must ship 300 miles by dog
Oct.

27.

branch

train.

MO.,

Oct.

27.— “Motion

pictures for children are as essential as
books for children,” said Mrs. Ida L.
Bretzfelder, president of the St. Louis
Motion Picture Council, in endorsing the
Missouri
Saturday morning
theatre’s
shows for children of St. Louis.

“Our council has been urging the
showing of programs especially for children for some time,” Mrs. Bretzfelder
continued.
“The inauguration of the
Hays ‘Saturday Morning Movies’ at the
Missouri will be watched with interest,
particularly by St. Louis mothers, who
the tremendous influence of the
picture on youthful minds and
morals.
It is a gratifying response on
the part of the producer to the insistent
demand for programs suitable for boy
and girl audiences.”

of the

M.

27.—
PA.,
Oct.
P. T. O. of Eastern

Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
meeting at the Hotel Vining here, unanimously passed a resolution holding the
playing of double features to be detrimental to the best interests of the industry

and

recommending

the abolition of the
exhibitors also went on
the seventh time against the

The

practice.

record for
signing of percentage contracts.
Concerted action was taken against carnivals,
street fairs, block parties and bazaars.
Petitions urging that they be banned will
be presented to the city council. Members
were given petitions on which they were
urged to obtain signatures through neighborhood stores, President A. J. Schad
urged members to stand behind the pledges
given independent exhibitors last spring
and pointed out their moral obligation to
fulfill the pledges to exchangemen who had
bought independent product.
George P. Aarons, secretary of the M.
P. T. O. A., requested the meeting to go on
record as desiring that the Film Board of
Trade supply him with copies of complaints filed by exchanges against exhibitors that are to come before the arbitration board.
Nathan Appell, of the Appell Amusement
Enterprises, and J. Epstein, owner of the
Bell theatre here, were admitted to membership.

The organization endorsed
Welfare

reels

here, but left

the use of
during the Federation drive
the matter of collections and

speeches to the members as individuals.
report of the secretary showed the organization to be in good financial condition,
with more than $2,000 in the treasury.

The

realize

moving

The

was formed

several years
ago to sponsor the cause of good pictures
in St.
Louis by publicity and

council

patronage and through co-operation with
producers.

May,

In

1925,

the

council

sponsored a three weeks’ run of “Nanook
of the North” at the Pershing theatre
with much success.

Second Season Opens in
Washington, D. C., Oct. 31

hence.

In Glens Falls, the Empire theatre has
started “Junior Movies” on Saturday
morning, with a ten cent admission and
with a two hour program. The idea is

Double Features
Members

—

further broadened in Albany, where

1925

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N. Y., Oct. 27. Junior motion pictures on Saturday mornings for the children of the city, with a ten cent admission charge,
are becoming very popular among the motion picture theatres of
central New York. The first of these “Junior Movies” in Albany, N. Y.,
was held ten years ago, at the Leland theatre but they have been broadened in scope, and instead of a single picture being shown a diversified
program is given, including singing by the children and other features.

THE

7,

Exhibitors ’ Meet
Scores Playing of

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LBANY,

November

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
second

season of
morning matinees

October
nounced
by
start

31

D. C., Oct. 27.—The
children’s Saturday

in Washington will
at the Tivoli, it is an-

Harriet
Hawley
Locher, director of the public service
and educational department of the Cran-

Mrs.

dall theatres.

Moraches, Charleston
Winners Highly Praised

Woody, A. E. General
Manager, on Fast T rip
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Oct. —John Woody,
general manager of Associated Exhibitors,
(Special to

27.

here last week
to all of the principal exchanges to
start the campaign

left

for

the

on a

S.

flying sales

trip

Trium-

phant Thirty. This
trip,

Woody’s

first

Associated
Exhibitors went
since

under the
management,

new

will
also be a kind of

“pep ’em up” campaign in connection with the spefeature, “The
Sky Rocket,” starring Peggy Hopcial

kins Joyce.
In the last

John s

.

Woody

weeks 30 additional
salesmen have been added to the Associated staff and Woody has announced that
he will engage as many more in the towns
he

two

visits.

,

Joe and Rose Morache, winners of the
Chicago Herald and Examiner’s Charlestonl contest, appearing recently at the

Chicago theatre, Chicago Balaban &
Katz house, in a number entitled “Old
Plome Week in Charleston,” were the
recipients of hundreds of letters and telegrams of congratulation for their work
on and off the stage. Most of the written
applause was from persons who saw

them

at the Chicago.

Dent

in Different

Role

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

Oct. 27. Vernon Dent,
for the last year has played as Harry
Langdon’s “menace” in Sennett comedies,
appears in a different role in Langdon’s
current picture the role of guide, philosopher and friend to the comedian. Langdon
has the part of the dissolute king of a
mythical kingdom in this picture.

who

—

November
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Overcoming a Difficult Situation
B & K Ad Cinches Win Over
Plea of B. & K. to
Its

Chicago Patrons

STATEMENT
to the people oC

Chicago from
BALABAN&KATZ
&

from Paris," at their Chicago Theatre. They do
not fttl that either the picture or the theatre deserved

was

it.

mortify-

ing to us because of its reflection on our intentions and policy— and
we feel that the action of the authoriwas unwarranted.

because
ties

The

entire staff of

Balaban & Katz solved the problem in two ways when the Chicago
censor board recently attacked a picture at the Chicago theatre. The first

was to obtain a written statement from the audience that the
majority of the public was convinced
there was no evil in the picture.That
was done by distributing ballots
step

Balaban Katz keenly regret the publicity attendant on
the showing of the picture, “Her Sister
incident

Balaban

& Katz, composed of thirty-two
experienced executives, viewed this
picture months before it was shown. Their
unanimous opinion was, that it was a most delightful comand unusual plot and splendidly acted.
Not a person in the group even dreamed that there was anything in the picture that would cause a permit to be refused.

among the patrons at the shows,
calling for a “yes” or “no” answer
to the one question, “Should the
The response
picture be shown?”
was in the proportion of 1,000 to 5 in
favor of the picture, which was Constance Talmadge’s “Her Sister from
Paris.”

edy. with a clever

Convinces Skeptics

They never consideredfor a second that such a thingwasposnb/e.

Two juries in the Superior
Court, to whom the picture was
submitted, unhesitatingly approved it
Motion picture

critics of

every Chicago news-

paper reviewed the picture," praising it highly and seeing
nothing objectionable in it Yet, in order to be more sure,
we distributed ballots to the thousands who came to the
Chicago theatre. Out of 10,000 votes cast, 9,949 declared that
the picture was innocent of the atmosphere ascribed to it

Many of our last week’s patrons assumed that the whole
affair was “a clever publicity stunt,”
They saw the

picture, found nothing offensive
and naturally came to that conclusion. We detest pubof that character. The gain could only be "temporary
the harm would be permanent. These theatres were built for
the generations to come and their growth must and will

in

it

—

licity

be healthy.

We saw no evil in the picture.

And

There was no

9,949 citizens of

evil in
Chicago said

it.

so.

We have worked long and hard to
earn the respect and good-will ol
the people of this city, and have re-

The second problem, to convince
the skeptics among the week’s audiences that the fight with the censors
was not a publicity stunt, was to insert an advertisement in the newspapers explaining the entire situation. That advertisement which was
five inches wide by 20 deep, is reproduced elsewhere on this page. It
was written by the same agency that
has been preparing a series of constructive policy advertisements, and
began with these words, “A statement to the people of Chicago from
Balaban & Katz.”
Skeletonized, the advertisement
the appeal to the public
through the following successive
steps of the argument
the management regrets the kind of publicity
brought forth by the tilt with the
censors of the city; the incident reflects on the policy of the management the entire theatre staff saw
the picture months before and no
one considered there was anything
in it that would cause a permit to
be refused; two juries in superior
carries

invested millions of dollars to perpetuate high-class entertainment
and the most beautiful theatres In
the world.

:

BALABAN&KATZ
Chicago

Tivoli

Uptown

Central Park

Roosevelt w‘mw“L

court approved of the picture, as did
the patrons by an affirmative vote
of 9,949 out of 10,000 ballots cast;
the management deplores the assumption of many patrons that the
affair was a publicity stunt; there
was no evil in the picture play; and
finally the theatre company has reinvested millions of dollars to give
highclass entertainment.

For Highclass Entertainment

Emphasis

is laid upon two things
advertisement; the management abhors publicity of this kind
because “the gain could only be temporary the harm would be permanent”; and the theatre stands firm
for highclass entertainment.

in the

—

The benefits of the campaign are
twofold.
The whole-hearted approval of the theatre’s course, in
showing the picture in defiance of
the city’s refusal to grant a permit,
was obtained by placing the unbiased ballots in the hands of patrons at the show and receiving a
vote overwhelmingly in sympathy
with the management.
Secondly,
the skeptics (those considering it a
publicity hoax) were disarmed by
the newspaper advertisement attacking such negative publicity and at
the same time proclaiming the constructive ethics of the theatre owners.

A third benefit might be added
and that is the anneal of those who
have not attended the particular
theatre.
Coupled with this is the
fact that the advertisement was a
direct challenge to the non-theatregoer.

;

Statement made by Balaban

& Katz

following the
publicity
regarding
censor charges against “Her Sister

from Paris.”

Copy

If a censorship board threatened to close your theatre because it objected
to a certain picture despite the fact that you and your public approved of it,
what would you do? And if some of the patrons intimated that the entire
affair was inspired as publicity, how would you set about to convince them
that you were the victim of the injustice of the whole system of censorship ?

A

The

Censor; Meyer Sends Slide

First National Joins Fight
First National, producers of the picalso helped to solve the problem
through its legal counsel in Chicago.
The history of the case was printed in
ture,

42
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in
last
week’s
edition
of
the
Herald, but it is well to retrace briefly
at this point the action of Elmer L.
Leesman, attorney for First National.
When Chief of Police Morgan Collins
refused to issue a permit for the showing

detail

the

of
for

writ

a

have

Leesman

picture,

petitioned to
of the superior court

Pam

Judge Hugo

mandamus.

of

This would

ordered

issuance of the permit
despite the city’s action but the latter
then appealed to the appellate court.
Two juries voted approval of the picture.
Then it was agreed that someone in the
office of the corporation counsel should

view the picture as a disinterested party.
This person also approved it.
Finally
the police chief agreed to issue the permit, after seven minor changes had been
made in the picture. The censorship
board had demanded about 25 deletions
which would have practically destroyed
the

entire

counsel

thus

First
National’s
large part in the

picture.
had a

victory.
Finally, the case was not only a triumph for B. & K. and First National,
but also for the entire industry, because
in solving a difficult problem the exhibitor and producer in this instance dealt
a heavy blow to the entire system of

censorship boards.

Meyer Presents
Special Screen Copy
Fred
of

Ohio,

Meyer, managing director
Hamilton,
theatre,

S.

Palace

the

the author of copy to be used

is

Thanksgiving and Armistice Day
material for screen slides received by
His sugthe Herald, October 17.
as

gestion which

appears

on another page
acteristic

of his

his

in

letter

in this issue is char-

showmanship

initia-

tive.

The

idea

spirit of the

is
in league with the
“Greater Movie Season”

celebrated in August as it exploits the
generosity and good will of the motion
picture industry towards the theatregoers.

The copy
and

that

forwarded

company

to be

Meyer has written
the

to

made

service
is the
sincere effort
film

into slides

an honest and
express to the people a kindred
thought and the result of intelligent
thinking and clearcut syllogism.
result of

to

Lest

^ EVEN

—

HOUSE ORGANS OF ENTERPRISING SHOWMEN: Top center Front page of
Woodlawn theatre’s “Latest Motion Picture News,” contributed by Harold S. Murphy,
who last week became listed on the House Organ Exchange. At left and right are
organs of the Olympia theatre, Harry Browning, New Haven, Conn., and the Milford
The Mikadow Reel News, below, displays a
theatre, William J. Mueller, manager.
good front page. Paper contributed by Francis M. Katow, Manitowoc, Wis. Bottom,
left to right
A page from paper of Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.; “The
Street of Good Cheer” by Martin J. Quigley appears in Fort-O-Grafs.
Ft. Armstrong
theatre, Rock Island, Mo., and a page from the Marion Theatre News in which “Herald”

copy appears.

We

Forget!

years have passed
since the World War.
During the war, the Motion
Picture theatre was the first to
offer the services of its screen to
the government.
In the years of reconstruction,
and return to normalcy, this
theatre has tried to help.
And on this memorial occasion
we rc-iterate our pledge
:

“To Serve!”
Armistice
exhibitors

Day
by

slide

FRED

copy offered
S.

to

MEYER,

Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

!

November

7,

Lots to

:
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Be Thankful
Today

43

for

Health, Contentment,

Happiness!

JN

our thanks to
on this day for the
support you have given us, we
can’t help but feel but that you
expressing

YOU

^

in turn recognize a certain small

debt of gratitude which you

owe

THE MOTION PICTURE.
The “Movie” makes

happy

daily.

millions
destroys gloom.

It

It banishes care and makes us
It is the best
forget sorrow.
medicine for whatever may ail
us.

And
giving,

so on this day of Thankswe, like yourself, are

THANKFUL.
i

\

Thanksgiving Day slide copy offered
to exhibitors by FRED S. MEYER,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.

And Meyer
“Herald”

Finds the

Already

Co-operating
May

submit the following copy as
suitable Thanksgiving Day matter to be
run on the screens of the better theaThe film service company ought
tres?
to be able to furnish this trailer to exhibitors at a very moderate cost or
rental.
not a co-operative tieup.
I

Why

furnish copy, and the “HERALD”
to publish it; the trailers to be made up
at a price within the reach of the small
town exhibitors?
Regards.
As ever yours, Fred S.
Meyer, Palace, Hamilton, Ohio.

We

“Complete”

Word

Is

the Right

for Creamer’s

Campaign
Am

my

exploitation

on Paramount’s “The
mandments.”

Ten Com-

mailing you some of

stunts

We

played to four days very good business and would have surpassed “The Wag-

on” receipts had the weather been more
favorable.

One of the photos shows an original
chariot driver’s costume displayed in a
clothing store along side of a present day
costume, and certainly kept them lined up
in front of the window.
Another photo shows a book window.
This merchant came to us and asked to
be allowed to work with us and he even
went to the trouble of wiring to New York
for books.
The third photo shows a knockout stunt,
which was seen by hundreds they couldn’t
help seeing it. Every time they looked at
it,
it was
a home run for “Commandments.” This was used during the World
;

Series.

My

complete campaing was as follows
First screen mention one month in
advance, when feature picture was stopped
to run slide telling of the booking over the
phone of “The Ten Commandments.” This
slide read by 800 persons.
slides
started immediately,
(2.) Eight
copy changed weekly.
(3.) Thirty foot banner with cutout letters hung in rear of auditorium and illuminated as audience passed out, used for
25 days in advance.
for 20
(4.) Painted mirrors in lobby
days in advance.
(1.)

ADVERTISING EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL SHOWMEN: Top, ad contributed by
Fred S. Meyer, who owns the Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio. Meyer has used the
scene from the masque ball in “Phantom” to obtain the chief interest in his advertisement. The same exhibitor has made an offer of trailer copy for others to use appropriate to Thanksgiving and Armistice Day performances. Below
Two advertisements
which have been received from John W. Creamer, Strand theatre, Chillicothe, Mo. The
ad which appears in the center is an extremely well planned piece of copy. The appeal
is made to the religious instinct as well as to the dramatic.
At the right is a reproduction of the program used by Creamer for the fashion show and style revue which he
tells about in his letter which appears in this issue.
The typography and the layout of
the program are very attractive, entirely in keeping with the idea behind the show

—

itself

—

the idea of last minute modernity.
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Posters hung in vacant store winin advance.
(6.) Material in lobby 15 days in advance.
(7.)' Painted
window in rear of my
coupe 20 days in advance.
(8.) Teaser advertising started 19 days
in advance.
(9.) Preview showing to ministers and
club women two weeks in advance.
(10.) Twenty-fours posted in all surrounding towns two weeks in advance.
(5.)

dows 20 days

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

By George!

Buy-Lines
theatre and its programs
meant for you. You therefore

Out of Breath

This
are

have a right to offer suggestions.

And

us if
pleases you.

hesitate

don’t

to

something especially

tell

We’ll like that, too.
*

*

*

Once upon a time amusement
was called a luxury; now everyone
knows it’s as much of a necessity
as our daily bread.

*

A
the

*

man who

on reading

now

is

being

sued by his wife.
*

*

The person who
benefit

*

farmer’s camel
sech animule.
*

is

like

the

ain’t

no

*

the chap who was
inveigled into a poker game and
boasted, “I lost the farm but they
couldn’t bluff me?” The man who
is tricked into staying away from
motion pictures may not be bluff-

Remember

ed but he has lost a lot of whole-

some

Also distributed in all small towns.
Sign in center of electric score
board during World Series games.
(13.) Chariot used in front for eight
days in advance.
(14.) Chariot driver’s costume used in
towns.

(12.)

gents store

next scrimmage.
*

*

Him

a Wooden Ship
screen career, Henry B.
Walthall has fought in every war this
country has engaged in -in fact has gone
through the Spanish-Ameriean fracas
three times.
His friends in Hollywood
want the government to recognize this in
some way. Perhaps the shipping board

Give

During

his

*

recreation.

*

“What Number’d

;

(19.) Souvenir

mailed

booklets

all

to

ministers.

*

by

(20.) Sermon on “Ten
day
ministers
local

Commandments”
picture

before

opened.

ja

*

display for 10 days.

to theatre.

Call Please?”
Universal is reproducing the first telephone switchboard for its forthcoming
production “Strings of Steel.” They’ll
be up against it to reproduce the operator. She got the numbers asked for.
*

window

Two

bookstore window displays.
(16.) Small towns covered with window
cards and posters.
(17.) Window cards tacked along all
highways.
(18.) Special matinee for girls of Stateover 300 girls paraded
Industrial Home
(15.)

*

will oblige.

—there
*

celebrate the era of “permanent” peace in Europe the Greeks
and Bulgars immediately started a
vest pocket edition of war.
They
call it peace in the Balkans when
both sides are resting up for the

some

can’t find

picture

a

in

To

—

*

insisted

aloud

subtitles

-

sections
Three thousand Roto
used, and mailed to every rural route box,
and many to routes out of neighboring
(11.)

(21.) Country school students given assignment to cover picture and report on it.
(22.) Picture boosted editorially by news
editors.

placed on High School Fashread by 4,000 persons
at High School.
(24.) Short Review Contest with DAILY
CONSTITUTION, arranged by Earl Cun(23.)

ion

*

Buy them two-pant

suits
of the extras working in Fairbanks’ “The Black Pirate” dove off a
ship into the tank but did not come up
which aroused the ire of the director
who yelled to him to get out, he would
spoil the next scene.
“I can’t,” wailed
the extra, “I’ve lost my pants.’

One

Ad

Show program,

ningham, Paramount exploiteer.
(25.) Postcards given out at preview,
addressed back to theatre and people asked
to write their opinion.
(26.) These cards displayed in lobby for
two weeks, copy from these used on slides

and

in ads.

Window cards tacked on merchants delivery wagons.
Altogether I received a total of 200 column inches of free publicity, and 50 per
cent of this gratis advertising was front
page stuff, ranging from small mentions to
(27.)

MARKEnds'

•W*

[|ew Program
i

FULTON

ST.

Direction.

Time

column and a half stories.
Claud Saunders of the Paramount

October 9~

n
First

^

Friday Nidht

-at

AT ROCKWELL

EDWARD

L.

PL.

Hit

HYMAN

staff

score board stunt to be a
“positively clever exploita-

declared the
“peach” and
tion.”

Brooklyn Mark, Strand Prices.
Positively One Week Only

this material may be of
to the department, and with best

Trusting that

some use
regards,

I

am
Cordially yours,

John W. Creamer,
Mgr., Strand theatre,
Chillicothe,

Mo.

(Photos mentioned here will appear in an early
The reproduction of the
of the Heralo.
advertisements and program appear on another
issue

page.)

HOUSE ORGAN COPY
a saying, “Trust
Allah but tether your horse;”
we’ve tied up our reputation with

The Arabs have

in

good shows and leave

TOPICAL REVIEW

A

Specially devised atmospheric proloque
with
.Granada Trio. Carlo Ferretti,
Mile. Francellt 6 Mark Strand Ballet Corps

"DON

Q."

Saturdaq^OctlQ^

performances at

Delude Musical Score. -Composed Ay..
Mortimer Vilson

S-cinct

"OAe LOST WORLD

*

,f

10PM

J

^

Brooklyn Showing

Advertisements showing method used by the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y„
The theatre is under the dirction of Edward L.
for the United Artists him.

Hyman.

to

you

to

*

*

r-v

FAMED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA

12_2_4-_6_

it

justify our faith.

water runs deep

a dignified
theatre reaches farthest into the
hearts of its patrons.
*
* *
Still

anything wrong at our
waste time telling
he has his own
neighbor

If there’s

theatre

your

;

troubles.

don’t

;

Tell us.

November
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LEFF AND BEGLICHTER,

managers of the Star, Bronx, New
York, so well publicized their beauty contest held in connection
with the showing of Universal’s “Fifth Avenue Models” that they
were swamped with applicants. They tied up with neighborhood
shops for costumes for the girls chosen.

“WORKING UNDER DIFFICULTIES

45

PHANTOM RED
this

outstands in

window

shop,
tying

W.

of Capezio’s shoe
48th Street, N. Y. C.,

up
“Phantom.”

with

Universal’s

but not despondent,” was the word sent to the home office of
Singapore, Straits Settlements, when the flood struck in January of this
year. The staff carried on while the water swirled past the door hub deep to conveyances such as that at
the extreme right of the picture.

United Artists from the

office in

A

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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REPLICA OF A

WORLD FAMED

lo-

comotive displayed in the lobby of the
St. Paul Garrick during the run of “The
Iron Horse,” Fox picture.

November

7,
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WAS

THIS TRUCK

OPERATED 10 hours a day
through business and residential districts. The truck and
lighting plant on it were provided gratis. Used by Harry

Watts, Rialto, Omaha, Neb., for the First National

film.

A TAL MADGE
68
—

•

- s&fsU'sL

SST ARK"

^3

&& theaTre<W
S

GRAUSTARKJ

uwmi
'6MUSU&

FLOATS USED BY LOEW’S

State theatre, New York,
exploit First National’s “Graustark.” They were prepared by Carl Levy, exploitation director. The boat in the
one at the right is a delicate work of art.
to

THEY LOOK

WAX

LIKE
figures but
they are alive.
Dummy impersonators
aided in exploiting Warner Brothers’ “The
Man on the Box.”

EXPLOITATION AIDS FOR EXHIBITORS
in
is

are offered

28 miniature pictures of Paramount stars to be used
theatre exhibits or contests. On the back of each picture
space for the theatre’s ad.

in the

November
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Roach Plans Comedies That Will
Compete With Feature Productions

The Long and
the Short of

Partly due to the campaign led recently by the Herald and partly
due to the resolutions of everyone connected with short features production
and distribution Hal Roach has so broadened his plans for the coming year
that he now declares he is contemplating no longer only competition with
short features but also competition with feature productions.

“We have forgotten about competing with other comedy producers
we’re out to compete with features,” was his statement made at
his studio in Culver City while discussing the upward trend of the
comedy market.
It is said that
Roach comedies recently received an
impetus in Eastern sales due to the
change in the policy of the KeithAlbee circuit of vaudeville houses
which have booked the Roach comedies,
the entire output of one

—

studio.

15

More Houses Signed

Since the first announcement of
this deal covering fifty-six houses,
including the Hippodrome, Palace
and Keith-Albee, the largest of the
circuit, fifteen more associated theatres have signed the contract. Roach
has just returned from New York,
where he took part in these negotiations and made a study of general
conditions in the theatrical business.
“Executives of the Keith circuit
declare that they can get all the
$200 and $300 acts they want,” said
Roach. “What they can’t get is the
acts they would be willing to pay
$1,000 and $2,000 for, which are real
drawing cards at the box office.
They have taken our comedies, not
as ‘fillers’ but as an act, capable of
bringing in the same money.”

There

every indication, according to this producer, that a second
vaudeville circuit will follow the
Keith movement in signing for
comedies as a definite and permanent part of their program. They
is

much interested
new standards of cast and

are just as

and are willing

in

the

story,

pay for the
difference.
The difference between
costs a few months ago, before the
Keith deal was in prospect, and the
also,

costs

today

is

to

about

comedy on an average.
difference will

$9,000

ers, salaries, the rest into story and
direction costs.

George Siegmann, Walter Long,
Bull Montana, Fred Malatesta and
other players were mentioned by
Mr. Roach as examples of the casting of “heavies” alone.
These
players, engaged for single roles in
the past few weeks, represent a
salary cost three or four times that
of the “heavies” of standard comedy
rating a few months ago. In “Our

Gang,” Charley Chase, Glen Tryon
and Clyde Cook comedies supporting players are being sought now
whose names are associated with
longer productions.
In the Hal

Roach

“star comedies,” an idea of
all star casts in two reel funfilms,
anywhere from two or three to a
dozen well known players may be
engaged. In the advertising of these
all the names in the cast will be exploited.

a

Mr. Roach frankly declares that if
comedy running 25 minutes on the

screen will provide as much entertainment for the audience as the
feature running an hour and 15 minutes, he sees no reason why it
should not have equal billing and
'

“Fifty dollars” for a
interest him
he
wants and expects the price which
the entertainment value deserves in

equal price.

good

filler

—

doesn’t

comparison with features.

What Others Think
8

It
belief

common

among newspaper men

that the
the more

There

is

a

shorter a “story” is
readers it has. It is a well known
expression that “ brevity is the
And then quoting
soul of wit.”
T. O. Service, “Napoleon was a
small man.” David slew Goliath
yet David was not half his size.
Short features have the merit of
being small only in footage.
Some day, and it may be but a
matter of hours, a producer of
short features will take advantage
of an opportunity to turn the
tables of custom by signing some
popular stars of long features for
work in short feature roles. Many
short feature stars have left the
field but the trend of events indicates that the time has come when
their places are to be taken by
stars of longer productions whose
names are now in the lights.

Houses,”
Educational Claims
“In 8,000

Without heralding by exploitation
or publicity a special “Educational
Week” but only in the natural
course of business Educational has
placed its product in more than 8,000
theatres for this week beginning
October 25, according to a statement

made

in the

New York

office

of the

company.
It does not mean perhaps that
Educational is besting other companies by its sales but it does mean
quite clearly that Educational is
reaping a benefit of a campaign for
that
brought
short
features
has
greater sales to everyone. It demonstrates that short features are in
demand, in other words that the advertising for them has not been
wasted but has brought grateful patrons to the theatre.

.

MISSOURI THEATRE:
“Have used your Ko-Ko Song
Car-Tunes as Featured Organ
Solos and want to say they
pleased the audience immensely.”
Milton Slosser, Organist.

—

N.

per

But this
go mainly into play-

47

Edwin Miles Fadrnan,

Pres.

Y. c.

Special Attractions

Cure

Weak Hour Ailment

To

stimulate business during the weak
hours of Saturday, Manager Allen of the
Westmont, Montreal, Quebec, uses special
attractions.
Early in the afternoon he
screens a special program for children.
This is followed by the regular Saturday
attraction.
At 5 :30 P. M. a special supper

show hour

is

run

off,

the regular program.

and

is

followed by

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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9 'HIS

department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.
-*•

a service

—

—

map

road

whoever

(and

invented road
something else) a
route that will take me through Columbus,
where now resides the affable George Rea,
“Herald Only” Club member No. 1 and
the first.
I hope to see in his theatre the
one picture which I will permit to disrupt
the uneven tenor of this tour and to break
with him the bread of human companion-

maps should go

in for

ship.

Should
about,

I

be successful in bringing this

shall

I

have

at least

one attraction

Mean-

write about in the next issue.

to

while,

must again lay the task of prepointed
paragraphs
upon
the

I

paring
broad shoulders of
your behalf. T. O.

my

—

fellow toilers in

Service.

IS A CHEERFUL
LOT IN “GOOD CHEER"

“OUR GANG”
J^ORMA TALMABGE

and Eugene O'Brien in First
“Graustark," which opened at the
Chicago theatre, Chicago, October 18 and ran for
a week.
National's

“GOOD CHEER"
all

with “Our Gang” is
about a couple of big hearted little boys

who wanted

ON TO
CHICAGO!

ON,

Somewhere
—

25.

“It-won’t-be-long

;

Oct.

it-wont-be-long

it-

;

won’t-be-long”

sing

ing cylinders of

my overworked omnibus

and

know the
we reach

I

“until

the

rest

of

work-

five

the

Chicago.”

runs

lyric

And

that’s

something to look forward to.
I’m tired of this land where

means anything.

miss

I

the

nothing
bread-and-

butter standards of a stabilized community.
These paper fortunes are beautiful to read
about but tough to live with.
We’re making better time on the home-

ward

The
way though

jaunt.

other

flow of
I

don’t

traffic is still the

know

what’s be-

find

Like those I met on my way dov. u 1
silent and in a hurry.
Occasionally I
hailed by a passing prospector who
wants to know this or that and I hastily
assure him that it is even so. No matter
what he wants to know it is true enough.
He will find that and more, be it good or

am
am

bad, for there

He

will

is

find

blown high and

everything to be found.

his

dry.

standards

What

of
a

value

thing

is

worth down there has nothing to do with
the case, it’s what you can get for it. and

you can
I

am

get anything.

attempting to ferret out of

to

buy a

lot

of toys.

competition in the Santa

however,
against
up
dozens
Clauses” bootleggers
pretty

stiff

They

Claus line

whenever they run
other

“Santa

delivering

Christ-

of

—

mas

cheer, but help the police to round up
gang and all ends happily. A great
comedy and full of the usual bright titles
that make these distinctive. When you consider that this was made in September,
during the hottest weather Hollywood had
the

this year,

it’s

all

the

more remarkable

Y

the combined

and

Mae

forces of

Murray,

Roy D’Arcy
The
made with a gorgeous
“

has been

Gilbert

Widow

”

display of

enthusiam and brains.

Each actor

acts

for his life

and that

through
whole production to prove that he
knew what were the actual facts surrounding “The Merry Widow” before the author
director’s personality drives itself

the

down the story.
You who have seen “Greed”, I suppose
are eager to know if the picture is fundamentally realistic. And it does have in it
many realistic touches but it is not a
put

realism

Yankee

which makes us unhappy.

It

is

from “Seven

scene

the

typical

a strange land, goes

in

girl

and necessary.

representing

far-

any other of her
strutting roles to win the sympathy of her
audience.
And John Gilbert, as Danilo,
fighting, fuming and loving, is a gallant
fellow admired by everyone save Roy
Although the
D’Arcy (Crown Prince).
work of each of these is very good the
remarkable part of the whole production
is the work of Erich von Stroheim.
ther

in

should

I

than

this

like

in

to

more about

say

the

story but probably because of the superior-

little

other details of the piece
attention

plotting

the

to

story that I’ve quite forgotten

paid

I

of

the

it.

“GRAUSTARK” DESERVING
OF POPULARITY

Erich von

John
Merry

glorified

is

Mae Murray,

so

;

this

a realism that

ity of the

“MERRY WIDOW” REMARKABLE
FOR ITS DIRECTION

the

to Baldpate" in which he writes against
This Paramount picture was shown at MeVickers theatre for a week, beginning October 18.

!

Ray Murray.

Stroheim,

left.

a lot of poor children
his pal sell hot bricks

with cold feet who have to stand
around on cold corners and thereby raise

coming of them at the end of the road.
There was no place to hang a hat when
I

make

in

Keys

to folks

enough money

Georgia,

in

to

Mickey and

happy.

TAOUGLAS MAC LEAN
time.

so

The famous story once on the lips of
many romance loving young people and
young is now on the screen
Norma Talmadge. “Graustark”

others not so
starring

by George Barr McCutcheon was directed
The novel was
by Dimitri Buchowetski.
popular and according to the virtue of the
adaptation
of

the

popularity.

kept

closely

picture

the

to

well

is

For the

deserving

has been
worked out by

story

idea

Mr. McCutcheon.

The
know

of

role

Lorry, and

I

guess

many

American of the
theme who seeks the hand of a Princess,
He is an
is played by Eugene O’Brien.
that

Lorry

(

is

the

Continued on page 50 )
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of the teams in the chariot race of “Ben Hur,”
at Culver City by Fred Niblo,
director. It is said that the thrills of the race were

One

which has been filmed
unusually

realistic.

49

The device used to film the great chariot race of “Ben
Hur.” To avoid vibration while cranking the camera
the camera carriage is unhooked while going fortyfive miles per hour.

The Chariot Race
of

“BEN HUR”
When Fred

Niblo

undertook

the directing of the sequences
for the chariot race in “Ben

Hur,”

Metro-Goldwyn-M

a

ye

r

production, he set out to construct a

more

colossal spectacle

than had ever before been
achieved in the production of
anything of this kind. The result was the set shown her" with
film thrills said to be highly
realistic.

A

of thrilling action in
race in “Ben Hur,”
Wallace narrative.

bit

chariot

Lew

of the Roman
here which was built for
the race sequence of “Ben Hur.”

Huge reproduction

the
the

Rounding a turn, one of the ticklish jobs in the great chariot race
Hur,” for which the horses have been especially trained.

figure

in

is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s spectacle, “ Ben

—”

D
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other keys during the 24 hours. Likewise
there appears $200,000 in the spooky old

and the possessors of the

inn

six keys are

interested hugely in the $200,000.

can

I

best

picture

the

that

tell

good comedy by the

that

fact

is

a

audi-

the

ence laughed about every hundred feet of
film when I saw it.
ouglas Hodges.

—

*

*

*

SPLENDID ACTION AND GOOD
CLIMAX IN “THE BEES’’

James LEO MEEHAN,
“The Keeper of

JOHNNY HINES

and Mildred Ryan in “The Live
production shown during
the week of October 18 at the Castle theatre in
the Chicago loop.

^ Wire,”

First National

interest

and adventurous young fellow

impulsive

whose efforts to win
him his neck.
But

who

really

is

Miss

the girl almost cost

ton-Porter
climax.

Talmadge

(and no pun

of

Yetive

prevents

that.

A

No, we’re not going to tell the entire
but an explanation of the climactic
scene is an index of the value of the picture to this viewer, though it is also true

A

few of

degree

of

who

the players

success

score a great

“Graustark”

in

are

Danilo

BARR FINDS “ EXPRESS
ALMOST VERY GOOD

w

Paris

plot,

HEN

— to

Paul

that

we

remember

about the

It is

her.

tings.

off is a question.

sorry

in the

that some of the brilliant
beginning of the picture does
not continue throughout.
Instead of the
comedy there is a slight tendency to work
up a feverish suspense which strongly resembles melodrama.

However, the star is beautiful in her
role and plays it with intelligence.
There
is no opportunity for her to do the things
she did so graciously in “The Lady” or

The

hero, a disabled soldier, consents to

marry a stranger in order to protect her
honor and then pass out of her life. Later
when a telegram informs him that his
“wife,”
cally

who

mother.
Later the
fesses she
ter’s

there.

cate,

*

MacLean is a great comedian. He is
not a trick comedian who knows a few
parlor stunts that bring a laugh occasionhe

ally but

is

a humorist

making people
and

serious

who

has a nature
laugh by doing ordinatural

things.

In

“Baldpate” he has quite an opportunity to
display his best style of humor.

An

author returning from a trip abroad
is in hot water, but little he realizes it,
because he has not written a book that
his

publisher has been expecting of him.

Unfortunately the young man is in love
with the publisher’s daughter and sends
her a cablegram every 20 minutes during
his return voyage.
The irate publisher
is threatened with ruin if his presses do
not have “copy” by Monday morning.
The author’s ship docks on Saturday
afternoon.
An arrangement is agreed
upon by which MacLean is to write a
novel in 24 hours.
During that time he
is

to

remain at Baldpate Inn, a summer

resort which
is

he consented to marry con-

Second

given

the

is

however.

par

a

—and perhaps even on
interest —
the work of Gene

in interest

in

is

Stratton, granddaughter of the late novel-

and said

ist

the

have been the original of

to

Scout,”

“Little

who

steal

tries to

was intended for a takeBut the fact remains.

it

This picture has everything that
at its worst has
speeding
mobiles, gun battles with long and
arms, duels with rapiers and dirty

melo-

—

drama

autoshort

work

The Apache den sequence

at the mill.

is

a scream.

When
for

the villain

beauteous

the

And from
is

is

touched with desire

maid,

trouble

starts.

then on until the end the action

swift and just sufficiently over-vivid to

make

the

picture

what

is

it

—a

splendid

farce.

closed for the winter.

“only key”

parently phenomenal trick

He

by an apthere appear six
but

ing

she

him how
himself.
the

best acting

the soldier

—

to

the way, the bees

at

point,

this

they

allegorically

are

flit

A

ever-present,

is

the

in a sense

(in this case sister’s)

third center of interest

keeper.

the realistic

where “Lolly”
(later
the
girlmother) tries to throw herself from a window and is rescued by her sister. Short
as is the scene it nevertheless is one of
best

Clara

Alyce Mills

garden, the

—

all

was

entire

pictureplay.

takes the role of “Lolly”
is

Molly, her

Finally, there

photography

the

in

bits

Bow

in

is

sister.

scenes.

the storm

cliffs,

are vivid.

The

the novel

overlooking the Pacific

and the settings of the picture are
Ernest Rovelstad.

—

flower

on the rocks

The scene of

in the Sierras

and

an unusual triumph of

the

One

thing

I

would mention.

That

Terry’s trick of making his animals

and dogs
tering

—appear

the

is

—cats

inebriated by subtly al-

shapes

out of

scene

the

unmentionables and shame and dashes

up a crooked street and out of the picture.

*

of
*

their

eyes.

*

though perhaps

young keeper of the bees being
his brother’s

and

Parisians, for the agrarian reappears clad

to

and 'teaches
take care of the bees and

By

picture

unsuited

Her

intended.

is

in one sedisappears
immediately
down a manhole. That manhole is the
entrance to one of the far famed underground hangouts of the wrong kind of

in

prefers to be

more

even

when she meets

is

part-

she does don girl’s cloth-

seems

dresses than

who

little girl

when

a boy that

beekeeper’s

the

The farmer-owner appears

quence,

So well does she enact

ner, in the story.

her role of the

tract.

for

girl

silence,

Whether

seen.

and the

love

sister’s child.

“Seven Keys to Baldpate” which was
made prominent partly by the efforts of
George M. Cohan several years ago when
he produced it on the stage, is on the
screen, starring Douglas MacLean, his first
picture for Paramount under his new con-

narily

maintains

to

pictures

ever have

I

king of the underworld

girl-

He

tricked him and used her sisname, even on the marriage certifiin order to provide a name for her

“Secrets” but she takes advantage of ophere that she did not have
*

criti-

is

he never before has seen the dying

portunities

*

has just borne a son,

he rushes to the hospital but finds

ill

that

cat’s light o’

that there are

am

goes

precisely

some

the finest take-off of

is

all

of action in addition to the beautiful set-

I

cat

he jumps into the middle of a melodrama

Frank Currier.

comedy

Terry’s

Quartier Latin,

the

Wanda Hawley, Marc McDermott and

several other splendid bits

O'Hara and John Gilbert

as Sally

in “The
Merry Widow,”
production that opened at
the Ro osevelt, Chicago loop theatre, October 18.

Prince

as

novel

is

novel)

MURRAY

jyjAE

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

intended

is

from the Gene Stratprovides an excellent

though the picture

the

love

the

production.

the

in

twist in the plot

Continued from page 48)

of

made

most of the element of surprise in the
F. B. O. picture and therein lies the greatest

(

director

the Bees,” has

similar.

“The Pony Express” was for me an “albut
It is almost very good
picture.
if the historical element in it were just a
trifle less strong it would be a very poor
most”

;

picture.

It

seems

that

the

director

and

the actors were aware of the danger, and
it

is

greatly to

their

credit that

the pic-

ture did not fall altogether on the side of

poor melodrama.

For a reason that probably was
somewhere in the production, or
rate

for no reason that

my own
of

at

up
any

can ascribe to

mental operations, the mechanics

“The Pony Express” were more pain-

fully

of

I

tied

apparent to

me

than the mechanics

any other picture of

ness
just

I

ever

have

seen.

like

pretentious-

There may be

one too many covered wagons

in

it.
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be a secret service agent. He demands
that she obtain from a wealthy woman
some jewels on which he insists no duty
was paid. She obeys, and then learns
from a genuine secret service operative
that she has been duped. Together they
trap the impostor, and after he is
locked up they make their wedding
plans.

HIGHLIGHTS:

The party at the
millionaire’s home.
Theft of the
jewels. ... The meeting of hero and
heroine.
The trapping of the
.

.

.

...

would-be

thief.

Old Clothes
Taylor Holmes as Billy and Barbara
Tennant as Lilly in “Borrowed Finery,”
made by Tiffany Productions.

Inc.

OSCAR APFEL

DIRECTOR

George Bronson Howard

Author

PLAYERS
Sheila

Louise Lorraine

Channing Maynard
Harlan
Billy
Lilly

Mrs. Borden
Maisie
Mrs. Brown

Ward Crane
Lou Tellegen
Taylor Holmes
Barbara Tennant
Hedda Hopper
Gertrude Astor
Trixie Friganza

Heimedinger
Otto Lederer
TYPE: Comedy-drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: New York City.

TIME: The

STORY

:

A

present.

mannequin

evening gown from the
ploys her and ruins it at
she resigns her position
the hands of an impostor

borrows

an

firm that ema party. Then

and

who

into
claims to

falls

Jackie Coogan and Joan Crawford in a
scene from “Old Clothes,” produced by

Distributor: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

EDDIE CLINE

Author
Adaptor

Borrowed Finery
Producer: Tiffany Productions,
Distributor State Right
Length: 6,500 feet

Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

...Willard

Mack

TYPE:

Kenneth B. Clark
Frank B. Good

Cameraman

LOCALE: An American
TIME: The present.

PLAYERS
Timothy Kelly

Jackie

Max Ginsberg
Mrs. Burke
Mary Riley

Max

Coogan

Davidson

Lillian Elliot

Joan Crawford
Alan Forrest

Nathan Burke
Dapper Dan
The Adjuster

James Mason
Stanton Heck

TYPE: Romantic comedy-drama.

THEME:

Financial difficulty combined

with romantic love.

LOCALE: New York

City.
present.
STORY An old junk dealer and the
boy who is his partner who have had a
rise in fortune are cast down again

TIME: The
:

through unwise investments and are
about to leave their Fifth Avenue home
a young woman comes to them for
a night’s lodging.
She wins, over the
protest of the man, and cares for the
man and the boy in such manner that
when her romance begins the boy aids
her.
The woman, concludes her romance
happily and fortune shines on the partners again.
HIGHLIGHTS : Combination of humor and pathos in the story. ... The
junk men’s fall from fortune.
Reestablishment of their business.
Tim’s deal with Mary Riley over board

when

.

.

.

.

.

metropolis.

A

STORY
philanthropic but not very
practical woman is admired by a rugged
doctor who in serving the poor finds in
a tenement house the sister of the
philanthropist.
She is in poor mental
and physical health and her baby son is
:

not properly cared for.
The doctor
gives the child into the rich woman’s
care and the mother disappears.
The
rich
woman neglects the child, and
finally it wanders to the neighborhood
of its old home. The boy’s mother, who

now definitely demented, finds him,
and loses him again, the last time by
death. Then she reveals her identity to
her sister. Conscience stricken, the rich
woman promises to make amends.
HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of the
doctor and Mary. ... The fire in the
tenement. ...
The holdup
Benny’s battle with “Mickey”
.The
automobile accident.
Scene between Philomena and Mary.
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

money.

Metropolitan melodrama.
Maternal love.

THEME:

.

.

Mary’s romance and Tim’s

assistance of her and her lover.

The Shining Adventure
Producer:

Madeline

Brandeis

Pro-

ductions

Distributor:
Arrow Distributing
Corporation
Length: 5,127 feet

HUGO B ALLIN

DIRECTOR

Dana Burnett

Author
Adaptor

Lawrence Trimble
...Tames Diamond

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Dr. Peter

Percv Marmont
Mabel Ballin
Ben Alexander

McLean

Mary
Louise Lorraine and

Ward Crane

“Borrowed Finery,” produced by
fany Productions.

Benny
in

Tif-

Philomena Van Zant
Franklin Trippet
B.

“Lamey”

Stella

De Lanti

Wayne Lamond
Mary Jane Irving

Alma Rubens
this

is

the

central figure

in

scene from “The Winding Stair,”
produced by Fox.

:
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olution, and after a series of swift adventures wins the girl and the war.

HIGHLIGHTS: Gamble’s meeting
with Anita.
Fight on the ship.
Gamble’s romance with Angela.
His capture by rebel soldiers.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Escape from the jail.
Gamble and Angela.

A

Little Bit of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Reunion oi

.

Broadway

t'roducer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: Undetermined

Distributor

ROBERT

DIRECTOR
Author

LEONARD

Z.

Richard Connell
Jessie Burns; Lew Lipton
John Arnold

Adaptors....

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Tom

Charles Ray
Pauline Starke
Lilyan Tashman

Corbin

Pansi Delaney

Gwendolyn
Marty Hess
Barney
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn as the young
American who becomes involved in a
revolution in F. B. O.’s "Heads Up."

Lawford Davidson
Ned Spark
Eugenie Besserer
Mrs. Delaney
TYPE: Metropolitan comedy-drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: New York City; the Jersey

Paperhanging is one of Jackie Coogan’s
jobs in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s "Old
Clothes.”

shore,

Heads Up
Producer: Harry Garson Productions
Distributor

F. B. O.

Length: Undetermined

HARRY GARSON

DIRECTOR

PLAYERS
Breckenridge Gamble
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn
Angela
Kathleen Myers
Malofich
Kalla Pasha
Cortez
Jean Perry
Losada
Milton Ross

Harry McCoy
Hazel Rogers

Biff

Anita

Commandante
Spy

Ray Ripley

Robert Cautier
Zeke
Raymond Turner
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.
THEME: Romantic love complicated
with political intrigue.
LOCALE: Mythical Latin American
republic.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young son

of wealth who
longs for freedom from the conventions
of his home is sent to South America on
a secret mission for a group of oil men.
He becomes entangled in love and a rev-

TIME: The present.
STORY: A dancer who has become
ioured toward all men because of their
attitude toward her meets a young
farmer-inventor while she is on a visit
to her mother in New Jersey and is attracted to him. He too is attracted, but
He goes
his bashfulness restrains him.
to Chicago, sells an invention, and returns as sophisticated as the dancer’s
New York friends. A wise young man
advises the country man to assume his
He does so, and he and
old character.
the girl come to a pleasant understand-

HIGHLIGHTS

The night club show.

:

Marty’s attempt to win Pansi
Tom’s
Pansi’ s meeting with Tom.
His translong distance courtship.
.

WILLIAM BLETCHER
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR
Pattie

Louise Lorraine

Woodruff
Grandpa Toto

Art Acord

Billy

Andrew Waldron
Rex

Rex
Black Beauty
TYPE: Novelty

Black Beauty
dog and

featuring

horse.

ing.
.

The Wild Girl
Producer: Truart Film Corporation
Distributor: State Right
Length: 5,000 feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pansi’s dismissal
formation.
him.
The reconciliation.
.

.

of

.

.

A

Lover s Oath

ductions
Distributor: Astor Distributing Corporation
Length: 5,845 feet

FERDINAND
PLAYERS

P.

EARLE

Ben Ali

Ramon Novarro

Sherin

Kathleen Key
Frederick Ward
Edwin Stevens
Hedwig Reicher

Omar Khayyam
Hassan ben Sabath
His Wife
Omar’s Servant

Snitz
of the Faithful

Commander

LOCALE:

Romantic love.
Mountainous

region

in

United States.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A mountain

girl accompanied
by her canine companion meets an amateur photographer near her home. They
exchange opinions, and the man learns

the stranger loves his horse as
When a
as she loves her dog.
mountaineer attempts to force the girl
to
marry him, the dog warns the
stranger of the girl’s danger. He dashes
to the rescue, and later makes a happy
compact with the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: The acting of the
The moundog and the horse.
The
taineer’s attack on the girl.
rescue.

that

Producer: Ferdinand P. Earle Pro-

DIRECTOR

THEME:

much

...

...

Edwards

Charles A. Post

Arthur Edmund Carewe
..Paul Wigel
Sheikh Rustum
Philippe De Lacy
His Son
Warren Rodgers
Haia
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
Prince Yussuf.

LOCALE:

..

Persia.

TIME: About 1100 A. D.
STORY: The son of the chief
desert tribe, who is betrothed

of one
to the

daughter of the chmf of a neighboring
almost loses the girl to a riotous
v’>.h man who attempts to abduct her.
TVq-oerate times for + h° young conrje
fo^ow. but in the end they are united

tribe,

an

'5

HIGHTTGHTS

cosMagnificent
:
jnt settings.
H assan’s murHis meeting with
d'"- of his son
His appearance at the palSherin.
Capture of Sherin and AU.
ace.
The a'anin* of Hassan and the
.

.

.

Jackie Coogan after his rise to fortune
in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production " Old Clothes."
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

reunion of the lovers.

Alma Rubens
of

the

in a beautiful

scenes
Stair,”

from

Fox

frame; one

"The
picture.

Winding

:
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Free Lips
Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: Undetermined

Distributor

HOBART HENLEY

DIRECTOR

Carey Wilson
Hope Loring

Author
Adaptors

Lois Leighton;

PLAYERS
Norma Shearer
Lew Cody

Ruth Lawrence
Lee Colman
John Slodon
Clara Bayne
Minnie

Willard Louis

Gwen Lee
Estelle Clark

Walter Perry
Mary Carr
Karl Dane

Minnie’s Father
Mrs. Lawrence
Janitor

TYPE: Comedy-drama.

THEME:

Romantic

love.

LOCALE: An American
TIME: The

city.

present.

STORY A young woman who

is

:

in

love with her employer but is ignored
by him and all other men learns the
reason for her unpopularity while she
is on a trip as her employer’s secretary.
After their return, and after a change in
her character and outlook, her employer attempts to make love to her.
She rejects him in a manner that piques
him, and later he declares his love for
her.

HIGHLIGHTS: Ruth's treatment by
Mrs. Slodon’s disher employer.
missal of her husband’s stenographer.
Ruth’s
Colman’s courtship.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

scheme

to

make him declare

.

.

his love.

Men

Morals for

Producer: Tiffany Productions,
Distributor State Right
Length: 7,000 feet

Inc.

DIRECTOR

BERNIE HYMAN

Author
Adaptor

Gouvemeur Morris
A. P. Younger

PLAYERS
Conway Tearle
Agnes Ayres

Joe Strickland
Bessie Hayes

Marion Winslow
Frank Bowman
Harvey Larkin

Alyce Mills
Otto Matieson

Robert Ober
John Miljan
Mary
Mary Beth Milford
Marilyn
Eve Southern
TYPE: Society drama.
THEME: Evil of double moral stand-

Leonard Wallace

ard.

LOCALE: San

Francisco.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A man and

a

woman

deter-

mine to stop living unconventionally,
and the man marries a society girl who
The
cares naught about his past.
woman’s past is exposed to her hsuband
by a blackmailer and he leaves her. The
husband of the society girl continues
wealthy and successful, but the woman
whose husband leaves her is beaten
down bv the facts of her past.

HIGHLIGHTS: Rescue

of

the

•woman from the hands of the scapegrace.

... The down-and-outer’s reswoman of fashion. ... The

cue of the

meeting of the former sweethearts.

Thomas Productions
to

Make 8

Year

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

27.—The Richard

Thomas

Productions, Inc., announces an
expanded program of motion picture making which calls for comuletion of eight
films a year, at a cost of $100,000 each. The
first will be an all-star adaptation from

William

Women

Dudley
Love.”

Pellev’s

A.

S.

story,

Le Vino

is

“What
now at

work on the scenario. Production wall start
as soon as negotiations for a studio lease
are completed.

James
Leo
Meehan’s
“The
Keeper of the Bees,” made from
the novel of the late Gene Stratton Porter, was on the October

A

17 release list of F. B. O.
distinguished
gathering
witnessed the first New York showing at a private screening. The
picture, of which four scenes
are shown, broke Salt Lake City
attendance records at the premiere there. Of special interest
is the acting of Gene Stratton,
granddaughter of the author,
who has the part of the Little
Scout and becomes the partner
of the disabled veteran (Robert
Frazer), who is made beekeeper.
Alyce Mills is the
heroine as Molly Cameron and
Clara Bow has the role of Lolly,
the wronged younger sister.
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Business of Love
Producer: Jesse Robbins Productions
Distributor Astor Distributing Cor-

Length: 6,000 feet

JESSE ROBBINS

PLAYERS
Edward Horton

Edward Burgess
Noah Briggs

Robert Frazer and Alyce Mills, who
have featured roles in “ The Keeper of
the Bees,” F. B. O. production.

The Keeper

of the

Bees

Producer: F. B. O.

Length:

Gene

.Tom Murray
Mullins
Herbert Sherwood
Bluett
James McIntyre
TYPE: Comedy-drama.

THEME:

TIME: The

PLAYERS
James MacFarlane

Robert Frazer
Michael Worthington.. ..Joseph Swickard

Margaret Cameron

Martha Mattox

“Lolly”

Clara Bow
Alyce Mills
Gene Stratton
Joe Coppa
Ainse Charland

Molly Cameron...
Jean Meredith
“Angel Face”
“Fat Ole Bill”
“Nice Child”
Billy Osborne
TYPE: Rural drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: Southern California.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A disabled

soldier runs

Frustrated villainy.

LOCALE: An American

Stratton-Porter

away

from a government hospital and wanders to a bee farm. He offers to marry
a girl he never has seen before, in order
name. The girl, however,
is using the name of her sister to protect the latter, who is the daughter of

Ricketts

Newton Hall

Bobby
Sweeney

F. B. 0.
7,000 feet

JAMES LEO MEEHAN

DIRECTOR
Author

Tom

Miss Wright
Zasu Pitts
James J. Scarborough
Carl Stockdale
Inez Scarborough
Dorothy Wood
Barbara Richmond
Barbara Bedford
Martin Block
James Kelly
Willis Graves
Stanley Taylor

Distributor

city.

present.

STORY A young man

educated for
the law derives so much more pleasure
from tinkering with clocks and radios
that he falls from his rich uncle’s graces.
On one of his repairing exDeditions he
meets and is attracted to the daughter
of an inventor. When he learns that the
man selected by his uncle as the other
member of the law firm of which he pre:

sumably

member,

a

is

plotting

is

to

swindle the inventor he schemes against
Finally he is successful
the schemer.
both in breaking the plot and in wooing
the inventor’s daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS

The

:

hero’s attempt

to repair the boy’s violin

and his meet-

The young
ing with the heroine.
suitor’s timid manner of broaching his
plea for the hand of the gruff attorney’s
.The hero’s business vendaughter.
.The announcement of the
ture.
first purchase of the factory’s product.
Culmination of two romances.
.

.

.

.

.

.

HIGHLIGHTS:
scenes.

.

.

sister

the youth
benefactor.

.

.

Rural and sea

.

.

.

-4.

Kinograms No. 5128
SAN FRANCISCO GIRLS INSPECT DESTROYER
FLEET AND THEN STAGE SHOW
FOR GOBS
*

Kinograms No. 5129

.

.

as

.....

cliff.

Little Scout and her pals playing
Indian.
Hero’s meeting with the
girl-mother and revelation of the hoax.
.

NEWSPICTURES]
^

he thought

Storm scene on the

.

dies

TABLET DEDICATED ABOARD OLD

U.

S.

SHIP

IRONSIDES

Oct. 3-75

Oct.31-57
.Sept. 26-67

.

Oct. 24-53

Oct. 31-59

OcL

.

3-76

Classified

Coming

Amos, The

of

Sept. 26-68

Cyclone Cavalier, The
Dark Angel, The

Oct. 17-50
Oct. 3-74

Down

Dollar

...Sept. 12-53

East Lynne
Exchange of Wives
Fearless Lover, The
Fighting Heart, The
Fighting the Flames

Oct. 24-54
Oct. 31-58

.....

_
Oct. 17-51
Ort_ 3-76

FloweT of Night
Fort Frayne
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work,
Gold Rush. The
Golden Princess, The
Goose Woman, The
Graustark

Oct. 10-57
Sent. 12-54
The.... Sept.

Name

In the

Sept. 19-58

....

Sept. 5-54
Sept. 12-53
Sept. 19-58
...Oct.

Love

of

Hope, The
Kentucky Pride
King on Main Street,

10-57

Sept. 26-68

Isle of

Kiss for Cinderella,

5-53

Sept. 12-54

Havoc
High and Handsome
His Majesty Bunker Bean.

Aug. 29-85
Sept. 19-58

..

The..

....

A

Oct. 17-50
Oct. 24-54

Knockout, The
Lady Robinhood
Let’s Go Gallagher

—..Aug. 29-86
Oct. 3.76

Liehtnin’

Aug. 29-85

Limited Mail, The
Live Wire, The
Lorraine of the Lions
Man of Nerve, A
Man on the Box, The
Masked Bride
My Lady’s Lips.

WAR

*

Pathe News No. 86
HINDENBURG CELEBRATES SEVENTYEIGHTH BIRTHDAY BY ATTENDING
VILLAGE CHURCH
*

86

BRITISH AIRMEN PUT RECONSTRUCTED DIRIGIBLE R-33 THROUGH TEST
*

International News No. 87
FLOOD, WORST IN 50 YEARS, LAYS WASTE
LARGE AREA IN JAPAN
*

Fox News No.

.

Ridin’ the

Oct. 31-57
—.Oct. 17-49
Oct.24-53

Wind

to Yesterday,

The

and Mary
to

—

Baldpate

Souls for Sables

Sporting Life
Stago Struck
That Man Jack

.....
..

Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.

31-59
10-58
24-54
26-67
10-50

Oct. 24-53
Sept. 5-53
Tessie
...
Oct. 31-59
Thank You
Oct. 17-51
That Roj le Girl
17-49
... Oct.
Three Wise Crooks
Oct. 10-58
Thunder Mountain
Oct. 24-53
Tower of Lies. The
Oct. 24-55
Tracked in the Snow Country
Aug. 29-85
Trix
Oct. *3-76
.Aug. 29-84
Wall Street Whiz, The
Oct. 17-49
Wanderer, The
Sept. 19-57
Wandering Fires
Oct. 31-59
Oct. 31-57

NEW COMMANDER OF

HOLDS FIRST REVIEW
*

Fox News No.

A

Regular Fellow,

TO

*

BLISS,

Sept. 12-54

Peggy of the Secret Service...
Oct. 10-5*
People vs. Nancy Preston, The.. ..Sept. 26-67
Phantom of the Opera
Oct. 3-74
Plastic Age, The

Warrior Gap

JOHN W. WEEKS
CASTNER.

Aug. 29-84
Oct- 3.76
Oct. 17-49
Oct. 31-57

6

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE BIDS FAREWELL
RESIGNING SECRETARY OF WAR
C.

....

Simon the Jester

POWERS FORM PACT AGAINST

News No.

Oct. 17-49
Oct. 24-53

..

Pace That Thrills, The
Paint and Powder
Parisian Love
Peacock Feathers

Seven Keys

International

Oct. 3-74
26-68

...Sept.

New Brooms

#

RHINE

The
Where Was

Wheel,

I?

Why Women Love
Wife Who Wasn't Wanted, The
With This Ring
Wild

Justice

7

VICE-PRESIDENT DAWES GREETED BY
WHEN HE VISITS ATLANTA, GA.

Scene from “ Heads Up,” F. B. O. production, in
which Maurice (Lefty)
Flynn has the stellar role.

Sept. 19-57

Children of the Whirlwind
Circus Cyclone, The__

LITERARY BUSINESS

Pathe News No. 85

GENERAL J.
FORT

Ancient Highway, The
A Son of His Father
Below the Line
Best People, The
Calgary Stampede

Sally, Irene

FIVE EUROPEAN

VON

Index

Pictures” information published in the ten issues preceding this
one is indexed below by title, issue
date and page number.

Road

t

LONDON DEPARTS FOR EUROPE ON

MRS. JACK
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.

to protect her

the hero’s benefactor.
The
when her son is bom and
brings back the child to his
He falls in love with the girl
he had married before.

Pictures

“New

poration

DIRECTOR

“New

MAYOR

•

SHIPLOAD OF REINDEER ARRIVES IN SEATTLE
ON WAY TO GAME PRESERVE IN
CALIFORNIA

Wrongdoers, The

.Oct. 10-59
Sept. 12-53
Sept. 12-54

Oct. 31-58
Oct. 3-75
Oct. 31-58
Sept. 12-53
Oct. 31-59
Oct. 24-54
Oct. 10-59
Oct. 31-58

November
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FRANCISCO
SAN
—A
SAN
FRANCISCO, CAL.

Idaho.

D.
C.— Harry M.
Crandall and John J. Payette spent an
afternoon last week at the Laurel race
track.
It is reported that is not all they
Ashley Abendshein, asspent there.
sistant manager of the Metropolitan, has
walked around for a week behind one of
the greatest smiles we ever have seen.
The reason is a bouncing baby daughter
Otto F. Beck, concert organist at the
.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

Schirmer.

.

.

Ray

.

.

Coffin, publicity direc-

and manager for screendom’s latest
find, Vilma Banky, Hungarian beauty, was,
a recent San Francisco visitor, together with
Miss Banky. Miss Banky was given a
luncheon, and she made her first screen
“The Dark Angel” at
appearance
in
Robert McIntyre,
Loew’s Warfield.
assistant general manager for Paramount
tor

.

in

/.

office

.

been a local visitor,
17 for Yokomaha.
Patridge, sales manager for the local

Japan,

sailed
/.

who

.

has

October

.

Paramount,

of

.

.

recently returned
successful trip in

from an exceptionally
the Mother Lode Country. Popular “Pat”
also went to Angels Camp, where all angels
Herman Wobber, district
go.
manager for Paramount, has left for Europe, and before he went his friends gave
him an appropriate good bye.
.

.

.

San Francisco
First

Runs

“Flower

of

Night,”

Para-

mount.

GOLDEN
First

GATE:

“The

Necessary

Evil,”

National.

LOEW’S

WARFIELD:

“Graustark,”

First

National.

GRANADA: “The

Best People,” Paramount.
(con-

IMPERIAL: “The Freshman,” Pathe
tinued)

.

CAMEO: “She

Wolves,” Fox.
ST. FRANCIS: “The Vanishing American,”
Paramount (continued).

UNION SQUARE:

“Police Patrol,” Gotham.

Attendance
records
program.
by the board at the Metropolitan
here during the first week of the run of
Gales
Harold Lloyd’s “The Freshman.”
and hurricanes of laughter have swept
through the house since the picture opened.
Sir. James M. Barrie’s “Peter Pan”
was chosen for the initial feature of the

C. B-. Roney of the Star theatre,
Milford, Mich., claims the title of being the only woman in Michigan who
owns and operates a motion picture

Mrs.

theatre alone. She
recent M. P. T. O.

was active

.

at the

M. convention

(HERALD

Grand Rapids.

.

.

.

.

.

“Selected Programs for Children” to be in-

in

at the Tivoli, October 31 under
the direction of Mrs. Harriet Hawley Loclier.
The classes in visual instruction
of the Washington Americanization School
operating at the Metropolitan have the
greatest number of pupils iti the history of
the school.

augurated

Photo).

.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.-.Rudolph
Valentino’s latest production, “The Eagle,”
will have its premier showing for the In-

termountain

territory

at

the

Empress theatre here October

Paramount
31.

.

.

Jim-

mie Keits of Columbia, just returned from
Pocatello, Idaho, gave a preview of “The
Danger Signal” at the Egyptian theatre,
Ogden, Utah, on his way home. The picture was booked
for showing at the
Egyptian during the first week of December.
Out-of-town visitors to film row
last week were
John Ruger, owner of
the American theatre, Park City, Utah
Mell Stringham, oWner of the Colonial
theatre, Ogden, Utah; Peery Brothers of
the Egyptian theatre, Ogden, Utah
Carl
Ridgeway, owner of the Star theatre, Kimberly, Idaho
and C. M. Pace, owner of
the Pace theatre, Delta, Utah.
L. J.
Sclilaifer, Universal division manager, left
here last week for Butte, Mont.
IV.
G. Seib, manager of the local Pathe exchange, has left for Northern Utah and
Idaho with Ben Fish, special representative on “The
Freshman” contracts.
.

.

.

:

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ALBANY
—

ALBANY, N. Y. Clarence Gardner of
the Pine Hills theatre here is installing a
Because Columbus Day
new organ.
was a holiday the regular meeting of the
Albany Film Board of Trade was not held
Julius
until the Saturday following.
Berinstein has booked “The Ten Commandments” for the Colonial theatre here
for December 7.
IV IV. Farley, Albany,
owner of theatres in Schenectady and
Yonkers, who has been ill for some time
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

past, is now up and around.
Heilman of the Royal here

.

Harry

installed a
Series, treating

radio during the World’s
his patrons at matinees to

pictures

and

news.
Mike Freedman, Schenectady,
has spent a couple thousand dollars remodeling the Rialto there, and now has
one of the best neighborhood houses.
William Curry, who recently took over the
Victory theatre in Cambridge, is planning
.

.

.

.

V ete

Stewart, who covers Montana for
First National, turned his car upside down
this trip but escaped without injury.
He
is working his way back to the local office.
A. A. Schmidt, Western representative for F. B. O., is expected here soon.
M. Aparton has been added to the sales
force of the Universal exchange here.
J. A. Tidwell of the Fox force is reported to have closed all open situations
in Nevada.
He returns here some time
this week.
Educational is in the middle of a drive for greater business and
.

(Week Beginning October 17)

CALIFORNIA:

Home

Kreiselman,

Gertrude

organist, teamed ability last week
were the hit of the “Saturday Night-

went

A

.

and

ers’”

”

.

.

.

and

shown together with child
Mrs. Frank Bacon, widow of

creator and portrayer of “Lightnin’
was a recent visitor at Marysville and
Yuba City amid the scenes of her late husband’s boyhood and was tendered a banThe “Lightnin’ ” cast were guests
quet.
of one of the clubs and Mrs. Bacon was
new $25,000
speaker. ...
the main
theatre is soon to be built on the present
Although
site of the Ocean View theatre.
will be small, all latest improvements
it
George Milton
will be inaugurated.
Lipschults, director of the Loew’s Warfield
theatre, was recently married to Mrs. Joan

.

theatre

are

the

.

Tivoli,

under the direction of Mrs. John J. Cuddy,
Films catering to
has proved a success.
.

George L. Cloward, big
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is

.

WASHINGTON

.

Harris, of $2,800. Police said the
strong box was opened either by one who
knew the combination or was expert
enough to manipulate it. The night janiThe bandits
tor turned in the alarm.
climbed down from the roof of the buildThey were screened from sight of
ing.
passersby by the large electric sign.
The newly organized Children’s theatre,

acts.

.

WASHINGTON,

rector, and Betty Bronson, Raymond and
Frances Hatton, Zasu Pitts and Douglas
.Prying open bars in
Fairbanks, Jr.
a secondstory window and raiding Manager
C. A. Gris sell’s private office, yeggmen
early October 13 robbed the safe of the
Union Square theatre, owned by Acker-

children

.

special

those attending were George B. Seitz, di-

man

55

chief here for
also in Idaho.

luncheon was given to the studio people of
the “Vanishing American” who appeared
here the first Saturday the picture was
shown at the St. Francis theatre. Among

.

;;

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

Salt

.

.

.

.

.

.

the local office is working furiously to go
over the top.
Harold Pickering, local
exploitation manager for Paramount, has
from a successful trip into
returned
.

.

.

Lake City

First
(

Runs

Week Beginning October 10)
“The Knockout,” First

AMERICAN
tional;

:

Cartoon, F. B. O.;

NaInternational

News.

KINEMA:

“Wildfire,”
W'arner
Brothers
“No Place to Go,” Universal
Pathe
Review.
PANTAGES: “Exchange of Wives,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer.

VICTORY:
mount;

“Wild,
“Official

Wild

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:
Pathe;
“The
Pathe News.

ParaSusan,”
Pathe; Pathe

Officers,”

“The Freshman,”

Movies,”

Educational

.

.

,

;

;
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run the house three nights a week inThe Rialto,
stead of six as in the past.

to

.

.

.

Glens Falls, badly damaged by fire some
months ago, will reopen November 12 with
Frank Brayvaudeville and pictures.
meier has been named manager of the
Bareli theatre, Schenectady, and Edward
Walsh has been appointed manager of the
Jacob Feltman, who reAlbany there.
cently bought the Lincoln in Schenectady,
has done so well during the last two
months that he is now looking for a second
The Hudson, Schenectady, is
house.
Janies Roach
once more running stock.
announces that he has booked “The Freshman’’ at the State theatre in Schenectady
for the week of October 30, and will endeavor to secure 100 per cent attendance
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the student body of Union
Elsie Cunningham of the
Crescent theatre, Schenectady, became Mrs.
Vernon Brand a week or so ago, and was
the recipient of many gifts at a shower
given her by employes of the theatre.

from among
College.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Arthur Adams of the Happy Hour, Lake
Placid, has returned home after an automobile trip through Western New York
Micheal Tormey is
with his family.
.

.

.

running the Rustic theatre in Cadyville,
Manager
and reports successful season.
Carkey of the Strand, Carthage, entertained the football team of the village high
school one night last week during a showTom Thornton
ing of “The Freshman.”
of Saugerties is running vaudeville one day
.

.

a

week

.

.

.

DALLAS
TEX.— C.

Buchannan,

E.

formerly head of the Specialty Film Co.
here, is leaving that firm after four years
of service to enter the exhibition field
Buchannan has
in the Pacific Northwest.
been in the trade service in Dallas fo r
twelve years. His friends will miss him,
but they wish him good luck in his new

venture.

.

manager

.

.

F).

here,

J Coughlin Pathe branch
has been relieved of the
.

duties of office until after the
in order that he may

of the
regain his

first

year

The home office has assured him
health.
that when he is well again he will be put
in charge of the local office, or of some
other one. It is reported that A. J. Cary
of the Memphis branch will come here to
The new Ritz therelieve Coughlin.
.

atre,

.

.

Houston, Tex., under construction by

James G. Cafcalas, Theodore D. Polmanakos, and associates, will open about November 1. It is one of the most modern
houses in the Southwest, and is to have
one of the most elaborate and beautiful
D. B.
electric signs in this territory.
Spillman of the Majestic theatre, Louann,
Ark., is remodeling the house and installThe Liberty theing new equipment.
ater, Durant, Okla., has been remodeled
and redecorated, and is open again after
having been closed for several months.
Every exhibitor in the Texas field seems
to have been bitten by the musical bug
More and more are they realizing
lately.
the need and the importance of musical
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

accompaniment
accordingly.

ready

made

.

.

and are acting
those that have al-

to pictures,

Among

Herman, Jane Flynn, Ethel Anameier, James Tunney and Margaret Wolf. Back
row: Fred Duffy, Pete White, Ray Smith, Gertrude Mittauer, William Hanley
and

C. R. Halligan.

.

at his theatre.

DALLAS,

Universal’s force in Albany, N. Y won the Laemmle Jubilee contest. Front row,
left to right: Mildred Bucci, Mabel Miles, Rene Novak, H. C. Bissell, manager
Second row: Leon
Dorothy Borrell, Alice Frender and Helen Feinglass.

improvement

by

installing

either a pipe organ or an automatic piano
Y. B. Robb of the R. & R. Enterare
prises for the Lyric at Big Springs, Tex.
Ed. Foy, Dallas, Tex.; P. A. Preddy,

grand reopening.
This
most beautiful first run
a week ago in order to
and make other minor

Denver’s

Claude Ezell, special representative for As-

house, was closed
enlarge the stage

sociated Exhibitors, arrived here last week
for a conference with H. L. Burnham,
local representative for Associated Exhibitors. Ezell left after a few days for Oklahoma City and a trip to Southern points,
including Dallas and New Orleans, immediately after which he will return to
Denver and supervise any changes which
are likely to be made in the local distribution office of his company.
James

theatre,

improvements

in

preparation for large stage productions
which will be brought here from the Coast.
H. D. McBride is manager of the house.
.

.

.

They’ve gone and done

it.

Arthur

O’Connell, for the last eight years head
shipper for Universal, and Addie Mooney,
for the last two years contract clerk for
First National, were married October 17.
Rumors have been thick for the last several weeks and now that it is all over the
“I told you so” folks are having their
inning.
Art is one of the most popular
employes of film row and probably the
most widely known shipper in the Denver
territory.
W. A. Clemens of the Yoder
.

.

;

Amusement Company, Yoder, Wyoming, is
preparing to open a new theatre there. He
was

in Denver a few days ago purchasing
equipment for the new amusement house,
the first since the old theatre burned to the
ground a few months ago. Yoder, Wyoming, is a small village and the Yoder

Amusement Company is composed of
townsmen who have combined for the purpose of running a theatre without profit
and only for the purpose of providing entertainment for themselves.
Exhibitors
visiting film row during the past week were
Otis P. Fish, Isis theatre, Lander, Wyoming; /. M. Cook, Crowley, Colorado,
who is preparing to open a new theatre in
Haswell, Colorado; Arthur Van, former
owner of the Pixie theatre, Golden, Colorado, who is preparing to open a theatre
in Olney Springs, Colorado
D. Bratton,
Ovid, Colorado Orson Clark, Salt Creek,
Wyoming.
Dan Rush, formerly of the
Colonial theatre, Pueblo, Colorado, has
been employed as special representative for
the Denver Theatre Supply Company.
.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

.

Chicago
First

Runs

Paramount.

ROOSEVELT: “The Merry Widow,” Metro -

DENVER, COL.— Remodeling

of the
new State theatre here is progressing rapidly and plans are being completed for the

MONROE

:

(11th week).
“Flower of

MeVICKERS:

Night,”

Para-

mount.

STATE-LAKE: “Satan
Brothers.

in

Sables,”

Warner

.

.

Peter Kehayes and

Franklin), Ottawa, October 19. Under the
new policy five acts of vaudeville will be
included in the program each week. Kehayes was formerly manager of the Casino
theatre here and of various houses in
Montreal.
Oral Cloakey, formerly manager of the Regent here and previously to
that connected with large houses in Hamilton, Winnipeg and Calgary, is on a business tour of the United States that will
take him to such widely separated states
as Florida and California.
Sam Coplan,
proprietor of the Princess here, has been
elected president of the Rideau Street
.

.

.

.

.

.

Coplan also is interested in
which is managed by his
Col. John A. Coopson, David Coplan.
er, Toronto, president of the Motion Picture Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada, has completed an arrangement under
which all literature issued by the M. P. P.
& D. A., with which the Canadian organSynagogue.

the Imperial here,

.

.

.

ization is affiliated, is regulary distributed
to all Canadian clersrvmen, social workers,
educators, editors and others who are interested. The monthly booklet of the Hays
organization, as well as special bulletins,
are so distributed.
John V. Ward, manager of the Classic theatre, Stratford, Ont.,
has made substantial alterations in the
house and has entirely remodeled the front.
Phil Kaufman, general sales manager of
Regal Films, Ltd., one of the leading Canadian distributing organizations, is in the1

.

“The Winding Stair,” Fox.
ORPHEUM: “The Gold Rush,” United
Artists

.

.

associates of Ottawa and Montreal reopen(formerly the
ed the Capitol theatre

.

(Week Beginning October 25)
CHICAGO: “The King On Main Street,”
Goldicyn-M ayer.

DENVER

CANADA
OTTAWA, ONT.—

.

:

Robbstown, Tex.; Ben Hurst, Opera
House, Clarksville, Tex.; Walmur AmuseA. C.
ment Company, Bristow, Okla.
January, Dallas, Tex.; and 5". A, Sanderson, Beeville, Tex.

.

Pace of Chadron, Nebraska, has installed!
new equipment to replace that which burned out a few weeks ago. Pace owns and
operates the Pace theatre.

.

.

.

.

Toronto General Hospital recovering from
a serious operation. His friends are solicitous for his health and hope to see him upand about again soon.

,

November
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and is returning home via the Pacific
Northwest in charge of Mike H. Newman.

ST.
LOUIS,

ST.

LOUIS
MO. — The Southampton

theatre, a local house, has been completed
and will soon be ready for its grand opening.
It
seats l.UuO, cost approximately

$75,000, and is of concrete
struction.
It was erected

and

steel

con-

by the South-

ampton Investment and Amusement Company.

.

.

The Ivanhoe

.

another
Yeckel and

theatre,

house, erected by Y. Y.

local

managed by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tabler,
The opening
was opened October 16.
.

.

.

of the St. Louis theatre has been delayed

again; it is now scheduled to open November 22. ... A slight fire in the projection
room of the Missouri theatre here recently caused damage estimated at $500.
Firemen extinguished the blaze with chemicals and the audience was not disturbed.
Felix F. Feist, general manager of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, J. E. Flynn, district manager of the same company, and
A. W. Smith, Jr., of the First National
home office, recently were the guests of
Charles Skouras at the Busch home on the
VisiGravois road, St. Louis County.
Jack
tors to film row last week were
Pratt, Fulton, Mo.; Harrv Mueller, Festus,
Mo.; Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.; J. McNamara,
Virden, 111.; and J. W. Cotter, Moberly,
D. D. Cox has resigned as manMo.
ager of the Community theatre at Raylames A. McLaughlin has
mond, 111
bought the Kozy theatre, Kahoka, Mo.,
Robert Stempfle,
from Mrs. IF. H. Felt.
owner of the Strand theatre, St. Charles,
Mo., has had plans prepared for a new
It will have dimensions of
theatre there.
50 by 140 feet and will be of brick, steel
The plans were
and mill construction.
drawn by Boiler Brothers, Kansas City,
Mo.
J. W. Miller, owner-manager of
the Madison theatre, Madison, 111., recently
died at his home there after an illness of
.

Fred Peterson

the hustling

is

manager

Niagara Club House, at
“A regular guy” is
Niagara, Wis.
the best way to describe Fred. (Photo
by H. E. N.)
the

of

SEATTLE
row has stood up prepared

to tell the
individually and collectively, it
was 100 per cent prepared for fire. Fire
prevention had been talked constantly. It
was believed everyone knew what to do
There lacked merely
at the proper time.

world

that,

an opportunity to demonstrate this efficiency. J. A. Gage, manager of Educational,
was one of those exchange managers who
wanted to put Third avenue to the test
and was confident of the outcome. As_ a
result, it is said, he connived with Chief
Inspector John Reid of the Seattle fire deAt 11 A. M.,
partment to pull a test.
October 12, a smoke pall fell upon film row,
source several of the exchanges. Five
companies careened up Third avenue
and got into action on the two main blocks
which the leading film exchanges face. Girl
clerks with ledgers under their arms pourShipping clerks
ed from the buildings.
groped their way to fireproof vaults, shut
tight the steel doors, then joined the crowd
on the street. Inspector Reid held a stopwatch on the scene of activity. From the
time the alarm sounded until the fire drill
was completed, 231 exchange empolyes
from IS exchanges participating, exactly
one minute, eighteen seconds had elapsed.
its

fire

“Never saw a better

fire drill,”

commented

the inspector, as he explained to the disillusioned crowd that the stunt was merely
part of the observance of “Fire Prevention Week” planned by the Northwest Film

Board of Trade.

.

.

.

Manager H. A. Black

Warner Brothers and his staff of live
wire salesmen are after the silver loving
cup and a share of five cash prizes aggregated $500 offered by the head office to the
exchanges making the best records in the
sale of advertising accessories during October.
L. O. Lukan, Universal manager, says
the Universal theatre party
staged at Yakima recently was a great
success.
The affair was attended by more
than a hundred exhibitors and distributors.
Among those from Seattle who attended
were, besides Lukan, James Hone, E. E.
Patterson, Floyd Johnson, Gardner D’ Lang
Kyle Head and Evoerth Deveraux.
An
event scheduled for the first week in Noof

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

several months. ... St. Louis Amusement
Company stock figured actively in St. Louis
Stock Exchange trading during the last
week, closing with bids of $59 with owners
asking $60 a share. The stock, subscribed
at $38 a share, went for $51 early in the
Skouras Brothers Class
stock
week.
also went high for the week, reaching
$63.75.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS

CITY,

MO.— “Doc”

Cook

energetic business manager of the M. P.
T. O. A. Kansas-Missouri, has left for a
ten day jaunt through Kansas.
He intends visiting the exhibitors to prompt
them that the time for the semi-annual
dues has arrived and also to submit an
advertising project to them.
Gustav
Eysell, house manager of the Newman
theatre, underwent a major operation the
other day and is reported progressing favorably.
The Newman theatre, by the
way, is having one of its “Take
Chance
Weeks” and all indications point to a successful seven days.
No mention of any
of the program was made in the advertising, which was arranged in rather an enticing fashion. An air of mystery pervades
.

.

.

.

.

.

A

Seattle
First

New York

entire

No

performance.

.

one

.

an-

is

.

Apollo the-

picture, “Stella Dallas,” at the

Mr. Goldwyn said that the picture
would reach Kansas City in about six or
eight months. On the same train with Mr.
Goldwyn was Vera Steadman, motion picatre.

ture actress,

who

going to Paris.

is

.

.

.

The Famous rflayers-Lasky exchange here
saw a preview of Paramount’s “Seven Keys
to

and declared it to be the
which Douglas MacLean

Baldpate,”

best

comedy

in

has starred.

COLUMBIA

“The

:

Coming

of

Na-

Amos,”

Pro-Dis~Co
STRAND: Must a Woman” First Nati onal
HEILIG : “The Calgary Stampede,” Uni.

.

versal.

DETROIT
DETROIT, MICH.—A.

Kleist,

J.

Jr.,

recently elected president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, believes in laying a firm physical basis for
his work.
He is on a moose hunting
trip that will keep him out in the wilds
He and his wife are
for several weeks.
planning a five-month ‘round-the-world
trip in 1927.
Charles Garfield, who
.

.

.

some time ago severed his connection with
the Durant theatre at Flint, Mich., has been
appointed general manager of the Ritz theatre, formerly the Globe, which is being

The
renovated at a cost of $75,000.
National picture, “Classified,” starring Corinne Griffith, has been chosen to
open the State theatre, new John H. KunThe new
sky house, late this month.
.

.

.

First

.

.

.

Orpheum

at
theatre
under
erection
Pontiac, Mich., by A. J. Kleist, Jr., will
open some time in December.
Straight
pictures have been found the onlv policy
for the De Luxe theatre, one of the city’s
largest neighborhood houses, so Manager
George W. Sampson has eliminated vaudeville and will go back to pictures alone,
.

November

...

.

.

Lasky

is

having plans drawn for a new theatre
Joseph Campau and Division streets.

at
It

effective

tional.

.

recently

Runs

(Week Beginning October 10 )
LIBERTY “The Freshman,” Paths.
COLISEUM
“The Knockout,” First

i

to

the

nounced by name nor are the names of
the performers in the vaudeville or film
flashed on the screen as is the usual custom. The feature picture is “The Trouble
Samuel Goldwyn
With Wives.”
dropped off briefly in Kansas City the
other night. He was on his way to New
York to attend a showing of his latest

A

vember is a visit of the Al Christie exploitation car which made a seven-day run

from Los Angeles

young fellows trying to get
along,” and doing a mighty good job
of it. R. C. Libeau (left) is district
manager for Paramount with headBen
quarters at Kansas City, Mo.
Blotcky is Kansas City Paramount
manager. (Photo by H. E. N.)

.

.

.

“ Two

:

.

SEATTLE, WASH. — For some months
film

.

will

1

.

J.

C.

be in a building that also

body stores and

offices.

.

.

.

is

Henry

to
S.

emKop-

pin has purchased the New Home theatre
here and will supervise its operation. He
succeeds George Stubbs as owner.
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THE FILM MART
Added to List of Players
Winona Shirley, cousin of Buster Keaton,

Tivo

Pro-Dis-Co.
Walthall in

New

Role

and

B. Walthall has a decidedly new
role in “Three Faces East.”
He is cast
as the head of the British secret service.
The picture is in work at the Cecil B. De
Mille’s studio under the direction of Rupert
Julian.

Henry

More Roles

Filled

Ethel Wales, Bertram Grassby and Brandon Hurst are the latest additions to the
cast supporting Leatrice Joy in “Made for
Love,” which Paul Sloane is directing.

Paramount
One

Title

Chosen;

“ForHeaven’s Sake” has been chosen as
working title of Harold Lloyd’s first
production. Jobyna Ralston is Lloyd’s leading woman in this picture, which has been

work

for

some

time.

Johnny Arthur Completes Third

Johnny Arthur has

“The Splendid

Crime” has just been announced as the release title of the production that was made
under the title of “Magpie.” “The Golden
Journey” has been substituted for “The
Golden Sin” as the title of Raoul Walsh’s
current production.

Dwan Ready to Start “Sea Horses”
Allan Dwan has gone to the Pacific

William Goodrich.
Helen Foster Co-starred with Bowes
Helen Foster is being co-starred with
Cliff Bowes in a Cameo comedy.
Jess
Robbins is directing.

Davis Dist. Div.
It

Up” Cast Chosen

Herrick Herrick, director of “Keep
It Up,” has chosen the cast, which includes
in addition to Eleanor King, the star, the
following: Reginald Simpson, Hugh Wilson, Harry Stone, Ricca Allen, William
Calhoun, Dennis Mullen, Al. Stewart and
Robert Billoups.

Chadwick
“Clown” Pressbook Issued

An eight-page pressbook on “The Perfect
Clown,” starring Larry Semon, has been
issued. It is fully illustrated and is written
humorous

Coast
begin filming “Sea Horses,” which is
scheduled to go into work November 9.

entirely in a

Menjou in New Picture
Adolphe Menjou has been

Dance Contest

to

cast

just made his third
the direction of

Tuxedo comedy under

F.

the

in

Amma

Styers have joined the ranks
of Educational players.

“Keep

Two Changed

for the

masculine role of “The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter.” Florence Vidor,
principal

vein.

Arrow
in Picture

Whitman Bennett in making “Share and
Share Alike,” which is near completion,

Lawrence Grant and Andre De Beranger
are the other featured players.

New

Vehicles for Negri, Daniels

“Miss Brewster’s Millions” will be Bebe
Daniels’ next picture. Pola Negri will next

many

November

29.

the feminine lead. In the supporting cast
are: Helen Dunbar, Heinie Conklin, John
is

Roche, Otto Hoffman, Eve Southern and
Stanley Taylor.
Maude Fulton Writes Titles

Maude Fulton, who lately deserted the
stage for the studio, is writing the titles for
“Hogan’s Alley,” a Monte Blue starring
feature.

Record on World Series Claimed
Educational’s publicity department claims
a “landslide of scoops” on the World Series
baseball games with four specials.

beginning his second

in

Warner Brothers

Educational

is

Cook
Woods, Ziegfeld

"Agony Column” Starts
“The Agony Column,” starring Monte
Blue, has gone into work. Dorothy Devore

Completed

starring Lige Conley with
Estelle Bradley in support.

Pathe
Comedies Divide Honors
“Better Movies,” an Our Gang picture,
and “Dangerous Curves Behind,” a Mack
Sennett all-star comedy, divide honors on
the Pathe short feature program for November 1. “The Diamond Girl” is the sixth
chapter of “Wild West.”
“What Price
Touchdown?” is the “Sportlight” and “The
Sea of Galilee” is third of the series called
“A Pilgrimage to Palestine.” “Wild Cats
of Paris” is the “Aesop Film Fable.”
Serial Stars Before Microphone
Allen Ray and Walter Miller, featured
in “The Green Archer,” new Pathe serial,
spoke recently from WRNY.
Walter P.
Lewis has been added to the cast.
“Freshman” Continues Records
Many theatres booked by the Cincinnati
branch have reported new box office records
with Harold Lloyd’s “The Freshman.”

be released

wrote the story.

Stephen Roberts

Moore.

Langdon Comedy Scheduled
“There He Goes,” Harry Langdon threereel special, has been completed and will

Renaud Hoffman, supervising director,
has completed “The Phantom of the Forest,” eighth of 12 Gothams to be released
through Lumas.
Frank Davis, owner of
Thunder, the dog starred in the picture,

Mermaid comedy

November 1 has been announced as the
release date of “Camille of the Barbary
Coast.”
This picture, directed by Hugh
Dierker, features Mae Busch and Owen

Follies beauty
other musical shows,
is playing with Clyde Cook in his current
production.

Gotham

Stephen Roberts Starts His Second

Associated Exhibitors
Release Date Announced

and player

featured.

of the Forest”

series will be uninterrupted until the eight
finished.

have been

Lillian

“Volcano” Filming Completed
William K. Howard has just completed
the filming work on “Volcano,” in which
Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez, Wallace
Beery, Dale Fuller and Arthur Edmund

“Phantom

Astor
“Broken Homes” Filming Ends
Final scenes of “Broken Homes,” third
of the series of eight “Macfadden Made
Movies,” have been shot.
Work on the

Follies Girl with

be seen in a production tentatively titled
“The Woman of Mystery.”

Carewe are

staged a Charleston contest that will be one
of the highlights of the production.

Comedy Graduates

in

Drama

of the bride in “All Abroad,” one of
Fox’s “Married Life of Helen and

Phyllis Haver, Marie Prevost and Louise
Fazenda, each of whom played in nothing
but comedies a few years ago, now work
almost exclusively in dramatic productions.
Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver have

Warren”

roles in

Hallam Cooley plays the part of the
husband and Kathryn Perry the role
series.

“The Cave Man.”

—
November

7,
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lot,

Fanchon, of the well known Fanchon
and Marco team, trained the members of
the ballet in “The Midnight Sun” for two
weeks before the ballet sequences were

Cody

filmed.

Pollard Writes

Own

Scenarios

Harry Pollard, directing “Two Blocks
Away,” has written all the scenarios he has
used since he made the Reginald Denny
“Leather Pushers”

series.

First National
Four Out of Cutting Room
“The New Commandment,” “The Beautiful City,” “We Moderns” and “The Scarlet
Saint” are out of the cutting room and
“Clothes Make the Pirate” and “Memory
Lane” will be out soon.
Archainbaud to Direct Sills
George Archainbaud has been chosen
direct Milton Sills in

“Men

of Steel,”

to

Aileen Pringle in “Reason

Lew

roles

principal
juvenile.

Why”

Aileen Pringle and Edmund Lowe head
the cast of “The Reason Why,” which has
just gone into production with Jack Conway directing. Lucien Littlefield has been

borrowed from the Hal Roach studios for
a part.

Fanchon Prepares Dance Number
Fanchon of Fanchon & Marco is preparing a special dance number for “Sally,
Irene and Mary,” in which Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford and Sally O’Neil are
featured.

Coogan Print Taken East
Arthur Bernstein, Jackie Coogan’s manager, and Larry Weingarten, his publicity
head, have taken East a print of Jackie’s
“Old Clothes,” his first under his Metro
contract.

Jans Productions
“Ermine and Rhinestones” Made
Burton King has completed direction of
“Ermine and Rhinestones,” featuring Niles
Welch and Edna Murphy. An illustrated
press book is being issued.
Three Hines Supports Cast
Dan Mason, J. Barney Sherry and Bradley Barker have been cast for roles in
support of Johnny Hines in “Rainbow
Riley.”

Fox
“ Golden Butterfly” Begins

“The Golden Butterfly,” based on an
original story by Evelyn Campbell, has
gone into production under the direction
John Griffith Wray, Alma
and Bert Lytell head the cast.

Universal

Six Slated for

Joanna ” Nears End

Filming on “Joanna” will end soon. The
picture is directed by Edwin Carewe and
In the supporting
stars Dorothy Mackaill.
cast are Jack Mulhall, Dolores Del Rio,

John T. Murray, Yvonne Carewe, George
Fawcett, Lillian Langdon and Paul Nicholson.

Kane Announces Third Picture
Robert Kane has announced that his
third production will be “The Reckless
Lady,” adapted from the novel written by

Howard Higgin

Gibbs.

been chosen to direct

will direct.

Adaptation Under

Way

Mary O’Hara

is preparing the adaptation
Atherton’s “Perch of the
Devil,” which will be King Baggott’s next
for “U.”

Gertrude

has

Ginsberg

it.

“Phantom Express” Starts
“The Phantom Express,” third Royal picture, has just gone into production with
Ethel Shannon and David Butler in the

Tiffany-Truart
Matt Moore in Different Role

Matt Moore, who

Laura La Plante Opposite Denny
Laura La Plante has been chosen to play
the feminine lead in “Skinner’s Dress Suit,”
starring Reginald Denny, which goes into
production in a few days. William Seiter

of

Other players in the cast are Ruth
Roland, Alec B. Francis, Grace Darmond
and Roy Stewart. The picture will be directed by John McDermott.

Rubens

November Release

Six productions slated for November re“Thank You,” Lazybones,”
lease are
“The Fool,” “East Lynne,” “The Best Bad
Man,” and “Durand of the Bad Lands.”
:

Works in Film
The work of the 10th United
Cavalry in “The Golden Strain” is
one of many features of the picture.
U. S. Cavalry

States
to be

Outdoor scenes for this production are being
made on the desert in Arizona.
Jere Austin Replaces Panzer

Jere Austin has been selected to replace
Paul Panzer in the role of villain in Buck
Jones’ “Her Cowboy Prince.” The change
was made because Panzer could not be
spared from the title role of “The Ancient
Mariner.”

Five Comedies Ready

will play a leading part

in “Where the Worst Begins,” will have a
role different from any others he ever has
filled.

and Frankie Darro as the

of

next production.

Phillip

Shearer and

are starred.

Sills’

“

Sir

Norma

“Free Lips.”

Fanchon Trains Ballet
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Five two-reel comedies are scheduled for

November

:

Superior Quality
the reason for the success of

is

release.

Also on the November

schedule are three varieties. The comedies
are: “The Wrestler,” in the “Van Bibber”
series; “Strong for Love,” an Imperial
“East Side-West Side,” in the Irish-Jewish series “The Peacemakers,” in the “Hel;

en and Warren” series; and “Failure,” in
the O. Henry series.

United Artists
Ships Built for “Pirate”

Four ships, three of them ranging from
100 to 212 feet long and one 75 feet long,
are being built for use in the production
of “The Black Pirate,” Douglas Fairbanks’
current picture.
Mineau in “Heavy” Role
For the first time in her screen career
Charlotte Mineau has been cast in a
“heavy” role. She plays the part of Mrs.

F. B.

FILM

STOCK

Charlotte

Grimes, slovenly, demented, in
ford’s “Scraps.”
“Partners Again” in

Mary

RAW

Use

this

formula for best

result:

Pick-

Work

Filming work on “Partners Again
with Potash and Perlmutter” has started.
George Sidney and Alexander Carr have
the principal roles.

West Will Direct “The Bat”

Ronald West has been chosen to direct
“The Bat.” At present he is busy perpar-

GOERZ LENS in your camera.
GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW
STOCK in your magazine.
GOERZ POSITIVE RAW
STOCK for your prints.
Sole Distributors:

ing the adaptation.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“The Barrier”
Exteriors
rier,” in

to

for

Be Shot in Idaho
Rex Beach’s “The Bar-

which Lionel Barrymore

will star,

be taken in Idaho. Norman Kerry has
been borrowed from Universal for the cast
and Henry B. Walthall will also appear.

Fish-Schurman Corporation
45 W. 45th Street

New York

City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Hollywood, Cal.

will

Mabel Van Buren with Metro
Mabel Van Buren has been obtained to
appear in her first picture on the M-G-M

“Midnight Flyer” Completed

Tom Forman

IN

CANADA:

has finished direction of

“The Midnight Flyer” and Fred Thomson
has completed “All Around the Frying
Pan.” “Flaming Waters” has started and
“When His Love Grew Cold” starts soon.
Evelyn Brent is about to begin “BroadOthers begining are “A Poor
Girl’s Romance,” Thomson’s “The Tough
Guy” and “The Futurity Winner.”

way Lady.”

Westerns Underway
Besides Thomson’s “The Tough Guy,”
Westerns just starting include Tom Tyler’s
“The Wyoming Wildcat” and Bob Custer’s
“No Man’s Law.” Tyler is to make eight
features and Thomson will make 12 more

Westerns.
Flynn’s Next Selected

Harry Garson has obtained Gerald Beau“The Kitten and the King” for
Maurice (Lefty) Flynn, who now is making “Between Men.”
mont’s

Johnson Prepares Own Trailers
Emory Johnson is preparing his
trailers for

John A. Chantler & Co.
226 Bay St.
Toronto, Ont.

O.

own

“The Last Edition.”

Joe Rock Gets “Baby Star”

Joe Rock has obtained Lois Boyd to appear in the next Standard comedy, which
“Slim” Summerville will direct “Look Out

Below”

is

the

title.
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whole world
TSkthe
r ZW

wants

H

to see

ERE’S

sample of what’s hapover the U. S. A.
Thousands upon thousands of
people are writing in to F. B. 0. asking and requesting the showing of
a

pening

all

“THE KEEPER OF

THE BEES”

in

their various communities.

Read

the P. S. on Mrs. Jewell’s letthat don’t convince you of
the tremendous public demand for
this latest and greatest Gene Strattonter.

even going

to try to

If

Porter photodrama
convince you of anything.

then

we’re

not

With a reading public numbering more than 10,000,000 people, plus
national advertising in McCall's for four solid months, plus huge nationwide publicity and advertising by Doubleday Page
Co., publishers of
the book, you’ve got a campaign that tops anything this season in publicity
and exploitation.

&

giant press book shows you how to put it over.
Ask for your copy
your nearest F. B. O. Exchange. Read that book. Study it. It’s a gold
mine of information and shows you how to put it over.

Our

at

'Exclusive Foreign Distributors.

R-C Export Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue
New York
FEO

KCZHTS
Pictures

GMBH.

wFncdnchstrassc Berlin
Germany

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
of America, Inc.

Film F BO
oQFaubourf StHonorc Paris

Soclcte Anonyroc dcs

France

723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

—Exchanges Everyivhere

——A

—
A
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Me”

Did For

Picture

the
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LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department , established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor -written box

office

information.

—

GOING UP:

Douglas MacLean This one is a
knockout comedy.
If you are looking for
real entertainment that will please book this one
by all means. Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
House, LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

Lloyd— Blow-up

Harold

day and rain the second prevented turnout.
Clientele seemed disappointed on length and quality.
No comparison with his latest features and
I believe it will hurt if you intend to play “The
Freshman.” Same old paper, cuts and lobby used
when first issued. They’ll promise you new material but it’s not.
Three reels. R. G. Roberts,
American Theatre, Ada, Okla. General patronage.
first

—

—

—

PLUCK:

George Walsh Very
far from handsome, so when the

Star is
girl speaks of him as “that handsome young man”
it brings a laugh.
Six reels. -Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. General patrongood.

—

—

age.

THE WIZARD OF OZ:
nearly as funny as

Larry

Semon—Not

said to be, but has some
real good stuff to make them laugh in several
places.
Just a fairy tale that did not take very
well with our adult patronage, but as a change
it was O. K.
Seven reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
General patronage.
it

THE MIDNIGHT GIRL:
tre,

People

picture.

—

Lila
liked

Lee—Very
this

fine

offering.

Six reels. I. T. Briscoe, Princess theaElwood, Ind. General patronage.

—

Mrs. Wallace Reid -Played
but went good here.
Seven reels. Don
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D. General
patronage.
late,

—

Fred Thomson
Drew well and pleased 80 per cent. A good action picture with a fair boxing bout. Five reels.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE FIGHTING DEMON: Richard Talmadge
good picture for those that like these kind
any my patrons like them. Dick is a real athlete
and goes over pretty good here, D. C. Smith,

—

Lyric theatre, Fordyce, Ark.

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary Carr—
A

big picture well done that gave satisfaction.
Played two days, second day better than the first.
Rather unusual. Expected better results at box
office.
Eight reels. Wm. Finkil, Colonial theatre,
Pittsburg, Pa. Family patronage.
LADY ROBINHOOD: Evelyn Brent This is
the best Brent picture to date.
She’s a dandy
little star.
Good print. L. Deyo, Miers theatre,
Schoharie, N. Y. General patronage.
THE BANDIT’S BABY: Fred Thomson—Tuesday to very satisfactory business. This is a very
wonderful picture. Thomson is very good and Silver King is wonderful. There is no question about
him being the prince of all horse actors. Buy this,
all you little unfortunate exhibitors like myself
who are hanging by a shoe string, and it will add
very materially to your staying through the winter.
Five reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,
Chateaugay, N. Y. Small town patronage.
THE BANDIT’S BABY Fred Thomson If you
can’t make money on Fred’s pictures you had better close up.
However, they should give Silver
King more to do. D. S. Smith, Lyric theatre,
Fordyce, Ark. General patronage.
BREED OF THE BROODER: Lefty Flynn—
Lefty Flynn is an actor who is full of vigor and
pep. No slow stepping around him. A show full
of actions and excitement.
Enough to make you
yell.
Everyone enjoyed this show.
Some went
three times to See it.
No comments about this.
Rate 85 per cent. Film good. Real good show.
Sunday yes. Five reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.
BROKEN LAWS: Mrs. Wallace Reid 100 per
cent.
After showing a picture like this we don’t

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—General

patronage.

FORBIDDEN CARGO: Evelyn Brent. Played
with “The Pace Makers” and broke just about
even but no fault of the picture that I did not
make money.- D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre, Fordyce,
Ark. General patronage.
this

—

—

GALLOPING VENGEANCE:

Bob Custer— Bob

—

—

MIDNIGHT MOLLY:

Evelyn Brent— This was
a good picture with Evelyn playing dual
role and playing it well.
Not a crooked thieving
story as you might think from the title but a very
nice little picture that shows what this star really
can do. She’ll be a real winner before long if
they keep her in this type of picture.
She’s a
real star right now.
Six reels. W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronsurely

—
—

age.

RIDIN’
Western.

COMET

SCAR HANAN

Richard

Talmadge—

picture full of action and a good story.
If your
patrons like action, buy this as it is there. Six
reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

Kan.

—
— Small

town patronage.
won-

with a wonderful star.
Fine print. L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie,
N. Y. General patronage.

—

—

MIDNIGHT

feature

MOLLY

:

Evelyn

Brent

— Much

better than I expected. A fine crook story that is
clean and enough comedy to make it interesting.
Five reels. F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

MIDNIGHT MOLLY

—

Evelyn Brent This is a
good program picture and Miss Brent is getting
to be a pretty good drawing card.
F. B. O. will
:

SCAR HANAN
Five
Colome, S.

Saturday.
tre,

in

Five
la.

patronage.

—
—H.

M. Retz,
town patron-

reels.

— Small

:

Yakima Canutt— Good for
— Don Wilcox, Colome thea— General patronage.

reels.

D.

SILK STOCKING SAL:

Brent— Good

Evelyn

—

Six reels. Don Wilcox, Colome
General patronage.
S. D.

—

SMOOTH AS SATIN:
program

picture.

—
—H.

Evelyn Brent Average
Not enough action for small

Pleased about 50-50.
Six reels.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, la.
Small
patronage.

—

SWORDS AND THE WOMAN:

Special

M.

town
cast—

wonderful picture.
It is
really a special.
It’s worth more than they ask
for it. Fine print. L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.
General patronage.
certainly

—

is

a

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Fred

Thomson—

very good picture.
Had poor attendance though
on account of opposition. Five reels. A. C. Betts,
Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y. Small town
patronage.

—
—

THERE’S MILLIONS IN

IT:

Special

cast

This IS a great picture.
The
dirigible catches fire in mid-air

scene where the
and the jump of
the men with parachutes is only one of the many
thrills in this picture.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Fine print. L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie,
N. Y. General patronage.

—

—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

Pa.— General

age.

This

GALLAGHER: Tom Tyler—A

Western

good

certainly

is

Rapp, Thea-

:

Plenty of
go over in small towns.
Strand theatre, Lamont,
ern.

towns.

C.

—Andrew

Yakima Canutt Fair Westaction but not much acting. Will

JIMMY’S MILLIONS:

—

of,

—D.

— Very

He

good.

reels.

torium theatre, Emlenton,

Colome,

not so good as others

very

Five

theatre,

is

Yakima Canutt

:

Canutt

some cowboy.

although I made money on his picSmith, Lyric theatre, Fordyce, Ark.
General patronage.

know

I

tures.

guess, but he

THUNDERING HOOFS:
ways goes good.

ome

Five

Fred

Thomson—Al-

—Don
— General

reels.

theatre, Colome, S. D.

Wilcox, Colpatronage.

—

VANITY’S PRICE: Anna Q. Nilsson Tuesday
Weather very bad.
nice little picture.
Beautifully staged.
You can
get by with it.
Six reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal
theatre, Chateaugy, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

A

night to light business.

—
—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson
Fred and Silver always make a poor night good
and a good night better. Six reels. Goodwin &
Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside & Moville, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

picture.

I

—

treat you right on their pictures. D. C. Smith,
Lyric theatre, Fordyce, Ark. General patronage.

program

okay,

is

LET’S GO

—

—

THE DANGEROUS COWARD:

derful

F. B. 0.

—

—

BROKEN LAWS:

it

is

—
—

program
Book it.

—

—A

Chadwick
AMERICAN

have to be afraid to meet our patrons for we know
is the kind of a picture they all want.
Had
more compliments on this one than on any picture we have shown for sometime. Seven reels.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre, Springfield, Minn.
General patronage.
it

sure

—

South Dearborn

III.

Associated Exhibitors

NOW OR NEVER:

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

“ What the Picture Did for Me,”

Address:
Street, Chicago,

—

—

Released Nov,
Pafhepicfure

22

WILD BULL’S LAIR: Fred Thomson A good
Western which seemed to please although very
impossible.
Six reels. A. R. Bender, Olympic
theatre, Cleveland, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—
—

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:

Richard

Tal-

—Usual Talmadge stunts and not much
Six
—Don Wilcox, Colome theatre,
Colome,
D. — General patronage.
madge

else.

reels.

S.

———

—A

——
A
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

—

is

TalGet back of it

madge One of Constance’s best.
and make yourself something. Ed. A. Keene, Ox-

—

Oxford,

ford theatre,

O.

— General

patronage.

THE PACE THAT THRILLS:
Title

is

on

very misleading
speak of and

Ben Lyon—
picture.

this

No

should be classed as
only a program picture. Tully Marshall did the
Seven reels.—
best acting of a rather weak cast.
R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111.
General patronage.
thrills

to

GRAUSTARK: Norma

—One of Nor-

Talmadge

If your people like her,
go after it big. Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre,
Oxford, O. College town patronage.

ma’s best productions.

—

—

HIS SUPREME MOMENT: Special cast—Very
good picture with some beautiful colors in the
Crosby Bros. Lily theaearly reels. Seven reels.
Neighborhood patronage.
tre, Buffalo, N. Y.
LIVE WIRE: Johnny Hines This is a real
comedy.
Get back of it and make some real
dough. Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford,

—

O.

—
— College

MY SON

:

in running it due to the fact that it
a novelty, something different from the usual
run. Ten reels. Russell Armentrout, K. P. theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Pittsfield, 111.

no mistake

First National
HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance

—

—

town patronage.
Nazimova I read quite a few bad

—

reports on this one but for my house it did a big
business in spite of a strong opposition, “Charley’s Aunt.”
The picture pleased the majority.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—
—

Special cast Something
Advertise it big and it will draw. Ed.
different.
A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O. College

town patronage.

THE LOST WORLD:

Special

—
—
cast— Pleased

nearly all the men but not over 50 per cent of
the women. Did not draw as well as we anticiThe
Therefore, made no money on it.
pated.
picture is marvelous only we paid too much. Ten
reels.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
—Small town patronage.

—

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Special cast Got razzed
more on this than any picture ran in last five
years.
Many walk outs after sixth reel. Cut to
seven reels and sold at regular admission will get
Every scene dragged to death. Will probably
by.
get by in houses where serials are popular. ActuOpened big
ally heard but one favorable report.
on Sunday and died last two days. Ten reels.
R. J. Relf, Star theatre. Decorah, la. General

—

patronage.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

George

Billings—

Give us more like this
great picture, well acted.
one. This picture should go big anywhere. Book
and boost it. Ten reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
House, LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

THE BAD MAN:

General patronage.

—

THE LOST WORLD:

—

—Very insub-titles — too many.

Holbrook Blinn

many

THE MARRIAGE WHIRL: Corinne GriffithOur patrons like
Fine, more like it, Corinne.
Seven reels. Allher better than Talmadges.
wein & Sheeffler, Opera House, Shelby, O. Gen-

teresting picture with

eral patronage.

appreciated by the parents although
Seven reels.
it drew goodly number of children.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

SALLY

—

Don’t
Colleen Moore Lost on this.
know why as Colleen always draws and pleases.
Big crowd came but not enough to pay expenses.
“So Big” at half the cost grossed twice as much.
Eight reels.. Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre.
Morningside & Moville, la. Neighborhood patronage.

SALLY:

—
Moore—This

is
what they
Colleen
Good story and plenty of comedy. Eight
like.
reels.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

SALLY

—

Colleen Moore Biggest box office bet
of the year.
Stood the crowd out all day. Could
not spare time to eat. This is her masterpiece.
Give us a few more like this one Colleen. Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General
patronage.
THE LOST WORLD: Special cast A good picture.
Pleased nearly 100 per cent.
Created a
:

—

—

—

good deal of comment. Has good drawing power.
Rain interfered with our last night’s showing or
receipts would have been much better.
Ten reels.
M. M. Wilson, Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan.

—

General patronage.

THE LOST WORLD:

—

Special cast Did not
well as expected.
Considering the
amount spent for advertising, I was a little disappointed. If you can buy it right you will make

please

as

reels.

— Crosby

— Neighborhood

BOY OF MINE:
picture that

:

—

Seven
N. Y.

Bros.

Lily theatre,

Buffalo,

—

borhood patronage.

—

CHICKIE:

Dorthy Mackaill Did wonderful
Played it return engagement. A big
money getter. While it did not follow the story
satisfaction.
Jack Cairns,
it
gave
universal
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General patronbusiness.

—
—

age.

CHILDREN OF THE DUST:
good program picture.

— Bert

theatre, Greenville,

Mich.

ily

Special cast—
Silver Fam-

Silver,

— General

THE DESERT FLOWER:

patronage.

Colleen

Moore-

You can
Will please all classes.
picture.
get behind this one.—Russell Armentrout, K. P.
General patronage.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.
Good

—

FLIRTING WITH LOVE:

Colleen Moore—No
business. Good picture. Colleen is a real actress.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.

—
— General

patronage.

—

Milton Sills A fine picture
although it did not register at the box office.
This was no fault of the picture. A fine story
well acted. Should please nearly all. Eight reels.
M. M. Wilson, Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan.
General patronage.

FLOWING GOLD:

—

GALLOPING FISH: Syd Chaplin—Very funny.
Six reels. Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

THE GIRL IN THE LIMOUSINE:

Larry

— Okay for those who like comedy. BusiSix
ness on this picture way below average.
—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
THE GIRL IN THE LIMOUSINE: Larry
Semon —Real good picture with many laughs. Six
— Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
IDLE TONGUES: Percy Marmont— Good picSix
— Crosby Bros.
ture to poor business.
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. —Neighborhood patronage.
WANT MY MAN: Special cast—Fair picture
Six
that brought the women.
with a good
— Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Norma Talmadge—Somehow
THE LADY
Semon

patronage.

Ben Alexander

—

CHICKIE : Dorothy Mackaill One of the best
pictures we have used this season from standpoint
Eight reels.
of entertainment and box office.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neigh-

—Very

is

—

good

reels.

reels.

CHARLIE

reels.

I

title

reels.

I

:

cannot make any money on Miss Talmadge’s picShe works hard in all her pictures and
tures.
knows her stuff. I am going to try “Graustark”
and if it don’t pull, I am through. Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General patron-

—

—

age.

WHO

LIED: Lewis Stone—Edwin
THE LADY
Carewe and First National gave us another very
good picture in this one. Well directed and well
Speaking of
acted by a well balanced cast.
snakes -there’s one about eight feet long in this
picture.
It crawls all over the screen and finally
slips up and bites Lewis Stone on the hind leg.
This is the first real he snake to appear in a

—

—A
November
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It
picture since Bill Hart used to eat ’em alive.
scared every lady in the house to death and caused
a near panic among the kids. With this excepR. W.
tion, the picture was just about perfect.
Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, III. General

—
—

patronage.

LEARNING TO LOVE:

Constance Talmadge—
a good picture. Will please. Seven reels.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Martin,
Strand
theatre,
C. H.
General patronage.

This

—
—

is

—

THE LOVE MASTER: Strongheart This feature will draw well as it pleases. A fine picture
that pleased. Strongheart is great and had many
Seven reels. M.
favorable words of comment.
M. Wilson, Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan. General
patronage.

—

—

MASTER:

LOVE

THE

Strongheart—
Seven reels. Crosby
N. Y. Neighborhood

Very good

in every respect.
Lily theatre, Buffalo,

Bros.

—

—

patronage.

THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD:

—

Bert

Lytell Just a very light piece of entertainment
but failed to satisfy the Cohan fans. They looked
Drew good
for something they failed to find.
business because of fine cast and the word "Cohan” but it neither pleased nor displeased. Six
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
reels.

Ariz.

—
— General

NEW

patronage.

TOYS:

must rap you
for your

the shelf.

Rothacfyer Prints

Barthelmess

Richard

for this one.

It

was

—Dick

own sake you should of left this
What was it all about? Jack

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Properly Present Your Photoplay

I

and
one on

terrible

—
— General

Cairns,
patron-

age.

ONE YEAR TO LIVE:

Special

—Fairly
—NeighTalmadge—
cast

Seven
good picture to good business.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
borhood patronage.

THE ONLY WOMAN:

Norma

reels.

very good melodrama that was liked by the few
Miss Talmadge does not draw busithat came.
ness for me in proportion to the rental asked on
Loibl,
Chimes theatre,
F.
her pictures. W.
Cedarsburg, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE ONLY WOMAN:
good picture and a good

Norma Talmadge
but Norma has

star,

Eight reels.
her drawing power for us.
Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb. Small
town patronage.
lost

—

Gailey,

E.

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:

Colleen Moore

—

a favorite here. M. M. Wilson, Opera
House, LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.
Colleen

is

SANDRA:

—

Barbara LaMarr

—

—A good entertain-

ing program. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

—

THE SEA HAWK:

—A

most wonderful picture and fully believe that it went over
Played three days and the
here 95 per cent.
Any audience that will
last was the best of all.
Milton

Sills

quiet through 12 reels of one picture surely
must like that picture. Milton Sills and Wallace
Twelve
Beery played their parts to perfection.
reels.
Horn Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,

WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone— Good.
Everyone
That’s
liked
it.
enough. Russell
Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111. General

—
—

patronage.

THE WHITE MOTH:
acting and settings

Barbara

LaMarr—Good

Pleased about 100 per
cent.
Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera House,
LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

—

fine.

sit

Neb.

—
—Small

town patronage.

•

A SELF MADE FAILURE:

Lloyd Hamilton—

A

good comedy drama. This will surely please if
Give us more like this
you can get them in.
one.
Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera House,
LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

—

—

Corinne Griffith A wonderwhich failed to register at the box
Have seen this kind of story done before

SINGLE WIVES:
ful

picture

office.

but the acting in this picture makes it stand
out by itself.
Eight reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
Small town patronage.
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—
Moore— Good picture but paid
—

SO BIG:
a

Colleen
too much. Colleen does some real acting.
Cleveland,
R. Bender, Olympic theatre,

little

—A.

— Small

town patronage.
THUNDERGATE: Owen Moore Limberger is
Seven
perfume compared to "Thundergate.”
Okla.

—

—

Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Neighborhood patronage.
reels.

TORMENT:
gram
tre,

—Fairly

Owen Moore

—

good

Y.—
pro-

picture.
Six reels. Crosby Bros. Lily theaBuffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Fox
—A

THE IRON HORSE:

wonderSpecial cast
ful picture.
It has everything a picture needs to
make it good. It is educational, entertaining, and
full of the kind of action patrons are demanding
with a nice line of comedy thrown in. With all
that I did not do a big business nor make big
profits.
Either times are awfully hard or the
pictures are losing out in public interest. L. M.
Jones, Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General

—
—
patronage.
THE BRASS BOWL: Edmund Lowe—A dandy
mystery-crook drama.
Very exciting and
ing. They liked
here. Six
—E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
SHE WOLVES: Special cast—Fairly good offering as a program picture. — Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. — General patronage.
thrill-

reels.

it

THE TROUBLE SHOOTER:

Tom Mix—An

Mix but a good one. The last reel has about
the excitement in it. Six reels. Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. General patronage.
old

—
—

all

WINGS OF YOUTH:

A

Special cast—
good
audience picture and particularly liked by the
younger patrons. It is well done, lavishly made
and will make good average entertainment in
Six reels. W. H. Brenbetter class patronage.
ner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General

—

—

patronage.

HAVOC:
rible flop.

George O’Brien

Many walk

—This one took

outs.

a ter-

Would have been a

People get tired of the
war scenes which were unnecessary to the story.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield,
111.
General patronage.
lot Better

—

if

shortened.

—

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix—The

only
picture that I have made any money on in four
This picture will not only please the
months.

Western fans but

will please

anybody.

Six

reels.

—C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
— General patronage.
THE GREAT DIAMOND MYSTERY: Shirley
Mason — The worst thing
have ever had. Not
I

worth the room it takes up and not worth spending the time to look at. Caused my crowd to walk
out on it. It is awful. Fox has got some miserable stuff that they call motion pictures.
Only
fair print.
L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie,
N. Y. General patronage.

—

—

THE DEADWOOD COACH:
Mix Western

;

slim

Tom Mix— Good

—Roy W.
Mich.— General

Adams,

business.

Pastime theatre. Mason,

patron-

age.

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

— Didn’t

do

a thing.
theatre. Mason, Mich.

—Roy

Special cast

W. Adams, Pastime

—General

patronage.

—

DANTE’S INFERNO:

Special cast I got 'em
in the first night by barring kids under sixteen.
Second night not so good. It seemed to interest
the intellectual part of the audience, but not the
Western fans. I paid almost twice what it was
worth. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

Mich.

—
—General

patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH:

Earle Fox
Five hundred feet to the spool.
Five hundred
breaks to the foot. It wasn’t worth a hoot when

—

-

it

was

all

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime thea— General patronage.
AND SPURS: Buck Jones— A good

there.

Mason, Mich.

tre,

HEARTS

Buck Jones Western with plenty of

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
— Small town patronage.
reels.

action.
Six
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

GOLD AND THE GIRL: Buck

Jones

—A

good

Western that drew better than average business.
Buck always gets the money here. Five reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small
town patronage.

—

THE SCARLET HONEYMOON:
son
but

—Best

Shirley
so

Shirley

Ma-

Mason

picture I ever played
poor ones that I lost
money on picture.
Five reels. H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, la. Small town patron-

she

made

many

—

—

age.

THE PAINTED LADY
specials

mean nothing

:

George O’Brien

to me.

Made

less

—

Fox
money

on Fox 1924-25 contract than any year yet on
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EXCUSE ME: Norma

—A corking good
—
—
Shearer — For pure, un-

plot but too much stalling.
Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General patronage.

Clean Pictures

EXCUSE ME:

MASON, MICH. —To

the Editor:
“What Showmen Want in
Motion Pictures” is so well set forth by Phil Rand in this week’s
that any addition would be whitewashing the lily, or
rouging the rose. But I have a few remarks I’d like to get off my
chest, so here goes:
A big majority of us corn-fed hicks from the sticks are entirely
untouched by the decadent taste in art, in general, and stories and
plays in particular, which seems prevalent in the great foreign metropolis, New York. We’re not only conservative, but rampant romanticists, idealists, out here and darned proud of it. When Owen

HERALD

Meredith wrote
be all. men heroes; every race
Noble; All women virgins; every place
A temple Know thou nothing that is base
he may not have described the private life of Hi Holler, of Punkin
Center, Mich., but he certainly hit off the style of stories Hi wants
his children to read, or see on the screen. Believe it or not, we know
lots of whole families who never had a nasty scandal in their entire
history and we’d really just as soon see their kind of family life
portrayed on the screen as the other. One country, one language, one
flag and one wife is a pretty good motto, in our estimation.
The
writer who tries to win our admiration for a lovely heroine by dragging her through the mud misses his mark by a million miles.
Observation would seem to indicate that a suggestive picture, considered solely as a business proposition and ignoring ethical standards, is a poor investment for an exhibitor in a small town at least.
You can’t get them racy enough for the guys who want ’em wild, and
if you try you simply offend the great majority of your patrons and
slap your meal ticket in the face also furnish effective ammunition
for the censorship hounds.
I played “The Painted Lady” last summer and got bawled out to
a fare-ye-well for showing such an offensive picture. By the pastor
of the Presbyterian Church, say you? Nay, nay Pauline, by a hardboiled ditcher who brought his wife and little girl to the theatre.
Mr. Robert G. Vignola says exhibitors are not giving better pictures a chance. Reading between the lines, “better” seems to mean
“spicier.” True, true, Robert, the only chance your brand of better
pictures has of reaching my screen is to be peddled to me by another
gay deceiver like the salesman, (and assistant exchange manager) who
assured me that “The Painted Lady” and “The Roughneck” had no
“sex” in them.
W.
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
thee

—

:

—

— ROY

ADAMS,

Norma

adulterated entertainment this feature sets a high
mark. When it was funny the house was in an
uproar and at the thrilling moments they gripped
their seats.
Had I seen the picture before showing I would have advertised it more extensively
and backed it up with a strong personally recommendation.
Six reels. W. J.
Powell,
Lonet
theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE PRIZE BEAUTY: Viola Dana—Didn’t go
over as good as she usually does.
Six reels.—
Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D. General patronage.

—

good picture.

but the colored photography is wonderful. Seven
reels.
Allwein & Sheeffler, Opera House, Shelby,
O. General patronage.

a fair Western. We
played it with a serial which drew good business.
Five
If your patrons like Jones it will get by.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
reels.
Nev. General patronage.

with No.

made

better ones

still

it

is

—
—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE UNHOLY THREE:

Lon Chaney— A box

—

—

EXCUSE ME:
prices

Norma

Shearer

—Played

this

“The Pace Makers’’ at regular
and made more than any picture I have
10

of

—

played in sometime. D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre,
Fordyce, Ark. General patronage.

—

—
—
—

—

— Wm.

little

Seven

different.

reels.

Colonial theatre, Pittsburg, Pa.

Finkil,

Family patronage.

—

SUN UP:

Conrad Nagel A very good picture.
You can’t go wrong on it. Seven reels. Chas.
Prokop,
Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. General

—

—

patronage.

—This a good picof Caroline Mountains. — Ed. A. Keene, Oxtheatre, Oxford, O. — College town patronage.

SUN UP:
ture
ford

Conrad Nagel

is

—

age.

Special cast — Just fair
—Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
— General patronage.
THE CIRCLE: Eleanor Boardman—A light
comedy that will please. Seven
—Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. — General patronage.

CHU CHIN CHOW:

box

office

attraction.
Detroit, Mich.

theatre,

reels.

DADDY GOES A HUNTING:

— Just

lay

:

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Shearer

PRETTY
Pleased

98

LADIES:
per

cent.

Zasu
Story

Pitts— A
is

not

dandy.
remarkable

Jackie

Coo-

good picture for the kids. Don’t think
it made such a hit with the grown-ups.
Print
was absolutely shot to pieces.— D. C. Smith, Lyric
theatre, Fordyce, Ark.- General patronage.
1

—

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

Jackie Cooso good. Not so bad. Jackie liked her..
Six reels. Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome,
S. D.
General patronage.

gan—Not

—

—

LONG LIVE THE KING: Jackie Coogan
The best I have had of this star to date. Attendance poor.
Bad weather, raining and snowing,
wind blowing, a gale and cold. Also had to show
this on Friday night which is not a regular movie
night.
Eight reels. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
Red Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—
—

MAN AND MAID
picture

sold

as

a

—A

Special cast
program
Will just get by.
theatre, Detroit, Mich.

:

special.

Jack Cairns,

Brooklyn
General patronage.

Lon Chaney

— made money
—
Keaton —Not as
I

picture and think you will do likewise,
novel and very entertaining. D. C. Smith,
Lyric theatre, Fordyce, Ark. General patronage.
this

as

it is

—

THE NAVIGATOR:

Buster
good as expected.
Six reels.— Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D. General patronage.

—

THE

PRAIRIE

WIFE:

Dorothy

Went

over good here. Seven
Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.

reels.

— Don

Devore

Wilcox,
patronage.

— General

THE RED

LILY

Ramon

:

—Would
—

Novarro

O.— Small

town patronage.

SEVEN

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

CHANCES:

comedy which

will

please.

—
—
—
cast — Show

Buster
Keaton Good
Seven reels. A. R.
Small

Bender, Olympic theatre, Cleveland, Okla.
town patronage.

THE SILENT ACCUSER:
by

it

all

theatre,

means.
Colome,

Special

—

Six reels. Don Wilcox, Colome
D. General patronage.

S.

—

—

THE SNOB: John Gilbert A very good picture which pleased 90. per cent.
Lost money on
account of hot weather. Tone O. K. Seven reels.
Glen A. Anspach, Thornville theatre, Thornville,
O.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SPORTING VENUS:

Blanche

—
—

Sweet—

Fairly good offering. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
General patronage.

WIFE OF THE CENTAUR:

—

Fine entertainment.
Metro-Goldwyn fast becoming our patron’s favorite company. Seven reels.
—Allwein & Sheeffler, Opera House, Shelby, O.
General patronage.

means.
McKenzie,

all

—

—
sa* — A

—

cast— This

Special

a 100 per cent picture.
Book it by
C.
H.
Martin,
Strand
theatre,
Tenn. General patronage.
is

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

—

Anspach, Thornville theatre, Thornville.

—

Norma

Percy Marmont
to it.
Jack
General

much

Not

aside.

it

Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
patronage.
Cairns,

age.

Claire Windsor—This
picture is as full of thrills as they make them.
Snow scenes are great. Seven reels. Chas. Prokop, Rex theatre, Wahoo, Neb. General patronage.

A SLAVE OF FASHION

—

class this as only fair picture.
Ladies don’t generally like underworld stuff. Seven reels.
Glen A.

THE WHITE DESERT:

—

—

:
Special cast A very
enjoyable picture that did not draw. W. E. Loibl,
Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis. General patron-

EXCUSE ME: Norma Shearer This is a good
program picture.
Will please. C. H. Martin,
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patron-

attraction well produced with an excellent
cast at their best. Received many excellent com-

Something a

This is a
but will please
For-

big,

CHEAPER TO MARRY

office

ments.

Special cast

Nothing

THE MONSTER:
any other company for the past five years. Seven
reels.
H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, la.
Small town patronage.
THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—Buck has

—

BROKEN BARRIERS:
fairly

the majority.— D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre,
dyce, Ark.
General patronage.

on

—

1925

Shearer

comedy

“To

7,

Good

Released Nov,

22

society

Snow

John Gilbert-

good also.
Seven reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre,
Emlenton, Pa. General patronage.

—

Pafhepicture
(g

drama.

HE’S
^

real

scenes

—
Paramount

A PRINCE: Raymond

comedy drama that

will

—

Griffith
This
do you good.

is

a

— Ed.

mw.

F. B. 0.

Wins

By a sweeping
majority in

every state
in

the Union
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EXHIBITORS HERALD

72
A. Keene r Oxford
town patronage.

— College
Dix — Dix very

Oxford,

theatre,

THE LUCKY DEVIL:

O.

Richard
almost resigned her
position as cashier because she couldn’t see this
and was only appeased when we called our new
cat “Dicky Dix.”
Six reels. Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside & Moville, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

good

in

this.

My mother

—

NIGHT LIFE OF

NEW YORK:

Special cast
Can’t seem to get them in these days.
Can’t
figure it out.
Everyone should be attracted by
a cast like this.
The story is not so much but
is
pleasing and the cast do their usual good
work.
Eight reels. Goodwin & Hilton, Park
theatre, Morningside & Moville la. Neighbor-

—

—

hood

—

patronage.

NIGHT LIFE OF
Didn’t see

NEW YORK:

cast^

Special

but reports not very rosy.
Everybody glum. We put this on as a special. Perhaps that was the trouble.
But to read the
press sheet, this would beat the “Birth of a Nation.”
How those press agents love to lie! They
come right up next to those California real estate sharpers for the careless scattering of adjectives.
Philip
Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. General patronage.
it

—
—

NOT SO LONG AGO:

Special cast

—Two

per-

good actors wasted in this old time story.
Producers will never learn what the exhibitor
wants but ii does not make much difference we
buy ihem just the same. You have to in order to
fectly

the

get

better

Lawrence

ones.

Wheat

is

the

outstanding character in this awfully slow moving and uninteresting picture. Ben L. Morris,
Temple theatre, Bellaire, O. General patronage.

—

—

—

NOT SO LONG AGO:

Betty Bronson Not so
good. Allwein & Sheeffler, Opera House, Shelby,
O. General patronage.

—

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Special cast

—

—This

one of Harold Bell Wright’s best. Ed. A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O. General pais

—

tronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence Vidor Good little picture that didn’t cause much
excitement here. Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre,
Morningside & Moville, la. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

Percy

—

Marmont

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

cast—

patrons.
theatre.
age.

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—

—Goodwin

&

Park theatre, Morningside & Moville, la. Neighborhood patronage.
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special east—
Absolutely the biggest and best drawing picture
we ever ran. Broke all house records and held
up the entire run. Drew more than 150 from
neighboring towns.
So far ahead of “The Covered Wagon” that there is no comparison.
No
kicks
and many comments. Every exhibitor
should show this picture.
Eleven reels. M. J.
Bradley, Airdome theatre, Thornton, Ark. Small
town patronage.
reels.

Hilton,

—

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Special

cast—

Truly reported as the "wonder picture.” Showed
three nights and business improved each night.
Weather very bad first two nights, but they
came anyway. Everything possible has already
been told in these columns, so why say more except that I made an excellent profit.
Eleven
reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Just did about one-half the

on

Special
business that

Covered Wagon” under
This is far better picture.

“The

tions.

same
I

ADVENTURE — Special

I fell down on it.
Strand theatre, Lamont,

Ten
la.

reels.

— Small

—

A pretty good
South Sea picture.
Certainly taken on location by the looks of the
Nothing very exciting in it but nevernatives.
theless it is an outdoor picture and will please
small town audiences. Seven reels. M. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, la. Small town patronAn

comedy drama.

cast

outdoor

—

—

age.

—

THE AIR MAIL: Warner Baxter 65 per cent.
Fair picture but talk about the plot, there is
But these kind of pictures don't
nothing to it.
help business. Eight reels. B. R. Parsons, Grand
General patronage.
theatre. Springfield, Minn.

—
—

THE ALASKAN

Thomas Meighan

:

—This

I did
condi-

had more

—H.

M. Retz,
town patron-

seemed to please as does most of Meighan’s here.
Book this one. It will register well at the box
Seven reels. —-M. M. Wilson, Opera House,
office.
LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

THE ALASKAN
why they pan
has ever

Thomas Meighan

:

— Can’t

see

It is just as good as he
H. Martin, Strand theatre,
General patronage.

this one.

done.

McKenzie, Tenn.

C.

—

BURNING SANDS:

Milton

— Roy W. Adams,
— General patronage.

Fair business.
Mason, Mich.

CODE OF THE SEA:

— Good

picture
Pastime theatre.

Sills

Rod

Rocque
Ran this for business men as a free matinee
Some dandy sea scenes. Film
and it pleased.

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theaRansom, Kans. — Small town patronage.
CONTRABAND: Lois Wilson —A much better
Six reels.

good.
tre,

show than I expected. Everybody seemed to enThe title is the
joy it on a Saturday night.
poorest thing about it. The rube comedy stuff by
Victor Potel and Raymond Hatton went over

—
—

Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theaNazareth, Pa. Better class patronage.

good.
tre,

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:
Joy

—This

is

Beatrice
a 100 per cent picture, if it doesn’t
reels.
C.
house.
Eight
down your

—

Martin, Strand
General patronage.

theatre,

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

McKenzie,
Pauline

Tenn.

—

Starke

show for a Saturday night and
pleased the boys and young men. But it is a litgood

fairly

rough for the ladies. Pauline Starke is very
Everyin this and plays her part well.
body seemed interested in the old settings and
costumes in this Western setting. Eight reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

tle

pretty

Better

class

patronage.

—

EAST OF SUEZ: Pola Negri This of its kind
Of course there aie many who
passed all right.
do not care for this style picture but we found
Eight reels. Giacoma
it
satisfied our patrons.
General
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
patronage.
EMPTY HANDS: Jack Holt—An exceptionally

—
—

What more

an exTwo very good stars (and you see
hibitor ask?
a lot of Norma) in a story filled with thrills and
beautiful scenery make a wonderful evening's enThoroughly enjoyed by all of our
tertainment.
fine

program

picture.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
The giant of them all. Business not so good as
"The Covered Wagon,” but praise and satisfaction unequaled.
Ten reels. Chas. Prokop, Rex
General patronage.
theatre, Wahoo, Neb.
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—

could

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
m

One

—

—

reels.

Released Nov,

—Horn & Morgan, Star
— Small town patronJack Holt— Fair picture.

EMPTY HANDS:

Did not draw any extra business.
Played even
but made no money. An out-door picture suitable
for small towns.
Seven reels. H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, la. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

—

THE ENEMY SEX: Special cast Just fair.
to get excited about but will please
about 80 per cent. D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre,
Fordyce, Ark. General patronage.

Nothing

—

comedy

—

WINKS

FORTY

drama.

— M. M.
Kan. — General
reels.

Theodore

:

One that

will

Wilson, Opera
patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED

Roberts

Special cast

:

—Good
Seven

please.

House,

LaCrosse,

—This

is

a

good picture but not as good as “feet of Clay."
Got blowed-up first night and could not get them
out for the second, but they were there the

—D. C. Smith,
—General patronage.

first night.

Ark.

Lyric theatre, Fordyce,

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT: Special cast—
As usual with Zane Grey, a good bet. Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason Mich. General

—
—

patronage.

—

THE HUMMING BIRD: Gloria Swanson
regular picture.
The only Swanson that ever
made a hit with me. Fair business.— Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. General
patronage.

—

THE NAME OF LOVE:

IN
Good

one night picture.

little

—

&

Moville, la.

cast—

Special

Ricardo and Niscan’t enthuse much

sen both easy to look at but I
over them. Goodwin & Hilton,

Park

theatre,

—Neighborhood

patron-

age.

MADAME SANS GENE:

Gloria

Swanson-

Played two days to very poor business here in
town.
Gloria is not a good drawing card
for us and this kind of a show of old time periods with costumes is like a smallpox card in a
small town on the box office. A very unsatisfactory showing for us.
Ten reels. C. A. Anglomire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better clasn
patronage.
this

—
—

—

MANHANDLED:

Gloria
Swanson 70 per
Good picture but not up to "The Humming Bird.” Eight reels. B. R. Parsons, Grand
theatre, Springfield, Minn.
General patronage.
MANHATTAN: Richard Dix 75 per cent. A
very good picture that pleased most of the audience.
B. R. Parsons, Grand theatre, Springfield,
Minn. General patronage.
OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas Meighan A real
good picture. Carries interest well, comedy draws
Paid little
not heavy, but altogether pleasing.
extra money for this and drew little extra busiPrint good.
Seven reels. H. M. Retz,
ness.
Strand theatre, Lamont, la. Small town patroncent.

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

age.

PATHS TO PARADISE:

Raymond

Griffith—

Everything that is said about this comedy feature
about great is so, as far as our house is conEverybody enjoyed it to the last one.
cerned.
Only I can’t see the sense of putting such a title
Griffith was great in this and
on this picture.
Seven reels.
has arrived here in our house.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,. Pa.
Better class patronage.

PIED PIPER MALONE: Thomas Meighan
Drew fairly well and pleased.—
story.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—
Good

General

patronage.

RUGGED WATERS:

Special

cast—An

aw-

Pleased none
tiresome waste of good film.
Six reels. R. J. Relfthat I heard tell of.
Star theatre. Decorah, la. General patronage.
fully

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

—

Alice

Terry-

Played two days to fair business. It is full of
The state censors
appeal for the woman fans.
used the shears rather hard on this one at spots.
Print was rather dirty but physical shape as far
as patches were concerned was O. K.
Seven
reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Pa. Better class patronage.

—
—

THE SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph ValentinoPlayed two days to fair returns in the face of
rain on both nights. I did not like it all but the
young girls took to it here. If Valentino is a
good drawing card get it as it will be liked better than his last one, “Monsieur Beaucaire.” Nine
x-eels.
C. A. Anglemix-e, “Y” theatre, Nazai’eth,

22

Pa.

—
— Better

class patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL:

Rudolph Valentino:—
They do not draw for us.
Do not think it pleased over fifty per cent. Nine
l-eels.
Paul B. Hoffman Legion theatre, Holyrood.
Kans. Small town patronage.

Too long

Pafhepicture

1925

7,

Springs, Neb.

—

—

of the best pictures ever made, but business
not up to expectations, probably due to the admission price of 50 cents.
Matinee big at 20-35
cents.
“Charley’s Aunt” which I played the week
drew far better.
Eleven reels. R.
previous
Small
Chilton, Wis.
Pfeiffer Princess theatre,
town patronage.

Seven

Hay

Morningside

La

/

age.

—

one

east—

extra people that very seldom, if ever, attend my
theatre than I did on “The Covered Wagon”
but it did not draw the sodbusters and Western
fans that “The Covered Wagon” did and that is

where

cast—

—

—

H.

WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels Not a
thing to it but it surely pleased.
They laughed
all through this.
It will please.
Buy it. Six

Special

An excelPlayed three days to good business.
lent show for any house. It drew a lot of church
goers.
We had the biggest receipts of any show
It is a world
that ever played in our house.
We used extra music on
beater and no mistake.
Eleven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
this one.
Better class patronage.
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

please close

patronage.

Special

—

Moville, la.

—Neighborhood

November

This is a wonderful picture. Anybody should do
good on it. Ed. A. Keene Oxford theatre, OxGeneral patronage.
ford, O.

Good picture which pleased all who
came but couldn’t get them in for some reason.
Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside &

—

—
A

—
—

to please us.

A

November

THE THUNDERING HERD:
Fairfax,

Holt—

Jack

show that our customers liked.
Seven reels. Chas. Weston.
weather.
General patronage.
S. D.

real honest action

Got bad

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Holt—

Jack

very good picture. Many said it was better than
’36”
either “The Covered Wagon” or “North of
although we did not get the crowd that either
of
the
of the others got, which was no fault
Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
picture.
House, LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—
—

TOMORROW’S LOVE: Agnes Ayres
Seemed
big. but a very good program.
all

but

tal

theatre,

hurt

title

—Nothing

to please
E. Gailey, Crys-

—
— Small town

Six reels.

it.

Wayne, Neb.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: James
—A good program show with the last

patronage.

Kirkwood
of reel 7

done in colors which made a pretty ending. Such
It
little touches would help a lot in any show.
pleases the adults but did not prove a good drawing card to the children .for a Saturday night
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y
showing.
Nazareth,

theatre,

—
Pa. — Better

WAGES OF VIRTUE:

class patronage.

Gloria

—

Swanson—Not

—

—

—
—

—

—

Thomas Meighan— A very

WOMAN PROOF:

good picture and pleases if you can get them in,
Film good.
but this star does not draw for me.
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom. Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

:

—Did

a won-

Harold Lloyd

derful business for three days with S. R. O., the
Print
Everyone pleased. It’s great.
last day.
new. Seven reels. L R. Gavin, Hammond thea-

—

Hammond, Wis.— Small town patronage.
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Don’t

tre,

kid

yourself by thinking this one isn’t there with a
box office wallop, for it is and that is not all. It
They all like great and
is real entertainment.

We
it is real life and well done.
show a picture three days but billed this
four days and had capacity biz. Three days and
near great as

usually

—
—

nearly full house fourth day. Seven reels. W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General

THE FRESHMAN

:

Harold Lloyd

—This

was

a

It will go anywhere.
picture for my town.
Seven reels. Ed. A. Keene, Oxford theatre, Ox-

ford, O.

Gladys

—
— College

Hulette

— Fair

program picture
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theaMason, Mich. General patronage.

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT

:
Syd Chaplin We did not
our theatre nor our car to get this picture.
The picture is good but did a very ordinary business in the face of heavy advertising.
Eight
reels.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

sell

—

—
OFF THE HIGHWAY: Marguerite De La Motte
—A dandy production that your patrons
you can get them
but the drawing power
Film good. Eight
—W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. — Small town patOFF THE HIGHWAY:

Special

town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Did plenty
of business and no kicks but it is not the best
he has made. Seven reels. A. R. Bender, OlymSmall town patronpic theatre, Cleveland, Okla.

—
—

Monday

—

cast—

Special

fair

—
—

town patronage.
BARBARA FRIETCIIIE:

Florence Vidor—
you receive it ali. Some of this
me.
Put it on as a senior class
benefit, but did not have a large attendance due
Had a Rebecca initiation to buck
to some cause.
Just
first night and nothing the second night.
Eight reels. A. C. Betts,
them
in.
could not get
Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y. Small town
patronage.

good picture
cut

out

if

for

—
—

Priscilla Dean— An entertaining foreign atmosphere story that failed to
draw even ordinary business, probably due to be-

A CAFE IN CAIRO:

—W. F. Loibl, Chimes
— General patronage.

showing.
Cedarburg, Wis.

their

A CAFE

IN CAIRO:

Priscilla

Dean

theatre,

—-A

Gave
Story good, star always fine.
satisfaction.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
General patronage.
Greenville, Mich.

did picture.

—

—

FLAMING FORTIES:

Harry Carey

— Monday

Carey is a general fanight to good business.
vorite here.
His pictures always go over good.
This is a nice little program, and will go good
Don’t be afraid to buy it or
in any small town.
any of the P. D. C. pictures. They are all worth
the price. Six reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,
Chateaugay, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—
—

Special

cast^-Here’s

Bought
a picture that delightfully surprised me.
it in order to get “Charley’s Aunt” but when I
came to run it, found that it had a good drawing power and was excellent entertainment.
It
made me some money. Seven reels. W. J. Powell,

Lonet theatre,

Wellington,

patronage.

GIRL OF -GOLD:
ciety

drama that

Florence

pleased.

—
— Small town
Vidor — Good so— Crosby Bros.
O.

—
—

ronage.

—

Harold Lloyd A fair comedy but
have run others just as good for one third the
Seven reels. M. M.
price I paid for this one.
Wilson, Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan. General

—
—

Six reels.

KI VALINA

OF THE ICE LANDS:

A

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

Eskimo country and people with
a very weak story.
Thousands of reindeer and
an educational picture but not a picture for those who want action and story.
Six
reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kan.- Small town patronage.
seals.

—

good

a

Special

two

Lily theatre,

cast-

Six

reeler.

N. Y.

Buffalo,

—Would

have

— Crosby
—Neighborhood
reels.

patronage.

Universal
THE SPOOK RANCH:

Hoot Gibson— A knock-

We bought the
Six reels. Allwein & Sheeffler, Opera House, Shelby, O. General patronage.

out.

More power

Universal.
feature product.

1925-26

entire

to

—
—

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD: Reginald
You cannot miss it on Reginald. Ed. A.
Keene, Oxford theatre, Oxford, O. College town
patronage.

Denny

—

—

—

—

SIEGE: Virginia Valli One of the most inMany comments
teresting pictures of the season.
from patrons. Advertise it as a picture above
the average. Do not overlook Universal this season.
Seven reels. Allwein & Scheefler, Opera
House, Shelby, O. General patronage.

—
—

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Herbert Rawlinson—
Moves fast and has a
Extra good cop picture.
fight that knocks ’em right out of their seats.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.—
General

patronage.

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Herbert Rawlinson

Exceptionally good picture and drew very good.
Six reels. Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N.
Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Herbert Rawlinson—

A

very good picture and well played but the objectionable feature was too much Catholic for this
town.
Six reels. F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre,

—
— Small

town patronage.
Eugene O’Brien
which the same

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:
—A very good romantic story in
man

loves mother and then the daughter. O’Brien
does very well. Also Laura La Plante who is one
Was
of the best looking blondes of the screen.
glad to see Robert Humphries again. Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O. General patronage.

—

—

DANGEROUS PLEASURE:
Very good

Virginia Valli—
Will suit high class audience,

picture.

all classes.
Book it. Seven reels.
T. Brisco, Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind.
I.
General patronage.

but will please

—

THE FAST WORKER:

Denny— Slim

Reginald

It’s a fair
business, not the fault of the picture.
Denny vehicle. Lots of laughs. Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. General patronage.

—
—

THE FAST WORKER:

Special cast

—

— A mighty
—

good picture. Pleased 100 per cent. C. H. Martin,
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General
patronage.

FLYING HOOFS:

Jack Holt— 65 per cent.

— B.

A

R. Parsons,
General

Minn.

—

—

AND RUN : Hoot Gibson One of the
Gibsons we ever run and to the smallest
audience.
Rains and tent shows have ruined our
business this fall.
Six reels. Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. General patronHIT

best

—
—

age.

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

I’LL

Denny

—Was

V
Released Nov,

Denny

Pafhepicture

it

is

LaCrosse,

Kan.

—
— General

patronage.

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

— Good

Reginald

picture which pleased.
With good
and direction Denny should be as popular
as Wallace Reid was. A. R. Bender, Olympic
theatre, Cleveland, Okla.
Small town patronage.
I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN:
Reginald
stories

22

Reginald

somewhat disappointed in this one
a good picture and will please
the majority.
Not as good as “Oh Doctor!” to
my notion. Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
I’LL

It is

—

STOP FLIRTING:

House,

splen-

did scenic of the

—
— General

patronage.

—

—

Mich.

patronage.

although

GIRL SHY: Harold Lloyd Sure is a wow.
Never had such convulsive laughs in my theatre.
His best in my estimate.
Had bad weather so
made very little money. Film good. Eight reels.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom,
Kans. Small town patronage.

— Didn't

Priscilla Dean
got by. Jack

Western picture. Six reels.
Grand
theatre,
Springfield,

patronage.

—

A SIREN OF SEVILLE:

to
rave about.
Just
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,

fair

Harold Lloyd— Very good
Drew all favorable comments, but the
picture.
terms are hard for the exhibitors. L. M. Jones,
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General pat-

cast

—
—

Nothing

Sumner, Neb.
splen-

Special

do anything here.
Six reels. Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D. General patronage.

cast— Wonderful

THE FRESHMAN:

:

patronage.

RECKLESS ROMANCE:

Bros.

This is a good clean
business.
little program picture, that you
can buy right
and feel safe in running.
Six reels. P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y. Small
to

age.

GRL SHY

— General

-

made

standpoint with exception of
one scene and title when the girl appears at the
studio looking for work and after taking off all
her clothes but her step-in. one of the boys says
“But you must take them all off.” Minus above,
Eight reels. A. J. Relf,
is really a super-special.
Star theatre. Decorah, la. General patronage.

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE:

Y.

is

picture from every

—

N.

what they called a treat.
Six reels. —
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

is

reels.

nil.

Buffalo.

trons

will like

in

if

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:

patronage.
real

—
—

Big
ing followed by “The Ten Commandments.”
pictures always spoil business before and after

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN

—

—
—

theatre,

ronage.

PRIVATE AFFAIRS: Gladys Hulette I made
a mistake by not running this picture two days.
Much better than a lot of the so-called specials.
Don’t be afraid of it. it will please any sort of
audience.
Seven reels. R. W. Hickman, Lyric
theatre, Greenville, 111.
General patronage.
PRIVATE AFFAIRS:

—Neighborhood patHER MARKET VALUE: Agnes Ayres — Good
program picture.
Six reels — Crosby Bros. Lily
theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER: Special
cast— This
a clean picture that gave our paLily

Prod. Dist. Corp.

tre,

73

ronage.

good as “Manhandled” however, will get by.
Eight reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre,
Emlenton, Pa. General patronage.
WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND: Jack
Holt Received a very poor scratched print on
this and ending short so cannot give the proper
Personally thought it good but had a
write-up.
number of patrons who have read the book and
Film
they kicked, so what are you going to do?
arrived late only getting it just five minutes before starting time so had no chance to inspect
When a fellow pays good money for
same.
these, you hate to pass the buck to the public.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red
reels.
Seven
Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.
WILD BILL HICKOK: William S. Harl^-Bill
was a little too wild in this one. Pleased about
Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
50 per cent.
House, LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.
as

-
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7,

——

A

Denny

—
—

—

Have had trouble in getting a following
on the Denny pictures but believe that this one
has succeeded in putting him over. It is extremely
entertaining and is productive of an abundance
of laughs.
Personally, I find Denny one of the

—A

—

most entertaining

stars on the motion picture
Eight reels. W. J. Powell, Lonet theaWellington, O. Small town patronage.

horizon.
tre,

—

—

LET ’ER BUCK:

Hoot Gibson

—This

one sure
a good feature for a
M. M. Wilson, Opera

pleased and I consider it
small town.
Six reels.
LaCrosse, Kan. General patronage.

—
—

House,

LET ’EK BUCK:

—Roy

good

biz.

son,

Mich.

program
theatre,

Hoot Gibson

— Good

W. Adams, Pastime

— General

THE MEDDLER:
picture.
Buffalo, N.

Western,

theatre.

patronage.

Y.—Neighborhood

patronage.

Jack Hoxie—
This is a good Western picture with some action
and horseback riding also some good scenery. Five

—W.
— Small

reels.

Kan.

J.

Shoup, DeLuxe
town patronage.

theatre,

ROARING ADVENTURE:

Spearville,

Jack Hoxie—Very

—

—

NO MORE WOMEN:

—

SLANDERER:

—
—

— Good

Walker

Johnnie

small town story. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronage.

SMOULDERING FIRES:

Special

—Very

cast

Fine acting and a good example of self
denial.
Pauline a little old but Laura easy to
look at.
A good production. Eight reels. W.
R. Rook, Opera House, Oto, la. General patrongood.

—

—

age.

SPORTING YOUTH
splendid

Family

:

action picture.
theatre, Greenville,

Denny—

Reginald

— Bert

Silver

Silver,

Mich.

— General

pa-

tronage.

TAMING THE WEST:

Gibson— Good

Hoot

Western

—

to ordinary business.
Six reels. Crosby
Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood

Bros.

—

patronage.

THE

TORNADO:

House

—

Peters Tuesday
This a real Jewel.

night to very good business.
If Uncle Carl would make them all as good as
this one, he would be justified in his claim of
being miles ahead. This is an excellent picture for
any house, particularly for small town houses.

—

Seven
reels.
P.
W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre,
Chateaugay, N. Y. Small town patronage.
THE TORNADO: House Peters Late playing
this but a very good show and pleased.
F. A.
Millhouse,
Star theatre,
Sumner, Neb.— Small

—

—

—

town patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH:

Alma

Rubens

—Real

good picture that has a greater appeal to Catholics than to non-Catholics.
It did better the second day. Six reels. Crosby Bros. Lily theatre,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY:

—Real good
— Crosby Bros.,

—

picture well received.
Lily theatre, Buffalo,

N.

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Douglas Fairbanks
This is an old one but it is not such a bad picture at that.
We hit a bad night or we would
have made money on it.
Has plenty of action
and that is what counts.
Six reels. Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. Small

—

—

Vitagraph
PAMPERED

YOUTH: Cullen Landis— We
picture as one of the best we have
shown in a long time. It has some of the finest
gowns ever, elaborate settings and enough comedy mixed in to make it interesting.
In fact,
it is almost a 100 per cent picture and the beauty
of it is you can buy it at a price you can make
something on it.
If some other company had
it they would ask blood money for it.
Seven reels.
this

—W.
— Small

J.

Shoup, De Luxe
town patronage.

theatre, Spearville,

Douglas Fairbanks
ran.
best

“The
one.

Many exhibitors pan this (also Paramount’s
“Madame Sans Gene”) but they don’t show them
right.
Make them see them from the start. Put
on one show a night at 8 o’clock, use real music
and they’ll go big and please. Try it. They’re
all real pictures.
Twelve reels. R. J. Relf, Star
theatre, Decorah, la.
General patronage.

—

Ruth Clifford— Pretty
good.
Louise Fazenda and Willard Louis have
some comedy scenes. Roy W. Adams, Pastime the-

—
Mich. — General

THE CLEAN HEART:
most interesting subject

I

—

—

town patronage.

THE CLEAN HEART:

Percy Marmont— HardSeven reels. Don Wilcox,
ly worth considering.
Colome theatre, Colome, S. D. General patronage.

—

—

THE BELOVED BRUTE:

cast— It’s

Special

with a great wrestling match and a big
Vitagraph prints from Minneapolis have
been uniformly good.
Seven reels. I. R. Gavin,
Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis. Small town
patronage.

—

—

J.

Warren Kerrigan

—

magnificent picture although a little too long.
Acting and setting good. Eleven reels. M. M.
Wilson, Opera House, LaCrosse, Kan. General

—
—

patronage.

FEARBOUND

—

from comments this is the
best picture Mary ever made.
Ten reels. Crosby
Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood
patronage.

town patronage.

— Judging

—

—

ISN’T LIFE

Mary

WONDERFUL?:

Special cast—
Had this booked and as it was run in a neighboring city a few weeks ahead of us, went over
to look at it.
I came home and
sent United
Artists our check and told them to hold the picture.
It is about as poor a thing as was ever
offered.
Some day when we have big doings in
town and no one is liable to enter the theatre,

we

slip it in and offer to refund admission
two or three regulars who might come.
L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

will

to the

Ben

:

this

—
—

GREATER THAN MARRIAGE:

Lou Tellegen

— Has a good moral, otherwise just a
Six
— Don Wilcox, Colome theatre,
D. — General patronage.
reels.

S.

will

If your patrons like Westerns it
most of them.
Five reels. Elmer
Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.— General

Hughes,

—

patronage.

MYSTERY OF LOST RANCH: Pete Morrison
A good Western picture with lots of action,
horseback riding and comedy.
Two trick mules
inject the comedy.
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe Theatre, Spearville, Kan.— Small town patronage.

—

-

WEST OF ARIZONA:

Pete Morrison

when needed most, but
want,

have

let’s

De Luxe

theatre,

—

—

—

TWENTY DOLLARS A WEEK:

George Arliss

—Too bad this talented actor not a drawing
card.
Good picture to poor business. Six
— Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
is

reels.

.Neighborhood patronage.

reels.

—-W.

Kan.

Spearville,

J.

—Small

Shoup,

town

patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE SNOW COUNTRY:

IN

—Despite

Rin-

rain and on our weak night, this
picture brought out the largest crowd we have
had since our summer shut-down, and pleased
them just about 100 per cent. It’s a good buy.
Seven reels. C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre.

Tin-Tin

—
— Small

town patronage.

Cotter, Ark.

cast—

Special

fair program picture that seemed to draw fairly
well.
Seven reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera House,
La Crosse, Kan. General patronage.

—
—

Special cast—
the only one of Warner’s that pulled extra
business except “Where the North Begins” and
that didn’t get enough extra to warrant the extra
rental demanded. Seven reels. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis. Small town patIt’s

—
—

ronage.

—

BEAU BRUMMEL: John Barrymore Fine acting but too long and draggy.
Did not please
Personally I thought it a very good picture.
Did not please over 25 per cent. Nine reels.
M. M. Wilson, Opera House, La Crosse, Kan.
General patronage.
here.

picture.

THE DARK SWAN:

Monte Blue— Didn’t see
Warners usually
Goodwin & Hil-

but drew well and no kicks.
good but poor drawing power.
ton, Park theatre, Morningside
Neighborhood patronage.
it

—

THE GOLD DIGGERS:
Some

of

When

will

&

Moville,

Joy

Leatrice

la.

—-Nine

Not a picture for a small town.

reels of orgy.

my

walked out on this one.
get relief from this sort of entershe’s
no good.
Nine reels.
tainment?
Boys,
M. M. Wilson, Opera House, La Crosse, Kan.
patrons

we

General patronage.

MAJESTY BUNKER BEAN:

HIS

Matt Moore
any value as entertainment.
Saturday to poorest business of the
year.
Kept all the regulars away. R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town pat-

— Too

silly

to be of

Played on

—

—

ronage.

Colome,

HOW BAXTER BUTTED

IN:

cast—

Special

good comedy-drama. Story and cast fine.
Gave
satisfaction.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

KISS

—

ME AGAIN

:

— Light but very

Special cast

Warner Bros, sure made a bunch of
lemons this past year but this one is O. K. The
good direction saves it. Eight reels. R. J. Relf,
pleasing.

not please.
want.
Does

Special cast
Boy, this is a good
picture and should be seen by all, but you can’t
get them in on it.
Lost plenty of money after
billing it heavy.
D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre, Fordyce. Ark. General patronage.

pic-

what the people

that’s

if

Five

it.

ISN’T LIFE WONDERFUL?:
Special cast—
Small lowns lay off. I paid good money for this
and failed to take in rental. Saying nothing of

AMERICA:

—A

ture with lots of action and a good story.
Of
course the hero whips about a dozen men and
always gets there at just the critical moment

Star theatre, Decorah, la.

—
—

is the
That’s not

please

General patronage.

expenses, but I am glad 1 did not sting my
patrons.
Gave it to them at program price and
only had a few to see it.
Eight reels. A. C.
Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Small
town patronage.

—This

played.

BROADWAY AFTER DARK:

patronage.

Percy Marmont— The
have viewed in some

time, but will not please all classes. In my other
house my patrons did not like this but here it
went over in great shape. Seven reels. -A. C.
Small
Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.

CAPTAIN BLOOD:

Pete Morrison

we have

BROADWAY AFTER DARK:

Special cast Poor business on
picture and it pleased us because we didn’t
have any business as this is the poorest picture
we have shown in a long time. Six reels. W. J.
Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY:
Pickford

SANTA FE PETE:
best one of this star

town patronage.

THE LOVE HOUR:
Mason,

—

TRACKED

Special cast Don’t know
how we pulled so much business with such a punk
title.
It’s a cracker-jack of a comedy-drama with
Advertise
some slapstick and some burlesque.
the comedy and forget the title. Film good. Six
reels.
I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond,

atre,

Aileen Pringle This sure is some
This kind makes us all happy. You can
go out with the brand and feel safe. It’s a picture for any day in the week. I am sure it will
please all for it did here.
Rating 85 per cent.
Film condition fair. Try it and see if your crowd
won’t like it. I’m sure they will. Six reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

Kan.

—

THE LOVE HOUR:

—
Wis. — Small

—

WILDFIRE:

picture.

—

town patronage.

class

1925

7,

saying much.

THE MOLLYCODDLE:

fight.

One of the two best pictures I ever
Ten Commandments” was the other

—

Mary PickTen reels.

November

good,

United Artists
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD;

—

—

good Western. Five reels. I. T. Brisco, Princess
theatre, Elwood, Ind.
General patronage.

THE

—

Special cast Very good
picture that pleased.
Six reels. Crosby Bros.
Lily theatre, Buffalo N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

ford

—

Special cast Very ordinary
Six reels. Crosby Bros. Lily

—

WOMAN

A
OF PARIS: Edna Purviance
Well liked by a small audience.
Eight reels.
Crosby Bros. Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

Ma-

RIDGEWAY OF MONTANA:

A

—AA
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THE LOST LADY
Hilton,

Irene

:

patronage.

Rich

—Picture
—

did

Ending not what the movie fans
not draw nor please. Goodwin &

&

Park theatre, Morningside

—Neighborhood

-

—

— General

Moville, la.

patronage.

—

Special cast A cracker-jack
Pleased a good sized audience. -Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General
patronage.

LOVER’S LANE:

little story.

—

—

—

LOVER’S LANE: Special cast Just another
lemon. After the film came apart six times during the first three reels I didn’t see the rest of
this feature as about half of my patrons left beSix reels. M. M. Wilson, Opera
fore the finish.
House, La Crosse, Kan. General patronage.

—

MY WIFE AND

I:

not so good as the usual

—

Irene

Warner

Rich

—This

Bros.

was

In fact,

November

7,

1925
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TO PACK
THOUSANDS
OF THEATRES
THROUGHOUT
THE NATION /

.

Si

'«
'

;

R#

'

:

kV

greatest

BOX - OFFICE
Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, INC.
723 Seventh Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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STARRING
THE GREAT

RALPH LEWIS

November

7,

1925
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—

Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside and
Moville, la. Neighborhood patronage.
LONESOME: Lloyd Hamilton Fair comedy.

—

—

Special cast A well made picture that did not get any extra business.
Not
the type of picture the majority of our patrons
seem to want. Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre,

—
Mich. — Small

Homer,

town patronage.

ACROSS THE DEADLINE:

Leo Maloneyfilm.
This was our first picture from Progexchange of Milwaukee and it was good.
Maloney and Josephine Hill play their parts well
in this Western picture.
Bullet, Maloney’s dog,
also plays a small role which is very good.
Fair.
Should please a Western audience. Five reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

PERMIT ME:
in

REALM OF SPORT— A

Pa.

—

—

—
—
Special cast— Another

traveling
film that was bunk.
I sure am off these outfits.
This picture has some fine advertising matter and
tries to lead the public that they have another
“Covered Wagon" but the production is sure a
cheap Western. Their Indian attack is sure far
from the real thing and the buffalo stampede
shows about 6 buffaloes loafing along a trail. If
you want to show real pictures do not book this,
brother exhibitor.
Six reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre, Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

—
—

Weiner, Ark.

— General
—

patronage.

Special cast I was sick and
couldn’t see it but from all reports this picture
pleased about as well as any we have run this
year.
ran this with a home talent vaudeville
and naturally had a bid crowd but from what I
can gather the people liked the feature better
than the vaudeville.
The racing and above all
the work of the two comical negroes caused all

We

to proclaim this

mighty good entertainment. Genuine humor (not crazy silliness) is king here. A
“darky’’ draws like a porous plaster.
The race
was said to be a corker so I must believe this

—

be near a 100 percenter. Philip Raiid,
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

to

—
ZERO
Lester Cuneo— A good picture.
print.
Five
— L. Deyo, Miers theatre,
harie, N. Y. — General patronage.
:

reels.

Rex
Good

from an Edna Ferber

SEA LEGS A good comedy. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
THE TOURIST Just a comedy and not very
Two reels.—E. Gailey, Crystal
extra at that.
theatre, Wayne, Neb.
Small town patronage.

ing roles.

—

(Pathe) Special cast Getting
better.
If we could only see more “ball game”
it would not be bad.
Two reels. I. T. Brisco,
Princess theatre, Elwood, Ind. General patron-

—

—

age.

GALLOPING HOOFS:

(Pathe) Allene Ray—
This is holding up pretty good.
I
have seen
serials better and have seen them worse.
Two
reels.
D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre, Fordyce, Ark.
General patronage.

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:
of the best serials

(Universal)
ever run

we

and held up well. You can make no mistake
about booking this. Two reels.- Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside and Moville, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

SUNKEN SILVER: (Pathe) Special cast— The
most mysterious serial we have presented in many
months. Rather creepy too, but believe after having seen two chapters that it will hold up very
good. Two reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre.
Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

—No.

Desmond
I

9.

Drawing

—
—

(Universal)

William

better than any serial
F. A. Millhouse, Star

ever ran.
Two reels.
theatre, Sumner, Neb.
Small

It’s

story.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal) William
played No. 6 and it’s getting better.
It sure brings them in.
Two reels. Elmer
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General
patronage.

Desmond

—Just

—
—

THE RIDDLE RIDER:
Desmond

— One

William
I’ve run in

(Universal)

the best serials
well all summer.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.
patronage.

years.

It

of

—Roy

up

held

which we play
every Saturday night and seems to please 100 per
cent.
One reel. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,
Nazareth, Pa. Better class patronage.

—
—
THE ADVISER: Lloyd Hamilton—Nothing to
Two
— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
McKenzie, Tenn. — General patronage.
CALL A COP
Neal Burns — Another good
reels.

:

comedy with everybody well

satisfied with
Two
It is a good one.
A. Anglemire, "Y” theatre, Nazareth,
Belt er class patronage.

Christie

Moments

reels.

Pa.

— C.

—

of comedy.

COURT PLASTER—This

short feature

report

bunk. There never was one that got you
anything if the big feature was bad. This agitation is only serving to increase the price of comedies and not making them any better.
Ben L.
Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O. General pat-

—

town patronage.

AI St. John— This is the
best comedy that I have run in seven years. Two
reels.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,
Tenn. General patronage.

—
—

FRENCH PASTRY:
good Vernon comedy.

Bobby Vernon— Another

Had everybody

Pleased

—E.

—

—

— —

GO EASY —A

good one reel comedy. Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

General patronage..

—

HALF A HERO:

Lloyd Hamilton An excelcomedy effort by Hamilton that created a
bunch of laughs in our crowd. His best of the
lent

present series.

Two

reels.

theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

— C.

—Better

HELLO HOLLYWOOD:

A. Anglemire, “Y”
class patronage.

—

Lige Conley Another
Mermaid knockout from Jack White. They had
Lloyd Hamilton in this one helping do some
funny tricks. Two reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

HELLO

—
—
HOLLYWOOD —A

good

and had some

Vernon

real laughs.

comedy.

Two

Wayne, Neb.

reels.

— Small

F. B. 0.
THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn— Chapknockout for this series sure
Two reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

Another

—
—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta

Vaughn—These

are mighty fine two reelers and deserve to be run
in every theatre.
Two reels. D. C. Smith, Lyric
theatre, Fordyce, Ark.
General patronage.

—

—

THE PACE MAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—
These two reel series are all good business getters.
These series are the best of any comedies I have
played.
Good for Sunday. Rating 85 per cent.
Film condition good. These series of "Pace Makers” are all good so far as I have played this
season of series. Two reels.- J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

THE GO-GETTERS:

George O’Hara Very good
with rich comedy. W. F.
Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.
General
patronage.

entertaining

THE

—
—

GO-GETTERS:

Chapter

George
O’Hara—On
About as good as any of the short
Two reels. Don Wilcox, Colome the-

4.

subjects.

Colome,

THE

short

S. D.

—
—General

patronage.

GO-GETTERS:

George
O’Hara—Just
played fourth chapter and seemed to please the
Two
majority.
Films all in good condition.
reels.
Glen A.
Anspach,
Thornville
theatre,
Thornville, O. Small town patronage.

—

DR.

—Film

—

PYCKLE AND MR. PRIDE:

Mr. Pyckle

condition poor.
Can be used for Sunday
but not very good.
This company that played
were not very good. Not many liked this show
not enough action and fun. It could have been
much, much better. Not so good as it could have
been.
Two reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. Small town patronage.

:

age.

Silver

all

Gailey, Crystal theatre,

town patronage.

laughing

over his funny antics in this one. It is a dandy
and no mistake. Two reels. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class patron-

Silver,

—

WATCH OUT—Very

atre,

FARES PLEASE:

—

—

ter 4.
pleases.
theatre.

EDUCATIONAL
KINOGRAMS—A good news reel

it.

—

W.

Short Features

it.

—
—

—

— General

ronage.

PLAY BALL:

very

by trying to make the film fit to project at the
exchange. One reel. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

—

Serials

theatre,

patronage.

“Classified,” a Corinne Griffith production for First National, also has Jack
Mulhall and Charles Murray in lead-

stuff is

Scho-

“Y”

to

One

Nazareth,

SNAPSHOTS OF THE UNIVERSE—A

Buddy Roosevelt
Good.
Much better than “Gold and Grit’’ by
same star. Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majes-

FIRST:

warm up

poor reel. The film was cut to shreds giving only
flashes of the different subjects.
This was caused

WALLOPING WALLACE:

—

— C. A.
— Better class

Anglemire,

reel.

Roosevelt No comments.
Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.
General patronage.

THE LOST BATTALION Failed to draw any
business on account of being a war picture. People
don’t care for war pictures.
Picture only fair,
not worth playing.
Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

good short sub-

The print we received was not so good.

it.

—

—
—

fairly

ject for adults but the kids will not

Pete Morrison No comments.
Five reels. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre, Weiner, Ark.
General patronage.

GOLD AND GRIT: Buddy

reels.

age.

—

THE GHOST RIDER:

— One

not a com-

Pa.

all.

—

Joe Bonomo

is

la.

Bill Cody
Very good program
Western. Went over pretty fair. A good Western.
Five reels. I. T. Brisco, Princess theatre,
Elwood, Ind. General patronage.

—

— This

it.

reels.

—

COLD NERVE:

theatre,

Bowes

:

—

WOMEN

Cliff

—
— Better class patronage.
PIGSKIN
Lige Conley — Picture good.
Film
poor.
Two
— Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside & Moville,
—Neighborhood
patronage.
PLEASURE BOUND — Very good comedy.
Two
Seemed to please
—E. Gailey,
Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb. — Small town patron-

William Fairbanks
A good Saturday night picture. General favorable
comments. D. C. Smith, Lyric theatre, Fordyce,
Ark. General patronage.

tic

pic-

a waste of

It’s

theatre, Nazareth,

patronage.

TRAIL DUST:

you have a weak

film.
Not a funny stunt
At least it failed to make our audience
laugh. Very poor piece of work under the Cameo
brand name. One reel. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”

edy.

THE BATTLING FOOL:

—

patronage.

LOOK OUT BELOW—If

ress

—

— General

ture book this and it will go over. Two reels.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.—
General patronage.

Good

—

H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKen-

reels.-

Tenn.

zie,

—

—C.

Two

State Rights

— General

—

:

—

WOMAN:

1925

7,

HOOKED
Lloyd Hamilton Poor or rather
incomplete film ruined this.
Otherwise excellent
comedy.
Hamilton usually good.
Two reels.—

several of the Irene Rich pictures have been very
poor of late.
It was well produced but awfully
slow in action. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

THIS

November

—

great comedy. Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

—

HALF A MAN:
Two
S.

D.

Stan Laurel Nothing much.
Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome,
patronage.

—Don

reels.-

— General

THE MAGIC LAMP—A dandy cartoon comedy.
Fine print.
One reel. L. Deyo, Miers theatre,
Schoharie, N. Y. General patronage.

—

—

MANDARIN MIX-UP: Stan Laurel—This was
a terrible comedy with Chinese and nothing else
The only thing good about
but. Plenty of them.
it was the film.
Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

NAVY BLUE DAYS:
edy.

Stan Laurel—Fair comTwo reels. H. M.
Pleased the majority.

—

—
November

Strand theatre,

Retz,

Lamont,

la.

— Small

town

Two

reels.

Stan Laurel

—A. C.
— Small

—A

very good comedy.

Red

Powers theatre.
town patronage.

Betts,

Creek, N. Y.

Stan Laurel His comedies are slapstick which is okay for small towns.
Two reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont,
la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

FOX
FOX NEWS—Pretty good. —H. M. Retz, Strand
theatre, Lamont, la. — Small town patronage.
SWEET MARIE —As good as any comedy have
ever shown. Some clever gags in this one. Two
—Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts— General patronage.
PATHE
PATHE REVIEW — A very satisfying short
that’s entertaining and very educational. — W. F.
Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis. — General
I

Shoup, De Luxe
town patronage.

theatre, Spearville,

—

GALLOPING HOOFS: Johnny

Walker Fairly
good, doesn't have much drawing power.
Two
reels.
Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.
General patronage.

HIT THE HIGH SPOTS:

111.-

patronage.

PATHE NEWS—A mighty good addition to any
program. We have run them for several years
and always found them to be of the best. One
reel.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan.-— Small town patronage.
ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH: Ben TurpinTwo reels. Don Wilcox, Colome
Pretty good.

—

The Spat Family-

Better than the usual Spat Family. Two reels.—
Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside and
Moville, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

JUST A MINUTE:

Charley

Chase

—Haven’t

MARY QUEEN OF

—
—

MARY QUEEN OF

—When

TOTS:

Our Gang

your feature is weak just call the Gang and
the whole show will suit. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

MOVE ON:

Harold Lloyd— Very good comedy
though a reissue. One reel.
W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.
Small town patronage.

and well

liked even

—

A PLEASANT JOURNEY:

Our Gang— This

is

the
Our Gang and
not the
It
— General patronage.
sure got
of laughs and comments. Two
—Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
BIG BUSINESS: Our Gang— One of the funGeneral patronage.
niest comedies ever made. — Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General patronSAILOR PAPA—Very ordinary but got by with
age.
the kids. Two
—F. A. Millhouse, Star theaTHE BIG TOWN Our Gang— All Our Gangs
Sumner, Neb. — Small town patronage.
go over big here. Two
—H. M. Retz, Strand
SHANGHAIED LOVERS: Harry Langdon—
theatre, Lamont,
— Small town patronage.
Here
one that will keep them laughing. Two
BUCCANEERS: Our Gang—The Gang
—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenways good and this
no exception. Two
ton, Pa. — General patronage.
—Goodwin & Hilton, Park theatre, Morningside
SHOULD HUSBANDS BE WATCHED?: Charand Moville,
—Neighborhood patronage.
ley Chase— Good.
One
—Andrew Rapp, TheaCIRCUS FEVER: Our Gang— Another good
first

is

it

last.

lots

tre,

reels.

la.

is

al-

reels.

reels.

is

-

la.

reel.

Gang comedy.

They

all
seem to be good and
old as well as the young.
Two
J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,

please almost

—W.
— Small

reels.

Kan.

torium

all,

town patronage.
DAYS: Our Gang Another good Gang

—

DOG
picture.

We

don't

get

many

poor ones.

THE WALKOUT:

Snub

Two
S.

reels.

D.

—

Pollard— This bird
Don Wilcox, Colome

— General

YUKON JAKE:
the

pleases

kids

SHORT PANTS— A

An Old Friend Writes
ASHLAND, ALA.— To the

Spearville,

MISCELLANEOUS
Eddie Lyons — The film

on this

was fair out of Progress exchange of Milwaukee.
The comedy was very sensible but not very funny.
However, some relief from the silly slapstick.

—W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
—General patronage.
ROPED AND TIED —An extra good
— L. Deyo, Miers
Good print. One

Two

reels.

theatre,

Sharon, Wis.

reel.

Schoharie, N. Y.-

— General

comedy.
theatre.

patronage.

UP AND AT ’EM—A
One
Y.

—

good comedy. Good print.
reel.
L. Deyo, Miers theatre, Schoharie, N.
General patronage.

—

VITAGRAPH
THE HICK:
My people like
Two

reels.

Larry Semon

—

Excellent slapstick.
Print in good condition.

these.

— R. Gavin,
— Small town
I.

mond, Wis.

Hammond

theatre,

Ham-

patronage.

Larry Semon— Very,
you have a weak feature, put a
A.
it and you will get by.
Small
C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.

MIDNIGHT CABARET:

very good.

If

Semon comedy with

—

—

town patronage.

THE SAW MILL:

Larry Semon

—This

certain-

some comedy. I find all the Semons okay
and have no kick on any of them. Two reels.—
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre. Red Creek, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
ly is

AND SLACKERS:

SLIPS

Larry Semon

—

—Very
Red

good. One reel. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,
Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

patronage.

—

CLASSIFIED

—

ADVERTISING

UNIVERSAL
Billy SullivanThese are just as good as the first
ones, except that we miss Denny.
Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. General patron-

Fourth

series.

Editor.-

in

.

Germain, respectively.
I
am
enclosing
check
covering
subscription to the Herald as I cannot get along without it. I believe I can
truthfully say that
success as a showman has been largely due to the
Herald. Any exhibitor who is not a subscriber to your great publication, is, in
my opinion, depriving himself of “the
greatest helper in the world.”
I am not writing this in order to break
into print but because I really believe it
to be true.
Will write you later with reference to
the Talladega, Ala., houses.
With every good wish for the continued
success of the Herald I am E. F. Ingram,
Ingram’s theatre, Ashland, Ala.

my

—

Only Paper He Takes

CONWAY, ARK.—To

the Editor

:

En-

check for renewal to Exhibitor’s
years.

the only one, of the many, I subscribe for and the only I would read.
W. A. Nance, White Grand theatre, Con-

Reginald

.

Denny—

these and they are
with each number.
Two reels.
Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

getting better

W.

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per

—
—

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:
We just showed the fourth of

to inform you that I am
today taking charge of the Palace and
People’s Family theatre in Talledega,
Ala., having purchased same from the
former owners, T. F. Ware and T. C.

way, Ark.

theatre,

FOLLOW ME:

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

word

It is

very good single reel com-

Shoup, De Luxe
town patronage.

J.

— Small

age.

Herald for two

a

—
—

which the exhibitor

invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.

closed

—

comedy that got a few laughs. It will do.
reels.
W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, SpearSmall town patronage.
ville, Kan.

Two

the first comedian to play an
Alaskan picture. Two reels. Goodwin & Hilton,
Park theatre, Morningside and Moville, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

is

Just a

Y.

STARVING BEAUTIES: Wanda Wiley—Just
fair

Ben Turpin Turpin always
and the adults like him, too.

wasn’t

Charley

From Readers
at

—

—

Two

LETTERS

patron-

THE SKY PLUMBER: Arthur Stone—This
one okay. Two reels. Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.
General patronage.
a dead one.
theatre, Colome,

forum

Pa.-

age.

is

A

— General

Emlenton,

theatre,

reels.

N.

ronage.

reels.

reels.

Two

Buffalo,

—

Our Gang— The

TOTS:

comedy.

theatre,

SLEEPING SICKNESS: Bert Roach—Pretty
One reel. Andrew Rapp,
good single reeler.
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General pat-

edy.—W.

worst Gang they ever made. Two reels. C. H.
Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General
patronage.

Lily

Bros.,

Neighborhood patronage.

Kan.

theatre, Colome, S. D.

is

PLENTY OF NERVE — Fair

— Crosby

General patronage.

—

:

79

had a good one yet from this fellow. One reel.
Don Wilcox, Colome theatre, Colome, S. D.

reels.
field,

J.

—

—

THE SNOW HAWK:

—W.
— Small

reels.

Kan.

patronage.

ONE EGG:

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

7,

—

J.

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

Reginald Denny—
Took very well. Exceptionally good comedy in
this.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis.- General partonage.

—

FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
B'argains.
Atlas Moving
projecting machines.
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

—

BLACK OXFORDS — This
edy.
Two reels.
Spearville, Kan.

—-W.

is a real good comShoup, De Luxe theatre,
town patronage.

J.

—Small

CLOSE CALL:
feature program.

Edmund Cobb— Good for
Two reels. —I. T. Brisco,

cess theatre, Elwood, Ind.

—

short
PrinGeneral patronage.

THE FAMILY SECRETS:

—
—

THE FAMILY SECRET:
old

stuff.

Picture

Baby Peggy— The
fair.
Nobody

just

—Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. — General patronage.
OUR PET: Baby Peggy— Our folks don’t

care much for Peggy, and especially where they
use her for a vamp. In this one she pulls the
stuff that goes with the grown flappers.
Two
reels.
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner,
Ark. General patronage.

—
—

PALO KID — A
ver Family
patronage.

good comedy.

theatre,

LET

US

SAVE

YOU

guaranteed new and used theatre
Also
chairs of all styles, ready for shipment.
Comall makes of rebuilt projection machines.
Write us your needs.
plete line of equipment.
Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East
Ninth Street, Chicago, III.

on

Baby Peggy— This

the type of a picture the kid is good in.
A
real story that does not depend on her cute doings.
It would have been worth while with most any
other kid in it but with Peggy it is extra.
It
pleased all and can be put over without featuring the baby exclusively. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
is

story is
kicked.

EXHIBITORS

MONEY

— Bert

Greenville,

Silver,

Mich.

Sil-

—General

LINK ELECTRIC PIANO FOR SALE.

Good

Reason for selling not in theatrical
condition.
Leonard Norton, 50 McKinbusiness any more.
ley Avenue, Endicott, N. Y.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS,

Factory

Re-

Hertner
Bargain.
absolutely guaranteed.
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

built,

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S
theatre
electric

NEW!

The Lustrolite moving picture
sign.
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just

think!

A

white

opal

line double-face all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortEasy terms which
price $300.00.
Get our descriptive
allow sign to pay for itself.
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of

three

ment included,

CLARK BROTHERS
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week's issue is covered.
Lost

Associated Exhibitors

The :Sept. 12-18. Oct. 3-20, 21-Oct. 10-22,

Marriage Whirl, The :Oct. 3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane :BOR-Ins.
My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment, The :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21.
One Way Street :BOR-Ins.
Pace That Thrills, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.

Camille of the Barbary Coast:BOR-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :BOR-32,Oet. 17-Ins.
Headlines :Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife:BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Oct.3-Ins.

Manhattan Madness :Oct. 3-Ins.
Never Weaken :BOR-32,Oct.l7-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The :Oct.31-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Oct.3-Ins.

Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Scarlet West, The:Oct.3-Ins.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.
Soul Fire:Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise :BOR-Ins.
Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.
Unguarded Hour:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
What Fools Men :Oct.3-Ins.Oct,17-20.

Chadwick
Some Pun’kins:Oct. 24-22.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:0ct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An:BOR-38.0et.24-16,17.
Fate of a Flirt, The:B0R-38.0et.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Fight to the Finish, The:B0R-38.0et.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The:B0R-38.0et.24-16,17.
Handsome Brute, The:BOR-38-Oct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure :B0R-38.0ct.24-16, 17.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Penalty of Jazz:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
New Champion, The :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16,17.
Price of Success, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Speed Mad :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.
Love :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
of Chance :Sept.l9-22.0ct.3-Ins.

Why Women
Winds

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Oct.lO-6.

As No Man Has Loved :Oct.lO-6,8.
Best Bad Man, The:Oct.lO-6.
East Lynne:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.
Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13.Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The:Oct.lO-6. Oct. 24-13.
First Year, The:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.
Fool, The:BOR-24,Oet.lO-6,8.

Steppin’ Out :Oct. 3-51. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Thrill Hunter,

World,

23.

The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Unwritten Law, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Havoc :BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.
Iron Horse, The:Oct.lO-8,9.0ct.l7-11.0ct.31-8.

Johnstown Flood, The :Oct. 10-6.
Kentucky Pride:Oct.lO-8-9.
Lazybones :BOR-24. Oct. 10-8-9. Oct. 31-10.
Lightnin’ :Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.
Lucky Horseshoe, The :Oct.lO-8,9.
Seventh Heaven :BOR-24.

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess :BOR-44,Oct.l7-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Demon Rider, The:BOR-44.
Courage of Captain Plum, The:Oct.l7-10.
$50,000 Reward :BOR-44.
Fighting Courage:BOR-44.0ct.24-18.

Silver Treasure, The:Oct.lO-6.
You :Sept.l2-Ins.Sept,19-14,15.Sept.26-14,15.
BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9. Oct. 17-14, 15.

Fleet Foot:BOR-44.

Thunder

Thank

Fort Frayne:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Grey Vulture, The:BOR-44.

Timber Wolf. The :Sept.5-14.
Wheel, The :Sept. 12-Ins. BOR-24. Oct.10-6, 9.
When the Door Opened :Oct.lO-6.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Long Odds:BOR-44.

My

Winding

Three Pals:BOR-44.
Tentacles of the North:Oct.l7-10.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks: BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Timber Wolves :BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The:BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Edward Sloman,

director,

is

said

to

have scored a success in Universal’s
“His People.” Top picture (left to
Rudolph
Rosonava,
right)
Rosa
Schildkraut and Arthur Lubin, new
character juvenile. Below are shown
George Lewis, also a new discovery,
and Blanche Mehaffey. It is called
the first feature in which these two

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.

F. B. O.
With a Million :Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14. Sept.

19-74.75. BOR-46,Oct.lO-71.

Flaming Waters :Sept. 5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Futurity Winner,
The:Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR46.

Happiness :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
High and Handsome :Oct.31-71.
If Marriage Fails :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Isle of Lost Hope, The:Sept.l2-69.
Isle of Retribution, The :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR87. Oct. 10-74, 75. Oet.17-67. Oct. 24-79. Oct. 31-69.

Lady Robinhood :Sept.l2-71.
Last Edition, The:Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.
Let’s Go GalIagher:Oct.l7-69.
Midnight Flyer, The:Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-46.
Parisian Nights :Sept.l2-14. BOR-46.

Poor

Girl’s

Romance,

A :Sept.5-65. Sept.12-14. BOR-

46.

When

His
BOR-46.

Love

Grew Cold :Sept.5-65. Sept. 12-14.

Greiver
Othello :Oct.31-79.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct.3-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Exchange of Wives, An:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-16,17.
Oct.24-8,9,Oct.31-l.

Lights of

New

York:Sept.l2-Ins.Oct.lO-10,ll.

Merry Widow, The :Sept.l2-l.Sept.l9-l.Sept.26-1.21,

Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.
Caesar’s Wife:BOR-Ins.
Chickie :BOR-Ins.

Midshipman, The :Sept.l2-Ins.Oct.31-l.
Mystic, The :Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.l0-l.Oct.

Classified :Oct.l7-20.

Never the Twain Shall Meet :Sept. 12-Ins. Sept. 19-17.

Make

the Pirate:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Dark Angel: The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Oct.24-20,21.
Oct.31-20-21.
Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes :BOR-Ins.

Clothes

from Monte Martre:BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.
Graustark : Sept.l9-Ins.Sept.26-22,23.BOR-Ins.Oct.
Girl

46.

Keeper of the Bees, The:Sept.5-65.Sept.l2-14.0ct.3-

Ginsberg
Wreckage :Oct.3-18.

have appeared together.

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Drusilla

Stair, The:Oct.lO-6,9.
for Wives :BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,9.
Yankee Senor, The :Sept. 26-14,15.

Wages

Neighbor’s Wife:Oct.l7-10.

Peggy of the Secret Service: BOR-44.
Red Kimono, The :BOR-44. Sept. 19-10.
Red Love: BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :BOR-44.

Mountain :Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.26-18,19.BOR-

24.Oct.l0-8,9.

10-24.

Half

Way

Girl,

The:25.BOR-Ins.

Sister From Paris :Sept. 12-16, 17. Oct. 3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Oct. 3-Ins.
Kiki :BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Lady, The:Oct.3-Ins.

Her

Learning

to

Love:BOR-Ins.

Live Wire, The:0ct.l0-20,21.0ct.l7-20.

20.Oct.3-l.Oct.17-l.

24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.

Sept.26-l,21,20.BOR-40.Oct.24-8-9.Oct.31-l.
Pretty Ladies :Sept.l2-Ins.Sept,19-17.Sept.26-l, 21,20.
Oct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.
Sept.12-Ins.Sept.19-17.Sept.26-l, 2,21. 20.
Oct. 31-1.
The:Sept.l2-Ins.Sept.l9-17.Sept.
Fashion,
of
Slave
26-l,21,20.Oct.24-8,9.Oct.31-l.
Sun Up :Sept. 19-16, 17. Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.l7-9.Oct.248, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Unholy Three, The:Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.
24-8,9.Oct.30-l.
Zander the Great: BOR-40.

Romola:

Paramount
American Venus, The:Sept.26-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Sept.26-3.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-6.

November
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Flower of the Night :Sept.26-4.
Golden Princess, The :Oct. 10-3. Oct. 17-3.
He’s a Prince:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.

Mannequin :Sept.l9-4,5.
Lord Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lovers in Quarantine:0et.l7-3.0ct.31-3.

Lucky

Devil, The:Sept.26-4.

New Brooms :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.
Night Life in New York:Sept.26-4.
Polly of the Ballet:Sept.26-4.
Express, The:Sept.26-4.Oct.3-4.Oct.l0-3,4,5.
Oct. 17-3. Oct. 24-4, 5. Oct. 31-4.
Seven Keys to BaIdpate:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3. Oct. 17-3.
Son of His Father, A:Sept.l2-4.Aug.26-4.
Ten Commandments, The:Sept.l2-3.Sept.26-4.
That Koyle Girl:Sept.l9-3.Sept.26-4.
Vanishing American, The:Sept.26-4.

Pony

Pathe
Black Cyclone :Sept.l9-68-69.

Freshman, The:Sept.l2-Ins.

Producers
Coming

Corp.

Dist.

Amos, The:Oct.3-10,ll.

of

Eve’s Leaves :Sept. 19-8,9.
Fifth Avenue :Oct.l7-16, 17.
Hell’s

Made

Highroad :Sept.l9-8,9.Oct.3-10,ll.
for Love:Sept.l9-8,9.

Seven Days :Oct. 3-10-11.

Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill at the U. P.
With Davy Crocket at the Fall

Trail :Oct.24-82.
of the Alamo :Oct.

24-82.

With Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
With General Custer at Little Big Hom:Oct.24-82.
With Kit Carson Over the Great Divide:Oct.24-82.
With Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:
Oct. 24-82.

B. P. Schulberg
The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days: BOR-30.
Eden’s Fruit BOR-SO.
Free to Love: BOR-30.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The:Oct.3-12,13.
His New York Life: BOR-80.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights: BOR-80.
Lawful Cheater:BOR-30.
Lew Tyler’s Wives :BOR-SO.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love:BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The: BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-S0.
Shameful Behavior :BOR-80.
Shenandoah : BOR-SO.
Shopworn :BOR-80.
Studies in Wives :BOR-80.
With this Ring:BOR-80.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-80.

THEDA BARA

makes her long-promised return to
production, a scene from which

Woman,” Chadwick

Aristocrat,

:

Lady

Windermere’s

Fan :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.

Bray Cartoons :Sept. 12-45, 46.
Fighting Hearts :Sept.l2-45.

24-14,15.

Limited Mail, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17,
Oct.24-14,15.
Little Irish
14,15.

Girl,

Fox Film Corp.

The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-

Love Toy, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36. Oct.24-14,15.
Man on the Box, The:Sept.l9-6,7.Sept.26-8,9. BOR36. Oct. 24-14, 15. Oct. 31-12, 13.
Official Wite:Sept.l9-6.7.

All

Abroad :Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.

Big

Game

12Q, Son of Zorro:Sept. 12-12. Sept. 19-20. Sept.
12. Oct. 3-15.
Sally of the Sawdust:Sept.l2-13.Sept.l9-19.Sept.
12 - 12
The:Sept.l2-ll.Sept.l9-21.Sept. 12-11.
Rush,
Gold
Oct.8-14,Oct.lO-19.
Wild Justice :Oct.l7-8.0ct.24-19.

Don

.

Universal
Ahead :Oct.24-6,7.
Calgary Stampede, The :Oct. 10-14, 15. Oct. 24-6, 7.
California Straight

Goose

Woman :Oct.24-6,7.

Home Maker,

The:Qct.24-6,7.
of the Opera :Sept.l2-8,9,Sept.26-7.0ct.3-

Phantom

Hunter, The:Sept. 26-16, 17.Oct.3-53.Oct.

24.10.11.

My

Night Cry, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Night Call, The: Sept. 19-6, 7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9, 6.7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,

Business

Engagement,

A

:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.
Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10,11.
:Sept.26-17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,
Romance,
11
Fox News : Sept. 19-52.Sept. 26-16, 17.Oct.24-10,ll.
Fox Varieties :Sept.l9-53.Sept.26-16,17.Oct.24-10,ll.

Cloudy

A

.

15.

Passionate

Quest,

The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR.36. Oct.24-

14, 15.

Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,

Heart Breaker, The:Oct.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Sept.l9-53. Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct.24-

15.

United Artists

“The Unchastened
reproduced above.

the screen in
is

Red Hot

Tires:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Sap, The: Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
Seven Sinners: Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14. 15.
Silken Shackles :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Social Highwayman, The:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.
24-14,15.

Three Weeks in Paris :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.2414,15.

Vengeance of Durand, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn't Wanted, The:Sept.l9-6,7,Oct.38, 9. Oct.

Why

10-16, 17. Oct. 24-14, 15.

Girls Go
Oct.24-14,15.

Back Home:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

10 . 11 .

Love and Lions :Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,ll.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Sept.l963.Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,ll.
Henry Stories :Sept.5-17.Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.24-10,
11
On the Go :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-53. Oct.24-10, 11.
Shoes :Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-26,17.0ct. 3-53. Oct.24-10,11.
Sky Jumper, The:Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,
11 .
Strong for Love:Oct.24-10,ll.
Sweet Marie :Sept.l9-52.0ct.3-53. Oct.24-10,11.
Transients in Arcadia :Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.
24-10,11.
Van Bibber Comedies :Sept.l9-52. Sept. 26-16, 17.0ct.
24-10,11.
Wrestler, The:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.
24-10,11.

O.

.

19.

Siege :0ct.24-6,7.
Sporting Life, The:Oct.l0-ll.Oct.24-6,7.
Stella

Two

Short Features

Blocks

Away :Oct.24-6,7.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-86.
Below the Line:Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.10-16, 17.
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Bobbed

Hair:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.l7-19.0ct.24-

14,15.

Davis

Butter Fingers :Sept.5-76.

Cinema Stars :Oet.3-57.
Fragments of Life :Sept.l2-10.Oct. 3-57.
Hey Fellas :Oct.3-57.
Mystery Box, The:Oct.8-66.

Power God, The:Oct.8-66.
Sheiks and Shebas:Oct.3-57.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-86.
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Cave Man, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.
24-14,15.

Compromise :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Fighting

Edge,

The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14-

16.

Gay Ones, The:Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14,
16.

Hell

Pathe

Maris :Oct.24-6,7.

Bent for Heaven :Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.24-

14,15.

Hero of the

Big

Snows,

A:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.

Oct. 24-14, 15.

His Jazz Bride :B0R-36.0ct.24-14, 15.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept.l2-6,7.Sept.l9-6,7.

BOR-36. Oct.10-16, 17. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.

Honeymoon Express, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.

Educational
Christie Comedies :Sept. 19-51.

The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

:

Day’s Pleasure, A :Oct.l7-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct.l7-Ins,Oct.31-65, 67,68, 72,74, 76.

Good Morning Madam :Oct. 24-Ins.
Love and Kisses :Sept.26-88.
Lucky Stars :Oct.24-90.
No Father to Guide Him:Oct.l7-76.
Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Ralph Graves Comedies :Sept.l2-76.
Shoulder Arms:Oct.l7-Ins.
Sunnyside:Oct.l7-Ins.

Tee for Two: Sept. 26-88.
Pathe News :Oct.3-46.
Wild West :0ct.3-96.0ct. 10-80. Oct. 24-Ins.

Fair Warning:Oct.l7-4.
Goofy Gob, A:Oct.31-16,17.
Kinograms:Oct.3-49.0ct.l7-5.

Maid in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Mermaid Comedies :Sept. 19-50-51.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.
Movies, The:Oet.3-46.
My Swedie:Oct. 31-16, 17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct.l7-4.
Soup to Nuts:Oet.31-16,17.
Vvaich Oui:S>ept.26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct.3-48.

Film Booking

Offices

24-14,16.

Millionaires,
Inevitable
Oct.24-14,15.

Cold Turkey :Sept.26-88.
Dangerous Curves Behind Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.

Adventures of Maizle:Sept.l2-45,46.
Blue Ribbon Comedies:Sept.l2-45.

Rayart
Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-60.

Universal
Blue Streak Westerns :Sept.l9-ll.
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.
Buster Brown Comedies :Oct.31-19.
Gump Comedies :Oct.3-54.
International Newsreel : Sept. 19-24. Oct. 3-54. Oct. 1918.
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Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

D. H.

\ N automobile termed now by Dave
AA exchange, Chicago, as a “car with a

Dubin, manager of Educational
curse on it” was stolen from him
"*
on the afternoon of October 20. Several hours later Valentine Ruse,
the colored man who had stolen it, as it is alleged, was killed six miles
north of Peoria, where the car was wrecked.

LVUBIN

allow

by the captain.
The car which was a Jordan was valued
at $2,935 and was covered by theft and

York

ciation

fire

insurance.
*

*

ment company.

Upon

his return to the Coast after a
in
York he will begin the
production of “The Lodge in the Wilderness.”
* * *

few days

New

The announcement has been made by
Jimmie Gillick, Pathe manager, that November

1 the Chicago office will institute
sales plan along with several other
changes that will come with the removal
into the new quarters at 1025 South Wasalesman will be added
bash avenue.

a

new

New

to

the

number now employed.

The

plan

which now allows five block salesmen and
one circuit salesman will be changed to

First ambition?

ijs

new

Carlos, the

—

my

was

shall Field

visit

the

home

office

to

New

before re-

turning to Chicago.
*

wyn-Mayer

Kipp

visited

Metro-GoldOctober 21.

the

Chicago,

offices,

that the new Buffalo theaBuffalo, Mich., would open under the management of his brother-in-law,

New

Fred Grant, October
*

24.

*

either injudiciously or mischievously came
too close to Abe’s automobile which was
standing in front of the theatre.
Both

were scratched up of course with
amounting to a bad fender, a
strained bumper and so on.
Max was
once the owner of the Capitol. And Abe
is sure that he is just a little envious of
cars

public

Nauvoo, 111., and
Metr o p o 1 t,a n
i

Business College.

How

did you
the
into
picture
business?
Started with Universal eight years ago this
August as salesman on the South Side.

break

motion

*

*

*

Next?
Jumped from salesman to
serial
manager, then short features
manager
Next became Chicago assoThree years ago last
ciate manager.
July I went to Kansas City as manager.
Was down there a year and a half and
came back to Chicago in October as city
manager. Returned to Kansas City as
manager for W. W. Hodkinson (now
Producers

the theatre’s success.
*

Distributing

Corporation).

Was

called back a year to a day
later to take over Universal’s Chicago
branch again.

casualties

*

Co.

Ker-

.

*

Max Schwartz, of Metro-GoldwynMayer, is looked upon with apprehension
by Abe Fedcr, owner of the Capitol theatre which is located at Kedzie and Lawrence avenue, since October 20 when Max

*

&

school in Chicago; St. Mary’s,

He announced
tre,

which
Mar-

Schools?

—

to

with

shaw

anyway, after the game he went

man

carried out
ambition, too,

after
First job,

*

Carl Lescrman, city salesmanager for
First National, left October 23 for a trip
to
Philadelphia.
He thought maybe
yes, m-a-y-b-e,
he would go to the Chicago-Pennsylvania while in the city. But

Hobby?

My

kids.

Two

boys and two

That’s two pair. One more and
it would be a full house.
Trying to sell
Worst experience?
films to some hardboiled exhibitors.
girls.

When

Dr. Brewer, Shabbona, 111., visited
the Greiver Productions offices October 22
he announced that he expects to open the
Brewer Opera House, within a short time.
Dr. Brewer has just returned from a trip
through the West with his wife where he
has been enjoying a rest for nine months

now

in the territory selling F. B. O. contracts has reported that business is good at least for
is

—

him and Film Booking.
*

*

*

William Weinshanker, Greiver salesman,
has returned to Chicago after several days
spent in the surrounding territory.
•*

*

*

David R. Hochreich, president of the
newly formed Vital exchanges, was in Chicago October

21.

*

*

Leslie Whelan, Harold Lloyd representative of New York, spent a few days in
Chicago during the week of October 11.
* * *

The Exhibitors
splurging now with
photo)

my

general manager of Tif*

be a railroad

and

fany-Truart.

Walter Brown who

(HERALD

To

Jerry Abrams, district manager of the
Renown exchange, left Chicago, October 22
on the Century for a couple of days in
N’Yawk. There is something said as to
a meeting he expects to attend with Abe

since closing his theatre.
%
%

Phil Goldstone and his mother stopped
in Chicago for a day, October 22, enroute to New York. Mr. Goldstone is
the head of Goldstone Productions
which has just completed the fifth of
this year’s 12 Tiff any-T ruart pictures.

Universal
Nickname? Alex.
Born in Chicago in 1892.

five

William

*

Phil Goldstone who is the head of the
Goldstone Productions on the Coast arrived in Chicago, October 22, accompanied
by his mother, where he stopped over a
day before resuming his trip to New York.
But it was hardly a day’s stopoff for he
had not been in the city hut a few hours
before he hopped off for Milwaukee to
meet H. Fitzgerald of the Saxe Amuse-

LE ROY W. ALEXANDER

block salesmen and three tworeel comedy salesmen.

regained possession of the remains of the car but declares he will
never drive it again, explaining that many
freakish tricks of luck have occurred to
him while driving the car in the past
nine months. Once while delivering prints
of a Kinograms special to a theatre hurriedly in order to “beat” the other newsreel men he was picked up by policemen
and ordered to headquarters. There he
found that the car had been identified as
one which was involved in a jewel theft.
Of course Dave proved that they had the
wrong man. But that did not aid him one
whit in the delivery of the newsreel. For
his embarrassment he was given a membership card to the Police Athletic asso-

1925

7,

autumn
tions.

company
windows arrayed

Supply
its

is

in

and other festal decoraappropriate enough for the cel-

foliage

And

ebration for the company’s Tenth Anniversary is well nigh here.
*

*

*

Frank Ishmael repeated a saying of a famous general of the recent war when he

met Eddie Brichetto of Universal:

“There

Autumn

Which

is

a hint of

Frank explained meant

in the air.”
“It’s

time for those

spats again, Eddie.”

Master Attractions
Signs Radio Artists
The new Chicago organization, Master
Attractions, formed for the purpose of supplying specialties and features exclusively
to motion picture theatre houses, is said
to be meeting with success and approval
of motion picture theatre managers all
Many well
through the Middle West.
known Chicago radio artists have been
signed by the new organization.

Screen Brilliancy
For brilliancy on the screen make
sure
in

you have Eastman Positive Film

the projector.

by

It is identified

the words “Eastman” and “Kodak”
in

black letters in the film margin.

Eastman

is

the film that

is

un-

rivaled for carrying the quality

of

the negative through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

MACK. SEJVJVE T7]
presents

RALTH GRAVES
in

**

Good Morning, Madam f"
A

He was

a

book agent.

He came in on
He was

Tbuo 'Reel Comedy

his feet

and went out on

his ear.

so unlucky that black cats trembled

as he slithered by.

stone broke so long that moss
was gathering on the stone.

He had been
He met

girl, and was invited
and nine other girls to dinner,
wealth was fifty cents.

a million dollar

to invite her

and

his

Just look over this one.

It is full

of gags

and

a riot.
It has the earmarks
originality.
These Graves comedies are getting better all
of

the time, and they started good.

There’s just one way for you to get the most
profit out of them. Advertise them.

r*

y;;miWE

Pafhecomedy
trade
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HE

and Katz

seating of

• • •

Chicago.

The Uptown

theatre, Chicago, required a

new

type chair of Spanish Motif

to appropriately seat this

newest

world s hne theatres. This
chair; designed at the direction of
the owners, by the architects, C.
w. and Geo. L. Rapp, was manuof the

factured

and

installed

to

their

satisfaction by this organization.

American Seating Company
CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

NEW YORK
114 W. 41st

fol.

XXIII, No. 7

St.

BOSTON
65-D Canal

PHILADELPHIA
St.

252

S.

Broad

St.

NOVEMBER

7,

1925

WuRLlIzER
UNIT ORGAN

'

n.

c

E
The

XHIBITORS

from coast to coast are
realizing every day the real box office
value of the Wurlitzer Unit Organ.

number

steadily increasing

of

select the Wurlitzer, but the smaller

Wurlitzer Music for
every type of motion picture theatre,
whether large or small. The convenient
Wurlitzer plan of purchase is a boon to
the small exhibitor and bears investigation.
Write today and learn how easy it is to
acquire this powerful and permanent box
as well, for there

Wur-

litzer Unit Organ installations, in both
newly constructed and long established

conclusive evidence of this fact.
And it is not always the largest of America’s finest motion picture palaces that
houses,

houses

is

is

office attraction.

ANOTHER MIGHTY WuRLlIZER
T
HE

accompanying illustrations show the interior and exterior views of the new Albee

Theatre, Brooklyn.
It is considered to be
the finest house in Greater New York.
After
careful research and extensive investigation of numerous makes of
organs, the mighty Wurlitzer has

been selected. Thus again a Wurlitzer will furnish the musical ac-

companiment for

the highest type
of motion picture productions in
another of America’s finest motion
picture palaces.

TWO UNUSUAL CATALOGS
A

copy of the new Wurlitzer Unit Organ
catalog is ready to be mailed to you. Write
for it today it’s a genuine printing mas-

The Wurlitzer Grand Piano
highly endorsed by leading
the orchestra pits and for
Write today for catalog.

—

terpiece.

The
CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.

No

obligation.

is

used and

exhibitors

feature

RUDOLPH
WURLITZER
NEW
YORK

120

W. 42nd

And

St.

CHICAGO

329 S.

Wabash

in

sets.

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

DENVER

LOS ANGELES

250 Stockton St.

2106 Broadway

814 S. Broadway

Forty Other Branches

in

Thirty-Three Cities
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Increase
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Office Receipts
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THEATRE MODEL

Don’t Let Possible

Customers Wait

Too Long

—

Watch the crowd and you
will see some possible customand hurry
away. Perhaps they thought
the house crowded, or too long
ers step out of line

Thought of
Whatever the

to wait for tickets.

another show.
reason their patronage

is lost.

Speed and

Accuracy
Count
Competition is too strong to put up
with old methods of handling crowds
and in making change. Over 30,000
Brandt Automatic Cashiers are now in
use. They are making money by making change quickly, giving
00 per
cent service. The Brandt Junior makes
no mistakes—delivers the right change
at the same time the ticket is pushed
out.
The Brandt Junior is built particularly for theatres.
Makes the box
office attractive
puts you on an equal
footing with the best conducted playhouses. Guaranteed 0 years and lasts
a lifetime.
Mail the coupon today.
1

—

Special Offer

$25 Down S
If

y

you buy
S

U
tserore
r

*

January

1926

/

/

/
/Individual

State

.

City..

Department A,
Watertown, Wis.

obligating me,
/ youWithout
may have
Brandt
a

Man call and show
equipment when next in

vicinity.

Firm Name

1

/

/

j

/

/
us
this
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Practical Theatre Seating
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THE

seating of the Capitol Theatre at Logan, Utah,

a fine

is

Hey wood- Wakefield Opera Chairs may be adapted to

No

matter what your plans, there

actly

meet your

is

a

He ywood- Wake field

particular seating requirements.

They

the limit of comfort, appearance and seating capacity.

example of how

a decorative scheme*

chair-design to ex-

are designed to secure
It is just

such engineer-

which are being solved for Theatre owners by HeywoodWakefield seating experts. This service, backed by our 99 years of seat-building
experience, is furnished without charge or obligation, through

ing problems as yours

HEYWOOD- WAKEFIELD WAREHOUSES
BALTIMORE, MD.

BOSTON

45,

MASS.

1

13

W. Conway

St.

Winter Hill

KANSAS

CITY, MO.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Display Floor, 174 Portland St.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Wells and Carroll Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.
2653 Arthington St.
PORTLAND, ORE.
Display Floor, American Furniture Mart
SAN FRANCISCO,
ST. LOUIS, MO., Sixth and O’Fallon Sts.

CAL.

1310 W. Eighth
215 East 6th
516 W. 34th
244 So. 5th
148 No. Tenth
737 Howard

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.

St.

liiPE
Star!
.-lilllF-^
7,

Ullllg
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A monthly supplement

of Exhibitors Herald, published for the information and
guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation and equip-

ment and

to

promote the ideal of greater and

finer theatres.

Advertising Manager

Editor

Harry

E.

Charles

Holquist

Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co.; Martin

J.

Quigley, Editor

B.

Eastern Representative
Frederick M. Savage

O’Neill

and Publisher; Edwin

S.

Managing Editor; George

Clifford,

Clifford,

Business Manager.

FIELD FOR SPECIALISTS

T

HE

of

distributor

products

enjoys

strategic

position

a
in

equipment
and

secure
the

indus-

try.

He
tact

the

is

the magnetic point of con-

between the manufacturer and
owner.
The prosperity

theatre

and
satisfaction
of
the
theatre
owner and the manufacturer depend
on just how efficiently the distributor
functions.

The distributor’s business does not
amount merely to that of being a
warehouse where goods are accumulated, to

exhibitor.

be later turned over to the
If

it

service than that

meant no greater

usefulness in the
industry would be decidedly limited.

But the true
the

distributor

deal

more than

its

field

of operation of

amounts

to

a

great

this.

facturer.

The

Field for Specialists, by Martin
J. Quigley.
Theatre Sites Their Selection
and Characteristics, by N. E.

—

Durand.

When Your

Theatres Goes Dark
Responsible.
Fitting the Music to the Action
of the Picture, by Harry L.

—Who

Is

Wagner.

New

Officers of Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Roster of Stop Chart Users

Shows Steady Growth.
Importance of Equipment Is
Stressed at Paramount Theatre Managers’ School.
Grauman to Break Ground for
New Chinese Theatre.
Organ Installations in Motion
Picture Theatres.

The distributor or supply house
should be in fact a service agency for
the theatre, as well as for the

In This Issue

manu-

distributor should be a

thoroughly qualified expert on all
matters of theatre equipment and
operation and his knowledge and experience should at all times and under all circumstances be readily and
freely available for the guidance of
the exhibitor.

In consideration of the tremendous
being made in the physical

Theatre and Exhibitor
Convention
Described
by
Patee concluding article.
Hand Operated Ticket Selling
Machine Is Placed on Market.
Exhibitors
Supply Company
Celebrates Ten Years of Pro-

First

—

gress.

Quality,

Service, Satisfaction,
Keystone of “Esco” Policy, by

H. A. R. Dutton.
Assistance Rendered Architects
Projection
in
Design
of

Room.

strides

Branches of Exhibitors Supply

betterment of theatres, no exhibitor
or exhibiting corporation can expect
to operate to the best possible advantage without the services of the distributor. The distributor is, or should
be, a specialist with respect to theatre
equipment products and his knowledge of his subject must predominate
over that of any individual or firm
which does not, in the same manner,

Service Stations Maintained at
All “Esco” Branches.
Heads Sales Promotion Work at
Home office of “Esco.”
Views of New Metroplitan Theatre, Boston.
Boston’s Metropiltan Sets New
Standards for Better The-

Company.

atres.

give undivided time, thought and effort to equipment matters.

Only

a
theatre
was
Middle West which

recently

opened

the

in

an investment of several
hundred thousands of dollars. One
of the essential equipment products
installed in this theatre was of a type
and kind that is wholly unsuitable to
the particular theatre and has already
proven to the theatre owner to be unrepresents

equal

to the task of delivering the
service expected of it. The exhibitor
selected the product in question on his
own initiative, without having received expert advice and the result is

many ways.
now feels that

a considerable loss in

This exhibitor

made

a

point he
the

all

natural
is

mistake.

correct.

On

On

he
one

the basis of

knowledge of the equipment

field that he could be expected to
possess as a general theatre executive,
his mistake was a natural one.
But
the inexcusable part of his mistake is

that he neglected to seek counsel,
advice and suggestion.
properly
functioning supply house could have
saved him embarrassment, annoyance

A

and

financial loss.

Specialized experience and specialized knowledge is the order of the day
in every line.
In the equipment and
operation of a theatre expert advice

and guidance is not only valuable,
but indispensable.
In the future development of this
industry the distributor will be
called upon to discharge an increasingly greater obligation in matters
affecting the technical perfection of
theatres and in doing this he will be
rendering an invaluable service to
the exhibitor.

MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY
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Intimate Glimpses

of the

New Embassy
Five unusual views are shown here of the interior of the
theatre recently opened on Broadway under the direction
of Gloria Gould.
The theatre is one of the number of
Loew houses. The view shown at left reveals the splendid taste with which the walls and a section of the ceiling
have been designed. The purpose of the two reproductions below is to show the details of the dome and also
the effect of it as it appears in the auditorium.

In the foyer of the Embassy the furnishings exude a note
of elegance.
In all parts of the theatre there is an atmosphere of coziness. The chandeliers appear to be of
an extremely elaborate design.

The
This corner of the new theatre shows the console.
pretentious walls shown here reveal the painting of an European castle. The comfortable arrangement of the upholstered seats likewise is prominent.

—
November

7,
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Theatre Sites

7

—Their

Selection

and Characteristics
By
of Frederick C. Folz

&

The Theatre
in the Small

Community
The problems of location of a
motion picture theatre in a small
community are naturally not

there

is

the

exhibitor in the large cities, in
that it is well for the small community theatre man to pay the difference in property values between main street as against a
side street location, for the same
principal holds true, that if your
location is in the path of the
greatest number of passers by,
you will find box office returns
proportionately increased.
This is particularly true in the
small communities of today as
there is such a great increase in
motor traffic that a theatre located

*

*

h=

downtown

theatre to

be located in the big city.
This we will
touch on but lightly as each city presents
difficulties and«j>roblems which cannot be
solved in a ggfteral way, but must be given
individual thought and study.
Houses of
this type ar^-usyally built by very large
exhibitors wji^^iaintain a competent staff
that are co|®|Ss|Iy studying the changing
conditions irtil^downtown districts of our
large cities awktffe, therefore, in a position
to select their own locations without any
outside aid.
We are more concerned here
with the community type of house that is
located in the outlying sections of the
larger cities and its sister type, the
town theatre in the smaller city.

down-

The method

practiced by the location expert for the chain store system, will be
found a safe one to follow; that is to
choose a location as close to the corner of
converging transportation lines as is possible.
In cities such corners are knowns as
section line transfer corners.
It is

recognized by successful exhibitors

that one of the most important factors in
the selection of a property on which to
erect a theatre is to have that property
located on the main business street close to
as many sources of transportation as is
possible.
It
must be borne in mind
that in most cases the greatest demand for
seats occur between the hours of 6:30
P. M., and 9:30 P. M., so study your prospective locations carefully to see that you
are in the center of a block or blocks that
are particularly frequented at these hours,
for while it is granted that a great number

of your patrons come because they have
made up their mind some time in advance
that they want to see your particular program, don’t overlook the percentage of
casuals that you will appeal to if your
theatre is located in a spot where there is
the greatest amount of pedestrian traffic
during the evening hours.
*

On

*

*

the theory that the success of your
theatre is based on your ability to sell its
seating capacity you are not unlike any
other retail merchandiser, your front is
your show window and the greater the

as

complicated as in a large city for
the reason that there is usually no
competition and the theatre is
naturally so well known that people will come to it no matter
where its location may be in the
town. However, much can be
gained from the experience of the

from

the standpoint of
safety, sanitation, comfort and beauty befits its important standing in the community.
As important as the structure itself
is its
location for serving the greatest
number of people, and of course, yourself.
In order to have the greatest box office
return the theatre should be located in a
spot easily and readily accessible to the
Let
greatest number of potential patrons.
us consider the various general types of
houses with relation to the site required for
each.

First,

the lobby in order that it may be just
so much easier to buy the ticket and avoid
that dangerous interval that takes place between the time that the prospective customer makes his decision to buy a ticket
and actually acquires the ticket. Any prolongation of this interval allows a possible
reversal of the decision and a consequent
loss of the sale.

in

-*

in a structure that

Chicago

Co., Architects, Engineers,

OU,

Mr.
Exhibitor,
have
passed
through and beyond the stage where
a vacant store in most any old location was
remodeled and housed, more or less successfully, the first crude attempts at the
exhibition of motion pictures. The theatre
of today is not alone a center of amusement, but is a most important factor in the
cultural and educational development of the
community and as such should be housed

"V7"

DURAND

N. E.

on a main thoroughfare with

*

this passing

N. E.

DURAND.

number of people

motor

that pass

your percentage of seat

is

this procedure you may find later, when
you commission your achitect to draw plans
for you the property site may be found

just a trifle too small to accomplish the
result which you desire thereby necessitating the expenditure of a greater proportionate amount of money for acquisition of
necessary additional amount of property required or, on the other hand you may find
_

at-

it

;

you have leased or purchased too large
an amount of property which is naturally
In theatre building
an economic waste.
that

traffic .

certain very definite structural requirements
arbitrarily decide the amount of usable area
of the property.

the greater

sale.

One

Another

with relation to land values, it is
for the individual to determine, of course,
when confronted with this situation which,
from an economical standpoint, is the best
property to buy or lease. If you have followed the aforementioned suggestions with
regard to pedestrian traffic and find that it
leads

you

street,

price

to a location that is

much more

property across the
you must decide whether the higher

expensive

that

than

you

the

will

have to pay for the

desirable property will compensate
you for the losses that you are bound to
sustain by reason of being just out of the
natural flow of pedestrian traffic, as it is
a known fact that a certain percentage of

more

the people who purchase tickets to a motion
picture theatre do so simply on the spur
of the moment and because it requires little
or no conscious effort on their part to make
the decision to buy.

borne out by the judgment
exhibitors in placing the box office
in the center of the opening of the theatre rather than in a less conspicuous place
This

of

many

is

of the most recent developments by

theatre architects is a very economical and
successful design used where corner property is available, that is to build stores with
offices over them, starting at the corner and
extending down along the frontage on the
most important street locating the entrance
of the theatre at the furtherest point from
The store space furtherest
the corner.

factor in the location of your
theatre is to be sure that you are on the
right side of the street.
Carefully observe
the natural trend of pedestrian traffic, determine in what direction this traffic flows
during the hours that your theatre will be
open and unless land values are unreasonably high, be sure that you are located so
that this traffic will pass your door.

important

Now

*

It is not practical here to advise the
seeker of a location as to the actual lotsize required for a theatre, as there are
so many elements entering into this question that even though given the number of
seats and stage requirements, each particular case has its different aspects which
must be considered individually, such as
the location of alleys for exits and other
important items. However, let me say here
that before actually purchasing or leasing
a property, consult a competent theatre arYou will find it will save you
chitect.
money in the end. If you do not follow

tractive signs is bound to receive
a certain proportion of patronage

from

*

:

from the corner is used for the entrance
lobby, then the theatre proper is built on
the back part of the lot.
*

This method has
the first place

it

is

*

*

many

advantages.

In

utilizing a part of the

which is wasted in a purely store and
development and is usually termed
An
the “ash can back end of the lot.”
economical feature is that the theatre
proper can be built mostly of common
brick, it having no frontage on the street.
There is but the entrance of the theatre
exposed to public view, therefore, taking
advantage of the aforementioned savings
made in the use of common brick over face
brick, the architect may spend proportionately a much greater amount on the beautiThere is also the
fication of the front.
greater enhancement in the rental value of
lot

office

by reason of the entrance being
located at this point which the writer will
go into in a later article on the financing of
motion picture theatres.

the stores
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Interesting Papers Read at
S. M. P. E. Meet

A HIGHLY

successful meeting was held by the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers at Lakewood Farm, Roscoe, N. Y October 5 to
at which was presented many interesting papers on various phases of

/I
8,

theatre equipment and operation.

New

officers

and directors were elected

at the convention.

J.

C.

KROESEN

Chairman, Entertainment Committee

Among papers read were the following : “Handling of Motion Picture Film in
the Field of Climatic Conditions,” by R. J. Flaherty; “Effects of Scratches on
Strength of Motion Picture Film,” by S. E. Shepard and S. S. Sweet; “ Importance
of Village Theatre,” by F. H. Richardson ; “Color Photography Patents,” by William V. D. Kelley; “A New Incandescent Spot Light,” by L. C. Porter ; “The
Questionable Educational Value of Motion Pictures,” by A. W. Abrams; “Movies
for Teaching, the Proof of Their Usefulness,” by Rowland Rogers; “Transmission
of Pictures Over Telephone Lines,” by Dr. H. E. Ives; “A Prefocusing Base and
Socket for Projection Lamps,” by R. S. Burnap; “The High Intensity Arc,” by Dr.
Frank Benford; “Reflector Arc Projection, Some Limitations and Possibilities in
Theory and Practice,” by S. Stark; “Importance of Proper Slicing,” by E. J. Dennison; “Rack Marks and Air Bells Produced in the Development of Motion Picture Film by Rack System ,” by J. I. Crabtree, and “The Pathe Camera and Projector,” by W. R. Daniel.

—
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When Your

Who

T

HE

season of the year

hand when theatres

in

is

at

many

sections of the country are
due for a period of storms and gales
which frequently interrupt the elec-

current supply forcing refund
of thousands of dollars to patrons in
It is in order,
theatre admissions.
therefore, to call attention to modern methods of overcoming this
handicap, especially in view of a recent suit which plainly defines the
very limited liability of a light and
power company that it cannot be
held responsible in such emergen-

trical

cies.

Fortunately

in the suit

mentioned

—the New York case of Curry vers-

us Norwood Electric Light and Power company the exhibitor was able to
collect damages because the reason
for the interruption to service lay
within control of the light company.

Theatre Goes Dark
Is Responsible?
consisting of a four cylinder gasoengine, direct connected to a
generator. The function of the engine and generator is controlled by

*

an automatic switch which throws
the plant into operation almost immediately the current is shut off and
likewise stops it equally automatically the moment the regular current
is resumed.
*

*

*

;

The

financial loss suffered yearly
in theatres through the necessity of
refunding admissions when the electric current is shut off and the fact
that such conditions are apt to precipitate a panic has led to the development of a lighting unit which
immediately goes into action when
the regular supply of current fails.
Such a unit is made by the Kohler
company of Kohler, Wisconsin. It
is an electric power and light unit

mechanical governor which
keeps the plant operating at constant voltage at all loads within its

efficient

In

additional to its use as an
emergency lighting plant the unit
can also be used for projection, according to the company which says:
“With the development of the low
amperage projector, now in use in
many theatres, the Kohler automatic, using only 10 to 12 amperes of
110 volt current can ‘throw’ a picture that is bright, clear and unflickering. Theatres equipped with projectors using 110-volt Mazda lamps

rates capacity.”
Thus, it will be seen that for small
theatre a power plant of this type is
capable of handling the whole electrical

problem

— supplying

current

for projection operation, lighting the
lobby, auditorium and other departments of the theatre as well as run-

ning fans and motors.
It is also conveniently used while
cleaning
the
theatre,
operating
floodlights and eliminating the necessity of using the regular decorative wall and ceiling lights thereby
effecting a saving in current costs.
*

*

*

Many

large metropolitan theatres,
appreciating that an interruption in
service throwing the house into
darkness would prove a costly and

•dangerous

affair

have

adopted

emergency equipment of this type
and among smaller theatres its popularity is growing by leaps and

*

It is well known, that sleet and
wind, taking down poles and damaging wires electric storms resulting in short circuits and burning out
transformers and similar agencies of
nature are outstanding causes of interruption to service and for these,
obviously, the public utility or the
light and power company cannot be
held responsible.

the Kohler unit satisfac-

“In theatres where ‘power station
current’ is unsatisfactory or expens
ive, the Kohler automatic, using the
low amperage arc, is often the sole
source of current. For this purpose
it has proven unusually satisfactory
because of the steadiness of its current.
This is due to the unusually

The

to pocket his loss.

find

tory.

ion of the court that this situation
was within control of human agency
and that such an occurrence should
have been anticipated and this fact
was an important feature in finding
in favor of the plaintiff.
*

will

line

The defendant, using water from a
dam operated by another company
was prevented from delivering adequate service when this company
closed its gates and it was the opin-

point raised by the defense,
however, that it did not guarantee
continuous service is important in
that it indicates where the cause of
interruption is “on account of an act
of God or inevitable accident” the
exhibitor has little recourse except

9

bounds.

Briefly, the plant places
the theatre in control of its own
power, securing it from all interruptions ordinarly beyond its control.

Power

plant
of
type
for
used
operating theatres when regular
for
current
supply
fails
and
operation of entire show under
conditions explained in accom-

panying

Builds
House

article.

Under this caption Loew's Warheld Theatre, San Francisco, has
published a booklet which we believe of decided interest to every
exhibitor who is anxious to render
the highest type of service to his
The booklet serves the
patrons.
dual purpose of stimulating greater
attention to patron comfort by the
ushers, and at the same time apprises the public of the interest in
their welfare maintained by the
theatre.

We believe the Warfield will be
glad to send a copy of this booklet to other exhibitors.
Such excellent material as it contains
should be broadcast among other
good

Seat

in K. C.

R. L. Willis, who is erecting one of the
largest suburban motion picture theatres at
Thirty-eighth and Main Streets, Kansas
City, took title to the building site last

Courtesy

theatres for the

3,000

it

will ren-

der the theatre as a whole.

week.
The property, 165x65 feet, was
deeded by John B. Kassebaum to Mr. Wil-

Mr. Willis is erecting the theatre to
comply with the terms of a 25-year lease
to the Blackstone Amusement Company,
of which George Trinastitch is president.
The lease, filed for record, calls for an

lis.

annual rental of $16,500 for the first five
years of the term and $18,000 a year for
the remainder of the twenty-five years.
Footings and foundation of the theatre already have been completed.
The theatre will be a Spanish type building, designed by the architectural firm of
DeFoe & Besecke and will have a seating
capacity of 3,000.
An attempt will be
made to have the house in operation by
January 1.
The Blackstone Amusement
Company also operates the Isis theatre of
Kansas City. Jack Roth, manager of that
house, also will be in charge of the new
theatre.
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AN EXPLOITATION TRIUMPH
THE

CAPITOL
DISTRIBUTORS

CAPITOL

Capitol-Claremont Laboratories,

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTOR

Inc.,

601 Transportation Bldg.,

Washington, D. C.

James B. Buchanan,
O. Box 435,
Atlanta, Ga.
P.

and

Self operating

F.

continuous

&

N. Co.,

28 Piedmont

St.,

Boston, Mass.

FOUR OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF
THE CAPITOL DAYLIGHT PROJECTOR
1.

2.

Can be displayed

in

Capitol Projector

&

Film Co.,

109 W. 19th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

your lobby either day

or night with equal success.

Motion Picture Machines Co.,
607 Neville St.,

Gives continuous automatic projection

Pittsburgh, Pa.

without any attention whatsoever.
3.

Gives perfect vision of the picture at 45 as

The

Sly

627

First

Fox Film

Co.,

Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

well as directly in front of the screen.
4.

Made

in

both light portable and in cabinet

Capitol Projector

133
style.

&

W. Washington

Chicago,

Film Co.,
St.,

111.

Pathescope Co. of Canada, Ltd.
156 King St., West,
Toronto, Canada

Capitol Machine Co.,

100 East 42nd

New York

St.,

City.

Please advise how I can increase
also explain your TRAILER

—

NAME
THEATRE

TOWN

my

receipts

SERVICE.
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Students at the Paramount Theatre Managers Training School photographed on the roof of the Nicholas Power company
plant in New York City following a trip through the plant studying projection equipment. In center of group are P. A.
McGuire, advertising manager of Nicholas Power Company ; John F. Barry, director of the school, and Harry Rubin,
chief projectionist, Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion theatres. New York.

Importance of Theatre Equipment
Stressed at Paramount School
T HE

important part that modern equipin the achievement of successful theatre operation is being emphasized to students at the Paramount TheLessons and lecatre Managers School.
tures are being augmented by personal
visits of the entire student body to equip-

ment plays

ment manufacturing plants in the east
where the embryo managers are getting
much valuable first hand information on
the
the

operation
theatre.

departments of
equipment which

various

of

Modern

makes for the highest type of presentation
under comfortable and healthful conditions
in the theatre are factors which today are
playing a bigger part than ever in the success of theatres,

The

it

is

pointed out.

Paramount Theatre
Managers Training School recently spent
a week at the Edison Lighting School, Harstudents of the

rison, N. J., and also recenMy visited the
plant of the Nicholas Power Company in
New York to study projection, as part of
their regular course.
John F. Barry, director of the school,
had arranged with the engineers and lighting specialists of the Edison Lamp Works
for a complete course of instruction and
practice on the subject of theatre lighting.
Each lecture was accompanied by practical
demonstrations of the particular principles
or type of theatre lighting under discussion.
Demonstrations were made with the equipment of the various departments of an upThe stuto-date motion picture theatre.
dents, therefore, were not only given thorough instruction in the principles that
govern the correct lighting of theatres but
were shown how these principles are practically applied.
* * *

The first part of the course reviewed
the progress made in theatre lighting practice from the early periods to the present
day.
detailed outline of the development of the incandescent lamp was given
and an inspection made of lamp manufacturing plants. The characteristics and purposes of each type of lamp manufactured
was explained so that the students obtained
adequate knowledge of what style or type
of lamp most efficiently fills each lighting

A

requirement.

The

lighting

partment of the theatre was explained in
detail and typical illustrations of the recommended systems and arrangements were
reproduced in the demonstration rooms.
Lectures on foyer lighting dealt with the
use of luminairies pedestal lamps, and
cornice lighting; the selection of hangings
and wall decorations to harmonize with
desired color lighting effects and the various schemes of rest room lighting that give
proper predominance to decorative and restful elements.
*

*

Talks on lounge room lighting emphasized particularly the value of light as
a decorative medium.
Instructions was
given
in
the
art
of combining color
through the use of portable lamps, spot
lights, etc., to obtain desirable contrast and
touches of high light.
The lighting of auditoriums outlined
general principles that are essential in every
lighting scheme applied in this department
of the theatre.
This included the use of
indirect

and direct

lighting, the application

of colored light for psychological effects,
orchestral lighting and the relation of light
and music.
Lectures and demonstrations on stage
lighting covered the usage and operation
of foot lights, border lights, flood lamps,
“effect” apparatus, switchboard, and wiring; the production of colored lighting
and the effects of colors on the appearance
of objects.
The sales value of light was fully discussed in its relation to the lighting of the
marquee, sign, side walls, poster boards,
flood lighting,

show window

of

each

de-

lighting;

and

other special advertising effects. The students were given special instruction in the
use of the electric sign as an advertising
medium. Lectures on this subject included
the fundamental principles of sign lighting;
the proper use of different types of electric
signs
designing and spacing of letters
effect of letter size on readability of signs;
general considerations in the selection of
lamps for sign lighting; and wiring cal;

culations.
*

With Mr. Barry,
requirements

*

Rubin,

chief

*

*

director,
projectionist of

and

Harry

the

Rivoli,

Rialto and Criterion theatres, the students
were welcomed at the Nicholas Power
Company plant, by P. A. McGuire, advertising manager.
In his opening remarks
Mr. McGuire referred to the phrase “Better
Projection Pays” and briefly but forcibly
stressed the importance of projection.
He announced that he had been authorized by Bart F. Greene, chief examiner
for electricity and moving picture licenses
in the Department of Water Supply, Gas
and Electricity, City of New York, to make

the following statement:
“Protection of audiences by proper enforcement
of the law in the motion picture theatres of the
City of New York is the duty of the Department
of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity.
It is our
duty to see that standard equipment is used, properl installed, maintained and placed in charge of
competent projectionists. We are required to
regularly inspect the equipment after installation
and carefully examine all applicants for licenses
to operate motion picture machines in New York
City.
In the course of a year about one thousand
applications for licenses are made by men who
have taken courses or who have had some sort of
practical experience in operating motion picture
machines, but in spite of this not much more than
one hundred pass the examination. This is barely
ten per cent and indicates how exacting the requirements are. It will, therefore, be readily
understood that it is not possible to operate a
motion picture machine in this city without considerable study and long apprenticeship.

* * *
“Managers and theatre owners do well when
they employ capable men in their projection rooms
and then give these men the fullest possible cooperation.
Time and money are well spent which
give the projectionist proper working conditions
and first class equipment kept in good condition
by proper repairs and replacements. Projection
rooms are under weekly supervision by inspectors
of the Department but we are glad to be of assistance to theatre owners, managers and projectionists
and willingly give any assistance whenever
Managers should not wait
called upon to do so.
until they are compelled to make repairs as equipment kept in the right condition insures the safety
of audiences, adds to their pleasure, reduces damage to film and increases box office receipts.”

The

class

was then divided

into

two

groups and one under A. R. Schulze, ol
Department
of
the
the
Engineering
Nicholas Power Company, was shown
early models of Power’s, Edison, Lubin,
Selig, Gaumont, and other projectors used
in the formative period of the motion picture industry. The other group under Mr.
Wrede, of the Repair Department, was
( Continued

on page 14 )

—
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Through Proscenium

I

Installations in Theatres
By
(

ROBERT

HALL,

Consulting Engineer, N. Y.
Reprinted by Courtesy of The Architectural Forum )

HE

E.

a modern theatre.
Most installations suffer from the
lack of a proper amount of space for

area required in a rectangular chamAll modern organs today are
enclosed in chambers with Venetian swell shades to control the expression.
These chambers should
be built so that they are as soundproof as possible, to enclose the
tone, and then by means of the swell
shades to give modulation and expression to the music.
In the beginning of organ building, the organ
was built out in the open and had no
expression.
It then was improved
so that one portion of the organ
the swell organ was under control,
but today all theatre organs to be
successful must be entirely under
expression control, for the music’s

the case of a larger organ, chambers
at both sides of the proscenium arch,
in the space that is usually occupied
by the boxes. These chambers
should preferably be located about
10 to 12 feet above the level of the
stage, not too low to have the tone
strike directly the people that are
sitting in the front seats, and not
too high to prevent the tone’s getting under the balcony, if there is a
balcony in the house. It is a well
recognized fact that the rear seats
on the first floor, under the balcony,
is
it
are invariably those where
most difficult to hear the music, but
by properly placing the organ, this

containing the organ.

enjoyment.

the installation planned as suggested at the sides of the proscenium arch, half on each side.

T

success of an organ in any
theatre is dependent to a very
large extent on the proper installation of the instrument; the
very finest organ may actually be a
failure

if

improperly installed.

The

essential in proper installation
location the second is to have the

first
is

;

proper openings through which the
tone can come out into the auditorium, and the third is to have a
sufficient amount of space so that
the organ is not crowded. On the
other hand, it is not wise to have too
much space, although that error is

seldom made

in

*

Naturally

*

each

The

theatre

presents

own

being

—

*

special problem, but the subject can be covered in a general way,
particularly where new theatres are
its

ber.

planned, if organ requirements are given thought at the time
of the actual planning. It is well to
keep in mind that practically all
parts of the organ, such as chests,
are
rectangular in shape. Even
though the chamber must, of necessity in many cases, be of triangular
shape, these rectangular parts of the
organ cannot be changed from their
original form, so obviously there is
likely to be some lost space in a triangular chamber, compared to the

best

be made

method

of installation to

in a theatre is to have, in

the case of a small organ, one chamber on one side of the house, and in

Equipm ent Association
Office in Chicago
Is
Picture

of

Moved

the

Equipment

A

in

the

new

quarters.

The new

office

within easy access of this committee.

overcome.

Fig.

I

shows

—

Another very satisfactory location
organ is to install it above
and in the center of the proscenium
for an

arch, with a deflector outside of the
organ chamber to deflect the tone

down

Association of Motion
Dealers of America
have been moved from 417 S. Dearborn
street, Chicago, to 1018 S. Wabash avenue.
The latter location is on Chicago’s
“film row.”
committee consisting of H. A. R. Dutton, B. A. Benson and C. H. Fulton will
look after the affairs of the association
Offices

difficulty is

is

in the direction of the orchestra pit. This tends to make the
tone spread under the balcony, giving excellent results, since the tone
See Fig. II.
fills the entire house.
The size of the organ chamber depends upon the size of the organ,
and the size of the organ is governed very largely by the size of the
Naturally, a theatre seattheatre.
ing 3,000 requires a much larger
organ than one seating 1,000.

A
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minimum height in the organ chamber of at least 11 or 12 feet is essential.
In the case of a large organ a
greater height is of course necessary. Suitable openings must be left
for the expression shutters in the
chambers. The length of these
openings depends on the size of the
chambers. In general the length of
the swell shutter openings should
be 85 per cent of the length of the
chamber, and the height of the
opening should be in the neighborhood of 7 feet, the opening beginning, in the case of the average
chamber, from 4 to 5 feet above the
organ chamber floor. If the chamber is high, then the opening should
be still higher.
The tone comes
from

the tops of the pipes,

and for

that reason it is essential that the
swell shutter openings should be at
the top of the chamber and not at
the bottom. These swell shutter
openings must of necessity, in order
to get proper results, be horizontal
with the chamber and not vertical
from top to bottom, as is occasionally suggested by architects who
have had but a limited experience

with organ installations. The grille
work in front of the openings referred to, where the expression shutters
go,
should be composed of
at least 70 per cent of open work,

so that the tone is not impeded in
its progress from the chamber to
the theater.
*

*

*

Around the swell shutter opening in the chamber there should be
placed a wood stud frame, consisting of say 4 by 6 studs, to which
the expression shutters can be fastened.
Regarding the construction
of chambers, there are a number of

Fig.

li.

Shown

Big Gain
in
Foreign Sale of
Projectors
Preliminary Department of

Commerce

figures show that
166 motion picture machines
valued at $38,890 were exported from the United States
during the month of August
as against 99 valued at $23,699 in July and 64 valued at
$16,484 in August 1924.

13
playing, from a central position.
This and the other details of organ
planning and installation should engage the most careful and thoughtful consideration at the hands of the
architect, since organs are being
more and more widely used to supply the music which means so much
to patrons of a motion picture theater, and which depends so greatly
on the organ’s arrangement. Indeed, the organ is among the vitally
important adjuncts of a motion picture theater, and as such it demands
These apparently
consideration.

small details are vitally important.

forms that can be employed,
(1) hollow tile, plastered
on both sides; (2) metal lath and
plaster with sheathing quilt in between; (3) concrete. Whichever
form of construction is decided
upon, the inside walls should be
plastered and painted to form a
hard finish for reflecting the tone,
and also to guarantee that the
chambers will be free from grit or
dirt, since both of these are enemies
different

—

of the organ.

The location of the blower should
be properly arranged in the basement, so as to limit the possibility
of noise being heard in the theater.
A good concrete floor is necessary
for the blower, and where possible
the air for the intake of the blower
should be derived from the outside,
usually easily arranged.
The console or key desk of the organ should be placed in the orchestra pit, the center of which is the
best location, especially where the
organ is divided, with part on each
side of the house, as it gives the organist the opportunity to judge his

Soon
to Open New House

Vonderschmidt

in Greencastle
Harry

Vonderschmidt,

owner

of

the

Indiana theatre in Bloomington, Ind., and
the Liberty theatre at Washington, expects
to open his new house at Greencastle soon.

The interior decorators have begun to
work on the inside of the new VonCastle
theatre on east Washington street, which
The work is being
is nearing completion.
rushed in an attempt to have the theatre
ready to open Monday, October 26.
“The theatre is equipped with the latest
The projection
furnishings throughout.

room

is

made

of sheet steel for

fire

pro-

Two

Simplex projection machines
of the latest design have already been inThe projection room is to have a
stalled.
tection.

rubber covering over a
lation

steel floor for insu-

and to insure silence and

vibration in

the

reduce

machinery.

will seat approximate900 people in a balcony and main floor.
The stage is especially designed for picAn office is being
tures and vaudeville.
furnished in an alcove at the rear of the
A soda fountain is to be inbalcony.
The
stalled in the west side of the lobby.
ticket booth is already in place.”

“The new theatre

ly

Flan and Section Showing Organ Above Proscenium
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three latest

projectors. The members of the class took
great interest in Mr. Schulze’s talk and
considerable discussion followed.
* * *

count
or figure it out?

you have

room with

After both groups nad been shown the
models and the projection room, they returned to the auditorium of the Power’s
testing laboratory and Mr. Schulze explained the special features of Power’s

t» mk**m UK*.

Do

Continued from page 11)

the projection

reflector arc.

have you in

ro

I

1925

Power’s projectors and three modern types
of lamps, Power’s high intensity, Power’s
incandescent and Powerlite low intensity

How many tickets

7,

Equipment Is Stressed
at Paramount Theatre
Managers School

Check Up!
-

November

to

Joseph Abrams, who has been installation
for the Nicholas Power Company for
nearly fifteen years, then gave a demon-

man

Then you need

BERED TICKETS
glance exactly

We

INVENTORY NUMthat will tell

how many you

you

stration of the three types of illuminants,
High Intensity, Incandescent and Low Intensity, which were shown successively on
the screen and then all three at the same
time.
It is believed that this is the first

at a

have.

time these three types of illuminants have
been shown on one screen at the same time.
This was accomplished by super-imposing
the three lights upon each other but with
a few inches of each '"extending on the side
from the other so that the contrasting

send you samples and more
information about them.
will gladly

was clearly shown. After this
demonstration by Mr. Abrams and explanations by Mr. Schulze, Mr. Wrede delivered a very interesting talk on repairs
and replacements and pointed out the importance of having emergency parts on
hand in the projection r#om. The class
was also supplied with a printed article
written by Mr. Wrede giving a list of the
parts which should be carried on hand for
Power’s projectors.
effect

Qlobe Tcket Company
Specialists

Ml N.

in

I

Tickets

2 !h

St.

and Checks Since

1873

Philadelphia, Pa.

At
the

The Moorlyn
Theatre
at

Ocean

City,

has added
to the general
N.

J.,

attractiveness
of

its

exterior

by the

installa-

tion of a fine

new Marquise,
built by The
Pro Bert Sheet
Metal Co.,

the conclusion of Mr. Wrede’s talk
was divided into three groups,
under Mr. Schulze, one under Mr.

class

one
Wrede, and one under Mr. Wickersheimer,
Chief Inspector of the Nicholas Power
Company, and in this way were taken
through the Power’s factory.
*

*

*

They were shown how

large an equiptakes to properly and efficiently
manufacture a modern motion picture projector and, also, the exactness of the operations, measurements and inspection which
enter into the making of the projectors.

ment

it

The class then adjourned to the roof
where the group was photographed.

Covington,
Kentucky.

New Fox Film
Exchange
Beauty and

Organ

<©ualltj>

novelties
j^cenicStudios
Slides of all 'Kinds

TIFFIN. OHIO

JTRANSLEY
557 West

Madison
CHICAGO ILL.

St,

Everything for the Stage

utility will be combined in
Corporation’s New York Exchange at 343-45 West 44th Street, the
cornerstone of which will be laid on October 28.
Senator James J. Walker, Democratic candidate for mayor, will wield the
trowel. Officials of city and state, stars
of stage and screen and 309 exhibitors from
the metroplitan area will take part in the
ceremonies.

Fox Film

be one of the most scientifically
exchanges in the country, with
every modern appliance for the handling
and distribution of films and accessories.
The exterior will be burnt red brick with
a purplish cast.
A lounge and reception
room, opening out of the projection room,
will be fitted up for the comfort of visiting
It will

laid

out

exhibitors.

;
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Hand Operated

Ticket

Machine Is
Placed on Market

Selling

considerable sums of money were squandered on garish interiors, but little attention was ever paid to the houses’ outward
beauty.

worthy to be regarded as outstanding examples of architecture. There have been
some semi-public motion picture theatres
built,
such as the Eastman theatre in
Rochester, that are thoroughly successful,
and there are a number of public picture
houses that warrant considerable applause
but a real achievement in the commercial
motion picture field is still lacking. The

As

the public today is demanding allurand attractive appointments,
even the curb, architects are hastening to

ing

A new ticket issuing machine, which is
hand-operated has been developed for theatre use and placed on the market by the
O. B. McClintock Company, 139 Lyndale
The
avenue, North, Minneapolis, Minn.

facades

respond to

this

demand.

However, up

to

the present time, but few buildings designed
as motion picture theatres have been built

MAJO R
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(Continud
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page
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.Equipment Means

Small

Major

Lamp

Box

with
hanging.

clamp
I

]yj

Also
chain

ore Service at
Less Cost

made

with
hangers.

Major Stage Lighting Equipment is designed especially for
heavy duty. Every “spot,” “box”
or olivette, is made for practical
use. That is
light where you
want it, when you want it and
how you want it. Major Equipment is never “layed off” for

—

for the New
Bulletin No. 6

Send

repairs.
Major

Baby

Spotlight.

Here

New

machine for
theatre box office which is
ticket issuing

practical

is

Stage

Lighting
free

hand-operated.

will handle five kinds of
tickets and will issue from one to five of
each kind. Each magazine will hold 4,000

—

It’s
information.
you only need write.

new machine

punched and folded tickets.
While hand-operated, it is claimed for
the machine that it will issue tickets at as
rapid a rate as is desired and in addition,
it is pointed out, the dangers of a blown
fuse or an interruption to the current are

^^^^q'uipmen
Company
360 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago

hand-oper-

elminated by the fact that it is
It is also pointed out that the maated.
chine costs nothing to operate.

Present Tendencies in
Design of Theatre
Facades
(

Courtesy The Architectural

W

,

Forum )

the past few years more and
attention has been given to the
design of theatre buildings in

Successful Picture

DOUBLE PROFITS
with a

BURCH POPCORN MACHINE
400%

ITHIN
more

exterior

America. This improvement is much more
than a reflection of the general improvement of American taste in matters of art
during the past decade it is also the result
of a close study of human psychology by
Today the play is not
theatre owners.

Shows

90%

profit

of Picture

on every

Shows

in

sale

Kansas City have

popcorn machines.

100% of the Suburban Houses have popcorn
machines.

;

solely “the thing.”

The “show”

is

now

98%

a

much broader problem; its importance is
expressed throughout every corner of the
building, and the facade is coming in for a
larger measure of thought and study at
the architect’s hands.
Nineteenth century opera houses and
theatres stand today as silent reminders of
the decadence of American taste in that
period. With the exception of the Madison
Square Garden, with its splendid theatre,
now being demolished, there was nothing
created before 1900 that is worthy of conOccasionally
sideration as a work of art.

all shows have Burch
Popcorn Machines

of

Designed and built for the Picture Show
Trade, they make the most delicious popcorn
imaginable with the seasoning and salt popped
in.

Catalogue on Request.

Burch Mfg.
1432 Wyandotte

& Sales Co.
Kansas

City,

Mo.

!
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Managers

forward

Hollywood is a step
direction, although it is
reconcile a gaiety of architecthis

to
tural expression with the style of ancient
Greece. It is at once too monumental and
too austerely solemn. The Rivoli in
York and the Roosevelt in Chicago, are
worthy of some attention, but are lacking
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New

many refinements. The modern commercial problem is to beguile the public
with pleasurable expectation by creating facades that are at once exalting and inviting, yet free from garishness and cheap
ostentation. In individual theatre buildings
the opportunity is of course much greater
than in theatres constructed in connection
with large office buildings. In practically
all of the latter, the problem of expressing
the theatre entrance properly has been completely ignored.
Generally the effect has
been to “punch in” two or three store
fronts; hang up a marquee and electric
sign, and then to request the public to
in

Class Theatres Y
You

will increase

your revenue; you will

art,

\\

n

photog-

delight your patrons with clever

raphy,

n

\

\\

—screening \

and clay animations

'

Alexander Publicity productions.

imagine the

Get This Booklet
Read

the interesting

progressive theatre

little

men

nothing to investigate.

Showing

think of Alexander films.

V^iuo

1300 class

houses

*

*

Considerable progress has, however, been
made in the handling of electric signs, marquees, poster boards, and other exterior accessories.

Costs

Electric signs that

were

at

one

time designed by tinsmiths are now carefully studied as a part of the architectural
composition, and are now anchored to the
buildings with due consideration for architectural fitness. Marquees were for a long
time appropriated as “brackets” for electric attraction signs, with the original
purpose of sheltering the patrons often completely overlooked.

Send coupon now

Al£\MU>iih

in over

*

See for yourself what

booklet.

rest.

World’s Largest Short-

Length Publicity Film

There are scores of prominent motion
picture theatres now projected throughout
the country, on which millions of dollars

Producers

will be

expended, and in which

it is to be
will see fit to encourage
their architects in their desire and effort
to

hoped the owners

create exteriors that comport suitably with
the interiors.

The

GRAND RIVIERA

Sales Staff Is Taught

Detroit

Application of

considered one of the most
outstanding and most unusual
decorative achievements in the
is

history of
struction.

modern theatre con-

Many

of the features contributing to this were conceived and
executed in our studios.

Michael Angelo Studios
212

The

E.

Superior

facilities of this studio are available to you.

UNIFORMS

Chicago

St.

Write for details

Double

AorUsliers, Door-

Disc
Shutter

Orchestras,

Bands,

No

obligation

Just
—
make

etc.

send us
of

ma-

chines used.

Made to

GIVES

individual mea-

MORE

LIGHT-

sures, fit guaranteed.

LESS

Special catalogue, with
correct up-to-date styles,
and samples sent free

FLICKER

—BETTER
PROJEC-

TION-

LESS
VIBRA-

postpaid.
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Patented

WESTERN UNIFORM

CO.

2C4 So. Clark Street
Chicago,

The Double Disc
2100

111.

Shutter Co.

Payne Ave., Film Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio

A

practical knowledge of the technical
application of various items of equipment
entering into the motion picture theatre,
is a feature which has enabled Exhibitors

Supply

Company,

field

and

home

office

representatives to render much valuable aid
to theatre owners.
At regular intervals
branch managers and salesmen are gathered
in convention
for several days during
which they are addressed by manufacturers of products handled by the company

and shown how

FREE TRIAL OFFER

men, Footmen,

Equipment

to apply these products to
various theatre requirements.

At these meetings definite problems are
presented for rejuvenating theatre lobbies
with appropriate display frames, overcoming inferior projection conditions, the application and placement of lighting units
and the proper use of complete theatre
equipment as well as supplies.
In this
manner

the representative obtains an intimate understanding of the application of
equipment which they sell, enabling them
to make with assurance many valuable suggestions for improvements throughout the

theatre.

Thus, the Exhibitors Supply man is prepared to work out the actual soluti on o f
many theatre problems on the ground and
recommend standard or specially designed
equipment to meet a variety of needs.
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Service Department
Maintained at All

Manufacture and

ESCO Branches

Install

In every one of the branches of Exhibitors Supply Company is maintained a Service Department with men in charge who
are experts on projection.
These service departments are open to
call by the exhibitor at any time during the
day or night. In some of the branches telephone numbers for night calls are furn-

STEEL CURTAINS

AND COMPLETE
RIGGING

EQUIPMENT

exhibitor, and arrangements
the telephone and telegraph
companies to switch all calls for the
branch to the home phone numbers, with
the result that the service of the Exhibitors
Supply Company in all of its branches has
reached a highly efficient point.
Every one of the men in these depart-

ished to

the

made with

References Which Tell a
Real Story

ments have been thoroughly schooled

the servicing of the various products sold
In most cases they have
spent a period of time in the factories of
manufacturers
the
where
they
were
thoroughly educated with reference to the
application of the particular products.
Free relief mechanisms and intermittent
movements for emergency in the case of
breakdowns are always available at any of
the branches.

by the company.

Theatre, Chicago

Uptown

Jeffrey Theatre, Chicago

Marks Bros. Theatre, Chicago
Diversey Theatre, Chicago
Theatre,
Terminal
Chicago
Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Ascher’s

Guarantee Policy
Wins Many Friends

CHANNON
MANUFACTURING CO.
223

for Supply House

H.

West

Erie

One

of the important factors contributing to the success of the Exhibitors Supply Company is the policy of the company,
adopted early in its career, of guaranteeing every item of merchandise which it

Chicago

Street,

Not Use

A Barn Door?
If you are anxious to save the small
difference between a good screen
and a poor one why not save a
whole lot and use the white washed
side of a barn door? Do a good job,
or don’t attempt it!

—

Why

neglect the one central point of

Why

your equipment?

to constant future profits

be blinded
by so few

immediate dollars?

A

SCREEN

DA-LITE

COSTS

MUCH

ENTIRE

INVESTMENT

LESS

THAN 1% OF YOUR

Your profits can only come through what
you show on your screen and how it is
Its
mighty bad business to
the most important fixture in
your theatre.
Give the screen lots of
thought
even though it does cost so little.
Investigate the market thoroughly.
The more you do, the more you will be
convinced DA-LITE is the screen for your
theatre.
It will pay you well to find out
about DA-LITE Screens right now!

Programs

Under this plan, every
sold with a “money back guarprotection which theatre men

is

“This

a

policy

an

official

is

not
of

business everywhere

new

or

unusual,”

“Big
company.
giving the consum-

the
is

He is entitled to it, in
er this protection.
the purchase of theatre equipment and
accessories, the same as in every other
line

of merchandise.
stand squarely behind every prod-

“We

The manufacturers we repuct we sell.
resent stand equally whole-hearted behind
Our customers must be satisfied 100
us.

POSTER & PTG. CO.
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.
S.

I

reflects

every detail in clean cut

LITE Screens

said

THE NATIONAL

first.
If you are in business to stay,
you want a screen that keeps its surface,

article

friends.

Dodgers

Remember: Many poor screens look good
at

and wears

everywhere have recognized as an indication of the company to give them an absolutely square deal and which has won for
Exhibitors Supply Company, a host of

Heralds

overlook

sells to exhibitors.

antee,”

729

Why

presented.

Masonic Temple, Chicago
Opera Shops, Inc., Chicago

JAMES

in

17

hundreds of

—

visibility

indefinitely.
DAare meeting these tests in
theatres every day in the

like

iron

year.

DELAY

IS

COSTLY

Start

NOW — and

data

and estimates.

start right to give
your audience the BEST. Send for
complete details. Give us the size
of your theatre and kind of projection lamp you use. Let us send you

cost

— No

stamp

is

There is no
obligation.
A two cent
your only investment.

DA-LITE SCREEN

SCENIC

&

COMPANY

per cent.”

Keep your theater cool in
summer and well ventilated in winter with

“As

refreshing

as a

sea

breeze”

Cooling and Ventilating System
Special terms

if

you

act

NOW

SCREEN

Write for catalogue and

“Pay

As You Go”

plan

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation
190 N. State

St.,

Chicago, U.

S.

A.
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Organ Music

Fitting the
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to the

Action of the Picture
By

HARRY

L.

WAGNER

Solo Organist, Empress Theatre, Chicago

HE

T

repertoire of a first class
organist must be almost unlimited, and a good memory is an
invaluable asset to correct interpretation.
One can readily see the advantage of instantly picking up characteristic familiar pieces without the necesity of music for each little change of
action.

The use of popular pieces seems to
be the thing today, but where a certain piece may enhance certain situations, again take care that it does not
burlesque it, so to speak. The title of
the song may fit the action portrayed
“like a glove,” but the words have no
bearing whatsoever. Consequently the
attention of the part of your audience
that is familiar with the words is distracted.
The affect desired must be
subtle.

For example, in a recent picture, three
mischievous flappers conspire against a
very bashful and girl-shy fellow in their
set; and at a house party, one of them,
cornering him in the dimly lighted conserv-

makes

atory,

violent love to him.

The

cli-

max comes when

he finally succumbs to her
wiles and embraces and kisses her fervently.
The other two girls and many of
the party, burst in upon them and the poor
fellow is so flabbergasted that his actions
are extremely ludicrous.
*

*

*

what does the
“Why
foregoing action suggest to you?
Did I Kiss That Girl?” fits as though it

Without reading

were written

further,

especially for this scene.

incidently it fit admirably as a
the balance of the picture.

The burlesquing

my

attention

And

theme for

was brought to
only recently when I heard
affect

an organist playing the now popular ballad
“All Alone” to interpret the following
After a lover’s quarrel the hero,
scene
in his effort to forget the girl, joins an expedition to the African jungle on a lion
hunt.
But he cannot erase her memop
and time after time her vision appears in
The title of the
his evening campfire.
song is O. K. but, recall the words of the
second phrase, “All alone, by the telephone,

which the music and words,

harmony with

too,

are

in

the action.
*

*

*

There are countless incidents where some
old time tune or other will greatly improve
action, but be careful to play just
enough to produce the desired effect, and

the

no more.

For example:

are

trying

A

loving pair
exclude themselves
from bothersome members of the family
and just when they think themselves safe
from “prying eyes” the whole bunch surFour
prise them, much to their disgust.
bars of “The Gang’s All Here” brings out
the comedy situation perfectly, but any
more of it would be overdoing it. Under
no circumstances should an excerpt from
the “Star Spangled Banner” ever be used.
I advise against its use at any time as a
picture accompaniment, because of the fact
vainly

to

that the audience, as a rule, rises in attention, which is most certainly “out of order”
in a theatre.
Our national hymn should be
reserved for impressive patriotic occasions
only. There are a great many other familiar national songs that will fit the action
just as well.

Then, too, be careful about making your
segues “ragged” but rather, fit your tempo
to the speed of the film in such a manner
as to complete the movement of the entire
piece, as the case may be. You can readily
see the necessity of organist and operator
working together. If the latter runs the
picture at one speed, and you arrange your
music accordingly, and then the operator
slows down to kill time, or vice versa, you
are completely thrown out of synchronism.
If there is to be any variation in running
time, the organist and director both should
know in advance about it.
*

=K

*

better class theatres now install
speed indicators in both the orchestra pit
and manager’s office, which, of course, is a
decided help. As each sequence fades or
closes, the music must do likewise, and a
distinct “break” between scenes of different
character, is very good form. I don’t mean

The

:

etc.”

Who ever heard of a telephone in the
wilderness of the jungle?
The affect is the same as though a Civil
war picture were to show General Grant
in a

high-powered

arriving at headquarters
automobile.
Many pretty pieces not necessarily popular, can be used, but if you
must use a familiar piece, what is wrong
with “Memories,” and several others, in
•

New

Catalogue Issued
Colton
by Marr

&

The Marr & Colton Company of War-

New

York, have recently issued a
new and very interesting booklet of 24
pages called “Building America’s Finest
Organ.” The booklet shows snapshots of
saw,

the craftsmen, the

equipment needed

workshops and intricate
produce Marr & Col-

to

ton organs.

The booklet is amply illustrated and the
text with illustrations carry reader through
the various stages of operation in building
an organ.

a pause, but just enough to kill the effect
of “running from one thing to another.”

Again the title of some picture may be
synonomous with some piece of music, but
still
the music is not as desirable as a
theme as something else. Take for instance Adolph Menjou in “A Kiss in the
Dark.” While Victor Herbert’s Composi-

a ballad, the action of the picture
In the scene
a humorous nature.
where he turns out the light and kisses the
lovesick Miss, of course the Herbert number must be used. But if you have seen
the picture, I think you will agree that
“Cheatin’ On Me,” words, music and all, is
the theme.
tion
is

is

of

illustrates the subtle effect you must
constantly to achieve.
The use of
two separate love themes in the “Eternal
Triangle” type of picture is the proper
thing, provided of course, that they are
wisely selected.

This

strive

The passing
thing

of a period of time, anyto years necessitates a

from a day

of music also, even though the
action itself may be practically the same.
* * *

change

Dance music, too, must be typical of the
time in which action is staged.
Twenty
years ago we had the waltz, quadrille,
schottische, and such dances.
Later came
the tango, two-step and three-step.
The
dances of today are the fox-trot, waltz
and

one-step, and the ultra-modern dance
is the Charleston.
One can readily
see that the music must bespeak the time
of action. Incidentally, be sure your dance
music ends with the action and doesn’t continue for several more bars. Bring out the
abrupt break after finishing the dance forte,
and then continue your segue piano.

now

Occasionally there comes a picture that
“has a soul,” the interpretation of
which is a decided pleasure.
“Humorliterally

esque,” “Smilin’ Through,” and “The Four
Horseman,” were the type I refer to. I
find myself so completely absorbed in the
different moods of such dramas, as to be
utterly oblivious of my surroundings, and
am sorry to have the engagement terminate.
Then we have a very large percentage, sorry to say, of the opposite kind
in which the story is so threadbare, farfetched, and depicts such impossible situations that one sometimes wonders why so

much good

film is wasted.

But

right here is where the organist can
“save the day,” in many cases. Take particular care to select your music to fit as
nearly perfect as possible and do your utmost to “convince” your audience.
I realize that some pictures are beyond
hope, but you can be largely instrumental
in putting many of them over.
And when
some supposedly tense dramatic scene is
portrayed that does not “ring true,” give
(Continued on page 22)
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BOXES.

FIRST

EXHIBITOR

CONVENTION
This group of theatre own-

wet

ers

in i goo for

what

is

believed to be the first ex-

M.

hibitor convention. Clair

Do you know any

Patee, exhibitor since 1889

concludes in this issue his

graphic description of “ way
back when” days in the picture business.

By CLAIR M. PATEE
Patee Theatre, Lawrence, Kams.
(This is the concluding article by Mr.
Patee, original exhibitor as told in the
October 10 “Better Theatres” section.)

Each succeeding day brought larger reand when Saturday night registered
$35 in the box office, I realized there was
ceipts,

indeed

machine

a

for

future

came

from

the

“toy.”

France

A

named

new
the

more

films of three
hundred feet each. After several months
of continued success with the primitive
outfit, Mr. Edison had produced his first

“Universal,” and two

machine with several films. Through Mr.
Percy Waters, who was distributing equipment to vaudeville houses, as an act in the
programs we secured one of the first proWith new equipment and assurjectors.
ance of new films, we removed all partitions
in the former market house, giving us
seating capacity of nearly five hundred
kitchen chairs, joined together in rows with
boards, and fastened to the floor with wire
and screw eyes. Frequent change of pictures attracted a constant flow of patron-

age afternoon and night.
It

was not

the habit, at that time,

for

an up-to-date politician to overlook glowing blossoms of extra income which might
While they
be blooming on the heather.
ante-dated the reformers of today, yet they
were just as alert in demonstrating and
cleverly disguising itching palms to be sustained by vigorous contentions for rigid
So stringent
regulation of anything new.
demand of augmented license fees and unnecessary restraints on account of popurather than actual receipts or benefit,
the equation of recompense for
these guardians of humanity. An ordinance
specified that a store exhibition, except
educational, should pay five dollars miniper month that a license committee

larity,

became

mum

;

of the exhibitors on this picture

who

are

shown

attending what is declared the first exhibitor convention ever held.
This photograph was taken in front of the Jersey bank on Union
Hill, Jersey City, N. J., in 1900.
Seated in front row is Dr. Hespe who was president of the gathering
and ownerof the Hoboken, N. J., motion picture theatre. Next is
the manager of the same house. Next is Mr. Fines, representing
B. F. Keith and manager of the Bijou Dream, Jersey City. At his
side is Clair M. Patee who opened the first theatre at 91 Newark
avenue, Jersey City, in 1889. Names of other exhibitors are not
known. Back row, standing left to right are the managers of the
“Nickelette,” Jersey City ; the “ Half Dime,” Jersey City, and the
“Picture Show” Hoboken.
Mr. Patee, who is now operating the Patee theatre, Lawrence, Kansas, says he would appreciate identification of the pioneer exhibitors shown in the above you. Do you recognize any of them?

and a chairman should grant
stipulating amount to be paid
treasurer, who should issue same on order
of chairman, necessitating his signature
before a license could be secured.
* * *
four

of

license,

This chairman was one of the aforesaid
palm clan, and demanded $5.00 for
each committeeman before he would sign
the license for a month. As we had been

itching

frequently disappointed in securing a
chance so many times and determined to
test out the undertaking, we paid the price
and continued to pay for several months.
Finally one of the committee became interested when he heard what was going on
and none of the committee being consulted,
the chairman was called before the mayor.
I was informed afterwards that this little
discrepancy and a peculiar deal in election
booths resulted in a trip for the gentleman
to a selected destination over the road
where he resided five years.
It has always been a mystery to me why
people will not exercise a trifle of intellectual mathematics in computing “visionary
gold mines” the moving picture for instance.
There would possibly be more
so

—

license

in

humanity and the powers that

considering the
other fellow as “rolling in wealth and a fit
subject for demand.”

be, if they did, instead of

six feet apart alternately containing water
and sand for fire protection. Of course
their special buckets were sold by one
dealer only, at an exorbitant price.
Not

content with this regulation a more plausible one was deemed necessary; a fire extinguisher was required to be hung in each
corner.
had ten corners, and they cost
$10 each. Another excellent and just ruling
demanded a rear exit of certain dimensions
from the theatre. Back of the theatre was

We

an alley paralleling Newark Avenue. Hucksters traveled there to sell their wares and
provisions. We had a door opening to the
alley put in the rear complying with the
dimensions required, supposing that would
be sufficient, but the next day the property
owners in the rear began building fences
across the alley so our audience could not
pass through it in case of fire, and Jersey
City lost an alley, while we had to pay
fifteen dollars per month in
order to
guarantee passage for our audience across
that alley in case of
jfc

Out here

Then

novelty, but I

had the influence

it

that a certain
kind of bucket, with a certain kind of hook
to hang on, should be placed on the walls

%

point.

discovered also there were other means
and methods of dividing income from the
little theatre.
It was decreed by one who
rule,

%.

West, in these days of
ways, I have often won-

in the

congested traffic
dered if Jersey City ever reclaimed that
alley back of 91 Newark Avenue, as it
would prove an excellent channel of relief
for that traffic congested and overcrowded

I

to

fire.

tion.

I

came in for attenit was a go as a
questioned how long would

the phonograph

was convinced

stay, with a Pennsylvania train rumbling
overhead any minute, so I decided that
( Continued

on page 82)
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Better

Music
better theatres
demand purity of tone

of

the

many
popular

and greater volume
music

designs.

Gallagher
Resonator
Orchestral
Base

Estimates
are

gladly
furnished

without
cost.

is

in

This new innovation combined
Music Stands not only

used.

Gallagher

with

demand

serves well the public

Howard

Write for New Bulletin
and full details

E.

Wurlitzer,

*

Victoria street, .Toronto.
*

*

*

Philadelphia Sign Company recently
furnished the sign for the new Benn theatre in Philadelphia at a cost of $2,000.
He

Ed McGuire,

well

in Salt

Lake

known

in

3235 Southport Ave.

Be Your Own

Chicago

*

•

Pluggers

Announcements

sis

Keep your patrons informed of your future

programs—utilize your
tising

^

Mathews from New York. Both departed
for New York following a conference with
representatives of the company here.

Programs
Handbills

^

G. Schiller and R. P. Mathews, officials
of the Robert Morton Organ company were
recent visitors in Chicago, Mr Schiller
coming here from the West Coast and Mr.
/.

YOUR OWN

spare

time

by

adver-

your business.

Write for estimates on our printing outfits

GLOBE TYPE FOUNDRY
956 West Harrison

St.

Chicago,

111.

W.

E.

Claflin of

s*c

%

Southern Theatre Equipment
%

H:

#

theatre,

formerly of the Colonial
Pueblo, Colorado has been ap-

pointed special representative for the Denver Theatre Supply Company of Denver.

Fitting

Music

5js

the Southern

Moving

Picture Corporation, Washington, D. C.,
reports the sale of twenty-five Holmes projectors for use on battle ships to the Navy
department.
Other installations made by
Mr. Claflin include a Raven screen in the
Hospital at Anacostia, D. C., Motiograph
equipment with Super-Lite lenses in the
Wardman Park theatre; curtains and draperies in the new Music Auditorium of the

to the

Picture Action
(

Continued from page 18)

emotional support you can.
you are successful, your audience will
be stony silent. If not, you will notice anything from a slight general murmur to
the

it

finest

If

a decided “buzz” of dissention.
%

L. H. Hoff man, Toronto manager of Perkins Electric Limited, Montreal, reports
closing a big order for lighting equipment
for the Girl’s Club of the T. Eaton store in
Toronto. The order included 15 baby spots,
6-400 watt spots; 4-1,000 watt spots; 1-200
ampere spot and 6-1,000 watt box light.
^

*

Company.

City.

Printer

Print

offices of the

Los Angeles

JjS

Equipment Co.

J-C

;{<

*

%

].

Dan Rush,

has been appointed representative in that
city for Walter G. Preddy, theatre supply
dealer of San Francisco.
*

^

Vallen of the E. J. Vallen Electrical
company, makers of the Vallen curtain machine and track was a recent business visitor in Washington, D. C.

^

The Arctic Nu-Air Company, manufacturers of the Arctic Nu-Air Cooling and
.Ventilating System has moved from 808
State Lake Building, Chicago, to 818 in the
same building where the company has taken
over greatly increased quarters.
JjS

Claflin.

Herb Grffin of the Nicholas Power Company was a recent visitor in Atlanta at the

The

%

Congressional Library. “We are glad to
say that business is picking up” says Mr.

E.

George Leavy, factory representative of
the Wurlitzer company was a recent visitor

Gallagher Orchestra

1925

HOLQUIST

Kansas City recently

The Coleman Electric Company, formerly
at 21 Dundas street East, Toronto, is now
located in new and larger quarters at 258

for better

music but also greatly enhances the appearance of your orchestra pit.

E.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company may
new $500,000 building in Kansas

president, who was in
inspecting sites.
* *

Where

HARRY

erect a

City according to

This is
but one

7,

Around the Equipment Field

Your Audience

Sell

November

*

*

This brings us to the subject of the
almost impossible audience to hold the attention of.
They are the “Smart Aleck”
type of people who seem to come to the
theatre for the sole purpose of mimicking,
criticising, giggling, talking aloud, in fact
do everything under the sun it seems, to
prevent others enjoying the show. This type
will always let out a loud “smack” when a
kiss is shown or a groan if some tense
scene is on. You know the kind I mean,
for there is hardly a theatre anywhere
that does not have this to contend with

some time or other. And if one warning from the usher doesn’t put a stop to
the disturbance they should be compelled
to leave, with no formality, whatsoever.
They will drive away more real patrons
of a theatre in one evening than you can
imagine, and the sooner the management
assures the public of an orderly well-kept
house, the sooner the results will show at
at

box office.
But that is one of the exasperating
things we all have to contend with, so the
next time it happens to you, make it a
point to try and cover the disturbance the
best you can.
the

ROLL
Folded Machine

*

RESERVED
COUPON
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE

AMUSEMENT

PRINTERS

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE

—

We prove

it

— Send the order

TICKET
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Send for This Booklet
Shows reproduction
nent organists

&

of letters

who have

from promi-

played the

Marr

Colton organ at the Piccadilly Theatre,

New York

City.

Beauty of tone, excellence of construction
and

artistic

designing has earned for the

Marr
the

title

& Colton

“America’s Finest Organ”.

Before you decide on an organ for your
theatre

—get

this booklet.

Also ask for our easy
i&>

>

-

„

payment

plan.

'M#4T

WM
'

Ip-

The Marr & Colton Co.
Factories: Warsaiv, N. Y.
Eastern

Western

Sales
Sales

Office

—437

Fifth

—906

Office

Merritt

Angeles, Cal.

vX

*•

'

4.

NQnEHiHnHHBra

Ave.,

New York
Bldg.,

Los
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Esco” Shares Credit
for Growth With
Manufacturers

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY,
on the occasion of
versary gives
turers

its

full credit to

whose products

it

Tenth Annithe manufacsells

for

the

growth enjoyed by the organization during the past ten years.
Without their
loyal support and their strict adherence
to quality in their products the company
could not have attained the growth and
prestige which has come to it. According to “Esco” officials the manufacturers
have at all times exhibited a desire to
uphold the standard of quality, both in
product and in service, which has been
the keynote of the company’s business

policy from

very start.
note that practically
all of the manufacturers represented by
Exhibitors Supply Company are the
same firms whose products “Esco” has
distributed since their original connections with them.
Among the important manufacturers of
theatre equipment and accessories which
“Esco” represents today are tne following companies:
ARCUS TICKET CO., Chicago, 111., manufacthe.

It is interesting to

turers of tickets.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.,
BAUSCH & LOME OPTICAL

Allentown,

Pa.,

manufacturers of curtain controls.
CO., Rochester,
N. Y., manufacturers of lenses.
BILT-RITE MFG. CO., Chicago, 111., manufacturers of lobby display frames.
BLIZZARD SALES CO., Omaha, Nebraska,
manufacturers of ventilating systems.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., De*
troit, Mich,, manufacturers of stage lighting equipment.
CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIP. CO., Chicago, 111.,
manufacturers of stage lighting equipment.

November
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HAMPDEN MFG. CO- New York City,
thumb tacks.
ARTHUR S. HOYT CO- New York City,
ufacturers of Jellitac.
HOLMES PROJECTOR CO- Chicago, 111-

man-

ufacturers of

STATISTICS

HUNTINGTON LABORATORIES,

Huntington,
Ind- manufacturers of liquid soap and perfume

ILG ELECTRIC CO- Chicago,

for figures, furnishes some interesting ones in connection with
sales of various products of the

KALAMAZOO LABEL CO- Kalamazoo, Michmanufactnrers of labels and tags.
KOHLER COMPANY, Kohler, Wis- manufac-

Says Mr. De Kruif:
two million National
carbons were sold by Exhibitors
If
Supply Company last year.
these carbons were stood end on
end, they would reach 265 miles

turers of power plants.

“Over

MOVIE SUPPLY CO-

Chicago, 111- manufac-

turers of changeable signs.
MFG. CO- Chicago, 111J. E.
ufacturers of reflecting arc lamps.

McAULEY
manMIDLAND CINE PRODUCTS CO- Minneapolis,
Minn- manufacturers of typewriter slides.
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO- St. Louis, Mo-

This number of carbons is
to supply 4,000 theatres in
carbons for one year, or an average theatre for 4,000 years.
“ Tickets sold by the company
run into hundreds of millions and
if placed end to end, they would

high.

manufacturers of screens.

enough

MENGER, RING & WEINSTEIN, New York
City,

manufacturers of lobby display frames.

O. B.

McCLINTOCK CO-

Minneapolis,

NATIONAL LAMP WORKS,

Cleveland,

NICHOLAS POWER CO- New York

City,

NEWMAN

MFG. CO-

Cincinnati, Ohio,
ufacturers of marquees and canopies.

CO.,

Chicago,

Ill-

DUSTBANE PRODUCTS CO-

Chicago,

Ill-

RADIO MAT SLIDE CO- New York

ROYAL CROWN

STANDARD MFG. COSIMPLEX TICKET CO-

Ind.,

VITEK COMPANY, Omaha,

Nebraska,

manu-

facturers of operators’, cashiers’ chairs.

WARD-LEONARD

ELECTRIC

Mount Vernon, N. Y- manufacturers

man-

COMPANY,
of rheostats

and dimmers.

TYPE “L”

TYPE “LL”

For

City,

Chicago, 111- manufac-

turers of tickets.

Ohio,

manufacturers of transverters and generators.
HOEFER CHANGE MAKER CO., Kansas City,
Mo- manufacturers of change makers.
E. W. HULETT MFG. CO- Chicago, 111ufacturers of reel end alarms.

Cambridge

manufacturers of theatre chairs.

City,

manufacturers of reflecting arc lamps.
Cleveland,

man-

REYNOLDS ELEC. CO- Chicago, 111- manufacturers of sign flashers and color hoods.
ROCKBESTOS PROD. CORP- Chicago, Illmanufacturers of Motion Picture Cable.
MFG. CO- Chicago, III- manufacturers of deodorants.
E. H. STAFFORD MFG. CO- Chicago, III- manufacturers of theatre chairs.

man-

Denver, Colo., man-

York

City,

ufacturers of radio mats.

ufacturers of reels.

HERTNER ELECTRIC CO-

City,

Chicago, 111- manufac-

turers of slides.

ufacturers of strong change-over.
E. E. FULTON CO- Chicago, III- manufacturers of fireproof booth equipment and rewinds.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO- Lancaster, Pamanufacturers of motors.

HALL & CONNOLLY, INC- New

PRECISION MACHINE CO- New York

QUALITY SLIDE CO-

manufacturers of sweeping compounds.
111-

City,

manufacturers of projectors.

tickets.

Maywood,

man-

York

manufacturers of carbons.

ufacturers of port shutters.

Projection

man-

ufacturers of projectors.

CENTRAL IMPORT CO., Chicago, 111., manufacturers of sheet gelatine.
H. B. CUNNINGHAM, St. Paul, Minn., man-

GOLDBERG BROTHERS,

Ohio,

manufacturers of lamps.

NATIONAL CARBON CO- New

ESSANAY ELECTRIC CO-

Minn-

manufacturers of ticket selling machines.

circle the globe.”

PRINTING

manufac-

111-

turers of ventilating fans.

company.

COLUMBIA

man-

ufacturers of portable projectors.

George De Kruif, sales promotion manager of Exhibitors Supply Company, who has a penchant

manufacturers of

man-

Room

Shutters

Any Port Opening

Regular Sizes Carried in Stock
Special Sizes Made to Order
TYPE “O”

TYPE “SL”

Manufactured by
Approved by
The National Board of
Underwriters

H. B.

CUNNINGHAM

964 University Ave.,

Distributed

by EXHIBITORS

St. Paul,

Full descriptive matter

on request. Keep this
ad for future reference

Minn.

SUPPLY COMPANY—All

Branches

10

YEARS—

E are justly proud of the following section;
proud because
dence of

was founded.
its

exemplifies the confi-

this industry in us.

Ten years ago
and

it

the Exhibitors Supply
Its

beginning was an humble one

success, paralleled

of industry, can

Company

by many

in other lines

he attributed only to making

“Service” the keynote of

its

policy.

It is

the

American way.
If

today we are, and we are generally referred to

as,

the largest equipment dealers in the industry,

our success simply means a

strict

adherence to

our original policy established ten years ago.

We

have our ideals and we are living as close to

them

as

humans

Our creed

can.

of service will continue as in the past

—distribution

of honest products in a

manner

best serving this industry.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
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Managers of “Esco” Branches
Celebrate

TENTH
BIRTHDAY
of

Company
RAY COLVIN
Manager

of

St.

0. H.

street, St.

Louis,

DUTTON

Manager, Omaha, 1518 Davenport St
Des Moines, 1004 Grand Ave.

Louis branch, 3315 Olive

Mo.

Exhibitors Supply

Company

,

and

oper-

ates eight branches covering four-

teen middle west states as fol-

lows

:

The

Chicago branch serves the
northern two-thirds of Illinois
and the northern one-third of Indiana.

The Cleveland Branch

takes in the

northern section of the state of
Ohio.

The Milwaukee branch
FRED
Manager

of

A.

RAMSDELL

Denver branch,

street,

at

state of

serves the

W.

Wisconsin.

Manager

824 21st

C.

DENNY

of Cleveland branch,

Film

Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Denver, Colo.

The

branch

Minneapolis

serves

Minnesota and North and South
Dakota.

The Denver branch
ritory of

Wyoming
The

takes in the ter-

New

Mexico, Colorado,
and Montana.

Louis branch serves SouthIllinois and Western Mis-

St.

ern

souri.

The Omaha branch

serves the state

of Nebraska.

JACK STALLINGS
Manager

of

Milwaukee branch, 715 Wells

street,

Milwakee, Wis.

The Des Moines branch
state of

Iowa and

der the

Omaha

serves the

operated unbranch.
is

—

A. T.

CRAWMER

Manager of Minneapolis branch, 221
Loeb Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.

.

November

7,
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1925

H. A. R. DUTTON
President

K. R.

DOUGLAS

Vice-President

25

G. A.

LINCOLN

Secretary-T reasurer

Exhibitors Supply Celebrating
Ten Years of Progress
Theatre Slide Advertising Business Started by Dutton and Douglas Developed Into
Largest Equipment Institution in Country Operating Branches in
Eight Middle West Cities

ROM

a small theatre slide,
advertising business to the
largest distributors of motion
picture equipment and accessories in
the country, that, in brief, is the
history of Exhibitors Supply Company, which this month is celebrating its Tenth Anniversary in the
motion picture industry.

F

—

ing their rounds of manufacturers and
business houses found a diminishing
demand for theatre slide advertising. An
increasing demand for items of theatre
equipment and supplies was found while

calling on theatres for slide advertising
contracts.
At first these demands for
equipment were filled as personal favors
to their theatre friends
( Continued on page
67 )

WHERE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY STARTED

Participating in the celebration
are leading manufacturers of theatre
equipment and supplies more than
80 employes, branches in eight diferent states and hundreds of exhibitors throughout the country, which
the company has served over the
past ten years.
;

Equally as interesting as any roof American business is the
story of the rise of Exhibitors Supply Company from the small business at which it had its inception
to its present achievement.

mance

*

*

*

A little over ten years ago, we find
the beginning of the comnany in a small
room in the Peoples Gas Building in Chicago.
Its business was the selling of
theatre slide advertising and it wasn’t
The
a particularly profitable business.
howls of the wolf were never far from
the door.

—

The slide business became more complex after the outbreak of the War, 1914.
Harry Dutton, and K. R. Douglas, mak-

WHERE

"ESCO” STARTED. V few of interior of first store of Exhibitors Supply Company, Mailers building, Chicago. In the foreground above pr-e H. A. R
Dutton and G. A. Lincoln.
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Quality, Service, Satisfaction

Keystone of “Esco” Policy
By H.

DUTTON

A. R.

President of Exhibitors Supply

IG business throughout

the couninherently successful because
it has discovered and followed certain fundamentals in policy and procedure which in the ultimate make for a
satisfied purchaser. These fundamentals
are known to all of us. They are represented in quality product, the rendering
a sincere and genuine service and, above
all, in an honest policy to the customer.
In the motion picture field this is no
exception.
Reviewing the past ten years of
progress of the Exhibitors Supply
Company, we cannot overlook the
wisdom of such a policy and at this
time, as we are entering upon a
new year in the life of the organ-

B

try

is

Company

Exhibitors S u p p y Company has
launched a plan whereby our entire organization is called into convention and
manufacturers from every part of the
country come to demonstrate the praccontical applications of their product
veying much valuable information to the
field men, which they in turn are able to
convey to the exhibitor to his advantage.
This, is another step in our program to
increase our service to the exhibitor in
every possible way.
1

—

From its very inception Exhibitors
Supply Company has operated on a basis
of standing squarely behind every prodwith a guarantee that
sells
it
uct
protects the purchaser. This has been

cution

principles

these

of

in

that

pfA?:'

the

future.
*

Supply Company,

Exhibitors

is

organization.
Carrying on hand some 2,000 items

essentially

a

sales

equipment and accestheatre
sories necessary to the daily operation of theatres, it is rendering a

of

*

We

We

competent

to
their thea-

preparatory stage

*

*

*

At each of its branches Exhibitors
Supply Company maintains a service department that is ready at the call of
exhibitors, both night and day. Machine
heads and intermittent movements are
always available in any emergency.

*

The fact that we still
many leading products today
we started with is evidence of

tioned merit.

possible

projection arrangement is worked
out.
In the past, where this work
has been left to the last moment in
the hope that the projection room
layout would dove-tail with the
balance of the theatre design, costly reconstruction or poor projection has frequently
been the result.

*

We

“Service” is a much abused word
but we believe that in the
Exhibitors Supply Organization we
have given to it a real significance.
have gone to great lengths to
equip ourselves to do this.
Exhibitors Supply Company, has,
in the past four years, vigorously
launched a campaign to eliminate
costly mistakes in projection room
design by organizing a department
of experts to handle this situation.
now maintain, as a feature of
our service, to theatre men and
at best,

best

distributors of motion picture

In launching on a new period of
our history I want to pledge our
efforts to a continuation and expansion of our policies of service,
quality products and a square deal
to our customers.
appreciate fully, the important part modern equipment is playing in successful theatre operation
today, and feel keenly our responsibility to exhibitors in keeping
abreast of the times in our part of
the business to the end that theatres everywhere may continue to
grow in popularity to the advantage of the country’s showmen.
Exhibitors Supply Company started in a small way as a slide advertising business some ten years ago. In
entering the theatre equipment and
supply business it immediately sought
to handle only products of unques-

gency.

the

hold names in the industry and
have established an enviable reputation as products of merit.
Exhibitors Supply Company has
enjoyed a steady and substantial

ees.

It is the ex
for servicing them.
hibitors’ ready ally in every emer-

tre plans are in a
to the end that

of our carrer.
of these products are house-

Many

waukee, Chicago and Des Moines
with exclusive franchises in fourteen states. The personnel of the
organization numbers 80 employ-

by supplying the technical and mechanical facilities and knowledge

staff

note

in the. world, operating
branches in Cleveland, Omaha, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, Denver, Mil-

their continuous efficient operation

a

to

equipment

pronounced

architects,

the

Exhibitors Supply Company is still
the
of
all
virtually
representing
manufacturers whose products we
undertook to handle at the beginning

est

service that is an economic necessity to the proper functioning of
It is making
this great industry.
saving,
possible
through extensive operations, in
equipment and accessories required
by theatres. It is making possible

work with them while

of

growth in the past ten years, virtually all of which can be attributed
to a rigid adherence to the foregoing policies and principles. Today we are conceded to be the larg-

*

*

calibre

to the users of their products.
Incidentally, it is interesting

feel that I

I

the

of

concerns which the company represents.
They are whole-heartedly in accord with
our aim to provide utmost satisfaction

should affirm
our intentions of a continued exe-

ization,

because

possible

handle

Exhibitors Supply Company building in
Chicago.

We know that the Exhibitors Supply
organization also, has played no small
part in the development of the modern
theatre equipment that is now afforded
theatres.
Its representatives have gone
into the very root of many problems of
the physical theatre and from their
studies and investigations have resulted

many improvements which today make
for a better program or greater comfort
of the public.

that
the quality

of

these

We

products.

cannot overlook this factor as one
contributing immeasurably to our
growth.
I
want, also here, to take this opportunity of expressing our appreciation to the
manufacturers who by their co-operation
have made possible this splendid section.

The many

valuable announcements

am

be

sure,

bringing

to

an
the

important
attention

will,

influence

of

I

in

exhibitors

throughout the country the latest and best
in modern theatre equipment and supplies.
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PROJECTION

ROOM

Showing location and dimensions of openings
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SUPPLY COMPANY

EXhieiTORS

SUPPLY

Plan of projection room design typical of service furnished by Exhibitors Supply Company
tailed in article on this page.

CO

INC

to architects

and builders as de-

Assistance Rendered Architects in

Room

Design of Projection
S a result of many difficulties experienced in the installation of projecl tion
equipment where inadequate
provision had been made for its proper
placing the Exhibitors Supply Company
four years ago inaugurated a service to
exhibitors and architects under which the y
furnish by blue prints and personal servfor the layout and
ice, complete details
equipping of projection booths. This service, carried on by a staff of experts, is
rendered to builders of all types of theatres at no charge in the interests of better

I beam had been placed directfront of the booth, leaving no path
for the projector light rays.
To remedy
this preventable error it was necessary to
use an acetylene torch and cut a hole
through the beams. In other cases it has
been found that the booth has been placed
in such a position that it was a mechanical
as well as physical impossibility to project

that a steel

A

ly

in

pictures.
*

*

*

prints have been received.

In providing its projection designing
service to architects and exhibitors at the
time plans for the theatre are being prepared the Exhibitors Supply Company has
been able to effect savings of thousands of
dollars by working personally with the

projection.

An example

of the need for a service of
has frequently been demonstrated.
For example, in one theatre it was found

this type

LINCOLN DISCUSSES
PROJECTION ROOM
REQUIREMENTS
By
(From

a paper prepared by

G. A.

describing the layout of a Motion Picture Booth, it is necessary to keep within
certain bounds, namely, the location and
size of booth, and the policy of the theater.
The owner should not limit the amount
of money to be spent in the purchase of
equipment and the placing of the booth as
this expenditure is small compared to its
importance, and the cost of other equipment in a new theatre.

He

should be sure, however, that he
equipment which will give him perfect results, and the size and dimensions of
the theatre govern this.
It would be advisable for the architect to ask the local
Motion Picture Equipment distributor to
gets

co-operate in properly placing, desigining,
and equipping the projection booth. However, we give here some data which we bedieve will be of assistance to the archi,

tect.

*

T he P rojection

*

*

Booth should be located

and Denver

.

and light.
accommodate

Size of Booth can vary to
the equipment to be installed,
but should always be 15 feet by 10 feet
to accommodate at least two projectors, a
Spot and Slide Dissolver.
When three
propectors are installed, put the center line
of the middle projector on the booth center
line

and

if

two, have center line between

the two with the Spot to the left or right
as desired, and the dissolver beyond the
spot.

LINCOLN

Mr. Lincoln for the American Specification Institute who
This article is in line with the companies

N

Propection experts and facilities for cooperating with builders in projection room
design are maintained as a regular department at all Exhibitors Supply Company
branches in Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, Des Moines, Omaha

air

are endeavoring to standardize specifications.
designing of a projection room.)

I

architect when the project is in its early
stages of development.
This blue print and personal service covers every detail of motion picture projection, and, according to G. A. Lincoln, secretary and treasurer of the company, is
used by architects throughout the country,
for theatres of all sizes.
The service has
become known in foreign countries from
which requests for projection room blue

*

The aperture on

The

floor

should be

a 6

inch

slab

of

cement with at least a four inch tile wall,
and 12 foot ceiling or more with at least
one 16 inch vent leading to the open with
exhaust fan installed therein. All doors and
windows and their casings must be of steel,
and there must be at least two entrances
to booth, with 30 inch doors swinging out
with spring hinges or door checks.
A
separate room adjacent to the booth should
be built to contain the generators with
doors leading into booth and outside.

The size of generator room must be
8 x 8 or larger and must be well ventilated.
Windows should be at rear of booth and
should be of sufficient size to provide good

*

must be
with steel covers
which must be so arranged that they will
all drop when a fusible link melts that is
over each projector. This can be arranged
by a long rod with smooth iron pegs, each
peg supporting a cord reaching to each
aperture cover with a weight at each end
of the rod supported by a cord running the
length of the rod, spliced over each projector with a fusible link, the melting of
which will release the weights, thus turning the rod and releasing all aperture
covers.
Covers must slide and fit smoothly so that they will cover apertures fully
lined with steel

where its center line is on a line with the
center of the proscenium arch or picture
surface, and if possible the floor level of
the booth should be four feet below the
level of the center of the projection surThis position will assure
face or screen.
the builder of perfect projection.

*

and

the front wall
fitted

in case of fire.

The size of apertures for the projectors
should be 6^2 high by 18 inches wide when
dissolver is not installed, and 6 ^2 x 6 % when
dissolver is to be installed, the wider aperture
allowing the projection of slides
from the moving picture projector which
can be furnished with an attachment for
the showing of. slides.
The lookout aperture should be at least 12 inches high and
8 or 12 inches wide, the center or aver(Continued on page 66)
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“Esco” Service

“Esco"’ service is roundly lauded by heads of theatre circuits in scores of letters to Exhibitors Supply
Company, a few of which are reproduced above. Above are reproductions of letters received from Finkelstein & Ruben of Minneapolis, A. H. Blank Theatrical Enterprises, Des Moines, la., Ascher Bros. Theatre Corporation, Chicago, Loew’s Ohio Theatres, Inc., World Realty Company Theatres, Omaha, Neb.,
Hostettler Amusement Company, Omaha, Neb., The Ohio Amusement Company, Cleveland, Pirtle Circuit of Theatres, Jerseyville, 111., Clinton & Myers, Duluth, Minn., Rialto Theatre, Denver, Colo., and
Western Enterprises, Denver, Colo.
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Exhibitors Congratulate “Esco”
on Tenth Anniversary

L

ETTERS

of congratulation and

commendation are pouring

into

the various offices of Exhibitors

Supply company on the occasion of
the celebration of the Tenth AnniMany of
versary of the company.
these are from the heads of prominent
theatre chains which “Esco” is serv-

They

are laudatory of the service rendered by the company, the quality of the products and express pleasure over cordial business relations
with the company during the past
ing.

A

the letters, typical of the
received, are reproduced on the

few of

many

preceding page and published in
following

full

DEAR MR. DUTTON:
You will soon reach the “Ten Mile
Post” in the travel of your organization
on the pathway of achievement, and it is
fitting, therefore, that we should extend
our sincere congratulations upon your
success.

Your development has not been one of
volume alone. You have progressed in
service, and above all in the establishment of a strong degree of confidence in
your “method” and your product.
We acknowledge with appreciation the
pleasant nature of our contact with your
Company, with definite recognition of the
principle you have evidenced at all times,
of fair dealings and of consideration for
the interest of your customer.

We

trust that the next decade will
a relatively greater development in
your plans, and a more substantial succ
cess for your organization.

mark

.

THEO.

L.

HAYS,

Finkelstein & Ruben,
Minneapolis, Minn.

DEAR MR. DUTTON:
We wish to take this

opportunity of
congratulating you and your associates
upon the success of your company during these ten years.
Since the opening of your Cleveland
Branch we have had the pleasure of doing considerable business with your company, and are very pleased to state that
in all our business dealings with the
Cleveland Branch, we have been treated
with the greatest courtesy, and have
been given first class service by the individuals of this particular branch on all
the equipment and other merchandise
sold to us.
We have had the opportunity during
the year to make some very exacting
tests of various types of equipment, and
in nearly every case have selected the
equipment sold by your company, due
in many cases to the fact that the equip-

ment proved to be most efficient, and
knowing also that your company would
stand behind this equipment.
We wish to extend to you wishes for
continued success and growth during the
years to come, and to assure you of our
continued patronage.

ARTHUR KELLER,
Ohio Amusement

MY DEAR

tions.

Our pleasant association with your
company, covering a number of years,
has been marked by a splendid spirit of
co-operation on your part involving personal attention to our every need.
This together with the excellent quality of your line, the first class service
which we have always received, indicates
that satisfaction to your customers is
your constant aim.

FRED DESBERG,
Loew’s Ohio Theatres,

Inc.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

DEAR MR. DUTTON:
For a good many years we have been
buying practically all of our equipment
through Mr. L. L. Phillips of the Exhibitors Supply Company. During this time
the service rendered to us has always
been of the first class, and the merchandise we have found to be unexcelled. We
therefore have no difficulty in deciding
where to place our orders.
We feel that you should be congratulated on your exceptional showing, and
trust that your future business will warrant the continuance of the same. Yours
very truly,
J.

DEAR MR. DUTTON:
We are very pleased

to

November you are going

hear that
to

in

celebrate

Our dealings with you have always
been very wonderful. You have given us
the best of co-operation, and we sincerely
hope that when another ten years has
gone by that we will still be customers

MR. DUTTON:
to

GENTLEMEN:
I know that it will not make you feel
badly to have a word of appreciation offered, for the splendid service that you
have given us during the opening of our
two D & R Theatres here in Denver.
It will please you greatly, too, I am
sure, to learn that our patrons are extremely well pleased with the projection
in both houses.
Dozens of our patrons
have remarked that the pictures are the
clearest they have ever seen, and are
less tiring to the eye.
It has been a real pleasure to deal with
the Exhibitors Supply Company, and we
can recommend your service, and merchandise to any one needing expert advice on selection of equipment for any
theatre. Cordially yours,

DICK DICKSON,
Inc.,

with the
Exhibitors Supply Company practically
ever since your company started. Your
service has been a feature only exceeded
by the quality of your product.
We wish you a most prosperous future and sincerely believe that your principles of quality merchandise, and firstclass service or money back, will make

the Exhibitors Supply
leader in their field.

Company

ever a

F. H. RICKETSON, JR.,
Rialto Theatre, Denver, Col.

MY DEAR

MR. DUTTON:

has come to our attention that you
are entering your tenth year and will
It

of your concern.

With every good wish for your continued success, believe us to be. Yours very
sincerely,

GOLDBERG,

World Realtv Co. Theatres, Omaha, Neb.

GENTLEMEN:
a complaint, or
I am not getting satisfactory treatment, or the proper
kind of service from them. I, therefore,
feel that I should be fair enough to give
credit where credit is due.
I have been an exhibitor for the past
twelve (12) years, operating six or seven
theatres, and during a great part of this
time, I have purchased nearly all of my
equipment and supplies from the Exhib-

never hesitate to

file

company, when

Supply Company.
I have found the Company to be absolutely fair and honest in their dealings,
and I have found the manager and all
the employees in the St. Louis Branch

celebrate this event.

We

take this opportunity to congratu-

you upon the success you have attained and upon the business you have
established. It has been our privilege to
have dealings with you ever since you
have been established in Chicago, and we
believe this is an opportune time to express our appreciation of the co-operation we have had from you during the
years of our business intercourse.
The service you have rendered and
the merchandise you have delivered, have
in every instance been exactly what you
represented they would be.
late

LEWIS

to be unusually courteous. The spirit of
co-operation is present at all times.

PIRTLE,

Pirtle Circuit of Theatres,
Jerseyville, 111.

Allow us to congratulate you upon
your tenth anniversary in the Theatre
Equipment and Supply business.

P.

NEWHAFER,

Ascher Bros. Theatre Corp.,

itors

S. E.

Co.,

DEAR MR. DUTTON:
We have been doing business

fact.

H. L.

Amusement

Omaha, Nebraska.

Denver, Colo.

your tenth anniversary in the theatre
equipment and supply business.
This period of time in itself proves
conclusively that your business methods
have been always straightforward and
honest and your success emphasizes the

I

E. J. SIEH,
Hostettler

Western Enterprises,

A. H. Blank Enterprises,
Des Moines, la.

criticize a

We can certainly say that all of our
past dealings with your Company have
been highly satisfactory, and on a fair
and square basis, especially have we appreciated your excellent service on everything sold to us.

W. DENMAN,

GENTLEMEN:

Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Your 10th Anniversary means more

us than merely offering our congratula-

Chicago,

Illinois.

GENTLEMEN:
In extending congratulations on the approaching anniversary of your tenth year
in business, permit us to tell you that
we have at all times been pleased with
your methods, merchandise, and service,
and to express the hope that we may
continue as your customers for many
years to come. Very truly yours,
J.

B. CLINTON,
Clinton & Meyers Enterprises,
Duluth, Minn.
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GO-GETTERS
of Exhibitors Supply

Company

IN THE FIELD
CHICAGO BRANCH

T

HE

Chicago branch of Exhibitors
Supply Company is located in the

home office building at 825 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, the entire building being
owned by the firm. It is under the management of G. A. Lincoln, secretary and
The territory it serves intreasurer.
cludes the northern two-thirds of Illinois
and the northern one-third of Indiana.

MINNEAPOLIS BRANCH
The Minneapolis branch
Supply Company located

of Exhibitors
221
at
Loeb
Arcade covers the states of Minnesota
and North and South Dakota. Quite, a
territory, but Manager A. T. Crawmer
manages to render the usual quality of
“Esco” service over his entire district.
Crawmer is an old timer in the business
having been with the Exhibitors Supply
Company for six years and prior to that
with the E. E. Fulton company in Chicago.
He numbers among his friends
many of the Northwest’s leading ex-

Working with Ramsdell from the Denis Harry C. Johns, who is
well known to theatre men in Wyoming
ver branch

and Montana. Johns was formerly an
Harry is
operator in Salt Lake City.
the boy who beats his competitors to
a lead with an aeroplane.

ST. LOUIS BRANCH
From its branch at St. Louis, Mo., at
3315 West Olive street the Exhibitors

hibitor.

Assisting Mr. Crawmer in this territory is the geinal H. R. Vogel who
covers Southern Minnesota and Western

Wisconsin, he was formerly with Teco
Products, and R. G. Faulds, a former
exhibitor, who covers North Dakota.
The city of Minneaspolis and St. Paul
is covered by F. W. Berglund.

VICTOR MAYLON

JOSEPH DUFFY
One of the company’s
oldest employes. Duffy covers the northern half of Chicago

charge of counter
at the Chicago
branch of the company.
In

sales

Supply Company covers Southern Illinois and Western Missouri.
Ray Colvin, who was formerly a salesman for
the Chicago branch is the St. Louis
manager. Colvin is one of those stout,
hearty individuals with a personality
which compels you to like him. He has
enjoyed an excellent success in his ter-

At the Chicago branch are two of the
employes of the company Joseph
Duffy and Victor Maylon. Both are well
known to the trade by virtue of their
oldlest

Mr. Duffy

northern half of the city
of Chicago and has a host of friends
among the city’s theatre, owners.
Mr. Maylon joined Exhibitors Supply
Company in 1917. This big boy’s smiling face is well known to Chicago
branch customers as Maylon is the busy
individual who takes care of counter
sales in the store.
handles

FRED DOHERTY
Salesman in Wisconsin and northern Peninsula
of
Michigan
out of Milwaukee.

Supply Company.

for “Esco.”

long association with “Esco.”

HOWARD MURRELL
Murrell is on the sales
of the St. Louis
branch of Exhibitors

staff

the

R. G.

Salesman

Dakota

FAULDS
in

North

and

north-

western Minnesota
Minneapolis
from

H. R.

ritory.

VOGEL

Salesman in Southern
Minnesota and Western Wisconsin for the
Minneapolis branch.

Working
also,

is

out of the St. Louis office
H. Murrell who gave up the

hardware business

years ago

five

(o

en-

branch.

DENVER BRANCH
office of Exhibitors Suplocated at 824 West 21st street
covers the states of New Mexico, ColoF. A.
rado, Wyoming and Montana.

The Denver

ply,

Ramsdell

is

manager.

Ramsdell

was

formerly a correspondent in the Chicago
branch, a task which he performed to
such satisfaction that he was assigned
a job of no small proportions in handling the vast territory now under his
jurisdiction.

FRANK MASEK
EARLE WILLIAMS
Chicago branch

man who
Northern
Exhibitors

sales-

travels
Illinois

for

Supply

WILLIAM FOWLER
Salesman at the Chicago branch of “Esco”
covering the southern

W. ARMSTRONG

Hard hitting salesman
from Cleveland office

branch of Exhibitors
Supply Comany.

of

“Esco,”
Ohio.

gage in selling mot
and accessories.

half of Chicago.

i

traveling

picture equipment

OMAHA BRANCH

Company.

William J. Fowler covers the southern
half of Chicago from this branch.
He
was formerly in the, film business and
knows most of the exhibitors by their
first
names.
Fowler has been with
“Esco” since 1924.
Earle Williams is the newest member
of the Chicago branch.
He owns two
theatres and covers Northern Illinois
and Northern Indiana for the company.

G.

Assistant manager of
the Cleveland, Ohio,

Sales efforts in the state of Nebraska
are carried on from the Omaha branch
which is located at 1518 Davenport
Street. O. H. Dutton is manager of the
Omaha office as well as the one at Des

HARRY JOHNS
Salesman out of the
Denver branch who
covers Wyoming and
Montana for “Esco.”

F.
City

W. BERGLUND

salesman covering Minneapolis and
St. Paul out of Minneapolis branch.

Dutton was formerly owner
Moines.
and operator of the Standard Theatre

Equipment Company
joined

Exhibitors
(

in

Minneapolis.

Supply Company

Continued on page 68 )
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Moss Cameo Theatre.
Mr. Norman Ek, Mgr.

New York;

ROCKBESTOS
Extends Greetings and
Congratulations to the
Exhibitors Supply Co.

Ten

years of successful busiwith merchandise of
ness
merit is a satisfactory record

and
to

ROCKBESTOS is proud

have had a part

in this suc-

cess.
;

Theatre supply houses thruout the country recognize the
value of

Projectors

and

spotlights in

projection room
are Rockbestos

ROCKBESTOS Mo-

equipped.

Cable and other
wires made for theatre use and
are enjoying continued success with such products of
tion Picture.

established reputation.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS
P

O

R

NEW HAVEN,
5942 Grand Cent. Term. Bldg.,

Sold by

New York

A

T

CONN.
Madison Term.

Bldg., Chicago

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY
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Iran^brteH
TRADE

MARK

Means Crowded Theatres
As

well as Properly Projected
Pictures

The Transverter transverts
empty

seats into filled ones.

transverts a mediocre picture
into a better one through better
projection.

It

It

transverts expensive current

ones and it does
it automatically without having
to bother you to ask you how.
bills into lesser

Send

for our interesting litera-

ture on the Transverter.

over 2,000 theatres are already
using the Transverter, possibly
you can save money and improve your pictures by using it.
If

It costs

nothing

to find out

—

just write us today.

COMPANY
ELECTRIC
o^HERTNER
Cleveland Ohio U S A
1900 W. 114 A.Strcet
,
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3$

i

V
i

The Transverter changes your
current with four to five times

alternating current into direct

the.

candle power of an alternating

current arc of the same amperage.
It

makes

it

make your
It

easy for you to perfectly dissolve your pictures and
projection

more

artistic in

many

ways.

eliminates the flicker and fluctuation and

is

i

especially im;

portant with Mirror

Arc

1

Projection.

you are planning to build make alterations or
changes in your projection equipment consult us.

If

,

,

Exhibitors Supply Company
825 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago Distributors
I

Cleveland
Louis

Minneapolis

St.

Denver

Milwaukee

Omaha

Complete

descriptive

literature

on request.

COMPANY
ELECTRIC
^HERTNER
1900 W114th.street
Cleveland OHio USA.
,
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STRONG CHANGE-OVER
USED

THE COUNTRY’S FINEST THEATRES

IN

Recent Installations
Uptown

(Balaban

theatre

&

Katz),

Capitol

theatre

(Cooney Brothers),

Chicago.

Chicago.

Harding theatre (Lubliner & Trinz),

Stratford theatre (Cooney Brothers),

Chicago.
theatre, Chicago.
Metropolitan theatre, Boston, Mass.

Globe theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Crescent theatre, Newark, New Jersey.

Ambassador

WHY THE

Chicago.

EXHIBITOR SHOULD INSTALL THEM

an impossibility to run a continuous feature without
noticeable breaks, unless the Strong Change-Over device is used.
With the Strong Change-Over a twelve-reel feature can be run as
one reel. It is impossible to detect the change from one machine
to the other as this device electrically makes the change with lightning like speed.
It is practically

WHY THE OPERATOR SHOULD

USE THEM

Every operator attempts by some means or other to give his audiMany makeshift
ence a continuous performance without breaks.
devices are used. The Strong Change-Over device makes this change
like the wink of an eye with the least possible inconvenience to the
operator. He touches a switch at the machine about to start and
the change is made instantaneously.

WHY THE SUPPLY DEALER SHOULD
The Supply

SELL

THEM

dealer always tries to equip a theatre with the most

No booth equipment is complete
efficient equipment he can get.
without the Strong Change-Over device. Every supply dealer should
sell them to give his customer the best equipment the market affords.
In addition to this he is overlooking a neat profit by not pushing,
selling and installing the Strong Change-Over Device. Write us
for our proposition.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

Distributed by

ESSANNAY ELECTRIC
1012

S. 10th

Ave.

CO.

Maywood,

111.

USE

COLUMBIA
Roll,

Coupon and Folded Tickets
They

will please

you

!

MANUFACTURED BY

Columbia Printing Company
Established 1892

1632-36 N. Halsted Street, Chicago
Telephone Lincoln 0238

DISTRIBUTED BY EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

Complete Assortment of Stock Tickets of
colors always on hand
.

all

denominations

in

Assorted

November

7,
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For Better Projection

You

What Simplex

W

Offers
in Service

E BELIEVE the measure of success of any business is determined by the quality of service that
business offers its patrons.

Just as your success depends upon your ability and willingness to provide good entertainment, so we consider our
success depends on how well our products meet your
requirements for good projection.
It was because of our high regard for service that the
engineers who designed the Simplex Projector were instructed to build a projector whose quality would be limited
only by the limits of scientific knowledge.

We feel that the success

Free Blue Prints of
Theatre Booths
Another valuable service that
thousands of theatre owners and
architects have taken advantage
of is our offer of free blue prints
of projection booths.

Blue
are

recommendations

print

made by experienced

Simplex Projectors have gained
in all parts of the world is ample justification of the wisdom and correctness of our single policy SERVICE.

architects for

The Service
of Simplex

sent to

—

ngmeers

that prompted our insistence on highest quality in every detail

The same purpose

0f

^

gj

m pj ex

machine

is

atre,

served in other

phases of our business.

We

maintain a staff of expert engineers whose duty is
to see that every Simplex Projector gives the quality of
service that it should and does give when properly inThese engineers
stalled and in proper working condition.
are located in various parts of the country and are at the
service of any theatre at any time for advice on any matter pertaining to projection or the operation of Simplex
Projectors.
Service From
Distributors

Full par-

of this service will be

you on request.

Distributed Exclusively in the

following territories by

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.

825 South

Wabash Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
Film Building

DENVER, COLO.
Simplex distributors are located in 25
centers throughout the country. They

are so located that distribution of each
projector is made from a point within an
easy servicing radius of any theatre.

When

purchasing a new projector look up the nearest
Simplex distributor; buy through him and you can be
assured of getting the service that every buyer of Simplex
is

large or small.

ticulars

theatre

any type of the-

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
824 Twenty-first St.

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
715 Wells St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
221 Loeb Arcade

OMAHA, NEBR.

entitled.

The

service behind Simplex Projectors are all designed
reaching the goal that means maxisuccess.
That goal is better projection and better
service to patrons.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.

1514 Davenport

'St.

to assist exhibitors in

mum

DES MOINES, LA.
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
1004 Grand Ave.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Exhibitors Supply Co., Inc.
3315 Olive St.

Reflector

Lamps

High Intensity

MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

TffiPREOSIONMACHINE (oJnc!
317 East 34th St— New'Ybrk

Regular Arc
Incandescent
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ARCUS
TICKETS
And Box
Are
We now
ments

Office Supplies

Up-to-the- Minute

furnish thousands of theatres with all their require-

in

ROLL TICKETS
FOLDED TICKETS
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS

COUPON BOOKS
TICKET RACKS
TICKET BOXES

ADMISSION TICKETS
and

all

similar supplies.

Our Folded Tickets are supplied to
Out Christmas Gift Coupon Books
sale in December you will roll up a
attendance as long as the gift-books

LOBBY
FRAMES

any standard make of machine.
now ready. By pushing their
fat bank account and will insure

fit

are

last.

TICKET

BOOTHS

MENGER, RING

&

WEINSTEIN

INC.

NEW YORK
Represented By

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
Chicago,

One

of

Americas Largest and Most Up-to-Date Ticket Factories

111.

As one of the largest ticket manufacturers in the world, with a force
of skilled men, trained in interpreting and executing theatrical orders,
we render a specialized service that has no parallel in the industry.
Send for samples.

THE ARCUS TICKET COMPANY
346 North Ashland Av.,

CHICAGO

Arcus products are distributed by the Exhibitors Supply Co.,
Chicago

Sold exclusively

at all

branches of

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY,

INC.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

THE GELATINE SUPREME FOR OVER A HALF CENTURY ”
Color samples and quotations to dealers upon request

CENTRAL IMPORT COMPANY
1656 South Central Park Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois

Sole distributors for the United States and Canada

1923
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HIGH INTENSITY

THUMB

(SPERRY)

TACKS

PROJECTION LAMPS

For the Theatre
Signs

-

Posters

Notices

-

Best Quality Steel, Nickel Plated

100

in

Box

— 1000

Carton

in

%

Inch
$0.35
$3.00

\<2 Inch
_.,$0.25
Per Box
Per Carton. ..$2. 00
.

“THE BEST OF THEIR KIND”

THUMB
50-130

TACKS

AMPS.

For the Architect
- Draughtsman

DISTRIBUTED BY

Engineer

Sign Writer

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

“Needle Point” Tempered

ALL BRANCHES

50

in

Box

—500

in

Steel,
*

Satin Gloss Finish

Carton

Catalogue of

“H C” PRODUCTS
Mailed on Request

HALL
129 Grand

and CONNOLLY,

Inc.

_..5/16

7/16

9/16

$0.20

$0.25
2.25

$0.30
2.70

Carton...

New York

St.

Inch

Box

1.80

City

“The Best

GOLDBERG REELS
reel is made of heavy steel with rolled edges,
so that it will not injure films or hands. The hub is countersunk, enameled, and runs true.
The spring film clip is
held in place by steel key, and can be replaced in a few
seconds, thus making it unnecessary to junk reels with
broken clips. The clip does not project up, so it will not
puncture the end of the film. Film can be inserted without raising the spring which is the cause of much breakage.

$0.50

14-in. Reels

CO.

GOLDBERG BROS.
St.

Inc.

CHICAGO
Milwaukee

Omaha

Louis
Minneapolis

Cleveland

St.

Denver

Des Moines

$1.50

SOLD BY EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

1646 Lawrence

Kind

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY

The Goldberg

10-in. Reels

of Their

Denver, Colo.

Made by
Hampden Manufacturing
New York

Co., Inc.
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electric sign that stencils

its call in letters

marquee that

of light

— in the

floods the sidewalk

to a likeness of daylight— in the

lobby

—

— on

Mazda

National
the screen
lamps have long served

the moving picture exhibitor.

Nowhere has a more important
service been offered than in projection.

In

nearly

theatres

all

National Mazda Motion Picture
lamps can be used to advantage,
often saving 70 per cent of the cost
of current, and at the same time

producing better pictures. It is
estimated that at least 80 per cent
ot the theatres now in operation
would secure better results with

Mazda lamp

projection.

Projection with National

Motion Picture lamps
logical

is

Mazda
surely

when it assures the exhibitor

increased net profits

— both through

greater attendance and reduced

operating costs.

Ask your dealer about the National
Mazda Motion Picture lamp, and
about the contract basis of purchasing lamps, which assures you
of the best lamps made, at a

Or write
direct to National Lamp Works of
General Electric Company, Nela

decided saving in cost.

Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

_ NATIONAL _
vLAZDA LAMPS
A GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCT

BETT
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THE WORLD’S BEST

HOLMES
Portable Projector
Safest Projector

Made

The Holmes is

the Safest Projector made. Every
inch of film is enclosed in metal. This machine
has two separate and distinct metal magazines
with four safety rollers in each one. Every machine is equipped with a metal safety shutter that
operates automatically with the projector mechanism.
Distributed

By

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

HOLMES PROJECTOR
1632 No. Halsted

CO.
Chicago

St.

Screen Bulletins by
the Exhibitor
There

•

is

the Stationery of the Screen

Non-Melting
Non-Inflammable

Radios-;

'Mat

TALK from your screen
WITH your quickly

TYPEWRITTEN MESSAGES.
50 RADIO-MATS
WHITE. AMBER or GREEN.

comfort,

are

many

safety

things

done

and pleasure

for the

your

of

patrons that they never hear about.

A

flash

with a Radio-Mat daily will make

them

realize to

what

lengths

you often go

for their benefit.

Radio-Mats are indispensable

for

“Tie-

ups” and Teasers.

Accept no substitute.

is

[

the Stationery of the Screen

10,000 Typed Daily!

November
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POWER’S
PROJECTORS
Are
In

The

Now

Distributed

Territory

Shown Below

EXHIBITORS

SUPPLY COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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& Lomb

Bausch

Cinephor Projection System
Ginephor Projection Lens

—Cinephor Condenser
CINEPHOR LENSES

T

HE

superiority of Cinephor Projection Lenses over

all

others on

the

market has been convincingly demonstrated

in

practical,

comparative theatre tests before unbiased experts. This fact is
emphasized by the large number of successful exhibitors throughout
the country who are using Cinephor equipment today, and by the producers who specify the Cinephor Lens as the medium through which
their product can best be projected to assure a profitable reception by
the public.
It is not at all remarkable that this projection lens can so positively
be declared the leader in its field, when the circumstances surrounding its manufacture are considered. For more than 70 years Bausch
and Lomb have been making lenses of every type known to optical
science. The company controls the making of the lens from sand to
finished product, and regards Cinephors at every stage of manufacture as a work of precision optics, in the same class with its high

grade photographic and telescopic lenses. The result is a
lens so uniformly dependable that no selection for quality is necessary by the purchaser.

The Cinephor Lens always comes easily to a
quick, sharp focus, and its work is featured
by

flatness of field,
illumination and maximum
and
between
black
contrast
white, making it a combination of everything you
hoped to find in a Bet-

critical

definition,

brilliant

CINEPHOR CONDENSERS

Y

B

i

using the complete Bausch

and

Lomb

ter

Cinephor Condens-

ing System

it

is

possible to se-

cure either an increase in illumination
without additional expense, or the same
illumination with reduced expense.

Illumi-

nation can be increased up to 25 per cent,
depending on the type of light source and

operating conditions, and the brightness at the

margin of the picture

will

approximate that

at the

center.

The Complete Cinephor
of

Projection

Convex

Lens,

Optical System consisting

Parabolic Condenser,

and

Plano

Condenser, gives absolute assurance of better pre-

sentation of the picture.

BAUSCH AND LOMB OPTICAL CO
652

St.

Paul

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY,
is

Inc.

one of the largest distributors of Cinephor Lenses.

Lens.
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Secure Perfect Ventilation

With E'EMVentilating Fans

G

O

as far as you like in booking the best pictures or most
popular plays.
But after all, public patronage naturally
shys from the theatre where the atmosphere is hot, stuffy, and
depressing. It’s human nature to favor the place that’s well ven-

— where the air

and refreshing. And
to make a delightful change in the atmosphere
of your theatre with an I LG Fan. Ask your dealer for particulars or send to us for catalog and literature.

tilated
it

costs

but

is

inviting, healthful

little

ILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING COMPANY
2850 NORTH CRAWFORD AVENUE
CHICAGO ILL.
.'.

T HE

ILG is the only
ventilating fan
made
with a fully enclosed selfcooled motor; tested, sold
and guaranteed as a complete unit. Here is the ILG
self-cooled motor feature
illustrated graphically. Note
that although the motor is
fully enclosed it is perfectly ventilated by a vacuum
or suction that is created
at the axis of the fan when
in motion, which draws a
constant stream of air from
the outside into the vent
pipe, which serves as an intake for the air and directs
it to the heart of the motor,
thus permitting ILG Fans
to be safely and efficiently

operated in high temperatures and fully protected
from dust, grease, grime,
etc., etc.

According

for Offices, Stores

,

Factories , Public Buildings,
Theatres, Restaurants,

Homes, etc.

to the laws of

perfect ventilation as established by
the ILG Laboratory, the air in a
theatre should be changed every 2 to
5 minutes. The most economical and
efficient method of ventilatingtheatres,
stores, offices, shops, residences, etc.,
is fully explained in our new 32 page

manual which
it

today.

on
Write

will be mailed

quest, without obligation.

re-

for
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USA
MIN
De Luxe Special

<dbt

ent

—

hatever your requirements
whatever type of screen you need just

—

remember that reproduction by a
Minusa De Luxe means better pictures.
no way in which the beauty
created in films may be brought out
more effectively than by the choice of
There

is

the right screen.

Getting the best out of a film

is

largely

—A

matter of essentials
Minusa
DeLuxe is one of the essentials.
a

ou
ful,

will find

our counsel most help'

and given with a

aid in

sincere desire to

ma\ing attractive pictures.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO 'CLEVELAND DENVER DES MOINES
M LWAUKEE 'M INNEAPOLIS'OMAHA 'ST. LOUIS
*

I

'

November

vve in
r

to
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and Purpose

—

3\ieet the SVeeds of Q) iffer-

ection

and theatre Conditions.

cAnd now

—the M inusa DeLuxe Seamless

the final realization to a long felt
larger theatres

who

see\ luxury

want

and

gives

for the

distinction.

—
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NO. 3

TICKET

MUTILATOR
A steel-bodied ticket perforator
that simply can’t be beaten, regardless
of
price.
Fully guaranteed
against choking or clogging. It will
surely mutilate each and every ticket

NEWMANCO
SHEET-STEEL MARQUISE

without

exception, but in such a
that results can be accurately checked up.

manner

A

Offered in a choice of mahogany
antique at the very low

marquise and sidewalk canopies, made of
galvanized steel and genuine copper.
Send length of building or width of entrance, with projection over the sidewalk,
for our suggestions and best prices.

or verde
price of

$75

NEWMANCO BRASS

selection of 28 up-to-date styles, with
metal or glass roofs.
Handsome

either

RAILS

Ticket-office rails, lobby division rails, box rails, orchestra pit rails, rope rails with portable brass posts and
special rails of every description, at very reasonable
cost.
For more than 43 years we have specialized in
complete installations of brass railings and have
equipped most of the largest houses in this country.
Write for prices. Newmanco Railings may be secured
in verde antique, brass oxidized, statuary bronze, plushcovered, etc.

No.

200-A

No.

180

THE FAMOUS NEWMAN BRASS LOBBY FRAMES
The
finest

positive
theatres.

choice of Chicago’s
Poster, photo and

Everlastingly

card frames in finishes that need no
polishing
Guaranteed
to
outlast

—

wooden frames

10 to

Beautiful

1.

Write for our catalog

THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING
418

ELM

ST.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Newman

68
Fixtures

W. WASHINGTON

Are Distributed by

—Exhibitors Supply Company,

illustrating

lobby frames, brass rails, ticket
mutilators, marquise, door hardware
and other fixtures for theatres.
fine

Inc. of

Chicago

ST.,

CO.
CHICAGO

)

November

7,
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This theatre

insured against failure of city electric current

is

Park Rid S e IH - Au S-

^

We

regular electric supply.
certainly would not feel safe in operating a theatre
without a plant of this nature.

Kohler Co.,
Tribune Tower, Chicago
Gentlemen: We have nothing but the highest praise to offer for the Kohler
electric plant which you installed in our theatre on November 15, 1924. We use
this plant every day for four or five hours while our janitor is working in the
theatre, and we have had several occasions to use same owing to the failure of our
-

_

Ridge Theatre, Park Ridge

,

49

We expect

to

have another one

entire capacity.

installed next Fall in order to take care of

our

.

Yours very truly,
(

Signed R. C. McGregor

111.

City lights o^-Kohler electricity on
No

city electrical service

Every theatre needs
tric

its

is

own

needing only an automobile-type starting

infallible.

private elec-

battery.

no

ous, costly emergencies

which are sure

to

arise.

Install a Kohler Automatic Electric
Plant and you have that insurance. The
instant the regular current fails, this plant

may be started
on”
It

ing,

automatically

and

is

‘carry

with a low-amperage arc, a bright,

ing the ticket booth, lobby,
exits of the average theatre.

The Kohler Automatic

ATLANTA, GA
BOSTON, MASS
CHICAGO, ILL
DETROIT, MICH
HOUSTON, TEXAS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND
KANSAS CITY, MO
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

just as

84 North

445 C

Street,

Pryor Street
South Boston

Tribune Tower

35 Parsons

Street

1319 Texas Avenue

337

N. Pennsylvania Street

1113 Wyandotte
220 4th Street,

in

regular service in rural

information.
-

,

•-

capable

the cost

eliminates

Kohler, Wisconsin
MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUMBING

so

Don’t wait until you have to pay part of
of a Kohler Automatic in revenue
lost on account of a darkened house. Investigate now this proved, successful
machine. Mail the coupon below for full

and

bulky, troublesome, expensive storage batteries, common to ordinary electric plants.
Kohler Co., Founded 1873

,

ient payments.

light-

aisles,

D.C.

of electricity as it is
emergency use.
Yet the Kohler Automatic is far from
being an expensive equipment. It is
moderately priced, and sold on conven-

the city service comes on again.
gives you ample capacity for project-

and for

110-volt

is

in cities in

till

clear, unflickering picture,

current

special

theatres as the sole source

‘

will

Its

lamps or wiring are required.
The plant is clean, quiet, economical,
easily cared for, and very reliable. And it

plant as insurance against the danger-

Shipping Point

,

Sheboygan, Wisconsin

WARE AND AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC PLANTS
NEW YORK. N. Y
20 West 46th
NORFOLK. VA
OMAHA. NEB
PHILADELPHIA, PA
PITTSBURGH, PA
ST. LOUIS,

Kohler

1

10-volt

D. C.

Street

508 Granby Street
1907 Farnam Street
1603-1619 North 32nd Street
401 Penn Avenue

MO

524-526 Arcade Building

Street

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF
SEATTLE. WASH

South

LONDON, ENGLAND

544 2nd

Street

123 Jackson Stmt
276, Great Portland Street

KOHLER of KOHLER
oAutomatic Electric Elants - no

Volt D. C.

CKo Storage 'Batteries
DISTRIBUTED BY THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

A utomatic “Cinema” Model
1500 watts;

—

ALL BRANCHES

KoWe'
Gentlemen:

P*« se
_.__

plant.

Automatic
the Kohler

Name

—

Street

q ity

,

State

EH1925

—
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The Public refuses
To
Everywhere

A

Sit In

in the country, the state

Foul Atmosphere
and

city health

departments have for years been educat-

Years ago people slept with the windows
closed. Today everyone opens the windows. Where hundreds of people gather together in one
confined place as in a theatre, it must be thoroughly ventilated or the public will refuse to pating the public that they must breathe fresh

ronize such a theatre.
the public

who now

Hostettler

Your

theatre

MUST

be well ventilated

in order to

draw the patronage

of

expect good ventilation.

Amusement Co.

Big Theatre Chain Recom-

BLIZZARD
FANS
KEEP THE ATMOSPHERE
CLEAN, FRESH AND LIVE

mends Blizzards
Grand Theatre.

Omaha,

air.

April

Nebr.,

9,

1925.

Blizzard Fan Sales Co.,
Liberty Film Bldgi
Omaha, Nebr.

Gentlemen:

We take pleasure in stating that for some
years past, we have had occasion to observe
several different types of cooling systems in
our many theatres, and our experience has
proven that the Blizzard Fan, which we have
installed in a great many of our theatres, has
in every instance given the most efficient, most
economical and satisfactory service.
We have at times encountered some very

problems in cooling and ventilating,
but the installation of your Blizzard Fan, according to your recommendations, has in each
case, solved the problem and we are convinced
that the Blizzard Cooling Systems have paid
for themselves many times over, in added business during the summer months, besides affording that priceless satisfaction to our patrons
resulting from a constant supply of clean, fresh
air in our theatres.
Wishing you continued success, we remain,
difficult

Yours

truly,

Hostettler

E.

Amusement

J.

Co.

SIEH,

General Manager.

The drawing above shows how
efficient manner pour air into the

the Blizzard fans in a silent,
theatre without directly blowduct from the outside brings in
ing it onto the audience.
the fresh air through the fan which floods the auditorium. In
winter time by running this air over heating coils the air can
be heated, but it will be positively fresh.

A

distributors mentioned below have been trained in the
Call on them for an
proper installation of this equipment.
expert opinion as to what is necessary for your theatre, and
they will quote you prices, and give you a time payment propo-

Our

sition

Distributed by the

if

you wish.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMP ANY

SALES CO.
BLIZZARD FAN STREET
DAVENPORT
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

1514

—
November

7,

1925
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TICKET-ISSUING MACH1NEJ

A

Trouble -Proof
Ticket Machine

At Last

Here is a hand operated Ticket Issuing Machine
that is fast and accurate and always works with
precision and yet is less expensive than the other
types.

Note These Special Features
No Delay Because Current Fails

1.

You Cannot Jam This Machine

2.

5. Fastest Machine on the Market
Absolutely No Operating Cost
6. Meters Every Ticket Sold
No Fuses to Blow Out
7. Only a Burglar Can Beat It

3.

It is

built to handle

up

4.

to five kinds of tickets

and

to issue

to five of each. Manufactured in 4 sizes: 2 unit
3 unit
4 unit
5 unit.
It requires but one feeding unless
you desire to change tickets. Each magazine holds 4000

from one

—

—

punched and folded

When
is

tickets.

crowd is ready
never any delay.
the

to

buy you

End Your Ticket-Selling Troubles by

are ready to

Installing the

sell.

There

McClintock Machine

O. B. McClintock Company
Minneapolis
Middle-West Agents:

THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF
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COMPACT

SILENT

THE CURTAIN CONTROL

SMOOTH

Operated From
in

Any

ECONOMICAL

Point

Your House

SIMPLY PRESS A BUTTON
At Your Booth, Organ

or

Wherever You

Desire

Used Extensively

in the

Large and Small Theatres of Note

FROM CLEVELAND, OHIO TO MISSOULA, MONT.
FROM TOMAHAWK, WIS. TO JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
Territory Served

by EXHIBITOR’S

SUPPLY CO.

CHICAGO DISTRIBUTORS

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
17 N.

ALLENTOWN,

7TH STREET

PA.

ANNOUNCING
h TAB It ARC
THE

A

Motor Generator Set with features that are
a decided improvement in the Theatre
Equipment Field.
new,

—

ECONOMICAL—QUIET— DEPENDABLE
AN

OMAudo

PRODUCT

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO DEALERS:—
StabilArc is sold through responsible equipment distributors.
Regardless of your present connections ask us for full details concerning our exclusive franchise.
Applications considered in order as received.

SAMUELS

bTABILARC
COMPANY
17 N. 7th

St.

Allentown, Pa.

7,

1925

November

7,
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STAGE LIGHTING
The following

are a few numbers of the complete line
of stage lighting equipment manufactured by us.

No. 135
hanging or suspension spot for overhead lighting.
Can be concealed between batons to light up house, sets,
lamp posts, etc. Comes complete with frames.
This

is

No. 315
a Baby Spotlight for short range work. Takes 250
or 500 watt lamp.
Can be focussed. Equipped with color
frame and holder and 5 inch lens.
Comes complete with
telescopic stand and 25 ft. of stage cable.

This

is

No. 101
Nitrogen Olivette or Open Flood Light. Reflector is made of
heavy sheet iron, with reinforced bottom. Rigid grooves for
color frames can be raised, lowered or tilted to any position.
Used for intense illumination from the wings of stage. Uses
1000 watt lamp.

No. 135

No. 125
is a hanging flood or sectional border,
grooves. This light is also used for window

This

built with color
lighting. Comes

either with chains or side brackets for 500 or 1000 watt lamp.

No. 103
This is a three-way Olivette.
Consists of three No. 101
hoods with pipe clamp and knuckled joints, so that these
hoods can be tilted or swung to any position, raised or lowered.
Comes complete with iron stand and 75 ft. of stage
cable.

PORTABLE OLIVETTE
Comes complete

No. 101

No. 315

as ilustrated below with six openings for
500 or 1000 watt lamp. Color frames can be inserted. It is
on a double cast iron base with ball bearing rollers so that
it can be rolled to any part of the stage desired.

No. 103

No. 125

We

manufacture everything in the line of stage lighting. Spot Lights of all
kinds, Flood Lights, Olivettes, Proscenium Lighting, Border Lights, Strip Lights,
Pin Spots, and everything in lighting equipment for the theatre.
Send for
complete catalogue and quotation.

DISTRIBUTED BY EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.
Manufacturers of All Types of Stage Lighting Equipment

820 So. Tripp Ave.
Chicago,

Illinois
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The Peerless Reflector Arc Lamp performs

Light

Is

efficiently

with National Carbons

What You

Sell-

National
Projector Carbons
NATIONAL PROJECTOR CARBONS
it is

give a light as near sunlight as

possible to get by artificial means.

laboratories of the National Carbon Company have over a period of
years developed the National Carbon to the point where it is more efficient than any other carbon if used at the proper amperages as specified
for the various sizes. This experimental laboratory has developed carbons for use on the regular type of arc lamp using direct current. They
have developed a very efficient white flame alternating current carbon for
use on A. C. with a compensarc.

The

When

the high intensity lamp was developed the negative and positive
carbons to be used on high intensity lamps at high amperages were very
efficiently developed for this type of projection. Now with the advent of
the reflecting type of arc lamp they offer to the Exhibitor the most efficient carbons for this type. There are none better than “National.” We
have sold the National Carbon exclusively for ten years due to its efficiency and the service given by the National Carbon Company.

Exhibitors Supply Co.
825 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago,

111.

715 Wells St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

221 Loeb Arcade,
Minneapolis, Minn.

1518 Davenport
Omaha, Nebr.

3315 Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

824

—

21st

St.,

Denver, Colo.

St.,

2112 Payne Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

1004 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, la.

November

7,
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Fulco Products
Are time

tested, proven accessories and equipment of merit. Every Fulco Article has
been designed and refined, until today they are standard equipment in many booths,
studios and manufacturing plants.

Fulco All-Steel Reels

Fulco
Fireproof Units
This

is

Luxe Unit
theatre

The Fulco

Reel, as ilconstructed of
extremely
sheet
metal, with large holes allowing the fingers plenty
of room for threading.
This reel is extremely well
constructed and durable.

an ideal Defor the large

booth.

It

lustrated,

heavy

is

completely equipped as
illustrated with roll-ezy
all metal drawers, special
Fulco Argo Film
Cabinet and Fulco automatic fireproof enclosed
motor driven
rewind,
which has passed the
board of Underwriters'
inspection,

as

is

1

1

-inch

$2.25

Reel

well

as
meeting requirements of
State Boards and mu-

1

nicipal ordinances.
Rewind is
also includes No. 1 Fulco Bench

complete with ball-bearing cut-off,
Rewind, Special Fulco Self-Closing
Removable Waste Can. It can be had in various combinations of
film cabinets; can be had completely equipped or less any item.

4-inch

$2.75

Reel
I

5 -inch

$3.00

Reel

Complete

$55.00 to $240.00

Fulco Fireproof Film Cabinets and Stands

Fulco Four for Projectionist

The Fulco Film Cabinet
Stand
left.

is

illustrated

This stand

is

on the
built of

heavy angle iron very
ly reinforced.

stands

FULCO FOUR

rigid-

All of these

come complete with

This is a special
tool kit for operators,

either steel casters or rubber tired ones.
They are
constructed so they can be
had in any length desired
to accommodate film cabinets from three to twenty-

an oil gun,
one “V” Block made

contains

of rolled steel, four
drive pins of various
sizes,

four reels.
They are built
hold cabinets for one,
two, or three thousand foot
reels.
The heighth of these
stands is such that it is no
longer necessary for the
operator to stoop down to
get a reel of film out of the

and

driver.

to

split

screw

Outfit

com-

plete with case.

$5.00

cabinet.
No booth is complete without one of these
stands.

Makes an Ideal Present

Write for Prices
Fulco
Fulco
Fulco
Fulco
Fulco

Fireproof Units
Fireproof Film Cabinets
Fireproof Enclosed Rewinds

Waste Cans

Fulco
Fulco
Fulco
Fulco

Bench Rewinds
Terminals
Reels
Carbon Savers

&

Fulco
Fulco
Fulco
Fulco

Adapters

Ticket Holders
Stripping Flanges

Film Cement
Portable Projector Tables

Metal Film Carrying Cases

Send

for the

New Special 24-Page Catalogue Illustrating Fulco Products
Distributed

by

Exhibitors Supply Co.
Executive Offices: 825 So.

All the Branches

Wabash Ave., Chicago,

Cleveland, Ohio
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Nebr.
St. Louis,

Des Moines,

Mo.

111.

Denver, Colo.
Milwaukee, Wis.
la.

”
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Add Atmosphere to Your TheatreCharm To Your Program
WITH

DYNAMIC COLOR EFFECTS
BRENKERT F3

PRODUCED BY THE
COMBINATION COLOR EFFECT PROJECTOR

F305

An

entirely

new

creation with unlimited possibilities to embellish your entertainment

program.
Installations being

Why

made

daily in theatres in

all

section of United States

and Canada.

not in your theatre?

Complete information on request.

DISTRIBUTED BY THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
Designers and Manufacturers

DETROIT, MICH.
“ Pioneer manufacturers long distance projection apparatus

November

7,

1925
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NATION WIDE SERVICE

IN

BRENKERT THEATRE AND
STAGE LIGHTING
APPARATUS AND EFFECTS
exemplifying correct design, high
grade construction, efficient service.

are daily

Eighteen years of progress has produced a
down-to-date, superior type Brenkert unit for
every lighting requirement in theaters of all
sizes.

C303

Standardize on Brenkert Equipment

And Be Assured Complete Satisfaction
C702

Catalog on request.
Distributed

by The Exhibitors Supply Company

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
Designers and Manufacturers
Detroit, Mich.

C503

C120

F202

C114

Cl 12
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HOEFER CHANGE-MAKER
The machine with the Automatic Lock

ASSURES SPEED AND ACCURACY
(Made

in

IN

MAKING CHANGE

Three

Delivers

Made

Change
Direct

With or
Without

to

Silver

Your

Dollar

Customers

Channel

AUTOMATIC LOCK PREVENTS SHORT-CHANGING WHEN ANY COIN CHANNEL
A Protection to the Management, as well as to the Cashier and the Public. Open Coin-

EMPTIES.

Channels permit inserting coins directly on top of stacks. Hoefer Keyboard the most practical and
Write for details.
Manufactured by

efficient.

HOEFER CHANGE-MAKER COMPANY
3700

East

Kansas

12th Street

Sold by

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY

COMPANY—All

City,

Missouri

Branches

Lobby
Display Equipment
“Bilt Rite ”

Manufactured by

225 No. Green

St

LOBBY FRAMES— CORNER CASES
MIRROR CASES—TICKET BOOTHS

Special Sketches Without Obligation

1925

:

N o vember

7

,
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Hold Your Patrons by Giving

COMFORT

No. 447

Stafford Upholstered Opera Chairs

Give More Comfort and Longer
Theatres every year are becoming more elaborate. The
experienced theatre man is surrounding his audiences
with an atmosphere of luxury and comfort. This is becoming more true every year. The old days of the
cheap veneer chair are gone never to return.
The public is not only being educated to comfort in
their homes, but also to comfort and luxury in nearly
everything. They no longer drive in open cars; they are
now using luxuriously, upholstered closed cars.
The news of the day, fine music, addresses by famous

On

Wear

men, market reports and many other features are
brought to them right into their homes by the wonderful discovery of the Radio.
In every way they are
being educated to comfort and luxury. They are no
longer content with the hard, uncomfortable veneer
chair. They expect the theatre they attend to be equipped with a fine, upholstered, comfortable chair. The
Stafford Manufacturing Company is a leader in this
field of finely upholstered, durably built, reasonably
priced, and beautifully designed Opera Chairs.

display at the various offices of

THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

E. H.

STAFFORD MANUFACTURING CO.
—367 West Adams —CHICAGO, ILL.
Sales
Office

St.
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PLASTIC
FIXTURES
this

in

With Letters

of Blue

2and White Porcelain
Enamel on Heavy
3-

Prices are net

as

on the

Gilmore Film Cabinets

wir-

1000
Ft.

Ft

Ft.

$11.50

Reels

Reels

Reels

Compartment...
Compartment...

$12.75

$13.75

16.00

17.00

19.00

19.25

20.25

23.00

6

Compartment—
Compartment—

22.50

23.50

27.00

7

Compartment.... ....

25.75

26.75

31.00

8

Compartment
Compartment

29.00

30.00

35.00

32.25

33.25

39.00

35.50

36.50

43.00

less

3

wir-

less

Ivory,

and

ing

chain

4

$13.50

5

Green and Gold,
less wiring and
$14.00

chain

and

Wiring

extra
$10.00

chain,

•

Prices F.

O.

9

B.

10

Minneapolis.
250

No.

Bowl.

different

24
30

in.
In.

Ivory

115.00

Board, with
200.00
at

Raise the Sliding Door
and the Reel Rolls
Out Automatically.

il-

and

chain

135.00

Board, with

Hanging Below

canopy.
Plain,
ing

$ 75.00
Board, with

sizes furnished on request.
letters separately if desired,
50c each, or $50.00 per 100.
(Large Letters Are 6% x 12 Inches)

—

with

right

Board, with

also sell

2-Line Board 10 feet long:, 31 inches high.
Also One Line Small “Annex” Board

Comes

complete

Steel

factory

Other

We

A.
No.
5 0 0.
conventional design which will
with
harmonize
any type of dec-

lustrated

b.

o.

—

information.

oration.

f.

2-Line, Single Face, 10-ft.
100 Letters
Line, Double Face, 10-ft.
Letters
200
_
Line, Single Face, 10-ft.
150 Letters
3-Line, Double Face, 10-ft.
300 Letters

Send for

advertisement.

1925

7,

The Behrend Changeable Signboard

Give beauty and a DeLuxe appearance to
any theatre no matter how beautifully
decorated. The prices are very reasonable.
We have many other models besides those

shown

November

Somewhat

of

same type but

the

of

a

....

Compartment....

..

.

2000

3000

$15.00

The very best Film Cabinet made.

design.

finish,

$12.00

-

Plain
Plain
extra

*5.00
2.00

-

Guaranteed absolutely fireproof.

2.00

Green and gold, extra
Wiring and chains, extra

Made

10.00

M. A.

S. S.

fixture
for
your
any other location

beautiful
lobby, or
in

your

the

is

844

S.

Wabash Ave.

BEHREND

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Phone Harrison 8790

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

Also For Sale by

Easily

theatre.

mounted and durably

Sizes

MOVIE SUPPLY
COMPANY
AND

TORCH SCONCE
In design and finish

in 24

con-

structed.
Plain,

unwired

Ivory,

un wired
and Gold,

Green
wired
Wiring,

$6.00
7.00

POSTERS

un-

extra

7.25
2.00

STAY “PUT”

F. O. B. Minneapolis.

in all kinds of
weather.

FAN BRACKET
Grecian
design.
decorative on any
Can be easily
theatre wall.
mounted.
Width 14 in.
Beautiful

Paper

will not
crack or peel.

Highly

Height 18

in.

Plain

Ivory

Green and Gold

A pure wheat
powder.

$4.00
5.00
5.25

MANUFACTURED BY

ARTHUR
90

WEST BROADWAY
Distributed by

S.

HOYT COMPANY

NEW YORK
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

NO MORE DUST
Sweep the stage, the lobby, the
boiler room -all floor space

—

Fidelity

Picture

CITY

Moving

Machine Motors

with

UTILITY
COMPOUND
SWEEPING

EXHIBITORS

SUPPLY CO.
ALL BRANCHES

For Years the Recognized
Dust Absorber
Thousands of Satisfied Users
Made

Send All Orders

to

in

Absolute
Direot

Exhibitors

Supply Co.

Any Branch

1/10

and

variable
or

H.P.

1/8

speed

through your

Fidelity Electric
I^ancaster,

Sizes.

control.

dealer

Company

Pa„ U.

S.

A.

.

November

7,
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WARD LEONARD DIMMERS

VITROHM DIMMER SLOW-MOTION, CROSS.CONTROL, INTERLOCKING TYPE

Built

Built

for
continuous
duty

for
continuous

duty

''Movable Contact (Skate Shoe)

The movable shoe

is of the selfaligning, self-adjusting type.
Springs hold the shoe firmly
on the buttons assuring proper
electrical contact and permitting

the shoe to ride over projections of as
much as tfs" above contact buttons.
This form of construction is simple and
needs no attention or adjustment. It
does not get “out of order’’ from usage.
Moreover, a minimum of mechanical
to operate
effort
is necessary
the
movable skate shoe over the stationary contacts and at the same time
perfect electrical contact is assured.
This has been a Ward Leonard standard
construction for 25 years.

Stationary Contact Buttons^
are brass stampings, joined to
the resistance wire under ex-

tremely high

pressure while
both metals are bright and dry.
The joints are then imbedded
and covered by vitreous enamel,
which holds'the two parts firmly against

in

any possible movement and protects
the joint against oxidation or other
chemical action.
This also affords
protection against mechanical injury.
No solder, tin or cement is used. The
buttons project well above the enamel,
so that dirt cannot readily become
lodged between them and cause shortcircuit or poor contact.

Space-Saving
Vitrohm Dimmers occupy the
smallest space and weigh less

for a given rating

than any other

dimmer.

demand.

Continuous Duty
The foundation

of

and great
affords complete,

strength.

It

permanent and

rigid support of the resistance element,

contact

buttons,

terminals

and the

Vitreous
enamel insulation.
enamel insulation is a glassy substance,
non-porous and impervious to moisture
It does not contain cement, asbestos

vitreous

chips, or similar material, and it therefore does not have a spongy surface

which might permit the atmosphere
(always moist) to cause oxidation of
the resistance element. When the
wire is protected by vitreous enamel
against oxidation and disintegration it
cannot change in resistance value and
therefore cannot have “opens” or
“burn-outs”. .It is therefore obvious
that Vitrohm Dimmers are designed
and constructed for

Continuous Duty

—to stand

full rated load continuously
without overheating or burning out.

The homogeneous amalgamation of
insulation, resistance wire and iron
plate insure that the entire surface of
the heat which is
generated in the dimmer plate when
in use.

•the plates radiates

Delivery
In our 30 years’ experience we
have not held up or delayed the
-

Positive

Ward

all

Leonard Theatre Dimmers is
a substantial iron plate of proper,
size,

opening of any theatre. We are
always stocked to meet the

Chain Drive
arm is another

of the contactor

feature of Vitrohm
construction.
A flexible brass link drive is used to
operate the movable contact.
There are no gears and pinions to bedesirable

Dimmer

Neither
loosened, or “jam”.
does this mechanism require lubrication which often dries out or “gums”
and causes trouble. Adjustment of this
chain drive is a simple matter, readily
and quickly accomplished by turning
the wing nut on a threaded stud, no

come

tools required.

Operating Levers^
can be moved with much less
effort and with much greater
uniformity of motion than in
other dimmers, this being due
to the movable contact (skate
shoe), stationary contact button
and positive chain drive.

Price
long experience
our
Because
and completed manufacturing
facilities, we are able to quote
prices which compare favorably
of

those of other dimmeis
which do not have our superior features.
Moreover, our continuous duty dimmers can even successfully compete with
intermittent duty dimmers in price.

with

in
such houses as Hippodrome and Belasco
installed
have remained unchanged since original installation over eighteen years ago.

NOTE: Vitrohm Dimmers
Theatre,

etc.,

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC'COMPANY,

Mount Vernon, New York

DISTRIBUTED BY EXHIBITORS SUPPLY

COMPANY

Id Lb 1

QUALITY
SLIDES
The only word which will describe
our slides is the word “QUALITY.” Years of experience has
taught us how to make slides and

make them

The designing
artists we are

right.

done by the best
are
able to get for this work.
one of the largest manufacturers of
slides in the country.
is

We

Song

i li

K

i

JlliA

1

Kti

b

U.

Q

ELIMINATE

Hulett Reel End

ODORS

made

tically

They

into

effective

slides.

USE

Warns the operator that the end of the reel is
near so that he can have the other machine properly threaded, the lamp warmed up, and all set to
make a snappy, indistinguishable change-over
from one machine to the other at the proper cue.

NO MOKE WHITE SCREENS—NO MORE INTERKUITIONS—NO MORE POOR LIGHT AT
START OF REEL,.

Bal-

of the latest songs very artis-

all

DISAGREEABLE

Alarm

In the past few years song slides
have again become very popular in
connection with organ solos.
Our
song slides are being used by the
best theatres in the country.

$3.00

$ 6.00

EACH

PAIR

are put out on a rental basis.

ESCO

ROYAL
CROWN
PERFUME
FREELY

Advertising Slides
The advertising slide stock which
we carry embraces each line of rebusiness such as Banks, Coal
Companies, Grocery Stores, Meat
Markets, etc., etc. They are very
cleverly designed and worded by
experienced advertising men, and
tail

are so illustrated that they are extremely attractive and will sell.

Announcement

This Reel Alarm can be installed readily by anyIt is simple, efficient and durable.
Why
pay more when this efficient device will properly
do the work?

one.

Distributed by Exhibitors Supply Co.

E.

1772 Wilson Ave.
ILLINOIS

slide stock coveighty announcements.
All the holidays of the year, and
about every announcement that a
theatre finds it necessary to make
through the screen.
list of these
announcements can be furnished
upon request.
As in the case of
our other slides, they are very
artistically designed by high class

some

A

TYPEWRITER

We

largest.

one

is

of

our

some of

are serving

the biggest companies in the country with advertising slides, advertising their products.
Every slide
is

made up from photographs and

drawings

by

customers

selling

advertise-

furnished

attractive

into

ments.

We

make special advertising
slides to your order.

also

and song

DISTRIBUTED BY

EXHIBITORS
SUPPLY

COMPANY
ALL BRANCHES

QUALITY
SLIDE

COMPANY
6

EAST LAKE

ST.,

CHICAGO

large

SLIDES

* 1

a

is

NEW STYLE

Typewriter Slide, with distinctive feaYou
tures of advantage in make-up.
can get them ready more quickly; the
highest quality of materials are used;
they give best results on the screen.
Specify PEERLESS
SLIDES and see for yourself.

TYPEWRITER

Put up

White,

in

Distributed

to

supply

Amber and Green
dealers

exclusively

First

Ave. North

Minneapolis, Minn.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
were the

first

to offer the

EXHIBITORS

SUPPLY

COMPANY
ALL BRANCHES

ROYAL

CROWN
COMPANY
Perfume, Toilet Articles

by

Midland Cine Products Co.
706

Essential Oils

3330-32 Carroll Ave.
Chicago

new improved PEER-

LESS TYPEWRITER SLIDES
Per box of 50

to

if

DISTRIBUTED BY

For making announcements
and handling advertising,
for dozens of uses that
tend to increase patronage
and good will. Peerless
Typewriter Slides are the
attractive,
ideal medium
economical, time-saving.

“PEERLESS

If

price is very reasonable; the
quality excellent.

SAY IT THE "PEERLESS" WAY

Slides

and contains a

The

Special Commercial
department

sential oils

sprinkled about the theatre it will
sweeten the air, and make your
theatre or any other public gathering place an agreeable and comfortable place to be.

PEERLESS

artists.

This

THEATRE
per cent of perfume spirits.
used freely in perfume cones or

Our announcement

ers

YOUR

IN

Royal Crown Esco Perfume is
made from the highest grade es-

W. HULETT MFG. CO.

CHICAGO

Slides

lyzo

/,

B1N-N-N-N-G
THE

Slides

aban and Katz use them for organ
solos in all their theatres. We have

November

Ui'

I 1 <J IN

Exhibitors.

$1.50

01

Rue

Rennes
France

tie

Paris,

November

7

,
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well

equally

Declares Equipment

to

the

fact

organ, the lighting, stage equipment, ventilating and soft luxurious carpets.

exhibitors

that

everywhere are realizing that their theatres
must make every provision for the comfort of the public and that their performances must be of the highest calibre.

Big Factor in
Theatre Success

Is

*

*

*

remember the time,” declared Mr.
Douglas, “when about the only thing the
average exhibitor wanted to talk about
This was his all-burning
was his film.
And there was undoubtedly some
interest.
The picjustification for this viewpoint.
tures drew the crowds unassisted, as it
“I can

rT^HEATRES

today, more than ever
before, are depending upon comfort
JL facilities and a pleasing program
such as is made possible by modern equipment in the success of their daily operations, according to K. R. Douglas, VicePresident of Exhibitors Supply Company.
Mr. Douglas keeps his finger upon the
pulse of activities in the motion picture field
and during his travels over the country
makes a special study of economic conditions in motion picture houses which he
1

were.

But today

“Now, when

it

is

a different story.

While in Chicago recently in connection
with the celebration of the Tenth Anniversary of the Exhibitors Supply Company,
he declared that business in the equipment
field was due for unprecedented activity
within the next five years. This, he said,
was not due alone to the enormous amount
of new theatre construction under way, but

“I find that these theatres, as a rule,
are very successful and enjoying a steady
patronage. Undoubtedly, they are showing
the best of films but the fact is that these
varied items of equipment and comfort
are fundamentally the things that are responsible for the theatre’s popularity. Exhibitors are experiencing the truth of this
They have learned that film
every day.
is not the only thing they have to sell,
as is evidenced by the pride, heretofore
missing, which they now exhibit in the
physical features of their houses.
.

introduce myself to some
exhibitor in a town, I may be visiting
I am invited to take a stroll around the
theatre with him. My attention is directed,
and with considerable pride, to the comfortable and cushioned chairs. ‘They set
me back $14 apiece but they’re worth it.
You’ve got to give the public the real
stuff these days’ is frequently the import
of the exhibitor’s comment. Then he usually wants to show me a real honest to
goodness projection room, and is not at all
hesitant about entering into a discussion
about the various items of equipment.

visits.

63

I

We

walk around some more and discuss the

*

*

*

“These observations lead me to the belief that there is an era of pronounced
activity facing the equipment field.”
Mr. Douglas also made the statement
that in many theatres coming under the
trade jargon of “shootin’ galleries” the
projection was the most creditable part of
the house. This he attributed to the initiative and conscientious effort of the projectionists to present the best

despite antiquated
handicaps.

show

equipment

The Stool With the Vitek Patented Automatic Locks
No

Bolts,

No

Springs,

No

Rivets, Nothing to

Get Out of Order.

HMS-HMhB
AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE
STOOLS AND CHAIRS FOR
CASHIERS AND OPERATORS
The Rolls-Royce

in Stool

Design and Construction.

Simple, Practical, Durable, Beautiful.

MADE BY VITEK MFG.

CO., OMAHA, NEB.
DISTRIBUTED BY EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.

MO

CHICAGO, OMAHA, MILWAUKEE, DENVER, DES

INES, ST. LOUIS,

MINNEAPOLIS, CLEVELAND

Buy Them From Exhibitors Supply Company,

Inc.

ZEFIR PERFUME

BLOCS
These blocs are made under hydraulic pressure and are guaranteed not to drip or run.
Sold in sets containing one wall case and six
blocs in protective containers. Come in varipounds each.
ous odors. Blocs weigh
Containers furnished in a variety of attractive finishes. Illustration shows complete out1

fit

with prices listed below

%

it.

ZEFIR CRYSTALS
the largest can of Perfume Crystals
on the market today. The crystals are dry
and do not cake. The perfume is very volatile and the scent very pleasing. A. big, handy
$1.50
yellow can of Perfume Crystals at

This

ZEFIR BLOCS
Compact Outfit — Will Last One
Cedar Pine, per
per set
Rose, per set

set

—

Lilac,

:

Year
.$
.

.

7.50
9.75
11.75

is

THE HUNTINGTON LABORATORIES,

INC.,

HUNTINGTON,

possible,

and

IND.

other
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“Twice The Light
YOU! CAN MAKE THIS SAVING AS ARE

TI A

“THE SUPER REFLECTOR ARC”

Dominates The Field
THERE ARE MORE PEERLESS LAMPS IN SERVICE
THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED.
A Few Users
Rialto,

New York City
New York City
Criterion, New York City

Princess, Milwaukee, Wis.

Rivoli,

Strand, Milwaukee, Wis.

Stanley, Philadelphia

Arsenal, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Brighton, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Arcadia,

Globe, Philadelphia

Costello,

Circle, Indianapolis

New York City
New York City
Douglas, New York City
Dyckman, New York City
Farragut, New York City
Kingsbridge, New York Citj
Rialto, New York City
Valentine, New York City

Strand, Syracuse
Empire, Syracuse

Atlantic,

Pantages, San Francisco

Chicago
Covent Garden, Chicago
Central Park, Chicago

Piccadilly,

Rochester

Elmwood, Buffalo
Strand, Albany
Pantages, Minneapolis
Sun,

Omaha
Omaha

World,

Fine Arts, Detroit
Liberty, Seattle
Capital, Atlantic City

552-54

CHICAGO

W.

ADAMS STREET

Paul, Minn.

Stanton, Philadelphia

Tiffin,

The J. E.McAuley Manufacturing Co.

St.

Aldine, Philadelphia

Warfield, San Francisco

—MANUFACTURED BY—

Tower,

Cameo, Atlanta, Ga.
Majestic, San Antonio, Texas
Circle, Cleveland, Ohio
Garden, Cleveland, Ohio
Ambassador, Cleveland, Ohio

Archer, Chicago

Chicago

Commodore, Chicago

De Luxe, Chicago
Century, Chicago
Marshall Square, Chicago

Chicago
Roseland State, Chicago
Woodlawn, Chicago
Blackstone, South Bend, Inc
Strand, Lexington, Ky.
Granada, New Orleans, La.
Jeffery,

New Orleans, La.
Blackstone, Detroit, Mich.
Lakewood, Detroit, Mich.
Liberty,

Colonial, Detroit, Mich.

ILLINOIS

WRITE US FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATUR

November

7,
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)ne Third The Cost!’'
ANDS OF AMERICA’S LEADING THEATRES

—SUPREMACY—
The

Stanley Co. of America, operating a chain of

over a

hundred theatres have standardized on

“PEERLESS”

Arc Lamps after commake of reflector arc lamp

Reflector

parison with every other

manufactured.
This Proves “PEERLESS” Unapproachable
—DISTRIBUTED BY—

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY
Chicago
Des Moines

Milwaukee
Louis

St.

Superiority.

CO., Inc.

Minneapolis

Cleveland

Omaha

Denver

AND OUR MANY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
T

' /' H

,

.’=

;:

V

.

R ARRANGE FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION
•

•

-

•

v:

:

•

»*-•>

<
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tn.
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Assistance Rendered

Architects on

November

H.P. There are small theatres, churches,
and schools where the 900 watt Incandescent projection will be satisfactory and this
can be operated from the lighting circuit
with use of a transformer or
*

Booth Design
(

5 feet 1 inch irom the
center of the projection aperture should be 48 inches from the floor provided there is no angle to the line of pro-

The

jection.

*

*

*

The

base of all apertures should be made
on an angle complying with the angle of
projection and the lookouts made slightly
lower to allow the operator to have full
view of the screen from the rear of the
booth.
The centre line of the lookout
should be 10 to 12 inches from the right
Spot
side
of
the
projection opening.
Light apertures do not require a lookout
operator
as
the
looks
over the
out
This
aperture
spot
when operating.
should be at least 30 x 30 inches— the
base being 3 feet 9 nine inches from the
floor.
Should two spots be required, make
spot opening 56x30. The dissolver requires
an opening 8 inches wide and 2 feet 4
inches high with lookout placed the same
as projector lookouts.
Volt meters, ammeters, speedometers, speedometer regulator and field regulators, should be placed
in front wall below each projector look-

How
Is

Old
Your

If judged by their signs, a lot of
good theatres we know would be
pronounced “Behind the times”. A
change of signs every few seasons
is

a profitable investment.

Every year signs are being made
more
more attractive
better
eye-compelling making more ef-

—

—

—

fective use of

Color and Motion
Flashers

Wiring for change-overs should be
placed in front wall so that a pressure on
a button beneath each lookout will close
all shutters except the one on projector
nearest push button which will open. This
can be arranged with floor sockets, if desired. Should operation of plush curtain be
from booth, have both opening and closing
push buttons below lookouts. Telephones
can be in front or rear wall where most
convenient. Table for rewinding and cabinet for film storage should be directly behind projectors or rear wall, or if there is
sufficient space, put to the right of projectors on front wall with lookout over
table.
Approved film storage should be
furnished to accommodate the longest show
possible to buy.
All resistance should be
in generator room.
The size of generators
depend entirely on what equipment

used

in

9 installations out of
10.
Driven
by reliable

Reynolds
and

Motors

the accepted
standard.

Color Hoods
in seven brilliant,
less
colors,
have

proof

spring

Save dollars
newals,
and

fool-

lamp

re-

expensive

dipping.

*

*

Should conditions be such that lower
amperage is satisfactory and the reflector
lamp will be operated furnished one generator of 30 ampere capacity with 100 per
cent overload and one sixty ampere with
100 per cent overload for use on spots and
dissolver, thus cutting the expense greatly
without taking from the result. The multiple arc generator should deliver 80 to 85
volts and the resistance be adjustable to deliver the amperage desired at the arc voltIf again only projectors are to be
operated one series type generator of 30
ampere capacity with no resistance can be
furnished to operate reflector lamps which
will be the most economical equipment obtainable and still procure perfect projec-

Leads from the generator to the projectors should be No. 0 in conduit and should
come up through the floor 30 inches from
the front wall on the center line of the
equipment. Small motors on each projector,
and the rewind must be operated from the
lighting circuit and not from the generator

Write

St.,

Chicago

FOR OUR BULLETIN
**What*s

New

Paint

it

now!

Up

Dress

Your
Screen!
“Save the surface and save
the picture” should be a naPaint
tional screen slogan.
your screen now use Crystal
White Da-Lite to recreate the reflecting surface.

—

No

disappointment with Da-

Lite.

Distributed by The Exhibitors
Supply Co.

DA-LITE SCREEN

& SCENIC

CO.

CHICAGO

to

tion.

2651 W. Congress

screen must in all cases be built for
is to be used in and all conbe considered when choosing it. Where the angle is not great and
the seats all facing the screen from about
the same angle, the metallic surfaced or
gold fibre screen is by far the best, but if
the house is very wide and the position of
the projectors “up in the roof,” the owner
will have to use a plain or flat white screen
and use high amperage on it to make up
the loss in light. He will be unable, however, to correct the faults in definition and
distortion obtained by the wrong position
of the booth and his seat locations no matter what equipment he purchases or how
high amperage he obtains.

Crystal White

Screen Coating

GUMMED BACK
DATE STRIPS

age.

fade-

fasteners.
in

is

be operated. If the screen is large, 15x20
or larger and high intensity arcs are to
be operated, with heavy duty spots and
heavy duty slide and effect machines, two
generators with a capacity of 125 amperes
each, with an 100 per cent overload should
be furnished.
*

are

regulator.

*

the house it
ditions must

out.

Sign?

*

The

Continued, from page 29)

age eye level being
floor.

1925

7,

in Sign*

output.
**

The wiring of the projector motors
should come up through the floor with the
other.
These motors are never over 1/16

—

Come 100 in a bundle all
Size 3x14
ready to use in sniping one sheets or
larger paper. They are gummed back
with a glue that sticks. Printed red
Made
on white non-curling paper.
exclusively for the Exhibitors Supply
Company.

KALAMAZOO LABEL
Kalamazoo

CO.
Michigan

November

1925

7,
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of the

“Esco” Celebrating
Ten Years of

“Esco” Giving

Away

Progress
( Continued from page 25 )

on Birthday

When they
These demands grew.
reached a point where chasing up a supply of carbons or scouting around for
opera chairs began to take up more time
than the slide business, it was decided to

In celebration of its Tenth
Anniversary Exhibitors Supply Company is giving away
,

add supplies and accessories

to the slide
business as part of the sales portfolio to
tide them over the period of the slump
in slide

to exhibitors, a theatre ledger

book with every purchase of
$30.00 worth of equipment or
accessories. The ledger, which
has been specially prepared by
accounting experts to meet

advertising business.
*

*

%

The coming of Lincoln in July, 1915,
marked the beginning of Dutton and

the requirements of efficient
theatre book keeping, provides for keeping daily records for every department of
the theatre, covering a full
year.

Douglas’ entree in the equipment business, but the big opportunity for the
three
to

enterprising

young men was yet

come.

About

time a serious shortage in
carbons became prevalent due to the fact
that nearly all theatres were using German made carbons. There arose a great
cry for carbons.
The National Carbon company had not
long been manufacturing carbons for
projection work and were having some
difficulty in getting theatres to use their
carbon. Appreciating the situation, the
energetic founders of Exhibitors Supply
Company, decided it was high time to
meet the carbon situation by properly
introducing an American product. They
made arrangements to sell the National
Carbon company product and started
their campaign by sampling every theaWithin six months they
tre in Chicago.
were doing from 80 to 90 per cent of the
carbon business in the city.
this

This bit of enterprise really marked
the beginning of the Exhibitors Supply
Company in the equipment business for
by this time other incidental sales had
grown to such proportions that the slide
advertising business was definitely aban-

Ledgers

The ledger may be applied
or obtained at the time
purchase is made at any of the
Exhibitors Supply Company
branches, between the period
of November 1st, 1925, to February 15th, 1926.
for

genuine service, and backing their
products with an iron clad guarantee,
the business of the triumvirate continued
to flourish and they cast about for opportunities for expansion in other terriIn the summer of 1917, a branch
tories.
was opened in Indianapolis with Bob
a

Gumm

in charge.

was about this time that President
Dutton went to New York and proudly
It

returned with a franchise for distribution

Simplex projector having placed

order for ten machines.
office proved a profitable venture, and in 1918, a branch was
opened in Milwaukee with Mr. Lincoln,
secretary and treasurer of the company in
charge. It was about this time that Victor Maylon and Joseph Duffy, who had
been connected with the Kleine Optical

an

initial

The Indianapolis

A

Company, joined

the organization.
Louis, was opened September 1919, the following year, and a branch

branch

in

St.

Minneapolis was opened

in March, 1920.
branches were operated
over a period of years until in the Fall
of 1923, at which time the Indianapolis
branch was sold to Mr. Gumm, the manager, and Stanley McLeod, auditor of the
company. Later in the year, an opportunity presented itself to procure the
Simplex franchise in other territories and
branches were opened in Cleveland, Denver and Omaha. The Des Moines branch
opened in 1924.

in

These

five

*

Today,

*

*

branches at Cleveland,
Omaha, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Des Moines, Denver and Chicago,
the little company which had its inception as a slide business some, ten years
ago, is acclaimed the largest distributor
of motion picture equipment in the country doing a business of over a million
dollars a year, with exclusive franchises
in

with

fourteen states.

Service, quality product, and a square
deal policy to the exhibitor are the principles to which officials of the company
attribute their success and growth. Service stations to meet every type of emergency and general need of theatres are
maintained at all branch cities with experts in charge.

In selecting from the field, the products which it distributes, the company
has been able to guarantee its merchandise, with the knowledge that it has the
support of every manufacturer in carrying out its claims that the purchaser
must be 100 per cent satisfied.

doned and a mail order campaign on
equipment was launched. Initial efforts
brought wonderful results.
*

*

*

In 1916 the growth of the business
necessitated larger quarters and the company moved to the Mailers Building in
Chicago, which at that time was the
headquarters for various film exchanges.
Here they occupied 750 square feet of
floor space.
With the incorporation of the company
the following year, this space was more

than doubled and a warehouse and shipping department was established on

Dearborn

Up

Street.

had been
conducted personally by Dutton, Lincoln
and Douglas. They were “jacks of all
trades” for all departments. During the
daytime, they waited on customers, unpacked merchandise from the manufacturers, carried shipments to the post
to this time, the business

for parcel post shipping.
In the
evening, they were out drumming up
trade by personal calls on theatres, returning to the store late each evening
to prepare for the next day.

office

Their delivery service was widely acclaimed, most of it being done by them
personally.
Seeing Lincoln, Dutton or
Douglas, leaving the store weighted
down by orders of carbons, tickets and
other accessories was a common sight in
those days.
*

Working on

*

*

the principal of rendering

Beautifully decorated window in Chicago branch of Exhibitors Supply Company
on occasion of the Tenth Anniversary of company. Rustic autumn leaves serve
as background with words “Tenth Anniversary” wrought in white carnation
effect.
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Purchasing Agent
and A udi tor Located
at

Home

formerly connected with the Sears, Roebuck company.

George Armstrong who travels the Ohio
territory. Armstrong was formerly with
Argus Enterprise as sales manager. He
is. a first
class salesman and “knows his
stuff.”
George sits right down with the
exhibitor and helps him build his theatre

Getters of “Esco”

from

here

that

various busi-

ness

departments

Continued from page 32)

Omaha

and the

state

near the top

branch

is

always

on the company’s

at

sales

sheet.

Tom

Smith is the hustler who
travels Nebraska for the Omaha branch.
Smith was formerly a service man for
the company in the Des Moines office
and knows equipment backwards.

of

E.

DES MOINES BRANCH
The Des Moines branch

Omaha

under the
state

of

branch.

Iowa and

is

operated
covers the

is

It

under the direct

supervision of “Les” Phillips.

DAVID GEDDIS

also

is

lo-

m

office.

Dave
hazen

M.

Geddis,
con-

who has been

“Esco” since 1921 is purchasing agent, handling the purchase of all merchandise and
material for the company.
Mr. Geddis
was formerly assistant purchasing agent
for the Fairbanks Morse company.
R. Hazen is the auditor for Exhibitors
nected

with

branch

is

up.

Stallings is the entereprising
of the “Esco” branch in Milwaukee.
His offices are at 715 Wells
Street, where the company has a well
stocked branch ready for all require-

manager

ments and emergencies. Stallings’ winning ways and the esteem and confidence
in which he is held *by exhibitors of the
state has been an important factor in the
success which he has achieved as branch

manager.
Fred Doherty is the big, well liked
salesman traveling out of the Milwaukee
office.
His experience as a former operator is proving mighty valuable in his
present work, enabling him to offer much
constructive advice of technical and mechanical problems.

cated the purchasing depa r t
e n t
and the auditor’s

R.

Cleveland

CLEVELAND BRANCH

George De Kruif.

Here

the

Jack

Dutton enjoys the friendship and
respect of exhibitors throughout the
or

at

host

MILWAUKEE BRANCH

1923.

operate.
At Chicago, for example
the sales promotion effort is carried on under the

direct ion

(

Also,

from the ground

Organization

The general offices of Exhibitors SupCompany are located in the Chicago
branch at 825 South Wabash avenue and
is

1925

able reputation in the city and a
of friends among the exhibitors.

ply
it

7,

Supply company, having charge of auditing department, his duties covering all of
the company’s branches.
Mr. Hazen was

Go

Office

November

In

the Exhibitors Supply
is located at 2112 Payne
under the management of

Cleveland

Company branch
Avenue.

It is

W.

C. Denny who was at one time a motion picture operator, but has been in
the equipment business for the past ten
years and consequently is one of the best
informed men on the subject of theatre
equipment in the country. His pleasing
personality has won for him a wonderful
success in the Cleveland territory which

covers northern Ohio.

Frank

J.

Masek

is

Cleveland go-getters

another of the
enjoys an envi-

Heads “Esco”

Sales

Promotion Work
at

Home

Office

Everybody who is anybody, as the old
saying goes, in the equipment field, knows
George De Kruif (the last name is pronounced to rhyme with knife) sales promotion manager of the Exhibitors Supply

who

LIGHT THE WAY WITH
ESCO “AISLELITES”

INSURES AGAINST ACCIDENT
If

your

properly lighted by “Aislelites” you eliminate almost entirely the possiof any of your patrons stumbling and injuring themselves.

bility

aisles are

PLEASES PATRONS

GEORGE DE KRUIF

Patrons of your theatre are pleased when they are able to see where they are stepping,
and where there is an empty seat, without groping around in the dark as in a theatre
where no “Aislelites” are being used.

NO FLASHLIGHTS NEEDED
make it unnecessary for ushers to carry flashlights
make the operation of your theatre more economical.

"Aislelites”

tends to
to buy.

to light the way.
This
batteries or bulbs

No

QUICK EXITS GUARANTEED
Whenever

necessary for a theatre to be emptied rapidly, there is very little confusion, and very little danger of confusion, due to the fact that every person can see the

way

it

is

out.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
825 S.

Wabash
Chicago,

715 Well*
Milwaukee,

Ave.,
III,

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
221 Loeb Arcade,
Minneapolis, Minn.

St.,

3315

Wi«.

St.

Olive
Louis,

St.
Mo.

2112 Payne Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
1518

Davenport

Omaha,

St.,

Nebr.

824-21 st
Denver,

St,
Colo.

1004

Grand Ave.

Des

Moines,

la.

company, who has acted

in this capacity
for the past five years.
De Kruif is the man back of the Exhibitors
Supply company’s well known
“Pink Sheet” which contains a description
of the three hundred more or less items
distributed by his company, and which
reaches every exhibitor in this and other
countries five times a year if he is in
reach of a postage stamp.
It has never yet been satisfactorily sevtled as to whether George made the “Pink
Sheet” famous or the “Pink Sheet” made

him famous and in this connection he only
says “let well enough alone.”
Prior to assuming his present position
Mr. De Kruif had a wide experience in
advertising and is considered an expert
“lay-out”

man.
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Standard Portable Chair Values
The

intense popularity of these folding chairs

is

due

to their

exceptional service features, economy, durability, efficiency

and convenience.

Developed through years

of intensive

study of the special requirements of portable seating.

No. 90

Standard Manufacturing Go.
Cambridge

City, Ind.

DISTRIBUTORS

No. 140

Exhibitors Supply Company, Ind.

SIMPLEX TICKET CO

3120-26 W.C RAN DAVE.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

!
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Our Tenth Anniversary
Offer to the Exhibitor
In celebration of our 10th Anniversary we are going to
make an unusual and unheard of offer to you, the Exhibitor,
by giving to you an Esco Theatre Ledger which is a complete accounting system for the theatre.

In the pages of

this ledger you can keep an accurate account of the entire
business of your theatre for one year. All of the excellent
features of other theatre record books and some additional
features have been incorporated into this Esco theatre

ledger. With each order we receive for merchandise advertised in this section amounting to $30.00 or more we will
give this wonderful book free. This offer expires on the 15th
of February, 1926. No ledger will be given free with orders
after that date. Mail the coupon below.

+FREE
T his offer expires February

15, 1926.

MAIL YOUR ORDER

TODAY
MAIL THE COUPON BELOW
ANNIVERSARY FREE LEDGER COUPON
This coupon entitles the Exhibitor mailing us an order for $30.00 or more
for merchandise advertised in this special anniversary section of the Exhibitors Herald to one Esco Theatre Ledger.
It is excellently bound, with
corners and back bound in imitation red Russian leather.
This coupon will
not be accepted by us after Feb. 13th, 1926.

No

ledgers will be given unless order

is

accompanied by

this coupon.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO
825

S.

Wabash Ave.

ST. LOUIS
3315 Olive St.

CLEVELAND

MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS

2112 Payne Ave.

715 Wells

221 Loeb Arcade

DES MOINES

OMAHA

1004 Grand Ave.

1518 Davenport

St.

DENVER
St.

—

824

21st

St.
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Boston’s Metropolitan Sets New
Standards for Better Theatres
Into this cerulean tint blend the delicate gold and ivory of the surrounding
decorations, and the pastel-tinted marble
of the great pillars and railings.

$3,000,000 House
Puts New England

on Picture

Leading off the grand lobby are smaller
and lounges. Directly below is the
grand lounge, alone large enough to ac-

Map

lobbies

commodate

Operated by Famous
Marks Change from Double
Features 55 Piece Orchestra, Big Presentations

Theatre

—

—

—

New

Eng-

The new theatre is operated by
Famous Players-Lasky and is expectto revolutionize the showing of
film productions in this section of the

ed

country.

With a policy of plaving a single big
feature for a week’s run, put on with the
biggest and best obtainable in the matter
of presentation, and with a 55-piece orchestra, the new theatre will provide a
remarkable contrast to the well-recognized
Boston system of double features and with
little or no attempt at a real presentation.

The Metropolitan

on a policy of starting the weekly program on Saturdays.
This marks one more departure
from prescribed motion picture standards.
The innovation is based on the belief of
the management that during the last of the
week many theatre goers have diffculty
finding a film they have not already seen.
will operate

The

;

auditorium the dominant color
scheme is repeated on walls and ceilings
and similarly is the architectural unity
Great statues of white marmaintained.
The lines
ble crown the proscenium exits.
of the gold-leafed proscenium arch intensify the grandeur of the whole.

Above appears photograph

of the 14
story office building in the heart of
which is the Metropolitan theatre,
Boston, Mass., recently opened.

A continual performance, beginning at
10:45 every morning daily and ending at
There
11 o’clock at night, will be the rule.
will be six shows oil each day’s schedule,
except Sundays.

Grand Lobby Massive
The Metropolitan’s grand lobby alone

is

so massive an ordinary motion picture theater would fit into it without trouble.
Another would fit in on the stage; a dozen
could be placed in the auditorium.
As one enters the grand lobby of the
Metroplitan, he is confronted by a great
staircase which gives on to three tiers of
mezzanine balconies and a great outdoor
promenade. The barrelled ceiling is a vision of loveliness with its exquisite murals
dominated in hue by a delicate tint of
blue.

EXECU TIVES OF THE NEW METROPOLITAN

—

the

Soft carpets give beneath the feet of the
patrons.
Deep, luxurious chairs, widely
Five miles of carset apart, receive them.
pets in strips, or 6,000 square yards, are
employed on the tessellated marble floors
of the lounges and lobbies. These, for the
most part, are beautiful Chinese and
Oriental rugs.
patrons’
lighting
the
Restful
eases
eyes.
Every possible combination of colors, utilizing 10,000 electric lamps, illumithe
auditorium
domes,
nates
the
proscenium arch, the murals encircling the
auditorium and the ceilings of orchestra,
By suspending a porloges and balcony.
tion of the ceilings, the architect has given
an artful and charming effect of space and
With the exception of one
freedom.
magnificent sunburst in the inner dome,
every lamp bulb in the theatre is concealed
from the eye.

Eleven Murals Rang Auditorium

The murals which ring the auditorium
dome are eleven in number, all executed
by Edmund Philo Kellogg, the distinguished Chicago artist.
The central one,
representing the conception of music and
drama, is encrusted with 250 semi-precious
gems, costing $10,000.
The others are
divided into two main themes which symbolize the various forms of music and
drama. A series of floral murals executed
by Louis Ambrosi, ex-official painter to

theatre, Boston:
left to right, Nathaniel Finston, musical director,
L. Crabb, managing director, J. M. Lazarus, publicity director in

John Murray Anderson, director of productions, Earl
charge of the opening.

equipped

In

—

of the theatre district of

salon

tables.

Architectural Unity Kept

—

land.

each side of

XV

Boston and in fact all
of
England has been put on the
motion picture map. Hitherto known
as a “double feature” town, with
plenty of ordinarily “good theatres”
Boston can today boast of a theatre
unexcelled and probably not equaled by any house in the world.
This was brought about through
the opening on October 17 of the
Metropolitan, a $3,000,000 playhouse
erected by local capital in the heart
last staid

To

with individual dressingfurniture of the former room
of
is leather upholstered Georgian pieces
pieces, in harmony
the latter, Louis
with the general scheme o.f appointment.

By JOHN S. SPARGO
oston, mass., Oct. 27 .— At

BNew

2,000 persons.

grand lounge is a walnut panelled
smoking room for men and a women’s

the
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“Operatic Music ,” one of the auditorium murals of the artisarranged Boston house.

•I

A
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detail of “ Pantomime ,” one of

the Kellogg murals.

tically

The

Metropolitan
A
The

Study in Artistic Luxury

new

Metropolitan

theatre

which was opened in Boston October
17 marks the latest achievement in
completeness and appointment. From
the entrance to the stage nothing has
been omitted which makes for comfort and enjoyment of its patrons.
The lobby is large enough that a
waiting line of any reasonable size

may be accommodated

without re-

quiring the patrons to wait in the
weather outside the theatre.
€j[

Inner

auditorium

dome

of

Metropolitan, “ The Sunburst

flj Tivo of the auditorium murals by Edmund Philo Kellogg
are on this theme. Above is called “ Dance Music.”

tj

“The Triumph

of

Venus,”

outer lobby mural.

one of series
Music,
Philo Kellogg.

“ Sacred

Edmund

by

November
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The theatre is the great heart of a 14story office building.
Through a series of
lobbies one comes to the theatre at the
rear,
extending from Hollis to Dore
street, its axis almost parallel with Tremont. Or one may reach the grand lobby
direct from Hollis street.
23,000 Square Feet of Lobbies
the law’s decree, each playhouse must
provide lobby space sufficient to accommodate the full seating capacity of the
house.
Under this legal regulation, the
Metropolitan was compelled to possess 6,000 square feet of lobbies.
In point of
fact, its lobbies cover an area of 23,000
square feet.

By

The Tremont street entrance is 100 feet
deep by 35 feet wide. An outer lobby contains one ticket booth.
An inner vestibule
holds two more.
Then comes the stair-

Rose Jasper

pillars in the

lobby of the

new Metropolitan, Boston.
the Vatican, fringes the inner dome.
Mr.
Ambrosi also painted the lobby murals.
The outer lobby painting is a copy of Titian’s celebrated “Triumph of Venus.” The
grand lobby mural, original in design,
represents “Advanced Music and Drama,”
thus carrying out the design dominating
the auditorium.
The Metropolitan organ, which cost
$100,000 to build and install, is said to be
the
greatest
orchestral
organ in the
world.
The tone of every instrument
found in a symphony orchestra can be
reproduced in the 3,100 pipes of the mas-

instrument, including French horn,
bassoon, tuba, trumpet, oboe, clarinet,
string tones and many others. The French
horn and tuba are newly designed and this
is the first organ ever built in which they
appear.
ter

cello,

Finston

Directs Orchestra
The 55-piece symphonic orchestra is under the direction of Nathaniel W. Finston,
formerly musical director of the Chicago
and Uptown theatres, in Chicago. Mr.
Finston, who at one time acted in a similar capacity at the Capitol theatre, in

New

York, and the now defunct Russian symphony, was years ago violinist with the
Boston Opera Company.

An

incidental orchestra of 12 pieces will
give concerts in the grand lobby for the
benefit of women shoppers and others who
make engagements to meet persons inside
the theatre.
Three thousand lights illuminate the
This includes many special
stage proper.

case hall, flights leading on either hand to
the balconies.
Again beyond is the grand
lobby, 130 feet long, 100 feet wide, 70 feet
high, in approximate figures.
To the rear
exits give on Dillaway street.

Panelled in walnut, with arched ceiling,
there lies beneath the grand lobby a lounging room 100 by 65 feet. Four main stairways lead to it.

Canopies Protect Frontages

To

obtain a broad space of sidewalk the
building was set back 5 feet on Tremont,
and the building line was straightened out
and set back on Hollis. Canopies protect
practically the entire Tremont and Hollis
street frontages.
Beneath these a capacity
audience could find shelter from climatic
inclemencies.

Rising to the upper levels are four main
broad, with steps easily negotiated.
Or one may embark on one of the
two elevators (capacity 60 persons each),
and reach the loftiest seat-row in 20 secstairways,

onds.

grand staircase, Botticino marnew Metropolitan theatre.

is

ble, of the

cealed the projection booth, artfully placed
so that, in conjunction with a specially devised screen, it protects all spectators from
distortion of films.
Nor may flashing
lights be seen across the auditorium while
a film traverses the silver sheet.

The orchestra floor is of amazing construction, with five lifts, two for the orchestra, one for their leader, two for the
duo of organ consoles.
the players
are the focus of attention, their platforms
rise.
When the picture begins, they disappear, so that no obstruction of the sheet
may annoy spectators anywhere in the au-

When

ditorium.

All accommodations are found on each
level
women’s rooms, drinking fountains,
telephone service, check rooms. Ample
corridors, too, on each level, with easily
graduated stairways between.

—

Parquet Seats 2,500
five hundred persons may
sit in the parquet, while the mezzanine balcony and main balcony can care for as
many again. Yet there is much more space
than the law commands between rows of
seats, and much more width to each seat

Two

than

Here

is

thousand

legally exacted.

In the centre of the mezzanine

is

con-

World’s Loftiest Stage

Any

production in the world
could be adequately presented on the
Metropolitan stage, which is the world’s
loftiest, and which has every device of

modern

stage

theatrecraft.

Louis Quatorze is the theme of decoration.
The grand lobby ceiling, bearing

charming
paintings

torium

paintings
the

is

vaulted.

More

double-domed audiwhile an arched treatment

adorn

ceiling,

of the walls presents black-glass mirrors
in the openings, and draperies of a warm
red.
The double-domed ceiling permits of
entrancing light effects, for bulbs of every
hue are placed there.

The basement holds the apparatus which
washes all air and keeps it in circulation
from street to theatre, and when used,
from theatre to street. Perfectly tempered,

devices which are distinct innovations in
the
theatrical
world.
Foremost among
these are the orchestra spotlights which
play down upon the orchestra during overtures or other musical numbers of special
prominence.
To install these lights, all
600 candlepower ones, it was necessary to
depress the proscenium arch six feet.

summer or winter, will be the air in the
Metropolitan.
Switchboards and distribution panels for the electrical work also
have place in the basement, with dressing
and chorus room, workshops of all kinds,
and property rooms. Four hundred employes are needed properly to operate the
playhouse.

Giant Playhouse Provides

Elysium for Statisticians
'DOSTON, MASS.— Oct. 27.— Spacious

Capacious Seats Installed;
Luxuriantly Upholstered

and luxurious, beautiful and filled with
technical ingenuities, beyond any other
England picture-playhouse, the giant
Metropolitan, which opened October 17 at
Tremont and Hollis streets, offers a delightful browsing-field for the gatherer of
statistics, specifications and other miscel-

BOSTON,

laneous information.
No dry-as-dust information is that which
pertains to the Metropolitan.
For wellnigh its every characteristic is the largest
or the most comfortable, or the most lovely
thing of its kind from Maine to Rhode
Island inclusive, of course.

—

—

Oct. 2 7.- In Massachusetts
the law requires that theatre seats shall be
not less than a certain size. Many theatres
are content to comply with the legal requirements in this respect, and no more.

New

At the Metropolitan however, the seats
are far more “capacious” than the legal
regulations demand.
The same applies to
the spaces between individual seats, and the
spaces between each two rows of seats.

work on the proscenium
Metropolitan theatre, Boston.

Plaster figure
exit.

Furthermore, the seats which Metropolipatrons occupy are luxuriously upholstered. No expense and no pains on the
tan
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part of the designer and constructor of
these seats were spared in making them in
every respect comfortable and roomy.

“Comfort and Perfect Service”

The

painstaking
thought which has
been devoted to the 5,000 seats in the vast
Metropolitan auditorium is but one- more
exemplification of
Metropolitan policy:
“Comfort, and perfect, all embracing service, from the moment a patron steps past
the ticket taker.” This was the invariable
rule which all engaged in the construction
of the mighty edifice were bidden to follow, without consideration of expense.
In consequence of this policy, the final
costs of building the Metropolitan have

Architects

Blackall,

Clapp

&

Wittemore

Engineers
Richard D. Kimball Co.
Contractor
Edwin C. Lewis, Inc.

USED BY THE MOST EXACTING PRODUCERS
Balaban

& Katz

Famous Players

is mezzanine tier of the grand
lobby of the new Metropolitan theatre opened October 10 in Boston.

reached $3,000,000, but
public will flock thither
land as a result.

Keith-Albee
Sid Graumanrt
and many others

Each chair

In keeping with the highest electrical standards, responds readily to
touch, flexibility beyond the requirements of the largest productions, safeguarded against possible failure, centralized control, permitting the operator to pre-set and produce the most artistic presenta-

it

is

from

felt
all

that

New

the

Eng-

each row of the big audithe description, “a chair you
love to touch.”
Expansive arm-rests, a
soft, restful springiness in the upholstery,
and a plentiful amount of room for the
feet these are distinguishing characteristics of every one of the 5,000 Metropolitan

torium will

human

in

fit

—

seats.

Roomy Space Between Rows
The annoyance of attempting to reach a
mid-row seat, with but a small amount of
room to make the trip, is entirely absent.

tions.

MANUFACTURED BY

Hub EiictkicGmny
CHICAGO

Above

ILLINOIS

Patrons at New England’s largest pictureplayhouse find it an easy matter to get to
any seat in the auditorium.
The outstretched

feet of already-seated patrons
terrors.
The spaces between
rows will be found to be so roomy that
there will be no bumping into pedal extremities or kicking of shins.
Nor is there any stumbling in store for
Metropolitan patrons as they progress
down the aisles of the auditorium. An ingenious system of aisle lights will insure

will

have no

perfect ease and safety of locomotion for
all.

The

system is quite as efthe house is considerably
darkened for photoplays, as when it is
darkened to a lesser degree for stage specfective

Pennsylvania Tile and Construction Co.
HOLLOW

TILE BUILDING MATERIALS

INTERLOCKING TILE
DEVONSHIRE STREET
BOSTON

200

aisle lighting

when

tacles.

Elaborate Spectacles
Made Important Part

—

BOSTON, Oct. 27. -Everything under
the sun and a few things more will be
offered in the stage spectacles which constitute an important part of shows at the

—

—

Metropolitan.
The keynotes of these spectacles are
beauty and novelty. Perhaps an additional
(

Continued on page 76)
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Satisfied

7o

H. G. High Intensity Projection Lamp
(sperry) Users

Eastman Theatre
Rochester, N. Y.

Keith’s Palace
Cleveland, Ohio

Chicago Theatre
Chicago,

111.

Uptown Theatre
Chicago,

III.

Keith-Albee
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Grand Lobby

Hippodrome

Metropolitan

New York

Theatre

Capitol Theatre
New York

Boston, Mass.

Strand Theatre
New York

Operating
Equipped

Loew’s State

Room

with

three

125-ampere H. C. High

Boston, Mass.

Intensity

Metropolitan Theatre

Projection

Lamps.

Boston, Mass.

HALL & CONNOLLY,

129

GRAND STREET

INC.
NEW YORK

CITY

THE

BALLUNA
LAMP
SPOT

THE
PROJECTION

THE SPOT LAMP
of No Regrets

ROOM

OF THE

Adjustable

METROPOLITAN
THEATRE

To Any

LENGTH

SIZE

THROW

SPOT

BOSTON, MASS.
Is

Covers Your Act

Equipped With

BALLUNA SPOT LAMPS

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS

HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
740 Seventh Avenue

INC.
New York

City
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keynote,
variety,
equally important.
Just

from page 74 )

tan spectacles

-

should

be

listed

as

:

“Spectacles that are

more

like?

is a question which New Englanders
have asked frequently. The Metropolitan

management already has received hosts of
asking tor information on the sub-

ject.

Possibly the best definition of Metropoli-

They

composite

result

will

be

a

7,

1925

Metropolitan

spectacle.

Fairyland of Lights

what are these “spectacles”

That

letters,

is

than that.”

November

contain

a

fairyland

of

lights,

a

wonderland of color, a garden of talented
and beautiful girls, all expert entertainers,
musical surprises, and a blend of the best
in popular and classical amusement.
The cream will be skimmed from every
variety of theatrical entertainment, and the

These offerings will differ widely in
their character from week to week.
But
the one combination of qualities which all
will have will consist of beauty, art and
novelty.
Sometimes they will partake of the nature of a ballet, with dancing the dominant
note. At other times they will remind music
lovers of grand opera.

At other times they

will have a series of exquisite tableaux as
their chief charm. Frequently they will be

composed equally of all these elements.
With the resources of the Famous Play-

THE METROPOLITAN THEATRE

ers-Lasky theatre chain, the E. F. Albee
interests, and the Balaban
Katz organization, pioneers in this sort of presentation,
these offerings will surpass anything of the
Engkind that has been attempted in

&

BOSTON, MASS.
Couch Phones as Part of Their
Equipment to Put on “Good Shows.”

Selected

New

land.

New Note in Theatrical Ideas
in New England history will

SHOW” easily becomes a “poor show”
through inability of the theatre manager to keep in
touch at all times with all parts of his house. You absolutely control your performance with the COUCH SYS-

A“GOOD
TEM

of

Never

spent on, and so
this feature of de
luxe motion picture theatre enterprise.
These presentations will not be thrown
together in haphazard fashion. Everything
which they include will go to form a unified whole, to express a certain artistic

INTERCOMMUNICATING TELEPHONES.

tell you how you can improve
your show with the Couch System

Let us

S.

H.

COUCH COMPANY, INC.

idea.

Often they will bear upon a picture
which is to follow. They will create an
atmosphere for this picture, and express an

Established 1894

Telephone Manufacturers
Branch

Office and Factory, Norfolk Downs, Mass.
Boston. 170 Purchase St.: Chicago, 337 W.

Offices:

Madison

original thought in connection with

St.

San

a

new

515 Market St.

Hanging Ceilings Charming
Oct. 27. The workmen who

CO..

SIERRA ELECTRIC

the Metropolitan theatre certainly
“had the hang of things” when they constructed the hanging ceilings.
These ceilings, which jut out at the sides
of the auditorium, and leave a little hollow next to the wall, make feasible the
creation of charming light effects not
otherwise to be obtained.
Nestling in the hollow are a series of
electric bulbs, which remain unseen by
patrons.
But these lights cast a subdued,
restful glow upon patrons by reflecting
their rays down upon them, instead of projecting them direct.
Europe has long been “strong for”
hanging ceilings, but they are practically
built

CO..

INC.
Wash..
222 Hinckley Bldg..
Seattle.

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO..

INC.

New

York. N. Y.,
76 Varlck St.
H. COUCH CO., INC.
Philadelphia. Pa.,
1723 Sansom St.,
HOLLINGSR.

WORTH

Pittsburgh. Pa.,
Seventh Ave.,
J. A. JACQUES

305

Montreal.
3

G.

St.
L.

P.

Q.,

Nicholas

Canada,
St.,

MAC GILLIVRAY

CO..

LTD.

new

PATRONS EXPERIENCE
A TORTURED EYE

NO EYE STRAIN

—

BOSTON,

INC.
Loi Angeles
301 Roberts Bldg.,

JOHN

note in theatrical ideas.
* * *

Francisco

SIERRA ELECTRIC

it.

At other times they will be complete in
themselves.
But always they will strike

Sales Representatives

S.

so

much money have been
much attention paid to,

to

America.

AT THE NEW

METROPOLITAN

A HAPPY EYE

BOSTON, MASS.
BECAUSE
A

NORMAL EYE UNDER NO STRAIN

CONTRACTED EYE UNDER TERRIFIC STRAIN BECAUSE OF
GLARY LIGHT.

BECAUSE GLARE
SUBDUED.

IS

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476

BROADWAY

( Photos

Courtesy Curtis Lighting Co.)
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—
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Changing Conditions
in the

Film Industry
T3EOPLE used to refer to the movie game. A game it was fifteen
^ years ago, and a gamble too, for producer, exhibitor and fan.
Everybody took a chance and often

lost.

The motion

picture industry of today is very different. Entertainment as a world-wide industry is in a class with Food, Housing,
Transportation and other fundamentals of life.

As far

as the best quality of Production

a standard, and

it is

is

concerned, there exists

high because Paramount sets

it.

As far as Distribution is concerned, Paramount Pictures are
shown by the best theatres in almost every community in America.
As far as Demand is concerned, you tell that story yourself by
your patronage.

Today, millions have excellent reason to know before they

go that
“

7/

it’s

it’s

a Paramount Picture

the best

show

in

town!”

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Adolph Zukor— President
NEW YORK CITY

CORP.,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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new

METROPOLITAN THEATRE
BOSTON
keeps faith with
its patrons it

must give them

MRS. WALLACE REID’S
latest
"

?

in

melodramatic smash
which she appears

“THE RED KIMONO”
by Adela

J

—

Rogeirs St. Johns

Directed by Walter Lang

PRISCILLA

featuring

supported by the following
Von

BONNER

all-star cast

Mary Carr

Sheldon Lewis

Carl Miller

George Seigmann

Nelly Bly Baker

Tyrone Power

Virginia Pearson

Max

Theodore

EUtz

Ascher
Emily Fitzroy

A DARING SUBJECT DELICATELY HANDLED
if

VITAL EXCHANGES,!™, By
DAVID

218 ‘West

R.

HOCHR£ICH, President

NEW YORK

42 nd STREET

Also through Kerman Films,
Foreign Distribution by

INTEROCEAN

Inc.,

New York

Film Corporation, 218

W. 42nd

CITY

City

Street,

New York

City

November

7,
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at the

Metropolitan

Theatre
$0&0R
%>vemberl&

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

GRAUSTARK
EUGENE
O'BRIEN

mth

st»n,

bv

McCUTCHEON
GEORGE BARR
FRANCES MARION
scree* rent on

by

A DIMITRI BUCHOWETZKI PRODUCTION
by
Wardrobe

9Kotofraj>hy

ANTONIO GAUDlO, fire Direction by CEDRIC CIBBONS and RICHARD DAY
ETHEL T CHAFFIN JssiCtant Director WILLTAM COWAN
bif

~b\rhi national Pictures
always booked by country's qreatesl theatres/
**

Members

of

**

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

J

mr

America

Inc.— Will Hays President

\

Foreign Rights Controlled by
3fl3

Madison Avenue

X

New fork f

80
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HOLDS
—^ and when the climax ofdefeature
is reached^ it won't be necessary to
ho/dyour breath andpray thatyour
sp/ice

wont break.
or

f EVBRYstoch
No.

7cements inf/ammab/efi/m to non-

infiammab/e, or instantlypatches either.

It worksfast'—dries immediately and
the bott/e may be used
forweeks untii
aH the cement is pone. It does
deteriorate with ordinary handiiny.

NOT

A/ 0*7

S oz
Bott/e
d / P/us

ff

HOLDS,
id

Postaf(e

THIS

Duplex Motion Picture Industries,^
Xong Island City, New Jork,
Duplex
Xong Island City

i oz.

Bo ttie

25 ?
h

Address
City

DATE.

V

:

November

New
C. A.
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Roster of Stop Chart Users
Shows Steady Growth
D

A
ANGLEMIRE, Y. M.

Nazareth, Pa.
G. ASHENFELTER,
J.
Petersburg, W. Va.

MART

B
BARCLAY,

G.

C. A. Theatre,

Bridge Theatre,

Simons’ Theatre,

Las Animas, Colo.

RAY BARTLETT,
tesia

Majestic Theatre, Ar-

]Vf

BAUGHN,

VIVIEN

P.
Spencer Theatre,
Washington, C. H., Ohio.
T. R. BENJAMIN, Isis Theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.

BERNARD

BISBEE,

Solon

Theatre,

Liberty

Theatre,

Spencer, Iowa.

F

DAVIS, Opal Theatre, Adrian, W.

G. E.
Va.

IRWIN H. DAVIS, Gem Theatre, Upper
Alton, 111.
H. A. DAVITTS, Dixie Theatre, Winona,
Miss.
DEKALB THEATRE, Lithonia, Ga.
VINCENT DAILEY, Pember Theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
DIAMOND, Dixie Theatre,

HARRY

Dickson, Tenn.

PHILIP

DI

BONA,

Elvira

Theatre,

Lorain, Ohio.

HAROLD

DILLEY, A Muse

U

Theatre,

Grotto Theatre, White

JOHN BRUNSBERG,

Issaquah Theatre,

Vincent

Issaquah, Washinton.

HAROLD BURTON.

Alamo

New

Theatre,

London, Iowa.

WILLIS BUTS, Brokaw

Theatre, Angola,

Ind.

C
J.

C.

B.

CARR, Rex

Theatre, Saginaw, Mich.
Star Theatre, Liberty,

M. CASSILL,

G. A.

CHAPMAN,

Sarah Theatre, Canon

City, Colo.

L. P.

CHARLES, Grand

Theatre, Chetek,

Wis.

ISH CHUMBLE, New Holland Theatre,

New

Hollalnd, Ga.

THOMAS COLWELL,

West End Theatre,

Bridgeport, Conn.
C. C.

CONGER, Rex

Theatre, Cleburne,

Jackson, Mich.

EUGENE

E.

FINCH, Orpheum

Pember

Dailey,

FULLER,

C.

Reel-Life

B.

CONTNER,

G
W.

GIBSON,

F.

Dixie Theatre, Athens,

FRED GLASS,

O.

Star Theatre,

RAY GLEASON,

Lyric Theatre, Endicott,

N. Y.

M.

L.

GRAHAM,

Colonial Theatre, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

ALLEN GRANT,

Crescent Theatre, New-

ark, N. Y.

duplicates when filled out.
“Most small town managers do
not pay enough attention to their
screen.
I am doing all I can to
give my folks A-No. 1 projection
and I know that the “Charts” will
be a great help along this line.

GONSIO,

A. N.
paign,

Virginia Theatre,

New

land, Fla.

BRUCE COOK,

Sarah

Canon

Theatre,

Fairfax,

is

SONS,

GEORGE

^ 0 st

T.

COONES, Man

Theatre,

Palace Theatre, Little Rock,

A r k.

COSGROVE, Luna

Theatre,

Wav-

Minn.

boro, Texas.

E
LOUIS

EBERT,

Arcade

Theatre,

La

JOE

J.

ECKER,

Pastime Theatre, Seely-

ville, Ind.

N. CULLEN, Lyric
Jackson, Tenn.

&

Marlowe Thea-

EVERETT

Auditorium,

City Hall Theatre,

Hamilton, Mo.
J. A. EMERY, Star Theatre, Bar Harbor,

407

Name....

Chicago,

Illinois

GORDON

HENCK, Ramsdell Theatre,
Manistee, Mich.
C. O. HENNING, Pastime Theatre, Iowa
City, Iowa.
LESLIE HINEGARDNER, Liberty Theatre, Delavan, 111.
C. E. HOLT, Legion Theatre, Elmwood,
Wis.
& MORGAN, Star Theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb.

LEROY HORST,

Liberty Theatre, Sanger,

Texas.
Continued on page 84 )

Sir: Send me (free) a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection.

street,

Majestic Theatre,

Seymour, Ind.

(

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Dearborn

Theatre, McAles-

Okla.

HORN

ELLIS, Auditorium Theatre,

Me.

Editor, “Better Theatres”

S.

Brillion

Brillion, Wis.

ED CRAFFETS,
tres,

Theatre, Winns-

Grande, Oregon.

P. A.

J.

Leroy Theatre, Lam-

DUCKETT, Amusu

Va

COPELAND,
erly,

M.

Theatre,

Mo.

OTIS HARDIN, Palace

pasas, Texas.
C.

City, Colo.

DONNELL,

Ritz

H
HACKETT &
ter,

T.

Cham-

111.

D. A. GUTHRIE,
Mansfield, Ohio.

fine.”

S.

McCook,

Neb.

"Stop Charts” received. Many
thanks for the same. I will send

Palace Theatre, Lake-

Theatre,

Auditorium Theatre,

CHARLES W. HAUN,
J.

Macomb,

111.

HERBERT FUNKE,

Granville, N. Y., hastens to acknowledge receipt of his “Better Theatres”
Stop Charts and immediately sees in
them a valuable help in increasing
projection
efficiency.
Mr. Dailey
writes

Your

Theatre,

Fountain City, Wis.

theatre,

“BETTER THEATRES”

Theatre,

Oshkosh, Wis.
GEORGE H. FISHER, Savoy Theatre,
Northfield, Vermont.
J. B. FISHMAN, Dixwell Theatre, Hamden, Conn.

Gardner,

Will Help in
Projection

Colonial Theatre, Holland,

Theatre
City
State

At-

S. FAIRSTEIN, Our Civic Theatre, Richmond Hill, S. L. I., New York.
LESLIE FINGLY, 113 Otsego Ave. N.,

OLIN

Victory Theatre, Poteau,

Okla.

BROWN,

Palace Theatre,

III.

Says Stop Charts

Pigeon, Mich.

K.
Mich.

ALPHA FAIRLER,
lanta, Ga.

Syracuse, N. Y.
H. B. FRANK, Royal Theatre,

Pikeville, Kentucky.

RALPH BOONE,

M. FACE & SONS, Elmac Theatre,
Maple Rapids, Mich.
F.

FITZER & HARRISON, Empire

Muscatine, Iowa.

EDWARD BOLLING,
EARL BOYER,

81
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First Playhouse and
Exhibitor Meet Is

Told by Patee
from page

( Continued,

19)

music would harmonize the roar and noise.
Edison had just turned out a large phonograph. I secured one and started it as a
counter melody to the trains. Our envious adversaries imagined it to be the magnet that drew the crowd and proceeded to
have it abolished. Consider what a wonderful chance that machine had under the
Pennsylvania R. R. in competition with
the roar of a train any minute, the clanging of street car bells and the wrangling
of truck drivers. However, I learned the
value of sensible broad-minded friends in
I circulated
the motion picture business.
a petition of remonstrance against the edict

No “propaganda”
’

ups’

—no

or “tieprinting only

They Move!

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

SEE Monster waves

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc.
A work of art
and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of
the cost.
Furnished complete, easy to erect Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired.
Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed separately.
Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.

dash
themselves to mist against
towering unyielding

—

rocks.

SEE The

Volcano, belching
fury and death and
its river of molten lava
devouring everything in
fire,

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth

Cincinnati,

St.

Ohio

The World’s Largest Manufacturers
Metal

They Move!

of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable
Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

its

path.

SEE The Horse
hear

the

Race, and

clatter

of

the

hoofs.

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR YEARS

and received signatures of every merchant
in that vicinity and their names should go

down as the “first aids” to extend a helping hand to the moving picture.
had not been running the new line
of pictures long, when several well intending people expressed their opinion of the
great work we were doing by giving people
a place of recreation at a nominal price;
that the children found interest and refuge
in the little theatre instead of running the
streets.
expressed the desire that they
would tell some of those who were de-

We

c

—tt

1

—9

cLtEJc

'

c_b c_b vJm

CARBONS

We

nouncing

For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
“ELECTRA” Pink Label Carbons
“ELECTRA” Copper Coated Negative Carbons
“ELECTRA” White A. C. Lower Carbons
“ELECTRA” High Intensity Carbons
“ELECTRA” Low Intensity Carbons
Also Carbons for every kind of

lighting.

HUGO
11

Broadway

with unreasonable demands and

Waters.
He informed me that Pathe in
Paris had just produced “The Passion
Play” or the Life of Christ, but it was
a hand painted film in five reels, and probably would cost a large sum, but he would

and advise

investigate

About

me

later.

time Mrs. Patee received a
telegram announcing the serious illness of
her parents in Lawrence, Kansas, and she
hastened there, and finding she could not
leave, I suggested that she put in a picture
this

theatre the same as we had in Jersey, and
I sent the entire equipment from New York

Write for Prices and Samples

Sole Importer

it

misrepresentations.
Some suggested that
we present a religious picture if possible,
and thereby defeat whatever evil purposes
they might possess. I had not thought of
that mode of defense, and considered it so
favorably that I consulted my friend, Percy

Fortunately Rungle &
City.
Son, sheet metal workers, were located
three doors away from the “Nickel” and I
conceived a designed interior of the first
theatre constructed especially for moving

and Jersey

REISINGER

United States, Canada, Mexico

New York

and the first in the entire West,
which has been copied more or less by

pictures,

nearly

And
ture

all

of the present day.
the “Nickel” was the only picin Jersey City or New York.

still

show
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One evening I happened to
to a little triangular parking,

glance across
enclosed with
and discovered

ornamental iron fencing
a line of nicely dressed men, among them
I recognized several theatrical managers,
watching the crowds flow by the doorkeeper.
I quickly surmised that others
would soon be operating picture theatres.

The next Monday when

called

I

for

my

change of pictures, Mr. Waters said he
had more machines engaged than he could
supply and that my picture theatre scheme
was working out big for him, adding that
he “did not think much of the idea at first,
but it always takes someone else to teach
us when anything new appears.’’
Within
two or three weeks picture theatres seemingly born over night had arrived in nearly
every part of the city and the industry
progressed and prospered without cessation
to

the present day.

The “Nickel”

theatre in Jersey City prospered surprisingly, and when the first story
picture was produced, it was difficult to
handle the crowds. Substantial doors replaced the curtains, a booth was built, more
fans added. All going in late were given
a card entitling them to remain over to the
next show.
Others would retire giving
room for the new patrons. The End.

The Kingsland.

The Big
All

Coast Theatre to
Seat 5,000, Banker

these

We

also

Some of the theatres that are to be
placed in this combine are the Liberty,
Majestic and Wyatt theatres at Redlands,
Michael

Rosenberg

announces

The theatres to be taken over in Los
Angeles include the Royal, Crystal, Jewel,
Riviera and Unique.
The Whittier theatre at Whittier is also included as one of

new

syndicate.

Mo.

October Sales Broke All Records!
for the

for the

Motsco
Adapter

Motsco
In the past thirty days
sold

we have

Regulator

SIXTY-TWO

Motsco RegMotsco Adapters.

ulators and
There must be a reason.

We absolutely guarantee to improve your A. C. light and save

Price complete with two
quick change sockets, less
$25.00
globe
..

Extra

reflector

you fifty to seventy-five percent
on your current bill in addition
to carbons. Does away with flicker
and gives a soft light, restful to

110 volt, 60 cycle
$35.00

the eyes.

220 volt, 60 cycle
37.50

4.00

The Motsco Regulator reduces your 110
and

volt A. C. to 30 volts

STAYS PUT.

Install a

Motsco Regulator and

the

900x30

volt

Lamp.

You’ll

We are working on a

plan whereby you can
share in our profits. No investment! Write
for particulars!

that

plans are already completed for the breaking of ground for two new $250,000 theatres to be erected at Ontario and Vetura.

the assets of the

Ventilating Corp.

manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans

Inc.,

dicate.

&

St. Louis,

Sol Lesser has announced the formation
of a new $2,500,000 corporation which will
take over 35 theatres in Southern California, and begin the construction of several new houses.
This corporation was
formed between the West Coast Theatres,

and

Dustless, Economical operation.

St.

*

and Michael Rosenberg, Arthur L.
Bernstein, and Harry Sugarman.
It will
be called the West Coast Junior Circuit.
Michael Rosenberg is president of the new
organization, with Mike and Abe Gore,
Sol Lesser, Arthur Bernstein and Harry
L. Sugarman on the board of directors.
According to Mr. Lesser, the West Coast
Junior Circuit will, in addition to the 35
houses to be taken over by them, incorporate into the new chain the houses of the
West Coast-Langley Circuit in Pasadena,
Glendale, Taft and Los Angeles.
Mr.
Bernstein was head of the Langley Circuit.
The new organization will also combine
the enterprises of the Junior Theatre Syn-

Reasons why:

Noiseless,

Supreme Heater
1522 Olive

5

Excellent Ventilation.

Write us today.

Savings Bank, has announced that Los
Angeles is to have one of the largest
motion picture theatres in the world very
soon. Mr. Flint has just returned from
the East to attend a convention of the
American Bankers Association in Atlantic
City, discussed the project with William
Fox, president of Fox Film Corporation,
while in New York.
The proposed playhouse, according to
Mr. Flint, will have 5,000 seats and will
have an orchestra of 100 to 125 musicians.
The theatre will be financed by local capitalists, and will be leased to
Mr. Fox.
Work is expected to start on the new Los
Angeles theatre this winter.

SUPREME Heating

No danger of freeze-up.
Occupies no aisle space.

adover

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

Flint, executive vice-presiPacific Southwest Trust and

*

of

Supreme Heating and Cooling

Quick, uniform heating.

vantages

Announces

*

Investigate

P

New

dent of the

Louis, Mo., 2000 seats, has both

You Should

—

Motley H.

St.

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY
724-26 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago,

We

CO.
111.

MONARCH
ADAPTER

Price

have no branch

offices

Globe

complete, less
$10.00
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Dixie

Gup

Service
vendors
expense the

from

ALBERT HOUSE,

INGALLS, Magnet

S.

J
J.

available to
this
service
so constantly

M. JACOBS, Princess Theatre,

CLARENCE JAMES,
CLELL JAY, New

Theatre, Little Rock,

Ark.

—

JOHNSON, Opera

House, Wood-

CHESTER JOHNSTONE,

Leavitt Theatre,

D.

F.

Me.

land,

owner.

Sanford, Me.

Complete information

K

upon request.

W. KESSELL,

R.

fresh cup with every drink.

tion,

JfoicadaysOmj drinhlmm

With

Theatre, Junc-

Rialto

Oregon.

LEE
Individual

KING,

E.

Theatre,

Star

Tahoka,

Texas.

COY LAMBETH,

Co., Inc.

Proj. Young’s Theatre,

Lexington, N. C.

Makers of the Paper Cup

EASTON, PA.
NEW YORK, N.

Opera House, Ul-

richsville, Ohio.

erates silently another advantage appreciated by the theatre

Cup

So. Bas-

ton, Va.

The DIXIE penny vendor op-

Original

Theatre, Dan-

Quebec, Canada.

ville,

your audiences
which they use
and appreciate so much.

Drinking

81)

I

KEN

But since they actually pay a
profit there is an added incen-

A

page

Electric Theatre, Chilli-

Mo.

cothe,

tion picture theatres.

making

Continued

(

really were an
laws prohibiting the common
drinking glasses might be a
matter of some concern to mo-

for

1925

Growth in Ranks

DIXIE Cups and

tive

7,

Roster of Stop Chart
Users Shows Steady

Also Pays a Profit
If

November

MAX

LATTERMAN,

E.

6017 Penn. Ave.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

L

Y.

CAROL W. LAYCOCK,

Branches at

Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore, Ix>s Angeles.

Rivoli Theatre,

Toledo, Ohio.

RUFUS LEIGHTY,

Grand Theatre, Wash-

ington, Ind.

W.

DIXIE cups

LEITH, Hempstead,

A.

York

LONG,

R. K.
Pa.

LUFT,

H. C.

OLIVER

L.

I.,

New

Y.

City, N.

Arcadia Theatre, Nazareth,

Ritz Theatre, Ritzville, Wash.
Varsity Theatre, Davis

LUFT,

F.

City, Cal.
J.

W. LUMPKIN, Cupid

Theatre, Miles,

Texas.

M
N. MADERD, Opera House, New
Braunfels, Texas.
G. A. MALONEY, Ritz Theatre, Kansas

M.

THEATRICAL
O'HEATRE

BANNERS
C

HERBERT MARTIN, Orpheum

A.

™

PAPER

.

.

.

0*36 IN. X IO FT.

10*

S.

AVE.CHICAGOJLL.

isni worth, advertising.
"

Majestic Theatre,

MEINERT,

H.

Star Theatre, Albany,

MESSINGER,

Orient Gardens, E. Bos-

M.

MITCHELL,

E.

MONTGOMERY

CIRCUS""HERALDS

PROGRAMS

atre,

S.

Live

Plainview Theatre,

BROS., Auditorium The-

DURELL MONTS,

Gayety Theatre, Am-

ory, Miss.

WILLIAM MOORE,

1048 Cole Street, San

Francisco, Cal.

POSTERS

EXHIBITORS PRINTING
SERVICE
845

Theatre,

Hamersville, Ohio.

SIDNEY MORGAN, Happy Hour
atre,

Chicago,

The-

Walnut, Iowa.

WILLIAM MORTON,

Wabash

Theatre,

Plainview, Texas.

Exhibitors

-

Portage

MINTER, Alimar

F.

ROY

Exclusively for

DATES

MILLER,

Oak, Fla.

)

m.HM3A
For Sale

MENGEL,

Akron, Mich.

PRINTING

,yVUil us tiour trial order7oday

it

F.

HARRY

orf
JD

PLAIN and FANCY SHOWCARDS-

Advertise

Auditorium Theatre,

ton, Mass.

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS

Business

WILLIAM
A.

PAINTED IN OIL COLOR (Waterproofi
-4- OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

742-44 S. WABASH

Theatre,

Wis.

IN

"If your

5 YRAC useNY.

+

(EJfiese prices do not include postage

Auditorium

Crosby, N. Dak.

25

that never fail to attract the passerby
Very e.C. stive for Big A ttractions- per running ft.

City, Okla.

Easthampton, Mass.

32 or 3 6 In, Wide
MUSLIN BANNERS

36 In.Wid

Oklahoma

McDONOUGH,

J.RX;LANCY>c|

PAPER BANNERS

McBURNEY, Box 506, Onawa, Iowa.
A. McDERMIT, Capitol The-

C.
Libertyville, 111.
E. J. McILRAITH,

Send for

the BEST and. most E COdOM/GAL.
Odvertising medium tor YOUR theatre.

AS FOLLOWS:

atre,

QV^PLElfc

Positively,

OTHER PRICES

New

GEORGE

PAINTED

ON HEAVY POSTER

SIZE 32

Theatre,

Hancock, Mich.
C. M. MAXFIELD, Star Theatre,
Hartford, Conn.

Each

HAND

Mo.

City,

Star Theatre, Port-

land, Oregon.

W. M. MORTON,
ville,

H.

Riveria Theatre, Knox-

Tenn.
L.

MORROW, W.

O.

W.

Theatre,

Grand Valley, Colo.
III.

J.

H.

MOSELEY,

Plains, Texas.

Ideal

Theatre,

Cross
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N
NELSON, Bader

R.

Theatre, Stoughton,

^is

FRANK NELSON,

NIEMEYER,

F.

C.

Grand Theatre,

Cresbard,

Cresbard

Theatre,

Auditorium

Theatre,

WILLIAM NINK,

Strand

O
OHNEWEHR,

H.

Theatre,

Parkland Theatre,

Sayler Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.

JOHN

CONDENSING LENSES

D.

S.

Neligh, Neb.
WM. T. NUFASH,
Brownsville, Pa.
G.

Tulia,

ORR, American

L.

Theatre, Lee-

tonia, Ohio.

P

PALACE THEATRE, Depew, Okla.
BERLIN PARKS, Palace Theatre,

—

the

Law-

Missouri Theatre,

glass

SUPERIOR
OPTICAL
QUALITIES

specially

is

tempered and therefore

can

stand

extreme

— they are more highly
than
extreme me—they
are
chanical
and chemical

pol-

changes of temperature
with no danger of crackoutlasting

ing,

ton, Okla.

HARRY PETERSON,

HEAT RESISTING

ished

of

many

condensers
of ordinary optical

times

clearness and do not discolor;

made
glass.

they do not absorb light
rays; therefore they pro-

Kilhourne, Wis.

ANTHONY

PHILLIPS,

Lyric

Theatre,

Moneta, Iowa.

PICCIONE,

G.
L.

I.,

Plaza Theatre, Freeport,

The
Is

S.

others;

O. G. Factory

duce the purest light on
the screen, if used in pro-

Connected With the

jectors;

N. Y.

EDW. W. PLETT,
pena, Mich.
E. T. POOL,
Falls, Texas.
E. L.

Lyric

Theatre,

Al-

Goerz Optical Works
Berlin,

Garden Theatre, Wichita

they do not absorb rays of
photographic value; therefore, they give the maximum light value for the
photographic film, if used

Germany

Manufacturers of the

PORTER,

Firemen’s Theatre,

New

Hampton, Iowa.

Famous Goerz Lenses

in

studio lights.

R
ODIS RABO, Texas

Theatre, Shamrock,

Sole Distributors

EDW. RAGULA,

Bristol, Princess, Palace

Theatres, Bristol, Conn.
J. T. RAMAGE, Palace Theatre,

OLLIE RAMAGS, Gayety

Omaha,

Theatre,

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th St.
New York City

Am-

ory. Miss.

REDINGER, Box

R. D.

Ind.
E. H. ROBERTSON,
Scribner, Neb.

H.

Crystal

Theatre,

Auditorium

Theatre,

ROLISON, Empire

Theatre,

ROBEY,

H.

313, Logansport,

Spencer, Va.

EARL

E.

1050 Cahuenga Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.

THE WARNER PICTURE MACHINE MOTOR
OF A

Ottumwa, Iowa.

WILFRED

RUPAY,

Theatre,

Griffin’s

Woodstock, Ontario, Canada.
CARL H. RUSH, Garden Theatre,
Mich.

GLENN

RUSSELL,

V.
Preston, Iowa.

Lyric

THOUSAND SPEEDS
Why

Flint,

install a constant speed motor
with their troublesome friction pulleys
to get variable speed when you can get
a variable speed motor that will give

Theatre,

S
H. O. SAWYER, Grand Theatre,

you any speed from minimum to maximum by turning on or shutting off the
current just like you turn on gas in an
automobile.
The Warner Motor saves
you in power bills as the speed, power
and current go up and down in direct

Willis-

ton, N. D.

PHILIP SCHARE, Metro Goldwyn
Film Bldg.,

D. C.

proportion.
Some of the best theatres
in the country are taking out their
old motors and installing “Warners”.
Why not you?

Detroit, Mich.

H. SCOBIE, Ideal Theatre, Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis.
H. P. SHAY, Regent Theatre, Elmira,
N. Y.
MACK SIMMONS, Bellevue Theatre,
J.

Warner

Electric Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

npIlpVlIP TpY!I8

110 volts 25 to GO cycles

FLOICE SLAY,

Liberty

Theatre,

Makers

of Ventilating:

Fans and

Variable Speed Motors for Theatres

Heav-

ener, Okla.

AVARD
Serv. R. D.
L.
ton, Ala.

ROY

J.
3,

SLOAT, Conoat

Projection

Troy, N. Y.

SMART, Noble

Theatre, Annis-

ART SMITH, West Coast Theatre, 643
Knickerbocker, Los Angeles, Cal.
CHARLES A. S. SMITH,
1008 Prairie, Houston, Texas.

Isis

RALPH EARL SNOW, Orpheum
H.

SPARKS,

Isis

Theatre,

Theatre, Ft. Worth,

IRWIN W. SPECKELS, Cozy

Theatre,

Schulenberg, Texas.
T. SPENCER, Walkerville Theatre,
Walkerville, Ont., Canada.
E. G. STEELE, Cozy Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
P. C. STILLWELL, Rialto Theatre, Erie,
Pa.
H. F. STORIN, Leroy Theatre, Pawtucket,
R. I.
( Continued on next page )
C.

A Few

Theatre,

Shelby, Montana.
J.

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
M. E.

Prominent Users

The Stanley Co. of America Chain of Theatres
Comerford Chain of Theatres, Coal Regions of Pennsylvania and New York
Rowland & Clark Chain of Theatres, Western Pennsylvania
Walter Read Chain of Theatres, New York and New Jersey

Jensen

& Von Herberg
U.

C. S.

S.

Chain of Theatres,

Seattle,

Wash., and Northwest

Government Motion Picture Service

WERTSNER & SON
MANUFACTURERS

211-221 N. 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Roster of Stop Chart
Users Shows Steady

Growth in Ranks
( Continued

from page 85)

STRAUS, Park

H. L.
Ohio.

Theatre, Mansfield,

BERNARD SWINDLE,

Strand

Theatre,

Jesup, Ga.
S.

TABOR,

Gay

228 N.

Baltimore,

Street,

Md.

T

WILLIAM

TALLMAN,

M.

TARMINO & SONS,

A.

Ceramic The-

Liverpool, Ohio.

atre, East

Mingus Opera

House, Mingus, Texas.

ASEL W. TEETERS,

Majestic

Theatre,

CARL THACKER, Paramount
Mentone, Silver Lake, Ind.

Theatre,

Portland, Ind.

ORVILLE TINGLEY,
That s what good projection means sharp,
and dark. But contrast depends on the

light

clear, contrast

between

JOSEPH D.
adelphia, Pa.

lens.

folk

W., Mis-

Theatre, Phil-

Norfolk Theatre, Nor-

TOWNES,

R.

S.

W.

Mission Theatre, Ama-

TRACEY, Gem

C.

Theatre,

Platte-

Wis.

CHARLES TREON,

to

5.

Downs, Mass.

ville,

See your Dealer or Write direct

S.

TOMAS, Model

TORKEY,

K. H.

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using Snaplite Lenses.
They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,
and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.

820

Mont.

soula,

Royal Theatre, Fair-

mont, Ind.

MILES

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION
35 Steuben

E.

TRIBBEY, Washington

HORACE TRUITT,

Makers of

Strand Theatre, Wash-

ington, Ga.

HAROLD TURNER,

JR.

Box

400, Palestine,

Texas.

SNAPLITE LENSES
ALSO SNAPLITE

The-

Richmond, Ind.

atre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.

u
HARVARD UMBREIT,

LENSES FOR PORTABLE MACHINE*

Lyric

Theatre,

Cass Lake, Minn.

ROBERT

UNGER,

Edwards

Theatre,

Reedsport, Ore.

You want the
And we
That’s the

—

best

think you are entitled to

So does every man
spirit

V
A.

Ave., Ft.
C. A.

our

1649

Spy Run

Wayne, Ind.

VAUGHAN,

Art Theatre, Kansas

City, Kansas.

it.

J.

in

VAN WORMER,

A.

organization.

VARNELL,

G.

Princess Theatre, Pied-

mont, Ala.

behind

G. S.

VICK,

Princess Theatre, Henderson,

N. C.

CHARLES

E.

VOLLMER,

South Bend, Ind.
C.

Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks

orVallen
ready to
give their extensive excomplete
and
perience
cooperation for the corand operarect design

The

entire

ganization

And

that accounts for the ever increasing number of satisfied users.

E.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL

J.

Akron,

CO.

tion of
stallation.

In-

Ohio

W

.

-

Mayfufcl Theatre, Mayfield,

Pa.

H. H.

Is

any curtain

WALKER,

Oliver Theatre,

WELSH,

Southern Theatre, Bucy-

rus, Ohio.

JAMES WIDEL, Grand

Theatre, Howard,
D.
D. K. WIEGMAN, Palace Theatre, Ashland, Ohio.
H. L. WILBER, Rialto Theatre, Fullerton,
S.

Cal.
C.

L.

WILLIAMS, Empress

Theatre, In-

dianola, Iowa.

FRED WILSON,

THE
BIG
HIT

Here’s

The

Another

AT
ALL THE
SHOWS

“EDGEGLOW” Member.

lin.

GEORGE

E. WISE, Palace Theatre, BeckW. Va.
H. R. WITT, Strand Theatre, Irvine, Ky.

ley,

Z

GUSTAVE ZIPRIK,

Hang anywhere

( Special

size 24 inches up.

Write

RAWSON & EVANS COMPANY
710-712 Washington Blvd.,

CHICAGO

us.

to

Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,
bulletin

D.

C.,

Oct.

27—A

spe-

from the American Consulate

Prague, Czechoslovakia, issued through
the Department of Commerce states that
the Czechs favor American motion pictures
highly despite the fact that in the last six
months the demand for native pictures has
increased.
at

Any

Y. M. C. A.

American Made Films
Favored by Czechs
cial

in the house.

Sec’y,

Theatre, Westbourne, Tenn.

effect of this sign is perfect. Artistically designed, with melIts message goes right home in a dignified

low illumination.
manner.

Princess Theatre, Ber-

N. H.

—

!
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Heroic Operator

Should List Name
in Music Roll
Exchange

Be Rewarded

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

I

DETROIT, MICH., Sept. 22.—
While A ready Bubnov, 37, projectionist at the Comique theatre, lies

l

in

'

ing from severe burns, members
of the operators’ union and the

i

Receiving Hospital here suffer-

Since the inauguration of the
music roll exchange some months
ago it has been learned that a member of exhibitors have given their
endorsement to the idea and have

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan are discussing methfod's of properly rewarding him for
his valor in fighting Haines and
warning a crowded auditorium
during a Gre one evening last
i

members of
Exchange published
written

It is generally agreed that

Bubnov’s action was unparalleled
for heroism in Detroit theatrical\
annals and heavy loss of life was
his 1
through
probably averted
prompt work.

i

|

the

this department, stating type
of
strument you are using.

“H

1

have

a large

&

YOUR PIPE ORGAN
SHOULD BE PROTECTED

number on hand

AGAINST

exchange with anyone
above mentioned style

to

COLD WEATHER
AND DAMPNESS

Thanking you for this favor and commending you on another real service to the
exhibitors in which the “Herald” always
leads,

I

am”

THE PIPE ORGAN’S
TWIN ENEMIES

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE
J.

Install

BAILEY, Bailey theatre,
Waverly, Kansas. (Electric
M.

New

Boston,

111.

FYRE-GARD

atre,

Burkburnett, Texas.

(See-

burg “S”).

which absolutely pre-

MAGNET THEATRE,

vents film fires.
( For Simplex Projectors Only)
It was only chance which permitted this operator to subdue
the
flames before
they had
spread to the auditorium. Don’t
take a chance, install the FyreGard.

Quebec,

C

a n a d a

.

Danville,

(Wurlitzer

“O”)
M. K. HARRIS, Liberty

theatre,

Franklyn, Ky.
J.

(Reproduco).
J. DISCH, Majestic theatre,
Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O”).

CHARLES

E.

BARBER,

theatre, Tilden,

Electric

111.

GUNTHER & METZGER,
ace
theatre,
(Gulbransen).
C.

Fyre-Gard Mfg. Co.

Syracuse,

out this coupon

equipment especially designed for pipe
organs.

How much

did your organ cost you?
one of the biggest items of your the-

It is

atre investment.
Are you protecting it
against deterioration?
Are you securing
the biggest returns on your investment?

Your organ music is played to secure
proper atmosphere and to entertain. The
possession of a fine organ creates prestige
any theatre.
But all these effects are spoiled when
the organ goes out of tune.
Your organist’s feelings are on edge.
And it may
take place just when you want to produce
for

the

best

effect

EVENHEETERS are the quick and
permanent cure for these organ troubles.
EVENHEETERS — “Automatic Electric
Heat”

— are

further attention or servicing.

EVENHEETERS

— Save their
— Uniformly
— Drive out
—Maintain

Bldg., Aurora,

111.

New

Stage Equipment

Announcement is made of the formation
the Great Western Stage Equipment

of

remit $35 to you at the close of the trial period.
Otherwise I will return the Fyre-Gard to you
promptly.
Please send me further information on your
FYRE-GARD which you say will eliminate the

quarters

my

ten

Kansas City, Mo., with head1805 Grand avenue.
T. L.
Greening for fifteen years with the Kan-

State

in
at

sas City Scenic Company
ager of the company.
is

Theatre
City.

Company

Simplex projector.

Name

fully

—

Firm Organized

days approval your
FYRE-GARD for Simplex machines. It is understood that if it proves satisfactory I will

hazard in

of

According
prepared

to
to

is

general

man-

Mr. Greening the concern
meet the greatest diversity

of stage requirements. In addition to the
office and scenic studio in Kansas City,
Mo., the firm maintains a stage equipment
plant in Kansas City, Kan.

in

pitch.

the best time to install EVENHEETERS
Instalbefore the cold weather fully sets in.
lation will not lose an hour of organ performance.

Now

in the square.

fire

— Are absolutely
— Require no maintenance.
— Keep the organ
noiseless.

:

me on

cost by reducing organ servicing.

heat all organ chambers.
dampness.
even temperatures regardless

exposure.

Gentlemen
I wish to take advantage of your proposition below in which I have marked an “x”
Kindly send

-

the easiest heating equipment

install and come complete with simple
thermostat control.
First cost is very low. Installation cost
is
small and can be done by your own
electrician.
Once installed there is no

Fyre-Gard Mfg. Co.,
Fox Theatre

with a highly advertised

picture.

BUXTON,

Strand theatre,
McCracken, Kan. (Cremona).
F. A. FERGUSON, Royal theatre,
Fairmount, Ind. (Seeburg “S”)

111.

Heat”

to

Pal-

Neb.

H. MUEY, Pastime theatre,
Richmond, Ind. (Wurlitzer “G”).

R. C.

Electric

The only Fire Underwriters approved

(Empress

Elecric).
,F. G. ROBERTS, American theatre, Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer “I”).
R. H. McFARLANE, Liberty the-

Evenheeters

“Automatic

Player).
DR. J. G. OHLWEIN, Royal theatre,

Uptown

&

rolls.

Theatre projection
machine been
equipped with

Fill

rolls.

and would be glad
using any of the

the

at

theatre, Chicago's largest motion picture palace, designed by Rapp
Katz.
Organ
Rapp for Balaban
chambers fully protected by Evenheelers.

“Please list me with the Music Roll Exchange.
I
have a new Style “S” Seeburg
and can use Styles “M,” “S,” “R,” and
’

arrangement

Organ

A. Ferguson, Royal theatre,
Fairmount, Ind., is the newest member of the exchange.
He says:
F.

T

Aurora,

in-

I

his could not
have happened
had the Comique

Fox Theatre Bldg.

this

If you have music rolls which you
desire to exchange with other exhibitors send in your name for listing in

The
Film
Caught Fire!

the device

in

in its operation generally.

With more than 1,000 people in'
the theatre, the him caught _ Gre
whe n a double patch broke in the
Bubnov locked himself

Vroora and fought

Music Roll
column

the

without themselves sending in their
own names to be listed. This should
be done for the good of all concerned.
It will lend added importance to the Music Roll Exchange
and will permit of greater efficiency

|

week.

87

is

We will recommend proper size and Quote
promptly upon receipt of inquiry giving
us dimensions of each organ chamber and stating which of the walls, if any, are outside or
exposed.
prices

Write today, cold weather will soon be here.

Cramblet Engineering
Corp.
177 5th Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,
border chasers, etc.
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Exhibitors Information and
Catalog Bureau
Many

of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres”
See “Advertisers Index” before filling in coupon for information.

A
1

Accounting systems.

2 Accoustical installations.

3 Adapters, carbon.

6

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.
8 Advertising projectors.

“Better Theatres” offers on these pages an individual service to its readers through this Exhibitors
Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, manager, architect or projectionist.

equip-

Air conditioning
ment.
10 Air dome tents.

coupon on the next page and mail

fjTFill in the

^ the “Better Theatres”

it

to

division, Exhibitors Herald,

11 Aisle lights.

407

12 Aisle rope.

tfTTMany of the products listed by this Bureau are
advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See
Advertisers’ Index.

13

14

Alarm signals.
Arc lamps, reflecting.

15 Architectural service.

16

18 Art titles.

Automatic
trol.

B
22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.
24 Baskets, decorative.
signal
25 Bell-buzzer

sys-

Carpet

cleaning
pound.
50 Carpet covering.
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Booking agencies for musicians.

Booking agencies

(state

kind).
30 Boilers.
31 Bolts, panic.
32 Booths, projection.

Cases, film shipping.

Cement, film.
Chair covers.
Chairs, wicker.
Chairs, theatre.

Change makers.
Changer overs.
Color hoods.
Coloring, lamp.
Color wheels.

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Date strips.
Decorations (state kind).
Decorators, theatre.

Dimmers.

Duplicating machines.

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Flashlights.
Flashers, Electric sign.

Flood lighting.
Floorlights.
Floor covering.

Floor runners.
Flowers, artificial.

70 Electric

36 Brass rails.
tion.

38 Bulletin boards, change-

c

Fountains, decorative.
Fountains, drinking.
Frames-poster, lobby dis-

102
103
104
105
106

Fronts, metal theatre.
Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.
Fuses.

trol

lights.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.

G
testing

71 Electric fans.
72 Electrical flowers.
73 Electric power generating plants.
74 Electric signs.
75 Electric signal and con-

76

39 Cable.
40 Cabinets.

circuit

instruments.

promo-

able.

systems.
lighting

Emergency

plants.
77 Exit light signs.

119 Janitors’ supplies.

L
120 Labels, film caution.
121 Lamps, decorative.

Lamp dip coloring.
123 Lamps, general lighting.
124 Lamps, incandescent pro122

jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.
126 Lamp shades.
127 Lavatory equipment, furnishings.
128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.
130 Lenses.
131 Lights, exit.
132 Lights, spot.
133 fighting fixtures.
134 Lighting installations.
135 Lighting

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.
110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.
113 Heating system, oil.

114
115
116
117

com-

136 Linoleum.

137 Liquid soap.
138 Liquid soap containers.
139 Lithographers.
140 Lobby display frames.
141 Lobby gazing balls.
142 Lobby furniture.
143 Lobby decorations.
144 Lubricants (state kind).
145 Luminous numbers.
146 Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.

M
147 Machines, ticket.
148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vending.

150

Make

151
152
153
154
155

Marble.
Marquise.
Mats, leather
Mats and runners.
Mazda projection adapt-

156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Metal lath.
Metal numbers,
Metal polish.

up, boxes, theatri-

GFS.
letters.

Mirror, shades.

Motor generators.
Motion picture cable.
Musical instruments

(state kind).
163 Music publishers.
164 Music stands.

I

78 Film cleaners.
79 Film splicing machine.
80 Film tools (state kind).
81 Film waxing machine.

systems,

plete.

N

F

44 Carbons.

45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.
48 Carpet cushion.

J

Footlights.

E

35 Brass grills.

Calcium

Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguishers.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carts.
Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.
82
83
84
85
86
87

play.

—

Disinfectants perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.
Draperies.
Drinking fountains.

33 Booths, ticket.
34 Box, loge chairs.

41

com-

D

27 Blowers, hand.

37 Brokers-Theatre

Chicago.

are glad to serve you. Do not hesitate to ask
any information on equipment or problems
pertaining to the efficient operation of your theatre.

stage-

pulleys,
rigging.

29

street,

us for

49

20 Automatic projection cutouts.
21 Automatic sprinklers.

28

Dearborn

con-

curtain

tems.
26 Blocks,

S.

l|We

Arc regulators.

17 Artificial plants, flowers.
19

signs.

tf]T

Admission signs.
Addressing machines.

9

118 Interior illuminated

ma-

4 Adding, calculating
chines.
5

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

Ink, pencils for slides.

Insurance, Fire.
Insurance, Rain.
Interior decorating service.

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and

equipment.

November
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o

201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.
203 Projection room equip-

168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral pieces.

ment.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,
furnishings.
176
171 Organs.
172 Organ novelty slides.

236 Sign-cloth.
237 Sign lettering service.
238 Side walk machines, corn
poppers.
239 Slides.
240 Slide ink, pencils.
241 Slide lanterns.

R

Organ lifts.
Organ lights.
Ornamental fountains.
176 Ornamental metal work.
177 Ornamental metal thea173
174

tre fronts.

204 Radiators.
205 Radiator covers.
206 Rails, brass.
207 Rails, rope.
208 Rain insurance.

242 Slide

212
213
214
215

178 Paint, screen.
179 Paper drinking cups.
180 Paper towels.

Reflectors (state kind).

Refurnishing service.
Regulators, Mazda.

217 Reel packing, carrying
cases.

183 Pianos.
184 Picture sets.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.

185 Player pianos.

219 Reseating service.

186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.

220 Rewinding film.

187 Plumbing fixtures.
188 Positive film.
189 Posters.
190 Poster frames.
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

decorative.
plants.
Printing, theatre.

Power generating
Programs.
covers.

illu-

minated.

224
225
226
227
228
229
230

252
253
254
255
256
257 Sweeping compounds.
258 Switchboards.
259 Switches, automatic.

T

Safes, film.
Scenery, stage.

275 Ticket selling machines.
276 Tile.
277 Tile

stands.

278 Tool

cases, operator’s.

281 Trailers.

282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, registei
285 Typewriters.

u
286 Uniforms.

V
287
288
289
290
291

264 Temperature regulation
system.
265 Terra Cotta.
266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting systems.
268 Theatre dimmers.

Valances, for boxes.
Vases, stone.

Vacuum cleaners.
Ventilating fans.
Ventilating, cooling system.
292 Ventilating systems,
complete.
293 Vending machines, soap.
towels, napkins, etc.
294 Vitrolite

municating.

Scenic artists’ service.
Screens.
Screen paint.
Seat covers.
Seat indicators, vacant.

231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

200 Projection lamps.

etc.

lighting equipment.
lighting systems.
rigging-blocks,
pulleys.
Stage scenery.
Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel lockers.
Stereopticons.

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-com-

s

Pottery,

signs,

doors-valances,

222 Rigging, stage.
223 Roofing materials.

Poster lights.
Poster paste.
Portable projectors.

Program
Program

221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

271 Ticket booths.
272 Ticket choppers.
273 Ticket holders.
274 Ticket racks.

279 Towels, paper.
280 Towels, cloth.

244 Shutters, metal fire.
245 Soap containers, liquid.

248
249
250
251

Reels.

182 Photo frames.

outfits.

246 Speed indicators.
247 Spotlights.

216 Reel end signals.

181 Perfumers.

making

243 Slide mats.

209 Rectifiers.
210 Reconstruction service.
211 Redecorating service.

P

269 Theatre seats.
270 Tickets.

233 Signs, parking.
234 Signals, reel end.
235 Sign flashers.

W
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels, color

USE THIS COUPON
“BETTER THEATRES” DIVISION
Exhibitors Herald

407 South Dearborn
Gentlemen:

I

St.,

Chicago.

should like to receive reliable information on the items
(Refer

to

Items by Number)

Remarks:

Name
State.

Theatre
Seating Capacity

City

listed

following:

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF

90

November

7,

Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information
Bureau on page 30-31 will get it for you.)

MOTORS FOR MOTION PICTURE MA-

AISLE LIGHTS

CHINES

Exhibitors Supply Co.
825 S. Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

Fidelity

Automatic Devices Co.
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen
Akron Ohio.

Eletc.

ORGANS
Marr &

Denver, Colorado

CARBONS
National Carbon Co.
30 E. 42nd Street, N. Y. C.
Hugo Reisinger

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.
Watertown, Wisconsin
Hoefcr Change Maker Co.
3700 E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

CHANGE-OVERS
Maywood,

Burch Mfg. Company
1432 Wyandotte St., Kansas

Mo.

Cup

Reynolds Electric Co.
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES

Ave., Chicago

The Newman Mfg. Company
418 Elm Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

FILM CEMENT
Duplex Motion Picture Industries

New York

FIRE PROTECTION
Fyregard Mfg. Company
Fox Theatre

Bldg., Aurora,

Olive

St.

St.,

Louis,

Mo.

W. Ransom

St.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

LAMP COLORING
Central Import Company
1656 S. Central Park Ave., Chicago

Bausch

90

S.

Lawrence

& Lomb

LIGHT AND POWER PLANTS
Kohler Company
Kohler, Wisconsin

Hulett Mfg. Company
5015 N. Mozart Ave., Chicago

St.,

Mfg. Co.
St., Chicago
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.
306 W. 42nd St., New York City
Bilt-Rite

225 N. Green

MARQUISE, CANOPIES

MAZDA LAMPS
Edison Lamp Works
Harrison, N. J.
National Lamp Works
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio

MOTION PICTURE CABLE

&

Scenic

Co.

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

SEATS
American Seating Co.
14 E. Jackson, Chicago.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
E. H. Stafford Co.
367 W. Adams St., Chicago

Standard Mfg. Company
City, Ind.

Rawson & Evans Co.
710 W. Washington, Chicago

SIGN LETTERING SERVICE
H. Dryfhout

Wabash

Ave., Chicago

Double Disc Shutter Co.
2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

SLIDES
Midland Cine Products Co.
706 First Ave. (N) Minneapolis, Minn.
Quality Slide Co.
6 East Lake St., Chicago
Radio Mat Slide Co.
167 W. 48th St., N. Y. C.

Rockbestos Products Corp.

J.

337

F.

THEATRE DECORATING SERVICE
Michel Angelo Studios
212 E. Superior St., Chicago

THEATRE LEDGERS
Exhibitors Supply Co.
825 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

THEATRE PERFUMES
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.
Huntington, Ind.
Royal Crown Company
3330 Carroll Ave., Chicago

THEATRE PRINTING EQUIPMENT
Globe Type Foundry
956 W. Harrison St., Chicago

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
The National Poster & Printing Co.
729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

THEATRE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
H. Couch Co.
Norfolk Downs, Mass.

Ransley

W. Madison

THUMB TACKS
Hampden Mfg.
17

Warren

St.,

Co.

N. Y. C.

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Co.
248 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
Columbia Printing Co.
1632 N. Halsted St., Chicago
Globe Ticket Co.
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Simplex Ticket Co.
3120 W. Grand Ave., Chicago

Trimount Press, Inc.
113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

TICKET ISSUING MACHINES
TILE BUILDING MATERIALS

Pennsylvania Tile & Construction Co.
200 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

TRANSVERTERS
Hertner Electric Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

SHUTTERS
Ky.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

O. B. McClintock Co.
139 Lyndale Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

SILENCE SIGNS

New

Haven, Conn.

C.

Chicago

922 W. Monroe St., Chicago
Minusa Cine Screen Co.
Morgan at Boinont, St. Louis, Mo.
Raven Screen Corp.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
C. S. Wertsner & Son

744 S.

Edwards Mfg. Co.

Electric Co.

S.

SCREENS

Cambridge

LOBBY FRAMES, TICKET BOOTHS

Cincinnati, Ohio
ProBert Sheet Metal Co.
19 W. 8th St., Covington,

Denver, Colo.

St.,

REEL END ALARMS

211 N. 13th

Rochester, N. Y.
Fish-Shurman Corp.
45 W. 45 Street, N. Y. C.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Exhibitors Supply Co.
825 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

W. Grand Ave., Chicago
Ward-Leonard Co.

Goldberg Brothers

W. Adams

AND

2225

REELS

554

OPERATORS

Vitek Mfg. Co.
Omaha, Neb.

Hub
Y. C.

Enterprise Optical Co.
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
Nicholas Power Co.
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.
Precision Machine Co.
317 E. 34th St., N. Y. C.

1646

Ohio

FOR
STOOLS
CASHIERS

SWITCHBOARDS AND DIMMERS

Hoyt Co.

W. Broadway, N.

Da-Lite Screen

Kalamazoo Label Co.

LENSES

Arthur

Tiffin,

SWEEPING COMPOUNDS

129 Grand Street, N. Y.
McAuley Mfg. Company
Co.

LABELS
222

Exhibitors Supply Co.
825 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS
Hall & Connolly, Inc.

111.

HEATING & VENTILATING
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
1552

PLASTIC FIXTURES

Capitol Machine Co., Inc.
100 E. 42nd St., N. Y. C.
Holmes Projector Co.
1632 N. Halsted St., Chicago

Movie Supply Company

City,

Tiffin Scenic Studios

PROJECTORS, PORTABLE

E. E. Fulton Co.
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Long Island

STAGE SCENERY

PROJECTORS

Co.

ELECTRIC FLASHERS, COLOR HOODS

Wabash

Erie St., Chicago
Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

POSTER PASTE
City,

W.

223

964 University Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

DRINKING CUPS

S.

J. R.

H. B. Cunningham
III.

CORN POPPING MACHINES

844

James H. Channon Co.

1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

PORT SHUTTERS

Essanay Electric Co.

Individual Drinking
Easton, Pa.

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE

Colton

Cramblet Eng. Corp.
177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

CHANGE MAKERS

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co.
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago
Howells Cine Equip. Co.
740 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Major Equipment Co.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Warsaw, N. Y.
Robert Morton Organ Co.

ORGAN HEATERS

Broadway, N. Y. C.

St.,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

St.,

Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.
3235 Southport Avel, Chicago

(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.

1012 S. 10th

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Electric Co.

MUSIC STANDS

Co.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE

11

Warner

319 N. Church

STAGE LIGHTING EFFECTS
Brenkert Light Projection Co.
45 Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Electric Co.

Lancaster, Pa.

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN CONTROL

and Catalog

St.,

Chicago

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.
202 S. Clark St., Chicago

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Cool. & Vent.

Co.
818 State-Lake Bldg., Chicago
Blizzard Fan Sales Co.
1514 Davenport Street, Omaha, Neb.
Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.
2850 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago

1925

THE CONSTANT COMSTAR
:

o-starring with every
of your program

is

magic of music/^magic

up

a

unit

the eternal
to conjure

thousand golden phantasies,

Audiences, whose
ties

familiarity with fine music, regard

the Robert UAfort on Unit
a

to interpret every subtle

emotion

pictured on the screen, to trans-

form

a

drab world into

bewitching land of

a

highly

Romance

critical facul-

have been sharpened by their

permanent

who

feature.

realize the

Organs

Exhibitors,

sound box-office

value of good music, recognize
as an

it

investment which pays

assuredly perpetual dividends^

Robert Norton 0RGAN fOMPANY
NEW YORK
I

560 Broadway

CHICAGO
845

So.

Wabash

LOS ANGELES

BERKELEY

935 So. Olive

California

ROBERT MORTON UNIT ORGAN
'

'

'

the Motiograph Distributor about the modern conveniences
installed on the Motiograph De Luxe to give perfect projection

Ask

Amusement Supply

Movie Co-operative Supply

Co.,

Chicago,

Co.,
Cincinnati, O.

111.

Anderson Theatre Supply

Oklahoma

Co.,
City, Okla.

American Theatre Supply
Sioux Falls,

Co..
S.

American Motion Picture

Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh

Motion Picture Supply

Dak.

Co.,

Rialto Co.,

Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Denver Theatre Supply

Service,

Birmingham, Ala.

Louisville, Ky.

Becker Theatre Supply

Minneapolis, Minn.
C.

Co.,

L.

Russell

Denver, Colo.

— Film

Exchange Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

& Supply

Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Service Film

Exhibitors Supply Co.,

Southern Film Service,
Houston, Tex.

Charlotte,

N. C.

Exhibitors Supply Co.,

C.

Mo.

Tampa,

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
New York, N. Y.
E. H.

Kemp,
San Francisco,

Cal.

Co.,

Memphis, Tenn.

Co.,

Fla.

Theatre Supply Co.,
Cleveland, O.

U.

Monarch Theatre Supply

M. Stebbins Picture Supply Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Tampa Photo & Art Supply

Exhibitors Supply Co.,
Louis,

Co.,

Portland, Ore.

Detroit, Mich.

St.

Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Queen Feature

S.

Theatre Supply Co.,
Omaha, Nebr.

Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III

F.

N. Signs Rowland on Three Year Contract
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lothes”

“Did
We

have just seen a print of Jackie Coogan’s new picture.

His successor

The

title is

t4

to

“Old

The Rag Man.”

Clothes. ” (That’s good.)

Jackie proved in “The Rag Man” that a down-toearth story and a lot of laughs put over by a lovable
kid means money.

“Old Clothes”

is

showman

stuff.

The

clutch at the heart, the uproarious comedy, the
gripping human appeal.
The neighbors will tell each other:
“Go and see it. You’ll love it.”
And we’re saying now to exhibitors everywhere.
“Go and get it.”

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Member Motion

Vol. XXIII, No.

8

Picture Producers ar.d Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

Entered as Second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,
Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
1879.

NOVEMBER

14,

1925

—
/

The Paper
That Leads
The Field
-for

unquestioned

reader

interest

in

theatre equipment
-for

profitable results to advertisers

Carrying
advertising of more equipment
manufacturers than all contemporary
publications combined

-the

-twice as many accounts exclusively as
any other paper in the field

The

Better Theatres

“Better Theatres” is published every
fourth week as Section II of Exhibitors
Herald. It is mailed to every paid sub-

99

SECTION OF

EXHIBITORS HERALD

scriber.

was voluntarily selected by Exhibitors Supply Company as the medium
their important Tenth Anniversary Announcement.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY,

is

for

the largest dis-

tributor of motion picture equipment in the country.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY,

handles

only

products of unquestioned merit.

EXHIBITORS

COMPANY, knows

SUPPLY

the

theatre field.

The

“BETTER THE-

fact that Exhibitors Supply Company selected the
section of Exhibitors Herald, exclusively for its Tenth

ATRES”

Announcement

is

Anniversary

proof conclusive that

‘BETTER THEATRES”

is

the one

medium

alone

which can serve you best in merchandising your product

among

the country’s theatres.

H. A. R. Dutton president
,

“BETTER THEATRES” is
turers. We have found that

of Exhibitors

Supply Company says
,

:

unquestionably the best paper in the field for equipment manufacit produces real results.
It reaches all classes of exhibitors throughout the country, large and small. That is why we chose “BETTER THEATRES” as the medium
to carry our special edition commemorating our Tenth Anniversary.

November

14,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

3

the leading exhibitor
the man the banker nods to
is playing or going to pla

AND THE OTHER SMASHING GREATER FORTY

(paramount Q>ictures

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Bring Joy Back

for

November

1925

14,

Christmas!

HERBERT

ENON

B R
PRODUCTION
ASSISTED BY ROY

POMEROY

PRESENTED BY

ADOLPH ZUK.OR,
€r JESSE L. LASKY

P ETER
cial,

PAN,”

will

the Christmas speforever.

live

theatres that played

The

day and date

it

300
last

Christmas and cleaned up, can repeat. If
you didn’t play it in 1924, for your own
sake get the greatest of holiday pictures

Christmas

Pack ’em

Week
in

this

Year!

with Special “Peter Pan”

Matinees, with the kids

and eager for fun.

Pan Kid

Thousands of groivn-ups and
dies

want

to see

Peter and

and Pirate Hook and

school

Clothes, Peter

Pan Cravats and

a score of other money-getting national

kid-

Wendy

his

home from

Tie up with Peter

hook-ins that the Paramount exploitation

With

man

BETTY BRONSON
ERNEST TORRENCE

will

arrange for you.

on heralds,
and other ad

lusty

window

cards,

Special prices
roto sections

sales material.

crew during

RESERVE YOUR BOOKINGS

CHRISTMAS WEEK

MARY BRIAN
ESTHER RALSTON

NOW

Screen play by
Willis

Goldbeck

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
Adolph Zukor, President
|^(^PiAyr^-lASipCoap

K*«o»sPLi^^Hsiy Cowj
j

|

Member Motion

Picture Producers

&

Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

November

14,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

A BOY
and HIS
(No.

458

Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl

MILLIONS
at

5

DOG

Laemmle, President of the Universal Pictures Corp .)

UPON MILLIONS OF PEOPLE HAVE LAUGHED

and loved Buster Brown and his dog “Tige” in the newspaper comic

supplements*

MILLIONS

UPON MILLIONS WILL LOVE THEM EVEN

more, and laugh at them all the harder, on your screen and the screens of
thousands of other theatres*
I

HAVE JUST LOOKED AT THE

FIRST THREE OF THESE

Comedies and I want to tell you that for clean, wholesome fun they have not been equalled in a long, long time.

two-reel Century

DON’T FOOL YOURSELF INTO THINKING THEY ARE FOR
Of course

the kids will fairly eat them up, but watch your
audiences and you’ll see the flappers and the cake eaters and the middle
aged folks and the old ones enjoying every scene in every “Buster Brown”

kids alone*

comedy*

CASH IN HARD ON THE ADVERTISING VALUE OF THIS
name

you have secured the famous “Buster Brown”
series* Keep telling them* Then tell them some more* There isn’t a
better advertised name anywhere
*

Tell your people

*

THE PICTURES THEMSELVES WILL BACK UP ANYTHIN Q

you say, no matter how strong you make it* They are packed with
humorous ideas, they are beautifully produced and they are going to be
the talk of the town*

WHEN YOU SEE “BUSTER” HIMSELF, YOU ARE GOING TO
love him* And when you see his dog “Tige”, you are going to laugh
from the tips of your toes to the top of your head*

GRAB THE WHOLE SERIES AND DO IT RIGHT NOW* TAKE

my word for

it,

you’ll get

a

series that will

pep up your whole businessv

am

I
am

playing S. R. O. in

New

York, N. Y.

Now

playing to S. R.
O. business every performance at the Astor

Theatre, Broadway,
New York, at $1.50
top.

I

am

the

Breakin
I

am

cleaning up in

Los Angeles, Cal.
"At the

Eighth big week.

Big Noise

in

Rialto

—900

seats.

This Universal output drawing more money than ever
dreamed of. Big at $14,700.”
Variety

—

Office

Reports

Box

I have broken records in

Philadelphia, Pa.

Milwaukee, Wis.

“In the Aldine at $1.65 top.
The town’s biggest noise,
with almost capacity after
opening. Better than $17,000
and should climb. In for at
least six weeks.”
Box
Variety
Reports
Office

“All Milwaukee turned out
to witness this super specForced to turn away
tacle.
Never before
hundreds.
have we had such record
breaking attendance.”

—

A UNIVERS
from the celebrated novel bp

Qas ton Leroux -

,

Directed by Rupert Julian, with supplementary
\ direction btyldward Sedgwick. - Presented bp
\

Carl £,n»e*mmle.

ft

Saint- lam aMan-

% (over-lam a JJatern Attraction oftheyear/

Opera
Records the Country Over!
I

I

I have broken records in

them

I have packed

in in

1 have been acclaimed in

Hamilton, Ohio

Washington, D. C.

Detroit, Mich.

I have broken all Records in

Portland, Ore.

“

“Packed them

“$6,803 in two days’
which has
business
never been done in the

—

in

Broadway Strand Theatre since it was built.”
Exhibitors Daily Review

“Tremendous success and all records

‘Phantom’ acclaimed
by press and patrons.
Will live up to all advance praise it has received. Our box office

and

stacked them every
performance. Police
back impatient
held
crowds. Overjoyed the
way the public received the picture.”

broken.
box

we’ve

tells the entire story.”

Greatest

office attraction

ever

han-

dled.”
Palace Theatre

Rialto Theatre

Columbia Theatre

'

I

I

I

have broken

Seattle,
“All

records in

all

Wash.

records

Waiting

broken.

line

more
long.

than a block
Positive proof ‘Phantom’ is unquestionably
greatest box office attraction.”
Columbia Theatre

I

I

I

have beaten

The Hunch-

Island,

Neb.

Sioux City,
“Packed them

“Congratulations on

spite

your ‘Phanto m’.
Patrons voiced it
greater than ‘The
Hunchback’.”

and snow and

PRODUCTION

/ have

have cleaned up in

smashed every record
in

back” in

Grand

I

Majestic Theatre

terrific

Patrons

la.

in de-

wind
rain.

loud in

their praise.”

Far Rockaway, N. Y.
“In spite of the fact
that the resort season
is over, ‘The Phantom’
has smashed’ every
record of ‘The Hunchback’ for receipts and
attendance.”

Plaza Theatre

Columbia Theatre

AN

O.K.

FEATURE

METROPOLITAN
PICTURES CORP
presents

ctVith

VERA REYNOLDS
Dorothy Phillips,
Robert Ames and
Rockliffe Fellowes
^Adapted byMonte Kaiterjohn.
from, the novel byJohn Goodwin.

<A

GEORGE MELFORD
production

G

BEST BOX

OFFICE BET! An exciting story
the
a happy ending never fail to “get over” with an
has all these sure-fire ingredients and then some!
audience.
There are plots and intrigues, gripping, dramatic moments, a real romance all culminating in a startling climax that will pull an audience right out of their seats.
OOD,

honest Melodrama

is

—thrills— heart-throbs—and

“WITHOUT MERCY”

—

—

—

“BOUND TO APPEAL” SAY REVIEWERS
Variety says: “Its well ordered production, competent direction and acting make
an okeh feature bet.”

Film Daily says:
forms of suspense.

it

“Dramatic offering that builds to good climax and includes varied
Very well acted and nicely directed.”

Motion Pictures Today says: “It is bound to appeal to the critical audiences who
weary of constant facsimiles and desire newness and freshness in a plot. * * *
And it will also hold its appeal for the masses, in that it abounds with action and intrigue.”
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Hunt Stromberg

T

HE

real

“American

spirit” is the “spirit of the

It is the spirit of “Young America”
vibrant, adventurous and devil-may-care.

West.”
virile,

That’s the spirit Harry Carey typifies on the screen

—and

that’s

from eight to

why

he’s the idol of

American youth

eighty.

Harry Carey, the screen’s best loved cowboy,

mous

is fa-

for his broncho-bustin’, square-shootin’, reckless

he-man type of characterizations that appeal to every
healthy-minded movie fan. He is essentially the family
favorite.
Everybody, from seven-year-old Buddy to
seventy-year-old Grandma, likes Carey. His pictures are
clean, human and meaty with good old-fashioned thrills.
The villain gets his just desserts and the hero wins the
gal in Carey pictures.

An

hour looking at a Carey picture is better than all
the medicine in the world for that “tired feeling.
Carey is the paprika in the movie bill-of-fare he’s the

—

real

“kick” in the screen cocktail.

TAKE A DOSE OF “DOC” CAREY’S WESTERNS
AND FORGET YOUR TROUBLES!
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“Interpreter
of the

Eternal

West”

8 to 80

MARRY
CAREY

“THE NIGHT HAWK”
“THE LIGHTNING RIDER”
“TIGER THOMPSON”

“ROARING RAILS”
“THE FLAMING FORTIES”
“SOFT SHOES”
“BEYOND THE BORDER”
“SILENT SANDERSON”
“THE TEXAS TRAIL”
“THE BAD LANDS”
“THE PRAIRIE PIRATE”
“THE MAN FROM RED GULCH

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING
Picture Producers

d Distributors of America, inc.

— Will

CORPORATION
H. Hays, President
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“BOBBED HAIR" with. Marie Prevost ~ Opens October 31 a at Warners Theatre
New York City
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VEalk
W*
it right

you showmen,

showman’s Garden
Ga
of Eden. Walk in to real money,
to sweet profits! For here’s a picture that will
ri!

in,

to every

smear your records for a row of withered buttercups. It’s a clean-up picture from a clean-up

And

makes that exquisite old phrase
“box office riot” seem a masterpiece of understatement. P. T. would have hocked the circus

play.

'Willmm'fqjc
‘Tmajfs

it

for this one

Owen Davis'Mw York Stage* Success
of q £ovq ble gtljers Triurnph
\vijh

MADGE BELLAMY- CHARLES IBUCKIJONES
ZASU PITTS'LESLIE FENTON -JANF. NOVAK
Scenario by

FRANCES MARION

PRANK BORZAGE production

fox Film Corporation.

!
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The happy surprise of the year
For sure profits during the holiday

season*

BOOK

IT

NOW

i
I

A WILLIAM FOX
x

on a

classic

attraction founded

of literature by
E

A rnbst
elaborate

production
zBsmik

£N

nd

—

Zt/li

CLARA ROW

MARGARET LIVINGSTON
LESUE FENTON
VIVIAN

See Fox Branch Manager
for your profit's sake!

CHEST

Fox Film Co mo ration.

OAKLAND

earle williams
PAUL PANZER.
GLADYS BROCKWELL
NIGEL de BRULlERo
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THRILLED

THREE GENERATIONS

years
Ihis

grand old drama

of passion, peril and
enduring love has
enjoyed continuous
Success

ALMA

>

and now

A NEW AND MORE

RUBENS
in

SPLENDID VERSION

19^5
WILLIAM FOX
(Pp resents

EAST
DfNNE

1895

supreme cast~
ALMA RUBENS - LOU TELLEGEN ~ MARJORIE DAW
EDMUND LOWE
FRANK KEENAN ~ BELLE BENNETT ~ PAUL PANZER ~ LYDIA KNOTT
LESLIE FENTON - ERIC MAYNE - MARTHA MATTOX ~ HARRY SEYMOUR
‘With this

rom the (Novel and Tlay by

cMrs.Jienry

Wood

EMMETT FLYNN

Scenario

.

hr

(enorej. Coffee,

fmdudion

Pox Film Co rpo rati oil

in

1910
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modem

Buffalo

Ml

One Be/l "Bet in any

BOX

OFFICE

WILLIAM FOX
presents

1/icBEST

MAN

BAD
A

gripping drama

from

mthe Southwestern plains

Mix~Brands GrekJJovel SenorJingle Beds”
'

/’With

- CYRIL

PAUL PANZER.

CHADWICK

— JUDY

RING

and TONY, the “Wonder horse

J. G

.

B LY8TO N E

(~produdion

fox Film Co rpo rati oil
Member

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President
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2. Strand Theatre --Canton, Ohio.
3. Canitol Theatre - Ralei
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Direction of

James Leo

Meehan

An
F. B. O.
Exclusive Foicipn

Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
723 Seventn Avenue
New York
saO

Pir lure*

Gold Bond

CMftH

Distributed

by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
723 Seventh Avenue
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WELCOME
TO OUR CITY
We are

extending the hand of greeting to hundreds of new customers.

Welcome

to

our

city,

gentlemen.

gratifying to find so many
Goldwyn-Mayer exhibitors.
It

is

new showmen

And just as gratifying is this fact.
Our old accounts are with us today
Stop and think

ranks of Metro-

in the

stronger than ever.

this over.

Isn’t it natural that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures should be winning
a wider distribution every day?

Spreading out

We

new towns and new theatres?
we have won over more new accounts

into

believe that
of the current season than

since the opening

any one other company.

Why?
Because

And we
That

And

exhibitors are in business every

week

of the year.

have shown you that we can deliver every week

doesn’t

mean one or

in the year.

a couple of big pictures.

a lot of junk.

It doesn’t

mean

a flash at the box-office and then

empty houses.

With

each additional Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release, more and more
exhibitors are being covinced.

That The Quality Fifty-Two is a guarantee of consistent product.
That Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer would sooner shelve a weak sister
break

its

than

uninterrupted record of money-winners.

We’ re welcoming a lot of new friends.
On the strength of what we’ve done.
Again

The

this year

— just as we did

last year.

talk of the Industry!

ASK THE MAN WHO IS PLAYING
THE QUALITY FIFTY-TWO

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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An

November

is
The

Riesenfeld Qold

Medal

most novel Short Subject of the year has just
been awarded to an Educational release. Five of the
country’s greatest showmen — Harold B. Franklin,
Joseph L. Plunkett, Jack Partington, Frank L. New*
man and Harry C. Arthur, Jr. — made up the jury
that picked the winner of the medal of honor given
by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld. Their judgment confirms
once again what you already know — that EDUCA*
the Short Subjects

are the undisputed leaders of

field.

1925

the Besi

for the

TIONAL PICTURES

14,

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

14,

ihort Subject oS the Year

ICEoftfu?

NIGHTINGALE
Presented by

/

t

The winner of this award for exceptional merit has
critics,

been acclaimed by

wherever shown*
great

and the public

exhibitors

demand

It will

now be in

for return engage-

ments everywhere*

Better

Book

It

Now.

Member,
Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.,
Will H. Hays, President
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November

The Strangest Sights

KINOGRAMS
NEWS
REEL

The

built like

a newspaper

Has Signed the Biggest Contract
for

News

History

Reel Pictures in Film

With This Man

14,

1925

th«

—
November
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orld Has Ever Seen!!
—

With death

stalking every footstep
penetrating into the forbidden holy

places of Tibet, Turkestan

China, the “White Man’s
Terror”
Prof.

and IndoLand of

Eugene Lamb

is producing the
most amazing pictures that have ever

reached the screen.

Through an

exclusive agree-

ment, KINOGRAMS will show
from time to time during the
next two years the weird and
wonderful pictures made by
Prof. Lamb on his Trans- Asia
Photo -Scientific Expedition.

Prof.

Eugene Lamb

Our Opening Smash f
The

of these astounding news
reel pictures, showing for the first
time the ceremony of “ Sunning the
Buddha,” will appear in Kinograms
No* 5135, released November 15*
first

Another reason why you should

BOOK

KINOGRAMS NOW!

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES

t^i^LctuAZ4-^

Inc.
‘THE SPICE
Member, Motion Picture Producers and

OFTHE PROGRAM’
Distributors of America, Inc. Will H. Hays, President

.

9he Capitol
spc^R.5

Detroit

Morning Telegraph

GRAND and LIBERTY v news*'*
papers called film ex~
/

cellent entertain me nt.

Another of those
big money making

Business -good/

WINNER CROUP
‘3iiat

national Pictured
Members

<f

Motion Picture Producers amt Distributors of America

Inc.**- Will

Hays Pnstdenl

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
presents

P

ANGEL

nt

From the

AtVcS

m

DUCTION

DARK

-

stage play by

Scenario by

o^e.

as
T ao?oU^^Vta etv
A
^l r e^

R.O

,

A

H. B

Trevelyan

FRANCES MARION
with

1

Ronald Colman
and

A "JirAt

national Picture

26

They took New Orleans

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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for the

locale.

They

selected a beautiful society
(believe us, Mary Astor is
gorgeous as this girl), and wove
around her a marvelous love story.
girl

But they refused

to permit her to
secure happiness without a little
struggle.

And as a result, the story of how
she surmounted the difficulties
they laid across her path makes
“The Scarlet Saint” one peach of
a picture.
It rings true with every ingredient
so necessary to the mixture known
as “a success at the box office.”

Presented by "JirAt
KMMMKHMMUraMBnHaBHHllHanSMBRBMBKIMIMSH

cAtapteiyrom 'THE

Rational Pictured Inc

LADT WHO PLATED

FIOELE'

bj

GER.ALO BEAUMONT

MART ASTOR.
LLOTD HUGHES
Directed,

bij

QEORQE ARCHAINBAUD
EARL HUDSON

.

Produced under
Scenario

the Supervision oj
btf

JUNGMETER.
GEORGE POL5ET
MILTON MENASCO

EUG-ENE CUFPORD<w<£, JACK.

Photographed.

Director
O-LLm editor
Idles btj

dirt

b</

ARTHUR. TAVARES
JOHN W. K.RAFFT

Another of the strong “Winner
Group” pictures that are amazing
the industry with their ticket
ing power.

3mt
Members

national Pictured
*J Motion

Will Mays fntUtvl
Pierre Producers and Distributor* of America Inc-
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Yo/Ho/ But Here’
a Real

Gem

of a

Money Maker
v-.th

Nita

Na| di.

Ma Pted

Tull

and

Jennie

non

....

Ur,ce

Just picture

Leon Errol

whose funny

legs

a hit in "Sally”

Fairfax

tics

Tour,neur

— whose an-

draw big crowds nightly

to Ziegfield’s "Louis the 14th”
in

New York — as

tailor forced

come

A
\\

by

Can’t

You Imagine

Why,

It’s

and that

a timid

fate to be-

a pirate.
the

Fun?

a Panic!

And Look
V'\v:

%

were such

at the Cast

Title!

\\ YO! HO! here IS a real prw
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vaA national Picture
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of Motion Picture Producers
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Drops Active Role; Comerford Back
Mayoralty as Campaign Closes.

Rowland Signs

More Years

for Three

—

Way

Cohen
Hearst and Hylan Back Walker for New York

Seider Chosen M. P. T. 0. A. Business Manager; Choice Paves

for Peace;

General Manager

as First National

—

—Zukor and

Lasky Spike Rumor of Latter’s Resignation Eschmann Quits as First National’s
Sales Manager; Sam Spring Will Supervise Sales Department
Depinet and Marin,
Formerly of Universal, Join First National.

New

—

Explosion, Attacks Opposition to Producer-Owned Theatres’ Membership
in Exhibitor Organizations
Pro-Dis-Co Joins Fight for Booking Dates on West
Coast; B
K-Shea Deal Completed.

Eisner, in

—

&

—

Honor Buxbaum at Fox Cornerstone Laying in New York Famous Players
Quiz in Final Round; Hearings Open November 10 Hays and Producers Praised

Exhibitors

for Care of Children in Studios

—

—

Spoor Prepares to Begin

New

“Third Dimension”

Picture.

—

Morgan Name December Exhibitors Month Two Circuits’ Merger Affects
100 California Theatres Zukor Lauds Advertising Men for Industry’s Progress
Fox Starting $10,000,000 Program for 1926-27.

Biechele and

—

—

“Voice of the Nightingale” Wins Reisenfeld Short Feature Medal Kinograms Gets Contract for Subjects From Lands of Orient Called New to Whites
Three Premieres
Hail Paramount’s “The Vanishing American.”

DEPARTMENTS
“What

the Picture Did for

Service Talks on Pictures
“The King on Main Street”
of Night”
“The Eagle”

.

.

bourg”

.

.

.

.

“He’s a Prince”

.

Index

Me”
.
.
.

.

.

.

New

.

58

The Theatre Herald
The House Organ Exchange

.

“The Coming of Amos”

.

Pictures

.

Through”
“Lord Jim”
Short Features
.

.
.

.

“Madame Behave”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

XXIII

44

Broadway

30

.

.

.

67

Hollywood, by Ray Murray
New York, by John S. Spargo

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

52
52

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“California

.

Saddle”

Vol.

.

“The B'eautiful City”
“Wild West”
Straight Ahead”
“The Man in the
“The Arizona Sweepstakes”
“Flyin’
“The Home Maker”
“Hands Up”

.

.

Icelands”

79

—

49
60

„

80

FEATURES

.

“Kivalina of the
“Play Ball”
.

Theatre Construction and Equipment

.

“Watch Out.”
The Theatre
The Film Mart
.

Product Announcements

69
“Graustark”
“Flower
“The Count of Luxem.

.
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—

Pictorial Section

Purely Personal
Chicago Personalities
:
Re-Takes, by R.
“Herald” Boosters in Texas, by H. E.
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63
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All editorial

Great Progress in

duced distinctly as a war-time measure
for a tax in that form has passed.

Short Features

But we doubt that Congress will worry very much
over the state of the stage theatre at this time, which
is due more to the objectionable type of play and revue
than to anything else.

An

illustration of the effectiveness of the trade press

of this industry, when properly employed, is to be seen
in the developments in connection with short features
which have taken place during recent months.

Late last spring executives of the short feature concerns went to work seriously and constructively on the
job of getting adequate consideration for short features,
as amusement units in the industry, as attractions for
the theatre and as entertainment for the public. There
appeared the necessity of prevailing upon the exhibitor,
for his own best interests, not to neglect and ignore
proper and proportionate advertising of these attractions.

The trade press generally recognized the constructive
nature of the task which these executives had undertaken and immediately supported the work.
The

results of this support of the trade press are evident everywhere throughout the trade. Great progress
has been made in establishing the short feature in its

proper position. Very few instances may be cited in
which a better “selling” campaign has been accomplished. The short feature concerns are now prospering
better than ever before and all reports from the exhibiting branch of the industry declare that with the increased thought and effort now being put in on these
attractions, they are producing better results than ever

before at the box

office.

Herald contribution

to the campaign
was the adoption of the term “Short Features,” in place

Incidentally, a

of the questionable

name
*

of short subjects.
*

•

Brady Argues for
Tax Elimination
Mr. William A. Brady, long a conspicuous figure in
the motion picture industry but lately returned to his
earlier association with the stage theatre, delivered one
of his typical addresses before a Congressional committee hearing on the admission tax question last week in
Washington.
Mr. Brady

—

is always interesting
and seldom conAlthough the producer of “Simon Called Peter”
stage play, he denounced immoral themes as being

sistent.

as a

responsible for a decided lack of prosperity in the theatrical business.
Although long in the inner circle of
the theatrical business in New York City, he denounces
the nefarious ticket speculator as being a bad influence
on the business.

Mr. Brady argued for the elimination of the admission tax on tickets to the Broadway shows and asked
for the committee’s recommendation.
The tax on all amusement tickets over fifty cents in
price should, of course, be eliminated.
It was intro-

*

*

and

all

reason

*

The British Plan
To Help Producers
British film interests apparently have arrived at a
plan which they think will assist in solving their motion
picture difficulties, about which there has been so much
agitation and worry recently.
The plan consists of a
legal enactment under which ten per cent of the pictures exhibited in England must be distinctly and completely British products.

Such a plan would seem to insure some improvement
for British film interests. It may fall short of accomplishing the desired goal, but it doubtlessly will have a
definite influence in improving conditions from the
standpoint of the British producer.

The plan, evidently, will assist in making available
for British producers better resources, without which
no reasonable hope of progress could be entertained.
But the ultimate success of the plan will be determined
by what use the British producer will be able to make
of these resources. As has been proven so many times
in the United States, money and opportunity alone, or
without adequate producing knowledge, will not lead
to success.

Emergency protective measures are necessary in order
that the British producer will be able to make an adequate start toward fitting himself for world competition.
But such measures cannot, either sooner or later, enable
him to face successfully this competition; his ability to
make good pictures, which he has yet to demonstrate,
alone will qualify him for this task.
*

*

*

Industry Too Vast

To Be Controlled
Mr. Adolph Zukor, in an address last week before the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, declared that
this industry is too vast and complicated ever to be controlled by a few groups or a few individuals.

There are men of lesser knowledge of the business,
and lesser vision, who do not hold the same belief, but
we think that Mr. Zukor’s grasp of the situation is such
that he is enabled to know whereof he speaks and we
believe he speaks truthfully.
He might have added also that the industry, if it is
ever “controlled,” would mean much less to those in
control than it would if competition, development and
progress were continued.

—

”
November

I

14,
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N the first 45 issues of
19

has

carried
Herald”
more paid advertising
than any other wee kly

national film trade paper a trade-wide acknowledgment of the
“Herald's” leadership
in the field.

—

First

Named

for

Gregory in Quiz
Launched in Hammond

S. J.

( Special

to Exhibitors

Herald )

HAMMOND,

IND., Nov. 3.— Personal holdings in Indiana of S. J. Gregory
of Chicago have been thrown into an involuntary receivership by banks at Hammond and by S. J. Gregory Theatre
Company through action taken by William Kleihege, new president of the syndicate.

In

the

petition

for

a

receiver

Kleihege charged Gregory had misappropriated $40,904 of the company’s
funds and that an audit is expected to
show Gregory owes the company about
S. Reiter in superior
Charles Surprise, federal commissioner, as receiver.
Kleihege had not been active in the
management of the business for nearly
a year following an assault upon him
two years ago, but is now in charge of
operation of the three theatres, the
Parthenon, DeLuxe and Orpheum, taken
Sam Shlaes of East
over last week.

$100,000.

Judge V.

court appointed

Chicago is one of the new directors of
the company, which has the same directors as the East Chicago Amusement
Company operating the Forsythe and
Lyric theatres in East Chicago.

Ascher Brothers Open
Midwest November 19
Ascher Brothers, which a week ago
took over two Gregory houses in ChiMidwest
Parthenon
and
cago
the
(formerly the Embassy) will open the
Presentations
Midwest November 19.
on the style of those in the Capitol
theatre will be given, Nate Ascher said.

—

—

to Stay

General Manager’s Action Spikes Rumor of Resignation
Zukor and Lasky Squelch Gossip That Latter
Has Quit Famous Players
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. — Richard A.

Rowland signed a contract yesterday
remain with First National for three more years as general manager.
At a meeting which lasted most of Sunday all the differences between Mr.
Rowland and First National were adjusted amicably to both sides.
3.

to

Discussion Believed Over Compensation

statement was made by First National beyond the
contract for three years had been signed, it is generally
believed that the discussion was over the matter of compensation.
Mr.
Rowland receives a salary and a commission on business done, and it is said
by those who claim to know that the rumors of his leaving the company
were brought about by his insistence that the amount of these commissions
be substantially increased.
The signing of the contract definitely
publication in the last few days.
Let
spiked rumor of Rowland’s resignation.
me say this, once and for all: I have
Another morsel of the gossipers was to
no intention of leaving Famous Playthe effect that Jesse L. Lasky had quit
ers.
I
have been here for years and

While no

Receiver

29

With
National Three Years

Rowland Signs

“Exhibitors

2 5,

—

;

official

fact that the

Famous

Players.

his poise

intend to remain.
about to resign
absolutely.”

The

I

Zukor Issues Vigorous Denial
It isn’t often that anything can happen
to cause Adolph Zukor to depart from
and the even tenor of his way.

The unfounded Lasky rumor so stirred
the Famous Players-Lasky head that he
became so vigorous in his denial as to
establish a new record for him.
The
statement that Mr. Lasky had resigned
was printed in one of the New York
daily papers which caters strongly to
the film industry, and printed without
qualification as a fact. Mr. Zukor branded the story as a “malicious falsehood
circulated for selfish reasons.”
“I see no reason why anybody should
circulate this report, or why any reputable newspaper should publish it,” said

Mr. Zukor.
“No doubt somebody who would profit
by Mr. Lasky’s departure from this company is busy spreading this story, which
is a lie made out of whole cloth.
Mr.
Lasky has no intention of leaving this

company.
“I would

call the story of my resignation a joke,” said Mr. Lasky, “if it
had not been given much widespread

am

is

report that I
utterly and

false,

Eschmann Quits

Sam

Spring Will
Supervise Sales
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
mann,

YORK,

sales

tendered

has

December
as

Sam Spring
and Ned
versal,

his

of First National,
effective
resignation

The announcement came

1.

a complete

of the sales

Nov. 3.— E. A. Esch-

manager

surprise.
will take over supervision

department and Ned Marin
formerly with Unijoin First National next

Depinet,

will

week.
It is understood that Spring will continue his duties as secretary.

Mogler Robbed; Masked
Bandit Holds Up Pair
( Special

to

LOUIS,
young men in a
ST.

Exhibitors Herald )

MO.,

Nov.

3.— Four

Prominent Engineer,
on “Better Theatres
Advisory Staff, Dies

large automobile crowded Joseph Mogler to the curb as he
started to drive to the bank from the
Mogler theatre yesterday forenoon and
robbed him of the Saturday and Sunday receipts of his three theatres, totalMogler is president of the St.
ing $1129.

Virgil G. Marani, chief engineer for
the Gypsum Industries, former building

Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors League
and a vice-president of the national or-

commissioner of Cleveland and a member of the Advisory Staff of the “Better
Theatres” section of Exhibitors Herald
passed away at his home in Evanston,
Mr. Marani was 56
111., Monday, Nov. 2.

ganization of exhibitors.
Ten minutes after the holdup of Mogler a lone bandit wearing a mask which
came down to his shoulders entered the
office of the Washington theatre, Granite
City, 111., and held up Louis Landau,

years old.

Through his work with the Gypsum
Industries and as former building commissioner of Cleveland Mr. Marani was
well
known in engineering circles
throughout the country. He has conducted many important tests of building
products and has contributed many
papers which have been read before the
American Society of Civil Engineers, of
Mr. Marani
a member.
author of the article “Do We Build
to Burn?” which appeared in the July 18
issue of “Better Theatres”.
Funeral services for Mr. Marani will
be held in Evanston and burial will be

owner, and his manager, Richard

Two Well Known Actors
Suicide in Same Week
Two wellknown

is

Cleveland.

actors

took

their lives within a period of a week.

From

Paris,

which he was

in

How-

ard, escaping with $1694.

RICHARD

A.

ROWLAND

word

came

screen
that

Max

Linder,

French comedian who was once hailed
as a second Charlie Chaplin when he
was signed by Essanay, had killed himA few days
Ill health was the cause.
self.
later, Lester H. Cuneo shot himself after
worrying about domestic difficulties.
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N EW

Ginsberg was a

host in himself in being host to

Loew-Metro

film visitors at the

many

ball.

.

.

.

Glen Allvine, president of the A. M. P. A.,
and Harry Hirshfield, ditto of the Cheese
Club, are said to be working on an amalgamation of some sort and had better be
Mabel Livingstone has taken
watched.
.

.

.

over the publicity for Inspiration Pictures
and now we’ll hear all about them.
Harry Goldberg, for three years booking
pictures for Paramount houses, resigned
last week and will spend some time trying
.

.

.

In
Educational

Gus Schlessinger,
Warners foreign department, is here
from the Coast and will sail next week for

to regain his health.

.

Comedies

.

.

of

Left to right at top:

abroad.

trip

.

.

.

UFA

courier of 16
features which will
stir things up here.
Charley Simpson,
well known exploiteer, left on a three
months automobile tour of the South, but
says the snow here didn’t drive him to
it.
/. Levine, Montreal film man, is a
New York visitor.
H. M. Richey, general manager of the Michigan M. P. T. O.,
came to New York last week on a business
.

.

.

.

.

.

Lupino

Left:

edies.

Lane,
pino

Educational-Lucomedies;
Lane

Adams.

Jimmie

Right,

.

.

Bill

EducationalChristie comedies, Helen
Lupino Lane’s
Foster,
leading woman, and Al
St. John, Mermaid com-

Dooley,

Joe Fleisler is back
from Europe and says he is the advance

a long

.

John McCormick, Harry Wilson
and Cleve Moore, the latter a brother of
trip.

.

.

.

Colleen, returned to the Coast last week.
J^arry Wcingarten, who was Harry
.

.

.

Wilson’s running wate on the trip East,
says he will stay here as long as he can
get Arthur Bernstein to initial the swindle
sheet.

.

.

Harvey Day was the gayest boy
Loew-Metro ball.
made a trip to Chicago

.

at the party at the
Harold B. Franklin

week.

last

.

.

Eddie Hurley, the most

.

Billy Dooley,

center, in “A Goofy Gob,”
of William Watson.

an Educational comedy made

under the direction

manhandled press representative in captivity, says no one has beaten him
up for over
a week now, but he still has hopes.
.

Jack

Connolly, Will Hays 3 Washington
right bower, lunched at the Astor one
day
last week and paid his check
with clean
money fresh from the press.
Spyros
and Charlie Skouras look so much alike
when lunching at the Astor that they are
mistaken for twins.
Ralph Ince has
returned to California to produce a Jack
London story.
Phil Goldstone arrived
from the Coast and will remain a couple
of weeks.
Emil Offeman, studio manager of Marshall Neilan productions, is
another Coast visitor to New York.
Harry Lichtig, play and casting agent from
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, was a visitor at the A. M. P.
A. luncheon last week, and will open a

New York

office

before returning to the

Eddie Carewe got

from the
Coast last week bringing with him a print
of “Joanna,” his latest opus.
Erno
Coast.

.

.

.

in

.

Rapee,

.

.

who

has been staging presentations
in Germany, is back in New York.
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, who resigned from
.

.

organization he doesn’t yet know about it.
Fred Stanley got back from Minnesota
just in time to go to Birmingham with the
Milton Sills unit to film scenes for “Men
Lynn Shores has been asof Steel”
signed by Jesse Lasky to the Paramount
Picture Acting school as assistant director.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Samuel Goldwyn, Courtland Smith,

Jimmy Grainger and Walter Wanger were
among the A. M. P. A. guests to hear Mr.
Zukor

talk.

Harold

in

Beaudine

“Slippery Feet,” an Educational

from

an
Left:

Yola d’Avril,

— SPARGO.

who

comedies.

Christie

Johnny

Right:

written

Educational

in

stars

who

story

original

.

managing Paramount’s Broadway houses,
says if he is to join “Roxy” Rothafel’s
.

Bobby Vernon

stars

in

Arthur
Educa-

tional-Tuxedo comedies.

As her

name

implies,

French
by birth, having been a
dancer in her native
Miss d’Avril

is

land before her arrival
at

the studio.

comedy
by

directed

Hal

by

Conklin.

—
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Seider

Is

Business Manager;

Choice Paves
Hearst, Hylan
Back Walker as
Campaign Closes
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Nov. 3.—With the elecone day off, exhibitors of New
making their last minute pleas

for

support of
Senator James J.
Walker, friend of
the motion picture industry, in
the race for the
mayoralty. Walker was a decisive
in the

winner

pri-

democratic

mary and

his

champions
victory

see

for

him tomorrow

in

the final election.
William R a n -

dolph Hearst and

John

Hylan

F.

are giving him their active assistance in
the campaign which has met with unusual interest in the closing rounds.

Schoenstadt Wrests

Gun From Highwayman
and Prevents Robbery
When

Way for Peace

Cohen Drops Active
Role; Comer ford Back
Early Solution Seen for Contract and Arbitration
Problems After Conferences With Hays

YORK,

tion only
York are

four highwaymen attempted to rob

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

The dove of peace made a flight into the motion
picture industry last week with the result that the differences which have
kept the Will H. Hays organization and the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at loggerheads since the adoption of the uniform
exhibition contract have been wiped out. Hereafter these two important
organizations will work together in harmony in the settlement of questions involving the interests of both.
This state of affairs was brought about late last week after the much discussed question of the selection of a business manager for the M. P. T. O. A.
was settled by the choosing of Joseph M. Seider for that important position.
Mr. Seider for the past two years has been president of the M. P. T. O. of
New Jersey and for the past year has been chairman of the contract and arbitration committee of the M. P. T. O. A.
Nov.

driving alone when another automobile
forced him to the curb. When an armed
man climbed into his car he was ordered
to drive behind the other car.
Schoenstadt saw a policeman, grappled
with the robber, and called to the officer.
At this time a street car crashed into the
automobile and threw the stranger from
the car. He escaped with his companions.
When Paul and Martin Polka of Polka
theatres,
West of Chicago,
Brothers
alighted from their automobile in front of
the Citizens Bank of Maywood they were
robbed at nine o’clock in the morning, NoAbout $2,000 in theatre revember 2.

was

stolen.

Harry Nichols
On West Coast
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

affecting its interests.
Mr. Seider’s selection was made after a
series of meetings was held last week by
the administrative committee of the M. P.
and
T.
A.
O.
much time given
to

rived

make

HERALD,

3.—

has ar-

on the Coast and will
his headquarters at the

Los Angeles

wood

office,

5617 Holly-

Mr. Nichols
has just completed a survey of
the Central West and South
boulevard.

for the

HERALD.

an-

intensive

study of the gen-

situation

eral

which

confronts,
particularly
of the differences
which kept the organizations of the

and

hand and of the
exhibitors on the
other, from working in closest har-

these

producers and distributors
on one

mony.
Mr. Hays
was cognizant of
the efforts towards harmony, and it is understood that he views the selection of Mr.
Seider and the new order of things which
he

immediately bring into effect in
of the M. P. T. O. A. as a
strong indication that the long drawn-out
strife
between
these
two
important
branches of the industry is now ended.
will

the

affairs

the position of business manager will bring about
many changes in the conduct of the M. P.
T. O. A.
One of the most important of
these is that Sydney S. Cohen, who has
given many years of his time, much of his
own money, and unlimited effort to the
welfare of the exhibitors, has withdrawn
from active participation in the affairs of
the organization.
Mr. Cohen still remains
chairman of the board of directors, but
the management of the affairs of the organization will be left almost entirely in
the hands of Mr. Seider, and Mr. Cohen
will act largely in an advisory capacity.
It means also that M. E. Comerford, until the historic Detroit meeting one of the
most active and important members of the

governing body,

is

back

Mr. Seider will at once move the headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A. from its
present quarters on 43d street to 745
Seventh avenue, where R. F. Woodhull,
the national president, will also maintain
his offices.
He will also immediately proceed with the organization of a service
bureau for exhibitors and take up in a
large way the conduct of the affairs of
the organization.

Conferences with Hays Follow
Immediately after the selection of Mr.
Seider a series of conferences was held
with Mr. Hays with a view of improving
general conditions. The matter of a more
equitable contract and the perfection of
the arbitration system were discussed at

Cohen Drops Reins
The advent of Mr. Seider in

Harry E. Nichols, staff photographer and field representative for the

3.

Early Arbitration Settlement Seen
Mr. Seider is generally considered one of the brainiest and most energetic
young men in the industry, and his selection for the post of general manager
of the national exhibitors’ organization, it is believed, will do much toward
the early settlement of the vexatious contract and arbitration problems, which
have prevented the industry from presenting a unified front on many questions

Arthur Schoenstadt, head of a chain of
Chicago theatres, Nov. 1 he wrested a gun
from one of them and put them all to
Schoenstadt had collected the rerout.
ceipts of the Atlantic theatre and was

ceipts

31

in

the fold.

and already,

sessions

believed,
as to indicate that all differences on these important questions will reach an early solution.

such progress has been

it

is

made

Several suggestions were made by Mr.
Seider and the members of the administrative committee looking to the settlement
of these problems, and these were most
cordially received by Mr. Hays.

The members of the administrative
committee, who attended the series of
meetings last week with President Woodhull, Chairman Sydney S. Cohen, of the
board of directors, and Treasurer L. J.
Sagal, were A. Julian Brylawski, Harry
Davis. M. E. Comerford, Nathan Yamans
and J. H. Wells.

Germans Hold Film

Week

War Against

in

American Pictures
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

BERLIN, GERMANY, Nov. 3.— German film interests have designated the first
week of

month

national film week,
as a means of offsetting
competition, only German motion

this

during which,

American

pictures will be

shown.

—
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New

Eisner, in

November

Explosion, Hits

Re-Takes

Producer-Owners’ Critics
Get Every Exhibitor Interested in M. P. T. O. Organizations, Be
Big or Little, Declares Kansan

K

He

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANSAS CITY,

Mo., Nov. 3. Having fired the bomb to start a
verbal contest along Motion Picture Row, Adolph M. Eisner
forer President of the M. P. T. O., Kansas City, and
owner of the
e Theatre, Kansas City, follows with another
wad of ammunition.
^* sne r f°^ owe(l carefully the discussion stirred up by an interview
if
in the Exhibitors Herald” which quoted
his opinions on the delicate subject of producer-owned theatres.
This subject is so important it has
created a factional division of opinion.

™

,

.

•

TTHE

gentleman

question advances

in

-Mo bat with another broadside.
“Why all the pro and con relative
admitting

terested, be he big, little or just average,

and

to

membership in state organizations the producer-owned theatre?
It seems
ridicuto

lous to even bring
up for the reason that the matter can easily be

if it
takes clubbing by using one
against the other go to it!
Give him
something as a member he can not get
without a membership, hit his pocketbook if necessary.
“Get them all one hundred per cent.”

it

handled with bylaws and in some
states

this is

be-

ing done very satisfactorily.

“Is

it

that,
the
large

needway or
other, these
is

theatre
chains are em-

A. M. Eisner

ployed to do
that

or

the

other

to

get

the

this,

desired

effect?

“Some
want

state

big

exhibitor

associations

money,

power,
prestige, name and whatnot, but do not
wish to have it even intimated that the
producer-owned theatre is aiding in any
cause whatsoever. On the contrary, they
go gumshoeing around, whispering into
some exhibitor’s eager, listening ear what
they are going to do to force so-and-so’s
the.

fellow’s

hand.
“It’s all bunk and bunk of the worst
kind because they want the big fellow,
want him, yes need him badly, and do
not want the socalled little fellow to
think so at any cost.
“A few men are running things for
many reasons, one of which is lack of
interest on the part of many.
Rather
a ‘Let George do it’ attitude.
“I say go out, get every exhibitor in-

Picture So Absorbing

Teeth Are Not Missed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N.

Y

3.—

Nov.
the articles recently found
by an usher in the Leland theatre
here was a package containing a
single tooth and a bridge, which
no one has yet called for. At the

Among

Mark Strand
house,

is

gloves.
theatre

a

theatre, another local

box

filled

with women’s

Many women

ca rr v.

One day

recently a woman left
a hat in the Mark Strand.
She
walked out of the theatre and
drove off in her car. It was fully
a week later that she discovered
her loss and called at the theatre.

bill.

*

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Nov.

3— On

the day that the proclamation of President
Coolidge for Thanksgiving Day was received I. E. Chadwick issued a proclamation to the industry on behalf of the Independent Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America.
It follows:
“The season approaches when, in accordance
with a new established custom, a day is set apart

Los Angeles
regulate air

We
the individual and unit organization.
have been brought wth safety and honor through
another year and through the generosity of the
public,
we have been blessed with resources
whose potentiality in wealth is invaluable. We
are at peace in Hollywood and New York; our
productions are good; we have been undisturbed
by petty troubles or great catastrophes; our organization and our industry have been rich in
productivity; our audience extends over all the
country and our labor has been well awarded for
its remunerative service.
As we have grown and prospered in the quantity of our pictures, so also should we grow in
We are a
quality and value of our productions.
conservative and Independent organization and
should set ourselves against any extravagance or
folly that is liable to be censored, and at all
as to

observe

the

and regulations

rules

censors.

—

Now,

E.
A.,

of

I.

—

dependents -what they have accomplished, may
they continue to accomplish.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the seal of the Independent
Picture Producers to be affixed.

Done in the City of Los Angeles this last day
of October in the year of our success, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-five the close of
the second year of the I. M. P. P. D. A.

—

I.

F
NEW

.

E.

CHADWICK.

P. Signs Sterling

( Special

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald )
3.
Ford Sterling,

Nov.

—

film comedian, has signed a long-term contract with Paramount, Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president, has announced.
In commenting on Sterling’s future in pictures
Lasky said, “We plan to give him roles
that are perfectly suited to his personality
and style of characterization.”

all

the

*

*

I see scientists predict that the world
will be run by radio soon. Well, there’s
a real use for the static whistle.
They
can direct traffic with it.

*

*

*

Up Moses’ Tablets
may have to make the “Ten

Digging

De

Mille

Commandments” all over if they dig up
a new set of tablets at Mt. Sinai.
%

j|c

:jc

Loyal Physicians
Los Angeles doctors are such pluggers
for home industry they only use local
anesthetics, ’tis said.
%

J|s

Let’s

What America
tie

Have

needs

It

is

a ready

made

that won’t fall off into the soup.
*

When

—

therefore, I
I.
M. P. P. D.
Thursday, the thirtieth day of November next as
a day of independent and general thanksgiving.
I recommend that on that day all Independents
will consider and meditate on their sins of comI recommend also
mission as well as omission.
on that day all Independent companies shall cease
from their labor for the period of one minute
and resolve to rectify their past errors in future
productions.
I wish to offer publicly my appreciation and thanks for the good work of the In-

of the

By and by

*

the

Chadwick president
do hereby set apart

passing more laws to

is

traffic.

Go-Go Whistle

give

times

*

cops will be up in the air and you’ll find
a fly cop behind every cloud. I suppose
one will have to buy two tickets to the
policemen’s benefit if he cuts a button or
doesn’t stick out his hand, eh?

thanks for the success a gracioui year
has bestowed upon the Independent Motion Picture Producers and Distributers of America both
to

*

More Laws

Thanksgiving on
I. M. P. P. D.A. Behalf

call at the

seeking lost gloves, but
they seldom find in the box the
mates to the singles gloves they

other things,
claims the only living crying horse
in the world.
is owned by Sidney
Franklin, the director, and is called
Franklin recently purPrince Arthur.
chased him from a well known Los Angeles equine enthusiast, and the only
difference between Prince Arthur and
millions of other horses is that he sheds
real tears and sobs like a baby, (according to Tom Reed, the horse’s, not Franklin’s press representative).
Prince Arthur’s sobbing is not a neigh nor a whinny, but a person hearing it and not seeing the horse would believe it a human
being in distress. Mr. Franklin says the
horse’s sadness in no way resembles the
celebrated “horse Ha Ha” known the
world over and neither does it mimic
the laugh he (Franklin) gives his press
representative when he presents his

Chadwick Utters

whenever

pressure
ed one

HOLLYWOOD,He among

monthly

not a fact

1925

14,

*

*

Infancy

in Its

“With a face and

figure like mine I
ought to have been in the movies years

ago.”

“Yes, years and years ago.”
^

^

Mrs. Rudy’s Trick

Name

Now

that F. B. O. has signed Natacha
Rambova, they ought to conduct a contest giving a suitable prize to the one

who

can spell

it

and pronounce

it.

Famous Last Words
“I’m sending

mony,

my

‘sweetie’ for the ali-

dear.”
^

^

^

Lots of Reading Matter
There were two new motion picture
magazines launched in Hollywood last
week and three the week before. By
and by everyone can have his own exclusive magazine if this keeps up.
sjs

Ho,

hum.

Griffith Park.

Jfc

Home,

^

James,

through

— R.

M.

November

14,
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Pro-Dis-Co Joins Fight for
West Coast Booking Dates

Marin and Levy
Leave Universal
for Other Posts
YORK,

Nov.

3.

— Ned

$100,000,000

Marin and

Levy, two of the triple entente,
which has presided over the sales department of Universal for the past year, last
week resigned from that company.
The resignations caused rumors of a
shake-up which forced the departure of all
three sales managers, but this is vigorously
denied by Universal officials and by Marin
and Levy. Ned Depinet, the third member of the triumvirate, is not affected by
the changes.

According to Marin and Levy there was
no “shake-up” as both have quit their posts
to accept more lucrative positions with
other companies, the announcement of
which is to be made shortly. Both assert
that they have been considering making a
change for a long time and the fact that
both resignations came at approximately
the same time, is accidental.
Marin has been handling the sales in the

Western territory and Lou Metzger, who
has had charge of the complete service
been named as his successor.
Fred McConnell, who has been in
charge of the short feature sales department, has been promoted to the post
formerly held by Metzger.
No one has
been named as yet for the position made
vacant by the resignation of Mr. Levy, who
has had charge of the sales in the Middle
sales plan, has

East.

Zsigmond Lenkei, Pioneer
in Hungary, Visits U 5
.

( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

YORK,

.

Herald )

— Zsigmond

Nov.

3.-

Lenkei, pioneer of the Hungarian film
press and editor-in-chief of Kepes Mo-

which

zivilag,

lation

in

Hunga-

via, is in

America

years ago
founded the trade
Hunga-

ria and the
Union of Hungaexhibitors,
and today is secretary of the Hungarian film club.
rian

M. P. T O.-W Convention
Headquarters Changed
.

(

Special to Exhibitors

SEATTLE, WASH.,
tary Jim

Hone

Herald )

Nov.

3.— Secre-

M.

P. T. O. of
Washington, has announced that the organization’s convention will be held in the
Hotel Calhoun instead of in the hall that
was used last year, as first announced.

of

the

The change was made to accommodate the
large number of members who will attend
this year’s meeting,

which opens tomorrow.

Final arrangements for the M. P. T. O.
of Texas convention to be held at the
Baker hotel, Dallas, are being made. W.
S.

Waid,

&

consummated
with

Famous have

Katz and
a deal

in

McNaughton

Buffalo, N. Y.,

Realty

whereby they supplant

Company

outside interests, except Michael Shea, in the company operating the Shea theatres and
Shea continues to run the houses. The
transaction provides for a new theatre
on the Root site. The new Shea Buffalo theatre, seating 4,000, will be ready
the middle of January.
all

Warner Brothers has taken over and
opened the Orpheum theatre in Chicago, rechristening it the Warners Orpheum, and the State in Pittsburgh.
Howard Foerste, managing director of
Warners Cameo

Bridgeport, has
been transferred to the new Pittsburgh
house but George H. Moore, long manager of the former Jones, Linick &
Schaefer theatre in Chicago retains the
the

in

at St.

also has announced plans for
a 1,200 seat house to cost $150,000 and
will let contracts soon for the 2,000 seat
Sanford theatre. The latest transaction
gives this company a dominant position
in Northwestern St. Louis.

22

in

—

Balaban

company

study the inthis
dustry
of
Lenkei
country.
to

press

or building, are involved in the
transaction.
B. & K. Shea Deal Completed

built

Louis has taken over the Ashland and
Newstead theatres and on December 28
will assume charge of the Mikado. The

Czechoslovakia and Jugoslaria,

secretary, has planned an inter-

esting entertainment program, and the
president of the organization is negotiating
with nationally prominent theatre
workers to have them address the Texas
exhibitors.

in

Producers Distributing Corporation became an important factor in the
fight for booking dates on the West Coast this w^ek. when it was officially
announced in San Francisco that the North American Theatres, Inc., a
$100,000,000 theatre syndicate of New York bankers, had effected a merger
with two important California theatre chains.
DeMille Prominent in Both Organizations
Although it has been made clear that North American Theatres is entirely independent of P. D. C., Cecil B. De Mille and others interested in
Producers Distributing Corporation are likewise interested in North American Theatres and it is certain that the North American houses will provide
an outlet for the P. D. C. product.
been recorded in the last week. Hansen Theatres
Details of the merger appear in Ray
Inc., of Los Angeles has sold seven theatres to
Murray’s West Coast letter on page 38.
Pacific Theatres, Inc., for a $250,000 consideraMore than 100 California theatres either tion. Alice Calhoun is vice-president of the

Orpheum management.
Embassy Amusement Company

has a large circu-

—

Shea Deal in Buffalo, N. Y.

Jules

West and

Two Organizations Merged
New York Syndicate B. & K. Completes

Cecil B. DeMille Interested in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
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Comerford Acquires Four
Comerford Amusement Company has
acquired the Hudson theatre at Hudson,
Pa., the Lincoln at Plains, Pa., and the
Strand,
from M.
Swoyersville,
Pa.,
Matchutas and the Grand at Hazelton,
Pa., from Chris Weber.
William M. Pearl and Bertha J. Pearl
have leased the Pearl and Alcyon theatres
in Chicago to Highland
Park Theatre
Company, owned or controlled by
Louis Laemmle, brother of Carl Laemmle.

From Vancouver,
nouncement from

Hansen company.
two

The Hansen company

retains

houses.
reported that “Peck” Baker,

owner of the
and
City, Kan.,

It is

Electric Theatres in Kansas
Springfield, Mo., is planning a new theatre for
Springfield, which it is understood is being built
by Famous Players.
.At Omaha excavation
work is under way for the $1,000,000 theatre for
A. H. Blank.
Plans for the $1,000,000 Omaha
house for the World Realty Company also are
.

.

assuming form. ... In Missouri Robert Stemfle
of the Strand at St. Charles has had plans prepared for a new theatre there.
The 1,000 seat
Southampton in St. Louis has been completed.
The new Ritz of Houston, Tex., was opened on
November 1 by James G. Cafcalas, Theodore D.
Polmanakos and associates.
.In Detroit J. C.
Lasky is having plans drawn for a new theatre and
Henry S. Koppin has bought the property of
the New Home.
One hundred men are erecting a 22,000 seat
house in Carthay Center, Cal., which Fred Miller
will operate.
Miller is also building the Figueroa
theatre.
.From Albany, N. Y., comes the information that William Smalley of Cooperstown,
N. Y., who already owns a dozen theatres, has
taken over the Sherburne.
William Benton of
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., has opened the new
State in Mechanicville, N. Y.
The Antique theatre in Watertown, N. Y., has been bought by Carl
The lease of Robbins
A. Phillips of that city.
in
expires
Amusement company of Utica
.

.

.

.

.

.

February.

Companies in Germany have been
busy buying theatres. UFA has added
Manager Director Pummer
a number.
recently gave 130 as the total actually

UFA

possession of
but it controls
many more. Phoebus Company
has extended its chain from Berlin to
many small cities.
in the

a great

New Picture Companies
Form on Small

Capital

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

Low capitaliY., Nov.3.
feature of the new picture
company incorporations recorded in New
York state last week. Only seven companies entered the motion picture field, and
of these, three did not specify the amount
of capitalization. The list is:

ALBANY,

zation

is

N.

the

Brooklyn Boulevard Theatre Corporation, $10,Colony Theatre, Incoporated, $10,000; Char-

000;

B. C.,
J.

F.

comes an anLanger,

who

states he represents a chain, that a 2,200
seat theatre is to go into construction
next spring. At Albany, N. Y., it is reported that Ben Davis, formerly of the
Schine circuit, is endeavoring to form
the nucleus of a chain in Central
York.
At Indianapolis, Ind., the owners
of the Circle theatre are planning construction of a new downtown house,
while Edward G. Sourbier, Indianapolis

New

and Toledo operator, and H. A. Kiene
and associates are negotiating for lease
of a building in Indianapolis for conversion into a theatre.
Several other important theatre activities

have

mont Theatre

Guild, Incorporated, $10,000; International Film Art Guild, Incorporated, $5,000;

Pandora Theatres Corporation; Harrimont Realty
Export
Culver
Incorporated;
and
Company,
Corporation.

45-Day F. N. “Winner”
Sales T op $7,000,000
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 3.— First National
Pictures, Inc., has announced that 45 days
after delivery of the first of its “Winner”
group of pictures sales of that product
totaled more than $7,000,000 exclusive of
specials.
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Fox Luncheon

at

Hotel Astor, N.

Y., after

laying of cor nerstone of

Photo of cornerstone ceremonies on page

street.

Exhibitors

new New York Exchange

Honor Buxbaum At

Neiv York Manager Plays Host at Luncheon After Ceremony
Sealed in Niche Denotes Progress

—Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

YORK,

—

Nov. 3. The warm regard exhibitors of the metropolitan area have for Harry E. Buxbaum, manager of the Fox New
York Exchange, was evidenced by the large turnout for the laying

of the cornerstone of the

new Fox

building at 343-45

West 44th

street last

Wednesday.
Despite the cold raw weather, the street in front of the flag-bedecked
was choked with visiting exhibitors and others attending the cornerstone ceremonies. A captain of police, a dozen patrolmen and a mounted policeman were present to keep order and lend color to the occasion.
Julius Miller, president of the Borough of Manhattan, wielded the trowel
at the cornerstone ceremony.
pavilion

TNTO

a niche in the stone Borough
President Miller sealed two cans of

film that illustrate in a striking manner
the enormous strides that have been
made in the production of motion pictures in the 31 years that have elapsed
since the first picture was screened Feb.
5, 1894, by J. A. LeRoy with the first

projection machine, which he invented
and constructed with his own hands.
Film From 1894 in Cornerstone
One can contained selected scenes
from “The Iron Horse,” a Fox photodrama based on the building of the first
transcontinental railroad, a good example of the modern superpicture. The
other contained bits of film clipped from
pictures shown by Mr. LeRoy in 1894,
1895 and 1896. Among the subjects were
the coronation of King Edward VII of
England, a pickaninny being bathed, fire
and flood scenes and a locomotive in

motion.
As Mr.

LeRoy wrote in the
sealed into the stone with the
“these were considered wonderful
tures in those days.”
Mr. LeRoy

note
film,

pic-

was

,

343-45

14,

1925

West 44th

46.

Fox Cornerstone Laying
EW

November

present at the laying of the cornerstone.

His motion picture machine and camera
shop is next door but one from the new

Fox exchange.
Buxbaum Host

at

Luncheon

After the ceremonies Mr. Buxbaum
played host to the exhibitors at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor. Short speeches
were then made by Borough President

John C. Nisele, treasurer of Fox
Film Corporation; James R. Grainger,
Fox general sales manager, and Mr. Buxbaum. The city official paid the industry as a whole a splendid tribute; Mr.
Miller,

Nisele predicted prosperity for both
producer and exhibitors, while Mr.
Grainger praised his New York manager
for the efficient manner in which he has
been handling the distribution of Fox
pictures in the Metropolitan district.
The luncheon itself was served “in
five appetizing reels with a sumptuous
prologue.”
The prologue was nothing
less than “Iron Horse d’Oeuvres.” Then
came “dotted line olives au Grainger,”
“trowel” soup and “Darne of Halibut a la
cornerstone.” The third sequence con-

“Tom Mix broiled chicken from
wide open spaces,” with “String
Of course
(along with Fox) beans.”
there were plenty of other appetizing
dishes along with these.
Among the guests were:

sisted of

the

Benson, H. Yalta, Henry Huber, M.
Bill
Schane, A. Stanzler, Herry Brandt, C. H. Moses,
Lewis Moses, B. Brodie, J. M. Benas, L. Nelson,
Wm. O. Leith, Max Levinthal, F. S. M. Hall, J.
O’Connor, Geo. D. Trilling, Wm. J. Reilly,
J.
Fred Quimby, J. L. Geller, W. B. S. Rogers, Wm.
Francke. Lester Cohn, Albert Cooper, A.
C.
Shenk, J. Weinstock, S. Rinzler, H. Rachmil, S.
Freedman, E. Friedberger, J. M. Seider, A. G.
Harsten, L. Hamberger, H. Sheffman, J. Manheimer, H. L. Hedger, A. Fox, A. H. Eisenstadt,
Sol Brill, J. Sokaloff, A. Flinn, J. Hattam. Louis
Cohen, R. Cohen, George Brennan, Fred Mertens, Wm. Fried, Sol Ravies, Harold Raives, D.
Biskel, Morty
J.
Keizerstein, B. M. Rossasy,
Schwartz, J. S. Spargo, J. R. Grainger, W.
Brandt, Sydney Cohn, Pete Woodhull, N. Thomas, C. Hamburger, M. Latinsky, C. Steiner, S.
Bach, D. Weinstock, M. Glynn, S. N. Morose, N.
Holmes, J. Goldberg, A. J. Van Beuren, J. Miller,
G. Kelly, F. K. Teipel, M. J. Schwartz, F. H. Mitchell,
C. Loew, E. L. Grainger, P. Smith, C. W.
Eckhardt, P. Casey, D. Ames, J. J. Furman, T.
J. Drennan, M. L. Simmons, V. M. Moses, F. L.
Allen. P. L. Trussell, H. A. Visel, I. Welt,
M. Goodman, F. Schader, Mr. Springer, P. C.
Swenhart, G. E. Schrann, J. H. Steinman, Benj.
Sherman, Chas. J. Bryan. S. P. Schrann, Soil
Swensen, D. H. Loew, Jay Flinn, E. Bartnett, F.
Huelver, C. Leon, I. Katz, A. H. Schwartz, D.
Winstock, L. Brecher, Wm. McChesney, Geo. W.
Jacobs, Sam Schwartz, Edw. Bimberg, D. Rosenzweig, Chas. Schwartz, P. Mandel, Joe Perl, Rose
Pelswick, J. C. Risle, Alderman McManus, P.
Adam, S. Fabian, E. Picker, J. Keal, C. Harris,
Pat Casey, J. McDermid, J. Manheimer, Oscar
Cooper, George Bradley, Harry Tisel, William
Colling, Palmer Smithy, Irene Thirer and Dorothy
Herzog.

The luncheon ended with “Genoise
diplomate Buxbaum” with a sip
of “moka hokum.”
glace

Hollywood Is 14 Years
Old as Picture Capital
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 3.— This

city

has

just celebrated its fourteenth year as a
film
On October 27, 1911, A1
center.
Christie and three companies of motion
picture actors arrived here and began proThe first films were developed
duction.
in

an

old

roadhouse,

and converted

into

which

was rented

a laboratory.

A

November

1925

14,

:
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Famous Players Quiz in Final
Round; Hearings Open Nov. 10
Facts and Allegations, “Old Stuff’ to Trade, Prompt Reams of
Newspaper Copy Brisbane in Editorial Takes Side

—

of

Paramount

in Controversy

chapter of the federal trade commission’s investigation of the
The
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and subsidiary corporations will begin November 10, on which date hearings will be resumed.
The stage was completely set this week when Famous Players filed its brief
denying the conspiracy and monopoly charges. It asserts that the corporation merely has been selling its product directly to the consumer without
going through a middleman.
final

Heralded by Columns of Newspaper Stories

The hearings

are being preceded by a series of stories in newspapers in
parts of the United States, based upon the reports of the commission.
To the general public, the facts and allegations set forth may be news
but to the trade in general it is “old stuff.”
all

Alfred A.

NEW

Cohn

—

YORK,

Nov. 3. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has purchased an original
The title of
story by Alfred A. Cohn.
the story is “Frisco Sal.”

Despite Downpour
99
“Bees Opens to

Capacity Houses
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

3.
The wetting that
claimed all venturing out October 25 did
not restrain thousands from braving the
downpour of rain to reach the B. S. Moss’
Cameo theatre for the opening of “The
Keeper of the Bees,” F. B. O. production.
The picture played to capacity houses all

Nov.

day and evening.
Great hosts of admirers of Gene Stratton-Porter, author of the story, turned out
eager to see the screen version of her book.

Hays and Producers
Lauded

for

Care of

Children in Studios
DULUTH, MINN.,

Nov. 3.—The National Association of Compulsory Education Officials in session here a few days
ago adopted a resolution praising Will H.
Hays and motion picture producers for
providing such improved conditions for
the education and care of children in the
studios.

resolution

was adopted

after

the

Los Angeles board of education through

Raymond

B. Dunlap, its director of
welfare, had reported the methods
obtaining in studios for the care of children used in pictures.
In the resolution
Hays was also commended for establishing “Saturday Morning Movies” for boys

Prof.
child

and

girls.

Floats $4,000,000 Bonds
for Expansion in Brazil
( Special

from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Nov.

3.—

total of 4,000 debentures was issued today
at $1,000 each by the Campanhia Brazil

Cinematographica, according to Richard C.
Long, assistant trade commissioner, here.
The Rio de Janeiro company plans to enlarge its theatre holdings and extend its
film

rental

business.

everything

printed

in

the

Randolph
writer for William
editorial
Hearst takes Paramount’s side in the controversy saying in part
Complaint is made that one concern produces
too many pictures, has too many theatres, and

papers at the time, but apparently, the editors do not recall having printed it months
or years ago and are playing it as news

puts

hot off the wire.

tures

New York World
The New York World,

nothing Greek about it,” he
“We
states in concluding the interview.
had not thought of control. It was the
mere thought of protecting our business
and to perpetuate it.
How can anyone
without a market for his product continue
in business?
With
“Theatres required management.
that thought in mind, I watched the field,
selected Balaban & Katz and made a deal
to turn the management of our theatres
over to them. Mr. Katz is here now. They
will handle the management in the way
they can most efficiently. It is out of our
hands now.”
Few Editorial Comments
is

Few newspapers have commented
upon the

report.

edi-

Arthur Brisbane,

Sister of “Brown Eyes”
Doing Well, Thanks
( Special

to

Nov. 3.—Buster
Keaton, star of “Go West,” believes his attempts will be successful to persuade the family of
his leading feminine player to
name him as godfather to a newborn son of last week.

“Mollie,”

sister

of “Brown Eyes,” the affable bovine who plays the leading role for

Keaton.

own

its

own

theatres.

Oil has its gasoline stations
gasoline in them.

World and

Chicago

and

Tribune

have their own paper mills, and in their own
newspapers they use their own newsprint.
Why shouldn’t Marcus Loew or Zukor and Lasky or anybody else build as many theatres as he
can and put in the theatres that he owns the
pictures that he produces?
Since when must government interfere in building up big enterprises, able to give people what
they want?

Most newspapers, however, have conthemselves with the Washington
dispatches and have not expressed them-

tended
selves

editorially.

Chanin Company Wins

Roxy Theatre Contract
NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Nov. 3.— S. L. Rothafel
has just announced that Walter W. Alschlager, Chicago, designer of the Roxy,
the world’s largest motion picture theatre, has awarded the contract for the
of the house to the Chanin
New York.
Company,
Construction
Rothafel announces that plans and specifications are ready and that the contractors will proceed with the building
at once. Ahlschlager has designed some
of the finest motion picture houses in
the country and the Chanin Construction
Company in the last year has built sev-

erection

eral theatres here.

The Rothafel project involves the expenditure of $8,000,000.
A first mortgage bond issue of $4,250,000 has been
placed by S. W. Straus and Company,
and the remainder of the financing has
been underwritten by a group of private
bankers.

“Nervous Wreck 99 Screen

Exhibitors Herald)

is

its

of

The New York

Rights

HOLLWOOD,

The mother

pictures in

Let somebody else produce more
it?
There is
and build better theatres.
plenty of room to build theatres and make pic-

puts

There is little new in the Zukor interview, so far as the motion picture trade
is concerned.
He denies having a monopoly,
or striving for one; states that Famous
Players only does from 10 to 15 per
cent of the business; says he has used no
oppressive methods, and adds that the
market is open.
He states that when First National organized as an exhibitors’ circuit for distribution and then went into production,
Famous Players had to go into exhibition
to protect its business.

torially

own

its

What

pictures,

The Standard

“Expose”

for several days
has dressed up the report into a new “expose,” climaxing its series of stories by
opening its columns to an interview with
Adoph Zukor.

“There

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

The

Practically

newspapers was presented to readers of
Exhibitors Herald while the investigation
was in progress during the past four
years.
Much of it was published in news-

NEW

Go

to Christie

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, Nov. 3.— Negotiations for
purchase by Producers Distributing
Corporation of the screen rights to “The
the

Wreck,” stage play by Owen
have just been closed, it is announced, with the rights going to Charles
and A1 Christie.
A1 Christie will produce “The Nervous

Nervous
Davis,

Wreck”

feature

be

released

through Pro-Dis-Co. following
Behave,” his current production.

“Madam

as

a

to

—
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Spoor Prepares to Begin New
“Third Dimension” Picture
—

Days Delay First Production Essanay Film Equipment
Required for Theatres to Shoiv Special Process Product
EORGE K. SPOOR, owner of the Essanay Film Mfg. company,
has dismissed the cast of “The Price of the Prairie,” putting aside

Sunless

G

the production until autumn, 1926. Another story has been selected
and plans are well under way for its production, which is to be completed

this year.

November

Chief of Frank Chain

General Headquarters
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WATERLOO,

IA., Nov. 3.— Arthur E.
Weld, theatre manager and newspaper man,
has been appointed chief of the general
headquarters of the Frank Amusement
Company, Inc., Alexander Frank, president
and chief director of the company, has announced. He will also act as booker for
the Frank circuit here and in Cedar Rapids,
Clinton, Waterloo and other towns in this
territory.

THE

newsman and

weather was pointed

fall

out by Spoor as the cause for the
When
dismissal of the “Prairie” cast.
-*

production began

five

weeks ago

it

was

believed that all the exteriors could be
shot in October as the story dealt with
But because of the
October weather.
many sunless days shooting of the exDuring that time
teriors was delayed.
It was
96 interior scenes were made.
possible to film only a few exteriors before frosty weather set in.

Essanay Equipment Required
Mary McAllister and Paul

Aside from

Ellis, principals, the cast of the new picture has not been chosen.
Both these
players were cast in the first picture.
The story selected is set in the North
Woods and Chicago. It is likely that
the company will be taken on location
in a few weeks to make exteriors.

According to Spoor’s statement it will
be necessary for a theatre showing pictures made by the process to install for
the time the complete equipment supplied by the Essanay company with the
film.
That will mean that special projection machines, special rewinds and a
special screen will be supplied.
The
screen required for the showing must be
not less than 38 feet wide. The screen
used now at the Chicago plant for experimental showings and rushes is 42
feet by 22^2 feet.
From a layman’s viewpoint it appears
that the system for the process is
worked out on a two ray basis, whereas
the system now in use is on a one ray
basis.
Two lenses focus upon the object, in making scenes, instead of one
lens.
Two negatives are made and developed with a process that results in

one piece of film. But in the projection
machine two light rays strike the film
instead of one, casting an image on the
screen from two angles. Thus the appearance of “depth” results.
Declares Distortion Avoided
film is so constructed that if used
in a simple arc lantern of proper size
the image is thrown on the screen “fiat”
just as it is with standard projection
methods. Likewise if a standard printer
or a standard lens is used the result will
be an ordinary “flat” picture.
One of the advantages pointed out by
Spoor is that the image appears on the
screen without distortion to the person
sitting at a sharp angle to the screen.
In the nine years that he has worked
on the invention more than $1,000,000
has been spent on its development. Approximately $180,000 is said to have been
spent on the production now put aside
until next year.
The cost of one set of

The

projection machines

Equipment

is

sufficient

$16,000.
to supply

six

theatres has already been manufactured,
and the plant is prepared to construct
equipment for several more at once.
Sequences made and screened by the
process have been witnessed by a number of prominent showmen, all of whom
have expressed sincere confidence in the
success of the invention. Among those
who have uttered enthusiastic approval
are J. J. Shubert and A. H. Woods.
Arrangements are being made for premieres shortly after Jan. 1, 1926, in Chicago, London, New York and Los Angeles “legitimate” houses.
No attempt
is being made to give the first process
production a debut in a motion picture
theatre.

Paramount Students Ready
to

Make

First Picture

NEW

YORK,

Directors ; Gains Variety
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

HOLLYWOOD,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 3.—Jesse L.

Nov.

3.—A1

Christie

tion,

has adopted the plan of alternating his directors to insure variety in his output of
comedies.
Earl Rodney, former Christie
comedian who has been made a director,

Byron

and William Watson, Harold Beaudine
and Robert Thornby form the directorial
staff now at work.
Scott Sidney has been
lent to Metropolitan Productions to make
one picture.

Lasky,

first

vice-president

of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporahas announced that the “Paramount Junior Stars” of the
Paramount Picture School will
begin production November 9 of
the story written for them by

Morgan and adapted by

Paul Schofield.

Sam Wood

will

direct the picture.

“No effort is being spared to
make this first production of the
junior stars a professional photoplay in every sense of the word,”
said Lasky. “Mr. Morgan is noted
for his entertaining stories of

On the current Christie schedule are 28
two-reel comedies, all of which will be released through Educational.
Bobby Vernon, Billy Dooley, Neal Burns, Walter
Hiers and Jimmie

Adams have

pictures in

production.

De

Mille Seeks Star

youth and action.
Mr. Wood
probably is the most sympathetic

C.

director of young actors in the
profession. Mr. Schofield, with a
long list of successful adaptations
to his credit, is an ideal addition
to the combination.”

HOLLYWOOD,

( Special to Exhibitors

Herald)

Nov. 3.—Cecil

B.

De

is seeking a new type of girl to play
feminine lead in “The Volga Boatman,” and has turned his attention to the
army of extras in the hope of finding
the player he needs, it is announced.

Mille
the

Weld brings to the Frank organization
knowledge and experience acquired during
16 years of association with theatres as a
as a theatre manager. For

\.

three years he was manager of the Strand
at Cedar Rapids, and managed the local
Strand for four years.

Price Changes A. E.’s
Advertising Methods
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 3.— Oscar Price,
head of Associated Exhibitors, has ordered changes in the company’s method of issuing press books and
other advertising matter and the disconrecently

elected

tinuance of the clipping service, it is anClippirtgs pertaining to producnounced.
tion other than features like “The Sky
Rocket” will not be kept in future. The
company’s press books hereafter will appear in full newspaper page size, in two
colors, instead of in tabloid form, and the
company house organ will be issued semimonthly instead of weekly.
Robert E. Welsh, director of publicity
and advertising, has abandoned the plan
to issue a 24-page press book on “The Sky
Rocket,” and will issue a much larger and
Specifications for
more elaborate book.
the new book call for leather covers, 32
pages of publicity stories and 32 pages of
Original
advertising
copy.
newspaper
drawings will be used in place of the
scenes from the picture that are ordinarily included in a book of this kind.

Government Gives Aid
for Picture Realism
C Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

3.

—Victor

Schert-

who is making “The Golden
for Fox Film Corporation from

zinger,

Strain”

Christie Alternates His

Made

Arthur E. Weld

In each of these productions the recently invented “third dimension
process,” patented by Spoor and P. John Berggren, laboratory engineer
at the Essanay plant, is used.
unusual

1925

14,

Peter B. Kyne’s novel “Thoroughbreds,”
enlisted the aid of the government in
working out details of the military sequences before the producing company
went on location in Arizona. The gov-

on uniforms,
and revolvers used
during the period covered by the story

ernment
drills,

supplied

salutes,

data

rifles

the last half of the nineteenth century.
Apache Indian chiefs have supplied information that will be applied for realism in the filming of the Indian sequences.
Players already cast for parts in “The
Golden Strain” are Kenneth Harlan,

Madge Bellamy, Hobart Bosworth,
Frank Beal, Ann Pennington, Frank
McGlynn, Jr., Larry Fisher, Grace Morse
and Lawford Davidson.

40,000 Entries Listed
in M-G-M Child Contest
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald )

Nov. 3.—Almost 40,000
entries have been made, it is reported, in
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer child film star
Each day up to December 1 the
contest.
York American prints an entry coupon and at least a column of editorial matter pertaining to the contest.

New

)

November

14,
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1925

Morgan Name
December Exhibitors Month

Biechele and

Steiner Films Paramount’s

Greatest Production
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Steiner,
goes to

YORK,

Nov. 3.— William
Paramount cameraman,
Times Square here every

M. P. T. 0. K.-M. Will Receive Percentage on Rentals on ProDis-Co Releases on Play Dates Set and Obtained
by League’s Representatives

morning and films a bit of the
company’s most costly production
the Paramount building, which
when completed will represent an

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

nam

building, which formerly occupied the site, started, and will
record each day’s progress until
the new structure is completed.
Each day’s footage of him will be
made part of the celluloid chronicle of the fall of the old structure
and the building of the new.

.

to Exhibitors

YORK,

Nov.

3.

DAILY MIRROR

—

Idea Conceived by Biechele

Producer Distributing Corporation.
Biechele’s plan was to obtain the cooperation of Pro-Dis-Co in the association’s drive for members because of ProstandDic-Co’s
ing among the
leading indepenreleasing
d e n t

Herald)

— The

3.

idea of Exhibitors Month was conceived by R. R. Biechele, president
of the M. P. T. O. K.-M., according to W. J. Morgan, sales manager of

U. Beauty Contest

NEW

Nov.

The

Y. Mirror Joins Tieup
to Exploit Finals in
( Special

YORK,

Co-operation between the distributing and exhibiting branches of the industry is reflected in the agreement between
the M. P. T. O. of Kansas-Missouri and Producers Distributing CorporaUnder
tion whereby December has been set aside as Exhibitors Month.
the plan the exhibitors’ organization will receive a share of the receipts
collected by Pro-Dis-Co for December play dates.

outlay of $13,500,000.
Steiner maintains a permanent
setup on the roof of the Criterion
theatre, across the street from the
new building. He began filming
when the work of razing the Put-

N

companies, Morexplained,
ga n
adding that the
corporation
n
turn
considered
i

New York

has joined in a plan
with the Moss, Keith and Proctor interests here to exploit the final phases of the

Laemmle-Mirror Beauty contest which is
being conducted by C. E. Holah, director
of Universal’s cross country mobile studio
unit, the “See America First” caravan.
Seven of the contest winners from other
cities are at Universal City now being
trained in Universal pictures.
The girl
who is to star in “Peg of New York” is
yet to be selected.
In case of a tie both
entrants will receive a like award.
One
girl chosen in each of 18 theatres here
will enter the finals November 9 on the

Hippodrome

to

is

the date set for the preview at the Embassy here of Cecil B. De Mille’s first
personally directed independent production, “The Road to Yesterday.”
Admission to the showing will be by invitation
only, and it is expected that a brilliant
crowd from local trade and social circles
will attend.
full musical score will
be played in connection with the show-

A

ing.

Preparations have been completed for
14 other previews to be held immediately

Embassy showing,

following the

announced,

and

arrangements

it

for

is

12

others are being made.
The houses in
which these subsequent previews will be
held cover the entire country.

Goldbeck , 27,

Named

to Direct for F. P.-L.
( Special

NEW

to Exhibitors

YORK,

today announced

Goldbeck

to

the

Nov.

Herald

—Jesse
elevation

the
position

Famous Players-Lasky. He

Lasky

L.

3.

Willis
of director for
is 27 years old.

of

old.

Finis

NEW
director

Fox Signs Contract

YORK. — Finis

Fox,

author,

scenarist,

and former producer, has been signed by

Metropolitan

Productions, releasing through ProDis-Co., and has been added to the scenario staff
under the supervision of Jack Cunningham.

compensation.
have no other proposition of this
nature under consideration at present
and I am unacquainted with the financial
standings of the various exhibitor units.
But first and foremost Producers Distributing Corporation is interested in the
general welfare of the industry and we
are at all times ready and willing to
listen to any fair and honest plan for
the advancement of the exhibitor body.”
fair

“We

Columbia Completes
Full Year Schedule;
Curtailment Denied

R. R. Biechele

idea worthy
application
and saw an opportunity to help
the Kansas-Missouri
showmen

o

f

strengthen
W.

Date Set for Preview
of “Road to Y ester day”
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. — November 6

ting of play dates and therefore the percentages to be turned over to the M. P.
T. O. may be properly looked upon as

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

the

stage.

3.

37

J.

their

forces.

Morgan

Under

all

Pro-Dis-Co

December on dates

releases
set

played

in

and obtained by

representatives of the exhibitors’ organization.

“When Mr.

Biechele explained his or-

ganization’s greatest need was funds and
asked for our co-operation in obtaining
such funds through a percentage ar-

rangement on booking

dates,

we

Morgan

Columbia and other independent producers
have decided to curtail production. Negaof the 18 pictures are now in the
laboratory.
Unusual exploitation stunts are promised
for “When Husbands Flirt” and “Lure of
the Wild,” which are next on the release
chart, and the national advertising and publicity campaign on the entire schedule prepared early in the season will be continued.
Dorothy Revier, who is under a long
term starring contract with Columbia, has
some of the' best vehicles of her career.

finally

accepted his plan which has just been
put into operation,”

YORK, Nov. 3.— Columbia Pictures Corporation has completed its entire
program for this year, officials of the company announced in refuting the rumor that
tives

the pro-

ject the M. P. T. O. of Kansas and Missouri will receive a percentage of rentals

on

NEW

declared.

Not Out to Obtain Contracts
“The M. P. T. O. representatives

Meighan Donates $1,000
to Jewish Campaign

are

not out to obtain contracts nor induce
the booking of our releases but in all
instances where we have closed contracts for our pictures without playing
dates the M. P. T. O. representatives are
at liberty to obtain definite play dates
for December and a percentage of the
receipts from these dates will be turned
over to the M. P. T. O.”
The percentage will be used by the
M. P. T. O. to obtain new members and
to carry out the progressive plans of the
organization, Morgan said.
Help Set Definite Dates
“We consider this plan as fair and
novel as it is novel,” h^ said. “It obviates the necessity of assessing the
members of the organization or resorting to the unpleasant task of seeking
contributions.
In effect the efforts of
the M. P. T. O. representatives will not
increase our bookings but they will render valuable assistance to us in the set-

( Special

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

NEW YORK, Nov. —Thomas
3.

who

Meighan

of Jewish faith contributed
$1,000 to the $14,000,000 drive being made
by the Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies at a
the
meeting
of
sub-chairmen
o f
the Theatrical and
Picture
is

not

Motion
division.

Following the
meeting a picture

called

“Human

Dividends” depict-

work of the
charities cared
for by the Federation was shown.
ing

91

Adolph Zukor
actively

campaign.

Thomas Meighan

is

interested

in

the

organization’s

—
38
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Two

Merger Affects

Circuits’

100 California Theatres
West Theatres,
and Golden State Consolidated—FP-L

Far

Inc.,

Executives Leave for Chicago Convention

H

*

—

nouncement made

New

is

made

a director of the

Golden State concern.

combination, it is universally
agreed, will provide an even greater

outlet for pictures released through the

Producers
Distributing
Corporation.
Simultaneously with the merger announcement, E. H. Emmick, president of
Golden State Theatre and Realty Corporation, said his company had added
three more theatres to its extensive
chain. There are the Wilson at Fresno,
the Atkins at Berkeley, and the Visalia
at Visalia.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,

of

West Coast

is

general

manager of North American Theatres,
Inc., and Harold Horne, formerly in
charge of presentations at the Criterion
theatre, is the Los Angeles representative of t'he Far West theatres.

The Motion

Picture Directors Association, as a result of the recent trip East
of Reginald Barker, organization member, has petitioned the transcontinental
railroads for faster train service between
Los Angeles and Chicago. Mr. Barker
returned last week, his first vacation in
three years.
*

*

*

Two

Arrested in Safe Lugging
Last week a detective arrested J. H.
Nixon and Dave Bernard in an inquiry
regarding the carrying away of a 200-lb.
safe

from the Hollyway theatre

at 1624

Sunset boulevard. Nixon was employed
as assistant manager.
*

*

*

Executives from
Famous PlayersLasky’s Hollywood Studio left today for
Chicago to attend the semi-annual convention of the department of distribution
there November 5, 6 and 7. Victor H.
Clark, assistant to Jesse Lasky, first vice
president, left in advance to spend a few
days in St. Louis. Ralph Block, managing editor of Paramount’s play department; Hector Turnbull, supervisor of
productions
Arch Reeve, West Coast
publicity director, and Carol Peacock,
branch manager, were in the party.
;

*

The

suit of

*

*

Mary Miles Minter

against

her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Shelby was
temporarily thrown out of court when
Judge Hanby sustained the mother’s demurrer. Miss Minter contends that during the time she was a picture' star she
earned more than $1,000,000, which was
turned over to her mother as guardian.
The demurrer was sustained on a technicality.
*

*

*

Mildred Harris, now married to Terry
MacGovern, has returned to Los Angeles
with her son, Everett John MacGovern,

Miss Harris

in pictures at the
*

Hal Roach
*

*

*

Luncheons Without

*

a

Speech

A luncheon without a speech was tendered the press and motion picture writers of Los Angeles by Michael Arlen,
the author, at the
Thursday, Charles

Menjou

Ambassador

will

appear

lot.

*

Fred Niblo, who is putting the finishing touches to “Ben Hur,” will take a
well earned vacation immediately on

*

Chaplin and Adolphe
were among those present.
*

*

Myrtle Stedman Entertains
Myrtle Stedman and her handsome
son, Lincoln, fed the hungry newspaper
scribes and trade paper representatives
at her beautiful home on McCadden
Place last Wednesday. It was really the
dedication of her new home.
*

*

Ben

Turpin,

*

Roy

Miller was chairman of the last
Wampas meeting, and had as entertainers Donald Ogden Stewart and Max Miller.
Mr. Miller presented an unusual
film, showing scenes of the Grand Canyon, in which the third dimension was

for

*

*

Series, is seriously

home.

ally supervised

by Mr. Lesser and Mi-

chael Rosenberg, secretary of Principal
Pictures.
It is planned to give work at
the various Hollywood studios to the
second, third, fourth and fifth girls chosen
by the test.
*

*

*

John McCormick, general manager of
for First National, Harry Wilson and Ronald Colman arrived home Sunday from New

West Coast production

*

Richard
has taken

*

*

*

Fred Beetson, secretary of the Assoof Motion Picture Producers,
has returned from a conference with
Will Hays in New York and will announce the plans for the free casting
bureau next week.
*

Sam

*

*

and

general
manager of Lumas Film Corporation,
New York is here conferring with
Renaud Hoffman on six productions for

Lumas.

Saxe,

president

in the

*

Thomas

Productions, Inc.,
over the studio property
known as Berwilla Studios, 5821 Santa
Monica boulevard, and the work of remodeling, which will cost $100,000, began yesterday. The establishment will
be known as the Richard Thomas Produtions Studio.
*

*

*

Harry Langdon’s new $10,000 English
bungalow and work shop on the United
It
Studios lot is nearing completion.
represents a perfect little home with
library, fireplace, kitchen and a large

work room. Another bungalow for Colleen Moore has just been completed
a

gift

*

*

Carl

from

Colleen

to

Laemmle,

her

husband,

of

Universal

*

president

Los Angeles Friday.

Ginsberg Produces Well
in Advance of Schedule
Exhibitors Herald
Special
NEW YORK, Nov. 3.—Henry Ginsberg
to

(

)

president of Henry Ginsberg Distributing
Corporation, has announced that his company’s entire 1925-26 output, six Banner
and L-L Royal productions, will be completed by the end of February, 1926. Production of both series is two months ahead
The pictures in the two
of schedule.
series are:
“The Love Gamble,” “Wreckage,” “Wandering Footsteps,” “Before Midnight,” “Big Pal,”
“The Phantom Express,” (all completed), “The
Checkered Flag,” “Brooding Eyes,” “Whispering Canyon,” “The Taxi Mystery,” “The Millionaire Policeman” and “A Desperate Moment.”
Ginsberg will leave here November 5
for a tour of all western exchanges hand-

Banner and Royal pictures, and will
end his trip in Hollywood, where he will
check up production details at the Banner
stduios, where Banners and Royals are
made, with Samuel J. Briskin, president of
Banner productions.

Robert Horner Plans 6

city.

*

at his

ling

McCormick Returns West

York

Sennett.

Hollywood
same
recovering from an

ill

organization, is just
attack of the “flu.”

Pictures, arrived in

Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures Corporation, who is about to film
Harold Bell Wright’s novel, “The Winning of Barbara Worth,” closed a contest Saturday in conjunction with the
West Coast theatres in search of a girl
to play the role of Barbara Worth. Tests
have been made at all West Coast theatres by George Gibson, well known
cameraman, and the screen tests of the
ten lucky girls chosen will be person-

Mack
*

Larry Kent, juvenile

Monte Blue has left for a vacation in
the North Woods, having just finished
“The Agony Column” at Warner’s.
Monte has made four pictures this year.
*

the

Kit Guard, the F. B. O. comedian who
has been appearing in the “Mazie”

John McCormick.

*

New Home
many years

paint for his old boss,

clearly emphasized, while Mr. Stewart
gave several humorous readings.
* *
*

*

*

in

scrambled visioned comedy star of the
Mack Sennett organization, has changed
his address.
He is now comfortably
housed on a beautiful Beverly Hills
estate, where his sister, Mrs. Neice, and
a housekeeper are looking after him and
the new home.
As soon as Ben gets
thoroughly settled in the new abode he
will take a month’s vacation in the East,
and immediately upon his return to California he will again put on the grease

hotel last

ciation

Mildred Harris Returns

age one month.

completion of the gigantic picture. With
Mrs. Niblo (Enid Bennett) he will sail
for Europe about January 1.

*

former manager

Theatres, Inc.,

'

Ben Turpin

holding 36 motion picture houses in Los Angeles and the Golden State
Theatre and Realty Corporation of San Francisco, operating 33 Northern
California theatres. By the merger Cecil B. De Mille, independent producer,
'T'HIS

1925

wood home.

3.
Interest this week is centered in the anin San Francisco of the consolidation of two
large theatre circuits as the North American Theatres, Inc., a
$100,000,000 syndicate of
York City, which affects more than 100
California theatres. The merger includes the Far West Theatres, Inc.,

Nov.

14,

Having completed her latest starring
vehicle, “Made for Love,” Leqtrice Joy
Miss
will enjoy a long looked for rest.
Joy left yesterday for New York, where
she will spend Thanksgiving, but the
popular De Mille star will be home in
time for Christmas with her little
daughter and mother in their Holly-

RAY MURRAY

By

OLLYWOOD,

November

(

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 3.— Robert Horhead of Robert Horner Productions,
plans to start immediately on a series of
six metropolitan melodramas, the first of
which will be “The Millionaire Orphan.”
ner,

Horner will
rectly to his

these pictures
franchise holders.

distribute

new

di-

Ben V erschleiser Recovers
HOLLYWOOD. Ben Verschleiser, producer of
“The Love Gamble” and “Wreckage” for Banner

—

Productions,

has

recovered

from

recent

illness.

November

14,
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Film News
in

Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald
Issue of

Douglas Fairbanks of United Artists
was reported last week to be contemplating the making of a series of pictures in which both he and Mary
Pickford will star.

39

Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

November 14

H. A. R. Dutton, president of ExhibiSupply Company, Chicago, largest
distributors of
motion picture
equipment is celebrating the Tenth
Anniversary of his company.

tors

Charles Chaplin, Mrs. Chaplin (Lita Grey) and Frank L. Newman were snapped when they attended the opening of “Little
Annie Rooney,” Mary Pickford’s United Artists production at
Grauman’s Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, October 22.
Many notables attended.

George H. Davis, president of Banner Productions, Inc., October 27
“independents” in the press
for “crying about conditions,” stating that it is bad psychology.

criticized

Mae Murray, who starred in “The Merry Widow,”
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, is shown as she waved
goodbye from the observation platform upon her departure for New York. She will go abroad for a year
to

make

several pictures.

”
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November

William Fox, long prominent in the industry, is the
president of the Fox Film
Corporation with offices
in New York.

1925

14,

Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident in charge of
production of FamousPlayers-Lasky, likewise received the honor.

“Twelve Big

Men
of the
Film World
The A. M. P. A. voted
recently upon the 12 big-

men

gest

of the industry.

Zukor received
greatest number of

Adolph
the

Totals

votes.

Adolph Zukor received the most votes when ballots were
by members of the A. M. P. A. to determine the “bigman” in the film industry. He is head of the Famous

cast
gest

Players-Lasky organization.

The

results

of

the

balloting

for

the

men were not
announced. The arrangeother

1 1

ment on

this

not indicate
portance.

pages does
im-

relative

were announced October 13.

D. W. Griffith, another of
the “12”, has recently
joined the Paramount organization. He has pro-

chain of Loew theatres and
is at the head of MetroGoldwyn-M a y e r produc-

duced many pictures.

tion

Sidney R. Kent

manager

of

Players - Lasky
tion. His office

York

city.

is

the

company.

general

Samuel Katz, executive

Famous

Balaban & Katz theatre circuit, has recently become

corporais

Marcus Loew controls the

in

New

associated
Players.

of

with Famous

S.

L. Rothafel,

known

as

“Roxy,” is at the head of
a newly formed theatre
corporation in New York

Laemmle

the
is
executive of the
Universal Pictures Corporation.
He recently
returned from abroad.

Carl

chief

M. Schenck is
chairman of the board of

Joseph

directors

of

United Art-

City.

and also head
Schenck Productions.

Richard A. Rowland, who
on the honor
is named

Will H.
of
the

list

of the press organiza-

tion, has signed a new
First National contract.

ists

Hays

is

of

president

Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors

Association of

erica, Inc.

Am-

November

14,

1925
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Viola Dana recently left the Coast to appear in an Associated Exhibitors picture. In front row are (left to right)
Mabel Taliaferro, Miss Dana and her sister Shirley Mason.

Rear are Mrs.
Flugrath.

Edna Flugrath Shaw and Mr. and Mrs. John

41

Joseph M. Schenck presented a floral wreath and a “Don
Q” cup to the winner of the “Don Q” handicap recently at
the Thorncliffe race track, Toronto. “Don Q” is the most
recent picture to be made by Douglas Fairbanks for United
Artists Corporation.

Lige Conley and Estelle Brad-

Clive Brook, Jetta Goudal and
Robert Ames (left) struck an
appropriate pose while between scenes of Pro-Dis-Co’s
“Three Faces East.”

ley,

shown

here, appear in Edu-

cational-M e r m a i d comedies.
They are posing with a “prop”
wishbone on the lot.

Corinne Griffith (top), Dorothy Mackaill (left)
and Doris Kenyon. All are First National players.
Respective pictures made by them recently are
“Classified,” “Chickie” and “The Half Way Girl.”
Miss Mackaill begins “Joana” soon.

Love is a featured
player in the Paramount pic-

Bessie

“The Song and Dance
Man.” She appears in “The
King on Main Street.”

ture,

Wallace Beery, Paramount featured player, has
a role in “The Volcano” which was recently completed by William K. Howard. Others in the cast
are Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez, Dale Fuller and

Arthur Edmund Carewe.

Charley Chase, who has been

making Chase Comedies for
most 1 1 months for Pathe

al-

re-

lease, averages nearly one production a month.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Left to right: Tito Schipa of the Chicago Civic Opera company; Mary
Pickford in the character of “Little Annie Rooney,’ ’and Elena Schipa,
three-year-old daughter of the opera singer, and Carlo Schipa, who appears in “Little Annie Rooney.” Photo taken on one of the sets at Pickford-Fairbanks studio, Hollywood.

Edwin Carewe, right, First National producer-director, and Richard A. Rowland,
general manager of First National, recently
celebrated their 11th year together during
Rowland’s visit to the Coast.

When

November

14,

1925

“Lefty” Flynn merely making life pleasant
for Mrs. Flynn (Viola Dana) while on location for the production “Between Men,” Film
Booking Offices release, which has just been
completed.

Larry Semon signed a contract to make comedies for Pathe distrimade arrangements for the appearance of his wife, Dorothy
Dwan, in the pictures as his leading woman. The feature in which both
of them will soon be seen is “Stop,* Look and Listen,” now in production
in the West.
bution he

November

14,
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1925

David R. Hochreich, president of
Exchanges, Inc., recently
formed, stopped in Chicago October 21 on a trip to the Coast

43

Charles Davis, II, is president of
Davis Distributing company.
Some of the product of the company will be distributed by the
J.

Vital

the

for a business conference.

newly formed Vital company.

Billie

Joy, the brother of Leatrice Joy, has

become an assistant director in the Hal
Roach comedies, which are distributed by
Pathe.
He has entered the motion picture
industry but a short time ago.

William K. Hedwig is a director
The
of Vital Exchanges, Inc.

K. Adams is vice president of
Davis Distributing Division, and a

J.

company

director of the newly formed Vital

of directors.

Exchanges, Inc., which
by David Hochreich.

recently announced Leo
Price as chairman of the board

Barbara Worth has come recently
to leading roles in Universal pic-

tures from the extra ranks.
first lead is in “The Gunless

Man.”

Her
Bad

Monty Banks, Associated

A

Howard Estabrook and

cently for
the Coast.

Exhibitors star,
exhibited his strength to Kenneth Maynard,
cently by putting
It

“gag” man

his

them on

appears one man’s foot

is

re-

shoulders.
aiding Monty.

his

special

is

headed

preview was held re“Simon the Jester” on
It is

the

first

Frances

Marion production for Producers
Distributing Corporation.
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Men

Zukor Lauds Advertising

for Industry’s Progress
Tell Truth to Public, A.

M.

P. A. Speaker Says

—Sam Warner

Recuperating

By JOHN

N

EW

YORK,

S.

— Adolph

—Hiram

A

3.

employ, working for the theatre department of Famous. Mr. Zukor made an
earnest, sincere talk, every word of
which was listened to with rapt attention

by those present.
Calls Industry Vindicated

“A good mang things have been said
and printed about me individually, some
by men who do not know me, lots of it
by men who do, but I am satisfied that
some may be present here who

will agree

knowledge
that I have never deliberately done
anything that would hamper the progress
of the motion picture,” he said. ‘‘And I
want you to know that the welfare of the
motion picture is nearer and dearer to
my heart than any financial gain.
on one thing

—

“When

at least to their

entered the picture business as an exhibitor, my family had a
circle of friends. When these friends of
ours found out I was in the picture business, we could see little by little that
these friends dropped away and we did
not receive their invitations to call on
them, and that they stopped calling on
us.
did not know the reason except
we scented it was because I had entered
the moving picture business, which fifteen years ago was somewhat degrading.
I then remarked to Mrs. Zukor, ‘Do not
worry, moving pictures are all right—
and some day these very people who
give us the go-by may be very glad to
accept us.’ And I am very thankful that
moving pictures have made such strides,
and I and my family, and all of us here,
can hold our heads up and be proud to
be identified with screen entertainment.
“I have tried to analyze just what elements were responsible for bringing the
moving picture before the. public in the
right light, and I cannot help but acknowledge that the men who have been
in charge of the publicity and advertising
of this industry are responsible for its
prestige about 50-50 with the producers
who have tried to make worthwhile picI first

We

we began

to realize that if we
focused our efforts on individual pictures with individual names therein, we
had better opportunity to attract further
attention. And not until three years after
the Famous Players organization was in
existence did we dare to advertise in the
newspapers. And from that day to this

quently,

— and
that —

I

have never changed

my mind

on

believe that the men who are in
charge of publicity, and the men who are
in charge of advertising, and the newspapers, are just as important to the moving picture industry as are the men who
makes the pictures, or the players who
play in the pictures.
I

Urges Truthful Publicity
“I think the future success of the motion picture and not one of us here can
tell
to what degree it will develop,

—

though we
pends upon

—

may
how

think and dream deably you men place before the public, truthfully and honestly,
the things that your respective companies are undertaking to do.
“You have to take each picture individually, you must exploit and advertise
that picture consistently from the time it
is started
from its very inception until
finally it goes over with the public and
at the box office. I believe that newspaper advertising and publicity are going
to play a greater part in the moving pictures than they have played in the past.

—

—

“My

thoughts,

my methods

my

and

desires are no different today than they
were the day I undertook to make pictures. I rejoice with each individual in
the industry, and with every corporation,
that succeeds in making a creditable contribution to our business.”
*
*
*

Jimmy

.Grainger, as

is

known

well

to

everyone who has watched his smoke,
is a very busy man. He travels so much
that when he has
a little time in his
office
top speed

tures.

is

“Come
to
o’clock.”

.

his regular gait

on, Jimmy, Senator Walker is
lay the cornerstone at 12

“And what time
asked Grainger.

work which has

Advance Traced

“I distinctly recall when I first started
humble
the picture business in
way just as I have continued during the
last fifteen years
that it was considered
bad ethics, or at least bad business, to
mention the names of the people who
appeared in the picture. When I began
advertising the names of the players in
my first picture, people in the trade
warned me that it was not good business. Well, it was good publicity and
that publicity attracted the public.
in

—

piled np, and he
begrudges every
minute that takes
him away from

my

—

his desk.

Last Wednesday the cornerstone of the

exchange

was

laid

ator
James R. Grainger

new

Fox

and Sen-

(and

Mayor)

next

Jimmy

the

is

luncheon?”

“One o’clock,” replied Quimby.
“A whole hour,” said Grainger. “What’s
Jimmy Walker going to do — lay a whole
wall?”
*

And
Film

*

*

speaking of the
Corporation, it

affairs of the

Fox

interesting to
note that at least a part of the big studio
at 55th street and Tenth avenue, which
has been idle for upwards of two years,
is now a busy hive of industry.
This part is the restaurant section
which has been rented by a sandwich and
pie slot machine company for the puris

pose of making sandwiches and

pies.

*

*

*

Hiram Abrams, who has been

seriously

weeks,
has so far recovered that he was able to
be removed to his home last Thursday.

ill

in a local hospital for several

*

*

*

Stebbins Acts as Chaperon
Artie Stebbins has at last found a job
he likes better than selling insurance.
Artie is now en route to the West Coast
and is acting as chaperon, courier or
something to a distinguished party consisting of Norma, Constance and Natalie Talmadge, Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle
and, of course, Buster Keaton.
Just before boarding the Century last
Saturday Mr. Stebbins said: "I expect
my old athletic training to stand me in
good stead on this trip in making interference and keeping the crowds away
from the illustrious stars of our party.

However, if I can’t do it that way I
have another scheme. I will make up
as Buster’s double, keep away out in
front, and with Buster forming the rear
guard we’ll divide the crowd.”
Mr. Stebbins expects to be away about
two months.
*

*

*

Trust Major Edward Bowes to be up
to date in helping every good movement
Get this publicity which came
along.
over from the Capitol:
The Capitol Theatre Family will
promote the interests of “Apple
Week” by eating apples during its
broadcasting program tomorrow
evening.

And now we know what it was that
we thought was static coming out of
our receiver last Sunday night.
*

*

*

Sam Warner Tours Exchanges
C. R. Osborn, of Montreal, and J. N.
Klein, of Albany, N. Y., both Warner
managers,
exchange
branch
Brothers,
were in New York a few days last week
conferring with Sam E. Morris, general
manager in charge of production, and
other executives.

in tearing off the

Steadfast

1925

followed later by a big luncheon at the
Astor.
Quimby
before
12
Fred
Shortly
stepped into Grainger’s office, and said:

going

SPARGO

14,

Walker was billed to officiate. The time
set was 12 o’clock, the ceremony to be

Abrams

Tours Exchanges

Zukor, president of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, the man who was voted by the members of
the A. M. P. A. to be the most valuable man in the motion picture
industry, was the guest of honor at last week’s session of the organization, and proved the greatest box office attraction of any feature yet
placed on an A. M. P. A. bill.
Ever since Glendon Allvine assumed the presidential reins the attendance has been booming at each Thursday session, but all records were
broken by the announcement that Mr. Zukor was to be present and make
a talk. More than 200 members and guests were there and were entertained during the luncheon by Tom Wylie’s remarkable Naked Truth
orchestra, which was sprung as a surprise, and a very pleasant one.
M. BOTSFORD was asked by Presi“Since then we have steadfastly addent Allvinc to introduce Mr. Zukor,
vanced. We first advertised a number
because Botsford had formerly worked
of pictures and a number of people colfor Mr. Zukor but was now out of his
lectively in the trade papers.
Subse-

Nov.

November

*

*

*

Sam Warner, of Warner Brothers,
who returned recently from an extended
trip to the Pacific Coast, is now on a
tour of

Warner exchanges and

theatres

Coast states. He expects
to go as far south as Atlanta.

in the Atlantic

*

*

*

Clarke, Inc., have moved
executive offices in 1476
Broadway, at 42d street. The scenario
department, under Miss V. Cranfield, will
be in Suite 823 in the same building.

Cranfield
into larger

&

November

14,
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Fox Starting $10,000,000 Program
our policy of product. William Fox will
arrive in Los Angeles in January to re-

Fox Production

main four months and

to give his personal attention to the studio activities.”
Belasco Plays Head List
Sheehan made a detailed announcement regarding the recent acquisition of
motion picture rights to six David Belasco productions. These are “The Auc-

Program, ’26-’27
PLAYS
productions:
stage
Belasco
“The Auctioneer,” “The Grand Army
Man,” “The Return of Peter Grimm,”
Six

“The Grand Army Man,” “The
Return of Peter Grimm,” “The Lily,”
“The Comedian” and “The Music Master,” all familiar the world over.
For
years David Belasco resisted every effort of motion picture companies to
tioneer,”

“The Lily,” “The Comedian” and
“The Music Master.”
One Arthur Hopkins stage production: “What Price Glory.”
H. Harris stage produc“Cradle Snatchers” and “The

Two Sam
tions:

acquire the rights to these plays. It is
said that no stage productions ever had
greater response from the public than
this group of Belasco plays which are
now to be filmed by Fox.
“The Auctioneer,” by Charles Klein
and Lee Arthur, ran a full season in
New York to capacity business before
going on the road for two seasons, and
it was successfully revived three times.
“The Grand Army Man,” by David Belasco, Marion Short and Pauline Phelps,
follows in the popular path taken by its
predecessors.
“The Return of Peter Grimm,” by
David Belasco, was one of the most
noteworthy stage plays ever produced
in America.
After a full season in New
York it was shown throughout the country for years and was then revived successfully three times. “The Lily,” adapted by Mr. Belasco from the French of
Pierre Wolff and Gaston Leroux, enjoyed great popular favor in New York
and met with high success throughout
the country.
“The Comedian,” adapted
by Mr. Belasco from the French of
Sascha Guitry, ran for many months in
New York. “The Music Master,” by
Charles Klein, also ran a full season in
New York to capacity business before
going on tour for two seasons; and it
also
was successfully revived three

Family Upstairs.”
Three John Golden stage productions: “Seventh Heaven,” “Pigs” and
“Going Crooked.”
One A1 H. Woods stage production: “The Way Things Happen.”
Ten Charles Hoyt comedy dramas:
“A Trip to Chinatown,” “A Runaway
Colt,” “A Milk White Hag,” “A Rag
Baby,” “A Black Sheep,” “A Brass
Monkey,” “A Day and a Night,” “A
Dog in the Manger,” “A Hole in the
Ground” and “A Temperance Town.”

NOVELS
“One Increasing Purpose,” by A.

S.

M. Hutchinson.

“Down

to Earth,”

by Julius Perutz.

“Frozen Justice,” by Ejnar Mikkelson.

“Married Alive,” by Ralph Straus.

ORIGINAL STORIES
“3

Bad Men” by John Stone and

John Ford.
“Josephine,” by Benjamin F. Glazer.

Sheehan Reaches
Coast to

Launch

26- 27 Pictures
Six Belasco Successes Lead Schedule
Market for Novels
Also Combed

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
budget fixed

at

Nov.

$10,000,000

3.—With

a

and a pro-

duction program which Fox executives
the cream of the world’s literary
and dramatic output, Fox Film Corporation’s plans for the 1926-27 season’s work
received an added impetus when Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox Film Corporation,
arrived in Los Angeles to devote two
months to launching the 1926-27 pictures
of the organization, which are to be
made in Hollywood the next 12 months.
call

William Fox

will arrive in

January for

four months of direct association with
the production procedure.
“The world market,” said Mr. Sheehan
in
making his announcement, “was
scoured for plays and novels that have
met with the greatest public approval.
We feel that we have assembled a production program for next season which
offers the very cream of the world’s literary and dramatic output. The policy
of the Fox studio will be to produce
this list of plays and novels in Hollywood during the next 12 months. The
budget for this program is fixed at $10,I
shall spend the next two
000,000.
months at the West Coast Studio arranging the details and launching this
production program.
We will engage
more directors and writers to carry out

times.

“What Price Glory” on List
“What Price Glory,” by Laurence
Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, occupies a prominent place among the stage
plays announced for production in the
coming season.
Next, perhaps, in the production announcement for 1926-27, the titles of two
Sam H. Harris stage plays, “Cradle
Snatchers” and “The Family Upstairs,”
challenge attention.
Both have been
New York successes. “Cradle Snatchers,” classed as one of the greatest hits
the stage has known, is now running
in

New

York.

Three John Golden plays to be produced are “Pigs,” “Going Crooked” and
“Seventh Heaven,” Austin Strong’s play.
Another Broadway stage success in
the list is “The Way Things Happen,”
by Clemence Dane, which was successfully produced by A1 H. Woods.
Ten Hoyt Farces Obtained
For many years motion picture exhibitors and the public have asked why the
Hoyt farces have not been brought to
William Fox has met the
the screen.
demand and answered the question by
including in the 1926-27 production program ten of the best known Charles
Hoyt dramatic comedies. These Hoyt
plays are: “A Trip to Chinatown,” “A
Milk White Flag,” “A Black Sheep,” “A
Day and a Night,” “A Hole in the

Ground,” “A Runaway Colt,” “A Rag
Baby,” “A Brass Monkey,” “A Dog in
the
Manager,” and “A Temperance

Town.”
Similar success is claimed in the literary market, for the list of novels from

SHEEHAN

WINFIELD

R.
vice-president and general manager of
Fox Film Corporation, who announced
the Fox production schedule as one of
the best ever attempted.

which pictures will be made in the coming season is headed by A. S. M. Hutch-

“One Increasing Purpose.” This
new Hutchinson novel, a best seller in

inson’s

England and already
nence in the United

rising to that emiStates, is said to
have all the vitality and creative force
which was contained in “If Winter
Comes,” filmed by Fox last year.
One of the greatest pictures of the
new season is expected from “Down to
Earth,” by Julius Perutz, of Vienna, a
leading Vienna author.
special point
of interest in connection with this story
is
that it will be directed by F. W.
Murnau of Berlin, whose skill and new
technique attracted so much attention

A

the production “The Last Laugh.”
Mr. Murnau, proclaimed as an outstandin

European director, will arrive in
Hollywood in January.
“Frozen Justice,” by Ejnar Mikkelson,
ing

a

novel

of

Alaska,

will

be

staged

by

John Ford.
Another English Best Seller
Prominent also in the list of novels
is
“Married Alive,” by Ralph Straus.
This story, already an English best seller and soon to be published in the
United States, provides a succession of
startling but delightful surprises and is
declared
peculiarly
constructed
for
screen production.
John Ford has been at work for a
year on a new picture of American history, but which will have broad international flavor.
This is “3 Bad Men,”
which tells the story of the early melting
pot in America, in which all the peoples
More than
of Europe played a part.
5,000 persons are declared to have been

engaged

in its

making

in six

months

of

preparation and six months of actual
photographing, and the picture is almost
completed.
George O’Brien plays the

”
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Fox studio opinion is conthat it is one of the most stupendous pictures ever turned out in Holleading role.

November

Other Naval

lywood.

“Midshipman

Bonaparte Drama Scheduled
attractive feature of the program,”
said Sheehan, “is an intimate drama of
Napoleon Bonaparte and the Empress
Josephine. This is an original story by
Benjamin Glazer.”
This announcement by Mr. Sheehan
comprises the “backbone” of the program for the coming year. Other popularly successful plays and novels, are
now in negotiation and will be added to
the list within a few weeks.
Sheehan
expects shortly to announce affiliation

“An

P.

99

“Graustark Booked
Heavily Following
Broadway Premiere
National picture,
First
into Balaban & Katz’ Chi-

“Graustark,”

was booked

cago theatre, Chicago, following its run
York City, and it
at the Capitol,

New

booked into the Stanley,
Capital, Cincinnati; Mary
Enderson, Louisville, Ky.; Loew’s State,
Los Angeles; Rivoli, Baltimore; Eastman, Rochester, N. Y. ; Metropolitan,

also has been

Philadelphia;

Portland; Coliseum,
Boston;
Loew’s Warfield, San FranSeattle;
cisco; Rialto, Fort Worth, Tex.; Strand,
Providence, R. I., and Loew’s Warfield,
The same company’s
San Francisco.
Liberty,

“Winds

Chance” comes

Roosevelt, Chicago, for a three-week run in
December, and is being booked into
other first-run houses in key cities.
of

to the

Embryo

Stars Perform
for Critic-Audiences

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 3.— West Coast
A. M. Bowles, general
manager, has devised the plan of holding
special stage rehearsals at the West Coast

Theatres,

Inc.,

Nov.

—

mon

Novarro.
Novarro and Secretary
Wilbur practically shared honors. The
naval band could not be present because of
an engagement elsewhere, but will play
some other night during the showing.
And while the Washington audience
watched the story unfold on the Palace
screen President Coolidge and Mrs. Coolidge were viewing it aboard their private
train on the way home from the American
Legion convention at Omaha, Neb. The
print of the picture was put aboard the
president’s train at St. Louis, Mo.

Miller,
president
of
Manhattan,

Julius

of
the
officiating

borough
with

hammer and trowel

at the laying
cornerstone of the new Fox
Film Corporation building, 343-45 W.
44th street, New York City. Exhibitors from all over the metropolitan
area attended the celebration.

Boulevard theatre here for those who have
screen and stage talent and wish to develop
it.
The embryo artists will have a real public for their efforts for the patrons of the
house are regularly apprised of the performances, and are urged to attend in
the capacity of critics and remain for
the regular program.
Rehearsals are held every Tuesday
evening at 7:00 and 9:00 and every
Saturday at noon, and the performers
are assisted by the full theatre orchestra.

Bowes Gives Elaborate
Birthday Entertainment
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 3. Major Edward
Bowes, managing director of the Capitol
theatre there, organized a festive program
for the celebration
of the sixth annithe
versary
of
feature
house.

A
Buster
Keaton’s “Go
comedy,

West,” and a full
bill of music and
dancing were the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

Nov.

3.

— William

Beaudine, director, is putting the finishing touches on a Mary Pickford’s current
production, “Scraps,” the second picture
made on the Pickford lot this year.
Among the pictures Beaudine has directed are “Little Annie Rooney,” “Penrod and Sam,” “Boy of Mine,” “Daughters of Pleasure,” “The Printer’s Devil,”

“The

Country

“Daring
and “Wandering Husbands.”
Kid,”

Youth”

— The

;

program

for

week.

Birthday

the

also was Johann Strauss centenary week, and
a Strauss bill had

week

Beaudine Finishing New
Pickford Film, “ Scraps

Reisenfeld gold medal for the most novel
short feature of the year ending September 1 has been awarded to “ The
Voice of the Nightingale,” made by L. Starvitch, a Pole, for Pathe Consortium of Paris and released in America by Educational Film Exchanges,
Imc. “ Evolution ,” Red Seal release, received one first and two seconds, and
“ Through Three Reigns” was also among those mentioned by the judges.
Jack Parthington of the Rothschild houses, San Francisco, one of the
judges, regarded the Stereoskopic series as highly valuable entertainment.
On the exhibitor jury were Harold B. Franklin of Famous Players Joseph L. Plunkett of the
Strand; Jack Partington
Frank L. Newman formerly of Kansas City and now of the Famous
3.

See
Premiere

D. C., Nov. 3. Secretary of the Navy Curtis D. Wilbur,
privileged students from Annapolis Naval
Academy and almost all of official Washington were present on “Naval Night” at
Loew’s Palace theatre here for the world
premiere of “The Midshipman,” MetroGoldwyn-Mayer production starring Ra-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

“Voice of the Nightingale" Wins
Reisenfeld Short Feature Medal
NEW

Men

WASHINGTON,

of the

Sheehan.

1925

Secretary Wilbur and

fident

of his organization with several leading
directors and screen writers. The 192627 program will be filmed in Hollywood
under the personal supervision of the
general superintendent, Sol M. Wurtzel.
Sheehan came directly from Berlin to
Hollywood after having spent a week
each in London, Paris and New York.
Hereafter he will give his full attention
The entire direction of
to production.
the distribution of Fox pictures for
United States and Canada is in the hands
of James R. Grainger and the foreign
business has been entrusted to Clayton

14,

been combined
with the sixth anniversary bill.
Capitol theatre orchestra, conducted
by David Mendoza, opened the program
with the “Tannhauser” overture.

The

H. Jans Becomes Active
In Real Estate Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 3.— Herman F.
Tans, head of Jans Production, Inc., has
installed a real estate department in his
offices, with C. H. Wrensch in charge,
largely because his friends among exhibitors
and
exchangemen
continually
ask his advice and assistance in buying
and selling theatres.
The real estate
branch of the business will operate as
Jans Enterprises, and the motion picture producing company operates under
the name by which it has always been

known.
Jans will devote the greater part of
time to the production of pictures,
but will hold himself ready to assist anyone who is chiefly interested in the real
estate department.
his

Bronson 9 s

Next

Chosen

;

house in Los Angeles; Harry C. Arthur , formerly of the West Coast Theatres ,
with M. P. Capital Corp and Fred Meyer of the Palace at Hamilton , Ohio.

Inc.,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

and now

"The Voice of the Nightingale” is a hand-colored, one-reel feature, first of
three “ Fables in Color” released early this year. It was presented at the
Criterion for a long run. It was made with miniature models of birds and
insects but there was also a little girl appearing in the picture.

NEW

YORK, Nov. 3.— Betty Bronson’s next picture will be “The Splendid
Crime,” according to an announcement
just made by Jesse L. Lasky, first vicepresident of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

November

14,
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FIGURING IN THE KINOGRAMS CONTRACT WITH EUGENE LAMB.

Left: This is said to be the only picture
ever taken of “The Living Buddha,” at Kumbum, Tibet. Center: “Sunning the Buddha,” near Kumbum; called the only
picture ever taken of this weird ceremony. Right: Prof. Lamb and Mrs. Corinne Lamb on one of their expeditions into
Tibet.

Kinograms Gets Orient Contract
Brings Subjects
of Lands Called

New

n

Whites

to

“Sunning of Buddha,” Declared
Never Before Photographed,
Heads Pictures from
Eugene Lamb
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

3.

— Closing

of

what is said to be the largest contract
for news reel pictures ever recorded is
announced by E. W. Hammons, presiof Educational Film Exchanges,
completion of a contract by the
management of Kinograms, Educational’s news reel, with Eugene Lamb of
Shanghai, China, providing for a continuous supply of news reel subjects in

dent
with

negative from China, JaIndo-China, Turkestan
and Tibet. Besides the three years covered in the agreement there is also an
option for extension.
Lamb has a staff of his own cameramen throughout the Orient and is also
their

original

pan,

Mongolia,

at the head of the Trans-Asia
Scientific
Expedition exploring

which

it

visited

is

Photolands

said have never before been
white men in the Chinese

—

by
remote Tibetan

which it is declared has never before
been photographed by a motion picture
camera and seen by less than a dozen
white men. It is one of the holiest ceremonies of the Buddhists, and was only
obtained at the risk of tbe cameraman’s
life and after overcoming untold hardships,
stated.

Kinograms

the

Called

Awesome

management

Spectacle

In the Buddhist monastery in Kumbum, Tibet, is kept a piece of silk tapestry said to be 30,000 square feet in
Exquisitely embroidered in the
size.
centre of this enormous piece of silk is
a portrait of the Buddha, while around
it are embroidered pictures showifig imOnce a
portant incidents in his life.
year, on a warm, sunshiny day, the
priests, or lamas, of the monastery carry
forth the silk on their shoulders to a
hillside where it is spread out in the
noonday sun. This is believed by the
give
Buddha an annual
faithful
to
glimpse of the world where he once
dwelled so that he will not forget his
followers.
For hundreds and hundreds
of miles the Tibetans travel each year
for this ceremony.

In the Kinograms picture a throng of
from 15,000 to 20,000 of these strange
people is shown. The picture is said to
show one of the most awesome spectacles in the world.

On

all

of his travels

Lamb

is

accom-

and the
heart of Turkestan. Lamb has had six
years’ news reel service abroad and is
also well known as explorer and lec-

panied by his bride, Mrs. Corinne Lamb.
Less than a year ago, while they were
on their honeymoon trip, which consisted of an exciting dash into the interior

turer.

of

interior,

cities

Subjects Guaranteed

New

subjects sent to Kinogram by
Lamb are guaranteed brand new. A few
already have arrived and the Kinograms
editors are declared to be wildly enthusiastic over them.
As each important subject is received it will be subjected to an intensive advertising campaign in trade magazines, newspapers
and fan magazines.
The first subjects received, it is said,
portray some of the weirdest ceremonies
ever photographed for the screen. These
All

were obtained in districts of Tibet and
Turkestan said to be forbidden to the
white men.
The opening gun in this picture offering will be fired in Kinograms No. 5135,
which will be released by Educational

November
ceremony

15.

This

of the

is

a picture of the

“Sunning

of

Buddha,”

China to

photograph

some

special

they were captured
by bandits, and were released only when
the bandit chief became convinced that
he could not obtain an enormous ran-

news

som

reel

subject,

PROF.

EUGENE LAMB

co-operation of H. E. Hancock, associate
editor, who has been a close friend of
Lamb for the last six years. Hancock
recognized not only the extreme worth
of the pictures that might be obtained,
but also the very strategic location of
Lamb and his staff in the Orient.

Up to the time of the signing of the
contract Mr. Lamb had been in the custom of placing his pictures on the general market with no previous knowledge
as to whether they would be accepted.
this contract, however, all news
reel negative taken by him goes exclusively to Kinograms for the next three

Under

years or more.

for his hostages.

Contract Follows Izard’s Tour
The Kinograms management declares
the acquisition of Lamb’s services, and
those of his foreign staff, guarantees to
exhibitors news reel pictures of incalculable worth and entertainment value.
This connection in the Orient completes
the world-enveloping service of Kinograms which was announced early last
summer. Kinograms’ foreign expansion
on a large scale was begun at that time
by a personal visit to England and Continental Europe by Forrest Izard, managing editor of Kinograms, who recently
In closing the
returned to America.
Lamb contract Mr. Izard received the

Sylvano Balboni Made
First National Director
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

3.

— Sylvano

Balboni, artist, cameraman, and motion
picture counsel and advisor, has been
added to the list of First National directors, John E. McCormick, general
manager of the company’s West Coast
first
Balboni’s
announces.
activities,
production will be the film version of
Arthur Richmond’s stage play, “The Far
Cry.”
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November

DAVIS DISTRIBUTING DIVISION,

Inc.

Announces
that

VITAL EXCHANGES, I™,
David R. Hochreich, President

Has
its

the exclusive distribution of

all

productions for

FIVE YEARS
from September

1st,

1925

Except
in a

few cases where rights were

leased by other exchanges before
that date.

Davis

90

%

now

ready, were

of

Distributing

Division Productions,

DAVIS

made

this year.

DISTRIBUTING

DIVISION,

JLJ.

Inc.

.

President

218 West 42nd

Street

New York

14,

1925

—

November

14,
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(THE THEATRE
f Q^iSPepartment of Practical Showmanship

&T.

L.

A

Ties

Up with Board ofEducation
Newsreel of Football Aids in
Exploiting Chicago Houses

Real Boost!

With the co-operation of the Chicago board of education Lubliner &
Trinz, Chicago theatre company, October 24 succeeded in a tieup for the
Windsor and Dearborn theatres that brought the names of the houses to
the minds of thousands. The International newsreel made pictures of the
football game between Lane Tech and Carl Schurz schools and of the girl
cheer leaders and students.
The announcement that the pictures would be taken and shown in the
theatres the same evening was made by the schools. The lobbies of the
theatres were decorated with the colors of the schools.
The new State theatre which opened October 31 was given additional
publicity by the fact that a newsreel was made of the Austin-Schurz game
in the afternoon and showed at that house in the evening.

OPERA HOUSE DIVIDEND
Creseo

Opera

House company have recently

receiv-

Stockholders

the

in

ed checks for another dividend, the
the capital
sixth, of 7 per cent on
stock, due in large measure to a good
tenant for the opera house and to
careful management on the part of
the directors.

With what was looked upon at one
time as a donation to the town, paying - regalar dividends and the Fair
Amphitheater association paying 8
per cent dividends, also a bonus, and
retiring $1000 of stock each year, it
would appear that there are various
other enterprises that would be of
value to the community which should
be boosted and financed and would
pay good dividends as welt as benefit
.

New

the city.

State Will

Strictly to

Hold

Motion Pictures

An

Notice which ran

in

Creseo,

the

la.,

newspaper commending Fred Hinds
and recommending that other enterprises be founded with the same wisdom with which the theatre was
founded.

unusual feature of the beautiful new State theatre is that it is operated on a strictly motion picture policy. Orchestral and organ music is
offered but stage specialties and musical solos are absent.
The orchestra is under the direction of Ferdinand Steindel while the
management of the theatre is in the hands of Eduard F. Dlouhy, who has
been with Lubliner & Trinz 17 years.
The house has a seating capacity of 2,600.

M&-H.

CORPORATION

Kunsky House Has

W.PMSCNtfHEYfwr.)
DIVISION t- MANSFIELD

Pretentious Opening
The new $2,000,000 State theatre of the John H. Kunsky theatrical enterwas opened in Detroit October 29 in a blaze of glory, it is reported.
Long before the pull curtains parted the S. R. O. sign was out. Van and

prises
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Schenck had been advertised as one of the headliners on the program of
For those who preferred a concert artist there was a program by Emma Noe, dramatic soprano.
presentations.

Howard

O. Pierce,

who

is in

charge of

all

Kunsky

stage presentations,

and Thomas D. Moule, Pierce’s partner in the work, are obliged to acknowledge a great deal of credit for their share of the opening’s success.
The ad reproduced here was used in
American
Chicago
Evening
the

among

the theatre ads prior to the
New Ambassador the20, by the M. & H.

opening of the
atre, October
company.

A Novel Kind
of Exploitation
For the opening of the Ambassador
in Chicago a novel idea was
worked up for the exploitation of the
theatre

house.

A

facsimile of a letter envelope

was carried among the theatre advertisements October 20 addressed to the “New
Ambassador theatre, Chicago, 111.”
Prominent in bold handwriting was the
order to “Rush for Opening Tonight.”

Hinds Teaches a City
A Lesson in Showmanship
A newspaper was received in this department October 29 with some
other contributions from Fred Hinds, Creseo, la. An inconspicuous item in
the Creseo paper reports that stockholders in the Creseo theatre operated
by Hinds have received “another dividend, the sixth, of 7 per cent.” Following that is the comment that “with what was looked upon at one time
as a donation to the town paying a regular dividend ... it would appear
that there are various other enterprises that would be of value to the community which should be boosted and financed and would pay good dividends as well as benefit the city.”
Hinds has worked hard. He has made money for business men of the
city. He has made a good name for his theatre and a good name for theatres in general. He has proved to them that a theatre is a good propositionAnd they are glad to learn.

—
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Reeve Doesn’t Aim
“Art” But Writes An
Attractive

at

Ad

enclose a copy of our weekly program in the weekly paper here. Do not
make any claims for “art” or in fact for
anything out of the ordinary, just
thought it might be of interest to some
exhibitor similarly located.
The cut heading attracts attention to
the ad in good shape judging by comments after it first appeared.
don’t
try particularly to sell all the four pictures each week but being in a ranch
I

We

country we have to tell them what
have each night use the main one

—

we
we

want them to see.
The two passes included each week
have caused lots of talk and never cost
us any friends that I know of.
Business is fine with us and like Hashimnro we sign off “hoping you are the
same.”
Cordially,

Henry Reeve,

Star theatre,

Menard, Tex.

Kress’ Idea May Suit
Special Fall Week
of Others
Enclosed, under separate cover, please
find pictures of the attaches of the Milwaukee theatre and the stage setting;

also a few clippings from the Milwaukee papers commenting on the third anniversary year of the Milwaukee theatre.
Fortunately
the
Milwaukee’s third
birthday occurred during “Fall Festival
Week,” celebrated by the merchants of
Teutonia avenue, on which street the
Milwaukee theatre is located. Noticing
the display of pumpkins and cornstalks
in the surrounding store windows, the
Milwaukee theatre immediately followed
up this idea and in short time the theatre was literally decorated with cornstalks,
apple branches and pumpkins.
Not only was the house proper garbed
in a rustic hue, but the ushers were also
completely clad as farmers, with long
overalls and big red handkerchiefs.
The stage setting immediately won the
hearts of the patrons, decorated as it
was with trees, vines, etc. With the rising and setting of the sun lights were
blended on the trees, etc., giving them
the beautiful colors which they now possess. A piano and organ duet with Les
Hoadlev at the Chickering and Martin
Pflug at the Wurlitzer accompanied the
stage presentation; with many popular
farm melodies such as “Turkey in the
Straw,” “Shine on Harvest Moon” and

Winter Comes.”
all the Milwaukee theatre enjoyed
one of its most successful weeks and was
highly praised by the patrons and mer“If

In

chants of Teutonia avenue for
hearted co-operation.

its

whole-

I hope you will give the above story
consideration for a few lines or paragraphs in your Exhibitors Herald. The
inclosed pictures can also be reproduced

in

your magazine

Raymond W.

if

so desired.

Kress, Milwaukee the-

Milwaukee, Wis.
The photographs mentioned
above were not received early enough to
atre,

NOTE:

METHODS USED TO EXPLOIT FILMS AND THEATRES: TopTwo

pages of the “Lawrence Movie News,” edited by Fairbanks H.
Richart, Lawrence, Kan. Center
Newspaper clippings contributed by
Raymond Kress, Milwaukee theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., and exploitation
telegram used by Eddie Corcoran, Milwaukee, Paramount. A copy was
sent to each of 25,000 persons upon the picture’s opening. Below
Reproduction of ad used by Harold S. Murphy of the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago, and Kentucky News, Lexington, Ky., by Earl Hall
Payne.

—

be reproduced in this issue of the “Herald.”

Preview Held As
Exploitation Stunt
John Hazza of the Capitol
Calgary, Alberta, gave a special
preview of “The Gold Rush” at increased
prices at 10:45 P. M., October 17, to publicize the showing of the picture.

Manager

theatre,

November

14,
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And Fred’s Advertisement
Was “Buried” on the
Front Page
Enclosing

several

reports

also

the

most recent outburst of my weekly column, “Movie Murmurs,” in which I
occasionally mention forthcoming attractions at the Cresco. Somebody might
get a kick out of my open invitation to
my patrons to attend some other theatre
to see “The Freshman.” Terrible position that the newspaper buries my ad
in,

eh?

Fellow asked me today how the devil
I expect to do any business when i urged
the customers to drive out of town.
(“The Freshman” is running all around
Told him the more you begged
us).
them to stay away the faster they came.
Queer philosophy but it’s true.
Sincerely, Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre,

—

Cresco,

la.

Student Orchestra
Theatre Tieup Builds
Good Will

A

tieup that has proved valuable as a
builder of good will is that effected between Ascher’s West Englewood theatre, Chicago, and the Lindblom high
under which the
orchestra,
school
school raises funds with which to carry
on its musical activities and the theatre
is widely advertised.
Under the plan developed, theatre
tickets are sold by all students of the
school at 40 cents each, of which 15
cents is the school’s part. The school
receives nothing from tickets sold at
After the ticket sale is
the box office.
closed the orchestra goes into the theatre and plays for eight performances.
On every occasion the work of the
school orchestra has been praised by the
audiences, and the benefits two a year
—have become part of the theatre’s regular musical schedule.
During the last benefit approximately
12,000 persons attended the eight performances. The school’s share of the
proceeds of the student ticket sale was
about
$1 200 and the theatre’s share was

—

$1,900.

Two
Start

Empire State
Morning Matinees

in

Word comes from Walter

Roberts,

man-

ager of the Troy theatre, Albany, N. Y.,
that he is busily engaged arranging for a
series of Saturday morning matinees for
school children to be held under the auspices of the Parent-Teachers’ association.
The Empire in Glenn Falls has already
started its “Junior Movies” at an admission
of ten cents.

W.

Carkey, manager of the Strand theCarthage, N. Y., is holding a fashion
show in connection with the showing of
“Sandra.”
J.

atre,

JAZZ
"P RIMITIVISM

la

music done la pastel

appealing t© the universal and
fundamental urge toward music-making yet
attuned t© the most leader sensibilities; a
laugh, a sob, a cheer, a wait and a long
low cry overlaid cm a rhythm now staccato,
row a lulling swing ; Afrie depth. Oriental
delicacy, American spaed; lacy, alert, coy,
mournful,
joyous
langourous,
hurried,
colors,

music—that’s JAZZ

WHAT

SHOWMEN ARE DOING:

Top, left to
advertising manager of the
for Menjou picture; throwaway
Rivoli theatres,
Rialto
cards used by Sidney Harshan, Greenpoint, L. I., for exploitation of
S Meserole theatre, and “Whoozis Nut Bag,” passed out for same
S
house. Below: -Ad of Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex., in
right:

ENTERPRISING

—and
Ad conceived by Ed Olmstead,
New York,

&

—

which the plate
Cresco,

la.

is

run at the top. Ad of Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre,
is ad of R. N. Smith, Mission, Mission, Tex.

In center

:

;
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House Organ
Exchange
BAIR) E.

Cuyahoga

E., Falls thcatrs,

BENDER,

Falls,

O.

A. R., Olympia theatre, CUvslasd,

Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

A Business Magnet
Have you considered
efits of

a

the ben-

motion picture

ing other businesses?

community

in

draw-

Your

the-

not
only in its own physical self but
also in helping to build up that
community by attracting other
atre

a

is

asset

is

from

a sample, clipped

the Chicago

Herald-Examiner

Two

store buildings are announced
as a result of the proposed Balaban &

Katz and Lubliner
to be erected at the

& Trinz theatre
Northeast corner

of Lawrence and Lipps avenues.
Fred
Phillipson, heading a syndicate of
local business men, bought the vacant Southwest corner of Lawrence
and Laramie for $42,000.

This

only one case.
Throughcountry the same development is taking place, not only in
bringing in new buildings and concerns but also in the construction of
huge office and apartment buildings
of which the theatre is only a part.
Hardheaded business men are not
erecting these structures without at
least fair assurance the project is a
good investment.
In other words,
they know that the presence of the
out

is

the

theatre

indication of
growth.
They know that construction of a theatre means business exis

pansion
that a

in

new

a

definite

other lines.
theatre means

They know
new oppor-

tunities.

A

project that brings additional
trade and increased construction, and
therewith greater population and a
better city, assuredly deserves the
support of the community.

Don’t be afraid to laugh
cry,

too,

if

you wish.

theatre.

Haven, Conn.
E. H.,

HUBERT,

Socks
JUPINO LANE, the comedian, lost
14 pounds boxing four rounds
while completing a scene for a forthcoming production. With this reducto

ing fad on, it looks like these quiet
evenings at home may be spent teaching the wife to eat leather.

Orlando,

It’s

;

and
your

Pointed Remarks
Virginia Vance is putting in
her time between pictures trying
to master the art of fencing.
Whadda we care, we don’t review

New

theatre.

Metropolitan
Va.

Morgantown, W.
BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando

theatre,

Enterprises,

Fla.

DALEY, THOMAS

Schine

S.,

Amusement

Co.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House,

City

McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS,

E.

Photo Phone

L.,

theatre,

Gra-

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

Orphenm, Neosho,

T.,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

industrial projects.

Here

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

By George!
Sox

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

Strand theatre, Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbault,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

Circle

theatre,

Port-

land, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

Valentine

De-

theatre.

O.

fiance,

JUDD, FORREST

E., Prospect,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

pictures.
*

*

KOBLEN,

*

White men make

better motion picture Indians than the red men themselves, according to

M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
L., Majestic theatre, Camden,

LITTLE, T.

Alan Hale who

is

directing “Braveheart.” Well, the Indian still keeps the word “Reservation” in general use.

S. C.

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

Texas theatre, Killeen,

D.,

Tex.

MOCK, CARL

56th Street theatre, Phila-

F.,

delphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR

Marion Theatre News,

A.,

Glass Bloek, Marion, Ind.

Forward Pass, Incomplete
President Coolidge turned down an
apple pie proffered by some Eastern
college
dinner.

girls

Why

for his Thanksgiving
the dickens didn’t they

they were
cheese with it?

say

Mad

American

sending

MURPHY, HAROLD
tre,

Woodlawn

S.,

thea-

Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum theatre, ScottsNeb.

bluff.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

HOWARD

PIERCE,

Kunsky Theatrical

O.,

Ent., Detroit, Mich*

POPE, CLEM, T & D theatre, Oakland, Cal.
RANDALL, E. H., Liberty theatre, Condon,

Hatters of Panama

MacLean mistook the
revolution in Panama for a

Douglas

recent
celebration of his arrival
in fact
didn’t know otherwise until two of
the natives bit the dust.
Then he
started a mad search for an understudy.

—

Ore.

EDWIN

RIVERS,

South Main
Los Angeles, Cal.

1718

B.,

Street, Royal Theatre,
F. F., Duluth

SCHWIE,

theatre,

Duluth,

Minn.

SNYDER,

E.

Rialto- Virginia

A.,

Champaign,

theatres,

111.

SOLOMON,

Strand theatre, McComb,

H.,

Miss.

SORG,

Jefferson

H.,

J.

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro

theatre,

Forv

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.

The

The exhibitor who turned down “The
Four Horsemen” because his people
didn’t

like

animal

pictures

H., The Dalles
Dalles, Ore.

STILES,

Also “Mare Nostrum”

is

now

scratching his head about “Beggar on

Horseback.”

J.

WEINBERG,

Amusement

New and

I.,

Lyric

Co.,

theatre*,

Lexington, Va.

WESKIL,

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

A.,

Ohio

theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West
Inc.,

134 Leavenworth

Coast Theatres,

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

S.,

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

WOODWARD,

KENNETH

Amusement
Entry

Co.,

name

of

V.,

Penn-State

Uniontown, Pa.
in

above

list

signifies

willingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

(Theatre)

HOUSE ORGAN COPY
A

rolling stone gathers no moss
be a regular at this theatre.
4
4
'i'

Laugh and

the audience laughs

with you
that’s
comedies, too.
;

*

One

of the methods which has been used to exploit “The Iron Horse,” Fox producmailing of these postcards by patrons who have seen the

tion, consists of the

picture.

We’re

*

why we show
*

stockholders in Goodwill, Incorporated.
And we’re all
drawing big dividends.
all

November

14,
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EFFECTIVE METHODS OF ADVERTISING FOR A COMMUNITY THE SIZE OF CLEVELAND,
OKLA. USED BY A. R. BENDER
“Seven

Chances,”

the

Metro-

Goldwyn - Mayer production,
was displayed by this means.

The

car is well utilized for exploiting “The Freshman,” Pathe.

Theatre

front

display

Olympic

for

Metro’s

of

the

“Dixie

Handicap.”

JOHN W. CREAMER’S LETTER

in the issue of November 7 mentioned photographs which are reproduced here. At left is the kind of costume worn by the chariot driver in Paramount’s “Ten Commandments” beside a costume worn in the present time. At right is a crowd watching reports of the world
series which was an exploitation stunt.

ALVAN

BOOKSTORE DISPLAY

the-

Lasky film, “Ten Commandments, ”i
used by John W. Creamer,

T. FULLER, GOVERNOR OF Massachusetts, met
Arapahoe Indians who were exploiting “The Iron Horse,”
Fox film, when it showed at the Tremont Temple, Boston.

for

the

$
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SHOWMANS MANUAL

S’STXtJuft

BOX OFFICE ASSETS
HOW TO MAKE NEWSPAPER ADS OUT OF “LOVERS IN QUARANTINE”
PRESS SHEET SCENE CUTS

Bulletin flo.

4

|

lovers
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^
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The manual offered by Paramount is an extensive elaboration of the press book, having in it a number of ideas
for the complete exploitation of each of the company’s
pictures.

r^—

level's
OvarsU’Inc-

’paramount

{

#1

^SHOWMANS MANUAL
Bulletin So.

BOX OFFICE ASSETS

4

HOW TO MAKE ADDITIONAL ADS OUT OF “LOVERS IN QUARANTINE”

PRESS SHEET ADS

jBEBEDA NIELS

KKDAftitl
Vl£>v<««

:

Dam cis

etat

BmDANIELS
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1
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rose above -thovt the S. i. t

and i crlumt

fr-r-.x

«&<#: n,U

m "hover.

in QneratHtaa,"

The remaouUr o{ the pay*

One of the fundamental advantages of the “Paramount Showman’s Manual,” conceived by Russell Holman, who has recently been made advertising manager for Paramount theatres, is the instruction in designing
newspaper advertisements from press sheet scene cuts. It is not needed that you have a fling for “art” in order
that you make up your ads. A pair of shears and a ruler and pencil are the tools and a steady hand will do
the rest. Other practical helps in the “Manual” are the advertising catchlines that may be used in the composition of your ads. They are so classified that you may choose the lines that suit you best, then use them.
The stills are described in the manuaL In the use of stills for advertising a showman takes advantage of
the axiom responsible for the popularity of cartoons: people do not always care to read while pictures always
appeal to them.

The manual

consists of

many pages drawn up

in the

manner of those appearing

in

reproduction here.

”
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East Organizes
Association Holds
Bright Promise
Formation of an association to promote short feature interests is a
timely and promising development.
Whatever line the endeavors of the
body may follow, general benefits are
almost certain to result.
Such an association can accomplish
great things. It can make a great beginning by standardizing short feature service, the wobbly condition of

which was exposed in the “ Herald
campaign at the very outset. It can
proceed then to consideration of
ways and means to correct the public attitude toward short product.
After that there is plenty more to do.
The personnel of the organization
in its formative stage is splendid assurance that its work will be conducted with vision and vigor. WM.

—

R.

WEAVER.

Newsreel Drive
Is

Aid

to Exhibitor

Exhibitors may realize an asset
to their advertising means in the

Pathe that a series
of general advertisements on Pathe
News will be carried in each of 34
large newspapers. The campaign of
Pathe is partially a result of the 15th
anniversary plans of Emanuel Coh-

announcement

of

en, editor.

each of the front page stories that
break during the period prior to No14,

All Short Features Companies
of New York Join Association
New York representatives of the sales and advertising departments of
practically all of the distributing and producing companies handling short
features near the end of October organized an association the purpose of
which is building and increasing the prestige of the short feature.
The meeting was held at the Hoffbrau House and was attended by representatives of the following companies: Educational, Pathe, Universal, Fox,
F. B. O., Arrow, Davis Distributing, Bray and M. J. Winkler.

The following temporary officers were elected: P. A. Parsons of Pathe,
chairman; Gordon White of Educational, vice-chairman, and Julian Solomon
of Davis Distributing Division, secretary.
constitutional committee, consisting of Julian Solomon, chairman, Paul
Gulick of Universal and Nat Rothstein of F. B. O., was appointed to draw
up a constitution to be presented for adoption at the next meeting of the
association, to be held November 4 at the same time and place.
publicity committee, consisting of Edmond Supple of Pathe and Henry
Clay Bate of Universal was appointed.
The association members are discussing plans for a nation-wide drive in
the interests of Short Features. This movement will be started as soon as
the constitution is adopted and the organizational preliminaries completed.

A

A

Should such an enterprise have
been seriously founded before the

campaign for short features advertising .was begun it is rather certain
that motion picture men
would have expressed some wonder
at its probable .success. But it has
been founded at a time when few if
any doubt that its success is assured.

Not only is the time mature for
work of such an organization

men who are
interested and active in the formation of the association is a strong indication that something “big” is
going to be done in addition to what
but the calibre of the

the newsreel’s anniver-

sary.
The newspapers which will carry the Pathe
News campaign are: the Chicago Tribune, Peoria
(111.),

Boost Short Features

the

In addition to the general series
of advertisements there will be speadvertisements prepared for
cial

vember

to

Journal Transcript, Rockford

RegisRegister,

(111.),

ter
Gazette,
Springfield
State
(111.),
Indianapolis (Ind.), Star, Des Moines (Iowa),
Register Tribune, Minneapolis Journal, Kansas
City Star and Times, St. Louis Globe Democrat,
Omaha World-Herald, Albany (N. Y.) Times
Union, Philadelphia Bulletin, Dallas News, Milwaukee Journa,, Los Angeles Herald, San Francisco Examiner, Washington Star, Atlanta Journal, Boston Post, Detroit News, Buffalo Times,
Cincinnati Times Star, Cleveland Plain Dealer,
Pittsburgh Press, Seattle Times, Denver Post, New
Orleans Times-Picayune, Butte Miner, Newark
(N. J.) News, Charlotte Obeserver, Oklahoma
City Oklahoman and Times, Portland Oregonian,
Memphis Commercial-Appeal and the Salt Lake
City Tribune.
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Announcing
Two
13

important

new

series

“REELVIEWS”

One-reel Film Magazine

“SEARCHLIGHTS”
One-reel Popular Science
Produced by URBAN-KINETO
Edited by MAX FLEISCHER
Released through

Edwin Miles Fadman,

Pres.

has been done to put short features
over.

John Provides
99
Thrills in “ Western

St.

While

advertising

short

features

has taken a considerable stride in the
past few weeks production of short
features have likewise taken wind and
are making progress that they might
be exploited for greater values and
that they might take advantage of the
advertising of both distributor and exhibitor.

There

of productions that
in short
feature productions. In cases where
the comedies have not succeeded in
breaking records it is nevertheless
true that greater efforts are being
made to give the exhibitor a quality
of product that will in one producer’s
words “demand space in his display
advertisements.”
A1 St. John appears in scenes of
“Fire Away,” an Educational-Mermaid comedy, that writhe with action.
The comedy begins mildly and intelligently, preparing the ground for the
series of incidents of plot and counter
is

a

list

mark advanced milestones

plot that follow.
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The

Indians in the scene
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shown here

which was taken from “The Vanishing American,” have arrived to enlist at the fort.
The picture which
features Richard Dix opened at the
Criterion, New York, October 15.

An Epic
of the

West
Lois Wilson (left) who plays a leading feminine role in “The Vanishing
American” which was given a New
recently. An American Indian (right) on his horse
characterizes the type of story as
unfolded in this “epic of the West.”

York premiere

Noah Beery appears in one of the important roles of “The Vanishing Amerreported that the picture

ican.”

It

is

opened

to

an enthusiastic audience.

In the scene

shown here

is

“Kit Carson’s

men

attacking the Indians.”

For the

an impressive prologue was arranged by Hugo Reisenfeld
and Josiah Zuro. The production was completed a short time ago in the West
by Famous Players-Lasky corporation. It is thoroughly a Western film.
picture’s premiere
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3 Premieres Hail “Vanishing American”
Scenes for Grey
Story Taken in

Seitz Picture of
Indian Will Go to
Exhibitors Feb. 15

Mojave Desert
NEW

—

YORK, Nov. 3.- Following three
successful premieres in Charlotte, N. C.,
San Francisco, Cal., and New York
City,
executives
of
Famous PlayersLasky see a procession of box office records to accompany the general release of
“The Vanishing American,” February

in charge of production
Lucian Hubbard,
production supervisor for all Zane Grey
pictures, and the author co-operated with
the Paramount production department in a
survey of Indian customs and dress. As a
;

result the picture is said to offer a faithful portrayal of the Indian from the day

15.

The

production, directed by George B.
and dedicated to the rapidly disappearing race of redmen, is called one of
Paramount’s most ambitious efforts.

of the aborigines.
Depicting the principal roles are Richard
Dix, as the Indian hero, Lois Wilson, Noah

Seitz

Beery and Malcolm MacGregor.

When “The

Vanishing American” played
at the Imperial theatre in Charlotte hundreds were turned away at the final performance after a week’s run.
At San
Francisco and here at the Criterion the
production was

equally

newspaper reports

Records Set

“No

well

received,

as

testify.

at

Imperial

ever played in Charlotte,” wrote one commentator, “has received the enthusiastic acclaim and support that the world premiere of Zane
Grey’s “The Vanishing American” at the
Imperial theatre is enjoying this week.
“Monday night (the picture opened Sunday at mignight) so great was the crush
that many patrons were forced to stand.
The close of the business last night set a
record for two consecutive showings at
picture

that

mount’s

down
tory

Vanishing
greatest

American”

production.

in the annals of

as

one of the

is

It

Parawill go

motion picture hismasterpieces

of

all

time.”

Another newspaper carried the following:
“Practically two solid hours after midnight a select Charlotte assemblage that
filled the Imperial theatre sat as if spell-

bound watching “The Vanishing Ameri-

intrusted.”

said
“The
success of ‘The Vanishing
American’- and it is unqualifiedly a success must go to George B. Seitz, its director.
The picture is superb.
‘The
Vanishing American’ is destined to achieve
general popularity and is an important
link in the chain of historical drama toward which picture producers are turning
nowadays for their greater efforts.”
credit for

—

:

the

—

Lauded

New York

in

No

death-like silence of that after

midnight audience was broken, however, in
the final scenes, not by the moving of feet,
nor by movements prompted by restlessness, nor because of lack of interest or

Martin in the New York World that,
“There need be no secret of the fact that
I am going to try to be a weekly patron

The

attention

—

it

was

the

weeping of men and

women

scattered throughout the house,
weeping that could not be restrained.
“‘The Vanishing American’ is a stupendous production. It is magnificent. If

possible it is greater than ‘The Birth of a
Nation,’ but only because it has in it more
of that which made ‘The Birth of a Nation’ so great.”

At

Praised at San Francisco
San Francisco one newspaper

re-

ported that “in their (the public’s) dictum
appears a confirmation of the motion picture critics’ opinion of the picture.” “Spontaneous applause,” said the paper, “follows
every screening, and in the hush that precedes the dramatic ending there is a volume of testimony as to its gripping, thrilling force and power.”
“If there were no more to “The Vanishing American” than the inspiringly beautiful scenes which picture the coming of
the red man as we know him and the emotion-gripping sequence which signalize his
passing, the picture would find a place in
the forefront of film productions,” writes
Curran D. Swint in the San Francisco
Daily News. “But that is only rthe beginning
and the end. Between there is a picture
drama unfolded which not only impresses
the viewer by its interest-intriguing plot
and thrilling action, but arouses speculation and admiration through the immens-

Many Booking
Closed: F. B.

of the task encountered.
I offer my
sincere congratulations to George B. Seitz
into whose capable hands the direction was

greater tribute could have been paid
this picture than the statement of Quinn

can.”

:

of the Criterion for at least the next three
months.”
Continuing, he said: “In the
broad and colorful curtain which serves as
background, in the exquisite camera
its
work which has gone into the photographing of its far flung scenes, and in the remarkably true reproductions of its characters there is more than any man may digest in a mere visit.
‘The Vanishing
American’ is the finest thing of American
history ever done in the cinema.
Its action is swift and smooth.
It moves with
the speed of the wind and with something
of the power of a hurricane. And still I
am inclined to say, ‘Hail to the Vanishing
American, but not farewell.’ The cinema,
this cinema, has made it so.”

“The Vanishing American”
lend

itself

admirably

is

said

to exploitation.

to

Ex-

emplary of this are the three campaigns
which have been conducted on it Charlotte, San Francisco and New York.
Score Written by Cadman
A novel teaser slogan, used in all advance campaigns, is
“In 150 years the

—

:

American

will

vanish from the earth.”

Charles Wakefield Cadman, American
composer, wrote the score for the produc-

(

is

“The Vanishing American,” was made

.

Lands

to

)

the Dena-Musselman Enterprises
for two F. B. O. Gold Bonds, “The Keeper of the Bees” and “The Last Edition,”
for early showing in ten towns on their
circuit.

Jensen & Von Herberg’s Rivoli theatre,
Portland, Ore., will play “The Keeper of
the Bees” for the week of Nov. 21. Under
a combined booking agreement four theatres in Rockford, 111., presented Cecil B.
DeMille’s first independent picture, “Hell’s
Vital Exchanges, Inc., has
Highroad.”
purchased the entire product of Davis in
New York territory. D. C. Millward,
Western Film Corporation, Seattle, has
become a franchise holder of the 24 Arrow product.
Frederick H. Knocke, Medal Film company, has closed for the ’24-’25-’26 product of Pro-Dis-Co. for the West Indies.
Edwin Miles Fadman, Red Seal, has arranged for the release of two new series
being prepared by Urban-Kineto Studios.
of the Opera” will be
“The Phantom
shown in 95 Famous Players theatres as
a result of a deal of the Famous Players
Candian circuit and Universal.

Tiffany-Truart Is to
Distribute

Own Product

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 3. Tiffany-Truart
have issued a statement in which
they brand as baseless the rumor that Film
officials

Booking Offices will distribute TiffnayTruart product in the territories that have
not been sold. All territories for TiffanyTruart product already have been sold, so
there is nothing for F. B. O. to handle,
the statement says. The officials also deny
the report that Tiffany-Truart will retire
from the producing field.

Fire Does $3,000

Mr. Cadman’s “Little White Rose”
the theme song of the presentation

following long preliminary preparations in
which Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president

O

made by

Damage

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tion.

music.

Deals

Big Order for “Bees”
Exhibitors Herald
Special
NEW YORK, Nov. 3.—A deal has been

ity

The San Francisco Herald

the Imperial.

“The

Richard Dix appears in an important
role in Paramount’s “The Vanishing
American” which opened in New
York at the Criterion, October 15.

In making the production, the cast and
technicians spent weeks in the Mojave desAt the studio
ert, the locale of the story.
reproductions of the abodes of the cliff
dwellers were built for use in one of the
sequences.
Kit Carson’s fight against the
Red man, the Indian’s last stand against
the onrush of civilization and the world
war are scenes delineated in.
Zane Grey, the author, said of this picture
“It is greater than the story.”

NEWCASTLE, IND„
at

the

Grand theatre

in

Nov. 3.— Fire
the Masonic

Temple here recently did damage estimated at $3,000. The house will continue

to

operate while

repairs

are made.
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'HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions.

It aims to supply
keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.

j

which will

a service

assist the exhibitor in

_

—

—

Producers Distributing Corporation which
is clearly marked by a De Mille influence.
That influence adds considerably to the entertainment value of a story which might
have had a tendency towards slowness.

Goudal

Jetta

who

Princess

bewitching

a

is

foreign

much of the specMr. La Roque. She is

holds as

tator’s interest as

here in her proper sphere where glamour-

ous

held

are

balls

and gallant

night

at

duels are fought at dawn.

The

she

picture

is

so well cast in

this

fact that

exag-

gerates the impression that the hero

not

is

well cast in his role.

La Rocque appears
an Australian yokel.
wealthy uncle
is
surrounded

r

at the

beginning as

Soon he

at the Riviera,

men and women

with

He

the most correct social status.

^ ERTRUDE

ASTOR and John Harron

1

In

Warair

Brothers* “Satan in Sables,” shown at tho
State-Lake, Chicago, for a week, beginning October 25.

in a

number of

his

visits

France, and
of

figures

exciting incidents, finally

winning the Princess after a melodramatic

^ ERTRUDE
Warner

ASTOR and

Sherman,

Lowell

who

leading roles in “Satan in Sables,**
Brothers* picture shown at the StateLake, Chicago, last week.
play

the

the

rescue sequence.

—Douglas

“THE KING ” IS MENJOU
IN FASCINATING PIECE

DOLPHE MENJOU
of the best

sort

in

“The King on Main

Street.”

Such a thing never would happen, I suppose, as happens in this story but it could

And

happen.

what fun

it

picture

would be

The

happen.

the

story

is

if

is

evidence of

such a thing did

one of the most orig-

been brought to the screen

inal

that has

in a

long time.

remarkable that here, too,
is a picture that does not end with the
hero marrying the heroine (there are two
It

is

a

it

little

Home
in a

interest

.

— T.

the chief interest in the story

cannot say

not in a

“C

I

ing

the

as

it

nears

its

close.

was very well pleased with
of

the

picture.

the mount-

Particularly

in

the

harmony of straight lines
drawn on with good effect. The same

is

rectangularity
scene,

applied

is

and the

optical

to

result

garden

the
is

unusual

and pleasing.

Bobby Vernon is at his fastest and fun“Watch Out.”
By inventing a
new reason for donning his trick derby and
niest in

at

suit

he does something unusual

the outset of

the

picture

and

strikes

the laughing note that does not fade until
the last flash.

books

how

printed

I

among

is

In

the

huge

have not read, so

I

closely the picture follows

tale.

But

suspect

I

comedy was spread over
whole.

swing of the

in the

chapel scene the

SERVICE.

RALISTARK”

the

picture

it

the
is

that

the

book as

a

lamentably

from the middle and closing seThis fact makes the production
as a whole decidedly jumpy. One is alert
absent

quences.

being of quiet manner suitable for players
appearing with him.

for a joke, but

Coming of Amos” which features Rod La Rocque is a cleverly produced picture made for distribution by

well done.

“The

O.

is

climax.

BARR NOTES ABSENCE OF
COMEDY IN “GRAU STARK’’
collection of

is

Way

ill-fitting

ends with him sitting unhappily on the
throne realizing what a dreary lot is his.
But while the ending is unorthodox it
does not hurt the picture.
It’s true that

theme of the romantic kind but is
rather in the human interest of Menjou’s
role, in his romantic character and in his
amusing escapades in America.
Bessie Love, and Greta Nissen are quite
well adapted to work with Menjou, both

was more

Miss Talmadge gives a smooth performance, rising to good emotional height in the

Again,

In a way, as they say in Georgia
and points south, we are home again.
Which is to say that we’re much
puzzled as to what it’s all about and
unable to do anything important as
concerns production of this department this week.
Wherefore you are again presented
with the findings of my fellow laborers in your behalf. Mayhap ere another week has gone I shall be able
to unlimber my expressional apparatus sufficiently to relate much of

or three that could be called heroines) but

love

that he

story then than he

in his fascinat-

ing role of a royal vagabond (or a vagabond of royalty) is an hour’s entertainment

Hodges

The work

of

it

does not come.

Norma Talmadge, Eugene

O’Brien and Marc McDermott is especially
O’Brien has considerably more
to do in the first half than in the last half
of the picture, and I thought while viewing

The story is of Vernon’s unwitting circumvention of a bewhiskered duo of Russians who try to steal from an eccentric
curio collector a watch that once belonged
to the Czar. The chase involves the wrecking of several sections of a department
store and a mad automobile ride through
heavy traffic. Vernon is chasing the girl
whose

picture

the watch, and

is
is

pasted into the cover of

unaware

that she

is

the

granddaughter of the collector. The watch
provides him with an excuse for several
hurried chats with her and at the end
takes him into her home and her heart..

— Ar.

Barr
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man’s

well

story,

Clarence

suited

Under

personality.

Brown

of

direction

unfolds

it

Valentino’s

to

the able

59

and

rapidly

holds the attention from beginning to end.
Vilma Banky appears opposite Rudy, as the

daughter of a domineering Russian Kyrilla,

and although

it

is

much emotional
and

finesse

The

not a role calling for

acting

she plays

with

it

sincerity.

story centers around a

young Rus-

The

sian soldier, in the Czarina’s guard.

Czarina

“Flower of
OLA NEGRI and Dick Sutherland
P Night,”
by Paramount. The production headed
in

during the week of October 25
McVickers, Chicago loop house.
the

bill

the

at

“ FLOWER OF NIGHT” IS
NEGRI IN DYNAMIC ROLE

P OLA NEGRI
is

in the

“Flower of Night”

woman

a charming kind of Spanish

West

the

in 1856

who

of

loves madly, perhaps

and fights for her own in the
same vigorous way.
Negri is in this no less dynamic, but even
more convincing than in her fiery roles of
the past.
Her European manners are now
quite obvious to her.
With knowledge of
that she proceeds to emphasize them at odd
indiscreetly,

moments

to permit

the audience to laugh

at her while she expresses those manners.

In

way

this

and a shrewd director

she

laughs at thoroughly unusual molaughs that are wholesome and

obtain

ments,

numerous.

The story has to do with a gold mine
and the Vigilantes of San Francisco of the
period following the discovery of the mineral in 1849. It

becomes

gold mine.

is

witty

Vigilantes.

not as

is

much

of

“The Spanish
Dancer” or other of her more recent productions

but

which

as

is

yet

it

in

there

is

much

of

her,

should be.

— Douglas

Hodges

MURRAY CALLS “EAGLE”
A MAN’S

«nn
_L

new

HE

picture

EAGLE,” Rudolph
made

STORY

Valentino’s

for United Artists

is

a

his

fine

T)OLA NEGRI and Youcca Troubetzkoy

Cameron Menzies deserves

special

the

title.
He hires a youth, Count
Luxembourg, to go through with a
ceremony and thus give the actress a titled

lady with a
of

They

name.

later

fall

in

love

when he

a watery grave, and of
course they upset the old man’s plans when

saves her from

comes to getting a divorce so that he
can marry the lady of the stage.
it

—Ray

Murray

GRIFFITH GETS MORE
“HE’S A PRINCE”

LAUGHS IN

credit

for designing these. It is excellently photographed by George Barnes. Eric Mayne
played the prime minister, Albert Conti the

in

•^rescue scene from “Flower of Night,” Paramount
picture that played at McVickers, Chicago, during
the week of October 25.

Beautiful sets abound through-

titles.

“TT

IT E’S a Prince” which was the

attrac-

James Marcus was excellent as
Kyrilla and Loiuse Dresser scored as the
Czarina. There are many humorous situations in “The Eagle.”
The unusualness
of seeing Valentino running away from a

Los
Angeles last week, has I understand been
changed to “A Regular Fellow” out of
deference to the Prince of Wales.
However, it would be just as funny
under any other title and once more Ray-

woman

mond

captain,

his

gives

former

it

a far different twist than

— Ray

Murray

“COUNT OF LUXEMBOURG”
PREVIEWED AND APPROVED

I DROPPED

into the Roosevelt theatre,

Los Angeles, the other night when I noticed
the sign “Preview” out in front and saw
a pretty fair independent picture, “The
Count of Luxembourg,” with George
Walsh starred. It is a Chadwick picture
directed by Arthur Gregory.
Considerably more time and money than
usual was spent on this production as it
is quite elaborately mounted and has many
deft

a

tion

Metropolitan

the

at

touches of direction that puts it in
with the more pleasing bits of

class

Griffith displays that rare quality of

The

gag of the launching of the ship, which
immediately sinks, the corner stone laying and the air plane stunts, while having
been employed numerous times in comedies, registered 100 percent with Los Angeles folk and they voted it Griffith’s best
to date.
It

is

farce

with pretty

comedy

of the pretty heroine.
aside

Von

from

all

Mary Brian
Griffith’s

Seyffertitz, as the

the

way through

enacting the role

The acting honors
work go to Gustav
prime minister.

He

Edward Sutherland directed
was great.
and while he resorted to considerable slapstick he had foresight enough not to let
these

dominate

reels of

the

picture.

It

is

five

rollicking run.

— Ray

screen entertainment.

The

theatre,

being funny and not appearing to be.

stories.

at

near the end where there is a question
whether the hero will be hanged by the

him by

out the picture and Art Director William

unmistakably melodrama

In the picture there
Negri as there was

to

horsemanship and splendid physique, and
promptly promotes him to a generalship.
He “walks out on her” however, and she
orders his capture dead or alive. He joins
a band of bandits and becomes an outlaw.
By a ruse he is employed as a French
teacher by the wealthy Kyrilla Troekouroff, a scoundrel, and falls in love with
Kyrilla’s daughter.
How he finally rights
a wrong and wins the forgiveness of the
Czarina furnishes the startling climax to
the unusual story.
It was written by Hans Kraly, while
George Marion, Jr., supplied the bright,

once a Western
story with much riding, a public hanging
and a hot fight for the possession of the
It

attracted

is

Murray

story revolves around an old roue

who wishes

to

forfeits

fortune unless he

his

marry an

actress,

but he

marries

a

Chicago Stratford

Program
(Week Beginning November 4)
Stratford
Overture,
Versatile
Orchestra,
O. Mauritz Hillblom conductor.
“Pal of My Cradle Days,” sung by Roy
,

Dieterich.

Stratford

“Speeding

Screen Events.
on High,” Barjer-Miller

and

Company.
Stratford Scenic Review.
Doris Guton at the Stratford-Kimball
gan.

A DOLPHE MENJOU

and Bessie Love in “The
King on Main Street,” Paramount picture that
opened at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, October 25
for a one-week run.

“Bungalow Love,” Morgan & Gray
“New Brooms,” Paramount

or-

.

.

Comedy Cartoon.

J

OHN GILBERT

and Mae Murray, the principals

of “The Merry Widow,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
opened at the Roosevelt in the
It
production.
Chicago loop on October 25.

:

:
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.

Madam

*>_

Behave

Producer: A1 Christie Productions
Distributor: Pro-Dis-Co

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

SCOTT SIDNEY

Author
Adaptor

F.

Jean Arlette

McGrew

Willis

PLAYERS
Jack Mitchell,

“Madam Behave”
Julian Eltinge

Gwen Townley

Ann Pennington

Seth Corwin
Lionel Belmore
Dick Corwin
David James
Creosote
Tom Wilson
M. T. House
Jack Duffy
Percy Fairweather.. Stanhope Wheatcroft
Laura Barnes
Evelyn Francisco
TYPE: Light comedy.
'

The mighty hunter displays his skill at
making weapons in this scene from
“Kivalina of the Ice Lands,” a Pathe
release.

Kivalina of the Ice Lands

Earl Rossman
Earl Rossman

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Eskimo Maid

...Kivalina

Sweetheart
Witch Doctor
Master Hunter
Kivalina’s Brother
TYPE: Romantic drama.

Aguvaluk

Kivalina’s

THEME:

Romantic

LOCALE: North
TIME: The

STORY

..Nashulik
...Tokatoo

Nuwak

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Allene Ray
Walter Miller

Jack Rollins
J.

Senator Homell
The Consul

TYPE: Romantic

THEME:

City.

present.

is in

dangerous events by trying to reclaim
who has fallen under the
a gangster-theatre manager.
After hard fighting the youth’s
brother is turned from evil.
Then the
flower seller learns the beauty of his
city and finds happiness with the girl.
his brother,
influence of

taurant.

Doris Sutton

Count Arriola Segundo
Maybelle Pratt
Rutger Farnsworth

LOCALE: New York

HIGHLIGHTS:

PLAYERS
Thomas W. Sutton

Richard Barthelmess
Dorothy Gish
Nick Di Silva
William Powell
Carlo Gillardi
Frank Puglia
Mamma Gillardi
Florence Auer
TYPE: Metropolitan melodrama.
THEME: Fraternal love.
Gillardi

Mollie

young Italian flower vendor
love with a little Irish neighbor girl becomes involved in a series of

.

Eskimos.

Tony

:

John J. McGraw
Frank Leon Smith
Horace G. Plimpton

Cameraman

Edmund Goulding

PLAYERS

STORY A

SPENCER BENNET

Author
Adaptor

Inc.

KENNETH WEBB

DIRECTOR
Author

who

Length: Ten two-reel chapters

DIRECTOR

Producer: Inspiration Pictures,
Distributor First National
Length: Undetermined

TIME: The

Producer: Pathe
Distributor: Pathe

.

.

.

.

Play Ball

in his father’s

...

.

.

love.

to the witch doctor,
cannot have the witch doctor’s permission to marry Kivalina until the debt is
paid with sealskins and the pelt of a
silver fox.
After a series of the greatest hardships Aguvaluk gets the fox,
and the still greater prize, Kivalina.
HIGHLIGHTS: The Aurora Borealis
in natural colors.
Freezing of the
Arctic Ocean.
The seal hunt.
The walrus hunt.
The reindeer
Breaking up of the polar
rodeo.
.
ice cap.
Natural acting of the
.

.

.

.

name owes a debt

.

.

.

present.

.

are

ejected from their rooms because they
cannot pay their rent become entangled
with the law on a number of points,
and with their fiances on a number of
others. Follows a series of comic events
that culminate in an elaborate double
wedding.
HIGHLIGHTS : Eltinge’ s impersonation of the woman.
Battle between
.The luncheon
Jack and Corwin, Sr.
party. ... The unmasking of Jack.
The double wedding.

Polar region.

Aguvaluk, who

:

The Beautiful City

city.

:

EARL ROSSMAN

Adaptor

of identity.

LOCALE: An American

TIME: The present.
STORY Two young men who

Producer: Earl Rossman
Distributor Pathe
Length: 5,597 feet

DIRECTOR

THEME: Change

Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish,
who have the stellar roles in “The Beautiful City,” produced by First National.

Barney Sherry
Harry Semels

.

.

.

Robbery of the res.Mol-

Tony’s arrest.

.

.

preventing of a killing.
Tony’s
first fight with Nick. ... The pursuit
and the second fight.
The final love

ly’s

.

.

.

.

.

.

scene.

Mary Milnor
Wally Oettel
Franklyn Hanna

Edward Maurelli
sporting serial.

Romantic

love.

LOCALE: New York

City; Florida.

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young member

of the

York Giants baseball team who

is

New
the

disowned son of a wealthy politician
meets and falls in love with the daughter of an industrial magnate whose dealings with the government have a shady

The affairs of the young people
thereafter run parallel and involve them
in many adventures, at the end of which
they are married.
HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of Jack
Their many close
and Doris.
.
escapes from death. ... The union of
hero and heroine.
cast.

Ann Pennington and

Julian Eltinge in a
scene from “Madam Behave,” a Producers Distributing Corp. release.

.

.

Allene

Ray and Walter

players, in a scene

Pathe

Miller, featured

from “Play Ball,”
serial.

a

:
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Ahead

Producer: Universal
Distributor: Universal
Length: 7,364 feet

HARRY POLLARD

DIRECTOR
Author
Adaptor

Byron

Morgan

Beatrice Van
Gilbert Warrenton

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Tom Hayden

Reginald Denny
Gertrude Olmsted
Tom Wilson
Charles Gerrard

Betty Browne

Sambo
Crighton Deane
Mrs. Browne

Lucille

Ward

Browne
John Steppling
Fred Esmelton
Mr. Hayden
James
Leo Nomas
TYPE: Comedy-drama.
Jeffrey

THEME:

Love and business rivalry.
Eastern American city;

LOCALE: An

Hoot Gibson and Helen Lynch in “The
Arizona Sweepstakes,”
a
Universal

Los Angeles.

Helen Ferguson and Jack Mulhall. The
scene is from the Pathe serial “ Wild
West.”

Wild West
Producer: C. W. Patton Productions
Distributor: Pathe
Length: Ten chapters; first, three
reels; remainder, two reels long

ROBERT
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

Jimmy Whitehawk
Polly Breen
Bob Miller
Elsie Withers

HILL

F.

Jack Mulhall
Helen Ferguson
Eddie Phillips
Virginia Warwick
Milla Davenport

Chalky Withers
Joe Miller
Col. Hardcastle
Pat Casey

Fred

Bums

Ed Burns
Dan Dix

Dan Morton
Wynoka

'

production.

TIME: The present.
STORY: The hero

fails to arrive at
the church in time for his wedding and
is denounced by his fiance and her father,
an automobile manufacturer whose pride
is his racing cars.
The hero starts for
Los Angeles and the races with only his
cook in the Honeymoon Express. He is
entered to drive his father’s car in the
Then his father,
race, but is arrested.
also a maker of automobiles, and the
father of the girl, bid for his services.
He decides to drive his father’s rival’s
car on condition that if he wins he may
marry the girl. He drives a great race
and wins, and friendship is re-established between the two fathers.
HIGHLIGHTS: The farewell dinner.
.
Scene at the river ford.
.
.
Storm scene at the tourists’ camp.
.
.
.

.

race.

Inez

Romantic

love.

Miller

Bros.

Last

quarter

of

Producer: Universal
Distributor Universal
Length: 5,418 feet

CLIFFORD SMITH

DIRECTOR

“Stuffy”

Charles Logue

Hoot Gibson
Helen Lynch
Philo McCullough
George Ovey
Emmett King
Tod Brown
Kate Price

McGee

Tom

Savery
Donnelly
Mrs. McGuire
Col.

ranch,

101

Oklahoma.

TIME:

The Arizona Sweepstakes

“Coot” Caddigan
Nell Savery
Jonathan Carey

Gomez

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME:

nineteenth

f

century.

STORY: A young man who

avoids all the traps his enemy lays for
him, and when his and his sweetheart’s
identities are cleared up the two are
married.
HIGHLIGHTS: The land rush.
Ranch and circus scenes.
The
rodeo. ... The untangling of the
snarled identities of hero and heroine.
.

.

The McGee Kids

believes,

because everyone else believes, that he
is a half-breed Indian, meets and falls
in love with a circus woman who is heiress to a fortune but does not know it.
The man’s love is reciprocated, but he is
restrained by the supposed barrier of
blood. His greatest enemy is his own
half brother, who also is a suitor for the
hand of the circus performer. The hero

.

.

.

PLAYERS

Larry Steers

LOCALE:

.

.

Author

George Burton

Dr. Alonzo Powers

.

.

.

.

The

the World war and at once are plunged
into
a revolution.
The mine owner
meets and falls in love with a girl with
whose Spanish suitor he quarrels. After
hard fighting for his life, his property
and the girl he is successful all around.
HIGHLIGHTS: The first meeting of
hero and heroine. ... The fight between Gordon and the Spaniard.
The fire.
.The revolutionary outbreak in the capital. ... The defeat of
the firing squad

{
[

Billy Schaeffer
Jackie Morgan

Turner Savage

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME:

Romantic

love.
city; Arizona.

LOCALE: A Western

TIME: The present.
STORY: A cowboy who

goes to a city
embroiled in a number of gang
fights narrowly escapes going to prison
on a false charge of manslaughter. He
escapes and hurries home to enter a
horse race on the outcome of which, he
learns, depends the financial future of
A
the man whose daughter he loves.
detective arrives to arrest him, but he
evades capture and rides to victory in
the race.

and

Hoot Gibson is the central figure in this
scene from Universal’s ‘‘The Man in
the Saddle.”

The Man

in the

Saddle

Producer: Universal

.

Distributor: Universal

.

is

HIGHLIGHTS: The

Length: Undetermined

gang

fights.

.

.

.

HERBERT BLACHE

DIRECTOR

William McLeod Raine
Raymond L. Schrock

Author
Adaptor

Harry Neumann

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Richard Gordon
Hoot Gibson
Valencia Valdez.... Virginia Brown Faire
Steve Davis
Gilbert Holmes
Ferdinand Cortez
Otto Hoffman
Miguel Escobar
Fred Malatesta
George Grandee
Manuel Pesqueira
Pedro Cabaunza
Cesare Gravina
Thomas H. Fitts
William Orlamond

TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME:
LOCALE:

Love and political intrigue.
Texas; a South American

republic.

Fred Esmelton, Reginald Denny, Gertrude Olmsted and John Steppling in the
scene
Ahead,”

final

a

of “ California Straight
Universal production.

TIME:

Immediately

following

the

world war.

STORY: The
South America

hero and a friend go to
to the hero’s

mines after

A1 Wilson and Elinor Fair in a scene
from the stunt flying sequence of “Flyin’
Through,” a Davis Distribution Division
release

:
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Death of an unknown
£ghts.
city.

.

.
.

.

The

.

His

.

detective.

.

.

.

in

THEME: A

one of the

hero’s escape
later escape
The race.

from the
from the

TIME: Twenty-five years ago.
STORY: The first mate of a merchant
ship, falsely accused of deserting the
vessel and its passengers as it is sinking, becomes an outcast in the tropics

pany

he is befriended by a trader and
given charge of an up-river post in
Borneo. He operates the station so efficiently that the natives respect him,
until

Davis

Distributing

Division

Length: 6,000 feet

and mutual love arises between him and
the stepdaughter of the man he has re-

BRUCE MITCHELL

DIRECTOR

A1 Wilson

Author.

George W. Pyper

Adaptor

Cameraman

E. J. Zerr

PLAYERS
A1 Wilson

Lieut. A1 Willis
Blair
Sybil
Judson Blair

Anne

Elinor Fair

Fontaine La Rue
George French
Clarence Burton

Melvin Parker
Jim Willis
Gladys Ainsworth
Bill

James McElhem
Zella Ingraham
Garry O’Dell

Goofus
Filial love.

LOCALE: American

South and South-

west*

TIME: The

STORY A

present.

young aviator returns from

:

Alice Joyce and Clive Brook, the principals of “ The Home Maker," a Univer-

France and learns that his father has
been sent to a penitentiary for murder.

happiness of the family be ruined. The
doctor accedes, and the family’s bliss

HIGHLIGHTS : Convincing acting
of Alice Joyce and Clive Brook.
.
The fire. ... The wife’s business successes. ... The husband’s realization
that he can walk again.
The doc.

.

tor’s

agreement not

to

placed as factor of the station.
The
captain and other officers of the ship
who caused the false accusation to be
made against him, turn pirates and attack the post. The hero forces them to
leave, but they slay a band of natives
at the mouth of the river, and for their
deed he pays the natives at the post

with his

sal Picture.

continues.

TYPE: Comedy drama.

THEME:

seaman’s courage.
tropic ocean; interior

Borneo.

Producer: A1 Wilson Pictures ComDistributor:

1925

14,

LOCALE: The

Through

Flyiri

November

.

.

life.

HIGHLIGHTS: The

shipwreck and

the desertion of the officers.
. Fight
between Lord Jim and Cornelius. . . .
Love scenes between hero and heroine.
.
Attack of the pirates.
.
.
.
Shooting of the hero.
.

.

.

.

.

betray husband

and wife to each other.

The son tours the country as a stunt
aviator to raise money with which to
help his father.
Constantly alert for a
clue to disprove the murder charge, he
at last finds one.
He then succeeds in
having his father released and in winning the daughter of the man his father

was supposed

to

have

HIGHLIGHTS

:

killed.

Hero cranking

the

engine of his plane in midair.
The
leap from the speeding plane into an
automobile. ... The wedding above
.

Home Maker

Producer: Universal
Distributor Universal
Length: 7,775 feet
Author
Adaptor

Cameraman

Stephen

Alice Joyce
Clive Brook
Billy Kent Schaeffer

Henry

Maurice Murphy
Jacqueline Wells

Helen

Harvey Bronson
Dr. Merritt

Aunt Mattie
Mrs. Anderson
John (Janitor)
Miss West
Mrs. Prouty
Molly Prouty
Mrs. Hennessey

Frank Newberg
George Fawcett
Margaret Campbell
Martha Mattox
Alfred Fisher
Alice Flower
Virginia Boardman

THEME:
in

TIME: The present.
STORY: A man who
but

is

News No.

International

90

DELEGATION OF INDIANS ARRIVE IN SAN FRANCISCO TO ASK RETURN OF TRIBAL LAND

The Mine Owner
The Union General

CHINESE

Mack Swain
Montagu Love

Lincoln
George Billings
Westerner
Sam Appel
TYPE: Romantic comedy.
THEME: Romantic love.

LOCALE: A

Civil

War

battle front;

Virginia City, Nevada.
TIME: Close of the Civil war.
STORY: The hero, a Confederate spy,
is sent to Virginia City to detour the
gold supply of the enemy. On the way
he has many hair-fine escapes from
death, falls in love with two girls, and
then is arrested as a robber. One of the
girls saves him from death at the hands
of a mob, and with that difficulty past,
he gives his attention to straightening
out his love affairs.
HIGHLIGHTS: Scenes on the battleThe stage coach journey.
held.
Escape from death by hanging.
.
The untangling of the love knots.
.

.

.

*

STAGE DEMONSTRATION
RENEWING “WAR OF INDEPENDENCE”

STUDENTS
IN

.

.

Kinograms No. 5130
PREMIER MUSSOLINI OF ITALY OPENS CABLE
TO SOUTH AMERICA
•

LIEUTENANT
CUP.

DURING WAR
•

COLONEL MITCHELL GOES TO TRIAL BEFORE
COURT MARTIAL ON CHARCE OF CRITICISINC SUPERIORS

conscientious

•

JOHN RUSSELL
Joseph Conrad
George Hull

Lord Jim
Captain Brown
Cornelius

Jewel
Stein

Dain Waris
Sultan
Scoggins
Yankee Joe

Tamb Itam
TYPE: Drama

IN

SAILORS VISITING MELBOURNE,
AUSTRALIA, VISIT EVERY PLACE OF
INTEREST IN CITY
*

Fox News No.

9

FIRE DESTROYS HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT IN

TOKYO, JAPAN

PLAYERS

woman who

8

LADIES’

AMERICAN

Length: Undetermined

inefficient in

•

Fox News No.

HOCKEY TEAM ARRIVES
UNITED STATES AND PLAYS FIRST GAME

Distributor: Paramount

Author
Adaptor

H.

Kinograms No. 5131
GERMANY RETURNS ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS SEIZED IN PEKIN, CHINA,

IRISH

Producer: Paramount

DIRECTOR

DOOLITTLE WINS SCHNEIDER
ALSO BREAKS SEAPLANE
SPEED RECORD

J.

.

Lord Jim

city.

CANTON
•

.

.

man

business married to a
does not care for home work
because she has great business ability,
attempts suicide because of his repeated
failures. He succeeds only in paralyzing
his lower limbs and becoming an invalid. Thereafter he stays at home with
the children and writes and his wife
takes a business position.
Both are so
happy with their changed circumstances
that when the husband discovers he can
use his limbs again he begs the family
doctor not to reveal the fact, lest the

BY

•

PLAYERS

Ororflnn

Alteration of status of
the home.

LOCALE: An American

NAVY SEAPLANES SMASHED
STORM NEAR BALTIMORE, MD.

SEVENTEEN

Confederate Spy
Raymond Griffith
The Girl He Loves
Marion Nixon
Other Girl He Loves..Virginia Lee Corbin

Elaine Ellis

Mary

CLARENCE BADGER

Authors....Monty Brice; Reginald Morris
Ethel Doherty

Mr. Willings
Lloyd Whitlock
TYPE: Domestic drama.

and wife

TOUR

OF WALES HOME FROM SEVEN-MONTH

Adaptor

A

PLAYERS
Eva Knapp
Lester Knapp

Length: Undetermined

Abraham

Dorothy Canfield
Mary O’Hara
John Stumar

89

BRITISH BATTLESHIP REPULSE BRINGS PRINCE

DIRECTOR

KING BAGGOT

DIRECTOR

News No.

International

Distributor: Paramount

.

.

the clouds.

The

Hands Up
Producer: Paramount

Percy Marmont
Noah Beery
Raymond Hatton
Shirley

•

Mason

Joseph Dowling
George Magrill
Nick de Ruiz
J. Gunnis Davis
Jules Cowles

Duke Kahanamoku
of the sea.

*

HARVARD DOWN TO 32 TO 9 DEFEAT BEFORE
DARTMOUTH

Pathe

News No.
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ROALD AMUNDSEN, ARCTIC EXPLORER,
WHITE HOUSE

VISITS

•

MILITARY UNITS OF CUBA PARADE DURING
NATIONAL CELEBRATION! PRESIDENT
MACHADO REVIEWS FORCES

.

November

.
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ALBANY,

Runs

:

Na-

Widow,”
Merry
“Tho
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer (3rd week).

ROOSEVELT:
:

.

“Thunder Mountain,** Fox
“Below the Line,” Warner

“The Half Way

Girl,” First

National.

STATE-LAKE:

“The

Ancient

Highway,**

Paramount.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Stanley Company, it is stated, will not file a brief in
connection with the demand of the Federal Trade Commission that the company’s
activities as a booking concern be sepa-

exhibiting functions.
The
.
motion picture industry throughout the
United States will await with interest the
decision which the Philadelphia Arbitration Board will make as to whether the
withdrawal of the Gloria Swanson picture
“Conquered” from the proposed releases of
Paramount for the coming year constitutes
a valid reason for not fulfilling a contract.
Pennsylvania and New Jersey exhibitors
contend that a distributing company has
no right to invalidate its contract by not
supplying the pictures promised at the time
the original contract was signed by the ex-

from

its

.

.

American, Troy,

.

.

to determine

Wouldn’t

how

“The

the film

Who

Girl
Work,” was provided to an
the board for showing at

em-

the
of
Knights of Columbus Hall in West Philadelphia, after permission to show it was
Felix O’Hara, an operator emrefused.
ployed by the board, promoted the show, at
which admission was charged. The feature shown was the film to which objection
had been made, the property of the American Feature Film Exchange, which had
been returned to the exchange by the censors a few days before it was screened. It
was taken from the vaults of the exchange
without his knowledge or consent, Mr.
Bethel stated when questioned by Knapp in
connection with the screening. The Philadelphia Film Board of Trade is also inThe local exterested in the matter.
change of United Artists was admitted to
membership in the Philadelphia Film
Board of Trade, with the proviso that only
five cases where contracts were signed before the admission of the exchange to the
board could be submitted for the board’s
The application for membership
decision.
had been pending for some weeks, due to

ploye

.

.

.

and the board
an agreement as to

to

come

to

the matter of long standing contracts.

.

.

.

Bennett

last

with his brother in handling the Star theWilliam Smalley, of Coopersatre.
town, N. Y., who already owns a chain of
a dozen houses, took over control the SherMaurice Chase
burne theatre last week.
of Buffalo was along film row last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Schine of Gloversville spent a portion of last week in the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John Mat tic e of
metropolis.
elty theatre in Middleburgh, N.
film row during the past week
turkeys for Thanksgiving in at
.

.

.

along
promised
least one

Y.,

Manager James Roach of

exchange.

.

the State

theatre

.

.

Nov-

the

Schenectady, N. Y.,
Iron Horse” to open

in

has booked “The
E. D. Leischman,
on Thanksgiving.
from Universal’s New York office, was
in Albany last week auditing the accounts
A. T. Mallory
of the local exchange.
of the Star in Corinth, N. Y., stopped over
here last week on his way back from New
Walter Roberts, manager
York City.
of the Troy theatre, had his hands full
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

connection with the “Junior
Movies” on Saturday morning, when over
Jake
1,200 children stormed the theatre.
Golden of the Griswold in Troy put on a
revue of ten acts one night last week in
connection with anniversary week at theJoe Saperstein of Harmanus
theatre.
Bleecker Hall here announces a personal
appearance of Edna Wallace Hopper on
Harry M.
November 5, 6 and 7. .
Brooks, president of the motion picture
machine operators’ union of Troy, is a can-

week

last

in

.

.

.

didate for the
.

.

.

.

.

.

New York

.

state legislature.

Jake Rosenthal of the Rose theatre in

Troy

will install a radio at his theatre

election night to
his patrons.

Seattle

Runs

(Week Beginning October 17)
LIBERTY: “The Freshman,’’ Pathe (2nd
week).

Broadway,”

Opera,** Universal.

Brothers.

of

Old

M etro-Goldwyn-M ayer.

ST.

“The Lucky Horseshoe,” Fox.
FRANCIS:
“The Merry Widow,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
“Wild Justice.”

GOLDEN GATE:

United

Artists

CAMEO

“The Bad Lands,” Pro-Dis-Co.

:

UNION SQUARE:

“Fighting Youth,”

All

Star.

IMPERIAL:

“The Freshman,” Pathe.

CANADA

OTTAWA, ONT. — Colvin

Brown,

vice-

Film Booking Offices, New
York, has been a visitor in Toronto, Ontario, conferring with P. C. Taylor, general manager of Film Booking Offices of
Canada, Limited.
J. W. Berman, general manager of Canadian exchanges of
the United Artists Corporation, Limited,
has announced the removal of the Canadian headquarters of the company from 6
Dundas street West, Toronto, where they
have been located for years, to the ninth
of

president

.

.

.

floor of the Hermant Building, 21 Dundas
Archer has
street East, Toronto.

W. H. Mitchell as manager of
First National’s office in Vancouver, B. C.
Mitchell, who recently went back to the

succeeded

Canadian West from a business trip to
City, has been appointed Western Canadian division sales supervisor,
with headquarters at Winnipeg, Manitoba,
by District Manager W. A. Bach, Toronto.
Archer, who has taken over the Vancouver
office, was formerly with Famous Players.

New York

H. T. Long has resigned from Famous
Players, Toronto, and has accepted a sales
position with First National there.
.
H. M. Davidson of First National, Toronto, has been transferred from the city
sales department to the Northern Ontario
Phil. Kaufman, general sales
territory.
manager of Regal Films, Limited, one of
the leading film distributors of Canada,
has just recovered from a serious operation at the
Toronto General Hospital.
Kaufman has been identified with the motion picture business in Toronto for many
The Montreal Theatrical Bowlyears.
ing League has once more been re-organized and is all set for its 24-week season.
couple of Jimmy Lynches figured
...
in the news in Regina, Sask., a few days
ago when the manager of the Capitol theatre was fined $2 and costs for the erection of a railway crossing sign in front of
the theatre in an allegedly illegal manner.
The sign was a special display for “Desert
Flower.” One of the J. Lynches was Manager J. Lynch of the Capitol and the other
was Officer J. Lynch of the Regina police
department, who laid the complaint
.
A. R. McNichol of Winnipeg, Man., owner
of the Lyceum, Starland and College theatres, broke into the news columns again
on October 24 with the announcement that
he donated $25,000 in cash to the Winnipeg
Y. M. C. A.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

COLISEUM: “He’s a Prince,” Paramount
STRAND: ..“Fine Clothes,” First National.
the
Phantom
“The
of
COLUMBIA:

BLUE MOUSE

on

furnish election news to

First

Quarantine,”

&

exchange here,
week and has gone to Hudwhere he will be associated

N. Y.,

son,

in

“Lights

GRANADA:

stim, salesman in the Pathe

resigned

“Lovers

:

WARFIELD:

.

.

.

Runs

Paramount.

LOEW'S

.

week.

last

.

the fact that the exchange

were unable

CALIFORNIA

Vadney of Watervliet have reopened the
Edward HochHudson theatre there.

.

Exhibitors here state that no announcement has as yet been made as to
whether Gloria Swanson will make another picture in lieu of “Conquered,” or
whether the output will include only two.
The services of the attorney general
of Pennsylvania will be solicited by Harry
B. Knapp, chairman of the Pennsylvania
Board of Motion Picture Censors, in order
hibitor.

.

First

(Week Beginning October 24)

.

.

rated

San Francisco

managtheatres

.

Brothers.

MeVICKERS:

Hill,

S.

Mark Strand

in Albany and Troy, has arranged matters so that the young men aboard the
training ship in Albany this week may attend those theatres as guests of the manClaude Fredericks of the
agement.
.
Capitol, Pittsfield, N. Y., was a welcome
.
.
guest along film row during the week.
Lew Fischer of the Bradley theatre in
Fort Edward, N. Y., ran “The Iron Horse”
for two days recently as a benefit for one
Edward Tremof the churches there.
bley played “The Ten Commandments” on
the
a four-day return engagement at

tional.

MONROE:
ORPHEUM

Y.— Uly

N.

ing director of the

(Week Beginning November 1)
“Th© Knockout,” First

CHICAGO

63

ALBANY

Chicago
First

.

:

“Bobbed Hair,”

Warner

.

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SAN FRANCISCO

Widow” and

exploit
to
will return to

Merry

“The

Seattle after

he is through. Don’t worry, he did good
work. It’s his nature. ... I. R. Dunbar,
in charge of advertising supplies at the
local Pathe office, announces that up to
October IS there was sold for “The Fresh-

man”

amounting

supplies

to

$834.75.

Lester Stevens and his “Alexandrians” are
now a regular feature at the Alexandria
theatre.
Stevens is well known in the
music world, having written several song
hits, and is recognized as an excellent arThe purchase of
ranger of music.
Eric Von Stroheim’s “The Merry Widow”
by the St. Francis theatre is said to have
involved the greatest price ever included
It is
in a local motion picture contract.
to be made a road show at the conclusion
After spending
of its local contract.
two years in the East, Wayland Taylor,
formerly in the exploitation department of
the local Paramount office, is back again
in San Francisco and has allied himself
with S'. H. Levin and will have charge of
the publicity interests of the Metropolitan.
L. B. Metzger, in charge of the service
department of Universal, with headquarters in New York, was a recent San FranWest Coast theatres, Inc.,
cisco visitor.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

local Paramount manager lately made
Dallas,
in
district manager with offices
Tex,, was a recent visitor here. ... Tex

mer

the Theatre Equipment Supply
a quick trip recently to the
Northwest ... L. IF. Weir, district manager of Pro-Dis-Co., was a recent local
visitor. .
W. A. Walsh, auditor of First

Coombs of
Co. made

.

.

National from New York offices, was a
recent visitor to the local exchange.

KANSAS CITY
CITY, MO.—“Doc” Cook, enbusiness manager of the M. P. T.

KANSAS
ergetic

STANLEY

Overture,
“Capriccio
ItaliStanley
cnne,”
Symphony Orchestra;
“Concerto in D Major,” violin solo by
Helen Berlin; “Ballet Salome,” Stanley
Theatre Ballet ; Baritone Selections by
Marcel Salasco
Organ Selections, “Pucciniana;” “Graustark,” First National;
“Maid in Morocco,” Educational Stanley Magazine News.
“Sweethearts,”
Victor
Herbert
FOX:
Musical Comedy, with Frank Moulan and
Gertrude Dallas; “LightnirT,” Fox; Fox
Theatre Screen News.
“Lovers
in
Quarantine,”
KARLTON
:

y

:

Paramount.
“The Man Who Found Himself,” Paramount.
VICTORIA:
“The Knockout,” First Na-

PALACE:
tional.

CAPITOL:

Annie Rooney,” United

“Little

Artists.

STANTON

Pony

“The

:

Para-

Express,”

mount.

ARCADIA:

“The

Metro-Goldwyn-

Circle,”

Mayer.

“The Phantom of

ALDINE:

the

Opera,”

Universal.

More than
for the Southern district.
100 film men from local distributing offices attended the recent Goodfellowship
luncheon. Harry Taylor of Universal was
toastmaster. Three district managers were
IF. E.
Clyde Adams, F. B. O.
present
Truog, Universal; and R. C. LiBeau, Para“Graustark,” First National,
mount.
opened its local premiere at the Mainstreet
Among recent
theatre November 1.
.

.

.

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

O. of Kansas-Missouri, darted in after a
week’s trip through Kansas, attended several meetings, said hello while on the run,
and then departed for the territory again.
He has several plans which he intends to
Pat Dowling,
spring shortly, he says.
of
publicity representative
Pro-Dis-Co.
Los Angeles, was a Kansas City visitor last
Dowling was on his way to the
week.
Coast after a five weeks’ stay in New
York in the interest of his company.
Gustav Eyssell, house manager of the
Newman theatre who was operted on recently, is so far improved he is taking an
interest in “movie” matters again.
“Little Annie Rooney,” Mary Pickford’s
latest offering, set a new record at the Liberty theatre here.
With the exception of
two, days the picture demolished all past
records for a single day’s performance.
“Give me twelve pictures like this,” sighed
.

.

row were: L. IF. Hooper,
Orpheum, Topeka, Kan.; Herb Walsh, Or-

visitors to film

pheum, Atchison, Kan. /. IF. Davis, Lyric,
Holden, Mo. Ben Hill, City Hall theatre,
A. R. Zimmer, Royal, AtBeldon, Mo.
chison, Kan. .../.£. Flynn, M-G-M district manager, made a brief visit here reThe winning team in the
cently.
Charleston contest held at Convention Hall
last week is to be booked into the Mainstreet theatre for one week.
;

;

.

.

.

.

.

1

Manager Sam Carver

happily.

,

.

.

Ballantyne, formerly Pathe exchange
‘

B. S.

man-

ager at Des Moines, has been named district manager of the Pathe organization

.

.

.

.

.

Among

recent Seattle visitors were Henry
Turner, owner of the Blue Bird theatre,
Missoula, Mont.
Jack Schlaifer, former
Seattle manager and now district manager
for Universal
and IF. P. Armour, of
Montesano, head of the Armour Circuit,
who announces he is building a new 600seat show house in his home city. ...
wedding which should make for closer un;

;

A

between two branches

(pun)

derstanding

of the film industry, was consummated recently when S'. Z. Williams, traveling auditor for Producers Distributing Corp., was
united with Miss I. A. Colburne, who owns
the Yesler theatre, Seattle.
The happy
couple made a honeymoon trip to Chicago
and did not tell of their marriage until
their return home.
Fred Sliter, manager of First National, has added to his
livewire
force of ambassadors George
Ekre, formerly connected with the local
Maurice Segal, repreFox exchange.
senting Famous Players-Lasky in Eastern
Washington, was given a kidding when he
appeared a few days ago featuring a brand
new moustache.
Due to increased business, Paul Aust, manager of Associated
Exhibitors, has added a new salesman, Art
Gollafin to his sales staff and expects to
increase his force further.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SEATTLE

—

SEATTLE, WASH. Because record attendance was assured, a change was made
in the original plans for the M. P. T. O.
of Washington annual convention, according to Secretary Jim Hone The hall used
for last year’s meet would be too small
for the crowd in attendance this year, so
the Hotel Calhoun here was chosen as conThe fourth and
vention headquarters.
last of the Universal theatre parties for
Pacific Northwest exhibitors was held a
few days ago at Centralia, Wash. Previously parties had been held at Mount
.

.

.

Vernon, Spokane and Yakima.

number

of

exhibitors,

A

principally

large

from

Southwest Washington’s lumber belt, attended the party; also there was a delegation of five from Seattle, including L. O.
Lukan, Universal local manager, and Jack
Cohen, assistant manager; salesmen Al
Bloom and /. A. Bradt, and Jim Hone,

Chicago Capitol

Program
(

DENVER

.

.

.

Washing-

P. T. O. of

Following a showing of the latest
Liniversal productions, a dinner and dance
were enjoyed at the Hotel Centralia.
At the completion of the run of “The Calgary Stampede” at the Heilig theatre last
week, the house was leased to Henry
Duffy Players, a stock company, marking
the end of this well known theatre as a
picture house. IF. /. Murphy, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer publicity man who has been
stationed at the Heilig for several weeks,
has been called back to San Francisco.

;

.

.

1925

14,

.

Week Beginning October 23)

.

announce that the new Grand-Lake theatre
and the Fruitvale house will open about
Dick Rosebaum, forChristmas time.

.

(

.

.

.

Runs

First

many

Seattle

M.

secretary of the

A.
years connected with motion picture houses on the Pacific Coast,
has been appointed manager of the new
For two years Smith
St. Francis theatre.
was manager of the State at Oakland. He
was sent to Honolulu by L. R. Greenfield
to supervise the final construction of and
Previously
to open the Princess theatre.
to that Smith was personal representative
of Thomas Ince, and before that, managing director of the Kinema, now called the
Six years ago
Criterion, in Los Angeles.
he was manager of the Rialto in this city.
It is natural he was given a reception by
the managers. ... IF. /. Murphy, popular
member of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer orFrancisco
ganization,
returned to San

from

November
ton.

Philadelphia

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Edward

Smith, for

.

;

Week Beginning November 2)

DENVER,

COL.— More

than

interior of the theatre is artistically decorated.
There are soft lights, easy seats

H.
and other ultra-modern equipment.
IF. Braley, local Paramount manager, has
left for Chicago to attend the convention
for branch managers
He plans to take
his entire sales force to Salt Lake City
.

Orchestra, Albert E. Short conductor.
Capitol Theatre World Events.
“The Garden of Flowers” “June Brought
the Roses,” Orville Rennie; Blushing Rose
Ballet; “Climbing the Ladder of Roses,”
Orvile Rennie; “The Ladder of Roses.”
Capitol Scenic Review.
“The Final Edition,” Leo Terry at the Capitol-Wurlitzer organ.
“Quartette from Rigolletto,” Hazel Eden
William Mitchell Lorna Doone Jackson
and Herbert Leigh.
“Where Was I?” Universal.
,

,

,

Comedy Cartoon.

.

.

for a sales convention immediately after
return from the Chicago convention.

his
.

.

.

Bennett Brandon, home

office

serial

representative for Pathe, has left Denver
for Salt Lake City after spending two
very busy weeks in the Denver territory.
Ed Schulte and M. H. Todd of the Rialto
theatre,
Casper,
recently
took
Wyo.,
enough time off from their various enter.

.

.

to come to Denver and pay each
and every exchange manager a business
call.
S. S. Temple of the Cameron
Club theatre at Farr, Col., also was here
on business recently. Temple is manager
of the Cameron, which is operated and
financed by the Y. M. C. A. of the coal
camp of Farr. He reports that though
prises

.

.

.

the population of the camp is but 35 per
cent American all of the inhabitants are
enthusiastic theatre patrons.
Leo M.
Fay, Belen, N. M., has sold the Central
theatre there to IF. P. Cook of Dawson,
N. M.
IF. P. Perry, Burlington, Col.,
has sold his Midway theatre there to H.
Harry Lustig, district manG. Mork.
.

“Melange of Popular Airs,” Capitol Grand

five

hundred persons attended the recent opening of Denver’s newest theatre, the Highlands D. & R., 32nd street and Lowell
boulevard.
The opening was strictly an
invitation affair, the theatre being opened
to the general public a day later.
The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ager for Warner Brothers, has arrived
back to Denver for a short visit. He will
Harry Nosoon leave Salt Lake City.
lan, owner and operator of theatres in
Greeley, Grand Junction and Pueblo, Colo.,
is expected back from New York within
a few days. He has been away front DenQuarver since the first of October.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
TO

PRODUCERS
MOTION PICTURE
WHO
USE MARINE EQUIPMENT

Picture, Courtesy

Submarine Film Corp.

THE SOUND MARINE AND EQUIPMENT CO.
now

being formed for the purpose of supplying moving picture producers with Marine equipment
The company will operate from a base at City Island, New York, at the south end of
Long Island Sound, and will be in a position by early Spring to furnish at short notice skilled mariners
and sea dog extras, as well as a full line of sail and power ships, sea sleds, hulks, gear, yachts, divers,
and in fact every marine requirement which a picture producer might require.
is

of every kind.

Watch

for future

announcements

in the

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

—

;

;
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antine at Oshkosh, Nebr., has been lifted
and the Garden theatre is again in operaMrs. W. B. IVynes of the Garden
tion.
had been compelled to close on two dif-

and the ban which has affected
gathering places has been lifted.

Hippodrome

First
( Week

Beginning October 17)

:
“Shore Leave,” First
tional; “King Cotton,” Educational
ternational News.

KINEMA:

NoIn-

view.

also closed for a short time because of the
sudden appearance of the disease in that

PANTACES:

city.

Rooney,”
Borneo,” Pathe; Pathe News.
VICTORY
“The Golden Princess,” Paramount; “Innocent Husbands,” Pathe;

—

House, Newberg, Mo., is under new
management.
George Laun, the former
owner, now operates the Opera House at
William Cox, ownerSt James, Mo.
manager of the Palace theatre. Royal, Mo.,
era

plans to

describing

house,

The

trict

.

his ill health. ... Ed Foy has just completed the remodeling of the Columbia theBesides reatre in East Dallas, Texas.
decorating the interior and altering the
front of the house, Foy has installed a

Dardanelle,
.
pipe organ.
Ark., is to have a new and attractive theJohn Satterfield
atre in the near future.
has purchased a site and will begin erecThe Viction of the house shortly. .
tory theatre at Lufkin, Texas, which was
.

Already
equipment for $5,000.
much new equipment is arriving at Lufthe

kin.

ST. LOUIS,

LOUIS
MO.

Joseph Mogler, Os-

O. Reeve for the exhibitors and Sam Werner, United Film ServLou Hess, Universal, and W. B.
ice,
Scully, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, for the exchanges form the new arbitration board of
the St. Louis Film Board of Trade. They
John Karzin,
will serve three months.
owner of the Casino, Olympia and Lincoln
theatres here, is building a beautiful new
home at University City, Mo., and expects to move into it in three weeks. Karzin is the daddy of ’em all in St. Louis,
having started in business back in 1906. .
The board of directors of the St. Louis
Municipal Theatre Association re-elected
all its officers at its recent annual meeting.
They are: H. J. Pettengill, president; Morton May, F. W. A. Vesper, and C. F. G.
Meyer, vice-presidents; Walter Weisenburger, treasurer; and Mona B. Crutcher,
secretary.
Otto Schwartz plans to reopen the Famous theatre here soon.
R. A. Griffith has bought the Royal theatre, Thayer, Mo., from G. E. Gomel.
E. B. Martin has sold the Majestic, La
Planto, Ark., to S. H. Mays.
The Op.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“The

day

.

.

.

.

come,

will

I

predict,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON,

C.— Sig Newman,

D.

solo saxophonist of the Metropolitan theatre orchestra, unfortunately has been confined to his home by illness for some time.
All who know him hope he will be up and
Harold Lloyd’s
around again soon. .
.
“The Freshman” closed at the Metropolitan last week after a two-week run during which the house attendance records
Nelson B. Bell, in
were wrecked.
.
charge of advertising, publicity and radio
for the Crandall theatres here dodged his
friends on his birthday recently and celebrated solo. . . . 'Mary Ducia Fish, bril.

.

W.

car Lehr and

.

non-theatrical productions will wield
a more powerful influence in the communities of this country than the popular theatrical productions do.”
.
J. W. Mueller
of the Madison theatre, Madison, 111., died
The Gem thethere a short time ago.
atre, Harvel, 111., was closed indefinitely
October 31. ... S. H. Mays has taken
over the Majestic at La Planto, Ark.
Charles N. Steele, First National as.
sistant general manager of distribution,
was a visitor in St. Louis recently.

.

completely destroyed by fire a few weeks
ago, will be replaced in a short time by
The comthe Lufkin Amusement Co.
pany had the building insured for $7,000

ST.

of
theatre,
local
the St. Louis Amusement Comchain, is soon to take charge of
in

president of the United Cinema Company,
Inc., of New York, during his visit here
last week to inspect his company’s branch
office.

Coughlin

and

Joe Greene,

when

manager for Pathe, has arrived here

.

.

est future before them, a field the value of
is almost
inestimable in point of
service,” declared Albert A. Beatty, vice-

as inspirit
interior is es-

.

.

which

.

new Wicks

.

.

take charge of the office while D. J.
is on a leave of absence due to

to

the house.
Maffitt
the

.

pecially attractive, as the draperies and all
decorative effects are in fine color harOscar Morgan, Southern dismony.
.
.

.

pany
George Skouras’ Chippewa theatre.
Out-of-town exhibitors who visited here
last week were: Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111.;
Jim Reilly and A. Crichlow, Alton, 111.;
.“Nonand /. Mound, Valley Park, Mo.
theatrical motion pictures have the bright-

formally opened October 15 with an interesting and well planned program. Many
out of town guests were present at the
opening, and expressed their approyal of

new

sell

manager
house

.

and impressive.

.

.

young soprano heard frequently last
spring with the “Saturday Nighters,” sang
She is
with the players again recently.
.
en route to Paris for further study.
Harry M. Crandall was a recent visitor to
It
was a business trip.
Philadelphia.
Because of the length of ‘Winds of
Chance,” the feature production shown at
the Metropolitan last week, the concert
overture was omitted and the showing
time of each performance was advanced
about half an hour.
lian

.

.

SALT LAKE

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A
in

.

.

.

J.

Lannon and

this week. .
.
in this city, is
this week. . . .
who will be in
.

Sam

Henley, “U” manager
making a trek into Idaho
Another division manager

our midst in the near future is Art Schmidt of F. B. O., according to L. A. Davis, who has charge of the
L. Tidwell, Dave
local offices.
J.
McElhinney and W. R. Hughart are stirring up a great business in the territory
Carl Steam, who
for Fox productions.
presides over the destinies «f the United
Artists exchange, is in Northern Utah for
Our old friend Milt Cohn
a few days.
now has a berth with U. A., having been
He is
assigned to the Montana district.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

making his initial trip under his new connection this week.
Vete Stewart, First
National salesman, has gone to Montana
The boys at the local
for a few days.
Warner Brothers offices are stirring up
some great business on the new product.
R. S. Stackhouse, branch manager is in
Montana.
J. S. Woody, general manager for Associated Exhibitors, is here
going over the situation with Ed C. Mix.
J. J. Gillette, Tooele, Utah; Y. M.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gunnison, Utah, John Rugar,
Utah; and L. Thornberg, GarUtah, were on the Place this week.

Duggins,

Park
field,

City,

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—
Raymond

B.

Dunlay, director of the department of
compulsory education and child welfare of
the public schools at Los Angeles, outlined
at the recent convention of the Indiana
State Teachers’ Association here the cooperative work being done by the department with motion picture producers along
educational lines among the children emHe said a
ployed in making pictures.
former Indianapolis girl is the supervisor
The Wild
of juvenile actors’ interests.
Opera House has been opened at NoblesIt will be devoted largely to
ville, Ind.
motion pictures. The house is managed by
Harry A. Keine, who endeavored to follow the plan adopted by the Grcle theatre
The
in Indianapolis in his arrangement.
walls are frescoed and a large velvet drape
curtain covers the stage. ... A novel and
attractive lobby display was arranged recently by Pat Heavy of the Liberty theater in Terre Haute, Ind., in connection
with the showing of “Don Q, Son of
Zorro.” The display was centered around
large cutouts of Douglas Fairbanks.
Bids are being received for the construcThe
tion of a treatre at Richmond, Ind.
It
house will seat about 1,000 persons.
will be of brick, with terra cotta trim and
a composition roof. ... It is planned to
start work shortly on the construction of
The house
a theatre at Hammond, Ind.
It will be of
will cost about $250,000.
brick construction with terra cotta trim.
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

good

weekly patronage of the
theatre has been noted
since the house has made it the policy to
increase

.

T. Sheffield, general manager of
Sheffield system of exchanges, to be a local visitor soon. . . . E.
C. O’Keefe, Babcock theatre, Billings, and
D. C. Scott, Imperial and Margaret theatres at Anaconda, were the Montana contribution to the trade visitors on the Place

pecting

the

:

.

.

.

Pathe News.

.

the
ing

Box,”

the

“Little
Annie
United Artists; “Wild Beasts of

TEX. Final arrangements
for the M. P. T. O. of Texas convention
to be held at the Baker hotel here are beThe president is negotiating
ing made.
with nationally known and influential theatre workers to have them come here and
address the meeting. An interesting lineup
of entertainment features is being planned
by W. S. Waid, secretary of the M. P. T.
Col. H. A. Cole, president of the
O.
M. P. T. O. of Texas has the sympathy of
the entire trade of the state for the death
of his mother at her home here last week.
Friends of Col. Cole in the Dallas market
.The
acted as pallbearers at the funeral.
new Arcadia theatre, Tyler, Texas, was
.

on

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:

DALLAS
DALLAS,

.

Man

.

.

She

“The
Warner Brothers.

.

manager, will be in this city soon to talk
things over with C. F. Parr, resident exchange boss. The latter is at present in
the Northern part of this state.
Jimmy
Keitz, Greater Feature chief here, is ex-

Wolf,” Fox; “The
Labyrinth of Roc4cs,” Pathe
Pathe Re-

The
was

“The

.

.

Runs

AMERICAN

public

theatre, Lewellen, Nebr.,

Lake City

Salt

1925

14,

vention.
George L. Cloward, manager
here for Metro, has gone to Idaho for
a few days.
Clyde Messenger is putting Educational on the map of Northern
Utah and Idaho, having left his managerial
desk at the local exchange for that purpose.
L. W. Weir, Pro-Dis-Co division
.

ferent occasions in the last month because
The
of spread of infantile paralysis.
disease now seems to have disappeared,
all

November

the

Paramount Empress

show

just big feature pictures in connection with high grade prologues and musical talent. . . . Louis Marcus, Famous
Players district chief, has gone to
York City to sit in at the Paramount con-

New

The owner

is

Norman

Kristoff.

.

.

.

The

Saturday morning matinees being featured
each Saturday at the Liberty theatre in
Terre Haute, Ind., are making big hits
with the children, for whom the policy
The house has been
was designed.
crowded each Saturday since the policy

was put

into effect.

”

November

14,

;
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THE FILM MART
Universal

Pathe

“ Midnight

Sun” Filming Completed
The last camera work on “The Midnight
Sun” has been completed and the picture
has gone into the editing stage of produc-

Three on Release Slate
“Should Sailors Marry?” “Are Parents
Pickles” and the seventh chapter of the
“Wild West” serial are on the November

tion.

8 release schedule.
“

Up Hudson
The company making “The Green Arch-

Archer” Company Goes

Denny Supporting Cast Announced
The players who will support Reginald
Denny in “Skinner’s Dress Suit” are, besides Laura La Plante, the feminine lead:
Ben Hendricks, Jr., E. J. Ratcliffe, Arthur
Lake, Henry E. Barrow, Hedda Hopper,

er” under the direction of Spencer Bennet
has gone up the Hudson to Bear Mountain
The fato makes scenes for the picture.
mous Bear Mountain bridge will figure
largely in some of the sequences.

Lionel Braham, William A. Strauss, Lisle
Leslie,
Betty Morrissey and Broderick

Tryon Changes Directors
James W. Horne has been chosen to direct Glenn Tryon in his next picture. Fred
Guiol, Tryon’s present director, is to con-

O’Farrell.

New Story for Mary Philbin
“A Savage in Silks” is the name
new
was

of a

story bought for Mary Philbin.
written by Winifred Reeve.

It

Al Rogell Finishes Two

Jacqueline Logan and Cullen Landis in
a scene from “Peacock Feathers,” directed by Svend Gade for Universal.

A1 Rogell has just completed his twin

Room

pictures

“Tumbleweeds”

weeks.

The filming of William S. Hart’s “Tumbleweeds” has been finished and the picture is in the cutting room.

Sloane Goes East to Edit

Gilbert Clayton Plays

“The Overland Trail” and “Red
Hot Leather.” He plans to have these two
Hoxie pictures cut and assembled in two

Edward

Sloane, director, has gone to
to supervise the editing of his
latest production, “His People.”

New York

in Cutting

Gilbert Clayton has been chosen to play
the part of Sammett in the screen version
of Montague Glass’ “Partners Again,”

which Henry King

Warner Brothers
Four Set for Early Releases

Four pictures scheduled for November
are
“Seven Sinners,” Nov. 7
“Satan in Sables,” Nov. 21; “Rose of the
World,” Nov. 21 “Clash of the Wolves,”
release

:

Sammett

is

Nov.

Four Play West End London
“Little Annie Rooney,” “The Gold Rush,”
“Sally of the Sawdust” and “Don Q, Son

Brice

the

in

is

Sidney and
“Partners Again.”

cast

supporting

Alexander

Carr

in

Pro-Dis-Co
Marshall Neilan’s First Chosen

.

,

George Broadhurst’s stage play “Wild
Oats Lane” will be adapted for Marshall
Neilan’s use as his first production to be
issued through Pro-Dis-Co.

Owen Hunts
Seena Owen is

Seena

Story

searching

for a story
starring proPictures.

La Rocque Has New Vehicle
“Red Dice” is the name of the

Two Gag Men Added

story

has been assigned to assist
Charles Reisner in making “Nightie Night,
Nurse,” and Waggoner is working with
Lewis Milestone on “The Cave Man.”
staff.

from which

to

make her

duction for Metropolitan

selected

Rocque.
Octavus

It

as
is

a

vehicle

being

Roy Cohen

first

Lillian Elliot Cast

—

Much Money” Begins
“Too Much Money,” with Lewis Stone
and Anna Q. Nilsson in the featured roles,
John
is in work at the Eastern studios.
Is

is

directing.

Release Date

15 is the date set for the
national release of “Clothes Make the Pirate,” starring Leon Errol and Dorothy
Gish.

One Finished; One Near End
“Caesar’s Wife,” starring Corinne Grifhas gone to the cutting room, and
filming work on “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives”
is nearing the end.

for

adapted
novel of

latest

Rod La
from
the

Right to Stage Play Acquired
picture rights to “The Riva play by Patrick Hastings, have just
been acquired. The Warner Fabian novel,
“Sailors’ Wives,” is to be filmed at the
Eastern studios this winter, it has been

The motion

the

same

announced.

title.

“The Bride”

“The

Priscilla Dean’s

Next

from the stage play by
Stewart Oliver and George Middleton, will
be
tion

Bride,”

Dean’s first starring producMetropolitan Pictures.

Priscilla

for

Douglass Biggs Will Edit

who

played in the “Potash
and Perlmutter” stage plays, has been cast
to play in “Partners Again
with Potash
and Perlmutter.”
Lillian Elliot,

aware Water Gap for several weeks filming

er,”

Scott

United Artists

First National
Hines Company on Location
Johnny Hines with his company and
technical staff has been on location at Del-

fith,

in “Don Juan
John Roche, who has been absent from
the studio for several weeks, returns soon
in a prominent roLe in “Don Juan,” John
Barrymore’s current starring production.

Two gag men, Scott Darling and Jack
Waggoner, have been added to the Warner

“Devil Horse” in Last Stages
“The Devil Horse,” a feature production,
is in the last stages of work.

November 15
November

contract.

to Staff

of the scenes of the picture are beyacht.

made aboard a

Francis Dillon

John Patrick has signed a long-term contract following the expiration of his short

John Roche

Many
ing

“ Too

Brice in “ Partners Again”

been

added to the group of young players working on the current “Our Gang” comedy.

Lew

Lew

The latest pictures to go into production
are “Maryland, My Maryland,” “The Night
Cry” and “Don Juan.” “The Agony Column,” “Nightie Night, Nurse,” and “The
Cave Man” also are in work.

Two Added to “Gantf*
Eric Mayne and Lyle Tayo have

sequences of “Rainbow Riley.”

George

Start

new comedy with

star cast.

of Zorro,” recently played simultaneously
in the West End district of London.

28.

Three More

all

filming.

;

John Patrick Signs Again

himself to making a

fine

an

Douglass Biggs has been engaged by A.
H. Sebastian as film editor of “Fifth Avenue,” which is in production at the Metropolitan

studios.

Educational
Helen Foster in
Helen Foster

Two

Series

working in two comedy
series, with Johnny Arthur in Tuxedos
and with Cliff Bowes in Cameos.
is

Burns Starts “The Man Pays”
Neal Burns has started work on “The
Man Pays” at the Christie studios. Vera
Steadman has the principal feminine role
and Robert Thornby is directing.

:
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Conley Goes to Frisco
Lige Conley has gone

make

to

scenes

for

comedy.

rected by Robert Kerr.

Adams Making “A Busy Bum”
Jimmy Adams has started
Bum,”

which Molly Malone

in

“A
is

Paramount

Busy

the femi-

nine lead.

Under Long Contract

Sterling

Work
Walter Hiers, who

Sterling, well known comedian, has
just been signed to a long-term Paramount
contract. At present he is playing in “The

Ford

Hiers Back to

the Christie studios
started work again.

1925

14,

“The Brainstorm” in Cutting Room
“The Brainstorm,” Imperial comedy featuring Sid Smith and Katherine Bennett,
has gone to the cutting room. It was di-

San Francisco
new Mermaid

to
his

November

has been away from
for some time, has

American Venus.”

Company in Desert
Raymond Griffith and the company

Griffith

Associated Exhibitors

him

porting

“Hands Up” are

in

Eighth Scheduled for Release

Mojave Desert shooting

“Fifty-Fifty,” the eighth of the “Triumphant Thirty,” is scheduled for November
15 release.
The production features Lionel Barrymore, Hope Hampton and Lou-

scenes.

Glaum.

ise

Arlen Adapting

Scene from “Spook Ranch,” Universal
production starring Hoot Gibson.

Henabery Will Direct Banks
Joseph Henabery has been assigned to
direct Monty Banks in a six-reel comedy
entitled

and Company

Home

Lewis H. Moomaw, who has been in
Portland,
Oregon,
making “Only the
Brave” for Associated Exhibitors, has returned from the North with his company,
including Virginia Valli, Jean Hersholt,
Eugene O’Brien, Bryant Washburn and
Cissy Fitzgerald.

Principal
Cunningham Revising Script
Jack Cunningham, editorial supervisor of
Metropolitan Productions,

own

is

busy on the

“The Winning of Barbara Worth,” adapted from
the novel by Harold Bell Wright, which
final revision

is

to be

of his

script,

produced by Principal Pictures.

in

Two

Production

work on each
pictures

and

are

pictures

and

going ahead rapidly. The
“Share and Share Alike”
of

...

at

production,

is

are:

“My Lady

“Wives

in

George Siegmann, William T o o k e r,
George Periollat and John Webb Dillon
have been added to the cast of “The Phan-

tom Express.”

Last Scenes Shot

scenes

last

Whims.”

Astor

Auction” Starts

fourth “Macfadden Made Movie,”
“Wives at Auction,” has gone into work
under the direction of Elmer Clifton.

The

have been

shot.

Five Yet to

Be Made

remain to be made
on the current production schedule are
“The King of the Turf” (formerly “The
Futurity Winner”), “A Poor Girl’s Romance,” “When His Love Grew Cold,”
“The Isle of Retribution” and an Emory
Johnson picture the title of which has not

The

five pictures that

yet been announced.

May Be Changed
title

of

latest picture

“Red Kimono” Filming Completed
The filming of “The Red Kimono” has
been completed and the picture is being
edited.

Columbia
Forrest Stanley, who played opposite
Dorothy Revier in several recent Columbia
pictures, is seen opposite her again in the

Red

is

(Lefty) Flynn’s
be changed, as “Between

announced as

its

“temporary”

title.

Fox
Borzage Begins “First Year”
Frank Borzage has begun production of
“The First Year,” in which Matt Moore
and Kathryn Perry have the leading roles.

Forrest Stanley Featured Again

“When Husbands

Men”

Maurice

may

Flirt.”

Seal

Two

Serials Obtained
Real Seal has obtained for release two
serials,
“Reelviews” and “Searchlights,”
that are being made by the Urban-Kineto

studios.

Gotham
Release Date Set

November 15 has been announced as the
release date for “One of the Bravest.”

Seiler

Making

forthcoming Paramount picture.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
“Reason Why” Cast Filled
The casting of “The Reason Why” has
Players who
practically been completed.
Edmund
have been assigned parts are
Lowe and Aileen Pringle, stars, and Gertrude Olmsted, Phillip Smalley, Edythe
Chapman, Katherine Bennett, Sidney Bracy
and Mary Hayes.
:

“Bright Lights” Is Release Title

“Bright Lights” has been chosen as the
title for the production made untitle of “A Little Bit of Broadway.” It is scheduled for December rerelease
der the

hicle.

The

Davis Dist. Div.

release,

“Between Men,”
Flynn production,

Evelyn Brent's Next Chosen

Title

new

of

Maurice (Lefty)

Traffic Scenes

Taylor, Harold Lloyd’s director, is
shooting the heavy traffic scenes for Lloyd’s

Tom Tyler has begun work on his second picture in the series of Western comedy dramas he is making. The title of the
new production is “The Wyoming Wildcat.”
Robert De Lacy is directing.
The

Forrest Plalsey is writing the adaptation
of “Dancing Mothers” from the stage play
by Edgar Selwyn and Edmund Goulding.
The featured roles in the screen play will
be filled by Alice Joyce, Conway Tearle
and Betty Bronson.

Sam

Tyler Working on Second

latest

Story

Michael Arlen, author of “The Green
Hat,” “These Charming People” and other
successes, is adapting his story “The Ace
of Cads” tor the screen.

Lloyd Making

O.

F. B.

War

“Dancing Mothers” in Preparation

“A Broadway Lady,” to be made from
an original story by Fred Myton, has been
chosen as Evelyn Brent’s next starring ve-

Arrow
Two

Ginsberg
“Phantom Express” Cast Enlarged

“Play Safe.”

Moomaw

It

was directed by Edward Laemmle.

Own

Civil

sup-

in the
battle

“ Flying Fool”

Lou Seiler has started work on “The Flying Fool,” his latest Imperial comedy. Marion Harlan and Sid Smith are featured.

lease.

Conway

to Direct College Picture

Jack Conway has been assigned to direct
“Brown of Harvard.” He has just finished “The Only Thing,” which is scheduled for

November

release.

Cody, Adoree With Chaney
Lew Cody and Renee Adoree have been
added to the cast supporting Lon Chaney
in

latest

his

production,

“The Mocking

Bird.”

Leonard Begins “Dance Madness”
Robert Z. Leonard has started work on
“Dance Madness,” in which Conrad Nagel
and Claire Windsor are starred.

F. N. Promotes Denig;
Jacobs Is City Editor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Neill.

YORK, Nov. 3.—Lynde Denig,
for several years a member of the publicity
staff
of First National, has been
named head of a First National special feature department that will include
in its activites the handing of trade

Helena

news.

Buck Jones Finishes Western
Buck Jones has finished “Her Cowboy
Prince,” which was directed by R. William
In the cast supporting Jones are
D’Algy, Diana Miller, Chappell
Dossett, Flecher Norton, Monte Collins,
Harvey Clark and Jere Austin.

“Hold Everybody” Ready Soon
“Hold Everybody,” comedy in the “Helen
and Warren” series, has passed out of the
shooting stage of production, and a new
and as yet untitled picture in the series
has been put in work.

Frank Shields Jacobs, who for 15 years
has been in metropolitan newspaper
work, has been appointed city editor of
First

National’s

publicity

department.

Jacobs for a time was connected with
the old Essanay Company in Chicago.
His new title is an innovation in the
motion picture field.

—A
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Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

Associated Exhibitors
EAST OF BROADWAY Owen Moore—A
:

features we have
Six reels. James

good

Work
Pleased almost all.
clean little picture.
Good for Sunday. Seven reels.
of cast excellent.
M. B. Russell. Benton (Community) theatre,
Benton City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

NEVER SAY

—

Douglas MacLean Seemed
Have done better on others on similar
to please.
days.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N.
General patronage.
J.

DIE:

—

—

INTRODUCE

ME:

—

Douglas

MacLean

— Fair

feature length comedy. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Abilene, Kan.

—

F. B. 0.

—

LADY ROBINHOOD:

Evelyn Brent Pretty
good picture, but not near as good as “Smooth
As Satin.” All Brent pictures are good, but have
no drawing power at the box office. Six reels.
C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

THE
Dandy
this

in

torius,

BANDIT’S

BABY:

Thomson-

Fred

picture, and Silver King especially good
one.
Patrons well pleased. C. H. SarCapitol theatre, Hartley, la. General pat-

—
—

ronage.

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

Fred Thomson— Good
Silver King
picture.
So are all of Thomson’s.
Always a good
is exceptionally good in this one.
Five reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbet for us.
bus theatre, Columbus, Tex. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE BLOOD HOUND:

Bob Custer— Plenty

of action in this Northwest Mounted Police story.
Will please the type of people who like action
stuff.
Five reels. Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.
General patronage.

—

—

BROADWAY GOLD:
Fair picture.

Elaine

Our people

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

don’t like such kind of

Too slow. I played this feature with
“Into The Net” Pathe exchange, Inc., second
chapter.
Poor business.
Seven reels. James
Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, U.
Gen-

—
—

played

of

Richard Talmadge.

Nicolaides, American
—
— General patronage.

theatre,

Scofield, U.

MILLIONS:

Richard Talmadge—
Good. Richard sure has the pep in this. I never
go wrong on Talmadge.
He fills my Monday
Well liked.
night bill to a tee.
Five reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

JIMMIE’S

—

—

LAUGHING AT DANGER:

Richard Talmadge
was well up to the high standard set by
Talmadge pictures. There is not much story to
any of his pictures, but what need is there for

—This

-

story when you have a fast action star like
Dick ?
These pictures will please your action
audience and you should play them.
Eva Novak
in support.
Six reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.
a

—

MAN OF NERVE:
Plenty of action,

title

—

—

Bob Custer Good Western.
good, drawing power, and

Did good business
please my patrons.
on this one.
Five reels. H. R. Berry, Temple
theatre, Hartsville, S. C.
Small town patronage.

Bob

will

—
—

RIDIN’ THE WIND:
Fred Thomson— The
Fred Thomson pictures are good, partly due to
Silver King.
This is a good story.
Advise any
exhibitor who is not running Fred Thomson to
buy them. Have not had a poor one and run
them all. J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre,
Plainview, Neb. General patronage.

—

—

RIDIN’ THE WIND:
Fred Thomson— Drew
good business on account of star’s past performances.
Considerably below the standard of the
other Thomsons released this year.
Silver King
does nothing and Thomson but a little more. Six
small reels. M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka,
Kan. General patronage.

—

—

Yakima Canutt — A very good
— E. M. Biddle, Strand thea— Small town patronage.

SCAR HANAN
Western.

Hammerstein

pictures.

tre,

Paoli,

Five
Ind.

Poor
the serial “Into The Net,” 1st chapter.
“Quemado,” Fred Thomson, was good
business.
picture, but failed to take the people out this
time.
We have better business on the other
Five reels. James
Thomson features before.
GenNicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, U.

—
—

eral patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:
Our patrons

Richard Talmadge
Usual Talmadge. Young crowd likes them. G. J.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General

—

—

—T.
— General

for Saturday.
lene,

Kan.

S.

Bob Custer

— Good

Western

Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abipatronage.

THE DANGEROUS FLIRT:

Evelyn Brent-

Fair program picture.
Miss Brent better in her
crook parts. Business fair. T. S. Wilson, Seelye
theatre, Abilene, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

GALLOPING VENGEANCE:

Bob

Custer—

good action Western with

lots of pep and thrills.
F. B. O. turns out the action pictures, if you
don’t know it.
Five reels. R. L. Nowell, Idelhour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—
—

GALLOPING VENGEANCE:

Bob Custer—

good Western picture with plenty of action for
your Saturday audience.
Custer is good, and
Mary Beth Milford, playing in support, does some
very good work of what she has to play.
We
would say that this is about the average Western
picture and one that should please.
Five reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
General patronage.

—

HIGH AND HANDSOME:

Lefty Flynn—
real entertainment.

fighting cop story that is
T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene,
eral patronage.

IN FAST COMPANY:

Richard

—

Kan.

— Gen-

Talmadge—

Very good picture.
Failed to draw this time.
We have had better business with the other two

Fred

Thomson—
Society

certainly liked this picture.

and Western fans all agreed it was extra good.
The ladies
Fred Thomson is there and over.
His
like him and the kids go crazy over him.
pictures are real entertainment and we are always proud to announce that “Fred is here.” We
have contracted for his 1926 pictures and want
to say that he is destined to become one of the
Praises to Silver King.
Five reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre,
Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronage.
greatest outdoor actors.

—

—

THAT MAN JACK:

Bob Custer— Good West-

—

ern, good business Saturday.
T. S. Wilson, Seelye
General patronage.
theatre, Abilene, Kan.

—

THAT MAN JACK:
ter’s best picture.
in.

Five

Mo.

Bob Custer— This

Cus-

is

doesn’t pull them
Minich, Electric theatre,

But the

— Sam
—General

reels.

Chillicothe,

title

patronage.

THE RANGE TERROR:

Bob Custer— A very

Pleased a large
good Saturday night picture.
crowd.
The dog handled his part very good.
Five reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt—A

West-

ern that should please where Westerns are liked.
Five reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
Posters good.
theatre. Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

First National

:

reels.

TEARING THROUGH:

patronage.

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO: Fred Thomson—
We played this feature Thursday, October 1, with

—

THE LIVE WIRE:

Johnnie Hines Not a side
splitter, but a good one from a box office angle.
Everybody satisfied. Nothing extra for Johnnie.
C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.

—
— General
LIVE

eral patronage.

BLOOD HOUND:

South Dearborn

III.

patronage.

WIRE:

Hines

Johnnie

—Very

good,

Johnnie, for a starter.
If you run serials use
it on that night, as it will please children and
serial patrons.
Seven reels. Allwein & Shreffler,
Opera House and Castamba theatres, Shelby, O.
General patronage.

—

—

HER SISTER FROM PARIS:
madge

—This

picture

was very

Constance Tal-

well

received.

—
—

A

but very good.
Seven reels. E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General
patronage.
little

spicy,

THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A good Northern picture that should please any audience.
We
played it against a Zane Grey Western and business was a little weak. Seven reels. M. J. Aley,
Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Special

—
cast— Broke

all

house records for me on a four day run. Pleased
about 60 per cent. We worked on their curiosity
and got 'em.
Ten reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast Played it
early.
Step on this one and you will pack the
house and please 100 per cent. It’s a wonderful
picture.
Ten reels. C. M. King, Palace theatre,
Burkburnett, Tex. General patronage.

—
—

THE DARK ANGEL:

—

Ronald Colman You
go wrong on this one.
The scenery and
photography is the work of an artist. Step on
it.
The story is different in the fact that it has
can’t

—

—A

A

I
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office statements to this paper.

an unusual ending and logical. Unusually large
number of people remarked how well they liked
it.
If you can read the handwriting on the wall,
you will get behind this one in a big way.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.

—General

patronage.

THE DARK ANGEL:

Ronald Colman

—This

—

—

—

DARK

THE
ANGEL: Ronald Colman An exceptionally fine picture. One that makes you glad
to be in the picture business.
Boost it.
Seven
reels.

—Allwein

Castamba

&

Shreffler,

theatres, Shelby, O.

DECLASSE:

Opera

—General

House

and

patronage.

Corinne Griffith—A picture that

was highly praised by all who saw it. Corinne’s
acting is splendid and she is more beautiful than
ever.
She makes up for the weak plot. Revival
killed the attendance, but many came anyhow and
enjoyed it.
Corinne one of my best drawing

—

Eight reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theaMonroe, Ga. General patronage.

cards.
tre,

—

THE WHITE MONKEY:

Barbara LaMarr— It
will please anybody and is a knockout for a high
class audience.
I haven't had a First National
to fail yet.
Eight reels. C. M. King, Palace
theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.

—
— General

THE WHITE MONKEY:

patronage.

Barbara

LaMarr—

Good picture for any house that caters to the
better class. Did average business for us.
Seven
reels..
C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

—

Special cast This picture should be run in every theatre in this man’s
United States.
Pleased everyone.
Eleven reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,

—

•

Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

THE BAD MAN

Holbrook

—

Blinn Pleased
most who saw it, but that was very few. Seven
reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
Nev. General patronage.
:

—
—

Special cast Will appeal to sopatrons only.
Fair picture of that type.
Wish I had Bert Lytell’s capacity. He sure can
punish a lot of liquor without getting drunk (in
the picture). Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco,
la.
General patronage.

—

—

—

CLASSIFIED:

is

a picture that will please any audience that appreciates good pictures.
Everybody that saw it
liked it.
C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett,
Tex. General patronage.

—

BORN RICH:

ciety

picture,

on
of

it,

Corinne Griffith Here is a real
good for any house, large or small. Step

for

it

will

Has

satisfy.

good, fine veins

comedy and acting wonderful.

cent.
tre,

Pleased 100 per
Eight reels.— C. H. Sartorius, Capitol theaHartley, la. General patronage.

—

—

CLASSIFIED:

Corinne Griffith The first Grifpicture that pleased a majority of our patrons
since "Lilies of the Field.”
received many
compliments on this one.
Seven reels. M. J.
Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General patronage.
fith

We

—

—

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Colleen

Moore—

good program with plenty of comedy relief, but
too many slang sub-titles.
Seven reels. E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General

—
—

patronage.

THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE: Richard Bar—Very poor. My crowd thought this was

thelmess

Did not please but very few, and the
people knew it beforehand, as I only had a handful of people come to see it.
Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.
Small town patronage.

terrible.

—

FLIRTING WITH LOVE:

Colleen

Moore—It

a shame to waste a good star like Miss Moore
in a good-for-nothing picture like this.
Silly and
is

absolutely nothing to

it.

The poorest picture

I

—H.
— Small

have presented in six months. Seven reels.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.

J.

town patronage.
Doris

Kenyon—

personally think this is one of First National’s
best releases for this Fall.
We did good business
with it against a tent show on account of the
cold weather.
M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

THE HUNTRESS: Colleen Moore Fine picSome good comments on this. Colleen is
good in most any kind of picture where comedy
is required.
Six reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric
theatre. Walnut, la.
General patronage.

ture.

—

DOLAN CANS

office

ASK YOUR DEALER

—

FROM HOLLYWOOD:

INEZ
Anna Q. Nilsson Same old story with a slightly different
angle, which made the picture satisfactory as a
good program feature. The stars helped our box

—

some.

theatre.
age.

Hay

Seven

—Horn & Morgan, Star
— Small town patronSpecial cast—We had sev-

reels.

Springs, Neb.

JUST A WOMAN:

good compliments on this one, which drew
the second night than the first.
We did
not mortgage the theatre to get it and made a
little money.
Seven reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.
eral

better

Negative and Positive

Kan.— General
LILIES OF

patronage.

THE FIELD:

very fine picture.
in this

which

Corinne Griffith—
There are moments of pathos

will bring tears to the eyes of the

most granite-hearted.
There
comedy supplied by Charley

—

—

THE LADY WHO LIED:

Special

cast— A well

done picture that pleased our patrons and they

is

also

plenty

of

Murray.
Everybody in the cast good. Direction and settings fine.
The moral is good. All parents should bring their
flappers along as it will do ’em more good than
going to church. Nine reels.— Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

—

MY

SON : Nazimova Very good little picture
that seemed to please all.
Has a new angle or
two and well worth running. Seven reels. E.
Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb. General
patronage.

—

—

NEW

TOYS:

Richard Barthelmess

—Very

poor

vehicle for Dick. Business not up to usual standard.
Eight reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle Here
a very good picture but not what one wouldexpect from the title.
However, it pleased and
drew well. Eight reels. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.
General patronage.
is

—

—

—

SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess Not a
great big picture but drew fairly well and pleased
about 99 per cent more than the last one, "Soul
Fire.”
Seven reels.- M. J. Aley, Regent theatre.
Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

—

—

SHORE LEAVE:

Richard Barthelmess

—Dick

does his stuff in this and pleased patrons.

ing fine and something a

— C. H. Sartorius,
— General patronage.

reels.

THE HALF WAY GIRL:

—

told us so.- Lewis Stone always good with us.
Seven reels.— M. J. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka,

la.

little

different.

Act-

Eight

Capitol theatre. Hartley,

—

SHORE LEAVE
Richard Barthelmess This
chap is living on “Tol’able David’s” reputation.
“Shore Leave,” to judge by the way it was re:

ceived in this house, is just about the limit in
"sans” entertainment.
He poses and grimaces
throughout, not a single kick to it. Nothing but
what might be the so-called finished ( ?) acting
of Barthelmess and to judge from my box office
and patrons’ comment he is an absolute washout
as a business puller.
God help me, I have three
more! I’d think First National would take a
tumble to themselves that this man as a star

—AA
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lacks about 98 per cent and get someone who can
People tire of
little action into his stuff.
woebegone attitude and manner. He has
proved a lemon in every picture we have played
That’s enough 1 A. E. Hancock,
of his so far.
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General

put a

his sad,

—

—

patronage.

SO BIG:

— Very

Moore

Colleen

good picture,

when you have

In our
the end of it.
print the hero is just about ready for the final
Naturally
that
is
"clinch” but fails to make it.
very disappointing to the audience. First National
tried to make us believe we got all the print but
we had seen the complete version before. What
that Des Moines office tries to put over us is a joke,
but I said “try.” However, if you get a complete
print you’ll have a really wonderful picture.
Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre, Cresco, la. General
patronage.
especially

—

—

A SON OF THE SAHARA:

Bert Lytell
night but was
reels.
C. A. HenColumbus, Tex. Small

Business good
Six
rained out the second.

good picture.

Columbus

necke,

theatre,

first

—

Rothacfcer Prints

—

town patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE: Special cast—
splendid and magnificently produced picture. Photography exceptional and work of entire cast
worthy of comment. I noticed in the Box Office
Record mention was made of the color photography. There is none in this picture, though there
are some very beautiful night scenes on special
stock.
An elaborate production that drew good
business and gave perfect satisfaction to all who
Eight reels.
appreciate a picture of this type.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

Faithfully Portray

Full Negative Values

—

A THIEF

IN PARADISE:

Special

cast— Here

Pleased all of my people.
is a very good picture.
Eight reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
Consider this a good picture but drew the least
Seven
people of any picture played this fall.
reels.
E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis.— General patronage.

—

NEW

—

TOYS:

Richard Barthelmess Good picdo any business here. Did not
take in enough to pay for the express on the film.
Seven reels. C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.
ture, but does not

—

—

—

QUO VADIS:

Emil Jannings No doubt but
this cost a fortune to produce and the acting is superb but what’s the use trying to give
the public something they do not like. Fair crowd
first night, second was a complete flop.
Never
again for me.
Film good.
Nine reels.— W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. Small
town patronage.

what

—

THE SEA HAWK:

Milton Sills— Everything
has been said about this one time and again. I
can only add my praise.
Pleased 95 per cent.
Twelve reels. Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre.
Jackson, Wyo. General patronage.

—
—

THE TALKER:
Good

ing.

Eight

Anna
and

story

Q.

Nilsson

—Entertain-

Average business.
Witwer, Grand theatre,
cast.

reels.— A.
G.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

TWENTY ONE:

—A procalled. — Arch

Richard Barthelmess

gram

picture, not a special as it’s
Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.
patronage.

WHEN A
real

100

MAN’S A MAN:

John Bowers—

Had

house and pleased

good picture.
per

—General

cent.

a

Seven

Opera House, Raymond,

full

— Earl Somerville,
Minn. — General patron-

reels.

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME:
A

Pleased better than a lot of
so called specials.
It is a picture the whole family can go and see.
C. A. Hennecke, Columbus
theatre, Columbus, Tex.
General patronage.

—

WHY WOMEN

—

LOVE:

Blanche

—

Sweet

—

—

m

Fox

—

THE IRON HORSE: George O’Brien Rained
out on this but I believe it can be rated as one
of the biggest pictures of the year.
It Is ft
pioneer picture, of course, produced in a big
way but it differs from the rest in the fact
that it does not drag and is full of action from
beginning to end. All exhibitors should run this
picture.
If you don’t you are passing up a good
one.
Eleven reels. Russell Armentrout, K. P.
theatre, Pittsfield, 111.
General patronage.

\

22

ville.

Ark.

— General

—

patronage.

—

Jay Hunt We do not see why
an exhibitor should pan this one.
It is good,
very good.
Priced too high and lost money.
Weather bad. Will please if you can get them
in.
Print and paper good.
Eight reels.— E. W.
:

—

George O’Brien Absothe best picture this year.
Pleased 100
per cent but did not draw.
Lost money on it
but no fault of the picture. Played day and date
with Omaha and got advantage of their big advertising.
Used orchestra. Can’t understand why
it did not draw better.
Eleven reels. J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb. General
patronage.

—

—

—

Special cast Splendid
with action and historical interest.
However, failed to do the business that I should
have done considering rental paid and advertising
put out.
About half of the business on “The
Horse” that was done on "The Covered Wagon”
filled

and "The Ten Commandments,” at this theatre.
Very few of our patrons had ever heard of "The
Iron Horse” which may have accounted for the
lack of attendance.
Surely worth playing at increased rental. Custer Carland, Garden theatre,

—

Frankfort, Mich.

Pafhepicture

MAN

AS NO
HAS LOVED: Special cast—
big picture but too much like "A Man Without
a Country” to go good where the latter has been
played. Eight reels. D. C. Jones theatre, Boone-

—

THE IRON HORSE:

Released Nov

—
—

lutely

picture

A Dog's Life

ing all towns within a radius of twenty miles,
five piece orchestra playing the score perfectly,
roads and weather perfect, competition running
ordinary feature.
But dear brothers, they failed
to arrive except to pass out for the litho stands.
Here is the whole thing in a nut shell. The
picture was never sold to the public. T. S. Wilson.
Seelye theatre. Abilene, Kan. General patronage.

LIGHTNIN’

THE IRON HORSE:

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

—

looked at the picture and I’ll bite Why?
This
may get by as a fair program picture but I
have my doubts. From a box office angle no one
cares why women love. If you can see a connection between the title and the picture let me know
in order to satisfy my curiosity.
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, III.
General patronage.

—

age.

cast—

Special

splendid 'picture.

— General

THE IRON HORSE:

patronage.

—

George O’Brien Proved
to be the biggest frost of the season at the box
office.
Three weeks of heavy advertising, cover-

24 Days!

Where ?
Away from the World!

A~*-n

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD

72

—

McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. Small
town patronage.
LIGHTENIN':
Jay Hunt This didn't get me
any extra business. In my estimation it is just
an average picture. It will please the so called

—

—
—

better class.
Eight reels. Sam Minich, Electric
General patronage.
theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.

—

THANK YOU:

Special cast Saturday night
Have had
to very poor business rain and mud.
Over 20
one good show night since August.
Day
inches of rainfall since September 31st.
and date with every show except one. This is
Not good
a good midweek picture or Sunday.
Will please the church people. If
for Saturday.

Seven reels.
in, but how ?
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
town patronage.

you can get them
E.

——
A

—

W.

— Small
THE

—

WHEEL:

picture.
cast Fair
Special
Think lack of patronage
Business on this bad.
was due in part to the poor paper. When will
the producers learn that some actian should be

shown on the paper ? On this, they had the
but a bunch of faces and names does not
mean anything in comparison with some striking

GOLD AND THE GIRL:

picture.
Jones is a good bet with me.
Should stay in Westerns to please his fans here:
Five reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City. Cal.
Small town patronage.

—

—

this

of a

good

that
does draw this year. Of course, these races were
out
at
poorly staged, but they would have helped
If Wm. Fox would put some of
the box office.
these men who are going around telling how
good times are, to getting out some good paper,
L. M. Jones,
it would help the exhibitors more.
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General pa-

—
—

tronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE:

Tom Mix—An-

other “Dick Turpin’’ and the devil of it was
that my patrons knew it before I did and stayed
home. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene,
Kan. General patronage.

—
—

—

CURLY TOP:

Shirley Mason This is absothe most terrible lemon we have run in
If
three years and we’ve had some lemons.
you’ve got it contracted for, pay for it and
make Fox a present of the rental fee, but don’t
play it. J. J. Hoffman, Plainview, Neb. General patronage.
lutely

—

—

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

Reed

Howes— Good,

Thrills with
Allwein & Shreffler,
theatres, Shelby, O.

yes very good for Saturday night.

—

more thrills. Seven reels.
Opera House and Castamba

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

—

Special cast

Western. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
N. J. General patronage,

—

—Just

a
Bogota.

Tom Mix—Personally I liked
Logical story anyway and by the way the
first Fox picture out of New York that I remember
without at least a lrdsframe! Business good.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.
DICK TURPIN:

was a great

Special cast— A very
good picture but nothing to rave about. Seven
reels.
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville,

—
—General

patronage.

THE LAST MAN ON EARTH:

Fox-

Earle

An

odd title, odd business. Picture weli
liked by all.
Poor print. Seven reels. M. Allen,
Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

—

Mixed patronage.

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

Buck

—

Jones Good. This is a jim dandy. Buck Jones
productions good plot, good action.
One of
Buck’s best.
Small town exhibitors can’t go
wrong on this. Book and let them know Buck is
right here with the goods.
Good Saturday show.
Seven reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—
—

THE PAINTED LADY:

Special cast— There
just one fault to this picture and it is the
title for small town.
I have heard fine reports
is

—

about it and enjoyed it myself.- Arch Catalno.
Victory theatre. Rossiter, Pa. General patronage.

—

RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE, THE RAINTRAIL: Tom Mix—Two good ones rained
out. — E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City,

BOW

— Small town patronage.

SWEET MARIE:

One

of the biggest and best
comedies I ever had the pleasure of seeing. This
kind makes comedy fans. Two reels. Sam MinGeneral
ich,
Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.

—

—

patronage.

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA:

special cast
story of the rebellion against North and
South. Good Southern scenes, and some good action.
Not as good as I expected but the audience
seemed pleased. Had a good crowd and no kicks.
Seven reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General Patronage.

—A

—

—

this.

THE END OF THE TRAIL: William Farnum
—A fair Northern picture but Farnum don’t mean

-

much here so business on it just fair. Five reels.
J W. Andresen, Lyric theatre, Walnut, la. —General

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
This was as good a picture as Mix ever made.
Big in every way. Sam Minich, Electric theatre,
General patronage.
Chillicothe, Mo.

—

—

Metro
Chaney— An
Opened new

Lon

excellent crook drama.
Well done.
Seven
house with it and did capacity business.
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
Ore. General patronage.

—
—

THE UNHOLY THREE:

Lon Chaney—I have

If
started running Metro’s new pictures.
they all satisfy like “The Unholy Three” ’nuf
My patrons all said the best yet. Seven
sed !
reels.—A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House,
Monticello, la. General patronage.

—

DADDY’S GONE A’HUNTING:
mont

—Not

fair

picture

last

reel.

much

of a picture.

the little girl didn’t die in the
Print good.
Six reels. P. G. Held.

program

nice

Neb.

Fairmont,

picture.

Goldwyn

Page Story in every
newspaper in the world!

Norma Shearer—
No more. Metro-

—

—

Viola Dana— A dandy
Entertaining all the way
little comedy drama.
Why not give
Viola Dana is okay.
through.
Five reels. P. G. Held.
her better stories?
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood
patronage.

ALONG CAME RUTH:

—
—

THE BANDOLERO:
esting
bull

A~~-en

—
—Neighborhood

is putting out the worst 11x14 photos
ever received. Six reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
General patronage.
theatre. Eureka, Kan.

we

A First

Percy MarThis would be a

if

A SLAVE OF FASHION:

A

Days

had

THE NAVIGATOR:
plenty.

new gags but most

Cal.

City,

our

of

patrons

some dandy
were tired

them before the six reels were over. Gee, it
would have seemed fine to have had this subject
in two reels and what a wow
Six reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.
of

!

—

—

Dorothy Devore—This
show was quite interesting as it was the real life of
the prairie.
Hardships which they stood.
The
picture was liked by all.
Film condition fair.
Rating 85 per cent.
Good for Sunday. Seven
reels.

— W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
— Small town patronage.

Verndale,

J.

Minn.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE:

Devore—

Dorothy

very mediocre story on the Western type. Very
slow, no action, draggy.
May get over for one
night Saturday.
A few of the ladies liked it
but too slow for the men.
May get by one
night on the paper.
Six reels. Dick Holt.
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General
patronage.

—

—

—

—

PRETTY LADIES:

Special cast Can’t say
for this one except the color scenes. Color
scenes go over big in a big picture but the
sentiment of our patrons on this one was “pretty
but rotten.”
Six reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

much

—

—

—

SEVEN CHANCES:

Buster Keaton A whale
a comedy that pleased 100 per cent.
Print
and paper good.
Six reels. E. W. McClelland,
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. Small town
patronage.
of

—

—

—

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton Another
good one from Buster. My, how the kids yelled
and screamed and the grown-ups enjoyed it.
Didn’t draw on account of big revival but it
surely pleased all who saw it.
Seven reels.L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre,
General patronage.

R.

Monroe,

Ga.

THE SILENT ACCUSER: Peter The Grea1>Great picture, great dog star. Peter the great is
the smartest dog we have had the pleasure of
showing. Our patrons were amazed at his intelligence. Average business but a real good picture
suitable for any audience.
Seven reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SPOILERS:

THE UNHOLY THREE:

Sterling theatre,
patronage.

^24

Keaton

King

-

just

patronage.

Buster

— Leslie Hables,
— Small town
Keaton — Six reels

tell.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE:

age.

THE HUNTED WOMAN:

-

General patronage.

:

Special cast

reels.

Mo.

MILE-A-MINUTE MARY

Six reels.

is

Good.

patronage.

So you never can
Reel Joy theatre,
patronage.

—
—A good program
picture but not a special. — C. H. Martin, Strand
theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. — General patronage.
THE GREAT DIAMOND MYSTERY: Shirley
Mason. —This
a dandy program feature that
pleased everyone.
Five
— E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town pa-

Ark.

—Andrew Rapp,
Pa. — General
Special cast —Not

house.
Six reels.
theatre,
Emlenton,

—

—

trol;

full

Theatorium

was a very good one but
They panned me for it.

GOLD HEELS: Special cast A good racing
based on Checkers. The racing scenes are
nothing extra but the story is good and will
please.
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
GOLD HEELS:

a

to

1925

14,

so good, I thought this
my clientele did not.

story

cast,

In
scene or action that compels attention.
But not a sign
picture we had two races.
horse on paper. In spite of the fact that a
horse race seems to be one of the things

Buck Jones— Fair

program

November'

program

fight.

picture

cast

Special

with

—An

very

a

—W. F. Loibl, Chimes
—General patronage.

theatre.

gram

Milton Sills— A good proSmall town will not make mis-

picture.

—
—

take to
use
it
as
special.
Arch Catalano,
Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa. Mining patronage.

THREE WEEKS:

Aileen Pringle— This picand our patrons seemed to like
very much.
it
We would pass it as a very
satisfactory regular program picture. Eight reels.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,

ture drew well

—

Ariz.

— General

YOLANDA:

patronage.

—A

Marion Davies

kind, but has no
hope some day this star will
per cent American pictures.

ture of

its

very good

give us

Cedar-

CHU CHIN CHOW:

Special cast— An interesting picture that was too draggy that failed to
draw although extra newspaper advertising was
used. W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,

That costume

—

EXCUSE

—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

A Dogs Life
Released Nov,

patronage.

ME:

Norma

Shearer—The best
Train wreck good,

Ran

stuff

the bunk. Print No. 1. Ten reels. P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood
patronage.
is

:

comedy drama of the year.
also Bert Roach very funny.

this Saturday

I

more 100

inter-

realistic

burg, Wis.

—
Wis. — General

vlc-

drawing power.

Pafhepicture
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1925

14,

—A

good producnot so good for
But a long story and
small town exhibitors.
good acting and splendid scenery, all the way
Nine reels. Holt &
Special,
yes.
through.
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
Dick,
General patronage.
a

for

tion

Marion Davies

city

but

theatre

—

a good advertisement to any house. Advertise
It
big and you are sure to get a good house.
being divided into two parts is sure to please the
whole audience. It is a picture well acted and
well directed and is as nearly perfect as it is
possible to get it. Charged 50-25 cents and made
some.
Did not run “The Covered Wagon” so
it is
it

compare

cannot

Amusement

Paramount
Betty Compson— An
A-l picture and pleased 100 per cent. Lots said
Ten reels.
Wagon.”
Covered
as good as “The
C. H. Sartorius, Capitor theatre. Hartley, la.
General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

—
—

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast—
In
Boys, step on this one and advertise it big.
my estimation one of the finest ever made. The
book

bring

will

more than

'em

and

in

— C. H.
— General

satisfied.

theatre, Hartley,

la.

they’ll

away

go

Capitol

Sartorius,

patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

cast—

Special

This one was good all right yet it was a little
disappointing to my patrons. It could have been
better.
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,
Ky. General patronage.

—

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Special cast—
a plain ordinary Western that pleased my peoThey like pretty near all out-door pictures
ple.
Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
here.

—

King

theatre,

City, Cal.

—

Small town patronage.

WILD, WILD SUSAN, LOVERS IN QUARANBebe Daniels — Here are two real good
TINE
:

comedy dramas. Both shows pleased by patrons.
Good for Saturday or any other day. They will
Many good compliments from
please them.
Ky.

—

—A.

Russellville,

Dixie theatre,
General patronage.

patrons.

Mitchell,

THE COAST OF FOLLY

Gloria Swanson—
Swanson here for five

value

it

but I’m

Swanson of
“The Humming Bird” and

since

as either of
It’s not as good
has value as entertainment. Gloria’s
portrayal of the mother seemed a bit strained
and overdone, somewhat unnatural,, but it was
However, they at last give her a
nearly there.
(The
shot at something besides wearing clothes.
picture itself takes a shot at Gloria as a clothesBelieve you’ll
horse which is quite timely.)
find this will go over a bit better for you than
some of the others. Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre
Cresco, la. General patronage.

"Manhandled.”

these, but

—

—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

Gloria

Swanson-

Second day, flop, some
First day, very good.
of which should be charged against a rainy
night.
Pleased generally without much raving.
C. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.—

—

General patronage.

—General

Gloria

Swanson—

Not Gloria’s best. Many patrons liked it and
some did not Allwein & Shreffler, Opera House
O. General
Shelby,
Castamba theatres,
and

—

—

patronage.

Schaghti-

patronage.

Cecil B. DeMille production This picture proved to be far
above our expectations and we are certainly
glad both for ourselves and our patrons that
the showing was made possible in our town.
Business the second and third nights increased

Gloria

Swanson-

Swanson picture but we lose every
Seven reels. Clark & Edtime we show her.
rate

—

theatre,

Ashland,

O.

—General

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Special cast
This is certainly a wonderful picture.
picture that any exhibitor can feel proud of
running. Paramount charges a stiff price but it is
a picture that the exhibitor can charge the limit
on even if the exhibitor only breaks even on it.

—

A

first.
Men and women who had never
been in our theatre before, some that hadn’t
been in a theatre for two and three and even
four years, combined with our regular patrons,
enabled us to enjoy the second best business in
the history of our house. “The Covered Wagon”
drawing only $6.00 more. Ministers were high

over the

in their praise for “The Ten Commandments”
and one minister. Rev. H. C. Consey, a former
army chaplain and reserve officer of the National Guard, used for his sermon "The Ten
Commandments” based on the film shown in our
town.
Small town need not be afraid of this
picture.
It’s the best we have ever had and will
We
add prestige to any theatre showing it.
only aimed to break even but the on-rush was
Ten
so great we were forced into a nice profit.
reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, SyraSmall town patronage.
cuse, Neb.

—

—

THE ALASKAN

—

Thomas Meighan A fine
Meighans are okay. Seven reels.
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.
picture.

:

All

— General

patronage.

THE ALASKAN

Thomas Meighan

:

—Excellent.

One

of the best Northern pictures I’ve ever used.
Followed the book very closely.
Print good.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—
—

ANY WOMAN

—G.
—General

picture.

N.

J.

—Fair

Special

:

Ritter,

J.

program

cast

Regent theatre,

Bogota,

patronage.

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

cast—

Special

of them enjoyed the picture very much but
will not please everybody and is not a special
any means. C. M. King, Palace theatre,

Most
it

—
— General

by
Burkburnett, Tex.

BORDER

THE

patronage.

LEGION:

Special
cast—
you have not read the book at
all.
Business poor account first cold weather
and everyone wanted to sit at home by the fire.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small town patronage.

good picture

if

—

—

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS:

Special

cast— A good picture.
Will please.
Seven
—Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond, Minn.
—General patronage.
THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy — A dandy picture and pleased a good crowd.
Film
Eight
—W. A. Doerschlag,

Pafhepicture

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

Special east—
Film was
audiences.
Don’t pass this up, if you
in good
At that, it got a lot of laughs.
haven’t run it.
Six reels.—I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-

Was

town

well

liked by
condition.

mond, Wis.

— Small

large

town patronage.

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE:

Joy-

Leatrice

They cam(
Very poor picture for my crowd.
Seven reels.—
Not so good.
out knocking.
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
Small town patronage.
-

LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

Special cast

This pulled big business as do all Zane Greys,
but it didn’t follow the book and a number of
fans made it their business to tell me so. Seven
reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—An

exceed-

more than ordinary

interest.

LOCKED DOORS:
ingly good picture of

Special

cast

Pleased our patrons 100 per cent. Anotner one
of those pictures you can safely stand in your
lobby and “face the mob” as they pass out and
Seven reels.
that’s going some in these days.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

LOST —A WIFE:

Menjou

Adolphe

—A

weak

sister.— G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N.
General patronage.
J.

—

—

LOST A WIFE: Adolphe Menjou—This might
go over on Broadway but not on Main Street.
Fifty per cent of my Saturday night audience
are churchgoers and you can’t make them like
wine drinking, gambling,
smoking,
cigarette
semi-naughty sex pictures. A few more like this
and I’ll turn my theatre into a filling station.
Seven reels. E. M.
Gasoline is clean anyhow.
Small town
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—

—

patronage.

THE LUCKY DEVIL:

Richard

Dix— Good

No
blustery Saturday.
G. J. Ritter,
the receipts.
doubt cut
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J. General patronago.
picture.

An

especially

down

—

Richard Dix— The picture went over good for me, many stopping to
Plenty of comedy
tell me how well they liked it.
Seven reels. E. H. Brechler,
and suspense.
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patron-

THE LUCKY DEVIL:

—
—

age.

MADAME SANS GENE:

Gloria

Swanson-

Contrary to some reports we found this picture
The only
to be a real entertaining program.
As far
objection we had was to the length.
and
well
acted
concerned
it
is
as the picture is
is relieved by some comedy along with the action.
Swanson is well liked and pictures of this type
Ten reels. Paul B.
will insure a big following.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—

—

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas

—

Meighan This one is sure losing out fast in my
Does not draw nor please like he used
town.
Too many plays that are alike, so the
to.

—
—

Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel
say.
Joy theatre. King City, Cal. Small town patronpeople
age.

THE MANICURE GIRL:

Bebe Daniels— Pic-

Expect more from this star.
ture Very ordinary.
Can’t get a following with such poor pictures.
Seven reels.— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.

—

—
—

—

EVE’S SECRET: Betty Compson Good program picture.
Good acting by both Compson

ville,

S.

C.

There is no drawing power to the
you can get them in it will please.

— H. R. Berry, Temple theatre,
— Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING COWARD:

Harts-

Landis—

Cullen

A

dandy picture. Will please all classes. Plenty
of comedy and action.
Cast excellent.
Landis,
Ernest Torrence and Mary Astor especially good.
Seven reels. M. B. Russell, Benton Community
theatre Benton City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

FORBIDDEN PARADISE:

Pola

Negri—Took

sure don’t see why they make a
fellow take these pictures just to get a few good
ones.
Eight reels. C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
McKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.
in

22

— Small

Leatrice
here is a real one.
Has everything
to please both men and women patrons.
Good
comedy supplied by Ernest Torrence and the
Fashion Show is a dazzling knockout.
Clean in
every way. Seven reels. H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
Small town patronage.

/

Released Nov,

Kan.

— Boys

but if
Seven reels.

A Dog's Life

Ransom,

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:

Joy

title

in

reels.

Strand
theatre.
patronage.

and Holt.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

73

—

fair.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:
wards,
Palace
patronage.

— Schaghticoke

Hall,

reels.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

First

reels.

Odd Fellows

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

it

—

Ten

it.

Assn.,

coke, N. Y.

:

I’ve been trying to sell
years.
They’re darn stubborn about
gaining.
I believe this is the first

material

—

—A

$2.15.

I

—
—

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS:

Betty

Bronson-

Fine outdoor picture with good scenery.
my crowd. C. H. Sartorius, Capitol
Hartley, la. General patronage.

—
—

Pleased
theatre,

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

Special east—
100 per cent comedy-drama for the whole
family.
Fine picture for Christmas week.
As
good or better than many specials.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview, Neb. General

A

—

patronage.

What Did He Do
To Dominate the
W>rld F|pf4 Days?

Am-in

MARRY ME:

Florence Vidor

—A

for program offering.
Florence Vidor no
favorite here but plenty of paper.
I managed to
get a good house and the picture pleased. Seven
reels.
H. R. Berry, Temple theatre, Hartsville,

—
—Small

96 per cent.

—

— General patronage.
NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK:

Special cast—
Very good. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota,
N. J. -General patronage.
NIGHT LIFE IN NEW YORK: Dorothy Gish

—
—

— My

Said
people did not see anything to this.
Show nothing but night clubs.
it was very poor.
Eight reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.

—

—

NOT SO LONG AGO:

Betty Bronson— This
picture pleased almost all of the small crowd
They were very
that turned out to see it.
skeptical going in but came out very pleased.
Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

NOT SO LONG AGO:

Betty Bronson Rotten.
This is one you will have to put perfume on to
run it. Eight reels. C. M. King, Palace theatre,
Burkburnett, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

OPEN ALL NIGHT: Special cast— Can’t give
It did not take with our
this picture much.
audience and consequently the box office suffered.
Six reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

PATHS TO PARADISE:
Griffith

Raymond Griffith—

makes them

sure

sit

up and

“Paths to Paradise" is one of his
take notice.
Played Saturday to a good crowd who
bestSeven reels. Holt &
enjoyed it immensely.
Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—

WATERS:

RUGGED

Warner

Baxter—

story and good coast guard scenes
Not very thrilling but
of the rugged sea coast.
held up for two day run and seemed to please
about all who saw it. Seven reels. Holt & Dick,
Palace theatre. Clifton Heights. Pa. General

mighty

fine

—

General

A

—

patronage.

SAINTED DEVIL:

Rudolph

Valentino-

Good picture but majority felt disappointed, not
being as elaborate as his former productions.
Eight reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SHOCK PUNCH:
tionally good picture.
front, in fact, he’s there.
ability of appealing to
Hinds.
Cresco
theatre,

Richard Dix— ExcepDix is coming to the

He

possesses that rare
both the sexes. Fred
General
Cresco,
la.

—

—

patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN:

Bebe Daniels—Just

too suggestive and did not draw for me.
However pleased the few that did come. Film
good.
Seven reels. -W. A. Doerschlag. Stranu

a

little

—

theatre.

Ransom, Kan.

— Small

town patronage.

THE STORY WITHOUT A NAME:
Ayres— A good picture. Will please all
Seven

reels.

— Earl

mond, Minn.

Agnes
classes.

Somerville, Opera House, Ray-

—General

patronage.

Percy

a

crackerjack picture, but
business was not up to expectations.
G. C. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.
is

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

Glenn HunterNothing but good comments. Pleased
Don’t run a comedy with this one.
Leslie N. Leek, Club House theatre,

Eight reels.
Jackson, Wyo.-

Raymond

—This

Marmont
somehow

town patronage.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:
Very good.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

good comedy-

drama

C.

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

74

S.

—

—A

!

Percy

— This was a very good picture. Pleased
which was not a very large one.
Seven
— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. — Small town patronage.
THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN: Percy
Marmont— Good story of New York’s fakirs and
Marmont

my crowd

November

O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House. Monticello,
Ia.
General patronage.

—

THE ..FRESHMAN:

Harold
Lloyd—Harold
is holding his own and “The Freshman”
good as his others.
Goes over good here.
Played this day and date with Omaha. Six reels.
—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview theatre, Plainview,
Neb. General patronage.
Lloyd

is

Good scenes of the slums and

beggars.

underworld. A human heart interest picture 100
per cent to me, and I saw it twice through.
Patrons thoroughly satisfied.
Brought them in
the second night.
Good picture for city or
small town
exhibitor.
Seven reels. Holt &
Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:
I believe this to

have had

Special cast

be the best comedy drama

we

Ford Sterling's work in
this is wonderful.
There should be more parts
for actors of his type.
He makes real comedy.
Florence Vidor is most beautiful and the other
two up to standard. Story clever and settings
beautiful.

Temple

season.

this

I

saw

theatre,

—

four times. Ben L. Morris,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.
it

—

WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:

—

Jack

A wonderful picture. Zane Grey’s stories
certainly draw the crowd.
Jack Holt does fine
in this one.
Seven reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa.— General patronage.
Holt

—

as

—

—

reels.

street

THE

FRESHMAN:

comedy and

—

—

—

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt A very
good picture and one that has action, comedy
and everything they want. Boost it ’cause they’ll
like it.
C. H. Sartorius, Capitol theatre. Hartley, Ia.
General patronage.

—
—

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt— Good. Very

picture.
Zane Grey’s stories
always gets them in and Paramount knows how
to make them interesting.
Seven reels.— Clark
& Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General
fine

for

this

type

—

patronage.

—

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt Many good
comments.
Personally I would rate this picture
an ordinary Zane Grey at an extraordinary price.
Have bought many Zane Grey pictures at one-third
the price that were just as good.
Eight reels.
A. J. Steggall. Cozy theatre, Fayette, Ia. General

—

patronage.

WILD WILD SUSAN:

Daniels— Very
good feature for my town.
Can’t seem to get
them in here as no matter what I do they don’t
seem to come out strong enough to make it
worth while.

King

theatre,

Bebe

— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
— Small town patronage.

Six reels.
City, Cal.

Harold

Lloyd—Harold

did big business on same, but Pathe

sure got theirs. They want it all. Seven reels.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb. General
patronage.

—

THE BATTLING ORIOLES: Special cast—
Too much comedy, that is comedy overdone. G. J.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General

—

—

patronage.

NOW

OR NEVER: Harold Lloyd—We added
this three reeler to our regular program and gave
our patrons a treat. Some of them had seen it
but they enjoyed it again. Three reels. Gunther
& Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

SAFETY LAST: Harold Lloyd Very good
comedy. Quite old but made a little money for
me. Print good. Seven reels. P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

BATTLING BUNYAN:

Barry—Poor

Wesley

picture and poor business.
Pleased some of the
men and children. Plot very, very thin. Six
reels.
M. B. Russell, Benton Community theatre,

—

Benton City, Mo.

— Small

town patronage.

Principal

—

WILD HORSE MESA: Special cast Here’s
one of those things that arrives unheralded and
without any particular fuss. You put it on the
same way and it kicks the box office thermometer
up so far it nearly busts, and you make a lot of
money on it. If anybody but Paramount had it,
they’d cut up as big a stir as they did for “The
Lost World” and “Black Cyclone’’ combined. But
Paramount has so many big ones they get tired
of raising Cain, over all of them. This one made
receipts on “King of Wild Horses" Strongheart
and Rin-Tin-Tin look sick and they never were
weak on those. If you pass this one up, you’re
the loser.
And don’t think it can’t be put over
as big as the big ones, merely because the producers don’t want a mortgage on your theatre
for rental. Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre. Cresco.
General patronage.
Ia.

1925

14,

THE RECREATION OF BRIANT KENT:
cial east— Good.
A very fine picture. Good

Spe-

any
day in any house. Seven reels. A. J. Steggall,
Cozy theatre, Fayette, Ia. General patronage.

—

—

CAPTAIN JANUARY:

Baby Peggy— A very

your people like Baby Peggy. The
acting of Hobart Bosworth was especially good.
Pleased all who came. Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town
good picture

if

—

—

patronage.

Pro. Distr. Corp.
CHARLEY'S AUNT:

Syd

Chaplin— Next

—
—

ON THE THRESHOLD:

Special cast— This
program picture. Good story, well
and played. Of course, it did not appeal
to the shoot ’em up fans, but I do not want too
many of that kind. But the paper they put out
After I put it up I thought
for it was terrible.

was a

nice

directed

covering it up.
Just the picture of a man
on the one sheet. Nothing to give an idea of the
L. M. Jones,
Better paper is needed.
Arcadia theatre, Vandergrift, Pa. General pat-

of

—
—

picture.

ronage.

ON THE THRESHOLD:

Henry

B.

Walthall—

Cheaply
Poorest picture I have run in years.
produced and lacked entertainment qualities. My
advice is to pay for it and shelve it. Custer Car.
General
land, Garden theatre, Frankfort, Mich.
patronage.

—

—

ANOTHER SCANDAL: Lois Wilson—A very
Perhaps a little snappy in spots,
good picture.
There is a Miss LaBreton
but nothing vulgar.
in this who is sure easy to look at, and she can

WILD WILD SUSAN:

Bebe Daniels— This is
good action picture and one that Bebe Daniels
Six reels. C. M. King, Palace theatre,
is good in.
Burkburnett, Tex. General patronage.
a

100 to 01

WILD WILD SUSAN, LOVERS IN QUARANTINE

Those were the chances
against him. He took
them, and returned
after 24 days

Amu”*en

—

—

—

Bebe Daniels Here are two real good
comedy dramas. Both shows pleased my patrons.
Good for Saturday or any other day. They will
Many good compliments from paplease them.
trons.

:

— A.

— General

-

Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
patronage.

WOMAN PROOF:

Thomas Meighan

good sized audience and pleased them
an ordinary program picture it is just
per cent. Eight reels. C. E. Hopkins,
kins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town

—

—

—Drew
well.

a

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

As

about 100

The Hoppatronage.

Pathe
TEE FRESHMAN:

Harold Lloyd— I have run

but this one
laughed until they

sure the berries.
jarred seats loose.
Boys, when you run this, don’t stop for advertising.
Rained on last night. I ran it Saturday
but made some money anyway.
Seven reels. A.
all

of

Lloyd’s

Patrons

Released Nov,

is

—

to

Lloyd the best bet in the business.
Played it
against “The Iron Horse” and am perfectly satisfied with the result.
You can deal with Producers Distributing Corp.
It’s a good comedy.
Eight reels. Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre,
Ashland, O. General patronage.

Pafhepicture

22

—
November
Seven

act, too.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

14,
reels.

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
—Small town patronage.

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:

Weber and Fields—

Here

is a good picture and
audiences to fully appreciate

it

takes high

BAD

LANDS:

class

Too high priced
C. H. Sartorius,

it.

—
—General

for me and lost money on
Capitol theatre. Hartley, la.

it.

patronage.

—

Carey A knockout
Western frontier story, but Carey and Priscilla
Dean in my town are the same as a smallpox
sign.
T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

Harry

—

—General

patronage.

THE CHORUS LADY: Margaret LivingstonGood program feature but like all Producers pictures would not pull the hat off your head. T. S.

—

Wilson, Seelye
patronage.

THE MIRAGE:
show

J.

—

Vidor Very good
Ritter, Regent theatre.

Florence

for Saturday.

Bogota, N.

— G.

— General

J.

patronage.

—

THE MIRAGE:
No

picture.

Kan.— General

Abilene,

theatre,

Special cast Just a program
comments for or against.
Poor
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Ce-

—
— General

business title.
darburg, Wis.

patronage.

—

ROARING RAILS:

Harry Carey First Carey
I ever played.
Drew a good crowd and pleased
but it it not really what the Western fans were
looking for.
Six reels. H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
Small town patronage.
SILENT SANDERSON: Harry Carey A good

—
—

—

Carey picture.
Trags theatre,

Six

Wm.

reels.

Neillsville,

E.

—Small

Wis.-

Tragsdorf,

town

pat-

ronage.

—

SOFT SHOES:

Harry Carey Gave general
but they expected to see a Western
and were fooled.
Five reels. E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patron-

satisfaction,

—
—

age.

United Artists
ROSITA
seemed to

—

bum

(Can’t think of the 1925 slang) with many
part3 of scenes missing.
Star O. K. in this and
subject matter not bad if you get all of it.
Nine reels. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Ham-

—
—Small

mond, Wis.

—

Mary Pickford

—This picture although not new.
stand a twoday run in any average town. Good for Sunday.
Eight
— A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello,
—General patronage.
TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary
Pickford— Old but one of the best productions on
will

reels.

la.

market today.
Interesting with a lot of
action, comedy and everything that pleases an
audience.
Very, very good.
Ten reels. H. J.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. Small
town patronage.
the

A WOMAN OF PARIS:

Charles

—
—
Chaplin —Fair,

Played on Sunday, October 11. The beBt day for
us.
Did not draw anything extra. Eight reels.
James Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield, U.
General patronage.

—
—

CARNIVAL:
Fair.

We

Seven

reels.

Scofield,.

Special

box

— Society

cast

played on Sunday, October

4.

picture.

Best day.

—James Nicolaides, American
Utah. — General patronage.

theatre,

Seven

office value.

reels.

—

— Karl

B. Gast,

Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind. General patronage.
SIEGE: Virginia Valli A very good picture
but one you must step on to get business on.
It’s worthy of strong advertising.
Many comments. Seven reels. Karl B. Gast, Argonne the-

—

—

Akron,

atre,

Ind.-

—General

THE ACQUITTAL:

Windsor— Rotten

Claire

Had several good comments, so it must
have pleased the few who came to see it. Seven
H. B. Wood, Wood theatre. Calico Rock.
Ark. General patronage.

—

reels.-

—

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Laura LaPlante

Nice little program offering that pleased our
Seven
patrons generally.
Business just fair.
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—
DANGEROUS INNOCENCE: Laura LaPlante
— Fairly good picture. Average attendance. — R.
K. Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Ind.
town patronage.

—-Small

THE FIGHTING AMERICAN: Pat O’MalleyVery good picture but didn’t have much of a
However, no fault of the picture. Six
crowd.
Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenreels.

—

ton, Pa.

— General

patronage.

—A

FIGHTING FURY:
ern but business

Grand

theatre.

good West-

Jack Hoxie
Five

off.

Rainier,

— A. G. Witwer,
— General patronage.

reels.

Ore.

FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie— A nice little
Lots of riding and scenery which is
Western.
Five reels.
about 99 per cent of a Western.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

HURRICANE KID:

Hoot Gibson

—This

is

a

very good picture. Full of excitement and thrills.
Five reels. A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la. General patronage.
YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
I’LL
Denny A cracker-jack laugh feature. Denny a
great drawing card here. Foolish and often downright absurd but it sure was entertainment and
Eight reels. Henry
that is what they want.
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.
YOU THE TOWN: Reginald
I’LL
Denny A mighty fine comedy that pleased a small
Two nights, rain and mud. You will
crowd.
make no mistake on this one. Good and clean
and really funny. Seven reels. E. W. McClelSmall town
land. Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.

—

—

SHOW

—

—

SHOW

—

—

patronage.

K—

—

May McAvoy—This

THE MAD WHIRL:

jazz
for

gave us a surprise as a draw
Good picture, excellent cast. Seven
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Henry
reels.
Small town patronage.
THE MEASURE OF A MAN: William Desmond This picture was good Western play and
used on extra date Saturday night, September 26.
I did not make enough to pay film and house expenses. Not the fault of the picture. Five reels.
—-James Nicolaides, American theatre, Scofield,
Utah. General patronage.
picture sure
one night.

—

—

—

Universal

Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.

SAWDUST

THE

Couldn’t get

— General

TRAIL:

patronage.

Gibson—

Hoot

much

of a kick out of it myself but
had several say they liked it. Six reels. S. G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kan.
Small

—
—

town patronage.

THE SPOOK RANCH:

Hoot Gibson— This

is

pretty good Gibson that smashed our attendance
record for Saturday.
A lot of comedy in it and
would say that it will give general satisfaction.
Six reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard.

Tex.

—
— Small

town patronage.
Hoot Gibson— A little
the Western fans but everyone seemed

THE SPOOK RANCH:
tame for
to enjoy
not quite

Business

it.

fell

off

second night.

It’s

up to Hoot’s standard, but who could
knock Hoot ? T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

THE SPOOK RANCH:
good

story,

Hoot Gibson— A darn

picture and star for

Saturday.
standard and even more.
Good business.
Six reels. Karl B. Gast, Argonne theatre, Akron,
Ind.
General patronage.

Up

title,

to

—

—

SPORTING YOUTH:

Reginald

Denny

—Our

picture of this star and by no means is it
the last.
The picture may be a little old but it
is one that will please 100 per cent any time.
He
is well supported by a capable cast and carries
first

enough comedy to make them all laugh. The best
part of it was that we bought it at a price that
allowed us to show a good margin of profit. Seven
reels.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood.
Kan.— Small town patronage.

—

THE STORM BREAKER:

House Peters—

sure enough good picture as all of the House Peters are.
Our patrons like him and Reginald

Denny.
You can make no mistake with "The
Storm Breaker.” It thrills and pleases. Six reels.
H. M. Face & Sons, Elmae theatre. Maple Rapids, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

TAMING THE WEST:

Hoot Gibson Boys, here
a good Gibson.
Your Gibson fans will eat
this up.
Plenty of action and also comedy. Keep
it up. Hoot.
Six reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric
theatre. Walnut, la.
General patronage.
is

—

—

—
—

THE TEASER:
Laura LaPlante A very
pleasing play above par.
Laura LaPlante is unusually clever in this one. Seven reels. Karl B.
Gast, Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind. General patronage.

—

THE THRILL CHASER:

Hoot

Gibson—We

have not had service of Universal since two years
and on October 13 we screened "The Thrill
Chaser," Hoot Gibson, to poor business. I am un-

ago,

THE UNKNOWN: Virginia Valli—A very
A little draggy for two
good program picture.
reels on the start but there is some good comedy
touches and it went over fine with many good
comments. Eight reels. H. J. Eagan, American
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.— Small town patronage.

—

75

patronage.

print.

—

town patronage.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR:

for

—

Mary Pickford Most of the crowd
enjoy it. The print was old and on the
:

A

able to report this picture for the reason the print
was destroyed. Was not very much left of a
print.
I took over two hours to repair this program before we could use it. Shame to book this
Six reels. James Nicolaides.
kind of a print.
American theatre. Scofield, Utah. General patronage.

—

WESTERN WALLOP:
welcome for

—

Jack Hoxie—Jack

is a
Catalano.
General patronage.

my Western fans.— Arch

Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa.

—

THE WHITE OUTLAW: Jack Hoxie—Don’t
let this slip.
A two day picture that will get
you a

lot

fortune.
the wild

—
—

of extra money and won’t cost you a
Knockout paper and ad mats. It has
horse angle and you know what that

means. T. S. Wilson, Seelye
Kan. General patronage.

theatre,

Abilene,

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny—I believe this
Reginald
a Wallace Reid type of play and is
got as many laughs as any of the Lloyds I ever
one of the best comedies I ever ran. It drew
used.
Of course it isn’t the drawing card that
good business. I consider Denny Universal’s star Lloyd is.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
Small town patronage.
theatre, Ashland, Kan.
CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

Denny

—

It’s

—
—

THE PHANTOM HORSEMAN:

Jack Hoxie—
Poor picture, poor business, poor
ought
to be out of
office
Utah,
Salt Lake,
print.
Five reels. James Nicolaides, American
service.
General patronage.
theatre, Scofield, Utah.
RAFFLES: House Peters Very good producBusiness about avetion from every standpoint.
Six reels.— A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
rage.

Nothing to

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
f>

/

in

it.

—

—

—

Rainier, Ore.

— General

—

—

THE SADDLE HAWK:
comment on

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

this one.

Something® Man
Ever Did Befpfe! Im-

patronage.

RAFFLES: House Peters -Much better than I
Print
Pleased the few who saw it.
expected.
good.
Six reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Ashland, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

A Picture Record of

Hoot Gibson— Not one
Hoot has a good following

here but the second night fell flat. Also the film
was in poor shape. Universal says their business
Help
is so good they just can’t give you service.
Six reels. R. K.
is scarce in Omaha, I think.
Small
Lattin, Strand theatre, Valparaiso, Ind.
town patronage.

—
—

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson—A real
Western picture with a real Western star. All
Hoot’s pictures are good here. Arch Catalano.

—

perishable i^pistory;

Boldness never surpassed;

A thr

ill

world.

thifaroused the

A 24 Day Ad-

venture Ulth Amundsen

——A

-

-
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Vitagraph
CODE OF THE WILDERNESS:
—A very good picture but nothing

John Bowers

to rave about.
Film
picture only.

a good program
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
fair.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Ransom, Kan.
GRIT: Pete Morrison Good action
Western with some good comedy touches. BusiFive reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand
ness okay.
General patronage.
theatre. Rainier, Ore.

Would

call it

—

COWBOY

—

—

—

—

—

THE GHOST RIDER:

Pete Morrison. Only a
Five
fair Western to a good Saturday night run.
reels.C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

RANGE BUZZARDS:

Pete Morrison— Film condition good.
Rating about 90 per cent. Good for
Sunday.
This kind of shows make the whole
crowd feel gay and happy as they are full of
vim. Plain everyday life but it pleases all. Five
reels.
W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
J.
Minn. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE REDEEMING

Nazimova—This is
SIN:
Will please about 85 per cent

not a bad picture.

A good average picture. No
the audience.
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond,
Minn. General patronage.
of

—
—

special.

THE REDEEMING

Nazimova

SIN:

— Good

cast.

Business
Well done story of Paris underworld.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
off.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED: Bert
Lytell Nice picture, good print, good advertising
service.
Seven reels. M. Allen, Monarch theatre,
Edmonton, Alta. Canada. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

—

piece of junk film we have had in over a year.
They suffered for six reels and the ending was
all gone and they didn’t even have the satisfaction of seeing the finish.
I
should think exchanges would know when to scrap a film. Six
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

Small town patronage.

—

BRIDGE OF SIGHS: Special cast A good
picture well played and a good moral and pleased.
good Saturday night crowd for us. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. Gen-

—

A

town exhibitors

—

—

—

—

—

THE LIMITED MAIL: Monte Blue—I still say
Warners have the right pictures for the small
town exhibitor. Anyway, run it by all means.
Had a good print. Packed them
It's very good.
Seven
on this one, second night very good.
R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111.
General patronage.

in

reels.

—

—

BELOW THE LINE

:

Rin Tin

Tin—This

is

first Warner Bros, picture that I have ever
shown and if this picture does not please your
The
patrons there is something the matter.
comedy in it makes mouth advertising and splen-

the

—
—

M. Bailey, Strand
did entertainment. Seven reels.
Small town patheatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.
tronage.

BELOW THE

—

CONDUCTOR

story
1492:
Ralph
A
Ireland and then America.
in the U. S. A., gets a job
as conductor then the funny things start to
happen.
Keeps your audience laughing from
start to finish.
The finish is back in old Ireland
when Johnny Hines presents them all with a set
boxing
Book it
of
gloves to fight it out with.
and boost it.
Extra good.
Seven reels. Holt
& Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General patronage.
in

old

—

—

—

CORNERED:

Marie Prevost A good program
Print good.
Seven reels. P. G. Held,
theatre. Fairmont, Neb.- Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

GEORGE WASHINGTON,

JR.:
Wesley Barry
good comedy drama.
Entertaining all the
way through.
Print fair.
Six reels. P. G.
Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—A

LOVER OF CAMILLE:

—
—
cast — Had

Special

sev-

walk outs on this one and had plenty of
patrons tell me it was the poorest picture they
had seen at my theatre for some time. One more
like this one and I’ll be through with Warner
Bros.
Seven reels. Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich. Small town patronage.
eral

—
—

THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE: Special cast— Only
a fair program picture. No good for small towns.
Eight reels. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE:

Special cast Not
Although it’s well done.
Many beautiful settings. But scenery and gowns
do not make the picture for the small town folk.

a small town picture.

No profits. Majority of
Advertised it strong.
patrons not satisfied. Ernest Vetter, Majestic
Small town patronage.
theatre, Homer, Mich.

—
—

—

RECOMPENSE: Monte Blue A real good
drama from a popular story that caught on well.
dragged out after the climax of the war’s
and could very well have been ended
right there.
Too many disagreeable scenes and
settings.
They like more bright stuff Ben L.
Morris, Olympic theatre, Bellaire, O. General
is

patronage.

BEING RESPECTABLE: Monte Blue—An old
Poor picture considering the cast. Worst
one.

“Rotten,”

—
—

—

RECOMPENSE:

Monte Blue Several said
some said it wasn’t so bad. Not a
would recommend for small town patVery suggestive. This stuff won’t get

picture I
ronage.
by for me.

had

of my patrons, a soldier that
overseas said that he didn’t see the

One

been
English Tommies

(and they
did in the picture) also that an English nurse did
not wear an American Red Cross uniform and
an overseas hat, and that the bobbed hair craze
had not started at that time. Aside from that
Eight reels.—
he said the details were okay.
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.
using

U.

THE TENTH WOMAN:

S.

power.

Burkburnett,

theatre,

June Marlowe

— Good

—

—

Tex.

—
— General

patronage.

THE FOOLISH VIRGIN:

Elaine Hammerstein
They seemed to like this one and comments
were favorable. Business very poor. Six reels.
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE FOOLISH VIRGIN:

Elaine Hammerstein
Poor business, naturally. C. J.
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J. General

—Poor

picture.

-

—

—

patronage.

—

BLUE BLOOD:

George Walsh George of the
was pretty good in this fast action, romantic comedy drama. It pleased his many old
old days

followers
case of

but he has been

off so long it is a
friends.
Ben L. Morris,
Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

making new

Olympic theatre,

—

—

BRINGING HOME THE BACON:

Buffalo Bill,
sure winner for Saturday or any day that
you use Western. First two reels slow the last
three makes up for the first. Plenty action, riding and comedy to please the Western fans. Five
reels.
H. R. Berry, Temple theatre, Hartsville,
Small town patronage.
S. C.
Jr.

—A

—
—

THE COLD DECK: William S. Hart— Okay,
five years ago but not this day.
G. J. Ritter,
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

—

—

THOUSAND

FIFTY

—

REWARD:

DOLLARS

A dandy out door picture. Lots
action and comedy.
His first picture here.
Had extra Saturday business. Five reels. C. A.
Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.
Ken Maynard
of

—

Small town patronage.

THE FIGHTING SHERIFF:

Cody—A

Bill

good picture but had a dark print.
R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo,

very
Five reels.
111.
General

—

patronage,

FULL SPEED:

Buffalo Bill. Jr.— Pretty good
Western.
Exceptional
Saturday
crowd and gave excellent satisfaction without
causing any great excitement. Five reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.

action-comedy

—

—

TEN DAYS:
J.

Richard Holf>-Not
Regent theatre, Bogota, N.

Ritter,

much.—G.
J.

— General

patronage.

Serials
THE FIGHTING RANGER:

Special

cast—

very good serial with plenty of action, but somehow serials always drop off before it is over.

Two
Neb.

— E. Gailey, Crystal
— General patronage.
reels.

Wayne,

theatre,

THE FIGHTING RANGER: Jack DoughertyHolding its own on the 8th chapter.
A good
average serial.
Two reels. Karl B. Gast, Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind. General patronage.
THE FIGHTING RANGER: No. 3. Good
serial.
E. Gailey, Crystal theatre, Wayne, Neb.

—
—

—

—

General patronage.

Joe
MYSTERY:
going right along giving
good satisfaction and apparently pleasing better
than any we’ve run for sometime. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

THE

GREAT

— This

Bonomo

CIRCUS

serial

—

THE

GREAT

the
ter,

CIRCUS

MYSTERY:

— seemed to please the kids and
—Arch Catalano, Victory theatre,
Pa. — General patronage.

Bonomo

It

old.

THE
Bonomo

GREAT

—Just

CIRCUS

finished No. 5

Joe
satisfy

Rossi-

MYSTERY:
and

it is

Joe
holding up

rifles

with good cast but not much drawing
Six reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric theatre.
Walnut, la. General patronage.
picture

was afraid to advertise it too
tnan any program picture and
Eight reels. C. M. King, Palace

I

Better

lots of specials.

-

patronage.

and

Tiffany
strong.

1925

14,

;

yong man arrives

Story

—

—

—
Lewis —A

patronage.

ending

—

—

—

Rin Tin Tin— A very
good dog picture but it does not have the pulling
Snow
Country.” T. S.
power of ‘‘Tracked in the
Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan. General

LINE:

cast

a big one but just a good program picture.
Dorothy Devore is miscast in anything but comedy
in my opinion.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
Bogota, N. J. General patronage.
BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost Not any
better than the average picture and not as good
as “Cornered” which I consider the best picture
ever made with Marie Prevost. Eight reels. Sam
Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo. General

Sterling

Rin Tin
here’s something for
time.
doing
all
the
something
you. A good story,
Not a lost foot melodrama, that will please any
average audience.
My people ate it up. Good
A story of ram runners and
lighthouse scenes.
Seven reels.
Business good.
revenue officers.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.
THE LIMITED MAIL:.. Monte Blue Good railroad melodrama. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre,
Abilene, Kan. General patronage.

— Small

Special

— Not

starting

November

Ritter,

A BROADWAY BUTTERFLY:

picture.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA:

—

eral patronage.

—

Warner Brothers
Tin

——A

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

WOMAN

HATER: Helene Chadwick—
THE
good show that pleased very much a small percentage of our folks but did not appeal to the
majority and the said majority stayed away.
Seven reels. G. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre,
Small town patronage.
Cotter, Ark.

—
—

State Rights
Special cast— A wonderful picture.
Not advertised here and account
of bad weather did not do so good but it is a
wonderful picture and one that will go well
It was my first
in connection with a style show.

SOULS FOR SABLES:

Released Nov,
Pafepicture

22

——
—

——
November
Two

well.

reels

tre, Neilsville,

14,
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1925

— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
— Small town patronage.

thea-

Wis.

NET: Edna Murphy— Played secLooks like a very good serial. Two

INTO THE
ond chapter.

—James Nicolaides, American theatre, ScoUtah. — General patronage.
INTO THE NET: We are on the third chapter.
— James Nicolaides,
Two
Very good
American theatre, Scofield, Utah — General patreels.
field,

reels.

serial.

ronage.

PLAY BALL:
pointed

Nowell, Idlehour
patronage.

theatre,

SUNKEN SILVER:
my

but

been disap-

attendance.

picture, also in
them interested.

in

get

can’t

Ray—Have

Allene

Two

Ga.

Ray

Allene

— R. L.
— General

reels.

Monroe,

— Good
Two

patrons do not like serials.

la.

Clyde Cook Dandy comedy. If
your patrons don’t laugh at this one there is
something wrong with them. Two reels. J. W.
Andresen, Lyric theatre, Walnut, la. General patronage.

—

—

MOTOR MAD:

— Leslie
— Small

Two

Very good comedy.

reels.

Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal.
town patronage.

MOTOR MAD:

Good comedy.

H. Martin, Strand
General patronage.

Two

reels.— C.

Tenn.

McKenzie,

theatre,

—

Dorothy Devore Good comedy
which is something unusual out
Two reels. C. A. Hennecke,
of Dallas office.
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. Small town

and good

print,

—

—

chapter very good. Patrons liked it and
drew good business. Two reels. A. G. Witwer,
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General patronage.
WOLVES OF THE NORTH: William Duncan
No. 2 opened well and did nicely on second
Patrons like it.
Seems to be good.
episode.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,

—

—

patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:
the fourth episode.

William Duncan
Absolutely cannot
Does not hold its

anything good about it.
own.—H. B. Wood, Wood theatre.
Ark. General patronage.
see

NEVER FEAR
reel.

Homer, Mich.

—
—

Fairly

good.
It
got the
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theaSmall town patronage.

POOR BUTTERFLY

—

Mermaid comedy Good
comedy. Kept my patrons roaring from start to
finish.
Two reels. H. R. Berry, Temple theatre,
Hartsville, S. C.
Small town patronage.
:

—
—

—

RARING ROMEO: Walter Hiers Just a fair
average comedy.
A few laughs. Played this
with “The Warrens of Virginia” and it made a
good show. Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—

Calico Rock,

—

One

laughs.
tre,

:

RENO OR BUST:
I

have had

in

—

Bobby Vernon

months.

— Best comedy

Just about stole the hon-

from "Merton of the Movies.” Two reels. —
Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre, Jackson,
Wyo. General patronage.

ors

Short Features

—

EDUCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL: The leaders

in their particEdwards, Palace theatre, Ash-

—
—

ular line. Clark &
General patronage.
land, O.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES:

Good comedies

in

However, I have shown to
standpoint.
many of them. Two reels. Arch Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa. Mining patronage.
every

—
—

HURD CARTOON:

have ran quite a few
One reel.
of these and find them all very good.
E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
General patronage.
BACK FIRE: Mighty good comedy. Two reels.
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
General patronage.

A pretty fair kid
Why make an old

JR.:

comedy that

grey headed
parents of a boy of twelve ? It
Two
isn’t done that way these days y’know.
reels.
Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire,
O. General patronage.
got a few laughs.

man and woman

—

—

ADVENTURES OF

CAPT. KLEINSCHMIDT’S

THE FAR NORTH: We

—

DYNAMITE DOGGIE:

—

Good

— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
Cal. — Small town patronage.
reels.

FELIX ON THE FARM:

comedy.

theatre.

King

Two
City,

Felix— I have found

Felix cartoon comedies very good.
Well worth playing. One reel. E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronof

the

—
—

SHORT CHANGE:

Walter Hiers

—Very

good, but did not draw even the average
About two of these and they
of kids.
lose their drawing power.
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay

number
theatre,

Ashland,

FRENCH

Kans.

PASTRY:

—
— Small

Bobby

town patronage.

reels.

Cal.

reels.

111.

:

reels.

JAZMANIA:

Good slap stick comedy and new
Two reels. C. A.
Got lots of laughs.
Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

print.

KING COTTON:

—

Lloyd Hamilton Good average Hamilton, but I don’t see anything special in
Lots of others better. Two
this, only the price.
reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

poor

—
—

THERE HE GOES:

Lige

Conley

—A

dandy.
Lige
is
in it.
Two reels. J. W. Andresen, Lyric
theatre, Walnut, la.
General patronage.

You can always

look for a good

—

—

WHERE WATERS

comedy

DIVIDE:

if

Okay.

Print
poor.
One reel. M. Allen, Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alta., Canada. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

F. B. O.

—
—

THE GO GETTERS:

Alberta Vaughn Very
good short subjects that pep up a program. W.
Loibl,
F.
Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.
General patronage.

—

THE GO GETTERS:

Alberta Vaughn No. 6.
a good two reel comedy. Clean and entertaining.
The kind folks like. The best of success to Alberta.
I hope she always keeps her
comedies as clean as they now are. Print good.

This

is

— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fair—Neighborhood patronage.
THE GO GETTERS: Alberta Vaughn — No.
Very good. More success to Alberta. Print good.
Two
—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. — Neighborhood patronage.

Two

reels.

mont, Neb.

7.

reels.

Alberta

Vaughn—No.

bunk.

Two

reels.—P. G. Held, Sterling theatre,
mont, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

Fair-

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta

—No.

Vaughn

These are real good and most everyone likes
them.
Two reels. E. Gailey, Crystal theatre,
Wayne, Neb. General patronage.
6.

—

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn— Good.
Every one of these series is very good. In fact,
sometimes is the whole show. Two reels. C. A.
Hennecke, Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

—

Alberta Vaughn The
very best two reel pictures on the market today.
Buy them by all means you won’t be sorry. Two
reels.
Earl Somerville, Opera House, Raymond,
Minn. General patronage.

—

;

—

THE PACE MAKERS:

—

Alberta Vaughn The
best comedy for a high class patronage.
I built
up two dull days a week with them. Two reels.
C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
General patronage.

—
—

Aubrey comedies,

other

the

Just terrible

reels.

silly

is

we

all

is

most

sure the
can say for

this

of these.
Good film. Two reels.
T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.

Lay

it.

W.

off

— General

patronage.

MADAME SAL

FIN: Alberta Vaughn— ChapThis chapter was just as good as the
Everyothers being continued from last chapter.
one was anxious to see it.
These chapters are
usually always good.
Rating 85 per cent. Good
for Sunday.
Film condition good. Two reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.
ter

7.

Jimmy Aubrey — Not

OH WHAT A FLIRT:

as “Heebie Jeebies,” but not what
you could call good. It got a few laughs from
the kids. Good film. Two reels. W. T. Davis &
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General pa-

quite as bad

—

—

tronage.

THE PACE MAKERS NO.

— Good.

Two

PIE
laughs.

reels.

— C.

Columbus, Tex.

theatre,

EYED: Very
Two reels. — E.

Alberta Vaughn
8:
A. Hennecke, Columbus
town patronage.

— Small

Lots of
good comedy.
H. Brechler, Opera House,

— General patronage.
Stan Laurel — Stan, you

Fennimore, Wis.

TWINS:
are a silly
little devil, but that’s what they like.
Your ways
are so cute, so girlish we can’t help but laugh at
you.
Keep up the good work.
Two reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

FIRST NATIONAL
TOONERVILLE FOLLIES: I

guess

will

it

please his fans, but he hasn’t any here.
His are
Two reels.
the poorest comedies on the screen.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.

—

General patronage.

FOX
BLUE BLOOD

—

This comedy

:

is full

of laughs.

Two reels. A. O. Lambert, Monticello
House, Monticello, la. General patronage.

Opera

—

THE BUTTERFLY MAN:

Good average com-

edy.
Fox is making good comedy. My audience
liked this one.
Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

ELECTRIC ELOPEMENT: A very good comTwo reels.— E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre,
edy.
Gilman

City,

Mo.

— Small

town patronage.

SCIENTIFIC HUSBANDS: Fox comedies are
Very few good
not worth the money he asks.

— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy thea— Small town patronage.
WESTWARD WHOA!: Monkey comedy— Good
monkey comedy. Two
— W. Andresen,
Lyric theatre, Walnut,
— General patronage.

ones.

Two

King

reels.

City,

Cal.

reels.

J.

la.

SHOES AND TRANSIENTS IN ARCADIA:
O’HENRY SHORT FEATURES:
Both good.
Fox Short Subjects are the

best thing he does.
GenT. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.
eral patronage.

—

PATHE
AESOP’S FABLES:

These please

all

ages and

— Sam Minich,
Mo. — General pat-

classes of people.
One
Electric theatre, Chillicothe,

reel.

all

ronage.

AESOP’S FABLES:

The

—

best cartoon subject

on the market. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.
General patronage.

—

PATHE NEWS:

8.

Very good entertainment. I have just purchased
“The Pacemakers.” My patrons like the cast in
these two reelers, especially Alberta Vaughn.

— Another

Two

HEEBIE JEEBIES: Jimmy Aubrey— Like

of

tre,

Vernon— Good.

— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King
— Small town patronage.
GETTING GERTIE’S GOAT: Nothing to brag
Two
about, but got by.
—R. D. Young,
Polo theatre. Polo,
— General patronage.
HALF A HERO Lloyd Hamilton — Good. Two
—Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,
Cal. — Small town patronage.
Two

City,

—Very

piece of cheese. If he is a comedian I am a foot
racer, and I weigh 217.
He doesn’t belong in
two reel comedies. Better put him in features
again. Two reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
Small town patronage.

THE GO GETTERS:
Felix

—
—

Vaughn

Alberta

Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan.
Small town patronage.

W. A.

patronage.

age.

FELIX TRIPS THROUGH TOYLAND:

The Hurd Cartoon

comedies are very good for one reel. E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General

thought so well of this

picture that we brought it back again within six
weeks of its first showing. It is a travel picture, but so interesting you don’t notice its length.
It is more than worthy of a place on the program of any theatre. You simply have to see it
It has "The Chase” beaten forty
to believe it.
ways, and that was good. I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis. Small town patronage.

all

—

THE SAWMILL FOUR:

I

—
—
—
—

BARNUM

Lige Conley Good comedy
that helped our Saturday program considerably.
Two reels. C. A. Hennecke, Columbus theatre,
Columbus, Tex. General patronage.

—

THE FAST MALE:

dandy “Pace Maker” that pleased.

—

RUNNING WILD:

-

77

reels.

—

THE MISFIT:

William Duncan

—First

— Showed

Two

Very good comedy.

Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
town patronage.

patronage.

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:

—
— General

TIDE:

NAVY BLUES:

serial

reels.

General patronage.

Ore.

LOW

— Leslie
— Small

just

I

H. Sartorious, Capitol theatre. Hartley,

C.

——

-

necke,

Columbus

Always good.

—

Hen-

A.

-C.

Columbus, Tex.

theatre,

— Small

town patronage.

PATHE NEWS:
it.
My

For a glimpse of the world

people come especially for
them. One reel. A. O. Lambert, Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la. General patronage.

Pathe has

—

—

PATHE NEWS:

The best news on the market.
One reel. Lester N. Leek, Club House theatre,
Jackson, Wyo. General patronage.

—

—

PATHE NEWS:
tions.
it

on

This has too
cancelling out on it.
One reel.
Pathe a mile.

Am

many

duplica-

Kinogram has

—Leslie

Reel Joy theatre.
patronage.

King

PATHE REVIEW:

City,

Cal.

Hables,

— Small

town

Very good.— W. A. DoerRansom, Kan. Small

—

Strand theatre.
town patronage.
schlag,

TOPICS OF THE DAY:
Monarch theatre,
Mixed patronage.

Good reel.— M. Allen,
Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

ALL NIGHT LONG:
good comedy.
theatre.

Two

Harry Langdon

reels.

Rainier, Ore.

—

—A.

— General

—A

G. Witwer,

patronage.

very

Grand

—
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Mack Sennett comedy — Fair
—James Nicolaides, American
theatre. Scofield, U. — General patronage.
BOTTLE BABIES: Hal Roach —Nothing to
—James Nicolaides, Amerthis comedy. Two
ican theatre. Scofield, U. — General patronage.
BUBBLES: Aesop Fable—Just another fable.
— H. R. Berry, Temple theatre, Hartsville, C.
—Small town patronage.
BUNGALO BOOBS: Charley Chase— Good.
— G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
One
Kans. — Small town patronage.
FAMILY ENTRANCE: Charley Chase—Fair
—A. G. Witwer, Grand theacomedy. One
Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.

BASHFUL

Two

comedy.

reels.

S.

reel.

S.

reel.

tre,

THE GOOFY AGE:

Tryon—Not

so good
the slappiest,
reels.
R.
I.

Glen

we expected it would be. It’s
Two
kind of slapstick.
Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.
town patronage.
as

stickiest

HELP ONE ANOTHER:

—
— Small

Spat Family— Thank

the last. Of all the silly junk
for three grown people to put up in two reels,
this has anything beat that was ever on our
Two reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theascreen.
Small town patronage.
tre, Hay Springs, Neb.

This

goodness!

—

—

HOLD MY BABY:

Glen Tryon Only fair
Too
and the baby on a Pullman car.
Does not arouse any interest.
long drawn out.
My opinion it should be canned and left in the
Two reels. H. R. Berry, Temple theatre.
can.
Small town patronage.
Hartsville, S. C.
JULY DAYS: Our Gang— Good. Seemed to

Tryon

—
—

Mack Sennett do. Two reels.
Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton,

please better than

Pa.

—General

patronage.

—

THE LOVE PUG:

Our Gang The Gangs

—

patronage.

MEET THE MISSUS:
Lots of laughs.

American

Tryon — Extra
—H. Eagan,
Wis. — Small town

Glen

Two

J.

reels.

Wautoma,

theatre,

—

patronage.

MOVING DAY:

A

good comedy with lots of
laughs. Two reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera House,
Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.
NO NOISE: Our Gang Like all Our Gangs,
Two reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoit was very good.
play theatre, Ashland, Kans. Small town pa-

—

—

—

—
—

tronage.

OUR GANG COMEDIES: Good comedies, but
not the best Our Gang has made. Two reels.
E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.—
General patronage.
PATHE REVIEW NO.
wer, Grand theatre.
ronage.

Rainier,

POLITICAL BULL:

reel.

Witpat-

get this stuff?

Not

Two reels.
paid.
theatre, Monroe, Ga.

Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.
L.

THE SEA SQUAWK:

Langdon—Very

Harry

comedy that seemed to produce a fair share
Not up to Langdon's
of laughs, so why worry ?
Two reels.—
standard, in my humble opinion.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
silly

—

SEEING

THINGS:

Our

Gang— Some good
Two reels.
reel.

laughs in this especially last
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
General patronage.

SHANGHAIED LOVERS:

Harry

About two laughs in two
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

Langdon—

reels.— E. H. Brechler,

—General

patron-

age.

SURE MIKE: A
Minich, Electric
eral patronage.

good one

theatre,

reel

— Sam
—Gen-

comedy.
Mo.

Chillicothe,

Glen Tryon—
If this is a comedy, then Valentino should have
made “The Freshman.” Of all the silly drivel
we have to put through the machines in the name
of comedy, this is just about the zero mark.
Pathe has sure gone to the dogs. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

—

cast—
These are old, but if you have not run them
get them, as they please. W. F. Loibl, Chimes

Sportlight—
KIDS LEAVE HOME:
Very good. One reel. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags

—

— Small

town patronage.

YOUR OWN BACK YARD:

Our Gang— An-

Neillsville,

Wis.

other knockout from the Gang with Farina doing
the lead. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre, Abilene,
Kan. General patronage.

—

Cedarburg,

theatre,

Wis.

Special

—
— General

patronage.

UNIVERSAL ONE REEL COMEDIES:

am

I

going to send Universal a bill for advertising
Smith Bros. Cough Drops in these comedies. One
reel.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. General patronage.

—
—

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

Reginald Denny

—These

are pretty good, but do not take as well
as “Fighting Blood” series.
Patrons do not care
to see a couple of big clods push each other
around the ring. They like to see the little fellows in action. However, these fight pictures are
being overdone. It’s getting so they even put a
ring battle in a Western.
Two reels. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

ANDY

—

Two

reels.

— C.

—

ROPING VENUS:

two

reel

night.
Trags theatre,
serial

Western which

Two

Two

received.

— A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier.
Ore. — General patronage.
SMOKED OUT: Bert Roach — Fair one
—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton.
Pa. — General patronage.
STARVING BEAUTIES: Pretty good comedy
that got quite a few laughs.
Two
—A. G.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier. Ore. — General
patronage.
STEPPING SOME: Baby Peggy—Pleased the
kids and grown ups too.
Some good laughs in
Two
—W. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.
UNDER A SPELL: Bert Roach —Very good
short comedy.
One
—A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre. Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.
reeler.

reels.

this.

reels.

reel.

CLASSIFIED

—

A

ADVERTISING
Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per

nice

in

my

on

in well

fits

— Wm. E.
Wis. — Small

Tragsdorf,

reels.

Neilsville,

S.

reels.

A. HenSmall

THE COWPUNCHER’S COMEBACK:
little

Josie
featurette.
Well

Western

Century com-

— G. Ihde, Pho— Small town patSedgwick — Good ac-

Edmund Cobb—An
No comments from

—

—

say,

—

edy Very ordinary two reeler.
toplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.
ronage.

average Western featurette.
patrons.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theaRainier, Ore.
General patronage.

tre,

comedy
how-

will

—

Columbus, Tex.

BASHFUL WHIRLWIND:

History
I

PUZZLED BY CROSSWORDS:

The Gumps— Very
Some Gumps are good and some

are absolutely the bunk.
necke, Columbus theatre,
town patronage.

right.

1925

that the guy who impersonated Paul Revere can sure ride a horse.
A lot of laughs in
it.
One reel. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre.
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

HOLLYWOOD:

IN

poor comedy.

Hysterical

hysterical, all

is

14,

ever,

tion

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:

town

.

.

pat-

ronage.

Century comedy —Fairly good
—James Nicolaides, American
theatre, Scofield, U. — General patronage.
DISCORD IN A FLAT: Arthur Lake— Better
than the average Lake. A four-year-old star had
the lead. One
— M. Aley, Regent theaEureka, Kan. — General patronage.

DAY OF REST:
Two

comedy.

POSITIONS

reels.

reel.

all

J.

AT LIBERTY— Organist

WANTED
experienced; cue

tures accurately;
in

large library.
theatre, preferably

first-class

Address Exhibitors Herald, Box

pic-

Wishes

to locate
in middle-west.
106.

tre,

THE

FAMILY

SECRET:

Peggy—

Baby

Drew
knockout of a picture for family night.
extra business. T. S. Wilson, Seelye theatre,
Abilene, Kan. General patronage.

—
—

FEARLESS FOOLS:
comedy.

good

American

Two

theatre,

comedy — Very
—James Nicolaides,
U. — General patron-

Scofield,

story.

seemed to enjoy
Average business.

wer, Grand theatre,
ronage.

AT LIBERTY— December

Two

Rainier,

Sullivan—
cowboy
A. G. Wit-

Billy

this

battling

—
— General

reels.

Ore.

Buddy Messinger An
old comedy that packed quite a few laughs, which
was all that was expected of it. Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
ICE COLD: Arthur Lake Good short comedy

—

—

offering that seemed to please most all. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

—

moving picture
or

circuit.

THEATRE WANTED
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN

or Northern Illinois theatre wanted.
Write fully, terms, lease,
competition, equipment, etc.
Address A. Fay,
Apt. 2, 416J/£ Pleasant St., Beloit, Wis.

pat-

—

HIS FIRST DEGREE:

1st,

manager desires position in theatre
Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 206.

Century
reels.

THE FIGHTING TERROR:
Patrons

ELECTRIC SIGN
NEW!

The Lustrolite moving picture
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just

IT’S
theatre

sign.

electric

A

think!

three line double-face all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortprice $300.00.
Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

white

opal

ment included,

CLARK BROTHERS

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

General patronage.

KICKED ABOUT:

Century comedy

—A

dandy

— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
—Small town patronage.
LOCKED OUT: Good one reeler. —Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
LOFTY MARRIAGE: Henry Murdock— Played
this comedy with “The Thrill Chaser,” Hoot Gibson.
A good comedy. Two
—James NicoAmerican theatre, Scofield, U. — General
slapstick.
Two reels.
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

laides,

patronage.

THE MILKY WAY:

Charles

Puffy— Better

than former comedies from this star. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

PEERLESS
CONTROLS, Factary Reabsolutely guaranteed.
Bargain.
Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ARC

built,

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced.
Illinois Theatre
Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
5-ply

NICELY REWARDED:
best

WHY

—

patronage.

reels.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS:

theatre,

:

Ore.

Rainier,

—This

fine.

age.

Family—Punk. Not

Spat

Where do they
worth one-third of what I

even funny.
R.

—A. G.
Ore. — General

One

I

—
—
CENTURY COMEDY: Good as any comedy of
recent date. Some are
—Arch Catalano, Victory theatre, Rossiter, Pa. — General patronage.
GUMP COMEDY Andy’s Stump Speech —Poor
comedy.
Some vulgar scenes. — C. A. Hennecke,
Columbus theatre, Columbus, Tex. — Small town

About up to usual

22:

standard of these subjects.

PAUL REVERE:

have run the 192526 Centuries since September 11th and they are
very ordinary.
Two reels. Karl B. Gast, Argonne theatre, Akron, Ind. General patronage.

all

draw here. It is hard to tell which is the best.
They are all good. Two reels. A. O. Lambert,
Monticello Opera House, Monticello, la. -General

good.

CENTURY COMEDIES:

is

—

November

UNIVERSAL

JIM:

reels.

—

—A

reel.

we have had from

— A.

— General

Charles

Puffy— The

star so far.
One
theatre. Rainier, Ore.

this

Grand

G. Witwer,

patronage.

NOBODY’S SWEETHEART:

EXHIBITORS

If they

make any

good comedies they must keep them, as I can’t
remember of a good comedy I ever got from CenTwo reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
Small town patronage.
tury.

—

—

MONEY

LET

US

SAVE

on guaranteed new and used

YOU

theatre
for shipment.
Also
all makes of rebuilt projection machines.
Complete line of equipment.
Write us your needs.
Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12 East
Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

chairs

of

all

styles,

ready

:
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Karzas to Build

New

have been able to heat their buildings,
but the heat has only added to the slumber tendencies of the patrons and not to

ers

$3,000,000 House
in Chicago

*

*

*

*

Karzas 79th Street cinema
shrine will have a seating capacity slightly
over 3,000, divided between the main floor,
four boxes, a smoking lounge and cantilever balcony.
In interior design this new
movie palace will be unique in every detail,
giving Chicagoans a distinctively new style
of architectural beauty.
huge stage to be one of the largest
in the city, will be built in the new house
and equipped with the latest type backstage accessories to facilitate the presentation of the huge spectacular productions
which will make the circuit of Karzas
amusement enterprises. With innovations
too numerous to mention this theatre will
give Chicago patrons their first “boxes at
the movies.”

A

A

series of four commodious boxes, each
seating twenty persons, will be found in
that part of the theatre which in other
cinema houses is the loge floor. Another
feature of this innovation will be the dressing room replete in the appointments of
milady’s boudoir that will adjoin each box.
That patrons may enjoy the splendor
of the elaborate interior design the seating
arrangement has been designed to permit the view of every part of the interior
from every seat in the house.
style
of design and harmonious scheme of color
that will radiate a warmth of restful welcome will greet Chicagoans when this new
palace opens its doors in November 1926.

A

tic

Nu-Air Cooling and Air Conditioning

Systems

our Blue Island, Tra-

installed in

verse City and Alpena theatres are giving

wonderful

Exterior of the new State theatre, Denver, Colo., which opened recently
with Cecil B. De Mille’s offering of
the Rupert Julian production, “Hell’s
Highroad,” starring Beatrice Joy.
The State theatre has contracted for
the showing of all releases of Producers Distributing Corporation.

Declares Fewer Houses
Closed in Summer
This Year
There has been

a decided step

forward

this year in the desire of theatre managers
to furnish the right sort of climatic conditions to their patrons. There have been

fewer theatres closed down during the hot
summer months and there has been a decided increase in summer business, according to W. A. Rowell, general manager the
Arctic Nu-Air Company, who says further

:

“For many years the theatre owners have
taken

it

for

granted

that

the

summer

months were bound to be ‘dog days.’ This
has been due to the failure of theatre
owners to furnish cool, fresh air to their
patrons who would not be satisfied to sweat
through even the very best shows.
same falling off of business has also
experienced in the long, severely cold
In the winter the theatre
ter days.

This
been
win-

own-

satisfaction

—

in

much

fact,

We

greater efficiency than we anticipated.
Replayed to larger box office returns.
sults have convinced us to place an Arctic Nu-Air in every theatre on our circuit
You may expect
in the very near future.
an order soon for what additional machines we will require’.”
*

*

*

sale of
Arctic Nu-Airs,” says A. S. Feinberg, gen-

“The reason for our continued

eral sales manager, “is that our systems
not only cool theatres in the summer, but
they keep them healthy and fresh in the
In fact, we are told by engineers
winter.

that the theatres which have installed our
systems will find them of infinite help in
heating their theatres in the winter because
is much easier to heat fresh air than
it

dead

air.”

Sees Improvement in
Projection of Many

Playhouses
One

of the

interesting

features of the

motion picture industry, says John Flertner
of the Hertner Electric Company, is that
regardless of the size of the town or

city,

motion picture theatres are rapidly improving, not only in their seating and comfort
features, but
projection.

in

the

facilities

for

better

This is evidenced, says Mr. Hertner, in
one day’s mail in which orders were received from cities ranging from Trenton,
New Jersey, to Mount Jewett, Pennsylvania.

Recent Transverter Orders include the
theatres and managements
Dawn theatre, Hillsdale, Michigan Gaiety
theatre, Trenton, New Jersey; C. F. Oberg,
Mt. Jewett, Pennsylvania, and John E.
Stahl, New theatre, Homestead, Pennsylfollowing

4

;

Construction of the 79th Street theatre
adds the eighth link in the chain of paramount enterprises operated by the Woodlawn Theatre Company. The other links
are the Woodlawn theatre, the Trianon
ballroom, the North Center theatre, located
at Lincoln and Belle Plaine to open just
before the holidays this year; a $3,000,000
ballroom at Lawrence and Winthrop under

WMBB,

construction; Radiophone Station
as well as a ballroom and theatre at

mond.

*

theatre owners have long realized
the importance of ventilating systems which
would cool their houses in summer and
freshen them up in the winter. Ordinary
fans have been tried but found wanting.
Other efficient systems have been too expensive. The result was that the box office
suffered.
“Fitzpatrick-McElroy, owners of one of
the largest theatrical enterprises in the
middle west, have solved their problems,
according to a letter just received by the
Arctic Nu-Air Cooling and Ventilating
Company of Chicago. It says:
“
‘We are pleased to advise that the Arc-

steadily increasing population, the Woodlawn Theatre Company will erect a $3,000,-

The new

*

“Many

Keeping pace with the rapid development of Chicago’s far south side by its

000 cinema shrine at the corner of 79th
Street and Maryland Avenue, one block
east of Cottage Grove, it was announced
by President Andrew Karzas last week.
The purchase of this site, which is 125x
305.5 feet, marked a new high value for
property in this newly and rapidly growing locality.
McKey and Poague through
its secretary, Frank J. O’Brien, represented
all parties in negotiating the transaction.
Plans for the beautiful edifice are being prepared by Architect John Eberson,
Chicago, who is an associate architect
working on the $3,000,000 ballroom which
Mr. Karzas is erecting on Chicago’s north
side, and according to present contemplations ground will be broken for the foundation within sixty days.

enjoyment.

their

Ham-

vania.

Cunningham

Installed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
5%GoiDSeflL
TICKET RE6ISTIRS

^Womatic53ck_et S&distoSoi'poi'ation
723 -Scvo^ro Avenue

NewYork

CaievAjpt&isiWi

Nov. 3.— Jack Cunning-

supervisor of Metropolitan
Productions, has moved into a specially
equipped suite of offices.

ham,

editorial

4
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Associated Exhibitors
Camille of the Barbary Coast :B0R-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :BOR-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Headlines Oct. 3-Ins.
His Buddy's Wife:B0R-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Oct.3-Ins.
:

Manhattan Madness :Oct. 3-Ins.
Never Weaken :B0R-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Oct.3I-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Oct.3-Ins.

Chadwick
Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Fate of a Flirt, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :B0R-38.0ct.24-16.17.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Handsome Brute, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Lure of the Wild, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Penalty of Jazz:BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
New Champion, The :BOR-38,Oct. 24-16, 17.
Price of Success, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Speed Mad :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Sealed Lips. The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Steppin’ Out :Oct. 3-51. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Thrill Hunter, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Unwritten Law, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess :BOR-44,Oct.l7-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Demon Rider, The:BOR-44.
Courage of Captain Plum, The:Oct.l7-10.
$50,000 Reward :BOR-44.
Fighting Courage :B0R-44.0ct.24-18.
Fleet Foot:BOR-44.
Fort Frayne:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oct.l7-10.
Grey Vulture, The:BOR-44.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Long Odds: BOR-44.

My

Neighbor’s Wife:Oct.l7-10.

Peggy of the Secret Service: BOR-4
Red Kimono, The:BOR-44.Sept.l9-10.Nov.7-5.
Red Love: BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :BOR-44.

Three Pals: BOR-44.
Tentacles of the North:Oct.l7-10.
Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks :BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Timber Wolves :BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The: BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

F. B. O.
Drusilla With a Million :Sept.l9-74,75.BOR-46. Oct.
10-71.Nov.7-66.

Flaming Waters :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Futurity Winner, The:BOR-46.
Happiness BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
High and Handsome:Oct. 31-71.
If Marriage Fails :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
:

Clothes

Make

Dark Angel:

the Pirate :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Oct.24-20,21.

Never the Twain Shall Meet :Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1,
21, 20. BOR-40. Oct. 24-8-9. Oct. 31-1.

from Monte Martre :BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.

Romola:Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 2, 21, 20. Oct. 31-1.

Oct.31-1.

10-24.Nov.7-18, 19.

Half

Way

Girl,

The:BOR-Ins.

Sister From Paris :Oct. 3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Oct.3-Ins.
Kiki :BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Lady, The :Oct.3-Ii,s.

Her

Learning to love :BOR-Ins.
Live Wire, The:Oct.l0-20,21.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Lost World, The :Oct. 3-20, 21. Oct. 10-22, 23.
Marriage Whirl, The :Oct.3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane :BOR-Ins.

My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment,
One Way

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-

Thrills,

Poor

Girl’s

Romance, A:BOR-46.

His Love Grew Cold: BOR-46.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.
Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Sept.26-4.
Coast of Folly, The:Sept.26-3.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-6.

Flower of the Night :Sept.26-4.Nov. 7-3.
Golden Princess, The:Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.
Regular Fellow, A :Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.
7-3.

Street :BOR-Ins.

Pace That

of Fashion, The:Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.
Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct.31-1.
Sun Up : Sept. 19-16, 17.Oct.24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.l7-9.Oct.248,9. Oct.31-1.
Unholy Three, The:Sept.l9-17.Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.
24-8,9. Oct.30-1.
Zander the Great :BOR-40.

Slave

Sent. 19-Ins. Sept.26-22, 23. BOR-Ins. Oct.

:

Ladies :Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20. Oct. 24-8, 9.

Pretty

Girl

Mannequin :Sept.l9-4,6.

Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.

Jim:Oct.3-3.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct. 17-3. Oct.31-3.Nov.7-3.

Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Scarlet West, The:Oct.S-Ins.

New Brooms :Oet.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.
Night Life in New York :Sept.26-4.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,

Pony

l-ord

18,19.

Lucky

19.

Soul Fire:Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise:BOR-Ins.

Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Unguarded Hour :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

What

Fools

Devil,

The :Sept.26-4.

Polly of the Ballet :Sept.26-4.
Express, The :Sept. 26-4. Oct.3-4,Oct.lO-3,4,6.
Oct. 17-3. Oct. 24-4, 5. Oct. 31-4. Nov. 7-3.
Seven Keys to Baldpate:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.

Nov. 7-3.
Son of His Father, A:Aug.26-4.
Ten Commandments, The:Sept.26-4.
That Royle Girl:Sept.l9-3.Sept.26-4.
Vanishing American, The:Sept.26-4.

Pathe

Men :Oct.3-Ins.Oct.l7-20.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.
Love :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Winds of Chance :Sept,19-22,Oct.3-Ins.Nov.7-18, 19.

Why Women

Black Cyclone :Sept.l9-68-69.

Producers

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Oct.lO-6.

As No Man Has luku .Oct.10-6,8.

Coming

P^

Best Bad Man. The :Oct.lO-6.
East Lynne :BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,8.Nov. 7-11.
Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13. Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The :Oct. 10-6. Oct. 24-13.
First Year, Thc:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.Nov.7-ll.
Fool, The :BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.Nov.7-ll.

of

Dist.

Eve’s Leaves :Sept. 19-8.9.
Fifth Avenue:Oct.l7-16,17.
Hell’s Highroad :Sept.l9-8,9.Oct.3-10, 11.
Made for Love :Sept.l9-8,9.
Seven Days:Oct.3-10-ll.
Simon the Jester :Nov.7-16, 17.
Wedding Song, The:Sept.l9-8,9.

Sunset

Havoc: BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

With Buffalo Bill at the U. P.
With Davy Crockett at the Fall

Lazybones :BOR-24. Oct. 10-8-9. Oct.31-10.

With
With
With
With

Lightnin* :BOR-24,Oct.lO-8.9.
Lucky Horseshoe, The :Oct.lO-8,9.

Seventh Heaven :BOR-24.
Silver Treasure, The: Oct. 10-6.

Thank You:Sept.l9-14,15.Sept.26-14,15.BOR-24.0ct.

Corp.

Amos, The:Oct.3-10.11.

Iron Horse, The:Oct.lO-8,9,Oct.l7-H.Oct.31-8.
Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.
Kentucky Pride :Oct.lO-8-9.

Trail :Oct.24-82.
of the Alamo :Oct.

24-82.

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer at Little Big Horn:Oct.24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.
Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

Oct.24-82.

10-8, 9. Oct. 17-14, 15.

Thunder Mountain :Sept.26-18, 19. BOR-24. Oct.10-8,9.
Wheel, The :BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,9.
When the Door Opened :Oct. 10-6.
Winding Stair, The:Oct.lO-6,9.
Wages for Wives :BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,9.
Yankee Senor, The :Sept.26-14,16.

Ginsberg
Wreckage :Oct. 3-18.

Greiver
Othello :Oct.31-79.

17-67.Oct.24-79.Oct.31-69.Nov.7-60.

When

:

24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.

Oct. 31-20-21.

King

o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Last Edition, The:BOR-46.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Oct. 17-69.
Midnight Flyer, The:BOR-46.
Parisian Nights :BOR-46.

Midshipman, The :Oct. 31-1.
The Sept. 19-17. Sept. 26-1, 21, 20. Oct.10-1. Oct.

Mystic,

Declasse :BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes :BOR-Ins.

Isle of Retribution,

The:BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The:0et.3-87.0et.l0-74,75.0ct.

1. Oct. 17-1.

Classified :Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.

Graustark

Some Pun’kins:Oct.24-22.

Lights of New York :Oct. 10-10, 11.
Merry Widow, The:Sept.l9-l.Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-

Caesar’s Wife:BOR-Ins.

Chickie:BOR-Ins.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct.3-2.

Lee-Bradford
Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

B. P. Schulberg
The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days:BOR-30.
Aristocrat,

Eden’s Fruit :BOR-30.
Free to Love: BOR-30.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The:Oct.3-12,13.
His New York Life: BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights :BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater :BOR-30.

Lew

Tyler’s Wives: BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.

Parisian Love:BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:BOR-S0.
Plastic Age, The: BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior: BOR-30.

Shenandoah : BOR-30.
Shopworn :BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-30.
With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The: BOR-80.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

United Artists

Exchange of Wives, An:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.8-16,17.
Oct.24-8,9,Oct.31-l.

Go West:Nov.7-Ins.

Don Q, Son
16.

of

Zorro :Sept.l9-20.Sept.l2-12.Oct.3-

November

14,

1925
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a great chase but Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth Miller
to be holding their own, in this scene from Warner
Brothers’ “Red Hot Tires.”

It’s

Mae Murray

seem

Sally of the Sawdust:Sept.l9-19.Sept.l2-12.
Gold Rush, The :Sept. 19-21. Sept. 12-11. Oct. 3-14. Oct.
10-19.

Wild Justice:Oct. 17-8. Oct. 24-19.

Who Wasn’t Wanted, The:Sept.l9-6,7.0ct.310-16, 17. Oct.24-14. 15.
Girls Go Back Home :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.
Oct.24-14,15.

Short Features

Ahead :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Davis

7-6,7.

Woman :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Home Maker, The :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

My Old Dutch :Nov. 7-7.
Phantom of the Opera :Sept. 26-7. Oct.3-19.
Siege :Oct.24-6,7.
Sporting Life, The :Oct.lO-ll,Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Stella Maris :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Still

Alarm, The:Nov.7-7.

Two

Blocks

Barriers of Fire:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Below the Line:Sept.l9-6.7.BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.
Oct. 24-14, 16.
Bobbed
Hair:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.l7-19.0ct.2414,16.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
Oct. 24-14, 16.

Cave Man, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Clash of the Wolves, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.
24-14,16.

Mystery Box, The:Oct.3-66.
Power God, The:Oct.3-66.
Sheiks and Slicbas :Oct.3-57.

Gay Ones, The:Sept.l9-6,7.
Golden Cocoon, The:Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14,
Bent for

Snows,

Christie Comedies :Sept.l9-51.
Warning :Oct.l7-4.

Oct. 24-14, 16.

The:Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-63.Oct.24-10.

24-10,11.

Kinograms:Oct.3-49.0ct.l7-5.Nov.7-15.

Van Bibber Comedies :Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.

Maid in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Mermaid Comedies :Sept.l9-50-51.

Wrestler, The:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.

24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14.

Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.

24-10,11.

Movies, The:Oct.3-46.
Swedic:Oct.31-16,17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct.l7-4.
Soup to Nuts:Oct.31-16,17.
Yvatch Out :Sept. 26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct.3-48.

My

Film Booking

Pathe
Butter Fingers :Sept.5-76.
Cold Turkey :Sept.26-88.

Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.

Offices

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.

A :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36.

His Jazz Bride :B0R-36.0ct.24-14, 16.
His Majesty, Bunker Bean :Sept.l9-6,7.

Go :Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 3-53. Oct.24-10,11.

11 .

Goofy Gob, A:Oct.31-16,17.

Heaven :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24Big

the

Sky Jumper,

Strong for Love:Oet.24-10,ll.
Sweet Marie :Sept.l9-52.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-!0,ll.
Transients in Arcadia :Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-63.0ct.

Fair

14.15.

Hero of the

53.Sept.26-16.17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.ll.Nov.7-14.
Henry Stories :Sept.5-17.Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.24-10,
11. Nov. 7-14.

16.

Hell

Nov.7-14.
Heart Breaker, The:Oet.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Sept.l9-53.Sept.26-16,17.0ct.24-

On

Educational

The:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14-

16.

.

Shoes :Sept. 19-52. Sept.26-26, 17. Oct. 3-63,Oct. 24-10, 11.

7-8.9.

Edge,

11

Fox News: Sept. 19-52.Sept.26-16,17.Oct.24-10,ll.
Nov. 7-14.
Fox Varieties :Sept.l9-53.Sept.26-16,17.Oct.24-10,ll.

O.

Compromise:Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,16.Nov.
Fighting

A

Cloudy

10, 11. Nov. 7-14.
Love and Lions :Sept.26-16. 17. Oct.3-63. Oct.24-10, 11.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Sept.l9-

Cinema Stars :Oet. 3-57.
Fragments of Life:Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas :Oct.3-57.

Away :Oct.24-6,7.

Warner Brothers

Engagement, A:Sept.l9-52.Sept.26-16,17.
Oct. 3-53.Oct.24-10,ll.
Romance,
:Sept.26-17. Oct. 3-53. Oct.24-10,

Business

8, 9. Oct.

Why

Calgary Stampede, The :Oct.l0-14,15.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.
Goose

as Baroness Sadoja and John Gilbert as Prince
Danilo starting the famous waltz in Metro-GoldwynMayer’s “The Merry Widow.”

Wife

Universal
California Straight

81

All

Abroad Sept.26-16.17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.il.

Big

Game Hunter,

:

The:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.

24,10,11.

Hogan’s Alley :Sept.l9-6.7.B0R-36.0ct.24-14,16.

Day’s Pleasure, A:Oct.l7-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct. 17-Ins. Oct. 31-66, 67, 68, 72, 74, 76.
Nov.7-61,62,63,64,65,66.

Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nov. 7-80.
Love and Kisses :Sept.26-8b.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.

No Father to Guide Him:Oct.l7-76.
Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Shoulder Arms:Oct.l7-Ins.
Sunnyside :Oct.l7-Ins.
Tee for Two:Sept.26-88.
Pathe News:Oct.3-45.
Wild West :Oct. 3-96. Oct. 10-80. Oct.24-Ins.

Honeymoon Express, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36,Oct.
24-14.15.

Inevitable
Millionaires,
Oct. 24-14, 15.

Lady

Windermere’s

Rayart

The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-60.

Fan :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.

24-14,15.

Limited Mail, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.10-16, 17.

Universal

Oct. 24-14, 15.
Little Irish Girl, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.2414.16.
Love Toy, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,15.

Blue Streak Westerns :Sept.l9-ll.
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct. 3-54.
Buster Brown Comedies :Oct.31-19.
Gump Comedies :Oct.3-64.
International Newsreel :Sept.l9-24.Oct.3-64.Oct.l0-

Man

on the Box, The:Sept.l9-6.7.Sept.26-8,9.BOR36.0ct.24-14,15.0ct.31-12,13.Nov.7-8,9.
Official Wile:Sept.l9-6.7.
Night Cry, The :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,15.

My

Night

18.

The :Sept.l9-6,7.
Nightie Night Nurse :Sept.l9, 6.7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,
Call,

Louise Brooks, Dancer
Signs F. P-L. Contract

15.

Passionate

Quest,

The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR.36,Oct.24-

14.15.

Pleasure Buyers, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

15.

Red Hot Tires :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct. 24-14,15.
Rose of the World :Sept.l9-6. 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Sap, The :Sept. 19-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Satan in Sables :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14,15.
Sea Beast, The:Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Seven Sinners :Sept. 19-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 15.
Silken Shackles :Sept.l9-6,7. BOR-36. Oct.24-14, 16.
Social Highwayman, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.0ct.
24-14,15.

Three Weeks in Paris :Sept.l9-6,7.B0R-36.0ct.2414.15.

Vengeance of Durand, The:Sept.l9-6,7.BOR-36.
White Chief, The :Sept.l9-6, 7. BOR-36.

YORK,

Nov.

3.

—Louise

Brooks,

stage dancer whose work in “Louie
the 14th” has been a by-word on Broadway, has just been signed to a long term
contract with Famous Players-Lasky on
the strength of her performance in Paramount’s “The American Venus,” Jesse L.
18,

Anita Stewart and Lionel Belmore as
father and daughter in “Never the

Twain Shall Meet,” Metro-Goldwyndirected by Maurice
Tourneur from the story by Peter B.

Mayer production
Kyne.

Lasky has announced.
Miss Brooks’ first screen appearance was
in Herbert Brenon’s “The Street of
Forgotten Men.”

made
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November

Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

'

A

.

NNOUNCEMENT

was made at the Warner exchange October 29
that William Lyman, formerly of Selznick, will assume the duties
of assistant branch manager in Chicago November 2. Lyman has
been with Selznick for six years as Chicago assistant manager.

TACK ROSE,

who has been with Warner Brothers since August, 1923, has
decided to get out among the exhibitors
for a while.
He will cover territory in
the Western section .of Illinois and part
of Iowa for the company.
It may be a coincidence that both men
worked together at the time that Rose
made his entry in the film world. In fact,
“Bill” taught him the rudiments of his

ROZELLE

L. A.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Nickname?
Born on

J

a

Rosy.
farm

near

To

First ambition?

be a jockey.
what a job

*

*

First job?

*

branch manager.
*

*

*

men and

Several film

exhibitors of Chi-

cago went to Danville, 111., October 23 for
the opening of the new Lincoln theatre,
owned by Charles Pyle, who also owns the
Park, Champaign, 111., and another at Ko-

a drygoods store and from
that to the Underwood typewriter people at Nashville.
Next traveled for seven years for the Oliver Typewriter
Company’s Chicago office selling type-

A

letter was received October 30 by
Earl Johnson, prominent Berwyn exhibitor, from his niece, Ena Gregory,
Universal player, in which he was told
that she plans to visit him upon completion of the picture she is making
with Jack Hoxie on the Coast.

komo, Ind.
*

*

*

While he was in Chicago October 28
M. Hankinson, Gary, Ind., announced that
the new house at Gary which he will manage will open on Thanksgiving Day. The
*

*

Paramount exchange, Chithere are a few anxious executives
at the

for the

rousing times in store

for them

November 5 and 6, when the
conference of Famous Players-Lasky

sales
will be held.
Chicago will

Among

those to attend from
Neil E. Agnew, branch
manager, Eddie Rosecan, city sales manager,
D. Washburn, country sales manager, and Harry Ross, district manager.
There will be approximately 60 at the
meetings at the Drake hotel.

W

be

*

*

*

is new at the
art of selling film, he is scheduled to be
given a territory of his own in a few days.
He is the 21-year-old salesman recently
added to the staff of Paramount in Chicago. He was formerly assistant manager
of the Metropolitan theatre, Los Angeles.

*

*

*

Storz, Fox News cameraman,
Chicago, has returned from a two weeks’
vacation in the East. But he returned not
like he went— for he went alone.
Returning, he brought a lot of rice and a bride.

William

(nee)

Chicago.
*

J.

attractive

young woman

Byrne, of

tions, Bill,

New

is

Ann M.

York.

Congratulaand our best wishes, Mrs. Storz!
*

*

*

C. C. Cornell, cousin of Frank Ishmael,
died October 24 at Illiopolis, 111., where
Frank was born, and Frank’s mother, just

back from San Antonio, Tex., went down

*

tive
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, rounded
out his half century mark several of his
cronies congregated at his home, 843 Lafayette Parkway, the night of October 31
to help him observe the day in a fitting
manner. The co-celebrators included Bob
Rickson, E. L. Brichetto, T. Humphrey,
Max Schzvartz and Frank Ishmael.

*

*

to the funeral.

Correll was a football star
the University of Michi-

Si Greiver, Greiver Productions head,
returned from a flying trip to New York
October 30. He was just in time to meet
Jerry Lewis, who is with A. G. Stein &
Company of New York. Mr. Lewis had

come in from the East, had made a trip
to Milwaukee and was ready to start for
Minneapolis and on to the Coast.
*

*

*

Frank Rogers, formerly a Pathe district
manager, came into Chicago October 26
from New York, where he is now engaged
independently
left

the

in

November

film

business.

He

1.

*

*

*

Henri Ellnian, who, by the way, is apparently one of the New York Central’s
best commuters, is back in Chicago, having completed his most recent trip to New
York October 26. That makes four for
On the rethe month, doesn’t it, Henri?
turn trip he was with Carl Laemmle, Eddie
Saunders,
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
Harry Zahner, secretary to Mr. Laemmle,
and Julius Stern, producer of Century
comedies.
*

when he attended
gan.

*

C. Brolaski, Illinois representa-

.

Although H. A. Kaufman

The

Henri LaBel of Los Angeles, organist
played at Loew’s State and other
large theatres on the Coast, has moved to

who has

When H.

estimated at $2,000,000.
*

cago,

machinery
and

went into

*

*

all members of the sales
of the F. B. O. office, Chicago, October 31, Charles Miller, who was
married a few weeks ago, was given an
attractive set of sterling silver. The words
of presentation were said by Jack Sampson,

—anxious

taking

spent six months
in the shop. Then

office force

Down

Started
the

flour

At a meeting of

is

shop.

concern

1.

*

cost

Ma-

chine

trade to
fit
myself for a
salesmanship posit i o n with a

ballyhoo car has arrived,
-it consists of a radio receiving set of enormous proportions mounted on a large
truck, on the sides of which are exploitation signs for the opening of the Orpheum
theatre, Chicago, and also for the Warner Brothers radio station, KFWB, Los
Angeles.
Warners took over the house

and

my

up

The Warner

November

And

father had to get
me out of that
idea!

job.

first

Brentwood,

Tenn., Jan. 24, 1881.

'

!

1925

Managers

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
= By
D. H.

14,

Ben Cooney

of

*

*

Cooney Brothers returned

writers.
Was promoted to salesmanager
at Chicago and finally became the Oliver’s branch manager for seven years.

School? Through grammar school at
Brentwood.
How did you break into the motion

As manager

picture business?
Films.

for

World

Took present post when? I left World
Films and joined Metro Jan. 1, 1921, as
Chicago exchange manager.
Hobby? Outside of the office, golf is

my

main occupation.
Greatest experience?
It was when I
first came to Chicago, April 3, 1903, over
the Illinois Central. I had seen pictures
of
those
big
two-wheeled hansoms
where you pull the doors in on top of
you. There was one at the station. We
drove down Michigan avenue to the old
Wellington

where Lyon

hotel,

&

Healy

located now.
That was one of the
outstanding events of my life.
is

October 26 from a

ten

days’

outing in

Michigan.
*

*

*

Frank Zambreno, manager of Progress
exchange, Chicago, was located in his office on Wabash avenue the other day after
several attempts had been made to find him
in a moment while he was not rushing
here and there ’tending to business. When
he was asked what he thought of the
prospects of business this year he emphatically said:
“There are a lot of men yelling murder because of depression, but they
would be better off if they would spend
their time trying to keep the business that
My
they’re afraid they are going to lose.
business is doing well, what with the new
Arrow 24 series selling like hot cakes.”
*

*

John Mednikow, short features sales
manager at Universal, is elated with his
good fortune in being the proud father of
a baby girl. Mrs. Mednikow is doing well.
*

Joe

Lyon

of

*

the

*

Renown

exchange

rallying from an attack of la grippe
(or as Joe says “lay grippey”) which “did
lav him out” for three days October 27,
28 and 29.
is

Screen Brilliancy
For brilliancy on the screen make
sure
in

you have Eastman Positive Film

the projector. It

is

by

identified

the words “Eastman” and “Kodak”
in

black letters in the film margin.

Eastman

is

the film that

is

un-

rivaled for carrying the quality

of

the negative through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

—

—

Special big features

Special box office service to

you

Special big newspaper advertising campaign

34 leading

cities

Special interest to you and your patrons.

The

first

news weekly,

the public, the best

first in

the minds and hearts of

known motion

picture in the world,

and the best and most profitable picture

Ask

for

you

to show.

the Pathe salesman for details!

i

Bigger

and Better Than Ever

!

laydate Bureau Abandoned;

Money Returned

10.000
theatres have played

“THE NAVIGATOR”
—More will play

BUSTER KEATON
'"“GO
presented by

WEST”

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

directed by

BUSTER KEATON

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s Quality 52
Member Motion

ol.

XXIII, No. 9

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

Entered os Second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3,
Published weekly at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription 1 3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.
1879.
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UNIT

GANS

A

— the exclusive

be so obviously better;
features that have made

pleasant feature of the ossession
of a Wurlitzer Unit Organ lies in the
gratifying effect noticeable in the box
office check-up at the end of the day.

to

the repeat
choice of the largest as well as the smallest exhibitors.

For the Wurlitzer Unit Organ has a tanan attraction as
gible box office power
definite as that of any star whose name
ever graced a lobby display.

But the important thing is not that you
know the Wurlitzer Unit Organ furnishes
more interpretive accompaniments, more

—

tures,

tive or

ice.

Wurlitzer representaany Wurlitzer Unit
Organ owner can show you
in five minutes the more
points

of

why

pipe organ has proved

log?

you sent for the WurTheatre Organ Cata-

St.

that

NEW YORK
W. 42nd

St.

installing

the public
and recognizes as the

/ANOTHER

that

book

good

to

send for is the catalog of
Wurlitzer Grand Pianos. The

new

antique finish and the exclusive new period designs can
be secured in styles to match
any decorative motif.

RUDOLPH WURLITZER
120

you are

best.

not only a treatise

The
4th

is

knows

on theatre organ design hut a
valuable guide to theatre construction and decoration.

CINCINNATI

more dependable servThe important thing to

the organ

this

VE

It is

you

itself

itser

T-J4

impressive over-

thrillingly

Any

salient

it

CHICAGO
329 S.

Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton

M^And Forty Other Branches

St.

DENVER
2106

Broadway

CO.
LOS ANGELES
814

in Thirty-Three Cities

S.

c,

Millions

willWant to See It
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%-included

with
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT

JOSEPH

C.

LINCOLN

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER

ZANE GREY
PETER B.KYNE
JOSEPH CONRAD

FANNIE HURST J.M.BARRIE

and the other million -copies-a-uear
authors of THE GREATER 40

tfammount pictures

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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advertisement

written by exhibitor
contributors to the HERALDS
W

WHAT TH*

P/CTu RE P/P

ME

-and they could say the same or

34 more

GREATER FORTY

Q*ammountQ*icture&

-

tim <u “PONY EXPRESS,Aa«i}&
e "^
5
“THE MARRIAGE WHIRL-SW’

,

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD

Gene SuattmP&M

*

STfcHOM®
<i

fp«$»g

es '

^sdwVXiO

C^RU-TO^

S

*

0 S1<>S

*

^

ST0?

^

SSOW
..

*****

T

y£i£BS

Exclusive Foreign Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
723 Sevenrn Avenue.

New York

Fan

Distributed by

Pictures

GMBH

FILM BOOKING OFFICES,

Have YOU
Booked it yet?

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

Exchanges Everywhere.

^

‘
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here's

7

how we

help you sell the
great $2* 000,000
short

FOX

WILLIAM FOX LITTLE GIANTS OF THE SCREEN

CARLE FOXE in

VANCOMEDIES
BIBBER*
PRICHARD HARDING
8/or the season

DAVIS stor/es
Z -reels each

THE MARRIED LIFE OF

HELEN
“WARREN
MABEL
/ran
HERBERT
8 for the season

URNER'S stories
2 reels each

Fox News
OF ALL!

MIGHTIEST

10-4' Issues a

O COMEDIES
HENRY
.

HENRY gems offiction

from 0.
8 for the season

3.

reels each

Imperial
COMEDIES
20for the season

Z reels each.

FoxVarieties
THE WORLD

year

26 for

WE LIVE

IN

the season

your bank balance
fox Film Go rp oration-
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WILLIAM FOX
opens the door to
big profits in this

REGINALD BARKER
production

of*

JAMES
OLIVER
URWDODS
mighty

drama of
the great

northwest

with

JACQUELINE LOGAN -MARGARET LIVINGSTON - WALTER MCGRAIL - ROBERT

FRANK KEENAN and PRINCE ROYAL
Scenario by

BRADLEY KING

~ REGINALD

,

CAIN -

the Dog Matvei

BARKER,

fox Film Go poo rati oil

cpxoduction.

—

A
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CJhis is the caft in a great holiday picture
Leslie Fenton
Margaret Livingston
Clara Bow
Vivian Oakland
Paul Panzer
Earle Williams
Nigel de Brulier
Gladys Brockwell
andIn a production of huge size

o

,

„

and extraordinary beauty

/

j

.

•

•

especially built as the ideal attraction

f

for your Christmas play-date

Gprow Samuel

Taylor Coleridges immortal classic

p
cenano by

HENRY OTTO
BENNETT
CHESTER
R BENNI
(

5

<

EVE UNSELL

A

r
LL

vi'

'v 1.

box

til

m Corporation
—

Member Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President
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Metro- Qoldwyn -M
Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Metro Goldwyn Mayer
Tonight previewed

Merry

Widow

Mae Murray

to largest

Lon Chaney in Unholy Three opened at
Strand Theatre tonight breaking every

in

audience

the house has ever had Stop Three
hundred and ninety five people standing
Stop Absolutely your greatest picture
this year Stop Congratulations on such
a masterpiece Stop Audience unable to
praise

it

enough

De Luxe

Theatre

West Coast Langley

record this theatre ever had Stop Never to
my knowledge have I seen theatre goers so
deliberate in gaining admission to see this
masterpiece Stop Extra police protection was
necessary in order to handle the huge crowds
to avoid property damage Stop The success
of this picture is assured and I am looking
forward to a record breaking week at the
Strand Theatre Hartford

Henry Needles

Circuit

Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn.

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Heres one you can brag about Ramon
Novarro in The Midshipman Stop It pleased
one hundred percent and the good word
was broadcasted for business was big in spite
of strong opposition including Harold Lloyd
in The Freshman The Fool and Abies Irish
Rose Stop The Midshipman is a wonderful

Never The Twain Shall Meet closed
weeks engagement here Stop At end
of third day was tempted to wire you

picture with a story that is different flavored
with the best comedy I have seen in many

moons and I wish to compliment you on

this

splendid production Stop Kindest regards

Carl

A

Porter, Mgr.

Victory Theatre, Salt Lake City,

report of business Stop In order to be
conservative waited until end of engagement
Stop Final figures show third best week in
history of theatre only surpassed when had
added attractions in Gilda Gray and Siamese
St Louis newspaper critics
notably severe praised story cast and

Twins Stop

direction Stop Picture easily exploited Stop

Congratulations on such splendid
production Regards

Utah

Harry Greenman,

State Theatre, St. Louis

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

\

Never The Twain Shall Meet closing week
at State Theatre Los Angeles today and
breaking all previous existing house records
at this theatre by over five thousand dollars
Stop Theatre absolutely taxed to complete
capacity at all performances forced to run an
extra de luxe performance every day Stop
Our patrons highly enthusiastic over picture
Stop Heartiest congratulations

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

The Unholy Three played to biggest
business of any Metro Goldwyn
Mayer picture at State Stop I have
seen several of the new pictures and
feel that we are in for a series of
record breakers Regards
Sol Lesser

A.B.Bowles, Qeneral Manager

West Coast Theatres,

Inc.

November
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Live Wires

yer’s

n
Metro Goldwyn Maver

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

The

It

Trackless Train arrived in Benton

Harbor Mich today while I was in the
city Stop This train sure created a
sensation and is without a doubt one
of the most creative and constructive
novelties I have ever seen Stop I want
to congratulate

your company for such

a marvelous clean

Kenneth

way

of advertising

looks as

if

Never The Twain Shall

Meet playing

house records for the week

Sol Lesser

and

Me

West Coast Theatres,

Elroy

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Played Pretty Ladies full week against
Don Q eighty six percent increase over
corresponding week last year Stop You
can tell the exhibitors they have never
seen colored photography until they see
Pretty Ladies Stop Opened Monday with
Unholy Three to capacity business Stop
Patrons proclaim it Chaneys greatest and
the best picture of the season Regards

Permit

me

Calif.

(

to congratulate

ypur

office

and the Metro Goldwyn Mayer Co on
The Unholy Three which is Jpy far the

my mind that Lon
Chaney has ever made Stop Durham

greatest picture to

audiences have never received a picture
as enthusiastically as

The Unholy Three

was received today on

Don

E Tompkins, America Theatre

its

opening

Nichols, Mgr.

Durham Amusement

Co.,

Durham, N.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

|

have

and Monday record Stop The people
are well pleased with the picture and
if the theatre had more capacity we
could do more business Congratulations

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

J

We

already broken the Sunday record

Fitzpatrick

Fitzpatrick

Warfield will break

at

C.

#5
y)

’

(L
ull^

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Showed Lon Chaney

in

'

Tower Of

hundred
people standing Stop Marvelous
picture in same class with Merry

Lies last night with three

Widow

Stop You are certainly
leading production field
Jed Buell
gn De Luxe Theatre,
West Coast Langley Circuit

M

7

Metro Goldwyn Mayer

Never The Twain Shall Meet broke
all records Kunsky’s Madison
Theatre last week Stop Opened
second week bigger than first
looking for a third

H.S.Ansley
Detroit,

Mich.

—

.

.

.
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Exhibitors Ar$

They Are Playing UNIX!

W

’HEN we announced

REX BEACH’S

would
contain 30 Big Jewels, we meant
30 B1Q JEWEL Pictures
versal’s

just that:

2nd White

that Uni-

List

We knew they would be big at the box
office — we knew they would be sure consistent profit makers for you We knew they
,

The Goose Woman
published in The Saturday Evening Post and now as a novel.
of the most powerfully dramatic stories this great author has ever
written. With Jack Pickford, Louise Dresser, Constance Bennett.
Clarence Brown Production.
First

One

A

.

“One

fancy of your crowds and
knew they would make
build prestige
good on all our promises

would

tickle the

“ Qood !

We

BUT
would be

we did NOT know that there
so many great specials! We have

been surprised

— amazed — literally

our feet by the continual onrush of big,
extraordinary pictures of the calibre known
as “specials” that are coming in from Uni-

Should go over

in

accorded a picture!”
Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

—

any theatre!”— Lyric Theatre, Qlasco, Kan.

Sporting Life
with BERT LYTELL

swept

off

of the greatest successes ever

The famous Drury Lane melodrama, first
and now

a picture

a stirring, thrilling stage play

abounding with varied, colorful action— the great

With Paulette Duval,
English racing derby, a whirl-wind love story.
Marian Nixon.
Maurice Tourneur Production.

A

versal ’s studios.

“ Jam

full of action

and excitement! Should go over big in any theatre!"
- Motion Picture* Today.

“ Please every patron of the theatre. Thrill*, realism! ’’

They

stay

on the White List, and

— West

they’re

yours. They’re more than we promised,
and we’re tickled to think that you are getthe extra
ting the extra opportunity
chance of extra profits by buying big specials
at Jewel prices! Exhibitors booking Universal White List pictures in Universal’s
2nd White List are “getting more than
their share”!
%

Coast- Langley Circuit.

all

The

—

The daddy
that

of

makes a

Still

Alarm

pictures. Crammed and packed with every thrill
draw a crowd. Plunging, roaring fire engines, falling

all fire

fire

walls, breath-taking rescues plus a dramatic finish that will lift patrons
their seats. Never yet has the screen seen such a mighty fire
picture— never before such a picture for 100% audience appeal! With
a great all-star cast featuring Helene Chadwick, William Russell,
Edward Laemmle Production.
Richard Travers and others.

from

An
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Share,

Singing These Days!
H

R SAL’S WHITE LIST!
REGINALD

Now

playing at the Astor Theatre, Broadwav, N. Y., under the

DENNY

title,

“Proud Heart”. Hailed by critics An irresistible human drama of
laughs and tears. Featuring Rudolph Schildkraut and a splendid cast
including George Lewis, Blanche Mehaffey, Virginia

Rose Rosanova.

An Edward Sloman

Browne

California Straight

Faire,

What Happened

Production.

.**
•
“It ought to run as long as “Abies Irish Rose — N. Y. Herald Tribune .
“It can*t miss 1 Should attract business for the run/*— Variety.
44
wept real tears. Qoand see it today! **— N. Y. American.

Ahead

to Jones Z

Skinner’s Dress Suit

1

of comedy-drama. Acclaimed by exhibitors as one of the
scoring heavily at box offices in
screen’s greatest drawing cards.
“California Straight Ahead” (A Harry Pollard Production from the
story by Byron Morgan) and soon to appear in the picturizations of
George Broadhurst’s famous stage success and the hilarious story by
Henry Irving Dodge.

The king

Now

California Straight Ahead broke all house records! "—Beacon Theatre Omaha, Neb.
**Not only sold out but turning many away !" NetvQrand Theatre, Worthington, Minn.
*'
Breaking all records regardless of rain!** — Liberty Theatre, Kansas City , Mo.

**

A

marvelously entertaining drama from the pen of one of the nation’s
most popular authors. Enacted by a rare box office cast starring
Virginia Valli with Eugene O’Brien. A Svend Gade Production.

— Billboard.

44

Among

44

Business beyond any other production!"— Forum Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

the best ten of the year!"

,

*

*

HOOT GIBSON
IN

The Cohens H

1

e

The Calgary Stampede

Kellys

characters that the stage and life itself have
known, the two immortals, Cohen and Kelly. Here is uproarious
humor, heart-felt pathos and poignant drama such as is seldom caught
by a picture camera. Assuredly a picture that audiences, young and
old, every where will love forever. With a great all-comedy cast including George Sidney, Charley Murray and Vera Gordon. Presented in

The most famous comedy

Two

ever

the Calgary

big

raising

shows

in

one!

Picturing the exclusive thrills and stunts of
a whirl-wind, hair-

Rodeo Championship of 1925 PLUS

Gibson romance.

A

Herbert Blache Production.

W

Record-breaking business ! **—WhitehouseTheatre, Milwaukee,
!**
"Qibson*s best to date
„
— M. P. Today’s Report Heilig Theatre, Seattle.
4t
Will send them out tingling with excitement.**— Film Daily.
44

,

Association with Faultless Pictures Corp. From the stage play by
Aaron Hoffman. AHarry Pollard Production. Directed by Harry Pollard.

We’ve made good — and then some!

Look again at some of
Universal’s 2nd White List and

the great big lallapaloosas in
you must agree with thousands of other exhibitors that Universal is miles and miles ahead of all. Are you getting yours?

is.

...

.

Wash

G4L
HRISTIE
Here’s Another

Box Office

WOW!

ADAM BEHAVE”
money
“M
—
Comedy
—

comes from

a

family the A1 Christie
Specials
whose reputation
for luring the dollar from the pocket
of the patron to the cash register of
the exhibitor is established by the marvelous records of “Charley’s Aunt”

comes through
with anothe.

and “Seven Days.”
Made for Entertainment Purposes
Only— that’s “Madame Behave.” Built
around
a
sensationally
successful
French farce, and with two of the
greatest stars of the day in the leading
roles
Julian Eltinge and Ann Pennington-directed by Scott Sidney,

—

who was

responsible

Aunt,” and carrying

“Charley’s
the Christie

for
all

comedy

sure-fire

have” has

all

gags, “Madam Bethe elements of a Riot.

Julian Eltinge and Ann Pennington
are two of the greatest box office
assets on screen or stage today.

Miss Pennington
star

of
just as

Ziegfeld’s

is

an outstanding
and she’s

Follies

—

with

magnetic on the screen.

Julian

Eltinge

Woman

is

the

Greatest

Impersonator Ever Known to
the Stage or Screen.
Last year he
toured the country from coast to
coast, making personal appearances in
first run houses.
In Twenty-five Out of Thirty-two
Theatres,

Eltinge Broke The House
Record For Business With His Engagement
Here is proved box-office drawing
!

power.

Cash

in

on

this Special!

JULIAN ELTINGE a
ANN PENNINGTON
LIONEL BELMORE ' DAVID JAMES
TOM WILSON - EVELYN FRANCISCO
JACK DUFFY- STANHOPE WHEATCROFT

Directed by

SCOTT SIDNEY
JULIAN ELTINGE as

CMadam Behave ”

The Greatest Comedy KnocI

Adapted by
F.MC Grew Willis

from the French
farce by

Jean Arlette-

ANN PENNINGTON

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
MUNROE, President

F. C.
’VTot-nV.^r

Afntion

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-Pi esident and Treasurer
Picture

Producers an H

Distributors of

JOHN C. FLINN, Vice-Uyesldent and General Manager

America

Tnr

—

\

11

H

Havs

President
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new HERALD department.

Commencing

in

an early

issue, the

HERALD will pre/

sent regularly this

new department which

will

be con-

cerned intimately, expertly and interestingly with that
vast variety of supplementary entertainment which

has become an indispensable part of the programs of
the larger theatres.

NOTE TO SHOWMEN:

This

is

the trade

paper service you have been looking
In

it

you

will find full information

for.

about

the acts that are doing big business,

who

they are and where they have been
playing.

means
opportunity
grab it/
I
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SANTELL.

Editorial

Griffith

Directed

by

JUNE

Director.

More than

3000

exhibitors already have

boohed ~J\r/A national'/*
Winner Group ^because
every picture has this
calibre

oi

e Tic^e^

I

P" 1 *

are

wherever

Showmen go
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H«r Cor

,

“Classified”

breaking

*«»«

M n0 r»t»°

Minneapolis started it;
St. Paul followed; then
Duluth. Now full pages

for

,T

this

after them.

Full Pages — Full
Houses!

“Classified”

is

getting the space and
getting the money!

“Just plain, juicy

showmanship

”

!

The Exhibitors Trade Review
these too: “With two names
Dick Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish in

Sweet words!
said them.
like

pie

—

And

the cast; with the sharp, graphic incidents and
scenes of the always interesting life in a Metropolitan slum; with rarer still a close-up
and vivid portrayal of a Chinese play in a
real Chinese theatre and with a he-man’s battle
that out-furies the fight that won Barthelmess many plaudits in ‘Fury’ you have here a
picture that should prove a sweet dream and
a pretty bed-time story for the cash drawer.”

—

—

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
presents

Richard
Barthelmess
with

Dorothy Gish
in

The Beautiful
City
Written for the Screen by Edmund
Goulding. Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Scenario by Don Bartlett and C. Graham
Baker. Photographed by Roy Overbaugh.

national has
only those stars whose
success is built on-v
jir-At

u ii/i BLANCHE

SWEET
BEN LYON

m.

///>

iinPHOU
A-

SHALT

That’s the

NOT

DOUBT!”

new commandment, drama-

tized in smashing, flashing scenes of Parisian

and the cabarets
background for love,

studios, Flanders battlefields
of

Montmartre.

What

a

sacrifice, for the swift leap of

human

passions

—and

with Blanche Sweet, Ben Lyon and an
all-star cast, you just can’t doubt ‘‘The New
Commandment” is one of the biggest money-

makers

in

The Winner Group!

Picture

by picture^

week by week ^

3irat national

the

has

Supporting Cast. From the Novel “ Invisible Wounds’’
Howard Higgin
Directed
by
Palmer.
Frederick
Col.
by
Higgin
Cowan and H oward
Sada
by
adaptation
Screen

All-Star

)

Hoist the Jolly Roger
and then the S. R. O.
This will shiver the timbers of your box-office
chest
Oh, those legs of Errol’s! He falls
on them; the crowd falls for them! And oh that
wife who doesn’t treat pirates with proper respect!
More golden giggles from Dorothy Gish. It’ll be
a roar for every scene, with you yelling for joy
when you count up the loot.
.

.

.

With Nita Naldi, Tully Marshall and George
Marion.
Adapted and supervised by
MARION FAIRFAX. Directed by MAUR-

ICE TOURNEUR.

Count the chuckles/
Tou can't / Count the
ugl
thunderclaps of laugh-

do that either.
But you can count on
ter/ Can’t
3'irAi

national for

r

\

I

We’ve

just seen

COLLEEN MOORE
in

“WE MODERNS,” and we’ll need

four pages next

week

to tell

you

about it. Watch! You’ll learn about
winners from her.
Presented

by John McCormick; from Israel

Zangwill’s stage success; directed by John
Francis Dillon; June Mathis, Editorial Director.
That combination of production brains spells extra success.

»

— and

these

are just the
latest five

Performance
is testing and
proving every
picture
outstanding

!
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Play date bureau scrapped by Seider; to return money
“Let’s all get back of Seider,”
Von Stroheim to produce and act for Famous Players Canadians
says Rembusch
expect Britain to adopt plan for foreign restriction.

—

—

—

Florida offers fortune to exhibitor ivho can collect
Schrock will stay with Universal,
Laemmle says W. C. Fields signs five-year contract with Paramount Rork and

—

win plaudits

Cecil B. DeMille

Road

at

—

priemeres of “Clothes

Make

the Pirate” and

“The

to Yesterday.”

—

Connecticut troubles ended; exchanges to reopen at once
Societies to revive classics
form in U. S. and Britain M. P. T. 0,-Texas convention crowd unusually large
Four-state league asked at Washington convention
Visit of mystery men to St.
Louis points to big theatre chain.

—

E. J.

Smith made

—

head for Associated Exhibitors; Universal names new sales directorate
King Vidor’s “The Big Parade” scores in World Premiere Screen advertisers select New Orleans for spring meeting
Sale of 30 pictures mapped at
FP-L Chicago convention.
sales

—

—

—
—Fox

Rothstein gets out extra on Walker’s election victory
theatres corporation forms
with $20,000,000 assets Metropolitan and DeMille studios merge with Sistrom
as manager
Meighan renews agreement with Famous Players.

—

—

Sales cabinet will direct selling for First National;
Artists President

—Fox adds group

“What

the Picture

The Film Mart

Did for Me”

From Readers

Service Talks on Pictures
“The Knockout”
“The Half Way Girl”
Queen of Tots”
“Felix Finishes First”
Ancient Highway”
“The Green Archer”
Soapsuds Lady”
“The Amundsen Expedition.”
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Martin JQuigley

TATISTICS

collected by a leading banking firm indicate that $150,000,000 has heen spent in theatre
construction during the past year. This is said to repre-

His opportunities as executive manager of the theatre
owners’ association are vast. The position has long
been awaiting such an incumbent.

sent an increase of about $15,000,000 over the preceding

The appointment of Mr. Seider offers promise of
many constructive things being accomplished in the

S

year.

This indicates very graphically the brick and mortar
security that is making the motion picture theatre a

permanent
It

also

fixture in modern life.
suggests the tremendous financial structure

upon which the development

of the industry

is

now

building.

Week

in

and week out reports are printed of the vast

resources that are being devoted to motion picture theatre purposes. Last week, for instance, information was
revealed concerning a $20,000,000 company, established
by the Fox Film corporation, which is intended to serve
the aims of Mr. William Fox for development in the
It is an evident fact that the industry has entered
an era of vast theatre development. Unfortunately, the
eventual outcome of this development is not so evident.
The possibilities of the field are, of course, great but
they may prove not to be great enough to balance
against the fabulous values that are now being placed

—

on strategic theatre properties.
There is a need and a reason for sound and constructive development, to be carried on by practical and
experienced experts. But the lure of gold in the theatre

—

—

attracting many individuals of questionable ability for the task in hand, in the same way that
motion picture production attracted fortune hunters
in the earlier days of the industry.
is

T

*

*

completion of negotiations under
which Mr. Richard A. Rowland continues as general
manager of First National Pictures, Inc., is a logical
and gratifying outcome. Mr. Rowland is the right man,
in the right place. He is an invaluable asset to the complex and intricate concern that is First National. His
vast experience, extraordinary judgment and thoroughly
unique personality quality him as an element of genuine influence in the swift-moving industry of this day.
The owners of First National have a right to be elated,
successful

now

that his services in their interests are assured for
several years to come.
*

T

*

*

HE

designation of Mr. Joseph M. Seider as business
manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

America

is

*

*

just fourteen years since this institution, “Holly-

I

wood,” now famous throughout the world, came into
where motion pictures are made.
The development of the industry itself has been no
more phenomenal than that of the town of Hollywood.
Before A1 Christie and a group of motion picture players arrived there in the autumn of 1911 it was just a
existence as a place

quiet,

sleepy, little

fully in the foothills.

California suburb, resting peaceFor several years motion pictures

had been made in California, but

in

Los Angeles and

home of the best
displayed an almost Eastern
progressiveness with the arrival of the motion picture
folk. And after fourteen years Hollywood Boulevard
may be seen as a real metropolitan thoroughfare, with
more notables abroad upon it each day than on any
other street in the world.
But the town that was

to be the

known American product

As A1 Christie looks hack upon all of this development in his mind’s eye he must be able to realize just

how

it

feels to

he

a pioneer.

now

*

HE

*

T

elsewhere.

theatre field.

field

near future.

is

a significant

development in many respects.

In a logical and constructive manner, Mr. Seider has
brought himself to the forerank among exhibitor leaders during the past few months. He is a young man of
an aggressiveness that is seasoned with a sympathy and
understanding for the interests and viewpoints of his
opponents. He is singularly sincere in word and deed
and thus far in his public activities in the trade he has
been able to win and hold the full confidence and respect, not only of his adherents but also frequently in
the case of those he has seen fit to oppose.

LTST where the small town theatres stand in the
scheme of this industry seems to be a matter of considerable doubt and speculation in the minds of many
people in the trade who long since ought to have been
able to make up their minds on the subject.
The small town theatre seems to be alternately blessed
and damned. One time we hear expressions of its vast
importance; another time it is dismissed as a matter of
decidedly minor consequence.

J

But let it be set down and remembered that the small
town theatre has been and will continue to be a tremendous field and a tremendous factor in this industry.
*

%

EVERAL

exhibitors in the Kansas territory have
anomymous memorandum referring
to a current trade matter. Thanks for the information!
But there was no need of masking your individual identity because any exhibitor can feel free to write to the
Herald on any question with absolute assurance that

S

sent to us an

names

will not be used unless
orized to do so.

we

are specifically auth-

The Herald policy is to give every legitimate theatre
owner and manager an opportunity to register his
thought before the trade on any question of interest to
the industry at large.
thoughts, yet

to such

We

do not necessarily subscribe

we do

not set ourselves up as

censors, attempting to control the expressions of exhibitors.

:
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All Get

“Let’s

”

Back ofSeider,
Says Rembusch
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,
Frank

J.

anti-Cohen

:

—

try.”

Von Stroheim

to

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

10.

— Jesse

L.

Lasky, through an arrangement with P. A.
Powers, has signed Erich Von Stroheim
to produce and act in a series of Paramount
pictures, the first to be started early in
February, 1926. This will be the first in
which he has acted since he made “Foolish
Wives.”
“We are considering several well known
theatrical properties as Von Stroheim’s

Paramount and

are making arrangements to have one of the best
picture for

known Paramount stars appear with him
on the screen,” Lasky stated. “Every Von
Stroheim production will have not only the
active cooperation of the producing executives of the Lasky studio, but in making
these pictures Von Stroheim will have back
all

the

resources of

the

Famous

Players-Lasky organization.”

Canadians Expect Plan
For Foreign Restriction
to Be Passed in Britain
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA,

—

ONT., Nov. 10. Motion picture circles throughout Canada are alert, it
is being said, for a statement from London
indicating that the “Kontingent Plan” is to
be adopted which will restrict the importation of foreign pictures.
In the event that such a policy shall be
adopted in Great Britain it is expected that
many producers will locate in Canada to
prevent the loss of the British trade.

Winifred Dunn

to Free Lance
Dunn, who adapted
Annie Rooney” and wrote “Scraps,” an

HOLLYWOOD. —Winifred
“Little
original

Return Money

Seider; to

New Manager

M. P. T. 0. A. Confers With Hays and Early
Agreement on Acceptable Exhibition
of

Contract

Is

story, for Mary Pickford, has severed
her connection to become a free lance writer.

Expected

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, Nov. 10. Unless all signs fail the breach between the
Will H. Bays office and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
which has prevented the film industry from presenting a united front to
enemies without, will soon be healed by a complete get-together on the
uniform contract and arbitration.
Seider Tackles Differences
In his usual energetic manner Joseph M. Seider, the new business manager of the M. P. T. O. A. has been actively at work during the past week
endeavoring to adjust the differences of opinion between the two branches
of the industry over just what is and is not equitable in these two important matters. Mr. Seider realizes, as does Mr. Hays, that the differences
over the wording of the contract and the method of operation of the arbitration system were used originally to cause the breach, and used since
to keep it open.
During the past week Mr. Seider has had
several conferences with Mr. Hays and
with Gabriel L. Hess, attorney for the Hays
office,
who has the contract matter in
charge. These sessions have been amicable
throughout and the give and take spirit
shown by both sides makes it appear hopeful that an agreement will be reached
shortly that will result in the promulgation
of an exhibition contract which will be so
nearly perfect that it will be thoroughly
acceptable to both distributors and exhibitors.

Produce, Act, for
Famous Players

of him

by

Rembusch, known as the most
of the anti-Cohen men, has

written a letter to Joseph Seider congratulating him on his selection as business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A. and concludes with an appeal to all exhibitors
“Let’s all get back of Seider.”
Rembusch declares that the action of the
committee in selecting Seider is “a most
progressive and intelligent act” and “the
most encouraging step made by the national organization since the famous CleveHe declares it “should
land convention.”
be the means of bringing every faction and
individual into the national organization.”
Continuing, Rembusch assails th_e Uniform Contract and the arbitration system
and urges the abolishment of both.
“I have the privilege of knowing Zukor,
Lieber, Loew and Laemmle,” he says.
“They are fine, wonderful men. If they
had any idea how stupid this arbitration
thing works out they would not be party
Another thing we have found out
to it.
That
in these days on independent talk
the independent producers bring the most
cases before the Film Boards at least this
has been our experience in Indiana. None
of the big producers seems to find it necessary to use the Film Board of Trade.
Well, it’s a strangely contradictory indus-

first

Play Date Bureau Scrapped

10.—

Nov.

IND.,

25

Play Date Bureau Scrapped
Another early action of the new business
manager, acting with the approval of the
administrative committee, was the scrapping
entirely of the Play Date Bureau, and this
action, it is believed, will do much to eliminate another trouble which was beginning
to threaten the harmony which has existed
between the independent producers and
distributors and the exhibitors.
At the Milwaukee convention the Independent Motion Picture Producers were
strongly sold on the idea of the Play Date
Bureau, and contributed $25,000 in cash,
and promised $25,000 more for its operation.
The Play Date Bureau idea was never worked out as the independents expected it to be, and many of them have felt
they were sold something they had paid for
but which had not been delivered to them.

As

the result of this they decided not to

pay the second $25,000 and appointed a
committee to arrange for the turning back
to their organization of that portion of the
original $25,000 which remained unspent.
For some time past this committee has been
functioning but with such little result, apparently, that at one recent meeting of the

independent organization General Manager
Fred Elliott was authorized to begin legal
action if necessary to obtain the return of
the money.

No such action was taken and will
be unnecessary.

now

Independents to Get Back $15,000

Of

the $25,000 turned over to the Play
Date Bureau by the independents approxi-

Seider, in addition to the contract and
arbitration matters, got busy immediately
after his appointment to head off the
threatened breach with the independents.
As the result of the Play Date Bureau
was scrapped in its entirety and the $15,000,
approximately, will shortly be returned to
the independents.
The M. P. T. O. A. administrative committee,
consisting of Julian Brylawski,

Harry

Davis,

M.

J.

Nate

Comerford,

Yamans and Jake Wells, will meet in New
York tomorrow, and then will inspect the
new headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A.
which have been obtained by Mr. Seider
Seventh avenue, in the Earl Carroll

at 745

theatre building.
The large space engaged is now being
divided up into offices and is expected to
be ready for occupancy in about two weeks.
R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P. T.
O. A., will occupy one of the offices and

make his New York headquarters
The present offices at 25 West 43d

there.
street,

adjoining the offices of Sydney S Cohen,
soon as the new offices
will be closed
are ready for occupancy.

Waller Made Seider’s Assistant
Seider has engaged Tom Waller, for
several years one of the best known of
the younger trade paper men in New York,
and recently employed with Robert E.
Welsh at Associated Exhibitors, to join
him in the capacity of general assistant.
Just what Waller’s work is to be has not
yet been definitely defined, but Seider felt
that with the manifold duties devolving on
him he needed someone to look after many
of the details.
Since Seider’s induction into the office
of business manager of the M. P. T. O. A.
he has made no statements and given out
no interviews, his theory being to move
along the lines of less talk and more action.
His first public utterance and one that is
expected to be important in the way of

making known

his policies

and hopes,

will

be made Thursday at the A. M. P. A.,
session to which Seider, President Woodhull and Charles L. O’Reilly have been invited as guests of honor and speakers.

mately $10,000 has been used in the publicity

campaign and

This,

it

its incidental expenses.
understood, the independents aresatisfied to let go as they feel that much
good to the cause of the independents was
done through this campaign. The remainder of the money, they feel, their organization should have in its own treasury to
spend as they see fit.

is

Tom Bay Held
(

for Trial

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 10. Tom Bay,
motion picture cowboy charged with the
murder of “Yakima Jim” Anson, is being
held for trial here on November 30.
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Story of the Prodigal Son

in the big

may

for a day, says they

build

Washington and again
Danny says he had a beat

a first run house in

they

may

not.

.

.

.

on a rumor when he printed the cold turkey statement that Dick Rowland had resigned.
Count de la Falaise de la Condray arrived last week from Europe, and
so did Gloria Swanson.
J. Gordon Edwards, sporting a swagger English topcoat and looking as if he had found the
.

.

.

.

.

.

fountain of youth, stepped off a boat arJulius
riving from Europe last week.
Steger, another member of the Fox alumni,
is another European traveler back in the
big town.
Larry Semon and his handsome wife, Dorothy Dwan, are here from
the Coast taking a peep at the Broadway
shows.
Rex Ingram tips it off from the
other side through friends here that he is
going to leave the film industry flat by not
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

making

.

.

more

any

pictures.

.

Nick

.

.

Schenck, after a number of false starts,
finally got off for the Coast, /. Robert
Rubin going along as chaperon.
Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn deny rumors of a
split in business relations and will continue
to do the Damon and Knights of Pythias
acts as of yore.
J. Boyce Smith says
Dick Barthelmess will not make pictures
for Paramount or anyone else except Distinctive, and that all is rosy between them.
Jack Cosman says he is the only bona
.

.

.

Scene from “The Wanderer,” a Raoul Walsh production listed among
Paramount’s “Greater Forty.” William Collier, Jr., plays the stellar role.

.

.

.

.

.

blown-in-the-bottle

fide

representative of
says he is

Afga here and Alfred Weiss
talking out of turn.

.

.

.

Eddie Eschmann

move

his office goods, gods and chattels over to United Artists about Dec. 1.

will

Chadwick arrived Monday from a
long stay on the Coast looking after production matters.
Harry D. Bernstein,
manager of the Red Seal exchange, left
last week for a trip through the Middle
West.
Harvey Day was real indignant
when they wouldn’t let him vote at New
Rochelle for Jimmy Walker for mayor of

Kathlyn

New

Jr.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lee Marcus, sales manager
of F. B. O., is away on another sales trip.
Bogart Rogers, general manager of the
Douglas MacLean company, is in New
York with the star.
A. M. Botsford,
Charlie McCarthy and a bunch of other
.

.

York.

.

.

.

Hill

and William

Collier,

as they appear in the Lasky
film.

Ernest Torrence, left, and George
Rigas appear in character in

“The Wanderer.”

.

.

.

.

Famous Players heavyweights journeyed to
Chicago last week.
H. M. Herbel resigned as sales manager of Century Com.

.

.

edies to take an exchange manager’s job
in Pittsburgh.
Edward Sloman returned
to the Coast last week.
Joe Seider
bought a new hat last week, the same size
as before he was made business manager of
the M. P. T. O. A.
Sam Katsman has
been made assistant to Hoxoard Higgin,
director of many good pictures, and is mak.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“The Reckless Lady” for Bob Kane.
John Hamrick, owner of the Blue
Mouse chain of theaters in the Northwest,
is spending a couple of weeks in New York.
Tommy Meighan goes to Florida next
week to make a picture, and who wouldn’t
have a job like that!
Malcolm Strauss
ing
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

soon to begin work on “Into the Net,”
written by Police Commissioner Enright
who will have a lot of time to help him
after Jan. 1
Ned Narin says he likes
his new office at First National because it’s
so near the Herald headquarters.
Ray
Johnston, president of Rayart Pictures, is
back from the Coast all pepped up over
four new productions he saw finished before leaving.
Paul C. Mooney says he
finds he can be perfectly happy outside
the film business, but may bust back in
most any time.
SPARGO.
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Beautiful sets appear in lavish places in the story which has been
to feature Greta Nissen and William Collier, Jr.

made
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Schrock

to

Stay

Universal,
Laemmle States

with

( Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 10.— Carl LaemUniversal Pictures, an-

president of

mle,

Florida Offers Fortune to
Exhibitor Who Can Collect
Boom Crowds Jam Available
No Barrier to Gold
Construction

nounced last Saturday that Raymond L.
Schrock has withdrawn his resignation and
will remain as general manager of Universal studios. Harry Zehner, private secretary to Laemmle, has been appointed assistant general

manager, and Henry Hamig-

son has succeeded Norman Sprowl as business manager.
spending five
contemplates
Universal
million dollars on new productions of various types this season, according to Laemmle.

Edward Sloman has signed a new long
term contract. Harry Pollard will direct
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin’’ as a super-Jewel
production upon completion of “Poker

WILLIAM

By

JACKSONVILLE,

FLA., Nov.

W. C. Fields Signs
5 - Year Contract
With Paramount

boom towns.
That’s

— Don’t

10/

be misled

signboards

(as

Selling tickets is not the big job in Florida this season. The job is keeping would-be buyers from shouldering the theatre off of its fragile foundation.
The problem of getting them in has given way to the problem of
keeping them out. Admission prices have nothing whatever to do with it
and attractions have but little. The mob mus* have amusement and it’s

mob.

he will be given a complete comedy unit

to

Exhibitors Herald)

to

YORK,

Nov. 10.—W. C. Fields

has signed a five-year contract to star in
L. Lasky,
Famous Players vice president in charge of
Fields has
production, has announced.
been eminently successful in his last two
pictures, “Sally of the Sawdust” and “That
Royle Girl,” both D. W. Griffith produc-

Paramount productions, Jesse

tions.

men and technical men. He completes his “Follies” contract on January 16,
and is expected to start on his first picture

I

the

Paramount January

“Mr. Fields

is

25.

one of the really great

finds of recent years,”

Lasky

com-

said in

menting on the contract.

J Leo Meehan, Director,
.

to Publish
( Special

to

Newspaper

Exhibitors Herald)

—

PASADENA, Cal., Nov. 10. J Leo
Meehan, director of the recent F. B. O.
success, “The Keeper of the Bees,” is soon
.

to beign publication of the Morning Sun, a daily
newspaper,
here.
the
Meehan
is

aw

o n-i n-1

worry about.

Gene

from

successful

and “The

venwill

J.

not halt his motion picture activities.

He

Leo Meehan

intende to issue

Sun November 23.
Ascsociated with Meehan in publishing
the

the paper is George A. Smith, formerly
an employe of the Elgin Watch Company,
111.

made up

families

—

Population Potentially Permanent
This great new population of Florida

They

battle the unbelievably desperroad to its end, breaking with
dramatic suddenness onto the calm, dry
tabletop that is Florida.
Mud of Georgia’s last one-way detour is not dry

is

not the thing

It

is

made up

business folks,

upon the window pane
that was a conveyance

the wreck
ripping along
at its best speed over seemingly endless
and curveless paved highways flanked by
lofty pine and lowly palmetto.
On, on
to a town a town that was, but a city
that is a camp city of Northerners,
until

is

—

and the place where the car
stops becomes home for the reason that
it is as good as any other place.
Next
day the man of the family is at work
or about his business; in a week the
children are attending the double-session
schools; housekeeping begins where it

ended back home.

Now,

or

before,

the

endless

succes-

it

was

in

hotels,

other years.

working and
who simply have moved

of families,

They have occupied

in.

able

all

the avail-

houses and
They live, because

apartments,

rooms long since.
they must live somewhere, in tent cities
that are set to endure until home buildThe
ing catches up with the demand.
old-fashioned tourists who “come down
for the Winter” are in negligible minority
this year.

Out of this situation the motion picture theatres prosper greatly, as do the
permanent institutions of every character.
Out of this prosperity the theatreowner gathers what it takes to pay for
the big new theatre that will make
greater prosperity possible. Thus far it
come true.
is like a box office dream
But when steps toward building the new
theatre are taken the dream does a
fadeout.

ate

nightfall

ture into the pub-

number of

pilgrims-

Amusement a Necessity
not quite like arriving in a foreign country; it’s rather a country of
transients, a pioneer camp of unprecedented proportions. The first frantic
search for living quarters is given up at

the Limberlost.”

field

is

from Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Washington, Oregon,
Montana all the states save Florida.
Railroads groan under capacity loads
also, but the great bulk of Florida’s
new population arrives by motor.
these

It’s

latest

picture
Girl of

Meehan’s

— of

of

ern village.

whose novels of
the
same names
he made his

The mob

Mob

superimposed
Westerners,
Easterners
upon an inadequate, struggling South-

Stratton-

Porter,

a Family
in Florida

It’s

—

of

sion of new sights, new topics, new interests and new delights exacts its toll.
It is good to go to a picture show and
see the pictures that would be seen back
home. The family moves upon the local theatre in a determined body.

—

of gag

Elgin,

WEAVER

—

Lasky states that efforts will be made
to give the former Ziegfeld “Follies” star
full scope for his ability, and that as soon
as a story now in work for him is ready

( Special

NEW

the first

Hampered
R.

you need but try to get it
Boom Condition Reverses Box Office Problem

all

doubt that it’s possible to appreciate
mood and magnitude of this mob
without mixing into it, living with it as
it drags its feverish way down through
the jagged mountain trails of Kentucky,
the beaten muck ravines of Tennessee
and the slippery red slime gutters of
Georgia the never too good Florida
Short Route that has been hammered to
bits by ?he restless, unbroken caravan of
tourists.
I doubt that you can understand why they demand amusement,
motion picture amusement, unless you
have struggled along as a unit of the
parade on the Bowling Green detour,
being towed out of the mud by the car
in front and then in turn towing out
your neighbor behind. The Klondyke
rush hit plenty of cold, ice and hardships, but they didn’t have automobiles

lication

Prices

“way up North in Georgia” begin warning you) about Florida. It is not
too late to come down and collect that fortune. All you need to collect it
with is a nice roomy theatre in any Florida boom town, and all towns are

a real

s

— Admission
— Theatre

Theatres
Seekers

—

Faces.”

for

27

Site

A

Values Prohibitive

good theatre

really

site is

found to

be a better hotel site. The cost of it is
so high (or will be tomorrow) that the
experts
declare
no theatre business
could pay adequate dividends. Yet there

ways and arguments around this. It
seldom impossible to find a site that
at least good enough, or a backer

are
is
is

to take the risk after he has
heard convincing figures concerning certain metropolitan locations in the North.
Next comes the item of getting construction started and here the really
bad news is encountered. After waiting
much longer than should be necessary,
plans are delivered by a badly overworked architect. You can even get a
contractor to place your job on his list,
but he’ll make no bright promises.
Fin-

willing

you meet the problem of getting
to build with and that’s the
one that takes the air out of your bubble.
In the matter of supplies, you take
your position at the bottom of the column and there’s no bottom.
Theatre-owners are making the best
of the situation, which isn’t such a good
ally

materials

(

Continued on page 32 )
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Cecil B. DeMille Win Revenue Bill to
Bring No Relief
Plaudits at Premieres
From Ticket Tax
Make the Pirate” Shows Leon Errol at Fuuniest—Novel

Rork and
“ Clothes

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

“The Road

Presentation Precedes

By

N

EW

YORK,

Nov.

JOHN

—

to

Yesterday

WASHINGTON,

SPARGO

S.

relief

from

ommended

Sam

D.

Nov.

C.,

10.—No

the admission tax will be recfor the motion picture industry

to be brought out by
and means committee.
The question was twice before the committee whose members could come to no
agreement for repeal of this tax, which

Rork’s newest production, “Clothes
Make The Pirate,” which will be distributed by First National,
does not please audiences wherever it is shown, then there is
something wrong with the entire making of pictures and with audiences

in

generally.

$33,000,000 revenue, other than
that possibly an exemption might be made
in the case of the spoken drama and philharmonic and similar concerts.

10.

If

LOTHES Make

The Pirate” is something different from anything done
before in pictures, and for the making of
it Rork gathered a
remarkable cast, both
as to names of drawing power and as to
fitness for parts.

W"

Leon Errol at Funniest
This remarkable cast is headed by Leon
Errol, generally recognized as one of the
funniest of all funny men on the socalled
legitimate stage.
Anyone witnessing Mr.
Errol’s work in the Rork picture is willing
to believe the slang expression, “you ain’t

seen nothing yet.” Every minute that Errol is on the screen
and that is during
most of the 7,400 feet of the production
he is a laugh and not infrequently a scream.
Errol’s comedy is always clean and promises to stand for a long time as a criterion

—

way of funniness that
the screen.
antics Mr. Errol is ably
seconded by Dorothy Gish, always a clever

of something in the
is

entirely
In these

new to
comedy

screen comedienne, but who appears to
have greatly developed.
Others in the cast, whose work add much
to the value of the production, are George
Marion, Tully Marshall, James Rennie and

Edna Murphy.
While “Clothes Make The Pirate” is a
costume comedy, whose greatest appeal is
to the risibilities, there is much in the picture in the way of impressive scenic effects

and remarkable photography, as well as
good dramatic action brought about through
the romance of a young naval officer and
the niece of the piratical tailor, the romantic parts played by James Rennie aad Edna
Murphy.

Opening of “The Road
NEW

YORK,

Nov. 10.— Cecil DeMille’s
Yesterday” was shown to an
invited audience at a midnight showing
at the Embassy theatre last Friday night.
The reception given the latest DeMille opus
would have been exceedingly gratifying to
the director had he been there.
More than six hundred attended the midnight showing, filling the aristocratic little
to

theatre to capacity, the major portion of
the audience being exhibitors.
As a presentation for the picture a foreword was added to the film in which Producers Distributing Corporation, speaking
from the screen, welcomed the audience
and announced that it “took pleasure in
presenting Cecil DeMille.” This title was
followed by a closeup of DeMille, evoking

Danish Firm in Combine
to Storm Scandinavian
and French Markets
(Special from Department of

WASHINGTON,

D.

Commerce)

C, Nov. 10.— An

agreement providing for the formation of
a company under the name NordisqueFrancaise which will endeavor to produce
a series of films with which it is hoped to
dominate the French and Scandinavian markets has been closed. According to a report
from Harry Sorensen of Copenhagen, the
parties involved in the agreement are the
Danish Nordisk Films Kompagni, A/S, and
the French Olivier & Pascel.

New Distributor Named;
Two Houses Open Soon

to Yesterday

Brings Tribute to Cecil B. DeMille
“The Road

bill

provides

This, at least, is the consensus of many expert picture judges who witnessed a premiere of the big Rork production last Saturday night at Irving
Lesser’s Playhouse theatre at Great Neck, Long Island.
Y''

the revenue
the house ways

a hearty round of applause which continued until the main title and the featured
players were introduced.
One of the most remarkably executed
train wreck scenes ever shown in a picture
is a feature of “The Road to Yesterday,”
and to say this met with the vociferous
approval of the audience is but putting it
mildly.
The entire picture is typical DeMillian
in
conception
and execution,
abounding with beautiful and carefully
wrought scenes and showing all through
the deft hand of masterful direction.

Another DeMille innovation was shown
as the last scene of the picture faded out.
Mr. DeMille again appeared on the screen
and in a subtitle “thanked” the audience
and signed his name in large script.

( Special

to Exhibitors

Herald)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, Nov. 10.—The
Home State Film Company recently took
over the Oklahoma distribution of the Independent Film Service, local firm, and
has announced that it is ready for busiAnother change came in this disness.
trict when George A. McDermit, manager
of Southern Enterprises, Inc., resigned, to
His position
engage in other business.
will be filled by Charles Sasseen, manager of the Criterion theatre, Enid, Okla.
In the theatre field the most notable
facts are that W. A. Weaver will open
his new theatre at Hartshorne, Okla., in
the near future and that C. W. Griffith is
preparing for the opening of his new house
The American theatre,
at Garber, Okla.
Enid, Okla., has already reopened for the
It
has been dark for several
winter.

months.

Chaurtcey Olcott
( Special

Exhibitors Herald )

to

ANN ARBOR,

III

Mich., Nov.,

10.

— Chaun-

cey Olcott, actor, was suddenly taken ill
here while on tour with a company headed
by Mrs. Minnie Madern Fiske and was
placed in a local hospital, where he lay for
several
his

days.

home

in

by his wife.

He

is

now on

his

way

to

New York
His

City accampanied
condition is reported

serious.

McCutchens Open House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BLYTHEVILLE, ARK.,

Nov. 10.—Mr.
and Mrs. O. W. McCutchen opened their
Ritz theatre here October 29.

Gibbons Signs

CULVER

New

Contract

—

CITY. Cedric Gibbons, art directorin-chief for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has just signed
a new long term contract, according to an announcement by Irving G. Thalberg.

Lincoln Bodyguard
Praises Picture

Earl Crabb Chosen
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CONWAY,
I

showed

N. H.— To The Editor:
“Abraham Lincoln” at

Lovell, Me., to an audience including
Mr. W. W. Durgin of that city, the
only living pallbearer and bodyguard
of Lincoln. He is 86 years old.
My audience cheered him for five
minutes and after the show he told me
they could not have filmed anything
more realistic. He lived over again
the time he was in the Civil War and
said that George Billings was a real
Lincoln. That’s saying a lot about this
picture. It’s a masterpiece.
Enclosed find reports for “What the
Picture Did for Me.”
I am glad to
do my bit, as I sure find it a life

saver.— LEON
theatre,

C.

BOLDUC,

Conway, N. H.

Bijou

BOSTON,

—

10.
The managing dinew Metropolitan theatre is
who for the past 19 months

Nov.

rector of the
Earl L. Crabb

has been district manager of the Texas
division of the Famous Players-Laskv corporation.
Before that he was a director
in the southern department of the company
and in his capacity as manager of several
of the largest and more important southern theatres introduced many innovations.

Constance Bennett
( Special

to

Wed

Exhibitors Herald )

GREENWICH, CONN.,

Nov. 10.— Conand Philip
Miss BenPlant were wed
nett is the daughter of Richard Bennett,
stance

Bennett,

stage star.

film

actress,
here recently.

!
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Connecticut Troubles Ended;

Re-Takes

Exchanges to Reopen at Once

H URRAH

for James J. Walker, New
York’s new mayor. The “I told you
so” boys were right for once.
%

%

A

Confiscatory Legislation

Why

All

known by
*

the

number

*

S|l

Not “Educational” Week?

President’s proclama16-22 is “Education
Week.” Give the kids double doses all
week and see what wise cracks they’ll make.

According

the

to

November

tiontion

*

*

*

At The Women’s Club Luncheon
“Which one is Elinor Glyn?”
“I never heard of that star?”
!”
“Isn’t Theda Bara beautiful

“What did she say about writing good,
clean stories.”
“Ooh look at the flowers.”
“Who do you suppose sent ’em?”
“Mr. Niblo can’t beat the dish rattling
”
waiters if he did direct ‘Ben Hur.’
!

>}:

Gag Title
Harold Lloyd’s new film

to be called

Michael Arlen
be Michael to the folks back
home, but he’s plain “Mike” out here where
men are men and pictures are made.
*

*

Interesting Facts
Lincoln Stedman has an English cigar
lighter that LIGHTS
Harry Wilson has
!

one that

doesn’t.

*

*

Why

*

Is It?

One of the mysteries of
wood is why Sid Grauman

life

in

Holly-

advertises “no
one will be seated after 8:15 P. M.” and
then has a line of cops and a curious crowd
blocking the sidewalks and defying anyone
to get into his Egyptian theatre.
*

H=

Famous Last Words
“Watch me make this curve at
*

*

By
As

this is

the

“Buy

a

65.”

*

Buy

Book” week we must

dash out and get a new one

YORK,

Nov.

10.

—The film tax war in

at the nearest

gas station.

—R.

M.

Connecticut

is

over.

Within another week the film exchanges in New Haven will be reopened
and business will go ahead as it was before the obnoxius Durant law became effective. The appeal to the supreme court to have the censor law
declared unconstitutional, which was filed by the attorneys of the Hays
office, bill be abandoned, and at the next session of the legislature, the law
will be either modified into comparative harmlessness, or repealed entirely.
In the meantime an armistice has been agreed upon which will
permit of the resumption of business.
Film Reopens In Conference With Governor
The agreement was reached at a conference last Friday in the executive
chambers of Governor Trumbull, Republican State Chairman J. Henry
Roraback, Charles C. Pettijohn, representing the motion picture producers; Joseph W. Walsh, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut, and Benedict M. Holden, of counsel for the film interests.
It was the sequel of a conference Thursday night, at which Will H. Hays,
managing director of the motion picture industry of America, and Republican State Chairman Roraback were present.
said:

“It

seems

to be the consensus

He may

*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Governor Trumbull

*

%

Jjc

is

For heaven’s sake

“For Heaven’s Sake.”
make it good, Harold

Agreement Reached Between Film Leaders and Governor
Trumbull for Repeal or Modification of

*

And They Are Not
bootlegger is
of autos he keeps.

29

generally that this
law works hardships upon the Conneticut theatre owners not anticipated, and
that it should be amended or modified.
I do not believe there is any necessity
for the censorship feature in this bill
and I have heretofore expressed myself on that phase, of it.
intend to
I
cooperate with the local theatre men in
their efforts to modify this law to make
it more equitable, and to eliminate the
censorship feature, and I have already
so expressed myself to these men.”
C.

Lawsuit To Be Dismissed
Pettijohn, in speaking of the

C.

settlement of the troubles, said: “In order to remove the disadvantages under
which the Connecticut theatre owners
are now operating, due to the changed
method in the distribution of film, it
has been decided to restore the former
method of distribution in Connecticut.
are going to operate under this law
until the next session of the Connecticut Legislature in the belief that the

We

members

of that

legislature will see

fit

to correct the situation.
dismiss the lawsuit and
cooperation with the tax
in the meantime.”

We

intend to
continue our

commissioner

Walsh Is Highly Pleased
Joseph P. Walsh, President of the
M. P. T. O. of Connecticut, issued the
following statement after the conference

:

attended the conference with Governor Trumbull and Charles C. Pettijohn and am very much pleased with
“I

the result, which I sincerely believe will
about a solution of the entire
Mr. Pettijohn, representing
situation.
the producers and distributors, at the

bring

of this conference assured
that the producers and distributors
would immediately take such steps as
are necessary to relieve the situation
that exists.
The revolving fund heretofore created will be continued and
during the continuance of that plan
the producers, distributors and Connecticut theatre owners will give their
continued cooperation to the tax com-

conclusion

me

missioner of Connecticut.”

FP-L Short Features
Reported and Denied
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
Lloyd Corporation,

Nov. 10.—The Harold
it has
been reported,

make a series of short features for
Paramount early next year.
will

Short Feature Plan
Dropped, Says McCarthy
Charles E. McCarthy, publicity director
of Famous Players-Lasky, who was in the
party from New York that attended the
national sales convention in Chicago last
week, said the introduction of a short features department had been considered but
dropped definitely for the present.

Isbell

Back

(

to Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KIOWA,

COL., Nov. 10.—H. G. Isbell
has returned to the showing of motion
pictures after two years.
He is proprietor of the Casino de Luxe here. The
Casino de Luxe

is

a combination house.

HERALD

photo )

had been in their new quarters at 1025 Wabash avenue,
The names of two new
Chicago, many hours they posed for their picture.
salesmen appear in the list. From left to right: E. Linderman, Harold Lloyd
representative from New York, Sam Blair, Harry Graham, I. & I. branch manager, Oscar Florine, Len Ullrich, Joe Woodard, Walter Nay, Jimmie Gillick,
branch manager, N. W. Humm, Fred Aiken, district manager, George Collins,
C. E. Marshall, Roy Pearson, Ray Morfa.

Before the Pathe

staff

—

,

;
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Societies to Revive Classics M. P. T. O.-Texas
Convention Crowd
Form in U. S. and Britain
Unusually Large
Organizers

to Present Pictures From 1905-15 and Others Not
Available as Means to Elevating Public Taste

Aim

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW YORK,

—

10.
Following the formation of The Film
for revival of old screen classics, International
York to function
Film Arts Guild, Inc., has been organized in
on a basis similar to the Theatre Guild. An advisory council, comprised
of persons active in the various phases of the trade, will select pictures
for presentation from lists provided by reviewers who have been requested to submit the names of 10 productions which they consider the
best made.

Society in

Nov.

London

New

C EYMON GOULD

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov. 10.— H. A. Cole,
president of the M. P. T. O. of Texas,
called the organization’s convention to order this morning.

Final

arrange-

ments for the twoday meeting were

made some time
ago, and a number
distinguished
o f
guests will address
the assembled exhibitors.

The num-

of the
k'-'
Guild in New York and has as associates in the movement Irving Caesar and

the period 1905-15

“Etudes de Rhythmes
Rapides,” produced by the Institut Maret of
Paris; abstract films and studies in non-

ber of exhibitors
attending is unu-

Abraham Menin, he said. Beside an effort
to obtain more members later it is also

representational designs; new pictures including “Raskolnikov,” “Waxworks,” “Nju,”
“The Stone Rider,” “Cinderella,” “Dracula,”
and “The House in the Dragonergasse”
revivals of such pictures as “Caligari.”
“The Street” and “The Golem” Pioneer

The first part of
the first day’s session is scheduled
to include reports

is

director

planned to form local guilds throughout
the United States.
Tentative plans call
for immediate acquisition of a theatre on
Broadway with the first showing before
the end of this month.

Among

be presented, it
was said, are “Broken Blossoms,” “Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari,” “The Birth of a Nation,”
“The Miracle Man,” “Intolerance,” “The
Golem” and “Woman of Paris.”
the pictures

To Make

to

Pictures Available

The plan

of the British organization, already in operation, is to show important
pictures not otherwise available, including
those produced between 1905 and 1915.
Subscription
programs are given, the
application blank sent out by the Society
providing for subscription for one seat
at eight performances.
The programs are
presented on Sunday nights with three
rates of
subscription according to the
class of seats provided.

Impressive musical settings are an important part of the society’s programs, according to its announcement, which states
that it is possible for the average Englishman to see such pictures as “Warning
Shadows,” “Greed,” “The Last Laugh” and
“The Marriage Circle” but only “at long
intervals and often after considerable difficulty in discovering where and when they
may be found,” while it is impossible “for
such a person to go during any week in the

year into any picture house in England
and be sure of finding one film of merit.”
The Society explains that a certain number of pictures which reach a certain esthetic standard appeal only to a minority
who are frequently denied the privilege of
seeing them, while in instances where they
have been publicly exhibited “they have
been carelessly cut and edited as in the
case of ‘Caligari’ and so titled as to be
incoherent.”

Elevated Standards Seen

The Society also holds that pictures of
the type proposed should be available to
the press and the picture trade including
British
producers,
editors,
cameramen,
titling experts and actors, because “they
embody certain improvements in technic
that are as essential to commercial as they
are to experimental cinematography.” The
Society also see through their revival a
means to elevate standards of taste and
executive ability and an opportunity to
form a clearing house “for all films having
pretensions to sincerity, irrespective of
origin or immediate mercantile interest.”

The

London has been obtained
to be shown classify as
Short extracts from pictures of

Tivoli in

and the pictures
follows:

;

;

and trick pictures, John Bunny and
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew comedies, and
early Sennett comedies of the Keystone
films

period.

Barbara La Marr, Film
Actress Fights Death
,

sually large.

o f officers and
discussion of exhibitors’ problems, and the
last part, addresses by the organization’s
guests, report of the Alexander Film Company and discussion of legislative matters.
At tomorrow’s sessions the general business problems of the M. P. T. O. of Texas
will be discussed, and following addresses
by officers and others the exhibitors will be
entertained in the ballroom of the Hotel
Baker, in which the convention is held.

Following Breakdown
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
Marr, well

Nov., 10.— Barbara La-

know motion

a retreat near
against death following a recent
collapse and probably has permanantly retired from
in

here

picture actress,

waging a

is

W. Watfather;

Herman

Dr.

Shore, her physician R. D. -Knickerbocker, her at-

moved through

;

torney;

and

her

and her attorney states he expects her
recover and return to the studios.

P. T. O.-N. Y.

in

to

War

Exhibitors Herald)

ITHACA,

N. Y„ Nov. 10.— William
Dillon, president of the M. P. T. O. of
New York state, was one of the most
active participants in the daylight saving campaign just closed with the defeat by a vote of 2,790 to 1,922 of a proposal to add an extra hour to daylight
saving next summer.

Central Mart Assured
( Special

to

the city via the princi-

streets.

about it when it stopped before the St.
Francis theatre and Loew’s Warfield.

Film Operators Head
Elected N. Y. Legislator
to Exhibitors

( Special

TROY,
Brooks,
picture

N.

who

is

Herald )

10.— Harry M.
president of the motion

Y.,

Nov.

machine operators’ union of that

was elected to the New York state
legislature on November 3.
Machine operators, exhibitors and others worked hard
for his success.
city,

Irving Goldsmith

Saratoga Springs,
the assembly and
of a motion picture
theatre in that city, came so close to winning out that it was necessary for the
board of canvassers to go over the vote.

who sought a seat
who is part owner

Exhibitors Herald)

N. Y. Nov. 10.—A fireproof
building to house film exchanges is to be
erected here. Work will begin at once and
the structure will be completed May 1. It
will be one story high and will be divided
into separate units, one for each company.

ALBANY,

City

to

Head

Daylight Saving
( Special

It for

Exhibitors Herald)

Thousands saw the train
from the sidewalks and crowds collected

pal

Barabara La Marr

She has been in retirement since
nurse.
Her
she was forced to abandon work.
physician holds out hope for her recovery,

M.

to

Mayor

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Nov. 10.—
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
Trackless
Train extended its itinerary here from
Los Angeles and was met by an enthusiastic delegation of exhibitors headed
by a city motorcycle escort. At the city
hall
Mayor Rolph welcomed the train
in the city’s name and received letters
dispatched to him in care of the train
by Mayor Hylan of New York City.
From the city hall the train went to
the Market Street ferry, whence it

1

her

Welcomes
( Special

with the industry.
With her are
son,

Thrills Frisco;

fight

picture. s.
motion
She has severed
her last contractconnection
ua

William

Metro Trackless Train

NEW

of
in

Red Seal Adds Salesmen
YORK. —Harry Bernstein, manager

of the
Red Seal exchange here, announces the following
additions to the sales staff : Harry Fogarty, who
will be in charge of the New York division
Chester Vanderbilt, who will cover Long Island
John Duffy, who will cover New Jersey, and 9.
Rubinstein, who will handle sales in Brooklyn.

;
:

—

:
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Four-State League Asked

of Mystery

Visit

Men

Points to

Big Theatre Chain
A

chain

built in St.

Louis

now

not

is

represented

in

St.

have

au-

Louis with theatres.

Men who

believed

are

to

L. A.

it

was forecast in film circles recently
upon the visit of a large construction
man and a financier of note who it is
rumored are there representing a big
production and distribution company
which

at

be

to 35 theatres will
in the near future,

25

of

information have reported
thoritative
that no effort has been made, yet to negotiate for the property that is to be

bought.

By the purchase of three theatres in
Muncie, Ind., last week Fitzpatrick &
McElroy, theatre circuit, brought their
holdings in Indiana to eight. The deal
included the Columbia, Star and Lyric.
The formers owners were C. Ray Andrews and Forrest E. Andrews who are

Washington Convention

Drinkwine of Tacoma Elected President at Seattle GatherPortland Exhibitors Attend and Get Ideas for
ing
Reviving Oregon Organization

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

SEATTLE, WASH., Nov. 10. Discussion of a comprehensive organization of the exhibitors of the Pacific Northwest, which would include the
motion picture theatre interests of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana, featured the third annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of Washington, held at the association headquarters in Seattle, November 4.
L. A. Drinkwine Elected President

New

by the association are L. A. Drinkwine, Palace
Tacoma, president; Frank Edwards, Winter Garden, Seattle, first
vice-president
C. A. Swanson, Orpheum, Apollo and Dream theatres,
Everett, second vice-president, and James Hone, Seattle, re-elected executive secretary and treasurer.
officers elected

:

theatre,

;

The convention was

W.

H.

Bruen,

Seattle,

called to order by
vice-president, in

in

,

of

Afga Film Corporation
Herald)
—Afga Raw
NEW YORK, Nov.
(Special to Exhibitors

10.

Film Corporation announces that Alfred
Weiss, who is well known in the film industry through
former connecwith other
tions
companies, is now
president and
its
manager
general
in full charge.

Cosman,

T.

mer

for-

C. A.

inin

ago, and when the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation was formed he was placed in charge
of the work of opening branches and organizing sales work for that company. He
was identified with the Goldwyn company
for several years as vice president and general manager in charge of sales.
His connection with Afga marks his return to the

for

some

from which he has been absent
time.

Arrives at Schnitzers
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

10.

—Mr.

and Mrs.

Schnitzer are being congratulated on
the arrival November 4 of a baby girl.
J.

I.

L.

F.

B.

Drinkwine

A.

Walton,
as

the

the

state.

146, operating

The

196 theatres

secretary’s

office

had

ten settlements with exchanges for
exhibitor members and had acted before
the arbitration board in eighteen cases, of
which sixteen were decided in favor of the
exhibitors. The secretary also reported the
highlights of the convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, held
in Milwaukee.
Hone and Director Ray
Grombacher, of Spokane, were delegates
to the national convention, but due to ill-

absence of

L.

President

A. Drinkwine

John Hamrick,

who had been

called East by business.
In
a letter read to the assembled members
by the secretary, Hamrick emphasized the
value of the association and expressed confidence in its continued growth.

Adverse Laws Averted
Chairman Bruen outlined the association’s activities of the last year.
Although
the organization is only two years old, he
reported it has a membership of 150, scattered through the state and well representing

the

district

members operate

as a whole, since these
196 theatres in the state,

he pointed out.

He

laid stress

upon the

fact that

Wash-

two years, principally

be-

cause of the activities of the association
and its legislative committee. He told how
a year ago the motion picture men and
their friends had gone to Olympia in a
body and blocked passage of an unfavor-

organizing the Triangle Film Corporation some years

film field,

Swanson

lation in the last

agent
for
Afga, has
severed his connection with the
selling

strumental

and

James Hone

Frank Edwards

ington had not passed any adverse legis-

J.

company.
Weiss was

Edwards

made

the

Manager

the credentials committee, and

Frank

auditing committee.

membership of

...

Alfred Weiss Appointed

as

During the year just concluded the association had held four district meetings and
six joint meetings with the M. P. T. O.
of Tacoma, Hone said in reading the secretary’s report.
The rolls showed a total

leaving the theatre field. J. C. Wodetsky of the Benton Harbor houses has
been made the Muncie manager.
Confirmation of the deal with Paramount for the Missouri theatre was
made by Spyros Skouras of the Skouras
enterprises upon his return from the
from
reported
is
It
East.
Quincy, 111., that the B. & K. interests
have opened negotiations for three local
Other reports include the sale
houses.
in San Francisco of the Merced theatre
by J. A. Harvey, Jr., and the purchase
by Golden State Realty company of the
Visalia theatre at Visalia, Cal.

President ,

31

For the legislative work done
able law.
he particularly praised Secretary Hone.
The excellent work of the arbitration board
was pointed out. During the year 74 cases
were filed with the board of arbitration
fifty-eight by the exhibitors and sixteen
by the exchanges., Of these, forty-two were
decided in favor of the exchanges and
twenty-two in favor of the exhibitors. In
conclusion, Mr. Bruen requested that during the ensuing year each member of the
association appoint himself a membership
committee of one to seek new members.
During the last twelve months, twenty-four
new members had joined.
The following applications for membership were accepted
Anzier theatre, F. Barkus, Seattle; Community
theatres, Inc., O. G. Klawitter, Seattle; Olympic
theatre, E. A. Prickett, Sequim; Grand theatre,
A. C. Barclay, Leavenworth, and Legion theatre,
F. J. Talabere, Walla Walla.
The chair appointed F. S. Barkus and Si Danz

Grombacher was unable to attend.
the problems which had been presented to the executive offices was the com-

ness

Among

petition of nontheatrical organizations, such
as schools.
School competition, in the
belief of the secretary, was a very delicate
subject, because it is very easy for an exhibitor to offend his neighborhood, and
should be handled through the national

organization.

Surplus of $1,000

The

Shown

treasurer’s report showed the association to be in a very favorable financial
condition.
An auditing system had been
installed last June and was functioning
excellently.
Whereas the association completed the fiscal year of 1923-24 with a
deficit of $394.64, the 1924-25 year had
shown a surplus on hand of $1,000.
The chair called for nominations for three
trustees for the three-year term to succeed H. T.
Moore, H. W. Bruen, and John McGill, whose
Si
Danz, Joe Bradt, H. W.
terms expired.
Bruen, F. W. Graham, H. T. Moore and Fred
Mercy were nominated
After two ballots had
been taken, due to a tie vote, Mercy, Graham and
Bruen were elected.
Other trustees are Ray
Grombacher, L. A. Drinkwine, C. A. Swanson,
Frand Edwards, Fred Walton and John Hamrick.
Joseph Bradt, secretary of the board of

:
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Bradt suggested an endeavor be made
form a Pacific Northwest organization

White said a four-states
of exhibitors.
organization would be a forward step. It
was decided to leave the matter for the
board of trustees.

Among
John

were

the convention delegates

Community

McGill,

A.

theatre,

Port

George Srigley, Cameo, White Center
(Seattle); J. W. Burke, Columbian, Seattle; L. A.
Drinkwine, Palace, Tacoma; F. B. Walton and
W. L. Quimby, Bellingham Theatres, Inc., Bellingham; F. A. Bowman, Southwest Washington
Circuit, Tenino; H. W. Bruen, Egyptian and
Ridgemont theatres, Seattle; Mrs. Don Geddes,
Orchard;

Majestic,

W.

Kent;

Roy

Seattle;

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Washington,

at their third annual convention
held at Seattle, November 4, had their picture taken in front of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trackless train, which was held over for the purpose of giving the
theatre men a trip. The train was en route to Vancouver, B. C.

T. C. Berry, Princess, Edmonds; M. Steffin,
Rex, Tacoma; C. A. Swanson, Everett, Orpheum
and Apollo, Everett; J. W. LaVigne, Madison
Street theatre, Seattle; Will Starkey, Starkey
Amusement Corporation, Spokane; George Herpeck, Portola, Seattle; Joe Bradt, Good Luck,
Seattle; F. W. Graham, Graham theatre, Shelton;
J. R. Porter, Community, Tacoma; A. M. Dun-

Apollo,

lop,

Four-State League Is Asked at Washington Exhibitors' Convention
(

ter

Czerny, Kent theatre,
Snoqualmie and North
Bend; Frank Edwards, Win-

Cochrane,

A.

theatres. North
Garden, Seattle.

Bend

Tacoma;

Si

R.

Seattle;

Danz,

R.

Pratsch,

Hollywood,

Seattle;

Realart,
L. R.

Stradley, Cheerio, Seattle.
G.
W. Sauriol, Orpheum, Tacoma; Walter
McNeish, Bijou, Tacoma; C. M. Dunn, Grand,
Lane and Victory, Cle Elum; F. J. Talabere,
Legion, Walla Walla; William Hartford, Portola,
Seattle; F. Barkus, Anzier, Seattle; J. M. Hone;
Robert White and William C. Roach, Portland,

Continued from preceding page)

'

Ore.

reported that during the year
cases involving $35,887 had been handled
Bradt declared
by the arbitration board.
every member of the association should
be made to serve on the arbitration board
for a term, as the work constituted a liberal education in itself, and from time to
time there were matters pertaining to the
exhibitors’ business which no exhibitor
ever thought of. The convention voted to
thank the members of the board of arbitration for their efforts and fairness.
arbitration,

At this point it was announced that one
of the members who had planned to attend the convention, Ned Edris, manager
of the Blue Mouse Theatre, Tacoma, had
fallen and broken his ankle, necessitating
his removal to the hospital.
The chair asked for nominations for members
William Hartford,
for the board of arbitration.
Si Danz, Joe Bradt, L. R. Stradley, Roy Czerny,
A.
Drinkwine
Graham
were nomiand
F.
W.
L.
Drinkwine, Graham and Bradt were
nated.
elected.

Robert

White and William

C.

Roach,

both Portland, Ore., exhibitors, were called
on to speak. White said they have no M.
P. T. O. association in Oregon, though a
Motion Picture Exhibitors League had
functioned for a time, and White and
Roach said they had come to get ideas for
reviving organization interest in Oregon.
The wdiole Northwest looked to Washington for leadership because of the good

work done by

A

feature

its

association, they declared.

not on

the

program of the

convention was a ride about town on the

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer trackless train,
which was on its way from Los Angeles
to Vancouver, B. C., and was held over
through the insistence of C. M. Hill, manager of the local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

The visiting exhibitors posed for
their picture beside the novel publicity de-

offices.

vice.

Probably no stunt ever commanded

the interest of Seattleites like
less train.
While in the city
in motion constantly.

The convention began

its

that trackit

was kept

afternoon ses-

sion with the announcement of new officers
President-elect
elected by the trustees.

who has always played an important part in association activities and
was one of the first to serve in organization duties, then took the chair.
Communications were read by Secretary Hone
from the following: Telegrams of congratulation
to
the convention
from Evelyn Brent, Bob
Lefty Flynn, Fred Thomson, Emory
Custer,
Johnson and Tom Tyler, motion picture stars and
directors, and letters from Colvin W. Brown, of
Film Booking Office; Henry A. Stab, executive
secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin; and
from R. F. Woodhull, president; Sydney S.
Cohen, chairman of the board of directors and
Drinkwine,

M.
T.

O’Toole,
O. A.
J.

past

president,

of

the

M.

P.

W.

L. Quimby, of Bellingham, member
of the legislative committee, said it. is essential to business progress for exhibitors
to belong to the M. P. T. O. and help pay
its way.
Concerted action on the part of
the exhibitors has served to block unfa-

vorable legislation, he said, but upon call
every motion picture exhibitor should be
prepared to catch the first train to the
state capital.

Hone told of a recent threatened Sunday
closing at Eatonville. He had hastened to
Eatonville and, with the aid of the theatremen, succeeded in having the threatened
regulation shelved.
Several

delegates

the practice of

voiced

opposition to
in provid-

some exchanges

ing features to schools, particularly the
giving of first runs to schools. This practice

was condemned by

the speakers.

The

secretary explained the matter had been
taken up with Katherine Corliss Preston,
state superintendent of schools, and had
been advised it was a district, not a state,
matter. Pullman State College was a state
institution which had entered into competition with the local theatres, speakers said.
It was the consensus of the delegates that
the exhibitors had the power to keep out
unfair competition through arrangement
with the exchanges.
“Schools are created for educational purposes and not commercial purposes, and
they enter upon a commercial basis when
they operate as theatres,” Hone said.
White told how Portland exhibitors
there had clashed with the Parents and
Teachers Association, but had found the
association fair minded. The exhibitors offered their theatres for an afternoon, giving them the use of the house, the film

The association was so
shamed that no further competition has
Through arrangement with
developed.
the exchanges, no Portland school at present shows more than one picture a month,
or eight a year.
Bruen, who operates the Egyptian and
Ridgemont theatres, told how he had absorbed school competition. There are three
grammar schools having projectors in his
district.
He gives a matinee for the
schools each month, buys a picture and
provides the theatre and the operator on a
50-50 basis.
The chair announced a committee would
be appointed to take up with the Film
Board of Trade the showing of pictures
in schools before they are shown in theaand

tres.

all

receipts.

At the banquet in the Italian room of
the Hotel Olympic Carl Ritter, manager of
the Orpheum theatre, acted as toastmaster
and kept the crowd hilarious. Guests of
honor were Mayor Edwin J. Brown of
Seattle and Congressman John F. Miller.
Entertainment was provided by Robert
Bender, manager of the Columbia theatre,
and Leroy Johnson, manager of the Liberty.
There was a dancing act, a male
quartet and a number of musical numbers.
Following the banquet the floor was cleared
and dancing followed until midnight. Music was given by Eddie Harkness and his
Hotel Olympic orchestra.

Exhibitor Fortune in
Florida “Gold Rush”
( Concluded

from page 27)

They
of their earnestness.
are giving the best possible service with
such inadequate facilities as they have
and are displaying superb business
morale in keeping prices down to reasonable limits. Some of them are turning the overflow into airdomes made by
throwing up flimsy walls at back and
front of vacant lots conveniently flanked
by business buildings; but the daily
turnover in landlords makes this a somewhat risky proposition, as a lease is
practically out of the question.
best

in

spite

Florida exhibitors I have met make
no attempt to deny the current prosper-

They volunteer the additional information that the Summer was as big

ity.

in profits as most Winters heretofore.
Their one hard luck story has to do
with the difficulty of building bigger
theatres to handle the business, but they

take this as sweet grief.

Confidence Is Unshaken
Fortune is here this year, beyond a
doubt.
There’s no news in that, of
course.
The real news of this story,
perhaps, is that Florida theatre-owners
are going right ahead with their building plans in full confidence that the demand for seats is going to continue with
but slight diminution. This confidence,
apparently shared by Florida business
men in all lines, is the single reason I
have found for believing that the new
theatres planned may not prove to be
too big.

(Another

ment
in

an

article

on the amuse-

situation in Florida will
early issue.)

appear
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Smith Made Sales Head

J.

for Associated Exhibitors
Wellknown Executive Succeeds Gove

—New

Sales Directorate

Appointed at Universal Includes Earl Kramer,
Lou Metzger and Ralph B. Williams
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

10.
E. J. Smith, for a long time among the best
sales executives of the motion picture industry, has been named
general sales manager of Associated Exhibitors.
Announcement of the
selection of Smith to succeed J. A. Gove marks another step in the important movements which have followed the taking over of control of the
organization by P. A. Powers and President Oscar Price. Gove, who has
held the post of sales manager for the last few years, resigns to enter upon
activities in another branch of the industry.

Nov.

known

Smith grew up with Universal when
had among its personnel Joe
Schnitzer, the late Harry Berman, Art
Schmidt and others equally well known.
In 1920 Carl Laemmle chose “Eddie”
Smith to establish a complete exchange system in England, sell Universal product for
E.

the

J.

latter

prices in opposition to its own
pictures being block-booked through previous distributors, and to launch the first
of the Laemmle specials. “Foolish Wives”

new higher

E.

SMITH

J.

Beauties Help Warners
Exploit “Bobbed Hair”
( Special

to

A

Warner

Brothers

another

presented

novel exploitation stunt last week when
they held an aerial preview of “The
Clash of the Wolves” for newspaper
men. The picture was run off as the
plane flew above Long Island.

( Special

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

three
tors,

Nov. 10.— R.
S. Ballantyne, manager of the Pathe exchange here, has been appointed to the
post of Southern district manager to succeed Oscar Morgan, who at his own request has been made manager of the
Dallas, Tex., Pathe branch to fill the
vacancy occasioned by the illness of D.
Coughlin, who for some time has
J.

managed

the

Dallas

branch.

A.

Nov.

sales

direc-

Jules

Levy,

10.

succeed Ballantyne.

Another change came recently with
the appointment of L. E. Kennedy, special feature representative, to head of the
San Francisco, Cal., exchange to succeed
W. W. Kofeldt, who resigned to accept
a position abroad.
George Knowles,
who has been acting as temporary San
Francisco manager, has at his own request been transferred to Los Angeles as
special comedy salesman.

Marcus on 10 Day Tour
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Nov. —Lee Marcus,
)

10.

manager of

F. B. O., left this morning for a ten day tour of the Middle West.
sales

chief
of the home organization.
Later he became an F. B. O. sales executive and followed with similar duties with
sales

Warner

Brothers, which reluctantly rehim from a long term contract.
Smith already has taken over his duties

leased
at

Associated Exhibitors headquarters.

Exhibitors Herald )

been
and al-

has

torate

formed
ready

function-

is

ing.

The new
torate

direcconsists of
Kramer, as
director for

sales
the Eastern

sion

;

Lou

divi-

Western

as

Ralph B.
Southern

for several years.

office

three new sales directors are veterans in the Universal organization and
enjoy unusual goodwill throughout the
They also are highly thought
company.

The

Second White

Metz-

director,

Kansas City manager. Williams
has been manager of Universal’s Atlanta

LTniversal's

They will immediately
of by ehxibitors.
concern themselves with exploiting the remarkable success of “The Phantom of the
Opera,” and with the consolidation of Lhiiversal’s excellent standing in all sections
of the country, as a result of the high
percentage of box office winners in the

and

Williams,

as

director

for

the

division.

Kramer has been the manager of the
Universal office in Buffalo for several
Prior to that he was in the New
years.
York Exchange. Lou Metzger has been
supervisor of the Complete Service Plan
Prior to that he was
since its inception.

9

New Companies Mark
Increased Film Activity
(

List.

Metzger’s work as supervisor of the
Complete Service Plan has been taken over
by Fred J. McConnell, short features manager for Universal. McConnell will supervise Complete Service in addition to his
Kramer’s place has been
other duties.
taken by Charles E. Goodwin, a veteran
Universal salesman, who for the past year
or so has been the Universal sales representative in the Rochester territory. Williams has been succeeded by Ben Y. Cammack, formerly the assistant manager of
the Atlanta office, and also a veteran in
the Universal sales department.

—

ALBANY,

N. Y., Nov. 10. Nine companies chartered last week to engage in
some branch of the film business in New

marked an increase in the acof the business over that obtaining
The list:
for several weeks just past.
Tennek Film Corporation, $20,000 Romantic Plays, Inc., $10,000 Charles de la
Motte, Inc., $100,000 Film Associates, Inc.,
Brewster Theatre Corporation,
$20,000
Gordon Enterprises, Inc., Dallas$20,000
Corporation
Winkler
Theatre
Capitol
Productions, Inc. and Fox Theatres Corporation.

York

state

tivity

;

;

;

;

;

;

a

U” Buys Banners and
Royals from Ginsberg
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

;

to

Scarcely
two years later Laemmle
brought Smith back to America to become

W.

Kahn, a film man who is well known in
the Middle West, has been appointed to

( Special

to

—Far

Ned Depinet and
A
Ned Marin.
new sales direc-

ger,

DES MOINES, IOWA,

YORK,

reaching
changes in the Universal Sales organization took place last week, following the
resignations of the

Earl

Ballantyne Wins Pathe
Southern District Post

in

Sales Directorate
to Succeed Levy, Depinet and Marin

NEW

the stage exhibiting six types of bobs.
special “bobbees” performance was
held at the house, and later in “Bobbed
Hair” week a morning matinee for the
unbobbed was held.

figures

Names

Universal

Exhibitors Herald.')

YORK, Nov. 10.— Randall M.
White, of the Warner Brothers exploitation department, effected a tieup with
a Fifth avenue beauty shop during the
premiere of “Bobbed Hair” at Warners’
theatre and had six beautiful girls on

made records which still top
British film distribution annals.

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 10. Universal Pictures Corporation has just purchased from
Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation
all completed pictures in the Banner and
Royal series for distribution in Japan,
Australia,

New

Zealand

and

Tasmania.

The Banners are “The Love Gamble,”
“Wandering Footsteps” and “Wreckage,”
and the Royals are “Before Midnight” and
“Big Pal.”
This deal marks a long step toward obtaining world distribution for productions
in the Banner and Royal series.

—
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King Vidor’s “The Big Parade”
Scores in World Premiere
Elaborate Prologue Precedes Showing of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

War Play

at

Grauman

s

Egyptian

s

BY RAY MURRAY

H

—

OLLYWOOD,

Nov. 10. “The Big Parade,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayremarkable war play, was given its world premiere at Grauman’s Egyptian theatre last Thursday night. Many screen celebrities attended the opening, seats for which sold at $5 each. The picture made a deep and lasting impression on the first night audience and
no doubt will prove one of the outstanding productions of the year. It
was preceded by an elaborate prologue put over in the usual splendid
er’s

Grauman

style.

T^HERE

were

doughboys back of

the

being entertained by Apache dancers and musicians, an artistic bit with dancing girls, then came a pageant of the nations with costumes designed by Erte, late
lines

of the MetroGoldwyn - Mayer
The proforces.
o g u e concluded
with “The Spirit
76” General
of

war

all

chiefs of
as-

in

one

his

leg

in

Returning home

battle.

Appropriate music by Grauman’s
symphonic orchestra contributed
mightly toward putting punch in the picthere.

large

picture.

Called King
Vidor’s Best

The

faithfully,

he confides to his mother he is in love with
the French girl and returns to claim her
hand.
The latter half of the picture is all war
stuff, very well done and it depicts our
American soldiers as they really were over

the world
sembled

dramatically and

The story concerns a waster who enlists
at the declaration of war, while his brother remains behind to work in his father’s
factory.
In France he meets a sweet

loses

“WashingLee,”
ton Crossing the
the

story,

told.

French girl and falls in love with her
while billeted in her mother’s stable. The
call to the front separates them and he

1

Delaware” and

human

ture at the right time.

King
place
in the foreNothing
front of our best directors.
that has been done in the way of war
pictures surpasses Vidor’s epoch making
Several performances stand out
drama.
from others of the all-star cast. John Gilbert was superb in the role of Jimmy,
especially in the love scene with Renee
Adoree, while Karl Dane as Slim and Tom
O’Brien as “Bull” contributed performances that will long be remembered.
The story will appeal to picturegoers
generally and has tremendous box office
value.
It was written by Laurence Stallings, who gave the stage “What Price
Glory” and pictures the grim business of
war, with the mud and the muck, the long
delays and the pain and misery it involved.
“The Big Parade” avoids the obvious play
upon patriotism, for which we thank King
Vidor. There is no flag-waving, no mushy,
sentimental scenes of parting worn threadbare by other directors, but an intense,
Re nee Adoree

Vidor

j

Coplan Reserves Seats
for British Picture
( Special to

Exhibitors Herald )

OTTAWA,

ONT., Nov. 10.—
Manager Dave Coplan of the Imperial theatre here reserved a
large section of the orchestra
Boor of the house for the evening
performances during the showing
of G. B. Samuelson’s ‘‘The Unwanted,” a feature British production, and the innovation pleased
those patrons who were so eager
to see the picture they did not
wish to stand in line for seats.
Pictures usually are shown only
three days at the Imperial, but
‘‘The Unwanted” was given a
week’s showing. It is the first big
British release shown here in

weeks.

21, 1925

Screen Advertisers
Select New Orleans
For Spring Meeting
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

DAYTON, OHIO,

Nov. 10. Selecting
Orleans for next spring’s two-day
convention during Mardi Gras Week,
Screen Advertisers Association closed its
fall meeting here which was featured by
the showing of a three-hour program
which traced the development of motion

New

from Thomas A. Edison’s
“Peep Box” to Dr. Lee DeForest’s
Phonofilm for synchronizing voice and

pictures

screen action.
Douglas D. Rothacker, president of the
association and vice-president of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company of
Chicago, told Otto Nelson, head of the
projection department of National Cash
Register Company, who arranged and
presented the program, that he had
“never seen anything so complete.”
Among the speakers were George
Kodak Company,
Blair,
of Eastman
Rochester, N. Y.; A. E. Gunderlack of
the DeVry corporation, Chicago; J. C.

Kroezen, Perry O. Warren, Robert WarE. Strietelmeier, R. S. Ritchie and
Principal Frank D. Slutz of Moraine
Motion pictures should be a
school.
leader in modern education. Professor
fel, J.

Slutz told the delegates, who represented
60 commercial and advertising motion
picture manufacturers and consumers.

Anne T eeman Signs, Says
Leatrice Joy, in Chicago
Anne Teeman, who won the title of
“Queen of Chicago” in last summer’s Herald and Examiner contest, has received a
contract from Ce-

picture

will

November

De

B.

cil

appear

Mille to

in

“The

Boatman,”

Volga

according to Leatr

i

Joy,

c e

who

stopped off in Chicago last week on
her way to New
York on a vacation. Miss Teeman
appeared in Miss

Joy’s

“The Wed-

ding

reSong,”
completed.

cently

Miss Joy said she
Leatrice Joy
return to the
speaking stage after her present contract, which has two
more years to run. “The Volga Boatman”
was adapted by Lenore Coffee from a story
by Conrad Bercovici.

will

HEKALU

photo

When Rudolph

Valentino met C. C.
Wallace, Chicago branch manager of
United Artists, November 7 in Chicago he explained that he is primarily
interested in Ending a story for production that is modern yet “costume.”
He was on his way to New York and

Alien Says U. S. Films
Set Styles in Sweden
( Special

Paris.

to

Exhibitors Herald )

LOS ANGELES,

Harold Lloyd
West,
(

to

Stay

W. Fraser States

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 10.— Harold Lloyd
rumored, move his producing
New York, William R. Fraser,
general manager of Harold Lloyd Corporation, announced on his arrival here from
New York City. While East he had conferences with Sidney R. Kent, general manager of Famous Players, and Elmer Pear-

will not, as
unit to

compete with American producers
that is used
in American studios is used in Swedish
These statements were made by
studios.
Charles Magnusson, president of Swedish
Film Industry, Inc., of Stockholm, upon
his visit here last week.

hope

to

Langdon

New York

Colony

tion

boom,

to

Move to

First National Dec. 3

manager of Pathe, and superintended the opening of “The Freshman”

( Special

to Exhibitors

HOLLYWOOD,

theatre.

Fraser predicts that the West Coast will
shortly see a great motion picture produc-

10.— American

—the same kind of equipment

son, general
at the

Nov.

pictures are setting the styles in Sweden
Swedish motion picture producers do not

is

the

Herald )

10— December

3

for the arrival of Harpr
at First National studios to begin

day

Langdon

Nov.

set

under his new contract.

November
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Board

Directors

At FP-L Chicago Convention

Owners Meet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

report

tensive

N.

Nov.

J.,

of

the

10.

—An

activities

of

exthe

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
Jersey was read at the meeting of the
board

the organization
at the Walt Whitman hotel here last
week by Joseph M. Seider, president.
It was found that the matter of the
light and power reduction is
rapidly
of

directors

of

nearing culmination.
A long discussion followed when the
protection arose.
of
Il
was
that E. Thornton Kelly will
soon institute a suit in equity on a
pleading for relief because of his inability to obtain play dates within a reasonable time after photoplays contracted by
him had been released as alleged by
him.
The outcome of the suit will make
law, it is believed.
subject
learned

The meeting was opened by Sidney
Samuelson, chairman of the board.

Zukor and Lasky Head Delegation from Home Office Meeting
with District and Sales Managers
Screenings
Bring Enthusiasm

—

Taking time by the forelock, representatives of the distribution and production departments of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation from all parts
of the United States took up plans for distribution of the 30 Paramount pictures to be released between Feb. 1, 1926 and August 1 of that year, at the
annual fall convention held at the Drake hotel in Chicago November 5 to 8.

Zukor and Lasky Join in Sessions
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players, and Jesse L. Lasky, vicepresident in charge of production, headed the delegation from the home office.
Sidney R. Kent, general manager, and George W. Weeks, general manager
of distribution, presided at the sessions.

The delegation from New York came in
three special coaches.
Among those from
the West coast were Victor H. Clark, assistant to Lasky; Ralph Block, managing
editor of Paramount’s play department;
Hector Turnbull, supervisor of productions;

Cotter Again Arrested

and Arch Reeve, West Coast pub-

director, Charles E. AlcCarthy,
rector of publicity, was called back to

licity

Showing on Sunday

for

di-

New

York by

the illness of a relative.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

MOBERLY,

MO.,

Nov.

10.— J.

W.

Cotter, owner-manager of the Fourth
Street theatre here, was rearrested No-

;

William

the

side is

devoted to the advertising campaign.

Newman

)

10.

of ministerial organizations of
California were guests of Frank L. Newman, managing director of the Metropolitan, Million Dollar and Rialto theatres at
a preview of Douglas MacLean’s “Seven
Keys to Baldpate,” Paramount production
which had its Coast premiere at the
Metropolitan,
Los Angeles.
Newman’s
guests agreed in their endorsement of the
officers

picture.

Mrs. Berman Joins Firm
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

—

Nov. 10. Airs. Julie
Berman, widow of Harry M. Berman, has
become affiliated with the Frank Meline
Company, with offices in the Ambassador
hotel.

;

lottee; S. Chesnutt, Jacksonville; M. W.
Kempner, Buffalo; O. Bolle, Detroit; N.
F. Agnew, Chicago
G. A. Smith, Milwaukee
M. M. Hirsch, Peoria; C. Weeks,
Columbus E. H. Brauer, Cleveland J. E.
;

George W. Weeks

;

;

the

home

office

there

district and branch managers from
Coast to Coast in the assembled forces.
Representatives from the production department also took part in the discussions.

were

Enthusiasm Marks Screenings
Enthusiastic approval greeted the screening of “The Wanderer,” “The Vanishing
American,” “A Kiss for Cinderella” and

“Joanna.”

Mr. Zukor was the only speaker at the
banquet on the evening of November 7 at
the Drake. Mr. Kent also presided at this
gathering.

to

;

;

Fontaine, Pittsburgh; C. E. Peppiatt, Cincinnati; F. E. Wagoner, Indianapolis; W.
Clark, Louisville; B. Blotcky, Kansas
J.

H.

I. Krause, St. Louis.
AIcGinley, Salt Lake H. W. Braly,
Denver; T. Bailey, San Francisco; C. N.
Peacock, Los Angeles G. P. Endert, Seattle; H. N. East, Portland; A. B. Leak,
Minneapolis; R. D. Crawford, Des Moines;
C. F. Rose, Omaha; A. Mendenhall, Sioux
Falls; J. B. Dugger, Dallas; R. E. Heffner,
Oklahoma; E. C. Hilgers, Memphis; H. E.

City
L.

;

J.

;

;

Pickett, San Antonio; A. C. Benson, TorP. J. Hogan,
E. English, Montreal
St. John; W. Kelly, Calgary, W. R. Marshall, Toronto
R. T. Murray, Albany.

onto

;

;

;

Delegates to ihe convention were:

Home

to

(

Powers,

;

Invites Clergy

“Baldpate” Premiere
Special
Exhibitors Herald
NEW YORK, Nov. — Clergymen and

D.

J.

Maclntyer, Albany; P. A. Bloch, PhiladelH. Hunter, Washington F. Meyers,
D. Prince, Atlanta; H.
Jr., Wilkes Barre
F. Wilkes, New Orleans; H. Owen, Charphia

10.

and
the accompanying advertising campaign is
a reproduction in full color from an
original painting by William de Leftwich
Dodge, illustrating the importance of
Pathe News and symbolizing progress
from the Marathon runners of ancient
Greece to the modern airplane and radio.
Grouped below the painting are 16 still
pictures showing progressively the news
highlights from 1910 to 1925. The reverse

;

;

to

terest in an art-poster broadside for
fifteenth anniversary of Pathe News

Boston

Erbb,

New Haven; A1 Bevan, Alaine J. J. Unger, New York; M. Kusell, Jersey; J. H.

this case.

Colored Posters Herald
15 Years of Pathe News
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. —-Centering in-

J.

Branch Managers

5 and charged with operating
house on Sunday. He contends that

he was operating for charity.
Cotter was recently fined $50 by a
police magistrate for an identical offense, and the fine was upheld by the
circuit court.
He has taken an appeal

on

Managers

District

Schaefer, Dist. No. 1 Boston; J.
Hammell, Dist. No. 2 New York; W. E.
Smith, Dist. No. 3 Philadelphia; H. W.
Dodge, Dist. No. 4 Columbus; H. A. Ross,
Dist. No. 5 Chicago; R. C. LiBeau, Dist.
No. 6 Kansas City; H. G. Ballance, Dist.
No. 7 Atlanta; L. Alarcus, Dist. 8 Salt
Lake C. M. Reagan, Dist. No. 10 Cincinnati; A. W. Nicolls, Dist. No. 11 Alinneapolis; H. G. Rosebaum, Dist. No. 12 Dallas; M. A. Milligan, Gen. Mgr. Toronto;
W. Hansher, Dist. No. 2 Vancouver.

Geo.

vember
his

Mapped

Sale of 30 Pictures

of New Jersey
CAMDEN,

35

Mayo and Young Sign

Office Representatives

R. Kent, G. W. Weeks, J. D. Clark,
Mel Shauer, G. M. Spidell, G. B. J. Frawley, Claud Saunders, A. M. Botsford, C. E.
AlcCarthy, M. H. Lewis, A. O. Dillenbeck,
A. Zukor, E. J. Zukor, J. Seidelman, G. K.

Contracts With Metro

S.

E. J. Dennison, Phd Reisman,
R. Fraser, J. Ragland, Russell Holman,

Haddow,

W.

Dick Blumenthal.
J.

A. Clark, L. Edelman,

W. W.

Cald-

Blakely, Bo Rogers, H. B.
Ferraro, E. J. Sweigert, J.
Lasky, W. Wanger, R. A. Kreier, Dr. E.
Stern, J. Butler, H. Salisbury, E. King,
W. LeBaron, B. P. Schulberg, E. Gelsey,
Hector Turnbull, Victor Clarke, R. Block,
well,

H.

F.

Franklin,

A.

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER

CITY, Nov. 10.—Archie L.
Mayo, comedy-drama director for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, has been given a new
contract following his work in arranging
comedy scenes for King Vidor directing
Lillian Gish in “La Boheme.”
will be “Money Talks.”

Mayo’s next

Valentin Mandelstam has been signed as
member of the writing staff. Waldemar
Young, scenarist and writer of many
scripts, again has been placed under contract.
Maude Marsh has signed as a designer of costumes.
a

Sam Dembow,

L. F. Whelan, B. Thayer,
A. Kane, all of New York; J. Shea,
Boston, M. S. Landow, Philadelphia, A. H.
Cole,
Kansas City, Arch Leeve, Los
Angeles O. Kantner.
F.

;

Smith on Commerce Board
DETROIT, MICH.— Oscar W. Smith of the
John W. Kunsky Enterprises has been elected to
the board of directors of the Detroit
Commerce for the ensuing year.

Chamber of
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Mrs. Valentino Arrives
in U. S
to Start Film
forF. B.O. This Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 10.— Natacha RamRudolph Valentino, arrived
from Europe yesterday to begin work on
her first picture for Film Booking Offices,
which will be made at the Tac-Art studios
here.
Nat Rothstein, director of publicity
and advertising for F. B. O., held a gala
bova

—Mrs.

reception for her.
Special permits were obtained to enable
a number of Mrs. Valentino’s
friends to board a United States cutter and
meet the Leviathan as it steamed up the
harbor. In the party were Harry J. Cohen,
Harry O. Hoyt, director, Clive Brook, lent
by Warner Brothers for a part in the new
picture, several F. B. O. officials, and others
of the star’s friends.

newsmen and

Daniel Carson Goodman, under whose
personal supervision the production, entitled
“Do Clothes Make the Woman?” will be
made, is at work with Harry O. Hoyt
Dr. Goodman
choosing other players.
states that actual work will begin within
the week.

Loew-M-G-M

Ball

Draws

Biggest Crowds , Ending
at Six Sunday Morning
( Special

NEW

Front page of Nat Rothstein’s "extra” in which he tied up "The Last Edition,”
F. B. O. picture, with James J. Walker’s election as New York mayor.

to

Exhibitors Herald )

—

YORK,

Nov. 3. The Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film ball, which has
grown to be one of the big social events
of the industry, was held Saturday night
at the Hotel Astor, with an attendance
greater than ever before in the history of
the

classic.

The

Rothstein Gets Out Extra on
Walker’s Election Victory
Up With Mayoralty Vote in 100,000 Sheets
Carrying F. B. O. Publicity

“ The Last Edition’’ Tied

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

YORK,

—

10.
Tying up “The Last Edition,” Emory Johnson’s latest production for Film Booking Offices, with the election
of November 3 in which James J. Walker, friend of the motion picture industry, was chosen next mayor of
York City, was the feat accomplished by Nat G. Rothstein as one of his greatest achievements since
he became director of publicity, advertising and exploitation of F. B. O.

"D OTHSTEIN,

Nov.

New

relying upon the gen-

eral prediction that

Walker would

win by an overwhelming majority (the
majority actually was more than 400,000), .had 100,000 newspapers printed
bearing

the

title

“The New York
Evening Views,”

with

flash

a

across the entire
sheet “The Last
Edition
Walk-

—

er

Win s.”

three

-

A

column

picture of Senator Walker was
printed
with
a
detailed
account

York premiere

of the production at B. S.

Moss’ Cameo theatre, November

7.

Starting seven hours before the returns came in, 200 newsboys began distributing the sheets on the election day.
“The Last Edition! Extra! Extra! The
Last Edition! Walker Wins!” was the
cry from the boys that came to the attention of hundreds of thousands of New
Yorkers and visitors who filled the
It
streets all day awaiting the returns.
was agreed that the cost of printing the
sheets was small compared with the
publicity
and
given
the
pictureplay
F. B. O.

Milk Show Nets $300
( Special

to

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 10.— A recent
Saturday morning matinee at the Mis-

the
lower part
of the sheet carried
F.
B.
O.

souri

theatre

patch

Free

netted the Post-Disfor Babies’ Milk Fund

Ice

$300.

NEW

( Special to

N. Y., Nov. 10.—At the
meeting of exhibitors and exchange
men held here late last week to decide
what should be done about the fact that
theatres are frequently forced to remain
dark because film is not delivered on
time, it was decided that when the film
rental is $15 or less, and no concrete
facts are established as to the amount
of the loss, four times the amount of
the rental shall be awarded the exhibitor, with the understanding that the exchange involved shall at a later date
provide the picture in question without
cost to the exhibitor.
When the rental is $25 the award is
to be three and a half times the rental,
and when the rental is between $25 and
$50 the exhibitor shall be awarded three
times the rental.

Sam

DeMille Signs Designer

—

YORK. Cecil B. DeMille has signed
to be associate gown designer
with Mile. Henriette Dallet.

Minich Buys Empire
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

CHILLICOTHE, MO.,

Nov.

10.— Sam

for the last year has managed
the Electric theatre here, has bought the
Empire theatre, another local house, from
He takes possession
R. W. Strehlow.
April 1.

Minich,

Adrien

Exhibitors Herald )

ALBANY,

here

publicity.

Gilbert

Exhibitors Victorious
in Non-Delivery Fight

Exhibitors Herald)

of
his
political
aspirations, while

Stills from “The Last Edition” took
up the space on the reverse side of the
sheet beside a story about the New

events began at 9 p. m. with dancfollowed by entertainment furnished
by complete numbers from some of New
A supper
York’s best musical comedies.
was served about midnight, and the affair
went through to a “breakfast show” somewhere about 6 a. m. Sunday. Music was
supplied by a number of orchestras, including the two directed by Vincent Lopez
Nils Granlund was master of
in person.
ceremonies.
ing

who

;

November
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Two

Units Will Make
Inspiration Pictures

New Plan —Smith

In

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, Nov. 10. J. Boyce Smith,
manager of Inspiration Pictures,
announces that his company has reor-

general
Inc.,

Fox Theatres Corporation to
Have Twenty Million Capital
New

with
a
expansion of production
ganized

view

Organization Being Formed to Take Over Theatre’s
Property Valued at $9,000,000 Will Have

—

to the

$11,000,000 in

and now

activities,

with
tion

units,

NEW

one

BarthelRichard
mess productions
and the other to

Dorothy

make

productions.
The present personnel of Inspirais,
tion
Pictures
besides Smith

Fox and Associates Retain Control

j.

Boyce Smith

Camp,

president; Emil Jensen, sales manager;
Mabel Livingstone, director of publicity;
and Mrs. Violet E. Powell, Don Bartlett
and C. Graham Barker in the scenario deJr.,

partment.
In his statement regarding the activities
of his company in the immediate future
Smith said in part, “We are planning a
production schedule calling for seven pictures for the coming year, and in addition
to Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish
there are several outstanding stars whom
we intend to sign.”

Mayor Vetoes
to Remove Ban on

Seattle

Theatres Near Schools
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of the
council rule

city

Nov. 10.— Chargingcouncilmen violated a

by voting for legislation in

which he was personally and
interested,

Mayor

November

S

Edwin

J.

stock, it was said, would consist of 3,900,000 class
shares, and
100,000 class B shares, each class sharing equally in the earnings. Control of the company, however, will rest with the class B stock, which will
be held by William Fox and his associates.

The announcement

says that the comwill begin its corporate existence with
assets of more than $20,000,000, of which
$11,000,000 will be cash and $9,000,000 in
equities in theatres, and that the only indebtedness will consist of $1,300,000 represented by real estate mortgages.

pany

Nine Millions

A

financially

The measure

to lift the ban was offered
to the city council, purporting to carry the
recommendation of the city building de-

Theatres

new company.

The equity in these propare put at $9;000,000, accumulated
out of earnings from an original investment of $5,000 by Mr. Fox in 1905.
erties

In addition, the statement says that this
investment has paid Mr. Fox and his asso-

The

theatres
to
$6,000,000.
be
included in the group which the Fox Theatres Corporation will control or hold substantial interest are listed as follows:

New

York, Academy of Music, East

Fourteenth street
Audubon, 163d street
and Broadway; City theatre, East Four;

partment.

Member of the public safety committee
declare they have received requests from
a number of sources for the removal of
the ban because it has prevented the building of theatres in a number of desirable
locations.

“Sheriff Nell”

Moran

Back from V audeville
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CULVER

M-G-M

Signs Leon

Abram

Abrams,

Rejoins Film Trade Board

OKLAHOMA CITY.—The

Oklahoma Independ-

ent Film Service has rejoined the Oklahoma Film
Board of Trade after being out for some time.

HERALD

(

man-

director.

Lexington avenue.
In Brooklyn, Folly
theatre.
Also the American theatre and
Terminal theatre, Newark; Liberty theatre,
Elizabeth, N.

J.

N.

Fox

American

theatre, Patertheatre, Jamaica, N. J.
Fox-Washington theatre, Detroit, and the
Plaza theatre and Isis theatre, Denver.
According to the present plan, 900,000 of
common stock will be presently outstanding,
consisting- of 800,000 of class
and 100,000 shares of class B. The authorized, but
unissued, balance will be reserved.
J.

;

;

A

“ Proud Heart” Brings
Praise for S child kraut

And Sloman at Opening
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK, Nov. 10. Edward Sloman’s “Proud Heart,” Universal production with Rudolph Schildkraut, father of
Joseph Schildkraut, as the central figure,
had the honor of displacing “The Phantom
of the Opera” at the Astor theatre in order
to give the picture its deserved premiere
there before the Universal contract for
the Astor expires.
“Proud Heart,” called a second “Humoresque,” is the first American picture in
which the elder Schildkraut has appeared
and brought him general commendation
for his work on the screen. The Universal
Jewel, scheduled for release on the Second
White List, was adapted by Charles Whittaker and A1 Cohen from a story by
Isadore Bernstein and depicts the struggles of
an East Side Jewish family.

audience. The former name of the picture
while in the making, was “His People.”

s,

former

and
and

The colorful prologue carried out the
“East Side-West Side” motif with a street
scene and a group of the Albertini Rasch
dancers as gamins.
Joseph Schildkraut
was an interested member of the first night

Limehouse district.
Miss Moran is recalled for her burlesques on such Western heroes as Tom
Mix and for her work with the old Keystone group opposite Charlie Murray. She
is returning from the vaudeville stage.

HOLLYWOOD. — Leon

street
street

Schildkraut plays the part of “Papa”
Cominsky, Rosa Rosanova is the “mama”
and George Lewis the scapegoat son.

CITY, Nov. 10.—Polly Moran,

the well known “Sheriff Nell’ of several
years ago, is returning to the screen in
“The Mocking Bird,” Tod Browning’s new
production for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and
will play a comedy London slattern of the

ager for Stanley theatres, Philadelphia, and who
has directed pictures in Florida and California,
has been signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as

Broadway; Neme theatre, 110th
Broadway; Star theatre, 107th

NEW

List of Theatres Included
In

street; Crotona, Tremont avenue;
Japanese Gardens, Ninety-sixth street and
teentli

son,

says that the theatre and interests in theatres now controlled by William Fox and
his associates will be taken over by the

Brown on

vetoed an ordinance which
would remove the present ban on theatres
within 500 feet of a public school.

in

statement issued by bankers interested

ciates

SEATTLE, WASH.,
one

A

The

:

Bill

Work With

—

YORK,

Gish

Walter

to

Nov. 10. A new company with assets of more than
$20,000,000 has been formed for the purpose of taking over the theatre
interests of William Fox, and will shortly file articles of incorporation.
The corporate title of the new company will be the Fox Theatres Corporation and will have an authorized capitalization of 4,000,000 shares
of common stock of no par value.

with

continuing

Cash

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

plans

operating
two produc-

37

Above

Meyer

Boog,

photo)

and Albert E. Berger, sales manager and
assistant sales manager of the Theatre
Equipment company, Chicago.
The firm has been recently organized
to handle a complete line of meris

S.

Paul Bern Starts “Paris,”
First Picture for Metro
( Special

CULVER

left,

chandise for exhibitors’ needs.

is

starting

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, Nov. 10.—Paul Bern
“Paris,”

his

first

picture

for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and has as his
assistant Henry Hathaway, who has been
at that post ever since the former became
a director. “Paris” is an original story by
Carey Wilson.
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Metropolitan, DeMille Studios
Merge; Sistrom Manager
California Commission Calls Studio Representatives to Hearings on
Working Conditions of Women and Children

By RAY

H

MURRAY

—

OLLYWOOD,

Nov. 10. Consolidation of the producing activities
of the Cecil B. De Mille studios at Culver City, with the facilities
and executive officers of the Metropolitan Studios in Hollywood,
announced by De Mille, is a step taken preliminary to a most extensive
production program for next season by Producers Distributing Corporation.

L>LANS

have been under disscussion
since the arrival in Los Angeles of John
C. Flinn, general manager of the distributing company.

The new

affiliation unifies

under Mr. DeMille a production program
of between 40 and 50 feature pictures for
1926-19 27.

DeMille

announced

that

William

Si-

strom, general manager of the Metropolitan Studios, will assume general management of the consolidated studio organiza-

DeMille also has appointed Fred

tions.

Kley, heretofore general studio manager,
to represent him in the distribution field.
In future, all productions made at the
DeMille Studios will carry the name of
Metropolitan Pictures.
*

*

*

Fred Niblo, Louis B. Mayer, Jacqueline Logan,
Lesser, Fred

Theda Bara, Mrs. Grace Fry, Sol

W.

Beetson, Elinor Glyn, Mrs. J. B. Loorbear,
Betty Compson, Ruth Roland, Peggy Hamilton,
E. Behymer, Alice Calhoun, Betty Bronson,
and Mrs. Wallace Reid.
* * *

Ben W. Whitehurst,, charged with using
the mails to defraud in connection with an
asserted motion picture project, pleaded
guilty before Federal Judge Henning.
* * *

Tom Mix
estate

in

mately
estate

has purchased the Porter
Beverly Hills, paying approxi-

$250,000

commands

cash.
The Fox star’s
a knoll in the vicinity of

property
owned by Corinne Griffith,
Charles Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks.
He expects to move into his new home

November

*

*

has been holding public hearings for several days to consider wages and working
conditions of women and children employed in motion picture studios.
The hearings, it is understood, were called at the request of motion picture executives to enable them to work out a definite

Torrence Seriously

III

a

The Universal Studio has inaugurated
new policy of hiring extra players for
productions. Hereafter

its

ing

persons playpictures will be
all

“bits” in Universal
selected from those registered at the studio.
All contracts with outside casting agencies
will be eliminated, and the players will receive full pay checks at the studio.
The
new policy goes into effect immediately
under the direction of Paul Kohner, recently appointed supervisor of the casting

department.
be selected

Large mob scenes will still
from downtown employment

agencies.

*

*

*

Maurice Pivar has been appointed by

*

Ernest Torrence, Paramount player, has
been seriously ill from influenza.
*

*

*

friends of Mrs. Sidney Drew
were shocked to learn of her sudden death

The many

Drew had

been in poor
health for some time.
She was 35 years
of age and appeared 10 years ago with
her husband in a series of domestic
comedies.
last

Miss Marian Mel, assistant secretary to
the commission, who has been investigating
conditions for several months, will testify.
Representatives of the studios, as well as
the Association of Motion Picture Producers, have been summoned.
* *
*

15.

Tuesday.

Mrs.

*

*

*

Edwin

C.

Lesser,

new Film Exchange

Building at Washington and Vermont, where they will handle
the affairs of “The Winning of Barbara

Worth.”
*

*

*

giving Fred Niblo a run
for the title of champion master of ceremonies of the film colony. Last week the
elongated director officiated in this capacity at four big functions, while Niblo appeared at only two.
* * *
Bill

Beaudine

*

*

for 20 years a reporter
one of the best known

Hill,

on the Sun, and
newspaper men in New York
been made scenario editor of

City,

has

the

Fox

Studios.
*

*

*

Russell Birdwell, author of several short
stories, has sold his published story, “The
Eternal Honeymoon,” to Renaud Hoffman,
who will produce it as “The Unknown
Soldier.”
* * *

Michael Gore, president of West Coast
Theaters, Inc., will open the new Manchester theatre at Manchester and Moneta

avenues on Christmas Eve under the management of South Side Theatre Company,
of which Mr. Gore is president.
*

*

*

Fred Miller’s new Figueroa theatre, the
first in Los Angeles of the new Far West
Theatres chain, will open November 13,
with “The Road to Yesterday,” a Cecil B.
DeMille production. Hal Horne, general
manager of Far West Theatres, is working
with Miller on the details of the formal
opening, which promises to be a pretentious affair.
in

A

street festival will be held

connection.
*

Stella

*

*

Doyle Sailing

Doyle, English musical comedy
woman, who came to Hollywood
from London to play in Christie comedies,
is to return to Europe this week to appear
in two film productions for a German firm.
Stella

leading

*

*

*

Vera Steadman, Christie commedienne,
is in Paris where she will spend a two
months vacation from her comedy work.
*

*

*

B. O. West Coast
sales representative, has closed a deal with
Pantages theatre, Los Angeles, for all F.
B. O. Gold Bond specials.

A. A. Schmidt,

F.

*

president of Principal Pictures, has taken a suite of offices in the
Sol

21, 1925

confer with officials of the Joe Rock Productions relative to forthcoming pictures.

L.

Commission Studies IFages
The State Industrial Welfare Commission

plan.

November

is

Mark Hyman in Hollywood
Mark Hyman, president of Standard
Cinema Corporation, is in Hollywood to

Bushman
( Special

Is
to

Grandfather

Exhibitors Herald )

HOLLYWOOD, Nov., 10.— Francis X.
Bushman, motion picture actor, is a grandfather.
His daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ralph
Bushman, formerly Beatrice Danti, has reported the arrival of a daughter.

Michalson in Cinci Post
( Special

to

CINCINNATI,

Exhibitors Herald)
O.,

Nov. 10.—Harry

J.

Michalson, salesman for F. B. O. in Pittsburgh, has been made manager of the Cincinnati exchange.

Raymond

L. Schrock, general manager at
Universal, to succeed Frank Lawrence,
who resigned last week as film editor-inchief.
Pivar edited “The Phantom of the

Opera.”
*

*

*

Norma Talmadge,

Buster Keaton
wife and Doris Deane returned from

York

last

and

New

Wednesday.
*

*

*

Johnston Goes to Frisco
W. Ray Johnston, president of Rayart
Pictures,

Inc.,

left

Tuesday for San

last

with Director Robert Dillon.
Mr. Johnston expects to make the Western
key cities before returning to New York.
Francisco

*

*

*

The

California Federation of Women’s
Clubs held an interesting session at the
Ambassador hotel last Tuesday, which was
attended by many film studio executives
as well as stars. Those who addressed the

meeting were:

This

float,

decorated by Kenneth Dark, assistant manager of the Liberty Theatre
important part in the “Greater Movie Season” fes-

at Oklahoma City, played an
tivities there.

November

21, 1925

Film News
in

Pictures

EXHIBITORS HERALD

PICTORIAL SECTION
of Exhibitors Herald
Issue of

P.

committee that

George

will participate in organiz-

ing a drive for Short Features exploitation. He
aided in forming the association designed to advertise Short Features.

Harry Rapf, associate production executive
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, drops back just a
place in the cast in this particular picture,

Peggy

with Maurice Rapf and Mathew Rapf, his
sons, taking the stellar roles.

hibitors

Stories

Told

by
the

Camera

November 21

A. Parsons, Pathe, was chosen, November 2, as chairman

of the

39

Hopkins

Joyce is the star of
the Associated Ex-

release,

“The Sky Rocket.”

Paramount’s
and illustrator.
He recently completed “The Vanishing
American” and is to make “Desert Gold,”
from Zane Grey’s novel of the same name.

B. Seitz, one of the most versatile of
directors, has been actor, author

Mrs. Sidney Drew, who was the widow of the
actor, Sidney Drew, died November 3 after a
long illness. She has taken little interest in
film work since the death of her husband some
time ago.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Dolores Costello, who appears in James Cruze’s newest
production, “Mannequin,” recently spent an entertaining
half hour with Vincente Ballester, baritone of the Metropolitan Grand Opera company, when he visited the Para-

mount

studios in Hollywood.

Eschmann, who has resigned as sales
manager of First National. The resignation
is effective December 1. He has accepted a
position as assistant to the general manager

W.

of United Artists.

Paramount.

E. A.

November

21,

1925

Left to right: George Fawcett, Milton Sills, Doris Kenyon
and May Allison. All are First National players. They were
caught upon their departure at the Pennsylvania station for
Birmingham, Ala., where they will make scenes for “Men
of Steel,” under direction of George Archainbaud.

Carol Dempster appears
an important role of
“The Royle Girl,” D.

in

Griffith attraction for

Sam

Spring, secretary of First National Picbeen selected for the position of
supervisor of First National’s sales department. He will continue as secretary while
performing the duties of sales director.
tures, has

COMING
AFRICA'S FIRST TRACKLESS TRAFN

GAMERA GAR

itimmtmtm

Although much has been said about the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trackless train, little has been said about the cars that precede
making as much mileage as the train itself, and pave the way for the “train’s” receptions. Above are the cars that carry
the broadcasting radio station and the cameras used on the trackless train’s excursion. The tanks on the top of the trailer are
used for water supply. In the equipment of the cars is a 50-watt radio station.
it,

November

21, 1925
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Messala leads Ben Hur at the beginning of the chariot race in
“Ben Hur,” which Fred Niblo has just completed for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Insert: Director Niblo at the sending end of
the loud-speaker telephone system installed to facilitate the
ordering of the army of extras in the production.

Edna Purviance appears above as in a
scene from the revived “A Dog’s Life,”
which Pathe recently bought from Charles
Chaplin for distribution among a number
of others.

When Grace Kingsley, writer of film news, visited the Hobart Henley company making “Free Lips” for Metro, work was suspended. Left to right are
Director Henley, Miss Kingsley, Norma Shearer, Bebe Daniels and Lew Cody.
Miss Shearer is difficult to recognize in her character makeup. The story
was written by Carey Wilson.

Cameraman Paul Strand, member of the M-G-M Child Movie
Star Contest committee, is snapping pictures of a few of the
40,000 competitors in the New York contest. The exploitation of the enterprise is being handled by Loew’s theatres
and the Hearst papers.

Arthur Brisbane and his daughter Sarah are shown here
being welcomed in Hollywood upon their visit with Pola
Negri. The star escorted them about the Paramount studio,
where she was engaged in making a picture which will be
released soon.

41
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Erich Von Stroheim, who under an
arrangement between P. A. Powers
and Famous Players is to produce
and act in a series of pictures for
Famous. Von Stroheim’s most recent success is “The Merry Widow.”

C. Fields, who has had a great
success in two D. W. Griffith pictures, “Sally of the Sawdust” and
“That Royle Girl,” has been signed
to a five-year contract to star in

W.

Paramount

Sam Wood,

and

21, 1925

Howard Estabrook is the producer of
Monty Banks Productions and Strongheart Productions, which are released
through Associated Exhibitors. Estabrook
has become well established as a West
Coast producer.

pictures.

left,

November

his students of the Para-

mount Picture School under his direction. In
practice scenes are Charles Brokaw and Mona
Palma, center,
Thelda Kenvin,

and

Constance Bennett, daughter of Richard Bennett, appears
here with Edmund Goulding and her father. Goulding appears on the right. Miss Bennett, who appears in the MetroGoldwyn picture, “Sally, Irene and Mary,” was married to
Philip Plant

November

2, in the East.

Charles

Rogers

and

right.

Corinne Griffith paused in her work “on location” while
the cameraman snapped her with Irving Cummings, who
has just completed “Flirtation” in which Miss Griffith has
an excellent role, it is said. The last piece in which she
starred was “Classified.”

November
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SHARKS! Harry Reichenbach

(third from the
right), identifies the central figure in the group
as a real deep-sea shark and in no way related
to the genus Florida real estate shark.

Dorothy Mathews of

Velma

Paramount cast
for “The American
Venus” in lavish

of the

Paramount picture,
“The American

costume.

Venus.”

the

Zeigler,

models

one

in the

43

Apparently these adventurous folk do not believe in signs. Raymond
Virginia Lee Corbin and Director Clarence G. Badger, on location on the Mojave desert, California, during the filming of Griffith’s
new Paramount starring picture, “Hands Up.”
Griffith,

Peggy Fish in tea
gown worn in “The
American Venus,”
production
Lasky
for Paramount.

Esslyn Speaker, one
of the mannequins
in

“The American

Jean

Lorraine

as

one of the models
in

“The American

Venus,” Paramount

Venus,’’

picture.

mount.

Para-

:

:
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Meighan Renews Agreement
With Famous Players
Make Five After Appearing in One for U.
to Go to United Artists

Will

Jy

N

EW

YORK,

JOHN

S.

A.

—-Norma

Talmadge

TNDER

^

this

On

—

—

agreement under which Meighan
he has two more pictures
to make for Famous.
On the completion
of these he will work in a United Artists
production and then return to Famous for
five pictures on the hand-shaking contract.
In the one picture which he will make
for United Artists Meighan will be costarred with Norma Talmadge, and this
will mark the move of the popular Mrs.
Joseph Schenck from First National over
to the company which is now controlled by
her husband.
It has been rumored ever since Schenck
severed his connection with Metro and took
is

charge of affairs at First National that as
soon as she had completed all her pictures
contracted for with First National, Norma
Talmadge would move over to United
Artists.
It is said that the successful endeavor to
have Meighan co-star with Miss Talmadge
was prompted by the desire to make her
first production under the United Artists
banner one of unusual attractiveness, and
the general vole is that a picture with two
stars of such popularity should be a whale

of a selling proposition.
*

*

*

Rothstein Takes Second Money
Following Adolph Zukor by one week,
Nat G. Rothstein and his Committee for
the Investigation of Trade Papers was the
chief attraction at last week’s session of
While Rothstein failed
the A. M. P. A.
to draw at the box office as did the president of Famous Players, a goodly crowd of
members turned out and gave evidence of

being keenly interested in the preliminary
report of the committee, which is seeking
to determine the relative values of the
trade papers in which they spend their

money.
After the reading of the preliminary report Rothstein stated that approximately
$500 would be needed to make the investigation as thorough and effective as is desired.
This amount was promptly voted

bosses’

from the

treasury.

An effective plan of action has been
evolved.
An explanatory letter, detailing
the reasons for, and the conclusions to be
drawn from, the investigation is to be sent
to approximately fifteen thousand exhibitors.
self-addressed stamped card is to
to be enclosed with each letter, on which
the exhibitor will be requested to name
the trade papers to which he subscribes
and what his opinions are regarding these
papers and the others that are being pub-

A

as a talker as he

is

a

pantomimist.
*

*

*

Dyches Studies Necks
Nat

the

now working

humorous

to be as

necks

Dyches learned something about
Saturday evening. Also some-

last

thing about Long Island. The occasion of
the educating of Dyches was the showing
of Sam Rork’s “Clothes Make the Pirate”
at Irving Lesser’s Long Island theatre.
Nat walked up to a ticket window at the
Long Island station and said to the ticket
seller
“I want a ticket to some place on Long Island
that has a neck in it.
I
can’t remember the
other name.”
‘‘There is a whole lot of places on Long Island
with names like that.
Where do you want to

go?” replied the
the

‘‘It’s

in

the sixth year of directorate

were
David Mendoza, conductor of the Capitol
Grand Orchestra Eugene Ormandy and
;

Max

Herzberg, associate conductors
Dr.
William Axt, in charge of composition and
arrangements; Tommy Dowd, assistant to
;

Major Bowes; Martha

L. Wilchinski, pubMack, advertising;

Bessie

director;

art

—

new agreement
it is
understood Meighan will make
more pictures for Famous after get
he has made one for United Artists.

Bowes

to

21, 1925

Chester Hale, ballet master; Arthur Knorr,
director; Arthur Smith, chief projec-

SPARGO

—

the terms of the

November

licity

Nov. 10. Thomas Meighan renewed his agreement
last week with Adolph Zukor, and he did it in typical MeighanZukor style by simply saying what they proposed doing and then
shaking hands on it. As one Famous Players official said
“Lawyers and contracts are out when Mr. Zukor and Tom Meighan
They simply talk it over, come to an agreement,
agree on anything.
shake hands, and with both of them that is as binding a contract as if
a whole squad of attorneys used reams of paper to work out a legal
document.”

five

”

:

man.
where they’re

ticket

towti

Sam

showing

Rork’s picture tonight,” explained Dyches.
‘‘That means nothing in my young life.
Where
do you want to go?”
‘‘It’s
the town where Irving Lesser owns a
theatre,” urged Nat.
‘‘Say where do you want to go or get out
of the line!” ordered the ticket man.
‘‘We’ve
got a whole lot of stations with the word ‘Neck’

A

forty others,” rattled off the ticket man.
“I’ll take the biggest you’ve got.
Give me a
ticket to Great Neck,” said Nat the gambler.
And he won, for that was the right neck and
he got to the picture showing.

%

*

*

solo

feature of the intimate dinner

cellist.

was

the

souvenir-menu which was arranged in the
form of the theatre program, each course
represented by a unit, characteristically

named

after a

member
*

*

of

the

staff.

*

Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Schnitzer are receiving
congratulations on the arrival of a baby
girl

The
who was' born November 4.
papa,
who is vice-president of

proud

F. B. O. in charge of production, says that
his seven pound daughter is the most beautiful child in the world.
The mother and
baby are doing nicely.
* * *

David R. Hochreich, president of Vital
Exchanges,

has

appointed

manager of

the

New York
*

*

Jules Sarzin
exchange.

*

“The Big Parade” will open at the Astor
November 19. The music score has been
arranged by David Mendoza and William
There will be two performaqces
Axt.
daily.

*

*

*

“Roxy” has a new addition to his “gang”
which appears weekly before the microphone at WEAF. It is Mile. Gambarelli,
the dainty danseuse, who has pirouetted
gracefully before the delighted audiences
of the Capitol theatre for many seasons
past.

Waxman in Campaign to
Exploit “Stella Dallas

in.”

‘‘What necks have you,” desperately pleaded
Dyches.
‘‘Name some of them and I’ll take a
chance on one.”
‘‘We have Little Neck, Middle Neck, Great
Neck, Whale’s Neck, Jones’ Neck and about

and Yasha Bunchuk,

tionist;

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

10.—A. P.

Wax-

man, publicity director for “Madame
Pompadour,” has been engaged to assist in the handling of the local exploiDallas,”
“Stella
for
campaign
tation

Samuel Goldwyn production that comes
the Apollo theatre November 15 for

to

He Missed “ Old

Clothes”
the well-known and
excellent motion picture camera man, is
having a terrible run on clothes. Having
just got through photographing Leon Errol

an extended run.

Henry Cronjager,

in “Clothes Make the Pirate” for Sam
Rork, he has been engaged by Daniel Carson Goodman to handle the camera in the
making of “Do Clothes Make the Woman?” starring Mrs. Rudolph Valentino.
5fS

Rock,

Toe

producer

of

and

actor

many two reel stunt comedies, is
York hobbling along on one meat
two wooden ones, the

in

in

New

leg

and

being in the
When asked the for
shape of crutches.
why of the triple leg entente, Rock explained
latter

:

“You

see, it

was

like this:

picture

in

—

Then after all that
a scratch.
finished, I stepped off a platform about

without

was

eighteen inches high and broke that leg.
Can you beat it.”

We

can’t

even

tie

*

it.

*

*

Pupils at “Hamlet”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

members

of

the

Nov.

10.

— Sixteen

Paramount

Picture

School attended the Hampden theatre
here one night recently to study the
of Walter Hampden and Ethel
Barrymore in “Hamlet.” After the second act they went backstage and met
the stars. Sam Wood and Mrs. J. Walter Taylor, chaperon, accompanied the

work

students.

“ North Star” Previewed
( Special

I just finished

which I repeated practically
every dangerous stunt that I’ve ever done
airplanes, high buildings, trick slides and
falls and everything else, and came through
a

F P-L
NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

PASADENA, CAL,

Nov. 10.— Howard

Estabrook, producer of the “Strongheart”
series for Associated Exhibitors, arranged
a special preview of “North Star” for Oren
Woody, traveling representative of Associated, and F. Carmichael, manager of the
Los Angeles Associated branch, at the
Strand theatre here recently. It is reported
that the audience accorded the picture an
enthusiastic reception.

Major Bowes Surprised
In honor of the
the Capitol theatre,

sixth

anniversary

of

Major Edward Bowes,
was given a “surprise

lished.

managing

Douglas MacLean, one of screendom’s
most popular comedians, was guest of
honor at the meeting, and proved himself

executive staff
in the Yacht Room of the Hotel Astor.
Those who were present to pay tribute

director,

dinner” last

week by

his

Goff Is Chicago Agent
Daniel

J.

Goff of Chicago has been named

Raw

Stock in
sales representative of Goerz
considerable amount of
that territory.
stock is kept in Chicago warehouses.

A

:

:

November
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& R. Adds Six;

F.

Blank Closing for
7 Ford Theatres
Theatre acquisition deals of importance
the last week include the closing of
negotiations between Finkelstein & Ruben
of Minneapolis whereby six theatres are
taken over from Winona Theatres Company.
Four houses at Rochester, Minn.,
included in the transaction are the Lawler,
Metropolitan, Opera House and Empress
in

theatres
Colonial

there.

The two others are the
House at Winona.

Opera

and

R

F &
is also to build a $250,000 theatre
at Rochester.
A. H. Blank

is

reported to have prac-

tically closed negotiations for purchase of
F'ord holdings in Waterloo, Cedar
the

seven

NEW

theatres are the Waterloo, Crystal, Strand

pinet,

Rapids

and

Vinton,

The

Iowa.

Waterloo, the Palace and
Strand at Cedar Rapids and the Palace
This deal gives A. H. Blank a
at Vinton.

and Palace

at

footing

the

in

of

territory

the

Amusement Company of Waterloo.
From Baltimore, Ohio, comes the

Frank
report

that the deal for sales of the four Whitehurst theatres (the Century, Garden, New
and Parkway theatres), which had been
considered completed, has struck a snag in
failure of stockholders to effect an agree-

The Stanley Company of America
and Marcus Loew have been negotiating
for the houses. Stein Brothers and Boyce
ment.

are

said

to

be

in

of

favor

Parkway and Century

to

Loew

Ned

E. De-

Eastern; and

Ned

Marin, Smith and Depinet Named to Sales Council With Richard
A. Rowland and Samuel Spring Supervising
Their Efforts

the
for $1 ,859,-

(Special to Exhibitors Elerald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Nov. 10. Retirement of E. A. Eschmann from the position
manager of First National and appointment of a sales directorate
under the management of Ned Marin, Ned Depinet and A. W. Smith, carries

of sales

with

W

to right:
Jr.,

Sales Cabinet Will Direct
Selling for First National

selling

000, while the Whitehurst interests, controlling the companies operating the two
other houses, have frowned on a plan to
sell all four to Loew for $3,286,000.

H.

SALES CABINET OF FIRST NATIONAL. Left
salesmanager of the Southern territory; A. W. Smith,
Marin, Western territory.

the adoption of an entirely

it

new

plan of handling the First National

product.
.

Ferguson

Three Territories Designated

,

Manager M. P. T O.
of Olahoma Resigns
.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, Nov. 10.— H. W.
as manager of the
M. P. T. O. of Oklahoma because of the
increasing demands of his theatrical busi-

Under

the

new

sales plan providing for a sales cabinet of three executives,

the country has been

divided into three territories, Eastern, Southern and
Western, with one of the sales council directly in charge of each, and all subject to the supervision of General Manager Richard A. Rowland and Samuel
Spring, secretary-treasurer.

Ferguson has resigned

ness and will devote all his time to his
house. No successor has been appointed.

Recent theatre activities in the Southwest, involving building, buying and selling,
are
F. W. Wright is erecting a new house at Gurdon, Ark.; John Satterfield has purchased a site in
Dardanelle, Ark., on which he will erect a theatre;
the Jonesboro Amusement Company, Jonesboro,
is soon to build a new theatre there; F. N.
Hodges has a theatre under construction at
Georgetown, Tex.; N. Cotter has just opened a
new house at Polytechnic, Tex.; and Frank Whitney will soon begin a new house at Albany, Tex.
Barry Burke, former manager of the Palace theatre, Fort Worth, Tex., has been made director
of the Palace in Dallas, Tex. The Hancock Opera
House, Austin, Tex., is being remodeled, as is the
Gem at Springdale, Ark.
Robert Gentry has
bought the Queen theatre at DuQueen, Ark.; M.
T. Hodge has bought the Fo-To-Sho theatre at
Ballinger, Tex.; and E. A. Baradel has sold his
theatres at Lake Village, Ark., and Lake Prov-

Ark.,

idence, La.

According
Rowland, the

“ Little Annie Rooney 99
In a telegram to the Chicago Daily

Mary Pickford has asked

that

News

paper to

undertake the screening of her latest picture, “Little Annie Rooney,” in all Chicago
orphans’ homes previously to its showing
at the Roosevelt theatre,
and also has
asked that each home be given a Thanksgiving turkey as a present from her.

Mr.
as

Marin,

Western
A.

he has accepted the position of assistant

General Manager Hiram Abrams.

to

On

Ned

learning that Mr. Eschmann had resigned from First National Mr. Abrams
immediately got in touch with him and
closed the deal for him to join the United
Artists organization.

Manager

Sales

territory.

W.

Smith,

Jr.,

Sales

Manager

Eastern territory.

Ned

Depinet,

Sales

Manager

V alentino in Chicago

Southern territory.
matters pertaining to the branches
in each one of the territories will be referred to the sales manager. It is pointed
out that the new selling policy will keep
each territory in closer contact with the
home office than was possible under the

Seeks Costume Story
With Modern Setting

All

former

plan.

Following are the First
branches under the present
vision

National
territorial

di-

Minneapolis,

Lake

Calgary,

On

his

trip

to

New York

Europe Rudolph Y’alentino

and then
is

seeking

to

a

costume story for a picture, he said No-

vember 6 upon his arrival in Chicago.
When he was asked if he did not consider
costume stories unpopular in small towns
he

:

Western territory:
Chicago, Denver,
Des Moines, Detroit, Los Angeles, MilSalt

Among Orphans With

from

managed

follows

waukee,

Mary Spreads Cheer

to a
statement
districts will be

City,

San

Montreal,

Omaha, Portland,
Francisco, Seattle,
Toronto,
St.
John,

Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Southern territory
Atlanta, Giarlotte,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Louisville, New Orleans,
Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Eastern territory: Albany, Boston, Buf:

falo,
New Haven, New Jersey, New
York, Philadelphia and Washington.
Mr. Eschmann’s resignation from First
National is effective Dec. 1 and he will
then move over to United Artists, where

replied that he is certain a costume
story is always popular in small towns or
large towns if the play is a modern one
and if the play is well acted.
Regarding reports in the “What the Picture Did for Me” department of the
Herald that costume pictures are “out” he
said that in the same department it is
found that small town exhibitors report
very favorably on his one production that
is
costume vet modern.
He mentioned
“The Sheik.” However, he admitted that
his recent production “The Eagle” is not a
modern story being a tale of Russia in
1870.

“Most costume pictures
“because there
ing else.”

is lots

fail,”

he

said,

of costume and noth-

:

.
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Fox Adds Group

November

of Stars for Warner

Gets All
Product in K. C.
Pantages Theatre

Midseason Productions
Company Supplemented With Noted

Stock

Players as Unprecedented

Warner Brothers

Are Launched by Sheehan

Activities

N

YORK,

—

Nov. 10. With the launching in work of an important
group of midseason releases at the Fox Film West Coast Studio
by Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of
the corporation, Fox has renewed production activities in an unprecedented volume. In addition to the Fox stock company’s own group of
contract stars and players, Sheehan has had Casting Director James Ryan
sign a number of stellar performers for roles in the new group of productions scheduled for distribution in December and January.

'HE

newly added players will be distributed in leading and supporting roles in
“The First Year,” under Frank Borzage’s
direction; “The Peacemaker,” Buck Jones
picture directed by W. S. Van Dyke; “The
Golden Butterfly,” John Griffith Wray directing; “Daybreak,” a Rowland V. Lee
“Palace of Pleasure,” which
production
will be directed by Emmett Flynn, and the
modern sequence of “The Ancient Mariner,” under Chester Bennett’s supervision.
;

Several Stars Signed

Among

those signed are

Betty Compson, Matt Moore, Clara Bow, Bert
Oakland, Earle Williams, Nigel

Lytell, Vivian
De Brullier,

Frank Keenan, Huntley Gordon,
Herbert Rawlinson, Vera Lewis, Grant Withers,
Stanton Heck, Reed House, Will Walling, Walter
Pidgeon, Rose Blossom, Charles Lane, Roy Atwill,
Francis MacDonald, Kathleen Myers, Nina Romona, Gladys Brockwell, Warner Oland, John
Patrick, Oliver Hardy, Jacques Rollens, Gustave
Von Seyffertitz, Carolynne Snowden, Frank Currier and Virginia Madison.

“Palace of Pleasure” will include Betty

Compson, Edmund Lowe, Francis McDonald, Nina Romona, Warner Oland, Harvey
Clark, Sammie Blum and George Seigman.
This picture is based on the stage play
“Lola.” For the modern sequence of “The
Ancient Mariner” the following have been
added
Leslie Fenton, Margaret Livingston, Clara Bow, Nigel De Brullier, Earle
Williams and Hallam Cooley. Paul Panzer,
Vivian Oakland, and Gladys Brockwell
were already in the cast.
Tom Mix, having completed “The Best
Bad Man,” is preparing to start “My Own
Pal,” while in the comedy field George
:

Marshall,
supervisor,
promises
portant announcement soon.

cast in the role
of Dr. Myron Livingston in “The First
Year” in place of J. Farrell MacDonald
and Virginia Madison will have the part of
Mrs. Livingston instead of Emily Fitzroy.

The supplanted players were tied up with
other directors who could not spare them.
MacDonald, for example, is out on location
with John Ford making “Three Bad Men.”
The rest of the cast is unchanged and includes Matt Moore, Kathryn Perry (who
also in the “Helen and Warren” series),
John Patrick, Frank Cooley, Margaret

is

Livingston and Carolynne Snowden.

Rose Blossom With Buck Jones
Rose Blossom is Buck Jones’ leading
woman in “The Peacemaker,” sixth vehicle
of the Western star, and others in the
cast are Will Walling, Reed House, Stanton Heck, Grat Withers, Kathleen Myers,
Marion Harlan, Oliver Hardy and Jay
Hunt. In “The Golden Butterfly” will be
Alma Rubens, Bert Lytell, Herbert RawLewis,
Frank
Keenan,
Vera
linson,

Carolynne Snowden, and Huntley Gordon.
Already cast for “Daybreak” are Jacqueline
Logan, Lou Tellegen, Roy Atwill, Walter
Pidgeon, Gustave Von Seyffertitz and
Charles Lane.

Bernstein Adopts Oil
Against Coal Shortage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

an

N. Y
Nov. 10.—
Julius Bernstein, who owns theatres here and in Troy, N. Y., will
not be affected by the coal shortage this winter, if there be one,
for he is installing oil burners in

He is the 6rst theCentral New York
to adopt oil as a theatre heating
all his

atre

fuel.

houses.

owner

in

November

manager

tion” included one with the Stanley Company, Philadelphia.
Booking for the new
Arrow “24” at the end of the first three
months of the sales campaign exceeds by
47 per cent that of any previous year for
a similar period.
considerable amount of success has
been reported to the Gotham Productions
by Pantages Circuit and other Western
circuits with “The Overland Limited,” and
Eight houses
other Gotham productions.
in the Middle West are said to have
booked the Warner Forty.

A

5 Producers

C Lawhead, owner

were found

in

the

box

office.

The Rose

has been the center of labor troubles for
a year which culminated when A. J. Lane,
former owner, was robbed by a thug. A
suspect in the case was acquitted.
theatre screen also was stoned.

The

Heads Atlanta
Film Board of Trade

Allison

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA, GA„

Nov. 10.— George R.
been
Film

Allison,
Fox manager here, has
elected president of the Atlanta
Board of Trade. C. R. Beacham,

First

was chosen vice-president and
James N. Butner, Educational, is treasE. L. Cole, executive secretary since
the board started, was re-elected.
On the grievance committee are Jas. W.
Hanlon (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), chairman; H. D. Hearn, Liberty; Dave Price,
Famous Players-Lasky. The arbitration
committee includes R. B. Wilson (Univerurer.

chairman; W. W. Anderson (Pathe)
and Thos. A. Little (Producers Distributing Corporation)
alternates, T. E. Dillard
fUnked Artists) and O. P. Hall (Warner
Brothers)
sal),

Film Renter Moves
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

Nov. 10. Editorial and advertising offices of The Film Renter &
Moving Picture News have been moved to
58 Great Marlborough street, London. W.
1.

Cables:

London.

Movpicnews,

,

Germany Is Told
BERLIN, Nov. 10.— American

producers
have been trying to get control of UFA,
according to reports published in Berlin.
UFA officials, calling the reports unfounded, also give the

Westcent,

lie

to the

statement

newspaper Montag Morgen that
American influence has been exerted
through Samuel Rachmann, American film
the

in

importer here.
It was stated in the published report
that Americans already are wielding such
influence that American pictures have won
preference over the German product and
that Americans are in Berlin endeavoring
to obtain control of the more than 150 motion picture theatres owned or operated
by UFA. Montag Morgen sees a danger

of elimination of German production and
a consequent blow at German culture.

Chadwick Taking
“Luxembourg” Print East

/.

E.

National,

LONDON,

UFA

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

10.—

of the Rose theatre,
has sold the equipment of the house to Arthur Ziel. The action is said to have been
caused by fear of a repetition of the bomb
plot against the Wonderland which was
frustrated when five sticks of dynamite
C.

.

Try to Get

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

Warner

deal.

;

to Close Theatre

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Reichert,

First National bookings for the same
week show heavy gains for “Graustark,”
“The Lost World,” “The Live Wire,” and
“Winds of Chance.” Richmond and Norfolk, Va., houses booked the first two films
named 18 key city houses booked “The
Live Wire”; and circuits including F. & R.,
West Coast, and Famous Players have
booked “Winds of Chance.”
Bookings for the F. B. O. pictures “The
Keeper of the Bees” and “The Last Edi-

Dynamite Plot Scare
Prompts Minneapolis

Man

Lou

1.

there, closed the

im-

;

ALBANY,

after

U.

Frank Currier has been

placed a contract for

entire 1925-26 product, first run, in the
Pantages theatre, Kansas City, Mo., shortly

its

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

21, 1925

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 10—I. E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick Pictures Corporation, has left here for New York after
studving production activities of the units
making Chadwick pictures and is taking
East the recently completed “Count of

LOS ANGELES,

Luxembourg.”
The Chadwick

unit

is

making

“The

Transcontinental Limited,” and has “The
Bells,” “The Futurity Winner” and pictures in the George

Walsh

series

still

to

make.

Everly Exhibitor Wins
Sunday Show Test Vote
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IOWA, Nov. 10.— Sunday
shows won out in a test election here which
was financed by C. N. Cronk, of the Foss

EVERLY,

theatre.

November

21, 1925
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[The theatre

1

Q^jJPepartment of Practical Showmanship ^

ORGAN

PUBLISH BIGGEST HOUSE
THEATRE
House Organ Gives
Genuine Service
HE “L. & T. Illustrated

T

News,” described in the principal story on this
page, is a house organ of unprecedented

proportions. It exceeds in circulation anything of like nature on record. In makeup,
content and general presentation it amounts
practically to a motion picture newspaper.
It
serves as a newspaper serves, in its
province.
bright future is anticipated for the
big new publication and its first issue gives
bright promise of that future being fulfilled.
Both in text and advertising content
it marks a splendid beginning.
Representing the interests of a great
chain of theatres, the publication is enabled
to cover the screen news and magazine
field with a thoroughness not readily accomplished in a more restricted medium. It
is a motion picture newspaper in the full
sense of the term.

&

L.

T.

Illustrated

Starts with Circulation of

100,000;

Kramer Is Editor
&

November 2 was issue date of the first “L.
T. Illustrated News,” a
tabloid newspaper style weekly published in the interests of Lubliner
Trinz theatres in Chicago and believed to be the biggest theatre house organ
in print. Louis P. Kramer, veteran film publicity and exploitation man, now
director of advertising and exploitation for the Lubliner
Trinz organization, is editor of the new publication.

Open

Methods

to Question

C URRENT

billing methods, especially
theatre front display, are open to quesWith the soaring popularity of spetion.
cial entertainment there has come a new
difficulty
that of finding space in the lights
for everything on the bill.
These days it
is frequently a job to find out the names
of picture attractions without asking the

—

The

first issue runs 12 pages, W/z by
inches, on newspaper stock and in the
style of the tabloid dailies popular in vari-

T. Illustrated
News,” world’s largest house
organ, has joined the House
Organ Exchange, signifying
willingness to co-operate with
theatre publishers by exchange of copies and other-

Quotes

Losing Punch

Q

UOTING

motion picture critics in advertising and exploitation is becoming

The public is getting wise to the
a dud.
tricks, the deletions and the abridgements,
as youTl know if you stand in front of any
well situated theatre displaying such on its
lobby stands.
If the critical quote ever
carried weight, which is doubtful, it was
way back when. Nowadays photos, paintings and original copy are getting more
attention on the stands and bringing in

more

&

wise.

The House Organ Ex-

change

is

Circulation Will Treble
In two weeks’ time, it is announced, the
paper will go to sixteen pages.
A little
later it will be enlarged to twenty-four.
The circulation will be increased to 200,000
with the second issue and it is anticipated
that the 300,000 mark will be reached by
the first of the year.
Associated with Mr. Kramer in the work
of publishing the paper are J. J. Hess,
William Adler and Roy Willis, who conThe paper bears
tributes a cartoon strip.
the imprint of the Silver Screen Publish-

printed upon another

page.

Walter N eiland Exploits
Warner Brothers Product

shekels.

Walter Neiland joined Warner Brothers this week to take charge of exploitation in the Middle West with headquarters in Chicago.
Neiland is an exploitation man of many attainments, having for

three years been in charge of Goldwyn’s
work in Chicago, and for the last two
years has handled the advance work for
Rubin and Cherry’s Circus.
He takes
charge of his field at once.
Warner Brothers are slowly shaping
their exploitation force with the right men
and expect to have a full and competent
crew in the field before long.

Saves “Herald” Copy 10

Months

for

Program Use

Theatre copy suitable for use in connection with the twelve major holidays was
published as a feature of the 1924 Holiday
issue of this paper.
This week’s copy of
Charles H. Ryan’s house organ for the
Milford theatre, Chicago, bears on its
front cover the Armistice Day copy provided in that issue.

Throughout the

year,

copy provided

in

feature has been used by exhibitors
in every part of the country on the various

that

holidays.

2

An idea of the text contents
suggested.
may be obtained from reproductions presented on another page.

Louis P. Kramer, editor of
the “L.

y

ous cities. In makeup and display the example of The New York Daily News is

i

necessity for advertising the whole
show, brought out in the case of short
features with particular distinctness, is not
a one-way matter. It would be just as bad
to neglect the worthwhile stage presentation or organ star as it is to neglect the
pictures.
However, there is no reason to
neglect anything.
The happy solution of the difficulty lies
in erection of additional electrics.
It is
quite impossible to have too great sign
capacity, and the current demand for space
indicates that a great many theatres possess
far too little.

Critical

16

Kramer On House
Organ Exchange

doorman.

The

&

&

A

Billing

News

ing

Company.

Kramer

Ability

Known

Air. Kramer’s ability for an editorship of
It was he
this character is well known.

who

originally edited for Film Booking
Offices the “F. B. O. News,” which became perhaps the most widely read house
paper ever distributed by a film concern
during his incumbency. Without a doubt
he will be pleased to forward copies of the
new publication to other house organ publishers upon request.

“Taka Chance Week”

is

Successful in England
‘‘Taka Chance Week,” originated by
Stanley Chambers and H. E. Jameyson of
the Miller theatre, Wichita, Kans., and exclusively broadcast to the trade by this
department, has leaped the Atlantic and
begun its money-making career for exTom H. Scott, English
hibitors abroad.
exhibitor, forwards this information in a
letter published upon another page.

“Taka Chance Week” was a landslide
success at the Miller and, following publication of the story in this department
giving full directions for its use, delivered
similar results to hundreds of exhibitors
As in pracin this country and Canada.
tically every case, the copy used in Mr,
Scott’s successful test of the proposition
in England was taken directly from these
pages.
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Ideas Bring Big
Results in Staging

Scott’s

“Taka Chance Week”
we had

week

Last

Chance Week” and

our

first

“Taka

am

pleased to say
that it turned out in every way a success.
The whole of my advertising matter both
for posters and newspapers was taken
from matter secured from your valuable
paper. I enclose you a proof of our news-

paper matter which was drawn by a young
local artist and is his first attempt at
newspaper work although he has several
times drawn cartoons for the papers. The
the people who do all our handwritten
and I got them done very artistically by
the people who do all our hand-written
work. I enclose you a photograph of one
of these, the only thing I have available

hmmut.
Ur*OTl Of STATE
gratis COWORT.

nn

L ?

1

rt

.

Stufc l7lMffC Edltton

m

I

and which will possibly be much too small
for you to make use of.
I have sent full particulars to our
own trade papers and I have no
doubt that this “Taka Chance Week”
which you originated will soon take
hold in this country similar to what
it has done in the United States.
Yours faithfully, Tom H. Scott, Hexham, England.
Following the receipt of the above
another note from Scott arrived which

*

illustrateitInews

follows

:

Since writing you last week my operator
took some photographs of the posters for
“Taka Chance Week” and I have pleasure
in herewith enclosing you the same.
I don’t suppose that you will be able to
use any of these owing to their size but
they will at least prove of some interest
to you.

ON LOCATION WITH GLORIA SWANSON

Yours

faithfully,

Tom

H.

Scott.

After Reading This Turn
“sex stvft is otrrSCH«aD£aA«Es

to the

Page Which Has

Bounds’ Contribution
CHICAGO

We are enclosing herewith copies of a
novel program furnished to patrons of our
three houses in this city.
We are sure
that
showmen throughout the country
would be interested in getting in touch
with this idea that has proven so success-

.

ART MARBUL
COMPANY
DOKTS KENTON REVEALS

stain of movie

CHICAGO

:

Telephone R
,

4

14.

WeU»

ful in this city.

HEATING

PRINT1NC

E- J.

:

We

CLAFFEY

are sending you same for use in the

Herald devoted
doing” or “House

section of the Exhibitors

COMPANY
10-12-14 Weal
[Qmoo

Mm.

“What showmen are
organs showmen are

to

ceneraj. steam fitting

using.”

The

at-

tached copies will show in detail how we
These copies are
handle the matter.
mailed each week prior to the week shown

on the front page.
r.

and Mr»-

By Mean*

Very truly yours, G.
theatre, Hannibal, Mo.

<

I62-I66 N. Clinton

REPRODUCTIONS OF FIVE PAGES

of the

News,” the house organ of Lubliner

first

&

Bounds, Star

Football Newspictures
Deserve the Electrics

St.

& T

issue of “L
Trinz, theatre chain
owners with headquarters in Chicago. The paper, issued weekly, was
conceived and its matter compiled by Lou Kramer, publicity director
for Lubliner and Trinz, whose experience of publicity work has been
wide and varied. One hundred thousand copies of the “News” were
printed for the first issue. The paper is typographically and pictorially
a newspaper, though in size it is smaller than the average daily.
Illustrated

E.

Nobody’s so interested in anything
these days as football, yet showmen with
the forethought to book newspictures of
the principal games at the earliest possible
moment are not giving them the electric
lights they deserve.
You answer that one.

Stickelmaier Sends
Celebration Invitations
C. Stickelmaier of the Madison theaPeoria, 111., has issued attractive engraved cards of invitation to the theatre’s
fifth anniversary celebration, to be held

H.

tre,

November

11,

12,

13

and

14.

;

November
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House Organ
Exchange
BAIR,

Cuyahoga

E. E.» Falls theatre,

BENDER,

Falls,

O.

A. R., Olympia thoatro, Cleveland,

Okla.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

theatre.

New

Haven, Conn.

BUBERT,

Metropolitan

H.,

E.

Morgantown, W. Va,
BURNS, FRANK H., Orlando

theatre,

Enterprises,

Orlando, Fla.

DALEY, THOMAS

Schine Amusement Co.,

S.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House,

City

McConnelsville, O.

FAWKS,

E.

Photo Phone

L.,

Gra-

theatre,

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

Orphenm, Neosho,

T.,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

Strand theatre. Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbault,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

M.,

F.

Port-

theatre,

Circle

land. Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

Valentine

theatre.

De-

fiance, O.

JUDD, FORREST

E.,

Prospect, Kansas City,

Mo.

KOBLEN.

M.. Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.

KRAMER, LOUIS

&

Lubliner

P.,

Trinz

Theatres, Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
LITTLE, T. L., Majestic theatre, Camden,
S. C.

MacLEOD,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

D.,

Texas theatre, Killeen,

Tex.

MOCK, CARL

56th Street theatre, Phila-

F.,

delphia, Pa.

MOSS, EDGAR

A.,

Marion Theatre

News,

Glass Bloek, Marion, Ind.

MURPHY, HAROLD
tre,

Woodlawn

S.,

thea-

Chicago.

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheum theatre, ScottsNeb.

bluff.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

PIERCE, HOWARD O., Kunsky Theatrical
EnL, Detroit, Mich.
POPE, CLEM, T & D theatre, Oakland, Cal.

RANDALL,
Ore.

Condon,

E. H., Liberty theatre,

EDWIN

RIVERS,

B.,

South

1718

Main

Los Angeles, Cal.

Street, Royal Theatre,
SCHWIE, F. F., Duluth

Duluth,

theatre,

Minn.

SNYDER,

Rialto-Virginia

theatres,

H., Strand theatre,

McComh,

E.

A.,

Champaign,

SOLOMON,

111.

Miss.

SORG,

theatre.

Jefferson

H.,

J.

Wayne, Ind.
STIEFEL, S., Roxboro

Fori

theatre, Philadelphia,

Pa.

STILES, J. H., The Dalles Amusement Co.,
The Dalles, Ore.
WEINBERG, I., New and Lyric theatres,
Lexington, Va.

WESKIL,

F. C.,

WHEELER, ED

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.
A.,

Ohio

theatre, Cleveland,

Ohio.

WHITBECK, FRANK, West
Inc.,

134 Leavenworth

Coast Theatres,

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

WILSON,

T.

S.,

WOODWARD,
Amusement
Entry

of

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.

KENNETH
Co.,

name

Penn-State

V.,

Uniontown, Pa.
in

above

list

signifies

willingness to exchange theatre publications
with other theatre publishers.

(Theatre)
(City)

-

(State)

Come out tonight and check your
troubles at the box office.
*
Pleased patrons are the foundations of our theatre.
*
*
*

One good turn deserves another
good patronage at a good picture
means
picture

better patronage at a better
we serve only the best.
;

WHAT SHOWMEN ARE

DOING: Top, left, “Hallowe’en,” house
organ copy which was printed in the Christmas issue of the “Herald”
appears here; paper of the Milford theatre, Chicago; contributed by
William Mueller. Right, house program of W. E. Bounds, whose letter to the “Herald” is printed on another page. He represents the Price
theatres, Hanibal, Mo. Below, methods used by Tom H. Scott, Queen’s
Hall and Gem theatres, Hexham England, to put over “Taka Chance
Week.” Two pages of Scott’s remarkable house organ are reproduced
in the lower right hand comer.

!

:
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An

Educational Boon

“Because of the depth of the mire and
the slipperiness of the wet ditch, it was
necessary to press all hands into service
to get out the prince and his horse.

Here’s what an editorial writer

OH Again, On Again
Davy Windsor sat on a horse,
Davy Windsor fell off. of

in

the Baltimore American thinks about
it and he states the case in succinct

such

the

a

positive

statement?

Becaues the writer of the editorial
article knows, as you know, that a
historical scene portrayed in action

is

more deeply imprinted upon

the
brain than a paragraph of lifeless type
But we also know that
in a book.
producers of motion pictures send representatives to all parts of the world
correct
information on
obtain
to
events, customs and dress of particular periods in order to provide perfect
reproduction, and in many instances
even send companies to those countries for the actual photographing of
the scenes in their original settings.
far

—News Item.

course.

shelves of libraries
make it POSSIBLE for men of strong
brains to attain a certain amount of
But the
knozvledge by hard work.
moving picture in a few years will
make it IMPOSSIBLE for any average human being to remain ignorant.

Why

21, 1925

By George

motion picture theatre a boon
to education ?
Or is that merely a
platitude evolved by the industry as
propaganda to boost box office receipts? What do you think about it?
Is the

words
Books on

November

Nor is that all. In the last few
months we have had notable examples
of active co-operation from foreign
governments and our own army and
navy departments in turning over to
motion picture producers their official
documents, which have been followed
to the letter in the

making of picture

plays.

Yes, the motion picture theatre
decidedly a boon to education.

All the King’s horses

And

men

the King’s

all

Finally got

Dave

in the saddle

again.
>;j

*

*

Fore!

Now

that women have gone in extensively for golf we hope that the same
diligence displayed in replacing divots
will be exercised in returning buttons to

our “undies.”
*

*

*

Or Acquire

Kitchen

a

Dorothy Mackaill recently signed an
“anti-fat” contract with First National
Pictures which provides that she must
keep under 130 pounds. All right, ladies,
throw away your rubber corsets and
sign a contract.
*

*

*

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Patronage Increased
by Theatre Comfort
“We

Seasonal Sports

A

^

^

Nor Eat Apple Sauce With

played to larger box office returns.”
sweet music to theatre managers.
the kind of music every American

This

Chicago man threw a soup
tureen at his wife because, he declared, the contents were too salty.
The judge fined him $50. It’s a
good thing he didn’t throw the gold
fish bowl.

Conrad Nagel, according
is

‘‘Old Clothes" is Jackie Coogan’s latest
production under his new contract

a

to the

Knife
terms

of his contract “will never dye his hair
nor appear as a brunette on the screen.”

It

is

is

theatre man
But larger
without the

would like to listen to daily.
box office returns do not come
expenditure of time and
money. And this time and money must be
expended in the element of comfort for
patrons as well as for the very best possible
kind of entertainment.
Fitzpatrick-McElroy Company, Chicago,
one of the largest operators of middle
western theatres are writers of the message:
“We played to larger box office
returns” and the Arctic Nu-Air Company
is the recipient of the glad message.
Fitzpatrick-McElroy have a reputation in
the middle west for giving their patrons
just a little bit more than they expect
Not
for the price of admission charged.
only does Fitzpatrick-McElroy build comfortable theatres and

buy the choicest

films,

but they have always attempted to keep the
air in their theatres in a healthy,

able condition.

A

comfort-

few months ago

at the

Milwaukee Convention, Mr. Crowley, general manager of Fitzpatrick-McElroy, saw
an Arctic Nu-Air system in operation. Not
long after he had the system installed in
his firm’s theatres at

Blue Island, Traverse

After giving the sysCity and Alpena.
tems a fair try-out, he wrote the following
letter to the Arctic Nu-Air Company:
“

We

are pleased to advise that the Arctic
Cooling and Air Conditioning systems
in our Blue Island, Traverse City, and
Alpena Theatres are giving wonderful satisfaction
in fact, much greater efficiency than we anticipated.
We played to larger box office returns.
Results have convinced us to place an Arctic NuAir in every theatre on our circuit in the very
near future. You may expect an order soon for

Nu-Air

installed

—
Example

of the attractive advertising displays issued by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., for the exploitation of “ Clothes Make the Pirate," the production
in which Leon Errol, comedy star of the stage, plays the principal role.

what additional machines we

will

require.”

!

.
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Take -/) -chance

r—
WEEK
2rm
nuns the

J&rrK Mi" pr;\r

:

,

;

wow

y

1M OVERTURE
THE COflEOy

THE BIG RlCrURES
THE ADDED ATTRACTIONS

COMPLETE CHANGE MID WEEK.
-Tvjjvt: iifiY/ccs .1-..
Nguu/.

TOM

H. SCOTT OF QUEEN’S HALL, Hexham, County Northumberland, England, recently held a
Take-A-Chance week and created some clever teaser advertising to exploit the show. The posters at left
and right and the streamer at left indicate the extensiveness of the ad campaign. Much material other
than that shown here was used:

THEATRE FALL FASHION NOTE:

Ushers at the Milwaukee theatre, operated by Raymond W.
Kress, Milwaukee, Wis., were attired in these rustic costumes during the combined “Fall Festival Week”
and third anniversary week recently held at that house. A special stage setting expressive of fall in the
country was used.

Ohc one

in the

Villidm Pox pchuc.

RAY DEUSERN OF
FOX TERMINAL theatre,- Newark, N. J., obtained this working model of a
locomotive from the Erie railroad and used it as a display in front of the house to advertise the Fox
picture “The Iron Horse.” The spinning wheels and the low hum of the motor that drove them constituted a quiet but effective ballayhoo.

THE

51
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RAY CONNOR OF THE FOX LIBERTY

theatre,

Elizabeth, N.
vertise Fox’s
his house. It
in the city.

used this 20 by 30 foot banner to ad“The Iron Horse” during its showing at
was hung across one of the busiest streets

FRANK

NEWMAN, MANAGER

J.,

November

REGINALD FORD’S CAMEO,

21, 1925

Paris, be-

sieged by a crowd on the last day of the 11-

week run of “The Lost World,” First National picture. It was shown 3^5 times during the run.

L.
OF GRAUMAN’S Million Dollar theatre on Broadway, Los
Angeles, mapped out an advertising campaign for Mary Pickford’s “Little Annie Rooney,” a United
Artists release, and made this electric display the outstanding physical feature. In dark masses in the left
and the right foreground is a part of the crowd attracted by the advertising innovation.

hJID

rno
TBJ^

imutmz

LIGHTS OPERATED IN A CIRCLE on a chaser flasher and a miniature stage worked as a transparency
combined with a dancing figure to form an attractive display at the Saenger theatre, Shreveport, La., for the
showing of the First National production “Her Sister from Paris.” Lights of four colors were used in the
motor-operated chaser.

!

-
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House Takes the Standard
Big B &
of Advertising for Short Features
Keith’s

Temple

in Detroit Joins the Procession

&

McVickers theatre, one of the Chicago houses operated by Balaban
Katz, is now giving as much or more space to announcement of its comedies
An agreement resulting in
as it is to announcement of its long feature.
that arrangement follows from the effort being made by Sam Blair, Chicago exploitation representative for Pathe.
Reproduced on

page are ads used by McVickers and Keith’s Temple,
Each ad in the original was two columns wide. They
were reduced for the purpose of convenience in this page. Each ad clearly
this

November

Detroit,

1.

shows the manner of advertising the short features.

One

of

by Blair
advertise

showmen

convincing lines used

the

his plea to exhibitors to

in

short

features

advises

“always have a dessert
that will save your dinner.
Many a
two reel comedy has sent away in
good spirits an audience that without
it might have been ready to call you
names.”
Blair
has
prepared an
article on the subject of short feature
advertising which follows below.
to

(By Sam Blair)
Most exhibitors showing Paul Ash,
the biggest stage presentation hit in
Chicago and a well known feature,

both on one program, would have
forgotten all about their comedy but
not so with Bill Hollander who has
the sayso with the publicity for McVickers. He believes that the comedy
is the dessert of the program and he
;

KEITHS THEAIEE
TEMPI E

•

Highest Standards

thr.

_f|

V aadsvills
FOR
at

EVERY DtfYtks^l STARTING dSh Can
Tflnfiv
“Mil I
|
I

uiiffaniHunnnifHHifunstiiintHJfnHHSMHB

The

Main

j

SS

wants his public
it

that

Famous Screen

The wise

<IN

Young

In "HIS

SULLY
"Beauty,

that he has

exhibitor has

wanting comedy. What would vaudeville be without it on the program?
Not one comedy act, but two or three.
The Keith circuit has contracted with
Pathe for 52 comedies a year. These
comedies are not to be used as filler,
but to open the second half of the
program in all the Keith houses. No
one ever accused Albee of being a
“dub” manager.

—

When Mr. Ziegfeld tries out his
yearly “Follies” at Atlantic City and
finds it lacks comedy he is in a panic
until he is able to find it and place it
in his show.
Will Rogers and W. C.
Fields in last year’s “Follies” were
not the only comedy in the show. Mr.
Ziegfeld says every laugh is worth a
hundred dollars in his production.
The

Star

PERSON)

know

ceased to
look upon the comedy as a filler.
There is no doubt about the public

in

Clara Kimball

to

them to see. The answer is
McVickers does an average

weekly business of $28,000.

iBmiminiHnisiiHiiniHimiminlinninmi

Internationally

for

box office attractions
the world, whether it be in the
biggest

legitimate theatre or a picture house,
are comedies.

AD° RABLE WIFE"—A Playlet by TOM BARRY

* THOMAS
Youth
and P»S2y*

McGUSHlON
TWINS

Le

l

DEWITT
'

iPance

Sherwood

& Br«.

EDDIE

J
f

FRANKLYN

LUCAS & INEZ
In Thstr Art Classic " AdaglcT

A HAL KOACH TWO-REEL COMEDY

Charley Chita

“The Carefrker’s Daughter’

>ATHE WEEKLY

AESOP'S FAB1J&S

Th* Favorite of fhe London

The Popular Character

tomief/atfs

Comedienne

mss LILY

IRENE

The Ski’s the Limit!

“THE SILVERY
ART”
One-Reel Skiing Thriller
Sensation at the

RIALTO,

N. Y.

are

If

fillers.

comedy

you look upon

have hooked as
merely a timekiller, throw it out. Find
something that will take its place.

the

you

Short Features
Pledge Signers
given a partial list
who have signed
the Short Features oCoperation
Pledge printed on next page.
Belozv

is

of exhibitors

ABRAHAM BROS., Happyland theatre,

Port Gibson, Miss.

E. C., Bonham
Prairie du Sac, Wis.

ACCOLA,

theatre,

ANDERSON,
tre,

Carl E., Liberty theaKalispeR, Mont.

ANDERSON, ROBERT L„ Olympic
theatre. Forks,

ANDRESEN,

J.

ANGLEMIRE,

Wash.
W., Lyric theatre.

la^WHOA, PACLlACCr

A.,

C.

“Y”

theatre,

Nazareth, Pa.

ARMISTEAD,

E. A., Lyric theatre,

Easley, S. C.

BABIN, M.
White

J.,

Fairyland

theatre.

Castle, La.

BELL, MRS. LOLA, Queen

theatre,

Lonoke, Ark.

BILLS, C. H., Opera House, Lenora,
Kansas.

BOTSFORD,

MORRIS
Tbm JCmelUk Comedy Stmt

dies

Walnut, Iowa.
HALL

"ScnglaruTs Paocrtts Sons"

>W A ROSS—CHIC STANliry
“Aviating Antics*

&

Be a showman Mr. Exhibitor
Forget the antiquated idea that come-

Edwin Miles Fadman,

A.

F.,

Palace theatre.

Long Pine, Neb.
Pres.

(Continued on next page)
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BREHM, WILSON,

Ideal

KRESS,

theatre,

BROCK, FRANK, Grand

theatre,

C. L.,

Kozy

theatre, Vida-

La.

BROWNING, HARRY,

Olympia

New Haven, Conn.
BYRNE, E. E., Columbia

the-

din,

atre,

LEITCH,

Osage

E.,

theatre,

Osage, Okla.
R. E., Barnard theatre, Barnard, Mo.
DAVIS, D. F., Crystal theatre. Silver
Creek, Neb.
DINSMORE & SON, Majestic theatre,
Weiner, Ark.

COOK,

DUBA, RUDOLF, Royal

theatre,

Kimball, So. Dak.

DWORSHAK,

M.

Community

C.,

theatre, Sheldon, N. D.

& LUTZ, Opera House,

Lexington, O.

ESTE,
S.

LONGACRE,
Hilliard Karr and Billy Engle are featured in “Slick Articles,” Century
two-reel comedy now being released
by Universal.

GOODWIN

& HILTON, Park

Grand

&

D.

NEIS,

EARLE,

Twin

City
Opera House, McConnelsville, 0.

E C K A R D T HENRIETTA, New
,

Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.

FARRAR, STEVE, Orpheum theatre,
Harrisburg,

theatre,

Socorro,

E. L., Cosy theatre, Strawn,

Tex.

FISCHER, LEW, New theatre,
Falls, N. Y.

FERGUSON,

F. A.,

Royal theatre,

Fairmount, Ind.

FULLER, CLARENCE

New

Loxley

Star theatre, Stanley,

Wis.

GAILEY,

E.

Crystal

E.,

theatre,

Wayne, Neb.

GARTNER, GEORGE,

Halfway thea-

Halfway, Mich.
GAUDING, H. W., Lincoln theatre,
tre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

GEETING,

R.

Palace

Hay

MORGAN,

Lyric

REEVE, HENRY,

W., Griffin theatre, WoodCanada.
RYAN. CHARLES H., Milford theatre, Chicago, 111.
stock, Ont.,

House,

STEMPSKI,

theatre,

SHOUP, W.
Spearville,

theatre,

M., Mikadow
theatre, Manitowoc, Wis.
KESSLER, NYMAN, Atlantic theatre, Atlantic, Mass.
KHATTAR, GEORGE, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
KOCH, WM. H., New Tiffen theatre,
Chicago, 111.
KOOKER, D. A., Happy Hour thea-

n

larosa, N.

theatres. Cooper, Tex.

Dearborn

Chicago,

W.,

tre,

a

Doucette, Tex.

VAN ALSTYNE,
I

I

III.
i

Cullom,

Trags

L. A., Quality thea-

111.

VAN NOY, HARRY,

Riviera, Star-

land and Granada theatres, Anderson, Ind.

VETTER, ERNEST,
tre,

GENTLEMEN:

E.,

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

I

St.,

Strand

theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
SWEARINGEN, A., Hoo Hoo thea-

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

Tu-

M.

SPRINGER, JOSEPH

I

So.

Mich.

SPARKS, HENRY, Grand and Gem

tre,

Cooperation Pledge

theatre,

Family thea-

Silver

TRAGSDORF, WILLIAM
i

Hamil-

S1TT0N & SON, Muse-U theatre,

r

407

DeLuxe

J.,

tre, Greenville,

Ewen, Mich.
e
N. Y.

theatre,

Kan.

SILVER, BERT,

KADOW, FRANCIS

KOOPMAN, JOSEPH, A m

Main

J.,

ton, Ont., Can.

Photoplay theatre, Ash-

land, Kans.
E. F., Ingram’s
ch lann A o

Me-

RUPAY,

Mesquite, Nev.

INGRAM,

Star theatre,

nard, Tex.

theatre,

Victor Opera

Opera House, Amenia,

Chappell, Neb.

theatre,

House, Victor, Mont.

S. G.,

Sal-

theatre, Columbus, Ga.
REGAN, H. O., Laurier theatre, Hull,
Quebec, Can.

Springs, Neb.

IHDE,

theatre,

REA, GEORGE, Grand

theatre,

HUGHES, ELMER, Opera

tre,

C.,

Star

theatre,

mon, Idaho.

Clifton Heights, Pa.

&

Princess

R.,

RAND, PHILIP, Rex

Cresco, Iowa.

HOLT, ROBERT,

Sunset thea-

J.,

Chilton, Wis.

& M. Amuse-

C., Cresco

theatre,

England, N. Dak.

PFEIFFER,

I

C.,

Hall theatre, Loxley, Ala.

FOSTER, TOM,

FRED

HORNUNG, ADAM,

N. M.

Hoosick

J.,

Shadows

R.,

Tacoma, Wash.
PEITZ, PHILIP B., Rialto theatre,

Co., Marietta, 0.

HINDS,

HORN

111.

FAY, LEO, Gem

FAWKS,

ment

Harris theatre,

tre,

P. G., Sterling theatre, Fair-

C.

ALBERT

PERUNKO, LOUIS

Palace

theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
C. M., Liberty theatre,

HIEHLE, EDW.

theatre,

Lodi, Wis.

mont, Neb.

EVELAND,

Liberty

E.,

Bancroft, Idaho.

HARTMAN,
HELD,

C.

MILLWARD, VICK,

theatre,

METZGER,

N., Palace thea-

Norwalk, Conn.

Tryon, Okla.

Paulding, 0.

GUNTHER

MARUCA, ALBERT
McCLAIN,

thea-

Morningside and Moville, la.
GREEN, JACK, New Geneseo theatre, Geneseo, 111.
R.,

Dixie theatre,

tre, So.

tre,

GUERIN, W.

E.,

C.

Dickson, Tenn.

Carnegie, Okla.

P. G., S. T. theatre, Parker,

A. M., Strand theatre, Mil-

ford, la.

tre, Lincolnton, Ga.

ROY

theatre,

Pembine, Wis.

CLARY, DANIELL T., A-Mus-U thea-

EARHART

thea-

Mont.

LUTH, SQUIRES, Alamo

theatre,

Athens, 0.

CLINE,

Hudson

J.,

Rochester, N. Y.
LAMBERT, A. 0., Monticello Opera
House, Monticello, la.
LAWRENCE, CHARLES E., Star
theatre, Tuckerman, Ark.
LAWLOR, ED., Harriet theatre, Har-

Okolona, Miss.
lia.

GEORGE

21, 1925

tre,

DeGraff, O.

BROWN,

November

Majestic thea-

Homer, Mich.

WALTERS, JOSEPH, Temple

thea-

i

Cooperating with the Herald to determine definitely the box office value
of short features, I shall give what I believe to be adequate advertising representation to all subjects on my programs for such a period of time as I find such
advertising representation to be justified by box office results of the same or
until 1 shall consider that a sufficient test has been made.

tre,
i

i

i

i
i

i

I

Sanford, N. C.

WARDWELL,
tre,

J.

H.,

Wardwell thea-

Stockton Springs, Me.

WEAKLEY

& WALDEN, Odeon,
Royal theatres, Hardin, Norborne,
Mo.

WITWER,

A.

G.,

Grand

theatre.

Rainier, Ore.
(City

(State)

YOUNG,
HI.

R. D., Polo theatre. Polo,

—
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y
J HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions.

a service

pictures and

It aims to supply
will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the

which

—

entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.

—

"

KNOCKOUT ” NEEDS
SPEED AND PUNCH

1 HE KNOCKOUT”
worthy of that

but frustrated by over-

title

cautious delivery.

story

a

is

a step behind or ahead of the principals
and it’s a mad rush against time and circumstance from beginning to end.
There is frequent battering down of
doors, considerable menacing of the hero-

through

sat

I

it

ful that I could not press a button

regret-

ine,

speeding

up the projector and that more scissoring
had not been done before final okay of the
master print.
It’s a great yarn, damaged

and appar-

reel

ently exactly the story needed to properly

Milton

set forth

battles

thrice

course

the

in

of

it,

twice

under restraint that slows up things materially but the third time under full sail
and as battling should be conducted. Two
of the scraps are ring contests and these
are the best as the picture is made, though
the real chance came in the rough and
tumble mix with a woodsman. By overplaying

great

this

Lambert Hillyer

all

opportunity

weak

Director

but ruined the picture.

the stuff preceding

It’s

and following

this

stretch that saves the show.

John Philip Kolb
meets in
and he recalls
Sills

work

the early

this
in

woodsman whom
long drawn out brawl

is

the

person and performance

of Ernest Torrence.

are other lumber

There

camp characters who add

realism.

Lorna Duveen,

whom

ing seen heretofore,

is

do not

but

it

doesn’t hit

me

jyrlLTON SILLS,

central figure,

is

starred in

as hard.

Maybe

one thrill after another for reel upon
and they’re strung together without

reel

show previously

the

first

rate

when

she’s

but this habitual lapse

is

doing something,

out of character

any character. Lloyd Hughes is the hero
who comes on late and meets plenty adventures.
Hobart Bosworth is his stern
parent in his usual way.

Sam Hardy

that’s

“M

ARY,

name of

same evening.

Doris Kenyon is the half way girl, who
might as well have been given almost any
other designation, and if she would get
over that habit of dropping into a demure
purr every now and then I’d be for her.
She’s

"MARY" IS "QUEEN
OF TOTS” IN FACT

“The

Knockout,” the First National picture that
headed the bill at the Chicago, Balaban & Katz
Chicago house, during the week of November 1.

really

does the best work of the outfit as a pardeep-dyed villain.

QUEEN OF TOTS”

Our Gang comedy

It

is

not Sunday school

Chicago censors

lifted

stuff.

enough

In fact

titles to

vince themselves that observers

con-

would not

be able to detect the true nature of various
goings-on occurring in haunts of similarly

unmistakable character.
sions,

and perhaps

in

Despite these

eli-

some measure because

of them, the narrative unfolds swiftly and
graphically.

Disaster

is

may

be

or sweeter tots than this
doubt that you could convince
anyone who has seen more than two Our
I

Gang comedies.
In

this,

considerable footage

about it) are given lonely Mary by her
gardener friend and they come to life.
There’s great camera stuff in this section.

Bob play up a single
of the gang this way. I’m afraid
somebody’ll buy that one away from him
I don’t like to see

member
for

starring

purposes.

spare a single

before, but

it

looked a

bit

no one who

elsewhere.

will lay that to

me and

so

money

for the farmer’s

it

it

by riding a
been done

It’s

isn’t old.

tography materially since beginning

It

bution of the current output.

having seen another eight

can’t

member.

in

I

got

There seems no end to this cat’s cleverness.
Incidentally, Mr. Sullivan seems to
me to have improved animadon and pho-

dizzy to me, but I have found
will agree with

he’s

of them,

We

he shouldn’t take the chance.

mortgage holder. He does
trick horse in a funny race.

“The Half Way Girl” at
week, and reports from exliked

lot

Felix

liked

melodrama occurring mainly
Singapore and good people perform it.

Unless

cast iron contracts with the

gets the necessary

swift

it’s

FINISHES FIRST” is another comic in which the Sullivan prodigy

THEY LIKED “ THE
HALF WAY GIRL’’

It’s

come on and

as per usual to the finish.

"FELIX FINISHES
FIRST" AGAIN

three carefully close-upped knockouts
he gets credit for are applesauce.

last

used be-

never more than

The

McVickers

is

gang really gets into action. Doll
images of them (and if such images are
for sale anywhere I should like to know
fore the

wanted to see Sills really sock
somebody and they don’t let him quite do it.

hibitors say they have

the

in

fairer

one, but

I

T HEY

is

which
Director Bob McGowan gives incomparable Mary her chance at stardom. There
the

Later, the kids themselves

recall hav-

a splendid type for

Sills and shouldn’t have difficulty keeping
busy after her performance in this.
Edward Lawrence, as a comic fight promoter,
works hard to make his humor counterbalance the heavy stuff, which is a job.
I’d say this should have been a better
picture than “The Making of O’Malley,”

because

dis-

tiger,

a break.

ticularly
I

chases,

scraps,

He

battling talents.

Sills’

shootings,

with the aid of an infuriated

It’s

essentially a fight picture

of

poses of the villain and paves the way to
the eventual satisfaction of all concerned.

in narration but still good.
It’s

plenty

rescues, climaxed by a sea disaster which,

I

distri-

never see

one of his comics, nor one of Paul Terry’s,
JpAUL PANZER and Madge Bellamy

“Thunder
opened Novemin

Mountain,” Fox production that
Monroe theatre, Chicago loop house.

ber 1 at the

without thinking

how much

funnier most

of our flesh and blood comedians would be

—

—
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the perfection of

“The

Ancient

the

November

21, 1925

human body
The

Highway.”

are in
picture
yards of

plunges into action within a few
its beginning and maintains fine speed until

the end.
Were this true of all pictures in
the same category it were often less of a
task to sit through some of them.

Jack Holt and

Billie

Dove

are the prin-

cipals of this picture.
Miss Dove, excepting the log drive scene, has a very passive
role, but her beauty is in itself almost sufficient reason for a casting director’s choosing her for a part.
Holt’s work in “The

IN-TIN-TIN in a scene from “Below the Line,”
J>
produced by Warner Brothers.
The picture
showed during the week of November 1 at the
Orpheum, Chicago.

than

footage

similar

in

they

are

in

the

Ancient Highway” is not easy, but he does
it well.
He can box, swim and handle a
gun and a canoe deftly.
The forest and river scenes in the production are very good, and the rainstorm
is completely deceptive in its realism.
The
interiors are few, but they too are well
done. The scene in the heroine’s home is
the best of these.
There are a few defects, but they are so small that they detract not at all from the picture’s worth.

Al

all

OTHER EYES

looked to other than
by the possessors thereof,

pictures
is

told

members of

this club, hereinafter:

“The Knockout”
suspect that I admire Milton Sills in
many of his pictures in the same spirit that
I admire Fairbanks in many of his records
of athletic prowess. Sills in “The Knockout” is a fighter, exhibiting a strong body
and figuring in some fast moving boxing
matches.
I enjoyed the whole picture.
If there
had been less of hard hitting prize fights in
it I believe I should have been much less
entertained. The fighting, and one sequence
involving a log jam, make the picture.
The remainder of the cast does good
work where there is an opportunity for
acting.
More to be noted than the cast’s
I

acting,

however,

is

the

amazing photog-

raphy where Sills is struggling in the swirling waters above the falls of the river.
Douglas Hodges.

“The Ancient Highway”
Battering
dynamiting,

fists,

dizzily

plunging

water,
canoeing,

swimming, intrepid
riotous rain, ancient trees plunging to
death, gun play, the beauty of nature and

TOHN GILBERT

worth

in

Doris Kenyon and Hobart BosHalf Way Girl,” by First

“The

romance of Miss
screamingly funny.

the

AS VIEWED BY

these eyes

LOYD HUGHES,

and Mae Murray in a big scene
from “The Merry Widow,” Metro-GoldwynMayer production that played at the Roosevelt,
Chicago theatre, during the week of November 1.

Three Pathe Short Features
As a very fitting opening of the new projection room in the quarters recently occupied by the Chicago Pathe exchange a
screening of a number of new pictures was
held last week with an attendance of about
twenty gentlemen of the Pathe staff and
“a Herald reporter from the department
of T. O. Service.”
Ranking top notch not only in the program offered that day but also in the serials
that have appeared recently was “The
Green Archer.” At least the first two chapters of it convinced me (and I have referred to myself in the above paragraph as
the Herald reporter) that the picture is a
worthy one. Allene Ray is in it. Opposite
her plays Walter Miller. Both of them are
featured in “Wild West,” the chapter play
which was released a few weeks ago.
Where “Wild West” is evidence of a
great stride in production methods of chapter plays, “The Green Archer” is that and

“The Green Archer”

more.

Ray

for a

Barr,

lengths they employ.

H OW

J

National.
The picture opened November 1
week's run at the McVickers, Chicago.

in

a

role the acting of

Day and

as such

is

The third picture on the program and
the last one in this report was a detailed
account of the expedition made into the
polar country by Amundsen and Ellsworth.
Material which was gathered in the notable
adventure a few weeks ago has been organized and cut with such efficiency that
there remains a narrative that is three
reels of super-drama.

As far as I know there has been no successful attempt heretofore to bring to the
screen an account of this particular kind of
historical excursion.
By the manner in which the film has
been edited a suspense is created for the
onlooker and when the Amundsen ship and
its crew is lost in the barren North is seems
doubtful if the men will ever survive their
hardships.

The photography

in

the face of difficul-

remarkable and the scenery
tiful.— ouglas Hodges.
ties is

is

beau-

offers Allene

which

I

am

sure she has never surpassed.
Something of “The Green Archer” is
eerie, yet it is a story told in a plausible
manner; it is melodramatic in places, yet
its sequences are lifelike.
The first two
chapters are concerned with the death of
an ex-warden who “has something on” the
villain.
The latter has been the victim of
a legendary warning that is executed by
the shooting of a green arrow into his
chamber door.
Allene Ray is suspected as the archer
who has given the warning. The chapter
ended there, but I hope to see the remaining chapters when the opportunity arrives.
At that time I shall endeavor to relate
whether she is actually guilty. I hope not.
Alice Day in “The Soapsuds Lady” appeared as the second number on the program at the Pathe party. Miss Day is a
sympathetic figure in her overalls and straw
hat.
She is a comedienne for whom I
should spend many attributive adjectives
were it not that there is a tendency among
short feature players to gain for themselves
many plaudits as funmakers, then decide
to leave the short feature field for the
longer features. Miss Day is a great comedienne but I should not like to be a
contributing factor in her departure from
the Sennett comedies.
The story is worthy of all the good acting that is in it.
It is only two reels but
it is so chock full of interesting situations
that it could well have run on through another reel successfully.
The Sennett girls are present, although
they are not attired in the beach costume.
This time they appear in riding habit.
However most of the picture deals with

Greenman Stages Radio
Wedding ; Crowd Attends
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO., Nov. 10.— Manager
Harry Greenman of Loew’s State theaST.

tre here

attracted a large

crowd

to the

house when he staged a radio wedding,
broadcasting the words of the ceremony
through station WSBF. Rev. D. Tessey
of St. John’s M. E. Church performed
the

ceremony.

J>ILLIE DOVE, who plays opposite Jack Holt In
“The Ancient Highway,” the Paramount picture shown during the week of November 1 at the

^

State-Lake theatre, Chicago.

:
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STORY

A

:

young

Easterner

57

goes

West and after a series of adventures
obtains employment as a ranch hand.
He makes a pet of a cow which is given
to him as a present after he frustrates
a train holdup and, against all expectations, takes a shipment of cattle safely
to the stockyards.

HIGHLIGHTS
acting.
the cow.
up.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:
Keaton’s
comedy
Clever performance of
The attempted hold-

Scene

in which the cattle
are turned loose in the streets of the
.

.

.

city.

The Vanishing American
Producer:
Distributor:

Length:

Paramount.
Paramount.
10,000 feet.

DIRECTOR

GEORGE

Author

B.

SEITZ

Zane Grey

PLAYERS
Naphaie
Marion Warner
Booker

The wide open spaces. Kathleen Myers
and Buster Keaton in “Go West,” released by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

BUSTER KEATON

DIRECTOR
Author

Buster Keaton

PLAYERS
The Drifter
Buster Keaton
Ranch Owner
Howard Truesdale
The Rancher’s Daughter.. Kathleen Myers
A Bovine
Brown Eyes

TYPE:

Farce comedy.

THEME: An

incompetent’s ability.

LOCALE:
TIME:

The American West.
The present.

Charles Stevens
Guy Oliver

Son of Man

Hammer

Bert Woodruff

Historical drama.

THEME:

Go West
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Distributor Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Length: 6,250 feet.

Noah Beery
Malcolm MacGregor

Captain Ramsdell
Shoie
Kit Carson
Nasja
Bart Wilson

TYPE:
Producer

Richard Dix
Lois Wilson

Henri Darcourt

Defeated love.

LOCALE:

The

American

West;

France.

TIME:

From

the age
dwellers to the present.

STORY

:

A

of

young Indian

the

chief

cliff

who

is

in love with a white school teacher goes
to France with the A. E. F., but carries
back to the United States his hatred of

the Indian agent

who has mistreated and

Arrived back home, he
agent has stolen the
tribal lands. His braves attack the nearest town, and the hero in trying to prevent the attack, after learning that the
agent has been discharged, is killed. The
girl finds consolation with an army captain who has long admired her.
robbed his tribe.
learns

that

the

HIGHLIGHTS: The

epic

story and settings.
tween cliff dwellers and
Scenes on the
France.
Attack
ican town and death of
.

.

.

.

.

The

.

.

.

Richard Dix and Lois Wilson in the Indian epic, “The Vanishing American,”
produced by Paramount.

TYPE:

Lucius Henderson

Drama

THEME:

The

of the war.
strength of youth and

love.

LOCALE:

Eastern America; France.
During the world war.
STORY
A young man runs away
from the party with which he went to
Europe because he does not care for the
In Paris
girl selected for him to marry.
he has adventures of many kinds and
ends them by enlisting in the Foreign
Legion.
He has met and has fallen in
love with a girl whom he leaves in anger
on the eve of departing for the front.
The next time he meets her he is in a
hospital where she is a volunteer nurse.

TIME:

:

Then each learns the strength

of love.

sweep of

Battle beplains Indians.
battlefront in
on the Amerthe hero.
.

New Commandment

Producer:
Distributor

Length:

First National.
First National.

Undetermined.

HOWARD HIGGIN

DIRECTOR
Author

Frederick Palmer
Adaptors.. ..Sada Cowan; Howard Higgin
Col.

PLAYERS
Rene Darcourt

Morrow
William Morrow
Billy

Buster Keaton after being made into a
real Westerner in “Go West,” his recently
completed
picture
released
through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Blanche Sweet

Ben Lyon
Holbrook Blinn

Mrs. Parr
Clare Eames
Marquise de la Salle
Effie Shannon
Countess Stoll
Dorothy Cummings
Picard
Pedro de Cordova

“Red”
Ethel

George Cooper
Diana Kane

Blinn,
left,
and Blanche
Sweet, right, in “The New Commandment,” produced by First National Pic-

Holbrook

tures.
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be driven past his patrol sets out to win
back. After hard fighting for his own
life and that of the woman he loves he
triumphs.
HIGHLIGHTS: The discovery of the
stolen cattle and he wounding of the
hero.
The capture of the heroine.
The shooting of the
aviator.
The parachute leap.
The defeat of the cattle rustlers.

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Clothes

Make

Producer:
Distributor

Length:

Leon Erroll and Nita Naldi in a sentimental scene from First National’s
“Clothes Make the Pirate,” in which
Erroll makes his screen debut.

HIGHLIGHTS:
yacht.
.

.

ine.
.

.

.

the
The light in the cabaret.
meeting of hero and heroScene on the firing line.
reunion in the hospital.

.

.

The

.

.

.

.

The

.

Scenes aboard

The Scarlet Saint

Scute the Baker
Lieutenant Cavendish

.

Gerald Beaumont

PLAYERS
Mary Astor
Lloyd Hughes
Frank Morgan

Baron Badeau

Jed Prouty
Jack Raymond
George Neville
Frances Grant
J.

W. Jenkins

TYPE: Romantic drama.
love.

Orleans.
present.

an Austrian baron
decides on the eve of the wedding that
she cannot marry the titled man because
she is in love with a young American.
The baron tricks the other man into a
duel and forces the woman into marriage
to save the younger man from a long
term in jail. After a long period of
struggle to retain his wife, the baron at
length releases her and wishes her happiness with the American.

The
baron. ... The
duel.

.

.

.

poison the
to
baron’s realization that he has lost his
wife.
Mardi Gras scenes.
plot

.

.

.

Triple Action
Producer:

Universal.
Universal.
4,800 feet.

Distributor:

Length:

TIM BIBSON
Tom Gibson
W. H. Thornley

DIRECTOR
Author

Cameraman

PLAYERS
Dave Mannion

Pete Morrison
Trilby Clark
Dolores Gardner
Lafayette McKee

Doris Clayton

Donna Mendez
Don Pio Mendez
Eric Prang
Chief of Rangers
Dick Clayton

Harry Von Meter
Fred Burns
Charles King

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME: A

man’s struggle

to prove

his worth.

LOCALE:

The American West.
The present.

TIME:

STORY

:

A

sheriff

is

elevated to the leadership of a pirate

who

to
aid his niece in a love affair. At sea the
pirates attack and whip the ship on which
the tailer’s wife is taking her niece to
another town. The pirates put into port

and are captured by the townspeople.
The pirate whom the tailor is impersonating appears on the scene, and by another accident the tailor captures him.
The tailor becomes a local hero and the
young lovers are made happy.
Errol's acting.

.

loses his star

because he has allowed diseased cattle to

Ready for the worst that may happen.
Leon Erroll in “Clothes Make the
Pirate,” a First National production.

STORY: An old rabbi whose heart is
wrapped up in his two sons finally disowns one of them because he has become a pugilist, and lavishes his affection on the other, who becomes a lawyer.
But the pugilist follows his calling to
win money with which to help the old
folks, while the lawyer, ashamed of his
parents, avers he is an orphan. But he
still
demands financial aid from his
father.
The old man almost dies from
exposure suffered while trying to obtain
money for his lawyer son, and when the
pugilist learns this he drags his brother
home and forces him to confess his base
Shame ensues, and
acts to his father.
the old man, after extending forgivenesss
to one son asks and receives it from the
other.

HIGHLIGHTS : Joseph Schildkraut’s
characterization of the rabbi.
Scenes in the East Side home.
The

.

.

.

.

.

.

fession.
and sons.

.

.

.

.

Columbia Picture Corp.

Distributor:

Author

Length:

Margaret Blake
Alan Howard
Jack Warren
James Blake
George Garnett

EDWARD SLOMAN
Isadore Bernstein

Cohen
Du Pont

Adaptors... .Charles Whittaker; A1

PLAYERS
Rabbi Moisha Cominsky
Rudolph Schildkraut
Rosie Cominsky
Rosa Rosanova
Morris Cominsky (as a child)
Albert Bushaland
Morris Cominsky (grown up)
Arthur Lubin
Sammy Cominsky (as a child)
Bobby Gordon
Sammy Cominsky (grown up)
George Lewis
Kate Price
Mrs. Shannon
Mamie Shannon (as a child)
Jean Johnston
Mamie Shannon (grown up)
Blanche Mehaffey
Judge Nathan Stein.. ..Bertram Marburgh
Virginia Browne Faire
Ruth Stein
Nat Carr
Mr. Chaim
Edgar Kennedy
Nolan
Harry Tenbrook
Mike

TYPE:

Lower

East

City.

TIME:

The

present.

John Miljan
Barbara Luddy

Howard
Joseph Howard

Tom Ricketts
TYPE: Romantic melodrama.

THEME:

Jealousy.

LOCALE: An American
TIME:

The

Side,

New

city.

present.

A

young man who believes
STORY
his fiance’s dying father, a gambler, is
his rival, breaks with the girl. She tries
to prove her innocence, but is not united
with the young man until after she
saves his sister from a villainous wooer.
:

HIGHLIGHTS: The
gambler.
.

.

.

The
The

The

death

of

tES

The

lover’s quarrel.
rescue of the hero’s sister.
untangling of the love knot.
.

.

.

Substitute Wife

Producer:

Arrow Picture

Distributor:

Length:

Corp.
State Rights.
6,580 feet.

WILFRED NOY
Katherine Smith

Author

Paternal love.

LOCALE:

Lincoln Stedman
Scott Turner

DIRECTOR

Domestic drama.

THEME:

Dorothy Revier
.Cullen Landis

Alice

Charles Sullivan
Sidney Franklin

Levinsky

Harold Shumate

PLAYERS

Undetermined.

The Champion

State Rights.
5,613 feet.

ANTONIO GAUDIO

DIRECTOR

Universal.
Distributor: Universal.

Max

.

The prize

.

The renegade son’s conThe reunion of father

Length:

Proud Heart

Cameraman

.

.

.

Producer:

.

Author

.

.

.

Sealed Lips

.

.

DIRECTOR

.

.

.

.

Producer:

York

snowstorm.

fight.

The mustering of the pirate crew.
The battle at sea.
Cavendish’s
escape.
The capture of Dixie
Bull.
The tailor’s triumph.
.

to

HIGHLIGHTS: The

The timorous village tailor
whose weakness is for tales of piracy

.

young woman who as a

was betrothed

Coast.

:

HIGHLIGHTS:

LOCALE: New
:

The Massachusetts

1750.

band by the accident of attempting

Fidele Tridon
Philip Collett

STORY A

Edna Murphy

Greatness accidentally at-

LOCALE:

STORY

TIME: The

James Rennie

George Marion
Dixie Bull
Walter Law
Captain Montague
Reginald Barlow
TYPE: Farce comedy.

Length: Undetermined

Romantic

Tully Marshall

Nancy Downs
Pirate Ship’s Mate

THEME:

DIRECTOR GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

girl

Madame La Tour

TIME:

THEME:

Leon Erroll
Dorothy Gish
Nita Naldi

“Tremble-at-Evil” Tidd
Dame Betsy Tidd

Distributor: First National

Mr. Tridon
Josef
Trainer
Cynthia
Butler

Undetermined.

MAURICE TOURNEUR
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

tained.

Producer: First National

Author

the Pirate

First National.
First National

PLAYERS
Hilda Nevers
Lawrence Sinton

Jane Novak
Niles

Welch

:

November
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Victor Bronson
Evelyn Wentworth

Coit Albertson

False Pride

Louise Carter

Gordon Standing
Mario Majeroni
TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Mistaken identity.
LOCALE: An American city.

Producer: True Story Productions
Distributor: Astor Distributing
Corporation
Length: Undetermined

Dr. Kitchell
Dr. De Longe

TIME: The

STORY

:

59

HUGH DIERKER

DIRECTOR

present.

Author

A man who

is

....Lewis Allen

blinded on the

eve of his wedding goes through with
the ceremony, but an unscrupulous doctor substitutes a nurse for the blind
man’s fiance, with whom he himself is in
love.
The blind man has fallen deeply
in love with the substitute before his
family exposes the fraud that has been
committed, so the expose serves only to
bring man and wife closer together.
HIGHLIGHTS: The blinding of the
hero. .
The substitution of one
.
woman for another at the wedding. .
The expose, and its result.

Browne

PLAYERS
Owen Moore

Jim Ardsley

Mary Sargent
Norma

Faire Binney
Ruth Stonehouse
J. Barney Sherry
Bradley Barker
Pauline Armitage
Jane Jennings

James Ardsley, Sr
Willis Hei’bert

One

more tense scenes from
“Borrowed Finery,” by Tiffany Productions. The players here are Louise Lorraine and Lou Tellegen.
of

the

Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Kingsley

TYPE: Comedy-drama.

THEME:

Folly of false pride.

LOCALE: New York

City.

.

.

The American Venus
Producer: Paramount

Paramount

Distributor

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

FRANK TUTTLE

Author
Adaptor

Frederick Stowers

Townsend Martin

PLAYERS
Mary Gray

Esther Ralston

Chip Armstrong

Lawrence Gray
Ford Sterling

Hugo

Niles

Miss Alabama
Miss Bayport
Mrs. Niles
Horace Niles
John Gray
Sam Lorber

Fay Lanphier
Louise Brooks
Edna May Oliver

Kenneth MacKenna
William B. Mack
George De Carlton
The Artist
W. T. Benda
TYPE: Romantic comedy.

A

STORY
roving cowpuncher who is
arrested because men are needed on a
road gang is taken by the sheriff to a
rodeo, where he rides and defeats the
worst horse in the show and also saves
the sheriff’s life.
These feats win him
freedom and a job on a ranch. He becomes involved in battle with a gang of
rustlers, succeeds in having them apprehended after he is almost lynched for
murder, and then reveals himself as the
owner of the ranch whose interests he
has been protecting.
:

HIGHLIGHTS:

The rodeo and the
sheriff. ... The hero’s

rescue of the
discovery of the identity of the rustlers.
The slaying of Austin.
The lynching scene.
The hero's
final triumph.
.

.

.

Business rivalry.
LOCALE: Small American manufacturing town; Atlantic City; New York

Then a wedding
and heroine.
apartment.

.

r

.

.

arranged.

is

HIGHLIGHTS
.

.

The meeting of hero

:

Scene in Herbert’s
Death of Herbert.
.

———

—

'

—

NEvvSPICTUKESJ
NATIVE LAND.
*

MLLE. GADF, PRACTICES IN HUDSON RIVER FOR

City.

TIME: The present.
STORY: The daughter

SECOND TRY AT CHANNEL SWIM.
of a

maker

Kinograms No. 5133
GERMANY CELEBRATES EMPIRE DAY WITH PREWAR POMP. THRONG WATCHES

of

beauty cream enters and wins a beauty
contest in her home town and then enters the national contest in an effort to
save her father from falling into the
power of a rival manufacturer, to whose
son she is engaged to be married.
Through breaking her engagement, discovering her father’s rival in a bribery
deal, forming an attachment for the
rival’s
former exploitation man, and
making friends with the winner of the

PROCESSION.
*

PARISIANS SEE BULL FIGHT IN ANCIENT RING
AT LUTECE.
*

Fox News No.

10
COLONEL WILLIAM MITCHELL TRIED BY ARMY
COURT FOR CRITICISM OF NATIONAL AIR
POLICY.
*

national contest, the girl succeeds in so
shaping events that she and her father

DAMASCUS BOMBARDED BY FRENCH TROOPS AS
DRUSE HILLMEN RISE IN NEW RELIGIOUS WAR.

all points.

HIGHLIGHTS

:

*

Automobile and mo-

Fox News No.

torcycle races.
Aerial stunt scene.
Atlantic City beauty pageant.
.
Art studio scenes.
.

.

prefers

legal practice to a life of ease is engaged
by a wealthy woman to investigate the
past of her niece, whom she wishes to
adopt. He falls in love with the girl as
soon as he sees her, though he has no
sympathy for many of her ideas and for
her manner of living. After a series of
incidents that almost result in his going
to prison the young attorney overcomes
the girl’s false notions about success.

Kinograms No. 5132
AMOAH HI, NATIVE RULER OF AFRICAN GOLD
COAST, LEAVES NEW YORK FOR HIS

THEME:

win on

TIME: The present.
STORY: A young man who

.

.

.

.

.

JAMES

.

DIRECTOR
Author

*

F. B. O.

Pathe News No. 89
SUNNYLAND LIMITED JUMPS TRACK NEAR
TORIA, MISS., KILLING

Frank Richardson Pierce

*

Pathe News

No. 90
DUKE OF CONNAUGHT UNVEILS MEMORIAL TO
BRITISH ARTILLERYMEN IN HYDE
PARK, LONDON.
*

Elmo Lincoln
Newton Barber

present.

VIC-

50.

ITS LARGEST SINGLEENGINE SEAPLANE.

Fred Thomson
Sheriff
Jim Marcus
“All Around” Austin.... Wm. Courtwright
Jim Dawson
John Lince
Jean Dawson
Clara Horton
Mike Selby
Monte Collins

TIME: The

INJURING

GREAT BRITAIN TESTS

Bart Andrews

Western melodrama.
Mistaken identity.
LOCALE: The American West.

18,

*

PLAYERS

THEME:

250-

*

DAVID KIRKLAND

TYPE:

TRI-

NEW YORK MAYORALTY

GREAT CROWD SEES PETE DE PAOLO WIN
MILE SPEED CLASSIC AT SALEM, N. H.

Undetermined.

Foreman Slade
Ruddy Logan

IN

ELECTION.

F. B. O.

Distributor:

Length:

11

WALKER, DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE,

UMPHS

All Around Frying Pan
Producer:

J.

COUNT VOLPI HEADS ITALIAN COMMISSION
TO UNITED STATES TO ATTEMPT FUNDING OF ITALIAN WAR DEBT.

Robert Z. Leonard is the director of
“Time, the Comedian,”
etro-Goldwyn-Mayer production in which Mae

M

Busch has

a stellar role.

*

International

News No.

91

SPANISH HELICOPTER GIVEN SUCCESSFUL TRYOUT AT FARNSBOROUGH, ENGLAND.

;

;

;

;

;

;;
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Salt

reports of
theatre activity in this district are
The
Morris Opera House, Elsberry, Mo., and
the Gem theatre, Harvel, 111., have been
closed; contract for the construction of an
$85,000 theatre at Crystal Lake, 111., has
been let by the owner, Fred 0. Diering,
to
the
Olsen & Green
Construction
Company; Max and Jack Yellen, New Orleans, La., are to build a $500,000 theatre
at Biloxi, Miss.
Gray & Contrakan will
open their Pantheon theatre, Springfield,
111., early in December; Dominic Frescina
has completed plans for opening his $125,000 Capital theatre, Taylorsville, 111.; Joe
Lyman and associates have bought Carl
Loivenstein’s
in
Princess,
interest
the
Whitehall, 111.; Crane & Birch have acquired control of the Palace, Springfield,

Runs

AMERICAN

“Her Sister from Paris,” First
Newspaper Fun, F. B. O.; In-

:

National

ternational News.

KINEMA

“The Hunted Woman,” Fox
“Westward Ho,” Pathe
Pathe Review;
:

Pathe News.

PANTAGES: “The Merry Widow,”

Metro-

Goldwyn- Mayer.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:

“He’s a Prince,”
Pa'.he
Pathe

“Motor Mad,”

Paramount

,*

VICTORY

“Seven Keys

:

mount

“Soup

to Baldpate," ParaNuts,” Educational;

to

Pathe News.

SEA TTLE
WASH. — The

SEATTLE,

of
arrival
a big increase in box office receipts, report the
leading
motion picture houses.
“The
Phantom of the Opera” set a new high
record at the Columbia, according to L. 0.

winter weather has resulted

in

Lukan, Universal manager; “The Freshman” has concluded a spectacular three
weeks’ run at the Liberty, according to
L. A. Samuelson, manager of the local
Pathe offices and a number of the second
run houses chalked up new high records.
Among recent Seattle visitors were
Oren Woody, special representative of Associated Exhibitors; Ralph Ruffner, manager of the Paramount theatres in Vancouver, B. C. and Fred Marcy, one of the
leading theater men of Yakima.
Work
has been started on the Skinner building,
Fifth avenue between Union and University streets, which will house a magnificent
combination
motion
picture
and
;

.

.

;

.

.

.

111.,

formerly

Chapin,

111.

.

.

nue and Madison street. William D. McCurdy, for a decade manager of the Metrotheatre, has been appointed manager of the President, taking up his new

politan
duties

November

manager of the
the

addition

1.

local
to his

.

/.

.

.

Fox

/.

offices,

sales

staff

Lam, formerly salesman with
The Princess theatre here

Sullivan,

announces
of Lloyd

O.
is undergoing extensive alterations, including new
.

.

F.

B.

.

improved ventilating and lighting
and increased seating capacity.
H. E. Woolley, owner, is installing two
Powerlite mirror arc lamps and a Superlite screen.
George Endert, manager

by

operated

and Guy Durbin plans
.

.

Bill

.

Gus

Wycoff;

to close the Amusu,
J^yres, manager of

the Highpoints theatre, went gunning for
ducks on a day last week. He came home
Graden
with two birds and a cold.
Howe, traveling auditor for Universal, is
making his annual visit here.
Outof-town exhibitors who visited here lately
were Dominic Frescina, Taylorville, 111.
R. B. Maxzvell, Sullivan, 111.; C. B. Fer.

.

.

.

.

:

Charles
Harned,
Lovington,
111.;
Bethany, 111. and Frank Francis, Charleston,
111.
Clarence S. Williams,
lately with the Orpheum circuit, will manage the St. Louis theatre here when it is
completed.
The Embassy Amusement Company announces the following
Donald W. Ross,
managers for its houses
Embassy; Maurice Stahl, Mikado; Louis
LTnion
Stahl,
Wilton Colonna, Plaza
Joseph Litvag, Nowstead; and Roy H.
Hughes, Ashland.
The new Marshall theatre, Maplewood, Mo., is schedFrank Francis
uled to open soon.
has kept his promise to “Buns” Derby and
has called at the F. B. O. exchange to
ris,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

;

.

vaudeville theatre with a seating capacity
of 3,000 to be operated by the Washington Theatres Corporation. The theatre
will be among the largest on the Pacific
Coast.
The President is the name
chosen for the former Heilig, Third ave.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

back for a four-day run

Pony Express” broke
Grand theatre despite

all

in

December.

at

the

the handicap of no
musicians due to a strike. ... J. A. Gage,
manager of Educational announces his office has received 26 new one-reel productions of “Felix the Cat” animated cartoons

by Pat Sullivan.

to

Baldpate,”

IMPERIAL: “The Freshman,” Pathe (continued).
ST. FRANCIS: “The Merry Widow,” Metro Goldwyn-Mayer (continued).
LOEW’S WARFIELD: “The Beautiful City,”
First

National.

CAMEO: “Wild Bull’s Lair,” F. B. O.
GOLDEN GATE: “The White Monkey,”
First National.

UNION SQUARE: “Those Who

Dare,” All

Star .

here visiting H. L. Burnham, local A. E.
representative.
Business conditions in the
Denver territory have demanded a pro-

gram of expansion, under which A. E.
Emerick has been added to the sales force
to cover the
Western Slope and New
Mexico territories.
M. C. Gerhart,
.

.

.

veteran

exhibitor of Fort Collins, Col.,
owner and operator of the Empress there,
is
recovering from a recent operation.
James Gilmour has resigned from
the local F. B. O. sales staff.
His successor has not been named.
Carl Ray
of the Carl Ray Amusement Company
theatres, Cheyenne, Wyo., has returned to
Los Angeles after a long visit with Earl
Nye, manager of the Cheyenne houses.
Members of the Alexander Film
Company, makers and distributors of advertising and commercial films, Englewood,
Col., had a bad scare when a building adjoining their plant burned to the ground.
part of the Denver fire department was
rushed to the scene, and the film plant
escaped unharmed.
Out-of-t
exhibitors lately on the row were: “Fatty”
Mills, large owner of the small Nederland
theatre, Nederland, Col.; E. A. Coulter,
Star, Lingle, Wyo.
William Ostenberg,
Jr.,
Orpheum and Star theatres, Scotts.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

bluff,

DENVER, COL.— Claude
ciated

Exhibitors

field

Ezell,

Assofor

representative

Southern and Western United

States,

is

Max

Neb.;

Collins,

Col.

Wyo.;

P.

mont, Col.

DENVER

.

own

.

;

;

Ed

Kravetz, American, Fort
Schulte, Rialto, Casper,

H. Hoppen, America, Longand A. J. Diaz, Isis, Boulder,
The overcoat worn by Jack

Col.
.
Scott, Pathe booker, indicates his ability to
pick the winner of the world’s series.
It
is reported his co-workers at the exchange
.
paid for the high priced garment.
Local film men just in from sales trips
.

.

.

Eugene Gerbase, Universal manager
H. Ashby, manager of First National’s
branch
and R. J. Garland, manager of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer branch.
A new attendance record was made by the
America theatre here with the Western
premiere of “The Phantom of the Opera.”
The previous high record was made by
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame.”
are

:

J.

;

New York

.

Capitol

Theatre Program

received a wire

records

Keys

:

Paramount.

.

.

from Fred B. Walton, Bellingham exhibitor, last week, stating James Cruze’s “The

.

week at the Gayety, Springfield, 111., owned
by Harry Thornton, and has been booked

systems

Famous Players-Lasky,

Warner Brothers.
“Seven

GRANADA

;

book “The Keeper of the Bees.”
“The Keeper of the Bees” showed for a

front,

of

(Week Beginning October 31)
CALIFORNIA: “The Man on The Box,”

;

News.

Runs

First

*

:

(Week Beginning October 24)

21, 1925

San Francisco

MO.— Latest

LOUIS,

ST.

November

LOUIS

ST.

Lake City

First

.

;

Week Beginning November 8)
Overture: “Southern Rhapsody,” Hosmer
Capitol Grand Orchestra, David Mendoza
(

,

,

.

.

conductor.

“Bacchanale” from “Faust,” Doris Niles ,
John Triesalt and Capitol Ballet Corps.
“Pace, Pace, Mio Dio,” Louise Loring ,
soprano.
“Zigeunerweisen,” Sarasate violin solo
Josef Fuchs.
“Old Clothes,” Metro-Goldicyn-Mayer.
,

by

ALBANY—
ALBANY,

N. Y.

Voting machines will

be used in almost all cities in New York
state for the fall election, and exhibitors
in Albany, Troy and Schenectady have

;

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Runs

(Week Beginning October 25)
LIBERTY “The Freshman,” Pathe.
COLISEUM: “Her Sister from Paris,”
:

National.

of the Opera,”

Universal (2nd week).
STRAND: “A Son of His

Father,”

Para-

.

BLUE MOUSE: “Red Hot

Warner

Tires,”

Brothers.

year.

expected that practically

It is

all re-

turns will be available not later than 8:00
p. m., and they will be read from the
stages.
E. F. Walsh, Albany theatre,
Schenectady, now runs a “country
store” in his house every Thursday night.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank Braymaier, Barclay
plans

Schenectady,

from 25

raise

to

theatre,

.

admissions

Mike

Kallet
of the Madison, Oneida, was along the row
last week and booked “The Freshman” for
his house and the one his brother operates
in Rome.
Ben Davis, formerly of
the Schine circuit, is said to be trying to
form the nucleus of a chain in Central
New York.
William Curry’s Victory in Cambridge was dark two nights recently because his film did not arrive.
Janies Roach, lately made manager
of the three Farley houses in Schenectady,
to 30 cents.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

injecting Midwest ideas and pep into his
method of presenting pictures.
Samuel Cummings has reopened the theatre in Victory Mills and will operate two
nights
John Augello,
week.
a
Family theatre, Utica, is building a new
theatre and will convert the Family into
stores.
Uly S. Hill of the Strand
houses in Albany and Troy had the freshis

.

.

.

.

man
ers

.

.

.

.

class of the State College of Teachat the Mark Strand, Albany, for the

showing
of
“The
Freshman.
Whitney, Young & Pierce, owners of the
Capitol in Ilion, will open the house on
November 16.
W. H. Finton of
Utica, expects to have his new theatre
there open by the end of December. Sam
Slotnick also is building a new house in
Utica.
Joe Braff’s Lyric, Albany,
closed for some time, has been reopened.
Poccio & Dennis will reopen the
Auditorium in Utica, November 14.
Sidney Katz, assistant general manager for
F. B. O. in New York City was a recent
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

visitor here.

CANADA

OTTAWA, ONT. —The

Federal general
election in Canada played havoc with theatre patronage in practically all parts of the
Dominion, a slump being experienced for
a week prior to election day. The drop in
patronage was similar to that in evidence
during the week before Christmas or during Holy Week. Election day was as good
as a holiday, however, the theatres being
packed.
One reason for this was, of
course, the announcing of the returns from
Folstage or screen during the evening.
lowing the elections, business resumed its
Pelisek,
normal
trend.
Rodolpli
veteran conductor of the Regent orchestra
and one of the “institutions” of that Ottawa theatre has been forced to relinquish
his post again because of a serious complaint and to return to the hospital where
he had previously spent many weeks. During his absence, the direction of the orchestra is in the hands of his brother,
Manager D. CopJoseph Pelisek.
lan, of the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, had
a scare recently when fire attacked the
business premises adjoining.
The theatre
.

.

.

.

.

.

ROOSEVELT

“The Merry Widow,” MetroGoldwyn-Mayer (4th week).
McVICKERS: “Stage Struck,” Paramount.
ORPHEUM “Compromise,” Warner
:

:

Brothers.

MONROE:

“Lazybones,” Fox.

STATE-LAKE: “His Buddy’s Wife,”

Asso-

ciated Exhibitors.

.

local

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Henley, Universal manager here, has just
reorganized the Universal club, which was
first formed last January for social and
welfare purposes. It will resume activities
again, now that the hot weather is past.
“The Universal Bees” is the new name of
the club.
Regular meetings will be held
each week, at which the latest Universal
releases will be screened. Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, has been unanimously elected to life membership and has
been given the title “Chief Buzzer.”
John Ruger of the American theatre in
Park City, Utah, and Joe Coler of the
Idaho theatre, Twin Falls, Idaho, were on
film row recently attending to their booking.
L. A. Davis, local F. B. O. manager, has booked “The Last Edition” into
the American theatre here. It will be shown
beginning December 12.
C. F. Parr,
.

.

.

.

.

Pathe salesmen were called to the exchange
here last week to attend a sales conference.
The First National Exchange here, at
the end of the fifth week of the national
sales drive, is leading the field with a marR. S Stackgin of fourteen points.
house, local Warner Brothers manager, is
.

.

.

'.

.

in Butte,

Mont.

.

.

.

.

George Mayne, owner

.

of the Preferred Pictures exchange here,
Joe Dowd,
is trekking through Idaho.
United Artists salesman, is on a dash to
Idaho, and Milton Cohn is spreading the

good news

.

.

.

Montana.

in

INDIANAPOLIS
tian theatre,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Samuel

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Zaring’s

SALT LAKE

.

.

H. Allen, whom he succeeds, has been
transferred to the ‘San Francisco office as
The local Fox exchange adcashier.
vanced from thirty-fourth to nineteenth
place in the sales drive that ended NovemGeorge L. C[oward, local Metrober 7.
Goldwyn-Mayer manager, has just completAll
ed a trip through Western Idaho.
.

.

.

to

in the transcon-

Dave Barntinental “Seven Days” car.
holtz has been added to the local Pro-DisCo. staff as assistant branch manager, Glen

Frank Vaughan,

office.

manager, has gone

Pro-Dis-Co.

Ogden with Mike Newman

for the last two years with the Canadian
Universal office at Winnipeg, has been appointed Calgary Universal manager in sucManager Charles A.
cession to Dipple.
Meade closed the Lyceum theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, one of the largest cinemas
of that city, during the week of October
26 to carry out a number of improvements.
New opera chairs costing close to $10,000,
were installed, and other new equipment included new lighting fixtures, draperies and
general furniture.
The whole house was
All this was done within a
redecorated.
week through the use of day and night
shifts of workmen.

.

First

:

National.

.

mous Players-Lasky

.

Runs

First

(Week Beginning November 8)
Dark
CHICAGO
“The
Angel,”

.

.

.

.

.

.

abandoned the idea of a show running
from 10:00 p. m. until midnight, as last

Chicago

The picture projection at
ture sphere.
the Capitol theatre, Ottawa, which was recently opened by Manager Peter Kehayes,
has been placed in the capable hands of
James McGuire, one of the best known projectionists in Eastern Ontario. The Capitol
was reopened after being dark for about
15 months.
It is presenting pictures and
Manager Leonard Bishop
vaudeville.
of the Regent theatre, Ottawa, lately obtained interesting publicity through a timely stunt in inviting the whole squad of the
Ottawa football club to the theatre for a
“special workout” when the gridiron stars
witnessed a presentation of Harold Lloyd’s
“The Freshman.” About 30 members of
the club were guests of Bishop. The newspapers gave the stunt considerable “play.”
C. R. Dip pie, for a long time the manager of the Universal branch at Calgary,
Alberta, has moved to Vancouver, B. C.,
where he has joined the staff of the Fa.

First

COLUMBIA: “The Phantom
mount

61

continued operations without interruption,
however.
Both the theatre and the adjoining block are part of the huge estate
of the late Harry Brouse, who was a charter member of Associated First National
and an oustanding man in the motion pic-

Seattle
First

;

Egyp-

owned and operated by A.

C.

Zaring, opened to a monster crowd here

November

2.

.

.

.

Mayor Lew Shank

pre-

sented the house to the public with one of
Long before
his characteristic speeches.
the first show started cars were parked in
the streets about the house and the first
of a continuous string of visitors had gathLights
ered in front of the box office.
and pennants were strung in the street for
two blocks on each side of the theatre, and
the front was a riot of light in which the
Egyptian canopy across the sidewalk showed
Egyptian architecto great advantage.
ture, massiveness, Egyptian writing, a night
sky set with moon and stars, brilliant silken
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hangings and huge ornamental pillars combine with the seeming of great age to make
the house one of the most beautiful in the
The house is equipped with
country.
a Marr & Colton organ that has a console
of Egyptian design and is a duplicate of
.

.

.

New York

that in the Piccadilly in
is said to be the finest

City.

It

theatre organ in

Indiana.

Philadelphia
First
( Week

STANLEY

Runs

Beginning October 25)

“The
Midshipman,”
MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Comedy Cartoon: Stanley Magazine News; Overture, “Orpheus,”
Stanley
Symphony
Orchestra;
Vocal
Divertissement, Kitty McLaughlin
Dance
Divertissement Organ Selections.
FOX: “The Fighting Heart,” Fox; Fox
Screen Magazine;
Syncopators:
Abbey
The
Sisters
Charleston
Three,
Jack
:

;

,

Swerdlowy Stevens & King.
“Seven Keys to Baldpate,” Paramount.
PALACE: “Sally of the Sawdust,” United

KARLTON

:

Artists.

VICTORIA: “The

Mystic,”

Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.

CAPITOL: “Never

the

Twain Shall Meet,”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

ARCADIA
Mayer.

:

“Romola,”

Metro-Goldwyn-

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS
latest

design

CITY,

MO.—The

suburban house
of

theatre

the

to
is

Ritz

the

is

open here. The
unique and the

opening created a considerable stir.
Until the new Wurlitzer organ is installed
in the Newman theatre here audiences must
be content with the music of a piano while
Paa part of the feature film is shown.
trons have been asked to bear with the management, and no dissatisfaction has been
After enjoying a good run
expressed.
at the Royal theatre Harold Lloyd’s “The
Lou
Freshman” opened at the Globe.
Reichert of the local Werner Brothers exchange announces the conclusion of a deal
under which the Pantages theatre here is to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

book the 1925-26 Warner product.
makes the Pantages strictly a

.

.

The

deal

first

run

;
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visitors here recently.

November
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H. P. Peters is
East to do some special
work for Pathe.
Way land H. Taylor,
formerly manager of the exploitation department of the local Paramount office, has
accepted the position of publicity director
for S. H. Levin Enterprises, Inc.
The
local Pro-Dis-Co. office has been forced to
increase its force because of more business.

from

here

.

.

.

the

.

.

.

.

.

We

knew Manager M.

.

Corey would

E.

bring this condition about.
L. E. K.ennedy is the new manager of the local Pathe
exchange. Formerly he was special feature
representative for Pathe on the Pacific
.

.

.

Coast.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

— Jack

Eaton,

who succeeded Erno Rappe as manager of
the Fox theatre here, has resigned and a
new arrangement of executives at the Fox
has been created by John Zanft, general
manager.
Joseph J. Scholer, who formerly managed Fox’s Academy of Music in
New York has been made resident manager
of Fox theatre in Philadelphia.
Joseph
Larose, who staged the presentations at
the Fox in cooperation with Eaton, now
has full charge of that work. .../.£. Libman, business manager under Eaton, has
also resigned but no successor will be appointed. The only member of the original
.

.

.

.

ADOLPHE MENJOU

“The King

in

on Main Street,” Paramount.

Warner house and

said to involve the
highest film rental ever paid by this theatre. . . . Out-of-town exhibitors lately seen
on film row were: Roy Spurlock, Star and
Nickel theatres, St. Joseph, Mo.; Roy
Feuhrer, Temple theatre, Yates Center,

Kan.

and

;

/.

is

Roy Burford, Arkansas City, Kan.
/. Newcomb, Newks theatre, Bur-

Fox

staff

still

in office is

publicity director.
in

.

.

.

.

.

Frank

The Embassy

Seltzer,
theatre

Jenkintown has just been opened under

the management of the Glenside Amusement Co., of which Herbert Effinger is the

their presence was in
coincidental.
IV. E.
.
Shallenberger, president of Arrow Pictures
Corporation, has been here on business. He

active head. Upwards of $50,000 has been
spent in improving this theatre, which was
formerly the Auditorium and was pur-

seemed very well pleased with conditions

May.

And

Kan.

lington,

more than one way

.

.

Leslie Durland, formerly booker for Warner Brothers, is
booking for Independent Film Corporation.
Charles E. Davis, formerly a salesman
in this territory.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for Universal, has accepted a sales position
with Pro-Dis-Co.
A. W. Day has left
the local Pro-Dis-Co. exchange to accept
a position with the Warner Brothers exchange.
C. A. Schulte, manager of the
local Pro-Dis-Co. branch is still receiving
letters of congratulation concerning “Exhibitors’ Month.’
.

.

.

.

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
SAN
FRANCISCO, CAL.—The

Golden

State Realty Company has taken over the
Visalia theatre, Visalia; the Wilson theatre,
under construction at Fresno; and the Atkins theatre, under construction at Berkeley.
Miles Jackson, formerly connected with Loew’s Warfield and for eight
years with T & D, has left the Pantages
theatre here to become house manager of
the St. Francis.
Frank Harris, Pathe
division manager, was a recent visitor here.
Jimmie Woods is putting the final
touches to his plan to open his Market
Street theatre at Redding.
J. A. Harvey,
Jr., has sold his Merced theatre to the
Golden State Theatre Corporation and will
open a house in Santa Cruz.
Samuel H.
Levin is erecting a theatre at Divisadero
and Hayes streets. He will name it the
Harding.
Loew’s Warfield is the first
local theatre to broadcast its stage entertainment to listeners on the street. It was
a Fanchon & Marco idea put in effect during the showing of “Lights of Old Broadway,” and proved popular.
Charlie
Pincus, manager of the Imperial, invited
football players from various schools and
clubs in this district to the showing of “The
Freshman” and made the house even more
popular. Special sections of the house were
reserved for the guests.
S. Z. Williams,
Pro-Dis-Co, traveling auditor, and L. W.
Weir, Pro-Dis-Co division manager, were
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

from Hunt’s Theatres,

chased

theatres.

moved

.

last

is

Hunt’s Theatres,

.

has

Inc.,

new

quarters at 1339 Vine
street.
Maurice Stanford, booking manager, has taken a lease on the building and
will look after the general interests of the
company from there.
Lester Stallman,
who has been managing the Logan theatre
for Stanley Company, has been succeeded
by T. Jordan, who formerly managed the
.

.

.

.

.

mount.

&

ated by Hunt
Grand, at Terrell, Tex.,
was closed three months for remodeling
and was opened again recently. The town
now has three modern theatres.
The
new Gem theatre, Memphis, Tex., operated
Lindsley, has been opened.
by Houston
“California Straight Ahead” was the picture shown during opening week.
Phil H. Pierce of the Pierce Musical Instrument Company here is the glowing
father of a baby daughter. The trade of
the Southwest offer congratulations to
Manager C. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce.
Thompson of the new Capitol theatre in
Shreveport, La., will open the house NoSuperlite screen, Westingvember 15.
house generator and Peerless lamps have

.

Film Exchange, operated by Gus Krug and
John Boehm has opened at 253 N. Thirteenth street.

.

.

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

been

installed.

WASHINGTON

.

Capitol.
Martin Goldenberg, who man.
aged the Ruby, has been transferred to
the Capitol. . . . The Philadelphia Arbitration Board has instructed William Popp
of the Savoy theatre, Wilmington, Del., to
take the entire “Telephone Girl” series
from the Philadelphia exchange of F. B. O.
because he failed to take advantage of a
clause in the contract which would have
enabled him to cancel the series after playThe Art Class
ing the first episode.
.

in a scene from
Street,” Para-

WASHINGTON,

D.
C.—Harry M.
Crandall was host to the dramatic editors
of Washington newspapers at a private
screening of the First National- Rothacker
picture, “The Lost World,” at the Ambassador and later they were his guests at
Hallowe’en costume parties
luncheon.
for children at the Crandall neighborhood
theatres drew capacity crowds, particu.

.

larly at the
tres.

.

.

.

.

Ambassador and Home theaJoseph P. Morgan, general

the Crandall theatres, made a
hurried trip to Martinsburg, W. Va., to
supervise programs at the Apollo and
Strand during the illness of H. A. Doman,
Crandall played
resident manager.

manager of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

into

DALLAS

.

.

Inc.,

associated with the Stanley Company and is also the atcive head of
the Strand, Leader and Sixty-ninth Street
Effinger

ADOLPHE MENJOU
“The King on Main

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

DALLAS, TEX. House Manager Otto
E. Munn of the Washington theatre here
and Mrs. Fannie McVey were wed re-

Now

cently.
he has two houses to manH. Jorgenson of the Grand theage.
.
atre here is installing new equipment in
the house.
large Fotoplayer will be
The
.
among the new installations.
.

.

A

.

.

Amusement Company has complans for a new theatre in Albu-

Bachechi
pleted

querque, N. M. Motion pictures and vaudeville and other theatrical attractions will
be included on the programs of the new
house.
Homer Mulkey of Clarendon,
Tex., is soon to open his second house
there. While in Dallas recently he placed
an order for two Simplex machines.
A. C. Moore of Bartlett, Tex., is building
and will operate a new theatre at Georgetown, Tex.
The Palace theatre, oper.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

an active part in the film men’s tourney at
Beside shootSilver Springs Golf Club.
ing one of the worst games of the day he
For the showcontributed a trophy.
ing of “The Lost World” at the Metropolitan the doors were thrown open at 2 p. m.
John
instead of the customary 2:30.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Crandall’s assistant general
manager, was on the committee of arrangements for the golf tournament and
Harry E.
also donated a trophy.
Lohmeyer, manager of the Tivoli, was on
the sick list for two days. Stewart A.
Pike, assistant manager, took charge.
When Daniel Breeskin, conductor of the
Metropolitan symphony orchestra, entertained with Mrs. Breeskin on Hallowe’en
night, a projection machine was placed in
the home by Abe Dresner, manager of

J.

Payette,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Washington Theatre Supply Company
The largo movement from Dvorak’s “The
New World Symphony” featured the music
program at the Metropolitan for the showing of “The Lost World.”
.

.

.
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Screen Brilliancy
For brilliancy on the screen make
sure
in

you have Eastman Positive Film

the projector.

by

It is identified

the words “Eastman” and “Kodak”
in black letters in the film margin.

Eastman

is

the film that

is

un-

rivaled for carrying the quality

of

the negative through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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THE FILM MART
and Molly Malone played the feminine
lead.
The title of Adams’ next has not
been announced.

Jans
Next

Two Chosen

“The

Roaring Forties” and “Other
Men’s Wives,” in that order, will be the
next two productions to go into work.

Red

Beaudine Directing Burns, D’Avril

Harold
Burns in

Seal

Max

Comedian Made Director

Fleis-

maker of the “Out-of-the-Inkwell”
cartoons, makes her film debut in the

cher,

next “Inkwell” to be released,

is
directing Neal
current picture, in which
lead is played by Yola

the feminine
D’Avril.

Maker’s Daughter in “Inkwell” Film

Ruth Fleischer, daughter of

Beaudine
his

Earl Rodney, formerly a comedian in
Christie

“Ko-Ko

pictures,

Steps Out.”

directing

Matt Moore Busy for Fox

First Picture Finished

Matt Moore, borrowed from Warner

Alpine’s first production, “Hill Folks,”
has been finished. It will have its first

Brothers to play the part of Tom Tucker
in “The First Year,” a comedy of married life, is at work on the new picture.

12.

Columbia

Mix Preparing

All on Schedule Completed

The full quota of 18 pictures on the
current schedule has been completed and
the negatives have been delivered to the
producers.

Tom Mix
WILLARD LOUIS

in

“The

Love

Toy,” Warner Brothers production.

Cracker.”

Chadwick

Edward Everett Horton

will

star in this picture.

“Smith of Cornell” to Start
The picture “Smith of Cornell,” starring George Walsh, will be put into work
soon. It will be a picture of college life
with the institution’s football activities
stressed.

Associated

Exhibitors

Budget Created for Comedies
A budget of more than $500,000 has
been created for the use of Samuel S.
Hutchison in making comedy productions, the first of which will be “The Nut

Lloyd Inghram Will Direct
Lloyd Inghram has been selected to
direct Samuel S. Hutchison’s first comedy
feature, “The Nut Cracker.”

Arrow
Two

Signed for “Silken Lady”
Gladys Hulette and Mahlon Hamilton
have been signed to play the principal
parts in “The Silken Lady,” which will
go into production soon under the direc-

Edgar Lewis.

tion of

“My Lady

Whims” Ready
of Whims,” starring Clara Bow, has ended and the pic-

Work

ture

is

of

on

for

Next

making preparations for
his next production, which

is

the filming of
bears the title

“My Own

Pal.”

“Daybreak” Players Chosen
Players chosen for leading roles in
“Daybreak” are: Jacqueline Logan, Lou
Tellegen, Roy Atwill, Walter Pidgeon,
Gustav Von Seyfertitz and Charles Lane.

Buck Jones

Starts Sixth

Buck Jones has started filming work
on “The Gentle Cyclone,” his sixth picture

W.

in
S.

the

schedule of

current

Van Dyke

is

seven.

directing.

Three on Release Card

Three Buck Jones Westerns for which
the release dates have been set are: “The
Desert’s Price,” Dec. 13; “The Cowboy
and the Countess,” Jan. 31; and “A Man

Four Square,” March

21.

“My Lady

ready for release.

Century
Four More for November Release
“Nursery Troubles” has been released
and four more are scheduled for release
They are: “A Taxi War,”
this month.
Nov. 11; “A Speedy Marriage,” Nov. 18;
“Red Riding Hood,” Nov. 21; and “Oh
Buster!” Nov. 25.

Educational
Short Features in 8,000 Houses

Announcement is made that during a
week Educational short features
were shown in 8,000 theatres in the
recent

United States and Canada.
JForking Title Announced

“Household Hints” has been announced as the working title of the current Neal Burns-Christie comedy, which
Educational will release.

CHARLOTTE BIRD,
cast

of

mount.

“The

a

unit.

Fox

Alpine Productions

showing November

now

is

comedy producing

Best

engaged for the
People,”

Para-

Jimmie Adams Completes “Busy Bum”
Jimmie Adams has just completed “A
Busy Bum.” William Watson directed

YVONE CAREWE

(daughter of

Director Edwin Carewe) in “Joanna,”
First National.

November
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December’s Releases Scheduled
The following are the productions
scheduled for December release: “The
Midnight Flyer,” “Smilin’ at Trouble,”
and the seventh “Mazie,” Dec. 6; “A
Broadway Lady,” an untitled Tom Tyler
Western, “A Peaceful Riot” and a Bray
cartoon, Dec. 13; the eighth “Mazie,”
Dec. 20; “Look Out Below” and another
Bray cartoon, Dec. 27.

Thomson Bought

Story for

Tough

“The

Guy,”

Frank

by

Clifton, has been bought for
Buckley Fritz Oxford
son.
the continuity.

M.

Fred Thomis

preparing

Evelyn Brent Making “Broadway Lady”
Evelyn Brent has begun work on “A
Broadway Lady,” under the direction of
Wesley Ruggles. The story is by Fred

Kennedy Myton.
Two New Serials Planned
Two new serials, “F'ighting Hearts”
and

“Bill

planned.
following

Grimm’s Progress,” have been

Work

on the first will start
completion of the “Mazie”

series.

Jockeys at the Empire race track are guests of George Archainbaud and the First
National unit making “The Scarlet Saint.”

Emory Johnson Preparing Scenario
Following the shipping of the master
print of

“The Last Edition”

to the

home

Emory Johnson began

the scenario
of his next production, the title and the
theme of which have not been an-

office,

nounced.

Tate Making Plane Sequence

on the

staff

making “Partners Again,” is at Little
Lake, Cal., making the airplane sequence
of the picture.

“Gold Rush” Sets

New Record

Charlie Chaplin’s “The Gold Rush” has
a new high record for attendance
and receipts at the Capitol theatre, Vancouver, B. C.
set

filmed and the sample prints will be forwarded to the New York office about

November

Fairbanks

to

15.

“Kimono” News Showing Planned
A special showing of “The

Kimono”

Red

be held for trade paper
and newspaper men before the first of
the year, it has been announced.

Destroy Ship

Douglas Fairbanks has almost completed plans for the blowing up of one
of the ships he is using in “The Black
Pirate.”

Belle Bennett East for Premiere

“Stella Dallas” will open its premiere
at the Apollo, New York City,
November 15, and Belle Bennett, who
plays the title role, has gone East for
the event.

showing

First

“Volga Boatman” Role Filled

Victor
has been
prince in
the only

Varconi, an Austrian player,
cast for the part of the Russian

“The Volga Boatman.”

He

is

player so far cast for this pro-

duction.

IP ell

Ralph Dixon Heads Editors
Pictures
has
signed
Metropolitan
Ralph Dixon to fill the post of chief of
the film editorial

Gotham
“Speed Limit” Will Be Ninth
“The Speed Limit” will be the ninth
production on the current schedule. This
will be followed by “Hearts and Spangles” and “Racing Blood.”
Canine Actors Co-Starred
a new canine actor,
be co-starred with “Thunder” in the
forthcoming production “The Phantom

“White Fawn,”

will

of the Forest.”

release.

The filming of “El Pasado” has been
completed and the company has returned
The picture is
from Mexico City.

Sanford Productions
“El Pasado” Filming Completed

scheduled for early release.

First National

Under Way

Schenck Obtains Ree’s Services
Through an arrangement with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Joseph M. Schenck has
engaged Max Ree to design costumes
for Norma Talmadge’s use in “East of
the Setting Sun.”
J.

“Don

Juan,” starring John Barrymore,
well under way under the direction of
Alan Crosland. Mary Astor plays the
leading feminine role.

Blue Making “Man Upstairs”
Monte Blue is at work on the production of “The Man Upstairs.” It is being
directed by Roy Del Ruth.

Title

“Don Juan”

Blanche Sweet

“Don

Juan.”
Warner “Forty” Booked Into Ten

to

Make “Far Cry”

Blanche Sweet will make “The Far
Cry” as her next production, which will
be directed by Sylvano Balboni.

The Multnomah Theatres Corporation,
operating 10 suburban houses in Portland, Ore., has signed for the entire
Warner “Forty.”

Corinne

Eddie Cline

Filming work on Syd Chaplin’s cur-

Changed

“Flirtation” is the title finally chosen
for the Corinne Griffith production made
The
under the title “Caesar’s Wife.”
picture will be released December 13.

Estelle Taylor has been cast to play
the part of Lucretia in John Barrymore’s

“Nightie Night” Half Finished

staff.

“Three Faces East” Being Edited
Filming work on “Three Faces East”
has been finished and the picture is being
It is scheduled for early
cut and titled.

is

Estelle Taylor in

home office.
Room

“Steel Preferred” has gone to the cutting room. Walter Anthony, journalist,
has been engaged to write the titles.

Warner Brothers
“Don Juan”

to the

“Steel Preferred’ to Cutting

will

Pro-Dis-Co.

the West
Following a
Coast, the print of Rudolph Valentino’s
“The Eagle” has been shipped East.

on

Print Shipped East
A1 Christie has shipped the print of

“Madam Behave”

Davis Dist. Div.

“Eagle” Print Shipped East

preview

“Madame Behave”

half finished.

Two “Power God” Episodes Filmed
The first two episodes of the Ben
Wilson “Power God” serial have been

United Artists
Cullen Tate, technician,

rent production, “Nightie Night Nurse,”
is

Mack

Sennett,

(left),

Alice

maker

dies, rest after a hike.

Day and

of Pathe come-

Griffith’s

Next

Named

“Mile. Modiste” will be Corinne GrifRobert Z. Leonard,
fith’s
next picture.

an arrangement with
Goldwyn-Mayer, will direct.

through

Metro-

”
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Brown

Clarence

Talmadge

Brown

Will Direct “ Kiki

Brown

Clarence

in

21, 1925

direct
picture,
completed his
will

her next

has just

Norma
“Kiki.”
assign-

ment with Rudolph Valentino.

Pathe
Release Date for “Dog’s Life” Set
November 22 is the release date for
the Charlie Chaplin reissue “A Dog’s
Life.”

New

Serial in Production

“The Bar-G Mystery,” a new serial,
has been put in work. The leading roles
are filled by Dorothy Phillips and Wallace MacDonald.
Carey Making “Driftin’ Through”

Harry Carey is at work on “Driftin’
Through, ” the first of a new series of
Western pictures for Pathe.
November

Two

15 Releases Selected

two-reel comedies,

“The Uneasy

Three” and “Take Your Time,” head the
list of November 15 releases.
Others
on the card are a chapter of the “Wild

West”

a Grantland Rice “Sportin
Judea”; a “Film
Fable” and two issues of Pathe News.
serial,

“Bethany

light,”

“Archer” Chapter Received
first chapter of the serial “The
Green Archer” has been received at the
First

Above: Millard Webb,
director, and cameramen on a floating location in the open

making a scene
“The Sea Beast,”
the Warner Brothers
sea
for

production in which

Barrymore

John

is

starred and in which

Dolores Costello has
the leading feminine
Left,

role.

in

foreground from

the
left

right, Millard
Webb, Dolores Cos-

to

tello

and John Barry-

more.

The

home

office.

Paramount
Former Scenarist to Direct
Willis Goldbeck, former

Paramount

scenarist, will direct the first Michael
Arlen story, “The Ace of Cads.”

Changed
Fleming could not complete
work on “Lord Jim” in time to begin
“Behind the Front”; for that reason
Directors

Victor

Edward Sutherland

will direct the latter

production.
Alice Joyce East for

New Film

Alice Joyce has arrived in the East to
begin work on her new picture, “Dancing

Mothers.”

Menjou Stars in Arlen Picture
Adolphe Menjou will have the stellar
role in Michael Arlen’s “Ace of Cads.”
“Desert Gold” Starts Soon

“Desert Gold” is scheduled to go into
production in a short time. George B.
will direct the picture,
the story by Zane Grey.

Seitz

from

which

is

Universal
Titles of

The

Two Changed

of the Rudolph Schildkraut
picture “His People” has been changed
to “Proud Heart,” and the picture made
under the title of “Two Blocks Away”
will be released under the title “Cohen
and Kelly.”
title

Company on Location
Art Acord and a large company are
on location at Lone Pine, Cal., making
sequences for “Mavericks,” Acord’s cur“Mavericks”

rent

starring production.

Janet Gaynor with

Ben Corbett

Janet Gaynor has been cast for the
leading feminine role in “Three Wise
Men,” in which Ben Corbett and Gilbert

Holmes

Millard Webb, director of “The Sea Beast,” Warner Brothers production,
did not find time to go to a barber shop during the filming of the picture,
so had his. hair cut at the studio.

are co-starred.

“Proud Heart” Replaces “Phantom”
“The Phantom of the Opera” has been
withdrawn from the Astor theatre, New
York, so that the metropolis may view

Rudolph Schildkraut’s “Proud Heart,”
in which he makes his debut as a film
player.

HAL "ROACH
presents

CLVVE COOK.
“Should Sailors Marry?"
He was a good sailor but not on matrimonial seas.
He was used to all waves save those which were permanently stormy.
He located a bride through a Matrimonial Agency, and when he had

got
hitched found that he was supposed to assume the alimony she was paying
to her first husband; that the first husband was to be their boarder and
proposed to personally see that the alimony was paid.
in this one is side-splitting. The laughs come fast and furious. It
one of those pictures that your audience thank you for showing, even
those with ribs fractured from laughing.

The fun
is

It

would make a dog laugh.

F. 'Richard Jones, Supervising Director

Advertise

it!

The Hardest Dollar This
Little Girl Ever Made IS

your Easiest T£you Advertise

'Our

by the name of Katherine Bourg, 7 years old, who
never misses an “Our Gang” comedy, won $1.00 from me. I bet

“A

little girl

comedy (“Shootin’ Injuns”) all
the way through without a laugh or a smile. The joke cost me a
dollar. She sat all the way through without laughing or smiling. Her
her a dollar she could not see this

parents sat with her, as well as

my

wife, to

watch

her,

and they had

ten dollars worth of fun trying to

make

had to come across. The

house was roaring with laughter

rest of the

at the kiddies, while little

her lose her dollar, but

Katherine sat serious and saw

Dr. Bourg, her father, claims this

was the hardest

it

through.

dollar she ever

made.”

FAIRYLAND, WHITE CASTLE, IOWA.
(In the Exhibitors’ Herald.)

Directed by

ROBERT McGOWAN
Supervising Director
F.

RICHARD JONES

Pafh^comedy
TRADE

MARK

I

HAL 'ROACH
presents

'Better

Mo'Vies

HAL 'ROACH COMET>y
Tbuo "Reels

**

There

Goes the

A honeymoon

"Bride

with a toothache!

What bridegroom

could be romantic and spoony with a “swollen

jaw and a yelling tooth?

Two

crooks, one of them handsome and romantic; a sheriff who
tough guy; a baby on which a $50,000.00 reward has been
offered; a susceptible bride who wants to be petted, and can't see
a toothache as an alibi; these are the conspirators who connive
to drag from your audiences as much laughter as the law allows.
is

a

Hal Roach knows comedy
into

this

Hanes”

—

like

Ford knows

flivvers.

He

picture Lucien Littlefield, Martha Sleeper,
the marvelous baby, Noah Young and others.

F. 'Richard Jones Supervising "Director
.

Advertise

it!

has put

‘Husky

99
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LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

ON THE STROKE OF THREE:

Associated Exhibitors

Monday night

—

THE SKY RAIDER:

Captain Nungesser Ran
on a week end and I think it pleased all.
reels.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre,
Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
this

—

Six

Boys, Vetter

—

THE RIGHT OP THE STRONGEST:

Thanks You

Special

— Real good picture of Southern type. Six
— Crosby Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
—Neighborhood patronage.
WOMAN TO WOMAN Betty Compson— Betty
Seven
— Crosby
Compson’s best picture.
Bros., Lily theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. — Neighborhood
«ast

reels.

HOMER. MICH.— To

the
the boys for
me that I appreciate the reports
on pictures in the
“What the Picture Did For
Me” department of the ExHerald.
hibitors

Editor:

:

reels.

patronage.

F. B. 0.
THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn Brent—I have
played all the pictures featuring this star and
No poor ones
her record is absolutely perfect.
She
ro far and she has never failed to please.
draws the same amount of business as Thomson,
all
Western
stars
on
the
B.
Custer and
F.
O.
Her pictures are clean and full of
program.
action and will please the general run of picture
patrons.
Six reels. R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111. -General patronage.

——

THE HUMAN TORNADO: Yakima Canutt—
Just

a

fair

Western

;

—

as good as “White
M. J. Aley, Regent thea-

not

Thunder.” Five reels.
tre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

THE TEXAS BEARCAT:

Bob

Custer— Good

picture.
Best Custer that we
story than usual and is very
reels.

don,

have had.
Better
well done.
Five
D. McChesney, Princess theatre, CranWis. General patronage.

—H.

RIDIN’

—

THE WIND:

Fred

Thomson—Below

average. Fred Thomson seems to be letting down.
This picture did not go over nearly as good as
his former productions.
It wasn’t the weather,
it must have been that the picture did not
gather, and it should have gained the second
Anyhow, it did not do normal business.
night.
A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City,
Ind.
Country town patronage.

o

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

Thomson—

Fred

This boy is as good a Western star as you can
And. More than pleased. Hardin Entertainment
Co., Royal theatre, Norborne, Mo.
Small town
patronage.

—

—

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:
Title

killed

the

average for this

though

picture,
star.

If

Thomson—

Fred

far below
Freddie wants to keep
it’s

climbing, F. B. O. had better get stories for him.
F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.

—

LOVE’S BARBAIN

—

Marjorie Daw Film condition good.
Copyright 1925.
Rating about 85
per cent.
Marjorie Daw is a very good actor,
thus making show very good. It is so real, like
the life of today.
Drew a fairly good crowd.
Those that were present all seemed to like it
from reports.
Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel
theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.
:

—
—

—

WHITE THUNDER: Yakima Canutt A pretty
good Western picture. The hard critics will pick
it
to pieces, but will please the roughnecks.
Five reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont,
la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

WHITE FANG: Strongheart This one got us
a good house.
If you would ask for my personal opinion I would in honesty have to say
poor for Strongheart, but as our opinions don’t
count what is the difference? It is the opinion
of the public that counts
if
the public says
good, it is good, and that’s what they say about
;

South Dearborn

III.

You

VETTER,

tell

— ERNEST

Majestic

to good business

— Small

town patronage.

Special cast— Old but
a very good show and pleased my patrons.
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

First National
THE HALFWAY GIRL: Doris Kenyon—Re-

theatre.

Gal,’’

—

Six reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theaChateaugay, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:

Richard Talmadge Good and played on Sunday to an excepThis star well liked and
tionally big business.

—

sure does

Hudson

— Geo. Kress,
—Neighborhood

draw them

theatre,

in.
Six reels.
Rochester, N. Y.

J.

patronage.

TEARING THROUGH: Richard Talmadge—
That
Another good action picture from Dick.
boy is some athlete and my patrons like him.

— R. L. Nowell. Idlehour
— Small town patronage.

Five

reels.

roe,

Ga.

theatre,

Mon-

NORTH OF NEVADA:

Fred Thomson— Fine,
you are there with the
goods.
You and Silver King. One of the best
wouldn’t swap his
I
Thomson Westerns yet.
Mix included.
pictures for any other Westerns.
Nowell,
Idlehour
theatre, MonFive reels. R. L.
General patronage.
roe, Ga.
LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
A good picture with action and comedy to
Ernest Vetter,
Five reels.
poor business.
Small town
Homer, Mich.
Majestic theatre,
patronage.
THE DANGEROUS COWARD: Fred Thomson
Film good. We were late in playing this, due
We had many good comments
to a miss out.
Out of the
on the picture by our audience.
eight Thomson pictures we have played I honestly
Not much of
think that this is the poorest.
Silver King in this and Thomson is not in the
However, our patrons
role that he belongs in.
seemed to like it, so I guess we don’t know it
all.
Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

Fred

—when

others

fail

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

Fred

Thomson—The

horse Silver King has a lot to do and does it
Five reels. H. Bettendorf, Opera House,
good.
General patronage.
Foley, Minn.

—

—

PERILS OF PARIS:

Pearl

White—I thought

White was dead
and found this picture

until I opened the can
of hers.
No, she isn’t
near dead, boys, she's bigger and finer and betReferring to my booking
ter looking than ever.
records I found that I was to have a Fred
Thomson picture, but guess Fred must be still
nursing his broken leg and F. B. O. sent me
“Perils of Paris” instead. The picture was made

Pearl

over in Paris and much to my surprise it proved
Pearl hasn’t forgotten any
to be pretty good.
of her serial tricks and she kept the crowd enter(Hope Fred Thomson don’t
tained throughout.
break his other leg.) Six reels. R. W. Hickman,
Lyric theatre, Greenville, 111. General patronage.

—

—

our patrons

WESTBOUND LIMITED:

member what a

tre,

all

delighted with it. It is so much better than many
of the specials and super-specials that there is no
way to compare them and do justice to the
I
can honestly, say, boys,
"Stroke of Three.”
here is a regular special picture that will add
prestige to your house, please your patrons, and
Seven reels.
expand your chest measurement.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

Homer. Mich.
this one.

cast—

Special

and

Here

you had in “Hurricane’s
National several years ago?
another one just as good if not a little

from
is

better.

bit

thriller

First

In

face of

Halloween

activities

this

By all means use
supported a nice business.
Eight reels.
the trailer on this it’s a wow
Pittsfield, 111.
theatre,
P.
Russell Armentrout, K.
General patronage.
THE KNOCKOUT: Milton Sills—A knockout
as far as fighting goes but a flop at box office.
Must have been too rough for high brows, yet
they didn’t come out first night so how did they
know ? Suppose the title and advertising scared
them off. Sills generally a good drawing card,
but he didn’t even make an impression with this
Seven reels. R. L. Nowell. Idlehour theaone.
Monroe, Ga. Small town patronage.
tre,

—

!

—

—
—

HER SISTER FROM PARIS: Constance Talmadge This is the best Constance Talmadge picCan’t
Business only fair.
ture we have played.
get them out on her pictures. A. Burrus, Lyric

—

theatre,

Crete,

Neb.

— General

—

patronage.

Ben Lyon— The title
brought them in. While the title was misleading,
The
the show.
with
they were satisfied
still
feature was O. K. but the comedy used along

THE NECESSARY EVIL:

Seven
“One-third Off,” spoiled it.
Babin, Fairyland theatre. White
General patronage.
Castle, La.
SHORE LEAVE: Richard Barthelmess This is
reputed to be Barthelmess’ best picture. If it is,
Heaven help the poor country town exhibitor.
Too many closeups, too much of Barthelmess’
posing, no action, no nothing as far as pulling
power. I reported my loss on this one and got
a nice letter of condolence from Mr. Brown of
First National, for which I am duly grateful.
He would hate to get his pay out of my profit
Barthelmess is not a star.
on this engagement.
He is a filler. He would be all right in support
but as a star, as far as all of his productions
have proved out with us, he is not there. He just
can’t get the money and he doesn’t register
either at the box office or with the patrons. A.
with

reels.

this,

—M.

J.

—

—

—

E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,
Ind. Country town patronage.

—

FINE CLOTHES: Lewis

Columbia

—This

Stone

City,

picture

was not up to the usual high standard of John
M. Stahl productions. It started out just fine
but after the second reel it seemed to go all to
It jumped from a perfectly clean picture
pieces.
The hero spent four
to a very suggestive one.
reels trying to induce the hero into going with
him, but somehow the fool woman couldn’t make
up her mind. The title means nothing and the
picture will hardly mean anything to your patrons.
Eight reels. R. W. Hickman, Lyric theatre,
Greenville, 111.
General patronage.

—
—
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

—

THE SONG OF LOVE: Norma

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess
This is
a good picture along new lines, but not one that
suits the general patronage.
E. W. Swarthout,
Palace theatre, Aurora, Ind.— General patronage.

—

Rand Wires
Adams Okay

THE DESERT FLOWER:
good.
A comedy Western
for small towns.

Neb.

— General

—

Colleen Moore—Very
with a kick.
Okay
A. Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete,

patronage.

CLASSIFIED: Corinne
ture

by

Griffith

Corinne

that

far

— The

best picever made.
of her other

Griffith

Take

THREE ROUSING CHEERS FOR ROY
STOP ONE LANGUAGE ONE
ONE WIFE IS ALSO A GOOD
ENOUGH MOTTO FOR US IN IDAHO
STOP WE PREFER ADAMS’ JUDGMENT
TO THAT OF VIGNOLA ANY OLD TIME
STOP HOPE EVERY EXHIBITOR WILL
WRITE IN AND GIVE THE ROTTEN
PICTURES A SOLAR PLEXUS.
W. ADAMS

“Lilies of The Field” and all
outstanding pictures, multiply by five and you
have this picture.
Excellent print out of St.
Louis. Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre, Pitts-

—

field,

111.

— General

FLAG

patronage.

THE LOST WORLD:

—The

Special

cast

est novelty picture ever made.
business, as it rained five days

great-

PHILIP RAND,

Did not do any

SALMON, IDAHO.

show date and on the show date it turned cold
and continued.
The coldest weather this year.
Buy this picture by all means and step on it
and charge advanced admission.
Ten reels. C.
McKenzie,

theatre,

Tenn.

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast— Very entertaining. A wonderful production. Once is enough
kind of a picture, but very instructive.
Animals very life like.
Caused much
wonderment.
I think it would do your house
good to show it.
Twelve reels. A. F. Jenkins,
Community theatre, David City, Neb. Farmer
patronage.

—

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Special cast This picture
should please the majority of people, especially
a town where there are lots of schools or a
college.
Broke all records with it. Lloyd Cottrell,
Strand theatre, Gulport, Miss. General

—

—

patronage.

A THIEF IN PARADISE:

Ronald

Colman—

—

Colleen Mooi’e No good.
Not up to
Ten reels. W.
Price too high.
her standard.
U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala. Gen-

SO BIG:

eral

to see this

—

—
—

patronage.

SO BIG:

Colleen

—A

Moore

wonderful

sample

of Miss Moore’s real ability, but not the drawing
card that her flapper pictures are. It makes one
feel good, however, to play a picture like this.
Seven reels. R. G. Leuzinger, Movies theatre,

—

Carthage,

S.

D.

— Small

—

Kalispell,

Mont.

— General

hat is off to Syd Chaplin who in my opinion
Seven reels. R. G. Leuzinger,
cops the picture.
Movies theatre, Carthage, S. Dak. Small town
patronage.

My

—

Milton Sills
My patrons ex-

Milton Sills a good card for us.
pressed their approval of this picture.
Sills in
role of a police officer.
It is full of human interest and the story grips your attention throughout its full length.
In an Irish neighborhood
the title alone will have the magnetism to draw
them in. Seven reels. Charles H. Ryan, Milford
theatre, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Griffith — Very fine pro— Carl E. Anderson, Liberty
Mont. — General patronage.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN: George Billings — This

DECLASSE:

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
in

Twelve

reels.

Community

theatre,

David

patronage.

—

A.

City,

F.

Neb.

Jenkins,

— Farmer

Colleen Moore
People talked about
one for two weeks after seeing it. I think
the first picture I ever ran where seemingly
every person attending the theatre had something
good to say about it when they came out. Eight
reels.
Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem theatres.
Cooper, Tex. General patronage.

—

WANT MY MAN:

I

Sills— A

Milton

typical

A

heavy society drama suitable
Did not get any extra money,
but a small town has to run a few of these kind
to get away from Westerns once in a while. Holds
interest well throughout and not draggy.
I say
if it can be bought right, buy it.
Seven reels.'
H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, la. Small
Sills picture.
for small town.

—

town patronage.
Constance Talmadge

Personally thought this a fair program picture
but all my patrons liked it so much they left
soon after it started. Therefore, no good for me.
Eight reels.
W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre,
Lafayette, Ala. General patronage.

—
—

THOSE

WHO DANCE:

Blanche Sweet— Good

business on this one.
Good picture, good moral
lesson, and First National a very good lot to
do business with.
What more could I tell you

wrote

I

night?

all

Seven

reels.

—P. W. Quin— Small town

Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.

lin.

patronage.

THE SILENT WATCHER:
Good picture that pleased

all

Glenn Hunterwho saw it. A real
Many favorable

story well done.
Fair business.
reports.
Allen Johnson, Royal

—

Mich.

Rapids,

—Neighborhood

theatre.

Grand

patronage.

CHRISTINE OF THE HUNGRY HEART;
TARNISH; IDLE TONGUES; IF I MARRY
with

:

any

—

First National pictures will stack up
Above are excellent program
I
use.
Johnson, Royal theatre, Grand

Allen
Rapids, Mich.

—Neighborhood

patronage.

JUST A WOMAN: Conway

— Exception-

Tearle

and extra good. It pleased all. Seven reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle,

ally

—

;

tainment.

—

—

SALLY:

type.

the

;

;

AGAIN

all.

best picture we ever played.
So true to
life it carried the audience right with it.
Heart
interest
some comedy
has everything, and a
real
Lincoln character actor.
Tied up with
schools, Campfire Girls and a teachers’ convention and got away with it.
100 per cent enteris

Broke

it

if

Corinne

duction.
Pleased
theatre, Kalispell,

—

—

—

patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY:

;

A DANGEROUS MAID:

Special cast
Funny ? It’s a scream from start to finish.
One of the best comedies we have ever played.

—

Richard Barthelmess

house record for middle of the week. It
sure was a drawing card. Splendid picture. Left
some bits to the imagination was only adverse
comment on it and to any thinking person it did
not need another scene of any sort. Barthelmess
great story great film fine.
Everybody happy.
Barthelmess and Colleen Moore are two stars
that are well worth while.
Seven reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
patronage.

town patronage.

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND:

Rather silly story but fine picture.
Seemed to
please very well.
Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,

CLASSMATES:
our

—

—

H. Martin, Strand
General patronage.

—
—

this

REX THEATRE.

before

straight

Talmadge

Raised price and made a little money.
Very good costume picture.
Print good.
Ten
reels.
W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette,
Ala. General patronage.
Fair.

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22
\

La.

— General

patronage.

THE LADY Norma
:

—Don’t

Talmadge

know

if

ever saw Norma in any better. My patrons
think this is better than anything she has ever
played in. Pleased 100 per cent. Eight reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
General patronage.
I

—

—A
November

—

—A
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Fox
—

THANK YOU:

George O’Brien Small towns
take notice!
Here is your picture. It’s a 100
per cent.
Get behind it.
Give complimentary
to the ministers.
If possible, give them
This picture
a week in advance.
should be shown in every small town and village
Incidentally, the author
in the United States.
knew the difference between the Lord’s Day and
the Sabbath Day. Russell Armentrout, K. P. theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Pittsfield, 111.
tickets

a screening

—
—

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER: Tom Mix—
Although

bucking

a

Texas

stiff

and

Northern

real one of the season, which usually keeps
folks in, they managed to dig up their wraps and
venture out and were not disappointed after they
first

—

Six reels. Henry Sparks, Grand &
Cooper, Tex. General patronage.

came.

—

theatres,

MY HUSBAND’S WIVES:
rotten
theatre,

Mason—

Shirley

—T.
"Wilson, Seelye
— General patronage.
Special cast— Picture good but

program

picture.

S.

Kan.

Abilene,

LIGHTNIN’

Gem

:

Roth

up the second day of a two day run.
Eight reels. H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre,
Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
did not hold

—

—

—Jones draws
pretty good here.
His pictures this year have
been very good as a whole.
Five
—H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont,
— Small town
THE TRAIL RIDER:

acJ^er Prints

Buck Jones

reels.

Utmost

la.

patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Not

up

in

Screen Brilliancy

to the standard Mix pictures and only a fair
picture.
Five reels. O. O. Troyer, Rialto theaDickinson, N. D. General patronage.

—
—

tre,

GOLD AND THE GIRL:

Buck Jones— Broke

all

house records for one day with this picture on a
Saturday. Buck Jones gets the money. Six reels.
Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem theatres, Cooper,
Tex. General patronage.

—

—

THE KISS BARRIER: Edmund Lowe— A

good

picture with a poor title and poor paper, and
still the New York critics are saying Fox has
the best pictures for 1925-26.
The old saying,
“I’m from Missouri, and I have to be shown.”
Six reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont,
la.

—
— Small town

patronage.

THE CYCLONE RIDER:
wow

a

Special

cast— Here

is

has everything, action, speed, story,
and some of the best comedy you ever saw. One
of the best I have run in a long, long while. Drew
fine business for the first of the week.
Six reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
It

1

—

THE PAINTED LADY:
good melodrama.
in the world, but

gets over nicely.
theatre,
Bellaire,
O.

Temple

Morris,

George O’Brien— Pretty
Not the most pleasant picture
it

— Ben L.
— General

patronage.

—

AN ARIZONA ROMEO:

Buck Jones Buck is
This was very good for a program.
Good comments. A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.
Farmer
patronage.
getting better.

—

CURLY TOP
or

story

plot

—The bunk. No
— H. Collier,
Mo. — General patron-

Mason

Shirley

:

to

—

Six

it.

reels.

Opera House, Portageville,

TEETH: Tom Mix — Same
Jenkins,

old

Tom.

—

Farmer patronage.

AS NO

MAN HAS LOVED:

cast— Not
as good as the other picture that was made
from the same story but we had to pay about
fifty times as much rental.
Lay off this one if
you have played “The Man Without a Country.”
Get “The Man Without a Country” from Legion
headquarters for one-fourth the rental and clean
Special

— O. O. Troyer, Rialto
— General patronage.

up.
Eight reels.
Dickinson, N. D.

theatre,

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

—

Buck

Jones The bang ’em up kind that will thrill
your Western crowd. The usual mine story with
more than the usual share of fights and shooting
matches.
Seven reels. R- G. Leuzinger, Movies
theatre, Carthage, S. D.
Small town patronage.

McChesney, Princess
General patronage.

Dana— Fair

Viola

pro-

— C. H. Martin, Strand
— General patronage.
VENUS: Blanche Sweet—
—H. P. Braden,
Seven

MI in sum

picture.
Five reels.
theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.

above average.

reels.

Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton,
Neighborhood patronage.

Ont.,

Canada.

LITTLE ROBINSON CRUSOE:

—

Jackie Coogan
Another good Coogan. Played it on a Sunday
and it pleased all. People came out in a bad
storm to see the picture, so it would have gone
Six reels. H. D.
over big with good conditions.

—

theatre,

i® BEES

Mixed patronage.

THE SPORTING

Dorothy Devore— Went

RSS ELLSEATS

—

little

Wis.

Pleased the Saturday night audience.

—Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
Emlenton, Pa. — General patronage.

Buster Keaton One of
comedies.
Opening scenes in
best
Technicolor. I wish I had Carl Laemmle’s superlative broadcasting ability to describe this picture.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.

ALONG CAME RUTH:

Crandon,

—

SEVEN CHANCES:

gram

theatre,

THE PRAIRIE WIFE:
over good.
Six reels.

Keaton’s

Plenty of

Dog very good. Kids ate it up. A. F.
Community theatre, David City, Neb.

—

—

J.

age.
action.

TOWER

THE
OF LIES: Special cast—While
over the heads of the average audience, this is
On account of
one honest-to-goodness picture.
very poor photos, they came up to our board
and walked off in droves. By all means secure
Seven reels. M. J. Aley,
stills
if
you can.
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

—

CHARLIE

little to ask for, but it’s the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over.

It’s

—
—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE UNHOLY THREE:
good.
theatre,

—

Lon

DOLAN CANS

Chaney— Very

Seven reels. H. P. Braden, Kenilworth
Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Neighborhood

—
Pringle— A

patronage.

THE MYSTIC:

Aileen
good propicture which flopped for us on account
of poor paper.
Three sheet very poor. 11x14
photos rotten.
Seven reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre. Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

ASK YOUR DEALER

gram

—

—

—

PRETTY LADIES:

Special cast This is a very
beautiful picture, well produced, but not good
for small town theatres. A. Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.
General patronage.

—

—

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22
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Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
General patronage.

More About Clean
There are old sayings such as, “If
you give a calf enough rope he will
hang himself,” and, “Too much power
(concentrated in one place) is dangerous,” that are applicable to Holly-

wood
The

at this time.

financial uncertainty, the business risk, the belittling position it
occupied in the business and social
world, worked as a sieve in the early
days, resulting in a selective class in

the picture business. To these adventuresome spirits the industry owes a
lot, but as a whole, these pioneers
have been paid in the gold they
sought and we have a right to say to
them, “You owe something to the
goose that laid you its golden egg,
but you are like Nero with his play-

Rome, drunk with power, and
you continue as you are and he did
your ending will not be unlike his
thing,
if

except that, Rome (the picture industry) will not fall with you.”

Motion pictures are too

too

big,

deeply interwoven into present day
affairs to be killed by any group or
class, but they can be severely delayed in their forward march to their
position

rightful

as

society’s

most

powerful means of communication between human minds.
The most of us that read EXHIBITORS
are only interested
in one branch or phase of motion pictures, that of entertainment, and it is
of this we speak. There is too much

HERALD

“Hollywood”

A man

or
to
City, on the

in pictures.

woman whose

life

is

confined

Hollywood, New York
between these cities, and interspersed with an occasional trip to the
large cities of Europe, does not know
life as it is lived by the mass; yet,
from such limited, narrowed vision

wood, the rural home of
land

New Eng-

and as a gun man excells Bill Hart and is much
more pleasant to look at. You can bank on this
one and have something for the bank the next
day.
Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.

thrown open to mingle and become
by association with the

BROOMS: Bessie Love This is a good
with perhaps a little more lesson to it
than people like to buy, but no complaints and
I enjoyed it lots.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. D.
General patronage.

—Very

good

action and
flood scene

—

EXCUSE ME: Norma

— Sunday

good
business.
“Excuse Me” is an exceptional laugh
getter. The man or woman who could sit through
this picture without laughing him or herself
laughless would indeed be dead to all sense of
humor and would need medical attention at once.
I take pleasure in recommending “Excuse Me”
to my exhibitor friends.
Seven reels. P. W.
Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small
Shearer

to

—
—
town patronage.
HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—Very
good.
Chaney’s acting
Seven
—H. P.
Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada. —Neighborhood patronage.
fine.

reels.

those in authority would read
“What the Picture Did for Me,” in the
and profit by it, they
would know which way the wind is
blowing.
In conclusion I want to ask wha't
use, for what purpose or reason, are
such
pictures
“Exchange of
as,
Wives.” (See EXHIBITORS HERALD of October 31, page 58.) Because it was a stage play and written
by Cosmo Hamilton is not sufficient
excuse. No story, no plot, no one to
like, no human interest, nothing.
A
horse trade between two Yankee
farmers would have been of far more
interest and had greater entertain-

THE DIXIE HANDICAP:

Claire Windsor— Film
fair
copyright 1924.
Rating 90 per
Good for Sunday. Type melodrama. Played
Wednesday. This was a first rate melodrama.
Showed some effects that have failed at box

condition

;

—

Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. General patronage.
offices.

—

—

—General

patronage.

Gloria Swanson
:
Sunday and Monday right hot on the
downtown first run but was not paid for my
trouble.
Haven’t played “Madame Sans Gene”
yet. If it’s any worse than this I pity my patrons
and my box office when I do. Miss Swanson is
capable if properly cast, but certainly not as an
old French countess.
Some one said Paramount
was compelled to make pictures with a foreign
it

atmosphere for the sake of their overseas busiSurely this picture was never intended for
America’s Main Street.
Fair business. Allen
Johnson, Royal theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

ness.

—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

Gloria

Swanson—

is very good.
Not as much comedy in it
most of her pictures, but a better picture
than her average the last two years. She proves
very capable in an entirely new character part
and the people enjoyed the picture very much.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.

This
as

value.

General

atre,

patronage.

THE MANICURE GIRL:

Jebe Daniels— Good.

Played on Sunday and held up well.
Did our
usual business.
Six reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

A

SON

OF

Warner Baxter.

HIS FATHER:

— Who

would have
Harold Bell Wright
knocking Zane Grey off his pedestal
and taking his place in popularity
thought

YUG BREWSTER,

111.

with

it?

the

fans.

That’s

what’s

hap-

pened out here in the Rockies and
"A Son of His Father” stands right
close behind “ North of 36” and
" Thundering Herd” for attendance

Paramount
James Cruze^This

records.

is

—

wonderfully pleasing picture and the name
draws the kind of people that the picture pleases
most.
It was very satisfactory at the box office
and in its after effects, as it is good enough to
cause people to remember it for some time.

Gosh a few more unexpected
breaks like this will give me enough
change to rush back to Hollywood to
see but wait, O’Hara is too doggone
curious as it is.
Grab this play, Boys, put out the
big paper, then order up a box of

a

—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

your Cuban favorites and blow rings
around the sun, moon and stars while
the money does a Charleston at the
window. PHILIP RAND, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

THE MANICURE GIRL:
is

in

one of

my

best

turn out for her.

A Dogs Life
Pafhepicture

in zero

Played

Roy W. Adams

Released. Nov,

—

Special cast This is a
picture and one people enjoyed, but I
weather in October and that caused
to fall down.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
it

THE COAST OF FOLLY

HERALD

cent.

to

little

ran

If

V

:

THE BEST PEOPLE:
nice

anywhere,

if
your patrons like action.
Seven
D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

— H.

seems

—
—

especially

reels.

Bebe

Pierre, S. D.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

—

Bebe Daniels Extra fine
be hitting her stride
again. All her pictures lately have been 100 per
Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell,
cent.
Mont. General patronage.
comedy.

it

Ave., Chicago,

—

WILD WILD SUSAN

things.

—

THE GREAT DIVIDE: Special cast
picture of Western type and is full of
Also a
beautiful mountain scenery.
This should please
that is a dandy.

—

is too much of this knowThey do not own the public

Kimbark

—
—

—

support their goose that lays the
golden eggs and this public is the
other half of the equation. They do
not know it all; the public know some

6151

high class picture but he is a fiop
Clark & Edwards, Palace
General patronage.

NEW

who

patrons.

patronage.

—Good

picture

There

it.”

pictures are controlled. Not only controlled but made; those living this
curtailed, strangled life select the
stories, re-hash, direct and produce
them. The coast of Maine is Hollywood made. The mountains of North

—

Meighan

here.
Seven reels.
theatre, Ashland, O.

They need to come down to
earth and be one of its fellow men.
It’s true they own the business, “It’s
my apple, I can do as I please with
all spirit.

patronage.

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas

masses.

of the Pastime theMason, Michigan, hit the nail
on the head in his article in the HERALD of November 7 and Mr. Quigley
added a punch in his editorial.
From one who was an exhibitor in
the early days and now is interested
in another branch of the industry and
a firm believer in the work being done
by EXHIBITORS HERALD.

—

—

— General

influenced

ment

Lon Chaney Too creepy for
These pictures go better in a large
city.
However, we have a few fans who like this
star.
He sure does his stuff well. A. F. Jenkins,
Farmer
Community theatre, David City, Neb.

won-

Got

big crowds and
patron.
Western historical drama that ranks as best of the year.
Wallace Beery is at his best, likewise Torrence.
Ricardo Cortez makes magnificent Western star

pictured.

train

THE MONSTER:

James Cruze

derful audience picture.
delighted every class of

The perversion of the natural
course into limited, restrained channels is one of the chief reasons or
causes for the cry, “What’s the matter with the pictures?”
They lack
natural, unrestrained contact with life
as it is. They need to have the false
barrier torn away and their life

Carolina rise around Hollywood. On
the dry, unattractive, sands of Holly-

my

is

—A

THE PONY EXPRESS:

Pictures

22

drawing

Bebe Daniels— Bebe
They always

cards.

It
a very good one.
and an Our Gang comedy pulled capacity Saturday night business.
Six
So laugh that off.

This

is

—

E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

reels.

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Bessie Love—
picture for the whole family. It is a pleasure
show a picture like this. If you haven’t
played this be sure and do so.
Paramount will
treat you right.
Print excellent.
Seven reels.
P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
General patronage.
to

A SON OF HIS FATHER:
fine

Western.

Paramount

is

Special

cast—Very

head and shoulderi

—

—

;

November

—A
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THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH: Special cast^Knockout. Made a mistake though. Should have
played this on Christmas. Makes wonderful holiday attraction. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Kalispell, Mont.

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil

B.

De

Cecil

B.

De

— Broke even. Good picture. Should be
played by everyone. Rain spoiled business. Ten
— G. E. Wendel, Opera House, Smithland,
— General patronage.
Mille

reels.
la.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—

Yes, it is one of the greatest pictures that
has been given to the screen and it proves that
Bible stories with the proper handling can be
made with profit and to entertain satisfied
patrons.
Showed 3 days to very good business
after the picture had been shown in every town
near here.
Ten reels. W. H. Brenner, Cozy
General patronage.
theatre, Winchester, Ind.
Mille

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. De
One of the best pictures ever made.
Made some money and everybody well pleased.
Cannot say enough for this picture. Ten reels.
W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.

Mille

— Good.

General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille

we

—Never

B.

Cecil

De

have
about a picture than we did about

in our experience as exhibitors

felt better

playing ”The Ten Commandments.”
We had
wonderful co-operation from all churches and our
theatre was filled many times, with the people
who do not usually attend as well as with our
regulars.
Eleven reels. R. G. Leuzinger, Movies
Small town patronage.
theatre, Carthage, S. D.

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Cecil B. De
—Just as we expected. A better picture, by

Mille

than “The Covered Wagon,” but lacks the
drawing power that the latter had. Everybody
said wonderful, but did not have enough in the
house to pay expenses. Must say, however, that
we had rotten weather and terrible roads. This
accounts for the small crowds to a certain extent.
Eleven reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.
far,

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

De

B.

Cecil

—
they claim for
but
1-2-3 with "The Covered Wagon” at the box
— Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,
Kalispell, Mont. — General patronage.

Mille

It

all

is

isn’t

it

it

office.

Annie Rooney,” the latest picture
completed by Mary Pick ford for

“Little

United Artists, is now being shown
over the country.

all

ahead of all of them on Western pictures. Suiting all classes of patrons with Westerns is some
Seven reels. Clark &
achievement. They do it.
Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General

—
—

patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY:

Special cast^a very good picture. If your crowd likes
picture
this will
the outdoor Western type of
classify as a special and stand advanced admission.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
General patronage.
S. D.

This

is

—
—

—

WOMAN

ANY
:
Alice Terry Very ordinary.
Did not pull the film rental. Seven reels. E. M.
Small town
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—

—

patronage.

Pola Negri Play excellent;
acting excellent dancing good, locale Spain and
complaints
none compliments none
Broadway
attendance frightful : paper awful price abominable box office value zero : salesman hilarious exweather
change chesty ; producer “charmed”
threatening ; exhibitor sore. Philip Rand, Rex
General patronage.
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
:

;

;

;

;

WELCOME

HOME:

;

—

—

Lois

Wilson—This

is

marked as a Cruze production but it did not look
like it.
Did not please. Too slow and draggy
and there was no sympathy or interest evoked
by any character in the story.

Seven

reels.

P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
town patronage.

— Small

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt—No better
than the old Zane Grey pictures we used to get
But they
from Hodkinson for $10.00 a throw.
charged us a plenty for this one. Seven reels.
O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.
General patronage.
WILD HORSE MESA: Special cast Did a
poorer business on this than any other Zane
Grey I have played.
It is a good picture but
the newer Zane Greys do not draw for me as
the older ones and. besides, my people do not like
Jack Holt so very well. I paid twice as much
for this Zane Grey as the other ones Paramount
have and it is not worth one cent more. Seven
reels.
H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

WILD HORSE MESA:
per cent.

Nine
tres,

reels.

Jack Holt—Pleased 100

Zane Grey stories popular in my town.
Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem thea-

—

Cooper, Tex.

—General

—

theatre,

—

THE CHARMER:

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

patronage.

Percy

Marmont Fair first night poor the next. Famous Players may consider this entertainment but
my clientele did not, we having several walkouts.
The picture is too depressing, the bowery drinking scenes in this dry state don’t add to the
value of the production and I do not believe that
people come to the theatre to have the dregs of
humanity paraded before them, with all the misery
and poverty there is in evidence in this picture.
Further, Marmont may be good on the speaking
stage but he is a heck of a long way from having any drag with the movie goers.
The consensus of opinion of those whom I asked how
they liked it next day said it was as close to
zero as they cared to sit through, that if it
had not been that I recommended it rather highly
they would not have been attracted to it. There
is where I made a mistake.
I laid to it too heavy
in my newspaper ad.— A. E. Hancock, Columbia
;

Columbia

City,

Ind.

—

-

town

Country

patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

— Pleased

Special

nearly every one. Went over better
than expected.
Play it. Carl E. Anderson,
Liberty
theatre,
Kalispell,
General
Mont.
patronage.
cast

—

—

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:
Grey
ture,

—True,

but his

Zane

you don’t see Zane Grey in the picspirit is there and you know what

Alice Calhoun and Freeman Wood have
leading roles in “The Part Time
Wife,” a romance of motion picture
life.
It is a Gotham production.
that means.
There should be some way to impress movie patrons with the difference between
a marvelous Western picture of this type and
the cheap cowboy type. This picture is one of
the best have ever played. Excellent business and
everyone pleased.
Buy it and play it and tell
your patrons it’s not a cowboy picture, but a
real honest-to-God enjoyable picture that men,
women and children will thrill over when they
see it if they have a drop of red blood in their
veins.

m
/

Grand

Royal theatre,
patronage.

—

Special cast Not a bad
but the director sure don’t know anything about water scenes. The water scenes were
so poorly handled you could smell them.
I consider it a very good program picture and a
machine made picture. Seven reels. O. O. Troyer,
Rialto
theatre,
Dickinson,
N. D.
General
patronage.

— —
cast— Only

RUGGED WATER: Special
a fair
picture and nothing to get excited about.
Seven
reels.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas
weak

Meighan

—A

very

picture that had no drawing power.
Seven
P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Neighborhood patronage.

—H.

—

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?:

Adolphe Menjou—
Only a fair picture. Seven reels. H. P. Braden,
Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond

—

Griffith

—

dandy good comedy. Seven reels. H. P. Braden,
Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
Neighborhood patronage.

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE:

Special

cast-Not

a picture and another poor title.
Six
reels.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canada. Neighborhood patronage.
of

—

22

—

NIGHT LIFE IN

NEW YORK:

Special

cast—

Not a drawing card but a very clever picture.
Eight reels. Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem thea-

—

tres,

Pafhepicture

Johnson,

—Neighborhood

RUGGED WATERS:

much

’A Dog's Life
Released Nov,

Mich.

picture

reels.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

—Allen

Rapids,

Cooper, Tex.

—General

LOST—A WIFE:

patronage.

—

Menjou Terrible,
The poor title did not
to it.
Seven reels. H. P,
in either.
Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canterrible
help to

Adolphe

no sense
draw them

;

—

ada.— Neighborhood patronage,

FORBIDDEN PARADISE: Pola Negri—Very
I am running too much costume stuff

godo, but

Exclusive Foreign

Di^trifl

R-C Export Corporal
723 Seventh Avenuu
New York
F.aO. Plctares G.RB.H.
235 FriedricJisirasse Berlin.

1

I
1

Germany

RX Export Corp.

D Arblay Sc
England
20-77

Anonyme des Rims F.Bi
OQ Faubourg StHonore. Paris

Soclctc

France

1

HIS

BIG
BRAND NE
SUPER WES]

FRANK RICHARDSON
Directed

PllfS

by

DAVID KIRKLAND
Distributed by

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

OF AMERICA, 723 SEVENTH

AVE.,
Exchange Everywhere—

N

ME MCKINC THEATRES

EVERYWHERE !

The answer to the enormous increase in bookings o,n
IED THOMSON pictures is FRED THOMSON and Silver
;ng and the startling results this combination is producing
r

thousands of exhibitors.

No

flattering adjectives

nor

selling phrases are necessary

Thomson because exhibitors are just
“the real goods” as we are to sell them.

sell
;t

as anxious to

Have You
Played
“Thundering
Hoofs”

“That
Devil

Quemado”

“The
Bandit’s Baby”

A

Wild Bull’s Lair”

Wind”

reading the Trade Paper reports on Thomson and the exhibitor reports under the heading of
The Picture Did For Me?

RE you

What

“The

“Ridin’ the

Answer This Question

If not, begin reading them immediately.
Find out what Thomson is doing at thousands of theatres.

Learn why the FRED THOMSONSILVER KING productions lead the indusThe exhibitors’
try in Western pictures.
own expressions are the one and only
answer.
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—

Eight reels. W. U. Shelto please my patrons.
Ala.
City
theatre,
Lafayette,
General
nutt.

THE BORDER LEGION

—

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS:

— Seemed

—

When Mary

Special

casV-An

—
—

When Mary

—

— General

“I

We

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— Con-

—

—

patronage.

would

—
— Small

town patronage.

SALOME OF THE TENEMENTS:

Jetta Goudal
Nothing to it at all. Not
piece of trash.
one redeeming feature. Anybody looking for one
of those old time wooden cigar store Indians will
find one in this picture in the person of one
Godfrey Tearle. When Paramount starts out to
make a bum picture they can do it more thor-

—A

oughly than anybody I know. Picture not worth
such a lengthy report but had to at least express
some of my feelings. Seven reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

SALOME OF THE TENEMENTS:

Jetta Goudal
Jewish picture that did not go over and we
Six reels. Geo.
were criticised for showing it.
Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
J.
patronage.
Neighborhood
EMPTY HANDS: Jack Holt A dandy picture.

—A

—

Some

beautiful

—
Shereer
a
— H. Collier,
Mo. — General patron-

Norma

sceneiy.

Seven
knockout in this.
Opera House, Portageville,

is

reels.

J.

age.

FORTY WINKS: Raymond

Griffith—This

is

a

real picture, one that will go good any time, as
Lost money but it was
it carries lots of laughs.
not the fault of the picture. This star will go
as he has been putting
now
on,
from
good for us
Seven reels. Paul B. Hoffman,
out the stuff.

—

Legion

theatre,

Kan.

Holyrood,

— Small

town

this* to

CODE OF THE WEST:

cast— Ran

Special

—

—

—

out of Memphis, was sadly afflicted
with goneness. Most of the title could not be
read and the end of the picture was gone. The
seven reels of film could easily have been put
on five reels.— If you can get a good print it is
Seven reels. C. E. Hopkins, The
a fine show.
Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town patronage.
print,

—

—

—

THE FAST SET: Betty Compson Just an ordinary program picture. We like you, Betty, but
your costumes do get rather bold at times. Seven
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs.
reels.
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

Betty Compson Poor picture.
Too slow and draggy. Could have been made in
five reels.
Eight reels. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General patronage.

—

THE ALASKAN Thomas
:

this

—

Meighan

made us some money even

if

— Shows
they

like

are

a

it

Salmon, Idaho.

—E. Kuehnle, Crystal
— General patronage.
NORTH OF ’36: Jack Holt—A wonderful picture.
Can be bought right. Everyone liked
better than “The Covered Wagon.” —
H. Collier,
Opera House, Portageville, Mo. — General patronold.

Seven

reels.

J.

Earlville, la.

it

J.

TONGUES OF FLAME: Thomas
;

—
—

—
—

—

Special cast Too long,
good picture
lots of action.
Edwin Starcher,
Starcher theatre, Fairfax, S. D. General pat;

—

little

We

late.

Harold Lloyd

cast—
one myself but from all
Special

Didn’t get to see this
reports I believe that it pleased. Did a fair
business in spite of bad weather. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

WORLDLY GOODS: Agnes Ayres No good.
Poor picture.
Don’t see why we have to lose
money on running such as this. No good and
my patrons told me so. Seven reels. W. U.
City

Shelnutt,

theatre,

Lafayette,

Ala.

—
—General

patronage.

—

THE ENEMY SEX:

—

—Fair program

Special cast

Did not do any business, as it was so
H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,

—
— General

patronage.

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

—

Charles Ray Percy in a picture with
:
of comedy mixed in.
Charley Murray
steals the honors.
If your patrons want shallow
stories this ought to please.
It has some night
scenes in it that are so dark you cannot tell
what’s going on.
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. Small town patplenty

—
—
Lloyd — Old but

ronage.

GIRL SHY Harold
still has the
drawing power. Had a good attendance but noth:

ing to get wild about. Picture a scream. Everysatisfied.
Eight reels. Horn & Morgan,
Star theatre. Hay Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

body

A Dog's Life

—

Preferred

— Some liked
We would
a fair picture.
Seven
—Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Small
town patronage.
THE VIRGINIAN: Kenneth Harlan — Sure
and some knocked.

About

it

Busch

it

50-50.

call

reels.

missed a bet by not playing this sooner. Everybody has read the book and it sure showed up
at the box office.
Excellent production. Allen
Johnson, Royal theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

THE BREATH OF SCANDAL:

Jack Mulhall—
above the average society picture.
Seven reels. Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Small town patronage.
is

a

little

—

—

Prod. Dist. Corp.
THE AWFUL TRUTH: Agnes Ayres—This
picture will rank along with most of the socalled specials.
It’s clean and entertaining from
start to finish.
Has enough comedy to satisfy a
certain class.
Lots of pretty clothes to satisfy
another and enough of extra good acting to
satisfy all classes.
Six reels. R. W. Hickman,
Lyric theatre, Greenville, III.- General patronage.

—

—

THE GIRL OF GOLD:

Florence

Vidor

—

—

patronage.

Harry Carey— Went

over all right. I didn’t see it, but it drew good
attendance. I let up on Westerns for a few
months as we had surfeited our patrons with
them ; now they are nibbling for the wild stuff
again.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE TEXAS TRAIL:

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

—This

picture should have no rating. It is not possible
to get present day patrons to sit through a
picture of this calibre.
Six reels. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General

THE LIGHTNING RIDER:

in

lay off this

—

This

EMPTY HANDS: Special cast Very good but
nothing great.
Film good. Seven reels. W. A.
Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.
Small town patronage.

to

pictures as we are obliged to pay a big
price, and the last three flopped.
Harold will
have to put in a personal appearance if we buy
this next c-ne.
Six reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronage.

THE TRIFLERS: Mae

THE TOP OF THE WORLD:

—

Good.
Business
Realize we played it

will be obliged

star’s

—

ronage.

picture.
cold.
C.

a

PERCY

Meighan

Good some show. This star has taken a flop
and we don’t get our share of the business. Seven
reels.
Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
THE DEVIL’S CARGO: Special cast—Fair.
Somehow or other we did not get any business on
it.
We do not get any business any more on
Famous. Tried them on every day of the week.
Pictures on the average are good in this group.
Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

short,

It is

is

—
—

—

THE FAST SET:

but

feet,

HOT WATER:
little

would recommend

fellow exhibitors.

good entertainment. It
drew well for a picture without a class-A star
in it.
The work of Rex, the horse, is as near
human as an animal can perform. It is a change
from the usual run of plays we have been projecting on our screen. Five reels. Charles H.
Ryan, Milford theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

RAND,

this

Seven reels. H. P.
good week-end business.
Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Canpatronage.
ada. Neighborhood
BIG BROTHER: Tom Moore Drew a good
sized audience and disappointed them completely.

to

my

any of

was a big disappointment.

Tenn.

patronage.

The

—

When Mary romps.
theatre,

—

BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—I

age.

Special
cast— Several
describe this picture, “Immodest,
immoral, unrefined.” However, held the interest
Why do they put
of the few we had to see it.
a cast like this in a picture of this type? Seven
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
reels.

Neb.

:
Harold Lloyd -Extra good.
Will go best in college towns.
Play it during
the football season. A. Burrus, Lyric theatre,
Crete, Neb.
General patronage.

Titan jewelled vamps in hectic plays
Who all the baser passions raise
For Lo, The Colden Days return,

—
PHILLIP
Rex

—

THE FRESHMAN

When Mary romps, in hoyden part,
Methinks she shows the greater art.

OPEN ALL NIGHT:

words

Pathe

smiles.

about 5,000

theatre,

Better than "North
sidered this a fine picture.
Patrons pleased and said so. P. G.
of 36.”
Small town
Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

picture.

—

hope that rascal'll surely die.”
all would to her rescue fly
When Mary weeps.

Jack Holt—In a

patronage.

—

Cecil B. De Mille
:
A wonderDid good business in bad weather.
Edwin Starcher, Starcher theatre, Fairfax, S. D.
General patronage.

weeps, then dark the world
are quick unfurled;
“Oh, shoot the villain,” kiddies cry,

class with

don, Wis.

corking

—

FEET OF CLAY

ful

acts.

When Mary

town patronage.
“The Covered Wagon,” but it contains
a lot more action. Though it does not have the
drawing power, it made us more money, as we
Seven
didn't have to give it all to Paramount.
leels.
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Cran-

—A

ronage.

And handkerchiefs

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:

—

simpering like a love. sick swain
And softly hums an old refrain,

story of the South Sea Islands made into a very
Pauline and Tom Moore do
acceptable picture.
great work and the objectionable features of
most South Sea stories were omitted. Seven reels.
P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre. Parker, S. D. Small

—

Special cast

:

Sure action plus. Drew well in
weather we ever had in October.
Film good.
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans. Small town patspite of coldest

Is

—

—

of

good Western.

When Mary smiles, we all smile, too.
And many a male, his head askew,

comedy drama that entertained everybody. W. F. Loi 1, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. Mixed patronage.
MADAME SANS GENE: Gloria Swanson
Good picture and. while it did not draw extra
Ten reels. P. G. Estee, S.
business, it pleased.
Small town patronage.
T. theatre. Parker, S. D.
ADVENTURE: Pauline Starke—Jack London’s
excellent

MAN

TO THE LAST

suggested on Viewing
“ Through the Bock Door”)
When Mary acts, the sun comes out.
And clouds roll by, and chidren shout;
From meadows, crossroads, mountains high.
Wherever news can swiftly fly,
The crowds flock in, to laugh or cry.

patronage.

THE NAME OF LOVE:

IN

— One

—
—

( Lines

—

— General

Special cast

:

Wonderful scenic shots and
a good story.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre,
Cedarburg, Wis. Mixed patronage.

“Our Mary”

Special

to please fairly well. No comments.
Did not draw at all. Paramount can always be
counted on for good actors, good sets, excellent
interiors, extra fine photography, splendid background and detail and (usually) good direction.
All Paramount lacks to be 100 per cent is better
Can’t you mend the
posters and better stories.
Lasky? Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
leaks, Mr.

Salmon, Idaho.

21, 1925

the best Zane Grey’s.

patronage.
east

November

Harry Carey Picture
Advertising misleading.
Star does
No stunts no action ; no good. Saved
with Educational comedy, “Running
Wild.” Five reels.— G. E. Wendel, Opera House,
Smithland, la. General patronage.
too dark.
nothing.
the show

;

—

THE TEXAS TRAIL:
Carey picture.

One

of

Harry

my

Carey

—A

best Western

good
stars.

—

—
November

-
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Hoot Gibson— This boy
they like him.
Good
Royal theatre. Grand
Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
THE MEDDLER: William Desmond Fair pro-

—

patronage.

STOP FLIRTING: Wanda Hawley—Real

—

—

ROARING RAILS: Harry Carey A railroad
drama which entertained my patrons for Saturday. Not much comedy. Plenty of heart interest

CHALK MARKS:

Marguerite

—Please

black ink this report.
A very good picture and with a
theme which makes a heroine of a
teacher. The first picture I have ever
seen with such a theme. Mr. Producer: Please make more pictures
which make heroes and heroines of
our school teachers. W. F. LOIBL,

Chimes

—

picture.—T. S. Wilson, Seelye
Abilene, Kan. General patronage.

Syd Chaplin

Good Western program

to

“Charley’s Aunt” is
satisfactory business.
a comedy of exceptional merit, clean as a hound’s
tooth
and brimming full of entertainment.
Charlie's comedies are not in the same class as
it
All you boys had better buy it
this one.
will pay you if nobody but yourself comes to
see it. The enjoyment you get would be worth
Eight reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal
the price.

very

;

—

— Small

theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
age.

town patron-

United Artists

THE MAD

Special cast—Will
society drama.
Doesn’t mean much to the small town however.
Six reels. H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,

—

Crandon,

—

—

—

—

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER:

—This

a

Josie Sedgwick
are an

bad

picture, but there
awful lot of better ones. I don’t think
should be made the star of a Western.
doesn’t fit the general idea of things.
Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
isn’t

a

girl

It

just

— Charles
— General

patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER: Special cast—
a dandy good entertainer.
Especially where
Western is liked. The girl is some cat in this.
Five reels. M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White

It’s

—
— General

La.

HEAD WINDS:

patronage.

House Peters

—

Something lackSeems to lack the punch. Good sea story
and some fine storm scenes. Seven reels. H. D.
McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. —
ing.

—

General patronage.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST:

— Our

D.

front was decorated with paper snakers, balloons,
carnival pennants and circus signs.
The prologue was a descriptive ballyhoo number, “ The Animal Fair,”

W.

Griffith.

clown who performed with
a monkey and a dog. “Sally” selections were used for the overture and
the orchestra wore clown hats.

done by

a

By circusing this picture we drew
capacity business in spite of the
opening of a new 3,000 seat DeLuxe
CHARLES
theatre one mile away.
H. RYAN, Milford theatre, Chicago,

—

111 .

HEAD WINDS:
Allen
Mich.

Johnson,

House Peters

—Very
Grand

Royal theatre,
patronage.

—Neighborhood

HEAD WINDS:

House Peters

ordinary.
Rapids,

—House

Peters

miscast, too old for this part.
Business poor.
Carl E. Anderson,
Liberty theatre, Kalispell,

Mont.

— General

patronage.

—

Special cast A dud at the box office.
Nice little program picture at a special price.
Paper ordinary and nothing to get them in.—
F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

SIEGE

:

General patronage.

STRAIGHT THROUGH:

William

Desmond-

Just can’t do any business
on Desmond pictures. Five reels. C. H. Martin.
Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn. General patronage.

Just a fair Western.

—
—

STRAIGHT THROUGH:

William DesmondBut not as good as some this star makes.

Fair.

WAKING UP THE TOWN:

Jack Pickford—
pleasing feature, but had no drawing power.
Six reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.— Small town patronage.

—

THE LOVE FLOWER:

Richard Barthelmess

An

old picture that failed to do any business
for us. It i3 just an ordinary picture that might
get by on an olf night. The print was in excellent condition.
Seven reels. Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kans. Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

Five reels. Geo.
Rochester, N. Y.

Kress,

J.

—Neighborhood

Hudson

theatre,

patronage.
Reginald
near being too funny.
However,
played to good business. Allen Johnson, Royal
theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

I’LL

Denny

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

— Came

—

—

—

THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson Good
Western for Saturday.
All Hoot’s pictures are
okay here. Six reels. J. H. Collier, Opera House,
Portageville, Mo. General patronage.

—

—

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:
Denny

— Run

this

extra days.

Reginald
Clean A-l enter-

tainment. Full of humor and action. Auto race
finish puts the audience on their wits end.
Best
box office picture of the month of October for us.
Denny a great favorite with our patrons. This
picture will swell your receipts far above your
average take-in. Can be run nicely in 75 minutes
without railroading it.
Eight reels. Charles H.
Ryan, Milford theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
m

'

—

Reginald
Just the kind for small
comedy. A. Burns,
Neb. General patronage.

Lyric

theatre,

THE

Crete,

STORM

of

—

BREAKER:

—

House

Peters—

Hardly up to general standard.
Draggy story
and rather incomplete ending. Storm scenes too
dark for our light to show well. Seven reels.
P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Paiker, S. D.
Small

—

town patronage.

THE
Showed

STORM

BREAKER:

House

— General

patronage.
Special

cast

Peters-

this to poorest business in a year.
All
out at 9:30. Absolutely without drawing power.

‘A Dogs Life
Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

— Good busi—
— Poor

THE MAN IN BLUE:

Special cast

pic-

Story of Italian quarter in a big city with
Doesn’t mean
a policeman playing the lead.
Drawing power
anything to the small town.
reels.
D.
McChesney,
Princess
nil.
Seven
H.
theatre, Crandon, Wis.
General patronage.
ture.

—

—

—

YOUTH:

SPORTING

Reginald Denny
Oh
Here’s the kind of pictures we want. Lots
of action
a good love scene that doe3 not get
disgusting and Boy, what an auto race I It will
make them stand up and howl with delight. You
can step on the gas and advertise this to the
Seven reels.
limit, and it will stand by you.
W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.
Small town patronage.

Boy

!

;

—

—

RAFFLES: House

Peters Not as bad as some
Far from
the reports had led me to fear.
following the story of the book but it gave good
First cold snap
satisfaction to a small crowd.
kept them home.
House Peters is an actor no
Six reels. Henry Reeve, Star
question of that.
of

theatre,

Menard, Tex.

—
— Small town

patronage.

THE MEASURE OF A MAN:

mond— A

William

Des-

nice clean moral picture. One you can’t
kick about. Five reels. H. B. Wood, Wood theatre, Calico Rock, Ark.— Small town patronage.

—

THE SIGNAL TOWER:

Virginia Valli— Don’t
Could not run it at all. Print
Had to run my Monday’s program.
no good.
Print out of Atlanta. Seven reels.— W. U. ShelGeneral patnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.

know about

this.

—

ronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER:

Rodcliffe

Fellowes— En-

joyed greatly by my patrons and a dandy railroad picture. Seven reels. H. Bettendorf, Opera
House, Foley, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

THE TORNADO:
a

full

and

house

—

House Peters Played this to
sent them away pleased.

it

Nothing big, but it has plenty of action in it
and some mighty good scenes. The flood scene
is very good and will make them sit up and take
Seven reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion
notice.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: Special cast—
Pretty nearly as good a picture as "The Bat”
was on the stage. Zasu Pitts and Tom Wilson
made a tremendous hit with their comedy scenes.
Seven
Darn good entertainment for anybody.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
reels.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

This
THE TURMOIL: Eleanor Boardman
Booth Tarkington story made into a fine picture
Seven reels. P. G. Estee, S. T.
by Universal.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

—

K— THE UNKNOWN:

Special cast— I wish to
O. K. to all the other good reports on
It is a real honest-to-goodness 100
this picture.
per cent picture with enough humor to keep them
in
good spirits and a real story throughout.
received a
Follows the book very closely.

add

my

We

theatre, Spearville,

— W. J.
Kans.-— Small

OH DOCTOR:

Reginald Denny

poor print.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:
Denny Pleased everyone.
town patronage.
Lots

Wis.

like

but very ordinary program picture. Allen
Johnson, Royal theatre. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Universal

Wilson,

AVENUE MODELS:

FIFTH

go over where your patrons

Barely got film rental in two days. F. G. Roberts.
theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.

—

S.

—
—

THE SLANDERERS:

Castle,

Peter the Great A very good
dog picture that will average up with the best
H. Bettendorf, Opera House,
of them. Five reels.
Foley, Minn. General patronage.

WILD JUSTICE:

—T.

a peach, and the picture is good program material.
Allen Johnson, Royal theatre. Grand Rapids,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

Manila and Monette, Ark.

American

Desmond-

William

feature.

Kan.—General patronage.
WHIRL: May McAvoy —This star

Seelye theatre, Abilene,

ness,

— Saturday

theatre,

—

THE BURNING TRAIL:

theatre, Cedarburg, Wis.

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

—

THE NIGHT MESSAGE: Special cast—Just an
ordinary picture that I got at a reasonable price
and which pleased the majority. Five reels.
Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown,
Ind.
General patronage.

am

We

—

—

gram

ALD

—

Snow.

—

enclosing a few reports on
pictures that I have run. The first
thing I do when I get the HERis to look over the reports
from other exhibitors in “What
the Picture Did for Me.”
I find this a big help in buying
pictures and think that every exhibitor should make a report on all
his pictures.
could all find
time to do this and can be a big
help to each other in this way.
C. W. TIPTON, New Theatre,
I

and excitement. This child, Frankie Darro, is a
comer or I miss my guess. Everybody pleased.
F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Neb. Farmer patronage.

—A.

sure does his stuff and
business. Allen Johnson,

That Would
Be Perfect

good

Six reels. P. G. Estee,
light comedy drama.
Small town patronS. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
age.

—

75
THE SADDLE HAWK:

Good for any house; small towns. Six reels.
H. Bettendorf, Opera House, Foley, Minn. General

—

—

Eight

reels.

Shoup, De Luxe
town patronage.

— Good

comedy

but nothing like as good as “I’ll Show You The
Town.” I advertise Denny’s pictures enough but
I’ve lost money on every
can’t get them out.
Universal picture so far. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.
theatre, Monroe, Ga.

—

OH DOCTOR!:
has

very

amount

—

—

Reginald Denny WTiile thl*
entertainment and a reasonable
not as good as I expected.
program picture. Some favorable

good

of

action,

a good
comments. A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb. Farmer patronage.

Just

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

76

—

OH DOCTOR!: Reginald Denny This is a very
pleasing comedy. Not as good as his two later
pictures but it is fine and pleased. "I’ll Show
You The Town” and ‘‘California Straight Ahead”
are very fine. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
General patronage.

—
—

THE FAST WORKER:

Reginald Denny— This
Full of the
is an old Denny but a good one.
usual action and lots of good comedy. It did
us some extra business on a poor night.
Seven
reels.
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT: James Kirkwood—

A

till

—

you

patronage.

House

Peters

Lots

thrilling.

especially

—This

action

of

;

was
tense

Good comments.
Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Farmer patronage.

Very entertaining.

moments.

—

—Farmer

TORNADO:

THE

Keeps

picture.

the end. Good entertainment. Good
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

comments.
David City, Neb.

A. F.
Neb.

comedy

mystery

good

guessing

THE RECKLESS AGE:

Denny— This

Reginald

was better. More comedy and enjoyed by all.
Denny is going fair for me. Good comments.—
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Neb. Farmer patronage.
THE HURRICANE KID: Hoot Gibson—Hoot
is staging a comeback after many months on a

—

chase in “wild cat” pictures which
were flivvers. Hoot, I’m pleading with you with
tears in my eyes and dirty socks on my feet
Stay in Westerns! Your name is Hoot Gibson
and not Charles Ray. Six reels. Russell ArmenGeneral pattrout, K. P. theatre, Pittsfield, 111.
ronage.
wild

goose

—

—

THE WHITE OUTLAW:

Jack Hoxie— The best
The horse and dog
A. Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.

Hoxie we have ever played.
are great.

—General

—

patronage.

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME:
Chaney
prising

Any

— Second

in

this

how

little

this back.

Okla.

run

—

Lon

surhouse.
It’s
picture will draw.

a really good
fellow should make money bringing
F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada,

—General

patronage.

DANGEROUS INNOCENCE:

Special cast—This
a nice picture but the name didn’t appeal. I
believe the story’s name, “Ann’s An Idiot,” would
have been better, as lots of people have read the
story.
It is a pleasing show with considerable
comedy. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre
General patronage.
S. D.
is

—
—

UP THE LADDER:

Virginia Valli— Good picslow but is very interesting story.
No drawing power whatever. Type, society drama.
Seven reels. H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,
Crandon, Wis. General patronage.
ture.

Little

—

—

Vitagraph
COWBOY

GRIT

—

Pete Morrison This is just
an ordinary Western picture with some horseback riding but little action and a disconnected
:

Good photography and beautiful scenes of
outdoors, hills and timber country. But it is mistitled, as the title would lead the public to think
it was a cowboy picture, whereas it is a crook
Five reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theapicture.
Small town patronage.
tre, Spearville, Kans.
THE RANGER OF THE BIG PINES: Kenneth
Harlan This picture pleased and is more what
our people want than the old mushy love stuff.
Seven reels. Hardin Entertainment Co. Odeon
Small town patronage.
theatre, Hardin, Mo.
THE SHIELD OF SILENCE: Leo MaloneyUnexpected and unordered Winter weather kept
the folks away, but this is an unusually good
Five reels.
C. E. Hopkins,
Western feature.
The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark. Small town
plot.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

THE HAPPY WARRIOR:

Special cast—Not
much to it. Did not please. Carl E. Anderson,
Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont. General patronage.

—

CODE OF THE WILDERNESS:

—

cast—
one scene had
Special

An A No. I Western picture if
been cut out (where the girl got into trouble
with a man). Wonder why producers insist on
forcing such scenes on us. The public doesn’t
want to look at it and such scenes are why we
have to have the censors. Give us clean pictures.
Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Spearville, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—
Warner Brothers
BOBBED HAIR: Marie Prevost—This

picture
Plenty of
is all that any showman could desire.
comedy, a few thrills and a peach of a story
well acted. If you can get pictures like this you
can’t keep them away. They talk and they come.
M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

ME AGAIN : Marie Prevost Here is a
with a capital W. By all means, boost it.
Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell,
Mont. General patronage.
KISS

wow

—

KISS

ME AGAIN

—
—

Special cast This was very
F. Jenkins, ComNeb. Farmer pat-

:

—

Good

comments. A.
munity theatre, David City,
good.

ronage.

— Finest

THE LIMITED MAIL:
road
Carl

Monte Blue

picture to date. Don’t
E.
Anderson, Liberty

Mont.

— General

rail-

be

afraid of it.
theatre,
Kalispell,

patronage.

—No

BEING RESPECTABLE: Monte

Blue

good

for small towns. Too many kissing scenes.
Why
not put in a little more action and let these
kissing scenes out.
Print good.
Six reels. P.
G. Held, Sterling theatre: Fairmont, Neb.
Gen-

—

eral

—

patronage

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY:
Tin-Tin — A
good
melodrama.
Many
moments.

This dog

Rintense

truly wonderful.
All the
kicks go wild.
100 per cent entertainment for
my patrons. A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,

—

David

Neb.

City,

is

— Farmer

FIND YOUR MAN:

patronage.

Rin-Tin-Tin

—

Fair business.
However, no fault of picture as we heard many
favorable comments and many took time to stop
and tell us they liked it. Seven reels. Geo. J.
Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

THE DARK SWAN
home

write
picture

of

about.

—Nothing

to
like a

may

type but ours do not and they
Will be glad when we are through

this

tell us so.
with them.

Odeon

Co.,

Special cast
City audiences
:

Seven

reels.

—Hardin

Hardin,

theatre,

Entertainment

— Small

Mo.

town

patronage.

HER MARRIAGE VOW:
much of a picture.
pictures too mushy.
scenes will kill any

—

Monte Blue

-

Warner

the

find

I

-

Not

Bros.,

this
picture.

bunk ?

—
—

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin-TinTin Not up to the usual Rin-Tin-Tin picture
but don’t be mistaken, this is a very good picture as they all are. These are the type that
Seven reels. H. D.
keep us out of the red.
McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.
General patronage.

—

—

— Good

business
on this, due to style show. The picture is as
poor a piece of trash as I’ve ever looked at.
No visible sign that a man like Lubitsch had anything to do with it.
Rotten moral tone and I
fail to see any excuse for making such a picture.
Most of my people felt the same and we are far
from being prudes here. Pulled it after one night
and was glad I could. “Marriage Circle” was
Eight reels.
clever.
This is nothing but filth.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
Special

cast

—

State Rights
THE BAREFOOT BOY: Special

—

Small town patronage.

cast— A good

—Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon
— Small town patronage.

had
Six

theatre,

Hardin, Mo.

BATTLING BUDDY: Buddy

Roosevelt— Good

This was from Progress of Milwaukee and
Roosevelt is sure a
it was some speedy picture.
fast one in this picture and Violet LaPlante as
Kewpee King as
his leading lady is fairly good.
the good natured tramp furnishes most of the
comedy and he does it very well and gets plenty
Just an all-round good Western picof laughs.
ture.
Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
General patronage.
theatre, Sharon, Wis.
film.

—

—

GEARED TO GO:

Reed Howes A very good
Weather conditions
Hardin Entertain-

picture with plenty of pep.
cut our crowd.
Five reels.

—

ment Co., Odeon
town patronage.

Hardin,

theatre,

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:

—

Mo.— Small

Elaine

Hammer-

stein
Boys, here are two Independent pictures
decidedly worth showing in small towns. “Women
First” a racing picture; and “The Midnight Express” a railroad melodrama.
These are extra
good and are worth going to the extra trouble
we all have in digging out good State Right
pictures.
These are both C. B. C. products. Book
’em and boost. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

—

RACING FOR LIFE: Special cast They
seemed to like this one. Had several favorable
comments. Business poor. The last two Warners
puf a crimp in business for me.
Five reels. —
Ernest Vetter, Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

RAINBOW RANGERS: Pete Morrison Have
played many features costing ten times as much
that were only half as good as this little program Western, and I show to a good class of
patronage. F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada,
Okla. General Patronage.

—

—

SPEED:

Betty Blythe

Our patrons expected
Geo. J. Kress, Hudson

—

Fair.
Title misleading.
to see a lot of action.
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Neighborhood patronage.

WHO

—

THOSE
JUDGE: Special cast Good, and
those who like society drama said this was good.
Six
reels.
Geo.
J.
Kress,
Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. General patronage.

—

—

Serials
THE FAST EXPRESS: (Universal)

—

BRANDED A THIEF:

Neal

Hart— Good West-

—

Neal Hart very good. Five reels. Andrew
Pa.
Emlenton,
Theatorium theatre,
General patronage.
DESERT MADNESS: Jack Perrin—This one
was substituted at the last minute but they made
it a good one.
Plenty of action for a Saturday
Western.
Five reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
General patronage.
theatre, Monroe, Ga.
ern.

Rapp,

—

DESERT SECRETS:

—This

Duncan

a

dandy

—

Patton—Why do they
Run across a girl
gold.

William

has plenty
of action all the way through and brings them
back for every episode. This is my first attempt
at a serial, but if I can get another one that will
pull like this one has, I am sure it won’t be my
last.
My box office receipts have actually doubled
is

serial.

It

—

I
started this picture. Two reels. Jos.
Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.
patronage.

since

W.

— General

THE FIGHTING RANGER (Universal) Jack
Daugherty Am running on the 13 chapter and it
seems to be picking up a good deal. Two reels.
W. U. Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala.

—

—

General patronage.

—

GHOST CITY

(Universal) Pete Morrison
But Universal has better ones. Too
much sameness all the way through. Two reels.
Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Small town patronage.
fair serial.

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY

—

(Universal)

Bonomo Chapter One and Two look good
and pleased patrons.
Two reels. P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patron-

Joe

—

—

age.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY

—

picture and would have had a good crowd
a snow storm not hit us just at show time.
reels.

a little real acting with a smaller number of
fighters?
Five reels. Roy V. Wuest, Crossett
Loggers’ Y. M. C. A. theatre, Hamburg, Ark.
it

We

THREE WOMEN:

21, 1925

The long drawn out kissing

picture in a small town.
don’t need such scenes in a
I
hope some day these producers will
wake up to the fact that 90 per cent of the movie
patrons do not want so many kissing scenes in
pictures.
At least not these long drawn Out
kisses.
Print good.
Seven reels. P. G. Held,
Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb. General patronage.

Why

November

(Universal)

Joe Bonomo Finished chapter 7 and it is still
showing us that it is the most popular serial
we’ve had in this house in many a long day.
Two reels.- Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY

—

(Universal)

Joe Bonomo Finished chapter 7 and it is still
sailing along in great shape.
A mighty good

—Henry Reeve, Star
— Small town patronage.
INTO THE NET (Pathe) Allene Ray— Best
ever saw. Pleased everyone and business
grew at each performance. — Carl E. Anderson,
Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont. — General patfor

serial

Two

us.

reels.

Menard, Tex.

theatre,

serial I

ronage.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

(Universal) William
run six episodes and each gets
worse. Am through with U. serials as this is the
second lemon they’ve handed me. Two reels. H.
P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada. Neighborhood patronage.

Desmond

—Have

—

—

WOLVES

OF

William Duncan
glad

Wood

when

I

theatre,

THE

— Showed

show the
Calico

NORTH:

(Universal)

sixth episode.
Will be
last one.
H. B. Wood,

Rock,

—
Ark. — Small

town

patronage.

Bill

do it? Prospecting for
with a 1914 model Ford. Story proceeds and two
years later we find the heroine with bobbed hair
and short skirts. Of course I am not a director
but why do they stack a bunch of fellows up
and have them wait for the hero to knock them
down like ten pins, when it is supposed to be
a gang fight. That stuff is punk. Why not have

Short Features
EDUCATIONAL
BRIGHT LIGHTS: Nice little comedy that will
please them.
Two reels. — O. O. Troyer, Rialto
theatre, Dickinson, N. D.

CRUSHED:

— General
—

patronage.

Lloyd Hamilton Good and was enjoyed immensely by our audience.
Two reels.

—
November
Geo.

Kress,

J.

—Neighborhood

Hudson

•

CURSES: A1

John

St.

of

—Not

just as good as
star but all right.
Palace theatre, Clifton

—Holt & Dick,
— General patronage.
IN OIL: Very good comedy which kept
—M. Bailey, Strand
laughing. Two
town
Canada. — Small
Ont.,
Dryden,

DONE

comedies

are

please.

One

Parker,

S.

D.

PATHE NEWS: —I

cartoons,

of

very good novelty and a

—

Hudson theatre,
Kress,
— Geo.
N. Y. —Neighborhood patronage.
J.

filler.

Rochester,

is

theatre,

S.

reel.

THE FUNSHOP: A
good

believe that this goes over
reel.
If it is a day
history
with
our present immediate
old it
news service through radio and newspaper, so
believe it is worth just as much a month late as
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
a week late.
Pierre, S. D.
General patronage.

THE PLUMBER:

average comedy. Two
reels.
H. Bettendorf, Opera House, Foley, Minn.
General patronage.

HELLO GOODBYE: An

—

—

comedy. Will please. Two
C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,
General patronage.

HIGH GEAR: Good
reels.

—
—

Tenn.

LOW

—

—
—

look

One

Rochester,

reel.

Kress,
— Geo.
—Neighborhood
J.

—

—

Hal Roach
one seemed to please because the baby in
If it had not been for
it was the whole show.
Two
the kid, it would of been another flop.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White
reels.

—

La.

Castle,

— General

patronage.

DADDY’S GONE A GRUNTING:
Two reels. —J.
good comedy.

—-A

Opera House, Portageville, Mo.

—

Glen Tryon
H. Collier,
General patron-

age.

DADDY’S GONE A GRUNTING:

—Pretty

Glen Tryon
Will sure

Rotten title.
fair comedy.
be glad when we get through with this stuff
Pathe is putting out. Two reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

FLICKERING YOUTH:
Two reels. —H. P.

Good.

Hamilton,
patronage.
theatre,

Ont.,

Harry

Langdon—

Braden, Kenilworth
Canada. Neighborhood

—

THE HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME:

—

Ben

Many
Turpin Best comedy for a long time.
Two reels. Andrew Rapp,
clever stunts in this.
Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. General pat-

—
—

ronage.

HE WHO GETS SMACKED:
Two

reels.

Hamilton,

Ralph GravesH. P. Braden, Kenilworth
Ont., Canada. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

THE

HOLLYWOOD

KID:—Fine,

the

best

Give us more
like it.
Two reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

one in a long time from Pathe.

—
—

IS

MARRIAGE THE BUNK?:

—Fair.
Kress,

Sennett
Braden,
Canada.

—
—

As a one reeler will get by. Geo. J.
Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Neigh-

IS MARRIAGE THE BUNK?: Charley Chase
Good.
One reel. Andrew Rapp, Theatorium
theatre, Emlenton, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

—Harry Reeve,
— Small town patron-

Two

Langdon.

reels.

—

comedy

— Good.

LIZZIES:

Two

reels.

—H.

Mack

Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

WAGES OF
d’m poor

TIN:

Two

print.

S.

P.
Ont.,

— Good
comedy but
— O. O. Troyer, Rialto
D. — General patronage.
little

reels.

UNIVERSAL
DON’T WORRY: Wanda Wiley—Not much

Two

of the most interesting and interested of the players in “Fair Warning,” A1 St. John and his canine playmate in St. John’s latest picture for
Educational.

Two

reels.

Hamilton,

Spat Family— Good.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre,
Ont., Canada. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

THE LUCK O’ THE FOOLISH:
don — A real good two reel comedy.

rave about but just one that is a little better than
Two reels. W. J. Shoup, De
most of them.
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

THE
ly.
We

Langdon.

CAT’S

—I

—

—

age.

GRIDIRON
Chuck

full

GERTIE:

Wanda

—

MEOW:

Harry

billed this independentadvertised Langdon as the
latest comedy find who was climbing
up the electric lighted ladder to star-

dom. Also advertised the comedy as
“wild, wild slapstick” (quoted from
the “Box Office Record”). Result:
All the long distance laugh heavers
in the country were present and the
uproar was terrific.
Guards had to be

Wiley— Good.
the best this
Geo. J. Kress, Hud-

One

action.

of

—

of

—Neighborhood

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:
Would have been good
where

if

I

my

Billy

—
—

THE LEATHER PUSHERS:
“Don

Like

Coyote.”

the

Special cast—
episodes, very

other

—W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. — Mixed patronage.
LOCKED OUT:
Arthur Lake— Good one
reeler. — Andrew Rapp, Theatorium theatre, Emlenton, Pa. — General patronage.
LOOKING DOWN Wanda Wiley— Good comedy
good.

:

with plenty of slapstick laughs. This star is a
Texas girl and this creates interest when we show
Two reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre,
her.
Menard, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

MIND THE BABY

:

— Good

two

but,

RAND, Rex

theatre,

OFF HIS TROLLEY:

Ralph

comedies are all good. Two
Strand theatre, Lament, la.
ronage.

Graves— Graves

—H. M.
— Small town
reels.

ONE THIRD OFF: — Absolutely

Retz,
pat-

nothing to it
but a half clad fool trying to make a comedy.

reel

In fact it is one of the extra good ones.
be afraid of it as it is there. Two reels.

shrieking and two others are being
held under close observation for volcanic eruptions. Oh, Harry, be care-

Salmon, Idaho.

a

patrons
it
all.
Prints out of Atlanta rotten.
Can’t show
half of them.
Two reels. W. U. Shelnutt, City
theatre, Lafayette, Ala.
General patronage.
to

Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,
town patronage.

ful!—PHILIP

Sullivan—

could have got
could have seen

summoned from
Funny House to take away
one young dame who couldn’t stop

the State

pat-

ronage.

print

Harry LangNothing to

of

a comedy, but no fault of Wanda’s.
She can
put across the goods if they will give her the
stories.
Two reels. Hardin Entertainment Co.,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. Small town patron-

Two reels.
star has made.
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

LAUGH THAT OFF:

Charley Chase

borhood patronage.

—

as

SUPER HOPPER DYNE

DADDY’S GONE A GRUNTING:

—This

Good.

at

—

patron-

Our Gang— I have

—

Arthur Stone -Funny
Almost as funny to

:

Star very goofy.

—

Hudson

found out in my experience that the short reel
I always
subjects now are the money getters.
Two reels. Lloyd Cottrell, Strand
boost them.
General patronage.
theatre, Gulport, Miss.

theatre,

S.

STEROSCOPIKS: Bought this for a one reeler
but got only a quarter of a reel. Not much and
too high. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kans. Small town patronage.

—
—

N. Y.

COMMENCEMENT DAY:

-

reels.

theatre, Dickinson,

much.

—

age.

Charley Chasea poor feature and this did not help us out

theatre,
age.

— General

Graves

of laughs.

lots

Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

ARE HUSBANDS HUMAN:
very

patron-

comedy.

ronage.

Had

Opera House, Portageville, Mo.

SHERLOCK, SLEUTH

Chase— This got more

in

Collier,

tre,

The best single
some time. Ernest Vetter,
Majestic theatre, Homer, Mich. Small town patfrom Pathe

patronage.

PAPA: —Fair.
Two
—H. P.
Kenilworth
theatre,
Hamilton, Ont.,
—Neighborhood patronage.
SEEING THINGS: Our Gang—Not liked here;
very few laughs. — Edwin Starcher, Starcher theaFairfax,
D. — General patronage.

PATHE
reel

—Neighborhood

SAILOR

—

laughs than some two reelers.

Canada.

RIDERS OF PURPLE COWS: Ralph
—A real good comedy. Two reels. — J. H.

Braden,
Canada.

—

Charley

Two

—

—

APRIL FOOL:

Ont.,

— Good.

Spat Family— Good
Two reels. H.
P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

ton,

Ralph Graves

P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamil-

A ROYAL FOUR FLUSH:

—

—

—H.

comedy that got

THE OPTIMIST: Lloyd Hamilton Just another
comedy. Very poor for Hamilton. Two reels.
J. H. Collier, Opera House, Portageville, Mo.
General patronage.
THE PERFECT 36: Bobby Vernon A scream
Two reels.— M. Bailey,
from start to finish.
Small
Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Canada.
town patronage.
A NIGHT: Bobby Vernon Would have
been a good comedy had the full print been
We got no title no nothing, so we must
there.
poor comedy for the shape it was
report a da
O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre, Dickinson, N. D.
in.
General patronage.

WHAT

reels.

age.

TIDE: Good. H. Bettendorf, Opera
House, Foley, Minn. General patronage.
MOTOR MAD: Good little comedy. Got a
number of laughs and that is the comedy purTwo reels. O. O. Troyer, Rialto theatre,
pose.
Dickinson, N. D. General patronage.

—

form of a magazine

in the

These Felix cat
course, but they do

T.
— P. G. Estee,
— Small town patronage.

Babin, Fairyland theapatronage.

J.

— General

—

HUNGRY:

GOES

La.

OUR GANG

patronage.

FELIX

— M.

COMEDIES:—I think these are
They are not as good
the best comedies made.
this year as they were last, but they still top the
list.
Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
S. D.— General patronage.

reels.

all

theatre,

reels.

Castle,

Two

White

tre,

Heights, Pa.

them

the one that directed it should be sent
for imposing on the general public’s pa-

to jail
tience.

this

reels.

77
He and

Rochester, N. Y.

theatre,

patronage.

some other pictures

Two
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OUR PET:
like

all

Baby Peggy
of the

City theatre,
ronage.

nutt,

POOR KID:

— Good two reel comedy
rotten.
Run
— W. U. Shel-

prints

about two thirds of

it.

comedy.
Don’t

— W. J.
Kans. — Small

I

Two

get,

reels.

Lafayette, Ala.

Baby Peggy

—-General

— Good

comedy

—
—
Messenger— A

pat-

if

I

could have got a decent print. Two reels. W. U.
Shelnutt, City theatre, Lafayette, Ala. General
patronage.

SAILING ALONG:

good
Buddy
Far better than most of the Century
Two reels. Hardin Entertainment Co.,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. Small town patron-

comedy.

comedies.
age.

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SCARED STIFF: —A

—W.

very good two reel com-

reels.-

—W. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville,
Kans. — Small town patronage.
SLICK ARTICLES: —This did not get very
many laughs. They don’t seem to have the pep.
Two
—Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon
theatre, Hardin, Mo. — Small town patronage.
edy.

J.

som, Kan.

Larry Semon

—

—These
—

Co.,

single reels

One

reel.

D.

S.

— P.

G.

—Small

Estee,

T.

S.

—
—

fair

reel.
reel.

—

Parker,

town patronage.

THE LION TAMER— Colonel

IN EVERY WAY:—Just an
comedy.
Two reels. C. E. Hopkins,
The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town

DAY BY DAY

—

ordinary

—

patronage.

DISCORD IN A FLAT: —Not
no fault to

we

find as

However,

much.

did not pay

much

for

Richard Dix plays the role of one of the
two brothers in “The Ten Command-

it.

—Geo
—Neigh-

We

could not expect more.
One reel.
Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
borhood patronage.

J.

ments,” Paramount spectacle picture,
from which a scene is shown.

HOT HEELS: — Good.

Helped to make a
day and stuck around to hear
our patrons say on the way out, you had a good
show. Two reels. Geo. J. Kress, Hudson theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. General patronage.

program

for

this

—
—

—

HOT SAND:

Monty Banks Better than the
comedies.
Monty stages a fake

run of
with himself that is exceptionally clever.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre.
Small town patronage.
Cotter, Ark.
general
fight

Two

reels.

—
—

—Just an ordinary
with.
Two
—Holt & Dick,
Clifton Heights, Pa. — General pat-

HOT SANDS:
comedy

to

fill

Monty Banks

in

Palace theatre,
ronage.

reels.

characters are better than Billy West. He seems
to copy his stunts from other comedies. Nothing
original.
Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—
—
TIME—Just a

KILLING

comedy.

fair

all

It

classifies

S.

reel.

J.

—

A

is

Son, Rialto
ronage.

—

Sharon,

theatre,

Wis.

— General

OUT OF THE INKWELL: — Good
M. Allen, Monarch theatre,
Canada. Mixed patronage.

— To

Editor:
the
Here’s a tip to exhibitors. If you have a
platform space five feet in front of your
screen you can advertise a Charleston con-

pack them

It’s

in.

the rage at the present time and

all

you

if

can maintain discipline in your auditorium
here is a money-making stunt that does
not cost a fortune. Offer three cash prizes
to the winners.
Charles H. Ryan, Milford theatre, Chicago, 111.

—

Agrees with Adams

—Cites

AURORA, IND.— To
heartily concur in

Mason, Mich., says

Coolidge

the Editor

what Roy

:

I

—

He

pretty good comedy

Two

reels.

;

possibly

— M.

—-General

a

J. Aley,
patronage.

THE SNOW HAWK— Stan Laurel. Not much
My patrons like “The Go-Getters” much

to this.
better.

Print No.

Two

1.

SOMEWHERE

— P. G. Held,
—General patron-

reels.

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
age.

WRONG— Stan

IN

Two

comedies are just fair.
Strand theatre, Lemont,

la.

—

His

Laurel.

—H.

M. Retz,
Small town patronreels.

age.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

—

—

A

—

PAUL JONES, JR

—

Earle Foxe. Like all the
rest of the Van Bibber comedies, and I consider
them the finest on the market.
Two reels.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada. Neighborhood patronage.

—

TROUBLE — Imperial.

TONS

OF

comedy.

Two

Lamont,

la.

reels.

— Small

— H.

A good
M. Retz, Strand theatre,

town patronage.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
THE COVERED FLAGON—Alberta

prob-

Vaughn.

Good, as usual of these “Pacemakers” series, but
film is

jumpy on machine

for

some reason.

Two

Word

Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

$ 1 00
.

Lots

NIP O’ SCOTCH Good. Lots of action and
everybody works fast and the kids jumped out of
their seats.
Two reels.— George J. Kress, Hudson
theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

can
of

ably expresses the opinion of thousands
of others.
There are more good people
in the world than bad.
There are more
people that want wholesome pictures than
there are that want unwholesome.
President Coolidge declared only recently that there was too much loosening of
the bonds of the American home and the

A

:

above the average.

Alta.,

patronage.

W. Adams

pictures.”

SALUTE
little

pat-

of action and lots of narrow escapes that bring
lots of
laughs.
Two reels. George J. Kress,
Hudson theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Neighborhood

in the last issue of the

Herald about “clean

—

Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.

short reel.

Edmonton,

—

Charleston Contests Profitable

will

—

—

FOX
THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER— Good.

and you

Vaughn. "Three
Copyright. 1925, film condition
Eaeh.”
Rating 85 per cent.
Good for Sunday.
This was just as good as those we had before
This type of comedy is what we all like.
here.
Two reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. General patronage.
good.

NO DANGER: Bobby Dunn—Good film. This
from Progress of Milwaukee was a very good
comedy.
About the best one we have
had in sometime.
Two reels. W. T. Davis &
slapstick

forum at which the exhibitor
invited to express his opinion
on matters of current interest.
Brevity adds forcefulness to any
statement. Unsigned letters will
not be printed.

test

THE PACEMAKERS — Alberta

Bases

:

From Readers

ILL.

Heeza Liar. Just
another Bray.
Film condition fair. This could
be much better but this kind is always appreciated by the kiddies, although not many older
folks like them.
Rating 80 per cent. One reel.
J. W. Ryder, Jewell theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.

beth production.
A good change. My organist
played a selection of Scotch airs on this one and
it went over
good.
Two reels. Holt & Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General
patronage.

LETTERS

CHICAGO,

Two

— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,
Tenn. — General patronage.
LOOKING FOR SALLY: — This comedy went
over
right.
as average in my
mind. — Charles Lee Hyde. Grand theatre, Pierre,
D. — General patronage.
LUCKY ACCIDENT: —Fair. However, not bad
as a
Got to go some to beat Fatty. One
—Geo. Kress, Hudson theatre, Rochester,
N. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.
MACK BETH —A comedy farce on the Macreels.

filler.

THE JOKE’S ON YOU: Billy West—Just
another Billy West.
Not much to him. Don’t
see how they get away with him.
All other

—

THE GREAT DECIDE -Alberta Vaughn. Only
comedy.
Paid too much for “The Pacemakers.” They are not worth it. Two reels.
H. P. Braden, Kenilworth theatre, Hamilton, Ont.,
Canada. Neighborhood patronage.

make good

theatre,

"Who’s

Exceptionally good episode of this
series.
Very funny.
Much better than most
comedies. W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre. Cedarburg, Wis. Mixed patronage.

MISCELLANEOUS
on nights when you have no news
Halfway between comedy and educational

Vaughn.

Hooligan.”

patronage.

CRAZY QUILT: —These

Stan

THE GO-GETTERS — Alberta

Semon’s

fillers

Ran-

—
—

good.
Two reels. Hardin Entertainment
Royal theatre, Norborne, Mo. Small town

all

Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
town patronage.

— Small

Stan Laurel. Eilm good. A terLaurel comedy that is absolutely no
good. We got an awful beating when we bought
these Laurels and Aubreys from F. B. O.
Two
reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,
Wis. General patronage.

VITAGRAPH
HORSESHOES:

A.

21, 1925

DETAINED:

rible

reels.

are

November

.

THEATRE FOR LEASE
FOR LEASE:

Theatre 25x125 brick building
located in new plains town. West Texas, 400
population.
Grab it quick boys. Write or wire
A. C. Chesher, Littlefield, Texas.

POSITIONS

WANTED

AT LIBERTY— December

1st, moving picture
manager desires position in theatre or circuit.
Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 206.

ELECTRIC SIGN
NEW!

Lustrolite moving picture
greatest
changeable letter
sign ever offered.
Just
think!
three line double-face all metal sign,
white opal glass letter, complete letter assortment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of
ELECTRIC

IT’S

The
The

theatre

sign.

electric

announcement

A

CLARK BROTHERS
LUSTROLITE

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

consequent impoverishment in background

and training for life of vast numbers of
the American youth. The home is still, or
pictures that will make for good home inshould be, a castle. There is nothing of
greater influence today than the motion
picture theatre.
Give us good wholesome
influence; the theatres will do the rest.
E. W. Swarthout, Palace theatre, Au-

—

rora, Ind.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS,

Factory

Re-

absolutely guaranteed.
Bargain.
Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

built,

hi
Aft.

Goto Scat

ticket Rrastres

,

vwianiti.

*ilist

«//*

Automatic5Bckgt ]§edistef©M"por ation
72J

5 EVWTM AvcmjB

°

-

NewYork

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced.
Illinois Theatre
Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
5-ply

—
November
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
of Exploitation
Give
Program for Theatre Opening

Details

Primarily, the purpose of all exploitation is two-fold. First, and uppermost,
it must create good will for the theatre
and establish a regular clientele for the
house. Second, it must stimulate interest
in
the individual attraction which is
billed.
In a campaign preliminary to
the opening of a theatre the element of
good will, rather than the picture must
be stressed.
In the campaign for the opening of the
remodeled State theatre, formerly the

Hippodrome, in Reading, Pa., with
Thomas Meighan in “The Man Who
Found Himself,” an unique stunt was
conceived for establishing in advance a
regular patronage for the house. William Mendelssohn of the Paramount exploitation department, handled the campaign. In the hope that his activities
may prove valuable to other exhibitors,
a chronological story of his campaign
follows.
* * *

6—

“Tuesday, October
Visited industrial plants,
the Berkshire Hosiery Mills, having 7,600 employes.
Distribution of announcement cards and
short talks on Paramount pictures in each important department particularly where women were

employed. Guest of Sisterhood of Temple Sholem
where short talk was given on Paramount pictures
and sang several songs.
*

*

—

“Wednesday, October 1 Arranged tieup for
shopping tour in connection with the Reading Tribune, securing front page stories daily. Resulting in
a two-page merchandise tieup. Luncheon at Galen
Hall hotel as guest of the Pennsylvania State convention of Kiwanis clubs. Guest at Grand Ball
Kiwanis clubs where short talks were made on
Paramount pictures, opening of the State and several songs rendered.
“Thursday, October 8^— Shopping tour continued.
Announcements distributed and broadcasted over
station WRAW.
Opening of theatre at
“Saturday, October
Miss Paramount escorted from hotel to
1 p. m.
theatre by motorcycle policeman leading her car.
Miss Paramount’s costumes, both afternoon and
evening, for appearance at opening were furnished

10—

by local merchants. Diamonds valued at $20,000;
furs at $2,500; afternoon frock, $175, and evening gown, $250.

“Advertising Campaign— Advertising campaign in
Reading Times, Tribune and Eagle. Secured cooperative builders and contractors page in Times.
Secured two-page spread of Miss Paramount shop-

ping with the Tribune.

“Ad sales material— 20 24-sheet, 250
200 window cards and 3,000 heralds.

1-sheet,

Many Organs Installed
in

Texas Theatres

Everybody seems to have been bitten
by the music bug in the Texas field
lately.
On every hand we hear of another exhibitor who intends purchasing
a new instrument, or improving his
musical conditions in some way. More
and more are the exhibitors realizing the
need and importance for musical accomAmong those
paniment for pictures.
who are taking action in the matter are
Ed. Foy of Dallas, P. A. Preddy, Robbstown; Y. B. Robb of the R. & R. Enterprises for their Lyric at Big Springs;
Ben Hurst, Opera House, Clarksville;

Walmur Amusement

Co., Bristow, Okla.;
A. C. January, Dallas; S. A. Sanderson,
All of these exhibitors will
Beeville.
install new organs.

“We
lady,

who

secured the services of a young
Miss Paramount,
arrived in Reading September 26

whom we named

and remained

until

October

10.

She gave

talks at the Capitol, Rajah and Orpheum
theatres daily during the first week of
her stay about the opening of the new
State theatre as the home of Paramount
pictures, mentioning some of the forthcoming productions and personal interest chatter. At the opening of the State

October

10,

as hostess
stage.

Miss Paramount appeared
and made talks from the

"Daily activities of Miss Paramount:
“Monday, September
rived

at

Reading

28—Miss

station

personnel of State theatre,
the

city

Car

and

in

a

Paramount ar12 :00 noon. Met by
newspaper men. Toured

From Thumb Tacks

to

Organs

We can furnish your theatre complete from

3

thumb tacks on your display boards in
your lobby to the pipe organ in the pit.

the

SEE

US!

We

are authorized distributors of products

of merit

manufactured by concerns of national

reputation.

Marmon car beautifully decorated.
decorations furnished gratis by
Evening, made talk at Capitol, Rajah

floral

local dealers.

and Orpheum theatres.

29—

“Tuesday, September
Visited hospitals and
distributed flowers to the bed-ridden children. Attended dance for disabled war veterans at Moose
hall. Guest Crystal restaurant for luncheon. Guest
of the DeLuxe Beauty Parlor. Made two appear-

We

PHONE
If

ance at two theatres.
•

*

•

“Wednesday, September 30
Made shopping
Distribution of 2,000 roses and announcements of opening of new State theatre— 5,000 announcement cards distributed. Made talk over
radio station WRAW and sang “Susie, ’’ stating that
it was dedicated to Bebe Daniels production, “Wild
Wild Susan. 9 * In this broadcasting talk it was announced that Miss Paramount or State theatre
would reseive an invitation good for two admissions to the State theatre, same being furnished by
her. Ten minutes after Miss Paramount finished
her talk 90 telephone requests coming over four
wires were received asking her to send invitations.
In addition, 350 letters were received addressed to
Miss Paramount, all referring to Paramount pictures.
This method of broadcasting planted the
name of the theatre, opening date, and our trade
mark in a most effective fashion. Made talks at
the Rajah and Capitol theatres.
Toured the city distributing
“Friday, October
tour.

2—

announcement cards of opening. Made curtain
at theatres.

3—

talks

Made new announcement
“Saturday, October
theatres regarding change of opening date to
October 10 instead of October 12.
at

“Monday, October 5^—Toured the

city.

US!

If

—

Save You Money!

you are building a new theatre
you are remodeling your house
UI

If

you want any item

of theatre

equipment

from thumb tacks to a pipe organ

WRITE

Get our estimate

first.

US!

Theatre Equipment Co.
M.

S.

BOOG

738 So. Wabash Ave.

ALBERT

E.

BERGER

Chicago,

111.
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Exhibitors of

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

=

E™'"'

O

By

D. H.

PEN

House will be held Monday, November 16, at the new headquarters of the Pathe exchange, 1025 South Wabash avenue. Invitations for the informal reception will be out in a short time to
about 400 exhibitors, exchange men and the press.

U PON

entering the new building November 2 two men were added to the staff
and at the same time the sales force was
They are Charles Keppler
reorganized.
and Joe Woodworth both of whom will
sell two reel comedies.
As an addition to the general staff Sam
Blair who was for a long time connected
with the publicity of D. W. Griffith pictures
has formed a publicity department which
will work with exhibitors in the exploitation of Pathe product.
Under the national supervision of Miss
Regge Doran of New York a public relations department has been founded recently

18
Columbia
Pictures

Chicago

in the

It is

office.

under the charge

of Miss Lucy Calhoun who returned from
a trip East November 9 after a conference
with Miss Doran.

18

J*c

iji

Preferred

gained for himself the

muter de Luxe, N. Y.

Pictures

November

9

title

C., left

another

for

of

Louis L. Marks and Meyer S. Marks of
Marks Brothers have just returned from
a vacation spent at French Lick Springs,
Ind.

5

SPECIAL

James B. Dibelka,

*

*

died

Released in

%

Com-

%

*

*

1

sold

the
to

MORRIS HELLMAN

.

.

.

for

“Shorty” who was

lost

his

dog.

weeks ago presented
to him by a kindly exhibitor, Jimmie Best,
has either heeded unwisely to wanderlust
five

S.

*

*

Boog returned November

FILM EXCHANGES,

INC.

738 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago,

111.

Henri Ellman. Mgr.

that’s

an aS set

Born

Came

Kiev,

at

Russia, Jan.
Jan. 12, 1905,

America

to

22,

1891.

and direct

to Chicago.

To

First ambition?
engineer.

First job?

be

technical

a

With

School?
school
cago.

Keith
Chi-

in

How

did you
into
the
picture

break

motion

As

business?

rand

boy

er-

for

Chicago from a trip covering New
York and Cleveland where he closed
some big business deals. Boog is the

Laemmle.
Next? Became

enterprising head of the sales force
of the Theatre Equipment company
which is located at 738 South Wabash
avenue. For a business that has been
under way but three months the rapid
progress that has been made in building friends and in creating prestige
and establishing a clientele it is
worthy of commendation. With Boog
is associated Albert E. Berger, assistBoth are experiant sales manager.
enced theatre men.
*
^

shipping clerk,
booker, city sales-

6 to

CAPITOL

Never had any and

Laemmle.

*

he’s

Reelcraft

Nickname?

#

Joe Lyon, more familiarly known as the
consul, bears the grief of a legion

Meyer

and Indiana Territory

in Chicago.

Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges

Greek

*

Illinois

home

Managers

or has been the victim of a kidnapping.

Lenten Season

3 at his
* * *

business

In the exodus of film men to Urbana for
the Chicago-Illini football game, were Carl
Leserman, city sales manager for First
National, his salesmen, William C. Brimmer, R. C. Herman and T. R. Gilliam.
From the Educational exchange were
“Perc” Barr, salesman, and Saul Bragin.

for the

time

James and Irving Biba, the brothers who
the Clifford theatre, November 5 announced that the opening of their new
Ritz at Austin Boulevard and Roosevelt

A. Rosik and Charles Hosnedl. Morris
has owned the house for five years.

March

who was one

56,

Illinois

Chicago

North Cicero avenue,

theatre, 315

men

the

November

J.

of

York.

own

*

November

Morris Heilman

Chord”

New

*

Motion Picture
Theatre Owners and was owner for several
years of the Parkway theatre, 22nd street,
of

secretary

houses.

Lost

*

*

to

PRODUCTION
Lyda

*

in'breathless haste for

That’s five for
Gotham.
Henri this month! Before he started,
incidentally, he went to Indianapolis
for two days where he held conferences with Frank Eller, Indianapolis
Capitol exchange manager, and Charles
Olson, owner of a chain of hoosier

jaunt

*

*

W. Alexander, branch manager of
Universal, Chicago, left the city November
L.

Road will be held November 19. The
house has 2,250 seats and will run presentations regularly with motion pictures.
Bruce Godshaw, who handled publicity for
the opening of the Ambassador theatre, is
also handling publicity for the Ritz.

Henri Ellman who has not only put
the Capitol exchange among the leading exchanges of Chicago since its establishment a few weeks ago but has

“The

1925

21,

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

INDIANAPOLIS— CHICAGO

ATTENTION!

November

Charles Cassanave has joined Cooney
Brothers, taking an office in the Straus
Building as booker for all pictures for
the Cooney circuit.

fi 1

m

inspector,

man,

sales

city
features.

Took

manager

present post when?

Laemmle up

for
I

short

was with

Then I
Oct. 20, 1921.
went into business for myto

resigned and
self.

Hobby?
they can

To

sell

exhibitors
with.
When the

pictures

make money

Worst experience?

Laemmle

exchange burned down about eight
My
was booker then.
years ago.
I
task then was to keep everything working 100 per cent under good conditions
and without the loss of a dollar in
film

business.

November

21, 1925
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins
is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Half

Associated Exhibitors

Way

Girl,

The:BOR-Ins.

Her Sister From Paris: Oct. 3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Oct.3-Ins.
Kiki: BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Lady, The:Oct.3-Ins.

Camille of the Barbary Coast :B0R-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty BOR-32,Oct. 17-Ins.
Headlines :Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife :BOR-32.0ct.l7-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Oct.3-Ins.
:

Learning to Love:BOR-Ins.
Live Wire, The:Oct.l0-20,21.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Lost World, The :Oct.3-20,21.Oct.l0-22,23.
Marriage Whirl, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.

Manhattan Madness :Oct. 3-Ins.
Never Weaken :BOR-32,Oct,17-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:0ct.31-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Oct.3-Ins.

Memory Lane:BOR-Ins.

My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment, The :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
One Way Street:BOR-Ins.

Chadwick
Some Pun’kins:Oct.24-22.

Pace That

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-

Thrills,

18,19.

Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.

Columbia

Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Nov. 14-26.
Scarlet West, The:Oet.3-Ins.

Danger Signal, The:Oct.24-i6,17.
Enemy of Men, An:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Sea Hawk, The:BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,

Fate of a Flirt, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-i6,17.
Fighting Youth :BOR-38,Oet.24-16, 17.
Fight to the Finish, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The:BOR-38-Oct.24-16,17.

19.

Soul Fire:Oet.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise:BOR-Ins.

Handsome

Brute, The :BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure :BOR-38-Oct.24-16,17.

Lure of the Wild, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Penalty of Jazz:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
New Champion, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Price of Success, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Speed Mad :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38-Oct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Unguarded Hour: BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-20.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.

What

Fools

Men :Oct.3-Ins.Oct.l7-20.

White Monkey, The:BOR-Ins.

Why Women
Winds

Steppin’ Out :Oct.3-51-Oct.24-16,17.

of

Love:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Chance:Oct.3-Ins.Nov.7-18,19.

Thrill Hunter, The:BOR-38,Oet.24-16,17.

Fox

Unwritten Law, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Ancient Mariner :Oct. 10-6.

Davis Dist. Div.

As No Man Has Loved:Oct.lO-6,8.
Best Bad Man, The :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 14-17

Apache Princess :BOR-44,Oct.l7-10.

East

Daughter of the Sioux :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Demon Rider, The: BOR-44.
Courage of Captain Plum, The:Oct.l7-10.
$50,000 Reward :BOR-44.
Fighting Courage :B0R-44.0ct.24-18.
Fleet Foot: BOR-44.
Fort Frayne:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oet.l7-10.
Grey Vulture, Thc:BOR-44.
Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Long Odds:BOR-44.

Lynne: BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 8. Nov. 7-11. Nov. 14-14,

15.

Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13. Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The:0ct.l0-6.0et.24-13.
First Year, The:BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,8.Nov.7-ll.
Fool, The: BOR-24. Oct. 10-6,8.Nov.7-ll.
Havoc: BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9.

Iron Horse, The:Oct.l0-8,9.Oct.l7-ll.Oct.31-8.
Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.
Kentucky Pride :Oct.lO-8-9.

Lazybones

:

BOR-24. Oct.10-8-9.Oct.31-10.Nov. 14-14,

15.

My

Neighbor’s Wife:Oct.l7-10.
Peggy of the Secret Service:BOR-44.
Red Kimono, The:BOR-44.Sept.l9-10.Nov.7-5.

Lightnin’ :BOR-24.Oct.l0-8,9.
Lucky Horseshoe. The :Oct.lO-8,9.

Seventh Heaven :BOR-24.

Red Love:BOR-44.

Silver Treasure, The:Oct.lO-6.

Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :BOR-44.
Three Pals: BOR-44.
Tentacles of the North :Oct.l7-10.

Thank You :Sept.26-14,15.BOR-24.Oet.l0-8,9.Oet.l7-

Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.

When the Door Opened :Oct.lO-6.
Winding Stair, The:Oct.lO-6,9.
Wages for Wives:BOR-24.Oct,10-6,9.

14,15.

Thunder Mountain :Sept.26-18,19.BOR-24,Oct.lO-8,9.
Wheel, The:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,9.

Tricks :BOR-44.

Tonio of the Sierras :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Timber Wolves :BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The:BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Yankee Senor, The :Sept.26-14,15.

Ginsberg
Wreckage :Oct.3-18.

White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Tfoop: BOR-44. Oct.17-10.

Greiver
Othello :Oct.31-79.

F. B. 0.
Drusilla

With

a Million :BOR-46,Oct.lO-71.Nov.

7-66.

Flaming Waters :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Futurity Winner, The:BOR-46.
Happiness :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
High and Handsome:Oct.31-71.
If Marriage Fails :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The: BOR-46. Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The:Oct.3-87.Oct.l0-74,75.Oct.
17-67. Oct. 24-79. Oct. 31-69. Nov. 7-60. Nov. 14-18.
King o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Last Edition, The:BOR-46.
Let’s

Go Gallagher:Oct.17-69.

Midnight Flyer, The:BOR-46.
Parisian Nights :BOR-46.
Poor Girl’s Romance, A: BOR-46.
When His Love Grew Cold:BOR-46.

First National
Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.
Beautiful City, The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.
Bluebeard’s Seven Wives: BOR-Ins.

Aileen Pringle is the fake medium and
Mitchell Lewis is her father in “The
Mystic,” the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production that Tod Browning wrote

and directed.

The picture

tells

the

story of a clever band of crooks.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct. 3-2.

Lee-Bradford
Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Caesar’s Wife:BOR-Ins.

Chickie:BOR-Ins.
Classified :Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Make the Pirate:BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21. Nov.
14-Ins.

Clothes

Dark

Angel:

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Oct.24-20,21.

Oct. 3 1-20-21. Nov. 14-24,2 5.

Declasse : BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun: BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes: BOR-Ins.

from Monte Martre:BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.
Graustark: Sept.26-22, 23. BOR-Ins. Oct. 10-24. Nov. 7Girl

18,19.

Exchange of Wives, An :Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.3-16,17.
0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.

Go West:Nov.7-Ins.
Lights of New York:Oct.lO-10,ll.
Merry Widow, The :Sept.26-l, 21,20. 0ct.3-10ct.17-l.
Midshipman, The:Oct.31-l.
The :Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.l0-l.Oct.24-8,9.Oct.

Mystic,
31-1.

Never the Twain Shall Meet :Sept.26-l, 21,20. BOR40. Oct. 24-8-9. Oct. 31-1.

Old Clothes :Nov. 14-1.
Pretty Ladies :Sept.26-l, 21,20. Oet.24-8, 9. Oct.31-1.
Rag Man, The :Nov. 14-1.

Romola: Sept. 26-1, 2, 21. 20. Oct. 31-1.
of Fashion, The :Sept. 26-1, 21, 20. Oct. 24-8, 9.

Slave
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14, 15. Oct. 31-12, 13. Nov. 7-8, 9.
Night Cry, The :BOR-36,Oct. 24-14,15.
Nightie Night Nurse :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 16.
Passionate Quest, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 16.
Pleasure Buyers, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Red Hot Tires :BOR-36,Oct.24-14, 15.
Rose of the World:BOR-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Sap, The BOR-36. Oct. 24-1 4, 15.
Satan in Sables BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14.15.
Seven Sinners : BOR-36. Oct. 24- 14, 15.
:

:

Silken Shackles :BOR-36,Oct.24-14, 15.
Social Highwayman, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Three Weeks in Paris :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Vengeance of Durand, The:BOR-36.
White Chief, The:BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The:Oct.3-8,9,Oct.lO-16,
17. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Why Girls Go Back Home :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.

Short Features
Davis
Cinema Stars :Oet. 3-57.
Fragments of Life:Oct.8-57.
Hey Fellas :Oct. 3-57.
Mystery Box, The :Oct.3-56.
Power God, The :Oct. 3-66.
Sheiks and Sliebas:Oct.3-57.

Educational
Fair Waming:Oct.l7-4.
Goofy Gob, A:Oct.31-16,17.

Kinograms

:

Oct. 3-49. Oct. 17-5. Nov .7-15.Nov. 14-22,

23.

Morocco :Oct. 24-5.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.
Movies, The :Oct. 3-46.

Maid

is a scene from the Western thrill picture, “Spook Ranch,” in which
Robert McKim and Helen Ferguson appear. The picture is being released
by Universal.

Above

Oct. 31-1.
Sun Up :0ct.24-8.9.0ct.31-l.
Tower of Lies, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct,17-9.Oct.248,9.0ct.31-l.
Unholy Three, The:Sept.26-l,21,20.Oct.24-8,9.Oct.
30-1.

Zander the Great :BOR-40.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Sept.26-4.
Coast of Folly, The :Sept.26-3.Nov,14-7.
Cobra :Nov.l4-3.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.3-6.
Flower of Night :Sept. 26-4. Nov. 7-3. Nov. 14-7.
Golden Princess, The:Oct.lO-S.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-8.
Kiss for Cinderella, A:Nov,14-3.

Luck :Nov. 14-3.
King on Main Street, The :Nov. 14-3.
Irish

Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The:Oct.3-12,13.
His New York Life:BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights : BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater :BOR-30.

Wives :BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love:BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:BOR-80.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior: BOR-80.
Shenandoah BOR-30.
Shopworn :BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-80.
With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.
Tyler’s

:

Red

7-3.Nov.14-7.

Lord Jlm:Oet.3-3.
Lover* in Quarantine :Oct.l7-3.0ct.31-3.Nov.7-3.
Night Life in

New

United Artists
Don Q, Son

of Zorro:Sept. 12-12. Oct. 3-15.

Sally of the Sawdust:Sept.l2-12.

God Rush, The:0et.3-14.0ct.l0-19.
Wild Justice :Oct.l7-8,Oct.24-19.

Dist.

Corp.

Bad Lands, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Beyond the Border:Nov. 14-10. 11.
Coming of Amos, The:Oct.3-10,ll.
Fifth Avenue:Oct. 17-16, 17.

Flaming Forties :Nov.l4-10, 11.
Hell’s Highroad :Oet. 8-10. 11.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Man from Red Gulch, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Night Hawk, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Prairie Pirate, ThetNov. 14-10, 11.
Roaring Rails :Nov 14.10,11.

California Straight

Ahead :Oct.24-6.7.Nov.7-6.7.

7-6,7.

Goose

Woman :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Home Maker, The :Oct. 24-6, 7.Nov.7-6,7.

My

Soft Shoes :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Texas

Trail,

The:Nov. 14-10, 11.

Tiger Thompson :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Without Mercy :Nov.l4-8,9.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill at the U. P. Trail :Oct. 24-82.
With Davy Crockett at the Fall of the Alamo: Oct.
24-82.

With
With
With
With

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer at Little Big Horn :Oct.24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct. 24-82.
Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

Oct.24-82.

B. P. Schulberg
Aristocrat, The: BOR-30.

Dancing Days:BOR-30.

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.
All

Abroad :Sept.26-16, 17. Oct.3-58.Oct.24-10.il.

Big

Game Hunter,

The:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-53.0ct.

24,10,11.

Engagement,

Business

A :Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-5S.

Oct. 24-10, 11.

Cloudy

Romance,

A:Sept.26-17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10,

Fox News :Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 24-10. 11.
Fox Varieties :Sept.26-16, 17. Oet.24-10,ll.Nov.7-14.
Heart Breaker, The:Oct.24-10.11.
Imperial
Comedies :Sept.26-16,17.Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.
7-14.

Love and Lions :Sept.26-16, 17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.il.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The:Sept,26O.

16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.U.Nov.7-14.
Henry Stories:Sept.26-16,17.Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.714.

On

the Go:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.3-63.0ct.24-10,ll.

Shoes :Sept. 26-26.17. Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.il.

Jumper,

The:Sept.26-16,17.0ct.8-58.0ct.24-16,

Strong for Love:Oct.24-10,ll.
Sweet Marie :Oct.3-53 Oet.24-10, 11.
Transients in Arcadia :Sept.26-16,17.0ct.8-53.0et.
24-10.11.

Van Bibber Comedies :Sept. 26-16, 17. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Nov.

7-14.

Wrestler,

The :Sept.26-16,17.Oct.3-53.Oct.24-10.11.

Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.

Phantom

the

of

Opera :Sept.26-7.0ct.3-19. Nov. 14-

Pathe

6,7.

Siege :Oet.24-6,7.
Sporting Life, The:Oct.l0-ll.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Stella Maris :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Still

Alarm, The:Nov.7-7.

Two

Blocks

Away :Oct.24-6,7.

Warner Brothers

Seven Days:Oct.S-10-ll.
Silent Sanderson :Nov.l 4-10.11.

Simon the Jester:Nov.7-16,17.

Offices

11 .

Universal
Calgary Stampede, The:Oct.lO-14,15,Oct.24-6,7.Nov.

Producers

Film Booking

Sky

Ten Commandments, The :Sept.26-4.Nov. 14-7.
That Royle Girl :Sept.26-4. Nov. 14-7.
Vanishing American, The:Sept.26-4.

Seal

Reelviews :Nov. 14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

York:Sept.26-4.

Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.
Polly of the Ballet :Sept.26-4.
Pony Express, The:Sept.26-4.Oct.3-4.Oct.l0-3,4,5.
Oct. 17-3. Oct. 24-4. 5. Oct. 3 1-4. Nov. 7-3. Nov. 14-7.
Seven Keys to Baldpate:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.
Nov 7-3 Nov.14-7.
Son of His Father, A:Aug.26-4.

Swedie:Oct. 31-16,17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct. 17-4.
Soup to Nuts:Oct.31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The:Nov.l4-20,21.

11 .

Regular Fellow, A:Sept.26-4.Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.

Lucky Devil, The:Sept.26-4.
New Brooms :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-8.

My

Watch Out :Sept. 26-5.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct.S-48.

Eden’s Fruit :BOR-30.
Free to Love:BOR-30.

Lew

in

Barriers of Fire: BOR-36.
Below the Line:BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.Oet.24-14,15.
Bobbed Hair :BOR-36.0ct.l7-19.0ct.24-14,15.Nov.
14-12,13.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Cave Man, The:B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Compromise BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15. Nov. 7-8, 9.
Fighting Edge, The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Golden Cocoon, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hell Bent for Heaven :BOR :36. Oct. 24-14. 15.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
:

Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 14-71,72,73,74,75,76.
•
Cold Turkey :Sept.26-88.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins. Oct. 81-84.
Day’s Pleasure, A :Oct.l7-Tns.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct.l7-Ins.Oct.31-6S.67.68.72,74,76.

Nov

7-61.62.63 64.65.66.Nov.l 4-7 1 .72.73.74,75,76.

Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nor.7-IO.
Love and Kisses :Sept. 26-88.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.

No Father

to

Guide

Him :Oct. 17-76.

Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Shoulder Arms :Oct. 17-Ins.
Sunnyside :Oct.l 7-Ins.
Tee for Two :Sept. 26-88.
Pathe News:Oct.3-45.Nov.l4-82.

Wild West :0ct.3-96.0ct.l0-80.0ct.24-lns.

Rayart

His Jazz Bride :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.

Hogan’s Alley :B0R-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Honeymoon Express, The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14.15.
Inevitable Millionnaires, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Limited Mail, The :BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.Oct.24-14,
15.

Little Irish Girl,

The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.

Love Toy, The:B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Man on the Box, The:Sept.26-8, 9. BOR-36. Oet.24-

Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-50.

Universal
Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.
Buster Brown Comedies :Oct.31-19.Nov. 14-5.
Gump Comedies :Oct.3-54.
International Newsreel :Oct. 3-54. Oct. 10-18.

Recognition of the
RobertMorton Organ as
an outstanding unrivalled

Four Robert
Mortons

for

Coast

feature attraction^ is
evidenced in its selection
by the more progressive
exhibitors everywhere.
Our prices and terms
are within reach of all

~ Four West Coast

theatres," the Royal, ot
Los Angeles; the New Capitol of Sacramento and two others, now in process of
contruction, but yet un-named, have purchased Robert Morton organs and will
feature special organ recitals and musical
features as program attractions.
This appears to be in line with the
modem tendency to utilize the desire of
communities for good music to the advantage of box office receipts.
Among other houses which will pursue
the same policy are the new Levine theatre
of Portsmouth, Va., which is about to install
a $20,000 Robert Morton and Hancock’s

new

theatre,

now

building at Stuart, Florida,

which has ordered one of the new Robert

Morton

pit organs."

Both of these houses will exploit their
musical programs as special features, which
is quite practicable, at a moderate expense,
as their instruments will provide them with
facilities

equal

orchestra

but

to
at

that

of

greatly

a pretentious
minimized ex-

penditure.

for our ne^ PURCHASE

PLAN

MACK. SEJyJSET
ALICE
presents

DAV

“The
Soapsuds
Lady
99

i9

V/4£L?V/VJ

A

tale of

—and heads;

wooden shoes

of soft hearts

and sappy

domes; of an inn where* anything might happen between
midnight and dawn, and

Another
for a

fast

it

one from Alice Day that goes around the end

touchdown. As bubbly, bright and sparkling as

floating like a cake of soap

Vv

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

MARK

all did.

on the

tides of laughter.

its title,
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money makers

V

because
Millions of ticket-buyers
Who pay cash for Keaton
Are waiting for your announcement

Of

his latest hit

Take a tip
Be prepared

MM
u

to

When

[
s\

sSS

“Go West”

%

handle a mob
’em the good news

V.

you tell
Buster Keaton in “Go West”
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture.

ft/

if

Vv
III

And

\ \
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And

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Directed bv Buster Keaton
Member Motion

«

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

H. Hays, President
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“ Better Theatres”
lished every fourth

pub-

is

week

H. A. R. Dutton, president of Ex-

as

hibitors

Section II
Exhibitors
of
Herald. It is mailed to every
paid subscriber.

Supply Company says:

results.

EXT

week through
December issue of

the mails to

your desk comes the

BETTER THEATRES

packed

with the up-to-the-minute articles on the physical aspects of

your theatre
this

medium

— the

type of editorial content that has put

in a class

by

Success or failure today

modern equipment

in

itself.

is

more than ever dependent upon

your theatre

—equipment

that provides

additional comforts for your patron.

BETTER THEA-

TRES

its

recognizes this fact and keeps

formed on

this

mission

readers fully in-

important phase of their business.

In fact every issue of
its

is

unques-

tionably the best paper in the field
for equipment manufacturers. We

have found that

N

,

“BETTER THEATRES”

BETTER THEATRES exemplifies

— published for the information and guidance of

exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation

equipment and

to

promote the

ideal of greater

and

and

finer

theatres.

To keep in step with Developments in Theatre
Equipment you must read “Better Theatres 99

—

it

produces real

November

28, 1925
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The $tora of a Product

GOLD-GETTING

GREATER 40

paramount
(pictures
—————————————

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Ike $tonj of a Product {Continued^
^

GLORIA

.

Swanson
The Coast

of Folly"

w

ZANE

RAYMOND

,

GREYS

GRIFFITH

II

Wild Horse

w

Mesa"
And
d.

"A

Requ/ar
Fellow"

the Greatest of the Greater Forty
“That Royle Girl”

w. Griffith’s

GLORIA SWANSON

in

“Stage Struck”

J-

M

-

Barrie’s

Are Coming

“A KISS FOR CINDERELLA”

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

“ Irish

Luck”

“THE AMERICAN VENUS”
“ A Woman of the World”
P0LA NEGRI
“MANNEQUIN”

Bathing Beauty Special
Cruze-Liberty Special

in

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
righard dix

in

in

“Cobra”

“Womanhandled”

Get Your Dates

Now!

RAYMOND GRIFFITH
Peter b. Kyne’s

in

“Hands Up!”

“THE ENCHANTED HILL”
Get These Hits Set!

paramount (pictures

—

RED HOT
A UDIENCE STUFF!
T

HE

Most Marvelous

Screened! Thrilling?

Fire

Why,

Melodrama Ever
say!

You can

the shriek of sirens, the clamor of fire bells

—

hear

implor-

ing cries of stricken people, trapped in the caldron
of

fire

the

and flame

smoke and

daredevil

—

fire eaters

the face of death.
It’s

line

the shouts of the

flying debris.

fire chiefs

Action?

Dozens of

perform miracles of heroism in
pulses with romance and life.

It

a rampaging, powerful, profit-maker.

them up

at

It

will

your box-office long before you

open your doors.

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

William Russell
Richard Travers,
John T. Murray,

Hearn.

Edward

Adapted by Harvey

O.

from

the

stage

Higgins

famous
by

play

Joseph Arthur
and A. C. Wheeler.

An
Edward
Laemmle
Production

UNIVERSAL
JEWEL

Jiere/
Cecil B.
£The Road
Wtk JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
JETTA GO U DAL, VERA REYNOLDS,
William Boyd, Julia FayEv
zAdapteci

by

Jeanie Macpherson

and

Beulah Marie Dix from the £tage play by

Beulah Marie D'ixand

E. G.

Sutherland

PRODUCERS
Member

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

will

h.

hays.

President

November

28, 1925
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DUCTION

130 IVes^ 46th Street

New

York, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE,

President

RAYMOND PAWLEY,

Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

Vice-President and General

Manager

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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The ELEMENT OF
prints on the first
No

delays or disap-

pointments - Every
production on the
P.D.C.

program

is

coming through right

on schedule — and
bigger

and

better

than we promised
STROM BERG

'^ciiBrDeMiiie

R

0>A

£l u<

LaV

coudal
“-noah berry
A

^ UJJl??ne

HARRY
CAREY W

i

y
ii'*cy
J s
nO

r

by

..

/Tip
'
1

/I

rfeS®
Adapted by Ell/ott J*GI&WSOn
horn BRET HARTES iemous story
'The Idyll of Red Gulch
d,,ecud b>

EDMUND MORTIMER

.

E LEAS ED BY

PRODUCERS

November

EXHIBITORS HERALD

28, 1925

pscinntegnp

TIME

'pS^terday
The

1 2 ready

JULIA FAYE

^m

wrfto

f TO

t

play
the stage

HUNT

^

Reulah Marie

JeanieMacpherson.

^^

Y

ST ROMBERG

Dix-

presents

5

formation

CB. lc

fcft-yAN

,

„

The Prairie Pirate

ft
VI

HARRY CAREV

«

,

ROBERT ANTHONY DILLON

cAdaptedby

4

RICH

sssH

Cecil

<1

Directed by

/rom'THE YELLOW SEAL"
by W.C. TUTTLE

EDMUND MORTIMER

^

B.

De

Mille
J>zeseats

eat*

Joy

WJBtilW*®
Edmund Bums
Julia Faye
Robert Edeson
LllcCUdby

JSSPAO

RUPEIVT
JULI

AN

dj+pted hr

Eve
ve Unsell

C

Lenore Coffee

with

»-

J

ill

,

JT.

TSmo«so

jZfa*esz

a

I£M§!£Jie
“

VtADAM
BEHAVt

With.

A

"“"'S;ss*

co> ,

AU^V

LLE

,

^

LEMWCEJO^
weddvni

jfflSSs-*

I USder
dd r

ia

'

A

'

h

R DC-

DISTKIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

Vice-President and General Manager
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Speaking of Circulation
HERALD

The

admits,

with pleasure

more than ten
worked
for the
years it has industriously
interest and attention of small-town
and

satisfaction, that for

owners
in the smaller communities who comprise a big factor of the motion picture
industry and whose support is essential
to the success of any trade publication.
exhibitors, the individual theatre

The

HERALD

does not

make

now

contends that while

it

find itself compelled to

a desperate effort to win the sup-

port of these small-town exhibitors, by

putting out a second-run publication or

any

by

— because
—
support

similar

already has their

means

its

of

among every
theatre

in

circulation

industry,

first-run,

second-run and third-run.

may

be

roughly divided into three classes:

The

subscription.

Theatres in the second group are also

ready buyers of trade papers, subscribing,

on the average,

for

two

or three

papers.

Theatres in the third group are the
most exacting buyers of all. As a rule
they subscribe for only one trade paper
and they want the best.
Our best
efforts are none too good for them and
we would not insult them or humiliate
ourselves by offering them anything

—

we

are able

to produce.

There

is

no question of the value

to

advertisers of these exhibitors as subscribers to a trade paper.

More than

any other group, they read,
pictures from the
trade paper to which they subscribe.
exhibitors in

Circulation in this industry

(1)

reader interest

short of the best publication

other class and kind

the

—and not

is

it

also comprises proportionate representa-

tion

of value to advertisers

larger circuits and

larger individual houses.

rely

upon and buy

The reader interest of the HERALD
commands the interest and attention of
every kind and type of exhibitor.

The medium-size
and medium size individual
(2)

(3)

circuits

houses.

The small-town groups and

the small-town individual houses.

—

—

And very important to note
the HERALD’S circulation to
kind and type of exhibitor

—

all

of

every

is verified

and attested to by the Audit Bureau of
group represent
kind of circulation to be

Theatres in the
the easiest

obtained

in

the

first

industry,

practically

Circulations.

MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY,

within the reach of every publication.

These theatres subscribe for three and
four trade papers and here the best test

Publisher

EXHIBITORS HERALD

L

.

brings to the screen a
publicity value unequaled in
1
the annals of the

1C

BOX OFFICE

Words are wasted
when used to talk
about a picture-that will SNOUT
for Itself.

fiill£K

CELEBRITY PICTURES^.
g^rom
,

ADELA ROGERS

STJOHNS

famous Cosmopolitan Maqaiine success
With a cast including---

OWEN MOORE -EARLE WILLIAMS
GLADYS HULETTE-LILYAN TASHMAN
BULL MONTANA- -EDDIE° DILLAN"

^

makes her debut in a picture
that is BIG in every element

Showmanship requires and *5
audiences demand.

that

—

At Last Brought to the Screen!
THE GREATEST LAUGH-GETTERS IN THE WORLD!
Now—-at

all

Their echo has been heard the
world over making millions more laugh while they
told a new one on “The Cohens and Kellys.”
laugh explosions

“Sure, an*

“ Come hack

,

it*s

!

I**
a great day for the Kellys

Pat!

"Whose

You*ll be killed entirely!**

**Ha!

You can’t insult me!**
**Maybe you’re right!**
4

—

belter as *The

Ha! Ha! And

**Leggo!

This

— —

last
the kernel, the meat of the greatest of
laugh-getters “The Cohens and Kellys” have
been brought to the screen. You’ll shake, and your
house will tremble with the laughter of the crowds
that are sure to flock to see their old friends “The
Cohens and Kellys.”

For generations millions the world over have laughed

—a million rib-tickling stories have caused unceasing

is

Cohens and Kellys?*

is

that a

'

“H

good one?**

a cash customer !**

Swee-e-e-e-t

44

Pat

,

Rosie-e-e-e O’Gra-a-ady**

hat’s the matter ,

you should be

in a

Pop?”

business where they

make money.**

CARL LAEMMLE

From

the Stage Play by

AARON HOFFMAN
Directed by Harry Pollard

A

HARRY POLLARD PRODUCTION

CHARLES MURRAY

VERA GORDON

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Packs Capitol (N.Y.)
with His Box-Office

Follow-Up to “The Rag Man”
“New York and the surrounding country owe all concerned in
—N.Y. American.
making the picture, a debt of gratitude.”
“Jackie Coogan scores in ‘Old Clothes.’ One of the really fine
actors of the screen. His technique comparable to Pickford,
Chaplin, Gish. Ladies of all ages and their escorts will find something to applaud. The love interest should satisfy such spectators as the antics of the small star fail to amuse — if any!”
-N.Y. Telegraph.

“Genuinely heart-warming comedy.

Get the
great showman’s
campaign book
on “Old Clothes*”
Big national
ups.

tie-

Marvelous

material to put
the picture over
to big

money.

Coogan

as

charming a

comedian

as

ever and as skillful a provoker of your tears.”
—N.Y. Herald -Tribune,

Coogan this morning will read telegrams of congratulaon his latest picture, ‘Old Clothes.’ Success and popularity

‘‘Jackie

tions

fully earned.”

—N.Y. World.

“The favorite adolescent of the film world is unusually entertainHe stirs his
ing in ‘Old Clothes,’ a sequel to ‘The Rag Man.’
audiences. This ability is the secret of Jackie’s exceptional drawing power at the box-office. He earned for himself audible
—Evening Sun.
tributes.”

.

November

28, 1925
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ads of the New York campaign, selling the laughs, the
star’s fame and the love story
appeal

The
lV'A
s co

9/0$

by the

>

ik<M

0
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in

ctRP
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Under personal supervision
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FOX HAS THE PLAYERS'
Never before in the history of the industry
has there been such a galaxy of stars enrolled
under the banner of one producer.
Never before in the history of the industry
has there been so many stars known the
world over for notable screen achievements.

EVERT PLATER IS AH ARTIST IH ALL THAT THE WORD IMPLIES
EVERT PLATER IS A CREAT OR OF ROLES THAT WILL HEVER DIE
THE CASTS OF THE WILLIAM FOX NINE GOLDEN NUGGETS
CONSTITUTE BOX OFFICE MAGNETS OF RARE POTENCY
The Ancient Mariner

by
Directed
Clara
Bennett:
Chester
Otto and

Henry
Bow, Gladys Brock well, Vivian Oakland,
Leslie Fenton, Earle Williams,

Daybreak
Lee:

by Rowland V.
Logan, Lou Tellegen,

Directed

Jacqueline

Walter Pidgeon, Roy At will.

Paul Pander,

The

Nigel de Brullier.

Year

Frank
by
Directed
Kathryn Perry, John Patrick,
Margaret Livingston, Frank Currier, Virginia Madison.

First

Borzage:

The Qilded

Butterfly Directed by
Wray: Alma Rubens, Bert

John Griffith
Lytell, Frank Keenan, Herbert Rawlinson,
Huntley Gordon, Vera Lewis.

Emmett Flynn:
Edmund Lowe, Alma Rubens, Lou Telle'
gen, Belle Bennett, Frank Keenan, Mar'
jorie Daw, Paul Panzer, Leslie Fenton,
Lydia Knott, Eric Mayne, Martha Mat'
tox, Harry Seymour.

East Lynne

Directed by

The Qolden

neth Harlan, Hobart Bosworth, Ann Pen'
nington, Lawford Davidson, Frank Beal.

The Palace

IT’S

of Pleasure Directed

Edmund Lowe,

Emmett Flynn:
Compson, Nina Ramano, Henry

When
Wages for Wives Directed by Frank
Jacqueline Logan, Zasu Pitts,
Borzage:
Creighton Hale, Earle Foxe, Margaret Liv'
ingston, David Butler, Dan Mason.

Strain Directed by VicMadge Bellamy, Ken'

tor Schertzinger:

the

Door Opened

Reginald Barker:

1 1

Kolker.

Directed by

Jacqueline Logan,

Map

Walter McGrail, Rob'
Cain, Frank Keenan, and Prince
ert
Royal, the Wonder Dog.
garet Livingston,

A WILLIAM FOX YEAR

l

FoxTilni Coi p i] rat a n.
i

|

by
Betty

1 1

1925

November
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FOX HAS THE PICTURES!
Never before in the history of the industry
has there been such an array of sterling boxoffice attractions by one producer.

Never before in the history of the industry
has perfection been so nearly reached inas-

much

as

nothing that

is

requisite

is

wanting.

EVERT PICTURE ABOUNDS IJ\[ THRILLS, TEARS AJs[D LAUGHS
EVERT PICTURE VISUALIZES A SUCCESSFUL STORT OR PLAT
THE APPEAL OF THE WILLIAM FOX NINE GOLDEN NUGGETS
WILL FIND A RESPONSIVE CHORD IN EVERY PICTUREGOER
The Ancient

M ariner

Based on Sam'

uelTaylor Coleridge’s classic poem.Taught
big Christ'
every school in the land.

A

in

mas

the world. Its publicity started more than
fifty years ago. The most poignant love
story of all time.

special.

The

T he

Qilded Butterfly

Based on a

Best Seller by Evelyn Campbell.
ring tale of love and adventure at

A

stir'

Monte

First

Year

Based on Frank Cra'
play of married life.
Adapted to the screen by Frances Marion,
and probably her best work.
ven’s

amusing

Carlo.

The Qolden

Wages

for

W ives
r

“Chicken Feed,” by

Based on the play

Guy

Strain Based on Peter B.
Kyne’s Cosmopolitan Magazine story,
“Thoroughbreds.” This is Kyne at his best.

Bolton, the pop'

American playwright. A dramatic
comedy which hits every home.

ular

The Palace
play, “Lola

Daybreak
success,

Based on last year’s
“The Outsider.” A story

stage
of a

of Pleasure Based on

the

Montez.”

Depicting the tern'
pestuous career of a beautiful Spanish
dancer who left a trail of broken hearts in
her wake.

great ambition thwarted for a while but

triumphant in the end through sublime
An unusual love story.

faith.

East Lynne Known and

ITS

beloved

all

over

When

the Door Opened Based
on
James Oliver Curwood’s novel.
Consid'
ered by many his greatest. It has the most
thrilling flood scene ever screened.

A WILLIAM FOX YEAR!

Fox Film Corpo rati o rL
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Made expressly for
holiday showing ~
The ideal Christmas

attraction

fh

Tj\
n

\
?

£

WILLIAM FOX
presents

Harmcr
Modem

Classic Drama and
Romance!
An elaborate and exquisite production!
One of the screen’s finest achievements!
direded by

Henry

Otto

and Chester 'Bennett

from

the masterpiece by

Samuel CJaylor Coleridge
"with this cjreat cast

LESLIE FENTON ~ CLARA BOW
VIVIAN OAKLAND - EARLE WILLIAMS
PAUL PANZER- GLADYS BROCKWELL
NIGEL de BRULIEB^,

box film Corporation.

I

November
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Sf

C

,

>

>

V.

For Season 1926-27
William Fox announces
the production of

What Price Glory?
by Maxwell Anderson and Laurence

dramatic success of

Stallings

WARNING!

two seasons in New York

Fox Film Corporation has

Praised extravagantly
by every New York

purchased all rights for
motion picture present-

and

GLORY?”

ation of

visiting critic— it

earned

the

“WHAT

PRICE

throughout the
world and warns exhibitors

title:

“MOST TALKED
ABOUT PLAY IN

against misleading advertis-

ing or publicity tending to

compare

THE WORLD!”

“WHAT PRICE

GLORY?”

with any other

motion picture production.

Its

New York run was

NATIONAL

SEN-

SATION— now

being

a

Fox Film Corporation

will

vigorously prosecute any
false or misleading advertising or publicity.

duplicated by road
companies

in every
section of the country*

IT

WILL BE A

with direction and
Next week No. 2

Watch

for

it!

FOX

PICTURE

cast befitting a truly great

production

Fox Film Corpora tin Pc

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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John Golden’s stage play.
Chicken Feed by Guy Bolton
cenario by

KENNETH

B.

CLARKE
fox Film Corporation

28, 1925

BORZAGE
FRANK
PRODUCTION

!

November

28,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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vivid comedyA
drama of the
greai

American hold-uj
'-with irate wives
on strike for mor<

money- and gay
husbands on strife
for less wives

With a

brilliant cast

—EARLE FOXE
>

including

JACQUELINE LOGAN
MARGARET LIVINGSTON -ZASU PITTS

—

DAVID BUTLER^— DAN MASON
CLAUDE GILLING WATER-*

CREIGHTON HALE

box film Co ip oration.
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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November

MARY" PICKFORD

TTLE ANN \E

l

'LI

ROONEY"

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

D.AECTED BV

What New York
“

‘Little

make

Annie Rooney’ probably

millions of dollars.

people were delighted.”

will

Plenty of

—Tribune.

Critics

Say

“‘Our Mary is giving the world and
what they want. I know

his wife
‘Little

Annie Rooney’

is

going to de-

her large army of admirers.
She’s younger, more adorable than

light

“This
the

is

the

Mary

Mary

Pickford of old;

who is real— the
Mary. The crowds

Pickford

one and only
laughed at her, wept with her, and
always were interested.” —World.
“

‘Little

Annie Rooney’

will

enter-

— Sun.

tain nearly everyone.”

—American.

ever.”

“Here’s your

Mary

of the golden

and fighting fists. ‘Little Annie
Rooney’ cleverly marries the laughs

curls

to the tears. You’ll love* this picture.

Mary

is irresistible.”

— Daily News.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IMary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenckj
Chairman Board of Directors.
,

Charles Chaplin
4

v

D. W.
Jiiram

Qriffiih

Q bra ms,

President.

28, 1925

November
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Verdict

New York

Of

“Colorful, full of action and a real
Not since tke feminine
love story.

world went on its knees and made
kad
kirn a kero kas Mr. Valentino
American.
suck an engaging rote.
classic we
“If ‘Ike Eagle* is not a
kero is
tke
and
do not know one,

sincere, wkimsical

and wistful, a most

T ribune.

devastating combination.”

“Mr. Valentino

acquits kimself witk
is

a satisfy-

is kis

old time

‘Tke Eagle*
Times.
picture.”
ing
distinction.

—

“Rudolpk Valentino

adventuresome
He is kandsome in Cossack
self.
uniform, dasking in bandit garb and

debonair, romantic,

impassioned as tke lover. ‘Tke Eagle
Mirror.
rises to romantic keigkts.”

Supported byV I L

MA BANKY and LOUISE DRESSER
Screen Story by

HANS KRALY

A CLARENCE BROWN

Production

“Rudolpk Valentino offers a romanentertained
tic comedy. People will be
is
production
by ‘Tke Eagle*. Tke

more tkan superb.” — Tetegrapk.
“ ‘Tke Eagle’

is interesting,

entertain-

good picture
wortk
beautifully staged and well
seeing.”— Eve World.

ing,

and dramatic.

It is a

Now Booking

r UNITED

ARTISTS CORPORATION

‘Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks

Charles Chaplin

D.W.

Qriffifh

Joseph M.Schenck,.

Tiiram Obrams,

Chairman Board of Directors.

President.

,
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Exchanges Everywhere

'

Kathleen Norris is
America’s most popular woman novelist,

“Roseofthe World,”
first as a Cosmopolitan Magazine story
and then as a best
has a
tremendous readymade audience as a
photoplay.
selling novel,

Withy

A great love

drama, a

blend of tingling

ro-

mance and tender heart
throbs — that’s “Rose
of the World,” a story

who married
haste. You know

of a
in

girl

the box

office

value

of a Kathleen Norris
best-seller

— here

is

one perfectly acted,
gorgeously produced.

ephson
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SPEAKING cf FOOTBALL
AND SERVICE!
The Michigan and Navy teams had

A

what some of the

— The

to

show

did not show up until

reels

game took

tootball

Monday

“Kinograms Football on screen
until night”

reels

first

Cross,

— Read

here Sunday,

-

battle Creek,

SMich.

Others did not

- -

Gerald Hoag,

“We made

game

show Sunday.

first

on a Saturday

—

night”-

cA.

Cjlen

game the other day —
give them pictures as

place

exhibitors wrote to us

“Kinograms only news weekly

show

little

of exhibitors requested Kinograms to

lot

quickly as possible

Other news

a

cAnn Harbor, Mich.

show on Sunday with Kinograms.

haven’t arrived yet”-

Other news

-

E.

G.

Hamer, Bay

“Kinograms Special received Sunday 2
special arriued until ^Monday”-

C

lt

J,

Mich.
G

M.

P.

A(o

other

news

get

here

-

Carl Thacker,

Kinograms

“Lightning Service.

special

Lansing,

CKhch.

one

only

to

33

Thomas

P.

c

Rpnan,

“Kinograms Special great
in

Flint,

stuff.

Mich.

Beat everyone a mile.

keeping with Educational Better Service”-

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

Etc.,

J.

Schlossman, Muskegon, Mich.

Etc.,

The T^ews cReel Twit Like a
w

1

T^^dAjyC<iZuyruxJt

Etc.

a

“THE SPICE OF THE

TS[ewspdper

ED UCATIO NAL
FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

I

Member, Motion

Sc

Etc.,

KINOGRAMS

‘Look

^

is

-

Paul

Etc.,

This

of America. Inc.

PROGRAM”

Picture Producers and Distributors

Will

H. Hays,

President

Art Director
E.J.

Shulter

Cinematographer

ID. McCord

!!

?ince Flaming Nbutli two
years ago no picture
has scored the sensation

that

We

Moderns'

will

make. Good-bye flappers

Good-bye Jazz

!

Colleen
the new

Moore has hit
answer to what the
public wants.

It's

Life in

the London style

— as

sparkling, swiPt

and

surprising as Zangwill'S
brilliant play paints it

!

Terrific!
— and you see every

I

moment

I

of it!

I

The earth

too safe for these skythey go 3,000 feet up in
a giant dirigible, reveling in the purple night. Saxophones wail, laughter
floats above the whirr of propellers.
larkers.

I!

is

Up

—

We Moderns charleston in the clouds.
And up there one girl — one wild-eyed,

I

I

—

frenzied little escapader learns the
terror of it, just before an aeroplane,
rushing from darkness, crashes the
dirigible down. They sink in flames!

I

I

I

There’s the screen’s most vivid climax.
Portrayed in color, that scene crowns
with thrill upon thrill the thousand

moments
surprise

MOORE’S
by
V Foreign Rights Controlled
Pictures
\ 383 Madison Avenue, Newark
First National

Inc.

of

dramatic

grip, laughter,

and poignancy

of

COLLEEN

unparalleled hit
You’ll
learn about winners from her!
!

A Urst national

Picture

EXHIBITORS

heral:
Qhe independent ®/m

Martin

Publisher

Quigley,

J.

Oracle P^aper

Editor

United Artists and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to Merge; Production Units Separate; United’s
Sales Forces to Use Metro Exchanges; New Organization Has One of Most Impressive Groups of Talent Ever Gathered in One Company
T. O. C. C. Board of
Directors Appeals to Mary Pickford to Stay Out of Merger.

—

Three Hundred Guests of Pathe News Hear Dawes and Emanuel Cohen, Editor, at
Celebration Dinner; Film Traces 15 Years of News Reel History; Ambassadors, Congressmen and Leaders of Military Attend; Hays Extends Warm Tribute.

—

Cohen Lauds Seider’s Work in AdShort Features Advertising Association Organized
Texas Convention Opens; Oklahoma Meetings December
dress Before A. M. P. A.
8 Connecticut Busy Again as 16 Exchanges Open.

—

—

Among

Quigley;
Marvelous Characterization by Belle Bennett Makes Henry King’s Picture for
Samuel Goldwyn Particularly Notable.
Dallas”

‘‘Stella

Finest Dramatic Creations of Screen, Says Martin

J.

to Total 21 Under $14,000,000 Program; Goldman Forms St. Louis Chain
Company; Woody Resigns as Associated Exhibitors General Manager.

Ascher Houses

SPECIAL SECTIONS
Presentation Acts

“Presentation Acts,” by .Martin'

Chain
Forty Weeks
entation

.

—

Quigley

J.

.

.

.

56

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

75

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Picture
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Broadway”.

Vol. XXIII

.

.

.

.

.

of Old Broadway”
“The Unguarded Hour”
“The Bashful Buccaneer”
Newspictures.
“Bobbed Hair”
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

The Theatre

.

.

.

.

106

47

The Theatre Herald

48

The House Organ Exchange

49

Short Features

54

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Wander“The
“The

FEATURES
89

Service Talks on Pictures
,
“The Dark Angel”
“Havoc”
“Stage Struck”
“Don Q”
“Compromise”
“The Meri*y Widow”
“There Goes the Bride”
“A Goofy Gob”
“California Straight Ahead”
“What Fools Men”
“His Buddy’s Wife”
“Lord Jim”
“Lights of Old
.

.

.

.

Me

Did For

.

.

.

.

DEPARTMENTS
What

“No Man’s Law”

.

.

.

.

.

“Lights

.

.

.

.

Theatre Construction and Equipment

Analyzes Abstract Comedy ... A Trio of Studio Successes
Calls Independent Studio School for Directors
Sincerity
Where They Are and What They’re Doing
Studio Notes.
Keynote of Comedy Success

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

69
.

Other Woman’s Story”
“After Marriage”

.

What ShowParamount Studio Students
Announce Big Schedules
men Want in Motion Pictures
Hutchinson
Production Spotty in East
West
of

.

103

.

The Studio
Photos

ing Footsteps”
Last Edition”

.

.

.

.

87

Product Announcements—,.—.

Pictures
“The Enchanted Hill”

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

New

.

.

Paul
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HEN

Mr. Joseph M. Seider stepped into the office
of business manager of the Motion Picture. Theatre Owners of America he realized and correctly
that there was no necessity for him to take any action

—

on the Play Date Bureau matter.
All that was necessary in this connection was simply
to pronounce the Bureau as officially dead and proceed
to other matters that offered more hope of life, action
and results.
Now that the Bureau is officially dead, there is no
occasion to speak evil of it. However, we hope that
whatever good there was in it will not be altogether
interred with

its

bones.

would be pointless

at this time to engage in any
analysis of the proposition. It is far better simply to
consider that it was an heroic effort, made sincerely, to
It

cope with an extremely difficult problem and, while its
accomplishments may not have been great, it certainly
did no harm.
If it did nothing else, it certainly was an effective
publicity agent in the cause of directing widespread
attention to the independent situation.
*

vf

*

T HERE

is an element of distinct courage in the case
of the Famous Players-Lasky corporation undertaking a contract with Mr. Erich Von Stroheim under
which this director-actor will both direct and act in
Paramount Pictures.

All reports on previous employers’ experiences
Mr. Von Stroheim, when he has been engaged in
acting and directing, have been of a character
seemingly would be most discouraging to a timid

with
both
that
pro-

T HE

critics of the Hays organization will find little
comfort in the recent developments on the Connecticut tax matter. Largely by dint of very capable management on the part of Mr. Will H. Hays and his associates, it is now more than probable that this tax law
will be amended in a way that will eliminate its objec-

tionable features.

The situation was one of the most difficult and annoying that has come up in the history of the industry. It
required exceedingly intelligent treatment and just
this it has been receiving.
Mr. Joseph W. Walsh has been conspicuous in the
Mr.
effort looking toward a modification of the law.
Walsh, in representing the exhibitors of Connecticut,
contributed a service which was indispensable to the
success of the industry’s case.

—

Acknowledgment also is due to Mr. Charles C. Pettijohn, who as the representative in the field of the producers and distributors performed an invaluable service.
*

W

the process for transmitting motion
is perfected for practical purposes there will be much apprehension expressed as to
the probable effect of this development upon theatre

HEN, and
pictures

if,

by radio

attendance.
It will be recalled that about two years ago when the
radio, as we now know it, got into full swing many
timid persons in the industry thought they saw the day
of doom just ahead; they felt that with the public
able to receive radio entertainment at their firesides

they would give up the habit of attending motion picture theatres.

ducer.

its tremendous popularity
attendance has been decidedly on

But despite the radio and

But, in reality,

it is

not merely a case of courage.

It

based on an overwhelming determination to get good
Mr. Von Stroheim is a great artist. Like many
great race horses, he cannot always be depended upon
to go out and do his best every time the barrier goes up
but there can be no doubt that he is a genius who may
he the means of bringing to the screen many great pro-

at this time, theatre

is

the increase.

pictures.

Motion pictures by radio, when the process is perfected, doubtlessly will cause a flurry in the trade, but
after the confusion of the first excitement has cleared

—

ductions.

away it will again be demonstrated that the theatre
serves a fundamental desire of human beings to gather
together for a common enjoyment of their amusements.

We

trust that Mr. Von Stroheim in his new connection will justify the high hopes of the Famous Players
executives.
*

C

AN

*

The

theatre, in one

humanity and
desires of

it

human

is

as

form or another, is as old as
permanent as the fundamental

nature.

*
•X*

be that a trade millennium is at hand? All
is tranquil with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America with Mr. Joseph M. Seider in the chair of
business manager and with various of the state organizations, which have been outside the fold, thinking
about rejoining The exhibitors’ association and the
Hays office working together harmoniously The Connecticut tax problem on the eve of solution A general
reduction in taxes at Washington An excellent prospect of a uniform contract that will be acceptable to all
—and theatre business never better!
Let us hope that the situation does not amount merely
to a lull before a coming storm.

*

*

it

—

—

—
—

N

the current issue of Liberty magazine, Miss Fannie
Hurst, the author, has written an interesting article
under the title, “I Have Been to Hollywood.” It is an
unusual contribution to the reams and volumes that
have been written about the motion picture capital.

I

Miss Hurst proves very definitely that she has been
Hollywood with impressionistic sketches that convey
graphically the spirit of the place and the people who
Miss Hurst, in writing for the popular
inhabit it.
magazine, is somewhat sensational, but at the same time
does nothing more than present a case which is certainly not without its sensational features.

to

“PRESENTATION ACTS”—P. 57

AMONG THE NOTABLES WHO EFFECTED BIG MERGER (Left to right) —Hiram Abrams, president
of United Artists; Marcus Loew, head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the
United Artists board of directors.

U-A and M-G-M

to Merge;

Production Units Distinct
United’s Sales Forces

Short Feature

Ad

Use Metro Exchanges

Association

Maps Campaign New

Organization Has One of Most Impressive
Groups of Talent Ever in One Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17—The Short
Feature Advertisers Association was formally organized last week and will begin
functioning at once to “increase interest
in short features on the part of the public,
exhibitors’ trade papers, magazines and
newspapers.”
The organization is composed of representatives of practically all the companies
either distributing or producing short features.
constitution was adopted and a
committee appointed to begin at once a
nation-wide campaign of exploitation and
advertising.
Julian Solomon has been lent to the
association by Davis Distributing Division
to handle details of the campaign and already has started his new duties.
January has been set aside as a month
of short features and has been designated
as “Laugh Month.”
As such it will be
strongly exploited and advertised.
The
committee in charge is composed of P. A.

A

Pathe
Gordon White, EducaNat Rothstein, F. B. O. Paul Gu-

Parsons,
tional
lick,

;

;

By

RAY MURRAY

(West Coast Representative of Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
Mayer

are to

merge

Nov. 17.— United Artists and Metro-Goldwyninto one distributing organization.

Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the United Artists board of directors,
publicly announced today that all details of the merger had been agreed upon,
and that the formality of signing the agreement will be gone through with
as soon as the papers have been drawn.

Production Units to Remain Separate
United Artists stars will continue to produce at their own studios. United
Artists will maintain sales forces in each exchange center, working out of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchanges.
All prints, paper and accessories will
be handled by the Metro exchanges. It is understood that the official company
name may be changed to the United Artists-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distribution

Company.

Rumors

of the proposed merger have
been heard for nearly a year. In fact, the
report became such an old story that the
merger comes as a big surprise.

;

Universal

Shallenberger,
mon, Davis.

;

W.

C.

Hill,

Arrow; and

Fox

W.

;

Julian

McFarland Starts Row
With Sunday Petition
( Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

GOLDEN, COLO.,

Nov. 17.— M.

Many

E.

Solo-

W. Mc-

Farland, a local exhibitor, has presented
a petition to the city council for a repeal
of the Sunday closing ordinance.
Following opposition, which is growing to the
petition by the local ministers a heated
struggle is expected.

Notables on Coast

Almost all of the United Artists and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
officials
are
in
Hollywood, including Joseph M. Schenck,
Nicolas M. Schenck, J. Robert Rubin,
Louis B. Mayer, Hiram Abrams and Dennis
O’Brien.
Marcus Loew, head of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is expected to arrive within a week.

Douglas Fairbanks gave the public the
intimation that the deal was going
through in a statement to the press last
Saturday. Developments followed rapidly,
and the last detail was worked out last
first

night.

A

rush of certain film people to buy
Incorporated stock on the open
last week gave evidence that something definite had been heard. Adolph
Ramish and Sid Grauman are understood
to have bought many thousands of shares.

Loew’s
market

Merger Has Remarkable Lineup
With

the addition of the United Artists
stars to the Metro galaxy of stars, players
and directors, the new company has one of
the most impressive aggregations of talent

ever gathered together in one organization.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has an exceptionally efficient distributing organization, and
a large number of theatres.
United Artists has maintained a small but highly efficient distributing system of its own in the
United States, and in addition has an exceptional foreign organization.

.
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YORK.— Marcus Loew

EW

N

expects
Coast Nov. 20 or 21
to join Nick Schenck, if the latter
Jack
stays out there long enough.
Woody has resigned from Associated Exhibitors and there is a rumor that he may
join First National but Jack doesn’t know
Harry Cohn, of Columbia Picit.
to leave for the

.

.

.

.

.

.

week for Europe and
a picture over there just
Paul Lazartvs
to keep his hand in.
is suffering from a lame arm, due to shaking hands with so many persons who are
glad to welcome him back in the industry.
Arthur Sazuyer is back from Europe
with a lot of new ideas for the new Roxy
George Morris has quit
theatre.
press agenting the Warner theatre and Ben
Harry
Grimm has taken on the job.
Brand postcards from Hollywood to say
that he is still my pal, but he wouldn’t
spend the price of a two cent stamp to say
it.
Jack Meador is looking for a
new director to make Ibanez pictures, as
John Robertson quit the job last week.
Jay Rosher, good cameraman and
same kind of a fellow, is on the Coast and
likes it so well that he has decided to stay
all winter.
Louella Parsons is ill
at the Fifth avenue hospital but getting better.
R. W. Baremore is editor of
LoezPs Ink, official house paper of Loew’s
leaves

tures,

says he

this

may make

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Left

to

Samuel

Jack McKenzie, cameraman, Lloyd Ingraham, director,
Hutchinson, Edward Everett Horton, Harry Myers, Tom McGuire,
Ricketts. It is part of the cast playing in “The Nut Cracker.”

right:
S.

Tom

and

.

.

.

.

.

Inc. . .
job, since

.

.

.

M. H. Hoffman is back on the
Abe Carlos quit, and is looking

.

few weeks

better for a

rest.

.

.

Lee

.

Ochs is said to be promoting another
Broadway theatre, this time at 53rd and
Broadway.
Herman Jans may make
.

.

.

an historical film for the state of New JerFrank J
sey, which is his habitat.
Shepard has resigned as special representative for Warners and has joined Associated
Exhibitors.
Boone Mancall is now
a regular editor, pocket full of pencils,
Maurice
note book and everything.
A. Chase, Buffalo independent exchange
man, spent last week in New York looking
Hal
over state right offerings.
Hodes is the busy agent, having taken on
a lot of new product for his Short Film
Exchanges.
Arthur Loew’s office
was visited by burglars, who coveted and
Dave
copped his pet desk set.
Mountin sailed on the Leviathan for London, to begin a long trip over European
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

productions,

which

will

first

of

be

“The Nut
Edward

Cracker.”

years

several

in

branches

other

of

His
friends congratulate
the

industry.

upon

him

his

choice to return to

production
work
Associated Ex-

for

The

hibitors.

pic-

ture in the center

is

Everett Horton will

Edna Murphy who

star in the picture.

has

Lloyd

leading

has
to

Ingraham

been

selected

direct.

Hutchinson

Mr.
is

re-

turning to
tion

produc-

activities

after

‘‘His

W

i

feminine

the

f

Miss

e.”

role

in

Buddy’s
Opposite

Murphy

appears Glenn Hunter
in

the juvenile lead.

.

.

.

.

territory.

in

comedy

making

.

.

.

Hutchinson

S.

.

.

.

A budget of more
than $500,000 has
been
created
for
the use of Samuel

.

Ace Berry, managing

.

director of the Circle theatre, Indianapolis,
now visiting New York, says he doesn’t like
to have his name spelled B-e-e-r-y.
Raymond Pawley, vice-president of P. D.
C., has returned from a European trip.
Arch Reeve, publicity man at the
Famous Players coast studios, spent a couple of days in New York and then left for
the Coast.
C. S. Bernhard, British
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New

film man, is visiting
York and may go
to the Coast.
Fred Hamlin resigned
.
.
from his publicity job at the Strand theatre last week, but may change his mind
and stick with Joe Plunkett.
Watterson Rothacker arrived in
York in
.

.

.

.

New

time for the Pathe dinner.
Smith, sales manager for Associated Exhibitors, is making a trip around the exchanges, his first on the new job.
P A. Powers left for the Coast last week.
Lou Bermann, popular Philadelphia
state righter, spent several days in New
York last week.
John Ragland, sales
manager of the Harold Lloyd Productions,
journeyed to Chicago last week.
S.
J.
Spargo, who perpetrates this column, sometimes in a moment of mental aberration,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

writes Distinctive Pictures, and apologizes.

—SPARGO.

Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy appear here in one of the scenes from
“His Buddy’s Wife,” a story of what is said to have clever presentation
and climax. It is being produced by Associated Exhibitors.

—
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Texas Convention
Opens; Oklahoma

Cohen Lauds

Meetings Dec. 8
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS,

:

Texas, Nov.

17.

—With

M.

Pettijohn, general counsel of the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors Associaheading the list of well known
tion,
figures who have accepted invitations to
attend the convention of the M. P. T. O.
of Texas was to open today at the new
Others who are exBaker hotel here.
pected to speak include Lynch Davidson,
former lieutenant governor of Texas;
U. S. Senator Mayfield, and Barry Miller,
Secretaries
present lieutenant governor.
of four Film Boards of Trade also are
expected to attend Don Douglas of Dallas,

Seider’s

Work

Address Before A. M.

in

P.

A.

T. O. Will Function Along Strictly Business Lines,

P.

C.

C.

31

Declares

—

New

Business Manager Woodhull Calls
Public Good Prime Objective
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17. After having had as guests of honor at recent
meetings Adolph Zukor and prominent figures in the producing and distributing end of the film business, the Associated Motion Picture AdverSo
tisers, Inc., decided to learn something more of the exhibiting branch.
at last week’s session R. F. Woodhull. president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
Joseph M. Seider, business manager of that organization, and Sydney S.
Cohen were the honor guests and speakers.

;

New

and

Cohen Praises

of Memphis and Little Rock.
W. S. Waid, secretary of the Texas exhibitors’ organization, announced that in
addition to the executive and legislative
questions to be settled there will be elabMore than a dozen
orate entertainment.
vaudeville acts have been donated for the
banquet following the closing session tomorrow and for the dance at which the
Gypsy Sweethearts will provide the music.
Tonight one of the big pictures of the
year will be screened at the Old Mill

Mr. Cohen had been designated
barker,” upon whom developed the
Mr. Woodhull. In presenting Mr.
paid him a high compliment as being
had been seeking for the past four

Mrs.

Julia

Heine of

Orleans,

Alma Walton

theatre.

Oklahoma Exhibitors
Convene December 8

OKLAHOMA
December 8

CITY,

“Joe Seider is today one of the outstanding figures in the industry by virtue of his
thorough understanding of the problems
affecting e x h ibitors and distribu-

Mr. Seider, who
had spoken once

Nov.

17.—With

before

M.

the

to

A.

P.

A.

was

annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. of Okla-

given

homa, plans for the program and a large
attendance are underway.

as he arose in his

set as the date for the

seat.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov.
exchanges reopened

17.

—New

Haven

week and

the
business of selling pictures is going along
practically as it was before the obnoxious
film

Durant law became

last

and caused

effective

a

general closing.

A

meeting was held in the Hays

office

Monday, representatives of nearly all
distributing companies being present.
It was decided, in view of the armistice
arrangements by C. C. Pettijohn with
Governor Trumbull, that business should
be resumed at once.
As the result before the end of the week
16 exchanges in New Haven were opened
and doing business. Twelve of these are
exchanges of the national distributing companies and four are state right exchanges.
last

the

Gang

Plot to

Rob

Stars

Confessed by Prisoner
(

Special

to

Exhibitors

LOS ANGELES,

Herald )

Nov. 17.— Robert Wil-

held in jail on robbery charges, has
confessed, according to the police, that the
wrecking of an automobile thwarted the
plot of a bandit gang to rob a score of
motion picture stars at a party at Silver
son,

Park Lodge, near Pomona,

Cal.

a

stirring

round of applause
His

brief,

was

Connecticut Is
Busy Again; 16
Exchanges Open

point
the

lems

being

talk

his
that

many

probconfronting

the exhibitors had
been presented to
Mr. Hays and the
solutions offered had been most sympathetically received by the head of the producers and distributors organization.
Mr.

Seider said
“As business manager of the M. P. T.
O. A., I want to say it will be our policy
to conduct the affairs of the organization
along strictly business lines.

Arbitration Adjustment Near
“The important subject of the moment
contract and arbitration is nearing ad-

—

justment.
Legislative problems will be
worked out and the mass of detail necessary will be properly handled.
“And although there naturally must result
from this undertaking a certain
measure of hope and confidence to the
theatre owner, yet he wants to know that
he will be permitted to remain in business
and enjoy the opportunity to carry on in
his chosen field of endeavor.
He wants to
be sure of a future in this industry.
“It is argued that the building of theatres cannot be stopped because the ‘wheels
of progress cannot be blocked.’
“Is it progress to overbuild and overseat?
Especially where the purpose is to
eliminate the smaller competitor by the
weight of larger financial resources?
Is
it
progress to threaten a small operator
with opposition unless he purchases a certain

product?

Hiers Near Recovery

Problems Tackled by Hays

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

“Shall it continue impossible for a small
operator to purchase quality product when
he has for a competitor a large influential
purchaser?
Should a theatre owner who
has purchased for a number of years the
product of a particular distributor lose

ANGELES,

LOS
Hiers,

who

Nov.

17.

— Walter

has nearly recovered from the

resulting from a recent accident,
expects to be back at the studio December 1.
injuries

by President Alvine as the "guest
honor of introducing Mr. Seider and
Seider to the advertisers Mr. Cohen
just the sort of man the M. P. T. O. A.
years to take over the business reins

Said Mr. Cohen

of the exhibitors’ national organization.

tors.”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Seider’s Ability

that particular product without apportunity
with the arrival of a more influential purchaser? Or will the product be allocated
so that he with “clean hands” may live?
“These are the problems confronting and
disheartening the theatre owner and these
are the problems we have presented to Mr.
Hays, and these are the problems received

most sympathetically by Mr. Hays.”
Mr. Cohen, prefacing his remarks before
introducing Mr. Woodhull, stressed the
fact that large producers and distributors
do not have a corner on the creative market, pointing out that the smaller companies of today, by their showmanship and
“live and let live” methods, would probably be the big organizations of tomorrow.
He also remarked that the organization of
the M. P. T. O. A. by its coordinated
effort has prevented the complete monopolization of the exhibition field by the
larger producers.
Where exhibitors five
years ago sat supinely by and allowed two
or three companies to dictate exhibition
policies to them, today that situation has
been changed materially, because of the
M. P. T. O. A.’s effective work.

Sees Battle of Giants Coming
In summing up his talk, Mr. Cohen expressed the thought that the moves being
made now by the larger producing and distributing organizations are mere skirmishes
in comparison with the battle of giants
which will probably take place in 1927 or
1928.
The only way for exhibitors to prevent a complete monopolization of the industry in years hence is to foster and help
the newer companies gradually coming into
the field, he said.
He further remarked
that by the enlarged publicity, advertising
and the excellence of its product, the newer
companies will probably serve as a deterrent upon the further ambitions of those
companies who practically control the industry today.

President

Woodhull in his talk stated
America has the great-

that in his opinion

combination of producers, exhibitors
and exploiteers.
No country, he stated,
had as fine a public to cater to as we have,
and the coordination of effort among this
quartet would continue to make America
first in motion picture production, distribution and exhibition.
He stated forcibly
that the “public good” was the biggest issue and that in order to maintain a standard by which “public good” might always
be first, it was essential that a strict code
of ethics be maintained by all departments
est

of the industry.

—
:

;
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“Stella Dallas”

Amongst

:

November

Finest Famous

Bennett’s Marvelous Characterization Makes Henry
Picture for Samuel Goldwyn Particularly Notable

By

MARTIN

is

and not all of them have hit the
But in “Stella Dallas” both King
and his audiences are well rewarded for
tures

mark.

indefatigable efforts after subtle dramatic effects.
Under his direction Miss
Bennett has fixed upon the screen a portrayal that will live and while living it will
move and delight millions. Notable also
is the work of Lois Moran,
a youthful
artist who has left upon his production the
imprint of a beautiful and convincing
characterization.
The first-night audience was a distinguished one and its acclaim of the production was unmistakable.
I
shall not, of
course, attempt to guess what the public
will think about it but I would say to Mr.
Goldwyn if there would be any satisfaction in it for him
that if they don’t like
this picture the fault is with them and not
with the picture.
While it is a story of mother love there
is no false and tinny sentimentality about
it.
It is a natural and genuine story, done
expertly in every detail. Miss Alice Joyce
and Ronald Colman contribute importantly
to the result but the outstanding performance of the production and one of the outstanding performances of the screen may
be marked up to the credit of Belle Benhis

—

—

nett.

You may

look forward to “Stella Dallas”

as a real treat.

(Another appraisal of “Stella Dallas,”
by John S. Spargo, New York news

HERALD,

editor of the

“Service Talks” the
ber 5.)

will appear in
issue of Decem-

F-N’s New Sales Cabinet
Starting Whirlwind Tour
of Exchanges on Nov. 22
( Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

—

17.
In accord with
policy of establishing direct personal
contact with branch managers, salesmen
and exhibitors, the members of the new
sales cabinet of First National Pictures
Samuel Spring, chairman, Ned Marin,

its

W.

Smith,

Jr.,

and Ned Depinet

— will

leave New York Sunday, November 22, for
a whirlwind tour of First National ex-

changes.

The

Exhibitors Herald)

to

YORK,

Nov. 17.— Famous Play-

ers-Lasky

QUIGLEY

Corporation is planning the
of a number of big pictures
abroad in the near future. With that in
mind Jesse L. Lasky has relieved Charles
Eyton of his duties as general manager of

making

the Lasky Studio in Hollywood and is
sending him abroad as general representative of the Paramount production department.
This announcement was made by Mr.

Lasky

late yesterday.

a story of mother love done in a

I remarkably vivid and valid manner.
Henry King has made a number of bold
reaches for finesse in many of his pic-

A.

( Special

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17. An unusually brilliant and expectant
audience attended the premiere here tonight of Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas” made by Henry King. Much was expected of
the production and it may be plainly stated that even those of the highest
expectations met with no disappointment.
I rank it with the finest
dramatic creations of the screen made particularly notable by a marvelous characterization by Belle Bennett in the leading role.
T

Make

Sending Eyton

King

—

EW

N

J.

1925

Pictures Abroad;

Dramatic Creations: Quigley
Belle

to

28,

keep the sales executives
to city for the next
three weeks, during which it is the plan
of the sales cabinet to confer with all the
important exhibitors in the localities visited, in addition to holding meetings at the
exchanges.
Following is the itinerary for the trip
Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh,
trip

will

jumping from

city

Cincinnati,
Louisville,
Indianapolis,
St.
Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines,
Minneapolis, Chicago, Detroit, Toronto and

then back to

New

York.

Sunday Shows Resumed
Under Church Auspices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA

ONT., Nov. 17.—
The Francais theatre, Ottawa, of
which A. Donaghy is the manager,
has resumed its series of Sunday
evening shows which are held under

the
Brigid’s

Name

,

direct

Roman

Ordinary

Wilson - Wetherald
Reorganizes; New

auspices of St.
Catholic Church.

Sunday

performances

are taboo in the Province of Ontario but these shows have been a
regular Sunday attraction at the
Francais for a number of seasons
under the direction of the church.

NEW

;

Seating 434,595
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Nov. 17. The total number of licensed motion picture theatres in
New York for 1924 was 548 licensed with
434,595 seats, a decrease of seven theatres
though an increase of 16,000 seats over
1923, according to the report of the Bureau of Licenses for that year, just issued
by Commissioner William F. Quigley.
Brooklyn leads with 224, seating 168,226,
because such theatres as the Capitol,
Strand and Rialto on Manhattan are operated under a regular theatrical license.
There were 174 houses in Manhattan,
seating 137,143, listed as picture houses.
The Bronx showed 71, seating 66,743
Queens, 67, with 55,887 and Richmond, 12,
with 6,596 seats.
Manhattan led in licensed theatres with
124 and a combined seating capacity of
Brooklyn had 43, with 74,981
190,969
Queens
seats
the Bronx 13, with 25,935
8, with 13,089, and Richmond 4 with 4,724
.seats.
The 192 licensed theatres in the city
seated 309,715 persons.
;

;

;

;

YORK,

was made

Adopted

Nov.

17.

—'Announcement

week of

the reorganization
of the Wilson-Wetherald, Inc., film company and of the name of the corporation
being changed to Pinellas Films, Inc.
The officers of the corporation are
Harry P. Carver, president; James T.
Wetherald,
vice-president;
Royal
W.
Wetherald, treasurer; James F. Sayles,
secretary.
The Pinellas Films, Inc., has acquired
many of the productions of Sering D. Willast

&

Negotiations have been
Co., Inc.
between the Pinellas Films, Inc.,
and Hal Hodes for national distribution
through the Short Film Syndicate and the
Hal Hodes Short Film Exchange of New
York, of 26 Color Comics, consisting of
single reel comedies in color, cartoon form,
12 Wonder Books, a Magazine series in
color, and 12 Adventure subjects.
“White Mice,” one of the productions
made by the Wilson-Wetherald Company,
in which Jacqueline Logan is starred, has
been taken over by Associated Exhibitors

son

Picture Houses
in N. Y Total 548

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

closed

for distribution.

While no

official

announcement has been

made it is understood that the company
will make a picture in Florida and is now
dickering with several directors to go there.

T. O. C. C. Asks Pickford
to Stay Out of Merger
(.Special to Exhibitors

NEW

Herald)

YORK,

Nov. 17.— The board of directors of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce, at a meeting yesterday instructed President Charles L. Reilly and
Chairman Sydney S. Cohen to wire Mary
Pickford and protest against joining with
United Artists in the proposed merger with
telegram
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The
points out to Miss Pickford her previous
with Famous Players-Lasky
which the wire states caused her to start
an independent company. The wire conexperience

400 Attend Opening
of Pathe Offices in
New Chicago Home
the open house
Pathe exchange November 16, Chicago. The Pathe men occupied
the new headquarters at 1025 South Wabash avenue November 1 upon the com-

More than 400 attended

festivities

at the

pletion of construction

work

of the build-

cludes

:

“We

do not feel that an artist of your
standing and independence will subordinate
the great initiative, creative ability and artistic effort hitherto displayed by you for
any monetary consideration and in behalf
of our public and ourselves plead with
you to continue your independence for the
furtherance and continuance of our public
and the country at large.”

ing.

Luncheon was served

to all attending.
guests arrived at a few minutes
to 11 in the morning; the last one still
Soulingered past four in the afternoon.
venirs and cigars were given the guests.

The

first

Heath and Katterjohn to Scenarize
NEW YORK, Nov. 17. —Percy Heath and

Monte Katterjohn have joined
of

the scenario

staff

Metropolitan Pictures.
Both are experienced
newspapers and fiction writing.

in ttoth

November
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Woody
Resigns As A.

John

S.

E.

General Manager
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov. 17.— John

S.

Woody,

general manager of Associated Exhibitors,
and one of the best known film executives

the

in

to

St.

Build Eight

Omaha

at

Opening of the Mid- West theatre, Chicago, Thursday, November 19, by
Ascher Brothers will be the first gun in a $14,000,000 building program which
will give the company 21 houses.
Seven theatres will be added. The new
Terminal theatre will open December 25, to be followed in January by the
Parthenon, at Berwyn, 111., then the Colony, Drake, Highland and Sheridan,

Parade Will Precede Opening

Woody

joined
Associated Exhibitors while Arthur S. Kane was the head
of that company and succeeded Mr. Kane
when the latter retired to connect himself
with Universal Pictures. At the time of
the purchase of Associated Exhibitors by
Oscar Price and associates, Woody made
a new contract whereby he became general manager, Mr. Price being made presiIt was generally understood that
dent.
Woody owned a substantial stock interest
in the company which it is said he still
retains.

Powers Goes to
Plan Next Joyce
Picture for A. E.
NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Nov. 17.— P. A. Powers
has gone to the West Coast to prepare for
the second Peggy Hopkins Joyce picture,
which the star of “The Sky Rocket” will
almost immediately after her return
from Europe.
start

A

story by Cosmo Hamilton is said to
be included in the plans for the next for
Paul Anthony Kelly has conbliss Joyce.
ferred with Powers to arrange future Joyce
stories.

Powers and President Oscar Price
Associated Exhibitors will center their
tire campaign for the Joyce pictures on
While the release date has not
trade.
been definitely set, a trade showing
“The Sky Rocket” is planned soon.

Several

of
enthe
yet

of

Women Hurt

When 300 Hear “Fire”
Several

women were knocked down and

a few were injured November 15, when
the patrons of the Rose theatre, Madison
and Dearborn streets, Chicago, stormed
the exits after a cry of “fire.” The alarm
was sounded after a roll of film, the last
reels of the evening’s last show, caught
fire.
About 300 rushed from the theatre.
9

Prominent
Special

to

Jurist,

Dies

Exhibitors Herald)

CRAWFORDSVILLE,

—Albert

IND.,

Nov.

17.

D. Thomas who was the fatherin-law of Will Hays and who was also
a prominent Indiana jurist and former

chairman of the
died last night.

state

seating innovation is promised at the opening of the Mid-West, which
will be preceded by a parade planned by the McKinley Park Business Men’s
Association. Ralph Kettering, who just has joined the Ascher staff after 15
years with Jones, Linick & Schaefer, has just returned from the East with
a list of players to be enlisted in the Ascher Stock Company, who will take
up their duties at the Chateau theatre December 7.

Leading among other theatre projects

in

the formation of a new
company in St. Louis to operate a chain
of second run picture houses, announced
by William Goldman of the Kings, Queens
and Rivoli theatres there. Goldman also
made public the closing of leases on the
Woodland and Kingsland theatres and a
large airdrome, effective November 21.
the past

week

is

Chains Dominate

in

St.

Louis

Goldman

said he would spend $50,000
for a 1,500 seat airdrome next to the
Kingsland, that he had acquired a lot on
which he will erect a 2,000 seat house and
he also contemplates building a 1,500 seat
theatre for which he purchased the site
many months ago. He has obtained a lease
on the Union theatre property, lists a half
interest in the Congress, is negotiating for
several other houses, and plans to build
in neighborhood centers.
His booking ar-

rangement with Skouras Brothers will not
be disturbed, he said.
Louis Amusement Company has
St.
closed a deal whereby the Ozark will get
pictures through the Koplar-Skouras chain.
Previously it had added eight houses to its
chain.
Embassy Amusement Company,
now controlling six houses, plans to erect

more and

acquire two or three
others.
As a result of these developments
Loew’s State, the Delmonte and Wellston
are the only theatres in St. Louis not held

two

to

by chains.

Epsteins to Build 8 at Omaha
Neb., Sam and Louis Epstein, owners of the Orpheum and Roseland in South Omaha, plan construction
of eight neighborhood theatres, each to
cost $50,000 and be ready by next sum-

At Omaha,

mer.
been

The

contract for the first has already
let.
There will be nurseries and the
most modern equipment is planned, each
house seating 750 persons.
Si
las,

Charninsky has just returned to DalTex., from New York where he sold

controlling interest in the Capitol, Dallas,
to Universal for $92,363.
Charninsky remains as manager.

Rubin Frels now has five houses by purchase of the Queen theatre at Cuero, Tex.,

from John Hamlyn, who will also sell his
houses at Center Point and Comfort, Tex.,
and move to Lampasas to enter the ranch-

Hays Fat her-in-Law,
(

Chicago.

A

sales execuposition.

( Special

in

all

big national discompatributing
nies in an important

Ascher Houses to Total 21
Under $14,000,000 Program
Mid- West’s Opening Heralds Addition of Seven — Goldman
Forms
Louis Chain Company— Epsteins

business,

severed his connection with that
organization last
week. His future
plans have not yet
been made known,
but it is generally
believed he will
soon ally himself
with one of the

tive
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board of pardons

Pleasantville,

theatre,

from

Pa.,

Mrs.

Jeanne Guillernett.

Four Merge

A

merger

at

Bloomington,

Bloomington,

at

—
—

111.,

111.

places

four houses there the Illini, Majestic,
Irene
and Castle
under Bloomington
Theatres, Inc.
Cooney Brothers have started excavation
for the new 4,000 seat Paradise theatre in
Chicago.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., has acquired A. F.
Cheroske’s Egyptian theatre in Long Beach, Cal.
Sam Perlin has accepted plans for the $150,000
house which he will build at Oakland, Cal. J. A.
Harvey will open a new 400 seat house at Santa
Cruz about December 15, to be known as the
Casino.
He also has leased the T. & D. theatre
at Hanford, Tex.

H. G. McNeese of Dallas, Tex., well known
exhibitor who disposed of his two houses at
Alice and Haskell, has purchased two more, one
at Cotulla and the other at Pearsall, Tex.
Lee
Westerfield has just opened the Palace at Slayton,
Tex., after buying the Custer and turning it into
a Western feature house, renaming it the Gem.
Hunt’s Theatres, Inc., operating a chain in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey, has taken over the
Criterion at Moorestown, N. J., from W. E.
Darnell.
A. H. Edwards, owner of the Orpheum
at Orwigsburg, Pa., has added the Good Will
theatre at Cressona, Pa., from Fred Aschenbach.
The Aldine at Wilmington, Del., recently purchased from Marcus Loew by Stanley Company
of America, will be formally opened Saturday,

November

21.

Mudd &

Colley Amusement Company
has completed a merger by which it will
take over the operation of the Keith Lyric
at Birmingham, Ala.
The Lyric is the
only theatre owned by Interstate Amusement Company east of the Mississippi.

Weekly Average Held;
7 Companies Formed
Exhibitors Herald)
ALBANY, N. Y., Nov.
—The motion
(Special to

17.

picture business in New York state maintained its weekly average in the number

of newly incorporated companies seeking
charters from the secretary of state and
engaging in the industry. The past week
brought the incorporation of seven such
companies, three of the number not specifying the amount of capitalization with
which they will operate.
The newly formed companies include: Forbell
Film Exchange, Inc., $10,000; Golson Theatrical
Realty Corporation, $35,000; F. A. Russo, Inc.,
$10,000; W. and H. Amusement Corporation, $25,000; Joel Coward, Inc.; Entertainment Pictures
Corporation; Emblem Film Exchange, Inc.

ing business.

East Coast Theatres Company, recently
organized in Philadelphia, Pa., with Oscar
Neufeld of the DeLuxe exchange as treasurer, Sam Stiefel as president and Isadore
Epstein as secretary, is planning to extend
its holdings to include a score or more of
houses in that territory. Its first move was
to take over the lease on the Karlton

Howard Leaves Lasky
(Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

HOLLYWOOD,
Howard,

director

Nov.
of

17.

—William

“The

K.
Volcano,"

“Thundering Herd,” and other Paramount
pictures has left the organization with plans
to produce for himself.
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Herbel Resigns

November

Stanley Books

Two

Century's Sales
Manager Post
H. M. Herbel has given up his post as
manager for Century Film Corporation, to return to Pittsburgh where he will
manage the Uni-

succeeding

Epstein, who
will be shifted to

M.

another territory.
Herbel was transferred at his

Another

request.

Oscar Price (left) and Arthur Kane.

own

Universal appoint-

Price

ment is that of
Dave Bader as
manager of the

M. Herbel

,

to

the cutting

and editing department

at

Universal City.
Several other changes in branch managerships of various companies have been
recorded in the past week. Warner Brothers has installed W. H. Rankin as manager
Carl Stearn has gone
at Salt Lake city
;

from United

Artists’

Salt

Lake branch

to

take the Warner post left vacant there by the resignation of H. A.
Black, and Joe Madsen has succeeded to
the United Artists position at Salt Lake.
Warners previously had made W. K. Beckwith manager at Portland, Ore., and Dave
Seattle

to

Farquhar
the

at

Vancouver.

new Warners manager

J.

S.

Hebrew

is

at Philadelphia,

with supervision over Washington also,
while Harry E. Weiner has been named
Washington manager. O. P. Hall is manager at Atlanta, Ga., and the New Haven,
Conn, branch has reopened with Paul J.
Swift again in charge.

Pathe has appointed S. R. Rahn as Denver manager succeeding C. M. Van Horn,
who at his own request was given a sales
position in the San Francisco branch.
Charles Howard, formerly Associated Exhibitors manager at Minneapolis, has resigned.
Ben Y. Cammack of Dallas has
been named Universal’s Atlanta manager,
succeeding R. B. Williams, who will be a
sales director in the New York office.

I'm

and Kane,

Bom Same Date,

accessories
department,
sucMaurice
ceeding
P i v a r who has
transferred
been

Company

’s

Runs

of America has con-

tracted to show F. B. O.’s “The Keeper of
the Bees” for a week at the Karlton, Philadelphia, and “The Last Edition” for a
week at the Victoria, both first run houses.

exchange,

versal

F. B. O.

for First
Stanley

sales

H.

28, 1925

Fete Each Other
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Nov. 17.— On Nov.

9,

1873,

there happened in two widely separated
places two events which, an astrologer
might have forecast, would have an important effect on a then unborn great industry. In Iowa there was born to a family named Kane a son.
In a town in West
Virginia, at almost the same hour, a sim-

happened to a family named
The Iowa family named the son
Arthur, while the new heir to the Price
family was the recipient of the name Oscar.
Last Monday, which date was Nov. 9,
1925, and 52 years later than the Iowa and
West Virginia happenings, two prosperous
looking middle aged men entertained each
other at lunch in the Hunting room of the
ilar

event

Price.

Hotel Astor, each being host to the other
in celebration of the

and most popular men

in the film industry.

great industry,” said Oscar.

“And 1873
year.”
Let’s shake on both,” said

“It sure is,” replied Arthur.

was a great old

“It sure was.
Oscar.
So they solemnly arose and shook hands.

Acord Breaks Two Ribs
Exhibitors Herald)
LOS ANGELES, Nov.
—Art Acord
(Special

to

17.

was severely injured last week when his
automobile was wrecked in a collision.

Two

ribs

feature product.

Loew

has signed for 52

weeks for certain days of each week for the
Grantland Rice “Sportlights” and Pathe
Review, and has booked 21 Mack Sennett
comedies and Harry Langdon’s “Lucky
Stars” for 126 days following one week
each at the Rivoli and Rialto in New York.
A. H. Schwartz has booked the 1925-26
Pathe comedy product and the SmallStrausberg circuit has contracted for the
Patheserial “The Green Archer” for 15 of
25 houses. The entire Hal Roach comedy product is being played by the B. F.
Keith-Albee circuit. Charles Chaplin’s “A
Dog’ s Life” has been booked to open at
Warners’ theatre, New York, November
its

28.

Warners’ theatre in New York will also
a Buster Brown comedy each month
and the series also has been signed for
Warners’ Pittsburgh theatre.
Saenger

show

Amusement Company

will

show the

’25-’26

Century product over .its entire circuit.
Pantages of Los Angeles has booked the
entire series of Gotham productions which
Renaud Hoffman recently completed for
Lumas.

two events of 52 years

They were Oscar Price and Arthur Kane, two of the most widely known
before.

“It’s a

The Gold Bond productions were given
Broadway runs in New York.
The Marcus Loew, A. H. Schwartz and
Small-Strausberg circuits in New York
have signed for much of the Pathe short

were broken.

On My Way

To See You/

Kettering Quits JL&S,
Joins Ascher Brothers
Ralph T. Kettering has resigned from
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago, to accept a position in an executive advisory

capacity

with

Brothers
Ascher
Theatre Corporation.
This step
follows 15 years
of service with
Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, for

whom

he was

di-

rector of publicity.
Aaron Jones, Jr.,
has taken up the
duties with J. L.

&

which Ket-

S.

tering relinquished.

The

latter’s

official

new

act

first

in

post was
hurried trip this

his

a

to New York, where
he reorganized booking arrangements for
Ascher Brothers. He comes to the Ascher
company at a time when the concern is in
the midst of a $14,000,000 program.

week

Wallace Reveals 150
Bookings for u Don Q”
in Chicago Territory
Wallace, exchange manager of
Artists in Chicago, has reported
that 150 contracts have been signed in Chicago for the Douglas Fairbanks feature,
“Don Q, Son of Zorro,” with the further
announcement that the picture is booked to
play practically every representative theatre
in the city.
For the same length of time “The Thief
of Bagdad” is said to have received slightly
more than 100 contracts.
C.

C.

United

H. M. Richey business manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, is starting on a tour in which he aims to visit every theatre owner of Michigan
November and December. To all exhibitors in that state he has sent
post cards on the back of which appears the cartoon here reproduced.
,

m

:

November
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300 Guests of Pathe News
Hear Dawes at Celebration
Film Traces IS Years
of News Reel History

Present
Following

is

a list of those

who were in attendance
Pathe News dinner.
Ernest

II.

at

the

Ambassadors, Congressmen and Leaders of Military
and Senate Join in Birthday Dinner

Abbott, Franklin Adams, John

Diamant
S. Benson, Bernhard Benson, H.
Bergere, David Bernstein, Joseph E. Bernstein,
Joe B'ickle, Edw. Bimberg, FI. D. Blauvelt, Harry
Blinderman, Louis F. Blumenthal, S. G. Bock,
MacGregor Bond, Henry A. Botjer, J. Bourgeois,
George Bradley, Peter J. B'radey, Harry Brandt,
William Brandt, Leo Brecher, Hon. Ralph O.
Brewster, Sol Brill, E. Oswald
Brooks, A.
Brouzet, Colvin W. B'rown, Emory R. Buckner,
Henry W. Bulkley, Nathan Burkan, Capt.
Charles B. Burns.
Win H. Cadoret, Pat Campbell, Commander
George Creighton Carmine, P. L. Carroll, J. FI.
Case, Howard W. Casler, M. P. Cassidy, Boyd
D.
Chamberlain, Ziang Ling Chang, C.
L.
Chanier, C. T. Chapman, C. Charlton, William
L. Chenery, 0. H. Chenery, William M. Clark,

W.

George H. Cobb, S. W. Cobb, Emanuel Cohen,
Louis Cohen, Samuel Cole, Barron Collier, James
Lieutenant Commander R. M. ComGeneral Fox Conner, J. E. Coolidge,
Philip Coolidge, Rear Adm. R. E. Coontz, Oscar
Cooper, Kent Cooper, Royal S. Copeland, A. J.
Corn, George B. Cortelyou, Frederic R. Coudert,
Frank J. Coupe, J. R. Cowan, Kemper F\ CowS. Collins,
fort, Major

ing,
Paul D. Cravath, Merritt Crawford, Luigi
Criscuolo, R. C. Cropper, Merle Cowell, P. E.
Crowley, Herbert K. Cruikshank, James M. Curley, C. W. Y. Currie.
John J. Dacey, Joseph Dannenberg, J. Darrock, Charles Davis, George Davis, J.
Stanley
Davis, Royal J. Davis, George W. Davison, Trubee
Davison, Charles G. Dawes, W. Deeke, S. M. del
Toro, Sam Denbow, Jr., Chauncey M. Depew, J.
De Rosa, H. De Siena, Rogers de Vasellais, L. S.
Diamond, J. S. Dickerson, Dr. Hans H. Dieckhoff, Brice P. Disque, Robert Donahue, J. Donnelly, Everett Drennen.
Joseph J. Early, Herbert R. Ebenstein, Lucian
A. Eddy, Jr., William M. Erb, Richard P. Ernest, E. A. Eschmann.
A. M. Fabian, K. Fasold, Felix F. Feist, Fred
S.
Ferguson, Harry Field, Chas. J. Fischer,
Franklin Fisher, J. J. Fitzgibbons, James Montgomery Flagg, Abe Flaum, Leon A. F ax, W. B.
Frank, Harold B. Franklin, E. N. Freyberger,
Daniel Frohman.
Gilbert E. Gable, H. Gainsboro, Charles E.
Gardner, E. H. Gauvreau, John H. Gavin, E. S.
Gaylor, Jr., L. Geiskop, Lewis Geller, Irving P.
Gerber, Henry P. Geerhauser, George Gesten,
Captain Walter R. Gherardi, Miles P\ Gibbons,
Charles Dana Gibson, Michael Glynne, Louis H.
Gold,
Louis
Goldberg,
Ge rge
Ralph Graves.
Gray, Captain Samuel A. Greenwell, A. Griffith
Grey, Stanton Griffis, Barney Grob, Lt. Richard
W. Gruelick, Toby Gruen, H. F. Gunn son.
Major C. L. Hall, John S. Hamilton, Pitt P.
Hand, Charles A. Hanna, Major General J. G.
Harbord, H. Harde, John N. Harman, Major
W. F. Harrell, Alfred L. Harston, E. B. Hat-ick,
Jack Hatten, Dr. George Heller, Herman S. Heller, Richard Hellmann, Chas. Henschel, An'tn S.
Hibbard, C. C. Hildinger, Milton Hirshfeld, Milton Hocky, A. H. Hodges, Kenneth R. Floward,
Arthur M. Howe, W. C. Howe, W. F. Howell,
Hewitt H. Howland, John Humm, Tames N.

Hyman.
Lewis Innerarity.
Albert F. J-’eckel, Arthur James,
ston, Casey Jones.

Wm.

A. John

Maurice Kann, Boris Kaplan, J. G. Keale, M.
Arthur W. Kelly, D. F. Kelly, E.

Kelle-mann.

Kelly,
Messmore Kendall, Wm. V.
Capt. C. S. Kilburn, Commander J. H.
George Kleine, Benjamin Knoble,
Jr.,
Frank J. H. Kracke, S. H. Kreff, Sebastian S.
Kresge, E. H. Krom, J. E. Kyle.

Thornton
Kibbe,
Klein,

William E. Lake, F. Lamb, Thomas W. Lament,
J. LaPort-s, Philip Lasker, Jesse L. Lasky,
Edwin G. Lauder, Jr., Claude S. Leaman, Major
Gen. John A. Lejune, Jack Leo, S. Lessrlbaum,
Irving Lesser, C. S. Levin, Harry Lewis, Walter
Lippmann, Vincent Lopez, Lt. A. J. Lubbe, Mark
A. Lues'-her, Norbert Lusk, Edmund C. Lynch,
Walter Lyon.
J. McCarron. S. S. McC'ure, S. Barret McCormick, A. W. McDonald, Charles McDonald, Ros( Continued on page 40)

Wm.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

W.

Alicoate, Dr. Alexander Altschul, H. H. Arnold.
J. T. B'altzell, S. Barbanell, James H. Barrett,
E. Ross Bartley, Edmund Bartnett, J. Bartone,
Herman Beaty, W. P. Beazell, Fred J. Beecroft,
Robert J. Bender, Spencer B’ennet, Rear Admiral

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17. The Pathe News fifteenth anniversary dinner
with Charles M. Dawes, vice-president of the United States, as the headliner, took place last Saturday night at the Hotel Plaza and is being acclaimed as the greatest event of its kind that ever was given in the film
industry.

More than 300 men, prominent

in the industry and the official and busiof the country, were the guests of Emanuel Cohen, editor of
Pathe News, while at the speakers’ dais foreign ambassadors, governors
of various states, United States senators and representatives, and nearly
a dozen major generals of the army and admirals and rear admirals of the
navy were seated.
Relative’s Death Forces Hays’ Absence

ness

life

Of the twenty-eight celebrities who had accepted invitations and were
expected to occupy seats at the speakers’ table, all but three were there.
These three absentees were General Will H. Hays, who at the last minute
was called to his home in Indiana by an accident to his father-in-law, Judge
Albert D. Thomas, which resulted in the aged man’s death just before
the assembling of the party at the Plaza; Chauncey M. Depew and Senator Rice W. Means of Colorado.
The huge grand ballroom of the Plaza was
tastefully decorated with the flags of many
nations, and illuminated during the speaking and picture making by four giant Sunlight Arcs.
Music was provided during
the evening by two orchestras, one personally directed by Vincent Lopez and the
other by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld.
Motion
pictures of the guests and speakers were
taken early in the evening and later shown
on a screen placed at one end of the ball-

room.

History Traced

in

Picture

One

of the big features of the evening
was the showing of a remarkable film
illustrating in a striking manner the growth
and scope of the Pathe News since its beginning fifteen years ago. This constituted
a pictorial record of the highlights of the
world’s history during that period, beginning with a number of interesting pictures

showing Theodore

Roosevelt on his famous hunting trip into Africa in 1910, and
closing with the pictures taken but a couple of hours before.
Frederic R. Coudert, international lawyer
and general counsel of Pathe, presided as
toastmaster, and with him at the speakers’
dais were the following:
Major General Mason M. Patrick, Rear
Admiral W. A. Moffett, Major General
Fox Conner, Major General Charles P.
Summerall, Admiral S. S. Robison, Elmer
R. Pearson, Ogden L. Mills, United States
representative from New York; E. Lee
Trinkle, governor of Virginia; Albert C.
Ritchie, Governor of Maryland
Edmund
C. Lynch, Richard P. Ernst, United States
senator from Kentucky; Emanuel Cohen,
Senor Don Manuel C. Tellez, ambassador

Copeland, United States
Charles E. Merrill,
Ralph O. Brewster, governor of
Maine; George Silver, governor of New
Jersey; Jansen Noyes, McKenzie Moss,

navy;

Royal

senator from

S.

New York;

assistant secretary of the treasury;

Major

General John A. Lejeune, Rear Admiral
Charles P. Plunkett and Rear Admiral R.
E. Coontz.

Coudert Pays Tribute to News Reel
introducing Mr. Cohen, editor of
Pathe News, as the first speaker, Toastmaster Coudert paid a tribute to the news
reel, which he described as a new instrument of public opinion. He said in part
“If the modern world is made by public opinion, public opinion is made by the
instrumentalities of the press and communication, and now we have a new instrument
In

of

public

opinion,

which enables us

that

great

instrument

to see things actually as

they are.
You read something and you
think you have a description of an event.
What have you, really? The event seen
by some individual of what passed through
his mind, which must be necessarily biased
if he is a human individual and distorted
by every prejudice, by every fancy, by
every feeling that he has.
He conveys
that to paper, and that distorted image you
have to take into your own mind to try
to visualize the event.
That is getting a
very secondhanded view of it, whereas by
the new, modern, extraordinary method of
immediately getting the events of the day,
that impression may be transferred immediately to the human mind, so that what
was mere description becomes a thing itself.

;

from Mexico

Frederic R. Coudert, presiding; Vice-President Charles G. Dawes,
A. Van de Vyvere, Belgian minister of
state
Curtis D. Wilbur, secretary of the
;

;

Latest

“The

News

Circulator

you read of through the
spectator, you see yourself,

battle that

eyes of a partial
and that has been a revolution in the modern world. It has had an immense influence upon public opinion, and that is the
reason that we are here tonight, not merely

?

:
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That in itself is a
to have a good time.
good reason, but the fundamental reason
why notable men of this land, from Maine

introduce to you Mr.

Warm
NEW

the assemblage by
Frederic R. Coudert:
to

It

itself

Emanuel Cohen.”

with rapt attention. He said
behalf of the Pathe News, I, as its
editor, want first to thank you, our distinguished guests, for joining with us this
evening in the celebration of the fifteenth
anniversary of the origin of news presentation by motion pictures.
This illustrious
audience, representing as it does every avenue of life which the news film has trod,
Pathe News welcomes, not only as an
honor to itself, but as a tribute to the deeper significance of this occasion, the increasing recognition of the news film as a new
institution in the dissemination of world

news.
“I can add nothing to the brief eloquence
of our guest of honor, Vice President
Charles G. Dawes, when honoring us by
accepting our invitation. He wrote of the
:

newspaper of

film lita neces-

erature.
It has become
sity in our national life, and its
accuracy in daily presentation of

world news has made

it

a national

institution. It fosters goodwill be-

tween the peoples of the world and
greater tolerance of our nation’s
problems has been brought
through its penetrating eyes. All
peoples, irrespective of thought,
race or creed, find instantaneous
expression and common understanding in the news film.’
“Vice President Dawes has thus splendidly epitomized its service and value. The
evolution of the slow camera into the motion picture machine has challenged the art
of Michelangelo, for it paints the drama
of moving life with the bright brush of a
realism within the understanding of all concerned.
Traces History From 90’s
“When in the early 90’s the new art of
motion picture was developed, mainly due
to the inspiring genius of one of our distinguished friends who unfortunately could
not be with us this evening, Mr. Thomas
Edison, its purpose and scope was conceived largely for the entertainment of the
masses. Here and there at that time, the
pioneers of the industry went beyond this
scope and directed their lenses on some
news events, but only in the sporadic fashion, an occasional glimpse of new possibilities.

“It was in 1910 that there came
the fuller realization of this newly

discovered but unexplored

field of
picture usefulness when
Charles Pathe presented for the
first time a regular and systematic
medium of news dissemination by

motion

films.

that

I

.

you on the great occasion
and on your splendid commemmora-

tion of it.
It is indeed an occasion of unusual significance.
No story ever written
for the screen is as dramatic as the story
of the screen itself, and no pnase of its
development has been greater nor any element of its tremendous value more potent
than the news weeklies.
In this magnificent progress of usefulness Pathe News
has played a most distinguished part.
To
that splendid service I pay tribute.
For
the last seven years of your fifteen my
knowledge of your efforts has been intimate and my appreciation of your accomplishments has been very great.
The record of Pathe News is itself a scenario of
success with a continuity of uninterrupted
and increasing usefulness.
The News weeklies are the most effective portions of motion picture entertainment everywhere, and such appreciation measures exactly their consequent use*,
fulness.
And make no mistake about the
importance of the motion picture in the
fabric of our society.
Motion pictures are
doing three things as no other instrument
today can do them.
First, they provide
the chief amusement of a great majority of
all our people and the sole amusement of
millions and millions, and just as you
serve the leisure hours of the people so
do you rivet the girders of society.
Second, they instruct, and that is indeed a
precious power.
And, third, they are making an immeasurable contribution to the
cause of international amity.
The mot on
picture knows no barrier of distance, it
knows no barrier of language. Thousands
of feet of celluloid film in metallic containers are sent to the ends of the earth
to speak the language of pictures.
Under
the benign influence of familiarity with
each other, no matter where we may dwell
or how we may speak, the world is bound
to grow better, and that is one of my
greatest hopes for the motion picture.
If
men understand each other they do not
hate; if they do not hate, they do not
make war. In all of this service the news
weeklies are invaluable.

“On

the

Toastmaster

with

very sincere regret
cannot be with you tonight.

is

find I
I
ccftigratulate

to

‘It is

Nov. 17.— Will H.

attend the
to a fatal
accident to his father-in-law, sent the
following telegram which was read

Mr. Cohen was greeted with a long
round of applause as he arose to speak and
during his address his words were listened

film

YORK,

who was unable to
News dinner owing

Hays,
Pathe

Cohen Cites Dawes’ Praise

news

Tribute

Pathe News

to

Again

pay tribute

to

Pathe
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velopment, witnessing the pageantry and
the tragedy of every people, peering into
the customs and habits of every land, holding the mirror to every phase of human
activity everywhere.
Brings Readers to Scene

Hays Extends

California, gathered right here tonight
to hear one or two of our great leaders in
America, in the world, that is because into
the instrumentality of public opinion has
come a new, a great, modern method of
news organization and of circulation.
“It makes what we may well call in the
intellectual world a real revolution, and it
is because of that great epoch making development in our modern society that we
are here tonight to celebrate the fifteenth
anniversary of the Pathe News, and on
that occasion it is most fitting that the able
and capable editor who has developed it
from a small and very infant industry, to
a great, powerful organ of opinion, should
tell us in a few words something about its
origin and its genesis. He will be too modest to speak of it himself, but in that great
development he has had a major part. I
to

November

News and

“Although the purpose is similar to that
of the newspaper, the news film plays a
different role.
Its object is to bring the
readers to the very scene of an event so
that they not only see what transpires but
The deadly
can actually feel its pulse.
accuracy and vivid realism of the news film
has brought it to the heights of purpose
and utility which it now occupies. It has
reeled its way into the confidence of milOne might say that it
lions of persons.
has won a place of trust as well as affection.

“Supplementing the service of the great
newspapers, this graphic portrayal

is enabling the public to realize and to become
acquainted with events the world over, to
form clearer judgments of these world

and guiding it to more intelligent
The excursion ’round the
understanding.
world on which it takes its readers in the
15 minutes of each issue as if on the wings
of time, has made it possible for them to
see and to become acquainted with other
lands.
The lions of Trafalgar Square are
just as familiar to the American audience
as the Woolworth building to the Englishman.
The sufferings of Japan and the
tragic loss following the earthquake were
The remarkable
felt from the screens.
achievements of America’s ’round the
world flyers were witnessed by Pathe News
readers in every hamlet.
“Am I presuming when I refer
to what the news film has accomplished and has the power still to
accomplish in the way of fostering
that understanding and amity between the peoples which statesmen are so eagerly striving for as
the basis for international goodevents,

will and tolerance
“The news picture

is within the grasp
all peoples irrespective of
of every one
thought, race or creed find instantaneous
expression and common understanding in
the news film.
;

Most Big Events Filmed
“The Pathe News in 15 years has filmed

“It is conservatively estimated
that the news film is now seen by

every important event in the
world. We shall produce the living proof
before you this evening. The great poet
who sighed in hopelessness, ‘Oh, God, turn
back the universe and show me yesterday,’
had never seen a news film.
“Tonight we shall turn back the universe
and show you yesterday. The value of the
news film is going to be written on your
minds forever after you have traveled back
over the years with us. We shall see the
world before the Great War, we shall view
the personalities of the world’s greatest
men who have passed into the Great Beyond.
shall see epoch making events,
some of which have changed the map of
the world. When these pictures were taken
they were simple matters. Now, after surveying the world’s changes, they have a

upwards of forty millions of peo-

new

I

assure you of

my

gratitude for what

doing and your own splendid part in

it

is

it.

“Public recognition of this usefulness
has steadily increased, and I personally, in
my eleven years of editorship of the Pathe
News, have had the opportunity of seeing

news film grow from a mere exhibition
a
few hundred scattered theatres
throughout the country where it was used
mainly as a filler on the program, down to
the present day when the combined circulation of all news films reaches almost 90
per cent of the 18,000 motion picture thethe
in

atres in this country.

United States every
week. Also we find it not merely
a filler, but a vital part of the program, an institution recognized by
theatre and public alike as playing
an important role in news communication and in the life of the

ple

in

the

nation.

“Like the great news syndicates, the Associated Press, the United Press and the
International News, of whose tremendous
service the public is so fully aware, the
Pathe News is now worldwide, its tentacles
reaching into every nook and corner of the
earth civilized and uncivilized, its thousands
of lenses produced on every political de-

practically

We

significance which makes them the
stage centers of the most gripping drama

ever known.
“Just suppose we had camera men at Valley Forge, and we could sit here and watch
Washington and his freezing army of ragged patriots starving and bleeding for the
wealth and freedom which we are enjoying
tonight. One hundred years from now our
dependents will feel the horror of the great
war and the undying heroism of all who
fought in it.

“Suppose we had the news film

at

Bun-

ker Hill, at Lexington and at Yorktown,
what an imperishable history for us! Can
you imagine being able to witness John
Hancock signing the Declaration of Inde-

:
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Interest at the dinner at the Hotel Plaza, New York, November 14, celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the
Pathe News, centered in (left) Elmer R. Pearson, general salesmanager of Pathe; Charles G. Dawes, vicepresident of the United States, chief speaker, and Emanuel Cohen, editor of Pathe News.

Abraham Lincoln signing the
It
would
Emancipation Proclamation?
impress you, would it not?

pendence, or

History Recorded for Posterity

“Even if we could witness our beloved
Theodore Roosevelt thundering up San
Juan Hill, we might feel as though we were
being gifted by Providence with an earthly

Coudert.
Governor Ritchie paid his respects to the prohibition question and the
attitude of his state and that of New York
on the question, with the following re-

marks

:

“I regard

it
as a very real privilege to
present on this notable occasion, and
to take some brief part in the exercises
of this evening.
Indeed, to tell the truth,

be

very

much

home

sight.

I

“Since 1910, however, such events have
been recorded for posterity. The news film
has come to be the greatest historian of

great State of New York tonight. According to the newspapers of the country during the last few days, in Chicago, in meeting assembled, the prohibition forces of
the country have announced a demand that
Maryland and New York he excelled from
Well, if
the United States of America.
that is going to happen, I expect that
Maryland will have to join hands with
New York and do the best we can under
the leadership because no matter what our
under the
politics, we ought to admit it
leadership of America’s foremost governor,
A1 Smith.

Our presidents, our soldiers, and our
public men, from now on will live forever.

all.

“When

our grandchildren read

in their histories of some great
political event, some bitter struggle, some great victory now, they
will look up from the letter and

from the printed word and see as
real as in the living presence the
men who did these things.

“How much

better they will be able to
understand.
It is because of these things
that we feel the greatness of the news film,
and why we wish to celebrate its achievement tonight, and as we view this film
which we have entitled “The Flashes of the
Past,” it makes us wonder what the flashes
of the future will be, what destiny will
inscribe on those celluloid pages of history.

“As the progress of human
events marches on, perhaps this
very method of news recording
will itself be further perfected so
as to do still greater service to
the public. Time and space in the
transportation of films will be reduced and minimized.

feel

very,

at

—

in

the

—

“But perhaps that may not happen.
There is a feeling of conciliation that I
have with regard to it. It is not inconceivable that the people of the other states
of the country may come over to the way
of thinking of the people of Maryland and

New York

and that the day may yet come
the people of the other states of this
country may stand with the people of New
York and the people of Maryland in the
simple, old fashioned but sound belief that

when

when

it

comes

to personal

matters which

don’t concern the other states, each state
has a right to settle its own affairs for
itself, and we don’t want the federal government to tell us how to do it.”

Demands Sane Censorship
the
applause over Govercenor
remarks on prohibition had died
away, he touched on the censorship question, which he made clear he does not
favor, even though his is one of the states
where censorship obtains. He said
“In the honest examination to give the
public the cleanest and best, Maryland exhibitors are not surpassed by exhibitors
or producers anywhere.
I believe that as

After

“Who

our own lifetime
we will see the day when motion pictures
will be transmitted by the ethereal waves
of the radio, so that the public will be able
to sit in its favorite theatre and watch the
events throughout the world, even as they
are transpiring, when the whole world will
be linked together in instantaneous undercan foretell

if in

standing.”

Governor Ritchie Hits Dry Laws
Albert C. Ritchie, governor of Maryland,
was the next speaker introduced by Mr.

Ritchie’s

a class they regard

their business as impressive with a public press, and as a class
they are entirely faithful to that trust.

"Maryland, it is true, is one of
where censorship exists.
When it comes to Pathe News
service, no censorship is necessary
and there ought not to be any. But
in any event, it is Maryland’s
policy to insist on a sane censorship, enough to protect the public
where that may be necessary, but
never enough to impair the responsibility of the producers and
exhibitors for the pictures which
they show.
the states

“That is the balance which ought to be
struck in all public regulation.
That is
the balance, that is the line which ought
never to be lost sight of, whether regulation

is

in the field

where

it

is

concededly

railroads and public
utilities, or whether it is in the field where
the necessity for it is by no means so
clear, and in that field I would put the
moving picture industry.

necessary,

“But

such

as

regulation is necessary to prothen let it be confined to
what is needed to protect the public and
nothing else, and let it be administered
in a way that recognizes that the men in
charge of this great industry want to run
it
and are capable of running it cleanly
and decently, and do not let us have interference anywhere which will take from the
owners of the industry the responsibility
for the operation of their own business
and for the character of the pictures which
they show.
tect

if

the public,

Opposes State Interference
“The moving picture industry cannot
succeed, cannot merit or hold public approval any more than any other industry
can unless its product has character. That
is the great thing in life, for an individual
public service or in business charin
The owners are the ones who
acter.
ought to be most interested in giving it
Certainly, the vast majority of
character.
them ar$.
So state interference should
never be permitted to go to an extent

—

lessen the obligation and
authority of this great rightthinking majority of your industry who
will be satisfied with nothing less than the
best, themselves to compel the small minority in their industry to live up to their
high standards or else to get out of the

which

might

lessen

the

(

Continued on page 38 )
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Grainger Starts Final Swing
on Current Year Product
Manager Calls Next Season s Titles Alone Worth
More Than Two Ordinary Schedules

Fox’s General Sales

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW YORK, Nov.

—

In titles alone Fox Film Corporation has more
box office value for next season than two ordinary release schedules,
James R. Grainger, general sales manager, declared before sailing for
New Orleans on a final swing around the country in behalf of the current
season’s product in the South and Southwest. This marks Grainger’s fifth
trip to the West Coast since he became 'associated with Fox last May.
In
Los Angeles he will confer with Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager, who is busy launching work on the 1926-27 production
17.

program.
for

the

and

in the release schedule
latter part
of December

January, effected by Sheehan, brought enthusiastic
endorsement from Grainger.
“The Ancient Mariner,” special Christmas

“has

“The Music Master,” “The Auctioneer,”
“The Grand Army Man,” “What Price
Glory,” and the nine Hoyt plays in addition to “A Trip Through Chinatown.”

children

know

for its modern sequence,” he
said, with an ex-

Beside the foregoing Grainger called
attention to “The Lily” and “The Comedian,”
Belasco plays;
“A Temperance
Town,” one of the Hoyt group; “Cradle

camalready

ploitation

paign

“The

underway.

Snatchers”
“One Increasing Purpose”
“Pigs,” a John Golden picture; “The Family
Upstairs,” a Sam H. Harris play; “Going
;

Golden
which

Strain,”
closes the

year, “is an audience picture full
of action,” he

Crooked” and “The

Gilded

Own

Texan

Star Lights
of a Dallasite

( Special

DALLAS,
The

star of

to

Exhibitors Herald )

TEX.,
Texans

Nov.
is

17.—

in the as-

N ick Harris Stories to
Be Producer by Parker
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 17.—The Donald
Parker Productions, which have just finished the American sequences of six South
Sea Islands and Oriental features with allstar casts, have signed a contract for the
exclusive motion picture rights to the Nick
Harris detective stories which have been
broadcast nightly for two and half years
from the Los Angeles station KFI. The
program calls for 26 two-reelers and four
feature length stories by Nick Harris.

cendency in the East, Dallasites
Not long past, the
in particular.

announcement was made of the
selection of N. E. Depinet a former resident of Dallas for the executive post of sales director for
the Universal Pictures Corporation.
Today brings word from
the East of the appointment of
Ben Y. Cammack, another citizen of Dallas as branch manager
of the Atlanta, Ga., office of the

same

company, to succeed
R. B. Williams, a former resident
of Dallas who has also been advanced with this organization and
leaves for New York upon the
arrival of Mr. Cammack.
film

“ Ben started in the film business ten years ago as a poster
clerk with the old General Film
Co., who along with Universal
were pioneers in the film industry,” states R. C. Mcllheran, local
manager of the Universal Film
for
“ The
desire
Exchanges.
further knowledge and advancement caused him to resign from
General, and accept a position at
less salary with the Vitagraph

Company."

Things Happen,”

stage successes; “Frozen Justice,”
from the novel of that name; “Married
Alive,” the book by Ralph Strauss, and
“Down to Earth,” Julius Perutz’ story.

Butterfly”
starts
the
January reof
leases and is followed by “Palace
Pal,”
Pleasure,” Tom Mix’s “My
“Daybreak,” “The First Year,” the “Johnstown Flood,” and finally Buck Jones’ “The
Cowboy and the Countess.
“A Trip to Chinatown,” from one of the
Hoyt plays, will be released this year “just

Way

Way

both

added.

“The

as a sort of sample,” Grainger declared, in
commenting that “any fellow who would
have any trouble disposing of our lineup
for 1926-27 would have to be working for
the opposition.”
He emphasized the value

of

names the neighbor’s

November

Two

Injured by Auto

( Special

to Exhibitors

Herald )

DALLAS

TEX., Nov. 17.— S. C. Howell,
owner of the Colonial and Parkway theatres, and William L. White, house manager, were injured last week when they
were struck by an automobile

in front of

the Colonial theatre.

say the opportunity of being here.

( Continued

from page 37)

business and to go into some other one
where the standards are not so high.

“I am, of course, speaking only
A good deal
of state regulation.
of the state regulation, goodness
knows, is bad enough. And if the
Maryland legislature ever passed
a bill such as the Connecticut legislature passed, I don’t believe I
could be too quick in getting them
back again to repeal it.

“And
will

so I take it for granted that you
agree with me that to the extent that

appre-

I

ciate the opportunity of congratulating

Mr.

Cohen upon the splendidly constructive
work which has marked the recent years
of his life.
I can, of course, add nothing
to what he has told you, and to what others
who are to speak will tell you as to the
value of the Pathe News Service.
I am
simply one of the millions who recognize
in Pathe Service a development as marvelous as any other thing in this marvelous age. I am simply one of the millions
who recognize in it a development which,
above all others, helps to give the whole
world a common language and to make the
whole world akin.”

Filibusters

Dawes was,

as was to be
expected, the headline act of the evening,
and while he paid no attention to or had
anything to say about motion pictures,
those present listened to his long address
with close attention.
His entire address
was devoted to arguments for the abolition of the filibuster rule in the United
States senate, which he has been advocating throughout the country since his induction into the position which makes him
the presiding officer of the senate.

Vice President

Mr. Dawes was greeted with prolonged
applause when he was introduced by Mr.
Coudert, and several times during his address he was interrupted by cheers.
At
the close of his talk the assemblage arose
and cheered the vice president for several
minutes.
Mr.

Dawes’

address

was one

of

the

typical ones which have made him famous
as a vice president who refuses to be sent
into oblivion by his election to that office.
Vigorous, straight-from-the-shoulder plain
language in everything he has to say has

made Mr. Dawes one

of the conspicuous
figures in public life, but Saturday night,
on the eve of the reassembling of Congress, he outdid himself in vigor and aggressiveness in pointing out the present
defects of the senate system and in paying his respects to that body and to a number of senators in particular.

Attendant Holds Back Flag
Several

times

during

the

heat

of

his

argument Mr. Dawes appeared annoyed at
a flag which hung directly behind and with
which his hand came in contact as he gestured. He pushed it out of his way several
times, and once turned around and glared
at it as if he was of a mind to pull it
down. One of the hotel attendants came
to the rescue of the flag and held it out
of the way until the vice president had
finished and sat down.
Another annoyance to the vice president
was one of the sunlight arcs which was
turned directly on him while he was talking
in order that a Pathe News man could

make

300 Pat he N ews Guests
Hear Dawes at Dinner

28, 1925

any public regulation may be necessary
it ought to be confined to the states, and
that in no event ought Congress to be permitted to pass the Federal Censorship Bill.
“Gentlemen, I appreciate more than I can

Dawes Attacks

Y^HANGES

release,

:

a picture.

After shading his eyes for a moment
with his hand, Mr. Dawes turned impatiently towards the electrician operating
the light and said

“Turn

that infernal thing off.”
was turned off forthwith, while
the vice president continued his address.
Several times when he was crucifying the
United States senate, he turned to Senators

And

it

Copeland of New York and Ernst of Kentucky and shouted

“Stand up, you senators, so that the
people here can get a look at you.”
And they stood up, as did also later a
number of the officers of the army and
navy when Mr. Dawes asked them to do so
in order that the assembled guests could
judge for themselves the class of men who
were in charge of those two important
branches of the government.

:

:
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Details of Quota Plan for
British Films Made Public

Re-Takes
EW

—

Openings what jolly
^ things they are gleaming searchlights,
shooting beams miles high in the air baby
spots playing on incoming guests cranking cameras busy press folk jotting down
Theatre

—

—
—
—
—
names— stars—posing for pictures — very
exciting— these theatre openings — in Los
—

all

Angeles.
*

*

*

New York and Chicago and way stations
have to be content with one opening a
week. Out here they open ’em in bunches,
two or three a week.
Last week the
Figueroa and the Marquis theatres threw
open their doors.
*

*

*

And

for fear there would be a shortage
of pictures three new independent companies were launched last week. This despite
the fact that that Washington investigating committee says F. P. controls the industry. I guess they wish they did.
*

*

We Have
always

I

town.

Just

*

’em.

Too

New York was

said

hick
they’re boasting of a J.

now

a

Walker.
*

*

*

Worth

It

Who

says higher education doesn’t pay?
Did you see where “Red” Grange has been
offered $40,000 to
play three
football

games?
*

*

*

Ha! Ha!
It’s stuff like this

laugh

that

makes Californians

—

*

*

*

Extra!

I’m beginning to think the Charleston
craze will eventually die out. The first casualty was reported this week from Hal
Roach’s studio, where James Crosby, camera and lighting expert, broke his ankle
doing the “intrickic” step. Now if they’d
all break their legs, we could take up the
next craze.
*

*

*

Can’t Change Tom
an old dog new tricks.
Take Tom May, for instance. He’s one of
the chariot drivers in “Ben Hur,” a former

You

can’t teach

cowman from Wyoming. He invited May
McAvoy and Carmel Myers to “supper”
the other evening. “You mean dinner, don’t
you,
Mr. May?” queries Miss Myers.
“Lady, I said supper.
hours.”

Dinner’s been over

five

*

*

*

Famous Last Words
cut

“I’ve

out

all

the

close-ups

of

the

star.”

*

*

*

Hold your horses; Here comes
Parade.

the Big

— R.

M.

Lesser and Party Back

From T rip

to

Mexico

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 17.—Sol Les-

ser returned from a two weeks’ hunting
and visiting trip in the interior of Mex-

week. In his company were
Bell Wright, Floyd Marvin,
president of the University of Arizona,
Walter Bailey, sheriff of Tucson, and
ico last

Harold

Tom

Ritchie,

Arizona attorney.

Every Exhibitor Would Be Required to Show 10 Per Cent of
Homemade Product at Start and 25 Per Cent
in Three Years
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ENG., Nov. 17.-— Establishment of a quota under which every
must show British pictures, starting at 10 per cent and rising to

LONDON,

exhibitor
25 per cent in three years, requirement that any foreign film must be exhibited within six months of the booking date, and recommendation that a committee be named to investigate the proposal for a central British studio are
three of the highlights in the report of the subcommittee on revival of British
production.
Among the objectives of the scheme are encouragement of production of
such pictures as will directly or indirectly give employment to British labor
at home and increased prestige for the British name, British institutions and
British manufactured products at home and abroad.
Other aims are to
increase the quantity and proportion of British pictures screened in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere, and to establish an industry under British
control in the United Kingdom for the production of these pictures.
Full details of the subcommittee’s findings are given in a special edition of the
“Film Renter.”
American companies making pictures in
England are ruled out in the definition of
a British picture that it must be British
Several
owned and British controlled.

American concerns have laid down production units in this country because they foresaw a quota system. The subcommittee
Although not
has acted to thwart them.
objecting to introduction of an American
producer and one principal player, it insists the production must be British in conception and sentiment.
Following is a synosis of the subcommittee’s findings
Renting and Exhibition of Pictures
On and after Oct. 1, 1926, no renter can rent
foreign pictures unless he acquires and exploits

“Miami, Fla. Thirteen men escaped
from jail here yesterday. They disappeared among a crowd of real estate
sharks.
As they all looked alike the
fugitives couldn’t be located.”

Extra!

39

a quota of British pictures.
On and after Jan. 1, 1927, every exhibitor must
exhibit a quota of British pictures in his programs, which shall be computed at intervals of
three months.
For every foot of British film exploited by renters or shown by exhibitors not more than the
following number of feet of foreign film may be
exploited or shown
:

Three Months Ending

—

Renter

Exhibitor

31, 1926
March 31, 1927
June 30, 1927
Sept. 30, 1927
Dec. 31, 1927
March 31, 1928
June 30, 1928
_
Sept. 30, 1928
Dec. 31, 1928
March 31, 1929
June 30, 1929
After June 30, 1929

Dec.

9

Nil

9

9

6
6
6

9
6
6

6
4

6
6
4

4

3

4
4
4

3

3

4

4

The following safeguards

are provided:
If a
sufficient supply of British pictures is not in
sight, the date of operation of any particular
quota may be postponed; if any British picture
offered is not deemed of sufficiently good standard of production and entertainment value it may
be disallowed for quota purposes; an authority
shall be set up by the B'oard of Trade upon
which exhibitors and renters shall be represented
to decide the foregoing questions on safeguards;
any exhibitor shall be permitted to stand out of
the quota obligation if he can show he is unable
to pay the price demanded for British pictures;
every film must be passed by the British Board of
Film Censors
small renters shall be able to
acquire a joint quota qualification.
News, scenics and advertisement films and the
lili-e will be dealt with by the exhibitor and renter
without any quota obligation.
A British picture is one which satisfies the
following conditions:
The producing company
must be British-owned and British-controlled; the
studio scenes must, as far as possible, be taken
in a British studio; three-fourths of the salaries
and wages, not including the fees paid to the
producer and one principal player (who may be
of foreign domicile), spent on the production
must be paid to persons domiciled in Great Britain.
;

Block Booking

On and after Jan. 1, 1926, every new contract
for exhibition of pictures must satisfy the following conditions:
Every picture shall have passed
the censor and be capable of being shown to an
exhibitor on demand; the exhibition date for any
foreign picture must not be more than six months

from the booking date; in the case of a serial or
series, each part or number not being more tha»
2,000 feet in length, the foregoing conditions shall
apply to the first three parts or numbers.
Central Studio
The subcommittee believes the success of the
whole scheme, so far as it relates to establishment
of a permanent British picture-producing industry, will be very materially aided by starting a
large central studio, and proposes a special investigating committee be appointed as soon as the
government signifies its willingness to give effect
The subto the other provsions of the report.
committee asks the committee and the Cinematograph Exhibitors’ Association of Great Britain and
Ireland to urge immediate government legislation,
to advse the Board of Trade on details and to
invite co-operation of the Federation of British
Industries.
The secretaries to the committee include T.
Ormiston, president of C. E. A.; W. N. Blake,
vice-president, C. E. A.;
C. Bromhead, secre
tary of Gaumont Company; S. Rowson, joint man
aging director. Ideal Films; T. A. Welsh, chairman and managing director, Welsh Pearson & Co.
and B. W. P., Limited; W. Gavazzi King, general
secretary, G. E. A.; and F. Hill, secretary to the

A

renters.

Ernest W. Fredman of the “Film Renter” sees a danger of cumbersome machinery in the provision to set up an authority
to decide cases of quota postponement and
the disallowing of certain pictures on claim
of insufficiently high standard. But Fredman declares the system of starting the
quota at 10 per cent with a rise to 25 per
cent in three years is fair to both renter
and exhibitor; that the exhibitor is protected by the clause permitting him to stand
out of the quota if he cannot pay the price;
that the subcommittee has acted wisely in
linking the central studio and block booking problems in the scheme, and that the
plan to bring release dates of foreign pictures nearer is commendable.

First

Sunday Show in

Town Finds

Hoosier

Approval of Public
( Special

WABASH,

to Exhibitors

IND.,

Herald)

Nov.

17.—Theatres
opened last week for Sunday night performances with large crowds attending.
Although the klan indicated it would seek
to bring about the closing of the theatres
no warrants were sworn out. One house
opened to more than 2,000 persons, indicating the popularity of Sunday shows
The law pointed to by the klan is
here
considered obsolete.

Bernier Reopens Lyric
( Special

to

KANKAKEE,
nier
this

is

Exhibitors Herald)

ILL., Nov. 17.— Paul Berreopening his theatre, the Lyric,

month.
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McRae Succeeds Schrock As
Universal Studios Manager
Marquis and Figueroa Theatres Open on Coast—Sol Lesser Addresses
W am pas — Dix Hurt
Auto Accident
in

By

H

RAY MURRAY

—

OLLYWOOD,

Nov. 17. Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,
has accepted the resignation of Raymond L. Schrock as general
manager of West Coast Studios and appointed Henry McRae,
pioneer director, as Schrock’s successor. McRae is one of the earliest
directors at Universal City.
It is rumored that Schrock will join Famous
Players.

'T'VVO theatre openings occupied the

at-

tention of film folk here last week. On
November 11 the beautiful new Marquis
theatre at Santa Monica boulevard and
Doheny drive in West Hollywood was
formally dedicated.

Jesse

Gold-

J.

“Yukon
author,

*

*

*

*

Writer's Club. Arthur Wenzel was chairof the entertainment committee, and
had a pretentious lineup of entertainers.
Rube Wolff and his orchestra from the
Boulevard Theatre gave the music, while

West Coast Theatres
Ruth Roland and

the
bill.

Dean gave an

exhibition of the
Charleston, while Sol Lesser, June Mathis
and her husband, Sylvano Balboni, Elinor
Glyn, Peggy Hamilton, and several others
addressed the 100 per cent gathering. Sol
Lesser’s talk was greatly enjoyed.
He
urged the press agents to put more seriousness into the publicity. His subject was
“What is the Relation Between the Exhibitors and the Press Agent?”
*

*

*

Fellow directors and confreres of King
Vidor, director of “The Big Parade,” assembled last night at the club house of the
Motion Picture Directors Association in a
special reception in honor of the director.
President William Beaudine presided, and
a novel

*

title

the

program of
*

A1 Rogell, director

stunts
*
#

was

presented.

at Universal City, re-

signed today.
His last picture was “The
Grinner,” a Western newspaper story starring Jack Hoxie.

*

tomobile accident last week when a truck
struck and demolished the car in which
the Dixes

were

riding.

Tom Reed is once more back at his old
desk as West Coast publicity director at
Universal City. Walter Leslie, former publicity man, has been transferred to the production department.
*

*

is

*

again back on the

after eight months at the
Pickford Studio.
5^
^ *

Warner

lot,

Mary

John McHugh, Burr McIntosh,
M. H. McIntyre, Samuel McRoberts, W. A. V.
Mack, Max H. Manne, i homas H. Martell, Walter
S. Marvin, Bert Marx, J. VV. T. Mason, Jules E.
Mastbaum, John B. May, Jr., S. Stanwood Menken, Charles E Merrill, J. L. Merrill, Abe Meyer,
Arthur Miller, Honorable Ogden L. Mills, E. H.
Miner, George Mitchell, Leonard Mitchell, Rear
Admiral W. A. Moffett, Robert H. Montgomery,
G. D. Morgan, S. E. Morris, Dwight VV. Morrow,
Charles H. Moses, McKenzie Moss, J. J. Murdock,
John J. Murphy.
Rutgers Neilson, L. Nelson, J. A. Noble, Tom
North, Jansen Noyes.
Lee A. Ochs, T. V. O’Connor, Walter M.
Oestreicher, C. L. O’Reilly, Frank S.
Fred Osterstock, M. J. O’Toole.

*

*

*

left for

for

ifc

Calhoun was at home to the
“scribes and Pharisees” of the Los Angeles press last Saturday afternoon from 3
to 5, and all voted her the ideal hostess.
Alice

*

*

Reilly, J.

Parker, P. A. Parsons, Major General
Patrick, Curtis Patterson, E’.mer R.
W. Pickard, Eugene Picker, Loring
Pickering,
Rear
Adm. Charles P. Plunkett,
Charles B. Popenoe, Col. Gustave Porgas, P. A.
Powers, Frank Presbrey, A. S. Prescott, Oscar A.
T.

Jno.

Mason M.

Pearson,

F.

George P. Putnam.
Martin J. Quigley.
Hyman Rachmil, M. Radin, John Ragland, William E. Raynor, Lawrence Reilly, W. J. Reilly,
Renner, Alexander H. Revell, A. J. Richard,
I.
Richard,

E.

Richards,

T.

J.

Hugo Reisenfeld,
W. Adolphe Rob-

S. Rinzler, Albert C. Ritchie,
erts, R. Clinton Robin, Admiral

S.

S.

Robison,

Harry Rosenberg, Leon Rosenblatt, Gilbert Rosenthal, B. M. Rossasy, S. L. Rothafel, A. E. RousRyan,

Robert Rubenstein, H. L.
Lt.

W.

R.

Rust, Jr., J.

A.

Ryan

Hirosi

Saito, E. C.
Sawtell, George H.

Sams, U. Santone, Albert
Saylor, Fred Schader, Ed-

H.
win S. Schenck, Alex Schlosser, Chas. Schwartz,
Morris D. Schwartz, Harry Scott, Max Selder,
Larry Semon, Lorenz Semple, Harry Shiftman, M.
A. Shipman, Philip Ricker Shorey, Samuel Siegel,
I. Silverman, J. Silverman, Sime Silverman, Hon.
George Silzer, Lt. D. J. Sinnott, Samuel Small,
William Small, A. W. Smith, Jr., Beverly VV.
Smith, Beverly W. Smith, Jr., Courtland Smith,
Frank Smith, George Ed. Smith, J. Bond Smith,
Theodore Smith, Winthrop Smith, VV. C. Smith,
Boyden Sparkes, Robert Spero, S. Spring, J. S.
Spargo, Commander J. T. G. Stapler, Captain G.
Steele, Jr., Newton I. Steers, Charles Steiner,
Chas. Steinman, M. Samuel Stern, E. C. Stokes,
Charles Stombaugh, Melville E. Stone, J. E.
Storey, F. Leland Stowe, Jacob Straus, H. C.
Stuart, Major General Charles P. Summerall. Al.
Suchman, E. F. Supple, Paul C. Sweinhart. Her-

Bayard Swope.
Talley, Senor Don Manuel C. Tellez,
Paul H. Terry, L. E. Thompson, Harry Thoms,
Howard F. Thurber, Paul A. Tierney, Commander John Towers, George Trilling, E. Lee
Trinkle, H. Tugander.
Amedee J. Van Buren, W. VanderVeer, Monbert

Truman

Van de Vyvere, A. Van Santvoord, Dr.
Karl von Lewinski.
Lt.
Leigh Wade, Byron S. Waite, Herman
Waldeck, John Waldron, Harley Walker, Joseph
Walsh, J. Henry Walters, Frank Ward, Kenneth
K. Ward, Albert Warner, Lt. Linton Wells,
Captain W. H. Wells, Joseph Weinstock, Howard Wheeler, J. L. Whittle, Arthur Whyte, Curtis D. Wilbur, Frederic William Wile, Dr. Orrin
D. Wil iams,
S. Wightman, George Willett, H.
Frank R. Wilson, Guy Wonders, P. L. Wcodhull,
Percy E. Woodward,

New York

She will
a brief visit with her mother.
return about December 1 to make her first
Hal Roach production.
jfc

O

sieur

Grauman’s Chinese Theatre Underway
Sid Grauman, assisted by Anna May
Wong, Chinese actress, fastened together
the first steel beams for Grauman’s new
Chinese Theatre at the McClintick-Marshall Company’s steel fabricating plant.

Theda Bara has

Continued from page 35)

McGowen,

coe

W.

^

William Beaudine

Pathe News Dinner
(

seau,

*

Dix Hurt in Auto Crash
Richard Dix, Paramount star, and his
father, E. B. Dix, were injured in an au-

man

the

over the

open about Christmas.

W am pas Hears Sol Lesser
The Wampas held the most successful
meeting in some time last Monday at The

Priscilla

lost the suit

*

Curl,

from

is

E. Johansen is building a 900-seat
theatre at 3928 South Western avenue at
Mr. Johansen expects to
a cost of $35,000.

has a seating capacity
of
1,400.
The
opening
“What
attraction
was
Fools Men,” a First National picture featuring Lewis Stone and Shirley Mason.
Fred Miller, after being two years away
from the theatrical world, is back in harness again with the opening of the beautiful new Figueroa theatre.
Mr. Miller was
formerly owner of Miller’s theatre and
later the California.
This is a neighborhood house located at Figueroa and Santa
Barbara. It has a seating capacity of 1,650
and is one of the finest of Los Angeles
picture houses.
The formal opening took
place Friday night, with the premiere of
Cecil DeMille’s picture, “The Road to
Yesterday.”

several acts
started off

and

W.

secretary - manager. The new theatre is midway between Hollywood
and Beverly, and

*

in

Price,

for ap-

JaW and E. E. Paramore,
was awarded $2500 damages.

Inc.,

Alice Calhoun,
vice president, and
J.

Sennett

28, 1925

List of Guests Joining

R.

Mack

M. Hansen, president of
Hansen

Joseph

5j«

Ben Turpin was operated upon

2*C

Mark

Theatres,

of the picture.

pendicitis at Santa Barbara Friday
on the road to recovery.

burg was master
of ceremonies and
introduced

Production started today on Harry Langinitial
First National production,
“Nobody.” Alice Calhoun will be heroine
don’s

November

*

Harmon Yaffa,
Owen D. Young.
C. F.

L.

Wyand.

Lieut. -Comm.

S.

S.

Yeandle,

Zittel

Seider Denies Move “Will
99
9
Clip Cohen s Wings
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

Nov. 17. In an open letJoseph M. Seider last week
denied that there is ‘any foundation to the
assertion that appeared in a regional trade
ter to the trade,

The

question of the legality of “country
stores” in connection with motion picture
performances has been referred by the police commission to the city prosecutors to
Many of the theatres hereabouts
decide.
conduct “country stores” on certain nights
and Prosecutor
to
stimulate
business,
Friedlander has stated such stores, as a
rule, are unlawful.
5*S

Santa Fe to Cut

5jC

Time

After much propaganda on the part of
executives, the Santa Fe Railroad,
commencing November 29, has agreed to
cut nine hours from its schedule between
Los Angeles and Chicago, according to
James B. Duffy, general passenger agent.
film

paper, November 7 that “the decision to cooperate with Mr. Hays is a move, to clip
the wings of Sydney S. Cohn”. He denied
that the move will “result in the parting of
the ways insofar as the close alliance between Mr. Cohn and Seider”.

Child Born to Harveys
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

17.

—George

Harvey,

advertising manager of Producers Distributing
Corporation,
has announced the
arrival of a seven and one half pound girl.

Mrs. Harvey

is

doing well.

November
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the

Camera
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R. H. C ochrane, vice-president of the Universal Pictures Corporation, was sworn in as a major in the signal reserve of the
U. S. Army recently. The ceremony was conducted by General Peter E. Traub and Captain O. A. Hess, right. Cochrane
is in center.

Blanche Sweet has just returned from New York to the
Coast where she was met by her husband, Mickey Neilan,
and escorted to their home. She is to appear in the leading role of “The Far Cry,” a First National production,
which is now under way.

Poor “turk!” But little does Fay Lanphier grieve for
his neck when she thinks of the lavish food he is
going to provide Thanksgiving Day. Miss Lanphier is
featured

in

Venus,” now

Famous

Players-Lasky’s

in production.

“American

Harvey Clark appears here as in his role of “Jake Blinn” in
“Her Cowboy Prince,” which is a Fox production. The money
on the table results from the receipts “Jake” took in at his
rodeo shows in the picture.
Buck Jones is starred in the
picture which is a Western.

Sally O’Neill was snapped bidding her Turkey Gobbler a fond
farewell. But when the day for feasting arrives it’s ten to one
that she will forget her emotions for the good fellow. She has
been named for a leading role in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Sally,
Irene and Mary.”
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(Herald Photo)
Left to right:

comedy

Harry Forbes, cameraman; Wanda Wiley, Century

Betty Welsh, character actress in Universal picCorby, director, and “Cameo,” the dog star. Miss
Wiley and the group were caught by the “Herald” camera between scenes of a new production.
star;

tures; Francis

(Herald Photo)
Left to right: Charlie Van Enger, cameraman, A. S. C.; Monte
Blue, and F. N. Murphy, chief electrician at Warner Brothers.
Monte Blue, the Warner star, a few days ago completed “The

Man

Upstairs” which was adapted from

“The Agony Column”

by Earl Derr Biggers.

Unless the camera is doing tricks Sally O’Neill found
pretty large turkey for her Thanksgiving Day
ride.
Sally is the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player in
“Sally, Irene and Mary,” with the role of Mary. Constance Bennett also appears in the film.
a

Upon

the night of the opening of “The Beautiful
City” in New York, both Richard Barthelmess, First
National star, and James J. Walker, mayor-elect of
New York, appeared in person. Here the star is congratulating

Walker on

his election.

The “Herald” has just arrived at the F, B. O. lot on the Coast.
The camera stopped clicking while Bob Custer and his cast in
“The Riding Streak” browse through the current issue. Cameraman, director and actors are looking over Bob’s shoulder
peek too.

a

to get
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,

it will appear when remodelled by Richbe known then as the Richard Thomas Studio. The
building, located at 5821 Santa Monica boulevard, Hollywood, has recently been
taken over by Thomas. His company production will begin in December upon
the completion of construction work.

Above is the
ard Thomas

A

Berwilla studio building as

(right).

It

will

“Thanksgiving Day” turkey

picture!

Left

to

right:

“Kewpie” Ross, “Fatty” Alexander and “Fat” Karr, players in Standard Comedies for Film Booking Offices distribution.

It

looks like bad tidings for the three fowl in the

photograph.

(Herald Photo)

Arturo D’Artagnan Schmidt, F. B. O. West Coast representative, and Mary Carr, star of “Drusilla With a Million,
the Film Booking special which has been given
cordial reception in many houses. The picture was taken
by a “Herald” cameraman on the Coast.

Claire Windsor in football uniform is reported to have
opened the first game of the football season at the University
of Southern California. Miss Windsor is a Metro-GoldwynMayer star now playing in “Dance Madness” with Conrad
Nagel under the direction of Robert Z. Leonard.

43
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very much gratified at his patient’s recuperative powers, has qualified his permission to Mr. Hoffman again taking up his
duties, by warning his patient to keep his
activities reduced to a minimum of effort.
*

*

*

Robertson Leaves Meador
John S. Robertson, well known director
who produced a number of outstanding
film productions in the past few years and
who also directed several of the recent
Richard Barthelmess photoplays, has withdrawn from all connection with the

Paul Yawitz (right) conceived the great idea of an interchange of jokes of Harry
Hirshfield (left), president of the Cheese Club, New York, and Glendon Alvine
(center) president of the A. M. P. A.

Yawitz Names Self Arbiter of
Alvine and Hirshfield Jokes
Thinks Funnyisms Occasionally Need Shave and Nominates
Himself Professor of Crinal Abscission With
Interchange of Humorisms

By

N

EW YORK, Nov.

17.

JOHN

SPARGO

S.

— In these days of amalgamations, absorptions,

working agreements, consolidations or what have you, it is a poor
week’s news that does not bring at least one that gives promise of

having far reaching effect. Paul Yawitz, one of the best known publicity
persons in New York, who recently deserted the films to mingle with the
beauties up at Ned Wayburn’s dancing school and see that their charms
were not overlooked by the public press, has recently effected a working
agreement which is expected to cause upheavals both in the film industry
and the socalled legitimate.

AFTER—

days and nights of laborious efoverlook the night part
Mr. Yawitz has finally succeeded in bringing about a working agreement between the
heads of the A. M. P. A. and of the Cheese
Club.
The A. M. P. A., as everybody
knows, is the organization of the publicity
men of the screen. The Cheese Club, as
the same number of people are aware, is
the organization of the press agents of the
fort

don’t

legit.

Glen Alvine is president of the A. M. P.
A. while Harry Hirshfield, the creator of
Abe Kabibble, holds down or up the same
job with the Cheese Club. Both are jokesmiths of parts and in spite of a joemiller
creeping in occasionally, both scorn the
jokebook.
Paul Yawitz, being a member of both
organizations, claims to have discovered recently that an occasional funnyism of
Hirshfield and likewise one of Alvine give
evidence of the need of a shave.
So he
conceived the idea of an interchange of
jokes, and a working agreement bringing
this about is expected to become effective

an early date.
Yawitz is to act as arbiter, or arbitrator
or something on all the jokes until the thing
gets to working smoothly.
He says the
one beginning, “It seems there were two
Irishmen, one named Pat and one named
Mike,” was the first one submitted from
both sides and went on the barred list at
at

once.

A Laugh With

the Press
Let’s have a little joy with a couple of
worlds the Morning World and the Evening World and anyone who lives close
to the film business can always have a little joy reading the reviews of most any
of the wise boys who write wise criticisms
for the daily papers.

—

—

Quinn Martin,

the

in

Morning World

week, pays his respects to Valentino’s
new picture, “The Eagle,” which, strange
After indulging
to say, he admits he likes.
in lots of rhapsodies over Rudolph’s work,
he concludes:,
“He is ideally cast. I could not have
done better with him.”
last

Which

reminiscent of the story of a
who was sent to cover
the Shawneetown flood, in which a town
was wiped out and many lives were lost.
It is a matter of newspaper history that
he started off his “B” story thus
“God help the poor people of Shawneetown. I can do nothing for them.”
And now for the Evening World of the
same day; Palmer Smith, after visiting the
Capitol theatre, makes a remarkable discovery. He says, quoting him verbatim
“Jackie Coogan’s film offering at the
Capitol this week shows that before long
Jackie is going to have difficulty in controlling his voice.
Bass notes will creep in,
but if Jackie tries to talk bass he will find
it difficult to keep out the treble.”
A lot of us saw that film without diccovering that part of it was DeForest
Phonofilm, but it must have been for
Palmer to have discovered that bass note.
St.

is

Louis reporter

sfc

afc

s|e

Hoffman Resumes Duties
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and general manager of Tiffany-Productions, Inc.,
Truart Film Corporation and Renown Pictures, Inc., has so far recovered from his
recent illness as to enable him again to
assume his duties as general manager of
the various companies.
With the understanding that

Mr. Hoffshould not over-exert himself or in
any way jeopardize his quick convalescence,
his physician, Dr. Julius Hertz, who was

man

Meador-Robertson Pictures Corporation,
according to an announcement made last
week by Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr., his attorney and personal representative.
The
latter
returned from England on the
Majestic Wednesday, following conference
in London with Mr. Robertson and the
leading British and Australian financiers
and film magnates. Mr. Bickerton also has

withdrawn

from the Meador-Robertson
organization.
All plans for the proposed film of “Queen
Calafia,” the Blasco Ibanez novel, in Nice,
France and in Spain, have been called off
insofar as Messrs. Robertson and Bickerton are concerned.
Mr. Robertson will
return to New York within the next few
weeks.
* * *

William Parker Sails
William Parker, wellknown film writer
and newspaper man who has been associated with Irving Lesser and Harry Rathner
in
the Astor Distributing
Corporation,
sailed last Saturday for London.
In addition to making a study of the foreign film
situation, Parker will write a series of
articles on foreign film production for an
American newspaper syndicate.
* * *

George Morris, who has been publicity
director of the Warners theatre since that
institution opened, has resigned that post
to take up new duties with the Warner
organization. Mr. Morris is succeeded by
Ben H. Grimm, who is wellknown in film
circles and has had a varied theatre experience both in this country and in England.
* * *

Arthur H. Sawyer, who is associated with
L. Rothafel and Herbert Lubin, in the
new Roxy Theatre now in the process of
construction arrived last week from Europe
on the Leviathan accompanied by Mrs.
Sawyer.
Sawyer and Roxy went abroad some
months ago to search Europe for some
S.

new ideas to be incorporated in their own
$8,000,000 enterprise.
Europe proved barren of innovations as to lighting and construction and Roxy sailed for home to put
his own into practice. Mr. Sawyer remained
to make some business settlements and is

now

at

his

poration, 383

desk at Roxy Theatres CorMadison avenue, New York

City.

*

What’s in a

There
people

is

more

credit.

instance,

*

*

Name? Ask Donald

who

Keith

numerology than most
Take Donald Keith, for
in

plavs

the

principal

role

in

“My Lady

of Whims,” a Golden Arrow
picture.
For years he struggled to gain
recognition in the studios in and about
Hollywood under the name of Francis
Feeney, but fortune refused to smile on
him. The moment he changed his name
to Donald Keith, one engagment followed
another in rapid succession until today he
is reported as one of the leading juveniles
in pictures.

*

*

*

Florence Mills, dusky entertainer and
social fad at the Plantation, who acquired
a $200,000 profit on a Florida land deal,
plans to erect a 3,200 seat theatre in the
Harlem black belt neighborhood, catering
to negro patrons.

:
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New British Firm’s Chairman

Smith Picks Four
Branch Managers,
New Booker Staff
to Exhibitors

( Special

NEW

“Jay Dee,” Familiar to Thousands in American Industry,
Is Really British by Blood and Tradition,
Eaton Says in London Address

Herald)

YORK,

in all

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

direct supervision.

The four new branch managers

Abe

are

N. Y., succeeding Charles
F. Boyd who will manage another branch;
W. G. Minder, Dallas; Harry Eskin, New
Haven, Conn., succeeding H. C. Spratly,
resigned; and John M. Sitterly, Buffalo,
N. Y. The new bookers and their branches
Eskin, Albany,

are
Dixie Graham, Atlanta C. D. Touchon, Dallas
Louis Schutt, Chicago; Leslie J. Vreeland New
John A. Downing, Boston Blanche Oviatt,
;

;

York

;

;

Ray
Albany
Scheiger,
Charles Kratz, Cincinnati
O’Toole, Pittsburgh
Wm. Porter, Cleveland Gladys Libby, Kansas
City
George Lino. Denver Doris Maycock, Salt
Lake City J. A. Bates, Indianapolis John Daly,
Detroit
Leo Wedertz, Des Moines Zack Talley,
Miss M. E.
Charlotte
A. Teschmacher, Buffalo
Newton, Milwaukee Lucille Teuschl, Butte HerAngeles

Los

E.

J.

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

man H. Hunt, Memphis.
Frank J. Shepard has entered the sales
force in the New York exchange under
Phil Meyers management after resigning

Warner Brothers special
Carl J. Goe resigned as F.

representative.
B. O. contract

as

manager

to take a similar post

with Asso-

Exhibitors.

ciated

“ Lights of Old
Broadway ” Opens
at

—

( Special

YO

T) '

Loew

State

Exhibitors Herald')

to
T

'

opened

Loew

at the

close

run

it

State theatre yesterday.

the

Williams English by Parentage
I decided to come into the

“When

liams, because he is English by parentage
and I may incidentally say is married to

premiere of Miss
Davies in her first
starring vehicle
Metro-Goldfor

was

London

Fails in

Move

to

will

do any harm, even

in inference, to the best

British ideals.”

Get World Opening

EW

to

Coincide

ivith

Irene

YORK,

Nov. 17.— “Lady Windermer’s Fan,” Warner Brothers picture, will have its world premiere in New York about De-

large

Old
Broadway” which reproduces

New York

dance

professional

in his

and

will

be

City of the “Seventies”, has already opened
many key cities throughout the United
States, including Los Angeles where it is
now in its fourth week, San Francisco.

social life
invited.

Milwaukee and Washington.

will

German Director Now
at Fox Coast Studio

lowed by dancing,

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 17. Herman Bing,
co-director of “The Last Laugh” and “Siegfried,” has arrived here as the advance
guard of the Murnau contingent, which
will make a number of pictures for the

to time the premiere with Miss Rich’s visit
there, but Warner Brothers decided upon
York ina debut for the picture in
stead, particularly since it has been de-

New

clared on the Coast that “Lady Windermere’s Fan” is the best picture Lubitsch
has directed since he came to America.

With Miss Rich

there

as hostess

be

a

Regular $2 Dividend
Declared by F.P.-L.

revue

during dinner,

—

will be host at a din-

Casa Lopez in Fiftyfourth street and the first preview of the
Oscar Wilde classic will follow. Two hundred persons active in the industry and in
* ner

patronage.
“Lights of

Fox company.

name implies, a British national one. It
make British pictures; it will conduct
its business in a British way and it will
propagate on the screen nothing which will

its

Voted Premiere of
“Lady Windermere’s Fan”

yiNCENT LOPEZ

held at the Capitol
it
theatre where

HOLLYWOOD,

“But in this connection I want to say
most emphatically that every penny of the
capital of this company is British.
Every
shareholder is British and (save for Mr.
Wililams who is really British by blood
and tradition) all the directors are British.
In fine, the company is exactly what

cember 1 instead of in London despite the desire of the British
capital to have the opening there while Miss Irene Rich, the “Mrs. Erlynne” of the cast, is on a visit there. Instead, the opening will coincide
with the arrival of Miss Rich in New York, and a print of the Ernst
Lubitsch production is expected this week from the Coast.

New York

a

the widest sense.

New York

N

LTnited States.

attracted

film

business for the very serious purpose of
trying to found an industrial concern capable of competing with America, I unhesitatingly sought the help of Mr. J. D. Wil-

and because he has always nurtured the
idea of a British film producing industry
which shall be an international factor in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

houses
throughout the
Loew

wyn-Mayer

S.

Rich’s Visit There

the

all

17.

associated with this company.
But one
has to realize that commercial and technical perfection in films in the business sense
has been brought to perfection in the
United States, and that it would be folly
for us not to seek the help and knowledge
of an expert in the widest sense in all the
matters that pertain to the successful foundation of such a gigantic enterprise.

of a week’s
will be pre-

sented at

The

Nov.

is

appearing in “Lights of Old Broadway,”

Following

— News

from London that J. Dixon Williams,
W., is managing- director of British
National Pictures, Limited, organized for the purpose of erecting huge
studios for the making of British pictures for a world market, would
scarcely raise a ripple here were it not remembered that J. Dixon Williams is none other than our own J. D. Williams, or “Jay Dee” as he is
familiarly known by thousands of American film men.
Eaton and Williams Detail Plans
At a recent luncheon at the Hotel Metropole, London, speeches were
made by George T. Eaton, chairman of the board of directors, and Mr.
Williams detailing the plans of British National Pictures, Limited. During the address, Mr. Eaton explained Mr. Williams’ association with the
company. He said in part
“Some people may lay stress upon the
an English girl, because he knows every
angle of the film industry as few men do
fact that Mr. J. D. Williams, an American,

r

1

YORK,

White Hall Court, London,

3

He also named
Exhibitors organization.
four branch managers to fill vacancies.
As before announced, Pathe will continue
to handle the physical distribution of Associated Exhibitors product but sales control and sales service will be under Associated’s

As Expert

Praises Williams

Nov. 17— Bookers to
Pathe exchanges to handle the
bookings on Associated Exhibitors product were appointed by E. J. Smith with
one of the first strokes of his pen as new
general sales manager of the Associated

work

45

fol-

(

o f
broadcasting
the event and finally the presentaLopez’ ortion.
chestra will provide the music
the
throughout

NEW

London had
to

be

able

—

YORK, Nov. 17. At a meeting
today the board of Directors of
Famous Players-Laskey Corporation declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2
per share on the common stock, payable
January 2, 1926, to stockholders of record
at the close of business on December 15,

held

evening.

hoped

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Irene

Rich

1925.

:
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Right: Crowd waiting in rain before the Mark Strand theatre, New York, for the appearance of Rudolph Valentino, star
of “The Eagle,” for the start of the picture’s showing there. Left: Arthur Kelly, treasurer of United Artists Corporation, Rudolph V alentino, star of “The Eagle,” United Artists picture, Carl Edouardes, conductor of the Mark Strand orchestra, and Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the Mark Strand, in Plunkett’s office before “The Eagle” began showing.

Europeans Thrive Despite Poor
Theatres, Says Pawley
Sow Thousand Climb Eight

Flights Into Illy Ventilated Hall to See

Picture. Declares Pro-Dis-Co Executive

,

Home

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

—

EW

YORK, Nov. 17. One thousand Germans in Berlin climbed
eight flights of stairs, paid admission prices ranging from two marks
(48 cents) to five ($1.20) and crowded into a small, poorly ventilated
hall to see “Charley’s Aunt,” enjoying the picture as much as Americans
do, Raymond Pawley, first vice-president and treasurer of Producers Distributing Corporation, said on his arrival in America after two months in
Europe.

M OTION PICTURES

are

the

amuse-

ment of the so-called “masses” in
Europe as well as in the United States,
Pawley said. Business is good in London,
Paris and Budapest, in big
towns, but usually
under the handicap of primitive
theatre equipment,
he found.
“In the United

cities

and small

the exhibitors there

Kingdom and on
the

Continent the

motion
theatre

poor

picture
is

a pretty

affair,”

ley said,

Paw-

“and to a

very large extent
can be likened to
those of the Unitof
a
States
ed
dozen years ago.
entire
the
In
United Kingdom one finds only about four
theatres comparable in size to the Strand
one each in London, Cardiff, Liverpool
Excluding the Gaumont
and Glasgow.
Palace in Paris, now operated by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, I believe the only house
on the Continent that approximates this
class of theatre is the Ufa Palace in Ber-

—

lin.

Calls Exhibitors Unenterprising

Modern presentation of pictures is practically unknown in Europe, he declared,
attributing that
ing exhibitors.

European

unenterprisfound that the average

condition

He

showman

to

“seems

satisfied

to

give his audiences just as little as possible
the
that
holding
money,”
for
their
European exhibitor “has to learn, as those
of America did some years ago, that the
development of their business depends
largely upon
a well-balanced program,
with appropriate music; better and bigger
houses comfortably equipped and well

managed.”

While excusing the exhibitor overseas
for laying aside such problems under the
greater stress of fighting the World War,
Pawley held there is nothing in present
conditions to prevent Europe from making
progress along the same lines Americans
followed.
There is a “hands off” policy
in Europe at present, he said, a feeling that

know

just as well,

if

not better, than Americans, what their public wants, though Reginald Ford is trying
to make American methods the standard
in Paris, Rachmann in Berlin and Somlyo
in Budapest.
Of the “kontingent” plan in England
Pawley said considerable opposition had
been voiced there against foreign productions but that at no point did he find “important exhibitors interested in this anti-

Associated Exhibitors Will
Distribute
( Special

NEW

“White Mice”
to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Nov. 17.—AssoExhibitors will distribute
“White Mice,” in the second group
of 16 productions to be released
next month. “White Mice,” featuring Jacqueline Logan and William Powell, is a Pinellas Film
picture adapted from the Richard
Harding Davis story of the same
ciated

title.

Cuban troops were used in the
battle scenes through the courtesy
of the Cuban government, as the
story is laid in Havana and Matanza; prison scenes were taken at
the old Spanish fortress, Havana
harbor, and the locations provided
an opportunity for color photography. A press book in colors is
a part of the advertising campaign
of Robert E. Welsh.

American movement.” He declared British exhibitors like American pictures because they are relatively inexpensive and
generally of better quality and because the
showmen are making money with them.
Good progress has been shown already
United Kingdom in the organization
of Producers Distributing Company, Ltd., a
subsidiary, Pawley said, calling the appointment of A. George Smith as managing director a happy choice.
in the

Pawley visited London and Pro-Dis-Co‘s
seven branch offices in the United Kingdom, met the directors of National Film
Company, Pro-Dis-Co’s contracting distributor, in Berlin, inspected theatres
Vienna and studied the distribution
Hungary, Austria and Rumania.

field in

“Ko-Ko’s Thanksgiving”
Plays in 94 First Run
Houses Week of Nov. 22
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Nov.

Red

Thanksgiving,”

17.

— “Ko-Ko’s

Out-of-the-Inkwell release, will play in 94 first run theatres the week of November 22, Edwin
Miles Fadman, president of Red Seal, announced.
Max Fleischer, maker of the

famous clown

Seal

pictures,

was

called

upon

to

prepare an elaborate film for Thanksgiving
following the success of “Ko-Ko Celebrates,” the Fourth of July production, and
Brock again was detailed to do the handpainting.
Theatres which will play the

Thanksgiving picture include
Rivoli

and

Rialto,

New

York;

Metropolitan,

Boston; Finkelstein & Ruben houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth; Grauman’s Metropolitan, Los Angeles; Quimby, Fort Wayne; Vendome, Nashville; Capitol and Adams, Detroit,
Newman, Kansas City; Wisconsin, Milwaukee;
Sea’s Hippodrome, Buffalo; Miller, Wichita; Missouri,, St. Louis; Queen, Houston; Palace, Dallas;
Granda, Los Angeles; Rialto, Denver; Liberty,
Portland, Ore., and Liberty, Seattle.

The color display is called
lavish in this latest picture.

Kennedy Goes

to

even more

Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND,

Nov. 17.—Jas.

D. Kennedy, manager of the Apollo theatre, has gone on a trip to the West Coast
and will spend most of his time in Los
Angeles. Mr. Kennedy has been manager
for Charles M. Olson’s amusement enterprises for 11 years and has a record of 17
years of service with various theatres.

Talmadge Parent Dies
(Special

to

HOLLYWOOD.

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 17.— Fred L. Talmadge, father of Norma and Constance
Talmadge, died Friday at the age of 56.
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THE THEATRE

Q^AjJ)epartment of Practical Showmanship

Powers Invades Yale-Army Camp
Game

10,000 Stunt Programs Distributed at
Football has this year outgrown its former reputation.
has entered the showman’s field. Letters coming from
the East, the South, the North and the West tell of the
aid that
football
has been in 1925 to
the exploitation of
It

By the law of probability which enters the theories of advertising extensively there were many hundreds who were
interested in the theatre’s offering; and many who were
interested enough to
attend
the
theatre
that night.

theatres.

is

In no small way
the newsreel re-

sponsible for this.
But other factors
have
contributed
to the co-operative
scheme of linking
football with the
theatre.

The

PROGRAM

reproducpage

on

tion

OFFICIAL

tre at

New

in

this

de-

in

this

That means

that

ingenious

Powers

caused 10,000 people

read the
of the Bijou

to

name

theatre.

sands

Thou-

were

ested enough,

nounced, has tied up
with the Chicago
board of education
for

advertising

THE

THROUGH
SCHOOLS

the pichigh
the
of
tures
school football games

each Saturday
and shown each Saturday night at the
taken

theatre.
*

YALE
ARMY
Mh

a

IF

OF FANS

Jb*re

YOU

FAIL

dHaMritfosiNc

TO

WHO GO TO THE

JOIN

Jta^\joYMF;\r

THE

BIJOU EVERY

WEEK

interit

is

presumed, to peek
at the pages which
followed.

& Trinz,
recently an-

was

it

JLou

issue.

by an
scheme

are

1

Powers in his
which ap-

pears

people

football

Lubliner

this

letter

partment

took

the

of

prospective patrons.
* * *

cover was used at

Mr.

Pow-

He

knowledge that each
these are good
of

bright
colors on the front

the game between
Yale and the Armv
team. Approximately 10.000 of
the programs were
passed out to the
f o o t b a
fans.
“M u c h comment
was aroused ” savs

done

have

otherwise.
Football gave

games, and the

in

1

would

sands of
attending

pro-

gram bearing
design

attend
much more
regularly than they

knowledge that thou-

Haven,

The

ly
enough in their
minds that they will

advantage

Bijou thea-

Conn.

legions of them
placed the name of
the Bijou prominent-

ers his idea.

this

was made from a
program submitted
by James F. Powers who manages
Poli’s

Of those who did
not attend the theatre that night it is
safe
to
guess that

Above is reproduction of the front cover of the stunt program which
was used by James F. Powers in exploiting the Bijou theatre, New
Haven, Conn., of which he is manager. In the original the program
was very highly colored and attractive with red, blue and black.

t-

*

An

in
exhibitor
Montreal reports this
week by way of photographs that he has
used a McGill College football tieup for
exploitation of “The
Freshman.’’ Scores of
others are using football togs and football
teams to exploit the

same

picture.
*
*
*

Chicago theatre
chains are announcing newsreels of the
recent football contests in the large type
of their Sunday advertisements.
exploitaFootball
tion is succeeding in
the theatre.

?

!
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Campaign of John W. Creamer
for “The Spaniard”
1.

Set of six teaser slides started two weeks
in advance, copy changed at end of first
week; These slides were run while the

organist played “Spain.”
2.

YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU
3.

Filling a

Human Need

By George

4

Hope He’s Not Half Baked
ft
DEANS” is the name of Ruth
JD Roland’s new cow pony.
nine-tenths water.
A fish that Ruth is puzzled as to his family tree.
weighs ten pounds represents more He doesn’t seem to belong to any of
the well known families
“Lima,”
than nine pounds of pure water.
Man’s body is more than half water, yes, more than seven-tenths.
The body of a fish is more than

vance.
5.

man

jar

6.

*

Goldwyn production, is seen on
American girls, according to

screen,

7.

Tie up with Spanish teacher in high
school, bringing notice of “The Spaniard”
before all Spanish students; passes given
to the boy and girl in each class making
the greatest effort to get their lessons for
the two weeks previous to the picture
showing. Photos and rotos displayed in
Spanish room, and the Spanish club used
to pick the winners of the passes; and
the passes were presented to the students
by the class presidents. Writeups in the
school paper, as well as front page story
in the daily papers. Letter received from
Spanish club thanking me for the cooperation.

8.

Arrangements made to use Spanish
chorus from high school as a prologue.
This teaser advertisement used one week

the
the

man’s body runs short of other company’s announcement, will be given
an opportunity to see what the English
necessary chemical elements in his flapper looks like. The English girls are
body organs there is a craving, nor- being depicted by the director as the sort
mally, for that element in his food. that are seen and not heard. Whadda
If

Children require great amounts of y a mean, flappers
%
sugar in their growth. Therefore
The Big Noise
their desire for sugar foods is great.
Jfi

Upon

the scarcity of any of the

necessary elements in the body the
want of it causes physical irregularity until the balance is restored.

But
that

is

it

life

not only in the body

depends for normalty on a

balance of certain elements. It is
also true in the business of living
that a balance must be maintained.
“All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy,” the old adage runs. A
certain amount of gaiety is needed
by each individual for hi,s well be-

-fa

Charley Chase, Pathe Comedy star, has
purchased an accordion, a reproducing
piano and three ukeleles in the past three
weeks. His neighbors are now trying to
sell

him

*

*

Do

Negri’s latest starring vehicle, originally
called “The Tattooed Countess.”
That’s
what this new long sleeve style does to
motion picture titles.

Without the theatre

genus man.

Bear Watching
have gone and done it am not sorry,
meaning that I have started the theatre
herald, and am enclosing two copies.
One is of the “Laugh week”. I want

Please place
that

find

herald

a

if

I
it

Herald
Yours very

me on the exchange list.
would be without a theatre

wasn’t

for

A.

truly,

J.

the

Lukachie,

Hau-

ber theatre.

state

that

the rain each
sult

it

is

the

wow.

James Powers Reports a
Stunt for Football

In spite of

day during the week the

Season

re-

was good.

worries me is where I can get live
news to keep one column filled in the the-

The enclosed stunt is being used in connection with the big game here Saturday
and much favorable comment is heard

atre herald.

around town about

What

one of the copies I
please read the “Ramblin
In

am

enclosing
Kid,” there’s
good humor in this but of course it is
much better when one knows the people
mentioned.

I

am

this.

distributing

10,000,

which should

work out to my advantage.
Very truly yours, James F. Powers, Manager,

Conn.

Poli’s

Bijou

theatre,

New

Haven,

the Rest

Enclosed you will find full details and
photos of how I put over Paramount’s
“The Spaniard” to two days’ good business.
Trusting that this may be of help to others
who have yet to play this excellent attraction.

This exploitation was accomplished at a
very small cost.

Thanking you for past favors and trusting to be able to repay you some time, I
am cordially yours, John W. Creamer,
Strand theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.

Rittenberg’s Layouts Are
Reproduced in the

Current Issue

Exhibitors

I

to

Creamer Gets Behind
Them and the Pictures

*

Beating a Tattoo
Paramount has decided upon “A Woman of the World” as the title for Pola

I

in advance. This caused a number of letters to be written to the paper protesting
against the bullfight. One letter coming

their leases.

craving would appear that could
ing.
The theatre supplies one of not be quenched far as we might
these elements necessary to the go.

Luckachie Starts House
Organ That Will

9.

from Wellington, Kansas.

Hollywood

in

in fash-

tising.

*

Elements that compose the body
Try to Read It
include nitrogen, calcium, magnePrince Rokneddine Mirza Kedjar of
sium, sodium chloride (which is Persia will make his
initial bow to the
common table salt), hydrogen, ox- screen in “Just Suppose,” a forthcoming
ygen, silicate, carbon, and many First National picture.
Everybody’s
other such chemical elements. If pleased except the fellow who puts up the
names on the electric sign.
the body runs short of sodium
* * *
chloride (or salt) man adds a dash
They Wear High Shoes
of the stuff from the holder at dinWhen “ The Reason Why," a Metroner to his potatoes, corn or meat.
It evens up the supply.

sold on the picture.
Arrangements made for display

ionable ladies ready-to-wear store; first
time ever given over to foreign adver-

the

or fish.

*

Lattice work display in lobby for a week
in advance. Behind this display was con-

cealed a phonograph, and a late Spanish
record was played between shows as the
audience passed out.
Everyone looked
to find the source of the music, and were

—

It
may
But there are other materials “Chile” or “Navy.”
Ruth to learn that he belongs to
that are found in the body of either
“Mexican Jumping” bunch.

Illuminated banner used in rear of auditorium for two weeks in advance.
3.000 rotos used, back page sold with a
nice profit. These distributed from house
to house and in cars.
Painted lobby mirrors 10 days in ad-

I’m sending along some original layouts
so that you may get an idea of the care
and pains involved in the preparation of
my newspaper ads. Results justify my efforts.
If I did things differently my ads
would be set like the rest of those on the
page.

Did

ever occur to you that comparavery few, theatre managers are
mark in preparing copy? Of
course, some fellows get by because they’re
fortunate enough to have an artist working
for them. And even those fellows are not
always capable of submitting ideas to an
artist for execution. They permit the artist
to do everything except take credit for his
it

tively few,
up to the

good creative work.
Arnold S. Rittenberg, Fulton
sey City, N.

J.

theatre, Jer-

!
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House Organ
Exchange

Gentlemen

What

Is

Your Pleasure?

BENDER,

have just looked over the amount of money that we spend from
to month for the cover design on our monthly magazine. These
cuts can be used for the same months and in some instances most any
month in other theatres throughout the country and I was wondering
if we couldn’t dispose of them through some of the theatres who publish a magazine similar to ours.
Why not start a department whereby these or similar cuts might be
exchanged or sold outright as the case might be? Any publicity you
might accord this suggestion will be very much appreciated.
With kind regards I am very truly yours,
FRED S. MEYER, Managing Director, Palace theatre, Hamilton, Ohio.
NOTE: The Herald will welcome suggestions from others regarding Meyer’s
plan.
Undoubtedly many exhibitors will be eager to co-operate in such a service
I

month

have other good sug-

as that outlined in the letter above, while perhaps others will
gestions to offer for a similar plan. Write your own idea!

E. E., Falls theatre, Cuyahoga Falls, O.
A. R., Olympia theatre, Cleveland,

BAIR,

Ohio.

BENTLEY, FLOYD

Kelso Amusement Co.,

E.,

Kelso, Wash.

BROWNING, HARRY, Olympia

theatre.

New

Haven. Conn.

HUBERT,

E.

Metropolitan
Va.

H.,

Morgantown, W.
BURNS, FRANK H„
Orlando,

Orlando

theatre,

Enterprises,

Fla.

DALEY, THOMAS

Schlne Amusement Co.,

S.,

Gloversville, N. Y.

EVELAND, EARLE, Twin

Opera House,

City

McConnelsvilte, O.

FAWKS,

E.

Photo Phone theatre, Gra-

L.,

Tex.

ford,

GARDNER, HUGH

T.,

Orpheam, Neosho,

Mo.

GAULT,

American theatre, Oakland,

C.,

J.

Cal.

GILL, R.

Strand theatre. Honey Grove,

A.,

Tex.

GLASER, WILL

Grand

J.,

theatre, Fairbanlt,

Minn.

HAMBURGER,

Port-

theatre,

Circle

M.,

F.

land, Ore.

HARLEY, ALONZA,

Where Newsreel
Works With Daily
Raleigh Nichol, Los Angeles staff
man of Kinograms, has located his
office in the editorial

rooms of the Los

Angeles Times, in order that the service of the newsreel may be more expeditious.
In his point of vantage now
he reads the account of the happenings with the same rapidity that do
the newspapermen.
In his position
likewise he has the use of various telegraph services employed by the Times.

Internation Newsreel
Enters Football Tieups
service on local football games
inaugurated several weeks ago by the International Newsreel is proving a great
success in all sections of the country.
Prints of the leading football games in each
locality, taken by the International News-

Special

various

reel’s

territorial

cameramen, and

rushed to the screens for night showing,
are proving great drawing cards for International Newsreel exhibitors, it is reported
by R. V. Anderson, sales manager.
In Boston, Richard Sears, International
Newsreel representative, has been doing ex-

work in filming the Harvard games
and rushing them to the screens in that
territory.
Between the halves of the
games, sandwich men walk around the stadium and mingle with the crowds before
and after the game, announcing the showcellent

ing of the pictures that night at the leading
theatres.

New

York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta and other points where International Newsreel has cameramen and
In

We saw
were well

Cordially yours,
atre,

Attendants
enclose a dodger we got out on “Capital
Punishment” the Preferred picture which
we ran on election day, which was also
during district court week here.

JUDD, TORREST
Mo.

LITTLE, T.

Majestic

L.,

A.

Hauber

J.,

Wolverine theatre, Saginaw,

M.,

Mich.

MASSEY, EARL

D.,

Texas theatre, Killeen,

I«X.

MOCK, CARL

56th Str««t theatre, Phila-

F.,

delphia, Pa.
A.,

Marion Theatre News,

Neb.

bluff.

theatre,

Lexington, Ky.

prepared and

slides are

PIERCE, HOWARD 0., Kunsky
EnL, Detroit, MichPOPE, CLEM, T & D theatre, Oakland,

Theatrical

dent of the Motion Picture theatre Owners of America in which exhibitors are
urged to lend their support by showing
the slides which appeal to the public to
Cross.

E. H., Liberty theatre,

RANDALL,
Ore

EDWIN B„

RIVERS,
Mian.

South Slain
Los Angeles, Cal.

SOLOMO^H.V* Strand

theatre,

Miss.

§ORG,

.

theatres,

McComb,

lud.

STIEFEL,

Roxboro

S.,

The

STILES,

The

J. H.,
Dalles, Ore.

WEINBERG,

New

I.,

theatre, Philadelphia,

Dalles

Amusement

...
Lyric

and

F. C.,

Cross in times of peace as well as in
times of war.
has a big task to face in

its

ef-

to alleviate suffering and funds
are needed to carry out this work of

fort

-

Rose theatre, Colfax, Wash.

Ohio

thoatre, Cleveland,

WHEELER, ED
Ohio.
_
WHITBECK, FRANK, West Coast
A.,

Dear Theatre Owner:
The American Red Cross is a patriotic movement which appeals to all
people because of the great humanitarian service rendered by the Red

Inc.,

134 Leavenworth

WILSON,

T.

S.,

WOODWARD,
Amusement

Co.,

.

theatres,

Lexington, Va.

WESKIL,

follows

„
vgt\

,

theatre,

liffMson

H.,

J.

Duluth,

theatre,

Rialto- Virginia

A.,

E.

Cal.

Condon,

1718

Street, Royal Theatre,
SCHW1E* F. F.» Duluth

SNYDER,

Attached to the note from the Red
Cross to each exhibitor is a letter over
the signature of R. D. Woodhull, presi-

It

S„ Woodlawn thea-

Chicago.

PAYNE, EARLE HALL, Kentucky

ready for the screen.

letter

Camden,

Ark.

MacLEOD,

tre,

call.”

The

Camden,

theatre,

NICHOLS, DON, Durham Amusement Company, Durham, N. C.
OSTENBERG, J. H., Orpheam theatre, Scotts-

the American
for November
11 to 26. Exhibitors are receiving five slides
to be shown during the time of the “roll

Red

theatre,

Glass Block, Marion, Ind.

The annual Roll Call of
Red Cross has been fixed

join the

De-

Prospect, Kansas City,

E.,

S. C.

LUKACHIE,

MOSS, EDGAR

Woodhull Letter
Asks Exhibitors
to Aid Red Cross

These radio mat

theatre.

KOBLEN, M., Scout theatre, Oakdale, La.
KRAMER, LOUIS P., Lubliner & Trinz
Theatres, Inc., 307 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

MURPHY, HAROLD

come

I

Henry Reeve, Star The-

Menard, Tex.

hibitor, who welcomes the crowds
pile in to see the films of the local

Reeve Contributes Idea
for Tieup With Court

that the court attendants

If this question of capital punishment
ever comes up before the voters of any
state, as it bids fair to do the next few
years or so, this picture will be a mighty
It is good.
strong card for exhibitors.
Very gripping and packs a strong wallop
in the prologue and ending.

mercy.

high-lights.

it

dosed with these and it did
to do rather exceptional busi-

quite a bit
ness for the picture.

laboratory facilities, similar stunts are being accomplished, to the delight of the ex-

which
game’s

to

Valentine

O.

fiance,

St.,

_
Theatres,

San Francisco,

Seelye theatre, Abilene, Kan.
KENNETH V., Penn-State
Pa.

Co., Unlontown,

Entry of name in above
willingness to exchange theatre
with other theatre publishers.

list

signifies

publications

Every adult American should bea

member

of the

Red

Cross.

purpose, the annual Red
Cross Roll Call will be held from November llth-26th. During this Roll
Call the Red Cross is desirous of en-

For

this

rolling as

many members

as possible

and towards that end solicits the cooperation of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners in their program.
Will you therefore lend your support by showing the enclosed slides
of appeal on your screen at your
performances during that time, as

well

as

otherwise

aiding

the

local

committee in this work.
Assuring you of the appreciation of
the American Red Cross for your
valued cooperation and that of our
National Organization, I am.
Cordially yours, M. P. T. O. of
America, R. D. Woodhull, President.

—
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I will put on a Spanish Buil
Fight in Chillicothe soon, and
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Senor Cortez. “B” care of

Chillicothe Constitution.

01
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will be interested in finding a
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1
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Argues Against Bullfight
r
In another pajt _<>£ this; ggpea^ap-

1

|

'

'•TtH WB *
(

-mail
rr ‘»t+
k

SOLlNE

brought a large

•nhirihei'

(if

li;t-

a

remqnstraUng

a hull
fight being held in CJhflUcothe.T The
*,-ns,

CLOTH tO

TW"

-agaiast

Constitutino would lilte.to hear from
other “readers -'TaiJrejard .todhis.
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Its
producer*
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let-*

Write and

(

p»f« r,u

bcforo

"’R u
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TV

l
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tell,

us

what you
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r rl

MlU«‘»* JTT.\-\sho
imp"*'"

If

tile
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-Cohstitution, "sign
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Public Statement

In regard to adv. stating- that a
Bull Fight would be held here, w L>
wish to state that while it is the Na-

“bout

P
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t
,n

°,

coln®

lo

tb,"'”'"

tional

**"*

tie

nb 'i*Zt
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r

3
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.

t«p

sport of the

Spaniard,

would rather not have a

real

Bull ‘Fight held in Chillicothe.

we
live

What

do you say?

Committee

20-lt.

of Citizens.
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Hot.
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SATISFIED

Ricardo Cortez

21-lt
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1

Vm*n, o" p
B
you MUST«°

me

you can see me as the
matadur in two bullfights in the Paramount Picture, “The Spaniard” comIjng to the Strand Thursday and Friday Oct. 29-30.
to say that

l

2’!«tu U

live bull fight

*'.o

“"•"'“““’’"“‘I
d
..u™Vk<S** •?

you object to a

Jieing held in Chillicothe, perr»it
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is further evidence of the exploitation of the Strand theatre, Chillicothe, Mo., by John W. Creamer. It
appeared in a local paper during a
period of one week.

.tocklnip.
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i,
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gofldcnc*

<

.(ford*

Warners Sign Three
Writers; Borrow One
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
— Warner
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.
to

17.

WHAT THE HAUBER HAS DONE

IN A PUBLICATION WAY:
A. J. Lukachie, manager of the Hauber theatre, Camden, Arkansas,
wrote a letter to the “Herald” a few weeks ago which was printed in
this department.
In it it was suggested that a name be supplied to
him with ideas for a theatre publication. Later he made good his
ambitions to print a house organ with the issue which appears at the
top in the above reproduction. As it will be noted Lukachie has
followed the style of the “Exhibitors Herald’s” model house organ.

Brothers have signed two new writers,
have re-signed one who has been under
contract, and have borrowed one from
Universal.
The new writers are Byron
Fov, eldest son of Eddie Foy, and Ewart
Adamson. Foy will create gags for Syd
Chaplin’s use in making “Nightie Night,
Nurse,” and Adamson will devote his time
Darryl Francis Zanuck
to scenario work.
has signed a new long-term contract to
Scott
Warners.
write exclusively for
Darling, gag man, has been borrowed
from LTniversal to work with Chaplin.

:

:
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Big Increase Seen
in Export of Film
for ’25

and Cameras
(Special from Department of

WASHINGTON,
Valued

D.

at $214,507 the

Commerce)

C.,

number

Nov. 17.—
of cameras

exported from United States in September,
1925, is double that of September, 1924. Although the exportation of negatives for
September of this year have shown a heavy
decrease that of positive film shows an increase of more than 2,000,000 linear feet.
For the first nine months of the year there
has been a substantial increase in exports
over the same period of 1924. England,

though receiving
than previously,
market.

less
is

by

film in September
far the greatest

For September, 1925, 169 motion picture
machines valued at $31,274 were exported
as

122 valued

against

same month

at

for

$27,956

the

last year.

Golfers

Lay Barrage;

Haag Takes First Prize
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

TORONTO, ONT,

Flying
Nov. 17.
and golf balls formed a barrage that
made the Lakeview Golf Club course here
as dangerous as No Man’s Land during the
turf

annual golf tournament. The entire course
was a hazard. Clair Hague, general manager of Canadian Universal, won special
news mention for making the round armed
only with a midiron and putter. He started
with 12 new balls and finished with one
ball. That he found in the rough near the
eighteenth hole. Some of the players competing, other than those mentioned below in
the list of winners, were
M. Milligan, general manager of Famous-Lasky
Service, Ltd.; Sam DePass, J. Mclnervey,
Tom Benson, H. Bullen, Ben Murphy, J. Hunter,
Quarrington,
T. O’Neill and Jack Arthur.
J.
Film

The winners
Low

are

—

net score
1st prize, Leo Haag, FamousLasky Film Service, 82; 2nd, Ronald McClelland,
Capitol theatre, Toronto; 3rd, Tom Brady, Producers Distributing Corporation.
Low gross score Tom Chisholm.

— Charles Dentelbeck, projec—
score on short hole — Tom Bragg, compFamous
Canadian

Largest

par

tion chief of

Long

holes

Famous Players Canadian Corp.

troller of

Short

score

manager Beach

Long

score

on

Players
long hole

Corp.
—-Harvey
Williams,

theatre, Toronto.

on

any

hole

— Henry
—

Nathanson,

Regal Films, Limited, Toronto.
Short score on sealed hole Harry
Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Sedgwick,

Coal Scarce , Exhibitor
Heats Theatre with Wood
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

TROY,

N.
Y,
Nov 17.—The Rose
theatre here is heated with cordwood as
a result of the coal shortage that obtains practically all over the Northern
part of New York state.
Hard coal is
very scarce in Albany, Troy and Schenectady.
The three Berenstein houses,

two in Albany and one in Troy, have
been equipped with oil burners in consequence of the shortage.

“Beautiful City” Opens
to

Overflow Houses

( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald )

17.-— The first show“The Beautiful City” here last week
was marked by the personal appearance of
Richard Barthelmess, star in the First National picture, the appearance of Mayorelect James J. Walker and a turnout of al-

YORK,

Nov.

ing of

most 2,000 persons at the clubhouse of the
Grand Street Boys Association.
Many
were turned away.

SOME VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS OFFERED BY
BERG: The

A.

S.

RITTEN-

Fulton theatre, Jersey City, N. J., is a well advertised
house.
The evidence of that appears in the reproduction here. In
the copy at left top Rittenberg’s instructions to the composition men
in the printing shop are shown.
According to Rittenberg’s letter all
of his advertisement copy bears just such coherent instructions.
At
right top appears an ad which has been run in the newspaper for “The

Gold Rush.”
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MANAGER

LEFT:
PUBLICITY
of the Colonial theatre, Green Bay, Wis., devised this novel display for “The Iron Horse,” Fox picture. Center: Usherettes Godard’s J Street theatre,
Sacramento, Cal., attired in old-time costumes during the showing of “The Iron Horse.” Right: Truck carrying
24-sheets advertising “The Iron Horse’” for Godard’s J Street theatre.

FACSIMILE LOCOMOTIVE

built

on a Ford chassis and used to

Fox production “The Iron Horse” during its showing at the
Fox Terminal theatre, Newark, N. J., Fox American, Paterson, N. J.,
and Fox Liberty, Elizabeth, N. J. The name “Terminal” on the car is
exploit the

on

a

removable

strip.

WELLS FARGO EXPRESS BUILDING ERECTED

CHILD GUESTS
Sacramento Bee

at the

of

the

showing

of Fox’s “Iron Horse” at the J.
Street theatre, Sacramento, Cal.

on the main street of the Fresno fair grounds,
Fresno, Cal., to exploit “The Pony Express,” Paramount production. The stage coach in the rear at right
was driven about the grounds during the day and through the city at night as a ballyhoo. A girl in attendance at the express office distributed souvenir stills of the players featured in the production.

November
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im-tmM sum than The
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<

PANIARR<1

IN PARIS A
man walked

YOUNG BOY

and

the boulevards with
no sign to advertise the showing
a

of

“William

Tell.’’

STRAND

THE LOBBY DISPLAY AT
THE Strand theatre, Pasadena,
for the United Artists production “Sally of the Sawdust.”
Cal.,

THERE’S NO

WONDER THAT

the people in Chillicothe, Mo.,
at the Strand theahad executed such exploitation as this.

knew Paramount’s “The Spaniard” was playing
tre after

At

John W. Creamer
is shown a trellis

the left

built

by Creamer.

AN IMPRESSIVE THEATRE FRONT
tion

campaign

for

“The

resulted in the exploitaIron Horse” when it was shown at the

Strand theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

A COLLEGE BOY
by

McGill

College

ballyhoo used

band

when

Pathe’s “The Freshman” played at
the Capitol, Montreal.
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Short Feature Association Starts Drive
January 1926, Designated “Laugh Month;”
Funds Are Being Raised to Aid Exhibitors

help his directors have been giving a
feature productions.
Robert Kerr,
director of the Van Bibber comedies,
has started filming “A Trip to

“Laugh Month” will be celebrated during January, 1926. Such has been
designated for the first month of the new year by the newly organized Short
Feature Advertising Association. It will he the new organization’s first big

Chinatown,” the first of the Charles
Hoyt plays to go into production.
This will be a feature length comedy,
with Margaret
Livingston,

,

function.

A committee composed of Gordon White, chairman, Nat Rothstein, Paul
Gulick, Julian Solomon, John D. Hill, Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, and P. A.
Parsons has been named to plan the exploitation of “Laugh Month.”
Julian

Solomon

devoting his

is

entire time to the idea.

It is his

pur-

pose to provide exhibitors and newspapers with ideas for the general
exploitation of the month as one of

good

idea is soundly founded on
the principle that the first month of
the year

which laughs
should be cultivated and to cultivate the laughs the remedy, “Comis

the one

in
;

edy,” is offered. No other month in
the year is so appropriate in regard
for box office receipts, the midtheatrical season and new year’s
resolutions.

These men are making a great
to

bring “Laugh

Month”

to

the cognizance of the people who
enter the theatre. In their effort
they are soliciting funds from the
short feature producing and distributing companies.
The funds raised

be expended with the exhibitors’
welfare in mind. The showman will
reap the reward.
Therefore any
opportunity that arises for the showman to co-operate in the exploita-

will

“Laugh Month” should be
welcomed by him.
But a short time, comparatively,

tion of

remains for the exploitation of the
drive.
Because of that it is imperative that exhibitors get behind it and
boost short features. Boost “Laugh
Month’ for January!
Incorporate
the “laugh” angle into the newspaper advertising.
Within a few days Exhibitors
Herald will have arranged a complete service of suggestions to exhibitors for their advertising.
By
the Herald’s suggestions the exhibitor will not find it necessary to

increase
costs.

J.

Farrell

Woods

January will be here one month following the date of this issue. In
one month much can be done but it

in

MacDonald

the cast.

AMUSEMENTS, M-.
SOCIETY and

C .>

c

S

;

is necessary to waste no time in the
preparation for the drive.

\\ MORNING,

NOVEMBER

I.

1925.

cheer.

The

effort

Earle Foxe,

and Harry

his

regular

advertising

CHARLESTON DANCERS

Fox Adds Two

New

Watch them go! Like drum stadia on a drum. Whoop la! Grace
and rhythm! Dixie'g dashing, prancing exercise done right!

Units

DOUGLAS MACLEAN

With

the approval of Winfield R.
Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager of Fox Film Corporation,
George E. Marshall has added two
new production units to his comedy
staff on the Fox lot, according to
announcement from the Fox West
Coast Studios.

Lex

Neill,

Keaton

lot,

formerly on the Buster
has already started di-

“A Flaming Affair” for
Comedy series with

the
Sid
Smith and Consuela Down in the
leading roles. The other new unit
recting

Imperial

have Andrew Bennison and
Gold at the helm. They are
preparing the script on an Imperial
and will be ready to start shooting

will

Max

within a short time.
'These additions to Marshall’s staff

have been necessary because of the

What Others Think
9

EDWARD

.

HYMAN

L.
Managing Director Brooklyn

Strand

“Your ICo-Ko Song Car-Tunes and Outof-the-Inkwell subjects have struck a responsive chord' in our audiences that spells
satisfaction.
They are novel and altogether entertaining.”

The Educational advertisement shown
here is clipped from the Seattle,
Edwin Miles Fadman,

Pres.

Wash., Daily Times. It explains itproper kind of display for

self as the

short features advertising.
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A

no moving picture theatre or vaude-

Return to
the Fold

A news item during the week
shows that Mildred Harris, Stuart
Holmes, Eileen Percy and Theda
Bara have signed contracts with Hal
Roach.
It is startling.

That

is, it is

startling to those

who

have not watched the very current
development of the prestige of short
features nor the growth of the support and confidence which the producers, exhibitors and distributors
have established in behalf of the
short features.
The short feature is a child. It
is the child of the motion picture
industry. The long feature is likewise a child but there has been a
partiality obvious in favor of the
long while the short has been in
want.
One is no older than the
other unless we wish to compute a
difference of weeks.

Such

a differ-

ence does not materially matter.
It has been but a few weeks since

announcement was made by Hal
Roach that he would compete with
longer features by providing casts
and production material which
would demand great recognition.
Within the past few weeks there
have appeared other names of prominence in the two reel comedies.
Such names as Gertrude Astor,
Walter Long, Lucien Littlefield,
George Siegman, and William J.
Kelly in the press sheets of short

good news to the gentlereads with sorrow that
“another short feature player has
deserted the field to take up work
For,
in the field of long features.”
features are

man who

announcements have grown
numerous in the two years past.
such

Waite Begins
Tour of Branches
Stanley Waite, two reel comedy
sales

manager

Inc.,

left

of

Pathe Exchange,
on November

New York

8 for a trip which is to include many
His purpose is in
of the branches.
behalf of the Sennett and Roach
product.
On his tour the sales head will
visit Washington, D. C., Charlotte,
N. C., Atlanta, Ga., Memphis, Tenn.,
St. Louis, Mo., Kansas City, Mo.,
Omaha, Neb., Des Moines, la., Chicago, and Cincinnati, O.
Before beginning the excursion he
prepared an article for the Pathe Sun
in which he related for the benefit
of salesmen his views upon advertising for short features.
few of his

A

follow: “There are many
theatres that are restricted from
using certain types of features, but

words

55

ville theatre in the country can contend that a two reel comedy is not
a necessary and important factor in
its program.”

An

Epic in
Three Reels

When the Amundsen-Ellsworth
expedition into the polar country
was recorded by the motion picture
camera the amount of film required
for use in the completed picture was
far more than 3,000 feet. When cut
and titled it was under 6,000 feet and
was not of proper length to be called
a

Sbflrtdan

PANTHEON
AT
MATINEE

first

however

“THE LAST
EDITION”
A

GARDEN
C0VENTMcAVOY—
"TESHIR"
MAY

nCARPnRN
L/£AI\DUl\il

40 We8t Dtrlaloa St
Matinee Today at 1:30

CLARA BOW
ELJUOTT DEXTER
"CAPITAL PUNISHMENT"

ELLANTEE

flat loot,

DOUGLAS MAC LEAN
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"

cutting.

KNICKERBOCKER
REGINALD

DENNY
“WHERE WAS I?”

were no places where a hundred feet
would be “lopped off.” The result
is that the Amundsen Expedition is
a three reel film which tells the
story that might have used 20 reels.
the facts plainly, suddenly.
is in evidence.
The picture is an epic traveling
on a short feature ticket.
By making the press sheet on this
picture in the form of a broadside
Pathe is able to make immediate
and wide-spread distribution of it.
Owing to the character of the subject which has occupied newspaner
front pages for months, the exhibitor can make use of the advance
stories as soon as he receives the
broadside.
He may start his pub-

Pauline Garon

SATAN TS SABLES"

Superfluous film in quantities of
inches were trimmed away. There

No

,

Am

Crawford
Matinee Dally

10 S.

CRAWFORD
Low<*!l Sherman

tors would meet in adapting a picture of its length to their programs
it was concluded that the film must
be cut to sufficient length to be run
as a short feature.

It

Uneohi Aresroe
Matin ea Daily

2433

DOUGLAS MAC LEAN
"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATT5"

plated that
so and sold as a “feature” subject.
Because of the obstacles that exhibi-

its.

DU
n

iSIUllfiVAr

it

in

129

RALPH LEWIS
RAY HALLOR

was contemthe story must be classed

Care was exerted

Road

WUflUtt

•t

DAILY

long feature.

At

of

Motion Picture

Chicago . Dartmouth
FOOTBALL GAME
May Be Seen at All Lubliner
& Trint Theatres Today

LAKESIDE

REGINALD DKNNNY

"WHERE WAS

I?"
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Matinee

MICHIGAN

REGINALD DENNY

“WHERE WAS

I?”
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PARAMOUNT
DOUGLAS MAC LEAN

^

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"
4

PERSHING
%.VETaSr H
REGINALD
,

tJENNY

"WHERE WAS

STATEDtlS
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5816

Madtan

61

at 3 TO—Cant P«l)
Matinee
Uod MdMte
A1LEEN PRINGLE CONWAY
"THE MYSTIC”
,

campaign immediately upon
booking the special. Anything
about Amundsen and his flight is
welcomed by the papers because
readers are interested in this noted
explorer as well as his companion,
licity

VITAGRAPH
REGINALD

DENNY
“WHERE WAS I?”

his

WESTEND
ELAINE

C

?A

Matinee

BAMMERSTEINJ>aIZ^

"THE UNWRITTEN LAW”

WILSON
DOUGLAS

C

Ma<’ ,

/

’

Lincoln Ellsworth.
As the broadside is unfolded a
straightforward exposition of “The
Amundsen Polar Flight” and its
showmanship values is read pro-

t nd
1

„e e

D.r?^

MAC LEAN

"SEVEN KEYS TO BA L Dr ATE”

WINDSOR
REGINALD

^“

DENNY
“WHERE WAS I?”

DfTjsiQn

X

LOOP VAUDEVILLE

Then, when the center
reached, one finds 14 columns
of newsy publicity matter and a full
assortment of scene and advertising
gressively.

page

is

cuts.

Pathe reports exceptional interest
in “The Amundsen Polar Flight”
and has arranged to give this subject immediate release so that exhibitors
may cash in on the
publicity this epochal polar trip has
received and is receiving in the
newspapers.

Advertisement for all Lubliner & Trim
Chicago houses announcing the showing of pictures of the Chicago-Dartmouth football game on Sunday, November 15, the day after the game

was played.
this

the

Pictures of the Chicago-

game were also advertised in
manner and shown the day after
game was played.

Ulinois

—
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^Presentation Acts"
'‘’Presentation

Acts,”

a

department

intended to serve an extensive activity
in the

motion picture industry,

is

here-

with inaugurated in this issue.
"Presentation

Acts” hereafter will

ment which comes as the result of
popular demand. Presentation acts are
here, and apparently here to stay, and
as such should he dealt with in a manner calculated to bring greatest
the

public

he the heading of a “Herald” depart-

faction

ment which

profit to the theatre

will

be concerned

inti-

mately, expertly and interestingly with

to

and

and

satis-

greatest

to the artist.

In furtherance of this the “Herald”

that vast variety of supplementary en-

will present

tertainment which has come to com-

the news of this branch of the business;

prise an indispensable part of the pro-

information and data which will guide

grams of the larger theatres.

the theatre

The

form of addi-

genesis of this

tional-to-the-pictures

entertainment in

motion picture theatres
and important

to the

is

manager

attractions

to the selection of

proven

of

worth;

tele-

graphic reports describing the public’s
reception

interesting

weekly the highlights in

of

playing

acts

other

at

points and discussions intended to clari-

whole trade.

fy debatable features of this type of

The movement which has
the introduction

in

of

resulted

entertainment.

extraordinary

The “Herald,”

variety acts in motion picture theatres

commenced with
prologues,
setting

the presentation

the effort to

of

enhance the

and the atmosphere surround-

ing a motion picture with a personified
act,

eral

policy of progress and advance,
first

This led rapidly to a more gen-

embellishment of the pictures with

the introduction of special, acted

trade paper in the industry to in-

The

“Herald”

will

conduct

this

department in the same aggressive and

manner which has won for
leadership among the publications

enterprising
it

of the industry.

The movement has now progressed
to a point

and

We

where thousands of theatres

find their patronage insistent that the

best

the

treatment outlined.

num-

bers.

is

its

augurate this service, together with the

staged in conjunction with the pic-

ture.

in keeping with

finest talent available

he added

motion picture numbers of the
program. Presentation acts are now a

invite the interest

of theatre

managers

entertainment of a great
theatres.

number

this

new

de-

partment; likewise, the cooperation of
all

other

factors

to the

necessary and indispensable part of the

to

and attention

world who aim

in

the

amusement

to attain greater

prom-

inence and importance in this feature of

motion picture theatre entertainment.

of

This represents a develop-

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

;:
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Giant Presentation Chain Forming
Cooney Bros.
Route Offers
Forty Weeks

New York

Theatres

PRESENTATION
|

A

double truck

lication

detail

to

is

used

the

in the

house pub-

modus operandi

the Capitol production department,

by

Francis

A.

headed

Mangan and Albert

Short. The former
tation and the latter
Bros, musical staff.

is
is

of

Riesenfeld's

Classical

Impromtu

Yama Yama

director of presenchief of the Cooney

Routing Cuts Costs
Capitol presentations, the article continues
“Naturally, the Capitol theatre could not
afford to spend the thousands of dollars
necessary to create and produce such priceless settings if we were to use them but
once. Consequently, we have accepted contracts allowing the transfer of entire acts
from the Capitol theatre to a large number of other theatres, some in Chicago,
others throughout the states. Always the
sets are created and presented first of all
in the beautiful Capitol theatre.
“Thirty-six of the Keith-Albee circuit in
the East will show the Capitol creations
so will numerous Chicago theatres and
Western circuits. In addition to the fact
that by thus dividing the enormous expense
of these productions we can afford to develop more and more costly settings, we
have the added advantage now of booking
stage artists for a period of forty weeks
at a time.”

Mangan Gets Results
Presentation Director Mangan has accomplished big results since the opening of
the Capitol theatre less than a year ago.
Confronted with the task of perfecting a
production organization practically over
night, he was able to provide from the
beginning a type of stage show which has
been of great influence in the remarkable
business record of the “atmospheric” theatre.

report of last week’s show at the
Capitol is given in this issue under “Current Presentations.”

:

Jazz.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

PICTURES

I

“Marvels of Motion,” Red Seal.
“Stage Struck,” Paramount.

Chicago theatres world famous is
on to its apparent aim.
While no definite figures have been
given out,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17.— More
than 4,000 theatres in the United
States and Canada are using stage
shows of one kind or another in
connection with motion picture
programs, according to estimates
made by executives in different
The
branches of the business.
number of presentation houses is
being expanded daily as the news
of phenomenal box office receipts
traced to this source in certain instances seeps into the far corners.
Four thousand is a figure arrived at by
average of estimates varying

from one-fourth to twice that number.
Even in the big theatre organizations executives dispute as to the probable total.
In less authoritative quarters all sorts of
wild guesses are made.
•

Increase Is Certain
is

no disagreement, however, as

to the increase in the proportion of presentation houses.
Agents are learning daily
of new entrants into the field of special

entertainment requirements. New theatres
opening, practically without exception, take
immediate rank in the list of presentation
houses. Also, there are hourly reports of
reconstruction and remodeling projects designed to fit established theatres with
stages, houses closing in many instances
while this work is done.

That the presentation branch of the
dustry

in-

a state of flux, rapidly being
whipped into shape under the lash of popular demand, is generally conceded.
is

in

— Routing

carried

More Coming

There

Nov.

'

work being done by Sam Katz and
members of the presentation staff
which made the Balaban & Katz

4,000 Using
Stage Shows;

striking an

YORK,

17.

of complete presentations “bag and
baggage” over a circuit comprising
the combined Balaban & Katz and
Famous Players-Lasky theatres is
expected to result if preliminary

Pictorial.

Rivoii

E.

After dwelling upon the superiority of

A

“Capriccio Italien,” Rivoii Symphony Orchestra, Hugo Riesenfeld and
Willy Stahl conducting.

Dance, The Four
Vocal Solo August Werner,
barytone; Morlensen, The Wizard of Two
Pianos; Vocal Solo, Charlotte Woodruff,
soprano; Finale, Albert and Adele Gloria.
“My Sweetie Turned Me Down,” Harold
Ramsbottom at the Wurlitzer organ.

Corporation,

Stratford,
Chatham and other Chicago theatres, are booking acts for forty
Thirty-six of the Keithweeks.
Albee houses in the East are included in the theatres which use
presentations produced at the Capiaccording to the statement
tol,
printed in the current number of
the National Theatres Corporation
house organ.

Overture:

Rivolettes;

Capitol,

the

Will Direct
Big Circuit

(Week Beginning November 15)
|

Cooney Brothers, heads of the
National
operating

Katz Staff

Rivoii

Program

it

is

not considered un-

likely that the circuit would maintain a production in constant work
fo~ more than a year.
Sam Katz is directly in charge of the
plans expected to culminate in formation
of this circuit and it is expected that the
routing system by which presentations
have gone the rounds of the Balaban &
Katz theatres in Chicago will be closely
adhered to. This system was recently expanded to permit Lubliner & Trinz houses
affiliated with Balaban & Katz in the recent
merger to take presentation acts following
their tour of the principal B. & K. playhouses.
Acts Move Intact
It
follows that acts will be produced
originally in a kev house, probably the re-

modeled

the Chicago theatre
of the original organization.
At conclusion of the week’s run the production will be moved intact to the next
in

the

Rivoii, as in

case

stand.

Under this system an act booked becomes
an integral part of the presentation cast
and works in the routine of the show,
contributing one or more of its original
numbers as the general makeup of the
production permits. Billing usually is under the name of the production, names of
players being given on the screen along
with the introductory title.

Known Acts Wanted
Engagement of

well known acts to work
presentations being staged at this time
has given apparent credence to the belief
that the billing procedure is to be altered,
but those familiar with the record of the
Katz organization doubt this. It is brought
up that the Katz organization always has
obtained the best available talent, whether
or not names were billed, a policy in general
line
with the nothing-but-the-best
in

foundation upon which Balaban & Katz
success has grown to its present estate.
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McVickers Still Holding Them Out
Orpheum May

Paul Ash Is
Red Grange of

Take a Fling

At

Presentation

( Special

They’re calling Paul Ash, McVickers wonder money-getter, “the
Red Grange of presentation.” His

NEW

reproductions all over town, but
the things he does to the box office
line are not dissimilar to those the
Illinois star does to such lines as
are unlucky enough to get in his
Ash’s stuff is presentation in the currently accepted sense of that word. It isn’t
vaudeville, though he gets his talent from
vaudeville and has shown himself a masIf he’s fumbled a try
ter picker of acts.
since beginning at McVickers, the dud has
On the
never got to the first curtain.
other hand, he’s “made” more acts in the

leanings.
a consequence,

sheet

Ben Bernie, whose orchestra

is the
feature of the presentations staged
weekly at the Rialto, New York

Others Scout Idea

To

City.

Ben Bernie’s Music
Grows in Esteem of
N. Y. Rialto Crowds
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

—

NEW

theatres throughout
As
the country are featuring this band leader
or that in advertising campaigns modeled
upon the cyclonic one with which Balaban

YORK, Nov. 17. Ben Bernie and
Hotel Roosevelt syncopators were selected by Hugo Riesenfeld to furnish the
music when it was decided to put a jazz

&

orchestra in the Rialto here to replace the
Since the
35-niece symphony orchestra.
policy was adopted the Bernie unit has
increased in popularity each week.

Katz introduced Ash

to Chicago.

Vary-

ing results are being experienced, according to the ability of the featured person
or the ability of the exploitation man to

make him seem

able.

Has

the

Goods

Exploitation and theatre experts who
have investigated the Ash “phenomena” are
of a mind on at least one phase of the
matter.
It is agreed that Ash’s band is
at least as good as the next, whosever’s
the next may be, and there is no question about the snap and ginger Ash puts
into the delivery of their stuff. The hokum
icing he applies as he dishes out their
rythmic delicacies completes the picture.

Lee Evans’ Orchestra
Opens at Newman, K. C.
( Special

KANSAS
Evans and

to

Exhibitors Herald )

CITY,

MO.,

Nov. 17.— Lee
opened at the

orchestra
Newman theatre here November 15 in a
presentation
entitled “The Royal
his

Mounted.”
Evans works 18 men, almost all of whom
makes use of some other talent in addition to his musical ability.
Evans contributes song numbers in a good barytone
voice.

Eltinge in Picture Houses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SYRACUSE,

N.

Y„ Nov. 17.— Julian

female impersonator, has arrived
begin a series of presentations.
Bitinge’s is a song act. He works alone.

Eltinge,

here

to

17.— That

It is argued that presentation
houses are in a position to make a strong
bid for the headline acts upon which Orpheum depends for its main attraction and
that a defensive move by the vaudeville
concern is not untimely.

rejuve-

—

Nov.

general.

few months of his Chicago activity than
most impressarios turn out in a lifetime.
Ash Example Followed
Ash is perhaps the most representative

He

YORK,

persons who should be, but apparently are not, “in the know.” Both
stories are interesting.
Those who credit the idea base their belief upon the current sensational successes
scored by a number of houses using a presentation bill and the presentation trend in

way.

figure in current presentation.

Pictures
Exhibitors Herald)

the Orpheum Circuit is contemplating “taking a fling” at the presentation type of motion picture
performance is a rumor credited
and scouted with equal fervor by

hair isn't red, save in the 24-sheet

nated the ailing McVickers box office to
such an extent that the figures don’t sound
convincing. Naturally this attracted attention from the two sources necessary to
bring about widespread attempt to duplifrom exhibitors with ailcate his wares
ing box offices and band leaders with 24-

to

his

Bernie stages a show weekly introducing
performers and with his own witticisms keeping the tempo of the performance fast. He opens each show with a new
jazz overture that is in keeping with the
the

these arguments, those holding the
opposite belief point out that the present
Orheum houses have not the seating capacity to do battle with the presentation theatres and, in addition, that picture sources
are not so wide open as to encourage an
attempt of this character.
Also, it is argued that presentation
houses offer acts a minimum of four shows
daily, whereas they work but two for Orpheum, a phase of the matter that is known
to weigh heavily with the performer.

Agreements Hinted

A

view of the matter

third

who

those

claim

know

to

is

that

held by
a pretty

understanding exists between Orthe theatre managements which
would become its direct opposition under
such a revision of policy.
These people
also hold that the big vaudeville circuit is
not an organization to trouble itself greatly
about what others are getting so long as
the Orpheum houses continue to do the
business they have been doing thus far for
definite

pheum and

stage presentation, after which the artists
are introduced as they are listed on the

this

program.

Musical Troupe Held
for Indefinite Stay

“Minstrel

Week”

at

the Rialto

was one

of the biggest in the history of the house.
as old-time
minstrels and the orchestra divided the acts

season.

The musicians were costumed

with swift comedy and jazz music. “Rubeanother syncopated presentation,
sparkled with jokes and won the crowds’

ville,”

plaudits.

Bernie presents “A Silver Revue” as the
current week’s attraction. Lawrence Leonard, Mignon Laird, the Dodge sisters and
Sanford and Bolger are featured with the
orchestra.

Van and Schenck to
Open Philadelphia
Picture House

will

be

the

team’s

first

to

Marion

Exhibitors Herald )

MARION, IND., Nov. 17.— The management of the Indiana theatre here has
announced that the Halton-Powell musical
comedy company, which recently opened
at the house, will be held for an indefinite
stay.

The house plans

a

stock

show

in

ad-

long and short feature picThe reception given the musical
company, the management says, has been
such as to warrant holding the players
dition
tures.

to

the

Film House Salary Tops

Turn

appearance

Special

over.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., N®v. 17.—Van
and Schenck, noted song team, open at the
This
Stanley theatre here November 30.
local picture house.

at Indiana,
(

in

a

Gilda Grey, internationally famous dancer, drew the largest pay check ever given
a stage performer for one week’s work
when her bit for a seven-day stand was
in excess of $12,000.
Miss Grey drew the
record check during her tour of the Famous Players-Lasky theatres.

,

November

;

!
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Box Office

Presentation

Necessity

Morris Says
Stage Shows

Had to Come
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

17.

— William

Morris, international showman for
the past twenty-five years, has
made a study of the development of
theatrical presentations in the picture theatres and figures it an important branch of the show business. The discoverer of Sir Harry
Lauder and many other great stage
stars had just returned to America
after one of his hurried trips to
the Continent and evinced no remark of surprise as to the new
trend in added variety features to
the cinema programs.
“It
S.

L. Rothafel

Stage Shows

Must Belong
Says “Roxy”
By

S. L.

ROTHAFEL

To

begin with I want to say that
presentation is the most abused
word in the motion picture vocabulary. It seems to be a popular superstition that in order to present a

motion picture to the public a huge
orchestra, a complete ballet, and
numerous bags of tricks must form
part of the exhibitor’s equipment.
To lapse into the vernacular, that’s
What are needed
a lot of bunk.
are exhibitors with brains, and
whether he has a little theatre in
the sticks, or a fine edifice on Main
Street, he will contrive to make his

entertainment intelligent.
Presentation programs are not merely
a pot pourri of vaudeville stunts. A presentation program is solely for the purpose
of reflecting and establishing the mood
If your program does
of the photoplay.
not establish a mood you have failed completely.
I say to the exhibitor, small and
large alike, study your picture, find out

what

about, re-create that atmosphere in your theatre through your program, and you are a showman.
it

is

all

Lavishness Not Enough
Lavish programs don’t of themselves reflect ability.
If a showman hasn’t taste, he
might as well leave the business.
It is
better to have one piano played beautifully
than a fifty piece orchestra that is second
rate.
It is better to have no program at
to let the picture fall or stand on its
merits, than to pad a bill with poor
singing, mediocre dancing, and second rate

all,

own

orchestration.

Obviously

if

your orchestra

"Yankee Doodle Dandy” when
(

playing
should be

is
it

Continued on page 65)

had

to come”, said

Mr. Mor-

“No one could

possibly believe
that these magnificent show places
that are being built today can have
as their sole program an object of
only two physical dimensions
nor could
‘length’ and ‘breadth’;
one expect that the omission of the
human voice and human form can
be made in present day entertainment. If this were expected, then
these picture palaces would be
nothing more than glorified tombs.
‘‘The human voice must be heard and
the form seen and must be made to amplify the regular picture program in showing it to best advantage. The modern picture theatre today is the acme of all the
show crafts combined. There is not one
ris,

;

element in appealing to or delighting the
human emotions that can be overlooked.

Public Must Be Entertained
“Heretofore, the chief outstanding point
of picture theatre presentations, has been
that the managements have tried to educate
the people more than entertain them. The
public must be entertained and not educated.

“The larger
have come to

and circuits
fact and when

picture theatres
realize

this

I
read an account of Mr. E. F. Albee’s
speech at the opening of the new house in
Boston, in which he is a part owner, I
realized that now a long needed want was
to be filled in picture preformances.
“The bulk of this new effort will fall
to the share of the artists, but the man-

agements

will have to carefully select
classify their entertainment.

All Fields
don't

“I

ment

will

and

Must Contribute
this new entertain-

think that
grow out

of

itself,

but

that

will have to be combed and
combed well to secure a well varied
amusement. It will be a case of selecting

every

field

from other forms of

entertaina picture house program.
“There are forms of entertainment that
the present generation has long forgotten
and these, combined with the inventions
and improvements of today, along with the
calibre of artists that can be procurred,
will be in a short while a revelation to the
very men who are now fostering this present style of show.”

the

best

ment

to

make

Presentation

Half of

Bill,

Says Plunkett
By JOSEPH PLUNKETT
Presentation of the photoplay,
the surrounding programs of music
by symphony orchestras, concert
artists and ballet divertissements
and the colorful prologues which
were originated at the Mark Strand
theatre, is now recognized as being
fifty per cent of “the show/’
A weak photoplay can be “dressed up”
with a good surrounding program and the
audience registers
tire

program

;

a

its

approval of the en-

good photoplay can be

made an outstanding success in proper
presentation and a good photoplay can
be hurt by a poor presentation and weak

—

surrounding program
Public Thinks of

“Show”

The

public no longer thinks of only the
photoplay, but rather of “the show” including the orchestra, the divertissements
and incidental film numbers. The patrons,
at least of the Broadway houses, expect
big surrounding programs and, having
been educated to getting more than their
money’s worth in ‘movie’ programs, they
now look upon the photoplay as, I calculate, about fifty precent of the show.
said by showmen that
I have heard it
if they had a good photoplay and just an
organ discarding entirely the surrounding
programs they would make just as much
money.
Perhaps they would net just as
much money by eliminating the expenses
of a big orchestra, concert artists, ballet
and the rest, but the public has been educated to> expecting good music and elaborate presentations in surrounding pro-

—

—

grams. The film fans now go where they
can see a big show and hear good music
along with their photoplays.
The job of building and presenting a
surrounding program is, of course, my
(

Continued on page 64)

.
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
“Jazz

vs.

Jazz” Best

Ash Show Since Record

Figure in Exceptional
Stage Show at Uptown

Charleston Production
Paul Ash, McVickers theatre box office
week turned in his best show

Among

marvel, last

down around the corner.
Ash worked with a split orchestra,

abreast and

dressing half the booths in black against a white
backing and the other half in white against
black, dividing the stage and Ash’s own
uniform equally.
The contest angle was
used to play present day jazz numbers
against the Florodora hits of some years
back, Eddie Leonard’s “Ida,” Bert Williams’ “Nobody” and stuff of similar vintage.
Applause was about evenly split between the two, but when Milton Watson,
Ash’s prize tenor, went from “Meet Me
in
to

Dreamland”

to “Since

My

Charleston Contest staged by Ash the preceding Sunday. They behaved like genuine
amateurs but danced like the best professionals seen hereabouts.
Next to Watson, who has been a riot
since Ash’s opening at McVickers several

months ago, the best reaction was to
George Givot, eccentric deliverer of red
hot songs and scorching patter. This was
Givot’s third week and he looks like a regular fixture.

“Stage Struck” was the feature photoplay.

Charleston Contest
Headlines St. Louis
Grand Central Bill
ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 17.—The Grand
Central theatre here in a tieup with the
St. Louis Star staged a Charleston contest
the week of November 7 that was the feature of the week’s stage bill.
The contest
was conducted on the point basis and winners were named on the last day of the
week. Gene Rodemich, conductor, and the
house orchestra added much to the success of the entertainment.
Other good entertainers on the bill were
Sam Lewis, himself a fine dancer, and
Paul Small, tenor.
“The Dark Angel” was the feature pic-

Helen Yorke, coloratura soprano,
appearing this week at the Harding
theatre, Chicago Balaban & Katz
house.

A. Landry’s Orchestra

Teams

Music, Comedy
at Philadelphia Fox

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Nov. 17.— Art
Landry’s Victor Recording Orchestra, the
outstanding act at the Fox theatre during
the week of November 9, combined syncopation with slapstick comedy in a manner
that delighted the audience and received
generous applause. The act used full stage
with artistic setting and occupied about
20 minutes.

The Ten Royal Hussars, following Lanwas a chorus of exceptionally melodius and well blended voices, their numdry,

bers being delivered with vim and characterized by well defined rhythm.
Their
picturesque costumes added much to the
effectiveness of the act.

LOS
Minutes

ANGELES,

Nov.

17.—“Fifteen

a Broadcasting Station” is the
Forum theatre presentation on this week’s
bill.
Talent from Warner Brothers station
is
used in the act, and Charlie
Wellman announces.
Vic Carpenter leads off with banjo selections.
Charles Beauchamp contributes
two songs and Ted Henkle’s orchestra
plays a medley of numbers popular during
the war.
Henkle arranged the act.
“The Limited Mail” is the feature pic-

KFWV

ture.

in

Eastman and Adolphus were responsible
for the second part of the act, “Autumn”,
in which they offered an Hungarian Folk
dance.
This innovation of Cambria’s is unlike
anyhing which has been presented in Chicago motion picture theatres in any time
past. The novelty adjusted about the ballet
in the first part where a large silk veil is
artistically woven into a delightful dance
is carried on and accelerated later in the
act with the solo of Gertrude Morgan.

The

“The Everlasting Whisper” was

the fea-

ture picture.

Miss Yorke in any act is
Personality and the
being.
spirit of a Caesar are in evidence when she
steps before the footlights.
This is her first act with Balaban & Katz
since June, when she appeared alone. She
recently returned from a ten weeks engagement in the Metropolitan theatre, Los
Angeles. After appearing in the Harding
theatre during the week of November 16
she will leave Chicago houses for a short

and

Program
(Week beginning November 16)

PRESENTATION
Teller,”

Selections
Stratford

from

“The

Versatile

Mauritz Hillblom conductor.
Medley of Irish Songs, William

colorful.

reason for

its

period to appear in Kansas City.

Prologue at Sun
Theatre,
2-

Omaha,

Week

Is

Sensation

OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 17.— “A Night at
Maxim’s,” prologue that closed at the Sun
theatre here November 13, was one of the
greatest hits the town has ever seen, according to Manager Ralph Goldberg. “It
was the most sensational two-week run
Omaha

Chicago Stratford

Overture:

act is an expensive one, with talent

of the best calibre and sets that are fresh

George Dewey Washington, possessor of
a barytone voice of pleasing quality, sang
popular songs that were favorably received.

ture.

Los Angeles Forum
Stages Radio Studio
Song and Dance Act

theatre

.

Baby

it
was a landslide jazz bill. The
was a pair of amateur Charleston
steppers who had won a silver cup in a

Uptown

Miss Yorke’s solo came as the final of
four numbers, each of which personified
Ballet dancers
one season of the year.
from the Morgan school of dancing in
Chicago provided attractive ballets in two
numbers, opening and closing. There were
nine girls.
Principles in the four part act were Gertrude Morgan, who executed the “Winter
dance” gracefully, Albin Steindel, violinist,
Eastman and Adolphus, dancers, and Miss
Yorke.

do the Charleston,” stepping it
off at the end of the chorus, the customers
tore up the seats and from there on to the
finish
finale

the acts at the

during the showing of “Her Sister from
Paris” for the week beginning November
9 were the “The Four Seasons”, presented
by Frank Cambria, production manager for
In the role which did
Balaban & Katz.
her justice yet one which permitted her
audience but a little of the soprano herself,
Helen Yorke sang “Voice of Spring.”

since his “Strutt’n’ th’ Charleston,” generally regarded as his record production.
Just what “Jazz vs. Jazz” might consist of
proved a sufficiently interesting speculation
to line up the would-be auditors
four

Tonight
Learned

Y orke Dominant

Helen

Fortune

Orchestra,

remembered.

“The Merry Widow” was

,

Mitchell

ever had,” Goldberg declared.
In the prologue were Adler’s 10-piece
band. Hedge and Rosenow, dancers, and
the De Cecilitos, another dance organization.
These three attractions together with
the scenic reproduction of Maxim’s cafe in
Paris made the prologue one to be long

,

tenor.

the

feature

picture.

in an accordion novelty.
"Remember,'’ Doris Cutoxc at the StratfordKimball organ.
“Just Hats,” Stanley , Tripp and Morton

At the Sun this week is the “Orange
Grove Trio,” which closed an engagement
at McVickers, Chicago, last week, and the

PICTURES

week at the house. “A Night in Dear Old
London” is the title of the prologue, which
was arranged by Manager Goldberg. The
act concerns the life of the London cabby.
“The Alan on the Box” is the feature

Santucci

,

Stratford Scenic Review.

Movie Mirror of World Events.
“The Wrestlers,” Fox.
“Thunder Mountain,” Fox
.

De

Cililinos, dancers, held

picture.

over for a third

;

November
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Chicago Theatre Show
“Phantom”
Prologue Opens Bill
Groups Standard Acts
Denver
America
in Harvest Production
at

Valey

in

DENVER,

COL., Nov. 17.—An atmos-

pheric prologue to “The Phantom of the
Opera’’ has been the presentation at the
America theatre here for the last two

The act opens with all house lights
The “Phantom,” played by Ray Law-

weeks.
out.

rence Valey of the team of Van and Valey,
appears before a red velvet curtain in one
with green light on face. He does three
minutes of spooky monologue, after which
the presentation goes to full stage with
purple, red and pink drapes and good lighting effect.
The Arnolda ballet does three minutes,
followed by Blanche Branch, lyric soprano,
singing the “Jewel Song” from “Faust,”
three and a half minutes, followed in turn
in which the “Phantom”
appears. To close, house and stage darken
and the cast screams.

by the ensemble

This prologue is named “The Act BeauIt has been splendidly received,
and is one of the most beautiful and effective seen here in a long time.
tiful.”

Show for
California, Frisco

Birthday

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., Nov. 17.—
and Conductor Max

Manager Nat Holt
Dolin of the California theatre here staged
an elaborate act for the eighth anniversary
of the house.
The act opened with two
girls lighting candles on the huge birthday
cake.

Moore and Edith, clever dance team, appeared next in a birthday waltz and later
did a Spanish dance.
Harold Stanton,
tenor, sang “Birthday” and appeared in the
finale with Zella Simpson, soprano, and
Frederick De Bruin, barytone, singing

Max

Bits.”

Dolin

contributed

largely

to

the

program.
For his
violin
solo he played Victor Herbert’s
“My Little Gypsy Sweetheart.”
Sydney Chaplin, Warner Brothers star,
and Charles “Chuck” Reisner, his director,
made a personal appearance for two days
during the week.
“The Man on the Box” was the feature
success of

the

the

Farm” was

the

name

Following

lighting.

this,

Wells and Win-

throp, dancers, emerged from a haystack to
do rube steps to well known rube numbers.
A. B. Stephenson, saw soloist, followed with two numbers, both catching on.
Jocko, the crow, was next, the oddity of
the act getting him the heartiest reaction
of the outfit.
Wells and Winthrop came
back for more dancing, with the rest of the
talent doing a quadrille in back.
Earlier on the bill, Estelle Carey sang
“Giannina Mia” in a special setting and
gave that much-used number real color
and punch by superb voice in splendid delivery.

special

picture.

both could like

it.

“The Dark Angel” was

the feature pic-

ture.

R. Fagan’s Orchestra
Easily Carries Off
St. Louis State Show

—

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 17. Raymond
symphonic dance orchestra delayed the show 37 minutes when it put on
its stuff at Loew’s State theatre here, opening November 7. Apparently the audience
could not get enough of the organization’s
Fagan’s

syncopation.
off the show.

The

bill

theatre’s

Don
Day

The orchestra

easily carried

opened with an overture by the
regular orchestra conducted by

Albert.

It

was

a tribute to Armistice

which melodies popular during the
war were cleverly brought together.
Throughout this music number lights in
the background flashed on and off a
tableau that centered around a miniature
of the White House. In the scene were a
doughboy, a Red Cross nurse, a marine, a
sailor, Washington, Lincoln, The Spirit of
’76, and other historic figures.
The team of Burt Rome and Harry
in

Dunn

followed the screen news. The boys
were playing their fourth consecutive and
last week at the house.
They put on their
musical act, entitled “Is Mabel In?” in an
original manner.
While awaiting Mabel’s
return the team, formerly with Earl Carrol’s “Vanities,” put over several songs to
piano accompaniment.
“The Early Bird” was the feature picture.

Program of Warners
Theatre, N. Y.
(Week Beginning November 14)

PRESENTATION
“Raymond Overture,”
Symphony Orchestra, Herman

Overture:

Warner
Heller

,

“Medley Tunes,” featuring
Harry Niederman drummer, on the xylophone.
Aria from “La Juive :” Joseph Turin , tenor.
“At the Fiesta”: Paula Ayres , contralto;
“La Peppita,” danseuse ; Sevillian Sereconductor.

,

naders.

PICTURES
presentation
staged
by
Manager Nat Holt of the California
theatre, San Francisco, to celebrate
the eighth anniversary of the house.

Birthday

Rita Owens, popular dancer, appearing in motion picture theatre presentations.

“Martha” was the overture and Albert
Malotte played “Sometime” in his
customary dashing manner, mixing it up
so that anti-jazz and pro-jazz listeners

Hay

Holt, Dolin, Stage

“Opera

“Down on

given the presentation feature of the Chicago theatre bill last week, which included
several standard acts worked over for
the production.
It got across in great
shape, closing to sustained applause.
Henri Therrion, tenor, and Ruth Racette,
soprano, opened in a double number sung
against a farm yard exterior in morning

Warners News Weekly.
“Buster’s Nightmare,” Universal.
“Clash of the Wolves,” Warner

Brothers.

Kuhn, Owens, Split
Atlanta Met Monors
Double Up to Close

—

Tervis
ATLANTA, GA„ Nov. 17.
Kuhn, banjoist and Rita Owens, billed as a
“Follies” dancer worked singly and in duo
in a 15-minute presentation at the Metropolitan here the week of November 8. Between single turns a film special featuring

Ann Pennington

in

a Charleston was run

off.

Kuhn and Owens

Kuhn

divided honors.

was a

treat for the lovers of jazz as treated
ens appeared in six
the banjo. Miss

Ow

on

r

step numbers, beginning with a
eccentric and including classical
shoe eccentric turns.

“Follies”

and hard

Kuhn banjoed for Miss Owen to close
and the pair received a good hand.
“We Moderns” was the feature picture.

D. Watson, Fresh Off

Orpheum

Circuit,

Omaha

Rialto

Tops

Show
—

OMAHA,

17.
Donald
NEB.,
Nov.
“Monk” Watson, recently on the Orpheum
circuit, heads the presentation show at the

Rialto here
dances, does

this

saxaphone, the

He
—“Time
act.

week.

Watson

sings,

monologue and plays the
clarinet and the piano in his

a

own songs
Sweetie Told
and “Sadie

introduces four of his

After Time,”

“My

Me

Sam”
“Struttin’
So,”
Green.” From opening to closing, Watson
holds the audiences with his work. He is
at the Rialto for an indefinite stay.
Other entertainers on the bill are Miller
and Capman, two boys who sing and dance
extremely well, Anna Shadkowa, dancer,
and Alice Shrode, versatile whistler. The
Rialto orchestra adds greatly to the success of the program.
Manager Harry Watts of the Rialto has
arranged a series of “weeks.” This week
Following
Week.”
“Syncopation
is
“weeks” will be “Under Spanish Skies,”
“Struttin’ the Charleston” and “The PiDen.”
Stage settings, costumes
rates’
and music will be in keeping with the
spirit of each “week.”
“Cobra”
week’s

bill.

is

the

feature

picture

of

this
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Frank Libuse Riot in
“Roof Garden Romance”
at

a plain riot in “A Roof Garden Romance,”
feature of the big show at Cooney BrothWorking
ers’ Capitol theatre last week.
just ahead of the picture, “Havoc,” he left
the crowd in precisely the proper mood
for the great drama of that production.

bits

stuff,

accompanied a soprano
winding up the act

his flute,

to gales of applause with straight jazz. He
could have stayed on all night, according
to indications.

The mounting

of

the

act,

as

well

as

Southern presentation in three
scenes preceding it, was a tribute to
Francis A. Mangan, head of the Capitol
production department. A back drop was
in sky effect
tables carried out the roof
garden idea and lighting throughout was
of such excellence as to complete the illuthat of

a

Vincent

Lopez,
presentations at

whose

orchestral

Mark Strand
New York, are among the

theatre,

the

outstanding

picture
tions of the country.

house

attrac-

;

sion.

The Southern presentation was introduced with a couple in one, a drop representing the interior of a plantation home,
discussing bygone days.
Back lighting of
the drop brought up a maypole dance in a
plantation dooryard set.
Following this,
residents of the plantation came out upon
the veranda and sang a close-in selection
of Southern numbers.
Mangan, who works with Albert E.
Short on presentations for the Capitol and
other Cooney houses, has built up a production department that turns out real
Almost any week the stage portion
of the Capitol program is a good enough
show to step out on its own, with suitstuff.

able expansion, at legitimate theatre rates.

Mildred Melrose Keeps
Hold on Audiences at
LOUIS, MO., Nov.

17.

played

Better;

Win
While

Moraches

work

this

typist

ever heard

Biggest

with her feet in side-by-side position and
picking up with her teeth a rose placed
just behind her heels.
Lewis is next on, introduced as “The
Swiss Riding Master,” and sings “I Miss
My Swiss” and “I Live Over the Viaduct.”
He hasn’t the voice for the one nor the
physique for the other, and the applause
hurts no one’s tvpmani.
Kahn plays “Moonlight and Roses.” His
piano technique does not negative the muHis number goes over for
sic he makes.
a long rattle of applause.
“The Spanish Shawl” is the next band
number. It starts hot and gets. hotter. The
boys blow, saw and beat in fine unison.
Topping the extra-band bill are Joey and
Rose.
This pair has enough good looks,
personality and energy for several good

Hand

sojourned wherever he sojourned Art Kahn generated even more
pep than he had before he left the Senate,
Chicago, and it is a spanking band he puts
on the stage nightly in that house. This
week’s offering is “Campus Capers,” a
melodic hookup with “The Freshman."
Kahn works about twenty-five men, and if
there is a dud in the bunch he is lost
among the high explosive others.
The outfit appears in Oxford bags, vivid
slip-on sweaters and bright caps, and the
stage is hung about and about with pennants.
Kahn announces the other entertainers for the week, Joey and Rose Morache, winners of the Herald and Examiner

better dancer.
they put on a

Charleston that is worth the money. The
audience howls for more, and g$ts a little.
There is visible and audible regret when the
drapes close.

he

Children Sing, Dance,
Mime Please Crowds
at Howard in Atlanta
;

ATLANTA, GA„
dren

in the

Nov. 17.—Forty chil“Kiddies Frolic” held the stage

Howard the week
November 8 and established a new popularity mark with the majority of the pain the presentation at the

of

trons.

This miniature musical comedy featured
children and had unusually strong

local

appeal.
There was a division of opinion
as to the advisability of using 40 minutes
for this type of presentation, but since the
show did not drag the pros won.

Great credit goes to Le Roy J. Printz,
director of the Howard presentations, for
his painstaking work with the young per-

— Mildred

formers.

The

affair

moved with unusual

from beginning
Unexpected talent was

precision

to

end.

displayed.

The

children appeared in songs, dances and impersonations of screen favorites.
unique
feature was a picture studio scene with
children taking the parts of Chaplin, Lloyd,
Douglas Fairbanks, Swanson and Mary
Pickford.
The production ended with a
scene in a toy shop. Toots Dunbar, age

A

four,

made

“Hula Lou.”
Baldpate” was the fea-

a hit with

“Seven Keys

to

ture picture.

the
Missouri
several
his telephone monologue

months ago and
went across in grand

style.
But his “Cohen
Telephone” does not sound so well
the second time it is heard.
However, he
has personality and won many laughs.
During this week the Missouri staged a
Charleston contest in a tieup with the
St. Louis Times.
Three couples, contended
in the finals to the music of the RoseAlbrecht-Famous Players orchestra.
The
music was very good and a breathless
trombone stunt caught on well. All the
dancers were clever.
“Flower of Night” was the feature

Connor, Shoemaker,
Charleston Duo, Help
Pack Omaha Strand

at the

picture.

solo

The boy is a bit the
To “Sweet Georgia Brown”

Melrose, opening her fourth week at the
Missouri theatre here November 7, continued her hold on the audiences.
In a
fetching black and white costume she adhered closely to her own manner of interpreting the dance, but threw in a few extra
numbers that made her act catchy.
Possibly the only complaint about the
program was that Frank Banta did not
play enough of his rippling piano harmonies. This caused his partner, Monroe
Silver, to talk a little longer than is necessary to put the act across.
Silver

of

teams.

Kahn Rand Still

Missouri in St. Louis
ST.

dancer,

from any member of any jazz outfit. He
gets a hand that makes the bricks rattle.
Drina Beach is next with a “waltz creation of her own.”
Miss Beach does some
difficult place movements with much grace
and caps her offering by bending backward

Libuse planted his band well back, using
a chorus of eight snappy steppers on and
off as required by his continuously sustained “nut” business.
At tables and for
general dancing purposes four girls and
men were added, bringing the personnel
of the act up to about 30.
Libuse himself
was worth that many more. He
danced, kidding the Russians for one gale
of laughter, kidded the pianist, playing a
real

Beach,

Lewis, introduced as “Red” Grange,
comes on in comic football togs after the
band has romped through “Collegiate.” A
fair hand for this.
He dashes off and the
band swings back with “Save Your Sorrows.” One of the boys does this solo on
a silver cornet, and it is one of the best

Frank Libuse, band leader, comedian,
gymnast, musician and what have you, was

little

contest, Drina
singer.

Charleston

28, 1925

and Joe Lewis,

Chicago’s Capitol

number with

November

Gilda Grey, who recently drew for a
seven-day stand in a picture house
the largest salary ever paid for a
week’s stage work.

OMAHA, NEB., Nov. 17.—Art Cunningham, manager of the Strand here, finds the
Charleston a great house packer in conjunction with the screen feature, and has
at the Strand the dance team of Myrle
Connor and Norin Shoemaker. This team
won

the Charleston contest recently staged
and was held over after the

at the Strand,
contest closed.

November
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Frank Farnum Revue
Goes Over Strong at

Toronto Hipp Patrons
Praise Frances Stein
at Her Stage Debut

Stanley, Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA,
Frank

who

Farnum,

17.—
PA.,
Nov.
introduced
the

TORONTO,

ONT., Nov. 17.— Frances
a secretary in the home
office of Famous Players Canadian Corporation, made her stage debut at the
Hippodrome theatre here in a Charleston
revue and was the hit of the town. Jack
Arthur, director of Hippodrome presenta(Frankie)

Charleston in the Ziegfeld “Follies,” was
the chief divertissement attraction at the
Stanley during the week of November 9.
With the aid of four juvenile dancers,
two boys and two girls, and his own jazz
orchestra, he put across with honors to
spare a high class dancing act that used
19
minutes and
finished
exceptionally
strong. The act was billed as “Frank Farnum and His Juvenile Revue.”
A special overture number entitled
“Theme,” arranged by Sidney Lowenstein,
was favorably received.
The orchestra
played a group of six semi-classics and the
title of each number was projected in varicolored hues on a velvet drop while the

staged the show.
Miss Stein is pretty, petite and personable and puts her songs and dances across
on her talents alone. The fact that she
is a local girl and is known in film circles
had no bearing on the reception accorded
her.
She showed much originality in her
interpretation

theatre, but the acts
nature of presentations.

ville

now

are in the

On

the bill opening November 9 the
Melroy Sisters opened with an eccentric
dance and patter and closed with a double
clog.
They drew six curtains. Lewis and
Norton in a novelty skit depicting hotel
life
in a
small town contributed some
clever chatter.
Harry and Ann Seymour
and accompanist offered peppy dialogue
and dancing. The act was well dressed

and went over big.
Harry Santrey’s
Santrey puts his

orchestra
headlines.
over with a wallop

stuff

number, “Oh How I Miss
You Tonight,” song and monologue, stopped the show.
“The Winding Stair” was the feature

and

picture.

Tipaldi

Melody Kings

Fourth Montreal
Picture House Season

Dallas Melba Crowds
Acclaim May Sprintz;

Yuriena and Svoboda, dancers from
This
the Royal Moscow theatre.
versatile team is appearing in pres-

Engagement Continued
Nov.
—May Sprintz,

entations.

DALLAS, TEX.,
show

progress and soldiers sitting
about as audience. The Connor twins do
a turn, Walter Pontius sings a song, the
Howard twins follow with a dance, and
are succeeded at center stage by Connie
Almay and Bobbie Tremaine and a dancer.
The act finishes with a cartoonist sketching
ville

in

prominent World

War

The presentation
Newman.

is

figures.

staged by Frank L.

17.

who opened at the Melba here
November 9, has been held over for a
second week. Her “Yearning” and “Indian
Dawn” continue to be accorded salvos of
soprano,

applause by Melba audiences.
Carl Lambertz, conducting the house
orchestra, leaves the patrons with nothing
to desire in the way of music.

“Lovers in Quarantine” was the feature
picture during Miss Sprintz’s first week.

TO THE PIONEERS OF PICTURE
PRESENTATION

his feature

picture.

of musical comedy special-

and helped give point to the performance
permanent
of
Florence
Rogge,
dansuese at the Hippodrome.
“A Regular Fellow” was the feature
ties

twice.
He also sang off stage to two of
the overture numbers.
“The Eagle” was the feature picture.

DALLAS, TEX., Nov. 17.— Stage acts
have been subordinated to the picture recently at the Majestic here.
This house
was for a long time considered a vaude-

Stein,

tions,

number was played.
Tandy Mackenzie was the vocal soloist
and made a distinct hit, being recalled

Stage Acts Change
Style on Dallas
Majestic Programs

63

GRAUMAN
RALABAN & KATZ
SID

S.

L.

ROTHAFEL

FRANK BUHLER

HUGO

REISENFELD
JOSEPH PLUNKETT

in

MONTREAL,
Tipaldi and

QUE.,

Nov.

17.—Andy

Ritz-Carlton Hotel Melody Kings has opened his fourth season

FROM THE PIONEER AGENT

his

the United Amusement Company picture
houses
here.
This
organization
swings around the eight-house chain, playing each for a week.
The Melody Kings offer a variety of
dance syncopation, novelties and specialties in solo and in ensemble.
Their act
consumes 25 minutes.
in

The

First to Bring

Name

Acts to Theatres

NOW BOOKING
Weber and

Fields Farewell

Tour

Frank Moulan in Tabloid Operettas

War

Coloring Marks
Song, Dance, Show
at Los

LOS ANGELES,

Angeles Met
Nov.

17.

— Metropolitan

theatre presentation this week consists of
a medley of the most prominent songs of
the war period followed by a tableau, “In
a Dugout,” showing a trio of soldiers looking out into No Man’s Land. “Somewhere
in

Somewhere,”

war comedy,

is

shown

after the tableau.
Next is the prologue, “Behind the Lines,”
showing a recreation camp with a vaude-

Sascha Jacobsen, America’s Violinist

A Kraft Attraction Is a Real Attraction
H. S. KRAFT
EARL CARROLL THEATRE BUILDING.
755 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

TELEPHONE
CIRCLE 6690-0772

—

;
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CINEMA THEATRE ATTRACTIONS EXCHANGE
(INC.)

JEROME

CARGILL, PRESIDENT

H.

NAME ATTRACTIONS— BIG ACTS—SMALL ACTS
€J

A

than

mere booking of acts. We go further
produce special anniversary weeks,

service not confined to
that

—

prepared

to

syncopation weeks, circus weeks,

always

at

A

etc.

producer on our

staff is

the Exhibitors’ service in working out his presentation

problems.

WE CAN SECURE FOR YOU, ANY ATTRACTION AVAILABLE
TO THE PICTURE HOUSE FIELD.
WRITE— WIRE-PHONE
1576 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
ATTRACTIONS:
Newitt, Ferguson, at
Empress, Salt Lake,

Draw in Vocal Duet
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

Nov. 17.—
Newitt and Ferguson, song team, were the
hit of the presentation act at the Paramount Empress here during the showing
of “The Ancient Highway.”
The mounting and the costuming of the
show was colonial and the team’s work was
Helen Newitt
in harmony with the set.
has a fine soprano voice and her solo work
carried the audience at each performance.
Ferguson’s barytone was better in duet
than in solo.

This pair offered three songs of the bal“A
type during each performance.
Kiss in the Dark” in duet scored heaviest.
lad

Sunshine Kiddies Hit
at Atlanta Rialto
Child Spieler Scores
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 17.—The Rialto
departed from its policy of all-picture bills
during the week of November 8 and presented the “Sunshine Kiddies from Hollywood” in an act that was put across with

Communicate with

T. D.

verve and drew good applause many times.
There are 10 in the troupe and 12 numbers were presented.
This act has improved considerably since
its appearance here last year and includes
song and dance numbers of wide variety.

Among

the hits were
Dutch shoe dances.

A

and

butterfly

tot of three or four years introduced

some of

the numbers.

stituted a bit of
little

the

This procedure con-

good showmanship and

one was applauded

at

the

each appear-

ance.

“A Son

of His Father”

was

the feature

picture.

Burroughs, Stark,
Severi, Are Best at
Los Angeles State
LOS ANGELES,
Marco present an

Nov. 17.— Fanchon

dancers.

Burroughs

and

Georgia

JR.

Stage Shows Must Belong
(

Stark

score high but split the favors with Gino
Severi, violin soloist.
“We Moderns” is the feature picture.

Continued from page 59)

in the Mark
responsibilities of

task

Strand along with the

the various
a hard job; the
patrons, I am sure, do not realize what
detail is involved in presenting an interesting program.
My training of years as
a manager of some of the biggest stars
in the legitimate theatre has helped me
greatly.
At one time or another I have
been with Kyrle Bellew, Eleanor Robson,

other departments.

directing
It

is

William Faversham, Cyril Maude, William
Hodge, Mmme. Rejane and others. It is
natural for me in my motion picture presentations to make the prologues and other
features just as realistic as I can and to
get across to the audience the atmosphere
and spirit sought to be developed in legitimate theatre productions.
Cites Current Bill

&

allegorical tableau, “Be-

neath the Cloak,” at Loew’s State this week.
It is a fantastic number with a ballet corps
and half a dozen featured musicians and

James

KEMP,

The best illustration I can
Mark Strand presentations is

cite

of the

curValentino’s
“The Eagle”. It is, as almost every exhibitor knows, the story of a Russian cavalier.
The scenes are in picturesque Russia
colorful peasantry and dazzling Imperial
courts, and a story of romance and daring.
rent

program

for

in

the

Rudolph

Opening the program the overture is
“1812”, the stirring composition of Tschaikowsky, played by the symphony orchestra.
The next unit is the Topical Review, and
then comes the prologue, intended to put
the audience in the atmosphere of the
photoplay itself.
The mission or purpose of the prologue,
It must be,
as I see it, is atmospheric.
obviously, in keeping with the theme and

For “The Eagle”,
spirit of the photoplay.
one of the important scenes of the photo-

—

play was selected the picturesque home of
Valentino.
On stage, we duplicated that
Every detail is perfectly reprohome.
duced.

Act Opens Dark

The

curtains open revealing the scene in
darkness. Slowly, the stage is lighted, reRussian balalaika orchestra
vealing
a
grouped around the steps of the home.
Seated and standing around the musicians
are ballet girls and others in the vivid
and quaint costumes of Russia. It makes
a beautiful scene, and the orchestra plays
folk
song
Russian
delightful
several

numbers.

Atmospheric prologue to “The Iron Horse,” Fox production, presented
Brooklyn Strand during the picture’s showing there.

at the

—
—

Next there is a dance a real Russian
folk dance by the ballet and for the closing number one of our concert artists sings

;

November
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a beautiful number, “Flower of the Snow”,
which was composed, incidentally, by Jac-

Program

a song of romance and love; the
scene itself is charming, and the audience is
made to feel it is being afforded a glimpse
of Russian life as though a fairy story
were being enacted.

Week Beginning November 16)

is

PRESENTATION
Capitol Grand Orchestra, Albert
E. Shorty conductor.
“The Moth and the Flame”: Love is Like
tenor; Ballet
a Firefly,” Orville Rennie
Lloyd
Divertissement
“The
Flame,”

Overture:

picture.

,

Leads Into Picture

As

the last notes of the song die out, the
symphony orchestra
the
curtains close,
strikes into the opening number of the feathe
paraphrase of the song;
ture
a
screen is lowered, curtains part again and

—

photoplay of

'the

PICTURES
“Stage Struck,” Paramount.
Capitol Scenic Review.
Comedy Cartoon.

going

Films, Italian Vaude,

Combined on

Bills of
Auditorium in Utica

UTICA,

N. Y., Nov.

new

tirely

Exhibitors

to

to central

17.

Herald )

— Something

New York

in the

en-

way

of entertainment is offered by Nick Dennis who leased the Auditorium theatre here
opening with a program consisting of pictures together with Italian vaudeville.

Utica has a large Italian population and
is believed that such a program will be
found a paying venture.

15-Minute Music Act

Heads 2-Hour Show
At Colorado, Denver
COL., Nov. 17. “Pantheon
mixed quartette, accompanied
by Adelyne Hood, present a delightful musical stage presentation at the Colorado
The “Pantheon”
theatre here this week.
quartette sings with an excellent blending
of voices several classical numbers, with
Miss Hood as the piano accompanist.
Then Miss Hood appears alone and plays
Her work is
a group of violin numbers.
well received by the audiences.
This act uses 15 minutes on a two-hour
bill.

(

first

very tiny

motion picture theatre was a
affair,

but

I

to make
be “differ-

managed

“different” and in order to
ent” you have got to take just a little more
“pains” (not dollars) than the other fellow.

it

BRYANT

2712

is

the

feature

pic-

ture.

Band in Third
Week; Denver State

Fisher

Continued from page 59)

rendering a romantic love song, there is
something wrong, and if an exhibitor
doesn’t pay attention to the little things he
can, never hope to achieve distinction.

My

“The Dark Angel”

UTAH,

Nov. 17.—

Chester Hale to Dance
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Nov. 17. Chester Hale,
master at tlfe Capitol here, will make
his first appearance as a dancer on the
Capitol stage next week.

ballet

EXHIBITORS
Mr. Joseph Plunkett

Engaged the
RUSSIAN BALALAIKA
ORCHESTRA
During the Run of

Audiences Insatiable
DENVER,

Exhibitors Herald )

CITY,

territory.

—

DENVER,

to

Phil Gersdorf of Pro-Dis-Co. has arrived
here to create an elaborate presentation
act to be staged in connection with the
world premiere, at the Paramount Empress theatre of “The Road to Yesterday,”
Cecil B. De Mille’s first independent production.
Gersdorf will work in cooperation with George E. Carpenter, manager
of the house, to make the combined stage
and screen show one of the finest ever
seen in a local picture house.
Besides creating the act for the Paramount Empress, Gersdorf will plan and put
into effect an extensive exploitation campaign for the picture in the Salt Lake City

Singers,” a

it

Presentation Half of Bill

( Special

SALT LAKE

;

as the audience departs.

my

Hathaway

:

The photoplay is not so long and a short
comedy is put on as the closing film number, and an organ solo ends the program
Space and time do not permit

Edna

Moth,”

“Hokey-Pokey,” Leo Terry at the CapitolWurlitzer organ.
Operatic Medley “Madame Butterfly,” Duet
“Wotan’s Farewell,”
Flowers;
the
of
Herbert Gouldy basso ; “Bell Song,” Leola
Aikmeny soprano; “Oh Night of Love I”
Hazel Edeny soprano Lorna Doone Jackson, contralto; “On with the Play!” William Mitchelly tenor; “What Restrains
Me?” Misses Edeny Jackson and Aiknien;
Messrs. Mitchelly Gould and Rennie.

romance and daring
and elsewhere is

into technical detail of staging “The Eagle”
program; later on, perhaps I will have an
opportunity to explain some of the features
which have helped to win for the Mark
Strand its success in presentations.

“The

Butterfly Ballet.

of life in Russian courts
unreeled.

( Special

Phil Gersdorf Puts Act
in Salt Lake Paramount

:

Mann

65

Max Fisher, a real leader with 10 master
musicians, puts on a perfect musical bill,
a mixture of semi-classical and jazz. The
time allotted for their part of the program
is far too short to suit the audience, judging by the applause.
“The Road to Yesterday” is the feature

Chicago Capitol

ques Gruenberg, associate conductor of the
Mark Strand symphony orchestra.
It

;

COL., Nov. 17.— Max Fisher

and his excellent orchestra of

11 pieces
started the third week of a four week’s engagement at the State theatre this week.
This organization, just off the Orpheum
circuit, occupies 17 minutes of a rather long

Rudolph Valentino
“The Eagle”
For dates apply

SUNIA

S.

in

to

SAMUELS

1472 Broadway, N. Y. C.

program.

FRED

CABLE CURTVAUD

C.

CURTIS

(Incorporated)

VAUDEVILLE and PRODUCTION
TO THE MANAGER

TO THE PRODUCER

service provided for theatres
devoted to motion pictures as well as to
Box-office attractions of proven
vaudeville.
merit presented in a manner that gets results.

Mr. Curtis, who has been with Pantages’ New
York headquarters for a number of years, has

A

superlative

some new talent especially
mate productions.

suitable for legiti-

TO THE ARTIST
you are capable of being featured

I
can
arrange a very attractive contract for motion

If

picture

theatres

and productions.

LOWELL W. KING
PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

1560

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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28,

department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
EDITOR’S NOTE.
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
a service

—

—

“ STAGE STRUCK”
SENNETT DRAMA

“HAVOC” IS
GREAT FILM

D

O'N’T mention “Havoc”

Gloria SWANSON

same

the

in

Mention

talk about.

when

it

you’re talking

about “The Birth,” “Scaramouche,” “The

Gloria’s better in

Wagon,”

the

“The Sea Hawk,” “The
Horse” and the other real pictures.

know
make

not
will

much money

as

as these, but

Like these,

men

know)

(for no one can

is

it

it

that

man

“Havoc” involves

In

recep-

its

week it
demonstrated again that the war is the
richest available source of drama and that
people are not opposed to war stories. I
was one of a capacity audience that sat
last

mem-

through the picture interested beyond

Gloria’s a waitress in love with a pancake

Ford

SWANSON
p
^ LORIA
by Paramount.

in

“Stage Struck,” produced

It

was

shown at McVickers
week of November 8.

bosh about the public opposition

hard

whether the excellence

to say

due to the work of
the players or the fact that the script gave
them something real to do, but there is
Walter McGrail
credit enough for both.
named
is the outstanding figure, though
third in the cast.
George O’Brien, named
second, lays secondary claim to attention
only because the hero role is slightly less
spectacular.

is

Madge

a heroine

who

Margaret

It

takes courage to

to

war

a

real

tell

woman

softening the dramatic shocks that

in

manner.

effective

it real.

Rowland V.

Lee,

who directed it,
“Havoc”—and

goes up several notches for

Fox

for giving him

freedom

to

make

it

The

I

portrayed

her

in pictures.

death.

Here

permitted to occur as
ality.

as

it

it

Resultant sorrow
is

left

in

life.

left

The ending

is

It

takes genuine courage to

ture like

"Havoc”

in

make

the face of

office.

all

this

don’t

the

behave

themselves

story

is

told in the direct, matter-of-

fact English

manner and is strong in prowar enters in and is dis-

Englishmen.

like

Also, the

in

course of

the

is

beautiful,

is able,

It is

as

I

believe

more impor-

that she seems to pos-

sess in her first picture practically every-

thing the best of the veterans offer.

man,

Col-

masculine and sincere, attaining in the latter stretches a dramatic
effectiveness I did not believe he could

the

a pic-

I

isn’t

tors

tant that she

is

natural one, though “happy” in the sense

thought to be demanded by the box

Ronald Colman and

The

Miss Banky

endure

to

like

imported beauties, but Colman

someone has remarked.

does occur in reis

DON’T

events.

and so few others

death, important death,

I
like

posed of normally and

“real

big items in this picture

it.

“DARK ANGEL”
SURPRISED ME

portion.

something to do” mentioned
above is more real than the substance of
one in a hundred pictures. Among the
is

It’s rattling

Which is by way of saying that “The
Dark Angel” is a picture worth walking
more than the stipulated mile to sit
through. It is English drama and the ac-

and eye

Leslie

have seen

he didn’t make

if

same Colman in “The Dark Angel” and
Vilma Banky really should have been born
in the United States.
This Colman is a
real actor, and Vilma Banky is genuine
United States in looks, manner and ability.

as he did.

Clavert complete the personnel of as well

balanced a cast as

full distance.

good Sennett,

make

incomFenton
and David Butler, Harvey Clark and Bertram Grassby, Wade Boetler and Captain
parably

Livingston

confined for the

story in straightforward recital and without

work of

gets less footage

attention than the light

by

theatre, Chicago, during the

Bellamy, topping the

printed cast, ably discharges the

owner of an Ohio River
its star. Lawrence Gray’s the pancake juggler.
With
many an old slapstick trick and more new
ones these folks keep joy from becoming
Sterling’s

boat show. Gertrude Astor’s

pictures.

It is

she has Ford

juggler in love with “actresses” generally.

screen.

it

of these characters

Also,

picture.

was photoplay, cheering, fearing, sorrowing and exulting with the almost flesh and blood characters on the
ory that

but fact, and
than she was back in

“Stage Struck” is about six reels long
and carries Technicolor appendages fore
and aft, but even these are slapstick. The
in-between stretch is just plain and fancy
hokum without end or break. All of which
is for and never in the least against the

sized story told as

theatre

Mack

the slapstick section of her history.

or live as long

the war.

Capitol

the

at

days.

back

a

it

tell stories.

tion

good old

it

right
It’s

Sterling with her as another reminder of

do

great as these are great.

a

is

Iron
I

is

home again in “Stage Struck.”
Sennett comedy in everything

breath with the next dozen pictures you

DONALD COLMAN

as

the

blinded

soldier

and

Vilma Banky as Kitty Vane in First National’s
“The Dark Angel,” shown at the Chicago, a Chicago loop house, for a week beginning November 8.

in this, is

muster.

I

hope he doesn’t lapse again into

the bad habits he seems to have overcome.

Wyndham

Standing, of course,

is

his usual

—

”

;

November
peerless

self

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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as

Spartan

the

“

who

friend

Helen Jerome Eddy and
Florence Turner ( herself ) are on for short
loved her too.

“P
V^xOMPROMISE”

much her

stretches, the latter looking very

67

ture

old

that because

panion and

Jawn Spargo laughingly

spells

surprise

was my
The

it,

second pleasant
night following my discovery that I could
like Ronald Colrnan in a picture I discovered that I could like a picture Eric Von

Stroheim has made.
won’t have a pet peeve

If

keeps up

this

I

and what then?
Though down as director, and though
Mae Murray and John Gilbert are the not
only high powered but competent stars, it’s
Von Stroheim’s grip on the gold braid
drama that stands out when you think back
upon “The Merry Widow,” and I’m sure
left,

was even more instrumental

much

before

so)

not too

(if

censorial

the

scissor-

began snapping at the Chicago
This man knows his haberdashery
print.
Sometimes I think his
without a doubt.

hounds

he knows
we Americans do

difficulty is that

than

so

it

—or

much

care.

Brook

Clive

in

produced by Warner Brothers.
vember 8 the picture showed for

“Don Q”

is

The

story,

light

opera

wouldn’t be so
In the

well told.
take on

much

if

it

weren’t so

slight

telling,

incidents

immense import, minor disasters
(Mae
Sally O’Hara
calamities,

become
Murray) becomes a cherished member of
one’s own family and Prince Danilo (John
Gilbert) becomes the town bad boy whom
everbody knows “will be alright when he
Yes,

straightens up.”

Von

it’s

at

the

worth any two motion pictures

of the garden variety and I’m

Pauline Garon

—but

more than

Everybody’s told you all they know about
“Don Q,” but nobody can tell you the kick
that Doug carries in this or any picture.

mean

comes as he leaps or
climbs or swings or jumps from here to
there and back or away and on. I’ve been
watching Doug do his stuff since “The
Lamb” and I’m less tired of it today than

I

then.

the kick that

I

may

doing

is

it

be wrong, but

better.

At

younger.
or

I

least

I

believe

the third principal

is

whatever the expression is back
lived when he broke in.

Doug

stuff,

but I’m

any kind of doings.
Incidentally, I’m pleased to hear the rumstrong for

in

rumor about a picture with
Doug and Mary co-starred. I think I was
suggestion (See “The
first to make the
Studio” for August) but it doesn’t mat-

bling of that

The

ter.

thing

is

to get the picture

on

its

way.

How many

of you want

her business to

make

work

and

with.

herself thoroughly

The

who

story’s about a girl

and

roses

all

is

sunshine

insists life

until

worldly

events and a cyclone enable her husband

and father to convince her that it is all
“Compromise” instead which isn’t such a
;

beautiful conclusion after

all.

‘‘THERE GOES”

THE BRIDE

Doug

“peert-

“spry-er,”

many

and she does it so well that she
almost wrecks the picture.
She can act,
this bundle of animated good humor.

X HERE

believe he’s getting

he’s

this side.

there are so

disliked

glad of the mistake.

home where you

“The Merry Widow.”

asset of

it

He was

better.

It’s

er,”

expanded as necessary from a

week

tures billed for the following evening. But

How-

as stated, the big

is,

Beginning Noa

bad

that he’s

they give her a tough layout to

I’m not strong for Spanish

Splendid fabrication

“Compromise,”

Orpheuin, Chicago

better

ever

plot,

TRENE RICH and

week.

last

believe

still

over.

much on

but he hasn’t done

trast,

Not
our

Miss Rich’s starring comseeing him in several

is

so much better than the other players in
English pictures that he stood out by con-

SPLENDID JOB
as

I’d

star.

after

American made pictures I
was a mistake to bring him

MERRY WIDOW”
1 HE MURRAY WIDOW,”

Brook

Clive

another rup of such.

np

has Irene Rich as

it

than

better

it’s

Aesop’s Fables.

to

this is the first of

hope

I

think

I

Irene in anything from “Intolerance”

like

Fitzmaurice who produced “On With the
Dance” and the rest of those real pictures
of another era.

pretty good.”

it’s

ishing touches he has omitted in other reThis is made by the
cent productions.

it

say, “Yes,

self.

Final credit must be given George Fitzmaurice for giving to this picture the fin-

«c

sort of pic-

the

is

mean when you

think you

I

COMPROMISE
PRETTY GOOD

Doug and Mary

co-starred in a picture?

Goes the Bride” looks
reeler if you come

(or more)

a five

the theatre too

chief performers,

ing the

for the

Pathe comedy

Elsewhere

title.

It

has

Littlefield as the

Martha Sleeper dischargBut it’s a Hal Roach
two reels.

role.

title

in

news of other adRoach comedy organization

in this issue

ditions to the

from the five-reel ranks are enumerated.
me, “There Goes the Bride” is adequate
proof that this policy is founded upon rockbottom judgment. The two reels are packed
with laughs and the terrible Long, my favorite film heavy for many years, is unbe-

To

lieveably funny.

Stroheim’s

late

Walter Long and Lucien

like

into

Littlefield, of course,

was

always a comedian.

picture.

Murray and Gilbert are the leads, of
Roy D'Arcy puts over just as
much kick in a particularly repulsive crown

DOOLEY AS A
“ GOOFY GOB”

course, but

prince impersonation.
a

good

king

Crowell

Josephine

is

same handicap; Tully Marshall
as

brilliant

F) ILLY

George Fawcett is
enough footage
a queen under the

the

his timely death

is

money-behind-the-throne,

not look like anyone so
cerned.

the

merry one

at the

was

in

its

ing in line for tickets.

I HAD
my

decided to miss

DON

Q” BY
ACCIDENT

“Don Q”

THE PICTURES AS
OTHERS SEE THEM

pictures

theatre advertising

last

week and got

in

with the worthy purpose of seeing two fea-

I’m con-

a Christie, of

for the

accumulating so during
recent absence, but I misread the Frolic

present,

far as

that the

Roosevelt without stand-

“

gets

course, which means
funny drawings on the subtitles
provide in themselves enough humor for
one comedy. Add the girls’ boarding school
gym class, as nifty an ensemble a Sennett
or Ziegfeld ever got together and as effectively clisclothesed, and it’s a real laugh
maker.
It’s

I

comedy

“A Goofy Gob”

Once or twice he looks like
Harry Langdon, without effort, but he need

widowing

By postponing dinner until 8:30
able to see “The Merry Widow”
week

sailor

In

he’s a scream.

briefly

without untoward event.

last

DOOLEY’S

funnier and funnier.

without

T>AYMOND HATTON
1

mont

title

as

as Cornelius and Percy Mar“Lord Jim” in the picture of that
by Paramount and reported in

produced
this

week’s

“Service Talks’’

department.

_/\,'TER

that

outpouring of

more than usually extended
what

this typewriter, let’s see

—

:

—

A
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the rest of the boys

about

saw and had

“California Straight Ahead”
that

was far

last,

I

saw one picture

better than the others

I

saw.

book.
Later I read it again.
When I
learned it was being adapted to the screen
I wondered often
What kind of picture
will it be?
I have had the answer.

The

picture is “California Straight Ahead,”
a rollicking production that starts swiftly
and ends with speed that is almost too fast
for the cameras. There are so many other
good points that I shall not attempt to
enumerate all of them.

—

Percy Marmont has the title role. John
Russell directed. Marmont and Russell do
not stand in the same relation in my mind
as that in which they stand here in type.
They stand side by side.

Point one, as the points appeal to me,
that the love story is light to the point
of frothiness. There is a hint of comedy
in all of the heavier emotion, and each
player seems to derive great pleasure from
his part in the picture.
is

“Lord Jim” could have been made into
flimsiest melodrama.
A lesser man
would have made it so. But on the screen
the

it is

—

Point two and I will cover no others
is the realism of the racing scene.
The
only fault with this scene is in the burning
car incident. That was obviously a tack on,
a kind of structural afterthought in the
making of the picture. But the fault is not
so great as to detract from the thrill of
the preceding incidents in the race. Here is
speed for the most reckless.

Reginald Denny

rDNA MURPHY
ciated

which showed

at

the State-Lake theatre last week.

one of the outstanding productions of the
week.
l Barr.

—

Scenario Writing

is

Olmsted is a delightfully winsome person,
and she does her work well in this film.
Steppling, Esmelton and Tom Wilson contribute plentifully to a

did not miss.

Al

show

I

am

glad

I

Barr.

“What Fools Men”
Mr.

Service’s
assistant’s
best
threefourths says “What Fools Men” follows
the book “Joseph Greer and His Daughter” closely but omits parts. The answer is
that one good chapter of a book may be
dramatized into two reels of film, and that
a talky chapter in a book is best passed

over without celluloid comment.
“What Fools Men” is well cast and well
acted, with Lewis Stone, Shirley Mason,
Barbara Bedford, Ethel Gray Terry, David
Torrence and Hugh Allen playing the leading roles.
Necessarily, the picture is slow
in parts, but it is compensatingly swift in

The

the board of inquiry sitting, the scene in
which “Jim” tries to obtain another berth,
the scenes between “Jim” and Cornelius, the

Here’s news of importance to exhibitors
interrogated
by amateur
scenarists as to what to do with their
scenarios. The current monthly publication of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., is devoted entirely to the subject of scenario writing and tells the
bad news to beginners in plain words.
I’d suggest (having tried to answer
these budding Sullivans in my time
and knowing, therefore, what you’re
up against when they happen to be
cash customers) that you drop a line
to the office of the

Hays

highlights cannot be clearly marked
from the rest of the film. At any rate,
was all highlight for me. The shipwreck,

off
it

dashing best in “California Straight
Ahead,” even better, so I claim, than he was
in “I’ll Show You the Town.”
Gertrude

in

you prefer, his soul. It is a man’s picture
as distinct from a picture in which woman
is a big factor.
It is directed and acted as
nearly perfectly as is possible, I believe, remembering human vagaries.
if

and Glenn Hunter in the Assopicture “His Buddy’s Wife,”

Exhibitors

The Truth About

men

organization,

469 Fifth Ave., New York City, requesting a copy of this book with
which to fortify yourself against the
next inquirer. If the amateur persists after reading the facts, set down
by the people who buy the stories,
T. O.
call out the constabulary.

—

SERVICE.

fights, the tragic culmination
matic in the finest sense.

The work

Al

I

not to see another picture for a

month I would have no regrets. I saw one
last week end from which for a long time
I could draw satisfaction of reflection and

Barr.

“His Buddy’s Wife”
Glenn Hunter was an idol of

a certain

Edna Murphy is the wife and Douglas
Gilmore is the buddy whose wife she is.
Of Miss Murphy a reviewer in a Chicago
paper said that though hers is a married
woman’s part she plays it throughout with
really!
said

be

who

It

Too

bad,

consummate

humans

makes one wonder what

will

Seems

as

off

over. The great overtone of the picture is
realism.
After Marmont, Hatton as Cornelius,
Beery as the steamer captain and Shirley
Mason as Jewel give the best performances.
Hatton depicts the rat-souled, contriving
coward better than I have ever before seen
Al Barr.
this type depicted on the screen.

—

“Lights of Old Broadway” is a fitting
successor to Marion Davies’ former pleasing screen contribution, “Little Old New
York.”
In this, one is taken back to
the days when Fourteenth street was the
business section of Manhattan and Fifth
avenue and 79th street was “away uptown” and was infested with goats, cows
folks.

it

is

not

week.

NEW

if it

Which brings me back to saying that Miss
Murphy and Douglas Gilmore also put into
this picture as much as the story calls for
But even then

gesture,

— Ray

Murray.

WEAF “Gangsters”
YORK,

Nov.

10.— Mile.

Gam-

danseuse at the Capitol for many
seasons, has joined “Roxy and His Gang”
The
appearing on the radio at WEAF.
Gambarelli
and
genial
association
of
Rothafel has been of many years’ standing, interrupted while the latter left the
barelli,

whom

a bit more.

look,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

anyway. Mr. Service’s assistwill have to tell her
he also
assists to be careful about such matters.

and

They

Mile. Gambarelli Joins

isn’t correct,

ant

skill.

and do other human things as
the screen do them the world

laugh, fight

last

of the next bobbed grandmother

appears on the screen.

individuals

in the

dual role was very well handled by
She gives the proper inMiss Davies.
terpretation to the two widely different
characters; that of a poor girl raised in
“Shantytown” and one reared in wealth
and refinement.
The big scene of the
Orangemen’s parade and the riot which
followed, was well directed and quite
laughable.
At Loew’s State theatre, Los
Angeles, the picture drew good crowds all

not so well directed.

back.

as

are dra-

The

I believe that if there were more story in
“His Buddy’s Wife” Hunter would have
shone more brightly than he does.
It is
his misfortune that the picture is slow and

down her

actors

all

mind, and the integration of this work with the entirety of
the picture could not be better.
Percy Marmont convinced me that he is
a good actor by his work in “The Street
With his work in
of Forgotten Men.”
“Lord Jim” he strengthens the conviction.
Noah Beery, Raymond Hatton, Joseph
Dowling, Shirley Mason, J. Gunnis Davis
and Nick de Ruiz play their parts with

and poor

segment of the population of these states
when he was on the stage, and he has
done good work on the screen. Therefore

her hair in curls

the

—

“Lights of Old Broadway”

“Lord Jim”

Were

of

remains pleasantly

others.

Stone gives a convincing portrayal of the
toppling strong man of the business world
who comes back to his place in finance and
in the heart of his daughter.
And Shirley
Mason as the willful but tender hearted
daughter does very good work. Hers is not
a part easy to play; she plays it well.

—

convincing drama the story of a
to understand his mind, or,

taut,

man’s battle

one of the most dashpictures, and is at his

ing young

28, 1925

No picture I have seen for
be content.
weeks so caught me up while it was showing and held me after I left the theatre.
The picture is “Lord Jim.”
Some years ago I made my first acquaintance with Conrad through “Lord Jim” the

to say

it

This week, as

November

"DONALD

COLMAN

and

Vilma

Hanky

in

the

phantasy sequence of “The Dark Angel,” the
First National production that showed last week
at the Chicago theatre, Chicago house.

supervise preparations
in progress.

Capital

to

theatre,

now

for his

November
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TYPE: Western mystery

THEME:

Romantic

LOCALE: New
TIME: The

69

romance.

love.

Mexico.

present.

STORY A young ranch owner on
whose land is a fortune of which he is
unaware, falls in love with his fair
:

neighbor when she arrives to take charge
of the property left her by an uncle. She
secretly returns the man’s love, but is in
doubt of him because he seems reckless
and has many enemies. For a near killing the rancher’s cook is set on by a mob
but is rescued by his employer. This incident gives rise to a series of desperate
events in which the hero and the heroine
several times narrowly escape death. In
the end their difficulties dissolve, and the
course of their love becomes smooth.

HIGHLIGHTS

The wounding of
attack of the posse
and rescue of the cook.
The flight
in a disabled plane. ... The fight between the vigilante leader and the hero.
.The straightening out of the
:

... The

the hero.

.

Jack Holt and Henry Herbert in a scene
from Paramount’s “The Enchanted

.

No Mans Law

Producer: Paramount

Producer: Independent Pictures
Distributor:

Length: Undetermined
Author
Adaptor

Peter B. Kyne
James Shelley Hamilton

PLAYERS
Lee Purdy

Ormsby

Jake Dort
Hallie Purdy
link Halliwell
Ira Todd
Tommy Scaife

Jasper Doak

Bud Shannon
Chan

Jack Holt
Florence Vidor
Noah Beery
Mary Brian
Richard Arlen
George Bancroft

Ray Thompson
Brandon Hurst
Henry Herbert
George

Conchita
Curley MacMahon
Killer

B.

F.

0.

Length: Undetermined

IRVIN WILLAT

DIRECTOR

Hill,”

Kuwa

Matilde Comont
Willard Cooley
George Magrill

DEL ANDREWS
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

Dave Carson
Bob Custer
Marion Moore
Adalyn Mayer
Donald Moore
Ralph McCullough
Monte Mallory
Bruce Gordon
Nick Alby
Ethan Laidlow
TYPE: Western melodrama.
THEME: Triumph of honesty.
LOCALE: The Mexican Border.
TIME: The present.
STORY A young cowboy incurs the
enmity of a notorious gambler by trying
to prevent his stealing a ranch from an
:

Eastern youth and his

In the
events that follow, the lives of the trio
are many times endangered, but in the
end the gambler is brought to justice.

HIGHLIGHTS: The
gambling house.

...

...

first fight in

.

The second

“The
pro-

ta

duction.

Smalley
Sidney Bracey
Frankie Darro

Phillips

Billy

TYPE: Drama of regeneration.
THEME: Two men discover their

real

selves.

LOCALE:

San

Francisco;

Pacific

Ocean.

TIME: The present.
STORY: An intoxicated young man
meets a similarly conditioned old man
while wandering in a park and decides

The young
and the old
man, desirous of seeing the young people
happy, goes his way. Later the men
meet again, and this time stay together
and help each other find happiness.
HIGHLIGHTS: The meeting of the
Scenes aboard the
two inebriates.
yacht.
.The waterfront riot.
The welding of the friendship.
to adopt him as his father.
man’s fiance resents this act

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

The kidnaping

.. The fight in
The rescue of the

of the heroine.
nel.

sister.

...

a

Mr. Maynard
Dobbins

The Enchanted Hill

in

Paramount

Matilde Comont as Conch

Enchanted

.

Distributor: Paramount

First

.

romance.

Hill."

Gail

.

fight in the

the tunheroine.

gambling

house.

Wandering Footsteps
Producer: Banner Productions
Distributor: State Rights
Length: Undetermined

PHIL ROSEN

DIRECTOR
Author

Charles Sherman
Adaptors.. ..Hope Loring; Louis Leighton

Cameraman

Lyman Broening

PLAYERS
Timothy Payne
Helen Maynard
Hal Whitney

Bruce Gordon and Adalyn Mayer in
“No Man’s Law,” F. B. O. production.

Elizabeth Whitney
Matilda

Alec B. Francis
Estelle Taylor

Bryant Washburn
Eugenie Besserer
Ethel Wales

A scene from the
“No Man’s Law,”

F. B. O. production
starring Bob Custer.

:

:
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Broadway

Lights of Old

Producer: First National
Distributor: First National

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Length: 6,400 feet

Distributor

Length: Undetermined
Author

Laurence Eyre
Carey Wilson

Andrea
Virginia Gilbert
Bryce Gilbert

Marion Davies

Fely
Dirk De Rhondo

Lambert De Rhondo

Andy
Shamus O’Tandy

Duchess Bianca

Conrad Nagel
Frank Currier
George K. Arthur

Gus O’Rorick
Stelio

Romantic

Milton Sills
Doris Kenyon
Claude King
Dolores Cassinelli
Cornelius Keefe
Jed Prouty
Charles Beyer

Elena
Annie

TYPE: Romantic drama.
love.

LOCALE: New York

Van Alstyne

Russell

Charles McHugh
Eleanor Lawson
Mrs. O’Tandy
Julia Swayne Gordon
Mrs. De Rhondo
Tony Pastor
George Bunny
Frank Glendon
Thomas A. Edison

THEME:

Margaretta Tuttle

PLAYERS

PLAYERS

A11116

LAMBERT HILLYER

DIRECTOR

MONTA BELL

Author
Adaptor

1925

28,

The Unguarded Hour

Producer: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

DIRECTOR

November

City.

Lorna Duveen

Vivia Ogden
The Butler
J. Moy Bennett
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: New York City; Italy.
TIME: The present.
STORY A young woman whose father
prevents her from eloping with an unworthy young man goes to Italy and
:

TIME:

Last quarter of last century.

STORY Two girls, twins, whose
mother dies while the family is en route
from Ireland to the United States, are
:

New York

separated in

City, one being

Doris Kenyon and Milton Sills in a
scene from “The Unguarded Hour,”
produced by First National.

Mike Fitzgerald

Wade

Gerald Fuller

Boteler

there meets and is strongly attracted to
a titled inventor.
He fails at first to
appreciate her charm. When, later, he is

Cuyler Supplee
Leigh Willard

Aaron Hoffman

Sam Blotz
Will Frank
TYPE: Domestic melodrama centering
in

newspaper pressroom.

THEME:

Paternal love.

LOCALE: An American
TIME: The

metropolis.

present.

STORY: An assistant pressroom foreman on a daily newspaper, who loves his
presses almost as well as he loves his
family, is brought to the crucial point in
his career through the fact that a reporter who is to become his son-in-law
obtains a story that reflects on the integrity of his son, recently made an assistant to the district attorney.
In the

attempt to shield his son from shame
the pressman throws a wrench into the
press as

Marion Davies as Anne in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Lights of Old Broadway,” Miss Davies plays a dual role in
the picture

adopted by a wealthy family and the
other by a poor family. The hero meets
the poor girl and love draws them together.
The youth’s family objects to
his romance, but are reconciled when the
poor girl saves the hero’s father from
death, and the two are wed.
HIGHLIGHTS: The historical background.
Dual portrayal by Marion
Davies. ... The street fight. ... The
scenes in the theatre. ... The run on
the bank. ... The culmination of the
romance.
.

.

it

is

printing the story of the

arrest.
He, too, is arrested, and meets
his son in jail. Then it is learned that
the district attorney’s assistant was the
victim of a plot. The father is absolved

of blame in the matter of the wrecked
press, and the united family receives an
addition in the person of the reporter
whose story caused the upheaval.

HIGHLIGHTS: Convincing atmosphere in home and newspaper office and
pressroom scenes.
The handling
of the big story.
The wrecking of
the press. ... The meeting of fathei
and son in jail.
The discovery of
the plot and the reunion of the family.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Marion Davies and Conrad Nagel on
upper Fifth avenue. New York City, in
“Lights of Old Broadway,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer picture
attracted, he is led by circumstances to
believe the girl an adventuress.
The
death of his sister proves he has erred.

HIGHLIGHTS

Producer:

Length:

B. F.

PLAYERS
Alice Calhoun
Helen Lee Worthing
The Judge
David Torrence
Gertie Van
Gertrude Short
Colman Colby
Robert Frazer
Robert Marshall
Mahlon Hamilton
TYPE: Mystery drama.

Emilie Johnson
Emilie Johnson

PLAYERS
Ralph Lewis

Ray Hallor

Polly MacDonald
Clarence Walker

Frances Teague
Rex Lease

George Hamilton
“Red” Moran

David Kirby

Lila Leslie

Lou Payne

STANLEY

Mrs. Colby
Jean Prentiss

EMORY JOHNSON

Mary MacDonald
Ray MacDonald

.

Peggy Gaddis

0.

Tom MacDonald

.

6,000 feet.

Author

Length: Undetermined
Author
Adaptor

the

.

B. P. Schulberg.
B. P. Schulberg.

DIRECTOR

Producer: F. B. 0.

DIRECTOR

.

The Other Womans Story

The Last Edition
B.

arrival of
.

Distributor

F.

The

.

.

Distributor:

:

heroine at the hero’s home.
The
rescue of the heroine by the hero, and
her later rescue of the hero’s sister.
The misunderstanding. ... The tragedy that proves the heroine’s sincerity.

THEME:

Marital

infidelity.

LOCALE: An American
Doris Kenyon

“The

and Lorna Duveen in
Unguarded Hour,” a First National picture

TIME:

STORY

The
:

city.

present.

A woman

seeking a divorce

and naming her husband’s feminine busi-

:

November
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bright comedy. ... The mutiny.
Fight
Start of the treasure hunt.
with the motion picture company.
Culmination of the romance.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A fter Marriage
Producer: Dependable Film Corporation

Distributors: State Rights
Length: 5,500 feet

NORMAN DAWN

DIRECTOR

Norman Dawn

Author

PLAYERS
Alma Lathrop

Margaret Livingston
George Fisher
Helen Lynch
Herschell Mayall
James Morgan
Annette Perry
Mrs. George Spencer
Mary Young
Mrs. James Morgan
TYPE: Domestic drama.
David Morgan
Lucille Spencer

THEME: A

husband’s

philandering

reformation.

LOCALE: An American coast
TIME: The present.
STORY: A young man who

city.

tires of

wife is captivated by an actress,
only to learn that his one rival for her

his

Father and

full attention is his father.

The
son meet on the actress’ yacht.
son leaves, and in a quarrel the woman
his father.

kills

young man asks
and

is

it

She is arrested. The
his wife’s forgiveness,

granted.

HIGHLIGHTS

:

principals
.

.

.

.

.

.

Good acting of the
The golf tournament.

The murder of the hero’s father.
The reconciliation of husband and

wife.

Bobbed Hair

Helen Lee Worthing and George Walsh
have the leading roles in “ The Count
of Luxembourg,” produced by Chadwick Pictures Corporation.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

PLAYERS
Marie Prevost
Kenneth Harlan
Louise Fazenda
John Roche
“Salt”
Reed Howes
“Bing”
Emily Fitzroy
Aunt Colimena
Walter Long
“Swede”
Francis McDonald
“Pooch”
TYPE: Comedy-melodrama.
THEME: A woman’s escape from two

Connemara

David Lacy
“Sweetie”

men

in

search of ideal mates.

LOCALE: An American

cipals.

TIME: The

The Bashful Buccaneer
Producer: Rayart Pictures
Distributor: State Right
Length: 5,000 feet

HARRY

DIRECTOR
Authors

—Krag

J.

BROWN

PLAYERS
First

Mate

Montana
Jimmy Aubrey

Second Mate
Cook

Bull

Sam

Captain
Clipper Jones

TYPE:

Allen

George French
Comedy-melodrama.

THEME:

STORY A young woman who
:

has two

suitors eludes both of them by leaping
into an automobile that has been stolen

bootleggers.
Excitement begins
and the girl and a handsome stranger
she meets are involved in a series of
fights, chases and escapes.
The girl finally falls into a trap set by revenue offi-

released when explanations
are made. Then she is captured beyond
escape by the handsome stranger.
cers,

Reed Howes
Dorothy Dwan
Sheldon Lewis

Jerry Logan
Nancy Lee

city.

present.

from

Johnson; Burke Jenkins

but

HIGHLIGHTS:

Swift

Attack of the robbers.

.

action.
.

.

.

.

.

Fight on

Rescue by the hero
Heroine’s capture by revenue officers.
Her capture by the hero.
the yacht.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Swift

action

and

LEWIS, “FOLLIES” GIRL, MOTION
TURE EXTRA, MAKES OPERA DEBUT

PIC-

NEW YORK CITY
Kinograms No. 5135
IN

PARADE AND UNVEILING OF TABLET MARK
CELEBRATION OF U. S. MARINE CORPS’
150TH BIRTHDAY
Pathe News No. 91
COOLIDGE ORDERS GENERAL BUTLER BACK TO
MARINES. SERVED TWO YEARS
AS PHILADELPHIA MAYOR
Pathe News No. 92
UNITED STATES DEFEATS CANADA IN INTERNATIONAL SOCCER MATCH
Fox News No. 12
MALCOLM F. NICHOLS ELECTED MAYOR OF
BOSTON; FIRST REPUBLICAN MAYOR
IN 12 YEARS
Fox News No. 13
BISHOP MANNING LAYS CORNERSTONE OF
NAVE OF CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE
DIVINE,

NEW YORK

In

What Harness Do

“Fast Steppers” Step?
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY
“Does the

,

N. Y., Nov. 17.—
'Fast Steppers’ re-

title

fer to horses or

women?”

is

the

question sent by an exhibitor in
the northern part of New York
The
state to a local exchange.
question indicates the increasing

bewilderment

:

HIGHLIGHTS

Kinograms No. 5134
MARY

.

LOCALE: An ocean.
TIME: The present.

stories.

leading

in

“We Mod-

is

Desire for adventure.

STORY A young writer of action
sea stories who has never been to sea
decides to go.
His trip involves mutiny, a treasure hunt, a battle with a
film producing unit and a romance that
terminates in a wedding and more sea

are among those
roles in First National’s
erns.”

Miller

ALAN CROSLAND

DIRECTOR
ness partner as co-respondent retains an
attorney who before his work is finished
Suspicion points to the
is murdered.
husband. The woman named as the corespondent uncovers evidence that proves
the wife guilty of the murder and reverses the verdict of guilty brought
against her husband.
HIGHLIGHTS: Well sustained air
of
mystery.
The courtroom
The unexpected denouescene.
ment.
The acting of the prin-

Moore, Jack Mulhall, Colleen
Moore, Claude Gillingwater and Carl

Cleve

Producer: Warner Brothers
Distributor Warner Brothers
Length: 7,800 feet

International
PREMIER

News No.

93

MUSSOLINI HAILED BY CROWDS
AFTER FAILURE OF ATTEMPT

ON HIS LIFE
International News No. 94

DR. BLAZER IS CENTRAL FIGURE OF CURIOUS
TRIAL AT LITTLETON, COL.

caused

by

titles.

The exhibitor who sends the
quiry states that he has booked

in-

the
serial “Fast Steppers,” saying that
if the steppers are horses, well
and good, but if they are women
he wishes to cancel.

.

.
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Company

New York

for the year ended August 28,
1925, were slightly lower than last year’s
profits but were sufficient to allow a substantial sum for depreciation, taxes and

Capitol

Program

dividends and to allow of the addition of

(Week Beginning November 15)

Reductions
$24,261 to the surplus.
.
have been made in the company’s liabilities,
the most notable of which is a decrease
of approximately $52,000 in the mortgage
indebtedness.
Net earnings for the
one-year period covered by the statement,
before depreciation, etc., was provided for,
were $122,160, compared with $149,327 in
1924.
Of this year’s total $35,000
was paid in dividends.
.

Overture
“Rienzi,” Capitol Grand Orchestra, David Mendoza conductor.
“Dich Teure Halle,” from “Tannhauser,”
Louise Loringy soprano.
“Ave Maria,'’ Gounod song with cello accompaniment, Celia Turrill and Yasha
:

,

,

.

.

Bunchuk.

“Remember,” Irving Berlin sung by Marjorie Harcum and William Robyn.
“Scriabin
Prelude,”
Chester
Hale
and
Albertina Vitak.
“Ballet Espagnol,” Doris Niles and Capitol
Ballet Corps.
“Bright Lights,” M etro-Goldwyn-M ayer
Scenic Study.
Capitol Screen News.
,

.

.

.

WASH. —

Goldwyn-Mayer Trackless Train when it
put in an appearance here last week on its
way from Los Angles to Vancouver, B. C.,
in charge of “Buddy” Hooten and Eddie
arrived on Monday
and was scheduled to leave for the Dominion city next day, but C. M. Hill, manager of the local Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
offices, succeeeded in holding it over until
Thursday for the edification of the delegates to the third annual convention of the
M. P. T. 0. of Washington, who were
given a ride around the town on the unique
conveyance.
Everywhere the train
went it drew great crowds and it certainly
put over the idea of Metro Goldwyn-Mayer’s “52.”

.

It

.

Seattle’s first run houses
have done an exceptionally large business
in recent weeks, due in part, at least to
the unusually fine programs offered. Universal’s “Phantom of the Opera” drew
record business for three weeks for the
Columbia, and Paramount’s “Pony Express” proved as fine a drawing card at
the Liberty as “The Iron Horse.”
Among recent visitors on Seattle’s Film
Row was H. E. Ulsh, Mount Vernon exhibitor.
A four-day run of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer’s “Unholy Three” at the
Winter Garden recently smashed every
.

.

.

.

.

.

...

attendance record for the house, according
to

Manager Frank Edwards,

fact

that

the

Winter

despite

Garden

had

the
just

changed from a 10 cent

to a 15 cent house.
the only low-priced house in Seattle
showing first runs.
The B. F.
Shearer Company, local distributors for the
Heywood-Wakefield Cpmpany of Chicago,
manufacturers of theatre chairs, will have
attractive offices and
display rooms at
Twelfth and Glisan streets Portland, Ore.,
the first of the year.
It

is

.

.

.

IND— Will

.

.

.

by the Riviera management and shows will
be staged Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Arthur W. Lyday,
of each week.
.

.

.

business representative in Indianapolis of
the Motion Picture Projectionists, was defeated for councilman from the first district of Indianapolis at the recent election.
Sweeton, 71, mother
Mrs. Jennie
of Charles Sweeton, manager of a string
of theatres in Evansville, Ind., died reShe leaves her husband, three sons
cently.

and two daughters.

OMAHA
—
OMAHA,
NEB.

Art

Cunningham,

the Strand theatre here, finds
the Charleston a great house packer in
conjunction with the pulling power of his
He
screen feature, “The Pony Express.”
fias at his house Myrle Connor and Norin
Shoemaker, winners of the recent Charleston contest held at the Strand.
Excavation work for A. H. Blank’s $1,000,000 theatre here is almost completed.
All speed will be made to have the superstructure well advanced before the onset of
Myna Cunard, siscold weather.
ter of Grace Cunard, Hollywood luminary,

manager of

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago

:

MetroStreet,”

Paramount.

GRANADA:

“Red

Hot

Warner

Tires,”

Brothers.

CAMEO: “The Timber Wolf,” Fox.
GOLDEN GATE: “Lady Robin Hood,”

the

SQUARE

on

“Love

:

Rio

the

.

is at the World theatre, local house, in a
Myna Cunard also
piano and vocal act.
has had some screen experience. With her
in the act is Harry Seymour, who played
a part in “East Lynne.”
L. J.
Wagner has bought the Garden theatre
here from Vic Newton of Des Moines, la.
L. W. Deckson managed the house for
.

.

.

Newton.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON,

C—John

D.

S.

Woody,

general manager of Associated
Exhibitors, recently visited with John J.
Payette, assistant general manager of the
Crandall theatres in the latter’s office.
The Metropolitan Athletic Club met in the
projection room of the Metropolitan theatre last week and held its annual election
Dorothy Webster succeeded
of officers.
.A musical
Gladys Mills as president.
innovation planned as a special feature
of the Metropolitan program that includes
“Classified,” with Corinne Griffith, will be
Nell Paxton and Milton Davis in a group
of piano and pipe organ duets especially
special
.The
arranged
for
them.
Saturday morning matinees for children
are very popular this year, and at the last
one at the Tivoli the children saw them.

.

.

selves

on the

made

at

.

The

screen.

Runs

**'*

Vf CKFRS

:

“Cobra.” Paramount.
on the Box,” Warner

ORPHEUM: “The Man
Brothers.

MONROE

“Havoc,” Fox.
STATE-LAKE: “Rose of the World,” War:

ner Brothers.

.

.

pictures were

an earlier performance.
Alexander Podnos, assistant conductor at
.

the Metropolitan, is the
He
a baby' daughter.

.

.

beaming father of

has been buried
of congratulations
Otto F. Beck,
from his friends.
concert organist at the Tivoli, has been
assigned the hours from 12:00 to 1:00 on
Fridays and from 11 :30 P. M. until midHe
night Tuesdays with station WRC.
also is a member of the “Saturday Night.“The Lost World” is in its
ters”.
second week at the Metropolitan. .'
Fred Kemlo, barytone, is giving a song recital as an added attraction at the Tivoli.

under

avalanche

an

.

.

.

.

.

.

First

Uni*ed Artists.

annual financial
Theatres, Limited,
of Famous Players
operating motion
theatres in Ontario
of

West,”

“The King on Main

Goldwyn-Mayer.

CALIFORNIA

H. Hays,

president of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., was in
Indianapolis for a few hours November 10
on his way to Crawfordsville, Ind"., called
there by the death of Judge Albert D.
Thomas, his father-in-law. He will remain
there a few days and then make a brief
visit at Sullivan, Ind., his home, before reThe Grand
turning to New York.
theatre at Anderson, Ind., has been reopened with Keith vaudeville and motion
The theatre is to be operated
pictures.

(Week Beginning November 15)

CANADA
profits

LOEW'S WARFIELD: “Go

Grande,” Cooperative.

CHICAGO: “That Royle Girl,” Paramount.
Rooney,”
Annie
“Little
ROOSEVELT:

OTTAWA, ONT. — The

statement of Eastern
Toronto, a subsidiary
Canadian Corporation
picture and vaudeville
province, shows that the

FRANCIS: “The Merry Widow,” MetroGoldwyn-Mayer

UNION

INDIANAPOLIS

SEATTLE,
Something of a
sensation was created locally by the Metro-

.

Artists.

ST.

F. B. O.

SEATTLE
...

Runs

First

(Week Beginning November 7)
IMPERIAL: “Little Annie Rooney,” United

.

INDIANAPOLIS,

Carrier.

.

San Francisco

.

FRANCISCO
SAN
CAL—
SAN

The Capitol
FRANCISCO,
theatre on Ellis street has been reopened as
a steady run legitimate house by manager
W. P. Cullen. A. J. Gallos, motion picture
man from Los Angeles, will be associated

)

November
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Brothers, has left for Los Angeles after
spending a few days in the Salt Lake
office.
While here he installed W. H. RanRankin was forkin as branch manager.
merly connected with the Seattle Warner
Brothers office, where he made an enviable
Carl Stern
record as a salesman.
left for Seattle this week to take over the
Warner office there. Stern has been manBenager for United Artists here.
nett J. Brandon, Pathe special representative, is back in this territory for a few
The Paramount-Empress
weeks.

Lake City

Salt

First
(

)

;

Runs

Week Beginning October 31

AMERICAN:

“Classified,” First
National
“Shoes,” Fox; International News.
Calgary Stampede,” Universal; “Cupid’s Boots,” Pathe; Pathe Review; International News.
PANTAGES “The Merry Widow,” Metro-

.

KINEMA: “The
:

.

Goldwyn-Mayer.

PARAMOUNT

EMPRESS:

Highway,” Paramount ;
Pathe; Pathe News.

“The

Ancient
“Better Movies,”

VICTORY:

“The Limited Mail,”
Brothers ;
“Sneezing
Beezers,”
Pathe News.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ing the showing of “The Freshman.” The
San Francisco and Marin county councils
reserved sections of the house for the
party.
his Bay

.

.

De Haye

H.

T.

.

has opened

Shore theatre here.
Tom
and Oscar Kantner of the local
Paramount office have returned from the
Paramount sales convention in Chicago.
L. W. Weir, Pro-Dis-Co. Western
division manager, has moved his headquarters from San Francisco to Los Angeles.
.

.

.

Bailey

.

.

.

Herman

Kirsken, formerly of the
house, has been appointed
manager of the White theatre in Fresno
as successor to Ward Morris, who has
gone into other business.
L. A.
Savage, Pathe inspector-booker, was a recent business visitor here.
Henroulle has been made assistant to Manager Weissbaum of the local F. B. O. office.
Henroulle also does the booking.
.

.

.

Casino,

local

...

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— George

...

Loy and Murphey
.

.

Cecil

.

B.

;

exploitation.

.

.

Mike Newman

.

“Seven Days” car has been here

in the
in con-

exploiting the Christie comedy “Seven Days.”
Harry Lustig,
Western division manager for Warner

nection with

.

.

.

Brothers.

COLONIAL: “Tracked

the

in

Snow Coun-

Warner Brothers.

try,”

Seattle

Runs

First
(

i

W'eek Beginning

November

1

LIBERTY “The Pony Express,” Paramount.
“Seven Keys to Baldpate,”
COLISEUM
:

Paramount.

STRAND

‘
:

of the Sawdust,” United

Sally

Artists.

;

;

COLUMBIA: “The Phantom

of the Opera,”

Universal.

;

Utah; and

A.

J.

Escalante, Utah.

Griffin,

KANSAS CITY
members

his

to

The

credit.

would

trip

have been perfect by for the avalanche of
football games which he encountered.
Among out-of-town exhibitors recently in
Kansas City were
O. K. Mason, Regent
Brenninger,
theatre,
Newton, Kan.
L.
Cozy and Crystal theatres, Topeka, Kan.;
Messrs. Miller and Ulam perl, Best and Gem
L. W. Hooper,
theatres, Topeka, Kan.
Orpheum theatre, Topeka, Kan. Walter
Finney, Best theatre, Parsons, Kan. B. L.
Turner,
Panama theatre, Burlingame,
Kan. Mr. and Mrs. Christian, Casino theatre, Excelsior Springs.
D. W. Grif.

St. Joseph, Mo., held a meeting Friday of this week at which several
members from Kansas City attended.
Among those present was “Doc” Cook,
business manager of the M. P. T. O. KanFrank Cass, who has
sas-Missouri.
been city salesman for Pathe many years,

hibitors of

KANSAS CITY, MO.— C. E. (“Doc”)
Cook, business manager for the M. P. T. O.
Kansas-Missouri, is back from his flying
endeavors in the territory with seven new
.

.

:

;

.

.

.

has been promoted to West Coast special
serial sales representative for Pathe, covering the Los Angeles, San Francisco, PortCass began his
land and Seattle offices.
career in Kansas City with Universal, leavHe left November
ing to go with Fox.
14 for Los Angeles, where he will make

home.

his

;

;

;

;

— not

.

.

.

Fox sales reprefor his home in
London, where he will continue his duties
with Fox.
The Kansas City Pathe
office
reports heavy bookings on “The
Freshman.” The picture has played virtually all of the first runs, and is now on
the seconds.
C. A. Schulte, branch
manager for Pro-Dis-Co., has gone out into the territory to foster the “ExhibitorMonth” movement. Schultz was encouraged by the trend of letters received from
theatre owners, but he believes a personal
visit will make the exhibitors even more
enthusiastic.
“Graustark,” taken
from the book by that name, is having its
Kansas City premiere at the Mainstreet
theatre, an Orpheum house.
J. E.
Harper has opened the new Community
theatre at Blythedale, Mo.
G. E.
Gomel has sold the Royal theatre, Thayer,
Mo., to R. A. Griffith.
Cecil de
Mille’s “The Coming of Amos,” is at the
Globe, in conjunction with vaudeville. This
Exis the picture’s first run here.

fith

sentative

the director, but

here

— has

.

.

left

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA, PA.—East Coast
Theatres Company, recently organized with
Sam Stiefel, De Luxe exchange, president
Oscar Neufeld, De Luxe exchange, treasurer, and Isadore Epstein, secretary, is
planning to extend its holdings and eventually acquire a chain of a score or more
houses in this territory. The company has
just taken over the lease on the Karlton
from Mrs.
Pa.,
Pleasantville,
theatre,
In the case
Jeanne Guillernett.

...

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

of

Philadelphia
First

(Week Beginning November 2)

STANLEY:

“Second

Overture:

Hungarian

Rhapsody,” Stanley Symphony Orchestra;
Dance Divertissement: Albertina Rasch
and her American Ballet Musical Novelty
Royal Accordion Orchestra Organ Selec“Triumphal March” from “Aida”;
tions
;

;

;

:

First National ; Comedy Cartoon; Stanley Magazine News.
FOX: “Exchange of Wives,” Metro-GoldwynMayer; Overture: “Tannhauser” ; Musical
“Officers’
Training
Corps;”
Melange:
Violin Selections by Sascha Jacobsen.

Classified,

STANTON
ARCADIA

“The Freshman,” Pathe.
“R o m o a,” Metro-Goldwyn-

:

1

:

Mayer.

.

“The

Gold

Rush,”

United

A rtists.

KARLTON

.

.

.

.

.

“New Brooms,” Paramount.
PALACE: “Graustark,” First National.
CAPITOL: “Fine Clothes,” First National.
:

.

.

as exploitation
Horace
director.

offices

publicity
came to

manager and
Nields,

who

Reading from Los Angeles, suc-

P.
ceeds Jacobs at the Colonial
Harrison has awarded the contract for the
theatre he will build at Bryn Mawr. Pa.
George Higginbotham, formerly of
Eureka and Elrae theatres here,
the
manager of the
appointed
been
has
Wayne theatre, another local house.
William Quinlivan, formerly Vita.

.

.

.

.

.

graph branch manager here, and George
Rosenbaum, have been added to the local
Joseph Hebrew
Pathe sales force.
of the Fox office, Gene Marcus of Twentieth Century and G. Humphreys of the
Pro-Dis-Co. office have been chosen to
serve on the local arbitration board until
.

VICTORIA:

Morris

denied the right of substitution when a
producing company fails to deliver a picIt sustained Wachs in his contention
ture.
that failure to deliver the picture contracted
for released him from further obligation.
William Schock has bought the
lease on the picture house at Bristol, Pa.,
W. E. Smith, district
from J. Leon.
manager; Percy A. Bloch, branch manager,
and M. Landow, sales manager, out of the
local Paramount office, have returned from
the Paramount semi-annual sales convenThe Diana thetion at Chicago.
atre, South Bethlehem, Pa., has been closed
I^arry Jacobs, who has
indefinitely.
been managing Loew’s Colonial at Reading,
Pa., for the last few weeks, has been assigned to the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh

Metro

Runs

vs.

Wachs, the Philadelphia Arbitration Board

.

De

Paramount-Empress, set in a rush date.
Phil Gersdorf came directly from the company’s studios and has arranged an elaborate presentation act as well as unusual

“ Lovers

COLUMBIA: “The Homemaker,” Universal.
BLUE MOUSE: “Compromise,” Warner

:

“The Road

getting national as well as local attention.
C. F. Parr, resident chief of Pro-Dis-Co.,
held a big trade showing of this production recently at which about 150 were present.
So impressed were the exhibitors that
George E. Carpenter, manager of the

“Shore Leave,” First National.
in Quarantine,” Para -

:

:

mount.

T.

will

to Yesterday” is creating
great attention here.
The world premiere
of the picture is to be held at the Paramount-Empress theatre, and the event is

Mille’s

COLISEUM
STRAND

.

.

L. Cloward, local Metro exchange manager, is celebrating with his sales force the
winning of fourth place in the recent sales
drive.
Incidentally, the boys are spending
the takings.
Joseph F. Samuels, Utah
salesman, won third place for individual
work.
A. G. Picketts, Paramount
branch manager, has issued a call for all
Paramount salesmen in this territory to
come in for a conference. McGinley, Ep-

person, Gulbransen,
be on the
spot.

Utah
Utah

Runs

Week Beginning November 7)
LIBERTY: “ The Gold Rush,” United Artists.
<

John Ryan, Brigham City,
M. Chessler, Bingham Canyon,
Reno Memmot, Scipio, Utah John
Rugar, Park City, Utah; F. T. Duvall,
Murray Utah John W. Johnson, Midvale,

were

lately
.

.

Seattle
First

.

theatre has booked the motion picture record of the Amundsen polar flight released
by Pathe, and will show it soon.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen on film row

Pathe;

with Cullen.
Sam Perlin, of Oakland, has accepted plans for a new 1,250seat theatre he will erect there.
It will
cost $150,000 and will be operated in conjunction with his other houses.
J. A. Harvey is to build a 400-seat theatre
at Santa Cruz.
He expects to have it open
by December 15. Harvey also has leased
the T. & D. theatre at Hanford, Cal.
Oliver Kehrlein announces he will
build a $200,000,
1,800-seat
theatre on
Telegraph avenue, Oakland.
Frank
Vesley, who has been -connected with the
National Theatre Syndicate for some time,
has been appointed to James Beatty’s position while the latter is on a vacation in
Hawaii.
Local Boy Scouts had a
theatre party at the Imperial theatre dur.

.

.

Warner

.

73

/

.

.

;

November

24.

.

.

;
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a pipe organ in the remodeled house, which
is to be opened next month.
The Rialto

was badly damaged by

fire last spring.

LOUIS

ST.

—

MO. George Gambrill,
Paramount exploiteer in this territory, sent
to Governor Samuel Baker an unique invitation to attend the showing of “The Pony
LOUIS,

ST.

Express”

at

Mo.

Gem

the

Jefferson

theatre,

was a 3j/2-inch brass shell
on which the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry
Company engraved the words, “Pass Governor Baker and party to see ‘The Pony
City,

It

Gem

Express’ at the

The

theatre.”

shell

display in the jewelers’ show winfor four days prior to the day on

was on

dow

which it was sent to the governor.
Sydney G. Gates, who formerly managed
the State theatre here and more recently
the Regent theatre at Harrisburg, Pa., has
been appointed manager of Loew’s Aldine
Barney
theatre at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rosenthal of Columbia Pictures Corporation, has returned here from a business
trip to Chicago.
He reports that his company is enjoying good fall business.
.

.

Lige Conley takes the role of “props,”
dumb but willing stagehand, in “Spot
Light,” an Educational-M ermaid comedy.

ALBANY
ALBANY,

Y.— William Dillon, presiNew York state M. P. T. O.,

dent of the
presided at the recent meeting of the Albany and Buffalo zone directors.
Many
problems were discussed, but definite action
on all of them was postponed until the
early part of December.
Among those at
the meeting were Jules Michaels, Buffalo
Charles Heyman, Niagara Falls; Meyer
Schine, Gloversville
Rae Camdee, Utica
;

George Dwore, Schenectady; and Uly
Albany.

S.

Jacob Rosenthal of
Troy, recently lost $186
to a prowler who entered the house and
pried off the door to Rosenthal’s private
office.
The Mark Strand theatre
here observed its fifth anniversary with a
special program.
J. S. McHenry
of New York City lately spent ten days
here assisting Manager Robert Mochrie of
the Pro-Dis-Co. exchange.
Manager Walter Roberts of the Troy theatre
gave a morning matinee for children on
election day.
More than 2,000 attended.
Louis Buettner of Cohoes, chairman
of the Albany zone, is on a deer hunting
trip in the Adirondacks.
N. S.
Fleck has closed his Rex theatre in Middleburgh.
Tony Veiller, manager of
the Mark Strand here, is doing all the
publicity work for the six Strand chain
houses here and in Troy.
C. H.
Buckley, owner of two theatres here and
one in Glens Falls, has moved into new
offices in the Leland building here, from
which he will direct the activities of his
houses.
Herman Vineberg manager of the Albany and Regent, local
houses, lately has created some attractive
lobby displays for use in the Albany.
Mike Freedman of the Rialto in Schenectady has altered his intention of going to
Florida this winter, and will devote all
his time to the theatre.
Earl Kelly
of the Strand in Millbrook rolled forth
last week in a brand new car.
Louis
Rinn of the American theatre, Troy, is
high man in the theatrical bowling league
of that city.
F. E. Colburn of the
Rialto theatre in Glens Falls will install

Hill,

the

Rose

.

.

.

theatre,

.

.

.

is

a legitimate asset of

any house and should be taken over by

new owner

of the house.
The
Charleston craze has struck St. Louis and
almost all the leading motion picture theatres have staged or plan to stage Charleston contests. The Missouri theatre tied up
with the St. Louis Tunes on a contest, and
the Grand Central theatre tied up with the
St. Louis Star.
Loew’s State and the Orpheum, leading vaudeville house, have fallthe

en into

line.

.

.

.

.

.

Herbert Krause,

local

Paramount manager, attended the Paramount sales convention held in Chicago.
Roy Dickson, manager of the Asso.

.

.

ciated

Exhibitors branch

here,

.

announces

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

made

a

motor

trip to

Kansas

City.

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.— S.
the

Colonial and

G. Howell, owner of
theatres here,

Parkway

and William L. White, his house manager,
were painfully injured when they were
struck by an automobile in front of the

White was able to be out the
next day, after treatment at the Emergency hospital, -but Howell was confined
Colonial.

home

for several days.

.

.

L. B.

.

and
.

.

.

improvements
Slayton, Tex.,

new

these

in

proud of
Lee Westeris

theatre, just opened.
exhibitor formerly of Brownwood,
Tex., bought the Custer theatre in Slayton from J. D. Custer, renamed it the Gem,
and turned it into a Western feature house,
and then built the new theatre, the Palace.
Ben Y. Cammack, a member of the
.

.

.

Dallas Universal sales force, has just been
appointed manager of the Atlanta, Ga.,
Universal branch. Film men of Texas wish
A
Ben luck in his new position.
short time ago H. G. McNeese of Dallas
sold his theatres at Alice and Haskell and
has now bought two others, one at Cotulla
Mrs. H.
and one at Pearsall, Tex.
Boone is building a theatre at El Campo,
Tex. It will open soon under the manageMiss Alta
ment of E. L. Schubeck.
Brozvne, formerly of the Dallas First National office, and Hiram David Parks, First
National representative in Arkansas, were
The
wed recently at Rockwell, Tex.
Mission theatre at Mission, Tex., lately
celebrated its third anniversary. To advertise the anniversary show the management
conducted a misspelled word contest that
created considerable interest.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lean, his personal representative, recently

its

,

.

traveling out of the A. E.

C.

.

.

field,

.

.

.

now

D. Hill, Pro-Dis-Co. dismanager, accompanied by Russell Mc-

trict

.

terations
houses.

.

.

Talley are
office.

Clark of the Rialto and Mission theatres,
El Dorado, Ark., is making extensive al-

.

.

that he has perfected the sales organization.
Conley Hickman, Morris Aaron and L. E.

to his

.

.

Clyde Cook stars in “Moonlight and
Noses,” made by Hal Roach for distribution by Pathe.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

committee has been appointed by
the local Film Board of Trade to consider
the problem arising out of the fact that
frequently when theatres change ownership
the new owners do not take over contracts
entered into by the persons who sell their
houses. The board takes the position that
special

a contract for film

N.

.

.

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

“

Go Gallagher” is the first picture
made by Tom Tyler, the new star of
releases by Film Booking Offices.

Let’s

.

.

CREY BLACKTON

ig>fpr»

....

MONA PALMA

CHARLES BROKAW

--

m
.

MARION IVY HARRIS

P HOTOS

seven Paramount
School students who
began work in their first production November 9 are presented on
this page.
The picture is being
of

Picture

ROBERT ANDREWS

directed
story by

by Sam Wood from
Byron Morgan.

a

JOSEPHINE DUNN

——
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Wants” According to the
Box Office.

cal part of the picture is really wonderful,
but this is spoilt by the modern story, which
That’s what the sois a mess of piffle.”
called highbrows said to me, and it strikes
me the same class of people are picking
stories for the films, because they (the pick-

Showman Supports
Rand’s Much Discussed
British

Production Beliefs
have just read Mr. Rand’s criticism in

I

in

Motion Pictures,”

know

and I should like Mr. Rand
even though the whole film world
agree with what he has written (which
to

that
fails to

ers) certainly do not know what pleases 80
per cent of the cinema audiences, if they do
know, they are very careful not to let us
have very much of it. I maintain that, as

isn’t

staunch
likely) he has in the undersigned a
supporter.
penned, but
I do not agree with all he has
with most of it.
after readIt is possible that many people,
which
ing the paragraph in Mr. Rand’s letter
commences: "Exhibitors will think of the
good old days and remember, etc., etc.,” will
be inclined to judge Mr. Rand a fan lover
of the great outdoor type of picture.
Then again, he (Mr. Rand) has mentioned such a varied number of outstanding
productions that readers may overlook the
Western
fact that most of these are of the
In any case, I am quite certain that
type.

—

most exhibitors (and

all

showmen) on

this

“side” are “fed up” to the back teeth with
the bowing and scraping, doing nothing,
society jazz pictures. Also I’m sure most of
the wife stealing films could be “given a

miss” and few would be sorry.
If I were choosing stories I should choose
such as “Steel Preferred” (which I see
P. D. C. are to produce) also “The Sailor’
by J. C. Snaith, “Empty Hands,” which has
made a good picture. I read that “The
Bronze Collar” is to be produced as a film

mean

(I

the

book

of that title).

If a story

(“Bronze Collar”) is given to
good producer, I cannot imagine how he

of this type
a

(the producer) could fail to make a picture
that would contain 90 per cent entertain-

ment,

and

it’s

entertainment

the

public

wants.
Fictional entertainment, novel, play or
picture, usually verges on the impossible
Actual(that’s perhaps why it entertains).
ities of life are, as most of us know, more
often than not unpleasant; therefore, why
not try to dispense with as many every day
unpleasant actualities as possible? What I
mean is, keep the scenes which may disgust
our mothers, sisters and daughters off the
If they were never put on celluloid
sheet.
we couldn’t show ’em. For goodness sake,
let the men or women who pick the stories
give us pleasant stories, stories that send
our patrons (both of them) home happy.
If unhappiness must be dragged into the
story, then let the producer cut the scenes
to a minimum, and in any case let him
I
keep out the very unpleasant scenes.
remember in the old days of ripe red meller
that when a scene was getting too tearful
for words, the funny man (as I‘ used to call
him) came on and made (I say made) us
laugh, and we forgot for a moment the

Give

have

the
throughout
endorsed Philip

Rand’s vigorous denouncement
of regrettable production tendencies published last month in
this section. The mail is heavy
with comments based upon Mr.
Rand’s letter and the comment
thereupon by Roy W. Adams,
published subsequently in
“What the Picture Did For Me.”
L. Harriman, British exhiband “Herald” contributor of
long standing, adds his okay in
an especially interesting letter
J.

itor

printed in an adjoining column.
What has Hollywood to say
about it?

regards “The Ten Commandments,” any exhibitor could have billed the modern story
alone (providing, of course, the Biblical part
had never been produced) and patrons
would have voted it an excellent story; although, mind you, I would not call “The
Ten Commandments” a happy picture, but it
has such a human touch that it is almost
certain to appeal to all that is best in those
seeing it. Thank goodness, my patrons like
stories with a punch like “Roarin’ Rails.”
Wish Carey would give us another like this.
Yes, it’s “meller” but it “get’s there” with
the majority and I do not “run” my theatre
for the minority. I could go on for a week,
but what would be gained? Nothing! Because I’m not in a position to change anything (I wish I were).
I know that producers are not giving us
the class of goods we require, in large

body shold know what is required. Someone certainly picked them a good story when
they picked “The Sea Hawk.”
Well, dear Mr. Editor, I hope your valuable paper may be the means of producers

my

who came
to see “The Ten Commandments” (here’s a
100 per cent human picture, by the way),

Many

said to

of

me

friends (patrons)

on leaving the hall:

“The

Bibli-

sir,

“Art” and “Screen Uplift”
Films Not Wanted; Need
has

me

tacle,” but some simple little human life
tale as, for example, “Over the Hill.”

think there were about a dozen exteand the same number of interior
scenes in the entire picture and the
cast to my knowledge numbered apI

riors

proximately 15 principals.

A recent picture, “The Unholy
Three,” is another example of what the

public will pay their money to see without any ballyhooing of the fact that the
cast might have been sent to Europe to
film the exteriors.
If we must delve into history for
stories, modernize them as DeMille
did
“The
Ten Commandments.”
Charles H. Ryan, Milford theatre, Chicago, 111.

Says Continuation of
“Pep” Pictures Is

Censor Invitation

up

it.

am, dear

We

Okay
^Exhibitors

yours faithfully, J. L. HARTheatre Co.,
Ltd., Nottingham, England.
I

RIMAN, New Empress Cinema

that the public is not interested in art as it is exhibited in some
of the costly “artistic” failures that we
are forced to run every year to “uplift
the screen,” as the producers say.
in the show business are interested in
the commercial successes and in most
cases it is not the “million dollar spec-

RAND
trade

(or whoever is responsible) seeing the error
of their story picking capabilities, and will
wish you and your staff the success you so
rightly deserve.

proven to

enough

scene.

this vital little

to

1925

Commercial Successes
My thirteen years experience

“D. W.” knows how to put
touch into pictures. “Hokum,”
you say! I know it is, and even though the
highly educated and cultivated scorn it, they
like it, but it would be “infra dig” to own
tragic

28,

What Showmen Want
In Motion Pictures

Theatr

e-Studio
{j[A
Service Whereby Exhibitors Tell Studio People “What the Public

"What Showmen Want

November

quantities. Oh yes, we keep getting
one now and then.
I understand that First National of America is made up (or is it was made up?) of

exhibitors.

If

this

is

so, surely

they as a

Give
grams.

us

more

clean,

entertaining

pro-

Cut out the sex stuff, or every
town will have a censor board. The socalled pep in pictures can be put over in
the cities, but it is death to the small town
exhibitors.
I have paid for my experience in this
kind of stuff in the last year.
I cannot
see how some of the pictures got by the
Board of Review, if there is such a board.—
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Very Little Sob Stuff
Wanted; Comedy and
Speed in Demand
I find that my town wants good action
pictures with very little sob stuff. It doesn’t
matter if there is good acting in a sad picture, they don’t want to have to see misery.
fast moving comedy seems to please them
as well as a fast melodrama.
I can’t seem to get them out very strong

A

here for any one picture. Have tried every
but I guess the town is too
small for the amount of shows it gets.
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City,

known method,
Cal.

November
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Announce Big Schedules West;
Production Is Spotty in East
Two First National
Units Busy;

Famous

Schedule Completed
By JOHN

S.

Abstract Comedy
Analyzed by
Hutchinson

SPARGO

By RAY MURRAY
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 17.— With

NEW YORK,

Nov. 17.— First National’s
Eastern production is again in high with

“Too Much Money” and “Men

of Steel” in

production and at least a half dozen other
pictures being made ready to place in production as soon as space is available.

“Men

of

Steel,”

the

big

steel

“special”

which was written by Milton Sills, who will
have the starring role, was started last week
in Birmingham, Alabama, where the company expects to spend six weeks shooting
scenes in the steel mills and iron mines of
the United States Steel Corporation. These
the company will return to First
National’s New York studios for the interiors.
George Archainbaud is directing.
Fred Stanley, for two years publicity chief
of the Earl Hudson units, is business manager of the unit on location.
Three special cars were used to transport
the stars, executives and technical men to
the Southern city.
They left New York
over the Pennsylvania lines and a big gathering of newspaper and film magazine folk
saw them off at the Pennsylvania station.
In the party were Sills, Doris Kenyon, Mae
Allison, Claude Gillingwater, George Fawcett,
Victor McLaglen and John Philip
Kolb, with a host of bit players and extras.
finished,

Dillon Directing Zangwill Story

“Too Much Money,”

the screen version of
Zangwill’s stage play of the same
title, has Lewis Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson
in the featured roles.
John Francis Dillon
is directing.
In the cast are Robert Cain,
Derek Glynne, Dorothy King, George
Israel

Henry, and Cliff VVorman.
Other pictures in the offing are “Mismates,” “Pals First,” “The Savage,” “The
Boss of Little Arcadv,” “Sailor’s Wives,”
and others. These pictures will give Earl
Hudson’s units a busy fall and winter. In
fact, a full schedule is mapped out as far
as next April and scenario writers are
busy under the supervision of Hudson turning out the scripts.

Lull at Paramount

There

a between-the-season lull on the
stages at the Paramount Long Island studio.
The inactivity, however, is confined
to the stages, for the production forces
are buried in the details of plans for pictures which will be distributed during the
spring and summer.
The cameras are grinding away on the
last few scenes of “The American Venus,”
which is the final attraction on this season’s program, a January 25 release. This
picture has been in production since the Atlantic City bathing beauty pageant, where
many scenes in natural color necessitated
painstaking care both in direction and in
is

photography.
In the cast of “The American Venus,”
whose magnificent color-sets and beautiful
girls are a treat to the eye, are Esther Ral-

Ford

Sterling, Lawrence Gray
Fay Lanphier, the Miss America of
Atlantic City contest.
Frank Tuttle is directing it.
ston,

Gilda Grey Ready for

and
the

Work

Gilda Grey, her director, Maurice Tourneur, and company have just returned from

Samuel S. Hutchinson, veteran of fifteen
years in various branches of the show business, recently returned to production as producer of “The Nutcracker” and other feature comedies as a series for Associated Exhibitors, analyzes comedy in the abstract:
“It seems to me that all comedy elements
can be classified as falling under one of
the following units: repetition, exaggera-

anachronism and misery,”

tion, incongruity,

“If a producer, disays Mr. Hutchinson.
rector or writer will keep those four divisions in mind he can help to create true
amusement in the literal meaning of the
word. And it is not only a question of
In his ability to tell why a thing
analysis.
is funny, or to see clearly where it will be
funny, lies much of the success of comedy production.
“Repetition is one of the greatest of
comedy values. That is particularly noticeable on the speaking stage or in subtitle
comedy. It is not quite so important in
situation comedy, although it has its merit
The mere repetition
there too, of course.
of a line or a title, even though it is not
intrinsically amusing, will get a laugh the
third or fourth time it occurs. I recall particularly a line from Don Marquis’ play
‘The Old Soak’ the catchline, so to speak,
It was simply, ‘Al’s
of the production.
here!’ Yet that line, in repetition, became
The same thing applies
hilariously funny.
with great force to title humor in pictures.

—

“Transposing

people

or

customs

Western Production
Heads Outline Great
Line-up for Winter

away

their natural orbit and putting them
several centuries in advance of, or behind,
their times, always makes for laughter,”
Mr. Hutchinson avers. “Such anachronism
is what gives most of the comedy to a pic-

from

ture like ‘A Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court.’
gent who is dressed in a Crusader’s suit of tin B. V. D.’s, who exclaims
‘Odds bodkins!’ and who then goes out and
leaps on a motorcycle, for instance, is typical of what might be called anachronistic

A

humor.

“The pretenses of common, everyday
people in their ludicrous attempts to ape
their superiors or be something that they
are not is all a part of the humor of exaggeration. Falstaff, with his bluff and boastfulness, is a fine example. Scores and hundreds of characterizations and situations in
our modern pictures can be classified in
this category.”

cesses, First National announcing that it
will expend close to $20,000,000 upon the
“most ambitious program in the history of

organization” and Joseph M. Schenck
that
his
organization
has
just

the

stating

launched a $2,000,000 expansion program, it
doesn’t look like a very dull season in the
film capital.
Of course, all film company figures must
be taken with a grain of salt, but even allowing for the usual deduction the most pessimistic see increased employment and more
business in the offing in picture circles than
for several seasons past.

John McCormick, general manager of
Western production for First National,
announces that new books, new plays, and
original

stories

production and
carried out for
join

the

First

have been purchased for
negotiations
are
being
the

biggest directors to
fold
in
Los

National

Angeles.
First National Making Three
Just at present three productions are
well under way, “The Far Cry,” with an
cast which Sylvano Balboni is
directing; “The Second Chance,” a Curt
Rehfeld production, and “Mile. Modiste,”
starring Corinne Griffith, being directed by

all-star

Robert
just

Z.

Leonard.

finished

“Irene,”

Colleen Moore has
another delightful

comedy, and “The Viennese Medley” will
soon be edited and ready for exhibition.
The Talmadge sisters, Constance and
Norma will soon be occupied with “East
of Setting Sun” and “Iviki,” the former
to be directed by Eric Von Stroheim and
the latter by Clarence Brown.

Samuel Goldwyn is putting the finishing
touches to his “Potash and Purlmutter”
story “Partners Again,” in which George
Sidney does some very funny stuff. This
will be a United Artists release.
F. B. O. a Busy Lot
Right next door to the United Studios
finds F. B. O. studios humming with activity.
James Hogan is off in a cloud of
dust with “King of the Turf,” a racing
melodrama written by Louis Joseph Vance.

Harmon Weight

is cutting and editing his
drama, “Flaming Waters.” It has
Mary Carr, Pauline Garon and Mal-

oil field

in it

colm McGregor.
“The Midnight Flyer”
F.

is another F. B.
B. O. railroad story being directed by

Tom
Porto Rico where exteriors for “Aloma of
the South Seas” were made. The company
will be at work on the interiors at the Long
Island plant for the next few weeks. Warner Baxter and Percy Marmont are supporting Miss Gray in her first stellar vehicle.

The former Follies star was the second
of Paramount’s stellar lights to return to
New York within the last few days, Gloria
Swanson having arrived from France on
Wednesday. “Tamed” is the tentative title
of the next picture which Miss Swanson
will make, with production starting soon at
(

Continued on page 83 )

William

Fox paying something like $400,000 for the
screen rights to David Warfield’s stage suc-

Forman, with Dorothy Devore and
Cullen Landis featured.
Emory Johnson
has just completed his newspaper story,
“The Last Edition,” and Fred Thompson
has finished “All Round Frying Pan” and
has started on “The Tough Guy.” Evelyn
Brent’s next vehicle will be “The Broadway Lady,” while Richard Talmadge is
working on “So This Is Mexico,” a melodramatic comedy.
Lefty Flynn is being
featured in a football story which ought
to make this Yale hero feel right at home.
He has just finished “Smiling at Trouble.”
Bob Custer has just finished “Ridin*
Streak” and has started on the fight
(

Continued on page 84 )
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JUNE MATHIS,

head of First National scenario
amuse the kiddies on the
“Viennese Medley” set between scenes by telling
them bear stories and such.
department,

E.

helps

TM’EW YORK,

*
last

*

—
jj{

Ruth Roland

S{!

about to return to the screen. She
deserted picture making because of her numerous

jjs

^

The Sacramento River, an historic stream, is to
“double” for the equally famous “Volga,” where boatmen are wont to boat and sing songs. Cecil DeMille
will take a carload of stars and players with him to
make

shots for his “Volga Boatman.”
%

%

*

I stepped into stage 6 of United Studios the other
day and witnessed an unusual sight. It was George
Sidney going to heaven. He was playing the role of
Potash in Sam Goldwyn’s screen version of “Partners
Again with Potash and Perlmutter” and the scene
called for Sidney to appear garbed in his night shirt,
flapping feathery wings and strumming a lyre. And
say was the wind blowing? Well, with four wind
machines stirring up the atmosphere at 45 miles an
hour I’ll say it was. And they say an actor’s life is

—

a cinch.
if:

sjc

Rear Admiral A. H. Robertson, U.

S.

N., recently

visited the Pickford-Fairbanks studio and Mary escorted the admiral aboard one of Doug’s pirate ships.
Just then the ship began to roll and Mary was quite
disappointed because the admiral did not get seasick.
* * *

Sam Goldwyn

has a new screen star. She is Miss
Betty Jewell and she will play the ingenue role in
Mr. Goldwyn saw her in “The
“Partners Again.”

New Commandment”

in

New York

and that same

evening he called his agent to get in touch with her.
The next day at 9 o’clock she had a signed contract
and was on her
way to Hollywood.
*

*

Robert
(

Turn

to

*

Vig-

page 85 )

Fish Goodrich, who

*

*

Fred Stanley, for the past two years head of
the publicity department of Earl Hudson’s production units of First National, has been made business manager for the big steel picture, “Men of
Steel.”
Stanley acted in the same capacity on
“Sundown” and “The Knockout.”

is

but
business enterprises
yes, she’s in real estate
she holds her picture career above her other interests and will soon appear in a feature production,
not a serial.

— John

viously.

all in

—

17.

stead of “Mademoiselle Modiste,” as announced pre-

But

week.

Nov.

’

Jan Murfin and Charles Whittaker are in New
York collaborating on the scenario of Ernest Pascal’s
original story, “The Savage,” for First National, in-

the regular line of her work in the William deMille production, “The Splendid Crime.” Bebe
says through her role she is the youngest of three
crooks she is gaining unusual skill as a burglaress.

was

Murray

Ray Connell, casting director of the Earl Hudson
units of First National in the East, was a member of
the United States Secret Service before entering the
film industry.
* * *

jfc

That delightful team, Monte Blue and Marie
Prevost will be starred in another Warner production.
It will be “Other Women’s Husbands” and
in it Monte has to get back into his soup and fish,
after getting used to overalls and such.

it

Charles

collaborated with Milton Sills on the scenario
of First National’s “Men of Steel,” before becoming a writer earned his living by working in a steel
construction plant.
* * *

*-

his bow as a producer.
is
following in the footsteps of Joseph Schenck and
others who manage their wives, or at least “present”
them upon the screen, and hereafter all of Colleen’s
productions will be presented by John McCormick.

*

with

Column

Spargo’s

McCormick makes

Bebe Daniels cracked three safes

(center)

and George Sidney, comedians engaged
lor “Two Blocks Away,” first of a series which
Mr. Asher will produce in Hollywood.

Nov. 17. With the releasing of
Moderns,” starring Colleen Moore, John

5{C

ASHER

28, 1925

(left)

Murray’s Column
—
H OLLYWOOD,
“We
He
jjj

M.

November

5}:

First
SECTION

one of
the first films shown
commercially in England
has been presented to the
American Society of Cinematographers of Hollywood.
The film was shown on
Regent street in 1893
and shows a pageant hon-

A

of

oring Queen Victoria during the historic Gladstone
home-rule debate of that
year.
It was presented to the
American Society by Sir

J.

K. Judd,

E.

president

and an AiderLondon.
Judd

nic school,

man

of
a classmate of
Charles Rosher, who has
been chief cameraman for
Mary Pickford for the
eight years.
The
past
presentation
of
formal
was made by
the
film
Miss Pickford and Rosher
on the eve of Rosher's
departure for Germany,
where he will join the
UFA concern.

was

The
third

film

is

larger

about a
than the

standard

film
of today,
remarkably preconsidering its
served.
It is highly valued
age.
by the American society,

and

and

cast of First National’s big steel “special,”
of Steel,” which goes into production this
month with Milton Sills in the stellar role.
*

will

kept

be

among

tion.
is

said that the

first

was shown in this
in
successfully
country
1895, which would indifilm

cate

the English

first

shown

in

tion machine.

the
projec-

film

a

*

*

Wives,” the novel written by Warner
Fabian, author of “Flaming Youth,” will be filmed
this winter by First National’s Eastern production
units in New York, according to an announcement by
Earl Hudson, supervisor of production for this unit.
“Sailors’

^

Ray

Harris,

sfc

who

for the past year has been on
the scenario staff of Earl Hudson’s First National
units, has been sent to Birmingham, Alabama, to serve
in the capacity of “gag man,” during the making of
“Men of Steel.”
*
* *

Don Hetrick, for several years script clerk for
First National, has been promoted to assistant director
to

John Francis Dillon on “Too Much Money.”
*

*

*

Roy Carpenter is cameraman for First National’s
“Men of Steel,” company and George Folsey is grinding the crank for “Too Much Money.”

is

the historic relics of the
motion picture industry
owned by that organizaIt

ing

“Men

London Polytech-

of the

sfc

John Philip Kolb, the man who was picked
from the job of a New York truck driver to play
a “heavy” in Milton Sills’ starring picture, “The
Knockout,” has been given a place in the support-

»

For the

*

*

#

“The Seven Wives of Bluebeard,” Lois Wilson and her sister, Diana Kane,
worked together. It just happens that never before
have the two sisters graced the same picture. Lois
first

plays

the

fe-

male

lead

of

Mary Kelly, opposite Ben
“BlueLyon’s,
beard.”
( Turn to page 85 )

time, in

:

November
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Trio of Studio Successes

E.

RORK

Road Company
Busked; Rork
Started Climb
HOWARD HIGGIN
Q?AM
^

RORK

was manager of a WilA. Bray road show ju st ten years
ago.
Today people are talking about his
“Clothes Made the Pirate,” First National
attraction, as one of the new pictures! And
E.

liana

how come

here’s

When

show folded up its figuraRork turned as did so many
others to the films and went to work for
Mack Sennett. In a little time he became
tive

the road

tent,

his personal representative.
Shortly thereafter he had to get himself one of those

things

— for

good reasons.

First of these reasons was “The
derbolt,” a story purchased for $500,

Thunwhich

Rork made with Katherine MacDonald and
Thomas Meighan. It won him a producing
arrangement with First National.

In due
time came the second, “Spoilers,” “Wandering Daughters,” “Inez From Hollywood,”

“The Talker” and now the new picture
with Leon Errol and Dorothy Gish in the
big

name

parts.

But perhaps the biggest reason is expressed by Mr. Rork himself in a recent
statement laughing off the suggestion that
there is a secret formula for producing successful pictures.
He holds that, “The producer who makes pictures for just his owfii
profit is sure to lose.
The producer who
makes his picture for the profit of the ex-

—

hibitor wins
for the more he makes for
them, the more they make for him. There’s
nothing difficult to understand about that.”

And

there

isn’t.

(Special to

17.

who wrote

the script for “Thunder Mounand the scenario for “The Golden
Strain,” has been placed under contract by
Fox Film Corporation.
tain,”

DROPERTY

boy to director” is the
Alger-like route followed by Howard
Higgin, whose second picture is “The New
Commandment,” First National, which he
Between his
directed for Robert Kane.
original assignment and the present one he
did practically everything anyone does
about the studio.
Higgin came out of the Northwest to be
educated at Pratt Institute, joining McKim,
Mead and White as an architect but retaining original leanings toward the theatre.
Shortly he was designing stage settings for
John Cort on the Pacific Coast, from which
vantage point his attention turned to picTwice weekly for nine weeks he
tures.
called upon Jesse Lasky and Cecil B. De
Eventually
Mille seeking an assignment.
an opening as property man came and he
was given his opportunity.
Higgin made a real job of his assignment. Shortly he had assembled a staff of
which eight members have since become
<<

He branched out, became art director for many DeMille and Paramount
productions, became scenarist and adaptor
in collaboration with Sada Cowan upon
originals as well as adaptations.
Eventually he made “In the Name of Love” as
his first directorial product.
He worked
on the script of “The New Commandment”
and then Robert Kane gave him the job of
directing it.
You know what people are
saying of the picture.
Higgin’s succint statement of policy is,
directors.

“Know what you

Fox Signs Eve Unsell
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. — Eve Unsell,

*

Know

want.”

Dead

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

president

“Rainbow

Riley.”

Six years is a long or short period as
you view it. From bits in the old World
features to stardom on a major program is

no

light road.

years

Not many make

it

in six

— because not many are directed along

their course in

Burr fashion.

Bibas Pick Queen for
Ritz Theatre Opening
the opening of the

new

Ritz theatre

road at Ridgeland avenue
the night of Thursday, November 19, Biba
Brothers are selecting a “Ritz Queen” to
officiate as queen of festivities and officially
at 6334 Roosevelt

Mercelles Drops
LINCOLN, NEB.,

—

'

For

a better one?

Mercelles,

C. BURR, producing for First
National a definitely established type of
feature picture starring Johnny Hines, is
chief character in a real story of ambition
persevered in. To get to the beginning of
it, recollect if you can the World features
in which Hines showed up now and then
in bits.
Did you notice him then?
Burr noticed him and took him under
his wing.
He piloted him into the tworeel “Torchy” comedies on the Educational
program as a part of his plan. A year before Hines had completed the 27 “Torchy”
comedies he made, Burr launched a billboard campaign advertising his star nationally.
This campaign was concentrated in
the principal cities of the country.
Believing his star ready for long features,
Burr starred him in “Burn ’Em Up Barnes.”
You know what that picture did. Figuring
the importance of quick action titles, Burr
followed with “The Speed Spook,” “Sure
Fire Flint,” “The Early Bird,” “The Cracker jack,” “The Live Wire,” and now comes

/'''HARLES

17.— John W.
Midwest Amuse-

Nov.
of

ment Company, dropped dead at
here following several months of

his

home

illness.

Four other young
chosen, the five to
receive screen tests under supervision of
dedicate

women

the house.
will also be

Universal directors at Universal City.
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Calls Independent Studio School
for Apprentice Directors
By AL ROGELL

N addition to

any other functions, the independent producer to-day is filling
I an important and specific need in the modern motion picture world. The
independent studio is the only school of apprenticeship possible in the present-day highly

efficient

organization of the film industry.

Years ago, when pictures first came into being, every studio served this
purpose. When a man was in the picture business, it might mean in any or
all of the following capacities: actor, writer, director, property hoy, assistant
cameraman and so on, all through the personnel. The consequence was that
the studios themselves trained the present-day makers of the movies.
T

N

the present system of things, however, such loose organization is impossi-

-*

often hear the lamenting query:
are we going to get our directors
and our scenario writers after the present
crop has passed on? Various suggestions
have been proposed and various devices
have been tried along training lines, but
none of them has been worked out with

1 do not believe the
question is “What the Public Wants” so
much as “What Pictures Must Be” in

In the last analysis

vital

success.

is
an answer to this question,
however, and it is The independent studio.
Here, production conditions especially in
the smaller companies approximate the
status of affairs in the early days of the
industry. The independent studio acts not

—

—

only as apprentice school for the director
I speak of him because of my personal acquaintance with this part of the
profession it is also the most rigorous pos-

—

training:
*

*

*

The independent producer

gives the novdirector not only his opportunity, but
also the most rigid test.
None of the
resources of the big producing organizations are at hand to help the director make
his picture.
Finances are restricted, naturally, and every dollar must be not only accounted for but photographed, so to speak,
through a magnifying glass, so that every
nickel of production value will be on the
screen in the finished film. The independent director has very little, if any, organization to help him. He does his own
research, he directs his own mechanical
corps; and he cannot call on any of the
specialists such as the large studios comice

mand. His equipment is very little. His
sets must be small because of the financial
element involved, even though his story

may

for vast spaces.
Location trips
are barred, except to nearby points.
He
works mostly with inexperienced actors
and when he has a name with a box-office
value, he must plan his work to crowd
every minute of the actor’s day to keep the
salary down.
In the independent field, the director also
must frequently assume other functions
than those which are strictly his own, because of the fact that many producers have
had very little, if any, experience within
the industry.
Consequently, it falls on the
director to help pick the story or write it
himself
to handle production
management, to supervise, and sometimes even to
himself cut, title and edit the picture. And
there are even occasions when the director
has to arrange for its distribution.
As a consequence, the man who has
made several successful independent productions has proven his mettle and when
he gets an opportunity at one of the larger
studios provided he can adapt his sense
of proportion to the new conditions he
is bound to make good.
call

;

—

—

sH

*

%

Such conditions as have been described
here vary, of course, with every individual

Barnum felt
order to continue to live.
his financial success in the circus
business that the American people dearly
loved to be humbugged, but it seems to
me worth while to consider that his visits
were at long intervals, which is quite different from alternate night, or every night
service, from year to year.
Simply because the newspapers contain
a lot of news items about divorce suits
may not disparage the circulation, but the
reader can skip what he does not desire
If one steps into a picture theto read.
atre he has that picture to accept or reject
as pleasing him.
Pictures must adhere more closely to
real
life,
but cut out the sex stuff.
“Smouldering Fires” is a fair example of
what, in our opinion, offers a good field
for advancement to make the movies better.
A little pep, ginger, a little of the
serious and some of life’s comedy with a
from

—and
sible

not, no one enjoys seeing others have
a hard time.
Leave as much sob stuff out of pictures as possible.
They don’t come to
the theatre to cry, to be educated, or to
uplift their morals.
They come to enR. X. Wiljoy, forget and to laugh.
liams, Jr., Lyric theatre, Oxford, Miss.

;

There

:

pictures.
They are interested in present day things, and when they are looking for entertainment they want that
which they are accustomed to.
The picture that makes the best record at the box office here is a picture
that has enough comedy in it to break
the monotony of the regular run picture.
Subtitles help a great deal in putting
over the picture.
They want pictures that are filled
with life, life that is enjoyable, not
drudgery; everyone has enough of that
in their everyday life and if they do

Barnuni s Visits Were Far
Apart Picture Trade
Must Be Served

We

Where

much

28, 1925

—

any of the big plants, despite its acknowledged advantages in training the directors, writers and producers of the fuble at

ture.

November

AL

ROGELL,

whose

article

ture

of
section.

this

Universal

on direction
issue

of

director,
is

a

fea-

“The Studio”

moral lesson woven in carefully, will
please and benefit. Both are essential for
movies to advance. To live they must adWeakley
vance.
Walden, Odeon-Hardin theatres, Hardin, Mo.
real

producing organization. Even among the
independents there are several firms which
command facilities almost as extensive as
the so-called bigger studios. By and large,
however, the fact remains that, in the
smaller companies, the director has an opportunity to learn every angle of his business and of the related functions in making pictures; and also the producer does
not have so large a financial stake involved and therefore can gamble with a

new man

at the megaphone.
It is like pitting an inexperienced driver,
with a reconstructed Ford in an automobile contest, against star racers.
If the
novice can “get in the money” under these

conditions, he is logically an “odd-on” favorite when he is furnished with a high-

racing car, ample resources and an
organization in the pits.
If for no other reason than this one, the

class

efficient

independent
motion
picture
producer
should be fostered, because it is he alone
who can serve as the trainer for the coming director; and in so doing, he is rendering a great service to the entire motion
picture industry.

Modern

Pictures, Pleasant

Scenes, Cheerful Themes,

W anted
What

in Mississippi

the people of Oxford, Mississippi, and the University of Mississippi
want are pictures that are modem.
They are tired of all these old costume

&

Says Best Pictures Deal

With Common Human
Experiences
Wliat the public really wants is that type
of picture that will meet the public’s need
for recreation and amusement without doing
it. harm.
I wish all producers and writers
of movie plots would realize that it is not
necessary to be vulgar and suggestive in order
to be interesting and that it is not necessary
The
to be coarse in order to be amusing.
pictures that have the best patronage are
those that are true to life, that do not have
human relationships that are absurdly impossible, and that deal with common human
experiences. All people are interested in the
struggles and contests that center around
The
love, money, adventure and religion.
story of a fight for character can be made
to be just as interesting as the story of a
fight for money.
Any picture that deals
interestingly with these common human inentire public
interests will
interest the
and create no opposition, if it is also clean
and free from vulgar suggestions. All classes
like clean, wholesome adventure and amusehave pictures that stir up the
ment.
enmity of the religious element when it is
just as easy to have pictures that please them
and everybody else Frank Glick, Jr., Fox
theatre, Louisville, Miss.
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Where They Are and
What They’re Doing

Personal Informa-

tion Service Detailing

the Activities and
Whereabouts of Directors and Players Currently Producing.

Studios

West Coast
Addresses of the principal studios, East

and West, are given below for purposes of
cross-reference

named

the

in

individuals
“Directors”'

locating

in

and

“ Players ”

lists.

BERWILLA STUDIO,

CASWELL STUDIOS, 1107 N. Bronson St.
CENTURY FILM CORP., 6100 Sunset Blvd.
CHARLES CHAPLIN STUDIOS, 1416 LaBrea
Ave.

EDUCATIONAL STUDIOS,

Blvd.

Culver City.

7250

Monica

Santa

Blvd.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP., 1520 Vine

St.

STUDIOS, 780 Gower St.
FINE ARTS STUDIO, 4534 Sunset Blvd.
FIRST NATIONAL STUDIOS, 5431 Melrose Ave.
FOX STUDIOS, 1400 N. Western Ave.
GOODWILL PICTURES, INC., 1442 Beechwood
F. B. O.

Drive.

GROSSMONT STUDIO, Le Mesa, Calif.
HORSLEY STUDIOS, INC., 1439 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT PICTURES, 6070 Sunset Blvd.
INDEPENDENT STUDIO, 1751 Glendale Blvd.
BUSTER KEATON STUDIOS, 1025 Lillian Way.
METROPOLITAN STUDIO, 1040 Las Palmas
Ave.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO,
City.
MARSHALL NEILAN STUDIO, 1845

Culver
Glendale

Blvd.

PATTON STUDIOS,

6046 Sunset Blvd.
7100

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS STUDIO,

Santa

Monica Blvd.

PRINCIPAL

PICTURES

CORP.,

7250

Santa

Monica Blvd.

CHARLES RAY STUDIO, 4376
HAL ROACH STUDIOS, Culver

Sunset Drive.
City.

SELIG STUDIOS,

3800 Mission Road.
MACK SENNETT STUDIO, 1712 Glendale Blvd.
UNITED STUDIOS, 5341 Melrose Ave.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, Universal City.
STUDIO, 5360 Melrose Ave.
BROTHERS STUDIO, 5842 Sunset

WALDORF
WARNER
Blvd.
WESTWOOD

STUDIOS,

1745 Glendale Blvd.

East Coast
BIOGRAPH STUDIO, 807 E. 175th St.
COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO, 127th St. and

PARAGON STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.
PARAMOUNT STUDIO, Astoria, L. I.
W.

44th St.

Miami, Fla.

UNIVERSAL STUDIO, Fort Lee, N. J.
VITAGRAPH STUDIO, Brooklyn, N. Y.
WHITMAN BENNETT STUDIO, Yonkers,

N. Y.

mount.

tional.

tional.

COMPSON, BETTY— “Palace

of Pleasure.”

COOK, CLYDE— “Fifty Years From Now.”
COOLEY, HALLAM —“First Year.”

CORRADO, GINO— “La Boheme.”
COSTELLO, DOLORES— “Maryland, My Maryland.”

DONALD—
— “Black

CRISP,

Pirate.”

SALLY “Ermine

CRUTE,

“JANIE’S

and

Rhinestones”

Jans Productions.

O.

“LOVES OF RICARDO”— F. B. O.
“MAGPIE”— Lasky.
“MARYLAND, MY MARYLAND”— Warner.
“MEN OF STEEL”— First National.
“MIDNIGHT THIEVES”— Fine Arts.
“MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP” — Metropolitan.

“MISTAKEN ORDERS”— California.
“MLLE. MODISTE”— Metropolitan.
“MOCKING BIRD”— M. G. M.

CURRIER, FRANK—“La Boheme.”
DANE, KARL— “La Boheme.”
DANIELS, BEBE— “Magpie.”
D'ARCY, ROY— “La Boheme.”
DAY, MARCELINE— “Barrier.”

DEAN, PRISCILLA— “The Bride.”
“Fifth Avenue.”
DE LA MOTTE, MARGUERITE—
DENNY, REGINALD — “Skinner’s Dress Suit.”
DEVORE, DOROTHY—“Agony Column.”
EARLE, EDWARD— “Irene.”
ELLIOT, LILLIAN— “Partners Again.”

ELINOR— “Volga

FAIR,

Boatman.”

FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS— “Black Pirate.”
FAWCETT, GEORGE— “Men of Steel”— First Na-

“MONTE’S DILEMMA”— California.
“NIGHT CRY”—Warner.
“NIGHTIE NIGHT NURSE”—Warner.

tional.

HELEN— “Casey

FERGUSON,

“NUT CRACKER”— F. B. O.
“ON HER OWN”—Universal.
“PALACE OF PLEASURE”— Fox.
“PARIS”— M. G. M.
“PHANTOM EXPRESS”—Fine Arts.
“PHANTOM PILOT”—
“PLAY SAFE”— F. B. O.
“PLUM CENTER COMEDIES”— California.
“POTASH AND PERLMUTTER”— United.

“POWER GOD”— Wilson.
“PRINCE OF PEP”—F. B.

Bandit.”

CODY, LEW— “Free Lips.”
CODY, LEW— “Mocking Bird.”
COLLIER, WM„ JR.— “Golden Journey.”
COLLOSE, PIERRE— “Men of Steel”—First Na-

B. O.

“FLYING FOOL”— Fox.
“FOOL FOR LUCK”—Universal.
“FREE LIPS”— M. G. M.
“GENTLE CYCLONE”— Fox.
“GOLDEN BUTTERFLY”— Fox.
“GOLDEN JOURNEY”— Lasky.
“GOLDEN STRAIN”—Fox.
“THE GRINNER"— Universal.
“GUNNING GUNS”— Universal.
“HANDS UP”— Lasky.
“IRENE”—United.

RANCH”— Patton.
“KIKI”—United.
“KING OF THE TURF”—F. B.
“LA BOHEME”— M. G. M.

HARRY— “Seventh

CHANEY, LON— “Mocking Bird.”
CHAPLIN, SYD— “Nightie Night Nurse.”
CHAPMAN, EDYTHE— “Reason Why.”

Guard”

ALLAN— “Partners

Coast

the

of

— Pathe.

FORREST,
GARON, PAULINE— “Flaming

Again.”
Waters.”

JOHN— “La Boheme.”
GILLINGWATER, CLAUDE— “Men

GILBERT,

Steel”—

of

First National.

GISH, LILLIAN— “La Boheme.”
GLYNNE, DEREK— “Too Much Money”— First
National.

GRANT, KATHERINE— “Fifty Years From Now.”
GRAVES, TAYLOR— “Men of Steel”— First Na-

O.

“RADIO DETECTIVE”— Universal.

“REASON WHY”— M. G. M.
“THE RECKLESS LADY”—First

LAWRENCE — “The American Venus”
GRIFFITH, CORINNE— “Mile. Modiste.”
tional.

GRAY,

National.

Paramount.

“SCRAPS”— Pickford.
Second

BRONSON, BETTY— “Dancing Mothers”—ParaBURNS, EDWARD — “Made for Love” —Universal.
Cracker.”
BUSCH, MAE— “Nut
BUTLER, DAVID — “Phantom Express.”
CAIN, ROBERT— “Too Much Money”— First NaCAREY,

“FIFTH AVENUE”— Metropolitan.
“FIFTY YEARS FROM NOW”— Roach.
“FIRST YEAR”— Fox.

ROMEO”—F. B. O.
“ROCKING MOON”— Metropolitan.

Ave.

344

tions.

“FAR CRY"—United.

“A RIDIN’

DIAMANT STUDIOS, Fort Lee, N. J.
FOX STUDIO, 55th St. and Tenth Ave.
GLENDALE STUDIO, Glendale, L. I.
JACKSON STUDIO, Bronx, N. Y.
LONG ISLAND STUDIO, Astoria. L. I.
TEC-ART STUDIO,
TILFORD STUDIO,

“DANCE MADNESS”— M. G. M.
“DANCING MOTHERS”—Paramount.
“DON JUAN”— Warner.
“EAST OF THE SETTING SUN”—Paramount.
“ENCHANTED HILL”— Lasky.
“ERMINE AND RHINESTONES”—Jans Produc-

“FLAMING WATERS”—F.

5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
1432 Gower St.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS,

CHRISTIE STUDIO, 6101 Sunset
CECIL B. DE MILLE STUDIOS,

81

GRIFFITH,

RAYMOND— “Hands

Up.”

of Mazie.”
GUARD, KIT — “Adventures
HAMILTON, NEIL— “Magpie.”
HANLEY, FRANK— “Men of Steel”— First Na-

“SEA HORSES”— Lasky.

“SECOND CHANCE”—United.
“SEVENTH BANDIT”— Universal.
“SKINNER’S DRESS SUIT”—Universal.
“SUPER-COMEDY” — Brunton Studio.
“THREE BAD MEN”— Fox.
“THREE PACES WEST”— Universal.
“TOO MUCH MONEY”—First National.
“TOUGH GUY”—F. B. O.
“TRANSCONTINENTAL LIMITED”— F.
“VOLGA BOATMAN”— De Mille.
“WHY GIRLS GO HOME”—Warner.

HARRON, JOHN — “Maryland,
— “BehindMytheMaryland.”
Front.”
HATTON, RAYMOND
—
HENRY, GEORGE “Too Much Money” — First
tional.

HARRY— “Nut

National.

HIERS,
B.

O.

“WINDJAMMER”— California.
“WIVES FOR RENT”—Universal.
“WYOMING WILDCAT”— F. B. O.

HOLMES, HELEN— “Mistaken Orders.”
EVERETT— “La Boheme.”
HORTON, EDWARD
HOWES, REED— “Bring Home the Bason.”
HOXIE, JACK — “Gunning Guns.”
HUGHES, LLOYD—
— “Irene.”

JARVIS,

JEAN

Cracker.”

“Casey of the Coast Guard”

— “Made for Love” —Universal.
“Dancing Mothers” — Paramount.
JOYCE ALICE —
—
KENT, LARRY “Adventures of Mazie.”
Pathe.

Pictures
Titles of pictures in

this

list,

in

name

where

production is being
“Studios” list for address.

“THE ACE”—Fine

Players

work are given

together zvith

JOY, LEATRICE

of studio
made.
See

of players and titles of pictures
in which they are working are given in
this list.
For studio location, see “Pictures”

Arts.

“AGONY COLUMN”— Warner.
“THE AMERICAN VENUS”— Paramount.
“BARRIER”— M. G. M.
“BAT”—United.
“BEHIND THE FRONT”— Lasky.
“BEN HUR”— M. G. M.
“BLACK PIRATE”— Fairbanks.
“BLIND TRAIL”— Maloford.

“BRAVEHEART”— De Mille
“THE BRIDE”— Metropolitan.
“BRING HOME THE BACON”— California.
“BROADWAY LADY”—F. B. O.
“BROKEN HEARTS OF HOLLYWOOD”—Warner.
“CASEY OF THE COAST GUARD”— Pathe.
“CAVE MAN”— Warner.
“COMBAT” —Universal.
“COOPER CREED”— California.
“COUNTERFEIT COUNTESS”—Fine
“CUPID A LA CARTE”—Fox.

Names

Arts.

list.

ADOREE, RENEE——
“La Boheme.”
ALBERTSON, COIT “Casey of the

—Pathe.

Coast Guard”

Paces West.”

BARKER, BRADLEY— “Ermine

and Rhinestones”

National.

Productions.

BARRYMORE, JOHN— “Don Juan.”
BARRYMORE,—LIONEL— “Barrier.”

BEBAN, GEO. “Loves of Ricardo.”
BEERY, WALLACE— “Behind the Front.”
BENNETT, BELLE— “The Reckless Lady”— First
Column.”

BOARDMAN, ELEANOR— “Paris.”
BOW, CLARA— “On Her Own.”
BOYD, WILLIAM— “Volga Boatman.”
BRENT,
BRIAN,

EVELYN— “Broadway

MARY— “Behind

DOROTHY— “Too

Na-

Money”— First

Much

Reckless

Lady.”—

First National.

KOLB, JOHN PHILIP— “Men

of

Steel”— First

National.

KOLKER, HENRY— “Palace of Pleasure.”
LANPHIER, FAY—-“The American Venus” —
Paramount.

LA ROCQUE, ROD — “Braveheart.”
LAWRENCE, EDWARD— “Men of

HARRY—“Men

National.

LEE,

of Steel”

Steel”— First

—First

National.

LITTLEFIELD, LUCIEN— “Reason Why.”
LIVINGSTON, MARGARET— “First Year.”

WILLARD— “Don Juan.”
MONTAGUE— “Don Juan.”
LOWE, EDMUND— “Palace of Pleasure.”
LOWE, EDMUND—
“Reason Why.”
—
LOUIS,

LOVE,

National.

BLUE,

KING,

Steel”— First

of

NORMAN— “Barrier.”

National.

ALLISON, MAE “Men of Steel”— First
ASTOR, MARY— “Don Juan.”
BANKS, MONTY— “Play Safe.”

MONTE — “Agony

tional.

KERRY,

KIRKWOOD, JAMES— “The

“Three
ALEXANDER, FATTY—
—

—Jans

KENYON, DORIS— “Men

Lady.”

the Front.”

LYON, BEN

“The Reckless

Lady”

tional.

MACY, CORA— “Irene.”

MALONEY, LEO— “Blind

Trail.”

— First

Na-

—a
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Sincerity Keynote of Success in

Comedy Says Pathe Star
,

By

CHARLEY CHASE

November

to see

W

him win

out.

HEN

We

have many tentacles.

easy to handle grotesqueries. But
real life is the model, the actor and
director out to corral laughs in a legitimate manner, have allied themselves to the
most difficult task in all filmdom. But we

We

—

and memorable,

Comedy

that

has a big

field

our theory.
upon the situation
upon winch to draw. It

is

relies

Phantom

KATHRYN— "The

Pilot.”

—Jans

Productions.
"Nightie Night Nurse.”

— RUTH—

Madness.”

ANNA Q. "Too Much
MARIAN— "Hands Up.”
—

Money”

— First

National.

NIXON,

NOVAK, EVA

OBEK, FRED — “Men of Steel” — First National.
O’HARA, GEORGE — "Casey of the Coast Guard”
"Irene.”

— Pathe.

OLAND, WARNER— “Don Juan.”
OLMSTED, GERTRUDE— “Reason Why.”
PATRICK, JOHN— "First Year.”
PETERS, HOUSE— "Combat.”
PICKFORD, MARY— “Scraps.”

POWELL, WM. B

“Sea Horses.”

PREVOST, MARIE— “Cave Man.”

KATE— "Irene.”
PRINGLE, AILEEN— “Reason Why.”
RALSTON, ESTHER— “The American
PRICE,

And we have a story. It was undoubtedly the meaty story in our one-reelers that
gave rise to the demand for the two-reeler.
In tabloid, those elements of the feature
were present and we never allowed gags
to crowd out the human interest.
Consequently more footage was necessary to develop the plot.

Of course the mechanics of our vehicle
are in smooth running order before a shot
is made.
rehearse as thoroughly as
on a dramatic set. In this way the players become used to one another and so
form an integral part of their surroundings
and those incidents that make the story.
Spontaneity of action is thus secured
spontaneity that puts an edge on comedy.
As we work, those natural details are
appropriated whose cumulative effect adds
those convincing touches that mean the
illusion of reality.
Little tricks of manner
fix a characterization, making it definite

Lips."

McGUIRE,

NILSSON,

can’t anticipate him, because he is average, and so the factor of suspense enters
into our comedy-making, carried along on
the slender thread of our story.
* *

*

Continued from page 81)

(

McDOWELL, CLAIRE— "Free

Jans Productions.

we

*

it.

“Where They Are and
What They're Doing

MYERS, CARMEL— “Paris.”
NAGEL, CONRAD — "Dance
—

and motivations.
His raison d’etre is because he is different in not being different from the rank
and file of people we know the best. Yet

are the joint work of Leo
myself.
There are certain
comedic prescriptions upon which we sometimes fall back, but for the most part we
endeavor to get some unusual theme and
develop it. When our story is set we select
those actors whose work is easy and natural, for everything depends upon team
work in faithfully reflecting real people in
the process of being a pawn for the moment of their environment.

was mightily worth

felt it

MONG, WM. V “Fifth Avenue.”
MOORE, COLLEEN — "Irene” — First National.
MOORE, MATT— “Cave Man.”
MURPHY, EDNA — "Ermine and Rhinestones”

tions

Our stories
McCarey and

have

stones”

every-day chap and with no more imagination.
He is average in his mental reac-

We

is

when

MILLER, PATSY

tions that make him funny in his endeavors
to surmount or escape them.
The hero of
these comedies is a serious minded young
man who is no more resourceful than the

We

inci-

VICTOR— “Men of Steel”— First
National.
McNULTY, MARGUERITE— “Ermine and Rhine-

—

We

The more an

dent gathers momentum, the greater will
be the net total of laughs.

McLAGLEN,

the Charley Chase Comedies
were launched, the plan was not to
introduce another funny man with fixed
idiosyncrasies, but the average fellow
even as you or I confronted with situa-

Plot used to be foreign to comedy making.
But since we are holding the mirror
up to a certain social group, complications
are a logical part of the scheme of things,
so the plot is an aid and not an embarrassment. This makes the “gag” subservient.
It can only be present when it is logical.
are presenting our situations sincerely.
And it doesn’t limit us at all.
can do
everything the other fellow does, only we
stress sincerity.
forego laughs, even,
in the structure of our comedies, if they
are forced and foreign.

28, 1925

Story material will always be in abundance, for any everyday happening, or a
possible happening, is sufficient to start the
fun.
of course look for situations that

It

INCE comedy

has had to meet the acid test of naturalness, there is an
immense, good natured public that enjoys having the mirror held up to
human nature, slighting none of the little foibles and weaknesses to which all
of us are heir. To see ourselves as others see us forges a link among humans
that is an agreeable sort of thing.
Which means that a decided element of heart appeal has entered the realm
of our comedy and that sympathy is established from the outset for the hero.
You will laugh at his predicaments, but all the time, since he is the kind of
chap you know and understand, he has your good wishes and you are glad

S

——

”

!

Paramount.

Venus”—

—“Paris.”

RAY, CHARLES

REYNOLDS, VERA — “Million Dollar Handicap.”
ROCHE, JOHN— “Don Juan.”
ROMANO, NINA — “Palace of Pleasure.”
SHEARER, NORMA— “Free Lips.”
SHERMAN, LOWELL— “The Reckless Lady”—
First National.

SHERRY, BARNEY— "Casey

— Pathe.

CHARLEY CHASE,

star of Hal Roach
comedies distributed by Pathe, whose
article on sincerity is published here-

with.

—

a well known saying that human nature
endeavor
the same the world over.
to catch it off guard, so the mirror we hold
up will report the disaster to dignity and
the best laid plans.
It flashes those things
that could happen to anybody and therein
lies the appeal, speaking impersonally.
have recognized in our comedies the
personal equation. In the history of early
comedies, there was little attention paid to
this element.
Comedy and caricature were
considered synonymous terms. The method
was exaggeration. The color was heightened. Types prevailed instead of flesh and
blood people.
is

We

We

*

*

*

Life has definite proportions of comedy

and drama. Drama is seeking today its
comedy relief and comedy is the more
hilarious when its roots extend down into
a situation that appears dramatic to the
point of tragedy to the hero who can’t see
the comedy until the end when everything
recently made a
is straightened out.
comedy called “The Wooden Wedding.”
The wedding party' is assembled at the
church and there the bridegroom receives
a note from the villain that his bride-to-be
has a wooden leg.
This is fun for the
audience, who is in the know, but not for

STEDMAN, MYRTLE— “Far Cry.”
STERLING, FORD — “The American

ROY—“Scraps.”

STONE, LEWIS— "Too Much Money”— First National.

RUTH— “Ermine

STONEHOUSE,

enjoys

appeal to the
risibles and at the same time to witness the
mingling of contrary agencies. Fast moving plot and human interest are the essentials of our comedy.
public

the

and

Rhine-

— Jans Productions.
of the Setting Sun” — First National.
TALMADGE, NORMA— “Kiki”—
First National.
TALMADGE, RICHARD — “Prince of Pep.”
TAYLOR, ESTELLE— “Don Juan.”
TEARLE, CONWAY— “Dancing Mothers” —Parastones”

TALMADGE, CONSTANCE— “East

mount.

THOMPSON, NICK—“Men

Steel”— First Na-

of

THORNTON, EDITH — “Counterfeit
TITUS, LYDIE— “Irene.”
—
tional.

VALLI, VIRGINIA

Countess.”

“Wives for Rent.”
VAUGHN, ALBERTA “Adventures of Mazie.”
VIDOR, FLORENCE— “Sea Horses.”
VON ELTZ, THEO.— “Broadway Lady.”

—

WALTHALL, HENRY
B.— “Barrier.”
WELCH, NILES— “Ermine and Rhinestones”
Jans Productions.

WEST, HENRY — “Men of Steel”— First National.
WILSON, BEN— “Power God.'
WINDSOR, CLAIRE — “Dance Madness.”
WINTER, LASKA — "Rocking Moon.”
WORMAN, CLIFF— “Too Much Money”-— First
National.

Directors

Name

of directors and

titles

of pictures

upon which they are zvorking, together with
names of producer or distributor, are given
in this

tures ”

list.
list.

ADOLPHI,

poor fellow

Venus”

Paramount.

STEWART,

We

The

—

versal.

is

.the

of the Coast Guard”

—
—

SIDNEY, GEORGE “Partners Again.”
SIEGMANN, GEO. “Palace of Pleasure.”
SILLS, MILTON “Men of Steel” First National.
SPARKS, NED— “Reason Why.”
STEDMAN, LINCOLN— “Made for Love”—Uni-

For

studio location, see “ Pic-

JACK— “Phantom

Express”

ARCHAINBAUD, GEORGE— “Men

— Banner.

of

Steel”—

Up”

— Para-

First National.

BADGER,
mount.

BALBONI,

CLARENCE — “Hands

SYLVANO— “Far Cry”— First

BEAUDINE, WM. — “Scraps” — Mary
tional.

Pickford.

Na-

—

-

November

-
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BEBAN, GEO. —“Loves of Ricardo” — Geo. Beban.
BERN. PAUL— “Paris”— M. G. M.
BLACKTON, J. STUART— “Maryland. My Maryland

83

“Flaming Barriers” and Pathe’s
“King of Wild Horses” gave excellent satmount’s

—Warner.

isfaction.

BORZAGE, FRANK—“First Year”— Fox.
BRENON, HERBERT— “Dancing Mothers” —Para-

I

wish Paramount would film Gene Strat-

ton Porter’s and Harold Bell Wright’s
books. They seem to have started on the
latter.
Here’s hoping they will film them

mount.

BROWN, CLARENCE— “Kiki”—United Artists.
BROWN, H. J. —“Bring Home the Bacon”—H. J.
Brown.

BROWN, H. J. — “Windjammer”—H. J. Brown.
BRUNTON, W. H.— “Super-Comedy”—W. H.

all.

— M.

theatre,

Russell,

B.

Benton

Community

Benton

Mo.

City,

Brunton.

CONWAY, JACK—“Reason Why”— M. G. M.
CRAFT, WM. J. —-“Radio Detective”—Universal.
CROSLAND, ALAN — “Don Juan”—Warner.
DE LACEY, BOB— “Wyoming Wildcat”— F. B. O.
DEL RUTH, ROY—
“Agony Column”—Warner.
DE MILLE, C. B. ——“Braveheart”C. B. De Mille.
DE MILLE, C. B. “Volga Boatman”— C. B. De
De

First National Units

W orking in East
(

—“Magpie”—Paramount.
DE MILLE, WM.
DILLON, EDW. — “The Bride”— Metropolitan.
DILLON, JOHN FRANCIS— “Too Much Money”
—First National. —
—

this

Mille.

DUNLOP, SCOTT

Bandit”

“Seventh

date has been assigned to Miss Grey’s picture, Miss Swanson's picture will go to the exhibitors on
April 5.

Great

Western.

— “Why

Fitzgerald.

Girls

Dix Back From Texas

Go Back Home”

Warner.

Richard Dix has finished his Texas scenes
for “Womanhandled” and will be back in
the East within a few days. A brief visit
to California, following completion of his

FLYNN, EMMETT— “Palaces of Pleasure”— Fox.
FORD, FRANCIS— “Power God” — Ben Wilson.
—
FORD, JOHN “Three Bad Men” — Fox.
GADE, SVEND — “Wives for Rent” Universal.

—

GRANT, JOHN— “Plum

Center

GREEN, AL— “Irene” —-First
ant

Comedies”

— Bri-

HENABERY, JOSEPH

National.

— “Play

HIGGIN,

HOWARD

National.

—

— Monty

Safe”

Banks.

— "Free
HENLEY, HOBART—

Lips”

— M.

G. M.
First

“The Reckless Lady”

—

—
— C. W. PatCHAS. — “Counterfeit Countess”

HILL, GEO. “Barrier” M. C. M.
HILL, ROBERT “Janie's Ranch”
ton

Prod.

HUTCHISON,

—

Edith Thornton Prod.

INCE,

work

Young.

S.

JOHN — “Midnight

Prod.

Thieves”

LLOYD— “Nut

INGRAHAM,
Hutchinson.

—John

Ince

Cracker”— S.

S.

of Aces” is a Wanda WileyCentury comedy already being shown.
William Watson directed. Al Alt and
George Williams have supporting

"A Queen

—

JESKE, GEO. Comedy 2 Gold Medal.
KEEFE, DANIEL “Cupid a la Carte”

Fox.
— "Broken Hearts —
of Holly—Warner.—C.
KING, BURTON "Ermine and Rhinestones” —
Jans Prod.
KING, HENRY — “Partners Again”— Sami. Goldwyn.
KIRKLAND, DAVE —“Tough Guy” —F. B. O.
LEONARD, ROBERT—“Dance Madness”— M. G.
M.
LEONARD, ROBT. Z. — “Mile. Modiste”—First
National.
MALONEY, LEO — “Blind Trail”— Maloford.
McGOWAN,
P. — "Cooper Creed”—
P. McGowan.
McGOWAN,
P. — “Mistaken Orders” —
P. McGowan.
MELFORD, GEO. — “Rocking Moon”— Geo. Melford.
MILESTONE, LEWIS— “Cave Man”— Warner.
MITCHELL, BRUCE —“The Ace”— Scharlin-TayNELSON, JACK—"Prince of Pep”—Richard Talmadge.
NIBLO, FRED — “Ben Hur” — M. G. M.
NIGH, WILLIAM — “Casey of the Coast Guard”
Pathe.
PARKER, ALBERT — “Black Pirate” — Douglas
Fairbanks.
RAYMAKER, HERMAN —“Night Cry” — Warner.
REHFELD, CURT—-“Second Chance” — First National.
REYNOLDS, LYNN — “Combat”—Universal.
REISNER, CHUCK — “Nightie Night Nurse”—
Warner.
ROGELL, AL — “Gunning Guns”—Universal.
ROSS, NAT —-“Transcontinental Limited” — Embassy.
Rl^GGLES, WESLEY — “Broadway Lady”— F. B.
SCHERTZINGER, VICTOR — “Golden Strain” —
Fox.
SEILER, LOU — “Flying Fool” — Fox.
SIDNEY, SCOTT —-“Million Dollar Handicap”
Metropolitan Piet.
SMITH, CLIFF— “Fool for Luck” — Universal.

KENTON, ERLE
wood”

j.

J.

J.

J.

Coogan, Meighan , Dix,
Swanson DeMille,
Grey His Best
My town is a very small one

and

my

patrons are chiefly farmers, but they seem
to like the same pictures which are popular
in larger towns.
Jackie Coogan is our best
drawing card, for the grown-ups can say
they go to take the children.
Thomas

Meighan comes next. They all like his
good clean pictures. Richard Dix is well
liked and Gloria Swanson’s and Cecil B.
DeMille’s pictures are very popular with
some. Zane Grey’s name is always a good

drawing card.
Pictures with plenty of action but not
too much gun play are well liked.
Para-

Lloyd.

TUTTLE,

FRANK— “The

American

Paramount.

W.

Fox.

—Harold

Broadway

stage play.
will be

prominent cast

Among
Conway

others in the
Tearle, Alice

Bronson and William Collier,
Miss Joyce has already arrived in the

Joyce, Betty
Jr.

East.

Junior Stars Begin

The Junior
mount Picture

stars,

members

School, started

of the Para-

work on

their

picture on Monday.
The locale for the
picture will be Lake Placid, and it will be
an adaptation of a story by Byron Morgan,
author of the racing stories used by the
late Wally Reid.
Sam Wood will direct.
Although preliminary plans are under
way for other pictures, the production department has not revealed the details of
is

almost

porting cast will include James Kirkwood,

S.

Butterfly”—

concerned.

completed on “Seven
the Robert Kane production which Alfred Santell is directing
for First National release at the Cosmopolitan Studios, 127th and 2nd Avenue.
The cast includes Lois Wilson, Blanche
Sweet, Ben Lyon, Dorothy Sebastian, Diana
Kane, Sam Hardy, Andrew Mack, Kathryne Ray, Ruby Blaine, Betty Jewel and
many others. “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives”
is an original story by Paul Schofield and
Blanche Merrill with a novel atmosphere
for the unusual in screen entertainment.
Kane Picture Cast
Robert Kane this week turns his activities
to “The Reckless Lady” production on
which shooting will start within a week.
For “The Reckless Lady,” Mr. Kane has
made arrangements with Sam Goldwyn to
use Belle Bennett in the title role. The sup-

Lowell

Jones Co.

WRAY, JOHN GRIFFITH— “Golden

is

Herbert Brenon, who has finished cutting
“A Kiss for Cinderella,” which will go to
the exhibitors for their Christmas program,
has started preliminary work on “Dancing
Mothers,” an adaptation of the successful

Work

Venus”

—“Gentle Cyclone” — Buck
VIDOR, KING—“La Boheme”— M. G. M.
VIGNOLA, ROBT, — “Fifth Avenue”—A. H. Sebastian.
VON STROHEIM, ERICH—“East of the Setting
Sun” — Paramount.
WALLACE, RICHARD — “Fifty Years from Now”
—Hal Roach.
WALSH, RAOUL —-“Golden Journey” — Paramount.
WEIGH T, HARMON— “Flaming Waters”—Asst.
WEST, ROLAND — “The Bat”—United Artists.
WILLAT, IRVIN— “Enchanted Hill”— Paramount.
VAN DYKE,

“Womanhandled”

Wives of Bluebeard,”

Front”—

the

pictures.

these.

•

Lloyd

Dix

rected the

Island studio

lor.

SUTHERLAND, EDDIE— “Behind
Paramount.
TAYLOR, SAM— Comedy, Harold

in the South, delayed his return.
Supporting the star in “Womanhandled,”
which will be released on December 21, is
Esther Ralston, who returned some time
ago from Texas to finish her work in “The
American Venus.” Gregory La Cava di-

and “The American Venus” complete the
fall and winter schedule insofar as the Long

roles.

,

— —

Frank Tuttle will direct
modern version of “The Taming of
Shrew.” The supporting cast has not

the
yet been announced.
Although no release

FITZGERALD, DALLAS— “On Her Own”—Dallas
FLOOD, JAMES

Continued from page 77)

the Eastern plant.

Sherman,

Ben

Lyon

and

many

others.

Because of his tremendous success with
Robert Kane’s initial production for First
National,

Alice Calhoun and Robert Frazer have
starring roles in “ The Other Woman’s
Story,” directed by B. F. Stanley for
the B. P. Schulberg corporation-

“The

New Commandment,” How-

ard Higgin has been selected to wield the
megaphone in “The Reckless Lady” and
with Sada Cowan he will make the screen
adaptation from Sir Philip Gibbs’ famous
novel.

Jans Completes Fourth

Herman

F. Jans has just completed the
production of the fourth of his productions

:
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for 1925-26.
It is “Ermine and Rhinestones,” directed by Burton King with studio work done at the Whitman Bennett
plant at Glendale, Long Island. The locale
of the story being laid on Long Island exteriors were made there, with some New
York city bits. Louise Winter is the author
of “Ermine and Rhinestones,” originally
It was adapted
published as a novelette.
for the screen by William B. Laub with a
cast of featured players including Edna

Murphy, Niles Welch, Ruth

John

Busy

now hard

at

work

Navy and Submarine forces.
Helen Ferguson, who has
work

in the Patheserial

just

finished

“Wild West,” was

Fox Has Big Line-up
has been outby William Fox who has confined his
producing activities to the West Coast.

Among

Tom

Santschi and Gladys Hulette are
starred in “The Pride of the Force,”
the first of a series of Rayart-Gerson

Allan Dwan will direct “Sea Horses”
from Francis Brett Young’s famous novel.
James Cruze is in the midst of “Mannequin” from Fannie Hurst’s $50,000 prizewinning story.
Metro-Goldwyn’s Outlook Bright

(

Studios

Continued from page 77 )

“The News Buster.” Tom Tyler
making “Up and At ’Em” and of course
Alberta Vaughn is working hard in her
“Mazie” series with Kit Guard and A1

scenes of

has

just

finished

with

Bebe

Daniels.

Monta

Bell’s

next Cosmopolitan picture

for Metro-Goldwyn will be “The Torrent,”
a Vincente Blasco Ibanez story, a tale of
Spain although it touches many European
capitals. “Sally, Irene and Mary” has been
finished under the direction of Edmund
Goulding and Hobart Henley is shooting
the last of “Free Lips.”

is

Over

now

at the Warner lot eight
in the process of editing

pictures

season’s pleasing bits of screen entertain-

which

William

K.

Up

sort of lull in production has struck
the Universal lot, usually the busiest on
the coast. Jack Hoxie is starred in a new

Reginald Denny has
Dress Suit” and
making “Combat.” Clara

A1 Rogell production

House Peters

Bow

;

“Skinner’s

just finished

is

working in “On Her Own” and
Art Acord in “A Fool for Luck.”
Harry Carey is filming his western production “Seventh Bandit” under the direction of Scott Dunlop at Universal City,
while William S. Hart has completed
shooting on “Tumbleweeds” at the same
is

Frank

;

“Volcano”

Universal Slows

A

are

pretty

quiet

among

the

independent producers just now. Ben Wilson is making “The Power God,” the
Alpine Productions has finished its Tennessee story “Hill Folks,” starring Alice
Calhoun, and the Hercules Productions has
completed “The Gentleman Roughneck.”

starring vehicle for Warner brothers this
year
“Lady Windermere’s Fan,” the
Ernst Lubitsch feature with Irene Rich,
Bert Lytell and others; “Hogan’s Alley”
the Monte Blue-Patsy Ruth Miller comedy; “His Jazz Bride,” a Marie Prevost
and Matt Moore feature; “The Fighting
Edge,” a border comedy with Kenneth
Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller and “The
Love Toy,” which is Lowell Sherman’s
second starring vehicle this season.
“The Man Upstairs” adapted from Earl

is

goes steadily on at the PickfordFairbanks studios where Douglas and
Mary work. “The Black Pirate” is rapidly
rounding into shape while Mary’s “Scraps”
will soon be ended.

Independents Quiet

and will
soon be ready for the market. These are
“The Sea Beast,” John Barrymore’s first

ment

Mary and Doug Working

Things

Derr Bigger’s story “The Agony Column”
features Monte Blue.
“The Cave Man”
was finished last Saturday with Matt
Moore and Marie Prevost.
Lasky Is Optimistic
Jesse L. Lasky of Paramount, expects
great things of “The Golden Journey” now
being directed by Raoul Walsh.
It has
Ernest Torrence, William Collier, Jr.,
Louise Fazenda and Greta Nissen in it.
“Behind the Front” is being directed by
Edward Sutherland, and William DeMille
is putting Bebe Daniels through her paces
in “The Splendid Crime.”
One of the

being filmed

studio.

Cooke.
Finishing Eight at Warner’s
are

now

Work

tinguished himself in the Witwer series he
made for F. B. O., was chosen for the title
role, which calls not only for good looks
and acting ability, but also for athletic
prowess.
Other important players appearing in
“Casey of the Coast Guard” are Barney
Sherry as the father, Coit Albertson as the
villain and Jean Jarvis as the other woman.

W estern

the productions

on the Western Avenue lots are: “The
Golden Butterfly,” “The Flying Fool,”
“Cupid a la Carte,” “Helen and Warren,”
“Three Bad Men,” “The Golden Strain”
and “Her Cowboy Prince” besides the
usual short features being made under
the supervision of George Marshall.

melodramas.

Howard

For

pretentious program

lined

brought East for the leading role in the
new serial. George O’Hara, who so dis-

Announce Big Schedules

the

A

at

1

Productions

P. D. C.

Metropolitan Studios, recently
combined with Cecil B. DeMille’s plant,
many .companies are working. “The Million Dollar Handicap” is racing to a finish;
“Rocking Moon,” George Melford’s big
colorful play is nearing completion, and
Robt. Vignola is all through shooting on
“Fifth Avenue.”
“The Bride” will soon
occupy Priscilla Dean’s time.
Harold Lloyd, under the direction of
Sam Taylor, is rapidly whipping his next
Paramount comedy into shape on the
Metropolitan lot.

Patheserial company, sponsored by
Schuyler Gray, which is producing “Casey
of the Coast Guard” in the East, has just
returned from New London after several
days’ stay devoted to exteriors. The company, headed by Helen Ferguson and
is

has been praised for

in

Many
At

Stonehouse,

the Long Island Studio in Astoria under
the direction of William Nigh and his as“Casey of the Coast
sistant, William Burt.
Guard,” adapted from the story by Lewis
Allen Browne and William Burt, is being
produced with the official help of the Government, which has placed at the company s
disposal the services of the Coast Guard,

28, 1925

“The Big Parade,” has another splendid role in “LaBoheme” which
King Vidor is also directing. George Hill
is directing an all-star cast in “The Barrier” and Fred Niblo will soon “wash up”
as far as “Ben Hur” is concerned.

The

George O’Hara,

who

Gilbert,

work

his

Sally Crute, Coit Albertson, Bradley BarWithin a
ker and Marguerite McNulty.
short time the fifth Jans production, “The
Roaring Forties,” will go into production,
to be followed by “Indiscretion,” both to
be made in the East.

Patheserial Unit

November

Merrill

will

commence work on

another Hercules production Nov.
ten by Grover Jones.

15,

writ-

At the DeMille studio “The Volga Boatman” is under way, as is “Braveheart” an
Allan Hale production for P. D. C.

Spargo’s

Column

of

New York Notes
(

Concluded from page 78 )

Arthur “Bugs” Baer,

Douglas MacLean has completed “Seven
Keys to Baldpate” for Paramount
from the George M. Cohan play.
Betty Francisco and William Orla-

monde

are also in the cast.

celebrated newspaper humorist, and his wife paid a visit
to the studio where Robert T. Kane was
making “The New Commandment” and as
the result is appearing in the screen at the
Rivoli this week. Howard Higgin was directing a big Parisian cabaret scene using
300 extra people when “Bugs” and his wife
appeared and the visitors were immediately
Mr. Higgin
drafted for use as extras.
seated the noted columnist and his wife at
a table with a little extra girl on the set.
“Bugs” spent the entire afternoon drinking
“prop” champagne (ginger ale) and made
merry in the usual studio manner under the

heat of kleig lights.

!

November
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be seen in “The American Venus,” which
Frank Tuttle has directed with Esther
Ralston, Lawrence Gray, Ford Sterling and
Fay Lanphier. Clark has designed exclusive gowns
for Gloria Swanson, Bebe
Daniels, Esther Ralston, Greta Nissen and
other Paramount players.

Victor McLaglen, now playing an important role in Milton Sills’ stellar vehicle
for First National, “Men of Steel,” was at
one time Chief of Police of Bagdad.
*

*

*

Harvey Thew, now writing the script of
Harry Leon Wilson’s “Boss of Little Arcady,” which an Earl Hudson unit will
produce in the East for First National, was

*

*

Can
things happen in the studio.
you imagaine two players working in the
same picture for weeks without meeting?
That is just what happened in the making
of “The American Venus,” which Frank
Tuttle is directing for Paramount. Not

*

who

*

playing in First National’s special production, “Men of Steel,”
started her career as a reporter.

Allison,

jjs

is

week had Esther Ralston and
met, yet both had been
working in the same cast since the first

5{c

Jjc

*

Odd

once head of Fox’s Scenario Department.

Mae

85

until

Anna

last

Fay Lanphier

Q. Nilsson, who is being co-featured with Lewis Stone in First National’s
“Too Much Money,” ran away from home

and became a nursemaid when a young

scenes which were taken at the Atlantic
The reason
City bathing beauty contest.

girl.

was
*

this
Every one was so rushed at
Atlantic City, then Esther Ralston departed
for Texas with the cast of “Womanhandled.” On her return Fay Lanphier was
sick with pneumoni.
So the sequences in
which both appear were not shot until last

*

*

George Fawcett made

his

first

trip

in

seven years to New York to assume an important role in First National’s big special
starring Milton Sills, “Men of Steel.”
*

*

week.

Big Bill Russell came on

to

to

vaudeville tour of Great Britain, will return
to the United States in December.
According to authentic reports she has broken
all records and in each city visited has been
the toast of the town.
Her latest picture,
“She,” is one of the film successes of the
year across the big pond and it will be released in America shortly.
* * *

George Hackathorne

will stay in Engpicture following
“The Sea Urchin,” in which he is co-starred
with Betty Baleour, England’s favorite
motion picture star. His next picture will
be a screen adaptation of “Justice,” which
the Barrymores made famous.
George is
being featured in this and he is hopeful of
American release as no money is being
spared to make it a special production. He
will return to America late in November.
* * *

make another

to

John Francis Dillon
studios

First

of

megaphone
which

Anna

on

is

at the

National,

New York

wielding

Much Money,”

“Too

the
in

Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone

are being co-featured.
% %

Dorothy

is

back

Father Knickerbocker’s town

to

again

other picture for Earl Hudson, production
supervisor of First National’s Eastern
units.

*

*

*

Slated to go into production in the near
future at First National’s New York studios under the supervision of Earl Hudson are “Mismates,” “The Savage,” “Pals
First,”
“The Boss of Little Arcady,”
“Sailor’s Wives” and several other pictures
not yet announced.
T * *

George

Folsey

has

been

assigned

as

cameraman for “Too Much Money” which
started at First National’s New York studios last week. Folsey is one of the youngest cameramen in the business. He cranked
the camera for the thrillers in “The Half
Girl.”
* * *

Way

Mlle. Arlette Marchal, said to be the
most beautiful actress in France, has arrived in

New York

to

appear

in

Paramount

mo-

hundreds of “movies struck” persons who have
applied to Randolph Rogers for admission
A
to
the Paramount Pictures School
:

Vilma Banky stars with Rudolph Valentino in the latter’s latest picture,
Eagle,” just completed for

“ The

United Artists.
She will become a member of the
Paramount stock company, and her first
picture will soon be announced. Mile. Marchal, is said to be a find of Gloria Swanson’s.
While in France making “Madame
Sans Gene,” Miss Swanson was impressed
pictures.

by the ability of Mlle. Marchal, and the
French actress was engaged for the role of
Caroline, Queen of Naples, in that Para-

vaudeville headliner, a score of Atlantic
City bathing beauties, a Syrian immigrant,
a professor of a Middle West university,
seven Follies girls, a concert singer, an
Iowa truck farmer (Bill, please take note),
the winner of a male beauty contest, the
niece of a member of President Coolidge’s
cabinet, “a poor and honest young man,” a
street car conductor, the original Arrow
collar ad man, a Montana cowpuncher, a
fraternity man from Northwestern university, a realtor, a banker, a musical comedy
dancer, a Wisconsin School teacher, a
Czecho-Slovakian hair dresser and a stock
actress.

mount production.
*

*

*

Filming of First National’s big

steel picture, “Men of Steel,” started this week in
the steel mills and iron mines of the United

States

Corporation at

Steel

Birmingham,

Alabama. A company of fifty stars, executives and technical men are on location and
expect to spend six weeks in the southern

Milton Sills is starring in this picture which is being filmed from an original
story from his pen. George Archainbaud
is directing.
ik
%
city.

“Too Much Money,”

the screen version
stage play of the
in production at First

Isreal Zangwill’s

of

same

title,

is

now

National’s New York studios.
Filming
started last week under the direction of

John Francis Dillon who was brought
to New York from Hollywood for this

in

make an-

*

class of people try to get in
tion pictures? Here are a few of the

picture.

Mackaill

*

What

his

visit

Betty Blythe, who has been sojourning
abroad these past six months making pictures and latterly enjoying a triumphant

land

*

New York

wife, Helen Ferguson,
who is starring in a Pathe serial. He
planned a nice little vacation, but the fates
were against him. Lem Kennedy greeted
Bill on his arrival and simply shanghied
him, so Bill leaves for Florida this week,
where down Miami way, “Shooting Stars,”
is to be made by the Til ford Productions.
Asked as to what his role was Bill replied,
“As far as I can learn I am to do all the
shooting that the stars don’t.”
* * *
just

:

>i=

*

*

Miltjn Sills, Dorothy Mackaill, Anna
Q. Nilsson and Ben Lyon were among the
guests at a gathering of
members of the American
Women’s Association last week at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York. Sills was
one of a half dozen speakers.
specially invited
fifteen hundred

*

*

for

interpretations of villain
roles, has been added to the cast of “Too
Much Money” which First National is making in New York.
Cain has the part of
Dana Stuart, one of those gay bachelors
who love only other men’s wives.
* * *

Gilbert

his

Clark,

costume

(

Concluded from page 78 )

nola, who has just completed “Fifth Avenue” for P. D. C., has received a very flattering offer to

come

“Name

Bombay.

to

your own salary; shall we say half again
what you’ve been getting in Hollywood,”
writes his British friend who wishes him
to join a newly formed company making
pictures in the Indian seaport. Vignola is
still

considering the offer.
*

*

*

Dan Sayre

Groesbeck has given up 20
years of following armies as a “war cartoonist” to join the Cecil B. DeMille
He is engaged on
forces at Culver City.
“The Volga Boatman” at present. He was
the Chicago Tribune’s representative in
Russia during the Russian-Japanese war
and also with Pershing in Mexico.
*

*

*

Billy Bevan, Sennett comedian, gives a

week from

his diary, as follows:
blackberry pie

MONDAY— A

TLTESDAY—A

fall

in

the

in

lake

the

and a

chase

*

Robert Cain, well known on stage and
screen

Murray’s Column of
Hollywood Notes

designer

for

WEDNESDAY— A sock
THURSDAY— A bump

any

Lady Duff-Gordon, is giving courses in
costume design at the Master Institute of
United Arts and at the New York School
of Applied Art. Some of the best examples
ent,

of Clark’s genius for fashion creation will

with

from

a

Ford

place.

FRIDAY— A

from

fall

a

plane

into

space.

SATLTRDAY — A

blow on the bean with

a mace.

SUNDAY— Solace
*

Paramount

stars in the Eastern studio and
disciple of the world famous style expon-

in the eye

a vase.

*

*

“His People” or, as Universal now calls
its wonderful production, “Proud Heart,”
^has a screen mother whose work stands

The role
out in cameo-like sharpness.
portrayed by Rosa Rosonova will long be
remembered.
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Down Texas Way With Harry

Left to right: Frank W. Zimmerman has the Palace and Grand at San Marcos;
D. Nevills, one of Dallas’ pioneer showmen, owns the Washington theatre;
Col. A. D. Baker, of the Baker theatre at Lockhart, operated the first picture
house in San Antonio; F. S. Ferguson runs the Princess theatre at Victoria,

W.

28,

E. Nichols

John M. Castephens

is identified with
the Majestic theatre at Roscoe, Tex.
With him is his pet who shakes paws
with a dowager’s dignity.

Texas.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Jones formerly
the Archer at Archer City,
but now operate a house at Olney.
They’re a happy and successful team.

owned

Left to right: Our old friend E. L. Schubeck of the Cozy, at El Campo, is plannew theatre; H. I). (Bullet) Stuart, poison to Mexican bandits, owns the
Empire and Queen at Mercedes; C. H. Lockhart, youngest exhibitor in the
“Valley,” has the Park at Harlingen; Jack Pickens, former Metro salesman,
bought the Rialto at Harlingen and is building at LaFeria.

ning a

T. L. Santos (left), owner of the Gem at Wharton, is building a $40,000 house
seating 500. T. W. Harper, pioneer exhibitor of Corpus Christi, is owner of the
Leopard and Palace theatres. J. A. Williams has the Amusu at Port Lavaca.
J. W. Bush has named his new theatre the Herald after his favorite trade journal.
He is opening a 400-seat house in Edinburg, Tex., the “Gateway to the Valley.”

John C. Fanning, owner of the Broadway and Ideal theatres at Cisco, was
photographed with his son. They
look like brothers at

that.

Roy E. Lentz (left). Capital, Fort
Worth, was snapped with Emmett
Echols,

the

architect

house in that growing

W. F. Sonneman (left), of the Nickel theatre at Waco, has
Temple theatres at Temple. O. A. Engelbrecht, owning the

also

Gem

of

his

new

city of Texas.

the Bell and

and Crescent
only one Paul Barraco, master
showman in business since 1911, who has the Best theatre at Houston. Roy E.
Kintz, manager of the Palace at McAllen, says that as a fisherman he is a good
at

Temple,

exhibitor.

is

remodeling the Crescent.

There

is

1925

November
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Arrow

“Three Paces West” Rock’s Next
Joe Rock’s next production will be an“Standard Fat Men” comedy entitled “Three Paces West.”
Lois Boyd
will have the feminine lead opposite the
well known trio of comedians.

“Share and Share Alike” Finished

other

“Share and Share Alike,” in which Jane
is starred, has been completed.

Novak

Associated Exhibitors
First National

Constance Bennett Released
Constance Bennett, who recently completed “The Pinch Hitter,” has been released from her contract following her
marriage, President Price announced that
the release

is

a

wedding

gift

from

his

Constance Talmadge Ready for Next

Constance

com-

pany.

this

“White Mice” Obtained for Release
acquired
Exhibitors
has
Associated
“White Mice,” a Pinellas Film, Inc., production, for distribution, Jacqueline Logan
and William Powell are featured in the

Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish,
who have the stellar roles in “The Beautiful City,” produced by First National.

picture.

Second Joyce Film

in

Preparation

Preparations for the second picture starring Peggy Hopkins Joyce are being made.
The picture will go into work soon after
Miss Joyce returns from Europe.

“Skyrocket” Trade Showing Planned

A

showing of “The Skyrocket,”
recently-comHopkins
Joyce’s

trade

Peggy

The
has been planned.
picture,
showing will be held about the first of the
new year.

pleted

Book for “White Mice”
The advertising campaign planned for
“The White Mice” is to include the issuPress

ance of a press book in colors.

Lane to Make “The Fighting Dude”
Lupino Lane’s next production will be
Virginia
titled
“The Fighting Dude.”
Vance will again be Lane’s leading woman.
Stage Comedienne in

Zelma
been
Cliff

T wo Enlarged
Lola Mackey has been added to the cast
of “The Golden Strain” and Arthur Hoyt
is the latest player added to the cast of
“The Golden Butterfly.”
Casts of

Two Comedies
“Cupid a

Henry

Cameos

stage comedienne, has
leading woman to play with

la

Finished;

One

Starts

Carte,”

fourth

in

the

O.

and “The Flying Fool,” an
Imperial, have been completed, and “The
series

Fighting

Jewish
IT

John

second in the
has gone into work.

Tailor,”

series,

ray to

Irish-

Make “Manhood”

Griffith

“Manhood”

Wray,

director,
is

will

make

“The Golden

after he finishes

Butterfly.”
“Manhood”
release February 21.

Ford

Educational

scheduled

for

Make Second Kyne Film

to

Preliminaries to the filming of the second
Peter B. Kyne story “Rustling for Cupid,”
on the current schedule have been completed, and John Ford will put the picture in work as soon as he finishes “Three
Bad Men.” “Rustling for Cupid” is at
present scheduled for release March 14.

O’Neill,

made
Bowes

in

Cameo

Zion Myers Signs

to Direct

Cameo comedy

featuring

Joe Moore.
Roberts and

Company Home

Stephen Roberts and his Mermaid comedy company has returned from a boat
trip along the coast made for the purpose
of filming sea sequences for his current
production.

Fox
“Daybreak” Is
“Daybreak,”

in

Richard Talmadge

Production

in
which Lou Tellegen,
Jacqueline Logan and Walter Pidgeon
have leading roles, has been put in work
under the direction of Rowland V. Lee.

O.

Starts First

Richard Talmadge has started work on
his

first

picture in the

new

Tyler’s

is

Noel

W ork

Preparations for the filming of “Up and
At ’Em,” Tom Tyler’s next picture, have
been completed and filming has begun. Tyler recently finished

Coldeway

to

for

the

is still

mak-

production

of

Write “Shebo” Script

Anthony Coldeway, who wrote the script
for “Cobra,” “The Beggar on Horseback”
and other notable productions, has been
engaged to prepare the script for “Shebo.”

“Too Much Money” Cast Grows
Derek Glynne, George Henry, Dorothy
King, Robert Cain and Cliff Worman have
been added to the cast supporting Lewis
Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson in “Too Much
Money.”

Four More Slated for Production

Four pictures slated for production as
soon as space is available are “Pals First,”
"The Savage,” “Mismates” and “Sailors’
Wives.”
“Joanna” in Cutting Rootn

Photographic work on “Joanna” has
been
completed,
and Director Edwin
Carewe has put the picture in the cutting
room.

Gotham
Eight-Page Campaign Sheet Issued

Gotham Productions has issued an eightpage campaign sheet for “One of the Bravest,” It is 12 by 18 inches in size, is printed
on heavy stock, and typographically and
pictorially closely approaches a newspaper
in style.

Ginsberg
Elaine Hammerstein Featured

Elaine Hammerstein has been cast for
the featured feminine role in “The Checkered Flag,” the fourth picture in the current Banner series.

“The Wyoming Wild-

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

cat.”

Mrs. Valentino Starts

Frank Currier Lent

First

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino (Natacha Rambova) has started work on “Do Clothes
Make the Woman?” for F. B. O. Clive

Brook plays the leading male

role.

“Last Editioti” Lauded on Broadway

Emory

Norma Talmadge

of six
of the pro-

directing.

Next Ready for

month.

ing preparations
“Kiki.”

series

for F. B. O. The working title
duction is “So This Is Mexico!”

Smith

Zion Myers has been added to the directorial staff of Educational.
His first production will be a

F. B.

comedies.

Taurog Directs Again
Norman Taurog, recovered from a recent
operation, is back at the studios wielding
a megaphone.

Talmadge has almost com-

preliminaries to the shooting of
“East of the Setting Sun” and intends to
put the picture in work before the end of
pleted

Frank Currier has been lent to the Fox
studios to play the role of Dr. Livingston
in “The First Year.

Owen Moore

Owen Moore

Johnson’s newspaper melodrama,

“The Last Edition,” has been

enthusiastically received by the audiences at the Cameo
theatre on Broadway, New York City.

Plays in “Mocking Bird”

has been added to the cast

“The Mocking Bird,” in which Lon
Chaney is starred in a dual role. Tod
Browning is directing the picture.
of
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Boheme”
Andre Cheron, a French aviator, inventor and actor, and Gino Corrado, a sculptor,
have been cast for parts in “La
Boheme,” which King Vidor is directing.
Sculptor, Aviator, in “La

played a prominent part
Hart’s “Tumbleweeds.”

in

William

S.

Jans

_

Title Jury

Donald
humorist,

Works on “Great Love”

Ogden Stewart,
Waldemar Young,

novelist
scenarist,

and
and

William Conselman, creator of comic cartoons, are sitting as a board of arbiters
over the titling of “The Great Love,”
Marshall Neilan’s latest production to go
into the editing stage of work.

Herman F. Jans has closed contracts for
the distribution of “Playthings of Desire,”
“The Mad Dancer,” “Married,” “Ermine
and Rhinestones,” “The Roaring Forties
in Indiana

and Ohio.

Principal
quest for the correct type of girl
“The Winning of

which Eleanor Boardman,
Charles Ray, Carmel Myers, Roy D’Arcy
and Douglas Gilmore will play, is scheduled to go into work at an early date.

Barbara Worth” is still on, and the picture will not go into production until a

Paramount

Company Speeds to Finish
The company making “Faust” under the
direction of F. W. Murnau is working at

“Paris,”

in

filming of “Sea Horses,” with FlorTack Holt, George Bancroft

The

ence Vidor,

and William Powell

in

featured roles, has

Dwan

is

directing.

Allan

begun.

suitable player

of

the

found.

UFA
speed to finish the production by
spring.
Gosta Ekman, a young Swedish
actor, plays the title role in “Faust.”

the title
picture made

under which

is

Title

duction has been changed from “The
Bride” to “The Danger Girl.”
Edward
Dillon is the director.

“American Girl” Slated

Noted Cartoonist Joins

“Glorifying the American Girl” is scheduled to start near the last of the month.
It will be directed by Mai St. Clair and
will be made under the personal supervision of Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., producer
of the “Follies.”

Production of the picture to be made
by the students of the Paramount Picture
It was
School was begun November 9.
scheduled to begin earlier, but weather
conditions caused a delay.

Leonce Perret Honored by French

According to a cablegram from France,
the first grand prize of the Exposition of
Decorative Arts has been awarded to Lein

who

“Madame Sans

C.

De

Mille

B.

war

DeMille

Groesbeck, cartoonist noted
sketches, has signed with Cecil

to prepare

costume sketches for

“The Volga Boatman.”

Announcement has been made that the
Saegner Amusement Company, Inc., has
booked the 1925-26 Century comedy output
for showing over its entire circuit.
Warners' Theatre Books “Busters”

The

Marion Morgan Stages Film Dances
creator, has been engaged to supervise the
staging of the native dance scenes in

“Rocking Moon.”
a prominent part

“Buster Brown” comedies
in Warners’ theatre on
New York City, it has been

series of

shown

be

Laska Winter
in

United Artists
Valentino Picture Wins Praise

Rudolph

will

“Jester” Scores in Butte

Enthusiastic crowds greeted “Simon the
Jester” during its world premiere at the
Broadway theatre, Butte, Montana. In the
face of zero weather it played to standout
business.

Gene.”

Eagle,”

his

for

Crowd Stands

in

Rain

throng said to

Premiere

at

stood in the
rain to see Valentino, who was guest of
the Mark Strand management at the showing of “The Eagle.”
total 3,000

Warner Brothers

have

the dance.

“The

Valentino’s

United Artists, won general
praise at its world premiere at the Mark
Strand theatre, New York, November 8.

A

Swanson

directed Gloria

Edward Everett Horton, popular Los
Angeles stage actor, has been assigned a
part in “Poker Faces” by Casting Director Paul Kohner.
Production of the picture will begin in about a week.

first

Dan Sayre
for his

City,

Stage Player in “Poker Faces”

of Priscilla Dean’s current pro-

Marion Morgan, nationally known dance

Students Start Film

once Perret,

title

New York

announced.

Pola Negri’s
from Carl Van Vechten’s “The Tattooed
The picture
Countess” will be released.
has just been completed.
to Start

editor of Interrecently made a radio

station WEBJ,
a Newsreel Is Made.”

Broadway,

Changed

The

from

“How

will

Pro-Dis-Co.
World”

Mac Kean, news

H.

S.

Saenger Company Books Centuries

top

Release Title Chosen

“A Woman

is

“Faust”

“Sea Horses” Filming Begins

Faces.”

Mac Kean Radios Newsreel Technique

on

to play the title role in

1925

Universal

talk

“Barbara Worth” Quest Continues

28,

“Cohen and Kelley” Completed
Harry Pollard has just completed the
last scenes of “Cohen and Kelley,” adapted
from the stage play “Two Blocks Away.”
His next production will be “Poker

national Newsreel,

The

Work Soon

“Paris” Goes Into

Jans Closes Contracts

and “Indiscretion”

November

“Don Juan” Cast Filled
The cast making “Don Juan” has been
In

filled.

addition

to

John

Barrymore,

Mary Astor and John Roche

it

includes

June Marlowe, Willard Louis, Helene Costello,
Myrna Loy, Jane Winton, Estelle
Taylor, Yvonne Day, Philipe De Lacy,
John George, Helena D’Algy, Warner
Oland and Montague Love.

“Man on Box” Smashes Records
Syd Chaplin’s “The Man on the Box”
smashed attendance records two successive
weeks at the Forum theatre, Los Angeles,
and set a high mark at the Metropolitan,
San Francisco.

Pathe
Comedies Dominate Nov. 22 Releases

Comedy subjects dominate the releases
slated for the week of November 22. The
“The Soap Suds
entire release list is:
Lady,” “Papa Be Good” and “Isn’t Love

Monte Blue Finishes “Man Upstairs”
“The Man Upstairs,” starring Monte
Blue, has been completed and will be re-

Cuckoo,” two-reel comedies; “Whistling
Lions,” one-reel comedy; “The Great Open
Spaces,” a “Film Fable” picture
a chapter of “Wild West” and two issues of

leased

February

27.

;

Hughes Will Write

Pathe News.
Alice

Day Makes “Spanking Breezes”

Alice

Day’s

production

current

is

“Spanking Breezes,” a sea comedy.

early in January.

“Bar-G” Supporting Cast Chosen

New

Players cast for supporting roles in “The
Bar-G Mystery” are:
Ethel
Clayton,
Johnnie Fox, Victor Potel, Fred Kohler,
Violet Schram, Billie Bletcher, A1 Hart,
Bob Irwin, Jim Corey, Fred De Silva, and

Tom

proposal that he

title

to

accept

“The Sea Beast”

the
is

mark the first time he has done this
kind of work outside of his own producsaid to

tions.

London.

Grant has the leading feminine
Lucien Littlefield Lent

to

feature

M-G-M

production.

Rosher Signs With
( Special

He

recently

to

Evelyn Brent plays another dramatic
role in “Three Wise Crooks,” her latest picture completed for F. B. O. She
has

now

started another.

UFA

Exhibitors Herald )

—

role.

Lucien Littlefield has been lent to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer bv Hal Roach for a part
a

Assignment for Hughes

Rupert Hughes’ decision

Cook Making New Comedy
Clyde Cook is at work on a new comedy
Katherine
titled “Fifty Years from Now.”

in

Titles

Rupert Hughes will write the titles for
John Barrymore’s “The Sea Beast.” Millard Webb is editing and cutting the production, which is scheduled for release

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 17.
Charles
Rosher, one of the best known cameramen
in this country who for seven and a half
years has been with Mary Pickford, has
signed a contract with the German motion
picture company, UFA, and will go abroad.

—
November

-
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“What

89

Me”

Did For

Picture

the

VERDICTS ON FILMS

LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright

This

——

—

:

,

1925

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor -written box
,

office

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

the Picture Did for Me,”

—

O. U. West: Lefty Flynn Film fair. Good for
Sunday. Rating 90 per cent. This picture was a
erackerjack of a show. Pleased all present. Five
reels.
J.
W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale,
Minn. Small town patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
NEVER SAY DIE: Douglas Mac Lean—Real
good comedy. The first much better than the
Gets a little silly. Abraham Bros., Happylast.
land theatre, Port Gibson, Miss. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

THREE MILES OUT: Madge Kennedy— Fairly
good entertainment but not as funny at the press
sheet says. Story is at times a bit disconnected.
Why don’t they put Harrison Ford’s name on
He means as much as
the advertising matter ?
Kennedy here. Six reels. M. B. Russell, Benton
(Community) theatre, Benton City, Mo. Farmer

—

Gain Shown
in October

—
Lefty Flynn — A good entertainment. — Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, GreenMich. — General patronage.

Business for October showed
gain over September. The following plays were run and drew as
follows

MIDNIGHT MOLLY: Evelyn Brent— One of the
best crook pictures that I have seen in a long
time.
Many praised it highly. Miss Brent is
becoming very popular here. Five reels. R. L.
Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General

—

Horses,”

Special cast

—A

theatre,

for
it

an

Larry Semon

action

— Did

Flynn— All

Lefty

Vandergrift,

with

picture,

would

I

Flynn— Mon-

Lefty
call

this

an av-

erage program picture, without anything special
The height of the star justifies
to recommend it.
the first part of the title, the other or last part
of the title I am not going to say anything about.
If I did I would have to tell the truth and that
might not sound good. Six reels. P. W. Quinlin,
Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town
patronage.

—

—

RIDING THE WIND: Fred Thomson — A

—

did action picture. Bert
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

RIDING THE WIND:
good

Silver,

— General
Fred

Silver

SMOOTH AS SATIN:

Evelyn Brent— This was
a fine show.
Rating 95 per cent. Films pretty
fair.
Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. Small town patronage.

—
—

—

Evelyn Brent I think
this is the best this star has made, and she sure
made a hit here. The burning tunnel is some
thriller.
Good for any day. It’s easy a 100 per
:

cent picture. No sickening love trash. Six reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

TEARING THROUGH:

Richard Talmadge—
Am using these features for a free matinee for
the farmers and find that they please. They have
action and thrills and are clean.
Five reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

THREE WISE CROOKS: Evelyn
melodrama.
A little more

good

Brent

:

has everything, action, thrills, roFive reels. George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
Sydney, N. S. Canada. General
patronage.

This

—A very

comedy would

picture

mance,

—

etc.

SCAR HANAN: Yakima
ner.

—

— Yak

Canutt

is

a win-

Everybody pleased with this Western.
better than “Flashing Spurs’’. Five reels.
C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.

Much
L.

“The

Midnight

Express”

de-

—

FORBIDDEN CARGO:

served a far better audience than

—

PHILIP RAND,
received.
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

cent.

A

crook story that people told
me they liked. Bought right too. Six reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.
it.

—

THE BLOOD HOUND:

Bob Custer— This

cracker-jack

is

a

little picture for Saturday night.
It
a Northern with very good scenery.
They
almost ruined it, however, by having the two
dames do too much bawling in the last reel. Why
do they put such poppy-cock stuff in this sort of
picture?
Five reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
is

—

—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in

A Dog's Life

—

Pafhepicture

22

—
Custer — Better

FLASHING SPURS: Bob
than
average Western that drew better than average
business.
Five reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

TRIGGER FINGERS: Bob Custer— A
and if you want that kind of
dig after those Bob Custers. Thery’re
pictures and always pleased 100 per
patrons nearly took our roof off at
ler, this,

real thrilstuff,

boys

real action
Our
cent.

every performance.
Buy it and make some coin. Five
reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney,
N. S. Canada. General patronage.

—

—

JIMMIE’S

MILLIONS:

Richard Talmadge
Fine action picture, just like all the rest. Don’t
run him too close together, as he will soon keel
out.
He goes fine once in a while. Six reels.
Robert D. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, So.
Dak. General patronage.

—

DRUMS OF JEOPARDY

:

special

—

cast

—Very

good mystery story.
Five reels. L. C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. Small town patronage

—

—

DANGER

LINE:
Special
cast Very good,
battle scene is great.
The ladies will like this
better than the men, as it’s rather sad.
war

—
—

A

picture of Japan.
Five reels. L. C. Bolduc,
Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H. Small town patronage.

THE DANGEROUS COWARD:

—This

is the
those

one

Fred Thomson

ever used. It seemed to
that kind.
Personally I
did not see it on account of engine trouble while
it was showing.
Five reels. M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La. General patronage.
please

Released Nov,

Evelyn Brent— A good

drew good crowds.

Pleased 100 per
This is my first Brent. Now will see how
her next one will be. Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, Sydney, N.
S.
Canada. General patronage.
sea story that

Rex

Family

Thomson—Very

—

SCAR HANAN Yakima Canutt A western
This Canutt
knockout that pleased every one.
guy is a great cowboy and he made a hit here.

Small town patronage.

patronage.

— Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell
Rochester, Ind. — General patronage.

SMOOTH AS SATIN

—

Sleeps.”

have helped

—

Five reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H. Small town patronage.

value,

splen-

Western.

theatre,

of His
Your Man.”

enough

— L. M. Jones, Arcadia
Pa. — General patronage.

day to fair business.

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—A crook
My first Brent and we all liked her fine.

story.

to

to add flavor.

HIGH AND HANDSOME:

patronage.

(with

“The Enemy Sex,”
“Night Life in New York,” “The
Midnight Express,” “The Charmer,”
“The City That Never
Poor

F. B. 0.
in

First,”

drawing value, “Peter
“Lightning Rider,” “Wild
Horse Mesa,” “Tiger Thompson,”
“Dr. Jack.”
Fair value, “Through the Back
Door.”

it

good

—
—

Good

—
—

the

ville,

Pan,”

not
bring out a very large crowd, but pleased those
who came, especially the children. Would advise
anyone to book it and boost it as a children’s
show. Seven reels. C. E. Hopkins, the Hopkins
Small town patronage.
theatre, Cotter, Ark.

humor

“Women

vaudeville),
Father,” and “Find
cracker-

jack good action drama with lots of comedy
supplied by Tom Wilson and Leo White. Wilson
Well prois great and has many friends here.
duced program picture that is way beyond most
such efforts.
Don’t see where Talmadge has a
Six reels.
look in against this combination.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.

HIGH AND HANDSOME:

HEADS UP:

“A Son

Chadwick

THE WIZARD OF OZ:

—

Extra drawing value, “The
Thundering Herd,” “King of Wild

patronage.

AMERICAN PLUCK:

South Dearborn

III.

first

who

I

like

—
—

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM:

Lloyd Hughes
knocked them
for a row of houses.
Business good.
A sure
enough box office winner.
Play it and make

—A

really wonderful attraction that

——A

—A
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors'
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

coin.

N.

— Geo.

office

—

Lefty Flynn— A fair
Will pass if supWhile it sounds
ported by good short feature.
like a miracle, this drew the biggest Friday and
months.
Solve this
many
crowds
in
Saturday
Five reels. George Khattar, Khatif you can.
Sydney. N. S. Canada. General
tar’s theatre,
patronage.

THE NO GUN MAN:

Western but nothing extra.

—

—

me out of money when they only gave me
one Thomson out of about 10 and I call this a
darn poor way of treating an exhibitor when he
could be making a lot of money on Thomsons.
We played “North of Nevada’’ about nine months
ago to full houses- and now we have to do without
a great drawing card because F. B. O. is too darn
George Khattar,
scared to give them to me.
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney N. S. Canada. General
patronage.
ting

BROKEN LAWS:

Mrs. Wallace

—
Reid — A

money

Drew

big and
pleased all. We advertised that no children under
sixteen years of age were allowed to see “Broken
Laws” so you just can picture what that means.

maker

in every sense of the word.

Money? Yes and a lot of it. Seven reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
Canada. General patronage.

—

NORTH OF NEVADA:

Fred

of the best Westerns
patrons want action

we

;

S.

Thomson— Thom-

One
for us.
have ever run. If your
money

son and Silver King get the

combined with wholesome
entertainment, then buy and play the Thomson
pictures.
F. B. O. will treat you right. Business
good.
Six reels. S. N. Feinstein, Playhouse
Farming patronage.
theatre, Ekalaka, Mont.

—

all

three

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION:
Mary

—

Carr. If any of you exhibitors
play benefits for the churches or
church organizations, here is one that
will just fill the bill and please practically everyone. It is really one of
the best of this type I ever played.
Just as good as “Over the Hill.” The
audience applauded vigorously at the
climax in the court room scene. When
they do that they are being entertained. There are some good comedy
touches and it is a real audience feature. I played it as a benefit for the
Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
church and out of 40 pictures I have
booked I couldn’t pick another as
good for that purpose. Seven reels.
H. J. EAGAN, American theatre,

—

Wautoma, Wis.

MAN

Sills— A pretty
good program picture but the title is meaningless
and did not draw. Sills is usually quite a drawing card but without his name this would be a
big flop. The picture however, is quite good with
considerable action and a lot of good South Sea
Eight reels. H. J.
Island scenery, natives, etc.

AS

DESIRES:

Milton

—

—

LAUGHING AT DANGER: Richard Talmadge
—A fairly good action picture for a Saturday
night.
We have not received a good print as yet
on

—Used

Talmadge shows

so far.

It

is

dis-

gusting to have to show such rotten prints with
Six reels. C. A.
dirty film and poor splices.
Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better
class patronage.

—
—

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
/

in
THE SCARLET WEST:
picture two
year was raging.

days.

Special cast— Played
Worst blizzard of the

Business poor but no fault of
Pleased the majority.
Custer’s Last
Stand reproduced on a large scale. Nine reels.
S. N. Feinstein, Playhouse theatre. Ekalaka, Mont.
Farming patronage.
picture.

—

THE ONE WAY STREET:

Special cast— Not a
picture, but was grossly mis“Our
Navy in The Near
represented to me. Ran

bad

little

program

East” with it and the few who were present pronounced this two reeler distributed free by the

Wis.

Antonio Moreno
on a Sunday. It was a good feature
but it rained all day and no crowd, so it made me
feel like all was punk.
However, I shouldn’t say
this, because it was worth while.
Seven reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.
this

— General

patronage.

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS:

cast— An-

special

other Stahl picture, so the report can be nothing
but good. Not as good as his two previous ones,

but fine entertainment at that.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Small town patronage.

Eight

reels.

—Wm.
Wis.

Neillsville,

THE SILENT WATCHER: Special cast—
splendid entertainment.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:

Colleen Moore—
audiences enjoyed Colleen very much in this
picture.
Seven reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
Small town patronage.

My

—
—

THE WHITE MONKEY: Barbara LaMarr—Just
a lot of wasted film. Lay off this one or pay for
it and do not run it.
Many walked out on it.
Seven reels. R. D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo
111.
General patronage.

—

—

CYTHEREA:

Lewis

Stone

— Gosh,

Boys,

keep

A

clear of this if you can.
piece of junk.
It’s
pictures like this that get my goat and make me
swear. Seven reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre,

Conway, N. H.

—
— Small

BOY OF MINE:
regular
trons.

—A

very good

program picture that satisfied our paSeven reels. Giacoma Bros. Crystal the-

—

Tombstone, Ariz.

atre,

town patronage.

Ben Alexander

— General

patronage.

THE ONLY WOMAN: Norma

—

Talmadge -Any-

Howin is duck soup with me.
ever, speaking of the picture, will say it is a very

thing

Norma

is

good melodrama. Drew good crowds and pleased
’em all.
Me too. Seven reels. Wm. E. TragsNeillsville,
Wis. Small
dorf,
Trags
theatre,

—

—

town patronage.

WITHIN

THE

LAW: Norma Talmadge—

very good picture to a small crowd but pleased all
who saw it. There was a Halloween party which
most went to, although some of the ghosts came
Eight reels. Elmer Hughes, Mesin to see it.
quite theatre, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.

—

—

A MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

First National
this

Wautoma,

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET:

•

thrill

—

—
—
SALLY Colleen Moore—The best she has ever
done.
Seven
— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre,
McKinzie, Tenn. — General patronage.
reels.

—

:

Eagan,
American theatre,
Small town patronage.

:

COMPANY Richard Talmadge
and stunt melodrama with the famous performer, Talmadge, the athlete, without a peer.
We
This pleased 100 per cent and drew good.
are proud when it’s a Talmadge, Thomson, CusF. B. O. is certainly putter, Flynn or Canutt.
IN FAST

Navy Recruiting

Station as the best picture of
There are two of these Navy pictures
the two.
and they are something fine. They are yours for
the asking.
Get them. L. M. Jones, Arcadia
General patronage.
theatre, Vandergrift, Pa.

Sydney

Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
General patronage.

Canada.

S.

Milton
Sills
Thursday to fair business. This is an old
one but very good. Film in good condition. Can
be bought at a fair price and it should make a
Eight reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal
little money.
theatre,
Chateaugay, N. Y. Small town pat-

—

A Dogs Life

—

—

ronage.

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

A MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

— Well,

the truth

is it

Special cast

failed to please the rough-

necks. Still this picture, if played by almost any
Personally, liked it
house, should be a winner.
Geo. Khattar,
Sills is excellent.
great myself.
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S. Canada Gen-

—

eral

patronage.

—

A
—
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WILDERNESS:

LOVES

—

Corrine
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Griffith—

No
fair program picture that played to a flop.
Perhaps our patrons don’t
fault of the picture.
Personally liked
like those high class performers.
the picture
National, I

Advertising matter good. First
J. Melody’s treatment of us,

fine.

mean W.

He gives us new prints, latest featis excellent.
ures at live and let live prices and is always
willing to give us a hand in anything, especially
when we are stuck for film on play day (we don’t
mean First National film not arriving). What
more, we’ve been doing business with him for
at least 6 or 8 years. Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s
theatre, .Sydney, N. S. Canada.

—

—Wednes-

JEALOUS HUSBANDS:

A

day to fair business.
;

will please

young

Will draw good.
could tell you.

know

Seven reels.
Chateaugay, N.

I

Ideal

people.
I don’t

Special cast

very good picture that
Good film. Fair price.

theatre,

of anything else

—P. W. Guinlin,
Y. — Small town

patronage.

Fox
THUNDER

Rothacfyer Prints

MOUNTAIN:

cast— An
Special
It pleased
excellent picture of mountaineer life.
us.
J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,

—
— Small

Tex.

town patronage.

THE WINDING STAIR: Edmund Lowe—Plenty

Cheapest

An excellent
of action, suspense, good scenes.
Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre,
picture.
Rochester, Ind. General patronage.

—

in the

Long Run

—

HAVOC:

—

consider this as good
One exhibitor criticised the war scenes as unnecessary.
To my mind they were as much a part of the
picture as scenery is to a stage. J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town
patronage.

a picture as

Special
I

cast

I

have seen in a long time.

—

—

DURANT OF THE BAD LANDS:

Buck Jones

— A nice clean Western picture above the average
in audience appeal and should give satisfaction.
— G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.
THE IRON HORSE: special cast—Here
a
J.

is

although not any better than “The
Pony Express”, which we bought for just half
the rental. You will hear very few kicks on this
Eleven reels. A.
except the admission prices.
F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.
real picture,

—

THE IRON HORSE: Special

cast.

—Better than “The Covered Wagon."

Pleased 100 per cent. Two days to
good business. Should have run 3
E. D. Luna, Cosy
days. Ten reels.

—

theatre.

—
— General

—

patronage.

Special cast— This
picture should go good for you if you will try
It is excellent
work. J. S.
to put it over.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—

—

Small town patronage.

—

LIGHTNIN’:
stuff

special.

this

—
—

LIGHTIN’: Special cast A wonderful
Had lots of good comments on this

AS NO MAN HAS LOVED:

program

chance to pay too much for their stuff. Eight
reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine,
Neb. Small town patronage.
ture.

—

Special cast This picture
came as near registering 100 per cent with our
audience as anything we have ever shown. Consider it far the best of the big Western features
made by various companies as it contains everything people want to see, action, comedy and hisShow it and advertise it to the
torical facts.
limit.
I. A. MeCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett,

of

Bolduc, Bijou theatre,
patronage.

Wagoner, Okla.

THE IRON HORSE:

Ark.

haven’t been hooked on Fox’s new product better
watch your step. They give you an extra good

Special cast Eight long reels of
put out under the misleading name

In

six reels

and

at

program

D.

E.

the

pictures

Luna,

Cosy

time.
Eight
theatre. Wagoner,

special cast— Pretty fair but
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
—
Prairie, Tex. — Small town patronage.
THE WHEEL: Special cast—Just an average
Title don’t mean much.
picture but will please.
Seven
—E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre. Wagoner,
Okla. — Small town patronage.
THE WHEEL: Special cast—Isn’t a terrible

THE WHEEL:

paper awful.

J. S.

reels.

\

dEFFKHVESA

5 reel special Mix struts his stuff in frills
feathers. Tickles his vanity at the cost of the
office.
First Mix I ever had walk-outs on.
Gross about the same as “Dick Turpin”, which

Paper
1/3 less than on Zane Grey stories.
very ordinary. F. G. Roberts, American theatre,
Ada, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

General patronage.

KENTUCKY PRIDE:
who saw
theatre,

it.

Seven

George O’Brien— About
ever had. Pleased all
E. D. Luna, Cosy
Small town patronage.
I

reels.

Wagoner, Okla.

—

—

Special cast—A mile
a minute thriller that had them up in the air
The thrillest of thrill picall through the show.
tures.
Personally would call it the best action or
A real auto story.—
thrill picture this year.
Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.
Canada. General patronage.

—

LUCKY

THE
HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—Just
as good as any of the preceeding Mix pictures,
perhaps a little bit more elaborate than any other.
Costume stuff in trailer and posters hurts the
attendance, but those who see it like it much.
J. Farrel MacDonald exceptionally good and should
grow more popular. Ben H. Morris, Temple theatre,

Bellaire, O.

—
—General

patronage.

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix— Mix

thing,

A

town

and
box

it

brother, to come down in the morning
knowing you are going to lose your time to a
guy in New York and give him twenty or thirty
dollars ?
nice picture but absolutely nothing to
get them in. Paper a total loss also the mats.
F. G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.

— Small

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE: Tom Mix—In

is

Okla.-

Small town patronage.

the best race horse story

»SSRLMS
hi
m

pic-

one.

reels.

this

;

prices

picture would have been all right, but Oh
You exhibitors that
what a stinging we got.
this

Fox has

Conway N. H.

getting to be a has been because he insists on
As a real
getting away from his line of work.
actor Mix is the bugs ear, we feel like Mr. Latta
of Shenandoah, la., Mr. Mix had better stay in
Westerns and listen to the small town exhibitor.
Six reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long
Pine Neb. Small town patronage.
is

—
—

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

—

Buck

Jones A whale of a picture with the best drawJones
ing cowboy star in existence, bar none.

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

—

—

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

Special cast If you
get this one. It is a little different.
We had a bad print from New Orleans. -Abraham Bros., Happyland theatre. Port Gibson, Miss.
General patronage.
like thrills,

—

CHAMPION
Lowe

—A

Family

OF

LOST

CAUSES:

—

Bert
fair entertainment.
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

CHAMPION OF

—

LOST

Silver,

— General

CAUSES:

Silver
pat-

Edmund

My first Lowe and I liked him very much
my audience. A mystery play which
holds your interest to the end. Five reels. L. C.

and so did

ASK YOUR DEALER

Edmund

ronage.

Lowe

DOLAN CANS

—

—

Negative and Positive

—

—
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE UNHOLY THREE: Lon Chaney— An excellent picture.
We advertised it carrying our
A big box office stimulant.
personal guarantee.

Jenkins Defends Nebraska
in Return As Contributor
issue

A

copy of Phillip Rand’s challenge printed
forwarded with suitable marginal notation to

(Note:

Game Waden,

eicited

Will pull and should please any audience 100 per
Char-Bell
theatre,
Kreighbaum
Bros.,
Rochester, Ind. General patronage.

cent.

the following letter.)

tography and Ann Pennington’s dancing, however,
takes it out of ordinary class and will put it
over with sophisticated audiences. I. A. McCasGeneral patkill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.

—

—

ronage

THE SILENT ACCUSER:

—

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED: Lon Chaney—
Sunday night

to

satisfactory business.

would

I

It is good
a picture of unusual merit.
It contains lessons that any of
entertainment.
It is a special and would
us could profit by.
be called so when many of the so-called specials
would be rightly classed as poor program offerings.
I would advise my exhibitor friends to buy
this “He Who Gets Slapped.”
Seven reels. P.
W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

call

this

—

Frederick — Good
— Krieghbaum Bros.,
Ind. — General patronage
MARRIED FLIRTS: Pauline Frederick — A good
picture that shows a good moral. — W. F. Loibl,
Chimes theatre, Cedarburg, Wis. — Mixed patronage.
PROUD FLESH: Special cast—Here
a pro-

MARRIED FLIRTS:

Pauline

for regular program picture.
Char-Bell theatre, Rochester,

is

gram

that will please only part of your
patrons, that cost us almost twice as much as we
usually pay for this grade of picture.
MetroGoldwyn don’t have many small town pictures.
Seven reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.
picture,

—
—

WINE OF YOUTH: Clara Bow— Will please
audiences
who like a snappy jazz picture
Krieghbaum Bros., Charthat has a good moral.
Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE BANDELERO:
very good

gram

Renee Adore This
filmed in Spain with a

picture,

fight scene.

“HERALD ONLY

Do not be

feature.

is

a

bull

afraid to boost it as a proSeven reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou

Conway N. H.

—
— Small

town patronage.
Marion Davies—
Here is a picture that you can’t go wrong on.
Tied up with local high school and knocked them
dead. Bought this right and made a clean up.
Picture is there 100 per cent and the star can’t
be beat. Play Metro-Goldwyn and you can’t go
wrong. Nine reels. S. N. Feinstein, Playhouse
Farming patronage.
theatre, Ekalaka, Mont.
SCARAMOUCHE: Ramon Novarro Very good.
One of the finest pictures I have ever seen or run.
Packed house each night of 2 day run. Print in
theatre,

NEW YORK:

LITTLE OLD

HERALD

in a riot call.

—

I am lonesome without the HERALD.
My wife and two
daughters one an invalid are spending the winter in McAllen,
Texas; my son-in-law, W. B. Bradley, is operating a new theatre in
Neligh and my son is in Kirby, Wyoming and I am living in Lincoln
with nothing but a cold and unfriendly city to associate with, so
shoot the HERALD quick, care State Game Warden’s office.
I still have an itching to get back into the game, and maybe,
someday, who knows? Here’s hoping.
With kindest regards and best wishes to all my old friends, and
to the HERALD and it’s staff, I am.

—

—

—

Eleven reels.
good shape out of Salt Lake.
N. Feinstein, Playhouse theatre, Ekalaka,
patronage.
Mont. Farming

S.

—

Paramount
FLOWER OF THE NIGHT:

Pola Negri—
Personally thought this to be a very good picture, with Pola getting away with a difficult
Impossible to tell what the public would
part.
think of it, as we are unable to get enough out
I.
A. McCaskill,
of a Negri picture to judge.
Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark. General patron-

sincerely,
C.

—

—

reason.
I note that Phil is trying to inveigle me into another “Beauty
Contest”, but he can’t do it. I was drawn into one, as you will remember, and by rights ought to have won, but I didn’t. I am not
saying that my judge, Connie Talmadge, was bribed or anything
like that, I am sure she wasn’t, but somebody put cockleburs under
my saddle, that much is a cinch, for any time I can’t win in a beauty
contest against such competition as Rand, Sprague and Meyer, the
money ought to be refunded on grounds of fraud.
I have not seen a copy of the Herald since I left the old playshop at Neligh last January and I am wondering if I am still a
member in good standing in the
CLUB”, for I
would hate to think that the boys had kicked me out. I have often
wanted to horn in on that bunch down at Chicago sometime and lead
an onslaught on the
office that would be just cause for

J.

Great—

the

—
—

—

Most

Peter

Without a doubt a 100 per cent entertainment for
any house. The acting of the dog is marvelous.
It didn’t draw much, but every single one who
saw it certainly got their moneys worth. It’s a
pleasure to run pictures like this, even -though
I
really lost money.
you don’t make anything.
Eight reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre,
Monroe, Ga. General patronage.
SINNERS IN SILK: Special cast A very good
jazz type picture. W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre,
Cedarburg, Wis. Mixed patronage.

—

—

—

Zasu Pitts Typical Metro
picture with a plot that takes a twist toward the
unusual, but as a whole is the same old story
Natural color phoof gold digging chorus girls.

Ogeegosh, as Ella Cinders would say, it was mighty good to get
your short note, not that it was short but that you still had a faint
recollection of the old guy who used to pester you almost beyond
endurance. Thanks, I’m glad you haven’t forgotten me.
The copy of “Fishy Phil’s” letter was like a breath from the
clover fields in June. I note that O’Hara of Elgin got a rise out of
Phil and brought him back to life. I am pleased to know this, for
I have wondered for a number of years what he was created for and
this is the first act of constructive service to humanity I have ever
known O’Hara to perform, and if I have ever said anything about
him that wasn’t true and I know I haven’t I hereby apologize.
Judging from Phil’s letter one would be led to believe that he
was a busy man, since he says he had to write premium checks for
the largest pumpkins and fattest babies at their county fair, but
what would he think of my job, having to look after the game and
fish for a great state like Nebraska
and by the way I might add
the greatest state in the Union.
Why, I have had my hands so full for the past year that I
haven’t even been able to hold our neighbor’s baby; and you can take
it from me, Elmer that it has been some job.
O’Hara wants Phil to give an account of his night wanderings
in Hollywood, and if I was Phil I wouldn’t do it.
Just think how
Why, even the “National Board of Review”
it would look in print.
would have to wear smoked goggles to read it, and they would blush
until someone would call out the fire department. It would never
pass that Board, No sir, never. You are right, Phil, in refusing to
do it, especially to O’Hara, for O’Hara has a reason and I know the

sending

—

PRETTY LADIES:

on page 68 of the October 31
State
C. Jenkins, Nebraska
J.

—

—

JENKINS,

—
—

(“Jenkins of Neligh”)

age.

THE PONY EXPRESS:
always lives his part. This knockout drew a big
Any exhibitor should boost this to the
crowd.
This Western
skies and make piles of money.
cyclone is full of west thrills and chills. Geo.
Sydney,
theatre,
N.
S. Canada.
Khattar, Khattar’s
General patronage.

—

—

THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE:

—

Buck

“The
Mysterious
this
with
Jones Played
Stranger” as a comedy and proved a knockout. A
real old time Western with lots of comedy to. it.

Bolduc. Bijou theatre, Conway,
Small town patronage.

Six reels.

N. H.

—

— L.

one
C.

DANTE’S INFERNO:

Special cast

— Taken

from

Dante’s famous master special and made into a
This hell stuff is what
great money getter.
draws the crowd. No kids under 16 were allowed
to see this picture, per the censor of our province,

and

it

drew

like

plaster.

Buy

— Geo.

want to make money.
theatre, Sydney, N. S.,

it,

boys,

Khattar,

Canada.

if

you

Khattar’s

enjoyed

this

picture,

James Cruze
but

it

is

— Every-

not

a

suc-

“The Covered Wagon” as far as pubThey gave us a
licity and drawing power goes.
fair percentage deal, but business first two nights
was disappointing. Think we would have done
better if we had played it after the Twin Cities
run, as we would have had the benefit of their
Ten reels. I. R. Gavin, Hammond
advertising.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Hammond, Wis.
THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze— This
cessor to

—
—

is

an

exceptionally

good

historical

subject

that

—

—

*
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drew extra business in adverse weather. Heavy
advertising was nullified by extreme cold weather.
W. F. LoibI, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. Mixed patronage.

—
—

THE PONY EXPRESS:

James Cruze— ExcelBroke
Better than “The Wagon.”
our Sunday house records. Krieghbaum Bros.,
Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind. General patronage.
picture.

lent

—

—

—

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze Entertaining picture of the romantic early West, with
Wallace Beery as usual running away with the
Ricardo Cortez gets away fairly well
honors.
in his first Western part, but our people thought
Will get over good
Betty Compson mis-cast.
where Western features are liked. I. A. MeCasArk. General
Crossett,
kill,
Crossett theatre,
patronage.

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

—

Excellent. J.
Prairie, Tex.

—

—

Warner Baxter-

Walker, Texas theatre,
Small town patronage.
S.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:

Grand

Bebe Daniels—

A

Paramount is putsplendid comedy-drama.
ting out some real pictures in their new group.
picture.
We played
wrong
on
this
You can’t go
it with Jimmy O'Brien's vaudeville to very poor
business, but no fault of the picture. Mr. O’Brien
His
act.
is a square shooter, but has a poor
dancing is the only thing that amounts to anySeven
exhibitors.
thing.
Watch out, brother
reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—
THE TROUBLE WITH
dor —
a dandy. —
J.

It's

Grand

WIVES: Florence ViWalker, Texas theatre,

S.

— Small

Tex.

Prairie,

—

a dandy

is

that

Constance Benplease

will

every-

NEW ORIENTAL

made a family show for two days
on this, as we knew the cast names meant nothing and the title less, so we forgot both those
points and went to work to get them in on the
merits of the picture, which from Herald reAll the family for
ports we knew was there.
second night
two tickets helped do the work

This is the finest train to the Pacific
Northwest, specially Pullman
equipped; de luxe features and
service but no extra fare.
For information and free books,

;

Six reels.
just fine.
theatre, Menard, Tex.

bigger than the first.
Henry Reeve, Star
Small town patronage.

It’s

—

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
Meighan — A splendid picture. Satisfied all. — Bert
Silver,

:

—

— General patronage.
Gloria Swanson
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand PraiGood. —
Tex. — Small town patronage.
WILD WILD SUSAN: Bebe Daniels—Tell
will please 100 per cent. —
them about
Ind.

THE COAST OF FOLLY
J.

:

S.

rie,

J. S.

It

it.

Walker, Texas theatre.
Small town patronage.
J.

Prairie, Tex.

Walker,

S.

Grand

Prairie,

NEW YORK:

NIGHT LIFE IN

— Good. —

— Small

Texas

Tex.

Dorothy Gish
theatre,

Grand

town patronage.

RUGGED WATER:

Special cast

—Not

much.

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.
Small town patronage.
S.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

—Very

Marmont

good

picture.

Well

Percy
acted and
of pathos

teaches a splendid moral.
Picture full
and good drama, but doesn’t become monotonous
Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theaat any time.
tre, Rochester, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:
Marmont
theatre,

—Not

Grand

—
—

Percy

Mary Pickford

in the heart of the
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crospatronage.

once held by
A.
public.
I.

—

Ark.

sett,

— General

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS:
An

excellent picture.

Texas theatre,

Grand

Seven

Betty

reels.

Prairie,

Bronson—

Walker,
—
— Small town
J.

S.

Tex.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

B. DeMille Print in good shape.
Photography excelSome startling scenes. Cast great. Draws
lent.
like a mustard plaster on the name.
Yet, when
they get in, the cast puts it over in the most
satisfying manner.
The work of Nita Naldi was
of such convincing nature that she came in for
the most pleasing criticism, although the part
is not one to make an audience fall in love with

—

Cecil

the Oriental maid.
Theodore Roberts was impressive as Moses.
We can safely say it is one
of,
if
not the one great picture up to date.
Eleven reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. Depicture.
Drew people from the
ends of the earth.
Praises fell like hail.
This
certainly did more to make clear the story of

Mil le

—Wonderful

so pleasing.
J. S. Walker, Texas
Prairie, Tex.
Small town patron-

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE:
so

tre,

Bellaire,

J.

ticket or tourist
Dickinson, P. T. M.

St.

Paul, Minnesota.

good.

Florence

O.

—
—General

patronage.

WEEK:

Thomas

HOME

—
— Better

class

Ashland,

O.

—
— General

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS:

Betty Bronson—
Not a Western of the action type, but one that
will get over.
Betty Bronson scores again with
her unusual acting.
She is fast taking the place

Oh

!

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. Deof the best, if not the best, big picture.
The more you exploit the more praise you
Bibwill get, and it will stand all you give it.
lical part of picture sure is great.
Last half of
it is more of a modern deal, sure a great lesson
and a wonderful moral to mankind. Will please
Holds interest from start to fin100 per cent.
ish.
Only objection is rental price. Eleven reels.
C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.

Mille

— One

—

Small town patronage.

— Best

screen

production

B. Deproduced.

Cecil

ever

—

ANY WOMAN:

—

Alice Terry Played
to very poor business.
Not even a good

two days
program

thought Terry could bring them in for
two night;, but she didn’t. They had a very
A good print, and
poor leading man in this.
Six reels.
that is all I can say for this show.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

Betty

patronage.

— Boys,

—

—

Bronson
Very high class Western. Wonderfully cast, and
comedy all through. Heard many favorable comments.
Seven reels. Clark & Edwards, Palace

Cecil B. Deboys
Here is the real thing.
The greatest picture ever made. A masterpiece.
A picture you should play anyway. It will bring
new people to your theatre and make them talk.
Good for any town, big or small. Ten reels.
L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
Small town patronage.

Mille

to see it twice.
Paramount surely
does not permit the exhibitor to make much on
Paid the long end for it.
Best atIhis one.
Eleven reels. E. D.
tendance the last night.
Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111. General patronage.

patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS:

—

Many came

Vidor—

Meighan

the Egyptian bondage than all the Sunday school
All praise to DeMille for
lessons of a century.
Hope he will soon pica world’s masterpiece.
turize a story based on the New Testament.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Played two days to poor attendance. His shows
are all alike and his kind are beginning to be
n. g. for our patronage.
We can’t play his
shows two nights any more. This one was fairly
good as entertainment, but not good enough for
the old box office, and that is what counts. Seven
reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,

theatre,

any

Office,

Great Northern Railway,

Mille

The poorest thing we have had
Florence Vidor in. Ben L. Morris, Temple theaNot

Pa.

way

agent or A.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

patronage.

age.

OLD

apply any Great Northern Rail-

patronage.

Gloria Swanson
THE COAST OF FOLLY
Good for a Swanson picture, but she is n. g. here.
Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester,

—

LIMITED

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Silver

General

J.

CALIFORNIA

from

or the Northwest, take the interesting Adventure Land route through those regions rich
in historic interest which are traversed by the

town patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:
nett Here
body.
We

to or

show.

I

Better

class

patronage.

—

CODE OF THE WEST:

Released, Nov,
Pafh^picture

22

Owen Moore Played
two days to fair business.
Zane Grey’s name
had some drag for us. This one has a very poor
cast in it and is not up to the usual Paramount
standard for their shows. Some interesting shots
of Western scenery with a very well photographed
forest fire at the end.
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class

—

—

patronage.

—A

!-
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FORTY WINKS:

Richard Griffith A good
Saturday night.
They put
a rotten ending on it that cheapened it somewhat. It sure brought a lot of laughs from our
Raymond Griffith is a dandy one for
bunch.
Seven reels.
the part he played in this show.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

program show

for

Writes for
Please find attached
covering subscription to

TORS HERALD.
If possible

copy of the

RECORD

—

program

—
—

liked it.
Seven reels. A. F.
theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
Small

THE FIGHTING COWARD:

—Drew

my check
EXHIBI

— HENRY

town patronage.

atre,

have a

T.

S.

—

of Gestures.”
Six reels. P. G. Estee,
theatre, Parker, S. D.
Sma,ll town pat-

—

ronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond

Griffith—

dandy.
Everybody tickled pink.
They laughed
and roared all the way through.
This man
Griffith is the “kitten’s pajamas” as a comedian.
Drew big Saturday business against one of the
worst floods in this section for ten years. Seven
reels.
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
—Small town patronage.

—

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond
Fine comedy picture.

comedy

star

if

will

Griffith

Griffith-

make a good

continued in this type of vehicle.
theatre, Rochester,

— Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell
Ind. —General patronage.
THE CHARMER:

Negri

Pola

—Good

society

drama with Pola doing good work.

—P.

G.

Estee,

S.

T.

Seven
Parker, S.

theatre,

reels.

D.

Small town patronage.

SINNERS IN HEAVEN: Richard Dix—Fine
South Sea Islands with
adventure story of
Richard Dix, who is a drawing card for us.
Suggestive in places. Will bring
Picture rotten.
’em in for miles and send ’em away with smiles.
Seven, reels.
Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre,
Loyalton, So. Dak. General patronage.

HERALD

Jack
Holt Good. J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Prairie, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—

BIG BROTHER: Tom Moore.

—

A good program
Pleased 80 per cent.
Is a crook story
form.
Don’t show any robberies or
holdups but the story and star are crooked. A
good moral.
Seven reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem
theatre, Hartford, Kan.
Small town patronage.
picture.
in mild

—

—

—

SINNERS IN HEAVEN

:
Bebe Daniels Why
on making pictures of this kind ?
can judge from reports, the majority of
exhibitors don’t want them.
Make ’em clean
Abraham Bros., Happyland theatre, Port Gibson,
Miss. General patronage.

will they insist

What

I

!

—

CHANGING HUSBANDS:

Leatrice Joy

—Very

program picture with special cast.
Good
action and pleased fairly well.
Seven reels.
C. A. Riggs,
Gem theatre, Hartford, Kan.
fair

Small town patronage.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:

Glenn Hunter—
Here is a real good picture. Clean as a new
broom, cast fully capable, photography excellent,
story
consistent
and follows the book very
closely.
It is a long story in book form and is
long as a picture. About the last half of third
reel and part of fourth, it drags a little, but
from end of fourth reel on it picks up and
finishes in fine form, sending your audiences
home in good humor. It is a fine regular. Eight
reels.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone,
Ariz. General patronage.

—
—

CONTRABAND:

Lois

Wilson

—From

the reports on this one we didn’t expect much, but it
turned out to be a pretty good program picture.
Seven reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—

COMING THROUGH: Thomas

Meighan

—Very

Say, Paramount, why not give Tom a dam
good play? He deserves it. I’ll dare you to put
him in a big Zane Grey Western with Lois
Wilson or Billy Dove and Ernest Torrence. If

fair.

you will, I know of one entire Rocky Mountain
county that will attend the performance and yell
its head oft.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

—

Idaho.

—General

A

SOCIETY

;

—

ADVENTURE:

—
cast — This

Special
Jack London
excellent evening’s entertainment.
Advertised it extra heavy and secured good results.
The entire cast was fine, but Pauline

made an

—

was wonderful.
Seven reels. E. M.
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small town

Starke

—

Biddle,

THE SPANISH DANCER

Pola Negri— Oh boy
I’ll
say it was a corker.
Could have easily
passed it as a special.
Buy this and give it a
big send off.
It’s worth its weight in gold.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. General patronage.
:

—

—

THE ENEMY SEX:

Compson

—

Another
which is considered hot stuff by Paramount, which is pronounced a wow by hectic flappers, which makes
a tough out of Miss Compson and which does
Betty

women and song

wine,

picture

harm to the rising generation. Oh
there is a moral, but why so much immorality to find it ? To step out of the Rex
reeking with this overheated salacious air out
into the cool clear air of God’s own fashioning
was a mighty relief. Thank the Lord, Lasky and
Cruze can’t gild the stars.—Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.
incalculable

yes,

—

THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT:

Special
cast Brought out the best house we have had
since “Girl Shy” and pleased exceptionally.
Six
reels.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cot-

—

—

— Small

town patronage.
THE SIDE SHOW OF LIFE: Ernest Torrence
This pleased some and others it didn’t.
Per-

ter,

Ark.

Gloria

sonally I did not care for Torrence in the
character of the lover. I think he is much better
in Westerns.
Eight reels. Jos. W. Springer,
Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE BONDED WOMAN:

cast—Very
Sure good scenery and

good program picture.

„

m

—

—

PETER PAN : Betty Bronson Do you want to
have that most wonderful of all wonderful ex-

—

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—The best
picture Lloyd has made since “Grandma’s Boy.”
The best business for 3 days run I have ever had.
Showed to 260 more paid admissions that “The
Covered Wagon.” Seven reels E. D. Luna, Cosy
Small town patronage.
theatre. Wagoner, Okla.

—

—

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—To me the
best one that Harold has made, but here in the
small town the football game did not seem to register at all. The ball scene was great, with the
had hard luck as it snowed us
ripping trousers.
played it three days and had
out one night.
Seven reels. A. Angleto raise the admission.
mire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class

We
We

—
—
patronage.
THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Picture big.
Business big. Not his best but good enough to get
Seven
— Sam Minich,
the money for Pathe.
Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo. — General patronage.
BLACK CYCLONE: Rex— Good horse picture
but not any better than “King of Wild Horses.”
—E. D. Luna,
who saw
Six
Pleased
Cosy theatre, Wagoner, Okla. — Small town patreels.

all

reels.

it.

ronage.

BLACK

CYCLONE: Rex—While it might be
said that this picture is quite an unusual one,
it does not have the wide appeal one would expect and does not measure up to a special in
any way.
There are spots in it that really
make you sit up and notice, but on the whole it
not
get
over with the average audience.
does
Played to average business three days and was not
Six reels. W.
satisfied myself with the results.
H. Brenner, Cosy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

—

General patronage.

KING OF WILD HORSES: Rex—Bang up
money maker. Had

the biggest week-end crowd in
like a circus. Buy

many months. Picture drew
it and make some money.

—

Five reels. George
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
General patronage.

—

DYNAMITE SMITH:

Charles

Ray-Only

a fair

program picture, no special. Scenery of Alaska
some thrills. Fear act is very much overdrawn.

— C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre, Hart— Small town patronage.
WHITE SHEEP Glen Tryon —Please print this

ford,

reels.

Kan.

:

comment in place of the one
as that was my opinion, but

I sent in yesterday
after talking to my
report
that
“White
Sheep” pleased
patrons I must
more of my people than any picture we have
shown in some time, which goes to show that one
man’s opinion is not worth much. W. J. Shoup,

De Luxe

/

theatre,

Spearville,

—
—Small

Kan.

town

patronage.

SAFETY LAST: Harold Lloyd—Harold Lloyd
“It” as a comedian. How my audience roared
with excitement in the last reels. Too exciting
for one of my lady patrons and she fainted after
the show. That’s going some for thrills. Play it.
“Dr. Jack” is good, too, and full of laughs. Five
reels.
L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway, N. H.
Small town patronage.
is

‘A Dog's Life

;

—

—

Seven

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

—

Harold Lloyd Great. Here
:
a picture that we want to spell in capital letHarold Lloyd gets all the money, of course,
ters.
but it’s good any way. Seven reels. A. F. BotsSmall
ford, Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb.
town patronage.
is

Special

Swanson-

Plenty of scandal and gowns.
La Rocque and
Ricardo Cortez good in support. No star except
Swanson could have gotten away with this picture here
as it was I had to push the yellow
journalism angle so it managed to get by.
A
good picture if your people are not too easily
shocked.
Seven reels. M. B. Russell, Benton
(Community) theatre, Benton City, Mo. Farmerpatronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN

—

piatronage.

SCANDAL:

—

of

patronage.

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

C.

reels.

being young again ? If so,
buy this play, tie up with the schools, and when
the children pour in for the matinee just sit
right down in their midst then, if you do not
have the thrill of your life, you are slowly
ossifying.
At your regular performance fill up
a number of rows with little children free of cost
in order to put it over.
It takes the innocent
and spontaneous enthusiasm of bubbling, living
children to put this over.
Wonderful picture
and Betty Bronson is great. We charged 30 and
15 and 25 and 10 for matinee.
Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.
story

Special

is

—

that

—

A. Doerschlag, Strand
Small town patronage.

—This a very good program picture. Six
— H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie,
Tenn. — General patronage.
cast

Shenandoah, Va.

periences,

—W.

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS:

Richard Dix— Splendid
romantic comedy-drama. Made from story,

"The Man

reels.

Ransom, Kans.

theatre.

TOO MANY KISSES:
lights,

Seven

good.

issued.

Special cast—
said that they
Botsford, Palace

—

—

-

like to

good

a

—

BOX OFFICE

last

Torrence

Ernest

crowd in the face of a cold
wave and pleased them well.
Seven reels. C.
E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.
CONTRABAND: Lois Wilson Very good but
did not draw.
Lost money on this one.
Film

I have been out of the theatre
business for the past three years,
just getting started again, and
without the
I feel lost.
A. FIX, Pastime the-

Many

offering.

would

—

—

the Record

THE LITTLE FRENCH GIRL:
nice

28, 1925

Showed real comedy in connection.
over fairly well.
A little old but fair
Six reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem theatre,
print.
Hartford, Kan. Small town patronage.

Went

Gloria Swanson
This was a far fetched period picture dealing
with the French Revolution.
Gloria Swanson
played her part well, as she is a real actress.
The people here want her in modern stories and
Entertainto see her wear good looking clothes.
ment value rated very low here. Receipts were
one-third the rental.
Ten reels. R. X. Williams,
Lyric theatre, Oxford, Miss. College town patronage.

—

November

good acting.

a

MADAME SANS GENE:

A

;-

Released Nov,
Pafhepicture

22

—

—

HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd A good comedy
but not so good as "Girl Shy.” Had bad weather,
Film good.
so did not make much on this one.
Five reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand theatre.
Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

—A
I
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT:

cast—

Special

very strong and gripping handling of a vital subIt certainly holds the crowd.
The work of
the entire cast is good, with George Hackathorne
and Eddie Phillips registering solidly. Well worth
running and working on for extra returns. Six
reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.
ject.

—

—

ARE YOU A FAILURE:
An

old one but it got by
they like that sort of
little offering that didn’t do us
tainly nothing to rave about.
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
patronage.
fair.

moral,

if

Special cast Just
for one day. Good
Very mild
thing.

any harm but

—

cer-

Six reels. Henry
Tex. Small town

—

Principal
THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT:

Spe-

—

Very good, was the comment of patrons.
Thought so myself. Hit two bad nights and did
pretty well, due no doubt to popularity of Harold
Bell Wright’s stories.
Best print I have had from

cial cast

exchange.

this

—

Seven reels. H. G. Selk, Selk
Small town patronage.

theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

THE RE-CREATION OF BRIAN KENT:
cast

cial

—Very

Spepleasing feature with a good au-

Seven
office attraction here.
H. Dittrich, Lyric theatre, Endicott, N.

thor but not a box
reels.

Y.

— B.

— Mixed

patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co.
WITHOUT MERCY:
program
theatre,

Yattvous

Fellows— Good

Rockcliffe

— Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell
Rochester, Ind. — General patronage.
picture.

CHARLEY’S AUNT:
the best

Sydney Chaplin— This is
comedy picture we ever played. If you

—

ily

**-

it, get it.
Bert Silver, Silver FamGreenville, Mich.
General patronage.

haven’t played
theatre,

—

THE COMING OF AMOS:

Rod La Rocque—

¥ en^"
he lnde

Excellent picture.
Will appeal to any audience.
Well acted and directed. Krieghbaum Bros., CharBell theatre, Rochester, Ind.
General patronage.

—

ROARING RAILS:

—

Harry Carey

played
the first series of Pro-Dis-Co.
All good, but
“Roaring Rails” the best by a lot. Didn’t do any
extra business for me but in my opinion Carey
still does his stuff in a satisfactory manner.
Six
reels.
H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.—
Small town patronage.

—

THE FLAMING FORTIES:
Good picture of

’49

days.

Harry CareyMade from Bret Harte’s

“Tennessee

Partner.”
Six
Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
patronage.
story,

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE:

,

—Have

reels.

— P.

— Small

Special

G.

town

casV-Ran

next night after “The Only Woman” and
must say that they are very much alike. A very
good program picture with a title which is a total
loss and has nothing to do with the picture.
Five
reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

£

can

^ee

"

ca
.he s°-

UrnWate
three
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^

H“ nt

and

^ H «?
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a

e4

vjere V'

*ben

Ben scbub

berg.
C

Crecen^t^Ho^

this the

—

^ ddlS

X-

Harry Carey— Fair.

ht

—
—

Just fair.
Five short reels. Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General patronage.

A CAFE IN CAIRO:
satisfactory

regular

Priscilla

Dean

— Gave

us

program

— Giacoma Bros., Crystal
Ariz. — General patronage.
reels.

THE SIREN OF SEVILLE:
would

picture.
Eight
theatre. Tombstone,

Dean—

Priscilla

ei«se^
.

; to reu^t.eS

w-tarbetrtiarhet.

aL eT

.

That
T hat

*

the

^hy
wY

-g&ssr— -

a dandy program picture, although
it is a little snappy in- a spot or two.
There is an
extra good bull fight in this which is real stuff.
Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

.

_

,

call this

—

—

^7tr^^rs^

WELCOME STRANGER:

Florence Vidor— Here
a good clean picture with a ripping good cast,
but it is not a big picture, although it is so well
worked out that it leaves a pleasant taste. It
starts slow and warms up.
Print here had some
of the reading matter clipped, otherwise it was
O. K.
Seven reels. Giacoma Bros. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
MIAMI
Betty Compson Enjoyed by all who
came to see it. In good condition, considering
age.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. Mixed patronage.
is

—

—

—
—

HOUSE OF YOUTH:
than

usual

Chimes

ois

>

—

:

better
Loibl,

a\

.

—

BEYOND THE BORDER:

a

v
Charlie
CbaBie

a.

yt\y-

—

Special cast This drew
very good. W. F.

and was

theatre,

Cedarburg,

—
— Mixed

Wis.

patronage.

United Artists
THE GOLD RUSH:

—

Charles Chaplin Don’t
kid yourself on Chaplin’s drawing power, you
small town exhibitor, especially if you have to
play it at advanced prices, and if they ask as
much from you as they did from me, you’ll advance the price all right. We played them per-

has
.-grains

(Next

4enlW
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POLAR
Dhe authentic motion picture tog of the
Ellsworth Expedition, the
Amundsen,
first attempt to reach theJ^ortk Pole by

—

airplane.

Pathepicture

November
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FLIGHT
Into the terrors of the unKfiobvn!
For 24 day's the mystery o_f my steries!
The most daring deed

in the history of exploration!

of flying to the North Pole; only
the bravest could have survived the hunger, cold and terrors of the unknown Arctic
when the airplanes had to descend only a few miles from the Pole.

Only the boldest would have conceived the plan

For twenty-four days Amundsen’s party was lost to the world; for more than
and disappearance was a big first-page story.

that their flight

pillions of persons will want to see the picture record of this most
adventure, which has received the most unparalleled publicity.

your audiences are tvaiting for you!

unusual

—

—AA
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TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson Print in
good shape and drew a good business. Hoot takes
well in all Western pictures but seems like he is
trying to get away from where he belongs. Six
reels.
C. W. Tipton, New theatre, Manila, Ark.
General patronage.

—
—
THE PRICE OF PLEASURE: Virginia Valli
— Here a dandy picture. Pleased who saw
Lots of good comments. Seven
—E. D.
Luna, Cosy theatre, Wagoner, Okla. — Small town
is

—-General

THE FAST WORKER:
are out of cash

—

LOVE AND GLORY

—A

nice program
SUZANNA: Mabel Normand
picture that seemed to please about 65 per cent.
With a few good short features this should be easy
George Khattar, Khattar’s
to put over. Six reels.
General patrontheatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
age.

—

—

THE MOLLYCODDLE:

Fairbanks

Douglas

A

Pleased the few that saw
very good picture.
An old film but a new print. Six reels.
S. N. Feinstein, Playhouse theatre, Ekalaka, Mont.
—Farming patronage.
it.

—

Fairbanks A big
spectacle that played to big houses and a production we were proud of. Heard piles of comments
Raised admission a little and made
then some.
money.
Better late than never. Geo. Khattar,
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. General

ROBIN HOOD:

Douglas

—

Universal
A

“jim dandy” Western.

Many

called

it

Hoot’s

Hartman, New Liberty
Small town patronge.

Hoot Gibson—
Outdrew a tent show.

—

best.
Six reels. C. M.
theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA:
—A good picture but not for a small

Chaney

Spent a bunch of good dollars
but they just wouldn’t come in.

—

this one.
Ten reels. C. M.
erty theatre, Carnegie, Okla.

for

Lon
town.

exploitation

Lost money on

Hartman, New LibSmall town patron-

—

age.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA:

Lon

—This a good one you don’t take
too seriously. —Abraham Bros., Happyland theatre.
Port Gibson, Miss. — General patronage.
SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Not up to
Hoot’s standard, although good entertainment for
our Western patrons. Six
— B. H. Dittrich,
Lyric theatre, Endicott, N. Y. — Mixed patronage.
SPOOK RANCH: Hoot Gibson—Good Western
Chaney

if

is

it

reels.

comedy-drama.
port.

Parker,

Five
S.

Helen Ferguson appears in sup-

reels.-

D.

—P.

— Small

G.

Estee,

S.

theatre,

T.

town patronage.

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

Reginald

— One of the best comedies we have run for
many months. Has everything that makes a good
picture.
Drew well. Gertrude Olmstead charmDenny

ing in support of
Estee,

S.

T. theatre,

Denny.

HEAD WINDS:

reels.

—P.

— Small
Peters —A very

Parker,

patronage.

Eight
S.

D.

House
sea story that pleased the few who saw

it.

—
—

G.

town

Storm

HEAD WINDS:

House

Peters

—Fine

Edward Sutherland directed Raymond
Griffith in the new Paramount comMary Brian
edy, “He’s a Prince."
plays the leading feminine role.
Special cast
Boys, listen to
This is one of the best features I have had
this.
on the screen for a fortnight, bar all the big

Had more

favorable comments on this
one than anything I have had for weeks, and I
have had some so-called big hold up price
specials in the past weeks.
Seven reels. M. J.
Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La. General patronage.
specials.

—
—

THE TEASER:
comedy drama.

—

Seven reels. E.
Cambridge, Neb.

J.

Sherburne, Electric
patronage.

— General

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

is

the ladies as well as the gents. Denny is a real
star and his popularity is increasing with every
picture he makes.
Seven reels. Sam Minich,
Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.
General patron-

—

—

age.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS:

Patsy

town patronage.

Ruth

— About
per cent good. Norman Kerry
and Patsy Ruth Miller wasted on this piece of
bunk. — E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre, Cambridge, Neb. — General patronage.
THE SADDLE HAWK: Hoot Gibson —Very meMiller

fifty

drew very heavy business as
here.
Story old and no
comedy in it. Will have to admit it gave perfectly
good satisfaction on Saturday. However, not as
good as “The Spook Ranch.” Six reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town

diocre Western.
It
do all of Gibson’s

—

—

patronage.

J.

S.

far

plays.

We

—
—

reels.

Mo.

—

Canada.

— General

patronage.

Jack Hoxie

—Just

another

patronage.
Special

—This

cast

—

THE FAMILY SECRET Baby Peggy A nice
program feature that pleased everyone. Advertising on this is good and it should be easy to put
:

Six reels.— George Khattar. Khattar’s theSydney, N. S., Canada. General patronage.

—

atre,

THE WESTERN WALLOP:
dandy Western that pleased
of Hoxie’s.

Five reels.
Sydney, N.

You

Jack Hoxie—
Better than most

should be able to do good on this.
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
General patronage.

— George
S.,

all.

Canada.

—

THE WESTERN WALLOP:

Jack Hoxie—
Nothing to brag about, still nothing
Five reels. Weakley & Walden,
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo. Small town patron-

fair western.
to criticize.

—
—

age.

—

THE RED RIDER: Jack Hoxie Indian all
the way through, but it seemed to please. J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. Small

—
—

town patronage.

—

THE ACQUITTAL: Special cast Well, this did
not please our patrons because all they want 'is
the “shoot-’em-up” stuff. Drew poor. Seven reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
S., Canada.
General pal ronage.

—

—

FORTY HORSE HAWKINS:

Hoot Gibson—

rip-roaring Gibson thriller that pleased everyone
and then some. Play it, boys, it’s a corker. This
pleased both patrons and the house 100 per cent.
Six reels. George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE RECKLESS AGE:

Reginald Denny
good picture.
Denny doesn’t mean anything around here, so I don’t do much on his
stuff.
Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
pretty

—

—

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME: Lon
Chaney — A wonderful picture. We never played
anything bigger or

better.
I call it 100 per cent
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, GreenMich. General patronage.

picture.
ville,

—

—

RIDING PRETTY William Desmond—A
:

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
m
/

A Dog's Life

fair Western.
Trags theatre,

22

Five

—Wm. E.
Wis. — Small

reels.

Neillsville,

pretty

Tragsdorf,

town

pat-

ronage.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT:

Special

cast—Just

an average program picture. No special. Failed
to draw.
Seven reels. E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre.
Wagoner, Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny— Boys,
here is a knockout. A picture with a real plot.
Pleased 100 per cent here. Any Denny pictures
are good. One of the best comedy-dramas we have
run.
Six reels. S. N. Feinstein, Playhouse theatre, Ekalaka, Mont.
Farming patronage.

—

THE

—

RIDIN’ KID

Hoot Gibson

—A

FROM POWDER RIVER:

wrong title.
named it “The Ridin’ Kid from Powder
River” was beyond me, as the kid didn't do much

Why

Pafhepicture

House Peters

Reginald

J. S.

— Good. —
— Small

HEAD WINDS:

theatre,

—Fine. —
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand
Prairie, Tex. — Small town patronage.
I’LL SHOW YOU THE TOWN:
Reginald
Denny — This
a good comedy and will please

Released Nov,

Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.
I

—

Laura La Plante Fine little
Good entertainment throughout.

water

—

the

ahead of the usual run of triangle
had a well pleased audience. Eight
Weakley & Walden, Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Small town patronage.

picture

over.

—

THE TEASER:

scenes but only a moderately fair program picture.
Krieghbaum Bros., Chas-Bell theatre, Rochester,
lnd.
General patronage.

—

—

SMOULDERING FIRES:

good

scenes exceptionally good.
Six reels. R.
L.
Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General
patronage.

—
— General

Ariz.

Denny

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE:

of

KhatCanada.

bunch of junk that goes with those that like this
stuff and doesn’t go with those as “don’t.”
Six
reels.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,

I’LL

patronage.

S.,

FIGHTING FURY:

;

—

S..

:

—

Sydney, N.

— This

—

Sydney, N.

A

was

—

fault

— George

;

Pick-

Moral tone is absolutely rotten.
terrible.
Small town exhibitors, stay away from this one.
Eight reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Small town patronage.
lnd.

safe.

how we

That’s

A

;

Edna Purviance

Denny—

Special cast “War war
advertised this French
war knockout and it registered 100 per cent.
picture we are proud of heard piles of comment.
really big special with posters that will knock
them cuckoo. George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

— war.”

—

A WOMAN OF PARIS:

and you’re

Khattar’s theatre,
General patronage.

ford If you want a real good picture, buy this
A
Action, comedy, thrills and sympathy.
one.
picture that you can push or exploit and meet
your patrons with smiling faces and will please
second night
Played two nights
100 per cent.
Ten reels. C. A. Riggs, Gem
better than first.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Hartford, Kan.

—

No

on this one.

it

tar,

—

—

Play

picture.

cast Friday night
Print in
picture.
Story
Scenes very beautiful.

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary

Reginald

dandy thriller that pleased 100 per cent. Business
was poor. While we boosted this pretty high, we

by Rex Beach. It will make a very good show
for any small town and it can be bought right.
Seven reels. P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

reels.

patronage.

patronage.

THE IRON TRAIL: Special
A very good
to fair business.
best of condition.

all

it.

;

City, lnd.

28, 1925

—

centage because the asked price was exorbitant
and all out of step with the amount of business
any picture will attract. There is one silver ray
to the cloud and that is that United Artists will
know to the last penny how good Chaplin is in one
small town and that is not very good. The picture has been advertised and praised by press and
critics to the skies and it is just a good ordinary
comedy that should have been sold at 10 and 25c
to the movie going public and not a nickel more.
There is nothing outstanding in the picture beyond
what some of the better two-reel comedies have,
and he threw more laughs into
only Chaplin
“Shoulder Arms” than he got in “The Gold Rush.”
A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia

—

November

real picture with the

they

ridin’ while before the

for

some

do in the future.

Luxe

theatre,

ronage.

camera.

Must have been

of the riding he has done or perhaps will

Six reels.

Spearville,

—W.
— Small

Kan.

J.

Shoup,

De

town pat-

—
November

—

A
—
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Vitagraph
THE RANGER OF BIG PINES:

—

Kenneth Har-

lan Very good.
A fine action picture played on
Seven reels. B.
a Saturday.
Pleased them all.
H. Dittrich, Lyric theatre, Endicott, N. Y. Mixed

—

—

patronage.

THE UNKNOWN LOVER:

Mayo—

Frank

99

THE AGE OF INNOCENCE: Beverly Bayne—
This picture didn’t draw for me. It didn’t please
Seven reels. C. W. Tipton,
those who saw it.
New theatre, Manila, Ark. General patronage.
THE DARK SWAN:

Monte Blue— Can’t give
Warner Bros. Classic much. Have played
number
of
Warner
Bros.,
a
such as “A Lost
Lady” and others, and they don’t have much box
this

value here. Entertainment quality mediocre.
Prints from Premier have not been very good.
Seven reels. H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.
Small town patronage.

good picture ruined for a small town by the nearly
nude females in it and the fact that it is suggestive and makes one ashamed to have children
in
the audience.
Why in the name of decency
can’t producers and directors cut out that obnoxious stuff ? Do they think they can make the movie
more popular by showing it ? They are making
Six reels. H. M. Face & Sons,
a sad mistake.
Elmac theatre, Maple Rapids, Mich. Small town

office

patronage.

Manila, Ark.

—

—

—

Pete Morrison A dandy
biff bang Western that pleased everyone far better
than “The Empty Saddle.”
Don’t be afraid of
Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s thethis
it’s a corker.
atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.
General patronage.

WEST OF ARIZONA:

—

;

—

THE BELOVED BRUTE:

Russell—

William

This picture is certainly full of pep, with fights
galore and a wrestling bout that is there. If your
patrons want action give them this. Seven reels.
W. J. Shoup, De Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
*
Small town patronage.

—

—

—
— General

mighty

fine picture

and

will please

Had a

—

Tearle

any audience.

very bad storm so lost plenty 6f money.
Seven reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Film good.
Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. Small town patronage.

Hairy Carey plays the he-man role in
“The Bad Lands,” personally supervised Hunt Stromberg production released by Pro-Dis-Co.

—

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:

Bert

Some good

shots.

Lytell.

— Good

northern picture.

and you need not me afraid of
W. R. Rock, Oto theatre, Oto, la.

Pleased,

FROM POWDER RIVER:

HIDIN’ KID

—

Hoot Gibson A good Western suitable for most
any house with the popular Hoot. Played this on
a Monday and Tuesday to a fair crowd on account

No

100
doubt it pleased
Geo.
per cent.
Sure, Hoot always does that.
Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. General patronage.

weather.

hot

of

—

—

THE RECKLESS AGE:

Denny— Sat-

Reginald

A picture that
very good business.
audience. If Uucle Carl would have
all his Jewels as good as this one, it would have
saved him a whole lot of unkind things that we
have to say about him. It certainly grieves an exhibitor to say unkind things about the producer,
but sometimes their claims for their product are
so far removed from the truth that we have to
give them a call down. Buy this one. Seven reels.
P. W. Quinlin, Ideal theatre, Chateaugay, N. Y.
Small town patronage.
urday

to

my

pleased

—

-

—

DARING CHANCES:

Hoxi^-A

Jack

Western that pleased most everybody.
are

pictures

liked

Five

here.

good

All Jack’s

— Elmer
— Genera!

reels.

Hughes, Mesquite theatre, Mesquite, Neb.
patronage.

taken over Vitagraph it means that we can get
Warner Bros. ’knockout pictures right off the bat,
without waiting a whole year or two. Eight reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
General patronage.
S,. Canada.

—

—

Serials

State Rights

HARD

Hazel Keene playing in support of the star really
This as a program
did the best work of the two.
picture will not make any new patrons but probably will not drive any away. One of those kind
that are not exceptionally good or terribly bad.
Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre,
Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

COWBOY:

SELL ’EM
good.
one.

Just a Western

is

all

Dick Hatton— Film
you can say for this

It starts alright but the continuity is terrible and the story does not seem to be anything
but a muddle of events. This is about the same
as all state right pictures.
They are just a failure and that’s all you can say.
Cannot advise

any exhibitor

—

to

book these state right pictures.

Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son.
Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

THE SPEED SPOOK:
picture

but have played

Rialto theatre,

Johnny Hines— Good
more entertaining pro-

grams at less money. Pleased but no one enthused about it. Not worth the extra price they
ask in either box office value or entertainment.
Six reels. H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SPEED SPOOK:

Johnny Hines

—A

very

with lots of pep.
Will please
Seven reels. B. H. Dittrich,
Lyric theatre, Endicott, N. Y. Mixed patronage.
pleasing

— General

Special

Six reels.

Pleased.

— O.

S.

—

—

THE HAPPY WARRIOR:

Special

cast— No

good.
Lay off this. Fell flat second night. Did
not draw and did not please 50 per cent. Seven
reels.
E. D. Luna, Cosy theatre. Wagoner, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

WILDFIRE:

Aileen

Pringle

—An

interesting
Nothing big, but a good prorace horse story.
gram picture. Six reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace
Small town patronage.
theatre. Long Pine, Neb.

—
—

TIDES OF PASSION:

Mae Marsh—Picture

cheap melodrama of no entertainment value. Lay
off.
Seven reels. O. S. Nordine, Karlstad Movies
General patronage.
theatre, Karlstad, Minn.

—

—

—Rotten picDid not please 25 per cent. Seven
— E. D.
Luna, Cosy theatre. Wagoner, Okla. — Small tbwn
patronage.
CAPTAIN BLOOD
Warren Kerrigan — One
TIDES OF PASSION

ture.

Special cast

:

About the poorest picture have ever had.
reels.

:

40th DOOR: (Pathe) Special cast On the
second chapter and it’s coming along fine. This
episode pleased everyone and piles of comments in
Two reels. Geo. Khattar, Khattar’s thereturn.
General patronage.
atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

(Universal)
holding up good.
Two reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

Joe Bonomo

Is

—

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:
Joe

cast
Picture fair.
Nordine, Karlstad MoGeneral patronage.

Minn.

vies theatre, Karlstad,

—

THE

Bonomo

chapter
serial

9

—

and

it

we have

Reeve, Star
patronage.

(Universal)

going good.
Have finished
has unquestionably been the best

Still

Two

ever played.

theatre,

Menard,

Tex.

—Henry
— Small town
reels.

INTO THE NET: (Pathe) Jack Mulhall—The
Have shown
serial that we have played.
nine chapters and the interest is increasing each
chapter. Two reels. H. M. Face & Sons, Elmac
Small town patrontheatre. Maple Rapids, Mich.
best

—

—

age.

LEATHERSTOCKING: (Pathe) Special cast—
We like this serial great and it is holding up fine.
This Indian stuff sure brings them

—

Play

in.

it

Two reels. George Khattar,
you’re safe.
Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S., Canada. General
patronage.
and

THE RIDDLE RIDER:
— A serial is sure

Desmond

a

—

(Universal) William
drawing card if you

—
—

Two reels. Elmer
get a good one like this.
Hughes, Mesquite theatre, Mesquite, Neb. General
patronage.

J.

most beautiful productions ever produced
and worth the biggest boosting a picture can get.
Play it it’s sure money. Vitagraph will help you
put it over.
“Captain Blood” went big in our
house and we made plenty of jack. Ten reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. General patronage.

of the

;

HITTIN’ HAMILTON: Buffalo Bill, Jr.
Good film. This was out of Progress Pictures
Co., of Milwaukee, and was just another Western.

—

this one.

patronage.

FEARBOUND:
THE

—

patronage.

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA: Rin-TinTin — A corker and it sure pleased 100 per cent.
Heard piles of comments. Now that Warner has

—

Conway

—

WOMAN:

THIS
Irene Rich This is a good
picture and should please anyone. Pleased 100 per
cent for me. Most all Warner Bros, pictures take
good, especially those with Irene Rich and Monte
Blue.
Seven reels. C. W. Tipton, New theatre,

—

SCHOOL FOR WIVES:

—

—

picture

most any audience.

—

—

—

Warner Brothers
THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS:
program

picture,

well

Special

acted.

cast— A good

Pleased

our

au-

— Kreighbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre,
Rochester, Ind. — General patronage.
KISS ME AGAIN
Marie Prevost — An excellent comedy drama. Pleased
that came. Seven
—A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long Pine,
Neb. — Small town patronage.
KISS ME AGAIN: Marie Prevost—A very fine
production and a poor box
attraction. Seven
— B. H. Dittrich, Lyric theatre, Endicott,
N. Y. — Mixed patronage.
EVE’S LOVER: Irene Rich — Only fair program picture. — Krieghbaum Bros., Char-Bell theatre, Rochester, Ind. — General patronage.
TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: RinTin-Tin — A splendid picture.
Will satisfy any
audience. — Bert
Silver,
Silver
Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY: RinTin-Tin — Played this in an October snow storm.
dience.

:

all

reels.

office

reels.

A

splendid picture with some rare views.
In
fact the whole picture from beginning to end is
beautiful.
The titles are works of art in themselves.
picture we are pleased to recommend.
Seven reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.

A

—
—

Glenn Hunter and Edna Murphy have
the leading roles in “His Buddy’s
Wife,” Encore picture distributed by
Associated Exhibitors.

—

—

—

I
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A. Anglemire, “Y”
Better class patronage.
C.

Nazareth,

theatre,

LOVE GOOFY—A

—

November

1925

28,

Pa.

great comedy. Bert Silver,*
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General

Silver

—

patronage.

LOVEMANIA — This

a mighty good comedy.

is

— C. H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKen— General patronage.
LUNATICS: Jimmie Aubrey— Good comedy,,
though
may seem kind of
but
fetches
out the laughs.
Two
— Robert W. Hines,
Hines theatre, Loyalton,
Dak. — General patronTwo

zie,

reels.

Tenn.

al-

it

silly,

it

reels.
S.

age.

—

A MISFIT SAILOR:

Billy
Dooley A side
that knocks them out laughing.
This
Dooley is a real comer and shows it. As usual,
Educational comedies are the best.
Two reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N. S.,
Canada. General patronage.
splitter

—

RED PEPPER:

A1

John

St.

—This

one

is

all

pleased the youngsters and the old folks.
Everybody had a good laugh at this one. Two

there.

It

— A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth,
—Better class patronage.
RED PEPPER— A good comedy. — Bert
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. — General
reels.

C.

Pa.

Silver,

patronage.

RENO OR BUST —Not

a smile in it. Two reels.
D. Young, Polo theatre. Polo, 111. General
patronage.

— R.

—

STEP LIGHTLY — Good

starred in “ Compromise
Warner Brothers’ picture,
has just left Canada after a vacation
in the North Country.

Irene

Rich, -who

is

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
Desmond—This is one of the best serials I have
I have tried to get away from serials
on account of so many of my patrons saying
they don’t like them, but I notice they are always
out on serial night so I have decided to run two
good serials a week in the future. Will use on
Tuesday and Friday nights.
Two reels. C. W.
Tipton, New theatre, Manila, Ark. General pat-

ever run.

—

—

ronage.

EDUCATIONAL
sure cure
for the blues.
These Educationals always please
100 per cent and we are always proud when one
is on.
Two reels. George Khattar, Khattar’s theGeneral patronage.
atre, Sydney, N. S., Canada.

—

Two

comedy.

Long

atre,

reels.

—A.

Pine, Neb.

Cook—A

good

Botsford, Palace the-

F.

— Small

town patronage.

CALL THE WAGON:

Neal Burns— An old out
of date comedy that contained nothing of interest.
The Educational comedies we have been getting
are either fair, poor or rotten. This one belongs
in the

latter

class.

Palace theatre,
patronage.

Two

Long

slapstick.

Two
D.

S.

reels.

— Small

— P.

Larry

Semon—Good

G. Estee, S. T. theatre,

town patronage.

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES— Most

consistently
prints have

good comedies I have ever used and
okay.
Best single reelers on market
all been
you get from Educational. H. G. Selk, Selk theSmall town patronage.
atre, Scotia, Neb.

—

—

FARES PLEASE — Good
Silver

—

comedy. Bert Silver,
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General

—

patronage.

FLYING FINANCE— Good

— C.
•

comedy. Two reels.
H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.

— General

—
—

pretty scenery in this.
One reel. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class

patronage.

WIDE

AWAKE—Fine

ver Family
patronage.

McHugh— A

GREAT GUNS:

Bobby Vernon— Another
comedy from Bobby Vernon that seemed to

fine

hit

He certainly is making
the bull’s eye for us.
a good series at present. Two reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class
patronage.

—
—

—

HOOKED:

Lloyd Hamilton Several laughs in
one and could be considered a fair comedy.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre, Long
Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

LOOK OUT:

Cliff

comedy— Bert

Silver, Sil-

Mich.

Greenville,

theatre,

100

As

per cent
Gave
some.
Conley is a

usual, an
comedy is a sure cure for the hops.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,

Educational

Two

reels.

—

Sydney, N.

Canada.

S.,

— General

patronage.

—
—
—

CINDERELLA Kids like these. Fine as a
change.
One reel. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. Small town patronage.

—

MADAME SANS

GIN: Alberta Vaughn Another good Pacemaker but seems to be getting a
Two reels. W. A.
little too much like a serial.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kan. Small

—
—

town patronage.

MERRY

KIDDO:

Alberta

Vaughn—

House roared with laughter. Best of
any of the nine. Very good. Good for Sunday.
9.

Two reels.
Films good.
Rating 90 per cent.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

MONSIEUR DON’T CARE— A
that pleased 80 per cent.

laugh

’Nuf sed

— George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
Canada. — General patronage.

!

grinder

Two

reels.

Sydney, N.

S.

Special cast— “The
Go-Getter’’ series, the weakest so far, but good
at that.
W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,

—
— Mixed

patronage.

Bowes

—An

average Cameo.

better nor worse than the rest. Eddie Meeson
One reel.
gives one or two good laughs in it.

Ben Turpin played the leading

—
—

FOX
THE BIG GAME HUNTER:

Van Bibber—

made by any
company, but they do not show any results at the
box office. Featured it with “Lucky Horseshoe’’
but they did not fall for the feature and no
short stuff will get them in.
The comedy is a
scream every minute. Ben L. Morris, Temple the-

—

O.

— General

patronage.

AN ELECTRIC ELOPEMENT—A

whiz bang,
fun cracker that knocks them for a row of houses.
reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre,
Sydney, N. S., Canada. General patronage.

—

—

Lyric

theatre,

Oxford,

—
—

HONEYMOON LIMITED; BUTTERFLY MAN;
GRIEF IN BAGDAD — Very good comedies. Fox
comedies are about the best pictures he makes.
G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada, Okla.
General patronage.

THE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER— This is the
funniest comedy I ever played since I am in the
business six years. Kept my audience in stitches
the whole time.
The colored fellow is great.
Two reels. L. C. Bolduc, Bijou theatre, Conway,
N. H. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH—This really did
bring out the laughs, broad and thick. Two reels.
George Khattar, Khattar’s theatre, Sydney, N.
S., Canada.
General patronage.

—

—

This

is

The Spat Family—

the last of the Spats and by far the best.

Ask your booker

Two
Okla.

reels.

— F.

— General

to send you this one Saturday.
G. Roberts, American theatre, Ada,

patronage.

BUBBLES — An extra good Fable. One reel.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Small

town patronage.

Two

Parker,

S.

D.

reels.

— P.

— Small

Arthur Stone

G. Estee,

S.

T.

— Good

theatre,

town patronage.

CHANGE THE NEEDLE:

Arthur

Stone

— Sam Minich, Electric the— General patronage.
ROBBERS: Our Gang— A good com-

Fair two reel comedy.
atre,

Chillicothe,

Mo.

The kids put on a baby show in this one.
This may not be up to the Gang’s standard, but
pleased any way.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford,
Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.
edy.

believe the best series of comedies

Bellaire,

Williams,

town patronage.

FOX NEWS Mr. Fox told us he was going to
spend an extra million on the news this year.
So far it contains the usual footage of tennis and
golf games.
F. G. Roberts, American theatre,
Ada., Okla. General patronage.

CRADLE

age.

Two

Miss.

comedy.

near as we could
part.
A very
weak comedy, as all of his are. Poor film, not
even a name on it.
Two reels. Elmer Hughes,
Mesquite theatre, Mesquite, Neb. General patron-

atre,

—R. X.
— College

itself.

CHANGE THE NEEDLE:

HOME MADE MOVIES— As

tell,

is liking Fox News this
Have been getting close to release date. I
think that it is a drawing card and pays for

PATHE
BLACK HAND BLUES:

PLAYING WITH FIRE:

Wis.

FOX NEWS—Everyone

year.

—F.

FILM BOOKING OFFICES

Chapter

“A Misfit Sailor ” was the first picture
made by Billy Dooley for Educational.
He plays the same character
that made him famous on the stage.

—

—A

in every sense and then
satisfaction to the usmost.
Lige
great comedian and always pleases.

Lige Conley

— General

FIRST NATIONAL
Jack

good
Juvenile comedy that pleased the youngsters to
the last one.
Had a few good stunts with animals that had everybody laughing. Two reels.
C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

No

interesting reel.
pretty stunts in this one.
Also very

patronage.

THE GOAT GETTERS:

this

WHIRLIGIGS—This was an
Some very

THE

THE DOME DOCTOR:
Parker,

— A. F. Botsford,
Neb. — Small town

reels.

Pine,

—
—

comedy

BABIES WELCOME: Neal Burns —A

Clyde

TENDER FEET: Walter Hiers—This one did
not go across to our adults on week day nights.
Hiers is not going over for us and I guess he
never will.
Two reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

WILD GAME:

Short Features

THE BRONCO EXPRESS:

comedy.
Two reels.—
H. Martin, Strand theatre, McKenzie, Tenn.
General patronage.
C.

—
—

FLICKERING YOUTH:

Harry

Langdon

—

If

is a find I wish he would strut his groHaven't run any of his comedies yet that
could be rated for more than fair.
One or two
attempts to be vulgar and lack of comedy makes
this very ordinary.
Two reels. A. F. Botsford.
Palace theatre, Long Pine, Neb. Small town pat-

this bird
ceries.

—

—

ronage.
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Screen Brilliancy
For brilliancy on the screen make
sure
in

you have Eastman Positive Film

the projector.

by

It is identified

the words “Eastman” and “Kodak”
in

black letters in the film margin.

Eastman

is

the film that

is

un-

rivaled for carrying the quality

of

the negative through to the screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

——

——

-
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FLIP FLOP

—A

very good comedy.

— Bert
— Gen-

—

—

LITTLE ROBINSON CORKSCREW:—A good
comedy. After all is said and done, we like Pathe
comedies best, even if they cost more. Two reels.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE LOVE BUG:

Gang—Another

Our

bulls

These Gang comedies are
eye hit by the Gang.
Two reels. W.
great, with but few exceptions.

I have had for a while.
Used
with “The Teaser” and made a wonderful
show. The comedy fitted in with “The Teaser.”
The butler looked like the same fellow, both in
the comedy and feature. Extra good and pleased
100 per cent. ’Nuf sed. Two reels. M. J. Babin,
Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La. General pat-

—
—

UNIVERSAL
ANDY’S STUMP SPEECH:—The

Spearville,

MEET THE MISSUS:

Kans.

A

pretty fair comedy
but not worth a penny more than we gave, alexhibitor
that no new
advises
the
though Pathe
contracts will be accepted at the old prices. We
are paying about one-third more now for Pathe
comedies than for any other kind because we
think they are worth it, but any increase will
Two reels. A. F.
put them out of our reach.
Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small

—

—

town patronage.

NOAH’S ATHLETIC CLUB: Aesop Fable—
Another funny cartoon that always pleases the
We use them on Friyoungsters and everyone.
One reel. George Khattar’s
day and Saturday.
Sydney, N. S. Canada. General pattheatre,
ronage.

—

ONE

CYLINDER

Got plenty of laughs.
Cosy theatre, Wagoner,

—

LOVE: Good
Two reels. —E.
Okla.

— Small

Comedy.
D. Luna,

town

pat-

ronage.

OUR GANG COMEDIES: —Please

our patrons

—

better than any comedies we ever use. Abraham
Bros., Happyland theatre, Port Gibson, Miss.

—

General patronage.

PATHE NEWS: —We
Monday and

believe

use this on Sunday and
a feature by itself. Have

it is

One
used other news reels but like Pathe best.
reel.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long Pine,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—
—

RIDERS OF THE KITCHEN RANGE:— Will
One reel. — Sam Minich,
please the kids only.

— General

best Gump
Would class it as good.
A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre. Long

comedy we have had.

Two

reels.

—
— Small

town patronage.
BLOWOUT: Buddy Messenger

Pine, Neb.

THE

—Just

fair.

Messenger puts out the best comedies that Century have, but at that there are others that have
them beat a mile. Two reels. Weakley & Walden, Odgen theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

FAST STEPPERS:

—

Sullivan A
feeler that seemed to please good, but
not anything extra. No better than a
funny.
Two reels. George Khattar,
Billy

—

N.

Sydney,

theatre,

Canada.

S.

two

nice

they are

two

reel

Khattar’s

— General

pat-

GRIDIRON GERTIE: —A dandy comedy.
of laffs.
Two reels. —Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

Trags

—Small town patronage.
—Not a smile. Three or four
break-downs each night. Operator sore and audience bored. Two
— E. Sherburne, Electric
theatre, Cambridge, Neb. — General patronage.
HIT ’EM HARD:

reels.

J.

PUSHERS :— “Barnaby’s

LEATHER

THE

Grudge.” This

the last and best of the series.
Would rate the whole bunch as fair. Two reels.Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
is

—

—

OUR PET: Baby Peggy Ran it on serial night
and proved good stuff for the kids. Two reels.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

— Small

good

comedy.

pat-

ronage.

SONS OF SWAT: —Pretty

good.

However, due

—Wm.
—

—

SUNDAY CALM:
Gang comedies

I

Our Gang One of the best
have run. The children had a

big time. The grown-ups like it also. Two reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

—

Arthur

think this fellow is the biggest goof in
comedies, but he can make them laugh which is
what he gets paid for so why talk about art ?
Two reels. Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard,
Tex. Small town patronage.
I

—

—

—

TEE FOR TWO: — A

comedy.
Some
one who directed
it had not let too much foolishness in it he may
have made a 99 per cent comedy. Two reels.
M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre. White Castle, La.
liked

it

and some did

— General

-

fifty-fifty

not.

If the

patronage.

PUTTING ON AIRS:— Good comedy.— W.
Chimes

Loibl,

—

Cedarburg,

theatre,

Wis.

A ROUGH PARTY: — Good
reels.
ville,

—Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
Wis. — General patronage.

THE STORM KING:— A
Some

Pafhepicture

Two

theatre,

Neills-

dandy

2

little

reel

—

—

missing link who thought
ought to think up one more and then
Boys, can you
be pushed into the deep drink.
imagine what a ret hot drawing card a title like
The comedy is about as good as
this would be.
One reel. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
the title.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

—

22

A.

town patronage.

patronage.

REVELATION:

A

worthy of showing

in

very good educational reel
any theatre. Print good.
One reel. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

SOFT MUSCLES:

Benny Leonard About the
They have all been very
good drawing cards, however. Two reels. Henry
Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town
poorest of these so far.

—

—

BUNGLO

TROUBLE:

Fair

—Robert D. Hines, Hines
Dak. — General patronage.

reels.

So.

HOT FOOT:
Nothing but two

Dunn

Bobbie

Two

comedy.

Loyalton,

theatre,

— Sure

the

reels of silly foolishness.

bunk.

Some-

thing about dancers or lunatics or something.
Two reels. W. R. Davis & Son,
Don’t buy it.
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

—

JUST A MINUTE:

Eddie Lyons Film good.
This distributed by Progress Pictures of Milwaukee, was a fair comedy. However, there was
too much sameness in it, with the gags being
Two reels. W. T.
played over and over again.
Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Wis.

— General

in

.

THEATRE MANAGER WANTED

Box

609.

ELECTRIC SIGN
theatre
electric

patronage.

ronage.

VITAGRAPH
THE CLOD HOPPER: Larry Semon—A

—Holt & Dick, Palace theatre,
— General patronage.

The Lustrolite moving picture
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just
sign.

white

A

three line double-face

opal

ment included,

CLARK BROTHERS
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

spe-

Semon comedy. Not as good as some that
were not called specials. These comedy men get
worse the more you pay for them the worse they
get.
A fairly good comedy, but I have had lots
cial

NEW!

all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortprice $300.00.
Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of

think!

is

WANTED

1st, moving picture
manager desires position in theatre or circuit.
Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 206.

theatre,

—
—

reels.

POSITIONS

AT LIBERTY— December

IT’S

an ordinary entertaining comedy with something
new in the way of an eye which is as big again
Two reels. W. J. Shoup, Deas a man’s head.
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kans. Small town pat-

Two

.

by a large concern
operating many theatres. Experienced in pictures
and presentations; also vaudeville.
State age,
experience and salary. Address Exhibitors Herald,

2

little

EYE: Buddy Messenger— This

Clifton Heights,

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per

—

THE VALLEY OF ROGUES:—A nice
reel Western. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags

FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

Pa.

THE MIDNIGHT CABARET:
fine

reels.

C.

THEATRE MANAGER

this title

Larry

Semon—

Cabaret scenes great. A
you can get a good print, don’t
Sure is a pip. Two reels. Holt

Semon comedy.

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS,

Factory

Re-

—

absolutely guaranteed.
Bargain.
Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Larry Semon— This
“The Pacemakers.”
We liked it, however. Film condition fair.
Rating 80 per cent. Good for Sunday. One reel.

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced.
Illinois
Theatre Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

little

Released Nov,

slapstick.

UNWELCOME: —The

A

— Small

Hamburg, Ark.

— General

ronage.

better.

M.

-

—

of these 2 reelers are better than
Two reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf.
their 5 reelers.
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

Western.

up

Two

Crossett Loggers’ Y.

A HERO AT ZERO: A good comedy. It is so
hard to get a good comedy now that it makes
an exhibitor feel good to show one. Two reels.
—D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.

F.

;

A Dog's Life

V. Wuest,

theatre,

— Mixed

—

WHAT AN

m

—R.

—

Neillsville,

CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

MISCELLANEOUS
ASSORTED NUTS: Rather light.

patronage.

—

TAME MEN AND WILD WOMEN:

General patronage.

— Bert

town patronage.

Mo.

—

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Silver

town patronage.

Chillicothe,

Larry Semon— Good
comedy of the usual Semon type. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

General patronage.

to rotten photography, you can’t push any light
through half of it. Some of the slow motion in
Must have had the shutthis is as black as ink.
One reel.
E.
ter closed when he took it.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small

theatre,

SPOOKS AND SPASMS:

little

town patronage.

PAGING A WIFE: —A

PUZZLED BY CROSSWORDS:— A very poor
comedy. W. F. Loibl, Chimes theatre, Cedarburg,
Wis. Mixed patronage.
QUEEN OF ACES: Wanda Wiley— Only fair.
How Universal can call Wanda Wiley wonderful
Several of our hard
can see.
is more than I
boiled fans call her silly. Two reels. A. F. BotsPalace theatre. Long Pine, Neb. Small
ford,

Electric

W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

Plenty

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

Silver,

28, 1925

patronage.

ronage.

Wm.

November

—J.

ronage.

—

Shoup, De Luxe theatre,
Small town patrongae.

J.

PRICE: GOOFY: Charley Chase— One

of the very best

this

FRAIDY CAT: Charley Chase As good as the
average one reel comedy. Chase is clever. One
reel.
M. B. Russell, Benton (Community) theatre Benton City, Mo. Farmer patronage.

—

WHAT

Sil-

ver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
eral patronage.

Stone

—

-

old,

but

if

be afraid of it.
& Dick, Palace theatre,
General patronage.

—

Clifton

ROOMS AND RUMORS:

was good, but not

as good as

Heights,

Pa.

built,

5-ply

November

28, 1925
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Lynne :BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 8. Nov. 7-11. Nov. 14-14,

East

Associated Exhibitors

15.

Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13.Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The:Oet.lO-6,Oct.24-13.
First Year, The:BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,8.Nov.7-ll.
Fool, The : BOR-24. Oct. 10-6, 8. Nov.7-11.

Camille of the Barbary Coast :BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty : BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.

Headlines :Oct.3-Ins.
His Buddy’s Wife:BOR-32.0ct,17-Ins.
Keep Smiling :Oct.3-Ins.

Havoc: BOR-24. Oct. 10-8,9.
Iron Horse,

Manhattan Madness :Oct. 3-Ins.
Never Weaken :BOR-32. Oct. 17-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Oct.31-Ins.
Under the Rouge :Oct.3-Ins.

The:Oct.l0-8,9.Oct.l7-ll.Oct.31-8.

Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.
Kentucky Pride :Oct.lO-8-9.
Lazybones
BOR-24. Oct.10-8-9.Oct.31-10.Nov. 14-14,
:

15.

Lightnin’ :BOR-24,Oet.lO-8,9.
Lucky Horseshoe, The :Oct.lO-8,9.
Seventh Heaven :BOR-24.
Silver Treasure, The:Oct.lO-6.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Thank You :BOR-24. Oct. 10-8, 9. Oct. 17-14, 15
Thunder Mountain :BOR-24.Oet.l0-8,9.

Chadwick

Wheel, The:BOR-24,Oct.lO-6,9.

When the Door Opened :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 21-8.
Winding Stair, The:Oct.lO-6,9.
Wages for Wives :BOR-24.Oct.l0-6,9.

Some Pun’kins:Oct,24-22.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Fate of a Flirt, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Fight to the Finish, The:BOR-38-Oct.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
Handsome Brute, The:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure :BOR-38. Oct. 24-16, 17.
Lure of the Wild, The:B0R-38.0et.24-16,17.
Penalty of Jazz:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
New Champion, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Price of Success, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Speed Mad :B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Sealed Lips, The:BOR-38,Oct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:B0R-38.0ct.24-16,17.
Steppin’ Out :Oct.3-51,Oct.24-16,17.
Thrill Hunter, The :BOR-38,Oct.24-16.17.

Unwritten Law, The:BOR-38.0ct.24-16,17.

Davis Dist. Div.
Apache Princess :BOR-44, Oct. 17-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Demon Rider, The:BOR-44.
Courage of Captain Plum, The :Oct.l7-10.
$50,000 Reward :BOR-44.
Fighting Courage :B0R-44.0ct.24-18.
Fleet Foot: BOR-44.
Fort Frayne:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oct.l7-10.
Grey Vulture, The:BOR-44.

Haunted Range, The:BOR-44.
Long Odds:BOR-44.
My Neighbor’s Wife :Oct. 17-10.
Peggy of the Secret Service: BOR-44.
Red Kimono, The:BOR-44.Sept.l9-10.Nov.7-5.
Red Love:BOR-44.
Starlight Ranch :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Tales of a Thousand and One Nights :BOR-44.
Three Pals:BOR-44.
Tentacles of the North:Oct,17-10.

Texan’s Oath:BOR-44.
Tricks: BOR-44.
Tonio of the Sierras :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.

Timber Wolves BOR-44.
Texan’s Oath, The:BOR-44.
Under Fire:BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The :Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap :BOR-44.Oct.l7-10.
White Fury:BOR-44.
Worst Man of the Troop :BOR-44.Oet.l7-10.
:

F. B. 0.
All Around Frying Pan :Nov. 21-72, 73.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov. 21-73.
Drusilla
With
a Million :BOR-46. Oct. 10-71. Nov.
7-66.

Flaming Waters :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Futurity Winner, The:BOR-46.
Happiness :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.

Julian Eltinge in a
scene from “Madam Behave,” a Producers Distributing Corp. release.

Wreckage :Oct.3-18.

Greiver
Othello :Oct.31-79.

Poor

Romance, A:BOR-46.

Girl’s

Wind :Nov. 21-73.

Ridin’ the

That Devil Quemado :Nov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov. 21-73.
When His Love Grew Cold:BOR-46.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov. 21-73.

First National

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct.3-2.

Lee-Bradford
Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Abraham Lincoln :BOR-Ins.
Beautiful

City,

Bluebeard’s Seven Wives :BOR-Ins.
Caesar’s Wife :BOR-Ins.
Chickie BOR-Ins.
Classified :Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18-19.Nov.21-17, 18.
Clothes Make the Pirate :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21. Nov.
14-Ins.Nov. 21-17, 21.
Dark Angel: The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Oct.24-20,21.
:

Oct. 31-20-21. Nov. 14-24, 25.

Declasse: BOR-Ins.
Desert Flower, The:BOR-Ins.
East of the Setting Sun:BOR-Ins.
Fine Clothes BOR-Ins.
:

from Monte Martre :BOR-Ins.
Irene:BOR-Ins.

Girl

Gratistark:BOR-Ins.Oct.lO-24.Nov.7-18,19.

Half

Way

Her

Sister

Girl,

The:BOR-Ins.

From

Paris : Oct. 3-Ins.
Just a Woman :Oct.3-Ins.
Kiki :BOR-Ins.
Knockout, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Lady, The :Oct. 3-Ins.

Learning

to

Exchange

of Wives,

Men of Steel :BOR-Ins.
Memory Lane BOR-Ins.
:

My Son :Oct.3-Ins.
New Commandment,

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Nov.

An :0ct.3-16,17.0ct.24-8,9.0ct.

31-1.

Go West :Nov.7-Ins.Nov. 21-1.
Lights of

New

York:Oct.l0-10,ll.

Merry Widow, The :Oet.3-1.0ct.l7-l.Nov.21-ll.
Midshipman, The :Oct. 31-1. Nov. 21-11.
Mystic, The Oct. 10-1. Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Never the Twain Shall Meet :BOR-40.Oct.24-8,9.
:

Oct.31-l.Nov.21-ll.
Old Clothes :Nov. 14-1.
Pretty Ladies :Oct.24-8, 9. Oct. 31-l.Nov. 21-11.
Rag Man, The :Nov. 14-1.

Romola :Oet.31-l.
Slave of Fashion, The :Oct.24-8,9.
Sun Up :0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.
Tower of Lies, The :Oct.l7-9.0ct.24-8,9.0et.31-l.

Nov. 21-10, 11.
Unholy Three,
11

The :Oct.24-8,9.Oct.30-l.Nov.21-10,

.

Zander the Great:BOR-40.

Paramount

Love: BOR-Ins.

Live Wire, The:Oct.l0-20,21.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Lost World, The :Oct. 3-20, 21. Oct. 10-22, 23.
Marriage Whirl, The:Oct.3-Ins.

Ancient Highway, The :Nov.21-3.
Coast of Folly, The :Nov. 14-7.
Cobra :Nov. 14-3.
Covered Wagon, The:Oct.8-6.
Flower of Night :Nov. 7-3, Nov. 14-7.
Golden Princess, The:Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.
Kiss for Cinderella, A:Nov.l4-3.

Luck :Nov. 14-3.
King on Main Street, The :Nov. 14-3.
Lord Jim Oct. 3-3.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct.l7-3.0ct.31-3.Nov.7-3.
New Brooms :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov,7-3.

Irish

21-17,20.

One Way

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

The :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Nov.21-17,

19.

Street: BOR-Ins.

Pace That

Thrills,

The:BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-

18,19.

Rainbow Riley :BOR-Ins.
Sally :Oct.3-Ins.
Scarlet Saint, The :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-21.Nov. 14-26.
Scarlet West, The:Oct.3-Ins.

Sea Hawk, The: BOR-Ins.
Shore Leave :Sept.26-24.Oct.3-22.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,
19.

Soul Fire:Oct.3-Ins.
Splendid Road, The:BOR-Ins.
Talker, The:Oct.3-Ins.
Thief in Paradise :BOR-Ins.

Viennese Medley :BOR-Ins.

Unguarded Hour :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
We Moderns :BOR-Ins. Oct. 17-21. Nov. 21-17, 22.

High and Handsome :Oct.31-71.
If Marriage Fails :BOR-46.Nov.7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The :BOR-46.Nov. 7-66.

What

Keeper of the Bees, The:Oct.3-87.Oct.l0-74,75.Oct.

Why Women

17-67. Oct.24-79.Oct.31-69.Nov.7-60.Nov.14-18.Nov.
21-5.
King o’ the Turf :Nov. 7-65.

Ginsberg

Ann Pennington and

Fools Men:0ct.3-Ins.0ct.l7-20.

White Monkey, The: BOR-Ins.
Love :BOR-Ins.Oct.l7-20.
Winds of Chance:Oct.3-Ins.Nov.7-18,19.

Fox

Let’s

Last Edition, The:BOR-46.
Go Gallagher :Oet. 17-69.

Ancient Mariner :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 21-9.

Midnight Flyer, The:BOR-46.
Parisian Nights :BOR-46.

As No Man Has Loved :Oct.lO-6,8.
Best Bad Man, The :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 14-17

:

Peter

Pony

Pan :Nov. 14-4.
Express,

The :Oct.3-4.Oct.l0-3,4,5.Oct,17-3.

Oet.24-4,5.0ct.31-4.Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.
Fellow, A :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.Nov.
14-7.Nov.21-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.

Regular

Nov. 14-7.

Son of His Father, A:Aug.26-4.
Ten Commandments, The :Nov. 14-7. Nov. 21-4.
That Roylc Girl :Nov. 14-7.
Trouble With Wives, The :Nov. 21-4.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.

Producers

Dist.

Corp.

Bad Lands, TheiNov. 14-10, 11.
Beyond the Border :Nov.l4-10, 11.
Coming of Amos, The:Oct.3-10,ll.
Fifth Avenue :Oct. 17-16, 17.
Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10, 11.
HelFs Highroad :Oct. 8-10, 11.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Madam Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15.
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Me

Again,” a Warner Brothers production that was directed by Ernst Lubitsch, is the story of a husband’s reclamawho imagines that she is in love with her music teacher. In the cast are Marie Prevost, Monte Blue, John
Roche, Clara Bow and Willard Louis.

“Kiss

tion of his wife,

Man from Red Gulch, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Night Hawk, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Prairie Pirate, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Roaring Rails:Nov 14 10,11.
Seven Days :Oct.3-10-ll.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Simon the Jester :Nov.1-16, 17.
Soft Shoes :Nov. 14-10, lit.
Texas Trail, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Tiger Thompson :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Without Mercy :Nov. 14-8, 9.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill at the U. P. Trail :Oct.24-82.
With Davy Crockett ai. the Fall of the Alamo :Oct.
24-82.

With
With
With
With

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer nt Little Big Horn :Oct.24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.

Sitting Bull
Oct. 24-82.

at

the Spirit

Lake Massacre:

B. P. Schulberg
The:BOR-30.
Dancing Days :BOR-30.
Eden’s Fruit: BOR-39.
Free to Love:BOR-30.
Girl Who Wouldn’t Work, The:Oct.3-12,13.
His New York Life:BOR-30.
Horses and Women :BOR-30.
Exclusive Rights :BOR-30.
Lawful Cheater :BOR-30.
Lew Tyler’s Wives BOR-30.
Other Woman’s Story, The:BOR-30.
Parisian Love: BOR-30.
Romance of a Million Dollars, The:BOR-30.
Plastic Age, The:BOR-30.
Shameful Behavior: BOR-30.
Shenandoah :BOR-30.
Shopworn BOR-30.
Studies in Wives :BOR-30.
With this Ring:BOR-30.
Worst Woman, The:BOR-30.
Aristocrat,

:

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :B0R-36.0ct.24-14, 15.
Cave Man, The :B0R^36.0ct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The :B0R-36.0et.24-14,15.
Compromise BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15. Nov. 7-8, 9.
Fighting Edge, The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Golden Cocoon, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hell Bent for Heaven :BOR :36.0ct.24-14, 15.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :BOR-36,Oct.24-14,15.
His Jazz Bride :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hogan’s Alley :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Honeymoon Express, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Inevitable Millionnaires, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Limited Mail, The :BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.Oct.24-14,
:

Red

Seal

United Artists

The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.

Love Toy, The :BOR-36.0ct.24-14,15.
on the Box, The:BOR-36.0ct.24-14,15.0ct.31-

Man

Silken Shackles :B0R-36.0et.24-14,15.
Social Highwayman, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Three Weeks in Paris :BOR-36,Oct.24-14, 15.
Vengeance of Durand, The:BOR-36.
White Chief, The:BOR-36.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The :0ct.3-8,9.0ct.l0-16.
17. Oct. 24-14, 15.

Why

Girls

Go Back Home:BOR-36.0ct.24-14,15.

Short Features

My

Film Booking

Offices

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.
Aboard :Oet. 3-53. Oct. 24-10-11.

All

Big Game Hunter, The :Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Business Engagement, A :Oc*t. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Cloudv Romance, A :Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 1 1.
Fox News Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 21-7.
Fox Varieties :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Heart Breaker, The :Oct.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Love and Lions :Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 1 1.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Oct. 3-53.
Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 2 1-7.
O. Henry Stories :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
On the Go: Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Shoes :Oct.3-53. Oct.24-10, 11.
:

Sky Jumper, The :0ct.3-53.0ct.24-10,ll.
Strong for Love :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Sweet Marie :Oct. 3-53. Oct. 24-10, 11.
Transients in Arcadia :Oct. 3-53. Oct.24-10, 11.
Van Bibber Comedies :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov.
21-7.

Davis

Wrestler,

The

:Oct. 3-53. Oct.24-10, 11.

Cinema Stars :Oct. 3-57.
Fragments of Life:Oct.3-57.
Hey Fellas :Oct. 3-57.

Pathe

Mystery Box, The:Oct.3-66.
Power God, The :Oct. 3-56.
Sheiks and Shebas :Oct.3-57.

Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 14-7 1,72, 73,7 4,7 5,7 6.
Better Movies :Nov. 21-Ins.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.

Day’s Pleasure, A :Oct. 17-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct.l7-Ins.Oct.31-65,67,68,72,74,76.
Nov. 7-61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66. Nov. 14-7 1,72, 73, 74, 75, 76.

Educational
Fair Warning:0ct.l7-4.

Nov. 2 1-68. 69, 70, 7 1,7 4,7 5.
Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nov.7-80.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.

Q, Son of Zorro :Sept. 12-12. Oct. 3-15.
Sally of the Sawdust :Sept.l2-12.
God Rush, The :Oct. 3-14. Oct. 10-19.
Wild Justice :Oct. 17-8. Oct.24-19.

No

Father to Guide

Him :Oct.l7-76.

Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Shoulder Arms :Oct.l7-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry :Nov. 21-Ins.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov. 21-84.
Sunnyside: Oct. 17-Ins.
There Goes the Bride :Nov. 21-Ins.

Universal
Straight

in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.
Movies, The :Oct. 3-46.
Swedie :Oct. 31-16, 17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct. 17-4.
Soup to Nuts :Oct.31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The:Nov. 14-20, 21.
Wild Beasts of Borneo :Oct.3-48.

12,13.Nov.7-8,9.

Night Cry, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14.15.
Nightie Night Nurse:BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Passionate Quest, The :B0R-36.0ct.24-14,15.
Pleasure Buyers, The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Red Hot Tires :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :B0R-36.0ct.24-14, 15.
Sap. The :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Satan in Sables :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The:BOR-36,Oet.24-14.15.
Seven Sinners :BOR-36. Oct. 24-14, 15.

Don

California

23.

Maid

15.

Little Irish Girl,

:

Reelviews :Nov. 14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

Goofy Gob, A:0ct.31-16,17.

Kinograms :Oct.3-49.0et.l7-5.Nov 7-15.Nov. 14-22,

Ahead :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Pathe News :Oct.3-45. Nov. 14-82.
Wild West :0ct.3-96.0ct.l0-80.0ct.24-lns.

Nov. 21-13.
Calgary Stampede, The :Oct.l0-14,15.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.
7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
Cohens and the Kellys :Nqv. 21-13.
Goose Woman :Oct. 24-6,7. Nov. 7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
H is People :Nov. 21-1 3.
Home Maker, The:Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
My Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.
Phantom of the Opera :Oct. 3-19. Nov. 14-6, 7.
Siege :Oct. 24-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.

Rayart
Flame Fighter, The:Oct.3-50.

Universal

Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov. 21-13.
Sporting Life, The :Oct.lO-H.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Blue Bird Comedies :Oct.3-54.
Buster Brown Comedies :Oct. 31-19. Nov. 14-5.
Gump Comedies :Oct.3-54.
International Newsreel :Oct.3-54. Oct. 10-18.

Nov. 21-13.
Maris :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Alarm, The :Nov. 7-7. Nov. 21-13.

Stella
Still

Two Blocks Away :Oct.24-6,7.
What Happened to Jones :Nov. 21-13.

Warner Brothers
Barriers of Fire:BOR-36.
Below the Line :BOR-36.Oct.l0-16,17.Oct.24-14,15.
Bobbed Hair:BOR-36.0ct.l7-19.0ct.24-14,15.Nov.
1 4-12,13. Nov.21-Ins.

Madge Bellamy, Paul Panzer

E. C. Mill Made Scenario Editor
HOLLYWOOD.— Edwin C. Hill, for 20 years

(right)

and Leslie Fenton in a scene from
Fox’s “Thunder Mountain,” made
“Howdy
Franklin’s
Pearl
from
Folks.” Zasu Pitts is also in the cast.

reporter on the New York Sun has been
scenario editor here for Fox Film CorporaHe has been in active charge of develoption.
ing the scenario department, and the conferring
of the title is only a formality.
a

made

November
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=
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Get Ready

^

for
assistant

manager of Universal’s Chicago branch,

has resigned to take complete charge of the Chicago office of AsExhibitors, succeeding Howard S. Hummell, under the
reorganization being effected by E. J. Smith, new general salesmanager
of Associated Exhibitors. Smith completed arrangements for the change
while in Chicago November 13.

J

1926

• sociated

W

ITH the Illinois and Northern Indiana territories of Associated Exhibitors consolidated with the Chicago office,

of “The Great Train Robbery.”
He was
with Celebrated Players for eight years as
a salesman, then went to Universal, became

Mednikow

manager and finally assistant branch manager when LeRoy W.
Alexander took over the managership. The
line forms on the right and also on the

will

manage Associated

affairs

for the resultant area.
Johnny Mednikow started in motion pictures when he served as an operator at
White City in its first year for the showing

Managers

and

Indiana

short features sales

left

down

at

so many are the
congratulate Med-

Universal,

friends

rushing

nikow.

He

to

in

new

starts his

duties

November

22.

Another change announced by Smith was

MRS.

About the Bosses of

in

“ The Red Kimono”
A daring subject delicately
handled.

*

*

Alice Joyce

*

Ben Cooney of Cooney Brothers has returned from New York, where he has been

the Chicago Exchanges

in

for several days.

GEORGE

F.

DEMBOW

*

Fox

First ambition? To be a civil engineer.
farthest I got was to learn to be

The

civil.

First
a

job?

It

summer

job while

I

going to
clerking

school,
the

reorganization

WyoGrammar

Schools?

and CenHigh, Philadelphia, and the
University of

Pennsylvania.
mention that Illinois-Penn

Dembow;

he

prefers to talk
about Chicago University’s defeat. Ed.
note).
did you break into the motion
picture business? With Fox in Philadelphia at the time William Fox was owner
of the Greater New York Film Exchange, during the fight with the Patents company. Fox had quite a few theatres but couldn’t get enough pictures.
were building at 1333 Vine street
and I was the first one employed there.

—

How

We
I

would

per,

go in
to the exhibitor.

sell a picture,

then take

it

brooker, in

and

bill

it,

there.

Next?

Timmy

Grainger, at that time

manager for Goldwyn, made me
manager for six New England
states and the Albany office. I was there
until the sale to Metro.
Back to Philadelphia.
Bought the Park theatre at
general

district

Merchantville, N. J., a Philadelphia suburb.
Ran it three months then returned
to Fox.

When
October

did

you take your present post?

29, 1924,

Fox organization

when
as

I

ager

now

-

November

re-entered the

Chicago manager

and now am also supervisor of the Milwaukee- office.
Hobby? Prizefights and handball.
Best experience?
Selling “Over the
Hill.”
Enemies became friends and
friends became enemies; it sold so well.

“Our

14.

Edith Roberts
Cullen Landis
IT

to clean

*

*

J.

*

*

*

routine.
Charlie Aliller was the last
heed to the spell of Eras.
the

office

Now

announcement bears the name of Mary
Connors who has resigned her position.
Gertrude Farber succeeds herin it.
*

“Jimmie”

-*

*

exchange manager of
Pathe, Chicago, smiled through the week
while preparing for the open house at the
new Pathe quarters. There was plenty to
be done; but leave it to “Jimmie.”
Gillick,

*

*

*

Holidays
have
been
plentiful
with
Morris Heilman of late.
What, with a
great birthday party Hallowe’en for little
Geraldine Tobey Heilman, one year, daugh(

-

WORTH WHILE

zki, director of

BuchowetNorma Talmadge

in

“Graustark.”

—Mae

IT.”

Tinee, Chicago Tribune.

*

Film Booking Offices announces that another marriage has wrought havoc to their
to

Dexter

Francisco.

“OTHELLO”
“CRY FOR

*

Oscar Hansen, Goshen, Ind., Jefferson
theatre, spent the day November 12 on
the Avenue, booking pictures.
*

Elliott

Betty

Directed by Dimitri

*

Smith, new Associated Exhibitors
general sales manager, arrived in Chicago
November 12 for a week’s visit.
E.

-

WILL HELP YOU MAKE
LIFE

greatest job
eliminating all

up the list,
the communities from our books which do
'.ot have theatres which bring revenue to
the box office.”
is

Was

shipfact, held every position

“WASTED LIVES”

H C. Brolawski
motion
picture towns
which in reality have not a single theatre
in them,” said the new country sales manas

listed

the book by

of

small town
theatre
list.
“Towns are now

tral

Graham Cutts.
Raymond Paton.

Directed by

From

the

school

to

“THE BLACKGUARD”

diligently
occupied with the
task of complete

Com-

don’t

in

9 in the

ready

pany.

(And
game

ADVENTURE”
With Clive Brook and Marjorie
Daw. An emphasis of woman’s
modern status.

Jane Novak

Chicago territory.
Brolawski is al-

Philadelphia

ming

“THE PASSIONATE

*

country sales department which
has
estabbeen
beginning
lished

November

was

at

Electric

=k

H. C Brolciwski, who has been with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Chicago for six
years, has been named by L. A. Roselle,
exchange manager,
to head the new
.

Nickname? No got, except someone
calls me Demy.
Born in New York City Dec. 22, 1894.

was

WALLACE REID

the appointment of H. O. Martin as sales
supervisor, his territory yet to be named.

and Fancies

Facts

Illinois

Continued on next page)

GREIVER

PRODUCTIONS
831 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Marr

& Colton Organs

Go Into Four Houses
in Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania bids fair to become a Marr
Colton stronghold. The Marr & Colton
Company of Warsaw report the installation
of four more organs for this state, namely:

&

Wilmer & Vincent,

the well

known

ex-

have recently installed a large 3manual Marr & Colton Organ in their
New State theatre at Altoona, Pa. This
instrument will be one of the feature at-

hibitors,

a period of fifty years, for operation in
connection with the Pacific coast chain of
theatres controlled by the West Coast syndicate.
Both construction and operating
standards will be on a par with the Senator theatre of Sacramento.
5jc

Ike Berney of Lewistown, Pa., is rebuilding his Pastime theatre and is installing

Marr & Colton.
At Mahanoy City, Pa.,

a 2-manual

the company is
a 2-manual organ in the Elks
theatre and
Messrs. Oppenheimer and
Sweet are installing a 2-manual Marr &
Colton organ in their theatre at Shenandoah, Pa.
installing

The Marr & Colton Organ Company

also
reports the following recent installations
State theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Hinsdale theatre,
Hinsdale, 111.; Elks theatre, Mahanoy City, Pa.;
Oppenheimer & Sweet theatre, Shenandoah, Pa.;
Pastime theatre, Lewistown, Pa.; Thurston theatre,
Rochester, N. Y.
Palace theatre, Berwick, Pa.;
Laring Egyptian theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.;Dixie
theatre, Paris, 111.; Winter Garden theatre, Jamestown, N. Y. Washington theatre, Richmond, Ind.;
Strand theatre, Auburn, N. Y.

to
torial circuit.

L. F. Starke, who designed the Senator
theatre,
will
be the architect for the
A. H.
Marysville
and Chico theatres.
Lamb has been selected as architect of the

Oroville house.

been incorporated, will have a capital stock
of $500,000, divided into 5000 shares of
$100 each. It is empowered to buy, manage and sell real estate, to erect, operate
and lease buildings, manage theatres and
to do other things connected with the
building of theatres and their operation.
Financing will be by stock and bond issue.
The California National bank is trustee
All the stock has been
for the bonds.
oversubscribed and the bonds have already
been

sold.

*

;

;

;

Syndicate Will Build
Three Theatres on
West Coast
In the filing of articles of incorporation of the Valley Empire company it was
revealed that a group of Sacramento, California captilatists and investors have or-

ganized to purchase

sites and build and
theatres in outlying cities in the Sacramento valley.
Sites have already been
purchased and construction will start at
once on new show houses in Marysville,
Chico and Oroville.

own

Investments in these three houses will
approximate $750,000 and agreement has
been entered into to lease all three theatres to the West Coast Theatres, Inc., for

And busily all the night
Had been heaping traps and bunkers
and

silence deep

ith

If

ichite.

**The snow did no good to the golfing ,**
Irate Frank Ishmael said ,
“So I picked up the evasive golf balls

And painted each one

three

The Valley Empire company which has

tractions at this theatre.

L. A. Roselle to the golf
links for 18 holes.
The snow had begun in the gloaming

5*C

new houses and the Sacramenhouse will become known as the Sena-

The

mael accompanied

*

*

red.**

*

Shaplin, Pathe Newsreel cameraChicago, left November 13 for
New York to attend the 15th Anniversary
dinner of Pathe News which was held at
C.

T.

man

of

November

the Plaza hotel

*

*

Sam

14.

*

features publicity and
of the Chicago Pathe
office, left November 12 for Hammond,
Ind., to tell some very interprising exhibitors of Chicago’s neighbor about the values
of short feature advertising.
^ ^ ^
Blair, short

man

exploitation

Hosnedl who took
few days ago

Charles

Lyda

theatre but a

to his

Charlie

over
is

the
confined

bed with pneumonia. Tough luck,
We wish you well.
!

%

%

The new Jungle

ifc

pictures

that are

now

handled by Reelcraft have been
booked by the Lubliner & Trinz circuit, it
was announced November 12 by Morris
Heilman.

being

*

George W. Peltier, president of the
Farmers & Mechanics bank, is president of
The first board of dithe new company.
rectors is composed of Peltier and I. F.
Morris, J. C. Wilson, G. A. Briggs, Gustave Wilson, Nathan G. Hale and Louis
Green, with B. F. Vandenberg as secretary of the corporation.

*

*

*

G. G. Shatter and his son J. O. Shauer
of Premier theatre, Valparaiso, Ind., were
They spent the
in Chicago November 12.
entire day along the Avenue booking pictures and imparting cheer to the exchange

men.

CHICAGO NOTES
(

Continued from page 105)

the genial Reelcraft head, and a
birthday of Mrs. Minora Morris Heilman;
That includes the beautiful dinner ring
ter

of

with which Morris endowed Mrs. Heilman.
*

*

*

Ivan Abramson of the Ivan Abramson
Productions was in Chicago November 12
selling his new picture “Lying Wives.”
*

On
Coast

Jfc

^

way to New York from the
W. Ray Johnston of Rayart spent

*

A

Heilman of Reel-

William Jeffery of the Apollo theatre,
Ottawa, 111., booked Morris Heilman’s new
Jungle pictures on his visit in Chicago
last week.
*

t-

*

O. S. Whittaker has been added to the
Educational staff of salesmen in Chicago
by the aggressive Dave Dubin, Chicago,
manager.
“And incidentally,” said Dave,
“Educational is sold to the limit on the gold
medal short feature, “The Voice of the
Nightingale.”
* *
t-

Schwartz of the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Chicago exchange drove to Milwaukee November 8. The snow fell, Max
struggled, but he finally reached the lakeside town.
On the same day Frank Ish-

*

*

*

*

exhibitors made an appearance on the avenue a few days before
Hallowe’en. Some of them were Leonard
Rohrer, Dixon, III., Charles F. Carpenter,

number of

Majestic theatre, East Moline,

Adams, Wapaco

When

his

quite a visit with Morris
craft November 9.
* * *

Max

*

addition of three men to the staff
at the Capitol Exchange, Chicago, indicates
prosperity.
They are the Messrs. Earl
Pickier, Jack Lewis and Belford.

The

at

George

Dembow

returned

Chicago,

111.,

and

/.

theatre, Watervliet, Mich.
* * *
,

from

Fox manager
a

long

trip

around the territory October 29 his arms
( Harold Loch said) were full of contracts.
*

*

*

Ross Herman has been added

to the city
National, it was announced October 29 by Carl Leserman, city
sales manager.
He takes the place of
William Cook, who left several weeks ago
for Florida.
Cook has returned to First
National now, joining them in Philadelsales

staff

of

First

phia.

*

*

*

Morris Heilman of Reelcraft has returned from a swing through several of the
towns in Illinois.
*

*

*

Jerry Abrams, district manager of the
Renown exchange, has returned from New
York, where he conferred with Abe Carlos,
general manager of Tiffany-Truart. Jerry
is away again, though, to visit the Indianapolis office.

Power
The American
and

to Serve

Company’s power to serve in a thoroughly efficient
manner the Country’s theatre seating needs is laid on the

Seating

satisfactory

four-square foundation of:
Extensive manufacturing resources, the
largest in its line in the world.

Manyyearsofexperienceinservingthecoun'

Ahigh achievementofefficiencyin produc-

An

ing a quality product in mass quantity.

try’s

largestand most exactingbuyers.

organization thoroughly imbued with
the Will to Serve.

jEEarricau^rathttf Qrapuji
NEW YORK

1

14

W.

40th

St.

CHICAGO
12 E.

Jackson Blvd.

BOSTON
65-D Canal

PHILADELPHIA
St.

252

S.

Broad

St.

L/

iV.

11 I

U

i

-L

WXVkJ

ix xr iv ii

xy

—

presents

CLVDE COOK
Should Sailors Marry?
He was a good sailor but not on matrimonial seas.
He was used to all waves save those which were permanently stormy.
He located a bride through a Matrimonial Agency, and when he had

got
hitched found that he was supposed to assume the alimony she was paying
to her first husband; that the first husband was to be their boarder and
proposed to personally see that the alimony was paid.
in this one is side-splitting. The laughs come fast and furious. It
one of those pictures that your audience thank you for showing, even
those with ribs fractured from laughing.

The fun
is

It

would make a dog laugh.

F. 'Richard Jones, Supervising "Director
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he millions of

girls

seeking romance
in business
@

will

/.

<y

be your ready-made
patrons

A HOBART HENLEY production

Norma Shearer
n

with

j

A

Lew Cody

W/s Secretary

fl
nTufi

Story by Carey Wilson
Wiitard Louis
Scenario by Hope Loriny and Louis D. Liyhton

i

'With.

A

1

Member Motion

frii

from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Box-office hit

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

fnifrirfintiift

ii

’ft

H. Hays, President

iiTnfnil
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“PRESENTATION ACTS”
—just what they’ve heen waiting for

TELEGRAM
Exhibitors Herald:

ACCEPT HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR SPLENDID

NEW DEPARTMENT ON PRESENTATIONS STOP

THIS IS A MOST IMPORTANT PRESENT DAY EXHIBITOR PROBLEM AND YOUR ADDITION OF THIS DEPARTMENT IS INDICATIVE OF THE PROGRESSIVE SPIRIT OF EXHIBITORS HERALD STOP IN PLANNING OUR
PROGRAMS AT METROPOLITAN MILLION DOLLAR AND RIALTO
THEATRES WE WILL HAVE THE GREATEST INTEREST IN THIS DE-

PARTMENT.

( Signed )

L. Newman,
Famous Players

Frank

Theatres,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

TELEGRAM
Exhibitors Herald:

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW DEPARTMENT PRESENTAIS ANOTHER STEP FORWARD BY A PUBLICATION
WHICH IS ALWAYS MOVING AHEAD AS THE BROOKLYN MARK
STRAND IS A PIONEER IN PRESENTATIONS THESE BEING ORIGINATED AND STAGED RIGHT AT THE THEATRE FROM A PERSONNEL
OF TWO HUNDRED ARTISTS WE ARE DOUBLY INTERESTED AND
HOPE TO SUPPLY YOU WITH MUCH MATERIAL.
TION ACTS WHICH

(Signed)

Edward

L.

Hyman, Managing

Director,

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

TELEGRAM
Exhibitors Herald:
I WANT TO TELL YOU THAT I CONSIDER YOUR NEW PRESENTATION SECTION A MOST VALUABLE ADDITION TO THE EXHIBITORS
HERALD. I HAVE READ IT WITH GENUINE INTEREST AND WISH
TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON THE NEW DEPARTMENT.

(Signed)

Samuel

L. Rothafel,

Roxy

Theatre,

New York

City.

TELEGRAM
Exhibitors Herald:

HEARTILY ENDORSE YOUR NEW DEPARTMENT PRESENTATION
ACTS THIS SHOULD BE GREAT HELP TO ALL EXHIBITORS CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD WISHES.
(Signed)

Louis K. Sidney,
Aldine Theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

December

5,

1925

/

EXHIBITORS HERALD

n ONE Day
*

*

(Monday, Nov. 16-)

D.W GRIFFITHS "That
Royle

Giil " in

premier

showing smashed

all rec-

ords at ChicagoTheatrc/ Chicago

GLORIA

SWANSON in

'StageStrucK at the Rivoli'Even/ seat filled and
scares standing' (N.YJimes)

Joseph Conrads LORD JIM"
did turn -away business
at the Rialto. A splendid
piece of work ~ (NYTimes)

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

5,

1925

GLORIA

SWANSON
•ff

Stage Struck

oiicwimf

/

AN

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTION

DWGRIFFITHS
"

“That Royle Girt
The Story of a Daughter of Today
CAROL DEMPSTER W C- FIELDS

With

HARRISON FORD JAMES

Joseph Conrad's

James Cruie- Fannie Hurst

IMMORTAL

LIBERTY MAGAZINE SPECIAL

LORD JIN
WITH

MANNEQUIN

PERCY MARMONT

ALICE JOYCE

NOAH BEERY

WARNER BAXTER,

RAYMOND HATTON
SHIRLEY MASON

DOLORES COSTELLO

ii

ZASU PITTS

KIRKWOOD

RAYMOND

GRIFFITH
/y

Hands Up!
with

MARION NIXON

$0. paramount

December

5,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

THOMAS

5

k.

f

THE ATLANTIC CITY*
BATHING BEAUTY

RUDOLPH

SPECIAL

MEIGHAN

VALENTINO
“TH E
'Irish LucK AMERICAN
Cobra
LOIS WILSON
IN

with

Scenes

SENSATIONAL
STAGE FLAY

VENUS

made in Ireland

J.M.Barrie'S
W
W
•

HERBERT
brenon
PRODUCTION

1

A KISS FOR CINDERELLA

—

tyaramounts Christmas (Jrft to Ctmerica
wM BETTY BRONSON (Peter Pan) TOM MOORE ESTHER RALSTON
-

RICHARD

D X
I

//

IN

'MANHANDLED*

Peter

B.

Kyne's

NEGRI

"TH E

Woman

ENCHANTED

IN

//

Womanhandled
SEQUEL TO

POLA
"A

»

of the World
Mai

St. ClailT Production

H LL
I

Irvin Willat

Production
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the Train.

sS the photographer/

I
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i

§

Willard
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This

This

who

The ads that

started

New York laughing.
They are being
used successfully in

many

cities.

no Bull

is

is

“Brown Eyes”

the cow*star
creating a nation* wide hit with

is

December

5,

1925

—

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

<«

,

“The Capitol audience simply

Keaton in

doubled up and screamed.”

margin.

—Daily Mirror
“Comedian’s name on screen elic-

covery.

ited burst of applause.”

Eve. Post.

“Rich anduproarious, with countless
novel comedy twists.” — N. Y. Times.
“For one hilarious hour see Buster
Keaton in ‘Go West.’ It is Buster

his best yet,

— Eve.

World.

“We

have not laughed so heartily
sometime. Undoubtedly one of
the most amusing pictures this come-

for

dian has yet produced.”

Presented by Joseph
Directed by Buster

— Eve.

Telegram.

M. Schenck
Keaton

Goldwyn'\^f\er
Member Motion

by a wide

Brown Eyes was a real disTop grade entertainment.”

picture

Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.— Will H. Hays, President

W

i

J_D

3000

10

EXHIBITORS HERALD

December

We Offer You A Product For
ALL Theatres Mr. State Right

5,

1925

Buyer!

,

—The smaller theatre may

like and use your prodMr. State Right Buyer, but if the FIRST
RUN theatres pass it up you are out the money
these bookings mean.

uct,

—And you
know

have been

that

takes

it

enough

in business long

many

contracts

to

with the

smaller theatres to equal the price paid by the
first

run for any picture.

— Short Films
show of

CLASS

Syndicate product will dress up the

ANY theatre —big or
APPEAL.

and

sentation in

ALL

It

little.

gives

It

has both

you repre-

types of theatres.

— Our line-up consists of
26 MUTT & JEFFS
26
26
26
26

— In

COLORED COMICS
COLORED WONDERBOOKS
ADVENTURES
NOVELTIES

spite of the terrific competition offered

big organizations distributing shorts,

by the

EVERY

picture released by Short Film Syndicate in the

New York

territory has received a

and according
than

FIVE

to contracts, will

HUNDRED

FIRST RUN,
show

in

more

subsequent run thea-

tres.

—

Isn’t this the

kind of short stuff product

YOU

want?

WRITE US FOR DETAILS

SHORT FILMS SYNDICATE,
729

SEVENTH AVENUE

INC.

Joseph Pincus, General Manager

NEW YORK CITY

WILLIAM

V.

Appearing

MONG
in

^V

D EVEREAUX JFNNINGS

“SVeel Preferred”

r,
Photography
on

C^otof

‘Steel Preferred

Roc

ROBERT AMES
Sub-featured in

RALPH LEWIS
Appearing

the great

-

,

“Without Mercy”

in

“Tne Million
Dollar Handicap

'

array of

S'O^ppe^eTcV
Pea'C fiOV0
p™?
prefe «l

Steel

MARGUERITE
DE LA MOTTE

MRS. PEARL KEATING
Scenario Editor

brilliant
ROSA GORE

personal

Appearing

in-;

“The Million
Dollar

PHIL GERSDORF

Handicap”

Publicity

TOM WILSON

BERNOUDY

E. F.
Assistant Director on

ities that

Appearing

in

“The

Million
Dollar

"Rocking Moon”

Handicap”

guarantees]

the show-

WARD
LILLIAN RICH
Featured in
‘Simon The
-

J ester

manship
JAMES HOGAN
Directing
"Steel Preferred

quality of

Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation

130 West 46th Street

New

York. N. Y.

CRAr

Appearing
•

The

ir

Millioi

Dollar Handies

FINIS

-

LASKA WINTERS
Appearing
ref(
erred'

FOX

Scenario writer

in

“Rocking Moon”

£

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

ROcKuj;p~

Sub-featured

VERA REYNOLDS

HOBART BOSWORTH

in

Appearing

"Without Mercy"

Featured in
"Without Mercy",

in "Steel Preferred'

"Steel Preferred"

and "The Million
Dollar Handicap"

CHARLES CADWALLADER

JACK CUNNINGHAM

Art Director
"Steel Preferred", "The Million
Dollar Handicap" and "Rocking Moon

Editorial Supervisor

MONTE KATTER JOHN
"

Adapted "Without Mercy"

LA
Million L/ouar

FRANCES MARION

LIONEL BELMORE

nanaicap

Appearing

Adapter and producer, of
"Simon The Jester"

in

"Without Mercy”

DOUGLAS

S.

DAWSON

Assistant Director on
"Steel Preferred"

WALTER LONG
Appearing

in

Steel Preferred"

ARENCE BURTON
Appearing in
lion

Dollar

"The

\

Handicap"

LILYAN TASHMAN
a
\JZn nd
'

Featured

in

"Rocking Moon'

WILLIAM PLATT

'

Appearing

in

"Simon The
Jester"

HENRY B WALTHALC
Appearing

in

"Simon The Jester"

Appearing

JHN BOWERS

NIGEL BARR

Featured in
Rocking Moon"

.Appearing n
s

j

i

«eel

Preferred"

^

Starred

—

til

.

D.rSng

ROBERT ROSS
Assistant Production

m

"7

^D£ an

Forb 'dde
n ft*"

and

Manager on
The Million
Dollar Handicap"

•Wo^en^
EDWARD DILLON
Will probably direct

Dean

Vehicles.

The mammoth Metropolitan Studios
Hollywood, Cal. where Metropolitan^
(Pictures are made

METROPOLITAN
PICTURES
JOHN

C.

A

President
c7Wetropolitan
Pictures Corp.

«

POWERFUL

factor in the great production units affiliated with Producers Distributing Corporation, is Metropolitan Pictures Corporation.
Controlling the destiny of Metropolitan Pictures are men whose
names are blazoned across the pages of film history constructive and
creative minds who have builded with vision and with firm belief in the

FLINN

—

future of the industry.
The formation of this producing company marks a significant development in the rapid and progressive affairs of Producers Distributing Corporation. The production plant of Metropolitan Pictures Corporation combines
every modern facility for the making of pictures of the superlative class.
The roster of the production staff includes directorial, scenario and technical
talent unsurpassed in the production field, with reputations for the making
of pictures of

0P

e s°Co-

super-showmanship

caliber, rich in

dramatic fiber and absorb-

ing in entertainment value.

The men

the helm of Metropolitan Pictures Corporation are showwho know what the exhibitor needs and what the
public wants, and will give it to them in full measure.
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“WITHOUT MERCY"
“SIMON THE JESTER”

line-up

“THE LAST FRONTIER”
“THE DANGER GIRL”
“STEEL PREFERRED”

WILLIAM SISTROM
General Manager
cTHetropolitan
Pictures Corp.

“ROCKING MOON”

“THE MILLION DOLLAR HANDICAP"
“PARIS AT MIDNIGHT”

“WHISPERING SMITH”
“FORBIDDEN WATERS”

“SHIPWRECKED”
PAT DOWLING

“THE DICE WOMAN"

Publicity Supervision

CARROL
TROWBRIDGE
General

CHARLES CHRISTIE

Representative

Business Supervision
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MUNROE, President
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RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer
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&
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Distributors of America,

C.
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FLINN* Vice-President and

General Manager

Will H. Hays, President.
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“Has All the Earmarks of a

Box Office Wow!”

the N. Y. Telegraph

snow

(Ofopieture thatplayed at the Jlstor under the title VroudHeart
J^eAturiny

Played to tremendous business at
the Astor Theatre, under the title
“Proud Heart,” in the face of typical Gay White Way opposition.
Now booked for an additional run
at

°

Virginia Browne Faire
and Rose Rosanova~

the

RIALTO

“One which any
exhibitor can show

THEATRE
Broadway and 42nd

St.,

New York

to his profit.”

—

Arthur James
Motion Pictures Today
“A picture that ought to bring in the
shekels”
Regina Cannon
“Could scarcely
success.”

fail

Evening Graphic
of sound financial

John J. Cohen Sun
“A good card for any house, large or
small.”

George T. Pardy
Motion Picture News

—

“Ought

to run as long as ‘Abie’s Irish

Rose’.”

Harriette Underhill

“Should

find favor

Tribune

with the great mass

of picture-goers.”
C. S. Sewell

“Can’t miss!

It’s

Moving Picture World
appeal

is

universal.”

Edba

Variety

sort of picture on which the industry can enlarge its public.”
Willard C. Howe

“The

—Exhibitors

Universal’s

White

List

Miles

Daily Review

and Miles Ahead of All

Nothing Short of Marvelous Are These Busi
822 Seats
1st Day— 3615 Admissions!
2nd Day— 3365 Admissions!
In Portland, Ore.
The Columbia Theatre, and for that matter all
the
the theatres in Portland, never saw the like of
records that the power of The Phantom has
established
two days.

— practically 7000 paid admissions in
Sweeping

all

house records into the

“Biggest Day in
”
History of Alhambra

Stanley Co. Buys

Engagement Back!
In Philadelphia, Pa.

In Milwaukee, Wis.

Universal leased the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia for an indefinite run of The Phantom.
At the end of two weeks of stupendous business,
the Stanley Co. bought both picture and house
lease and will continue the run of The Phantom
moneyat the Aldine indefinitely. Never such a

maker

in all

Blown

to Bits!

Seating Capacity 1074
1st

Day — 4577 Admissions

2nd Day-4652 Admissions
In Seattle, Wash.
Nothing can stop The Phantom anywhere! All
previous conceptions of picture drawing pow-er
going by the boards. In Seattle the opening week

Unheard Of Business
At the Aldine Theatre

!

New York, N. Y.

the competition of the finest shows
and pictures on the Great White Way, 8 weeks
of capacity business at The Astor Theatre.

Broke House Record

On

Colony Theatre Nov 29

all

the

house records sent sky-high!

Week!

Away ”

Tuesday

better

than Monday!”

In Detroit, Mich.

all

Opens Extended
Engagement at The

sees

picture of ages.”

— Alhambra, Theatre

“Broke Record Saturday!
Sunday $1000 better!
Monday almost big as Saturday;

On Broadway
Against

SECOND WEEK— wonder

“Hundreds Turned

8 Big Weeks
in

—

—

picturedom.

discard

House Record

“Deafening applause— all Milwaukee turned out
RECORD BREAKhundreds turned away
ING. ATTENDANCE— forced to hold over

,

to biggest business history theatre,
Running extra showturned away thousands.
Business Sunday being nearly
after midnight.
$1,000 better than Saturday, Monday’s receipts
almost big as Saturday’s. Tuesday’s little better
than Monday. Record to shoot at for long time!"
Broadway-Strancl Theatre

“Opened

—

.

Now

in 4th

Big Week!

and Small Towns!

ness Reports from Large
“Packed
Stacked

Them and

“Played Saturday
4652 Admissions!”

Them!”

In Dallas, Texas

In Washington, D. C.
"Phantom of the Opera packed them and stacked
them every performance. Police held back the

“Phantom going

my men

We

hours near Rialto listening to comments from
those

who were fortunate enough to see Phantom.

Crowds turned away!”

— Rialto

25 Minutes Third Day!”

“Broke House Record
First

Day!”

“ Biggest in History

second week of a phenomenal run,
day of which drew 2875 and the second
day 3630 patrons to the Clemmer Theatre.
Almost unbelievable business.
rhe

in (lie

first

!”

,

Now Blazing A way
On Second Week
l

Population: 39,698
Played First 3 days

“Opened

yesterday to biggest receipts in history
of this house, exceeding our greatest expectations.
Today, second day, bigger than yesterday; this
most extraordinary despite opposition. Tremendous mob broke down ropes in lobby forcing
entrance tonight. Running extra performances

midnight!”

Now

to 15,

In Charleston,
“Phantom opened Saturday with

>reser>tec/ by

Phantom
Official

Carl

in three

days*plays to 15,484 paid admissions.

population Charleston 39,698.

Imagine the power of

a picture that will

draw almost half

the population of a city to a theatre within three days.

The

— Liberty Theatre

W.Va.

3941 paid

admissions. Sunday 5157 admissions— the
biggest day in history of theatre. Continual line
from one until ten-thirty. Look for smashing
business for two weeks!”
— America Theatre

greatest

i;

!

In Denver, Colo.

In Kansas City, Mo.

after

Third night of engage-

“Sold 1000 Tickets

“Police

In Spokane, Wash.

—

Theatre

Held
Back Crowds

bigger every day.

'

ment cashier sold thousand tickets in twenty-five minutes.
Four hundred stood through entire performance to see
picture and we turned away more than 1500 people!
Played Saturday to 4,652 admissions — this record for house
would have been twice as many if we could have handled
Business Sunday 430 better than corresponding
mob.
day Hunchback — phenomenal!”
Stinnett and Charninsky

Impossible for myself and
to gain admittance.
spent

impatient crowds!

two of

993 Seat House
6505 Admissions 2 Days

money-maker ever made!

Laemmle
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FRANCES MARION
3RLD
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Woman
genius of

the greatest

creative
the screen
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H. Hays, President
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of red-blooded fiction whose

work now appears exclusively

» FOX. PICTURES

DAYB1IAK
fox

cfrom "The Outsider’- the international stage success
JACQUELINE LOGAN -LOU TELLEGEN- ROY ATWILL~ WALTER. PIDGEOLT
AND ALL STAR- CAST

Film.

Corporation.

!

1

here s the
rsf
fi
WILLIAM
The

one

FOX. announces

first of the specially

written photoplays by

—

B.KYNE
G O LD E
STRAIN
1

Coward or hero in theWide Open Spaces ?

MADGE BELLAMY
HOBAJRT BOSWORTH

—

~~

with

~

KENNETH HARLAN

ANN PENNINGTON FRANKBEAL LAWFORD DAVIDSON FRANK MC GLYNNJ*
eduction.
VI CTO R. S CHERTZI NGE

VAc FI RSI YEAR
fox

Fi 1 in

John Golden’s stage success "Isolidyears in ffewljork
MIT MOORE-KATHRYN PERKY-FRANK GJ RR1ER-MARGARET LIVINGSTON-VIRCINIA MADISON

Co ip o rati o n,

.
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A WILLIAM FOX
SpecialAttraction

JNOW READY

A Classic for 100 years

!

ELABORATE PRODUCTION

EVERY SCHOOLCHILD KNOWS

headed by
LESLIE FENTONS CLARA BOW
(fteat

Cast

COLERIDGE'S

Directed by
HENRY OTTO

&>

l

CHESTEfVBENNETT

POEM-

OK WHICH THE STORY IS BASED
"
•

Fox Film Co poo ratio a.

December

5,
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No. 2

For Season 1926-27
William Fox

announces

Cradle Snatchers
by Russell Medcraft and Norma Mitchell

Today the outstanding
dramatic hit on the New
York stage!

Gales of laughter
- The Times

Magnificently funny!
— The Journal

At

A RIOT—

last

a hit!

up

rolling

record figures at every
performance!

--The

Sun

Riotous
" The Daily News

Irresistible
"The American

Nothing better

How

young

is

a

man

safe

"Herald'Tribune

?

Does the modern matron ever

Knockout
"The Telegram

get “old”?

Another

great stage success

TO BE A FOX PICTURE!
”,

No. 3 next week
!

•

j

Watch

for

it!

Fox Film Corporation

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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they art already
to

an

audience, cf

THIRTY MILLIONS
Again
giving

FOX

shows the way

exhibitors

a

series

in

of

marvelous comedies backed up

CHICAGO

with real ready-made audience
value

— stronger

in

advertising

values than most of the features

on the market.

mm
o

®8 SI

B

53
!

mm ®

.®|

o

sa

AteTSUl

O.

HENRY

RICHARD HARDING
—“VAN BIBBER

Comedies

The “bring ’em in appeal” of
series is known to every
showman.
O. Henry is the

DAVIS

Comedies” with Earle Foxe

this

most popular writer of short
fiction
the
world has ever
known.
They’re big money
getters everywhere.

The tremendous
this

great

sales

author’s

value of

name,

book stand.

They

are

every sense of the word.

Fox Film Corporation,

is

proving as huge a selling power
at the box office as it does at the
big

in

December

5,

1925
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“The Married Life of
Helen and Warren” by
Mabel Herbert Urner.
Another fine example of Fox
showmanship judgment. These
have been read by millions for
now published in 500 news15 years
papers in United States and Canada.
stories

and

—

besides

Included in the William Fox

$2,000,000

program

Short subj ects

we have

of

the

Imperial Comedies
The acme

of

comedy popularity

Fox Varieties
Fox News

They bring

the entertainment of

all

the world to the screen

Mightiest of All

“Little Giants of the Screen”

fox Film Corporation;
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President.

,
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December

MARY" PICKFORD

ANN IE

11 TTLE

'ROONEY"
WILLIAM BEAUD1NE

D.RECTED BV

“The Box-Office Says So”
“Mary
ker

Pickford is delicious in

‘Little

Annie Rooney’.

Tke

audience says it in pe als of
laughter and tke box-office says it
Daily Mirror.
in huge figures.”

—

“Mary

Pickford

pleasing, and she

is

emphatically

makes Annie

lovable, wistful little

Delightfully filmed.”

—

a

creature.
Times.

“Miss Pickford is captivating as
the little gamin Annie Rooney.
Lots of fun in this picture and

many
“

laughs.”

‘Little

—

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Joseph M.Jchenck
Chairman Hoard of Directors'
,

Charles Chaplin

D. W.

Telegraph.
is just

the

which everyone
wants to see our Mary.
It is
uproariously funny.
Do not miss
seeing it.”
Evening Journal.

Now Booking
Douglas Fairbanks

Annie Rooney’

sort of picture in

“Uproariously Funny

IMarg Pickford

—

Qriffifh

Tiiram Qbrams,
President.

5,

1925

X.

-

December

^
5,
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mmmm

JOHN W. CONSIDINB JR^
,

presents

THE EAGLE
Supported byV ILMA

BANKY and LOUISE DRESSER

Screen Story by

HANS KRALY

A CLARENCE BROWN
He Packed

New York

Ike

Eagle’ is by far tke best and pleasantest
Valentino
bas ever done.
It is finished,
thing
It was
dramatic and continuously entertaining.

“‘The

interesting to find at the four o’clock

Monday

showing

a filled theatre, with aisles, foyers, lobby

and sidewalks packed. Sunday the theatre was
surrounded by throngs, with lines leading a full

Production

Strand and Broadway

block

away

indicate the

in

each direction.

tremendous

much misunderstood
on the public fancy.

him a most

Charles Chaplin

D.W. Qriffith

Joseph M.Jchenck,

“Hiram Qbrams,

Chairman Hoard of Directors

President.

,

A few

likable fellow.”

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Douglas Fairbanks

had and

still

has

years ago he, too,

paid his gallery fee and sat in that same Strand.
He did get on. You must see him. You’ll find

Now Booking
"Mary Pickford

Italian

These things

hold this young and

— N. Y. World.

i

BOX OFFICE
ETROPOLIIAN PICTURES CORE
Presents

Priscilla

1

Dean

1

GIRL

tf

vidaptedjromThc Bride’'

by George Middleton
k and Stuart Olivier^

The Most Vivid Personality

On
As

the Screen!

startling as a

Priscilla

brilliant

Dean

a

as

—

diamond as
tigress—and
human and
cilla Dean as
colorful roles

Magnet par

Foreign Distributors

Producers International Corporation

—
—

meteor

flashing as a skyrocket

as

as

multi-faceted

elemental as a
withal intensely
appealing,

Pris-

an interpreter of
is

a

Box

Office

excellence.

J3Q West 46th Street

New

York, N. Y.

the

World Will Tell You
That h ere are three productioi
shout BOX OFFICE!
“The Dice
Woman,” “Forbidden Waters” and “The
Danger Girl.” Get those titles! They
suggest and are the kind of dynamic,

—

—

adventurous, high-powered productions
that are synonymous with the person-

They

Dean.

ality of Priscilla

give the

sway in passionate, pulsating and powerful characterizations the type which made
Miss Dean in “The Siren of
Seville,” “A Cafe in Cairo” and
Tunnei

“Wildcat”

full

—

Priscilla

Dean
i

n

FORBIDDEN

WATERS

Priscilla

Dean
in

by Percy Heath

THE DICE

WOMAN
hy Welford Beaton
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General Manager
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now is the time to prepare
your programs and your exploiust

tation for the biggest Comedy
month in screen history!

laugh a day will keep Old Man
Gloom and the doctor away.

—

—

ot even Father’s Christmas bills
can hurt your business if you
make your patrons LAUGH.

Com-

nless

you

edies,

how can you expect them

to build

advertise your

more business for you?

dded Profit from Short Subjects
is.

the Velvet that swells the old

bank
eal

L

A
U
6
H
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augh and be happy — a fine appeal to make to your patrons
in Laugh Month, or any other
month.
n audience that goes out laughing and happy is sure to come
back.
nless you give them a good
laugh, you have not given them
a good all-round show.
et behind the

Laugh Month idea

by booking Comedies now for
a four-week Comedy Carnival.

appy patrons are your best
business bet — and Laughs bring
happiness.

roll.

Showmanship makes money

out of every unit on the program.

ou can make your share of

Added Profit by
Whole Show.

n every

city,

boosting* your

town and hamlet

I

picture fans will be looking for
Comedies in January.

S

tart

New Year

right by
giving them the laughs, and
watch your box-office grin, too.

the

M
O

N
T
H

any of the best theatres will play
All Comedy Bills in January.
You ought to book one or two
All - Laugh Program s
W.

— NO

n every program for the month
have at least one good Comedy.

ow is the time to begin laying
your plans for this big Short
Features event.
ell

your patrons about every

Comedy you

play.

tell it

ere is the trade-mark that stands
for the best line-up of Comedies
for Laugh Month and for the
whole year.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

—

Inc.

President
Member, Motion Picture Producers and

And

extra loud in January.

Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President.

1925

Comedy Ring
has

commenced his

first

production for

National, and you
know what {jangdoris laughs
are

worth!

Osy

3iut national has the hipest line-up of star
comedians ever presented under one banner

DORIS KENYON
if

SWL*t

by

MAI\OA«ETTA TUTTLE

LAMBERT HILLTER
EML

9'OdMXld unOtr Uu luptrvilioi Of
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Believe what your bo?
the directors who creat
winner a week for Fir
Road” and “The Girl fro
is First National’s recori
“We Moderns”, “Cloth

“The New Commandm

FRANK LLOYD
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ROE
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LIONEL BARRYMORE
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bit
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you— and you’ll know (hat the biggest stars and

noney-getting attractions time after time are making a
National. Add ‘‘The Unguarded Hour”, “The Splendid
Montmartre” to your list of profit-takers ! Back of them
f performance that has given you five such knockouts as
Make the Pirate,” “Classified”, “The Beautiful City” and
” not in the last year
but in the last month.

—

national

3ir/>t
Says

it

with Successes
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SHOlTH?

instinct

behind First National that

makes exhibitors say
“That’s the kind of picture
I like to take hold of - and
wham it across!”
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Acclaimed Really Great Production; King Vidor Makes Epic from
Martin J. Quigley Says There Are Reasons for Calling It “The
United Artists-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Merger Awaits Loew’s Arrival on

Stallings’ Story;

—
—Universal Alliance With UFA

Greatest”

Coast

Plane Drops Bouquet on Deck

Effected.

When Peggy Hopkins

—

Joyce Returns Texas Will Go It
Alone Until Cohen Resigns, Cole Tells Convention Fox Spreads “Ancient Mariner”
Drive to 30,000 Schools.

New

Win

Jersey Exhibitors

Run Bookings

First

Texas

Test Over Contract Rights

—

—

B. O. Sets Enviable Record in

-F.

—Twenty New York Theatres Merge;

— Second Meeting

of

I.

M.

D & M

December

P. A. A. Set for

Acquires 30 in

11.

Shanley Named Controller for Associated Exhibitors; Three District Sales Directors and
Three Managers Appointed by E. J. Smith— Exhibitors Contributed Generously to
Walker’s Election, Financial Statement of Campaign Shows.
Independents’ $15,000 for Playdate Bureau Returned Administrative Committee of M. P.
T. 0. A. Votes Testimonial Dinner to Laemmle in January.
;

—

Warners Plan Big Premiere for “Lady Windermere’s Fan” Plea of “Custom” UnjustiTurnbull, LeBaron, Schulberg Named
fied, U. S. Counsel Declares in FP-L Quiz
Paramount.
Associate Producers of

—
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.
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by N. E. Durand
Community Celebration Marks Opening
of L. & T. Theatre
Short Features Show Organist’s Versatility, by Harry L. Wagner
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Projection for Business Education and the Home, by R. E.
Farnham
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T HE

constitutional privilege of freedom of the press,
plus the ignorance and indifference of various
newspaper publishers, is allowing quite a number of
newspaper critics of motion pictures to make piteous
spectacles of themselves.

New York City, the great metropolitan center where
something different might be expected, is singularly
cursed with a group of phrase-makers, signing motion
picture reviews, who demonstrate regularly an absolute
minimum of fitness for the duties assigned to them.
This, of course, does not apply to all of the New York
City newspaper reviewers, but unfortunately it does apply to the larger number. A conspicuous exception is
Mr. Mordaunt Hall of the New York Times who stands
out brilliantly among his contemporaries and is, in fact,
just about the ablest newspaper critic of motion pictures
in the United States.
An appalling example of newspaper reviews of motion pictures which recently came to our notice is a
thousand word ramble about “The Big Parade,” appearing in the New York Sun.
The author of this
treatise of incompetence has a considerable ability to
assemble words of apparent significance.
In reality,
however, under his direction and with his lack of knowledge of his subject matter, the words amount to the
rhyme

of the flowers that bloom in the Spring, tra
that have nothing to do with the case.

la,

In the review noted, the critic speaks of the director
“one of the painfully few admirable American directors.” If there are “painfully few admirable American directors” it might be wondered where all the good
directors the writer has in mind may be
and why they
don't make a few pictures. And then to make the case
a very plain one and to show just how familiar he is
with “American directors” and their works, he ascribes
“Scaramouche” to King Vidor.
as

—

A real gem from this review is the statement that
“The Big Parade” has “no sense of form.” What, under
heaven, could a man be talking about when he says
that a motion picture has “no sense of form?”

And then in Chicago we have the Tribune critic,
writing under the pen name, “Mae Tinee.” This critic
has been the source of alternate amusement and terror
to the industry for years. She is a veritable Peter Pan;
although she has had years of experience in seeing motion pictures and writing about them, she shows absolutely no signs of growing up.
Recently she bitterly

F OR

nearly a year a deal between Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer and the United Artists corporation has appeared inevitable; more certainly inevitable, perhaps,
than to various of the principals in the
United Artists group.
The formation of the Balaban-Katz and Famous
Players theatre combine has hastened the development
which, in the absence of this, might have still been

to outsiders

making slow

progress.

Among

exhibitors the deal will probably
favorable impression. It will be interpreted
a more liberal selling policy on ETnited Artists’
to the advantage of the exhibitors, and a wider
tion, to the advantage of the producers.
*

*

create
to

a

mean

product,
distribu-

*

ANUARY

has been designated as “National Laugh
distributors of comedies who have
jointed together in a cooperative effort to feature during January laugh-making productions with a view to
creating added interest in these pictures with the trade
and with the public.

J

Month” by the

The Herald is glad to offer its cooperation to the promoters of “National Laugh Month.” Under this label
and with the vigorous campaign that is planned the
comedy picture should be ushered into a position of
still greater prominence.
While the campaign will
reach it3 height during the coming January the good
effects of it should be felt for a long time.
It is not only important but it is absolutely imperative that the motion picture market give serious heed
to the question of comedy pictures in the near future.
The facts of the situation are that in order that the
comedy picture may be able to keep up consistent
progress with what it has educated the public to expect,
it will have to be given solid and substantial support.
Given a fair chance the comedy picture is an item of
unerring satisfaction on the program; it must be developed and promoted in every practicable way.
*

*

*

N

Des Moines, Iowa, a censorship scheme has been
enacted into an ordinance, apparently without any
particular opposition on the part of motion picture in-

I

terests.

story as done in a novel

The censorship law is attributed to the reaction following an alleged indecent burlesque show performance. It is reported that the motion picture interests,
realizing that the burlesque show was the target of the
legislators, have felt secure from any possible interference from the new law.
We realize that the Des Moines exhibitors have no
intention of showing objectionable pictures but this
does not absolve them from the necessity of opposing all
politically constituted censorship. In wrong hands this
apparently innocuous law may become a very trouble-

hardly ever either attainable or desirable.

some

condemned

“That Royle Girl,” and in a reckless
moment announced that she was calling upon the
author, Mr. Edwin Balmer, to join with her and castigate Mr. D. W. Griffith for what he had done to the
story.

When

Mr. B aimer’s reply arrived she probably gazed
with childish amusement because it pointed out to
her the primary grade lesson that the novelist and the
director are each working with an entirely different
at it

form

of expression

and that exact similarity between a
and as done in a picture is

—

thing.
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UA- Metro Merger Awaits
Arrival of Loew on Coast

Universal Alliance
With UFA Effected
( Special

,

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald )
;

YORK,

Nov. 24.— In an

official statement issued from the
Universal Pictures Corporation’s
offices at 730 Fifth avenue complete confirmation was given to the
cabled story from Berlin of the
affiance with UFA, the largest German producing corporation. Carl
Laemmle, president of the American company, starts for Berlin today from Universal City, where he
has been arranging for Universal’s
next year’s producing program. He

from
from Saturday.

will sail

New York

week

a

Industry Donated
Freely to Walker
Drive, List

Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ALBANY,

N. Y., Nov. 24. A statement
today of campaign receipts and expenditures with the secretary of state at
Albany, in accordance with the law, shows
the motion picture industry contributed
very liberally in the recent campaign of
James J. Walker, who was elected mayor
of New York. Under the title of “The
filed

Motipn Picture Division of the James J.
Walker Mayoralty Committee,” the statement as filed with the secretary of state
shows receipts from the motion picture industry of $33,808.18.

The contributions range all the way from
$25 to as high as $3,000. There was one
contribution of $2,000 from H. A. Warner
and a similar amount from W. Small,
while R. Cohen gave $3,000. There was a
contribution of $1,000 from H. Rachmil
and a similar amount from a person signing himself B. Rubin. The New York
State Motion Picture Theatre Owners contributed $800 through its president, William
Dillon, of Ithaca.
Other contributions included L. M. Olmstead,
$1,000; H. Brandt, $200; L. and W. Brecher,
$600; Harold Franklin, $100; Sidney Kent, $100;
W. A. Johnson, $250; Leo Feist, $100; Harry
Buxbaum, $100; Jules Brulatour, $200; W. Shallenberger, $150; Leo Ochs, $100; James Grainger,
$100; P. A.

Powers, $250.

The statement showed the contributions
had been turned over practically in a lump
sum to James J. Reardon as treasurer of
the Walker Campaign Committee.

Whitehurst Claims
Control in Baltimore
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE, MD„

Nov. 24.— Dr. J.
H. Whitehurst, president of Century
Theatre Company, says the Century,
Garden, New and Parkway theatres will
continue to be operated on a co-operative policy and that the interests he
represents have acquired enough stock
for control.

Sunday Opening Favored

By New

Sheriff at Erie

ERIE, PA., Nov.
owners

24.

—Motion

picture

by
Major Tom Sterrett, new sheriff, that
Sunday openings will be permitted.

theatre

here

are

assured

29
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Postpones Departure for West Until November 29 Will Confer
^ First With Nicholas Schenck Speculation Aroused
As To Whether Chaplin Will Join

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

While the proposed merger between MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and United Artists is the chief topic of conversation
in film circles here, and the announcement of its completion is daily
expected, there is a strong probability that the merger will not become
Nov.

24.

the arrival of Marcus Loew on the Coast late next week.
Mr. Loew expected to depart for the West last Saturday, but decided to
remain in New York until after Thanksgiving and the time of his leaving
is now set for next Sunday.
official until after

Nicholas M. Schenck, who has been
representing Mr. Loew’s interests in the
merger, is expected home this week and
Mr. Loew, after a conference with him,
will go at once to the Coast, there joining all the other parties to the merger.
It is expected that shortly after his arrival the official announcement of the
merger will be made.
There has been considerable speculation as to whether Charlie Chaplin, one
of the original members of the big four

which formed the United

Artists,
Eiarly last

would

week
Nathan Burkan, Mr. Chaplin’s personal
join in

the merger.

attorney, received a hurry up call to the
Coast, arriving there yesterday.
It is
surmised that the call for Mr. Burkan
means that Chaplin has decided to go
along with the others of the United
Artists, and that Mr. Burkan has been
sent for to take care of the legal matters involved.
Since the news of the proposed merger
became public the exhibitor organizations represented in New York have projected themselves into the matter by

sending telegrams to Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin urging them to continue to remain in the
ranks of the independents by declining
to join in the merger with Metro.
At
meetings of the executive committee of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, and of the Administrative Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre

Old Film Aids
in Vanderbilt Bust
( Special to

NEW

Nov.

of America, resolutions were
adopted opposing the proposed merger
and urging the three stars not to join.

Schenck Plan to Produce at
Fairbanks Studio Reported
(S fecial

to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 24.—The fact that
Levee will have charge of the Fairbanks-Pickford Studios during the absence
of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
in Europe gave rise to rumors that Joseph
M. Schenck will produce there, the Talmadges will produce at the United Studios
and Mr. Levee will lease space to various
outside companies at Fairbanks Studios.

M.

C.

Powers Offers
Keynote Talk at
Mednikow Banquet
An

intimate testimonial on behalf of John

branch manager
was offered by
P. A. Powers (Pat) prominent in A. E.
activity as the keynote address of the evening at the banquet in Chicago, November
23 in honor of Mednikow. Powers had
come to Chicago on his way to the Coast
and had arranged his trip at this particular
time in order to be present at the banquet.
The banquet was attended by about 200
staunch admirers of the young manager.
One of the features of the evening was
the making of a motion picture by the
International Newsreel cameraman, Charles
Ford. Pictures were taken while Medni-

Mednikow, newly

installed

of Associated Exhibitors,

received congratulations and again
while Powers talked to the honor guest.
The picture will be presented to Mednikow
by Universal, the company he is leaving
to begin his new duties.
In charge of the entertainment which
consisted of a score of dancers, singers
and almost a dozen other variety entertainers was a committee headed by Si
Geiver of Greiver Productions. The toastmaster of the evening, Joseph Hopp, well
known exhibitor leader, read telegrams of
congratulations from Oscar Price, A. E.
president, E. J. Smith, general sales manager of the company, Mednikow’s father,
and many other friends who were unable
to. attend the banquet.

kow

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Jo Davidson,

Owners

24.

— When

sculptor, was
a bust of his friend,

the

asked to wake
Reginald Vanderbilt, deceased, he
undertook
the
task
patiently.
After weeks of toil upon nearing completion of the image he

realised that the bust was a likeness but that it lacked the spark
of life which was necessary to the
bust’s perfection.
Although beaten for a while it
was later recalled that Vanderbilt
had once acted in and directed a
picture for his ovsn amusement.
The picture was obtained and
screened in the studio of the
sculptor.
After many screenings
with a private projection machine
Davidson succeeded in getting the
appearance on the face of the man
which he desired.

Charles A. Bird

Dead

LOCKPORT,

N. Y., Nov. 24.— Charles
A. Bird, well-known exhibitor, who died
last week at Hornell, N. Y., left an estate
of $250,000. He was at one time general
manager of the West Coast studios for

Fox.

“BETTER THEATRES”—SECTION II
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Harvey Day read Glen
Alvine’s line “Lo, the poor Indian”
on the front of the Criterion and said that
was no right way to refer to Marcus.
Merritt Crawford refers to Will Hays as
a paranymph which sounds awful but is
really only educated slang for best man.
Eddie Bonns is busy at the boat house
writing a book, but the subject is being
kept a secret.
George Gerhard was
billed to succeed Fred Hamlin doing the
Strand publicity, but Hamlin changed his
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mind and didn’t quit.
ter a short stay with
back again

Benn Grim, afWarner Brothers is
with Boh Welsh, now at Asso.

.

.

ciated Exhibitors.
Dr. Shallenberger
says the theory of motion picture acting
is older than the spoken drama, and we’ll
bet the doctor knows.
Lee Marcus,
peppy sales manager of F. B. O., comes
and goes so fast that it’s dangerous for a
truthful paper to print that be’s here or
he’s there.
Frank Tuttle, Paramount
director, is vacationing at Atlantic City.
Sam Eckman, Jr., likes work so well
that he has taken on the Metro exchanges
at Boston, and New Haven in addition to
York, Albany and Buffalo.
Earl
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alma Rubens in the role of the “Lady
Lynne” which William Fox has brought to the screen.

In the strip at top are three poses of

Isabelle” of “East

.

New

.

.

However,

Hudson went

to Birmingham, Ala., last
to take a peep at the making of his
picture “Men of Steel.”
Colvin Brown
spent a few days last week in the South
but likes the climate here better, so came

week

.

.

as

and incidentally taking

other entertainment, has returned to the
Coast.
Henry Ginsberg, after crossing
us up several times, finally got off for the
.

.

.

Thursday.
Harry Rowson,
commuter, is due back in
New York late this week.
Ed. Olmstead is doubling in brass between the
Reisenfeld theatres and A. M. Botsford office.
Sam Morass, for the past several
years secretary of the T. O. C. C., has resigned and is said to be thinking of taking
up the practice of law.
Nathan Burkan
left for the Coast Thursday on a hurry up
Coast

.

.

.

trans-oceanic

.

.

.

.

have

1865

Scott Sidrole;

1872 when Mrs.
John Drew played
the role, and 1895
when Rose Coghlan
played the role.
At
left shows how
she
would have appeared
in 1907 when Mar-

few shows and

in a

three

in

.

.

in

dons played the

.

.

would

when Mrs.

back for Sunday at home.
Arthur
Eddy, formerly of Billboard, has joined the
staff of Motion Pictures Today.
Eddy
Carewe, after a couple of weeks in New
York editing and titling his latest picture,
.

she

appeared

.

.

the

poses at the top from
left to right show her

.

garet Illington played

the role and at right

.

as in

1925 when she

herself has the

role.

.

.

.

.

from Charlie Chaplin.
Bob Kane
brought Expert Cameraman W. F.
Eddie
Schur here from the Coast.
Finney of Metro and Dave Weshner, of
Burr-Hines-First National, swap off each
week on doing the publicity for the A. M.
P. A.
Peter Milne has left the Trade
Review to do publicity for Robert Kane
Productions.
Bruce Gallop is now
handling the advertising for Fox Film Corcall

.

.

.

has

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

poration, having been hurried in on the job
last

week by Vivian Moses.

.

.

Ben

.

Sil-

vey, one of the best known of the assistant
directors and who is looked on as a comer
from his work on “Clothes Make the
Pirate,” has gone to the Coast to join

Maurice Tourneur.
J^ester Scott, Coast
producer, blew into New York last week
with a couple of more good Westerns.
Harry Rapf sailed last week for the other
side and says he is going to absorb large
wads of rest during the trip.
C. C.
.

.

.

.

.

Griffin,

prominent

Coast

.

.

.

.

exhibitor,

who

has been in New York for the past month,
returned home last week.

SPARGO.

The scene above
Opened” which
Livingston.

is from the Fox Film Corporation picture “When the Door
features Jacqueline Logan, Walter McGrail and Margaret
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Acclaimed
Really Great Production

uig Parade”

Is

King Vidor Makes Epic
From Stallings’ Story
Martin J, Quigley Says There Are Reasons for Calling
u
It the Greatest
By

NEW

YORK,

MARTIN

—

QUIGLEY

J.

The opening of “The Big Parade” here last
Astor theatre turned out to be a great event.
It was the presentation of a subject which many will call the greatest
picture ever made.
Thursday evening

Nov.

24.

at the

Good Reasons

to Consider It Greatest Picture

shall enjoy this position of supremacy with the general
public remains, of course, to be seen it is sufficient, however, for the
moment to say that there are good reasons for considering it the greatest

Whether

it

;

picture yet produced.
It is inevitable that “The Big Parade” should be compared with “The
Birth of a Nation,” which has been commonly accepted as the outstanding
picture can be no greater than its theme and
production of the screen.
as the theme of each of these is patriotism, they enjoy therein a common ad-

A

vantage.
But aside from its theme “The Big Parade” enjoys many advantages over “The
Birth of a Nation.” The many years of
technical progress which the industry
has traversed since the production of the
Griffith masterpiece leave an effective
imprint upon the newer creation; also, it
has a greater spirit of genuineness about
it, doubtlessly due to the fact that its author has lived through the events he has
written about and his pen has been that
of a participant rather than that of an
historian and novelist.

In

Written by Laurence Stallings
bestowing credit where credit

due, the

first

personality involved

in

is

the

making of “The Big Parade” whose efforts must be acknowledged is Mr. Laurence Stallings, a former newspaperman,

member of the Marine Corps during the
World War and co-author of “What Price
Glory,” the most successful stage production based on a story of the war. Mr.
Stallings lived through the war and came
out of it with a mind chock full of vivid

AMONG

impressions of the trials, sufferings and
triumphs of the doughboy and these he
has set down in both “What Price
Glory’ ’and in “The Big Parade.”
“The Big Parade” has about it a vividness, a genuineness and a reality that
could only have been achieved by an author who had lived through the drone of
German machine gun fire, trench mud
and the peculiar psychology that came
to be imposed upon the participants in
the Great War. Mr. Stallings does not
picture the war for the spectator; he
actually takes you into it. He does not
moralize about his subject matter and he
does not even dramatize it; he simply
takes the spectator to France with the
American doughboys in the great days of
1919 and permits him to experience sensations, situations and events that range

from the ridiculous

It

Great

Stallings has been the indispensafactor in the production of “The Big
Parade,” but his great story and treatAir.

ble

ment which might either have remained
mute and lifeless thing or, worse still,
might have been butchered into an ordi-

a

nary “movie,” have been immortalized
and builded into an entertainment epic

by King Vidor, the director. Stallings
made “The Big Parade” possible but Vidor has made

it

great.

The

direction of “The Big Parade” is
a thing of marvelous strength, consistency and realism.
It is not merely a
workmanlike job; it is an inspired piece
of work uniform in its merit, yet the
span of its appeal touches practically
every emotional reaction that man is
subject to.
Not in a few but in dozens
of sequences the direction of “The Big

—

Parade”

to the tragic.

King Vidor Makes

KING VIDOR

is

brilliant,

unusual and triumph-

antly successful
Its broad sweeps of
spectacle are awe-inspiring and thrilling; its intimate drama strikes unerringly
to the heart of the spectator and its com( Continued from Page 33 )

PARADE

” Left to right: Marcus Loew,
THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUCCESS OF “THE BIG
president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; Louis B. Mayer, vice-president, in charge of production; Irving G.
Thalberg, associate executive ; and Lawrence Stallings, author.
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A

stirring scene is depicted where
Gilbert captures a group of German
soldiers.

Tom

O’Brien (right) and Karl Dane
add comedy to scenes in “The Big
Parade.”

Rene Adoree and Gilbert have
advancing on
Boches in No Man’s Land.

Gilbert

here

is

the

important roles in the Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer

film.

December
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better understood by persons who get
fever at a safe distance from the
mental and physical torture of the battle

war

front.

Directors’ Association

King Vidor
( Special

Honors

Testimonial

at

f

Exhibitors Herald)

to

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 24.— Signal
honors were conferred on King Vidor,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer director, by his
fellow craftsmen of the Motion Picture
Directors’ Association at a testimonial
reception and buffet supper staged at th'e
megaphone wielders’ clubhouse in Holly-

wood.

The
shown

affair was in tribute to genius
in direction of “The Big Parade..”
Ceremonies reached their zenith with the

presentation

Just a straphanger but known as the fourth wealthiest man in the world, John E.
Andrus of Yonkers, N. Y., has entered into a deal with Marcus Loew, president
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, involving $25,000,000 and calling for erection of a
building including a 3,000 seat theatre and stores and offices, in Yonkers. Left to
right (standing) : C. W. Tetche, Dr. A. M. Benedict, William D. Tucker, Stewart
M. Seymour, Isidor Fry, Francis B. Upham, Jr., William H. Taylor, David V.
Picker and Leopold Friedman. Seated: John E. Andrus and Marcus Loew.

Big Parade

Is

Acclaimed
Really Great Production
(

Continued from page 31 )

M-G-M

of

military

a

rifle

to

the

producer by William Beaudin^,

president of the directorial association.
Compliments to Vidor were paid by
Louis B. Mayer, vice-president and gen-

manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;
Edwards Davis, president of the 233

eral

Club, and President Beaudine. An elaborate entertainment program included
Master Vincent Caruso, juvenile star of
Thomas C. Reagan Productions, who
just returned from a six weeks’ vaudeville engagement at the Palace theater,
New York. Practically every leading
producer and director in the industry
attended.

German Businessmen in
edy touches scintillate with unescapable
humor.
Air. Vidor realized that he had a patriotic subject but he does not lean too

The patriotic
heavily upon patriotism.
appeal flits in and out of the picture but
unmixed with sentimentality and
He has
there is no tawdry use of it.
kept a nice proportion between intimate
drama and spectacle and each seems to
it

is

enter into the picture logically and withHis
out recourse to theatrical effect.
handling of the players makes each of
them seem a greater artist than ever
before.
The action throughout is swift
and sure and there is not a lag in the
entire twelve reels.

Sequences Nicely Timed

On
reels

the opening night the entire twelve
to pass more quickly than the

seem

reel feature.
Although a
of subject matter has been
compressed into the production, the sequences are so nicely timed that they
cut at the moment of the spectator^

ordinary

five

great deal

greatest interest.
This is, of course,, the type of production in which the musical score plays an
all-important part.
The musical score
that has been prepared for “The Big Parade” is a feature of the show.
The entire presentation on the opening mgnt,
under the direction of J. J. McCarthy,

was notably effective.
The players who will march to fame in
“The Big Parade” are John Gilbert, as
the American doughboy and central figure of the story; Renee Adoree, the
French peasant girl; Tom O’Brien, a bartender recruit to the A. E. F., and Karl
Dane who left his job as a structural
steel worker to go to war.
Others of
lesser significance in the story are Hobart Bosworth, Claire McDowell, Claire

Adams, Robert Ober and Rosita Marstini.

Credit to

Two

Mayer and Thalberg

figures in California

who might

now be

seen smiling broadly as “The Big
Parade” goes by are Louis B. Mayer and
Irving Thalberg. The production organ-

which made “The Big Parade” is
headed by Mr. Mayer. His associate exization

ecutive, Mr. Thalberg, was in charge of
the unit which made the production. Just
what credit Mr. Mayer and Mr. Thalberg may be entitled to for the making of
this picture
which is at least the greatest of recent years
cannot be told, or
proved.
But this much is evident
That
the plan of administration erected by
these men at the Culver City studio of

—

—

:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and

the

system

of production pursued there has permitted of the creation of this most extraordinary picture.

The

and appealing scenes of
There is one

stirring

the production are many.

which the French girl is seeking to
find her sweetheart, John Gilbert, among

in

the multitude of doughboys who have
called suddenly up to the front
from the town in which they have been
billeted.
The troops have hurried into

(J.

Kontingent
System of F atherland
S. Fight
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Nov. 24. German businessmen in America are going to fight for
free distribution of American motion pictures in Germany, according to a resolution
adopted by the Board of Trade for German-American Commerce, a copy of which
was sent to Will H. Hays, iT Lesid ent of
the M. P. P. D. A.
Motion pictures promote friendly relations among nations, both political and
commercial, the Board of Trade holds,
and “emphatically protests” against the

German kontingent system

restricting dispictures.

American

been

tribution of

formation and then quickly mount lorries
which are to take them a distance on the

In pledging cooperation with the M. P.
P. D. A., the Board of Trade says thjat
the attitude back of the kontingent system
results solely from a desire to lessen the
demand for American made goods of all
Herman A. Metz, former conkinds.

way

to

the

front.

The French

girl

stands as a pathetic and heart-rendirtg
figure, alone in the roadway, while hundreds of motor wagons and motor cycles
flash past her as she frantically seeks
for her sweetheart among the throng in
uniform. The treatment of the solitary
figure against the background of the

swift-moving throng

is

most

effective.

troller

There he engages an enemy soldier and
pursues him to another shell hole. They
both drop low in the hole to escape the
barrage

overhead.

finish off his

Gilbert

is

opponent when

about to
he discov-

the enemy is wounded.
The
German asks for a cigaret and Gilbert
takes from his helmet the last one he
has, lights it and puts it in the enemy’s
mouth.
In a moment the German expires.
Gilbert, in the stoical manner of
the war-ridden doughboy, takes the cigaret and smokes it himself.
ers

that

While “The Big Parade”

—
—

is

great en-

tertainment and that is all it was intended to be it may also be noted that
it is destined to accomplish much in rendering war less popular by making it

New York
is

City and former
president of the Board of

Bomb Wrecks Theatre
in War Picture Riot;
2 Policemen Wounded

To Render War Less Popular
In another scene John Gilbert comes
out of a shell hole into no man’s land to
rescue a comrade who has been hit.

of

congressman,
Trade.

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

DUBLIN, Nov.

24.

—A

was wrecked by
policemen were wounded
theatre

lowed the attempt

a

motion picture
bomb and two

in a riot that folto exhibit a British war

Buildings nearby were
picture, “Ypres.”
also wrecked. The raiders escaped into the
forest after a long pistol duel with the
police.

Grauman

to

Be Honor

Guest at Testimonial
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
pas
Sid

is

Nov. 24.—The

Wam-

testimonial dinner to
which will be held December

preparing a

Grauman

3 in honor of his activities and his interIt will
est in the motion picture industry.
be held at the Biltmore hotel.
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WELCOMING PEGGY HOPKINS

JOYCE. Casey Jones, pilot, and Colonel R. Rex Rennee, French ace, rode in the Associated Exhibitors plane which dropped a bouquet on the deck of the Mauretania when Miss Joyce star of “The Sky Rocket
,

returned from Europe.

i

Plane Drops Bouquet on Deck Fox Soon to Begin
Building
When Peggy Joyce Returns $500,000
Program on Coast
20,000 PhotoPassenger,
Casey Jones, With French Ace
graphs Over Crowds — Reception Engineered by Welsh
HOLLYWOOD,
Scatters

as

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

EW

—

Nov. 24. Peggy Hopkins Joyce arrived in New York
Friday morning and within an hour after the Mauretania
reached its dock, mighty few persons in the downtown district
were still in ignorance of the return of the P. A. Powers star.

W

YORK,

last

HEN

the Mauretania reached quarantine a big airplane, piloted by the redoubtable Casey Jones, and having for a
passenger Col. R. Rex Rennee, the famous
French ace, circled around and over the
ship and dropped a

huge bouquet on
the deck for Miss
Joyce.

Painted in large
on the underside of the airship’s wings were

letters

the

words

“Wel-

until

it

floor will be occupied by the
art director and staff, scenario writers,
readers, technical staff and library.
At the Westwood Fox Hills property

docked and

numerous improvements are under way.
Operations have been begun at West-

the downtown secof
tion
York and scattered to the crowds below
about 20,000 small photographs of Miss
Joyce.
The reception to the Powers star, who
has returned to begin work on another picture, was engineered by Robert E. Welsh,
director of advertising and publicity of Associated Exhibitors, and is in keeping with
a big campaign he is waging in the interests of “The Sky Rocket,” the first starring
vehicle of Peggy Joyce.

wood

New

Louis Film Folk
Alarmed by Portent
of Neu Bill in Council

for a reproduction of Johnstown,
as it appeared in 1899 before the
great flood swept it into oblivion.
Pa.,

Dave Cohen Wins

in

Battle with Elements
>f
for “ The Iron Horse
(Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

BINGHAMTON,

St.

to Exhibitors Herald
( Special

manager and his staff, scenario ediand staff, directors and assistants.

The second

then flew for more
than an hour over
Peggy Joyce

Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager,
has announced that a new administration
building, a preview theatre, wardrobe building, a still protrait studio, stage on the
East lot, reception building extending from
De Longpre avenue to Sunset boulevard,
and an elaborate landscape gardening plan
are included in the new program.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new
administration
and
building,
reception
which is of Spanish architecture. Beautiful wrought iron doors will grace the entrance, and a uniformed attendant will be
on duty. The first floor of the administration building will be occupied by the busitors

Joyce.” The airship kept circling
about the vessel

the

places.

ness

Peggy

come

24.— With

expenditure of $500,000 on a building program, the Fox Film Corporation’s property on Western Avenue and in Westwood,
will soon be among the West Coast show

COL.

R.

REX RENNEE

Daring Youth Escapes
Bullets After Robbery

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 24.— Motion picture men were alarmed last week with the
realization of the danger involved in the
measure introduced to the city council last
week by Alderman John Neu to make St.
Louis blue on Sundays. The bill is directed chiefly at the sale of automobile accessories on Sunday but it is likely to end in

ing bullets a nervous young man made his
escape from the New Maplewood theatre
at Maplewood, Mo., November 18 after

theatre closing.

robbing the cashier of $188 in receipts.

(

Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 24.—Amid

fly-

N. Y„ Nov. 24.— Misfortune turned to joy when Dave Cohen
and Ned Kornblite recently advertised
“The Iron Horse” to show in their Strand
theatre here.
Not only did they advertise
The print
it
but destiny took a hand.
which was sent to them was burned en
route
Cohen sent to Buffalo for another
print
a plane was sent with the second
print; the plane was forced down when
another plane was
the motor went bad
By
taken out; a storm forced it down.
5 o’clock the film reached Cohen however.
Newspapers carried the account on the
The repufirst page of the second edition.
tation of the house was saved and the
publicity soothed jagged nerves.
;

;

;
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Texas Will

Convention-alities
DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov.

24.

— Sex

*

*

*

Homer Mulkey, exhibitor of Clarendon, Texas, was among those present at
the convention. His jovial smile “bright”
ened the corner where they ‘war.’
*

t-

*

was seen
Billy
conversing with an attractive young miss
in a white uniform who might have been
a nurse. He was earnestly trying to convince her that his hair was prematurely
grey, and was not to be taken as an inBattsell of

Sherman

dication of old age.

Jack Lilly, Greenville, Texas, heretofore known as Silent Jack, demonstrated
his oratorical ability at the banquet.
*

*

*

that a certain group of
exhibitors abducted an unsuspecting exploitation man, and he was found at 3
in
a. m. sitting at the wheel of his car
Rethe family garage of Friend Wife.
ports have it that he is still explaining
to F. W.
It

rumored

is

*

*

Jack Pickens from Harlingen, down by
the Rio Grande, was also an enthusiastic

conventioner.
*

*

*

H. G. McNeese, former secretary of
the M. P. T. O., while nonchalantly
puffing at a 25c straight Flor-de-stinko,
blithely announces he is considering the
purchase of a chain of theatres.
* * *

who

steering the affairs of the M. P. T. O. in Texas, beat
the record of Napoleon. The Little Corporal did two things well at the same

Skipper Cole,

is

time; Colonel Cole was kept busy doing
half a
time.

dozen things well
*

*

at

same

the

*

Secretary Waid of the M. P. T. O. was
on the job with a glad hand for everyone.
*

*

*

Senator Jeff Strickland was present
with a Missouri meerschaum, which he
proudly stated was a present from one
his

of

loyal

constituents,

as

cigar

a

holder.

Blackton,

Making Four

for Warners Y early, to
Issue First Early in ’26
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

the
rent

YORK, Nov. 24.—J. Stuart Black“The Bride of the Storm” will be

first

Blackton production on the curwill be

Warner Brothers schedule and
shown the beginning of next year,

follow-

ing completion of arrangements whereby
this director will make four pictures a year
This is the second picfor the Warners.
ture he has produced for Warner Brothers,
but it will make its public appearance first.
Blackton is one of the oldest directors
in pictures in point of service and is said
to hold a record in starting players

toward stardom.
“The Bride of the
from “Maryland, My
Francis Dwyer’s story,
Dolores Costello and

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX.,

adapted
is
Maryland,” James
and has in the cast
John Harron supported by Otto Mattieson, Sheldon Lewis,
Tyrone Power and Julia Swayne Gordon.

Storm”

—

24.
Motion picture theatre owners of Texas
the M. P. T. O. A. until Sydney S. Cohen resigns,
Col. H. A. Cole, president of the Texas organization, told the state exhibitors
at their annual convention, which was also featured by an address by
Charles C. Pettijohn, personal representative of Will H. Hays, president
of the M. P. P. D. A., who spoke on legislation and called the theatre men’s

will

Nov.

work independently of

attention to the Connecticut tax situation.

“The Texas organization cannot work with the national M. P. T. O. as
now controlled,” Cole declared. “Cohen insists upon a one-man
domination which cannot be tolerated. Many signed requests from officers
is

have been sent to Mr. Cohen, asking for his
resignation, and until he does resign we will work independently of him
with the other state organizations, striving constantly to bring about a
betterment of the conditions surrounding the motion picture exhibitor.”
of the national organization

Colonel Cole called the two-day convention to order November 17 at the Baker hotel. Reports of committees were
read and accepted and new committees appointafter

ed,

which

matters
discussed
and acted upon.

were

exhibitors were
addressed by

indus-

problems regarding taxation and
announced himself as opposed to further
burdening an already overburdened industry with more taxation, and also declared that “the motion picture of today
try’s

the greatest adjunct to education that
exists in the world.”

is

Former Lieutenant-Governor Lynch
Davidson and Congressman Sam Rayburn of Bonham, Tex., also spoke to the
assemble on the evils of federal aid and
on the connection that good roads have
with the theatre business. Congressman
Rayburn pleaded with the exhibitors to
use their influence to abolish the farmer

to

Serve

As 1,000 Seat Theatre
( Special

to

exhibitors

who had made

the

ac-

license.”

Lieutenant - Governor Barry Miller, who displayed
keen
insight
a

Ferry Boat

the

to examine their books and learn
the intimate side of their business, had
performed an inestimable service to the
M. P. T. O., as by this method much
adverse proposed legislation was defeated. The delineation of characters in
picture plays he described as “dramatic

Opposed
The assembled

the

seed of hayseeds.’
Colonel Cole thanked the legislators
for their support and further stated that

makers

Further Taxation

into

type, as now depicted, from motion pictures, saying they portray him as a ‘Hay”

quaintance of their representatives in the
legislature and had permitted these law-

general

.

NEW
ton’s

Alone Until

Pettijohn Outlines Legislative Situation at Dallas Convention
New Jersey
Legislators Oppose Further Taxation
Firms
Winning Fight with Power

it

*

*

It

Cohen Resigns, Declares Cole

pic-

tures are taboo and the public has tired
of them, Colonel H. A. Cole, president
of the Texas M. P. T. O. and exhibitor
at Marshall, told the convention here

Go
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SEATTLE, WASH.,

Nov. 24.—

A new

The climax of the convention was a
cabaret banquet, the feature act of which
was “The Gypsy Sweetheart.”
The
many other acts also were well received
by the °uiests, who apparently enjoyed
themselves to the utmost, as the consensus was: “The best get-together we’ve
ever had. Hurray for Cole.”
N. J. Exhibitors Winning
Fight Against Power Firms
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

24.

— New

Jersey

exhibitors are winning their fight against
the lighting companies to force them to
charge electric current run through their
motion picture arcs at power rates instead of light rates and to make them
install a minimum number of meters so
that the theatre owners can get the
benefit of maximum consumption, President Joseph M. Seider of the M. P. T. O.
of that state reported at the New Jersey
directors’

ber

meeting

in

Paterson Novem-

19.

William Hunt of Wildwood, owner of
12 theatres, reported that as a result of

held of great possibilities
for the distribution of motion pictures is seen in an announcement

the

made

The board decided to engage the services of Aaron Dawes, Trenton attorney,
to help clinch the victory, with a few
of the smaller power companies, beside
the Public Service Corporation still hold-

week by President
last
Joshua Green of the Puget Sound
Navigation Company that a new
$500,000 ferry boat being built for
use on the Sound will have in it a
motion picture theatre with a seating capacity of 1,000 persons. The
theatre Will be up-to-date in every
respect and will show only the
This is the hrst
best pictures.
known instance where a modern
theatre has been incorporated in a
ferry boat and offers a large held
for development.

made

campaign concessions had been
to him that brought him a saving

of $350 a week.

ing out.
R. F. Woodhull, president of the national organization, urged that all members of the New Jersey body be always
fair in their dealings with distributors.
Joseph Bernstein of Jersey City discussed the Sunday show problem and
Sam Bullock of the Ohio M. P. T. O.
praised the advancement of exhibitor organization in his own state.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF FOX’S “ THE ANCIENT MARINER.”

Left: Gladys Brockwell, as “Life” in the phantasy, shakes dice
with the gaunt specter. Center: Paul Panzer, as the Mariner, has impetuously killed the albatross, bird of good fortune.
Right: The thirsting crew in a vision sees two beautiful girls who pour cool water from the jugs.

Fox Spreads “Ancient Mariner”

N

( Special

and

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

—

YORK,

Nov. 24. Completing two months’ preparation of a
national campaign for “The Ancient Mariner,” Christmas picture
from the Coleridge classic, Fox Film Corporation personnel is informing 30,000 schools of the production through a special sales letter, a
specially written pamphlet giving the history of the poem, its possibilities
as screen material and the difficulties overcome in the making of the production, and finally by posters designed for school bulletin boards. Vivian
Moses, Fox director of publicity and advertising, is directing the work.
IT VERY

library and literary association in
the country is being sent a special letter, pamphlet and poster as well, Fox executives said.
With the co-operation of the

sages of “The Ancient Mariner” will be

Many exdistributed by public libraries.
ploitation men in the field are devoting
practically all their time to “The Ancient
Mariner,” which in the poem form with its
message of good will toward men has been
an English classic for a century.
To meet the problem of preparing the
script

from

poem

itself,

the

involved wording of the

Eve Unsell was chosen and
she has achieved a modern story with the
theme. Henry Otto, director of phantasies,
and Chester Bennett undertook the making
of the production and reviewers call

Williams

Clara

Bow

Fenton,
Clara Bow, Earle Williams, Nigel de Brullier, Paul Panzer, Gladys Brockwell and
Vivian Oakland.
Exhibitors are responding to the appeal
of the attraction, according to Fox execuThe
tives, who say bookings are heavy.
number of prints has been increased, they
add. James R. Grainger, general salesmanager, before leaving for New Orleans on
his most recent tour of exchanges, said of
the production, “We’ve shot the whole
works and are confident of the result.”

Four Companies Formed;
One s Stock Is $300,000
9

(

Special to Exhibitors Herald

ALBANY,

Nov. 24.—While the
capitalization of one motion picture company incorporated in New York state durLeslie

Fenton

Nigel de Brullier

M.

P. P. D. A. a seven colored half sheet
lithograph will be distributed to societies
for posting in reading rooms, headquarters
and meeting halls.
Essay contests have
been started in nearly 100 newspapers. One

hundred thousand bookmarks carrying mes-

N.

Y.,

ing the past week, was fixed at $300,000,
three other companies were formed with
stock having no par value, and not specifying the amount of capitalization.
All the newly formed companies will be located in New York city. They include the Beatrice

Fairfax Pictures,

Incorporated, with

$300,-

000 capitalization; the Tri Boro Theatres, Inc.;
H. M. B. Trading Corporation, and the F. S. &
S.

Corporation.

NEW

to Exhibitors

in

Post

Manager
Herald )

—

YORK,

Nov. 24. Following the
announcement that Jack Lustberg has
joined the forces of Kenneth J. Bishop
and Tennek Film Corporation as assistant
sales manager comes the news that Hopp
Hadley has allied himself with the new
company as production manager.
Since his activities with William Randolph Hearst as manager of the units,
“Under The Red Robe” and “Unseeing
Eyes” for Cosmopolitan Productions, before that organization transferred its work
to the coast, Hopp Hadley has been missing from filmrow except for occassional
visits to the A. M. P. A. luncheons.
His
absence is explained and his return made
possible by the nearly completed state of
the new 1200 seat Bellburton theatre at
Bayside, Long Island, in the promotion of
which he was associated with Harry P.

Diggs also remembered as his associate in
the advertising department of the Frank
Hall enterprises.

Hal Hodes Elected Head
of Short Films Syndicate

the

result their best accomplishment.
In the strong cast are Leslie

Earle

Film Company
of Production

Drive to 30,000 Schools
Special Sales Letter, Pamphlet and Poster Are Sent to Libraries
Literary Associations

Hadley Joins Tenneck

( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald )

YORK,

Nov. 24.—Hal Hodes has
been elected president of Short Films Syndicate, according to an announcement just
issued.

This follows closely upon a statement
recently issued by the company to the effect that Hodes had been made a member
of the board of directors.
The new head of Short Films Syndicate
is one of the pioneers of the film industry.
His first connection was with the old Vitagraph company in 1904 in the capacity of
operator. Later, he was manager of advertising and publicity for Kalem and is
credited with introducing the first printed
press sheet used in connection with motion
pictures.

Mrs. Lasky

Is Artist

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 24.—When the
Anderson Galleries opened here November 22 the public had its first view of
the paintings of Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky,
wife of the first vice-president in charge
of production of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. “Afterglow in California”
is the painting in Mrs. Lasky’s group of
more than forty pictures that is attracting most attention.
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5,

New

Spring Denies Fault
in Goldwyn’s Action

Jersey Exhibitors Win
Test Over Contract Rights

Over Three Pictures
to Exhibitors

( Special

NEW

YORK,

Herald)

Nov. 24.— George Fitz-

Famous Must Deliver Next Picture Gloria Swanson Makes,

maurice and the Fitzmaurice Productions,
Inc., a Samuel Goldwyn unit has brought
suit against First National, charging that
First National had not only reduced the
value of its pictures but had
connived with exhibitors throughout the country to present inaccurate boxoffice statements, so that Fitzmaurice Productions would sustain a loss on their
films and their market value would be
destroyed, while First National stood to

Philadelphia Board of Trade Rules in
“Conquered” Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

exhibition

illegally

make

—

big profits.

Three pictures “The Thief in Paradise,”
“His Supreme Moment” and “The Dark
Angel” figure in the litigation.
In speaking of the suit Sam Spring, secretary of First National, said; “Mr. Goldwyn’s charges are utterly unfounded. First
National acted within its rights and in a
spirit of perfect fairness and is perfectly
willing to meet M. Goldwyn in court,
where there is no question of the out-

come.”

Johnston Returns East,
Says Schedule Finished
Exhibitors Herald)
Special
NEW YORK, Nov. 24.—W. Ray Johnto

(

Rayart Pictures, arrived
in New York last week from the Coast
where he has been
ston, president of

supervising

the

production

all

Ruling Establishes Precedent
The Philadelphia board’s ruling, exhibition leaders assert, establishes a precedent upon which they can obtain the release and delivery to them of the next
Swanson film produced or released by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, instead of paying an increased price.

The decision establishes that it was not
the picture “Conquered” which induced the
exhibitor in this test case, I. M. Hirschblond of the Tracco Theatre, Toms
River, N. J., to

buy the
mount

On

relates
the
of the

specifically

that

was

it

magnitude
Gloria

star,

Swan-

was

son,
which
chiefly instrumen-

getting

in

conducted.

Touches For Fairness
Joseph M. Seider

Seider, business manager of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, who
vigorously prosecuted the action after procuring and making a thorough study of the
evidence.

M.

Must Deliver Next Picture

negotia-

Under

the

terms

of

the

Philadelphia

the
w. Ray Johnston

Robert Dillon by
which the latter

immediately begin on a new

serial

ten episodes in length to be entitled
Phantom Police.”

of

“The

Convict Declared Winner
of F. B. O. Title Contest
( Special

NEW

Chicago Capitol Records
Broken by Steppin ’ Out
*

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Nov. 24.—“Steppin’
Out,” the Columbia production which
played at the Capitol Theatre, Chicago,
is reported to have smashed ail records
at that theatre during its entire run.
An announcement here last week revealed that Lightening, the new canine
star, is named in a contract with Columbia to be featured in a number of pictures following the completion of “The
Lure of the Wild.” Jack and Harry
Cohn and Joe Brandt are executives in
the company which will produce
tures featuring Lightening.

pic-

( Special

to

—

The Universal Pictures Corporation of America has entered
which provides for the
a deal with
reciprocal distribution of the films of the

UFA

two companies here and

in America.
15,000,000
versal has loaned
($3,750,000) by the reported deal.

UFA

Nov. 24.— A num-

ber and not a name won first
place in the F. B. O.-Associated
Arts title contest on “The Stroke
of Three,” which during its serialization in the “Saturday Evening

Post” was called “ The Man From
The new name was
Ashuluna.”
offered by Convict No. 76180 of
Sing Sing Prison, Ossining, N. Y.
Inquiry showed that No. 76180
was Vincent De Pascal, who was
discharged from the prison November 14. While in the prison
Pascal won awards for picture
criticisms, business slogans and in

He
competitions.
a commutation for good

advertising
also

won

Among

Exhibitors Herald )
24.

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

behavior.

Universal in Reciprocal
Film Pact with UFA
BERLIN, Nov.

to

Uni-

marks

the judges were

Erb and O. E.

Ludwig

Goebel,
heads of Associated
Arts Corporation, and executives
of F. B. O. Second award went
to Rey. N. L. G. Anderson, a minister in Tryadelphia, Pa. A total
of 189,654 title suggestions was received between November, 1924,
and Aug. 31, 1925, when the conOne hundred and
test closed.
fifty-one winners were chosen.
G.

B.

officiating

of Verdict

be recalled that the Philadelphia
Film Board of Trade offered to us the
right to select our own exhibitor arbitrators.
Because of this offer we were convinced of the sincerity of the Philadelphia
board and, instead, presented the case before their usual board.
“Thus vouches for the fairness of the
verdict and, as business manager of the
Theatre
Owners of
Motion
Picture
It will

substantiates

Johnston has con-

Board’s verdict, Famous Players-Lasky
must deliver the next picture which Miss
Swanson makes for that company. This
does not mean any picture which the star
has already made and which has not been
generally released but any feature which
may be made with Miss Swanson in the
starring role in lieu of “Conquered,” production plans for which were recently
abandoned and the release from delivery
was sought by Famous Players.
Commenting upon the decision, Mr.
Seider declared: “The entire procedure
and the verdict is the great emulation of
the principle of arbitration when fairly

it

The decision

release dates.
Since his return

will

Para-

output.

contrary

the

thus

been comdays in

with

24.-

• in every respect the contention of Joseph

advance of the

tions

—

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
Jersey are jubilant over what they assert is their greatest victory in the court
of arbitration. The Philadelphia Film Board of Trade last Tuesday night decided in their favor in a test on exhibitor contractural rights regarding Famous
Players Lasky’s “Conquered.”
Nov.

tract.

pleted 60

eluded

YORK,

Hirschblond’s signature to the con-

pictures
on the year’s program.
He stated
that the schedule

has

NEW

tal

of

second

Rayart’s
group of

37

America, it is my hope that this will settle
the matter for the country and that Famous Players will release the next Gloria
Swanson picture that they produce, or release,

holders

contract

to

of

the

picture

“Conquered” at the present contract price,
and further, that they will release all those
present contract holders who so desire it,
from the playing of the picture “Con-

quered”

if

produced with another

star.”

Cantor Will Appear in
Film on “Kid Boots
Exhibitors Herald
Special
NEW YORK, Nov. 24. — Florenz Ziegto

(

)

completed arrangements with
whereby Eddie
Players-Lasky
Cantor will appear as the star in a motion
has

feld

Famous

“Kid Boots,”

picture version of
feld’s

famous

Mr

Zieg-

comedy which is
capacity week at the

musical

now playing its tenth
Woods theatre, Chicago.

This picture will be the

first

setting that

Mr. Cantor has done for the screen.
will not begin his work, however,

He
until

July or August, or at such time as Ziegfeld might arrange, when “Kid Boots” is
not playing as Mr. Cantor does not feel it
is fair to his audiences to be doing outside work when he should be giving his
full strength to musical comedy.

British Fair
(Special to

LONDON,
Industries

Feb 15
.

Exhibitors Herald)

ENG., Nov. 24.—The

Fair of

1926

will

be

British

held

in

London and Birmingham from February
15

to 26.
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Run Bookings

in First

“Last Edition ” and “ Keeper of the Bees ” Signed For Hundreds of
Theatres, Says Colvin
Broivn

W

.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

N

YORK,

Nov.

24.

— Hundreds

W

ELL,

I see Connecticut is going
get its films regularly again
and the lawmakers get a slap on
the wrist for imposing a tax on pictures.

to

Serves ’em right.

run theatres have already

Ah Ha

At

!

of pictures with definite
box office value as well as exploitation
possibilities is the aim of Schnitzer and
his forces, while Brown’s program calls for
fair distribution, and the result is extensive
booking into the
largest
and best
first

run houses in

the country.

Emory Johnson

produced

“The

Last

Edition,”
a
glorification of the

men who work on

Grand Rapids, Mich.; Strand. Flint, Mich.; CapiDallas, Tex.;
tol,
San Antonio, Tex.; Queen,
Ft. Worth, Tex.; WigColorado, Denver, Colo.;
Des
Strand, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Capitol,
Moines, Iowa; Colonial, Indianapolis, Ind.; Alamo
Strand, Tampa, Fla.; Palace,
Louisville,
Ky.
Wichita, Kan.; Orpheum, Topeka, Kan.; Pantages, Los Angeles, Cal.; Rivoli, San Diego, Cal.;
Capitol, Little Rock, Ark.; Gorden, Milwaukee,
Wis.; Pantages, Minneapolis, Minn.; New Garrick,
Paul, Minn.; Olympia, New Haven,
St.
Conn.; Polis, Bridgeport, Conn.; Capitol, Hartford, Conn.; Rivoli, Paterson. N. J.; Criterion,
Olahoma City, Okla.; Karlton, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Strand, Scranton, Pa.; Virginia, Atlantic City, N.
J.; Cameo, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Rivoli, Portland, Ore.;
American, Salt Lake City, Utah; Rialto, Butte,
Mont.; New St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo.; Columbia,
Seattle, Wash.; Clemmer, Spokane, Wash.; and the

Houston,

Tex.;

Capitol,

wam, El Paso, Tex.;

;

Washington, D. C.

the last fortnight.

Hurrah!

for.

Broadway

first

its

appearance
showed

at

B.

Welcome Opening of
“Road to Y ester day”

it

S.

Moss’ Cameo theaIt has been
tre.
booked for early
showing at the following theatres:

(Special

Exhibitors Herald)

to

I

don’t

Zukor

believe

up

calls

night and

Clinton Square theatre, Albany, New York;
State, Utica, N. Y. ; Albany theatre, Schenectady,
N. Y.; American, Troy, N. Y. ; Strand, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Capitol, Macon, Ga.; Empire, Montgomery,
Ala.; Modern and Beacon, Boston, Mass.; Fay’s,
Providence, R. I.; Olympia, Worcester, Mass.;
Mass. Olympia, Lynn,
Capitol, New Bedford,
Randolph, ChiMass.; Rialto, Columbia, S. C.
cago; Orpheum, Rockford, 111.; Capitol, CharlesValentine, CanRivoli, Toledo, O.
ton, W. Va.
ton, O.; Broadway Strand, Detroit, Mich.; Isis,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Strand, Flint, Mich. Regent, Saginaw, Mich.; Regent, Jackson, Mich.;
Capitol, Dallas, Tex.; Royal, San Antonio, Tex.;
Queen, Houston, Tex.; Capitol, Ft. Worth, Tex.;
Wigwam, El Paso, Tex.; America, Denver, Col.;
Strand, Colorado Springs; Capitol, Des Moines,
Iowa; Colonial, Indianapolis, Ind.; Walnut, LouisStrand, Tampa, Fla.; Orpheum. Topeka,
ville, Ky.
Kan.; Pantages, Los Angeles; Rivoli, San Diego,
Madison, MadiCal.; Capitol, Little Rock, Ark.
Pantages, Minneapolis, Minn.; New
son, Wis.
Princess, St. Paul, Minn.; Olympia, New Haven,
Conn.; Polis, Bridgeport, Conn.; Capitol, HartCriterion,
ford, Conn.; Rivoli, Paterson, N. J.
;

;

;

;

;

A

telegram from Jules E. Mastbaum,
president of the Stanley company, congratulated W. J. Morgan of Producers
Distributing Corporation upon the success
of the picture. The De Mille picture likewise opened successfully at Los Angeles.

story

that

Adolph

that

Warner Brothers every

asks them to

and Roses” on

KFWB’s
*

*

play “Moonlight
program.

*

That’s Out
President Coolidge was presented with a
wallaby by a sailor the other day but inasmuch as he’s never raised wallaby and
didn’t know how to go about it, he turned
it over to a zoo.
*

*

*

That’s No Bull
The press agents of Los Angeles theatres
last

week

at the Bull
* * *

Penn

Inn.

Canned Books

How

did you spend your Book Week?
Yes, we celebrated by seeing the latest film
version of all the popular novels.
*

*

A Long Wait
Emmett Flynn is going to make “The
Houseboat on the Styx” but he’s got to
wait for the Los Angeles river to fill up
as that’s one of the props.
*
5*S

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Nov. 2.— Joseph Schildkraut, featured in “The Road
to Yesterday,” appeared in person at the
Stanley theatre here when the picture made
its opening before crowded houses.
Frank Beuhler, general manager of the
Stanley Company of America, presented
the young actor in an address in which he
referred to him as “one of the ablest stage
players in the country whose genius was
displayed to the full in the picture.”

*

*

Sounds Fishy

Both East and West

In

good

see the Thanksgiving dinner this year
will only cost ten per cent more than in
1924.
There’s something to be thankful

*

newspaper.

a

They come

I

met

These bookings are only a part of the
contracts which have streamed into the
sales department of Film Booking Offices

got

nickel cigar on the market.
two for a quarter though.
* * *

;

Rialto,

*

they’ve

last

*

PRODUCTION

*

*

of first

signed to play “The Last Edition” and “The Keeper of the Bees,”
the latter an October and the former a November release, it is announced by Colvin W. Brown, Film Booking Offices vice-president in
charge of distribution. This specific announcement regarding only two
pictures emphasizes the large number of first run bookings of F. B. O.
due to the achievements of J. I. Schnitzer and his production staff and the
equitable distribution policies inaugurated by Vice-President Brown.

a

1925

5,

O. Sets Enviable Record

F. B.

EW

December

It’s

Great to

Sfc

Be Great

Fannie Hurst, the lady who writes “I
Have Been to Hollywood,” saw so much
she got all mixed up.
The well known
Mr. Sid Grauman is called Ben Grauman
by Miss Hurst. Its a wonder she didn’t
describe

him as a “bald-headed impresario.”
=k

*

You Said
Ken McGaffey, who

*
It,

Ken

writes pieces in the
Illustrated News, says:
“If all the film
taken of arriving local stage and screen
celebrities at recent cinema premieres was
placed on end, it would reach from here to
Durban, South Africa, and if it was ever
shown anywhere it probably would cause
a mass attack of the residents of the towns

where

it

was on view upon Hollywood.”

;

*

*

H*

;

;

ReVictoria, Philadelphia, Pa.
gent, Scranton, Pa.; Virginia, Atlantic City, N. J.
Ore.;
Cameo, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Columbia, Portland,
American, Salt Lake City, Utah; Rialto, Butte,
Mont.; Grand, St. Louis, Mo.; Columbia, Seattle,
Wash.; Clemmer, Spokane, Wash., and the Rial-

Oklahoma

to,

City;

Washington, D.

;

C.

Equally impressive is the record of “The
Keeper of the Bees,” which was made by
J. Leo Meehan from Gene Stratton-PorHere are the
ter’s novel of that name.
first

“ Greater Movie Season
Winner on World Trip

;

;

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

Burnett, of Rural Route
Ind.,

her

24.— Mrs.
C.,

Jesse
Indianapolis,

husband a

trip

475,000 Shares

English
(Special

Woman Here
to

NEW

YORK,

Total

around the world,

tomorrow with Mr. Burnett on the
Belgenland. They will return in April.

sails

Exhibitors Herald)

;

;

—

whose 267 word essay won her and

;

;

Don’t you just love these cool California
cottages in Winter?
R. M.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

run bookings:

State,
Clinton Square theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Utica, N. Y. Albany- theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
American theatre, Troy, N. Y. Strand. Knoxville,
Tenn.; Capitol, Macon, Ga. Empire, Montgomery,
Ala.; Beacon & Modern, Boston, Mass.; Fay’s,
Providence, R. I.; Olympia, Worcester, Mass.;
Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.; Olympia, Lynn,
Randolph, ChiMass.; Rialto, Columbus, S. C.
Orpheum, Rockford, 111.; Capitol,
cago,
111.;
Rivoli, Toledo, O.; Strand,
Charleston, W. Va.
Canton, O.; Broadway Strand, Detroit, Mich.; Isis,

Famous Last Words

Nov. 24.— Mrs. E. R.
Scott, proprietor of Film Distributors, Ltd.,
London, and of the American Film Company of England, has just arrived from
London after a stormy passage.

Now

Roxy Stock

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 24. Seeking permission to increase the number of shares
of its capital stock, the Roxy Theatres
Corporation, recently incorporated in New
York state, filed the necessary papers with
the secretary of state at Albany during the
past week.
At the time the company was
organized it was permitted to issue 350,000
shares of stock of no par value.
This
amount has now been increased to 475,000
shares.

December
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Second Meeting of
L M. P. A. A. to Be
Held December 11
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

24.

—The

second
Independent

meeting of the
Motion Picture Association of America

annual

be held at the headquarters, 1650
New York, on Friday, De-

will

Broadway,
cember 11,

1925.

This date was determined at a meeting of the executive committee of the
association held last week presided over
by Chairman W. E. Shallenberger of
Arrow Pictures Corporation, with the
following members in attendance: President, I. E. Chadwick, Chadwick Pictures
Corporation;
Nathan Hirsh, Aywon
Film Corporation; M. H. Hoffman,
Tiffany Productions, Inc.; Jack Cohn,
representing Joe Brandt, Columbia Pictures
Corporation.
There were also
present Abe Carlos of Carlos Productions,

Inc.;

Sam Sax

of

Lumas Film

Corporation, and Frederick H. Elliott,
general manager.
Various routine matters were considered as well as plans for the annual
meeting at which time reports of officers
and committees will be presented and
officers elected for the ensuing year.
Jack Cohn of Columbia Pictures Corporation was appointed a committee of

one to investigate trailer service on behalf of the producing and distributing
members. Cohn is to file his report with
recommendations at the next meeting of
the organization.
President Chadwick
announced that he would call a meeting
of the producing members of the association to be held soon when various subjects of extreme importance to the independent producers are to be discussed.

Barthelmess’ Next Is

“Kid from Montana
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

from Montana”
next

picture

Nov.

24.— “The

Kid

be the title of the
starring Richard Barthelmess, Inspiration
Pictures announces.
It will
be distributed by
will

First

National.

“The Kid from
Montana” is to
be adapted from
“Q”
the
novel
written by

N

arin e

Burt.

e

Barthelwill
play

mess
the

Kathw1in

part

of

cowboy
with

a

young

daslnng
in

an

cratic

love

aristo-

Bartlett will write the scenario.
porting cast is being chosen.

The

sup-

24.

—Accord-

ing to American Consul S. Verne Richardson here, the registrar of Co-operative Socities in the Punjab, India, has granted
registration to the Topical and Educational
Films Co-operative Society, Ltd., of Lahore. It is the only film producing society
in

the Punjab.

West Coast Theatres to Complete Five in Two Months
Hostettler Buys Nine
Joseph Stern Building Seven in
New York F. & R. Controls Owatonna

—
—

Theatre chain acquisition and construction news of the past week is headed
by a merger of interests of four New York city theatre owners which brings
under one control a circuit of 20 houses, the taking over of 30 Texas theatres by
Dent & Musselman of Dallas, West Coast theatre projects which will bring to
completion five houses in two months while twelve more are being built, and
the purchase of nine inNebraska and Iowa by Hostettler Amusement Company
of Omaha, Neb.
Texas Interstate to F. P.-L. Reported
There are also strong rumors that Famous Players has obtained the Texas
Interstate circuit, which consists of theatres in Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,
San Antonio and Little Rock, Ark.
Interests involved in the New York
Neb., and Gilbert and Rialto at Beatrice,
merger are those of the Y. and F. EnNeb. All were bought from the Blaine
terprises, controlled by Harmon Yaffa
Sz Cook Syndicate except the Keith and
and E. N. Freidberger, and the Joelson
Sun at North Platte which were purand Grossman interests. Yaffa and Freidchased from William Hawley and Keith
berger

operate

eight

theatres

the

in

Washington Heights section, and Joelson and Grossman have the same number.
The new combination will operate
under the corporate title of Tro-Boro
Theatres, Inc., and the merger also
brings in four houses in Brooklyn

Washington Heights which

and

now

under construction.
Stem Building Seven Houses
Joseph Stern has purchased ground in
Boundbrook, N. J., for erection of a
building containing a theatre seating
This is
1,500 beside stores and offices.
the seventh house in New Jersey that
Mr. Stern has under construction. The
others are the Royal at Bloomfield, opening January 15; Ritz, Newark, March 1;
Sanford, Irvington, March 1, and others
at Cranford, Red Bank and Kearny, all
are

opening September 1.
A $1,000,000 investment is involved
the Dent & Musselman deal, which
cludes four houses at El Paso, four

in
inat

Amarillo, three
in Paris, three in Tyler, two in Abilene,
four in Breckenridge, three in Ranger,

Wichita

Falls,

three

in

two in Eastland and two
Texas towns.
The five houses which

in

Denton,

all

Neville. Hostettler will soon start work
on a $250,000 theatre at Grand Island,

Neb.
Beside the six Rochester and Winona
houses in Minnesota recently added by
Finkelstein & Ruben, the firm has obtained control in Owatonna, Minn., by
taking over the Palace and Metropolitan, the only houses there. Road shows,
stock companies and pictures will appear at the Metropolitan.
A building spurt in Kansas City, Mo.,
and surrounding territory is indicated.
An office building housing the largest
picture theatre in Kansas City is under
consideration for a site at Thirteenth
and Main streets. The Mainstreet, now
the largest, houses 3,500. Completion of
the new deal depends upon the exercising of an option by Midland Theatres

Company. The Madrid at Thirty-eighth
and Main, to be the citiy’s finest suburban house, is progressing rapidly. Miss

Alma Bates won the naming contest.
Dr. N. Zoglin has announced he will
film
erect a two-story building to house
exchanges, F. B. O. and Exhibitors PosExchange already having leased
ter
space.

West

Coast
Theatres will have complete within two

ment; they are the Uptown, Belmont,
Manchester, Balboa and Mesa, all in Los

Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainment, long assowith San Francisco theatricals, has reinentered the exhibition field and has purchased
theatres,
terest in the Coliseum and Alexandria
far
two of the largest residential theatres in the
with
West, which are to be placed on a level

Angeles.

downtown

months

represent

a

$2,000,000

invest-

Hostettler Adds Nine Theatres
Hostettler Amusement Company will
take possession of the nine theatres in
Nebraska and Iowa within a week. They
include the Royal and Elite at LeMars,
Iowa; Keith, Sun and Platte at North
Platte, Neb.; Sun and Dean at York,

Niblo Directs
Other Than Films
to

but he ranks as a leader in other
as well. Among his qualifications as a citizen are his presi-

work

dency of the Beverly Hills Real
his
his

prominence in the directors association, and his membership on
boards of welfare organizations
such as libraries, hospitals, and

Community

Chest.

houses.

Ascher Brothers of Chicago has taken over the
from
irthenon in Berwyn following purchase
Gregory, after opening the Mid- West at
J
MiraThe
lirty-fifth street and Archer avenue.
Gregory theatre to be started at once at
ir,
cero.
ipert
s.

will

cost

$1,000,000

according

to

E.

F.

and R. Levine & Co., architects and butld-

The Mirador was financed by A. M. Kren-

Evanston is to have a $300, UUU
y & Bros.
who is at
use, according to Clyde E. Elliott,
pushing the project.,
e head of the syndicate
Iowa
Waterloo,
of
Company,
Frank Amusement
build
erating seven houses in that state, is to
Alexander
Moines,
$700,000 theatre in Des
the
ank Announced. It will seat 2,700, and be the
group of
gest in Iowa, it is reported.
corporations in the country are said
•gest

Nov. 24.— Not
only does Fred Niblo rank as one
of the great directors of the day

Estate Owners Association,
presidency of two banks,

ciated

A

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov.

D & M Acquires 30 in Texas

( Special

Punjab to Have Film
Producing Company
KARACHI, INDIA,

New York Houses Merge;

20

young

Eastern girl.
Mrs. Violet E. Powell and G. Graham
Baker will write the adaptation and Don

39

IS

film

This announcement
be backing the project
is
followed by one from A. H. Blank that he

Moines.
Circuit is operating the St. Louis
Louis, Mo., which opened yesterday.
The $1,000,000 St. Louis-Gravois house has started
Fred Wehrenberg will start
into construction.
work soon on two houses which together will seat
is planned for Gloverstheatre
A $300,000
3 500
are
It is said two large corporations
ville, N. Y.
It is also reported
negotiating for the property.
Springs, IN. *,
Saratoga
of
Benton
William
that
Plattsburg theatre
is to take over the lease of the
the lease ot
at Plattsburgh and that he acquired
Tweedy’s house in Mechanicville. Whitney, Young
Ilion.
in
Capitol
the
& Pierce has opened

The Orpheum

theatre,

St.

Skouras Brothers has taken over the
Missouri theatre in St. Louis.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A-E Gets

3

New

December

District Sales

Plan Adopted in West
( Special

Women’s Clubs, has received
word that the motion picture di-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

'T'

J.

home

vision of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, Mrs. Alfred C.
Tyler, Evanston, 111., chairman,
has adopted the Washington plan.
The plan, inaugurated in Washington three years ago, consists
of a union of the motion picture
committees of all women’s organizations with the object of cooperating with the motion picture
industry and education of the pub-

as evidenced by a budget of appointments
made public this week by E. J. Smith, general sales manager of that
organization. A new controller, three new district sales directors and an
equal number of territorial managers are listed in the latest announcement,
giving proof of the pace that E. J. Smith has set for the sales end of. the
Oscar Price-P. A. Powers distributing machine.

Exhibitors

SHANLEY,

known

•

financial

office,

one of the best
experts in the in-

has been appointed controller.
Lederman, probably among the
best known of the Universal veterans,
has been appointed district sales director
covering the following Associated offices: Minneapolis, Omaha, Des Moines,
dustry,

Dan

S.

Oklahoma

City,

Kansas

City,

Denver

and Winnipeg.

Theuerkauf Far West Director
Another live morsel of news came with
the appointment of Lester Theuerkauf
post of district sales director
covering the Far West offices: Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Butte, Portland,
Seattle, San Francisco, and Vancouver.

Famous Players-

the Ince organization in

Lasky Corporation and later in Associated
Producers and Associated First National.
In 1922 he became financial adviser on production in California and retained that post

Mr. Theuerkauf was formerly general
manager of the Universal West Coast
Theatres in addition to service that
earned him high ranking as a sales
executive while handling the Universal
Los Angeles office. In his new post he
succeeds Oren F.

Woody,

resigned.

Lew Thompson, well-known by theatre
owners throughout the Middle West, is
the

third

announced.

district sales director to be
He will be in charge of the

Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Detroit offices.

Cincinnati

at

have new managers named.

Mednikow Chicago Manager
S. Mednikow is the new Chicago

J.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 24Two hundred and fifty units of the Minnesota Parents and Teachers Association
are to undertake unofficial censorship of
motion pictures through a committee to
be named for each organization, under
a plan of the state association. The local
chairmen will submit lists of pictures
they approve.

and

Philadelphia, Chicago and Charlotte
are the Associated Exhibitors offices to

manager coming to that post from the
Universal organization. Mr. Mednikow’s
film
experience has been all-around
starting when a youngster as a projectionist, later to take up selling with the
Celebrated Players Corporation.
Merit
soon brought him to the top as sales
manager of the Friedman Exchange,
where he remained for eight years before
joining the Universal Chicago organization.

From

Philadelphia to service abroad
almost every continental European
country and then back to Philadelphia
is
the record of the new Associated
Exhibitors manager for the Quaker city
office. A1 Blofson, Mr. Smith’s appointee,
was in charge of Universal’s Philadelphia
in

Schlesinger Off to Set
London ‘Sea Beast* Date
ger,

YORK,

head of the

Warner

Nov. 24.— Gus Schlesinforeign department of

Brothers,

left

here

for

recently

London, where he will enter upon arrangements for the London premiere of
“The Sea Beast.”

LaMarr Convalescing
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov.

24— Barbara

be able to return to the studio within two
months, Dr. C. E. Galloway, her physician,

also represented

Ambassador

the

The following guests were present: Mr. Jack
Gilbert, Miss Rene Adoree, Miss Carmel Myers,
Mr. Hobart Henley and his mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Rubin, Mr. and Mrs. Carey Wilson, Mr. Archie
Mayo, Mr. Lew Lipton, Mr. Christensen, Mrs.
Mrs. Joe Rapf, Norma Shearer, Sally O’Neil,
Mr. King Vidor, Mr. and Mrs. Rogers, Monta
Bell, Jean Crawford, Mr. Christy Cabenne, Mrs.
Pete Smith, Mr. Joe Farsham, Mr. Jack Conway,
Mr. Max Morcin, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mannix,
Claire Windsor, Mr. Lew Cody, Eleanor Boardman, Mr. and Mrs. Mayo, Marceline Day, Mr.
Bill Elaynes, Mr. Robert Leonard, Mr. Hill, Thalberg, Mr. Hyra, Mr. Nicholas Schenck.
Bell,

Chosen to
Direct “American Girl**
Exhibitors Herald)
Special
NEW YORK, Nov. 24.— Mai St. Clair

St. Clair

to

(

has been chosen to direct the filming of
‘‘Glorifying the American Girl” which will
go into production the last of this month.
St. Clair arrived here recently for conferences.

Fox News

Office Has
Visitor From London
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Perret Wins Honor
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 24.— A high French
honor, the first grand prize at the exposition of
decorative arts, has just been
awarded Leonce Perret, as director of the

YORK,

Paramount

picture

“Madame Sans-Gene.”

Meehans Back From East

Shanley With Late T. H. Ince

He

Nov. 24.— At a dinner
Cocoanut Grove in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rapf, before they sailed for Europe, many prominent film people were present. The host
was Hunt Stromberg.

at

Nov. 24.— G. Thomas
Cummins, who represents Fox News in
London, has arrived at the Fox office here
for a two months’ visit, during which time
he will inspect the methods used by the
makers of Fox Newsreel.

in

zation” in June, 1916.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

NEW

said.

Europe.

Mr. Shanley, the new controller, spent
nine years with the late Thomas H. Ince,
starting as Eastern controller and financial
representative when Ince launched “Civili-

Farewell Dinner Given
Rapfs by Stromberg

La-

Marr is convalescing following a breakdown reported due to overwork, and will

Mr. Blofson was general
France for Universal, with
supervision over all of Latin Europe.
Raleigh T. Good has been named to
succeed Phelps Sasseen as manager of
the Charlotte branch. Mr. Good started
in the film business seven seven ago with
the old Mutual and has seen service with
Fox, F. B. O. and Universal.
in

Greater Theatres Company, gave
an address on the value of motion
pictures in educational work.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

office when Carl Laemmle drafted him
for an important job assisting Mr. Smith

manager

the women’s federation, held
the Hotel Olympic, J. Willis
Sayre, publicity director of the
of

Coincident with the news that “The Sky
Rocket” will play in Chicago at the same
time as in New York comes the announcement that “Under the Rouge” Associated
Exhibitors production directed by Lewis
Moomaw and featuring Tom Moore and
Eileen Percy, won general commendation
on its showing at the Rialto in Chicago.

Parents and Teachers
Plan Censorship Move

support worthwhile producAt the last regular meeting

lic to
tions.

until Ince’s death.

the

for

Herald)

Nov. 24.—
The Washington State Better
Film Association, a branch of the
Washington State Federation of

Directors—Mednikow, Blofson, R. T. Good Managers

N

to Exhibitors

SEATTLE, WASH.,

T. J.

EW YORK, Nov. 24. —These are fast-stepping days at the Associated

1925

Eastern Better Film

Heads, Managers, Controller
Shanley Named Controller—Lederman, Theuerkauf, Thompson
District

5,

( Special

the most successful woman exhibitor in Southeastern Texas. She owns the Jewel theatre in Beaumont. (Photo by H.E.N.)

Mrs. T. E. Christopher

is

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov.

24.— Mr.

and

Mrs. James Leo Meehan have returned to
their Beverly Hills home after spending
two months touring in the East.

December
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5,

Commission Replaces
Police Department
as Des Moines Censors
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

DES MOINES,
to

IA., Nov. 24.— In order
members of the regular police
Des Moines of the responsibility

Independents’ $15,000 for
Playdate Bureau Returned
Administrative Committee of M. P, T. O. A. Votes Testimonial

relieve

force of
of deciding whether plays are proper or
improper, the city council voted November
to establish a theatrical commission.
14,

The ordinance was proposed by Mayor
Carl M. Garver and was adopted by unanimous

vote.

The personnel

of the commission will
three reputable citizens to be
appointed by the mayor with the approval
of the council. Power will be vested in
the group to censor any kind of theatrical
performance to bar obscenity. The ordinance provides that the mayor shall rule
as to whether special police commissions
shall be issued.
One of the trio will serve two years, one
four and the last, six. They will receive
no compensation. The action of the council is the result of a request of N. S. Barger, manager of the Garrick theatre which
police raided some time ago on charges of
obscenity brought by a group of social
workers. The trial proved a farce and the
case was dismissed.
consist

“A

of

Desperate

Begun

Moment

for Ginsberg

Schedule on Coast
(

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Moment,”

the

Nov.

fourth

24.

—“A

thrill

Desperate

picture in the

Royal series which stars Wanda Hawley
and Theodore von Eltz, has gone into production on the Coast. Shooting on “The
Checkered Flag” has also begun. It features Elaine Hammerstein. With the above
announcement the Ginsberg list now has
but four pictures yet to be made.
The completed product of the Banner
series includes two society dramas, “The
Love Gamble,” “Wandering Footsteps” and
a sea story, “Wreckage.”

Prominents in Industry
Address Women’ s Clubs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 24. That the
motion picture industry and women’s clubs
have two things in common was stated by
Mrs. Aaron Schjoss, director for California
of the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, here at a luncheon of the motion
picture department of the local district.
The two things are that both are severely
criticised and that both have the intent to
make everyone happier.
Among those who spoke were: Louis B. Mayer,
Fred Niblo, Fred Beetson, West Coast represenHays; Creighton Hale, Sol Lesser,
Hal Roach, Charles Brabin, Mme. Elinor Glyn,
Theda Bara, Mrs. Wallace Reid, Betty Bronson,
Alice
Calhoun, Ruth Roland, Priscilla Dean,
Peggy Hamilton, Mrs. Louis B. Mc'er. June
Mathis, Carolyn Wagner, Edward M. Earle, Edward M. Kimball and Jaqueline Logan.
tative for Will

Dinner To Laemmle in January

LOS
Keener,

to

Exhibitors Herald )

ANGELES,
who

Nov.

has appeared

in

—

Hazel
Harold Lloyd
24.

seriously injured when a
truck struck her roadster, hurling her to
the ground.

pictures,

was

Maude Kirk

Miller Appointed

NEW YORK — Maude
appointed manager of
Famous Players-Lasky.

Kirk

the

Miller has been
story department of

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

The administrative committee of the Motion Picof America, at a meeting held last week at the new
headquarters, 745 Seventh avenue, authorized the return to the Independent
Motion Picture Association of the $15,000 unspent of the independents’ contribution to the Playdate Bureau.
ture Theatre

Nov.

24.

Owners

Seider Returns

Money

to

Independents

Business Manager Joseph M. Seider was instructed by a resolution to return
the money to the independent organization, which was done shortly after the
meeting.
The resolution also relieves the independent organization of the
payment of an additional $25,000 which was pledged at the Milwaukee convention.

At

same convention Universal Picits president, Carl Laemmle,

that

through

tures,

agreed to contribute $50,000 to the cause of
the independent theatre owners to be used
the general

good of the exhibitor organiza-

tion.

Laemmle

Use

Gift for General

It was generally believed at the time that
the contribution of Mr. Laemmle was made
to the Playdate Bureau, but it transpired
later that it was intended as a gift for
general use, so the scrapping of the Playdate Bureau, after the expenditure of about
$10,000 on general propaganda, did not in
any way affect the Laemmle contribution,
and the money paid on that will not be
returned.
It was agreed that the money

from Universal should be paid

in

instal-

ments of $10,000 each, and these are being
paid into the M. P. T. O. A.
Another contribution made at the Milwaukee convention was by F. B. O. to the
amount of $15,000. There was some misunderstanding as to whether this was a
contribution to the Playdate Bureau or to
the M. P. T. O. A. as was the Universal
gift, and after payment of the first $3,000
the matter was dropped by F. B. O.
No
action was taken at last week’s meeting
of the administrtive committee on this, as
it is understood the F. B. O. contribution
was construed by the M. P. T. O. A. as
a contribution to the organization.
The committee adopted a resolution for
the tendering of a testimonial dinner to
Carl Laemmle some time in January.

association of theatre

In the music tax situation the committee
auhorized the engagement of Fulton Brylawski, copyright attorney of Washington,
as the first step in the forthcoming fight
against the exactions of the American Society of Composers, Authors Association.
Kindred theatrical organizations and associations will be invited to join the national

F.P-L Buys Granada;
Million Goes to Charity

The

move-

fullest co-operation will be afforded

Mr. Seider
ager.

in his capacity as business
this official the executive

Upon

mancom-

mittee rests much of the hope for the
establishing of the national organization
on a rockbound basis. The building up of
a massive campaign against all copyright
legislation adverse to the industry will be
one of Mr. Seider’s many earlier tasks.

Organization Bulletin Sanctioned
administrative committee heartily

The

by

the business
bulletin which
will chronicle all matters of a technical
and .intimate interest to members of the

sanctioned

issuance

the

manager of an organization

national organization.
Details concerning
the nature of this bulletin will shortly be
announced in a statement to the entire industry by Mr. Seider.
In regard to the report concerning the
possible merging of the United Artists interest with those of Metro-Goldwyn Mayer,
the administration committee went on record as opposed.
telegram in this respect was dispatched to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Fairbanks adjuring them to consider Independence
before making any
move of this nature.

A

New

First National

Sales Plan

Announced
— Samuel Spring,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

24.

secretary-treasurer of First National Pictures and chairman of the sales cabinet,
announced that January will be known as
First National Month.
At that time special campaigns will be held for the showing of F. N. product.
Under a new selling plan announced it is
said that $5,000,000 worth of F. N. pictures
The
will be offered under one contract.
list includes such as “Abraham Lincoln,”
“The Sea Hawk,” and three Norma Talmadge films. The $5,000,000 represents the
cost of production.

Marcus Ends 10 Day T rip

its

price

in this

Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 24.—
purchase of the Granada
theatre
here Famous PlayersLasky enriched the Catholic Convent of the Sacred Heart near
London by nearly $1,000,000, the

By

owners

ment.

Copyright Attorney Engagement Voted

(,

( Special

—Engagement

Attorney for Copyright Fight Authorized

SAN FRANCISCO,

Hazel Keener Injured

41

paid

for

the

property.

A

young nun, Hellene Isabel de Gonidech under religious vows sold
the property which she had inherited in order that she might
give the money to the religious
order.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

24.-

—Lee

Marcus

re-

turned this morning from a ten day tour
Word
of the Eastern Central exchanges.
has been received from the Coast that

Mark Hyman,

president of the Standard

Cinema Corporation, arrived on

the Coast
confer with officials of the Joe Rock
Productions.
At the same time Ludwig
G. B. Erb, producing head of Associated
Arts Corporation, producing for F. B. O.,
arrived on the Coast from New York.
to
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Gore Announces Plans for Five
Big West Coast Houses
—

$2,000,000 Represents Cost of All $ 100,000 Fire Destroys Hutchinson Films Schenck Honored ivith Plaque

—

By

H

OLLYWOOD,

Nov.

RAY MURRAY

in the

T

contain 11 stores and 19 apartments in
addition to the auditorium.
at Vermont and First
street to be built at a cost of $485,000,
is also of Spanish design.
It will have
a seating capacity of 1,500, and will have
four stores and seven offices besides the

The “Belmont”

theatre.

The “Manchester,” at Manchester and
Moneta, it is planned to open on Christmas Day. This theatre, seating 1,500, is
decorated throughout in East Indian
effects.
The building
in
construction and

There

is

exceeds $300,000

equipment

costs.

space for six stores facing the

street.

The “Balboa,”

at 87th and Vermont,

be completed about December 15,
and represents an expenditure of approximately $280,000. It is of Snanish
design, and has a seating capacity of
will

1,500.

The “Mesa,” at Mesa Drive and Slauson, which will be completed within 30
days, represents an expenditure of $340,000. It covers an area of 254 by 135 feet,
and will have a seating capacity of 1,500.

A

Masonic lodge room and dance
occupy the upper floor.

hall

will

In addition the West Coast Theatres,
has 12 more houses in course of
construction in Los Angeles and vicinity.
L. A. Smith is the architect on all local
Inc.,

theatres.
jjc

%

room
Wednesday. The

studio
last
30 reels of film were
being checked over by employees when
the fire started. The prompt arrival of
the fire department saved the new $200,000 stage just being erected.
The Fine Arts is one of the oldest
studios in Los Angeles, being formerly

owned by D. W.
*

at

*

the

*

*

President Michael Gore, of the West
Coast theatre circuit, has announced the
purchase of the lease of the Victory
theatre from B. E. Loper, Jr., who has
been operating the theatre for the last
three years. It is planned to have Fanchon and Marco present special attracas

well as

*

*
J.

highest class

the

of

and Metropolitan road shows.
*

V. Staugh, owner of the motion pic-

ture theatre at Bell and chairman of the
Bell police commission, was married last
week at San Diego to Mrs. Louise

Rowell.
*

jjc

*

Cinematographers Hold Open House
The American Society of Cinematographers held open house at their club
rooms in the Guaranty building last

Monday. An interesting part of the seswas the demonstration of the
De Vry automatic motion picture
camera.
A luncheon was served and
music was furnished by a colored jazz
sion

orchestra.

Worth of Film Destroyed
Six films produced by Charles M.
Hutchinson Productions at the Fine Arts
Studio at a cost of $100,000 were destroyed in a fire which started in a small

of

production of First National Pictures on
the West Coast, has appointed Don
Meany business manager for Colleen
Moore.
Mr. Meany has assumed his
new post with offices at the First National Studios.
He will have charge of
the business direction of “Irene.”

sfc

$ 100,000

projection

John McCormick, general manager

tions,
films,

Several

interesting

pictures

were also shown during the evening.
%

J{J

%

Douglas MacLean, the comedy star,
accompanied by his wife has returned
after enjoying a six weeks’ vacation trip
York.
to Cuba and
* * *

New

Conklin Weds Scenarist
Frank R. Conklin, who has been
penning scripts of marital woe for seven
years for Christie comedies, is now looking on the serious side of matrimony,

having married Miss Grace Haskins

last

Griffith.
*
*

Schenck Honored With Plaque
Joseph M. Schenck was presented
with a silver plaque last week at the
regular meeting of the Motion Picture Producers Association because he
had served three terms as president
of the association.
Charles Christy,
president of the association who recently succeeded Mr. Schenck, made
the presentation speech. Those present at the meeting were Fred Kley,
Robert Fairbanks, Victor Clark, B. P.

Fineman, John McCormick, Abram
Lehr, William R. Fraser, Raymond L.
Schrock, Warren Stone, Henry Henigson, E. H. Allen, Lou Goodstadt,
M. C. Levee, Walter K. Tuller, and
Fred W. Beetson.
* * *

Anita Stewart has put her signature

Hail to Florida Youth
Who Aids in Hale Film!
( Special

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Nov.

17.—Jack

Starnes was a flashy halfback of
the Florida University “eleven”
Now he has realised jt
last fall.
new ambition.
Recently when Alan Hale needed a real football player to put
the punch in some scenes of Rod

Rocque’s picture, “Braveheart,” Starnes was requested to
come to the Producers Distributing Corporation studio and “do

La

He consented. He appears as quarterback while Rod
appears at halfback.

his stuff.”

week.

Mrs.

Conklin

is

also

5,

1925

a

screen

writer.
*

Van

*

*

Pelt Productions have just

com-

pleted a new five-reel feature, “The
Brothers,” starring “Sandow,” a police
E. O. Van Pelt has just signed
dog.
“Fearless,” another dog phenom for a
long term contract, who will appear in
a series of twelve two-reel dramas.
*

*

—New theatres, costing

neighborhood
of $2,000,000 in construction and equipment, will be completed in
Los Angeles by West Coast Theatres, Inc., within the next two
months, according to Michael Gore, president of the West Coast.
HE new “Uptown” theatre at Tenth to a contract with Sebastian-Belasco
and Western Avenue will be comProductions for two films and starts
pleted in about six weeks. The cost of .work this week at the Metropolitan
construction and equipment is estimated
Studio. The first feature role will be in
at $415,000.
It is of Spanish design with
“The Prince of Pilsen,” adapted from the
a dome, and is 155 feet by 190 feet. The
popular musical comedy.
* *
*
theatre will seat 2,000. The building will
24.

December

*

F. Brett is in San Francisco opening a branch of the Mutual Independent
Exchanges for George Slater, who will
J.

handle the Chadwick and Hunt Stromberg features.
*

*

*

Space has been leased at the United
Studios, according to Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures, where the interiors for “The Winning of Barbara
Worth” will be made.
*

*

*

A

special preview of Ernst Lubitsch’s
new Warner Brothers feature, “Lady
Windermere’s Fan,” was given at the
Writer’s Club last Thursday night.
dinner was served to 100 invited guests
previous to the screening.

A

*

*

*

Ree, Designer, Joins M-G-M
Max Ree, scenic and costume creator,
whose work on the stage has attracted
considerable attention both in America
and abroad, has arrived here to join the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
*

*

staff.

*

Hughes Signs With W arners
Rupert Hughes has been signed by
Warner Brothers to write the titles of
John Barrymore’s big feature, “The Sea
Beast.” It is planned to hold the world
premiere of this picture in New York
City on New Year’s Eve.
*

*

*

Virginia Lee Corbin has been assigned
the leading feminine role opposite Monty

Banks in “Play Safe,” a new Howard
Estabrook production. Joseph Henabery
directing this Associated Exhibitors’
production.
is

Anna May Wong,
actress, has
“A Trip to

talented Chinese
been cast in the Fox feature,
Chinatown.”
*

Gilbert

fourth

*

*

has

started his
the Sennett bandirecting Alice Day, Danny

Pratt

just

comedy under

and is
O’Shea and Ruth Taylor
ner,

in

another one

of those interesting triangle themes.
*

*

*

Arlen Addresses Women
Michael Arlen, who is here writing
stories for Famous Players, addressed
the Women’s Association of Screen
Publicists last week on “These Charming

People of Hollywood.”
*

*

*

Lincoln Stedman has returned from. a
two weeks’ hunting trip in Imperial
Valley, where he went upon the completion of his comedy role in a Cecil B.
DeMille production, “Made for Love.”
4*

•I'

Ernest Vajda, Hungarian playwright,
has arrived in Hollywood and is preparing his first story for Pola Negri. Mr.
Vajda is a young man under 40 and
speaks English perfectly. He had four
plays produced on Broadway last season.
*

*

*

Hal Roach has signed Lionel Barry-

more to appear
Roach comedies.
*

in

*

several

high-class

*

Metropolitan,
the
of
Million Dollar, and Rialto theatres was
tendered a surprise birthday party in. the
rehearsing room of the Metropolitan
last Monday night, by the stage crews
of the various theatres.

Milton

Feld

December

5,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

in

Pictures

Stories

by

of Exhibitors Herald
Issue of

Told

Camera

the

December 5

Jack L. Warner (left), Warner production chief at the West
Coast Studios, is welcoming Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch back
to Los Angeles where they arrived a few days ago from an
Eastern trip which took them to Toronto and New York, for
scenes in “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”

Nicholas M. Schneck, who has been with Metro several years, was a big factor in the negotiations
reported between Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and U. A.,
He is vice
indicating a merger of both companies.
president of Loew’s, Inc., and vice president of the

Metro distributing organization.

A

versatile performance is reported
in “My Old Dutch” which has
under the direction of Larry Trimble
she appears as in one of the five stages
she depicts in the picture.

McAvoy

last week appointed general
the newly consolidated De Mille and
Metropolitan studios. Resulting from the consolidation about 50 features will be released during the
year by Producers Distributing Corporation.

William Sistrom was

Frank Lloyd,

manager

daughter

of

cently.

Alma

left

National
for four

producer,

for Universal.
in a

woman’s

with

months vacation

Mrs.
in the

At
life

left

which

Lloyd and
Orient re-

Lloyd has completed “The Splendid Road” and will
First National picture upon his return to United

make another
States.

First

be enacted by May
been completed recently

to
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Vera Steadman who is visit
Paris was snapped coming
of Maxim’s. She is featured
Christie

comedies

for

5,

1925

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino (Natacha Rambova) returned to

New York from

P

to begin

Dis-Co.

William Boyd

December

work

Paris recently
in

an

F. B.

O.

production.

is

in

the

title

“The Volga Boatman”
which is a new De Mille prorole of

duction for Pro-Dis-Co. Jetta
Goudal is in an important

Esther Ralston

—

if

you have not

identified her with

the costume on.
The mirror which reflects her
image is from the boudoir sets of “The American
Venus,” Paramount picture recently completed on
the coast.

Mae Murray
ceived

in

has been well reher role of the

dancer in “The Merry
Widow,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture.

role.

Joseph

being featured in two reel Ace Comedies at the California

Above is a group of comedy players who are producing
Ace Comedies at the California studios under the direction
of John B. O’Brien. The two reel features carry the names of
Bubbles and Cliff Harris in the prominent roles. The series

studios.

consists of 12.

B. Harris, treasurer of the State Theatre corporation, Jersey City, N. J., with his grandson, Joe O’Connors,
in Hollywood.
Harris is the father of Cliff Harris, who is

December

5,

1925
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Leatrice Joy has appeared in several Producers Distributing Corporation pictures among which are “Made for
Love” and “Hell’s Highroad.” She is now in the East
where she is spending a short, quiet vacation. Upon her
return she will resume work with Cecil De Mille.

Cecil B. De Mille has selected Elinor
Fair for the feminine lead in “The
Volga Boatman,” Producers Distributing Corporation picture.
Her role
is

one of much

versatility.

Romaine de

45

John Barrymore has recently completed work in his leading
He is now
role in the Warner feature, “The Sea Beast.”
working in his third on his contract, “Don Juan.” In his
arm is Clementine, the monkey given him in London by
the children of Gladys Cooper, English actress.

Tirtoffe Erte,

former

creator of costumes and ballets for
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, has resigned his position. He will return
to Paris, leaving the film industry.

Bonomo has completed work in
“The Indians Are Coming,” a Uni-

Joe

Western in which he is cast as
He has
“Chief Rain-in-the-Face.”
been engaged for another picture.

versal
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ABOVE:

M. L. Finkelstein was greeted cordially upon

December

his return

5,

1925

from Europe.

Harrington, Don Alexander, Julius Heilbron, Charley Winchell, Danny Finkelstein, Roy
Fleischbein, Billy Clifford, M. L. Finkelstein, Art Gostel, I. H. Ruben, Harry Dow, Ben Ferriss, Fred
Cubberly, Harold Finkelstein, Harold Nathan, Hal Daigler, Abe Sunberg, Eddie Ruben, Martin
Kelly, Morris Barr, and Ralph Branton.

Lloyd

LEFT: Michael Arlen

(left)

and Ralph Block upon Arlen’s arrival

in

Hollywood

to

write for Lasky.

An

address was offered to the California Federation of
Niblo, standing at
left, and Louis B. Mayer, head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Mrs. Alfred Graham, Betty Bronson, Priscilla Dean, Sol
Lesser, Alice Calhoun, Ruth Roland, Elinor Glyn appear.

Women’s Clubs November 3 by Fred

Barbara La Marr was reported November 10 to have suffered a physical breakdown which will necessitate her retirement from film activity for an indefinite time. She
appears with her father at the First National studios where
she has been making “The Girl from Montmartre.”

John Robertson, director and scenarist, recently visited the
Ingram studios in Nice, France. He is shown here with
Antonio Moreno, center, and Rex Ingram, right. Moreno
plays opposite Alice Terry in “Mare Nostrum,” Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer production.

December

5,
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Eva Unsell has just signed
a year’s contract with
William Fox. She is now
“Siberia”
for
adapting
early production.

David Butler appears op-

Shannon in
the Royal picture, “The
Phantom Express,” Henry
posite

Ethel

Ginsberg release.

Mildred Davis (Mrs. Harold Lloyd) will return to
the screen in “Behind the
Front,” Paramount. She
has been away three years.

47

Alec B. Francis who often
a parson in Fox pictures
appears as a Spanish don in
“The Yankee Senor,” Mix
is

picture.

the coronation scene at the Pathe studio, New York, where Allene Ray
at a party tendered her for her screen achievements.
Many press representatives attended the festivity. She has starred in several
chapter plays, including “The Green Archer,” “Sunken Silver” and “Play Ball.”
The “Archer” is not yet completed.

This

is

was the honor hostess

This photo was taken on the departure of several Hollywood people for New
York. Left to right: John McCormick, who returned November 1, Cleve
Moore, M. C. Levee, Harry Lichtig, E. M. Asher, Mrs. M. C. Levee, Anna Q.
Nilsson, First National star, Bert Lubin, Arthur Bernstein, Mrs. Bernstein and
Mrs. E. M. Asher.

acting mayor of San
Francisco, appears as he greeted Vilma
Banky, First National player, upon her
arrival to make a personal appearance
at Loew’s Warfield.

Edward Rainey,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Warners Plan Big Premiere for
“Lady Windermere’s Fan”
Precede Opening
P. A. on Trade Papers

Dinner

to

By

N

EW

YORK,

Nov.

Letter Results
Stand
A. M.
—
—Quigley
Seeks Business Manager
O.
in

T.

JOHN

— Trust

of

C. C.

S.

SPARGO

Warner

Brothers, or Will Murphy, or
Lesser, or whoever dopes out such things for Warner
Brothers, to spring something new and novel in connection with
the premiere of each of their pictures which they think are real big. They
pulled a new one with “The Clash of the Wolves” a couple of weeks ago
and now they are off with another on “Lady Windermere’s Fan.”

HE
T was

24.

Meyer

of the Wolves” stunt
hire a big Sikorsky airplane
and take ten of the daily paper critics
up to get their first look at the picture
while sailing a few thousand feet over

“Clash

to

New York

City and environs.
For the premiere of Ernst Lubitsch’s
production “Lady Windermere’s Fan”
large doings have been arranged for at
the exclusive Casa Lopez for next Tuesday night; said doings being in the form
of an elaborate dinner dance at which
Vincent Lopez will be host, following
which the world preview of the picture
will be given.
About 200 persons, prominent in the
picture industry or in artistic, professional or social life, have accepted Mr.
Lopez’s invitation.
Incidentally, Miss
Irene Rich, Warner Brothers star, cut
short her vacation in Europe and hurried back across the Atlantic to be the
honored guest at the entertainment.
Miss Rich will be the hostess of the evening by special invitation of Vincent
Lopez. During the dinner an elaborate
revue will be given, to be followed in
turn by dancing and the presentation of
Mr. Lopez’s
the screen production.
famous orchestra will furnish the music
for the entire evening, and the event
will be broadcast.
*

*

*

A. M. P. A. Acts On Paper Question
The A. M. P. A. officially went on
record last week that it would not approve of any tampering around with the
present page size of the trade papers.
Several years ago the organization approved the plan which brought all of the
four national trade papers and many of
the regionals to the present uniform size
of 9x12. At last Thursday’s regular session a motion was unanimously passed
putting the organization on record as
opposed to any change.
Interest in the matter was revived by
a letter from Martin J. Quigley, publisher of Exhibitors Herald, pointing out
that one of the national trade papers
was said to be planning to increase the

page

size,

and asking

to be

informed as

the attitude of the organization on
the matter.
In the discussion on the motion to
reiterate the stand of several years ago,
it was pointed out that the trade papers,
to

in their present form and size, were most
desirable from every viewpoint and more
practical.
Any change, the members

argued, would only bring about
fusion and unnecessary expense.
*

*

con-

*

George Jessel, star of “The Jazz
Singer,” and generally recognized as one
of the best comedians of the stage, was
the guest of the A. M. P. A. session and
gave the advertisers rare entertainment
with a lot of humorous quips and new
and old jazz songs.

Another guest was Fritz Lieber,
Shakespearean star, who gave a brief but
interesting talk.
The program was ar-

ranged by Herman

W.

Fisher,

who

of-

ficiated as barker.
*

*

*

O'Reilly Seeks Neui Aid

Following the precedent

set

by the

M. P. T. O. A. in placing Joe Seider in
the position of business manager of the
organization, the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce is planning soon to
make a similar move. Sam. T. Moross,
who has been secretary of the T. O. C. C.
for several years, and who took care of
many of the duties that generally devolve on a business manager, recently
resigned to go into other lines of endeavor.
At a recent meeting it was
decided that the organization’s interests
could best be served by a business manager, so Charles L. O’Reilly, the T. O.
C. C. president, is on the lookout for
the right man for the job.
*

*

*

When Max

Cooper, house manager of
the Rialto failed to put in an appearance
one morning recently, an investigation
revealed that he was at his home trying
to get acquainted with a new arrival >n
the Cooper household, a girl, weight
eight pounds, and everyone doing well,

December

5,

1925

ceed Mr. Fader in charge of the contract
record department.
*

*

*

Warner Brothers,

Albert Warner, of

week for a
number

last

left

of

large

a

“talk it over” tour
of the company’s
His itinerary called

branch exchanges.
for stops in Washington, Baltimore and
Philadelphia, after which he expected to
strike out for Chicago, Milwaukee and
several other points in the Middlewest.
Mr. Warner arranged to meet in conference the sales staffs, as well a% the
branch managers, in every city visited,
and discuss distribution problems and
sales plans generally.
*

*

*

Eve Unsell has returned to Hollywood
after two weeks in New York seeing
plays and attending to a number of other
important matters. She will enter upon
her contract with the Fox company as
This
soon as she reaches the Coast.
provides for a number of adaptations as
well as several original screen plays.
*

*

*

Colvin
F. B. O.

W. Brown,

vice-president

of

charge of distribution, is
visiting the Atlanta and Charlotte exchanges in the interests of sales.
in

Japan Leads September

Raw

Canada Gets

Stock;

Most

Positive Stock

from Department of Commerce )

(Special

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Nov. 24.— Ex-

ports of motion picture films during September, as reported by the bureau of forsign and domestic commerce, included 18,094,893 linear feet of positives, valued at
$542,524; 2,747,728 feet of raw stock, valued at $80,698, and 497,801 feet of negatives, valued at $95,601, a total of 21,340,422
feet,

valued at $718,823.

The principal market
was Canada, which took

for positive films
2,218,377 feet, valwas our best cus-

Marcus Makes Shifts
Lee Marcus, sales manager of

ued at $84,182; Japan
tomer for raw stock, taking 450,062 feet,
valued at $12,949, and the United Kingdom
led in purchases of negatives with 167,412
feet, valued at $42,271.

partment were made last week:
Miss C. M. Cantor, associated with the

W. B. to Help M. P. T. O.
Members Find Comfort

even Max.
*

*

*

F. B. O.,
believes in promoting from within the
ranks.
In accordance with this policy
the following promotions in the sales de-

company

for the last eight years in a
secretarial capacity, has been appointed
Chief Clerk of the sales department.

Max

Fadex, who has been with the
equally as long, and who
started as a mail boy, has been placed
in charge of the contract department.
Ed McGuire has been promoted to suc-

company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ANGELES.

LOS

tions

for

those

Thief Gets into Old

$186

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

N. Y„ Nov. 24.—
Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose theatre in Troy, N. Y., lost
the sum of $186 in bills a few
nights ago, when thieves entered
the theatre from the rear and after
prying open the door to Mr.
Rosenthal’s private office, took
that part of the day’s receipts that
was in bills, and made off with it,
leaving the silver. Mr. Rosenthal
had placed the money in a letter
file, near the door although his
The
office has long had a safe.
theft was reported to the police
and although six different persons
were arrested and questioned, the
police of the city are still without

24.— Warner

who

Harry M. Warner

Letters; Steals

Nov.

Brothers have announced their intention of
providing every possible comfort for their
customer members of the M. P. T. O. A.
who come here next May for the M. P.
T. O. A. convention. The Warner studios
will be thrown open to the visitors, and
the company will arrange for accommodarequest this service.
said with reference to

the company’s plan
“We are on the spot, and if any of our
customers intend to make the trip and will
let us know their requirements we will be
glad to arrange accommodations for them.”

Jacob

a clue.

Holland Body Passes
Censor Law; Tax Shows
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

THE HAGUE, HOLLAND,
A

Nov. 24.—

has been passed by the second chamber of the Dutch parliament providing for
no shows unless the films have been approved by a central commission instituted
by the government. The expense of the
examination of films will be covered by a
bill

theatre tax.

Joseph Goodrich Takes Own Life
HOLLYWOOD. Joseph Goodrich,
cameraman, ended his life by inhaling
gas at the Elanore Hotel here last Fri-

—

day.
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General Shift Is
Noted in Branches
o f Several Firms
Pathe, Universal, Associated Exhibitors,

United Artists and Producers
Distributing Corporation effected shifts in
their branches during the week of November 16. George Ames is now branch manager of the Albany, N. Y., office of Pathe.
W. J. Fitzpatrick has been appointed special feature representative covering CleveBuffalo and Pittsburgh territory.
land,

Famous,

Abe Eskin has become exchange manager
of the Albany, N. Y., office of Associated
Exhibitors.
George Pezet has been appointed general manager of a new office
established in Mexico by Pro-Dis-Co.

A. G. Pickett, formerly manager in Salt
Lake City for Famous Players-Lasky, has
resigned.
L. G. McGinley succeeds him.
W. M. Hugart, Fox salesman, has gone to
Butte, Mont., from Salt Lake City to become manager of the A. E. Exchange.
Samuel Henley has resigned as manager
of the Universal exchange at Salt Lake
Carl
City and has left for Los Angeles.
Stearn has resigned as sales manager of
the United Artists exchange to take charge
of Warner Brothers Seattle, Wash., exchange. Walter S. Rand, New York, will
succeed Stearn.

Contingent Plan * in
Offing, All Canadian
Weeks Are Devised
( Special

OTTAWA,
have,

since

to

Exhibitor, Herald )

ONT., Nov. 24.— Film men

noting

the

of

possibility

the
the

Kontingent Plan being adopted by
United Kingdom begun the practise of
holding “All Canadian Weeks” in the theatres to demonstrate that Canadian theatres
are aware of the fitness of Canadian product to provide programs.

During the week of November
ager George Rotsky
Montreal, staged an
using as his feature
Knockout”, starring

9,

Man-

of the Palace theatre,
“All Canadian Week”,
First National’s “The

Milton Sills, and with
Canadian short features including a Canadian scenic Canadian news weekly, a
Canadian overture, Canadian quartette
singing national airs and French-Canadian
folk songs.

At

the

Plea of “Custom” Unjustified,
U.S. Counsel Says in FP-L Quiz
Attorney in Final Brief Says Some of Famous’ 16 “Serious
Charges” in Reply Were Deleted in Complete Copy
Filed with Commission Nov. 10
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

C., Nov. 24.— The plea of “trade custom,” upheld by
regarding such customs in other industries, does not justify the ownership of
motion picture theatres by producing companies, nor is there any justification
for threats against exhibitors who refuse to meet a producer’s terms, or block
booking, it is asserted in the final brief of the counsel for the Federal Trade
Commission in the Famous Players case, filed last week in response to briefs
filed by the respondents.

D.

Charges Famous Deleted Charges

The brief takes up in detail what it terms sixteen “serious charges” made
by Famous Players in its reply to the commission’s initial brief, some of which,
it is asserted, appeared in the preliminary copy served November 2, but were
deleted in the complete copy filed with the commission November 10.

“We have just discovered, after it is
too late to revise our reply brief,” it is
stated in a preliminary note explaining
the inclusion in the brief of replies to
charges which do not appear in the final
brief of Famous Players, “that the portion of volume two of respondents’ brief
which was served upon us on November
2 is not identical with the corresponding
portion of the completed volume two as
filed with the commission on November
10

.

One Statement

Called Erroneous

“While we discovered one important
and entirely erroneous statement, the
changes which we have noted have been
for the most part the modification or
elimination of direct and severe reflections on the integrity and good faith of
If
your counsel and your examiner.
these charges were true on November 2,
when they were filed with the commission and automatically published to the
world, they were equally true on November 10, since they were based on the
same brief, the same report and the same
record,

as

well

as

upon the

acts

of the

same counsel and the same examiner.
“While we realize that these charges
are wholly unwarranted and should never

have been made, their withdrawal in this
manner is rather an aggravation than a mitigation of the offense.”
The charge that there is no substantial
competition in the motion picture industry is reiterated, in reply to the respondents’ statement that there are other large
companies, which prevents any monoposurreptitious

same

time,

Manager Leonard

Bishop of the Regent theatre, here staged
an “All Canadian Week”, the feature attraction of which was James Oliver Curwood’s “The Ancient Highway”. At the
Regent there were also Canadian short
features which had been produced by the
Canadian government motion picture studio, a Canadian overture by the orchestra,
Canadian numbers by Frank Sim, a Canadian baritone, French-Canadian songs and

“The existence of three
large companies in the picture business,”
it is declared, “does not, because of the
nature of the business and the manner
in which the theatres owned by the sev-

other appropriate details.

eral

Eschmann Paid Tribute
Herald)
NEW YORK, Nov. — E. A. Esch(Special to Exhibitors

24.

mann, general manager of distribution of
First National, was last week presented
with a Parker double barrelled shotgun as
a token of respect and appreciation for him
by members of the New York exchange.

Rumor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 24.— M. C. Levee has announced there is no foundation for the rumor that First National
will take over the United Studios.

The counsel for the commission also
attacks the refuge taken by the respondents in the copyright law as a basis for
That law, he asserts, gives
their acts.
owners of motion picture copyrights the
power to prevent others from seizing
and exhibiting their pictures in violation
of their exclusive rights.
“But the copyright law,” he continues,
“does not confer upon respondents any
to combine competing producing
companies merely because such companies own copyrights, nor to combine
distributing companies, nor, most important of all, to purchase or acquire inter-

right

ests in the principal theatres in a great
territory which have heretofore been the
market for competing producers and distributors.”

Oral Arguments Start

More than

50 pages of the 350 typewritten pages of which the brief consists
are devoted to a discussion of the law,
with frequent citations from decisions by
the United States Supreme Court and
other tribunals, to prove that the charges
against Famous Players of conspiracy
have an actual foundation and are subject to the determination of the Federal
Trade Commission. The issuance of the
order severing exhibiting activities from
the production and distribution end is
warranted, it is declared, and the commission has the power to make such a
determination under the Federal Trade

Commission Act.
Oral arguments

in the

case were to be

heard today.

listic activities.

companies have been purchased,
prove that any substantial competition
exists therein, as might be the case in
other industries. Respondents have acquired theatres in such numbers in im-

portant territories as to close that territory to competing producers and distributors, save to the extent and on the
terms made by respondents.”

Refuge

in

Copyright

Law

New Facilities Speed
Production, Says White
( Special

exhibitors.

Exhibitors Herald )

24.— Completion

Nov.

the Educational
smd'os herf* t>as speeded the work of
comedy producing units to such an extent
that Jack White, director general of comedies, estimates 30 per cent more efficiency
is now possible with the stages in use before the fourth was completed.

of

the

fourth

stage

at

Fire Destroys

number

of independent

to

HOLLYWOOD,

Attacked

In this connection the brief takes up
of the many cases cited during
the hearing, where it was alleged that
Famous Players and the other respondents had threatened to build their own
theatres if the exhibitor refused to accept
their terms, and cases where they had
built or acquired houses, to the detriment
a

Studio Deal But

49

( Special

to

MOBERLY, MO,
determined

Grand
at

origin

theatre here.

$150,000.

The

Grand

Exhibitors Herald )

Nov. 24.— Fire of un-

recently

The
blaze

destroyed

loss

is

also

buildings adjoining the theatre.

the

estimated

destroyed
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duction at Paramount’s West Coast studio.
Schulberg was with the original Famous
Players from its inception.
After seven
years with the organization, first as head
of the publicity, advertising and scenario
departments, and then as general manager
of Paramount, he resigned in 1918 to become an independent producer. He produced close to 100 pictures, and, despite
resources, won recognition for
limited
such pictures as “Rich Men’s Wives,”
“Shadows” and “The Virginian.” His last
production before returning to Paramount

was “The

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION CABINET.

Left to right: Henry Salisbury,
exhibition and distribution relations ; Victor H. Clarke
general manager, Lasky studio, Hollywood ; B. P. Schulberg, associate producer
at Lasky studio; Hector Turnbull, associate producer at Lasky studio; Jesse L.
Lasky, first vice-president in charge of production ; Walter
anger, general manager, production department ; William LeBaron, associate producer at Long Island
Studio; Edwin C. King, general manager. Long Island studio; John W. Butler,
manager, production department’s home office, and Ralph Block, one of supervising
directors at Long Island studio.

manager of home

office

,i

W

Turnbull, LeBaron, Schulberg
Named Associate Producers
Victor H. Clarke Appointed General
C.

Manager of Lasky Studio, Edwin
King Keeps Long Island Post
( Special

N

to

ing forces to start the greatest schedule in Famous Players’ history,
Hector Turnbull, William Le Baron and B. P. Schulberg will be
associate producers and will be in charge of actual studio production, Jesse
L. Lasky, Famous Players first vice-president in charge of production, has
just announced. Turnbull and Schulberg will be the producing heads of the
Lasky studio in Hollywood and Le Baron will be in charge of production
in the Long Island studio.

EYTON, as already announced, has been appointed general
foreign representative of the production
department and will leave for Europe to
make arrangements for production there.
/'"'HARLES
.

—

Clarke Manages
Lasky Studio
Walter Wanger
continues
eral

as

gen-

manager

of
the production de-

partment and Ed-

King as
general
manager
of the Long Is-

win

C.

land studio. Victor H. Clarke has

been appointed
general
manager
of the Lasky studio. Ralph Block,

managing
editor
of the editorial department has been appointed supervising
editor at the Long Island studio as a member of LeBaron’s staff. Lloyd Sheldon will
be senior supervising director at the Long
Island studio and other supervising directors, besides Block, will be Tom J.
Geraghty, Julian Johnson, Townsend Martin and Luther Reed.
On the West Coast
Lucien Habbard will be senior supervising
editor and his associates will be Garnet

Weston and Kenneth Hawks.
Henry Salsbury continues as manager of

producing department which gives us the
producing brains of some of the ablest

showmen
said,

sible

in the picture business,” Lasky
“and our reorganization makes it posto give even greater individual atten-

each production.”
Turnbull comes to his new position following ten years of successful work in the
producing end.
Leaving the New York
Trbune, of which he was dramatic critic,
he joined Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company in 1915 and almost immediately
won recognition as the author of original
screen stories, among them “The Cheat,”
called the first original photoplay to score
a world-wide success.
When Zukor and
Lasky merged their producing forces,
Turnbull went with the new organization
and has remained with it ever since. For
the last two years he has supervised protion

to

Arresting Cotter
Is Sunday Sport
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MOBERLY,

MO., Nov. 24.—The

Sunday sport here apparently
has dwindled down to the arresting
of J. W. Cotter, manager of the
Fourth Street theatre. Six times recently has Cotter been arrested on a
charge of violating the Sunday closing law. Recently he was fined $50

chief

in the city police court, the fine later

exhibition and distribution relations in the
home office and John W. Butler as manager of the production department’s home

being sustained in the state supreme
court, but Cotter has taken an appeal
on that case. In recent weeks he has
given the proceeds of his Sunday

office.

shows

“We

have evolved an organization of the

to

Moberly

charities.

and

that body
president.

Who

Wouldn’t Work.”

He

in

1924

served

as

vice-

Chicago Vote on
Daylight Saving
Likely in April

Exhibitors Herald )

EW YORK, Nov. 24. — Under a new lineup of the Paramount produc-

Girl

brought out two directors who were instantaneous successes, William A. Wellman
and Marcel de Sano.
In the Eastern studio Le Baron’s production abilities will have full scope. Editor,
dramatist and showman, Mr. Le Baron
quickly established himself in the motion
picture business as a production expert.
Clarke has been with Famous PlayersLasky Corporation for the last five years.
Shortly after joining Famous Players in
1920 he was made general manager of the
Long Island studio and a year later was
transferred to the Pacific Coast as assistant
Since the organization of the
to Lasky.
Producers Association in 1928, he has been
the representative of Famous Players in

may vote on daylight saving at
the April primaries though “summer time’”
won out at the polls in a referendum
two years ago.
Alderman William R. O’Tools has introduced a resolution calling for a repeal
of the ordinance. The council committee
on judiciary has agreed to take up the
resolution in January.
Chicago

Mayer Reveals Heavy
Production Under Way
at Culver City Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Nov. 24.—Louis B.
Mayer, executive in chief for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, announced last week that production plans for the final quota of pictures to be made for the current season
forecast much activity at Culver City.

On the list for production are “Beverly
of Graustark,” with Marion Davies, “The
Norma Shearer,
with
Light ‘Eternal,”
“Bardelys the Magnificent,” “Brown of
Harvard,” “Paris,” “Dance Madness,” “The
Reason Why,” “His Secretary,” “Sally,
Irene and Mary,” “Mare Nostrum,” and
“Ben Hur,” nearing completion.

Projectionist Elected
to N. Y. Legislature
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

Nov. 24.— Harry M.
Brooks, local projectionist and president of the local motion picture machine operators’ union, was elected to
the lower house of the New York
Operators and
legislature November 3.
exhibitors united to bring Brooks’ campaign to a successful conclusion.
Irving Goldsmith, exhibitor of Saratoga Springs, N. Y., was defeated in
He
his fight for a seat in the assembly.
A former
lost by less than 100 votes.

TROY,

N.

Y.,

of the New York State MoPicture Commission, Joseph Levenson, was defeated in New York City
for the office of sheriff.

member
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Film Extras * Working
Conditions and

Are

to

Wages

Be Improved

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 24.—At a pubhearing of the Industrial Welfare
Commission held in the chamber of commerce here last Wednesday night matters pertaining to the hiring of motion
picture extras were discussed and the

Public to See Film Artists in
Action at Sesqui-Centennial
Jules

lic

extensive
improvements in
wages and cnditions of work were laid.
About 50 women extras attended. -A
committee representing the M. P. P.
D. A. was present. Louis B. Mayer and
Fred W. Beetson acted as spokesmen for
the producers’ association. The meeting
was presided over by A. B. C. Dorhmann, chairman of the commission.
basis

of

The producers proposed

that pay for
extras should be on the basis of an eighthour day actual working time, with 10
hours’
pay for everything over eight
hours, 12 hours pay for everything over
Working conditions con10 hours’ etc.
ceded to be bad will be quickly remeBeetson announced that within
died.
60 days a new free central casting office
will be in operation.

Mayer brought a round of applause
when he announced that a change of attoward the extras will insure betconditions in future than have obtained in the past.

titude
ter

In Nine

Months Britain

Imported 170,000,000
Feet of M. P Film
.

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

WASHINGTON,

D. C., Nov. 24.— For
the nine months to September, 1925, the
aggregate quantity of British imports of
cinema films reached 170,587,388 linear feet,
contrasted with 79,191,467 linear feet in the
same period of 1924, and 90,459,407 linear
feet in 1923; this extensive rise, however,
was not accompanied by a corresponding
advance in value, which increased this year
to 1,114,953 against 887,500 a year ago.
Of the above aggregate for the current
period, no less than 154,742,426 linear feet

were imported in the first six months
(compared with 48,898,631 linear feet in
1924) and 87,849,206 linear feet thereof
were received in the month of June last
(only 6,961,309 linear feet being imported
in June, 1924), in consequence of the two
months’ notice which was given of the
intention to subject cinema films to Customs duty on imports arriving on and after
It has to be remembered,
July 1, 1925.
however, that in the Budget statement of
1924 it was announced that there was no
intention of continuing the McKenna duties
on cinema films and certain other goods,

and consequently shipments were held
back until the duties expired in August,
1924, and a comparison of the figures is
vitiated by these changes of fiscal policy.

Arrow Opens Branch
St. Louis

in

With Luncheon

( Special to Exhibitors Herald

ST. LOUIS, .MO., Nov. 24.—All the
prominent exhibitors of Southern Illinois
and Southeastern Missouri invited to attend the luncheon held with the opening
of the new branch office of Arrow Picture
Corporation at 3405 Olive street by Louie
T. Rogers, general sales representative.
Business transaction last week included
the sale of D. D. Cox’s Gem theatre at
Harvey, III, to James Mackie and the sale
by S. W. Berry of his house at Harrisburg, 111.
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Mastbaum Aids in Preparation for Exposition Industry Will
Be Represented with Exhibits of Every Phase
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Nov.

24.

—The

production phase of motion

pictures as well as the exhibition phase will be given an extensive part in
the Sesqui-Centennial here next year, it was disclosed by Mayor Dendrick
last week.
The centennial will have many exhibits great share of which
will offer informative details with regard to the motion picture industry.

HE

entire industry will be represented and the exposition will not
only offer the most recent developments
in the art and the business of motion pictures but will also be of historic interest,
illustrating in various ways the growth
of the fourth industry in America.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the
Stanley Company of America, and a
member of the Sesqui-Centennial commission, was asked by Mayor Kendrick
to make suggestions for the exhibit. As
a result of Mastbaum’s contributions to
the centennial it is probable that the
entire presentation may be given the title
“In Hollywood.”
Many buildings will be constructed of
beautiful architectural design for use in
the centennial.
Stages such as are in
actual use in leading studios will be
erected and there will be every facility to

'T'
-*

make pictures, no matter what type.
The film companies will have every

teresting

camermen, developed and
same night. And the work
of printing and developing these films
At
will be done in full view of visitors.
that, we are not by any means at the
limit of our creative work and it is cer‘shot’

by

shown

that

tain that the exhibition will be a stimulus
to inventors who will flock from all over
the world to see the wonders that will
be set before them. There will be entertainment but at the same time the entire
display will be educative. There will be
a great impetus to the industry, and, at
the same time, to inventive genius in the
presentation of this comprehensive exposition of what is so distinctly an American creation.
“I am eager to have the plans get under way.
shall be able to proceed

We

op-

portunity to prepare pictures on indoor
stages or in the open.
Famous screen
players will appear in action. Every detail in the making of pictures will be
shown and the exhibition will be much
more comprehensive than ever before attempted.
It is suggested by Mr. Mastbaum that
an incidental feature would be lectures
by noted men and women in the picture
field on subjects relating to the cinema
in every respect.
“The building at the Sesqui-Centennial
concerned with the showing of every
phase of the art since its inception will
be a fascinating place,” said Mastsbaum.
“What a contrast there is between the
early cameras and those of today; between the projection machines of years
ago, with their flicker and their unreliability and the magnificent creations of
today, showing pictures with absolute
steadiness and with never a break of the
film.
Eminent physicians have recom-

mended motion

pictures because of this
steadiness and because there is no eyestrain in the perfected projection.
“It is pretty well known that motion
picture theatres have done more for
music in America than any other agency.
should have the best of music there.
Then, also, we should indicate what progress bas been made in pictures intended
primarily for children and for educational work.
It is not all simply entertainment in picture display. The value
of the motion picture to science is incalculable. Every one knows how the slow
motion camera has made possible the

We

sorts of activities. The
familiar to us now
is
entire world
through pictures made in foreign lands
and we know just what it is like to soar
through the clouds without having to
submit ourselves to any dangers of airplane flights. The color picture has de-

analyzing of

Day by day the many inevents that will take place
throughout the entire exposition will be

in production.

all

we know

because

rapidly

wbat we want

pretty

well

do and the co-operation
that is necessary will be forthcoming
without delay. The motion picture exhibit will be truly a worthy part of our
splendid

to

celebration

of

150

years

of

American independence.”

Dempsey Proud Because
Estelle T aylor Signed
for Barrymore Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald )

NEW

—

YORK, Nov. 24. Jack Dempsey
happy over the signing of his wife, Estelle Taylor, to play in “Don Juan,” John
Barrymore’s next
is

for

picture

War-

ner Brothers.
Estelle

Taylor

was out of pictures
for several months
following her marriage to the pugilistic

champion and

was hinted

it

tha

he preferred there
be only one headliner in the family

while

sh e

an-

nounced she would
stay
away from
t

h e

ringside

if

Jack ever returned
to the roped square,
Now, however, Dempsey says he never
opposed his wife’s ambitions for a career
but on the contrary was insistent that “she

had stories, casts, directors and manageHe declares all
ment worthy of her.”
these conditions are met in the Warner
Brothers arrangement for her appearance
in

“Don

Juan.”

Belmore and O’Neil

in

be extremelv interesting to see the various processes that have led up to the perfection

Cast of Ginsberg Film
NEW YORK, Nov. 24.—Lionel Belmore

of today.
“One of the special features of this
exhibition will be the demonstration of
the possibilities of the industry for speed

and Peggy O’Neil have been added to the
cast of “The Checkered Flag,” the .fourth
Banner production for release by the
Henry Ginsberg Distributing Corporation.

veloped marvelously.

It will
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THE

IN
CASE in the front of the box office window consisted of a saxophone and
gold medals which were used in a contest for the best juvenile saxophone player. The picture above is
a reproduction of the Coliseum at Seattle, Wash., upon the showing of the First National film, “The
Knockout.”

q&EATEST PICTURE ON EARTH
--

.
I

i

—

rLM i-UMHJ wl fTir-

iiiii

rr._'l

1

ih in

RETIRED CONDUCTORS AND ENGINEERS of the Pennsylvania railroad who witnessed a special
performance of “The Iron Horse” at the Grand Theatre, Columbus, Ohio. One of the party arrived in
a Hispano and another in a Rolls-Royce for the showing of the Fox picture.

THE SUN THEATRE’S PARADE OF

horseback riders is shown above. It was an exploitation stunt
for the .showing of “Black Cyclone,” Pathe picture.
Mayor Dahlman and a police escort headed the
procession. The idea drew much space in Omaha, Neb., newspapers where the picture was shown.
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THE THEATRE

Q_Aj)tpartmmt of Practical Showmanship

THEATRE TOPICS OF THE DAY
What’s What,

Why, and the

Fmh
Scr««a
Not«s

Good Results
YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

C

Christmas

is

/

prominence in theatre management and see what’s what. Draw
up a chair and let’s have it. This

By George!

Christmas
HRISTMAS is coming

again.

Well,

mon-

Ax CCORDING

easily the

arch of holidays, but between that
day and this there’s the shopping to
be done!
No use denying the shopping’s a
Nothing to do, though, but
job.
make the best of it. Best way to do
that is to lighten a hard day’s buying by resting through a matinee or
topping off with an evening visit

good motion picture theatre.
There’s no better way to revive a

to a

drooping Christmas spirit
“every day is Christmas in
;

for
the

theatre.”

What

of It?

to the fellow

who

year than since 1920.
we’ve finished with Thanksgiving,
fill and quenched our thirst.
are surely mighty thankful

Ate our

We
We

didn’t

know

the prices
*

*

W

walk a mile (or a laugh.”

Theatre Publications
Getting Big Return
Theatre

“Red”

Grange has decided
“pro” football which will cause

play
a lot of
his opponents to join in the hue and cry
for him to continue his studies at the
University.
*
* *
to

—

that need weather stripping,
the dozen little household adjustments that must be made. Meantime, rapidly fluctuating tempera-

coughs,

ruffled

dispositions.

Winter never

But

strikes

the

where through

from Hollywood:

one.

tell

*

*

You Gotta Throw ’Em

at

Him

ventilation mainperfectly balanced atmospheric conditions in the theatre the

We’ve often heard that love is blind
but this Rhinelander suit is the first
suspicion we’ve had that it is “color

year around.
Theatregoing is more pleasant in
Winter merely because staying

“A

*

is

less so.

laugh a day keeps the doctor

away.”
January
Month.

will

be

National

Laugh

*

*

medium.

;

Short Features Gain
Ad Consideration

*

blind.”

“Yes, Sir, That’s

this

could be argued that a good theatre
publication, read by theatre goers on account of genuine merit and simultaneously
selling current attraction and theatre, is
the greatest force brought into theatre
management during recent years. But this
not an argument.
is a discussion
It

*

Rod La Rocque was a firm believer in
“An apple a day keeps the doctor away”
so when Director Alan Hale sprained his
ankle while filming “Braveheart” Rod
*

the

Scientific

tains

away

To

Florida, you

direct

Nor Summer, Spring nor

Fall.

story.

Paul Sloane was told he would have to
hurry up because a Los Angeles real estate firm had bought the land and was
about to start a sub-division. Now

comes

fed him apples for two days before calling a doctor.

theatre.

publications, or house organs,
currently “the thing” in the opinion
more than enough exhibitors to prove
their productivity as money-getters.
Lubliner & Trinz recently introduced the biggest of all theatre publications, as narrated on this page, but that isn’t all the

are
of

get the real story you have to read
scores of theatre publications sent to
this desk weekly by the largest and smallest theatres in the largest and smallest
cities.
You have to follow the text contents of these papers and see the prestigemaking, business-building, institutionalizing effort being made by showmen every-

dows

tures bring colds,

—

In the midst of filming an Egyptian village scene for “Made for Love” Director

brings the old string
of complications the furnace that needs repairing, the win-

Let’s itemize subjects for convenience.

first.

The Ice Harvest

This

Temperature
INTER

should be the big money season,
perhaps the biggest, and it’s well to
know what’s being done toward the
collection of stray ticket money.

*

“Jever Hear the One About
“I’d

is al-

ways figuring those things out, the
Thanksgiving dinner costs more this

Now

2 ’S as good a time as any to
assemble the items of current

*

My

Baby”

In one of the scenes for Paramount’s
“Mannequin” James Cruze sent out a
call for 43 babies and nursemaids. Fond
mothers with their infants mobbed the
studio and you can never make Cruze
believe there is any danger of race suicide in this country.

Another new consideration of the progressive theatre manager is short feature
advertising and exploitation. Since inaguration of a campaign by this paper in cooperation with its readers this branch of
the exhibitor’s work has gained attention never before accorded
events contributing to the

Special to

any theatre publication in the country. Blanket permission to use any or
all such copy in any manner is given herewith.

Concurrent

Showmen:

Balaban & Katz have begun use
of a film announcement inset immediately following the main title
of

The Theatre Herald is printed weekly as an aid to exhibitors publishing
house organs. Copy originally presented therein may be found in practically

it.

same end have

the

long

feature

giving

the

name of the theme song played.
“Remember,” used for “The Dark
Angel,” was the first theme number so announced.
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figured importantly in bringing about a
situation in which the showman who does

nothing constructive

3ft

with the short features on his program is looked upon as
not quite up to the minute.
Means and methods of exploiting, advertising and publicizing short features are
being developed with great rapidity. The
“Short Features” department of this paper
gives the details of this development regularly.
It is mentioned here merely as a
necessary part of the summary.

Presentation

Becomes

Prominent Factor
more discussion
other in the past
few seasons, has broken big this season.
Everybody who can use it is doing so or
getting ready to.
Theatres are being remodeled by others to accommodate stage
acts, and no new theatre is erected without
proper provision for this type of program.
Presentation, subject of

Were you

there on the 11th day of
November, 1918? Did you hurl gun
in air, pound buddy on the back?

Or were you one of the cheerers, the
you did not believe that in a scant seven years the anniversary of that day would be an all butt neglected

—

givers, perhaps” the bereft

occasion.

not good to forget too quickly. That is why the Strand ofprograms on Armistice Day, programs which
will carry on the duty of commemoration until such time as stunned
It is

fers specially selected

patriotism shall right itself and assume direction.

Strand Theatre - Tonight
“PATRIOTIC MEMORIES”

Wm.

—a scrapbook

among showmen than any

Due

“THE BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK,” A Paramount

Picture.

—Here’s the Cyclonic Comedy
Laughs, Laughs.
No Horses —No Beggars—
Classic

All

long,

persistent

and

intelligent

a step in this direction.

Ballyhoo Undergoing
Refining Process

of those days, played by

Wright on the Organ.

to

pioneering by the larger theatres, presentation is not without a more or less established technique.
The question that confronts most exhibitors is not one of
whether or not to use presentation but
rather one of scale, source, policy and
proportion. These matters will be worked
out speedily. Establishment of a “Presentation Acts” department by this paper is

Exploitation ballyhoo is not what it
was. Mainly due to the dignified character
of the great new theatres being constructed,
both in style and policy, a
thorough refining process has set in.

Garish displays, sensational stunts, trick
of great volume-producing value in

stuff

CARTOON COMEDY

‘JIOAV

THE BEAR GOT HIS

TAIL.’

times past, are practically out.
Exploitaeffort is becoming a stabilized, systematic branch of theatre operation.
Abandonment of ancient practices necessitates invention of new methods, a hardship upon the exploiteer which is at the
same time a salvation. Bettering exploitation methods, he necessarily betters the
theatre business.
Inventing new working
devices, he gains the additional attraction
power of the unused.
More work, of course, but more results
tion

BARGAIN PRICES

— 19c TO EVERYBODY —

10c.

W. Creamer, Chillicothe, Mo., took two columns to display the
Armistice Day copy supplied exhibitors by this department in the 1924
Holiday Number of the “Herald.”
John

TONIGHT AT

also.

f

Newspaper Copy

8:15

Stationary

FUN FROLIC
Neil

Douglas MacLean

Korb and the Macon Quarte tte

BRADERS ORCHESTRA
“The Bowery”
LUPINO LANE

What Is What for
Good Reason

i

Baldnale

6EO.M.C0HANS GREATEST COMEDY

AND THE TALK O' THE TOWN

JSTJEAfAfYOJyBoyj
AIErrfZY' N7AJD
with

lit-

save for revision to include proper representation for short features and presentation.
In layout, style, phraseology and
decoration there is little change.
Here is perhaps the great opportunity
for the resourceful exhibitor advertiser.
He who breaks into the limelight with new
and better newspaper advertising for theatres is very likely to have the attention of
the trade focused upon him overnight and
find himself swamped with appeals from
those who invariably find the worthwhile
in any line.
(No assessment is levied to
May the best man
cover this disclosure.
win.)

-jXa/stc,

Rocco Bovo and Amateur Show

Newspaper advertising changes but

in

In a Super

CANO

Laugh

“MAID IN MOROCCO”
PATHE NEWS — GEORGE HAUPT

tle,

That, very briefly and sketchily, is what’s
what these days in theatre operation. The
good reasons are revealed in the condition
itself.

Best of

Benny Barton, featured presentafeatured in this ad
Omaha, without
playing down the film portion of
the program.
current theatre
tion

act,

from the
Fred Meyer, Hamilton,
six

show

units

into

without crowding.

O.,

this

got

space

is

Rialto,

A

problem solved.

all

these

good reasons

is

the

fact that current conditions in this country
make it possible to sell anything worthwhile to enough people to gain a profit.

The general

prosperity permits expansion,
development, refinement, and pays for it!
This is obviously the time for a theatre,
or an individual, to do his stuff.
The
opportunity is here.
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Creamer Details
Program Used on

Day

Armistice

Memories”

“Patriotic

Having no stage and unable to use a
setting, I put over this number with the
aid of slides. The stage was draped with
and with

flags,

red, white

and blue house

lights.

The first slide read—“1918-1925. Seven
short years and Armistice Day is in an all
but neglected occasion. It is not good to
forget too quickly. That is why the Strand
offers tonight,

PATRIOTIC MEMORIES

a scrap book of those days.”

The music for this slide was the snare
drum roll, goiner into “Over There.”
The second slide read—-“Played by William Wright at the organ. Let’s take Private Smith, he is ready to sail for France
with thousands of others in 1917. As the
ship leaves he hears the bands playing ‘Till
We Meet Again’.”
The music goes from “Over There” into
“Till
Meet Again.”
The third slide read “As they land in
France, he hears an old fisherman on the

We

wharf

—

singing, ‘The Marseillaise’.”

The organ going into “The Marseillaise.”
The fourth slide read “That night his
company is billeted close to an English
camp and faintly he hears ‘It’s A Long

—

Vvay

to Tipperary’.”
for this was “Tipperary”
played very softly.
The fifth slide read “The next dav Private Smith and his buddies drop in at a
Y. M. C. A. hut.
Over in the corner a
group just returned from the front were

The music

—

‘My Buddy’.”
The music changed to “My Buddy.”
The sixth slide read “Then comes

singing

—

the

orders to go over the top at the zero hour

Lying on the ground in the murky
just before dawn, they see a
Scottish regiment marching bv and he
thinks of ‘Roaming in the Gloaming’.”

‘2 a.

m.’

darkness

—

This number played with bagpipe effects
was astonishing.
The seventh slide read “Then over the
top they go, amid shrieks and roars, on into

—

the German trenches.
the brave Yanks and

The boche

give in to
all over.
Private Smith wounded awakes in a hospital, and sees a beautiful Red Cross nurse.
He cannot talk, but he is thinking of ‘At

soon

it

is

Dawning’.”
This called for

full organ, war stuff, etc.,
with flashes of red and white lights through
the house, dimming into “At Dawning.”
The eighth slide read “After months of
agony in the hospital he recovers and then
comes that unforgettable day, Nov. 11,
1918.
ARMISTICE
and with it
‘Pack up Your Troubles in your Old Kit
Bag’ and thoughts of home.”
The music for this was “Pack Up Your
Troubles,” then going into “Home Sweet
Home” played as a march.
The ninth slide read “They return to
America, the troop ship elides past the
Statue of Liberty and anchors in the harbor.
Amid thousands they march uptown
through the Victory Arch, bands playing,
flags waving and people cheering ‘The
Stars and Stripes Forever’.”
Of course
the music for this was as indicated in the

—

DAY

—

slide.

—

The tenth slide read “Private Smith receives his discharge, goes to a certain address, finds his little Red Cross nurse
awaiting him. Quietly they go to the Little
Church Around the Corner, and now you
hear the majestic voice of the church organ
playing the “Wedding March.”
This called for the wedding march, and
this slide was followed b'r one of the
American Flag waving, with the organ
going into “America.”
Contributed by John IV. Creamer, Strand
theatre, Chillicothe,

Mo.

TOM

H. SCOTT, Queens Hall, Hexham, England, uses “Herald” copy
regularly in “The Tynedale Tatler,” neat, unique and effective magazine published for that theatre. The “Tatler” is done in the English
fashion and should prove of especial interest to American house organ
publishers. Other reproductions above are from Fred S. Meyer’s famous “Palace Theatre Magazine,” published for the Palace at Hamilton,
Headings are indicative of the splendidly organized co-ordination
prevailing throughout his paper.

O.
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AN ELECTRICAL DISPLAY
versal picture,

“The Phantom

GEORGE E. CARPENTER, manager of the Paramount-Empress, Salt Lake City, Utah, obtained
costumes for these college students from the studios
exploit “The Road to Yesterday,”
Distributing Corporation picture.

to

UNIVERSAL RECENTLY TIED
Milwaukee
the pictures

Producers

up

with

a

company for exploitation of
“The Teaser” and “Siege.” Placards

traction

were used on front and rear of each

street car.

1925

exploited the Uni-

of the

showed at Tulsa, Okla. The
with the Quaker Drug Store.
it

5,

Opera,” when

tieup

THE ENTRANCE OF THE CAMEO

was made

theatre in

was decorated with the heads of Harold
Lloyd figures for the showing of the picture “Dr.

Paris

Reginald Ford was instruJack,” Pathe feature.
mental in the exploitation.

MILK BOTTLES DELIVERED with labels regarding “The Pony Express,” Paramount picture,
were a part of the exploitation when the picture
showed at Oakland, Cal. The stunt was developed
by the American theatre where the picture showed.

December
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Kunsky Theatres Reap
Big Return from Short
Features Advertising

Herald Backs
Campaign W ith

Copy Service

Another of the great theatre

circuits has
of giving unusual
prominence to comedies in advertising. One
by one the theatre men of America have
been awakening to the importance of giving
greater space to comedies in their newspaper
copy until the movement is now taking on
the proportions of a tidal wave.
The latest theatres to take up the innovation are the John Kunsky Theatres in
Detroit and a three column advertisement
from the Madison theatre’s display in the
Detroit Sunday Tunes (with space costing
$20 an inch) is at hand, showing; the

joined in the

new rush

prominence given Harry Langdon and “His

Lucky

Star.”

tion, is ideally timed.

Pierce, director of publicity and
advertising for the Kunsky Theatres, is
getting astonishing returns from his new
policy of advertising; comedies as another
theatre man who has seen the wisdom of
the exploitation expansion.
Sam Blair, Chicago exploitation representative for Pathe, is installing throughout his territory a new system of questionnaires on comedies in theatres.
Ballots are
distributed in theatres asking patrons to
vote on the question, “Do you want comedies on your programs?”

“Only Certain

Way”

the only certain way to determine the value of comedies,” says Blair.
“Any theatre man can determine accurately
for himself just how much comedies mean.
If his patrons vote ‘no,’ he has a chance
to throw comedies away.
If they vote
‘yes’ he has a chance to take up more
thorough and enthusiastic advertising of
the comedies on his program.”
is

“Everywhere

been tried patrons
overwhelmingly and theatre proprietors have gone at the advertising of comedies in their newspaper spaces
with a punch that is reaping big winnings

have voted

This service will continue without
interruption in Herald issues published prior to January 1.
“Laugh Month,” scheduled for January
by the Short Feature Advertising Associa-

Returns Prove Policy

Howard

“This

In next week’s issue the Herald
begins publication of original ad
copy for use of readers in exploiting
“Laugh Month.” Full authority to
use any or all of this material with
or without revision, is granted herewith.

It

comes as a

fitting

climax to the Short Feature campaign
launched by the Herald several months
ago and conducted with such splendid cooperation from its readers as to be credited
by many with major responsibility for the
unprecedented stimulation of interest in
this branch of the business.

Copy Applied

Service

Original ad copy furnished readers at the
beginning of the Short Features campaign
proved of utmost value, showmen all over
the country adapting it for use in newspaper advertising, house organs, special
literature of all kinds and upon their
screens in slide and film form. A notable
unit in the first series of ads, “Napoleon
Was a Small Man,” is perhaps the most
widely published service copy ever supplied
by a trade journal.

Material

supplied

for

“Laugh Month”

will constitute a practical extension of the

campaign material

this has

previously

furnished.

Pledge Signers Active

‘yes’

at the box-office.”

HOLIDAY FILM
For Thanksgiving many showmen

Signers of the “Co-operation Pledge”
printed in this department during the past
several months have been consistently active in advertising and
exploitation
of
Short Features.
To their example much
of the increase in space allotted the lessthan-five-reel product during recent weeks
is

directly traceable.

will use

suitable

short features instead of other
especially fit their show to the
occasion. Identical means may be used for
other approaching holidays. There is adequate material of this character in the vaults
of the short feature concerns, but reservations should be made early to assure choice

means

What Others Think

to

in selection.

WHAT’S WANTED
Next week

this department begins supplying special service copy based on National
Laugh Month. Exhibitors facing special
local
problems are invited to acquaint

“Short Features” with same in order that
what’s wanted may be provided.

10

.

BRUCE FOWLER
Managing

Director

“There

is

Newman and

no question

Royal

in

Theatres

my mind

but that Red Seal subjects are the
short subjects on the market.
It is a pleasure to have the privilege
of showing them in Kansas City.”

finest

N. Y. C.

Edwin Miles Fadman,

Pres.
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Educational Outlines

Product Prepared for
National Laugh Month
In

line

with plans for

a

great

national

Laugh Month in January, when Comedy
shall be predominant on the motion picture
program. Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
is pushing work on several of its biggest
comedies of the year so that they can be released in time for the big Comdy Month.
These comedy subjects yet to be released, together with the laugh pictures aready released this Fall, will constitute what company officials claim to be the best line-up of
Educational comedies ever made available
for booking in one month.
“Never before in the history of Educational Pictures,” said Mr. E. W. Hammons,
Educational’s president, just before he
sailed for London a few days ago, “has
a stronger line-up of one and two-reel
comedy subjects been available for showing
in the big theatres of the country than the
program scheduled for release up to and
including January.

Foresees “Biggest Month”
“Laugh Month is destined to be the
gest month for the short comedy in

bigthe

history of the motion picture business. Educational is proud of the big part it is going to play in Laugh Month, not only
through its special exploitation and advertising efforts, but because of the fine program of box-office attractions in the comedy class which we can offer to exhibitors
as program builders and money makers

during this special Laugh Month.”
In Educational’s new two-reel comedies
which will be in line for special Laugh

Month

exploitation are a large number of
stars, said to constitute as strong
a line-up of comedy box-office magnets as

popular

has ever been found
short laugh pictures.

any program of
Lupino Lane and

in

Lloyd Hamilton will be lending their boxoffice pulling powers to theatres participating in Laugh Month, each with two subjects in the 1925-26 series.
These four
pictures constitute a group of laugh features in two reels, each of which would
serve well as the feature of an all comedy
program, of which there probably will be
a large number during Laugh Month.
The other stars on the Educational program include Bobby Vernon, Walter Hiers,
Jimmie Adams, Johnny Arthur, Lige Conley, A1 St. John, Neal Burns, Billy Dooley,
“Big Boy,” the new Juvenile Comedy
“find,” and the other popular kids of the
Juvenile Comedy series, as well as such
leading ladies as Vera Steadman, Molly
Malone, Virginia Vance, Duane Thompson.

Product Enumerated
The Lupino Lane Comedies for January
Laugh Month bookings are “Maid in Morocco,” the lavish laugh production which
has already made a tremendous hit in a
few early first run showings, and “The

Fighting Dude,” which will be released in

December and which shows the famous
pantomimist in what has been pronounced
by those

who have

seen

it

at pre-views to
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TUESDAY

NOV. 17

The Show

WEDNESDAY

of Shows!

Btjgf”

“THE CALGARRY STAMPEDE”
Big Shows In One!

of

SHOW BUSINESS

the

Everything

on

the

a

scale

big
of

,

sc’alie—
prices.

HM/elcome back, oy*

..ANNETTE

MAN

Extra Added Attraction

GREAT MOVIE STORY

A

1925

E. P. Albee, President

THE SENSATION
err opt

Two

5,

NOV. 18

Admission

Regul ar

December

THE LADY VERSATILE’

William Desmond and Eileen Sedwick

WEEK OF

Plus

14 TH

SEPT.

Together with the biggest pageant of nov-

THE REAL CALGARRY RODEO

“The Riddle Rider"

elties

and international stars

ever- sttfaed

Added Feature
In the

See. the Score of Exciting Events in this Big'

PATHE NEWS
Story of the

RED GRANGE
Oil
Th* Greatest

of

AU

Football

Sian

Great Picture* of the Pennaylvania-^lllinoi*

There

ia

Game

Bristling

* nt the

ACTUALLY FILMED AT THE WORLD FAMOUS CALGARRY RODEO

Riders!

With Action!

low for Mrs- Richaad ”V#h|e

a free pasa'u

War between

Men and The Range

chow

IN

for

Harry Polunsky

AUGUST

1925

—

SHORT FEATURES,

“Exhibitors Herald”. I enclose a half-page we used here this week
“The Calgary Stampede” and start off “The Riddle Rider.” The
current issue of the “Herald” states that we Exhibitors don’t pay enough attention to the
football shots in our news reels. I respectfully call your notice to the lower left hand space
in this ad. If exhibitors pass this sort of thing up they are sure missing many tickets. True
enough, this is just a few feet in the 1000 in the news, and the news is just one reel of
the show, but I know for an absolute fact that this one item in the ad sold tickets for me.
Of course to get real benefit from such items your news must be somewhere near up
to date. Ours is and it’s many times worth the extra rental we pay for it to get it while it’s
NEWS and not just current events that have passed by two or three weeks ago.
I’ve probably written you too much about a mere news reel, some may say. You’ve had
other reports along similar lines from me before, but “There’s a Reason,” Folks, a good
big reason, and the merry old B. O. tells what it is. HENRY REEVE, Star theatre,
Menard, Tex.
to call their attention to

—

be one of the funniest fight subjects ever

shown.

“The

Lloyd

Movies,”

Hamilton’s

first

to Nuts” and “My Swedie” with
Neal Burns, and another as yet untitled

“Soup

featuring Dooley.

the year, has already made a
pronounced hit at the Rialto Theatre in
New York and a few other first run houses.
In addition to this picture, the second subject, “Framed,” will be available before the
first of the year.
Bobby Vernon’s contributions to Laugh

the beginning of this season through January include eight of these fast action
Jack White productions, featuring A1 St.
John and Lige Conley. The Conley subjects are “Pleasure Bound,” “Spot Light,”

Month

Split,”

picture of

“Watch Out,” “Slippery
Feet” and “OO-La-La.”
will

be

In the Walter Hiers Comedy series there
will also be three pictures. These are “Off

His Beat,” “Hot Doggie” and a third subject as yet untitled which is nearing completion

at

the

Christie

January release.
Jimmie Adams,

Studio

for

early

now

appearing in his
first series of two-reel comedies under his
own name, will be seen in “Be Careful,”
“Fair But Foolish” and “A Busy Bum,” the
last named having just been completed at
the Christie Studio and being scheduled for
release in January.

Arthur in Three
Tuxedo Comedy series

In the

Johnny

Arthur

will

be

three

featuring

The Mermaid Comedies scheduled from

“On Edge,” “Cheap
while A1

“Fair Warning”

host of Juvenile kids. “Baby Be Good” is
the first of this group, “A Bachelor’s
Baby,” a picture with the holiday spirit, and
“Sea Scamps” following.
Cliff Bowes is featured in a number of
the single reel Cameo Comedies released
this Fall, and Felix the Cat, Pat Sullivan’s
famous cartoon cat, is giving the best effort of his nine lives to contribute his
share to the fun which Laugh Month will
bring to movie fans everywhere.

situation

all directed by William Goodone of the finest comedy directors
ever developed by the screen. The first

SERIES IDEAS

rich,

of these is “The Tourist,” which marked
Arthur’s debut in two-reel comedies and
which created such a furore on its first
showing, establishing Arthur immediately
as belonging to the front rank of screen
comedians. Then there will be “Cleaning
Up,” a domestic comedy, and “My Stars,”
which is just about finished at the Educational Studio in Los Angeles.
five

and

Christie Comedy series will have
subjects available “A Misfit Sailor”
“A Goofy Gob” with Billy Dooley,

—

Suitable stories for production in series
are sought by short feature producers. Suggestions of exhibitors, concerning subject
matter or treatment, will be conveyed by
this department to the desired source of
product.

SPEED WITH VOLUME
Patrons want a show that’s fast but not
too short, big but not bulky, long enough,
not too long, and above all snappy. Selected
short features combine speed with volume
perfectly.

DAII.YI

Seals

crflr
'''-'M

World’s
EVENINGS
Largest
1000 Good <£1
*r
Playhouse
Seats
I

1

I

Hal Roach Pathe comedies advertised by Keith-Albee’s New York
Hippodrome.

John

Cowards.”
“Big Boy,” a remarkable baby prodigy
discovered by Jack White, will be seen in
each of the three Juvenile Comedies, as
will also Bonnie Barrett and the familiar

comedies,

The

Skates” and Lickety
will be seen in
“Fire Away” and “Live

St.

MATS.

1000 Good

Fox News Pictures of
Burning Lenape’ Seen
Same Day on Screen
6

Speeding on its own airplane, Fox News
brought pictures of the burning Clyde liner
“Lenape” from the scene of the catastrophe

Delaware coast to Broadway in time
to be shown in all the Broadway motion
picture theatres at 8:30 o’clock the same
off the

evening (November 18). This extraordinary feat was possible because of the coordination of the Fox News staff in New

York and Philadelphia and

the staff aviator at Michell Field.
The Fox News reel delivered to the theatres showed the burning ship as photographed from the airplane circling about
the flaming hulk. Included in the reel were
also pictures of the 366 survivors on the
rescue train at Wilmington, Delaware.
When the first tip on the disaster was
received by J. N. Donahue, assistant news
editor of Fox News, he at once dispatched
Carl Larson, a staff cameraman, to fly in
the Fox News airplane to “shoot” pictures

of the burning

liner.

The Fox News

cameraman

staff

at Philadelphia was sent to get
photographs of the survivors as they

reached Wilmington, Delaware.

December
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Showmen Laud “Presentation Acts
Herald Will
Supply Stage
Act Scripts

Ash
One of

the

Style Followed
first

two Morgan presenta-

especially prepared for the
use of theatres staging the Paul Ash style
of presentation. The widespread popularity of this type of presentation, growing
out of Mr. Ash’s sensational success at the
McVickers theatre, Chicago, lends this
tions

will

be

phase of Mr.

Morgan’s

first

contribution

special interest.

The second

unit in the first of the

Mor-

gan

series is a simpler production fashioned
such style as to make it practical for use
in theatres of any type.
By expansion or
condensation is can be fitted to large or
small stages and performed with few or

(Week Beginning November 23)

players.

Recalls Coppock Series
Publication of Mr. Morgan’s series recalls the Albert Coppock presentations offered in the Herald several months ago,

The Coppock
wide attention.
was discontinued when Mr. Coppock

attracting
series

joined the production staff of the Balaban & Katz organization in Chicago.

Alhambra, Milwaukee,

Uses

Presentations

1

PRESENTATION
:
:

Grand

!

“Slavische Rhapsody,” Capitol
conOrchestra, Albert E. Short

;

,

ductor.

“The Turkey and the Gobbler,” Lorna
Doone Jackson and Herbert Gould.
“The Season’s Hero.”
Tableau:
Leo Terry at the Capitol-Wurlitzer organ
P Ia ying a special Thanksgiving number.

I

“A Comedy Situation.”
“Mums”: “Story of the Chrysanthemum,”
Marjorie Pringle and Orville Rennie; solo
dance, Beulah Troy; “Waltz of the Flower

Girls”;

“An

Old

Bouquet”;

“The

Chrysanthemum.”

PICTURES
“The Fool,” Fox.
Capitol Scenic Review.
Comedy Cartoon.

Acts working in presentations reported in this issue are listed for
booking convenience on the second
page following. Similar listing of
acts working in presentation theatres will be supplied regularly as a
service feature of this department.
to

at
at

Exhibitors incorporating presentation intheir programs, as so many are doing
this

time, find

it

to lay hands
talent desired.
in stage shows

difficult

once upon professional

Listing of acts employed
reported under “Current Presentations” is
aimed toward correction of this natural
unfamiliarity with available talent.

( Special

Field Covered

Herald representatives reporting stage
from the principal cities of the

shows

country cover a wide

field.

Acts working

the larger theatres are reported and their
work discussed. Exhibitors seeking profor
especially qualified
fessional
talent
work in a given production will have little
difficulty in locating suitable acts through
this

means.

the-

putting on the stage the presentations created by Francis A. Mangan
of the Capitol theatre, Chicago. The arrangement under which the acts are routed
to the local house will operate for 26 weeks.
Heinz Roemheld of the Alhambra retains
the title of director of presentations, and
in addition to conducting the Alhambra orchestra he cooperates with Mangan’s representative in arranging the stage shows.
atre here,

L. Rothafel,

Music Club Concerts

is

( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELDPHIA,
Panl Whiteman and

his

PA.,

Nov.

24.—

orchestra will be

first Sunday concert, No29, of a series to be held at the
Stanley theatre here under the auspices of
The officers of
the Stanley Music Club.
the Stanley Company of America are backing the club.

featured at the

vember

“Roxy”

of radio fame,

will direct the destinies of the “Roxy”
York when completed, entheatre in
dorses the new department in these words:

New

to tell you that I consider your
presentation section a most valuable
I
addition to the Exhibitors Herald.
have read it with genuine interest and wish
to congratulate you on the new depart-

“I

want

new

ment.”

Morris Cites Need
William Morris, head of William Morris Theatrical Agency, telegraphed Mar“Read with interest your
tin J. Quigley:
presentation section in Exhibitors

your sigwith which
various circuits and independent managers will follow this section will prove
it is necessary adjunct to all film perithat

accompanied

nature.

believe

I

it

over

interest

odicals.”

Edward L. Hyman, managing director
Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn tele“Congratulations on your new
graphed
of the

:

)

WIS.,
ard Waugh, manager of the Alhambra

S.

who

Herald and appreciated timely foreword

Mangan Whiteman’s Orchestra
Herald
Will Head Series of
Nov. 24.—How-

to Exhibitors

Herald.”

special

Wide

Created by F.
MILWAUKEE,

“Congratulations on your splendid new department, Presentation
Acts,” reads a wire from Sid Grauman, veteran presentation advocate.
“It is a fine idea. I am a great bepresentations as you
in
liever
know and this department in the
“Herald” should stimulate all to
greater efforts.”
“Accept heartiest congratulations on your
splendid new department of presentation,”
wires Frank L. Newman of the Los Angeles Metropolitan, Rialto and Million Dol“This is a most important
lar theatres.
present day exhibitor problem and your
addition of this department is indicative of
Exhibitors
of
spirit
progressive
the

Acts Listed
for Booking
Convenience

in

many

Great Step
Ahead, ” Say
Theatre Men

Program

Beginning with next week’s issue
of the “Herald,” this department will
publish a series of presentation acts
prepared especially for this purpose
by F. Langdon Morgan. These may
be used by readers, wholly or in
part, directly from the printed page.
F.
Langdon Morgan, former theatre
owner and manager attracted to presentation production by its remarkable development in the past few months, will supply
two presentations in the first of his series.
These will be published in this department
next week.

(

Chicago Capitol

Overture

t >

department “Presentation Acts,” which is
another step forward by a publication
As the
which is always moving ahead.
Brooklyn Mark Strand is a pioneer in presentations, these being originated and staged
right at the theatre from a personnel of
two hundred artists, we are doubly interested and hope to supply you with much

material.”

Sidney Adds Endorsement
Louis K. Sidney, Aldine theatre, Pittsburgh, whose telegram was followed by
(

Continued on Page 64)
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Sidney

Program
(Four Days Beginning November 25)

PRESENTATION
Overture

It

Over

of

Sidney’s man-

“Rubeville Cut-Ups,” Mills and Duncan.

“A Smart Dance

cities

they

had
com-

faith in the

bination

of

PICTURES
“The King on Main

dine.

Aldine

is

Louis K. Sidney
located some seven blocks off location and to get to it one
must negotiate what amounts to an alley.
It was necessary to get the theatre talked
about as the place to go and Sidney believed presentation would do the trick.
Presentation had not begun to take hold
in Pittsburgh at that time.
Novel and elaborate stage shows became
the order of things at the Aldine.
technical staff was assembled and commissioned to make each week’s production

A

predecessor. Their program
successively startle the natives
until the news of the big new type of
show in town would bring the crowds.
How the plan worked out is best attested
by the fact that now, in its third year under
Sidney’s direction, the Aldine is “the” theatre in Pittsburgh so far as the presentations are concerned at least.
The “alley”
location is no longer a barrier to business.
A definite brand of entertainment has been
established and has become staple.
Two of Mr. Sidney’s recent presentation acts, a prologue to “Little Annie

surpass

was

its

to

Rooney” and an Armistice Day number
are photographically reproduced and described on another page. Other Sidney
productions will be published in subse-

quent issues.

Chicago

;

Goes

on

Tour Again Next Week
Edna Wallace Hopper, known to the
theatre-going public as “The Eternal Flapper,” arrived in Chicago yesterday after an
exceptionally successful tour of the large
motion picture houses
resting for a

week

in the East.
After
she will go East again.

Miss Hopper’s next motion picture house
be made at the Earle
theatre, Philadelphia, for the week beginning November 30; at the Earle theatre,
Washington, D. C., for the week beginning
December 6; and at Fay’s theatre, Providence, R. I., for the week beginning De-

appearances

Paramount.

EDWARD BOWES
New York

Capitol)

comparatively short existence,
discarding the standards of yesterday for the finer and better ones of
today.
its

to Exhibitors

D.

Herald)

Maintaining equal pace with motion picture production, has been the

C.— Marion Wil-

own, but is assisted by the Lido orchestra,
a crack music unit.
Miss Wilkins has appeared in Ziegfeld’s
“Midnight Frolics” and in “Hitchy-Koo,”
and also has been teamed with a member
of the famous Cansino family of Spanish

stage and musical entertainment
that supplements the picture in the
theatre. Yesterday’s type of presentation took its place in the pageant
and passed on to make room for a
newer conception.

Time was when the picture, bare and
unadorned, was the sole fare offered to
the picture-going public.

dancers.

Then came

a c c o
score,

Lee

Picture House
( Special

to

Turn

Exhibitors Herald )

ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 24.—Jane and
Catherine Lee, song and dance team familiar to vaude patrons and picture house audiences, are featured in a jazz revue at the
Missouri theatre here this week.

pheric and generally

was

condensed

Rodemich and

his orchestra, and Stuart
Barrie, organist, moved from the Grand
Central here across the street to the Missouri, November 21.

Rodemich’s orchestra has been enlarged
to bring the

large

number of players to
works in the

orchestra

30.
pit,

The
but

time to time.
The inauguration of the Skouras regime
at the Missouri is featured by the appearance of 30 artists on the stage in a jazz
revue.
Among the stars are the Lee sisters, Jane and Catherine.

Permanent performers

at the

The Sixteen Missouri Rockets,

tion

house are

a dance unit

16 St. Louis girls recruited by Russell
Marquette, formerly of New York, who
was imported to assemble and train the

of

of

its

por-

own

“atmosphere.”
Calls Prologue

A

24.—Gene

Nov.

to introduce

the picture with a

Special to Exhibitors Herald )

MO.,

whose
purpose

alleged

into Missouri
Theatre in St. Louis

LOUIS,

accepted

Prologue,

Move
ST.

atmos-

called

Rodemich and Barrie

(

the

m p anying

and the
surrounding proIn
the
gram.
course of the program’s
development, there was
evolved the so-

Sisters Playing

“Abused”

constructed along elementary dramatic principles, the same
principles on which a play or a novel is
written.
The story is begun and unfolded in its logical sequence of events.
How absurd and incongruous it would
be to tear out several pages from the
middle of the book and place if at the
beginning! A novelist does not give an
exposition of his story as the preface.
Similarly, it would never occur to a
dramatic producer to preface his play
with a motion picture, an entirely foreign and different medium, and reveal
the crux of his climax and his plot.
It
would be against all laws of dramatic
construction and defeat the very purpose of the play.
A picture is built along the same dramatic lines. A scenario is written and
the picture directed according to the logpicture

is

dancers.

ical development of the story.
All elements which might disclose the plot are

Lydia Harris, Vaude
“Name,” at McVickers

carefully concealed until such time as it
suits the dramatic purpose of the director to reveal them.
Each scene has its
logical position in the development of
the story.

will

cember 14.
During the last three and a half years
Miss Hopper has appeared on the stages
of motion picture houses throughout the
United States and in Canada.

By MAJOR

Perhaps the outstanding aspect of
motion pictures is the amazing manner in which it has stridden through

Stratford Scenic Review.

Rodemich’s jazz combination will maintain
its identity by working on the stage from

Edna Wallace Hopper
in

Street,”

Comedy Cartoon.

WASHINGTON,

Sid-

Prolog; for
Presentation
(Managing Director

kins, actress-dancer, is the topliner in the
Earle theatre presentation here this week.
She appears in a production entirely her

ney and the Al-

The

Offering,” Ramsdel Sisters

and Deyo.

( Special

accomplishments in Detroit,
St.
Louis
other

Hillblom ,

'1

agerial

and
and

Stratford

Marion Wilkins on
Film Theatre Stage

al
representative,
didn’t
think
so.

heard

Melodies,”
Mauritx
Mauritz

conductor.

When Mr. Sidney took over direction of
the Aldine theatre, three years ago, the
experts said it was a dud. Marcus Loew
and E. A. Schil-

They’d

Orchestra,

^
^
A T’t.
n Ir anriiri n rr TP
Vv 1
Thanksgiving
“A
Tableau.”

—

Loew’s gener-

“Popular

:

Versatile

“In Pittsburgh, it’s the Aldine.’’
Louis K. Sidney, veteran showman, made it so with presentation.

ler,

Bowes Flays

Chicago Stratford

Presentation

Put

1925

5,

Made Aldine Success

Presentation
L. K.

December

best known
country, is at the
McVickers theatre, Chicago, this week.
Miss Harris is a big time vaude favorite
and also has headlined in a number of revues.

Lydia Harris,

“blues”

singers

one of the

in

the

The prologue defeats that very purpose.
It extracts an important part of
the plot and reveals and destroys the
dramatic effect which the makers of the
( Continued on Page
64 )

December

5,
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CURRENT PRESENTA TIONS
Mob Takes MeVickers

Fred Hughes, Tenor,
Featured Importation
on Fine Musical Bill

....

(Chicago
Chicago)
Fred Hughes, tenor, was the feature importation on this week’s bill at the Chicago
theatre, Chicago.
He sang but two songs,
“Macushla” and Irving Berlin’s “Remember,” but he was given a bigger hand for
these than many lesser singers win for a
dozen. His is the kind of act that makes
a presentation a big attraction on any picture house bill.
While “Laughs of the Day” held the
screen Harry Judnich, accordionist, and
the house orchestra played “Sleepy Time
Gal.”
It was just as well, or even better,

with

Tamara Utgoff
Hicks Brothers
Betty Anderson
Frank Libuse
Fred Hughes
Everett Johnson and Band
Melvisto Phanto Revue

Dorothy South
Combe and Nevins
Yuriena and Svoboda
Bernardo De Pace
Benny Davis
Billy

Kansas City)

week a new idea in specialty
ment was inaugurated at the

entertain-

Newman

House

Kerekjarto
Milton Monroe
Beeman and Grayce

Reeder and Armstrong
Sheldon and Bailey
Eva Ivey
Daphne Campbell
Louise Rogero
Morrison and Best
Lou Fishback

Amphion Quartet
Lee Evans and Band
Drina Beach

As the orchestra moved into the heavier
part of the overture the organ sounded
rumblingly.
Wild clouds raced around
and over the peaks and the stage dimmed.
This was a splendidly realistic handling of
a difficult subject, but as the storm rose
to its greatest height the audience thrilled.

CITY, MO., Nov. 24.—This

to see “U. S. S. Syncopation,” another jazz
opera by the apparently infallible Paul
Ash. And again Ash demonstrated, as he
has done several times during his McVickers run, that he can put across a real show
without a member of the opposite sex in
the cast. That’s a feat
Henri A. Keats, organist, preceded the
Ash act, playing “Let’s Wander Away,”
written by Ash.
“U. S. S. Syncopation” was a battleship
Parting drapes unset and a good one.
covered the band playing “Twilight, the
Stars and You” with Milton Watson singing it from his position at the helm.
This over, Ash introduced King, Kelly
and Graham, trio, who sang “Knee Deep
in Daisies” and encored with “Tie Me to
Your Apron Strings Again,” getting a fair
break. Next was A1 Schenck, boosted by
Ash as his discovery, who followed the
applause this introduction got his first
dance with a fast Charleston that went

Olga and Mishka

slowly and a house set behind an inclined
road came out sharply.
Immediately behind the footlights at right was a waterfall playing over brown, mossy rocks.

KANSAS

Chicago)
( McVickers
They mobbed McVickers again last week

Ciccolini

curtain was drawn to reveal a dim stage.
At rear center top a snow capped peak in
the Alps stood out.
The lights went up

(Newman

Pearl and Guy Magley

Art Landry and Band

The stage set, song and house orchestra
combination in the overture to “William
Tell” was a stupendous attraction.
The

Lee Evans’ Music
and Song Act Plays
to Crowded Houses

Again; No Women in
“U. S. S. Syncopation”

Melvin Sisters

that the orchestra played loudly.

Gradually the tempo of the storm diminished and the lights went up slowly. When
the stage was fully lighted again a shepherd appeared at right driving a small flock
of sheep down the inclined road and went
out left.
This bit of realism drew murmurs of approval from the crowd.
Next on stage were Miriam Klein, soprano, and Georges Du Franne, tenor,
dressed in Swiss costume.
Each of these
signers has a fine voice, and their duet
was well sung.
Last on the presentation bill was Jesse
Crawford in a “Short Musical Lecture,”
reported in detail in this issue.

Acts Reported
In This Issue

bigger.

Ruth Urban
Marian and Martinez Randall

Then Ash took one of the pianos to accompany Milton Watson singing “At

Edward Atchison
Frank Seigert
Ben Bernie

Dawning.” He followed that with “Remember,” getting applause at the mere announcement and more at the finish.
George Givot, another apparently permanent member of the unit, then gave
them “I Wish I Was in Peoria” and “She’s

Hy. C. Geis
Sascha Jacobson
Pauline Miller
Paul Ash
King, Kelly and Graham
A1 Schenck
George Givot
Milton Watson
Rubinoff
Art Kahn
Miriam Klein
Georges Du Franne
Frank Judnich
Jesse

Crawford

Imported Acts to Be
Featured at Howard,
Atlanta, This Winter
(Howard
Atlanta)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov. 24. —’Dorothy
South, formerly of the Greenwich Village
Follies,”

and Milton Monroe,

singer,

fur-

nished two of the four acts which featured
the successful presentation program at the

Howard

week ending Novemappearance marked the

theatre the

ber 21.
Their
opening week of a series of imported

at-

Instead of dividing the stage
show time with several separate acts, Bruce
Fowler, manager, billed Lee Evans and

tractions to be given at the Howard this
winter, in addition to local performers and
the screen program.

His Happy Melody Lads

Miss South sang a number of popular
and Monroe was presented in a
special number with Melvin P. Ogden,
Howard organist, accompanying him on
the new Wurlitzer.
Both got good applause and their numbers, though not unusual, were successful.
Each used but a
few minutes.
A dance fantasy called “The Spanish
Fan,” staged by LeRoy J. Prinz, was used
in connection with the overture, “Espana
Rhapsodie,” directed by Jan Rubini. Three
local dancers appeared in this number.
Two violin solos by Rubini, accompanied
by Richard Gordon at the piano, was the
fourth number.
Rubini’s solos took five
minutes and the dance number three.
“Flower of Night” and a Mack Sennett
comedy were the screen features.

theatre.

entire

time, more than
and his lads put

occupy the
an hour.
on an act called
to

half

Evans
“The Royal Mounted.” Though the Newman did no more than the usual amount
of

advertising this week, business has
been better than average.
Evans’ act is in four scenes and is
wholly jazz. Each member of the unit is
a good musician.
Evans has a splendid
barytone voice and sends his numbers over
in fine style, winning hearty applause time
after time.

years the Newman has mingled
songs and music with jazz, the
light with the heavy.
But judging by this
week’s show it is likely that more all- jazz
one-act bills are likely to follow.
“The Midshipman” is the feature picture.

For

operatic

songs

Just a Sailor’s Sweetheart,” sagging just a
bit below the responses he’s been getting
recently but still finding it necessary to
drag on Rubinoff, violin star of Pathe records, to stop the clapping.
Rubinoff, presented as a stowaway and
working in rough makeup, broke the jazz
routine with a lofty solo so splendidly done
that the jazz fans present voted him a
knockout. Ash then asked him if he could
play jazz and, after a comic start, he tore
off a section of blues that disproves forever the contention that one man can’t do
both. They liked this so well they wouldn’t
let Ash go on with the show, so he brought
Rubinoff back to play “Pal of Mv Cradle
Days,” merging into “Oh What a Girl” for
the finish.
“Mighty Blue” was the closing number
by the band.

“Cobra” and Pathe

News completed

the

show.

Musical and Singing
Show Plays to Brisk
Business All Week
(Stanley

-

PHILADELPHIA,

Philadelphia)

Nov. 24.—
Olga and Mishka Company, with Tamara Utgoff, offering harp specialties,
PA.,

solos and dance specialties, and
Hicks Brothers, banjoists, were featured

vocal

on last week’s bill at the Stanley theatre.
Business was brisk all week.

The first company’s semi-classic numbers were very well played by the harpist
and the vocal solos, though “old
Staging and
stuff,” were well received.
costuming were exceptionally attractive.
Hicks Brothers drew prolonged applause with their banjo work, and were
recalled for several encores.
“The Dream Girl,” by Victor Herbert,
was

the overture.
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Crawford Scores
With Musical Lecture

De

Buddy.”

The

closing melody, played in its
Eyes,” one of the

entirety, was “Brown
latest song successes.

The audience punctuated

the conclusion
of the lecture with sustained applause.

Bauder’s Band Plays

Lead
( Special

OMAHA,
Cunningham

to

to Picture Bill
Exhibitors Herald )

NEB., Nov.

24.

— Manager Art

Strand theatre here
presented the Creighton University Collegians during the showing of “The Freshman.” Ike Bauder conducts the Collegians.
of

the

Bill

Chicago )
Yuriena and Svoboda, classic dance
team, and Bernardo De Pace, mandolin
wizard, were featured in the Chicago Senate

theatre stage

vember

16.

show

the

week

of

No-

Art Kahn opened the show

with his own syncopated version of the
overture to “Faust.” The dancers and De
Pace halved the takings.
Yuriena and Svoboda were introduced by
a male quartette in an open-faced, archtopped case on full stage, singing Irving
Berlin’s “Remember.” The dancers stepped
down and front from the case and did a
dance turn that consumed but a few minutes yet won a great hand from the packed
house.
four-girl ballet unit stepped an
assist for them.

A

Yuriena and

from the audience.
Crawford next introduced a bit of “My
Buddy” and followed with “Carolina in
With respect to the latter
the Morning.”
he pointed out, still with slides and the

In the classical category Tsckaikowsky’s

Hand

( Senate

syncopated-music produced by men with
entirely different musical and national inheritances working in widely separated
parts of the world.
The first phrase of melody flashed on
the screen was from an old German song,
‘‘The Old Mill.” In this the “cuckoo call”
dominant.
This was followed by a
is
phrase from “Old Black Joe.” At this point
there was a murmur of pleased surprise

“Marche Slave” and Cesar Cui’s “Orientale” were introduced.
The interest of the
audience became more keen at this point.
Next in the melodic collection was “My

Pace, Split

on Good Double

Chicago

Jesse Crawford, Balaban & Katz organist,
this week introduced at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, an instructive musical novelty
entitled, “A Short Musical Lecture.” Using
slides of music scales to announce the
points he made with the organ, Crawford
explained how a two-note motif that he
terms the “cockoo call” occurs in and
forms the basis of classical and modern

organ, that against the prime melody, in
which the same two-note motif is dominant,
the composer wrote an unusually fine counter-melody.

1925

5,

Yuriena and Svoboda,

Jesse

at Chicago,

December

Walter O’Keefe, versatile entertainer
and composer, whom Fred C. Curtis
is booking into presentation theatres.

Amphion Quartet

Is

Winner with Medley
of Late Song Hits
(

Palace

Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov. 24.—Amphion
Quartet, singing popular numbers, is on the
Palace stage this week and pleases every-

The

that
draw best are
Baby” and “Everything Is
Hotsy Totsy Now.”
Dwight Brown, house organist, wins a
good hand with “Pal of My Cradle Days,”
with the words on the screen.
“Seven Keys to Baldpate” is the feature

body.

“That’s

songs

My

picture.

Svoboda keep

strictly

to

the classic tradition, and the fact that they
pull a big hand with their kind of dancing
in this day of Charlestonmania indicates
the high quality of their work. Both dancers are air-light on their feet, and neither
gestures unnecessarily. Their act is perfect presentation material.
Bernardo De Pace grabbed a good share
of the applause with “Mandolin Murmurs.”
De Pace is a perfect salesman. The mandolin is a difficult instrument to sell on the
American stage, but De Pace has learned
a method that combines costume, gesture
and musical ability to give his act high
value as an attraction for any picture house
stage.

Art Kahn’s swank musical organization
gave the “Faust” overture all the attrac-

modern American musical
manner but robbed it of none of its older
values.
Kahn’s knowledge of what the
public likes was indicated by that same
public’s loud hand at the conclusion of the
tiveness of the

number.

“Her Sister
ture picture.

from Paris” was the

fea-

All-Irish Bill with

Six Players Featured
Is Picture Prologue
New

( Rivoli

NEW
of

YORK,

Ireland,”

York )

Nov. 24.— “A

featuring

Betty

Little

Bit

Anderson,

Frank Losee and

the Four Rivolettes, is the
presentation staged this week by Hugo
Riesenfeld for the Tivoli theatre. It is in
the nature of a prologue to the feature
picture, “Irish Luck.”
The headline performers and August Werner at the organ
make a decided hit with the audiences.

Ruth Glanvill, saxaphonist, and Albert
and Adele Gloria come in for a good share
of the applause.

The overture, played by the Rivoli orchestra with Hugo Riesenfeld and Willy
Stahl
conducting
is
Tschaikowski’s
“1812.”

Lou Fishback’s Songs

Go

Well; Act Is Not
Tied with Screen Bill

Louis K. Sidney of the Aldine theatre, Pittsburgh, arranged this “Tribute to
Armistice Day” presentation. The curtains part to reveal front of White House.
The only figures seen are those of the soldier and the sailor. Shot of boys
marching in France is flashed across drop. Orchestra plays chorus of “Over
There.” At finish chimes strike. Red Cross nurse 25 feet above stage is phantom lighted. This vision is followed by vision figures of Washington, Lincoln and
Spirit of ’76.
After all have appeared, photo of Roosevelt, Wilson, Coolidge,
Statute of Liberty and American flag are thrown across entire setting, with
orchestra playing “Stars and Stripes Forever.”

(

Melba

Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov. 24.—Lou Fishback, billed as “The Singing Cowboy,” is
offered at the Palace this week in an act
that does not tie up with the screen attraction but goes along well on its own merits.
“Song of Songs” is his best number.

“The King on Main
ture picture.

Street”

is

the fea-

December
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Frank Libuse Takes
All but Drapes with
“Musical Conductor”

Everett Johnson and

Band Double in Song
Act Is Well Dressed
...

Chicago )
( Ambassador
Frank Libuse romped away with everything but the drapes at the Ambassador,
Chicago, in “The Musical Conductor” last

St. Louis )
(Loew’s State
ST. LOUIS, MO., Nov. 24— Everett Johnson’s Cadet Band, featured at Loew’s State
here the week of November 14, had the

He did not start so fast, but
got going well everything, including the band and the other performers, fell
Sunday.

pleasing attribute of novelty. The players
appeared in the summer uniform of sailors.
Their offering included song duets, ensemble musical selections, cornet, saxophone
and violin solos, and martial airs played by

when he

into the background.
Plis best hand in last Sunday’s show followed his version of a Russian dance.
Trick whiskers, a red nose, mismated boots
and Libuse pep put this part of the act

the entire unit.

The

players entered quietly, and went off

and came on stage for
fuss.

their

The organization made

bows without
a very good

over for loud applause.
Libuse is a good pianist, or would be if
he stayed at the piano long enough at any
time to get under full steam. But just as
he seems about to settle down to real playing he springs another funny idea and
jumps to his feet to dramatize it.
His “Musical Conductor” act was hampered considerably by second quality supporting talent. Such talent is not necessary
to Libuse’s shining brightly.
He could find
something in the work of the best perform-

impression.
“Pal of My Cradle Days” was the overDon Alture presentation for the week.
bert’s house orchestra pleased greatly with
the numbers played. The organ selections
for the week also were very good.
“The Midshipman” was the feature picture.

Vocal Soloists in
Headline Place on
Thanksgiving Bill
(Capitol

NEW
liant

YORK,

soloists

New York)
Nov. 24.— Several bril-

distinguish

the

with which Major Edward
surrounding the Elinor ,Glyn
production “The Only Thing” at the
Capitol theatre this week.
They are
Louise Loring, dramatic soprano; William Robyn, lyric tenor; and Celia Turrill,
former prima donna at Covent
Garden.
The program opens with an operatic
Grand Orchestra,
cycle,
the
Capitol
conducted by David Mendoza, playing

Bowes

Bernardo De Pace, mandolin wizard
appearing in motion picture theatre
presentations.
De Pace headlined
the presentation at the Senate theatre, Chicago, last week.

musical

program

is

from “Madam Butterfly” and
Miss Loring singing the aria “O Cieli
Assurri” from “Aida.”
Thanksgiving is commemorated by a
special group of numbers in which is
included the ballad “Homing” by Del
Riego, sung by Miss Turrill.
Another group of divertissements consists of “Ah, Moon of My Delight” from
Liza Lehmann’s “In a Persian Garden,”
sung by William Robyn, and Berlioz’s
“Dance of the Sylphs” by Desha, Ruth
Southgate, and Mignon Dallet.
A brilliant mazurka to music by
Glinka, staged by Chester Hale, ballet
master, in a specially designed palace
selections

63

Ben Bernie

in Big
Thanksgiving Show

10 Players Assist
New

(Rialto

York)
Bernie
and the Rialto Jazz Gang are having a

NEW

YORK,

Nov.

24.

— Ben

regular Thanksgiving party at the Rialto
this week.
Thanksgiving songs costumes and stunts feature the presentation show' being put on at each performace by the popular jazz orchestra
leader, who has grown to be a strong
drawing card for this house.
Helping Bernie and his gang celebrate
are Marion and Martinez Randall, Ruth
Urban, Drina Beach, Edward Atchison,
Frank Seigert and the Four Rialto

Dancers.

Another pleasing feature of the presentation is Hy. C. Geis’ organization
offering “The Love Affair of A. Sapp”
to the tune “Let’s Wander Away.”

on which to hang a joke.
“Havoc” was the feature picture.

ers

.

,,

Benny Davis Swings
Through Great Week
With Fast-Time Act
(Metropolitan .... Atlanta)
ATLANTA, GA., Nov.
— Benny
24.

song writer and entertainer, a
combination of pep and personality, closed
Davis,

a great week at the Metropolitan November 21.
Business started well and became
better as
the week progressed.
“The
Eagle” was the feature picture, and this
with Davis’ act made a big bill. Davis has
only a fair voice, but his act moves with
swift tempo and always clicks.
Jesse Greer played accompaniments for
Davis, and Mrs. Davis, dancing star,
Charlestoned
herself
into
high favor.
Davis’ first number for each performance
was a jazz song. One of his numbers was
a new song of his own composition, “Radio
Ripples.” His wife made a hit with “That’s

My
A

Baby.”

good local tieup was secured through
Davis’ writing a song about the community
chest drive held here during the week he
was at the Metropolitan.

_

entire Capitol Ballet
participating introduces the old
atmosphere of the feature picture.

setting,

Corps
world

with

the.

Sascha Jacobson, in
Broadway Film House,
Is Given Great Hand
(Strand

NEW

YORK,

New York)
Nov. 24.— Sascha Ja-

cobson, celebrated violinist, is at the
Strand in his first appearance in a

Broadway motion picture theatre. Jacobson is known to music lovers
Strand audithroughout the country.
ences have given him a great reception.

The entire presentation program includes the overture, “Les Preludes,” by
Liszt, played by the Strand symphony
orchestra, conducted by Carl Edouare;
“Milady’s Chapeaux,” ballet novelty with
the Strand ballet corps and Pauline
Miller, soprano; and Jacobson.
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand, arranged the presentation,
which is one of the season’s outstanding
stage attractions.
“The Beautiful City” is the feature
picture.

“Sidewalks of New York” prologue to “Little Annie Rooney” arranged by Louis K.
Sidney of the Aldine theatre, Pittsburgh.
Behind the fence are “Our Gang”
imitators.
In center stage is a dance team.
At right is George Lyons, harpist.
The picture fades onto scrim in front as the harpist sings “Annie Rooney.”

’
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Bowes Flays Prolog;

December

1925

Melvisto Phanto Act

Favors Presentation
As Pageant’s Sequel
(

5,

Is

Unique; Combe and
Nevins Have Big Week

Grand Central
St. Louis )
LOUIS, MO., Nov. 24.—The Melvisto Phanto Revue and Combe and Nevins
in “Bits of This and That” topped the
Grand Central presentation bill at the
Grand Central the week of November 16.

Continued from Page 60 )

(

.

.

.

ST.

picture have gone to great lengths to
achieve. The medium of the stage is different from that of the screen; the tempo,
the elements are entirely foreign; the
whole stage picture is so far afield from
the elements of the motion picture as to
make the contrast appear ludicrous.

Both acts went across

The Melvisto

act

is

in great style.
decidedly novel.

A

limitations of the stage

quintette of real people performs behind a
gauze drop and the audience sees only their
shadows on the drop. Red and green lights
played on the drop makes the shadows seem
to be three dimensional.
Combe and Nevins pleased the crowd all
week. They have a good act and should
take with any audience.
“The King on Main Street” was the feature picture.

panying effects,
and far-flung scope of the screen, only
serve to make the prologue appear in
the light of a cheap and puny imitation.
The carefully developed climax of the
picture is thus revealed and the result is

Evenly Attractive
Show Staged with
Men’s Style Revue

Stage Prologue Limited

And

yet

so

many

exhibitors

feel

it

duty to give the picture a prologue.
They take a scene in the picture from
their

place in the logical development of
story and attempt to reproduce it
and achieve a similar atmosphere on the
its

the

The physical
and its accomcompared with the wide

With what

stage.

results?

And when the
anti-climatic.
stage scene fades out, it is immediately
succeeded not even by the opening
scenes of the picture, which, according to
all rules of dramatic construction, are
scenes of pure atmosphere and exposition, but into a succession of credit titles
and mere facts in connection with the
making of the picture.
Pictures are made like any other products of creative art. They are complete
artistic achievements in themselves. Now
and again there comes a picture so colorful, so brilliant, so complete and comprehensive, that no prologue within the
confines of the limited stage could hope
to conve- the spirit and atmosphere of
the production. It would be sheer anticlimax. Such a picture is “The Big Parade,” where this theory was successfully
put to application.
Music is the logical medium of interpreting the mood and character of the
story, and the music score to “The Big
distinctly

Parade” by David Mendoza and William
the Capitol theatre was conceived
as a musical counterpart of the motion
picture.
The picture needed no introduction; its strength and beauty carried it.
But the scoring received as much attention as the actual making of the picture.
Seventy-five per cent of the score was
original music especially composed for

Axt of

—

There were 180
No less than 8,340
separate numbers.
sheets of music had to be marked and
the picture

by Dr. Axt.

{Melba
TEX.,

Grace Doro, premiere pianologist
and composer. Miss Doro is a fea-

DALLAS,

Dallas)

24.—Louise
Rogero, soprano, Eva Ivey, ballet dancer,
Daphne Campbell, character dancer, Morrison and Best in a tango and Charleston

tured presentation performer.
variety of quick, bright numbers we
strike a happy average in the entertainment so that there is something that
everybody can enjoy. Thus, if a person
doesn’t like a particular type of number,
he knows that within a few minutes at
the most it will be over and he can hope
to see something that he does enjoy.

Nov.

and a style show for men feaMelba presentation this week.
The style show, which is new in this teroffering,

tured

the

The
is proving unusually popular.
show is an evenly attractive offering.
The work of none of the performers outritory,

stage

stands.
is the feature picture, and
forms a clever hookup with

“Fine Clothes”
the style revue
it.

“Great Step Ahead,”
Declare Theatre Men
(

mail

Continued from Page 59 )

delivery

of

presentation

photos

re-

produced on another page, wired “Heartily endorse your new department ‘Presentation Acts.’
This should be a great help
all
t®
exhibitors.
Congratulations and
good wishes.”

Laws’ Style Revue
Helps Him Pack His
Small Town Theatre
{Special to Exhibitors Herald )

:

A

message

from Joseph Plunkett,
Strand, New York, reads: “Congratulations on your new department devoted to presentation.
This is a vital
factor now with exhibitors and am sure
your new department will be of great
It has been well
assistance to them.
Good luck and best wishes.”
started.

Mark

WATSONVILLE,

CAL.,

Nov.

24.— C.

L. Laws, manager of the California theatre
here, and Oscar A. Kantner recently staged
a two-day style show that helped pack the

house.
The population of this town is
but slightly in excess of 5,000 and this
show was the first of its kind ever put
It was a sensation.
“The Coast of Folly” was the feature
picture shown.
The show hooked up with

on here.

the film, but it attracted an unprecedented
amount of attention on its own merits.

cued.

Music Score Symbolic
prologue could hope to convey the
magnitude and scope of this production.
It could at best only be a cheap aping

No

Instead, we made of the
of its spirit.
score a cumulative symphonic treatment
of moods and characters. The music carried the mood of every scene and followed the action of every character.
Each person had his or her theme which
expresses the individuality of that per-

son and his development.
This is the special province and contribution of the exhibitor, and, in my
opinion, the way he can best serve the
interest of the motion picture and the
motion picture public.
I believe very strongly in the use of
short units.
Beyond a certain number
of minutes, you cannot hope to hold the
interest and attention of your audience,
and before you know it, they are squirming in their seats and wishing the thing
were over.
I am greatly in favor of short numbers.
cannot with each number hope
to please everybody, but by offering a

We

Style Revue presentation staged by C. L. Laws and Oscar A. Kantner at the
It was the first show of the kind ever
California theatre, Watsonville, Cal.
staged in this town of about 5,000 inhabitants.

December

5,
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“Syncopation
Is

65

Week”
Old Fan Shops Early for
New Roxy Theatre Tickets

Big Success at

Imperial in Ottawa
OTTAWA,

ONT.,

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

24.— Manager

Nov.

Dave Coplan

YORK, Nov. 24.—S. L.
Rothafel, head of the Roxy Theatres Corporation, is in receipt of
a letter and a blank check from an
old fan living in Honesdale, Pa.,
who in the long ago attended

of the Imperial theatre here
has been unusually successful with his
“Syncopation Week,” staged at his house as
a follow-up attraction to a British film he
recently showed to good houses.
Headlining the presentation for “Syncopation Week” were Max Bregman’s Musicmakers, a jazz organization of the highest
Bregman works nine men. They
type.
play in fine harmony, working against a
good mounting on a stage made attractive
-

“Roxy’s” little “nickeleodon”
there and has closely followed his
New York career. The check is
for reserved seats for the opening
of “ Roxy’s ” new theatre, which
will be opened next October. The
letter, written by H. W. Llewel-

with special lighting.

Two

feature films split “Syncopation
“Baree, Son of Kazan” was shown
the first half of the week and “Hell’s
Highroad” the second half.

lyn, reads in part as follows:
“Back, far back in the dim past
when a motion picture theatre was
a “ nickeleodon ” and the writer
was a clerk in the Erie freight
house at Honesdale he attended a

Week.”

Magleys and Melvins
Take Highest Honors
With Elaborate Show
(Fox
Helen Eley,

“Battling
Butler,” now being booked into presentation houses by Fred C. Curtis.
late

star

of

PHILADELPHIA,

DALLAS, TEX.,

Nov. 24.— Billy House
and his company stole all the honors at
the Melba this week, though Kerekjarto,,
billed as “The Royal Violinist,” is supposed to be the headliner.

House

is

an

old Dallas tab favorite, and his inimitable
antics kept the crowds in an uproar while
he and his company held the stage.

Beeman

and

Grayce

open

the

show

with a variety act that includes a bit of
everything.
The feminine member of the
team alone would make a good act.

Reeder and Armstrong strut with two
and Sheldon and Bailey, who have

pianos,

appeared here before,
travesty on

are

pleasing

in

a

“The Merry Wives of Wind-

sor.”

“Thunder Mountain”
ture.

24.—

that scored a center hit. They presented
a series of six costume dances with

the feature pic-

and

appropriate

artistic

The mounting was changed

activities.

.

formance

at

captivated the audience with
dainty dances and clever songs of each
period.
Each team was assisted by
The combined act
the Fox orchestra.
consumed about 20 minutes.
Ciccolini, celebrated lyric tenor, known
to the concert and opera-going public,
sang two numbers. Ciccolini posseses a
voice of excellent tone and volume.
Art Landry and his orchestra remained
a

second week.

Their syncopation

was accorded well-deserved applause.
Business for the week was good. The
house was packed at each evening performance excepting one. Heavy rain

down attendance on

the

new Roxy

the-

atre.”

“Charleston Revue”

on Tour of

Is

this evening.

“The Winding Star” was the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MONTREAL,

QUE.,

Nov.

24.—Jack

Arthur, supervisor of presentations for the
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
staged a big “Charleston Revue” at the
TwentyCapitol theatre here last week.
eight girls from Toronto, Ont., participated.
This revue was first presented at the
Hippodrome, Toronto, the leading theatre
of the Famous Players chain. It was so
successful as a drawing attraction that
Arthur decided to take the company on
tour.

The performers came

Toronto

directly

from

to Montreal.

“Stage Struck” was the feature motion

feature

picture.

F. P.

Canadian Theatres

Sisters

for

.

.

mounting.
for each

number.
In “Chinese Phantasy” and “Romance
of Spain” the Magleys showed great versatility, and in “Girls of Twenty Years
Ago” and “Girls of Today” the Melvin

cut
is

Nov.

an elaborate song and dance revue

in

Dallas)

-

PA.,

Guy Magley and the Melvin
Sisters made their first Philadelphia appearance at the Fox theatre last week

Act Puts Kerekjarto
in Next Best Place
Majestic

And so, partly to
continue the record but more as
an expression of kindly interest
and confidence, I am enclosing a
check payable to you. ... to assure my being favored with two
tickets for the first public per-

Philadelphia)

Pearl and

Billy House’s Flash

(

performance
direced
by
Sam
Rothafel.
During the last three
years the writer and his wife have
been regular followers of all your

picture during the

week of

the revue.

D. C. Brown Stages
“Freshman” Prologue
TORONTO,

ONT., Nov. 24.— Manager

D. C. Brown of the Regent theatre here
presented
an atmospheric prologue to

“The Freshman” when

it

was shown

at

his house.

Howard

Joins Pro-Dis-Co

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

24.— William

K. Howard, former Paramount director,
has signed a contract to direct pictures
for Cecil B. De Mille and P. D. C.

Fred Kley Made Bank Advisor

CULVER

—

CITY. Fred Kley, general manager
De Mille studio, has been
Cecil
B.
the
elected to the advisory board of the local branch
He will continue in his
of the Bank of America.
De Mille post and will act only in an advisory
capacty with the bank.
of

fl

Dena Reed Joins Ginsberg

NEW

Six Brown Brothers and their saxofriends. The Browns have been feature
attractions on the presentation bills of many motion picture theatres.

The

—

YORK. Dena Reed, formerly press
for Producers Distributing Corporahas recovered from a recent illness and has
joined Henry Ginsberg as director of publicity

sheet editor
tion,

and advertising.
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T^HIS department
a service

pictures and

contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the

which

—

entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
EDITOR’S NOTE.
bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.

—

P EOPLE

JL
writings of

A MAE TINEE PLOT
DOES A BOOMERANG

something would happen before it was over.
It
didn’t seem possible that Paramount

who find amusement in the
Mae Tinee for The Chicago

After seeing

Mr.

Griffith’s

first

critic

.

.

cares

all understanding so
I’m concerned.
I
felt that here
Valentino had committed the final suicide,
that in this picture Nita Naldi had finished

T>UDOLPH VALENTINO

and Gertrude Olmstead
“Cobra,” by Paramount.
The picture was
shown for a week, beginning November 15, at
1

in

McVickers, Chicago.

I do NOT care for, why then
he ought to be the one to know whether
it’s
good
picture
a
what?
We’ll
leave the decision up to Mr. Balmer.

ture which

—

.

.

.

idea, of course, that

It

knocking Mr.

is

the

Chicago

last

Wednesday

theatre

the

Griffith’s

persuades readers to believe the
knocker his artistic superior. The secondary and clinching episode in the plot is to
have the author join in as a sort of highpowered yesman, praising the critic’s keen
stuff

discernment and lambasting the director.
is supposed to convince the reader
that this particular reviewer is the one and
only none-such.
All this

Griffith’s picture.

supposed to be the thing for authors to
denounce directors who pictureize their
stories, but he didn’t track along.
This, in
part, is his response
has dramatically and vivid-

was

It

past ten

when

I

mezzanine floor that the figures on the
screen resembled futuristic crayons in motion.
I
had seen another presentation
show since a premature dinner and was in
no mood for trifling divertisement.

On

these grounds I disclaim infallibility
pronouncing “That Royle Girl” a genuine

in

Griffith

production.

when no mere

It

boiler

me awake

kept

factory could

so.
Only the original Griffith
melodrama could have done it.

done
of

But Mr. Balmer didn’t do his stuff as
script.
He must have known that it is

Griffith

minutes
I might

obtained a seat so far to one side of the

UNDERSTANDING

“P OBRA”
I

is

yet another

revelation.

sat doggedly through the dreary miles of
at

it

McVickers

last

week,

certain

that

from

my

have

own,

futility of “re-

long since that

and were I a reviewer,
have pronounced the picture awful. As
matters stand, I report as most important
the fact that “Cobra” made the women
I'd

You

present cry.

figure

it

out.

“EXCHANGE OF WIVES
SMART FARCE COMEDY

E
cial

X CHANGE OF WIVES”

interest because a

referred
the

“New

in

of spe-

symbols

printed

the

to

picture

is

Herald contributor
Pictures”

of

while

discussing clean pictures with other readthe Picture

In

all

Did For Me” depart-

honesty, the printed synopsis

is

stuff.

and farce

farce,

In farce the laugh

is

is

the thing,

There
“Exchange of

the incident being truly incidental.

plenty

of

laughs

in

Wives.”

to

in the public

DUDOLPH VALENTINO

and Nita Naldi in a
“Cobra,” Paramount picture that
showed during the week o t November 15 at Mc1

stood in the lobby of

just another demonstra-

can’t be done,

it

are

Bold display of which response in the
day following date of her
review is in line with Miss Tinee’s unique

I

views.”

different.

issue of the third

In line of duty,

is

mob appeal and the
Had I not learned

tion of

But the picture

better

eye, if not its favor.

the grief?

All of which

did read like pretty rough

through the

method of retaining a place

Why

bells.

“What

believe that
represented,
difficult apparatus of the picture, the conflict in which I am interested.

could

pure love of his life,” as he should have
done long before he did. The two desirables of the cast were all set for wedding

ment.

...

anyone

I’m utterly at a loss to know what the
was about. Nita Naldi had died deservedly. Valentino had lost “the one clean,

ers of this paper via letters printed in the

portrayed the essential conflict in my
book.
In transposing it from words into
the difficult medium of the screen he had
to make changes in the action.
Any one
seeing the picture after reading the book
may be disappointed in these alterations of
action; but others who first see the picture
and then read the book may be equally
disappointed in not finding, in the book,
the action which already has become to
them identified with the idea.
I
am too great an admirer of the great artist,
D. W. Griffith, who works in a medium
ly

different

for all time, that it was too bad
Gertrude Olmstead and Casson Ferguson
had been wished into the obsequies. Yet
these women, Chicago women, were crying!

have
brand

“COBRA" PASSES

per

Mr.

seventy-five

night in order that

straighten out the record concerning Mr.

Which sort of trap has been used by
others before Miss Tinee to climb into a
position of apparent authority.

as

grief

the pic-

for

end

Frankly, this passes

—

liking his story,

to the

herself

...

he,

any save me had stayed

if

— every woman in the house was crying!

far

.

teresting story of
the screen hectic,

if

When “The End” appeared
in my first row seat to

to me.

turned around

see

Para-

Awfully sorry, Mr. Griffith, but I didn’t
“That Royle Girl.”
The inEdwin Balmer comes to
trashy and improbable
melodrama.
Cheap and unreal it is, one
finds it hard to believe that Griffith was the
director.
If Mr. Balmer likes this
picture, I’m probably all wet and if he says
he does I’ll tell you. Because I liked his
story a lot and he does too, I suspect, and

utterly

and

high-hatted him in this

like

devoid of interest as this one

I

picture under the present contract,

the Chicago
language

into distribution a strip of film

so

seemed

Tribune were well entertained last week by
her after-piece to “That Royle Girl.”
It
happened in this fashion:

mount

would put

scene

from

Vickers, Chicago.

Lew Cody, Eleanor Boardman, Renee
Adoree and Creighton Hale are apparently
mismated married folks who go to a mountain lodge and conduct experiments indicated by the title, drawing the line safely
this side of impropriety.
If you remember
“So Long Letty” you know the story
but the comic situations are
and there are many of them.

pretty well,
different

December
We

have too

pleasant

When
that’s

the

little

good

farce.

so

little

Farce

of

Perhaps
For

it.

grateful.

"

exhibitor, tells the

about

“What

the Picture

“Little Annie Rooney” is our own Mary
back again, the original “America’s Sweetheart” in more than that term ever meant
before. I would rather see one picture like
this than all the domestic problem plays,
psychology dramas, emotional masterpieces
and super special DeLuxe spectacles ever
ground out of a camera. This is real entertainment and nothing else.

takes a biff on the nose in this just

in the

;

she fights with the kids

neighborhood, plays with them, takes

her punishment with them, as she used to
do before she went into costumes and such.
She’s

the

old

raggamuffin,

the

copper’s

daughter, the figure that no other player
has been able to duplicate in these many

The

I

story of “Little Annie

Rooney”

is

Sweetheart”
mainly comedy,

the sort of story “America’s

supposed to make. It is
when the tragedy enters in it is real
tragedy.
Like some thousands of others
at the Roosevelt, I laughed and cried and
hoped the picture would not finish. This
is

but

laughter and these tears are the real

stuff,

used to remember “Daddy Long Legs”
“Annie Rooney”
as Mary’s best picture.
has it beat to death, to my way of thinking.
May she never break away from this
None but she can do
style of stuff again.

PICKFORD

JV/TARY

Annie Rooney” in
name showThe show-

“Little

as

the United Artists picture of that
ing at the Roosevelt theatre, Chicago.
ing began November 15.

haps he was badly advised in those
In these he’s okay, getting

breaks.

with a snappy assignment in

first rate

first

and we need

But don’t
port.

He

fail

it

Mr. Hewitt’s

re-

speaks with authority.

“HER SISTER FROM

PARIS" ONCE

SO

saw bears the marks of the
in their compromise eliminations of two or three captions which
everyone supplies readily and their shortening of the grapples, which are unimportprint

much shooting

From

ant.

It

a detail of police or the Illinois backfield

your party.

“SATAN IN SABLES"
SHINING MELODRAMA
T

j

DWELL SHERMAN
That

is

ideally cast in

do not care for
him in any assignment that I have witnessed
thus far is my hard luck. Enough others
approve him, says the box office.
in Sables.”

“Satan In Sables”

is

I

melodrama of

the

“Her

its

You remember
rumpus the Chicago censors made

silly

about

it.

Now

that I’ve seen the picture

wonder, again, why censorship
laughed out of the country.

I

This

is

easily the

most

typical of

isn’t

Con-

stance Talmadge’s last half dozen pictures.

This is the sort of thing she did in “A
Virtuous Vamp” and those others precedIt is
ing and following that knockout.
better, if anything, or perhaps it only seems
so to me because I’ve been so hopeful that
she’d get back into the stuff she does best.
She has Ronald Colman with her in this
and I’m getting so I like this fellow. Per-

pATSY RUTH MILLER

and Alan Forrest in Warner Brothers’ “Rose of the World,” which was
last week at the State-Lake theatre, Chicago.

shown

it

constitutes one laugh

two

full reels.
If I were
Mr. Sennett I’d unearth the Keystone imprint and reserve it for special designation

of such efforts as

this.

AND THAT’S
NOT ALL!
,^\.ND

not all the good, bad and
news about current photoplays.

that’s

indifferent

Here are

reports by other workers for this
great paper

“Stella Dallas”
“Stella Dallas,” the latest Samuel Goldwyn production, which will be distributed by United Artists, was given its
premiere or what might be called a
double premiere, at the Apollo theatre

—

ness for public exhibition.
the

contrived,

broke out in a flock of neighbor-

hood houses hereabouts last week and you
could fight your way into any of them with

MORE

centered about

Paris” in

As

after another for

I

Chicago censors

Chicago opening
that I stayed away from it lest I’d be
dragged into sides on the matter of its fit-

Sister

did.

ner.

“Satan

badly.

to read

It’s a ridiculous rearrangement of the
ancient jest about the monied person whose
servants become his superior officers in the
service and do the things superior officers

away
man-

I

it,

who directed “Over
for Sennett, but it might have
original himself.
The title is
notice

been the
genuine Sennett and the picture is rigged
up on the old, unbeatable schedule.

in

again as in the old days.

didn’t

Thereabouts

The

years.

Russian

“OVER THEREABOUTS"
ORIGINAL SENNETT

read his report.

Mary

a

Wine, women and song are strung
through the picture in lavish settings and
there is a rushing auto chase near the end
culminating in a well staged wreck.

whole

“Little

as in the old days

is

placed Bobby once enjoyed.

Annie Rooney” in
Did For Me” this week.
He tells it better than I hope to, so it’s
economy for you to turn back there and

story

Sherman

promise of attaining the estate the unre-

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY
REAL MARY PICKFORD

IS

J OE HEWITT,

sort.

nobleman who continues in Paris the sort
of life he was accustomed to before Russia
went to pieces. Johnny Harron is his upright and beloved young brother.
Pauline
Garon is the principal girl in the case. She’s
immense, and Harron gives more and more

comes along we should be

that

67
glittering

is

when good.

terrible.

is

it

why we have

little

good

entertainment,

light

not
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here last week. The regular “first showing” was attended by an invited audience composed of almost everyone who
is really anyone in the film industry.
In the afternoon Mr. Goldwyn inaugurated an interesting innovation in the
way of a professional matinee, to which
had been invited most of the prominent
stage folks who are unable to attend an

evening perormance on account of themselves appearing in shows. The matinee
performance was announced as being
given in honor of Miss Ethel Barrymore.

The story of “Stella Dallas” is a novel
written by Olive Higgins Prouty, and is
a stage play in which Mrs. Leslie Carter
starred and caused many a tug at heart
strings and furnished opportunity for
those of a lachrymose disposition to
shed tears to their full enjoyment, but
as a pictorial production, Director Henry
King has far outdone either the novel or
the stage play in the matter of appealing to the emotions.
The story is based on the experiences
of a pretty little milltown maid, crude
and unrefined, who marries a man far
above her socially, finally reaching a
point in life where she sees her growing
daughter ashamed of her crude ways but
For love of the
still loyal in her love.
daughter and in order to give her an
opportunity to live her life in her fathto a
er’s social sphere, Stella agrees
divorce and arranges that the daughter

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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daughter advantages of cultural environment.
Lois Moran as the daughter Laurel is
a revelation in screen characters.
At
first an ugly little duckling, she blossoms
into a beautiful young girl and finally becomes the bride of a young man in a
social position.
She is indeed a real
“find”’ for Mr. Goldwyn.
Alice Joyce,
as Mrs. Morrison, looked more charming
than ever before and gave just the right
touch to the role of the sympathetic and
understanding woman. Ronald Colman
as the husband of Miss Bennett and
father of Laurel, won my sympathy by
his adroit handling of the rather difficult
role of Stephen Dallas.
Jean Hersholt
was great as the riding master, Ed
Munn, who continually butted into the

Dallas

CYD CHAPLIN,
u Man on the
at

the star of

the

Warner Brothers’ “The

Box,” which opened November 15

Orpheum

theatre,

Chicago.

again as the
of a growing
youngster, thoroughly satisfied with herlater
self and her uncouth ways, and
when she awakens to the fact that her
lack of knowledge of the finer things is
a handicap to her daughter, excited no
girl,

young wife and mother

small amount of favorable comment from
the audiences both afternoon and evening.
This was made manifest several
times by outbreaks of applause.
Especially affecting is the scene where
watching
rain
the
in
stands
Stella
through a window to see the marriage
of her much loved but given up daughter.

The production
cast

exceptionally well

is

and the action provides many op-

of excellent
portrayal
the youthful find
of Mr. Goldwyn, who has the part of the
young daughter of “Stella Dallas.”

for

portunities

life.

man

of

her

— nicely

played by
Jr., while the mother
the rain looking on, but
this
there is plenty of
choice

Douglas Fairbanks,

shall live in the home of her father and
his new wife.
The work of Belle Bennett as the ro-

mantic young milltown

home

There is a sort of anti-climax to the
story where Laurel marries the young
is
outside in
from
aside

The
dramatic interest and heart-throbs.
story tells of Stephen Dallas married
to a slovenly woman, who is wrapped
up in her daughter Laurel. She refuses
to take the child away from a fashionable girl’s school to go to New York
where Stephen is employed. In the city
Stephen meets his former sweetheart
In the
and the old love is renewed.
meantime Laurel grows up and her
mother desirous of giving her every
advantage of a social position, tells her
Learning of her
to go to her father.
mother’s sacrifice, Laurel returns. Her
mother gets a divorce and tells the
daughter she intends to marry the riding
master, intent on forcing Laurel to reThe final scenes
turn to her father.
well
and
touching
particularly
are
Henry King directed. Franhandled.
ces Marion wrote the scenario.

—Ray

work by Lois Moran,

The production throughout

abounds

with subtle directorial touches, beauti-

and carefully wrought out settings,
and with a number of instances of remarkable photography, the latter being
Following
credited to Arthur Edeson.
ful

is

the cast:

Ronald Colman;
Stella Dallas, Beile Bennett; Helen Morrison, Alice Joyce; Ed Munn, Jean Hersholt Laurel Dallas, Lois Moran; Richard Grosvenor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.;
Miss Philiburn, Vera Lewis; Mrs. Grosvenor, Beatrix Prior; Helen Morrison’s
children, Maurice Murphy, Jack Murphy,
Stephen Dallas, by

;

Hall; her children (ten years
Charles Hatten, Robert Gillette,

Newton
later),

Winston

John

Miller.

S.

Spargo.

“Stella Dallas”
“Stella Dallas” is one
of the finest stories of mother-love ever
I
note that when
told on the screen.
Samuel Goldwyn showed it to Ethel

Without doubt

Barrymore

in

New York

she cried, although

the other day

she. said

she

is

sel-

dom moved

to tears by dramatic performances and never before by a picture.

A
kind of a picture.
sweet, compelling story that will live
in this writer’s memory always.
It was adapted from Olive Higgins
Prouty’s novel and is a sincere, beautifully told tale of a mother lacking in
Well,

social

it

is

that

position

who

_

sacrificed

all

“What Fools Men”
“What Fools Men,” a First National
picture, was the
week at the new

opening attraction last
Marquis theatre, built
by Alice Calhoun in Hollywood. In it
are featured Lewis Stone and Shirley
Mason. It was adapted from the story,
“Joseph Greer and His Daughter,” the
written
by Eve
scenario having been
Unsell. George Archinbaud directed and
while entertaining, it rises to no great
heights in dramatic interest or unique
situations.
It is a story

of a wealthy inventor
wishes his daughter to hob-nob
with the “stall-fed” members of society.
This the daughter does and at one of
She
the jazz parties drinks too much.
home by the handsome
taken
is
chauffeur whereupon the father places
the wrong construction on the situation
While
and discharges the chauffeur.
away from the city on business Joseph
Greer’s partners sell him out in the
His daughter
market and ruin him.
casts her lot with the chauffeur but is
finally reunited with her father and is
forgiven for marrying the honest but

who

poor young man.

The story is laid in Chicago. Mr.
Stone was capable in the role of Joseph
Greer and Shirley Mason excellent as
the fiery young lady. There is nothing

—

spectacular in it just a
interesting story.

smooth running,

Ray Murray.

for her

only daughter’s happiness. Belle Bennett in
contributed one of the
the title role

performances it has been my good
fortune to see. It is an ugly role, that
of a slovenly woman, overdressed, careless, but withal trying to set a good example and always struggling to give her
finest

Murray.

In

bara

“The
“The

Girl
Girl

LaMarr

from Montmartre”
from Montmartre” Bar-

plays the role of a spirited
young French girl but it is regrettable
she did not put more fire into the role.
Perhaps it was due to her recent illness,
as she looks quite thin in the picture.

/"'’AROL DEMPSTER, right, in the after-the-storni
scene from “That Royle Girl,” Paramount production seen at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, during the week of November 15.

Lewis Stone has the role opposite her,
“Jerome Hautrives,” an English artist

who
a

falls

love with

in

the

“lady with

past.”

The

story is laid on a small island
Spain following the World War and
was adapted by Eve Unsell from the
story, “Spanish Sunlight,” a tale by Anthony Pryde. A1 Green directed. The
cast is a capable one. and the settings
are especially pleasing.
off

Hautrives meets

Emilia and

falls

in

love with her and becomes the victim of
While dancing in
the plot of a rival.
a roadhouse she is tricked into going
Hautrives learns
to the villain’s home.
of it and goes to her rescue and notwithstanding the fact that she tells him
the truth, that she is from the Montmartre he marries her. There is a good
comedy relief furnished by Bobby Mack
as the cabby and Robert Ellis, Matilde
Comont, E. L. Calvert and William
Eugene contribute excellent performances.
Hector Sarno was a messenger and Nicholas
de Ruitz played Don Angel. The
camerawork was exceptionally good. It

was by R.

Berquist.

J.

Ray Murray.
“The King on Main Street”
Menjou jumps several

Adolph
ahead of

leaps

competitor by his
work in “The King on Main Street.”
It is a clever adaptation of Leo Deiformer stage play, “The
trichstein’s
King,” and displays Monta Bell’s versahis

closest

It is retility as a comedy director.
plete with spontaneous humor and deft

comedy

bits.

Audiences at the Metropolitan theatre,
Los Angeles were three minutes getting
the point of one scene, where Menjou
after spending the evening visiting the
French actress returns to his hotel without his vest covering his full dress

The Coney

shirt.

Island scenes where

with “Skinny”
Smith for a brief holiday brought down

the

King

the

house,

hobnobbed

as

did

the

reception

given

him at Little Falls, N. Y., where he
meets the undertaker as he slips in the
back way.
Greta Nissen shown as the actress
and Bessie Love was a typical American
I liked
girl duly impressed by nobility.
the work of Edgar Norton as the King’s
Bessie Love gave an
right hand man.
exhibition of the Charleston at which
an adept. Marcia Harris, Jois
she
seph Kilgour, Oscar Shaw and Edouard
Durant all contributed excellent portrayals.

The

story revolves around a king

comes to America

who

to raise funds to save
He
his small principality from ruin.
foregoes business dealings to enjoy him( Continued on page 90 )
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love.

LOCALE:

Russia.
TIME: The eighteenth century.
STORY A young cavalry officer who
is loved by but does not love the czarina
becomes a road agent and fights to regain his father’s lands, stolen from him
by a friend. He falls in love with the
daughter of the man on whom he would
avenge himself and in the days that follow he is cast into prison and sentenced
to death by the czarina.
He and his
fiance are married while he is imprisoned, and the czarina, relenting, releases
:

him.

HIGHLIGHTS

Splendid portrayals

:

by the featured players. ... The czarina’s confession of love.

.

.

.The meet-

ing of the hero and the heroine.
The imprisonment of the hero and the
prison wedding.
The czarina’s alteration of purpose and the happy
ending.
.

.

Rudolph Valentino, James Marcus and
Vilma Banky in "The Eagle,” produced
by United Artists.

Rose

The Eagle

Distributor:

Producer: United Artists

Alexander Pushkin
Hans Kraly

Vladimir Dubrovsky.. ..Rudolph Valentino
Mascha Troekouroff
Vilma Banky
Czarina
Louise Dresser
Kuschka
Albert Conti
Kyrilla Troekouroff
James Marcus

Judge

George Nichols

Aune Aurelia

Carrie Clark

Pauline Garon and Alan Forrest in a
scene from "Rose of the World,” Warner Brothers picture.

World

HARRY BEAUMONT

Author

Kathleen Norris

PLAYERS

CLARENCE BROWN
PLAYERS

.

.

of the

DIRECTOR

Length: 6,756 feet
Author
Adaptor

.

Producer: Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers
Length: 7,500 feet

Distributor: United Artists

DIRECTOR

.

.

Ward

TYPE: Romantic drama.

Rose Kirby
Jack Talbot
Edith Rogers

Pasty Ruth Miller
Alan Forrest
Pauline Garon
Clyde Bainbridge
Rockliffe Fellowes
“Gramp” Tulliver
Alec B. Francis
Mrs. Talbot
Helen Dunbar
TYPE: Drama of marriage.
THEME: Mismating.

LOCALE: An American city.
TIME: The present.
STORY A young man who breaks
engagement to one woman to marry
:

the

present.

STORY A

girl living

on a ranch longs
go East, and to obtain money to make
the trip kidnaps the son of a wealthy
Eastern couple vacationing in the West
and holds him for ransom.
After the
capture, love interest develops between
the young people, and the complications
that ensue are numerous but are happily
:

to

terminated.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Fast

action.

.

.

his

.

.

capture of the hero. ... The
hero’s defeat of the desperados.
The kidnaping and the rescue of the
heroine.
The heroine’s adventure
in the pit. ... The culmination of the

The

.

another learns after marriage that he is
sadly mismated.
The woman to whom
he was first engaged also marries and
is unhappy.
The frivolous wife of the
hero dies, however, and his longing turns
toward the woman he once rejected.
Her husband is killed, and she and the
man who once spumed her plan a happy
future together.
HIGHLIGHTS : Dramatic portrayals
by the principals. ... The death of
the hero’s wife. ... The killing of the
heroine’s husband. ... The reunion of
hero and heroine.

Where

TIME: The

.

.

.

.

romance.

Worst Begins

Producer: Tiffany-Truart
Distributor State Rights
Length: 7,000 feet

JOHN W. Me DERMOTT

DIRECTOR
Author

George F. Worts

PLAYERS
Jane Brower

Rudolph Valentino and Louise Dresser
in a scene from "The Eagle,” a United
Artists production.

Ruth Roland
August Van Dorn
Alec B. Francis
Donald Van Dorn
Matt Moore
Annice Van Dorn
Grace Darmond
TYPE: Comedy-drama.

THEME:

Wanderlust.

LOCALE: The American

Alec B. Francis and Patsy Ruth Miller
in

West.

Warner

Brothers’

World.”

"Rose

of

the

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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James Morrison and Tom Santschi in
Rayart’s “ The Pride of the Force.”

December

1925

5,

James Morrison and Craufurd Kent in
“The Pride of the Force,” a Rayart
Production.

The Pride

of the

Force

Producer: Rayart Pictures
Distributor State Rights
Length: 5,100 feet

DUKE WORNE

DIRECTOR
Author

Arthur Hoerl

PLAYERS
Tom

Moore
Mother Moore
Mary Moore
Jimmy Moore
Officer

Santschi

Edith Chapman
Gladys Hulette
James Morrison
Jack Griffen ....Francis X. Bushman, Jr.
Charley Weldon
Craufurd Kent
Police Captain
Joseph Girard

TYPE: Melodrama

THEME:

of police activities.

Rudolph Valentino, center, in a scene
from “Cobra,” produced by Paramount.

The butterfly and the shop owner
are unhappy, as is the aristocratic Italian.
When, after the antique dealer’s
wife is killed, the Italian learns that he
and his employer genuinely love the same
woman, he sails for his native land that
the others may be happy.
owner.

HIGHLIGHTS

Elaborate mounting.

:

... The acting

of the principals.
.
A fight in a night club. ... The scene
in which the hero leaves the woman he
loves in order to make his friend happy.
.

.

TIME: The

hero’s pursuit of the yeggmen
and their escape.
Scene in which
promotion is denied. .
Scene in which
hero chases and shoots crook. . . . The
establishment of the innocene of the
hero’s daughter.

The

.

.

.

.

.

Pathe News No. 94
KING VICTOR AND PREMIER MUSSOLINI HON-

OR ITALY’S WAR DEAD
*

VICE

PRESIDENT DAWES TAKES FIGHT FOR
CHANGED SENATE RULES TO PEOPLE

Pathe News No. 95
DOWAGER QUEEN OF ENGLAND

West.

present.

chased by a
an enemy he
a horse that
meet on the
desert edge. They search for water and
in the search meet a young woman whose
enemies are attempting to steal her mine.
Together the man and woman and their
four-footed friends defeat the would-be
thieves.
The hero and the heroine are

DIES

ON EVE

*

ADMIRAL SIMS DEFENDS COLONEL MITCHELL
AT COURT MARTIAL
*

Fox News No. 14
MAYOR-ELECT WALKER OF NEW YORK WELCOMED TO ATLANTA ON VISIT SOUTH

PLAYERS
Rudolph Valentino

Van Zile
Jack Doming
Mary Drake

Nita Naldi
Casson Ferguson
Gertrude Olmstead
Hector V. Sarno
Claire De Lorez
Eileen Percy

Victor Minardi

Rosa Minardi
Sophie Binner
Mrs. Porter Palmer
Store Manager

Drama

Langdon
Henry Borrows

Lillian

of high social circles.

THEME: A man’s contrition.
LOCALE: New York City.
present.

Producer: Paramount

Length: Undetermined

titled Italian
who is in financial difficulty accepts a
position in an antique shop and falls in

love with his employer’s secretary. Also
he is fascinated by a social butterfly who
to obtain ease and wealth weds the shop

RAOUL WALSH

DIRECTOR

*

ADDRESSED

Hassen
Pervaneh

News No.

95
TOMMY MILTON TAKES AUTOMOBILE SPEED
CLASSIC AT CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Yasmin

TYPE: Romantic drama.

THEME:

96

COAST LINER LENAPE BURNS OFF DELAWARE
COAST. PASSENGERS AND CREW SAVED
*

CHINESE STAGE “FESTIVAL OF FREEDOM” IN
MIDST OF WAR
*

Kinograms No. 5136
ARMY FLYERS STAGE PRACTICE BOMBING
EXPEDITION
*

DAM BURSTS

NORTH WALES; LAND LAID
WASTE IN WATER’S PATH
IN

Kinograms No. 5137
POLISH ARCHBISHOP VISITS COOLIDGE
EXPRESS COUNTRY’S THANKS FOR
AMERICAN AID

Romantic

love.

LOCALE: Khorasan, Persia.
TIME: Many centuries ago.

*

News No.

Louise Fazenda
Andre de Beranger

Selim

RELIGIOUS FERVOR RULES THRONGS IN INDIA
AS HOLY DAYS ARRIVE

International

Ernest Torrence
William Collier, Jr.
Greta Nissen

Rafi

*

International

PLAYERS

STORY The gold-greedy sultan in
levying taxes seizes the daughter of one
of his subjects in lieu of money and
:

carries her to his harem.
The youth
she loves is captured while attempting
her rescue, but a friend he has made
in the royal city rescues him and the girl
and is in turn elevated to the ruling
seat following the death of the tyrant.

HIGHLIGHTS

*

young and

.

The Golden Journey

*

Count Torriana
Elsie

.

Distributor: Paramount

JOSEPH HENABERY
Martin Brown
Anthony Coldeway

unusually intel-

*

NEW YORK POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES SHOW
WHAT BECOMES OF MAIL CARELESSLY

Author
Adaptor

HIGHLIGHTS: The

ligent acting of the horse and the dog.
The desert scenes. ... The scenes
.
at the mine. ... The happy culmination
of the romance.

AMERICAN FLYERS LEAVE BATTLE FRONT IN
MOROCCO AS RIFF WAR NEARS END

Distributor: Paramount
Length: 7,000 feet

DIRECTOR

married.

OF 81ST BIRTHDAY

Fox News No. 15
PRINCETON WINS TITLE IN “BIG THREE”
FOOTBALL GAME AT YALE BOWL

Cobra

A

man and

STORY A dog that is
mob, a man who runs from
believes he has killed and
escapes his brutal owners

Producer: Paramount

TIME: The

Reciprocal love of

:

a raid against the marauders and is
made a sergeant. However, he is compelled to arrest his own daughter during the raid.
She is accused of being
a member of the band, but in the end
her innocence is established.
HIGHLIGHTS : Strong heart appeal.

:

THEME:

TIME: The

present.

later learns of a crook band’s plan to
rob the home of a banker and heads

STORY

Rex
The Horse
Black Beauty
Jed Hawkins
Tom London
TYPE: Western melodrama.

LOCALE: The American

hero, a patrolman, is in
line for a promotion but is denied it because in the pursuit of a band of thieves
he stops to succor an injured child. He

TYPE:

Louise Lorraine

The Dog

city.

:

.

Art Acord

Art Flanders
Lorraine Estes

animals.

STORY The

.

in Exile

FRED WINDEMERE
PLAYERS

DIRECTOR

Paternal love.

LOCALE: An American

.

Three

Producer: Tiffany-Truart
Distributor State Rights
Length: 4,400 feet

settings.
tyrant. ...
.

TO

*

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE VISITS NEW YORK TO
ADDRESS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

.

.

.

The

.

.

:

Gorgeous

oriental

The introduction of the
The capture of the heroine.

Scenes

in the slave market.

trial of the hero.

... The

.

.

.

attack

on the palace and the rescue of hero and
heroine. ... The death of the tyrant.

December

ALBANY—
ALBANY,

N. Y.

passed around
“it is

.

.

.

.

sounds from the big organ at the house
he found time to be wed with Martha
Critchfield, formerly of the St. Louis Municipal Opera chorus. ... A male beauty
contest was a feature of the annual “Movie
Ball” held here last week under the auspices of the local motion picture operators’
union.
Jack Underwood, popular
manager here for Enterprise Distributing
Corporation, has gone to Dallas. He moJimmy Rogers, formerly in
tored down.
the Enterprise office in Omaha, has come
here as Underwood’s successor.

and outdoor

Week Beginning November 9)
“The Eagle,” United Artists;
Stanley Magazine News; Cartoon:
“Arm-

istice.”

FOX:

“The Everlasting Whisper,” Fox;
Fox Theatre Screen Magazine.
ARCADIA: “What Fools Men,” First Na -

.

W

tional.

PALACE

.

.

wyn-Mayer.

KARLTON

and
is

his

VICTORIA: “Sporting Life,” Universal.
CAPITOL: “The Pace That Thrills,” First

his theatre in

He

tion.

.

.

.

the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, is
happy these days in the rapid recovery of
Mrs. Buckley from an operation.
.

.

.

Cooperstown, who
owns more than a dozen theatres, was a
recent caller on film row.
Bob Pierce,

Smalley

of

.

who

.

.

the new Ilion house,
scheduled to open the last of this month,
announces that he will install a 10-niece
orchestra.
Harry Rose has been made
manager of the Bijou theatre in Troy,
while John Doocy, formerly of the Griswold, will handle the King, owned by

manage

will

.

.

James Rose.

.

.

.

.

John W. Ludlow, man-

ager of the Victoria in Watertown, lately
spent a week with relatives in Canada.
Charles Boyd has been succeeded as manager for Associated Exhibitors in Albany
by Abe Eskin.
Walter Hays of Buffalo, one of the heads of the Strand chain
of houses, dropped over in Albany on his
way home from New York.
Herman
Vineberg, manager of the Albany and Regent theatres in Albany, served as one of
the captains in a big Community Chest
drive staged in the Capital City.
J. W.
Standish has reopened the Idle Hour in
Unadilla.
Jerome B. Harrison, of the
Savoy and Empire theatres, Syracuse, is a
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Universal.

.

.

.

.

proud daddy and is announcing the fact
with a box of cigars a day.
The
Mark Strand and Harmanus Bleecker Hall
in
Albany are now running “Tunior
Movies” each Saturday morning.
.

.

.

.

ST. LOUIS,

LOUIS

MO. —The

St. Louis theatre,
opened November
23, Manager Clarence Williams has announced.
Construction of another
house, the St. Louis-Gravois, has started.
Bred Welirenberg plans to start construction shortly on his 3,500-seat house on

new

local house, will be
.

.

.

.

on film row were
Jim Reilly,
Walter Thimmig, Duquoin, 111.;
Grant Martin, Casey, 111.; J. Ludwig, Benton, 111. Jim Gray, Rolla, Mo. Joe ILewitt,
Robinson, 111.; and Verne Coffman, MoweRobert Smith, formerly manqua, 111.
Alton,

:

111.;

;

;

.

.

.

ager of the New Grand Central theatre
here, has been appointed general manager
of William Goldman’s chain of theatres.
Stuart Barrie, organist at the Grand
Central theatre, has just finished a busy
week.
In addition to teasing tuneful
.

.

.

.

.

.

here.

.

Articles of
issued for the
.

.

have been
Ivanhoe Theatre Company, capitalization,
$18,000, and the Gravois Business Block
and Theatre Building Corporation, Dela-

ware, capitalization, $300,000. Y. Y. Yeckel,
Fred Hof and Charles Hof are the officers
the

first

.

.

Metro

.

Fund

.

Spyros Skouras

is

chairman

of the motion picture division of the general committee in charge of the campaign.
Eddie Saunders, general sales manager for Metro, presided at the recent sales
conference held in the local Metro offices.
About 200 exhibitors, critics and
other guests attended the recent private
screening of Cecil B. De Mille’s “The Road
to Yesterday,” held at the New Grand Central theatre here.
.

.

.

.

.

Chicago

named companv and Ruben

Levine and Frank J. Carroll are president
and secretary, respectively, of the latter.

First

Runs

CHICAGO:

“Classified,” First National.
“Little Annie Rooney,” United

:

( 2nd

week).
McVICKERS: “Irish Luck,” Paramount.
ORPHEUM
“The Man on the Box,” Warner Brothers (2nd week).
MONROE: “The Fool,” Fox.
Artists

:

STATE-LAKE
National.

:

“The

Scarlet

.

.

.

.

publicity.

DALLAS, TEX. — The

Rialto theatre, El

Dorado, Ark., managed by L. B. Clark, has
been closed temporarily for extensive reThe theatre
modeling and refurnishing.
will reopen about the end of the month.
The Enterprise Distributing Corporation is looking forward to the arrival
of Jack Underwood, who has been recently
.

.

.

appointed manager of the Dallas office to
succeed R. C. Price, who has acted in that
Herman
capacity for several months.
Marx and Louis Richter, owners of the
Liberty theatre at Ft. Worth, Texas, have
formally opened their house after remodeling it.
Messrs. Marx and Richter have
spent $10,000 refitting the Liberty, and will
operate it as a second run house.
C. C. Ezell, district manager of Associated
Exhibitors, was a recent Dallas visitor.
Associated Exhibitors local staff are
expecting their new manager,
IV.
G.
.

.

.

.

(W'eek Beginning November 22)

ROOSEVELT

.

DALLAS

.

drive.

.

.

are in their new office here.
United
Artists have moved into the old Metro
office.
Local motion picture men are
doing their bit to put over the Community

.

incorporation

.

.

.

men

.

Grand boulevard

of

Exhibitor visitors from out of town

.

.

lately seen

.

ST.

.

.

clearing off the lot in the rear

is

camp and erecting a garage.
H. Buckley, owner of the Leland and

William

“The Freshman,” Pathe.
“The Phantom of the Opera,”

ALDINE:

sec-

this

of his
C.

National.

STANTON

camp at Crooked Lake
Mbany, Harry Heilman

about the busiest exhibitor in

j

“The Coming of Amos,” Pro-

Dis-Co.

.

Between

.

.

.

The Midshipman,” Metro-Gold-

‘
:

Company

Stanley

STANLEY

.

tre.
B.
Harrimann, former owner
of the Century, Lawrence, Mass., is now
associated with the Strand in Schenectady.
.

Runs

(

Paul Rubens,
a girl.”
who has played the piano at practically all
the motion picture theatres in Schenectady,
is now considering an offer from the Keith
circuit.
James Roach, manager of the
Farley houses in Schenectady, outdid all
past efforts in the wav of exploitation last
week in connection with a run of “The
Phantom of the Opera” at the State thea-

nounced

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Officials

of the
of America are behind
the series of Sunday concerts to be ffiven
in the Stanley theatre here beginning November 29. The Stanley Musical Club, Jules
E. Mastbaum, president, has sold 3,000
The
tickets for the series at $5 apiece.
cost of the prominent artists who will appear at these concerts will be $20,000 and
Mastbaum has agreed to contribute the difference.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra will be the attraction at the first
concert on November 29, and among the
artists who will appear at following concerts will be Olga Samaroff, Hans Kindler,
Feodor Chaliapin, Josef Hofman and Carl
Flesch.
The Majestic theatre, which
opened recently at Gettysburg, Pa., in the
new Gettysburg Hotel building is a joint
enterprise of Jay Emanuel and John Higgins. The new house has a seating capacity
of 900 and the admission scale will be 10
cents for children and 30 cents for adults,
Walter
with a daily change of program.
E. Woodward, who has been manager of
Green & Altman’s Park theatre, has accepted a similar position at the Majestic.
Woodward has had a varied experience
in the motion picture field in Philadelphia.
Eli M. Orowitz will handle the nublicity
John Gill, who has
for the house.
been a prominent figure in the motion picture community in Philadelphia for many
years, is managing the Art Class Film Exchange for Gus Krug and John Brehm.
They are specializing in Western and outAbe L. Einstein,
door stunt pictures.
publicity director of the Stanley Company
of America, has been honored by Mayor
Kendrick in being appointed a member of
the general publicity committee for the
sesqui-centennial, which will be held in
Philadelphia during the summer of 1926.
Einstein will have charge of motion picture

First

Schenectady,
week and an-

in
the cigars last

71

PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia

Claude V. Fish, owner

American theatre

the

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

5,

Saint,”

First

.

.

.

.

.

Minder,
signed
Dallas.

opened
Texas,

week

to take the place of
Baxley, who recently reto take up another line of work in
Y. E. Arledge has formally
his new Lyric theatre at Garland.
and is being congratulated by all
this

Manager

.

L.
.

C.

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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been an

.

.

Brothers.”

LOEWS WARFIELD: “We

Dallas Capitol theatre

it

IMPERIAL:

to

“Little

.

:

versal.

lan of the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, followed up the success which he enjoyed in
the presentation of the G. B. Samuelson
feature “The Unwanted” by presenting a
Two film features
“Syncopation Week.”
Son of Kazan”
split the week, “Baree,
playing the first half and “Hell’s High-

road” the second half.

The musical

feature

Max

was

Bregman’s Musicmakers, a ninepiece orchestra, which appeared on the Imperial stage with special lighting and scenic
effects.
George Nicholas Ganetakos,
managing director of United Amusements,
Limited, Montreal, is determined to find
another Norma Shearer in Montreal
through a plan which he has launched for
five of the leading theatres of the United
.

.

.

chain in Quebec. He has organized a beauty
contest for young women over 16, the contestants to make personal appearance at
the theatres in sequence for eight weeks,
after which the winners, judged by the
audiences, will be given a trip to New

York

studios.
The Empire theatre,
Quebec City, Quebec, has been sold by Quebec Theatres, Limited, to J. A. Fraser for
$70,000, according to the company’s an.

nouncement.

.

.

.

.

.

.

one of Denver’s most popular suburban
houses, of which Fred P. Brown, former
Metro manager, and J. B. Michelitti, are
Exhibitors seen on film
the owners.
row lately were J. J. Goodstein, Palm

the

Manager Frank Robson

Robson made this change
encourage more patronage for the supper shows. ... A recent visitor in Eastern
Canadian cities was Frederick W. Beetson,
as heretofore.
to

secretary-treasurer of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers, Inc., Los Angeles. Beetson declared that one aim of his
association was to regulate child labor in
the motion picture industry, making it a
recreation instead of labor.
P. J.
Nolan, owner of the Rex theatre, Ottawa,
has announced that he is a candidate for
the board of control of the city of Ottawa
for 1926. Nolan has already been an aiderman of Ottawa for several terms. The
elections take nlace December 7.
Clifford Martin, formerly in the music business in Toronto, is now associated with the
Regent theatre at Sudbury, Ontario. Martin recently bought a new Ludwig Tympani
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Rialto

.

.

theatre,

of a

new

organ.

A new

stage

be built and a new
orchestra will put on elaborate musical
numbers in connection with each program.
A new Wurlitzer has been installed
in the new Mission theatre.
The Mission
.

.

.

pit

will

.

.

Bennett J. Branen route to Denver.
don, special serial representative for Pathe,
.

.

.

working this territory for two weeks before returning to New York. ... A. A.
Schmidt, general western representative for
F. B. O., is expected to arrive here this
week.
Samuel Henley has resigned
his managerial position for Universal here,
and has left for Los Angeles. He has been
succeeded by Mathew A part on, of the Carl
Laemmle “White Treatment School.”
F. A. Flader, assistant general manager of
theatres for Universal, is in this city.
Jack Edivards, known as “High Speed”
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Edwards, Universal publicity man, has been
here putting on a whale of a campaign in
connection with “The Phantom of the
Opera.”
L. J. Schlaifer, division manager for Universal will be here within a
.

few

.

.

days.

.

Southern parts of the country.

Frank

.

.

.

Harris, district manager for Rathe, has arrived in Denver for an indefinite visit at
the local branch of his organization.
R. J. Garland, manager of the Denver
branch of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is making an extensive sales trip into the Western
.

Nebraska and Wyoming

.

.

territories.

SALT LAKE
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—A.

G.

former manager here for Famous

Pickett,

Players-Lasky, has resigned to take charge
L. J.
of a string of houses in Arizona.
McGinley will succeed him as manager.
McGinley has been sellin" out of this exchange for a number of years.
“The
Merry Widow” has drawn such big crowds
to the Pantages theatre that Eddie Diamond, manager, has had to run the picture for another week to accommodate the
.

public.

.

.

The Gem

.

theatre,

Utah, changed hands recently.

W

.

.

Bingham,
L.

Strike

M. Hughart resigned
sold out.
his position as salesman for Fox to take
the Associated Exhibitors office at Butte,
.

.

.

Montana. Hughart will be succeeded by
H. A. Black, formerly Fox branch manager
He will have his headat Seattle, Wash.
quarters at Butte.
H. Bradley Fish, local

tional;

OMAHA, NEB. — M.

H. Garvin has

in-

a new Wurlitzer Hope Jones unit
orchestra organ in his Garvin’s Hamilton
theatre.
Mrs. Fay Stahl played an hour’s
concert Sunday November IS as a proManager Art Cunningham has a
logue.
group of freshman on hand for the showing of “The Freshman” at the Strand, a
return engagement. The freshmen in person are the Creighton University Collegians, an orchestra of university boys who
can sympathize with the difficulties of
stalled

.

.

.

Harold Lloyd, even though some members
of the orchestra have graduated from

The
caps into upper classmen.
orchestra is under the direction of Ike
Bander.
J. P. Shea, formerly branch
manager for Associated Exhibitors, has
joined the Warner Brothers exchange,
So
covering part of Iowa territory.
also has Nate Furst, an old timer in the
film game, with experience with Universal
at Portland, Seattle, St. Louis and Des
Moines.
green

.

.

...

MO.—

that he

territory,

He

:

News.

“Camille of the Barbary
Pathe; “Tame Men and Wild
Women,” Pathe; Pathe Review; International News.
PANTAGES: “The Merry Widow,” MetroGoldtvyn- Mayer.
Coast,”

Road

to

Yesterday,” Pro-Dis-Co. Pathe Review.
“Flower of Night,” Paramount
“Boys Will Be Joys,” Pathe; Pathe News.

will

exhibitors in Southern Kansas and
Fire of unWestern Missouri.
determined origin destroyed the Grand
The
theatre of Moberly, Mo., recently.
loss is estimated at $150,000. The fire also
Gus
destroyed adjoining buildings.
Eyssell, former treasurer and house manager of the Newman and Royal theatres,
Kansas City, will leave in a few days to
join Frank L. Newman in Los Angeles in
a similar capacity. Newman, since the sale
of his Newman and Royal theatres to
Paramount, has been managing three Paravisit

“The Fight,” Fox; International

“The

KANSAS

If the M. P. T.
CITY,
O. Kansas-Missouri fails to reach its goal
of 500 active members it will be no fault
of C. E. "Doc" Cook, business manager
Scarcely had “Doc” returned from a “tour-

departed for another 10-day jaunt.

Runs

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:

KANSAS CITY
de-Hupmobile” over the

Lake City

KINEMA:

VICTORY:

OMAHA

.

(Week Beginning November 7)
“The Dark Angel,” First Na-

run Paramount house on Curtis street,
will soon undergo rather extensive improvements, among which will be the in-

and orchestra

.

...£./.

AMERICAN

first

.

A

First

DENVER

.

.

force.
sales convention will be held
there.
Dmcker, De Luxe Feature film exchange, has resigned as a member of the local Film Board of Trade. The
board is now composed of 12 members.
Harry T. Nolan, district manager for
First National, is back in Denver after an
absence of five weeks, during which he
visited exchange centers in Eastern and

Salt

DENVER, COL. — The

.

theatre, Pueblo, Col.
Ed Marquand, Isis
and Longmont theatres, Longmont, Col.
B. P. McCormich, owner and manager of
the Liberty theatre, Florence, Col., and the
Jones theatre, Canon City, Col., and Grant
Beach, Variety theatre, Akron, Col.
W. E. Reilly, auditor from the home office
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is visiting the
Denver Metro exchange.
Hugh Brady,
local Paramount manager, has left for Salt
Lake City accompanied by his entire sales

outfit.

stallation

.

:

Empress

theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, has made a slight but interesting
change in the general policy of the theatre.
Starting the week of November 9 he stipulated that matinee prices will prevail up to
six o’clock each day instead of five o’clock

of

Warner Brothers exchange in SeatWash. The United Artists salesmen
were called in to have a conference with
the new manager and left again for their
Frank Harris, Western
territories.
district manager for Pathe, stopped off here
tle,

.

Dave Cop-

.

of the

National.

is

OTTAWA, ONT. — Manager

.

manager here for Urfited Artists. Rand
arrived here from New York to succeed
Carl Steam, who resigned to take charge

record-breaking crowds.

CANADA

J.

.

Cannon, sand bag barricades
and a scenic No Man’s Land were used.
Walter S. Rand is the new sales

GRANADA: “Where Was I?” Universal.
GOLDEN GATE: “What Fools Men,” First

played to S. R. O.

.

Dark Angel.”

Annie Rooney,” United

Artists (continued).
“Merry Widow,” MetroST. FRANCIS:
Coldicyn- Mayer (4th week).
CAMEO
“The Calgary Stampede,” Uni-

The receiots passed those of
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame” considerThe Martini theatre at Galveston,
ably.
it

First

National.

business.

Texas, played

Modems,”

.

A

CAPITOL: “Seigfried,” UFA.
CALIFORNIA: “Satan in Sables,” Warner

.

.

.

Runs

First

(Week Beginning November 15)

Okla., managed by Jack Johnson, has reopened after remodeling. Johnson was also
able to obtain a long time lease on the
“The Phantom of the Opera”
house.
is doing great business in the key cities of
Texas. It is making record-breaking runs
everywhere. During the 10-day run at the
.

1925

left to meet Black in
T. Scheffield, general manager for Greater Features, Incorporated,
has left this city and will return to the
home office after making a short trip into
lobby display of merit
the territory. ...
was arranged at the American theatre here
in connection with the showing of “The

Butte.

San Francisco

.

.

5,

manager for Fox,

seen the new house. Arledee has
exhibitor in Garland for many
years, and his friends are glad to note his
Mrs. Birdie McQuilkin
progress.
and C. E. Walker have reopened the Royal
theatre at Enid, Okla., after completely reThe Folly theatre, Enid,
modeling it.

who have

.

December

.

.

.

.

.

.

December
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5,

mount houses

Eyssell is
in Los Angeles.
the third of Newman’s former employes
to join him on the West Coast, Milton Feld,
former manager of the Newman and Royal,
and Leo Forbstein, for many years director
of the Newman orchestra, already having
gone.
The Empire theatre, Chilli.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON,

dancer, is the headline attraction on
the current presentation bill at the Earle
theatre here.
Special holiday
matinees will be held in all Crandall houses
Thanksgiving day.
Fred S'. Hand,
manager of the Earle theatre, was formerly
a creator of acts for the major Keith
vaudeville circuit.
Many times he has
been asked to create an act for the Earle,
and at last he has consented. Next week
he will put on his first creation for the
Earle.
The Stafford Pemberton Dancers
will
headline.
The “Saturday
Nighters” are rapidly shaping into a “big
time” unit.
This week the Metropolitan reverted to its policy of presenting
an orchestra program in connection with
each showing of the feature picture.
On November 27 the Columbian Heights
Business Men’s Association will give a
special midnight show at the Tivoli to
raise funds for the community Christmas
kins,

Mo., last week was purchased by
Minich, owner of the Electric theatre

cothe,

Sam
of

for $24,000.
become effective Ja.nuary
to remodel the house.
that

The

city

.

“Exhibitors’

.

Month” in December in Kansas City,
which includes a tie-up between the ProDis-Co. branch and the exhibitors, the
proceeds of the month to go towards exhibitors organization promotion in 1926, is

away to a great start, according to
A. Shultz, Kansas City Pro-Dis-Co.
branch manager. The last two weeks more
than treble the dates ever obtained in the
same period, Schultz says. More than 50
per cent of the Kansas City theatres already have filled dates for December.
An experiment in the small town house
is to be tried at the Best theatre, Parsons,
Kan., the latter part of this month.
It
will be an all-comedy bill and is being
watched with much interest by Kansas
City exhibitors.
Three two-reel comedies
have been set in for the experiment, the
exact date of which has not yet been announced.
.In conjunction with the
release of “Krazy Kat Kartoons,” Joe
Silverman, manager of the Independent
Film Corporation, Kansas City, has organized a “Krazy Kat Klub” and the
venture not only is arousing interest, but
is meeting with success.
Among the
out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City
market last week were
Mr. and Mrs. H.
Winkler, Main street, Lexington, Mo. E.
E. Frazier, Grand, Pittsburg, Kan. Harry
McClure, Strand, Emporia, Kan.; L. Brenninger, Crystal and Cosy, Topeka, Kan.
A. Hawkins, Banks, Lenexa, Kan.
E.
Shilket, Rex, Joplin, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
W. Christian, Casino, Excelsior Springs,
Mo. G. E. Earl, Strand, Eskridge, Kan.

.

getting

.

C.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

;

;

W

;

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tree

.

.

R

.

.

.

.

.

began last week.
The Metropolitan
is
showing popular vaudeville headliners
William Saul,
on its prologue.
assistant booker in the New York offices
.

.

.

of Famous
recently to

.

.

A. Grissell, popular manager of the Union Square
theatre, on November 20th left that house
to become associated with another large
house.
Warde Morris has been chosen to
succeed him.
Major A. Grau, one
of the prominent motion picture leaders of
Germany and President of the U. F. A.

Film Company, was a recent

a

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— C.

.

The

.

.

visitor here.

Francis theatre, which for
four weeks has been playing the “Merry

.

.

.

St.

Widow,”

last week invited all the local
theatrical people to see the picture and the
crowd enjoyed the evening.
Presi.

.

assist

.

new

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.— M.
of Finkelstein & Ruben

Finhas re-

L.

kelstein

turned here from Europe.
“The Phantom of the Opera” has had its local preview and has elicited much favorable
.

.

.

Finkelstein & Ruben will show
Strand.
Charles C. Perry,
former manager of the New Garrick theatre, has been transferred to the State
theatre as manager. J. M. Houck, formerly manager of the State, has succeeded
Perry as manager of the New Garrick.
The State theatre is doing capacity
business this week with Rose’s Midgets in
conjunction
with
the
picture,
“New
Brooms.”
Billy Mick, veteran theatre

comment.
at

it

.

.

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

policy.

.

.

cir-

managing the Palace Orpheum theSt. Paul, is now general manager at

Finkelstein
& Ruben.
branch of Universal has been
handicapped by the losses of advertising
accessories due to a recent fire of unknown
origin.
Edward Kraus, who was at one

The

for

.

.

The

.

local

.

.

Pathe

has added two new salesmen to its
staff
C. Yeargan, who will cover in
/.
Alabama and Tennessee, and B. A. Wallace, who will cover South Georgia and
office

—

.

dent Carl Leammle of Universal recently
was a popular visitor on the Row and was
entertained.
Under the auspices of
the Good Times Club, the children of the

.

.

.

assistant manager of the Hennepin
Orpheum theatre, Minneapolis, and later
manager for the Freidman Film and Theatre Corporation in Mankato, has been appointed manager of the State theatre,

time

Fargo, N. D.
Finkelstein & Ruben have
the Palace and Metropolitan theatres, Owatonna, Minn., to their growing
chain of houses. These are the only theatres in the town.
The Palace will show
pictures and the Metropolitan will stage
road shows, stock shows and will screen
.

.

.

added

pictures.

Economics Bureau
Holds Educational
Film Shows Weekly
(Special

from Commercial Economics Bureau)

WASHINGTON,

D. C., Nov. 24.— The
Bureau of Commercial Economics, through
the co-operation of the Wardman Park

Hotel theatre here, is screening films of
educational value every Sunday evening,
and has plannd some unusual programs for
future showing. The type of productions
screened is indicated by the titles selected
for showing this month, which are
“Our Naval Flight Toward the North Pole,”
November 15; “The Foreign Service of the United
States of America,” November 22, and “Resources
and Romance of Esthonia,” November 28.
Titles in the list of pictures available to
members of the Bureau of Economics, who
pay a small membership fee that entitles
them to the use of films, include
:

city

“Forbidden Cities of China,” “Tulip Festival in
Holland,” “Exploration in Yucatan,” “Grand Canyon of the Colorado,” “Our Navy in Action,”
“Health Center,” “Our Nation’s Capitol,” and

field

“Quebec By-Ways.”

.

.

.

were recently invited to Loew’s Wartheatre to see Buster Keaton in “Go
West.” They were treated with candy and
couldn’t laugh and clap enough.
Charlie Pincus of the Imperial theatre was

Hugo Rumhold Signs
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

and

his smile that attracts
his Roosevelt teeth that pull them in.
it is

Jack Ryan has been appointed manager of the Lincoln Airdrome for the O’Day
Estate
J. A. Harvey has announced
he will open a new house at Santa Cruz.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Donner

theatre at Truckee

is

being remodeled by W. Englehart.
During Ed Kuster’s trip to the Hawaiian
Islands, M. Ball has been appointed to take
charge of his house at Carmel.
.

.

.

—

YORK, Nov. 24. Inspiration
Pictures, Inc., has retained Hugo Rumbold, son of Sir Horace Rumbold, former
British ambassador to Austria, to supervise details of European court and military life to obtain minute correctness in
the forthcoming Inspiration picture, “Just

and before he could answer an usherette
said

to

Supervise Court Scenes

asked how he could run his pictures for so
many weeks and continue to draw crowds,

named Ann

Suppose.”

Madge Bellamy

Rumbold acquired knowledge of
stars

as

the

girl

in

‘‘Thunder Mountain,” Victor Schertzinger production for Fox.
It’s a

John Golden picture from the drama

“Howdy Folks” by

.

local

.

Players-Lasky, was in town
A. C. Coles, Famous
Players-Lasky booker for the Southeast, in
reorganization of local booking offices.
Ernest Geyer, exploitation man for Famous
Players-Lasky,
helped in
the
publicity
campaign in connection with the opening
recently of the New Fairfax theatre in LaGrange, Ga.
This house formerly the
Strand, has been purchased by R. T. Hill,
of Tullahoma, Tenn., and will be run under

SAN FRANCISCO

MINNEAPOLIS

Duluth

GA.—
B. Williams, recently appointed to the sales staff of Universal, has left the local Universal office
York.
Management of the
for
local exchange of Warner Brothers has
been taken over by O. P. Hall of Boston,
who succeeds Ira P. Stone. Stone resigned
recently because of ill health.
Hall was
once connected with the local Fox offices.
Much interest has been created by
the announcement from Charles Branham,
manager of the Howard, that that theatre
will book a series of big acts shown in a
number of Balaban and Katz houses as a
supplement to the regular Howard presentation features.
The first of this series
.

section of Atlanta, was opened
week by Alpha Fowler, manager of the
Palace, another community house here.
Fowler will manage both theatres.

mercial

this

cuit
atre,

ATLANTA
ATLANTA,

.

The new West End theWest End Com-

.

manager, formerly with the Orpheum

celebration.

New

.

.

.

.

will

Minich plans

1.
.

deal

.

.

.

.

Florida.

atre, built recently in the

C.—Marion Wil-

D.

73

Pearl Franklin.

these

through contact with royalty and as
a member of the British Grenadier Guards,
and obtained intimate knowledge of the
theatre through staging opera at Covent
Garden, London.
details

;
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THE FILM MART
for the week of December 20
“What’s
Up” and “Cheap Skates ;” and for the week

First National
Title of “Flirtation

’

Changed

of December 27
“Oo-La-La” and “Felix
the Cat Kept on Walking.”
:

The title of “Flirtation,” originally
“Caesar’s Wife,” has been changed to “Infatuation.”
The picture will be released
under the last named title.
Four Carded for December Release
Four pictures carded for December release, with the dates, are:
“The Splendid
Road,” Dec. 6
“Infatuation,” Dec. 13
“The Girl from Montmarte,” Dec. 20;
“Joanna,” Dec. 27.

“Nightingale” on Color Program

“The Voice of the Nightingale” was
scheduled for showing by the Film Arts
Guild at the Cohan theatre, New York
City, November 22, on the program with
the original colored version of Pola Negri’s
“Passion.”

;

“Irene” to Be Partly in Color
“Irene,” forthcoming production starring
Colleen Moore, will be made partly in color.

Langdon Preparing for First
Harry Langdon has moved into the First
National studios and with his gag men is
making preparation for the production of
his first picture under his First National
contract.
Illness

Forces Gillingwater Out

has caused Claude

Gillingwater
to drop from the cast of “Men of Steel.”
He was to have played the part of the
Illness

steel

mill

Dooley Making “Salty Sap”
Billy Dooley has started work on “A
Salty Sap,” in which he again plays the
part of a sailor. William Watson is directing.

Bobby Vernon Making Another
Bobby Vernon is making a picture
a Chinatown setting.
being directed by Earle Rodney.
will

have

that

He

is

Kino grams Man Films Royal Hunt
Ray Fernstrom, Kinograms staff cameraman, has obtained a film record of the
royal Swedish hunting party in action. The
pictures are scheduled for immediate release.

Arrow
Fox

Margaret Livingston Signs Again
Margaret Livingston, who played

Two to Be Made Soon
Whitman Bennett will

fea-

tured roles in “The Wheel” and “Havoc”
and is now filling a role in “The First
Year,” has renewed her contract with Fox,
Sol M. Wurtzel, superintendent of the Fox
studios, announces. Her next featured role
is to be that of the flirtatious widow in “A

Trip to Chinatown.”

Day”

in

begin filming “The
Cleaner Flame” in about two weeks, and
“Borrowed Plumes” also will go into work

“Variety,” starring Emil Jannings,

Pro-Dis-Co.
“Boatman” Cast Ready

The

Andrew Dennison.

Start

to

DeMille production,
“The Volga Boatman,” has been
selected and the players are ready to go
before the cameras. Featured players are
Victor Varconi, Jetta Goudal, Elinor Fair,
William Boyd and Theodore Kosloff.
cast for the Cecil B.

Avenue” Filming Ends
Avenue” have
been shot and the work of editing will
“Fifth

The

last scenes of “Fifth

begin at once.

River Location Selected

A

spot on the Sacrameto River has been
selected for the setting of the initial scenes

“The Volga Boatman.”

of

to Shoot “Boatman”
Arthur Miller, who photographed “The
Coming of Amos” and “Made for Love,”
will photograph “The Volga Boatman,”

Cecil B.

De

Mille’s current production.

Ginsberg

in a short time.

Screen Rights Bought
Screen rights to “Self Defense,” a serial
story by Elizabeth York Miller, have been
bought.
The picture will be produced at
the Whitman Bennett studios in New York.

Wallace MacDonald in Featured Role
Wallace MacDonald has been cast for
the leading male role in “The Checkered
Flag,” in which Elaine Hammerstein has
the leading feminine role.

Gotham

comedy
Film Has

featuring Harold Goodwin, has gone into
work under the combined direction of Max

and

UFA’s

has just been presented at the UFA Palace,
Berlin, according to a cablegram, and has
been lauded by crowds that packed the
house to capacity.

Work

“Officer of the Day,” an Imperial

Gold

Laud “Variety”

Crcnvds

Arthur Miller

owner.

“Officer of the

U. F. A.

:

No

Interior Scenes

“The Phanton of the Forest,” featuring
the canine star “Thunder,” is to have no
interior scenes.
The forests of California
form the principal backgrounds for the
action of the picture.

Dennison

has just finished “Control Yourself.”

Makes “Flaming Affair”
is making “A Flaming Affair”
under the direction of Lex Neal. Others
in the cast are Consuela Dawn, Rodney
Hildebrand and Joseph Belmont.
Sid Smith

Sid Smith

Red

Seal

Skiing Film Obtained for Students

A

“Daybreak” Release Date Set
“Daybreak,” which is in production under
the direction of Rowland V. Lee, has been
scheduled for release on January 7.

print

of

the

skiing

feature

entitled

“The Silvery Art” has been obtained by the
officials of the Paramount Picture School
for use in the lecture room. It will be used
by athletic instructors at the school as an

Ruck Jones Company on Location
Buck Jones and the company supporting
him in “The Gentle Cyclone” have gone on
location near Bishop, Cal.
Rose Blossom,
Katherine Myers, Marion Harlan, Will

aid in
skiing.

teaching

the

F.

students

the

art

of

O. B.

Emory Johnson’s Next Announced
Emory Johnson, who recently completed

Walling, Grant Withers, Stanton Heck and
Oliver Hardy are in the supporting cast.

“The Last Edition,” has announced that
next picture will be “The Non-Stop

his

Educational

a melodramatic production based
on naval aviation accomplishments.
Flight,”

December Releases Announced
Releases for the week of December 6
are:
“Sea
Scamps,”
“Slow Down,”
“Framed” and “The Fighting Dude;” for
the week of December 13
“My Swedie”
and “Felix the Cat at the Rainbow’s End;”
:

CYD CHAPLIN, left, in “The Man on the
^ Warner Brothers picture. It opened at
pheum

theatre,

Box,”

a

the Or-

Chicago loop house, November 15

“King of the Turf” in Work
“King of the Turf,” featuring Kenneth
Harlan, Dolores Costello and Henry B.
Walthall, has been put in work.

I1A

K
‘;,.

r" Charley Chase
in

WOODEN

“HIS

WEDDING”
two parts
Thus he
"Never

spoke, that lover bold.

shall

my

grow

love

cold;

You're my girl and I’m your man.
Test my love, howe'er you can."

At the altar came

And

the villain

to blame.

"Listen, buddie. this
Bridie's got a
Is a

wooden

leg a valid

shame.

his

was

beg.

1

wooden

excuse for

leg!”
a

maw

to desert his bride

at the altar?

What

a

question!

What

a

situation!

What

a

riot

of

a

comedy

F.

RICHARD JONES
Supervising Director

TRADE

MARK

Allene Ray

iSSi'l
SfiSft

WHY DOES THIS MAN
KEEP A MYSTERIOUS
PRISONER FOR 20 YEARS ?

MYSTERY!
From

first episode to the tenth every person in your audiences
wondering who the mysterious Green Archer is. Suspicion
points first to one person, then another.
It’s the greatest mys-

the

will be

tery story ever put into pictures.
’

SUSPENSE

!

^

From

.
:

i^|§f§|J

episode to episode the suspense is so terrific that each
chapter sells the succeeding one to your audiences. Whoever

sees

one

will

want

to see all that follow.

IS

THE GREEN ARCHER

ACTION!
It’s as speedy as a horse race; as full of punches as a prize fight;
as exciting as a championship football game.

SUPER-FEATURE PRODUCTION!
Compare

it

with any strictly high class feature you have booked
beauty and all the rest.

for cast, direction, sets, photography,
It’s there!

From

the hook by

Edgar Wallace

Scenario by Frank Leon Smith

Directed by Spencer Bennet

HM

K

A<

'.’

:,

Glenn Tryon

"
in

“PAPA, BE GOOD!”
two parts

Papa had

He
He

looked
flirted

a

wandering eye.
at

ladies

on the

sly.

when and where he

could,

“Papa, papa, do be good!"

All persons
flirt,

hope

who have

wanted

to

have seen flirtation
see this comedy.

to flirt or

are invited to
It’s

flirted,

a ludicrous tit-bit of tomfoolery.

Advertise

it

and

let

them know

it’s

good.

—

Pafh^comedy
TRAOf

MARK
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Roach comedy the final chapter of the
“Wild West” serial; “Walloping Wonders,”
“The Garden of Getha “Sportlight”

Edited

;

“Flaming Waters” and “The Midnight
Flyer”

are

being edited,

Bob Custer has

;

semane” an issue of “Aesop’s Fables” a
Pathe Review; “Topics of the Day”; and
two issues of Pathe News.

Evelyn
Broadway Lady,”
Brent has
and Maurice “Lefty” Flynn has completed

“The

Ridin’
finished “A

finished

Streak,”

“Green Archer’ Fitiished

The

Three Announced for Production
“Bright Lights,” an Evelyn Brent vehicle,
“The Wild Bull of the Campus,” starring
Maurice “Lefty” Flynn, and “The Fate of
the Wolf,” starring Tom Tyler, have been
announced for early production.

production “The Green Arch-

page pressbook on

The

issued.
will

An

elaborate 12-

production has been
chapter of the picture

this

first

be released December

6.

Completed
“Saturday Afternoon,” a Harry Langdon comedy, has been completed. Peggy
“Saturday Afternoon”

Montgomery appears

in

the leading femi-

nine role.

New

“Sportlight”

Features

Athletes

“Walloping Wonders,” a “Sportlight”
be released
well known

Principal

November

29,

to

such

features

athletes
as Gene Tunney,
Devereux Milburn, polo player;
Roger Hornsby and Bill Bottomley, base-

boxer;

Noted Scenarist Borrowed
Harry Behn, noted scenarist, has been
borrowed from Metro to write the conBarbara
tinuity for “The Winning of
Bell
Harold
from
Worth,”
adapted
Wright’s novel of the same name.

W^ALTER McGRAIL and George O'Brien in a
" scene from “Havoc," Fox production shown
week

last

the

at

Monroe

theatre, Chicago

They are “Ship of Souls,” Feb. 7 “The
Broadway Boob,” Feb. 14; “Two Can
Play,” Feb. 21 and “The Miracle of Life,”
:

;

;

Feb. 28.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Niblo Has Big Scenes Yet to Make
Fred Niblo has yet to make the “Ben
Hur” scenes that will show the gathering
These
of the legions under “Ben Hur.”
scenes have been worked out in detail and
have been rehearsed, and it is expected
the work of filming them will be completed
in a short time.

Two March

Two
March
March

Claire Windsor and
the featured players

Releases

in

Pathe
November 29 Releases

He

Goes,”

Slated
a

Horse,” starring “Black Cyclone.”

Rayart
“Flame Fighter” Filming Ends
The filming work on the serial production, “The Flame Fighter,” has been finished.
Herbert Rawlinson is the star of
this production.

comedy special, heads the list of
November 29 releases. Other productions
three-reel

on the card are

:

“Laughing Ladies,” Hal

Superior Quality
the reason for the success of

is

Columbia
Four Finished and on Schedule
Four pictures, “The Lure of the Wild,”
“The
Handsome
Brute,”
“Midnight
Flames” and “The Thrill Hunter,” have
been completed and have been scheduled
on this year’s release chart.
Canine Star Obtained
“Lighting,” the dog that is starred in
“The Lure of the Wild,” has been obtained

ness.”

Harry Behn, Scenarist Lent
Harry Behn, scenarist of “The Big Parade” and “La Boheme,” has been lent to
Principal Pictures to prepare the scenario
for “The Winning of Barbara Worth.”

FILM

Dual Opening for Skyrocket
According to the sales plan on “The
Skyrocket,” starring Peggy Hopkins Joyce,
the picture will open in New York and
Chicago on the same date.

Four on December Release Card
Four pictures have been scheduled for
December release. They are: “Counsel
for the Defense,” Dec. 6; “The Pinch
Hitter,” Dec. 13; “North Star,” Dec. 20;
and “Lover’s Island,” Dec. 27.
January Releases Selected
The productions chosen for January release are
“Hearts and Fists,” Jan. 3
“I Do,” Jan. 10; “The Lady from Hell,”

RAW

in

other pictures through
has made with the

Use

this

formula for best

Paramount
“Splendid Crime” Filming Ends Soon

STOCK

Sidney Bracey, Ernie S. Adams and
Renee Adoree have been cast for parts in

Associated Exhibitors

for use

a contract Columbia
animal’s owner.

More Chaney Supports Engaged

support of Lon Chaney in “The Mocking
Bird,” which Tod Browning is directing.

golfer.

Roach Supervising “Devil Horse”
Hal Roach is giving his personal attention
to
the production of “The Devil

Harry Langdon

the

Robert Florey Assists Leonard
Robert Florey, who has become known as
“the foreign atmosphere maker,” has been
added to Robert Z. Leonard’s staff to
assist with the production of “Dance Mad-

William Tilden, tennis player,
Collett,

—

Conrad

picture.

ball players;

and Glenna

Announced

pictures have been announced for
release “How to Train a Wife,”
7, and “Play Safe,” March 14.

“There

Waltz Is Feature of “Dance Madness
Robert Z. Leonard, directing “Dance
Madness,” will incorporate into the production a waltz scene that will be one of the
are

serial

er” has been completed.

Richard Talmadge Supports Chosen
Players chosen to support Richard Talmadge in “So This Is Mexico!” are:
Louise Lorraine, Henry Herbert, Charles
Hill Mailes, Charles Clary, Victor DilLouise Lorlingha, and Arthur Conrad.
raine will have the leading feminine role.

Nagel

;

;

“Smilin’ at Trouble.”

highlights.

75

result:

William De Mille is filming the last
scenes of “The Splendid Crime,” in which
Bebe Daniels, Neil Hamilton, Anne Cornwall and Anthony Jowitt play the featured
parts.

GOERZ LENS in your camera.
GOERZ NEGATIVE RAW
STOCK in your magazine.
GOERZ POSITIVE RAW
STOCK for your prints.
Sole Distributors:

Fish-Schurman Corporation
45 W. 45th Street

New York

City

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Hollywood, Cal.

to Make “Blind Goddess”
Blind Goddess” will be Victor
Fleming’s first picture on the spring production schedule. Walter Woods is preparing the scenario. The story is by
Arthur Train.

Fleming

“The

Completes “American Venus”
Frank Tuttle has completed the filming
work on “The American Venus.” Many
Tuttle

scenes are in color. The picture
the editing stage of work.

Badger

to Direct

is

now

in

Bebe Daniels

Clarence Badger will direct Bebe Daniels in “Miss Brewster’s Millions,” which
is scheduled for release in March.

:

“Shadow

of the Law,” Jan. 24;
and “White Mice,” Jan. 31.

Jan.

17;

February Releases

The

Number Four

releases for February

number

four.

IN CANADA:
John A. Chantler & Co.
226 Bay St.
Toronto, Ont.

“Dancing Mothers” in Production
“Dancing Mothers” has gone into production under the direction of Herbert
Brennon. Alice Joyce, Conway Tearle,
Clara Bow and Donald Keith are the featured players.

”
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United Artists
Critics Praise “Stella Dallas

New

York’s news

”

critics

accorded un-

stinted praise to “Stella Dallas” following
its
premier showing at the Apollo theatre.

Barnes Shoots “Partners Again
George Barnes, who photographed “The
Dark Angel,” is behind camera photographing “Partners Again with Potash and
Perlmutter.”

—

Warner Brothers
Blue, Prevost, to Co-Star Again

Monte Blue and Marie Prevost

are to be

Their production will be
“Other Women’s Husbands.” Filming is
scheduled to begin the first of the month.
co-starred again.

Working on Eight
Eight pictures are in the editing stage of
work. They are
“Hogan’s Alley,” “His
Jazz Bride,” “The Fighting Edge,” “The
Sea Beast,” “Lady Windermere’s Fan,”
“The Love Toy,” “The Man Upstairs” and
Editors

:

“The Cave Man.”

“Don Juan” Prologue

Work

in

Work

well advanced on the prologue
sequences to “Don Juan,” in which John
Barrymore is starred. The prologue depicts the early life of the hero.

Paramount
will present a number of comedies original
in theme and fast in action in the spring

and summer, according to Famous Players
executives. The first, “The Grand Duchess
and the Waiter,” from which scenes are
shown, has Adolphe Menjou and Florence
Vidor in the feature roles, supported by
Lawrence Grant, Andre de Beranger, Dot
Farley. Barbara Pierce, Brandon Hurst and
The picture drew
William Courtwright.
widespread commendation at a preview on
the West Coast. It will be released in
It is from the Alfred Savoir
February.
play now at the Lyceum, New York, with
Elsie Ferguson and Basil Rathbone in the
cast.

is

“Limited” Opening
“The Limited Mail,”

Blue Appears

at

Monte Blue,
was present at

star of

ture at the

the first

Forum

showing of the picLos Angeles.

theatre,

Erie Kenton to Wield

Megaphone

Erie Kenton has been selected to direct
Marie Prevost and Monte Blue in “Other

Women’s Husbands.”

Universal
Title

Changed Again

“Common

People” has been chosen as

Rudolph Schildkraut
work under the title
“Proud Heart” and was later titled “His

the final title for the
picture that went into

People.”

“Gumps” Issued Every Other Week
A two-reeler in the “Andy Gump”

series

of comedies is to be issued every other
week. The fourth will be released November 30 and the fifth December 14.

Hoxie Making “Grinning Guns”
Jack Hoxie, under the direction of Albert

Rogell,

is

making a Western

titled

“Grinning Guns.” Supporting Hoxie are
Ena Gregory, George French, Dudley Hendricks, Bob Milasch, Arthur Morrison and
Alphonse Martel. “The Tuneful Tornado”
will be Hoxie’s next production.

Dorothy Kitchen Wins Contract
Dorothy Kitchen has been announced as
the winner of the “Peg of New York” contest staged in connection with the showing of “See America First,” and also as
the winner of a six-month picture contract..
“Lcs Miserables” Rights Bought

Announcement has been made that Carl
Laemmle has acquired the rights for the
United States, Canada and Great Britian
to the negative of “Les Miserables,” which
was recently produced in France.

Sues to Restrain City
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH.,

Nov.

24.— Dave

of the Rex theatre, formerly the Lyric, has applied for an injunction against the city, seeking to prevent the closing of his show on complaint

Martin,

that he

owner

was operating without

a license.

—

—
-

December
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LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright, 1925

Beware

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.
of cheap, misleading imitations.

“What

the Picture Did for

This

is

Me”

the one genuine source of exhibitor -written box office

is

information.

“What

Address:
Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

— Peter A. Bifarella, Family
Y. — General patronage.

Associated Exhibitors
THE PRICE OF A PARTY:
program

Special

Hard

cast— Just

our
customers. Seven reels. Clark & Edwards, Palace
General patronage.
theatre, Ashland, O.
a

fair

picture.

—

NEVER SAY

to

sell

to

DIE: Douglas MacLean— Pleased

—

Seven reels. H. T. Nokes,
Mo. Small town patronage.

crowd.

small

—

—

theatre, Nixa,

THE BATTLING ORIOLES:

Special

Elite

cast— Not

seemed to please those who
like comedy.
Six reels.- H. T. Nokes, Elite theSmall town patronage.
atre, Nixa, Mo.
THE YANKEE CONSUL: Douglas MacLean—
Seven
Very good comedy. Had no complaint.
reels.
H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.
Small town patronage.

much

of a story but

—

—

—

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES:

east—

Special

mopped up with this one. By all means
run it.
Had to hold them out on first show.
Second night equally as good. So will make you
more money than “The Ten Commandments” as
it did us.
Seven reels. R. D. Young, Polo the-

—General

—

patronage.

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES:

A

Special cast—
Stratton Porter’s
price and packed
F. A. Millhouse,

very good picture and Gene
name does the rest. Raised my
the house twice.
Seven reels.
Star theatre, Sumner, Neb. Small
age.

—

—

THE RIDING COMET:

town patron-

—

—

THE GIRL ON THE STAIRS:
Miller

—This

which you

is

will

an
find

extra good
is

Patsy Ruth
program picture

something different than

the ordinary run of pictures.
They will not be
able to guess the answer until the last flicker.
Can be bought right. Six reels. Wm. E. Trags-

—

dorf,

Trags theatre,

Neillsville,

Wis.

— Small

town

patronage.

HEADS UP:
newest picture.

—

Lefty Flynn Fine picture. Lefty’s
He hurt himself in Western stuff

old pictures, but I believe F. B. O. will
make a success with him now. Six reels. Robert
W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D. General
in

his

—
—

patronage.

RIDING THE WIND:

Fred

Thomson—Not

so

This star’s shows please, but do not draw
I thought he might work up to a good bet
but his shows draw less each time. I played this
on a Sunday with a matinee thrown in and he
did not come within 40 per cent of a Mix draw
with evening alone.
Five reels. Leslie Hables.
Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal. Small town
patronage.
good.
here.

—

—

—

WHITE THUNDER:

Yakima Canutt This
people like this kind of action.
Straight Western does more here than any other
kind. Five reels.
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre,
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.
pleased.

My

—
—

THE WILD BULLS’ LAIR

—

Fred Thomson
Silver certainly is good. Beats any horse I’ve seen.
He certainly can act. Don’t omit this feature.
Ran it two nights to a good business. Six reels.
:

N.

South Dearborn

—

Special cast Good picture.
truth to it.
A good many
laughs and well produced. Worth showing in the
best houses.
Seven reels. O. S. Nordine, Karlstad Movies theatre, Karlstad, Minn. Country
patronage.

—

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Thomson—As

Fred

usual for Fred and his horse, it is a good picture
but owing to a blizzard that hit us we did not
make a dime on it. Five reels. W. J. Shoup,
DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town
patronage.

—
—

SCAR HANAN:

Yakima Canutt— F.

B.

O.

is

turning out good Westerns and this is no exception.
Plenty of action and thrills. Five reels.—
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

Fred Thomson

picture for serial night.
Silver King is
fast becoming a great favorite.
Allwein & Shreffler, Opera House & Castamba theatres, Shelby,
O. General patronage.

—

—

FORBIDDEN CARGO

—

Evelyn Brent What a
actress Evelyn Brent is, and she
:

splendid little
puts over any role they give her in great shape.
She is really a very wonderful little actress and
I think she is really as great an actress as Norma
Talmadge.
“Forbidden Cargo” is a very good
picture and Robert Ellis as Miss Brent’s leading
man is very good. You’ll make no mistake in
playing this one. Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

THUNDERING HOOFS:

Fred

—

—

HAWK:

THE AIR
A1 Wilson Good action
picture but such a poor direction that most of the
patrons stopped me next day and told me not
to run any more like that and I won’t, except
"The Cloud Rider,” and that will finish me up I
suppose.
Five reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre,

—

Kimball, So. Dak.

— General

THE AIR HAWK:

patronage.

—

A very good
stunt picture that should please action craving
audience. My Western fans like it. Five reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.
A1 Wilson

THE SPIRIT OF THE U. S. A.: Special east
This must have been a fine picture when it was
all there, but what we got was awful.
Cut so
bad that it was disgusting to audience. Manager
of a firm should be fined for sending out prints
in this condition, as it ruins business. Eight reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

THE
RIDER: A1 Wilson Another exceptional picture spoiled by one short scene.
My
people object to too much chorus girls with too
little clothes, but this one has one bathing without any clothes.
If you like that kind, book it.
Wilson’s stunts are extra good. Five reels. F. A.
Millhouse,
Star theatre,
Sumner, Neb. Small

CLOUD

—
—

town patronage.

First National

—

CLASSIFIED:

Corinne Griffith One of the
pictures of the season.
Corinne Griffith at
her best. Patrons are talking about it yet. Boost
it for any night.
Seven reels. Allwin & Shrefbest

—

fler,

Opera House & Castamba

— General

patronage.

Dorris Kenyon— Say
an honest-to-goodness good picture
and it showed at the box office that they just
turned out double on this dead night and the talk
sure built up business for the balance of the week.
Eight reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball.
S. Dak.
General patronage.

theatres, Shelby, O.

is

—

—

THE SCARLET WEST: Frank J. Carroll—
good picture. Drew fair on Sunday but poor on
Monday and Tuesday. Eight reels. R. Pfeiffer.
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY:

Milton SillsShould please any kind of a crowd.
S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre. MapleSmall town patronage.

Very good.
Eight

reels.

—

ton, la.

—

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS:

Special

—

cast—

Good. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—
A MADONNA OF THE
— Good. Many comments.

STREETS:
Nine

Nazimova

— R. Pfeif— Small town

reels.

Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
patronage.
fer,

A MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

Nazimova

—A

magnificent story spoiled by a sappy ending,
but it gave fine satisfaction with our patrons.
Business a little off due, possibly, to bad weather.
E. W. Collins, Grand theatre, Jonesboro, Ark.
General patronage.

—

—

CHICKIE:
Dorothy Mackaill A good box
Will please the majority. Does
not follow the story.
Eight reels. R. Pfeiffer.
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town patronage;
office attraction.

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Thomson— Film

1925 type Western. This show couldn’t be
beat for the type of show it was.
It was very
good. Drew a packed house. Rating 95 per cent,
yes Sunday. Five reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.
fair.

—

THE HALF WAY GIRL:

fellows here

CHEAP KISSES:
A lot of

Yakima Canutt— Good

Canutt’s leap on horseback from cliff
to river gives the expected punch. His fight with
the villain, both on one horse at top speed, is
rattling good. This is the second time Yakima has
packed our house. May be it will be yours. Paper
is good and F. B. O.’s paper usually is mighty
good, as it shows action and tells the people what
they will see of interest. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmond, Idaho.
General patronage.

Western.

Attica,

Snappy.

— Good

Surely

111.

theatre,

THE DANGEROUS COWARD:

F. B. 0.

atre, Polo,

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

III.

Special

—

cast— Wonderful

Business good.
Patrons liked it and
everybody happy.
Ten reels. Allwein & Shrefpicture.
fler.

—

Opera House & Castamba theatres, Shelby, O.

— General

SALLY
ment.
Eight
ton,

patronage.

—

:

Colleen Moore Very good entertainto please nearly 100 per cent.
S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre, Maple-

Seemed
reels.

la.

—

— Small

SALLY

town patronage.

—A

Colleen Moore
very good play.
Colleen is a regular flapper. Draws a good crowd.
Used this for a church society benefit.
Made
good. Admission 15 and 30 cents. Buy it. Good
comedy drama. Nine reels. Peter A. Bifarella.
Family thatre, Attica, N. Y. General patronage.
:

—

—

—

CLASSMATES:

Richard Barthelmess Good,
but did not mean a thing at the box office.
I
guess “Enchanted Cottage” killed him here. Seven
reels.
S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton,
la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

FLIRTING WITH LOVE:
up

Too

Colleen

Moore—Not

the average
audience. Business poor on this one. Eight reels.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
to Colleen’s standard.

silly for

—

Small town patronage.

SUPREME MOMENT:

HIS
This

is

good.

Aurora,

HER NIGHT OF ROMANCE:
madge

Blanche Sweet—

Story holds interest to end. Colored
Swarthout, Palace theatre,
patronage.

—E. W.
Ind. — General

reels are fine.

— Seemed

Constance Tal-

to go over pretty good.
So far
see there was no reason why they
it in
five spools, which would have
put more pep into it. The only reason for these
eight reel sisters is to accommodate the big town
boys who have to have them that long in order
to fit into their 24 hour a day grind shows.
Zabunk
Eight reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

as I could
didn’t put

!

—

—

LOVE’S WILDERNESS

:

Corinne

Griffith

—

rather trite story with nothing extraordinary to
commend it except personal charm of the star.

——

—

-

—A

1

-
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors*
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

—
—

few good dramatic moments. E. W. Collins,
Grand theatre, Jonesboro, Ark. General pat-

A

Special cast—Very little comWere surprised
plaint and quite a lot of praise.
was received. Everybody said,
way
it
with the
however, that if so much driving of cattle had
been eliminated it would, have been a fine picture.

—
—

Chas. Murray furnished the necessary comedy in
Nine reels. Horn & Morgan, Star
fine shape.
Small town patronage.
theatre. Hay Springs, Neb.

—
—

INEZ FROM HOLLYWOOD:

—

—A

— One of the best things
Walker, Texas
have seen in a long time. —
theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. — Small town patronage.
THANK YOU: Special cast — can’t hand this
LIGHTNIN’:

—General

patronage.

stuff,

You

boys.

Only played this one night, for which
glad.
No business and didn’t please over
Seven reels. Sam Minich, Electric
fifty per cent.
General patronage.
theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.

Seven

boosting this.

Trags theatre,

reels.

—Wm.

E.

get them

Very good picture but too poor
in, I think.

in this one.
card for me

Moore-

Colleen

title to
Anyhow they didn’t come to see her
Colleen is not a very good drawing

picture.
Tombstone, Ariz.

TORMENT:

—

Moore A very good regular
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.

—
— General

program

patronage.

—

Owen Moore Very good

picture
and I ran to poorest Saturday night in two years
and that’s going some, but no fault of the picture.
Buy it and advertise it strong, as it will back up
Six reels. R.
what they say about it. Good.

—

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,

So.

Dak.

— General

patronage.

THUNDERGATE: Tom Moore—Pretty fair
production where they like a lot of Chinese, but
here they wouldn’t come out to see it, but it
passed and I lost and I am glad anyhow. Eight
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.
reels.
Dak. General patronage.

—
—

—

ONE YEAR TO LIVE:

Special cast The whole
cast was exceptionally good in their various parts
while parts of the story ran to the easiest way.
The moral was good in the end. Seven reels.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
;

Neighborhood patronage.

Mary Carr— Very
good.
Say, boys, if you show them the slide of
this title that gets them in and sure hits every
home regardless how good or how bad it may be,
gives everyone good jolt in his heart and
a lot of good clean comedy in the
feature.
Good. Eight reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal
General patronage.
theatre, Kimball, S. Dak.
it

mind and

—

SANDRA:

—

—
—
—

Barbara LaMarr Not so good.
with most patrons. E. W. Collins,
Grand theatre, Jonesboro, Ark. General patronMissed

age.

fire

—

Special

—

cast

I

and more entertaining
picture than “The Covered Wagon,” but it sure
Didn’t make expenses
fell flat at the box office.
on it. It must be that the public is getting tired
of the big Westerns at a big admission price.
Eleven reels. Sam Minich, Eleotric theatre, Chillicothe,

—
Mo. — General

patronage.

HEARTS AND SPURS:

Buck Jones

—A

good

Western that drew better than average business.
Buck always pulls them in here. Five reels.
E.
M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paola, Ind.
Small town patronage.
HEARTS AND SPURS: Buck Jones—An entertainment picture from beginning to end. One of
those kind that keeps you right on your toes
Buck does some of the best
all the way through.
horse riding in quite some time and the balance
fine capers that please.
cut
some
of the cast

—W. H.
— General

Six reels.
Business good during run.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
patronage.

CHAMPION OF LOST CAUSES: Edmund
—A good mystery drama but failed to draw

—

THE RAINBOW TRAIL: Tom Mix— Zane
Grey stories draw good and always please. This
one is no exception to the rule. As Mix has a
good following we did a good business on a
Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess
stormy night.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Chilton, Wis.

—

THE RAINBOW TRAIL:

Tom Mix—Extra
Broke all records for 13 years at reduced
After 5 years at 20c admission I reduced
prices.
If you want
to 10c and can’t handle the crowds.
Six
the old crowd back reduce your war prices.
Jack Cairns. Brooklyn theatre, Detroit,
reels.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
EXCHANGE OF WIVES:

Shelby,

O.

ing your Western fans, for he is right there with
the goods and this is one of his best action and
comedy from start to finish and this is what they
like.
Seven reels. D. C. Jones, Joy land theatre,
>oneville, Ark.
General patronage.

—

—

— General

—

patronage.

Anita
Stewart A good South Sea picture which drew
good business Sunday but failed to do much on
Monday and Tuesday. Those who like good love
Not much action. Eight
stories will enjoy this.
reels.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

PRETTY LADIES: Special cast Put this picture on with a Western feature and did a good
Saturday and pleased everybody.
business on
Several beautiful colored scenes of the Follies. A
good story with touches of comedy and pathos.
Good cast. Six reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Chilton, Wis.

—

—

—

ZANDER THE GREAT:
picture,

star

and cast

Marion Davies Good
fine, story none too

—

strong but gave general satisfaction. Bert Silver,
General
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

-

reels.

Lew Cody— Pleased

real

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET:

reels.

Silver,

A

peppy comedy drama.
Seven reels. Allwein &
Fine entertainment.
Shreffler,
Opera House & Castamba theatres,

Sunday patrons.

enough to pay expenses. Lowe is a poor drawing
Five
Bring it back for a repeat.
card here.

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
— Small town patronage.
MARRIAGE IN TRANSIT: THE KISS BARSpecial cast— Both good program
RIER:
Family
theatre,
Silver
tures. — Bert
Greenville, Mich. — General patronage.
PORTS OF CALL: Edmund Lowe—Average
—E. M. Biddle, Strand
program picture. Six
theatre, Paoli, Ind. — Small town patronage.
THE MAN WHO PLAYED SQUARE: Buck
Jones— Boys, don’t be afraid of Buck not pleas-

—

good.

patronage.

Wis.

—

Good picGrand Prairie,

KENTUCKY

big

Lowe

J. S.

PRIDE:
Special cast— A good
race track picture with a love story and good
Seven reels.
clean comedy running through it.
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.
General patronage.

believe

pic-

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME:

but

—

this to be a better picture

—

TORMENT: Owen

—

LAZY BONES: Special cast This has been
“Ligbtnin’ ” and "Kentucky
Pride” and then “Lazy Bones” all good, but Gosh,
the weeps. J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand
Small town patronage.
Prairie, Tex.

THE IRON HORSE:

anyhow, but I like her acting and
not what my people like. Eight reels.
Rudolf Duba, Royal thatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
General patronage.
is

—

sob week with us.

pat-

ronage.

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:

am

—

in

Tragsdorf,

Wis.— Small town

Neillsville,

I

Good, clean, whole-

make a mistake

can’t

S.

much.

Colleen Moore
in to see this little

—

J.

I

THE PERFECT FLAPPER:
Very good They sure come
darling in this sort of stuff.

Jay Hunt

I

Anna

Q. Nilsson
Bert Silver, Silver Family

splendid program.
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

.

that

—

NO MAN

SUNDOWN:

Tex.

Special cast

Walker, Texas theatre.
—
—Small town patronage.

ture.

HAS LOVED: Special cast An
AS
inspiring version of the story, “The Man Without
a Country,” that reflects honor upon the whole
industry. The cast was not, in my opinion, ideal,
but the theme and the treatment render it worthy
E. W. Collins, Grand
to rank with the great.
General patronage.
theatre, Jonesboro. Ark.

ronage.

some

KENTUCKY PRIDE:

Fox

—

SO THIS IS MARRIAGE: Eleanor Boardman
Through a booking error this picture was
shipped without advertising and happened to arIt is an exrive on day regular service missed.
good picture, well produced and
ceptionally
The color work is very fine.
splendidly acted.
Ought to do well under proper exploitation. Seven
E. W. Collins, Grand theatre, Jonesboro,
reels.
Ark. General patronage.

—

—
—

SO THIS
romance

IS

MARRIAGE:

of married life that
satisfaction with box

average
than average.

Special

cast—

gave better than
office

also

better

—

Seven reels.- Tom Foster, Star
Small town patronage.
theatre, Stanley, Wis.

ROMOLA:

—

—

Lillian Gish Drew only fair busiNot a small town picture.
ness for three days.
Will please only a small percent of your audience.

December

The highly educated
Princess
town patronage.
Pfeiffer,
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5,

enjoy

will

theatre,

13

it.

Chilton,

— R.
— Small

reels.

Wis.

For Clean Pictures

—

THE MONSTER:

Lon Chaney Did not please
Knocked it as they came out.
Seven reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King
City, Cal.
Small town patronage.
CHEAPER TO MARRY: Special cast—A mixture of comedy, light drama, melodrama and
tragedy that was enjoyed every moment by our
patrons.
Worth while on any program. Seven

my crowd

at all.

—
—

—

Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
Small town patronage.

reels.

THE BEAUTY PRIZE:
to Viola’s standard at all.

and she may as well quit.
Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro,
patronage.

Viola

A

Dana—Not

few more
Six

In your issue of November 21 you are limelighting “More About Clean
Pictures.” This leads us to write that we feel you must be realizing the
importance of this matter, but we wonder if the producer does.
say
no, a thousand times no. In fact, we believe that if their attention was called
to this evil directly they would cut off their nose to spite their face.
have been in the picture game since its infancy and have used perhaps
the bigger end of the entire product and we find that about ninety per cent of
the pictures have some sort of good moral upon which to base their plot, or
if not that at least an entertainment value.
It is the ninety per cent that has
built the industry to the present scale and it is these very pictures that have
made a trade paper, in fact several at the present time, possible. The other
five or ten per cent has done the damage, brought on censorship and

We

—

We

up

like this

— Leo M.
— Small town

reels.

N. M.

—

YOLANDA: Marion Davies Very poor production.
Sent them out satisfied and that is all
we need, but somehow they didn’t turn out on
account of very cold weather, which is no fault
of the picture.
Buy it and step on it. Ten
reels.
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.
Dak.
•

—
— General

criticism.

Then why stunt the industry with this stumbling block? We all might
down a poorly produced picture, but an indecent one is a horse of
another color. Shall we drift back to the time when the exhibitor or anyone
live

connected with the theatre was regarded as a representative of hell?
One of the very big producing companies sold me a block of pictures,
stating that we could buy none unless we bought the entire block, a system
never violated. Yet we learned it to be a fact that our nearest exhibitor in
another town was permitted to select only those pictures he could use for

patronage.

—

THE SNOB:

Special cast A society drama
that can be depended upon to hold interest all
the way.
Seven reels. Tom Foster, Star theatre,
Stanley, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

his clientele from the same producer.
take a careful check on our bookings from
up to within a month or so of playdates. By that time we can tell just
quickly discovered that there were three pictures
about what to expect.
in this block that practically every exhibitor condemned as to moral value.
wrote the producer a nice letter, pointing out to him not alone the
damage that would be done us but that his prestige also would suffer on a
offered, rather than to play
picture of this kind above his trade mark.
these three pictures, to let him serve us with some of the subjects from
older blocks of pictures, so as to create no financial loss on his part.
After a lot of correspondence they switched dates, but refused to cancel.
played what is supposed to be the best one last night, with the results
that several families walked out and a bunch of boys hooted one of the
scenes.
On top of that, we had two ministers present, representing two

—

THE RAG MAN

79

Jackie Coogan The best
:
Jackie Coogan picture in many months. Has the
appeal of “The Kid,’’ due mostly to the work of
Max Davidson. E. W. Collins, Grand theatre.
Jonesboro, Ark. General patronage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

We

—
—

We

We

Paramount

We

THE KING ON MAIN STREET: Adolphe
—A good program picture. — Bert Silver,

Menjou

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Silver

— General

patronage.

We

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze— A very
good play.
Better than “The Covered Wagon.”
Pleased majority of people.
Nasty weather two
nights.
Buy it and advertise it. You can’t go
wrong.
Ten reels. Peter A. Bifarella, Family
theatre, Attica, N. Y.
General patronage.

—

churches.

We have run many pictures that were rank in spots, but this picture is
not alone rank. It is a story without a single redeeming feature and no
cause for having been produced, and at that by a producer who is advertising
“Make Clean Pictures.”
No percentage grading system can save the industry from this sort of
There has to be some paper wide open enough for the
indecent filth.
exhibitor to tell his story just as he sees it.
We note that another exhibitor lists one of these pictures as immoral,
unrefined and indecent. This no doubt is the voice of his patrons, as it is
of all those who play these pictures. Why keep slapping the people in the
face with these when the producer knows how damaging these pictures
can be?

—

THE PONY EXPRESS:

James Cruz<^-An exPatrons divided on whether this
“The Covered Wagon.” Wallace
Beery almost stole the show and Torrence was
fine, too.
Cortez makes a fine hero and Bancroft
was a dandy heavy. Betty had such a small role

cellent picture.
was better than

hard to judge her work. Pleased our people
immensely and drew a large attendance.
Ten
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.
it is

—
—

reels.

SON OF HIS FATHER: Special
did Western picture
Beit Silver,
theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General

—

THE MAN

—

—

WHO FOUND

east— A splenSilver Family

WILLIAM HOEFS,

patronage.

HIMSELF:

Rialto theatre,
Pecos, Tex.

Thomas

Meighan The best Meighan picture since “Back
Home and Broke.” Story exceptional. Fine
moral.

Will please

Opera House

ler,

— General

all classes.

& Castamba

— Allwein

& Shrefftheatres, Shelby, O.

patronage.

THE BEST PEOPLE:

Warner Baxter—Very

pleasing show for my patrons. Six reels.
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.
town patronage.

—-Leslie

— Small

Neb.

—
— Small

town patronage.

OLD HOME WEEK: Thomas

MEN AND WOMEN:

Richard Dix— Fair picture of its kind.
About a million too many of
However, Dix fans were disthe same kind.
appointed. Six reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Mapleton, la.

—

—

THE

AIR MAIL: Special cast One of the
best program pictures we have had in a long
time. Held the interest throughout. Had a dandy
cast even though almost unknown here.
Seven
reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs,

—

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas MacLean This did not draw or please as well as
any of the other MacLeans. Paramount’s Forty
has not been up to snuff with me. Don’t think

—

Meighan Pleased
generally and drew well.
Tom pulled this over
by his popularity, for the play, though of a very
entertaining theme, has really no action and little
comedy.
The paper is misleading. The play a
rehash of two former plays.
Tom could easily
jump into very first place in the hearts of the

—

—

compares with their others. Six reels. Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre, King City, Cal.— Small
town patronage.
it

TRfljlfRSSELLSEATS

iW'IMUW

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY: Jack Holt—
mighty good action picture.
They liked it and
said so.
Good Saturday offering. Seven reels.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.

DOLAN CANS
ASK YOUR DEALER
Negative and Positive

General patronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:
Had

walk outs on

Gloria

Swanson-

show.
Could not
blame them.
She spoiled it by trying to play
two parts.
Norma Talmadge can do this and
put it over, but not Miss Gloria.
I notice that
she is going with United Artists. This will save
me the trouble to ask Paramount to not book me
with any of her pictures on the next group.
I
used to pay top money for her features but it’s
been so long since she has given us a real one
that I cannot get them in.
If you have this one
booked, put it on as a program and not as a
special.
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville,
Ky. General patronage.
several

—

—

this

Mr. Exhibitor: Ask at the Film Exchanges
for the

little to esk for, but it's the only
reliable aid you can give your musicians
to help put the picture over.

It's

——

—

!

American people if given a series of bang up
He owes it to himself to try his luck with
some other producing company. Philip Rand, Rex
plays.

—

theatre, salmon, Idaho.

— General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

Richard Dix— Good
action picture but failed to draw.
Six reels.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small

—

—

THE SPANIARD:

Ricardo Cortez This was
very much like “Blood and Sand,” only better.

Good scenery and bull fights. Good special. Not
a drawing title. Peter A. Bifarella, Family theaN. Y. General patronage.

—
—

tre, Attica,

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS: Special cast—
Has good drawing power.
Wonderful picture.
The dividing of the sea is a wonderful scene.
Eleven reels. Robert W. Hines, Hines theatre,

—

Loyalton,

D.

S.

—General

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B. Depicture, but failed to draw the
crowd we expected. The church folks liked it but
had lots of others tell us they liked “Feet of
Clay” better. O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark,

Mille

—Wonderful

— Small

NEW

This

Compson—An

for Armistice Day,
the best picture we

is

have seen Betty in for many moons. Seven reels.
Horn & Morgan. Star theatre, Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

THE NIGHT CLUB:

Raymond

Griffith—To be
frank I think Raymond is a bit too silly. It may
know.
Don’t
Peter A.
be the producer’s fault.
General
Bifarella, Family theatre, Attica, N. Y.
patronage.

—

—

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:
Well

cast,

Bebe Daniels-

well acted and a satisfactory picture

every way.
Palace theatre,
in

Seven

— Clark & Edwards,
O. — General patronage.

reels.

Ashland,

THE CROWDED HOUR:
picture but no drawing power.
please if you can get them in.
Small
theatre, Newark, Ark.

Bebe Daniels— Good
Poor paper. Will
O. F. Craig, Royal

—

—

town patronage.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?:

Betty Bronson
entertainment for the small town
Saturday night audience.
It proves that excellent pictures can be produced without the sex
You won’t have to hide out on them
appeal.
after showing this one.
Give us many more like
it.
Betty Bronson, Florence Vidor and Adolphe
Menjou were all wonderful. Seven reels. E. M.
Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town
patronage.

Here

ideal

is

—

—

CODE OF THE WEST:
one a week

Grand

—

Holt Great for the small towns.
Good
photos help to get ’em in and the picture hits
the spot.
Pleased one of the biggest crowds in
weeks. O.
several
F.
Craig,
Royal theatre,
Newark, Ark. Small town patronage.

Jack

—

—

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:
We

Glenn Hunterand our
patrons liked it at least those who can appreciate
Eight reels. O. S. Nordine,
a better picture.
Karlstad Movies theatre, Karlstad, Minn. Country

Good enough for any one.

—
Tex. — Small

like this

Prairie,

!

town patronage.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

Terry—

Alice

This was a delightful surprise. It drew big business without any extra advertising and is a very
human and appealing story. The cast is superb.
Miss Terry and Miss Sebastian as the sisters were
wonderful.
Would class this as far above the
ordinary feature.
Seven reels. E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

Terry—

Alice

the ladies, who heartily enjoyed it.
Story
about two society sisters.
One is a flirt, the
other is not.
The flirt goes West, marries romantically a Western guide, then deserts him.
A child is born the wife leaves it with her
sister and runs away.
The maiden sister is accused by gossips of being mother to the child
but, after a few years of martyrdom and after
sister dies, marries the Western man herself.
Done in usual Paramount style. Of course, the
name kept many away. Nothing suggestive nor
risque, though the theme may not please you.—
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

WILD

—
cast—Very

HORSE MESA:

Special
good.
Seemed to please but these special priced
Westerns do not draw a nickel more business
than any $7.50 Western I ever played. This applies also to the other special Westerns.
The
Western fans don’t care a whoop who directed
or photographed a picture just so it’s action
Seven reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton, la.

—
— Small

—

town patronage.

A SAINTED DEVIL: Rudolph Valentino
This one went over pretty good and, being a
Spanish type, took good here.
Pretty slow in
places

and a

little

Fay, Gem theatre,
patronage.

—

too fast in others. Leo M.
Socorro, N. M.
Small town

—

MANHANDLED:

—

Gloria
Swanson
Pretty
good. Pleased fairly well. Seven reels.
M. W. A.
theatre. Soldier, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

is a

—

—

Pauline Stark A good
picture but too long. All its merit crowded into
the 7th and 8th reels.
Eight reels. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

mighty

play before
to
can get it then, do so
It met
a bit sorry.

HOFFMAN,

some

Bros., Crystal
eral patronage.

If the would be successors to
could see this picture they might
valuable
information. Giacoma
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

—

GRIT : Glen Hunter A perfect nightmare.
Craziest piece of junk I ever ran. Patrons wanted
to know if I found this in the city dump.
To
make matters worse, reel six was film-labeled
reel five so we lost a reel on the first show, but
the darned old thing was so broken up anyway,
nobody noticed it but the operator. But listen,
there’s an open season on P. D. C. salesmen in
Idaho this fall and the Rex offers a $100 bounty
on the first pelt brought in. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

—

—

THE CRIMSON RUNNER:

Priscilla

Dean—

A

cracker jack of an action story that sustains
interest all the way.
Priscilla Dean does commendable work, even to do a stunt or two in
Douglas Fairbanks style.
The picture should
please any audience.
Seven reels. W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General
patronage.

—

ROMANCE:

RECKLESS

—

Hawley —

Wanda

This picture was nothing to rave over but would"
not say it was not a fair program picture. Seven

—PAUL

reels.

Legion theatre, Holyrood,

Ariz.

with the approval of our patrons.
B.

James

fine picture that

right

just

Christmas. If you
and you won't be

—Giacoma Bros.,

— General

Crystal theatre, Tombstone.

patronage.

Kan.

Universal

THE LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS:

Jack
Western, as are all Zane Grey’s. Fine
picture good crowd and everybody pleased. O. F.
Small town
Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.
patronage.
Holt

— Good

FEET OF CLAY:

Cecil

Soldier,

B.

DeMille

—

—A

little

Ten reels. M. W. A. theatown patronage.

long but pretty good.
tre,

—

—

:

Kan. —-Small

THE PHANTON OF THE OPERA:

— Massive,

—

—

FORBIDDEN PARADISE:

Pola

Negri—Per-

sonally I thought this good, but I had a very
Two nights. If your community
poor turnout.
Seven
likes her, okay, but if not, better lay off.
reels.
Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M.

—

—

Small town patronage.

THE FRESHMAN:
Lloyd records.

Yes,

it

Harold Lloyd— Broke all
is a laugh from start to
Pasco,

J.

A

dif-

ferent kind of picture that drew a little above
Not a
the average Friday-Saturday business.
cyclone in the box office, considering the rental,
Six reels. S. G. Harsh,
but pleased generally.
town
Small
la.
Mapleton,
theatre,
Princess
patronage.

—
—

Principal
GIRLS MEN FORGET:

Patsy Ruth Miller—
Fairly nice program. Not strong but good. One
party who had seen it came back to see it again
Six reels. H. G.
and brought his wife along.
Scotia,
Neb. Small town
Selk,
Selk theatre,

—

—

patronage.

BRIAN

OF

RE-CREATION

THE

—

KENT:

Special cast Very good, was the verdict of audiHit a couple of bad
ence, and I think so too.
nights so cannot judge its drawing power. Some
beautiful scenery. Not much comedy relief. Seven
reels.
H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.

—

Small town patronage.

Weber and Fields—

This is a most enjoyable production, staged like
a regular show, and our old friends the “Friendly
Enemies” do their stuff in a fashion that shows
that they are still in the ring and can put themThis picture and story
selves back on the map.
are well done but deal with a subject that is dead
as far as natives of the U. S. A. are concerned
and you just can’t interest movie patrons in this
show. Three days to a big box office flop. Seven
reels.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind. General patronage.

—
—

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:
of

Weber and Fieldsthose very good pictures that no one came

out to see. No reason for it to flop at box office,
but it did here. Seven reels. S. G. Harsh, PrinSmall town patronage.
cess theatre, Mapleton, la.

—

THE
Pitts

—A

LEGEND
very

good

OF

—

HOLLYWOOD:

picture

depicting an

ZaSu
angle

it

but

—

THE SAWDUST TRAIL:

Hoot Gibson— Not

exactly Hoot’s type, but is a sure fire picture.
This certainly is a 100 per cent action comedy
picture if there ever was one.
Small crowd on
account of house warming at nearby roadhouse
but that did not hurt the quality of the show.
Six reels. Robert L. Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SAWDUST TRAIL:

Hoot Gibson— Pretty

good.
Everybody seemed to enjoy it.
Not a
Western, just a lot of hokum huilt around a circus, with Hoot playing the part of the four-eyed
shad.
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Philbin A good
picture in spite of the name.
Business poor on
account of storm.
Every comment favorable.
Seven reels. F. A. Millhouse, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin An extremely good picture for those who like deep sad
pictures.
If some of the producers had this picture they would call it another “Smilin’ Through"
and ask big money for it, but Universal sold it
to us so we could use it and not lose. Eight reels.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—
—
—
Hoxie— Good

OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny Starts out slow
but soon develops comedy and thrills, then winds
up with a bang. Seven reels. Robt. L. Anderson,
Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash. Small town patronage.
THE RED RIDER: Jack
Western
and pleased the Hoxie fans. Hoxie always draws
well for us.
To show you how differently some
look at things, we had one man (an attorney)
tell us he liked this better than “The Ten Commandments.” Figure it out if you can. But at
any rate, this is a good Western picture. An
Indian story somewhat different and good for
the

small

—

towns. O. F. Craig, Royal
Small town patronage.

—

THE TURMOIL:

Prod. Dist. Corp.

One

produetion.
like

—

Newark, Ark.

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:

Lon Chaney

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary

—E. Reynolds, Liberty theatre,
Wash. — General patronage.
BLACK CYCLONE: Rex—Very good.
finish.

made

They won’t

will come out of curiosity.
It is a big wonderful produetion.
Seven reels. E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General patronage.

—

Pathe

Well

beautiful.

Spooky and gruesome.

—

FEET OF CLAY: Cecil B. DeMille Great picBuy it right, play it at
ture and will please.
regular admission, and do all the boosting you
can, as it will stand all the boosting you can
give it. O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark,
Ark. Small town patronage.

Drew

;

—

patronage.

cast—Oh,

for
J. S. Walker, Texas theatre.
Special

liked it

—

;

be

it.

—

—

would

when we played

It

patronage.

town patronage.
Betty

hurt their eyes.

it

had lots of streaks in it and believe it would
have been better plain.
Seven reels. Leo M.
Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M. Small town

—-This

especially

Said

1925

5,

life.

Mary Pickford
absorb

Cruze.

picture,

Hollywood

of

not like the colors.

—

LIVES FOR OLD:

excellent

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:

December

Jack Holt-—Nice picture, but a great many did

THE WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND:

town patronage.

—

-•

EXHIBITORS HERALD

80

Ark.

—

-

—Fair

Special cast

theatre,

picture but

no good for small towns. Nothing objectionable,
but has no drawing power and does not please.
O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark. Small
town patronage.

—

THE PHANTON HORSEMAN:

Jack Hoxie—

Would

It got
rate this as just a fair picture.
by for us but is nothing out of the ordinary.
Five reels. Paul B. Hoffman.
Legion theatre.

—

Holyrood, Kan.

— Small

town patronage.

United Artists
THE GOLD RUSH:

—

Charlie Chaplin A good
Chaplin feature, but one that did not do business.
played them percentage and just got my advertising back for my end, that’s all. I was hypnotized into thinking Charlie would pull real business but he did not do so and has not on any
run in this neck of the woods. Not worth what
they are asking for him and personally I’m
through with United Artists for quite a while

I

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

5,

two other productions which

after I play

have

I

don’t believe that Chaplin
for any small town at the
price they hold him at. A. E. Hancock, Columbia
General patronage.
theatre, Columbia City, Ind.

booked with them.

will

I

make any money

—

—

DON

—

Q: Douglas Fairbanks The show is good
but it took a flop and a bad one. It is the first
Ten reels. E. J.
Fairbanks I ever lost on.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General

—
—

patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY:

—

Mary

believe I was one of the
strongest kickers against
earliest and
Mary making the high brow pictures of
the last two years. Many others voiced
After
the same sentiments, and Amen.
these many protests “Our Sweetheart” has
seen fit to abandon the laces and velvets
and come back to us as the Mary of old
(but still young), and I want to say Mary

Pickford.

I

immense.
had seen “Annie Rooney” before I
played it and knew it would go over. It
had heavy competition the first night, but
drew great the second night. And the
is

I

thing that pleased me more than anything
else is that I had the biggest kids’ matinee

much

in years,

bigger than “The Fresh-

man,” the week before, and when Mary
comes back in the good graces of Young
America you can bet she’s IN again!
Thanks, Mary, and more power to you,
and let’s be “America’s Sweetheart” some

—

more. JOE HEWITT,
Robinson, 111.

Strand

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST:

theatre,

D. V/. Griffith—

Dempster isn’t zero minus in this role, I
have watched pictures for nothing.
Of all the
awkward, gangling, aping mistakes she is absoIf Carol

She essays a danclutely the limit in this picture.
ing role and she can’t dance any more than I can.
Just a display of unshapely gangling legs in awkward attempts at Mary Pickford’s line of precocious youth.
She is miscast in a role that
Viola Dana or any one of a dozen others could
have gotten away with, with credit. This picture
has the makings of a good box bet, but the lead
role is filled by one who has not the slightest idea
of how it should have been put over.
Field, got
the laughs and she got the razz good and strong.
A distinct failure through someone’s effort to employ Carol Dempster in a role she could not fill in
a hundred years. She has neither the youth nor
the ambition to essay a role such as this one and
the picture (first night) looks as though it is
going to flop and flop hard. The opinion of those
who saw it, that I asked as they came out, confirms my judgment they did not like her, did not
think she measured up to the part.
I paid real
money for it and I would swap it for a $12.50
feature the remaining two nights.
That’s how
good it is. A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre,
Columbia City, Ind. General patronage.

—

AMERICA

—

—

D. W. Griffith Played this two
days to good houses. It is an epic of the early
days of the country and makes a good picture any
time.
Our only objection is to the length. A
long picture always brings a holler.
Play it
:

by all means, as you can’t go wrong on it.
Eleven reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre,
Holryood, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

GARRISON’S

FINISH:

Pickford—

Jack

cracker jack horse racing story that will please.
It’s
old but good.
Advertising cheap and of
practically no value.
Six reels. R. L. Nowell,
Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—

—

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary

—A

Pick-

good business on this old feature, which
Ten reels. Tom
still remains one of Mary’s best.
Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.
Small town
patronage.

ford

—

—

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY: Mary Pickford If you have never played this, you have
overlooked a good bet. It's very old but they will
enjoy it just the same. My patrons praised it to
the skies. The advertising is absolutely worthless
and the less of it from United Artists you use
Ten reels^— R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
the better.
theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

—

—

LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY: Mary

Pickford
ripened and mellowed from age, but a very
pretty thing and well worth looking at.
If your
town caters to high class productions, play it.
If your crowd demands thrills pass it up. Eleven

—Well

-

—

M. W. A.
town patronage.
reels.

theatre.

THE RULING PASSION:
money on

this

due to the

Soldier,

Kan.

— Small

George Arliss— Lost
first

blizzard

of

the

81

December
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NEW WESTERN Sf
eRtf
T

Of EXHIBITORS
ING OYER LIKE

Amazing
Box Office
Reports

from

GO GALLAGHER.
Tom Tyler. A

LET’S
feet).

Star,

(5,182
knock-

I hope F.
B. O. will star him
another one like this. Tone and
appeal, good. Sunday, yes. Special,
no.
R. A. Preuss, Arvada Theatre,
Arvada, Colorado.

out.

in

Exhibitors

Coming in
Daily to

O.

F. B.

Home Office
and F. B. O.
Exchanges

ExcltisiVc

Foreign Distributors

R-C Export Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue

New York

Fan

GMBH

Picture!*

Fngh xfanjMc

Berlin

AX Expert Coip^»£itMVNjy St Unim
Sane

Antmyac da Rim
OOFjuboury St Hoar*

FBO

LET’S

Tom

GO GALLAGHER:
— A wonderful

Tyler

Western feature with a wonderFine print.
L. Deyo,
ful star.

—

Miers Theatre, Schoharie, N. Y.
General patronage.

—

These are samples of hundreds of
boosts coming in from everywhere

December

O

UT

5,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

and into national prominence
months is an unheard of procedure.
But none can deny that Tom Tyler with little
Frankie Darrow and Napoleon, the mutt, have justified the tremendous advance ballyhoo accorded
of oblivion

in three

them.
Exhibitors are writing into this office in the manner that screen struck fans usually do, congratulating and felicitating both this company and Tom
Tyler for the uncanny hold which he has taken on
the public in those few brief months.

Yesterday

Number

we

screened

“Wyoming

Wildcat,”

Tom

2 of the
Tyler series, and it is even
a better picture than "Let’s Go Gallagher,” Num-

ber 1. If Tom Tyler keeps up this record breaking
pace that his initial releases have set, nothing in the
whole world can stop him from being in the Gold
Bond group.

Lucky F.B.O. has again struck pay

dirt!

TOM TYLER

TO

Film Booking Offices of America
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Exchanges Everywhere.

Distributed by

83
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84
season. Just got the film rental and was glad to
get that.
It is an old one but I am sure that
it
will
please an average audience.
Nothing
special, but just a good picture.
Six reels.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.

— Small

town patronage.

—Tom
—Small town

Six
Wis.

pictures.

Stanley,

THE TOMBOY

—
Mich. — General

WHO
RANGE BUZZARDS:

Special

—W.
— Small
J.

—A

CARES:

nice pleasing

cast

along fine until the

cliff

It

can’t

town pat-

Mich.

reels.

—Was

cared.

going

Devore

scene in the last reel.

was

just ridiculous.

You

make

people swallow this fake stuff.
Six
Jack Cairns, Brook'vu theatre, Detroit,
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

ronage.

STEELE OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED:

Bert

—A

good feature with beautiful scenery.
The story is by Oliver Curwood and the production is not up with the best of the productions
by this author.
Six reels. Tom Foster, Star
theatre, Stanley, Wis.
Small town patronage.
Lytell

—

—

BEHOLD THIS WOMAN:

Irene Rich— Everyone
thought this very fine.
Many another company
would have exploited it as a big special. Seven
reels.
M. W. A. theatre, Soldier, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—

—

Warner Brothers
THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED: Special
—A very good picture. Pleased a good house.

cast

Good cast and

Seven reels.— R. Pfeiffer,
Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis. Small town patstory.

—

ronage.

MY WIFE AND
society

Irene Rich
to the
will get by

I:

—A

drama but not up

very good

Warner

Bros,

However,
if you do not
promise them too much on this.
Seven reels.—
D. C. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.—
standard.

General patronage.

—

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS: Special cast Good
program picture without any drawing power what-

—

Seven reels. S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre,
Mapleton, la. Small town patronage.

ever.

—

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS:

—
—

Special cast A good
clean program and entertaining.
Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General

—

patronage.

FIND YOUR MAN: Rin-Tin-Tin—Kids went
wild, grownups turned out en masse.
Where did
they come from? Don’t know, but they were there.
First Rin-Tin-Tin picture I’ve played and they are
still talking
about it.
Picture has some weak
spots, but if you haven’t played it, do so, then
let them know you have it coming.
I played it
late but film was really in good condition, for a
change, from Premier.
Six reels. H. G. Selk,
Selk theatre. Scotia, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

as I anticipated. Two reels.- Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town patronage.

—

town patronage.

—A

THE NARROW STREET:

Special cast
splendid entertainment.
Will please any audience.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Mich.

— General

—

patronage.

PLAY BALL:

—A big

(Pathe) Special cast

—

CRACKER JACK: Johnnie Hines A very
good picture. A picture that I ran Monday and
Tuesday and followed with Harold Lloyd in “Hot
Water” and some of my patrons said it was betBut I could not agree with
ter than Lloyd’s.
them. However, they are both exellent pictures.
Print from Home State good.
Seven reels. D.
GenC. Jones, Joyland theatre, Booneville, Ark.

—

—

eral patronage.

Hines—Extra

Johnny

good comedy drama. Much better than “The
Hope
Speed
Spook.” Pleased
per
cent.
100
“Cracker jack” is as good. Patrons all very well
satisfied.
Heard lots of laughs at clever captions
and numerous comic situations. Seven reels. H.
G. Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb. Small town patron-

—

—

Ga.

—
— General

patronage.

SUNKEN SILVER:

(Pathe) Allene Ray— Still
holding up good on the sixth chapter. Two reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay Springs,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

SUNKEN SILVER:

(Pathe)

Allene

Ray— Still

good at the close of the 6th chapter.
Have had rotten weather, which has cut the attendance. Two reels. Horn & Morgan, Star theSmall town patronage.
atre, Hay Springs, Neb.
holding

—

—

SUNKEN

SILVER: (Pathe) Allene Ray—Very
good. Better than the usual run of serials, but
not worth a tinker’s damn at the box office.
S. G. Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton, Ia.

—

Small town patronage.

EDUCATIONAL
ABOUT FACE: Juvenile—Very

—

General

Very

As good

excellent.

as

patronage.

played this with “Forbidden Paradise” and it saved the day. More
people talked about the comedy than the feature.
Nearly all Educational comedies are good,
but too much money. Two reels. Leo M. Fay,
Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M. Small town patronI

—

—

GOAT

GETTERS:

(Special

Cast)—

bought all Rayart’s this year and if they are all
as good as this one I’m satisfied.
Fast and furious and full of real action. Very suitable for
neighborhood theatres. Six reels. Jack Cairns,
Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. General patron-

—

—

age.

THE LOSER’S END: George Maloney—This
from Progress Pictures of Milwaukee was just
about the average.
Not as good as some.
“Bullet,” Maloney’s dog, was the whole picture
and aside from this it was about the same as all
other state right pictures. Wouldn't advise anyone to book

it.

Rialto theatre,

—W. T. Davis & Son,
— General patronage.
Johnny Hines — A com-

Five reels.
Sharon, Wis.

THE SPEED SPOOK:
edy melodrama that

is

well

up with the Hines

A

PICKING:

Silver

General

theatre,

uproar.

Get

theatre,

Polo,

splendid

can’t
find enough words to tell you what simple, silly,
terrible things these Aubrey and Laurel comereally
are.
No, don’t book them. Two
dies
reels.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon,

Wis.

—
— General

patronage.

—

THE MECHANIC:

Jimmie Aubrey A-l eemthey are the best on the market.
a riot of laughter. Two reels. Robert
W. Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D. General patronage.

edy.

Believe

Sure

is

—

THE PACEMAKERS:

comedy

Very good. These can’t be beat for
comedies. Rating 95 per cent. Good for Sunday.
Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn. Small town patter

10.

—

ronage.

THE PACEMAKERS:

Alberta

Vaughn—I am

on the tenth one and they’re sure asking me about
when the next is going to be, and there is only
a few of them. Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.
General patronage.

—

—

FOX
THE BUTTERFLY MAN:

Very good slapstick
comedy. One of the rare ones where the house
laughs once in awhile. Wish I could get more
like this one.
Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. Small town patronage.

—
—

A BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT:

Helen
have been making a
for the exploitation of and for first
on the program for the short feaso here is one without forcing the
that simply hogs the program and

and Warren.
noise
place
ture,
issue

—You

puts itself right up front.
You big city first run houses, get these
Helen and Warren series. They are the
biggest hits that have been presented to
the screen in years. All classes of patrons
like ’em.
W. H. BRENNER, Cozy thea-

Winchester,
No.

111.

Add

2.

program.

to a good

—

sure to bring ’em in. One reel. Robert W.
Hines, Hines theatre, Loyalton, S. D. General
patronage.
FOX VARIETIES: These are fine. They are a
high class filler. One reel. Sam Minieh, Electric
theatre, Chillicothe, Mo.
General patronage.
It is

—

—
comON THE GO: Sid Smith —Good two
edy.
Lots of people told me
was better than
average. Two
— Sam Minieh, Electric theatre, Chillicothe, Mo. — General patronage.
—

reel

it

SCHOOL PALS:

Very good comedy and sure
did their stuff. They pulled a good
one on the prof, at the school. Two reels. R.
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak. General
the

monkeys

—

—

patronage.

R. Pfeiffer, Princess
—Bert —
Small town patronage.

it.

It set the

Two

111.

reels.

—General

—

whole house in an
R. D. Young, Polo

patronage.

Lige Conley

—Seemed

Brought a few laughs. Hard to
get one that goes over good here. This was above
the average. Two reels. Leslie Hables, Reel Joy
Small town patronage.
theatre, King City, Cal.

—
—

THE IRON MULE: A1 St. John— Seemed like
a very good comedy to me, but did not get any
laughs from my audience. Two reels. Leslie
Hables, Reel Joy theatre. King City, Cal. Small
town patronage.

—

—

MONKEY BUSINESS:
seem

Those Earl Hurd come-

to please.

Not

to be

compared

—
—

Fables or Felix Cartoon. One reel. Jack
Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich. Neigh-

with

borhood patronage.

NEAR

Alberta

—
Vaughn —Chap-

RING:

Good.

theatre,

Two

Chilton,

reels.

Wis.

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

HELLO HOLLYWOOD:

dies do not

Mich.

Greenville,

General patronage.

PATHE
We find

patronage.

FAMILY LIFE:

DUBLIN: Stan Laurel—One of the
Bert Silver, Silver
best comedies I ever played.
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

Sil-

Family

Silver

ver,

WHEN DUMBELLS

age.

Silver,

Just an-

reels.

EASTER BONNETS:

EASY

crow over.

to

— Leslie Hables, Reel Joy theatre.
King City, Cal. — Small town patronage.
WHY HESITATE: HELLO GOODBYE; GOING GREAT: All three good comedies. — Bert
comedy.

other

FOX NEWS:
good comedy.

we

ever used. Used in place of
Our Gang but hardly up to their standard. Two
reels.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre. Hay
Springs, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

Nothing

—

—

Short Features
First Juvenile

—

tre,

to hit the spot.

age.

THE

dis-

appointment in every way. Very few stuck it out
and praetially no favorable comments. Two
reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe,

Our Gang and that’s going some. Two reels.
Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.

State Rights

EARLY BIRD:

(Universal)

:

—

BABY BLUES:

THE

—

Albertina
Plenty of action and at least one thrill to each
chapter. Very little gun play, fire arms appear
but twice during the entire serial. The only fault
Did not count
I find is too much fist fighting.
them but think there must be at least one hundred fist fights where the hero knocks down a
dozen or more villains. This part of it is ridiculously overdone. A hair raising climax at the
end of every episode and held up for the fifteen
weeks. Two reels each, fifteen episodes. Robt.
L. Anderson. Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash.
Small town patronage.

THE NARROW STREET:

Special cast— Very
entertaining program picture.
Six reels.— S. G.
Harsh, Princess theatre, Mapleton. Ia. Small

(Universal)

—

Joe Bonomo Holding up good. If I hadn’t had
such a rotten break in the weather the first two
or three chapters, it would have been a beaner

THE IRON MAN

—

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
HYPNOTIZED: Jimmie Aubrey—We

Serials
THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

—

1925

5,

NECK AND NECK: Lige Conley Just a 2 reel
comedy, that’s all. Several good laughs but nothing to get excited about. Two reels. Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small
town patronage.
SIT TIGHT:

patronage-

Dorothy

Then nobody

good
Shoup, De-

cast

Western picture. Five reels.
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

—A

Special

:

theatre,

comedy drama. Everybody seemed pleased.
Six reels. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, De-

little

troit,

Vitagraph

Foster, Star
patronage.

reels.

December

—

—

AESOP’S FABLES:

—

all

of these good

entertainment. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

AT THE ZOO Aesop Fable—These are good
fillers.
A little special. Many grown-ups get a
:

real wallop out of these.

Cost a

little

when

high

you consider footage as compared to a comedy.
Two-thirds reel. H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

BIG RIDING HOOD:

Not much.
H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.

One

reel.

— Small town

patronage.

THE CARETAKERS DAUGHTER:
reels.

—

—R.

Good.

Two

Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Wis.

Small town patronage.

FLIP FLOPS:

Went off like fireworks and the
and screams from the kiddies wouldn’t
take a Sherlock Holmes to discover that a packed
house was getting its money’s worth. This is
the best Mack Sennett comedy I have seen Alberta Vaughn and Lewis Sargent in. A big circus elephant
a very wet poodle and a box of

ohs,

ahs,

;

December
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TENTING OUT:

all in this and the fun is fast
bill
and boost. Philip
and furious. Book it
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General pat-

trained fleas are

;

—

—

85

HARD BOILED:

Princess theatre,
patronage.

fer,

HOLLYWOOD

Two

Good.

KID:

comedy

reel

J.

General patronage.

Rogers— This

VITAGRAPH
GREEN GROCERIES: Hal Roach — Very

was

can’t boost it much, but most
Two reels. Leo M.
Pathe comedies are good.
Fay, Gem theatre, Socorro, N. M. Small town

rather slow and

—

—

Two

money's worth.

Two

Good,

—

good

comedy that made them burst out at the cast
with laughs, and when they laugh they get their

patronage.

NO FATHER TO GUIDE HIM:

—

—

—W.
— Small

with one of the prettiest little boys ever.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
town patronage.
Will

—

—

two

Good

HUSTLING HANK:

—

reels.— R. PfeifWis. Small town

Chilton,

— Small

town patronage.
Very good one reel comedy.— W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kan. Small town patronage.
WESTWARD WHOA: Puffy—Very good comedy of the Western type. One reel. Robt. L.
Anderson, Olympic theatre. Forks, Wash. Small
town patronage.
WON BY LAW: Very good comedy.. Bert
Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

The

—

good one

WAY UP NORTH:

Spat Family— Good.
Two reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—A

—

Kan.

ronage.

THE FOX HUNT:

Nealy Edwards

One
reeler that caries a bunch of laughs in it.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood.
reel.

atre.

reels.
R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Small town patronage.

— R. Duba, Royal
— General patronage.

reels.

Kimball, So. Dak.

the-

FRONDS AND FRANZES:

OFFICIAL OFFICERS: Our Gang—Very good.
Two reels. — R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,

Larry Semon— Not
man. Just lots of foolishness
which sent a lot of them out before the end.
Two reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kim-

Wis.

ball,

—

— Small town patronage.
ONE THIRD OFF: Not
— G. Harsh, Princess
— Small town patronage.

reels.

so good for a good

—

PATHE NEWS: We find this to be a mighty
good news reel and will add a lot to any program.
Many of our patrons come to see this and enjoy
as

much

as

some of the

One

features.

ville,

Wis.

Fair

Trags theatre,
town patronage.

— Small

One

filler.

Neills-

KEEP

never make ’em any better. This one was
a scream. Two reels. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn
theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

Here are two scenes from “The Heart
Breaker,” comedy made for Fox. It

:

—
—

RIDERS OF THE KITCHEN RANGE: One of
the best one reelers I have seen. As a rule they
are not worth showing. One reel. R. L. Nowell,
Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.

—

ROUGHING

IT:

—

—

—

— Good.

Two

The Spat Family

—R. Pfeiffer, Princess
— Small town patronage.

the-

reels.

Chilton, Wis.

BLOW OUT:

— W.
Kan. — Small

reels.

—

A SHEIK IN BAGDAD:

Nothing

SOLD AT AUCTION:
ver,

Family

Silver

to

The

it.

One

reel.

— Small

—

town

Good comedy.— Bert

theatre,

WHAT
pippin.
ish.

Paoli,

PRICE GOOFY?:

Charley

One continuous laugh from

Two

reels.

Ind.

—E.

— Small

M.

Chase—

start to fintheatre,

Strand

Biddle,

town patronage.

PATHE NEWS: A mighty important part of
our program. They are full of good things that
add many times to any program. One reel.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

PATHE NEWS:

I wonder if it would be posone of these that was not filled with
99 per cent war propaganda ?
Otherwise it is
good. Why not include a few pictures of Edison,
Firestone or Hank Ford just for a change? One
reel.— Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neills-

sible to get

Wis.

—Small

town partonage.

UNIVERSAL
AFTER A REPUTATION:
color

and nothing

to

it.

Just

a

comedies, so far. Two reels.
house, Star theatre, Sumner, Neb.
patronage.

tury

ALMOST A HUSBAND:

little

off

to CenA. Mill-

—F.
— Small

town

Seemed to
Robt. L. AnWash. Small

Not bad.

please a small crowd. Two reels.
derson, Olympic theatre,
Forks,

—

—

CRYING FOR LOVE:
Family

Good comedy.— Bert
Greenville,

theatre,

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,
$ 1 00

Five Cents per
in

Sil-

Mich.

.

.

DELIVERING THE GOODS:

Good comedy to
on a program and it shook off the chills
that got on the feature. Two reels. Rudolf
Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak. General
in

—
—

lieve

these

Pushers.”

Billy

Sullivan— Be-

will take better than “The Leather
However, due to the fact that there

was no title and only about one-half of the film,
no one could tell whether they were “The Fast

—

Steppers” or slow walkers. Two reels. Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small
town patronage.

—

This is a bum comedy.
Something unusual for a Universal one reeler.
L.
Robt.
Anderson, Olympic theatre,
Forks,
Wash. Small town patronage.

—

This is extra comical. All the
fun of a good two reel comedy, packed in one
reel.
No padding. Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic
theatre, Forks, Wash.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE LINE RUNNERS: A
Western.

As a matter

ten

reelers

Western.
Trags theatre,
reel

than

there

Two

reels.

Neillsville,

dandy

of fact, I

any more beautiful scenery
or

in
is

in

this

aP.

THEATRE WANTED
TO LEASE:
population
particulars.

—

—

—

ronage.

Eye comedy—

beaner of a one reeler. Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

—

Theatre in town of about 5,000
Give full
Middle Western City.
Address Clyde Stewart, Beldenville,

in

Wis.

POSITIONS

—

WANTED

AT LIBERTY December 1st, moving picture
manager desires position in theatre or circuit.
Address Exhibitors Herald, Box 206.

ELECTRIC SIGN
IT’S
theatre
electric

NEW1

The Lustrolite moving picture
The greatest changeable letter
sign.
announcement sign ever offered.
Just

think!

white

A

three line double-face

opal

ment included,
Manufacturers

:

Bulls

open for position
liberty after November 15th.
N. 64th Street, Philadel-

matter at once.

pat-

Another Hysterical History that was
good. It made a hit and certainly added some to
the program for that day. One reel. Paul B.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small
town patronage.
PLENTY OF NERVE: Century—A dandy slapTwo reels.—Wm. E. Tragsdorf,
stick comedy.
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. Small town pat-

ronage.

At
1238

town

six

two

—

—

J.,

Tragsdorf,

little

MUSTANG PICTURES: These short Westerns
are good but not extra. Will please about 80 per
Two reels. Robt. L. Anderson, Olympic
cent.
theatre. Forks, Wash. Small town patronage.

A

phia,

S.

all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortprice $300.00.
Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive

any of the

— Wm. E.
— Small

Wis.

two
never saw
little

ronage.

—

Address

—

HORSE PLAY:

reel

MANAGER AVAILABLE
LIVE WIRE MANAGER
with live theatre.

THE FAST STEPPERS:

SLEEPING SICKNESS:

“The Best Man” is a woman
(Josie Sedgwick) and she is a good actress in
Westerns. Most of Universal’s two reel Westerns
:

—

General patronage.

town patronage.

THE BEST MAN

ADVERTISING

reelers

fine

—

NERO

Nothing much

These

are properly named. They hit the spot. Would
call them 99 per cent good.
One reel. Robt. L.
Anderson, Olympic theatre, Forks, Wash. Small
town patronage.

—

ville,

Two

HELLO FRISCO:

General patronage.

CLASSIFIED

The new negro

reeler.

Sil-

Mich.

Greenville,

Good two

BULL’S EYE COMEDIES:

Silver

patronage.

— Robt. L. Anderson, Olym— Small town patronage.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
town patronage.

J.

—
— General

Sharon, Wis.

Wash.

patronage.

good.
Two reels. R. Pfeiffer, Princess theatre, Chilton,
Wis. Small town patronage.
kids didn’t see anything to laugh at.
H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.
patronage.

reels.

of

Pictures

Rialto theatre,

Bubbles, steals the show from Buddy.

boy,

SHOOTING INJUNS: Our Gang— Very

—

Two

pic theatre. Forks,

fill

A ROYAL FLOUR FLUSH:

atre,

are good.

ver,

—

Spat family Good. Lots of
slapstick.
Two reels. Leo M. Fay, Gem theatre,
Socorro, N. M.
Small town patronage.

an Imperial comedy.

is

—

REMEMBER WHEN Harry Langdon Chapgets the crowd with his funny shoes.
Langdon does the same with his funny face. A high
class comedy.
A valuable addition to any program. Two reels. Jack Cairns, Brooklyn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
General patronage.
lin

from
Milwaukee was about the
same as all we get. No good. Too much foolishness and too many of the same gags done over
and over again. Two reels. W. T. Davis & Son,
Progress

PLAIN CLOTHES: Harry Langdon — Langdon
will

Semon—

MISCELLANEOUS
MOVING: Eddie Lyons—This

reel.

—

52.

Larry

—
—

Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Small town patronage.

PATHE REVIEW: No.
reel. — Wm. E. Tragsdorf,

patronage.

Fair but nothing to rave about. This is the last
time Vitagraph put it over on me, as they sold
me new product but are shipping out the old, so
Two reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal
that’s
that.
General patronage.
theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.

la.

it

— General

SCAMPS AND SCANDALS:

funny. Two
theatre, Mapleton,

very

S.

Dak.

So.

CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

of

SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory ReBargain.
Hertner
absolutely guaranteed.
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

built,

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
Illinois Theatre
Equipment
reasonably priced.
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
5-ply

:
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INDEX

TO THE PRODUCT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for thei r information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Lazybones :Oct.l0-8,9.Oct.31-10.Nov.l4-14.15.

Associated Exhibitors

Lightnin’ :Oct.lO-8,9.

His Buddy’s Wife:Oct.l7-Ins.

Lucky Horseshoe, The :Oct.l0-8.9.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov. 28-14.
Silver Treasure, The :Oct.lO-6.

Never Weaken :Oct. 17-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Oct.31-Ins.Nov.28-Ins.

Thunder Mountain :Oct. 10-8, 9.

Camille of the Barbary Coast:Oct.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :Oct. 17-Ins.

Thank You :0ct.l0-8,9.0ct.l7-14,15.

What

Price Glory ? :Nov. 28-17.
Wheel, The :Oet.lO-6,9.

Capitol

When

the Door Opened :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 21-8. Nov. 2814.15,18,19.
Stair, The:Oct.lO-6,9.
Wages for Wives :Oct. 10-6. 9. Nov. 28-14, 15. 18, 19.

Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Winding

Chadwick

Greiver

Some Pun’kins :Oct.24-22.

Blackguard, The:Nov.28-105.
Othello :Oct. 31-79. Nov. 28-105.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov. 28-105.

Columbia

Red Kimono, The :Nov.28-105.
Wasted Lives :Nov. 28-105.

Danger Signal, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An :Oct.24-16,17.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Fighting Youth :Oct.24-16, 17.
Fight to the Finish, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Great Sensation, The :Oct.24-16,17.

Jaffe
Broken Hearts :Oct. 3-2.

Lee-Bradford

Handsome

Brute, The:Oct. 24-16, 17.
Ladies of Leisure :Oet.24-16, 17.
Lure of the Wild, TherOct. 24-16, 17.
Penalty of Jazz :Oct. 24-16, 17.

Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Metro-Gold wyn-Maver

New Champion, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.

Exchange of Wives, An :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Go West :Nov.7-Ins. Nov. 21-l.Nov. 28-1.

Price of Success, The:Oct. 24-16, 17.

Speed

Mad :Oct. 24-16, 17.

Sealed Lips, TherOct. 24-16, 17.
Steppin* Out :Oct. 3-61. Oct. 24-16, 17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Thrill Hunter,

Lights of

The :Oct.24-16,17.

Navigator, The:Nov.28-l.

Never the Twain
Nov. 21-11.

Davis Dist. Div.

Romola

Nov. 21-10, 11.
Unholv Three,
11

Paramount

Flower of Night :Nov. 7-3. Nov. 1 4-7.
Golden Princess, The:Oct.l0-3.Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.
Hands Up:Nov.28-4.
Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4.
Irish Luck :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4.
King on Main Street, The:Nov. 14-3 Nov. 28-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct.l7-3,Oct.31-3.Nov.7-3.

Around Frying Pan :Nov. 21-72, 73.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov. 21-73.
Drusilla With a Million :Oct. 10-71. Nov. 7-66.
Flaming Waters :Nov. 7-66.
Happiness :Nov.7-66.

High and Handsome :Oct.31-71.
If Marriage Fails :Nov. 7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The :Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The :Oct. 10-74, 75. Oct.17-67. Oct.

Cullen Landis and Dorothy Devore are
in important roles in the F. B. O.

Gold Bond attraction, “The Midnight
Flyer.”

Why Women
Winds

of

Love :Oct. 17-20.
Chance :Nov. 7-18, 19.

First National

21-17,21.

Dark Angel, The:0et.l7-21.0ct.24-20,21.0ct.31-20,

Fox
Ancient Mariner

28-14,15,16.
: Oct. 10-6. Nov. 21-9. Nov.

As No Man Has Loved:Oct.lO-6,8.
Best Bad Man, The :Oct. 10-6. Nov. 14-17
Daybreak :Nov. 28-14, 15.
Lynne :Oct.l0-6,8.Nov.7-ll.Nov. 14-14, 15.Nov.
East

21.Nov.l4-24,25.
Graustark: Oct. 10-24. Nov.7-18, 19.
Live Wire, The:Oct,10-20.21.Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18.19.
Lost World, The :Oct. 10-22, 23.
My Son :Oct.3-Ins.

Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13. Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The:Oct. 10-6. Oct. 24-13.
First Year, The:Oct.lO-6,8.Nov.7-ll.Nov.28-14,15,16.

New Commandment, The :Oct. 17-21. Nov. 21-17, 20.

Fool,

Pace That Thrills, The:Oct. 17-20. Nov. 7-18, 19.
Scarlet Saint, The :Oct.l7-21. Nov. 14-26.
Shore Leave: Oct. 17-20. Nov. 7-18, 19.

Unguarded Hour :Oct. 17-20.

We Modems :Oct,17-21.Nov. 21-17, 22. Nov. 28-Ins.
What

Fools

Men :Oct.l7-20.

The:Oct.24-8,9.Oct.30-l.Nov.21-10.

.

American Venus, The :Nov. 28-4.
Ancient Highway, The :Nov. 21-3.
Coast of Folly, The:Nov. 14-7 .Nov. 28-4.
Cobra :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov. 28-4.

All

Beautiful City, The:Oct.l7-21.Nov.21-17,19.
Classified :Oct.l7-20.Nov. 7-1 8-19 Nov 21-17.18.
Clothes Make the Pirate :Oct.l7-21.Nov.l4-Ins.Nov.

Oct. 31-1

Sun Up :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Tower of Lies, The:Oet.l7-9.0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.

F. B. 0.

W

:

Seven Chances :Nov. 28-1.
Slave of Fashion, The :Oct.24-8,9.

Troop :Oct.l7-10.

24-79. Oct.31-69.Nov.7-60.Nov.14-18.Nov.21-5.Nov.
28-22,23.
o’ the Turf :Nov. 7-65.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Oct.l7-69.
Ridin* the Wind :Nov. 21-73.
That Devil Quemado :Nov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov. 21-73.
T
ild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov. 21-73.

Meet :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.

Rag Man, The :Nov. 14-1.

Fort Frayne:Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oct. 17-10.
My Neighbor’s Wife :Oct. 17-10.
Red Kimono, The:Nov.7-5.
Starlight Ranch:Oct.l7-10.
Tentacles of the North :Oct.l7-10.
Tonio of the Sierras :Oct. 17-10.
Under Fire:Oct.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, TheiOct. 17-10.
Warrior’s Gap :Oct,17-10.

King

Shall

Old Clothes :Nov.l4-l.Nov. 28-12, 13.
Pretty Ladies :0et.24-8.9.0ct.31-l.Ncv.21-ll.

Apache Princess :Oct.l7-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :Oct.l7-10.
Courage of Captain Plum. The :Oct. 17-10.
Fighting Courage :Oct.24-18.

of the

York:Oct. 10-10. 11.

:

Unwritten Law, The :Oct.24-16,17.

White Fury
Worst Man

New

Merry Widow, The:Oct. 17-1. Nov. 21-11.
Midshipman, The :Oct.31-l.Nov.21-l 1.
Mystic, The Oct. 10-1. Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.

Lucky Devil, The :Nov. 28-3.
Mannequin :Nov. 28-4.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Nov. 28-4.
New Brooms :0ct.l0-3.0ct.l 7-3.Nov.7-3.
Night Life of New York:Nov. 28-3.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4
Pony Express, The :Oct.l0-3.4,5.Oct.l7-3.Oct.24-4,5.
Oct.31-4.Nov.7-3.Nov.14-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.

Regular Fellow. A :Oct. 10-3. Oct. 17-3. Nov. 7-3. Nov.
1 4-7. Nov. 21-4. Nov. 28-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Oct. 10-3. Oct. 17-3. Nov. 7-3.
Nov. 14-7. Nov. 28-4.
Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov. 28-4.
Street of Forgotten Men, The :Nov. 28-3.

Ten

Commandments,

The :Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.

28-3

That Royle Girl :Nov. 14-7. Nov. 28-4.
Trouble With Wives, The :Nov.21 -4.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov. 21-4. Nov. 28-3.
Womanhandlcd :Nov. 28-4.
Woman of the World, A:Nov.28-4.

28-14,15,16.

The: Oct. 10-6, 8. Nov. 7-11.
Golden Strain, The :Nov. 28-14, 15.
Gilded Butterfly, The :Nov. 28-14, 15.
Havoc:Oet.lO-8,9.
Iron Horse, The:Oct,10-8,9.Oct,17-ll.Oct.31-8.
Johnstown Flood, The:Oct.lO-6.
Kentucky Pride:Oct.lO-8-9.

Producers

Dist.

Corp.

Bad Lands, The :Nov.l4-10,ll.
Beyond the Border:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Coming of Amos, The :Nov. 28-8.
Fifth Avenue :Oct. 17-16, 17.
Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10. 1 1.
Hell’s Highroad :Oet. 8-10, 11. Nov. 28-9.
Lightning Rider. The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Madam Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15.Nov. 28-9.

December
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Compromise: Oct. 24- 14, 15. Nov. 7-8, 9.
Fighting Edge, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Golden Cocoon, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hell Bent for Heaven :Oct.24-14, 15.
Hero of the Big Snows,
:Oct.24-14,15.
His Jazz Bride :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hogan’s Alley :Oct.24-14, 15.

A

Honeymoon Express, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Inevitable Millionaires, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Lady Windermere’s Fan :Oct.24-14,15.

Limited Mail, The :Oct. 10-16,17. Oct. 24-14, 15.
Little Irish Girl,

The :Oct.24-14,15.

Love Toy, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
on the Box, The:0ct.24-14,15.0ct.31-12,13.
Nov. 7-8, 9.
Night Cry, The :Oct. 24-14. 15.
Nightie Night Nurse:Oct. 24-14, 15.

Man

Passionate Quest, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Pleasure Buyers, The:Oct. 24-14, 15.
Red Hot Tires :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :Oct. 24-14, 15. Nov. 28-24, 25.
Sap, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Satan in Sables :Oct.24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Seven Sinners :Oct.24-14, 15.
Silken Shackles :Oct.24-14, 15.
Social

Highwayman, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.

Three Weeks in Paris:Oct. 24-14, 15.
Wife Who Wasn’t Wanted, The :Oct. 10-16. 17. Oct.
24-14,15.
Girls

Why

Go Back Home :Oct. 24-14, 15.

Short Features
Educational
Fair Warning:Oet.l7-4.
Goofy Gob, A :Oct.31-16,17.
Kinograms Oct. 17-5.Nov.7-l 5. Nov. 14-22, 23. Nov.
:

28-26.

Alice Joyce and Dolores Costello are
among those starred in “Mannequin,"

which Paramount

is

making from the

prize story by Fannie Hurst.

Man from Red
People

Swedie:Oct. 31-16, 17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct. 17-4.
to Nuts:Oct,31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The :Nov. 14-20, 21.

Highway :Nov. 28-9.
Nancy Preston, The:Nov.

28-9.

Prairie Pirate, The:Nov. 14-10, ll.Nov.28-9.
Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.

Roaring Rails :Nov. 14. 10.11.
Seven Days :Oct.3-10-ll.Nov. 28-8.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10. 1 1.

Simon the Jester :Nov.7-16, 17. Nov.28-8.
Soft Shoes :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Texas Trail, The :Nov. 14-1 0,11.
Tiger Thompson :Nov. 14-10. 1 1.
Wedding Song, The :Nov. 28-9.
Without Mercy :Nov.l4-8.9.Nov.28-8.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill at the U. P. Trail :Oct.24-82.
With Davy Crockett al. the Fall of the Alamo: Oct.
24-82.

With
With
With
With

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer at Little Big Horn :Oct.24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.
Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

Oct.24-82.

nett for Pathe.

Soup

Gulch, The:Nov. 14-10, ll.Nov. 28-8.

vs.

ties for his

My

Film Booking

Night Hawk, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Off the

Sweet Marie :Oct.24-10, 11.
Transients in Arcadia :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Bibber Comedies :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov.

Van

Offices

21-7.

Wrestler, The :Oct. 24-10, 11.

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Pathe
Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov. 14-71, 72, 73, 74, 75,76.

Fox Film Corp.
All

Aboard :Oct.24-10-l 1.

Big Game Hunter, The:Oct.24-10,ll.
Business Engagement, A :Oct.24-10,ll.
Cloudy Romance, A :Oct.24-10,ll.
Fox News :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 21-7.
Fox Varieties :Oct. 24-10, 1 1. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Heart Breaker, The:Oct.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Love and Lions :Oct.24-10, 11.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Oct.24-10,
ll.Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.
Henry Stories:Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
On the Go:Oct.24-10,ll.

O.

Shoes :Oct.24-10,ll.

Sky Jumper, The :Oct.24-10,ll.
Strong for Love:Oct. 24-10, 11.

Red

finds many opportuniown brand of comedy in
“Lucky Stars,” made by Mack Sen-

Harry Langdon

in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.

Maid

Nov. 28-96, 97.
Better Movies :Nov. 21-Ins.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ina.Oct.31-84.
Day’s Pleasure, A :Oct.l7-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct.l7-Ins.Oct.31-65,67,68,72,74,76.
Nov.7-61.62.63.64.65.66.Nov.14-7 1.72,73.74.75.76
Nov.21-68,69, 70,71.74, 75.NOV.28-89, 90, 93,94,98, 102.
Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nov.7-80.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.
No Father to Guide Him :Oct.l7-76.
Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.

Shoulder Arms:Oct.l7-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov. 21-Ins. Nov. 28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov. 21-84.
Sunnyside :Oct.l7-Ins.
There Goes the Bride :Nov. 21-Ins.
Pathe News :Nov. 14-82.

Wild West :0ct.l0-80.0ct.24-lns.

Seal

Universal

Reclviews :Nov. 14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

Buster Brown Comedies :Oct. 31-19. Nov. 14-5.
International Newsreel :Oct. 10-18.

United Artists
Don Q, Son

Fire Costs $ 20,000 at

of Zorro :Sept.l2-12,Oct.3-15.
Eagle, The:Nov. 28-21.
Little Annie Rooney :Nov. 28-20.
Sally of the Sawdust :Sept. 12-12.

Palace

Gold Rush, The:0ct.3-14.0et.l0-19.
Wild Justice :Oct.l7-8.0ct.24-19.

Straight

OTTAWA,

Ahead :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Nov. 21-13.
Calgary Stampede, The:Oct.l0-14,15.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.
7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
Cohens and the Kellys:Nov. 21-13. Nov. 28-11.
Goose Woman :Oct. 24-6, 7. Nov. 7-6, 7. Nov. 21-1 3.
His People :Nov. 21-1 3.
Home Maker, The:Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
My Old Dutch :Nov. 7-7.

Phantom of the Opera :Nov. 14-6, 7.
Siege :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.21-13.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov. 21-13.
Sporting Life, The :Oct.l0-ll.Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Nov. 21-1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OTTAWA,

ONT.,

Nov.

24.—Found

guilty of attempting to put over a questionable moving picture proposition in Toronto, Ont., Sidney W. Bracey was sen-

Below the Line:Oct.l0-16,17.Oct.24-14,15.
Bobbed Hair:0ct.l7-19.0ct.24-14,15.Nov.l4-12,13.

Clash of the Wolves, The:Oct.24-14,15.

ONT., Nov. 24.—The Palace

T hree Y ears in Prison

Warner Brothers
Nov.21-Ins.

S.

Women’s Charges Bring

3.

Stella Maris :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Still Alarm, The :Nov.7-7.Nov. 21-13. Nov.28-5.
Two Blocks Away :Oct.24-6,7.
What Happened to Jones :Nov.21-13.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Oct.24-14, 15.
Cave Man, The:Oct.24-14,15.

Sydney, N.

theatre at Sydney, N. S., suffered $20,000
damage in a fire which broke out in one
of the front stores of the theatre building
and destroyed the lobby, projection room
with its equipment of projection machine,
transverters, etc., the office suite of Macdonald Brothers, proprietors of the Palace
and two stores. The theatre auditorium
also suffered from smoke and water. The
theatre has been closed temporarily.

Universal
California

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Billy

Bevan and

his trick

mustache are

evidence in “Butter Fingers,”
Mack Sennett comedy for Pathe.
in

new

tenced by Magistrate
Toronto Police Court
in

the

penitentiary

Edmund

Jones

in

to serve three years
at Portsmouth, Ont.
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The Clemmons

trio (left to right
K. H., J. C., and M. C.) operates the
Tivoli, Palace, and Kyle theatres at

Beaumont.

December

5,

W.

Next is A. G. Buescher of The
S. Stevens (left) has the Aldine at Robstown.
Star in Smithville, an oldtimer, since 1913. Gerli. Von Minden owns the Cozy at
LaGrange, Tex., and the Cozy at Schtilenburg. Finally on the extreme right we
have Chas. Averili of the Donna theatre in the Texas town of the same name.

PACEMAKERS
FOR
BETTER
THEATRES

DOWN
E. W. Nichols (left)
theatre at Elin, Tex.

TEXAS

owns the Imp
Mrs.

IN

W. H.

Standifer is the manager and Edward
Standifer is operator.
This trio
makes things hum.

(By H.

E. N.)

is L. J. Mason (left) of the Queen theatre at McAllen.
George Holdridge is holding a Ponderosa lemon from his garden. He owns the
splendid new Pharr at Pharr, Tex. Next is smiling A. R. Lever, manager,
Saenger’s Isis and Liberty, Houston. C. C. Conger, Rex at Cleburne, is a real

‘‘The Sheik of the Valley”

Southern gentleman.

The Schuleman family

(Abraham,

and Morris,
right) own the Strand No. 1 and 2,
St. Elmo, Union, Pastime theatres at
Houston.
center;

Harry,

left

William Cross (left) has been projectionist at the Lyric in Terrell 13
M. H. Gwynn, owner, 13
years.
years in th|> same stand, is an oldtimer.

The charming manager of the Peoples theatre at Beaumont is Mrs. A.
Mr.

own
tres

Mrs. Harry Hall, who
the Rialto and Mission thea-

and
at

Beeville,

while

on

ville,

Tex.

a

visit

were
over

at

snapped
Browns-

E. N. Dorbandt (left) is shown with
his father, N. G. Dorhandt, owner of

Dixie theatre at Athens, Tex.,
and'13 years in the picture business.
the

M. Patureau.

Z.

L.

Butts, holding

“coyote,” is a newcomer who
opened the Z-L at Bishop. Both are
enterprising scholars of showmanthe

ship.

1925

December

5,
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
"

By

D. H.

Get Ready

,

for

W. ALEXANDER, who

has been with Universal several years
November 16 received word of his appointment to a new post
•
created under the policies established by the new sales directorate
of the company. Alexander will remain in the sales department, having the
Midwest territory under his supervision with headquarters in Chicago.

L

T HIS

1926
Illinois

no way affect
the position of Lou Metzger, recently
appointed as one of the sales directorate.

arrangement

will in

and

Indiana

Alexander has in
the past few years
become the center

MRS.

admiring
an
of
friends
of
host
who were elated
with

in

promo-

his

“The Red Kimono”

tion.

The

position of

which he
been

A

manager

branch

left

filled

daring subject delicately
handled.

has
with

the
advancement
of William Brumberg who has for-

Alice Joyce
in

merly been country sales, manager.

“THE PASSIONATE

Eddie B riche tto

ADVENTURE”

made assistant branch manager to
the position left vacant by the resignation last week of John Mednikow.

has been
fill

Lipton Astraclian has been advanced to
city feature salesman; and Ted Schlanger
short feature sales manager. Bob Funk
he
has been made South Side salesman
was formerly a country salesman.

With Clive Brook and Marjorie
Daw. An emphasis of woman’s

modem

*

*

M. H. Hoffman who November 16
resumed his position as general manager of the distribution of Tiffany and
Truart

pictures

November

21.

in Chicago
in the city he

arrived

While

appointed L. A. MacLaughlin district
manager of Renown exchange. Jerry
Abrams, for a long time district manager and who has been an intimate
friend of Hoffman for years had resigned prior to Hoffman’s arrival.

From Chicago Hoffman went on

to

Indianapolis.

/.

S. Mednikow has been named manager of Associated Exhibitors’ Chicago branch, which now includes the
Illinois and Northern Indiana territories as well as Chicago.

Stanley Waite who is on a tour of Pathe
exchanges stopped in Chicago November
19, then went on to Cincinati.
*

*

has been on the
Warner Brothers staff ever since the company took over Classics of the Screen became country sales manager in the Chicago
territory

November

his

%

a

definite

goal.

The

Lyman’s idea, has been dethe manner of a racing sheet

signed in
with each salesman represented by a race
horse.

*

*

Clevc Adams, division manager of F. B.
O., will return to Chicago November 30
from a two weeks visit in New Orleans.
*

*

*

George Dembozv, branch manager of
Fox, Chicago, returned from New York

November
Henri Ellman, known as the most regular commuter to New York, is the exchange manager of the Capitol Film
Exchange. Ellman is preparing a big
drive for Capitol pictures.

23 after a five days conference.

Max

Roth, special home office represen-,
Fox, arrived in Chicago November 20 just to get acquainted again with

tative of

—

the boys.
( Continued

“WASTED LIVES”
Edith Roberts
Cullen Landis
IT

Dexter

-

-

Elliott

-

Betty Francisco.

WILL HELP YOU MAKE

WORTH WHILE

“OTHELLO”
Directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki, director of Norma Talmadge
in

“Graustark.”

#

Bill

*

the book by

in-

Preparations are being made at the Warner office for “Warner Month” which has
been designated for January, 1926. One of
the features of the drive will be the
“Warner Classic” poster, a tally card showing the advancement each country salesposter,

Graham Cutts.
Raymond Paton.

Directed by

From

LIFE

numerable friends both on Film Row and
among exhibitors circles. His position will
not displace anyone now in the Chicago
office as the post is newly created.
He will
work in co-operation with William Lyman
assistant district manager and Earl Silverman, branch manager.

man makes toward

“THE BLACKGUARD”

16.

Woodyatt was congratulated by

%

in

*

Woodyatt who

Lee

status.

Jane Novak

;

#

WALLACE REID

on next page)

“CRY FOR IT.”
— Mae Tinee, Chicago
-

Tribune.

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
831 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

”

EXHIBITORS HERALD

90
Another visitor to Chicago, was Phil
Goldstone, head of Goldstone Productions.
Phil was on his way back to the Coast
after spending several
*

weeks

in

Gotham.

( Continued

Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of

Announcement at the Chicago office of
the St. Paul railway November 18 disclosed the appointment of James T. Gillick, father of our “Jimmie” Gillick, exchange manager at Pathe, to the position
of vice president of the company. Well,
now, there’s evidence of that adage “Like
father like son.”
* * *

The Chicago Exchanges

pleased audience
*

benefit

November
*

of

was shown

office

*

*

his
to a

21.

I

J.

J.

SAMPSON

Film Booking Offices
Sampson's Own Success Weeks"

“Jack
by the way

,

starts

November 29 and

campaign
Decem,

closes

ber 12.
Jack tells the exhibitors in a circular
“/ believe in reward here , not in heaven.
All I
ask in return for sincere , conscientious square
dealing since entering the film business is your sup"Men are valport." He quotes Elbert Hubbard
uable just in proportion as they are able and willing to work in harmony with other men."
,

,

*

*

,

M. B. {“Milt”) Gore is back in Chicago
after another trip around the country with
the Famous Players-Lasky ballyhoo and
advertising truck. Gore has been operating
the large truck for ten weeks to carry advertising supplies straight to the exhibitor.
*

*

*

John Mednikow who November 23 became branch manager of Associated Exhibitors Chicago office started the week with
the announcement that he has gone into the
First National camp and has come out with

He

one of their men.

is

Roy Nelson who

has been an F. N. salesman three and one
half years. Eddie Friedman has been engaged by Mednikow as a booker.
*

*

*

Eddie Canty was transferred November
23 from the Chicago Paramount office to
the Detroit office where he becomes “booking manager.”
*

*

*

Chester Lonatka of the Hawthorne theatre, Cicero, 111., in Chicago, November 13,
Friday, by the way, was effervescent with
the spirit of presentation acts for theatres.
Chester, as all should well know by now,
has put the Charleston contest on in the
Hawthorne as it should be put on. Not
only that, but he has persuaded nearly all
his friends that they are not real showmen
until they put on a Charleston contest.

Earl Johnson, the “Swedish Ambassador
from Berwyn,” followed Chester’s advice,
with the result that he stood ’em up two
blocks outside the theatre. Earl was that
elated that he paid every contestant $5 in
addition to rewarding the three whose skill
proved them to be the best “Charlestonners” in Berwyn.

Murray.

spent watching the comedian.

It

was

a rare treat.
Harry is a great boy and
it
is
certain that his timid smile, his
characteristic walk, his histrionic face
and his pints put him in a category with
the best male comedians of the day.

We

*

a

two reel picture of Langdon does that I
recall.
I enjoyed the few minutes that

*

the city.

of

he met under

The Langdon picture is titled “There
Goes.” The big fact about the picture is that it moves as rapidly as any

23.

—

company

He

*

Abe Stern, vice president of Century
comedies, is rounding the Middlewest with
a grand exploitation idea for those new
Buster Brown comedies.
haven't seen
one of them yet but according to Bill Brumberg at Universal they are just what the
doctor ordered and we’re going to give
them the once over before Abe Stern leaves

the

whom

following the screening of the three reel
feature called “Flashes of the Past,” a
newsreel compiled from the news of the
past 15 years and the one which was
shown to the guests at the Plaza hotel
dinner commemorating the Pathe newsreel anniversary.

off.

*

American

“There Fie Goes”

Harvey Day, general salesmanager, of
Kinograms, stopped in to chat with Dave
Dubin, Educational exchange manager,
November 20. Harvey is on his way from
New York to St. Louis and around to Toronto. After he had spent a quiet afternoon with Dave, “his boy friend,” he went
on his journey, the merrier for his stop*

little

from page 68)

in
girl

The first of the three reel comedies of
Harry Langdon for Alack Sennett was
shown me in the Pathe projection room

*

November

principally

— Ray

Ned Marin, newly appointed to the First
National sales cabinet, dropped in at the
Chicago

self,

startling circumstances in Paris. Finally
he accepts the American company proposals to buy Rolvonia’s oil wells and
returns and marries a wealthy princess.

Charles G. Dawes, honor guest at
the Pathe anniversary dinner in New
York November 14 was pleased with
the three reel feature, “Flashes of the
Past” to the extent that he requested
that the picture be shown at his home
in Evanston for the
friends. The picture

1925

5,

“King on Main Street
Held Clever Adaptation

Managers

*

*

December

:

Nickname? Jack.
Born in Chicago in 1891.
Schools? Grade and high schools and
University of Chicago.
First ambition?
To be an athlete.
(And did he succeed? He was Chicago’s
“Five Yards McCarthy” of 1909 and
1910 as Maroon fullback.)
First job? Errand boy, lugging packages in a department store.
When did you break into the motion
picture business?
In November, 1919,
after 10 years in recreation work for ChiBecame a salesman for
cago’s parks.
Universal, on the South Side.
Next? Jumped to the North Side as
salesman. Was named features manager,
then head of the short features depart-

ment.

When did you take your present post?
Left Universal and became Chicago manager for Film Booking Offices in 1922.
Hobby? Exercise of all kinds but especially tennis.

Worst experience?

When

subbed
for a debater in high school and said
from the platform, in advancing an argument, “I know this is right because I
say

it

is

I

right.”

Christie Player Sails
(

NEW

Special

to

YORK,

Exhibitors

Herald)

Nov. 24.— Stella

Doyle,
English musical comedy leading woman
and featured player in many Christie
comedies, sails for Europe next week to

make

pictures for a

German company.

But with all this clearly in mind I
believed then as I do now that another
reel of the picture would not have added
one whit of entertainment to it, possibly
because the story did not merit any more
film being used.
Either way you look
at it that is complimentary to the production.
Langdon is the whole picture. Others
appear and make their exits but the
eyes and the interest is on Harry.
According to the late reports he will
make three of these three reel comedies
and a five reel comedy before December
3 when he moves his trunk to the First
National Studios for feature length pictures.

Douglas Hodges.

“Her

Sister

From

Paris”

happened in Vienna.
He was a
writer.
She was misunderstood.
The
two had a boy friend, a volatile clown.
She had a sister.
He did not know
which was sister and which was wife.
It was fixed so that he couldn’t.
The
boy friend was not in the know either.
But before that she went home no, she
did not go home
she only started.
On
the way she met her sister.
Later he
and the boy friend met her. Then the
It

—

;

speed increased.

Both men fell upside down with love.
That is, they thought they did. One,
being less married, was more roguish
than the other.
He made love to his
wife because he did not know she was
his wife.
The boy friend made love to
her because that was his occupation. But
she knew what, or which she wanted.
Also she intended getting him. To do
went to a restaurant, a hotel and
so she
a great amount of trouble. But she was
a woman so she got him.
I did
All this was told me, of course.
But the story
not know any of them.
was so cleverly handled the racontuer’s
touch was so light, there was so much high
comedy in the telling that it became a
tale I would not have missed for anything less than a broken leg.
One point was not clearly brought
out.
But that did not matter greatly.
In fact it was just as well if as was suggested “Her Sister From Paris” went
back here.

—Al Barr

1

.

You know
Pictures printed

in

advance

on Eastman Positive

Film carry the photographic quality of
the negative through to the screen.
It

takes but a

—a glance

When you

in the

moment
margin

to check

tells

up

the story.

see the black-lettered identi-

fication “Eastman” “Kodak” you know in

advance that the picture will screen with
the brilliancy your audiences expect.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

HAL 'ROACH COMET)
Ttvo 'Reels

There

Goes the nride 99

A honeymoon

with a toothache!

What bridegroom

could be romantic and spoony with a swollen

jaw and a yelling tooth?

Two

crooks, one of them handsome and romantic; a sheriff who
tough guy; a baby on which a $50,000.00 reward has been
offered; a susceptible bride who wants to be petted, and can’t see
is

a

a toothache as an alibi; these are the conspirators who connive
to drag from your audiences as much laughter as the law allows.

Hal Roach knows comedy like Ford knows flivvers. He has put
this picture Lucien Littlefield, Martha Sleeper,
‘Husky
Hanes” the marvelous baby, Noah Young and others.

into

—

F. "Richard Jones Super-Vising Director
.

Advertise

it!

Pafhecomedy
TRADE
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MARK
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he a merican

Seating Company’s power to serve in a
thoroughly efficient and satisfac-

tory manner the Country s theatre seating needs is laid on the

four-square foundation of
Extensive

manufacturing

the largest in

its line in

A high achievement

of

resources,
the world.

efficiency

producing a quality product

in

in

mass

quantity.

Many

years of

exfieri ence in

serving

the country s largest and most exacting buyers.

An

organization thoroughly
with the Will to Serve.

imbued

American Seating Company
CHICAGO
12 E. Jackson Blvd.

NEW YORK
114 W. 41st

XXIII, No. 11

St.

BOSTON
65-D Canal

PHILADELPHIA
St.

252

S.

Broad

St.

DECEMBER

5,

1925

mmmmm
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chief concern bf every exhibitor is not what entertainment will cost, but what it will bring him.
The public is hungry for quality entertainment and

The

they go where they can get it. A Wurlitzer Organ
in your theatre not only assures better music, and
better patronage, but greater Box Office Value.

Write for

Write for
Beautiful

Wurlitzer

Organ

Piano

Catalog

Catalog

Cj

UNIT ORGANS

CINCINNATI
21

East 4th

St.

NEW YORK

120

W. 42nd

St.

CHICAGO

329 S.

Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO

DENVER

LOS ANGELES

250 Stockton St.

2106 Broadway

814 S. Broadway

0>
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FREE

A

TRIAL

Ticket Selling

EASY
TERMS

Record
You Beat

Cart

It ?

A. C. Cowles, Mgr. of the Rex
Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C., writes:

“Between 6
cashier sold
really

very

P.
1

M. and 9

much

checked the box

I

M.

surprised

I

my
was

when

I

office receipts to

had balanced

find that the cashier

to a penny.

P.

,292 tickets.

am absolutely certain

that such a record as this could not

have been
out the

made

use of

possible with-

the

BRANDT AUTOMATIC CASHIER.”

crt.e »Neu>

THEATRE MODEL

Keeps the Crowd Moving
Customers do not have to wait
while the cashier fumbles around to
get the change. With the Brandt
Junior, touch the key and the correct
change is delivered instantly and

of coins can be

from the right or
adjusted to any angle.
either

Let a Brandt

Man Show

/

You

direct to the customer.

The delivery

counter space. Guaranteed for
Years and lasts a lifetime.

/
y Man

/

left side

highly finished in
takes up only nine square inches of

Nearly 35,000 Brandt Users

A/

/

/

Brandt
Automatic

Cashier Co.,
Department A,

Watertown, Wis.

y^^Without obligating me.
you may have a Brandt

made

and
Machine is
aluminum and

/

Ten

call
and show
equipment when next in

vicinity.

/
/

Firm Name

Individual

us
this
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The New Belmont Theatre
Nashville, Tenn.

Completely designed and equip
ped by United Studios, Inc.

Our

Latest Theatre—

^HE New Belmont Theatre,

Nashville, Tenn.,

was completely designed and equipped by
United Studios, Inc., with the co-operation of
Marry & Holman, Architects.

We

are the only firm in the country

who

will

completely design, build and equip your theatre.

We

furnish bonds guaranteeing completion on

opening date.

Within the

last

month, we have

fin-

ished the following theatres:

NEW ZARING EGYPTIAN THEATRE,
lis,

Indianapo-

Ind.

AMBASSADOR THEATRE, Chicago, III.
NEW GOLDSBORO THEATRE, Goldsboro,

North

Carolina

CAROLINA THEATRE,
Communicate with us concerning new

We

shall cheerfully

theatre projects

30

West Lake

Street

P

.

.

you are contemplating.

submit any desired plans, designs, estimates,

UNITED STUDIOS,
L.

Burlington, North Carolina

etc.

INC.

Larsen Managing Art Director
,

Chicago,

111.
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A positive essential

5

to

every theatre and exchange

(£ML/
$

62 ^o^orth of

quality equipment

so
$41

Film

3

Cement
Reel

Holder

$3°?

This
is

FOB

the first

Lend Island

City

opportunity

ever g iven to

buy "DUPLEX

QUALITY”

Measuring Machine

$352?

at

the price o/ just

Reel
Revdinder

ordinary
J equipment
r
'

Splicing Block

Du plex Motion Picture Industries,)^
if 0/7

pari of ihe

/y
DUPLEX
SPEC/A

is wanted^ check jbe/ou?

^

$959

atyMtoiork,

DATE

Long Island City, Ml?

fai*.
d&zd.?ns

Reel Holder.

The DUPLEX special

Measuring Machine

Reel Rewinder....

js>ng island

Duplex

8 oz. Bottle Film 6?menO

Splicing Block....

$14°?

PLEASE SHIP

Name

Parcel Post

Address.

Express

C/ty

H
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A monthly supplement

of Exhibitors Herald, published for the information and
guidance of exhibitors in matters of theatre construction, operation and equip-

ment and

to

promote the ideal of greater and

Editor

finer theatres.

Advertising Manager

Harry

E.

Holquist

Charles

Published by the Exhibitors Herald Co.; Martin

Eastern Representative
Frederick M. Savage

O’Neill

B.

and Publisher;
Business Manager.

Quigley, Editor

J.

Edwin

S.

Managing Editor; George Gifford,

Clifford,

Recognizing

PROJECTION IMPORTANCE
N

I

Paramount Theatre ManagTraining School future man-

the

ers

agers of picture theatres are told

by Harry Rubin, chief projectionist of
the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion Theatres, New York, that they must recognize the importance of projection
in order to supervise properly' this end
of the business. This message might
well be broadcast to exhibitors of the
country. Projection has been a much
neglected phase of theatre operation.
Recently, however, signs point that
This is a natthe worm is turning.
Plainly
ural and inevitable trend.
stated, the greater recognition which
successful theatres are according prois due to the fact that it has
been demonstrated that it is unprofitable to do otherwise. This fact, while
stated, seems
it has been repeatedly
to require actual experience to be con-

jection

In This Issue
Recognizing Projection Importance,
by H. E. Holquist.
Light and Music, by A. L. Powell,

Edison

Lamp Works.

The Back Lot Theatre, an Economic

Building Possibility
by N. E. Durand.

City,

Community
Opening

of L.

in

Celebration

&

Every

Features

T. House.

Must Recognize Importance
jection to Supervise Work.

of Pro-

Short Features Offer Opportunity
Organist to Demonstrate Versa-

for

tility,

by Harry L. Wagner.

Providing Facilities for Lobby Displays When Plans Are Made, by P.
W. Grounds.

Make

the Most of Inspiration, by
Vining.

wise thing to profit by those who have
learned through the costly process of

What the Public Wants in Picture
Theatres, by S. L. Rotliafel.

experience.

From
Room,

Developing
Small Theatres

Motion

A

it

of

is

the

unfortunate

development

that

of

the
the

small town and rural theatre has been
accorded only spasmodic attention, it
is gratifying to note that the subject
is at present receiving wider consideration.
Compared to the palatial
theatres in metropolitan centers, the
artistic

and commercial development

of smaller playhouses represents a
subject worthy of holding possibilities equally as interesting for the creative work of artists and artisans as
does the mammoth playhouse. In the
small community the theatre is fre-

Projection

— for

and the Home,

Mine

Business Education
by R. E. Farnham.

to

Your

History of the
Picture Cable,

Projection

Making

of

by

H.

B.

Reeves.
Students Learn About Lighting at
Edison Plant.
Season Subscribers to Occupy 1,000
Seats at New Roxy House.
Amateur Camera Using Standard
Film Developed by DeVry.
Kunsky’s $2,000,000 State Theatre
Is

Opened

in Detroit.

Largest Control Board Shipped to

Los Angeles Temple.
Points Growing Popularity of Organ
Music in Theatres.
Samuels Announces New Generator
Set for Low Intensity Lamp.
The Exhibitors Information and

Catalogue

Index

Bureau.

to Advertisers.

which

rests

it

a civic

upon

few

other types of buildings.
The exhibitor who is contemplating
the building of a small theatre is confronted with many interesting possibilities.
His is the opportunity to create a structure that will stand as a

—

community
will

Iris

While

influence attaches to

importance

vincing.
theatre with inferior projection
cannot profitably survive. It is the

matter

more than an individual comHere it is representaunit.
the community itself and its

quently
mercial
tive of
natural

that
achievement one
combine with its practical com-

mercial phases a distinctive treatment
and appeal.
He needs and should
seek competent advice. Some fine examples of small theatres have recently been developed, incorporating ideas
which augur for their success from
every standpoint.

Patrons Like
Organ Music
of organ
motion picture theatres is
evidenced by the increasing number

The growing appreciation

music

in

of installations being made throughout the country. T. P. Clany of the
Wurlitzer company points out that not
only are the number of organs installed on the increase, but the size
and cost of the installations as well.

With

increased popularity of
come a demand for the
artists of the highest order to successfully play them to the best enhancement of the film entertainment.
That the subject of organ accompaniment is a very important one to exhibitors and organists is apparent
from the many letters received by
“Better Theatres” in connection with
the

the organ has

the articles by Iris Vining and Harry
L. Wagner which have been appearing in recent issues.
H. E. Holquist.

—
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LIGHT

By A.

of the most interesting phases of
the application of colored light is in
connection with music. It is a fascinating subject to the experimenter, be he

decorator

or musician.

and purposes,

To

all

offers a virgin
field for constructive effort and the motion
picture theaters constitute a huge laboratory extending from coast to coast.
It is not strange that the co-ordination
it

or joining of light and music has not been
developed to a greater degree.
Broadly
speaking, appreciation of music itself is

comparatively modern and it was only in
the last few years that adequate means of
controlling and changing or modifying the
light
have been available.
The future
looks very bright. Within the last decade,
several very creditable attempts have been

made

combine

to

light

and music and more

more

and

investigators
themselves in the subject.
*

*

are

interesting

*

There are several fundamental features
which work for the success or failure of
the endeavor and these must be borne in
mind.
It is well, therefore, to stop and
study the question before attempting to
enter into the details.
The first question
which comes up is, “How will the light

our emotions?”

affect

Primarily through

We

association.
associate green, for example, with the quiet restful wood or meadow,
yellow with the warm sun, red with fire,

danger, war and carnage, blue with the calm
sea and sky. In addition to these associated attributes or qualities, experience and
experiments have proven that color has a
direct effect on our nerves and emotions.
Reds are exciting; yellows, stimulating and
buoyant; greens, quieting and calming;
blues and violets often make us depressed
and subdued.
The next point to be kept in mind is
the method of applying color.
The first
ex.* en s ^ ve a tt em Pt made in America along
this line was at Carnegie Hall, four or five
years ago.
The Russian composer Scria.

Curtain

in

the

audi-

torium of the Edison
Lighting

Institute,

Harrison,

N.

J.,

used

by Mr. Powell to
demonstrate his story
of “Light and Music”
during the recent visit
the

of members of
Paramount Thea-

tre

Managers

there

ing School.

L.

POWELL

EDISON LAMP WORKS

NE

intents

1925

Lighting Service Department of

MUSIC
scientist,

5,

In Conjunction with Pictures

and
O

December

Train-

bine had prepared the score of a number
with color accompaniment (Poem of Fire,

Promethus).
Being much more familiar with music
than with light, he attempted to assign
tonal values to the primary colors and
tints.
His conception of color was distinctly
unscientific
and the manuscript
called

for a

number

of

indefinite

colors,

such as “misty pink,” “steel gray,” “pearl,”

and the

like.

*

One

*

*

naturally had great difficulty in interpreting what the composer had in mind.
One instrument of his orchestra was
what he termed “tastiera per luce” (light
keyboard). This was a box about five feet
square with a white background on which
colored light could be thrown and varied
in intensity and tone (color).
He wrote
a score for this device and introduced it
at will, as he would a part for the woodwinds, or brass.
Sometimes, one color
would be visible for quite a period, then
there would be a rapid variation of tint.
The box which he used was so small that
the effect was lost at the rear of the hall.
The effect of the color was lost in competition with the huge orchestra.
see by reflected light and to get the
maximum impression of color there must
be a relatively large light colored area
on which tinted light can be thrown. One
way of accomplishing the desired end
would be to flood the entire auditorium
with tinted light, so that one “feels” the
atmosphere. This can be accomplished by
the use of concealed lamps in inverted reflectors placed in a cornice for indirect
lighting.
Again, the curtain and draperies
at the front of the house might be of a
light neutral tint and colored light from
concealed sources thrown on this, or the
orchestra itself could be clothed in white
suits and beams of colored light projected
on this area. Suitable connections of circuits of red, green, yellow and blue, with

We

dimming devices

will

permit the

use of

any combination or mixture desired.
*

*

*

the means at hand to get color
effects on a large scale, it will be up to
the musician to co-operate with the man
who has observed the effect of color on
our emotions (the psychologist or artist)
and with the man who knows how to produce the lighting effects (the electrician
The musician will outline
or engineer).
to the psychologist the impression which
The latthe music is supposed to create.
ter will determine what color is most likely to be associated with this emotion and
the engineer will see that the right color
is available at the proper time.
One can visualize the time when sufficient information has been obtained from
experiments to lay down certain definite
fundamental rules and then still further to
the time when these effects will be appreciated by the general public. This will not
be a difficult matter, for most of us are
affected by music.
are stirred at the sound of the military band; the soft soothing strains of the
Humoresque or Mamennoi-Ostrow rest us
and quiet the nerves, while the modern jazz
tune has still another effect. Som» of us
experience the whole gamut of human emotions, listening to the wonderfully descriptive music of Massenet, Puccini or Wagner. Particular phrases promote sorrow or

Having

We

joy,

depress or exuberate us.

Light has

a similar effect, the colorings of nature as
expressed in sunrise or sunset give one a
thrill, a cool, restful green of the wood
has its effect, while the changing blues and
white caps of the sea also produce an imCertainly these can be compression.
bined.
*

*

*

In many of the larger motion picture
houses, it is a regular practice to vary the
the
lighting while the orchestra plays
prelude or special numbers. Observations
(

Continued on page 37 )
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THE
BACK

LOT
I

THEATRE
By NOEL

E.

DURAND

of

Frederick C. Foltz

&

Co., Architects,

Engineers, Builders, Chicago

An Economic

Every City

in
“T T IDDEN
sound

TREASURE ” ma y

of a
three-reel South Sea Island
-L
thriller, but actually it exists in every
one of our cities and is but waiting
discovery and successful exploitation
through the medium of co-operation
between property owners and exI

1

±

like

the

title

Building Possibility

pedestrian

which, of course, is
shopping district. Heretofore a location in such a district has
been almost impossible to obtain, because the vacant frontage cost was
usually prohibitive or if improved the
buildings, though old, were generally
too good to wreck.
traffic

in the retail

hibitors.

*

“Hidden Treasure” represents those

much

neglected heretofore considered
worthless
square
feet
of
vacant
ground that are behind practically
every building of the retail shop type.
*
*
*

Now, however,
theatre

offers

*

*

the back-of-the-lot

city busi-

ness lot has a depth of one hundred
fifty feet to an alley, the average retail store or shop is from forty to
sixty feet deep, consider then the
valuable vacant space that is wasted
and which might be so profitably
utilized for the stage and auditorium
of a theatre having an entrance on
the main business street by taking
over one or two of the stores or shop
spaces and creating from them an imposing and beautiful lobby and foyer.
There are, of course, many ways of
laying out such a theatre. One solution is suggested in the sketch on this
page.
It is assumed in this example
that the property is an inside lot.

problem.

own
may purchase

First, if the exhibitor wishes to

his theatre outright, he

frontage and
improve with shops and offices leaving
only enough space for the entrance
lobby and then utilize the back of the

You
to

be

exhibitors

know

successful,

that a theatre,

must

be

located

directly in the path of the

greatest

lot

for

the

theatre.

Through

this

double usage the cost of the lot is so
distributed that it balances the capital
investment and makes the whole project basically sound.
Second, let us assume that your
choice of location leads you to an
improved property that is not for sale.
Consider the strong arguments that
you have in your favor to convince
the owner that he should build and
lease to you on a long term lease a
theatre to be constructed on the
wasted back of his lot. Such a theatre will, first, increase tremendously
the value of every store, shop or office
in

his entire building as

thousands

of

;

proportionally increased and, thereowner’s entire project, if improved this way, is worth more than
its component parts before being put
is

fore, the

together.

two solutions of the

the expensive business

For example, the average

Second, the owner’s income
without one
cent of additional investment in land.
Third, the worth of land is in direct
proportion to its usage hence if one
lot serves a double purpose its worth
fronts.

will be greatly increased

people

it

past

will

his

pull

shop

*

Now

*

*

from the standpoint of

the

not better to lease than
to own?
The theatre owner is primarily in the show business and your
capital is surely worth more to you
so employed than the comparatively
modest return that the conservative
owner of property demands.
But if you adopt the lease method
do not allow the planning of the theatre to leave your hands for unless it
is laid out by architects thoroughly
familiar with theatre technic the result may be disastrous to you.
Financing is a matter closely related to the subjects I have discussed
in “Better Theatres” articles but because it is a matter that must be individually dealt with it is impossible to
give other than general suggestions.
However, I should be glad to give
careful consideration to any specific
cases on which any reader may be
seeking information.
exhibitor,

is it

10
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The

stately entrance of the

by Lubliner

&

Exterior of the new Lubliner
Chicago.
Trinz Harding theatre,
Note huge electric sign and impressive marquee over the entrance.

This view shows the stage with

&

r

many

Meyer

Fridstein

feet high
is

1925

The theatre was opened
The massive columns reaching to the

Harding theatre appears here.

add a grandeur to the lobby that

is

simple yet magnificent.

architect, designer of the house.

A

view of the spacious projection room of
Motiograph De Luxe projectors with high
Supply Company, Chicago, in co-operation
tive of Enterprise Optical Manufacturing

its drop under the reflection
of the lights.
It is large enough that presentations may
be easily handled, without extensions or inconveniences,
regardless of the production’s size.

5,

'

Trinz, Chicago, October 12.

ceiling

December

the Harding theatre equipped with three
intensity

lamps

installed

by Amusement

with Walter Hirsfield, factory representa-

Company.

The above scene shows

the

massive auditorium with

its

Little of descriptive
lighting system.
The
phrase is needed to supplement this reproduction.
cost of the house is estimated at $2,000,000.

beautiful

indirect

December

5,
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Community Celebration Features
Opening of L. & T. House
OMMUNITY

celebrations
lasting from several days to
a full week comprise the lat-

innovation in connection with
theatre openings in Chicago. At the
opening of the Uptown theatre a
week of festivities in the vicinity of
the theatre were staged by Balaban
& Katz in co-operation with business men of the Uptown association.
Lubliner & Trinz have duplicated the stunt with variation in
connection with the opening of their
est

Harding theatre, Milwaukee and
Sawyer avenue, Chicago.
This method of arousing public
interest has proven highly successful. Interest in the opening is roused
to fever pitch and the continuity of
the affair holds this interest for
some time. The varied activities
carried on for several days at once,
it
seems, immediately establishes
the theatre as the hub of activity
in the community.
It gets away to
a “flying start.”
*

*

*

The new Lubliner & Trinz house was
opened October 12 with a blare of trumpets,

the

bursting

of

fireworks

gaily

be-

decked streets and a long parade of flower-decked automobiles and floats comprising various businesses in the vicinity of
the theatre under the auspices of the Avon-

dale-Logan Square Business Men’s Asso-

tendency to hold people out doors brought
thousands into the neighborhood and gave
the streets a great holiday effect, reflecting considerable credit to the theatre, according to Louis P. Kramer, J. J. Hess,
William Adler, Miss Anne McEwen and
Roy Willis of the Lubliner & Trinz publicity

staff.

Structurally the Harding is one of Chicago’s
most
pretentious
neighborhood
houses having a seating capacity of 3,000.
The house was erected by G. H. Gottschalk Company, Meyer Fridstein, architect.
The interior, as shown by views on
the preceding page, comprises the auditorium and a horseshoe type balcony.
The architecture is a modern treatment
of the Adam period.

Should List Name
in Music Roll
Exchange
Since the inauguration of the
music roll exchange some months
ago it has been learned that a number of exhibitors have given their
endorsement to the idea and have
written members of
Exchange published

the
in

Music Roll
column

this

without themselves sending in their
own names to be listed. This should
be done for the good of all concerned.
It will lend added importance to the
Mhtsic Roll Exchange and will permit of greater efficiency in its opera-

the

generally.
If you have music rolls which you
desire to exchange with other exhibi-

tying traffic in a knot.

your name for listing in
department, stating type of instrument you are using.

ciation.

With

activities

starting early

in

day a crowd estimated in the neighbrohood of 100,000 were on hand for the
opening, jamming the sidewalks and streets,

the

sions.

Pageant beginning on opening
day, big parade of decorated automobiles and numerous bands.
Streets roped off for public dancing near theatre in three places.
Window shoppers contest under
auspices of local merchants in
neighborhood.
Public marriage of neghborhood
couple.

Special children’s day featuring
Mardi Gras.
Beauty contest among girls living in community.

Entertertainments,

novelties

tors send in

calliopes, street decorations.

Proclamation by mayor designating Pageant week in honor of theater opening.

The pageant

activities,

while having a

litzer.

*

*

*

Other firms contributing to the Harding are the Verb Sign Company, which
Harding exterior sign
makers of electrical advertising signs; Page Belting Co., makers
installed the large
the Flexlume Corp,

of leather mats; Peter Clark of New York
City, responsible for the stage rigging;
Midland Terra Cotta company, Chicago,
which supplied the terra cotta; Liquid Carbonic Company which furnishes the carbonic gas used in the refrigeration system; E. J. Claffey, Chicago, which installed the heating and ventilating system;
A. G. Meier & Co., Chicago, which furnished the uniforms; marble by the Chicago
Art Marble company; furnishings by Marshall Field & Company; portable stage
equipment by the Chicago Cinema Equipment Co. lobby display frames and signs
by I. M. Friedman; spot lights, ticket
choppers, rewinds, etc. by Capital Merchandise Co.
Lighting in the theatre is controled by
a huge Major pre-selective all-mater remote control system, made by the Major
Equipment Co. of Chicago.
;

Fox

M. BAILEY, Bailey

theatre,

Kansas.

(Electric

OHLWEIN,

Royal the(Empress

Waverly,
Player).

DR.

J.

atre,

G.

New

Boston,

111.

Electric).
F. G.

ROBERTS,

American

the-

Ada, Okla. (Wurlitzer A
Flute and Photoplayer).
R. H. McFARLANE, Liberty theatre, Burkburnett, Texas.
(Seeburg “S”).
atre,

MAGNET THEATRE,

Danville,

Quebec, Canada. (Wurlitzer
“O”).
M. K. HARRIS, Liberty theatre,
Franklyn, Ky. (Reproduco).
DISCH, Majestic theatre,
J. J.
Cudahy, Wis. (Wurlitzer “O”).

CHARLES

E.

BARBER,

theatre, Tilden,

Electric

111.

GUNTHER & METZGER,
ace

theatre.

Syracuse,

Pal-

Neb.

(Gulbransen).
C.

H. Muey, Pastime theatre,
Richmond, Ind. (Wurlitzer “G”).

R. C. BUXTON, Strand theatre,
McCracken, Kan. (Cremona).
F. A. FERGUSON, Royal theatre,
Fairmount, Ind. (Seeburg “S”).

to Buik! Million

Dollar Playhouse
in Buffalo

MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE
J.

in

shop windows including motion picture shows, automobiles equipped

gallagher resonator orchestral base designed to improve the tonal qualities of the
music and increase the volume.
Five Motiograph De Luxe projectors
have been installed in the spacious projection room of the Harding.
The large
organ, mounted on an elevator, is a Wur-

this

Harding

opening such a gala event:
Outstanding
advertising
campaign in Chicago newspapers in advance of opening.
Eddie Cantor of Flo Ziegfeld’s
“Kid Boots” show acting as doorman and Mary Eaton, dancing star,
selling personally first 100 admis-

equipment features of the
an elevated orchestra pit which
permits the musicians to come into full
view of the audience during the overture.
Built over the orchestra pit floor is a
the

is

tion

Chronologically enumerated, following are some highlights of the

program that made

Among

Harding

A

new million-dollar theatre will be
erected in Main street, near Chippewa, by
the Fox Film corporation. Ground already
has been purchased and other construction
will start February 1.
The playhouse will
offer first run Fox films and grand opera
tabloid productions.
It will be one of the
finest theatres in the United States, accord-

ing to

Fox

The

officials.

theatre

trances.

One

will

two main enMain street, occu-

have

will be in

pying a frontage of approximately 70 feet
and including from 608 to 616. The other
will be in Chippewa street, directly in the
The auditorrear of Rudin’s drug store.

ium

will

occupy ground

in the rear of the

entrances and running through

to

Pearl

street.

The Fox theater will be the third picture
palace in Main street, north of Chippewa,
and south of Tupper, as now projected.
The new Buffalo theater is nearing completion for the Shea Amusement company.
The other house will be built at 622 Main
street for the Famous Players-Lasky corporation and will be called the Metropolitan.

The new

theater

is

needed

in

Buffalo,

Fox corporation, to afford
a local outlet for Fox photoplays, which
the officials now declare are not getting
according to the

proper exhibition in this city because of
the limited number of first run theaters.

—a

—

a

)
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Exhibitors Must Feel Importance of
Projection to Supervise Work
E VERY

theatre owner should know the
importance of projection. Once he is
filled with the realization that projection is
extremely important his supervision of projection will be as it should.
This thought was aptly emphasized by
Harry Rubin, chief projectionist of the
Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
talk before the Paramount

theatres in a

Theatre Man-

agers Training School, in which he pointed
out the harmful reaction produced by inferior projection on an audience’s enjoyment of a picture program.

“The success of a motion picture theatre
depends upon the patrons living
through what I might call a certain illusion,” said Mr. Rubin. “If they aim to get
all that motion picture entertainment can
give, then they should feel in watching the
picture, that they are part of the story,

living it just as the characters do; thus
they will never advert to the fact that they
are looking at a two dimensional surface
covered just with light and shadow. If
the illusion is perfect, the patrons will be
carried away to the very scene of the story;
they will forget that they are sitting in a
theatre seat,— they will be living, as I said,
with the characters, fighting hating hoping conquering, just as the actors are
doing.
* * *

—

“Now

me

—

—

—

this by a few
you read a gripping
you
story, you lose yourself in that story,
forget that you are reading a book, you
forget that you are sitting by your fireside
in the quiet,
you go right out into the
world and live the story as it is written.
If someone accidently slams a door the illet

illustrate

When

comparisons:

—
—

and the patron

brought back to earth
his
entertainment is
spoiled.
Do you wonder that I say that
projection is important, when one defect
in projection can spoil all the work of the
creative genius who built up the motion
with

Finds Influence of
“Herald” Helpful
in Business

Most of the pleasure of
is spoiled.
reading the novel is taken away, you are
brought back to earth by the noise.

“Wish to add that without
your publications, and suggesnot feel the

thrill of better projection, bet-

and greater advertising, because there is no other publication that we have ever seen
dealing with motion pictures
that tend to give that added influence in our business.” HOWARD C. MONROE, Projectionist,
Regent Theatre, Bangor,
ter

Mich.

—

improper projection speed,

—

all

these things

spoil the illusion.

*

*

*

“So, too, if you are reading a novel and
the printing is so poor that the pages are
blurred, the mere struggle to read prevents
you from just passing away into a fairyland
thus you do not get that pleasure
from the story that you otherwise would.

“The very smallest defect in projection
can be responsible. For instance a little
dust or oil on the objective lens,— warped

“If you are looking at beautiful scenery
through dirty glasses, you do not get that
full enjoyment that you should.

rent,— punch-marked

—

;

“Poor projection can

spoil

the

illusion

—blurred printing,
“Poor focus,—an unsteady picture, —
flickering image on the screen, — poor illumination, — travel
ghost, — film
breakage,
just as a slamming door,
or dirty glasses.

Editor, ‘‘Better Theatres”

:

—

—

—

407

Name

Chicago,

Illinois

street,

— and

—

—

many

—

—

*

*

“There was a time when projection was
not considered as important as it now is
and I can illustrate this with a few stories.
“One of the first big motion picture palaces of the world was ready to open on
Broadway about twelve years ago when the
manager discovered by chance that there
was no projection room installed in the
theatre.

“Thousands of dollars had been spent on
other phases of equipment but that other
very important thing, PROJECTION, had
been overlooked.
“In another big theatre on Broadway, the
projection room was so located that the
projectionist could not see the entire screen
hut had to rig up a system of mirrors for
the purpose. This is very inefficient.
“The cause of this is merely the failure
to realize the importance of projection.
I
know another big theatre in New York
which is one of the most splendid in the
country, whose projection room was so
constructed that it was impossible to install
the projectors without tearing down the
walls.
These three stories taken just from
New York City alone, show you that at
one time projection was not given the attention that it deserves.
“I do not want you to think that even
today projection is properly appreciated
everywhere. There are many theatres in
the country where the projection is a disgrace to the industry, and I am not speaking of small theatres only. But the fact
that the Theatre Department of Famous
Players-Lasky has set aside so much of
this Course you are getting for the study
( Continued
on page 37 )

—

Sir: Send me ( free a supply of your “Better Theatres Stop
Charts” to be used for the purpose of improving motion picture

projection.

Dearborn

film,

—

—

other small details which are defects in
projection and spoil the illusion. Just realize what this means!
Any one of one
hundred small defects that happen up in
that little projection room spoils everything else that is done to make entertainment for the motion picture theatre. Just
one little slip-up in one detail of projection

EXHIBITORS HERALD
S.

—

film,
the vibration of the projector,
bent sprocket shaft, film shrinkage, imperfect perforations in the film, unsteady
arc,
dirty
curcondensers, insufficient

—

picture story, the work of the director,
the stars and the cast who toiled weeks to
make the illusion for the future enjoyment
of motion picture fans,— all the expense
of the sets, all the expense of high-salaried executives, all the expense of the
distribution department,
all
the expense
of building the theatre and equipping it,
all the efforts of the managers to install
good service in their theatre, all this is in
vain if the projection is not as it should
be.
Do you wonder that I say that projection is so very important?
*

—

lusion

is

— and

—

“We will make it a point to
send these to you at regular intervals of two weeks.
we would

thud

—

“The Better Theatres Stop
Charts received O. K. and we
wish to thank you very much
for same, as we believe they
will help a lot in checking on
equipment, and in giving better projection to the public.

tions,

a

Theatre
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Short Features Offer Chance for
Organist to Show Versatility
By

HARRY

Organist,

T

HE

L.

WAGNER

Empress Theatre, Chicago

a lot of fun making your
enjoy them.
All of the numerous traps and mechanical effects on
the modern unit organ can be used to a
good advantage on this type of picture,
where a squeal, wheeze, groan, glissando,
cry, crash, etc., etc., all have their place
for a laugh in its interpretation.
The
more }r ou burlesque this the more laughs

tempestuous

short subjects branch of
picture interpretation requires
more real versatility on the part
of the organist than any other diUnfortunately, a great many
vision.
organists concentrate all their efforts
on the feature picture and just “slide
through” the weekly, or any other
short stuff, in a “hit or miss” fashion,
using some conglomeration of popular
stuff without paying even the slightest
attention to the different moods and
characters on the screen.

you can have

waterfall,

audience

ocean,

there are, and to me it is really great
sport to mimic and play them up for
all the fun that is in them.

moonlight, gorgeous sunset, majestic
mountains, turbulent, tumbling rivers,
awe-inspiring precipices, birds, flowers,
and countless other things that are
shown in these reels. There are hundreds of compositions, by countless writers, that can be used for these pictures,
and I don’t think it necessary to enumerate any of them, because the nature
of the scene itself should make the sug-

Any news reel requires a careful
timing of pieces and sometimes a great
many musical changes are necessary
The
in just one reel of this kind.
paramount thing to consider is music
representing almost every conceivable
nationality, preferably marches. Fully
75 per cent of the scenes depicting
foreign news can be covered with a
march of that particular country. It
is a very good plan to memorize at
least one or two characteristic pieces
of music of every nation, so that you

plenty of rhythm played with registrations incorporating brilliant mixtures, is

have them

at

your finger

tips at

any

*

*

*

Popular music plays
but

is

tant.

part in this,

not necessarily the most imporLight, snappy characteristics, with

the real thing.
Make the characters
yip, in fact
find to mimic,

slide,

you

its

talk,

run,

skip,

every possible place

do

it,

and the

effect

be enhanced ever so much.
The
popular “Topics of the Day” requires little other than some smooth moving neutral melody, unless some joke is shown
that requires some typical tune or other.
Scenic reels again call for a better class
of music, preferably descriptive suites,
intermezzos, woodland sketches, nocwill

and such. The music
keeping with the scene
for instance, a rushing

turnes, interludes,

must always be
portrayed,

as,

in

a

tall,

placid
stately

lake,
trees,

a

beautiful

gestion as to just what to use.
Here also your music must segue with
each successive scene.
*

*

*

Educational pictures seem to come under this heading also, and although the
same rules apply in many cases still a
great many of them require nothing more
than some neutral accompaniment. But
in this you must be careful not to allow
your music to become monotonous. Let
it have some character to it at all times,
but keep it always subdued.
This is
about the only type of picture that does
not demand the entire attention of the
audience, and naturally they listen more
Conto the music than any other time.
sequently, this is an opportunity to
please your listeners with a better class
of music.
(

Continued on page 38 )

time they are needed.
*

*

*

During the World War, when feeling against Germany ran high, I naturally discontinued the use of “Der

Wacht

Um

Rhine.”

Even now, how-

ever, I find that I prefer the use of
“Oh Tannenbaum,” which, as is well

known, is the tune of our American
song “Maryland, My Maryland.” In
fact, a very large percentage of our
national songs are worded to the music of some English or German origin.

prevailing evil in this work is the
that the camera men seem to invariably shoot march scenes so slow that
when they are projected at normal speed
the movement is double quick, with the
accent on the double, thereby making
correct march interpretation next to impossible, aside from using a Galop and
then breaking your neck to execute it as
In some cases the
fast as the action.

One

fact

operator can assist by slowing down on
the marches, and this is a decided help.
In my November article I mentioned the
necessity of making the music and action
come to an end simultaneously. This is
what must be done on news reels and
segues must also be clean cut and
smooth.
Cartoon comics come next in line of
importance in musical background, and

A view

of the interior of the

new Belmont

theatre, Nashville, Tenn.,

which

is

Spanish type playhouse designed and decorated by United Studios, Chicago.

a
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light.

It

gives

candle power for what you pay at the meter.

You can

obtain the Transverter in either

whichever

vertical or horizontal position,
will best

meet your Projection room condi"

tions.

Consult us on your needs. Our
ture

and suggestions

litera-

will help you.
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^HERTNER
ELECTRIC
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The

DeVRY MOVIE CAMERA
100

feet of full size professional

theatre film
Theatres can be

filled

by putting

local scenes

on

the program.

A

Camera

Press-the-Button

at

Amateur

prices

for Professional service.

Just the thing for

No

News Weeklies Men

—No

Tripod

Cranking

Daylight Loading

DeVry Corporation
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What

By
EOPLE

want primarily

feel that

to

in the

all

their

that the

Number

of Architectural

desires in the

several years ago,
a daring adventure in the
field of popular entertainment.
The popularity and appeal of the best symphonic
music had already been proved by the
thousands of regular patrons who come to
the Capitol to hear the orchestra and its

we embarked on

way

musical offerings.
Beethoven, Wagner

of courtesy and service. To this end the
house staff should be under strict training,
of almost military character. The members
should be drilled regularly; so that their
movements and demeanor may be smart,
snappy and precise. They should be taught
the importance of personal cleanliness, so
that their uniforms and general appearance
They should
at all times are immaculate.
be given “institutional” talks which instill
in them a sincere and wholesome interest
in their work and a pride in the institution
which cannot help but be reflected in the
attitude that “the patron is always right.”
*

*

is

his

theatre.

To

that

import-

S.

ROTHAFEL

*

the staff, heads of departments,
musicians, projectionists, electricians, property men, carpenters, painters,
wardrobe women, engineers, managers, attendants, ushers, pages, cashiers, clerks,
porters, cleaners and watchmen, while every
individual from the highest to the lowest,
the
is inspired by the spirit of teamwork
subordinating of personal prominence to the
efficiency and welfare of the whole organization and to its upbuilding.
should never have been able to create
the effects we do, to conduct the experiments in projection, lighting and staging
which bring us a step higher in the development of motion picture entertainment, if it
were not for the sympathy, enthusiasm and
devotion of each member of the organizaI thing I may say with pardonable
tion.
pride that they have never stopped at anythat no idea which ever emanated
thing,
from the combined imaginations of the staff
has ever stumped the people backstage who
were presently called upon to carry it out.

of

bers

artists,

—

end we

We

A

We

—

Behind the theatre there should be an
Behind the programs

ideal, a living idea.

there should likewise be inanimate idea. It
is that intangible something, that moving
spirit, that makes the theatre a living factor
of local activities and a community center.
One of the most amazing and awe-inspiring
things I have ever felt, is to be in the
Capitol on a Sunday evening, when the
house is crowded to the doors. Every seat
in the orchestra and balcony is filled, with
rows and rows of patient “standees” in the
And these thousands of people will
rear.
listen, breathless, eager-eyed, and with all
their senses focused on the stage, while the
big orchestra of 74 fills the house with the
strains of an overture of Wagner. This is
their program, conceived especially
for
them, somewhere close to the heart and
yet not far from the mind.
They love it
and are proud of it and throng the house

*

*

*

Each week in the year has a psychology
its own; each week must be approached
and treated in a different manner, taking

of

into consideration the season of the year,

the entertainment being offered and any
But
particular significance attached to it.
certain general principles are applicable at
First of all, the public likes to
all times.

imagination to have full play. Its
must not be under-rated. It
must be given credit for as much discrimination as that of the exhibitor who
offers his entertainment to the public. One
must avoid striking false notes, and should
strive to get real human-ness into the programs, and it can be done.

permit

*

*

—

in the intelligence and
the aesthetic appreciation of American
I
believe that they are ready
audiences.
for the best that can be offered them in
When we
motion pictures and music.
undertook to have the Capitol Grand Orchestra play Richard Strauss’ symphonic
I

I

-

do not place ourselves on a lofty
pedestal and from the exalted altitude of
our position decide that the public wants
this, that or the other thing.
We make no
attempt

“please the public,” a phrase
easily bandied about, for the
simple reason that we do not presume to
know what it is the public really does want.
But we do know one thing.
try to
keep faith with our public.
try to

which

to

is

We
We

create a program based on the fundamentals
of good taste, honesty and sincerity, and
within the bounds of average intelligence.
have a critical standard of our own
we try, first of all, to please ourselves, and
we are our own Severest critics. The oldtime showman, wearing a high silk hat and
with a red carnation in his buttonhole, who
placed his hand on his chest and shouted,
“Give the public what it wants !” belongs
to a long forgotten ago.
I
agree with the contention that “the
picture is the thing.” Of course, the picture
is important, and we could not do without
it, but what we have tried to do is to build

We

an atmospheric program that is
and interesting. This
type of program, with its ballets, musical

around

it

colorful, entertaining

presentations, stage settings and lighting
effects, calculated to form a series of pictures sometimes contrasting and sometimes
gracefully merging into one another, was
originated by ourselves. It seems to please
our patrons, and so we have no complaint
to

make.
*

its

intelligence

it.

should consider the success of any theatre incomplete without the esprit de corps
There are over 350
of the organization.
persons connected with the active operation
The list includes people
of the Capitol.
performing a wide variety of duties; mer

L.

We

are guided in our advertising and showmanship by principles of sincerity and good
policy of dignity, honesty and
faith.
good taste, consistently adhered to, cannot
help but reap its harvest in securing us the
are honest
good will of our patrons.
and sincere with them, and in return we
shall have their confidence.
* * *

to hear

each of these

;

theatre
fortunate in having an inspiring and
beautiful interior, one which, on being
entered, immediately fills patrons with interFresh flowers are
est and expectation.
placed daily in the lobbies and promenades
of the theatre, on which one item alone
are spent several thousand dollars a year.
SunerfiCallv, this may seem like extravagance, but it is one of the ways in which we
have helped to establish the atmosphere we
By creating
desire to have in the theatre.
this atmosphere, and making the patron feel
that he is our special guest and that nothing
for his comfort and convenience has been
overlooked, we have won the first battle
after this everything is much easier.
I have said that the patron likes to feel
this

Tschaikowsky,

gether different problem. Here is a magnificent example of iconoclastic modern music,
a work which has provoked as much discussion as a Wagner opera
here is a
demonstration
of
Strauss’
unparelleled
mastery of orchestral devices and the highest development of thematic composition,
tonal coloring and dramatic beauty.
The
overwhelming success of its reception by
our audiences was the most gratifying and
encouraging element in the performance of
this composition, and it justified our belief
that our audiences are the finest in the
world and capable of rising to the greatest
heights of aesthetic appreciation which can
be inspired.

is

that

Liszt,

— work of

composers had found a permanent place in
our programs. Even Strauss’ Till Eulenspiegel, played in this theatre one spring,
had been sympathetically received.
But
Strauss’ Heldenleben presented an alto-

*

One cannot over emphasize the
ance of “atmosphere.” The Capitol

Forum )
poem Ein Heldenleben,

it

theatre.

management

1925

BOTHAFEL

S. L.

Theatre

Their first contact
with the house is by way of the cashier,
the doorman, the house manager and the
ushers who conduct them to their seats.
One can readily realize, therefore, how important it is that this first impression convey
is

5,

the Public Wants in the
Picture Theatre
(As Told

P

December

have great faith

*

*

We

Now

as to the music.
have never
advocated in this type of entertainment the
presentation of operatic arias sung in
foreign languages, which few enjoy and

even fewer understand.

We

have tried to

hokum and insincerities from our
programs.
By the same token we have

eliminate

from presenting jazz numbers,
themselves might he popular and
successful, but which reviewed in the prorefrained

which

gram
in the

music,

in

in its entirety

harmonious

my

would be a jarring note

opinion, should do
( Continued on Page 27 )

in

The
more than

effect of the whole.
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“HC” REFLECTOR

Intensity

Projection

ARC LAMP

Lamp

8-25 Amp.
When you buy your

(Sperry)

50-125 Amp.
Recent Installations

flector arc

the length of service
they will give you?

sider

Loew’s Palace
Washington, D. C.

New Olympia
Miami,

Keith-Albee

The “H. C.” Reflector
Arc Lamp will reduce your

Fla.

St.

re-

lamps do you con-

James

current
consumption,
improve your projection, and
give you real service.

Boston, Mass.

Brooklyn Strand
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Metropolitan Theatre

We

can help you with your
Projection Problems.

129

GRAND STREET

Boston, Mass.

HALL & CONNOLLY,

INC.
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Folded Machine
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^
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—

We prove it — Send the order
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.
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!
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ALBANY STREET
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BOSTON, MASS.

NO EYE STRAIN

AT THE THEATRES

A TORTURED EYE

A HAPPY EYE

IS

CONTRACTED EYE UNDER TERRIFIC STRAIN BECAUSE OF
GLARY LIGHT.
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NORMAL EYE UNDER NO STRAIN
BECAUSE GLARE
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RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
1476
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( Photos
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MAKE THE
MOST OF
IS not easy to be inspired always in
playing organ accompaniment to a motion picture, but one’s work should
organists owe it to
inspired.
our art and to ourselves to strive for that.
Music is a gift, and what we give should
be music, always.
all have played to pictures which
carried their own inspiration, and we have
played also to pictures which have driven
us to desperation. It is comparatively easy
to be inspired, to play well, when a film
inherently is inspiring, and we can give
no excuse if we don’t make the most of
such. But if we have artistry it will stand
out conspicuously in pictures which do not
carry us away.

I

SOUND

We

We

*
I

*

*

have been playing accompaniment

all

With a

Million,” a F. B.
O. feature which has all the elements cala picculated to make an organist
ture, to put heart and soul into his work
“Drusilla With’ a Million”
at the console.
is a human document, a cross-section of
life, a mirror held up before the acts of
real people, some of them loveable, some
of them calculated to fill you with disgust, but all of them very human.
Please don’t put this down for the ray-

week

to “Drusilla

FEEL

ing of a superenthusiast or a silly sentiThe experienced motion picture
mentalist.
accompanist in time is apt to become more
And I think one’s
or less casehardened.
appreciation of pictures is rather inclined
or calloused. But Ma
to become dulled
Carr is an artist, and while “Drusilla With
a Million” is the story of a woman who
is rather a grown-up Pollyanna, who is
there incapable of responding to the appeal of Pollyannaism? And Priscilla Bonner is an artist. Her delicate little hands
clutch one’s heart in the drama of the
silversheet, and one must indeed be hardened not to feel a response.
During the months 1 have been writing
these bits for Exhibitors Herald I have
received a number of letters from organists, and one recent correspondent said he
liked what I have written because I have
suggested things to do rather than contenting myself with saying what not to do.
So in this I shall make bold to tell all
and sundry what to do in playing to a picture like “Drusilla With a Million.”

—

First Organist,

*

=n

The scene where

ner.

the

irascible

son
enough for the introduction of a
disinherits

his

Granada Theatre. San Francisco

old

new num-

In the scene revealing the home of HanPayden introduce the “Sally Lou”
theme, which fits Sally May. And as the
“child of youth and dreams” goes scampering down the road play a bit of “Spring
Time.” Follow this with a short impro-

nah

vised agitation and any number as Collin
Arnold drives his car off the bridge to
avoid striking the girl.
Immediately, in
the scene where she is nursing him, interrupt with the very new and modern
“When You and I Were Seventeen.” In
the midst of the scene, when the old gos-

Hannah what has been going on

sips tell

during

her

absence, use
Tschaikowski’s
playing
the
delightful
“quack, quack” song, then back to “When
You and I Were Seventeen,” playing only
the last eight bars in order to attack the
very dramatic interruption where Sally is
falsely accused and Collin says he will
marry her if Sally will consent, playing a
few lines of “Sally Lou” to the fadeout.

“Humoresque,”

*

Now

*

*

comes the lawyer

of the inheritance.

to .inform

Dru-

The

scene is dethe curious old

lightfully humorous as all
ladies
follow Drusilla into the parlor.
“Humoresque” is quaint, and just sixteen
bars are needed here.

Simple,

well

known music should

be
as
“Humoresque.” When Drusilla learns of
her million dollar inheritance play “Silver
Threads” with all the dramatic artistry at
your command, and when the old ladies
squeal in amazement make squeals with the
left hand, continuing “Silver Threads” with

throughout

this

picture,

the right.

When

long

isn’t

ber.

used

1925

By IRIS VINING

millionaire

silla

5,

Another of the Informative Series

INSPIRATION
T

December

such

their

Continue to fade.
boy and girl are shown in
home, play “Seventeen” again

the

little

the last sixteen bars.
There is a trick in
playing the last eight or sixteen bars of a
number. The organist can play slowly
enough to develop the feeling and bring in
the proper emphasis at the proper time.

As Drusilla is being dolled up by the
French maid play the piquant Reynard
“Gavotte” from the Sam Fox Library, the
small town organist’s delight.
The music
should be kept light and humorous while
Drusilla is talking with Perrin, the belligerent housekeeper.

Pause as a letter is handed Collin telling
of his father’s death.
We know what intelligence he is about to receive.
As the
letter appears on the screen play just a few
dramatic chords.

As Drusilla serves tea to her guests go
back to that quaint old waltz of grandmother’s day, “Dear, Dear, What Can the
Matter Be.”
*

The

*

*

unbending

butler enters with a
basket containing a foundling, announcing,
“A baby, ma’am.” Make your organ say
the words.
Don’t use the threadbare
“Mighty Lak a Rose” in this scene. Carrie

Jacobs

Bond’s

“His Lullaby”

fits

—“You

cried in your sleep for your mother dear.”
As Drusilla hands the nursing bottle to the
butler, with injunction to “warm it and
scald it,” the butler fairly barks at her.
Make it audible.

In ten days’ time Drusilla’s new home
filled with babies.
The butler is outraged.
Complaining neighbors are introduced and the lawyer tells his daughter,
co-villainess of the story, the will can be
is

(

Continued on page 40)

*

Open with “Silver Threads Among the
Gold.” Yes, that. And you won’t be dragged
away from your

console.

It is the fitting-

thing to play in the opening scenes,
where the old ladies of the “home” are
preparing for their picnic. And when
Drusilla is told she too may go, play that
delightful old fashioned waltz, “Dear, Dear,
What Can the Matter Be.” Then pause
abruptly as a matron sends Drusilla, crestfallen and disappointed, back into the
house because her pet dog has muddied
the steps, and close the scene with a few
bars of “Silver Threads Among the Gold”
as she slowly retreats into the deserted
est

“home.”

Next

is

revealed

the

“million

dollar

Play “Idylio,” by Lack, which is
bright, and continue this number through
the ensuing scenes, bringing it up to a very
This is improvising
dramatic climax.
around the drama, but not in light man-

home.”

is to have a new theatre, the investment in which will be one
million dollars. The above view shows ground being broken for the new theatre,
the first shovel-full of earth being turned by Alice Lake, motion picture star.
Robert A. Wolfe is lessee of the theatre, the Capitol. It will be ready September
The exterior will be Italian renaissance. There will be 1,800 orchestra
1, 1926.
seats and 1,200 balcony seats.

Jamaica, Long Island
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Stage Switchboard E. F. Albee Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thos. W. Lamb, Architect

Remote Controlled
Stage Switchboard
‘Locke’ System, Patented

A

board built of
trols,

all

heavy duty

parts,

safeguarded against failure by dual con-

dimmers continuous duty throughout, permitting accurate and

blending, arranged for interlocking cross control or hand operation
ing contacts entirely eliminated.

A

system that has stood the

No Experiments

at

Purchaser

s

;

artistic

danger of freez-

test of time.

Expense.

Recommended by
and

the Foremost Engineers
Architects Throughout the Country.

Manufactured By

HUB ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO
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Providing
Displays

Facilities

When
By

P.

L

advertising, like many other
only as effective as
is

things,

the thought and care which is
Where
put into its daily operation.

—

where the
is efficiently employed
display frames are accurately placed
it

and

ornamently

correct,

experience

among

successful exhibitors shows
that lobby advertising is one of the
biggest builders of patronage.

The construction

of lobby display

frames has kept pace with improvements in other departments of the
theatre.
Today, the desirable lobby
equipment is a case constructed by
skilled cabinet makers, produced of
high grade, durable materials and
fashioned in a way that makes it
decorative as well as useful for advertising purposes.
if

if

if

apparent therefore, that provision for lobby display frames that
are to render maximum efficiency
should be made at the time plans for
a new theatre are being drawn. When
standard frames are desired cooperaIt

tion

is

between the manufacturer and

architect results in specifications that
are minutely correct when the time for
installation

is

at

hand.

Very often

the architect desires frames designed
harmony with the architectural
in

treatment of the theatre as a whole.
In both instances it is good economy

hancing the rejuvenating

Made

Company, Chicago

effect given

which is espeframes on the outside
of the theatre because of the fact that
the sun does not fade it as quickly
as it does other backs.
Ordinarily, frames are glazed with
double strength window glass. This
glass is heavy, and because of the
fact, that it is much cheaper than
plate, it is more economical to use
than plate glass would be. It is necessary that all outside frames be glazed,
but it is entirely optional with the
exhibitor whether or not he uses glass
on the inside frames. However, we
find that in most cases, the exhibitor
prefers all frames glazed as it adds
materially to the appearance of the
frames

is

leatherette,

cially suited for

the entire lobby.

*

1925

GROUNDS

Secretary, Bilt Rite Manufacturing

OBBY

5,

Lobby

for

Plans Are

W.

December

*

*

One

of the most important things
to remember in connection with planning lobby display frames is correct
measurements. Where blue prints are
available the matter is considerably
simplified. In other instances it is advisable to have a supply dealer’s representative or some one else who is
experienced, make the measurements.
The difference of even one-half an
inch sometimes means that the frames
cannot be installed.
I believe that every exhibitor will
be interested in knowing what to look
for in attractive durable frames and
without going into lengthy technicalities, or a discussion of their manufacture, I want to give here a few of
the high lights.
Be sure that the frames are constructed of the best grade hardwood
lumber.
If lumber is not properly
kiln-dried, the frames are apt to warp.
It is advisable that a good grade of
oak lumber be used on all outside
cases.

There are a variety of materials
used to cover the backs of frames on
which the pictures are mounted. The
most popular of these is velour which
gives the frames a very rich effect.
Another material used in backing-

literature display to be enclosed prevents dust from soiling the back; and
prevents loss of literature.
;

*

*

*

Particular attention should be paid
in selecting the proper finish. Where
the frames are to be used outside, it
is absolutely necessary that they be
waterproof. Be sure that two coats
of highgrade varnish is specified.
Furthermore, by giving the frames a
coat of varnish every six months, they
can be kept indefinitely looking like
new. The color of the finish should
be selected so that the frames harmonize with the rest of the lobby
fixtures.

for the exhibitor and the architect to
give consideration to the lobby equipment in connection with the plans

themselves.
It is difficult to believe, yet in two
instances recently, large theatres were

on the verge of opening when it was
discovered that no provision had been

made

for lobby display advertising.
Situations such as these are obviously
costly, necessitating cutting into expensive walls and working men night
shifts

in

order to be ready for the

opening.

In the remodeling of old theatres,
has been found that lobby display
frames can be used to excellent advantage in giving the theatre the new
and fresh appearance so .desired. Under these conditions, the exhibitor
may take advantage of the special
service provided by manufacturers in
furnishing a complete layout showing
the color scheme of the house, the
frames can be made to harmonize, enit

Illustrating correct lobby advertising. In the view above will be noted a carefully
worked out arrangement of display cases. Use has been made of the space above
doors and on both sides of box office as well as along walls of lobby.

December

5,
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Results!

—
PEERLESS
REFLECTOR ARC LAMP

ENGINEERING
There

is

no mystery

Reflector Arc

Lamps

cient reflector arc

to the fact that Peerless

are the most highly

effi-

lamps made, for

Arc Lamps are

Peerless Reflector

built

as

humanly
proven engineering principles and

nearly mechanically perfect as
possible, to

it

is

high precision standards.
Peerless lamps are rugged
insure durability

and massive

and everlasting

to

service; Peer-

maintained as your guarantee
of perfect mechanical operation without constant adjustment.
less precision

is

Peerless Optical system is much more
an ordinary reflector and condenser combination, for it represents the application of an

The

than,

optical principle that

makes

possible the great-

from the arc crater; its
evidenced by the vastly greater

est utilization of light

superiority

screen

is

illumination

Reflector

obtained by the Peerless

Arc Lamp.

Peerless Reflector Arc Lamps have been
adapted as standard equipment by the greatest
and largest theatre circuits in this country and
the actual number of lamps in operation more
than doubles the total of all other makes com-

bined.

To obtain Peerless screen
Lamps must be used so

WHY
“Peerless

is

results

Peerless

EXPERIMENT?

used on

ALL

worthwhile

installa-

tions”

— WRITE

J. E.
552-54
Imitators

W.

ADAMS

ST.,

FOR LITERATURE —

McAuley Mfg.

Co.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

by their acts undeniably acknowledge the great superiority of the product they endeavor to reproduce and
through their errant efforts only

Make A Great Product Greater

—
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Organ Music Growing

When You Buy

NOVEMBER WAS
MOTSCO MONTH

in Importance in

Picture Houses

MAJ OR~|Equipment

mHE

increased installation of organs in
picture houses of all sizes and the increased cost of the individual installation
have come in for considerable discussion
among leaders in the organ manufacturing
industry.
In an interview on that subject
which he recently gave, T. P. Clancy, general manager of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Company, gave his opinions as to this increase.
-L

For

It’s

A

Long

*

There
not

or

unit
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ing
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over.

Equip-

ment

an
of

light

selecting

ling these

Motsc o
products.

r.

We

guarantee to

imp rove

and

equipment. Long
into

The

line

A.
light

save you
to seven-

ty-five per cent

on your current bill in addition to carfa o n s
All
flicker is eliminated
Motscos give a soft light, restful to the eyes.

complete with two
Price
quick change sockets, less
globe
$25.00
4.00
Extra reflector

.

The Motsco Regulator
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picture offering itself as a

box

that

to this

good day, the

is

complete.

volt,

60

cycle
volt,

$35.00

60

cycle

37.50

The Motsco Regulator Reduces Your
A.

110-Volt

moment

in our national picture houses has
increased in both quality and in quantity.
When you think of what a profound impression organ music made in Chicago,
where hundreds of persons went without
breakfast and paid fifty cents admission to
hear a concert on the Wurlitzer Unit organ
in
the Chicago theatre, every Sunday
morning for weeks, you get an accurate
idea of the pulling power of good music

and

built

fifty

MOTSCO ADAPTER

nor even always the main
Music, they saw, must always play a
tremendous part in every film entertainment, and sometimes, in special cases, they
foresaw where the music would over-

music

other Major

every part.

ab-

solutely

disposal,

“From

Ma-

Olivettes

MAJOR

can be effected by instal-

your

office attraction.

Spotlights,

is

every-

r s

better
results
and great savings in money
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shadow the

the largest factor

life

o

convinced that

They came to realize that the picture of
the moment was not the sole attraction at
their
one.

in-

to the low watt
consumption
is

jor

i t

where are now

to see their calling in its true proportions.

The

vestment.

in

the

Exhib-

*

“But the industry developed as all indusgrew out of adolescence into maturity. The exhibitors began

cost of

MAJOR

amount

and

Motsco Regulator.

tries do, and, in time, it

times

The
is

Motsco Adapter

offer.

itself

many

records and now comes
greater sales of the

•

not pay-

is

*

“When the picture industry was in its
infancy, this was far from being the fact.
The movie-going public was the great unknown quantity in the then new game. Exhibitors knew they were in the picture
showing business, and they clung to the
pictures they were showing as being the
one and only attraction they could possibly

Stage Lighting
Equipment in
service today
that

still

C.

a

piece

all

“As I see it,” Mr. Clancy said, “the main
single factor for the increased installations
of organs and the steadily rising cost of
the individual installations, is that exhibitors are aroused as to the real importance
of good music in their theaters.

Time
is

October broke
with

November

C.

STAYS PUT.

30

to

Volts

and

Motsco
900x30 Volt Lamp.

Install

Regulator and the
Never Regret

You’ll

a

It.

in the picture theatre.

“The small exhibitor no longer thinks
that

any kind of music will do for his paHe wants the best kind of music

trons.

And so naturally he has turned
organ to help him solve his music
problem for him. Many small exhibitors
have found that their patrons prefer organ
music to any other kind.
available.
to the

Major

The

Send

for

the

new

6.

It is

Bulletin No.
free.

A

practical

ing

wealth
stage

information

you should have.
obligations at

of

light-

that

No

all.

Olivette

_ specially designed unit obtaining all the available
light from the lamp
and protecting it by

is

good ventilation and
construction.
heavy

The

light proof color

frame

holders

are

essential particularly
Picture
Motion
in

Theatres.

Company
360 N. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO
Telephone:

Central 0702

*

*

*

“These two factors, really wrapped in
one, it seems to me, answer the anxious
query, ‘Why the increase in organ installation and the increase in the cost of the
individual installation?’ First, then, the
very general demand on the part of all
exhibitors, both large and small, for the
for their
best organ music obtainable
houses, and, secondly, the realization of the
smaller exhibitor that no longer can he get
away with anything in the way of music,

but that he must provide his patrons with
the best music obtainable, and that, he
must buy good substantial organs, even at
considerable outlay of his capital, which,
the long run, will prove a very
investment, indeed.”
in

good

MONARCH ADAPTER
...$10-00

Price complete, less Globe

MONARCH
Theatre Supply Co.
724-26 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,
We

ILL.

have no branch

offices
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FROM
MINE TO
YOUR
PROJECTION

ROOM
By

B. H.

REEVES

General Manager,
Rockbestos Products Corp.

Assistant

K

ING TUTS
and

crown of jewels

rare are
generally conceded to represent a passing of time that staggers
the imagination but compared to the
products that live today in the form
of motion picture cable they are only
in

their

his

treasures

swaddling clothes.

Motion

picture cable, we learn, comes from
the bowels of the earth where it has
resisted annihilation since time began.
million years is only a day in the

A

move from

the earth the rock which is
afterward to be a fluffy mass of snow
white fibres that are going to find their
way to the projection rooms.

After passing through
preparatory process they

various
reappear in
the form of insulation on the cables that
keep the projectors and spots alive, on
the wiring around the switchboard, the
wiring of high wattage lighting fixtures,
and even on the wire that forms the coils
in the spare motor generator set that is
to save the day if something explodes at
the power house.
the

are right on the job in the walls of the
booth, the big curtains, and many other
places where they do their bit.

Motion picture cable and other wires
that are used to spot, arc, and flood lights
have been brought to a high state of
The two imporsafety and perfection.
tant features of the right kind of wire
are flexibility and immunity to flame and
heat. Owing to the intense heat and posfrom fire in projection
the conductor must have the
finest kind of insulation.
Because of the
necessity for constant changes of position for floods, and arcs the cable must
be very flexible and tough enough to endure wear.
danger

sible

booths

The importance

of heat-proof mateindustry is seldom underestimated by the present day designer
and operator, and the fact that it is possible to obtain equipment that will fill
the bill has eased the burden of successful and continuous performance.
rials

Illustration

showing the finished product

life of the rock from which this important product for motion pictures is

made.
The rock and

later the fibres are from
shown on this page.

a pit of the type

Huge

cranes and many other mecontrivances are used to re-

drills,

chanical

The development of motion

picture cable.

The reason

for

their

presence

in

all

these places is obvious.
They do not
deteriorate and heat holds no terrors
for them. The projection machine must
be kept going and that means heat. Fires
are seldom encountered these days but
when they do come our asbestos friends

in

the

Electricians and projectionists will do
well to study this part of their equipment and to select such materials as are
durable and require fewer replacements.

left to right show first a piece of natural long fibre asbestos; second view shows fibres in natural rock of
asbestos and third view the asbestos fibre after it has been removed.

Views

!
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Don’t Neglect

Students Learn About
Theatre Lighting at
Edison Plant
TN

Your

Profit

Point

a

owners

theatre

feel

they

have done full justice to themselves and their audiences when
they build a fine theatre. Some
think first run pictures are the
only path necessary to profit.
Others stress stage presentations.
This is only human, for we all
have our own pet theory.
But
there is one thing that can not be
overlooked. And it is the really
big point of your audiences at-

Your

tention

profit point:

The

Screen

Most screens are good screens
when you first buy them. But to
actually wear and give the long-

DA-LITE Sc reen

est life a

essary.
\% of

And

is

nec-

less

than

your entire investment.

The reason
is

the cost

is

for this

unusual wear

the extra heavy surface of

DA-

LITE Screens and their durable
backing. They are made to give
the same constant good service
through years to come as they
do when first installed. Do you

know

of any other
wdl really do that?

screen that

NOW!

THIS SERVICE
Ask

to

man

call

have
to

a

DA-LITE

show you

samples.

You can
your own way
and just as you see fit. See

test

them

outlined

the

plans

for

the

are discussed in “Better Theatres,” a detailed account of the treatment of two subjects
recently completed in the school
schedule was given.

The

subject of theatre lighting was handled most thoroughly. Mr. Barry arranged
with the authorities of the Edison Lighting
Institute so that training and instruction
was given on theatre lighting by the experts of the Edison Lighting Institute.
The

complete equipment and demonstration facilities
in the Edison Lighting Institute
made it possible for the engineers and the
lighting specialists to give very
practical
instruction.
The Lighting Institute was
equipped with every theatre lighting
apparatus.
Each morning throughout the

week the members of the Paramount Theatre Managers Training
School reported at
the Lighting Institute and
spent the day
sc hedule

of

subjects

treated

.E the experts
ana
who gave instruction
each

is

in

yourself
if
DA-LITE
Screens are the super-quality
screens we claim they are.
Just give us the size and
shape of your theater and
tdnd of projection lamp used.
for

WRITE US AT ONCE!

to

those

and originality

in

who

beauty

in theatres.

Two

of our latest creations

are

the

F
Lasky)
(for

Miami

m

a

o u s

M iami,

and the Palace
Gary, Indiana.

The Michael

Theatre
PlayersFlorida,

Th eatre.

Angelo

Studios are located in Chi-

cago

212

at

E.

Superior

street.

“The History of Theatre and Stage Lighting,”

by A. L. Powell.
Fundamentals

Electricity, ”

of

bv

J

“History. Development and Theory
descent Lamps,” by H. Schroeder.
Types,
Quality,
Maintenance

H
of

KurIncan-

and Use
of
Lamps, by O. P. Anderson.
“Fundamental Terms of Lighting and Illumination,” by A. B. Oday.
Methods of Controlling Light,” by
I

A.

urner.

S

“Design and Equipment for Stage Lighting,"
by
A. L. Powell.
“Lighting for Prologues,” by A. L.
Powell.
“The Psychology of Color,” by R. G. Newell.
“Color-Producing Media,” by T. Fuchs.
“Color Lamps,” by R. G. Morrison.
“Types of Reflectors and Their Use,” by A
B
Oday.

“Auditorium Lighting,” by M. Horner.
“Window Displays and Window Lightin-,”

by

“Lighting the Marquee,” by E. B. Fox.
“Sign Lighting,” by T. B. Brown.
“Poster and Lobby Frame Lighting.” by
E B
Fox.
“Street Lighting,” by T. B. Brown.
“Flood Lighting,” by J. A. Summers.
“Special Advertising Effects,” by A. S. Turner.
“Light and Music,” by A. L. Powell.
“Incandescent Projection,” by J. H. Kurlander.

To complement

Plan

the training given in the

to Start

F N
.

.

Four

Films December 7

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SCREEN

answer

seek the utmost

in

Edison Lighting Institute, Mortimor Norden handled the subject “The Maintenance
of Marquees and Theatre Signs.” Experts
in Mr. Norden’s company
took the class to
the different marquees on Broadway
and
explained the principles given by Mr. Norden as they applied to the different marquees and theatre signs.

Super- Quality

AN

as follows:

A. D. Bell.

DA-LITE SCREEN &
SCENIC COMPANY

STUDIOS

course

which forty members of the first class coming from twenty-one states of the nation
and chosen from five hundred applicants
were to follow over the period of six
months’ intensive work.
Because the work done in the school
touches upon many of the subjects which

*

1925

THE
MICHAEL
ANGELO

“Better Theatres”

lanrfer.

THERE IS NO COST
OR OBLIGATIONS FOR

actual

of

,

We do not!
That is why we think it will pay
you well to investigate DA-LITE
Screens right

issue

5,

W

A John F. Barry, director
of Paramount
Theatre Managers Training School, summarized the steps in the organization and
early development of the newly established
school for training theatre managers. This
article

Some

recent

December

O

—

LI
LI A
Nov. 17. Four pictures
for First National release go into production December 7 at the Hollywood
studios,

WOOD,

according to an announcement

made here

today.
The pictures include “Kiki,” “East
of the Setting Sun,” “The Second Chance ”
and “Mile. Modiste.”

Cup

Dixie

Service

Also Pays a Profit

TF DIXIE
really

Cups and vendors
were an expense the laws

prohibiting the common drinkingglasses might be a matter of some
concern to motion picture theatres.

But

actually pay a
an added incentive
your
for making available to
audiences this service which they
use so constantly and appreciate
so much.
The DIXIE penny vendor opadvansilently
another
erates
tage appreciated by the theatre
owner.
since

profit there

they
is

—

Complete information upon request
A FRESH CUP WITH EVERY DRINK

INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP

CO.,

Inc.

Original makers of the Paper Cup
New York, N. Y.
Easton, Pa.
With Branches at Philadelphia, Chicago,
Baltimore, Los Angeles, New York

DIXIE cups
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Largest Control Board Shipped to
Los Angeles Temple

W

HAT

believed to be the largest
control board ever constructed
was loaded oh freight cars and left Chicago last week for Los Angeles where it
will be installed in the new A1 Malaikah
Temple of the A. A. O. N. M. S. The
board was built by the Hub Electric Company, Chicago. The auditorium in which it
will be used has a seating capacity of 7,200
with a reserve seating capacity of 6,000
more. The building is the work of Archiis

stage

John C. Austin, and Holmes and Sanborn, engineers of Los Angeles.

tect

The mammoth board

designed to control the lights on a stage 84 feet in depth
and 100 feet wide across the proscenium
opening.
All the lighting for the scenes
of a play can be “pre-set” in advance and
controlled by one little flip of the finger
on a master lever at the center of the
board.
One man has absolute control of
the entire board with no more effort than
is

25

playing a piano. Not only does it control
all the white lights on the stage and auditorium, but also controls amber, red, blue
and green lights as well, and is provided
with equipment to make" every lamp gradually and easily fade away into total darkness, with a velvety smoothness that is so
desirable in

modern

the
changed into
be a total of
tered around
light a town
If

all

theatrical illusions.

lights controlled by it
fifty-watt lamps, there

were
would

20,000 lamps, which, if scatwith five to a family, would
of four thousand souls.
Its
total weight is over twenty tons, not including supplementary equipment and it is
twenty-six feet long. The inventor of the
board, Albert R. Locke, is a Chicago man.

Amateur’s Camera Using Standard
Film Developed by DeYry
camera
The
A SMALL
many
which

motion picture

standard size film has been developed and placed on the market by the
DeVry Corporation, 1111 Center street,
Chicago. In announcing it to the motion
uses

picture field officials of the company voice
the belief that the new camera will meet
with wide favor among theatre owners of
the country in filming local events of interest which can be flashed on their screen

with

their

present

equipment

projection

standard theatre
daylight loading

fact that

film.

it

is

feaone of its
tures.
The DeVry camera is spring driven
a full scene being possible at one press
of the button. Or, if desired, it may be
used as a still camera making one picture
is

—

only.

The camera

is

leather

finished

on

a

pressed steel case. The press button is located at the lower right corner and when
pressed releases the spring motor that automatically feeds the film through the
camera at the right speed. Slotted ends
of winding shaft for spring and attachment for hand crank when one picture at
the time is desired are provided.
screw
socket is also provided for tripod.

A

*

Other features of the camera are the anfocusing lever attached to
lens
three view finders and footage indicator which is of positive direct drive type
indicating from one to one hundred in feet
and meters.
;

The

DeVry

of the

DeVry camera

announced as $160.

$2,000,000 St. Louis
Theatre Is Ready

New DeVry Camera
since the film used in the new
is of the standard width.

selling price

out-

fit

•%.

In size the new DeVry camera measures
8^2 by 6/2 by 3j4.
It weighs &I/2 pounds.
It holds 100 feet of full size professional

for

uses standard size him.

*

astigmat lens;

is

Threading new DeVry camera which

Opening

liarns,

manager, has announced

officially.

The house will be operated by
pheum Circuit as a combination

the Orfirst-run

motion picture and high class vaudeville
It was built by the Metropolitan
Theatre Corporation at a cost of $2,000,000 and is among the largest in the United
theatre.

States,

seating 4,100 persons.

Construction has started on the St.
Louis-Gravois Theatre at Gravois and El-

lenwood

Avenues

in

South

St.

Louis..

The

project will cost approximately $1,000,000 and will seat 1,850 persons. There
will be 450 seats in the mezzanine balcony.

The new St. Louis theatre, Grand Boulevard at Morgan Street, St. Louis, Mo., will

This project was promoted by Reuben
Levine of Chicago, and the Gohman-Levine Construction Company, Chicago, are

be opened on 'November 23, Clarence Wil-

the builders.
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New Generator
for Low Intensity Lamp

Samuels Announces
Set

AFTER many

months of preparation during which the assistance of expert electrical designers, experienced projectionists
and leading equipment distributors was
freely drawn upon, the Samuels Stabilarc
Company of Allentown, Pa. has recently
placed on the market its new Stabilarc, a
motor-generator set designed particularly
for use with the mirror arc low intensity
lamp.
The development of Stabilarc has been
guided by the demands of the work it must
perform and was not restricted, by the
dictates
and manufacturing
of
design
methods, it is announced. Accordingly, it
is much more than simply a small edition
hastily

marketed

to
*

fill

*

Stabilarc is made up with oversized ball
bearings and all openings are thoroughly
guarded with removable plates without interfering with the cooling stream of air to
which the interior is constantly subjected.

Operation is practically noiseless.
Conceived and developed by Irving Samuels,

general

manager of the Automatic

Devices Co., Stabilarc has already received
the approval of leading exhibitors and

December

5,
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Projector Is Used in
Novel Exploitation
Stunt in East
NEW YORK, Nov. 24. —The well
slogan “JANSSEN WANTS TO
SEE YOU”—which has for years attract-

known

—

ed people in all walks of life authors,
composers, stars, layers, doctors, musicians,
not forgetting the newspaper men, was
visualized last Thursday evening at Janssen’s
Hofbrau Haus, 53rd Street and
Broadway, by means of the Capitol selfoperating projector.

For some time past

Company through

Machine

the Capitol

production unit, the
Claremont Laboratories, Inc., prepared a
motion picture of the daily happenings.
The masters of culinary art who have for
the past years drawn crowds to Janssen’s
appeared apparently in person on the silver
screen, brought there by the Caiptol SelfOperating Projector.

a demand.
*

The results of this policy are reflected
in the performance of the Stabilarc. Tests
in actual theatre operation, it is declared,
show it to give perfect results at any lamp
current from 15 to 30 amperes, whether
with one or two arcs. This flexibility al-

its

What the Capitol projector can do was
cleverly exhibited Thursday night. As one
came into the restaurant the Capitol projector with the daylight screen attached,
exhibited a wonderful picture.
It was an
attraction by itself, but a surprise was
given to the gathering when the lights were

to use only as much
current as his conditions demand with the
consequent proportionate saving in current
being paid for. Furthermore, the efficient
design of Stabilarc enables the use of only
a 3 HP. motor which further reduces the
current charge.
To demonstrate the liberality of design
and manufacture, the machine in public
demonstration held two 30 ampere arcs for
35 minutes without heating and was run
open-circuited for an equal length of time
at normal temperature without the use of
any relays, solenoids, or other devices to
limit the direct current voltage.

lows the projectionist

dimmed and Aaronson’s Crusaders— Broad-

way’s

famous

dance

— played

orchestra

lively tunes particularly suitable

and syn-

chronizing with the motion picture of happenings at the Hofbrau House, which were
shown six feet large in front of the stage.
Those who were dining and dancing a few
nights ago perhaps learned for the first
time that the Capitol Machine Company
had impressed their image upon the celluloid.

Two Large Theatres
Where Beauty and
Tone Is Sold at a Profit
Purity in the tone of your orchestral

music pleases the ears of your Audience. Beauty pleases the eyes. Both
are strong factors of success from a
Box Office viewpoint. Gallagher Music
Stands,
and other orchestral
equipment have long been noted for
their sheer beauty as well as prac-

—

ticability.

For purity

Opened
New motor

generator set for mirror arc

lamp developed by the Samuels Stabilarc Company, Allentown, Pa.
equipment dealers as evidenced by orders
received from New York City to Vancouver, Canada.
The new equipment is
being marketed by exclusive franchise
through responsible equipment distributors,
applications for territory being considered
in order as received.

of

tone in
orchestra

music

America’s largest and
finest

new

This

is the
beautiful

special

de-

signed
Gallagher

Music
Stand for
Motion
Picture
Theatres.

Write for

and

the

recent

opening

of

the

day.

Biba Brothers, who have on schedule a
comprehensive program of theatre building,
opened their new Ritz theatre at 6334
Roosevelt Road.
The Ritz is a splendid
modern structure, designed by Hooper &
Janusch. Among its equipment features is
a large Kilgen organ. The projection room
is
equipped with Simplex machines and
theatre is a new Ascher
house located at 35th street and Archer
avenue. It was built by R. Levine & Company and has a seating capacity of almost
3,000.
The opening was an auspicious affair being featured by a community celebration in which neighborhood business
men joined in a large parade and fireworks
attractions were staged across the street
from the house. A record breaking crowd
requiring special police in handling was on

use only

New

Following

Harding and State theatres within the past
month two more large Chicago neighborhood houses were opened last week, the
openings falling on the same day, Thurs-

McAuley lamps.
The Mid-West

theatres
the

in Chicago
Last Week

hand.

Bulletin

Ralph Emerson of radio fame presided
Barton organ at the
Mid-West.

full de-

at the console of the

tails.

Gallagher Orchestra
Equipment Co.

DeMille Aid Returns

NEW

3235 Southport Avenue

CHICAGO

Control Panel for

New

Stabilarc.

—

to

Coast

YORK, Nov. 17. Mrs. E. K. Adams,
chief of the West Coast story department for
Cecil B. De Mille, has returned to Los Angeles
after a six weeks visit in New York on a quest
for story material.
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What Public Wants

nature

the people.
Tschaikowsky’s
roots deep in the national
spirit of the Russian people; sorrow, suffering, privation, injustice are expressed by
the use of primary colors. Pastels, on the
other hand, represent the abstraction of the
idealistic.
In lighting an overture such as
that of Mignon, we keep in mind the nature of the character portrayed, and the
lighting should consistently describe that
character. In lighting La Boheme, again,
the important thing is the theme of the
music the gay, carefree atmosphere interpreted in terms of color, for both color
and music aid interpretation.

in

Theatres Is Told
By Rothafel
(

Continued, from Page

16)

merely accompany the picture. Its function
is to interpret the action and character of
the picture, to lift it up and carry it over
It is
the flat dimensions of the screen.
interpretative music that supplies the body
and foundation of the presentation. The
music should not obtrude itself upon the

The

If

it

its

—

*

interpretative in the full
meaning of the word, it will become so
integral a part of the picture that the lines
of confluence will be hardly distinguishable,
and such music we try to present.

patron.

of

music has

is

too,

is

belief

We

most

is

*

that the motion picture
theatre of tomorrow will aspire in its
artistic endeavors to reach the standard of
grand opera.
shall
theatres
see
equipped and constructed, along different
It

important.
There is no miracle about it, no magic,
although the georgeous ensembles of color
stimulate the effect created by a magician’s
wand. Neither is it an indiscriminate or
haphazard throwing together of colors,
since behind each lighting effect there is an
idea, consistently conceived and executed.
Elemental passions and emotions have their
counterparts in the primary colors, red,
blue and green. They are the colors which
best express the spirit of the Latin countries
Italy and Spain— and they are the
colors which we use as the principal motifs
in lighting such orchestral
numbers as
Capriccio Italien and Capriccio Espagnol.
Russian music also deals with the elemental
lighting,

my

*

generally on one floor, and with
stages of much greater proportions than
those we now have. The decorative effects
will be of neutral character and free from
ornamental properties or design. They will
be created by light, thereby creating atmosphere appropriate for each individual
production. Vast progress will be made in
lines,

—

many ways.
Development of the present systems of
lighting, I am convinced will be the greatest stride made during the next few years.
In this respect, too, the theatre of tomorrow will be different. Projection of light

—

from various parts of the house upon highly
sensitized screens will be utilized to create

They Cost A Little More
But They’re Worth It

27
Color will play a most important
will be in the hands

effects.

part,

and the control

of a single operator, stationed somewhere in
the orchestra, who will play upon a keyboard similar to that of a piano. By this
means shades of color and intensities of
light will be varied to suit the mood of
action.
By combinations of the primary
colors, pictures shown upon the screen will
be suitably presented, while the music from
a symphony orchestra, synchronizing with
the acting, will aid in making a single impression upon the spectator.
* * *

Acoustics no longer present a problem,
since the amplification systems, with

We

—

;

know.
day

Bausch

& Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses
and

Arrange with
ing

Condensers
your dealer TODAY for

a convincWrite us for descriptive literature.

trial.

Bausch
652

& Lomb Optical Co*
St.

Paul

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

which

are now experimenting, will carry the
voice and will send it perfectly almost any
distance within reason, and certainly a distance greater than could be found in any
theatre.
have now installed a system in
the Capitol theatre which permits the director to sit in a chair and speak in a natural
tone of voice even in a whisper, so that he
can be heard in any corner of the theatre
the booth, more than 200 feet away from
him, and in any corner of the stage by the
conductor and all those concerned.
The orchestras of tomorrow will be quite
different from those today.
They will be
smaller for theatre work, with many new
instruments
but each instrument will be
so amplified that the orchestra will probably exceed in “color” and volume of tone
an orchestra many times its size today.
For projection we have now developed
the high intensity arc, a special filter, and
a newly-designed shutter. Tomorrow such
apparatus will be so controlled automatically that it will require the most highly
trained operators to direct the showing of
synchronized, sensitized pictures. Today
motion pictures do not form a part of art;
they are the result of the fusion of varied
abilities.
But shown in the future with
light, color, music, even scent, (we have
attempted that, too!) pictures will afford
the highest expression of art that we shall

we

I

hope that

I

shall live to see that

We are working slowly; we are dreaming
wonderful things; we are visualizing mar-

We

velous projects.
shall develop many
auxiliary types of motion pictures educational and perhaps industrial
in connection
with radio and with medical science. The
work of the past is but the stepping-stone
to something much finer and better in the

—

future,

—

and the development in the picture
is but an indication of

industry thus far

what

is

to

come.

Karl Brenkert of Brenkert Light Projecwas a recent visitor

tion Company, Detroit,
in Chicago.
* *

*

Charles Hahn, who has been connected
with the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing
Company has joined the J. E. McAuley
Manufacturing Company in Chicago.
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6

Many

of the products listed below are advertised by reliable companies in this issue of “Better Theatres.”
See “Advertisers Index ” before filling in coupon for information.

A
Accounting systems.

1

2 Accoustical installations.

Adapters, carbon.
Adding, calculating

Theatres” offers on these pages an indigo vidual service to its readers through this Exhibitors
Information and Catalog Bureau. Detailed information and catalogs concerning any product listed on
these pages will be sent to any theatre owner, man-

7 Advertising novelties,

materials.
8 Advertising projectors.

dome

Mil Fill in the

407

signals.

14 Arc lamps, reflecting.
15 Architectural service.
16 Arc regulators.
17 Artificial plants, flowers.
18 Art titles.

{IT

S.

Dearborn

outs.

21 Automatic sprinklers.

B
22 Balloons, advertising.

23 Banners.
24 Baskets, decorative.
25 Bell-buzzer signal
tems.

We

sys-

27 Blowers, hand.

Booking agencies for musicians.

Booking agencies

(state

kind).

30 Boilers.
31 Bolts, panic.
32 Booths, projection.

Carpet

cleaning
pound.
50 Carpet covering.
52 Cement, film.
53 Chair covers.
54 Chairs, wicker.
55 Chairs, theatre.
56 Change makers.
57 Changer overs.
58 Color hoods.
59 Color wheels.
60 Condensors.

Do

not hesitate to ask

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Date strips.
Decorations (state kind).
Decorators, theatre.

Fire alarms.
Fire escapes.
Fire extinguishers.
Fire hose.
Fire hose reels, carts.
Fire proof curtains.
88 Fire proof doors.
89 Fire proofing materials.
90 Fixtures, lighting.
82
83
84
85
86
87

95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Floor covering.
Floor runners.
Flowers, artificial.

102
103
104
105
106

Fronts, metal theatre.
Furnaces, coal burning.
Furnaces, oil burning.
Furniture, theatre.
Fuses.

Dimmers.

J
119 Janitors’ supplies.

Draperies.
Drinking fountains.
Duplicating machines.

Fountains, decorative.
Fountains, drinking.
Frames-poster, lobby dis-

E

change-

c
39 Cable.

71 Electric fans.
72 Electrical flowers.
73 Electric power generating plants.
74 Electric signs.
75 Electric signal and control systems.

lights.

Emergency

lighting
plants.
77 Exit light signs.

76

40 Cabinets.

G
testing

instruments.

promo-

able.

circuit

107 Generators.
108 Grilles, brass.
109 Gummed labels.
110 Gypsum products.

H
111 Hardware, stage.
112 Heating system, coal.
113 Heating system, oil.

42 Cameras.
43 Canopies for fronts.
44 Carbons.
45 Carbon sharpeners.
46 Carbon wrenches.
47 Carpets.

I

F
78
79
80
81

Film
Film
Film
Film

cleaners.
splicing machine.
tools (state kind).

waxing machine.

114
115
116
117

L
120 Labels, film caution.
Lamps, decorative.
122 Lamp dip coloring.
123 Lamps, general lighting.
124 Lamps, incandescent pro-

121

jection.

125 Lamps, reflecting arc.
126 Lamp shades.
127 Lavatory equipment, furnishings.
128 Lavatory fixtures.
129 Ledgers, theatre.
130 Lenses.
131 Lights,

exit.

132 Lights, spot.
133 Lighting fixtures.
134 Lighting installations.
135 Lighting systems, complete.

136 Linoleum.
137 Liquid soap.
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Liquid soap containers.
Lithographers.
Lobby display frames.
Lobby gazing balls.

Lobby furniture.
Lobby decorations.
Lubricants (state kind).

Luminous numbers.
Luminous signs, interior,
exterior.

Footlights.

play.

Disinfectants— perfumed.
Doors, fireproof.

70 Electric

tion.

48 Carpet cushion.

problems

operation of your theatre.

91 Flashlights.
92 Flashers, Electric sign.
93 Flood lighting.
94 Floorlights.

D

35 Brass grills.

38 Bulletin boards,

com

51 Cases, film shipping.

33 Booths, ticket.
34 Box, loge chairs.

Calcium

Chicago.

are glad to serve you.

stage-

pulleys,
26 Blocks,
rigging.

41

street,

^ us for any information on equipment or

49

20 Automatic projection cut-

36 Brass rails.
37 Brokers-Theatre

to

con-

curtain

trol.

29

it

tfjTMany of the products listed by this Bureau are
advertised in this issue of “Better Theatres.” See
Advertisers’ Index.

pertaining to the efficient

19 Automatic

28

coupon on the next page and mail

the “Better Theatres” division, Exhibitors Herald,

tents.

11 Aisle lights.
12 Aisle rope.

Alarm

ager, architect or projectionist.

equip-

conditioning
ment.

9 Air

13

signs.

{]T “Better

Admission signs.
Addressing machines.

10 Air

118 Interior illuminated

ma-

chines.

6

Free Service to Readers
of “Better Theatres”

M
147 Machines, ticket.
148 Machines, pop corn.
149 Machines, sanitary vending.

150

Make

up, boxes, theatri-

151 Marble.
152 Marquise.
153 Mats, leather
154 Mats and runners.
155 Mazda projection adapt0
156 Metal lath.
157 Metal numbers, letters.
158 Metal polish.
159 Mirror, shades.
160 Motor generators.
161 Motion picture cable.
162 Musical instruments
(state kind).
163 Music publishers.
164 Music stands.

N

Ink, pencils for slides.

Insurance, Fire.
Insurance, Rain.
Interior decorating service.

165 Napkins.
166 Novelties, advertising.
167 Nursery furnishings and

equipment.
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201 Projection machines.
202 Projection machine parts.
203 Projection room equip-

168 Oil burners.
169 Orchestral pieces.

171 Organs.

172
173

174
175
176

177

R

tre fronts.

204 Radiators.
205 Radiator covers.

209 Rectifiers.
210 Reconstruction service.

Shutters, metal

185 Player pianos.
186 Plastic fixtures and decorations.
fixtures.

188 Positive film.

Reflectors (state kind).

Refurnishing service.
Regulators, Mazda.

Stage doors-valances. etc.
249 Stage lighting equipment.
250 Stage lighting systems.
251 Stage rigging-blocks,

Reels.

219 Reseating service.
220 Rewinding film.
221 Rest-room, equipment
and furnishings.

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

195 Power generating plants.
196 Printing, theatre.
197 Programs.
198 Program covers.
199 Program signs, illu-

minated.

280 Towels, cloth.
281 Trailers.
286
282 Transformers.
283 Tripods.
284 Turnstiles, register.
285 Typewriters.

u
Uniforms.

Stair treads.
Statuary.
Steel lockers.
Stereopticons.

Sweeping compounds.
Switchboards.
Switches, automatic.

287
288
289
290
291

Valances, for boxes.
Vases, stone.

Vacuum cleaners.
Ventilating fans.
Ventilating, cooling systern.

Safes, film.

Scenery, stage.
Scenic artists’ service.
Screens.
Screen paint.
Seat covers.
Seat indicators, vacant.

231 Seats, theatres.
232 Signs (state kind).

200 Projection lamps.

277 Tile stands.
278 Tool cases, operator’s.
279 Towels, paper.

Stage scenery.

T

s
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

275 Ticket selling machines.
276 Tile.

pulleys.

190 Poster frames.
191 Poster lights.
192 Poster paste.
193 Portable projectors.
194 Pottery, decorative.

fire.

Spotlights.

222 Rigging, stage.
223 Roofing materials.

189 Posters.

outfits.

Soap containers, liquid.
Speed Indicators.

service.

218 Resonant orchestra platform.

184 Picture sets.

making

Slide mats.

cases.

183 Pianos.

Plumbing

Slide lanterns.
Slide

182 Photo frames.

187

Slide ink, pencils.

216 Reel end signals.
217 Reel packing, carrying

181 Perfumers.

272 Ticket choppers.
273 Ticket holders.
274 Ticket racks.

207 Rails, rope.
208 Rain insurance.

212
213
214
215

179 Paper drinking cups.
180 Paper towels.

271 Ticket booths.

Slides.

206 Rails, brass.

211 Redecorating

178 Paint, screen.

Sign flashers.
Sign-cloth.

Sign lettering service.
Side walk machines, corn
poppers.

.

Organ novelty slides.
Organ lifts.
Organ chamber heaters.
Ornamental fountains.
Ornamental metal work.
Ornamental metal thea-

269 Theatre seats.
270 Tickets.

Signs, parking.

ment.

170 Orchestra pit fittings,
furnishings.

Signals, reel end.

260 Tally counters.
261 Tapestries.
262 Tax free music.
263 Telephones, inter-communicating.
264 Temperature regulation
system.
265 Terra Cotta.
266 Terminals.
267 Theatre accounting systerns.

268 Theatre dimmers.

292 Ventilating systems,
complete.
293 Vending machines, sos
towels, napkins, etc.
294 Vitrolite

w
295 Wall burlap
296 Wall leather.
297 Watchman’s Clocks.
298 Water coolers.
299 Wheels, color
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Kunsky’s $2,000,000
State Is Opened
in Detroit

Fight the

Competition

With

of

newer houses

with

a new
Sign

opening on

Thursday

night,
$2,000,000 State
theatre, John H. Kunsky added to his already powerful string of motion picture
houses in Detroit, and presented to the
theatre-going public of that City of the
Straits one of the most beautiful theatres
in the entire state of Michigan.
The State opened with a blaze of glory,
and the S. R. O. sign was hung out long
before the pull curtains first parted to open
the bill, headed by
Noe, famous

the

October

29,

new

the

of

Emma

dramatic

soprano

and concert

star,

and

Fusilers, a 16 voice male
choir.
As an added feature, Van and
Schenck, who have been appearing at the
Capitol, sister theatre of the new State,
added their pep and personality to the occa-

the Royal

Welsh

sion.

*

An

attrac-

border
effect with
tive

reading

the

matter

flash-

and

ing

on

off,

makes
sign

this

stand

out
mag-

like

a

net,

inviting

the attention

every

of

passerby.

Get

lots of action

with

and

Motion
Color
Flashers
used in
installa-

are
9

tions
10.

out of
Driven

by reliable

Hey

nold

Motors

and

the accepted
standard.

Color Hoods
in seven brilliant, fadeless
colors,
have foolproof spring fasteners.
Save dollars in lamp re-

newals,

and

expensive

dipping.

WRITE

2651 W. Congress

St.,

Chicago

FOR OUR BULLETIN
“What's New in Signs"

Beauty,

*

*

harmony and comfort,

have been the keynotes

which

Organ arrangement at the Uptown
theatre, Chicago's largest motion picture palace.
Organ chambers fully

in the construction

of the State, are most inadequate words to
use in describing the magnificent new edifice which Mr. Kunsky has raised to the art
Gorgeous
of motion picture presentation.
drapes have been hung from walls and
pillars, while beautiful white marble pillars
rise from the floors and tower upwards,
adding to the majestic beauty of the house.
Deep carpets worked in blue on a red
background cover the floors, staircases and

protected

YOUR

*

*

Soft lights played upon
throughout their number

background and the bright uniforms into
high relief.
The musical numbers rendered by the Royal Welsh Fusilers met
with ready response from the audience, and
added much to the extremely high type of
entertainment which was presented on the
opening night, and which will be maintained from now on.
Emma Noe scored one of the biggest
hits with her vocal numbers, and was repeatedly called back to give encores. Miss
Noe worked before a simple but gorgeous
exterior setting, depicting an old Italian
garden, which was exquisitely done in the
usual Pierce-Moule manner, and which
ranked favorably with the setting which
they erected for the Fusilers. Miss Noe’s
vocal ability needs no introduction to the
music lovers of this country, and to say
that her work on the opening night of the

was superb is expressing it mildly.
Gus Van and Joe Schenck, that inimitable pair of comedy singers who have a
way about them which no audience that apState

preciates the novel in musical offerings can

Evenheeters
Electric Heat”

Install

“Automatic

The only Fire Underwriters approved
equipment especially designed for pipe
organs.

Are you protecting your organ against
deterioration? Is its music giving you the
greatest returns on your investment?
Do
you feature your organ in your program?
If cold weather is allowed to influence
your organ, your best planned effects are
ruined.
Cold organ chambers put the
organ out of tune with itself and your
orchestra.
Your whole organ effect can
be quickly spoiled by a sudden cold wind
or blizzard blowing on the exposed walls
of your organ chambers.

EVENHEETERS

are the quick and
these organ troubles.
“Automatic
Electric
Heat” are quickly and easily installed and
come complete with simple thermostat con-

permanent cure

for

EVENHEETERS,

trol.

is

songsters
brought the

the

ORGAN

OFFSET THE PIPE
ORGAN’S TWIN ENEMIES

deadening the footfalls, and adding
comfort of all who enter the doors.
Decorations throughout the playhouse are
in blue and gold, with a delicate touch of
pink which adds more beauty to the already
beautiful. Comfort of the patrons has been

masonry had been used

PIPE

COLD WEATHER
AND DAMPNESS

to the

believe that real
in the making.
*

Evenheeters.

Also Should be Protected Against

aisles,

thoughtfully taken care of, as the theater
chairs are restful and comfortable, and
have been placed far enough apart to give
plenty of “leg room.”
Howard O. Pierce, in charge of all Kunsky stage presentations, and Thomas D.
Moule, Pierce’s partner in this work, outdid themselves in presenting to the crowded
house of “first nighters” one of the most
gorgeous and well-balanced stage settings
it has ever been the pleasure of this writer
As a background for the Royal
to see.
Welsh Fusilers, whose musical offerings
were crowned with the hearty applause of
the capacity house, Pierce and Moule
erected a complete castle courtyard set,
with ramparts and towers which were so
finely executed as to make the audience

by

First cost is very low.
small and can be done

trician.

Once

Installation cost

by your own elecno further

installed, there is

attention or servicing needed.

EVENHEETERS

—Save their cost by reducing organ servicing.
— Uniformly heat organ chambers.
— Drive out dampness.
— Maintain even temperatures regardless
exposure.
— Are absolutely
— Require no maintenance.
— Keep the organ
all

of

noiseless.

fully In

pitch.

Now is the best time to install EVENHEETERS.
Installation will not lose an hour of organ performance.

We will recommend proper size and quote
prices promptly upon receipt of inquiry giving
us dimensions of each organ chamber and stating which of the walls, if any, are outside or
exposed.
Write today and be protected for the winter.

Cramblet Engineering
Corp.
177 5th Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

Also manufacturers of sign flashers,
border chasers, etc.
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miss, made merry in their number.
This
pair of singers, who have been associated
for 17 years, “know their stuff,” to say the
least, which statement is borne out by the
fact that they were called back time and
again to give encores.

Mrs.

Marguerite Werner presiding or-

ganist of the new $60,000 Wurlitzer organ,
was assisted by Ambrose Larson, guest organist who was sent to Detroit for the
opening of the new State by the Rudolph
Wurlitzer company.
Both organists did
themselves proud in their manipulation of
the huge keyboard, which is mounted on a
special platform raised and lowered from
view by hydraulic lifts, as is the orchestra
platform.
*
*
>

The

State otchestra, which is equal in
that of the Capitol, which will be
under the direction of Herbert Straub,
former conductor of the Madison orchestra, was assisted by Eduard Warner, conductor of the Capitol orchestra, who acted
as guest conductor for the overture at the
State opening.

CONDENSING LENSES
HEAT

—

the

SUPERIOR OPTICAL
QUALITIES

RESISTING

glass

is

specially

tempered and therefore

can

changes of temperature
with no danger of crackoutlasting

ing,

many

S.

Is

O, G. Factory

Connected With the

Goerz Optical Works
Berlin,

Germany

Manufacturers of the

Famous Goerz Lenses

do not absorb

light

rays; therefore they produce the purest light on
the screen, if used in projectors
;

they do not absorb rays of
photographic value; therefore, they give the maximum light value for the
photographic film, if used
studio lights.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORPORATION
45 West 45th Street
New York City

nSH-SCHURMAN
45 West 45th

Exhibitors who like to be the first to
introduce the newest in modern conveniences in their offices or in their theatres
will be interested

—they

Sole Distributers

popular prices prevailing.

Patron Smokers

are of extreme meand chemical
chanical
clearness and do not discolor;

in

The screen feature for the opening of
the new house was “Classified,” starring
Corrine Griffith.
The policy of the new

Here’s Novelty for

—they

O
G

times condensers made
of ordinary optical glass.

The

they are more highly polished than others;

S

extreme

stand

size to

State will be the same as the Capitol, that
of continuous performances daily from
noon to 11 p. m., with the Kunsky scale of

31

St.,

1050 Cahuenga Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.
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CORP.,
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ADDRESS

Kindly mail folder giving information helpful in overcoming condenser trouble.

CITY

in a new cigar and
lighter
cigarette
has
just
which

been developed. A
view of the new
device
shown
is
herewith.
few of these
lighters in theatre
lobbies and in the

You

A

m e n’s
room
on

screening Alexander Publicity Pictures

smoking
un-

will

You

save

doubtedly

many

a

scratch

the

marble

walls or on

The

Remoliter, as the device is known,
operates on the electric light current, A. C.
or D. C. 110 volt.
One simply presses a
button to “light up.”
Heating units used
in it are renewable.
The lighter is handsomely finished in beautiful designs.

Complete Film Is Made
in Natural Color
For the first time in the history of the
Paramount studios, an entire production
has been made with the use of panchroPanchromatic

monthly income from each adver-
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advertiser boosts your theatre.
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to motion picture photographed, brings out
the true color values of the characters and
the acts.
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Fig. 3
A projector of the semi-portable
type which finds application in school auditoriums, lecture halls and by traveling
exhibitors.

—

1
A standard theatre projector
equipped for projection with Mazda
lamps, used in photoplay houses and
largest school auditoriums.

Fig.

—

—

used
Fig. 4 Portable motion picture projector
in schools, lodge halls, by salesmen and traveling
exhibitors.

Illustrating Article

By

R. E.

Farnham

—

Stereopticon or lantern slide proFig. 6
many applications in the
find
jectors
school, the church and the home.

—

Fig. 9
Motion picture
projector using 16-mm.
film, used in the home,
schools and in business.

— An

Fig. 5

ideal class room arrangement, a stereopticon projector and translucent screen.

Fig.

7

— Maps,

illustrations,

charts,

and

other similar materials, as well as lantern
slides, can be shown with this equipment.

—

Standard width (35 mm.) film compared with 16 mm. film each roll contains
8,000 pictures (6 minutes projection).
Fig. 8

;

u

50 60 70 80
Percent Volts or

90 100
Amperes

—

Fig. 11 (Above)
These curves show the rapidity
with which the screen illumination falls off with
a reduction in the voltage applied by the lamp,
and with the current consumed by the lamp.

—The

prismatic condenser combines efficient light utilization with compactness.
Fig. 12

(Right)

Condenser'

aperture
spacing

—An

Fig. 10
tor that

lantern

automatic stereopticon projecprojects a continuous series of
advertising
excellent for
purposes.

slides

—
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PICTURE PROJECTION
and the
EARN HAM

for Education, Business
By

R. E.

Engineering Dept., National

>HE

use of motion pictures in fields
of the photoplay house is
JL becoming widespread. So popular is
this form of presentation that, together
with slide projection, it is bringing about a
new technique of teaching, with many advantages over earlier methods.
Visual impressions conveyed by motion
pictures stimulate the imagination, stir the
emotions and are productive of prompt
Lantern slides are adapted to conaction.
veying greater detail and supplementing
outside

I

the

spoken presentation.

TABLE

to

Park, Cleveland, 0.

be of great value in schools, churches,

—

and lodges in business and in the home.
Equipments for motion picture projection
are characterized by precision of the mechanical and optical elements.
Moreover,
there is a constant improvement in lamps
and lenses that results in better screen
lighting, both in quality and quantity. Thus,
the development of the aspheric condenser
and larger diameter objective lenses has
added as much as 150 per cent to the light

Both are found

I.— THE FIELD

Lamp Works, Nela

for
lamps.

theatre

utilization

Mazda

using

projectors

OF APPLICATION FOR EACH LIGHT SOURCE USED IN
PROJECTION WORK
Approximate Limits
Picturo

Illuminant

Type of Projector

Service

f

Motion
Picture
Theatre

Standard Theatre
Motion Picture

Throw

Width

75 amp. D. C.
High Intensity Arc.
12-20 amp. D. C.
Mirror Arc.
50-75 amp. D. C.
Ordinary Arc.
900-watt, 30-amp.

14 feet

120 feet
and over
100 feet

and over

and over

18 feet

150 feet

Mazda Lamp.

16 feet

120 feet

14 feet

100 feet

16 feet

and over

600-watt, 20-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
Mazda Lamp.

Mazda Lamp.
School and Church

Auditorium
Large Lecture Room
Large Lodge Hall

100 feet

10 feet

80 feet

8 feet

70 feet

8 feet

60 feet

600-watt, 20-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
1.000-watt,

i

10-volt

Mazda Lamp.
f
„

120 feet

900-watt, 30-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
Semi-Portable
Motion Picture.

'

16 feet

14 feet

600-watt, 20-amp.

'

Stereopticon

1.000-watt. 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.

14 feet

100 feet

12 feet

75 feet

10 feet

80 feet

500-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.
Educational

900-watt, 30-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
Semi-Portable
Motion Picture

Mazda Lamp.
Mazda Lamp.

Portable M. P.
(Standard Film)

500-watt, 110-volt

Portable M. P.
(16-mm. Film)

200-watt. 50 volt

Mazda Lamp.
Mazda Lamp.
'

8 feet

70 feet

8 feet

60 feet

8 feet

60 feet

4 feet

20 feet

14 feet

100 feet

12 feet

75 feet

1,000-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.
Stereopticon

500-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.
250-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.

f

Home

8 feet

Projector for

1,000-watt, 110-volt

Opaque Objects

Mazda Lamp.

Portable M. P.
(16-mm. Film)

Mazda Lamp.

Combined

500-watt, 110-volt

f

Stereopticon and
Opaque Projector

Mazda Lamp.

L

40 feet
25 feet

200-watt, 50-volt
4 feet

20 feet

12 feet

75 feet
25 feet

500-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.
f
|

Portable M. P.
(Standard Film)

[

7.5

feet

Portable M. P.
(16-mm. Film)

Mazda Lamp.

60 feet

Mazda Lamp.

Advertising
Stereopticon

feet

20 feet

12 feet

75 feet

10 feet

60 feet

4

1,000-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.
Advertising
Film Projector
f

Semi-Portable

60 feet

8 feet

60 feet

12 feet

100 feet

8 feet

70 feet

7 feet

60 feet

900-watt, 30-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
Traveling
Exhibitor

8 feet

500-watt. 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.

600-watt, 20-amp.

Mazda Lamp.
300-watt, 10-amp.

Mazda Lamp.

The

way.

the field of application
indicated in a general
values of pictures size and
1

is

throw shown, should not be considered as
exact limits.
The optical efficiency of a
given design of projector, the width of
house and type of screen, are important
factors.

2 shows the relative quantities of
by each of the lamps with
The
the common types of projectors.
amount of light reaching the screen varies,
for a given class of projector, with the picture size, distance to the screen, and the
optical system. The lenses of longer focal
length required with the longer throws
transmit relatively less light than those of
shorter focal length of the same free aperture. Except at the shorter screen distances
the larger, or No. 2 lenses, for theatre proapproximately double the
jectors
give
screen illumination possible with the No. 1
lens.
Smaller screens and shorter throws
Fig.

some services, and hence the
amount of light available with

suffice

in

smaller classes of equipment indicated
proves acceptable. These latter projectors
have lamps and optical systems that are
smaller and in general less costly and less
effective than those in the larger equipments. There is a Mazda projector lamp
available to meet the requirements for each
service in the projection of motion pictures,
The
lantern slides, and opaque surfaces.
low voltage lamps have relatively short
filaments as compared with lamps of the
115-volt group, and the greater filament
concentration results in improved utilization of the light through the optical system and higher screen illumination for a
given wattage. However, for many applications the concentration possible with filaments for the standard 115-volt service
proves ample and the cost of auxiliary
transforming
regulating
resistance
or
equipment is obviated.

The Educational

Field

requirements of large
school or church auditoriums are practiprojection

cally

500-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.

tendants.
In Table No.
for each source

The

1,000-watt, 110-volt

Business

For motion picture projection in schools,
churches and other non-theatrical applications, equipments of the portable and semiportable type are employed, except in the
largest auditoriums where projectors of the
standard type are necessary.
The Mazda
projector lamps are becoming the universal source of light in these fields because they possess the features of simple
operation and freedom from fire hazard;
that become so important under the conditions of general service and untrained at-

35 feet

200-watt, 50-volt

1
|

8 feet

250-watt, 110-volt

Mazda Lamp.

third.

lesser

600-watt, 20-amp.
1.000-watt, 110-volt

School
Lecture Room
Class Room
Sunday School
Small Lodge Room

Recent developments in the lamps for the
familiar suitcase type of projector have
increased the screen illumination by one-

light projected

'900-watt, 30-amp.

Standard Theatre
Motion Picture

Home

the

same

as those of the theatre.
120 feet and 14 to 16-foot
pictures are encountered and the quality of
projection must be practically on a par with
that of the theatre, although the work is
usually done by one of the students less
experienced than the theatre projectionist.
For the smaller auditoriums and halls, the
less
expensive
semi-portable
equipment

Throws up

proves

lamp

to

ample.

The

1,000-watt,

1 1

5-volt

most often used and no auxiliary
control equipment is then required.
For
class rooms and smaller lecture halls, the
is
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Figure 2

TUBULAR BULB MAZDA
PROJECTION LAMPS

1300
1200

RANGE OF LUMENS

1100

Black portions of rules show range of lumens
which each lamp projects on screen. The quantity varies with the picture size and throw and
with the optical systems provided

1000

Theatre
Standard

900

Equipment
800
700
600

y

500

f

m

Semi-Portable

400

Equipment

w

300

200

I

I

100
0

900-watt

30-ampere
T-20 bulb
Mog. Screw Base
4J4 inch Light
Center Length
954 inch Over-all

600 watt
20-ampere
T-20 bulb
Mog. Screw Base
Light
Center Length

454-inch
954-inch

Length
11.0 x 13.0

Over-all

9.3

x

10 6

mm.

Source

light weight, compact, portable equipments
are especially convenient.
They may be
carried about from room to room as readily
as a suitcase and they produce excellent
pictures for such locations. The projector
using the small 16-mm. safety film is found
satisfactory for the small class room and,
with the rapidly increasing range of subjects available for films of this width, these
little equipments will increase in popularity.

equipments

employing

this

narrow

are of especial value to those who
have occasion to take and project their
film

own

954-inch

Length

mm.

Source

The

1000- watt
115-volt

'

pictures.

16.0

Over-all

The opaque

picture.

There have recently been developed by
several equipment manufacturers small projectors serving the same purpose as the
lantern slide projectors but using lengths
of standard width film containing from
thirty to fifty pictures or more, each an
individual picture.
Either by the pressing
of a button or the turning of a knob, a
single picture is brought into position before the aperture and held there as long
as desired.
These small projectors have
much to recommend them from the standpoint of compactness, light weight, and

freedom from

slide breakage.

It

must be

realized that it is not possible to project
as large a picture as with standard lantern
slides with the same screen illumination
because of the greater magnification. The
cost of film slides is about one-tenth that
of glass slides.

Med. Screw Base

Med. Screw Base

3-inch Light
Center Length

3-inch Light
Center Length

3-inch Light
Center Length

3-inch Light
Center Length

554-inch Over-all

554-inch Over-all

5 54 -inch

13.0

bulb

Over-all

5

Length
x 12.0 mm.
Source

projector,

which

is

54-inch Over-all
8.0

Length
x 8.0 mm.
Source

a modi-

fication of the stereopticon that permits the
projection of opaque pictures by reflected

instead of transmitted light, has an important application in lecture and class
rooms where it is desired to project maps,
drawings, or illustrations from the pages
of a book.
much smaller percentage of
the light is directed through the projector
lens and, therefore, the 1,000-watt lamp is
always required in the school room, and
projection is satisfactory at distances of
only 30 feet or less. For home entertainment the 500-watt lamp is sufficient.

A

Much of the fascination of home motion
picture entertainment comes from showing
pictures of one’s own family or friends, of
the children at play, family picnics, travel
and sports. The standard width film is
sometimes used for this purpose, but because of the relatively high cost of negative film, positive film, and their necessary
development, a narrower width, or so-called
16-mm. film, is being used to an increasing
extent.
This film, after exposure, is developed and then re-developed to form a
positive directly from the negative, eliminating the cost of the positive film and
obtaining more pictures to the foot. The
cost of pictures taken on 16-mm. film is
$1.50 per 1,000 pictures, as compared with
$10.00 on the larger film, while the weight
of equipment using this small film is only
one-third to one-fourth that of the other

Extensive

libraries

of

pic-

tures especially suitable for the home are
being built up in the smaller size.

The 16-mm.

manufactured exclusively of non-inflammable stock, so that
film

the fireproof booth

ard film

is

is

unnecessary.

Stand-

manufactured of both inflammable and non-inflammable stock.
Most
states do not require the use of fireproof
booths where non-inflammable film is used,
and pictures suitable for showing in
schools and churches can be obtained on
non-inflammable stock.
is

T-14

1

1.0

50-volt

bulb

T-10 bulb

Length
x 10.0 mm.
Source

7.0

Length
x 6.3 mm.
Source

The Business Field
Motion pictures of a manufactured product, the manufacturing process, or the application of that product, have proved of
great benefit in selling, with the result that
many firms are providing their representatives with motion picture film and a suitProjectors of the portable
able projector.
type using either the standard width or
16-mm. film are light in weight and give
screen illumination sufficient for this service.

There

is

an increasing use of lantern

projectors

for electrical advertising.
for this purpose are
capable of projecting thirty or more slides
in succession automatically.
The series is
repeated every twenty minutes or so. They
are used in motion picture theatres and
show windows, and are sometimes placed
on the top of a building located at a point
of high traffic circulation.
The attentioncompelling power of the motion of one
picture being replaced automatically by
another is well recognized. Film projectors using an endless band of film and
operating continuously are also available
for this service.
slide

Equipments

Home

equipments.

200-watt

Med. Screw Base

T-20

Length
x 13.0 mm.
Source

250- watt
115-volt

10-ampere
T-16 bulb
Med. Screw Base

115-volt

Manufacturers

of portable projectors,
realizing the value of projecting a single
still picture to permit detailed study, provide their equipments with filters or other
devices which make it possible to stop the
film without overheating.
But for many
classes of instruction separate lantern slides
are needed.
For these equipments the
1,000-watt, 115-volt lamp provides excellent
projection in an auditorium of almost any
size.
For the class room, Sunday school
and lodge rooms, the 250 and 500-watt
lamps of this voltage class are sufficient,
because relatively less screen brightness is
required the closer the audience is to the

300-watt

500 -watt

T-20 bulb
Mog. Screw Base
454-inch Light
Center Length

used

For the itinerant lecturer, entertainer or
salesmen in locations where no current
supply is available, manufacturers have
provided a small generator which may be
attached to the engine of an automobile.
The gasoline-engine-driven generators of
the type used for country-home lighting
are also employed, and thus a range of
light source for all conditions employed.
Characteristics of Suitable
In order to obtain

Equipment

maximum

utilization

of light and good appearance of the projected picture upon the screen as well as
satisfactory performance of the various
projector lamps, there are a number of requirements which must be fulfilled by both
the equipments and screens.
Designers of
projection equipment should take into consideration the physical specifications and
source characteristics of the projector
lamps in the preliminary designs of their
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II.

Condensors for Motion Picture Projection
Diam.

Condenser

(inches)

Source-Condenser
Spacing (inches)

CondenserSpacing (inches)

Lamps

200-watt
250-watt
1
300-watt
500-watt
[
500-watt
[
600-watt
1000 -watt
[
f 600-watt
900-watt
-watt
[ 1000
600-watt
(
l 900-watt

•

1

1A

Prismatic

3

Prismatic

3%
7

Prismatic

4t s

5% 3%

Aspheric

(40

mm.)

3il (100

2

mm.)

5

2 F2

1

f

1

110-volt
28-32-volt

]

6 V2

%

50-volt
110-volt
28-32-volt
110-volt

-

6y2

110 -volt
28-32-volt
28-32-volt

110 -volt
28-32-volt
28-32-volt

Condensers for Stereopticon Projection

Double Plano

4%

Convex

3% -4

All Types

(6 Y? x 7)4 inches
focal length)

equipment.
Failure to do so may make
necessary costly changes in patterns and
dies.

Lamp Adjustment
So

sensitive

is

the

optical system of a
to the position of

motion picture projector

the light source that a small displacement
causes a marked loss in the light reaching
the screen and in the uniformity of the
illumination.
If a light source is displaced
laterally only as much as one-eighth of an
inch from its correct position on the optical
axis, the screen illumination is reduced
twenty-five per cent.
It
is,
therefore,
necessary that lateral, vertical and longitudinal adjustments of
of an inch from
the correct position in the optical axis be
provided in every direction.
The lamp
socket should permit the lamp to be rotated so that the plane of the filament may
be placed perpendicular to the optical axis.
As will be seen from Fig. 11, a relatively small drop in voltage applied to the
lamp will cause a much greater loss in
candlepower. On the other hand, a voltage
higher than that for which the lamp is
designed will rapidly decrease its life. So
to obtain maximum
screen illumination
consistent with satisfactory life, the lamp
should be operated at its rated voltage or
current.
This is easily done for lamps of
the 100-130-volt group, as they can be
obtained at rated voltage corresponding to
the voltage of the socket on which they
are to be used.
For the lower voltage
lamps the best results can be obtained by
using an ammeter in conjunction with a
regulation transformer or rheostat to operate the lamps at their rated current.
When no meter is provided, especial care
must be given to the accuracy and uniformity of the resistances supplied to cut
down the usual voltage of lighting circuits.

A

Optical System

The

aspheric condenser, with its marked
advance in efficiency, is a standard equipment on the larger projectors used for
theatres and large auditoriums.
As designed at present, it is not sufficiently compact to permit its use in the portable and
semi-portable equipments where minimum
weight and size are important factors.
However, it may be expected that a modification of this efficient lens will be developed for the small projectors. Meanwhile
the prismatic or Fresnel condenser is recommended for use in equipments of the
portable and semi-portable type.
Table No. 2 shows the proper size of
condenser to be used with each of the
several types of projector lamps.
The
diameter as well as the working distances
are given.
For projecting film of standard size, the
No. 2 or half-size projection objective lens

recommended

for all focal lengths of
over, in order to obtain
maximum utilization of light passing
through the aperture. The screen illumination is substantially double that obtained
with the No. 1 or quarter-size lens. Because of its lower price, the No. 0 size
lens is sometimes used.
The screen illumination obtaind with this lens is about
seventy-five per cent of that of the No. 1
lens, or thirty-eight per cent of that of the
No. 2 lens. While the use of this small
lens may lower the initial cost of the equipment, nevertheless it is poor economy, as
it places a handicap on the applicability of
the projector. Projectors using the narrow
is

414

inches

or

width film and small diameter condensing
lenses can use objective lenses of restricted
aperture with maximum utilization of the
light.

Ventilation
In order to permit light weight and compact equipment, the size of the bulb of the
several types of projector lamps is made as
small as is possible, consistent with satisfactory performance of the lamp. In their
design, adequate ventilation of the lamp
Intel and outlet openis assumed.
ings of ample size must be provided. Where
natural ventilation is used, the air inlet

housing

openings should have a total area of at
least 0.015 square inches per watt, and
outlet openings should be at least equal to,
or slightly larger, than this figure. A very
successful method of insuring adequate
ventilation is the use of a small fan placed

on the shaft of the motor driving the film
mechanism of the projector. The use of
a device of this kind forces a large amount
of air through the lamp housing, insuring
ample ventilation and good performance of
the lamp. Where forced ventilation is used,
the area of the inlet and outlet openings
can, of course, be reduced somewhat from
the figure given above.

Standard and Special Lamps
Having in mind the needs of the various
fields of motion picture and stereopticon
projection, there has been developed a
group of lamps especially adapted for
these services and known as regular or
Standard Schedule lamps. These lamps re-

periodic photometric

ceive

and a constant

is

and

made

life

to

quality.

many

by

Screens

High

the
requires
quality projection
choice of a suitable screen which fits the
shape of the auditorium in which it is
being used. Where the width of the audi-

torium is equal to or greater than its
length, screens having a matte or diffusing
surface are necessary in order that the
extreme side seats receive sufficient screen
illumination. When the length of the room
is greater than its width, the metallic surface screen materially increases the brightness of the picture by confining the reflected light within this narrow area, permitting longer throws and larger sizes.
The reflection characteristics of the metallic surface
screen which make it advantageous for the long, narrow auditoriare, to some extent, sacrificed when
the screen is made to roll up or be folded,
so that the diffusing types are largely used
when portability is a necessary feature.

um,

A

relatively small amount of extraneous
striking the reflected screen will reduce the contrasts of brightness or values
on the screen to the point of spoiling the
picture.
Hence the necessity of darkening
the room with the usual reflecting screen.
The use of the translucent screen between
the projector and the audience makes good
projection possible in moderately lighted
light

The development

of this type of
in the art of
striking the
face of this screen passes through and the
contrasts of the picture are not modified;
the screen must, however, be shaded against
extraneous light from the rear, or projector, side.
Translucent screens obviate
the necessity of special window shades, but
they must be placed out some distance
from the wall, and thus decrease the seating capacity of the room.

rooms.

marks a great advance
projection.
The room light
screen

Projection objective
lens

13.

The

optical

elements

tests,

improve

They are carried in stock
dealers of stereopticon and motion
picture
equipment throughout the
country and hence are quickly obtainable.
The advantage of designing equipments to
function with these lamps rather than
special types, is obvious.
their

Mirrored
reflector

Fig.

effort

of

a

stereopticon

projector.

—
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Representatives

Sales

S'in Francisco

515

Market

St.

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO.,

INC.

Better Theatres

Los Angeles
3J1 Roberts Bldg.,

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO..

INC.
Wash.,
222 Hinckley Bldg.,

Advisory Staff

Seattle,

SIERRA ELECTRIC

CO.,

INC.
York. N. Y„
76 Vari k St.,
COUCH CO., INC.

New
S.

H.

Philadelphia, Pa..
1723 Sansom St..
HOLLINGSR.
JOHN

WORTH

Pittsburgh. Pa.,
305 Seventh Ave.,
J. A. JACQUES
Montreal, P. Q.. Canada.
3 St. Nicholas St..
G.

L.

MAC GILLIVRAY

CO..

LTD.

fast

INTERCOMMUNICATING TELEPHONES
A Couch Phone polices every vital point of your

—

is

absolute

and you do

Established

the

and

ing information and answers on
a zvide range of subjects of a
general nature.

ELMER

BEHRNS,

F.

Theatre

Architect.

A.

INC.

BOLLER,

O.

Boiler

lfl94

E.

and Factory, Norfolk Downs, Mass.
Boston, 170 Purchase St.; Chicago, 337 W. Madison

COPPOCK,

B.

Presentation

Producer.

CRESAP,

B.

St.

JOHN EBERSON,

Architect.

EICHENLAUB,

G. E.

NaFan Manu-

Secretary,

tional Association of
facturers.

Office
Offices:

work.

co-operation of
advisory staff this department feels that it has allied itself
zoith sources of expert knowledge on virtually every phase of
theatre building and furnishing

Telephone Manufacturers
Branch

in this

Through

Brothers, Architects.

COUCH COMPANY,

H.

lowing

ROBERT

Couch can improve your shove
Let us tell you hove.

S.

the co-operation of the individuals and associations listed fol-

is able to offer theatre ozxmers a valuable service in proznd-

COUCH SYSTEM
performance your control
not move from your desk!

arise from time to time,
Better Theatres has obtained

that

this

If you had Seven League Boots!
You could not get around your theatre half as
nor half as efficiently as you can with the

to render its readers
on various problems
of equipment and construction

In order

assistance

Architect.

HAYS,

Secretary, National
W. S.
Slate Association and The National Federation, Construction
Industries.

A SMOOTH, SILENT,
ECONOMICAL— AUTOMATIC

F.

CURTAIN CONTROL
JUST PRESS

CLELL

A BUTTON

YOUR HOUSE

LISKA, Remodeling.

A. C.

E. M. LURIE, Assistant to Commissioner, Associated Metal Lath
Manufacturers.

Used Extensively in the
Theatres of Note

ALLENTOWN,

New

R. LEWIS, Member,
American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

—ANYWHERE

17 N. 7th ST.

Projectionist,

SAMUEL

BOOTH—ORGAN— BOX OFFICE—

AUTOMATIC DEVICES

JAY,

Theatre, Little Rork, Ark.

AT ANY POINT
IN

J. HUSE, Chief Engineer, Hollow Building Tile Association.

HENRY

CO.

L.

NEWHOUSE,

Archi-

tect.

PA.
J.

F.

O’MALLEY,

Architect.

GEORGE L. RAPP, Architect.
GEORGE W. REPP, Service Divi-

Take Advantage of our SPECIAL
and order your

sion, American
ciation.

OFFER

R. L.

Face Brick Asso-

SIMMONS,

HENRY

J.

Architect.

SMITH,

President,

Motion Picture Equipment Dealers of America.

HORACE
tre

L. SMITH, JR., TheaEngineer.

NORMAN
soc.
Civil

Cooling and Air Conditioning System

NOW

Engineers,

Y.

Director,

Write for particulars

As-

Society of
Portland Ce-

SEATON,
National

Technical
Kellastone

Company.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
818 State-Lake Bldg.

STINEMAN,

ment Association.

MAX

For Spring Delivery

M.

Mem. American

Chicago,

J.

111.

L. STAIR, Chief
Curtis Lighting, Inc.

Engineer,
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LIGHT

AND

HAVE STOOD THE TEST FOR YEARS

MUSIC
(

Continued from page 8)

indicate that while some of the effects obtained are excellent, at times there is apthe
parently
little
connection between
music and the lighting. Even though the
lighting is most artistic, it should be in
harmony with the music. Careful forethought along the lines suggested should
produce the desired result.
The man who writes the color score for
the music must be somewhat of a pioneer
as well as an artist.
He must know the
music, and the story the music is telling.
He must then see what particular color or
combinations of colors and intensity should
be visible.
He must listen to the music
and manipulate the switches.
Since the Edison Lighting Institute is the
center of application of new uses of lighting, it is logical that a demonstration of
the combination of light and music should
be a part of the regular program.
* * *

CARBONS
For All Types of

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
“ELECTRA” Pink Label Carbons
“ELECTRA” Copper Coated Negative Carbons
“ELECTRA” White A. C. Lower Carbons
“ELECTRA” High Intensity Carbons
“ELECTRA” Low Intensity Carbons

During the training course given to members of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at the Institute, a comprehensive
talk was given on this subject.
This presented fundamentals which should be borne
in

mind when

used
hanging

light is

in

Also Carbons for every kind of

Write for Prices and Samples

combination

with music.
The
velvet curtain
was used as the background to receive colored
illumination.
Concealed
lamps,
equipped with color screens above and below were connected to a bank of dimmers
or resistances at the rear of the room. In
place of the orchestra a phonograph produced the music and the themes of such
selections as the overture 1812 and the
“Entrance of the Gods into Walhalla” from
Rheingold were accompanied by constantly
changing appropriate colored lighting.
This demonstration has now become a
part of the Institute program whenever
groups of any magnitude are received.

HUGO

REISINGER

United States, Canada, Mexico

Sole Importer

New York

Broadway

11

^

EDGEGLOW

(

*

*

-

I

This Artistic Eye-Arrester
the very thing for above
your ticket window.
Many
high class houses now using
is

them.

This is only one of our list of
glass sign products of interest
to the theatre manager. Write

Continued from page 12)
its

us—that’s

*

“But no matter how much training

-

ELECTRIC SIGNS

Says Exhibitors Must
Feel Importance of
Projection
of projection is sufficient proof that
portance is realized in some quarters.

lighting.

is

all.

RAWSON & EVANS

giyen here at the school, everything rests
with you when you go out to a particular

u
size,

theatre.

710-712 Washington Blvd.

14x9 inches.

CO.

Chieago
(3332)

“In dealing with the projectionist, realize
that he is not a mechanical worker whose
duties are limited to putting the film in and
taking it out. Make him realize that you

know he

is an expert, studying his own
particular problems and constantly seeking

improvements. Impress upon him the importance of his work. Show him how

much depends upon

the illusion which he
can break by any defect of projection.
“The good projectionist does not wait for

mistakes to happen before he installs improvements,—he is always on the lookout
to safeguard against possible defects.
He
does not blame defects on his mechanism
because he knows that in most cases these
can be avoided with proper care. There
are no breaks in his film because he does
not trust the rewinding to a mechanism,
but handles every foot of it, sensitive to
the slightest weakness, which he corrects
in time to prevent a break. In other
words,
he is not a mere machine, he is a thinker,

—

— an

—

expert.”

HERE!

IT IS

Programs

POWERLITE
REFLECTOR LAMP
Don’t buy

till

you see

Heralds

it.

Dodgers

Arrange for a demonstration
and see for yourself.
E. E.

FULTON

THE NATIONAL

CO.

POSTER & PTG. CO.

Motion Picture Equipment and Supplies
1018 So. Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Branches
Ill

3403

Olive

Capitol

Ave.,

at:

So.

St..

St.

Louis,

Indianapolis,

729

Mo.;

Ind.

S.

Wabash Ave.
ILL.

CHICAGO,
I
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Short Features Offer
Chance for Organist

Show Versatility

to

(

what

m, pi

You Should

Investigate

The Big
All

of

these

adover

SUPREME Heating
5

Dustless,
operation.
nomical

Noiseless,

Supreme Heater

&

also

Eco

Ventilating Corp.
St. Louis,

St.

Mo.

manufacture complete Cooling Plants and Fans

THE WARNER PICTURE MACHINE MOTOR
OF A

THOUSAND SPEEDS
Why install a constant speed motor
with their troublesome friction pulleys
to get variable speed when you can get
a variable speed motor that will give
you any speed from minimum to maximum by turning on or shutting off the
current just like you turn on gas in an
automobile.
The Warner Motor saves
you in power bills as the speed, power
and current go up and down in direct
proportion.
Some of the best theatres
in
the country are taking out their
old

motors and installing “Warners”.
not you?

Why

Warner

Electric Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

Makers

of

not, in most cases, require anything in
the way of a direct interpretation.
Try to use something that keeps up
the spirit with its tempo and of course
not a popular dance tune. Several of the
standard overtures have certain movements in them that fill the program very
nicely on pictures like this. Or the use
of a march is permissible, if you are at
a loss what to use on some one scene,
but play it with a little diversity rather
than in a straight march tempo.
*

Excellent Ventilation.

Write us today.

We

Supreme Heating and Cooling

Reasons why:
Quick, uniform heating.
No danger of freeze-up.
Occupies no aisle space.

steam at 25 to 35
percent lower cost.

1522 Olive

times by the action, are not entirebecause these pictures do

ly satisfactory

Louis, Mo., 2000 seats, has both

vantages

play for prize fights, football,

and other sport pictures that

many

a

St.

to

baseball

have no real plot but at the same time
are filled with action and of course must
have some suitable musical accompaniment. Hurrys, gallops, marches, and all
this type of music, although suggested

Mfr

The Kingsland,

Continued from page 14)

almost a problem to decide just

It is

Ventilating Fans and

Variable Speed Motors for Theatres

*

*

In college sports of any kind, some
old familiar college tune is very appropriate to lend atmosphere.
The thing
is to keep the spirit of the music in keeping with that of the action, and practically all of these pictures are teeming with
action and excitement.
The Slap-Stick comedy calls for much
of the same kind of music as the cartoon
except for the fact that many of them
have a hint of a plot running through,
and I have played some that required
much the same care in music, as a feature picture. The use of a popular piece
whose title or words, or both, are
synonymous with the action, is O. K.
and again the traps and percussions are
much in evidence, as the hero falls over
a two thousand foot precipice and lands

on some protruding snag half way down,
only to continue his downward journey
as his trouser seat gives ’way.
All of these impossible, although sometimes extremely ludicrous things, are
made much more laughable as a result
of wise use of the organ.
Hurrys, of

course, are very much in evidence in
of them, where almost every conceivable kind of chasing is done. I personally know a number of organists who
have made it a point to sort of specialize
on comedy and short subject interpretation, and I mmht add that some of them
are surely artists when it comes to
getting weird impossible noises and effects out of an organ.

most

*

know

*

*

most
where they employ just an
organist and no orchestra, to have the
organist take his rest during the comedy,
I

that

it

is

the custom in

houses

in silence during
showing.
I believe it desirable to
change this policy occasionally, when

leaving the audience

SUPER-LITE SCREENS
A Few
M.

E.

Prominent Users

& Von Herberg
U.

C. S.

S.

Chain of Theatres,

Seattle,

Wash., and Northwest

Government Motion Picture Service

WERTSNER & SON
MANUFACTURERS

211-221 N. 13th Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

and

the organist play a
be a change for you
as well as your audience and it is very
likely to bring forth some favorable compossible,

comedy.

The Stanley Co. of America Chain of Theatres
Comerford Chain of Theatres, Coal Regions of Pennsylvania and New York
Rowland & Clark Chain of Theatres, Western Pennsylvania
Walter Read Chain of Theatres, New York and New Jersey

Jensen

its

It

let

will

ments from your patrons.

Lease New Theatre in
Highland Park, 111.
William M. Pearl and Bertha J. Pearl,
have leased the Pearl theatre, located
at 20 South First Street, and the Alcyon
theatre located at 363 East Central
Avenue, Highland Park, for a term of
years at thirty-six thousand dol($36,000.00) per year net to the

fifteen

lars

Highland Park Theatre Co.

December
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Around
the Equipment
Field
By H.

E.

HOLQUIST

Walter Green of Precision Machine company and Malcolm White were recent visiMr. Green declared that
tors in Chicago.
business conditions were in an excellent
way and that Simplex dealers everywhere
were optimistic over the outlook for a big
season.
*

*

*

the Simplex Ticket
company has returned to his office in Chicago from Texas where he has been for
several months regaining his health.

W.

S.

Peabody of

t-

*

*

H. L. Marple has joined the Exhibitors
Supply Company organization at the Cleveland branch as assistant to W. C. Denny,
branch manager.
*

*

*

President 0. F. Spahr, the
Optical Manufacturing ComEnterprise
pany enjoyed its biggest month in five
years during October. He reports that at
present the factory is working overtime in
an effort to catch up on deliveries of the
new Motiograph reflector are lamp.

According

*

*

H=

Motion picture films are not the only
products which this industry is sending
abroad.

radio house, has been
manager at the Chicago branch of the Exhibitors Supply Com-

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
409-459 East Fifth

Register

moved

into

Adams

Metal

street,

have

been

quarters at 226

West

Corporation

larger

What

of the Automatic

offices

where George Mead,

president of the company,
service and sales on the
chines and tickets.
* * *

is

vice-

economy embodied

in

installing

new

Palace
Gary, Ind., which will be opened

Curtain Machines and Noiseless Tracks

*

—

The company’s

offices

on the fourth

is

E.

J.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL

Akron

for the statement that the supply
business is better than in several years
previous.
“We have enjoyed the best demand for general lines of theatre supplies
this season than in many years,” said Mr.
sible

CO.

stallation.

Ohio

UNIFORMS

Organ

AorUshers, Door-

men, Footmen,

novelties

%

At the opening of the Biba Brothers’
new Ritz theatre last week, we met N. W.
Barry of the Heywood-Wakefield Company; Ben Bernasek of the Parthenon theatre, Chicago; J. B. Munjer of Geo. KilSons, whose firm has installed the
beautiful Ritz organ and many others. The
new Ritz, designed by Hooper & Janusch,
ranks with the finest of Chicago’s neighborhood houses.

Orchestras,

Bands,
Made

Badger.
j}«

and

etc.

to individual

mea-

sures, fit guaranteed.

Slides of all 'Kinds
J.

Y RANSLEY

557 West

Madison
CHICAGO ILL.

St.

ex-

complete

cooperation for the cordesign and operarect
tion of any curtain in-

were formsame

H. Badger of the Stebbins Picture
Supply Company, Kansas City, is respon-

orVallen
ready to

extensive

floor of the

C.

&

entire

ganization
their
perience

Do not confuse cheapness with economy. Figure
your cost over a period of years do not base your
conclusions on the purchase price!

*

Eugene Wilder, district sales manager of
the Robert Morton Organ Company is
greeting exhibitor friends in the new and
larger offices recently taken over in Chicago on the sixth floor at 845 S. Wabash

iji

The
give

Thanksgiving Day.
*

Economy ?

represented in
is best
the welding of high grade materials
J- into a finished product by the hand of
honest, skillful labor.
This is the kind of

company’s ma-

is

Is

r 1 ‘''RUE economy

looking after

The E. E. Fulton Company
projection equipment in the

gen

Ohio

of Metal Roofing, Metal Shingles,
Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings, Metal Garages, Portable
Buildings, Rolling Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

sales

Ticket

erly located
building.

Cincinnati,

St.

The World’s Largest Manufacturers

Inc.,

The Chicago

avenue.

—

Edwards, formerly connected with

Hudson Ross,
made assistant

theatre,

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc.
A work of art
and they have the massive and ornamental appearance of cast iron, at but a fraction of
Furnished complete, easy to erect Made of galvanized iron or copper in any
style or size desired.
Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed separately.
Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies,
Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal Ceilings and Walls,
etc., sent free on request.
the cost.

The Da-Lite Screen Company has

recently shipped six screens to China for
use in motion picture theatres there.
* * *
L. D.

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

to

Special catalogue, with
correct up-to-date styles,
and samples sent free
posipaid.

WESTERN UNIFORM

CO.

204 So. Clark Street
Chicago,

III.
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Organ Music Should
Sound Inspired,
Says Vining

Check Up!

(

broken.

Continued from page 18 )

Use one

strain

little

of

Zamen-

ick’s “Ecstasy.”

How many tickets

Back to “Seventeen” with a gay abandon as Sally brings Collin his lunch in a
basket, playing this melody through the
garage scene to the point where the other
At this point return to
girl drives up.
“Ecstasy,” on account of its lovely recita-

have you in

stock?

>

tive value.

As

the other girl learns of his

tries to induce him to break
finish “Ecstasy” while she drives

marriage and
the will,

Do

rolls

BERED TICKETS
We

to

at

INVENTORY NUM-

Then you need
glance exactly

Have the manual set up to attack
the precise moment as the happy little
Sally is baking a cake, the Victrola playing
“My Sweetheart,” to the point where she
Stop playing at the
stops the machine.
same time. Use your 4-foot flute stops
coupled super and without tremolo and a
away.

count
or figure it out?

you have

you

that will tell

well-accented pedal and you will have an
excellent talking machine effect, thin and

at a

sharp.
*

how many you

have.

send you samples and more
information about them.

Qlobe Tcket Company
A

in

Tickets

22 N. I2*h St.

and Checks Since

a

as

*

play “Obstinadaughter comes in
and proceeds to break up a happy home.
This number is very popular on the West
Coast, because this French copyrighted
piece was assigned to Sherman, Clay & Co.
It is a lovely composiof San Francisco.
tion in deepest sympathy with this scene.
Finish it abruptly and as the husband
knocks, make the organ knock. Then on
the sweetest stops of the organ play Tosti’s “Good Bye” very softly as Collin reads
Sally’s note of farewell, continuing the
number as he searches frantically through
the empty house the last sixteen bars.
For Sally May ensued long months of
Play “I Wonder What’s
toil and hardship.
Become of Sally.” Here is a rare oppor-

will gladly

Specialists

On

tion”

*

1873

Philadelphia, Pa.

" ,lpw<f@Koc:

heavy solo
the

stop

lawyer’s

—

tunity for the organist to display his artisfor this extremely popular mel-

tic ability,

The Moorlyn

ody must be played

Theatre

as a waltz ballad.
The opening scene in the restaurant,
when the satisfied customer is splashing
It
in the soup, calls for comedy business.
followed by “Sally,”
is just a bit, to be
where you left off “No matter where she
is, wherever she may be, if no one wants
her now, please send her back to me. I’ll
always welcome back my Sally, that old
Play the melody rich and
girl of mine.”
forte and accompany it with dramatic agiBring this up dramatically, as she
tation.
walks past Collin, ignorant each of the
presence of the other, fading out as she
leaves the restaurant.
As Sally enters her bare little room play
Massenet’s “Elegie” with tremolos off, givNow
ing it that tragic calm that hurts.
comes the trying part of the picture. Labor
oains warn Sally her child is about to be

at

N.

not at

Ocean
J.,

City,

has added

to the general

attractiveness
of

its

exterior

by the

installa-

tion of a fine

new Marquise,
built by The
ProBert Sheet
Metal Co.,
Covington,
Kentucky.

in

symphonic

style

and

all

—

This must be handled with consummate delicacy just a tragic sequence of

born.

—

Be Your Own Printer

JHEATRICAU

chords, bringing down suddenly to the
beautiful vox humana
Use the lovely
“Jewels of the Madonna” “Prayer,” very
sympathetic, and drift into “Peekaboo” as
the scene shifts to the nursery.

Print

YOUR OWN

*

Programs
Handbills

-

The

Pluggers

Announcements
Keep your patrons informed of your future

programs— utilize your

QV^PLElfc

tising

spare

time

by

adver*

your business.

Send for

Write for estimates on our printing outfits

J.RXIlancy,!,

GLOBE TYPE FOUNDRY

Syracuse N.Y.

956 West Harrison

St.

Chicago,

111.

*

*

of this number relieves
the drab tenseness of the painful scene
just witnessed.
Use the whistle as the
babies splash the milk in their bowls.
A
splash of keys as the little bespattered one
breaks into wails.
lightness

Again play the “Ecstasy” in the scene
where the delegation of Drusilla’s neighbors comes in to complain about her adoption of babies abandoned on her doorstep.
“Another one, ma’am,” announces the in-

December
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“Ecstasy” furiously, then
dignant butler.
a joyous squeal as Drusilla peers into the
basket.
Precede the discovery of the
pickaninny with “Mighty Lak a Rose” in
waltz time, continuing to the fadeout after
the departure of the delegation.
Pause for effect when the attorney tele-

phones the police and demands the arrest
of the next woman who abandons her child
on Drusilla’s doorstep. The next woman,
of course, will be Sally. That leaves a refreshed opportunity to play the “Prayer”
again as the hardhearted landlady cuts
Sally out.

The ensuing lovely sympathetic scenes
can be interpreted beautifully by continuing the “Prayer,” bridging all the short
scenes revealing the lawyer discussing the
proposed breaking of the will with Collin,
even after the former’s daughter has enContinue the theme until she sits
tered.
at the piano, then play McDowell’s “Etude”
on the piano keys, continuing this through
ensuing dramatic scenes to an agitation as
Sally leaves her baby on Drusilla's doorcontinuing it even after Sally’s arrest.
step

—

—

When

the scene shifts to the courtroom
play the very lovely dramatic number from

“My Lady

Dragonfly”

called

That s what good projection means sharp,
and dark. But contrast depends on the

light

“The Love

lite

*

The

picture must be watched closely
throughout the court scenes in order to
Work up to a
swell and shade properly.
tremendous climax. When the lawyer inWhen the lawyer’s
terrupts, pause, stop.
daughter sees Sally, play three recitative
cadenzas while she lures Collin from the

courtroom by pretending

See your Dealer or Write direct

35 Steuben

Brooklyn, N. Y.

St.

Makers of

to faint.

Sally takes the witness stand play
The wonderful adGrieg’s “Erotikon.”
vantage of being able to play from memory is apparent here, for in order to shade
the picture properly it is essential to
watch it closely. This picture calls for the
most sympathetic blending. Time to build
up to a climax where Sally faints, bringing down to a dead calm on the strings,
and as the browbeating is resumed, begin
“Erotikon” again, this time without tremuclosely,
picture
the
Watching
lants.
work up to a climax where a voice in the
audience cries out, “For God’s sake, stop 1”
You stop, but resume almost immediately,
working up to a screaming shriek as the
threat is made Sally’s baby will be taken
from her forever if she does not tell who
its father is.

SNAPLITE LENSES
ALSO SKAPUTE

We

JK.

LENSES FOB PORTABLE MACHINES

Manufacture and
Install

Q'HEATRE

STEEL CURTAINS

BANNERS
C

AND COMPLETE
RIGGING

PAPER

.

.

.

SIZE 32w36IN.XIO FT.
,

OTHER PRICES AS

Now back to the baby music for the
happy ending, playing “Hushaby-Rockaby”

FOLLOWS

:

PAPER BANNERS

softly.

Detroit, which has a record of having
erected 20 hotels in 18 months has
scored again in building construction
activity with a mark of one new theatre
a month for 1925. According to the Detroit Free Press twelve new theatres
have been erected in various parts of
the city since Jan. 1, 1925. Investment
in these theatres represents more than
$15,000,000.
Kunsky’s State theatre costing $2,000,000 is the latest of the new Detroit
playhouses to throw open its doors. The
Michigan, which is now under construction at Bagley and Grand River avenues
will be the city’s largest house, having a
seating capacity of 4,200.

PAINTED

ON HEAVY POSTER

Positively the BEST and most ECONOMICAL,
advertising medium, for YOU/Z theatre.

My

for Detroit
in 1925

Each

HAND

EQUIPMENT

Collin bursts through the courtroom
doors twelve-eight dramatic strains of
Sweetheart, Sally.”
“I Found

Theatre a Month

to

KOLLMORGEN OPTICAL CORPORATION

When

—

lens.

Eliminate muddy, cloudy effects from your pictures by using SnapLenses.
They will inject more snap into even the poorest print,
and give better ones the clear definition and strong black and white
that audiences demand.

Spell.” This fits the court scene admirably
as Drusilla pleads in the name of love to be
permitted to keep her babies.
*

between

clear, contrast

References Which Tell a
Real Story

Uptown

Theatre, Chicago

32 or 3 6 In. Wide
MUSLIN BANNERS

10*

29

36.ln.Wid
PA/NTED IN OIL COLOR (Waterproof)
" IN *4- OR MORE HARMONIOUS COLORS.

Jeffrey Theatre, Chicago

Marks Bros. Theatre, Chicago
Diversey Theatre, Chicago
Theatre,
Ascher’s
Terminal
Chicago
Belmont Theatre, Chicago

Masonic Temple, Chicago
Opera Shops, Inc., Chicago

CHANNON
MANUFACTURING CO.
JAMES
223

West

H.

Erie

Street,

Chicago

ILLUSTRATED MUSLIN BANNERS
that never fail to attract the passerby
Very ef. .five For Big A timetions - per running ft.

(tykese prices do not include postage

PLAIN

^ail

W

orf
>

DO

)

FANCY SHOWCARDS.

us ipur trial orderSbday

H. DRYFHOUI
742 4 4 S.WABASH
"If your

Business isnt

Advertise

it

AVE. CH ICAGO, III
worth, advertising.

For Sale

"
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Season Subscribers to

Occupy 1,000 Seats
in New Roxy House

O NE

thousand loge seats in the magnificient $9,000,000 theatre which is being erected by S. L. Rothafel (Roxy) at
Seventh Avenue and Fiftieth Street,
York, will be reserved for season subscribers.
The most devoted of Roxy fans
will thus be assured a comfortable seat

New

each week, and the list of boxholders for
the various nights will be an index of the
aristocracy of the motion picture world.
This is in accordance with Roxy’s vision
of the motion picture as a new fine art,
worthy of the most discriminating patronage and accompanied by all the refinements
that art commands in other fields.

“In another ten years the motion picture
grand opera as an artistic production,” he said, describing his hopes for

will parallel

the
sic,

new

theatre.

pictures,

“When

the finest in

song and the drama,

mu-

at

the

service of all the people, America should
become the most cultured nation in the
world. Already the so-called ‘common people’ appreciate the best in music.
I know,
for I have heard them applaud the production of the old masterpieces. Anybody who
says the American people like only jazz
music doesn’t know, that’s all. I believe
that the man who puts the whole motion
picture business on the same high plane,
drama, photography and housing, will win
the applause of the people, and that before
many years the community will recognize
the motion picture as a great educational
force.
shall have state-supported motion picture theatres, just as we now have
public schools.”

We

Roxy promises

for his new theatre the
of motion picture productions.
Similarly, the musical portions of his program will be of the highest order, with
a symphony orchestra of one hundred and
finest type

December

5,

a dance orchestra of
twenty and a chorus of one hundred, in

ten, cathedral chimes,

addition to individual vocalists and instrumentalists.

The main entrance to the Roxy theatre,
for which W. W. Ahlschlager of Chicago
is the architect, will be on Seventh avenue,
on the site of the old car barns, which are
now being demolished. Every device which
science can perfect for the comfort of the
patrons and the successful projection of
motion pictures will be installed in the new
building.
There will be seats for 6,000
persons, with 2,850 in the orchestra and
2,110 in the balcony, in addition to the
loges, most of which will be dedicated to
the “diamond horseshoe.”
The stage will
be set in the corner of the auditorium, giving an opportunity for unusual effects,
while a grand staircase beside it will afford
impressive entrance for the grand chorus
on state occasions. Behind the scenes, of
course, will be the broadcasting studio,
where “Roxy and the Gang” will talk to
their unseen radio audience.

Advertised in This

BETTER THEATRES SECTION
(If

you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog
Bureau on page 30-31 will get it for you.)

AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL

MOTION PICTURE CABLE
Rockbestos Products Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.

Automatic Devices Co.,
17 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
E. J. Vallen Elec. Co.,
Akron, Ohio.

BUSINESS BUILDING SERVICE
(Local Merchants Tie-up)
Alexander Film Co.,
Denver, Colorado.

DeVry Corporation,
St.,

Chicago.

CARBONS
Reisinger,
11 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
Watertown, Wisconsin.

CONDENSERS
Fish-Schurman Corp.,
45 W. 45th St., New York City.

DRINKING CUPS
Cup

Co.,

HOODS

Reynolds Electric Co.,
2651 W. Congress St., Chicago.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
724 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

FILM CEMENT
Duplex Motion Picture

ORGANS
Rudolph Wurlitzer

Industries,

New York.
HEATING & VENTILATING
Island City,

Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Co., 1552 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

F. Ransley,

337 W. Madison

St.,

Chicago.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

STAGE RIGGING, HARDWARE

Tiffin Scenic Studios,
Tiffin,

PROJECTORS
Enterprise Optical Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
Nicholas Power Co.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. C.

REFLECTING ARC LAMPS

&

Connolly, Inc.,
Street, N. Y. C.
McAuley Mfg. Company,
554 W. Adams St., Chicago.

129 Grand

&

Scenic Co.,
922 W. Monroe St., Chicago.
Raven Screen Corp.,
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Son,
C. S. Wertsner
211 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

&

SEATS
American Seating

J. R. Clancy,
Syracuse, N. Y.

STAGE SCENERY
Co.,

Cramblet Eng. Corp.,
177 Fifth St., Milwaukee, Wis.

SCREENS

J.

James H. Channon Co.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago.

MUSIC STANDS

Da-Lite Screen

E. E. Fulton Co.,

Bausch

Kalamazoo,

Mich.

Hall

ELECTRIC FLASHES, COLOR

LENSES

St.,

SLIDES

Major Equipment Co.,
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

ORGAN HEATERS

CHANGE MAKERS

Long

Warner Electric
319 N. Church

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hugo

Individual Drinking
Easton, Pa.

PICTURE MACHINES

Gallagher Orchestra Equip. Co.,
3235 Southport Ave., Chicago.

CAMERAS
1058 Center

MOTORS FOR MOTION

Ohio.

SWITCHBOARDS AND DIMMERS
Hub

Electric Co.,

2225 W. Grand Ave., Chicago.

THEATRE BUILDING SERVICE
United Scenic Studios,
28 W. Lake St., Chicago.

THEATRE DECORATING SERV.
Michel Angelo Studios,
212 E. Superior St., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING EQUIPMENT
Globe Type Foundry,
956 W. Harrison St., Chicago.

THEATRE PRINTING, PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service,
845 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago-.
Printing
The National Poster
Co., 729 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

&

THEATRE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
S. H. Couch Co.,
Norfolk Downs, Mass.

TICKETS
Co.,

14 E. Jackson, Chicago.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Globe Ticket Co.,
122 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trimount Press, Inc.,
113 Albany St., Boston, Mass.

*

&

Lomb,

Rochester, N. Y.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp.,
35 Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MARQUISE, CANOPIES
Edwards Mfg. Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
ProBert Sheet Metal Co.,
19 W. 8th St., Covington, Ky.

SILENCE SIGNS

Rawson & Evans Co.,
710 W. Washington, Chicago.

SIGN LETTERING SERVICE
H. Dryfhout,

744

S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago.

SHUTTERS
Double Disc Shutter Co.,
2100 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.

1925

TRANSVERTERS
Hertner Electric Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

UNIFORMS
Western Uniform Co.,
202 S. Clark St., Chicago.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Cool.

818 State-Lake

&

Bldg.,

Vent. Co.,
Chicago.

ROCKBESTOS
-the asbestos covered wire

To

the Producers,

You

Theatre

Owners and Supply Houses

use a great deal of wire in the course of a year and

can be econo-

it

mical or expensive, depending upon what you buy.

Rockbestos,

asbestos covered wire, has proven economical in the long run and

you

to

know more about

the

we want

it.

MOTION PICTURE
CABLE
ROCKBESTOS— the
This

is

asbestos covered wire

without question the finest wire for motion picture projectors, arc

and sunarc

lights,

and spot

lights, obtainable.

tonal insulation and durability

Its

extreme

flexibility,

make replacements fewer during

excep-

the year.

Rockbestos Wire
is approved by
Underwriters Lab., Inc

SWITCHBOARD
WIRE
ROCKBESTOS — the
For wiring switchboards or panels
ment.
is

We make

built to

asbestos covered wire

this

a similar wire for

wire more than meets every require-

motor and

grid resistance leads.

It

withstand overloading.

Use This
FIXTURE
WIRE

Coupon

I
ROCKBESTOS — the

asbestos covered wire
i

Wherever
essential.

lighting fixtures using high wattage
It

will

lamps are used

this

wire

is

not crack, nor will the insulation ever deteriorate.

/
Ask your

electrician to send for samples

and

/

prices.

The leading supply houses carry Rockbestos

wires.

Rockbestos
Prod. Corp.

ROCKBESTOS PRODUCTS

CORPORAT
NEW HAVEN,
5942 Grand Cent. Term.

New York

ON

I

CONN.
Bldg.,

/

Madison Term.
Chicago,

switchboard and
fixture

Bldg.,

prices.

Name

111.

s

/

:

wire

with

GIVES THE
MAGIC LIGHT OF

PROJECTION
The Motiograph with
attains the

maximum

its

Reflecting

of light with sharp-

ness of definition and evenness of

The

Arc

cast-iron condenser holder

field.

is

quickly removable, making the cleaning of condenser lens an easy task.
Its

large cross section tends to elim-

inate condenser breakage.

ing adjustment

is

The

align-

a big factor in secur-

ing perfect screen illumination.

A

new

arc control equipped with special

metallic contacts insures a sensitive
itive

and pos-

regulation of the arc so necessary for

constant value of light on the screen.

Our new Double Bearing Intermittent
Movement with Ball Bearing End Thrust
is

a

big

factor

in

securing

steadiness

of

picture.

Perfect

projection

with

25

amperes of

current and the consequent great

economy

are achieved with this

PREDOMINANT UNIT
EQUIPMENT

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFC. CO.
564 W. Randolph

Street,

Chicago,

111.

Exhibitors

British

-

Oppose “Quota

System

Get ready

/ / /N
\ \

for another Big
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
&

money-winner

s

Mary

ally Irene

Edmund Goulding’s production of the
Broadway play of chorus girl life

\
/

Member Motion

Vol. XXIII, No. 12

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

'

\

{

H. Hays, President
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mid M
'

Four Robert
Mortons

We*+

-m

..

for

Coast

m
'

f

i

irour West Coast theatres, the Royal, ott
Los Angeles; the New Capitol of Sacra-

mento and two

others,

now

in

process of

un named, have purRobert Morton organs and will
special organ recitals and musical
as program attractions.

contruction, but yet

chased
feature
features

appears to be in line with the
tendency to utilize the desire of
communities for good music to the advan-

This

modem

tage of box office receipts.

Among

other houses which will pursue
new Levine theatre
of Portsmouth, Va., which is about to install
the same policy are the
a $20,000 Robert

new

theatre,

now

Morton and Hancock's

building at Stuart, Florida,

which has ordered one of the new Robert
Morton pit organs.
Both of these houses will exploit their
musical programs as special features, which
is

quite practicable, at a moderate expense,
'

as their instruments will provide
facilities

equal

orchestra

but

to
at

them with

of a pretentious
greatly minimized exthat

penditure.

nikufo

jorourne^ PURCHASE

PLAN

4„

December

12,
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A New Deal Will Be Declared in
this Business

on February

1st!

time we all stopped thinking of motion picture exhibiting
as a seasonable business.
It’s

Public

demand for entertainment goes on

all

year round.

Modem equipment keeps theatres comfortable all year round.
You modem showmen can keep seats filled all year round—
PROVIDED YOU GET BIG PICTURES.
There’s no reason in the world why your revenues can’t
be as big, or bigger in April as they are in November

PROVIDED YOU GET BIG PICTURES.

PARAMOUNT INTENDS TO

SEE

THAT YOU GET

BIG

PICTURES ALL YEAR ROUND.

BIGGER
PICTURES THAN YOU EVER HAD IN THE FALL from
Paramount

is

going to give you, this spring,

Paramount or any other company

in the

world

Paramount has packed into these 30 new Spring pictures mare
famous stars, more great directors, more celebrated books and plays,
more sensational punches and spectacular effects than were ever
packed into a Fall group

before.

no Spring in 1926 as you’ve known it in the
past. Paramount is declaring a new deal in this business on
February 1st—AND EVERY SINGLE EXHIBITOR CAN
There’ll be

DRAW A WINNING HAND!
Watch for further

details.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Here, sir, is The besr thing you have

done in a number
-

“The luck

of the Irish has

descended

upon Thomas
Thus we have his

Meighan.

most likable picture in ever
so long.”

“

‘Irish

—Daily News

Luck’ interested us

more than anything we have
seen Tom Meighan do in a
very long time.”

-Herald-Tribune

“Tom

Meighan’s best picture

since ‘The Miracle Man.’

”

-Daily Mirror

ADOLPH ZUKOR

and

JESSE

L.

LASKY

present

THOMAS

MEIGHAN
in,

Irish Luck
WITH

LOIS

WILSON

VICTOR

HEERMAN
PRODUCTION

FROM^AN IMPERFECT IMPOSTOR"BY
NORMAN VENNER. SCREEN PLAY BY
THOMAS J. GERAGHTY.
-

paramount

•

•

(picture

QUINN MARTIN

IN

NEW YORK WORLD.

December

12,

EXHIBITORS HE R A L D
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KINOGRAMS
SUPER -NEWS SPECIALS

ARE THE WINDOWS
OF A

NEW WORLD
No.

1

-

THE SUNNING OF
THE BUDDHA
Kinograms Nip. 5135 released Nor. 13

It

is

that

nent
reels

subjects such as these

are making a promi-

place

on

for
the

the

news

FINDS GREAT SALT
LAKE IN NORTHERN TIBET
No. 2 -

Kinograms Nip. 5139 released Nov. 29

exhibitor’s

No.

program

3 -

???????????????

?

Kinograms Nip. 3143 released Dec. 13

HUGO %IESENFELD

&2
EVEN GREATER

You’ve seen Nos.

No.

3

IS

--

1

If you are not

getting these super-news specials

you

getting

! ook

are

not

your

money’s

‘worth

KINOGRAMS
The Hews Tpel

c

Built Like

a Hewspaper

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
Member, Motion

"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROCRAM"

of America, Inc.

Picture Producers

Will

Inc.

and Distributors

H. Hays,

President

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

Nr

12,

1925

'^4

mm

the cast

'

REYNOLDS
WILLIAM BOYD
HOBART BOSWORTH
WALTER LONG
VERA.

WILLIAM YMONG
CHARLIE MURRAY
NIGEL BARRIE
HELENE SULLIVAN
BEN TURPIN a
Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation

130 Wes t 46th Street

New

York. N. Y.

Presented

hy

METROPOLITAN
PICTURES CORP.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS

December

12,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

7

for this

~
mighty epic

VERA REYNOLDS WILLIAM BOYD a CHARLIE MURRAY
adapted by Elliott J. Clawson from the SATURDAY
“The ^Adventures of Wally Gay " by

EVENING POST STORIES

HERSCHEL

HALL

S.

Directed by

JAMES HOGAN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer
Member Motion

JOHN

Picture Producers and Distributors of America. Inc.

C.

FLINN.

— Will

Vice-President and General Manager

H. Hays, President

f

EXHIBITORS HERALD

December

CECIL B.DE MILLE

12,

1925

presents

c/ldapted by
CHARLES WHITAKER
and DOUGLAS DOTY
from the novelbyEZVLEL

VWAXTS MUMFORD

Leatrice Joy in Her Greatest Role
That

is

saying a

It’s different

—

lot,

it’s

but that’s just what

intensely emotional

—

!

we mean.

it’s

compelling in

its

magnetism.

A powerful melodrama which leads from the sinister haunts of San Francisco’s underworld to the exotic
beauty of an uncharted island in the tropics, here is a picture packed from start to finish with stirring situations
of sure-fire appeal, with Leatrice Joy the central figure around whom eddies a whirlpool of intrigue and thrilling action.
ROMANCE! A love theme as haunting as a melody heard
DRAMA! It fairly teems with gripping plots and startling

in a

dream.

situations.

ACTION! It moves swiftly and inevitably to a smashing climax.
STAR: Lovely Leatrice is simply superb in a magnificent role.

December

12,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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i°»czy£&?

<4n

ALAN HALE
production

'Xoith

ROBERT
PRODUCERS DISTRJBUTINC

CORPORATION

Foreign Distributor*
Producera InternationaJ Corporation
130 West 46th Street

New

York.

N

Y

Presented by

HUNT STROMBERG
Adapted by Marion Orth

t

Jrom the novel by

John A. Moroso
Directed by Tom Forman

UERITEDeLaJMOTTE

JOHN BOWERS

Foreign Distributors
Producers International Corporation
130

West 46th

New

Street

York, N. Y.

A MILLION DOLLARS FOR A THRILL!
That’s the spirit of the theatre-going public.

money. Because
appeal

is

it’s

universal.

And

that’s

why

real

Melodrama

gets the

the red corpuscles in the arteries of the dramatic complex, and

Here

is

a

Melodrama packed with

its

hair-raising action, big climaxes

and startling situations. It is a powerful treatment of one of the most widely discussed
problems of the present day crime and the reformation of criminals. It portrays the
conflict of primal human passions with the inexorable methods of law enforcement and the
system that decrees: “Once a criminal always a criminal.”

—

Here’s a Clean-up Picture for Sure-Thing

Showmen

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, President

Member

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.

Vice-President and General Manager

will h hays,

President
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San Francisco

— Great big week at Warfield

Miss Davies in
Old N. Y.”

“Little

Los Angeles (3 weeks)
— S. R. O. business at State. Moved
into Criterion for second capacity
week. Following with third big week
at Alhambra.

Milwaukee (2 weeks )

—Held

over for second smashing
week at Merrill Theatre.

Newark
—Exceptionally big week at

MONTA
BELL’S
production of the play

‘Merry Wives of Gotham” hy

Laurence Eyre
with

State.

Washington
—Wonderful week’s business

at

Palace Theatre.

Oakland

—T and D Theatre—fine

1

week.

New

York

— Smashing business

all

week at Capitol Theatre.

Conrad Nagel
adapted by

Carey Wilson
directed by

Monta

Bell

Metro$old

—

,

December

12,

—
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avies
in her second great story
of “Little Old

New York”

3/mdim

O/cF
^JT

A series of ad slugs
from the big campaign book. Qet

wonderful
showman’s prothis

motion book and
see

how

easy

to get real

Funny! CharmingJ Thrilling!

MARION

,

DAVIES^/Olct,

it

is

money

“Miss Davies gives a remarkable
performance. Film is charming.”
N. Y. Times
“Star scores hit. Created merry
sensation. You will adore Marion.
Deliciously engaging comedy.”
N. Y. Mirror
“Dozens of novel touches. Atmospheric strength most enjoy-

—

—

by easily handled

able.”

promotion.

“No

Eve.

actress

have played

^

World
on the screen could
this part better.”

—Herald-Tribune

“Just as engaging
as ‘Little Old

and

delightful

New York’.”

— N. Y. American

“A human interest story that provides excellent entertainment.”

—Eve. Telegram
“Capacity audience liked it. Picturesque and beautiful settings.”

— Eve. Sun
“Marion Davies scores a complete
triumph. Screen’s most delightful
comedienne.”

feet
1 feet bv 1°

he cl0,

of*e foe

accessories.

lS

’“ St

^

71,1*

wt//ifjayer

Eve. Journal

14
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Coming: to ma
a nation roa
The

and

9

It s

Harn

Presented in association with

FAULTLESS PICTURES COP

December

12,

1925

EXHIBITORS HERALD

tllard at his Best!
And

it’s

on

UNIVERSAL’S

WHITE

LIST

GEORGE SIDNEY, CHARLES
MURRAY, VERA GORDON
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE

With

’nuff said!

m
<
;

wm/i'K/,

,

v

'

;

:
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THE BRIGHTEST SPOI

CHRISTIE FILM
Member Motion
of

America. Inc..

CO., INC.

Picture Producers
Will

II

&

Distributors

Hays. President

ON ANY PROGRAM
are two kinds of shows that need a
T here
BOBBY VERNON COMEDY—
or, in fact,

great series of two-reelers produced

of the four

by Christie

WHEN YOU HAVE A WEAK FEATURE— call up your

1
•

2

any

nearest Educational booker and get one of these big time tworeelers to bolster up your program.

WHEN YOU HAVE A STRONG FEATURE— get a Bobby

•

Vernon Comedy, ADVERTISE IT, and insure yourself
big, knockout program straight through the bill.
Released Through
(f^LctuAj^

"THE SPICE OF THE

PROGRAM"

of a

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Not' a Dull

Moment

‘Little

Mary

Pickford

if

Annie Rooney*. Here’s

— human, natural, hoydenish,

generous and loving.
he story is cram ful of heart interest
and comedy. There isn’t a dull moment.”
Graphic.
I

—

“

Annie Rooney’ will entertain nearly every one. Trade
magazines will call it a ‘wow’.”
N. Y. Sun.
‘Little

“Annie Rooney’
r

as

the

will

be popular on Broadway and even more popu

film gets into the neighborhood theatres

where Mary’s
Eve World.

—

MARy pickford
“LITTLE ANNIE
'RO ON E
Directed bv

A

big box-office bet.

delight

y

-

WILLIAM BEAUDINR

Will

them everywhere.

Is definitely in.

Will no
doubt clean up for the
fans are going to have

k

l|k

a

whale
time.”

of

a good

— Film Daily.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
‘Mary Pickford

Douglas Fairbanks
Joseph M.Jchenck,
Chairman hoard of Directors
,

Charles Chaplin

D. W. Qriffifh
TUram Qbrams,
President

December

12,

1925

December

12,

john

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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considime.jp-

RUDOLPH
VALENTINO
TTIHIE

EAGLE

\ b VILMA BANKY and LOUISE

C
Support^

DRESSER

hans KRAUV

The

Production
BROWN
A CLARENCE

“R

whale of a

(picture that

has

everything for the box-office.”

— M.

“The Screen

P.

World.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
IHary Pickford

Charles Chaplin

picture

a

overrun

its

man who

put the

word

that

will

The

schedule.

‘sheik’ in the

language of a whole nation is still the
popular screen idol par excellence.”

— Daily
“A

colorful,

obviously

Graphic.

sumptuous production

pleased the crowd

Mark Strand
thrills.

in

that

the

at

of romantic

pursuit

Valentino

is

picturesque

— N. Y.

as usual.”

Sun.

“Never before has Valentino given so
generously and so cheerfully of his
and

D.W.Qriffifh

talents

Joseph M.Jchenck,

Hiram Ohrams,

ideally cast.”

Chairman .ftoard of Di rectors.

President

Douglas Fairbanks

is

probably

heart

Now Booking

Eagle’

Idol”

natural

graces.

He

is

— N. Y. World.

•

Reprinted

irom
Chicago Tribune
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READ

that glowing review of Mae Tmee's

in tne Chicago Tribune

— of ~~

what Martin Quigle^s^id
Oh Boy! Oh Boy!
no

There’s

stojiping the rush

of those big

FOX

MONEY MAKERS
!
riM—

rn

9

——II

wmmmmmmmmrv^nrmm

Fox-Film Corporation,

?

!
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12,

FOX is after the bestand only the best
That

is

why

they signed for

America’s greatest creator
The first will be-

FOX PICTURES,

of thrilling fiction.

KYNE’S
^ GOLDEN STRAIN

PETER
naturally it would
have a big FOX showmans
cast headed by —^

And

~

MADGE BELLAMY

B.

And you can
from
the

take

it

headquarters

first,

will be a

straight

that

this,

humdinger!

KENNETH HAPJ.AN
Hobart Bosworth-

Ann Pennington
c

Lawford Davidson-FrankM GlynnJt
Scenario by Eve Unsell

VICTOPv SCHER.TZINGE

ftodiuciion

FOX

has

announced

some

mighty big ones, but watch

for

those to come.

They get bigger

all the time.

fox Film Corporation,

December

12,
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(

No.

3

e

i

For Season 1926*27
William Fox

A.

S.

M. HUTCHINSON’S

latest, greatest

One

announces

and most debatable novel

Increasing Purpose
By

the author of “IF

WI'NTER COMES”

At the top of the best-sellers, the country over! This
dynamic novel has had a quicker sale than even
“IF

WINTER COMES”

or any novel of recent years

“ONE INCREASING PURPOSE
will be talked about, written about, fought

over

— and bought and read—more

than any novel

STILL

jl

And now
for No 4

now

published

ANOTHER QREAT MASTERPIECE TO BE PRODUCED AS
A FOX PICTURE NEXT SEASON!

lox Film Corfjo ratiaru
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because FOX made it
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The
1st

sheet

selling

Perfect

— Because of the story

itself.

a.va.ilable

Shoreman
“The

3rd

of love and kindness

for all living things,

adapted for the

is

4th

the

it

into every

To-Day

/

glorious beauty.

—Because FOX has gone further

tremendous
5th

tion for this great classic.

1

its

to the screen

characters.

of

public knowledge and admira-

6th— Because

—Because the original version has

and carried its marvelous story
into the lives of modern

holidays.

2nd— Because

Picture!

s

in all

perfectly

CHRISTMAS

1

been transported

Ancient Mariner,” with its beautiful story

for tliis picture

—Because

it

has a big

FOX ticket

selling cast.

can boast of a ready made audience that reaches

home in

the country. Millions will

fox Film Cn mo rat ion.
ica,

Inc.— Will H. Hay

want

to see

BOOK

it.

IT
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ITH
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a picture that carries
sweep of his genius,

full

Frank Lloyd has answered the

demand for

a successor to

"Winds

of Chance.”
It isn’t the drama of men but of
women who followed the golden
trail.
One was a daughter of

wealth, one was a dance-hall girl;

and one dressed as a man and
gambled like men. She fought
men and loved one man gloriously
but she would not fight

—

for

Words

love!

can’t

story as Frank Lloyd

of

stars

tell

and

have pictured

this

his cast

it.

Spectacular, thrilling

in

action,

romance, keen in
humor, "The Splendid Road”
has still a greater magnetism. It
has caught that spirit which
beautiful

in

makes

phenomenal

for
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national Picture
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\ffne years of unparalleled bat-office performance carry first
\JiHational into 1926 with the indisputable leadership of che
industry ~%e screeds greatest stars are first ‘nationals
9he producers and directors whose names are built
on ability arefrstWationals -‘Real stage hits
and bed-sellers dud the production sched-

ft

9b wonder first 9lationats line-up
for 1926 will commandeuery eye
and dominate exhibitor attention when the big new
ule -

lidisantwunced
durinq fird
national
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land of czari&m and the
upheaval in all

_ity

[test social

story

said aJlbcrt Rhys Williams
That Red Russian Adventure is the
center of world interest. Intelligent
folks the world over want to know.
jWho really does know what’s been
going on in Russia.
The former
3
'Mighty Empire of the Czars and
present Domain of the Bolsheviks, a Country shell

Whatever
tering about 150,000,000 human souls.
news we’ve been getting is fragmentary Stray bits
of odds and ends probably colored to suit preconceived notions and previously formed opinions. But
here goes the Cinema Camera, Correspondent of
Eternity, above suspicion.

28,000 feet of historic

negative from the archives of the Czar’s Govern-

ment, Kerensky’s Provisional Government and the
Red Kremlin, covering the thrilling, turbulent
Modern Russian episode as no other event of such
tremendous social significance has yet been covered by the

Cinema Camera.

19/9

“Once I made a trip on the Zemstvo wagon out
over the steppes of which one of the Russian poets
says ‘you Steppes how grand and wonderful you
are !’ I came to a little Ukrainian village and in
that little village I stood up on the wagon surrounded by about 300 women, about 40 old men
and boys and a dozen crippled soldiers and I began to ask them questions. I said ‘How many
One
here ever heard of George Washington?’
boy had, five had heard of Abraham Lincoln,
about 115 had heard of Lenine and Kerensky.
About 250 had heard of Tolstoi. Then I made a
terrible blunder.
They’d been laughing along
with the foreigner at his funny accent, but when
*1 asked them this question, ‘How many here have
lost any one in the War?’ nearly every hand went
up before my face and then just like a wind sighing thru the wan trees there swept over that
crowd a sobbing moan. It was a terrible blunder
to ask such a question.
A boy ran out of the
crowd crying ‘my brother! they killed my
brother
neath me.
’

had

fallen

And

those

Then I felt the wagon trembling beIt was an old man, an old peasant who
under

it

almost swooning with grief.
of them, wept as I never

women, 300
saw anybody weep in

all my life.
I wondered
where all the tears could come from. I wondered
what grief lay back of all those placid, almost
stupid faces. Then I realized what Russia had
suffered. And that was only one of the thousands of such towns and villages that lay scattered
over the Ukrainian steppes and along the Volga
and thru the Siberian steppes, to which never
would return those millions and millions of men

who lay out there in the greatest graveyard in all
the world. That former Russian front that ran
from Riga to the Black Sea. Where those peasants went out with nothing but clubs in their
hands and were mown down by the machine guns
of the Germans as grain is mown by the sickle.”

and now comes the cinema record of the Red Russian Upheaval
the most unioue of its hind in the
history of the world
history as recorded by the Akely
Camera and Fighting Men not

writing

u

menu

if the movie camera had done noth
the else but made this mptrisk ~
ante record of Russia lM-iol*,
it could joUy well justify its prestge

now

in preparation.
"
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& World Rights H. Axelbank. New York
Watch Further Announcements

A SMASHING success at the Circle TheaY*- tre, Indianapolis ! At the New York
Strand on opening day more than 5000 people
were turned away! “Clothes Make the Pirate
is more than a picture; it’s an absolute feat of
showmanship.
’
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Editorial

HERALD

by
MaitinJ. Quigley

T HE

British film problem does not seem to be yielding readily to a solution. There may be some perplexities to the problem that are not apparent on this
side; again, it may be that the men and methods employed, rather than the problem itself, are responsible
for the report of no progress that may be made at this
time.

While no apparent progress has been made,

this does

not mean that the situation is lacking in action. From
reports which have reached us, it would appear that
during recent weeks the British motion picture forum
has been the scene of intense activity, and almost frenzied confusion.
It

seems that a group of British film leaders

certain representations to

known

a

semi-official

made

organization

as the Federation of British Industries.

These

representations substantially insisted upon legislation
intended to establish a quota system under which a
percentage of the pictures shown in British theatres
would have to be British-made. They also provided for
outlawing the practice of block-booking.

With all of this having gone to certain lengths, the
most substantially and vitally concerned British interest

—the

exhibitor

—

finally

succeeded in making

its

voice

heard over the din of the popular agitation against
American pictures that had been stirred up. This voice
made plain in no uncertain terms that the exhibitor
does not want the government, or any other authority,
dictating to him as to what pictures he shall or shall
not show; also that the question of block-booking is
something that he feels quite able to deal with in his
own way and in his own time.

The confusion that now blankets the British film
situation may largely be attributed to the fact that the
case has not been predicated on a fair and reasonable
basis.
The American producer and the American picture were vilified, not because the criticism was deserved,
it was thought that this would be an effecto advance the British producer and the BritThe American picture has been roundly
ish picture.
denounced in face of its support and popularity at the
hands of the British public. Not being prepared at
this time to meet the competition of the American producer in the amusement market of Great Britain, efforts were made to press on the key of patriotism,
arouse the emotional reactions of the people and obtain
legislation which would embarrass American film in-

but because
tive

way

terests to the point

where they would become easy com-

petition for the British producer.

Thus have they sowed; a harvest is now being reaped
in the form of an almost universal opposition to the
plan for reviving British production which was evolved
after months of deliberation.
*

T HE

*

*

agreement which has been entered into between
the Universal Pictures corporation and the UFA
company of Berlin presages a big international development. From details thus far made public in connection

with the compact it appears as an enterprising and constructive undertaking which will have big possibilities
for both parties.

The deal suggests that suitable product of the UFA
company will gain an easy entrance into the American
market through the Universal distributing organization.

On

the other hand. Universal’s position in Germany
be entrenched, giving this company marked advantages in its operations in Central Europe.
will

*

T here

is

*

*

a lesson for producers in the success of

—

“The Big Parade”

not a new lesson but simply
a reiteration of the very old lesson that the one thing
that counts, above everything else, in successful production is the story.

—

Mr. Laurence Stallings, who wrote the story, knew
what he was about when he was writing a story of the
Great War. With his idea of the story of “The Big
Parade” in mind he went to California and thoroughly
inoculated the continuity writer and the director, with
the body and spirit of his story. He lived with the picture in the making so that the story he wanted depicted
was caught and fixed upon the screen in its full reality.
Mr. King Vidor was, of course, an invaluable aid in
supplying the motion picture technic which makes the
story live upon the screen.
of this work of art which

But the successful creation
the screen commenced with the blueprint supplied by Mr. Stallings.
#

now adorns
•

•

T HE

theatre enterprise under the direction of Mr.
has entered the forum of the industry
under the name, “Publix Theatres, Inc.”
This name seems certainly destined to occupy a conspicuous position in the language of the trade immediately and, eventually, in the language of the general
public of the United States, because it will be the label
identifying what is shaping up to be the biggest theatre undertaking in the history of organized amusements.

Sam Katz

Mr. Katz and his organization are able to huild into
nationally even a portion of the good will in
amusements represented by the name, “Balaban and
Katz,” in Chicago, the title, “Publix Theatres,” will
some day have a vast value.
If

this

name

*

*

#

T HE

foreign field offers the biggest opportunity for
the development of the business of American producers and distributors. The precise form which this
opportunity will take will be the tremendous theatre
building program that is bound to take place within the
next few years.

The American industry cannot hope to continue to
supply even as great a proportion of the film used in
foreign countries as it does at the present time, but in
view of the building program that will come, a smaller
proportion of the business will mean a vastly greater
income.
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Attack
Proposed “Quota” Measure

British Exhibitors

Resent Interference;
See Patronage Drop

Wave of Theatre
Holdups Strikes
Kansas
(Special to

KANSAS

Mo.

City,

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY, Dec. 1.— A wave

of

robberies

in front of his

is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

sweeping

over
Kansas City. From the safe of the Linwood theatre, large suburban house, burglars obtained $1,173.
The safe, which
weighs 1,000 pounds, was dragged thirtyfive feet from the office on the ground
floor in the front of the building and
the combination hammered off. The loss
was covered by insurance. Only a few
days ago W. O. Lenhart, manager of
the house, was robbed of a diamond ring
theatre

Agitation to Supplant American Productions Leads to
Loss of Public Interest in Motion Pictures

home.

Then at the Pantages theatre, first
run downtown house, a bandit rushed
of the box office, in full view
of an afternoon throng, pointed a pistol
in front

Miss Blanche Shaw, and escaped with
bills.
At the Newman theatre the,
same night a robbery narrowly was
averted.
William Jacobs of the man-

LONDON,

—British film interests, in their almost

desperate anxiety to dethrone the popularity of American pictures and to supplant them with British-produced pictures,
have precipitated a situation which forbodes an even worse condition than they have been experiencing.

A group of leaders, shutting their eyes to the realities of the case, lately importuned governmental assistance. Without stating the whole case as it actually exists, these leaders have insisted upon some official action.
The proposed
action has assumed the form of a quota system, intended to compel exhibitors
to show, under law, a certain percentage of British pictures and also a legal
enactment to abolish the block booking system.

at

Done Without Exhibitors’ Sanction

$25 in

ager’s office, Charles Raymond, assistant manager, and E. C. Kristie, special
policeman, were in the office arranging
to deposit the receipts in a safe when a
knock came upon the door.
Kristie
opened the door, a hand hastily reached
through, but in slamming the door with
a view to trapping the bandit, Kristie
allowed him to escape.

Nov.

21.

All of this seems to have been carried forward without the sanction of those
vitally interested
the exhibitors.
The voice of these is now to be made
audible in no uncertain terms.
Exhibitors are denouncing vigorously the
entire proposal, resenting the proposed governmental interference in their business and declaring that they are well able to deal with such trade practices as
block booking.

—

most

The quota system, instead of leading
to a solution of the British cinema problem, seems only to be leading to still
greater confusion.

Exhibitor Appeals Ruling
in “Country Store ” Case
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH.,
the

legality

of a

Dec. 1.— To test
recently enforced state

law against the

lottery, and in particular
the “country store,” which the state contends is a form of lottery, Si Danz, proprieter of the Hollywood Theatre, 6550
Tenth avenue northeast, and S. D. Maine,
“country store” operator, gave notice of
appeal through their attorney from a verdict in superior court.
The defendants were
found guilty of the charge of conducting
a lottery.

Danz and Maine admitted they were operating a socalled “country store” in connection with the theatre giving away tick-

—
entitling

patrons
them to chances
merchandise prizes.
They also disbursed tickets to nonpatrons. Attorney tor
the defense A. J. Loughon asked for a
dismissal on these grounds.
to

ets

on

Six

New Companies

for

Week; $167,000 Capital
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

ALBANY, N. Y., Dec. 1. About the
usual number of motion picture companies
incorporated in New York state during
the past week, the following concerns filing papers of incorporation with the secretary of state
Blum

Theatrical Corporation, capitalized at $20,-

Saland Film Laboratories, Inc., $10,000;
Cinechrome Film Corporation of America, $20,000; Macfadden True Story Pictures, $100,000;
Futter Productions, Inc., $12,000; Bershap Theatre Corporation;
Bob Custer Productions, Inc.,
000;

$5,000.

Another important factor, as affecting
the exhibitors’ business, is the fact that
all
of the
agitation
that
has been
inspired in the British newspapers is
leading to a loss of interest on the part
of the public in motion pictures to the
end that the cinema halls are losing
patronage.
Unfair to Public
appears that a heavy penalty is
likely to be paid for the unfair and unreasonable criticism of American pictures that has been effected for the purpose of attempting to aid the plight of
the British producer.
The authorities
and the public have not been dealt fairly
with in the acute agitation that has been
going on, in which American pictures
have been assailed as lacking in worth
for the purpose of attempting to drive
them out to make room for a better
grade of British pictures that were being
It

dreamed

of.

The

propaganda against American
pictures has been successful and the
authorities, taking certain leaders in the
trade at their word, are now prepared
to legislate against American pictures
and American trade practices.

Exhibitors Expose Contrivance
this
point the exhibitors have
stepped in and exposed the whole contrivance.
They resent the proposal of
governmental interference in the operation of their business and they show
no taste for attempting to operate their
halls successfully without the full aid

At

—

American pictures upon which their
prosperity has been created.
of

The Film Renter

states

editorially:

“If the C. E. A. (the exhibitors’ association) took a plebiscite of their members tomorrow on this matter (the quota

system and enactment against block
booking) they would find at least eighty
per cent wholeheartedly against it.”
The following quotations, indicating
the thought of British exhibitors on the
proposals, are taken from Kin e mat o graph
Weekly:

South
“The recommendation

that the exhibi-

any foreign film must not
be more than six months from the booking date does not seem to be good policy
and I do not see how it will work.”
J. W. Mills (Portsmouth).
“The scheme will only benefit
the producer and not the exhibitor,
for I do not think a sufficient numtion date for

ber of good British films will be
turned out to justify the quota
H. A. Romain (Southsea).
“I am against the whole thing and I
can foresee endless difficulties over the
.

booking of British

...

films.

It

seems

to me that the only way you are going
to put British pictures over on anything
like a sound basis under this scheme
J. G. Woods
is to block-book them.”

—

(Portsmouth).

Yorkshire

am

not confident as to its workability.
To insure this there will have
to be greater loyalty among all sections
E. W. Bassil (Shefof the industry.”
“I

—

field).

“Kinemas within even 100 yards of
each other cater for different types of
patrons.” Alfred Blank (Rotherham).
“I am absolutely against compulsion and see danger in the introduction by parliament of any
such measures which are quite
foreign to the natural interests of
A plebiscite
British business.
should be taken. J. Briggs (Kirkstall, Leeds).

—

—

( Continued

on page 36)
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EW YORK—Julian
tional

Solomon says Na-

Laugh Month

is

going to be so

.

.

.

.

Hoot Gibstar

star of

Century

comedies; at right
Louise

Dresser,

is

star

.

.

.

.

.

ley,

.

.

is

Universal

who appears in “The
Man in the Saddle”;
below is Wanda Wi-

funny that he has to laugh every time he
thinks of the funny stuff he is going to
Bob Kane went to
write about.
Leo BrechePs Plaza theatre last week to
see “Bluebeard’s Seven Wives” and voted it
Abe Warner
a pretty good picture.
blew in from a Western trip last week and
now Harry Warner is getting ready to go
R. H.
to the Coast for a long stay.
Burnside is thinking of making more pictures and a luncheon conference with
Whitman Bennett may mean something or
former
Linton,
"Pop”
nothing.
treasurer of the M. P. T. O. N. Y., was in
New York last week and told of a new big
theatre he is to build in his home town of
Harry Lichtig, of Englander
Utica.
Lichtig, who has been in New York for
three weeks, has returned to Hollywood.
Hal Hodes has just been elected
president of the Short Films Syndicate, and
Eddie Eschnow watch it hum.
.

left

.

in

“The Goose Wo-

.

MM

—

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

mann was

presented with a nice shiny shotgun by his First National friends, but says
Leon
he won’t use it on Broadway.
Errol made a personal appearance at the
Strand with Sam Rork’s “Clothes Make the
.

.

.

wobble a bit.
back from Europe
without Bubbles, but there is no record of
anyone trying to get him into pictures.
Jack Coogan, Sr., left for the Coast
•early last week, stopping en route for a visit
Pirate,”

.

.

.

.

and his legs
Frank Tinney

home town

his

Marcus Loew

Syracuse.

of

November 28

left

.

for

.

•

the

Coast and now we can look for something
doing on that Metro-United Artists merger.
.Al Boasberg says he has gone to the
West Coast to work, which brings up a
question of what he called what he was
Dave Chatkin says he
doing here.
.

.

.

.

.

Sam

the

join

will

Above

is

Above

Marion Nix-

is

.

.

to
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mt

Katz

on, star in “Sporting
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O’B
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r

right,
i

e n,

Eugene

star in
below.

Valli,
in

is

Virginia

who appears

many

Universal

pictures of late.

featured

She

opposite

e g e”;
House Peters, star of

Eugene O’Brien

“Storm

Breaker”;

remarkable role

on his

Edna
“The Lit-

“Siege.”

i

Murphy
tle

left

of

Giant.”

is

is

in

Below

is

who

is

Clive Brook,

seen in

in a

“The Home

Maker.”

organization

ABOUT

December 13, either the day before or that day after, but not on that date.
Charlie Raymond, of the Newman
and Royal theatres, Kansas City, spent last
.

.

.

week

in

New York

Broadway.

.

.

.

looking them over on
Eddie Hurley did NOT

attend

Tex Guinan’s

Texas

Tommy

it.

.

.

.

Club,

farewell party at the

and bears no marks of

John Lowell, who has been
making a picture with Miller

traveling and

back in New York for a
Larry Weingarten, with
a new expense account book, left for a tour
of the exchanges last week wearing a glad
smile, Arthur Bernstein having left for the
Paul Sloan
Coast the day before.
is in New York for a couple of weeks and
Joe Weil,
says it is a vacation.
Paul Gulick and George Brown represented
Universal at the Hays luncheon at the WalBrothers circus,

few

days.

.

.

is
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mr. Laemmle being out of the city.
Sam Moross, recently resigned from
the T. O. C. C., has become a motion picture theatre broker, so if you want to buy
or sell see Sam, and this is not a paid ad.
John S. Robinson, late of the
Meador-Robertson picture corporation, arSam Berman,
rived from abroad.
dorf,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

having finished electing Jimmy Walker, has
purchased another theatre to take care of
Budd Rogers, vicehis spare time.
president of Lumas Films, is back from a
trip around the country selling pictures.
S. L. {Roxy) Rothafel will be the guest of
honor at this week’s session of the A. M. P.
A. and the session will not be broadcast.
.

.

.

— SPARGO.

William Desmond, left, appears in “The Ace of Spades”; Cullen Landis,
center, appears in “Peacock Feathers”; Jean Hersholt appears in “My
Old Dutch.”

December

Move
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to
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Repeal

Blue Law Brings
Colorado Battle
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

GOLDEN, COL., Dec. 1. Sunday
motion pictures are still an unsettled
question in Golden, Col. The city council
held an open meeting inviting interested citizens to discuss whether the
present Sunday closing ordinance should
be repealed. The hall was filled to capacity and a heated battle of words between the opposing forces took up two
and one-half hours time with no results.
Alderman Olson moved the matter be
brought up again at the December meet-

Des Moines Commission

Named; Barger Acquitted
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

DES MOINES,

IA„ Dec. 1.— Mrs. Max
Mayer, prominent club woman, politician
and social worker; George Hamilton, convention bureau head of the Chamber of
Commerce who wrote the original words
of the “Iowa Corn Song,” and Dick Vawter,
were appointed as members of the
theatrical commission of Des Moines by
Mayor Carl M. Graver Nov. 27. Films
and legitimate shows come under their
supervision.

N. S. Barger who suggested theatre
censors after a raid had been made on
the Garrick, his house, showing burlesque,
was released by the grand jury the day
the commission was appointed. The grand
jury was unable to find against him.

Von Stroheim Scheduled
for

1926 Schenck Film

Ten- Year Agreement in Operation Sam Dembow to Head
Booking Chatkin to Buy Short Features—J. M. Anderson

—

to Direct Presentations
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

LOS ANGELES,
Stroheim

Dec.

1.— Eric Von

make

a million dollar production for Joseph M. Schenck in 1926,
it was announced yesterday at his office,
while Constance Talmadge will begin
work within a few days on a picture
other than “East of the Setting Sun,”
production on it having been deferred.
Von Stroheim’s two pictures for Parawill

will

YORK,

Dec.

1.

— Publix

(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

last

filed

week

Minnesota supreme

court
down a decision again M. S. Nathan and
awarding about $50,000 to Friedman
Brothers Holding Company, St. Paul, in
the Starland theatre case, which has
been in litigation four years.

British Theatres Close
In Tribute to Alexandra
(Special to

LONDON,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

1.
All Motion picture
theatres in London were closed November
27 until 6 p. m. because of the funeral of

Dec.

Queen Alexandra.

the

name

selected for the

at the state capital.

Ten- Year Agreement

The incorporation

of Publix Theatres

Now
means

Operating
that the ten-year operating

agreement between Famous Players and Balaban
and in operation.

Sam Katz

now making

headconjunction with Harold Franklin will personally handle the affairs of the huge chain
quarters in

is

New York

While no
ment has been made it
of theatres.

and

his

in

official

announce-

generally conbooking will be
is

that all the
centralized in the New York office and
will be under the immediate direction
of

Sam Dembow.

Chatkin Joins This Month
David Chatkin, for the past four years
salesmanager of Educational Pictures,
has resigned from that organization and
about the middle of this month will join
Mr. Dembow.
Mr. Chatkin will be in
charge of the buying and booking of
short subjects, his four years experience
with Educational well fitting him to handle this important branch of the big circuit’s work.
In speaking of the aims of Publix
Theatres Mr. Katz said:
“The aim of Publix Theatres is to see
that the public can get all the kind of
entertainment it wants and needs, of the
right kind at the right price and in conditions of comfort, with surroundings of
quality, courtesy and service that shall
be established as part of the operation
of each and every theatre.”

it

also

productions.
Productions in this instance include the elaborate presentation
acts which are becoming more and more
a special feature of motion picture presentation.

Mr.

Anderson,

original

producer

Best

Name

Turkey Wins
Whole Family

for

Tickets for

—INDIANAPOLIS,

IND., Dec. 1.
boys and girls had
an opportunity to win tickets to
the Palace theatre for the entire
family Thanksgiving day.
The
tickets were given to the boy or
girl who made up the best name
for the turkey which was on dis-

—Indianapolis

play in front of the theatre. The
only rule was to use letters appearing in the words “Palace TheA barrel was placed in
atre.”
front of the theatre to hold the
names. It was not necessary to
buy tickets in order to submit a

name.

is

now complete

duce the stage portion of the entertain-

Metropolitan theatre to
First

Work

at

its

heart.

Rivoli

In connection with the engagement of
Anderson it has been announced
that his first presentation work for New
York will be put on at the Rivoli theaWork is now being
tre this month.
carried out at the Rivoli providing for
and decorative changes
construction
both in the stage and auditorium. The
theatre will close at midnight Saturday,
December 19, for five days to allow
completion of the construction work and
will reopen Christmas day with an entirely new type of entertainment, something never seen before in New York.
It is hoped to make the Rivoli a distinctive and unique part of New York’s
entertainment offerings, to establish it
in the theories of courtesy and service
and of exceptional quality of entertain-

Mr.

that will be a mark of distinction
the Publix Theatres throughout
the United States.

ment

all

the

announced that the company
has signed a long term contract with
John Murray Anderson as director of

was

Katz

ment at the new Metropolitan theatre
His
in Boston which recently opened.
unique and exceptional style of stage
presentations in Boston has met with
an overwhelming response and as a consequence the Boston public has taken

in

Anderson Signs as Director
Following the announcement of

&

the Greenwich Village Follies, was engaged recently by the company to pro-

the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

Dec. 1.
has handed

is

Articles of incorporation for Publix Theatres, Inc., were

that designation.

be begun at once.

Friedman Wins Award in
Starland Theatre Case

Theatres

amalgamated Famous Players and Balaban & Katz theatres and the five
hundred or more houses embraced by the merger will be operated under

incorporation of the Publix Theatres,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

&— K Concern

Famous-B

for

ceded

sonal liberty.”

mount

Publix Theatres Name Picked

The

motion carried.
Manager
M. W. McFarland of the Gem theatre,
who had petitioned the council to repeal
the Sunday closing ordinance, was supported by a large number of prominent
Golden citizens.
The School of Mines student council
favoring
presented a communication
Sunday pictures declaring the present
ordinance was “inimical to the general
welfare and an unjust restriction on pering.

33

of

Blue Law Enforcement
Threatened in Missouri
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

MONTGOMERY

CITY, LA., Dec. 1.
people of this city are greatly
stirred up because the reformers have
been insisting that Prosecuting Attorney
Glover E. Dowell enforce the blue. laws.
He has intimated that he will do so in
the very near future.
The county has very rigid Sunday
closing regulations and if Dowell goes
through with his threat it will mean
that even Sunday newspapers cannot be
delivered in the county except through
the mails while gasoline filling stations
will be permitted to sell only to phy-

— The

sicians

and pastors.

U. S. Pictures Improve ,

Says Yokohama Banker
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec.

L

— American

have improved greatly recently,
Oku, president of the Yokohama
Specie Bank and director of the Imperial
University of Japan, who is here on a misThe
sion for the Japanese government.
members of the Japanese party were guests
of Sol Wurtzel at the Fox studio.
pictures
says S.

”

:
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Ontario Exhibitors Pick Brady

Again
New Board

at

Under Chairman Harry Alexander Will Name
Grievance and Arbitration Committee
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ORONTO,

T

ONT., Dec. I. John C. Brady, proprietor of the Madison theatre, Toronto, and a mainstay of the independent exhibitors
of Canada, again was elected president of the Ontario Division of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners, when the association held its annual
meeting and banquet at the King Edward Hotel, November 27, with a
large attendance present. Mr. Brady had opposition for the 1926 office
but obtained a majority over two other candidates for the Ontario presidency.

T HE
Roy

Ontario vice presidency went to
O’Connor, manager of the Prince
of Wales theatre, Toronto, who succeeded
in that office Aid. W. A. Summerville,
owner of the same theatre. Mr. O’Connor
is already well-known in the organized
independent theatre field in the Dominion.
Joe Cohen of Toronto and Ray

Lewis of Toronto were unanimously reelected treasurer and secretary of the
Ontario Division.
Alexander Elected Chairman

Harry Alexander, a veteran independent
owner of Toronto, was elected

theatre

chairman of the Ontario board of directors
by unanimous vote.
Other directors for
1926 include: A. Poliakoff, C. Rottenberg,
S. Lent, George Lester, S.
Fine, Sam
Bloom, S. Major and Harry Ginsler, all of
Toronto, and three more members to be
elected from that portion of Ontario outside of the Toronto district.
One new member was admitted at the
annual convention, this being V. Saxe of
Mount Forest, Ontario.

New

Arbitration Committee

Announcement was made that the new
board of directors would elect a grievance
and arbitration committee from the di-

In

A sc hers

9

rectorate,

and

this

committee

is

to rotate,

a successive committeeman to have charge
of the details of each new case to be arbiIt was decided to obtain headtrated.
quarters in Toronto which can be used for
association purposes. About ISO exhibitors
and friends attended the banquet in the
King Edward Hotel.
Toronto exhibitors who attended the

meeting included A. Rottenberg, C. Rottenberg, S. Lester, Sam Lent, A. Baillie, S.
Krestell, J. Hertzbein, N. Rittenberg, J.
Smith, S. Major, A. Poliakoff, George
Lester, A. Applebaum, S. Fine, H. Lester,

M. Mental, S. Bloom, S. Ulster, H. GinsRoy O’Connor, J. C. Cohen, H. King,
Ray Lewis, Mrs. Bloom, Harry Alex-

ler,

ander, Summerville and Brady.

Parsons Gets Hearst
Post in Film Mecca
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

1.

—

Louella

Parsons has arrived here to write motion picture news for the Hearst papers.
She succeeds Florence Lawrence who
goes to Chicago this week to conduct a
column in the Chicago Herald-Examiner.

$14,000,000 Program

1925

Church Folk Turn

Red

Toronto Meeting

of Directors

12,

Seals Into Cash
( Special

Exhibitors Herald )

to

EAST ORANGE,

N. J., Dec. 1.
Grace Methodist Episcopal

— The

church here made profitable use of
three of

Red

Seal’s “Out-of-the-

Inkwell” cartoons last week. It
was a regular church bazaar with
the roast beef supper bringing
most of the funds until the tickets
for the picture were placed on
sale.

Film Boards Pick
Honor Men Aiding
Fire Prevention
Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to

NEW
Trade

YORK,

Dec. 1.— Film Boards of

throughout

tmough

their

the

United

States,

prevention committees,

fire

of honor men
new vote will
be taken each month and at the end of 12
the man named the most times on the
monthly lists will be named the national
winner and will receive an award from the
department of conservation of the Hays
organization.
Great advance has been made in conservation work in the last three years. More

have compiled their

first list

in the fight against fires.

A

than 200 exchanges have moved into new
quarters in that period and in every case
the recommendations of the Hays organization have been put into effect, while there
have been great improvements in construction and in methods of handling film.
Following is the October list of honor

men among branch managers
Abe Blumstein, Commonwealth Film, New York;
Oscar Neufeld, DeLuxe, Philadelphia; Francis L.
McNamee, F. B. O., Washington; E. H. Brauer,
Cleveland; R. F. Crawford, Des Moines; J. B.
Dugger, Dallas; A. G. Pickett, Salt Lake City';
H. F. Wilkes, New Orleans; Roy E. Heffner, Oklahoma City, Okla, all of Famous Players; L. E.
Davis, Minneapolis; H. F. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee;
G. W. Koerner, Portland; Charles H. Muehlman,
San Francisco; Fred E. North, Detroit; H. S.
Wehrle, Pittsburgh, all of First National; George
E. Allison, Atlanta; George F. Dembow, Chicago;
R. Knoepfle, Cincinnati; M. A. Levy, Kansas City;
Walter J. Price, Charlotte, all of Fox; George

Lamb, Boston; Henry
Lynch, Los Angeles;
Patrick O’Shea. Albany; Charles Werner, St.
Louis; all of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; A. J. Cary,
Pathe, Memphis; William Esch, Indianapolis; Eugene Gerbase, Denver; W. J. Heineman, Butte, all

A. Hickey,

Omaha; A.

B.

W. Kahn,

Buffalo;

T.

C.

of Universal.

Much of the success of the movement is
credited to the co-operation given the Hays
organization experts.

Fox Signs McAvoy for
“Chariot of the Gods
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 1.— May McAvoy
has been signed by Fox to play the leading feminine role in “The Chariot of the
role
a
Gods,”
which

said

is

to

permit the actress
much of the opportunities

her

given

her

in

great

success, “SentiTommy.”
mental
The picture will be
February

released

the first
contract that she
has ever entered
28.

When the Mid-West theatre opened in Chicago November 19 Ascher Brothers presented its first new house in a $14,000,000 building program which calls
for one new theatre a month and will give the Aschers a total of 21 houses.
(Full details in next issue of “Better Theatres” ).

with

It

is

Fox.

The

leading male role
is to be played by
Leslie Fenton, now
“The
in
playing

May McAvoy

Ancient Mariner” opposite Clara Bow.

December

12,
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UA-Metro Deal
May Go Through
Without Chaplin
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. L—The United
Artists-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer merger may
go through without Charles Chaplin. He
has indicated he will withdraw his product
from the United Artists and release indeMarcus Loew

pendently.

expected here

is

tomorrow.
will

Final details of the agreement
be published as soon as the papers

are signed.

Opposition to the contemplated releasing

combine has been advanced by Chaplin.
Nathan Burkan, attorney for the comedian,
has had several conferences with Doug
and Mary Fairbanks at the latter’s bungalow on the Fairbanks-Pickford studio lot
and Chaplin issued the following statement
:

in favor of independence.
I am
against anything that might be construed
as a trust. However, I do not say this
proposition is such.
deal has been proposed to us and we are investigating it.
There has always been a courtesy arrangement among the members of United Artists
whereby the consent of all was required
for the approval of a proposition.”
Officials of the film organizations stated
the agreement for merging releasing facilities could not be reached for several days.

“I

am

A

U Sales Directors on
Tours of Territories
(Special to

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Dec. 1. Lou B. Metzger,
sales director of Universal of the Western
division, returned this week after a trip
around the Middlewest, visiting Chicago,
Milwaukee, Des Moines, Minneapolis and

Omaha.

William Fox Plans Elaborate
Theatre Activities Expansion
Will Have First Run Houses in All Key Cities, Says Grainger
Will Buy Into Ascher Chain Deal
With Miles Called Near

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 1. William Fox plans a huge expansion of his
theatre activities, according to a statement issued by James R. Grainger,
general sales manager, who arrived here last week.
“Regardless of rumored motion picture combinations or any other factor
affecting the industry in the United States today, Fox Film Corporation will
ultimately have one or more first-run theatres in every important key city in
the country,” said Mr. Grainger.
Plans are under way also to hold the next big convention of the Fox sales
forces here next April.
More than 100 exchange managers from all parts of
the country and perhaps fifty managers from Europe, South America, Australia and the Far East will attend.
Building sites have already been obtained
for theatres in Chicago, Detroit, WashingBuffalo,
ton,
San Francisco and Los
Angeles and these do not include the new
old
seat theatre
replace
the
4,500
to
Academy of Music in New York. The
recent reorganization of the Fox Theatres
Corporation, when $12,000,000 of a stock
issue was placed upon the market, was but
one move toward consummation of the

expansion plans.
Mr. Grainger is here to consult with
General Manager Winfield R. Sheehan and
Sol. M. Wurtzel, general superintendent of
studios, regarding the remainder of this
season’s product and to formulate plans
for the 1926 convention.

Indianapolis.

Actor on
Negri Theft Charges

Jail Russian

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 1. Peter Rosian,
a Russian film actor who it is alleged stole
a gold clock from Pola Negri’s Ambassa-

dor Hotel Bungalow, is now in the city
on the charge of grand larceny. The
clock is valued at $1,000.

jail

Showman

Gets
Inside Data on Films

Hoosier

(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
Kennedy, manager

Dec.
of

1.— James

the.

D.

Isis theatres in Indianapolis, Indiana, is

George Melford Marries
Diana Miller , Actress
HOLLYWOOD,

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec.

tre

was closed Sunday

night.

Fox Plan

to

On Large

Scale Reported

Enter

St.

Louis

to

Buy

—

Into

Ascher Chain
confirmation was given from the
of Ascher Brothers, owners of an
important chain of Chicago theatres, that
offices

the Fox Film Corporation will purchase a
large block of stock in the company about

January

1.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 1. Fox interests
plan to enter the St. Louis theatres field
on a large scale, it is reported, with plans
for a large first run house downtown or
on Grand boulevard and interest in a chain
of second run houses. Fox has not had a
St. Louis first run connection since disposing of the lease on the Liberty theatre
to Oscar Dane more than a year ago.

was

stated, however, that the sale of
the stock will not be accompanied by any
It

booking arrangement.
It
was
pointed out that with Fox financially interested, Aschers would view Fox product
“with a friendly eye.”
definite

Simultaneously,

Fox

it

was learned

that

when

run theatre in
Chicago’s loop, Aschers will probably be
associated with him in the deal. It is understood that Fox has an option on one
desirable location and is also dickering for
a second site. It is not believed that he
will build two theatres, however.
builds

his

large

first

Fox Confers With Miles

in

held

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. l.—William
conference recently with

a

Absorb

Heading the news of other theatre

align-

ments and construction projects of the past
week is the announcement from Des
Moines, Iowa, that the A. J. Diebold chain
in Cedar Rapids and Waterloo will be
absorbed into the A. H. Blank Enterprises
by January 1 with the controlling interest
There are seven theatres
in Des Moines.

At Omaha a rumor that the
Frank Amusement Company was to enter
the city was started by a recent visit by
However, Blank and
Alexander Frank.
in the group.

are each building
this winter.
Mid-West Amusement Company of Kansas
City, Mo., will take over the Kirksville,
Mo., theatres of S. M. Kennedy January 1.
a million

DETROIT, MICH.,
Fox

to

World Realty Company

Detroit; Deal Called Near
(Special to

Blank Interests

Diebold Chain in Iowa

dollar

house there

Apollo and

spending a month’s vacation around the
studios and learning at first hand how
pictures are made.

(Special to

Charles H. Miles in Detroit, strengthening
rumors advanced in all quarters that the
Miles theatres, the Regent and Miles, are
to change hands shortly. Fox is said to be
looking for a theatrical acquisition to take
the place of his Fox Washington here, the
lease of which expires within the next
year. Fox’s visit was guarded with greatest
secrecy but it is known that Miles returned
to New York with him, evidently for a
further conference relative to the sale of
Miles’ Ferry Field theathe two theatres.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Fox

Official

Kramer, director of the Eastern
division, left here this morning for PhilaRalph B. Wildelphia and Washington.
liams, Southern division manager, is on a
three weeks trip to Charlotte, Atlanta,
New Orleans, Memphis,
Jacksonville,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Charleston, W. Va., and
Earl

35

1.— George Mel-

ford, director at Metropolitan Studios, and
Diana Miller, well known actress, were

married last Wednesday and left Thanksgiving day on a honeymoon trip.

Chain of 1,000 Theatres Declared
Universal Corporation’s

Objective

Arrangements are being made by interests

in control of Universal Pictures
Corporation for formation of a new company to acquire and operate a chain
of 1,000 motion picture theatres, it has been announced, according to an

Associated Press dispatch from

New

York.

or more theatres now are owned or controlled by Universal
and the corporation plans to introduce new capital to acquire other chains,
the dispatch says.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, stopped over in Chicago November
28 for a day on his way to Germany in connection with the new alliance

One hundred

with

UFA.

——

—
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”
“Putting It Over
Introduces Bonns,
Carrier Authors

British

(

Over” is the apt title of a
book by Edward Bonns and C. E. Carrier
brought out by Siebel Publishing Cor-

New

poration,

York.
the

It deals, as

book
and
the
names of its au-

ject ev©'" printed.

“Putting
is

not,

be

sup-

posed,

book

Edward Bonn9

devoted to
the motion picture phase of the subject and
in that chapter the broad view is taken,
as it is throughout the volume.
Exploitation is the theme, but it is exploitation in the big sense. The book is written
for general reading and possesses interter

most

is

exhibitor who is
ing them.” Wilfred Bryan (Sheffield).
“Quality should be the test and not
compulsion, or ... it is unlikely that

—

—

It

as

a
handfor motion
picture
advertisers. But one chap-

loses

the small
most strongly supportit

“Why on earth should we be
forced to show so much British
him when we are already showing
as much as we can get that is
worth
screening?”
William
Greenheld (Leeds).
“Merit alone should be the consideration.
... I am against any form of
compulsion.”— William Hobson (Leeds).
“The sooner the proposed ‘quota’

is

probably the best
work on this sub-

Over”
might

man who

films because

—

thors imply, with
exploitation. It

the small

is

is

warranting wide distribution.
A line from the foreword indicates the

est

purpose of the authors. “Exploitation,”
says the foreword, “covers the entire
field of ‘public appeals, publicly made’.”
From this explanatory beginning the
authors trace the science of exploitation
from its root in remotest history to the
present, citing innumerable examples of
beneficial results attributable to exploitation impetus.
Chapter headings give an idea of the
book’s contents. They are: “The Power
of Exploitation,” “The Sweep of Exploitation,” “Plow Great Organizations
Put It Over,” “The Roots of Exploitation,” “Exploitation of Nations,” “Pro“Community
Exploitation,”
paganda,”

“Motion Picture Exploitation,” “Radio,”
“Popularizing Sports and Games,” “Individual Leaders in Exploitation,” “The
Psychology of Exploitation.”

scheme

knocked out the better for all
concerned. I for one do not intend to
sit down tamely and be ‘compelled’ to
book anything, British or otherwise.”
Harry Hopkins (Leeds).
“The public has lost all confidence in
British
films.”
George W. Knapton
(Rotherham).
is

—

“British films,
.

.

made

in a central studio

would probably be of a factoryLen Shaw (Sheffield).
“I cannot see what beneht we
can possibly get by government
intervention.
Germany has had a
sample of it and the German exhibitors have suffered.”
F.
/.
.

made

type.”

—

—

(Leeds, Hull, Grimsby,
Wakefield, York, etc.).
“The one thing that does concern me
is the advisability of introducing legislation to enforce the renting of British
Tisdell

films

in

any

specified

proportion.”

H. A. Whincup (Yorkshire).

Midland

“My

only fear is that an exhibitor
might be compelled to show poor pictures and thereby lose patronage.”

W.

J.

Andrews

(Walsall).

1925

.

.

—

(Stoke-on-Trent).

Continued from page 31)

a sufficient number of really good British films can be made in time to provide
for even the commencing of the quota.”
W. T. Gent (Sheffield).

the

of

title

“It

by British

12,

have a right to
“The exhibitors
object to a proposal vdiich would force
them to show a certain number of British films, whatever the British producers
them.” G. H. Barber
offer
like
to
.

Attack Proposed
“Quota” Measure

,

“Putting- It

Showmen

December

am

“I

certain that

the exhibitors of

country should not have any compulsory measures put upon them as to
how and when they should book their
Sol Levy (Birmingham).
films.”
“The specimens I have seen recently of British output show that
no step has been made in the right
direction.” E. C. Morris (Nottingham).
this

—

—

“It

the

is

essential

political

that the integrity

bias.”

of

preserved from
Wright (Notts and
be

should

screen

—T.

Derby).

Lancashire

“As
don’t

British films are now, the public
want to see them.” C. Bowmer

—

(Manchester).

“There is a feeling that Lancashire is against the scheme .”
/. Leslie Green (Liverpool).
“If the British producers will give us
good stuff, we’ll do the rest.” Fred
Harrison (Earlestown).
“In British Film Week I ran a com-

—

plete

and I must
money.” J. Holden

program

British

acknowledge

I

lost

—

(Stretford).

“Whatever the film, there is not
enough scope in the British Isles to
make it pay.” Aid. E. Trounson (for-

—

mer

president,

C.

E. A.)

Coventry
“It is rather like holding a pistol to
one’s head.” T. Bolstridge.

—

Scotland
that we are putting a
stick into the renters’ hands with which
to beat the poor exhibitors’ backs.”
A. S. Albin (former president, Scottish
branch of C. E. A.).
“Should this ever be a legal enactment, then the business of exhibiting
films will get the hardest knock and big-

“The danger

it has ever experienced.”
Butts (Glasgow).

gest setback

Thomas

is

December

12,
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Austria Plans
Kontingent on
Foreign Films
(Special from Department of

Commerce)

Complaint’s Dismissal Likely
in U. S. Case Against FP-L
Argument

WASHINGTON,

Dec. 1.— The Austrian government has proposed to place
the importation of moving picture films
on a kontingent basis, according to cable
advices to the department of commerce
from Assistant Commercial Attache E.
Baldwin, Vienna.
A yearly contingent of 200 films would
be admitted without restriction, subject
to the regular import duty. Importation
in excess of this number would be limited

to

10

films

of

each film produced

foreign

origin

for

in Austria.

of

Trade Body’s Counsel Collapses When Members
He Prove Acquisition of Theatres

Insist

Resulted in Alleged Monopoly
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D.

Dec.

C.,

1.

(Special to

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Dec. 1. Rolland Flander has joined the ranks of the triple
actors.
The three pictures in which he
worked simultaneously were the Pathe

“Enemies of Uncle Sam,” starring
Helen
Ferguson
and
George
O’Hara under the direction of William
serial,

Nigh;
First
National’s
“Bluebeard’s
Seven Wives,” with Ben Lyon and
Blanche Sweet, and Leon Errol’s “The
Lunatic at Large,” First National.
Flander was appearing in juvenile
roles when called to work in the Pathe
picture.
This was being shot at night
so that he had his days to appear in
“Bluebeard’s Seven Wives,” when he was
assigned to that picture.
Fred New-

meyer meantime was starting casting for
the Errol production.
When a shift in
the schedule required the beginning of
this
one before “Bluebeard’s Seven
Wives” had been completed, there was
a problem for Flander but he solved it
and began work.
Flander made his

real start in pictures

Meredith,” Marion Davies feaAmong other productions in which
he has appeared are “Isn’t Life Wonderful,” “Red Love,” “The Live Wire,”
in “Janice
ture.

“The Pace That

Thrills,”

“Wild Wild

Susan,” “Man to Man,” “The Pinch Hitter,” “Camille of the Barbary Coast,” and
“Wild Oats Lane.”

Bruce Gallup Added to
Fox Advertising Staff
(Special to

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

—

YORK,

Dec. 1. Bruce Gallup
has been placed in charge of Fox Film
Corporation’s trade paper advertising
and will help the campaign for next season’s production program, Vivian M.
Moses, director of publicity and advertising, announced. Gallup entered the industry six years ago with W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and in 1923 took
charge of trade paper advertising for
First National.

(Special to

CULVER

Exhibitors Herald)

CITY,

L—

CAL., Dec.
Davies begins the filming
of her Cosmopolitan production, “Beverly of Graustark,” next week she will
be surrounded by many high class players.
Among the cast are George K. Arthus, Roy D’Arcy, Albert Gran, Antonio
Moreno and Sydney Franklin.

When Marion

the complaint in the

to

Permit Questions

Refusal of the examiner in the case to permit counsel for the respondents
which the commission thought pertinent to the inquiry
drew from Chairman Van Fleet a number of questions, and members
of the commission also evidenced interest in the figures given both by
the commission’s counsel and by attorneys for the respondents to show
the actual percentage of interest held by Famous Players in the theatres
of the country.
to ask questions

Starting out with
a
bitter
arraignof Famous Players, Mr. Fuller
traced the history of that organization
from 1912 to the present time, quoted at
length from the testimony of stars, exhibitors and exchange men, and declared

ment

that Adolph Zukor had an overwhelming
passion to become the dominant figure
in

the motion picture industry.

Forced

On

to

Combat Arguments
argument, however, when

his final
forced to combat

the arguments of the

respondents’ attorneys, he failed to make
as creditable a showing, and sat down
without using more than half of the
time allotted to him, after having previously argued for additional time when
the other side asked for more, because
of the fact that several respondents had
to present their pleas.
Before concluding his argument, Mr.
Fuller told the commission that more
than half of its cases are dismissed
without action.
A plea for dismissal of the charges
against Saenger Amusement Company
was submitted by its attorney, Charles
Rosen, who admitted that his principals
had the finest chain of theatres in the
Southeast and were dominant figures in
that field, both in exhibition and in distribution, but declared that their success had been the result of hard work
and fair dealing, and asserted that not
one charge of unfair methods of competition
had either been proved or
alleged.
He admitted that the Saengers had
built up a big industry, but declared
they were brought into the case under
a misapprehension resulting from the
holding of 40 per cent of their stock
for a time by Southern Enterprises, another respondent, and that they had no
connection with Famous Players or the
other respondents.

Robert T. Swaine made the

with Cast of Celebrities

of

actually had resulted in monopoly, as he charged.

gument

for

initial

ar-

Famous

Players, declaring
brought against the

charges
company were unfounded.
He dwelt
with emphasis upon the refusal of the
examiner to permit him to ask pertinent questions which were allowed when
counsel for the commission propounded
them, and asserted that had these questions been permitted a very different line
of testimony would have appeared in the
that

the

record.

He

declared that

interest in only 1 per cent of the theatres of the country, had a controlling
interest in less than one-half of 1 per
cent, received only 20 per cent of the
total film rentals paid and used but 14
per cent of the show-time of the theatres, asserting these figures proved concontrol
clusively
they did not
the

industry.
Final argument

Famous Players had

for

the

respondents

was presented by Paul Cravath, who
hastily sketched the arguments presented
•by Mr. Swaine and reiterated that the
charges were unfounded and unproved.

He

declared that the only question be-

commission was whether FaPlayers
now pursued unfair
methods of competition, which, he declared, they did not, and that most of
the testimony in the record dealt with
events occurring before Famous Players
acquired the theatrical interests which
were declared to have dealt unfairly with
exhibitors and that such actions could
not be charged against the respondents.
Monopoly Questions Stump Fuller
In closing his arguments, Mr. Fuller
declared that the figures presented by the
respondents did not tell the entire tale,
and charged that while they had very
few theatres, they did have sufficient in
the South and in New England to be
He also
a monopoly in those sections.
asserted they had acquired more theatres in many communities than were required to give Paramount pictures “adequate representation,” the plea offered
by the respondents, and cited cities
where they owned all the first-run houses
and had effectually barred competition.
Questions by members of the commisfore

the

mous

sion as to monopoly, however, proved
to be Mr. Fuller’s Waterloo, since antitrust
cases
come under the Sherman
act and the commission has authority
only to deal with unfair methods of competition,

Charges Unfounded, Says Swaine

To Begin Davies Film

— Dismissal

Famous Players case now seems probable as a result of the collapse last
week of the argument of William FI. Fuller, chief counsel for the Federal
Trade Commission, when members of the commission insisted that he
show conclusively that the acquisition of theatres throughout the country
Examiner Refuses

Rolland Flander Plays
in 3 Pictures at Time;
One Is Made at Night

37

and he took refuge in his brief.
days of argument which
closing of the case and put

The two
marked the

it
up to the commission for decision
brought to an end several years of work
on the part of the government in the
course of which more than 17,000 pages
Should the
of testimony were taken.
commission acquiesce in Mr. Fuller’s re-

quest that it issue an order requiring
the cessation of block booking and the
severance of the exhibiting end from the
producing and distributing activities of
Famous Players there is no doubt the
case will be appealed to the courts.

:
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Date Fixed for

Wampas

—Dupont

Thirteen Baby Stars to Be Announced at February Frolic
Pathe Raw Stock Company to Open Branch on Coast

By

H

OLLYWOOD,

Dec.

I.

RAY MURRAY

be held December

more

where

hotel

1926.

—The Wampas has announced the date of the

An

to

seating

a

capacity

of

be
ball in February. For the
event Ray Leek is general manager and
George Landy is handling the publicity.
William Newberry will be production man6,800

will

produce “Heirs Apparent” for

will

={c

:j:

Estabrook Signs Gerrard
Howard Estabrook announces that he has
signed Charles Gerrard to play the heavy
role in Monty Banks’ current production,
“Play Safe,” for
Associated Exhib-

*

Harry Langdon and his company producing his initial comedy for First National
had a troup of 500 extras 35 miles out of
Hollywood last week at Sherman Forest,
making the exteriors.
*

*

*

Bert Isgrigg, superintendent of the men’s
Metro-Goldwyndepartment,
wardrobe
Mayer studios, dropped dead while at work
23.

*

*

Brown

Saturday for a seven weeks’ vacation. They
will sail for Europe about Dec. 5 and will
take in Paris, London and other interesting sights.
^ ^

Norma Talmadge
in “Kiki”

today at

United

Studios,

sisting.

Kings-

who has been

the attractive feature of 20 comedies since signing
a Sennett contract
a year and a half
Howard Estabrook
ago, has been released by mutual agreement. She will free

Baby Stars Voted
At the last Wampas meeting,

13 baby
stars were voted on by the 50 members
present. The result of the election will be
made known at the annual ball in February.

George Landy had charge of the entertainment, and a fine musical program was rendered by Herb Wiedoft’s Cinderella Roof
Brunswick orchestra. The mammoth prologue act from the Figueroa theatre was
its entirety.

*

*

*

Hollywood to Have Raw Stock Studio
Hollywood is to have a new raw stock
studio. The DuPont Pathe Film Manufac-

Company

turing

open

branch

a

Newton

New York

of

office

here,

will soon
according to

and general

Steers, vice president

manager of the concern, who
at the Ambassador hotel.
*

*

is

registered

*

Several

important
directors
at
the
Famous Players-Laskv studios are planning
extensive vacations. Irvin Willat will leave

^

^

Toe Rock, producer of Standard and Blue

New

Ribbon comedies, has returned from

*

*

*

*

Form

*

“Hihatters”

unique organization has been formed
here. It is known as “The Hihatters” and
consists of the press agents of the theatres
of Los Angeles and Hollywood. There are
13 members they meet every two weeks at
;

a luncheon.
Those present

initial meetine included
Frank Bruner, Bob Doman,
Ray Jones, Hal
Hitchcock,
Garrett Graham, Eddie
Reed. Ed Repp, Jim Loughborough, Dick Mitchell,
and
Mel Riddle.
Hamilton Cline, Fred Robertson,
Bob Doman of Loew’s State is “Chief Hihatter”
and Eddie Hitchcock, secretary.
* * *

Harry

Hammond

at

the

Beall,

Richard Talmadge will hereafter produce
his pictures for F. B. O. program at Universal City.
* * *
Patsy Ruth Miller entertained the press
a delightful luncheon at her home in
Beverly Hills Nov. 24.
at

*

*

Sally Long has recovered from
which’ kept her confined to her
Beverly Hills ten days.

la

For Dorothy Gish

statement shows cash

actor’s

home

in

*

*

Edwin Carewe and
to

*

his actress wife,

Hollywood

Exhibitors Herald)

L—

last

ter

their

communities

in

advertising tdeups.

Famous Players-Lasky is cited in the
letter as one film company with which

Mary

“satisfactory

week.

from such

experience

tieups.”

(Special to

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

Dec.

which,

Pictures,

Lillian

Gish

“The White

1.

—Inspirational

executives
say,
on her starring

its

Sisters,” will

soon

her
anBoyce Smith, general
King, director of

series with Dorothy Gish,
sister, in a stellar role, according to

a

nouncement by

J.

Henry

“Stella Dallas,” climbed the hill to directorial notice by his work for Inspiration with “Tol’able David,” “Fury,” “The
White Sisters” and “Romola,” while
screen favorites who were started or
advanced on their careers by that company include Ernest Torrence, Ronald
Colman, Dorothy Mackaill, May McAvoy,
Mary Astor and Pauline Garon, said

Smith.

Richard Barthelmess, whose next pic“The Kid from Montana,”
has won widespread praise for his work
in “Shore Leave,” which was made with
the cooperation of the U. S. Navy, and
“The Beautiful City,” in which Dorothy
Miss Mackaill was
Gish also appears.
Leave.” The Gish Sisters
in “Shore
share honors in “Romola.”
An average Barthelmess picture takes
24 to 30 weeks from selection of story
ture will be

to release,

Smith declared.

grippe

Cities Urging M. P. Tieup
(Special to

Series

*

MILWAUKEE,

*

on hand $355.00.

returned

To Launch

manager.

York.

A letWIS., Dec.
has been writen by the public library’s secretary here to librarians of 15
other towns encouraging them to co-operate with motion picture theatres of

is said.

Ravs Take the Bankruptcy Law
Charles Rav and his father, Charles T.
Rav, have filed petitions and have been adjudged bankrupts in Federal Tudge James’

Akin,

Inspiration Plans

start

trip

The

feet.”

career in

Librarian Writes to 15

court.

“We

that
Would
Jesse L. Lasky
take care of production for a period of ten years but a
year ago we found it necessary to add
another 10,000 square feet, bringing the
Now we
total
100,000 square feet.
to
have planned to add another 41,000
felt

launched

for a 13 weeks rest and Raoul
Walsh, as soon as he finishes “The Golden
Tournev.” will go to Europe for a vacation.
Victor Fleming is also planning a vacation
shortly

it

brought the total area to 90,000
square feet.

self.

A

given in

1

has realized his ambiWork has
tion to become a director.
started at the Fox studio on “The Chariot
of the Gods” and the erstwhile scenarist is
directing an original story written by him-

Press Agents

lance.

13

built, he said,
provide addit
o n a
3 0,0 0 0
square feet which

Howard Hawks

Charles Dorin asNatalie

was

left

directing

Clarence
started

personally.

In 1922 a stage

square

*

James Cruze and Betty Compson

itors.

ton,

*

*

Nov.

construction

i

First National.

opened by the

ager.

the

supervise

to

is

mHE new
-I-

L—Upon

today
been made for a
expansion
large
The
program.
purpose of his
trip to the Coast

the
work

Carewe

Dec.

Lasky in Hollywood
he announced that plans have

Niblo will also do honors at the testimonial by presenting Grauman to
the guests. The dinner is being given on behalf of the entire theatrical
industry of Los Angeles and the Southland.
Shrine Auditorium which has

Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to

arrival of Jesse L.

most important social event, to be
earlier social function of the organization will
3, with the testimonial dinner to Sid Grauman at the BiltMaj. Rupert Hughes will officiate as toastmaster. Fred

4,

1925

of Stage Space to
Be Added by FP-L
HOLLYWOOD,

big Frolic and Ball, filmdom’s

February

12,

Frolic; 41,000 Square Feet

Grauman Party Planned

Big

December

has

resulted

Ohio Season Begun with
Two Exchanges Opened
(Special to

CLEVELAND,

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. 1.—The season
opens rather auspiciously with the launching of two new independent film exchanges
The Ivanhoe Film and
in this territory.
Vaudeville Exchange, 401 Film Exchange
building, has been organized by Joseph
Greenly and Nathan Schultz. Greenly was
formerly star road man for the Fischer
Film Exchange of this city. Schultz was
connected with Lande Film company also
of this

O.,

city.

The Cleveland Rex Film company

will

be operated by Joe Loeffler and A. Mast.

December

12,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Film News
in

Stories

by

of Exhibitors Herald

Pictures

Issue of

Told

the

Camera

December 12

Myer Lesser, head of the advertising department of
Warner Brothers, has reached the peak of the special

campaign which was launched a few weeks ago

for the

Warner product

of 1925-26.

left is a photo of Mrs. Jesse Burnett talking with
Will Hays before departing for her trip around the
Her essay of 267 words earned for her the
world.
trip abroad during the “Greater Movie Season” con-

At

At
when she
test.

Dolores Del Rio, who also is fond
of animals as pets, is in a good
role in “Joanna,” First National
film just

completed

Coast studios.

at

the West

right
left

is

her husband
25.

The pet shown here with Colleen
Moore is called “Jimmie.” He

tribute for

appears in sequences of her next

film.

picture

“Irene.”

for

First

National,

who accompanied

her

November

King Vidor, November 16, received a gun as
making “The Big Parade,” Metro
Louis B. Mayer, Dave Howard, William
Left to right
Beaudine, Karl Dane, Vidor, Hobart Bosworth, Tom
O’Brien.
:
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December

12,

1925

January has been designated “Laugh Month” by the
Short

Features

Advertising

Association.

Left

is

John D. Hill of Fox Film Corporation; right is
Julian Solomon, Jr., Davis Distributing Division.
Above (1 to r) are Nat Rothstein, F. B. O.; P. A.
Parsons, Pathe, and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, Arrow.

Chariot Bird appears in this
costume, called “Jazz,” in her
role in the Paramount production,

“Mannequin,”

by James Cruze.

directed

Arthur Bernstein, business manager of Coogan
Productions, announced upon his arrival in Chicago
November 24 that Jackie Coogan will have his first
haircut within a few weeks. The young Metro star
appears here in a natural role on the Coogan ranch.

Bess Flowers is one of the
beautiful models in the Cruze
film for Paramount, “Mannequin.” The dress was named

“Noir and Rouge.”

December

12,
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Above appears the photo taken when Joseph M. Schenck, chairman

of United Artists directorate, was presented with a silver
plaque at the regular meeting of the Motion Picture Producers Association for his service as president of the association for
three terms. At left appears the plaque he received. Charles H. Christie, president now of the association, made the presentation speech.
Others at the meeting were Fred Kley, Robert Fairbanks, Victor Clark, B. P. Fineman, John McCormick, Abram
Lehr, William R. Fraser, Raymond L. Schreck, Warren Stone, Henry Henigson. E. H. Allen, Lou Goodstadt, M. C. Lovee,
Walter K. Tuller and Fred W. Beetson.

Jean

Hersholt

the role of the
in

appears

war

in

profiteer

“The Viennese Medley,”

for First National
release.

Pictures

Anne Cornwall
ing
in

woman

is

the lead-

Taylor has been
Warner
by
Brothers to appear in the
special
John Barrymore
picture, “Don Juan.”

Hoot Gibson
“The Indians Are Comfor

ing,” Universal production
being elaborately made.

Estelle

William Cameron Menzies,

engaged

art director for the Joseph

M.

“The

Schenck

production,

for United
(Herald Photo)

Eagle,”

Artists.

Jack L. Winn, for-

mer Topeka, Kan.,
exhibitor, appears
in
the
cast
of

a U. A. film.
(Herald Photos)

Carl J. Goe has been appointed contract manager of Associated Exhibitors, it was announced
recently. He has entered upon his new duties
at the New York office with every indication
that a successful career is in store for him.

Park
art
the

M.

French,

director

for

Samuel Gold-

wyn “Potash and
Perlmutter”

film.

T. J. Shanley, newly appointed controller
the Associated Exhibitors organization, has
the past nine years been an official in the
ganization of Thomas H. Ince. Shanley
already taken up his new work.

for
for
or-

has

:
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Parsons Elected Head of New
Short Features Association
Chosen—Eight Companies Now SupConstitution Adopted—
porting Organization—Hays Honors Mrs. Burnett

December

N

EW

YORK,

S.

SPARGO

—The

Short Features Advertising Association
week, and “Laugh Month” the first
undertaking of the new organization of publicity and advertising
men handling short features, is now officially under way. Julian Solomon,
generally considered one of the best exploitation men in the industry,
has been loaned to the new association by the Davis Distributing Division, and is already on the job.
Dec.

1.

came into formal being

last

EVEN

distributing companies were in
the original formation of the association, the object of which is to secure for
short features the place they deserve on the
program of the theatres of the country.
These companies are Pathe, Educational,
Fox, Universal, Arrow, F. B. O. and Davis
Distributing Division. Last week this number was augmented by the addition of

S

Rayart.
Constitution Ratified

The formal organization was effected last
Wednesday at a meeting at Hofbrau Haus,
when the constitution submitted by the conand
stitution
committee
ratified
was
adopted and

officers elected.

These are

President, P. A. Parsons, Pathe; vice president,
Gordon White, Educational; secretary-treasurer,
Julian M. Solomon, Davis Distributing; board of
directors, the officers and the following four men;
Fred McConnell, Universal; Nat Rothstein, F.
B- O.; Fred Quimby, Fox; Howard Turrill, Arrow.
The budget and finance committee as elected,
consists of Nat Rothstein, chairman; Fred Quimby,
Howard Turrill, the president and the secretarytreasurer of the association.
The auditing committee as nominated and
elected -S. Barrett McCormick, Pathe; Paul Perez,
Universal; Bruce Gallup, Jr., Fox.

—

The constitution provides for four classes
of membership.
The first will be active
members men in the sales, advertising and
executive staffs of distributing and or producing companies which are company or
associate members. The second class will
provide for company membership which
will include all companies nationally distributing short length product of any nature. The third class; associate or contributing members will be composed of producers who are in sympathy with the aims
of the Short Features Advertising Association and who desire to further, with
financial help, the work which the associaThe fourth class provides
tion is doing.
for honorary membership and will be conferred on such persons as perform signal
services for the benefit of the association
or the industry.
;

Association to

SEE

have
Albany.

Immediate steps are being taken

A

report of the National

to

Laugh Month

Committee was rendered showing the progress made towards binding together the
Informavarious elements of the drive.
tion concerning the companies handling the
banners, posters, slides, trailers, window
cards and buttons was given to the members and proof sheet of the first broadside to exhibitors was submitted for ap-

proval.

Plans were also formulated to tie up the
newspapers of the country and announcement on this will be made within a few
days.
*

*

*

Hays Honors Essay Writer
chief social event of the week in
industry was a luncheon given last
Tuesday at the Waldorf by Will H. Hays
in honor of Mrs. Ruth Griffith Burnett,
winner of the National Greater Movie Season Essay Contest. The miests were the

The

the

New York
The

— and

evening, 75

all in

Squad “B”

the

visited

two
good

New York

policemen of Captain John

Traffic

Buster Keaton has a cow as a comedienne
wears such a
doleful look it’s apparent she doesn’t see

in his latest picture, but she

humor

the

of

Seery’s
Rivoli to

J.

enjoy the pleasure of studying their cellureflection in the form of Tommy
Meighan, playing the part of a New York

traffic cop in “Irish Luck,” a Paramount
picture with Lois Wilson in the supporting cast. On Tuesday evening 175 men of
Cantain Kelleher’s Traffic Squad “A” with
Lieut. Stevenson in charge, went to the
Rivoli to watch Meighan direct 5th Avenue
traffic, made the trip across the Atlantic
with him, and saw the Ireland that many
of them have been away from for ever
so long.
Captain See '" himself is authority for
the statement that when a cop’s day is done
and he has exhausted his pad of awe-inspiring notices to appear in court Monday
1

and be a plain

off his

So

citizen.

uniform

the 250

mem-

bers of the “finest’s finest” went with their
wives and families and sweethearts with
only an occasional uniform here and there.
* * *

“ROXY” was

a busy

his radio rehearsals

man

last

week with

and out-of-town bene-

performances with his popular gang. On
23rd, he took ffie gang
to Elizabeth, N. J., to give a concert for
On Thanksgiving eve between
the Elks.
ten and eleven he was before the “Mike”
and relay stations and on Friat
day (November 27th) they journeyed to
Montclair to give a benefit program.
fit

WEAF

*

*

*

Roxy has made two new

additions to his

from
weekly
broadcasts
are Helen Clark, popular
soprano, and Dan Da Silva, widely known
tenor. Da Silva’s brother, Adrian, has long
been a member of Roxy’s popular group.
which

gang

WEAF.

They

*

*

*

star of many Emory JohnB. O. successes, chief among them
“The Mailman,”
Edition,”
Last

Ralph Lewis,
son

— F.

“The
“Westbound Limited,” “The Third Alarm”
and “In the

York

Name

for the

first

of the Law” is in New
time in several years.

Mr. Lewis will make one picture in the
East, and in his off hours see the new
plays and visit old friends. He is staying
at the

Plaza with Mrs. Lewis.

nice,

*

*

*

Other Nips Don’t Count
Out here in Hollywood it’s hard

to bethe festive holiday season without
a nip in the air.
* * *

lieve

it is

Scientific

Note

see according to the papers there is a
scientist in Moscow who hypnotizes animals by radio. They’re probably just numb
from listening to “Moonlight and Roses.”
* * *
I

She’s Doing Well
Kip’s bride crowded all the movie queens
off the front page last week and she doesn’t
even have a press agent.
*

The Atlantic
internationalism
among nations
Well, what do
you got a little
you’d better get

*

*

Monthly says: “The new
must establish a symbiosis
and not a phagocytosis.
you know about that? If
phagocytosis in your
rid of it.
*

loid

morning, he likes to take

and much prefers

it,

green pastures to hot studios.

OMIGOSH

entertained

policemen

On Monday

faith.
traffic

theatre

traffic

his di-

I

Coppers See Tom's Film

Rivoli

squads of

Laemmle has ordered

Carl

rectors to make a lot of new comedies.
In other words “More and funnier pictures” is the rule.
*
* *

*

home

*

Some Cook
Rudy wanted Winifred to cook for him,
but she wanted a career. At that Rudy was
saved an awful case of indigestion.
*

*

*

Hurrah!
news of the week, aside from
hearings in Washington in
which Adolph Zukor is called a “bandit”
and several other severe names, is the fact
that Jackie Coogan is about to get a hair-

The

the

big

anti-trust

All the press dispatches of the country carried this interesting bit of information, and if he actually does get a haircut,
the Wampas boys are going to miss one of
their best gags.
*
* *
cut.

Hair Raising Tale
Speaking of haircuts, I note Louise Fazenda has had her pigtails insured for $10,press
000, according to the Warner’s honest
agent. That matches, but does not top the
$10,000 haircut Anna Q. Nilsson had for
“Ponjola.”

Monday, November

Be Incorporated

the association incorporated at

trade and daily film writers to the number
of about 40.
Mrs. Burnett, who is a charming young
matron of 23, was accompanied at the
luncheon by her husband, a young business
man, of Indianapolis. The day following
the luncheon Mrs. Burnett and her husband
sailed on the Red Star liner “Belgenland”
for a trip around the world, the trip being
the reward won by Mrs. Burnett for writing the best essay on “What the motion
picture means to me” out of approximately
250,000 essays submitted.
* * *

1925

Re-Takes

Officers

By JOHN

12,

*

*

*

Go Ahead

A

reader asks if it is proper to serve
turkey hash the day after Thanksgiving. It s
not only proper— it’s compulsory.
*

*

*

Good Work
They’ve appointed a former traffic commissioner as general manager of the new
free casting bureau, which ought to keep the
extras moving.
$

j|c

Famous Last Words
I

was

told the boss his title for that picture
all wet.
* * *

Yes, we’ve got
done.

all

our Christmas shopping
F.

U Signs Lois
(Special to

M.

Weber

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 1.—Lois Weber
has been signed to direct a series of pictures for Universal.

December
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Bo as berg Leaves
2,000 Theatres Serve Billion
F.B. O. to Become
Orientals, Declares Howells
Keaton Gag Man
China Averages One Theatre for

A1 Boasberg announced upon his arin Chicago, November 28, that he
has resigned his position in the home
office of F. B. O. to accept a position
as gag man for Buster Keaton.
He is
on his way to Hollywood where he will
begin his duties December 5.
Boasberg has written many vaudeville
acts and has contributed several sketches
for the musical comedy stage which were
presented by the Music Box Revue and
other musical productions in New York.

66,000,000 Inhabitants, DeChains and Scarcity
of Houses Make Competition Keen

rival

N ews Now in 4,200

Fox

Cameramen’s

Theatres,

College Session Told
(Special to

NEW

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

Dec.

1.
Vivid stories of
photographers’ adventures were recounted
at the session opening the second season of

Fox News

the

Cameramen’s College.
Truman H.
Talley,
in-chief

director-

Fox
of
presided
principal speakers

News,

were Clyde W.
Eckhardt,
assistant to Winfield R.
Sheehan,
general
manager of Fox
Film Corporation
;

Fred

and

C.

Quimby,

short

features

sales

manager. Fox

Truman H. Talley
Reel has increased 37 per cent in seven months, and
is being shown in 4,200 theatres each week,

News

Quimby

said.

Twice each month Director Talley and
staff assemble with all members of
the college and hear addresses from dehis

partmental

and world

heads,

scientists,

archeologists

travelers.

Hays Willed $20,000

By Judge
(Special to

in

Indiana

Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND„ Dec. 1.— Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Pictures
Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc., has been bequeathed $20,000 by his
father-in-law, Judge Albert D. Thomas,
Crawfordsville,

The

Ind.,

who

died

was

filed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

1.

a population of a billion people in the Orient, with an average of one theatre
for 66 million persons in China alone, said Edmund Howells, Far Eastern

representative of Producers International Corporation, the foreign distributing agency of Producers Distributing Corporation, on his return from a
business tour of the East. He is just back from a trip which took him to
Japan, China, Dutch East Indies, Straits Settlements, Indo-China, Siam,
India, Burma and Ceylon.
Sales Competition

in selling is the result of the scarcity of theatres and
in addition the fact that in most countries they are a part of chains, Howells
said.

While Japan is regarded as the most
prosperous of the Oriental countries, there
are less than 1,000 theatres for the 75
million inhabitants living within a prescribed area of 275,000 square miles, this
meaning that Japan has one theatre to
every 275 miles or 75,000 persons. Of the
750 pictures exhibited each year almost 400
are American made and the general price
of admission is 25 cents.
China has one theatre to each 64,000
square miles but the class of attendance is
for the most part of the higher type of
Chinese, Howells found.
China’s population of 400,000,000 lives in 3,850,000 square
miles and there are only 60 picture houses,
only 25 of these of the class of first run
houses.
In the Philippine Islands there are not
more than a dozen first run houses out of
the 250 houses there, while the rate of admission is around 20 cents. Twelve first
run houses comprise the leaders in the
Dutch West Indies, Straits Settlements,
Indo-China and Siam, which are generally
considered one territory. These chief theatres are in Batavia, Bandoeng, Sourabaya,
In the territory
Singapore, and Bangkok.
that includes India, Burma and Ceylon
there are about 250 houses, the most important of which are in Calcutta, Bombay

and Rangoon.
Howells closed contracts for Pro-DisCo’s 1924-25 releases with China Theatres,
Ltd., controlling the theatres in China;
U LTno in Japan, Lyric Film Exchange for
the Philippines, and Madan Theatres, Ltd.,
in India, which means Pro-Dis-Co
ings in the entire Orient.

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. L— Robert M.
Yost has been made head of the publicity
department at the Fox Studios. He was
formerly head of the sales department for
company

the

in

the

Southwest.

By F-N and Publishers
to

Exhibitors Herald)

—

Dec. 1.- All writers whose
yet appeared in novel form
are eligible for a competition launched by
First National in conjunction with Pictorial
Review, Dodd, Mead & Co. and Curtis
Brown, Ltd. First National offers $10,000
for the motion picture rights to the winning
story, Pictorial Review will pay the winner
$5,500 for serialization in the United States,

work has not

Canada and Newfoundland, Dodd, Mead
Co. will pay the usual book royalties

with

Word has been received here from Cran& Clarke, Inc., that it has disposed of

field

the United States and Canadian rights of
the nicture, “Shadow of the Mosque,” with
the deal with Usa Films.

an

royalties,

advance of $2,000 against such
and First National has an option

on the second

serial rights.

Curtis

Brown

manage the competition.
All novels must be submitted before
Pictorial Review will pubSept. 1, 1926.
lish the winning novel by Nov. 1, 1927, and
the book will be published by Dodd, Mead

will

1,

1927.

Manu-

between 80,000 and 100,000 words. Judges are Arthur T. Vance,
Frank Dodd and Richard Rowland.

Barthelmess Makes
Awards at Sing Sing
(Special

NEW

Exhibitors

to

Herald)

YORK,

Dec. 1.— Richard Barthemess in person made the awards to
Sing Sing convicts who wrote the reviews adjudged best in a contest following a showing of the star’s latest vehicle,
“The Beautiful City”. No. 76029 (James
Dunn) won first place, No. 77339 (Albert A. Hatten) took second, and No.
74666 (William Mallison Schulman) was
Ten others took honorable menthird.
tion.

The winner

of second place, a student
Sing Sing art school, also submitted
a pen and ink impression of Barthelmess
in the picture.
Judges were Barthelmess, Richard A. Rowland and Warden
Lewis E. Lawes. Practically all the reviewers found a moral in the picture for
The prisoners put on a
themselves.
show of their own under the supervision
in

of R. Ungerfield, manager of the Victoria theatre, Ossining, followed by a
showing of “Shore Leave,” a previous
Barthelmess picture.

Be Seen

Charlie to

Next

in

(Special to

&

Usa Gets Clarke Film

Co. on or before Nov.

scripts are to be

u The Circus

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

NEW YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

&

Show-

$20,000 Waits Winner
of Novel Competition
( Special

(Special to

Keen

Keen competition

only daughter.

Yost Heads Publicity

—

NEW YORK, Dec. — Only two thousand motion picture theatres serve

recently.

by Mr. Hays for probate in the Montgomery county clerk’s
office.
Special bequests of about $12,700
are made and the remainder, exclusive of
the $20,000, is left to Mr. Hays’s wife, the
will

clares Pro-Dis-Co Representative

Chaplin’s
tists

will

—

Charlie
1.
Dec.
picture for United Ar“The Circus,” it was an-

next

be

nounced today

at

the Charlie Chaplin

Studios.

Georgia Hale, apin
the
pearing
feminine
leading
role of “The Gold

Rush,” will have
an important role
in
his next picture.

Harry

Crocker and Milt
Cross have been

added

the
to
technical staff for
the production.

The

staff is under the charge of

General Manager Alfred Reeves.
Camera work has not begun but it is
expected that within a few days the
necessary preliminaries will have been
completed, making

way

for the shooting.

”
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Independent Exchanges Rally 12 Gold Bonds
Sold to Three
to Columbia National Chain
—Declare

Executives Cite Successful Year

Meet High Standard of 13 Released
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

N

YORK,

Dec.

1.

— Many independent

exchanges have

rallied to

the Columbia banner since the announcement several weeks ago
that Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, Jack Cohn, vice
president, and Harry Cohn, treasurer, were negotiating with exchange
owners and managers distributing productions with the Columbia brand,
to organize into a national chain for exclusive distribution of Columbias
and take independent pictures out of the state right field.
XCHANGE owners have seen in this as ably as those of any of the large national
organizations, and will receive serious conmovement a trend toward stabilizing
both independent producers and exchanges,
sideration
from exhibitors as product
a means toward extensive national adverworthy of national distribution.

E

tising,

the

exploitation and publicity to place
pictures
of

independent
ducers
on
competitive

^^

proone
level,

and thus a source
of direct benefit to
the exchanges in

nationally

dis-

and

t

ure

the

In all, 13 pictures have been released to
date of the 18 scheduled for this year. Each
has been of the highest caliber and has
earned far beyond expectations for the ex-

Dec. 1. John Barrymore, star of “The Sea Beast,” calls tbe
completed picture “the only motion picture production I
have ever done
that

I

liked,”

have really
and that

despite the fact
“Beau
that
his

Brummel” was an
suc-

eminently
cessful

picture

which won for
him a medal for
the best perform-

laboratory, will maintain this high standard
of production and will round out a year of

ance of 1924.
“This
whole
thing seems abso-

from producer

and goodwill
distributor and exhibitor.

good
to

faith,

This new move to nationalize independent exchanges, and its successful conclusion, will once and for all establish the
status of independent producers, Columbia
officers declare.

Called Important Factor

With a national medium of distribution
they say their productions will be handled

Bradford (Not “Gov.”)
Has Gay Thanksgiving
(Special from

the life

—

YORK,

distributors and producers alike.
The executives said the five yet to come,
the negatives of which are already in the

promises,

is

Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to

NEW

hibitors,

kept

J.

h

Upper

large

Broadway,

for day and date
runs. “The Keeper
of the Bees,” “The
Last Edition,” and
“Drusilla with a
Million” were included in the list.

The

two - reel
“Lucky

comedy,

the

Warner Brothers

after

.

,

„

home

HUMBOLDT,

House Burns
Exhibitors Herald )

KAN.,

Dec. 1.— The Elite

was destroyed by fire, the damage
amounting to about $20,000. Oscar Reinert, owner, has not announced whether he

theatre

will rebuild.

New

York, distributors of the 12 Gotham
productions, has arranged with Lou A.
Bittner of the Majestic theatre, Cohoes,
N. Y., and with Jules Michaels, Regent
theatre, Buffalo, chairmen of the Albany
and Buffalo zones, respectively, for Dependable to donate 15 per cent of all
bookings made in New York to the motion
In
picture theatre owners of New York.
.P. T. O. of
return each member of the
New York will cooperate in obtaining
booking for Goetz.
Budd Rogers, vice president of Lumas
Film Corporation, returned to New York
last week after making a trip on which he
made booking deals with American BookDetroit,
for the six
ing Corporation,
Gothams. It is reported from the C. C.
Burr headquarters that the exhibitor response to bookings on the Johnny Hines
picture, “The Live Wire,” has been decidedly heartening to the star and his

M

Free Casting Office
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

1.

—The

executive

committee of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers announces the appoint-

ment of Col. O. C. Wyman as the general manager of the free casting office for
extra talent, which it is expected will be
operation before the first of the year.
Colonel Wyman has been with the traffic
commission of Los Angeles for the past
in

two

years.

L—

of Normandy”
ately by the Sebastian-Belasco Productions at the Metropolitan studios. Anita
Stewart will play the part of Serpolette.
The announcement was made by A. H.
Sebastian yesterday when he indicated
that the winter producing program has
been greatly enlarged,
larged.

to

at the Mark Strand.
Charles Goetz of Dependable Exchange,

of

“The Chimes
Dec.
will be produced immedi-

( Special

Spaces” has been held over for a second

of
office

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

Reinert’ s

126

week

„„„

Film to Be Made of
“ Chimes of Normandy
to

goes into a

Wyman Named Manager
„

seeing the first
print of the picture which will be re“Very
leased the middle of January.
glad to see that it retains the quality of
the book which is great,” he wired.

(Special

New York

now

Marcus Loew Greater
theatre.
“The Great Open

manager.

lutely real from
start
to finish,”
the star said in
his
telegram to

Enloe)

ROCK HILL, S. C., Dec. 1.—
Five hundred little people crowded into the Imperial theatre, a 300
seat house here, and rocked the
house with laughter Thanksgiving
Day when they were given free
admission by B. W. Bradford,
manager. The picture shown them
was Harold Lloyd’s "Freshman.”
It had run three days on regular
schedule so the performance was
extra. Children sat on the piano,
on the edge of the stage and on
every available lodging place. The
cotton mills have been running
irregularly with the result that
many children are deprived of frequent theatre attendance.

run houses on

ring Harry Langdon, was booked
for a week at the
Rivoli theatre.
It
days run on the

,

Thirteen Already Released

three

first

Stars,’’ star-

,

current year
Joe Brandt
been a particularly successful one, and offered their
thanks and acknowledgment for the loyal
support of many independent exchanges
and exhibitors which contributed considerably to the outstanding success of
their productions.

phi,

“With the state right stigma lifted
said:
from independent productions and the independent means of obtaining fair competition now in the hands of independent producers, they will become an important factor with tremendous influence for good
which will react on the entire motion pic-

John Barrymore Who
Won 1924 Medal Calls
“Sea Beast” His Best

has

Charles Rosenweig, manager of F. B. O.
exchange in New York, has sold the 12
Gold Bond productions of the company to
the Olympia, Symphony and Adel-

exchange men, Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn

ture industry.
of all industry.”

announced

s

In closing a statement to the independent

Fair competition

naexploited
productions that
are worthy of the
national market.
The executives
of Columbia Pictributed
tionally

Gotham Theatres

Last Five Pictures Will

Hungarian Playwright
Reaches Lasky Studios
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. — Ernest Vadja,
to

1.

prominent Hungarian playwright,

from

Europe

stories for

to

Famous

here
screen

is

write original
Players-Lasky.

Tom Bay on T rial
(Special to

HOLLYWOOD,

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec.

L— Tom

Bay,

motion picture stunt man, has been placed
on trial before Judge Keetch, charged with
murder of Yakima Jim Anson, a film cowboy, who was killed in a Hollywood rooming house three months ago.

December

12,
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LAUGH MONTH UNITES FIELD
National Laugh Month List Product
Committee Offers Big
Issued During
Array of Accessories

Herald Gives
All Rights to

Copy

Service

In this department this week the
“Herald” supplies special copy for
use in connection with the exploitation of Laugh Month. Full re-publication rights to this copy are given
herewith.
In line with the trade-wide movement
cooperate with the Short Features
Advertising Association in promotion of
Laugh Month, this department has prepared copy of a generally beneficial
nature which all readers are invited to
use in such manner as they see fit.
Two Series Printed
Two series of ads are printed this
week, one consisting of four units and
to

The four-unit series
upon the following

the other of six units.

printed in full
page.
The six-unit series

is

is

displayed

across top and bottom of page 47, the second page following.
Display style used here is adopted for
convenience. It may be followed or discarded in favor of a straight ad set-up in
adaptation.
It is intended, also, that a
theatre signature be affixed at the bottom or elsewhere to identify the ad withthe institution using it.

Continuation of Campaign
Ads furnished herewith, it will be
noted, are in line with service copy
previously supplied exhibitors for use in
Feature exploitation. Many of
these have been widely published, with
uniformly gratifying results.

Short

Harris, Percy,

Among

Long Feature Players
Signed by Hal Roach
Something startling has happened in the
motion picture business and professional
eyes are focused upon Hal Roach, watching every move the young producer makes
in his new campaign to get big feature
players to appear in short length comedies.
Three months ago people in Hollywood
said he couldn’t do it
that comedies less
than feature length were indelibly stamped,
in the eyes of public and theatre managers
alike, as “fillers” and that big feature Hav-

The committee
Laugh Month for

Feature comedies have been extremely active in preparing accessories which will enable exhibitors to put over Laugh Month
with a bang.
A broadside announcing the coming of
January as Laugh Month has been mailed to
every exhibitor in the United States and
Canada. On the back of this broadside is
given a list of all accessories prepared and
available at the present time.
Additional
accessories will be ready within a few days
and will be included in the press sheet
which will be mailed to exhibitors during
the coming week.

The Sweeney Lithograph Company of
New Jersey have made up banners, pennants and posters.
By grouping
Belleville,

of the kindred accessories in one conmay obtain the principal
items with a minimum of effort.
Special
sketches have been prepared by the committee and each contains one or more
laughing heads and the wording -“Come in

all

cern, the exhibitor

and

laff

— LAFF— L

ers

would

lose prestige

if

they played

in

comedies.

Today he has working

January

.

The banners will be 3 feet by 10 feet,
printed in blue and yellow on canvas and
will have S eyelets for hanging. These will
be sold for $1.25 each. Pennants, 14 inches
wide by 29 inches long will be printed in
assorted colors, hemmed at the top with
eyelets for hanging in the lobby or under
the marques.
These will cost 12 cents
each.
One and three-sheet posters are being done in 2 colors, a combination of blue
and orange. The one-sheet head is from a
special sketch by Michelson prepared especially for this piece of paper. The posters
will cost 15 cents each for the one sheets
and 27 cents for the three sheets.
in

National Screen Service, Inc., with offices
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
(

Continued on page 47)

is

assured.

Additional announcements of product to
be issued during Laugh Month are published herewith.
The Educational line-up
was printed in this department in the December 5 issue. Other listings will be published in future numbers.

Film Booking

Offices

Will Issue Seven
Seven short features are listed by Film
Booking Offices for release during January.

They are
“High but Not Handsome,” No. 9 of the “Adventures of Mazie” series; “Mummy Love,” a
Blue Ribbon comedy with Alice Ardell “The Giraffe’s Long Neck,” a Bray cartoon; “Little Annie
Looney,” No. 10 of the Mazie series; “Dinkey
Doodle at the Studio,” a Bray cartoon; No. 11 of

SAM DEMBOW,

the

Mazie

Fox

series, as yet untitled.

Lists

F ourteen
Fourteen two-reelers are listed by Fox
Film Corporation as Laugh Month attractions, releases occurring in November, December and Tanuary. They are:
“The Wrestler,” “A Parisian Knight,” and “The
Feud,” Van Bibber comedies; “Failure” and “Cupid a la Carte,” O. Henry stories; “Strong for
Love,” “East Side, West Side,” “Control Yourself,” “Heavy Swells,” “The Flying Fool” and
two other Imperials as yet untitled; two of the
Helen and Warren Married Life series, “The
Peacemakers” and “His Own Lawyer.”

Twenty- three on
Pathe Schedule
They

are
“Saturday Afternoon,”

\

reeler! “A Punch in the
reeler; “The Gosh Darn
reeler with Alice Day;

.

JR.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

“We

consider Red Seal pictures
unique, distinctive, and entirely different from any other short subjects
on the market today.”

his Culver
contract to appear

!

Harry Langdon

Sennett two-reeler; “Long Pants,” Roach comedy
with Glenn Tryon; “Soft Pedal,” Roach comedy
with Paul Parrott; “Don’t Butt In,” one-reel
Roach comedy with Parrott; “Between Meals,”
another Parrott one-reeler; six Aesop’s Film Fables
by Paul Terry and five issues of “Topics of the

Day.”

Universal Offers
Twenty-one Units
units comprise Universal’s
offerings released during
Laugh Month. These are
“The Scarlet Streak,” Adventure Serial; “The
Honeymoon Squabble,” “Buster’s Bust Up,” “Her

short

feature

:

Edwin Miles Fadman,

Pres.

three-

Nose,” Hal Roach twoMortgage,” Sennett two“Whispering Whiskers,”

Twenty-one

there,

others.

Laugh Month

Twenty-three comedies are offered by
Pathe Exchange, Inc., for January use.

What Others Think
11

Laugh Month, sponsored by the
Short Feature Advertising Association, has united the short feature division of the industry in the strongest and most concerted campaign ever
undertaken. If co-operation begets
its accustomed reward, the success of

;

in

City studios, or under
such people as Theda Bara, Lionel
Barrymore, Mildred Harris, Eileen Percy,
Gertrude
Astor.
Stuart
Holmes and

is

Banner Offered

;

;

—

A F F

Laugh Month.”

National

Laugh Season

charge of National
distributors of Short

in
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National Laugh Month
\7 OU go to the theatre to have a good time.
You

make

expect the motion picture to

you happy. You return to the theatre which
you most. The theatre, like the

pleases

motion picture, succeeds

degree of

in the

its

success in giving you what you want.

December

T T AD

a passing pedestrian dropped a comic
remark in hearing of a certain assassin
one day in 1914, Archduke Ferdinand might
not have died and the World War might not
have occurred. A good laugh at that moment
would have saved ten million lives. A laugh-*

man does not kill.
To laugh is human. A baby

ing

than from any other thing the theatre can

laughs more as

Your

reaction to our programs has

shown us that you want more laughter
your motion picture entertainment.

in

Motion picture producers, learning of this
need from this and other theatre sources, have
designated January as National Laugh
Month. Studios have been concentrating on
product for this month with a view toward
giving

it

comedy con-

the greatest possible

Beginning

tent.

this year, each

succeeding

January is to be observed by picture theatres
everywhere as National Laugh Month.

What
Go to

a

way

wonderful

to start a

new

old adage has

now and
Did

men.”

may

then
it

that

“A

relished

ever occur to

be “the best of

laughter?

it

is

little

men” because they

Laughter

is

a

relish

great builder of

character.

If

we

against the blue devils, strengthen
themselves for the inevitable battles, with

selves

full

appreciation of wholesome humor.

January is National Laugh Month. It will
observed by motion picture theatres
throughout the nation exhibiting especially
assembled programs rich in comedy.
be

to the theatre in January.

T ALTGHTER’S
'

tonic value

is

rated by phy-

sicians as greater than that of medicine

Laughter’s persuasive power is esteemed by lawyers above that of rhetoric.
Authors treasure genuine humor as more

truly inspired than pathos.

impossible for a man to be miserable
while he is laughing. Evil humor cannot
abide in the man who laughs heartily at a

good joke. You know the measure
by his laugh, instinctively.
this

year,

theatres will devote one

the

of a

man

motion picture

month out

Music
long

in laughter

ago

outstripped

is

hungry

for

in

dramatic

popularity.

good wholesome

Back

of the motion picture screen, in the

ranks of authors, actors and directors

who

determine what you want in amusement and
then manufacture it for you, a great movement is on to supply this demand for
For months overtime effort has
laughter.
been devoted to establishing new high marks

comedy production.

January has been designated National
Laugh Month. Actors, authors and directors
have been working on their January output
with the aim of making the initial month the

in

greatest of the year.

the fruit of this effort.

to the theatre in January.

great

the

humor.

of every

ception.

tempo, the jazz of today,

compositions of the masters

The world

twelve to special promotion of national welfare through exhibition of programs with
maximum comedy content. This is a logical
extension of the service which picture theatres have rendered mankind since their in-

Go

Laff

Little

or knife.

It is

Beginning

is full of

it.

Have a

laughter

and

it.

laughter, if we will pause to
rush by it, thrust it aside, we
invite the woe, misery, grief that is not so
readily swept away.
Wise men protect them-

Life

see

99

by the best of
you that they

and

ages.

frowns permitted to mould

Go

— the Best of Men

•

child’s face is a

cries less

The contour of a
laugh contour. The adult’s
it

face bears definite record of the smiles

the theatre in January.
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AN

year!

1925

Human

To Laff Is

You are most happy when you are laughing. You get more benefit from a good laugh
give you.

12,

January

has

been

designated

National

Laugh Month by motion picture people and
in that month the theatres will deliver to you

Go

to the theatre in January.

December

12,
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Laff No. 2

Laff No. 1
BIFF

Who

:

you with

my

was

was that lady

I

night?
That wasn’t a lady.

That

on Paris

bile

Francaise

wife.

street)
:

MORE

than 200,000,000 laughs have been
at this joke in the United States
and the English possessions since its inception.
No record has been made of
laughs laughed at it in translations. It is
believed to be the oldest living jest.
BUT many million more laughs will be
laughed at film comedians during January,

—

1926.

JANUARY

National Laugh

is

Month.

YOU

Why

does a chicken cross

?

ME: To

Parley vous

:

:

the road

get

on the other

side.

?

DOUGHBOY No

laughed

Laff No. 3

TRAFFIC OFFICER (to American
doughboy knocked down by automo-

saw

last

BANG:

47

;

ADAM

Chevrolet coupe.

credited with authorship of this
hoary jibe, but experts declare it is much
older than that.
Scholars trace it to the
beginnings of all tongues and find it to
have been a favorite cave wall inscription
during the Stone Age.
jokesmiths do not inscribe
their wares upon cave walls.
They publish
them in action writing upon the motion picture screens of the world.
They are making a concerted drive to establish new laugh
records for you in January.

WHEEZE,

THIS
born during the Big
Fight, almost brought about the end of the
war by laughing the armies into insensibility.
Curiously enough, a British Tommy
is credited with invention of this scream-

is

NOWADAYS

ing composition.

TODAY

America’s
best
humorists are
working overtime on better laughs than
this for your entertainment during January.
They will be delivered to you in the
motion picture theatres.
JANUARY is National Laugh Month.

JANUARY

National Laugh Month.

is

Lucky Leap,” ‘‘Helpful Al,” Century Comedies;
‘‘Min’s House on the Cliff,” and ‘‘Min Walks in
Her Sleep,” Gump Comedies; ‘‘The Horse Laugh,”
“The Honeymoon Hotel,” “Prep School,” “Ups and
Downs,” Bluebeard Comedies; “The Call of Hazard,” “Montana of the Range,” “Hearts of the
West,” “The Man With a Scar,” and “The Hero
of Pipe Rock,” Mustang Westerns.

Product Supply
Rich in Promise
Rich promise is seen in the product supply to which showmen will turn for their
exploitation of Laugh Month.
The above
listings, giving only January releases with
one exception, barely suggest the line-up
of worthwhile laugh material in the vaults
of the short feature exchanges.
In addition to straight comedies, short
features of all kinds will be in general demand as a result of the widely expressed
intention to devote whole programs to short
units during Laugh Month.

Committee Offers

Many

Accessories
(

Continued from page 45)

San Francisco have agreed to make up a
special trailer for the Laugh Month ComThey have gone further and ofmittee.
fered to supply these trailers absolutely
free of charge to all of their regular customers.
All the customer has to do is to
notify the Screen Service Booker he wants
the Laugh Month trailer and the exhibitor
will then receive it as part of the regular
service.

For exhibitors who are not Screen Servcustomers, the price of the trailer is
dollar, which includes postage and
packing. This price is printing cost as the
trailer will be about 25 feet long.
Buttons for Kiddies
Celluloid buttons about one inch in diameter are being made up by Bastian
Brothers Company, Rochester, New York.
Buttons will be shipped C. O. D. plus
postage or express charges at the rate of
500 for $4.50, 1,000 for $8.00, 2,500 for
$18.75 and $7.00 a thousand for 5,000 or
ice

one

they have agreed to mail direct to the exhibitor on receipt of stamps, cash or money
order at the rate of 15 cents per slide. This
includes postage.

The window cards are being made up by
Wintin Printing Company of 405 Broome
Street, New York City. These are printed
in 2 colors on 5 ply post board and are
being sold at 5 cents each.
If exhibitors
send cash with order for the window cards
they will be sent to him prepaid.
If the
exhibitor wants them C. O. D. he will have
to pay delivery and collection charges in
addition to the cost of the cards.

Work Not Completed
Announcement has not yet been made

able in cut form so that exhibitors may
use them in advertising or throw-aways.
The press sheet will contain illustrations
of all of the accessories, will have sample
ads in sizes from one to four columns,

have endorsements from prominent
people and publicity stories which the exhibitors may use to send to local exhibitors.
The committee in charge of National
Laugh Month consists of Gordon S. White,
Educational Film Exchanges as chairman
P. A. Parsons, Pathe Exchange Fred McConnell, Universal Pictures; Nat G. Rothstein,
Film Booking Offices; Julian M.
Solomon, Davis Distributing Division, secretary; Fred Quimby, Fox Film Corp.
W. E. Shallenberger, Arrow Pictures Corporation and W. Ray Johnston, Rayart Pictures.
The headquarters of the committee
are located at 218 West Forty-second
Street, New York and information or inquiries regarding the activities and the material available should be sent to the comwill

Company, 219
Sixth Avenue, New York are making up
the special Laugh Month slide from copy

THIS

tired

away big with

She never
was getting

it.

THESE

days a really good joke requires
It’s got to be double-jointed
geared to three speeds.
The best
laughs these days are the motion picture
comedian’s product, produced in collaboration with the best humorists in the world.
They’re working nights, these days, on

and

January output.

JANUARY

is

comedy

Appearing

in the current Vernon, Fliers,
Christie two-reel series is an
imposing array of comedians including Bill
Irving, Jack Duffy, Hank Mann, Kalla
Pasha, Eddie Baker, Billy Engel, Lincoln
Plumer, Eddie Barry, George Hall, Billy
Bletcher, Jay Belasco, Fred Peters, Gus

Adams and

Leonard, George French, Ward Caulfield,
Bill Blaisdell and Victor Rodman.
A great
many of these comedians are members of
the Christie studio stock company, while
others are engaged for individual pictures
in line with Al Christie’s policy of assembling real feature casts in the short comedies.

The girls whose faces are familiar on the
screen appearing in these new series comedies are Molly Malone, Vera Steadman,
Frances Lee, Duane Thompson, Natalie
Joyce, Yola D’Avril, Jean Lorraine, Marian
Andre, Aileen Lopez, Amber Norman, and
Anita Garvin.
Three well known character comediennes, Gale Henry, Rosa Gore
and

Blanche

Payson,

figure

prominently

in current casts of Christie two-reelers.

RAYART
W.

UNITY WINS

JOINS

National Laugh Month

RAY JOHNSTON,

president of Rayart
Pictures Corporation, has joined efforts with
Educational, Pathe, Universal, F.. B. O.,
Davis Distributing Division, Fox and Arrow
in the Short Features Advertising Association to exploit January as National Laugh

is another industryenterprise dependent upon cooperation.
Affecting everybody’s business, it is
everybody’s business to cooperate in its promotion. Unity wins always.

wide

—

Laff No. 6
WAITER:

Laff No. 5

more work.

their

themselves been

Shall

I

open the other

egg, sir?

genuine, pioneer American humor.
It was the outstanding wise crack when
your dad’s dad called around on Wednesto see his best gal.
of letting him think he

who have

roles
stars.

a door?'’

is

day evening

addition to the regular comedians
are starred in the current series of
two-reel comedies produced by the Christie
organization for Educational’s program, the
Christie studio organization lays claim to
the strongest line-up of supporting players
and while all of these players are not featured on the screen or in the billing of
these current comedies, the company points
out that in practically all of the new comedies there are comedians filling the minor

Month.

Laff No. 4
HE: When is a door not
SHE: When?
HE: When it’s ajar.

In

who

mittee at that address.

Illustrating

furnished by the committee. As slides are
too small an item to permit bookkeeping,

In Supporting Casts

;

more.

The Excelsior

re-

garding the handling of the cuts because
the committee is daily adding to the number of cuts which will be available. Cuts
will range in size from one inch square to
four column sizes.
Reproductions of the
banners, posters and pennants will be avail-

Christie Lays Claim
to Greatest Line-up

National Laugh Month.

WIFEY Drunk again
HUBBY Put ’er there. So’m
:

:

THERE’S

DINER

JANUARY

No.

Open

the window.

!

I.

Before
with a history.
Volsted it was bootlegged to nice people
Since Volsted it’s lost
as a real classic.
It’s still a good joke, but
its news value.
its kick is gone.
FASHIONS in jokes change. Humorists
putting laughs into motion pictures for you
to take out of them are several laps ahead
of the printed page and the vaudeville
stage. Just now they’re further ahead than
ever, working on the January laugh crop.
Laugh Month.
is National
a joke

:

THIS

little drama has resulted in the summary execution of more vaudeville actors,

newspaper humorists and volunteer parlor
entertainers than any other single offense.
recital, in an unguarded moment, is
held by some to have been the real cause
Its

of Jesse James’ assassination.

MOTION PICTURE

old

jokes.

comedians do not use

they try to put them into
the cutters scissor them out.
You get only the best laughs in film comedies, and you’ll get the best of the best in
their

If

films,

January because

JANUARY

is

National Laugh Month.
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comedies are getting real exploitation. Above are shown (left) “Mary, Queen of Tots” adby the Stanley, Philadelphia, (center) “Better Movies” exploited by Keith’s Riverside, New York vaudetheatre, and (right) Keith’s 81st St. theatre. New York.

PATHE’S “Our Gang”
vertised
ville

shorts almost on a parity with their features.
In the case of the Ko-Ko Song
Car-Tunes particularly, to name one of our
own releases, exhibithors told me that the
community sing-fests brought into their
theatres many of the older people who otherwise stayed away unless attracted bv
some particular star.”
During his trip Bernstein signed the Bal-

aban and Katz Mid-West Theatres, Inc.,
to play Red Seal’s “Marvels of Motion,”
“Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes,” “Gems of the
Screen,” “Out-of-the-Inkwell” and the two
Skiing Specials, “The Silvery Art” and
“Flirting with Death” at the Chicago,
Tivoli, Uptown, Harding and Senate theatres in Chicago, and their other houses in
Rock Island, Bloomington, Elgin, Rockford,
Davenport and
Aurora, and Peoria, 111.
Des Moines, la.; and Omaha, Neb.

B.

KEITH'S

F.

PA

Bryant 4300.
’Concerts Sunday, 2 and 8 P. M.
WEEK OF SEPT. TTH

2:22
2:30

St.

UN

SUN FONG

1

word would do as well.
We do not say “The house exists
no more because it underwent in-

Pathe
to
comedy, “Dangerous Curves Be-

hind.”

Showmen Enthusiastic
About National Laugh
Month, Says Bernstein
Harry Bernstein, manager of Red Seal’s
New York exchange, returning from a tour
of the middle West reported that everywhere he found exhibitors highly enthusiastic about “Laugh Month,” when the short
feature will come into its own.
“More and more,” he said, “exhibitors
to discuss the value of the
short feature, not only with regard to its
helping to round out a pleasing program,
They have
but as to its drawing power.
found that tw running a series of short
features that have definite appeal, they can
count on a certain number coming back
for that subject, regardless of the feature
As a result, throughout the Midfilm.
West today, exhibitors are advertsing their

were willing

We say
flammable combustion.”
“The house burned.”
Wo do not say “Respiration terminated” when we mean “He died.
We

are a people

who

Those

3:02

Indiana

Girls

9:02

Songs and Music
C. B. Maddock- presents

In

3:20

‘Tramp, Tramp, Tramp*” 9c20
CAMERON, Tom
With

JAfcK
Waters and

Leo Lee

ALBERTINA RASCH GIRLS

12

Ballet”

NORREE, RUTH MATLOCK. 9:49
ANDY RICE, JR., apd Evelyn
Droves as '’Pompadour” and
12 RASCH SO I/O DANCERS

3:49

with

4:09

In

hla

in its proper place.
a story can be told in one
reel we want it in one reel, not in
Short features often tell
six reels.
as vast a story in two reels as long

4:29

will

flora

the

ARC0

BROS.

10:51

6:05

^

Hal

Reach “Glen Tyron"
Comedy.

RIVERSIDE

rX.
— WEBER & FIELDS— Lew

KEITH'S

Sunday Concerts 2:15 and 8

:15.-

Beginning RQon. Sept. 14 th.

Joe

MEXICAN GRAND OPERA
LOACH
CO..

CO.

areel comedy.

CA|TmcCULLOUGH.
W
F.
81st ST.

m mb.

Others.

Broadway
and
81st

Jay

SU

Concerts 2:15 and 8 :15.

ANNA CHANDLER
BUTTERFLY REVUE. HAWTHbRNE.ift
COOKE Others. PHOTOPLAYS “THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS'
^
HAL ROACH
2 REEL COMEDY.

MM*

y*

TIP

cuts furnished
to
effectively

lighten the inside spread of the four page
house organ published by the Garden thea-

manager

^1:05

Beginning Mon. Sept. 14 th.

Kunsky’s new two million dollar State theatre in Detroit used Pathe short features exclusively on its initial program, according to
a Pathe statement.

is

10:30

“BAT-

“MME. SANS JANE"

FEATURES PATHE

L. E. Sinclair

you

KEITH’S

HOUSE ORGAN

ITLOO

Hollywood’'
to
revue.

Avon Comedy Four

take

4:51

Sutj

Three one-inch column ad
by Educational are used

vcei

TERY TO THE BRONX.”

B.

features do in ten.

"Visit

—a

SMITH & DALE
with

When

St. Paul.
the Garden.

"

WILTON SISTERS
'

appreciate

economy

tre,

8:45

JACK OSTERMAN

not only a sign of poor taste
but a sign of facetiousness often
when a man writes a letter in which
he uses long, high sounding words
to express himself where a short

space

8:30

star

And his Associate Players in a
one- act comedy 'SAFETY FIRST;

It is

giving

8:22

/

GRANT MITCHELL

2:461

of Brevity!

Chicago, ad
Mack Sennett

CO.-

metropolitan

Distinguished

“Pompadour

Woodlawn,

&

COURTNEY & KEYES

;

For the Sake

E

A C

L

B’way & 47

of

Hal Roach Pathe comedies adverby B. F. Keith’s Palace, Riverside and 81st Street theatres, New
tised

York.

December

12,
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present™ ACTS
Three-Sided Presentation History
Film Houses
Using Finest
Stage Acts
on Top
CURTIS

Picture Theatres

By FRED

C.

A

few years ago what was known
as the show business was in the
hands of a few men who practically
controlled all branches of this tremendous industry, Klaw and Erlanger, the Shuberts, Brady, Woods,
Belasco and a few others had the
so-called legitimate branch under
E. F. Albee in the
their control.
East controlled the Keith and Proctor interests and what was then
known as the United Booking Office
of America, and Martin Beck in the
West represented the Orpheum cirThese two factions virtually
cuit.
controlled the vaudeville branch.
The Ringlings controlled the circus,
and Scribner controlled burlesque.

When

few

a

practically

Three phases of presentation
history are covered in authoritative articles published herewith.
Riesenfeld, veteran musical director, discusses the musical
Fred C.
side
of presentation.
Curtis, head of the agency bearing his name, deals with the
agency aspect of the business.

“Money Well
Expended on
Presentation
“Better

the

face
painful

to

fact that the

were
“movies”
here to stay and
were
they
facing the toughest opposition they

that

Fred C. Curtis

had ever encountered.

a true and strange fact that none
showmen of that day became
interested financially or otherwise with the
photoplay industry, but on the other hand
tried to keep from the screen the talent
they controlled and did everything in their
power to hinder the progress of the new
industry.
It is only recently that one or
two of the older showmen have joined with
any of the branches of the film industry.
It

is

of the big

Vaude Built Own Opposition
The consequence of this is that vaudeville practically built up its own opposition,
and the present slump in straight vaudeville theatres, in which business is on the
(

Continued on next page

Showmanship Rules”

Way, way back when

I

was

spare hours in picture theatres (if
they could be so called).
Those were the days of one and
two reelers when D. W. Griffith,
Thomas H. Ince and Mack Sennett
were building their great futures;
before Arthur Johnson had gone on
to the other life, when Mary Pickford was just a kid, Broncho Billy
(G. M. Anderson) was shooting
them from the hip (hip had another
significance then), and the admission price was a nickel, or at most
a dime.
Future Foreshadowed
to me those were good days, at
for we were building up to that fine
present day theatre, justly called “the wonder theatre” the Metropolitan, Boston,
than which there is no finer example of
the advance in the industry.
( Continued on page 63 )
It

seems

—

To speak of music and its important connection with stage presentations in motion picture theatres
is to bring the name of Hugo Riesenfeld, Managing Director of the
Rivoli and Rialto theatres in New
York, to the foreground of the discussion. The impresario of musical
presentations and prologues, whose
career as composer, conductor and
director has been filled with experimental ideas musically and otherwise is best identified as the most
distinguished composer of motion

—

—

picture scores.
But his many other accomplishments,

in

particular his novelty stage presentations in
which one finds the delightful combination
of perfect musicianship and clever

The

call

boy and candy boy in the Dallas,
Tex., Opera House (now remodeled
into the Capitol theatre and presenting pictures) I spent most of my

that,

It

showmanship, are
what this article
is concerned with.

Theatre Department, Famous
Players-Lasky

in

with

”

By “BUDDY” STUART

first

were face

Riesenfeld Stresses

Laurence (“Buddy”) Stuart, now
with the Famous Players-Lasky
theatre department, gives a showman’s history of presentation.
The articles begin on this page.

unknown men

control at the
time scoffed at the
thought of films’
encroaching
ever
on the business
they had built up.
Yet it was not
long before they

Necessity

Hugo

halfway decent theatres for
the showing of films the powers that were

built the

Music Prime
Stage Show

Riesenfeld, Curtis, Stuart
Tell Story

business of
staging two prod u c t i o n s every
week of the year
for the Rivoli and
Rialto is a task in
itself.
The continual necessity to
please the different
elements that enter
a theatre, the routine

connected

with such work

Dr.

Hugo Riesenfeld

naturally a part of a managing
director’s work.
But to create with faultless repetition stage presentations that are
both musically and scenically enjoyable
that is the real problem.
Riesenfeld is assuredly in the better
position to speak, but he is an uncommunicative personality, particularly concerning
himself and his work.
However we approached him on the subject and his expression of opinion is interesting.

all

of this

is

Well

Known Music

Best

“In arranging the presentations for our
theatres,” he said, “we found that those
that get over best are the ones in which
well-known music is used, be it dance, song
or instrumental numbers. It is natural to
assume that the familiarity of a tune has
the greater effect of encouraging the apOf course
preciativeness of an audience.
the presentation itself must warrant such
(Continued on next page )

;
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Small Cities Abreast of Big Ones
Presentation

Small Town
Business Aid
Press Lauds

production of press notices of the

“The Forge in the Forest,’’ Michaelis, Capitol Grand Orchestra, Albert E. Short con,

ductor.
Unfinished

U terhart,

pianist,

Carl

german^

cellist.

violinist,

J.

Minuet,’’ Mary H. Colburn , Ann Davis ,
Emma Teurfs.
“The Song of Love,’’ Romberg: Marjorie
Pringle , soprano, Orville Rennie , tenor.
“Let’s Wander Away,’’ Leo Terry at the

“The

Capitol-Wurlitzer organ.

“Clap Hands Charlie”; Blomberg’s Alaskan
Dogs ; “Clap Hands Charlie,” sung by
Alvin Frey “The Charlie Chaplins,” Mary
H. Colburn Ann Davis Emma Teurfs.
,

,

PICTURES
“The Gold Rush,” United

“We

feel sure that every live exhibitor
will be interested in program building, and
how the other fellow puts it over. Good
luck to your department.

might interest you to know that not
all artistic and showmanship ideas see the
light of day on Main Street.
Bangor,
Maine, is a town of some 28,000 population
“It

whose natives are educated in the finer
points of silent drama presentation. There
are few houses in towns five times the
size of Bangor where the temples of the
silent drama put over their shows with
Bangor.

in

“Presentations, prologues, diversified entertainments and organ novelties are part
of each and everv program, combined with
the best long features and short stuff on
the market.

“The enclosed clippings will give you an
idea of the manner in which we present our
added
“(Signed)

attraction

tions,

pera House ' PMKICE MOSAIC *
Thanksgiving
AT OPERA HOUSE
Show a Leader
That

Have
for

"Wlnda of Chance". Hex Beaefi'e
thrilling romance of the Klondike,
which has been running aerially in
1b the Bangor Opera
Houee'e Thanksgiving gift to
Its
pjany patrons in this city,

The Commercial

Thla big feature Is to b» presented
oveinber 26. 27 an^l 28. at regular
prices, and will have a gp^elpl showing on the final day. Saturday, beginning at 10 o'clock In the forenoon f<*
the children In this vicinity.
The
doors will open at 9.30 o'clock, the
show "a half hour later.
In. aditlon to this feature bl,U, A. M.
;
tjeHaven. manager of
Opfira
House, has arranged for a special
Hhanksglvlng program qf novelties,
appropriate for the holiday. These
specialties are to be presented under
Mr. DeHaven’s personal direction.
For the latter part of next week
the Opera House Is presenting to the
theatre-goers a stellar double bill,
Bebe Daniels in "Lover# In Quaraaf

tlne'' and Hal Roache’s rascals, with
the freckel-faced Mickey. In ‘ Better
Movies”, a film which Is 'absolutely
the latest of Its kind.
On November 23, 24 and 23 another
double program will be shown. “Best
Reople". the regular feature, accompanied by O. Henry's famous "Shoes",
a story known the world across, made

Lillian Gish

Dorothy,

and
palpilatio?
romance, Romola,

colorful

Florentine

of Chance” to
Special Presentation
Boys and Girls

In

and her

deter

sister,

thp. principal roles, \

throngs lo Bangor Opera House
Monday, and its reception was so t
dial that big business aaems assured
for totoy and Wednesday.

1

of divertlse merit

was greatly appre-

ciated by Monday night's audience
was shown by the generoua applause
with which the singer was greeted at
Ihe comDleUm^j^ljis program -y
'Horse
orrre^^^^R-o<Juctlons,llke-3
wise wllf be presented at the Opera
House -on dates to be anonneed.
The organ "Song-logues'' and presentations will be continued on the
regular bill, due to the favor which,
is

apparent, these specialties

Reproduction of press notices of the

and presentation
Opera House, Bangor,
town of 28 000
,

.

of money but
suitable attrac-

pitiful.

straight vaudepicture theatres,

theatres by motion
and the taking away of many standard
vaudeville attractions by musical comedy
and revue companies has left what is
known as the “two a day” houses in a
very bad position.

now

that the only compevaudeville booking men
is competition to see who can buy an act
or an attraction cheapest, irrespective of
whether the act or attraction means anything in the way of substantial returns
either at the box office or from the pubFurthermore, the bills for the
licity angle.
average “two a day” house are laid out at
the last minute with the bookers hoping
and praying that something will come in
“cheap” regardless of whether it fits the
it

seems

among

the

bills of

Maine,

the
a

program or means anything

financially.

Presentations in Top Place
These facts and the steady growth of
picture and presentation houses are gradually forcing straight vaudeville houses
What has sprung up almost overout.
Zukor,
night is the super-showman

—

Rothafel,

Moe Mark,

Marcus Loew,
Katz, the Sche.ncks and others

the

nation

as

to 62
in her

This week Miss Hopper is appearing at
Earle theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., and
during the week of December 6 will appear
at the Earle theatre in Washington, D. C.
the

Music Prime Necessity

Balaban &
with the courage of their convic-

Continued from preceding page )

applause, but
psychological

making

it

the

—

prologues,’

— primarily,
should aim

ground

with a musical backa prologue so devised

create atmosphere for. the
It is a subject full
of potentialities, full of contrary opinions
that no two producers will wholly agree
on.
I may say, with little fear of contradiction, that multitudes of sins are committed in the name of atmosphere acts.
to

long feature picture.

Film Scenes Poor Presentations
is more indicative of a lack of
imagination, than to extract a scene from

“What

feature picture and duplicate it in an
It is poor showmanship and positive
act?
proof of one’s inability to invent something
original.
If, by some fortunate theatrical
manoeuver, the act is performed better
than the film scene which is seldom we
harm the scene in the picture. If the act
is not as well performed as the scene from
which it is taken, there is still less excuse
for staging it.
It is reasonable to suppose that some theme from the feature
picture might he used as a prologue, hut
to actually attempt a reproduction of a
scene, leaves one open to every imaginable

a

—

parison.

Continued on page 63 )

number has

“Concerning the development of ‘atmospheric

criticism,

money can produce. These men have no
thought of expense. The primary purpose
And this
is to produce the best possible.
entertainment is almost invariably sold for
less than a dollar.
Is it any wonder, then, that they have
supplanted the vaudeville theatres? It is
only a matter of little time when the legitimate theatres also will suffer from the

familiar

effect on
an audience of
feel at ease
there is no neces-

concentrate for words or to acclimate oneself to the tune.

built enormous palaces for housing the finest symphony orchestras, ballets and presentations, and the finest
photoplays that brains can devise and

tions

a

sity to

who

(

to

every instance marked by increased attendance.
A special morning matinee for
women only is an outstanding feature of
her act.

(

Superior Vaude Bills Going
Only a few years back showmen like
Percy Williams, William Hammerstein and
others viewed the box office and publicity
angles as the first considerations and salProvided the attraction
aries as the last.
meant something in the way of results,
there was keen competition among these
men to outsmart and outgeneral each other
in a friendly way to put over superior

,

A special added feature was »ht
pearanco of Vaughn C. Wickett,
at the evening performance^ In
»aa atmospheric prologue.
Garbed In the palment of
esneer of the period of the feat ore
Picture, Mr. Wickett eang two
lions. Asleep In the Deep, and Pal of
My Dreams, In a manner
greatly pleased the audience
The
stage setting designed by Directing
Manager A. M. DeHaven, consisting
of a background depicting a pirate
ship. In a setting of midnight sky
with stare and the moon
shining
down upon a gentle pseaa swell, was
yon beautiful aDd calf* d favorable
comment from aJi Jn t* , ^udjtDce
tenor
h|r.' Wickett
posB 4f.es
a
solve of good range aud sweet quality and. he was encored several times,
responding graciously That this form

It

picture

almost

ville

tition

"Winds

is

of

The inroads made on

But

WHEELER.”

C.

Continued from preceding page )

from shortage

Hopper, known

years, yet appears to be a girl
“teens.”
This anede is strongly played up
in all advertising for the act, with the result that her appearances are in almost

wane not only from dearth
also

in

sentation acts to be seen, advertises
her act nationally and strengthens
the campaign with an elaborately
organized four-page press sheet.
Miss

Film Houses Use Fine Acts
(

is

motion picture theatres in the United States and Canada in one of the most unusual pre-

appearing

“The Eternal Flapper,” confesses

Capitol Screen Events.

bills.

features.

R.

4-Page Press Sheet Used
Edna Wallace Hopper, who

Artists.

Comedy Cartoon.

is

new department

more splendor than here

Nationally
Advertised

Lin-

follow:

with pleasure that we note your
in this week’s issue of
Exhibitors Herald, Presentation Acts.
“It

PRESENTATION

,

shows presented by A. M. De
Haven, managing director of the
Opera House. The letter and a rebills

(Week Beginning November 30)

Schubert;
Symphony,’’
“Unfinished Symphony,’’ Ralph Delbridge

Indicative of the importance of
presentations on the bills of theatres
in the smaller towns is a letter received this week from R. C. Wheeler
of the Opera House, Bangor, Me.,
the subject of which is the stage

Opera House

Program

“The

De Haven Acts

W. Hopper

E.

Chicago Capitol

“As

and

even

—

more,

odious

com-

the case of all other units of a
is the most
important factor to consider in preparing
an atmospheric act. There is available a
large enough assortment of music and
artistic talent to make these prologues indiThere is
vidualistic in their presentation.
an infinite amount of detail connected with
the creation of atmospheric prologues, hut
my own experience leads me to believe that
whatever the presentation, the prologue, or
act, it is the music which in most cases puts
it over and leaves the stronger impression.”
in

motion picture program, music
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Presentation Acts Free to Reader
Simple Sets
Featured in
Stage Shows
Staging Cost Kept

By

F.

Beck-Finkler

Acts Fitted
Pictures

to

Down

Complete Service Offered

LANGDON MORGAN

Complete presentation service

to
classes of picture theatres is
offered by Beck-Finkler Producall

Alone at Last

Chicago, according to E. G.
J. Finkler, heads of the
organization. Shipment of complete
productions fitting presentation requirements of motion pictures protions,

Beck and A.

In presenting this idea to our
readers we have striven for simplicity of design and low production
cost. To those putting on this presentation let us say here that most
of the set or parts thereof will be
used in other production plans to be
published later, so that costs may be
kept down to the minimum. This
set when properly lighted makes a
pretty stage picture.

grammed

Langdon Morgan

F.

Stage Business

action takes place in a
car during the trip.

Stage Plot and Details:
(A) These are ordinary stairs, built to fit opening at top of stairs and widening at the bottom.
Paint to harmonize with other mounting.
(B) This should be constructed on frames and
painted to represent stone. Grey would be a good
color.
Have middle arch built open all the way

—

—

to the floor.

—

Ordinary platform, same height as top of
(C)
stairs and even with bottom of smaller opening
balustrades.
(D) Set balustrade. This should match those
Do not make
on the smaller windows in style.
balustrades on smaller openings permanent parts
Make them detachable, so that
of that frame.
the windows may be used for other presentations.
The lanterns in the sketch are included only sugLanterns more in keeping with the
gestively.
user’s set may be put in service.
(E)
Cut foliage drop hung in usual manner.
(F)
Sky drop should be on light grey or blue.
Moon may be either a cutout transparency or a
The latter is recommended.
regular moon box.
Lighting:
Lighting is the most important thing in this set.

—

—
—

—

should
Parrish creation effect.
in
lanterns
pale
yellow.
Lights
Moon should be
A couple of baby spots hung
should be amber.
just above the left window, but a little to the
Have
front, will give the effect of moonlight.
white light but do not have it too strong, as strong
light will spoil the effect of the remainder of the
Footlights should be blue.
set.
Dressing of Set (Not shown in drawing.)
Artistic bench should be set a little forward
from left window. To the right of stairs may be
grouped ferns, potted palms or anything in artistic
accord with the set that will help to balance the

Back drops should be deep midnight blue
give

a

sort

of

Jazz Band.

who can Sing and Dance.

Blackface Porter

Female “blues” Singer.
Ballad Tenor.
Chorus of Six Steppers.
Male-Female Charleston Team.

The

cast above is listed merely for suggestion.
In some localities it will no doubt
have to be changed because of booking
conditions.

Maxfield

:

The

curtains part to disclose the interior of a
practical seats, and with doors
Members of the band are seated.
each end.
Some are playing cards, some smoking, some reading.
To the right a colored porter is making up

(During the first part of this act have
the organist make train effects, whistle, bell, etc.,
for a few seconds.
When the organist finishes
the following dialogue will serve to start the
action)
Member of the band: “You aren’t making up
the berths yet, are you, George?”
Porter:
“Yes, suh, I is, boss.”
Member of the band: “Well you’d better wait
awhile.
I heard (insert name of band leader) say
we have to rehearse some new numbers before
Boys we had better get ready.”
we turn in.
players begin to take instruments from
( Other
under seats and off racks.')
Porter:
“Dis am de jazziest train I’se ever
rode on.”
(Continued on page 63)
"

:

A. G. Stolte Uses 7
Harpists in Prologue
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,

la.,
Dec. 1.— A. G.
Stolte of the Capitol theatre here staged
a prologue for the showing of “Irish Luck”
in which he put seven harpists on the stage.
It made one of the greatest hits a musical
attraction has ever enjoved here.

Garber Brothers

Vary Film
(Special to

A

musical

comedy company

making a jump between towns on a

is

special

We

“It is but necessary for exhibitors to tell
us the name of the picture attraction to be
presented, together with information as to
the stage facilities of his theatre.
then
ship to him promptly a complete production fitted to his theatre and his program.

We

Offer Attractions Also

“In addition to this type of service, we
have ten jazz-symphony orchestras which
we book to picture theatres for stage use
in the currently popular manner.
Stage
productions for special occasions, such as
Christmas, New Years, the patriotic holidays and special theatre weeks also are
supplied by our organization.”

Charleston Steppers

Help Iowa Showmen
Keep Houses Packed
(Special to

Bill

Exhibitors Herald)

week. Even their brief added attraction injects a bit of variety into the picture
bill of the house.

Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,

I A., Dec. 1.— Charleston contests are being held all over the
state in picture houses, with the result
that
business
has
boomed to new
heights.
The Capitol here, the Davenport Capitol and the Fort Armstrong in
Rock Island, 111., will hold contests the
week of December 6. Other theatres
whose managers are cashing in on the
craze and whose patrons are getting
something new in entertainment are:
Englert, Iowa City; Palace, Mason

City,

DES MOINES, I A., Dec. 1.—Garber
Brothers, banjoists who put on a fine act,
are featured at the Strand theatre here
this

Idea:

that they can be staged in any theatre with
the available stage equipment,” said Mr.
Beck in outlining the service. “Also, they
are so arranged as to casting that any desired number of performers may be used.
furnish all such talent, of course, holding in work perhaps the largest stock
company of this kind in the country.

at

picture.

Jazzland Limited

the

Beck Outlines Service
“Our presentations are so constructed

Pullman car with

berths.

Curtain.)

(

Pullman

Cast
The

Last.”

chorus as a duet.

The

train.

She bows her head and orchestra immediately goes into introduction of “Alone at

During the introduction the tenor comes
on from right stage and approaches
soprano, who remains seated. Taking her
hand and holding it to his breast he goes
into his song.
During this time the tenor
has one knee on the bench. After he sings
two verses and one chorus the soprano
rises.
She and the tenor sing the last

is

Through arrangement with film concerns,
Beck-Finkler Productions are enabled to
produce and keep in stock complete presentations for first run picture houses. The
Beck-Finkler studio is equinped to furnish
scenery, talent, costumes, finished productions ready for staging.

At

the rise of the curtain the soprano is
seen looking out over the balustrade on the
platform.
As the orchestra plays
(C.)
the introduction to her song, “Starlight of
Love,” she comes down stairs toward footlights; the introduction over, she sings.
Finishing her song, she sits on bench,
which could be placed beneath left window.

direct to the theatre

Beck-Finkler system of operation.

la.;

Rialto,

Newton,

la.;

Rialto,

Sioux City, la.; Strand, Omaha, Neb.;
Rialto, Fort Dodge, la.; Strand, WaterLincoln, Chariton, la.
theatres have imported teachers
and offer lessons to patrons each morning in order to prepare them for the
contests.
A final contest will be sponsored by L. Robert Brager, publicity
manager for the A. H. Blank Enterprises to determine the state winner.
loo,

la.;

Some

—
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
“Hotsy Totsy Town” is
First Repeat for Ash;
New Act in Old Setting

Acts Reported
In This Issue
House of David Band, Capitol Davenport.
Donald Watson, Brader and Band, Anna
Shadkowa, Charles Bennett, Maud Elliot,
Miller and Chapman, Rialto Oamha.
Stafford Pemberton Dancers, Earle
Wash-

(McVickers
Chicago)
Paul Ash went back into the trunk
last week for the first time and dragged
out a set used some months ago for
“The Jazz Village.” This time he called
it “Hotsy Totsy Town.”
But only the
set was old, and it was worth a repeat.
The act was new and good.
Ash used a novel opening, curtain discovering him and George Givot before
black drop in one studying family album.
A blue joke here and then an
enlargement of a family tintype showing

Ash

,

,

,

ington.

Jack Bell, Capitol Dallas.
Doris and Dorothy Kindred, Palace Dallas.
Waring’s Pennsylvanians, Paramount Em,

,

Grazer,

boy leading the family orchesThis was done with members of
the orchestra sticking their arms and
heads through a comic enlargement and
burlesquing a number.
Then they took the drop away, showing the band in widely assorted uniforms
playing “Bam Bam Bammi Shore” in the
A1 Schenck, dancer,
jazz village set.
followed, taking one encore. He seems
to have done his stuff, showing nothing
this

,

,

bill.

,

for this sort of show.
But this was the only sag in the bill.
Herbert Schroeder, featured as “Paul
Ash, Jr., “knocked ’em for a row” before

the

type

Newman Kansas

,

George Givot, most consistent hit Ash
has booked in, except the greatly different Milton Watson, then came on and
three -blue numbers, “Two
ladled out
Time Man,” “Certain Party” and “Oh

Duncan, Ramsdell Sisters and
Mills and
Deyo, Stratford Chicago.
Annelo Stuart, Harry McLeod, Michael Mari,

What

no, Sun,

He’d done the first and
a Girl.”
third before, but they clamored so persistently for more that Ash had to get
Givot to announce the next number to
quell the riot.
The next was Lydia Harris, a blues
singer whom the folks out front knew
about,
Care,”

How.”

She could have stayed out there

City.

,

A1 Schenck, Selma Lee, Herbert Schroeder,
George Givot, Lydia Harris, McVickers ,
Chicago.
Ruth Brewer, Chicago Chicago.
Lorna Doon© Jackson, Herbert Gould, MarPringle, Orville Rennie, Capitol ,
jorie
Chicago.
Jimmie Cort and Company, Nee Wong, Art
Kahn, Senate , Chicago.

The youngster
he opened his mouth.
sang “That’s My Baby” and went into
a dance, coming back for two encores.

down “What Do I
and she
“Sleepy Time Gal” and “And

Los

,

Selma Lee next sang “Cecelia,” getting
Miss Lee
an encore with Ash’s help.
isn’t

Forum,

,

as a

in

Salt

Angeles.
Edith Kirkland, Joseph Roberts,
H. S.
Whitney, Arnold Tamon, Pauline Becker,
Figueroa , Los Angeles.
Billy Hull, Billy West, Joe Worth, Walter
Harry
Pontius,
Hughes,
Metropolitan
Los Angeles.
Fanchon and Marco, Cushing and Hutton,
Loreli Sisters, Loew*s State Los Angeles.
Leon Vavara and Band, State, Denver.
Nelson Maples and S. S. Leviathan Band,
Metropolitan , Atlanta.
Ralph Pollock and Band, Henderson and
Weber, Jan Rubini, Howard Atlanta.
Vincent Lopez and Orchestra, Strand, New
York.
Caroline Andrews, Doris Niles, Marjorie
Harcum, Sigurd Nilssen, Mile. Desha,
Mignon Dallet, Ruth Southgate, Pavla
Reiser, Capitol New York.
Vestoff Balalaika Orchestra, Russian Cathedral Sextette, Sylvia Maximova, Alex IvanBrooklyn.
off, Strand
Antonio Marquina, Avo Bombarger, Eldora
Strand ,
Stanford,
Star
Piano
Trio,
Brooklyn.
Lorraine
Lyon,
Lee Evans and Band, Velma

tra.

new

Lake City.
Lawler and Barto,

presst,

Omaha.

Missouri Rockets, Polly Walker,
Lewis, Corey and Pinska, Missouri ,
St. Louis.
Ruth Elting, Combe and Nevins, Antoinette,
Grand Central St. Louis.
Rita Owens, Joe Thomas’ Saxotette, Montana, Loew’s State St. Louis.
South Sea Island Girls, Singing Dragoons,
Joseph Wetzel, Marguerite Rinzo, Joseph,
Termini, Fox, Philadelphia.

Lee

Sisters,

Sam

,

,

laid

Judson House, Martin Mortensen, Lockett
and Page, Stanley , Philadelphia.
Bales,
Harold
Merry
Makers,
Moore’s
George Servenka, Ashback and Nelson,
Capitol Des Moines.
Gene Morgan, Charley Melson, “King of the
Uke,” Metropolitan Los Angeles.
Garber Brothers, Strand, Des Moines.

They like ’em blue at Mcall night.
Vickers these days and she delivers them

,

in that hue.

Ash then closed this act as he did
“Jazz Village” some time back with his
own number, “What’s the Use,” played
by the gang with Ash at the piano and
the scenery keeping time to the tune
until the curtain shut it off.

,

despite

Owens

Stops
Show; Saxotette and

Rita

battled for adweather at least “cold

Montana Ring

enough for you.”

Bell

St. Louis )
Loew’s State
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 1.— Don Albert’s
“Thanksgiving Overture” got the musical
end of this house’s Thanksgiving Week program off to a good start and the other
numbers of the bill were to the standard
set by this excellent orchestra.
Rita Owens’ eccentric danseuse, is a limber jointed girl who knows her stuff and
She stopped
puts it over in grand style.
the show on more than one occasion dur(

House of David Band
Is Harmonic Success
in “Phun Phrolic” Act
—..Davenport)

( Capitol

DAVENPORT,
Overman, manager
put on a

IA.,

Dec.

1— Milton

of the Capitol here,

“Phun Phrolic”

in

which

all

In the presentafilms were comedies.
tion he worked the House of David
band, and the outfit was a howling success.

This band has been playing in picture
houses for some time, and their Davenport engagement created a considerable
stir

Add

to

Is

Best

Kahn

Bill;

Takes Only Encore
( Senate

the
the

.1

Wong

Nee

bill

at

week
Company,

Chicago )

was the extra-band

hit

of

the Senate theatre, Chicago,
just ended.
Jimmie Cort and
also on the bill, did not pull

very hard.
Kahn clicked in
manner with some numbers

his

usual

that

were

not usual.

“Harvest Frolics” was the

of the
to disclose the interior of a very rural barn.

stage

title

The drapes parted

act.

Hay, wagon wheels and other agrarian
props scattered over the lantern-hung
stage created the right atmosphere. The
band, dressed in denims and straws,
opened by trying hard to get in tune.
Several tries resulted in a fast getaway
into “Waiting for the Moon,” played
very piano. Kahn does this piano stuff
well, helped by four violins, an unusual
number for a jazz gang the size of his.
The outfit rebounded from the applause with “Sleepy Time Gal,” forming a lead to the appearance of the Yama

Yama

Girls.

The band threw

of the old one,

a section
into
six ponies,

“Yama Yama Man,”

this.
The girls, a team of
were smartly dressed in red with red top
hats.
They danced in good accord and
inevitably spent a few energy-tons on
the Charleston. But their work was not
of the kind to form the basis of a wire
back to the alfalfa.
“Pal of My Cradle Days” was the next
band number.
Following a brief lead,
Kahn took this to the piano for a solo.

He is a facile but never superficial improvisor, and his piano work never fails
to knock over a crashing hand.
Cort
rose to sing “Pal of
Cradle Days.”
He sang it as do at least eight thousand,
four hundred and sixty-three other singers in these states. Behind scrim in this
part of the act was a vision figure rocking a cradle.
Light behind scrim came
up slowly and reached half full before
the fade.
Two comics unnamed on the bill came
on with a bubble dance.
They were

My

in gaudv ballet costumes and
derbies.
To “Humoresque” they
stepped a rather good figure, but their
work did not draw much of a crash.
Kahn at the piano gave his version of

dressed

brown

in the Straw” and “That’s My
Baby.” He altered rhythm cleverly and
took another salvo of mitt-pounding. He
and his outfit can break rhythm up and
put it back together again a bit more
The ordeftly than most in the city.
ganization never goes wrong, no matter
how far from the rmht swing it wanders.
Then we had with us Nee Wong, a
flash Oriental who can give some of the

“Turkey

The customary mobs
mission

Nee Wong

ing the week.

Joe Thomas’ Saxotette’s clowning was
on a par with the music good, very good.
As a prologue for “Go West,” the feature picture on the week’s program, Mon-

—

tana, billed as the Internationally Famous
Cowboy Banjoist, strums a few tunes that
are pleasing to the ear.

best “blues” singers points. Wong’s
business is funny and his singing is topnotch.
Anyone who after hearing him
sing “Ukelele Lady” in English and then
in Chinese still doubts the strong Oriental
seasoning in American jazz has

Thomas outdone by many

“I wonders.”
This boy can also pound a uke with
For an encore he
the best of them.
sang “If You Knew Susie.” And the
crowd hammered for more. He was the
only extra performer encored.
The band finished hot with “Spanish
And when heat is called for
Shawl.”
these boys can build a fire that would

warp the

seats

if

it

went long.
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Vestoff Balalaika
Orchestra, Cathedral
Sextette, Team, Hit
(

Strand

BROOKLYN,
Hyman

Brooklyn)
N. Y., Dec. 1.— Edward L.

again hit the presentation nail on

the dome when he mapped out his Russian presentation for “The Eagle.” Hyman
selected a still from the picture showing
an arch through which could be seen the

With

mosques

and

spires

of

a

this as the basic idea P.

Russian city.
Dodd Acker-

did a setting to serve as the mountfor the presentation.
Hyman then engaged the Vestoff Balathe Russian Cathedral
laika Orchestra,
Sextette, Alex Ivanoff, Russian dancer and
Stage
Sylvia Maximova, mezzo-soprano.
business was as follows
On the steps to center arch the sextette
was grouped, and on each side were four
“Russian Melodies” by
of the orchestra.
“Whistsingers and musicians opened.
ling Waltz” by orchestra followed.

man
ing

Then Maximova came on from

left

sang “Kaleenka,” after which she took her
“Volga Boat
place with the ensemble.
Song” by sextette and Balalaika orchestra
was next. Ivanoff followed with a RusTo close, “Bright Shines the
sian dance.
Moon” was done by ensemble.
This presentation had everything necessary to sell it to any kind of audience.
There was artistry of setting, grouping
and lighting; vocal and instrumental harvariety and action; and there
applause at the draw of

mony;

uproarious
final

was
the

curtain.

six selections was lighted
Mezdifferently, steel blue predominating.
zo-soprano worked in white baby spot.

Each of the

The

The dancer was

spotted with amber.
presentation consumed 15 minutes.

Major Edward Bowes
Stages Superior Act

Lead Film Feature

to

New

(Capitol

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

1.

York)

—Another

inter-

esting musical program at the Capitol
theatre this week keeps pace with the

Major Edward
opened by the
Capitol Grand Orchestra under the baton
of David Mendoza, playing Liszt’s “First
Hungarian Rhapsody.”
The group of divertissments is divided
high

standard

Bowes.

into

by

set

The show

three parts.

is

The

first

is

Caroline

Andrews, who has one of the most arresting coloratura voices on the current
stage, singing Bishop’s “Lo, Hear the
Gentle Lark.”
The second is a solo
dance number by Doris Niles, “Dance
de la Gipsy,” to music by Saint-Saens.
The final number of the group is a duet
by Marjorie Harcum and Sigurd Nilssen, “Sometime,” by Ted Fieorito.
The, Capitol Ballet Corps is seen in
“Harlequinade”
from
Tschaikowski’s
“Sleeping Beauty,” staged by Chester
Hale.
Doris Niles dances the role of
Columbine, assisted bv Mile. Desha,
Alice Dolano, Clara Burke, Mignon Dallet, Ruth Southgate, Pavla Reiser.

“The Masked Bride”

is

the

feature

picture.

Thanksgiving Observed
in Capitol Stage Show
Football Novelty a Hit
( Capitol

Vestoff Balalaika Orchestra and Russian Cathedral Sextette in the presentation
for United Artists’ “The Eagle,” staged by Edward L. Hyman, managing director
of the Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y.

and

Chicago)

Production Manager Francis A. Mangan did a great job of celebrating
Thanksgiving in the Capitol stage show
last week. Two of his units were gems,

and the others were good.
“The Turkey and the Gobbler” was
sung by Lorna Doone Jackson and Herbert Gould to excellent effect back of a
scrim which was a huge turkey until the
lights went up back of it.
The singers
were costumed as Pilgrims and the song
was as neat a number, as neatly done, as
has been seen in this house.
Between this and the next presentation
act a newspicture showing scenes from
a locally important football game was
run off on a light screen with a stereopticon football thrown onto it. This faded
as lights came up back disclosing a gridiron gladiator and his feminine worshipper bearing the “Chicago” insignia. This
was called “The Season’s Hero” and
they liked

it.

“Mums” was

the name of the big
presentation act and the ballet worked
in this.
Marjorie Pringle and Orville
Rennie opened with “You’re Just a
Flower from an Old Bouquet,” the spot
leaving them to bring up the dance interpretation of “The Story of the Chrysanthemum” and returning for the finish.
Chicago’s been displaying chrysanthemums in all its display places and the
act had that timely value in addition to
straight merit.

its

Another strong hit was used at the
conclusion of “The Fool,” the feature

when

a chorister on a patio balcony completed singing of a sacred number begun as the picture neared its end.
More stuff of this character is needed in
all theatres.
It links picture and stage
picture,

shows

definitely.

Stratford, If This Is

Usual Stratford Show?
Stratford

If

last

sentative,

..Chicago)

week’s Stratford

why

bill

is

repre-

link the Stratford to the
shows are as far apart as

Capitol? The
the poles, both in makeup and class.
Mills and Duncan, rube comedians,
were first on the Stratford bill, working
after the overture.
They may have a
reason for presenting themselves as an
act but those present failed to detect it.
They died hard after about fifteen minutes.

Ramsdell Sisters and Deyo,

a

dancing

trio, was the other act.
It was better
than Mills and Duncan only in the degree that dancing acts are necessarily
better than rube acts.
This act has

wardrobe and the

gument

that

it

isn’t.

It

is

hoped that

these were emergency bookings, spotted
in late, and that the one recorded here

was an ill timed visit.
“The King on Main Street” was the
picture featured.

Charleston Used As
Opener of Birthday
Presentation Act
(Fox

Phiadelpliia

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Dec. 1.— Patrons of the Fox theatre enjoyed a treat
when an elaborate “Carnival of Entertainment” was staged in commemoration of
the second anniversary of the theatre.

Foyer and stage were artistically decorated.
The act opened with a huge birthday cake topped by two lighted candles,
from one of which a dancer emerged and
did the Charleston.

Twelve South Sea Island Girls gave an
exhibition of ballet and aesthetic dancing
intermingled with contortionist stunts that
delighted the audience, the aesthetic dances
being especially noteworthy.

Twenty Singing Dragoons in
uniforms sang the “Song

their bril-

of Cheer”
and “Pomp and Circumstance” in vigorous and pleasing style.
Joseph Wetzel, tenor, and Marguerite
Rinzo,
soprano,
sang
the
duet
from
“Eileen” in a manner which, judging from
the applause, met with popular approval.
In the final number, “Ukelele Lady,”
the entire troupe, accompanied by Joseph
Termini and his guitar, finished in a burst
of melody which brought the act to a
fitting close and drew prolonged applause.
This exceptionally versatile troupe made
a great hit with the audience, the act
occupying full stage with artistic drapes,
the last one in particular, used as a setting for “Ukelele Lady” being a background of sky with full moon and tropical
liant

Why Link Capitol with
(

but in these Charlestonian days their
steps are archaic. They likewise died.
If this is the kind of show that sells on
63rd and Halsted, no doubt it’s judgment
to use this kind of show.
But the immeasurably superior Capitol show that
sells so well at 79th and Halsted, some
sixteen blocks south, is pretty good ar-

girls are

good lookers,

foreground, providing an atmosphere of
that appealed to everyone.
The
act occupied half an hour, very ably accompanied by the Fox Orchestra.
Business was good during the entire
week.
“Lazybones” was the feature picture.

romance

)
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Antonio Marquina in
American Debut Is
Presentation Feature
Strand

Brooklyn)
1.— This
week’s presentation at the Strand here is a
diversified offering featuring Antonio Marquina, tenor, in his American debut. Other
featured performers are Avo Bombarger,
tenor, Eldora Stanford, soprano, and the
Star Piano Trio.
(

BROOKLYN,

N.

Y.,

Dec.

A

trailer flashed on the screen announces
the presentation, with the screen flooded in
light blue from the dome.
During this the

Mark Strand Orchestra, conducted by Harold Stern, plays “Mighty Lak’
Rose.”

A

At the conclusion four members

of the

corps appear on the apron of the
production stage in front of the purple
spangled draw curtains as the orchestra
strikes into “Rose of Washington Square.”
The girls are costumed in artists’ velvet
trousers and painting smocks with artists’
caps on their heads. They do an original
dance number to the tune of “Rose of
ballet

L. Newman staged a “Jazz Minstrel” presentation at the Los Angeles
Metropolitan for the showing of the Paramount picture “The King on Main
Street.”
It scored a big hit.

Frank

Washington Square” and exit.
With color lighting harmonies on the orchestra and on the gold draw curtains
closed across the production stage, the orchestra takes up “Rose Marie” and “Indian

Love

“Jazz Minstrel” Act,
Beautifully Mounted,
Is 15-Minute Topper
.

(Metropolitan.

Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 1.— Frank L.
Newman has staged a “Jazz Minstrel”
show as a presentation to the feature
film
at
the Metropolitan this week.
There are about 30 entertainers in the
act, with Walter Pontius, tenor, formerly of the Chicago theatre, Chicago,
as interlocutor.
Billy Hall, a radio entertainer, opens
the show singing “You’ll Find Me, Waiting for You.” The endmen, Billy West
and Joe Worth, spring a few’ gags, some
of them decrepit with age, and then
Joe sings “How Come Y ou Do Me Like

You Do?”
Harry Hughes follows with the song,
“Oh, Boy, What a Girl!” Walter Pontius returned with “In the Garden of
Her Heart.” Because of the length of
the film section of the

show

the act runs

only

minutes.

beautifully
mounted and clicks with all audiences.
“The King on Main Street” is the
feature picture.
15

It

is

Kindred’s Specialty
Dance Is Best of
Thanksgiving Show
Dallas)

(Palace

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 1.—Doris and
Dorothy Kindred offer a Pumpkin
Dance in the Thanksgiving presentation
at the Palace this week that is the hit
of the show.
The team is clever, and
sold in fine style.
to the picture is
the overture to “Princess Pat” and “I
Wish I Had an Island in an Ocean of
Girls,” “Neapolitan Love Song,” “All for
You,” “For Better or for Worse,” “Make
Him Guess” and other numbers. This
attraction goes over big.
“Stage Struck” is the feature picture.
their specialty

is

The musical prologue

Call,” this being an arrangement
which was especially made for this theatre.
Features cello, violins and xylophone.
The final of this number is “Roses of
Picardy,” sung by Avo Bombarger, tenor,
and Eldora Stanford, soprano, behind a
scrim as a color wheel of roses is thrown
onto the scrim from the front. Baby spots

behind the scrim pick out the singers. With
the concluding notes the draw curtains
close over scrim but the color wheel continues until the conclusion of the act.
The atmosphere prologue to the feature
film is an original one created by Edward
L. Hyman.
It is a combination of Irish
and Italian selections in a setting representing a Lower East Side street. For this
transparency drops and set pieces are used.
Four pedlars’ pushcarts are on the stage
and extras mingle with the principals as
shoppers. The selections in the order of
their use in this number are “Come Back to
Erin,” by Eldora Stanford, soprano; “Tripoli,” an Italian song, danced by the ballet
corps, and “O Solo Mio,” sung by Avo
Bombarger, tenor.
The house orchestra is presented in selections from “Aida,” with a vocal interpolation of “Celestia Aida” by Antonio
Marquina, tenor, who with this appearance

makes

The

his debut in

America.

presentation was the
Star Piano Trio in three numbers as follows the waltz from “Faust,” “Badinage,”
by Victor Herbert, and “Nola.”
“The Beautiful City” is the feature picture, and the prologue is in strict accord
with the spirit of the film.

other

stage

:

Pennsylvanians, Led

by Waring, Produce
Stop-Show Melody
(Paramount Empress

Salt Lake)

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

Presentation for “The Coast of Folly,” Paramount picture,
at Polis’ Majestic theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.

when

it

was shown

L—

Dec.
Waritig’s Pennsylvanians are being presented three times daily at the Paramount Empress here in syncopated harmonies that stop the show each time
the outfit takes the stage.
Waring and his 12 artists offer an
intermingling of music and song that
would hold the audiences indefinitely.
The time limit is all that stops them.
Business has been exceptionally good
because of the added attraction.
“Stage Struck” is the feature picture.

December

12,
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Mechanical Production
Genius Appreciated by
Chicago Theatre Crowd
Chicago)

( Chicago

“The Maid and the Mist,” an elaborate
stage production certain to be copied by
producers elsewhere, won first
honors on the stage portion of the Chicago theatre bill last week. The set was
a rocky stretch of streambed looking
theatre

frozen waterfall
billow of foam
coursed slowly throughout the dance act
worked out downstage. Like those of
others present, these eyes were so busy
watching the oncoming billows and figuring out how they did it that they
didn’t make adequate record of the dance
pantomime save to note that at its conclusion the dancers were swallowed up
in the billows at the foot of the falls.
The act is a mechanical triumph for
the Balaban & Katz production department. The popular guess was that soapsuds of some sort were produced in sufficient volume to make the cascade, but
it would take a lot of soap.
Perhaps the
production department will make the
secret public in due time.
The other presentation act, staged
ahead of the big production, was Ruth
straight

into

down which

a

a

vast
great

Naval band from the U. S. S. Savannah on the stage of Loew’s Warfield theatre,
San Francisco, during the showing of “Shore Leave,” First National production.

Brewer, a versatile musician who works
with piano accompanist. She opens with
a song, then takes up, in turn, saxophone, clarinet, a novelty bell instrument, trombone and banjo-uke. She
works fast and her numbers total a solid

open the show.

hit.

feld’s

“Classified”

was

the featured film at-

traction.

Lee Evans’ Melody
Lads Are Held Over;
Velma Lyons Clicks
(

Newman

KANSAS

_

CITY,

MO,

Kansas City)
So well
Happy Melody

Dec.

1

—

were Lee Evans and his
Lads received last week that Bruce Fowler,
manager of the Newman, decided to hold
the jazz and novelty orchestra over another
week.
His judgment proved good, business has been brisk all week and the manner in which the audience receive Evans is
no less enthusiastic this than last week.
Velma Lorraine Lyon, noted Kansas City
soprano, also was heartily received in her
varied selections.
The novel manner in which Evans introduces the members of his orchestra, which
is done in song, wins a hearty round of
applause from the audience. Evans proves
that his barytone voice might well be
blended into any grand opera role or a
jazz revue, being adaptable to either. Despite the fact that there is no elaboration of
scenes, the entire act constituting only one
scene of about 30 minutes, the orchesrta is
as well received as many larger acts. Proof
of this lies in the fact that Evans will remain over another week, as will Miss Lyon.
“He’s a Prince” is the feature picture.

Memories.”
“Romance,”
stage act.

(Figueroa

Los Angeles)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 1.— Hal Horne
of the new Figueroa here staged a very

and varied presentation last
consisted of an, overture, an
organ prologue and the act, “The Garden of Dreams,” which was divided into
five episodes.
elaborate

week.

It

Eddie Janis and the house orchestra
selections from “Rose Marie” to

played

It

with

a dance

at

the

“Knighthood

number, opened the

was beautifully staged and

The orchestra gave Riesen“Romance” for this turn.

and Shean” is another ace
melody.
“Oh, Boy, What a Girl!”
“Charleston” and “Hot Tamale Molly”
are other featured numbers.

of “Gallagher

“Madam Behave”

is

the feature picture.

costumed.

Episode two was “Gayeties of Yesterday,” the orchestra playing “Coronation

March,” “Minuet”
Torchbearers.”

and

“Dance

of

the

third

episode

the house.

Episode four was “Gypsy Fantasies,”
the music being “Dance of the Gypsies”

and “The Enchanted Fountain.” Arnold
Tamon, Pauline Becker and dance enEpisode five was
semble were featured.
“The Crash,” in which a thrilling duel
was enacted.
“The Road to Yesterday” was the feature

picture.

Leon Vavara Band in
Harmonic-Comic Act
Is

“Jazz

Week”

Riot

.Denver)

(State

DENVER, COL., Dec. 1.— Leon Vavara and his 10-piece band has opened
engagement at the State here.
an
Vavara is known to theatre-goers all
over the country as a vaudeville headliner and an unusually versatile musiciancomedian. His act is billed at the State
as

“Leon Vavara and His Ten Svncoan

Vincent Lopez and
Orchestra Draw Big;

Re-engaged for

was “Les Poupees
Dolls”),
Animated
(“The
Animees”
with Edith Kirkland, Joseph Roberts
This number was
and H. S. Whitney.
enjoyed most by the audiences that packed

The

maniacs,

Hal Horne Creates
Presentation Marked
by Unusual Variety

Wesley Lord

J.

followed

Wurlitzer

altogether

appropriate

title.

new

organization.
Vavara’s band is a
Manager McBride of the State has designated this “Jazz Week,” and to Vavara
has been assigned the duty of putting
Vavara is doing that and
it
across.
more. He is copping the whole show.
The band is a well balanced combination of saxes, cornets, fiddles and perVavara is a finished pianist,
cussions.
and there is another in the outfit. When
the gang turns loose there is entertainment with a capital “E.”
The top hit is Vavara’s arrangement
of what he calls the Lizst interpretaHis version
tion of “What’ll I Do?”

NEW

Week

New

(Strand

York)

—

YORK,

Dec. 1. Vincent Lopez
and his orchestra of twenty-five pieces
proved so great an attraction at the
Mark Strand recently that Managing
Director Plunkett brought the famous
aggregation back this week as an added
attraction.

engagement Lopez arranged
new program of five numbers,
and Plunkett conceived some
startling new effects in scenery and
For

this

an entirely

lighting.

Edward Albano, the barytone, is the
big solo number of the program and his
singing of the ever popular “the Road
to Mandalay” meets with the hearty approval of the audiences, judging by the
applause at every performance.
Another well received feature is an
organ solo, with John Hammond presiding at the instrument.
“Clothes Make the Pirate,” is the feature picture.

Fanchon-Marco Act
Heads Show Playing
to Standout Crowds
(Loew’s State

LOS ANGELES,

Los Angeles)
1.— Fanchon

Dec.

and Marco staged a presentation entitled
“Roses” that was the hit of the show playing at Loew’s State last week to standout crowds.
The show opened with Gino Severi’s
“Miettes
playing
orchestra
house
Crumbs” by VolD’Amour,” “Loves
patti, and “Serenade to Columbine,” by
Scassola.
Seven interspersed solo work
in the ensemble in these numbers.
“Roses” was next on the bill. A tenor
sings a number before a drop decorated
with an immense red rose. The curtains
parted

to

reveal

eight

girls

dressed

as

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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pink roses before another curtain. Yet
another curtain, at the third step of the
terraced stage, parted to discover Cushing and Hutton, dancers, dressed in
green .While this team stepped a couple
offstage sang “My Wild Irish Rose.”
The dance turn was followed by another

number featuring

Loreli Sisstep
ters and ensemble, followed by a yodeling number.
Both well applauded.
Peggy Chamberlain did a tough song
the

and dance number, “Hard Boiled Rose.”
Her turn was followed by a dance of four
roses,
the
“Tea Rose,” “Rose of
Picardy,” “Spanish Rose” and “American Beauty.”
The music and lyrics were by Fanchon
and Marco. The 20 Sunkist beauties were
great
and
dance
with
well
drilled
animation.
“The Eagle” was the feature picture.

Ralph Pollock and
“Sing-Copators” Held
Over for Fine Work
(Howard

—Jazz
Pollock’s

GA., Dec.

1.

music

played by Ralph
“singcopating” orchestra provided another
popular presentation offering at the
Howard theatre, the results being that

as

management announces

the act will

be held over another week.
In addition to conducting, Pollock
sings, rendering Irving Berlin’s “Remember” as one of the real hits of the
act.
He has a capable orchestra that
plays jazz with a softened effect that
results from fine ensemble work.
An
Indian number, “Seminola,” is especially
pleasing.

In addition the program included Hen-

derson and Weber, singers, who put
over a number of popular songs in
snappy fashion that got them a rousing
reception on the first night
Other features were Jan Rubini's
violin solo, “A Little Bit of Heaven,”
and the playing of Melvin P. Ogden,

COMPLETE

PRESENTATION
ACTS
FURNISHED

Howard

Stafford Pemberton

We

Dancers Have Great
Week with Step Act

are equipped to furnish
Presentation Acts which are in
complete harmony with the feature you are showing.

Phone

Write

(Earle

The

Advising what picture you are
we will send you
presentation we
this particular
Chir acts are com-

have prepared for

our performers competent
provide the scenery and
costumes.

plete

we

Our

The work

Presentation

always

of

Nina Haynes, Eleanora

Jeanette Helbig and Dorothy
Daye outstands in the Stafford Pemberton act, though the work of the ensemble is always roundly applauded.

Peake,

Department
your service ready
to advise you on any of your
is

Washington, D. C.)

WASHINGTON,

1.—
D.
C„ Dec.
Stafford Pemberton Dancers, headlining the stage show at the Earle here
this week, are drawing fine crowds. The
act is personally sponsored by Fred E.
Hand, resident manager of the house,
who before connecting with the Earle
was a stage director and producer of
top-line vaudeville acts.
^

Wire

exhibiting and
details of the

production.

organist.

“Stage Struck” was the feature picture.

at

presentation problems.

Charlestonians Kick

Boards

BECK-FINKLER
Beck
Manager

So.

Phone,

Ave., Chicago,
Wabash 2938

Dallas)

111.

ture.

1.— “Under
Dec.
Spanish Skies” is the current presentation at the Rialto theatre.
It is appropriately mounted and the music is in
harmony with the theme.
Donald “Monk” Watson continues to
be the stellar attraction on Manager
Harry Watts’ bill. With him are Brader and his orchestra, whose “La Rosita”
has proved exceptionally popular. Other
musical numbers include Charles Bennett, tenor, singing “Rose Marie,” and

Maud

Cable Curtvaud

Elliott.

fits well into the setting with her Spanish steps, and Miller
and Chapman, dancers and chatterers,
The closing number
are well received.

a

is

tango burlesque by Watson

C.

CURTIS

(Incorporated)

A

superlative service provided for

The entire attraction has proved such
a business booster that it will be held
over.

Nelson Maples and
S. S. Leviathan Band
Win Crashing Hands
(Metropolitan

ATLANTA,

tion Picture Theatres.

tions

of

manner

1560

proven

Box

merit

in

formers, were among the
Business was excellent.

“Why Women Love” was

the feature

picture.

Cow, Kickers,

Singers,

Uke Twanger, Mix
In
(

One

It

Presentation
dLos Angeles )

Loew’s State

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 1.— Loew’s State
has packed them in all week with “Go
West,” Buster Keaton’s latest, and as an
extra added attraction “Brown Eyes” the
“$10,000 cow comic,” appears in person.
Gino Severi’s snappy orchestra plays sefavorite

from “The Merry Widow.” The
Lehar score gets a big hand.

“Brown Eyes”

is

decked

led out

in

white

makes her bow and gracefully

re-

tires.

Gene Morgan, an

eccentric dancer fea-

tured as “That Boy from the South,” inA cowtroduces each artist on the bill.
boy billed as “The King of the Uke” but
not on the program plays several num-

His “Everything
brings

forth

Charley Melson,
Songs,” sings “I

a

NEW YORK

hits.

Is

Hotsy Totsy

considerable

ap-

plause.

that gets results.

BROADWAY

GA.,

of “II Pagliacci,” a descriptive piece
called “Over There and Back,” and a
rollicking sailor song, sung by the per-

Now”

office attrac-

presented

^Atlanta)

_

Dec.
1.— Nelson
Maples and his S. S. Leviathan band
made the biggest hit at the Metropolitan
of any presentation feature shown at the
Work about 20 minutes.
theatre this fall.
On the regular program the band was encored three times and forced to play several extras with the audience still calling
for more.
The band, composed of 11 pieces,
plays with dash and vigor that marks
The work
it as a superior organization.
of the trumpets and saxaphones was
especially noteworthy. The jazz version

bers.

Mo-

and

Shadkowa.

ribbons,

FRED

NEB.,

Anna Shadkowa

lections

Bryant 2712

—..Omaha)

( Rialto

OMAHA,

L—

DALLAS, TEX., Dec.
A Charleston contest as an added attraction at
the Old Mill here has been a riotous
act all week.
The dancers step to some
kind of fame, the house makes money
and the patrons are amused.
“Zander the Great” is the feature pic-

A. J. Finkler
Prod. Dir.

Wabash

Mill;

(Old Mill

Suite 406-7

218

Old

Contest Riotous Act

Productions
E. G.

off

1925

12,

Donald Watson, Brader
Band, Anna Shadkowa,
Make Holdover Show

Atlanta)

ATLANTA,

the

December

CITY

“The

Jack

of

All

Wonder Where My

Baby Is Now” with two Charleston
A Chinese trio is a
dancers assisting.
part of the “Variety Idea” staged by
Fanchon and Marco and delight with
their dancing, songs and piano playing..
The presentation runs 45 minutes and is
a high class act.

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

12,

Jazz Band Bakes Hot
Music in Big Oven on
Stage; Dancers Top
Los Angeles )

Metropolitan

(

LOS ANGELES,

Dec.

1.

—The

current

program opens with a setting of a huge stove, with a fire in the
grate, before which 14 white capped girls
with large spoons sing and dance. A piano
and song number follows in which a young
man asks “Why Did Pocahontas Save
John Smith?” and follows with “Summer
Metropolitan

57

do not know a better attraction for big
picture houses than EDNA WALLACE

“I

—SID GRAUMAN

HOPPER.”

Nights.”
beautifully staged number follows
with Walter Pontius, tenor, singing before
a cottage, dressed as they did in the early
SO’s with a chorus of ladies and their
escorts also in the early costumes dancing

A

an old step.
The Frank L. Newman
Thanksgiving Follies closes with the immense kitchen stove again on the stage and
a colored jazz band dressed as cooks playing in the oven.
“Lovers in Quarantine” is the feature
picture.

Antoinette,

Combe

and Nevins and Ruth
Elting Are Featured
( Grand Central
St. Louis
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. L The ConleySilverman orchestra which moved down

—

from the West End Lyric to become
a permanent fixture at the Grand Central
won new friends with its playing this week.
Ruth Elting a soloist above the average, sings to orchestra accompaniments.
Antoinette, a picturesque sprite of a
dancer, also is given a nice reception at
the conclusion of her offerings.
Combe
and Nevins, harmony singers, held up their
end

nicely.

Much

the delight of patrons of the
Grand Central, Stuart Barrie, organist,
continues there instead of moving across
the street to the Missouri as reported
to

week.

last

“We Moderns”

is

the feature picture.

Martin Mortensen,
Lockett, Page, Play
to Overflow Houses
(

Stanley

Philadelphia )

Thousands of women wailed in the rain at the Century Theatre,
Baltimore, to see The Eternal Flapper

EDNA WALLACE HOPPER
THE ETERNAL FLAPPER
THE NATION’S BIGGEST BOX OFFICE BET!
( Appearing this

Read what

week

at the

Earle Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.)

other leading

minutes.

Business was good, the crowd overflowing the house at each performance.
“Stage Struck” was the feature picture.

say!

Edna Wallace Hopper:

We

surely appreciate the splendid

work you have done wherever you have appeared.
Harold B. Franklin,

—

Famous

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Dec. 1.— After
an overture “Masaniello,” by Auber, beautifully played by the Stanley Symphony
Orchestra, Judson House, a pleasing tenor,
sang “For You Alone” and “ I Hear You
Calling Me” with much depth of feeling.
Martin Mortensen, a versatile pianist,
performed simultaneously on two pianos,
with good effect, occupying 10 minutes.
Lockett and Page presented a number of
enjoyable dance novelties, occupying 11

showmen

Players-J-asky

Corp.

Edna Wallace Hopper engagement satisfactory. Morning matinee at 11 o’clock senindeed.
Sold tickets at box offices and on street. Half of immense crowd
entered through side exit door to enable us to start show on time.
sational

—

W. J. Bittner,
Cambria Theatre, Johnstown, Pa.
I can only wish I had attractions with the same drawing power as the EDNA
engagement 52 weeks in the year. The receipts of our Saturday
We opened at 10 a. m., and at 11 the
morning show “for ladies only” explains it.
house was filled to capacity. We had to use the orchestra pit for those who wanted to
attend the performance. I assure you it was an entertainment that pleased 3,500 women.
A. Gordon Reid,
Production Mgr., Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J.

WALLACE HOPPER

—

All records broken.
Line started 9 o’clock; at 10:30 house packed. Eleven hundred
Cannot estimate how many turned away. All standing space filled.
stood.
triumph,
as it never stopped raining.

A

— William

Whitehurst,

Century Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

Charleston Winners

Doing Picture House
Turn in Hick Revue
Capitol
Des Moines
— “Hey
DES MOINES,
Dec.
(

la.,

1.

Rube,” with Moore’s Merry Makers in
rube costumes against a background of

Iowa barn

with the year’s takings,
here this week.
Harold Bales as “Whistling Hank,”
George Servenka in violin numbers, Ethel
Schmidt and Adeline Ogilvie in the “Two
Little Boys in Blue” dance, and Sol Ashfilled

top the Capitol

An

Incomparable Box Office Attraction

FOR ANY THEATRE
An

IN

THE COUNTRY

complete with Advance Man, Exploitation Sheet
and Legitimate National Advertising: Campaign.
Her Special
Morning Matinees “for women only” have proven that you can play
to capacity business while the rest of the town is asleep.
attraction

bill

Direction of

WILLIAM MORRIS
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December
offered

at

among

the

a

local

picture

12,

1925

house.

First

numbers offered was that of
the famed Lee Kids, Jane and Katherine,
and they went over so big that a musical
show downtown got out a court injunction
to restrain the team from alleged “pirating”
of the third act of “Topsy and Eva.”
When Judge Falkenhainer issued a temporary restraining order the Lees eliminated

disputed portion from their

the

act.

This did not hurt the Missouri’s show; it
simply was a shortening
There were other good numbers on the
program. One of the big surprises was the
Missouri Rockets, a dancing team of 16
girls who do military marches and drills
on the order of the Tiler Girls. This
troupe was trained by Russell Market,
formerly with “Rose Marie,” and if the
opening offering is a sample of their ability
they will long be a feature of the Missouri.
This organization will be a fixture at the
.

house.
Polly Walker was very pleasing, while
Sam Lewis, comedy dancer, got some applause. Corey and Pinsky, classical dancers,
were good. Milton Slosser played the organ
accompaniments for the pictures on the

program.
“Stage Struck” was the feature picture.
bach

-
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f
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“Merry Widow” Dance
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Presentation
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“Merry Widow” Film

1

1

Des Moines)

(Des Moines.
stage plot

\

3TA1RS

F.

Lang

don Morgan.
back and Peggy Nelson, winners of a
Chicago Charleston contest are the assists.
is

the feature picture.

Lee Sisters Take Top
Honors Though Court
Order Shortens Act
( Missouri
St. Louis)
ST. LOUIS, MO., Dec. 1.— The first
week under the management of Skouras
Brothers proved a banner one for this

house.

From

the first essay of

Gene Rodemich

and his orchestra, Liszt’s “Second Hungarian Rhapsody,” until the closing number
the program was
and enjoyment.

Augmented
players,

to

replete

bring

its

with

of

its

MOINES,

“The

Merry Widow”

surprises

Jack

followers

among

L—

Bell’s

The “Missouri Jazz Revue” was the big
musical feature of the week and it was
one of the best numbers of its kind ever

feature

the

is

Popular

Orchestra Also Hits

St.

identity in that field of music.

Dec.

Song Numbers Score;

30
to
fulfilled the

Louis motion picture lovers. It is planned
to use this orchestra in the pit at all times,
but on occasions the jazz members will
appear on the stage, so as to retain their

la.,

picture.

number

Rodemich’s orchestra

expectations

DES

Local
dancers assisted by two professionals, all
dressed in “Merry Widow” costumes, form
a dance presentation to the feature film at
the Des Moines here this week.
A waltz
finale by the professionals tops the bill.

A

Front view and stage plot of “Alone at Last” presentation designed by

“We Moderns”

for

Dallas)

( Capitol

L—

DALLAS, TEX.,

Dec.
Jack Bell
appears at the Capitol here this week in
a medley of popular songs that has won
great hands all week. “Oh How I Miss
You Tonight’ ’is the number that is most
applauded.
Hyman Charninsky’s orchestra presents “Hungarian Lustspiel” as a melodic prologue to the film feature and hits
center every time it plays.

Grazer, Lawler and
Barto,

Dance

Trio,

Best of Brief
LOS ANGELES,

Show

Los Angeles)

(Forum
Dec.

1.

— Dance num-

bers by the trio of Grazer, Lawler and
Barto are the principal presentation attraction at the Forum this week. Their
12 minutes, is
act, which runs about
nicely mounted and goes over for good
hands.

Augmented Orchestra
Plays “Merry Widow”
Score as Prologue
(

Dallas)

Melba

DALLAS, TEX.,

Dec.

1.

—The

house

orchestra at the Melba theatre is playing the full “Merry Widow” score this

week
Presentation setting at a theatre in Victoria, Australia, during the showing of
“The Ten Commandments,” Paramount production.

as a prologue to the feature pic-

“The Merry Widow.” The combination has drawn large crowds.
ture,

December
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The theatre

Q^jJT)epartment of Practical Showmanship ^

EXPLOITATION FOR SPECIALS
Big Feature
Needs Create

New Methods
YOU NEED THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

W

By George

Pride
E

are proud of this theatre.
It is as nearly perfect as we

can make

THE EIGHTEENTH PSALM
Sing a song of sixpence,
A pocket full of rye.

it.

We

are proud of our programs.
are as nearly perfect as can
be obtained.
e are proud of our patronage.
By it we calculate the character
are
and degree of our success.
proud of our city. By its splendid progress we measure our own.
are proud of the conviction,
bred of your support, that our
patrons and our city are proud

If

They

*

We

of us.

in a

He’ll

Now

N

the time to do anything. Now is the time to go
to the show. Tomorrow the picture you’ll like best may be gone.
There’ll be another, but that’ll be
the one you’ll like best tomorrow.
Today’s the day. Today’s show
is always better than Yesterday’s,
and better than Tomorrow’s because it has the advantage of
is

being Here and Now.
Now is always the time to go to
the show.

Ambition

T

HE
the

between
worth while and the

chief

man

difference

Ambifellow is ambition.
Motion pictures
tion must be fed.
depicting the heights contrasted
against the depths revealing with
incomparable fidelity the potentialities of Life— are the greatest uplifting, refining, co-ordinating factors in the development of world
character.

—and

Soon Ketchup

A

ifc

5|C

Try “So’s Your Old Man”
Chicago man calling attention

the instant effect the

to

word “whoa” has

on a horse, contends that there could
be a phrase invented which would cause
a holdup man to pause momentarily on
the trigger finger. We would suggest
“giddap” because of the effect this has
on a horse.
*

We Had
“Cecil D.

De

*

a 15

Mille

*

Yard Start
is

still

in

demand

judge in feminine beauty contests,”
reads a story from the West Coast. So
as a

it is the losers of the one
which we officiated that are
demanding our presence.

are we, but

event in

*

—

*

i\i

A Bald Statement
“A

fine

comb and

the finger tips are

that is needed to keep the hair in
good condition,” says Renee Adoree,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player. We are
the proud possessor of the fine comb
and the finger tips.

all

EDITORS of theatre publications are invited to use any or all copy
supplied weekly in “The Theatre Herald” in such manner as best
meets their requirements. Special subjects will be dealt with upon
request.

—

blamed for many things.
no question about the
credit due them for the advancement of exploitation in general.
There’s

*

Brooke,

other

;

*

stage comedian now
under contract with Hal Roach, stepped
out and bought himself seven new suits
the other day making a total of 49.
Eight more to go to tie the famous
“Heinz 57.”

Tyler

%

OW

they made money.
Big pictures have been credited

bottle

You’re a lucky gay.

W

We

it’s

By and large, the big special is
the creator of exploitation as it is
practiced in these days. Showmen
do things for the big pictures that
they would not do for lesser ones.
After that they do them because

one thing to make a big picanother to buy it for a certain
theatre, and still another to sell it
It’s

ture,

for that theatre to that theatre’s clientele.
This latter job is the one

that comes last in the natural order
of things and, necessarily, with least

planning and preparation. The best
laid plans of the best informed bookers go often enough astray and the
shifted playdate waits for no man.
Tests Resourcefulness

Confronted with the sudden necessity of getting a whirlwind campaign into motion for a big picture
dated in the immediate future, the
exhibitor or the man who fights his
exploitation battles for him has no
bed of roses. His first leap, of
course, is toward the established
storehouses of information.
From his trade paper he can learn
all about the picture, if it’s this trade
paper, and if others have played the
picture he can find out some of the
things they did with it.
From his
exchange he can get the campaign

materials supplied by the concern
sponsoring the product, together
with an exhaustive and usually pretty good book outlining campaigns
planned by the exploitation department of the producer or distributor.
Assembling all of this, looking
over his local resources and requirements, he still has a job on his
hands. Usually a great share of the

suggestions found in this mad
scramble for information have been
used by him, or by competitors, for

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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GIRLS

of the Kansas State Teachers
College, Emporia, Kan., parade in the
interests
of
“The Pony Express,”
Paramount, shown at the Royal theatre.
Cooperation in behalf of an approaching football game helped promote the arrangement.

THE PONY EXPRESS
ROYAElVccJc ^ m.7\

*

/>V'

'

~

fyt-

)

Covf/tto /Mrwiv

*

other attractions.
If he gets more
than a framework and ground plan
that has not been worn to tatters
he’s in luck.
This with all due respect to the experts who get out the
campaign books and those other experts who contribute to the showman’s comfort through these col-

umns.

There simply is no broad
box office results.

straight road to

Individuality Essential

f

L.i

j

ME

Tw?

* •f

m

!

5

2-'

JR

n i

!
!

a

BaB

At this point the showman with
the big picture on his hands, representing an investment that in itself
has the theatre organization a bit
groggy, shuts himself up in his office and battles it out with his wits.
He knew before he started that this
would come. It always does.
Ultimately he gets out a good
campaign or another kind. He invents, devises, remodels, overhauls,
camouflages and in other ways gains
application of ideas to the current
He may be fastidious in
necessity.
A HANDCUFF

expert doubling as a

“phantom” escaped shackles

affixed by
Los Angeles authorities in such matters during exploitation of Universal’s
“The Phantom of the Opera” at the

Rialto theatre.
casted it.

A

radio station broad-

the beginning as to means employed, but the degree of his insistence upon perfection dwindles as he
goes along. Unless he’s the one in a
score or more, in which case it’s another story, he soon is busy doing
things differently rather than originally.

no boyish assignment.
It
matter of nickels and dimes
any more, and it isn’t a matter of one
special a season. It used to be about
that, but now it’s the day’s work and
if it isn’t done there’s a bread-andbutter reaction somewhere along the
It’s

isn’t a

line.

Gets Blanket Coverage

The happy

result of the situation
The initial urge to
two-fold.
create some big new way of getting
the business produces something, inevitably. If a genuinely new thought

is

not forthcoming, at least some of
the old ones are brightened up, redigested and made to function as

is

GRAY WOLF

and wife aided
CHIEF
the Evansville, Ind., Strand in its exploitation of “The Iron Horse,” Fox,
appearing with a reproduction of an
Few modern
early-day locomotive.
pictures have experienced such widespread and varied exploitation as “The
Horse.”

December
FRANK

A.

12,
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LACEY,

Majestic theatre,
Portland, Ore., a veteran showman
whose lobby display] record is unbeaten for consistency down the years,
used this layout for “The Gold Rush,”
United Artists.
If you’ve seen the
picture you remember the scene suggested.

new. And in practically all cases
every possible effort and kind of effort is made.
The big picture gets
practically blanket coverage.
The run over, the campaign
stacked away in mothballs, the notquite-so-big picture is to be handled.
It comes right on the heels of its
predecessor and something’s got to
be done about it. Incidentally, the
reaction from the bigger strain has
set in, two ways.
The exploiter is
less stirred to exhaustive effort and
the clientele is less attuned to the

approach strident.

From other big campaigns, as in
time from the latest one also, this or
that stunt is brought down to scale
and redressed to serve the lesser attraction. In this process, naturally,
the best survives and the rest remains in the mothballs. Thus is
standard exploitation established.
What’s Being Done
What’s being done for big pictures
at this

time as a result of

all this is

MAYOR JAMES ROLPH

of San
print of “The
Merry Widow” from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer trackless train for presentation to Edward Baron, executive of
the concern operating the St. Francis
theatre, where the picture had played
four weeks at that time.

receiving

Francisco

indicated sketchily in photographs

columns adjoining
big pictures are represented and a few of the things
done for them are shown. It would
require more pages than are available to carry the full exploitation
story of any one of these.
In Emporia, Kans., girls of the
State Teachers College paraded the
streets for “The Pony Express,” exhibited at the Royal theatre. Only
in recent times and after long, concultivation of the cooperasistent
tive spirit by showmen has it been
possible to enlist the aid of such bodreproduced
this one.

in

A few

Nowadays all avenue*
ies as this.
are open to exploitation approach.
Big pictures, based upon big themes
and presented in proper dignity,
have brought about this change.
In
Los Angeles a newsaper
worked with the Rialto exploitation
executives in working up interest in
“Lightnin’,” a big picture without sensational incident to provide exploitation basis, was exploited by use of a
stenographic speed contest conducted
by the Tremont Temple, Boston, in
connection with the Underwood Typewriter agency in that city.

TSBRS

FREE TICKETS
Of you can Type

accurately at the rate of 50 words a

a pair of tickets to the

minute, you will recieve

show pull PARTICULARS INSIDE

,

THE UNDERWOOD LIGHTNIN SPHD CONTESTS W.
CONTESTS DAILY
Mon.Tues.Wed.Thurs.Tti. 12 *>2

-Sat

9bKFwowEvE6s 5to8PM.
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RADIO broadcasting (from within the
vehicle) distinguished the motorized
exploitation of “The Sea Hawk,” First
National, in its run at the Central
Picture House, Sheffield, England.
British exhibitors are well abreast of
American showmen in picture exploitation.

a “phantom” who proved eventually
to be a handcuff expert working in
behalf of “The Phantom of the Opera.”
Civic authorities gave their
aid and a radio station added an im-

portant assist.
It was not always
possible to get policemen, city and

county officials, to devote their time
to a picture enterprise. Exploitation

men worked
ing

out the means of mak-

so.

it

“Horse” Gets Interest
At Evansville, Ind., real Indians
worked for the Strand theatre in its
exploitation of “The Iron Horse.”
An exploitation locomotive also was
used. The story of the “Horse” exploitation over the country has been
rather well told in past issues of this
paper, but the whole of it would tax
the capacity of a Brittanica.
The
theme involved, together with the
power of its presentation, encouraged exploitation men to make big
efforts

and assured

results.

FOLLOWING

radio ballyhoo for “The
Sea Hawk,” an exploitation representative of that great Sabatini character

appeared on Sheffied streets in full
and suitably bannered the information as to where and when the
picture might be seen by interested
regalia

beholders.

With all this consistent effort in
behalf of the big pictures, here and
aboard, general exploitation progress is similarly consistent.
There
is no waiting in this big picture business and work turned out under
pressure does or does not stand up.
That which stands up becomes staple.

The call for new stuff is no less
keen than formerly It is more keen.
Ideas are no more scarce, but the de-

mand

for ideas

is

The man
name

greater.

with real ideas can just about

own figure.
More big pictures

his

are

coming.

There is no reason to believe that
^hey will be fewer at any time in the
future and the majority hunch is
that there will be more of them.
One of the most profitable odd-moment employments of anybody in or
is contrivance of
practical exploitation ideas.

out of exploitation

new and

STOCKHOLM

IN
is

a

the Regina theatre
second run downtown playhouse

which advertises as shown in the ilParamount’s “The Ten
lustration.

Commandments”

moved

into

the

Regina after a twenty-four week run
at the Kinopalaet theatre and played
to capacity business.

December
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Film Houses Use Fine Acts
Continued from page 50)

(

inroads of the motion picture theatre. The
super-showman also realizes that he must
constantly add to his programs attractions
of novel character. This applies not only
Showmen are finding that
to “sight acts.’’
talk along comedy lines that would not be
tolerated a few years ago now goes over
with a bang. New personalities and the
personal appearances of great entertainers
are constantly being added, and with great
results.

Legitimate Will Contribute

my

prediction that it will not
be long when in addition to the programs
now presented in the super-photoplay theatres you will have the privilege of seeing
the Otis Skinners, the Barrymores, the
Warfields and others of the biggest stars of
the drama in condensed versions of their
own successes and in new and novel oneact plays with sterling casts and with sumptuous productions.
And then, Mr. Legitimate Manager, look out!
It

is

also

Theatres too big for this ? Amplifying
systems will be installed, so that a whisper
will be heard in every part of the auditorium.
The Burton Holmes and other
noted lecturers will be making appearances in picture houses for the simple
reason that the capacities of these houses

such that their owners can pay for
anything that provides high class entertainment for their patrons.
The legitimate and vaudeville interests
is

are
is

all

From somewhere

their interests combined.
out of the shadows will

come

the super-showman who will make
radio what those in control of the film industry have made that. Roxy could be
that man, but with his own great theatre
under construction he will cash in at the

box

“Good Night and God
Bless You,’’ which has endeared him to
millions who regard him as the master
showman of the world, one whose personality and humane work have done more to
office

on

his

standards in the film industry than
anything else could possibly have done.
I
have to smile when I hear someone
make the remark that “movies” are in their
infancy. They are now of age, twentyone, white, and of good birth.
They are
free to climb to the pinnacle of theatrical
achievement.
uplift

NEW

many

Ulrich Joins Pro-Dis-Co
YORK, — Charles Kenmore Ulrich,

years connected

ment of Paramount,
publicity

department

with

is

of

the

for
departthe
Distributing

publicity

now connected with
Producers

Corporation.

-

-

-

-

-- -- -- --

-

-

-

Omaha)

—

OMAHA,

1.
NEB.,
Dec.
Annello
Stuart and company are the stage attraction at the Sun.
Stuart is known as the
“Male Patti” because of his soprano voice.

He

McLeod

by Harry

assisted

is

the

at

piano and Michael Marino, tenor soloist.
Stuart has been known on the American
stage for twenty years.
He began his
career by selling peanuts in theatres, but
his voice was soon discovered and he later

sang in

all

the

capitals

company presents

a

His

Europe.

of

Songs”

“Cycle of

at

the Sun.

“The Fool”

is

the feature picture.

Money Well Expended
(

Continued from page 49)

E. H. Hulsey had some picnic chair
store shows in the still earlier days in Galveston which gradually developed into
some better houses in the period mentioned
above, followed bv a little larger and better
few of his in Oklahoma City and later by
the very fine fin that day) Queen theatre,
Galveston,
Queen, Dallas, and Queen,

Houston.

The last three were the first really fine
motion picture houses in the Southwest
And just by the way, few remember, probably,

that

V.

E.

Richards,

managing the Dallas Queen

was then

Jr.,

for Hulsey.

That Wonderful First Job
was Richards who

It

They do not seem

bigger than

holding their
Dr. Wiley.

Stellar Stage Trio

exactly as they fought
to realize radio

fighting radio

films.

most motion pictures still end, with the two
twining their arms about each other and

Annelo Stuart with
McLeod and Marino
(Sun

really

gave

63

me my

job in our great industry, the job of
usher at the Queen, Dallas, at the magnificent wage of $7 a week.
Richards said
that was more than was usually paid to
boys of my age starting out in this business.
He then said “Buddy, we are willing to
pay you more because you are a bright
boy.”
At this time I was still of very tender
age but had made as high as $75 a week
as candy boy at the Dallas Opera House.
I didn’t tell Richards this, first, because I
knew he wouldn’t believe me; second, because I realized even then not only that
the candy business was on the slide but
that the real opportunity for “Buddy” was
in the motion picture theatre business.
first

lips

too

close

together

for

This, dear friends, was presentation in
those days. I think it well worth remarking that in those early days even this slight
attempt at additional program material was
not needed, for the novelty of motion pictures was fresh with the public.
Another installment of this story will be published in next week’s Presentation Acts section of
the Herald.

Simple Sets Featured
(

(At

Continued from page 51)

point the leader enters car from left
stage through door of set.)
Leader: “Boys, this is a good time to rehearse
some new numbers for our next stand.
George
( addressing porter ), you help one of* the boys get
that little piano from the parlor car.
Bill (addressing drummer ), I saw your drums in there,
too.”
(Porter and Bill exit, later pushing piano
onstage and placing drums.)
At this time the boys are getting ready. The
leader may ad lib. or use whatever dialogue is
necessary until the gang is ready.
“Are you ready, boys? All right, let’s begin
with that new number (insert whatever is being
played).”
From here on the leader will announce all his
numbers and introduce any specialties that are
interpolated.
have mentioned using a Charleston team.
This team could be local talent. You
might stage a Charleston contest a week or so in
advance of the “Limited” act and offer the winners an engagement for this production. In intro“Now we will
ducing them the leader can say:
winners of the
introduce
and
They are so
(your theatre) Charleston contest.
good we signed them up for the show. But before
they start, George, you go into the next car and
have the girls get ready for the next number.”
(Porter exits through right stage door of the set.)
After the team’s dance is over the chorus comes
on.
The dancing team stays on and works nearest
They all do the Charleston.
the footlights.
(Quick curtain at the end of the number.)
Lighting:
Amber and canary orange spots for the specialIf
Footlights: Full up through entire act.
ties.
bracket lights are used over seats of car, use small
white frosted bulbs.
this

We

....

.

.

.

.

,

:

Hard Work Follows

Asher Closes Deal With
First National to

Make

‘Good Luck, Melodrama
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. — E. M. Asher of
to

1.

Faultless Pictures has just closed a deal
with R. A. Rowland whereby he is to produce the Drury Lane melodrama “Good

Luck,” by Seymour Hicks and Ian Hay,
Conway Tearle is to be
starred.
The production will be started in
Los Angeles about January 1. Asher is
also the producer of the Corinne Griffith
for First National.

I took the job, and from then on went
through some hard work and gained much
experience as head usher of the Queen,
Dallas, head usher at the Old Mill when
Hulsey bought in with Roy and Frank

pictures.

Dalton, later as assistant manager and still
later manager of the Old Mill, which I
turned from a loser into a house that made
a

dollars under mv management.
was one of Hulsey’s right hand
the others were Svd MacDonald and

million

Then
men

—

my

I

brother,

William Saal

Herschel

—and

Stuart,

and,

later,

Hulsey gradually

ac-

quired houses all over Texas.
In the days of five and ten cent shows

We

there were no stages.
all know that it
picnic chairs and four walls, with a
sheet or a whitewashed wall at one end,
one projection machine operated with a
crank and the old familiar “one minute,
please” for change of reels, and the old
phonograph outside for a “stopper."

was

Then Come Real Theatres
From this we went to real theatres

This

enterprising trio,
snapped by
H. E. N., includes (left to right): J.
D. Wineland of the Empress theatre,
Webb City, Mo.; George Christman,
an oldtimer of the Gayose and Twelfth
Street theatres, Kansas City, Mo., and
F. G. Weary of the Farus theatre at
Richmond, M. (Photo by H. E. N.)

and

with

and decorated walls
and two machines. But there were still no
However, there were screens of a
stages.
new type, and the pictures were shown to
piano accompaniments.
At this time we
also had a run of illustrated songs sung
bv a male singer while colored slides were
flashed on the screen.
Most of these depicted a man and a maid walking arm in
arm through the nark, sitting on benches
gazing at the lake, and finally ending, as
real

seats

aisles

Jay Means, vice-president of the M. P.
T. O. Kansas and Missouri, has the
Murray, Prospect and Oak Park theatres at Kansas City, Mo.
(Photo by
H. E. N.)
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j 'HIS department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims to supply
a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box office. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
his contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.

—

—

basic difference between a Service
Talk and a review is as follows: A picture comment which forecasts is a review; one which does not is a Service
Talk.
You find no predictions in this
department at any time. We who write
these things for you know the futility of
the

predicting

from

anything,

pictures

to

peanut crops, and we don’t waste our
time and yours in prophecy.

Now

that’s all straightened out again,

if

go on with the week’s work.

we’ll

"THE FOOL’’
REAL DRAMA

/'’ORINNE (GRIFFITH
First

taken.

is the star of “Classified.”
National picture from which this scene is
was shown at the Chicago theatre, Chicago. last week.

It

TIME TO TELL THE
DIFFERENCE AGAIN
JL/AST week

good
enough friend to get away with a whole
skin, told me, “I think you are like Mae
Tinee. You have prejudices and let them
bias your comments on .pictures. Othera

good

friend,

a

always read
wise they’re all right.
I
them.”
I forgave him, but made him listen to
many words which I am going to conalso.
dense
for
your consideration
When a charge like this comes from
such a source it plainly is time to state
again the difference between Service
Talks and reviews, which of course discloses the great reason why I am not
and cannot be like the Tinee person or
any other motion picture reviewer.

U ''TA

1 HE

FOOL,”

new

is

old

New York

in

an honest motion picture.
Like other Fox pictures of recent
date, it sets out to tell a story and tells
it to the end without
flinching.
If this
attribute of these pictures is indicative
of a permanent policy decision I can
guarantee you that more Fox pictures
will be written about on this typewriter
this season than in any previous one.

but

here,

I’ve noticed

praising

picture

first

exhibitor reports of late

Edmund Lowe.
I’ve

seen,

In

this,

the reason

is

He is an honest actor, a faithful
delineator of character and no struggler
empty

effects.

As

the “fool” in this

he had a great chance to over-act, but
didn’t.
As did the rest of the cast, he
simply did the job as the job was to be

it

scene

Which same

a day.

to be said of author, director

and pro-

ducer.

The

“The Fool,” from the
Channing Pollock is one
church setting. The fool, a min-

story

of

stage play by

with a

out

sets

ister,

to

live

and goes through with
there
it

is

as

Christ

lived

That’s all
to the story but what a story
it.

is!

“ IRISH

M

LUCK” FROM

THE REAL OLD SOD

LT CH

Ireland and

of “Irish

the

Luck” was made,

in

picture

contains great
stretches of purely scenic stuff that is
better as such than anything the travelogue
photographers
have
brought
back.
Dublin is indeed Dublin. Killaris

as

it

characters

who

step into and out of the

And the Blarne^ Stone!
The story also is Irish. It is the sort
of melodrama that has been identified
running record.

Service Talk, on the other hand, is
a mere individual relative to a picture he has seen.
It is a
personal answer to the predominant
trade question, ‘‘How did you like the
picture?”
It is printed by this paper

merely as interesting, never for a moJ^LOYD HUGHES

in

“The

National picture shown

out

this

Hollywood never began to
seem. And there is much, much
more, not to mention many genuine Irish

comment by

that best brings

is

make

A

ment as important.
The simple test

the central figure in

done and called

ney

review is a picture appraisal
written by a professed expert for the
purpose of forecasting reaction to that
picture.
The newspaper reviewer is
supposed to tell readers whether they
will like the picture,.
The trade paper
reviewer is supposed to tell exhibitors
whether their patrons will like the picture well enough to attend in sufficient
numbers to make it a paying investment. Neither can do what he pretends
to do, of course, as has been and can be
demonstrated interminably.
Briefly, a

a

is

from Warner Brothers’ “The Man on the Box,”
showing at the Orpheum, Chicago.

the
evi-

dent.

for

CYD CHAPLIN

Scarlet

last week
Lake theatre, Chicago.

Saint,” First
at the State-

with
Ireland
since
the
beginning.
There’s a dying earl whose will is to be
made in favor of the banished nephew
whom the wily rapscallions (who have
a long shot at the fortune) have ambushed, and so on.
Meighan doubles
as the banished nephew and the New
York copper who impersonates him, both
of which characters are counterparts of
Meighan.
Lois Wilson is the girl.
I
suggest
that she and Meighan be kept together
for so long as they appear in film.
I
like either alone but both best together.
I
believe she goes with Meighan even
better than Lila Lee.
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Chicago
First

Runs

Week Beginning !\ ovember 29)
CHICAGO: “The Tower of Lies,” Metro(

Goldivyn-Mayer.

ROOSEVELT

“Little Annie Rooney," United Artists (3rd week).
:

McVICKERS: “The Grand Du chess and

the

Waiter,” Paramount

ORPHEUM

:

“The Man on the Box,” War-

ner Brothers (3rd week).

MONROE

“The Fighting Heart,” Fox.
STATE-LAKE “The People vs. Nancy Pres:

:

ton,” Pro-Dis-Co.

'HOMAS MEIGHAN and

Wilson in “Irish
Luck,” Paramount, shown during the week of
November 22 at McVickers.
Lois

doubt that anyone else will mention it and so, because some exhibitors
inquire about such things in arranging
their bookings, I will set down the information that there is no church or
religion of any kind pictured or referred
to in any way during the course of this
I

*

picture.

I
think we ought to pitch in and buy
Mr. Menjou a kingdom. A good enough
one doesn't cost too much.
And a
kingdom operated by Mr. Menjou in the
manner of his screen kinging would be
a more popular and profitable place than
Monte Carlo. Or even Cuba.

somewhat ridiculous narrative
he’s a tired young man who happens
to be a king.
He has a snappy young
playmate in Greta Nissen and a modest
In this

one (though she does her well exploited
Charleston) in Bessie Love.
These
three
and others produce the best
“sophisticated stuff” I’ve seen since that

CORINNE GRIFFITH
IS HERSELF AGAIN
Corinne

again in
“Classified.”
I was beginning to think
she had done her best stuff but in this
picture she displays new talents.
I
went to it expecting to sit in again at a
pretty enough but unimportant dress
parade.
I stayed to see a second time
Griffith

is

of the snappiest film narrative of
recent manufacture.

Miss Griffith is just a girl in this, a
woiking goil w'ho watches her step and
gets by.
It’s a narrow squeak but she
makes it. The incidents are snappy but
never risque and there’s an abundant
equipment of brisk humor.
Charles Murray is amply funny as her
George Sidney is in for a brief
but splendidly managed bit; Jack Mulfather;

okay as the young man whom s'he
is to marry in the scene after the last
one.
There are many others who conis

tribute helpfully.

about Miss Griffith.
It
seemed too bad to let her go back as
she seemed about to do.
I’m

What’s the matter with

it?

herself

some

hall

picture of Charlie’s above mentioned.

glad

/IS SEEN BY
OTHER EYES

OW

consider the new, current and
by other
eyes than these and reported by the duly
signed beholders:

lately current pictures as seen

“Lady Windermere’s Fan”
“Lady Windermere’s Fan” the Oscar
Wilde comedy which scored, I believe,
back

in

the

Victorian

era

as

a

stage

and which was voted down by
several producers as impossible screen
material, has been made into one of the
most delightful photoplays it has been
my good fortune to witness in a long,
long time. To Ernst Lubitsch must go
play,

credit of conceiving the delightful
of Wilde’s opus and for transferring it to the screen without givingoffense in any particular.

the

humor

Writers Club, Hollywood,
w'here Warner Brothers screened the
picture for 150 invited guests last week,
hour and a
it proved a most enjoyable

At

the

Tl/T

ARY ASTOR

of

HAT’S wrong

in this class of comedy.
plot concerns a lady with a past
who endeavors to make society accept
her so that she can consummate a desirable mattih with a wealthy Londoner.
she bursts into a social function

advance

The

How

by her own daughter, who beher dead, and later saves her
daughter from scandal when she is
given

lieves

about to elope with another man not her
husband, all forms this unique and unusual story.

Edward

Martindel was great as the
about town. Miss Rich was very
effective as the mother, and Mav McAvoy

man

equally

people told

me

Chicago and
Because
could be that bad, with

was

it

in

awful.

didn’t seem it
Menjou and Love

it

it in,
I
traced it to
the neighborhood theatres and confirmed
my hunch that it isn’t.

guess the objectors to

I

same

folks

who

didn’t

of Paris.”

“The King”

a

done

picture,

who

in

it

are those

like

“A Woman

is

that kind of

that

way.

see them,

go

to see their physicians.

of

course.

People

They should

as

Lady

Windermere.

“Volcano”
William K. Howard, who has given us
such pictures as “Thundering Herd” and
“Border
Legion,”
has
come through
with another in “Volcano,” adapted from
the

stage

may have

success, “Martinique.”
You
seen earthquakes and volcanic
pictured
before,
until
but

eruptions
you’ve seen “Volcano” “you
nothin’ ”
put it.

as

the

gallery

ain’t

gods

—

seen

would
to

be

it’s

an ordinary five reeler.
Altogether, a pleasing bit of screen
entertainment,
with
Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez, Arthur Edmund Carew,

don’t like such things shouldn’t go

to

so

Ray Murray.

the usual tale of the white
girl who is told there is Negro blood
in her veins and who is persuaded not
to marry the stalwart young man with
whom she is in love, only to have the
true facts disclosed in the last reel, just
as the wedding of the young man to
Bebe
another is about to take place.
Daniels gives a stirring performance as
Babette.
The volcano stuff is about the
Huge buildings
best I have ever seen.
topple down, people flee to the ocean
front to escape the fire and falling timbers, and there is more punch in the last
thousand feet than you usually find in

with this “King on
I
missed it on its

showings

several

first

film?

hung upon every

audience

While the story leaves much

WHAT'S WRONG WITH
THIS “KING” FILM?

Main Street”

screen

The;
entertainment.
scene and
subtitle and applauded time and time
again the deft Lubitsch touches and
were moved by the adroit handling of
the big scenes of the play.
It is unquestionably one of his best since coming to this country and marks him a
past master at putting upon the screen
these satirical dramatic comedies.
Ronald Colman, May McAvoy, Irene
Rich and Bert Lytell all distinguished
themselves in the various roles assigned
them.
Beautifully
staged,
cleverly
photographed and lighted, it is a decided
half

desired

w

is in a fighting mood in this scene
First
National's
“The Scarlet Saint,”
the State-Lake, Chicago, during the week
of November 22.

1
from
shown at

-1HOMAS MEIGHAN and Lois Wilson in “Irish
Luck,” Paramount production that headed the
picture

bill

at

McVickers, Chicago,

last

week.

Dale Fuller and Wallace Beery working
Directorially,
together like clockwork.
it

is

a fine

picture.

Ray Murray.

:

:
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NEW PICTURES
purse after defeating the hirelings the
villain has bribed to prevent his success.
The culmination of his romance with the
girl takes the form of wedding preparations.

HIGHLIGHTS

:

Clever stunt riding.

The deleat ol the lortune hunter.
The hero’s triumph over the
villain’s hirelings. ... The rescue at

.

.

.

.

.

.

end ol the story.

The Splendid Road
Producer: First National
Distributor: First National

Length: Undetermined

FRANK LLOYD

DIRECTOR
Author

Vingie E. Roe

PLAYERS
Anna

Sandra Dehault
Stanton Halliday

Dan

Lionel Barrymore

Clehollis

Edwards Davis
Roy Laidlaw

John Grey

M arceline

Day and Robert Frazer

“The Splendid Road,” produced by

in

First

National.

Captain Sutter
Captain Bashford
Captain Lightfoot
Buck Lockwell
Satan’s

T he

Ridin Streak

Producer: Independent Picures Corp.
Distributor

F. B. 0.

Length: Undetermined

DEL ANDREWS

DIRECTOR
Cameraman

Tony

Kornman

Pendleton
Ruth Howells
Judge Howells
J. S.

Dokes

Gus
Tim

Billy Lord
Paul Walters
Western melodrama.

Leete Gleed

TYPE:

THEME:

Romantic

TIME: The

middle of the last century.
adventurous
young
woman leaves Boston for California on
a ship.
En route she adopts three orphans and falls in love with another passenger. On the West Coast their paths

STORY

separate.

An

:

West.

The young woman

loved by

is

a gambler, but does not return his love.

tion

TIME: The present.
STORY: The young sheriff

of a Western town saves a young woman’s fortune
from falling into the hands of a scheming scoundrel and later saves her from
the importunities of a fortune hunter.
Through a clever ruse he wins a $5,000

for

Mickey McBan and
Irving in a scene from “The
Splendid Road,” by First National.

Anna

Nilsson,

Q.

Mary Jane

Laurel Dallas
Miss Philiburn

TYPE:

THEME:

Lois

Moran

Vera Lewis

Domestic drama.
Maternal love.

LOCALE: An American small town;
New York.
TIME: The present.
STORY A young man accustomed to
:

California.

At her next meeting with the man she
met on the ship she declares her affec-

love.

LOCALE: The American

Russel Simpson
George Bancroft
Gladys Brockwell
Pauline Garon

Sister

LOCALE:

Bob Custer
Peggy Udell
Roy Laidlaw
Frank Brownley
Newton Barber

De Witt Jennings

Angel Allie
Lilian Grey
Marceline Day
Hester Gephart
Mary Jane Irving
Billy Gephart
Mickey McBan
Doctor Bidwell
Edward Earle
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: Romantic love.

PLAYERS
Bill

Q. Nilsson

Robert Frazer

him.

In

a

fight

with

the

gambler the man she loves is wounded.
He recovers and saves her from death in
a flood, and later they are united as man
and wife.

HIGHLIGHTS

:

luxury deserts his sweetheart and hides
away in a little mill town following the
suicide of his father and there meets and
marries a young woman who is not his
spiritual equal.
A daughter is born to
them.
As the child grows older the
mother realizes that she has become a
drag on her daughter and her husband.
She agrees to divorce her husband so
that he may marry his old sweetheart
and establish his daughter in a refining
environment.
But the girl refuses to
leave her mother. Then the mother tells
the daughter she is going to marry again

Scenes on shipboard.

The heroine’s meeting with the
The gambling hall
gambler. ...
scenes. ... The eviction ol the heroine and her adopted lamily. ... The
Hood and the hero’s rescue ol the
.

.

.

heroine.

Stella Dallas
Producer: Samuel Goldwyn
Productions
Distributor
United Artists
Length: 10,200 feet

DIRECTOR.

HENRY KING

..

Author
Adaptor

Olive Higgins Prouty

Frances

Marion

PLAYERS
Stella Dallas

Peggy Udell and Bob Custer

in

“The

Ridin’ Streak,” produced by F. B. O.

Stephen Dallas
Helen Morrison

Ed Munn

Belle Bennett
Ronald Colman
Alice Joyce
Jean Hersholt

Bob

Custer,

left,

is

the star of

“The

Ridin Streak,” an F. B. O. picture.

December

12,

and the

leaves.
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Later the girl

Behind the Front

is

married, and the mother, still crude and
ineffectual, stands in the rain and views
She
the ceremony through a window.
realizes her sacrifice for her daughter is
the finest act she has ever done.
HIGHLIGHTS : Superb portrayal by
The heart catching
Belle Bennett.
The separation of the herostory.
ine and her husband. ... The separation of mother and daughter. ... The
wedding. ... The poignant ending.
.

.

.

.

67

Producer:
Distributor

Undetermined

Length:

.

Paramount
Paramount

DIRECTOR. ED WARD

SUTHERLAND

Author
Adaptor

Ethel

Hugh Wiley
Doherty

PLAYERS

.

Wallace Beery
Swonson
Raymond Hatton
Shorty McGee
Mary Brian
Betty Bartlett-Cooper
Captain Bartlett-Cooper.
Hayden Stevenson
TYPE: Military comedy.
THEME: Misplaced affection.
LOCALE: America and France.
TIME: During the world war.
STORY Two men, enemies in civil
live, enlist in the army at the behest of
a girl who tells each she loves him.
They become buddies and shai-e a medley
of mishaps behind the lines in France.
They return to America and go to the
girl’s house.
There they find her the
central figure in a wedding. They maul
A small
her husband-to-be and leave.
incident recreates their enmity and their
private war begins again.
HIGHLIGHTS : Fast action and rich
.The enlistment of the
comedy.
Their many escapades
two heroes.
Their return to the home
in France.
of the girl. ... The renewal of their
Riff

..

We Moderns
First National
Producer: First National
Length: Undetermined

Distributor:

DIRECTOR JOHN FRANCIS DILLON
. .

Israel Zangwill

Author

PLAYERS
Mary Sundale

Moore

war.

A

STORY
young girl spurns her
childhood sweetheart to attach herself to
a large group of riotous, semi-artistic
young people and becomes infatuated
with a superficial poet and critic who
one night becomes too bold in his advances and is thrashed by the man who
has been rejected. On a later night the
group holds a party in a dirigible. The
ship crashes and fear grips the revelers.
The girl, disgusted with the group and
all it represents, mends her manner of
living and plans a future with the man
who has always sincerely loved her.

HIGHLIGHTS: The

confusion

of

the heroine’s parents over her mode of
living.
Studio scenes.
Hero’s
fight with the heroine’s pursuer.
Scene in the dirigible.
Wreck or
the dirigible. ... The reunion of hero
and heroine.
.

.

.

.

.

.

PLAYERS
Rosalie Ryan
Metry Andrews

Evelyn Brent
Marjorie Bonner

Theodore Von Eltz

Bob Westbrook
Westbrook
Mrs. Westbrook
Martvn Edwards
Johnny

Joyce Compton

Phyllis

Clarissa Selwyn
Ernest Hilliard

Johnny Gough

TYPE:

Metropolitan drama.
THEME: Love constrained by

pride.

.

New York

LOCALE:
TIME:

Producer: F. B. 0.

The

City.

.

.

.

.

feud.

present.

When

:

she will accept him when he begins to
earn his own living. Later she saves his
sister from disgrace and jeopardizes her
own reputation.
When her husband’s
people learn this she is made welcome
at their home and a reunion follows.

HIGHLIGHTS:

Splendid

acting

of

the principals.
Scene in which
husband and wife separate.
Scene
in which the heroine saves the girl from
disgrace. ... The reunion of hero and
.

.

.

.

.

.

heroine

the

Door Opened

Producer: Fox
Distributor:

Length:

Fox

6,500 feet

DIRECTOR

REGINALD BARKER

Author
Adaptor

James Oliver Curwood
Bradley King

PLAYERS
Jacqueline Logan
Terese De Fontenac
Walter McGrail
Clive Grenfal
Margaret Livingston
Mrs. Grenfal
Robart Cain
Henry Fredericks
Grandfather De Fontenac. .Frank Keenan
Roy Laidlaw
O’Flaherty

TYPE: Melodrama

of

wronged

affec-

T he Prince

F. B. 0.

WESLEY RUGGLES
Fred Myton
Fred Myton

of

tion.

Pep

THEME:

Producer: Richard Talmadge Productions
F. B. 0.

James
James

Author
Adaptor

TIME: The

Bell
Bell

Smith
Smith

PLAYERS
Dr. Jim Leland

Marion Nord
Eleanor Wheeler

Hugh Powell
Buck Sanders

Ed

finding of real love.

Province

of

Montreal,

Canada.

JACK NELSON

DIRECTOR

The

LOCALE:

Length: 4,911 feet

Length: Undetermined
Author
Adaptor

.

STORY A chorus girl who is spurned
by the wealthy family of her fiance marries him in spite and leaves him immediately after the ceremony, telling him

.

.

A Broadway Lady
DIRECTOR

.

.

Distributor

Distributor

.

hurt

.

.

.

‘‘We

in

Moderns,” produced by First National.
Colleen

Jack Mulhall
John Ashlar
Carl Miller
Oscar Pleat
Sir Robert Sundale..Claude Gillingwater
Clarissa Selwyn
Lady Kitty Sundale
Cleve Moore
Dick Sundale
Marcella Corday
Theodosia
Beamish
Tom McGuire
Blanche Payson
Johanna
TYPE: Drama of unreckoning youth.
THEME: Youth’s finding of wisdom.
LOCALE: London.
TIME: Immediately after the world
:

:

Moore and Jack Mulhall

Cclleen

STORY
home

A

:

present.

young man returns

to his

short absence and finds
He
another man caressing his wife.
shoots, and, believing he has killed,
He meets
escapes into the woods.
after

a

Richard Talmadge
Nola Luxford
Marcella Daly
Brindley Shaw
Vic Dillingham

Arthur Conrad
Romantic action drama.

TYPE:

THEME:

Forgotten identity.

LOCALE: New York

City.

TIME:

The present.
STORY A young doctor is struck on
the head by his secretary and the injury causes him to forget his identity.
He lives as a wharf tramp until he meets
the daughter of another doctor and helps
:

her and her father minister to the poor.
Later he is struck on the head again and
becomes aware of his identity. Also he
wins the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: Swift action.
.

.

Richard Talmadge and Nola Luxford in
a scene from F. B. O.’s ‘‘The Prince of
Pep.”

.

.

Richard Talmadge’ s daring.
The
scene in which the hero is struck on the
Scenes on the East Side.
head.
The hero’s second mishap and his discovery of his identity.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“ The Prince of Pep.”
production starring Richard

A scene from
F.

B.

O.

Talmadge.

;

:
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Beautiful outdoor settings.
Fast action.
The attack of
the wolf pack on the villain.
Death

ing.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the villain.

Counsel for the Defense
Producer: Associated Exhibitors
Associated Exhibitors
Length: 7,000 feet

Distributor

DIRECTOR

BURTON KING

Author
Adaptor

Leroy Scott
Arthur Hoerl

PLAYERS
Arnold Bruce
Katherine West
Harrison Blake
Dr. David West

House Peters
Betty Compson
Rockliffe Fellowes
Jay Hunt
Emmett King

Harvey Sherman

TYPE:

Small town drama.

THEME:

Filial love.

LOCALE:
Evelyn Brent and Joyce Compton

Broadway Lady,” an

F. B.

O

.

in

“A

production.

woman with whom he
The man he believes dead

another

falls

in

appears
and attempts to destroy his new love.
But the man who thought himself a

love.

slayer finally finds happiness.

HIGHLIGHTS
home.

.

.

.

Scene

:

in the hero’s

The
The Hood scene.
The reappear... The happy end.

injury of the hero.
ance of the villain.

.

.

.

.

.

ing.

The Clash

of the

Wolves

Warner Brothers
Distributor: Warner Brothers

NOEL SMITH

Author
Adaptor

Charles
Charles

wish to give
waterworks into the hands
of a private company are opposed by
an old doctor, and to clear their path
they have the doctor arrested and charged with bribery.
No lawyer wishes to
the

town’s

Lobo

Mary Barstowe
Dave Weston

Logue
Logue

June Marlowe

Sam Barstowe
Borax Horton

TYPE:

Action drama.
THEME: Love of an animal for
master.
LOCALE: The American West.

its

The present.
A young prospector catches

and tames an animal that is half wolf
and half dog and wins its love with

When

(Special

NEW

prospector
is
wounded by a rival in a fight over a
borax claim the animal hunts the villain
down and kills him.
HIGHLIGHTS : Rin-Tin-Tin’s actthe

B.

0.

general supervision
changes, aiding him.

Tom

Stone
Blendy Betts

Tyler
Billy Bennett
G. Clayton

Kopp
Rudy Kopp

Jeff

E. Laidlaw

Isabel Hastings

Virginia Southern

Dan Slade

over

Canadian

ex-

Leroy W. Alexander was recently named
the assistant sales director of the Western
division with the territory including Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis. Des Moines,
Sioux Falls and Omaha exchanges under
his supervision. He will assist Lou Metzger.

A1 Hueston

Tom Delmar

Cyclops

TYPE: Western melodrama.

THEME:

Herald)

—

Dec. 1. Announcement
a few days ago that several im-

the Indianapolis, Cincinnati, St. Louis and
Kansas City exchanges. Of the Southern
territory Ralph B. Williams is the newlv
appointed sales director. Dan Michalove is
the assistant sales director for the section
of the Southern division south of Kentucky. Earl Kramer is the newly appointed
sales director for the Eastern division including Canada with Clair Hague, who has

.

ROBERT DE LACEY
PLAYERS

Phil

Exhibitors

portant changes have been made in the
sales personel of the Universal Pictures
Corporation.
W. E. Troug has been assigned assistant sales director for that section of the Southern division which includes

Length: Undetermined

DIRECTOR

to

YORK,

was made

Producer: F. B. O.
F.

Post

with Universal Shift

The Wyoming Wildcat
Distributor:

Charles Farrell
Heinie Conklin
Will Walling
Pat Hartigan

Alkali Bill

kindness.

.

New

Alexander Aids Metzger

all the cast. ...
The doctor’s arrest.
... The trial. ... The heroine’s discovery of the plot. ... The storm and the
wreck of the heroine’s automobile.
The happy ending of the difficulties of
the girl and her father.

Rin-Tin-Tin

:

Troug Gets

oppose the powerful schemers, so the
doctor’s daughter defends him. He loses
his case, but the girl unearths evidence
against his enemies, clears his name, and
has the others brought to justice.
HIGHLIGHTS : Splendid acting of

PLAYERS

STORY

present.

Two men who

:

6,500 feet

DIRECTOR

TIME:

The

Evelyn Brent. Joyce Compton and
Ernest Hilliard in “A Broadway Lady,”
produced by F. B. O.

town.

.

Producer:

Length:

TIME:

STORY

An American

Triumph

of good over evil.

LOCALE: The American West
TIME: The

u Last Laugh f> Director
Soon Begins Fox Film
(Special to

present.

STORY A

young cowboy makes two
enemies by rescuing a boy and his dog
from an evil pair of ranchers, and after
he goes to work on a ranch owned by
:

a girl the enemies begin operations. Follows a period of peril during which both
hero and heroine nearly lose their lives.
In the end the desperate pair is defeated
and the girl and her employe are mar-

HOLLYWOOD,
German

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. 1.— F.

director, who
will reach here

W. Murnau,

made “The

Last

in a few days to
Laugh”
begin work for Fox with the direction of

“Down

to Earth.’’ Preparations for his re-

ception are under way.

ried.

HIGHLIGHTS:

The

hero’s £rst fight

with the ranchers. ... The meeting of
One of the vilhero and heroine.
lain’s attempt on the heroine’s life.
The kidnaping of the heroine
The heroine’s rescue from death in the
river.
.The triumph of hero and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

heroine.

Goldwyn Home
(Special to

Martha Mattox and Alyce Mills, who
have featured roles in “The Keeper of
the Bees,” F. B. O. production.

,

III

Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. L— Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn returned to Los Angeles
Thanksgiving Day, after an absence of two
months in New York. They were accompanied by Albert Lasker, president of
the advertising firm of Lord & Thomas.
Mr. Goldwyn is confined to his home because of a severe cold.

Dorothy Revier plays the heroine and
Robert Gordon the hero in “The Danger Signal,” Columbia’s railroad picA fight atop a train is one of
ture.
the thrill scenes.
in the cast.

Jane Novak

is

also

December

12,

1925
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“Lady
Windermere’s
Fan”
drew rounds of applause at the world preview of the Warner Brothers picture following an elaborate dinner dance in the exclusive

Casa Lopez,

Lubitsch.

New

director;

president of

York.

right,

Left,

Ernst

H. Mj Warner,

Warner Brothers.

Irene Rich (above). Scenes

McAvoy, Bert

— (L)

May

(R) Miss MeAvoy, Miss Rich. (Bottom left) Miss
Rich, Edward Martindel.
Bottom
right) Miss McAvoy, Ronald Colman.
Lytell.

(

69

;

:

;

;

.

-
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PUREIY PERSONAL
PHILADELPHIA

Salt

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— George
dascher, of the Cambria theatre,

moned

to appear in
Artists, who

United
balance

Mr

.

Nauwas sum-

municipal court by
claimed an unpaid

of $850 on an
Naudascher

unfilled

contract.

.

.

entered

a short time ago, has been
assigned to the Philadelphia
office.
Edgar Moss, Philadelphia branch
manager for Fox, is spending three weeks
at Hot Springs, Va., as a result of overwork. He recently collapsed on the street.
Sidney R. Kent, general manager of
Famous Players, George IV. Weeks, general manager of
distribution, and Phil
.

Reismann, assistant division sales manager,
were the leading figures in a sales conference of the Wilkes-Barre, Washington and
Philadelphia sales forces in the Hotel Sylvania, Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia
Board of Trade has appointed the following committees for the ensuing month
Arbitration, Jack Hennessy, United Artists, Win. Heenan, First National, Miles
F. Gibbons, Pathe
Credit, C. S. Goodman,
.

.

.

;

Educational, Percy A. Bloch, Famous Players, and Ben Amsterdam, of Masterpiece;
Fire prevention, John Bethel of American
Feature Film Exchange, Jerry Safron of
F. B. O. and Win. G. Humphreys of
P. D. C ... J. H. Harvey of the 'Hays
Office recently addressed the Film Board
of Trade.
well known exhibitors in
this territory are planning to set aside the
week of December 14 as Oscar Neufeld
Week planned primarily as a tribute to
Mr. Neufeld, who has done much to advance the motion picture industry in Philadelphia.
letter signed by a number
of leading exhibitors is being sent to practically every theatre man in the territory.
Mr. Neufeld is president of the De Luxe
exchange.
Independent Theatres Company, of which Len L. Berman is the head,
has taken a lease with an option to purchase, on the Victoria theatre, Baltimore,
after remodeling has been completed.
It
will be known as the Embassy.
.

.

A

.

.

“Hell's

Rialto theatre, Bremerton,

at the

the

.

Broadway,”

“Stage Struck,”
Pathe News.
Highroad,” Pro-Dis-Co;
“The
Caretaker’s
Daughter,”
Pathe;
Pathe News.

Goldwyn-Mayer

.

Pathe

.

Old

Paramount

temporarily

.

Lands,’"

Pathe

Piffle,’"

:

VICTORY:

employ of Metro-

.

“Durand

:

Fox; “Love’s Sweet

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS:

Harry Bodkin,

who

International News.
of the Bad

Universal

KINEMA

Novem-

ber 23, 24 and 25, and at the opening a
private showing was made with the Puget
Sound Navy Yard commandant and a
group of other officers and their wives as
guests. “Annapolis Week” was declared in
Bremerton in honor of the event and the
opening night was dedicated to the navy
officials of the Thirteenth naval district.
The Rialto theatre was decorated in Annapolis colors in honor of the occasion,
also the main street was dedicated and a
daily band concert was given.
“The Midshipman” was scheduled for showing at
the Liberty theatre, Seattle, about DecemFred G. Sliter, manager. First
ber 1.
National local offices, left recently on a
trip
Southwestern Alaska
business
to
First National pictures are expoints.
ceedingly popular in Alaska, particularly
those depicting the Northland, which upsets the popular theory that Southerners
favor stories of Alaska while Alaskans like
It
pictures of Hawaii or the citrus belt.
.

.

.

depends upon how faithfully a story is
reproduced in setting and other details, for
the Sourdough is mighty critical of Alaska
plays, said Mr. Sliter.
Word has been
received here that H. E. Ulsh, of Ulsh &
Ruth, operators of two theatres at Mount
Vernon, has disposed of his interests to
W. C. Ives, theatre man of Anacortes.
.

.

.

.

The

.

.

Film

.

Exchange,

Spokane;

Seth

Portland
First
(

SEATTLE,

WASH.— The

Northwest
Midshipman,” MetroGoldwyn’s stellar play filmed under the
direct supervision of the navy department
and featuring Ramon Novarro, was held
of

“The

.

.

.

.

.

DES MOINES
DES MOINES, IOWA.— Harry
manager

general

berg,

W eek Beginning November 21)

LIBERTY: He's a Prince.” Paramount
MAJESTIC: “The Gold Rush."’ United

.

Art-

RIVOLI

:

“The King on Main

Universal.

Street,” Para

mount.

BLUE MOUSE: “The Danger
lum bia.

Signal,”

Co-

of

the

the
new million
dollar theatre in

Omaha

and

ported

progress.

re-

Harry Ward,
manager of the
MarStrand
at
.

.

.

shalltown,

coming
Moines

la.,

is

to

Des

to

take

charge of a house
here.

.

.

.

Homer

manager

of
the Princess theater in Sioux City,
publishing
a
is
Gill,

new house

organ.
A H Blank
Princess Patter is
It is
the title of the 16 page magazine.
L. Robert Brager
self supporting.
completed a tieup with Collins Candy Company of Des Moines by which each week
7,500 pictures of a Paramount star are
placed in the peanut bars that go out all
over the state. On one side is the picture
in colors and on the other the Jheater and
“Stage Struck,”
name of the picture.
“Pony Express” and “He’s a Prince” have
Evart Cumbeen exploited thus far.
mings, manager of the Fort Armstrong
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

theatre at Rock Island, 111., issues an
attractive house organ called Fortographs.
The A. J. Diebold chain of theatres
.

.

and Waterloo will be
absorbed into the A. H. Blank Enterprise
by January 1 with the controlling interest
There are seven theatres
in Des Moines.
Sol Ashback and Peggy
in the group.
Nelson will do the Charleston and will act
as judges at the contest at the Capitol
in

Cedar Rapids

.

.

theatre the week of December 6. Ashback
is a Des Moines youth who has made good
Milton Overman, manaon the stage.
ger of the Capitol in Davenport, will stage
a big anniversary inauguration when the
The
new $100,000 stage is completed.
Christmas Eve.
place
will
take
affair
This house will now join the presentation
.

ists.

COLUMBIA: “The Home Maker,”

Wein-

A. H.
Blank circuit of 36 theatres, was out over
the territory looking at several properties
for possible future purchase. He examined

.

Runs

‘

premiere

.

of Seattle are cooperating with the censor board, cheerfully
court strict supervision of films shown, in
fact, but the city council has let down the
bars and the censor board cannot adequately regulate the display of motion
pictures, Fred W. Strang, chairman of the
board, told the public safety committee
Among recent visitors on
last week.
Film Row were: L. A. Todd, of the In-

.

SEA TTLE

.

owners

theatre

terstate

western representative for Associated
Exhibitors.
D. C. Millward, manager
of Western Films, has added to his sales
force R. Cr Montgomery, formerly a member of the sales staff of Producers Distributing.
As part of the educational
activities of the state chamber of commerce
and the Northwest Products committee of
the
local civic
body,
several
hundred
school teachers of Western Washington
were taken recently on a tour of the
Weaver motion picture studio located at
Titlow Beach, near Tacoma. The school
matrons were all filmed and the pictures
will be used in educational propaganda
among the schools of the state.

cial

:

“Lights of
M etro-G oldwyn-.M ayer

.

.

Runs

(Week Beginning November 14)
AMERICAN “The Phantom of the Opera,*"

PANTAGES

been

.

Lake City

First

Review.

signed a contract
for “Way Down
East” but refused
to play it, maintaining he was entitled to protection
against the picture
being
shown by
opposing
houses.
The Victoria
theatre
has
just
equipped
with a new $25,000
Wurlitzer
organ.
.

formerly
local
manager for
Metro-Goldwyn and at present Western
district manager, and Oren Woodward spe-

Perkins,

theatres.

.

.

December
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PORTLAND
—

to Eugene Gerbase, manager of
Universal, last week when an explosion of
gas accumulating in his furnace burned him
Mr. Gerabout the face and shoulders.
“Power of
base was painfully burned.
the Screen vs. the Press,” is the subject for
debate when B. P. McCormick of the Liberty theatre, Florence, Col., will champion
the cause of the screen before the Women’s
Club of Florence next Monday evening,

occurred

Seattle

Film Row recovered trom its period of lonesomeness
when Neal East, L. Stang, V. Kenworthy,
IV. West, H. Lazvrence, J Hass and others
of the Paramount crew returned from the

PORTLAND, ORE.

First

Runs

(Week Beginning November 14)
LIBERTY “The Gold Rush,” United Artists
(2nd week).

COLISEUM: “The

convention in San Francisco, highly elated
over the next block of Paramount pictures.
.

Ross Nelson of the

.

STRAND:

William P.

W

.

.

as

ex-

in

the

Bob White and
Portland exchange.
Bill Roach returned from Seattle where
they attended the Washington convention.
.

.

.

.

.

.

C. M. Plyer is
Neal East Week.
receiving the sympathy of exhibitors and
exchangemen because of a broken wrist
sustained while examining the projectors
at the Villa theatre of which he is man-

12 as

.

.

.

Ike Gellcr, manager of the Walnut Park theatre, believes in giving his
patrons something new all the time. Since
opening the theatre a year and a half ago
he has added to the equipment of the
house a marquee and electric sign and has
redecorated the front. ... 7 om Gillfoil,
special New York representative for Paramount, is in the Portland office for a few
Jack Rue, George Jackson, E.
days.
Hudson, Mr. and Mrs. Potter and others
from Portland are attending the opening
of the new Egyptian theatre at Marshfield,
ager.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of Coos Bay
Visitors of the
Amusement Company.
week were Messrs. Stumbo, T. E. Owens,
A. S. Lamb, Geo. W. Gould, C. E. Wicks,
A. S. Kolstad, W. A. Long, B. J. Callahan
and Johnny Waslitock, w'ho called along

under

Ore.,

the

direction
.

the

NEB.

were sent

to
in

.

.

Two

score

delegates

Famous Players-Lasky
Omaha November 10 and 11
the

convention
by Omaha, Sioux Falls, Minneapolis, Des
Moines and New York. The sessionswere
held at the Hotel Fontelle. A. W. Nicolls,
district sales manager, presided and John
D. Clark, division sales manager, New
York, was the principal speaker of the
meeting. He gave the sales forces a great
deal of information about coming pictures.
Ad sales were discussed by Jimmie Clark,
ad sales expert from the New York office.

.

Prominent

.

.

Mr.

were

guests

A.
Nicolls, district manager, Minneapolis
B. Leak, branch manager, Minneapolis
;

branch manager, Sioux
C. F. Rose, branch manFalls, So. Dak.
ager, Omaha; and R. F. Crawford, branch
manager, Des Moines. Visitors from New
York besides the two Clarks were G. M.
Spidell, purchasing agent and /. Graham of
the Douglas-MacLean company.

A.

Mendanliall,

;

ST.

LOUIS

LOUIS, MO. — Barney

Rosenthal,

Columbia Pictures Corporation has announced that the St. Louis
theatre,
Grand boulevard and Morgan
street, will have the first-run of three of
president

of

the big pictures to be released through his
exchange. The trio are “Paint and Power”
an Elaine Hammerstein Chadwick Production and “Stepping Out” and “Danger
Last week
Signal” Columbia releases.
was the biggest in the history of the Columbia exchange, Rosenthal stated, while
no special effort had been made to get
Dispatches from Moberly,
business.
Mo., state that the Grand theatre there
was damaged by fire early the past week.
.

.

.

.

Novmber

.

“Mac”

23rd.

is

.

working hard

in

Kaiman has broken ground
new theatre at 8201-03 North
Broadway. The theatre with the stores and

securing new ideas and thinking up plenty
of material. There is no question about his
persuasive powers when he has something
to say as probably no other exhibitor has
been more successful in his debates concerning prices with the various film exFred
change managers and salesmen.
Lind, F. B. O. booker and assistant man-

represent an investment of
Rodney & Katz have taken
$75,000.
over the Bridge theatre, 4867 Natural
Bridge avenue, St. Louis. This house seats

ager, is making a sales trip over the
Hommd,
Western slope of Colorado. /.
manager of Producers, has just returned
from a short trip to Colorado Springs and

Fox.

.

.

Steve

.

for

his

.

.

.

Jimmy Madison was manager

720.

.

will

offices

.

for the

.

.

.

.

.

Pueblo visiting all exhibitors in both cities.
J. H. Ashby, First National manager,

.

.

.

-S’.

“A
Llniversal’s
owners.
Woman’s Faith” was shown at the St.
Louis University Auditorium the week of
November 21 for the benefit of Father
Spigardi’s Italian charities.
Universal donated the use of the fillm to help the
Much anxiety has resulted in
cause.
Montgomery, Mo., from the insistence of
reformers that the blue laws be enforced
by Prosecuting Attorney Glover E. Doivell.
The attorney has indicated he will do so.
A suit for $6,701.67 has been brought
against Sam Koplar, theatre owner, by
former

.

.

.

has just returned from a hurried trip, during which he visited exhibitors in Pueblo,
A. P.
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
Archer, manager of the local branch of
Educational, has returned from a sales trip
to Casper and other Wyoming points.
E. L. Walton, manager for the Denver
branch of Greater Features, is out on a
five weeks' sales tour to all New Mexico
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

points.

.

Thomas

who

Meeker

F.

amount

due him for

is

alleges

services.

.

.

SALT LAKE

that
.

The

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.—Jimmie

opening of the Arrow Exchange in St.
Louis gives the Shallenberger organization
exchanges in fifteen distribution centers.

Keitz, big chief for Greater Features here,
is making a short trek into Idaho.
.

.

.

A. Whitehead, owner of Recreation
Hall at Eureka, Utah, was in doing some
M. Chester of the
T.
booking.
Princess and Gem theatres of Bingham,
Utah, was also seen on the Row.
W. S. Rand, new salesmanager for Llnited
Artists here, is leaving for a drive through
Southern Utah.
The Peery Brothers of
the Egyptian theatre, Ogden, LTtah, were
in to attend to their weekly bookings as
was /. J. Geillette of the Strand, Tooele,
Jack Edwards, formerly pubUtah,
licity man for Universal, has left this department to take charge of the Rivoli
A. A.
theatre of St. Louis, Mo.
for
representative
Schmidt,
general
F. B. O., spent a few days in this city.
Ed C. Mix, manager of the Associated
Exhibitors exchange in this city, handed

J.

DENVER
DENVER, COL. —The

.

manager and em-

.

stration to Mr. Ricketson who is tetiring
as managing director of the Paramount
theatres in Colorado so that he may devote
his entire time to his own chain of D. & R.
theatres
throughout
Fred
the
state.
Schmitt’s Rialto orchestra furnished the
music for the occasion, and Jack Klein and
Harry Hamilton entertained the crowd
w'ith a special song and dance number.
A. H. Vincent succeeds Mr. Ricketson as
managing director of the Paramount thea.

.

.

.

avenue and Race street. Harry E. Huffman, the present owner of the Blue Bird
and Bide-A-Wee theatres, announced a
few days ago that the purchase of seven
lots at the above location marked the last
.

last Saturday and found him sitting up
and feeling fine. A near serious accident

Des Moines

ALBANY,

DES MOINES: “Cobra,” Paramount.
CAPITOL: “Irish Luck,” Paramount.

sal.

28.

Paramount

.

.

sales

.

is

.

ALBANY

Runs

(Week Beginning November 15)

“The Best People,” Paramount.
“The Calgary Stampede,” Univer-

recent

the

at

.

him

STRAND
PALACE

November

resignation effective

spending a week’s vacation in this city accompanied by Mrs.
Murphy at the banquet which followed the
convention, A. G. Pickett, former exchange
manager of this city, was presented with a
desk clock by the Sale Lake salesforce and
employes
Fred B. McCracken, who
resigned as manager of the United Artists
exchange in Omaha, stopped in Salt Lake
where he was formerly branch manager for
Famous, en route to Los Angeles.

M.

First

his

convention here,

A

.

.

tionaries

step

.

.

.

in the completion of his
C. Gerhart, the well known
and popular exhibitor of Ft. Collins is rapidly recovering from his recent operation.
party of exchange employes called upon
.

.

.

.

Mix, in association with Louis N. Strike,
owner of the Star theatre in this city, has
purchased the lease and equipment of the
Kinema which has been until now a UniNick Salvurakis, owner of
versal House.
the Lyric of Price, Utah, was one of the
exhibitors visiting Film Row of the Butte
branch of Famous Plavers-Lasky.
J. F. Murphy, who was one of the conven-

completed

plans.

.

in

.

.

.

.

...

All negotiations have finally been
for the erection of the new
$300,000.00 Aladdin theatre at East Colfax
tres.

.

.

ployes of the Rialto and Victory theatres,
staged a surprise party for F. H. (Rick)
Ricketson, November 23.
A. H. Vincent
was toastmaster and Wiles Hadlock presented Rick with a scarf pin as a token
of regard in behalf of the theatre employes.
The party was a farewell demon-

important

ST.

Na-

First

:

Row.

OMAHA
—
OMAHA,

Men,”

Fools

.

.

George Jackson, manager of Universal,
reports the “Phantom of the Opera” is
more than living up to expectations.
Paramount has designated December 6 to
.

“What

tional.

alsh, au-

the Orpheum.
ditor for First National, reports,
pected, conditions are very good

First

COLUMBIA: “Seven Days,” Pro-Dis-Co.
BLUE MOUSE “The Everlasting Whisper,”

dependence, Ore., came to Portland to see
.

Girl,”

National.

In-

theatre,

Isis

Way

Half

.

.

:

.

.

71

>

N.

Y.

—

N.

J.

.

j

Klein,

local

manager for Warner brothers’ exchange,
was in New York city last week, at the
Peerless Booking offices.
Vic Benicll,
.

.

film salesman, who left the
business several months ago, is once more
back in the game, covering Northern

an old-time

New

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

72
York for Warner Brothers.
Rialto theatre, which was badly
.

by fire in Glens
day night.

Falls,

.

.

reopened

don, Ont., reaped special benefit from the
early arrival of Santa Claus in the City of

Satur-

short time.
While in Dallas at the M. P.
T. O. convention this week, they made arrangements for service.

London on November 21 when he arranged
to have Old Santa make his first official

last

has decided to run his theatre through
the winter, rather than to close it as in the
.

.

Bob Landry

.

of Ogdensburg,
on the sick list.

reported to be

Carolyn Goodman,

has been in charge
of the Albany Zone offices, since they were
opened, has resigned, but her successor has
Among those in
not yet been named.
town at last week’s meeting of the film
board, was Charles Mclver, who has theaTom
tres in Norwood and Norfolk.
Thornton of Saugerties, is making plans to
entertain the village firemen with a vaudeville program, according to his usual custom.
Louis Schine, one of the heads
of the chain of 60 houses in this state, is
back home from a swing that took him to
He reports
practically all of the theatres.
business as being excellent in all sections of
Rae Candee of Utica, is
the state.
back from his hunting trip and according to
the best of authority, he landed a large deer
The new theatre
on one of the days.
which John Augello is erecting in Utica,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and which will have close to 1,000 seats,
The new
will open on January 10.
organ has been installed at the Rialto in
Utica. The house is owned by Chris Marx,
who spent last summer in Germany.
E. O. Brooks of the Pathe home office
has arrived in Albany for a few days.
Arthur G. Whyte of the Peerless
Booking Agency, New York, has been in
town, meeting Alex Herman of the First
National exchange, upon his arrival.
It looks as though Robert Mochrie, manager for the Pro-Dis-Co exchange here,
would receive his mail in Hollywood next
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

January, for the local office is now leading
the entire country in the sales contest.
Miss Renee Craven of the First National
forces, was ill at her home all last week
C. N. Lewis
with threatened pleurisy.
.

.

.

.

.

.

remodeling his theatre in Grand Gorge
and will open the house in January.

is

DALLAS
playhouse, the
theatre at Clarksville, Tex., will be

new

The owner,
Thanksgiving.
W. R. Hurst, was a former film salesman.
Ned Pedigo and J. L. Carr are now
partners in the Pollard theatre at Guthrie,
Each owns 50 per cent interest in
Okla.
Ed Brady, exhibitor at
the house.
San Benito for many years, and Paco Betancourt are going to build a new theatre at
Construction will start
Brownsville, Tex.
right away and the house will be modern in
reported they exIt is
every respect.
pect to spend about $15,000 on the building
L
alone, exclusive of equipment.
.

.

on

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Westerfield of Slaton, Tex., and C. C.
Lindsey of Lubbock, two well known exhibitors, have formed a partnership recently
in connection with the new Palace theatre
The Palace is modern in every
at Slaton.
respect, and will be opened November 16
Mrs. C. H.
with special features.
Gilliam of Tishomingo, Okla., has sold her
.

.

.

Empress theatre to T. Miller Davidge and
Fred T. Gresham of Durant, Okla., reMr. Luna, manager of the
cently.
Luna theatre, Wagner, Okla., announces the
installation of a new pipe organ in his
.

.

.

Word

has been received that
work on his $70,000 theatre at Cushing, Okla. Mr. Dukin
expects to make his new house one of the
Mr.
most attractive in the Southwest.
Lukachie, manager of the Hauber theatre,
Camden Ark., has made extensive alteraBesides the
tions on his house recently.
improved exterior, he has made the interior very attractive with tasteful decora-

house.

.

.

.

Hiram Dukin has

started

.

tions.

.

.

.

The Dorbandt

CLEVELAND, OHIO. — Micky

Printz
of the Circle theatre held a bobbed hair
contest in conjunction with the showing of
“Bobbed Hair,” the Warner Brothers feature.
Roger Ferri, well known exploiteer, is over at the local Fox office
putting over pictures for theatres in this
territory. Under the auspices of the Cleveland Cinema Club, the Park theatre, a
Loew house, is holding special children’s
matinees every Saturday at 10 in the morning.
When Mayor J. J. Thomas of
Columbus greets the visiting exhibitors to
the convention on December 8 and 9, he
will be answered by /. /. Harwood, first
vice president of the state organization.
J. J. is the owner of the Lexington theatre.
“Our Lady of the Angels,” new
parochial school, needed funds, so Manager
Lefkowich of the West Park theatre obligingly lent the theatre to the members for
a minstrel show to be held Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Johnny Furr of the
Harkins theatre has undertaken a new burden on his broad shoulders. He has taken
over the Rivoli in Defiance.
P. E.
Bishop resigned from the Warner Cleveland office to go with the Cincinnati Producers Distributing office. .../.£. Beck,
former manager of the local Vitagraph office and more recently salesman with Producers Distributing, has been appointed
manager of the P. D. C. Cincinnati office.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

brothers, well

.

.

.

John Blohm, who has decided to
This theatre, situated in an agricultural centre, has accommodation for 220
people and is fitted with two projection machines.
Joseph Cohen, a popular exhibitor of Toronto, Ont., recently suffered
the loss of his mother, Mrs. Esther Cohen,
who died suddenly from heart failure. Mr.
prietor,
retire.

.

.

.

Harry

Cohen is the manager of two bright neighborhood theatres of Toronto, the Classic
and Duchess theatres.
There was a
bit of excitement at the Boulevard theatre,
on St. Hubert street, Montreal, Que., a few
days ago, when a fire broke out in the projection room.
The flames were speedily
extinguished but the flash and smoke
.

.

.

caused the patrons to beat a hasty retreat
with the result that several children were
hurt.

.

.

.

.

stop at the Capitol theatre, appearing on
the stage at 1 :30 p. m., after which he was
scheduled to visit various stores of the
downtown section. The result was that the
theatre was stormed by children who paid
their way in to get a first glimpse of Santa,
1925.
The Bijou theatre, Chesley,
Ont., has been offered for sale by the pro-

.

.

.

Miller, formerly with

Supreme

Pictures Corporation in Pittsburg, will
travel for the Vital Film Exchanges out of
the local office.
Nat Gerson, at one
time owner of the Gerson Film Exchange
now hangs his hat at the Educational office
Mrs. G. D. Moffatt
as city salesman.
succeeds Howard Christman as secretary
Coliseum
of the F. I. L. M. office.
theatre, Toledo, until two weeks ago a legitimate attraction house is now showing picJos. A. Smith of
tures exclusively.
Akron has bought the Standard theatre,
Cuyhoga Falls.
The Marquis theatre
at Crawford and Hough avenue has been
taken over by W. F. Flynn. The former
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DALLAS, TEX. — Helen’s
opened

CLE VELAND

is

who

.

1925

known exhibitors in Texas, will open their
new house in Athens, Tex., within a very

.

ville,

past.

12,

The
damaged

Byck of Tanners-

Julius

.

.

December

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

owners were Flannagan, Nolan and

Steele.

CANADA

ATLANTA
—
ATLANTA,
GA.

-

Colvin

W. Brown,

vice president of Film Booking Offices in
charge of distribution, visited Atlanta and

Charlotte last week and reported gratification over the volume of F. B. O. bookings
in this territory.
Another recent
visitor was Ira P. Gillette, head of the motion picture department of the Eastman
Kodak company, who stopped by on his
way to the Coast as guest of James B.
.

.

.

Buchanan, a Pathe cameraman in this territory.
The first two weeks in January will be celebrated as “Jimmy Hanlon
weeks”, in honor of the popular branch
manager of Metro-Goldwyn, and will be
featured by a sales drive that is already being prepared by advance advertising. This
.

.

.

drive will be duplicated in a number of
other Southern cities during that period.
...
hurried visit to Atlanta friends

A

was made

week by Earl

last

J.

Hudson,

First National Pictures, Inc., who was on his way
to Birmingham where a First National
unit is now filming “Men of Steel”, with
Milton Sills in the starring role. Mr. Hudson spent several hours in this city.
Resignation of Raymond R. Miller, who
has been manager of the Alamo No. 2
theatre since last August, was announced

supervisor

production

of

for

.

OTTAWA, ONT.—

I. H. Allen has been
Canadian manager of
Vital exchanges of Canada, Ltd., and will
make his headquarters at Winnipeg. Mr.
Allen was formerly Winnipeg branch manager of the Canadian National Film Exchange. The new Toronto offices will have
been opened in the Hermant building.
The Toronto manager is William Melody
for many years in St. John, N. B., where
he represented First National and Vitagraph. The appointments have been made
by R. J. Romney, president and general
A. S.
manager of Vital in Canada.
Clatworthy, for some years Western manager for Vitagraph and Warner brothers
with offices in Winnipeg, Man., has removed to Cleveland, Ohio, where he has
been made special representative of the
Producers Distributing Corporation.
Chic Bell has been installed as the new
manager at Winnipeg, Man., of First Namade
tional,
being
the
appointment
through William Mitchell of Vancouver,
B. C., Western Canadian manager for
First National.
Mr. Mitchell himself formerly resided in Winnipeg for some years
and is spending a month there to develop

appointed Western

.

.

.

.

.

.

the local trade situation.
Manager
Tommy Logan of the Capitol theatre, Lon.

.

.

last

week.

local

.

.

.

.

.

O. K. Bourgeois, formerly

manager of Associated Exhibitors

in

now

a salesman for Pathe,
traveling out of Atlanta and covering the
states of Alabama and Tennessee.
W. G. Minder, formerly a salesman for
F. B. O., has taken Mr. Bourgeois’ place
with Associated Exhibitors.
this territory, is

.

.

.

Kleinerman Buys Site
For 2,500 Seat House
(Special

NEW

to

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

—

Dec. 1. M. KleinerExhibitors Film Exchange has
purchased the entire block fronting on
Fort Hamilton parkway, between 50th
and 51st streets, and is planning to build
a 2,500 seat motion picture theatre there.

man

of

Denton Dreamland Sold
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DENTON,

TEX., Dec. 1.— The Dreamland theatre has been purchased by Grover
Campbell, who is affiliated with Dent &
Mussleman.

December

12,
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THE FILM MART
“Do Clothes Make the Woman,” will
be changed as soon as a more suitable
title has been chosen.
Kathryn Hill has
just been added to the cast supporting

Arrow

ing,

Arnold Daly in “Borrowed Plumes
Arnold Daly,
of
the
greatest
one
actors on the American stage, has been
engaged
appear
in
“Borrowed
to

Christie “7

Days”
Car Wrecked
( Special

to

LOS ANGELES,

Plumes.’

“Lady of Whims” Print Taken East
director of “My
Lady of Whims,” has taken the finished
negative of the picture East.

Dallas

Fitzgerald,

Chadwick
Clown” Finished
“The Perfect Clown,” starring Larry
Semon, has been finished and will be released December 15.
“Blue Blood,”
starring George Walsh, and “The Un“Perfect

Woman,” starring Theda
Bara, also have been finished.
“Sweet
Adeline” will be released January 15.

the star.

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec. l.— The

A1 Christie “Seven Days” automobile which made an exploitation
trip to New York recently in seven
days to ballyhoo for the picture,
“ Seven Days,” came to disaster a
few days ago when it turned a
complete loop, and dove into a

completely

It was
It was making the retrip to the Coast, visiting
large cities en route.

culvert.

wrecked.
turn

many

chastened

Cranfield

&

Clarke

Distribution Deal Closed

Cranfield and Clarke have disposed of
the United States and Canadian rights to
“Shadow of the Mosque” to U. S. A.
Films, New York City.

Principal
Worth” Starts Soon
Technical preliminaries to the filming

“ Barbara

Release Dates for “Varieties” Set
The Fox “Varieties,” “Toiling for
Rest” and “The Iron Trail Around the
World,” will be released on December
13 and 27, respectively.

Large Cast Will Support Mix
In the cast that will support Tom Mix
in “My Own Pal” will be Tom Santschi,
Paul Panzer, Virginia Marshall, William
Calvin, Grace Goodall, Tom McGuire,
Ben Bard, Helen Lynch and Jacques
Rollens.
Olive Borden will play the
leading feminine part.
Fifth O.

Henry

Starts

Barbara Worth” are
near completion, and filming will begin
soon under the direction of Charles

“Elsie In New York,” the fifth story
in the O. Henry series, has been put in
work. In the cast are Hallam Cooley,

Brabin.

Arthur

“The Winning

of

of

Houseman, Gladys McConnell,
Anthony Merle, Gretchen Hartman,
Belva

Educational
Has New Leading Woman

Dooley
Opposite Billy Dooley

in

First National

“A Salty Sap,” is a new leading
woman, Amber Norman. “A Salty Sap”
Dooley’s

third

comedy

in

the

year’s

series.

Lead for Burns
Anita Garvin, “Follies” girl, will soon
begin work as leading woman to Neal
Burns in a picture to be directed by William Goodrich.
“Follies” Girl to

Two

Casualties Work Again Soon
Walter Hiers and Fred Peters, both of
whom were injured recently while at
work, have recovered and will be back

on the

lot

soon.

“Ancient Mariner” in Cutting

Room

The modern sequence of “The Ancient
Mariner” has been completed and the
film has been taken to the cutting ro'om.
20

picture will be released

December

.

Four Scheduled for Release
Four
recently
completed
scheduled for December release
Parisian Knight,” Van Bibber
and “Heavy Swells,” Imperial

pictures
are: “A

comedy,
comedy,
December 13; “The Golden Strain” and
“The Flying Fool,” the latter an Imperial corned^

December

“Far Cry” Cast Complete
With the addition of Julia Swayne
Gordon, William Austin, Dorothy Revier
and Matilde Comont to the cast, the list
of players who will appear in “The Far
Cry” is complete.
“Rainbow Riley” Company at Studio

After six weeks of location work making exteriors, Johnny Hines and the
“Rainbow Riley” company are back at
the studio making the interior scenes.
Pirate Attack is in Color

The sequence depicting

the attack of
the pirate ship on a merchant vessel in
“Clothes Make the Pirate” is in color.
Hillyer Will Direct “Second Chance”

Fox

The

and William Bakewell.

his current

picture,
is

McKay

27.

Lambert Hillyer has been chosen to
assume directorial responsibility for
“Second Chance,” which will go into production at an early date.
Feminine Players Sign Contracts
Edwin Carewe, producer-director, has
signed Dolores Del Rio' and Yvonne
Carewe, his daughter, to three-year contracts
with two-year option clauses.

F. B.
Title Will be

The

O.

Changed

Rudolph
Valentino (Natacha Rambova) is maktitle

of the picture Mrs.

“Mummy Love”
Marcel Perez is directing a new comedy entitled “Mummy Love.” Neely Edwards and Alice Ardell are the featured
Perez Directing

players.

Release Title Selected

“The

Cowboy

nounced as the

Musketeer”
final

an-

is

of the
under the

title

Tom

Tyler production made
title,
“Up and At ’Em.”
Richard Talmadge Finishes First
Richard Talmadge has finished “So
This Is Mexico!” the first of a series of
six pictures he will make for F. B. O.
this winter.

Rock Enlarges Gag

Staff

Joe Rock has enlarged his gag staff.
Three men are creating funny situations
that will appear in film in forthcoming
Rock productions. Rock has just completed “All Tied LTp.”

Pro-Dis-Co
Rupert Julian to Make “Silence”
Rupert Julian has finished “Three
Faces East” and has been assigned to
direct “Silence,” in which H. B. Warner,
stage star, will be featured.
Stories Chosen for Priscilla Dean
“Forbidden Waters” and “The Dice
Woman” have been chosen for Priscilla
Dean. These will follow “The Danger
Girl,” on which she is now working.
T wo Scheduled for Production

“Red Dice,” a Rod La Rocque starring
picture, was scheduled to go into production November 30, and “Eve’s Leaves,”
new Leatrice Joy picture, is scheduled
to go into production January 4.
“Braveheart” Finished

Rod La Rocque’s latest picture,
“Braveheart,” has been finished and is
being edited.
“Bachelor Brides” Last on Schedule
The last production on the current
schedule is “Bachelor Brides,” in which
Rod La Rocque is to be starred. Alan
Hale

will

slated for

direct

the

picture,

work January

which

is

14.

Gotham
“Speed Limit” Cameraman Signed
Ray June, cameraman, has been signed
to
is

photograph “The Speed Limit.”
the

first

member

to be selected;

He

of the technical staff

no players have been

cast.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
New

Title Announced
“His Secretary” has been selected as

the release title of the production made
under the title “Free Lips.” Hobart Henley directed and Norma
Shearer is
starred.

“The Barrier” Principals Cast
Marceline Day, Henry B.

Walthall,
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Lionel Barrymore, Norman Kerry and
Pat Harmon have been cast for featured
roles in “The Barrier,” the production
adapted from the Rex Beach novel of
the same name.
Norma Shearer Vehicle Chosen
A picture tentatively titled “The Light
Eternal” has been chosen as a forth-

Norma
for
starring vehicle
The story was written and the
production will be directed by Benjamin
Christianson.
“The Torrent” to Star Greta Garbo

coming

Shearer.

Garbo has been

Greta

cast

for

the

stellar role in a forthcoming picture enIt will be directed
titled “The Torrent.”
by Monta Bell.

Broadway Acclaims Charles Ray
Capitol theatre audiences and the New
York press critics have united to acclaim
Charles Ray for his latest production,
“Bright Lights.”

Pathe
December 6 Releases Announced
The opening chapter of “The Green
Archer” heads the list of releases for
December 6. Others on the list are:
“One Wild Ride,” a “Gang” comedy;
“Hold Everything;” “The Bonehead
Age,” an “Aesop;” an issue of Pathe
Review and “Topics of the Day,” and
two issues of Pathe News.
Cook Completes “Furious Future”
Clyde Cook has just finished a comedy
titled “Furious Future” and will begin
Percy and
Eileen
another shortly.
Stuart Holmes have been engaged to
support Cook in his next picture.
First Run Houses Show “Dog’s Life”
“A Dog’s Life,” Charlie Chaplin reissue, has been shown at the Liberty,

and at Warners’ New York
Both are first run houses.
theatre.
Hal Roach Has 4 Units Working
The “Our Gang,” Charley Chase,
Glenn Tryon and “Hal Roach Star
Comedy” units have pictures in producThe “Star” unit is soon to make
tion.
two feature comedies, one starring
Theda Bara and one starring Lionel
Barrymore.

Kansas

Citv,

Adams Prepares for Semon’s Next
John Adams, Larry Semon’s business
manager, is making preparations for the
production of the next picture to follow
“Stop, Look and Listen,” which was
recently finished.

Paramount
“W omanhandled” Company

Returns

Gregory La Cava, director, Richard
Dix, star, and the supporting cast of

“Womanhandled” have returned to
Long Island studios from a location
to a ranch

the
trip

near Houston, Texas.

“Behind the Front ” Cast Augmented
Chester Conklin and Hayden Stevenson have been added to the cast of the
comedy “Behind the Front,” in which
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton are
co-starred.

Donald Keith Assigned Role

Donald Keith’s first Paramount assignment will be that of the iuvenile lead
Clara
Bow in “Dancing
opposite
Mothers.”

He and Miss Bow

were with the

formerly

B. P. Schulberg organiza-

man in a new picture to be
made from Fannie Hurst’s story “Untamed.” The picture will be directed by
her leading

Frank

Tuttle.

Technical Shots Completed

Cullen Tate has finished the technical
shots that are to be incorporated into
the
Goldwyn production, “Partners
Again With Potash and Perlmutter.”

—

Cameraman Honored

As

the result of a survey conducted by
Foster Goss for the American Society of
Cinematographers, Henry Sharp, cameraman for Douglas Fairbanks, has been
designated the best in the business. The
picture on which the decision is based
is

“Don Q.”

Universal

leading

man

in “Stage Struck,” will be

their first

“Phantom” Again
Following a successful run at one of
San Francisco’s largest theatres, “The
Phantom of the Opera” has been booked
for a return showing, which will be held
at the St. Regis theatre.
Two New Pictures Announced
“The Hidden Cabin” has been announced as the next Pete Morrison picture, and “Wives for Rent” is the studio

recently had
Stuart Blackton
Gilded
Highway,”

officials

view of the

“The

J.

which was adapted from W.
well’s story, “A Little More.”

B.

Max-

“Marriage Circle” Chosen for Revival
“The Marriage Circle,” starring Monte
Blue and Marie Prevost, is one of five
films so far selected for a revival showT ing by the Film Societv of London. The
picture was released on Warners’ 1923-24
schedule.

William Beaudine Returns to W. B.
William Beaudine, director, who was
lent to Mary Pickford early in the year,
has completed his Pickford assignments
and will begin work for Warners again.
He directed “Little Annie Rooney” and

“Scraps” for

Mary

Picjcford.

Frisco to See

of the
ginia A’alli.

title

next picture featuring Vir-

Hoot Gibson W ill Make “Chip”
Hoot Gibson is to be starred in a picture to be made from the popular Western novel, “Chip of the Flying U.”
Laura La Plante Has New Story
Laura La Plante has a new story,
‘Doubling for Lora,” from which to make
her next picture. William Seiter is selecting the players to support Miss La
Plante

in

the film version of the story.

tion.

W. De Mille Takes Print East
William De Mille has taken a print of
“The Splendid Crime” East. “The Splendid Crime,” made from a story written
by De Mille, is his latest production.
Lawrence Gray in New Swanson Film
Lawrence Gray, Gloria Swanson’s

arner Officers See “Gilded Highway”

Warner Brothers
production

United Artists

Fairbanks’

W

Warner Brothers
Rin-Tin-Tin Picture Praised

Following the premiere showing of the
Rin-Tin-Tin starring picture, “The Clash
of the Wolves” at Warner Brothers New

York

theatre,
newspaper critics
the
praised the production as a whole and
the peformance of the dog in particular.

Paramount Juniors Will
Earn $76,050 in 5 Years
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

1.

—

Para-

mount junior

stars given contracts
will earn $76,050 in Eve years. All
16 students gave Famous Players
written options on their services
for five years, preceding production of a Paramount picture in
which they will appear. It will be
made from an original story by
Byron Morgan under direction of
Sam Wood. The contracts, to be

those showing sufficient
ability, call for $75 a week at the
start, with increases in five option
periods until the final salary will

given

be $500 a week. Successful ones
will earn a yearly average of
$15,210 and $292.50 weekly.
Two of the students have been
Marian Ivy
given new names.
Davis of Atlanta, Ga., is now Ivy
Harris, and Harriet Krauth of
Medford Hillside, Mass., has been
given the screen name, Jeanne

Morgan.

December
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Copyright, 1925

This

is

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of exhibitor-written box

office

information.

“What

Address:

Street, Chicago,

the Picture Did for Me,”

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

was

F. B. 0.
THE

EDITION

LAST

Ralph

:

Lewis

—First

Welcome

COMET:

You

—

—

RIDIN’

reels.

— Small

—

WIND:

all.

—

THE WIND:

RIDIN’

°

such as “The Covered

Wagon” and
“The Ten Commandments” we raise

—

Our average attendance is about 45.
The attendance at “The Covered

praise this one like the rest of his pictures. He
and Silver King both slipped in this one, but here’s
hoping he does better in his next. I have played

them
one

all

of

Wagon" was

highest on record.
We have to be careful in choosing
and buying pictures for a small place,
like this and consider the “Herald”

this is very weak compared with any
others.
Five reels. H. J. Eagan,
Small town
theatre, Wautoma, Wis.

and

—

his

American

—

my

patronage.

SMOOTH AS

Evelyn Brent— Good
crook story for Saturday night. Plenty of action,

David

tre,

City,

Neb.

HANAN

SCAR

Community

F. Jenkins,

:

— General

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

start

to

finish.

story
Aley,
General patronage.

reels.

—

Fred

— M.

J.

Thomson— Good

—
— Gen-

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Fred

Thomson—

This is an up to date Fred Thomson
picture..
Five reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. General patronage.

—

THAT DEVIL QUEMADO:

Fred ThomsonWell, Fred has deserted the good old American
stuff

tas

for folderole, bell bottoms, sombres, senoriand “sich.” They looked at the paper and

passed by. What a pity. We had hoped he would
help us pay the rent this winter. Silver King,
like Tony, takes little part in this one.
Take it
from us “them’s” two smart bosses and are pretty
careful of their reputations.
McClelland,
E. W.
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

THE AIR HAWK:

—

A1 Wilson

—A

good action

picture, thrills and everything.
Good print. Went
over fine for Saturday night at Bellwood, my latest
acquisition.
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre,
David City, Neb. General patronage.

—

Richard Talfull of punch,
pep and comedy, not saying anything about the
suspense, action and thrills. We ran this as a
one cent sale and filled the house. I sold one adult
ticket for 30c or 2 for 31c

children 15c or 2 for
16c.
You ought to have seen the automobiles on
the street.
We are going to put a 1c sale on once
a month hereafter, as this gives a chance to ad-

— M.

J.

patronage.

—

THE DARK ANGEL:
told

me

and

I

—

Ronald Colman

— Many

the best picture they had seen this year,
think that way myself.
Played Armistice
Day to good biz. Eight reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre. Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

—

DARK

THE
ANGEL: Ronald Colman One of
the finest pictures we have had on our screen this
year. Miss Banky easy on the eyes and excellent
in her part.
Colman as the blind war hero also
good.
L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
General patronage.

—

THE PACE THAT THRILLS:

Ben Lyon— In

have heard about this one, and
what I thought about it myself, it sure pleased
those who saw it and the second day was better
than the first. What more could you ask ? Seven
reels.
M. J. Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.
spite of all that I

—

Ben Lyon— Was

certainly disappointed with this picture. Excellent
title and paper and very good trailer excited much
interest in it and drew good attendance, but the
picture is lacking very draggy. No kick. Looked
like misfire in direction to me.
Lyon not much in
this.*
good bet gone wrong somewhere. Moral
Watch your step when you play it and don’t

—

vertise your future attractions

A

and it don’t hurt
your business any providing you don’t give them
too often.
Next time we are going to show them
Buster Keaton in “Seven Chances.” Give them
a good show and you will be ahead. Give them
something punk and you will kill your business.
This is the first time we ever tried anything like
it here and we are going to try it at our other
house in another town. Five reels. A. C. Betts,
powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y. Small town

A-l and

patronage.

Bogota, N.

—
—

GALLOPING VENGEANCE:

Bob Custer— One
program Western plays and plenty of
Five reels. Nicolaides Bros., American

of the best

—
— General

action.
theatre, Scofield, U.

patronage.

—

Hou-

—
—

dini
Very good program. Six reels. Nicolaides
Bros., American theatre, Scofield, U.
General pa-

tranage.

LIGHTS OUT:

Special

—

cast

do not under-

stand this picture. What kind was it? But this
is
not the right picture for this town. Seven
reels.
field,

—Nicolaides
U.

— General

Bros.,

American

theatre,

Sco-

patronage.

—
—

THE FIGHTING SAP:

Fred Thomson Used
on my Western night and it seemed to please the
element that likes that stuff. Five reels. M. J.
Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
General patronage.

First National
WE MODERNS: Colleen Moore—Very
Miss Moore
this

is

vehicle.
theatre, Pipestone,

pheum

;

—

Minn.

good.

— General

patron-

age.

WE MODERNS:
leen

SHORE LEAVE:

—

—Fairly
—
—

Richard Barthelmess

good picture.
Can’t call it a knockout. G. J.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General
patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN:
finely done.
J.

— G.

— General

see

Seven

this

reels.

—

—

..Corinne Griffith Personally did
but reported as good by patrons.
L. V. Feldman, Orpheum theatre,

Minn.

— General

patronage.

WHAT FOOLS MEN:

—

Colleen Moore As usual, Colregistered at the box office, but this picture tl

is

Regent theatre,

patronage.

CLASSIFIED:
not

Stone—This

Lewis

J. Ritter.

Lewis Stone— A good

one.
C. M. Hartman, Liberty & Melba theatres,
Carnegie, Okla. Small town patronage.

—

of action in this one.

Ky.

Russellville,

—A.

— Small

THE LIVE WIRE:

Doris

town patronage.

Johnny Hines— An

lent picture.

Johnny Hines

Comments

to

Feldman,

all

the good.

Orpheum

Kenyon— Plenty

Mitchell, Dixie theatre,

theatre,

at his

best

Seven

reels.

Pipestone,

in

excelthis.

— L.

V.

Minn.

General patronage.

THE LIVE WIRE:

Johnny

Hines

—Johnny

sure pleased them with this one.
Had them
chuckling all the time. The kind of entertainment
people are looking for.
Seven reels. M. J. Aley,
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan. General patronage.

—

and pleased them all in
Seven reels. L. V. Feldman, Orliked here

—

THE HALFWAY GIRL:
I

—

promise any knockout. Seven reels. Henry Reeve,
Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town patronage.

Pipestone,

HALDANE OF THE SECRET SERVICE:

—

YOUTH AND ADVENTURE:
madge— A fine clean action picture

reels.

:

THE PACE THAT THRILLS:

— Without

Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
eral patronage.

—

HUMBLE,

Canutt

The baby does good work, too,
Action every minute from
girl.
Book this. Five reels. W. T.

Film good.

L.

Las Pumas Theatre,
Las Pumas, Cal.

Has a good

film.
This is a very good Thomson Western with
He’s
Silver King playing his role to perfection.
in the picture all the time and Thomson does some

good work also.
and so does the

FRANK

thea-

patronage.

Yakima

doubt Canutt’s best picture.
with plenty of action. Five
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.

75, the

greatest aid.

SATIN:

comments good. —-A.

Seven

— General

BEAUTIFUL CITY special cast One of
Barthelmess’
best for some time. Was well received here and comments all to the good. If these
two stars cannot produce results at box office and
satisfy patrons if they have the right vehicle, none
of the others can.
Seven reels. L. V. Feldman,
Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn. General patronage.

—

to 'fifty cents.

Thomson— Can’t

Fred

of a large

We

Action and thrills are not missing.
Any exhibitor not running these Westerns is missing a good bet. Six reels. C. W. Bartlett, and
Son, Majestic theatre, Artesia, N. Mex. General
patronage.
to please

fairy story stuff, I guess.
Alely, Regent theatre, Kan.

—

hydro-electric plant.
have our own theatre and give
two shows nightly, twice a week. The
price of admission is thirty cents for
adults; children free.
On specials

comedy

sufficient

is

lies)

Thompson—All

Fred

There

fine.

“What

enclosed some rethe Picture Did for

This is only a small place with a
population of about ninety, consisting
mostly of employees (and their fami-

Bob Custer— The best picture we have ever played from this star. Well
worth running. Five reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre, Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

THE

find

ence.

THAT MAN JACK:

RIDING

Had

new

to the Circle

Me.” These are my first reports, as
I have always hesitated about sending in any due to the size of my audi-

town patronage.

Thomson’s are

will

ports for

Yakima Cannutt—

good Western to average business. Five
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.

—

sad disappointment to the Colleen Moore
a few walkouts, which is something
on her pictures. Too much highbrow and

a

fans.

four reels p&or, last three extra good. Had a few
walkouts early, but those who remained to see it
Seven reels. M. J. Aley,
all pronounced it okay.
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan. General partonage.

THE

South Dearborn

III.

THE SCARLET WEST:

—

cast— A very
of the name
“big.”
It is plain to see that it was independently made that is, it is not produced by First
National.
Photography poor but the picture is
sincerely made and well worth while.
The cast
fine throughout.
Nine reels. Henry Reeve, Star
atre, Menard, Tex.
Small town patronage.
good

Western

production

Special

worthy

;

—

—

—AA

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY:
Silver

ver,

Milton Sills
Bert SilGreenville, Mich.

Pleased them

splendid program.

Family

theatre,

all.

—

General patronage.

THE MAKING OF O’MALLEY:

Milton SillsHeavy rain and stiff opposition caused light busiEight
ness, but this is an excellent production.
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

THE WHITE MONKEY:

Barbara LaMarr—

Will they ever quit making this
fair picture.
kind of pictures ? Seven reels. E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—

THE WHITE MONKEY:

—

Barbara

LaMarr—

Used on Sunday and received many favorable
comments. Seven reels. M. J. Babin, Fairyland
General patronage.
theatre. White Castle, La.
ONE YEAR TO LIVE: Aileen Pringle—The
Good to fill in for
usual Pringle twist to this.
one day. Society stuff. No one said good or bad.

—
—

Six

reels.

David

—A.

City,

F.

Neb.

—

Jenkins, Community
General patronage.

theatre,

—

—

THE LOST WORLD:
great

Story

picture.

—

Special cast I call this a
wonderful, cast could not

have been better. Everyone pronounced it wonThey told me so.
derful and they were satisfied.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE LOST WORLD: Special cast A big picture in every way that did not draw on account
of weather. Ten reels. Pace, Bouma & McGraw,
Princess theatre, Traer, la. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

LOVE’S WILDERNESS:

Corinne

Griffith—

good heart interest story. A dandy picture. Good
acting. Will get by anywhere. Good comments.
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City,
Neb. General patronage.

—

EVERY WOMAN’S

Virginia Valli—
Not a small town show. Had three women tell
me it was very suggestive, vulgar and repulsive.
This attack stuff don’t get by very well with some
of the women I notice and this one has that in

IN

Seven

Wautoma,

reels.

Wis.-

—H.

J.

— Small

LIFE:

Eagan, American
town patronage.

THE HEART OF A SIREN:

— Pleased

.

reels.

—

25 per cent.
A. G. Witwer,

theatre,

Barbara LaMarr

Business very light. Seven
Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

good picture but
class

of

Corinne
I

— General

WHY MEN LEAVE HOME:

LEARNING TO LOVE:

Constance Talmadge—
Played one
Good clean comedy entertainment.
Everybody liked it, but not
day, November 11.
her best. Good comments. Six reels. A. F. JenGenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.
eral patronage.

—

—

LEARNING TO LOVE: Constance Talmadge
Women liked it men didn’t. Business very light.
;

—A. G.
Ore. — General
reels.

Witwer, Grand theatre. Rai-

—General

patronage.

—

—

SUNDOWN

—

Special cast This picture not as
:
big as they claim. You will see just a big bunch
of cattle. Nothing to it. No extra business. My
patrons did not care for this one. Nine reels.
Nieolaides Bros., American theatre, Scofield, U.
General patronage.

—

JEALOUS HUSBANDS:

HER HUSBAND’S SECRET:
of a disconnected story.

cast— Sort

Special

However,

it

is

well pro-

duced and has a good cast. Business below average.
Seven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

—

GALLOPING FISH: Sidney Chaplin They can
say what they want about comedies, but there isn’t
will make me any money, and so hasn’t
It is a very good offering, but a two
this one.
Action
reel comedy is all my patrons care for.
This is too light.
is all they want, and good story.

one that

Seven
ball,

reels.

—Rudolf Duba, Royal
— General patronage.

theatre,

Kim-

So. Dak.

THE WOMAN ON THE JURY:

Sylvia Breamer

—Very good picture and my folks showed

it.

They

to see this one and I think they were
Lots of action and humor. Pictures
all satisfied.
like this one give good lesson and entertain and
But
that is what we want to do business with.
I had rotten film and poor print, so think it hurt
again. Seven reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre,

came out

THE DESERT FLOWER: Colleen Moore—Very
Everybody enjoyed it. My, but I
good, Colleen.
like to show her pictures, for I know what to
expect a good crowd a good picture and everybody pleased. It leaves a good taste in your mouth
and you can look your patrons square in the eye
instead of hiding out as you sometimes have to do.
Seven reels. R. L. Newell, Idlehour theatre, MonGeneral patronage.
roe, Ga.

—

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak.

Lewis Stone—

—
—

nier,

1925

12,

patronage.

very good picture but not a drawing card for us.
Some of our patrons think the title should have
been changed to “Why Women Leave Home.”
Eight reels. Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
General patronage.

Seven

December

Earl Williams— A real

picture which touches the human heart and gives
It should be
a lesson to any married couple.
played in any theatre and good for the Sunday or
build up
this
would
like
Pictures
Night.
Family
It
the business, but should have better titles.
sure made my audience wipe their tears at a lot
Seven reels. R.
Good moral tone.
of places.

—

—

Kimball, So.

SALLY

Dak.— General

patronage.

—

This is
Colleen Moore Yah ! Boys !
the best she has made, if your people like entertainment and not critics’ blah. Advertised extenTold ’em if they
Everybody satisfied.
sively.
wanted to see Leon Errol up in the dizzy forties
I know
it would cost ’em five iron dollars a seat.
because I tried it once and I drew the 38th row.
I
However,
I’ve been mad at him ever since.
spoofed him this time by playing the Footplayer
and getting a ringside seat. Colleen, Leon and
Dan Mason very good. In fact, you can step on
this one knowing in your heart that you are not
spreading any of the old Barnum. What a relief
it is to run a show and know you have pleased
the crepe hangers and apple knockers an even
Sportlight from Pathe, “The
100 per cent.
Seven Ages of Sport,” started off the show and
with life. Nine reels.
contented
everybody
got
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.
:

A

—

-

W

MLERS SE LLS

in®

MADONNA OF THE STREETS:

IS

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

iiin id
ii

nsi

oo

ii

—

Nazimova—

good picture that drew fairly well. C. H. Cleeton,
Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo. General patronage.

—

George Billings
long for the young
Ten reels. J. F. Jorgensen, Community
folks.
General patronage.
theatre. Mount Hope, Kan.
wonderful picture.

—

A

:

little

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

i

George Billings

—“Ab-

the best picture, but no drawing in this town. I have played “Sundown” and
"Secrets” during this Fall and expected better
business of “Abraham Lincoln” but we had the
poorest business, and I paid too much money for
these three pictures. Ten reels. Nieolaides Bros.,
American theatre, Scofield, U. General patronage.

raham Lincoln”

is

—

—

—

THE LADY: Norma Talmadge This picture
went over very good. Eight reels. E. H. BrechGeneral paler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

—
—

tronage.

General patronage.

DECLASSE:

Breckler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.

patronage.

—

—

Colleen Moore If we could have more
pictures like “So Big,” some of the worries of the
To my mind Colexhibitor would be at an end.
leen’s acting in this picture not only surpasses
anything she has done heretofore, but is far ahead
of anything ever attempted heretofore by anybody in a similar role. I thought perhaps that
it was because I was partial to Colleen Moore that
this picture had such an appeal to me, but I
found my patrons were of the same opinion. My
advice is to book it and boost it. You can’t go
wrong. Nine reels. Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem
General patronage.
theatres. Cooper, Tex.

SO BIG:

it.

—A

•

EXHIBITORS HERALD

76

A

—A

—This was a very
any business on
—E. H.
Seven

SANDRA: Barbara LaMarr—Nothing
A woman who left her home and

Griffith

can't do

picture any more.

this

reels.

about.
to

become an adventuress.

to rave

husband

At the end he takes

December

12,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

77

Some beautiful settings and the usual
society stuff.
Some good comments. A. F. JenGenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.
eral patronage.
her back.

—

—

—
—
—
Alexander— A

THE LOVE MASTER: Strongheart Very good
acting of
Scenery beautiful
Strongheart very good. Seven reels. R. G. LeuSmall town
zinger, Movie theatre, Carthage, S. D.
patronage.
Northern picture.

;

BOY OF MINE

:

Ben

picture

everyone ought to see. Story of a man who was
a success as a husband but a failure as a father.
Acting of Ben Alexander very good. Seven reels.
R. G. Leuzinger, Movie theatre, Carthage, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—
—

-

THOSE

WHO DANCE:

Blanche Sweet

— While

not entertaining, the picture will hold the interest
Many thrills and some very
of your audience.
good acting. R. G. Leuzinger, Movie theatre, Carthage, S. D. Small town patronage.

—
—

SINGLE WIVES: Corinne Griffith—A splendid
entertaining program picture. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patron-

—

—

age.

SINGLE WIVES: Corinne Griffith—A very fine
high class society drama. Everything good about
it except some dizzy acting by Sills in the last
reel.
Of course, all of us old married bucks carry
on like that once in a while, but not out on the
screen where they can all look at us. Eight reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—

Norma

SECRETS:

Talmadge

— Speaking

of

I claim this is better than
Step on it. You never saw
Norma more beautiful or in anything more superb.
Her acting in this will knock your eye out, or at
least fill your old stone hearts full of the milk of
human kindness. Very fine. Eight reels. Wm.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

beautiful pictures, boys,

“Smiling Through.”

—

They
ge
COUr°

COM

1110 ' 1

Fox

.

THE FOOL: Edmund Lowe—Edmund Lowe

is

right on the top round of the ladder of success
Of course,
in this wonderful William Fox picture.
it is not a perfect picture, as it is not quite good
enough to sustain interest through 10 reels. However, most folks will sit through it and proclaim
Edmund Lowe, you are an actor. Ten
it good.
reels.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Ind.
General patronage.

—
—

Tom Mix—

THE EVERLASTING WHISPER:

So far head of "The Lucky Horseshoe," no comparison to it. It was up to the Mix standard, but
Some said
his “Lucky Horseshoe” hurt it for me.
they were afraid of more society stuff. Six reels.
Ray McGuire, Peery theatre, Darlington, Mo.
General patronage.

—

—

THANK YOU:

Special cast Good picture for
small town.
Invite all your ministers to see it.
Business better second day than the first. C. M.
Hartman, Liberty & Melba theatres. Carnegie,
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

EAST LYNNE:

Special cast A very good verDoes not end like the
sion of the old classic.
book and they all tell you so. If I were a producer I would make it like the book, sink or swim.
The story with the original ending has survived
Why try to improve it? Print and
75 years.
paper good. Eight reels. E. W. McClelland, Rex
theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE TIMBER WOLF:

— Action in
—
Tex. — Small

Buck Jones

Five
every frame.
It will please.
Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,
town patronage.

GREATER THAN A CROWN:

reels.

J.
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Edmund Lowe

to

y° ur

SUPP

—For a program picture
a dandy, and
Six
much better than so-called grand
— M. Bailey, Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont.,
this is

it is

specials.

reels.

Can.

— Small

town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE:
vertising reads:

aA

George O’Brien— Fox ad-

a question of entertainment, there’s no question about ‘The Iron Horse.’ ”
Your patrons will say the same thing after seeing
it.
Fox has a real picture in “The Iron Horse,”
but he overlooked the fact that it should have
been sold to the public. If you buy it you will
have to do all the selling to the public yourself.
When you buy this picture just remember and
make a deal accordingly with the film peddler.
High priced film should mean something else besides “just film in the can.”
Eleven reels. E. C.
Potter, Firemen’s theatre, New Hampton, Iowa.
“It

it’s

—

Neighborhood patronage.

MAN

AS NO
HAS LOVED: Special cast— Our
people do not care for this kind.
We will give
it credit for being a good one of its kind.
Like
“East Lynne,” it suffered in the transformation.
Some pretty good comedy relief. The sea fight is
wonderfully realistic. We were never very much
enthused with the story in the first place. The

D lS mbu^
Auctions
-

pro

g

—

——

firing squad is civilization's remedy for treason,
slow torture a relic of barbarism. Nine reels. E.
W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilan City, Mo.
Small town patronage.

Justice

—

about 10 per cent.
Grand Prairie, Tex.

Walker, Texas theatre.
Small town patronage.

J.

—

S.

THE WINDING STAIR:

..Edmund Lowe— Many
walked out on this one. C. M. Hartman, Liberty
& Melba theatres, Carnegie, Okla. Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

THE CYCLONE RIDER:

Special cast Best
picture Fox has given us since “The Deadwood
Coach.”
Plenty of love, action, speed and lots
of good clean comedy by the two Negroes. Seven
reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.

—

—General

patronage.

-

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS:

—The best Jones

Buck

to date. A Western all the
through.
Six reels. Ray McGuire, Peery
theatre, Darlington, Mo.
General patronage.

Jones

way

—

—

DURAND OF THE BAD LANDS:

—This

Buck Jones

a good Western. Photography fine. No
business on account of storm. Five reels. E. W.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. Small
town patronage.
is

—
—

—A dandy
Had an extra good crowd and most
of them told me
was good. Six
—Wm. E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. — Small
town patronage.
THE TRAIL RIDER: Buck Jones—A good
THE TRAIL RIDER:

Buck

Jones

good picture.

reels.

it

Western which pleased all the fans. Buck gets
better all the time. Good comments. Five reels.
A. F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City.

—

— General

patronage.

—

MY HUSBAND'S WIVES:

Shirley Mason OrJust broke even on the

dinary program feature.

rest of the overhead came out of my
So that’s that. Five reels. E. M. Biddle,
Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small town patronage.

The

rental.
pocket.

—

—

Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer

—

OLD CLOTHES:

Jackie Coogan Very good.
The best Coogan has ever made. Pleased 100 per

Many comments. Get
W. Bartlett and Son,

cent.
•
C.

—

N. Mex.

tesia,

— General

this one.

Seven

reels.

Majestic theatre, Arpatronage.

EXCHANGE OF WIVES:

Lew Cody— Rather

humorous

production depicting modern married
others see it.
Has no drawing power but
will please most people you can get in.
A.
I.
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark. Gen-

life as

—
—

patronage.

eral

EXCHANGE OF WIVES: Lew

Cody

—This

one

them pink. They are talking about it yet.
Lew Cody is just as good a comedian as he is
a villain.
Photography poor, very hazy. Seven
tickled

reels.

— M.

J. Aley,

Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.

General patronage.

—

GO WEST : Buster Keaton One of Buster’s
Clean and clever comedy of a greenhorn on a Western ranch with the serious faced
Keaton blundering into success in the usual manner.
I.
A. McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett,
Ark. General patronage.
best efforts.

—
—

LIGHTS OF OLD

—This

BROADWAY

:

Marion Davies

an

ideal vehicle for Miss Davies and she
over in great shape.
Pleased almost 100

is

puts it
per cent and this in spite of the fact that she
is no favorite here.
If they will only keep Marion
away from the king and queen stuff long enough
she will be a small town drawing card. I. A.
McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark. General patronage.

—
—

LITTLE OLD

NEW YORK:

Approves “Clean
Pictures”

THE WINDING STAIR: Edmund Lowe—Alma
Rubens is a good looking child, but the patrons
wondered what the picture was about. Interested

We

hardly ever do any writing to
magazines, but we do want to take
this occasion to heartily approve of
the letter you recently published from

Roy W. Adams of Mason, Mich., and
we truly believe that this man spoke
the sentiments of about 99 per cent
of the small town exhibitors of this
whole country. There is entirely too
much of this jazz stuff and wild night
life capers being forced on the public.
There are any number of pictures
being put out by the big producers
that are full of evil and rottenness
and displaying a side of life which is
participated in by a very, very small
part of the citizenship of the United
States; and we know that the small
town people don't want to see it, and
we do not believe that the small city
population want to see it, nor a great
part of the big city population. This
old plea of pointing a moral is all
bunk, and the producers know that,
too.

The

pictures that

when

don’t make money, are
pictures.
Andl the producers
know just as well what “clean" means
as you and we do.
As to subtlety, finesse and art,
when a producer makes a picture of
ordinary life as the horde of common
people know it, with heart interest
and wholesome humor that will draw
people into the theatre, please them
while there, and send them out happy

clean

and ready to come again, then you
have just about touched the heights
of finesse and art.
Or so it seems
Mr. Yug Brewster
says in his letter in your issue of Nov.
21st, these big producers own the
business, and they can do what they
please with it; but it does look as
though they might be just as willing

Of course,

as

make money

decent pictures as
off those that are risque and built
around jazzy night life.
Anybody
knows that the great mass of people
of this country would rather see pictures like “Girl of the Limberlost,”
to

off

—

—

— General

patronage.

Western.

class

Bad weather and

Roy W. Adams, Pastime

—

cast A high
poor business.

Special
theatre,

Mason, Mich.

General patronage.

TESS

OF THE D’URBERVILLES

— Story

Sweet

:

Blanche

very good but I think they should
avoid suggestive scenes in good pictures, as it
showed where Stewart Holmes was trying to kiss
Blanche Sweet in her room and next scene showed
when Blanche was leaving his house and next a
baby was born in short time. Of course, it is all
human but leaves kind of poor reputation for the
girl and the man and people don’t care for such

1925

12,

—

Marion Davies One of
Hooked up with

screened.

schools, churches and Women’s Club.
Business
satisfactory.
Eleven reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand
theatre, Rainier Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

—

THE RAG MAN: Jackie Coogan Good picture slim business to women and children. Poor
business. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
;

Mich.

;

—

— General

patronage.

THE PRAIRIE WIFE:

Special cast— A good
Average business for the seaRoy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

story well played.
son.

—
— General

Mich.

patronage.

THE MAN FROM LOST RIVER:

— Good

Special cast

for kind of weather.

This is a good one
Don’t let it pass if you want to
please your people.
These people sure give me

and then some.
good service,

and film

good condition.

in

—E. A. Emmert, Emmert
D. — General patronage.

S.

Six

theatre, Alcester,

reels.

THE SPOILERS: Special cast—Very good,
what we saw of it, but they sure gave us a poor
print.
The last reel has the best fight ever
screened.
My advice would be to play it if you
can get a better print than we did. Eight reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev.
General patronage.

—

THE WHITE SISTER: Lillian Gish—This one
should be credited with being away out there with
plenty of art and production, and it puts the
Catholic faith way out in front further than all
the priests in the world could do in years to come,
but the thing would not register at my box office.
In spite of this fact, I insist that it is a wonderful picture.
Eleven reels. W. H. Brenner,
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. General patronage.

—
—

LOVE IN THE DARK: Viola Dana—People
pleased.
Went out laughing and many
stopped and told me how good they liked it. Roads
not good on account of snow. Film in good condition.
Six reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.
well

—

—

Paramount
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE:

Douglas Macvery interesting picture.
Douglas does
Lots of action and comedy. C. M.
King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex. General
patronage.

Lean

—A

—
—

his stuff well.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE:

—A

Lean

Douglas Mac-

very high grade farce comedy that will
suit 99 per cent of your customers. We raised our
prices on this and were justified.
Seven reels.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
General patronage.

—

—

NEW BROOMS:

Bessie Love A very fine proplease any audience.
Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.—
General patronage.

gram

picture.
Silver, Silver

—

Will

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas

—
—

Meighan A usual Meighan picture.
Have had
them lots better. However, this pleased the most
theatre,
Winona,
of them H. A. Davitts, Dixie

— General

“The Rag Man," or any of Harold
Lloyd’s, than any number of pictures

Miss.

around the underworld of Paris
or supposed high society flappers
bathing in fountains at midnight.
You know what one of the big
things that is the matter with the picture business is?
It’s just too much
of the class of stuff that can be generally qualified under the heading of

is a very thrilling outdoor picture that is jam full
of action from start to finish. The log scene packs
quite a kick and in fact would call the production a leader of its type.
I. A. McCaskill, Crossett theatre, Crossett, Ark.
General patronage.

built

and we hope that you will keep
on hammering for more wholesomejazz

;

ness in pictures.

M.

L.

JUSTICE,

Oasis Theatre,

Marion, N. C.

patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY:

Jack Holt— This

—
—

Jack Holt— A very
Seven reels. Pace,
Princess theatre, Traer, la.
Small town patronage.

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY:

—

good picture and pleased well.

Bouma & McGraw,

A SON OF HIS FATHER: Special cast— This
picture held up good for a three night run. Clean
and just enough comedy to put the picture over.
As near a 100 per cent as possible. Seven reels.
A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la. Gen-

—

—

eral patronage.

A

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

—

:

we have ever

the best

to us.

Marion Davies

Special cast Picture
very good. Full of action and clean Western. Type
good for Sunday or any other day. Advertise it
strong and they will come to see it and they’ll
be satisfied, and that’s all we need satisfaction.
Eight reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So.

THE GREAT DIVIDE:

for

even

satisfy

they

—
—

THE GRFIAT DIVIDE

make money

and the pictures that

us,

but awfully good.
100 per cent entertainTen reels. A. C. Betts, Powers theatre,
ment.
Red Creek, N. Y. Small town patronage.
Old,

December
JANICE MEREDITH:

—

Dak.

-
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Neb.

—A—

picture of the West.

an entertainment and why remind them of these
many like that nowadays.
Hope they’ll get busy and start some real clean
pictures so a fellow can show them to families,
not only lovers or bachelors. Eight reels. Rudolf
Ruba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak. General

things, as there are so

—
—

patronage.

—

Buster Keaton A good
comedy. Much better than “The Navigator,” according to my people. I thought they would go
crazy when the avalanche of boulders chased Buster down hill.
Slim business. I can’t get them
out to see Buster. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronage.

—
—

—

SEVEN CHANCES: Buster Keaton This is a
very good comedy and Metro-Goldwyn sold it to
us right.
Seven reels. H. K. Allen, American
Legion theatre, Broadlands, 111. Small town patronage.

—

—

Special cast—
well but failed to

—

fine

make

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Special cast—
good picture and one that will please any H. B.
Wright or any Grey fans. Don’t be afraid of it.
Eight reels. C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burk-

—
— General

burnett, Tex.

SEVEN CHANCES:

Drew

any money, as rental was too high. H. A. Davitts,
Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss. General patronage.

patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Special cast— Good
picture but not worth money we paid for it. Seven
reels.
Pace, Bouma & McGraw, Princess theatre,
Traer, la. Small town patronage.

—

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Special cast— Here’s
The
stand a lot of advertising.
author’s name alone is a good drawing card. Also
stood a 40 cents admission, where Hastings, a
town of 14,000, charged 30 cents and didn’t bother
my crowd at all. Seven reels. George W. SumGeneral
ner, Paramount theatre, Harvard, Neb.
patronage.

one that

can

—

—

December
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1925

12,

Jack Holt— A real
Regent theatre, Bogota, N.

WILD HORSE MESA:
ture.

— G.

J. Ritter,

OLD HOME WEEK

—

Jack Holt— One of
common Western. Eight

Pace, Bouma & McGraw, Princess theatre,
Traer, la. Small town patronage.
reels.

HE’S

—

A PRINCE:

Raymond

—

Griffith

—Not

a

Awful. Five reels. Clark & Edwards,
picture.
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General patronage.

—
HE’S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith —No good
Seven reels. — Pace, Bouma & Mcfor this town.
Graw, Princess theatre, Traer, Iowa. — Small town
patronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:

Bebe Daniels—
an entertaining comedy drama. I didn’t
much for it but the crowd seemed to like it
and that is more important. Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak. Better class pat-

This
care

is

—

—

ronage.

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:

Bebe Daniels—

This one and “Wild Wild Susan” have made Bebe
Daniels in this town. It is good comedy and will
Paramount can make more
please everybody.
friends with these kind than they can with any
Seven reels. C. M.
of their costume pictures.
King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex. General
patronage.

—
—

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:

Bebe Daniels—
dandy comedy. Seven reels. Pace, Bouma & McGraw, Princess theatre, Traer, la. Small town

—

—

Spaid Sends “Best” List
I am going to give you a list of my

Cruze—We

James

It
played this three days to good business.
dropped off quite a bit on the third day of our
showing. It’s almost another “Covered Wagon.”
The work of Wallace Beery was fine. It is interTen reels. C. A.
esting from start to finish.
Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better
class patronage.

—
—

THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze— A commendable picture with a large share of credit due
to Ricardo Cortez. Wallace Beery and Ernest Torrence also good. Did not draw strong at box office
due to opposition and seemingly tiring of big
Ten reels. L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
Westerns.
General patronage.
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
THE PONY EXPRESS: James Cruze Jumping Jerusalem
A whole volume of history conAbsorbing entertaintaining a terrific wallop.
ing laughable thrilling very, very human and a
great plot. Ernest Torrence as Ascension Jones,
Cortez as a two-gun man
the preacher, is fine
Betty Compson, with vamp-paint disis superb
carded, is a darn sweet girl and hats off to WalCruze
lace Beery, the most likeable rogue ever
gives a wonderful entertaining epic of the Old
West which will linger long in one’s memory and
the American people should honor Mr. Cruze in
some unusual manner for his several wonderful
historic Western masterpieces, of which this is the
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
best.

—

—

—

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

—

—

General patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

James Cruze— In my

opinion, had this production been heralded as much
in advance as “The Covered Wagon” and given
the same publicity it would have been pronounced
by a majority of movie fans as the best picture
of the two, although Beery steals the show from
Torrence in this. Ten reels. Henry Sparks, Grand
& Gem theatres. Cooper, Tex. General patronage.

—
—

THE CROWDED HOUR: Bebe Daniels—A very
ordinary program show that was played on a
Saturday night to a fairly pleased audience. The
story is very weak and does not seem to get
Our patrons wanted to know where
anywhere.
We had a good print on
the title came from.
this.
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre,
Nazareth, Pa. Better class patronage.

—

—

THE CROWDED HOUR:

Bebe Daniels— Splendid picture with enough World War background
make
it
good
for
Armistice
Day run. Seven
to
reels.

—P.

G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

Small town patronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:
Marmont

Percy

— Good

picture of a more serious trend.
large Sunday business.
Seven reels.
Small
P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

Pleased

—

town patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS:

Betty Bronson—
Bret Harte story well produced and well liked by
a fair crowd. The star does not fit this part
She
as well as she would a more polished part.
just doesn’t look like a rough mountain girl.
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—
Better class patronage.

THE GOLDEN PRINCESS: Betty Bronson—
very good Western drama. A story of California
in 1849.
A good mining story and Betty is good

—

in this one.
Seven reels. C. M. King, Palace
theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
General patronage.

—

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:

A

clever little

comedy

Special cast—
that drew us good business.

—

—

THE LITTLE FRENCH GIRL: Mary Brian—

These
best pictures used in 1925.
are not “pretty good.” They are real,
honest to goodness, clean, good pictures.
When the public says good,
they must be good, and that is what
they said about these:
“Manhattan,” “Miss Bluebeard,” “Worldly Goods,” “North of 63,” “The Alaskan,”
“Fools in the Dark,” “Through the Dark,”
“The Reckless Age,” “Never Say Die,”
“Manhandled,” “The White Sister,” “Human Wreckage,” “Flaming Youth,” “The
Bedroom Window,” “The Three Musketeers,”
“Tess
Storm Country,”
of
the
“Going Up,” “The Little Church Around
the Corner,” “Code of the Sea,” “The
Signal Tower,” “Coming Through,” “The
Ten Commandments,” “Our Hospitality,”
“The Top of the World,” “The Fast
Worker,” “The Cyclone Rider.”
C. J. SPAID,
Chaise Theatre,
Senecaville, O.

good program offering that pleased my patrons.
Eight reels. Pace, Bouma & McGraw, Princess
theatre, Traer, la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

WILD HORSE MESA:

Jack Holt Extra good.
one that you can raise the prices on. I
advertised it heavy and doubled the price and got
away with it and it pleased everyone. No kicks
at advanced prices. Lots of horses and as good as
“Black Cyclone.” Seven reels. C. M. King, Palace, theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
General patronThis

is

—
—

age.

—

WILD WILD SUSAN

:
Bebe Daniels Did a
on this with strong opposition. Bebe
gaining favor right along with my patrons.
For a light comedy drama “Wild Wild Susan” is
as good as they make.
Six reels. Henry Sparks,
Grand & Gem theatres, Cooper, Tex. General pat-

fair business
is

—

—

ronage.

THE TOP OF THE WORLD:

—Heard

James Kirkwood
this.
Kirkwood

many good comments on

—

Seven reels. Frank L. Humble,
Las Plumas theatre, Las Plumas, Cal. Small town

fine in dual part.

—

patronage.

—H.

A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona,
General patronage.

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:

patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

:

is

WILD HORSE MESA:
Just a

—

Thomas Meighan This
the best Meighan
since “Back Home and
Broke.”
They liked it fine here and it pulled
them in. Seven reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Paoli, Ind.

picJ.

General patronage.
Holt’s poorest.
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Miss.

Special

—

cast—

This is extra good high class comedy and one
that makes them ask you when you are going to
have another one like it. Don’t be afraid to advertise it. Seven reels.
C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
General patronage.
THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES: Florence
Vidor Here is a nice clean little picture with
plenty of comedy.
Seven reels. E. H. Brechler,
Opera House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

THE
Cecil B. De
Mille This is the one picture which exceeds your
expectations.
Also one that is better than the
press sheets promise.
We made a new house record on receipts with this, but not a record for

TEN COMMANDMENTS:

—

—

town patronage.

attendance, due to a showman’s worst opposition
bad weather. If we had been served good weather
on our three nights run instead of a heavy downpour on two nights it would have been hard to
tell just how many would have come or how far
they would have come.
As for the picture we
can just add what others have said, wonderful
cast, wonderful story, made into a most wonderful
picture.
What impressed us the most was the
great drawing power and the wonderful attention
given by our audience. Special music by orchestra
helps very much to put it over. Ten reels. Wm.
Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind. Small town
patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD: Jack HoltPlayed this two days to fair business.
Do not
think that it is near the picture “The Covered
Wagon” is. Would rate this as just an average
production.
Seven reels. Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small town patron-

Mille Absolutely the most wonderful production I
ever ran or saw. A picture that will please 100
per cent and many will come every night to see it.
If you can get them to come it will please all. The
greatest picture of all time but does not draw any

—
—

—

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD: Lois Wilson—
very fine Western picture but lacks a long ways
"Covered Wagon.” Had bad storm so
money.
Film good.
Seven reels. W. A.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans. Small

of being a

—
—

lost

—

—

THE THUNDERING HERD:
money by not

advertising more.
pleased practically all who saw

Jack Holt— Lost
Fine picture that

Has more

it.

ac-

not compare with “The Covered
Wagon.” Certainly ends with a punch. Holt losing in popularity here.
Eight reels. Frank L.

but will

—

Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas,
Small town patronage.

Cal.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— The
people sure came out to see this Zane Grey and
enjoyed it 100 per cent. Eight reels. H. K. Allen,
American Legion theatre, Broadlands, 111. Small

—

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

James Cruze— It

draws, it is clean, it is entertaining nothing big,
but satisfies perfectly.
Six reels. J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town
patronage.

—

;

—

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas
—A fair picture that did not draw average
Seven reels. — Pace, Bouma & McGraw,

Meighan

business.

Princess theatre, Traer, la.

— Small

town patron-

age.

MANHANDLED

:

Swanson

Gloria

— This

show

as good as “The Humming
Bird” but better than the average Gloria Swanson. Very poor crowd owing to Hallowe’en night.
Seven reels. Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odd
Fellows Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y. General pat-

Not

—

—

ronage.

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

Gloria

Swanson—

The best Swanson since “The Humming Bird,” so
my patrons told me. Pace, Bouma & McGraw,
Princess theatre, Traer, la. Small town patron-

—

“The Covered Wagon.”

Eleven

lent.

theatre,

De

Film excel-

—W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
— Small town patronage.

Ransom, Kans.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

James Cruze—

;

—

ble, Las Plumas
town patronage.

theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.

— Small

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil B.
De
I couldn’t add much to what has been said.
100 per cent in every respect and should be
shown in every theatre. Ten reels. H. K. Allen,
American Legion theatre, Broadlands, III. Small

—

Mille

—

—

Miss

Him Too

Wliat has become of our old friend,

“A Fool There Was?”
lot of the

boys miss him,

as I do.

WM.

E.

TRAGSDORF,
Trags Theatre,
NeLIlsville, Wis.

—
Dix — This

town patronage.

MEN

AND

WOMEN:

Richard

pleased the adults fairly well on a Saturday but
fell flat with the youngsters.
Dix deserves much
better stories.
He would come up fast if kept
out of such inane stories.
Seven reels. C. A.

Anglemire,

“Y”

—

theatre,

—Better

Nazareth,

Pa.-

class patronage.

—

FLOWER OF NIGHT: Pola Negri If you like
Pola Negri you will like this one. This one and
“The Charmer” has made her very popular here.
Seven reels. C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.
General patronage.

—
—

—

FLOWER OF NIGHT:

Pola Negri Paid good
for this and pulled it off the first night.
Paid for two. Nothing to it. Some said the comedy was worth more than the feature. You can
judge what this feature is worth. Seven reels.
R. A. Shoke, Strand theatre, Moqticello, Ind.
General patronage.

money

—

NEW

I’m sure a

reels.

B.

Really two pictures in one, so bound to please. Excellent cast
fine photography.
Good story with a
moral.
Patronage not up to expectations due to
counter attraction and stormy weather, but I am
glad I showed it. Eleven reels. Frank L. Hum-

age.

We

Cecil

—

It is

town patronage.

was very good.

—

—

better than

age.

tion

—

LIVES

FOR OLD:

Betty

Compson—

Played two days to fine business in connection
with the American Legion on Armistice Day. Betty’s best picture for a long time.
It pleased both
young folks and old folks. It has the Armistice
atmosphere, making it excellent for that day,
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Naz
areth. Pa.
Better class patronage.

—
—

GROUNDS FOR DIVORCE:

Florence

Vidoi

Big Saturday business with a poor feature. A
two-reel comedy, Pathe's “Half Back of Notre
Dame,” saved the show. Yea! Pathe! Six reels
E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small

—

town patronage.

—

Another suie-fine
F.B.O.

winner

Box-

for you
TREMENDOUSLY POPULAI

Every time an exhibitor announces a new Maurice (Lefty)
Flynn picture there is a rush of business and crowds. Never
has any Star attained such an overwhelming drawing power
in such a short space of time as popular handsome Lefty
Flynn. As an athlete he stands second to none. As a ro-

figure, Lefty is truly prepossessing. The women and
flappers are wild about him, and the men admire his powerful and persuasive personality.

mantic

'Exclusive Foreign

Distributors.

R-C Export Corporation
723 Seventh Avenue
New York
FAD

>

Pictures

G.MB.K.

2S5 Fried richstrasse Berlin

Germany

JLC Export Corpi

2*77 DArblav

Sc Londaa

latest release “SMILING AT TROUBLE" is a dyedin-the-wool Flynn high-powered romance surcharged with
actions and big-time thrills. You can play it against ANY
competition in the industry. Go look at it at your nearthen you’ll
That’s the answer
est F. B. O. exchange.
book ALL the Lefty Flynn productions.

This

England
Rims FRO
OQ Faubourg St Honors Parts

Soctcre Anonyroc des

CASH
On

the

IN

NOW

Growing Popularity

of this Box-Office Star

Now

going like a house afire

Film Booking
723 Seventh Ave..

New York

Have you played these
sure fire “Lefty” Flynn Hits?

“Speed Wild”
High and Handsome”

Offices
Exchanges Everywhere

of America, Inc

—
—

—
—

-

;
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TRIUMPH:

— Roy W.
Mich. — General

Special cast

—A

December

1925

12,

good audience pictheatre, Mason,

Adams, Pastime

ture.

patronage.

TOO MANY KISSES:

Richard Dix— A good
show. Pleased all of a very small crowd. E. W.
McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. General patronage.

—
—

—

THE GUILTY ONE: Agnes Ayres Can’t give
this one much.
Slim business. Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theater, Mason, Mich. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE FAST SET Betty Compson A fair one
day picture that I tried to show two days with
very little success.
Couldn’t see much to it.
Neither could those who came out.
Six reels.
R. L. Newell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga. General patronage.
:

—

—

ICE BOUND: Richard Dix This paid expenses
and seemed to please. Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre, Mason, Mich.
General patronage.

—
—

—

FORTY WINKS: Raymond Griffith Very good
comedy. Just the kind that sends the people away
with a smile.
Seven reels. A. J. Steggall, Cozy
theatre, Fayette, la.
General patronage.

—

FORTY WINKS:

“Doc” C.
M. P. T.

Cook, manager of
O. Kansas-Missouri,

been an active figure
affairs
states.

the

C.

has

protecting the
of exhibitors of those two
(Photo by H. E. N.)

WELCOME HOME:

in

cast— Good

Special

—

light

Raymond

Griffith

— The

pic-

ture with forty laughs and many chuckles. Starts
serious and ends with a riot of fun.
Seven reels.
•
Frank L. Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plu-

maybe.

mas, Cal.

theatre, David City, Neb.

—

— Small

town patronage.

—

ADVENTURE:

Pauline Starke An excellent
Saturday night attraction for us. It drew much
better than I expected.
It has some good comedy
work in it by Pauline Starke, Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton. Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire,
“Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better class patron-

—

age.

THE LUCKY DEVIL: Richard Dix— A real
good show with racing scene in last reel full of
suspense and action. Seven reels. L. V. Feldman,
Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn. General patronage.

Joy A dandy picture that pleased young and old,
female and male. Some good shots of a fashion
show. Also some excellent comedy bits by Ernest
Torrence.
Seven reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y”

—

THE LUCKY DEVIL:
star’s best.

Dix— One

Richard

—H. A. Davitts,
— General patronage.

THE SHOCK PUNCH:

of
well for

Drew

The race very good.

two days.
Miss.

—

Dixie theatre, Winona,

Richard

Dix—A man’s

Above average but not a knockout, nor a
play.
special.
Action all on frame work of high building and there’s too much of it. Women would not
come and men were afraid of the fancy advertising on Paramount paper.
Our print failed to

show “The Shock Punch’’
prints have

—

— General

-

patronage.

THE GOLDEN BED:

De Mille— An

B.

Cecil

exceptional picture and one can see the master
hand in production. Very small crowd owing to
bad roads. Film fair. Nine reels. W. A. Doerschlag,
Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans. Small
town patronage.

—

ADVENTURE:

—A

—

but

fine picture

Special cast

had a whale of a storm so only had a dozen

in

— W. A.
— Small

Sure lost plenty. Seven reels.
Doerschlag, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
town patronage.
to see

—

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS:

it.

SACKCLOTH AND SCARLET:

Alice Terryreports on this and was
consequently a bit afraid of it. Maybe the morals
of this town are not what they should be for this
picture drew pretty well and gave good satisfacThe Western style of
It held them in, too.
tion.
paper helped draw them without a doubt and the
story seemed to take hold. It’s not a savory tale
Strong stuff well acted. Seven reels.
to be sure.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. —Small

Have seen many bad

Leatrice

—

theatre, Nazareth, Pa.

FORTY WINKS:

—
— Better class patronage.
Raymond Griffith — This was

our first Griffith but will not be the last. We had
a poor crowd but those staying away missed
mighty good entertainment. The print from Cincinnati rated as class C. Quite jumpy, and about
100 feet missing at the end.
Seven reels. Wm.
Martin, Patriot theatre, Patriot, Ind. Small town
patronage.

—

—

THE FRESHMAN

—
—

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd— This is a
very good Lloyd picture and gets the people in,
but Pathe gets all the money. Seven reels. E. H.
Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore, Wis.
General
patronage.

—

THE FRESHMAN

—

:

—

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd— Splendid
comedy. I believe the best Lloyd I have played,
but Pathe got the money and I got the experience, which I did not need.
but there will be a hereafter

I

couldn’t cash it
I don’t mean

and

—

town patronage.

THE DEVIL’S CARGO:

cast—A

Special

fairly

NIGHT LIFE IN

NEW

YORK:

THE NIGHT CLUB:
is

Griffith

Personally

—

— This
fail

I

—

MERTON OF THE MOVIES:

Glenn Hunter—

A

very good picture. Viola Dana saves this one.
do not blame our old friend in Nebraska in
being enamored of this dainty little lady. She is
Eight reels. E. W. McClelland,
there and over.
Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo. General patron-

We

—

age.

—

—

WHITE SHEEP:
make

to

Duck

it,

a

—

Glenn Tryon

—When they

try

comedy of five or six reels and try too
it funny they succeed in making a
silly.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
patronage.

BLACK CYCLONE:

Rex— This is a very attractive picture and people like it.
I hand it to
the director on this. He has made a real picture
an animal story.
Pathe may worry about
their short features, but I am sure they will check
up enough profit off of this feature to carry a lot
of shorts.
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
of

Dak.

S.

—
— General

patronage.

—

BLACK CYCLONE:
six spools.
eral appeal

Rex About 4,500 feet on
It was a dud for us.
Hasn’t a genand business was off $10.00 from nor-

mal with perfect weather. Personally I enjoyed
the picture as a novelty but don’t care to see
another. It’s hard to enthuse over a picture that
cost a lot of money and drew less business than
your regular program stuff. Don’t pay anything
extra for this and don’t raise prices. Six reels.
I. R. Gavin, Hammond theatre, Hammond, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

BLACK

CYCLONE: Rex It would be good for
to run this picture because it is a
novelty.
Something different.
Rex, the black
horse, easily carries off the honors as the dashing
hero, but the spotted horse called the Killer, as
the heavy or villain, and Lady, the gray mare, as
the heroine, are also worthy of mention. Six reels.
Henry Sparks, Grand & Gem theatres, Cooper,
any house

— General

patronage.

Special cast— A1 ChrisIf you don’t like farces don’t read
This is one peach of a rip-roaring, high class
laughable farce. If you can get them once in (and
it always is hard to get them in on farces) they
will blow out the roof.
A wonderful cast for one
Nothing
picture.
All sure fine in their parts.
risque, but a few titles make you uneasy. Kissing?
Yep, heaps, but why not, with Wanda Hawley in
And believe me here is once when Wanda
it?
Jack Duffy as Grandpa is
gets into real action.
a scream and, of course, T. Roy Barnes and Harry
Myers, as comedians fit like a pair of gloves.
There’s Tully Marshall, always good, and Sylvia
Breamer, who is pretty fair tonic for a sluggish
Man, man, if A1 Christie could just make
heart.
over all the good stage farces, nearly all ruined on
the screen, he would furnish enough laughter to
In the
keep a theatre packed the year around.
farce game A1 is absolutely A-l. Philip Rand,
patronage.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General
tie

got as many good
hearty laughs out of this one as I ever did from
one of Lloyd’s. Six reels. Henry Sparks, Grand
& Gem theatres, Cooper, Tex. General patronage.
to get the laughs.

KIVALINA OF THE ICELANDS:

boys, unless you can get out of it under the pretext of an educational feature.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

:

special.

this.

—

Raymond

—

RECKLESS ROMANCE

Dorothy Gish-

a very clever comedy and one that doesn’t

Community

patronage.

Pro-Dis-Co.

—

Pleased a large Sunday business. We all enjoyed
the story and the work of Gish, La Rocque and
Ernest Torrence. Eight reels. P. G. Estee, S. T.
theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

F. Jenkins,

— General

—

Tex.

good program picture that carries a good moral
Would make a good picture for
lesson with it.
Eight reels. Paul B.
any night of the week.
Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—

—A.

:
Harold Lloyd This is the
only subject I was ever razzed on for overadvertising.
In face of all the glowing reports, I
don’t want to make an adverse report, because
this subject in a college town or where football is
popular no doubt is a wow, but I got more laughs
in one reel of “Charley’s Aunt” than I did with
seven reels with “The Freshman.” I had dozens
of patrons tell me that it was not to be compared
with “Charley’s Aunt” and it certainly did not
get the laughs that I expected. I did a good business and made some money, but I did not please
over 50 per cent of my patrons.
Seven reels.
H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

Harold Lloyd This one
but the exchange got all the money.
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. Small
town patronage.
pleased

reels.

THE FRESHMAN

—
— General

—

Harold Lloyd Perhaps not
Lloyd’s best, but good enough.
The football stuff
put it over for a house record here, but after paying Pathe and the printer there wasn’t much left
for me.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
Mich. General patronage.
:

Seven

hard to make
good part just
Bogota, N. J.

Pathe

but suppose some

itself

All the paper exceedingly poor,
hence hard to put over. Dix, however, took his
part mighty well and those who came seemed well
pleased. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
it.

are three officers of Capitol Enterprises at Kansas City, Mo. Left to
right: Dave H. Harding, secretary and
treasurer; Sam L. Harding, president,
and Phil L. Ryan, vice-president.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

—

domestic comedy drama. Good for one day. G. J.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

Here

C.

J. Kremer (left) has the Rialto at
Stanton, Neb., and M. E. Scruber
runs the Royal at Wisner. (Photo by
H. E. N.)

—

—
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TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson— A high
Western that was thoroughly enjoyed. Hoot
puts a touch of comedy in his Westerns that goes
over good.
Six reels. R. L. Nowell, Idlehour
theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

ROMANCE: Special cast— Very
comedy drama which didn’t hit with my
patrons very much and the box office showed it.
If your folks like comedy dramas here is a treat
If you
for them, and let them know about it.
Six reels. R.
get them in they’ll be satisfied.
RECKLESS

class

clever

—

—

—

A CAFE IN CAIRO:

Priscilla

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA: Lon
Chaney Good picture but not for small town.
Wish J had passed this one up. Ten reels.
C. M. Hartman, Liberty & Melba theatres, Carnegie, Okla.
Small town patronage.
THE GOOSE WOMAN: ..Louise Dresser— This

—

—

a fine picture. A little heavy but dramatically
very fine.
Capable directing and acting and the
author, Rex Beach, has drawing power at the box
office.
It is not like most of his stories, though,
so should be advertised emphasizing the drama,
not the action. Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Better class patronage.
is

—

—

Dean—The

—

—

LET ’ER BUCK: Hoot Gibson This picture
with scenes of the Pendleton Roundup is a bangup picture. Unlike the “cowboy” type Westerns,
this pleases the minister, the banker and the
school teacher. What more could you ask ? Drew
good crowd.
Six reels. Wm. Martin, Patriot
theatre. Patriot, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE: Special cast—Just
a good program picture, sold as a special to me.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK:

Special cast

Part of it
film was in very poor shape.
The
gone and short titles and very dull print.
Producers corporation do believe in hanging onto
That
rent
them.
long
they
can
the films as
as
film was ready for the junk heap six months ago,
Six reels.
so beware of old films from Producers.
Schaghticoke Amusement Assn., Odds Fellow
General patronage.
Hall, Schaghticoke, N. Y.

—

—

TIGER THOMPSON: Harry Carey— A

the best of all the Careys I have
Six reels. A. C. Betts, Beekman theatre,
Small town patronage.

Drew

ture.

played.

fine pic-

Dundee, N. Y.

—

—

A

THE HIGHWAY:

fine
Special cast—
OFF
picture, marred by two unnecessary and offensive
Also the paper is poor. Who cares if it
scenes.
Put Marguerite
is a Hunt Stromberg production ?

Motte, John Bowers and William V. Mong
on the paper and that will mean something to the
fans.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich. General patronage.

Henry Hower, manager

of the Victoria,
an Omaha suburban house, did so well
with “Charley’s Aunt” that he refused
to pose except with a one-sheet of the

Pro - Dis - Co
H. E. N.)
pheum

THE FLAMING FORTIES:

Harry Carey— This

about the poorest directed picture, 1 believe, I
ever ran, along with Carey as a has been. I can
Six
only rate this at 50 per cent entertainment.
reels.
E. H. Brechler, Opera House, Fennimore,
Wis. General patronage.
is

—
—

BAD COMPANY:
picture.

N.

J.

— G.

J.

— General

—

cast Just
Regent theatre,

Ritter,

Special

another
Bogota,

patronage.

United Artists
THE GOLD RUSH:

Charley Chaplin— Did not
register at box office in spite of heavy advertising.
Only fact that it is
First two-thirds draggy.
Otherwise nothing to it.
Chaplin holds it up.

Very weak story and
heavy rental.

Eight

little

reels.

Not worth
V. Feldman, Or-

action.

— L.

Minn.

Pipestone,

theatre,

(Photo

by

— General

pat-

feature.

ronage.

Hoot Gibson

—Fine

Western.

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
—A fine picture. Ran only one

vertising on this, as it will please the small town
theatre-goers as near 100 per cent as anything
you can play. O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

I’LL

Denny

—

—

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

—

—

THE TEASER:

Laura LaPlante

drama which

edy

day.
Struck a nasty rainy night, therefore did
not do as much business as otherwise. Too much
competition first night, so lost out on that. Ten
N. Y. Small town patronage.

theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

NO MORE WOMEN:
program

— Bert

picture.-

Greenville, Mich.

tre,

Matt

Moore

—A

good

Silver, Silver family thea-

—General

patronage.

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR:

Mary Pickreport this picture for a regular
program and not for a special as they rented to
Seven reels. Nicolaides Bros., American
me.
General patronage.
theatre, Scofield, U.
ford

—

will

I

—
—

THE BIRTH OF A NATION:

W.

Griffith—
This is a wonderful old picture and pleased as
near 100 per cent as any picture ever did. Played
house record each
it two nights and broke our
night. All you have to do is to let the folks know
you have it. They came for miles and went away
Print not in extra good condition but
pleased.
This picture did
will get by if handled right.
twice the business that we did with “The Ten
Commandments” at the same admission and got
Did not expert to
more favorable comments.
make any money on this at the rental we paid, as
we refused to tie up with any one, but the folks
ran over us and we had to run two shows each
night.
Twelve reels. O. F. Craig, Royal theatre,
Newark, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

D.

—

Reginald

they don’t laugh at this there is no
hope for them. It pleased 100 per cent for us.
Denny is assisted quite a lot by Bert Roach and
the laughs last from first to last.
Good crowd.
Seven reels. Wm. Martin, Patriot theatre. Patriot, Ind.
Small town patronage.
If

Mary Pickford

De La

—
—

—

Drew a good crowd and pleased better than any
Gibson we ever played.
Go strong on your ad-

—

—The

Acord— A new

did not draw, but the
an exceptionally entertaining

—
—

It never was in 5
says it is 5 reels.
reels.
It was originally in 8 reels, but they have
and
the 6 full reels
parts
cut out the over-snappy
The desert
I got made a dandy program picture.
(or imitation) scenes are very good and the acPleased everytion is well sustained throughout.
one.
Six reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trag’s theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Neillsville, Wis.

THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER:

..Art

house and

horse and dog make
feature out of it.
The horse has possibilities but
don’t believe the dog will get far.
Chas. Lee
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Better class
patronage.

R.’’

—

my

for

star

eral patronage.

“B. O.

—

THE CIRCUS CYCLONE:

Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, So. Dak. General
Patronage.
CHARLEY’S AUNT: Syd Chaplin— I saw “The
Freshman’’ at Hastings, Neb., and “Charley’s
Aunt’’ has more side splitting laughs in it than
any Lloyd comedy. There are various other good
points, as P. D. C. don’t ask you to mortgage your
show to get it and they are willing to let you
make a grub stake. Now, brother exhibitor, if
you haven’t bought it do it now and place the
same efforts and ads behind it as you do on a
Lloyd, and don’t run it one day, but three or four,
because every day the crowds get better and betHastings, a town of 14,000, had it booked
ter.
four days and had to hold it over Friday and Saturday to accommodate the crowds. George W.
Sumner, Paramount theatre, Harvard, Neb. Gen-

—

83

pleased.

—P.

— Small

G.

— Clever
Estee,

comS.

T.

town patronage.

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS:

Special

cast—

Here’s a dandy for Saturday program for small
towns.
Has everything and just what you want
for Saturdays.
Went over good. A. Mitchell,
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. Small town patronage.

—

—

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS: Special cast—
Good picture that pleased. C. M. Hartman, Liberty & Melba theatres, Carnegie, Okla. Small
town patronage.

—

—

LORRAINE OF THE LIONS:
Used

this

Special cast—
it pleased 100
a little different

on a Saturday night and

per cent. An entertainer that is
to the regular stuff.
Seven reels.
Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.

— M. Babin,
— General patJ.

ronage.

BUSTIN’ THROUGH:
an

average

theatre,

Pierre,

S.

Jack Hoxie— This is
Lee Hyde, Grand

— Chas.
D. — Better

Western.

class patronage.

A WOMAN’S FAITH:

Percy Marmont— If you
have a Catholic community book it and make
some money on it, but on second thought I do believe Carl Laemmle doesn’t really believe that
he can put out this picture and make an exhibitor
come back for more like it. A good advertiser
for the Catholic faith, good scenery and good

Universal
THE HOME MAKER:
from
T.

S.

—

Alice Joyce Splendid
angle.
Eight reels. P. G. Estee,
Small town pattheatre, Parker, S. D.

every

—

—

ronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE:

Hoot Gibson—

A

“rip snortin’ ” Western.
Boy, step on it, if
they care for Western at all. Outdrew “Friendly
Enemies” at the big house and put a tent show
on the blink. From here on Hoot Gibson goes in
my best house. Six reels. C. M. Hartman, Liberty and Melba theatres, Carnegie, Okla. Small

—

—

town patronage.

THE CALGARY STAMPEDE:
An

Harry McClure

with
Emporia, Kan.,
the Strand
was snapped while hobnobbing with
Harry Taylor, Universal branch manager at Kansas City, Mo. (Photo by
H. E. N.)
(left),
theatre at

identified

Hoot Gibson—

ordinary Western that will please majority.
Six reels. C. W. Bartlett and Son, Majestic theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Artesia, N. Mex.

—

—

—

Eugene O’Brien Used this on my feature night and it was as good as any I generally

SIEGE:

use on this night.
I find Universal stuff better
than any of its previous releases. Seven reels.
Fairyland
theatre, White Castle, La.
M. J. Babin,
General patronage.

—

the Rink Advertising
Milwaukee, Wis., was
snapped by H. E. N. on a Nichols tour
(Photo
of the Wisconsin territory.
by H. E. N.)

Irvin

Rink

Company

of

at

—A

—
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no good for the average small town.
Before booking be sure you have enough Catholic
Seven reels. George
people to make it pay out.
W. Sumner, Paramount theatre. Harvard, Neb.
General patronage.
THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny— They
It
told us that they liked this kind of picture.
pleased all. C. H. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee,
patronage.
Mo. General

—

—Here

House

—C.

— General

H.

Gem

—Good picture.

—

—

—

—

K—THE UNKNOWN:
entertaining

Virginia Valli— Good
Eight reels. Frank L.

picture.

—

—

fans. Five reels.
Pace,
cess theatre, Traer, la.

Bouma & McGraw,

— Small

Prin-

town patronage.
OH DOCTOR: Reginald Denny Very good
comedy. The janitor picked up more buttons of
all sizes and colors, ladies’ hats, false curls, etc.,
after this show than any comedy we ever ran.
Just one ripple of laughter from start to finish,

—

with a good thrill at the finish.
Seven reels.
A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la. General
patronage.

—

OH DOCTOR:
Patrons

Frank

Reginald
well

Denny

— Good

Seven

pleased.

—

—

DARING CHANCES:

Jack Hoxie—Failed to
fault of the picture.
This is good
picture with a good race. Five reels. Nicolaides
Bros., American theatre,
Scofield,
U. General

—

—

patronage.

BROADWAY OR BUST:
what

different

over good.

Frank

Hoot Gibson— Somefrom Hoot’s usual Westerns. Went

Received a poor print.

L. Humble.
Plumas, Cal. Small

—

Las

Plumas

Six reels.
theatre.

Las

town patronage.
Hoot Gibson—Noth-

—
—

—

THE RED RIDER:

Jack Hoxie Some beautishots in this.
An Indian drama. Business
was fair in opposition to a free show.
Five
reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
ful

—

—General

patronage.

THE SIGNAL TOWER:

Valli—

Virginia

very fine railroad meller.
Pronounced good by
everyone. Seven reels. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
Small town patronage.

—
—

theatre, Neillsville, Wis.

THE

SIGNAL TOWER:
feature

but

Virginia Valli— An

splendid railroad story.
Seven reels. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
S. D.
Small town patronage.

older

—

—

a

THE WHITE OUTLAW:
was a crackerjack for

us.

Jack

Some

cent.

—

THE

GAIETY

—

Mary

GIRL:

Philbin—This

didn’t arouse much enthusiasm or do much business.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,

—

Mich.

—General

patronage.

THE SADDLE HAWK:
straight
pleased.

Hoot Gibson—A good
Western picture which drew well and
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,

—
— General

patronage.

Vitagraph
COWBOY

—

GRIT

:
Pete Morrison As good as
any of his, and pleased the majority. The horse
and mule did some good stunts, but who wants
You can buy it cheap. If your
to see them?
patrons like Westerns it will please them. Five
reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,

—
Nev. —-General

patronage.

THE UNKNOWN LOVER:

Special cast—It is
no picture for a small town, expecially on Family

Night.
before
Gavin,

Hoxie—This

folks

came back

night after seeing the matinee just to get
another look at that horse and dog. Five reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.
at

—

We

Too much nakedness.
it

was produced.

Hammond

Lay

theatre,

off.

booked this
I. R.
Small

—
—

Six reels.

Hammond, Wis.

Special

cast—

This is a very good picture.
Everyone well
pleased and stopped on way out to say that it was
a good one.
If you want a good one get this.
Film in good shape out of Omaha. Six reels.
E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.

WILDFIRE:

—A

Aileen Pringle

fair picture of

the race track.
Not a special by any means.
H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss. General patronage.

—

SCHOOL FOR WIVES:

Conway Tearle—Ex-

ceptionally good picture. Many compliments from
patrons. Business better than usual. Seven reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

—

—

WILDFIRE:

—

This picture
Pringle
seemed to please for me. It is a typical Vitagraph
Should please anypicture with a good race.
where.
Seven reels. Ray McGuire, Peery theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Darlington, Mo.
Aileen

—
—

—

THE LOVE HOUR: Louise Fazenda Say felTitle fools you, but
lows 1
This one is there.
it sure is good.
Kept the house in uproar most of
Seven
the time.
Good comments from crowd.
reels.
W. R. Rock, Opera House, Oto, la. General patronage.

—

—

Pete Morrison—A light
Average business. Five reels.

RANGE BUZZARDS:
program Western.

—

A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

-

—

THE WHITE OUTLAW:

Warner Brothers
Special cast—A

RED HOT TIRES:

Jack Hoxie— Best
dog and horse Western Jack Hoxie ever played
in.
My Saturday night crowd just ate it up.
Not one bad report.
Five reels. George W.
Sumner, Paramount theatre, Harvard, Neb.

enough for me. Story, direction and acting all
Seven reels. M. Bailey,
that could be desired.
Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Con. Small town

General patronage.

patronage.

—

SPORTING LIFE:
feature.

&

Seven

reels.

— Good

average

M. Hartman,

Liberty

Special cast

— C.

Melba theatres, Carnegie, Okla.

patronage.

— Small

town

—Roy W.
— General

in it for my trade.
theatre, Mason, Mich.

patronage.

TRACKED

IN

THE SNOW COUNTRY:

Rin
most entertaining dog pictures we have had the pleasure of showing to our
people. If you want a good Northern picture with
a well educated dog, grab this one. Seven reels.
A. J. Steggall, Cozy theatre, Fayette, la. General
Tin Tin

— One

of the

—

patronage.

Tin

comedy.

very good

Not as good as "Bobbed Hair” but good

—
—

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS:

..Dorothy Mackaill—

Will get by.
Some good acting ; a little comedy
Parts of print
but somehow lacks the punch.
quite dark, otherwise film O. K. Seven reels. H.

—

—The

—

—

State Rights
A BROADWAY BUTTERFLY: Special cast—
Not for small towns. An assemblage of legs that
would make a blind man see. Direction places
plenty emphasis on the legs. Oh, they are good
to look at, but say, it gives your critics and reformers plenty material to harp on.
The producer added a goodly portion of suggestiveness to
help the thing along. While the picture has some
good comedy and acting, they added enough
drunken orgies, cigarette smoking women, indecent dancing and what not which offsets the
good features of the picture. All right for burlesque audiences but not for the family upon
which we small boys depend. Seven reels. H. G.
Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb.
Small town pa-

—

—

tronage.

THE

FIGHTING
FLAMES: Special cast—An
excellent program melodrama.
Put on as benefit
for local Vol. Fire dept, and did fairly well with
it.
Six reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

—

THE KNOCKOUT KID:

town patronage.

BROADWAY OR BUST:

ing for a Western play, but is a good comedy.
Six reels. Nicolaides Bros., American theatre.
Scofield, U.
General patronage.

—

patronage.

per

25

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE:

draw but no

east

as there

patronage.

about

Warren Kerrigan
The worst picture

J.

I

patronage.

U.

it,

have shown in several months, and a superJewel at that.
Seven reels. Jos. W. Springer,
Strand
theatre.
Elizabethtown,
Ind. General

Pleased

Las

H. J. Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis.—
Small town patronage.
EXCITEMENT: Laura LaPlante This picture
was very good but we had very poor business.
Not the fault of the picture. Was stormy night.
Five reels. Nicolaides Bros., American theatre,

sex

Special

night and glad of

Rin Tin
dog sure is a wonderful actor. Good
picture and good print. Played this picture Sunday, on our best day. If you book this picture you
will make no mistake.
Seven reels. Nicolaides
Bros., American theatre,
Scofield,
U. General

Mich.

Reginald Denny A very light
story but most of them enjoyed it and said it
was good. I figured it about Denny’s weakest
but I had many favorable comments. It is not,
however, to be compared with “Sporting Youth”
or “I’ll Show You The Town.”
Seven reels.

much

off

THE LIGHTHOUSE BY THE SEA:

THUNDERING DAWN:

clean

—

OH DOCTOR:

—
— General

Left to right: Carl Stewart, operator;
B. Fronkier and T. M. Steele,
J.
owners, and Cliff Adams of Jenkins
Music House, Kansas City, Mo., installing a new Photo-Player at the
White-Way theatre, Fredonia, Kan.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

reels.

L.
Humble, Las Plumas theatre.
Plumas, Cal. Small town patronage.

Scofield,

too

on an

it

Adams, Pastime

—

Humble, Las Plumas theatre. Las Plumas, Cal.
Small town patronage.
FLYING HOOFS: Jack Hoxie Pleased Hoxie

comedy.

Played

Lots

action.
Best flood scenes I have ever seen.
Seven reels. Frank L. Humble, Las Plumas theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Las Plumas, Cal.
TORNADO: House Peters This is very good
and has some wonderful scenery. Seven reels.—
H. K. Allen, American Legion theatre, BroadSmall town patronage.
lands, III.

of

Irene
This

picture.

know where

don’t

I

THE UNKNOWN LOVER:

excellent sattheatre, Higbee,

is

House Peters

an honest to goodness

is

Special
these guys carry their
brains when they put out pictures like that.
G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

patronage.

TORNADO:

town

A MAN WITHOUT A CONSCIENCE:

cast

—
—
Peters — Gave

Cleeton,

— Small

—
—

Herbert Rawlinson—
Very good police story. Business below average,
A. G. Witwer,
Six
reels.
conditions.
due to local
Grand theatre, Rainer, Ore. General patronage.

TORNADO:

Neb.

Scotia,

1925

picture should go over big anywhere. Irene Rich
Bought right from Warner Bros. New Orfine.
leans exchange. H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss. General patronage.

THE MAN IN BLUE:

isfaction.

12,

THE WIFE WHO WASN’T WANTED:
Rich

—

—

December
G. Selk, Selk theatre,
patronage.

acting, but

Mo.

—A

-

fair.

—

— G.

F. Ritter,

Jack Perrin— Just
Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.

General patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: Elaine Hammerstein
A regular thrill picture done in the oldfashioned way. If your folks like these thrilling
action ones, don’t pass this up, as this cannot be
beat.
W. H. Brenner, New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
General patronage.

—
—

—

THE ONE SHOT RANGER:
Film new.

Sunday, yet.

comments on

Pete Morrison—
Received many favorable

Very good.

this picture.

—

Rating 95

per cent. Five reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—

THE OVERLAND LIMITED:

Special cast—
rather better picture that just misses being real
good. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

—

THE
Joyce

PASSIONATE

ADVENTURE:

—Nothing to rave about.

Alice

Intended for a big
feature but misses fire. Entirely too long. G. J.
Ritter, Regent theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General
patronage.

—

THE POLICE PATROL:

—

James Kirkwood

Just a fair program picture. James entirely too
old for a hero policeman.
G. J. Ritter, Regent
theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—

—

THE PRICE SHE PAID:

Elaine Hammerstein
rave about. G. J. Ritter, Regent
theatre, Bogota, N. J.
General patronage.

—-Nothing

to

—

—

—

THE ROUGH RIDER: Buddy Roosevelt Good
This from Progress Pictures Co. of Milwaukee was about the average Western. Nothing big
but then pretty good at that. It will get by as
an actionful picture in a town where this type is
required. Five reels. W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto
theatre, Sharon, Wis.
General patronage.
film.

—
—

—

SUPER SPEED: Reed Hawes Didn’t see this
one but reports are O. K. A good action picture
that pleased my Saturday crowd.
Five reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe, Ga.
General patronage.

—

TOO MUCH YOUTH: Richard Holt Just
another picture. G. J. Ritter, Regent theatre,
Bogota, N. J. General patronage.

—

—

December
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THREE WISE GOOFS:

— M.

Serials
THE FAST EXPRESS:

Duncan Am on the thirteenth episode of this
Every chapter has
serial and it has held up fine.
plenty of action and an ending that brings them

Two

back.

reels.

—Jos.

theatre, Elizabethtown,

W.

—

Ind.

—Just

FIRST NATIONAL
Buster Keaton Not
some of his we have played. Three
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,

COWBOYS:

—

—A

Bonomo

Joe

very

good

filled

serial,

but, say, how they do come
have laid off serials, or never

hokum

—

Two

of Iowa’s happy exhibitors are F.
G. Stearns (left), of the Auditorium
at Corydon, and W. W. Booth of the
Strand at Belle Plaine. (Photo by
H. E. N.)

—

patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MYSTERY:

(Universal)

—

Joe Bonomo Finished this serial this week to the
most satisfactory run of any serial ever in the
The old hokum, but it held them each
house.
week, old and young alike. Am not a serial fan
myself but this one was good for the business.
Art may be O. K. but the box office tells what
Two reels. Henry Reeve,
they like and want.
Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

FELIX COMEDIES:
Very good.
my people. One reel. — E. H.

please

Opera

—

THE IRON MAN

—

Albertini —

(Universal)

:

Using this with a mixed program and it draws
very well, although many people don’t like any
kind of serial. However, this gets better crowds
than a regular feature. C. H. Cleeton, Gem theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Higbee, Mo.

—

—

PERILS OF THE WILD:

Joe

(Universal)

—

Bonomo This is a very good serial and one the
grown-ups like as well as the kids. Lots of wild
animals and always plenty of comedy. Two reels.
C. M. King, Palace theatre, Burkburnett, Tex.

House,

—
—

Jimmie Adams
comedy with some good gags

— C. A. Anglemire, “Y”
— Better class patronage.

reels.

Pa.

—A

(Universal) William
our first serial. We have played
ten chapters and it sure draws the crowd. You
won’t go wrong on this one. Two reels. Elmer
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General
patronage.

—This

is

—
—

WOLVES OF THE NORTH: (Universal)
liam Duncan Sixth chapter, holding its
Two reels. A. G.
against stiff opposition.
wer. Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General
ronage.

—

WOLVES OF THE NORTH:
liam Duncan

Wil-

own,
Wit-

—
—

— Holding

its

—

third episode.
A. G. Witwer,

They seem to like it. Two reels.
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

—

EDUCATIONAL
BARGAIN DAYS: Cliff Bowes — Audience

gigas good as

some so would rate it fair. Not
most of his others. One reel. H. G. Selk, Selk
theatre, Scotia, Neb.
Small town patronage.
gled

—

DOG DAZE

—
Bowes — This

about as
good as the average Cameo comedy that we have
been getting. Most all one-reel comedies are very
scarce with their funny gags.
One reel. C. A.
Anglemire, "Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better
class patronage.
:

Cliff

THE DOME DOCTOR:
as the other

Larry

Semon comedies.

is

—
—
Semon — As

It

new
His name

has some

gags and a lot of old ones repeated.
sure pulls in the youngsters.
Two reels.
Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
class patronage.

DYNAMITE DOGGIE:

A1

St.

— A.
— Better
John — A1

John uses those famous bicycles in
gets quite a few laughs thereby.

—
—

good

C.

St.

this
It

is

one and
a good

comedy. Two reels. C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theaNazareth, Pa. Better class patronage.

tre,

EASY PICKING:
Silver,

Silver

— General

—

Very funny comedy Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

patronage.

Two

Nazareth,

theatre,

—

THE

MOVIES:

—

Nothing
Hamilton
Hamilton not liked very
well here.
Two
-L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
General patronage.

much

to

it.

reels.

slow.

reels. —

NEVER AGAIN
Two

Lloyd

Very

— Pace,

theatre, Traer, la.

A1

:

—

St.

John

—A

good comedy.

Bouma & McGraw,

Princess
Small town patronage.

—

SOUP TO NUTS:

Excellent comedy.

Two

you can expect.

reels.

theatre, Pipestone,

As good

—L. V. Feldman,
— General pat-

Minn.

ronage.

—

STEP FAST:
was

a

name.

—

Jimmie Adams As usual, it
comedy under the Christie brand
Has some dandy laughs in it. Two reels.
good

C. A. Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
Better class patronage.

TOOTSIE WOOTSIE

:

Neal Burns— Some funny

Better than average Christie
comedy. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand thea^
tre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.
situations in

this.

—

—

—

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
A HELPING HAND: Jimmie Aubrey—This
better than the average run of Aubrey
Two reels.
comedies and seemed to please.
W. T. Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis.
little

— General

patronage.

—

Dinky Doodle
This is the
worst excuse for a comedy that ever appeared on
our screen.
They are razzing me about it yet.
If that guy would stay out of the ’picture and let
his cartoons do the work they would be 95 per
cent better.
One-half reel. M. J. Aley, Regent
theatre. Eureka, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

LAME BRAINS:
reels.

—Henry

Cooper, Tex.

—
—

RADIO RIOT: UP ON THE FARM: The
one

first

no good. “Up On The Farm” is a crackerLee moran on the edge of the skyscraper
with his mule is a positive knockout. You can go
the limit on this one. Two reels. E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre, Gilman City, Mo.
Small town
is

jack.

—

—

patronage.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
THE HANDY MAN
Good, to lots

:
of laughs.
Played with above program and it sure touched
the funny spot. Two reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D. General patronage.

—
—

THE HAUNTED HOUSE:

If

you want to send

them home laughing, get this one.
Sure was
good.
Two reels. E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—
—

PATHE
THE ADVENTURES OF ADENOID:

Good

—A. G.
Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. — General
patronage.
ALL NIGHT LONG: Harry Langdon — An extra good comedy.
This comedian has a style
his own.
Something unusual now-a-days. — Bert
short

comedy.

cartoon

Two-thirds

reel.

Witwer,

all

Silver

Silver,

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

General patronage.

—

DOG DAYS: Our Gang Our Gang comedies
are always good.
This is one of the best. Two
reels.
H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre, Winona, Miss.
General patronage.

—

—

—

DOGS OF WAR:

Our Gang Not as good as
Pleasant Journey” but pleased all anyway.
These comedies draw for us regardless of the
picture. Two reels.
Elmer Hughes, Opera House,
Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.

—M.

J.

Good as the average. Two
Aley, Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan.

General patronage.

—

NAVY BLUE DAYS: Stan Laurel A fair
comedy.
Two reels. E. H. Brechler, Opera
House, Fennimore, Wis. General patronage.

—
—

THE PACEMAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn—Number 11.
Just as good as a doctor. Two reels.
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Small town patronage.

THE PACEMAKERS:

Alberta

Vaughn— Good

—

—

—

FEET OF MUD: Stan Laurel Good comedy.
Kept the crowd in good humor.
Two reels.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. Gen-

—

eral

—

WAITING: Lloyd Hamilton Good. Two reels.
Pace,
Bouma and McGraw, Princess theatre,
Traer, la.
Small town patronage.

was a

fun.

of

“A

JUST SPOOKS:

Short Features

two-

it.

riot

patronage.

MISFIT ANGEL:

pat-

(Universal) Wil-

own on

fine

better

as

THE RIDDLE RIDDER:

in

Good.
Claimed by some
than “The Gold Rush.” Two reels.
Feldman,
Orpheum
V.
theatre,
Pipestone,
Minn. General patronage.
as
L.

Orpheum

Desmond

—A

LOVE GOOFY:
reel

THE RIDDLE RIDDER: (Universal) William
Desmond — A very good serial. Sure draws the

—

—

—

General patronage.

—

Wis.

KING COTTON: Lloyd Hamilton This was
supposed to be a good comedy. It did not bring
any laughs here in our house. Two reels. C. A.
Anglemire, “Y” theatre, Nazareth, Pa. Better
class patronage.

—

crowd. Can’t keep them away and, of course, we
don’t try to.
Two reels. Elmer Hughes, Opera
House, Mesquite, Nev. General patronage.

Fennimore,

Always

Brechler,
General pat-

A

theatres,

HIGH JINX: Very good. Something different
which gets a good laugh. Two reels. M. Bailey,
Strand theatre, Dryden, Ont., Can. Small/ town

ronage.

INTO THE NET:

(Pathe). Special cast— This
We have played
serial still holding good business.
Nicolaides Bros.,
reels.
Two
fifth
chapter.
the
General patAmerican theatre, Scofield, U.
ronage.

Gem

Sparks, Grand and
General patronage.

(Uni-

back for
run ’em,
If you
it.
I don’t believe you can
give this sister a run.
man
the
lose, and I have run more serials than
who invented them. Two reels. Wm. E. TragsSmall town
dorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
with

better print
theatre,

—

DEEP SEA PANIC:

patronage.

THE GREAT CURCUS MYSTERY:

Very good, and had

than on the feature. R. Duba, Royal
Kimball, So. Dak. General patronage.

—

—

Nev.

FOX

(Universal)

:

good

reels.

General patronage.

finished

little different

as

as

this and it held up
from the average run
O. F.
of serials and pleases the small town folks.
Small town
Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.

versal)

—

DAY DREAMS:

Strand
Springer,
General patronage.

THE GREAT CIRCUS MISTERY
Joe Bonomo
It’s a
well.

reels.

— Gen-

eral patronage.

William

(Universal)

—

Two

Just fair.

Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan.

J.

patronage.

FLICKERING YOUTH:
very poor comedy,
run.

Two

—
— General

reels.

Fennimore, Wis.

Harry Langdon

—A

as are all Langdon’s I have
E. H. Brechler, Opera House,

patronage.

—

THE GOOFY AGE:

Glen Tryon One of the
poorest comedies we have ever shown.
Just
started on this contract.
I hope the rest are better.
Two reels. H. A. Davitts, Dixie theatre,
Winona, Miss. General patronage.

—

—

HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME:

Boys! This
a pip.
Lots of new stuff. It was a riot and
saved an otherwise mediocre show.
Two reels.
is

M. Biddle, Strand
town patronage.
E.

theatre,

Paoli,

Ind.

— Small

HOT HEELS: Just average two-reel comedy,
which means nothing much to it. I have yet to
see my first comedy that will make them howl
with glee as Pathe claims theirs will do. Two
reels.
R. L. Nowell, Idlehour theatre, Monroe,
Ga.

—
— General

ISN’T

patronage.

—

LIFE TERRIBLE:

Charley Chase
Couldn’t see anything to this that was much of a
comedy. I did not hear but very few laughs now
and then by some kid. Don’t think it pleased
much. Two reels. M. J. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White Castle, La.
General patronage.

—

THE LOVE BUG:

—
Our
—A.

— Sure

gang

a dandy,

as the Gang always is.
F. Jenkins, Community theatre, David City, Neb.
General patronage.

LUCKY STARS:
think

much

—

—

Harry Langdon
one and believe it

of this
Langdon’s poorest. Two reels. L.
Orpheum theatre, Pipestone, Minn.

—

I

did

not

one of
V. Feldman,
is

as usual.
Alberta sure is cute and pleases the
fans.
Two reels. W. A. Doerschlag, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kan.
Small town patronage.

ronage.

THE PACEMAKERS: Alberta Vaughn—Number 10.
Very good two-reelers.
I am on the
tenth chapter and going fair but I think when I
finish this series that will be all for some time.
Two reels. Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
General patronage.
So. Dak.

PATHE NEWS: This reel is still, as always, a
mainstay here.
I wonder how many exhibitors
run through the News either through the projectors or on the rewind and pick out some
live item of interest to their patrons and let them
know about it? We find it is well worth while.

—

—
—

—

— General

pat-

——

——

-

—
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SAILING ALONG:
Buddy Messinger — Just
Not much noise from the crowd on this
Two reels. —A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.

We’ve done special work on several issues lately
with good results. One reel. Henry Reeve, Star
Small town patronage.
theatre, Menard, Tex.

—

—

December
fair.

one.

PATHE NEWS:

— General

I notice in the Herald issue
of November 14 that mention is made that football events in the News do not receive proper
notice from Exhibitors.
Pathe News No. 90 has
good shots of Red Grange and Penn-Ill. game.
The advertising I am sending you plays this up
and we ran a special slide several nights playing
up this bit as a big feature. It paid big. One
reel.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex.

Rainier, Ore.

Small town patronage.
cember 5 issue.)

UNDER A SPELL: Neely Edwards Pretty
good one-reel comedy. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.

Western.
program.

—

—

A RAINY KNIGHT: ..Mack Sennett—Have had
better.
A little too much overdone in parts.

— M. Babin, Fairyland theatre, White
— General patronage.
RIDERS OF THE KITCHEN RANGE: Just
One
—M. Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. — General patronage.
SAILOR PAPA: Hal Roach — Good comedy.
Sea story.
Two
—Nicolaides Bros., AmeriTwo

reels.

J.

Well known among exhibitors of the
Indianapolis territory are Mr. Pluez
(left), manager of the Pathe branch
at Indianapolis, and Howard Staylor,
Pathe representative.
(Photo by
H. E. N.)

reel.

J.

reels.

— General patronage.
SCAREM MUCH:
They laughed heartily.
Average slapstick. Two reels. — R. Gavin, Hamcan theatre, Scofield, U.

I.

mond

Hammond, Wis.

theatre,

— Small

town pat-

ronage.

SHOOTIN’ INJUNS:

Our

Gang— Both

kids
and grownups screamed and howled on this one.
Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem theatres. Cooper,

—General patronage.
SHOULD HUSBANDS BE WATCHED?: CharChase —A good
comedy of domestic
One
— A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre, Rainier,
Ore. — General patronage.
Tex.
ley

life.

little

reel.

Am

Pushers,” due to the fact that the principals are
little fellows and not a bunch of big clods.
Two
reels.
Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—

—

HER CITY SPORT: Wanda

tre,

Scofield,

U.

—General

DAYS:

365
Silver,

Silver

patronage.

Jenkins, Community theatre,
General patronage.

—

—

General patronage.

TIRE TROUBLE

Our Gang

— Extra

good.
Old and young seemed to enjoy this one immensely. Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Rainier, Ore.

—

:

—

—

ZOWIE; LUNACY:

Sterioseopics
You can
buy three comedies for what one of these cost.
People don’t care for them. I figure I was out
what they cost me. C. M. King, Palace theatre,

Burkburnett,

—
Tex. — General

patronage.

This

is

man

a scream.

theatre,

Two

Dundee,

Charlie Murray—
reels.
A. C. Betts, BeekN. Y. Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

HELPFUL HOGAN
Charlie Murray— A fine
comedy. We find all these comedies good. Two
:

reels.

—A. C. Betts, Powers theatre.
— Small town patronage.

Red Creek,

N. Y.

Gordon-

Eddie

Wanda Wiley —Very

LOOKING DOWN:
Two

comedy.

reels.

—Nicolaides

—General

reels.

good

American

Bros.,

—
—
—
Darlington — Good

Beth

Darlington
Very
comedy. Arthur Lake in the cast and they
to like him very much.
Two reels. A. G.
wer, Grand theatre, Rainier, Ore. General
ronage.

BELOW THE BRIDGE: Buddy Messinger
Very good comedy, but Universal sends out rotten prints, all cut up film, which should be in
junk pile.
Hope they read this and take a
hint.
Seems as if they all think a man out West
can sell anything even if it is all shot. Two
Rudolf Duba, Royal theatre, Kinball, S.
General patronage.

—

reels.

LOVESTICK: Beth
Two reels. — P.

comedy.
Parker,

S.

D.

— Small

—

DOG BISCUITS:

One

date.

reel.

Eureka, Kan.

— M.

—

—

eral patronage.

DON’T WORRY:

Wanda Wiley—An

comedy that went over fairly well. Two
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,
General patronage.

HE LOOPS TO CONQUER:

average
reels.

Ore. —

Sullivan—
These seem to go over better than “The Leather
Billy

—

Larry Semon Very
good but old and too much hokum for my people.
believe in stuff Larry is putting out.
Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball,
S. D.
General patronage.

They don’t

—

—

Grand

S.

Regent

Aley,

—A

—
—

reels.

—W. T. Davis & Son,
—General patronage.

—This

Rialto theatre,

CLASSIFIED

Fair.
Nothing to rave
V. Feldman, Orpheum
Pipestone, Minn. General patronage.

Two

reels.

— Dandy

— L.

MAN

Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

$ 1 00
.

THEATRE WANTED
population

Theatre in town of about 5,000
Middle Western City.
Give full
Address Clyde Stewart, Beldenville,

in

Wis.

If

you have any kids

ELECTRIC SIGN

Josie

Sedge-

—

Buddy Messinger Very
good comedy that helped to put the feature over.
Played on same night as ‘‘Reckless Romance”
and it gave the people good excitement to go
home satisfied. Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre, Kimball, S. D.
General patronage.

—

—

THE ROARING FORTIES:
featurette.

—A. G. Witwer,
—General patronage.
reels.

ROLLING STONES:

George LarkinUsual business.

Grand
Charles

theatre. Rainier,

Puffy

— Pretty

comedy which seemed to please. One reel.
G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

A.
General patronage.

A ROYAL PAIR:

This is the worst comedy I
yet and people walked out
after it flashed on the screen.
Must say it’s
rotten.
Don’t see why they spent money on junk
like this.
Two reels. R. Duba, Royal theatre,
Kimball, S. D. General patronage.
theatre

—

NEW!

IT’S
theatre

The Lustrolite moving picture
The greatest changeable letter
announcement sign ever offered.
Just
sign.

electric

A

all metal sign,
glass letter, complete letter assortprice $300.00.
Easy terms which
allow sign to pay for itself.
Get our descriptive

think!

white

three line double-face

opal

ment included,

matter at once. CLARK BROTHERS SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC
SIGNS, 609 W. Fourth St., Davenport, Iowa.

patronage.

Good Mounted Police

.

TO LEASE:

—

:

little

—
— General

my

ADVERTISING

particulars.

ought to laugh. One reel.
E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville,
Small town patronage.

had in

Dunn

theatre.

good comedy that
reels.
A. G.
Ore. General

Two

Rainier,

THE RACING KID:

fair

Two

average

in the audience they

wick

Bobbie

:

from Progress Pictures Co. of Milwaukee was a
very good comedy and one that pleased. If they
were all as good as this we would be satisfied.

patronage.

theatre.

PREHISTORIC

—

Kept them

—

THE FAST MAIL MAN

T. theatre,

PLENTY OF NERVE:

Wm.

—

laughing.
Two reels. L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
theatre, Pipestone, Minn.
General patronage.

pat-

patronage.
about.
theatre,

MISCELLANEOUS
BULL AND SAND: Very good.

Charles Puffy’s best to
J.

A1 Alt
coming.

laughs

the

G. Estee,

:

—General

PIPING HOT:

Ore.

Arthur Lake Very nice litcomedy that pleased generally. One reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. Gen-

tle

—

TRAPS AND TANZLES:

town patronage.

THE MILKY WAY

Two

D.

Semon—Had

—

good
seem
Wit-

Ore.

patronage.

Larry

of them laughing.
Good and clean. These
people will treat you right, for they have my film
in good condition.
E. A. Emmert, Emmert theatre, Alcester, S. D.
General patronage.
all

patronage.

ANDY’S TEMPTATION:
The Gumps— Good
comedy. Two reels. —Nicolaides Bros., American

—General

reel.

—

Western that drew good business on account of scenes from Pendleton Roundup, Miss Sedgewick was Queen of 1924 Roundup.
Two reels. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier,

theatre, Scofield, U.

Larry

—About up to usual standard of these comOne
—A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre.
Rainier, Ore. — General patronage.

Billy Sullivan
Battling
Good story with plenty of action.
to please Saturday night crowd.
Two
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.

QUEEN OF THE ROUNDUP:

—
—

ROUGH TOUGHS AND ROOF TOPS:

Semon

edies.

story.

William
Desmond On the fifth episode and seems to be
going good. Two reels. M. J. Babin, Fairyland
theatre. White Castle, La.
General patronage.

—

is a fine comedy.
Some stunts in it. Two reels.
A. C. Betts, Powers theatre, Red Creek, N. Y.
Small town patronage.

Sharon, Wis.

patronage.

THE LOSER WINS:
cowboy
Seemed

Wis.

UNIVERSAL
THE ACE OF SPADES: (Universal)

Neb.

—

Witwer,

FEARLESS FLANNIGAN:

City,

Just a slapstick comedy. This fellow is quite an
acrobat.
They laughed aplenty.
Two reels.
Henry Reeve, Star theatre, Menard, Tex. Small
town patronage.

kept

PROD. DIST. CORP,

David

ITCHING FOR REVENGE:

LOVESTICK:

Snub Pollard Good comedy. Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

—

It

—
— General

theatre,

com-

Scofield,

STAGE FRIGHT
Our Gang — Good
Two reels. —Nicolaides Bros., American

comedy.

— Fair

reels.

theatre, Scofield, U.

:

Wiley

—Nicolaides Bros., American theaU. — General patronage.
HONEYMOON HARDSHIPS: A Century comedy.
was a good one for a change. — A. F.
Two

edy.

running these SunSOAP: Very good.
days now to the high brows and it gave all of
’em a laugh. One reel. Wm. E. Tragsdorf, Trags
theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

—

SPOOKS AND SPASMS:

Castle, La.

fair.

patronage.

VITAGRAPH
NO WEDDING BELLS: Larry Semon—This

patronage.

—

to fill out a weak
G. Witwer, Grand thea-

— General

—

—
—

—

Ore.

—A.

Bert Roach Very good short
comedy. One reel. A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre,
Rainier, Ore. General patronage.

PATHE REVIEW NO. 24: About up to usual
One reel. A. G.
standard of these subjects.
Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore. General
:

reels.

TENTING OUT:

See page 58, De-

THE PIEMAN Aesop Fable Good little carTwo-thirds
toon comedy that pleased generally.
reel.
A. G. Witwer, Grand theatre. Rainier, Ore.
General patronage.

Edmund Cobb—Action
Okay

Featurette.

Two

Rainier,

tre,

—

(Note:

patronage.

THE STORM KING:

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory Reabsolutely guaranteed.
Bargain.
Hertner
generator, Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

built,

FOR SALE: 1,200 upholstered chairs; 1,000
veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
reasonably priced.
Illinois Theatre
Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.

5-ply

OPERATOR AVAILABLE
OPERATOR AT LIBERTY

December 1, 1925,
non-union man, with 11 years’ experience; also
capable of managing house. Address B. K. Brady,
care Lewis Motor Companv. Erick, Okla.

December
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
—

D

D. H.

^

B. LEDERMAN, who has been with Universal for 17 years,
has been appointed district sales director of Associated Exhibitors.
Announcement of the appointment was made by P. A. Powers upon

Chicago November

EDERMAN

upon

entered

his

23.

duties

Chicago from New
York November 21. The appointment follows disclosure of a list of appointments
made since E. J. Smith took the helm of
the sales department of Associated Ex-

upon

his arrival in

hibitors.

Greatest experience? Raising a family.
have three girls and one boy.
Hurley and Harvey Day, both in from
New York.
Chester Lopatka, Cicero
exhibitor, very voluntarily added to the entertainment of the evening by bringing the
Cicero “Charleston” to Chicago.
One
of the very noticeable absentees was Earl
Johnson, Berwynite, who since he turned
his house into a “presentation house” has
been too busy totaling bank balances to
leave his theatre.
More than 220 were
in the party (counting three who wore
tuxedos).
Joe Abramson, secretary
of the Film Board, was responsible for a
I

.

.

executive left
time a member of the executive department of UniHe has
versal with offices in New York.
recently returned from South America
where he represented the Laemmle organization.
5k

ik

printed for showing before the banqueteers
left their table.
iff

jjc

5ji

ever a young man was toasted in
proper order Mednikow was he. ... Si
Greiver, Davie Dnbin and George Weinberg worked hours and hours in preparing
for the party but the evening’s success
Among
was worthy of the work.
others who enjoyed themselves were Ed
If

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

The International Newsreel picture which
was made at the testimonial in honor of
John Mednikow, new branch manager of
Associated Exhibitors, was developed and

.

.

.

.

.

good share of the evening’s
*

He discontinued
half years has resigned.
Although he has
his duties November 29.
accepted a position with a Chicago company the details of his new post have not
been learned.
^ Jk *

*

He

What
some of

a Thanksgiving Day it was for
the Chicago guests! Joe Skirboll,

production manager for Prank Lloyd, visited R. C. Seery, head of First National exchange. Not only did the day afford Turkey dinners but a theatre party was put in
for good measure.
*

*

*

Le Roy Alexander, supervisor of the
Midwest territory of Universal, was host
to Carl Laemmle November 28 when the
Universal head visited Chicago on his way
*

*

*

Langdon, who owns the Hub, Avon
and Alvin theatres announced December 1
It is the
that he has purchased another.
Oakley, on West Chicago avenue, formerly
owned by Salo Auerbach.

V'em

*

ager, who hasn’t been in New York for
almost two weeks left November 30 on a
week’s trip. “Some big conferences,” said
Henri. An announcement next week.”
5ji

Emanuel Cohen, Pathe News

editor,

was

Chicago Thanksgiving Day to supervise
the handling of the pictures of the football
game between “Red” Grange and Paddy
in

Driscoll at

East

sales head of the TheaEquipment company, 738 Wabash avenue, arrived from Detroit November 23,
spent the week in Chicago and left for New
York the following Sunday. His business
booming despite the fact that Boog’s
is
company is comparatively in its infancy.
J. 0. Campbell who has been with Renown exchange in Chicago for three and a

East.

success.

Henri Ellman, Capitol exchange man-

conference

the

.

.

Up to the day the Chicago
New York he was for some

for

tre

AN

his arrival in

T

By

left

November 29.
Meyer S. Boog,

Cubs Park. He
with “Jimmie”

later went into
Gillick, Pathe

*

*

*

Jack Rose has been in Chicago for a few
days after spending a mighty long time
(he says) out in the tall grass. Jack finds
that

selling

Warner

pictures at

the

front

door of the theatres is a little hard on him
Occasionally he is conin one respect.
fronted with some 200-pound exhibitor who
has received letters which were written by
(

Continued on page 90)

Managers
Facts and Fancies
About the Bosses of
the Chicago Exchanges
S.

J.

From Thumb Tacks

MEDNIKOW

We can furnish your theatre complete from

a

Associated Exhibitors
Nickname? Johnny.
Born in December, 1888, at Milwaukee,
Wis.
First ambition? To run an elevator in
a shoe store.
First job? Bell-

boy in a Milwaukee hotel and

to Organs

the

thumb tacks on your display boards

your lobby to the pipe organ in the

SEE

We

US!

in

pit.

are authorized distributors of products

of merit

;

manufactured by concerns

of national

reputation.

earned the neces-

come

sary $10 to
to Chicago.

We

Schooling? The

grammar
in

schools

PHONE

Milwaukee.

How

did you
into
the
picture

break

If

US!

motion
business?

motion

you are building a new theatre
you are remodeling your house

As

a
picture

operator
White

If

City.

nr
UI

at
In

Save You Money!

its

first

year

I

If

showed

“The Great Train Robbery.”
Next? Was with Celebrated Players

Then to Universal as a
salesman and after three weeks became
short features sales manager. Appointed
assistant branch manager when LeRoy
W. Alexander came to manage the exas a salesman.

of theatre

equipment

from thumb tacks to a pipe organ

WRITE

Get our estimate

first.

US!

Theatre Equipment Co.

change.

When did you come into your present
post? About November 13 when E. J.
Smith, new salesmanacer of Associated
Exhibitors, was here from New York.
(And they call Friday the 13th unlucky!
Ed. Note.)
Hobby? Pinochle.

you want any item

M.

S.

BOOG

738 So. Wabash Ave.

—

-

ALBERT

E.

BERGER

Chicago,

111.

-

:
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Brandt Reports Many
Installations of
Coin Machines

Art Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Capital Theatre, Hoquiam, Wash.
Majestic Theatre, San Antonio, Texas.
Majestic Theatre, Little Rock, Ark.
Enterprise Amusement Co., Ft. Worth, Texas.
Majestic Theatre, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Inter-State Amusement Co., Dallas, Texas.

Live wire exhibitors are giving more attention to the important subject of equipment than ever before. This is daily evidenced by the millions of dollars that are
being spent by theatres to provide modem
facilities for their patrons.

Los Angeles Opens an
Imposing Neighborhood Theatre

The box office is the display window for
the theatre and this is the first point of
contact with the public. The Brandt Junior wh ch is put out by the Brandt Automatic Cashier Company has readily found
its place with the up-to-date theatre manager.
;

This

company

announces

that

among

their recent installations, is the Metropolitan theatre of Boston, which is
England’s finest show house.
Other important
installations of Brandt Junior equipment
has recently been made by the following
theatres
Shea's Vaudeville Theatre, Ltd., Toronto.
Temple Theatre, Kane, Pa.
Apollo Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Regent Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
American Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Capitol Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Loew's New York Theatre, New York City.
Garden Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Masonic Theatre, Clifton Forge, Va.
Loew’s Palace Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Venus Theatre, Richmond, Va.
Hollywood Theatre, Portsmouth. Ohio.
New Center Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

New

Theatre Allowing More
Space for Projection
Hertner Finds

That Los Angeles

is following the lead
Chicago, Philadelphia and New York
into a new era of the entertainment business seems evidenced by recent theatre
building developments within the city.
The Forum, West Coast Boulevard,
Figueroa and Carthay Center Theatres

of

—

new and huge

residential district playhouses are direct evidences that Los Angeles has arrived within the sacred circle
of great cities with palatial outlying thea-

all

—

tres.

The Figuero

is

operated by Far

West

The

Hertner

Company

Electric

is

finding that it is quite a general practice
for theatres to allow considerable more
room in the projection room for equipment than in the past.
The original transverter, says John
Hertner, was necessarily designed as a
vertical machine, requiring only a miniamount of space. Of late, a majority of the orders for transverters
seem to be for the horizontal type although both types of transverters are

mum

available.

Among the recent installations of the transverter are the following theatres
Marshall Thea:

Maplewood, Missouri Crown Theatre, HousTexas; Loew’s Burland Theatre, New York,
New York; New Linden Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio; Kenmore Theatre, Inc., Buffalo, New
York; Princess Theatre, North Little Rock,
Arkansas, and Orange Theatre, Orange, New
tre,

;

ton,

Jersey.

Theatres, Inc.

The reason

the transverter is so genand used, it is declared,

erally specified

Solley Buys in Vivian , La,
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VIENNA, LA., Dec. 1.— C. M. Solley
has sold his theatre in Ashdown, Ark., and
has bought a theatre in Vivian, La., which
The
he has renamed the Solley theatre.
Herald wishes Mr. Solley success in his
new

that it gives properly maintained light.
also gives the most in candle power
for what you pay at the meter, says Mr.

is

It

Hertner.

Important Firms Use
Capitol Machine

location.

Many

uses

in

the

theatre

field

are

being found for the advertising projector

made by

Company
The company reports

the Capitol Machine

New

York.

of
that

many large concerns and theatre
chains are using the Capitol machine in
exploitation and advertising work.
Included in the list of users are such
firms as First National Pictures Corporation, Loew’s and Balaban & Katz.

Arnold Daly in Picture
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
NEW YORK, Dec. 1.—Arnold Daly, one
to

of

the

greatest

actors

on the American

been engaged for a part in the
Arrow production, “Borrowed Plumes.”
Daly made his stage debut in 1895, and
since that time has starred in many outstanding plays, including a number of
stage, has

George

Bernard

Shaw

successes.

He

played the leading role in the film version
of “The Man Without a Country.”

F. B. O.’s branch organization at Des Moines, Iowa, includes the following: Front
row ( left to right), G. Haugh, biller; F. W. Young, branch manager; R. C.
McCulloch, booker, and A. D. Jellineck, stenographer. Rear row H\ Baughman,
shipper; N. C. Rice, salesman; I. Dutton, salesman, and B. Tilton, contract clerk.

—

(Photo by H. E. N.)
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TO THE PRODUCT

INDEX

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Associated Exhibitors
Camille of the Barbary Coast : Oct. 17-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :Oct.l7-Ins.

His Buddy’s Wife:Oct.l7-Ins.

We

Moderns :Oet.l7-21.Nov. 21-17, 22.Nov. 28-Ins. Dec.

5-Ins.

What

Fools

Men :Oet.l7-20.

Why Women
Winds

of

Love:Oct.l7-20.

Chance :Nov.7-18, 19.

Never Weaken :Oct. 17-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Oct.31-Ins. Nov. 28-Ins.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Chadwick
Some Pun’kins:Oct. 24-22.

Producers

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov. 21-9. Nov. 28-14, 15, 16. Dec. 5-18.
Best Bad Man, The :Nov. 14-17.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec. 5-19.
Daybreak :Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.
East Lynne :Nov. 7-11. Nov. 14-14, 15. Nov. 28-14, 15, 16.
Everlasting Whisper, The:Oct. 17-12, 13. Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The :Oct. 24-13.
First Year, The :Nov. 7-11. Nov. 28-14, 15, 16. Dec. 5-16,
17.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Oct.24-16,17.
Enemy of Men, An:Oct.24-16,17.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Oct.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :Oct.24-16, 17.
Fight to the Finish, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Great Sensation, The :Oet. 24-16, 17.

Handsome

Brute, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Ladies of Leisure :Oot. 24-16, 17.
Lure of the Wild, The:Oct. 24-16, 17.
Penalty of Jazz :Oct.24-16,17.

TherNov. 7-11-

Fool,

Golden Strain, The :Nov. 28-14, 15. Dec. 5-16, 17.
Gilded Butterfly, The:Nov.28-14.15.
Iron Horse, The :Oct. 17-11. Oct. 31-8.
Lazybones :Oct.3 1-10. Nov. 14- 14, 15.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov. 28-14.

Thank You :Oct.l7-14,15.

What

Price Glory ? :Nov. 28-17.
the Door Opened :Nov. 21-8. Nov. 28-14, 15, 13,

When
19.

Wages

for

Wives :Nov. 28-14, 15, 18, 19.

Greiver

New Champion, The :Oet.24-16,17.
Price of Success, The:Oot. 24-16, 17.
Speed Mad:Oct.24-16,17.
Sealed Lips, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Steppin’ Out :0ct.3-51.0ct.24-16,17.
S. 0. S. Perils of the Sea:0ct.24-16,17.
Thrill Hunter, The :Oct.24-16,17.

Blackguard, The :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Othello: Oct. 31-79. Nov. 28-10 5. Dec. 5-89.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Red Kimono, The :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Wasted Lives :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.

Unwritten Law, The :Oct.24-16,17.

Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, TherNov. 28-9.
Prairie Pirate, The :Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov. 28-9.

Rocking Moon :Dec. 5-Ins.
Road to Yesterday, TherNov. 28-7, 9.
Roaring Rails rNov.14,10,11.
Seven Days :Nov. 28-8.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Simon the Jester :Nov. 7-16, 17. Nov. 28-8. Dec. 5-Ins.,
14,15.

Soft Shoes :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Steel Preferred :Dec. 5-Ins.
Texas Trail, TherNov. 14-1 0,11.
Tiger Thompson :Nov. 14-10, 11.

Sunset

:

Under Fire:Oet.l7-10.
Wolf Hunters, The:Oct.l7-10.
Warrior’s Gap :Oet.l7-10.
Worst Man of the Troop :Oct.l7-10.

Metro-Goldwyn-Maver

With Buffalo Bill at the U. P. Trail :Oct.24-82.
With Davy Crockett al; the Fall of the Alamo :Oct.

Exchange of Wives, An :Oot. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Go West :Nov. 7-Ins. Nov. 21-1. Nov. 28-1. Dec. 5-8, 9.

24-82.

His Secretary :Dec. 5-1.

Merry Widow, The :Oot.l7-l.Nov. 21-11.
Midshipman, The :Oct. 31-1. Nov. 21-11.
Mystic, The :Oct. 24-8. 9. Oct. 31-1.
Navigator, The :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8.9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.
Nov. 21-11.
Old Clothes :Nov. 14-1. Nov. 28-1 2, 13.
Pretty Ladies :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1. Ncv. 21-11.
Rag Man, The :Nov. 14-1.
>

Romola :Oct.31-l

F. B. 0.
All Around Frying Pan :Nov. 21-72,73.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov. 21-73.
Drusilla With a Million :Nov. 7-66.
Flaming Waters :Nov.7-66.
Happiness :Nov.7-66.
High and Handsome :Oct.31-71.
If Marriage Fails :Nov. 7-66.
Isle of Retribution, The:Nov.7-66.
Keeper of the Bees, The :0ct.l7-67.0et.24-79.0ct.31-

69.Nov.7-60.Nov.l4-18.Nov.21-5.Nov.28-22,23.
o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Oct.l7-69. Dec. 5-82, 83.
Ridin’ the Wind :Nov.21-73.
That Devil Quemado :Nov. 21-73.
Thundering Hoofs :Nov. 21-73.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The :Nov.21-73.

King

First National
Beautiful

City,
The:Oct. 17-21. Nov. 21-17, 19.Dec. 5Ins.
Classified :Oct. 17-20. Nov. 7-18-19. Nov. 21-17, 18. Dec. 5Ins.

Clothes

Make

the Pirato:Oet.l7-21.Nov.l4-Ins.Nov.

21-17,21.

Dark Angel, The :0ct.l7-21.0ct.24-20, 21. Oct. 31-20,
21. Nov. 14-24, 25.

Girl

from Montmartre, The :Dec. 5-Ins.

Graustark:Nov.7-18,19.
Live Wire, The:Oct. 17-20. Nov. 7-18. 19.

New Commandment,

The :Oct. 17-21. Nov. 21-17, 20.

Dec. 5-Ins.

Pace That Thrills, The:Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Scarlet Saint, The :Oct.l7-21. Nov. 14-26.
Shore Leave:Oct.l7-20.Nov.7-18,19.
Splendid Road, The :Dec. 5-Ins.

Unguarded Hour: Oct. 17-20. Dec. 5-Ins.

Corp.

Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Apache Princess Oct. 17-10.
Daughter of the Sioux :Oet.l7-10.
Courage of Captain Plum, The :Oct. 17-10.
Fighting Courage :Oct.24-18.
Fort Frayne:Oct.l7-10.
Gold Hunters, The :Oct.l7-10.
My Neighbor’s Wife :Oct,17-10.
Red Kimono, The:Nov.7-5.
Starlight Ranch:Oct.l7-10.
Tentacles of the North :Oct,17-10.
Tonio of the Sierras :0ct. 17-10.

Dist.

Bad Lands, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Beyond the Border :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Coming of Amos, The :Nov. 28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dec. 5-Ins. ,24, 25.
Dice Woman, The :Dec. 5-25.
Fifth Avenue :Oct.l7-16, 17.
Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Forbidden Waters :Dec. 5-24, 25.
Hell’s Highroad :Nov. 28-9.
Last Frontier, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
Lightning Rider, The :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Madam Behave :Nov. 21-14, 15. Nov. 28-9.
Man from Red Gulch, TherNov. 14-10, 11. Nov. 28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 5-Ins.
Night Hawk, TherNov. 14-10, 11.

Wedding Song, TherNov. 28-9.
Without Mercy :Nov. 14-8, 9.Nov. 28-8. Dec. 5-Ins.

Lee-Bradford
Davis Dist. Div.

That Royle Girl :Nov. 14-7. Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-3, 4, 5.
Trouble With Wives, The :Nov. 21-4.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov. 28-3.
Woinanhandled:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Woman of the World, A :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer lit Little Big Horn :Oct. 24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.
Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

With
With
With
With

Oct. 24-82.

Red

Seal

Reelviews :Nov. 14-55,56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

S~ven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Slave of Fashion, The :Oct.24-8,9.
^un Up :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Tower of Lies, The:Oct.l7-9.0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.

Nov. 21-10, 11.
Unholv Three,
11

The:Oct.24-8,9.Oct.30-l.Nov.21-10.

United Artists
The :Nov. 28-21. Dec. 5-22.
Little Annie Rooney :Nov. 28-20. Dec. 5-22.
Gold Rush, The rOct. 3-14, Oct. 10-19.

Eagle,

Wild Justice :0ct.l7-8.0ct.24-19.

.

Paramount
American Venus, The:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Ancient Highway, The :Nov. 21-3.
Coast of Folly, TherNov. 14-7. Nov. 28-4.
Cobra Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4. 5.
Enchanted Hill, The :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.
Flower of Night :Nov. 7-3, Nov. 14-7.
Golden Princess, The :Oct. 17-3. Nov. 7-3.
Hands Up :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.
:

Kiss for Cinderella. A :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.
Irish Luck :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.
King on Main Street, The :Nov. 14-3 Nov. 28-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct. 17-3. Oct.31-3.Nov. 7-3.

Universal
Ahead :Oet. 24-6, 7. Nov. 7-6, 7.
Nov. 21-13.
Calgary Stampede, The :Oet.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.Nov.21California

Straight

13.

Cohens and the Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-ll.
Goose Woman :Oct. 24-6, 7. Nov. 7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
His Peoole:Nov.21-13. Dec. 5-11.
Home Maker, The :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
My Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.

Phantom

of the Opera :Nov. 14-6, 7. Dec. 5-12, 13.
Siege : Oct. 24-6, 7.Nov. 21-13.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov. 21-13.
Sporting Life, The:Oet 24-6, 7. Nov. 7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.

Lord Jim :Dec. 5-3,4.
Lucky Devil, The :Nov. 28-3.
Mannequin :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4 .5.
Man Who Found Himself, The :Nov. 28-4.
New Brooms :Oct. 17-3 Nov. 7-3.
Night Life of New York:Nov. 28-3.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.
Ponv Express, The :Oct. 17-3. Oct. 24-4, 5. Oct. 31-4.

Two Blocks Away :Oct.24-6,7.
What Happened to Jones :Nov. 21-13.

Nov.7-3Nov.14-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.
Regular Fellow, A :Oct.l7-3.Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.
21-4. Nov. 28-4.
Seven Keys to Baldpate :Oct. 17-3. Nov. 7-3. Nov. 14-7.

Below the Line:Oct. 24-14, 15.
Bobbed Hair:0ct.l7-19.0ct.24-14,15.Nov.l4-12,13.

Nov

28-4.

Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-3, 4, 5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The :Nov. 28-3.

Ten

Commandments,

28-3.

The :Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.

Maris :Oet.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Alarm, The :Nov.7-7.Nov.21-13.Nov. 28-5.

Stella
Still

Warner Brothers
Nov.21-Ins.

Broken Hearts of Hollywood :Oet.24-14, 15.
Cave Man, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Compromise:Oct.24-14,15.Nov.7-8,9.
Fighting Edge, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Golden Cocoon, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Powers offered the keynote speech of the evening when the Chicago film men and exhibitors honored John Mednikow
with a testimonial dinner at the Congress hotel November 23. Mednikow has recently become Chicago branch manager of
Associated Exhibitors. The honor guest received a beautiful 12 piece desk set of sterling silver from the 200 friends who
attended the banquet.

P. A.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

Hell Bent for Heaven :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :Oct.24-14,15.

His Jazz Bride :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hogan’s Alley :Oct. 24-14, 15. Dec. 5-6, 7.
Honeymoon Express, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Inevitable Millionaires, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.

Lady Windermere’s Fan :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Limited Mail, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Little Irish Girl, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Love Toy, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Man on the Box, The :Oct. 24-14, 15. Oct. 31-12, 13.
Nov. 7-8, 9.
Night Cry, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Nightie Night Nurse :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Passionate Quest, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Pleasure Buyers, The :Oct.24-14,15.

A

Leader Needed;
Ruttenberg Responds
A “Herald” staff reporter

(

Jack
office.

didn’t
see it, but the “ Herald ” special reporter saw it. Thus in the version
(

Written by him exclusively for

Exhibitors Herald)

Red Hot Tires :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :Oct. 24-14, 15. Nov. 28-24, 25.

Although Red Grange was the
Nate
hero Thursday afternoon
Ruttenberg was the hero of the

Sap, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.

evening.

Satan in Sables :Oct.24-14, 15.
Sea Beast, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Seven Sinners :Oct. 24-14, 15.

Wife

Who

Why

Girls

Short Features
Educational
Fair Warning:Oct.l7-4.
Goofy Gob, A:Oct.31-16.17.

turkey, Thanksgiving. A
after we had taken
seats in the rear of the Keystone
theatre, on Sheridan Road, Mrs.
Lyon remarked upon the smell of
quietly
of
burning wood (so
course that none could hear her).
We waited. The air became pungent.
Three persons rose to leave.

few minutes

Two more
waited.

Kinograms:Oct.l7-5.Nov.7-15.Nov. 14-22,23. Nov.
in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.

My

Swedie:Oct.31-16,17.
Pleasure Bound :Oct.l7-4.
Soup to Nuts:Oct.31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The :Nov. 14-20,21.

Film Booking

Offices

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

Fox Film Corp.
All

followed quietly. We
than a dozen left

When hundreds were
feet, and being moved
spirit, Nate Ruttenberg,

on their
by mob

who man-

ages the 1,000 seat house, forced
through the crowd to the center
of the house. His voice, quiet and
determined, explained that “You

must

all

sit

down

quietly!”

He

explained that the smell of smoke
came through the ventilator from
outside where a chimney had been
pouring out the smoke. They sat!
A panic was avoided, a house
reputation saved.

Aboard :Oct.24-10-ll.

Big Game Hunter, The:Oct. 24-10, 11.
Business Engagement, A :Oct. 24-10, 11.

Cloudy Romance, A :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Fox News :Oct. 24-10. 11. Nov. 21-7. Dec. 5-20, 21.

Fox Varieties :Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.520 21
,

.

Heart Breaker, The :Oct.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Oct.24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Dec. 5-20, 21.

Love and Lions :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Oct. 24-10,
ll.Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.Dec.5-20,21.
Henry Stories:Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7.
Dec. 5-20, 21.
On the Go:Oct.24-10,ll.

O.

Shoes :Oct.24-10, 11.

Sky Jumper, The :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Strong for Love :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Sweet Marie:Oct.24-10,ll.
Transients in Arcadia :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Van Bibber Comedies :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov.

Day’s Pleasure, A:Oct.l7-Ins.
Dog’s Life, A:Oct.l7-Ins.Oct.31-66,67,68,72,74,76.
Nov.7-61,62,63.64.65.66.Nov.l4-71, 72.73,74,75.76.
Nov.21-68,69,70, 71, 74.75.Nov.28-89, 90,93,94, 98, 102.
Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nov.7-80.
Green Archer, The :Dec. 5-Ins.

H is Wooden Wedding :Dec. 5-Ins.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.
No Father

to

Guide

Him :Oct. 17-76.

Over There-Abouts :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 5-Ins.
Shoulder Arms:Oct. 17-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov. 21-Ins. Nov. 28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov. 21-84.
Sunnyside :Oct. 17-Ins.
There Goes the Bride :Nov. 21-Ins. Dec. 5-92.
Pathe News :Nov. 14-82.
Wild West :Oct. 24-Ins.

21-7. Dec. 5-20, 21.

Wrestler, The :Oct. 24-10, 11.

Universal

Pathe

Buster Brown Comedies :Oct. 31-19. Nov. 14-5.
International Newsreel Oct. 10-18.
:

Expedition :Nov. 14-71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76.
Nov. 28-96, 97.
Movies
Better
:Nov. 21-Ins.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.

two days

Airr'ndsen’s

Short Films Syndicate
Mutt

&

Jeff :Dec.5-10.

*

in

Chicago before leaving for the

Coast.
*

*

*

knows what hapwhen they finish college.
They go into the kind of work that
Louis Marks is in. Louis who is personal
representative for Carl Laemmle has been
Brumberg

says he

pens to cheer leaders

Chicago for two weeks dispensing cheer
and enthusiasm. “And it seems,” says Bill,
“the man is still plumb full of pep.”

in

*

*

*

Dave Dubin, Educational Chicago manager, left for New York to go into conference with A. S. Kirkpatrick November 28.
*

*

More

their seats.

28-26.

Maid

*

*

Bill

was the night we had eaten

much

so

Wasn’t Wanted, The:Oct. 24-14, 15.
Go Back Home:Oct.24-14,15.

town or change your name.

,

It

Silken Shackles :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Social Highwayman, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Three Weeks in Paris :Oct. 24-14, 15.

to either leave

in the Chicago
then, he says, is

Al Boasberg, F. B. O. sales promotion
manager, came flying in November 30 for

Lyon:

of Joe

Continued from Pace 87)

when he remained
The thing to do

*

There are 21 days left to do the Christmas shopping but George Dembow, Fox
branch manager, will need more than that
if he must continue his activity on the numerous Film Board committees for which
he has been laboring.

Johnnie Mednikow has announced the
lineup of assistants who will handle Associated Exhibitors product with him in his

new position. George Weinberg has left
Si Greiver of Greiver Productions to accept a position as assistant manager of the
The salesmen anChicago exchange.
nounced are: Harry Phillips, F. O. Neilson who has been transferred from the
South Side to the North Side, J. S. Scofield, E. A. Phelps and Ben Weisenbach.

Ann Russ who

“secretaried” for John in
the Universal office now occupies a similar
position in the A. E. office.
*

*

*

Walter Brown, once known to everyone
on Film Row as F. B. O. booker, finally
condescended to stop selling contracts and
visit his friends

November

28.

J. J.

Samp-

son says Walter is the exponent of real
salesmanship, and none there is who even
except Walter.
wish to deny it
.

.

*

.

*

*

Walter Koenig who succeeded Walter in
the F. B. O. office took over full charge of
the booking department December 1.

And according to the whisperings in the
F. B. O. office Jack Stein, intimately known
as a “financial wizard,” has been approached by prominent parties in the view
of assistance in the next B. & K. enterprise.

You know
Pictures printed

in

advance

on Eastman Positive

Film carry the photographic quality of
the negative through to the screen.
It

takes but a

—a glance

When you

in the

moment
margin

to check

tells

up

the story.

see the black-lettered identi-

fication “Eastman” “Kodak” you know in

advance that the picture will screen with
the brilliancy your audiences expect.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

HAL 'ROACH
CLVVE COOK
presents

in

“ Moonlight

A

and fio^eS’

Ttvo Reel Comedy

"Gluttons for Great flames and Sensational
Features” Found This One Good
“The

picture

is

Hal Roach’s ‘Moonlight and

Noses,’ and being a shott fun

him

holds them

it

very well considering that the Palace

ace house of the world’s music

whose patrons are gluttons

halls,

for great

is

the

and one

names and

sensational features.”
N. Y. Graphic’s review of the Bill for the

Week

of Sept. 30 in the Greatest

House in the World, The
New York City.

ville

Watch
If

Palace,

the fellow with the india rubber legs

and the long nose bounce
one.

Vaude-

it

best house,

his

way through

can get big laughs
it

can get them

in

in

this

vaudeville’s

yours!
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“The Boss

No

>

is

all

\
< <

smiles.

N

\
/

\ \

m

< < K

wonder,

After last
week’s business on ‘Exchange of Wives’ and the

\ >

S>

\JL
( / (

way

they’re coming in on
‘Bright Lights’ he ought

to be happy.

These Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

films

bring ’em in all right.

And

they always come out
satisfied.”

Jlsk the

man who

is

playing

cixQ-GoIdivun- viaver
i

Member Motion

=

U-

M.
8

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.— Will H. Hays,
President

m
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Not alone

;

9

in the Chicago Theatre, hut
Katz Thein almost every Balaban
atre yon will find a Wurlitzer Organ.

&

chief concern of every exhibitor is not what entertainment will cost, but what it will bring him. The
public is hungry for quality entertainment and they go

The

A

Wurlitzer Organ in your
it.
music, and better pabetter
assures
only
theatre not
Value.
Office
Box
greater
tronage, but

where they can get

Write for

Write for

Wurlitzer

Beautiful

Piano

Organ

Catalog

Catalog

CINCINNATI
121 East 4th St.

NEW YORK
120

W. 42nd

St.

CHICAGO
329 S.

Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO

DENVER

250 Stockton St.

2106 Broadway

LOS ANGELES
814 S.

Broadway

December

19,
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Ask Exhibitors!

<2

Ask
P aramount s new

^ v Spring Pictures
and wider than any

10)h'V

e

*s

Yourself 1
group of 1926

being booked faster

group, Spring or Fall, that
or any other company ever offered before ?

If you’re

an

exhibitor, you

Paramount

know!

YOU know how

wise showmen act when they’re offered
the first and only group of BIG PRODUCTIONS FOR
SPRING RELEASE ever known in this business/
30 Showman Specials, including a comedy release from

Harold Lloyd, “The Wanderer,” “The Vanishing
American” and at least 12 other long-run
right when you need them most/

gold-getters

EVEN with our formal announcement splash still to come,
far-sighted

pictures as fast

ITS in the
everywhere

snapping up this group of
as they can write their names*

exhibitors are

air*

It’s

the talk of the trade*

You

hear

it

ook

PARAMOUNTS

BIG SPRING

GROUP
Quick!
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own

Publication

Birmingham, Ala

...News

Mobile, Ala

...Register

Los Angeles, Cal

...

Times

Oakland, Cal

...

Tribune

Oakland, Cal

...Post

San Francisco,

...Post
...

Miami,

in

Fannie

ndmgly

Starts

ri'”>

^^

sL

more

.»>

— News

Chicago,

111

— Tribune

Chicago,

111

— American

the

Indianapolis, Ind

— News and
News

South Bend, Ind

...New Times

appealing

heart

idea
for an
$50 000
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Mo
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..Star
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..Globe
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Iowa....-Capital

Orleans,

Portland,
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Greater
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-Star
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Fort Wayne, Ind

New
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FANNIE HURST.

— Journal

Des Moines,

A-rAcan Novel of
Am^n
Great
.

Times Union
Herald

Ga

Louisville,

_

...

Savannah, Ga

Peoria,

Hu r& s

Times

...Star

Fla

Atlanta,

“ Story
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Fla

Enquirer

Examiner

Hartford, Conn

Jacksonville,
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Denver, Col

Washington, D.

C0"«st

the List of 70

which the Full Page
“Mannequin” was

in

2'Whata
campaign

is

1925

19,

$100,000 advertising

NEQUIN”

over the country!

tomorrow

That’s in

addition to the front covers,

double spreads and editorials

yot*r c0 f^

Liberty

has printed

own columns on

MANNEQUIN* &
Member Motion

“MAN-

in newspapers all

Picture Producers -and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

this

in

its

great

No wonder every man,
woman and child who can
read, eagerly awaits “MANNEQUIN!”
story.

H. Hays, President

December
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Key-Town Newspapers
Newspaper Ad on
run on December 1st

—

Town

Publication

Newark, N. J

....News

Y
Y

....Times

City

....News

City

....Evening Journal

Albany, N.
Buffalo, N.

New York
New York

Y
Y

Rochester, N.

Syracuse, N.
Utica,

...Post

Ohio

...News
..Dispatch

Ohio

boledo,

City,

...Blade

Okla

...Okla.

Ore

Portland,

Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,

and Times

...Oregonian

Pa

...The Bulletin

Pa

...Press

Pa

icranton,
3

...Post

Ohio

Columbus,

3kla.

...Beacon Journal

Ohio

Cleveland,

Standard

...Observer Dispatch

\kron, Ohio
Cincinnati,

and Citron.

...Dent,

Y

N.

Union

....News

...Times

rovidence, R.

I

...Bulletin

’rovidence, R.

I

...Journal

Memphis, Tenn

Dallas,

...Commercial Appeal

Tenn

Nashville,

...Banner

Texas

...News

douston, Texas
ialt

Lake

City,

...Chronicle

Utah Tribune

Va
Va
Seattle, Wash
Spokane, Wash
dorfolk,

_ Virginian

Richmond,

...News Leader

Milwaukee,

Pilot

...Times

...Spokesman Reviezv

Wis

...Journal

Coronto, Ont., Can.. ...Star

Winnipeg, Man.,

Can .Free Press and

Bulletin

Cdmonton, Alb., Can ./ ournal
Montreal, Que.,

Can ...Star

Four million people are now

reading “MANNEQUIN”
weekly in Liberty Magazine!
Fannie Hurst has never written such a gripping, vital human document! And what a
whale of a picture James
Cruze has made of “MAN-

NEQUIN.”
est,

Here’s the great-

surest box-office clean-up

of the season! Get
your theatre quick!

it

set at

5

!
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More than ever
the greatest b uy
Why has Fox been flourishing so healthily for 22

years

Because exhibitors have
always made a consistent
profit with FOX PICTURES.

;

Why have FOX PICTURES
been such money makers

Because they ivere built with
a very clear common sense
idea as to

what

the public

wanted.

for exhibitors?

Why

is

much
now ?

so

Why

Fox

attracting

Because they’re announc-

attention right

ing the greatest line-up of
material ever offered in this
industry.

are so

many

of the

Fox schedule points to

country’s shrewdest show-

men

all

Because the strength of the

now booking

sistently big business at the

box

office.

Fox Pictures?

FOX

con-

J>roJtits

19,

1925

December

19,
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No. 4

For Season 1926

—27

William Fox

The New York

stage hit

announces

by

HARRY Delf

A slice of American Life today!
Here's a

Home

Theme

that Hits

and Hits Hard

!

You and me and Neighbors
and Neighbor's daughters

1926-21 Pictures
)

Previously

— What

1

—
3—
2

Announced

(

Price Glory

Cradle Snatchers

One

and the daughter's sweethearts and what happens
behind the closed doors to

Increasing

Purpose

AND

IT

WILL BE A

half the

FOX PICTURE

homes

in America!

OF AMERICAN

LIFE!

Coming l
\

No. 5

Fox Film Go ip oration.
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More than

December
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1925

ever~

the greatest box office, values
afane
"Vhe,

This stage success was selected by
Because it has the story; called one of the greatest comedy

you play

dramas of human life ever written.

That

First -

seat filling value to

Fox

you before

it.

created such a flood of publicity-

the way FOX is selecting
picture material. Everything is
being done to deliver to you, not
just a can of film - but a few thousand feet of pictures that have, in

and word-ofmouth advertising, as to make the

addition to their great entertainreal ready made
ment value

FOX

audience value.

Secondly ~ The huge success of the
play all over the country - plus
its

two

solid years in

New

York -

paid advertising

picturization of

On

tremendous

is

—

“ the battle front ” ivith a neivly married couple,

^ CjOLDEN
JOHN

PreSCntati ° n 0l
o great Stage play
.

by Frank Craven.
Scenario bv Frances Marion.

MATT MOORE ^KATHRYN PERRY
Frank Currier
Margaret Livingston
and a ^rroundi^^of Popular Screen
-

FRANK BORZAGF.

fov profits
JOHN GOLDEN
^UNITHI
fox Film Corporation,

Production

December

19,
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More than evengmk'sl short subjuts

ffie

The

little

giants of the screen with the

world wide ready made audience value
-

O.

HENRY

Richard Harding

DAVIS
‘VAN BIBBER”

Comedies
The stories of the
most popular of

&

short story fiction writers. Eight
all

sumptuous

I

releas-

es a season.

A

!

gr

i

i

Comedies
ivith Earle

m

Another

Foxe

series of

a popular author’s

big

works totaling 8

hit everywhere.

a season.

IMPERIAL
COMEDIES

TheMARRIED
LIFEo/ HELEN
and WARREN

The

big laugh two
reelers. The type
that is big enough
to save the show if
your feature fails.

By Mabel Herbert
Urner
Tbe highly amusing

running in
leading newspapers.

stories

Now bookings

There are eight of
these winners a season.

‘Control Yourself,’

With Hallam Cooley
as the husband and
Kathryn Perry

coming

as the

Swells.’

bride.

‘Heavy*
20 pictures

a season.

All a part of the stupendous FOX
$2,000,000 short subject program
comedies personally supervised
by

George Marshall

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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_

prfec.
^
J

original

itself.

^

°

living t
for all
the
adapted for

is

Has
version
V'

in

glorious beau y

all its

kindness
perfectly

r1StMAS
CHb

” o4er "

’

of
characters.

holidays-

2nd

tremendous

the

(

'B

°
brknowledge

and admit*

1

V>ltc

Sn for this great

5th_B eC»»^-^
selling

TOXtiCket

caSt ‘

classic

lI\tO

r**<W§W,

BOOK
book

1925

Ttie

beauwith its

Ancient Ma

19,

PiC "*'' !

tKe
the
•,.4-Recausetheong

story
e of the
lst-Because

tiful otory

9—

December

n'

To'Da>

from the famous classic by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge

y oX

Him

rm-nnv atioru

IT

*Vay

—-

C014301

with
Leslie Fenton, Clara

Bow, Earle
Williams, Vivian Oakland, Nigel
de Brullier, Gladys Brockwell

to think

directed by

Henry Otto-Chester Bennett

ofprofits

December

19,
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t

knockout for the holidaysi
that's right!

They booked it
it once fot

said

LOS ANGELES

—

B. F. Keith offices
as they

The BOSTON,

booked

it

for

Boston, Mass.

Finkelstein

&

Rubin for

The ASTOR, Minneapolis, Minn.
The STRAND, St. Paul, Minn.
K. Hoblitzelle for

The
The
The
The

MAJESTIC, Dallas, Tex.
MAJESTIC, Ft. Worth, Tex.
MAJESTIC, Houston, Tex.
MAJESTIC, San Antonio, Tex.

SAN DIEGO
SALT LAKE CITY
KANSAS CITY

MEMPHIS

Fred Dolle for

The

ALAMO,

Louisville, Ky.
C.

Carr

&

The ARCADIA, Reading,

Pa.
R.

W. M. James

for

The JAMES, Columbus, O.
M. Comerford for

The STATE, Scranton, Pa.
The SAVOY, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Member Motion

Buckley for

The LELAND, Albany, N. Y.

Schad for

Grombachar

for

The LIBERTY, Spokane, Wash.
Wni. Goldman for

The RIVOLI, St. Louis, Mo.
The KINGS, St. Louis, Mo.

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

H. Hays, President
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Member

of Morion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

will

h.

hay s.

HOW DOES CECIL B. DeMILLE
MAKE

STARS?

HIS

The Qreat Producer who has

made many

of the Screen’s

Leading Artists famous, is
constantly discovering and de-

new

veloping

personalities for

your enjoyment.

C

DEMILLE

ECIL

B.
ing screen talent to

Wallace

Swanson

—

Reid — Thomas
all

flowering.

—

Meighan
Gloria
came into

of these great stars

own under DeMille’s

their

NEW WINNERS from

has a genius for bringits fullest

jglllj^Today DeMille
superb

gifts

direction.
|)

places before you the
of Leatrice Joy, Rod

Al

Christie

LaRocque, Vera Reynolds, Joseph
Schildkraut, Jetta Goudal, William

®° yd ^°^ ert Ames, and dozens
*

-'

Thomas Meighan,
Gloria Swanson —
mrde by Cecil

mounting the ladder that
eads *° ^ame 1° each one you will
discover some irresistible quality of
appeal
the endearing charm that
makes public favorites.
^

stars

H
gljP^

B. DeMille.

of

—some already famous, some

ot ^ ers
ra P idly

W

Wallace Reid,'

-

—

Watch for Cecil B. DeMille’s product ions, if you are seeking perfect
motion picture entertainment
the
finest type of stories magnificently produced and supremely well acted! Ask
at your favorite theatre when the next
DeMille picture is coming.

|s^

HL

—

B
B

Fresh and winsome—
Vera Reynolds capture* hearts everywhere as the lovely
little

heroine in ‘‘The
Yesterday”.

Road

to

Rod LaRocque’ s magnetic
personality
favorite.

makes him

Do

a

not miss see-

ing him in “The

Coming of

Amos”, “Bravebeart”,
Red Dice" or "Bachelor’s
Brides".

nation with

•

Above are notsj
Road to Yesterd]
f Leatrice

joy are unusu*

pictures,

“The Wedding
for Love" and

I”,

1

Made

Boyd, lovable t|
Center— jetta Go
ing. Bottom— Jol

successes

as splendidly!
screen as on the I
is

Madam Behave

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPOR
f. C.

MIINHOE. Tr

Raymond FAWiiy.

Broadway

ton
favorite,'

Ariel re

and

impersonator. Fast
and
rn the dual
role of

het
dmnty Ann
Pennington

champion Lover”
romrdy rnumph

V

AIChrist 'Vs
u, J°i
standard.
Warch for
'Ulure announcemerit

producers

CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer

JOHN

Foreign Di stnbu tors
Producers International Corporation
130 West 46th Street

New
C.

FL1NN,

York, N.

,

/)
S/

Y

Vice-President and General Manager

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

19,

1925

presented by

CECILB.

DeMILLE

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation
130 Wesf 46th Street

New

RELEASED BY

York, N. Y.

Member

PRODUCERS

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

WILL H. HAYS, President

December

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

character

Potion

wilfht^
at

15

mlettl a n -cr^t

J^s

ofZ ^

6

thnlle^Broad
°* d '
the cn

WARN E R
or
f
1 ^

/^» •

*

Silence
The mighty drama
ing the past year, has
cess on the stage.

Here

that held New York audiences spell-bound durto the screen to duplicate its astounding suc-

come

the most amazing crook story of a decade. It plumbs the
depths of the human heart, unfolding a drama of mystery, crime and
burning love that has thrilled hundreds of thousands during its recordbreaking run. It will thrill millions as a screen play.
is

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix from the Broadway

hit

by

^RUPERT
Julian
^production

Max

Marcin, directed by Rupert Julian.

DISTRJBUTINC CORPORATION
F.

C.

MUNROE.

President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President

and Treasurer

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

Vice-President and General Manager

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

19,

1925

1

ROCQU E
with

-TYRONE POWER
ROBERT EDESON -JEAN ACKER

LILLIAN RICH

Adapted by MARY

O'HARA

from the play

"STRONCHEART"
by WILLIAM C.DEMILLE

Ax

X
1
j

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE, President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice-President and Treasurer
Member

JOHN

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

C.

FLINN, Vice-President and

WILL H. HAYS.

General Manager

President

Foreign Distributors : Producers International Corporation, 130 West 46th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

December

19,

1925
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MONEY!
Are you

in the

show

business to make

MONEY?
Would you

refuse a

GOLD MINE if it were
offered to you?

a “Gol-

Well—here’s

conda”'"a gold mine of
entertainment.
Here’s an “El Dorado”
that will pour a torrent

of dollars into your box
office.

As

a stage play,

it

made

the producers rich.

As a picture, it will make
two dollars grow where
one was planted, for the
exhibitor

who books

it.

MONEY?
HERE

IT IS

—

A GOLD MINE!

an ALAN

HALE

production

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

MARY PICKFORD

ANNIE

11 TTLE

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

Directed bv
-

Great Box-office
Says Trade Press
“A {me
bet.

production and a great box-office

Has

genuine

unfailing audience appeal. It is a

Mary

Pickford triumph.

— M.

flock to see it.”

They
P.

will

Hews.

Annie Rooney’ spells entertainment
for the millions. Has all the earmarks of a
M. P. World.
picture that will please.”
<*

‘Little

—

“Should be a box-office

riot. It is

the sort

of stuff they

— Trade

Review.

“We

all

love.”

the world that

haven’t a doubt in

Annie Rooney’

‘Little

deal of money.

And

make a great
will make money

will
it

— M.

for the exhibitor, too.”

“

P.

Today.

Little

Annie

Rooney”
Spells

E ntertainment

Douglas
jQ/epH'
Chairnian

,

J$o<

19,

1925

December

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

JOHN W. CONSIDINE JP^
,

presents

THE EAGLE
Supported

byVWMk BANKY and LOUISE DRESSER
HANS KRALY

Screen Stoiy by

A CLARENCE BROWN

Production

Valentino’s Best

“ ‘The Eagle should pul Rudolph Valentino

bach on the throne he once occupied - that
of the greatest box- office value in films.

Beyond

a doubt

has done

it

is

in years.

fire of the

the best thing this star

He has

all

that

dash and

Valentino of old. ‘The Eagle’ does

not drag at any point.”

— M. P. Today.

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
'Mary Pickford

!

Douglas Fairbanks

Charles Chaplin

D. W.
Oiiram

Qriffifh
Qbrams

President.

HH

19
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December

19,

1925

December

19,

1925
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HERALD

DiePHAHTOM
OP THE OPERA"
with

Keng
ANEY^Maiq Philbin->Noiman
CH
LON
CARL LAEMMLE
A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION
°

ij/

)

The Story of

SALLY, IREN
(Constance Bennett )

Sally tells the new chorus girl to get herself
a man. “Look at me,” she says, “I’ve got
everything in the world.”

Irene deplores the

life

of her chorus mates

Sally and Mary. She has fallen in love with
a painter, who promises to marry her.

(Joan Crawford

But Mary is in love with a handsome boyfrom her tenement block. Jim is a worker
and poor. He comes to see Mary’s first show.

Rodman comes

to tell Sally that
to marry her chorus friend Mary
a release from her.

he wants
and asks

Mary, brought to her senses by Irene’s tragic
end, faces Rodman in his office and demands
that he take back Sally.

A

Great Pictiir

(Sally O'Neill)

Jim cannot believe that the girl in a rope
of pearls is his Mary. Another man in the
audience, Rodman, notices Mary, too.

4

Jim’s illusions about his sweet Mary are
shattered. But he cannot conquer his love
and waits for her with boyish faith.

But the show must go on. Poor moths attracted by the flame. Behind beauty’s mask
are tears.

Mary of the chorus longs for her Jim.

Rodman, who has given Sally “everything
in the world” holds a champagne party to
which unsuspecting Mary is invited.

Behind the scenes one night the chorus
learns that Irene, their Idol, has been killed
in an automobile accident.

//
1*

Mary can bear

it no longer. She flies to her
man. “Jim, take me back. Forgive me. Hover
you.” And to them comes great happiness.

24

EXHIBITORS HERALD

December

19,

1925

A Colossal Campaign to Help You Mak

JAN UARY

is

national

The great LAUGH MONTH drive is going
to make January the biggest comedy month
in screen history.

going to give comedies and other Short
Features a position of greater importance in
It is

the public’s mind.

going to give additional force to your
own advertising of Short Features all
through the year.
It is

—

But

MONTH
profit

have to get behind LAUGH
you want to get your share of

you’ll
if

out of

it.

Watch for the LAUGH MONTH press sheet.
Plan to use the newspaper ads and publicity
stories

it

provides.

Laugh Month

Use plenty of the

special

accessories.

GIVE YOUR PATRONS THE
BEST COMEDIES YOU CAN
GET—AND TELL THEM

ABOUT

IT

(f^icZuAJU^

"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM”

December

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

25

Ailthsl Profitfrom ihurShort features!!

LAUGH MONTH
To tie up with LAUGH MONTH you want
to

show

the best comedies

— and plenty

of them.

Book at least one All-Comedy Program

LAUGH MONTH, And book an extra
comedy for every bill. And book them
for

NOW from these great series:

HAMPTON

^ipnor^aml^inccLs
WALTER HIERS COMEDIES

JIMMIE ADAMS COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES
(JACK

Christie Comedies

Juvenile
COMEDIES*

Member, Motion

Picture

Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

WILL H. Hays,

President

WHITE PRODUCTIONS)

Tuxedo Comedies

pamen
COMEDIES V-/

——
EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

19,

1925

What Pictures Made the Most Money
for Exhibitors in 1925?

XHIB1TORS HERALD

—

if

anything

—

has been unable to discover just what

a list of

“The Ten Best Pictures

of the

Year”

proves

Such
flicting

a selection does

show, however, that this

opinions and, presumably, everyone

is

is

a

world of con-

own

entitled to his

opinion.

But

a

list

of

“The Ten Best Pictures of the Year,” arrived

at

— governed by personal
human nature
—

the basis of a lot of individual opinions

and

dislikes

and

all

the vagaries that

help

him

at the

box

office.

likes

is

tainly falls far short of giving the exhibitor

on

heir to

any information that

And for the producer,

such a

list is

cer-

will

simply a

snare and a delusion.

These “best pictures”

lists

are almost invariably adorned with the

names of “artistic triumphs” that played dead at the box office, although perhaps, affording esthetic delight to a few reviewers, critics,
intellectual faddists and amusement malcontents, all of whom usually
come in on passes, anyhow.

The information
found in

that IS extremely vital to the industry

is

to

be

a list of

Pictures That
Hence, the

Made

HERALD

the

Most Money

for the Exhibitors

has gone to the theatre owners of America

and obtained statements showing

WHAT PICTURES MADE THE

MOST MONEY FOR THEM.
This information will be given to the trade

HERALD HOLIDAY

ISSUE.

Watch

for the

list

—next week

in the

of—

The Biggest Money-Makers of 1925

k

it

S?"*

for

am set
ionil

a

i^strano^

despite

©urvery
‘A

READY-MADE

BOX-OFFICE
SUCCESS"

Motion Picture Newt

Jo ha McCormick

*

prerents

Colleen
in the
ftind

newest
of hit

We Moderns

Israel Zangwill'r
staye success

Directed

bti

John Francis Dillon

JJune

e

'°iSfc%

Mathis

Editorial Director

!

Daring/
Temptation/

Discovery/

Romance/

minute*
Remorse/

Hfriquarem

Slow
with

DORIS

KENYON
By

MARGARETTA TUTTiLe

LAMBERT HILLTER

‘Directed. by
9roduced. untUr the supervision of.
EARL HUDSON
Jcefuxrio bu JOSEPH POLAND fhotoaroplu4 by ROT
On DUtch, MILTON MENAS CO’9ibn idilo, ARTHURCARPENTER
TAVARES
.

••

c

tltluby

JOHN W. KRAPFT

Best-seller

Another
Screen -hit!

your records -amazing the industry !

SAM E.RORK bresents
eon Errol JfDororhy Gish

by
'

»;<*

Holman Day

N1TA NALDI, TULLT MARSHALL. GEOROE MARION
(Adapted and
Directed

MARION FAIRFAX
MAURICE TOURNEUR

SuperVifed. by
in/

M*NUH SUNUGHT

Anthony Ptydet iwel

A V\UY£R-ll)8lN
Continent)

by

SbnM WAIWIO

(

lUHt

ri\ODtlCTION

tVl UH(lll
t

CltffN

bWHh U^lO,^.

-CAESAB'SJjW'
ft

iiitWional
fictuie

Coiinne

and
Wcil

lifting

Monl

the curtain

Imuar^^^Bkush^j^a

year of First

thBiB|ocjBf than those

ictures eve

igger at

oductions

have putBirst National first in^tars,
Iries and hmm\ me shoJwmans^Mhat
he time j^nrec^BHfwhat the^Blic

Ltors, first

Again

for

ii

'irst

N&wnal

has mK^ftiircs

!

out-

:

December
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FILM BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA, INC.

POCKET SIZE
[[exactly as shown]
This fine leatherette EXHIBITORS
Date Book Free to all exhibitors
whether they book F. B. O. product
using
or not Your simple request

Our Creed
1.

Serwce Above Everyth:

2.

High Powered Simwmi
Pictures that Make
Mot

3.

out

the coupon below, filled
signed and sent in will bring
you one of these books, as a
_

from

4»

Xmas remembrance

little

Box: Office VaI
Mes

F. B, O.

Exact pocket size. The
most complete Date

Book ever issued.
Use the Coupon.

Film

Booking
Offices

Dept. 12, 1560

Broadway,

New York

City

Film Booking Offices
Dept. 12, 1560 Broadway,

New York

City

Gentlemen
offering your new
I saw your ad in
leatherette 1926 pocket size Exhibitors’ Date Book.
I

would

like to

have a copy.

Yours
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Director O’Connor has made the best of the material with which lie had to
lie has seen to it that all the elements considered essential lo a sure-fire box,
Ami they have not been merely hnui.-.i
f ilm have been in erted in the footage.
The continuity is at all times clear and logical. The story
in Torino reason at all.
builds strongly to a smashing climax, in which the hero rehabilitates himself in blown eyes and those of the world.
e above tbe average in
The photography is satisfactory. The fi

and
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cast as the bntfalion chief father of a fire-fearing
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lie fits

money and
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ty he dei
Whenever this player is accorded proper opport
the role admirably
Kdwnrd Hearn makes the son con’
caliber.
strates histrionic ability of
watch tbe screen work of Pat Somerset, husband <
It is interesting
ing.
salesman.
swindling
stock
heavy—
a
plays
the
Lie
%l the fair Edith Da/

“One

of the Bravest”

—Gotham

— typical

in the leading roles, Gotham Productions is offering on the independent market “One of the Bravest," a
story which centers around the activities of
who protect our homes from the

Productions

demon.

fearlessness and heroism of the fireextolled and for dramatic contrast
introduced into the story the situaof the chief earns the
disgust of his father because he has an inborn terror of the flames. He joins the department under pressure and proves "yellow,” but retrieves himself gloriously when

Reviewed by C.
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where the son

own
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danger and makes
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throughout "One of the Bravest
Talk about comedy business and

and human interest melodrama.
good touches of Jewish-Irish

S. Sewell

fan

Exploitation
points that

in to

Melodrama

there is a delightful little romance between
him and the daughter of a Hebrew tailor.
"One of the Bravest” was built for the_
ox-office and should prove a good attractioi^Ho^Hhe average theatre. It is thrill

a

them. Talk about the romance of
an Irish fireman and the daughter
of a Jewish tailor and invite them

Ralph Lewis Cast As Heroic Fire-Fighter
ITH Ralph Lewis and Edward Hearn

at

later,

|

be

In a Thrilling Heart-Interest

Made

audience appeal that make

seves his father's life thereby regaining his father's love. He is reinstated in the department, the
original money is recovered and
Dan is to marry the Jewish girl.
^Box Office Angle..
.Good enter
tainment for majority of audiences.

detail.

I

nen

of

father.
He is shielding his
mother who took the money
give to Dan the law education that
Levin, father of Dan’s
he wants.
Jewish sweetheart, lends him the

office

j

tion

Irish

Bravest"

his

work

I

there

and an

Dan fears fire. When Dan fails to
make a rescue his father, the chief,
takes away his uniform. LatcrDai
is accused of stealing money Iron

All of which com-

sctpienves warranted lo have all but the most blase audiences sitting

bolt upright.

i

fire

girl

the

of

good box office business. Frank
O'Connor, who directed, has in-

Itv fur the best sequences are those depicting several fnrious fires. The liclmctcd
Helpless victims, trapped iu
heroes of the department are shown battling the flame.the blaze of smoke-filled infernos, are plueked from the very tnlons of deutli by neck*

Sarah Levin
!
Story by James J. Tynan. Directed by Frank O’Connor; c<
"tinuity by Henry McCarty; photographed by Ray June.
SYNOPSIS. Young Dan Kelly passes the fire department
animations and is assigned to the battalion under the command of
his father, John Kelly. The youngster has an inborn dread of fire
and falters in his first assignment. He is threatened with dismissal
by his father. Young Dan is in love with a Jewish girl, whose
father advances funds when Mrs. Kelly misappropriates the money^
of the fire department left in the keeping of John Kelly.
Young
Dan is called to a fire, sees the swindler, who has made prey of
his mother, trapped on the top floor of the burning building.
Hel
mounts a scaling ladder, battles with the swindler, recovers the
money and saves himself and the swindler by jumping into the firel
The Irish and Jewish families become reconciled and Dan
net.
marries the Jewish girl.

£ver

"One

jeeted a lot of effective touches
twists that register first
I
_..i comedy bit6 are often very deOne bit where the Jewish
lightful.
|
'
lends his daughter’s Irish
tailor
weetheart a large sum of money
ftcr long deliberation is followed
by a clever touch showing Levin
picking up a pin, indicative of good
There are many other good
luck.
The climax is
directorial touches.
too long drawn out and many of
the stock shots of a fire could come
out to the picture’s improvement.
Kelly would, make a fireStory:
man of his son, like himself, but

1

McDowell
Marion Mack

fiRE Picture

of a

boy.
bits

plenty of action, cus-

thrills.
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Sidney Franklin
Pat Somerset

W
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mance

,

Claire

Greatest

con-

—

Pal Somerset. Claii

Story by James J. Tynan.

melodrama,

realistic flamc-fichiing

pense and

Ralph Lewis

The

Somerset

not

for

A

ics

Edward Hearn

Pat

fine

Jc

a pleasing

rounded out with other well-known

M. Dowell. Marion Mar k.
Di reeled by Frank O'Connor.

THE CAST

Kelly
Kelly
Morris Levin
% “Satin” Sanderson
J Mrs. Kelly

McDowell

'

Edward Ileum, Sidney Franklin.

Lewis,

as Levin, the

Claire

spicuous as a salesman of "phoney"
stock.
The
Drama.
Story
of
basic theme of "One of the Bravest" is of the same order that has
made Abie's Irish Rose." Anne
Nichols' stage play, the outstanding success that it is: The ror

5.67Q Feet.
Reviewed by Herbert K. Cruikshank.
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Sidney Franklin docs a

girl.

“ONE OF THE BRAVEST”— Lumas

good action thrill picture with many]
daring exploits, well acted by a competent cast and well
J
directed.
Has an abundance of suspense and some good]

\

his

mother.

CAST: Ralph

.

who wants

in

tailor.

daring rescue.

a logical story well above the average.

Ralph Lewis good

.

his son to-lolEdward
footsteps.
Hearn does well as the s
though he isn't quite the best
Marion Mack is the
suited type.
'

-

Should be very pleasing wherappreciated. In addition it has

.

fireman

low

S

DRAWING POWER.

Lumas

SHOULD MAKE IT GOOD
FOR THE AVERAGE BOX OFFICE. MANY GOOD DIREC-

|

in

—Dist.:

State Rights

HAS POPULAR ELEMENTS OF
AUDIENCE APPEAL THAT

,

which the young hero with anl
THEME.
inborn dread of fire rises to the supreme occasion, proves!
himself one of the bravest, recovers the fire department 1
( funds which have been foolishly invested by his mother and^
wins the girl of his choice.
HIGHLIGHTS. The fire scenes which 1
\ PRODUCTION
show the collapse of an entire building. The sensational I
jump into the fire net when young Dan Kelly saves thej
man who has swindled his mother of the fire funds.
The easy and effective !
f EXPLOITATION ANGLES.
tieup with fire departments. The thrilling fire scenes and I
Melodrama,

Gotham

Prod.:
I

-twelve Big

/
tons

OTHAM

“One Of The Bravest”

ce

tejisBiwite
One DffhMp

—5679 Feet)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
has a food action and thrill Picture in this one,
I ... which has Ralph Lewis uTtlie starring role. It is the sam
gon
general type of many of the fire pictures that have
»
before, but it has some elements about it that have been missFrank O’Connor handled
Director
Ling in the others.
I material nicelv and the cast throughout does it' work well. There J
I is a touch of ‘the Abie's Irish Rose style of comedy in the pictu
I which might have spoiled the whole thing had it been less deftly i
fcdone. The comedy has not been overdone and the conflict bet wet
f
the Irish and the Jewish element adds much to the attractiveness!
of the picture both in humorous situations and pathos.

f

fine
charactei
Fire Captain with]

conviction
and
vigor,
Edwardl
Hearn is seen as his son and Mar -f
ion Mack is the girl ir
Sidney Franklin offers a pleasing]
characterization of a lovable oldD
Je\*. Pat Somerset plays schemer!

Picture Worlo-THe Film

J^ead. -what

1925

One

is

guishes himself by his brilliant pcr-J

OfThe Bravest^
Une
A
—

December

who]

logically developed^
there is a dash of romance injected]
to relieve the tenseness of the melo-4
drama, a sprinkling of comedy andl
plenty of human interest.
In
word all of the tried and true ir
gredients are there, and it will un-!
doubtcdly
provide
a
diverting]
hour's entertainment for those who!
like their drama pure and unadul-Jf
terated.
The fire sequences offer a thrill]
that will put the onlooker on thef
end of his chair. The great fire.
the fight in the burning room the!
rescue and the leap from the
of the flaming edifice arc spcctacu l
lar and exciting in the extreme!
The story in. brief has lo do
3 Captain in t(ie Fire Department]
whose son also enters the depart-r
ment. but is scorned by his father!
for displaying the white feather 1
After being suspected of stealing]
money entrusted to the Captain'sr
care, he redeems himself by get-]
ting the money in time to save thcJ
old man from disgrace.
He also]
overcomes his fear and distinplot

actor, plays the

while Independent picture.

with!

—
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to
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plausible

1

unqualifiedly
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This

LST
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Marion Mack is very sweet!
and convincing as his Jewish sweetheart in fact
is

we

This picture
everywhere.

occasion demands.
the entire cast

yfSnflliEBr

tonished.

;

|

The

proud.

WjM

Claire McDowell gives one of her admir-i
ably restrained portrayals of a plain every day!
Mother not given to heroics while Edward Hearn]
equals his splendid work in The Man Without I
a Country in the part of the lad who dreads fire, j
and yet rises to such superb heights when the I

melodrama
and

vivid

like

doesn’t? "One of the Bravest“'will
provide corking good entertainment

The fire scenes and the life net jump are hair raising and if
audiences are not moved to cheers we shall be greatly as-

ingly.

)

who
punch

the classes will get a choice kick out of,, this Gotham production with Ralph Lewis as the star and a more than satisfying
cast, is one of which the director Frank O’Connor may well be

dramatic action aplenty in the picture, glori-1
ously realistic fire scenes, and splendid natural J
acting on the part of the chief actors. Ralph!
Lewis lives his role, as is his wont, and registers J
all the emotions of the doubt-torn father convinc-

|

—
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is

V/
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I

Photoplay.
Star, Ralph!
Lewis. Director, Frank O'Connor
J
Length, 5,900 Feet For all those]

one of the best. For thrill,
excitement, tense action, fine direction and full entertainment value it will step with the best pictures of today or yesterday or tomorrow.
Clean drama that the masses will go wild over and which

This"
lad, Irish and plucky in every other way, has and
He fails to!
inherent dread and fear of fire.
‘‘make the grade’’ at his first fire, and his heartbroken father casts him off as a coward. For love^
of his sweetheart, the daughter of a Jewish pawn-1
broker, the lad finally redeems himself. There j

|

OFFICE SMASHER

/"VNE OF THE BRAVEST”

'

[just been

MELODRAMA^

VIVID

seems as t^rngh al^Tne bTcf b^^rbroken.^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^]]Psca^^Apre^^who has^^^ac^^P
[

he be st if not the very best tire pictureajEfiJiay^
ever s^nT"*T?aTph Lewis is featured, and more
aupTTcates his work in a previous fire tri^
umph, The Third Alarm. He is shown as the
I heroic captain of a fire company whose son has
t

good laughs

There are
humor,

quantity of heart appeal in the plight of the
father who not only grieves for his cowardly
son but believes him to be a thief when in
reality his wife has used the money by a
bad investment that she thought was surefire.
There is a villain in the person of a
crooked oil salesman and plenty of pep and
thrills in the fire-fighting scenes.
Melodrama fans vdl_thrill at the climax

|

Direction
•v good, on

Frank O'Connor;

iW

» >»!<

Distributed by

Lumas

Film Corporation
5
Sam ax president

^

which the regcncrateir"facnTonf
the edge of the burning wall, while his
father climbs down to safety over his body
and get an even bigger thrill when, with
the disabled villain in his arms he jumps
several stories into a life net.

also.

...

Story by James T. Tynan.
Scenario by Henry McCarty,
Directed by iVink O'Connor.
•
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Lincoln and Armc Rutledge
one of the greatest love 6toric*
ever translated to the screen

N

‘

awarding

gold medal of

I

Uncoln. ”

th<-

the PhotovS-AY
924 to " Abraham
readers oi Photo-

3

*

AJ

R

ckctt

medal Jo Al and Ray Rockett tor
.•
achieve•'•'Abraham Lincoln " is the final tribute to crown an
ment which reflects nothing hut credit and honor oh the. screen.
.

Lincoln woe
It is-not hard to understand why “Abraham
the honor of the year. Thc'story of the Great Emancipator is
one of the most' beautiful and touching- documents that the
screen has produced. Absolutely accurate in itshistbricalscen.es

.

th<* production of “Abraham Lin
coin" with almost no gapRa!,, but with
fine confidence and boundless faith in the
taste of the public. Using their own resources, they began research work in
Washington and in the Middle West that
lasted for almost a year.
Actual production wus begun in Los
.Angeles. But before the work sturted, the

-

Marion

is

dm business.

;

Magazine Medal of Honor
David”

.

“Humoresque"

192a

for

finest,

•

—Douglas Fairbanks

for

Covered Wagon”
19*4— Al and Ray Rockett

for

.

.Lincoln"

,

“Abrabam

t a Abraham

.

•

.

was advertised,'
by the faith that

it

Rockett Brothers and Miss Marion hariln it. ’Nevertheless^
the picture immediately won the highest praise frdth the critlCo.
PUOTOVI..W, tails review, expressed the general opinion when it
said.." A ringing answer to, the call for better pictures. One of
the finest ever made, and one that should be seen and cncour- r

'the

_
aged by taking the whole family.",
After its opening in New York, First National obtained toe
that
picture for distribution, although the experts still insisted
it
would never make a cent of money.
';
They were wrong.
, ,
“ Abraham Lincoln" was more successful in. -smaller ciUcs.
jazz
than it was in New York. At ihc height of the craze for
the/.
pictures and highly spiced sjH-ctadc-s. the simple story pf
and
Great American piuved to enormous audiences, of young
believers
old alike. 1 1 won new friends for the movies and new
screen.
in the educational value of the
Perhaps no other single picture has done more to faisd Jhe
reputation of the screen in the minds of millions than bos this;
-

.

;-

:

'

the most delicate, and

Frances Marion wrote the scenario as a labor of love. ^More
than that, she invested $50,000
in it. Such was her great faith
„ in its mission ,

'fils brother.

Ray.

is

h

manager

,

after

,

t
:

of First National's Eastern,

assistant to Richard

Rowland, produc-

A

the same company.
.
. A/,
.
voting. the goM
the verdict of 1'noToPWV S readers
has-'
medal to "Abraham Lincoln,'.’ the cause of good pictures
tion

h«d ad

m

And by

V

been immeasurably advanced.

/

•

;

si

honored as the year’s finest production
Lincoln" has achieved unparalleled box*
,

honors as

office

Today

•

-

men—

IQNALLY

,

Today Al Rockett

.

9

.

was not elaborate;
tor the most part,

“The

•

for

:kctt

.'

“Robin Hood"

1913— Famous Playcrs-Lasky

Rn>"R

m

love, Itv
kiffi; Lincoln’* first
fact, the love story in •‘Abraham Lincoln" is one of the

:

igai—-William Randolph Hcarat

.

way to. realize their dream
The Rocketts— and both Al and Ray arc young

“Tol’aMc

,

completed, It was.
brought to New York and, on January 27, 1924. it was presented at the
Gaiety Theater. It came as an
heralded production. By the a land
aids of Broadway, its presentation

wu

After

than- justified their tremendous trust
that Billings was unfamiliar to screen

patrons aided greatly in -keeping the illusion of the story.
Another player to give a
performance of great distinction was Ruth' Clifford who
ployed the rfilc of Ah fie Rut

Winners- of the Photoplay
for

undertaking.
The picture

.

who afterwards more
The very fact

Pictures

•

name

the scrim without compensation hut site
the procontributed $50,000 in her own money to help along
.work to stand
duction. And what is more, she gave up all other
bv during the filming of the story.
,
of
a star,,
luxury
the
'Of course, the Rocketts could not afford
For the
actors.
neither could they engage many well-known
Bjltvngs.
“
Lincoln, they engaged an unknown —George

one of the most highly- paid writers in

—Inspiration

position to

listened to the story,

role of

'

that thev saw a

But Miss Marion

him.

and
couldn’t he done," Al and Ray Rockett had the courage
triumphant
ability to Carry “Abraham Lincoln" through to
completion.
The idea of telling the life of Lincoln motion pictures was a
cherished ambition of Al and Ray Rockett even when they first
became associated with motion pictures back'in.lyi4. Coming
from the Middle West— Lincoln’s own country— they Hoped \
somi dav to present the dramatic story of the most loved man
It wasn’t untfl almost ten yearn later,
in American history.
when both boys had gained much valuable. screen experience,

m

Is in it

conversation, she came to an
agreement. She not only agreed to write

and

•

She

to their plan* ngwl to (hfcir hopes.

Rocketts were obliged to find someone to
prepare the script. It was a scrijit that needed an expert nund,
and .what was more important, a svmpa the lie and sensitive magiiiationV Fearfully atid-timidiy. the Rockett Brothers approached

Now

•

urs hour's,

Frances Marion.

proft y
to )•,> subject matter,, .t>as^»vvlcsdj'
truly faithful ...
duced. Its simplicity and its sincerity placed it ia a class -by
iMorcovcr, it, reflected American ideals and American
itself.
patriotism at their very bast and truest.
•
The history of “ Abraham Lincoln ” is a real romance of. the
motion picture business. It was one of those rare nsetures that
cost
of
high,
of
the
face
was filmed as a labor of love. In the
production and in spite of the advice of the cynics who said ’it

Supervised.' by the Rocketts and
directed by Phil Rosen, the production of "Abraham Lincoln" was a'
st niggle against terrific financial odds.
But' never once did any member of
the organization lose heart nor never
did the Rocketts lose faith in their

'

her own salary. However, the Rocket u
ventured to ask her to write the script.
Naturally they found they couldn’t pay
her the price she wanted

i

.

the highest

Lincoln

started
’

1

..

the producers of

,

“ Abraham

pi.a

•

>

in motion pictures to

distinction of merit
Al and Ray Roc\ett,

y Magazine have once more
shown their appreciation of the best
and finest that ihc screen can' produce. And what is more significant,
tVny 'tfimiutivea. die utmost encouragement, to produ rrs witb ideals
who venture into new fields to rvriso
the standards of the screen.
f’ltoroVLAV takes especial pride in
ihc judgment of its readers in Jfedo*
jng the highest honor in the .Uotion
picture world to a product ion which
was undertaken in a spirit of idealism
and faith. The awarding of the gold

.

award

Photoplay’s readers

i

$Hg8£ST. K*-m=AV
Of-JT-&£ V? Af{

7005 Theatres have already played

it ,

after

a key *

u
”
extended runs , Abraham Lincoln is proving the
besides
most remarkable smalltown attraction ever presented ,
engagements!
setting a new record for special return
city career of

A Tirzt national Picture

!

Triumph for the Picture
whose Box-Office Achievements
nother

are as Great as the production itself
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breaking
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line-up
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the

box- office started
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all
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Two

Actions in Week Speed Exhibitor-Producer Peace; N. Y. Theatre Owners Join Hays
Organization; M. P. T. 0. A. Leaders Accept “Bill of Rights” Beatty Carries Hays’
Pledge to Ohio Exhibitors Grange Signs Arrow Contract

—

—

—World’s Best Adapted TheaAssured, Rothafel Declares— 700 Million Annual Income
20,189 Theatres
Complaints Grow Against German Kontingent Plan — Canadian Parliament
Get

Exhibitors’ Protests Block United Artists-Metro Merger

of

tre

to

Copyright Bill January

7.

$4,000,000 Issue Sold for New Universal Theatre Firm; Laemmle Sails to Complete Ufa
Deal Europe Amazed as International Shoots Locarno Treaty Session Mrs. Sam
Warner Entertains Stage Folk at Screening.

—

—

$2,000 in Exploitation Competition Open to All Exhibitors in First
Cruze Goes to Europe to Select “Old Ironsides”
National Month Next January

First National Offers

—

Locations.

—

Schrock Joins Schenck Company as Associate Producer Paramount Will Make “Rough
Riders” as Roosevelt Epic
13 “Baby Wampas” Stars Picked Mrs. Rockwell Ousted
as Chief Chicago Censor.

—

Warner

—

Premiere of “Lady Windermere’s Fan” Proves Big Social Event of
Season Three Big Projector Firms Merged in New Corporation Eisner Reported Head of Syndicate Forming at Kansas City Dorothy Gish Paid Honors at
Welcome Home Banquet Paris Theatre Books United Artists Pictures for Entire

—

—

—

—

Season.
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THE

upset in the negotiations looking to a merger
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the United Artists corporation comes as a distinct surprise, especially at this
time in the picture business when the atmosphere is
surcharged with a spirit of merger and combination.
It appears that the M-G-M and United Artists deal
missed completion by a very small margin. A formal
statement from Mr. Joseph M. Schenck announces that
the deal was abandoned because of protests from exhibitors.
Word from California suggests an additional
of

reason in the person of Mr. Charles Chaplin, counselled
by Mr. Nathan Burkan, who stood as adamant against
any sacrifice of the original plan and policy of the
United Artists corporation.

The United Artists corporation has made progress as
an independent distributing unit and there is every
reason to indicate that this progress not only can be
maintained but can be improved upon. The product
which it has for presentation may not be indispensable
to all of the better and larger theatres, but it certainly
is highly desirable.
This company may stay out of the
theatre end of the business with less likelihood of peril
than any other company in the industry. Under any
reasonable circumstance its product will make a way
for itself in any theatre, whether owned by another
producer or not.
Mr. Hiram Abrams, who has directed distribution
since the formation of the company, has repeatedly
demonstrated his ability to obtain high gross sales
figures on pictures and this has been done in the face
of a somewhat limited distribution with respect to number of theatres played.

Now

that the company has settled back to continue
on its track as an independent unit, thousands of smaller
exhibitors will hope for the adoption of a scheme for
wider and faster distribution which will make the
highly desirable product of the company available at
figures more consistent with the income of these theatres,

and

at earlier dates.
*

*

*

T

seems to be gradually becoming apparent that those
persons in the trade who are depending upon action
from the Federal Trade Commission in arresting the
advance of the Famous Players- Lasky interests in the
theatre field are leaning on a forlorn hope. If the sentiment, as interpreted by press correspondents at Washington, is a true indication, the Famous exhibition
interests and policies will not be materially interfered
with by any sustainable action by the Commission.
T
l

But

this, decidedly, does not mean that the industry
inevitably tending toward monopoly or any distinct
monopolistic complexion. But, it seems to us, the open
and competitive nature of the industry will be preserved, not by any legal or official action, but, instead,
by the development of other strong factors, prepared
and enabled to compete under conditions as they
actually exist.
is

The Universal

Pictures corporation

is

undertaking

a

huge theatre expansion program; the Fox Film corpora-

making
and

pointedly felt in several significant
several of the other producing and distributing concerns are preparing themselves substan-

tion

is

itself

situations,

tially

to

in

sit

game

the

of national theatre

chain

operation.
*

E

*

*

DDIE BONNS and

C. E. Carrier, personalities in
the profession of exploitation, have yielded to that
human temptation of writing a book. It is called
“Putting It Over” and it is a very creditable effort. It
is well and interestingly written and it contains much
material on the subject of publicity and exploitation.
It is a book that should be of interest to everyone in
the advertising business.

Exploiteers, of course, need not be overly conscienand in this particular Bonns and

tious about their facts

Carrier have been consistent. They would have us suspect— if not actually believe that almost everything
that takes place in the world of affairs about us is the

—

handiwork of some canny exploiteer.
However, they have written a valuable contribution
which illuminates interestingly that vital selling agency

—exploitation.

*

*

*

THE

Columbia Picture corporation, headed by that
veteran film man, Joe Brandt, has undertaken a
highly promising effort along the line of effecting a
national chain of independent, territorial exchanges
which will handle the distribution of Columbia product.

The plan

strikes us as a

desirable solution of

many

thoroughly practicable and
of the disadvantages of the

scheme of distribution.
As far as the old state right scheme is concerned, it
must be acknowledged that while it was a good ship for
state right

many

now leaking badly. On the whole,
dismal. This scheme has been chock
full of uncertainties for the producer and it has been an
expensive plan of operation. For the territorial exchange, it also has had its uncertainties which have
brought with them an unreasonable burden of expense.
a year,

the future for

it is

it is

A

producer attempting to supply product for a national chain of territorial exchanges would be able to
determine in advance what to spend and how to spend
it.
The exchange would be assured of a uniform supply
of product and, with the lost motion of the state right
plan taken out, prices should be more favorable for both
exchange and exhibitor.

And of supreme importance would be the fact that
the producer and the home distributing office could
supply the territorial exchange with a great deal of
valuable assistance in the form of sales helps, exploitation, advertising and generally creating a market for
the product.
Such a plan would assist the territorial exchange to
meet the competition of the day something he will
have to do if he is to stay in business.

—
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Week Speed

Exhibitor-Producer Peace
N. Y. Theatre

Beatty Carries
Hays Pledge to

Join Hays Organization

9

Ohio Exhibitors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, Dec. 8.— New York will
be well represented at the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio which opens its sessions at
Columbus today.
Will H. Hays
but the Motion

will not be in attendance

Picture Producers and
Distributors Association will be represented
by Jerome Beatty, who will address the
convention this evening and deliver to the
exhibitors approximately the same message
from Mr. Hays as was sent to the Michigan and Connecticut conventions, and
which has done much toward bringing
about closer co-operation between the
various branches of the industry.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America will be represented by President
R. F. Woodhull and Julian Brylawski,
chairman of the administrative committee.
It was expected that Business Manager
Joseph M. Seider would also attend, but
urgent business matters connected with the
organization required his presence in New

York.

The Independent Motion Picture Association will be represented by President

I.

E. Chadwick and General Manager Frederick H. Elliott. Vice-president Harwood of
the Ohio Theatre Owners wired Mr. Elliott extending an invitation for Mr. Chadwick to address the convention.

Mr. Elliott left in advance of Mr. Chadwick in order to be in Columbus yesterday
attend conferences with the officials of
Ohio state organization and with President Frank J. Rembush of the M. P. T. O.
of Indiana.
to

the

Grange, Star of
Football, Signs
Arrow Contract
Harold

“Red”

Grange,

all-American

has signed a contract
with Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Pictures Corporation, to appear in
motion pictures, according to dispatches
from New York.
It was announced to
newspapers that he was to receive $300,000
Illinois football star,

for his first picture.
The contract also
carried the name of C. C. Pyle, Grange’s

manager.

The

picture will not be made until the
of March, after Grange has finished
his professional football schedule, the
dispatches said. It is also reported that
the football star refused to enter motion
pictures until he had been assured of a
good reception on the screen and that
100 telegrams were sent to leading exhibitors, all of whom responded favorfirst

ably.

Leaders of M. P. T. O. A. Accept “Bill of Rights”
from Head of M. P. P. D. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

Dec. 8.

—Two forward movements

9

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
les is

—

Dec.8. A. M. Bowthe proud father of a son, it was

week. He is general manager of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.

announced

this

last

week

in

the campaign for confidence and co-operation within the industry,
which has been waged by Will H. Hays for three years, give every
promise that all strife and suspicion between exhibitor organizations
and the organization of producers and distributors will soon be matters of the past.
One of these was the action of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New York in joining the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America as an affiliated member.
Hays’ “Bill of Rights” Accepted
The other was the acceptance by the leaders of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America from Will H. Hays of a “Bill of Rights” which the
exhibitor leaders declare will practically end all differences and permit all
branches of the industry to work in harmony and present a united front
to the enemies without. This action was taken at a meeting held in New
Haven, which about 500 exhibitors attended, among them the recognized
leaders of the national organization.

The

request for the affiliation of the thea-

owners of New York with the Hays organization came in the form of a letter
from State President William A. Dillon,
after a meeting of the board of directors
tre

authorizing such action.
Affiliation

Welcomed

Immediately on receipt of this Mr. Hays
replied, welcoming the exhibitor organization as an affiliated member, and informing
Mr. Dillon that immediate action would be
taken to have this made official at a meeting of the board of directors of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors Association, which will be held this week.
As soon as this formal acceptance of the
application is made Mr. Hays will confer
with Mr. Dillon; Jules Michael, chairman
of the Buffalo zone; Louis Buettner, chairman of the Albany zone Charles Havman
and other officials of the exhibitor organiza;

tion to

may be

work out

plans so that the affiliation
of the utmost benefit to all branches

of the industry.

Seider Reads Hays’
Co-operation Pledge

—A

NEW HAVEN,

Conn., Dec. 8.
meeting of the motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Connecticut, called for last Wednesday
evening to celebrate victory over the obnoxious tax law, developed into one of
much greater importance so important, in
fact, that it is generally believed that it will
bring about a new era in the film industry.
The session was held in the ballroom of
the Hotel Taft and was attended by about
500 exhibitors and their wives, national exhibitor leaders, representatives of the Will
Hays office, and a number of producers and

—

distributors.

The important peace and harmony angle

Stork Visits Bowles

Owners

of the meeting was brought about by Business Manager Joseph M. Seider of the M.
P. T. O. A. reading a letter signed by Mr.
Hays pledging the future co-operation pf
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors with the M. P. T. O. A.
This
document, Mr. Seider declared, was a justification of his belief in the sincerity of the

“square table” now maintained for the entire industry in the Hays office.
Hays’ Letter Read
Mr. Hays’ letter, addressed “The administration committee, the officers and the board
of directors” of the M. P. T. O. A., as read
by Mr. Seider, follows
“Following further the matter of co-operation and referring to discussion we have
had recently in regard thereto
“This letter is by way of reassurance of
the continuing purpose of this association
and my own personal determination to do
everything possible to further that co-opI call your attention again to the
eration.
fact that the purpose of this association is to
promote the common interests ‘of all those
engaged in the motion picture business’ and
that our efforts are directed quite as much
for the ultimate welfare of the exhibitor
as for the interests of the producer and
distributor.

Promises to Clear Any Grievances
“As a further declaration of purpose
more definitely to this end, I assure you
that if any member of your oragnization
anywhere in the country has a real grievance against any of the producers or dis-

tributors who are members of this association and if you will call my attention to
such grievance, the good offices of this association will be immediately and sympathetically used to bring about such conferences and consideration of such real grievance between the parties interested that a
fair solution thereof may be quickly sought.
“The principle of arbitration is being successfully applied in all arbitral matter in
dispute which may arise covered by the exhibition contract. This proposal is by way
of further offering to use the good offices
of the association to develop conferences
for the settlement of matters not naturally
included in difficulties arbitral under the ex-

The
hibition contract.
to aid in the providing

whole purpose is
for any possible

means of adjustment of every kind of

real

grievance that mav arise, that thereby there
may be developed complete fulfillment of
( Continued on Page 36)
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Views of

New Roxy
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19,

Theatre

*

N EW YORK.—

Harvey Day entertained
Dave Dubin, of Chicago, and introduced him as a big butter and egg man
the West, but nothing

from

pened.
First
spent

untoward hap-

Tom Spry -who looks after
National’s New England interests
part of last week in New York.
.

.

.

Bernarr Macfadden, now a picture
producer, among other things is defendant
in a $2,000,000 damage suit filed by Atlantic
Jack Fuld, who
City beauty pageant.
has been doing exploitation in New England, has. joined the Fox alumni.
James. Cruse and his wife Betty Comp son
sailed Saturday for a vacation in Europe.
Sam Sax says he’s an independent
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and by gosh he’s going to stay
E. IV. Hammons is due back from the
other

the

side

of

part

latter

week.

this

Dick Roivland has bought A l Sanand who
tell’s contract from Eph Asher
good director.
a
be
wouldn’t
.

.

.

.

.

.

Harry Warner left for the Coast Sunday
after seeing some good Warner pictures
Randy
New York.
in
shown
in
Bartlett, old in the film game if not
•

.

.

has joined F. B. O. as sales production director, succeeding Al Boasberg.
Victor Shapiro writes of “Stella
Dallas” as “the tearful, cheerful drama."
E. J. Smith, sales manager of Asyears,

.

.

.

.

Exhibitors, has returned from a
the exchanges.
trip around
Harry O. Hoyt, after completing
all
the Natacha Rambova film, got himself
sociated

weeks

two

bumped up in an auto smashup.
Chester Beecroft has the Florida fever, and
has gone there to see about making a picture.
Carl Laemmle sailed Saturday for
the other side and now we can look for
Joe
some big news to break.
Schnitzer left Friday for the Coast to give
F. B. O. production matters the once or
Fred IVindemere, hustwice over
band of Belle Bennett, says he is no kin
to Lady Windermere, of Fan fame, so far
Roxy got a big hand
as he knows.
last Thursday at the A. M. P. A. both
before and after and Glen Alvine had a
microphone in front of the impresario.
J. J. McCarthy will handle “Ben
Hur” as a road show, but before that he
handle “The Big Parade”.
will
.

.

.

.

Sketch of interior of the new Roxy theatre, now in construction in New
York, which S. L. Rothafel described in a speech before the A. M. P. A.
(Story on opposite page).

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eddie Eschmann started in on his new job
with United Artists last week, and says
Sydney Olhe is perfectly happy.
cott has secured a release from his Paramount contract and is doing some figuring
on heavy money with another of the big
Virginia Morris, good
companies.
press agent and nice girl, jhas joined the
.

.

.

.

.

.

Fox

Martha Wilpublicity forces.
chinsky, demon press agent of the Capitol,
is threatening to have her picture printed
Harry Reichin the trade papers.
.

.

.

.

.

.

enbach wired Marc Lachman last week to
inquire whether it was raining in New
York and it was.
Ssm Rork, Ben
Silvey, Henry Cronjager and Nat Dyches
left Saturday for the Coast on various
missions.
John Flinn is back from
another trip to the Coast.
Myron
and David Selsnick are in New York ex.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tolling the merits of Florida as a

picture

coming

making country.

SPARGO.

Sketch of exterior of the new Roxy theatre, which Rothafel says will frequently gross $100,000 a week. There will be 6,200 seating capacity and
the huge rotunda will accommodate 3,000 standees.
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World’s Best Adapted House
Assured, Rothafel Declares
Roxy Theatre Frequently Will Gross $100,000

—Will

P. A. Told

Seat 6,200

of First Balcony

a

Week, A. M.

—Projection from Front

—Rotunda To Hold 3,000

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Dec. 8. S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel selected the A. M. P. A.
luncheon last week as the occasion to make known some of the most startlingly
ambitious plans yet put forward by any showman in the film industry. “Roxy”
was the guest of honor of the advertisers and was given a great ovation b}>
an unusually large attendance.
Sees $100,000

The

Weekly Gross

big startler handed out by Mr. Rothafel was that $100,000 week
gross receipts would be frequent at his new theatre, now in course of construction.
He pave many details of the construction and his plans for the
operation of what he asserts will be the best adapted theatre in the world for
the showing of motion pictures.
S. L.

ROTHAFEL

Annual Income of
$700,000,000 Made
by 20, 189 Houses
( Special

NEW

Herald)

to Exhibitors

YORK,

completed for the

Dec.

8.

—A

count

just

of Will H. Hays,
president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, shows
there are 20,189 film theatres in the United
States, with annual paid admissions of
over $700,000,000. The weekly attendance
at the motion pictures is estimated at 55,000,000 people throughout the country.
New York City has an average weekly attendance of 4,500,000.
The previous count last year showed
only 17,156 theatres in the United States.
The increase is not solely attributable
to building.
It was found that pictures
were being presented in many out of the
way places that distributors did not have
on their lists at all, films they used being
in many cases old ones no longer listed.
office

Three Arrested

W

.

When

C. T. U. Head Charges
Violation of Sabbath
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WABASH,

IND. Dec.

—

8.
Three affiby Mrs. Josie
Comstock against Will and Percy Dickson, owners of the Eagles theatre and
Jack Adams, organist, for violation of
the Sabbath.
She is president of the
county organization of the W. C. T. U.,
and also is active in Ku Klux Klan

davits

have been

affairs

in

Wabash

filed

county.

This makes

several times the three men have been
arrested for keeping open the theatre
on Sunday. The fines all have been $5
and costs, a total of $15, or $45 for the
three.

Former Usher Admits
Part

in

$10,000 Theft

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Dec. 8.— The
new Grand Riviera

$10,000
theatre
two weeks ago had a stirring sequel this
week when a former employe returned
carrying one half of the stolen amount. He
gave himself up to the police.
Walter G. Fritchie, former head usher of
the theatre, the confessed robber, implicated
Oscar Davis, acting as house manager.

robbery of the

first

With a seating capacity of 6,200, the floor
plan allows a perfect view of the screen
from every angle, a new idea in screen
arrangement eliminating the slightest distortion when seen from end seats.

could present pictures in every detail just
as I thought they should'be presented, and
now I am going to give the public the very
best that money and experience can pro-

Projection from Balcony Front
Projection will be from the front of the
first balcony, instead of from the top and
rear as in most theatres at present, thus
putting the projection machine on the same
level with the screen and making the throw

Best Presentations Promised
“The so called prolog and the mixing of

only 167

feet.

The rotunda of the Roxy will be 100
square feet in area and accommodate 3,000
standees. Carrying out the idea of the ancient Greek theatre, there will be stairs on
each side of the proscenium arch on which
tableaux and ballet groupings will be arMr. Rothafel said a symphony
ranged.
conductor of international repute has been
engaged to direct the orchestra of 100
pieces which will be seated on a platform
that will be raised and lowered by hydrauThere will also be a chorus of
lic process.
A 550 ton
100 voices and a ballet of 36.
ice plant is part of the immense ventilating
system which will make the theatre com-

fortable in all weathers.

Divans on Yearly Subscription
Evening prices at the Roxy will be 60
cents for balcony, $1 for orchestra and $2
for divans, 700 of the latter being reserved.
yearly subscription, and Mr. Rothafel declared they will
be almost entirely sold out for the year before the doors of the new house open.
Matinee prices will be 60 cents for orchestra, 40 cents for balcony and $1 for divans.
“I will be absolute despot of the Roxy
“For fifteen
theatre,” said Mr. Rothafel.
years I have dreamed of the time when I

The divans can be taken on

House Blazes But
Patrons Take Their Time
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Dec.

8—

Flames leaped high in the projection room of the Admiral theatre.
Walter Burkey, manager, walked
to the stage and, in calm tones,
told his audience there was a
“slight

blaze” in

room and

the

projection

would be advisable to walk outside for a few
minutes.
The audience filed out
in order, which was Mr. Bur key’s
that

it

but
never returned.
Damage to the house was $1,300,
while L. V. Baker, operator, suffered burns about his hands and
objective,

face.

vide.

pictures with vaudeville are the biggest
curses of picture exhibition today. There
will be no place for them in the new theatre.
ambition to give the highest class of
presentations is not a matter of moneymaking, but rather a sincere desire to
please my public by giving the best that is

My

me in a wholehearted effort to raise our
business to a plane which will rival the
finest entertainment possible as in the case
of grand opera.
“The Roxy and I am prouder of the
name than I am of my own will have
features of projection, accoustics, lighting
and music never before attempted. It will
lead the field of entertainment for the entire world.”
in

—

—

Complaints Grow
Against German
Kontingent Plan
(Special

From Department of Commerce)
D. C„ Dec. 8.—Not

WASHINGTON,

only has a spirit of dissatisfaction with the
limitations on foreign films under the present German Kontingent system taken form
but there has begun a growing complaint
that the system fails to give German producers the share of the market that they
expected.
In October while three-fourths of the
German made films were permitted to be
shown to children only three-fifths of the
American made films were permitted the
privilege.

According to recent figures of films passing the censor boards it is evident that the
German films are steadily falling behind.
Of 269 pictures passing censorship in October, 104 were American, while 122 were

German.

Capetown to Build 3
2500 Seat Theatres
(Special

from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON,

D.

C.,

Dec.

8.—

Three large cinema theatres each seating
2500 are to be built in Capetown, Africa,
according to plans of the African Theatres, Ltd., it was announced by P. J.
Stevenson, American Trade Commissioner

in

Johannesburg,

South Africa.

:

I

:
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Connecticut

New Y ork Theatre Owners Join
Hays;

organization,

19,

stating

1925
that

al-

though it is second in size it is second to
none of the other 47 states in loyalty.
Joseph Walsh, head of the Connecticut

Rights” Accepted

“Bill of

December

organization,

stated

that

his

organization

had just emerged victorious from one of
( Continued

the formula of confidence and co-operation
as originally suggested and which is today
the solution of our problem as certainly
as when the formula was originally indicated.”

Hays’ Letter Brings Applause
After reading the Hays letter, which was
received with a hearty round of applause
from the assemblage, Mr. Seider said
“This letter and its significance in major
detail is the first actual co-ordinated movement for the elimination of the building of
unnecessary theatres in

localities

already

well seated and well served.
“It spells the beginning of the end for
the wrongfully locking out of a producer’s
product by theatre combinations.
“It is a guillotine for the illegitimate
transfer of theatres to avoid contractual
responsibilities.
“It starts the dissembling of the

methods.
“lit provides for the allocation of product wrongfully and unfairly withheld by
producer-exhibitor or chain theatre competitors.”

Seider Sees Solid Front
bang that caused the entire audi-

a

ence to jump in their chairs and which
nearly splintered the glasses on the speakers’ table, Business Manager Seider brought
down his fist and roared
“Mr. Hays’ square table is square. This
Hays
is a statement signed by Will H.
which justifies the sincerity of the presence
of the square table now prominently placed
in the headquarters of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America.
“What does this statement mean? It
means that the motion picture industry will
It
face the future with a solid front.
means that the square table with its chairs
has become an actuality— that producer,
distributor and exhibitor may now pull up
chairs around that square table and squarely
discuss, adjust or arbitrate their problems
to the satisfaction of all.
“It

means that the
owner invested

theatre

life

savings

in his

“Mr. Seider has undertaken a great job.
is deserving of your utmost co-operation and confidence.
I, personally, will be
at his command any time he may have need

He
of

my

services.”

Pettijohn Pledges Co-operation
Sydney S. Cohen, as the toastmaster of

had lightly introduced Attorney Pettijohn as the representative of those
“unpopular producers.”
the evening,

In reply to this Pettijohn

made

a state-

ment which was one of the many deeply
significant points recorded during the eve-

ning:

“On

behalf of those ‘unpopular’ produc-

ers and distributors— I want to tell you all
in real seriousness that they are just as
alive to the public as you exhibitors. They
are all realizing that there cannot be two
roads in this respect.
they are joining you and we are all sitting down at a
table like men and arriving at a definite

Now

purchase

or acquisition of theatrical properties or
therein by unfair or coercive
interest

With

from Page 33 )

chosen

of

a

field

of endeavor will not be taken from him.
It is a manifestation of the sincerity, the
foresightedness and the fairness of Mr.

Hays.”
Attorney C. C. Petti john of the Hays organization, who preceeded Mr. Seider and
the reading of the Hays letter, was warm
in his praise for the business manager..
“I want to speak for Seider,” he declared
with such force of sincerity that the eyes
of the audience reverted for a moment to
the business manager.

agreement. You may take my word for it
we producers and distributors may be
counted on to do our part in anvthing in
this state or in the industry as a whole.”
An outstanding declaration in Mr. Pettijohn’s speech for unanimous harmony was
“I think the lesson we
his declaration
have all profited by in Connecticut and its
tax fight has done more to bring all
branches of the industry together than anything else which has ever occurred in the
that

:

Seider

Thanks Pettijohn

—

Connecticut Exhibitors Praised
business manager concluded his address by stressing the importance of every
exhibitor becoming active in the fight be-

The

ing waged from national headquarters
against the proposed amendments to the
copyright law affecting the music tax. He
said that a special attorney has been retained to conduct the legal angle of this
campaign, a detailed story of which appears

8.

or moral uplift.

Parliament to Get
Copyright Bill for
Vote January 7
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—Plans to merge

ONT., Dec. 8.—The Canabill which was approved

in amended form by a special committee
of the Canadian house of commons last
June will come up again before Parliament at the session opening January 7.
It now provides for the collection of
royalties on all copyrighted music used
in
motion picture theatres in the

dominion.

A society known as the Canadian Preforming Right Society, Ltd., has been
established as a branch of the Performing Right

Society of Great Britain to
from copyrighted music.
It has been seeking an alliance with
the Association of Authors and Composers in the United States.
The Musical
Amusement Association has been formed
in Canada to oppose the activities of the
Canadian rerforming Right Society. At
a recent M. P. T. O. meeting here a resolution was passed asking co-operation
for the Musical Amusement Association.
collect the fees

Saxe Milwaukee Chain
( Special to

to the

the interests of United Artists

with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer were definitely abandoned last week. Joseph M.
Schenck, chairman of United Artists board of directors, in a formal statement declared the plan had been abandoned due to exhibitors throughout the
country voicing their protests. The theatre men, Mr. Schenck said, feared
the merger was designed to create a picture trust.
Another unit will be added to United Artists’ productions, although Mr.
Schenck refused to state who was joining them. He admitted Elinor Glyn
might also join the organization. With the completion of Norma and Constance Talmadge’s contracts with First National and Buster Keatons affiliation with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, they will also become members of the
United Artists. Norma has one more picture to make for First National
and Constance has three. The United Artists propose releasing about 15
pictures next year.

Now Heads

Fitzgerald

in the first issue of the Official Bulletin.

concluded by paying a tribute

We

dian copyright

of the most dramatic moments of the
evening and an emphatic concurrence that a
new era has dawned in filmdom was witnessed when Business Manager Seider, following the declaration of co-operation by
the Hays’ official, reached over and placed
his hand on Attorney Pettijohn’s shoulder,
“Charlie Pettijohn
directing to him:
want to pay my respects to you. Indiana
should learn politics from Connecticut.
They seated us together and while waiting
to be called we have practically settled the
Your
contract and arbitration problem.
manifestation of sincerity in your very actions this evening speaks even volumes
more than your words.”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Dec.

We

OTTAWA,

One

He

We

consideration.
don’t want the money.
don’t need it.
are one of the richest states in the Union.”
The lieutenant Governor added that he
has always been a motion picture fan. He
urged members of the industry to increase
the output of pictures with an educational

history of the motion picture industry.”

Exhibitors’ Protests Block Deal
for United Artists-Metro Merger
HOLLYWOOD,

the darkest periods in its history.
He
lauded the work of the national organization and of the Hays offices, particularly
Air. Pettijohn in this respect, for their cooperation with the state organization in reducing to but ten per cent the seriousness
of the tax measure.
He emphasized the
point that this victory was not the outcome
of any “shady deal” but that of “honest adjustment.”
A novel insight into the way of officials
of the state regard the Durant bill which
became a law in a period of less than
twenty-four hours was given by Lieutenant
Governor Brainard.
“No one realized for a moment what that
bill was when it was signed and passed,”
he said. “No one had given it any serious

Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Dec.8.—James

Keogh, known to every exhibitor in this
territory as general manager of the Saxe
Amusement Enterprises and right-hand
man to Tom Saxe, has resigned. The
severance of his affiliation, which has
extended at intervals for more than nine
years, came as a surprise.
Harold J.
Fitzgerald, formerly manager of the Milwaukee branch of First National, was
introduced to Saxe house managers as
Keogh’s successor.

Minister Opens Theatre
to

Add to Church Fund
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SOUTH NEW BERLIN,

8.

—Rev.

Y„ Dec.

N.

Weaver has opened

a

motion

picture theatre to increase the revenue of
his church.

December
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Europe Amazed
as International
“Shoots ” Locarno
By JOHN

NEW

YORK,

S.

Dec.

SPARGO
— Officials of

8.

the

Newsreel Corporation last
week announced that exclusive rights in
the United States to the world-famous
motion pictures of the signing of the Locarno Treaty had been obtained by International and that beginning December 12,
the pictures will be shown on the screens
of all International Newsreel patrons in the
United States. The precious films of the
momentous event are now on their way to
America, carefully guarded and under exInternational

traordinary insurance.
Almost as remarkable in the eyes of
the conservative Europeans as the acsigning itself of the Locarno
tual
Treaty, was the fact that motion pictures of this event were made.
The making of these pictures is the greatest stroke of newsreel enterprise in the history of motion pictures. Without exception,
the 200 newspaper correspondents assembled in the historic Great Hall of the Foreign Office in London, devoted immense
amounts of space to the fact that motion
pictures were made of the signing of the
pact.
Not since the signing of the Treaty
of Versailles, has there been gathered together such an assemblage of plenipotentiaries of European nations.
In the opinion
of the European correspondents, the signing of the treaty stands as one of the
greatest events of all time, comparable
with the Declaration of Independence and
the signing of the Treaty of Ghent.

Associated 9 s
Manager in Philadelphia

Blofson

Is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Dec. 8.—A1
Blofson has been appointed manager of
the Philadelphia branch of Associated
Exhibitors
b y

$4,000,000 Issue Sold for
New Universal Theatre Firm

—

Proceeds Will Be Used to Acquire Chains Laemmle Sails to
Complete Deal Giving Entree to 600 Ufa
Houses Overseas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

—

Announcement was made last week by Shields &
Company, members of the New York Stock Exchange, that they had purchased and resold to investors a new issue of $4,000,000 8 per cent preferred
stock of Universal Chain Theatres Corporation.
The shares were priced at
$100 and accrued dividends, with one share of common stock accompanying
Dec.

8.

each share of preferred as a bonus.

To Acquire Chains With Proceeds
The proceeds of

the sale of this preferred and of $1,000,000 8 per cent
cumulative convertible second preferred will be used to acquire motion picture
theatre chains in addition to the Sparks, Hostettler and Schine chains, consisting of 91 theatres in the South, East and West, which are to be immediately acquired.
Books on the issue were closed during the day.

Laemmle,

Universal
Universal Pictures Company Inc., has agreed
to purchase for cash $1,000,000 of second
preferred stock at par, while the Llniversal
Pictures Company, Inc., has agreed to take
in exchange for its interest in the Sparks,
Hostettler and Schine theatre chains a
similar amount of second preferred stock
at par.
There will be assets of about 150
per cent available for the preferred stock.
Carl

Chain Theatre

president

Corporation

of

and of

$1,480,000 Year’s Net Seen
Based on operations of the theatre, interests in which are to be purchased from
Universal Pictures Company, Inc., it is
estimated by Mr. Laemmle that the first
full

operations

year’s

of

the

corporation

will result in a net available for dividends

on the corporation’s $4,000,000 of preferred
stock of approximately $1,480,000 or about
four and one-half times interest requirements.

E.

Mr. Laemmle’s letter to the bankers said
part
“Motion picture chains in the
United States have proved exceptionally
profitable and the number of theatres thus

Mr.
Smith.
Blofson began
his film career in
the Quaker City
Universal,
for
which concern

constantly increasing. The reexisting
success
of
chain theatre companies makes it apparent
that the business of providing the public
with a high type of amusement at a low
price is economically sound and subject to

Salesmanager

manager.
Blofson piled up

financial

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Bible,
has for sev-

eral years

conducted an independent ex-

change,

now

closing out the Keystone
Film Exchange and has accepted a position under Blofson.

YORK, Dec. 8. Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal Pictures Corporation, 730 Fifth Avenue, sailed for Europe
on the Leviathan last Saturday. Accompanying him was Sigmund Moos, leasing
manager at Universal City Hans Winter,
inventor Henry Henigson, business manager of Universal City and formerly supervising manager of Universal’s exchanges
in Europe
H. Ross, Mr. Laemmle’s
J.
secretary; Carl Laemmle, Jr., Miss Rosa;

;

Botsford to Address
Theatre Managers Meet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS,

TEX.,

—

8.
Dec.
Famous
Players are to hold a theatre managers
convention in Dallas December 7-8, and
managers of Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma will be in attendance. The New
York executives who are to address the
assembly are A. M. Botsford, advertising
manager, Herschel Stuart, formerly of
Dallas, who is now supervisor of presentation for the Famous Players offices,
Robert Mansfield, assistant manager of
theatre department, and Harry Marks,
also of the theatre department.

;

belle

;

the “Kontingent.”

Through this same arrangement, Mr.
Laemmle intends to exchange not only productions with Ufa, whose biggest pictures
be released through Llniversal in the
future, but stars and directors as well,
Norman Kerry, Laura La Plante, Virginia
Valli, Louise Dresser and Jean Hersholt,
will make individual trips to the Ufa studios, and stars like Emil Jannings, Werner
Krauss, Lya de Putti, Zenia Desni, Lil
Gagova and Conrad Zeidt will be brought
to Llniversal City for Universal producwill

tions.

Mae Murray

on the Majestic on
terms of her
own contract with Ufa, which takes on an
the

same day,

Laemmle and her

sailed

to discuss the

entirely new significance since the Ufa pictures are to be released by LTniversal in

America. Miss Murray was formerly a
Universal star.
Mr. Laemmle. has also just consummated
a tremendous theatre deal in this country,
whereby he has turned over the Llniversal
theatres
to
Llniversal
Chain Theatres
Corporation, which is just announcing a
four million dollar issue of 8 per cent preferred stock.

Mr. Laemmle

will

be abroad for eight

W ellenbrink Case Is
Settled out of Court

—

NEW

Tom

Germany through Mr.
Laemmle’s deal whereas, before, 90 per
cent of them were excluded by the German government import law known as
gible for entry into

or ten weeks.

Laemmle Sails to Close
$3,800,000 Deal with Ufa

enviable
sales
records througho u t the Conti-

is

is

intelligent development.”

p ea n

who

:

markable

sent him abroad
as Central Euro-

nent.

in

operated

J.

37

friend,

Miss Estelle

Cohen.

Mr. Laemmle is going abroad to consummate a big international deal whereby,
through the loan of $3,600,000 to Ufa, the
greatest of the producing, releasing and
exhibiting companies of Germany, Mr.
Laemmle obtains for Universal the entree
to their 600 theatres not only for Universal
pictures but for nearly 100 other American
made productions. These are to be chosen
by a committee composed of Ufa and Universal officials. The productions of all the
best American manufacturers are now eli-

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, Dec. 8. The long drawn
out and much talked of Apollo-Wellenbrink case, which was expected to bring
about a legal test of arbitration as conducted by the film boards of trade, will go
no farther in the courts.
Just before it was to go to trial last
week before Justice Proskauer, of the supreme

court, announcement was made that
the case had been settled out of court.
While the terms of the settlement have
not been made public by either side to the
controversy, it is generally understood that
the Wellmont theatres, operated by Wellenbrink, has agreed to accept 17 pictures
and to pay $5,000 for them.

Blakeslee Obtains Old Irving Prop
HARTFORD, CONN.— Fred G. Blakeslee has
added

to
his
collection of
stage weapons a
“rapier” which is supposed to have been used by
Sir
Henry Irving in the fencing scene in

“Hamlet.”
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Mrs. Sam Warner
Entertains Stage
Folk at Screening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec. 8.— Mrs. Sam L.
Basquette, former premier danseuse of the “Ziegfeld Follies”)
was hostess at Warner’s theatre, New
York, Friday afternoon to the entire personnel of four dramatic companies now
playing on Broadway. A de luxe showing of the Warner Brothers feature,
“Hogan’s Alley,” starring Monte Blue,
was given, with the loges occupied by
the stars and 150 members of the casts
of these stage productions appearing at
Charles Dillingham theatres:
“Sunny” (Marilyn Miller) New Amsterdam;
“The Last of Mrs. Cheyney” (Ina Claire) Fulton;
“The City Chap” (Richard “Skeets” Gallagher)
Liberty; “These Charming People” (Cyril Maude)

Warner (Lina

Gaiety.

Not only was Mrs. Warner extending
courtesy to friends with

a

whom

she

was formerly closely associated, but the
occasion marked the launching of a
series

of

regular

weekly “professional

matinees” at which members of dramatic
companies are to be entertained. It is
planned in the future to limit the guests
at a given matinee to the members of one
cast.
The guests last Friday made their

own

contribution to the success of the
entertainment, for as they entered the
theatre lobby where they were received
by Mrs. Warner motion pictures were
made of them. These films, constituting an interesting Broadway glimpse in
themselves, are to be used as trailers
announcing future runs of “Hogan’s
Alley.”
As a special compliment, Heller’s orchestra, directed by Herman Heller,

played song hits from “Sunny” and “The
DeCity Chap” before the screening.
spite their preference for the “spoken
drama,” Mrs. Warner’s guests manifested
a deep interest in the screen presenta-

Mrs.

Sam Warner

tion.

Among
Ina

the artists present were: Marilyn Miller,
Mary Hay, Edna Best, Alma Tell,

Claire,

Cleveland, Ina Williams, Irene Dunne,
Mary Jane, Esther Howard, Joan Clement, Jeanne
Fonda, Helene Gardner, Borah Minnevitch, Richard Gallagher, Cyril Maude, Frank Doane, A. E.
Matthews, Roland Young, Pert Kelton, Jack
Phyllis

Donohue, Clifton Webb, Joseph Cawthorn, Paul
Frawley, Herbert Marshall, Charles Angelo.

entertained stars and

Warner
Heller,

an

United Amusment, Ltd
Re-elect Entire Staff
(Special to

MONTREAL,

first

annual general meeting of the shareholders
of the United Amusement Corp., Ltd., was
held at the Strand theatre on November 30,
marking the termination of the first year
of the new organization under that name.
The retiring board of directors was re-elected.
The vice president and managing director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., is J. P.
Bickell and N. L. Nathanson respectively.
The
others are Ernest A. Cousins, president; Isadore
Crepeau, vice president; George Ganetakos, managing director; D. A. Murray, controller; P. G.
Demetre, Leon Payette, James E. Brooks and D.
Zarafonites.
The secretary-treasurer is E. F. McMahon and the auditors, P. A. Gagnon and
C. G. M. Marrotte.

Big Half Million Dollar
House Opens in Shanghai
(Special

from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON,

D. C„ Dec. 8.—The
Odeon, a new $500,000 theatre located on
the North Szechuen Road extension in
Shanghai,
China,
been
has
recently
opened after 14 months of construction,
it
was stated here yesterday by B.
Lucile Graham, clerk to the federal
commissioner in Shanghai.

(Lina

Basquette),

Warner musical

imitation

of four

Charlie

Herman

director,

Chaplin.

and
Left:

Edwin Taylor of the “Sunny” company,
Mrs. Warner and Heller. Below: The
crowd.

Exhibitors Herald)

QUE., Dec. 8.—The

members

companies at a special screen
matinee at Warners theatre. New York.
Top (left to right): Mr. Warner, Mrs.
stage
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First National Offers $2,000
in Exploitation Competition

Re-Takes
HE Wampas

boys like to eat expenfood, so last Thursday night
-1- they got together and gave a dinner
to Sid Grauman at the Biltmore hotel, Los
Angeles.
And they invited 500 others to
join in the fun of the evening and everyone, even the pay customers at $10 a plate,
had a good time listening to Maj. Rupert
Hughes introduce the speakers of the evening with many a merry quip.

Open

sive

i!

JjS

:jc

Donald Ogden Stewart who writes crazy
titles for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
pictures, said while he had been here many
months he had never heard of Mr. Grauman, and had never sat through one of his
books and

prologues.

He

proposed a monument

to the

unknown Grauman.
*

*

*

started when all of the Wampas
boys entered the room wearing immense
wigs each trying to impersonate the celebrated Hollywood impresario.

The fun

*

Fred Niblo

said

*

*

Grauman opened

the

Million Dollar theatre, selling seats at $5,
and built the Egyptian theatre. Then he
opened the Egyptian at $5 per seat and is
now building the Chinese theatre.
*

*

*

A

sketch prepared by Joe Jackson and
George Landy called “Yes, Mr. Grauman”
got the big laugh of the evening.
The
scene was at 3 a. m. at the Egyptian theatre where press agent, poster men, advertising assistants, etc., were assembled awaiting the chief. As he bustles in he is shown
various stunts for the follow-days exploitation and is brought in the receipts of the
house. As he takes out six pieces of silver for Mr. Loew to pay for “The Big
Parade” an assistant whispers that the prologue is unusually good, and he takes back
two pieces of money. He berates his press
agent for only getting five single column
stories over and then takes the house receipts to pay an installment on his Rolls-

Royce.
*

*

*

Barber poles graced each table and two
revolving poles back of Sid’s chair were
furnished by the barbers union (yes they
were )
!

*

*

*

A gold pass good to all the theatres in
Los Angeles and Hollywood was presented
to Mr. Grauman for his mother.
*

*

*

John McCormick was introduced as “the
sweet voiced tenor of First National.” He
to sing, “Colleen I Hear You
Calling Me,” but instead attempted to assassinate Sid with a prop gun because he
had never played any First National pic-

was supposed

*

*

*

Sids of History

Sid Grauman.
Sid Kent.
Syd Chaplin.
Sid Olcott.
Sid tight and say nuttin.
*

*

sentence
“producer.”

He

a

using

on Honor Roll
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Dec. 8. An exploitation competition with awards totaling
$2,000 for exhibitors operating theatres of all sizes will feature First National
Month, next January, it is announced by First National Pictures, Inc. In
addition to the awards the exhibitors whose work is of conspicuous merit will
receive recognition through an honor roll and each will receive a parchment
testimonial carrying the name of the manager and his theatre and signed by
the judges and officials of First National.
Competition Open to All
competition, which is open to all, is designed as an incentive to effective
showmanship. It is believed there are many exhibitors in the country whb
are carrying out original ideas which are not otherwise being brought to the
attention of their fellow workers and which deserve credit.
The leading
showman of the nation will be chosen.

The

The exhibitor whose name has never
been heard beyond the boundaries of his
home town has just as good a chance
managers of the largest theatres
the country. The judges, trade paper
representatives, in drawing up the rules
determined upon a classification of theatres that would give every exhibitor an
equal opportunity.
The classifications
are based on seating capacity and take
into consideration the variety in methods
of exploitation needed for large city
theatres, neighborhood houses and theatres in small towns. The awards to be
given exhibitors in the No. 3 classification (houses seating less than 1000) are
the same as those designated for No. 1
class (houses seating over 1500) and the
No. 2 class (houses of from 1000 to 1499
capacity).

campaign covering the weeks of January
will

reaching a decision.
will be
B'or the best complete campaign

be considered

as the

made:

in

in each classification $250; second, $150;
third, $100; for the best newspaper adver-

All Branches Covered

planned distribution of the
donated by First National, an
effort was made to cover all branches of
advertising, publicity and exploitation,
the largest awards in all three classes being made for a complete campaign on
First National Month and the pictures
shown during that period.
The complete campaign covers newspaper advertising, exploitation stunts,
In

the

tisement, $50; best lobby display, $50;
In addition,
most original stunt, $50.
$50 will be awarded for the most effective newspaper stunt used by any the-

Month.

The cumulative

value

of

the

classification.

In case of campaigns of equal merit,
equal awards will be made.

Special Accesories Provided

The

advertising department

word

he was a married man,
but when they asked for his wife he
could not producer.
(From Wampas Midnight Bulletin)
said

R.

to.

of

First

National Pictures has prepared a complete line of special free accessories to
Also, an eight-page
assist exhibitors.
press sheet has been prepared on the
campaign and will be mailed to exhibitors.

The competition

$2,000

free publicity, lobby displays, everything,
in fact, that contributes to the arousing
First National
public interest in
of

any

atre in

is

open throughout

January. Exhibits shall be mailed to the
Exploitation Contest Committee, First
National Pictures, 383 Madison Avenue,
New York City. All contributions must
be received not later than February 21,
1926.

1926 Will Be Epochal
Year for Industry Is
Prophecy of Fraser
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cruze Goes to
Europe for “Old
Ironsides” Locations
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

Dec.

NEW

YORK,

Dec. 8.— The coming year,
be an epochal year in the film
industry, according to the belief of WilFraser,
liam
R.
manager
general
of
the Harold
1926,

will

Lloyd

8.—

are co-authors of the story, which
traces the history of the heroic
vessel from the time its keel was
laid in the Philadelphia
Navy
Yards in 1794. Curtis D. Wilbur,
secretary of the navy, is cooperating.

Corpora-

tion.

“The year now
rapidly drawing to
was a
a
close

good year
from a production

very

standpoint,” said
Fraser, yesterday.

Harry Carr and Walter Woods
the

in

The following cash awards

of the Mediterranean in 1804.

*

Film Definition
Give

Month Next January
Showmen Doing Conspicuous Work Will Be Placed
to All Exhibitors in First National

James Cruze, director, has left
Los Angeles for Europe to gather
data and pick locations for “ Old
Ironsides,” which Famous Players
will make as a historical epic of
the American frigate Constitution.
Cruze will visit Tripoli, where the
Constitution made history in the
United States war against pirates

tures.

Famous

39

William R. Fraser

He then pointed
out that a popular
star is a great asset to the goodwill
“
‘The
°f a theatre.

Freshman’ attractthousands to the Colony theatre,” he
said.
“Undoubtedly thousands were totally
surprised to find that it was such an excellent theatre and henceforth will become
ed

regular patrons.”

December
1925
EXHIBITORS HERALD
Schrock Joins Schenck Ranks Famous to Make
“Rough Riders as
as Associate Producer
Roosevelt Special

40

19,

99

—Next

Former Universal Chief to Work with Considine and West
West Coast House to Open December 26

By

H

OLLYWOOD,

Dec.

8.

RAY MURRAY

— Raymond L. Schrock who recently resigned

manager

of Universal City has joined the Joseph M.
Schenck organization as an associate producer. He has taken offices
at the United Studios and will be associated with John W. Considine, Jr.,
and Roland West in handling pictures starring Norma and Constance
Talmadge and features for United Artists, working directly under Mr.

as general

Schenck.

CCHROCK’S

first
duties were on the
of “My Woman,” Norma Talmadge’s starring vehicle to follow “Kiki.”
*
Chandler Sprague, well known newspaper man, has been appointed by Schenck as

v -' script

assistant

to

for a series of conferences with Louis B.
Mayer, general manager, and other executives of the company.
They will map out
the 1926 program during his stay here,

which

is

expected to

last

*

*

Manager John W.

General

about four weeks.

*

Considine. Sprague will have editorial supervision of plays and stories for Norma

Joseph Hergesheimer has arrived in Los
Angeles for an indefinite stay. The novel-

and Constance Talmadge and Rudolph Val-

ist is here at the
invitation of Samuel
Goldwyn, and has held several conferences
with Director Henry King and Frances
Marion to make preparations for the writing of an original story for Mr. Goldwyn.

entino.
*

*

*

West Coast to Open Uptown House
A. M. Bowles, general manager of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., announces that the
new West Coast Uptown-Theatre at Tenth
Street
and Western Avenue, will be
formally opened December 26. This theatre is the first of six which West Coast
will open within 60 days.
*

*

Ground was broken

new

$500,000 theatre

*

week for the
on Hollywood Boulelast

vard near Gower Street, which is being
erected by The Hansen Theatres, Inc.
Alice Calhoun, vice president and one of
the principal stockholders, helped to operate a steam shovel at the groundbreaking
ceremony. The theatre is supposed to be
ready for occupancy within 100 days, and
will be devoted to first run pictures.

Author Sues Hal Roach
Charging the Hal Roach Studios with
producing two pictures based upon stories
of which she is the author, Vingie E. RoeLawton, of Napa, has filed suit in the
United States circuit court for $20,000
damages.
She seeks a restraining order
and an accounting of profits from the pictures.
The two stories which the author
contends were adapted from her works are
“Black Cyclone” and “Rex, the King of

Wild Horses,”
lier’s Weekly in

originally
1916.
* * *

printed

in

Col-

Airplane Crash Hurts Four
Four persons were injured at Long
Beach, Cal., while making scenes for Samuel Goldwyn’s “Partners Again.”
An airplane was supposed to skim over the top of
an automobile, but it failed to rise and
wrecked the machine and seriously injured
Joe Walters, cameraman, Thomas Branni-

and

cameraman,

Eddie Fix, actor,
driver of the automobile.
It was the final scene of the “Potash and
Perlmutter” picture being made for the

gan,

Ray Kirkman,

*

*

*

by Hope Loring and Louis Lighton.
Jjl

The Writers Club is giving a dinner to
Douglas and Mary Fairbanks on Saturday
evening of this week. They depart for a
European

trip

January
*

16.

*

Wampas Dinner Brilliant Affair
The Wampas Testimonial dinner given
to Sid Grauman on Thursday evening at
the Biltmore Hotel was a brilliant affair.
About 500 persons, leaders in the motion

and civil
Major Rupert Hughes

picture, financial, industrial, social

world, attended.
was toastmaster.

Addresses were made by
Marcus Loew, Fred Beetson, Fred Niblo,
Jesse L. Lasky, Donald Ogden Stewart,
William Beaudine, Roscoe Arbuckle, Harry
Brand, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Lew Cody,
Edwards Davis, George Young, Joe Jackson
and others. Several sketches by Wampas
members which poked gentle fun at Mr.
Grauman were given.

Changes Made in Sales
Posts of Pathe and A. E.
James A. Harris has been appointed
branch manager of the Pathe office in
St. Louis; Bob Boomer has been appointed branch manager for Associated
Exhibitors at Salt Lake City; Robert J.
Murray has become branch manager of
the A. E. office at Dallas, Tex.; and
Harry Sachs has been promoted to inspector booker for Pathe in Dallas.

United Artists.
*

*

*

James R. Grainger, general

sales

man-

ager of the Fox Film Corporation, has returned to New York after spending ten
days at the West Coast Studios in conference with Winfield R. Sheehan, vice
president and general manager.
jjc

sj:

%

Marcus Loew, president of Loew’s, Inc.,
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer corporation, arrived here last week on his annual visit to
Mr. Loew came
the Culver City studio.

13 “Baby

Wampas” Stars

for ’26 Picked on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

“Baby Wampas”

Dec.

—

YORK, Dec. 8. “The Rough
Riders,” the story of Theodore Roosevelt
and his famous regiment of volunteers in
the Spanish-American war, is to be filmed
as an epic by Paramount.
The announcement was made yesterday
by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice president in
charge of production for Famous, coincident with the arrival in Los Angeles from
Europe of Lucien Hubbard, who will perHe and
sonally supervise the production.
Hermann Hagedorn, official biographer of
for Cuba
and the cooperation of the Cuban government enThe story already has been comlisted.
pleted by Hagedorn.
A nationwide search began today for a
player to portray the character of RooseIt is hoped, according to Mr. Lasky,
velt.
to obtain an actor whose face never before
has been seen on the screen in order to
have the character live as Roosevelt himself in the minds of his millions of ad-

Roosevelt,

will

where locations

leave

shortly

will be selected

mirers.

“The Rough Riders” will be authentic in
The story by Hagedorn, who
detail.
also secretary of the Roosevelt Memorial

every

Dimitri Buchowetski, well known director and writer, has signed' a contract with
B. P. Schulberg, associate Paramount producer, to direct Pola Negri in her next
starring vehicle.
Her first story will be
written by Ernest Vadja, the Hungarian
playwright.
The script is being prepared

brief

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

8.

— Thirteen

stars for 1926, picked at

is

Association, has been prepared with Mrs.
Roosevelt’s sanction.

Mrs. Rockwell Ousted
as Censor in Chicago
Mrs. Mabel Rockwell, who led the fight
of the Chicago censor bureau against “Her
Sister from Paris,” the First National picture of Constance Talmadge which showed
at the Chicago theatre and registered a
decisive defeat of the censors, has been
removed as head of the Chicago bureau by
Chief of Police M. A. Collins. Miss Effie
D. Siglar, a board member, was named to
Mrs. Rockwell denied her
succeed her.
removal was due to her being too drastic
in her censorship.

Lionel Barrymore Signs

With Ginsberg to Play
“Brooding Eyes” Lead
(Special to Exhibitors Her,aid)

NEW YORK, Dec. 8.— Lionel Barrymore has been signed for the leading
role in “Brooding Eyes,” fifth Banner
production,
according to a

gram

tele-

from

Henry Ginsberg,

president

of

Henry

Ginsberg
Distributing Cor-

poration,

who

is

now

in Los Anggeles. Barrymore

will play the part

Slim Jim
Carey in the
crook meloof

drama.
Final sequences
are being shot
Lionel Barrymore
for “The Checkered Flag,” the fourth Banner production featuring Elaine Hammerstein sup-

ported by Wallace MacDonald.

“A Des-

Mary

the annual meeting of the Wampas, include
Astor, Mary Brian, Joyce Compton,
Marcelline Day, Dolores Costello, Joan
Crawford, Dolores Del Rio, Janet Gaynor,
Sally Long, Edna Marian, Sally O’Neill,

Moment,” the fourth Royal picHawley and
ture,
featuring Wanda
Theodor Von Eltz, is progressing rapid“The Taxi Mystery” will be the
ly.

Vera Reynolds and Fay Wray.

next Royal to

perate

start.

December

19,

Film News
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Alice Calhoun will grace the cast of the first picture made
by Harry Langdon for First National. She has been lent
to the company after having been requested for the leadLangdon has
ing feminine role opposite the comedian.
decided to turn to feature length films.

Greetings, Chicago! Peggy Hopkins
Joyce, Associated Exhibitors star,
with John Mednikow on her stopoff
enroute to Hollywood. Her host is
the new Chicago branch manager.

Stories

Harold Beaudine,

A1 Thompson (left), assistant manager, and William H. Jenner, manager
of Harry Langdon unit which has be-

gun the first Langdon
National release.

left,

and Jimmie Adams.

Beaudine has

recently returned to work at the Warner Brothers lot where
he is under contract after having completed some work for
Mary Pickford for which he was lent by Warners. Photo
taken by Harry Nichols, HERALD cameraman.

comedy

for First

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Sid Grauman aided in drilling on the first steel girder
for his new $5,000,000 structure in Hollywood. Grauman is disguised in overalls and holds the air hammer.
Anna May Wong is the girl at the right. The prominent exhibitor appears to know his business.

John Barrymore (left in bow of boat) and Millard Webb,
were snapped while making scenes for the Warner
Brothers big special production, “The Sea Beast.” The picture has been completed and will be released soon after
January 1.
director,

“Aloma

December

One baby star that won’t be
Harry
in the Wampas list!
Langdon has a new role in
his first
lease.

First

National

re-

19,

Ben Turpin has returned

1925

to

Mack

Sennett lot to make
comedies for Pathe distribution. He left films a year ago

the

due

Hobart Bosworth astride Cameo,

to his wife’s illness.

winappearing
in “The Golden Strain,” a Fox production directed by
Victor Schertzinger, which will be ready for general release at an early date.

ner of a

number

of racing honors.

his favorite horse,

Bosworth

is

of the South Seas” has in the leading role Gilda

Charlie Chaplin, right, posed for his likeness in sculpture

Gray playing opposite Warner Baxter, both of whom are
shown here. Above is one of the scenes of the Paramount
picture which is directed by Maurice Tourneur. It is about

when he visited New York in the autumn for the opening
Jo Davidson,
of “The Gold Rush,” United Artist film.
sculptor, has now completed the bust of the comedian

ready for release.

which appears

at left.

December

19,
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Robert G. Vignola who directed “Fifth
Avenue” for Producers Distributing
Corporation posed for this picture
when he met H. E. N. on the Coast
recently.
Left: Blanche

Sweet and Jack Mulhall
waiting for the cameraman to begin
shooting a scene for “The Far Cry,” a
First
National
picture.
Photo by
H. E. N.
Right: Ann Pennington passed through
Chicago recently on her way to New
York from the Coast. She has been
appearing in Fox productions.

Michael Arlen has agreed to write
“Crossroads of the World” for Pola
Negri’s next production at the Paramount lot. He is now on the Coast
preparing the script.

Ring Lardner

among

is

one of the authors

leading lights of
Paramount talent which supplies
the product for the new season. His
listed

stories

the

have made him prominent.

A reproduction of Venus de Milo appears in scenes of “The
American Venus,” Lasky production. In her costume for the
picture above

is

seen Esther Ralston

The gentlemen are Larry Gray
tor.

Gray

is

the male lead.

(left)

who

has the

title

role.

and Frank Tuttle, direc-

An author of plays and of songs,
George Cohan, has supplied Paramount with a number of his works
which will be made into films during the coming year.

Lewis Milestone, director, and Matt Moore, right, are
up to a bit of comedy work while the camera isn’t
watching. Moore is starring in “The Cave Man” for
Warner Brothers, which explains the heavy growth on
his face and the tousled hair.

44
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One of the pleasures attributed to picture production in Hollywood! The crowd gathered recently to watch Harold Lloyd
making a ludicrous scene for his next Paramount production which is known temporarily by the title, “For Heaven’s Sake!”
At Lloyd’s left are Ted Wilde, scenario writer; Sam Taylor, who has directed for Lloyd for a long time, and Walter Lundin,
chief Lloyd cameraman. In Lloyd’s arms is a dummy that is being used in the sequence of the picture. The comedian in
the future will be seen regularly in Paramount pictures, according to the terms of his newly signed contract.

Walter Camp, Jr., president of Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
Richard Barthelmess, star of “Just Suppose,” which will be
released through First National, and J. Boyce Smith, general
manager of Inspiration Pictures, Inc. The next picture to be
made by Barthelmess will be “The Kid from Montana.”

Above is shown the beginning of what will terminate in
the demolition of the car barns at Seventh avenue and
50th street, New York, where S. L. Rothafel (in center of
photo) will build a new $8,000,000 theatre. The woman
is Mile. Gambarelli. Douglas Stanbury is behind Roxy.

Harry Rapf and his family have left for Europe. Before leaving Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives and film people accompanied the travelers to the train. Left to right appear Archie Mayo, Hunt Stromberg, Carey Wilson, Carmel Meyers, Edmund
Goulding, Maurice Rapf, Mrs. Rapf, Louis B. Mayer, Harry Rapf, Joe Rapf, Max Marcin, Eddie Mannix, Nicholas Schenck, Robert Rubin.
Before the Rapf family left the Coast Hunt Stromberg honored them with an elaborate banquet at the Ambassador
Cocoanut Grove. Many prominent film people were present. It is not known how long the Rapfs will remain abroad.
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Sidney Franklin, American bullfighter, recently visited
Douglas Fairbanks to watch the filming of “The Black
Pirate,” United Artists picture. Doug is intent upon the
pigtail he is holding which is the insignia of the bullfighter.
It appears that Franklin’s MIGHT be real.

Love

Bessie

brought

much

recently
attention to

the

Paramount

herself in
roles in

has

which

she

June Mathis has supervised
direction of “The “Viennese Medley” for First National.
Photo by H. E. N.

has

played.

of

HERALD

staff.

their game across
suppose, was bagged
Both have just returned from Mendenhall
by them.
Glacier, Alaska, where they made scenes for “Rocking
Moon” for Producers Distributing Corporation.

John Bowers and Lilyan Tashman with
their shoulders which,

it

is

fair to

Pauline

Gertrude Olmstead has just
been cast in “The Torrent,” a film to be made
soon for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer

is

the vigorof

manager
Metro Goldwyn - Mayer
ous

appearing

district
-

in

the Los Angeles territory.
Photo by H. E. N.

player,

is

“Bright
Lights” with Charles Ray,
directed by R. Z. Leonard.

release.

Dave Bershon

Metro-

Starke,

Goldwyn-Mayer

Leon Errol has

rived at Rye, N. Y., to
make scenes for First
National’s “Lunatic at

Dorothy Devore, Warner Brothers player,
does a “Charleston”
that she finds rather dif-

Large.”

ficult in this

just ar-

armor.

in

Allan Dwan, director of
“Stage Struck” for Paramount, has begun “Sea
Horses”
with Florence
Vidor.

:

:
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IRENE RICH,

starred in

New

“Lady Windermere’s Fan ” Opens on Broadway to 200 Guests
Bartlett Named to Fill Boasberg Vacancy ivith F. B. 0.

By

N

JOHN

S.

—

SPARGO

—The

Dec. 8.
world stepped out of
another of the unique
larity by Warner Brothers.
Last Tuesday evening was
the triple piece de resistance

big social event of New York’s film
regular film circles to get itself put over as
affairs now being pulled off with great regu-

the time, the Casa Lopez was the place and
was the premier showing of the big Warner
special “Lady Windermere’s Fan”; an unusual Lopez concert, and a most
excellent dinner at which Mr. Lopez was host.

'T'HE

guests were about 200 persons representing the artistic, dramatic, business
and social worlds, in addition to quite a
number of trade paper persons masquerading as “the literati.”
Irene Rich Presented

The dinner at the exclusive dining Casa
(Broadway slang for restaurant) was billed
for seven o’clock and got away promptly
on time to the strains of music furnished
by an augmented Lopez orchestra. Immediately following the dinner Mr. Lopez
introduced Sam E. Morris, general manager of distribution of Warner Brothers,
who proceeded to present Miss Irene Rich,
the Mrs. Erlynne of the Lubitsch opus.
Miss Rich had just landed from a European
trip and was the chief guest of the evening.
On being introduced, the charming Miss
Rich made a speech, which, though marked
by its brevity, was very much to the point.
Said she
“I haven't seen

the

finished picture yet.

does not turn out to be a good one
the industry will have one less girl in it
tomorrow.”
If

it

After the screening of the production,
during which Herman Heller’s orchestra
from Warner’s theatre played, the consensus of opinion was that the industry was
in no danger of losing Miss Rich if her
work and the general excellence of the production is to be the criterion upon which
her stay or leaving is based.
Following the showing of the picture a
number of screen celebrities were introduced to the other guests as they were also
to a radio audience through the Hotel McAlpin station. Among these were Mabel
Normand, Mrs. Rudolph Valentino, Matt
Moore, Clive Brook, John Roche and
Lewis Milestone.
Among the guests who enjoyed the
unique premiere were
S.

W. Anderson,

Alicoate,

Kelcey

Lester

Allen,

J.

Alexander,

Frank

1925

the story of her work while H. M. WarYork, dinner dance heralding the world premiere. In the other picture are
Mrs. Sam L. Warner (Lina Basquette), Clive Brook and Vincent Lopez.

Warner Premiere Proves Big
Social Event of Season
YORK,

19,

Warner Brothers’ “Lady Winderme re’s Fan,” broadcast

ner, president, looked on, at the Casa Lopez,
(left to right) Sam L. Warner, John Roche,

EW

December

Ariner,

J.

W.

George

Balsdon, Nat Beier, Eve Bernstein, Louis Boehm,
Eugene Brewster, Sol Brill, Clive Brook, Eileen
Creelman, Julius Cohen, Herbert Crooker, Roy C.
Cool, Joseph Dannenberg, Edward B. Craft, Geo.
Cullinan, Chas. Belmont Davis, Gene Cohn.
Royal S. Copeland, Chas. I. de Bevoise, Francis
Corcoran, J. S. Dickerson, Dr. Paul Rinaudo
de Ville, G. E. Donovan
Jos. Durst, Bernard Edelhertz, Abe Einstein,
Adele Fletcher, Stanley P. Freedman, W. Frazer
Gibson, Dr. Robt. Good, Mr. Pitt P. Hand, Richard Halliday, Willard C. Howe, A. W. Hawkins,
Dorothy Herzog, Arthur James, Alice Joyce,
Leatrice Joy, William Johnston, Maurice Kann,
Helen Klumph, Joe Kohn, Moe Levy, Elizabeth
Lonergan, Norbert Lusk, Gordon B. Fulcher, Bert
Marx, Lewis Milestone, Peter Milne, George
Mitchell, Matt Moore, Sam E. Morris, B. S. Moss,
Paul Moss.
Frank S. Ober, Agnes O’Malley, Mr. Oestricher,
F. G. Ortega.
Alexander Pantages, Rose Pelswick, Edward Pidgeon, David Post; Geo. E. Quigley, Lawrence Reid,
Wm. Reilly, W. B. Reynolds, Walter J. Rich, John
Roche, W. Adolphe Roberts, Ethel Roseman, Harold
Rodner, Henry Rudkin, Paul Sweinhart,
Charles Sewall, Sime Silverman, Agnes Smith,
Frederick Smith, Palmer Smith.
John S. Spargo, Herman Starr, L. P. Straton,
Alma Tally, Frederick Teipel, Irene Thirer, J. M.
Torr, H. Z. Torres, Harriette Underhill, Albert

Warner.
H. M. Warner, Sam Warner, Miss Waterbury,
Richard Watts, Jr., S. M. Weller, Thomas Woods,
Katherine Zimmerman.
*

*

*

“Vanishing American” Ends Run
After an engagement of ten weeks at the
Criterion theatre “The Vanishing American” will close December 19. The theatre
will remain dark while the interior is redecorated and new seats are installed to
enlarge the very small capacity of the
house. The loges are to be removed and
replaced with rows of seats and additional
balcony seats are to be installed.
White Fawn remains in the lobby of the
Criterion weaving her Navajo rugs and
her daughter Chickadee continues as program girl. Chief Running Elk, Princess
Beppa and Papoose Bright Eyes are in
Boston to add color to the engagement of
“The Vanishing American” at the Metropolitan theatre, there.

No

definite plans

have as yet been made

for an attraction to reopen the remodeled
Criterion.
5*C

3jC

R. K. Bartlett, one of the veterans of the
motion picture industry, has joined F. B. O.
as sales promotion director to replace A1
Boasberg who recently left for Hollywood
as gag man for Buster Keaton.
Mr. Bartlett began his film career at the
old American Biograph Studio, and later
went abroad as manager of Earl’s Court

Exhibition and Olympia, London, Magic
City Park, Paris, and the American Park
at Marseilles.
was later vice president

and general
He
manager of the Stanley Film Company of
London and for four years general repre-

Great Britain of the late
His most recent affiliation was with H. Grindell-Matthews, when
he publicized and exploited the famous
sentative

in

Thomas H.

“Death Ray”

Ince.

picture.
* t-

*

Bowes Flooded with Requests
Since Major Edward Bowes announced
that photographs of the Capitol
“Family” would be available in the near
future, thousands of requests have been
pouring in through the mail. As it is impossible to comply with the great number
of requests on hand immediately, the major

recently

assures his enthusiastic radio fans that
these will be taken care of within the next

few weeks.
Requests are being

filled in the

order of

and additional clerical help has
been engaged to facilitate the mailing of the
photographs.
The Capitol “Family” now
comprises, William Robyn, Marjorie Harcum, Gladys Rice, Yasha Bunchuk, Rudy
Wiedoeft, Josef Fuchs, Caroline Andrews,
their receipt

Julian Glass, Sigurd Nilssen, Celia Turrill,
Dr. Billy Axt, Max Herzberg, David Mendoza, Tommy Dowd, Joseph Green, Henry
Heil,
Gene Smith, Pietro Capodiferro,
Martha Wilchinski, Chester Hale, Doris
Niles and Ballet Corps.
^

^

^

Announcement has just been made that
C. Lang Cobb, formerly sales manager of
Wilson-Wetherald Film Corporation,
has been appointed manager of the newly
opened Washington Exchange of Vital Exchanges, Inc.

the

*

*

*

Joe Seider is one of the busiest men in
the industry. Not only does he find time to
attend to the details of his own extensive
private interests, and a thousand worries
of the members of the M. P. T. O. A. and
the M. P. T. O. N. J. but he has discovered
a way to make delinquent members come
across with back dues During the first two
weeks of his administration as business
manager of the national exhibitor organization, more than $2,000 in dues was received
at his office, not a small part of it delinquent.

December

19,
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Eisner Reported
Head of Syndicate
Forming at K. C.
A

theatre syndicate which will control
string of suburban houses in Kansas
City is being organized with Adolph Eisner, former president of the M. P. T. O.—
Kansas City, as the probable president.
This was one of the important bits of
news of the week regarding theatre chains
and construction projects.

Three Big Projector Firms
Merged in New Corporation

Enterprises has
acquired control of the theatres in Corpus
Christi, Tex., and is planning erection of
a $100,000 house. Fritzpatrick and McElroy interests of Indianapolis are lessees of
a $200,000 theatre to be constructed at
Richmond, Ind., by Quaker City Realty
Corp.
A deal at San Francisco has been completed
by which Famous Players acquired the Northeast
corner of Market, Jones and McAllister streets
The property
at a price said to be $2,700,000.
A. F. Giannini,
has on it the Granada theatre.
San Francisco banker, is making plans for a
$3,000,000 theatre which will be leased to William
Fox for 30 years for $5,000,000 aggregate rental.

Company Formed

International Projector

a

The Robb and Rowley

47

to

Take Over Entire

Assets and Businesses of Nicholas Power, Precision

Machine and Acme Concerns
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

—The

8.

International Projector Corporation has been

formed under the laws of Delaware for the purpose of taking over the entire
assets and businesses of Nicholas Power Company, Inc.
Precision Machine
Company, Inc., and Acme Motion Picture Projector Company. The first two
are located in New York and the third in Chicago. They are the three leading
manufacturers and distributors of motion picture projectors and accessories
;

in the

country.

Identity of Each Machine Retained

The Power, Simplex and Acme motion picture projectors, which are manufactured in the respective plants of the corporation, are widely known in the
industry. They will continue to be manufactured and the individual identity
of each machine will be fully retained.

A

Sacramento architect is preparing drawings
for four theatre
buildings for Paramount at
Chico, Marysville, Placerville and Oroville, Cal.
Ray Spinnet of Dallas, Tex., has acquired complete control of all theatres in Temple, Tex.,
and will also take over the Jefferson of Dallas.
Dent and Musselman, Dallas, Tex., has acknowledged in a statement that the Saenger Amusement Company of New Orleans owns “substantial” stock in D & M.

Capitol Theatre Company of Flint, Mich.,
has been reorganized with W. S. Butterfield named president to
succeed P. J.

Pengally,
resigned.
The directors instructed Butterfield to proceed with a million dollar theatre construction project.
The Butterfield circuit will erect three new
houses next year. Fitzpatrick and McElroy will soon open the new Maltz theatre
at Alpena, Mich.
Stanley Company is to
build a 2,500-seat house in Philadelphia.
syndicate to be known as Lynch Realty
Company has been formed to build a 2,500-

A

seat

house

Amusement

in

Oaklyn,

N.

Company

has
Olympia theatre in Chicago.

Kidland
bought
the

J.

Associated Exhibitors
Releases Four Feature
Pictures in
( Special to

NEW

YORK,

December
—One Associ-

Exhibitors Herald

Dec.

8.

ated Exhibitors picture in the “Triumphant Thirty” has already been released
this month and three others are scheduled for December release. “Counsel for
the Defense” was released Dec. 6. The
others, with release dates are:
“The
Pinch Hitter,” Dec. 13; “North Star,”
Dec. 20; “Lover’s Island,” Dec. 27.
Betty Compson is the star of “Counsel
for the Defense.”
The leading role in
“The. Pinch Hitter” is filled by Glenn

Hunter,

with Constance Bennett and
Antrim Short as the principal supports.
“Strongheart,” canine star, has the outstanding role in “North Star.” The leading human players are Virginia Lee Cor-

Ken Maynard and Stuart Holmes.
Hope Hampton is the star of “Lover’s
Island.”
The featured supporting play-

bin,

ers are James Kirkwood and Louis
heim.

Wol-

Rogell Returns to U
After Laemmle Visit
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. — Despite that
to

8.

he resigned last week A1 Rogell has decided after a conference with
Carl

Laemmle
Jack

to return to the lot to direct
Hoxie in another picture for Uni-

The

business

Nicholas

formerly

Power Company,

on by
and Pre-

carried
Inc.,

Machine Company, Inc., will hereafter be conducted in a ten-story fireproof
building situated at 90 Gold street, New
York city. This building and the land on
which it is located are owned by Cinema
Building Corporation, all of whose stock is
owned by International Projector Corporacision

tion.

The retailing of the manufactured product will be continued through the present
channels of distribution.
Personnel to be Continued

The personnel which has been

respon-

for the marked improvement in the
manufacture and distribution of the respective projectors during the past two years
is to be continued with the new company.
New methods of manufacture have been
sible

instituted with resultant benefit to both the
seller and the user, and the present sales
policy will be continued since it has proved

to

be

of

distinct

Vera Steadman, starred in EducationalChristie comedies, stopped in Chicago for
a few hours December 5 on her return
from a vacation in
Paris and said she
actually welcomed
the
that greeted her.
With the star were

snowstorm

her mother and
her four-year-old
daughter,
Marie,
who treasured a
Parisian pug doll
which had been
dubbed Bonza.

The

star
to

returning

was
the

lot in
Hollywood followChristie

ing a vacation in
Paris and a brief stay of two days in New
York after her arrival from overseas. She
said she did not know what her next picture was to be under her contract with
Christie, but presumed it would be another
short feature comedy.

coming week.
The new exchange will
be called
Gotham Picu r es Ex change. It is
possible that
t

Publix Papers Filed;
May Issue 1,000 Shares

office
will be lothe

cated in the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ALBANY,

build-

ing occupied

by Morris
Heilman of Reel craft,

Abrams

said.

The exchange will handle the
Gotham product and other releases of the Lumas Film Corporation exclusively.

Jerry has been district manager
of the Renown exchange for several years where he has established a great circle of friends

who wish him

identified

all

Vera Steadman Visits
In Chicago on Return
To Coast from Paris

Jerry Abrams returned to Chicago from New York December
5 with the announcement of a new
e n t er prise
which he will

same

to

facturer of motion picture projectors.

Abrams Opens
Gotham Exchange

under take
within the

benefit

with the industry.
Experience for a long period of years
has proved the economic necessity of this
move and it is anticipated that time will
further prove the wisdom of it from the
standpoint of both the user and the manu-

well.

—

N. Y., Dec. 8. The Publix
Theatres Corporation filed the necessary
papers in the secretary of state’s office here
during the past few days, for the purpose
of engaging in the motion picture, theatre
and music hall business in New York state.
The company is authorized to issue 1,000
shares of stock having no par value. The
other members of the corporation are
residents of New York state.

all

Other companies chartered by the secretary of
state during the past week to enter the motion
picture business in New York state were: R. S. P.

Amusement Company,

Inc., capitalized at $15,000;
the Merit Play Productions, Inc., $30,000; Rohde,
Rathjen and Wallace, Inc., of Cold Spring, N. Y.,
$7,500.

,

;
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Pa ris Theatre
Books U.A. Films
for All S easori
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Dec.

8.

—The

Marivaux

Paris,
France,
has
booked
United Artists releases for practically
the entire season, it has been announced
here. The season will open with “Little
Annie Rooney,” then will come “The

theatre,

Gold Rush.”

The pictures handled by the Lumas
Film Corporation and the Gotham Exchange will be handled by Jerry Abrams
in Chicago who has opened a Gotham
office there.
It is

DOROTHY GISH

was the guest of honor at a "welcome home ” dinner given by
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., at the Hotel St. Regis on her return from England after
completion of “Nell Gwynne.”

picture playing continuous performances
at

Dorothy Gish
at

Is

Paid Honors

Welcome Home Banquet

Walter Camp,

Jr.,

N

YORK,

of Inspiration Pictures, and Richard Barthelmess Lead in Tribute to Star
8.

— Prophecies

guest of honor.
“But I feel your career
has but just begun. All you have to do
in the next two years is to live up to
the high opinion of you entertained by
those who are gathered about this board
tonight.
Then we will gather again at
another banquet the watchword of which
will not be ‘Welcome Home’ but ‘We told
”

so.’

Barthelmess Pays Tribute
Richard Barthelmess also paid a glowMiss Gish’s screen ability.
He stated that during the recent years
he had played with practically all the
screen’s leading women and that without
reservation he considered Miss Dorothy
Gish to be the most talented.
The affair was a very brilliant one.
Among the 75 guests were Ganna Walska,
seated between Prince Rokneddine Kadjar
and Captain Hugo Rumbold, son of the
former British ambassador to Vienna;
John S. Robertson, Sidney Olcott and
Kenneth Webb, directors; Miss Lois
Moran and her mother Mrs. Caroline
and Mrs.
Barthelmess,
Dick’s mother,
Mary D. Gish, Dorothy’s mother the following writers, Josephine Lovett, Mrs. V.
ing tribute to

”

;

Graham Baker, Don

for Inspiration
Miss Beulah Livingstone,
press representative for Joseph Schenck
Productions; Frederick James Smith, personal representative of Richard Barthelmess and editor of Brewster Publications,
and Fred Hamlin of the Strand.
J. Boyce Smith, general manager of Inspiration, acted as toastmaster.
Miss Gish
concluded the ceremonies with a graceful
speech.
;

;

Business Side Well Represented

“The Skyrocket,” has recovered
from an attack of influenza that conspecial,

fined her to her suite at her hotel here,

and has gone to Los Angeles. She is
busy with plans for her next production.

V alentino

Films Under
Boycott of Italians

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROME,

Dec.

8.

—A

movement has been

started here to boycott all films entering
Italy made by Rudolph Valentino, Italian
born, as a rebuke of his action in attempting to become a citizen of the United
States.

Eugene O’ Neill to Begin
Production of Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Andy

Smith, salesmanager of
First National; C. F. Chandler, head of
publicity; Allen Glenn, exploitation manager; Lynde Denig, head of the advertising department
Robert Dexter, Robert
Perkins, C. H. Bunn, Ralph W. Brown,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,

8.—Through

Dec.

the arrest of Mario Sequlin said to be an
assistant cameraman and motion picture

by immigration authorities, an
scheme to lure Europeans to
America in hopes of making a fortune
writing and acting in pictures has been
extra,

alleged

disclosed.

Sequlin inserted advertisements in Italian,

Austrian and German papers prom-

ising that authors of acceptable scenarios would be given work as actors in
Hollywood and that his company would
make every effort to get them into the
United States exclusive of the quotas
assigned to their countries. He is said
to have received hundreds of letters enclosing the initial payment of five dollars
is

8.

side

;

.

with Luring Foriegn
Film Fans to America

it

;

Schenck;

.

(Special to

was represented by
Felix Feist, salesmanager of Metro Emil
M.
salesmanager
for
Joseph
Jensen,
business

Louis

Peggy Hopkins Joyce
He will be deported.
said.
Recovered, Goes West
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. — Peggy Hopkins George Crone Editing
Joyce, star of the Associated Exhibitors

Bartlett,

Mrs. Florence Strauss and Ernest Pascal
Sam Rork, producer of “Clothes Make the
Pirate,” who escorted the party afterwards
to the Strand theatre where Miss Gish
made a personal appearance and Miss
Gish’s husband, James Rennie.

The

St.

Arrest Sequlin , Charged

that

;

E. Powell, C.

The

.

.

Dorothy Gish in two years
will be “acknowledged as the most talented and popular screen
actress of the day” were made by Walter Camp, Jr., president of
Dec.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., at a “Welcome Home” banquet given the star
last Thursday evening in the grand ballroom of the Hotel St. Regis.
t< '\7’OU have reached a high place in
Max Trell, Louis Brock, Robert Kyle,
JL that
presentbrilliant company of
Christine Valleau and Mrs.
Shepherd;
day screen artists,” Mr. Camp told the
Miss Mabel Livingstone publicity director

you

popular prices.

theatre at St. Louis, Mo., has selected
“Drusilla with a Million” as the picture
which will open the new theatre.
“The Amundsen Polar Flight” is being
booked rapidly by leading exhibitors
since its release.

Head

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EW

said at the Pathe office that the

weeks run of Harold Lloyd’s “The
Freshman” ,at the Colony theatre there
is one of the longest runs made by any
ten

YORK,

—

was learned
Eugene O’Neill will form
Dec.

8.

It

here tqday that
a producing unit soon which will film many
of the plays written by him.
Kenneth
MacGowan and Robert E. Jones will join
in

the venture.

A.

E.’s

“Nutcracker”

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

NEW

YORK, Dec. 8. Filming work
on “The Nutcracker,” Hutchinson Film
Corporation picture for Associated Exhibitors release, has been completed and
the film has gone to the cutting room.
George Crone, cutting expert, has been
assigned to cut and edit the production.
“The Nutcracker” was made under the
personal supervision of Samuel S. HutchIt is a comedy co-starring Edinson.
ward Everett Horton and Mae Busch.
.

Moomaw Adds

Units to

Production Organization
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HOLLYWOOD,
ment has

Moomaw,

Dec.

8.— Announce-

been made by Lewis H.
prominent Portland film pro-

just

ducer-director, to the effect that he has
added another unit to his organization.
Moomaw will make an effort to purchase
several popular novels by well known
authors, to be adapted to the screen immediately.

December

19,
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PLAN LAUGH MONTH CONTEST
Showmen Back

Hays Approves
Laugh Month

Move; Pledge

Will H. Hays has written to GorS. White, chairman of the National Laugh Month Committee, the
following letter:

don

Local Action
That the “National Laugh Month”
campaign, set for January, 1926, has
taken a strong hold among exhibitors
is shown by the veritable storm of
pledges of support that has descended
upon the committee in charge of the

want

congratulate your assoits plans for National
Laugh Month, to be held in January.
One of the effective functions of the
motion picture is to make people
cheerful and you are doing a real
I

to

upon

ciation

service in promoting the showing of
worthy comedies. I hope that every
theatre in the United States will join
in your plan and I know that the motion picture will help in a big way
to make it a really Happy New Year.

drive.

From all over the country theatre
owners, executives and heads of circuits have responded to the suggestion of the “National Laugh Month”
and are formulating plans for active
participation in the
through the medium of special

WILL

(Signed)

H.

HAYS.

campaign

features and exploitation.
Earliest in the

field,

with elaborate plans

to aid in the campaign, is the West Coast
Circuit, which, through its organization,
will undertake to promulgate the short fea-

ture throughout the entire Pacific Coast
territory.
special meeting was held last
week on the West Coast, attended by representatives of producers of short features,
at which each individual was assigned a
special part in the work of developing the
“National Laugh Month” idea in his territory.
Cooperation of the numerous studios

American

in Denver; the Columbia of
Oregon, and the Columbia of
Seattle, Washington; the Clemmer, Spokane; the Liberty, Kansas City; the Randolph, Chicago; the Rivoli, St. Louis; the
Capitol at Dallas, Texas, and the Olympic

the

Portland,

New York

Middle West to Help
Chicago and the Middle West “sees its
duty and does it,” as witness the news that
the entire Balaban and Katz circuit, as well
as the Midwest organization will do everything in its power to make a success of the
“National Laugh Month,” with the Lubliner and Trinz houses to aid in making it

in

Drive

In the meantime the committee in charge
of the drive has not neglected the local

Major Edward Bowes, managing

territory.

New York,
has before this expressed himself as in
favor of the short feature. In an interview
on this subject given out last week, he said:
“I believe very strongly in the use of
short units.
Beyond a certain ntimber of
minutes you cannot hope to hold the interest and attention of your audience.
director of the Capitol theatre,

“We cannot, with each number, hope to
please everybody, but by offering a variety
of quick, bright numbers we strike a happy
average in the entertainment so that there
is
something that everybody can enjoy.
Thus if a person doesn’t like a particular
type of number, he knows that within a
on page 52)
( Continued

unanimous.

Some indication may be had of the enthusiasm with which the exhibitors have
taken up the idea by mention of the following houses and circuits in the larger cities
only which have caught the disease and are
spreading the infection for laughter is in-

—

fectious

Wise Showmen!

“The Silvery Art”

The Stanley Company of America, in
Philadelphia, which demands a place in the
sun of “Laugh Month” the Stillman and
;

_

Allen theatres in Cleveland, giants of the
Loew string in Ohio, with their lesser
satellites; the Rialto, of Washington, D. C.
the Alhambra of Milwaukee the Broadway
Strand of Detroit; the Cameo of Pittsburgh and its namesake in San Francisco;

mittee,

which

Laugh

Month

conducting

the
for the
Short Features Advertising Association, has announced plans for the
distribution of $850 in cash prizes to
exhibitors or theatre employees conducting the best exploitation campaigns tying up with this national
drive during January.
The prizes will be distributed
weekly, the first prize for each of
the four periods in which the month
will be divided being $100.00.
In
case displays of equal merit are received, duplicate awards will be
is

campaign

made.
The awarding

of the cash prizes will be

hands of a committee consisting of
the editors-in-chief of six national motion
picture trade publications
Martin Quigley,
Editor Exhibitors Herald, Joseph Dannenberg, Editor The Film Daily, William A.
Johnston, Editor Motion Picture News, Arthur James, Editor Motion Pictures Today,
William J. Reilly, Editor Moving Picture
World and Willard C. Howe, Editor Exhibitors Trade Review.
Contest Open to All

& Katz booked

it

their big Chicago, Tivoli

Uptown

— and

their

The contest will be open to all exhibitors,
house managers, publicity representatives or
others responsible for the originating and
executing of theatre publicity and exploitation campaigns.
There will be no restrictions as to the size of the theatre and the
amount of money spent on any campaign
will not enter into the decision of the
judges, the awards being made to those
who in the judgment of the jury have conducted the best campaigns for their particular theatres and under their own peculiar circumstances.
For this contest an exploitation campaign may include newspaper advertising,
newspaper exploitation tie-ups, straight

with merpublicity,
tie-ups
straight street ballyhoos or any
In subother form of exploitation stunt.
mitting an entry in this contest, the exhibitor should describe each factor in his campaign, as the iudges will consider the campaign as a whole and take into account the
co-ordination of the various factors in the
chants,

for

and

mid west

circuit.

—

newspaper

One Reel Skiing Feature
Balaban

:

Exploitation
The National Laugh Month Com-

in the

of Buffalo.

A

producing comedies has been promised, and
not the least of the events planned for the
drive is the personal appearance in theatres
throughout the territory of many comedy
stars who will be working at the different
West Coast studios during the month.

Offer Awards
for Effort in

campaign.

Contest in Four Periods
period for which prizes will be
awarded will be from January 1 through

The

;

Edwin Miles Fadman, Pres.

first

(

Continued, on page 52)
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Pat Sullivan, creator of the uproarous Felix and contributor of this page in the interest of National Laugh Month, might have gone on to say that the fibn vaults
But why say it?
are packed to the hinges with laughs that will burst out in the theatre during January.
Everybody knows about the big supply of comedy film for Laugh Month. The thing to do is to use it.

No, indeed.

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

19,

“Laugh Month
Certain to

Contest Rules
Contest open to all exhibitors or theatre
employees
responsible
exploitation
for
campaigns.
Campaign can include advertising, posters,
publicity, tie-ups, ballyhoos and any form

Big Success”
By NAT

Director of Publicity, Advertising and Exploitation for F. B. O.

AUGH
I way

month

going

is

across

clear

the

E.

of exploitation.
Description of campaign not over 200
words must be sent with entry.
Proofs or clippings of ads and publicity
stories and photographs of ballyhoos or
other displays must be submitted.
All campaigns to be eligible for prizes must
tie up with Laugh Month.
campaign is based on a particular
If
comedy it must be in the Short Feature
class (not over three reels).
Prizes are as follows for each of the four

ROTHSTEIN

G.

Laugh Month a
Logical Step,

Laugh Month

Be

crash it’s
continent and
to

back again, up and down, east and west,
north and south because the boys behind
the movement have their hearts and souls

1st

Already more than 1,700 of the leading newspapers throughout the nation have
been communicated with and hundreds
have signified their intentions to get be-

2nd

By

is
a logical climax to
the concerted efforts that have been
made for some time past by the motion
picture trade papers, producers and distributors and leaders in the exhibition
field its'elf, to show exhibitors the value
to themselves of better exploitation on
short features. And the. hearty response
that has met the announcement of the
Laugh Month campaign is the best of
proof of the victory that is bein° won.

12.50
10.00
and three additional prizes of $5.00 each.
Duplicate awards will be made in cases of

hind Laugh Month in every way they can
to make it an event that won’t soon be for-

r

Laugh Month

equally meritorious exploitation received.

gotten.

Originally the idea was sort of “poohbeing impossible, unfeasible,
not practical too
many obstacles, too
much red tape, too many angles and all

pooh-ed” as

—

that rot.
didn’t make an iota of difference
the boys who started out to put
the idea across, they reasoning that, after
all, things are accomplished by human beings who have faith enough in their proposition, and the boys back of the big idea
had faith and will continue to have it long
after the doubting Thomases have ceased
croaking because of the wonderful results
they will be enabled to see and hear about
if they have eyes and ears.

That

among

*

*

The famous King Feature Syndicate that
controls more actual circulation than any
other syndicate or combination of syndicates in this country, or eleswhere for that
matter, have famous nationally known car-

and humorists interested

Month.
Prominent
high

A

press sheet carrying dozens of ideas, suggestions and plans for putting Laugh
Month over with a smash.
* * *

When

you remember that the tireless
efforts of several of the high pressure boys

in

editors, educators,
political stations, clergymen,

Laugh

men

in

now

sheet

press

a continuity of laughter during all
the months, through the medium of films
or whatever other agency these constant
laughs can be produced.
Magazines devoted exclusively to humor

Laugh Month over.
One of the dandy
sheet

is

*

*

Publications

of

*

characters that use
or humorous pages
have already accepted this great Laugh
Month idea. Already hundreds of letters
have been received by the National Laugh
Month committee from exhibitors praising
the big time showman’s idea behind Laugh
Month and promising their utmost co-op

humorous

all

columns

eration.

Leading figures in the film industry have
written to the committee and have complimented the idea and the plan. Several
of the most prominent theatre circuits have
showered praise on the idea.

We

the names of all
who have already boosted the idea, proof
that not alone those directly interested
can’t begin to

list

printed

is

ideas

for
in

put

to

this

press

Proclamation by Mayors

the

in

cities.

all

Any

exhibitor can quickly and easily sell
of his town the idea of happi-

Mayor

the

optimism and Laugh Month. It just
into the scheme of things for
the big new prosperous year that’s comness,

right

fits

ing.

Thus such

a proclamation will focus the

Laugh Month at every
Laugh Month is being con-

public’s attention to

theatre where
ducted.

%

iH

The

provided by manufac-

decorations

turers for exterior and interior house dec( Continued
on next page )

but

have accepted Laugh Month wholeheartedly and will boost it to the limit.

being

wish

possibly

could

hibitor

—

picture industry alone, if it induces one
hundred exhibitors who have never exploited their short features to boost
them in January to prove to themselves
the additional profit that can be made by
this better exploitation of the whole program it will be worth all the time, effort and money that are being spent on

—

—

it.

*

*

can’t

jam packed with ideas, stunts, suggestions,
ballyhoos, and includes everything an ex-

and will, do many
encourage many people
can,

things.
It will
to look on the brighter side of life.
It
will contribute no mean influence toward
making 1926 a better and brighter year
for the whole country by getting a large
part of its citizenry to start the year
right
with
merriment and laughter.
But from the standpoint of the motion

It

public-

and many of the best known men in
other walks of life have O.K.’d Laugh
Month as a great idea and one conducive
to better mental state and better health
for the nation in not just one laugh month
ists,

Laugh Month

that

go over.

to

fail

behind the idea you

industry are

the

in

The

*

In the N. Y. Morning World of Dec.
4th the famous columnist, Frank Sullivan,
used a double column space and about 125
lines deep on the front page of the second
section of the World to comment humorously on Laugh Month.
Hundreds of the leading newspapers
throughout the nation will follow suit.

toonists

in the financial success of the idea but that
others, big timers 'in other walks of life,
have set their stamp of approval on this
big national week of hilarity.
broadside has been mailed out to theatre owners to be followed shortly by a big

may understand

HAMMONS

W.

E.

T AUGH Month

$100.00
50.00
25.00

prize
prize

3rd prize
4th prize
5th prize

W. Hammons

President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

weeks

in the idea.

51

*

becomes more and more apparent

that the value of exploiting short features is a thing that an exhibitor has to
prove for himself before he is “sold.”
He will read the many fine editorials
that have been written about it; he will
listen to the arguments in favor of it

but until he has tried it he is seldom
convinced.
But let him once, give exploitation of the short feature a fair trial
and he will never return to the policy
of advertising one picture only.
Whenever you meet an exhibitor who
is sure that exploitation of anything but
the long feature is worthless, you may
be sure that you have met a man who
has never thoroughly tried out allround exploitation of the whole show.
Laugh Month January, 1926 will be
the ideal period for the exhibitor who is
still skeptical to put short features adSpecial accesvertising to the test.
sories, prepared “ads” and carefully de-

—

—

(

Continued on next page )

Laugh Month Exploitation
Contest Entry Blank
(Use

this

coupon

to file

Month

exploitation.

Street,

New

Name
Name

York

your entry

Send entry

to

in the prize contest for the best Laugh
Laugh Month Committee, 218 West 42nd

City.)

of person responsible for

campaign

of Theatre

Address
City or

Town

State

(This

is

whom money will he paid
second run or subsequent run?

the person to

Is theatre first run,

if

this entry

wins)

Seating capacity
Population of City or

Town
Was campaign for one day, two days, three
Was a particular comedy exploited? If

days or a week?
so,

give

title

and name of distributing

company

'

(It is not necessary

is

comedy should be

exploited,

it

being

campaign boosts LAUGH MONTH. But if a particular
exploited, it must be a short comedy not more than three reels.

sufficient if

comedy

that a particular

the

—

::
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Showmen Back Move
(

Continued from page 49)

few minutes
he can hope

at the
to see

most it will be over and
something that he does

enjoy.”

Loew Backs Drive
Dave Loew, one of the executives of the
Loew circuit, comes out in favor of the
“Laugh Month” idea. Lee Ochs, one of the
foremost of New York exhibitors, has expressed a desire to take an active part in
the campaign.
Dave Lustig, of the Regun
theatre, New York, has declared himself
for it. Hy. Gainsboro, with his headquarters in Flushing, is casting about for ways
and means of selling “Laugh Month” to
his Long Island audiences.
At a meeting
of representatives of producers in Albany,
N. Y., a strong program has been laid out.
As early as this, the state capital agencies
have been assured by Mr Hill of the
Albany Strand and Mr. Roach of the
Farash theatres in Schenectady, that their
.

towns

A

come through strong.
from San Francisco ad-

will

late dispatch

vises that among the prominent first run
theatres of that city which have promised
to support the “Laugh Month” movement
are the California, the Granada, the WarThe telegram
field and the St. Francis.
further advises that additional circuits and
theatres are being lined up for the occasion.

From R. F. Woodhull, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and from J. M. Seider, its business
manager, have come letters testifying to
their sympathy with the “National Laugh
Month” campaign. Mr. Woodhull writes
Woodhull Favors Move
“I

am

writing

this

letter

to

you

Thanksgiving day because the more

on

think
of the idea of setting aside a month for
the purpose of directing the attention of
the public and ourselves to ‘Laughter’ the

Laugh Month Logical Step
(

Continued from preceding page )

exploitation

tailed

plans,

will

(

...

make

it

The

force of the national
campaign of publicity will back up his
own efforts to an extent never before
approached in connection with short features, and if he deliberately passes up

easy for him.

make added profit
comedies and other short features, then he is deliberately passing by
box-office money that might just as well
this

from
be

opportunity to
his

his.

*

Every one

*

*

organizations sponsoring Laugh Month
is ready to give every possible, help to
the exhibitor who wants to cash in on
Laugh Month. Educational will tell the
millions of readers of the Saturday Evening Post about it in its advertising
space in this great magazine the first
week in January, offering a tie-up of tre-

mendous force for the showman who
puts up the special accessories and uses
the special newspaper “ads” and in the
many other possible ways boosts Laugh

Month in his locality.
Laugh Month should bring a
awakening to many exhibitors
where

great
every-

the unlimited possibilities
for building bigger business that are offered to them in the short features. And
bigger business is the whole point of the
as

to

argument.
Let’s all start the year right by giving
the picture going public the best in

laughs and then telling them about it;
by looking on the brighter side of life
ourselves, and by letting the old box
office join in the laughter.

And

only one thing that the box
about better business.

office

—

the week ending January 9.
The second
period will be for the week ending January
16, the third period for week ending January 23, and tbe fourth period including the
rest of the month with the extra Sunday,
January 31. The entries for the first period
close at noon January 23, for the
second week they will close at noon January 30. Entries for the third period will
be received until noon February 6 and exhibitors will be given until noon February
will

there’s

laughs

Exhibitors can use the blanks to be
printed by the trade papers to send in their
entries in this contest or they can give the
required information without using these
blanks, but all entries must be mailed to the
National Laugh Month Committee, 218

West 42nd

Street,

New York

City, so that

they will be received by the committee before the closing dates mentioned above.

Success
(

Is

Certain

.

somely.

Month.

It

will

pay

dustry when, if both sides had endeavored
to maintain a little sense of humor, the
problem at hand would have dissolved into
a mere nothing. * * *
“I

you

.

.

hand-

hope

sincerely

that

your

January

laugh-project will be a huge success and
that countrywide merriment will ‘top’ the
tiresome noise of the high-salaried, crepehanging reformers who are permitted to
run at liberty every month of the year.”

Mr. Seider sends the following message
is superfluous for me to add my endorsement to the National Laugh Month
“It

idea.

“The

short subject

HAS

come

into

its

own.

“The only problem in this relation, as I
see it, is the method of bringing the realization of this fact to the theatre owner. * * *
“It

Continued, from preceding page )

oration will make a great flash anywhere.
Follow the variety of sure fire ideas
shown in the press sheet, all of which are
very inexpensive and easy to do and Laugh
Month will pay you handsome dividends.
The nation will know that Laugh Month
is a reality when Jan. 1st comes around,
and every smart exhibitor who is looking
for extra business during January and
who seeks to go still further and build
up his business by the use of short subproperly advertised will find in
jects
Laugh Month a whale of a starting point.
Crash the cymbals, sound the siren, ring
for
the bells, shoot off the fireworks

Laugh

it

We

Continued from page 49)

15 to get in their entries for the final period.

of the eight big distributing

is apparent to me that I have one
blessing for which to be thankful.
are all inclined at times to underrate
the physical and mental value of a good
I have been present at many ‘serlaugh.
ious at the moment’ controversies in our in-

more
more

Awards Are Offered

I

is

my

conviction that ‘National

Laugh

Month’ for the purpose of educating the
motion picture forces to the value of the
short feature is the better plan, and which
should and will bring the desired and
merited result.”

Showmen
By

this

Circularized

time every exhibitor in the United

States and Canada is aware of the possibilicontained n the nationwide “Laugh

ties

i

Month.” The committee has forwarded to
managers, executives and heads of circuits
complete details as to the plan in the form
of a broadside, and will follow this up
shortly with a press-sheet picturing accessories in the form of banners, pennants, one
and three-sheets, buttons, slides and trailers
for a large or small campaign whichever the
exhibitor may choose to use.
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PRESENTATION ACTS
Presentation Rapidly Growing Art
u
M&ney Well
Presentation
New York
Capitol

Program

New

Art; It
Developing

Is

{Week Beginning December

“The Slave Market”: Dance, Renoff and
Renova; Duet from “Lakme,” Caroline
Andrews and Celia Turill; “Persanne,”
Oriental
oboe solo, Filippo Ghignatti

Becoming More Important
By FRANK L. NEWMAN

that

a look, give

makes

simplicity

Tschaikovsky,

Capitol

PICTURES
Irene and Mary,” Metro-Goldwyn“Nature’s Garlands,” scenic.
Capitol Magazine News.
“Sally,

me
a

a face
grace,”

Mayer.

wrote rare Ben Jonson. Ben was
not thinking of motion picture
presentations

in

those

but

days,

were he alive now and an exhibitor,
he would utter the same thing
about putting on shows in conjunction with photoplays.
Presentation is an art newly developed.
Right now it is in its embryonic stage. The
next few years will see startling and radi-

Money Names
with Premier
Attractions
Opera Singers Are Signed

developments

cal

in the art of pres-

entation.

has

Between twenty and thirty of the
most prominent singers, besides

This art

now become

a

legitimate part of
entertainment
the
in all of the larger
picture

motion
more

become
and more

important as
quality
high
pictures

the

of

becomes

more uniform.
Presentation
Distinct Art
o f
Regardless
what develops in the future or what is
occurring at present, the fact remains that
motion picture presentation is something
individual to itself and to the theatre. It is
not any one act or number, but rather a
method of presenting an entire ensemble of
what the feature is. Thus it will always
be a most important unit in motion picture

showmanship.

The ideal picture entertainment is a synchronization of music, motion pictures and
Each unit of this should blend
stagecraft.
into a logical, colorful program that is well
balanced, selected in good taste and presented in the most artistic manner.
Diversity Is Essential
Inasmuch as motion pictures are produced
for the masses, and with our large seating
capacities, it is necessary for exhibitors to
and
reach the masses to be successful
every presentation, or prologue, should be
diversified to have a strong appeal to every
;

class.
(

Continued on next fage )

novelties, including orchestras

and dancing acts, have been signed
by Premier Attractions, Inc., Chicago, a booking agency that specializes in furnishing talent to motion
picture houses throughout the Middle Western and Eastern territories.
This concern supplies ideas for costuming and stage settings for presentations with the acts it presents.

Each

theatres.
it will

year

many

Show on Books
By “BUDDY” STUART

We

go from this period a few
later
the Queen and
to
Queen, Galveston and Houston
very expensive houses for that day
and time and each seating around
Both had smoking lounges
800.
and uniformed ushers and doormen.
years

(It

was

still

Even

several years before

began

cashiers
you.”)

in these

were no stages.

found, are enthusiastic over presentation
features, and it is predicted that within a
short time an entirely new circuit, new in
type to the theatrical business, will have
been established by this organization.
Several operatic stars, among whom

Marjory Maxwell, Hazel Eden and
Georgi, are under the manageMiss
ment of Premier Attractions.
Maxwell and Mr. Georgi took part in a
prologue for the picture, “The Phantom
are

Themy

(

Continued on Page 55 )

“Thank

say

to

two houses there
However, both had

mirror screens that created a sensation when they were delivered on
flat cars, and both had lattice work
around the screens. No attempt
was made to present personal units
at this period, the

managers

realiz-

ing that “movies” alone would
their houses.

fill

“U” Gets Best Business
•Hulsey was using Universal pictures at
Dallas and charging 10 cents orchestra and
five cents balcony (smoking loges same as

The

orchestra.)

Empire and Prin-

cess theatres,
the

across

In the few months the firm has been
in operation its business has grown by
leaps and bounds, and its success has
proved beyond doubt that the presentation art in general is one of the most
promising of the lusty infants fostered

by the motion picture industry.
Small Towns Enthusiastic
Premier Attractions caters to the motion picture theatre managers in the
small towns as well as to those in the
metropolitan centers. Managers in towns
of 2,500 to 5,000 inhabitants, it has been

”

Results

Wynne.
“Capriccio Italien,”
Grand Orchestra.

Director Metropolitan,
Dollar, Rialto Theatres,

me

Presentation

,

Los Angeles

“Give

Expended on

dance, Doris Niles and Capitol Ballet.
Alice
Mile. Desha
“Voices of Spring”:

Managing
Million

O')

PRESENTATION

street

from Hulsey’s
Oueen, were using
General film and
were getting most
of the business.

would
at

like

this

to

point

I

say
that

Ned Depinet was
manager
Dallas

of

the

Universal

exchange and it
of
was because
Laurence F. “Buddy

his Selling ability
that the best house

was using Universal product.
time the theatres began to use
without the slides occasionally,
soloists
But
and it went over, as the boys say.
not to make a short story long, the art of
presentation stood still until S. L. Rothafel
was made manager of the Strand, New
York, at its opening and came out with
real prologues and a large orchestra with
in his section

At

this

(

Continued on Page 62 )
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N. Y. Theatres Change Orchestras
Eddie Elkins

Charleston Dancers Win!
FORT DODGE, IA„ Dec. 8.—

Head New

to

manager of the
theatre here, put on his
Charleston contest, though he was
obliged to get out an injunction
against the city to do it. A Fort

Rivoli Acts
Be Permanent Feature

Will

city
ordinance forbade
dancing on the stage of the Rialto.
Tueney succeeded in obtaining an

YORK,

Dec. 8.— Eddie
Elkins and his orchestra will be one
of the permanent new attractions at
the Rivoli theatre when that house,
following its closing for alterations,
reopens on Christmas day with the

new

policy

of

which

injunction restraining the city
from putting the order into effect,
and because of the publicity the
case received
the
Rialto
was

crowded

Open

announcement from Public Theatres
Corporation, was closed Wednesday
through the William Morris Vaudeville Agency.
Elkins and his orchestra have been night
club favorites in New York for some time.
They are at present the chief attraction at
Ciro’s and for several months were featured at the Club Richman. The engagement at Ciro’s will terminate just prior to

Christmas week.

Work More Men

Rivoli contract calls for an orchestra
of 25 pieces, nearly twice as many as Elkins
has been conducting during his night club

engagements.
Elkins is one of the foremost artists in
his line in the country, with a tremendous
local following.
His appearance at the
Rivoli in a new type of musical divertissement is certain to further popularize the
entertainment to be provided under the new
policy.

Renoff and Renova,,

Famed Dance Team,
Film House Turn
Herald)
NEW YORK, Dec. — Indicative of the
trend of

House This Week

vaude and musical comacts toward motion picture

theatres is the appearance at the Capitol
theatre this week of the internationally
famous dance team of Renoff and Renova.
This team is the headline feature
of the elaborate Capitol bill staged by Major Edward Bowes this week.

Renoff and Renova have appeared with
Metropolitan and Chicago Civic operas, and have won national recognition

the

for their work in “The Merry
“Artists and Models” and Earl
“Vanities.”

Widow,”
Carroll’s

On the Capitol bill they appear in an
Oriental dramatic tabloid in which a number of the Capitol’s permanent artists also
have

parts.

Arthur Plans Unusual Show
( Special

TORONTO,

to

Exhibitors Herald)

ONT.,

Dec.

D.

C„

Dec.

Edna Wallace Hopper, known

all

8.—
over

United

States and in Canada as
“The Eternal Flapper,” and Sydney
Grant, former co-star with Charlotte
Greenwood in “So Long, Letty,” both
“name” acts of the highest type, are
featured on the bill of the Earle theatre
the

Now.”

On Friday of this week at 11:00 a. m.
Miss Hopper holds one of her special
matinees “for women only,” which have
become nationally famous as entertainment and instruction features.

Partington Goes
East; Watson Plays

8.-^John
Arthur of Toronto, director of presentations for the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., is busy with one of the most pretentious Christmas pantomimes ever to
be presented in Canada.

Dec.
19th,

8.

— On Satur-

Ben

Bernie,

“The Maestro,” will terminate his
long engagement at the Rialto theaand together with his orchestra
will depart for Florida to fill a series
of concert dates at the larger resorts
prior to his opening in London.
tre

European tour
plans made it necessary for him to
secure immediate release from his
present engagement at the Rialto,
where he has become one of the
most popular attractions on Broadin

Bernie’s

way.
Bernie, the

“Dean Swift”

of orchestra
record of the longest
non-stop appearance of any dance leader.
He has gone 36 hours without once seeking his downy couch. This record was made
on the days of November 24-25, when he
went from record rehearsal at nine in the
directors, holds the

to matinee shows at the Rialto,
hours at Roosevelt, night shows
Rialto, supper dance Roosevelt, ArmstrongFeish party Ritz^Carlton, benefit performance at two hospitals, three hours of record
making and four hours spent at the Friars
Club writing new melodies.

dinner

Rivoli Orchestra

Presentation
( Continued

engagement

at the

Granada

connection with the showing of “Irish
Luck.”
Watson and Ash are both well
known to patrons of the Granada.
in

Succeed

the Rialto.
“Siegfried,” the big film spectacle, opens
at the Rialto on December 20, and will be
featured with the special orchestra score
arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld for the
premiere last summer at the Century.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Dec. 8—
Jack Partington, executive of the San
Francisco Entertainment Corporation, and
the man who puts on the special presentations at the Granada theatre here, has
left for a visit to New York.
Milton Watson, young tenor who was introduced to Chicago by Paul Ash and has
been a regular entertainer at McVickers
theatre, Chicago, for some time, played a

May

probable that the big Rivoli Orchestra will replace the Bernie organization at
It is

Return Engagement

limited return

December

day,

morning

Miss Hopper appears in an act written
for her by Raymond Hitchcock, himself
one of the outstanding comedy players
of the country, and Grant presents a
skit
entitled
“Things Are Different

Exhibitors

opera,

edy “name”

in Picture

WASHINGTON,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

change

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

in

8.

Has Been Great Feature

A

Acts

here this week.

The

(Special to

week.

Two “Name”

tract with Elkins, according to the

Will

all

John

the

Murray Anderson presentations will
be an outstanding feature. The con-

Rialto Turn

Dodge

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

Tueney,

R.
Rialto

P.

Ben Bernie Is
to End Long

New

Art

from Preceding Page )

One danger to modern presentation is a
lack of competent presentation directors.
People of this type follow the lines of least
resistance and permit vaudeville to creep
Nothing
into motion picture programs.
will kill motion picture presentation more
quickly than this. The vaudeville performer
has from 10 minutes to half an hour in
which to sell his wares. Of this time one
third to one half of the stage allotment is
spent in selling individuality to the audience,
while the balance is entertainment.
Film House Artist Must

Work

Fast

Eltinge,

In the motion picture theatre the artist
must in three to five minutes accomplish
what the vaudeville artist does in 30 minHe must sell his personality and his
utes.
It is for this reason
act simultaneously.
that the performer who is a big success in
vaudeville is usually a total failure in motion picture theatres.

vaude “name” who recently toured a big
motion picture house circuit and was responsible for new house records in a num-

Motion picture theatres have been enhancing the work of the artist with beautiful settings and exquisite scenic effects. In

planning another pictime in connection
with his recently completed picture, “Madam Behave,” released by Pro-Dis-Co.

my

Eltinge Plans New
Picture House Swing
(Special to

NEW
ber of
ture

YORK,

theatres,

house tour,

Exhibitors Herald)

Dec.

is

this

8—Julian

opinion the presentation must be kept
away from vaudeville and depend on beauty
and quality in order to be a success in the

motion picture theatre.
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Prestige Built on Presentations
Film Houses
Succeed with

Old South

Presentation

Presentation

Featured

Stage Acts Use High Talent

OMAHA,

NEB., Dec. 8.— “Presentation acts have made the motion
picture theatres what they are today,” Manager Art Cunningham of
the Strand, local house, told an interviewer this week.
“Good pictures, of course, did a great
deal
but presentation acts I mean good

—

Southern

in

This week’s presentation suggesis
reminiscent of the Old
South.
The scene represents the
corner of a plantation where one of
the darkies’ cabins is located. It is
at right stage and a full moon is
shining.
As the curtain rises the
orchestra plays “Swanee River”
softly.
In the doorway of the
cabin an old darky (Uncle Tom
type) is seated.

—

motion picture houses as we find
opera or on the legitimate stage.”

it

Stage Stars Available

John Griffin, young Irish tenor who
has appeared in the largest presentation theatres in Chicago and other
Midwestern cities.

Cunningham backed up

his statement by
pointing to a list of available attractions.
The list contained the names of famous
stage stars.

Cunningham is a theatrical man with
a background of experience covering 20
years.
Before becoming manager of the
Strand he had a varied theatrical career,
mostly in the South. He knows whereof
he speaks. He was with road shows for
a

number of years and has worked

many capacities in theatres.
The presentation at the Strand
is
an unusual
Revue.”

attraction,

a

this

Presentations

He rises and walks slowly to center and
Orchestra goes
seats himself on a stool.
into introduction to his song.
The introduction over, he sings. His song may be
a number from “Southern Melodies,” and
”
Shinin’
I also suggest “The Moon

Win

Am

Rae Samuels from
Vaudeville, Report

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

week

“Lingerie

—

NEW

YORK, Dec. 8. Rae Samuels,
one of the most popular of vaudeville
headliners, is said to be the latest of
the two-a-day stars to be preparing to
leave that branch of entertainment to
join Van & Schenck and others who
have found presentation acts in motion
picture theatres to be a fertile and profitable field for their talents.

According to Broadway reports Miss
Samuels has under consideration an offer
from film theatre representatives of
$2,500 a week and according to the same
reports she will likely accept.

While the amount of Miss Samuels’
salary in vaudeville has not been made
public, it is understood that the amount
offered by the film people is greatly in
excess of what she is now receiving.

John

Griffin,

Tenor,

Concludes Successful
Film Theatre Turn
John

Manager Art Cunningham of the
Strand, Omaha, played an unusual
stage act strongly in this ad without
subordinating the picture attraction
on the bill.

Moon

tion

presentation acts have lifted motion picture houses into the high position they
hold today.
Instead of remaining mere
picture houses they have become theatres.
As a matter of fact, we find talent as good
in the

in

Song and Dance Act Simple
By F. LANGDON MORGAN

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

;

Is

Griffin,

well

known Chicago

tenor,

from “Topsy and Eva.” This would be in
strict harmony with the setting.
If you desire to elaborate on the production you may have a banjo player, pickaninny soft shoe dancers, or a male trio or
quartette singing such as “Deep River” by
Burleigh, or a similar number.
Set and Lighting:
Back drop is painted to represent cotton field.
Then comes a rail fence, painted to look old and
weatherbeaten.
To the right is the log cabin
set at an angle so that only two sides, one side
of the roof and a set chimney are needed.
To the left such props as a pile of wood, a saw
horse and buck saw, an old wagon wheel or such
other things as might be found in the yard around
a cabin are needed to dress and balance the set.
An old three-legged stool should be set center
stage.
Moon box should be hung right.
As to lighting Since the scene is a night
scene, blues and purple will predominate. Dimmed
white spotlights hung overhead will provide the
moonlight effect.
Moon, of course, should be
Singer
Footlights should be purple.
yellow.
should be spotted in green from the booth.

—

(Illustration on

Money Names
(

Page 59)

with Premier

Continued from Page 53)

of the Opera” at the Alhambra, Milwaukee, recently, and these singers, with
Heinz Roemheld, musical director of the
theatre, received the commendation of
Carl Laemmle, who pronounced the
presentation one of the finest he had
ever seen.
Premier Attractions adopts the method
of having a carefully selected group of

performers under
sells these people

its

in

management and
acts

and presenta-

has just concluded a six-week engagement
in Chicago B. & K. houses during which
he was accorded an unusually warm reception by B. & K. audiences at the Chicago,

tions in much the same way that a merchant distributes his products.
Under
this policy, managers have more assurance that the acts they buy are “safe” in

Tivoli and Uptown theatres.
He proved
to be one of the most popular features B.

every way.

&

Lewis Visits Stamping Ground

K. have obtained

lately.

Griffin

sang

at

the opening of the beautiful new Harding
theatre, Chicago, at its opening a few
weeks ago.
Griffin
is
under the management of
Premier Attractions, Inc., a Chicago booking agency specializing in singing acts and
presentations for motion picture theatres.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX.,

—

Dec. 8. Jean Lewis,
former Dallas favorite now filling an engagement in Memphis, Tenn., was a recent
visitor here.
During his stay he made an
appearance at the Circle theatre and was
accorded a hearty welcome.

)

;;
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CURRENT PRESENTATIONS
Stage Show Is Off
Color Following Big
Preceding Week Act
(

Chicago

_.

were

Acts Reported
Helen Doty. Palace Dallas.
Ol® Olsen anti Chick Johnson; Eunice Mil,

down

and Ned Holies, Majestic Dallas.
Lee Evans and Hantl Ashback and Nelson
Tommy Wonder, Newman, Kansas City.
Louis Forbstein and Royal Syncopalors;
Rex Newman, Royal Kansas City.
Jack Pitzer and Band, Washington
Deler

single
and a sextette.
of the
bill was not up to the established high
standard of the Chicago.
“The Voice of the Canary” was the
name given to Sybil Sanderson Fagan’s

,

,

Warings

Pennsylvanians, Capitol
Detroit.
Muriel Kyle; Harry McDonald; Rosa Polnariow, State Detroit.
Eight
Victor
Recording
Artists;
Henry
Burr;
Billy
Murray;
Monroe Silver;
James Stanley; Frank Banta; Sam Herman Peerless Quartette, Fox P hiladelphia.
Florence
McNally and American Ballet
Ole Wag, Paramount Empress , Salt Lake
;

City.

Pace

Nelson Maples
Metropolitan

;

Orchestra,

lanta.

Broadway Strand
Wallace Hopper; Marion

Beasley,

Edna

Detroit.

,

Wilkins;
Lido Orchestra; Tommy Reilly and Company; Hector and Company; Goodwin
Comedy Four; Jack Murray; Bobby Irwin
Harry Cardiff
Mary Wales, Earle
;

;

Omaha.
Omaha.

Sisters; Ethel Fisher, Sun ,
Jack Bell, Capitol Dallas.
Peggy Wilson, Melba , Dallas.

Kay

,

International Novelty Orchestra Mile. MoshStrand
kovina
and Alexander Vlad,
;

,

Brooklyn.

Andrews;
Caroline
Doris
Turrill
Filippo Ghignatti
and Ballet, Capitol New ork.
Chental Sisters; Hector Carlton; Anatole
New
Baurman
Mile. Klemova, Strand
York.
Paul Ash; Thelma Lee; George Givot
Lydia Harris; Henri A. Keats, McVickers Chicago.
Sybil Sanderson Fagan; Jeanet Hall; Hilda
Barr; National Male Quartette; Adolphe
Dumont; Edward K. House, Chicago
Chicago.
Buster La Mont; Johnnie Herman; Art
Kahn, Senate Chicago.
Joseph Turin; Florence Roland; Herman
Heller, Warners New York.
and

Renoflf
Celia
Niles

organ number designated

“Winter Wheezes.”
“The Tower of Lies” was the long

Renova;

;

;

,

,

;

feature.

Kahn

Stages Weakest
Stage Act in Months;
Skater Best on Bill

,

,

,

Chicago)

( Senate

,

Art Kahn
the weakest

Lucille

at the Senate, Chicago, staged

show

Mayo

not quite either.

a heavy number
was well played but unattractive. This
was followed by “Five Foot Two,” which
went across for a fine hand.
Next out was Joey Ross. This chap, at-

A

offering.
sang this to

“Remember” was

the next

Miss Allen, a radio singer,
an accompaniment by Kahn at

the piano. Kahn handed it to a sax-clarinet trio that handled it in beautiful fashion.
No better harmonies could be asked by
Later “Remember” went to the
anyone.
steel guitar in the hands of the band’s
banjo player. Fair, this.
Then, for no reason, out bobbed an artist

,

“Clap Hands Charlie” was the closing
Kahn bid the house in on
the handclapping part of this.
The response was not enthusiastic.
Despite the fact that two good singles
appeared on the bill, the show was not up
to the Senate standard.

band number.

Paul Ash Consistent;
Turns in Big Gross;
Charleston Featured
(

McVickers

Chicago)

Paul Ash turned in another big McVickers winner last week called “The
Charleston of All Nations.” No doubt
the leaders around the country who pattern their stuff after Ash’s will jump
onto this one as they did his previous
Charleston cleanup.

The band worked straight this time,
a la symphony concert as to dress and
setting, but the jazz rythm wasn’t neglected for a moment.
They opened
with “Croon a Little Lullaby” and it
did fairly well. Thelma (or Selma) Lee
then sang “I Never Knew” with about
equal results.
She’s a little brittle for
McVickers and the applause shows it.
She came back to sing a chorus of
“Dreaming of Tomorrow,” the band
number which

followed, and then the
“Let’s
Wander Away,”
Ash’s own number. He’d announced the
three preceding numbers as works of
Chicago songwriters and the folks out
front let him know they think he leads
Windy City composers by jerking the
seats loose after his tune.
George Givot took a big chance and

band

played

got away with

it

“Two Time Man,”

when he gave them
used as his closing

number the week preceding and again
some weeks before, as his opener. George

Harry Brader and Band.
Donald “Monk” Watson.
Ralph Pollock and Orchestra.
Lee Evans and Orchestra.
Nelson Maples and Leviathan Orchestra.

that

Irving Berlin’s

Morton Downey, Metropolitan Los

Acts Playing
Holdover Dates

The band opened with

hand-whacking.

;

Angeles.

something between the midnight sun and
the Aurora Borealis and yet, like the act in

rattle of

,

phia.
Sam Garrett; Tom Boatman; Lloyd De
Sues, Fred Mayo, John G. Myers and
Warren Gustin, Rialto , Los Angeles.
9
Berkoffs; Simondet Sextette, Loew s State ,
Los Angeles.
TreBobby
(“Farina”);
Hoskins
Allen
maine and Ballet; A1 Morton and Ed

ing naught to do with a picture.
The drapes parted to discover an arctic
set in white for the music racks and the
players’ chairs against a drop representing

tired in a semi-Chaplin costume, did an
eccentric dance that would have looked
much better in straight dress. The costume did not fit the steps and therefore
detracted from them. Ross won a feeble

;

Russe;

months during the week ending December
“The Prospectors” was the title of the
5.
offering, which was intended as a hookup
with “The Gold Rush,” but was not quite
that and neither quite a presentation hav-

toto,

Middleton; Theodore Stepanoflf and
Arsharsky and Ballet
Radio Franks, Stanley Philadel-

Mme. Stepanova

the house has seen for

hand given.

,

Philadelphia.

Mildred Melrose; Donald “Monk" Watson;
Charles Bennett; Harry Brader anti Band,
Rialto ,

Buster La Mont in a skating dance folThis boy is the cleverest skater
lowed.
who uses no skates ever seen in a Chicago
motion picture theatre. He has mastered
a technique that is extremely difficult and
does his skating with smoothness and precision that create such an illusion one unconsciously listens for the ring of the
blades against the ice.
He took the best

At-

Ralph Pollock and Orchestra, Howard, AtIrene

to the Door Blues”
folks looking up forgot
gave him a fine hand for the

The

anti
,

lanta.

Adolphe Dumonte directed the orchestra in an arrangement of Wagner selections called “Wagneriana” and Edward
K.
House assembeld veteran winter
an

De

Leviathan

so done.

in

,

Bernardo

“Yes We Have No Bananas.” It was
sung well enough to have taken the
rightful lyrics and might have registered

songs

,

,

of

if

;

troit.

whistling act. Miss Fagan wore a canary
colored gown and whistled from an elevated position among bird and treetop
drops.
A set used several times previously
for Sally presentations and such was
made to serve again for the National
Male Quartette and Teanet Hall and
Hilda Barr. The six singers dressed as
East Side characters, the girls working
separately at first and joining the quartette for the big number.
The sextette
from “Lucia” was sung with the words

better

,

;

week to use of a
The stage portion

last

his bid.

the gags and
songs.

In This Issue

Chicago

Following an especially elaborate and
no doubt expensive presentation program
the week preceding, the Chicago theatre
cut

“Take ’Em

a Girl” and

generates enough steam to shove anything across, though, and got almost as
much as usual. He came back strong
with “Then I’ll Be Happy” and stronger
still
with “Flaming Mamie” for his
finish.

Givot announced Lydia Harris and she

—who

week before
with “Sweet Man,” “Lonesomest Girl in
Town” and “Sleepy Time Gal,” throwing
in a chorus of “Oh What a Girl” sung
with “man” substituted to kid Ash. They

the

ate that up.

duplicated her knockout of a

Muriel Kyle.
Lydia Harris.

played two harmonicas. “Turkey in
Straw,” inevitably, and “That’s My
Baby,” stridently, were this girl’s two offerings. She needed few more fingers than
she has to tally the applauders.
Johnnie Herman, a blackface singer of
Herman is a good
“blues,” was next on.
salesman, has a good voice, and has much
the more remarkable that he should tell, with variations, the old one about how his motherin-law helped him, by dying, obtain the
stone on his shirt front. “Oh, Boy, What

personality.

Which makes

it

Then Ash announced

the Charleston

stuff and brought on various teams and
singles, who may or may not have been
amateurs but at any rate were not named,
to demonstrate the dancing of the cur-

rent

phenomena

Scotland,

in

Argentine,

Holland,

Japan,

American cabaret

and straight professional, the latter being
done by local contest winners who leave
nothing whatever to be desired by the
dance’s most rabid advocates.
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Jos Riley Featured
with Syncopators in
Musical Stage Show

Edna Wallace Hopper
Biggest Hit of Stage
Show of Seven Units
( Earle

Philadelphia)

PHILADELPHIA,
Edna Wallace Hopper,

(

Dec. 8.—
“The Orange Blossom Syncopators” were
Paramount Empress
presented
at
the
Theatre the week just ended as the speThis group is comcial musical attraction.
posed of six young women and Joe Riley,

and actress who admits to 62 summers
and looks 19, headed the program at the
Earle theatre during the week just
The “elixir of youth” seems to
ended.

who

harp soloist, who is especially featured in
popular and classical presentations. These
widely known syncopators come direct
from California, where they have been
charming large audiences for the past several weeks.

trips lightly across the stage attired in
a girlish velvet dress looking so youthful

and attractive

she

is

the

envy of

woman

over 20 in the audience.
Miss Hopper appears in a monologue
written especially for her by Raymond
Hitchcock. Her appearance is preceded
by motion pictures showing her before,
during and after her rejuvenation and
Miss
methods used.
illustrating the
Hopper had a heart-to-heart talk with
the ladies at the Earle Friday morning
further describing her
still
at
11:00,
methods and revealing the “secret of perpetual youth.”
There was a strong supporting bill.
Marion Wilkins, assisted by the Lido
Orchestra, is a graceful dancer, skilled
in a variety of intricate steps, her Spanish dance being especially picturesque.
Her phosphorescent pantomime dance
was one of the most original and strikThe Lido
ing features on the bill.
dance
delightful
provided
Orchestra
music for Miss Wilkins.
every

Tommy

by four beauties
clever dancing, appeared
in a revue billed as “The Wife Hunter.”
Hector, an intelligent little dog, led
a gang of well trained canine actors who
amused the audience with their pranks.

who

did

Reilly, aided

some

The Goodwin Comedy Four,

male

a

quartette, combined fun and music, while
Harry Cardiff and Mary Wales presented
a travesty of Romeo and Juliet that was
most entertaining.
Jack Murray and Bobby Irwin, the

“Two Amusement

Guides,” sang

some

amusing songs that pleased the audience
immensely.
Miss Hopper proved a great drawing
card and the house was well filled all
week.

“Simon the Jester” was the feature

Joe Riley, the director, is a harpist of
unusual ability, and charms the audience
He
with his popular classical numbers.
also scores on the violin and the trombone.

The sextette of young women are all
carefully selected for the instruments they
play, and they put over a varied selection
of jazz and popular numbers.
Business was very good

Mildred Melrose

all

week.

“That Royle Girl” was the feature
Violette Chental of the Chental Sis-

famous piano duo appearing in
motion picture theatre presentation
acts. She is at the New York Strand
this week.

pic-

ture.

ters,

Jack Bell Is Still
Strong Attraction;
Hits With Two Songs
( Capitol

Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX.,
local favorite,

is

still

Dec. 8.—Jack Bell,
a strong attraction

the Capitol.
Throughout the week
took many encores for his singing
of “Marcheta” and “Dallas, I Love You,”
the latter written by Jack Gardener of
Dallas.
at

he

Hyman

Chental Sisters, Piano
Duo, Are Featured in
Presentation

8-Unit
(

New

Strand

NEW

York)

YORK,

Dec. 8.— Eight numbers
feature the presentation program conceived
and produced
Managing Director
by
Joseph Plunkett for the week at the Mark
Strand.
The outstanding number is “The
Gay Hussars” with the Hussar chorus of
20, and Hector Carlton and Anatole Bour-

man.

The Chantal

Sisters are

featured

in

ballet master,

are featured.

organ solo played by John Hammond, and overture “Carneval” (Dvorak)
by the Mark Strand Symphony Orchestra
with Carl Edouarde, conductor, and Alois

able director.

numbers.
Scenery for the diversified presentations
were designed by Henry Dreyfuss.

was the

fea-

An

Reiser

associate,

are

the

other

musical

Is

Stellar Attraction

of “Charleston Week”
Omaha)
NEB., Dec. 8.— The Rialto
big week with “Struttin’ the

(Rialto.....

OMAHA,
had

a

Charleston” as the biggest factor. Manager Harry Watts staged a Charleston
contest throughout the week, ending in
He
finals at 9:00 o’clock Friday night.
was congratulated throughout the week
on the success of the entertainment.
Mildred Melrose, the original “Miss
Personality,” declared to be America’s
foremost exponent of the Charleston,
was the star of the week, ably supported
by Donald “Monk” Watson, who has
been filling an engagement at the
Rialto.
Not only did Miss Melrose
demonstrate the intricate steps on the
stage of the theatre, but she conducted
a series of Charleston lessons in conjunction with the Omaha Bee.
Other attractions were Charles Bennett, tenor, and Harry Brader and his
orchestra.

“The

New Commandment” was

feature picture.

the

pi-

ano duets, and in “The Farmerettes” the
Mark Strand ballet corps with Mile. Klemova, premiere danseuse, and M. Bourman,

Charninsky and the house
orchestra
offered
“Marche
Carnevalesque,” by Rudolph FrimI, as the overture, and it was well received all week.
Charninsky is an unostentatious and

“Don Q, Son of Zorro,”
ture picture for the week.

picture.

Salt Lake)

Paramount Empress

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,

Dec. 8.—
famous beauty

PA.,

have been found by Miss Hopper,

57

Transparency back drop, leg drops and

“The Beautiful
Mark Strand.

set

props combined in a prologue to
was shown at the Brooklyn

City,” First National picture, when it
It was devised, staged and lighted by
ing director of the house.

Edward

L.

Hyman, manag-

;
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an ensemble number by the Capitol Ballet
Corps.

The

scene

is

the

hall

of

an

Oriental

palace, a long flight of stairs in the background.
Hindu fakir is seated before
a large urn, playing a haunting, weird
strain on a flute.
His playing invokes
the spirit of the incense.
Doris Niles

A

emerges from the urn and does an Oriental dance to the accompaniment of the
music.
The dance completed, the fakir
guides the dancer to return to the urn.
Then enters a group of slave girls, comforting the two principal girl captives, who
sing the duet from “Lakme,” the ballet
corps forming the background.
The two
singers make their exit on the final strain,
the last high note echoing from the wings.
The slave girls take the center of the
stage and dance a wild bacchanale.
Just before the end the slave driver
enters,

brandishing his whip

and searching

among them

their faces for his favorite

Then the two (Renoff and Renova) do their sensational dance, he pursuing the girl and she evading him. Desperate, the girl runs up the flight of stairs,
captive.

Louis K. Sidney of the Aldine, Pittsburgh, Pa., recently staged a “Land of Syncopation” presentation in which this unusual setting was used.
The stage show
was presented in Pittsburgh and St. Louis.

“Farina” in Personal
Appearance; Wins Top
Hand in Brief Sketch
Los Angeles)

(Metropolitan

LOS ANGELES,
rina” of the

Dec.

8.

— Little

Hal Roach “Our Gang” com-

who

logue for the Pathe

Own
week.

comedy “Stay

(

Your

in

Back Yard” at the Metropolitan last
And he was accorded a genuine

Dec.

number is being presented by
Major Edward Bowes as part of the program supplementing “Sally, Irene and
Mary” at the Capitol this week.
This number is “The Slave Market” and
a dramatic tabloid of Oriental character.
comprises five episodes, the outstanding
one of which introduces for the first time
at the Capitol, Renoff and Renova, whose
sensational dancing has been a feature of
the
Metropolitan and Chicago Operas
“The Merry Widow,” “Artists and Models” and more recently of Earl Carroll’s
“Vanities.”
is

kinky pigtails and with black eyes
rolling, “Farina” appeared in a little sketch
with a colored mammy crooning the song
“Stay in Your Own Back Yard.”
Leo F. Forbstein, musical conductor, and
his New Idea orchestra rendered Rachmaninoff’s “Prelude in C Sharp Minor,”
which was followed by Strauss’ Blue
Danube waltz, with a beautiful interpretative ballet by Bobby Tremaine and her

It

dancers.
Metropolitan’s News Reel was the third
unit on the bill, which was followed by
A1 Morton and Ed Mayo in a dance
novelty, “A Terpsichorean Tintype.” These
clever boys got a good hand.
The Amundsen-Ellsworth Flight to the
North Pole was unit number five on the
bill,
followed by Morton Downey, the
American tenor, who sang two pleasing

YORK,

New York)
8. — An
unusually

elobrated

ovation.

In

Capitol

NEW

“Fa-

in private life is Master Allen
Hoskins, appeared in an atmospheric proedies,

Elaborate Staging,
Songs, Dancing, in
Bowes Presentation

The other numbers included in “The
Slave Market” are the duet from Delibes
“Lakme” sung by Caroline Andrews and
Celia Turrill; the “Persanne,” an oboe solo
from the same opera played by Filippo
Ghignatti of the Capitol Grand Orchestra;
Doris Niles in a solo Oriental dance and

man

following.
At the head of the
they struggle and, goaded to desperation, the girl takes a dagger from her
belt and plunges it into his breast.
He
staggers back and falls headlong down
the stairs as the orchestra crashes out its
the

stairs,

finale.

Ralph Pollock and
Orchestra in Repeat
Offering Click Again
(Hovcard

Atlanta)

ATLANTA, GA„

Dec. 8.— Ralph Pollock and his orchestra, held over at the
Howard for the week ending December
5, scored again in a series of vocal and
instrumental numbers.
Pollock sang several of the refrains, accompanied by the
band.
Among the hits were “Cecelia,”
“Sonya,” a novelty with a comedy element, and “Indian Love Call.”
Pollock and his organization have established themselves in the liking of Howard audiences by the finish and smoothness
of their performances.
The presentation was shortened to 12
minutes because of the length of the feaAll
ture picture, “The Merry Widow.”
other offerings on the screen were similarly shortened to allow the program to
be run off in the regulation interval.

numbers.

Harry M. Thorne was at the console of
the Wurlitzer organ.
Frank L. Newman
staged the presentation.
“The Ancient Highway” was the long
feature picture.

Olsen and Johnson

Hog Show;
Bolles,

Miller,

Next Best

(Majestic

Dallas)

DALLAS, TEX.,

Dec. 8.—Ole Olsen
and Chick Johnson hog the show in a
clown act finale at the Majestic, and do
it

legitimately.

Most

of

their

patter

sounds like Madison’s Budget No. 2.
But it goes over. That’s the answer.
Eunice Miller and Ned Bolles are a
real dancing team, and that goes double,
as Bolles is a dancer above the ordinary
and is not dependent on the flash and
charming Eunice to get him by. The
other acts on the bill are weak.
“Lazybones” is the feature picture.
_

Ensemble work in Louis K. Sidney’s “Land of Syncopation” presentation. The
revue ended with a transformation train setting behind which was a scenic cyclorama moving swiftly. The train effect was strengthened by the flashing of the
headlight into the audience.
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Lee Evans and Band
Are Held for Fourth
Week; Act Is Great
(Newman

Kansas City)

KANSAS

CITY, MO., Dec.

gins to look as

if

8.

—

Lee Evans and

It

be-

his 14

syncopating musicians are after a long
run record, having completed their third

week and booked for
Manager Bruce Fowler.

fourth by
In juggling and

their

rearranging his weekly program Evans
There is no denying that.
clever.
is
Furthermore, his popularity appears to
be increasing each week, this week having marked another “good business”
period.

Aside from a varied number of musical
the novelty, “Charleston vs.
Charleston,” went over great, if applause
Ashcan be accepted as a barometer.
back and Nelson, Midwest Charleston
champions, and Tommy Wonder, baby
Charlestoner, were called back twice by
an enthusiastic audience on the opening
nieht and the encores were repeated
The whole act
throughout the week.
was combined in one scene, members of
the orchestra being dressed in comic
costume, and occupied 30 minutes.
“Lights of Old Broadway” was the
selections

Pen and ink sketch of stage setting for simple presentation featuring songs,
dances and music against a background representing the cabin of a negro
(Script on page 55).
plantation worker.

feature picture.

“Lingerie Revue”

Have

Strong Drawing Card
Local Talent Used
Omaha)

(Strand

OMAHA,

NEB., Dec. 8.— A “Lingerie
Revue” was Manager Art Cunningham’s
displaying the
garments.
The
entertainment proved a magnet not only
for the male contingent, but for the feminine theatregoers, who came to see the
latest in dainty silks.
attraction
latest

in

at

the

Strand,

milady’s

Cunningham
models from

fluffy

recruited
local

his

talent.

six

The

living

Strand

orchestra,
directed by Sutton, and the
organ, played by Miss Hoagland, furnished
the music.
“That Royle Girl” was the feature picture.

Lucille Middleton in

Jack Pitzer, Band,

Is

Full

Week

Unusual Dancing Act

of

Success Held Over

Is

;

(

Washington

Detroit)

DETROIT, MICH.,

Dec. 8.— Jack Pitnovelty band and entertainers
created considerable enthusiasm among
patrons of the Washington theatre all
week and as a result of their success
have been signed for another week.

zer’s

Pitzer leads his band of 10 pieces in
numbers and a Charles-

several popular

ton

novelty

is

introduced

with

telling

by the appearance of a male and
female dance team who do all the steps
to the tune of “hot” music from the
bandmen. The act lasts about 20 minutes.
effect

Hit of

(Stanley

Good

Bill

Philadelphia')

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Dec. 8.— The
surrounding bill at the Stanley last
week was one of exceptional merit.
Lucille Middleton in her solo dancing
won well deserved applause for her
mastery of one of the most difficult types
of dancing. Her “Fan Dance,” in which
she uses a huge flame-colored fan, is
particularly artistic and unusual
leaves the audience spellbound.

and

Theodore Stapanoff and his Ballet
Russe, composed of eight dancers, have
an excellent repertoire. Mme. Stepanova
and Mr. Arsharsky in an old fashioned
costume waltz were one of the outstanding features of the act.

The Radio Franks sang some
popular
“Pique

songs

and

clever
overture,
beautifully played

Suppe’s

Dame” was by the Stanley Symphony Orchestra.
“Irish Luck” was the feature picture.
Business for the week was above the
average.

Fanchon and Marco
Act, “Arabesque,” Is
Colorful Spectacle
Los Angeles)

(Loevtfs State

—

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 8. Fanchon and
Marco provide an unique feature at Loew’s
State theatre in connection with the showing of “Graustark,” the First National
production. They call it “Arabesque” and
present the Berkoffs and the Simondet
Sextette, with Gino Severi and his orchestra adding a melodius note to the per-

formance.

The number

is

beautifully

staged,

the

chorus being dressed principally in ostrich
plumes, and the several dances are of strik-

Arthur R. Phem, general manager of the King’s Cinema, a British motion picture theatre, strengthened the pulling power of First National’s “The Sea Hawk”
by staging this prologue, in which a male quartette was featured.

ing beauty.

A
lix

“Felix the Cat” cartoon comedy, “FeFinds ’Em Fickle,” closes the bill.

)
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Eight Victor Artists
Play to Capacity With
Superior Presentation
(

Fox

PHILADELPHIA,

PA., Dec. 8.—At
theatre the Eight Victor Recording Artists presented a musical number that was one of the best presentation acts ever offered in a local theatre.
Patrons were loath to part with them
and they were recalled after every performance for several encores, to which
they responded generously.

Fox

the

The musical numbers were preceded
by

motion picture showing the artists
the Victor Talking Machine
Company’s office in Camden and followa

leaving

ing them in their trip across the Delaware River Ferry to the stage door of
the theatre. There was a still fade away
blended into the actual stage setting,
with the orchestra ready to render its
act and singing “Hail, Hail, the Gang’s
All Here.”
Henry Burr, tenor, sang two solos

accompanied by
Murray, known

Billy
the quartette.
for many years as a
popular Victor entertainer, sang several
of his character songs.
The number
most cordially received was “Down by

Winegar Woiks.”
Monroe Silver, who made “Cohen on

the

the Telephone” a famous Victor feature,
told

some

imitation

of his funny stories and his
of “Cohen” brought a hearty

round of applause.
James Stanley, barytone, sang “The
Blind Plowman,” which was one of the
outstanding features of the act. Frank
Banta led a piano trio in several unusual
numbers and Sam Herman’s
xylophone solos “A Bunch of Roses”
and “Oh, How I Miss You Tonight”
showed him to be a master of that instrument.

The famous

Peerless Quartette of persang “It Must be

fectly blended voices

Love” and “Jerusalem Morn” and were
repeatedly recalled.

The

“My

Country, the U. S. A.”
by the entire group gave a strong finish
to the act.
It ran 44 minutes, was well
staged and newspaper criticisms were
unanimous in their opinion that it was
one of the finest presentation acts ever
finale,

offered in a local theatre.

“The Storm Breaker” was

the feature

picture.

The house was

filled

to

capacity

Leviathan Orchestra
and B. De Pace Share
Great Week’s Honors

all

week.

—

ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 8. The Leviathan orchestra, directed by Nelson Maples,
and Bernardo De Pace, maestro of the
mandolin, divided honors on the big presentation bill at the Metropolitan the week
ending December 5. There was plenty of
honor for all, as evidenced by repeated
encores.
This marked the second week
for the Leviathan aggregation, which was
held over because of popular demand.
Both the sailor musicians and De Pace
are headliners of the first order.
The
latter’s technical skill on the lowly mandolin is really astonishing.
It is hardly
believable that he can perform such feats
of technique on the instrument.
Opening with an opera medley of an exacting
nature, he ran quickly through a list of
numbers that included jazz as well as
classical music.
Dash and vigor again marked the per-

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
«

(Incorporated)

Specialists in prologues

and presentations
for the motion

picture
house

431 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago,

Illinois

Phone Wabash 6867
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Pennsylvanians Put
Gross for Week Far
in Excess of Average
Detroit)

( Capitol

drama

A
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OMAHA BEE -RIALTO THEATER
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CHARLESTON
/ealurino

MILDRED
MELROSE
rue OotOimAl Miss PrnsottA
LTTY

amo ooeerr or rut o*Am.esjon

of the orchestra, which also
The
didn’t confine itself to jazz alone.
double bill consumed about 20 minutes and
could have gone on longer. Business was
capacity.
“Clothes Make the Pirate” was the feature picture.

VOK

BRADERM? ORCHESTRA
AasiatccLbyolhet

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS.
yA Comedy

EHafci

a 'knockout*

LupIiiO lane
^FIGHTING DUDE*

GEORGE

HAUPT
playing

show units are prominently displayed in this ad for the Rialto theatre, Omaha, with the presentation
feature of the show strongly played
Six

up.

DETROIT,

MICH., Dec. 8.—The
popular Warings Pennsylvanians took
possession of the Capitol stage this
week, overshadowed the feature picture
and piled up one of the best grosses the
Capitol has enjoyed in many weeks. The
Pennsylvanians gained their start as
nationally known orchestrians through
John H. Kunsky, head of the local
Kunsky theatres, here several years ago
and they have been making annual visits
to his theatre ever since.

The novelty and variety of the selections and the personality of the members
of the orchestra are great aids in making
this presentation one that lingers long
The
the memory of the patron.
in
Pennsylvanians are generous with encores and their stage settings and lighting effects greatly enhance the act.
There are 13 members to the orchestra.
Robert G. Clarke and Dudley E.
Brewster alternate with concerts on the
Capitol’s

Dancers

vf7He>

or ycnxt.K -and. love ever
Filmed..
sensation at

formance

new Wurlitzer

organ.
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Novelties
Singers

1925

19,

THE NEW

A tlanta )

( Metropolitan

Philad elphia)

December

Step and Singing Act

Staged as Precede

Comedy
(Warners

NEW

to
Picture Bill
Nezv York

Dec. 8.— “La Forza Del
Destino,” by Giuseppe Verdi, played by the
house orchestra under the direction of Herman Heller, opens the presentation this

YORK,

Warner’s theatre here. Featured
on the stage are Joseph Turin, Italian
tenor, and Florence Roland, flash song
and step single. Also on the presentation
are three unusual numbers, “The Masked
Voice,” “The Three Sinners” and “The

week

at

Lone Sinner.”

The last three stage numbers form
effective hookup with the long feature

an
on

the picture part of the bill, “Seven Sinners.”
The program for the week is further
enlivened by an “Our Gang” comedy entitled, “One Terrible Day.”

Louis Forbstein and

Syncopators Always
Stage Good Music Act
(Royal

KANSAS
more

CITY,

Dec.

or less permanent

Kansas City)
8.— Being

a

the
house for more than a year has not detracted one whit from the popularity
of Louis Forbstein and his Royal SynIn fact the 14 artists today
copators.
are a 60 per cent better drawing card
than they were the first week.
This week saw no exception in the
program, which consists of a varied
selection of musical numbers and vocal
jazz numbers, sung as only Rex Newman, youthful trombone player, can sing
them. The genuine “heart interest” that
Newman puts into his work has won
him a host of followers who place his
entertainment ahead of the picture.
This week’s program, as others of the
past, consisted of one scene and five
fixture

to

musical and two vocal numbers by Newman, lasting 30 minutes. The attendance
this week, which exceeded last week,

was good.
“The King on Main Street” was the
feature picture.

Kay

Step Duo,
With Ethel Fisher, Give
Lively Entertainment
Sisters,

(Sun

....Omaha.)

OMAHA,

NEB., Dec. 8.— Much of the
success of the “Sun Superior Show” of
the week was due to the presentation act of
the Kay Sisters, dancers, and Ethel Fisher,
Their peppy tunes and graceful
with “The Lights of Old
Broadway” presented by Manager Ralph
Goldberg for the week. The presentation
is colorful and brought much applause.

vocalist.

steps

fit

well

December
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Novelty Orchestra,
Moskovina, Vlad, Hit
Top in Step-Song Act
(

Brooklyn)

Strand

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 8.— The International Novelty Orchestra of Victor
recording artists with Mile. Moskovina and
Alexander Vlad, dance team, were featured in the presentation at the Strand
here the week ending December 12 and
hit top all week.
The orchestra made its
film theatre debut with its appearance at
the Strand. The presentation was run off
as

follows:

“Oh Boy, What a Girl !” orchestra “Wicked Tango,” “I Wonder Where My Baby Is
;

Tonight,” tenor solos; “Midnight Waltz,”
orchestra and dance team; “Save Your
Sorrow,” orchestra; “Nola,” dance team;
“Rhapsody in Blue,” written by Gershwin,
“Remember,” written by Irving Berlin, orchestra and tenor; “Keep on Crooning a
Tune,” ensemble.
The orchestra was arranged in two tiers
against a black eye and side drapes.
A
huge colonial chandelier was hung from
the center to balance up and lend contrast

the

to

fabrics.

The female dancer

changed costumes for each of her three
numbers. The orchestra’s repertoire con-

61

From Coast to Coast
W herever She Goes
SHE PACKS ’EM

IN!

EDNA
WALLACE
HOPPER
THE ETERNAL FLAPPER
Appearing

America’s largan
act written especially for her
by Raymond Hitchcock.
in

est presentation theatres in

sumed about 20 minutes.
Harold Stern and Emil Bierman, conductors, and the house orchestra played
the “Tannhauser” overture to open.
“Glothes Make the Pirate” was the feature picture.

Irene Beasley Scores
High With 2 Songs of

MICH.,

known

as

“The

Dec.

8.— Irene

From

Dixie,”
went over big in her appearance at the
Broadway Strand here the week just ended.
Miss Beasley playing her own piano accompaniments, sang two songs of her own
composition,
“Applesauce”
and
“ChooChoo Train,” which were first introduced
to the public over the radio in Chicago.
She was roundly applauded at the conclusion of each of these numbers.
Detroit motion picture theatre patrons as
well as those in other cities are highly in
favor of “blue” melodies of the type Miss

These songs go over

Beasley sings.
well

pecially

Girl

(Rialto

Los Angeles)

—

LOS ANGELES,

Dec. 8. Frank L.
staged a short but effective pro-

logue

to

“The

Pony

opened an extended run

Tuesday

A

night.

He

back drop shows

close of

Six

Express”

part.

A

quartette
Garrett,

sings “Little Brown Jug;” Sam
a roper, performs many tricks with his
lariat, and Tom Boatman executes several
tricks with a rope while dancing.
There
is enough dialogue to carry the scene for
15 minutes prior to the opening of the pic-

Myers

Coast, Inc.,

American and Canadian theatre chains, inFamous Players, John H. Kunsky, West
Finkelstein & Ruben, Jensen and Von Her-

berg and Famous Players, Ltd. (Canadian) chains, playing holdover and repeat engagements.

SID

GRAUMAN

After Edna Wallace Hopper played the only holdover engagement in the history of his theatre, pronounced
her one of the greatest house packers available and was
unstinted in his praise of her act as an artistic achieve-

Miss Hopper’s act also has been lauded by Harold
Newman, Jack Eaton,
Jack Pardington, N. L. Nathanson and A. Blank.

ment.
B.

Franklin, Sol Lesser, Frank

An

Incomparable Box Office Attraction

FOR ANY THEATRE

DeSues, Fred Mayo, John G.
and Warren Gustin form the

quartette.

IN

THE COUNTRY

An

attraction complete with Advance Man, Exploitation Sheet and
a Legitimate National Advertising Campaign. Her Special Morning Matinees “for women only” have proven tliat you can play to
capacity business while the rest of the town is asleep.

Direction of

ture.

Lloyd

the greatest

cluding the

which

the Rialto last
calls it “On the Trail.”
an arid desert at the

take

EARLE

at

day.

cowboys

the

has appeared in America’s largest
independent motion picture theatres and in the houses of

es-

Cowboys’ 15-Minute
Song and Dance Act
Film Feature Leader

at

Washington, D. C.

MISS HOPPER

when they

are sung in the
easy style performers are learning nowadays in the school of radio broadcasting.

Newman

week

THEATRE,

.Detroit)

DETROIT,
Beasley,

Them Out
This

Her Own Composition
(Strand

She’s Holding

WILLIAM MORRIS
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McDonald and

Kyle,

DETROIT,

MICH.,
stage

attractive

Collection of Irish Melodies,” Capitol
Grand Orchestra, Albert E. Short conductor.
“Cross My Heart Mother,” Capitol stage
creation.
“The Chinese Minstrel,” Nee Wong.
“Making the World Safe for Hokum,”

were

settings

,

new State Theatre.
The various specialty

offerings were
quality and scored

Hanley.
“Rondo Caprissioso,” Leo Terry
Capitol; Wurlitzer organ.

Polnariow,

an

good

coloring.

This jazz overture proved good, but the
still was not hitting. So we went
back to piano-drums with drummer using
xylophones also for the news and comedy
and straight organ for the features. That
was the average music of the motion pic-

Old Mill

Jack

simple but of fine
well with audiences.
Muriel Kyle continues as soloist, this being her fourth
consecutive week at the State. She has
the assistance of Harry McDonald, soprano, in a pair of duet numbers.

“From

at

the

Old Sod”: “The Irish Colleen,”
Sarah Ann McCabe; “The Policeman,”
Fenton
McEvoy;
“Mother
Machree,”
Fenton McEvoy; “Killarney,” Sarah Ann
McCabe; “My Wild Irish Rose,” Fenton
McEvoy and Sarah Ann McCabe.
the

ture theatre of that day. From this stage of
presentation we went to occasional big
stuff, such as Don Philipini and his band
and Mme. Suzanne as soloist and raising
prices for these special shows.

PICTURES

unusually fine
with several

“The Unselfish Shell,” Scenic.
“Your Own Back Yard,” Pathe.
“Irish Luck,” Paramount.

also entertained
string selections.

violinist,

We

PRESENTATION
“A

8.—Un-

Dec.

arranged for the current musical specialties presented at John H. Kunsky’s

Rosa

Week Beginning December 7)

Detroit)

(State.....

usually

Program
(

Marguerite Werner and Merle Clark
special Organ concerts during the
week.
give

The Boy Grows Older
I was made manager of
Old Mill, Lewis being sent to Houston.
I was getting to the ripe old age of eighteen by then and ambitious to get ahead,
as the boys say.
So first I went to work
on service and then began to think more
about presentation, having in the meantime made a trip around the country and
winding up in New York, where I met
and talked with Roxy.
He was wrapped up in the presentation
idea and passed some of his enthusiasm on
to me, and I went home with the idea of

In the meantime

Chicago Stratford

the

Program
(Week Beginning December 9)

Police Chief Vetoes
Own Order Prohibiting

Charleston; Likes
(

S trand

PRESENTATION
“Grand Fantasie” from “Faust,” Stratford
Versatile Orchestra, O. Mauritz Hillblom
conductor.

It

Morgan Ames

IA.,

Dec.

8.

Stratford; Kimball organ.
“Carnival of Arts,” music, song and dance

— Manager

act.

PICTURES

Strand here went
ahead with his Charleston contest after the
police chief rescinded his own order proof

the

hibiting the dance, issued

The Strand

was announced.
the

Tribune,

when

local

daily,

Stratford

Comedy

Scenic Review.
cartoon.

tied

up with

on the

contest.

police
chief
ordered the contest
stopped.
Then he was persuaded to witness an exhibition of the dance. He was
delighted, and ordered his former order
cancelled.
The chief had been given to understand
that the Charleston was not all that or
maybe a bit more than dances should be,
that its very popularity proved this.
But he changed his mind, and the contest went over to crowded houses.

—

—

while,

band

Charleston
(Special to

manager of the Circle theatre, and A.
Wittman, manager of the Strand, “stood
them up” with just another “contest.”

(

Dallas)

—

Dec. 8. Helen Doty
“The Charleston As It Should Be
Done” was the outstanding stage attraction at the Palace here this week. Those
in

who

think they have mastered this “contortion dance” should carry on a correspondence. course with the fair Helen.

Alexander Keese, director of the
house orchestra, offered special orchesfor the

feature

“The

picture,

Midshipman.”

The Palace played
business, and
responsible.

to unusually

Miss Doty was

in

good
part

music

Peggy Wilson, With
Orchestral Assist,
Leads “Merry Widow”
Dallas)

—

DALLAS, TEX., Dec. 8. Peggy Wilson in the “Merry Widow” waltz was
the only added attraction on the Melba
bill the week just ended, but her act is
one that goes across for good hands.
Conductor Carl Lamberts and the
house orchestra played the “Merry

Widow” score as an overture
feature picture.
It was an all
Widow” week.

to

the

“Merry

Continued from Page S3)

properly

scored

for

Ihe

screen

feature.

Organs First Used
forgot to mention that in the period
just discussed the organ came in, first
the church style organ and then at the
time of Hulsey’s taking over the Old Mill
the Wurlitzer (Hope Jones) theatre orchestral organ. At the same time the small
orchestra came in, the orchestra that more
or less hashed through the pictures but
didn’t so much play the wrong tune as the
I

wrong

time.

We

were

learning.

After hearing and seeing how Roxy was
doing, Hulsey wanted to try it also, and
I was egging him on.
Herschel Stuart ob-

we

overruled him and put 25
pieces in the Old Mill, of which Ben Lewis,
now dead, was manager and yours truly
jected,

(Melba

Money Maker

Exhibitors Herald)

Money Well Expended

All Late Variations
(Palace

Is

KANSAS CITY, MO., Dec. 8.— The
staging of Charleston dancing contests
continues to be the best money-making
novelty bet among suburban houses in
Kansas City, despite the fact that the
practice has been in vogue
several
months.
This week Adolph Eisner,

Helen Doty Shows
Charleston Dancers

trations

We

doing big things.
stood still for a
and then I conceived the idea of jazz

“Sporting Life,” Universal.

the contest

The

DALLAS, TEX.,

,

“The Harmonica Pair,” Crouce and Moore.
“Tomorrow Mornin’,” Doris Cutow at the

(Voter loo)

WATERLOO,

1925

19,

in the Old Mill a 12-man orchestra and
they featured the then popular “Memphis
Blues.”
This was in 1915.
The boys
played on the 44 wide by 31 deep stage of
the Old Mill, built when the house was
constructed, as it was a tab house.
had
a stage set made with a waterfall or fountain effect.
Lights played on the water
from side stage and gave the set attractive

Chicago Capitol

Polnariow in Music
Show; Kyle Held Over

December

but

assistant

manager.

After getting the 25 boys in the pit we
made a heroic attempt to score films and

symphony overtures. But we flopped,
more or less for the reason that musicians

play
in

the

Southwest had not progressed

to

this stage yet.
The soloists presented with
lighting effects did please, however, so we

decided to let the orchestra go and held
onto the idea of soloists.

Features “Memphis Blues”
Thence in those parts we went to the
turn where we realized some additional entertainment probably would help business.
So in addition to the Wurlitzer we installed

presentation.

I

tried

to

get

Ted

Lewis, who was then one of the very few
outstanding men, and who is still to my
mind outstanding. Lewis was forced to refuse because of previous engagements.

Band Boosts Receipts
About

this

time

I enlisted

for service in

war and was absent for more
When I came back the
than two years.
jazz idea was still, so far as I could learn,

the world

unused. I couldn’t get the band I wanted
so I organized my own and called it the
Old Mill Jazz Band. After we put this
outfit in the house, business jumped to
$750 the first week and $1,000 the next.
As we already had the drummer and
three organists, two regular and one relief,
we used the drummer and made the best
organist saxophone player and leader of
the band. This organist was George Perfect, very fine and famous organist still.
also changed off on the clarinet. The
second organist played the piano (this was
Dick Richardson). Then we got the best
cornet and trombone available and soon
We rehearsed for
had a corking band.
weeks before we put them on.

He

Players Featured in Song
sang passages of some of
the numbers featured, as did the pianist.
Now and then the whole unit sang choruses. George Perfect was great at arranging tunes, so we had some really clever
Later we added violin and
novelties.

The

leader

double bass.

and

girl

dancers

them from the

stage,

lighted
but not using the elaborate scenery at

lighting

now

Then we used

soloists, featuring

them as well as they are

present in use.
In the meantime Balaban & Katz had
opened several fine theatres in Chicago
and are now doing wonders in presentation
So our
at the Tivoli and Chicago theatres.
efforts down South do not stand out excepting as to the novelty of a jazz band in
This band played its
a picture house.
special numbers on the stage and played
to the short comedies and the newsreels
still used the organ for
from the pit.
the features, as we realized our orchestra
was not big enough to do this work.

We

The

final

installment of this story will be pubPresentation Acts section

lished in next week’s
of the Herald.
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the theatre
HJDepartment of Practical Showmanship

SEE BY THE NEWSPAPERS”

“I

Ad Men
Fresh
Scream
Notes

W

W

Ubjtd.li

Tmerald

;

Late
Ftba

New#

YOU NE1ID THE THEATRE— THE THEATRE NEEDS YOU

T

elsewhere, indicate a strong
current preference for comedy in
entertainment. The splendid attendance during the present season is attributed in part at least
to the proportion of comedy attractions offered this year, a
greater proportion than presented
in any similar period previously.
It is plainly a case of the public
rewarding the theatre for providing that type of entertainment
which the public wants.

Accordingly, theatreowners and

comedy producers have joined in
a national movement to still more
adequately serve the theatregoing
public in this respect by setting
the month of January apart as a
special season of comedy entertainment. January has been desig-

nated National Laugh Month and
during that period a greater proportion of the theatre program
will be devoted to comedy attractions than at any time in theatre
history.

Producers have joined together
to provide the finest comedy attractions that can be produced.
Theatreowners have worked out
special plans for presenting these
to the public.

National Laugh

motion picture’s

EDITORS

Bills

January is “Laff” Month.
If there’s
any month we need, that’s the one. Hope
the comedies will be funny enough to
offset

the

bills.

*

*

*

“Oh, Waiter, S’more Puddin’”
See where England is shipping over a
lot of plum puddings full of brandy.
Now we know why they call it Merry
Christmas.
%

*

*

Contented Cows for Contented
Kitchenettes
Chicago had a live stock show, a
horse show and a cat show the past week
and now we can’t make up our mind
what kind of a household pet we want.
*

*

*

Our Balmy Climate
Our Chicago grand jury has just indicted 50 persons on charges of being
bombers which gives the average citizen
an inkling of how the other half lives
or

dies.

*

So’s

A

prominent

couldn’t

get

*

*

Your Hired

Man

democrat

says

you

Ten Commandments

the

through the present United States senate without ten amendments.
Ain’t it
great to be the party out of power?
*

*

*

Individuality
T IS no uncommon thing
I patrons to ask us why it is

for
that

one of two theatres presenting the
same or approximately the same
program invariably is favored by
the multitude. The answer is “Individuality.”

Month
reply

to

is

the

your

expressed demand for
comedy entertainment.
Better
start the year right by attending
a National Laugh Month show
on New Years Day.
plainly

*

*

The Jolly Old

Individuality can not be defined.
made up of many individually
small contributing factors and one
big one
The big one is “Intent.”
Without exception, investigation
shows the favored theatre to be the
It is

—

No showman of any considerable
experience can be drawn into defense of an argument holding that
any method of selling tickets is superior to newspaper advertising. For
attractions so rare as to belong in
the freak class, dizzy exploitation
stunts may account for more ticket
sales than newspaper ads, but it’s
hard to prove that in even a single
case. Stunt advocates always see to
it that plenty of newspaper space
backs up their stuff. In all save a
negligible minority of cases, the

may

be
advertising
credited with the bulk of the box
office intake.
newspaper

Despite this well established productivity of the newspaper ad, no
other department of the theatre
shows so little development. Great
minds struggle with invention of
new exploitation stunts. Production
organizations work nights to assure
maximum novelty in stage presentation.
Bookers sit through miles of
motion pictures in the hope of finding a short strip, or a long one, that
will give the film program that “different” tone. And when this work’s
all done, the ad writer grinds out the
same old ad in the same old style for
the same old space.
If

that’s

showmanship

—

,

but

it

isn’t.

!

one backed by right intention.

of theatre publications are invited to use any or all copy
supplied weekly in “The Theatre Herald” in such manner as best
meets their requirements. Special subjects will be dealt with upon
request.

Theatre newspaper advertising is
bad way. Nobody seems to
Nothing new’s
have any ideas.
being done. The show gets better
and better, but the ads remain the
same.
“New wine in old bottles.”
in a

By George!

Laugh Month
HEATRE statistics, here and

Pack
New Wine in
Old Bottles

Recent developments in theatre
have given the ad
writers something to work with.
They have done little or nothing
with it, notable exceptions merely
emphasizing the degree of their
backwardness. The exceptions are
several laps ahead of the mob.
entertainment

Program trend has enforced

a cer-
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HAROLD STERN, conductor of the
FAKED MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA

EDDIE PEABODY, the Banto Kinq and his
Band assisted bq Leonard Workman
and the Mark. Strand Dancers

—

EDWARD

1925

19,

of Versatile Soloists

HYMAN’S

L.
ads for
“Classified,” First National, and “ The
Eagle,” United Artists, show the

Brooklyn showman’s method of
ing his complete program.

list-

Gala

DISPLAY
between

of Rialto,

“We

Omaha,

Thanksgiving

split

Celebration

Moderns,” First Na-

Rudolph

tional picture, 'and a presentation act,

without omitting short feature representation at bottom.

ENTINO
EAGLE" X’V

urn the mu cfeEVilma Banka

J

TOPICAL REVIEW
)

MARK STRAND ORCHESTRA
Versitile Soloists. Harold Stem, condort*
VICTOR HERBERT FAVORITESI (tw.'Babps in Toqland t Orchestra.
..W 'Eileen' Duet. Eldora Stanford and Avo Bombartjpr- Cc;* Dream Melodq,"
FAMED

'oerjur*-

LOEWS
vertised

Mayer,

Sascha Jdnd/er.(dj%\%%

STATE, Los Angeles, ad“Go West,” Metro-Goldwynand

attraction

as

an

unusual

to ‘cJhe

MeAqaiaZ/eivs Stanford

{

EAGLE' with

^RUSSIAN CATHEDRAL SEXTETTE^

added

shown above.

ROMANELLlS
Oof el Radio (vm-upators Presents
hi*

25 Riot of

®

Mirthful Melody

taining especially interesting copy at
bottom of space.

Proloaue

VESTOFF BALALAIKA ORCHESTRA

They
the ad men.
include these items until
forced to do so by sheer pressure of
increasing importance on the part
When
of the elements mentioned.
public inquiry as to short features
and presentation became persistent,
there was nothing else to be done.
By the record, these changes, or
rather additions, were made after
public demand had demonstrated
need of them. The power of the
short feature and the stage presentation was felt first by the theatrecredit
didn’t

SCREEN shaped ad of the Forum,
Los Angeles, advertising “The Wedding Song,” Pro-Dis-Co., and con-

in the Dark,' Harry Breuer. fcf Kiss

On tfo Stage

Bigger

and"

belter
than
ever. A d<*.
luge of syn-

I

lo pat ion,

i

Happy,

.

snappy Romanelllan Syn-

|

upon

goer. It was a laggard indeed who
did not wake to the realization that

these things should be included in
the ad copy.

Style Still

Wobbly

and composition style
wobbly as a result of including these program phases. In pracDisplay

still

JAZZ WEEK was featured with
Paramount s “Beggar on Horseback”
by an almost equal division of space
by the Tivoli, Ottawa, Canada.

tain degree of revision in ad contents.
With the box office value of
short features definitely established,
inclusion of this program element in

ad reference has become almost
mandatory. All but the remotest
marchers in the procession have

made this revision.
With presentation leaping

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

is

the

designation applied by A. S. Rittenberg, Fulton theatre, Jersey City, to
program matter other than Warner
Brothers’ “The Man on the Box,”
using an effective panel.

overnight into major box office consequence, that phase of the program
also has forced its way into the ad
copy.
It cannot be said, however,
that these changes reflect any great

is

tically

all

cases,

addition

to

this

program representation was made
without enlargement of space and
without revision of layout. Crowding

necessarily

was resorted
setting this.

resulted.
Artifice
to as a means of offMost of the ad men are

struggling yet with the mechanics
of the thing.
Despite this wobbling, halting
process of revision, public reaction
has been extraordinary. Forced to
dig into microscopic type or lettering to find out what was on the bill,

theatregoer has dug willingly
as willingly paid his good
money to see it if he liked it. Busi-

the

and

December

19,
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Make arrangements to come
early in the week if you want
to see the picture that has /
broken all imperial records'

HAROLD LLOYD
FRSSHMJM*

HAROLD

LLOYD

BACK AGAIN
AS AMERICA'S

SWEETHEART

TJAeFRESHMAIf"

Beams
Friday
—

"buy scrip books

THEY SAVE YOU MONEY'

EFFECTIVE

art work distinguishes
San Francisco Imperial ads for
Pathe’s "The Freshman,’' which are

double column displays.

ness is
reason.

good.

FULL

ad,

Annie Rooney,” United

double

a

i

hat their patrons

success.

It

something

new,

of picture

gives

show

Motion Picture

is

>

Life Brighter

.

seek?,

noth criti-

Encourage

hir

work by regular patronage and hints as to your
laste. Don’t leave him in the
bis

Business Better
in

cold to guess at your* opin-

Paragould

Paragoald

is

a Richer Placee With Such an Instituion

—

as the

—

CAPITOL THEATRE
John A. Collins

is

your representative of the.worlJ-t.vide film

industry in your section

enforced revisions, bred of general
theatre progress, to grasp the true
condition of newspaper advertising.

Paramount Pictures, MetroGoldwyn, Fox, First National,
United' Artist and P^the.

made

“Ten Commandments,” “The

Pony Express,” Don Q,” “Ire.
Horse,” “Gold Rush,” etc.

1

I

GRAND OPENING

DOORS

newspaper advertising methods
in recent years. Day by day, month
by month, year by year, theatres
and theatre organizations go on
turning out the same old stuff. A
display style decided upon seems to
in

THURSDAY NIGHT,
PRICES:

CHILDREN

15

OCT.

SHOWS
l

7

6:30

&

9

25cPresentation Prologue

Miss Causey

at the Organ
Potter's Serenaders

Comedy, Novelty, News

GLORIA SWANSON,

in

“THE COAST OF FOLLIES”
It’s

be regarded as sacred. The argument that adherence to style gains
reading by insuring recognition
seems to be the only argument con-

almost totally lacking

,

ing better than your

lelects.

and

Basic Progress

is

namely the
community’s meeting
life at its most t

cism and co mme nt, on programs thrt he so carefully

Who Makes

sarily disposed of at the beginning
It is
of such a discussion as this.
necessary to realize that these are

Novelty

to

their rightful

Your cxh’b'tor

The Merchant

These additions are items neces-

sidered.
The fact that all theatre
ads, representing all theatres and
chains of theatres, can be grouped
into not more than three styles
seems to mean nothing to the people who use them.

assume

joyable

to .spend their money for.
advertising, even in its crippled
condition, gives them new interest
in the go-to-the-show idea. They’ve
got additional basis for a decision
in their choice of theatres to attend.

basic progress has been

Francisco.

place for

tional,

No

San

to sho\

want

place in town,
entire

addi-

the Imperial,

but they want their thea-

tres to

theatregoers

something

The

No

:e,

pictorial treatment of "Little
Artists, by

ne Desr ex .nbitors every

wherq not pnJy v/ant

The new form
a

There’s

ANOl TIER

Imperial “ Freshman
following that shown at left,
shorving method of introducing subsequent attraction.

the

a

Paramount Picture

VITALLY

"different” four column
display by John A. Collins, opening
the Capitol theatre at Paragould

M

iss.

current theatre advertising. The
of the newspapers are flat as pancakes. The
occasional oasis of inspiration encountered in the occasional daily
stands out like a double handful of
in

amusement ad pages

ANOTHER

Imperial

display

for

Annie Rooney,” showing retention of tiny drawn figure used to
trade mark the show.

“ Little
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sore thumbs. If the theatre it represents isn’t flooded with attention it’s
because the readers thought the ad
must have been a mistake. Readers

have been taught

to
in theatre ads.

new

No Kin

to

December

fer with the local

Bloom

Davis.

exchange manager, L. A.

then leave for a long
through Montana.
W. F. Gordon, Associated First National branch manager left for a short trip to Butte, Montana.
John Ruger, owner of the
American and Orpheum theatre at Park
City, Utah, was a visitor this week at Exchange Place.
Charles Epperson,
short feature salesman out of the local
Pathe exchange, is in from a two weeks’
trip in Southern Utah.
C. J. Hamal and
R. D. Boomer are expected in this week.
will

trip

expect nothing

.

.

Showmanship

.

taining to the show business. The
show business has been and by

nature must continue essentially an
institution of chance. The moment
a theatre becomes stereotyped as to
performance the showgoers begin
staying away from it. By no line
of reasoning can it be demonstrated
that hack advertising has a place in
a business of this kind.

Newspaper advertising is in a bad
What’s to be done about it is
for the newspaper advertisers to
way.

decide.

Illustrations Point Condition
Illustrations
herewith
the general condition.
selections from a great

indicate
They are
stack of
newspaper advertisements collected
over a period of weeks. They are,
for various reasons, the best ads in
the stack in the sense that they reflect the deepest thought, the greatest effort.
They do credit to their
authors.

But

is

it

a

meagre showing

for a

business of this size.
Considering
the amount of newspaper .space used
by theatre advertisers daily, it is
just about the biggest little thing
showmen have got to worry about
today.

SALT LAKE
^SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH —Jimmie
.

Keitz, manager of the local Greater Features exchange, expects to return from his

extended trek into Idaho after one more
week.
Harmon Peery, of the
Egyptian theatre at Ogden, Utah, is in New
.

.

.

York City at
was visiting
to

their

the present time. Lou Peery
the row this week attending

bookings.

.

.

S. B. Steck,
theatre, was also
.

owner of the Lyceum
down from Ogden a few days

ago.

C- F. Parr, big chief for Producers Distributing Corporation here, is in Butte,
Montana, for a short trip.
Dave
.

.

.

Fraser, district representative for Pro-DisCo., has left here for Denver after a short
stay.
Walter S. Rand has returned
.

.

.

.

.

MO.— The

CITY,

that

fact

Louis Charninsky, orchestra leader at the
Pantages theatre, Kansas City, for years
has followed diligently in pursuit of his
self-appointed task as “mail man” for the
theatre won him a story of liberal space in
the Kansas City Star this week. Any morning he can be seen back-stage sorting the
mail and to hundreds of artists who have
played at the theatre he has endeared himself by forwarding their mail correctly and
speedily.
With the completion of
.
the installation of the new $35,000 Wurlitzer organ at the Newman theatre, Kansas City, Earl Thurston, who comes direct
from London, where he won recognition as
.

picture business, its newspaper advertising, is permitted to look like
something the cat dragged in. Good

sible.

.

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS

The length and breadth of the industry exhibits no more glaring
discrepancy than this. The chief
public representative of the motion

in particular is done.
The attitude
indicated is that newspaper advertising must be done, that it is a sort of
painful necessity disposed of with
as little effort and as quickly as pos-

.

.

.

This blind adherence to precedent
has no extenuation in anything per-

money, and plenty of it, is spent for
newspaper space with which nothing

1925

19,

Allene Ray and Walter Miller are the
leading players in “The Green
Archer,” Pathe serial of which two
scenes from Chapter Two are shown.
This chapter is titled “The Midnight

Warning.”
to his managerial chair after his first trip
into the territory out of this office.
Rand

announces that he has been with United
ever

Artists

company over

since the beginning of this
six years ago.
He came di-

this city from Washington, D. C.,
where he had been doing special work for

rect to

United Artists.
Milton Cohn is in
extreme Northern part of Montana,
and /. C. Dowd is making all of Idaho
with his United Artist product.
Frank White, operating the Real Art theatre at American Fork, Utah, was a visitor at
Exchange Place this week.
John
.

.

.

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stable, owner of the Opera House at
Bountiful, H. Brewerton, of the LaTonia
at Layton, and R. L. Wilson, of the Hub
theatre at Midvale, were other Utah exhibitors seen on the local film mart this
week.
Clark,
general
John D.
sales manager of the West for Famous
.

.

.

Corporation,
and James
representative for the ad
sales department, spent a few days at the

Players-Lasky
Clark,

special

local exchange this week in conference
with Louis Marcus, Famous Players district manager, and L. J. McGinley, local
branch manager.
Steve Murgic, of
the American theatre, Mackay, Idaho, has
been an exhibitor visitor this week.
George Mayne, of the Preferred Pictures
exchange here, is expecting to make another trip into Idaho this week.
Samuel Henley, former branch manager
for Universal in this city, is now selling
out of the local Preferred Pictures exexchange. Henley, who has just returned
from Los Angeles, has been assigned the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Montana territory for the present.
A. J. Weher is also a new salesman out of
this exchange.
Weber was formerly with
.

Pathe here.
salesmanager

.

.

.

.

Mathew Aparton, new

.

Universal in this city,
few days from a trip
A. A. Schmidt,
Western division manager for F. B. O., has
left for Los Angeles after spending a short
time in this city.
W. K. Bloom
and Joe K. Soloman, F. B. O. representatives will be in the office this week to confor

will return within a
into the territory.

.

.

.

.

.

.

composer of “The Midnight
been obtained as organist.

Follies,”

has

The new organ

the largest in the state, having the musicapacity of a 100-piece symphony orchestra.
Each day additional bookings pour into the P. D. C. office at Kansas
City in conjunction with the P. D. C. -Exhibitors’ Month, the receipts for the month
to go to the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri
to create a fund to further exhibitor interest next year.
More than 2,000 bookings
are expected for the month, according to
C. A. Schultz, P. D. C. branch manager.
They “came and went” with a step smacking of real, rushing business along Kansas
City’s film row this week.
A. A.
Renfro, Pathe salesman, was promoted to
city salesman to succeed Frank Cass, who
went to the West Coast as special short subjects representative.
More than 60 parentis

cal

.

.

.

.

.

.

teacher organizations have agreed to support “The Wizard of Oz” when it shows
in their communities, according to C. E.
Rhoden, manager of the Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.
Leo Adler, Pathe
auditor of the home office, was checking
over the Kansas City books.
Ben
.

.

.

.

.

.

Reingold, Omaha Fox manager, was visiting film row friends, he being en route to
Oklahoma to attend a sales convention.
Louis Reichert, Warner Brothers,
branch manager, set forth for a trip to the
Kansas key towns, while “Jim” Flinn, P.
D. C. home office representative, was in
Kansas City on business.
R. L.
MacLean, P. D. C. district representative,
left for St. Louis after a long stay in
Kansas City.
C. F. Senning, Educational branch manager, hurried out to visit
the Kansas key towns, but not until after he
had announced that 75 per cent of Kansas
City’s theatres had signed for Educational’s
new product. The First National club gave
a “kid” party which was proclaimed to be
a “wow,” all in attendance being attired in
juvenile clothes.
Flynn, dis.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.../.£.

trict

manager; E. M. Saunders and

Sam

Burger, special representatives for Metro-

Goldwyn, were Kansas City visitors.
W. Day, Warner Brothers, office manmanager, has announced that “from now
on” there will be weekly meetings of the
.

.

.

A.

entire office force for the purpose of discussing all problems.
R. S. Ballantyne new Pathe district manager, was
a Kansas City visitor. All Metro-Goldwyn
salesmen were called in for a sales meeting and departed with “pep” in abundance.
.

.

.
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department contains news, information and gossip on current productions. It aims

to

supply

a service which will assist the exhibitor in keeping in touch with developments in connection with
pictures and picture personalities and what these are doing at the box ofBce. No prophecies on the
entertainment value of pictures are made. Opinions expressed are simply those of the author or of
bis contributors and the reader is requested to consider them only as such.
EDITOR’S NOTE.

—

—

QEORGE

O’BRIEN and Diana Miller in
Fox’s “The Fighting Heart,” the feature
picture at the Monroe theatre, Chicago, last

QEORGE

O’BRIEN

shown

Heart”

jyjARGUERITE

GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY
MELODRAMATIC TRIUMPH

DE

LA

MOTTE

Frankie Darro in “The People

vs.

Great Train Robbery,” shown
Chicago theatre last week, is a melodramatic triumph.
It is solid, headlong,
neck-breaking action from beginning to
end. There are not even subtitles to break
the roaring succession of events.

Preston,” Pro-Dis-Co. picture shown at the
State-Lake theatre, Chicago, last week.

It

is

a

end.

What

they do doesn’t

people
pockets.

Films, Inc.,

is

distributing

it

now

as a short

The

Chicago theatre audience
seemed to be made up in equal parts of
those who enjoyed it for memories it
brought up and those younger folks who
thought it screamingly funny.
feature.

had forgotten, totally without
meaning is clear every inch
of the way.
Considering its age and the
It is,

as

I

subtitle, yet the

fact that

motion

is

held to be the
it

begs

little

first

matter.

to

know about the
They dispose of

of

inside

their

volved and “The End” comes before you

know
This

times as

may have

At any

expect

to

set

in

connection with

in

rate,

I

it.

“The Tower of Lies” is the name given
the picturization of Selma Lagerlof’s novel,
“The Emperor of Portugallia.” It is a
story of Swedish peasant life and so far
as

I

know

the portrayal

is

accurate.

Vic-

tor Seastrom’s direction should be guaran-

practically no picture at

like

it

standards, but

I’ll

all,

by

look at

as can be projected in eight

daily.

It

But

that.

story and

it

“

BaLABAN
of

TOWER OF LIES ”
WOBBLES A BIT

& KATZ

Lies”

heralded

“The

on the Chicago theatre

it

a very probable

isn’t

certainly isn’t pleasant.

me

impressed

work of

as the

a direc-

tor hailed as a genius trying to prove

The mechanics

Tower

me

led

was disappointed
the picture, which fact you should not
down as meaning anything good or bad

tee of
is

many

hours

of 1925,” which
too much.

it.

the established
as

screen as “the outstanding motion picture

the footage in-

of

way.

Everybody

tired

me.

in

Lon

the
it

thing
acts

Chaney

are

in

it.

the

so hard they

and

Norma

Shearer are the featured players and both
behave as though they could do much better if left alone.

narrative

SYD CHAPLIN

of the current

COMEDIAN

A

saw it at least fifty times when
was young and enjoyed it at least fifty

output.
it

it

picture,

seem

These players know more about how to do
things in front of a camera than most

same “Great Train Robbery”
you saw in the black tent at the County
Fair way back in the so-called good old
Edison made it in 1903 and Short
days.
the

entertainment from beginning to

splendid

great picture in every sense of the word.
is

Monroe,

the

at

and

Nancy

X HE

at the

It

the

at

Chicago.

“

r~r\

week

last

week.

tt

husky

the

is

scene from Fox’s “The Fighting

left in a

I

—

much

last

SYD

week.

there

CHAPLIN

a

is

was any doubt of

it

comedian.

If

after “Charley’s

Aunt,” he dispels it with “The Man on the
Box.” The latter picture may not be fun-

MENJOU AND VIDOR
ENTERTAIN AGAIN

nier,

but

it

is

at least as

funny.

In the early stretches of

.A.DOLPHE MENJOU

and

this, perhaps
he works straight, going into dresses eventually and continuing
so until the end. He is equally funny with

Florence

half

Vidor entertain again in the picture called
“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter.” This
is correctly stated. It is Menjou and Vidor

who entertain.
The story of this thing is practically nil.
The events in it amount to nothing in particular.

But Menjou and Vidor make

lyrARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE,
scene
vs.

it

bill

Nancy Preston,”
at

left,

in a

from Pro-Dis-Co.’s “The People

the film feature of the
the State-Lake, Chicago, last week.

way through

it,

and without.
There is the old-fashioned musical comedy plot about the plans sought by various
countries and it is staged in somewhat the
accustomed manner, with delays here and

JpLORENCE VIDOR

anti Adolphe Menjou
“The Grand Duchess and the Waiter,”
Paramount picture shown at McVickers’,

in

Chicago,

week.

last

there during which the comedian does his

His

stuff.

stuff is so

much more important

ON CHANEY

gYD CHAPLIN

through the popularity of Paul Ash, probably figures in favor of the series.

kimo dances; the

— T.

O. Service.

obviously the thing to do.

before the screen.

MacMillan’s Expedition
Thrills and beauty of photography
stage a lively scramble for first honors
in the 8,000 feet of film of Arctic exploration made by the National Geographic

Society

with

United States

OUR GANG SUFFERS
FROM BAD ADVICE

I REGARD

“Your Own Backyard” as a
menace to my future good times in
the theatre.
I
value these “Our Gang”
comedies too highly to forego this comdistinct

plaint.

somebody has been
misadvising Director McGowan. At any
rate, this time he makes a strong bid for
would guess

that

adult interest and, so far as I’m concerned,
the

loses

credited

was

best

interest

he

him with knowing

ever

had.

I

that his secret

reaching the adult through the child

in

which he awakened
believe

still

in each of them,

he

that

does

possess

and
this

knowledge.

Why,

then,

he should subtitle an adult

joke into the mouth of one character and

the

co-operation

of

the

Navy which Lieutenant

Commander Donald

B. MacMillan, hero
of nine conquests of the Northland, presents under a running fire of verbal description and witticism in his accompanying lecture.
I
saw the picture and
heard MacMillan at a luncheon of the
Chicago Association of Commerce at the
La Salle hotel. To me the address was
half of the picture, or vice versa, but
the power of the production, were it cut
and rearranged, is an entirely different

matter.

Certainly there are thrills abounding
the picture, though they are educational thrills; for example, the killing of
a huge walrus by an undrownable (that
word’s a thanks offering to Noah Webster) Eskimo, the capturing of a polar
bear, the battling with a herd of muskoxen. There are also loads of comedy.
I’ll cite,
for instance, the baby riding
papoose style in a rabbit skin on his
mother’s back and the mother’s contorin

tions of bending forward and wriggling
the baby loose from his cocoon and then
pulling him over her shoulder; the Es-

parade Farina for several scenes without
proper seat covering is quite beyond me.

These things are not aimed at the juvenile
public.
Whoever sold him the idea owes
him and the wide world apology and resti-

exposure occurred.

I

a

a member gasped
clam when Farina’s

was

And

this

was

a

big

town audience.

comedy was advertised
for McVickers and switched to the ChiIncidentally, the

cago
that

which switch, considering
McVickers gets its crowds mainly
theatre,

its

third

week

the

at

the

now

in

Orpheum, Chicago

loop theatre.
gull coming out of its
trying in vain for a place in the
nest with its older kinsfolk, and then
climbing back into the shell in disgust;
shell,

baby duck heading

instinctively for

the sea and standing desolate before the
vast expanse of water.
Plenty of the spectacular, too.
The
splitting of the ice as the Bowdoin plows
its way through the huge floes; the skill
shown by the Eskimo in the kyak canoe
(MacMillan says they can’t swim but it
isn’t necessary because
they’re human
fish); the eider duck covering its nest
with down to protect the eggs from the
invaders; the millions of birds flying
past the camera like snowflakes in a
storm these are but a few instances.

—

Beautiful scenes are not the least interesting part of the picture. As might be
expected, there are excellent views of
icebergs,

birds,

coastland,

Eskimo

cos-

tumes, but perhaps the best are those
taken as the ship battles the storm on
the return journey.
After all, however, the greatest “kick”
is surprise, not by taking trick photographs but by jarring loose some of
the mistaken traditions of a bleak, lifeless wasteland around the Arctic circle.

The camera shows

that mosquitoes were
a worse nuisance than the cold within
There are pic11 degrees of the Pole.
tures of the beautiful bead collars made
by the women; there is the trout angler
who uses only a net and a stick and is
sure of a good haul at the end of 15
There is the native with a lapful
steps.
of blueberries from the surrounding hills,
covered with the delicacy. There is the
huntsman who sits on the cliff with a
net on the end of a long pole and catches
one to half a dozen birds with each dip of

covered every letter in my pocket with
One scene
notes on particular scenes.)
shows a tiny sea pigeon successfully reAnother was
pulsing two pack dogs.
taken of the children going up among
the rocks for their dinner, which consisted of sucking eggs, eating the birds
raw and topping it off by using the

others, but until then the heartily laughing

like

Man on

All these are but scattered instances
of the thrilling, comic, spectacular, beau(I
tiful and surprising pictures shown.

Other than which, the picture has nothing which an “Our Gang” comedy should
Probably it is as good as the
not have.

and shut up

“The

1925

the contraption.

tution.

audience of which

in

19,

Box,” Warner Brothers picture

the

Mr. Chaplin would do as well, I believe,
were his name anything else, perhaps betAt any rate, he is a capital performer
ter.
and I hope he continues to busy himself

I

December

as the mad “emperor” in
“The Tower of Lies,” Metro-GoldwynMayer picture shown at the Chicago, Chicago, the week of November 29.

T

than the rest of the picture that this was

I

—
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^LAIRE McDOWELL, Norma

Shearer and

Lon Chaney in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
“The Tower of Lies,” shown at the Chicago,
Chicago B & K house, during the week of

November

29.

There is
feathered skins as napkins.
the woman’s boat, holding half a dozen
or more and always steered by the olda rather meager solace
est man in town
But
for failing to win a sweetheart.
Ernest Rovelstad.
that’ll be all.

—
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NEW PICTURES
LOCALE: An American

small town.

TIME: The present.
STORY On her wedding day a young
:

wife demands that her husband split all
his income with her on the half and half
basis. He refuses and she goes on strike
and draws her mother and another youngwife into the battle. The husbands make
hard going of it, and willingly compromise after holding out for a short time.

HIGHLIGHTS
phere.

.

.

pals.

.

.

.

.

:
Convincing atmosStrong note of the comic.

Realistic acting by the princi.The end of the strike.

Pathe News No. 98
FRENCH BOMBARD DAMASCUS. SYRIA,
WITH DRUSE HILLMEN

IN

WAR

*

Jacqueline Logan and Creighton Hale
in a scene from “Wages for Wives,” a
Fox production.

W ages for

MRS. COOLIDGE STARTS ANNUAL CHRISTMAS

SEAL DRIVE

Claude

mood

Wives

Fox News No.

6,700 feet

B. Clarke

PLAYERS
Danny Kester
Hughie Logan
Luella Logan
Jim Bailey
Chester Logan
Annie Bailey
Carol Bixby
Mr. Tevis

“Wages

for

Hogan s Alley

TO QUEEN MOTHER AT FUNERAL

Producer:

FRANK BORZAGE
Kenneth

Nell Bailey

repentent

a

in

picture

Wives.”

PUBLIC PAYS IMPRESSIVE TRIBUTE

Distributor

18

INNER CHAMBER OF KING TUT’S TOMB ENTERED.
HOWARD CARTER COMPLETES EXCA-

VATION

Guy Bolton

Author
Adaptor

Fox

Pathe News No. 99
BRITISH

Fox
Distributor:
Fox
Length:

the

*

Producer:

DIRECTOR

Gillingwater
in

BUILDING LARGEST SHIP EVER CONIN UNITED STATES BEGINS

Zasu Pitts
Claude Gillingwater
David Butler
Margaret Seddon
Margaret Livingston

*

Fox News No.

ROY DEL RUTH
Gregory

Monte Blue
Patsy Ruth Miller
Willard Louis
Louise Fazenda
Ben Turpin

Lefty O’Brien
Patsy Ryan
Michael Ryan

A

Stranger

Frank Hagney

Battling Savaga

Mary Carr

Mother Ryan

*

HOSSOUTROT, FRENCH ACE, BREAKS FLYINC
RECORDS IN GIANT PLANE
*

Rogers

PLAYERS

Dolly

19

PRINCE AAGE OF DENMARK ARRIVES IN
UNITED STATES AFTER FIGHTING IN RIFF

Dan Mason

Judge McLean
Tom Ricketts
TYPE: Domestic comedy.
THEME: Wives strike for more money
from the family pay envelope.

6,500 feet

Author

STRUCTED

Jacqueline Logan
Creighton Hale
Earle Foxe

Length:

DIRECTOR

*

WORK OF

Warner Brothers
Warner Brothers

TYPE:

Prize ring melodrama.
THEME: Defeat of a romatic villain.
LOCALE: New York City and en-

virons.

Kinograms No. 5140

TIME:

SERVICE HELD AT SEA FOR DEAD MARINERS
OF LOST BRITISH SUBMARINE M-l
*

ARMY DEFEATS NAVY

CROWD

IN GRID BATTLE
OF 70,000

The

present.
pugilist has trouble
with his sweetheart because she is too
attentive to a romantic but villainous

STORY

:

A young

BEFORE

*

Kinograms No. 5141
KING

AND

PREMIER

MUSSOLINI

OF

ITALY

HONOR ITALIAN WAR DEAD
*

JOIE

RAY WINS FIVE-MILE CROSS COUNTRY
RUN AFTER HARD BATTLE
*

International
VON

News No.

99

LEADS
IN
NATIONAL
TRIBUTE TO GERMANY'S GREATEST
FLYING ACE
IIINDENBERG

*

AMERICANS THRONG TIA JUANA, MEXICO, AS
RACING SEASON OPENS AT FAMOUS TRACK
*

Monte Blue, Willard Louis and Patsy
in “Hogan’s Alley,” War-

Ruth Miller

ner Brothers picture.

International News No. 100
Washington defeats Oregon and wins
northwest football title

Turpin as the
“Hogan’s Alley,” a
Warner Brothers production.

Steady,

please.

photographer

in

Ben

:
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hap for a while and then almost has a
wreck.
But the near wrecking of the
train reveals the man who caused the
wreck and nearly ruined the young man’s
happiness.
HIGHLIGHTS: Swift action.
.

The wreck of

.

.

the flyer.
The
heroine’s dash on the speeder and the
near wreck.
The fight in the signal tower.
.The happy ending.
.

.

.

...
.

.

A Woman of the
Producer:
Distributor

Length:

World

Paramount
Paramount
6,353 feet

MALCOLM

DIRECTOR

ST. CLAIR
Carl Van Vechten
Pierre Codings

Author
Adaptor

PLAYERS

George Periolat and Frankie Darro, two
of the featured players in the Royal
picture

“The Phantom Express.”

and when the doctor takes the
on a train to the mountains the
The
pugilist follows in an automobile.
train wrecks the car and then runs wild
without its engineer. The pugilist chases
the train in an airplane, stops it, rescues
doctor,
girl

the girl

from the over-attentive doctor

Countess Elnora Natatorini....Pola Negri
Gareth Johns
Charles Emmett Mack
Richard Granger
Holmes Herbert
Lennie Porter
Blanche Mehaffey
Sam Poore
Chester Conklin
Lou Poore
Lucille Ward
Judge Porter
Guy Oliver
Mrs. Baerbauer
Dot Farley
Mrs. Fox
May Foster
Annie
Dorothea Wolbert
TYPE: Romantic drama.
THEME: The healing of old wounds.

LOCALE: The

Riviera; Maple Valley,

Iowa.

HIGHLIGHTS:

The

fight

in

the

The crash of the train
.. The pursuit
in the airplane.
The rescue of
the girl. ...
The reconciliation.
ring.

.

.

.

with the automobile.
.

.

.

.

The Phantom Express
Producer:

Royal Pictures
Distributor:
State Right

Length:

DIRECTOR

Undetermined

JOHN ADOLFI
PLAYERS

The present.
STORY A titled French woman comes
to the United States and settles in an
inland hamlet to seek balm for her
wounded feelings. At once she becomes
a storm center of gossip and love intrigue.
Her adventures becomes numerous, conclude in the arms of the man who sincerely loves her and whose love is returned.

HIGHLIGHTS

TIME: The

present.

A young railroad engineer
with the daughter of another engineer takes the throttle of his company’s
fastest train after his sweetheart’s father
becomes demented over a wreck. The
young man drives the train without misSTORY

:

in love

:

in the small
heroine’s trip to the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount
Distributor:
Paramount
Producer:

Length:

Undetermined

HERBERT BRENON

DIRECTOR

Authors-Edgar Selwyn; Edward Goulding
Adapter
Forrest Halsey

PLAYERS
Mrs. Westcourt.
Jerry
Kittens

the World,”
picture.

Para-

The meeting of mother and daughter in
Jerry’s apartment.
The young
people’s determination to change their
way of life.
.

A

Fight

.

.

to the

Finish

Producer:

Columbia Pictures Corp.
Distributor :
State Right
Length: 4,500 feet

DIRECTOR

REEVES EASON

Author

Dorothy Howell

PLAYERS
Jim Davis

William Fairbanks

Mary Corbett

Phyllis Haver
Tom Ricketts

Cyrus J. Davis
Pat O’Brien
Henry McBride
Battling Wilson

Pat Harmon
William Bolder
Leon Beauman
TYPE: Prize ring melodrama.
THEME: Youth proves its worth.

LOCALE: An American
TIME:

The

STORY

A

:

small town.

present.

young man whose father

has turned him off without a cent is involved in a street fight and whips a man
whom he learns is the state boxing

champion in his division. The heroine
urges the hero to meet the champion in
the ring and thereby win enough money
to convince his father he can earn his

own

Dancing Mothers

of

mount

Scenes

... The
woods to gather bird’s eggs.
The dedication of the waterworks.
The heroine’s attack on the hero.
The love scene that follows.
The usual ending.

town.

Nora Lane
John Lane
Jack Warren

Ethel Shannon
George Periolat
David Butler
Daddies
Frankie Darro
Rufus Hardy
George Siegmann
George Mott
William Tooker
Henry Muncy
John Webb Dillon
TYPE: Railroad mel&drama.
THEME: Romantic love.
LOCALE: The Western United States.

Woman

“A

TIME:

:

and wins her promise to marry him.

Emmett Mack and Pola Negri

Charles
in

The ring

living.

fight

is

staged,

but the hero loses because he is doped.
In the dressing room after the fight he
thoroughly
champion.
trounces
the
Later he wins the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS: The Gght in the
street.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The fight in the ring.
The fight in the dressing room.
The culmination of the romance.
.

.

.

Alice Joyce
Conway Tearle

Bow

Clara

Kenneth
Donald Keith
Mrs. Massarene
Dorothy Cumming
Irma
Elsie Lawson
Westcourt
TYPE: Domestic drama.
THEME: Maternal love; romantic
love.

LOCALE: New York
TIME: The

STORY
daughter

A

:

is

City.

present.

wealthy

woman whose

carrying on a flirtation with

a notorious man steps between them
but is herself fascinated by the man.
Follows a period of stress for the older
woman and the younger, which ends with
the daughter’s altering her mode of living
and the mother’s going to Europe to
forget.

HIGHLIGHTS: The daughter’s fasThe girl’s
cination with Jerry.
discovery of her father at the night

...

Ethel Shannon and George Siegmann in
a scene from “The Phantom Express,”
a

Royal picture.

club.

.

.

.

The scene between Mrs.

W estcourt and Mrs. Massarene.

The mother’s intrigue with Jerry.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pola Negri as “A Woman of the
World,” in the Paramount picture of
that name.
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THE
KEEPER
OF THE BEES
was exploited in Los Angeles
with a tree planting in tribute
to

the

Porter,

Gene

Stratton-

who wrote

the novel

late

from which

made

J.

Leo Meehan

the F. B. O. picture.

Off for the schools where Los Angeles children planted 350 young carob trees
through the Pantages tieup with George Barnes, president, American Reforestation
Association; Mrs. Anna Dorsey, superintendent of schools, and the park commission.
Below (1. to r.), Alyce Mills, Gene Stratton, the novelist’s granddaughter, and

Alice

Below:

Gene

Stratton

and

George

Bow,

all

featured in the picture.

Robert Frazer, leading

man

Keeper

seen below in

Barnes, head of the reforestation
body, planted a deodar tree (East
Indian cedar) at Le Comte Jr. high

a scene.

school.

disabled soldier.

of the Bees,”

is

in

“The

Frazer plays the part of a

-
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PURELY PERSONAL
PHILADELPHIA

Chicago

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.— The
delphia

board

of

arbitration

Philadecided in
the case of

First

ture from the Bell theatre to the State
theatre without notice to the film exchange.
Another house, the Diamond, had booked
the picture but refused to pay for it after
the
picture
showed at the opposition
theatre. The plaintiff asked for the amount
of the rental which the Diamond had reLeon,
fused
pay.
Joseph
to
who operated the Columbia theatre,
Bristol,
Pa.,
for some time past, and
who recently sold it to William Shock,
has joined the sales force of the Inde.

.

president, as upstate salesman.
After having been seriously burned
about the face and head by the ignition
of a green celluloid eye shade, Conrad
Badden has returned to his duties as
auditor for the De Luxe Film Exchange.
Sam Phalan who has been associated
with the Twentieth Century Film Company
for the past three years and has built up
an enviable reputation as a salesman has
resigned to accept a position as salesman
with the Vital Exchange, of which Dave
Franklin Jordan
Segal is the head.
who has been managing the Stanley Company’s Logan theatre during the temporary
absence of Lester Stallman recently resigned from the Stanley Company force of
house managers. He has not yet announced
.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

any new

.

.

affiliations.

.

.

Joseph Hebrew,

.

Philadelphia branch manager of Warner
Brothers, has been elevated to division
manager with supervision over the WashHarry Weiner
ington exchange.
who has been a salesman in the Philadelphia office of Warner Brothers, has been
Washington as branch
transferred
to
manager and has been succeeded by George
.

Thompson.

.

.

.

.

The Community theatre,
owned by G. W. Mussley,

SEATTLE
WASH.— Seattle

.

.

formerly

associated with his old Vitagraph district
manager, H. Bradley Fish, at present
manager of the Fox exchange at Salt Lake.
Fred G. Sliter, manager of First
National, returned a few days ago from
a business trip to Southeastern and Southwestern Alaska towns. Upon his return he
staged a preview of “The Winds of
.

.

ORPHEUM

the

of the World,”

“The Man on the Box,” War-

:

MONROE

“The Best Bad Man,” Fox
“Hogan’s Alley,” Warner

:

.

.

STATE-LAKE:
Brothers.

Chance,” First National feature, for fellow
Alaskan
passengers on the trip down.
theatres are up-to-date and the patronage
up there is just as sophisticated as anywhere, demanding the best of pictures, says

Mr.

Sliter.

.

.

H. E.

.

former

Ulsh,

Mount Vernon, Wash.,

exhibitor, has purchased the Mission theatre in the suburb
of
Georgetown, it is reported.
Manager L. A. Samuelson of Pathe has
added another live-wire salesman to his
local staff in James R. Beale.
D. C.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Millward, manager of Western Film, returned from Portland last week.
.

.

.

Hudson, Pathe News cameraman, was
host at a dinner at the Hotel Washington
to a number of friends, November 14.
Among the guests were L. A. Samuelson,
manager, and M. Dryness, assistant manaBill

ger of the local exchange.
Sheff.
manager of Greater Features,
Sheffield,
returned last week from a trip over his
district and reported business as very good.
Arthur Huot, manager of F. B. O.,
announces the “Keeper of the Bees” has
been booked for the Columbia theatre,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Seattle,

and the Clemmer

theatre, Spokane.

MILWAUKEE
MILWAUKEE, WIS.— Howard Waugh
has resigned as manager of the Alhambra
theatre after having engineered the sensational comeback of that house during the
He is succeeded by
past four months.
Harry E. Long, who was transferred from

Waugh is exUniversal’s Denver house.
pected to join the Saxe enterprises, alannouncement has been

official
.

.

manager

Ed

Vollendorf, heretofore

Milwaukee branch

for the

Salt

Lake City

First

Runs

Week Beginning November 21 )
AMERICAN
“Winds of Chance,” First National; “The Dome Doctor,” Educational;
(

:

KINEMA:

“The Adventurous Sex,” Pathe;
“One Cylinder Love,” Pathe; Pathe Review.

PANTAGES:

“Go

West,”

Metro-Goldwyn-

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS

:

“The Iron Horse,”

Fox; Pathe News.
“Lovers In Quarantine,” Paramount; “Framed,” Educational; Pathe
News.

VICTORY

:

.

.

.

Kane

Frank

.

.

come from the Los
Angeles offices of Paramount to join the
sales staff of the Milwaukee exchange.
George Levine, manager of Universal’s Milwaukee exchange, spent a day last
week in Chicago conferring with Carl
Laemmle, who stopped over enroute to
Europe.
Levine was recently placed in
.

.

has

.

charge of all Universal houses in the central Northwest.
Ned Martin, First
National’s new Western sales manager,
visited at the local exchange last week.
Many of the leading figures on the
local film row journeyed to Fond Du Lac
Nov. 25 to attend the formal opening of
Fischer-Paramount’s new Fond Du Lac
theatre, which turned out to be the biggest
box office day in the theatrical history of
.

.

.

.

.

.

that city.

OMAHA
—

OMAHA, NEB. The excavation has
been completed and piles are being driven
for the new A. H. Blank theatre. The new
house is being set back from the corner,
making allowance for the widening of
Twentieth

street,

which

make

will

the

corner one of the most attractive of the
city.
Farming industries of Denmark
.

.

.

at a showing at the Masonic
“Phantom of
Temple December 2.
the Opera” will show two weeks at the
Sun after opening December 4, Manager
Manager
Ralph Goldberg, announces.
Art Cunningham divides credit for big

were depicted

.

.

.

.

.

.

houses at the Strand between “That Royle
James
Girl” and his Lingerie Revue.
P. Shea, who according to rumor, was to
join Warner Brothers, is still very much
on the job as manager of Associated Exhibitors and is doing more business every
F. W. Gebhardt, manager of
day.
Pathe, proudly exhibits a trophy awarded
bv Harold Lloyd for being sixth in “The
.

.

.

.

.

.

Freshman” honors.

The emblem

on a black base.

is

a foot-

Dan. B.
Lederman, who started with the Progress
film exchange more than a dozen years
ago in Omaha, is due back for a visit as

Western

Mayer.

.

.

.

.

.

ball of silver

International News.

.

.

ner Brothers.

office

was manager in
Seattle for Metro-Goldwyn, and now the
new manager of Warner Brothers, is now

.

of

Paramount.

.

.

who

“A Woman

McVICKERS:

though no
made.

theatres
over the Thanksgiving holidays did an
excellent business and the volume of box
office receipts is said to be about 10 per
cent higher than for the same period of
last year, which augurs well for the apCarl
proaching holiday season.

Steam

Phantom

“The

:

Opera,” Universal.

.

Turbotville, Pa.,
is
the first theatre to be closed in this
territory as a direct result of the coal
strike.
Poor business made it impossible
for Mr. Mussley to continue operation,
the town being made up chiefly of the
mining element.

SEATTLE,

tcyn-Mayer.

ROOSEVELT

.

.

:

.

pendent Film Corporation, of which Len

Berman

Runs

(Week Beginning December 6)
CHICAGO “The Midshipman,” Metro-Gold

favor of the defendant in
The
Universal against Morris Feinman.
latter, it was charged, had switched a pic-

of First National, has been named acting
general manager of the branch to succeed
Harold J. Fitzgerald, who resigned jto become general manager of the Saxe circuit
of theatres.
Dan Lederman dropped
in for a visit at Milwaukee in his new
capacity as Western sales manager for
Associated Exhibitors.
Lederman
made many friends in the city last summer when, as real estate and engineering
chief of Universal’s theatre operating department, he acquired and opened the Alhambra theatre.
Walter A. Baier,
recently appointed manager of the newly
established branch of Vital Exchanges here,
has named Arthur Gray, another “old
timer” in local film circles, as booker for
the exchange.
Word has been received from Jack Y eo of Beaver Dam,
Wis., telling of the successful opening of
his new Odeon theatre at that place.

.

.

.

sales director for Associated

Ex-

He was

for years South Amerirepresentative
for
can
and European
Laemmle.
The Producers Distributing office enjoyed cigars and candy this
hibitors.

.

week on

S'.

.

.

Eangtnan, booker,

who was

December

19,
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married on Thanksgiving.
Chester
Beck, electrician at the Rialto, is a newlyHe and his bride were presented
wed.
with a percolator, creamer and sugar bowl
by fellow workers.
.

.

San Francisco
(

.

.

.

.

.

.

lesson.

.

.

.

john, of New York, legal counsel for the
Hays organization, presided at a meeting
of the Dallas Film Board of Trade. Representatives of other boards in the South
were in the city for the meeting.
H. T. Hodge of Abilene made a plea at the
convention for protection from the large
circuit operators.
He claimed that these
chains were trying to drive the independent
exhibitor from the field.
While at
the M. P. T. O. convention, Mrs. J. E.
Martin,
exhibitor
at
Mount Pleasant,
Texas, received news of the death of her
father. The convention drew up resolutions
extending sympathy and fellowship to Mrs.
.

.

.

.

.

.

of

the

Marriage Fails,” F.

B. O.

breaking attendance.
Ben Davis,
formerly connected with the Schine circuit,
is still in town although making frequent
trips to New York city but refusing to
divulge his plans.
Father O’Reilly,
an exhibitor in Rosendale, has recovered
from an attack of the grippe.
Walter Seaman who has theatres in Highland, Marlboro and Milton is planning to
take over a house in New Paltz, in the
near future.
For the first time
since he came to Albany as manager of the
First National exchange, Alex Herman
spent Thanksgiving in town, rather than
New York City.
Sidney Katz of
New York, assistant general sales manager for F. B. O., stopped over in Albany
last week on his way back to the metropo.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Buffalo.
George T. Ames
who recently came here as manager for
Pathe hiked for his home near New York

from

lis

.

where

.

.

his turkey on
as Mr. Ames can
find a suitable apartment, he will bring his
family here.
After spending three
weeks in the local Fox exchange, F. P
Hill, a traveling auditor, returned to New
City,

he

enjoyed

As soon

Thanksgiving.

.

.

.

York last week.
who represents Pathe
.

.

Frank

Barney

.

City.

.

.

Sam

.

who

Hochstim,

runs the Star in Hudson,

is

now

a

of

the

full

McGraw

Mrs. Frances

that city

who

Kiwanis club of

as manager of the
Rialto theatre in Little Falls for the Schine
brothers attended the opening of the CapiBoh
tol theatre in Ilion last week.
Pierce, manager of the Capitol in Ilion,
presided as host at a luncheon at the Elks
club in that place on the night of the theais

making a success

.

.

The mayor

of Ilion and
were on hand.
Mrs. L. M. Sequin of the Liberty in Rouses
Point who has been ill has now recovered.
W. E. Lise who books the pictures
for the Oneida Community theatre is now
running the house one night a week. The
theatre is a community project and an admission price is charged sufficient only to
meet with the running expenses.

opening.
other
notables
tre’s

.

.

.

.

.

.

Henry Edick, an exhibitor
on

in

West Win-

Saturday

night only,
uses a five-piece orchestra despite the fact
that his house is open but the one night
field,

operating

each week.

bereavement.

First

Runs

{Week Beginning November 21)
LIBERTY: “The Gold Rush,” United Artists

(third week).

COLISEUM

“Why

Women

Love,”

First

National.

COLUMBIA: “Where Was I?*’ Universal.
STRAND
“The Best People,’* Paramount.
BLUE MOUSE
“The Man ©s the Box,”
:

:

Warner Brothers,

.

.

Operations

Colorado, will be dismantled.

.

.

.

old home town, the popular director having lived here before fate led him to the
Mr. Mcposition which he now holds.
Gowan was once a member of Engine Company No. 6 of the Denver Fire Department.
Tom Love who operates the
theatres in the Wyoming towns of Hanna,
Superior, Parko. Reliance and McGeath,
has been a visitor in film row this week.
L.
Cross and son of the Amuse
J.
theatre, Gering, Nebraska, were also visiFrank Harris, district
tors here.
manager for Pathe, has left the Denver
branch office for Butte, Montana, after a
two weeks visit with S. B. Rahn, the new
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gerald
Pathe manager in Denver.
Whitney, former film man and member of
the Colorado House of Representatives,
has accepted a position as salesman for the
local office of Producers Distributing CorRobert J. Garland, Metroporation.
Goldwyn manager, is back in Denver after
.

.

.

.

a three weeks’ sales trip into the Wyoming
territory.
Bob reports a very successful
trip but glad to be back in the office for a
while.
Manager H. D. McBride,
of the State theatre, has invited Chief of
Police Ringer and the entire police force
to see the show next week, when the melo.

.

.

vs. Nancy Preston,”
presented to Denver theatre
goers.
Fred P. Brown, owner of
the Mission and Pearl theatres, has secured

drama, “The People

will

be

first

.

.

.

Ole Nelson to manage his theatres. Mr.
Nelson is a well known exhibitor in the
territory, having operated in Grand Junc-

The
number of years.
Denver Film Board of Trade has announced plans for a sales meeting Decemtion for a

.

.

.

ber 28. This meeting will be attended by
all salesmen, managers and bookers employed by members of the Denver Film
Board of Trade.
business meeting is
held during the afternoon and a banquet is
held in the evening to which the postmaster, express agent, and other business men
directly connected with the operations of
the exchanges are invited.
Harry
Long, manager of the America theatre,
came mighty near leaving us this week. He
received a wire instructing him to proceed
to San Francisco and take over the management of the Cameo theatre there. He
bought his ticket and was all set to leave
Thursday night when orders came to remain here until further instructions were
received.
Mr. Long has been here for the

A

.

Seattle

.

were discontinued December 5.
Robert F. McGowan, director of “Our
Gang” comedies for Hal Roach, was a visiDenver is his
tor in Denver this week.

.

member

fledged

.

.

.

Buffalo
out of
stopped over in Albany for an hour or so
last week, while driving through to New

York

.

and president of the Denver
Film Board of Trade, has been confined to
his bed
for several days.
Jack
Krum, United Artists manager, took a run
up to see Jim Lynch of Laramie, Wyoming, early this week.
Jack returned Thursday with the report that Mr. Lynch was
closing the America theatre of Laramie and
Word
opening the Opera House.
has been received that the little Portland
theatre of the cement town of Portland,
Colorado, burned to the ground a few days
ago.
The Fountain theatre of Fountain,
.

.

.

Brothers,

:

“If

.

.

versal.

GOLDEN GATE:

.

rado Springs and Pueblo, Colorado.
Chas. R. Gilmour, manager of Warner

.

N. Y.— F. L. Ascher, of the
Star theatre in Rhinebeck, was along Film
Row during the past week and received a
royal welcome from all of the exchanges.
Although Mike Freedman of the
Rialto theatre in Schenectady admitted that
he did not raise the birds he gave away
turkeys at his theatre on the Tuesday night
before Thanksgiving and had a record.

Phantom

“The

:

ATLANTA
ALBANY,

.

Opera,” Universal.
CAMEO
“The Storm Breaker,” Universal.
UNION SQUARE
“Bustin’ Through,” Uni-

.

James R. Grainger, general sales manager, for Fox at New York, was in Dallas
last week to visit the local office.
At the invitation of H. A. Cole, president
of the M. P. T. O. of Texas, C. C. Petti-

in her

FRANCIS:

ST.

Jr.,

Rialto, Bayard, Neb.
Mel Wilson,
manager of the local branch of Fox has
just returned from a business trip to Colo-

Luck,” Paramount.

“Irish

:

.

R. I. Payne, assistant manager at the local
Universal Dallas office, and former member
of the Anti-Benedict club, has resigned
from that club due to the fact that he has
but recently discovered an affection of the
Said
heart which renders him ineligible.
weakness, we are informed is caused by the
charms of a prominent society debutante
who refused to abide by the Texas Antiheadlight law when turning her optics upon
Friend Rip, with the usual result of terrible fatalities for the two most concerned.
The nuptials have been announced to take
place December 22.
Mr. Payne’s many
friends and office associates send to him
their sincere congratulations and it is reported that many are condoling with the
bride. However, they will soon be able to
condole with each other. Here endeth the

.

First

Annie Rooney,” United

“Little

Artists (Continued.)

GRANADA

.

Martin

“Classified,”

National.

IMPERIAL:

DOWN SOUTH

first

Week Beginning November 20)
“The Coming of Amos,”

LOEW’S WARFIELD:

in

Ostenburg,

and wife of Scottsbluff, Neb., arrived in
Denver early the week of Nov. 30 on a
combined business and pleasure trip. Mr.
Ostenburg is the manager of the Star and
Orpheum theatres of Scottsbluff and the

Pro-Dis-Co.

Dallas for
the M. P. T. O. convention Ed. F. Brady
who is constructing a new theatre with
Paco Betancourt in Brownsville, Texas,
bought equipment for the new house.
J. O. Ford, a local film salesman,
announces the arrival of a baby girl at his
home last week.
congratulates Mr. and Mrs. Ford, and wishes
the
little
one much happiness.
The film fans and many friends of C. J.
Brown, manager of the Queen theatre, Best,
Texas, regret to announce that Mr. Brown
will leave that city for Hollywood very
soon. They have voted him the best “allround” citizen of Best, and say they lose in
him a staunch friend and supporter.
Ralph Williams, newly appointed sales director for Universal Pictures Corporation
for the southern division, arrives in Dallas,
November 29, for a visit at the local
branch, and G. L. Wood, branch manager
Mr.
at El Paso will also be in the city.
Williams’ visit to Dallas is in the form
of a home coming as he is a former Dallasite, having been a salesman for Universal
several years ago, aside from other film
connections prior to that.
Mr. Williams
will hold a sales meeting, and discuss the
policy of Universal for the coming year.
.

DENVER, COL. — Billy

Runs

CALIFORNIA:

DALLAS
DALLAS, TEX.—While

DENVER

.

First
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past thirteen months.

.

.

)

.
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DES MOINES
Fox, was

Des Moines, Nov.

in

as

27,

First

guest of L. Robert Brager, director of publicity for the A.
H. Blank Enterprises.
Gilmore was working up school essay contests in connection with the showing of
the “Ancient Mariner” during the holidays.

CALIFORNIA: “Stage
LOEW’S WARFIELD:

GOLDEN GATE

.

.

.

Des Moines and

later in the

Omaha

.

W.

.

furnished in wicker and opera
chairs.
Ivory and mahogany furniture
make the other offices attractive.
Frank Shipley, manager of the Rialto, put
on a successful ballyhoo when he placed
a man inside a replica of Gene Stratton
Porter’s book, “The Keeper of the Bees”
and had him walk the streets during the
showing of the film.
Ed. M. Saunders, general sales manager for the Western division of Metro, and J. E. Flynn, in
charge of St. Louis, Omaha, Kansas City
and Des Moines were in Des Moines, Nov.
26. They held a meeting with Harry Gottlieb, Carl Reese and Tom Gabrio, salesmen.
Harry Ward, manager of the
Strand in Marshalltown, la., will take the
same position with Odeon theatre, Dec. 1.
The Strand lease ran out and the Odeon
was purchased by A. H. Blank. This has
been a house playing both road attractions
artistically

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It will now show films only.
seats 1,200.
20 cent policy
will be adopted there.
The contracts with
First National, Metro and Paramount will

and

films.

go

to

the

.

touring this section on business.
Mrs. L. D. Hendricks, manager of
.

.

.

the

Strand at Mt. Vernon, la., visited the Famous Players studio, Nov. 27.
E.
Tilton, branch manager for First NaJ.
tional, reported that Miss Gladys McDade,
head inspector for First National, was seriously hurt when a Rock Island train ran
into an auto in which she was riding Nov.
24. She was removed to her home from the
hospital later.
Joe Skirboll of Los Angeles,
representative
for
Frank Lloyd
Studios visited E. J. Tilton Nov. 28 on his
.

.

to

Kansas

.

.

.

.

City.

He

is

touring the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New York. ... A “book story,” adapted
from Booth Tarkington’s “Penrod and
Sam,” features the “selected program for
children” at the Rivoli December 12. Two
in

10:15

of
a.

fun

are

promised,

starting

at

m.

FRANCISCO
SAN
SAN
CAL.—

Dick Spier,
FRANCISCO,
publicity director of the Granada theatre
for the past year, has been appointed manager of that house.
He will also handle
the advertising. Dick has been in the game
for 15 years and is well known in California theatrical circles.
For seven years he
was connected with the West Coast theatres
in Southern California and as it is his nature to make good, he’ll be successful here.
Joseph Enos, famous Portola manager, recently put over a good stunt. During the showing of the picture, “Love Nest”
.

.

.

.

The

Francisco.

the

.

.

exchange.
No15 all branch managers, salesmen,
bookers and ad sales department heads, attended a district convention at the Whitlocal

comb

.

.

.

Hotel.
Organs for the new
Fruitvale and Golden Gate residential theatres which are now being completed will be
furnished by F. W. Smith.
Pathe
News celebrated its fifteenth birthday, No.

.

.

.

vember

.

in this city at the

14,

.

local

Pathe

with a large dinner which was attended by Mayor Rolph, Chief of Police
O’Brien and other prominent officials and

office

of
San Francisco.
Joe
Flanagan has been placed in charge of the
entire shipping, poster and inspection departments of Producers Distributing Corporation.
S. Cathro, formerly with
Universal, is now two reel comedy salesman for Pathe in the San Joaquin and
South Coast districts.
A. G. Clapp
is. remodeling his old house which he
soon
will open.
Glenn Allen has re.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

turned as cashier to P. D. C. Allen left
the local office some time ago for Salt
Lake, but decided to return.

ATLANTA
—

.

;

.

.

.

citizens

WRC

hours

San

street,

.

manage
vember

.

—

.

is

way

.

D.
C.
Preparations
for celebration of the children’s community Christmas festivals in all the Crandall
residential houses are well under way under supervision of Joseph P. Morgan, general manager of the Crandall theatres.
It
is expected that five tons of candy will be
given away as. well as toys of many descriptions.
Daniel Breeskin, conductor
of the Metropolitan symphony orchestra,
will broadcast through
the programs
of his Raleigh Hotel ensemble each Thursday at 6 p. m.
Earnest Nickel, whistler
and protege of Carrie Jacobs Bond, has
made his debut in the Crandall Saturday
nighters and before the Metropolitan audiences. ... At the Earle theatre on Sundays the feature picture now is screened
at 3, 5:30 and 8:30 p. m. with vaudeville at
on weekdays the feature pic4, 7 and 9 :30
ture starts at 2, 5 :30 and 8 :30, with the
vaudeville at 3 :30, 7 and 9 :30.
William
C. Ewing, staff artist of Crandall theatres
and assistant to Nelson B. Bell, in charge
of publicity and advertising, is back with
his wife and his mother, Mrs. J. C. Ewing,
after a motor visit to his parents’ home

new house with Harry Ward.

John A. Clark, Western division
manager for Famous Players, called on
Frank Crazvford, Iowa manager, Nov. 28.
He was on his way to Kansas City. He
.

.

.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON,

A

The house

.

Horsley product which the Hall Film Exchange has been handling, has been purchased by Slater.
J. F. Brett, will

E.

projection machines have been installed in
the projection room.
This is 20x28 and is

Turk

281

start in the spring.

.

.

(contin-

.

.

will

come under his supervision.
Bamford, Iowa manager for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, announced that the exchange would move into new quarters Dec.
10.
The building as described by Miss
McGreevy, his secretary, is a one story
brick, 50x70, with complete modern construction throughout.
Two new Simplex
also

.

.

office,

Denver

.

.

“Siegfried,” U. F. A.

United States in the interest of the Lloyd
productions.
Miss Myrtle Hughes bookkeeper for First National was married
Nov. 27 to Wyan Tizen.
Sain Spring,
treasurer for First National, is expected
in Des Moines from the home office, New
York City, Dec. 3. With him will be Ned
Depinet, Eastern sales manager. The two
are covering the Midwest. They will meet
local salesmen.
Byron Watson, manager of the Grand at Knoxville, la., bought
two vacant lots near the city square a few
days ago and has made plans to erect a
modern theatre there. It will be modern
and fireproof. It will be 40 by 120 with a
seating capacity of 800.
Construction will

.

.

.

.

.

has gone to Salt Lake City.

First

North of Nome,”* Prog-

ued )

ger for Universal, came from Omaha to
Des Moines to plan a trip over the Blank
circuit in the interest of “The Phantom
of
the
Opera.”
Jack Edwards,
formerly with the Universal exchange in
.

The Live Wire,”

:

ress.

CAPITOL:

.

.

.

.

National.

UNION SQUARE:

Thanksgiving week. He was former manager of the local office. He has left for
Kansas
City.
Harry
Weinberg,
general manager of the Blank circuit, was
in Burlington consulting with P. D. Alle
man, about plans for the new theatre there.
The house will have a seating capacity of
I, 200.
Weinberg went to Fremont, Neb.,
Nov. 26, with the same goal in mind.
H. J. Walters, exploitation mana.

“Little

sal.

Western division

.

.

Annie Rooney,” United
Artists (3rd week).
ST.
FRANCIS:
“The
Merry
Widow,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (5th week).
CAMEO: “Lorraine of the Lions,” Univer-

of Universal, was in Des Moines to consult
with Mannie Gottlieb, Iowa manager, during the week ending Nov. 28.
Robert Ballantyne, Southern district manager for Pathe, visited in Des Moines
.

“The Ancient Highway,” Para-

:

IMPERIAL:

.

.

.

Struck,” Paramount.
“His Secretary,”

mount.

for

ger, sales director for the

“Love Nest.”
Joe, made arrangements
with the candy company to distribute it,
and was very successful.
Ora Graham, who has been cashier at F. B. O. for
several years, has joined the Golden State
Theatre Corporation.
Work began
on the Atkins theatre November 23. This
theatre, which is in Berkeley will be modern in every respect.
Don Smith,
who has been covering the San Joaquin and
South Coast districts for P. D. C., is now
out on special assignments. Harry Carey
is handling the city sales and is splitting
the territory with Harry Percy.
Nat Magner is back from Golden Gate avenue adjoining the Premier Music Roll company’s place of business.
The Mutual Independent Exchange, controlled by
George Slater, Los Angeles, has moved to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

GRANADA

Bennett Brandon, sales manager
Pathe serials, was a guest of Abe
Conn, Iowa manager for Pathe, Nov. 27.
He is touring the territory. L. B. Metz.

.

Runs

(Week Beginning November 21

a

1925

19,

with Buster Keaton, Joe, one evening gave
to each person as he or she came out, a
chunk of candy which is advertised as

San Francisco

DES MOINES, I A.—John J. Gilmore,
general exploitation manager for William

December

ATLANTA,
district

GA. Charles E. Kessnich,
manager of Metro-Goldwyn-May-

Southern division, has originated a new
department which aims at aiding exhibitors in remote towns who aren’t able to
make the city often. The department circularizes such exhibitors with letters and
er’s

sales

clippings referring to new pictures.
Excellent results have already been obtained.

The new department

is headed by Jack ElEd.
allace, of Nashville,
Tenn., has been named as new manager of
the Alamo, No. 2, to succeed Raymond R.
Miller, who has resigned.
Howard
McCoy, division manager for Loew’s, Inc.,
spent several days in Atlanta last week.
M. L. Curry, of Vidalia, Ga., has
taken over the Colonial theatre, Milledgeville, Ga.
The theatre was formerly owned
by P- E. Balafas who has returned to his
native Greece.
Dan Roberts, representative for the Ad-Vance Trailer Service Corporation, left last week for the

well.

.

.

W

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Florida territory.
Sales of theatre
equipment to exhibitors in this territory
are picking up, according to P. C. Parrish,
manager of the Atlanta office of the Southern Theatre Equipment company.
Purchasers of new equipment include W. J.
Grimes, of Tryon, N. C., who opened up a
.

.

.

new
new

theatre last week; Ed. Turner, for a
theatre in Asheville, N. C. Bert Johnson, of the Magnolia theatre, Titusville,
Fla.,
tre,

;

and James Dean, of the Princess thea-

Mount Dora,

Florida.

December

19,
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Box

Office Entertainment
Associated's Keynote

and Satisfaction Made
Objectives in Triumphant Thirty
Peggy Joyce s “Skyrocket "to Be Special

Star, Story and Production Value

—

a t~v ICTURE men with their feet on the ground have set out to present a
I—'program for the exhibitor with his eye on the box office,” said Oscar
I
Price, president of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., this week in connection
with the extensive announcement of that company’s product appearing in this

Exhibitors Herald.

issue of

TO

which E.

J.

Smith, in complete charge

work for Associated, added
“The new sales force of Associated

of

sales

this:

being built up of go-getters
They are
this industry.
the highest type of sales executives and
possess the 100 per cent confidence of the
theatre owner. In return for this faith on
the part of the exhibitor they have to offer
product in which they, too, have trust.
And it is in that way that the productions
making up the Triumphant Thirty have
been assembled. There is a definite moneymaking box-office reason for every picture
Exhibitors

is

known throughout

on the

list.”

of the Triumphant
Associated Exhibitors

The announcement
Thirty

group

by

first gun in the sales campaign
of that organization since the recent reorganization that brought in a personnel
headed by P. A. Powers and Oscar Price.
Or, rather, it is a barrage of fire following
the news that Associated had acquired the

marks the

much sought after Peggy Hopkins Joyce
“The Skyrocket.” This production,

vehicle,

however, is a special, to be handled in a
special way, backed by one of the most
elaborate advertising and exploitation campaigns ever placed behind a big picture.
1

<<OTAR VALUE— Story

—

Value ProducValue form the keystone upon
which the Triumphant Thirty group has
been built,” declares an official statement
from the Associated organization issued in
connection with this week’s announcement.
“All three are essential, none can be
slighted, but naturally Star Value comes

—

tion

first

— for you have to get them to the thea-

before you
them.
tre

can even

start

to

please

“The exhibitor recognizes this fact and
has little patience with the picture that
does not offer him a definite box office
pull in the form of star names and strong
casts.
The exhibitor glancing over the
titles and casts of the Triumphant Thirty
quickly realize that the essential ‘get
element has been in the minds of
Associated’s executives from the start in
planning their current schedule.
“Star Value is obviously present in any
list of current pictures that presents, in addition to consistently strong supporting
casts, such stellar names as:
“Betty Compson, House Peters, Jay
Hunt, Alice Joyce, Glenn Hunter, Constance Bennett, Monty Banks, Jack Dempsey, Estelle Taylor, Tom Moore, Eileen
Percy, Strongheart, Stuart Holmes, Hope
Hampton, Lionel Barrymore, James Kirkwill

’em

in’

Busch, Owen Moore, Marguerite
Motte, John Bowers, Harold Lloyd,
Blanche Sweet, Clara Bow, Jacqueline Logan, Lillian Rich, Bert Lytell, Mildred

wood,

De

Mae

la

Ryan, Wallace MacDonald, Percy Marmont, Nita Naldi, Eugene O’Brien, Virginia
Valli,
Hersholt,
Jean
Rockcliffe
Fellows, Robert Edeson and many others.

“AS

for Story Value,

it

is

a significant

few exceptions every
story on the Associated list is an adaptation of a published novel. There is no better proof of story strength than the fact
that a plot has stood the acid test of publication and popular success in printed

“The few exceptions to the list of published works in the Associated story list
are the product of some of the best known

—

screen

creators in
the
industry Allan
C. Gardner Sullivan, for example, being seen on the roster.

Dwan and

“Production value may be guaranteed by
two essentials capable direction and the

—

expenditure of sufficient

money

to properly

stage the particular story. No question of
money will be raised by anyone viewing
the pictures in the Triumphant Thirty,
while the matter of direction can be indicated by the presence of such names as
Edward H. Griffith, Hugh Dierker, Joseph
Henabery, Diamant Berger, Tom Terriss,
Paul Powell, Lloyd Ingraham, Stuart
Paton, S. E. V. Taylor, and the producerdirector,

Lewis Moomaw.

ARIETY

J.

SMITH

General Salesmanager

President
Associated Exhibitors

fact that with

form.

E.

OSCAR PRICE

of appeal has been assured
by laying out a program that, as one
Associated official put it, could be played
thirty days in succession without too close-

on any type of production or
name. Rapid action on Western, fastmoving comedy, society drama, and colorly repeating

star
ful

A

romance sprinkle the
fast-stepping

list.”

force,

sales

rallying

to

of General Sales Manager E. J.
Smith, is taking the field to spread the gospel of the Triumphant Thirty. Two weeks
the call

ago saw the acquisition of Dan B. Lederman, prominent film veteran, and in addition to that well-known name other widelyacquainted film men now on the Associated
roster of district sales directors include
Lester Theuerkauff Lew Thompson, Fred
Hopkins,
Claude
Ezell
and
Floyd
Lewis. Recent additions to the Associated
exchange managers include J. S. Mednikow, Chicago
A1 Blofson, Philadelphia
Robert Murray, Dallas
Ralph T. Good,
Charlotte
Abe Eskin, Albany
W. G.
Minder, Atlanta; Harry Eskin, New Hav;

;

;

;

en,

;

and John M.

Buffalo.

Sitterly,

In addition to those already named, the
full list of Associated Exhibitors branch
managers now includes Paul R. Aust, Seattle;
Hal Vaughn, Portland, Ore.; Field
Carmichael, Los Angeles B. F. Simpson,
;

( Continued

en page 84 )
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19,

Starring in Associated’s Productions

MILDRED RYAN

MARGUERITE
DE LA MOTTE

VIRGINIA VALLI

BLANCHE SWEET

PERCY MARMONT

BRYANT WASHBURN

HOUSE PETERS

BERT LYTELL

CLARA BOW

STUART HOLMES

ROCKCLIFFE FELLOWES

MAE BUSCH

1925

December

19,

1925
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Starring in Associated’s Productions

MILDRED DAVIS

EUGENE O’BRIEN

GLENN HUNTER

JACQUELINE LOGAN

JAMES KIRKWOOD

HOPE HAMPTON

JOHN BOWERS

JAY HUNT

NITA NALDI

CONSTANCE BENNETT

VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN

LILLIAN RICH

ALAN FORREST

GEORGE FAWCETT

JEAN HERSHOLT

STRONGHEART

”
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Among

December

“Triumphant 30”

Associated’s

“Counsel
for the

Defense
C

Betty

House

o

mp

c< n
Rock-

s

Peters,

,

Fellows and Jay

eliffe

Hunt are principals in
this
Edward Silton
production directed by
Burton King frctm
Leroy

Scott’s novel.

“North Star”

Strongheart, Virginia Lee Corbin, Ken Maynard and Stuart
enact Paul Powell’s picturization of Rufus King’s North
drama for Howard Estabrook.

“The
Pinch
Hitter”
Glenn

Hunter and

Bennett

Constance

are

featured

Gardner
baseball
directed

Henabery

in

C.

Sullivan’s

comedy
by
for

Joseph
Associ-

ated Exhibitors.

Holmes

Woods

19,

1925

December

19.

1925

Among,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

“Triumphant 30”

Associated’s

“Ship of Souls’
Lillian

Rich and Bert Lytell have lead-

ing roles in “Ship of Souls,”
of the

North Woods.

It

melodrama

was directed by

Charles Miller for Associated Exhibitors

from the novel by Emerson Hough.

“Lover

Island”

s

Hope Hampton, James Kirkwood and
Louis Wolheiin are featured in “Lover’s
Island.”
It was directed by DiamantBerger from T. Howard Kelly’s story of
the

same name for Associated Exhibitors.

“The Shadow

of the

Law”

Clara Bow, Stuart Holmes, Ralph Lewis
and Forrest Stanley are chief characters
in “The Shadow of the Law,” directed
for Associated Exhibitors by Wallace
Worsley from Henry Chapman Ford’s
story.

“White Mice
Jacqueline Logan

is

starred in

“White

Mice,” directed by E. H. Griffith for Asso-

from Richard Harding
American romance.

ciated Exhibitors

Davis’ South

79

*
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Among

“Triumphant 30”

Associated’s

Lady from Hell’

“ The

Sweet and Roy Stewart are

Blanche
co-starred

“The

in

Lady

from

Hell,”

directed by Stuart Paton for Associated

Ralph Lewis has

Exhibitors.

a

leading

comedy

starring

character role.

i
1

1

\

i

“1
“I

Do”

Harold

is

a

Do”

two-reel

and Mildred Davis. It
dwells upon the funny side of the matrimonial state. It was directed by Fred
Lloyd

Newmeyer.

“The Miracle
Mae

of Life”

Busch, Percy Marmont and Nita

Naldi have the principal roles in “The
Miracle of Life,” directed by

Taylor for Associated
Olga Printzlau’s novel.

S.

Exhibitors

E.

V.

from

“Play Safe”
Monty Banks is seen at the head of his
own company in “Play Safe,” a comedy
described as “full of
gles,”

bution.

for

Associated

December

girls,

gags and gig-

Exhibitors

distri-

19,

1925

December

19,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

Among

Associated’s

“How

to

81

“Triumphant 30”

Train a Wife”

Virginia Valli, Jean Hersholt and
Eugene O’Brien are principals in “How
to Train a Wife,” a Lewis Moomaw pro-

duction for Associated Exhibitors.

“Two Can

Play

“Two Can Play” is a flapper melodrama starring Clara Bow with Wallace
MacDonald, Alan Forrest and George
Fawcett in support. It is picturized by
Associated Exhibitors from Gerald Mygatt’s story.

Directed by Nat Ross.

“The Broadway Boob”
“The Broadway Boob” is a comedy of
town youth’s success in a BroadGlenn Hunter is
way musical show.

a small

Mildred

featured,

with

Henabery

directed.

Ryan.

Joseph

“Hearts and Fists
Marguerite

Bowers

are

de

la

starred

Motte and John
in
“Hearts and

Fifteen

Shown

Fifteen features of Associated! Exhibitors’

“Triumphant

Thirty”

are

photo-

drama of the big tree country,
directed by Lloyd Ingram for Associated

graphically

represented in this section,

other

being reproduced on pages

Exhibitors.

78,

Fists,” a

stills

79 and 80.
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Associated’s
is

“MANHATTAN MADNESS”

CLARA BOW AND STUART HOLMES

world

to save the girl.

Then

have the starring
goes into the underfights, shooting and laughs.

is

It

go

is seen in this starring vehicle from
Harding Davis story of an American soldier of
fortune and a pretty senorita amid South American revolu-

E. H. Griffith directed.

tions.

“SHIP OF SOULS”
AND BERT LYTELL

story of the Far North by

TOM MOORE AND EILEEN PERCY
to

JACQUELINE LOGAN

LILLIAN RICH

“UNDER THE ROUGE”
who wanted

star in the story of the
straight yet had to live by her wits.

Covered Wagon.”

GLENN HUNTER AND MILDRED RYAN
play

the

“Fifty-Fifty,” which deals with the problem
of whether marriage is a fifty-fifty proposition. It is a society
drama in a beautiful setting.

stellar roles in

“CAMILLE OF THE BARBARY COAST”
MAE BUSCH AND OWEN MOORE,

are the starring combination in this production.
It treats of the career of a young
man whose own father turned against him ivhen he did his
bit in jail. But a girl of the Barbary Coast brought him back.

“HIS BUDDY’S WIFE”

have the starring
of a hick toivn youth and his success in
a Broadway musical shoiv. He left home a rube and returned
to save the day for Dad.
Joseph Henabery directed.
parts in this

comedy

“TWO CAN PLAY”
CLARA BOW' AND

are the stars of the
cast in this after-the-war story, ivhich treats of a tense situation as suggested by the title.

“THE MIRACLE OF LIFE”

“HOW TO TRAIN A WIFE”

This
in one of his thrill-comedies.
popular demand edition of the famous star’s picture that
him hanging in midair on a steel girder.

is

a

saw

EUGENE O’BRIEN, VIRGINIA VALLI AND JEAN HERSHOLT are s.arred in this outdoor melodrama. The action
includes a thrilling forest fire and concerns a wife who
trained through suffering.
A Louis Moomaw production.

“COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE”
BETTY COMPSON. HOUSE PETERS JAY HUNT AND
ROCKCLIFFE FELLOWES have principal roles in this meloBetty Compson ha
Directed by Burton
Silton from the novel by Leroy Scott.

of high finance and stern justice.
a great part as a dauntless girl attorney.

;

“THE PINCH HITTER”
GLENN HUNTER AND CONSTANCE BENNETT

star in the

uproarious baseball comedy in which the hero, a college
boob, steps to the bat in the pinch because of the girl. Story
by C. Gardner Sullivan. Directed by Joseph Henabery.

“NORTH STAR”

MONTY BANKS,

the star of this comedy, races with a railroad
The picture, made by
train and finishes on the headlight.
his own company, is full of girls, gags and gigglees.

“HAUNTING HANDS”
MARJORIE DAW, BEN ALEXANDER AND WILLIAM
TILDEN star in this picture which as yet has only a tenta-

called the greatest dog star, is in this story
that starts in society and ends in the Northwest woods.
Virginia Lee Corbin, Ken Maynard and Stuart Holmes have
principal roles.
The picture from Rufus King’s drama is
under the direction of Paul Powell for Hoivard Estabrook.

“LOVER’S ISLAND”
HOPE HAMPTON, JAMES KIRKWOOD AND LOUIS WOLHEIM are in the chief roles in this romantic drama of the

“THE NUTCRACKER”
have the
starring parts in S. S. Hutchinson’s production of the wellknown comedy and drama success. This is the first of the
Hutchinson Film Corporation pictures personally supervised
by Samuel S. Hutchinson for Associated Exhibitors.

“SHOTGUN JONES”
STARS

for this picture are still to be chosen. It will be a
Western drama and the man who is quick on the trigger
will have a principal part in the production.

“HOMELESS HUSBANDS”
for a society drama now in production.
the story of complex married life of the present
day set in a rich society atmosphere.

It will tell

star

smashing drama of the Northwest, directed by Lloyd
It is a picture cf the big timber country.

D q„

“THE DEADWOOD COACH”
TENTATIVE TITLE
,

HAROLD LLOYD

in a breath-taking comedy, with Mildred
Davis and Lloyd as the bride and bridegroom. It is a tworeel picture containing all of the best Lloyd gags concerning
marriage. This was directed by Fred Newmeyer.

co-starring

drama

of the glorious

“FRIENDLY WIVES”
duction.

in a

thundering melodrama painted on a big canvas. The Scotch
Kilties earned that name in the World war and this hero
proves his on a Wyoming ranch. The production is directed
by Stuart Paton with Ralph Lewis in a leading character part.

for a semi-historic

page in Western history that made a path for the day of
The Iron Horse. Stars for this picture, now in production,
have not yet been chosen.

TENTATIVE TITLE

“THE LADY FROM HELL”
BLANCHE SWEET AND ROY STEWART

tennis player,

TENTATIVE TITLE

“HEARTS AND FISTS”
MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE AND JOHN BOWERS
“I

champion

seen here in a crook melodrama.

seacoast with an all star cast.
It is directed by DiamantBerger from T. Hoivard Kelly’s popular story.

in this

Bill Tilden, the world’s

tive title.
is

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON AND MAE BUSCH

STRONGHEART,

Ingram.

is

“PLAY SAFE”

,

Edward

have

problem society drama by Olga Printzlau,
It is a story of mother love
directed by S. E. V. Taylor.
and the age-old problem : fear of the sublime mystery, birth.
stellar roles in this

“NEVER WEAKEN”
HAROLD LLOYD

for

MacDONALD

star in this
W' ALL ACE
tense society drama from the Saturday Evening Post story.
Alan Forrest and George Fawcett a’si have principal roles.
The picturization is by Gerald Myalt with Nat Ross directing.

MAE BUSCH, PERCY MARMONT AND NITA NALD1

GLENN HUNTER AND EDNA MURPHY

King

is

“THE BROADWAY BOOB”

“FIFTY-FIFTY”
HOPE HAMPTON AND LIONEL BARRYMORE

It

are the stars of this

Emerson Hough, who wrote “The
a melodrama of the great North

Direction by Charles Miller.

country.

follows a trail from the underworld to the upperworld.

drama

stellar

the Richard

seen as the star of this picture. It is about
the newspaper woman who tries to keep her sister from the
mire of scandal and finds herself in the headlines.

girl

the

“WHITE MICE”

Dempsey

“HEADLINES”
ALICE JOYCE

share

honors in this thrilling crook melodrama. Clara Bow is the
center of Holmes’ intrigue. Ralph Lewis and Forrest Stanley
are important members of the cast, directed by Wallace
Worsley. Henry Chapman is the author.

JACK DEMPSEY AND ESTELLE TAYLOR
“Manhattan Madness.”

1925

“THE SHADOW OF THE LAW”

starred in this fust action comedy. Motor
boats, speed races and a whirlwind finish proved the thrills
of the production.

roles in

19,

Triumphant Thirty

“KEEP SMILING”
MONTY BANKS

December

for a snappy society

The complete

cast has not

drama now

been selected

in pro-

as yet.

“AMONG THOSE PRESENT”
HAROLD LLOYD
name

in

byword
by popular demand.

his

a

another of the comedies that have made
This will be a reissue
the world over.

Associated Exhibitors offers its new group
Thirty
in full knowledge that it is tossing

—

— The Triumphant
a

bombshell into

film ranks.

There have been rumors about the strength of The Triumphant
Thirty

— but —

You
You

are going to be

are

going to

astounded
be amazed

as

you turn the following

!

Such an array and variety of STARS have never
offered in a single group from any source.

And YOU know —
When it comes to selling

STAR VALUE

pages.

seats there

is

no

before been

substitute for

!

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Oscar J{. Price

Pres.

—

What
Picture

!

a Cast

Betty

!

And what

Compson

strongest role

since

a

in her

“The

— House Peters,
box-office dependable — and be-

Miracle Man”

loved “Lightnin” Jay

Hunt with

a sensationally successful novel
for their vehicle*

GARDNER SUUIV4N
DIRECTED BY

JOSEPH

HENABERK

«w

.

.

.

WITH

CONSTANCE BEMNUT
Where

is

walk a mile
ance

of

millions ?

the

woman

to see the

or girl

last screen

Constance Bennett

—And

see her

lovable boob into

The

who wont

,

appear-

bride

of

charmingly turn a

Man

of the

Hour

.

fill

;

•
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Max 0- Miller
1

irected

bu

Charles Miller

x% $tar$ %\at$ $tar$
f,

Jfrarl

mJm

The author of “The Covered

Wagon”

declared:

Souls’

my

is

Enough

“‘Ship of

greatest no<bel!"~'

said!'~The action

ranges from society drawing

rooms

to the tense struggles

of the Far North.

Wll
I

C* V Vi* M

n

| ffigJlJg

m\a

—

Jacqueline Logan was
the

never

rapid-fire blood-tingling

more

captivating

than

action of this typical

Richard Harding Davis Soldier of Fortune novel.

From New York

to a

South American revolution

with “Step Lively!” the watchword.

by Royal T. Wetherald.
Production.

in

— Presented

— A Pinellas Films, Inc.

rrom the famous

Orchard liarding'Davis Novel
'Directed by'S.H Griffith
i

MlP

m<ii

Nl>l fl I in/'J

>tron?heart Glenn

Hunte Nita

Naldi Mildred Davis Marguerite DeLaMotfce

V»

The throbbing

pulse of He-Man’s Land:

Country, — A Tacomamade production from a Kelland story —
Double insurance of a real life drama of
Allan Hale, Dan
the lumber forests
Mason and others in the all star cast.
the

Big

Timber

—

Weaver Product/ on
Directed by Lloyd Ingraham-^
Trom /he Story by Clarence Budington Kdland
T/

C.

PLAY”
Clara

Bow

the fastest-

stepping star on the screen

with a cast including Allen

Forrest,

Wallace Mac-

Donald, Qeorge
and

others of

first

Two men and a

Fawcett,

rank.—
girl

and

you don’t know the winner
till

the final fade-out
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There’s
exploit!
in

a

title

With

addition

to

to

and

a cast that

includes,

stars,

Bryant

the

Washburn, George
Fitzgerald

advertise

and Boris

Nicholls, Cissie

Korloff,

—

Oh, boy, what

action

ranch to a British

!

— From

castle,

hand with Drama, and

a

Wyomin

Comedy hand
for the

smashing

climax a breath-taking perilous ride to
save the

life

of a

in

condemned man.
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J'XA
Roy
Frank
bell,

Stewart,
Elliott,

Ralph Lewis,

Margaret Camp-

Ruth King and Mickey

Moore

are included

strong

supporting

in the

cast.
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An
man

automobile careening over a

hunt

that

leads

into

did

— Cast

Ken Maynard and

—A

Northern wilds

Strongheart in every foot of
star ever

cliff

it

relentless

— and

acting as no dog

includes Stuart Holmes,

Virginia

Lee

Corbin.

Stuart

Holmes
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Slav**
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He

home in disgrace and
returned The Big Butter and Egg
left

Man— An
sical

entire

comedy

lively a

Broadway mu-

cast appears in as

comedy drama

as

you

have seen in many a moon,

j
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Here's a cast that
looks like the electric

sign for a Times
Square stage

success:

James Kirkwood
Hope Hampton
Louis Wolheim
limn Linow,

,

,

,

Flora Finch

and

others

from

the Story by Howard
I

Directed by Diamont Bet
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Harold Lloyd,
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the peak of

box-office strength,

Demand

Edition of
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and

minute
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new
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Mother-Love— a theme as old
as the ages— and its companion:
Fear and dread of the sublime
mystery,

Birth

emotions

— Conflicting

in

a

drama

surcharged with primal
passions.
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BOX-OFFICE

what Associated
Exhibitors has crammed and packed into
The Triumphant Thirty.
Value

Star

Value

That

is

— Production

Story Value

-- all are there

The

!

Big Eight— first unit of

now

—is

—

!

playing and creating

Check over the

vertising.

which

Big Eight

offers

its

M acQregor,

such

Mae

Busch,

ad-

on The

stars as:

Owen Moore, Monty Banks,

Edna Murphy, Anne Cornwall,

Jack Dempsey, Estelle Taylor,

Edeson,
Percy,

own word-of-mouth

trade paper reviews

Alice Joyce, Lionel Barrymore,

Malcolm

The Triumphant Thirty

Tom

Robert

Moore, Eileen

Hope Hampton, Harold Lloyd and

others.

Twenty-three pictures are thus completed and ready

BOOKING.

for

The Climax Group
will

keep pace

strides

being

in

every

made by

organization.

That

is

of seven —

a Promise.

the

now

in production

-

way with the phenomenal

new

Associated

Exhibitors

”
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THE FILM MART
“Other Women’s Husbands.” Monte
Blue and Marie Prevost are co-starred.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

is

Monta Bell Making “The Torrent”
“The Torrent” has gone into work under

Three Players Lent

Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller
have been lent to F. B. O. for parts in
that company’s production “The King of
the Turf,” and Alice Calhoun has been
lent to First National to play opposite

Monta Bell. The picture is
an adaptation from the Blasco Ibanez novel
the direction of

of the same name.
Greta
Ricardo Cortez are the stars.
“ Beverly of Graustark” in

and

Garbo

Work

Harry Langdon

Marion Davies has begun work on “Beverly of Graustark,” her new starring vehicle.
It is being directed by Sydney Franklin, borrowed from the Joseph M. Schenck
organization.

Mauritz Stiller to Direct “ Temptress
Mauritz Stiller, the famous Swedish

“The Temptress”

rector, will direct

first for M-G-M.
The picture
tation from a novel of the same
ten by Vincente Blasco Ibanez.

is

mere’s Fan”

writ-

Production
starring Eleanor
production under
Henley.
Charles
Ray has the leading masculine role.

Pathe
Head Release Chart

Three comedies head the list of Pathe
pictures to be released December 13. The
entire
release
list
is
“The Window
Dummy,” “From Rags to Britches,” “Starvation Blues,” chapter two of “The Green
Archer,” “Then and Now,” a “Sport-light,”
“Via Dolorosa,” a Biblical film, an issue of
“Film Fables,” “Topics of the Day,” an
issue of Pathe Review and two issues of
Pathe News.
“Special” on December 13 Chart
:

“Treasures

of

the

made by

picture

Dr.

Vatican,”

feature

a

Vincent

Fago,

scheduled for release on December
“Archer” Press Book Issued

Pathe has
book for the
Archer.”

is

13.

just issued an elaborate press
serial

production “The Green

The cover

is printed
in three
colors and the body of the book displays
typographically and pictorially the high
points of the production.

“Gang”

in National

Ad Campaigns

Members of “Our Gang”

are appearing
in the ad displays of 20 large-scale advertisers, some of whom advertise nationally
in

magazines and newspapers.

“Dog’s Life” Held Over at Warners
The Chaplin reissue “A Dog’s Life”
proved such a good attraction at Warner’s
theatre, Broadway, New York, that it was
held over for. another week after it had
had a week’s showing.

Paramount
“Old Ironsides” to be Filmed
“Old Ironsides” will be the title of a
production to be made from the story of
the famous American frigate Constitution.
James Cruze will make the picture.

and “Lady WinderDecember 26.

Oklahoma City Same Week
Three Warner Brothers pictures were
recently shown in the same week at theatres in Oklahoma City.
The pictures were
“Red Hot Tires,” “Compromise” and “Two

an adap-

“World” Editorial Praises “Big Parade”
The New York World has published an
•editorial in praise of “The Big Parade,”
made from the story by Laurence Stallings.

19

to be released

is

3 in

“The Auction Block” in
“The Auction Block,”
Boardman, has gone into
the direction of Hobart

3 Comedies

December

leased
di-

as his

name

in his first feature length

comedy.
Three Scheduled for Release
“Hogan’s Alley” will be released December 12, “The Pleasure Buyers” will be re-

Be Born.”
Changed
“The Bride of

Shall
Title

selected
into work

finally

went
My Maryland.”

H. L. Stout is the owner of the Liberty
theatre at Fort Scott, Kan. “As an insurance man he is a good exhibitor,”
they told H. E. N.
“Rainmaker” on 1926 Schedule
“The Rainmaker,” adapted from the story
by Gerald Beaumont, will be one of the outstanding productions to be released in the
summer of 1926. It is a horse racing story.

Dwan

Allan

will

direct.

Esther Ralston in “Blind Goddess”

Esther Ralston has been cast for an important role in “The Blind Goddess,” which
Director Victor Fleming is making.
Collings to Write

Menjou Scenario

Pierre Collings will write the scenario
for Adolphe Menjou’s next starring vehicle, which Mai St. Clair will direct.
Collings wrote the scenario for “A Woman of
the World.”

Leatrice Joy’s next picture will be “Eve’s
Leaves,”
It will
be directed by Paul
Sloane. Work is scheduled to begin at an
early date.
Julian Editing “Three Faces East”

Rupert Julian is supervising the editing
of “Three Faces East,” which he recently
finished.
“Silence” will be Julian’s next
picture.

Warner Brothers
Picture in

Work

picture that has gone into

Room

Mary

Pickford’s
recently
completed
production “Scraps” has gone to the cutting room.
Miss Pickford will supervise
the editing and titling of the picture.

Chaplin Ready to Start “Circus”
Charlie Chaplin has completed the preto filming
“The Circus” and
shooting will begin soon.
Georgia Hale
will play the leading feminine part.
Rollie
Totheroh and Jack Wilson, who filmed
“The Gold Rush,” will handle the cameras

liminaries

on “The Circus.”
“Thief of Bagdad’ Hit in Orient
“The Thief of Bagdad,” a Douglas Fairbanks production, recently played fourweek runs simultaneously in two theatres
in Tokyo, and since then has been shown
in a number of other Tokyo houses and in
Pekin, Singapore, Bombay and Calcutta, it
announced.

“Black Pirate” Crew Goes to Sea

“Wild Oats Lane” Well Under Way
“Wild Oats Lane,” adapted from Gerald
Beaumont’s “The Gambling Chaplain,” is
well under way at the Marshall Neilan
studios.
Robert Agnew and Viola Dana
head the cast.
Leatrice Joy’s Next is “Eve’s Leaves”

A new

United Artists
“Scraps” in Cutting

is

Pro-Dis-Co

New

the Storm” is the title
for the production that
under the title “Maryland,

work

to

The “Black Pirate” company has gone
sea to make shipboard sequences for

the forthcoming Fairbanks production.

Betty Jewel Working in “Partners”

Betty Jewel has arrived at the studio and
working on the production of “Partners
Again with Potash and Perlmutter.” She
plays the part of Potash’s niece.
is

—

Universal
Three Ready to Start
Three productions are scheduled to go
into work within the next few days. They
are “Skinner’s Dress Suit,” “The Still
Alarm” and “Combat.”
Magazine Writer Creates Titles
Don Ryan, popular magazine writer, 'has
been engaged to write the titles for the
historical production “The Indians Are
Coming.”

;
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picture entitled, “Man Rustlin’.”
It is being made under the direction of Del An-

drews.

Art Schmidt Travels for “Gold Bonds”
Art Schmidt, West Coast sales supervisor, is on a tour of the F. B. O. exchanges in the interest of the “Gold Bond
Specials.”

Educational
Short Feature Tieup Response Big

Educational reports highly satisfactory
response to its tieup with the National Biscuit

Company on

the short feature,

“Wild

Beasts of Borneo.”

Bank Helps Exploit “Felix”

A

branch of the Hamilton National Bank
in the Bronx, New York, has been using
“Felix the Cat” cutouts in a window tieup
with the Educational “Felix” cartoons that
has attracted much attention.

Frank Borchert operates the Door theatre at Sturgeon Bay, Wis., and does a
good job of it, the residents agree.
(Photo by H. E. N.)
Virginia .V alii at

Home

Studio

First National

to

play

the

lead

opposite

Norma

Tal-

in “Kiki.”

W

Langdon Chooses Leading
Oman
Harry Langdon has chosen Alice Calhoun to play opposite him in his first feature length comedy for First National.
Other players already cast for parts in the
picture are Edwards Davis, Carlton Griffin
and Tom Murray. The director is Harry
Edwards.
R. T. Kane Buys Arlen Story
Robert T. Kane announces the purchase
of the screen rights to Michael Aden’s
“The Dancer of Paris,” which will be produced immediately following “The Reckless Lady.”
Unusual Cast in “Reckless Lady”
An unusual aggregation of stars is playing in “The Reckless Lady,” now in production under the direction of Howard
Higgin.
The leading players are Ben
Lyon, Belle Bennett, James Kirkwood, Lois
Moran, Lowell Sherman, Marcia Harris
and Charles Murray.

“Viennese Medley” Ready Soon
June Mathis, First National scenario
head, expects to have “The Viennese Medley” ready for Christmas release.
She expects to take the master print to New York
about the middle of the month.

Newsreels

to

Gene Lamb news

the

special

“Sunning the Buddha.”

Two New Players W'ith Dooley
Two new players will be seen with Billy
Dooley when “A Salty Sap” is released.
They are Kalla Pasha, who is playing a
“heavy”

Ronald Colman Borrowed
Ronald Colman has again been lent to the
Schenck organization by Samuel Goldwyn

Lamb

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld of the Rivoli and
Rialto theatres, New York City, and Max
Balaban of Balaban & Katz, are two leading showmen who have accorded high
praise

Virginia Valli has returned to the Universal studio and is playing the feminine
lead opposite Pat O’Malley in “Wives for
Rent.” Svend Gade is directing.

madge

Exhibitors Praise

role,

and Billy Engle.

Arrow
Arrow

to

A

pair of
left

Tyler to

Make “Dare

O.

Cozy theatre at Topeka. On the right
Herb Welch, Orpheum, at Atchi-

son.

Tyler’s next production for F. B. O.
will be “The Desert Dare Devil.”
It will
be directed by Robert De Lacy.

New Series Starts Soon
Work is scheduled to begin soon on the
Sam Heilman series of two-reelers, “Fighting Hearts.” Alberta Vaughn, Kit Guard
and Albert Cook will be the principals.
Patsy Ruth Miller Borrowed
F. B. O. has

borrowed Patsy Ruth Mil-

ler from Warner Brothers to appear in
“The King of the Turf,” a horse racing
melodrama. James Hogan is directing.
Bob Custer Makes “Man Rustlin’ ”
Bob Custer is hard at work on a new

(Photo by H. E. N.)

Cummings Making “Johnstoivn Flood”
“The Johnstown Flood” has gone into
production under the

direction of Irving
recent addition to the cast
is Janet Gaynor, who has been in pictures
only a year. George O’Brien and Florence
Gilbert head the cast.

Cummings.

A

“Havoc Week” Exploits “Havoc”
C. W. Miller of the Hippodrome theatre,
Youngstown, Ohio, exploited the Fox picture “Havoc” by having the mayor of the
city declare the week of its run at his
During the week
house “Havoc Week.”
the city campaigned against joy walking.

Release “Borrowed Plumes”

Welcome productions have
Arrow to film the Le Roy

with

contracted
Scott story,

“Borrowed Plumes” for Golden Arrow

re-

lease.

Chadwick

American Booking Corporation, Detroit,
has taken over from Liberty Films of the

“Women

and

“The Night Ship,” “Black Light“Unmarried Wives,” “The Silent

ning,”
star-

scheduled for release De“Blue Blood,” starring George

of

distribution

city

Gold,”

“The Wizard of Oz,” Larry Semon
ring picture,

Gotham
Distribution Deal Closed

same

Release Date Fixed

Pal” and “Shattered Lives.”

is

cember 15.
Walsh, was released December

Red

1.

Seal

Editors Finish Three Specials

Columbia

“A

Five Nearly Completed

Five Columbia pictures are in the finishing stage of work and will be released before the 1926 season begins. The pictures
are: “The Handsome Brute,” “Lure of the
Wild,” “Ladies of Leisure,” “Fate of a
Thirteen Released to Date

Each of

the 13 pictures released to date

have been successful beyond expectations
for exhibitors, distributors and producers,
Columbia executives declare.
Five More Await Distribution
High standard of production
13

Ginsberg
Dawn Directs “A Desperate Moment”
Jack Dawn is directing “A Desperate
Moment,” in the cast of which are Wanda
Hawley, Theodore Von Eltz, James Neill,
Dan Mason, Bill Franey, Leo White and
Sheldon Lewis.
land and sea.

( Continued

with

Fox

feminine role in “The
Chariot of the Gods,” which at present is
scheduled for February 28 release.

to play the leading

“Gilded Butterfly” Filming Ends
The filming work on “The Gilded Butterfly,” has been completed.
The story was
written by Evelyn Campbell. John Griffith

Wray

is

a

story of love on

“Triumphant 30"
for Exhibitors

Fox
May Me Avoy Signs to Lead
May Me Avoy has just signed

It

Associated Has

pictures.

all five

Friend of All the World,” pro-

the

set in

Columbias of this year’s schedule
will be maintained in the five still to be
issued, officers of Columbia Pictures say.
first

Little

duced by the Bray studios, “The Magic
Hour” and “Ko-Ko in Toyland,” an “Inkwell” cartoon, have been edited and are
ready for Christmas release.

Jack

and “The Thrill Hunter.”

Flirt,”

Devil”

Tom

Kansas go-getters. On the
Lawrence Brenniger of the

is

Negatives are ready in the laboratories for

F. B.

is

directed the picture.

San

Francisco;

from page 75 )

William

M.

Hughart,

Butte; E. C. Mix, Salt Lake City; H. L.
Burnham, Denver; Jack Brainard, Oklahoma City; F. F. Goodrow, New Orleans;
Luman A. Hummed, Minneapolis James
P. Shea, Omaha; Frank Cassil, Kansas
City; D. E. Boxwell, Memphis; E. L. Meyers, Des Moines; R. B. Dickson, St. Louis;
;

H.

Shumow,

J.

Milwaukee

;

George

L.

F.

Levy, Indianapolis L. S. Muchmore, Cincinnati; W. R. Liebmann, Detroit; T. G.
Colby, Cleveland; Jack Withers, Pitts-

The

burgh
F. W. Beiersdorf, Washington
Walter R. Scates, Boston; E. T. Carroll
and Phil E. Meyer, New York.

Murnau

to

Make “Down

to

Earth

”

W. Murnau, the German director who
made “The Last Laugh,” will make “Down
to Earth” as his first production for Fox.
players have not yet been selected.

;

;
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Paramount Announces Its New
Pictures for 1926
Thirty Attractions Comprise Spring and Summer Schedule
With Release Beginning February 1 —All
Groups Ranked Equally Important
“In the motion picture business today there can be no seasonal division of production effort. Program
pictures will not do the trick. The public wants big stuff and wants it all the time.”
Statement in Paramount’s current announcement.

—

B

office attractions,

er

fall

for

spring

the

whethand winter or for
and summer, are the

IG box

drama, comedy, drama,

ADOLPH ZUKOR
President,

Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.

picture will be released, says the
suit-

box office title, a title lending itself
to unlimited potential exploitation possibilities.
Each of these titles will suggest to
the exhibitor an infinite number of tieups,

able

and promo-

romance,

thrills,

The spring and summer pictures, according to Paramount, have been made
with the thought in mind that every group
of attractions must contain every element
essential to unanimous approval of the
motion picture public, as well as the potential fans, thousands of whom yield each
year to the influence of the screen through

first

N

this
connection, the announcement
says
“The selection of stories, of new
ideas, of casts, of directors of this group
is being followed up by the most elaborate
and painstaking production work in the
history of motion pictures. The slogan is,
“
‘Make it bigger, make it better and
forget the season of the year.’
“Exhibitors will do well to analyze this
product, to study the box office names in
Paramount’s stock company, to check up
the history of actual delivery of promises
that characterizes Paramount
above all
( Continued, on page 97 )

I

THREE OF FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY’S LEADING EXECUTIVES.
general manager; Jesse L. Lasky,

their

beauty, stories of the war, of society and
many other elements which make a successful appeal to the public.
Each picture will
represent a combination of several of these
elements of appeal.
Thirty attractions each cast with big and
great drawing artists, each from a story
by a famous author, each based on an idea
salable to the public, each worthy of a
long run, comprise the new schedule, release of which begins on February 1, according to the Paramount announcement.

—
—

stunts and other advertising,
tional activities.

outstanding successes

desires and defor entertainment.
In the spring and summer schedule, the
motion picture public, and the potential
patrons, will find the spectacular, melo-

strength, the pulling power, of the combination story, author, star, director and
responsible for each production,
artists
and have expressed their conviction that
the pictures comprising the new season’s
schedule are greater by far than anything
released during the fall and winter.
That the exhibitor may be assured pictures that will build spring and summer
patronage, Paramount announced that in
addition to the forenamed box office assets,
more is being put into this group of attractions than has been put into “all the
fall and winter pictures ever released.”

announcement, under an extremely

of
to

mands

backbone of the Paramount policy for
the pictures it will release during the
spring and summer of 1926, according to an announcement by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Company executives have weighed the

E ACH

presentation

which conform

:

Left to right: Sidney R. Kent,
vice-president in charge of production, and George W. Weeks, general
manager of distribution.

-

,
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Paramount Release Schedule
FEBRUARY
“THE WANDERER”

leading

Frank

—

Spectacle of the fall of Babylon directed by Raoul
eight weeks at the Criterion in Nett York at $2 top.
Among those in the cast are Ernest Torrence , Greta Nissen , William
Collier , Jr., Kathlyn Williams, Tyrone Power, Wallace Beery, Kathlyn
Hill and George Rigas. Released Feb. 1.

Walsh.

“ THE

“WILD

original

**THE SONG AND DANCE MAN**—From the George M. Cohan comedy
which had a successful run on Broadway. Direction by Herbert
Brenon, maker of ** Peter Pan,** **A Kiss for Cinderella** and “The
Street of Forgotten Men.**
Tom Moore, Bessie Love and Harrison
Ford have the principal roles, assisted by Norman Trevor, Josephine
Drake George Nash, William B. Nash and Helen Lindroth.
Re-

“BEHIND THE FRONT**—Comedy

with New York society and World
for atmosphere adapted from Hugh Wiley* s “ Spoils of War,**
which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. Directed by Edward
Sutherland. Wallace Beery, Raymond Hatton and Mary Brian.
Released Feb. 22.

a supporting role.

“THAT'S

await completion of the other.

leased

March

to

,

,

MAY
“THE RAINMAKER**

Written by Gerald Beaumont and is a love drama
with the racetrack and a Mexican cabaret as background. Allan Dwan
Bessie Love and William Collier, Jr., will head the cast.
will direct.
The story was published as a serial in the Red Book under the title
Highlights are a flood racetrack spill , dance hall
**Heaven Bound.**
Released May 3.
scene and love scenes.

.

winter

1.

“FOR HEAVEN'S

SAKE**
This production, which has been in the making for almost four months , will be Harold Lloyd's first for Paramount. It is said to have as many laughs as “The Freshman.** Lloyd
returns to the carefree boy character of “The Tailor Made Man.**
Sam Taylor again at the megaphone. Released March 1.

DANCING MOTHERS**

—

Herbert Brenon will direct this picture from
It's a modern
the stage play by Edgar Selwyn and Edmund Goulding.
In the cast are Conway Tearle, Alice Joyce,
analysis of family life.
Released
March
8.
Clara Bow, and Donald Keith.

**

“SEA HORSES**

Allan

Dwan

Released April 26.

based on “ Martinique,** Lawrence Eyre's stage
Direction by William K. Howard, maker of “The Thundering
play.
The cast is headed by Bebe Daniels , Ricardo Cortez and WalHerd.**
lace Beery and includes Arthur Edmund Carewe, Dale Fuller, Eulalie
Jensen, Brandon Hurst, Marjorie Gay, Robert Perry Snitz Edwards,
Emily Barrye Bowditch “Smoke* Turner, Edith Yorke, Evelyn Sherman
and Madame Comont. Released April 26.

From the story by Arthur Train for which
have paid $50,000
It will be published in
Victor Fleming will direct.
by Scribner*s.
Dolores Costello, who has the leading role in “ Mannequin,** and
ReTully Marshall are the only two thus far chosen for the cast.
said

is

production, with George

“VOLCANO**—Melodrama

BLIND GODDESS**
this

Released April 12.

—Douglas MacLean and

**FRESH PAINT** Raymond Griffith will star in this picture which will
be under the supervision of Griffith, with a well-known director to be
chosen.
The star and his expert comedy unit of writers and gag men
are now busy on **Hands Up l** and details of the new production

of **Nanook of the North,**

MARCH
book form

BABY**

B. Seitz as the director.
Jack Holt , Billie Dove and Noah Beery will
head the cast. Lucien Hubbard will supervise the making of the picture, which will depict a sandstorm, the breaking of a Rocky Mountain dam and the flooding of the valley.
Released April 19.

South Seas, directed by Robert Flawho lived in the South

the

MY

“DESERT GOLD**—Another Zane Grey Western

months in making **Moana.** In the picture are seen
Moana, Tu*ungaita, Fa*angase and Pe*a. Released Feb. 22.

the Designer

5.

title

his staff conceived the story
for this production which will be a comedy of thrills, gags , speed and
laughs.
The title was chosen by the Paramount sales department.
Released April 12.

,

**MOANA**—True romance of

**THE

Townsend Martin. Released April
Tentative

SEE YOU TONIGHT**— William Wellman will direct Adolphe
Menjou in this production from the original play by Herman Bahr
and adapted for American use by Leo Dietrichstein. Arlette Marchal,
French actress, who recently arrived in America, is the first chosen for

,

**THE VANISHING AM ERIC AN** Epic romance of the Indians places
George B. Seitz among the foremost directors. Zane Grey wrote the
story and Paramount chose as leaders of the cast Richard Dix, Lois
Wilson, Noah Beery and Malcolm MacGregor. Supporting them are
George Magrill, Bert Woodruff, Guy Oliver, Shannon Day, Charles
Crockett , Charles Stevens, Bruce Gordon, Richard Howard, John Webb
Dillon, Bernard Siegel and Joe Ryan. Released Feb. 15.

GEESE**

“I*LL

leased Feb. 8.

herty, producer
Sea islands 20

will play opposite her.
Venus,** will direct, with

,

,

War

Swanson* s “Stage Struck,**

now completing “The American

for picture from Martha Oslenso* s novel
which won $13,500 award from Pictorial Review Dodd Mead & Co.
and Famous Players. Will be W'illiam DeMille* s first special. Story is
running serially in Pictorial Review. None of the cast as yet chosen.
Released April 5.

—

**
Production by Mai St.
comedy by Alfred Savoir, who wrote “Bluebeard* s Eighth Wife.** Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor are sup
ported by Lawrence Grant, Andre de Beranger, Dot Farley, Barbara
Pierce Brandon Hurst and William Courtwright. Menjou in same kind
of role as in “The King on Main Street.** Released Feb. 8.

from an

in Miss

,

Ran

GRAND DUCHESS AND THE WAITER

Clair

man
Tuttle,

supervision by

will direct the picture

from Francis Brett

A fight in a swamp, a tropical
Young's magazine serial and book.
The cast will instorm and shipxcreck provide the thrilling scenes.
clude Jack Holt, Florence Vidor, George Bancroft, W'illiam Powell and
Lawrence Gray. Released March 15.

PEACOCK PARADE** Style show for pre-Easter presentation,
The story will
with Pola Negri and 100 beautiful girls and gowns.
be written from an idea suggested by Monte M. Katterjohn, and will
Raoul
W'alsh
will
direct.
Released
and
drama
have romantic comedy

**THE

,

THE OLD ARMY GAME**

W. C. Fields, Paramount's new star,
have the stellar role in this comedy , with supervision by Tom
Geraghty , and Clara Bow in the leading feminine role. Fields is well
liked for his comedy portrayals in “ Sally of the Sawdust** and “That
Royle Girl ,** and here will play his characterization of the medicine
man with the shell game. Released May 10.

**IT*S
will

**THE

PALM BEACH

“ THE

SECRET

—

GIRL**
Edward Sutherland will direct Bebe Daniels
in the motorboat comedy by Byron Morgan, writer of automobile
stories for the late Wallace Reed.
Speed boat races and the smash of
a big seaplane will provide the highlights.
Releasd May 17.

—

SPRING** Leonce Perret directed this picture which played
six n}onths in Berlin and corresponding periods in London and other
cities abroad.
Huguette Duflos, called the most beautiful
in
Paris, heads the cast. Pierre Benoit wrote the story, which is a murder

woman

melodrama.

Released

May

24.

“ TAKE A CHANCE**——Gregory LaCava, now directing Richard Dix in
“W omanhandled,** will handle the megaphone for the star in this new
comedy, written by Townsend Martin. The supporting cast is still to
be selected.
Released May 31.

.

March 15.

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS'* Clarence Badger will direct Bebe
Daniels and Ford Sterling in this picture which the Paramount announcement calls a George Barr McCutcheon comedy in reverse English.
Sterling has just signed a long term contract with Paramount.
Badger is now making **Hands Up.** Released March 22.

“MISS

“A FLORIDA ROMANCE**

This is the tentative title for a picture of
The
the real estate boom in Florida, with Thomas Meighan starring.
written
by
Ring
Lardner,
humorist and baseball expert, also
story,
Victor Ileerman will be the direcconcerns a baseball training camp.
Released March 22.
tor.
Lila Lee will be the leading woman.

*'

CROSS MY HEART**— Another

tentative

Gregory LaCava

title.

Zane Grey wrote this drama of fighting and adventure of a forest ranger and a New York society girl.
The story
was published in the Country Gentleman , and on the screen will be
featured by a stampede of 50,000 deer, according to the Paramount
announcement.
Director and cast are still to be chosen.
Released
June 14.

,

,

,

APRIL
'UNTAMED**

“THE DEER DRIVE**

will di-

Richard Dix in this fast moving comedy with Lois Wilson playing
opposite him. Picture will be adapted from **The Man from Mexico,**
H. A. Du Souchet* s stage farce in which William Collier father of
the Paramount player, starred.
The musical comedy version, **Up
the River,** had Eddie Foy leading the cast.
Released March 29.
rect

JUNE
“ CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD**— Society comedy written for Pola
Negri by Michael Arlen, author of **The Green Hat,** which now is
having a successful run on Broadway. Released June 7.

—

This story is being written for Gloria Swanson by Fannie
Hurst, winner of Liberty's $50,000 prize story award.
Lawrence Gray,

t,

GRASS**—A drama

of an exodus into a promised land and a history of

real people battling nature for existence, telling of a people's struggle
across a desert , over an Asiatic river, up a snowswept mountainside,
through a craggy pass and into a valley of plenty. Scenic beauty is
emphasized in this unusual production.
Released June 21.

“THE LUCKY LADY**—Raoul Walsh

is

directing this

comedy

in

which

Greta Nissen, William Collier, Jr., and Lionel Barrymore have featured
The story is a collaboration by Robert E. Sherwood editor of
and Bertram Bloch. The cast also includes Marc MacDermott
Mme. Daumery and So Jin. Released June 28.
roles.
Life,

,

December
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Descriptive Analysis of New
Paramount Pictures
Casts, Stories, Highlights
to

B

and Selling Points

Be Offered

to Exhibitors

IGNESS

ing up a successful business and practicing his songs and dances for three years
he returns to Broadway, there to see his
He
girl friend’s great night of triumph.
finds, too, that the girl is in love with
the man who had given both their chance
three years previously. Disheartened, he
gives up his business and returns to the
tank towns as a ham song and dance

in conception, diversity in
theme, are the outstanding factors of
the program of carefully selected

Famous

which

spbjects

Players-Lasky

offering during the spring
and summer season, according to an announcement just made by the company.
picture to satisfy every desire of the motion picture public was the guiding influence in the planning and execution of

Corporation

is

A

this

man.

of the new season’s profollows, Paramount is offer-

summary

gram which

—

an innovation which
exhibitors
it invaluable for them to file this
issue for reference when play dates are
The exploitation ideas presented
set in.
ing

makes

in this

summary

will

press

the individual

—

HIGHLIGHTS The background of back stage
Broadway. Holdup scene. The Charleston. Fjrst
Beautiful scenes and beautiful
night audience.
girls from George White’s “Scandals.”
SELLING POINTS Hold amateur night to
find out who is the best local song and dance
man.
Chance for a professional dance act to
Play up Cohan.
Have oraugment picture.
chestra or organist play all the old Cohan selec-

program.

In the

of Productions

Give special matinee for actors.

tions.

be supplemented in
sheets and in the

The Grand Duchess and

Showman’s Manual.
says the Paramount announcement, will be released in
February. One is a spectacle, one a melodrama and another an epic of the American
In four of these subjects runs
Indian.
a vein of highly pleasing comedy something different in screen humor.
The following synopses were written for
the Herald by the publicity department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Six great attractions,

the

Another production directed by Malcolm St. Clair, who made “Are Parents
People,” “The Trouble With Wives” and
“A Woman of the World.” It is a charming and original comedy by Alfred Savoir, who wrote “Bluebeard’s Eighth
Wife.” The picture brings Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor to the screen in
a combination of pleasing and humorous
Supporting them are Lawportrayals.
rence Grant, Andre de Beranger, Dot
Farley, Barbara Pierce, Brandon Hurst
and William Courtwright. Menjou has
the same kind of role he had in “The
King on Main Street.” It is a new Florence Vidor that you will see.

—

The Wanderer
(Released February 1)

A

Director Raoul Walsh’s masterpiece.
production built in a background of

beauty and sumptuousness. A spectacle
The
acclaimed by critics and public.
cast is composed of such noted players
as the following: Greta Nissen as Tisha,
the temptress; William Collier, Jr., as
Jether, the prodigal; Ernest Torrence as
Beery,
Tola, the evil one; Wallace
captain;
sea
roistering
the patriarch;
Jesse,
Kathlyn Hill, Naomi, the innocent;
Kathlvn Williams, Huldah, the mother,
and George Rigas, Gaal of the black
Pharis,

the

Tyrone

Power,

THE STORY —A

“The Wanderer,”

the

Prodigal

now running on

Son,

Broadway.
Walsh.

It

is

story

a

dreamer,

given his inheritance
from his rich father. He follows Tisha,
the temptress to the city of Babylon,
where, through wastefulness, he loses his
fortune. Tisha thereafter refuses him as
her suitor and, broken in spirit, he
wanders in the wilderness, feeding with
Finally he turns toward
the swine.
home where he is received by his loving
mother and eventually his stern father
who relents and orders that the fatted
calf be killed.
is

HIGHLIGHTS — Destruction

Babylon by
This is a stupendous scene.
the hand of God.
The love scenes between Tisha and Jether. The
picture has color, romance and mother love.
SELLING POINTS Tie up with churches,
schools, clubs, Y. M. C. A. and other social and
of

The Song and Dance Man

—

civic organizations.
Sell blocks of tickets to these
organizations.
Give special showings for the
ministers. They will talk about the picture.
Conduct essay contests among school children on the
In restaurants place
story of the Prodigal Son.
display cards reading: “This is a Mecca for ‘The
Wanderer and the home folks as well.”
In
hotels:
“We shelter ‘The Wanderer’ and make
1

him feel at home.”
“The Wanderer” ran
Criterion theatre

in

for

eight weeks at the
City at $2 top.

New York

There are tears and laughs galore in
George M. Cohan comedy which
had a successful run on Broadway last
year. Direction was entrusted to Herbert
Brenon and he has rung the bell again
this

as he did in “Peter Pan,” “A Kiss for
Cinderella,” “The Street of Forgotten
Men,” and other attractions.
Moore
repeats on his excellent portrayal in
“Manhandled. ” Bessie Love again struts
the Charleston as she did in “The King
on Main Street,” only more so. Harri-

Tom

son Ford
is

is

featured.

who
Norman

another popular plaver

Then

there

are

Trevor, Josephine Drake, George Nash,
William B. Nash and Helen Lindroth.

THE STORY— It

sets forth the trials
and tribulations of a song and dance
man. “Hap” Farrell meets a girl friend
of his boyhood days who is a trouper.
Together they try to break into big
time.
They fall. “Hap,” without funds

and desperate, holds up two men.
give the two another chance.
proves to be the worst of hams
persuaded to return home. After

They
“Hap”
and

Ignored

duchess.

was directed by Raoul

is

build-

gorParis mil-

frisky,

A

becomes infatuated with

lionaire

the

of

(Released February 8)

THE STORY — Jether,

fast,

geously dressed comedy.

heart.

pleads for and

Waiter

(Released February 8)

a

grand

in his efforts to meet
a floor-waiter in the

her, he becomes
suite which the royal guests occupy. He
fails miserably in this job and the grand
duchess, to punish him, makes him a

member

of her cortege, and assigns

him

to very menial labor. The duchess, however, finally falls in love with him but
forced to repulse him when others
is
of the royal party find her in the waiter’s
arms after she has swooned. Months
later while despondently searching for
her the waiter finds her the proprietor

of an

humble inn and they are

reunited.
showing
Menjou as a supposed servant... Menjou dropping
glasses
and
all
a tray, champagne
to sweep Miss
Vidor into his arms. Lavish settings and gowns.

HIGHLIGHTS

A

— Comedy

sequences

thousand other entertaining touches.
with restaurants.
special matinee for waiters.
Get waiters

SELLING POINTS — Tieup

Hold

to pass out cards reading:
“Just a little suggestion.
For real entertainment see ‘The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter’ at the
theatre.”
In lobby have table all set for dinner with

dignified waiter standing by.
Card on table reads:
“Reserved for the Grand Duchess.”

The Vanishing American
(Released February 15)

truly an epic romance of the
Indian. It is of long-run calibre and has
placed George B. Seitz amon" the foremost directors. It is big in theme and

This

is

conception, gripning in all its sequences.
Scenically it is one of the most beautiful
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Directors of

Paramount

December

19,

Pictures

JAMES CRUZE

RAOUL WALSH

HERBERT BRENON

ALLAN DWAN

VICTOR FLEMING

CLARENCE BADGER

GREGORY LA CAVA

LEONCE PERRET

FRANK TUTTLE

IRVIN WILLAT

ROBERT FLAHERTY

WILLIAM DEMILLE

WILLIAM

K.

HOWARD

VICTOR HEERMAN

GEORGE

B.

SEITZ

EDWARD SUTHERLAND

1925

December
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Highest praise has
been accorded it by New York, San
Francisco and Charlotte newspapers.
Zane Grey wrote this historical and modern story of the Indian, and for the
principals of the cast Paramount chose
Richard Dix, Lois Wilson, Noah Berry,
Supporting
and Malcolm MacGregor.
them are George Magrill, Bert Woodruff,
Guy Oliver, Shannon Day, Charles
Crockett, Charles Stevens, Bruce Gordon, Richard Howard, John Webb Dillon, Bernard Siegel and Joe Ryan.
pictures ever made.

THE STORY — The

early sequences,
taken against a magnificent scenic background, have as their theme the survival
of the fittest. In chronological order the
rise and fall of the various tribes of
Indians is depicted. First the aborigines,
then the cliff dwellers down to the Redmen of today. The modern story tells
of the persecution of the Indian, his submission to what seems to be his fate,
his patriotism for America, his enlistment to fight in the world war. He returns from the war to find his people
still persecuted, there follows an uprising
in which the last of the preat Indian
As he dies in the arms
chiefs is shot.
of the white girl whom he loves he
speaks his last message to his people:
“Through a cloud I see my people

—

—

coming home.”

HIGHLIGHTS—The
The

ers.

Indians’

last

defeat of the cliff dwellstand against Kit Car-

production.

It is a true romance of the
It is a true story of

South Seas.
the love and life
real

of a native man of
Savaii in British Samoa and his betrothed.
It has in it all the glamour,
the seductive charm of the South Seas.
In the picture you see Moana, Tu’ungaita,

Fa’angase and Pe’a.

HIGHLIGHTS — Hailed

by

contribution to the screen.

critics

as

a

great

Real South Sea Island

background.

SELLING POINTS —Tie

up with readers of
National Geographic.
These persons
per cent cooperation.
South Sea
atmosphere in lobby palms, grass, sea shells,
Tie up with local dancing teacher to put
etc.
on South Sea dances. Advertise the Siva Siva
as the “Original Charleston.”
Tie up with book
stores on O’Brien’s popular book, “White Shadows
of the South Seas.”
Go after school teachers,
ministers and club women.
Use quotations from
South Sea writers in your advertising.
Asia
will

and

give

100

—

This story by Arthur Train ran in The
Designer and is declared to have cost
that magazine $50,000.
Scribners will
publish it in book form this winter.
Victor Fleming, a master in handling big
situations will direct.
ant members of the

Only two import-

cast have been
chosen thus far. They are Dolores Costello, who has the leading role in “Mannequin,” and Tully Marshall.
THE STORY This is a strong drama

—

—

Behind the Front
(Released February 22)

new kind of comedy with
society and the war for at-

a

mosphere. It is an adaptation of Hugh
Saturday Evening Post story,
“Spoils of War.”
Edward Sutherland
directed it. You saw what he could do
in “A Regular Fellow.”
Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton are two members
of the cast who will keep you in an
will like

THE STORY— The

Mary

a

com-

French manicure

with,
and

(Released June 28)

Robert E. Sherwood, editor of Life
and famous motion picture critic, and
Bertram Bloch collaborated in writing
this story, a gay comedy of love and
marriage with William Collier, Jr., and
Greta Nissen, the combination whose
love scenes in “The Wanderer” were a
highlight of that attraction. With them
in the cast are Lionel Barrymore, Marc

MacDermott, Mme. Daumery and So

Jin.

Raoul Walsh, who made a great picture
of “The Wanderer,” is handling the
megaphone on “The Lucky Lady.”
THE STORY A tale of a beauty who
lavished her charms upon one man for
revenge and upon another for love. It
happens in a mythical kingdom where a

in

princess

is

chafing

against

the

happily ever afterwards.

—

Matrimony.”

For Heaven’s Sake
(Released March 1)

Harold Lloyd’s first tinder his contract
with Paramount. A typical Lloyd comedy which has been in production nearly
four months.
As many laughs as in
“The Freshman.” Sam Taylor, who has
handled the megaphone on many Lloyd

their efforts to

girl,

“Meet

my

HIGHLIGHTS —War

Beery

The Lucky Lady

It is

be heroes, their subsequent incarceration
for being absent without leave, their decoration for gallantry and their meeting
of the girl they both love who greets

them

for

—

the story of a millionaire and his valet, their hesitancy in enlisting in the army during the world
war, their humorous experiences behind
the lines and in Paris, their rivalry for
a

its

reviews of the story written by those
read it in this magazine with rewards for
the best criticisms.
Give special showing for
lawyers, and get comments from them.
tise

who

“Lucky Lady” sale. A mammoth horseshoe would make a good marquee or
lobby display.
Announce in ads each day the
Lucky Ladies who will be guests at your theatre.
Rewards for the best letters on “The Lucky Lady

slant.

into plot.

community has

store to advertise a

Brian.

war with

between

up with book. Every
readers of Designer.
Adver-

HIGHLIGHTS Lavish settings, which will approach those of “The Wanderer.” Ten thousand
yards of draperies used to cover walls in one
Love scenes between Nissen and Collier.
scene.
The comedy. Every one who reads Life know*
Sherwood and his subtle humor.
SELLING POINTS Arrange for department

No killing, blood or anything
unpleasant. Many comedy gags injected
edy

Unequal struggle
Murder trial.

SELLING POINTS —Tie

live

Wiley’s

You

HIGHLIGHTS —

right and wrong.

restraint of a convent. She sneaks away,
meets a young American, flirts with him
and falls in love. At the same time she
poses as an alluring vampire and flirts
with the wild-living nobleman whom she
is supposed to marry but does not love.
The prime minister, fearing for the marriage plans of the nobleman and the
princess, banishes the young American
and the vampire, who is really the princess.
The two journey to America and

outfits.

uproar.

of his career.

lovely

Window
labelled “The Vanishing American.”
tieups on Indian music and boys’ Indian outfits.
Rewards for best home made bow and arrow

New York

It tells of
the thrilling romance of a young lawyer
who becomes public prosecutor in New
York and believes he is engaged in fighting for the right while all the time he
is a tool in the hands of the most unscrupulous gang. There comes a time
when he is forced to choose between his
duty and the love of a girl under circumstances that seem to spell the end

—

Inhistory of Indian published in newspapers.
dians as street ballyhoos if they can be obtained.
Indian camp in lobby. An old cigar store Indian

is

“Manslaughter” type, but much

(Released March 1)

Gorgeous scenery.
SELLING POINTS Rewards for best high
school essay on “The Vanishing American.” Brief

Here

of the

bigger in scope and power.

The Blind Goddess

The world war. The uprising and attack
son.
on the trading post stockade. The death of the
Indian chief.

89

Hatton.

New

productions,

husband.”
Comedy

stuff.

gags

to

is

directing.

THE STORY — Lloyd

acting of
tickle the

is

returning to

carefree boy character which won
him so many million friends in “A Tailor
Made Man.” The story will bring him
into the slums of a great city, and eventually as a rescue worker in a famous
mission.
HIGHLIGHTS The usual high standard
the

risibilities.

—

SELLING POINTS Tieup with store on a
“Behind the Front Sale.” In a window behind
draw curtains is merchandise of unusual value.
After a crowd of bargain hunters has congregated the curtains are drawn, revealing the bargains for the day.
Issue special invitations to
all veterans who have received war medals.
Tie
up with the Legion. Tie up with clothing stores
with the slogan: “They’ll think more of the
man behind the front if he puts up a good front.”

—

Lloyd comedy.

New

gags.

SELLING POINTS— Lloyd

usually surrounds
the story of his forthcoming picture with secrecy
until it is completed.
For that reason there is
very little at hand on which to base exploitations
suggestions.
To say that it is a Lloyd comedy,
however, will get the crowds.

Moana
(Released February 22)

Test showings throughout the country
have proved this to be a picture of unusual merit, a picture to which the public
will
respond.
Robert Flaherty, producer of “Nanook of the North,” lived
the life of the natives of the South Sea
islands for 20 months in making this

Dancing Mothers
(Released March 8)

Greta

Nissen

and

William

Collier,
have important) roles in “The
Jr.,
Lucky Lady,” a February 28 release
of Paramount.

A

successful stage play by

Edgar

wyn and Edmund Goulding which

is

Sel-

con-

fidently expected by Paramount officials
to make an even greater picture.
In
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Stars

December

19,

and Players of Paramount Films

GLORIA SWANSON

ARLETTE MARCHAL

BETTY BRONSON

GRETA NISSEN

ERNEST TORRENCE

ALYCE MILLS

NOAH BEERY

LILA LEE

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

GERTRUDE ASTOR

CLARA BOW

marc McDermott

CAROL DEMPSTER

W.

C.

FIELDS

'

BILLIE

DOVE

RAYMOND HATTON

1925

—
December
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Bebe Daniels, Ricardo Cortez and Wallace Beery are featured
the melodrama, “Volcano,” which has been directed by
William K. Howard for Paramount.

The above scene from “Volcano” shows Eulalie Jensen (left)
when she refuses to recognize Bebe Daniels who plays the

in

role of adopted daughter of Miss Jensen’s estranged husband.

“Dancing Mothers” Herbert Brenon, the
director, will have an opportunity to add
another to his long list of box office attractions. The cast of the picture, which

Miss Brewster’s Millions

with contrasting scenes of heart
interest and colorful depiction of gay
life, should receive the stamp of approval

A fast, funny
idea in reverse English.
society comedy with Bebe Daniels romping through the scenes.
Ford Sterling,
a fine comedian who has just signed
a long term contract with Paramount,
Clarence Badger, who
is in the cast.
made Raymond Griffith’s “Paths to Paradise” and is now directing that star in
“Hands Up!” will handle the megaphone.

is filled

of all exhibitors.
There are Conway
Tearle, Alice Joyce and William Collier,
Jr.

THE STORY— A

modern up-to-date
analysis of family life.
dramatic offering.
It is the story of a philandering
husband, an insulting daughter and a
faithful, tolerant mother who rebels and
turns butterfly.
family squabble ensues when the mother falls in love with
the daughter’s suitor.
Despite the protests of her family and the willingness
of the young bachelor to give her up,
the mother refuses to return to a life
of sacrifice and devotion, and leaves her

A

A

husband and daughter.

HIGHLIGHTS— High

Not

quality acting.

a jazz picture in the ordinary sense.

SELLING POINTS—Tie

hold

Drama.

“Dancing

Mothers”

up with ballroom and
night

when

all
sons
ad tieups
with stores with placards reading, “Slippers for
Dancing Mothers and Daughters,” etc. In cities
where there is dancing in the cafes, have cards

Window and

shall bring their mothers.

on tables reading, “Reserved for Dancing
Mother of (name of town)?” “Do you believe in
Dancing Mothers?”

Sea Horses
(Released March 15)

A

great

magazine

serial and a
will direct.

best

which Allan Dwan
This
and love story by Francis
Brett Young will have in its cast such
popular players as Jack Holt, Florence
Vidor, Noah Beery, George Bancroft,
William Powell and Lawrence Gray. It
is a story which critics everywhere have
seller

adventure

praised.

THE STORY — A

young American

captain aids a beautiful English girl to
find her Italian husband, who has abandoned her and her child, in an evil African
port.
Her efforts at reconciliation refused, she returns to the captain who
loves her. The child is kidnaped by the
father.

There

is

a

terrific

fight.

The

captain and mother and child escape and
the dissolute husband is wiped out in a
tropical storm.
HIGHLIGHTS Tornado spectacle. Shipwreck.
Fight in swamp. Cast.

—

SELLING POINTS— Few

persons

know

that

a se<k horse is a small tropical fish.
Arrange
for the teachers to have their pupils draw their
conceptions of one. Display these in your lobby.
Tieups with book stores.
Rewards for 10 best
letters on why picture is titled “Sea Horses.”

(Released March 22)

A

George Barr McCutcheon comedy

THE STORY — A

Paris

beautiful girl loves

gowns but wears hand-me-downs.

She wants to associate with millionaires
but she must be satisfied with the waitress’ chatter at Childs.
Then a distant
relative dies and leaves her a million.
A second relative, estranged from the
first, leaves the girl $7,000,000 providing
she spends the million she inherited from
the first relative in a year. The remainder of the picture is filled with gags
with Bebe dressed to kill and out for
a thrill. New York society, Fifth avenue,
limousines,
the
Ritz,
fashion
shops,
yachts, millionaires and Monte Carlo.
HIGHLIGHTS Gag stuff. Atmosphere. Trick

—

photography.

—

SELLING POINTS Tie up with newspaper
with these teaser ads: “Suggestion wanted. How
It must be
to spend $1,000,000 in one year.
Write Miss Brewster, care Times.” “I
done!
can’t give away $1,000,000. I must spend it legitiIf I
mately. If you think that’s easy, try it.
spend the million I receive $7,000,000. Tell me
your plan. If I use it successfully I’ll give you
Miss Brewster, care
part of the $7,000,000.
Give rewards for best letters. Give
Times.”
away cards to which are attached bright new
pennies, copy on the card reading: “Miss Brewster desires you to share her millions. See Bebe
Daniels, etc.”
Window tieups with placards
reading: “You don’t need Miss Brewster’s millions to own this frock.”
Stage money should
cover ushers’ gowns.
Put big money bags in
lobby. Have girl labelled Miss Brewster giving
bright new pennies to children.

The Peacock Parade
(Released March 15)

Here

your style show for your preEaster season, with Pola Negri, a big
supporting cast and 100 beautiful girls
and gowns.
In addition to the style
show, this picture will offer theatregoers
a story replete in romantic comedy and
drama. Raoul Walsh will direct, and in
a picture of this type, with its gorgeous
settings, Walsh has no equal.
“The
is

Wanderer” exemplified
will be written

from an idea

91

The story
known writer
suggested by Monte M.
by

but as a whole the picture will be a
gay, sophisticated society comedy in
which Pola Negri will dazzle you in
beautiful gowns. She will be surrounded
by gayety and mirth.

HIGHLIGHTS —

gowns.

A

Beautiful

acting.

—

Florida

Romance

[Tentative Title]
(Released March 22)

You’ve heard of the new Klondike

boom in Florida. Here
Thomas Meighan as the star.

the real estate
it

is

It is

with

also the story of a baseball training

Ring Lardner, famed humorist
baseball forward and backward, wrote the story. Directing the picture will be Victor Heerman, who handled the megaphone on Meighan’s newest attraction, “Irish Luck.”
Lila Lee
has been chosen as the star’s leading
camp.

who knows

woman.

THE STORY —

An old baseball player,
released when he fails to get in condition at the Florida training camp, stumbles into a real estate deal, turns over
several pieces of property and skyrockets
it
to prosperity.
He invests for other
players and their quick fortunes wreck
the team.
The tide turns, members of
the team seek reinstatement and the old
player is left holding the bag on a big
venture. There are hectic moments before he succeeds. There is plenty of opportunity for comedy and action.
HIGHLIGHTS Baseball atmosphere. Glamor
of Palm Beach.
Florida background.
SELLING POINTS The picture will be re-

—

—

leased in the spring at about the time the baseball training season opens. Cash in on public
interest in Florida real estate.
Tie up with local
chamber of commerce and conduct letter contest
on subject: “The Old Home Town is Good
Enough for Me.” Have an old resident write
about the romance in the building of your city.

Cross

this.

THE STORY — There

Star’s

girls.

SELLING POINTS Fashion tieups is the big
exploitation angle on this attraction.
A fashion
show at your theatre.
Advertising tieups in
newspapers with merchants.
Voting contest in
paper to select the best dressed woman to reign
Procession of messenger boys
as Fashion Queen.
carrying fancy hat and gown boxes labelled “For
The Peacock Parade.”
Newspapers to publish
local society women with caption “The Peacock
Parade of This City.” Give prizes for the best
home-made gowns.
Hold a fashion week with
all merchants and newspapers cooperating.
This
picture offers the same big opportunity for tieups
as did "The Dressmaker from Paris.”

My

Heart

(Released March 29)

a well

Katterjohn.

Beautiful

Richard Dix as a virile, American athyouth in a fast moving comedy of

letic

will

be drama,

the

same type

as

“Too Many

Kisses,”

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Stars

December

19,

and Players of Paramount Films

FLORENCE VIDOR

ADOLPHE MENJOU

ESTHER RALSTON

THOMAS MEIGHAN

RICHARD DIX

LOIS WILSON

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

RICARDO CORTEZ

GEORGE RIGAS

GEORGE BANCROFT

RICHARD ARLEN

NEIL HAMILTON

WILLIAM COLLIER,

JR.

ARTHUR EDMUND CAREWE

JACK HOLT

WARNER BAXTER

1925

December

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

19,

HIGHLIGHTS — Settings.
SELLING POINTS — Tie

“The Shock Punch” and “WomanhanLois Wilson plays opposite him.
Gregory La Cava, maker of “Woman-

man who handled

the

stunt

ing

served

It

William

sign:

this

Collier,

song

An Adolphe Menjou

American consumption by Leo Dietrich-

—

THE STORY A delicious comedy. A
master pianist, a host of admiring beauties, an understanding wife, an escapade
in a mountain bungalow with a student,
exposure by her husband and the wife
of the pianist and the subsequent things
that happen should provide an evenin.g
of hilarious entertainment for the public.

“Cross my heart and hope to die if you don’t
see one of the funniest comedies you have ever
.
‘Cross my Heart’ with
seen at the
Richard Dix will be at the
Monday.”

HIGHLIGHTS — Menjou’s

(Released April 5)

The novel by Martha Ostenso which
won the $13,500 prize awarded by Pictorial Review, Dodd Mead & Company
and Famous Players-Laskv Corporation
American novel of the year.
be William De Mille’s first spec-

for the best

cast has been chosen.

Martha Ostenso, yesterday an unknown
Danish girl, today is acclaimed by critics

Lois Wilson, Richard Dix and
Beery are in leading roles of

—a

beautiful, lovely girl
lives with a cruel,

—

school teacher
stingy and tricky farmer in Dakota who
has a strange influence over his wife.
The girl seeks the source of this influence and one day when a handsome

youth comes to the farm the

girls learns

that the boy’s mother is the farmer’s
wife. The father was a childhood sweetheart who died before their marriage.
This fact has incensed the farmer. Despite conditions the girl falls in love with

boy and the farmer resorts to every
means to break up the romance. In a
the

sweeping
ness

the farmer dies and happiupon the family.

fire

dawns

HIGHLIGHTS— A

spectacular fire. A $13,500
De Mille production.

novel.
A William
Strong love scenes.

prize

SELLING POINTS — Pictorial

The Grand Duchess and
St. Clair.

Review and the

Noah
“The

Vanishing American.”
publishers will give this national advertising.
Tie up with libraries and book stores.
Window
display of guns in sporting goods store with
placard, “These will bring down Wild Geese.”
In a cage in the lobby have domestic geese.
Have some one lead a goose around town placarded, “You may see Wild Geese at the
theatre.”

and public the equal of the best contemporary fiction writers. The story is running serially in Pictorial Review.

THE STORY— A

of

any picture

comedy

THE STORY—

This will be a modern
version of “The Taming of the Shrew,”
a story of an imperious, truculent, thoroughly spoiled, yet thoroughly lovable
girl who becomes irrevocably “tamed.”

is

a highlight

The unusual

—

That’s

My

Baby

(Released April 12)

(Released April 5)

tion.

acting

which he appears.

SELLING POINTS Run series of teaser ads
reading, “Governor Smith, I’ll See You Tonight,”
“Shriners, I’ll See You Tonight,” “Rotarians,
I’ll See You Tonight,” etc.
The same idea could
be adopted for mailing cards.
The day the picture opens see that a card reading, “I’ll See
You Tonight at the
theatre at 8
o’clock,” reaches every home.
Have a blindfolded
man led about the streets sandwiched between
two signs reading, “I’ll See You Tonight at the

Untamed
Fannie Hurst, author of “Humoresque” and Liberty’s $50,000 prize storv,
“Mannequin,” is writing this ston' for
Gloria Swanson.
The story will offer
this popular star an opportunity to display her extraordinary cdft for imperLikely
sonation, comedy and emotion.
Lawrence Gray, her leading man in
"Stage Struck,” will assume that role in
“Untamed.” To direct her Miss Swanson has chosen Frank Tuttle, who is now
completing
“The American Venus.”
Townsend Martin will supervise produc-

in

situations.

This will be another Douglas MacLean
hit.

More

gags,

more

thrills,

more

sneed,

and therefore more laughs.
MacLean
has made a long list of box office attractions and he will not disappoint with this

A

picture.
big comedy cast will support
the star in this story conceived by MacLean and his staff. Paramount’s sales

department selected the

THE STORY —A

title.

comedy

of complications.
Doug races by train for the
hand of a pretty girl.
baby enters
upon the scene and retards his progress.
He is arrested on a charo-e of kidnaping.
He locates a baby, but the wrong one.
Then the right one is returned to him
and with two babies to care for Doug
faces many complications. Some of the
funniest situations in pictures arise be-

A

the Waiter,” featuring Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor, was produced for Paramount by
As such he appears in the scene at right.
is characterized in the production as the waiter.

Menjou

Tvrlette

vehicle.

stein.

—

No

You Tonight

Marchal, the French actress who has just
arrived in America, is the first member
This
of the supporting cast chosen.
Parisian beauty supported Gloria Swanson in “Madame Sans Gene.” William
Wellman has been assigned to direct this
picture, the original play for which was
written by Herman Bahr and adapted for

of the fun-

Wild Geese

the

at

(Released April 12)

Fast moving comedy.
SELLING POINTS Tie up with newspaper
for publication of unsigned letters on “Humorous
Difresults of trying to lie to my sweetheart.”
ferent sizes of pasteboard hearts, variously colored, would make an attractive lobby and marquee.
Cards mailed to your patrons should read:

tacular special.

See

I’ll

chases in pictures.

It will

picture

ticket.”

York man-

One

Paramount

latest

Find the other six letters and bring
next week.
with the title
complete set to the
and your name and address and receive one free

York on his wedding morning combine
in making a farce that will jar a grouch

—

was Gloria

but

the

who is not in the good
graces of his wealthy fiancee’s parents,
pledges to travel the straight and narrow
path.
No sooner is the pledge made
than he is sent to jail for 30 days. To
keep his fiancee and her parents in ignorance, he tells them of a trip to Mexico.
The amusing incidents which follow and
which end in a wild chase over New

niest

am Tamed,

star

about-town,

loose from any person.
HIGHLIGHTS Love scenes.

“I

.”
Distribute
Find out at the
On say 500
photos of Gloria.
print the letter U.
On 400, N, on 300, T, on
On
200, A, on 150, M, on 100, E and on 50, D.
each print this message, “This is one of just
seven letters which spell the title of Gloria Swan-

miniature

father of the Paramount player, as a
Eddie Foy appeared in
stage vehicle.
the musical comedy version, “Up the
River.”

THE STORY— A New

acting

Swanson?

“The Man from Mexico,” by H. A. Du
Souchet.

star’s

up with newspaper
for best letters on “How a Shrewish wife may be
tamed.” Street stunt: A person in fantastic
costume parading street leading an animal carry-

Lucky
stuff in “The
Devil,” will direct. This picture will be
an adaptation of the famous stage farce,
gag and

The

and gowns.

dled.”

handled” and the

93

Malcolm
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Stars

December

19,

and Players of Paramount Films

PERCY MARMONT

ALICE JOYCE

TOM MOORE

POLA NEGRI

MILDRED DAVIS

LIONEL BARRYMORE

MARY BRIAN

BEBE DANIELS

DONALD KEITH

BESSIE LOVE

LOUISE BROOKS

WALLACE BEERY

CONWAY TEARLE

HAROLD LLOYD

HARRISON FORD

LAWRENCE GRAY

1925

December

19,
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fore Doug finally returns the right baby
to its mother and wins the girl.
HIGHLIGHTS The airplane sequences with
Doug and two babies. A score of new gags and

—

many

times that

many

laughs.

SELLING POINTS — Have man pushing baby
In carriage have big
carriage through street.
Man should
doll placarded, “That’s My Baby.”
pass out cards reading, “Yes, Sir, That’s My

See the Laugh Record Paramount Picture
Dress lobby with
this week.”
A splendid opportunity for
of dolls.
“That’s My Baby” contests, with prizes for the

Baby.

at the

sizes

all

prettiest,

the tallest, the smallest, twins, etc.

A

good chance for a Baby Show in cooperation with
Opportunity
newspapers or civic organization.
for tieup with the song, “Yes, Sir, That’s My
Baby.”

Desert Gold
(Released April 19)

B. Seitz, the man who directed
that epic of the Indian, “The Vanishing
American,” has been assigned to direct

George

another Zane Grey Western meloof thrills and excitement through
which runs an appealing love theme.
Lucien Hubbard will supervise the production. “Desert Gold” is one of Grey’s
most popular books. Grey is one of the
widest read of contemporary authors,
with millions of copies of his novels
being sold. Jack Holt and Billie Dove
are first members of the cast chosen.

this,

drama

THE STORY— A
graces

and

his

flees

young man

dis-

wealthy parents and a

where he

the desert

to

girl

finds

Years later this man’s son flees
from an Arizona gang of ruffians into
the desert. There he finds a girl who is
lost and who is the daughter of the girl
with whom his father had become ingold.

volved.
Many exciting incidents ensue
as they are pursued by the gang of ruffians.
They, too, find the gold mine and
eventually happiness.
HIGHLIGHTS Sweeping sand storm. Breaking of a Rocky Mountain dam.
Flooding of en-

—

tire valley.

—

SELLING POINTS Tieup with book store
on popular priced edition of book. Dress lobby
give

to
in

Have man dressed

atmosphere.

desert

Western

costume

about

riding

streets.

He

carries saddle bag, gun, water bag, etc.
Banners
should read, “I am looking for Desert Gold.”
Tieup with jewelry stores. Large replica of book
cover could be used as street ballyhoo or in lobby.

The scene above follows the rescue from the eruption in “Volcano.” The picture
has Bebe Daniels and Ricardo Cortez in featured roles. It was directed by William
K. Howard.

Edmund Carewe, Dale Fuller, Eulalie
Jensen. With them in the cast are Brandon Hurst, Marjorie Gay, Robert Perry,
Snitz Edwards, Emily Barrye, Bowditch
“Smoke” Turner, Edith Yorke, Evelyn
Sherman and Madame Comont.
THE STORY A love melodrama of
the tropical West Indian island of Mar-

—

A Parisian girl born with blue
blood running in her veins, goes to
Martinique where she is disowned by a
snobbish mother. She is cast into the

tinique.

underworld to fight a battle between true
The elements of the
and false love.
tropics and the hand of fate, however,
combine in vindicating the girl and bringing her true love.
HIGHLIGHTS The eruption

—

of a volcano.
Paris.
Tropical atmosphere.
SELLING POINTS Bill heavily the principal
Promise your patrons one
players of the cast.
of the greatest volcanic eruptions ever seen on
It is a love drama crammed with
the screen.
A miniature volcano may be built in the
action.
Your local electrician with the use of a
lobby.
common sweet pickle and two contact points can
cause a steady flow of smoke from the volcano.

An

earthquake.

Fresh Paint
It’s

(Released April 26)

composed

of expert writers and gag
men. The star is now hard at work on
“Hands Up!” and not until this is completed will full details of “Fresh Paint”
is

be

made known.

THE STORY— This
Griffith

story

will be a typical

and production

— humor,

gags, romance, de luxe production, fast
action and original treatment.
HIGHLIGHTS The star, himself. Originality
in stunts, such as was displayed in “A Regular

—

Fellow.”

SELLING POINTS —

There will be a national
tieup with a large paint manufacturer.
This will
afford an opportunity for window and other displays and stunts. If parts of some building have
just been refinished get permission to put up this
placard, “Beware of Fresh Paint, but for the
Greatest Laugh of All See Paramount’s ‘Fresh
.”
Paint’ at the
tieup with stores
selling cheap artists supplies for children could
be effected. Conduct a local clean up week. Mail
out cards on which has been daubed a little paint.
Copy should read, “This is just a little bit of
Fresh Paint to remind you that Raymond Griffith
in ‘Fresh Paint’,” etc.

A

Volcano
(Released April 26)

A

red-blooded melodrama adapted
from Lawrence Eyre’s stage play, “Martinique.” Directed by William K. Howard who made such pictures as “The
Thundering Herd,” “The Border Legion”
and “Light of Western Stars.” In the
cast are such favorites as Bebe Daniels,
Ricardo Cortez, Wallace Beery, Arthur

Old Army Game

the

(Released

Another Raymond

Griffith attraction.
One of the best men in the field will be
chosen to direct although Griffith as
usual will supervise.
His comedy unit

—

May

On

the stage Fields has been
comedian for several
years.
On the screen he is said to be
even funnier than on the stage. When
he entered pictures he made this comment:
“I
want to restore the old
hokum, the old army game. My idea
is to bring back slap stick two-dollared
up.”
Tom Geraghty will supervise
Fields’ productions.
Clara Bow will
have the leading feminine role.

outstanding

an

THE STORY — It

The Rainmaker
(Released

A

red-blooded

May

3)

drama with

love

the
race track, a Mexican cabaret as a background. It was written by Gerald Beaumont, who is noted for his stories of
the race track and the prize ring.
Red
Book Magazine published it as a serial
under the title “Heaven Bound.” Allan

Dawn

has been chosen

among
are

to

direct,

box office names
Bessie Love and William
the

THE STORY— One

and

the cast

in

Collier, Jr.

of the most unusual stories ever written.
beautiful
nurse at the bedside of a jockey with
she is in love, falls asleep in his
room and is driven from the hospital
in disgrace.
She drifts to Tia Juana
where she dances in a Mexican cabaret.
The jockey, recovered, starts in search
of her.
From one track to the other he
goes until he finds her.
plague strikes
the city. People die like flies. Rain will

A

whom

A

At this point Beaumont has
one of the most unusual
twists for his denouement.
save them.
introduced

10)

This will be a stellar vehicle for W.
C. Fields, Paramount’s new star, whose
comedy portrayals in “Sally of the Sawdust” and “That Royle Girl” have won
for him a legion of fans throughout the
country.

Newspaper tieup with letters from people
on how they have been fleeced.
etc.

HIGHLIGHTS — A

between

Dance

Love

hall

and

roaring flood.
Collier.

Race

Love scenes
track

spill.

scene.

SELLING POINTS — Send

girls

about street

dressed in raincoats with umbrellas up. On umhave signs reading, “The Rainmaker is
coming,” or “The Rainmaker is here.”
Capitalize on the efforts which have been made to
bring rain.
A queer looking contraption could
be constructed and placed in the lobby and
labelled,
“The Rainmaker.”
There might be
an opportunity to induce the ministers to talk on
miracles.
brellas

The Palm Beach
May 17)
appearing

Girl

(Released

Bebe

Daniels

in

a

fast

written
around his most famous characterization,
that of the genial, happy tramp of fortune, the medicine man who works the

motorboat comedy written by
Byron Morgan, the man who wrote
Wally Reid’s great automobile stories.
Edward Sutherland, one* of the best

game and makes them like it.
This famous line of Fields gives an idea
of the type of story:
“Daughter, one

handle the megaphone.
He made “A
Regular Fellow” and is now at work on

word

“Behind the Front.”

will

be

old shell

of advice as you enter into womanhood, the word that comes from long
experience in the ups and downs of this
gay,
cruel world.
Daughter, always
remember, never give a sucker an even

HIGHLIGHTS — A
Fields’

well

with

known humorist

will

comedy.

SELLING POINTS
cards

strangers

comedy

directors

in

the

business,

will

THE STORY— A
ciety belle

beautiful bored soeager for excitement and a

An international motorboat
race in which she enters, much to the
horror of her aristocratic family,
race
with the Flavana Express across the
viaduct spanning the Florida Keys. This
race saves her love and happiness.
HIGHLIGHTS Speed boat races. Smash of
giant seaplane.
Race between speed boat and
he-man.

A

break.”

write story.

frisky

— Teasers: “Don’t
— the
—
For your lobby

for money
It’s
of street fakers

Army Game,” “Beware
Old Army Game,” etc.

play

Old

the
display

It’s

use all the gambling paraphernalia you can.
Buy
inexpensive puzzles for distribution. Have printed
on these, “Can You Do It? Don’t bet!
Maybe
it’s The Old Army Game.
But be sure to see,”

—

train.

SELLING POINTS —Teasers:

“A

trip

to

Palm Beach for SO cents. Watch this space.”
Let The Palm
“Everybody’s talking Florida.
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19,

Paramount Authors and Supervisors

WILLIAM LE BARON

FANNIE HURST

WILLIS GOLDBECK

JOHN LYNCH

HUGH WILEY

MONTE

M.

KATTERJOHN

B. P.

SCHULBERG

LUTHER ANDERSON REED

TOM GERAGHTY

1925
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19,
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true Arlen wit and charm, flashing color,
luxury and entertainment appeal.

HIGHLIGHTS — Pola Negri.
SELLING POINTS—This is

Michael Arlen.

Gorgeous gowns.

a great exploita-

title.
Tieups may be effected with stores
“Shop at Smith’s
and chambers of commerce.
Placard
at the Crossroads of the World,” etc.
busses, “Take this car to Crossroads of the
Cardboard
Placard all crossroads.
World.”

tion

made like arrows, should be sniped all
over town pointing toward the theatre, reading,
“To the Crossroads of the World.” Rube couple
on streets with well worn suitcase on which is
printed, “We’ve visited Crossroads of the World
and Gosh, We’re Happy.” Construct big crossRewards for best lists of
roads signs for lobby.
famous crossroads such as 42nd street and Broadand State, Chicago,
New
York,
Madison
way,
Trafalgar Square, London, etc. Window displays
Dilapidated
auto on street
in travel bureaus.
with sign reading, “This car has travelled the
Crossroads of the World,” etc.
posters,

The Deer Drive
(Released June 14)

This drama of fighting and adventure
and the love of a forest ranger for a
pretty
New York society girl was
It will be prowritten bv Zane Grey.
duced on a scale as sweeping as “The
Thundering Herd.” The story ran in

The Country Gentlemen, which has

a

circulation of 1,000, Pud.

THE STORY — A

save

to

girl

the

good name of a friend goes to the Grand
Canyon under an assumed name, falls
into the hands of outlaws, is rescued by
a

New
Tom Moore

and Norman Trevor ap-

HIGHLIGHTS — A

An

incident

stampede

Beach

Girl

show you

sights,”

the

etc.

Dress

Hang up enough palm

title,
a letter on each
on motor chassis for
If
pretty girl driving it.
you are situated on water hold a speed boat
Tie up with stores on bathing suits and
race.
Tie up with railroad ticket office handling
boats.
Tie up with grocery
transportation to Florida.
Good opportunity for
stores on orange displays.
bathing girl revue. Have a Palm Beach Girl go
from store to store. The first woman to recogPaint a huge map of
nize her gets a pass.
Florida for lobby.

street ballyhoo.

Have

Take

a

(Released

A

Chance
May

31)

comedy

THE STORY — Dix

is

to be

born

at

foot of the Statue of Liberty on
Friday the 13th.
Because of that incident he is named Liberty Jones. From

the

then on things begin to happen to Dix
his own athletic, lighthearted way.

in

HIGHLIGHTS — A comedy packed with gags.
SELLING POINTS —The greatest picture ever

produced for tieup with “Taka Chance Weeks,”
which have proved universally popular among
theatre owners. “Taka Chance Week” is a money
maker.
This has been proved successfully in

many

parts of the country.

Crossroads of the World

and another

girl,

girl

falls

in

in

stampede

50,000 deer.
than the buffalo
of

more spectacular
“The Thundering Herd.”

setting in lobby.

the hero, the
the

come from

four corners of the earth and meet in
amazing fashion at the Crossroads of the
World, the gay center of music, girls
and song. The tale is developed with

Song and Dance Man.”

between

high-born society

a

man.

woman

forced

is

girl

and

a

A

penniless

young
beautiful
into a loveless mar-

a rich and powerful man.
win her love, he announces
a journey to the Congo, but is murdered
by a jealous brother and his body is

riage

with

Unable
hidden
visit

to

in

The

the palace.

with

her

father,

after a
to the

girl,

returns

and falls in love with a young
Frenchman, who discovers the husband’s
body in a secret chamber. The murderer sets fire to the palace and the girl
is rescued from the flames by the young
Frenchman.
palace

Grass
(Released June 21)

This

is

a story of

beasts, herds

human

beings, their

and

flocks.
It is a
of real people in
It
is
thrilling

photo-

combat

drama.
“Grass” is the picture of an exodus into
a promised land.
It affords a vicarious
experience through the sun and wind of
the desert across a deep and swirling
Asiatic river, up a deep and forbidding
mountainside in bleak snow, and through
a craggy pass into a valley of rest and
and plenty where the tents are unfolded
and the portion of the flocks that has
survived is turned loose in the dreamof-grass.

HIGHLIGHTS

— Scenic

beauties.
Dramatic
swirling, rush-

fight of nomads against Nature.
ing river.

A

HIGHLIGHTS — Beauty

wedding.
palace.

The

Secret Spring
(Released

May

24)

A

picture produced on a magnificent
scale which proved a sensation abroad.
It played for six months in Berlin and
for corresponding periods in London and
The cast is headed by
other cities.
Huguette Duflos, who is acclaimed the
most beautiful woman in Paris. Pierre
Benoit wrote the story and Leonce Perret,

who made “Madame Sans Gene,”

directed.

THE STORY— A

melodrama tempered

murder
with

a

mystery
romance

of

star.

Big

Spectacular fireworks display.

Wild automobile

royal
Fire in

race.

SELLING POINTS—Window

display in hard-

ware store with exhibition of all kinds of springs.
Tieup placard reads: “Every kind of a spring to
meet your needs, but you will find “The Secret
.”
Distribute to all homes
Spring’ at the
On cards
a card bearing a small piece of wire.
“Romance in this bit
printed this message:
It is part of
Yes, and drama, too.
of wire?
The Secret Spring which causes the mystery,
thrills and heart gripping situations in the Para.”
mount picture at the

is

Paramount Announces
30

SELLING POINTS — Newspaper teasers:

“Surprising as it may seem, you will wake up
to find Grass on (name of main street) next
week,” “You never saw Grass grow on a busy
street, but keep your eye on Main street next
week.”
Tie up with book stores and libraries
on the book “Grass,” by Merian C. Cooper.
Preview
Cover lobby with real or stage grass.
Distribute small enfor ministers, teachers, etc.
velopes in which there is a bit of grass and a
card reading: “You may think this bit of Grass
In fact, it will
is worthless to you, but it isn’t.
be of real service in reminding you to be sure
the
Rialto
theatre
this
week to see
to attend

Paramount’s ‘Grass’.”

(Released June 7)

smart comedy of society
Pola Negri by Michael Arlen,
sensation of the hour. Arlen
who wrote The Green Hat,
a million copies and which
is now having a successful run on the
Broadway stage. This author has taken
the book, dramatic and social worlds of
America and England by storm.

gay,
written for
the literary
is the man
which sold

THE STORY —The

cleared,

Bessie Love is shown here in a love
scene with Harrison Ford in “The

the

Get stuffed deer if possible, or head and horns
which are usually obtainable in any town. Drawing contest for children. Display in lobby best
drawings or paintings of deer. Book store tieup
on Grey novels.
Capitalize on deer drive and
Grey’s name.

A

villain

is

SELLING POINTS — Forest

graphic record
with nature.

starring Richard Dix,
a favorite with exhibitors and the public.
Gregory La Cava, who is now directing
star
in
“Womanhandled,” will
the
handle the megaphone.
The story for
this new Dix comedy, the supporting
cast for which has not been selected,
was written by Townsend Martin.
fast

when

vindicated

is

York scandal

love with the ranger, buys a ranch and
they are married and live happy ever
afterward.

pear in “The Song and Dance Man.”

lobby as tropical garden.
beach fans to spell the
fan.
Build speed boat

ranger,

forest

New

( Continued

Attractions

from page 85)

others.”

These pictures

will

go to the exhibitor

strengthened by a forceful advertising and
reaching into every
publicity campaign
nook and corner of the United States.
When the exhibitor plays these productions,
the announcement says, he will have a
readymade audience. Already the country
has heard “The Vanishing American,”

“The Wanderer,” “The Grand Duchess and
the Waiter” and others of the next group
These are the
praised in glowing terms.
type the theatre owner will receive to assist him in maintaining steady patronage.”

<<TT

will be evident to all on analysis,”
says the announcement, "that these
pictures (those comprising the new group)
are individual, each one of them big, each
one of them a special in the highest sense
of the term. The releasing in the spring
and summer of pictures that have less in
them of box office power than those released in the fall and winter is a poor
policy.
It belongs to the past.”

.
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1925

19,

A

“What

VERDICTS ON FILMS

Me”

Did For

Picture

the

99

LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR

IN

Copyright, 1925

This

the original exhibitors’ reports department, established October 14, 1916.

is

Beware of cheap, misleading imitations.
“ What the Picture Did for Me” is the one genuine source of

exhibitor-written box office

information.

“What

Address:

Street, Chicago,

EXHIBITORS HERALD, 407

the Picture Did for Me,”

South Dearborn

III.

—W. T. Davis & Son,
— General patronage.

Rialto theatre, Sharon,

reels.

F. B. O.
THE KEEPER OF THE BEES:

Special

Try

I

Good

a knockout.

What more can one

good drawing power.
for?

By

all

means play

A. Zimmerman,
J.
Aurora, Minn.

—

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES:

Special cast—
Made more money on this one than I did on “The
Ten Commandments.” F. B. O. is O. K. They
furnished me a nice set of art paintings and
made no charge for same. I am to play "The
Freshman” soon and Pathe wants $5 for first day
and $2.50 for each day thereafter on the art paintings and 50 per cent of gross receipts.
Bought
“Keeper of the Bees” right. If Pathe and Paramount would give a fellow a chance on these big
pictures they would sell more of them.
Anyone
can make money on the “Keeper of the Bees” if
they will push it. If you can't, you had better
close your house.
Seven reels. C. W. Tipton,
New theatre, Manila, Ark. General patronage.

—

LET’S GO

GALLAGHER:

—

Tom

Tyler

— Same

old story, the head foreman of a girl ranch owner
stealing her cattle and finally abducting her to
that little cabin for the final fight.
(Oh, how
they razz me about seeing that cabin so often.)
In the second reel some beautiful shots are shown
of a speeding passenger train which finally hits
the hand car, and as it passes the camera and on
down the track it turns into a freight train a
quarter of a mile long. Characters, including the
dog, play their parts well.
Five reels. M. J.
Aley, Regent theatre. Eureka, Kan. General pat-

—
Custer — A

ronage.

—

NO MAN’S LAND: Bob
good Western picture. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

IF

Theatre,

—

Jacqueline Logan
nice program offering, not a special, however.
Played this without raising prices. A good clean
picture. Seven reels.
Winton W. Lowery, Strand
theatre, Atmore, Ala.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE TEXAS BEARCAT:

would rather have this kind than a big
special that leaves a bad taste in your mouth.
Six reels. Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre,
Atmore, Ala. Small town patronage.
WALL STREET WHIZ: Richard Talmadge—
This will get by if you have a good many Talmadge fans. Nothing to keep interest up. Five
reels.
Winton W. Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. Small town patronage.
VANITY’S PRICE: Anna Q. Nilsson—Film
good.
Played Saturday.
Rating 85 per cent.
Copyright 1924. Anna Nilsson a good emphasized
actress.
Her pictures are full of pity, love and
unhappiness. Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
General patronage.
I

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

RIDIN’ THE WIND: Fred Thomson Certainly
drew them in and, from all comments I could
hear, it must have pleased exceptionally well.
Six

reels.-

Kans.

—S.

— Small

G. Ihde. Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

THE CLOUD RIDER: A1 Wilson—These are
good stunt pictures and have lots of action for
our small town audiences.
Will sure please in
small towns. Five reels. P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—
—

RIDING

THE

WIND:

Fred

Thomson—AH

Thomson

pictures well liked here.
This one was
not as good as some of his others but it was
pretty well received at that. Five reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.
General
patronage.

—
—

—

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary

Carr

Truly a wonderful picture. Can’t say too much
for this picture. Audience appeal excellent. Print
new. F. B. O. Gold Bond special. Eight reels.
Robert W. Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D.
-

Carr

one we have played of this star and if the rest
are as good we’ll be satisfied.
Everybody remarked about the new star. This boy had the
story and the pep both in this one.
Let’s have

THREE WISE CROOKS:

Evelyn Brent

—Eve-

lyn Brent’s pictures always are good and every
one likes them. Played Wednesday. Rating 90
per cent. Six reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre,
Verndale, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

THREE WISE CROOKS.

—A nice

Evelyn Brent
program offering with a good moral, and

believe

—This

our

is

A

—
—

Richard Talmadge—
good Chinese picture with some little action
and a fair story. Five reels. W. J. Shoup, De
Luxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town patfairly

—Played

—
—

HIGH AND HANDSOME:

more

like

it.

Six

Lefty

Flynn—First

:

— Played

PARISIAN NIGHTS:

Special cast

this

to big crowds.
A dandy picture if your
fans like the Paris underworld pictures. This will
please 100 per cent.
Seven reels. Winton W.
Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. Small town
patronage.

two days

PARISIAN NIGHTS:

Special

—
—
cast— Played

this

on Sunday and gave good satisfaction.
Lots of
action in this. Seven reels. G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre. Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—

SMOOTH AS SATIN:
tle

crook

audience.

—

Evelyn Brent— Nice litSaturday night

story that pleased a
Six reels. G. Gartner,

Halfway, Mich.

—
— General

Halfway

theatre.

patronage.

THE WILD BULL’S LAIR:

Fred Thomson—
good Thomson picture. Would have made some
weather
if
had been good, but at that if I
hadn’t had a Thomson would have lost money.
Six reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont,
Iowa. Small town patronage.

money

—

—

MIDNIGHT MOLLY:

— G. Gartner, Halfway
—General patronage.
Yakima Canutt—About the

average Western, but at least once every reel there
is some scene that disgusts one so much that you
feel that it spoils the whole picture.
Nothing bad
about the picture, only these scenes are so unreasonable that they are certainly the bunk.
FivS

Evelyn Brent— This

is

Evelyn Brent takes a dual role and porgood.
trays it well.
Photography in this good. Book
it.
Six reels. P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton,
Ont., Canada. Small town patronage.

—
—

ALIAS MARY FLINN:

Evelyn Brent— A dandy

crook drama. Better than lots of specials.
acting and clean.
Keep up the good work,
lyn, keep pep in your pictures and away
the mushy stuff, as the people don’t want it.
reels.
J. J. Sarah, Sarah theatre. Canon
General patronage.
Colo.

—
—

ture

Strongheart

—Poorest

dog

Good
Eve-

from
Six
City,

pic-

we ever saw and had many adverse com-

—

ments. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
General patronage.

—

THE BANDIT’S BABY:

Fred

Thomson— Thom-

makes me money every time.
The horse.
Silver King, is a wonder, and I can say he does
son

stuff in this picture.
My patrons are wild
about him. The baby helps in this picture. Five
Robert W. Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton,
General patronage.
S. D.

his

reels.

reels.

theatre. Halfway, Mich.

SCAR HANAN

—
—

ronage.

WHITE FANG:

DRUSILLA WITH A MILLION: Mary

IF MARRIAGE FAILS:
Jacqueline Logan
This one failed to get them or please those that
came. I do not consider this a small town picture.
Seven reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.
General patronage.

—
—

Yakima Canutt

of this star.
If all his others draw as well
we’ll sure be tickled to death.
Western with
a little different story, good riding, and the hero
turns out to be real good looking near the last,
which pleases the females.
Five reels. P. G.
Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small

General patronage.

two days to good business but the
weather was a bit bad. The picture should please
anywhere.
Seven reels. G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre, Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—

SCAR HANAN:
first

A

town patronage.

Bob Custer—We got
many favorable comments on this Western picture
from the ladies. Plenty of horseback riding and
smoking guns. Five reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—

TEARING THROUGH:

me

—

MARRIAGE FAILS:

—

HANAN

SCAR
:
Yakima Canutt If your patrons want action pictures give them this, as it
has plenty of action.
Horseback riding with a
good story.
Five reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

town patronage.

ask

and don’t be afraid to
Hoffman, Plainview theatre,

—

Rex

it

on it. J. J.
Plainview, Neb. General patronage.
step

can be reading your
paper within a few days

again.

Special cast—
picture, good cast and

—
—

it.

trust that I

valuable

—

SCAR HANAN
Yakima Canutt Very good
Western which was enjoyed by those who saw
Five reels. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
:

It?

Record.”

THE KEEPER OF THE BEES:
is

Do Without

to

Enclosed please find my check for
I’ve
subscription to the “Herald.”
gotten along without it as long as I
possibly could, so rush me a copy at
once, and your latest “Box Office

—
—

This

Why

Yes, Certainly, But

cast—

if you want to put on a show that they
almost tear your doors down to get in and
see, buy this one.
The greatest box office draw
of the season. McCall’s Magazine must be widely
circulated, as I had dozens of patrons tell me
that they had read the story in this magazine and
wanted to see the picture. I spent less than onethird for advertising this subject than I did for
“The Freshman” and this outdrew “The Freshman.” Entire house sold out ten minutes before
the show started.
It is not a big picture but it
will please most of them.
Seven reels. H. J.
Eagan, American theatre, Wautoma, Wis. Small
town patronage.

Boys,

will

Wis.

—
—

SILK STOCKING SAL: Evelyn Brent—This is
we have played of this star and she sure

the first

Her pictures are real good entertainment.
crook picture. Good for small town patronage
like ours.
Story light, but our average patron
finds it heavy enough.
Six reels. P. G. Ladd,
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town
patronage.
pleased.

A

—

—
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RUNNING RECORD

of the theatre business during the past sixteen weeks, based upon exhibitors’
statements to this paper. Fluctuating line indicates national box office condition, affording
interesting comparison with local records.

box

office

— P. G.
— Small

Richard Talmadge—
JIMMIE’S MILLIONS:
Played “Jimmie’s Millions” and "Drag Harlen”
with W. Farnum from Fox as a double feature
bill and it made a bill that’s hard to duplicate.
It was a wow and they stopped long enough to

Five reels.
out of their pockets for us.
Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
town patronage.

Six reels. G. Gartner, Halfway
General patronage.
theatre, Halfway, Mich.
THE AIR HAWK: A1 Wilson These airplane
Lots of action,
pictures sure please our bunch.
pep and humor and a good story. F. B. O. have
some dandy pictures for “us little fellows.” Five
reels.
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont.,
Canada. Small town patronage.

Would advise any brother small town exit.
Not too “sobby.” Seven
hibitors to book it.

tell

us,

—

too.

—

—

—

—

A DANGEROUS FLIRT:

Evelyn

—
—

—No

Brent

E. J. Reybusiness, not much else. Five reels.
General patnolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.

ronage.

THE FIGHTING SAP:

Thomson—Fred

Fred

Thomson and Silver King made a hit here. Now
they are asking for his next one. This town has
been asleep as far as movies are concerned but
with a few Thomsons, Jones and Careys, they are
beginning to get interested. Five reels. Gunther
& Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

Richard Talmadge We find these
Talmadge pictures go over good, especially at the
end of the week. Just enough story to get over,
but the action more than makes up for any weak

LET’S GO

:

Would advise
spots in story.
hibitors to book this. Six reels.theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.

small

town ex-

.G.

Ladd, Star

—P

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

IN FAST COMPANY:

Richard Talmadge— Talmadge pictures go here. We have played several
now and are well pleased with them. Six reels.
P. G. Ladd. Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.
THE MASK OF LOPEZ Fred Thomson This
sure proved a good business getter. Thomson sure
brings them in here. He is a real star with my
audience and the work of the horse. Silver King,
Many of my patrons say horse is
is wonderful.
much better than Mix’s horse, Tony, and that
Thomson is as good a Western star, so Tom better
spruce up or Fred will take his place. Give me
more of this kind of pictures for my box office
Five reels. P. G. Ladd,
as well as my audience.
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town

—

—

—

:

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM:
A

good picture, although a

ON THE STROKE OF THREE:

cast—
Drew good and
Special

Well pleased with this picture.
Advertising good. Not misleading like
pleased.
some.
Seven reels. P. G. Ladd, Star theatre,
Small town patronage.
Clinton, Ont., Canada.

—
—

THE GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST:

—

Special

The book is
cast This did good business for us.
well known and after we did get them in the
Six
picture pleased, so what more can you ask ?
reels.
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont.,

—

Canada.

— Small town

—P. G. Ladd, Star theatre,
Canada. — Small town patronage.
THE MAILMAN

:

THE SILENT STRANGER:

Fred

Thomson-

better story than
others, but forget about stories, just put Fred
Mix isn’t in it in
Thomson’s name outside.
drawing power. Freddie sure lures the quarters
little

in

cast—

Ont.,

picture
a good audi-

—
—

First National
THE BEAUTIFUL CITY:

Richard Barthelmess
has staged a real comeback in this splenPoor
Best since “Tol’able David.”
did picture.
first day, but Oh! Man! the second day helped
us pay the taxes. E. L. Wharton, Orpheum theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Glasgow, Mont.

—

—

Colleen Moore The poorest
one this star ever made. However, not her fault.
No story, no direction.
This one has nothing.
First time I had walkouts on Colleen. Seven reels.

—

J.

E. Draginis,

Grand

theatre,

Yoakum, Tex.

General patronage.

—

THE LIVE WIRE:

Johnnie Hines Good comPlenty of action. Audience liked it. Eight
edy.
Will H. Eddy, Empress theatre, Indianola,
reels.
General patronage.
la.
WHAT FOOLS MEN: Lewis Stone Played
this one to good business and pleased most all

—

better picture,
the first five reels had been
Eight reels. M. J. Aley, Regent
if

Kan.

—
— General

THE HALF WAY GIRL:
real

good program picture.

any

bill.

Drew

A

patronage.

Kenyon—

Doris

Good enough

—

—

to

fit

long but carries
action and suspense well.
Eight reels. H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.
Small town
patronage.
good.

little

—

WAY

THE HALF
GIRL: Doris Kenyon— This
picture went over with a bang.
It may be because our theatre and village is called Halfway.
But at any rate play it and step on it. It will
ring at the box office and Boy, it’s a picture with
a wallop that’s hard to beat, and you can buy it
right.
Eight reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—
—

HER SISTER FROM PARIS:
madge

Constance Talyou have scored a real hit in this
The best we have ever had from this won-

— Connie,

one.
derful girl star,
city houses

— Dick

WE MODERNS:

Would have been a

—

— This

has everything that’s needed to make
Humor, pathos and action. The
ence picture.
U. S. dreadnaughts and airplanes help the interscenes
of the firing of the guns and
The
est.
the sinking of the rum running yacht are very
The subtitles are good and the story is
good.
good.
We would advise anybody who has not
played it to do so. Especially our brother small
town exhibitors. Seven reels. P. G. Ladd, Star
Small town pattheatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
ronage.

—

it.

less tiresome,

cut to four.
theatre. Eureka,

playing

Clinton,

Ralph Lewis

and

was the general opinion

of capa-

during the run of this comedy knocktheatre, Glasgow,

— E. L. Wharton, Orpheum
Mont. — General patronage.

out.

HER SISTER FROM PARIS:
madge

Constance Tal-

—

This one is excellent.
Best one yet of
Constance.
It’s not too spicy for small town.
Boost it big. You can’t go wrong.
Seven reels.
J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex.
General patronage.

—

—

SOUL FIRE: Richard Barthelmess Absolutely
nothing to it. Why don’t Dick snap out of it and
make something. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
General patronage.

—

—

—
—

Colleen Moore A very satisfactory
picture.
Star great.
Satisfied them all.
If you
haven’t played it, get it. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

SALLY

:

WANT MY MAN

I

ture

:

—

—

Doris Kenyon

went over pretty good.

—This

pic-

well liked
G. Gartner, Halfway theatre.
Sills

is

Seven reels.
Halfway, Mich. General patronage.
here.

LLS EA1IS
iiit.

lislB

a
i—i

—

l

—

THE LOST WORLD:

Special cast

— First

night

Second rained, but not bad, but
had to charge 50c and every one howled. Just
broke even.
Nine reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand
to fair business.

theatre,

IN

Yoakum, Tex.

—
— General

EVERY WOMAN’S

patronage.

LIFE:

Special cast—
Spoiled with suggestive scenes.
Not up to First National standard for clean pictures.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

A

good picture.

—

ville,

Mich.

— General

patronage.

IN EVERY WOMAN’S LIFE:

Special

cast—

Eight
Old but mighty good and priced right.
George Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka,
Okla. Small town patronage.

reels.

—
—

EVERY WOMAN’S

LIFE:

Special cast—
audience. Too long
drawn out. Not enough action. Too much love
making and long posing scenes. When the race
was taking place instead of showing it they show
scenes of man in bed and after race, as lady tells
of it, only a few short views are given of it. Not

IN

This picture did not please

patronage.

Some Thomsons have a

late

reels.

—
—

patronage.

little

Special

who saw

my

—A
December

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

19,

—
—
.

We

Moore— Col-

Colleen

leen made another knockout.
Not as good as
“Sally,” perhaps, but the picture pleased everybody
and judging by the crowds we had all Sunday
they didn’t care what the story was.
Colleen
was on and that was enough. Seven reels. G.
Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich. General patronage.

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:

George

—

Billings—

splendid picture that pleased all who saw it but
for some reason failed to draw.
I
advertised
heavy and expected a large crowd but only had
an average turnout. Ten reels. Jos. W. Springer,
Strand theatre, Elizabethtown, Ind. Small town
patronage.

—

ABRAHAM LINCOLN:
here

George Billings— Ah.

Received

a picture.

is

—

many compliments on

The portrayals of the various characters

it.

historic fame, especially Lincoln by George
ings, were excellent.
Ten reels. Horn &
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small

—

—
Coogan — Plus.

patronage.

CIRCUS DAYS:

of

Bill-

Mortown

Jackie
Good
crowd well pleased.
Film fair.
Made money.
“Five reels. H. B. Osborn, Community theatre,
Mount Hope, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

when

prime.

—

Six reels. Clyde Allen,
Antwerp, N. Y. Small town pat-

in

their
Casino theatre,

—

ronage.

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND:

Syd Chaplin

—Enjoyed by all who saw it. One of the best
comedy dramas we have played for a long time.
Consider it a good bet, even if it is an old one.

-

Seven

—R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre,
Neb. — Small town patronage.

reels.

paraiso,

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND:

Special cast—
of the best feature comedies we have ever
played.
A number of our patrons said the best.
Seven reels. Tom Foster, Star theatre, Stanley,
Wis. Small town patronage.

—

—

HER TEMPORARY HUSBAND:

Special

cast—

This is a real good picture. Kept my audience in
an uproar from start to finish. Full of pep and
comedy. Syd Chaplin is wonderful and his comedy
touches are the life of the picture.
Not a slow
moment from first reel to finish. A good buy for
any house where patronage likes comedy and a
good story with fine acting. Seven reels. P. G.
Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small
town patronage.

—
—

—

PAINTED PEOPLE:

Colleen Moore Good picbut a rotten night.
Didn’t do
enough business to pay the express both ways on
the film, but that wasn’t the fault of Colleen.
She did her darndest.
Six reels. Clyde Aller #
Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. Small town patronage.

Good

ture.

star,

—

—

HUSBANDS AND LOVERS:
Good
reels.

Pleased

picture.

— Edgar

Doucette, Tex.

Special
but a very few.

cast

all
Eight
Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre,
Small town patronage.

L.

—

LEARNING TO LOVE:

Mont.

Kalispell,

—

HEARTS AND SPURS:

GO WEST:

WINNER TAKE ALL:

La-

— Buck

is

sure a winner in this one, both at the box office
and on the screen. Book him and boost him in
this one.
Six reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

—

—

DAUGHTERS OF THE NIGHT:

— The

best

tract.

A

Special

cast

picture from Fox yet, on this convery good story
and
well.
acted
Pleased all but very few.
Seven reels. Elmer
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite, Nev. General
patronage.

—
—

THE DESERT OUTLAW:
Buck Jones that pleased

Monday

ence on

a

Buck Jones— A
good

average

You can play a

night.

real
audi-

picture

night and it will make
good for you.
Especially good for small towns.
Six reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

on

this

like

—

Saturday

—

THE LUCKY HORSESHOE:

Tom Mix—This
me. When I ad-

one did not go over good for

Mix they come

vertise

the

all

feet of

Western

to see fast action

way through. This one has about 3,000
costume stuff and is rather draggy. Five
H. M. Retz, Strand
Lamont,
theatre,
Small town patronage.

—
Iowa. —
reels.

—
Keaton —

Buster

come up

can’t

it

“Go West” has

—

Buck Jones

— General

lots

patronage.

LIGHTS OF OLD BROADWAY: Marion

Davies
good comedy-drama which kept those who
came chuckling through the entire show.
We
spent considerable effort and some jack trying

—A

them in, but the public here doss not care
for these old-time pictures, and as usual let it
be known by being absent. Seven reels. M. & J.
Aley,
Regent theatre, Eureka, Kan. General
to get

—
—

patronage.

THE MERRY WIDOW:
done.

—
—

—
—

THE MYSTIC: Aileen Pringle Fairly interesting and several remarked that it was a good
show. Story of a fake spiritualist. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET: Anita
—A good big picture. Gave satisfaction.

Stewart

— Bert

Family theatre, Greenville,

Silver

Silver,

—General patronage.
NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL
Stewart —Now you talk about
Mich.

you say a real one, you say it all, in a mouthIt is certainly a real one and I can cheerit will please them.
If you can’t make
money with it, you better lock up. Step on it,
will stand all you can give it, and it will
it
satisfy.
All I can say is, it is a go-getter for
me. If Paramount had one like this they’d road
ful.

fully say

show

—

Peterson. Cozy-Folly
patronage.

A.

G.
Okla.

it.

theatres,

— General

said.

— G.

lis,

Okla.

Peterson, Cozy-Folly
patronage.

A.

SUN UP:

—

cast With one exception
The story, acting, direction
and scenery are A-l. But there is one scene that

Special

fine

show.

isn’t just hot,
Minich, Electric
eral patronage.

theatre,

a

question

—

or

—
—

—

ROMOLA:

Special cast Best picture the Gish
in.
Better than "The White
Sister.”
Wonderful and some real direction.
Played it three nights and was well pleased with
results.
Ten reels and every foot is interesting.
Cozy-Folly theatres, Hollis,
G. A. Peterson,
Okla. General patronage.

ever

girls

played

—

failed to draw.

Riviera theatre,

Anderson, Ind.

—

my

—

—

THE WHEEL:

Harrison Ford One of Fox’s
new John Golden unit. It is a good picture much
better than his last year’s specials, but didn’t
draw me any money. Eight reels. H. M. Retz,
Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE IRON HORSE:

Special cast

—A

very good

and educational picture. Just fair at the
box office here. Not very entertaining. Some people have got a lot of nerve to class this with “The
Covered Wagon.” Eleven reels. Carl E. Anderhistorical

—

Van Noy,

— General

Norma

:

Didn’t
entertaining picture.
extra business.
Seven reels.

Electric

patron-

theatre,

Chillicothe,

Mo.

Shearer

seem

to

—
get

— Sam Minich,
— General pat-

ronage.

CHU CHIN CHOW

&

Sport Watch
men and women

Business

Hoffman, Plainview

town. Rotten business.
Pretty weather, in good season.
Failed to
register even rental.— W. H. Hall, Gem theatre,
Memphis, Tex. General patronage.
in

Davies-

Marion

—Harry

Good picture but

any

theatre, Plainview,

mean anything

Mo.

Special cast Fine withdoubt, but why don’t Metro
Big Westerns
make more outdoor pictures ?
They seem to be getting the money in million
dollar theatres and I know they will for me
and many other exhibitors. W. H. Hall, The
Gem theatre, Memphis, Tex. General paronage.

nice

Fox super
any money on it, it’s a picture that can be run
in any house at any time, especially suitable for

THE FOOL:

— Sam
— Gen-

reels.

Chillicothe,

age.

Edmund Lowe—The best of the
specials.
Although we did not make

don’t

Seven

vulgar.

it’s

ZANDER THE GREAT:

Christmas Special

—

Neb.— General patronage.
Edmund Lowe Stage successes

Hol-

theatres,

— General

this is a

—

THE FOOL:

J.

got

one,

this

SLAVE OF FASHION

J.

Anita

they’ve

and what’s more it’s a real
one.
More power. Ending was not what they
wanted, yet it satisfied and that’s enough
all
in

'!

THE MIDSHIPMAN: Ramon Novarro— When

Fox

—

MEET:

stars,

them

PRETTY LADIES:

Played to good business.
quite as good as “Her Sister from Paris.”
Appeal 80 per cent.
Seven reels. J. E. Draginis,
Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

a Christmas showing.

Murray—Very

Mae

Audience

raved over acting
of John Gilbert, but didn’t even mention Mae
Murray, which proves she is not liked here.
Title and photos helped to draw ’em in.
Ten
reels.
W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen,
Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
beautifully

out

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Hollis,

Novarro

It is a good picto "The Navigator.”
of excitement in it but it’s
no use to say anything about it or for it.
It
can’t come up to "The Navigator.”
Seven reels.
G. B. Spaulding, Idle Hour theatre, Owen,

but

ture,

Buck Jones— A real
please Western fans.

—
—

Raymond

:

—

— General

good Jones picture that will
Five reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre,
mont, Iowa. Small town patronge.

Constance Talmadge
Everyone pleased. Not

—

theatre,

MIDSHIPMAN

very good.
Will give excellent satisfaction.
Requires additional advertising to put it
over to good business. H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre. Chandler, Okla. Small town patronage.

THE IRON HORSE: Special cast—Would no
doubt have broken house record if we had not had
one day of wind and rain.
Patrons very well
Picture will back up any advertising
pleased.
program at an advance admission. H. F. McGovern, Majestic theatre, Findlay, O. General
patronage.

Val-

One

THE
Very,

Wis.
Liberty
patronage.

—

CIRCUS DAYS: Jackie Coogan Played this
Thanksgiving to an appreciative audience. Film
not in too good condition, although it got by.
Too bad us small town guys can’t get such pictures

—
—

—
son.

Novarro—

wrong on. Novarro sure does his stuff in this
one.
Seven reels. G. B. Spaulding, Idle Hour
theatre, Owen, Wis.
General patronage.

Enclosed please find check for
which you will enter my subscription
to your wide-awake trade journal. Also
enter my name on your House Organ
Exchange list. I would be glad to
mail my program to fellow exhibitors.
In closing I might say yours is the
only national trade paper that I
think enough of to pay for.
Best
of
luck.
Jack O’Rourke,
Laurel Theatre, Laurel Springs, N. J.

—

THE DESERT FLOWER:

Ramon

wonderful picture, very interesting. Lots of excitement and should be pushed hard.
This is
one picture that the exhibitor can’t possibly go

Wasn’t Worth Money
Wouldn’t Sell It

If It

Strongheart— A very

excellent “dog” picture, in fact it was doggone
good, from an animal point of view. Seven reels.
Giaeoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

MIDSHIPMAN:

THE

a business getter. Lost money on it. Seven reels.
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

THE LOVE MASTER:

101

for

that ought to get
story of Arabian

STERLING SILVER, new tonneau shape,
sets
flat
on the wrist.
LUMINOUS
DIAL, suede leather strap, FINE

WORKS— Excellent

JEWELED
keeper.

Made

watch

can

$15.00,

money

ders

be

to

sell

for $18.00.

timeIf this

duplicated for less than
will be refunded.
Mail or-

filled.

Extra Special $8.75

0emiett
429 Fifth Ave.
2d Floor
Bet. 38 and 39 Sts.

(QtOT.
175

Broadway

2d Floor

=

Near Cortland

=CATALOGUE ON

REQUEST

St.

:

them

Betty

Blythe

—A

picture

in just for a change.

A

Good entertainment
and very elaborate. They spent some money on
this one.
Will please if you only get them in.
Seven reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clif-

—

ton Heights, Pa.

Nights.

— General

patronage.

THE WIFE OF THE CENTAUR:

— Forty

per

;

other fifty
scenes and
the rest of
town people
ture.
Yes,

Seven reels.
Wis. Small

—

Special cast
cent mush, ten per cent filth
the
per cent is composed of beautiful
the construction of a moral to get
the feature by the censors.
Small
are too clean for this style of feashow it if you wish to get in bad.
Tom Foster, Star theatre. Stanley,
town patronage.

—

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED:

— Fair

Norma Shearer

— E. Reynolds, Lib— General patronage.

show. No business.
erty theatre, Pasco, Wash.

J.
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HE WHO GETS SLAPPED:

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

Something different than the average run. Didn’t
go big, but patrons well pleased and acting of
Lon Chaney up to his standard. Metro-Goldwyn
has a nice line of pictures this year and the
Omaha office is pleasant to deal with. Henry, the
booker, is a prince and will meet you half way
with your booking trouble.
The whole force is
be commended.
Seven reels. Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb.
Small town

—

Doctor Jack can cure the blues
his tonic called “amuse”;
He cheers the sick and makes ’em

And

Small town patronage.

CHEAPER TO MARRY:
many good comments on
Photoplay

Ihde,

Lewis
Seven

it.

Stone—Had
Kan.

TESS OF THE D’URBERVILLES
Sweet—Just a picture. No business.
Liberty
patronage.

theatre,

Blanche
E. J. ReyWash. General

Pasco,

WINE OF YOUTH:

S.

YOLANDA:

—

:
Bebe Daniels We like
where credit is due. Here is a real
comedy-drama and Bebe is right in the
middle of her glory in this kind of pictures. More
power to her. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty thea-

to give credit

little

—

—

—P.

—

an

E.

Anderson,

—General

Liberty
patronage.

theatre,

Kalispell,

HE S A PRINCE: Raymond Griffith Wo have
always liked Raymond Griffith’s work in support,
but this picture did not seem well received by
our patrons. Whether it was the costuming, or
what, we are at a loss to understand, but certainly Raymond is not going very far if he a'
lows them to put him into costume comedy. The
rural American public seems to have an ingrained dislike for pictures with royal or costume
settings, and that goes for this one.
I had “The
Best People” for Wednesday night, the day before Thanksgiving, and had I seen the two
of
them screened, “The Best People” would have
been the picture for tonight and not “He’s A
Prince.
Griffith would be best in a straight
comedy role without the trimmings of a costume picture. A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

—

LOVERS IN QUARANTINE:
One

Bebe Daniels-

of the best comedy features our folks have
seen in a long time. Miss Daniels should receive

—

reels.

—Holt & Dick, Palace
— General patronage.

Clifton Heights, Pa.

—
—

Richard

Dix—A

De

Mille that failed to score at the box office. Even
the name of Richard Dix did not help matters.
Story, one brother takes the blame of other
brother and gets sent to jail.
Been done before,
nothing new. Will get past for one night. Seven
reels.
Holt &
Dick,
Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF: Thomas

—

Meighan Poorest Meighan to date. Why don’t
they give him some real pictures ?
He is slipping terribly here. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty
theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
General patronage.

—

—

THE TROUBLE WITH WIVES:
A

Special

cast—

domestic drama.
Fair appeal, not much for
suburban town.
Did not get average business
here.
Did not blame them.
Nothing to rave
about. Will get over for one night.
Seven reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,
Pa. General patronage.

—

•

—

THE GOOSE HANGS HIGH:

James Cruze—

This is a wonderful home picture and will please
everyone, but what does the title mean ?
It
didn’t mean much to our patrons.
Not the fault
of the picture, however. C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre, Greensburg, Kan.
General patron-

—

age.

—

Jack Holt—Good West-

lots

—

—

ronage.

—

WILD HORSE MESA: Jack Holt When you
pack your house following an afternoon
snowstorm you can bank that your patronage are
sold on the picture and will make every effort
to get there.
That’s what we did on “Wild
Horse Mesa,” and we didn’t tell them it was a
million dollar picture, either.
Check up another
for Zane Grey and Paramount.
Seven reels.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.
can

—

A SON OF HIS FATHER:

Warner Baxter—

A dandy good picture and one that any small
town will make money on. Seven reels. —
George Marlow,
Washington theatre, Atoka,

—A

just about got over without

kicks,

Seven

—

of action.
Not as good as they
claim and the price is too high, as it is no better than other Zane Greys at less than half price.
It will go good if you don’t pay too much for it.
Eight reels. George H. Miller and R. P. Ross,
Community theatre. Surprise, Neb. Country pat-

with

Okla.

Bebe Daniels

:

MEN AND WOMEN:

James Cruz^-Not
“The Covered Wagon,” as Paramount claimed it would be. However, good picture and will do some business if bought right.

D.

Pola Negri—To
quote a better judge, “the best thing about the
Famous Forty is that there are only three Pola
Negri’s in the group.” E. L. Wharton, Orpheum
theatre, Glasgow, Mont.
General patronage.

patronage.

THE PONY EXPRESS:

S.

FLOWER OF THE NIGHT:

—

half as good as

Parker,

Special cast— Just
program picture that did not get

No

in.

excitement.
theatre,

James Cruze Very
Will please about 95 per cent. Step on it
you will send them home fully satisfied.
Eight reels. J. E. Draginis,
Grand theatre,

Mont.

theatre,

—

average

them

—

—Carl

T.

S.

ARE PARENTS PEOPLE?

Beery and Torrence run away with the show. In
some respects better than “The Covered Wagon.”
Paramount, on Western pictures, is still Paramount.
We made some money. Ten reels.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
General patronage.

—
— General

Estee,

very
good comedy-drama.
Bebe very good.
Pleased
on Monday.
Patrons liked this one.
Seven
reels.
Holt & Dick,
Palace
theatre,
Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

James Cruze—Great

THE PONY EXPRESS:

G.

WILD, WILD SUSAN

patronage.

Yoakum, Tex.

—

ern,

patronage.

Small town patronage.

original production of this name.
Nothing to it.
L. Wharton, Orpheum
theatre,
Glasgow,

and

— General

—

—
—

good.

Mont.

Kalispell,

WILD, WILD SUSAN : Bebe Daniels Clever
comedy-drama that drew and pleased. Six reels.

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE: Douglas McLean — A reissue, or rather, a poor take-off on the

—General

—

WILD, WILD SUSAN

—

THE PONY EXPRESS:

—

—

Seven reels. Clark & Edwards,
Palace theatre, Ashland, O. General patronage.

Mont.

—

Florence Vidor Ran this on
Saturday night. Drew big business and pleased.
It’s a good, clean entertainment.
Lots of laughs.
Helen Jerome Eddy shares the honors with Miss
Vidor.
Small town exhibitors, grab this one.
Six reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

tre,

—E.

this,

MARRY ME:

—

free.

Jack Holt— This type
Westerns can’t be beat. Paramount certainly
putting them out good this season. Good business two nights.
Eight reels. Holt & Dick.
Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights,
Pa. General
patronage.
is

—

Gloria Swanson Best small
town picture she ever made. All comedy. But
couldn’t make any money, and couldn’t make
money on her if we were given the film absolutely

WILD HORSE MESA:

WILD HORSE MESA:

Second and third days
not so good. First part, the most gorgeous color
photography ever put on film it is something to
dream about in the main story Gloria clowns
the equal of a Chaplin and gets lots of laughs.
Many of the Gloria fans thought it beneath her
dignity to play such a part. Parts of the picture
were made here, which accounted for a great
deal of its drawing power.
On the whole a be'
ter than usual Swanson.
Ben L. Morris, Temple
theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

Swanson-

of

her outstanding triumph.
Exhibition value just right. Buy it and talk out
loud.
E. L. Wharton, Orpheum theatre, Glasgow,
Mont. General patronage.

man” and “The Wagon.”

Gloria

—
—

— We

mention in

special

—

—

Of “Harold Lloyd—World’s Doctor.”
Philip Rand, Rex Theatre, Salmon,

—

—

—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

are late in playing this,
but old wine is the best. This made a
great hit with our patrons. P. R.

STAGE STRUCK: Gloria Swanson This picture takes our house record for one night for all
time, topping high on “Commandments,” “Fresh-

STAGE STRUCK:

—

Glorious Gloria, as they call her, is about at the
end of her rope. Hope we don’t have to buy her
pictures any more.
This is about the poorest of
her last three or four. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty
theatre, Kalispell, Mont.
General patronage.

P. S.

Paramount

—

Gloria Swanson—
as a special.
Gloria failed
to make good in this one.
She is not the drawing card here at the price Paramount asks for her
pictures.
Seven reels. George Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla. Small town pat-

Idaho.

Davies -A
dandy fine
picture, well put over with the exception of being too many reels. Ten reels. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

THE COAST OF FOLLY:

program picture rated

name

—

Marion

—
—

ronage.

—One

of the jazziest of jazz pictures I have ever used.
I advertised the jazz part of it and did a good
business.
Seven reels. S. G. Ihde, Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—
—

:
Gloria Swanson
Gloria always gives us a fair average business.
Patrons were pleased with this one. Good average picture for either large or small theatre.
Seven reels. Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

I

—

Eleanor Boardman

THE COAST OF FOLLY

think that man who makes us young
E’en for a night, should be among
The greatest in the Hall of Fame,
And way up high should blaze the

:

—

nolds,

— G.
—Small

reels.

Ashland,

theatre,

town patronage.

—

the youngsters yell like sin.

all

That hole within the old cash-box
He also mends; and oh, the flocks
Of forgotten faces, now in sight.
And happy smiles and steps so light
And lines of cabs and coaches.
’Tis funny how one single man
Can cheer the people as he can
And cause the good old blood to flow.
Relieve the Earth of care and woe
From Iceland down to Bokdor.

better see before you show.
Six
Foster, Star theatre, Stanley, Wis.

strict,

—Tom

—

Whenever he approaches.

BARRIERS: Special cast Outside
of a scene or two that would be best left out,
this feature gave satisfaction.
If your town is
very

including “The Ten Commandments.” Heard many
other favorable comments.
Six reels. George H.
Miller & R. P. Ross, Community theatre. Surprise, Neb.
Country patronage.

grin.

—

BROKEN

good clean picture.
Everyone well pleased.
Did not see the picture, but George H. Miller,
who ran the show here for years, says it is the
best picture ever run in the theatre here, even

With

—

1925

19,

James Cruze—

A

Doctor Jack

patronage.

reels.

December

Chaney—

Lon

—General

patronage.

A SON OF HIS FATHER:
Our biggest business

since

Warner Baxter—

“The Ten Command-

ments.” Did a greater business on this picture
than “The Freshman.”
The so-called National
Guide to Motion Pictures says this picture was
one of the dullest on record.
In other words.
Photoplay Magazine (for December) has listed
this production as one on which to save your
time.
Who are these birds that can sit in their
swivel chairs and advise the public what to see
and what not? I hope none of our exhibitor
friends will accept this magazine as a guide.
Had we read the report in Photoplay before buying the picture we might have been tempted to
lay off, but on the contrary we read favorable
reports in Exhibitors Herald and made some real
money. Pleased our patrons and they stopped on
their way out to tell us so.
Thanks to the
Herald for their service. We have no room on
our desk for such so-called guides as “Photoplay.”

Seven

reels.

—Gunther & Metzger, Palace
— Small town patronage.

theatre,

Syracuse, Neb.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holte-While

price is high for a small town, we had two good
nights and the picture was well received and
favorable comments.
In excellent physical condition.
Seven reels. M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,

Kan.

— Small

—

town patronage.

THE THUNDERING HERD:

Jack Holt— Made
padded a lot to get
footage.
driving.
A pretty good
Western but not worth the money they ask for
Too long, as any show with eight reals is.
it.
Paramount overdoing the so-called super-specials
of a Western type.
Eight reels. H. B. Wilcox,
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small town patus a

money but
Some wild

little

it’s

—
—

ronage.

THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN:

—

Percy

Marmont An excellent picture ; price right
pleased 90 per cent. Made some money.
But
and step on the advertising.
Eight reels.
George Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka, Okla.
Small town patronage.
i

—

—A

—

;,

December
THE SWAN

19,

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

—My

Special cast

We

A

fast moving crook comedy. Nothing big, but a
good program picture. A dizzy ride to the Mexican border and back again with all of the motorSome
cycles on the Pacific Coast in pursuit.
Seven reels. S. I.
ride, if you don’t get seasick.
Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi. General patron-

—

—

Raymond

—

THE TOP OF THE WORLD: Special cast—
business.
Fair show. E. J. Reynolds,
Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General patronage.

town patronage.

PATHS TO PARADISE: Raymond

A

—

patronage.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil

— Brought

De

B.

people in who never came to any
show before for me. Paramount got the money.
I didn’t gain anything by running it, but think
they got too much of the receipts. Eleven reels.
C. W. Tipton, New Theatre, Manila, Ark.
General patronage.
Mille

—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:

Cecil

—Absolutely

De

B.

the best picture we have eveV
shown, and the biggest money-maker. Broke all
house records in gross receipts, paid admissions
and day’s run and pleased 100 per cent. Advertised heavily and stacked them in three days.
Had tie-up with schools in rural districts, which
This picture should be
got us lots of business.
played by every exhibitor, as it will do your
house more good than any picture on the market.
You owe it to your patrons to show them this
one and they will thank you for it, as it is more
Mille

Play it if you just
powerful than any sermon.
break even. E. F. Ingram, Ingram’s theatre,
Ashland, Ala. Small town patronage.

—
—

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS:
Mille

—All

they claim

it

to

be.

Some chance

Cecil

Pleased

Be De
all.

I

They
know what they are doing. Fair weather and
everything just right, and the proceeds were
within $10 of what percentage would have been.
Eleven reels. George Marlow, Washington theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Atoka, Okla.
Thomas Meighan
OLD HOME WEEK:
Pleased Thanksgiving business. Average Meighan.
bought

it

outright.

I’d taken.

—

Seven
S.

D.

—P.

G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
Small town patronage.

reels.

—

—

TOO MANY KISSES:

Richard Dix Here is
another good one from Richard Dix. He is getting to be one of my best bets. Plenty of action
and good clean comedy. They liked it immensely.
Seven reels. E. M. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE ALASKAN

:

Thomas Meighan

—A

very

large crowd to see this one. Film condition good.
You can depend on ParaAll sub-titles intact.
mount for good service. If they make a mistake
they will always correct same without a lot of
red tape.
Seven reels. M. W. A. theatre. Sol-

—

— Small

town patronage.
Meighan This picture drew an extra large crowd. Must have been
dier,

Kan.

—

THE ALASKAN: Thomas

Thomas Meighan, as the picture
better than the others he has been
in, but at that is a picture that exhibitors need
Seven reels. Schaghtinot be ashamed to run.
coke Amusement Assn., Schaghticoke, N. Y.
due to the

star,

was not any

—

General patronage.

THE ALASKAN

:

Thomas Meighan

—We

have

read some comments on this one that leave the
impression that they ought to leave Tom in the
lounge warmer class of pictures, but we must be
out where "men are men” nine out of ten. This
is a great picture, wonderful scenery, cast goo
and Tom fits in the Western atmosphere like a
saddle.
More like ’em, Tom. C. A. Spainhour,
Twilight theatre, Greensboro, Kan. General patronage.

—

—

Special cast Well received
you think the same as we do, better
Seven reels. M. W. A. theatre. Soldier,

if
it.

Kans.

—

— Small

town patronage.

—Don’t

THE AIR MAIL:

Special cast

see

why

some exhibitors want to knock this feature. I
consider it an extra good program picture. It is
instructive, has a good moral, plenty of action and
is based upon a fair story.
Eight reels. O. W.
Moore, Rock Lake theatre, Rock Lake, N. Dak.

—

CODE OF THE WEST:

i

S.

pleasing detective story with a diamond and wedwild auto ride by
ding much in evidence.
Ray and Betty into Mexico with plenty of comedy
Crooks decide to go straight and
interspersed.
get married and return in time to clear up everySomewhat padded, but clean as a whistle.
thing.
Wilcox.
B.
please.
Seven reels. H.
It will
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small town

—

—

THE AIR MAIL:
and,
play

General patronage.

— G.
— Small
Griffith —

Seven reels.
pleased very well at that.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.

—
—

Normal

Griffith

Not exactly what most people expected, but

does

patronage.

age.

PATHS TO PARADISE:

cast—

Special

one good to look at a real melodrama
then.
Some highly dramatic moments.
If your patrons like heavy melodrama, play this.
It took well with us.
Seven reels.— Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb. Small town

Any exhibitor who is not a subscriber to your publication is, in my
opinion, depriving himself of “the
I am
greatest helper in the world.”
not writing this to break into print,
but because I believe it is true.
E. F. Ingram, Ingram Theatre, Talladega, Ala.

Griffith

Rex

now and

“Herald.”

—

Raymond

—

THE TOP OF THE WORLD:
It

Thank You

I am enclosing check to cover subscription to the “Herald.”
I cannot
I believe I can
get along without it.
truthfully say that my success as a
showman has been largely due to the

—

—

Language

Pretty Strong

—

our congratulations. Philip Rand,
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

theatre,

agree to all this, but beauty alone does not make
The wooden acting o
an entertaining play.
My wife reFrances Howard killed it for me.
amen to
torts, but Cortez was so good looking
of a
facial
expression
that, but he too had the
Stoughton bottle. So I think if you can fill your
theatre with the feminine sex you will consider
it a good play, but if you have to depend upon
the men you may think differently. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.
:
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accept

wife says that

Beautiful scenes, beautithis is what she likes.
ful palaces, beautiful clothes, beautiful manners
and many other ladies said the same thing. I

PATHS TO PARADISE

——

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE:

Rudolph Valentino

— On

a picture like this I stand at the door with
a pocket full of complimentary tickets.
Of
course this will please a certain class, but as a
rule that class is not in the majority in the
small towns, so I play safety first. Winton W.
Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. Small
town patronage.

—

—

THE CALL OF THE CANYON:

Special cast
Personally I thought this was the best Zane
Grey picture I ever used. Drew very well and
pleased.
Seven reels. S. G.
Ihd,
Photoplay
theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—

THE BORDER LEGION

Moreno

Antonio

:

An

extra good Western. One with plenty of action and a good plot.
Play this one by all
means.
Advertise it heavy and listen to the
money jingle into the box office. Seven reels.
Jos. W. Springer, Strand theatre, Elizabethtown,
Ind.
General patronage.

—

THE LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS:

—

Jack Holt This is a good type Western. Jack
Holt does good work in this picture.
Nothing
cheap or trashy in this picture. Outdoor scenes
all
good.
All right for large or small town
patronage.
Seven reels.—Holt & Dick, Palace
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.

—General

patronage.

FORTY WINKS: Viola Dana—A very peculiar
picture to weigh starts out fine, good story, fine
cast, promises to be A-l but develops into horse
play, consisting of foot racing principally.
They
laugh and as they pass out you hear, “Nothing
for Viola to do in this,” or “Wouldn’t it get
your goat?” So what is an exhibitor to do in
such a case ?
Smile or duck. Well, Viola, we
are for you even if they did "lemonize” you in
this one.
Seven reels. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

—

—
—

COMING THROUGH: Thomas

Meighan

— Seven

of good stuff.
The plot is in the South
among coal mines. Thomas marries the daughter
of the boss unknown to the family and gets into
reels

a

quarrel
sent to

Is

about

being

manage a

promoted to manager.
mine and has plenty

coal

game and gets his second
undermining him with the men.
A good temperance lesson and the producer could
have made a real wow of it had he squared the
circle in the last reel and had a real fight, making the assistant beg for mercy and get out of
town as he should have. It will please, however,
very little comedy in it. H. B. Wilcox, Unique
theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.
Small town patronage.
trouble.

Plays square

who

man,

is

—
—

THE STRANGER:

Betty

Compson

— Brought

goodly audience, which pronounced it a
show.
Seven reels. C. E. Hopkins, The
Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark. Small town pat-

out

a

—

good

—

ronage.

THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
—A real entertainment. One hundred per

Joy

Torrence

cent.

is
there as the canny Scot.
of a fashion show.
Everything from A
Gloria, better look to your laurels.
Seven reels. S. I. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi,
Ut. General patronage.

A wow

to

izzards.

—
—
THE DRESSMAKER FROM PARIS: Leatrice
Joy — picked this from the reports in “What the
I

Picture Did for Me” for my very select nights
raised prices to 40 and 20 and promised my patrons a real treat.
They were not disappointed,
I can assure you.
Paul Beru has given us a
wonderfully directed and an exquisitely produced
picture.
This is a charming love story, weepy at
times, with enough comedy touches and dramatic
intensity, together with a superb fashion show
to make a perfect gem of a photoplay. Torrence
is fine and Leatrice Joy by her inimical comedy
touches and a newly developed emotional talent
rises high in the heaven of stardom.
This has
everything a picture should have.
Mr. Lasky,

A

cast— Very

Special

high class Western. Why not more like
this one ?
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,
Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

good.

—

—

CODE OF THE WEST

:

—A

Special cast

fine

Western which should please even the high brow.
Also plenty of action for the Western fan. Some
good clean comedy and wonderful scenery. Constance Bennett fine.
Had lots of patrons advise
us it was better than “Wild Horse Mesa,” and
at less than half the rental.
Seven reels.George H. Miller and R. P. Ross, Community
theatre, Surprise, Neb.
Country patronage.

—

NORTH OF

36:
Jack Holt— Can’t add very
much to previous reports on this picture, as all
Emerson Hough’s get me money and please. What

—
—

more do we want?

Eight reels. Winton W.
Lowery, Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. Small town

patronage.

—

NORTH OF 36: Jack Holt In the same class
with “Thundering Herd” and “The Covered WaFine picture and pleased. Not as much
gon.”
action as the “Herd” and by no means as good
as “The Wagon.” H. D. McChesney, Princess
General patronage.
theatre, Crandon, Wis.

—

—

BEGGAR ON HORSEBACK:

Special cast— One
of our customers told us there were no beggars
on horses in this picture and that it was more
like a drunkard’s dream.
Eight reels. W. F.
Parshall, Palace theatre. Depew, Okla.. General

—

—

patronage.

—

Bebe Daniels A merry
Background France and Eng-

MISS BLUEBEARD:
marriage mixup.

A

comical situations and will bring
out the loud smiles.
Will please 80 per cent,
we think, at least. Six reels. H. B. Wilcox,
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small town patronage.
land.

lot of

—
—

THE SHOCK PUNCH: Richard Dix—Good.
We have found all Dix pictures good and money
makers.

—

George Marlow, Washington
Okla.— Small town patronage.
BARRIERS: Walter Hiers— Brought

Six reels.

theatre, Atoka,

FLAMING

us a fine crowd in the face of a threatening rain
and pleased them well. Six reels. C. E. Hop-

—

kins,

The Hopkins

Cotter,

theatre,

Ark.

— Small

town patronage.

Pathe
THE FRESHMAN:

Harold Lloyd— It’s all they
claim for it.
Stood ’em up for four days in a
2 day town. -F. G. Roberts, American theatre,
Ada, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

THE FRESHMAN: Harold Lloyd—Positively
the greatest thing Lloyd has ever done. We used
every means of advertising and the results, a
packed house both nights.
Seven reels. W. E.
Elkin, Temple theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

THE FRESHMAN

—

Harold Lloyd An average
Nothing to rave about when you
consider the price. Will go best in a college town.
Draggy in places.
Not equal to “High and
Dizzy,” which we consider his best. S. I. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut. General patronage.
:

Lloyd comedy.

—
Lloyd— A

—

THE FRESHMAN

;

:

Harold

very good

picture but did not make any money on it. Lloyd
got it all. Carl E. Anderson, Liberty theatre,

—

Mont.

Kalispell,

— General

THE FRESHMAN

patronage.

—

Harold Lloyd Will please
80 or 90 per cent.
Balance will say "silly.”
They overdo a lot of it and make Lloyd too much
of a boob.
It will get the money but Pathe
:

will take the

lion’s share as usual.
Fifty-fifty,
advertising, with a man at the door
“scent.”
Seven reels. H. B.
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn. Small

you stand
to

get

all

the

last

Wilcox,
town patronage.

—
—

you played

„ these
Bob Custer
Westerns ?
“Trigger Fingers”
“Flashing Spurs”

“The Range Terror”
“Galloping Vengeance”

“The Texas Bearcat”
“The Bloodhound”
“That

Man Jack”

“A Man

of

Nerve”

“No Man’s Law”
“The

F you

are not playing these sure-fire Westerns you
are losing out on the surest fire money and profits to
be had in the entire industry. Every Custer story is

I

Ridin’ Streak”

picked for its action, drama, romance and thrills. It’s
what the public wants, and it’s darn good business to
give the public what it wants. Your nearest F. B. O.
exchange will screen any and all Custer picfor you any time on request. See them.
tures
Exclusive Foreign Distributors.
R-C Export Corporation
You’ll book em.
723 Seven tn Avenue.
New York
AGENTS
F.BO. Pictures. GMB.H
235 Fncdrichstr.issc. Berlin.

Watch

for the

Forthcoming
Releases

Gcrmanv

RC

Expori Corp.

?u-27 D
England

Arblay St ..London.

Anonymc dcs Filins F.BO
OQFaubouiV St Honorc Paris

Produced Under the
Personal Direction of

Socicte

France

JESSE

J.

GOLDBURG

Exhibitors Box-offices!
daily
riding straight into
the hearts of millions
of fans the country over

Bob Custer is

High Speed “ACTION” Posters and
Advertising Material with every Custer

In His latest high speed Action Western

“The RIDIN’

STREAK”

DISTRIBUTED BY

OFFICES
FILM BOOKING
EVERYWHERE
EXCHANGES
NEW
723

SEVENTH AVE.,

YORK.
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THE FRESHMAN:

Harold Lloyd— The morn-

ing after the night before, as we reach for the
we take a solemn oath “never again.”
This was a great picture for the pathetic bunch
and the Lloyd group. Don’t get the idea that
we lost money on this, as we did not, but neither
did we make a dime, thanks to the wonderful
and generous split proposition offered us. But
what did hurt was the proposition of charging
50 cents when our daily papers which come from
the city were full of ads on the picture three
months ago with the admission price of 10 and
25 cents matinee, and evening 10 and 40 cents.
No, dear K. C. chairwarmer, we did not get
murdered by showing at these prices, but it has
cut deep and left an impression in our community from which we get our business that
we are not going to put oak finish in our home.
This is the best Lloyd has offered, which means
C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theait is very good.
General patronage.
tre, Greensburg, Kan.

AMERICA

—

KIVALINA OF THE ICELANDS:

—Failed

— G.
— Small

Six reels.
Ashland, Kans.

theatre,

Special cast

draw and did not please very many

to

who saw

it.

S.

THE THIEF OF BAGDAD:

Douglas Fairbanks
wonderful production. Big settings but not
appreciated.
That old white plow horse spoiled
the effect.
“Robin Hood” about the same class.
Get back to earth, Doug. S. I. Goodwin, Royal
theatre, Lehi, Ut.
General patronage.

—A

Pathe’s branch at Milwaukee includes
the following
First row (left to right): Arnold Westfahal,
shipping clerk ; Charles Wellnitz, poster clerk
Ross Baldwin, chief booker; Oscar Caspari,
sales control clerk; J. E. White, cashier; Meyer
Kohn, assistant booker, and Erna Gerholz, as.
sistant cashier.
Center row: B. A. Krieger,
salesman;
Honeck, salesman; Oscar
S.
J.
Kuschner, branch manager; A. J. Shiman,
salesman; Norma Alberts, stenographer, and

Photoplay
town patronage.

H.

Rex—Here

is

It
entertaining.
Drew a good business for
will please all classes.
Five reels. H. M. Retz, Strand theatre,
me.

real

—

Lamont, Iowa.

— Small

town patronage.

Princess
ronage.

The wise ones will buy Producers
is great.
and step on them. They are winners. Rod La
Why worry about
Rocque made a great hit.
Paramount when you can get such pictures as
Cecil B. DeMille is now making? All I can say
for better production is that here is one company
doing

is

Hollis,

it.— G. A. Peterson, Cozy-Folly
Okla. General patronage.

—

picture.

Will H.

patronage.

Leatrice Joy Leatrice
She sure does great
just made them
work in “Hell’s Highroad” and here is another
Cecil B. DeMille is sure knocking them
real one.
over. Keep it up, old man, I’m for you. Pleased
them and all went out satisfied. G. A. Peterson,
Cozy-Folly theatres, Hollis, Okla. General patronage.
it.

—

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:

—

Weber and Fields-

One of the best in many a
Excellent comedy.
moon. H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

—

—

FRIENDLY ENEMIES:

Weber and Fields—

The picture is good but we couldn’t bring them
out to see it. Good for any house. Seven reels.
G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

WELCOME STRANGER:

Special cast Mighty
nice picture that everybody enjoyed. It is not a
big smashing sensation, but certainly will please
the majority. Seven reels. O. S. Nordine, Karlstad Movies, Karlstad, Minn. General patronage.

—

—

BEAUTY AND THE BAD MAN:

—Dandy

and comedy.
and a dandy.
Crandon,

program

little

A

picture.

Special cast
Lots of action

story of a Western

mining town

—H. D. McChesney, Princess
Wis. — General patronage.

theatre,

picture of a mighty fine plot based on
Bret Harte’s “Tennessee's Pardner.”
Too bad
this picture was shot during the dark of the moon.
groped in the dark all evening and could
It drew very well.
barely make out the scenes.
Six reels. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. General patronage.
artistic

We

—

CHARLEY’S AUNT:

Syd Chaplin— Guess

all

the good things have been said, but I cannot
refrain from saying it is a 100 per cent attrac-

them all. Jump on this one,
Mr. Small Town Man.
Advertise well and you

tion

and

will please

—E.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre,
Pasco, Wash. — General patronage.
STOP FLIRTING: Special cast—Another good
comedy that
sure to please. —H. D. McChesney,
cannot

lose.

J.

is

RIDER: Harry CareyNot much business. E. J.

reels.

coma

LOVING LIES:
we hadn’t played

A

now.

Bros.,

Dorothy Devore—
pay big money for the Lloyds when you can
buy this one for a reasonable amount and I’ll bet
it’s just as good as anything Lloyd ever made.—
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.

— General

THE EAGLE:

— Good

Rudolph Valentino

DOROTHY VERNON OF HADDON HALL:
Mary Pickford

— Mary

—
Fairbanks— Played
—

Douglas

Q:

this

pic-

week of opening new house at regular
admission and didn’t gross enough in two days

ture second

pay for the film. I am through donating to
United Artists for their inflated values. W. H.
The Gem theatre, Memphis, Tex. General
patronage.
to

—
—

Hall,

—

DON

Q: Douglas Fairbanks Sequel to “Mark
This is a real Fairbanks type, but
of Zorro.”
did not register at the box office. No fault of the
picture, however.
People who came out were
pleased.
The price we have to pay for United
Artists productions are over the heads of us
small town exhibitors, if played anywhere near
release date. Exchange takes all.
S. I. Goodwin,
Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut. General patronage.

—
Fairbanks — Best

—

DON Q

Douglas
Douglas Fairbanks was ever
:

picture

I ran it red
on it and got
showed to more
Forced to run third
in.

hot, advertised it, and stepped
results.
Ran it three days and

people third day than first.
show to take care of them.

All I can say is
Douglas Fairbanks is a real bet here. G. A.
Peterson, Cozy-Folly theatre, Hollis, Okla. Gen-

—
—

patronage.

LITTLE ANNIE ROONEY:

Mary Pickford—

Mary
goodness show.
was never better. One-hundred per cent satisStill America’s
sweetheart.
faction.
May she
never grow up. Her “Tess of the Storm Country.”

is

a real honest to

good,

also

in

Goodwin,
—
— General patronage.

fact

Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut.

classic.

SALLY OF THE SAWDUST:

S.

D.

I.

W.

Griffith—

a real comedy-drama and Fields sure
makes good. Boys, don’t pass this one by, and
you can step on it as hard as you wish. It will
stand all you can give it. G. A. Peterson, CozyThis one

is

—

Folly

Pickford’s best.

Cast per-

A

settings wonderful.
treat for a lover of
historical drama.
Failed at the box office in
spite of heavy advertising.
The old story, small
town clientele do not care for costume drama.
fect,

Ten
Wis.

—Tom Foster, Star
— Small town patronage.
reels.

theatre,

Stanley,

RICHARD THE LION HEARTED:

Wallace
up with the local high school on this
a high class production and pleased
Good crowd. Eight reels. E. M. BidStrand theatre, Paoli, Ind. Small town pat-

— Tied

Beery

one.
It’s
everyone.
dle,

—

—

TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY:

theatres,

Hollis,

Okla.

Mary

—

Pickford Any small towns and second run houses
should show this. Will give excellent satisfaction
and can be bought right. It gave us exceptionally
good business. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Universal
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA:

— General

patronage.

—

THE GOLD RUSH:

Charles Chaplin Good
show but not extraordinary. We gave the exchange all the receipts. Not worth the price.
S. I. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut.
General
patronage.

—

Lon

—

Chaney Quite a novelty. Will go over and satisfy
the average fan.
Made a nice little sum after
paying a good price for picture. Play it, you
won’t regret it. Ten reels. Winton W. Lowery,
Strand theatre, Atmore, Ala. Small town patronage.

—

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA:

show

People who came out to see
No satisfaction in turning over
the proceeds to the exchange. S. I. Goodwin,
Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut. General patronage.

were pleased.

all

This

—P. G. Ladd, Star thea— Small town patron-

Canada.

—

'

patronage.

United Artists

DON

story.

Ont.,

age.

HOLD YOUR BREATH:

Why

it

—

Monte Blue An old one but
before and are glad we did

it

good sea

Clinton,

tre,

Family theatre, Greenville,

patronage.

Tombstone, Ariz.

Crystal theatre.
General patronage.

eral

THE FLAMING FORTIES: Harry Carey—
Hunt Stromberg and Tom Forman made a mighty

—

pat-

but price too high.

—

HELL’S HIGHROAD:

— General

—
—General
ANOTHER MAN’S WIFE: Special cast—Passed
as a regular program picture.
Six
— Gia-

Leatrice Joy Good
Seven reels.
Pleased our audience.
Eddy, Empress theatre, Indianaola, la.

like

LIGHTNING

—

THE WEDDING SONG:

—General

Wis.

Silver

ronage.

THE

it

who

Crandon,

theatre,

Okay for Western.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash.
patronage.

Prod. Dist. Corp.
THE COMING OF AMOS: Rod LaRocque
We ran this one first in the state and will say

theatres,

Top row:

Shiman, assistant manager.

J.

Mable Churchill, inspector; Lorraine Gissing,
inspector; Frances Kandnok; Mae Johanson,
inspector; Miss Poire, inspector, Ann Poire,
stenographer, and Gene Eisman, stenographer.
(Photo by H. E. N.)

—

and

Mae Marsh A propicture that did not give satisfaction here.

— Bert Silver,
Mich. — General

Five reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre.
General patronage.
different

—

A WOMAN’S SECRET:
gram

Ihde,

KING OF WILD HORSES:

—

—

—

something

two

this

General patronage.

Harold Lloyd— I believe this to
Had the
Lloyd I have ever used.
house in an uproar about all of the time. Seven
ree l s . s. G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland,
Kans. Small town patronage.
HOT WATER: Harold Lloyd—We did more
with this than we ever did on any Lloyd picture,
but it’s not Lloyd’s best and Pathe sure get

—

—Played

A

be the best

Halfway, Mich.

Griffith

First day bad weather, second day business
was fair but only what the average picture does,
yet we advertised it pretty heavy.
But we could
not get ’em out on this.
As for the picture, it
can’t be beat.
great picture.
Ten reels.
G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway, Mich.

GIRL SHY:

theirs.

W.

D.

:

1925

19,

days.

ice water,

—

December

Lon
is
a wonderful picture.
I was
was
it
not a small town picture.
Too
much rental to make any money.
Otherwise
Ten reels. J. E. Draginis, Grand theatre,
good.
Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.
Chaney

—This

afraid

—

—

TAMING THE WEST: Hoot Gibson—Here’s
another good one from Carl that is worth the
price of admission and I guess everyone thought
so.
S. R. O. long before the first show was
over.
Six reels.— Clyde Allen, Casino theatre,
Antwerp, N. Y. Small town patronage.

—

TAMING THE WEST:

Hoot Gibson— Good picture, as usual for Hoot.
Not the usual kick, but
they liked it, so what more can we ask for?
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.

— General

patronage.

—

HEAD WINDS:

House Peters Try to imagine
House Peters as a dashing young lover. Just
another sea story that didn’t go over. Carl E.
Anderson, Liberty theatre, Kalispell, Mont. General patronage.

—

—

HEAD WINDS:
much on

House Peters -We didn’t do
The picture is nothing extra.
Six reels. G. Gartner, Halfway thea-

this one.

Just fair.
tre,

—

Halfway, Mich.

—
— General

patronage.

THE OUTLAW’S DAUGHTER:

Josie Sedgwick
good Western action drama with sympaGet’s over nicely
thetic, though obvious story.
and drew extra good crowd. Miss Sedgwick mancharm,
most of the
her
feminine
retain
ages to
time in men’s attire.— Ben L. Morris, Olympic
General patronage.
theatre, Bellaire, O.

—Real

—

I’LL

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

—An

Denny
Denny

is

Photoplay theatre,

Ihde,

Reginald

comedy-drama.
good
exceptionally
Seven reels. S. G.
there and over.
Ashland,

—
— Small

Kans.

town patronage.
I’LL

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

Denny—Normal
Liberty
patronage.

nolds,

business.
theatre,

—

Reginald

Good show. E. J. ReyPasco, Wash. General

SHOW YOU THE TOWN:

—

Reginald
Not a big special
good comedy.
believe.
Just a
as Universal would have you
good picture and one that is sure to please any
audience. H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre,
Crandon, Wis. General patronage.

I’LL

Denny

—Very
—

—

—
December

—

THE TORNADO

About as good as you could
Should go big in any small town.
favorable comments.
Seven reels. George
H. Miller, & R. P. Ross, Community theatre.
Surprise, Neb.
Country patronage.
ask

—

—

—

—
—

House Peters —-It pleased and
drew a good crowd. Isn’t that enough ? Seven

— P. G. Ladd, Star theatre,
— Small town patronage.

Clinton,

Vitagraph

Ont.,

Canada.

BUTTERFLY
seemed

LaPIante

Laura

:

— Laura

three

first

pictures,

well

Seven reels.
to act so selfish.
Clinton, Ont., Can-

Laura being made

—P. G. Ladd, Star theatre,
ada. — Small town patronage.

—

Reginald Denny Who hypnobunch that says it is one of his best.
That boob stuff don’t go here. If it hadn’t been
Denny the fans would have wrecked the house.
Just an ordinary picture with some comedy situaSeven reels, but five would have been too
tions.
many. S. I. Goodwin, Royal theatre, Lehi, Ut.

OH DOCTOR:

tized the

—

General patronage.

OH DOCTOR:

—

Reginald Denny Our patrons
one and so did we. Bush and Milligan,

liked this

Townsend

—

Pulaski,

theatre,

age.

OH DOCTOR:

— General patronDenny — More laughs

la.
,

Reginald

in this one than in Lloyd’s greatest, and we
didn’t have to mortgage our sooper-hooper-dyne
They tell us that Denny’s new
lizzie to play it.

“California Straight Ahead,”

one,.

greater yet,

is

low tones, “We’ve got to have a
We suppose he is
lot of money for it, too.”
Anygoing to start his own corporation now.
will
stand a world of
and
picture
way, a great
advertising. C. A. Spainhour, Twilight theatre,
Greensberg, Kans. General patronage.

and then add

in

—

—

OH DOCTOR:

Reginald Denny

— Got

it

on

my

Played it on Saturday. They liked it
C. S. C.
Got
better than my usual program of Westerns.
Pleased
in both town and country patrons on it.
Gave all my doctors passes and it
100 per cent.
put smiles on their faces like waves on a mud
Seven
hole.
You can always bet on Denny.
reels.
George Marlow, Washington theatre, Atoka,

—
— Small

Okla.

town patronage.

—

Hoot Gibson We were late
It
playing this, but how they did come!
seemed good to have Hoot on the program again
The quarters played a
after a short absence.
merry tune at the box office, much to our satisfaction. It’s a good one and the average fan will
eat it up.
Seven reels. Gunther & Metzger,
Palace theatre, Syracuse, Neb. Small town patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK:

in

—

LET ’ER BUCK:

—

Hoot Gibson

—A

good one
for any small town in the southwest.
UniverC. S. G. is the salvation of small town exhibitors if properly used and I have always found
their prices right. All of Hoot’s are good for me.
Six reels. George Marlow, Washington theatre,
sal’s

—

Hoot

Gibson

—A

corking

good

Western, better than the average run of
Gibsons.
A good story, plus lots of action and
some nice scenery. Everybody satisfied. A good
bet for small town exhibitors.
Seven reels.
George H. Miller and R. P. Ross, Community
theatre. Surprise, Neb.
Country patronage.

—

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT:

—This

James Kirkwood

a good picture of a murder mystery.
The picture has a splendid run of comedy all the
way through. Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kans.
Small town patronage.
is

—
—

HIT

comedy drama.
Six reels.

Kans.

—

AND RUN:

—

Hoot Gibson A knockout
Drew well and pleased everyone.

S. G. Ihde,

—Small

Photoplay theatre, Ashland,

town patronage.

—

DON DARE DEVIL:

Jack Hoxie Here’s a
ripping good one for small town Saturday night
show. Hoxie is at his best, and he’s some rider,
too.
They just ate it up.
Five reels. Clyde
Allen, Casino theatre, Antwerp, N. Y. Small

—
—

town patronage.

THE WESTERN WALLOP:

Jack Hoxie— Okay

—

for those that like Westerns.
Five reels. E. J.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General

patronage.

THE WHITE OUTLAW:

Jack

—
Hoxie— Better

than average Western. The house and dog assisting materially.
Marceline Day also satisfactory
support. Five reels. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre,
Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.

—

—

Grgor

HAPPY

—Nice

WARRIOR:

“Business is great, thank you,” sings
this chorus from Independent Film
“The Overland
Co., Omaha, Neb.
Limited” is the first of the 18 Gotham
productions distributed in Iowa and
Nebraska through Independent. Left
to right: Isadore Sokolof, manager,
poster department; Miss Marion
Freed, stenographer ; Lola Case, inspection department; J. L. Stern, general manager; Sol Reif, booker; Miss
Rose Freed, stenographer, and M. L.
Stern, sales manager.
(Photo by
H. E. N.)

K—THE UNKNOWN:

Virginia Valli— Small
Picture well liked by those
who saw it. Personally I think it a really fine
picture.
Have seen few better. It has a combination of good acting, pathos, comedy, action
and human interest, and I don’t see how anyone
can ask for more.
Get behind it and boost it,
Eight reels. George H.
as it is a real picture.
Miller and R. P. Ross, Community theatre. SurCountry patronage.
prise, Neb.

—

—

K—

THE UNKNOWN: Percy Marmont—A real
good show. Certainly pleased our patrons. UniIt has
versal’s product seems to please here.
Their
lots af action, humor and good stories.
Seven reels. P. G. Ladd,
subtitles are very good.
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town

—
—

patronage.

SMOULDERING FIRES:

Special

cast—An extra

good picture for your society crowd. Your rough
neck crowd will not like it, but the ladies will
Fine photography, directing and actenjoy it.
ing.
Eight reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatr’e,
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kans.
ROSE OF PARIS: Mary Philbin Universal
pictures are so nearly always good we are glad
we booked them. We didn’t take out a complete
service contract, but nearly so, and haven’t felt
That’s pretty good, seeing we have
sorry yet.
been playing them about a year. Seven reels.
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

SAWDUST

TRAIL:

Hoot

a dandy and will please.
picture, one that will please your

An

Here’s

A

Gibson—
audience

farmer or

city

little college and
Used this for Thanksa
giving with Gump comedy and "Zowie,” the
Program went over big
third dimension picture.
Six reels.
and many favorable comments.
Gunther & Metzger, Palace theatre, Syracuse,
Neb. Small town patronage.
THE FAST WORKER: Reginald Denny
This is sure a good one. Lots of pep and comNot a lot of long face moments. People
edy.
come to the show to be entertained, not to weep,
That bunk is all over with.
or for art’s sake.
They want to enjoy themselves now and Unilittle

Western, a

circus for the kiddies.

—

the pictures they can enjoy.
reels.
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton,
Canada. Small town patronage.

versal

—

has

—

T HE RECKLESS AGE:
Why use up space describing

Five
Ont.,

Reginald Denny—
Denny’s pictures?
Seven reels.
They are all good.
’Nuf Sed!
P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—

—

FOOL’S HIGHWAY:

Mary Philbin— A

picture and business was fair, but the print was
bad.
Seven reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre,

—
—General

Halfway, Mich.

THE

SIGNAL

patronage.

TOWER:

Good for any small town.
as most of Universal’s. P.
tre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
age.

—

SPORTING
corking

good

G. Ladd,

—

YOUTH:
picture

Virginia Valli—
Not as much humor

with

Star theaSmall town patron-

lots

of

Denny—
action

and

McNor-

Western

—
—
WESTERN BLOOD: Pete Morrison —A very
good Western.
Better than average picture and
business.
Print good. Five
—A. K. Issackson, Grand theatre, Wimbledon, N. D. — General
reels.

patronage.

THE CODE OF THE WILDERNESS: Special
—A very good show that was appreciated.

—

Seven reels. M. W. A. theatre, Soldier, Kan.
Small town patronage.

Warner Brothers
THE MAN ON THE BOX:
This

Chaplin—

Syd

sure fire. I believe it pleased 100 per cent?,
and Syd sure pulls them in. S. R. O. out for
is

two nights, and what makes me happy Syd is
making another picture called “Nighty Night
Nurse.” With that title and Syd, there is more
prosperity

Eight

ahead.

—Sam
—General

reels.

Mo.

Electric theatre, Chillicothe,
age.

THE MAN ON THE BOX:

Minich,
patron-

Chaplin—

Syd

Boys, here’s Syd Chaplin’s greatest comedy, yet.
Will make “Charley’s Aunt” ashamed of herself.
It’s got everything.
Not a dead minute in the
eight reels.
If you want something that makes
box office, well book this one. It’s a knockout.
G. A. Peterson, Cozy-Folly theatres, Hollis, Okla.
General patronage.

—

—

—

MY

WIFE AND I: Irene Rich Drew for us
a fair sized audience in the middle of the week
and pleased them fairly well. It is only a fair
show with that old eternal triangle stuff of which
we have had more than a plenty. Seven reels.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre. Cotter, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE WOMAN HATER:

Helene

Chadwick—

Personally

enjoyed it for a change.
However,
patronage did not enthuse, no comments, a few
walkouts.
Title has no drawing power.
Some
good acting, absolutely clean.
A good strong
comedy will help put it over.
Seven reels.
H. G. Selk, Selk theatre, Scotia, Neb. Small
town patronage.

—

THE LIMITED MAIL:

Monte Blue—Wonder-

The wreck was the best I ever saw. Best
production Monte Blue has ever played in. Boys,
you can’t go wrong on "The Limited Mail.” It’s
a knockout.
Pleased them all. G. A. Peterson,
Cozy-Folly theatre, Hollis, Okla. General patronage.
ful.

—

HOW BAXTER BUTTED
Here

is

one

I

IN:

—

Matt Moore—

ran Saturday night and

satisfied.

a real comedy-drama and will please them.
G. A. Peterson, Cozy-Folly theatres, Hollis,
Okla. General patronage.

It is

—

—

FLAMING

PASSION:

Special

cast—Very

good picture. Plenty of action, very high class.
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon,
Wis. General patronage.

—

—

—

ME AGAIN : Special cast Heralded as
a special, was regarded as drivel by an audience
that likes a little life and action in its stories.
It is clever and that tells it all.
Clara Bow’s little part was a bright shining light in a dull evening’s entertainment.
Business the worst we
have had this Fall. Ben L. Morris, Temple theatre, Bellaire, O.
General patronage.

—

—

TRACKED IN THE SNOW COUNTRY:

—

—
—

Rin

Tin Good show.
Business normal. E. J.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General patronage.

Tin
Reginald

S.

—General

Pete Morrison—
picture.
They feature the horse.
with Morrison, but we cannot see
why.
The horse may be more intelligent than
others but he does not show much of his intelligence in this picture.
Five reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small,
town patronage.
fair

KISS

fair

— O.

Minn.

Lightning,

—

THE

Malcolm

reels.

Karlstad,

THE ONE SHOT RANGER:

A

cast

crowd due to storm.

Eight

picture.

Karlstad Movies,
patronage.

dine,

patronage.

Atoka, Okla.— Small town patronage.

LET ’ER BUCK:

THE

and

this
to please, too, excepting they hardly liked

her

here in

liked

—

THE GAIETY GIRL: Mary Philbin—This is
the second of Mary Philbin’s pictures we have
played and they have both been well received.
Therefore they must be good. We play our pictures three nights, so if our second and third
nights are good the picture is good.
This picture is good.
Can you tell why? P. G. Ladd,
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town
patronage.

THE TORNADO:

reels.

for.

—

—

TORNADO

107

Many

:
House Peters Fairly good
THE
picture which was well liked by the crowd. PerNot enough action
sonally thought it just fair.
Star was good.
in the first part of the picture.
small
town
boys.
Seven
show
for
the
good
reels.
George H. Miller and R. P. Ross, Community theatre. Surprise, Neb. Country patronage.

A

--

some good laughs.

:
House Petters Old but good.
Was much surprised on this one. Best of this
star that we have ever shown. Wonderful logging
scenes and flood.- H. D. McChesney, Princess
theatre, Crandon, Wis.- General patronage.

—

—

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1925

19,

—A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

108
TRACKED
Tin Tin

THE SNOW COUNTRY:

IN

—Played

Thanksgiving and

this on

I

Rin

must

say that it is without doubt the best Rin Tin Tin
that we have ever had the pleasure of showing.
H. D. McChesney, Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.
General patronage.

—

State Rights
AFTER SIX DAYS:

—

cast It is too
early in the run to know this picture is going
to gross, but I’m here to tell you that this pic-

Special

is a greater production than “The Ten Commandments.’’
Not, perhaps, so spectacular, but
it starts with Genesis, subtitling from that book,
and goes step by step through the Old Testament
When Mae Tinee, of
to the Court of Solomon.
The Chicago Tribune, rated it greater and better
than “The Ten Commandments,” I among other
exhibitors scoffed and thought Mae had gotten
an extra comfortable seat or that the music ha I
influenced her, but for once she was absolutely
right.
The production keeps closer to the actual
writings of the Bible, so two of our ministers
me,
told
than did “The Ten Commandments.”
My only regret is that I did not lay to it on the
same scale that we did on the “T. C.” I thought
(as business is now) that I had paid too much
for it, but if it will break even I’m satisfied to
show it it being the first picture that I feel
satisfied with prestige for a profit.
The picture
opens
the Garden of Eden and, while Adam
and Eve are stark naked, it is done in a masterly
way without any undue exposure ; in such a way
that the short flash of the nude is inoffensive,
thanks for that.
I’m going after the clergy
personally in the morning and show them that
the movies are not all bad, as some of them b
lieve.
A. E. Hancock, Columbia theatre, ColumGeneral patronage.
bia City, Ind.

ture

gen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.
patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:
— A good show. Lots of

— Small

Silver,

Elaine

Ham-

—
—

it is okay.
E. J
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General
patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:
stein — Very
A steal
good.
Same

Tower.”

Hammer-

“The

on

Signal

story, but boys, it’s a good pickid yourself. H. D. McChesney.

—

don’t
Princess theatre, Crandon, Wis.
so

ture,

Elaine

—General

patron-

age.

SOUTH OF NORTHERN LIGHTS: Neal Hart
is very good Northwood picture and Neal
Hart gets us money. Five reels.— A. K. Issackson. Grand theatre, Wimbledon, N. D.
General

—This

—

patronage.

—

THEY’RE OFF: Peggy O’Day This was a fine
race track story and made us money. Print A-l.
Five reels. A.
Grand theatre,
K. Issackson,
Wimbledon, N. D. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

good funny comedy. Bert
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Silver

General patronage.

A

CURSES:

I

Baby Peggy
drawing power, but am sure

One

enjoyed.

serial

reel.

theatre. Chandler,

AWAY

FIRE

— H.

form

Okla.
If

:

of comedy that was
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon

— Small

my

(Thanksgiving) had been half as good as this
sure fire comedy from Educational, all would
have been rosy. I asked Indianapolis branch for
a sure hit of a comedy and I certainly got it.
"Fire Away” has what the public wants, solid
entertainment, hokum and action.
By the way.
Jack White’s comedy direction holds good for
comedy after comedy.
think he is the top
I
notcher of them all.
I’m glad he’s releasing
through Educational, for Educational holds the
record in good service in this house.
A comedy
every week for close onto six years, and but one
miss out in all that time, and then they saved
the day by telling where a run was concluded and
letting that come in its stead. A. E. Hancock,
Columbia theatre, Columbia City, Ind. General
patronage.

—

—

BOOMERANG:

Special cast The picture is
O. K. and should be good for any house.
Seven
reels.
Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
G.
Mich. General patronage.

—
—

Special cast— Only
appeal, but a splendid
—W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre,
Miss. —Neighborhood patronage.

THE BOOMERANG:

fair.

Did not have audience
Six

cast.

reels.

Aberdeen,

CALIFORNIA STRAIGHT AHEAD:

Reginald
Denny Had rather have him on any night than
Harold Lloyd for the difference in price.
Two
days to capacity business in 500 seat house.
Universal is so far ahead of Fox in pictures
this year I would not attempt to make a comparison. W. H. Hall, Gem theatre, Memphis,
Tex. General patronage.

—

—

—

THE CRACKER JACK:

Johnny Hines— PerHines
Show-

sonally think this the best of the year’s
features.
But the box office was awful.

—

ing worse each night.
Seven reels. Tom Foster,
Star theatre, Stanley, Wis. Small town patron-

—

age.

DESERT
good

Edgar
Tex.

MADNESS:

Jack Perrin— Mighty
by all.
Five reels.

Western.
Enjoyed
L. Swearingen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette,
Small town patronage.

—

DOWN UPON THE SWANEE

RIVER:

—

Spe-

cial
cast An independent product that’s good
enough for any house. Should please better class.
Nothing but praise. F. G. Roberts, American

theatre, Ada,

—
Okla. — General

FIGHTING

patronage.

THE FLAMES:

cast—

Special

due to every one connected with this
picture.
The fire scenes are fine and acting
good.
Little Frankie Darro makes the picture
Credit

is

entertaining for every member
Six reels. J. J. Sarah, Sarah
City, Colo.
General patronage.

of the family.
theatre. Canon

—
—

FIGHTING THE FLAMES:
Special
cast—
Good enough show, but no drawing power. E. J.
Reynolds, Liberty theatre, Pasco, Wash. General patronage.

FLESH AND
from

Mid-West

BLOOD:

Lon

—
—
Chaney —This,

Milwaukee, was
pretty
good.
Chaney’s acting is wonderful.
Edith Roberts, Ralph Lewis, Jack Mower and
Kate Price along with Chaney all play their
parts well.
It’s a pretty good picture but should
have a good comedy with it to put it over, as
the picture is very heavy. Six reels. W. T.
Davis & Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.
Dist.

Co.,

of

—

—

—

THE MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS:

—
—

Ethel

Clayton Good picture that ought to go good in
the smaller houses, as well as the large houses.
Six reels. G. Gartner, Halfway theatre. Halfway,
Mich. General patronage.

—
stein —The

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS:

"It

was

left

my

Elaine

Hammer-

best railroad story I have ever seen.
a dandy,” is what they said when they
theatre.
Six reels. Edgar L. Swearin-

—

—

Special cast A nice little proIt
picture that will please all who see it.
Six reels. Edgar L. SwearinSmall town
gen, Hoo Hoo theatre, Doucette, Tex.

HIS HIGH HORSE:
Lige Conley—Another
Jack White comedy.
Lige Conley always good.
This is a knockout and a few new stunts. Saturday night sure fire. Two reels. Holt & Dick, Pal-

patronage.

ace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.

THREE KEYS:

gram

—

has good laughs.

—

—
—General

patron-

age.

m

—

town patronage.

feature for this night

;

—

1925

19,

BELOW ZERO: A

town

action.
Ha
in person, so I’m not so sure about

merstein

December

good

FAST EXPRESS: (Universal) Special
cast
just finishing this serial, which is one
The only objection to it
of the best I ever saw.
is that it is fifteen episodes in length and is a
crowds
held up fine for about
little too long.
My
Ten
ten chapters and then began to drop out.
episodes in my opinion is long enough for a chapTwo reels. Jos. W. Springer, Strand
ter play.
Small town patrontheatre, Elizabethtown, Ind.

THE

—Am

—

A1 St. John—A very
comedy.
Acting and photography good.
Suitable for both old and young.
Two reels.
J. J. Sarah, Sarah theatre. Canon City, Colo.
*
General patronage.

THE LIVE AGENT:

Serials

—

age.

A MAD RUSH: A good comedy for one reel.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.

—

NECK TO NECK: A
roar.

all

GREAT

THE

MYSTERY:

CIRCUS

(Universal) Joe Bonomo Mighty good serial, the first
one I’ve used in years, but got a bad start on
account of being unable to get my advertising in
time for first episode. Clyde Allen, Casino theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Antwerp, N. Y.

THE
versal)

—

—
—
GREAT CIRCUS
Joe Bonomo— Good

MYSTERY:

(Uni-

but not as good
Business dull on account
serial,

as "The Riddle Rider.”
Two reels. J. E. Draginis,
of local conditions.
Grand theatre, Yoakum, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

INTO THE NET:

(Pathe) Special cast—This
Ran number three
serial is going very good.
Saturday night.
Seems to be creating a lot of
Gets more interesting every night. Two
interest.
reels.
Schaghticoke Amusement Ass’n., SchaghGeneral patronage.
ticoke, N. Y.

—

—

(Universal) Joe
PERILS OF THE WILD:
Bonomo Good, but Oh what it would have been

—

a
with an American in the place
My patrons want pure old American actors. Ten
chapters. George Marlow, Washington theatre,
Ataka, Okla. Small town patronage.
of

—

foreigner.

—

THE RIDDLE RIDER: (Universal) William
—A very good serial. Only one fault,

reels.

Everyone should show this comedy. Treat
your patrons to the best and get a Walter Hiers
comedy. Harry Van Noy, Riviera theatre, Anderson, Ind. General patronage.

edy.

—

— G.
— Small

—

Ont., Canada.

Good action comedy that ought
please any average audience.
Two reels.—
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.

to

—

comedies

WHO’S WHICH:

1.

—
—

Pretty

Jr., Odeon
town patronage.

good.
One reel.
theatre, Chandler,

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
ADVENTURES OF MAZIE: Alberta Vaughn—
A-l comedy. This is Chapter No. 1. Good audiTwo reels. Robert
ence appeal.
Prints new.
W. Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D. General patronage.

—
—

—

THE BAD MAN Dinky Doodle Fine for long
program.
Good audience appeal.
One reel.
Robert W. Hines, Hines Circuit, Loyalton, S. D.
:

patronage.

BREAKING INTO SOCIETY:

EDUCATIONAL
BABY BE GOOD Very splendid

and brings
back to the grownups many, many happy days.
We haven’t had one poor comedy from Educa:

On extra added short stuff
tional all season.
Two reels.
they always have what you want.
Clark & Edwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, O.
General patronage.

—

Bull

Montana—

Lots of comedy in this and sure went over good.
Anyway, our
This seems to be a comedy year.
folks seemed to like them better than those “wet
hanky” kind. P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton,
Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE DECKATIVE: Dan Mason—These "Plumb
Centers” aren’t nearly so sour as the fruit. They
bring a lot of custom for us and are sure well
liked by old and young. Two reels. P. G. Ladd.
Star
theatre,
Clinton,
Ont.,
Canada. Small
town patronage.

—

Shop Early

for

LAUGH MONTH

in

—

Settmund,

— Small

—General

Short Features

one

Good. One reel.— S. G. Ihde.
Ashland, Kans. Small town

WHO’S WHICH:
G.

Lige Conley

great.
Most all of Educational
Two reels. W. E. Elkin,
good.
theatre, Aberdeen, Miss. Neighborhood
is

are

Photoplay theatre,
patronage.

Okla.-

(Universal) William
Just starting this. This looks
Tell you more later
like it is going to be O. K.
on it. Two reels. R. K. Lattin, Strand theatre,
Valparaiso, Neb. Small town patronage.

—No.

—This
—
—

WHAT A NIGHT:
particular

H.

THE RIDDLE RIDER:

Desmond

—

Good, as are all these comedies.
Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton,
Small town patronage.

STEP FAST:

(Universal)

—
—

reel.

—
—

—

serial

Two reels. G. Gartner, Halffor a long time.
way theatre, Halfway, Mich. General patronage.

One

good.

SHIP SHAPE:
One reel. P. G.

patronage

William
and it held its
through. As good as any we have played

—Very

PARDON US: Cliff Bowes Good one reeler.
Most Educational comedies are good. This drew
numerous bursts of laughter. H. G. Selk, Selk
Small town patronage.
theatre, Scotia, Neb.

Temple

all

Felix

Photoplay theatre, Ashland Kans.
town patronage.
Ihde,

S.

that it’s too near the end. It sure packs our
house, regardless how weak a feature we may
have.
We can use more like this one. Thirty
Elmer Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
reels.

—
Nev. — General patronage.
THE RIDDLE RIDER:
Desmond—Just finished this

—

ON THE JOB:

Desmond

own

good two reels that wil

—G. Gartner, Halfway theatre.
Halfway, Mich. — General patronage.
NEVER FEAR: Cameo—Good. These are
good.
Two
—P. G. Ladd, Star theatre,
Clinton, Ont., Canada. — Small town patronage.
OFF HIS BEAT: Walter Hiers— Great commake ’em

start to finish.

—

Dan Mason A scream
The Plum Center comedies

THE FIRE CHIEF:
from

—

—A
December

A

change from so much slapgets the laughs just the same.
The cast in the picture with Mason are sure
Had my patypical characters for their parts.
trons say, going out, “That was a fine comedy,”
and when they tell you so here, it must be good.
Two reels. P. G. Ladd, Star theatre, Clinton.
Small town patronage.
Ont., Canada.
are very

good.

and

stick stuff

—

it

—

THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT:

—

Doodle Film
85 per cent.
a single reel.
dale,

why

more ?

say

—
—
Canada. — Small

Jimmy Aubrey A dandy, so
Two reels. P. G. Ladd, Star

HYPNOTIZED:
Clinton,

theatre,

Dinky

Rating
Played Saturday.
Copyright 1924.
Good comedy for
J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, VernGeneral patronage.
good.

—
Minn. —

Ont.,

town

patronage.

JULIUS SEES HER:

Alberta

Vaughn—Our

of the "Telephone Girl” was well received.
The ner
Started good.
Let’s hope it holds up.
two chapters will tell. Two reels. P. G. Ladd,
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town
first

—

—

patronage.

theatre,

Good,

Two

Clinton,

reels.

—

are

as
P.

Plumb

all

Star

Ladd,

G.

— Small town patCartoon —These are

Canada.

Ont.,

ronage.

THE MAGIC LAMP:

Bray

clever and comical.
Please here.
One reel.
P. G. Ladd. Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.

— Small

town patronage.

MONSIEUR DON’T CARE:
Two

— W. T. Davis &
Wis. — General pat-

reels.

Sharon,

Son, Rialto theatre,
ronage.

Laurel—
makes an exhiwere the only

Stan

terrible fool thing that certainly
bitor disgusted.
The white wigs

redeeming feature.

THE PACEMAKERS:

Alberta Vaughn— No.
Films good.
Played WedCopyright 1925.
nesday.
Rating 85 per cent.
We just finished
them. They will get the kale and are pleasing.
Book them. Two reels. J. W. Ryder, Jewel theatre, Verndale, Minn.
Good patronage.

—

—

THEIR FIRST VACATION:

Carter de Haven
good comedies. Not slapstick, thank goodness.
Two reels. P. G. Ladd. Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada.
Small town patronage.

—
—

TWIN HUSBANDS:

Carter de

Haven—These

—
—

de Havens are good.
Two reels. P. G. Ladd.
Star theatre, Clinton, Ont., Canada. Small town
patronage.

FOX
GRIEF IN BAGDAD: A

—

should-be comedy that

—

THE HART BREAKER:

Good comedy.
All
better than the average.
Two
Minich, Electric theatre, Chillicothe,

Fox comedies are

— Sam
Mo. — General

patronage.

THE HUNT: A Van

Biber picture of a good
hunt. All these Van Bibers are pretty good for a
change.
Two reels. Holt & Dick, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.

—

—

INBAD THE SAILOR: Very

good comedy that
pleased a good average crowd.
Two reels.
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,
Pa. General patronage.

—

LOVE AND LIONS:
Awful poor directing.
comedy if it had been

—H.

Imperial

—Not

very good.
Would have been a good

Two

directed right.

reels.

M. Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa.
Small town patronage.

THE MONKEY ROMEO:

A

SHOES: O. Henry—A
Two reels. — Sam Minich,
Mo.

— General

comedy but
Elmer

fair

nothing to brag
about.
Two
Hughes, Opera House, Mesquite,
patronage.

licothe,

—
— General

reels.

Nev.

Electric

theatre,

Chil-

patronage.

—

—

STOP LOOK AND WHISTLE:

A

good slapgood acting.

comedy.
Plenty of pep and
Holt & Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton
Heights, Pa. General patronage.
stick

reels.

—

—

—

SWEET PAPA: Imperial Average two reel
comedy.
Nothing great about this one. H. M.
Retz, Strand theatre, Lamont, Iowa. Small town
patronage.

—

WESTWARD WHOA: A

—

regular Fox comedy.

—

Scores a good one again.
Two reels. Holt &
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. General

CIRCUS FEVER:
Gang

comedies,

Paoli,

patronage.

A DOG’S LIFE:

G.

— Small

Gang— Like all OutTwo reels. — E. M

Our

Strand theatre,

Biddle,

Kans.

Ashland,

good.

it’s

One reel.— S.

Fair.

Photoplay theatre,
town patronage.
Ihde,

Charley

— Small town
Chaplin — Sure was
Ind.

for us.
Kept 50 per cent of the regulars out and
did not bring in a new face.
Poorest three days
since August. H. F. McGovern, Majestic theatre,
Findlay, O. General patronage.

—
—

FIGHTING FLUID:

One

—

of the best single
S. G. Ihde, Photoplay

comedies I ever used.
theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small town patronage.
reel

—

!

!

nothing of being nipped by crocodiles. Gosh
the real thing is more breath-taking than this, 1
hope I don’t have to go to Africa. Best animal
comedy I have ever seen. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

THE GREASE:

IN

—

patronage.

PATHE
THE BELOVED BOZO

—

Ralph Graves Different from usual comedy on account of no im:

i

—

—

Pretty good for a filler.
Can’t say that it drew any customers. S
G.
Ihde, Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.
Small
town patronage.

—

—

JUBILO, JR.:

—

One

the

of

best

comedies

played.
Bert Silver, Silver Family
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

ever

THE

LUCK

Two

THE

OF

—Harry always
—H. M. Retz,

I

theatre,

—

FOOLISH:

Harry
me.

get the laughs for

Strand theatre, Lamont,
Small town patronage.

reels.

Iowa.

—

OFF HIS TROLLEY

Pathe comedies are nearly
reels.
H. M. Retz, Strand

—
Iowa. — Small

good comedy.
always good.
Two

Pretty

:

Lamont,

theatre,

109
AFTER A REPUTATION—Don't know

—
—

LOW

Old

theatre,
age.

Stone

Good.

INJUNS:

Our

TOO MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW:

reels.

VS.

PAPRIKA

— Bert Silver,
Mich. — General

Silver

:

is

knockout.

eral

patronage.

regular good

—Holt & Di
Pa. — General

A

Ash

Family theatre, Greenville.

find these all
Miller and R. P. Ross, ComSurprise, Neb. Country patron-

Two

Fair comedy.

reels.

J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

ville,

RAISING TROUBLE: These comedies not so
good as Fox or Pathe, for Electric seems to copy
their stunts from Pathe.
Two reels. Holt
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. Gen-

—

FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED

—Pretty

Lake

—

GIDDAP:
what

ville,

Kan.

—

—

extra good one reel
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, SpearSmall town patronage.
J.

GETTING TRIMMED:

A

little

bit too foolish

— G. Ihde.
— Small town
Summerville—This

to please the majority.
Two reels.
Photoplay theatre, Ashland, Kans.

patronage.

HELLO FRISCO:

Slim

S.

is

a very poor excuse for a comedy.
Their efforts
to bring a laugh failed to register.
One reel.

W.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kans.
Small town patronage.
J.

Very good comedy although somereels.
L. V. Feldman, Orpheum
Minn. General patronage.

—

Two

silly.

—

theatre, Pipestone.

STRANDED

:

A

good comedy.

— Bert Silver,
—General

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Word Payable
Advance. Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

$ 1 00
.

.

THEATRE WANTED
WILL HUY OR LEASE

theatre in good middle
city of not less than 4,000.
consider proposition somewhat run down.
Address Box 606, Care of Exhibitors Herald, 407
So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

West or Northwest

Would

THEATRE MANAGER AVAILABLE
MAN, 35 years of age, 14 years in
business as a successful theatre manager both in
United States and Canada. Nine years in present
theatre.
Can give the best of references or will
lease or buy small town theatre. New England
preferred.
Address Box 602, Care of Exhibitors
Herald, 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC SIGN
NEW1

The
The

theatre

sign.

electric

announcement

Lustrolite moving picture
changeable letter
greatest
sign ever offered.
Just

A three line double-face all metal sign,
opal glass letter, complete letter assortment included, price $300.00. Easy terms which
Get our descriptive
allow sign to pay for itself.
matter at once.
SIGN CO.,
Manufacturers of
LUSTROLITE ELECTRIC

CLARK BROTHERS

SIGNS. 609 W. Fourth

Arthur

:

good one reeler. P. G. Estee, S. T.
Small town patronage.

THE GAME HUNTER: An
comedy.— W.

—

patronage.

eral

white

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Speartown patronage.

theatre, Parker, S. D.

—

thinkl

THE FAST STEPPERS: Billy Sullivan—We
showed the first number tonight and it did not
seem to register. Hope the balance are better.
J.

ter-

miserable supposed to be comThis, from Celebrated Players of Milwauedy.
Two reels. W. T. Davis &
kee, was no good.
Son, Rialto theatre, Sharon, Wis. General patronage.

—

W.

—W.
Kan. — Small

—

rible silly, foolish,

IT’S

reels.

—

MARRIED

good funny comedy.

age.

Two

fast

Just a fair one reeler.

H.

:

Semon

Larry

MISCELLANEOUS
HOLY SMOKE: The same old story. A

—W. J
— Small

patronage.

munity theatre.

—

Larry Semon
and furious.
Good old Larry slapstick.
Two reels. Holt c.
Dick, Palace theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa. Gen-

—A

patron-

UNIVERSAL

— George

Kan.

Pretty good two reel comJ. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Small town patronage.

VITAGRAPH

al-

ANDY GUMP COMEDIES: We
good.

patronage.

HUMBUGS AND HUSBANDS:

Temple

— G. Ihde, Photoplay theatre,
Kans. — Small town patronage.

ZEV

— General

TRAFFIC JAMS:
Two reels. —W.
edy.

Kan.

THUNDERING LANDLORDS: A
average Pathe comedy. Two reels.
Palace theatre, Clifton Heights,
patronage.

land,

A good comFamily theatre, Green-

Silver

Silver,

Mich.

ville,

A new

NANETTE:

— Bert

edy.

novelty reel which
is only one-half a reel, and that’s half subtitles,
and priced higher than a two reel comedy. Otherwise I think it pleased, as it’s something new.
G. Gartner, Halfway theatre, Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

YES, YES,
One reel. S.

—

Gang— Another

good one from the Gang.
Two
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
town patronage.
:

Fair one reeler.— W. J.
Spearman, Kan. Small

but sure
Phototown patron-

—W. E. Elkin,
Miss. — Neighborhood

STEREOSCOPICS

VAN WINKLE:

RIP

Ihde,

S.

reels.

Aberdeen,

Another good two reel comShoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
town patronage.

stuff

— G.
— Small

SHERLOCK SLEUTHS:
Two

J.

Shoup, DeLuxe theatre
town patronage.

age.
that.

BRIDGE:

—W.
Kan. — Small

edy.

patronage.

ONE SPOOKY NIGHT:

got the laughs.
Two reels.
play theatre, Ashland, Kans.

ways

is

to

Silver

town patronage.

what

happen, but we got a good Century
once.
This one had several laughs and for the
first time in months we were told the comedy was
good. Two reels. A. F. Botsford, Palace theatre.
Long Pine, Neb. Small town patronage.
going

Spearville,

IN DARKEST AFRICA: Stan Laurel— Help!
Murder
Police
Nobody slept here for two
nights from wildly dreaming of being pursued by
roaring lions, elephants and pole cats.
To say

EAT AND RUN

good high class comedy.

THE SLEEP WALKER: A regular average
Fox, not as good as some others we have run,
but all right.
Two reels. Holt & Dick, Palace
theatre, Clifton Heights, Pa.
General patronage.
Two

—

CHASING CHASERS:

SHOOTIN’

ain’t ; no laughs in it.
In my opinion it’s good
film wasted.
Two reels. G. Gartner, Halfway
theatre. Halfway, Mich.
General patronage.

reels.

—

Langdon

12.

—Real

possible stuff.
Gave fine satisfaction. One reel.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre. Chandler.
Okla.
Small town patronage.

!

THE LONG SHOT:
Center comedies.

-
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—

—

St.,

Davenport, Iowa.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
FOR SALE:

Approximately 270 7-ply new
veneer chairs.
Also generator, frames and used
projecting machines.
Bargains.
Atlas Moving
Picture Company, 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111 .

PEERLESS ARC CONTROLS, Factory ReBargain.
absolutely guaranteed.
Hertner
generator. Double 50 Amp., 220 Volt, 3 Phase.
Atlas Moving Picture Company, 538 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
built,

FOR SALE:

1,200

upholstered

chairs;

1,000

veneer chairs; other theatre equipment very
priced.
Illinois Theatre
Equipment
Company, 12 East Ninth Street, Chicago, 111.
5-ply

reasonably

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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December

19,

1925-

The tabulated matter below presents a directory to producers’ announcements about pictures which
enables exhibitors to check back and obtain for their information in booking the facts disclosed in product
announcements in the Herald.
Title of picture is followed by date of issue and numbers of pages bearing announcements.
“Ins.” is abbreviation for “Insert.”
An eight-week period including last week’s issue is covered.
Associated Exhibitors
Camille of the Barbary Coast:Oct.l7-Ins.
Fifty-Fifty :Oet.l7-Ins.
Sky Rocket, The:Oct.31-Ins.Nov.28-Ins.

Capitol
Lost Chord, The :Nov.21-80.

Fool, The:Nov.7-ll.
Golden Strain, The:Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.
Golden Strain, The:Nov.28-14,15.Dec.5-16,17.Dec.
12-22.
Havoc :Dec. 12-20, 21.

Iron Horse, The:Oet.31-8.

Lazybones :Oct.31-10. Nov. 14-14, 15.
One Increasing Purpose :Dee. 12-23.
Palace of Pleasure, The :Nov.28-14.

What

When

Chadwick

Price Glory ? :Nov. 28-17.
the Door Opened :Nov.21-8.Nov.28-14, 15, 18,

19.

Wages

for

Wives :Nov.28-14,15,18,19.

Some Pun’kins:Oct.24-22.

Columbia
Danger Signal, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Enemy of Men, An :Oct.24-16,17.
Fate of a Flirt, The :Oct.24-16,17.
Fighting Youth :Oct.24-16, 17.
Fight to the Finish, The :Oct.24-16,17.
Great Sensation, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Handsome Brute, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Ladies of Leisure :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Lure of the Wild, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Penalty of Jazz :Oct.24-16,17.

Greiver
Blackguard, The :Nov.28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Othello :Oct. 31-79. Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Passionate Adventure, The :Nov.28-105.Dec. 5-89.
Red Kimono, The :Nov. 28-105. Dec. 5-89.
Wasted Lives :Nov.28-105. Dee. 5-89.

Price of Success,

The :Oct. 24-16, 17.

Mad :Oct. 24-16, 17.

Sealed Lips, The:Oct.24-16,17.
Steppin’ Out :Oct.24-16,17.
S. O. S. Perils of the Sea:Oct.24-16,17.

The :Oct.24-16,17.
Unwritten Law, The :Oct.24-16,17.

Thrill Hunter,

Davis Dist. Div.
Fifth ting

Courage :Oct.24-18.

Red Kimono, The:Nov.7-5.

Off the Highway :Nov.28-9.
Paris at Midnight :Dec. 5-Ins.
People vs. Nancy Preston, The:Nov.28-9.Dec.l210 11
Prairie Pirate, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov.28-9.
,

.

Rocking Moon :Dec.5-Ins.
Road to Yesterday, The:Nov.28-7,9.
Roaring Rails :Nov.l4.10,ll.
Seven Days :Nov. 28-8.
Silent Sanderson :Nov. 14-10. 11.

Simon

Lee-Bradford
Blackguard, The:Nov.7-2.

Texas Trail, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Tiger Thompson :Nov.l 1-10,11.
Without Mercy :Nov. 14-8,9. Nov. 28-8. Dec. 5-Ins.
Wedding Song, The :Nov. 28-9. Dec.12-8,9.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Exchange of Wives, An :Oot. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Go West :Nov. 7-Ins. Nov. 21-l.Nov. 28-1. Dec. 5-8, 9.
His Secretary :Dec. 5-1.
Lights of Old Broadway :Dec. 12-12, 13.
Merry Widow, The :Nov. 21-11.

Midshipman, The :Oct.31-l. Nov. 21-11.
Mystic, The :Oct. 24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1.
Navigator, The :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Never the Twain Shall Meet:Oct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.
Nov. 21-11.

Sunset
With Buffalo Bill at the U. P. Trail :Oct.24-82.
With Davy Crockett at the Fall of the Alamo :Oct.
24-82.

With
With
With
With

Daniel Boone Thru the Wilderness :Oct.24-82.
General Custer ut Little Big Horn :Oct.24-82.
Kit Carson Over the Great Divide :Oct.24-82.
Sitting Bull at the Spirit Lake Massacre:

Oct.24-82.

Old Clothes :Nov.l4-l.Nov.28-12,13.
Pretty Ladies :Oct.24-8, 9. Oct. 31-1. Nov. 21-11.

Tiffany

Rag Man, The :Nov.l4-l.

F. B. 0.

Morals for

Romola :Oct.31-l
Irene and Mary :Dec. 12-1.
Seven Chances :Nov.28-l.Dec.5-8,9.
Slave of Fashion, The :Oct.24-8,9.
Sun Up :Oct. 24-8. 9. Oct. 31-1.
Tower of Lies, The:0ct.24-8,9.0ct.31-l.

Happiness :Nov.7-66.
Heads Up :Dec.l2-81.
High and Handsome :Oct. 31-71. Dec. 12-81.
If Marriage Fails :Nov.7-66.

Unholy

Isle of Retribution,

Nov.21-10,11.
Three,

First National
Beautiful City, The :Nov. 21-17,19. Dec.5-Ins.
Classified :Nov.7-18-19.Nov.21-17,18.Dec.5-Ins.
Clothes Make the Pirate:Nov. 14-Ins. Nov.21-17, 21.
Dec. 12-28.
Dark Angel, The:Oct.24-20,21.Oct.31-20,21.Nov.l424,25.

Girl

from Montmartre, The :Dec. 5-Ins.

Graustark:Nov.7-18,19.
Live Wire, The:Nov.7-18,19.
New Commandment, The :Nov.21-17,20.Dec. 5-Ins.

Pace That

Thrills, The :Nov.7-18,19.
Scarlet Saint, The :Nov. 14-26.
Shore Leave :Nov. 7-18, 19.
Splendid Road, The :Dec. 5-Ins. Dec. 12-Ins.

Unguarded Hour:Dec.5-Ins.

We Modems :Nov.21-17,22.Nov.28-Ins.Dec.5-Ins.
Winds

of

Chance :Nov.7-18,19.

Fox
Ancient Mariner :Nov.21-9.Nov.28-14,15,16.Dec.5-18.
Dec. 12-22, 24, 25.
Best Bad Man, The :Nov. 14-17.
Cradle Snatchers :Dec.5-19.
Daybreak :Nov. 28-14, 15. Dec.5-16, 17.
East Lynne:Nov.7-ll.Nov.l4-14,15.Nov.28-14,15,16.
Everlasting Whisper, The :Oct.31-9.
Fighting Heart, The :Oct.24-13.
First Year, The:Nov.7-ll.Nov.28-14,15,16.Dec.5-16,
17.

Seal

The:Oct.24-8,9.Oct.30-l.Nov.21-10,

United Artists

Paramount

The :Nov. 7-66.

Thundering Hoofs:Nov. 21-73.
Wild Bull’s Lair, The:Nov.21-73.

Red
Reelviews :Nov. 14-55, 56.
Searchlights :Nov. 14-55, 56.

11 .

Keeper of the Bees, The :Oct.24-79.0ct.31-69.Nov.760.Nov.14-18.Nov.21-5JSTov.28-22.23.
King o’ the Turf :Nov.7-65.
Ridin’ the Wind :Nov. 21-73.
Let’s Go Gallagher :Dee. 5-82, 83.
Smiling at Trouble :Dec. 12-80-81.
Speed Wild :Dec. 12-81.
That Devil Quemado:Nov. 21-73.

Men :Dec.l2-26.

Sally,

Around Frying Pan :Nov.21-72,73.
Bandit’s Baby, The :Nov. 21-73.
Drusilla With a Million :Nov.7-66.
Flaming Waters :Nov.7-66.

All

Jester :Nov.7-16,17.Nov.28-8.Dec. 5-Ins.,

the

14,15.

Soft Shoes :Nov.l4-10, II.
Steel Preferred :Dec. 5-Ins. Dec. 12-6, 7.

New Champion, The :Oct. 24-16, 17.
Speed

Flaming Forties :Nov. 14-10, 11.
Forbidden Waters :Dec. 5-24,25.
Hell’s Highroad :Nov. 28-9.
Last Frontier, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
Lightning Rider, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.
Madam Behave :Nov.21-14,15.Nov.28-9.
Man from Red Gulch, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.Nov.28-8.
Million Dollar Handicap :Dec. 5-Ins.
Night Hawk, The:Nov. 14-10, 11.

American Venus, The :Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4,5.
Ancient Highway, The :Nov. 21-3.
Coast of Folly, The:Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.
Cobra :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.
Enchanted Hill, The:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Flower of Night :Nov. 7-3, Nov.14-7.
Golden Princess, The:Nov.7-3.

Hands Up :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-4, 5.

Kiss for Cinderella, A :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dec. 5-4,5.
Irish Luck :Nov.l4-3.Nov.28-4.Dee.5-4,5.Dee.l2-4.
King on Main Street, The :Nov. 14-3. Nov. 28-4.
Lovers in Quarantine :Oct.31-3.Nov.7-3.

Lord Jim :Dec.5-3,4.
Lucky Devil, The:Nov.28-3.

Mannequin :Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Man Who Found Himself, The:Nov.28-4.
New Brooms :Nov. 7-3.
Night Life of New York:Nov. 28-3.
Peter Pan :Nov. 14-4.
Pony Express, The :Oct.24-4,5.0ct.31-4.
Nov.7-3.Nov.14-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.
A :Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.

Regular Fellow,
Nov. 28-4.
Seven Keys to

Baldpate:Nov.7-3.Nov.l4-7.Nov.

Eagle, The :Nov.28-21.Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-19.
Little Annie Rooney :Nov.28-20.Dec.5-22.Dec.l2-18.
Gold Rush, The:Oct.lO-19.

Wild Justice :Oct.24-19.

Universal
Straight
California
Nov.21-13.

Ahead:Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.

Calgary Stampede, The :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6, 7. Nov.2113.

Cohens

and

the

Kellys :Nov.21-13.Nov.28-ll.Dec.

12-14,15.

Goose Woman :Oet. 24-6. 7. Nov. 7-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
His People :Nov. 21-13. Dec. 5-11.
Home Maker, The:Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
My Old Dutch :Nov.7-7.
Phantom of the Opera :Nov. 14-6, 7. Dec. 5-12, 13.
Siege :Oct. 24-6, 7. Nov. 21-13.
Skinner’s Dress Suit :Nov. 21-13.
Sporting Life, The:Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.Nov.21-13.
Stella Maris :Oct.24-6,7.Nov.7-6,7.
Still Alarm, The:Nov.7-7.Nov.21-13.Nov.28-5.
Two Blocks Away :Oct.24-6,7.
What Happened to Jones :Nov.21-13.

28-4.

Son of His Father, A:Nov.28-3.
Stage Struck :Nov. 28-4. Dec. 5-3, 4, 5.
Street of Forgotten Men, The:Nov.28-3.
Ten Commandments, The :Nov.l4-7.Nov.21-4.Nov.
28-3

That Royle Girl :Nov.l4-7.Nov.28-4.Dec.5-3,4,5.
Trouble With Wives, The:Nov.21-4.
Wild, Wild Susan :Nov.21-4.Nov.28-3.
Womanhandled:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.
Woman of the World, A:Nov.28-4.Dec.5-4,5.

Producers

Dist.

Corp.

Bad Lands, The:Nov.l4-10,ll.
Beyond the Border:Nov.l4-10,ll.
Coming of Amos, The :Nov.28-8.
Danger Girl, The :Dec.5-Ins.,24,25.
Dice

Woman,

The:Dec.5-25.

Warner Brothers
Below the Line:Oct.24-14,15.
Bobbed Hair :Oct.24-14,15.Nov.l4-12,13.
Nov. 21-Ins.
Broken Hearts of Hollywood:Oct.24-14,15.
Cave Man, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Clash of the Wolves, The :Oct.24-14,16.
Compromise :Oct.24-14.15.Nov.7-8,9.
Fighting Edge, The:Oct.24-14.15.
Golden Cocoon, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Hell Bent for Heaven :Oct.24-14, 15.
Hero of the Big Snows, A :Oct.24-14,15.
His Jazz Bride:Oct.24-14,15.
Hogan’s Alley :Oct. 24-14. 15. Dec. 5-6, 7.
Honeymoon Express, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Inevitable Millionaires, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Lady Windermere’s Fan:Oct.24-14,15.
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Limited Mail, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Little Irish Girl, The:Oct.24-14,15.

Love Toy, The:Oot.24-14,15.
on the Box, The:0ct.24-14,15.0ct.31-12,13.
Nov. 7-8, 9.
Night Cry, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Nightie Night Nurse :Oct. 24-14, 15.
Passionate Quest, The :Oot. 24-14, 15.

Man

Pleasure Buyers, The :Oct. 24-14, 15.

Red Hot Tires :Oct.24-14, 15.
Rose of the World :Oct.24-14,16.Nov.28-24.25.
Sap, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Satan in Sables:Oct.24-14,15.
Sea Beast, The :Oct.24-14,15.
Seven Sinners :Oct.24-14, 15.
Silken Shackles :Oct.24-14, 15.
Social Highwayman, The:Oct.24-14,15.
Three Weeks in Paris:Oct.24-14,15.

Wife

Who

Why

Girls

Wasn’t Wanted, The:Oct. 24-14, 15.
Go Back Home:Oct.24-14,15.

Short Features
Educational
Bobby Vernon Comedies :Dec. 12-16, 17
Goofy Gob, A:Oct.31-16,17.
Kinograms :Nov.7-15.Nov. 14-22, 23. Nov. 28-26. Dec.
12-5.

in Morocco :Oct.24-5.
Misfit Sailor, A:Oct. 31-16,17.

Maid

My

Swedie:Oct.31-16,17.
to Nuts:Oct.31-16,17.
Voice of the Nightingale, The:Nov. 14-20, 21.

Soup

Film Booking

Offices
Yola D’Avril, left, Molly Malone, center, and Jean Lorraine are players
who make appearance in current Christie attractions released by Educa-

Adventures of Mazie:Nov.7-69.
Bray Cartoons :Nov.7-69.
Fighting Hearts :Nov.7-70.

tional.

c

Fox Film Corp.
All

Aboard :Oct.24-10-ll.

R

Game Hunter, The:Oct.24-10,ll.
Business Engagement, A:Oot.24-10,ll.
Big

Fox News :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 21-7 .Dec. 5-20, 21.
Fox Varieties :Oct. 24-10, 11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7. Dec. 520 21
,

h

s'

.

Heart Breaker, The:Oct.24-10,ll.
Imperial Comedies :Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.7-14.Nov. 21-7.

r

Dec. 5-20, 21.

O. Henry Stories:Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.7-14.Nov.21-7.
Dec. 5-20, 21.
On the Go:Oct.24-10,ll.

Shoes :Oct.24-10,ll.
Sky Jumper, The :Oct.24-10,ll.
Strong for Love :Oct. 24-10, 11.
Sweet Marie:Oct.24-10,ll.
Transients in Arcadia :Oct.24-10, 11.
Van Bibber Comedies :Oct.24-10,ll.Nov.7-14.Nov.

Amundsen’s Expedition :Nov.l4-71, 72,73,74, 75, 76.
Nov. 28-96, 97.
Better Movies :Nov. 21-Ins.
Dangerous Curves Behind :Oct.24-Ins.Oct.31-84.
Dog’s Life, A :Oct. 3 1-65, 67, 68, 72, 74, 76. Nov. 7-61, 62,
63, 64, 65, 66. Nov. 14-7 1,72, 73. 74, 75, 76. Nov. 21-68, 69,
70,71, 74, 75.Nov.28-89, 90,93, 94,98, 102.

Good Morning Madam :Oct.24-Ins.Nov.7-80.
Green Archer, The :Dec. 5-Ins.
His Wooden Wedding :Dec.5-Ins.
Lucky Stars :Oct. 24-90.
Moonlight and Noses :Dec. 12-90.
Over There-Abouts :Oct. 24-Ins. Oct.31-84.
Papa Be Good :Dec. 5-Ins.
Should Sailors Marry ? :Nov.21-Ins.Nov.28-108.
Soapsuds Lady, The :Nov. 21-84.
There Goes the Bride :Nov. 21-Ins. Dec. 5-92.

Pathe News:Nov.l4-82.
Wild West:Oct.24-Ins.

Universal
Buster Brown Comedies:Oct.31-19.Nov.l4-5.

Short Films Syndicate
Jeff :Dec. 5-10.

Garbo to Make American
Debut in “The Torrent”
( Special

Swedish
her

first

in

“The

Mayer.
Cortez.

to

Exhibitors Herald)

8— Greta

YORK,

Dec.

film

of
film as a leading player

star,

American

Torrent”

She

will

is

by
play
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Amber Norman is above, left, and Vera Steadman, right. Both appear in
recent Christie comedies. Below, Duane Thompson, left, and Marian Andre,

21-7.Dec.5-20, 21.

Wrestler, The:Oct.24-10,ll.

&

*

s

"

^

Love and Lions :Oct.24-10, 11.
Married Life of Helen and Warren, The :Oct.24-10,
11. Nov. 7-14. Nov. 21-7. Dec. 5-20, 21.

Mutt

^

I

A :Oct.24-10,ll.

Cloudy Romance,

'XU

H

Garbo,

making scenes

Metro-Goldwynopposite

Ricardo

f'

;
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of the performance when he sat beside
him. Bill went back to the next perform-

ance to see what the show had been about

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By

J

D. H.

REPARATIONS

Although the

officers of the board were
elected in August, 1925, their installation

has been delayed from time to time during the past four

months.
Jack Sampson,
manager
branch
of F.

post

*

*

to control his

Dwight

theatre.

and Indiana

Illinois

Fox

manager,

branch

Betty Blythe and Carlyle Blackwell

as vice president,

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD PRODUCTIONS

6

Irving

Mandel,
secretary, L. A
Rozelle, treasurer. Will Flays, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, will be present to address the guests, it is planned. Invitations
are going out from the office of the board
to every exhibitor and film man in the
Chicago territory. Much of the responsibility of the arrangements has been placed
on Joe Abramson, of the film board.

“SHE”
By

H. A. R. Dutton, president of the Exhibitors Supply Company, will leave December 12 for New York, where he will
spend several days.
*

Meyer

*

*

*

Cleve Adams division manager of F. B.
O., with headquarters in Chicago, breathed
heavily when he reached Chicago November
30.
He had been in Memphis for two
weeks, where the sun is bright and the air
is full of fragrance.
He stepped from the
train into a three inch snow and counted
the days until he might be trekking South
,

“THE RED KIMONO”
.4

*

*

*

*

of the bright lights of the

week was

Chicago, December 3, of
Charlie Murray, “the leaping comedian,” as
he styles himself, due to his recent excursions hither and thither at the beck at
arrival

in

8

Alice Joyce
in

the Famous Novels by
General Charles King

From

“THE PASSIONATE

ADVENTURE”

DELUXE
PRODUCTIONS
8

An
With Clive Brook and Marjorie Dau-.
emphasis of woman* s modern status

Jane Novak

Starring Marilyn Mills and her two
W'onder Horses “Star” and “Beverly”

in

“THE BLACKGUARD”
Directed by

Cutts.
From
Raymond Baton

Graham
by

the

book

8

PEGGY O’DAYS
“The Thrill Girl”

“WASTED LIVES”
Edith Roberts
Cullen Landis
It

Elliott

8

Dexter

Betty Francisco

Outdoor Specials

you make
Life Worth While

9 BILL MIX
PRODUCTIONS

“OTHELLO”
Directed

AL FERGUSONS

will help

by DIMITRI Bl’CHOW ETZKI,

rector of

Norma Talmadge

di-

Westerns

in

"GRAIIST ARK"

*

In line with the plans of the new
sales cabinet of First National the
salesmen and executives of the Chicago exchange gathered in an informal
convention Saturday, December 5, to
confer with Sam Spring, treasurer of
the company and chairman of the
cabinet.
Spring arrived from New
York early in the morning, remaining in Chicago until Sunday.
The
sales chairman outlined to the boys
the ideas and new policies that are
being put into effect. Ned Depinet,
recently appointed to the cabinet and
head of the Southern division, was
present at the meeting.

KEN MAYNARD
WESTERNS
FRONTIER
FEATURES

daring subject delicately handled

again.
*

8

in

sales

*

Haggard

*

manager of the
Theatre
Company, 738 South
Wabash avenue, returned to Chicago, December 5, after a week in New York,
Cleveland, Buffalo and Detroit, where he
effected some heavy contracts.
Boog,
Equipment
S.

Rider

Sir

Mrs. Wallace Reid

*

the

*

A. B. McCollum reached Chicago
December 3 he announced that he is moving
from Dwight, 111., to Hoopeston, where he
has operated the Lorraine and the Opera
House since March 1. He will continue

Get Ready for 1926

at

George

are

Dembow,

One

Grand

When

Brumberg, Universal branch manager,
Palace December 3 through every act

election.
Others to
formally take of-

ward

the

spent the afternoon

with Jack Howland, country sales manager
of First National, December 2.

at the

August

fice

who owns
111.,

O., will

B.

that

the

for the past six weeks.
* * *

Dr. A. C. King,
theatre in El Paso,

In the past eight days he has
been ordered to New York, then to Alabama, then to the Coast to make scenes
for various pictures.
Charlie entertained

take his office as
president, having
been re-elected
to

New York

in

producers.

Bill

*

Q. Nilsson, First National featured
player, made a visit to Chicago of a few
hours when she hopped off the Century
November 30 and hopped on a Westbound
limited later the same day.
She has been

are being made on Film Row for the Inaugural
Frolic to be held at the Bal Tabarin in the Marionette room of the
Hotel Sherman, January 26, 1926, which is offered by the membership of the film board of trade. The affair is planned as an extravagant
celebration for the incoming officers of the Chicago film board of trade who
will that night be installed.

P

*

*

Anna

“Cry for

It”

—
in

)

“ * erials
)

52

Two

PREMIER
WESTERNS

10
Mae

rm«,

the

Chicago

Tribune

“MYSTERY BOX”
“POWER GOD”

1

i

10 Episodes
15 Episodes

Reel Comedies “ Hey Fellas
“
Lightning

‘Shieks

Greiver Productions
831 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago,

111.

Featuring Ben

W

ilson

and Neva Gerber

and Shebas,

December
John

19,

1925
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manager of ProDistributing Corporation, was in
Chicago for a few days last week on his
way East from the Coast. He took advantage of the stopover to dash up to Milwaukee and back with Cecil Maberry, district
manager, closing with the Merrill theatre
for A1 Christie and
DeMille features.
Flinn stated that 12 features are in the
C. Flinn, general

ducers

making

at the

*

tury’s conductors
“sell”

*

is

an exhibitor in his off
opportunity to

5j<

*

*

New

quarters were taken by ProDistributing Corporation December 7 in the Scown building, 831
South Wabash avenue. Invitations issued by Harry S. Lorch, branch manager of Chicago, brought scores of exhibitors and film men to the opening,
which was decidedly informal. The
new offices are on the second floor,
the space once occupied by Warner
Brothers.

ducers

jji

*

^

announcement that Fox exchange has been awarded the high honors
of the month by the fire prevention committee of the Chicago film board of trade
the

for expedience in fire drills, there has come
an announcement from the Universal offices that the office force there is observing two fire drills each week with a time
record so far of 45 seconds. The 45 seconds was made with Eddie Brichetto holding the stop watch.
*

An

*

*

pound baby boy was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Loeb November 30
Mother and child are doing well, to say
nothing of Harold, Fox exchange maneight

ager.
*

*

*

Ralph Crocker, who was for a long time
an exhibitor in Chicago, was on the “Avenue” December 1 for the first time in several months. It has been his fortune (good
or bad?) to have recently completed a two
months session on the federal grand jury
in Chicago.
“Remember me to the boys,”
he smiled.
?{c

*

%

Dave Dubin is back from New York and
now all is hotsy totsy again in the Educa-

One About

the

JOE ABRAMSON

*

and Henri’s only
him is on the trip.

Upon

Here’s

Righthand Man of Both
Exchanges and Exhibitors

Coast studios.

Henri Ellman is back from New York!
But although he returned yesterday, December 7, by the time this is in print Henri
is on his way again, probably bound Eastward. It’s rumored that one of the Cenhours

Managers

Nickname? Just Joe.
Born July 12, 1895, at Boston, Mass.

To

be

lightweight

wrestling
champion of the world.
First job? A. D.
T. messenger boy
with the staggering remuneration
of
This
$3.75.

was when
14 years

had come

when

I

old.

*

*

*

—

doesn’t

mean

that he

*

is

*

well again.
*

of commuting is
Jerry Abrams and Meyer Boog
bade him farewell at the New York Central station, it was revealed that two of the
young prosperous business men had made
use of the return trip from New York to
further their knowledge in the art of card
playing.
Henri was the professor and his
teaching fee was the amount of a round
out.

was
I

here

10.

did

*

Frank Ishmael, of the Metro-GoldwynMayer exchange, returned to his office December 5 after a period of illness which

Henri Ellman’s

Schools? Grammar school, then
Gregg
Business
College, both in
Chicago.

When

*

Frank Zambreno of the Progress exchange, Chicago, left December 3 for New
York accompanied by Mrs. Zambreno. He
*

Film Board of Trade
Ambition?

Henry Igle, who has a lot of the say-so
about the First National projection room,
learned December 2 that he had developed
blood poisoning in his arm as a result of a
scratch that he had a few days previously
on his hand.

expected to return the following week.

Secretary

First

113

secret

When

trip ticket to the East.

^

LeRoy

you

break into the motion picture business?
In February, 1922, when I became secretary of the Chicago Film Board of
Trade, and I’ve been at it ever since.
(Joe added that approximately 2,000
cases had been submitted to the board
of arbitration during this period).
Hobby? To warble the old harmonica.
When I was in the 33d Heavy Artillery
in the war Captain Cady of my regiment
would carry my rifle on marches while
I tuned up.
I was also trombone soloist of the regiment.
Worst experience? Toting a two and
a half pound pair of boots all the way
home from France, when I could have
got a batch of jewelrv for the same
money, and then having my dad take
them away from me and use them himself.
But that was also my best experience, at that, because during a forced
march through the slush of Bordeaux I
was the only one in the regiment that
had a pair.

5{J

Alexander, Universal Midwest
manager, has kept a constant vigil for the
past few days since his wife has been confined to the hospital with pneumonia.
IV.

Lewis Signs With F. P.-L.
( Special

to

Exhibitors Herald )

LOS ANGELES,

—

Ralph Lewis
Famous Players-

De.c. 8.

has signed a cuntract with
Lasky.

I4U

I
PLAIN & NOVELTY
ON ALL FEATURES
All

Heralds without
imprint shipped same
day. With imprint
shipped day after.

tional offices.
He spent a week in New
York conferring with company associates,

press agents, newspaper reporters,

et al.

Here are two scenes from “The Big Parade,” epic of the war directed by King Vidor from an original story by Laurence
Stallings adapted to the screen by Harry Behn.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production had its premiere at the Astor
theatre, New York. On the right John Gilbert, Tom O’Brien and Karl Dane are seen 'in one of the tense moment.
On the left are Dan Mason, John Gilbert and Rene Adoree.
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION

AND EQUIPMENT
Producer May Control
$3,000,000

House

in

Kansas City
With

additional

announcement

this

week

of plans concerning the proposed $3,000,000
Midland theatre in Kansas City, a house
which will seat 4,000 persons and which
will follow the presentation policy of the
Capitol theatre in New York City, there is
spreading a persistent rumor that the house
will be controlled by Metro-Goldwyn, as
far as the booking is concerned.

With Paramount and Universal in the
down town first-run
houses, it is known that Metro-Goldwyn
for many months has been seeking a suitmajority control of

able opening in
uct.

Kansas City for
the Midland

prodTheatre

its

of

Officials

Company, which will erect the theatre,
neither deny nor confirm the Metro-Goldwyn phase of the project. The ten theatres in Kansas operated by the company
strictly are chain houses, but the Kansas
City theatre presents an entirely different
proposition, it is said.
That an alliance
with “one of the large producing companies” is expected, officers of the company
readily admit.

The

New

Zaring Egyptian
House Opens to Big
Attendance

rooms, bowling alleys and other atThe seating capacity will be
Alexander Frank reported that his
3,600.
new house would seat 2,700. The Blank
house will be on the national circuit now
being organized by Balaban and Katz.

Photographs and a complete description
of Zaring’s Egyptian theatre will be published in
the next “Better Theatres” section.

NOTE:

Several small theatres will probably be
given up when the new house is completed.
Leases will expire in a year or two.

one of the
motion picture hcuses in the Middle West, was
opened in Indianapolis to a monster crowd
Long before the first show
last month.

Marsden Noble Open

Zaring’s

was scheduled

distinctive

to start, scores of cars

He said that
his characteristic speeches.
in all his travels he never had seen a more
A. C. Zaring, builder of the theatre, and
owner of other neighborhood houses in
Indianapolis, came in for a large share of
praise.

For four blocks in front of the theatre,
street was strung with many-colored
lights and pennants. The front was a blaze
the

of light in which the Arabian canopy across
the sidewalk showed to great advantage.

streets.

by spears.

plans for the theatre will

Mr. Woolf

be

made

soon,

said.

Marr & Colton Reports
Active

Demand

for

Theatre Organs
The many

recent installations of Marr &
Colton organs in theatres in various parts
of the country points to an active demand
and a wide appreciation of organ music in
motion picture houses, officials of the com-

pany

report.

Among

recent installations

&

made by Marr

Colton are a three-manual instrument in
the Strand theatre, Auburn, N. Y. a two;

manual

organ

in

Rochester, N. Y.

the

Thurston

theatre,

a three-manual job in the
new Hinsdale theatre, Hinsdale, 111. a
three-manual organ for R. B. Williamson’s
;

;

Bay View

Milwaukee, and two inJ. Brown’s
Fenkell theatre and at Schimmel & Pinchet’s new Flamingo theatre.
A. C. Zaring* s new Egyptian theatre in
Indianapolis was opened in November with
a Marr & Colton instrument.
theatre,

stallations in

Detroit at John

The exterior is Egyptian in architecture.
Huge square blocks of concrete have been
to

Two

Egyptian Theatre
Marsden and Noble of the Coos Bay
Amusement Company, Portland, Ore., recently opened a new Egyptian theatre for
the approval of the public. This theatre is
said to surpass anything in the state in architecture, comfort and general attractiveness, and has been favorably compared with

The
in Hollywood.
was erected at a cost of $200,000,
and was ardently acclaimed by every attendant at the opening. The opening was a
gala event in the Coos Bay district.
At the close of the second performance
Grauman’s Egyptian

beautiful playhouse.

resemble an ancient Egyptian
temple. There is a smoky gray effect over
Egyptian symbols and
all to represent age.
hieroglyphics are carved over the entrance
and two stone pillars stand at each side of
The canopy is supported
the box office.

Herbert M. Woolf is president of the
Midland company and M. B. Shanberg
manager. Additional announcement of the

-

were

parked in adjoining streets and the first
of a continuous string of visitors that kept
the theatre open until after midnight had
gathered in front of the box office. Mayor
Lew Shank opened the theatre with one of

layout of the theatre will permit an
orchestra of more than forty pieces. Some
idea of the scale of the building planned is
gained from the fact it will have a total
frontage of 514 feet on the three streets
Thirteenth, Baltimore and Main mostly
available for an impressive collection of
shops.
The theatre entrance will be on
Main street, but exits will lead to all three

—

tractions.

Egyptian theatre,

most beautiful and

molded

billiard

Large Theatres

Are Announced for
Des Moines, la.
Announcement of two new theatres for
Des Moines within a week proved almost
too much for even the gullible public to
swallow but Des Moines theatre fans and
the business interests look upon the news
as indicative of prosperity and better conditions.
A. H. Blank, at the head of 36
theatres in Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois,
announced the erection of a monstrous new
motion picture house to cost $1,200,000 for
which plans are already being made. This
announcement came within six days after
one by Alexander Frank of the Frank

theatre

the visiting film men and their wives gave
the theatre a special examination and found
it equipped with Simplex machines, a threemanual Wurlitzer organ and exquisitely
decorated by B. F. Shearer Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.
After the inspection Messrs.

Marsden and Noble displayed unusual hospitality in a bountiful repast for the visitors,

which was served on the stage of the

new

theatre. Geo. Jackson served as toastmaster for the occasion, kept the fun moving and capably fulfilled the task to the
queen’s taste. Louis Amacher sang and was
accompanied on the organ by Rex Stratton.
The following represented the Portland delegation present at the opening:
Geo. E. Jackson, manager of the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., Mr. and Mrs. Bob
White, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Potter, Mr. and
Mrs. G. E. Matthews, all of the Multnomah Theatres Corp. Jack Rue, manager
of P. D. C.
Jack Sullivan, manager of
Fox; Fred Jacks, Warner Bros.; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Harris, B. F. Shearer, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Amacher, Metro-Goldwyn; Jack O’Brien, E. I. Hudson, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Bligh, Jack Tillman, C. M.
Linn, Hal Vaughn, L. A. Goux and B. R.
;

;

Keller.

“Graustark” was the opening attraction.

Amusement Company in Waterloo, la., that
he would build a new $700,000 motion picThe Frank house
ture house in this city.
is to be at Seventh and Grand and the
new cinema palace by Blank will be at
Ninth and Grand on ground owned by
Blank.

The

now

made

for Blank by
Chicago, will
include elaborate equipment for atmosphere.
It will bring a new recreational
center to the city with a dance hall to accommodate 500 couples. There will be

plans

John Eberson,

being

architect

of

226 w. Adams

St.

^Chicago.

in..

You know
Pictures printed

in

advance

on Eastman Positive

Film carry the photographic quality of
the negative through to the screen.
It

takes but a

-a glance

When you

in

moment

the margin

to check

tells

up

the story.

see the black-lettered identi-

fication “Eastman” “Kodak” you know in

advance that the picture will screen with
the brilliancy your audiences expect.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

MacK

S'ennett Comedies
Ttuc 'Reels

They

all

to laugh;

liKjs

tmhy not

Laughter means dollars to you, IF you shotv
Sennett Comedies and Advertise them>.

MacK

r

The Two Reel Comedy

just as

is

important to you as

any picture you can put upon your program.

Any

exhibitor

exhibitor

who

tage of the
will

who

to realize

fails

realizes the fact

and

fails

this

fact;

any

to take advan-

draw” which the best two reel comedies
is not making all the money
he can.

give him,

It’s hard to get feature dramas
that will please all
or even a majority of your patrons; but
a two ree}
Mack Sennett comedy will deliver for you week in and

week

out, please all

money

—

IF you

your patrons, and bring you extra

them about

tell

it*

t

Advertise Them

Pafh^comedy
1

T«A©I

T

MAKK

>

let

’em?
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